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elinieal study ill one hundred and eiglitysix cases of valvular
heart dlseaae. (^abot, K. <'., imj. Ill; brailyeaplia. with repui of a
Case. ('liaKe, K. K.. l;<ii; the clinical value of Ulivcr's ln-niocylo-
III, .(. r. -^ iiiiiell, I) |)._ )r,0; a p>'Coiid case of cvanosis wltli'iut
:i- >'ne, Calvit. It. C.. 275; reiiort on progre-s in thoracic
''. ". (i r,

, Hiid Bar|id,.I. W., 276. .30.'; li a.lycardia with
11' ilt'Oiiiiiiuna, Whltridg>, A. H., 3i'; the practical
VHi ! ..' lip" whili- bio d count in surgical cases. Hubb iid, .J. ('.,

4'i'.>, 112; eyanoHii from congenital cariliac iliiease, Townsend, (;.

W., 4 ti; venous thrombosis as a complieation of cardiac disewse,
Wulch, W. II.. .',49; aneurism of the aorta with luptiin- into the
sill erior Vena cava, rec'giii/.eil during life, Stengel. A.,.'>5fl; minor
furiiis of cardiac dilalatiuu, Uobinson, 15., 550; heart lesKUis in in-

fancy, Jaoobi, A., 571; the blood changes in high altitudes, Solly,
S. E., 674; a case of mural endocarditis, Williams, H., 574; exer-
cises suitable for children sutl'ering from heart disease, Taylor, J.
M., 574; aneurism of heart, thrombosis of left coronary artery,
Dalanil, .I.,575; examination of the blood, its value to the general
practitioner, Kussell, .M. H., 638; rheumatism and the prevention,
of heart complications, Walsh, J. J., 669; heart in rheumatism,
Rochester, DoL., 669; a case of malignant endocarditis with re-

covery, Davis, N. S. Jr., 670.

Clark, J. I'. Anatomical specimens, 4.35.

(Mevelaud. Ituptured ovarian cyst, 337.

Cobb, C. .M. A new nasal scissors for the removal of the lower
turbinate, tO.i.

Cobb, F. C. Kpistaxis, 2, 12.

Coley, \V. B. The treatment of inoperable malignant tumors, 68.

Coii8ultaiit8. Kxponse of medical consultants in South Africa, 343.

Consultation. The iiliysician and the surgical coneultant, 70.

Cottou, F. J. .Separation of the ejiiphysis of the olecranon, 692.

Coues, W. I'. A ca.se of ptomaine poisoning, 90.

Councilman, W. T. The course in pathology at the Harvard Medi-
cal School, ."ins, 567.

Courtney, J. W. A case of multiple cerebral hemorrhages from
chronic load poisoning, with necropsy, 136, 142; on distortion of
the spine, with the report of two cases of diplegia brachialis due to
this cause, 345.

Craig, C. K. Some typical cases of estivo-autumnal and tertian
malarial fevers with a study of the parasites observed in the blood,
668.

Craijj Colony for Epileptics, 311.

Cranclon, I,. It. <;. A self-closing stopper for an ether bottle, 297.

Crook '•.•>•. liorrock^, 3GC.

Crothers, T. L). An excursion to the Paris exhibition, 263.

(,'uuiniings, A. K. A centenarian, 2U7.

Curtin, K. C. Tlie phlebitis of advanced phthisis, with report of
cases of phthisis following abscesses of the hand, 573.

Curtis, B. F. CJastric ililatation, gastioptosis, 60.->.

CiitaneouH .*«y8teni. 'J"he discovery of scabies, 122; report on der-
niatolo^;y, Bowon, J. T., 193; cases of rash after eiieinata, 203.

Cvanosis. A second case of cyanosis without assignable cause,
Cabot, R. C, 27").

Daland, J. Aneurism of heart, thrombosis of left coronary artery,

Daly, J. R. I.,. A clinical study of heroin. 190.

Dane, J. A new back brace for Pott's disease, 630.

I>avl8, B. B. Treatment of injuries of the ureter, 666.

Uavis, <i. <». Hrace for lateral curvature of the spine, 664; an
operation for ununited intracapsular fracture of the hip, 664.

Uavls, N. S., Jr. A case of malignant endocarditis with recovery,
670.

Death certificates in rural districts, 613.

l)eav<"r, J. II. Appendiceal lislula, 636.

DeBloiK. Obesity, 33.!.

Denison, C. Educational and legislative control of tuberculosis,
572.

Dennis, F. .S. .Stricture of the esophagus following typhoid fever,
gastrostomy, GOIi.

Diabetes. is'>)tes on diabetes: (I) on the occa.sional low specific
gravity of diabetic saccharine urine; (2) on casts in the urine dur-
ing diabetic coma, Ilerrick, J. B., 543.

Digestive System. Appendicitis in a hernial sac, Teiiney, B., 4.

12; a simple method for the quantitative analysis of the gastric
coutiuits lor use in clinical work, Ilewes, II. F.,9; a case of perfo-
rating gastric ulcer, operation, recovery, with remarks on the sur-
gery of gastric ulcer, Lund, F. B.,25, 41; intestinal digestion, and
its relation to pulmonary disease. Burr, C. U.,101; cases of chol.
ecystolomy, tiarceau, E., 104; intestinal obstruction. Beach, H. H.
A., 110; a brief note on some of those grave abdoininal lesions
wliich often defy diagnosis, IManley, T. H., 135; diiluse peritonitis
from acute appendicitis in a girl ageil thirteen years, operation,
recovery, .Stinsoii, J. (;., 103; perinepliritic abscess involving the
appendix, Williams, H., 2.'2; the gastro-intestinal tract in nervous
diseases, Pearee, K. S., 242; a method of deterinining the digestive
power of gastric juice, as well as the absorptive power of the
stomach, Austin, A. E., 246; idiopathic dilatation of the colon,
Fitz, K. H . 274; intermittent gastric hypersecretion, with a report
of a case, Eltiiig. A. W., 293; strangulated diaphragmatic hernia,
-Mixter, S. J., 301; a case of acute general peritonitis, operation,
recovery, Muinfoid, J. G., 301; a ca«e of intestinal' obstruction
from a hair-ball, Brewster, G. W. W.,39.); hair-eating children and
convulsions, Lyon, F. 1)., 39.'); gunshot wound of the abdomen,
with niiiltiple wounds of the intestine, Lothiop, H. A., 405, 413;
pinigastric adhesions causing indigestion and gastric dilatation,
Shaltiick. F. ('

, 428; perforating gastric ulcer, operation, death,
Warren. .1. C, 42'<; perforating gastric ulcer simulating appendi-
citis, .Sliattuck, F. C, 429; liemonliage from the whole gastric
mucosa simulating gastric ulcer, Shattuck, F. ('., 43i): pyloric
stenosis and gastric dilatation from gastric ulcer, hour-glass con-
traction of the stomach, .Shattuck, h". C.,4.il; perforating ulcer of
the duodenum. Weir, R. K., 4.")3, 603; a study of the nature and sig
nilicancc of the symptoms in disonlors of the stomach, Ilewes, H.
F., rOI; the origin of oxaluriii from feriuentation in the gastro-
intestinal tract, Herter, C. A., .'45; acute phlegmonous gastritis,
Kinnicutt, !•'. P., 545; cases of diarrhea a.'<sociated with the presence
of strongylus intestinalis in the sto.ils, Thayer, W. S., 548; the atti-
tude of tiie physician and surgeon to appendicular symptoms com-
plicatiiig typhoid fever. Hare, H. A.,.'j.'in: observations on appendi-

. cills, Van (iiesmi. I.,5i0; stoinaeh conditions in earlv tuberculosis.
Reed, B., 57.1; gastric hemorrhage, Rodman, W. L., 586, 601; perfo-
rating ulcer ol the stomach, Finney, J. M.T..604; inalignant dis-
eases of the stomach and pylorus. Mayo, W. J., 6)4; benign ob-
struction of the pylorus. Kaininercr, F., 605; gastric dilatation,
gastroiilosis, Curtis, B. F., 6 '5; hour-glass contraelion of the
stomach, Watson. F. S., 60'); diagnosis of cancer of the stimach,
Heiiinieter. J. C, 600; ailhesions of the stomach, Cabot, A. T., 606;
gastric functions before ainl after gastroenterostomy, Fischer, C.
S., 606; stricture of the esophagus following typhoid fever, gastros-
tomy, DcnniP, F. S., 606; surgery of the stomach. Keen, W. W.,
60i; thd methods of closing abdominal incisions, Uichardson, M.
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11., (>i>7i HUMiigulatoJ hernia llirou;;li a Uauiiialic nipliiru oT lln;

(tluplii'aKin, laparotomy, rocovery, WalUor, K. W., (MW; a rulrrj-

specl ol' surcery of tlio hIoiiiucIi, Walkor, II. O., C.'t.'f; iir)ii-pcrforat-

ins naHlrio ulcor with and witlioiil, liuinorrliago, lioiiinaii, VV. \,.,

(i.'!:i; iho diiiKii'>'''i'* '^''t' tri'iiliiioni of cliololllliiaKis, Mt-aiiH, \V. .J.,

(i;t.'}' cli<>l«!cyi<loU)niy with H|]eoiiil icforcnco lo rcMnoviil ol tin)

mucous mombraini of llie ^all-bladder In <',orl.un casus us a subsii-

tvito, Mayo, W. .1., (i.'Jt; llio importaneo of early operation for

biliary calculi, Kicliardson, iM. II., (;.'i4; the present status of tlio

Murphy button. Murphy, fl. 15, (>:i5; colostomy for peniian(!nt

focal llstula. Wyoth, .(. A., 035; the Ireatnujut of obHiimito eotistl-

palioii based on new points in the anatomy and hislolo^jy of the
rectum and colon, I'ennington, .). K., (!:i5; repair after resection of

the intestine, Kvans, \V. A., 035; appendicitis, colitis as an etiologic

factor, tlio (luestion of removal of Ibe appendix in all cases
operated upon, I'orter, M. S., C3(!; appendiceal (istula, Deaver, .J,

H., C3G; dysentery, Klexner, S,, 638; uote on tropical dysentery,
Musser, .). II., 638; foreign body in the rectum, Henry, .1. (J.,

045; sarcoma of the intestines. Van Zwalenberg, O., 700.

Diphtheria. Varieties of the diphtheria bacillus, Weslhrooli, F.

l«\, 548.

Di8luc»tion. A case of old shoulder dislocation, Peckliain, H". E.,

192; unreduced and irreducible dislocations, Bevan, A. I)., 098.

Dock, <i. Address before the Section on the Practice of Medicine
of the American Medical Association, 5H1.

Doolittle, W. F. Prelindnary report on investigations in the
bacteriology of scarlet fever in tin; scarlet-fever wards of the
Children's Hospital, Berlin, 045.

Dru{;i4. Sixteen years' experience in food and drug inspection,
Abbott, S. W.,82.

Dudley, E. C. Stricture of the ureter a possible result of lacera-

tion of the cervix uteri, and ureterovaginal fistula a result of
trachelorrhaphy, U15, 228.

Dunham, K. K. 'i'he nature of malignancy in neoplasms, 06.

Dust. Dust storms on Boston's Back Bay, 175; mud and dust in

winter, 202; dust pneumonia, 340.

Dwight, T. What position shall universities take with regard to
investigation '.' 1.

Kads, B. B. Operations for injuries of the median and ulnar
nerves, 700.

Ear. Otitis media in all grave diseases of infancy, Pomeroy, E. H.,
59.

Karlea, W. H. Injuries of the skull and its contents, 099.

Eastman, J. K. The advantages of retained catheter, 700.

Edes, 14. T. A modification of the sphygmograph, 694.

Editoi'ials. Our attitude toward investigation, 18; medical meet-
ings and medical papers, 18; the case method of teaching medicine,
42; Sir James Paget. 43; the physician and the surgical consultant,
70; original research, a means or an end, 71; the dispersion of be-
quests, 94; the wounded in South Africa, 95; report of the Surgeon-
General of the Army, 118; military surgery in South Africa, 118; the
evolution of surgery in London, 147; sanitariums for tuberculosis,

149; human vivisection, 172; State care of the insane, 173; clinical

instruction in small sections, 174; dust storms on Boston's Back
Bay, 175; annual report of Harvard University, 201; mud and dust
in winter, 202; cases of rash after euemata, 203; the limit is reached,
204; sanatoria for tuberculosis and prophylaxis, 230; some anti-
vivisection " arguments," 231; the controversy as to the nutritive
value of alcohol, 258; two volumes of " Proceedings," 259; progress
in medical teaching, 282; Christian Science a menace to the public
weal, 283; the question of prizes, 283; the ilevelopment of out-
patient departments, 310; our attitude toward epidemic disease,

311; the Craig Colony for Epileptics, 311; the proper seating of
school children, 339; the Pathological Institute of the New York
State Hospitals, 339; dust pneumonia, 340; mosquitoes and malaria,
340; destruction of the mosquito for the limitation of malaria, 341;
The Long Island Hospital, Boston Harbor; report of the trustees,
362; on the effect of the exclusion of certain diseases as causes of

mortality, 303; the "humane" bullet, 304; the responsibilities and
qualifications of a health commissioner, 390; physical training and
Swedish gymnastics, 390; science pure and science applied, 411;
annual report of the Massachusetts General Hospital, 415; medicine
as a means of grace, 438; the fatality of certain diseases, of a certain
number attacked what percentage dies? 439; lobar pneumonia, 440:
small-pox is a preventable disease, 440; typhoid fever and the water
supply of Paris, 466; Sir Andrew Douglas Maclagan, 408; Dr. Bow-
ditch's address, 468; hospital endowment and hospital abuse, .'i22;

the filtering power of the soil and the conveyance of bacteria by
means of subsoil water, 523; first report of the Massachusetts State
Board of Insanity, 551; the transmission of syphilis to the lower
animals, 552; compulsory notification of tuberculosis, 575; pro-
prietary medicines and the pharmacopeia, 570; the twenty-eighth
annual report of the Local Government Board of England (1898-99),
supplement. Report of the medical ofiicer, 009; hospital statistics,
Gil; the Massachusetts Medical Society, 041; the death-rate of
Chicago, 642; American Medical Association, 042; three notable
volumes, 071; alcohol in the tropics, 072; adjustable school furni-
ture, G73; the scientific physician, 701; adjustable furniture for
schools, 702.

Education. The case method of teaching systematic medicine.
Cannon, W. B., 31; the case method of teaching medicine, 42; the
case method of teaching systematic medicine, "White, J. W., 153; a
system of clinical instruction, for the simultaneous instruction
In small sections of a large number of students, Wentworth, A. H.,
155; clinical instruction in small sections, 174; annual report of
Harvard University, 201; progress in medical teaching, 282; the old
order changes, Mumford, J. G., 586; vivisection in the Harvard
Medical School, a reply, Putnam, J. J., 209; the medical school
of the future, Bowditch, H. P., 445; some thoughts on medical edu-
cation, Shattuck, F. C, 529; the inductive method applied to medi-
cine, Eliot, C. W., 557, 567; the course in pathology at the Harvard
Medical School, Councilman, W. T., 5.''iS, 567; the case system in
medicine, Cannon, W. B., 563, 508; a personal experience in the
teaching of surgery, Burrell, H. L., 565, 568; a consideration of the
principal objections to " section teaching," together with some of
its advantages, Wentworth, A. H., 566, 568; on medical education,
Wvman, M., 569; the endowment of medical colleges. Keen, W.
W., 583.

EKniif I'- It- Tlie, best diet for the troplcM, the army ration, 47.

Elnhorn, .M . The early recognition and inanHKonient of niallKnant
diMoaHO In thi; digeHtive syHtern, Kl.

Kind i-o/.oiiu. I)rslnfeclant value of " electrozone," 394.

Kllot, O. W. The Inductive method applle<l to medicine, BCT, ."ViT.

KltiuKi >*• ^V. Inlermitteiit gantrlc hypersecretion, with a refxjrt
of a case, 21i.!.

KnReliiinnn, «. J. Thiril International CongreRK fjf f)J)nt«)trlcn and
(;yn<;cology, liehl lit Anihlerdani, Angunt8-12. I8!9, lO.'i. 412.

Kpldeinic Dlm-iiNe. Onr atlllnili-. toward epidendc dlni-aHe, .'jM.

KpilcpMy. lOpllepsy, Paul, \V. K., 107, 112; the Craj,< Colony for
Epileptics, 311; a comniniiicatioii rm the relation of uric-Hctd focre-
tioii lo epilept ic altfK'ks, Putnam, ./. •)., and Pfair, !•'., .VI.'!.

KplHtaxlH, Cohb, K. C.. 2, 12.

KruHt, H. C. Development of the microscope, .'i;»,'5; cloning state-
ment for ihe remonstrants to the Maiivachiigt'ttK IIriii).i; i,ill N'o.
917, entitled "an act for the further prevention of cruelty to
animals." botr>re the joint committee on probate and insolvency
March 1.5, 1900, 019, (i.50.

Kvan8, W. A. Repair after resection of the inteHtine, C3.5.

Exti-a-uterin« Fr^guancy. A case of extra-nterine pregnancy
with operation, .Jrdmson, F. W., 3.55; double extra-uterine preg-
nancy, Cabot, I{. C., 428; a case of extra-uterine pregnancv Holy-
oke, F.,655.

Fatality of cijrtain rliseases: of a certain number attftcked what
percentage dies? 4.39.

Fibroids. The conservative operative treatment of fibroids, report
of three cases, Burrage, W. L., 319, .358; two c;i.«es illustrating con-
servative operations for uterine fibroids, Kingman, It. A., .3.52.

Filaria. A case of filaria, with specimens of the adult parasite
Lothrop and Pratt, 548.

'

Finney, J. M. T. Perforating ulcer of the stomach, CM.
Fischer, C S. Gastric functions before and after gastro- enteros-
tomy, 006.

Fitz, a. W. Swedish gymnastics, 579.

Fltz, K. H. Idiopathic dilatation of the colon, 274; caae of cys-
toma of the pancreas, .550.

Flexner, S. The nature of the new tissue in cirrhosis of the liver
and its distribution. 519; dysentery, 638.

'

Folie i, deux. Jelly, A. ('., 3G9, 386.

Food. Sixteen years' experience in food and drug inspection
Abbott, S. W., 82; aseptic milk, Randall, G. M., 122.

'

Fractures. The open or operative treatment of fresh fractures is
it ever justifiable ? Scudder, C. L., 289, 304, 322.

'

Freeman, L,. Union following pathological fracture of the femur
due to secon<lary carcinoma, spontaneous disappearance of carci-
noma of the lip, 009.

Frontal Sinus. Empyema of frontal sinus, I'aige, J. D.. .3.55.

Fungus. A new pathogenic fungus (sporothrix Schenck;, Hektoen
L.,545.

'

Fugsell, M. H. Perichondritis of the larynx in typhoid fever, with
exhibition of a patient and a specimen, 550; examination of the
blood, its value to the general practitioner, C38.

Galloway, H. P. H. The relation of deformity of the pelvis to
lateral curvature of the spine, 629.

Garceau, E. Cases of cholecystotomy, 104.

Generative System. Recent progress in genito-nrinary surgery
Watson, F. S., and Thorndike, P., 63; malignancy in the female
genito-uriiiary system, Baldwin, L. G., 66; on the high operation
for discHSe within the scrotum, Mumford, J. G., 89; ovarian cvsts
with twisted pedicles, Richardson, M. H., '91; stricture of "the
ureter a possible result of laceration of the cervix uteri and uretero-
vaginal fistula a result of trachelorrhaphy, Dudley, E. C, 215 228-
abstract of paper on " further experience with the operative treat-
ment of anteflexion," Burrage, W. Ij., 241, 255; steam in the treat-
ment of chronic hyperplastic and senile endometritis, putrid abor-
tion and puerperal sepsis, Johnson, F. W., 269, 279; cysts of both
ovaries, hydaridiform mole, removed by abdominal incision. Porter
C. B., 298; ruptured ovarian cyst, Cleveland, C., 337; the conserva-
tive operative treatment of fibroids, report of three cases, Burrage
W. L., 349, 358; vaginal myomectomy, removal of fibroid nodule
three centimetres (one and one-fourth inches) by one and one-half
centimetres (seven-eighths inch) of subperitoneal evolution from
the front wall of the uterus by anteriorcidpotomy, Burrage, W. L.
349; morcellation of submucous nodule at fundus, and polyp with
pedicle springing from fundus, Burrage, W. L.. 350; two cases illus-
trating conservative operations for uterine fibroids, Kingman. R.
A.. 352; a peculiar case of adenocarcinoma of the body of the
uterus, Vietor, A. C.,353; on intermenstrual dysmenorrhea, Storer,
M.,397, 411; treatment of cancer of cervix of tlie uterus compli-
cated by pregnancy, Johnston, G. B., 401, 411; Third International
(^ongress of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Engelmanu, (J. J., 403; tlie
question of supernumerary Fallopian tubes, with specimens of
Fallopian tubes with supernumerary ostia, Vietor, A. C, 513, 518;
a new method of intra-abdominal operation for retroverted uteri'
Kaau, G. W., 602.

Gibney, V. P. The simple and efficient treatment of calcaneus
paralyticus in young children, 62!'; a case of tuberculosis of the
astragalus with anchylosis and subsequent amputation, 631.

Gillette, A. J. Spasmodic lateral curvature of the spine, 629.
Goffe, J. R. The use of the angiotribe, 373.

Goldthwait, J. E. Knee-joint surgery for other than tubercular
processes, 662.

Graves's disease without exophthalmic goitre, Thomson W H
.550.

Griffith, .T. B. C. Recurrent vomiting in childhood, 544.
Gunshot AVouiids. A pistol wound of the abdomen. Atwood, C. A.,

39; remarks upon the gunshot wounds of the reduced calibre rifles
in the .Santiago campaign. La tiarde, L. A., 57; the wounded in
South Africa, 95; gunshot wound of the abdomen, with multiple
wounds of the intestine, Lothrop, H. A., 405. 413; the marks pro-
duced by pistol shots, Hough, G. De X., 657, G59.

Gymnastics. Physical training and Swedish gymnastics. 390;
Swedish gymnastics, Fitz, G. W., 579.

Hair. A case of intestinal obstruction from a hair-ball, Brewster,
G. W. W., 395; hair-eating children and convulsions, Lyon, F. D.,
395; another hair-ball, Honians, J., 419.

Ham, J. R. Death in the dental chair, 527.
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IlHuiiltoii, W. D. Growths in the frontal sinuB, 699.
Happel. T. ,J. I'seudo (?) or modified (?) eniall-pox, 640.
llarf , II. A. The atlituile of the pliysiuiun and furguon to appcn-

(licul.ir syiiipt<>iii:< cuni|illcitting lypliuid fover, .'i50.

IlarriiiKton, If. K. rudi-ndHi hurnia of the bladder in a woman
l.>rt>--<ii yuars of agt>, 4.J1; a case of subpubic hernia of the blaitdcr
thr.myli the pelvic tloor, iipcration, t;08.

llHrvar<l I'liiveisity. Annual report of Harvard University, 201.

Ilriit in Aim-nlMia, 391.

Ilfktocn, 1.. A new pathotienie fungus (8porothri« Schenck), S'l.'}.

II«-iiiiiii-(4T, .1. <\ I )iagiio8i8 of uanutT of the stomach, (:0().

Henry, I'. I*. Clinical notes on cases of pernicious anemia, 54(1.

Henry, J. O. Foreign body in the rectum, 045.

llern'lH. .Strangulated diaphragnnitic hernia, .Mixter, .S. •!., 301;
l>uilendal hernia of the bladder in a woman forty-six years of age,
Harrington, K. B..431; a case of subpubic hernia of the bladder
through the pelvic tloor, oi>eration, Harringtoii, F. H., Ij(i8; the
treatment of hurnia in children, t)chsner, A. .J.,(1G5; treatment of
ventral hernia, .lohnsou, Al. M., COT); cure of inguinal hernia in the
male. Marcy, H. O., CK,.

iff roln. A clinical study of heroin, Daly, .1. K. L., 190.

Ilerrlek, ,J. II. Notes on diabetes, (1) on the occasional low speci-
lic gravit) of diabetic saccharine urine, ('J) on casts in the urine
during diabetic coma, 543.

Ilorter, C. A. The origin of ozaluria from fermentation in the
gantro-inlestinal tract, 51.5.

IleweM, II. F. .\ simple method for the quantitative Hiialysig of
the gastric contents for use in clinical work, !»; a study of the
nature and si;:niflcance of the symptoms in disorders of the
stomach, SOI, 5I.">.

lIlKKi"'*- P- '^- -V sterilizer and eiiuiprnont for confinement cases,
s8. 111; recent progress in obstetrics, l;i8.

Hip. Allis's method of reducing a dislocation of the hip, Warren,
.1. (J., 40; dislocations of the hip, di^nonstrations on the cadaver
illusiiative of their nn-chanism, Allis, O. H., (JOfi.

Hoffmann, I'. A suspension pressure chair for scoliosis, C30.
Iloliiies, K. W. Anatomy of han;,'iiig, 7(10.

Holyoke, K. A case of extra-nterine pregnancy, 655.

Hoiuanft, J. On the advisability of a more or less general explora-
tion of the abilomen when It has been opened for an operation, 189;
another hair->all, 419.

Honieopatliy. Homeopathy and the public, Sumner, A. F., 22.

Hur>.en<->.li :is a fncid, G44.

Hospitals. Hospital endowment and hospital abuse, 522; hospital
statistics, Gil.

Houcli, <;. l)e N. The marks produced by pistol shots, 057, G59.

Howard, I,. <>. .Structural and other diflereuces between the sev-
eral mosijuitoes o( North America, 041.

Hubbard, J. C. The practical value of the white blood count in
surgical ciu-^es, 10;), 4l.i.

HtiiiieruK. Comminuted fracture of humerus, Porter, C. B., 300;
fracture of surgical neck of humerus, with displacement of head
of humerus, I'orter, C. B.. 300.

lluiiiidily. Ilumi<lity and disease, 99; the relative humidity of our
houses 111 winter. Ward, R. de C, 217.

Hydrochloric Acid. I'rescrvative qualities of hydrochloric acid,

liy<lrop1i<ibia in Athens, 314.

Hygiene, Health and Hoards of Health. The relative humid-
ity <){ our houses in winter. Ward, K. de C, 217; progress in public
hygiene, .Vbbolt, S. W., 3.30, 3')G. 3«0, 432; the proper seating of
school children, 339; the responsibilities and qualiticatioiis of a
health commissioner, 39(i; boanis of health, 443.

Hyperchlorhydrla. Nitrate of silver in hyperchlorhydria, Smith-
wick, .M. r.,0, 15.

Influenza. Iiitluenza in London, 75; the discovery of the bacillus
ol iiiHueii/.a, Ihayer, A. S., 203; intluenza and pneumonia in New
York, 2*'^\ the discovery of the Intluenza bacillus, Wright, •]. H.,

InKtriiiiients and Apparatn«i. A sterilizer and equipment for
coiilineinent cases, lligglns, F. A., 88, 91; the clinical value of
Oliver's hemocytometer, Scannell, I). 1)., IfO; a new needle holder,
Monks, G. II., 290; a self-closing stf)pp<;r tor an ether bottle, Cran-
don, L. K. G., i'.>'i\ a cysloscope, Pryor, W. U., 3.37; the use of the
angiotribe, Golfe, .1. U., ,373; anew luisal scissors for the removal
of the lower turbinate, Cobb. i'. .M., 003; a suspension pressure
chair for scoliosis, HofTinann, P., 030; anew back brace for Pott's
disease, Oane, J., O.'i0; brace for lateral curvature of the spine,
Davis, G. G., 6C4; a modification of the sphygmograph, Files, K. T.,
004.

InvestlRAlion. What position shall universities take with regard
to Invesligatiim? Dwight, T., 1; our attitude toward investigation,
18.

•Tackfton, ,J. W. A case of splenic anemia, 424.

.laeobi, A. Banquet in honor of Dr. Jacob!, 492; heart lesions in
liifaicy, 571.

.laneway, K. G. Address before the Association of Amer'can
l'liysi<tians, UVl.

.felly, .\. C. Folic ii deux, 369, 38<;.

.lehnxon, F. W. .Steam in the treatment of chronic hyperplastic
and senile emloiiieirilis, putrid abortion and jiuerperal sepsis, 209,
27^»; a case of extrauterine pregnancy, with oi)eration, 355.

.fcthiiHon, M. .M. Treatment of ventral hernia, 6t)5.

.lohniitoii, Ci. H. Treatineiii o( cancer of the cervix of the uterus
coin plicated by pregnancy, 401, Ml.

.lobnHton, W. \V. Case of Aildison's disease under treatment with
suprarenal extract, .549.

.lointR. The treatment of tuberculosis of the knee-joint, Townsend
\V..r,;.8.

.loneH, F. A. Clinical observations In malaria, C<18.

.|iirlHprnd<;nc«. The law of dying declarations, Sughrue, !M. ,1.

o.V;, L-W.
'

Kaan, <;. W. A new method of intra-abdominal operation for
reiroverted uteri, 002.

Kninnicrer, K. Benign obstruction of the pylorus, 005.
Ket'n, W. W. 'i"lie endowment of medical colleges, 583; surgery
of the stomach, OOfi.

Kell»KK> J- H. The hydriatic treatment of tnbercnlosis, 674.

Kelly, A. U. J. Patbogeuesis and clinical features of arthritis
detormans, 669.

Kelly, H. A. Nephro-ureterocystectoiuy, 700.

Kiiiginaii, K. A. Two cases illustrating conservative operations
lor uterine tibroids, 362.

Kinnicul t, F. F. Acute phlegmonous gastritis, 545.

KlebH, A. C. The construction and management of small cottage
sanatoria for consumptives, 572.

Knapp, v. C. The unity ol the acute psychoses, 181; the problem
of Boston's insane, 377, 383.

Knee. Dislocation of internal semilunar cartilage, removal, good
recovery. Porter, C. B., 298; Uoaling cartilages in both knee joints,

Porter, (.'. 15., 299.

Knight, II. S. A case of pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, 512,

518.

Knopf, S. H. The tenement house and tuberculosis, 233.

I..ab<>rat»rieA. Hospital and ward clinical laboratories, Caniac, C.
N. B., 037.

La Garde, J— A. Remarks upon the gunshot wounds of the re-

duced calibre rifles in the Santiago campaign, 57.

Larynx. Perichondritis of the larynx in typhoid fever with exhibi-
bition of a patient and a specimen, Fussell, I\l. H., 550.

Lazear, J. W. Pathology of malarial levers, structure of the
parasites ami changes in the tissues, 040.

Leflingwell, A. F. Dr. LetHiigwell protests, 419.

Leonard, C. I.. Diagnosis ot calculous disease of kidney, ureters
and bladder by the x-rays, 6G6.

I.indstroin, A. H. On the treatment of pain in tabes dorsalis,
report of ii case, 37.

LithiasiA preputialis, Blodgett, A. N., 675.

Ijtv«r. Resection of a portion of the liver for adcno carcinoma of
the cystic duct, 270; traumatic rupture of echinococcus cyst of
liver. Porter, C. A., ;i02; adenocystoma of the liver, Shattuck, F.
C, 427; the nature of the new tissue in cirrhosis of the liver and its

distribution, Flexner, S., 549.

Liloyd, S. Laminectomy for diseases and injuries to the spinal
cord, 099.

London. Th- evolution of surgery in London, 147.

Long Island Hospital, Boston Harbor, report of the trustees, 362.

LoQiuiri, H. P. Some personal observations on the etfeet of intra-
pleural injection of nitrogen gas in tuberculosis, 573.

Lord, S. A. Two cases of Thompsen's disease and one of transient
myotone, occurring in one family, 'li'.),

Lothrop and Pratt. A case of filaria, with specimens of the adult
parasite, .")48.

Lotlirop, H. A. Gunshot wound of the abdomen, with multiple
wounds of the intestine, 405, 413.

Lovett, K. W. The mechanics of lateral curvature of the spine,
622, 029.

Lovett, K. W., and Withiugton, C. F. Typhoid spine, 317, 334.
Lund, F. P.. A case of perforating gastric nicer, operation, re-
covery, with remarks on the surgery of gastric ulcer, 25.

Macdonald. Address before the Medical Society of the State of
New York, ItG.

MacUougall, K. Psychology and heredity, 185, 197, 219.

I>Iaceo. Antonio Maceo's skull, 207.

3Iaine. Special medicine chest for the hospital ship Maine, 21.

Malaria. Anoi)hele8 and malaria, Celli, 261; mosquitoes and ma-
laria, 340; destruction of the mosquito for the limitation of mala-
ria, 341; malaria and mos(juitoes, Rosse, 1. C., 628; pathology of
malarial fevers, structure of the parasites and changes in the tis-

sues, Lazear, .1. VV., G40; etiology of malaria with special reference
to mosquitoes, Thayer, W. S., 041, some typical cases of estivo-
autmnnal and tertian malarial fevers, with a study of the parasites
observed in the blood, Craig, C. F., 068; clinical observations in
malaria, Jones, F. A., 008; malarial hemoglobinuria. Burns, W. B.,
OOS; prolonged fevers of oliscure origin, Preble, R. B ,

60><.

Malignant Disease, Bryant, J. D., 65; the nature of malignancy
in neoplasms, Durham, K. K., 06; malignancy in the female genito-
urinary system, Baldwin, L. G., 66; malignant disease of the nose
and throat, Wright, J., 67; the early recognition and managentent
of malignant disease in the digestive system, Kinhorn, M.,67; the
treatment of inoperable malignant tumors, Coley, VV. B., 68.

Mallory, K. B. Proliferation and phagocytosis, 547.
Mauley, T. H. A brief note on some of those grave abdominal

lesions which often defy diagnosis, 135.

Marcy, H. <). Cure of inguinal hernia in the male, 665.
Marine-Hospital .Service. Fxaininitioii for assistant surgeons in
the United Slates .Marine Hospital Service, 74.

MassaehusettB (Jeneral Hospital, (,'linical meeting of the medi-
cal board, 274, 297, 425; annual reiiort, 415.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics. A clinical study of heroin,
Daly, J. R. L., 190; disinfectant value of electrozone, 394; the
hydriatic treatment of tuberculosis, Kellogg, J. H.,574; petroleum
oil in the treatment of phthisis, Robinson, \V. I)., 574; proprietary
medicines anil the pharmacopeia, 570; a final report on the use of
pure carbolic acid in the treatment of tubercular and purulent
diseases of joints and bones, Phelj)8, A. M., 621.

Mayo, W. J. Malignant diseases of the stomach and pylorus, 604;
cholecystotomy, with special reference to removal of the mucous
membrane of the gall-blailder in certain cases as a siibslilute, 634.

McCurdy, S. L. Developmental shortening in tubercular bone
disease, 064.

Means, W. J. The diagnosis and tre.itment of cholelithiasis, 633.
Measles. The importance of restricting measles, 314.
Medicine as a means of grace, 4.18.

Meetings. Medical meetings and medical papers, 18.
Micr<is<'ope. Development of the microscope, Krnst, H. C., 395.
Milk. Aseptic milk, Randall, (i. M., 122.

Mind. State control of the insane, 74; report of a few cases of
insanity treate<l by the cold pack, Abbott, 104; State care of the
insane, 173; the unity of the acute psychoses. Kna])]), P. (".,181;
psychology and heredity, MacDougall, R., 185, 197, 219; Folie a
deux. Jelly, A. C.,3G;i,3'<6; the problem of Boston's insane, Knapp,
P. C., 377, 383; the work of the trustees of the Boston Insane Hos-
pital and their plans for its future development, Baldwin, H. C,
.379, 383; first report of the Massachusetts State Board of Insanity!
551.

"
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IVIIt<;lioll, J. K. Sliidy of ii iiuiiniiiy willi infantllo pitralyHix, 550.

niixtor, S. <) Slruii^uliitcd (lia|>lira){iii:(liu hernia, 301.

I\l«HikH, G. H. A new iiucdte holder, V!OI>.

lUorge, J. !< 'I'lireo iniiisuHl casen of angioneurotic udcnia in in-

fancy, 10; Njilcnic anoniia, 422, 4JG.

niortiilily. On tlio ell'ect of tho exclusion of certain diHoasos aH

cauHoH of nioi'lality, 3t>3.

IVIoMqiiUuvH and malaria, 310; destruction of the nio8(iuil<> for

the limitation of malaria, 341; mosquitoes and tho march of em-
pire, 419; malaria and mo.squitoes, Itosne, I. C, (!28; etiology of

malaria, with special reference to mosquitoes, Thayer, W. S., (ill;

structural and other dillereiiocs between tho several mosquitoes of

North America, Howard, \i. O., 611.

IVlHiiiford, J. G. On the high operation for disease within tho
Bcroium, 89; the old order changes, 286, 315; a case of acute
general peritonitis, operation, recovery, 301; a case of Chopart's
amputation, with tendon implantation and tenotomy, 301.

Miingon. K. L. The iileal ration for an armv in tho tropics, 463,
48>». 501,5.H.

Murphy, J. B. The present status of the Murphy button, 035.

Miisser, J. H. Note ou tropical dysentery, 638.

NelHon, C. D. Experiments with tuberculin, 676.

Nervous System. On the treatment of pain in tabes dorBalis, re-

port of a case, liindstriim, A. H., 37; epilepsy, Paul, W. K., 107, 112;

case of combined superior and inferior poliencephalitis, Walton, U.
L., 109; a case of multiple cerebral hemorrhages from chronic lead
poisoning, with necropsy, Courtney, J. W., 13G, 142; the unity of
the acute psychoses, Knapp, P. C, 181; the gastro-intestinal tract
in nervous disease, Pearce, K. S., 242; two cases of Thompson's dis-

ease, and one of transient myotone, occurring In one family, Lord,
S. A., 249; injuries about the shoulder at birth. Stone, J. S., 205;
instruction in co-ordination in tabes, Putnam, J. J., 274; muscular
dystrophy, Putnam, J. J., 274; case of acromegaly, Walton, U. Ij.,

274; a case of poliencephalitis superior and inferior with acute
anterior poliomyelitis, Taylor, E. W., 275; the Craig (Jolony for
Epileptics, 311; hydrophobia in Athens, 314; a case of periodic
palsy, with snggestions as to the pathogenesis. Putnam, J. J., 334;

on distortion of the spine, with the report of two cases of diplegia
brachalis due to this cause, Courtney, J. W., 345; subcortical
motor aphasia, Walton, G. L., 425; on ischemic paralysis and con-
tracture of muscles, Bernays, A. C.,5-9; a communication on the
relation of uric-acid secretion to epileptic attacks, Putnam, J. J.,

and Pfatf, F., 543; report of a case of acute ascending paralysis
showing hematoporphyrinuria, Stockton, C. G., 543; study of a
mummy affected with infantile paralysis, Mitchell, J. K., 550;
tetanus treated with antitetauic serum, Blake, J. I)., 699; lamin-
ectomy for diseases and injuries to the spinal cord, Lloyd, S., 099;
operations for injuries of the median and ulnar nerves, Eads, B.
B., 700.

Newton, K. C Report of certain cases of tuberculosis which wore
apparently due to the nature of the soil, 571.

Noble, C. P. Remarks ou the influence of technique upon the
results of closure of wounds of the abdominal walls, 237, 256.

Nomenclature. The limit is reached, 201.

Nose. Malignant disease of the nose and throat, Wright, J., 67.

Obesity. DeBlois, 333.

Ochsner, A. J. The treatment of hernia in children, 665.

Old Age. Results of surgery in the aged, Tattle, J. P., 700.
Olecranon. Ununited fracture of olecranon. Porter, C. B., 299;
separation of the epiphysis of the olecranon. Cotton, F. J., 692.

Orthopedic Surg;ery. Report on orthopedic surgery, Bradford, E.
H., and Brackett, E. G., 223.

Orthopraxy. The simple and efficient treatment of calcaneus par-
alyticus in young children, Gibney, V. P., 629; a final report on the
use of pure carbolic acid in the treatment of tubercular and puru-
lent diseases of joints and bones, Phelps, A. iM., 629; the mechanics
of lateral curvature of the spine, Lovett, R. W., 622, 629; some of
the problems involved in the treatment of lateral curvature of the
spine. Shatter, N. M., 629; the relation of deformity of the pelvis to
lateral curvature of the spine, Galloway, H. P. H., 629; spasmodic
lateral curvature of the spine, Gillette, A. J., 629; the results of
my observations in lateral curvature of the spine, clinically, me
chanically and pathologically, Phelps, A. M., 629; anterior support
supplementing the Taylor brace in Pott's disease, Packard, G. B.,

630; a suspension pressure chair for scoliosis, Hoffmann, P., 030;
results of treatment of congenital dislocation of the hip, Bradford,
E. H., 630; a new back brace for Pott's disease, Dane, J., 6^0; ten-
don transplantation in the treatment of paralytic deformities,
Townsend, W. R., 630; a case of congenital dislocation of the
shoulder, with radiograph, Porter, J. L., 630; a case of tuberculosis
of the astragalus with anchylosis and subsequent amputation,
Gibney, V. P., 631; forcible correction of spinal curvature followed
by paralysis, Taylor, R. T., 662; a case of scorbutic spine, Ridlon,
J., 662; knee-joint surgery for other than tubercular processes,
Goldthwait, J. E., 062; the treatment of vertebral tuberculosis
with reference to the forcible correction of the deformity, Ridlon,
J., 663; brace for lateral curvature of the spine. Davis, G. G., 604;
retardation of growth as a cause of shortening after coxitis, Taylor,
H. L., 664; developmental shorteinng in tubercular bone disease,
McCurdy,S. L.,661; rapid osteoclasis for the correction of rhachitic
deformities of the legs, Blanchard, W., 604; an operation for un-
united intracapsular fracture of the hip, Davis, G. G., 664.

Osier, W. A Rhode Island philosopher, Elisha Bartlett, 49.

Out-Katient Department. The development of out-patient de-
partments, 310.

Ovary. Ovarian cysts with twisted pedicles, Richardson, M. H.,
91; cysts of both ovaries, hydatidiform mole removed by abdominal
incision, Porter, C. B., 298; ruptured ovarian cyst, Cleveland, 337.

Packard, G. B. Anterior support supplementing the Taylor brace
in Pott's disease, 030.

Paige, J. D. Empyema of frontal sinus, 355.
Pancreas. Case of cystoma of the pancreas, Fitz, R. H., 550.

Papers. Medical meetings and medical papers, 18.

Parasites. A case of tilaria, with specimens of the adult parasite,
Lothrop and Pratt, 548.

Paris. Letter from Paris, 261; an excursion to the Paris exhibition,
Crothers, T. D., 263; typhoid fever and the water supply of Paris,
466.

I'ark, W. II. Tho elimination of deletorlouH Hubstancen from anti-
toxic Hora, 518.

I'atella. Kresh fractured patella, sutured with catgut tliroiiitli tli<;

perioitcum, Warren. J. (/., 2r6; slipping pat'dla, I''>rt«r, ''. \\,^

208; fracture of right patella. Porter, <'. B., 2^9; fraclurcrx of tho
patella, Barton, ./ W., OIlS.

l>athoh>gy. Report on progr<;*s In pathology. Wright, .1. H.,'263;
tho Pathological institute of the New York .Stale lfo*<pitalH, 33f»;

tho course in pathology at the Harvard .Medical Scho<d, Council-
man, W. T.,.5.'57,.-)GK.

Paul, W. K. Epilepsy, 107, 112.

PaveiiientH. Street paving in Boston, 234; street pavetnenU, 263.

Pearce, I*'. S. The gastro-intestinal tract in nervous diKease, 242.

Pnckliain, F. E. A case of old shouliler dislocation, 192.

Pelvi«; (luniuia. Stone, A. K., 425.

Pelvis. Congenital cystic tnmor of the pelvis, Willard, I)e F., 608.

Pennington, ,J. R. The treatment of obstinate constipation based
on new points in the anatomy and histology of the rectum and
colon, 635.

Pharmacopeia. II. <.'. Wood, address, 487.

Phelps, A. M. A ttnal report on the use of pure carbolic acid in

the treatment of tubercular and purulent diseases of joints and
bones, 629; the results of my observations in lateral curvature of
the spine, clinically, mechanically and pathologically, 629.

Physical training and Swedish gymnastics, ,391.

Physiology. American Society of Physiologists, 21.

Plague. Precautions against the importation of plague, 121; a
plague laboratory, 207; plague at Mengtsz Yunnan, China, 286;
reports of plague in California exaggerated, 579.

Poisons. A case of ptomaine poisoning, Coues, W. P., 90; a case of
multiple cerebral hemorrhages from chronic lead poisoning, with
necropsy, Courtney, .1. W., 136, 142.

Pomeroy. ¥. H. Otitis media in all grave diseases of infancy, 69.

I'orter, C. A. Traumatic rupture of echinococcus cyst of liver,.302.

Porter, C. B. Sarcoma of the tonsil, 297; slipping patella, 298;
cysts of both ovaries, hydatidiform mole, removed by abdominal
incision, 2*8; dislocation of internal semilunar cartilage, removal,
good recovery, 29S; ununited fracture of olecranon, 299; floating
cartilages in both knee-joints, 299; fracture of right patella, 299;
comminuted fracture of humerus, 300; fracture of surgical neck of
humerus, with displacement of h-a<l of humerus, 300.

Porter, J. L. A case of congenital dislocation of the shoulder, with
radiograph, 630.

Porter, M. S. Appendicitis, colitis as an etiologic factor, the ques-
tion of removal of the appendix in all cases operated upon, 636.

Pratt, J. H., and Fulton, F. T. Report of cases in which the
bacillus aerogenes capsulatus was found, 599.

Preble, R. B. Prolonged fevers of obscure origin, 668.

Pregnancy, affections connected with. A sterilizer and equip-
ment for continement cases, Higgins, F. A., 88, 91; recent progress
in obstetrics, Higgins, F. A., 138; steam in the treatment of chronic,
hyperplastic and senile endometritis, putrid abortion and puer-
peral sepsis, Johnson, F. W., 269, 279; a case of extra-uterine preg-
nancy with operation, .lohnson, F. W., 355; treatment of cancer of
the cervix of the uterus complicated by pregnancy, Johnson, G. B.,
401.411; Third International Congress of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Engelmann, G. .J.,403; double extra-uterine pregnancy, Cabot, R.
C , 428; a case of pernicious vomiting of pregnancy, Twombly, E.
L.,510; bicornate uterus, with twin pregnancy, abortion from one
horn, Winn, C. H.,511; a case of pernicious vomiting of pregnancy.
Knight, H. S., 512; a case of extra-uterine pregnancy, Holyoke, F.,
655.

Prizes. The question of prizes, 2.'*3.

Proceedings. Two volumes of " Proceedings," 2.59.

Proliferation and phagocytosis, Mallory, F. B., 547.

Pryor, W. R. A cystoscope, 337.

Psycliology and Heredity, MacDougall, R., 185, 197, 219.

I^tomaines. A case of ptomaine poisoning, Coues, W. P., 90.

Putnam, J. J. Vivisection in Harvard Medical School, a reply,
209; instruction in co ordination in tabes, 274; muscular dystrophy,
274; a case of periodic palsy, with suggestions as to the pathogene-
sis, 334.

Putnam, J. J., and Pfaff, F. A communication ou the relation
of uric-acid secretion to epileptic attacks, 543.

Quarantine. Additions to quarantine regulations, 177.

Kandall, G. IVI. Aseptic milk, 122.

Ration. The ideal ration for an army in the tropics, Munson, E. L.,
463,489,501,534.

Realism in medicine. Cabot, A. T., 615, 647.

Recent Progress. Genito-urinary surgery, Watson, F. S., and
Thorndike, P., 63; obstetrics, Higgins, F. A., 138; dermatology,
B )wen, J. T., 193; orthopedic surgery, Bradford, E. H., and
Brackett, E. G., 223; uathology, Wright, J. H., 253; thoracic dis-
eases. Sears, G. G., and Bartol, J. W., 276, 302; public hygiene,
Abbott, S. W., 330, 356, 3>0, 432.

Reed, B. Stomach conditions in early tuberculosis, 573.
Relapsing Fever. A case of relapsing fever. Ward, G. C, 36.

Research. Original research: a means or an end, 71.

Respiratory System. Influenza in London, 75; intestinal diges-
tion and its relation to pulmonary disease, Burr, C. R., 101; the
Massachusetts State Hospital for Consumptives at Rutland, its pur-
pose and the work accomplished during theflrst year, Bowditch, V.
Y., 127, 142; recent progress in thoracic diseases. Sears, G. G., and
Bartol, J. W., 276, 302; influenza and pnenmoida in New York, 2f^5;

idiopathic pneumohematothorax, with recovery after aspiration,
Boland, E. S., 321, 333; dust pneumonia, 340; lobar pneumonia, 410;
sanitarium treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis and its results,
Trudeau, E. L.,544; degenerated echinococcus cyst of the pleura,
Gary, C, 550; report of certain cases of tuberculosis which were
apparently due to the nature of the soil, Newton, R. C, 571; educa-
tional and legislative control of tuberculosis, Denison, C, 572;
some phases of the tuberculosis problem in Colorado, Bonney, S. G.,
572: the construction and management of small sanatoria for con-
sumptives, Klebs, A. C. .572; some personal observations on the
effect of intrapleural injections of nitrogen gas in tuberculosis,
Loomis, H. P., 573; subsequent history of patients apparently
cured by antitubercle serum, Stubbert, j. E., 573; the phlebitis of
advanced phthisis, with report of cases of phthisis following ab-
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BCeMHi-H or llin liaiiil, Curllii, K.C.,573; the tllHgiiostiu value of IuIht-
ciiliii ill lulMTouliisJ!!, Aiiiterii, J. .M.,S7;); tliii liytlnatic Iroatiiii'iit

of lub«roiilo«i!i, KcllDgu, .1. H., 574; pclrolfUiii oil in llio troat-

liieiit of plilliisi!*, Itobiiisoii. \V. I)., .'i74; slHiiiiiiH, tlio spociiil liiMii-tU

of fittj< of on 1 kind or hiioiIkt um h nnccKKHry Hilicli^ of diet to
fortify tlie nystt'in iiuaiimi lul>erole bacilli, Hell, A. N., ttH; Keriiin

therapy In croti|H>un |iiieunii<nia. WiIhoii, J. C, &<*.); external draiii-

aK»' of Huportlfial luiij{ cHTities, with report of two (lucfosaful casus,
\Vlll!«, W. I. .f.ir>.

Kli«uiiiiitlHiii. r.<llii>li>i;y of rln-uiimlisiii. KioHinan, I)., CGI); rbeii-
iiiHliMii and till- pr-'Vi-nlion of li--»rt co iiplicHtiiiiis, Walsh, •). •!.,

UJt, till' roiatioiis ol chorea and rheuinatiFin, Hurr, (
'. W., tKi'.l; bean

III rhtiiiinatiiiiii, llufhcslvr, Ih-L., t>i>!J; i>athogfii<r8i» and feature!) of
arllirilis .leformans, Kt-lly, A. U .1.. WJil.

KlfliHriUoii, >l. 11. I ivari tn eysts with twiKled peiliclem, 91; the
ciuie ol a iiiaii who itwallou'ed his siiii|i tnders, reniovHl liv cxtiTiml
exo|>ha){oloiiiy, recovery, other similar cast-s, \M; the inoihnds of
oloHiii;; ub loiniiial iiicisionH, (JU7; the iniiiorlance of early operation
for biliary calculi, ^KA.

KidUiii, J. A ca»e ol scorbutic npiiie, GC2, the Irealineiit of verte-
bral tubercul-)sis with relorence to the forcible correction of the
defiiriiiily, Cia.

KifHiiiiiii, I>. rHthology of rheuinatisiii, GiiO.

KobiiiH It. Minor cares of cardiac diiHtalioii, ,'>.'>0.

KobliiHoii, \V. I>. IVtroleuni o I in the tr>-atiiieiil of phthiHls, 574.

KocheHter, l><-L. Heart In rheum iti-in. (MK).

Koclinitii, W. I,. (Jasirin lioni'irrhaKe, ,">»»;. (".04; nou-perforatiiig
Uastric ulcer, with and without bHUiorrbai;e, 6.'J3.

Kooiitgcii. .\-ray eXHiiiiiiatioiis of the Hbdoiiien, Williaiiii". F. H..
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WHAT rosirioN shall tnivkksi iiks take
vvrni rk{;ari) to investkjation v

IIY THOMAS DWKIHT, M.I)., I.L.I)., IIOSTON,

I'rofrsnor of Anatomy in ILiroard Medical School.

WliKN the honor was done me of asking iiw to take-

part in tliis discussion, my iirst tlioui^ht, after the sen-

.sation of (;omj)hie(!iu;y at the compliment, was that

there could hardly be a discussion where all held j)rol)-

ably very nearly the same views, and that the great

dilliculty would be to say anything that wouhl not be

better said by another. Then as I began to think

more carefully, I saw that the question was not, as I

had at first imagined it to be, " What shall universities

do to encourage those on their staffs to investigate ?
"

It is far wider than that. It comprises a whole group

of questions concerning which tlnu'e may be every

shade of opinion. So the more I thought, the more I

admired the wisdom the committee had shovvn in their

choice of a subject. Later still, it dawned upon me
that surely it is a most satisfactory sign of progress

that tliis Society should meet to discuss such a subject,

with the conviction that, though without the shadow
of a legal right to make claims, we are, nevertheless,

sure of a sympathetic hearing from both universities

and the public. First of all let us consider the place

of investigation in education as a means of mental

training, quite apart from any definite results. Surely

this alone opens a wide field for one afternoon's

ramble, in which there are diverging and recrossing

paths enough to furnish us the surprises of unexpected

partings and unhoped-for reunions.

I would here remark that perhaps some confusion

is possible from different interpretations of the word,
" investigation." According to some, it means simply

practical work, object teaching, or, better still, object

study. According to others, it is the search for some-

thing new. With regard to the value of the former

we are all pretty well agreed. We do not need to be

told what an advance it is over the old way of learn-

ing the statements of others concerning matters well

within the sphere of observation. It may sometimes

be carried too far ; but in view of its great usefulness,

we will not quarrel with a little abuse. With what is

meant by the second interpretation the case is differ-

ent. Excepting some singularly gifted natures, it

does not, in my opinion, concern the student. The
universal or even very general application of this

method is the result of an extreme reaction. It rests

on a fallacy. Because investigation is a good thing,

and worthy of encouragement, which all must admit,

it is assumed to be good for all, and an accepted

method of education, which conclusion I cannot adopt.

It is for the beginner to learn what is worth learning

in his particular field first of all. It is not easy in

these days to learn all that is worth learning even in

a very restricted department. To start on investiga-

tion with this only half learned is a direct injury to

the student, whom it turns to premature specialization.

It is both foolish and cruel to exact investigation as a

part of the regular training of every student, and
very unjust to imply that those whose taste does not

lie that way are mentally inferior to those who dabble

1 Address opeiiing the disnussion at the Annual Meeting of the
American Society of Naturalists and Affiliated Societies, December
29, 1899.

in rescan;)!, no matter how ineffectively. It may Imj

replied that, granting this, still it is u goo«l and necett-

sary training for thos*; who in aft<;r life are to become
investigators. I incline to disHcnt still ; for tin; iKjrn

investigator (and no other is worth much trouble) no
more needs <;ncouragement to invcHtigat*; than the
fish does to swim. I would, if anytliing, restrain

him till his education has become broad and his mind
mature;, lie will very (juickly mon; than make up
the lost time. Then let him have every encourage-
ment.

As regards education I speak as a professor in a
medical school, whose career has b(;en so plac<;d tliat

he has seen this school develop into a «lepartment of a
university. I feel that, in common with others, it has
reached a i)oint when it is in danger from the side of

its scientific friends who mistake or will not learn the
true purpose of a medical school. I so rarely find

myself in complete accord with Huxley that I can-
not forbear, though it is not for the first time, quoting
his deliberate opinion that whoever adds one tittle

that is unnecessary to medical education is guilty of a
very grave offence. If this be true, as I firmly be-

lieve it is, we must look to it that the candidate for

the degree of M.D. be not robbed of his time, none too
long for learning medicine as an art, by specially con-
ducted excursions into abstract science. It may be
said, and said truly, that without such auxiliaries the
education of the student wants something of the
breadth which his should have who aspires to stand
on the pinnacle, but this only emphasizes the fact,

now becoming daily clearer, that there has grown up
the need of what may be called advanced medicine.
Some would have this strictly post-graduate, but it is

probably wiser to have a difference in the course. On
the one hand, there is the young man who aspires to

be a conscientious, everyday practitioner of medicine,
looking forward to a life of hard work among suffer-

ing humanity. Such a one is not to be refused the
degree of an honored university, and told supercili-

ously to go to the little school round the corner. Neither
is he who, looking at the matter more as a scholar,

desires through his studies to train himself to teach
others and to widen the horizon of knowledge, to be
told that we have no help to offer to one of his ideals.

We must provide for both, but with what ])ower I

have I shall always protest against sacrificing the first

to the second, though the latter is the one wuth whom
my tastes incline me to sympathize.
To sum up thus far, 1 conclude that it is not the

duty of universities to urge, still less to force, original
investigation upon students. It should be at hand for

those wdiose zeal is so great that it will take no denial.

The next question is what universities should do
for research in the community at large. Are more
prizes and scholarships to be offered ? As to prizes

1 should hesitate to say yes. It is not well that they
should be too common ; but of scholarships for deserv-
ing men we can hardly have too many. It is most
desirable that the universities should award them.
They cannot, indeed, give the funds, but these being
provided, committees from the universities should give
their time, care and experience to their pro]>er admin-
istration. This is a most l)eneficent and dignitied

attitude for a univi>rsity. midway between the gener-
ous donor and the deserving student, to see that the
generosity of the former is neither neglected nor
abused.
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The next, and last, asj)OCt of the question that I

shall cimsider is, What shall a uuivorsity do for tli«'

sui)|»ort and encoura^t-MH'iit oi investigators within its

walls ? The priniaiv function, in my opinion, of a

professor is to teaeh ; hut with eertain exceptions of

rare merit, it is neressary for his reputation and influ-

ence that he should do original work. The first duty

of the university to him is that he should not he over-

burdened with teaehing. The next problem is, how
the expenses of his work are to be met. These must

vary with the department. For some liiu's of research

distant expeditions are re4|uisite, necessarily so costly

that thev can hardly be |)rovided for otherwise than

iiy national or private muniliceiice. But puttiui; these

aside, and speakiii;: more jiarticularly of biological and

niorpholt»i,'ical work, the problem redu«'fs itselt to this:

what help shall the univt-rsity give to the investigator,

(1) in the matter of providing the material, namely,

the subject matter for the study ; (2) the machinery

and reagents for the work; ('•)) the means of illustra-

ting it, and finally, of pul)lishing the paper. The last

need is not urgent on a<-count of the great number of

journals of all kinds, but it exists in isolated cases. Till

comparatively recently the position of universities has

In-en much like that of the Pickwick Club, which

when sending its honore<l founder and his comi)aiiions

on their travels saw no objection to every member
paying his own bills, lint professors for the most part

suift-r from " that perpetual lack of pence which vexes

j)ublic men," and those who are not yet professors are,

of course, vexed the nu)re. Is it fair that a serious tax

ever increasing in <lirect ratio to his merit should l)e

laid on the investigator, especially as the university

profits in no small degree by his success? I am sure

we >.hall all agree it is not. Hut then dithculties pre-

sent themselves as to how this help is to be given and

distriliuted, assuming that the university admits the

claim. Who are to be the chief beneficiaries? The
most distinguished or the niost needy? The oldest be-

cause of his years ? Or the youngest because of his

youth ? And again, is it just that the university should

furnish large sums for bringing out jtapers of unknown
merit ? It seems to m*- that the most feasibh; way, if

the money can be procured, is to place a sum in the

hands of the professor at the head of each scientific de-

partment, to be spent for the good of that department,

including publication, acconling to his discretion, or

his lack of it. Shf»idfl the latter l)e painfully apparent,

the resulting unpoj)ularity will surely be irn^sistible,

and thus there will be a check on a system which may
at first s.cm too arbitrarv.

(Original 3IIrttcif^.

EPISTAXIS.i

HV FBEDRRIC C. COBU, M.D., DOHTON.

TiiK subject of this paper is too much within the ex-

perience of all physicians to allow me to hope that I

can present many points of nr)velty and interest not

alre.idy known to you all. Yet the causes and treat-

ment of this affection are not uniformly considered

by the general practitioner an»l specialist, and each may
leani from the othc-r in his treatment of the disease.

• R»'ii(l at • n.pwting of the Botton Society for Medical Ini|iroveinent,
NoTeiBtH^r 6, 1890.

lileeding from the nose, to quote from Thomas Wat-
son, may be a warning, a remedy, or a disease. The
first two statements, that it is a warning and a remedy,

used, I think, to Ik- the idea of the older practitioners,

when blood letting, either natural or artificial, was re-

garded as a panacea for all things. The last part of

Watson's statement, that it is a disease, has obtiiined

nmch more of late years, and is a natural reaction

against the earlier ])ractice of blood letting already

spoken of. It should in reality be called a symptom,
it seems to me, either of some local lesion in the nose,

or of some general disease elsewhere. It may be said

that cases of nose-bleed are sometimes idiopathic, but

as our knovvledg(> of pathology grows, we find fewer

instances of idioi)athic and more of causative elements

previously overlooked.

The causes of nose-bleed may l)e divided into local

and general. Perhaps tlu; commonest local cause of

epistaxis is deformity of the nasal septum. The mech-
anism of the bleeding in such cases is siraj)le. A sharp

anterior deviation of the nasal cartilage throws it broad-

side to the air current, and particles of dust and grit

lodge upon th<' delicate mucous membrane, causing it

to become inflamed and covered with a coating of crusts

and scabs. These soon become such an annoyance to

the patient that he scratches the surface with his finger

nail or handkerchief in order to rid himself of the (Tis-

comfort, thus causing a small ulceration which reaches

some time later a blood-vessel and hemorrhage results.

Examination of the nostril shows the vessels on the

anterior part of the sejitum dilated, and if the bleeding

point be found, it is within reach of the finger nail of

the patient's hand. Ulceration may, however, occur

without the use of the finger nail where the surface of

the septum is sufficiently inflamed. Epistaxis may oc-

cur further back on the septum, but this is more un-

common, and is, it seems to me, more apt to be a

symptom of some graver disease. Of the more impor-
tant local lesions causing ejjistaxis, fracture is perhaps
the most conmion, and this may occur at the junction of

the septum and cartilage, or from the driving in of the

nasal bones. Fracture or dislocation of the cartilage

is the common cause of bleeding in boxing. Of all

lesions the new growths of the nose cause the most
severe hemorrhage, especially the angiomata and angio-

sarcomata. Death has resulted from the former in

cases rej)orted by Panas and Ricliet, but fortiuiately

such cases are rare. In my experience few non-malig-

nant tumors cause bleeding except the angiomata, and
even in the malignant growths, except those mentioned,
hemorrhage of any severity is unusual. Foreign bodies
in the nose seldom cause bleeding, although allowed to

remain in the nostril for years. Of the constitutional

diseases leading to epistaxis we have first plethora, a

somewhat vague expression, and anemia. P^pistaxis

from plethora I have never seen, although it seems too
well known to be doubted. E])istaxis from anemia
must be very infrequent in the absence of any local

lesions, and in both plethora and anemia one would re-

(juire j)roof that no local lesion had existed. If we
consider the hemorrhagic diathesis is it not fair to assume
that sonu! local break in continuity must exist, as it

does in other parts of the body ? This of course need
be but slight in the nose, as, for instance, the local re-

moval of crusts and scabs from the anterior nares.

When we consider that it is only of late years that the
nose has been carefully examined, we can easily sup
pose that slight nasal lesions have often been over-
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looked ill the report of ejisci.s. Curious cumch of viciir-

ious uicustruation i»y l)l('('(liu<; from the uosc, wlicu tlic

uoniiai cliauiicls liuve Ixm-u hlockfd, arc recorded, liut

arc of purely physiological iiitci'cst. Venous lieuior-

rliaije from obstruction of the jugular, du(^ to ti<^lit

stocks or ueckwi'ar, arcf nsported, l»ut are to Ix; taken

with sonu^ reservation. Such stocks vverij worn hy an

enormous nuniher of people at ou(^ time, and yet it is

not claimed that any lari^e nund)er of persons suf-

fered from (^pistaxis as a result.

Syphilis, phthisis and alchol are given hy Hrouneas
pre(lis[)()sing causes. 'V\\v. hleediuii' in phthisis is rather

apt to tak(^ place in the posterior nares, and blood

crusts seen there are often the oidy lesion to be found.

Kpistaxis in syphilis is not frecjuent, and I have only

records of two (;as(!S, both from septal ulcerations and

associated with necrosis. One of these had also peri-

ostitis of the nasal bones.

But there is one constitutional disease which, in my
experience, at least, has been associated with e])istaxis

very frequently, and that is ne})hritis. This, although

mentioned with many others by the books, I do not

find emjihasized as a common cause. Hemorrhage
resulting from this cause is usually severe, since the

disease affects the walls of the arteries. In order to

put this point in a stronger light I will cite two cases

:

Case I. C. D. September 26, 1896, had so severe

a hemorrhage from the right nostril that the posttu-ior

nares were plugged by the family physician. Twenty-
four houi-s later the ping was removed, but the bleeding

at once recurred, and he was forced to replace the ping,

which this time was allowed to remain in position for

five days. On its i-emoval the bleeding again recurred

with as much violence as ever and it became necessary

to resort to a third tampon to stop it. I saw the

})atient after the third tampon had been in position for

forty-eight hours. Both anterior and ])osterior plugs

were very foul and were carefully removed, and a ten-

per-cent. solution of cocaine on absorbent cotton was
placed in the anterior nares. After this had been al-

lowed to remain in the nostril a few minutes it was
withdrawn and the nostril carefully examined. A
small projecting point on the septum was found and
carefully cauterized with a crystal of chromic acid.

No further hemorrhage occurred for two weeks, when
on cleaning the nostril I accidentally loosened a scab

caused by the chromic acid and a quite severe hemoi'-

rhage was the result.

This was promptly checkedby a plug of cotton soaked
in cocaine for a few minutes and a second cauterization,

after which no bleeding occurred. As the bleeding

point was well back on the septum out of reach of the

finger, and as the hemorrhage was severe enough to

be evidently arterial, I asked for an examination of

the urine, which showed one-half per cent, albumin.

Two years afterwards he died of nephritis. The
bleeding had been the first sign by which attention had
been called to the nephritis.

Case II. D. T., age fifty-four, came to me March
13, 1894, saying that he hawked blood from the pos-

terior nares ; lungs negative ; no signs in nose or

throat to account for hemorrhage. Examination of

the urine showed considerable albumin. Nearly a

year and a half later I heard that he was dying of

Bright's disease.

Other such cases could be cited, but they only

serve to show that the urine should be carefully ex-

amined in cases of severe nose-bleed. That milder

casoH may also hr assofiated with the uric-acid diuthe-

sis I am sure, and I coidd cite examplcH wImtc this

has been the case. Knough has been said, however,
to point out that cases of epistaxis should receive a
good general examination, an well as a h>cal one.

The symptoms of epistaxis are too well known to b<!

gon(! into at any length. Of course, where the origin

is th(^ anterior part of the septuin, tli<r bleeding \s

from the nostril corres|)onding to the lesion. When
the bleeding o(;curs in the mouth the diagnosis of the

locality of the lesion is not so evident. It is often a
(juestion, in such cases, whether the hemorrliage
comes from tin; lungs or from the nasoj>harynx or
nose. This (piestion is often not easily setth-rl and
can oidy be decided by the presence of a bleerliug

point ill the upj^-r air tract. Sometimes a very sharp
deviation in one nostril may determine the direction

of the blood backward to the throat, instead of for-

ward to the meatus.

The presence of bloody scabs and crusts in the

nasopharynx is fairly good evidence of nasal Ideed-

ing, even if no blood has been thrown out of the

nose. If there has been severe coughing or vomiting
it is possible that the nasoi)harynx could have been
filled with blood from below.

Prognosis.— PLxperience shows that epistaxis is

liable to recur if the exciting cause is not eliminated,

just as bleeding in any other locality repeats itself.

Even if the vessel causing the trouble is blocked,
others become diseased and break, with the same re-

sult. Where the bleeding is due to erosion of super-

ficial vessels, caused by crusts and ulcerations of the
cartilaginous septum, destruction of the larger ves-

sels and removal of irritation caused by the scabs and
crusts, and directions as to how to prevent their

again forming, will prevent recurrence. In cases due
to a more central disease, that disease should be
treated.

Treatment.— The treatment of" epistaxis varies

much with the severity of the attack. Mild forms
may be arrested by simple measures, such as ice to

the side of the nose, cold to the spine, hot or cold

water injections into the nares. After operations the

patient is usually advised to try, in case of bleeding,
ice-cold water injected into the nose. Most authors
advise a preliminary trial of these simple measures
before resorting to the more unpleasant ones. Hot
mustard foot baths, ligation of the extremities, press-

ure of the facial artery, have also been recommen-
ded. Practically the most satisfactory i)rocedure is

to examine the septum with a strong light concen-
trated by a head mirror, and, if possible, ascertain

the bleeding point on the septum.
The practical dilliculties in the case are usually the

great amount of blood and clots, which make the

examination difficult. For this reason cocaine on
pledgets of cotton should be introduced. The solu-

tion used should be from five to ten per cent., and
should be left in from five to ten minutes. If this

fails to stop the bleeding, suprarenal capsule may be
used. lentil about a year ago this latter agent' was
almost unknown. Its effect on the blood-vessels of

the mucous membrane is almost magical, and it does
not seem to injure the delicate lining of the nose in

any way. This solution may be prepared from the

tablets, or from powders, in about a ten-jter-cent. si>-

lution. Its only disadvantage when used in opera-

tions is that subsequent bleeding may occur.
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Pleilgt'tii of cotton soaked in u five- to ten-pei-cent.

cocaine solution should he first tried. These have

two advanUij^es— one of ct)ntractin'( tiie ideedinu

vessels in the nuicous ujeiuhrane, and the other tiiat

of inereasinj; the lunun of the nostril for purposes of

paekinj; and niakin>i; that process less painlul.

If a lileeilin;: point is found on the sejiluni, it

should he touclied with a crystal of chromic acid

fused on a probe, or l»y the >ialvanocautery heated to

a dull-red heat. If this should fail, or 'a hleecling

point cannot he found «in account of the hleedhig,

suprarenal capsule, prepareil as above described, in a

ten-per-<.ent. solution may be used, and the bleedinj,'

point a-iain seanhetl for. If both these remedies

fail, patkinji must be resorted to, and a few words

witli re«;ard to the maimer of packinj; may not be

aiuiss. The method of packin;;, as usiuilly practised,

has several disadvanta-xes. This method consists in

j)lugi,Mng the posterior nares with a sponge drawn up

into tlu' nasojiharynx by a stout string, which has

been passed in by means of a lU-lloc»i's canula, or a

catheter. The ant«rior nares are plugged for a half

inch or so with cotton or gauze. This metliod de-

pends for its success on rendering the pressure of the

effuse<l blood in the nose ecpial to the arterial press-

ure. It takes no account of the bleeding spot itself.

It« disadvantages are the very great discomfort to tiie

patient of the posterior plug, and the possibility of

injury to the ears by its pressure on the Kustachiaii

openings, and the introduction of germs through the

packing, which soon becomes foul. It is unnecessary,

at present, since with cocaine we can introduce anti-

septic gauze in long narrow strips as far as the pos-

terior nares, and beginning at the bottom by strip on

strip until the nostril is well packed. The gauze

should be introduced with a pair of long forceps, or

a notche«l prolx', the first i)iece being laid along the

floor. The gauze should be passed in about three

inches, the <list;ince to the posterior nares being meas-

ured by a finger in the posterior nares, if necessary.

The gauze should be all in one strip for purposes of

removal afterwards. The Eustachian prominence is

thus left free. The packing should l)e left in twenty-

four U) forty-eight hour>, and it cannot be too strongly

emphasized that it shoidd be ])ut in with great gentle-

ness, and very carefully w ithilrawn. It will l)c found

that after the gauze has been thoroughly moistened

with nasal secretion it i-an be withdrawn with less

danger of pulling off the clots formed by the l)lood,

and thus renewing the bleeding.

To sum up brieliy : The causes of bleeding from

tlie nose may be local or general. The local causes

are more apt to Ik- uh;erations of the blood-vessels, re-

Bulting from scabs and crust.s on the septum. Th<se

mav i»e caused by irritation, as in defiected sej)tum,

by foreign bodies (although this is rare), by new
growths, and especially i>y operations for sarcomata.

The general causes are plethora and anemia, the hem-

orrhagii- diathesis, acute febrile dise:i.ses, vicarious

menstruation and disease of the kidneys, syphilis,

phthisis and alcohol. It seems to the writer that the

o<'currence of severe bleeding shouhl lead to an ex-

amination of the kidn«'ys as a cause.

Tnuitiiifiit.— Cauterization *>{ the bleeding point

on the septum with chromic acid, or galvanocautery,

after cfM-ainization. Suprarenal extract to be tried,

iu only disadvanlagf l>eing the possible renewal of

the hemorrhag)- from the reaction of the blood-vessels.

Plugging when resorted to should be done by strips

of gauze introduced along the floor of the nose by

means of long forceps, the Eustachian prominence

not to be occluded. Packing should be left in twenty-

four to forty-eight hours, and withdrawn with the

utmost care.

APPENDICITIS IN A HERNIAL SAC.i

UV HKNJAMIX TKNNEV, M.D., HUSTON.

NO 1 \ery long ago 1 w^as called to see a patient of

Dr. W. L. Watson's, in Lincoln, Mass. She was

seventy-nine years old, not vigorous but wiry. The
day before, she began to have severe pain in the right

groin, some abdominal \yM\\ and nausea, accompanied

by much geni'ral prostration. Her bowels had been

more constijiated tiian usual for several days, and she

had been eating less. Her tongue was thinly coated,

pulse but little more ra])id than normal, temperature

101°, and she had attem])ted to vomit several times.

On examination we found a tender swelling in the

right groin, half-way lu-tween the pubic and iliac

spines and just below Poupart's ligament, about the

size of a walnut. It was doughy to the touch, not

very movable, and gave no impulse on cough. Tlu^

skin was not reddened. Six years before, she noticed

this " lump " after some extra exertion, but it had

never troubled her beyond being occasionally rather

tender to j)ressure. It was not in the least tympanitic,

and the abdomen was nowhere tender except just

above Poui)art's ligament on this side. Thinking it

probably an old omental hernia suddenly strangulated,

gentle taxis was tried and quickly given up as causing

intense i)ain and doing no good. A large poultice

was applied and she was made as comfortable as

possible. Next day the symptoms were all decidedly

worse, the swelling larger, and she requested opera-

tion to get rid of the pain. Considering her age and
great prostration I began with local anesthesia, using

the stronger Schleich solution. There was much fat

under the skin, and there was great ditficulty in iso-

lating anything at first, but finally a mass of fat was
lifted out, the size of a small hen's egg, which was
pretty solid and which had a strong cord-like structure

as a pedicle leading down to the femoral ring. My
first thought was of a i)rolaj)sed ovary with* tube
attache(l, but as my thumb ])(;netrated a small cavity,

and about a teaspoonful of pus, with characteristic

odor, escaped with some small Iiard masses, I decided
that I had an inflamed herniated appendix. It was
tied and cut off close to the ring, to which it was
tightly adherent. The pain caused by manipulating
the jK'dicle was so intense that a fevv whiffs of ether
were given. The wound was carefully washed out
and sewed up with gauze drainage down to the stump,
but there was a slight infection of the wound, doubts
less from the rupture of the sac, which disapi)eared in

a few days, and her recovery was uneventful other-

wise. Three inches of appendix had been removed.
The small, hard masses had the exact size and shape
of raisin seeds, and with the story of a ])lum pudding
a few days before, I thought I had a double rarity,

but Dr. 3Iallory pronounced them fecal masses.
Hernia of the appendix alone is unusual. tli()u<,di

hardly to be called rare. Two lists were publisjied in

' Ueail at a iiu-ptint; of tlie Boston Society for Medical liiiprovo-
luent, November G, 18i>9.
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IHK;'), one of '.'H caKcs by Biijunli, iiiwl one of 2r> hy

INIcViliun Kcclcs. Since tlicii, \':iii I look, (»f Chicago,

has n-porh'd one inguinal case, (iood and liosc, of

I.ondon, each one case of femoral hernia, and tlie

writer's is the; fonrth rc|»oited. Not liavin^ a(;ccsH to

the original paper of Hajardi, I (h) not know how many
cases are incliuU'd in botli his list and Kccles's, hut

there cannot be many, as I^^ccles's cases are mostly from

London hospital r(!cords and museum specimens.

Counting tlu; above four cases with Kccles's 2.'), wcr

luiv(! inguinal hernias, 12, femoral, 1(1. From Hajardi's

table we have in<ruinal, 57 ; femoral, 40 ; obturator,

one. The unusually large pro()ortion of femoral

hernias is doubtless due to the difierencc in the disten-

sibilitv of the two rin<;s. Tlie femoral mi<fht admit

an appendix and keep out cecum or other intestine,

while the internal abdoiuiual ring would more easily

dilate and admit them. Were cases of hernia of ap-

pendix with other viscera included in thest; lists, the

proportion would be very different.

As to the question of strangulation or inflammation

of the herniated appendix, undoubtedly three of

Kccles's cases and probably 17 of Bajardi's were sim-

ply strangulated, as they were reduced and replaced

in the abdomen with complete recovery, but to-day I

imagine the rest would be classed as inflamed. In

fact, just how much the condition of strangulation,

meaning shutting off the circulation, is a cause of the

inflammation is a matter to be considered in appendi-

citis within the abdominal cavity. Certainly the sol-

itary terminal artery supplying the distal end of the

tube, particularly when the mesentery extends only

half-way out, is liable to compression either by a twist

or sharp bend in the tube, by a large concretion

within the tube moving to a narrower part during

some great exertion, by the swelling of the tissues

themselves as a result of some injury or bacterial in-

fection, or by some narrow opening like the femoral

or internal or external abdominal rings. When
this single artery is blocked, we have every condi-

tion required for pus formation : warmth, moisture,

bacteria and feebly-nourished cells for them to grow
on.

The crises in these herniated appendices present

precisely the same symptoms as those seen early in

appendicitis within the abdominal cavity, but the ten-

derness is so sharply localized that it cannot be over-

looked. In many cases there is the sudden onset, the

nausea or vomiting, the constipation or diarrhea, and
the great prostration ; but the vomiting is never so

severe or persistent or fecal as in intestinal obstruction

and the constipation is rarely complete. After pus

formation the symptoms and conditions are like those

of appendicitis inside the abdomen, only modified by

the different anatomical conditions. In Hall's case

after three days the hernial sac and most of the abdo-

men were found full of pus, and the appendix gangre-

nous and perforated within the sac. This occurred in

eight cases. In one of Kccles's cases a bone splinter

came out through a fistulous opening in the groin.

Dr. Fitz's article mentions a case of Dr. A. T. Cabot's

with a fistulous opening into the appendix in the groin.

Van Hook's case was a cystic appendix, ruptured into

the abdominal cavity during taxis. Dr. Monks's case

was supposed to be a scrotal abscess. They have been

diagnosed as suppurating glands, as omental hernias,

as hernias of the ovary, and as new growths. In fact,

the correct diagnosis has never but once been made

before! ojx'rution, and then a jtatient who luul U;fii
cured of a supjxwed absrehs of tlie t«-MlifrIe returned to
the same clinii' with a solid eon! in hi.n scrotum.
The length of time thrse apjfendiceM have Ix-eii h«rr-

niated with no spe<ial symptoniH Ih also interenting an
bearing on the (piestion of tenderneHs of the normal
appendix, but Ih not very ea.sily found. llall'H »utM<;

was seventeen years old, and the; hernia hud exiHti;*!

since childhood, with no truss worn or symptomH men-
tioned till the attack. Annan<lale's case exisler! twenty
years, no truss worn, no symptoms mentioned. Monks'n
case was an infant with slowly growing tumor of two
months. Rose's case had existed thirty-eiglit years,
and had been accompanied by occasional vomiting and
general dyspeptic symptoms, entirely relieved by oper-
ation. One of Kccles's cases had existerl eleven years,

and another eight months. 'i'he writer's case had
been herniated six years, and was also accompanied by
irregularity of the bowels, occasional attacks of indi-

gestion and alxlominal pain, all naturally referred to

other causes, and all relieved since operation.

These appendices were all much more exposed to

pressure than in the normal situation, and yet there is

no record of constant tenderness. For some time I

have made it a routine practice in examining patients

to locate and palpate the a])pendix whenever possible,

and have found what I thought to be appendix in some
60 cases. In only four of these was more tenderness
than was shown to the same deep pressure on the
other side. I do not believe that the normal appendix
is ever more painful on pressure than any other part
of the abdominal contents. But it is easily conceiv-
able that a large concretion distending the tube, or a
raw infected sjjot within the tube, or a kink or bend in

the tube, might cause sufficient pressure on the nerve
ends to produce tenderness and the lesser reflex symp-
toms of irritation of the mesenteric nerves. That there
is a very active reflex of this sort is sufficiently proved
by the grave symptoms which always follow strangu-
lation of an omental hernia, and which cannot be ac-

counted for in any other way.
Dr. Fitz in his original paper of 188G remarked,

after describing some cases where the appendix after

death showed decided pathological changes, and where
no severe abdominal symptoms had everbeen recorded,
" The severity of these lesions suggests the probability
that apparently slight tfisturbauces of digestion were
overlooked. The diarrhea, constipation or abdominal
pain, especially when occasionally recurrent, were re-

garded as characteristic of a feeble digestion."

More than that, I believe that the '• acute indiges-
tion," sometimes put down as the immediate cause of
an attack of appendicitis, is often simply the first

symptom of pressure on these sensitive nerve ends,
and that with care the tenderness can be made out
long before there is a tumor, and the case then be in-

telligently watched for interference at the opportune
time. While, to-day, we are usually able to recog-
nize a well-developed case, and do not often permit
patients to recover or die with a wrong diagnosis,

there are many who neither recover nor die, but live

on uncomfortably, enduring some form of indi>xestion,

never feeling perfectly well and with a constant danger
ahead, who might be much more useful and pleasant
members of society if the reflex symptoms and ten-

derness of an abnormal and irritating appendix
were discovered and appreciated by their medical ad-
viser.
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NITRATE OF SILVER IN HYPKRCHLOKIiY-
DRIA.'

DV M. r. SMlrllWK K, M.l>., HOSTON.

My experience witli liyperchlorhvdriu luis been iu

nervous temperamenL«<, altiiou<;li not alway.s nervous

accoriiin<j: to the popular acceptance of the term. In

some ca-se.s, especially those with atony or gastrectasia.

mucus lias been present in considerable amount, but

the burden of proof would rest heavily on one attempt-

ing to prove them other than neuroses. In particular,

I recall a heavy drinker who presented the clinical

picture of gastric catarrh, except that there was a hi.s-

tory of burning pain coming on some time after meals

but relieved by food. It was not very troublesome

just at that time. The man had been treated for alco-

holic gastritis in a liospital some months jjreviously,

but since then had been totally abstinent.

One hour after 30 grammes of bread and 300 c. c. of

wa'er bad been given, free IICl was .18 per cent, and

total aciility .2.j per cent. The greenish contents con-

tained much mucus. Twenty-fivec. c. of filtrate required

over live hours to dissolve .0.') gramme of the white of

hard-boiled egg at 40° ('. Two days later an analysis

gave the .same results. Lavage sharpened the appe-

tite, improved the catarrhal symptoms, and increased

the burning. One week from the lirst analysis an ex-

amination under identical conditions gave 14o c. c. of

contents, slightly greenish in color, with considerable

mucus. Free HCl, .241 per cent.; total acidity, .31

per cent. Digestive test required three hours, the nor-

mal perio«l. In other words, we were clearing up a

gastric catarrh wliich obscured the usual condition,

hyperchlorhydria.

The severity of subjective symptoms is not a re-

liable index of the degree of Acidity in different cases

nor in a given case at different times. It may be

marked, and the acidity within normal limit. This

points to hyperestliesia, which seems to be present in

these ea.ses. On tin- contrary, a great increase in the

acidity is usually attended by a corresponding aggrava-

tion of symptf)ms.

In a given case, if the environment can be so con-

troHfd as to give the greatest nervous relaxation and
avoid nervous tension, the prognosis is better. In short,

to do th«; best for these sufferers, fre(juently one must
treat them as neurasthenics. He must undfrrstiind th(!in,

their history, their daily lives, so that he can assist them
to live without unnecessary expenditure of nervous
energy and ••neourage to heallhy a<tivities. How dilli-

cult (his problem, where change of environment is im-

possible, is known to us all. On the whole, proteid

tliet ha.s been most suitable, especially in bad cases.

Haw eggs l>etween meals have been very helpful in

certiiin rases.

' K<«(ul before th.; .SnlTolk iJixtrlct Medical Society. Section for
Clinical .Medicine, Pathology and Hygiene, October 18, 1899.

We have found medicinal treatment discouraging as

regards cure. Of local remedies, alkalies, bismuth and

nitrate of silver have been tried. Of remedies intended

to act through the nervous system, nux vomica and

bromide. Nux vomica has seemed to decrease the

l)ercentage of acid in certain cases and improve the mo-

tility, but has increased the discomfort, except in one

case, and there the result was quite brilliant. 1 will refer

to the case briefly :

A man thirty-one years of age, with an excellent

family history and past history, has been engaged iu ex-

acting mental work for several years. He occupies a very

responsible position and has acquired the pernicious

habit of devoting bis meal times to mental work and, at

the same time, satisfying completely a never-failing

appetite. For three years a history of digestive distur-

bances. About an hour after taking food, especially

at noon, he experienced a burning sensation, distention

and belching, and most annoying of all, a sensation of

weight, as if the stomach did not empty itself. This

would last almost or quite to the next meal. Occasion-

ally it would be present all the forenoon and recently

sevei-al times late in the forenoon he has vomited his

breakfast. Acid things and pastry increased the burn-

ing. Bowels irregular. F^requently a restless night.

Lost much weight. Recently a trembling of the hands

had annoyed him.

Physical examination. — Expression troubled and

careworn. Chest, negative ; abdomen prominent.

Right kidney easily palpated. Stomach in normal

position. Distended with CO2 its lower border was
one and one-quarter inch below umbilicus. Filled

with water its lower limit was two and one-quarter

inches below umbilicus. When slightly distended with

gas or containing a small amount of water the stomach

was considerably smaller, being markedly atonic but

only moderately dilated.

Nux vomica was given and the dose gradually raised

from 10 drops three times daily to 20. Habits, exer-

cise and diet were regulated. Improvement was prompt.

Treatment commenced early in May, and by August,

when he started for a bicycling trip on the Continent,

the gastric symptoms had nearly disappeared. At that

time the stomach was empty six hours after a mixed
meal given in the morning, although the salol test gave
negative result at two hours and positive at thirty and a

half hours. The acidity was moderately reduced under

treatment, as judged from five analyses, and motor
power improved. Early in September my patient wrote
that there were no digestive symptoms, and to-day I

received the same report.

F^rom a practical point of view, control of subjective

symptoms is the chief object of treatment. In this

connection I wish to give a limited experience with ni-

trate of silver. I have not attempted a review of

the literature on the subject. Riegel •^ recommends
its trial in severe cases. It is to be given by
mouth, or the stomach washed out with a solution

(1-1,000), and this in turn followed by thorough
washing with water. Nitrate of silver has been tried

in three of my cases. In two, one-quarter grain in

one-lialf ounce of distilled water was given twenty
minutes before breakfast. One case is doing well.

The other reported some improvement after two weeks,
but it seemed as likely due to diet, regular exer-

cise, and a more rational mode of living. FVom the

fasting stomach in the morning I then obtained 10 c. c.

• Notbnagel'B Sp. Path, und Tber., xvi.
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of fluid with about .1 pen- ccuit. ivw IICl. The convcr-

.siou of nitrate to clilorid*- |)re.suniiii)ly Ciiuscul th(! I'iiihin^

Wiiere there is coiitiiiuous seen^tioii of iieid j^astiic

juice tlior()Ui;h luv:i;4(! should preecide the iidiniiiislni-

tioii of silver iiitnitc;. Tiiis precjiution is manifestly

necessary, hut I havi; not se('n it iiK'ntioned. If lavui^e

is iiupraeticahlo we depend on hisniuth and alk.iHes

instead of silver nitrate;. TIk! neutiali/ation of the

acid instead of hiva^c; will occur to everybody, i)ut

there is no means of jud^in<^ the amount of alkali nec-

essary. K\\ ex(;oss of bicarbonate of soda, for instance;,

would convert the nitrate of silver into llu; oxide with-

out local action, according to the equation: A<;X().,

+ Na.,CO,, = A<r,C()., -f 2NaN0.,, = Ag.,() -f ('(
\,

-j- 2NaN0.,. Where tlie fasting stomach contains acid

juice the equation, is, of course : AgNOg -|- llCl=
AgCl -|- IINO.j, and in our experience the treatment

fails.

Mrs. S., thirty-six years of age, consulted Dr. \i

.

N. Bullard, December C, 1898, and he kindly referred

lier to me.

F. H. Negative, excej)t that three sisters have
" weak stomachs."

P. II. In Massachusetts General Hospital nine years

ago with pelvic abscess, and while there vomited blood

during two days ; was menstruating. Five years ago.

Dr. II. O. JMarcy removed the appendages for double

pus tube. Recenth Dr. Marcy kindly wrote me that

lie considered it a case of gastric ulcer. For a year after

the operation she menstruated a little each month and

then none for three j^ears. In these nine years, and

especially during the three when menstruation was ab-

sent, the patient vomited "coffee grounds" and bright

blood frequently. The hematemesis occurred, so far

as she could judge, when menstruation would naturally

have occurred. Much of the past nine years has had
heartburn and sour stomach. During an attack of

hematemesis and the two or three preceding days, her

stomach would feel as if it contained " live coals."

For three or four years has drunk two cups of hot

water morning and evening and vomited. It has given

the greatest relief and she " couldn't get on without it."

Food and tea relieve the burning pain. Very con-

stipated. Eight weeks ago, menstruated one day, and
for seven weeks the water vomited morning and eve-

ning contained "coffee grounds" and some bright blood.

For a week, vomitus very acid, but not bloody. Burn-
ing continues. Not subject to epistaxis.

Physical examination. — Well developed, fairly

nourished. Face, tongue and mucous membrane of

mouth pale. Expression drawn. Pupillary and other

reflexes normal. Repeated laryngoscopic examination
failed to show any source of bleeding. Remainder of

examination negative, except moderate epigastric ten-

derness wdth one very tender point in extreme left of

epigastrium. This point had been tender whenever
blood was raised. Lower border of stomach distended

either with air or water reached a little below umbili-

cus. Position of stomach normal.

Analysis No. 1.— One and one-quarter hours after

a test meal of bread 70 grammes, water ;500 c. c,

amount contents 150 c. c, containing a small amount
of brown material assumed to be digested blood. No
chemical test made and no blood corpuscles seen in

microscopic examination. Free HCl, .15 per cent;

total acidity, .27 per cent.

Patient was in bed three weeks on diet of peptonized

milk and there was almost an absence of symptoms.

Milk was pcijitoni/ed IxrcauMe otherwine it m-cuu-A to

cause dislrcHH, and several timcK wuh vomited in thick

curds. Also, it was hoped that more acid might Ix-

combined, as Profjssor Chittenden ban Hhowii to be

tli(! casi! with peptones. During the fourth week ^,he

commence*! to sit U|i ; burning pain with frefjiient

headache returned ; anri, as f(jrmerly, she founrj t<-m-

porary redief l)y drinking two cups of liot water morn-
ing and night and vomiting. During this week a

thorough tiial was given the " gastric s(;<lative " men-
tioned in the arti(;Ie on this subject in th«; " American
System of Practical Medicine," consisting of two parts,

by weight, of cerium oxalate, four parts of bisnujih

subcarbonate, and eiglit parts of light carbonate of

magnesium. The relief was so t<;mporary that my
patient jjronounced its further administration useless

and asked to be excused from bothering with it. The
diet had been increased only by the whites of eggs.

January 7th. Tincture nux vomica was conunenced
in ten-<lrop doses and gradually increased.

January 8th. There commenced at noon an unusually
severe attack, consisting of headache, gastric distress,

a strangling sensation, vomiting, and occasional dart-

ing pains referred to the stomach. In the afternoon I

siphoned out the remains of one-half glass of peptonized
milk drunk two hours before, and then washed out the

stomach thoroughly. There was no blood. The anal-

ysis was : Free HCl, .226 per cent. ; total acidity, .387
per cent.

Until March 14th the headaches were frequent.

The burning sensation was severe and persistent, being
relieved temporarily by the hot water and by food.

Raw eggs taken between meals gave temporary relief.

By successive trials, the largest dose of nux vomica to

be tolerated was determined. The maximum dose was
reached gradually and maintained while practicable, as

judged by the nervous symptoms. Then it was reduced
gradually and gradually re-established after the unpleas-

ant symptoms had disappeared. The gastric symptoms
were not relieved by the nux vomica, while the patient

was much more nervous than before its administration.

The outlook seemed discouraging. The history of

successive attacks of hematemesis during nine years,

and the sharply localized point of tenderness, which
had been the same in all attacks, pointed strongly to a
recurrent ulcer. Vicarious menstruation couhl be ex-

cluded fairl}-^ after the seven weeks' duration of the

last hematemesis. In view of the almost continuous
suffering from acidity for nine years, I seriously con-

sidered the advisability of an exploratory operation

with a view to excision of the ulcer scar.

In one of the medical journals, I noticed nitrate of

silver recommended for gastric irritability with or with-

out ulcer ; one-fourth grain was to be administered
in one-half ounce of distilled water twenty minutes be-

fore breakfast, or the stomach was to be washed out

with asolution (1-1,000) and thatfollowed by a thorough
washing with water. (I regret that I am unable to

give the reference. It was to some digestive work )

Already lavage had been substitxited for drinking and
vomiting hot water. After lavage each morning, with

occasional omission of two or three days, one-fourth

grain of silver nitra^te in one-half ounce of distilled

water was poured through the tube. At this time the

gastric symptoms were overshadowed by a train of

symptoms commencing some days before the adminis-

tration of silver nitrate, namely, frecjuent desire to

micturate and some pain. Twenty-four hours' amount
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of urine was 18 ounces, and a few days later only 11

ounces. Later, what was apparently renal colic super-

vened. Patient was put to bed on milk diet. As the

urine remained scanty in spite of diuretics. Dr. Ogden
examined and reported no evidence of renal disease,

confirniin<; tlie result of my own analysis.

Durinij the three weeks' confinement to bed lavage

seemed impracticable, and as bromide was indicated for

the patient's nervousness, it was j)ushed for a possible

beneficial effect on the gastric symptoms. The latter

were not improved, and April loth lavage and silver

were resumed, and, with an occasional precautionary

omission, have been continued to date.

May -Jd. Dr. C^uackenboss ordered glasses for a

moderate degree of hypermetropic astigmatism.

May ath. One hour after bread, ;^') grammes, water

80(1 c. c the amount of stomach contents was 4o c. c.

There was previous lavage. Free IICl. .248 percent. ;

total acidity. .'-VIX per cent.; '1^) c. c. filtrate dissolved,

.O.J gramme of white of hard-boiled egg in three and

one-sixth to three and one-half hours at 40° C.

At this time the symptoms were not very marked

and steadily diminished, being absent during June,

July, and until August 20th. For two months before

the latter date all restrictions on diet were disregarded

by the patient. She fairly revelled in fresh tomatoes

with pepper, vinegar and salt, stewed tomatoes seasoned

with pe])per, pickles, sour apples and grapes. I never

saw her so happy as one day after she had eaten, with-

out symptoms, a boiled dinner and a sour ai)ple. She
gained in weight and sj)irits.

August 7th. The fasting stomach contained 30

c. c. of yellowish-green fluid, acid to litmus. Free

IICl, absent ; total acidity, .006 per cent. Bile absent.

This was the usual amount of fluid removed in the

morning before breakfast. A test meal of 30 grammes
of bread and 300 c. c. of water was then given and

in one and one-sixth hours 110 c. c. removed, not

remarkable in appearance. Free HCl, .102 per cent. ;

total acidity, .210 per cent.; lactic acid, a trace ; fil-

trate, erythrodextrin ; microscopic, yeast and nothing

else to note ; digestive test, four hours, twenty-seven

minutes, at 39° to 40°. The stomach, filled with

water, reached to within one and three-fourths inches

of the umbilicus, being decidedly smaller than in

December. Also, in order to empty the stomach

completely, it was necessary to pass the tube a less

distance.

August 20th. Headache, nervous, tender breasts,

a sleepless night. No gastric distress.

August 21st. Ate tomato soup for supper, vomited

in th(! night, and in the morning washed from her

stomach some of the soup. June 13th, in the morning,

the stomach had contained banana eaten the previous

evening. These were the only times that macroscopic

remains of food were present before breakfast.

August 29 th. Th»! fasting stomach this morning con-

tained one ounce of y(dlowish-green fluid and some mu-
cus. Xo macroscopic food remains. Free IICl, .113

per cent. ; total acidity, .212 per cent. ; filtrate, no reac-

tion with IKI; digestion, thr(;e and two-thirds hours

Microscopically, no blood, few starch grains, as shown
by llieir appearance and behavior to IKI. No mus-
cle fibres. Much pavement (!|iithelium, one small

clump of columnar epithelium, with (piite frerpiently a

polynuclear leucocyte and occasionally a salivary cor-

puscle.

August 29th. One hour after bread, 30 grammts,

water, 300 c. c, amount contents, 72 c. c. Appear-

ance and odor not remarkable. Free IICl, .212 per

cent.; total acidity, .277 per cent.; lactic acid, ab-

sent; filtrate, erythrodextrin; digestion, four hours.

Microscopically, no blood, yeast not increased and
nothing of importance.

September l()th. Patient reported that the acidity

had been somewhat troublesome since August 20th,

three weeks. Incidentally, she remarked that she felt

some burning at that moment, and I allowed her to si-

phon out her stomach contents. Three hours previously

she had eaten, among other things, fish chowder and
stewed tomatoes. The amount was 88 c. c. Free

HCl, .303 per cent. ; total acidity, .526 per cent.

;

lactic acid, absent ; digestion, four hours.

September 2Gth. Patient reported that the acidify

was very troublesome from the IGth to the 22nd of

September, but since then less troublesome. The
dose of silver nitrate was increased from one-fourth

grain to one-half grain September 20th. Marked
amelioration of symptoms was noted by the 23rd, and
three days later a return to one-fourth-grain dose

seems justifiable. This morning two ounces of yellow-

ish-green fluid was siphoned from the fasting stomach.

Free IICl, .146 per cent.; total acidity, .248 per

cent. ; digestion, three and three-fourths hours ; lav-

age to-night.

September 27th. Same amount of fluid and of

same appearance. Gastric symptoms still improving.

Free HCl, .19 per cent. ; total acidity, .20 per cent. ;

digestion, three and one-half hours ; lavage to night.

September 28th. Comfortable yesterday and per-

fectly comfortable this morning. Fasting stomach
contained two ounces of colorless fluid. Free KCl,
.314 per cent. ; total acidity, .380 per cent. ; digestion,

three hours, fifty-two minutes. After lavage, gave
test meal of bread, 30 grammes ; water, 300 cc.

Amount of contents in one hour, 48 c. c. Free HCl,
.27 per cent. ; total acidity, .34 per. cent. ; filtrate,

erythrodextrin ; digestion, three and one-fourth hours ;

lavage at night omitted.

October 4th. Since last analysis not much discom-

fort. Yesterday patient ate roast lamb at 4 i^. m. and
lamb stew at 8.30 i\ m. This morning, fasting stom-

ach contained two ounces plus of yellowish-green fluid

with more sediment than usual, but no macroscopic food

remained. Free HCl, .242 per cent ; total acidity, .329

per cent. Microscopically, occasional striated muscle
fibre and starch grain. No blood. Considerable

pavement epithelium. Few yeast cells. Frequently
a salivary corpuscle.

October 11th. Almost no discomfort since last

analysis. Perfectl}^ comfortable at present. Cold
boiled ham and bread for supper yesterday. This
morning, fasting stomach contained 10 c. c, acid to

litmus, giving a faint brown with Congo-red paper;
no reaction for free IICl. Total acidity, .095 per

cent. Microscopically, no muscle fibre, rarely the

remnant of a starch grain, as shown by IKI; fre-

quently a polynuclear leucocyte, showing the entire

cell, and a salivary corjmscle. Considerable pavement
epithelium.

Tlie case is apparently under control again, or quies-

cent.

The disadvantage of this form of treatment in the

presence of continuous secretion is the necessity of

using a stomach tube. In the case just reported lav-

age in the morning was done by the patient with
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Hatisfaction. Also W(! must iciiKUuhc!!- tlu; possibility

of ar<r} ria and omit occasionally.

Bosidcs these three cas(!s 1 have I'ollovved this

treatment in a few cases in the; practices of friends.

So limited an expericincci is not convincing to nu;, imt

suiiii'ests the advisability of <fivin<f tiu! treatnuint a

tlioroiii^h trial. Apparently it has markedly dimin-

ished the i^astric sensitiveness in two of my cases,

vvh(!ther or no it has affected secretion of acid.

I trust that my exp(!rienc(! may bi; sup{)lenu!nted by

the favorable or unfavorable experience of others

present, and may lead some to assist in determining

the value of silver nitrate in hyperchlorhydria.

A SIMPLE METHOD FOR THE QUANTITATIVE
ANALYSIS OF THE GASTRIC CONTENTS FOR
USE IN CLINICAL WORK.

BY IIENKY F. HKWKS, M.D., BOSTON,
Physician to Oat- I'atients at the. Maxunchugetlx Oeneral lloxpilal and
at the Carnry Hospital, Boston ; Assistant in Chemistry at the Har-
vard Medical School.

In my article upon the analysis of the gastric con-

tents published two years ago in the Journal, I sug-

gested certain modifications of the Topfer method of

quantitative analysis of the contents, which was at that

time the most practical method of analysis for use in

clinical work.^ These modifications were :

I. The addition of a second test for free hydro-

chloric acid which could be utilized at the same time

as the dimethyl test of Topfer and serve as a control

test to ensure a more accurate record on this point.

II. The substitution of the Congo-red test for the

alizarin test in the estimation of the total organic acids

plus acid salts. ^ Experience had proven to me as well

as to many others,^ that accurate readings with this

dimethyl test and the alizarin test uncontrolled were
in gastric contents often impossible and I sought
by these modifications to remedy these weaknesses in

the original Topfer method. During the last two
years I have succeeded by attending to these modifica-

tions in developing and approving by extended use a

quantitative method of analysis, at the same time

more accurate and more simple than the original

method, or the method as first modified by me. The
details of this new method are as follows

:

I. Total free HCl.— Measure off five cubic centi-

metres of contents after slunking. To this five cubic

centimetres of the unfiltered contents in a test tube
add a few drops of Topfer's reagent (a one-half-per-

cent, alcoholic solution of dimethyl-amido-azo-benzol).
If free hydrochloric acid is present, the mixture will

assume a carmine-red color. As a rule, where the

acid is present, one drop will give the clear red color.

In some cases, however, the addition of three or four

drops is necessary.

To this red mixture a decinormal solution of sodic

hydrate is added by titration until the red color gives

place to an orange or bright yellow color. The num-
ber of cubic centimetres of the st)da solution neces-

sary to bring about this result are then read off. By
multiplying this number by .00365 gramme, the

amount of free hydrochloric acid in the five cubic

• Boston Medical and SurgicalJournal, November 25 and December
2, 1897.

2 Topfer: Zeitschr. f. physiolog Chemie, 1894, Bd. xix, H. 1, .S. 104.
3 iVIohr: Loc. cit., H. 6, S 67; Hari : Archiv f. Venlauungskraiik-

heiten.Bd. ii, H. 203; Strauss: Deutsche." Archiv f. klin. .Med., Bd.
Ixvl, H. 1; Hewes: Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, November
26, 1897, p. 540.

ceiitimetreH of (;ont«fntH is obLiined and from ihiM

record the grammes of free HCl j>er liuiidnMl (p«T
cent.) (»r per tlionsand may be re<;koned, A« it Im

sometimes dillicult to det<rmin<r the c-xact jKjiiit at
which the red color disappears in tlii-* titration, it ih

well to (;ontrol this test by another more delirule t^j.nt

for fr(!e I Id. When en(»ugh soda has been a<lded to

leave l)ut a very faint red color in the mixture, a drop
of the mixture should Ih; mixr;d upon a wliit<; evapor-
ating dish with a «lrop of a .saturat<;d alcoholic solution

of 00 tropeolin, and th(! dish warmed (not heated in-

tensely) over a flame. As long as such a mixture
gives a purple color upon evaporation, the free

hydrochloric acid in tlu; contf;nts is not yet neutral-
ized. When the purple color fails the acid is neutral-
ized. By thus depending u])on the Topfer test until

near the end of the reaction and upon the trojieolin

for the last steps, we obtain a very aceuratfr quanti-
tative estimation of the fn^e hydrochloric acid.* For
rough work, for results within .01 per cent, of the
accurate result, the Topfer test suffices.

II. Totalfree acids plus acid salts.— To the same
five-cubic-centimetre mixture of gastric contents in

which the ivvQ, hydrochloric acid has been neutralized
continue to add the decinormal soda solution until a
drop of the mixture fails to color Congo-red paper
(paper prepared by dipping filter paper into a five-per-

cent, aqueous solution of Congo red and drying).
When the mixture fails to color the Congo paper, all

the free acids, organic and mineral, also the acid salts

(acid phosphates), are neutralized. By taking the
record of the soda used up to this point the quanti-
tative estimate of the total free acids plus acid salts in

the contents can be obtained in the same manner as in

the estimation of the total free HCl. If in perform-
ing this Congo test the reaction point is passed, the
paper is turned a brighter red than its original color.

It is thus easy to control the accuracy of this test.

III. Total acidity.— To the same five-cubic-centi-

metre mixture of contents in which the free hydro-
chloric acid and the other free acids and acid salts

have in turn been neutralized add two drops of a one-
per-cent. alcoholic solution of phenolphthalein. Con-
tinue to add the soda solution until a deep red color of
maximum intensity is obtained. The appearance of
the deep red color indicates the presence of an alkaline

reaction, that is, that the neutralization of all the
acid elements of the contents is accomplished. From
the record of the soda solution used to accomplish this

result we estimate the total acidity. Care must be ol>-

served in performing this last step of the estimation to

develop the deepest red color which can be obtained.
As long as the top of the mixture takes a deeper color
after the addition of a drop of the soda than the rest

of the mixture the end reaction has not been obtained.*
This analysis gives us a qualitative test for free

hydrochloric acid, and a quantitative estimation of the

total free hydrochloric acid, the total free acids plus
acid salts, and the total acidity. By subtracting the
total free IICl (I) from the total free acids plus salt*;

(II) we obtain a quantitative estimate of the total

organic acids plus acid salts (IV). By subtracting

* The tropeolin test is used as it gives no color reaction -with the
Topfer reagent; phloroglucin vanillin gives a red color with this re-
agent even in the absence of free IICl.

5 Owing to mechanical obstruction some of the acid in the particles
of contents is not at unce neutralized by the acid, so that enough
extra soda to give the deep red c>lor - combine wiih all the phenol-
phthalein is added to allow for this acid. Upon 8tandiiig well
stoppered, the mixture turns a fainter red as the hidden acid U
liberated.
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(II) the totiil free acids plus acid salts from (HI) the

touil acidity, we obtain the total coml)ined acids (the

total combined I Id in cases where free IICl is jjres-

ent) (V). By adding this total combined HCl (V)

to the total free IICl (1) we obtain the secreted hydro-

chloric acid (VI)."

This analysis can be acconij)lished in five to ten

minutes. It necessitates for apparatus a burette, an

evaporatinjLj dish, a lamj), a test tube and a glass rod.

The necessary reagents are (1) A decinormal soda

solution ; (2) one-lialf-per-cent. alcoholic solution of

dimethyl-amido-a/o-beuzol ;
(.'i) Congo-red paper—

filter paper soaked in a live-per-cent. acpieous solution

of Coi»go red ; (.'i) a one-per-cent. alcoholic solution

of phenolphthalein ; (4) a saturated alcoholic solu-

tion of UU tropeolin. The estimations should be

made twicre, and the records of the tests with the

second mixture of contents taken as final. For this

estimation is made with an approximate idea of the

results to be obtained already in mind, so that there is

less waste of material in the process. The simplicity

of the method admits of the employment of this quan-

titative analysis of the gastric contents as a routine

method of diagnosis in private practice and in out-pa-

tient hospital work without undue sacrifice of time or

labor.

In cases in which free hydrochloric acid is present

to the Tdpfer test, this analysis includes, with the

exception of the qualitative test for lactic acid,' all

tiie tests which are necessary in ordinary clinical

work. Where the Topfer test is absent or doubtful

the qualitative test for free IICl must be tried with

00 tropeolin. Boas resorcin reagent and phloroglucin

vanillin. Where a trace is discovered by one of these

tests which could not be determined by the Topfer
test, the amount present is recorded as a trace, it being

too small to admit of a definite quantitative deter-

mination.

Methods of analysis in cases with no free HGl

;

qualitative test for combined HCl.— In cases in which
no free hydrochloric acid is present by any of the (pial-

itative tests the contents are first tested with Congo-
red paper. A positive test shows the presence of free

acids (in this case organic acid) or of acid salts or of

both. Five cubic centimetres of the contents is then

estimated with the soda solution against Congo red

(II) and phenolphthalein (III) in turn, and the total

free acids plus acid salts and the total acidity deter-

mined.

If no free acids plus salts are present the contents

are first tested with blue litmus. If the test is posi-

tive the presence of combined acid of some kind, either

mineral or organic, is proven. Five cubic centimetres

of the contents is then estimated against phenol-

phthalein to determine the total acidity (III).

In cases in which no free hydrociiloride acid is pre-

sent and the (contents are still acid, it is of much impor-
tance to determine whether or not the comi)ined acid

present or a part of it is combined hydrochloric ucid.

For by this determination we ascertain whetlier or not

' This total Iiyflrocliloric-acid record Is the index of the secretory
force of ili»r 81'iriiadi, iniicli more accurate than the recorti of total
acidity or tot>il froe IICI.

' T't tHot for liictic ;iciil two cubic centiine,tren of the filtered con-
tent* 18 adiled to five of a colorleHK Bolution of ferric chloride. If this
tent IB n^'gilivi! 1 .ctic acid is aliitent. If the tent in iioditivc (If a lemon-
yellow color appear-" ill th" fo ric-i-hloride .vol ul ion) the text iiiu»t be
conflnned by perforniinK thin ferric-<'hlorlde teKl with an ethereal ex-
tract of til- contents If ilii)< tcHt ik poidiive, lactic acid is present.
If It Ib negat'V. , the color in the preliminary teet was duo to some
substance other than lactic acid.

any hydrochloric acid is secreted ; that is, whether the

acid-secreting cells of the stomatth suffer from a total

loss of function or a simple diminution of this function

below normal. This fact may be ascertained in a

simple manner by subjecting the contents to the quali-

tative test for chlorine, except that present in the form

of inorganic chlorides, known as the Ewald-Sjoqvist

test.

VII. Test for combined hydrochloric acid in the

absence of free hydrochloric acid.— Ten cubic centi-

metres of the contents is mixed with a pinch (half

a saltspoonful) of barium carbonate. This mixture

is evaj)orated and the residue fused to a red heat in a

lilatinum crucible (fused to a red heat only). The
fused mixture is treated with boiling water. The
mixture is filtered. The filtrate and wash-water to-

gether should amount to about .'30 cubic centimetres.

To this filtrate (cooled) from five to ten cubic centi-

metres of a saturated solution of sodium carbonate

is added. If chlorine in the form of organic chlor-

ine compounds (acid albumins, peptones) is present

in the original mixture a white precipitate will form
in this filtrate.

When this barium carbonate test is positive, then

we know that some of our combined acid is combined
hydrochloric acid and that the disturbance of the

secretion of acid present is due to a diminution

rather than a total loss of function of the secreting

cells. This is a fact of considerable importance in

our knowledge of the case. This Ewald-Sjotjvist test

is very simple. It occupies about half an hour. It

necessitates for apparatus a platinum crucible and a

Bunsen lamp. The necessary reagents are, (1)
barium carbonate CP

; (2) saturated aqueous solu-

tion of sodium carbonate. All methods of quantita-

tive estimation of the total combined hydrochloric acid

in the absence of free hydrochloric acid, which are of

sufficient accuracy to be of use, are too difficult of

application for use in ordinary clinical work.
I have employed the above plan of analysis as a

routine method in all cases of gastric affections in my
out-patient clinics for two years. The results from
the point of view of diagnosis and of therapeutics

and of actpiiring a more thorough understanding of

the disorders of the stomach have amply repaid the

labor.

Clinical ^Department,

THREE UNUSUAL CASES OF ANGIONEUROTIC
EDEMA IN INFANCY.!

BV .fOHN LOVETT MOK.SE, A.M., M.D., BOSTON,
Assistant Vixiting Phi/xirian (it the City Hospital and Assistant Phy-
sician at the Infants' Hospital, Huston; Assistant m Clinical Medi-
cine, Harvard Medical Hclwol.

ALTiior<;n angioneurotic edema is occasionally

met witii in infancy it certainly cannot be regarded as
of common occurl•enc(^ The usual seats are the lips

and cheeks or the external genitals. The extremities
are seldom involved. The location of the swelling
and the apparent cause in two make the following
cases of unusual inttirest

:

Cask I. Constance M., tweiity-tiiree months, woke
u]) on the morning of March D, 189M, with her left

arm moderately swollen. It was not painful and she

' Read before the Sullolk District Medical .Society, Section for
Clinical Medicine, Pathology and Hygiene, October 18, 189'.).
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uscid tlu' urm freely. TiKirc h.i<i Imu-ii no known in-

jury or expoKurc. Tlic swcliin;;; ol tlic fon-.-irni in<T<;iNC(l

(inriiiLi; tlif diiy :inil iIk^ n<-\l inoniin;^ tlic li;in<l was
also niiicli swollen. Slic was otherwise perfectly

well.

I first s;iw liei' at tliis time. Tlie left forcai'ni and

liiind were nnicli swollen from tin; elbow to the second

phalaiiiics. The surface was somewhat reddish and a Iri-

il(^ hot. Then" was moderate pittinii' on pressure. There
was no tenderness and she used the hand and arm freely.

There; was no lesion of tlu^ surfac^e and no enlari^enient

of the a.xillary inlands. The pulse was normal. 'Ihe

arm was bandaged loosely, and on March 12th, four

days from the onset, the swelling had entirely disap-

peared. Then; has been no recurrence.

Cask JI. Ruth H. was seven months old Novendxr
5, 18!)7. One morning, about this time, her mother
came in from a walk and gave her her morning l)ath.

Being in a hurry she tested the temperatur(! of the

water with her hand. It was later found to have Ix-cui

much colder than usual. The child cried vigorously

and when taken out was shivering and blue. She soon

warmed up again, but about an hour later it was noted

that both her forearms and hands were swollen, blu-

ish and cold.

I saw her soon after. As stated above, both fore-

arms and hands were much swollen and slightly cya-

notic. The skin was shiny and there was no j)itting.

The surface was rather cool. There was no tenderness

or pain and the arms were moved freely. There was
no enlargement of the axillary glands and the radial

pulse was nornuil. The heart and urine were both

normal.

The swelling disappeared, without treatment, in two
days. A few weeks later, however, it recurred, evi-

dently as the result of sleeping in a cold room with

the arms exposed. At this time it lasted about two
weeks, disap{)earing gradually. All the rest of the

winter and spring, until the return of warm weather,

the swelling recurred on any exposure to cold. It

rarely lasted more than a few hours or a day or two at

a time, however. Thick mittens, worn out of doors

and at night, decidedly diminished the frequency and
severity of the attacks. There was no return of the

swelling during the w'inter of 1898-99. In October,

1899, however, she came in rather late on a cool after-

noon, not having worn mittens as the weather was
warm when she went out, with her right hand and arm
swollen as before. It went away in a few hours and
has not returned since.

Case III. Laura M. was brought to the Medical
Out-patient Department of the Infants' Hospital, March
15, 1899. She was then four months old. She was
born at full term, head presentation, about three-quar-

ters of an hour before the arrival of the doctor. Any
injury to the arms at birth would thus seem improba-

ble. Since birth the right upper extremity has fre-

quently become swollen and purplish. During these

attacks the child has seemed unable to use the arm.

After from two to six hours the natural appearance
and function have returned. The attacks have recurred

at any time of (hiy or night and liave apparently not

been accompanied by pain. The mother was inclined

to attribute them to a slight injury to her right arm
wdiich she received when she was about three months
pregnant ! ! !

She was a large, fat baby in very good condition.

The rioht arm was then of normal color but the stu-

dent who took the hi-ttory sl.ited that whil#' hf* wnx
taking it the arm waH markedly f»urple. It wum wunn
and did nr>t pit on preMsiire. The circutnfcrerice of the
right forearm wuh one and one-half centimetrcH and that
of the right arm one-half centimetre greater than that
of the corresponding part on the left. 'I'liere were no
enlarged glands in thea.villa an<l the imlse jit the wrim
was normal. The heart was normal. 'I'here wa>t no
tenderness an«l the child moved the arm freely.

Sh(! was seen again Octolxir 4, 1899. Her aunt
stated that the attacks harl f;ontinued, but had Iwen
much less marked during the warm wwather. She
thought that tlujre was some connection b«-tween their

occurrence' and tin; ext(;rnal temjxratiire. The swell-

ing had be(;n much more j)rojioun<T(| during the la^t

lew days of cool \v(;ather. She thought that the right

arm was now always a little largfM- than the left.

The color of the arm was then normal but it sr-emefl

somewhat larger than the left and the forearm and
hand looked edematous. There was no pitting on pres.'j-

ure, however. The circumference of the forearm was
one and a half centimetres and that of the arm one
centimetre larger than on the other .side. The surface
temperature was normal, there was no tenderness an«l

the arm was moved freely. There was no enlarge-
ment of the axillary glands, the pulse was normal at

the wrist and the heart was normal.

l^cport;0f of 4>ocietie^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STONE, M.D., SECRETAKV.

Regular meeting, Monday, November 6, 1899,
Dr. R. H. Fitz in the chair.

anatomical speclmexs.

Dr. Beach : This photograph is from a child seven
years old who was the subject of imperforate anus.

The rectum ends within the vulva. The vagina is

immediately above it and the meatus of the bladder
immediately above that. This photograph has been
taken to show the three passages, making a cloacal

aperture of the vulva. She was referred to me with
the idea that some surgical measure might be advis-

able, but the control of fecal movements was so good
and there being no certainty of a sphincter to guard
a new anus, I advised against interference. The child

had no inconvenience from the unusual condition,

which was discovered by the nurse at birth.

Dr. Beach stated in answer to a question by Dr.
Vickerj' that the conformation of the parts was similar

to what exists in the hen.

Dr. "Withixgtox : "Would Dr. Beach take that

position as a rule with regard to all such ca.ses, or was
there in this particular case some reason why opera-

tive interference was not called for?

Dr. Beach : It was the first time I ever saw this

arrangement of the parts. As the child had lived to

be seven years old, had not suffered, and there was
control of the movements, I felt that in this case we
had better make no interference. I have operated a
number of times in cases of imperforate anus and once
advised a laparotomy soon after birth, where there
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was no outlet for the fecal movemeuts and no guide

for a dissection.

Dk. \VrniiX(;TOx : You would not take the general

position of refusing an operation in all cases where

there was perfect passage for the fecal matter?

Dk. liKACH : No ; Isliould he guided hy the exigen-

cies of tlie case.

Dh. WlTniN<;To.N : 1 ask the question because I

have now a child, born about six months ago, in whom
there is precisely the same deformity, the rectum end-

ing inside the vagina and there being no anus at the

proper place. I had assumed that it would be nec<;s-

sary by and i)y for tlie child to have something done in

an operative way, at any rate before reaching a mar-

riageable age. There is absolutely no obstruction to

tlie passage of fecal matter and the child has no incon-

venience in any way. The defect was discovered a

day or two after birth, and I said nothing to the

mother until she got through the puerperium, and then

I told her that when the child got older I presumed

surgical interference would be necessary. I am inter-

ested to know it is not considered necessarily indicated

in case the passage is perfectly patent and well con-

trolled, as it is in Dr. lieach's case and in the case I

have in mind. The child certainly has no inconveni-

ence and apparently is going to have perfect sphinc-

teric control of the rectum.

Dr. Bkach : If the end of the rectum is guarded by

a sphincter at the vulva, and it is dissected away from

that sphincter, displacing the rectum to the middle

of the ischio-rectal space, where no sphincter is found

to guard it, incontinence of feces may be expected,

and, it seems to me, in that case it is better to bear the

ills we have than to invite others.

Dr. B. Tenxey read a paper on

AIM'KNDICITIS IN A HERNIAL SAC.'

Dk. Bkach: I never have happened to see this

complication in any case of hernia or appendix upon

which I have operated, though I know it has occurred

at the Massachusetts Hospital. The lesson to be

drawn from the reader's paper is that all cases of

hernia, or where hernia is supposed to exist, with the

slightest obstructive symptoms should be very carefully

investigated. My rule is contrary to past teaching,

which directs, first, taxis, and. if unsuccessful, operation.

Personal experiences justify me in urging exploration

of the hernial sac whenever obstruction symptoms
exist and being guided by the condition found. This

course would surely disclose the complication described

by Dr. Tenney and prevent the return of a gangrenous
appendix or a gangrenous loop of the intestine to the

peritoneal cavity. I am sure that this course would
have saved cases that I lost in ray early oj)erations

from not realizing how rapidly gangrene could occur

after obstruction, and that intestine irremediably in-

jured by a short period of constriction could easily be
returned by taxis.

Dk. V. ('. Cohb read a paper on

EFISTAXIS.*

Dk. Faki.ow: There are many mild cases of nose-

bleed, which are usually considered of no consequence

by the patient, but which are deserving of careful

attention ; the slight but recurring hemorrliages caused
by blowing or picking the nose. This is usually a

' Se« page 4 of the .Journal.
* .See page 2 of the .Journal.

sign of an erosion of the septum which may lead to an

ulceration or perforation, and may be the starting point

for an attack of facial erysipelas. I have in mind
several such cases, where the question of cause and

effect seemed very clear. It is always well to examine

the nasal septum of sufferers from facial erysipelas and

also inquire as to the existence of nose-bleed in the

past. According to my experience, nose-bleed is less

common when there is deformity of the septum than

in tiie catarrhal, especially atrophic, forms of disease

of the raucous raerabrane where the septum is usually

but little irregular.

Nose-bleed in elderly people is usually considered to

be difficult to check and to be of unfavorable signifi-

cance. I have a French thesis written by Tautel, who
had access to the Saltpetriere Hospital in Paris and

tabulated a great many cases of nose-bleed in elderly

people. He came to the conclusion that the gravity

of the prognosis was much exaggerated and that the

bleeding was nearly as easily stopped as in younger
people. This tallies with my own experience.

With regard to how long a posterior plug can remain

in place, I recall the case of an elderly lady who had
suffered from a number of severe attacks of nose-

bleed. One occurred the day before she was to sail

for Europe, and her physician put in an anterior and a

posterior plug. He went to the steamer with his pa-

tient and asked the ship's surgeon to remove the plugs

on the following day. But the history of the past

hemorrhages apparently made a deep impression on the

surgeon's mind, for he decided not to remove the plugs

until he got within sight of land, where he could have
assistance if needed, and the unfortunate passenger

carried her ])lugs from Boston to Queenstown, no evil

consequences resulting, strangely enough.

It is a good plan to put vaseline on the nasal plug,

or some oily substance, so that it shall not adhere to

the bleeding point. Moist gauze answers the same
purpose. I have found peroxide of hydrogen excellent

for stopping epistaxis. In looking for the bleeding

point, which is almost always on the anterior inferior

cartilaginous septum, I have noticed that students are

very likely to pass the speculum in such a way as to

cover the bleeding point and it is thus easily over-

looked. If the end of the nose is tilted up by the

finger the front part of the septum can often be well

seen without a speculum ; and if the speculum is used
it should be held in such a way as to point toward the

septum, but its end should not touch the mucous mem-
brane, otherwise it may provoke a bleeding.

I have been extremely pleased with the action of the

suprarenal extract, and it seems as if I used it more
than cocaine in everyday work. It is most excellent

for constricting the blood-vessels and opening up the

nose. Under its use I have done a great many blood-

less operations in the nose, and I have not seen any
unpleasant effects from it. Patients are very likely to

wonder whether their nose-bleeds may not be due to

polypi and mistake the inferior turbinate (which they
can see in a mirror or feel with the finger) for a poly-

pus. But hemorrhage from nasal polypi is not at all

common.
The "grip " can be the cause of severe nose-bleeds,

as in a series of cases reported by Dr. DeRoaldes, of

New Orleans^
Nose-bleed in children may be a sign of adenoid

disease, and it is always well when no erosion or bleed-

ing point is found on the septum of a child after a
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recent nose-bleed to 8(!e wlu'ther the blood may not

liavt! come tliroui^li the nostrils from tin- |)OHt-na-.iil

spaec.

I)i{. DkBi.ois : As to Hoine points in tin; (causation

of epistaxis, I vvonld say that vvlnirc^as Dr. Cobb sp<;aks

of the rarity witli wliich tin; jn-esence of foreign bodices

in the nose was a cans(! of (ipistaxis, it Inis lieen my ex-

perienec! to lind that almost invariably th(;ir removal is

followed by epistaxis, particularly if the forei<;n body

has M'mained in tlu; cavities for some time. In almost

all these; cases tin; body remains in apposition to ihr

septum and a (tcrtain amount of nmcous membrane is,

to say the least, thinned, p(!rhaj)s rcnnovcid. Wlien that

body is removed with forceps or hook, this bleediui^

point remains, or ratluir blcjedinu' surface, because it is

usually more than a {)oint. I had a case at the hospital

in which a shell had been retainiKl in the nose fourteen

years. The whole shell appeared to be tilled with

granulations. The hemorrhage was very profust;.

With regard to traumatic (^pistaxis, tin; epistaxis of

the {)rize-Hghter, it makes a great deal of dilfercMice

where the nose is struck— a blow from below |)roduc-

ing hemorrhage quicker than a straight blow on the

bridge of the nose.

Wiih regard to plugging the nose, I was rather non-

plussed the other day while endeavoring to demonstrate
the use of Bellocq's canula, to find I tried four differ-

ent noses before 1 found one it would go through. It

a{)pears to be a very large instrument, and of course

with a large instrument, if there is a slight deflection

of the septum, the introduction of the canula is very

difficult. Now of course the ordinary catheter is a

pretty good thing, but the Eustachian catheter is bet-

ter, and in using the Eustachian catheter the twine that

is used should always be waxed, because otherwise, as

soon as it touches the mucous surface, enough mucus
exudes to be quickly taken up with the string and
further introduction becomes impossible. Now, if just

an ordinar}^ Eustachian catheter is used, the string can
be poked through and seized from the other side with

a pair of forceps as soon as it appears below the velum.

I have once or twice been called to remove a plug from
the posterior nares where there appeared to be no way
of getting at it ; in other words, after tying the sponge
cotton on to the cord they cut it off close and had
drawn it up behind the velum assisted by the finger.

The end of the twine should always be left out, and in-

stead of making a knot around the twine, if you make
a loop and draw it tight and push the cotton up in that

way and knot the twine in front of the mouth, of course

there will be a slight discomfort from having the twine
in, but you can always pull it down again by the part

which comes through the mouth.
Dr. Cobb spoke of the constriction to be brought on

the superior coronary artery. There is a very simple

old-fashioned remedy for nose-bleed which is exactly

the same thing, and that is to take a piece of cotton or

paper and put it under the lip, pushing it up against

the nose and then drawing the muscles of the mouth
tight, which produces this constriction in the same way.

Bleeding points are concealed in some cases. There
are frequently folds, not on the septum, but just below
it in the vault, where the mucous membrane and the

skin may very frequently form a kind of fourchette

which will conceal these bleeding points, and I have
frequently had to open them in order to get the cautery

down into them.

In speaking of caustics, I never have found any ad-

vant;ig(} in UHing chromic acid. I think the j^alvano-

(.'.iiuU-.ry heatt-d to red heat in invariably the 1x;mI. I

hav(! M-MU cas(!s in wliich it wan not neccHHary at all

for the patient to bhnv his none in onler to cauHC ei»iH-

taxis ; peophr with full habit and determination of hlofxl

to the head bowing the head down will be HulFicient.

I rt;meinber the case of an engraver in whom as hoon
as he comnuuiced work and bovvtrd his h(;ad down the

blood rushed to the head and this epistJixiH would crjiu-

mence. It was supposed he was b<;iiig saved from
apoplexy. Me was sent to rae with Hui)[)OKed bleeding

in the back of the nose. I thought it was there my-
self, but I was so fortunate as to start one of these

little scales in the front of the nos(;, and two cauteriza-

tions completely <;ured the case. Injections of astrin-

gents are very valuable. I saw a case at the dispensary

in which the bleeding had continued twenty-four hours.

The man was struck on the nose with a billet of wood
in a fight on a schooner. The nose was plugged. I

could not find any bleeding points. A few injections

of tannin checked the hemorrhage and Ik; wa.s kept
under surveillance twenty-four hours, but it never re-

turned. I think injections of tannin, ])articularly iced

tannin, are invaluable after operation also.

As regards the polypi I can only concur in what Dr.
Farlow and Dr. Cobb have said, that except in ad-

vanced malignant disease you do not find hercorrhage
accompanying polypoid growth.

Dr. Cooliixjk: Excepting such cases of epistaxis

as are obviously caused by a neoplasm or some evident

constitutional disease, the bleeding almost always comes
from the cartilaginous septum. If this were universally

understood a great many patients would be saved the

discomfort of having tlieir posterior nares plugged
when it is unnecessary. This bleeding from the septum
maybe divided into two classes : (1) that which comes
from some erosion due generally to picking the nose
with the finger or handkerchief, leading to the forma-
tion and the tearing off of a crust ; (2) perhaps the

more important, that due to the bre<iking of an arter}-

on the surface of the mucous membrane. On account
of its anatomical position this artery cannot retract,

and is not obliterated after its rupture, but may at any
time bleed again, causing periodic epistaxis, which may-

recur for weeks or months. It seems to me to be of

great importance to find the point from which the

bleeding comes if jiossible ; therefore, unless the bloo<l

is coming too fast, it is better to sponge and look with

a good light to see where the blood comes from before

packing. When the vessel which is the cause of the

epistaxis is found, the proper treatment is to get rid of

that vessel entirely, and the way to do it is to make an
eschar including the vessel in it. That can be done
with chromic acid, provided the nose is not bleeding at

the time. A little chromic acid on a dry surface will

make an eschar which will probably stop that vessel

eft'ectually. The differential diagnosis between this

bleeding from one vessel and bleeding from an eroded

surface ought very easily to be made simply from the

presence of the eroded surface. An eroded surface

should not be cauterized but covered with an ointment.

If one vessel only is at fault the bleeding ahvavs comes
from the same side and comes out in front if it can,

unless the patient's head is thrown back. Occasionally

a septum looks pretty smooth, and yet there is a weak
point which is hard to see unless it is actually bleeding.

Tliis form of bleeding occurs frequently in children.

A bov will often have two or three la rire vessels ou the
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septum and ])erli;i|)>; liavf nose-bleed overy little \vliilt>

for years.

I should say, in my experience, that alcohol had a

stronsj prt'disposiiii; influence in advanced life, that the

man who drinks everyday is more likely to have bleed-

iiiii from the septum than one who does not.

Dk. CLAitK : There are one or two points I want to

speak of which I tiiink have not been broui;lit out by

the other speakers, although Dr. Coolidije may havc^

had this condition in mind when speakinff of lar<;e

vessels in the septum. I have seen a numl)er of cases

where the septum has presented the appearance such

as one sees in acne rosacea, a conj;eries of lar^o ves-

sels on the septum, not necessarily in old people. 1

have seen several cases in young people. As Dr.

Coolidije said, heinorrliaire from these can be prevented

by destroying tlie lumen of the vessels by application of

tiie cauterv. In n'gard to treatment, none of the

speakers liave mentioned nitrate of silver. Given a case

of hemorrhage from the cartilaginous septum it is usu-

al) v my custom to apply cocaine first and then a four-

per-cent. solution of antipyrin, which I think is very

useful in continuing tiie contraction caused by the

cocaine. Now that we have suprarenal capsule, the

value of the antipyrin solution is not so great. Then

I apply nitrate of silver to the bleeding point, either

fused on the end of a })robe or the solid stick. I think

the inflammatory reaction is less than from thegalvano-

cautery and that the end result is fully as satisfactory.

I should like to emphasize what Dr. Cobb said about

])lugging the posterior nares. In my experience it is

never necessary. I have never seen a case of hemor-

rhag<' from the nose where plugging of the posterior

nares bv means of the Bellocq sound or some similar

instrument was indicated. I can imagine a case of

hemorrhage from the nasopharynx where this might

become necessary, but I have never seen one. Bleed-

ing from the se|)tum can always be controlled by pack-

ing the nose properly through the anterior nares.

Dit. Hkach : Tiiere is one practical point I would

like to speak of relative to the discomforts of packing

a nostril, putting in the plug and taking it out after-

wards, from which I have had mon; or less trouble. A
number of years ago I looked about for something to

take the place of plugging. What suggested ferric

ahim injections I cannot say. but they proved to be in-

valuable. We occasionally had cases of severe epis-

taxis applv for relief to the Massachusetts Hospital be-

fore tlie days of the throat department, and without a

verv careful diagnosis of the source of the hemorrhage

they entered the surgical department and were classified

as epistaxis. idiopatliic or traumatic. I found that a

saturateil solution of ferric alum injc^cted into the nos-

tril from which the hemorrhage proceeded invariably

stopped it. FVom that lime I never had to i)lug the

nosr- either in front or by the posterior nares. That
was some fifteen or sixteen years ago or longer. I do

not recall a case where I had to use it twice.

Du. (TOf)i)Al,K: In regard to the histological condi-

tion in many of these cases of nos(!-l)leed, it has been

shown that th<'re is often a plexus of veins at the an-

terior part of the septum. Just why the plexus slioidil

occur at that point has not been explained. Its exist-

ence is brought into view very plainly, clinically, by the

application of suprarenal extract, when with simple

cocaine applications it may pass unobserved. The ex-

istence of this plexus is also shown in .some cases bv
cauterizing on«; or two of the bleeding places and then

examining the case later, when it will be seen that other

veins or vessels of this plexus have undergone enlarge-

ment. These later may become very prominent, and

if the same injury is offered by the patient of picking

with the finger nail, rupture of the vessel walls and

epistaxis will result. I think in a good many cases it

would b(! advisable to watch afterwards as to the con-

dition of affairs, and in that way be ready to head off

an epistaxis by cauterizing some of the uevvly enlarged

vessels, which can be perf(;ctly well done.

Dk. Cooi.iixa: : It has been suggested that it is

veins that bleed, but the common bleeding in these re-

current cases is obviously artisrial. It is not uncom-
mon to see a vessel spurting, sometimes a good-sized

one. I should like to emphasize what has already been

said, that the more skilful the man the less often will

he have to plug the posterior nares. If the bleeding

comes from the nasal cavity it generally can be reached

from the front, and this is much more comfortable for

the patient an<l better in every way.

Dr. Fari.ow: A number of microscopical exam-
inations have been made with reference to the con-

nection between erosion and hemorrhage of the septum
and Jacobson's organ, which, though present in

some animals, is entirely rudimentary in man.
With reference to the injection of ferric alum into

the nose, if a solution of it on a pledget of cotton is

pressed into the nose and held against the anterior

part of the septum, which is the seat of hemorrhage
in nearly ninety-nine out of one hundred non-traumatic

cases, we shall get all the advantage of the astringent

action of the alum without its irritating effect in the

back of the nose or throat, where it is not needed.

Dr. Bkach : I have never observed any disadvan-

tage except a slight irritation at the time. An inter-

esting case of epistaxis entered the hospital to-day

from a wound by a pistol ball, 32 calibre, that entered

the auricle on the anterior surface, glanced by the

mastoid process of the temporal bone, passed directly

downward and forward into the pharynx behind the

soft palate, so that I could pass a probe directly

through the outside; wound forward and downward
back of the soft palate, where it could be felt. How
the jugular vein and carotid artery escaped injury it

is difficult to understand.

Dr. CoBii : I am sorry that in the discussion one
thing which I wished to emphasize particularly, the

o(;currence of nose-bleed as an ear y symptom of

Bright's disease or some form of nephritis or arterio-

sclerosis, has not been alluded to. I should have been
glad to liear whether any of the gentlemen had had
any experience of that sort, that is, where epistaxis

has been the first symptom and followed by death from
nephritis of any sort. I hoped Dr. Vicker}^ might
have said something about this part of the subject.

Dr. F. L. Jack : I should like to emphasize one
point which Dr. Cobb, I think, mentioned in his

paper— the danger to the ears from plugging. As
we all know, plugs removed from the nose after

twenty-four or forty-eight hours are very foul. This
condition would be; very apt to cause an irritation in

the neighl)()rlio()(l of tlie Kustachian prominence, pro-

ducing a middle-ear infianimation, with all the chances
of serious trouble following. However, it has been
my experience that plugging the posterior nares is

seldom necessary. The ears are in danger from a
similar cans*; by plugging through the nose, although
the chances are very much less.
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I)u. Vkmckkv: I liiivc! Ihhui tryin;^ to recall a casi-

ill vvliich tiial hsd to the diagnosis. I hardly n-mtimhtT

such u case. I hav(! seen nosc-hhrcd pioininciit in coii-

luictioii with soiucwiiat advaiuM^d cardioniiial disease.

I have s(!en a case of (ipista.xis fioiii the exccsHive us(;

of alcohol. 1 have seen it in tlu^ form of vicarious

menstruation ; I have seen it with profound anemia, I

thitdv pernicious anemia, and I am sure leukt^mia. I

think a case of leukemia in the wards of the JNIassa-

chuselts (Jeneral Hospital finally died with nose-hlced,

that is, not that any particular nosisbleed could not Ix;

stopped, hut that it k(!pt re(!ni-rin<^ and tin; jtatient

grew weaker all the time. My impression is that noso
bleed also occurs with heart troubh; apart from renal

disease. 1 cannot think of a cast; 1 have seen. It

seems to me a very valuable sugg(!stion that we ought

to search farther than this little ulcerated spot on the

septum when a case applies to us for nose-bleed.

Dr. Fitz : The question Dr. Cobb raised in refer-

ence to the relation between nose-bleed and nephritis

I think was alluded to by some of the gentlemen

taking part in the discussion. It has repeatedly come
to my knowledge that persons with a nephritis have

suffered from nose-bleed in the earlier days of the dis-

ease, and it is my impression that this symptom is

generally mentioned in the text-books in connection

with the description of forms of nephritis, especially

of the chronic interstitial variety.

There is one other point which none of the gentle-

men have alluded to, and that is with reference to the

etiology of these dilated vessels in the nasal mucous
membrane. The thought which has always been in

my mind is that they perhaps were more likely to

occur in persons who suffered from chronic nasal

catarrh. I should like to know whether Dr. Cobb has

made any observations with reference to this point.

Du. Cobb : I have not found any reference to nasal

catarrh in the etiology of such dilated vessels. I sup-

pose ii'ritating mucous discharge passing over the nose

might cause hyperemia.

Dr. Fitz : There seems to be a very plausible ex-

planation of the occurrence of nose-bleed in cardiac

cases as mentioned by Dr. Vickery, namely, passive

congestion of the mucous membrane and dilatation of

the vessels, associated with increased secretion from
the nasal fossae.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR CLINICAL MEDICINE, PATHO-

LOGY AND HYGIENE.
J. BERGEN OGDEN, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, October 18, 1899,

Dr. H. F. Vickery in the chair.

Dr. J. L. Morse reported

SOME UNUSUAL CASES OF ANGIONEUROTIC EDEMA
IN INFANCY. ^

Dr. Hewes : I should like to ask Dr. Morse
whether there was any coldness of the part, as yon
often get in the parts in Raynaud's disease ?

Dr. Morse : I should say that in the lirst case the

surface temperature was somewhat increased, and in

the other two, if anything, somewhat diminished. The
changes were, however, ver}' slight.

Dr. Vickery : I myself have never seen a case of

See page 10 of the Journal.

angioneuroti<: edema in infancy, hut Heveral cait<5M in

adults. There is now under uiy care a youn^ unmar-
ried woman who is neurotic. At preM«'nt uhe han

some f(;l)rilc- disturbance UHHOciuted witli rlieumatiHm in

the right hip-joint. Some year or two ago %\\^• had a

g(!neral ed(;ma without any renal or cardiac trouble,

and she was in a debilitated Htate. I think that Hhe

had amenorrhea at the time and she left the hospital

not much ndieved. She then came unrler the care of

a doctor who was nnich interested in her case and,

after trying one means and another of imjiroving her

condition, he found that decided improvement, with

return of tin; menses, followed the ingestion of ova-

rian extract. She now has no edema. I remember
another woman about thirty, also neurotic, who had
edema which might w(;ll liavf; bcicn thought to be

renal in its origin, but there was nothing wrong with

the kidneys so far as we could make out on carefid

observation of the case, and it seemed impossible to

call the edema anything but a neurotic affair. Both
these cases were not so localized ; they were more
general. Of course there are a great many cases of

localized edema of this kind. The possibility of

m\ xedma in both of these cases was considered, but it

was possible to exclude it.

Dr. M. p. Smitiiavick read a paper entitled

NITRATE of SILVER IN IIYl'ERCHLORU YDKIA.'^

Dr. Hewes : I have had some experience in the

treatment of hyperchlorhydria with nitrate of .-ilver

and I have convinced myself that it has considerable

use in the treatment of that condition. My method
of treating the hyperchlorhydria has been a systematic

one. I have always endeavored, after determining
the existence of hyperchlorhydria by chemical analysis,

to treat the case as much as possible by diet, that is,

I start them on a proteid diet and try to offset the

symptoms purely by the use of the diet. If the patient

comes back after a week or ten days with the symj)-

toms unmitigated I use alkalies in addition to the pro-

teid diet. When that fails I use nitrate of silver

—

reserving it for the severe cases. Out of perhaps 100
cases of hyperchlorhydria that I have seen I should

say, without having the figures here, that perhaps 20
have failed to show marked amelioration with the diet,

or the diet plus the alkalies. In some of these cases

which have failed to improve or to improve markedly
under the proteid diet or under the proteid diet plus

the alkalies, the nitrate of silver has had marked bene-
ficial effects, in fact, practically curative effects. I

can remember four cases in which the nitrate of silver

treatment was begun in the third or fourth week and
in all four cases the effect of a continuous treatment
with nitrate of silver for one or two months has been,

as far as 1 know, curative as regards the symptoms of

the patient. Of course, as Dr. Smithwick's paper
shows, he did not, and I imagine in my cases I did

not, cure the hyperchlorhydria. The last analvses Dr.
Smithwick gave were higher as a matter of fact than
the ffrst. In reality the hyperchlorhydria is quite as

rampant as ever, but the treatment has diminished the

patient's sensibility to it, which as a matter of fact, as

far as I understand it, is in our clinical terminologv all

that hyperchlorhydria means. You frequently see pa-

tients with free hydrochloric acid of 2.4 graumies per
thousand and even more without symptoms, and voii

frequently see patients with typical symptoms of hyper-

' See page 6 of the Journal.
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chlorhydria with free hydrochloric acid of .5 of a

gramme per thousand.

In regard to what tlie specific action of nitrate of

silver is in tliese cases I have no very clear idea. Of

course it has an astringent action, but it is liard to see

how one-fourth grain given every morning can liave

any permanent action upon the stomach. All we have

is our ennical evitlence that some cases that have re-

sisted otluT treatment have improved with nitrate of

silvt-r. 1 have used one-third of a grain once and

somt-times twice a day and kept it up a month and if

necessary two months. The cliief symptoms wliich

the cases have ordinarily suffered from have been pain

or distress and freipiently a stasis of contents, witli

vomiting, and tlie two apparently disappear togetlier.

Many easi-s have no vomiting but luarthurn and pyrosis.

It is tliouglit by writ*'rs on the subject of hyperacidity

or hvpfrchloilivtbia tliat the stasis which occurs is due

to spasm of tbe |)ylorns induced by the acidity ; and in

relieving the one \ou relieve the other. I have liad very

good fvidence in a number of cases that this was so. I

remember one case, in wlucli a girl had suffered attacks

of pain in the stomach one half hour after food for two

or three months and for the last montli vomited large

amounts every two or three days. It was quite evi-

dent there was an accumulation which relieved itself by

vomitiii". The attacks of pain would become morefre-

fpient up to the third day, when there would be pain al-

most all the time and finally vomiting. That case was

entirely cured by the use of proteid diet, and large

amount-s of alkalies given whenever she had the pain.

I practically kept the acidity neutralized as much as

possible and from the time she began to take the alka-

lies p. r. n. she ceased to have the pain. Tiiere, appar-

ently, the careful administration of alkalies controlled

the hyperacidity in the sense that it controlled its effects.

I)k. Coomixjk: Ti)ere are only three cases of hy-

perchlorhydria I can report, which have been treated

bv nitrate of silver. Two were not improved, while the

third was very much improved. All had resisted other

forms of treatment. Nux vomica and also alkalies

anrl bismuth were given but without effect. The oue

which was ben( filed the most was the worst of all, the

one that had the most pain. When this man came to

the hospital he had a box of morphine |)ills which had

been given by a physician, tlu; pain at times being so

great. He ha<l been under treatment a longtime, and

when he came in, said he came in because his stomach

was "too acid." TIktc was no examination of his

stomach contents made after fasting, but there was an

increased amount of hydrochloric acid after the test

meal. Witliin three days of the time he cmmenced
tjiking oiH'-fourth graiti of nitrate of silver, he com-

menced to improve and the improvement continued.

He took nitrate of silver regularly a few weeks and then

only once in a while. The two cases that failed both

had lar^e amounts of hydrochloric acid in the fasting

stomach. 'I'his gives rise to the question as to whether

nitrate of silver put into a stomach wheti there is hy-

drochloric acifl present is going to have any local effect

or g'ling to do any good. The sam<! thing was quite

true in thes«' cases, as Dr. Hewes found, that there was

no diminution in the amount of hydrochloric acid, but

simply in the sensitiveness, so to sjjcak. of the stomach.

I)|{. VicKi-KY : I should like to ask if Dr. Hewes
administered the nitrate of silver in the same way Dr.

Smithwick did.

Dh. Hkwk.s: In some; and in others I let the pa-

tient take it in one-half glass of water on get ing up in

the morning. When I gave it twice a day I gave it

early in the morning and then at a period in the after-

noon when the patient had fasted at least four hours

after a simple meal. The i)atient took it out of a glass

of water in that case.

Di{. S.MiTinviCK : I would like to ask Dr. Hewes if

he happens to recall how much acidity was found in

tlie fasting stomach in the cases in which nitrate of

silver failed.

Dr. Hewes : I can recall one perfectly well. There

was none. I remember another, in which the acid was

about 1.0 grammes per thousand of free hydrochloric

acid. That was a case with hypersecretion. Here 1

used lavage before administration. Of course, there

are cases in which nitrate of silver fails, cases in which

everything seems to fail.

Dr. Smithwick : I should like to ask Dr. Ogden
if, where it seems advisable to push nitrate of silver,

there is a practical way of estimating whether elimina-

tion is sufficiently rapid before you begin to get evi-

dences of argyria. Would the urine be a practical

test?

Dr. Ogden : I am not aware that any definite infor-

mation can be obtained from the urine under such cir-

cumstances.

Dr. Vickery : The neurologists have that question

to consider and I think in some text-books it is stated

how many grains it is safe for an individual to take.

Up to a certain limit there is safety from argyria.

Dr. Hewes : Einhorn gives this nitrate of silver as

a spray with special apparatus and claims he gets bet-

ter results in that way. He spra3s a 1-1,000 solu-

tion in the stomach, using a movable end to the tube.

In that way the action is more direct than the way we
give it.

Dr. Vickery : I should think that some of these

cases would react to any rather novel and striking

means of treatment, even if it were perhaps not physi-

ologically effective. I should like to ask Dr. Smith-

wick or Dr. Hewes if they have ever seen relief upon
exclusive milk diet.

Dr. Smithwick : Oh, very much. In the case I

reported at greatest length on milk diet, the symptoms
practically disappeared.

Dr. Vickery : I had a case that was refractory

until that was done.

Dr. Smithwick: It seems to me peptonized milk
has worked better than ordinary milk. Some of these

cases claim they cannot take milk ; that they vomit it

in thick curds.

Dr. Hewes : I think as a rule you will not get as

good results with a milk diet as with stronger proteids,

except in cases where the hyperchlorhydria is due to

the irritation of an ulcer. Meat or eggs are preferable

from the point of view of utilizing the superfluous acid

or even things like somatose and peptones, if the patient

can bear thetu. Milk has a low hydrochloric-acid-

combining power, practically speaking, in proportion to

its bulk.

Dr. Vickery : I myself would like to speak of a
case, if the gentlemen have the patience to hear about
it, that has interested me. It is a striking case. It

was a man s(;vonty years old who suffered very much
from pain in the epigastrium, had lost forty pounds'
weight and had a distinct cachectic appearance, not
mere pallor, but a yellowish pallor. His tongue, how-
ever, did not look as the tongue in a great many cases
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of alxlomiiml cancor does. It hud tlio iioniml uinouiif

of cpitlicliiim upon it and was not very l)ri};lit immI and

I noticed that fact and record was niach- of it. No
hnnp (H)nld h(( felt hy nic. This man vomited colTee-

jfround material. II<! had a nmi'(! trace of hydrochloric

acid m his stonnudi on(^ liour after a test breakfast and

a ijjood deal of lactic; and butyric and acetic acid. II(!

also had a leucoc^ytosis, and no iiKM'caso of tin; white

cells after digestion. lie suddtmly had a v<My s(;vere

pain, his pulse chauiicd from HO to loO, his abdomen
became distended, ri<;i(l, and tender, and tin; diagnosis

of a perforation was made ; but in consultation Dr. .1.

C. Warren, Dr. Maurice II. Richardson and myself all

a<;reed that he was not a fit subject for operation ; his

streuii'th was not sullicient for it. His suiftsriiiifs were

mitii^jated with morphine and the autopsy showed a

perforated ulcer of the duodc^num without any si<i;n of

cancer whatever. It was on the posterior side, deep

in, and coidd not have been got at by operation, the

pathologist, Dr. "Wright, thought. If there had been

no auto[)sy I should have felt sure it was a case of car-

cinoma, and in going over tlie ground I cannot exactly

see why he is excusable for not having a carcinoma

instead of an ulcer. Perhaps you gentlemen who de-

vote so much time to digestive disturbances may be

able to make some instructive remarks u[)on my rej)ort

of this case.

IScceut Hiterature,

The Nervous System and its Diseases. By Charles
K. Mills, M.I). Pp. xxx, l,05(i, with 459 illustra-

tions. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co. 1H98.

Although not definitely indicated on the title page,

this is really the first volume of an exhaustive trea-

tise on the diseases of the nervous system which is des-

tined on its comjjletion to take high rank among the

larger works upon the subject. The present volume
deals with the anatomy of the nervous system, the

general pathology, etiology, methods of investigation

and therapeutics, and the diseases of the brain and
cranial nerves, with the exception of mental diseases.

As all familiar with American neurology for the last

twenty years might safely have predicted, the work is

exhaustive and the fruit not only of wide study but of

prolonged original investigation in clinical neurology.

The section on xVnatomy is well written and reasonably

full, but we believe it would be more helpful to the

student if the embryological development were made
more prominent and the neurone theory brought more
into the foreground, so that he might more readily ob-

tain a few simple, fundamental conceptions upon which
to group the mass of facts presented. Curiously enough
no mention is made of the interiuil anatomy of the cell

body of the neurone as madeevident by Nissl's method.
It was to be expected, but none the less to be regretted,

that the writer should adopt the cacophonous jargon

of Wilder, which is so well calculated to make cere-

bi'al anatomy unintelligible except to the adept, but

he has furnished the reader with a key to these weird
terms, so that the student's task is simply made a

trifle* more difficult yet not impossible. The chapter

on General Therapeutics is lull of helpful sugges-

tions for the practitioner, the results of the wide ex-

perience of many years. The section on INIethods

of Examination is unfortunately too condensed.

The importjince of carefid training in clinical (rxaini-

nation is so vital that we regret that the author has

not given tlur student fuller detuilH. Above all, llie

study of th" mental sytuptoiiiH, so often neglecU-d mi<l

for which so little help is usually to be olitained fn>tn

text-books, receives loo little consideration, iiideHH thn

author intends to dw(dl upon it more r-Jaliorat^-Iy in

the second volume — a task wlii<li we trust he will

und(!rtake.

The remaining chapters, upon the Diseases of the

Brain and Cranial Nerves, are elaborati- and coiujilete.

Upon certain points of controv<'rsy we niiglit be dis-

posed to dilfer with the author, i)Ut although his f)wn

views are positive; he deals fully and fairly with the

-opi)()sing views and presents tin; arguments on \\\n

own side without exaggeration. In the enormous
wealth of material (contained in these chapters it some-
times seems as if the fulness of detail almost obscured
the broader general outlines, but this is inevitable in a
work "oi such an encycloi)edic character. Of especial

originality and importance is the chapter on what are

called residual encephalic lesions. The stu<ly of the

later stages of hemiplegia contained in this chapter is

admirable and is one of the fullest and most detailed

contributions to the subject with which we are familiar.

An unavoidable delay in the publication of this revic-w

enables us to bring stronger testimony to the value of

the book as a work of reference from frequent use dur-

ing the ])ast year, which has shown its completeness
and trustworthiness. It takes hifjli rank amoni' the

larger treatises on neurology and adds new lustre to

the American contributions to the subject.

A Manual of Diseases of the Nervous System. By
Sir W. R. Goavers, M.D., F.R.C.P.. F.R.S.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. P^dited by
Sir W. R. Gowers and James Taylor, M.D..
F.R.C.P. Vol. I, Diseases of the Nerves and Spinal

Cord. Pp. xvi, Gl»2, with 192 illustrations. Phil-

adelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1H99.

The merits of Sir William Gowers's great work are
so widely recognized and they haA'e been sorepeatedlv
praised in these columns that it seems but a work of
supererogation to commend this new edition, which has
grown to be one-half as large again as the original vol-

ume and considerably larger than that of the second
edition. A new chapter has been added on the Gen-
eral Constitution of the Nervous System, setting forth

briefly the neurone theory. Chapters have also been
added on Crural Neuritis, Xeuromyostitis, Acute
Polymyositis, Herpetic Neuritis, the Family Form of
Spastic Paraplegia, Sclerosis from Toxic Blood States
and the Family Form of Spinal ^luscular Atrophv in

Children, and Dr. F. E. Batten has achled an appeiulix
on the Muscle Spindle. These, however, represent
only a few of the additions, for the whole work has
been thoroughly revised, and additions and changes
may be found in every chapter, whii'h bring the work
up to date. It can therefore be said of this new edi-

tion, still more emphatically than we have said before,

that it is the best large treatise on nervous diseases

extant.

Officers of Brooklyn- Society for Nkuro-
LOGY.— At the annual meeting of the Brooklyn So-

ciety for Neuro'ogy, Dr. Wm. Browning was elected

President; Dr. R C. F. Coombes, Vice-President, and
Dr. W. H. Haynes, Secretary, for the ensuing year.
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OUR ATTirUDE TOWARD INVESTIGATION.

Thkuk can be little doubt that the new century, and

particularly its early years, is likely to witness changes

of importance in medical education and matters per-

taining thereto. The reforms have, in fact, already

be"un, and in all progressive institutions we may see,

if we look, the introduction of new methods, the exten-

sion of the curriculum in various lines, and the gradual

complete recognition of the claims of medicine to rank

as an integral part of a university education. All

these matters we have repeatedly had occasion to allude

to in these columns during the past year, but the sub-

ject is certainly one which claims our repeated con-

sideration. Evidently many new problems must arise

before the new regime may be crystallized into definite

and permanent form, if, in fact, that is ever possible,

and in the meantime it is desirable to encourage dis-

cussion of the situation from all points of view.

We are glad, therefore, to notice that at the recent

meeting of the American Society of Naturalists and

Atliliated Societies a discussion was held regarding

the position universities should take reganling investi-

gation, and that the question of investigation in medi-

cine received its share of attention.

The discussion was opened by Prof. Thomas Dwight,

whose remarks we publish in this issue. It will be

seen that Dr. Dwight is conservative ; that he does

not look with undisguised satisfaction on theencroach-

njents of what is ordinarily called original investiga-

tion, lie feels that the medical student should be a

follower rather than an originator during the early

years of his education, and that if he is destined later to

inve.siigate in new fields, he will surely do so, what-

ever his early training may have been. There can be

no doubt, Dr. Dwight argues, that whatever the future

may have iu store, the medical school must still make

practitioners of medicine, in the practical sense of the

t<'rm, an<l that the best schools must not refuse to

make the best practitioners. With this we are cer-

tainly in complete agreement, only we would not too

sharply .separate the spirit of learning from the spirit

of investigating, as perhaps Dr. Dwight is inclined to

do. We feel rather that the two attitudes are usually

combined in good students everywhere, and that the

•ireat aim of the future, even in underjrraduate medi-

cal education, must be to associate far moie jx'rfectly

than we have yet done the claims of the spirit of in-

vestigation with those of the spirit of mere receptivit}'.

This should be done in the student days and not after.

What we need is a mean between the two (extremes of

originality and perfectly passive receptivity, and we

are confident that a properly arranged course may be

devised to bring out both of these attributes to the

detriment of neither. To postpone all investigation to

an indefinite future is, to our minds, as great an error

as to urge its necessity on elementary students to tlie

exclusion of fundauKMital knowledge at the very out-

set of their course. A compromise is most certainly

both possible and desirable.

We can safely endorse what Dr. Dwight says about

prizes and scholarships. As between prizes and schol-

arships or fellowships, the latter, it seems to us, are

likely to be the more useful. There is no way in

which a university may more profitably bestow its

bounty than by making provision for promising stu-

dents. A scholarship is a simple means to a perfectly

definite end. The indiscriminate bestowal of prizes,

on the other hand, establishes an entirely false stand-

ard and does little toward stimulating research or cul-

tivating tlie spirit of true scholarship, an opinion which

we have recently expressed.

MEDICAL MEETINGS AND MEDICAL PAPERS.

SoMic of us go to medical meetings; some of us

write medical papers ; a few of us do both, but a large

proportion of us do neither. The reasons for these

various attitudes of mind are no doubt very complex,

and we have no desire to enter upon the task of analy-

sis at this time. We should, however, like to call at-

tention to a few palpable facts, which are constantly

in danger of being ignored or forgotten. In the first

place, papers which are admirable for publication are

often 'imes most unsuitable to read at medical meet-

ings. Medical meetings come usually in the evening

;

the audience is made up of men who have no doubt

been busy during the day, and are hoping against hope

that some slight recreation may attend their effort to

be present at the meeting in question. They come
possibly to learn something new, or to say something

in discussion, but they do not come to be bored by de-

tail or kept waiting for conclusions which might as

easily be given at the end of fifteen minutes as at the

(rnd of an hour. Primarily, therefore, i)apers should

be concise. If the attention of any considerable body

of men is to be maintained, it is desirable that it be

not taxed beyond half an hour. In this regar^ we
have observed an im])rovement within the past few

years ; the tendency has grown at most of our socie-

ties to reduce the length of papers by special request

to the writers, with a consequent gain in attendance.
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Infinitely worso than inoro huigth, however, in ro-

(lundmicy of dotuil. In c(;rtuiii fruin(!H of iniiid in

wliicli, unfortunately, a doctor is vctry apt to Ik; at tlie

end of a day, di^tails an; almost unlxiaraMc. Tliey

rouse an inward revolt, which bids fair to put tin; suf-

ferer into th«! catcffory of the habitual non-attcMidants,

This is du(! to the fu(;t that minute details are almost

never in place; at medical m(H!tings, and yet how oflen

vv(! lu^ar them to the absolute confusion of our mental

faculties. What idea can it convey to be told the

minutiie of the daily treatment of a patient, temp(!ra-

ture in fractions of degrees, pulse, respiration, urine,

with its albumin and sugar and urea, and all tht;

shades of change which mark the progress of disease '(

This is all extremely important as a matter of record,

and as the basis of future publication, but as a means

of profitable entertainment at a medical meeting it

fails most lamentably. To .begin with, no one can

follow such details ; they make no mental impression

on the auditors, and even if they did the results are

all the audience wants to know. Let the reader state,

if he wishes, how assiduously he has studied his case,

but let him also prove the effects of his study by giv-

ing his matured conclusions on the occasion of his

public appearance at the meeting. Such a habit should

not be diilicult of cultivation, and if universally prac-

tised, we have no question the medical meeting would

quickly acquire an interest and influence which are

now often conspicuously lacking. One other sugges-

tion is the discussion. Why so many words ? we fre-

quently wonder. Why weary an already tired audi-

ence by an often irrelevant and frequently very long

narration of personal experience, which might quite as

easily be condensed into a few well-chosen sentences 'i

From many sources a protest has gone up against

this bane of the medical meetings. It is becoming

more and more the custom to limit the discussion by

each speaker to five minutes, with no detriment, we
venture to think, to its effectiveness. W^e need good

discussion, but let it be short and to the point. If we
could shorten our papers, cut out extraneous detail,

and insist on concise discussion, we should no longer

be called upon to bewail the proverbially poor atten-

dance at the social and professional gathering which

we call a medical meeting.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Thrf.e Centenarians.— Mrs. Mary A. Harring-

ton, of Newport, R. L, died recently at the reputed age

of one hundred and three years. On New Year's Day
George Washington Greene, a negro, celebrated his

one hundred and fourteenth birthday at the alms-

house, Hempstead, Long Island, New York, where he

has been an inmate for the last forty ytars. He was

born a slave in New Jersey, and the record of his age

is said to be authentic. He boasts of having been

married seven times and of having been the father of

twenty-one children. George Blakeman, the oldest

man in Connecticut, died at hi« home in I)t;rl»v, I)«v

cember 2()th. He was one hundred yearH and two
months of agtr. He ascribed his longevity to frugal

living, and especially to abstinence from all medicine.

At the age of twenty-one yearH he wau sickly and
completely disheartened after years of medical tn-at-

mcnt. It was then that he resolved to eschew all

medi(;ine from that time forth. Ilf; did so, and his

health became roljust. He was married for the second

time in his eighty-first year.

Good Hosimtal Skkvick.—Sir William MacCor-
mac, who was with the British troops at the recent

engagement of the Tugela River, rej)orts that excellent

hospital work was done. Trains full of wounded men
began leaving the field for Estcourt at two o'clock in

the afternoon. Others quickly followed and the field

was cleared of the wounded at five o'clock, the volun-

teer ambulances working splendidly. Eight hundred
wounded passed through the Chieveley hospitals, from
which all the patients were transferred to the base

hospitals by the morning of December 17th, the battle

being on the loth.

Surgeons for the Boers.—A report which
appears to lack confirmation is to the effect that a hos-

pital ship for the use of the Boers is to be fitted out in

America. The plan has originated in Philadelphia,

through the agency of the Ancient Order of Hiber-
nians. It has been pertinently asked: What do the Boers
want of a hospital ship, since they have no seaboard ?

Plague in Hawaii.—Two cases of supposed plague
have been reported from Honolulu. Surgeon-General
Wyman, of the Marine-Hospital Service, has notified

the authorities at the several Pacific ports, but said that

beyond the exercise of extra vigilance no measures
would be taken at present regarding the plague, as the

situation is not considered critical.

Famine in India.—It is predicted on good authority

that the present famine in Western India bids fair to

be much more distressing than the famine two years

ago. Severe drought has already begun in the Ahmed-
nagar district. In many places it is hard to get suffi-

cient water to drink and no rain may be expected until

the middle of June.

Another Consulting Surgeon.—The British

War Office has nominated Sir William Stokes as con-

sulting surgeon to the South African forces. He will

join the army in South Africa as soon as possible.

Dr. Thomas Lauder Brunton Knighted.— Dr.
Thomas Lauder Brun-on, physician to St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital, London, has been knighted.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For
the week ending at noon, January ;>, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following numbers of cases of acute infectious diseases :

diphtheria 83, scarlatina G-1, measles 57, typhoid fever

6, small-pox 2.
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Dangers of Overtraining.— This topic lias

recently been discussed at a meetinj^, lit'ld in New
Haven, of the Society of College Gymnasium Direc-

tors. Dr. D. A. Sargent, of Harvard, Dr. Edward

Hitchcock, of Amherst, Dr. W. G. Anderson, of

Yale, and many others spoke. Dr. Anderson, in

answer to the (juery as to the best means of prevent-

ing students entering athletic contests when in a

crippled condition, strongly favored a scheme such as

will probably soon be put into effect at Yale, in ap-

pointing a man of wide athletic experience, a college

graduate and one in touch with the students, to super-

vise athletics and to deal with all its (juestions. There

are only two solutions for the (juestion. One is to

demand a careful medical examination of the athletes

while in training and just before the contest is about

to begin. Next there must be hearty co-operation

between the medical experts at the gymnasium and

the trainer himself. Both must exercise tolerance.

This is the solution of the problem under present con-

ditions, which are not ideal.

Conditions in Bkookline, Mass. — The Board

of Health of Brookline reports no change in the diph-

theria situation. Tliere are still cases at the hospitals,

but the outlook for a complete disappearance of the

disease is encouraging. Another case of scarlet fever

lias been reported to the Board. There were three

deaths during the month of December.

Fkkk Vaccination Ceases in East Boston.—
Free vaccination in East Boston w<is discontinued last

week, after one week's trial. The number vaccinated

was about oOO, considerably fewer than had been

hoped would accept the opportunity. Two new cases

of small-pox have appeared in the district.

Ac</unTAi. OF Phoikssou O. T. Osboknk.—
"We are glid to record the a'quittal of Dr. T.

Osborne, of the Yale Medical Faculty, on a charge of

perform'iig an autopsy illegally. Charges made by

the family of the pitient were not sustained by the

evidence adduced.

Dkatiis fuom Wood Alcohol.— .Several deaths

have recently occurred at Melrose from drinking

wood alcohol ; other patients are slowly recovering

from its effect.

new YORK.

V^iTAL Statistics for 1899. — During the year

1«99 tht^re were reported in the city 65,218 deaths,

77,648 births, and ;K).470 marriages. In 1898 there

were 65,HG4 death-, 7«,G90 births, and 28,800 mar-

ria"e8 reported. There lias been a decrease in the an-

nual death-rate, which was 18.55 in 1898, and 18.37

in 1899 ; and the percentage of deaths under five

years on the totnl mortality decreased from '58.4 to

36.4. In the Borough of Maidiattaii the annua' death-

rate in 1899 was 18.49, against 19.11 in 189«; in the

Borough of the Bronx, 22.61, against 27.10; in the

Borough of Brooklyn, 17.50, against 18.19 ; in the Bor-

ough of Queens*, 18.67, against 19.92; and in the

Bo°rou<'h of Richmond, 18.79, against 19.94. It will

thus be seen that while the mortality has been lower

in Brooklyn than in any other of the boroughs, the

greatest decrease in the death-rate has been in the

Borough of the Bronx, where the number of large in-

stitutions alwa^'s makes the number of deaths relatively

greater than in the other boroughs. The following

table, prepared by the Health Department, shows the

number of deaths reported in the two years from some
of tlie prominent causes :

Cauit of Death. 1898 1899

Iiiflueiiza 356 481

Mensles 618 583

Scarlet fever 703 530
Diphtheria 1,461 1,600

Typhoid fever 670 547

Yellow fever 1 —
Malarial fever 251-161
Cerebrospiual ineiiiiigitis 355 393

Diarrheal diseases 4,844 3,443

H«'art disease 4,075 3,941

Brouchitis 1,896 1,994

Pneumonia 7,485 8,529

Phthisis 7,5'2 7,991

Brtght's disease and nephriiis .... 4,669 5,097

Sunstroke 548 141

Accidents 2,311 2,472

Suicides 6'.i3 629

Homicides 115 131

All other causes 26,162 25,826

Bill for Unification of Educational Sys-

tems. — A bill for presentation t') the Legislature has

been framed by a special commission appointed by the

Governor, which provides for the unification of the

educational system of the State and the S ate Board

of Regents. The membership of that body is re-

duced to fifteen, and the administration of the educa-

tional system is placed in the hands of a chancellor,

who is to serve for eight years and receive an annual

salary of $10,000. At the last meeting of the Board

of Regents, Dr. W. H. Watson, of Utica, one of its

members, made an argument against the appointment

of the chancellor by the Governor, stating that the

medical, as well as the legal, profession would be

greatly injured by an unworthy choice of the execu-

tive head of the proposed Department of Instruction.

" The State of New York to-day," he said, " stands in

the very vanguard of medical education, and I voice

the opinion of all educated men in the medical profes-

sion when I state that it considers itself particularly

fortunate in having a central educational and adminis-

trative body which is at the same time an impartial

court (the exact analogue of which exists in no other

State) to pass upon the preliminary requirements for

medical education and to supervise and conduct the

examinations for medical licenses to practise."

Death of Father Sylvester Malone.— Brook-

lyn has lost one of its most picturesque characters and

public-spirited citizens in the death of the venerable

parish priest. Father Sylvester Malone. His good

deeds were ni)t coiifiiuul to those of his own commun-
ion, and when, in 1894, he celebrated his golden jubilee,

the fiftieth anniversary of his connection with the

Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, a feature of it was

a notable reception given him at the Brooklyn Acad-

emy of Music, at which the mayor of the city presided

and addresses were made by many prominent men.
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amoiij; them beiiijj Rabbi Gottbeil, Arclibi.-iliop Irehiiid

iiinl Dr. Lyiniiii Abboir, tlu! fonnor pastor of I'lymoiiili

Clmrcli. It is rclutctl of Katlicr Miiloiu^ tliat Ik; shc-

(•essivi'ly coiitnictod .smull-po.x, c1i<i1(M!i hikI siiip fcvt^r

ill tbii porfornuiiicu of iiis sucrcd diilics amoii^ tin- nick

poor luid uinoiijf immigrants, and by his will I lie buli<

of bis little fortuno of six or seven thousand dollars is

left to two charitable institutions in whicli ho was

dteply interested.

TuBKKCiii-Osis IN Nkw Yoiuv Stati;. — A spo

cial committee of the State Board of Charities has

recently been considering the question of establishing

State hospitals for tin; treatment of tuberculosis. 'I'he

committ(!e will reconunend that every locality able to

have a hos|)ital for consumptives should have one, and

that the State should erect and maintain one or

more hospitals where localities unable to maintain

local hospitals might send their patients and pay for

their care and maintenance. It will also recoifimend

that local boards of health should have more power

in dealing with consumption ; that it should be de-

clared to be a contagious disease and that the boards

of health should have power to establish rules and

regulations to })rotect from contagion the public and

members of families in which the disease exists.

A Public Garba(.k Cukmatory.— On Decem-

ber 20th Health Oilieer Doty had a conference witli

Governor Roosevelt with reference to the establish-

ment of a public crematory for the disposal of the

garbage of the city of New York, which is now man-

aged under private contracts, and it is believed that

at the coming sess'on of the Legislature a measure

providing for this will be passed. During his recent

trip abroad Dr. Doty, acting under instructions from

the Governor, inspected the crematories in use for

this purpose in a number of the principal European

cities, and he arrived at the conclusion that the sys-

tem employed in Hamburg was the most effective

and the best adapted to the needs of New York.

SPECIAL MEDICINE CHEST FOR THE HOSPL
TAL SHIP "MAINE."

Till*: following description of a special medicine

chest fitted with tabloid and soloid products, for the

American Ladies' Hospital Ship Maine, deserves such

appreciative consideration by our readers as its merits

requii'e. This specially designed chest is equipped
with medicines in accordance with the latest and most
scientific methods.

The chest bears the following designs : On the top

panel appear the Union Jack and Stars and Stripes en-

twined ; p'lrtraits of George Washington, Queen \'ic-

toria and President McKinley; and re()resen'ations of

the American eagle and Briti-h lion. The front panel

bears portraits of Lady Randolph Churchill (Presi-

dent), IMrs. Ronalds (lion. Treasurer), and j\Irs. Blow
(Hon. Secretary of the American Ladies' Hospital

Ship Committee) ; a picture of the hospital ship

Maine; a scene representing the British lion wounded

by an arrow (which Hoh broken at IiIh (tide), b«riii;,' a^l-

miiiistered to by Britannia and CoJuiidiia— Columbia
(muring a healing halm u{ioii the wound, wliilHt Bri-

tannia bandages the paw. A frieze i* formftd by n
reprctsentation of Ameriean Indian wampum upon
which an- flepicted Brother .lonathan and .John Bull
gras[)ing hands. The panel at each end r»f the ehest
repres(Mits liritannia and (jol'imhia Huftfxtrting a ban-
ner bearing the Mi-A Cross. These panels also cont uu
representations of the national emblems — thir Kii'dish

oak and American corn. The [anelat the back of the

ch(!st depicts a charge; of the British Regular and
Colonial Lancers and a Highland Brigade. I hf Boers
hold their groiMid. shelteicd behind rocks and boulder>.

The young bugler boy who felled three Boers is mnice-
abl(! in the scene. Prominently inscribed on the chcHt
are Keble'sline, " Xo di^tancf; iinaks the tie of blood,"
and Ambassador Bayard's notable jihrase, "Our kin

across the sea." The chest is made of oak and covered
with Carthaginian cowhide, u{)on which the desiims
are tooled bv hand.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PHYSIOLOGISTS..

The following scientific papers and demonstrations
were presented at the recent meeting of the American
Physiological vSociety at New Haven: T. E. Hon<di,
"Certain Improvements in the Technique of Er^'o-
graph Work" ; G. P. Clark, '• A Model to Rej)resent
the Principal Railways of the Nervous Svstem ;

" S.J.
Meltzer, "The Intercerebral Injection of Potassium
Chlorate"; C. C. Stewart, "Demonstration of a
Method for Mammalian Smooth Muscle "

; W. T. Por-
ter, " Apparatus for Laboratory Work for Larf'e
Classes "

; PI T. Reichert, " Some Forms of Apparatus
Used in the Course of Practical Instruction of Phv-
siology in the University of Penns\ Ivauia," and •• A
Universal Artificial Respiration Device "

; L. B. Men-
del and H. C. Jackson, " Some Features of Nitroijen-
ous Metabolism after Splenectomy"; P. A. Levene
" Some Basic Decomposition Products of Edestin "

;

W. J. Giles, " A Preliminary Study of the Coagulable
Proteids of Connective Tissues "

; L. B. Mendelf •• The
Excretion of AUantoin and Uric Acid in the Ca'."

In the course of the meeting Prof. W. O. Atwater
was roused to a defence of his petition reirardinf alco-
hol, which has of late been the subject of so*^ much
superficial criticism. Among other thiii<>-s he said
what should long siiKe have been accepted as his view
of the matter :

" Because these experiments show that
alcohol, taken at the rate of two and one-half ounces
everv twenty-four hours, may serve one of the purposes
of food, it has been inferred that people in general
may take that amount to advantage. This inference
is entirely unwarranted, and the error in it is as irreat
as the opposite one, which assumed ihat alcohol is in

no sense a food, but always a poison. So far from
regarding the results of these experiments as showing
that the moderate use. of alcoholic liijuors is o-enerallv
desirable. I would indorse the saying * alcohol is all

excellent thing for people in good health, and especi-
ally for young people, to let alone.'

"

Tlie following ofi^cers were elected: President, R. II.

Chittenden, Yale; Secretary, F. S. Lee, Columbia;
Council, R. II. Chittenden, F. S. Lee, II. P. Bowditch.
of Harvard, W. II. Howell, of Johns Hopkins, W. P.
Porter, of Harvard, W. P. Lombard, of Michitjau.
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DEATH OF SIR JAMES PAGET.

Thk death is reported of Sir James Paget, F.R.C.,

LL.D., I) C.L., former President of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons. England, in his eighty-sixtli year.

lie was born in Yarnioutli, Kng., January 11. 1814.

He studied at St. liartholomew's Ilosjiital in London,

and in 18.'5C bt-eaine a member, and in ISl-J a fellow,

of the Royal College of vSurgeons. He was then

made successively assistant surgeon, surgeon and con-

sulting surgeon at St. Bartholomew's, sergeant-surgeon

to tlie Queen, surgeon to the Prince of Wales, vice-

chancellor to the University of London, and jH-esident

of the Royal College of Surgeons. He was made a

barouf-t in 1871. In his earliest surgical studies he

jiaid special attention to pathology, and for years his

* Lectures on Surgical Pathology '' was a text-book of

iinj)urtance.

Corre^ponDcnce.

IIOMEOPATIIY AND THE PUBLIC.

Concord, N.H., December 29, 1899.

Mr. Editor :— That ihe medical practice of to-day pre-

sents features greatly mollified from those which cliarac-

terized it in the recent past is frecpiently a subject of

remark ami a source of congratulation as well. These

changes are manifest upon every side where one comes in

contact with the iiealing art. One need not recall niiiny

years of the past to find medicine the victim of mi>cliievous

theories, hunli iied by gross materialism and barbarous in

its methods of api)lication. The conseipiences were a sys-

tem of heroic treatment and a long-suffering |iiiblic. Those

fittest to survive were truly heroes— men with limb of iron

and heart of oak. One of these mollifications may be seen

in the intellectunl quality of those that now rejiresent the

medical profession. In medieval times the physician was

crenerallv a ^*lave, whose only mediiid knowledge consisted

in a belief in the supernatural influence of charms and

amulets. In more recent times the student with meagre

education was |>re|)ared for professional life by pursuing a

course of instruction under the guidance of an older j)rac-

titioner, which was siiy)plemented by a few weeks' course at

a medi'-al college. Tlie traditions of practice were passed

along from preceptor to student, the orthodox spirit of the

times forfiidding any departure from established custom.

To-day a satisfaitory prelindnary education of a scientific

nature is reipiired of the student for entrance to medical

srhools, which are bi-ing graded to the four years' course

throughout the country. The present intellectual freedom

of the members of the profession is leading to dis'-overies

whiiii are |)laiin2 mediiine upon a scientific foundation.

There are al>o ai>{>arent agreeable changes in the arma-

mentarium of the art and methods of treating the sick.

Enormoui dosi-s and complexity of mixtures have largely

ilisapjjcared relieving htmianity of much distress on their

aicount. Sadille baus and medicine trunks have given way

to the pocket meilicine case containing vials of simple

medicines.

Tlie apothecary store has undergone a change, and is but

tlie (lisjiensary of what the pharmaceutical house jirepares

with !*kill and accuracy. At the [iresent time the i)rej)ara-

tion of drug" in elegant and agreeable forms for administra-

tion has reacliKl an art in itself.

Various influeiK es have been active in the tran^-foriiiation

of the external features of medicine and are found to have

been operative both from without and from within. Medi-

cine has been profoundly inlhiencerl by its environment. It

has gradually felt the re^'i«.tless force of the scientific spirit

prevailing in other fieMs of research with which it is in-

timately associated. This has led to closer observation and

clearer comprehension of natural phenomena, with a more
rational interpretation of pathological phenomena and
treatment. Putting it another way, it may be said that the

critical acumen that pervades all departmeiitb of thought
lias found much in medicine to relegate to effete and out-

grown custom, regardless of ancient authority, thus clear-

ing the path for progress towards a rational standard in

therapeutics. The external form of past methods of allevia-

ting the afflicted are open to criticism, but the object of the

conscientious jihysician has ever been the serving of his

patrons to the best of his knowledge. Medicine is to-day

altruistic in principle, and as a result of increased knowl-
edge and a keener sense of obligation to a higher standard
its theories are more rational and its methods of treatment
more humane.

This is now the place to mention another influence which
at the beginning was as insignificant as a grain of mustard
seed, but which has since produced a distinct modification

in general medicine along a certain line. At the beginning

of the present century there appeared within the field of

medicine, but not accepted as a part of it by the members
of the profession, the system of treatment known as homeo-
pathy. The contrast between the new system and the

established regime was the widest possible, not so much
in its claim of having discovered the only law of cure of

nature, for other systems of the times had such dominant
theories, as in its methods of applying its theories in prac-

tice. Its administration of medicine involved so little ma-
terial and was withal such a simple method that the apothe-

caries and physicians, fearing for their livelihood, combined
in vigorous opposition against the innovation that lessened

the large consumption of drugs and correspondingly en-

dangered their income.

Conservatism has always been the spirit of so-called

traditional medicine. It has not mattered whether an
innovation contained the truth or was mistaken in its

claims, the attitude of the profession at first has been
sure to be antagonistic. Those great discoveries of the

past which illumine medicine to-day ran the gauntlet of

prejudice and ignorance on the part of the profession and
found their champions in the common people. The pro-

fession as a whole has been the last to esteem the value of

its own findings. At least, this is what happened to

homeopathy, for the new system won the public readily.

There was something in this new method that the public

wanted, and so persistently has the public clung to it that

it has actually forced the old systems to change, so that

to-day there is so little difference in the external appear-
ances of things that one can scarcely <Iistinguish between
the different systems of treatment. This leavening of the

whole mass has been due to something contained in the

new system. We will endeavor to find the ferment that

has been so potent.

From a philosophical standpoint the distinguishing char-

acteristics of a system lie in its dogmas. The pivotal

theory of homeopathy is its claim of having nature's law of

cure as expressed in the symbol, shnida siviiUfms curan-

tur, or, like cures like. This sim[)ly means that there

exists naturally a therapeutic relation between the abnor-

mal condition residting from a morbific cause and the

most similar abnormal condition that a drug is capable of

producing, which is its characteristic physiological action.

The drug disease takes the jilace of the natural disease,

and in turn is easily overcome by the vital powers of the

body. It is further claimed that this can best be accom-
plished by a very small dose. The (piestion now arises as

to whether it has been the force following a clear concep-
tion of this central dogma by the public that accounts for

the establishment and influence of hoiiieojiatby.

The princifde of homeopathy has failed of a general

acceptance, as such, among scientific men. They have
been unable to associate its claims of a natural law with

other laws of nature. Two of the characteristics of a
natural law are its infallibility and its universality. These
were the claims of the early homeoi)aths, whose zeal led

them into extravagance of belief. The jiresent conception

of the principle of "similia" as being of therapeutic value
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in a certain proportion of caiieii may be tlie truth of the

wliolc mutter, hut this aUDW.s iht; chiirii of " ahiw of natiiri! "

to puss into '* iiiiiocuoiiH (it'siictii»lf," whcrro it will fortvi r

remain.

From the .so-called rej;iiliir profession homcopiilliy has

met the fuTcesl ()p[)ositi()n. Raisiii<^ the cry of '• no swtH,

no (loi^ma in nuMJiciiU'," the o|i])osition has spitefully ar-

rayed its ranks ajijainst the new system in all it contained.

At no tiin(! in the past — the same is les.s true of tlie

present— have those most vigorous in (leiiiinciation of tlie

new system heen those really ai)Ie to define its law cor-

rectly and carinjij to inve8ti;»ate its claims ini|)artially. It

has not heen its central theory that has made its enemies.

As coni|)ared with the standard set hy the fathers of

homeopaihv the [)restMit practitioners of this system are a

" nu)iijj;iel iot," inasmuch as they make use of the name
homeopathy and all it implies, piihlicly, and j)rivately con-

fess that they (ind the claim of universality a fallacious

doctrine. After a recent invest ijration hy correspondence

with a large numher of homeopathic physicians, graduated

within the [)ast ten years, 1 find that the large majority

consider homeopathy as one of many methods of cure, the

hlea of its heing a " law of nature " not heing taken

seriously.

Homeo{)athy has found its moral and financial supjjort

in puhlic sanction. The writer, having heen a i)raciiti<)ner

of this system for the first five years of his professional life,

has given the subject in hand a large amount of thought

and investigation, and has definitely come to the conclusion

that the public possess no clear, if any, conception of the

philosophy of the system they have patronized so gener-

ously. Confidence and faith are naturally the qualities

displayed in such matters rather than an intelligent appre-

ciation of a mystic dogma. It has not been its central

theory that has made its friends. We must look to some
other element in the system in order to account for its

public reception and support.

The objective and most tangible feature of homeopathy
is its dose. This is its outward expression. If the y)ublic

failed to comprehend the theory, it found in the small and
simple dose a more humane and agreeable method of treat-

ment than that which employed enormous doses of com-
plex mixtures. Wherever homeopathy is referred to, in

journalism, pal])it or lecture, it is its infinitesimal dose that

is mentioned. The definition of the public is that home-
opathy is "a little medicine given often," and this is what
they like about it. The small dose in years past has been

the point ridiculed by the ignorant of the regular profes-

sion, but it is now being considered as rational and scienti-

fic to employ the small and simple dose. Thus with

popular approval and with a scientific foundation the small

dose of homeopathy has been an active agent in the field

of therapeutics. This is but another exam{)le of the ker-

nel of truth being hidden in the husk of error.

Homeopathy was the ])roduct of the eighteenth century.

This was an age when men were striving after complete

theoretical systems in medicine. Among the celebrities of

this time may he mentioned Hoffman, Stahl, Cullen and
Brown, each with a theoretical system. At the close of

the century appeared Hahnemann with the system of

homeopathy. His was to him the true system of all sys-

tems because of its universal law of cure, similia »'imil\hu»

curantur. But the true superiority was the employment of

his idea of the small dose, which has been a positive con-

tribution to therapeutics.

In conclusion, it is the contention of the writer that it

has been the small dose rather than, and apart from, the

homeofiathic law that has appealed to the public ; that

the public has demanded of other methods the small dose

which lies upon a rational foundation. It is further con-

tended that the medicine of the future will rest u])on

scientific rather than upon theoretical grounds, as is the

case with the homeopathic system. The public has chosen

between the old and the new because of the agreeable

dose apparent in the latter. When all schools of medicine

shall have reached the point where the manner of adminis-

tering medicine is the same, as far as the public can judge,

there will he nothing Ut chooiie. All dtK-tom will b«;

known an phywicians ; uMele!«N conlrovemy about Hch'xiU in

the j>rofeH!<ion will ceaxc, and honieopalhy will, "like a
dew drop glide into the Hhining Hea." The do«e will have
l<;avened the lump.

Very truly yf)urH,

Aktiiuh F. Sumnku, M.I).

X-RAY EXAMINATIONS OF HIE .MiDOMEN.

Boston, December 30, IH'J'.I.

Mh. Editor: In previous articles I have inrlicated the
diseases of the chest in which x-ray examinations may as-

sist physicians, in a<lilition to the usual methods. The
older ways of examining' the abdomen may ah-o he .«upple-

mented by x-ray examinations, as I have already shown,
but I think it would be hel|)fid to again remind practi-

tioners of some of the principles involved in making ex
aminations of this part of the body, which are as follows:

We may put something opa(jue to the rays into the hol-

low organs, such as the stomach ami intestines, thus mak-
ing dark areas on the fluorescent screen, or we may put into

them something which offers practically no obstacle to the
rays, namely, air or some other gas, thus making their posi-

tion aj)parent ; the parts so distended appear as light areas
on the fluorescent screen. Or, further, we may use air or gas
to displace the parts near some special organ which we
wish to examine. Thus, if we desire to follow the outline

of the spleen more fully, we can, by filling the stomach and
large intestine with air, contrast the dark area of the

spleen with the light area occupied by the gas, through
which the rays readily pass.

When it is desired to examine the large intestine, air

may be pumped into it, and its outline, such as the sigmoid
flexure, and the descending colon, be easily followed. Not
only does this enable us to follow the position occupied bv
the large intestine, but we may more readily detect abnor-
mal conditions in neighboring parts of the abdominal
cavity, as I have elsewhere suggested. For examj)le, bv
distending the stomach, and in some cases the large intes-

tine, we can more easily detect some pathological condi-
tions in or about the pancreas.

Examinations of the abdomen should be made with the
rays passing through the body from back to front and from
side to side; and when fluid is present the examination
should be made with the patient lying on his back and the

tube on a level with the fluid, the rays from it passing
through the abdomen horizontally. The dark line indicat-

ing the level of the fluid may be seen, and its change in

position noted when the patient turns. Patients with so-

called "phantom tumor" should of course always be ex-
amined by the x-rays.

It will thus be seen that the same conditions which obtain
in the thorax, and which enable us to contrast the air in the
lungs with the denser organs, may to some extent be pro-
duced artificially in the abdominal cavity.

In this connection it will be of interest to note the follow-

ing observation, which suggests that food mav be passed
nearly the whole length of the intestines within a few hours.
I gave six drachms of subnitrate of bismuth, mixed in

bread and milk, and drew the outlines of the stomach as

seen on the fluorescent screen at intervals during the pro-

cess of digestion. X-ray photographs were also taken. Five
and one-half hours after the bismuth had been given (on an
empty stomach), it had collected on what I considered to

be the position of the sigmoid flexure, as shown by a dark
mass there which had not been present in the beginnincr:
thus the bismnth had gone nearly the full length of the in-

testines in less than five and oni'-half hours.
Of course, it facilitates examinations of the abdomen if

the bowels are moved well before the examination is made;
and bismuth should be taken on an empty stomach and uni-

formly mixed with the food.

Very truly yours,

Francis H. Williams, M.D.
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METKOROI.OGICAL RECORD

For the week enHing Dec-ember 23tl, in B«)ston, acc-ordiiii; to

observaiioiis fiirnislied by Sergeiiul J. W. Smith, of the Uuited

States Signal Corps: —
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^^riginal 3CrticUi0?»

A CASE OK IM<:KF()KA'riN(i GASTRIC ULCIOK;
OPERA riON; RECOVERY; VVI'III REMARKS
ON THE SURdERY OE (iASFRlC ULCER.'

IIV I'. 1!. l.lINIi, M.r)., HUSTON.

AV. L., thirty ycius old, inuii'iiul, a laborer by occu-

pation, was sent to the Boston City IIosj)ital hy Dr.

.1. II. Gavin, of Roxbury, on the evening of June 20,

18!)i), for operation for <^-eneral peritonitis. He was
admitted to the service of Dr. Abner Post, in whosc^

absence the writer saw the cas(!. His history was as

follows: For a year or more he had suilered from
indigestion, manifested chiefly by flatulency, eructa-

tions, and a dull heavy pain in the ej)igastrium, tin;

sensation resembling that of a " load on the stomach,"

as he expressed it. There had been vomiting on rare

occasions. For the last two vnontlis he had been tak-

ing care of one of his children, who had died of some
thoracic trouble two days ago, and he had become
exhausted. Last evening he had taken one glass of

whiskey and one of beer, and had vomited, but his

acute symptoms had not begun till 8 A. M. on the day
of entrance, when he was seized with agonizing pain

in the epigastrium, and vomited several times. The
pain had continued without abatement all day, but

there had been no more vomiting. He had taken no
food during the day.

He was seen by the writer at 12 i'. m., or sixteen

hours after the attack of {^ain which undoubtedly sig-

nalized the perforation. At that time he looked pale

and anxious. His tongue was dry and coated dark
brown. He had tenderness and muscular sjiasm all

over the abdomen, especially marked in the ei)igastrium.

The pulse was 100 and strong, and the temperature
normal. There was no abdominal distention, in fact

the abdomen was retracted, but universal tympanites.

The diagnosis was made of general peritonitis, prol>

ably originating in the epigastric region, perforating

gastric or duodenal ulcer and acute pancreatitis being
thought of, as well as appendicitis.

Under ether, after the usual preparations, an incision

was made into the abdomen in the middle line above
the umbilicus. On opening the peritoneum there was
immediate escape of gas and light green-colored stom-
ach contents. The incision was immediateh' pro-

longed till it extended from the ensiform cartilage to

below the umbilicus. The anterior surface of the

stomach and the small intestine were covered with a

thin layer of fibrin, and as the flow of gastric fluid

seemed to come from the pyloric region, a short cross

incision was made and the wound retracted forcibly

to the right, exposing a clean-cut ulcer about three-

eighths of an inch in diameter on the anterior surface

of the stomach, three-fourths of an inch to the left of

the pylorus. The stomach above the ulcer was held
by the thumb and forefinger of an assistant to pre-

vent further escape of gastric contents, and by strong-

retraction of the wound toward the right sullicient space
was gained to fold the ulcer in, the fold being ar-

ranged at right angles to the axis of the stomach, in

order to prevent cicatricial contraction, and held by
three rows of Lembert sutures of fine silk. As the

first row could not be placed close to the ulcer on ac-

count of the friability of the infiltrated stomach wall,

1 Read before the Surgical Sectiou of the Suffolk pistiict Medical
Society, November 1, 1899.

it was iHrccHHary really to foM the pyloric portion of
the stomach over «nito the first portion of tin- dij'»d<--

nuin. Before suture the field of operation was wa-Hh»-il

with sterile salt solution and wiped r|ry, and the rest

of the abdomen walh-d off with gauze.
After completion of xhc suture, another incision one

inch long was made half-way between the umbilicus
and symphysis pubis to drain the pelvis. 'J'Im; abdomen
was washed out with hot sterile salt solution. There
was a general peritonitis, tlie peritoneal covering of
small intestines being infianuid and flakes of fibrin at-

tached. Pus and fibrin flakes were found in pelvis
and both lumbar regions. After thoroughly washiiifr

with salt solution, the j)elvis was drained with three
gauze strips and a glass tube. Through th<; upper
wound a gauze drain was passed to the line; of sutures
and into tin; right and hift lumbar regions. The wound
was partially closed by sutures around the strips.

Two ounces of Epsom salts were injected into the
jejunum through a hollow needle, and the- puncture
closed by a suture. The ])atient bore the operation
well and did not vomit on recovery from ether. In
fact, he never vomited after the operation.

The treatment consisted of enemata of salt solution
with brandy and strychnine during the first twelve
hours, and after that, of nutrient enemata of peptonized
milk, egg and brandy.

The bowels moved on the morning following the
operation, but the man's condition was serious, as lie

was restless and weak, with rapid (130) and inter-

mittent pulse. A little tincture of digitalis was added
to the enemata, and the restlessness was markedly im-
proved by morphine. The next day the pulse fell to

!)0, and from that time on his improvement was rapid
and continuous. He was given hot water by mouth
on the third day, and the gauze packing removed on the
fourth day. Beef juice, beef tea and milk and lime-
water by mouth were begun on the eighth day, and
were well borne.

Sixteen days after the operation the rectal feeding
was discontinued. Solid food was begun one month
after the operation. The patient gained rapidly in

weight and strength, and left the hospital on August
14th in excellent condition, with a small sinus discharg-
ing very slightly. This sinus, the persistence of which
was the reason for keeping the patient in the hospital

so long, healed within two weeks of his leaving,
and he is now entirely well, and weighs more than
he did when he left the hospital. lie is entirely

free from digestive disturbance. A culture taken at

the time of the operation showed the presence of the
streptococcus pyogenes and the bacillus coli communis
in the peritoneal fluid.

The fortunate recovery in this case, although the
operation was performed sixteen hours after the per-
foration, which, in my opinion, took place immediately
with the onset of pain and vomiting at eight o'clock
in the morning, may have been partially due to the
fact that at the time the perforation took place there
were no solid contents present in the stomach, as the
patient had taken no food that morning, and the

stomach had been presumably emptied by the vomit-
ing which took place the evening before.

The location of the ulcer on the anterior surface
was favorable to suture. The procedure adopted of

folding in the ulcer, instead of attempting to excise

the edges, seems to me distinctly the most satisfactory

method in these cases. Excision would mean addi-
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tional operative manipulation, management of hem-

orrhage, etc., whicli slioukl certainly be avoitled on

Liceount of the danger of spreading sepsis, in the

presence of extravasated gastric contents, peritoneal

exudate and jms. The patient's condition in general

in these cases contraindicates indulgence in any tech-

ni(pn' which is more elaborate tlian essential. In

|)lacing the sutures it is well, when possible, to begin

farther from the edge of the ulcer than one thinks is

necessary, for the tissues are intiltrate<l to a wide ex-

tent, anil the sutures will not hold unless passed

through healthy tissues. Fine silk is the best suture

material.

In regard to tiic importance of thorough irriga-

tion and drainage of the peritoneum, I need add

nothing to the views already expressed in my paper on

general peritonitis a year ago.'^ The injection of satu-

rated solution of Kpsoni salts into the bowel has in

my hands had the hapi)iest results, in producing an

early movement of the bowels, and in those cases which

have not immediately died of shock and sepsis the

convalescence has st-emed to me distinctly smoother

and more comfortal)le than in the cases where it has to

be omitted. Although not essential to success, as is the

case with irrigation and drainage, it seems to me a dis-

tinct advance in treatment, and one which in a dou"b^

ful case may turn the scale in the patient's favor. It

is especially imj)ortant in cases which have gone oj)

till the bowels are distended with flatus, although, un-

fortunately, cases of general peritonitis which have

gone on till marked distention of the bowels has re-

sulted are less apt to yield to treatment. In this

case, although the presence of seropus and fibrin

flakes universally over the small intestine showed

that the peritonitis was indubitably general, the bow-

els had not become distended with gas and were

empty and flat. Nor had the septic intoxication sent

the pulse Uj) to an alarming extent or greatly de-

pressefl the patient's general condition, all of which

factors were favoral)le to his recovery. These facts

enijdiasize the necessity of early diagnosis and imme-

diate operation.

In looking up the subject of operation for perforat-

ing gastric ulcer, I have been surj)rised and gratified

at the favorable showing made by recent statistics.

Statistics on such a subject as this without doubt

give a more favorable showing than is actually the

case, owing to the fact that there is little doubt that

more fatal than successful cases go unreported. None
the less, the improvement in residts in recent years,

due doubtless both to early diagnosis and improved

technicpie, is extremely encouraging. Richardson,

in Dennis's " System of Surgery," in 1894, collected

43 operations for perforating gastric ulcer, with 10

recoveries, or 23 per cent. Dr. Farrar Cobb has

kindly placed at my disposal a table of cases subse-

(pu-nt to Dennis's table and carrying the time up to

the spring of 1897. This talde includes 98 cases,

with 'iO recoveries, or ol per (-eiit. Adding these

two lists together gives 141 cases, with 00 recoveries,

or 12 per cent. Now of th(!se 141 cases, 45 were

((perated within twelv*- hours, with 3.") recoveries, or

7h percent., and 70 within 21 hours, with 44 recover-

ies, or 63 per cent.

I hav«- since myself collected 40 additional cases,

with 2H recoveries, or 70 per cent. Of these, 14 were

(iperated within twelve liours, with 12 recoveries, or

* Botton Medical nnil Surgical Journal, ISQk, cxxzis, No. 10.

86 per cent., and 26 within twenty-four hours, with

19 recoveries, or 73 per cent. Now, adding all the

cases, we have the following result:

Dciiuis (to 1K94) .

Cobb (to 1897)
Author (1897 to date) .

Cases. Itecoveries.

43 10 = 23 per cent.

98 50 = 51 per cent.
40 28 = 70 per cent.

Total 181 88 = 45 per cent.

The improvement in these statistics with time, the

progression from 1894 to 1899 being 23, 51, 70 per

cent., is remarkable. Now, adding together those

operated within twtdve hours, we have:

Dennis and Cobb ,

Author .

Cases. Recoveries.

45 35 = 78 per cent.
14 12 = 86 per cent.

Total 59 47 =: 79 per cent.

Operated within 24 hours we have

:

Dennis and Cobb .

.\utbor .

Cases. Kecoveriee.

70 49 = 63 per cent.
26 19 = 73 per cent.

Total 96 63 = 65 per cent.

The results of published operations, therefore,

show a surprisingly high recovery rate.

On examining the records of cases operated on

days and weeks after perforation, we find an occa-

sional recoA^ery. This is due to the fact that perfora-

tion, whether the ulcer is on the anterior or posterior

surface of the stomach, takes place not infrecjuently

into a cavity walled off by adhesions, so that localized

abscesses, subphrenic, perisplenic, etc., result, which

are finally ojjened and drained, with an occasional re-

covery.

The history of these cases, however, is one of con-

tinued suj)puration, exhaustion and emaciation, and

not infre(piently death, even after operation for drain-

age of the abscess with perhaps suture of the stom-

ach. These abscesses have occasionally perforated

the diaphragm and produced empyema, or even rupt-

ured into a bronchus.

In cases where perforation takes place into the gen-

eral peritoneal cavity immediate operation is essential

to save life. In cases where the spread of pus is lim-

ited by adhesions operation at the earliest possible

moment is indicated to prevent the gradual exten-

sion of the supj)urative process, exhaustion and sep-

sis. Of 187 cases of gastric ulcer (Elliot and Joslin)

treated at the Massachusetts General Hospital be-

tween 1888 and 1898 perforation took place in six,

or 3.2 per cent., and was fatal immediately or ulti-

mately in every case.

Since collecting the above statistics I have found a

monograph by M. B. Tinker, now assistant to Dr.

Keen, of Pliiladelj)hia, entitled " Die perforiende Ma-
gengeschwure und ihre chirurgische Hehandlung,"

being his Inaugural Dissertation for the Doctorate in

M«'dicine and Surgery presented at the University of

Berlin in July, 1«99."

This ])a])er is based upon an analysis of 213 cases,

which have hww collected from literature, and covers

the subject thoroughly up to tin; present time. It is

certainly the most thorough and complete presenta-

tion of the subject which I have seen, and it is grati-

fying to note that the results of his tabulation corre-

spond closely with my own.
He tabulates 78 ca.ses collected by Weir and Foote,"

78 cases tabnlat(!d by Keen, Cartwiight Lectures,*

» New York .Mo<l cal News, 1896, xviil. 49.

* Philadelphia Medical Journal, May 7, 1898.
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luitl ^u cusi'H ("ollrcti'd by liini fniiu litciatun! hIiico

thiit tim«s u totiil of 2 1.
'5 caHcs. Tlic uvcra;^!! inor-

talitv vvas 4K.H1 \n'V cent. The nictrtality of Weir

and K»)()t(s 7H cases (pi'eviou.s to IHDO), was 71,.")1

per cent., vvliilt! the mortality of the cases since IM'.HI,

112 in nuinl)er, vvas only .{;") per cent. In the last

three years, since IHIMI, of the cases operated within

twelve honrs, 1(1 in iiuinher, only three died, a recov-

ery percentam' of H2..'5(), which a<frees closely with

my own tabulation. For the analysis as to aije, sex,

situation of the ulcer and other important and inter-

estin<j divisions of the subject, the reader is rc-ferred

to the original paper. An interesting gt'ographical

Uible must be mentioned here, however, which

shows that of the 21.'} cases, 142 were operatc^d in

England and her colonies. (Jermany contributed 2(1,

the United States, 18, and France;, 17. The first

oj)eration was performed by Mikulicz in 1880, and the

first successful operation by Kriege in 181)2.

While there can be no question of the absolute

necessity of operating upon cases of perforating gastric

ulcer at the earliest possible moment, there has lately

been a somewhat remarkable accumulation of evidence

to show that surgical aid should not be withheld from

certain other cases of gastric ulcer which have lu'reto-

fore been largely regarded as amenable only to medi-

cal treatment. The operations of pyloroplasty in

cases of contraction of the pylorus from the contrac-

tion of the scars resulting from benign ulcer, of gas-

tro-enterostomy or excision in cases of repeated and

dangerous hemorrhage, or of continued vomiting un-

affected by treatment, should, I believe, in the light of

the perfection of modern technique, and of the un-

favorable showing of recent statistics relating to the

medical treatment of these cases, be oftener performed
than they are at present.

The mortality of gastric ulcer has been estimated at

from tw'o to eight jier cent, and the percentage of

complete cases is given at from 85 per cent, by Welch,

based on the result of autopsies, to 75 per cent.,

Ewald and Leube, and 50 per cent., Debove and
Remond. But the figures given as the result of clinical

investigation do not give a fair estimate of the num-
ber of cases, for the reason that no account is taken of

the relapses Avhich follow after the patients have

passed from under obsei'vation.

Of especial interest in this connection are the re-

sults of the extremely valuable investigations of

Greenough and Joslin,^ into the condition of 114

cases of gastric ulcer at an average period of five

years after their discharge from the Massachusetts

General Hospital. The difKculty of following up hos-

pital patients is so great that investigations such as

this are rarely carried out, and the information de-

rived from them is especially important. Of 187

patients treated at that hospital between 1888 and

1898, reports of the condition of 114 of these were
obtained at an average time of five years after their

discharge.

To quote from this paper, of 114 patients. 80 per

cent, were discharged cured or relieved, but at the end
of an average period of five years only 40 per cent,

remained well. The mortality at the same time was
20 per cent. The mortality of eight per cent, and
the failure of medical treatment to effect a lasting

cure in 60 per cent, of the patients indicate the need

» Gastric Ulcer at the Ntassaclinsetts General Hospital, 1888-1898.
American Jourual of the Medical Sciences, 1899.

of Burgicul intervention in other than emergency
caseH.

Surgical intervr-ntion in canes of hemorrliage haM

biten olijected to on the ground that the operation had

a high mortality, aiiout <il per cent., while the major-

ity of cases in which hemorrli:ige o<:curH are not fatal,

as in fa<"t hemorrhage is a syinptoui in about HO p.-r

cent, of all cases. Tlie mortality of operations for

hemorrhage! has been necessarily high beeaiim; the o|>-

eration has bee-n pe-rformed as a last resort after grave

anemia had been produced, and, in fact, often on mori-

bund pati(!nts.

Although the majority of cases of h<'morrhage from

gastric ulcer do not require surgical intervention, we
have every reason to believe that in cases of small

and frequently repeated hemorrhage inducing grave

anemia, or in severe and copious hemorrhage, lives

might be saved if surgical aid were invcjked before

grave anemia threatened imminent death. Surgical

aid in gastric hemorrhage, as in other alnhjininal

emergencies, must be summoned early, in onler to be

effective in saving life. Into the various operative

procedures applicable in hemorrhage it is not the

I)urpose of this paper to enter in detail. Suffice it to

say that excision of the ulcer, cauterization an<l gas-

tro-enterostomy may be practised ; the choice of opera-

tion must be made at the time, according to circum-

stances, situation of ulcer, size and position of artery,

condition of patient, etc.

Another class of cases which should, in my opinion,

be more often given the benefit of surgical treatment

are those in which severe pain and vomiting continue

unaffected by medical treatment, and in which progres-

sive emaciation results. In these cases the more exten-

sive and indurated ulcers, frequently attended with con-

traction of the pylorus and gastric dilatation, will have
to be dealt with. Pyloroplasty, excision of the ulcer

and gastro-enterostomy will here be the operations to

be considered.

The mortality of gastro-enterostomy has diminished
considerably within the last few years. Cutler and
Elliot have estimated it at 80 per cent., and Mikulicz

at IG per cent. Bidwell ' has collected 63 cases oper-

ated upon in the last two years, with a mortality of 64
per cent., which is certainly a remarkable reduction.

With earlier resort to operation and greater familiarity

with the technique on the part of surgeons, there is no
reason why the mortality of operations for gastric

ulcer should not diminish as remarkably as has that

for appendicitis.

In operations for non-perforating ulcer we are not

dealing with infected peritoneum, and modern tech-

nique and the use of gauze packing have enabled those

skilled in abdominal surgery to perform extensive in-

testinal resections and the like with little fear of gen-
eral peritoneal infection.

Operations on the stomach are not intrinsically more
difficult than those upon the intestine : the greater part

of the posterior wall of the stomach even can be brought
outside the abdomen and ojierated upon extrapei"ito-

neally. The thick walls of the stomach afford better

holding ground for sutures than the walls of the in-

testine

If the operations for perforated gjistric ulcer which
are done \vithin twelve hours of perforation show so

surprisingly low a mortiility, even in the presence of

infected peritoneum, may we not hope to attain highly

I
• Bidwell : American Jourual of Medical Sciences, September, 1899.
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No.
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TABLE I (Continued).

No.

VI

62

(a

64

66

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

76

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

Operator.

Orlarl and
A pert.

StrHiiuli.

ThoniBOii.

Littlewood.

Littlewood.

Barker.

Morse.

Hawkins and
Wallace.

Makius.

Clarke.

Silcock.

Mor6ly.
Dalziel.

Finlay-Ogstou

Lundie.

Wilcocks.
(Morgan).

Strauch.

Horsley.

Walters.

Helferlch.

Comte.

Pollard.

Sourdille.

Taylor.

Walter.

Pocet.

Le Dentu.

Parsons.

Parsons.

Ileforcnco.

Krilish Mttdical Journal, IS'.Hi, 1,44.1.

Uiill (le la Sue. anat. de ParlH, lt>9U, x,20&

Deut. nied. Woch., 1806, 561.

London Lancet, 1896, il, 11.

;5io.

" " " 1,444.

" '• " 1,44.'-).

" " 1.583.

" " " ^.-iSS.

" " l,.^84.

" i.sa-).

" " " ^.^SG.

British Medical and CUirurgical Journal,
1894, i, 576.

British Mfdicaland Chirurgical Journal,
1897, 1,389.

British Medical and Chirurgical Journal,
l'-97, i, 390.

British Medical and ChirurgicalJournal,
1897, i,914.

Ibid.

London Lancet, 1?97, i, 806.

London Lancet, 1897, 1, 1,147.

Bull. Soc. Anat. de Paris, 1897, Ixxii, 904.

Glasgow Medical Journal, lb96, xlv, 3o2.

International Clinic, Philadelphia, 1896,
iii, 73.

Edinburgh Hospital Report, 1896, iv, 485.

Clinical Journal, London, 1897-98, xi, 192.

Deut. med. Woch., 1896, xxii, 551.

British Medical Journal, 1895, ii, 78.

London Lancet, 1895, i, 484.

Deut. med. Woch., 1895, 451.

La Sem. M^d., 1895, 406,

British Medical Journal, 1895, ii, 14.

Bull. Soc. Anat., 1895. 301.

Birmingham Medical Review, 1888f xxiii.

J. Chapt: Thtise de Paris, 1895.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Dublin Journal of Medical Science!,
1892. 27.

Ibid.

^

22

25

24

Slt« of Perforation.

Anterior wall.
Two ulcers.

Anterior wall near
cartlla.

Anterior plyorus.

Two iricbnH from py-
lorus on leHHer cur-
vature.

Anterior wall near
pylorus.

Anterior wall nearer
lesser curvature
and pylorus.

Anterior wall near
lesser curvature.

Anterior wall near
pylorus.

Lesser curvature
near cardia.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
middle.

Anterior wall near
lesser curvature.

Near lesser curva-
ture toward left.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall.
Anterior wall near
pylorus.

Anterior wall, lesser
curvature near py-
lorus.

Anterior wall near
middle.

Anterior wall near
lesser curvature.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
lesser curvature.

Anterior wall near
card'a.

Anterior wall near
pylorus.

Anterior wall near
cardia.

Anterior wall near
lesser curvature.

Anterior wall.

Anterior wall 3 cm.
from lesser curva-
ture.

Anterior wall near
lesser curvature.

Posterior wall near
pylorus.

Anterior wall.

Anterior wall, small-
er curvature near
cardia.

.S » a

ilil
as

B«in*rka.

3«bourai- K

H hours. K.

6 liours. K.

6 hours. R.

7 hours.

6 hours.

1^ hours.

12 hours.

7i hours.

.32 hours.

28 hours.

12-17 hrs.?

3^ hours.

5 hours.

4i hours.

24 hours.

2 days +
24 hours.

6 hours.

24 hours.

Days.

5J hours.

12 hours.

10 hours.

3 hours i
8J hours.

26 hours.

13J hours.

60 hours.

30 hours.

7i hours.

9

24 hours.

72 hours.

36 hours.

60 hours.

(;ile<I by J'arlser.

Cited by I'arls«r.

D««th from pneumonia
I7lli ilay.

Closed by omental i»liig.

Subphrenic abscess found
post mortem.

Peritonitis.

End of 20 days.

[All earlier cases cited by
Pariser and not quoted
in or used in Dennis. t

satisfactory results in the uon-emergency operations

for ulcers of the stomach which threaten life from
hemorrhage or resist medical treatment.

TABULATION OF CASES.

For first 43 cases see table in Dennis's System of

Surgery, Vol. IV, p. 259.

Table of 98 cases collected bv Dr. Farrar Cobb
(Table I).

Table of 40 cases collected by author (Table II).

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Dennis. System of Surgery, vol. iv, p. 259.
Tinker. Die perforiende Magengeschwure und ihre chirurgische
Behandlung., Berlin, Gtistav Schade. 1899.

Weir and Foote. New York Medical News, 1806, xviii, 49.
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TABLE II.

Reference.

Laucet, 189s, il, 1761.

Boston Medical and
Suruical Juurnal,
18 9. txl, 18.f.

Med.CHl i*r>-n8 and
Circular, 1899, xvii,

63.

Ibid.

Operator.

Furner.

Sherman.

Jones.

Jones.

New York Medical Hartley.
Kecord, 1x99, xv, !

•Mi.
AuRtralHsian Medical Clubbe.
UHzette, June 2U,

1898.

Ibid.

Lancet, 1899, i, 372.

Ibid.

Morgan.

Morgan.

Bowker.Australasian Medical
Uaz6lte, 1898, xvii,

477.

Lyon Medicale, 1898, Kioblanc.
lxxxix,4>3.

Medical Press and Wallis.
Circular, 18a8. Ixvi,

561.

Laucet, 1898, ii, 1761. Furner.

Ibid.

Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal,
1>»9", cxxxix, 135.

British Medical Jour-
nal, 1(<98, ii, 1407.

Ibid.

Medical Press and
Circular, 1x98, Ixv,

646.

Laucet, 1898, i, 1323.

Lancet, 1899, i,832.

Glasgow Medical
Journal, Ii, 200.

M Ii n cheii e r nied.

Wocli., September
13, 1898.

Ibid.

British Medical .Jour-

nal, 1898, ii, 84.

Medical Press and
Circular, 1898, Ixv,

576.

Lancet, 1898, i, 1,322.

Furner.

Cabot.

Bush.

Campbell.

Anderson.

Silcock.

Rutherford.

Garr^.

Garr^.

E. W. Roughton.

Bidwell.

Sharkey.

Lancet, 1898, i, 565. ;
Bennett.

Ibid.

Ibid.
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Keen. Phlliidolpliia Medical Journal, May 7, 1808.

GreeiioiiKli and Joslin. Auioriran .lournnl of tlio Medical 8ci-

enccm, IHii'.l

Kldwoll. AnieTican Journal of llio Modical HrienceH, Seplonilx^r,

IHli'.l, cxvliii. No ;i.

il.und. BcNitvu Medical uud Surgical Journal, IH'.IH, cxxxix,

-\o. 10,

THE CASK MICTlIOl) OF TKACHINCi SYSTEM-
ATIC MEDICINE.

»Y \V. ». CAN.NON, A.M., UOSTON,

Student, llaruard Medical School.

TiiK articles on methods of medical iiistriuitiou re-

cently published and the \vid(ispread interest aroused

l>y the papers ar(« the surface showin^^s of an a^^itatioii

at present deei)ly aflecting the best medical .schools

throuuhout the country. Among many instructors

there is manifest dissatisfaction with the traditional

means of trainiuii' physicians, a dissatisfaction risin<(

apparently from the belief that the teaching of medi-

cine has not been keeping pace with improvements in

Uio tiwhing of other subjects. Di.scus.sion of old

methods and earnest searching after new and more

<ett"ective methods of preparing young men to be practi-

tioners are consecpiently rife amongst us. The medi-

'cal student catches the spirit of this agitation and

notices features of his education which seem to him

capable of improvement. From a student's point of

view, therefore, the present paper on the teaching of

systematic medicine is oifered.

That clinical instruction alone is too ha})liazard and

tincert^iin to form a basis for a complete and orfterly

course in medicine is recognized in most medical

schools. The well-rounded preparation for practice

which the student must receive demands, therefore,

aside from the clinics, an organized course of study.

With this conclusion, that more systematic instruction

is needefl than clinical material can ati'ord, this paper

is in agreement; the method by which such systematic

insti'Viction is given, however, it proposes to discuss.

Two general methods of teaching systematic medi-

cine have hitherto prevailed, namely, by the didactic

lecture, and by recitations on stated to])ics. Strong-

objections can be raised both to didactic lectures and

to recitations as used in teaching medicine ; but the

methods have, as well, certain valuable features de-

manding respect. Manifestly, any alternative for these

methods which will avoid their defects and include

their merits will be doubly valiuible. That the case

method of instruction otters such an alternative for the

prevalent teaching, it is the purpose of this paper to

show.
Before the didactic lecture and the recitation system

are considered more in detail, it will be well to have

clearly in mind the nature of medical practice and the

consecjuent requisites of medical training. IMedical

practice is an art, an application of accumulated knowl-

edge and skill to a particular case. It has two aspects :

that of observation, and that of interpretation and re-

lief. The first as^iect— that of observation— requires

of the physician sharp insight in questioning his pa-

tient, skill in making a thorough j)hysical examination,

and shrewdness in judging human nature. The pre-

paration for this side of the physician's work is pre-

eminently clinical ; the best training for the examina-
tion of the sick is actual practice in such examination

by the student under the supervision of an instructor.

Observation gives data. Now these data must be ex-

plained and in accordance with thin explanation thi*

patient must be rightly trr-ated. In ihiM Hccond utti-

tnde as interpreter and helper, the pliyHieian briiign to

bear on the patient the heritage of the pant of rnedicjn*'

in .so far as this heritage explains the nature of the

sickn(?KH, as a disturbance of normal structure and
function, and providi-s principles for diagnosis, prog-

nosis and rational treatment. In short, a doctor's work
consists in ex:iniiiiing <lisordered individuals, and in

applying to them the judgment of a trained mind arid

a careful knowledge of previous art. If these trit*'

statements need apology it is found in the desire for

p(!rfect clearness in tin; argument which follows. In

this argument oidy the prej)aration for the seconri of

the attitudes of the j)hysician will be considered,

namely, the education of his reason as :in interpreter,

and the provision of his knowledge as a heljier. And
first of all the (piestion arises : Is the didactic lecture

the most .satisfa(;tory and effectual nu-thod of drilling

the mind to careful thought in diagnosis and prognosis,

and of securing to the student definite and ready
knowledge of accepted |)ractice ?

Among the objections to didactic lectures as a means
of instructing the student of medicine, perhaps the

least important is the contention that attendance on
such lectures is not an economical use of the student's

time. This objection, however, is more important in

these days of the crowded curriculum than formerly,

and is sure to become still more imjjortant as, with

the advance of medicine, the demand on the student's

time increases. The chief support of the objection lies

in the fact that lectures on medical subjects present, in

the main, only what can be found in the newest text-

book. Now, in case the student does not take notes

he sits as a passive listener. It is well within the

bounds of certainty to affirm that the many points

made every week in ten or fifteen lectures on different

subjects cannot be fixed permanently in memory by
hearing them stated only once. If this student makes
vip his deficiency, however, by reading his authorities,

he is doing precisely what he might (piite as well have
done without spending time listening to lectures. But
suppose the student takes notes of what he hears.

Then, according to common testimony, he is so busy
writing he learns at the time very little of the matter

presented by the lecturer. The student, therefore, is

merely accumulating reading matter, and of this he

already has as much as he can well manage. Further-

more, he not unfrequently finds that his own inability

or the lecturer's obscurity has resulted in notes not

good enough to trust. In this instance, likewise, he
must depend upon his books. The conclusion seems
justified, therefore, that the student, driven to the text-

book in spite of didactic lectures, will make better use

of his hours by learning systematic medicine directly

from the printed sources.

A more serious criticism can be brought against the

lecture system in that it allows a slighting of study

during a large part of the year and favors cramming
for examinations at the end. Some instructors, indeed,

seem to regard this condition as essential, and leave

time in May for prejiaration for dune examinations.

And the students, as well, count on this cramming, for

many of them stop attending clinical exercises in May,
in order to study their accumulated notes for satisfac-

tory grades. The ephemeral nature of knowledge

I

gained under such circumstances is too well known to

need emphasis. It does not become an organized and
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couveiiieiit part of tlie physician's equipment ; and in

so far as the lecture system respects the examination

paper, rather than the permanent and handy store of

information, the grave charge of inade(piacy can be

hrought against it.

By far tlie most important and most weighty objec-

tion to the lecture system, however, is its real inetli-

ciency as a means of mental training for medical work.

Since" medicine is an art, the doctor's relation to his

patient, as every one knows, is an active relation. It

re([uires therefore not only a ready fund of informa-

tion, but also a disciplined power of careful observa-

tion and thoughtful analysis. Now, the ability to

practice an art well recjuires, as every one knows also,

prtliniinary training in that very practici'. Manual

dexterity is not learned by hearing about it, nor does

skill in debate come from reading descriptions. Why,
then, should medical students be expected to reason

clearly in medical matters, weigh conHicting evidence

or draw just conclusions, when their chief practice is

taking lecture notes? The passive attitude of list-

ening does not demand of the students intelligent

thought; it does not demand careful judgment; the

sole requirement of the system is that they shall

memorize sufficient facts to pass the examination.

The effect of such a system can be shown by asking

for a written discussion of a given case. In a recent

trial of this sort the attempts of the students to explain

the signs and symptoms described brought forth all

manner of preposterous statements, illogical reason-

ing, and baseless conclusions. A systolic murmur was

evidence of an uncompensated heart lesion, a liver

large with amyloid degeneration was explained as pas-

sive congestion, and a tubercular peritonitis was inter-

preted as cardiac dropsy ; and these results appeared

at the end of a year of lectures on the subject and

after careful clinical instruction in gathering data.

The mere accumulation of knowledge does not imply

the power of using that knowledge when occasion de-

mands it, any more than the ability to read a foreign

language implies the ability to speak it. This neglect

to recognize the difference between the active and the

passive attitude, and the necessary failure of the lec-

ture system to drill the student to deal thoughtfully

with the complicated conditions of real cases, expose

the system most freely to objection, and the objection

is of fundamental seriousness.

The merits of the lecture system, however, can-

not be overlooked. It certainly permits a more sys-

tematic treatment of medicine than is possible with

clinical cases as a basis. But also it has the greater

virtue of giving the instructor opjjortunity to present

his personal experience; to detail the practical points

of treatment— the home devices for the care of the

sick — not found in books ; to illustrate the common
failures and mistakes of young physicians ; to descril)e

his own ways of meeting emergencies which may
make lasting impressions on the students. The skil-

ful lecturer, moreover, can so emphasize the essential

points and can illustrate them so effectively that they

stand out ])r()minent as the important and memorable
facts around which later others may l)e gathered ; and,

finally, the spirit of the instructor, his personal influ-

«'nce, can be conveyed to the students more forcibly

p('rhaj)s in discourse than in any other way. But
liow rare is such a lecturer I Instead of practical ad-

vice the students hear descriptions from the books, in-

stead of illustrated essentials they get abstract detjiils,

instead of enthusiasm in the lectures they too often

see the indifference born of frequent repetition.

The faults and difficulties of the lecture system have

seemed so predominant that in some medical schools

instructors have substituted for the lectures in their

courses recitations on stated topics. Recitations share

nearly all the merits of the lecture system ; they allow

systematic study, they offer occasion for the personal

testimony of the instructor and for the introduction of

practical details. But they possess, besides, |)Ositive

advantages over the lecture system, worthy of note.

In the first place, the student must learn from week to

week during the year his topics for the recitations.

This recpiirement alone has many important results,

chief among which is the continual storing of the stu-

dent's mind instead of the continual accumulation of

his reading matter. This gradual acquisition of knowl-

edge reacts in two ways : first, it makes clinical ma-
terial more valuable, because the student brings to the

clinics a more alert and intelligent attention ; and
secondly, the repetition of subjects and the association

of facts gained thus by repetition tend to make the

facts permanent possessions for the student, so that he

is less likely to crowd his mind with evanescent infor-

mation for examinations only. The study for recita-

tions has the further advantage of making the student

thoroughly acquainted with his authorities, and the

value of these books for later refex'ence is by this very

intimacy greatly increased.

The recitations in themselves are also of noteworthy

imjjortance. They not only give the student oppor-

tunity to correct false impressions, they likewise serve

to fix especially in his memory the more essential

points of the topic studied. Moreover, the student

coming to a recitation is in a proper state of mind to

I'eceive new information, or to hear the personal ex-

perience of the instructor, or to understand the reasons

for emphasis on certain symptoms ; for he comes with

a mind already prepared with some knowledge of the

subject— he has laid by his own efforts a foundation

to build upon.

Although the recitation system has striking advan-

tages, it has, as well, important disadvantages which
must be considered. Diseases in text^books, like dis-

eases in lectures, are abstractions ; they are descriptions

of averages or types with no body to give them reality.

Now, without a concrete case in view, maintaining a

lively attention and keeping the powers of the mind
keen and active while reading a book so abstract as

most treatises on practice is well-nigh impossible.

And to memorize symptoms or points of differential

diagnosis directly, without reference to natural rela-

tionshij)s, is for most students a very artificial process.

Indeed, in lieu of reason as a bond, rhyme or some
elusive mnemonic is a common makeshift. Facts

learned in this way are not linked in their se(iuence,

they are not associated with the student's previous

knowledge ; only after much repetition, therefore, do
they become a lasting portion of his mental ecpiipment.

Moreover, the same serious criticism lodged against

didactic lectures for not training the mind to think

carefully on medical (|uestions or to deal wisely with

the diHiculti(\s of a given case may l)e brought with

equal force against the recitation system. It does not

demand of the student what practice will demand of

him as a physician ; it is not, therefore, a satisfactory

means of instruction.

The discussion thus far has shown that neither di-
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(luetic lectures nor re.<rital.i<)iiH are wholly to lie e.on-

(lemiied or wholly to he eomineiKled. Serious faults

and decided advanta<;es can Im- found in either method

'I'liese faults surely <'an he avoided and thest; advan-

tages retained l)y the use of proper nii-ans. The direct

ohservation and study and treatment of sick people

offers nndoui)te<lly the most proper method of learnin;^

medicine; it is impossihle, however, for students to

lia\e a series of real cases followini; in orderly

secpieuce and existing merely for their insliuction.

Hut will not the most iminediatt^ substitute for such

experience prove a satisfactory manner of teachin;;

the lo<fic of medicine and its necessary facts ? Will not

the use of a case method of instruction solve the dilli-

culties?

How tluMi can systematic nu'dical training hesecuri-d

by a study of cases? The answer to this (juestion is

at hand. Cases of all the types, variations and compli-

cations of almost every diseases are to he found in hos-

pital records or in records of the 2>i'ivate practice of

instructors. These records include a history of family

tendencies, notes of previous illness, an account of the

onset of the attack, the results of physical examination

at the hospital, the story of the U2)s and downs in the

course of the disease, the treatment with its moditica-

tions as the s^'mptoms changed, and, in case of death,

possibly the findings at autopsy.

Now, the intent of the pro})Osed case system is, in

short, to give the students printed data from actual

liistories. These data are then to be studied aijd

analyzed by the students, who shall be reipiired to

consider in every detail the differential diagnosis, the

principles of prognosis in the case, and the rational

treatment. The students, after having studied the

case, shall come to a conference with the instructor, in

which all the points in a particular problem shall lie

discussed. Such in outline is the scheme of study.

A more explicit account of the proposed method will

make its workings clearer. And in describing these

details the three divisions— presentation, study and
discussion of the cases— will be separately treated.

In presenting to the students the printed history and
results of examination of a patient, the instructor can

take care that only so much is stated as will stimulate

the students to more careful thought and discrimina-

tion in their study. The treatment of the patient may
be withheld and the students be made to prescribe

treatment according to their diagnosis. If the illness

ended fatally and autopsy w^as performed, the findings

of the pathologist should be retained to correct infer-

ences drawn from clinical data. In the study of a

particular disease cases showing typical variations (as,

for example, the different forms of typhoid fever), or

cases illustrating the disease in various stages, or

cases in which the real nature of the illness is obscured

by com])lications, may be given out at the same time

for purposes of comparison ; or other diseases with

similar symptoms (as meningitis and miliary tubercu-

losis in the study of typhoid fever) may be introduced

to make a more searching demand on the discriminat-

ing powers of the student. Likewise cases showing-

signal instances of common errors and oversights, or

bringing out little matters of practical treatment and
domestic expedients, would be of great value. The
presenting of cases is thus capable of the most elastic

adaptation to the needs of the students, according to

the judgmeut of the instructor.

With records of patients in their hands the students

now begin their uctiv*- invcHtigatiori. It ix MU|>poted

that their oidy prepuration iis a i>reviouH Htudy of tin-

Hcic^ntilic grounrlwork — anatomy, phyniology, patho-
logy and ther;tp(iiti(;M — an«l that they have heunl no
lectures on the pra<tice of medicine. That the «tu-

dents will havedidiculties at the start, even with Himple
cas(;H, is c^rirtain, but that W(;rk done for themHeJve.H in

far superior, as training, to the accejjfance of Mtiited

results from another is also certain. That iniMtakch in

judgnuuit and r(;asoning will surely be, ina<le is not re-

gretted, for mistakes are often tlie most inipn;Hrtive

tea(!hers. P'irst tin; student reads the history, then
analyzes the relations of the Hym|>toms, selects what
seem to liim thc^ j)rimary disturbances, and sets to

work to make; his diagnosis. \h' gf)es to the text-

book for reference ; lu; must study all the diseases

which his case might rej)res(Mit in order to establish

his opinion. If cases of different diseases, with simi-

lar symptoms, have been given him, he must com{)are
them and discrimiiuite between them, or learn the fur-

ther examination necessary to settle the d<'cision, I It-

must be ready not only to detail the therapeutic indi-

cations in the case as it stands, but also to treat such
complications of the course of illness as tlu; in>trnctor

may suggest. The opportunity for individual study
and support of special treatment, such as hydrotherapy,
in relation to the patient under consideration, here
presents itself. Meanwhile the student is incidentally

picking up the etiology and special pathology of the

affection. All this work which he does for himself on
the data of an actual hospital case, his diagnosis, his

opinions, his treatment, are subject to review in the

classroom and will be criticised not only by his fellow

students, who have studied the same case, but also by
the instructor. This fact alone, wholly apart from the

future value to him as a practitioner, is a strong in-

centive to careful preparation and sound thinking in

advance of the conference.

The conference consists of a discussion of all the

aspects of a given case or set of cases, under the <li-

rection of an instructor, who makes suggestions or ex-

presses his own opinions as they seem necessary. The
conference is a real conference, because all participants

come to it watli considerable knowledge of the subject

already secured. The instructor first calls upon one
of the students to state the case, on another to an-

alyze the symptoms and venture a diagnosis, on an-

other to present the differential points, on still another
to suggest treatment. ^leanwhile other students are

asked for their opinions of statements made, or may
voluntarily offer their criticisms. The various sources

which the students have consulted are naturally

brought together in the discussion, and a most valu-

able opportunity is thereby offered for comparing cri-

teria of diagnosis and modes of treatment of different

authorities. A second case brings material for noting

similarities and differences, and with each additional

instance the possibilities of comparison and generaliza-

tion increase. Throughout the conference the instruc-

tor acts as moderator, guiding the discussion along
profitable lines, correcting false sUitements. exposing
the weakness of unsupported opinions, or suggesting

hypothetical changes or modifying conditions in the

case, which will compel the students to think quickly

and accurately. The instructor must also be ready to

answer from his own large experience many ques-

tions; this phase of the system is particularly valua-

ble not only in kee2)ing the instructor alert and keen.
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but also in j;iviiig liiin an insit^ht into student diflicul-

ties and sliortLoniinijs. Thus the stu(K'nt advances

with iiis study : lie learns to express himself clearly, he

learns to judge j)reeisely and definitely the data of

medical cases, and in standing by his judgment in the

conference he is strengthening the inestimable habit

of intellectual self-reliance. And while his ability to

reason closely and judge thoughtfully is thus being

develojjed, and while he is gaining skill in analysis

and synthesis, lie is also gaining the other object of

medical study, a practical working knowledge of the

facts of medicine.

A comparison of the general characteristics of the

case syf.teni already mentioned, with the merits and

defects of the common methods of teaching, will bring

out more distinctly certain special characteristics of

the proposed scheme. The case system, in the first

place, avoids the objectionable features of didactic

lectures. The student does not spend his time dupli-

cating his reading matter by lecture notes to be set

aside for later study ; he is learning his facts gradually

throughout the year by actually applying them in his

work. Instead of depending on his uncertain records

of lectures, he is training himself by practical experi-

ence to use his books just as later he may have to use

them in reference to his own patients. Not only does

the system avoid these objections to didactic lectures,

it has as well the positive advantages of both the lect-

ures and the recitations. It shares with them the

virtue of presenting the subject of medicine in an or-

derly and systematic manner, inasmuch as the cases

are arranged to develop step by step the particular dis-

ease in all its various phases and relationship. It also,

like the other methods, offers abundant opportunity

for the instructor to emphasize essentials and to give

his own ol)S(!rvatioiis, but with greatly increased value

to the students, because the instructor's words go to

minds already prepared by knowledge of illustrative

cases. Finally, the spirit of the instructor, the element

of personal contact, in shaping student ideals is surely

revealed as a much stronger and more real factor in

the free intercourse of the conference than in a formal

lecture or recitation.

Every one of the merits claimed as peculiar to the

recitation system, the case method will <luj)licate. In

it, just as by reciting, the student is continually learn-

ing instead of taking notes and getting ready to learn.

He has the same chance in the conference to correct

false impressions that he has in the recitation. In

supplying knowledge which will increase the value of

clinics the study of cases is even superior to the study

of text^books alone, since concrete instances make more
definite and permanent impressions than disembodied

descriptions. The student, with actual cases and their

symptom groups iii mind, is quick to detect the absence

of a usual sign, or the presence of a rare condition, and
these now become a part of his already a<!(juired ex-

perience. And as for tlie pernicious method of learn-

ing medicine by cramming for examinations, the very

nature of the study of cases forbids it.

'J'he case system not only avoids the defects and in-

clufles the merits of didactic lecture and the recitation,

the system also has <|ualities and possil)ilities which
surpass in value the best features of either of the com-
mon methods.

The first of the distinct and peculiar characteristics

of the study of cases is its power to rouse enthusiasm.

Nothing is more significant than the attitude of stu-

dents towards a medical problem on which a number
are working together. For example, the following

single case was by chance given to a class of students

for discussion : A boy of seven years had no note-

worthy illness until, at five years of age, he had scarlet

fever, with acute nephritis in complication. He was
seen six months before the present illness, when he had
grippe, with acute middle ear. The urine at this time

showed no evidence of nephritis. His general condi-

tion has been fairly good since.

The present illness began with vomiting and high

temperature, 104°. He was seen by a consultant two
days later. During these two days he had grown
worse. The temperature had remained above 104°.

The vomiting had continued at intervals, but was not

so severe or frecjuent as at first. He had l)ecome apa-

thetic, but coni])lained of ])ain when handled. The
bowels were consti])ated. The tongue was coated.

At the examination on the third day of the illness

he was found fairly developed and nourished. Though
somnolent, he could be roused and he cried out when
handled. There was no retraction or rigidity of the

head. The j)iipils were equal and reacted normally.

The face was flushed. The breathing was rapid and
superficial. The pulse was strong and rapid. Noth-
ing was detected in the lungs except diminished vesi-

cular res{)iratioii in both backs below the sca2)uhe. The
cardiac impulse was felt in the fourth space just inside

the right mammary line. It was somewhat increased

in strength, the heart sounds were distinct, there was
no murmur, the second sound w'as not accentuated,

there was no impulse felt to the left of the sternum or

in the epigastrium. The abdominal muscles were so

tense that palpation was impossible, not from any
localized tenderness but apparently from tenderness

all over the abdomen. Rectal examination was nega-

tive. Urine was negative.

Opiates were recpiired to relieve pain. There had
been no vomiting for twelve hours. A large move-
ment of the bowels followed the administration of

calomel on the previous day.

Such interest as resulted, such debating among them-
selves as this problem of diagnosis alone aroused among
the students would be al)solutely impossible with the

usual methods of teaching. Impressions made under
such conditions, when the attention is naturally eager
and keen, are deep and lasting. It is the particular

patient, the concrete instance, that gives body and form
to text-book abstractions, holds the attention, and stimu-

lates the reasoning power. Neither the lecture nor
the recitation stirs enthusiasm ; the case system, how-
ever, is on record as having accomplished this result

most successfull}'.^

The correlation of the scientific and clinical aspects

of medicine is a second imjiortant possibility which the

study of cases may claim. At the present time in most
schools two years are spent on anatomy, physiology,

pathology and therapeutics with their various branches.
Rarely, however, is any connection bet\ve(!n these sub-

jects and their clinical bearings made clear. The
subjects are studied and then pigeon-holed as finished

work, while tlu; student jiroceeds to learn symjitoms
and treatment anew, not in any relation to what he has
already learned, but as something apart and unrelated.

With a good leader, however, and the lial)it of careful

thought established among the students, tiie underly-

ing pathological condition, the disturbed physiology,

* Vide infra.
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tilt* tlicniix'iitic iictioii of tlir drii^^.s ciiiploycfl, could

(H)iist!iiitlv Im' liroiii^lit, I'orlli lo ;;ivc the <;iiscs ji nitioiuil

(•X|iliili:ilioii ;iM(l lo tciicli tlic sliidciits the dcrpcr ili-

si"lil wliurli vision tlir(»iii;li !;ciicr;il principles iill'ords.

By t'iir tlic most inipoitimt aspectof the Ciisc system,

however, is its (freat valne in diilliMU the mind of tlie

stiKh'iit to mecit intelligently the diilicnlties of practice.

With present methods of instruction, skill in logical

ihinkiuii, which makes a knowleil^e a power, is not in-

freciuentlv sacriticed or impaired hy the strained elfort

at accumulatin<^- the very knovvled<re to In; used. How
many students will exercise independent jud;fment or

do critical reading while preparing for a recitation a

dozen pages of any standard work on practice ? To be

sure, such prejjaration in some instancies develops an

extraordinary ability to memorize ; but the; mind is

thereby only burdened with an unwieldy multitude; of

facts, while there is not the slightest necessity for any

effort at real intelledual construction. Instead let the

students have a number of cases with similar symptoms,

but with pecnliariti(>s and c()m})lications, and can any

student fail to puzzle over them and study them ? And
having studied them will not the conference at which

his diagnosis and treatment are either confirmed or

(piestioned mean more to him and produce a more

lasting impression than any lecture ? To deal with

cases, to draw correct inductions, as an interpreter,

from his data, as an observer ; to apjdy proper treat-

ment— these make the work of a doctor. The clinics

train the medical student in observation ; nothing at

present requires him to look carefully on all sides of

many cases, to think clearly and accurately, or to have

reasons for his conclusions. Are not these powers

among the most indispensable qualities of a physician i

If so, the method bringing thes^i faculties into constant

use and discipline, and at the same time demanding the

most thorough and precise knowledge', i.s certainly best

adapted for the study of medicine.

Criticisms undoubtedly can be brought tigainst the

method of teaching above described. Some may assert

that devotion to a printed record is, in itself, an un-

practical way to learn to practise medicine. Although

it is conceded that such preparation is not so effectual

as real care of the sick, yet the objection may be met
in part by the greater system and completeness assured

by the case method of instruction than is pi'obable in

an experience with a shifting throng in the hospital

wards ; but more particularly is the objection answered

by the fact that, with the hospital experience neces-

sarily excluded from the undergraduate years, the

study of actual cases is certainl}' more practical than

the present lecture system or the recitations. Indeed,

under prevailing methods, it is a wonder that the dan-

gerous tendency of inexperienced minds to vague and

fantastic theorizing is not more prevalent. To such a

tendency an effective check is certainly present in the

discussion of the cases, for one student's weakness meets

another student's strength and the instructor is a prac-

tical man. jMoreover the case method is iu)t meant to

replace clinical instruction. At the clinics the students

are drilled by their corrected eft'orts to secure, by

thorough and discriminating observation, reliable clini-

cal data ; with the cases they are drilled by their cor-

rected eft'orts to judge with care exactly this same sort

of data. The two methods thus go hand in hand with

mutual benefit : the clinics keeping the student in touch

with human life and training him to note its variations ;

the cases pointing out what to watch for, showing the

importance of coinpIeU; exuniiiiation, and Urachiii;^ how
to interpret obMervations as they are inadi;.

A second objection that may be urged in, that the

case system requires more time than thr- Mtrirtly ti-xi-

book systems. So far as the consideration of a «M;rtaiii

number of topicH is con«<-rned, this objection Ih admit-
ted to be valid, but that the proposed system requiren a
longer time to discipline the mind for the suceeHMful

pra(;tice of me<li<-ine is (latly denied. First, th«; partic-

ular points learn(;d while stmlying oru- narrow Hubject

are a small part «)f the total ac<pii>ition. Many di.seaiteH

not directly connected with tin; disease un(h;r consider-

ation may be involved or suggested, anfl these the
student can exchule, or accept as possible coruh'tions,

only after careful njseanth. Tlie points thus incident-

ally learned are fixed in the mind as they never could
be by disconnected reading or l)y h^ctures, for instead

of being presented as independent fa<'ts thev occur
as an integral part of a living problem. More im-
j)ortant, however, than this (;asual a<'(piisition of knowl-
edge is the fundamental training which the method as-

sures the student exactly along the lines which his

future labors as a physician will follow. To meet the
criticism of his classmates in the conference he must
be careful to analyze his data, discriminate shrewdly,
and judge fairly ; he is led to use every means to for-

tify himself eitlier for his own instruction or to answer
his critic, be it professor or fellow-student. Thus before
graduation he is acquiring that ready store of informa-
tion, that facility for quick and accurate thought, that

abundance of resource, which mark the best physicians ;

while the student Gi the text-book methods only be-

gins to realize the value of these talents after he has

ceased to be a student and has become a practitioner.

The question of the practicability of the whole
scheme here outlined has probably arisen many times
long ere now. Is not the plan all theoretical 'l Is

there any instance of the use of the system to justify

the claims made for it? The fact of presenting cases

in medicine for purposes of conference cannot be gain-

said. Every district medical society uses records in

precisely the manner of the proposed system when-
ever a member reads a paper describing an experience
in his own practice. The only difference here lies in

the nature of the discussion which follows ; the stu-

dents must speak from a common study of the same
hospital reports, the doctors have their own past ex-

perience to draw upon. Moreover, the value of a dis-

cussion of cases in showing the practical powers of the

physician is also recognized. In certain courses full

accounts of patients are set on examination papers,

with a requirement that the candidate shall analyze
the symptoms, make a ditt'erential diagnosis and give

the prognosis and treatment. Now if such a method
is employed to test a man's ability to think clearly

and apply his knowledge accurately in medical prac-

tice, is there any reason why it is not just as applicable

in training him for exactly the same work? Indeed
the case system, as here described, is already used in

part in medical education. The few instances of this

partial use of the plan, while only indicating its pos-

sible importance, are 2^:"'t'<^'iil:>i"l.v significant. The
obstetrical conferences in the course in obstetrics in

the Harvard Medical School oft'er a striking example
of the conference phase of the case system. At tliese

conferences students read their hospital records of

their own experience iu obstetrical cases. These
records are selected by the instructor so as to develop
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the subject and to l)rin<f out its complications aiul (Hlli-

culties in a perfectly orderly and systematic fashion.

Each report of a case includes a full description of

the conditions present and a detailed account of the

handlin<r of the situation. If the listenin<r students in

the conference knew but little of the subject, the read-

ing of a report would not l)e unlike the reading of a

lecture. Hut the listening students themselves have

had similar experiences, and, instead of sitting with

minds dulled in receptivity, they are alert and actively

following the account in order to ([uestion the reader

on his methods, his opinions, his results. And when
the students fail to bring out all of the important

points in the case, the instructor, a practical man, indi-

cates the significance of the unnoted features. Such

is the recognized value of this discussion of the actual

conditions of practice that any question of the possi-

bility of successfully applying the case method in

medical instruction is here comj)letely answered.

Undoubtedly the most brilliant example thus far of

the use of cases in education is seen in the study of

law.* The change from the text-book to the case

system wrought out in the Harvard Law School has

been called America's greatest contribution to educa-

tional reform. The newer method has roused an

ardor and a keenness of interest among the students

such as was never known before. They learn their

law not by dreary grubbing at text-books or lecture

notes, but by vigorously '* threshing out a case " with

one another. And for its methods and for its results

the Harvard Law School is regarded by comjietent

observers * as perhaps the foremost centre of legal

education in the English-speaking world.

The case method is simply another application of

the inductive method to teaching. The inductive

method holds its strong position in education to-day

because it requires of the student accurate judgment,

close reasoning, precise expression and wise employ-

ment of his knowledge. It is a method which demands
for a long period a student's best endeavors in the full

use of all his faculties, but it rewards him with a

strength and self-reliance unattainable in any other

way. He learns, on the one hand, to avoid smartness

and claj)traj) diagnosis, and on the other, the routine

thoughtlessness of the " practical " physician. The
method is practical ; it will turn out practical men in

the best meanintf of that term.

Clinical ^Department.

A CASE OF RELAPSING FEVER.
nv GEORGE O. WARD, M.D.,

Visitiny I'hynician to the City Hospital and Memorial Hospital,
Worcester, Mass.

Ri:i-Ai'.siNfi fever has not been epidemic in this

country since 18G0, when it appeared in force in

Philadelphia. The statistics and data of this epi-

demic, as investigated and reported by Parry, appear
in standard medical literature. Sporadic cases are so

rare as to be of exceeding interest. For this reason

the author has chosen to report this case to the Jour-
nal. I wish to say at the outset that this uncommon

' Sen Kootifr : American Law lU-vlew, xxvlii, for an excellent
acc'xint of tlie worklngii of the method in law. The writer i8 in-
debted to tbi8 article for Buggestiong.

' Nation, June 8, 1899.

diagnosis was not made because of any partiality

therefor on the part of myself or my house officer,

for we were forced to our conclusion in differetitial

diagnosis by rigid exclusion of other possible causes

for the initial rise of temjierature, and only convinced

by the ])unctual appearance of the relai)se.

The patient, a young Armenian inimigraut, eighteen

years old, had just arrived, on August t), 1899, with

his mother, direct from Turkey-in-Asia, via England.
They had bei^n five weeks on the journey, thirteen

days of which were taken in the passage from some
English port to New York. Neither he nor his

mother could speak a word of English. Hence all

data had to be obtained through the interpreter.

Both were very sick on board ship, whether from
mal-de-mer or an initial paroxysm of this fever I

have not been able to decide. But both mother and
son were taken sick on the same day after arrival in

Woi'cester, with like symptoms. The former re-

mained with friends for four days, when she entered

the Memorial Hosj)ital ; the latter entered the City

Hospital at once.

The crisis of the mother's fever occurred simulta-

neously with that of her son. She did not have re-

lapse ; but, in view of the evident intimate connec-

tion of the two cases, I think it fairly probable that

the illness of both previous to landing may have been
the initial I'un of the fever.

August lUth. The son, on his entrance into the

City Hospital, showed physiognomy characteristic of

his race. His previous medical histi)ry was negative.

His habits were good, and he denied venereal disease.

Yesterday he had very severe headache and slight

diarrhea. Later he had severe chill, high fever, with
much muscular pain. Later still, in the evening, he
had profuse epistaxis, to control which both nostrils

had to be plugged. At his entrance, his temperature
was 104°, his pulse 100, his respiration 22. His ex-

pression was dull and apathetic. His skin was moist

and very dark, suggesting jaundice. No eruption of

any kind was to be seen on his body. His pupils

were normal. His nostrils were plugged, and epis-

taxis followed any attempt to remove' plugs. His
tongue was dry, with brown coat. Soi'des were on
teeth, lips and gums. Heart and lungs were nega-

tive. There was no tenderness of abdomen, but both

liver and spleen were easily palpable. Reflexes

were sluggish. There w'as no edema. The urine

was negative, the diazo reaction being absent. The
patient was put on diet of liquids and ordered to have
baths when temperature is above 102.0°. Ice cap was
applied to head. Strychnia, one-sixtieth grain every
four hours. The temperature w^as ordered to be taken
and charted every four hours, as is our routine.

August 11th. The Widal redaction is negative, and
the diazo also. Plasmodium malaria^ was looked for

but was not found. Leucocytosis, 0,200. Plugs were
removed from nostrils. No epistaxis followed. Tem-
perature was still high, and patient was very apathetic

but not delirious.

August 12th. Temperature was still above 10o°,

and baths had little effect ; pulse was not of good
character. Spiritus frumenti, two drachms ordered

every four hours. Slight epistaxis. Patient looked

bad.'

August l.'Uh. Between eleven last night and three

this morning, patient's temperature fell from 1()4.H° to

97.2° (nearly H° in jess tlian four hours), and his
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pulse simiiltaiicoiisly IVII trnm I KMo (IK. 'rin-rc wen-

no sii,fiis of rolliipsc, iiiid pulse was of i^ood elijiriicter.

Sweating was very profuse. Kxaininatioii of eliesi was

neyalive, as also was a second serum examination.

Leucoev'tosis, ;")()(). Patient liriiilitened up durinii tlie
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The piUieut, a business man, is forty years old.

About ten years ago he began to have pains in the

legs, chieHy below the knee, oecurring in irregularly

recurring periods of inereasing severity. They were

thought to be of rheumatic origin, since damp weather

seemed to cause them. Antirheumatic treatment was,

however, of no avail, and the attacks grew more pain-

ful, and although a considerable interval of compara-

tive comfort would supervene occasionally after a bad

attack, the fretiuency of recurrence seemed to increase.

This state of affairs lasted about nine years, during

which time the cause of the pains remained a puzzle

to the patient and his numerous medical advisers.

The patient exhibited a remarkable degree of endur-

ance throughout this period, generally refusing the

use of any remedies suggested for the relief of his

acute suffering, fearing that he might contract some

drug habit, or that his general health would be affected

by their use. As the intensity of his suffering in-

creased, however, and reached beyond his limit of

endurance, he finally resorted to the free use of whis-

key, drinking large (juantities during the attacks. Xo
other symptoms appeared until about a year ago, when

after three weeks of unusually severe mental and

physical exertion, due to business enterprise, he no-

ticed unsteadiness of walking in the dark. This he

accounted for by the very free indulg(!nce in whiskey,

induced by the unprecedented intensity of the pain

about this time. Other symptoms now developed in

rapid succession ; a distinct girdle sensation, or feeling

of constriction about the waist, puzzled him greatly,

and slight urinary defects were noticed. His gait was

impaired, and walking without help became difficult.

After this rather rapid advance of the disease the

patient had to abandon his business and, determined

on a stubborn fight against his physical decay, he gave

his entire attention to the care of his health.

About six months later the patient came under my
observation. Physical examination showed absence

of both knee-jerks, even on re-enforcement, lack of

jiupillary reaction to light, and marked typical ataxia

of tin; legs. Sensation was affected in toes and feet

but otherwise normal. The patient could not maintain

his e(piilil)rium with closed eyes, even when standing

with feet apart. There was no impairment of vision,

no trophic changes, and the muscular strength of the

legs remained normal. Sexual function not affected.

The patient was nervous and easily startled ; but barring

the presence of traces of a(uite suffering in his face, he

presented a clearly cut and well-jjroportioned physical

makeup. He never had chancre or gonorrhea ; mar-

ried ten years ago, and has a healthy boy eight years

of age. The initial pain began before marriage. Had
a fall from a height of about four feet, striking on his

back, about thirteen years ago ; suffered from pain in

the back some time afterwards, but recovered entirely

from immediate effects of this fall in a comparatively

short time.

The mo.-^t urgent need of the patient at this time

was immediate relief from his suffering. The pains

were so severe as to entirely prevent sleep; for more
than ten days sleep had been badly interrupted, and

during the last two nights the patient was utterly un-

able to secure a nxjuient's rest. His wife feared that

he would commit suicide, or become insane, his actions

were so strange. He would scramble from one room

to another, liusying himself with anything he could
'A-v.-.-^, often something absurd or trivial, trying to

forget his pain ; he would clutch his legs, shake his

fists, and go through weird physical contortions
;

shortly speaking, he was actually frantic with pain,

and tried to escaiie his torments, but could not ; he
described the pains as instantaneous streaks of intense

heat tearing through his legs, making him wince and
cry. In spite of all this, he stubbondy refused to ac-

cept any opiate, or any other analgesic remedy ; he had

now been cautioned against the use of alcohol, also,

and was at his wits' end. Lack of sleep and the re-

peated shock from the pain had produced an imjn-int

of suffering and distress on the patient's face which

told his story better than words could do. The case

offered an exceptional opportunity to test the efficacy

of some mechanical procedure. (It is my impression

that various attempts had been made to procure relief

by counterirritation and the use of liniments, but with-

out success, prior to my connection with the case.) I

resolved to try stretching of the sciatic by j^osture,

namely, by flexion of the thigh and extension of the

leg and foot.

On the 17th of October, 1898, I applied the first

extension or stretching ; I kept each sciatic nerve in

a state of tension during two minutes. At the expira-

tion of this time the patient complained of numbness
of the feet and slight distress, due to tension, in the

popliteal space. The paticnit remained in bed quietly

about half an hour after the operation, chatting pleas-

antly, and entirely free from pain, but the numbness
of the feet persisted. On attempting to walk it was
noticed that the ataxia of the legs had increased con-

siderably, so much so that the patient feared to at-

tempt it alone. This was probably due to the anes-

thesia (numbness) of the feet, since the gait improved
with the disappearance of this symptom the following

day. During the night the patient had several hours

of sound sleej), but woke up early in the morning with

acute pain, although not as severe as the previous

night. In the afternoon another stretching was per-

formed, the procedure lasting about three minutes to

each leg. The immediate results were the same as on

the previous day, with, possibly, a trifle more pro-

nounced niunbness and uncertainty of movement of the

legs when attemj)ting to walk. The absence of pain

was more complete, and seemed almost phenomenal.

The j)atient slept well throughout the night, and re-

ceived me in a state of high glee when I made my visit

on the afternoon of the following day. A third appli-

cation of the method was made, two minutes to each

leg being thought sufficient. It was agreed that if

severe pains should recur, I was to be informed, and

another operation performed the following day, other-

wise it was thought best to defer further treatment un-

til at least two days had elapsed. The condition of

the patient remained satisfactory, however, and the

next stretching was don(^ on the afternoon of the

second day after the previous visit ; the fifth and last

operation was jx'rformed after the lapse of another

forty-eight hours, during which time the patient had

been j)ractically free from jjain.

The subsequent history of this patient has been very

satisfactory. He has had a few light attacks of pain

during this summt^r, usually caused by too much
walking, climbing of hills, getting upstairs-too many
times a day, or, generally speaking, by injudicious phy-

sical exertion.

The general treatnumt of this case consisted of

large, increasing doses of iodide of potash, administered
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|M'ri()(lic:illy, fi'ix^ iiHc of Jirtificijil Miiri<'iil)!ul water,

cod-liver oil, HyHteni!iti<! eo-ordiiuilioii exereiHCs, opeii-

;iii' life iis iiiiieli as possihh-, and earet'id liyj^leiie, iii-

cliidiin;- daily s|)()ii<;iiii( with diluted alcohol, t'oll()we<l

liy brisk Irictioii and slapping of the skin. lie was

aiso directed to abstain fioni colVec, tea, alcohol,

t(il»a<'e() and sexual intercourse, until material iniprovc-

nieiit liad occurred. Ih^wasa very conscientious pa-

tient and lived up to the rules faithfully. The iodide

was not yiven as a specilic remedy, siiun; there was

absolutely no evidenc(! of specific disease, either in the

history or in the ))hysical examination. It was given

empiiically for whatever cfVect it might have toward

combating the progress of the malady through its

eliminative action, and for its action uj)ou sXw. glaiulu-

lar system ; the indication for its use was based upon

the assumption that in this case the pathological

changesofstructure evidently going on were possibly due

to the eli'ects of autotoxicity, dependent upon disturbetl

nutritive functions. The Marienbad water was given

for the same reason, nanudy, its eliminative and cor-

rective effect. There was absolutely no tuberculous

tendency in this case, but the cod-liver oil was sug-

gested largely as an article of diet, to bring nutrition

to as high a degree as possible ; the oil was taken

without objection and there was no digestive^ obstacle.

The exercises were so devised as to involve move-

ments related to and associated with walking and

balancing, and were practised on a slowly progressive

scale. I mean by that, that one set of exercises was

adhered to until they were done with nearly perfect

co-ordination.

The patient was last seen by me on the 30th of

September, and he presented a very satisfactory appeai--

ance. He had gained seven pounds in weight ; his

walking was fairly good, and the pains were of only

trifling degree. lie could turn about quickly without

fear of falling, and walked across a busy street in my
company without any assistance, except a cane, which

was useful to him, no doubt, but not absolutely neces-

sary.

The almost phenomenal cessation of pain innuedi-

ately after the stretching may, of course, possibly be

explained by assuming the two events as a mere coin-

cidence. If so, it was a very happy one for the patient.

To attempt a satisfactory, rational explanation is per-

haps a difficult or impossible task. Whether due to

physical changes in the peripheral part of the nerve

fibres, such as elongation, for instance, diminishing

their conductivity, or local compression in the region

of the pelvic exit, or to both, or to other changes ; or

whether due to changes in the more centripc^tal part

of the nerve, or in the cord itself, such as alteration of

the ordinary anatomical relationship of nerve fibres

and nerve cells, or of nerve cells and their processes,

impairing their power of conductivity and transference

of nerve impulse, is obviously inn)ossible to decide.

But if it is accepted that the pains are due to the pres-

ence of irritating toxins, producing an inflammatory or

degenerative process in the nerve elements, then it

would seem plausible to ascribe the cessation of pain

to lessened conductivity of the sensor}' neuron, result-

ing from probable alteration, presumably temporary,

in its structure, since it is evident that putting the

nerA'e in a state of tension could not in any way influ-

ence the primary cause of the pains, but would affect

the structure of the tissues in a mechanical way.

A fact worth noting in connection with tabes, and

to which Dr. .TiiineH .1. I'utiiuiii huH called att«-ritioii,

is the extreme flexibility of the hi|>-j(»int ut an «?arly

stage of the disease. In tluH cane, allliougli in a com-
paratively early stage of development (conc-lu>»ive

tabeti(; symptoms having been prenent only a few

months), the degree «)f flexion obtained wan amazing,

and greatly surprised the patient. Having flexed the

thigh close to the alidomeii, I succeeded in bringing

the patient's leg and foot on a level with his fa«-e, which
position was maintained during two and three minut<'s,

respectively, as stat<-d above. In doing this, great

can; was taken not to us(! undue force, or any sudden
pressure. I mention this because in text-lKxtks,

where this treatment has been spoken of, the stretch-

ing has been described as being accomplished hy a

sudden extension of the leg upon the thigh, after

flexion of tin; latter. Such a sudden maneuvre would
be dangerous in a tabetic patient, whose bones are apt

to be fragile and liable to fracture. Also, the danger

of subluxation at the hij)-joint during such extreme
flexion should be born*; in mind ami guarded against.

I have recorded this case at some length, because of

the successful results obtained, because of the complete

absence of any medication for ])ain, and, also, because

of the opportunity for continued observation for a con-

siderable period after treatment afforded by it.

Perhajjs it is unnecessary to state that it is not my
intention to challenge the usefulness of the many very

effective analgesic remedies in toto ; I merely wish to

present the facts in this case for what they may be

worth in connection with the treatment of pain due to

tabes and kindred affections.

A PISTOL WOUND OF THE ABDOMEN.
BY C. A. AXWOOD, M.D., TAUNTOJ.', MASS.

J. McM., age twenty-eight years, single, occupa-

tion, painter, was suddenly awakened from sleep at 1.45

A. M., Tuesday, November 21, hSDD, by the presence

of his brother-in-law, who had obtained entrance to the

house by means of ladder and window. The brother-

in-law immediately discharged a revolver, the shot tak-

ing effect in Meal's abdomen. He was removed to

Morton Hospital between 3 and 4 a. m.

Physiccd examination.—Pulse very weak, 150 ; skin

ashy ; cold perspiration. Left side of alxlomen in

nuimmary line below costal cartilages showed a powder
burned area about two inches in diameter surrounding

an opening, size of jjistol ball. Diagnosis : Pistol

wound in abdomen. 1 saw the patient about 4 a. m..

and advised an immediate laparotomy. The patient

was etherized and an incision made in the median line

between ensiform cartilage and umbilicus. The stomach
was pulled into the wound, near greater ciu'vature at

pyloric end on the anterior surface ; a perforation was
found and closed by suture. Incision carried half-way

between umbilicus and i)ubes. The small intestines

were found perforated seven times, and the holes closed

by Czerny-Lend)ert sutures. The intestines were
thoroughly looked over on a hot sterile towel and no

more perforations found. An opening was then made
in the peritoneum between the transverse colon and
greater curvature of the stomach ; a perforation on
posterior wall of stomach found and sutured. There
was some hemorrhage and moderate amount of blood

in abdominal cavity from injured mesenteric vessels ;

these were secured. The abdominal cavitv was flushed
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with boiU'd \vaU*r and filled with salt solution. The

wound cIosimI tiiilit ; antisej)tic «.aiuze dressing ai)i)lii'd.

Patient died at 10 r. m., after all means to rall\ him

from the shock had been tried and failed.

Aiifopsi/ 1)1/ medical examiner. — Death from shock.

All perforations closed. The pistol hall had perforated

the iliacus muscle and was found restinjf against the

ilium.

ItJepoctief of M>ticuti€0,

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

V. G. UALCU, M.D., SECKETAKV.

Kegulak meeting, Wednesday, November 1, IS'.)',),

Dr. J. W. Eli.iot in the chair.

Uk. J. C. Wakukn demonstrated on the cadaver

ALLIS'S MKTIIOI) OK UKDICIXG A DISLOCATION OF

TIIK HIP.

He explained also AUis's theory of the produc-

tion of dislocations of the hip-joint. According to

this author, the head of the femur is forced out of

the acetabulum on to the dorsum by flexion, adduction,

and rotation inwards and not by thrust, as was assumed

bv Biuelow. Forcible extreme abduction produces

dislocation forwards.

Allis's rule for reducing dislocations on to dorsum,

or, as hecalls them, '* outward dislocations," is :
" Flex ;

turn leg out ; lift ; turn leg in ; extend." Dr. War-

ren stated that he had tried this method on one occa-

sion with satisfactory results. The rule for reduction

of the thyroid dislocation, or dislocation forwards, is

to flex and abduct the femur in order to bring the

head into the position it occupied when it first left

the socket. Traction outwards in the long axis of

the femur brings the head over the socket, when it is

pushed in by the thumbs of an assistant.

Dr. Warren also showed

A DISSECTION OF THE SIIOILDEH, EXI'LAINI\<; TIIK

ACTION OF KOCMEK's METHOD.

On turning uj) the deltoid and separating the pecto-

ralis major from its humeral attachment the head of

the Itone is seen lying under the coracobrachialis and

bicejjs tendons. Tlu; suprasi)inatus and infraspinatus

and teres minor are stretched across the glenoid

cavity. As the humerus is strongly everted the head

be<nns to roll out from the coracoid tendons and the

spinatus group of muscles is relaxed. As the elbow

is carried towards the median line the head of the

humerus became more ])rominent and pushes the folds

of the capsule before it. When finally the arm is

inverte<l, the head of the bone takes in the slack (if

the capsule and rolls beneath it into the socki't.

Dk. Cheeveu: ^ly experience with the thigh has

not been very great, but those cases that I have had

I have reduced by the liigelow method, and never

liad the experience of having the capsule or anything

intervene wliich prevented perfect reduction, in the

recent case. Not so, how(!ver, with the shoulder, be-

cause all the dislocations of the shoulder that I have

reduced have been done l)efore the introduction of

Kocher's method by one of two ways, as follows :

The patient was etherized, lai<l on the floor or bed,

the arm was pulled downwards, and with aid of the

foot in the axilla the bone was pried into place.

The other method was to lay the patient on the floor

and put the foot on the patient's shoulder, holding the

scapula down, and draw the arm directly up, and the

head was lifted up into the socket. By those methods

it has several times hai)j)ened to me to have afterwards

what Dr. Warren has termed subluxation, that is to

say, a perfect reduction at the monuiut, but not stay-

ing, and we used to ascribe it to a fracture of the

glenoid cavity or to some laceration of tlu^ ligaments.

I <"an conceive it was pr()l)ably due to the rude method
of reduction which failed to unfold and eliminate all

the fibres of the capsule which lay between the head

of the bone and the socket. I do remember reduction

by p\dleys when ether was first coming in. I saw one
of those cases done at the Massachusetts (Jeneral IIos-

j)ital in which the femur was drawn into jdace without

ether, and I remend)er very well how anxious the sur-

geons and attendants were that the force should be

applied very gradually, and that no sudden jar should

take place in the performance for fear of breaking the

neck of the bone, which occasionally did occur in

spite of the best efforts. Subsequently I assisted Dr.

liigelow in some of his dissections, and remember
very well what a great step in advance it was when
he explained the anatomy of the hip dislocations ; and
all such dislocations that I have had to reduce I have

been able to reduce by his method except one sent to

us at the City Hospital a good many years ago, where
a strong young sailor had been taken care of by

natural bone setters, and the dislocation of the femur,

if it had ever been recognized, had never been reduced.

He was brought to the hospital after some weeks, and
repeated efforts made at reduction with ether with

manipulation, and by the aid of a triangle rigged with

pulleys, etc., but they all failed.

I have nothing more to add except one case that

perhaps may be a little in controversion of what Dr.

Allis says of the fenmr not being 2>ut out of place by

a thrust. It has been my rather rare fortune to have

one case of compound dislocation of the femur with

the bone unbroken. Those cases are very rare, and
I think somcithing less than fifteen or twenty are on

record as having been observed. In this case the

femur was driven out of the socket up on to the piibes

and emerged between the muscles and skin in front of

the thigh, and the head of the femur looked directly

u})wards and was unbroken— a compound dislocation

of the femur. It took i)lace in this way. The man
was one of those persons employed in unloading heavy
boxes of goods in the wholesale district. He was try-

ing to pull a loaded box olf the wagon by the aid of

cotton hooks and l)raced himself back, and the box
came down and struck against his knee, while the

steps of the store were against the back of the pelvis,

and the bone was driven directly out, without the possi-

bility of rotation. Of course that would be an ex-

tremely rare accident, but illustrates the fact that if

the force is applied in the right way the femur can

not only be driven o\it of the socket, but through the

soft parts.

I had a woman brought in once who had the femur
dislocated by a falling sign, and it struck directly on

the back of the trochanter in the way that used to be

thought the usual way of jjroducing dislocation, and

the bone was knocked out of jdace and down into the

thyroid foramen. That was reduced. In that case

she may have bent her body and had the motion of
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rotiitioii :unl !ilt<iii('ti()ii wliicli iisHistf«l in throwiii;^ it

out; i)iit in llic coiiipoiiiKl dislocation it .si><-ni.s as if

it must have Ix-cn tlir iinpin^jin^ of direct forct;; and

conliiniation of that is tliat, the patient dyin^ at the

end of two or three (hiys, fnrther injuries were found,

inasniiicli as tiiere were partial fra<'tnre of the honhar

verlel»ra' and hiceration of tin- aorta just wliere it

yoes over tlie ed<i(> of tlie pelvis and is ready to hifur-

cate into the iliacs.

I have read Dr. Allis's i)ook, which he was Uinil

enou^^h to send me, and it is extrenu'ly inj^enious. !

have l)(!en confused hy the nniltitude of its diagrams.

I have found it inipossil)le, not having practical cases

to use it on frecpuuitly, to carry his method tirndy in

niv mind. I think that this demonstration would
enable nu' to do it better. I think the part assi<rned

to the sciatic nerve is very interesting, but of course

I should like to see it verified by an absolute case,

and I do not understand that Dr. vVllis has had an

absolute case that proves tliat it has occurred.

Du. Li'Ni) : I would like to say with reference to

Allis's theories of production of these dislocations by

twist rather than by thrust, that in the experiments he

made on the (cadaver he was unable to produce the dis-

location by direct thrust excejjt wliere the injury was
so severe as to fracture the pelvis or break the liga-

ments. I do not think he would deny that dislocation

could be produced in such a case as Dr. Cheever has

described, in which I believe there was concomitant

fracture of the pelvis.

I)U. ClIEEVEK : No.
Du. Lund : Allis found that the only way he

could produce a dorsal dislocation on the cadaver was
by firm twisting, flexion of the leg and twisting it in-

ward, carrying the knee inward and the foot outward,

the opposite of the nianeuvre which he proposes for

reduction ; this carries the head of the femur firmly

against the posterior part of the capsule and bursts it.

1 have done this in one instance on the cadaver.

In regard to the inward dislocation, Allis has sliown

that that inward dislocation can be produced by direct

leverage ; that is, if the leg is taken and carried out

from the body until the heel almost touches the ear,

the great trochanter comes against the brim of the

pelvis, and using the acetabulum as a bony lever the

head of the bone is pried out. This Dr. Warren and
myself have also verified on the cadaver.

Dr. Harrington : We do not get dislocations of

the hip very often. I have had two, both in muscu-
lar subjects, both forward dislocations, very easily re-

duced by the Bigelow method. Does Dr. Allis claim

that his method will be more uniformly successful

than the Bigelow^ method? 1 would like to ask Dr.
Warren how he would determine in what portion of

the capsule the tear was when it was torn off' as a cap.

Du. Wahkkx : I should think that would depend on
theditlicultiesyouhad in reduction ; ifyou j)ried the head
of the bone from the dorsum towards the acetabulum
and it would not stay, then you would have to work
on that theory. I do not advocate this method of

Allis as superior to Dr. Bigelow's. At the same time

it W'as a very interesting study of the subject, and
Allis has shown great ingenuity and mechanical
knowledge in working out this problem, and I thought
possibly if the surgeons were familiar with that they
might have an opportunity to try it on a case, and
then they could judge whether it was bettor or not.

1 should think it was well worth a trial.

Dl{. V . \\. LiNi) read a pajter on

A I An I. ol I'KltlOUATINO (iASTICK I I,< KU ; ol'KIH-

TION ; UKCOVKKY.'

I)|{. H. I'". 1 1 1; w i: s : I remember one case of yai*-

tric ulcer operated upon for perforation which illii»-

trated a point in the diagnosis of the position of the

idcer of consideiable interest, and I should think im-
portance, to surg(!ons in considering the rpiestioii of

operation for n-moval of the ulcer. When, l»v a

chang(! of the pr)sition of the \hm\s. the ulcer is

brought ai)ove the level of th(; gastric contents, the

pain, whi(;h is a prominent symptom, vanishes. A
I)ati<!nt, for instance;, who has pain when lying «lowii

and not when standing up probably has an ulcer on
the lesser curvature or in the region of tlie cardia.

One in whom pain disajipears on the right side and
comes back on the left probably lias ulcer in the re-

gion of the cardia, etc. This case had a very con-
stant history of relief of pain when she stood up, and
when she lay on the right side ; at other times the pain
was j)retty constant. The ulcer was in an unusual
l)Osition, but one borne out by the symptoms ; it wa.s

in the fundus of the stomach, jwsterior wall, very
close to the cardia, a most unusual j)lace for an ulcer,

but it bore out this ])oint in the diagnosis verv jjcr-

fectly. I have not been able to test tliis point in diag-

nosis in other cases in which I have made notes, be-
cause the cases have not come to operation or autopsy.

Dr. Munro : I think the incision low down is im-
portant. I recall one case which came to operation
on the third day, in which the ulcer could not be
closed nor even stitched to the al)dominal wall. It

was walled off with gauze and tubes, etc. The pa-
tient lived three or four days comfortably, and then
suddenly developed sepsis and died in twenty-four
hours. Autopsy showed that the pelvis had not been
thoroughly washed out at time of operation. Second-
ary sepsis developed from that focus, everything else

in the abdomen and about the ulcer being sweet and
clean. I feel sure if I had made Dr. Lund's second
incision and thoroughly washed out the pelvis, she
would have gotten well.

Dr. Elliot : I have had the good fortune to have
the closed ulcer heal in all my cases. The patients
liave died from something else usually, confirming
Dr. Lund's point that if you simply had the problem
of sewing up the hole in the stomach or intestine, and
nothing else to deal with, it probably would be a

pretty successful thing, but infection and variou>
other causes have come in to make my cases fatal.

My first case was a case of recurring hemorrhage
of the stomach lasting for weeks and months, and
finally I operated in profound anemia ; that patient
died from anemia, without any leak of stomach con-
tents, although part of the stomach was resected.

In another case of perforation of the duodenum
the incision was made from the enslform cartilage to

the symphysis pubis and the ulcer was stitched with a

great deal of diiliculty behind the duodenum. In that

case we sewed up the abdominal wound very rapiilly.

as the patient was in a collai)se, and the jjatient died
of hemorrhage from one of the vessels in this long
incision, the house officer not recognizing the trouble
in time to secure the vessel. The ulcer Avas found to

be perfectly closed.

Another case of ulcer of the duoiknum was. rather

' See page -25 of the JouruaL
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interestins from its symptoms. It occurred in a neu-

rastliciiic man whom no one would believe when he

claimed to have pain. On the fifth day I was called

to see him and operated. In this case the interesting

symptom was present of entire absence of liver dul-

ness, the jjas having pumped itself out of the duo-

denum. The ulcer luul formed a valve-like joint, so

that the j^as had leaki-d throu^di, l)ut no feces, as far as

I could see. Tlie ulcer was stitched, but the man
died on the third or fourth day. At the autopsy it

was found that althoujih tlie nicer had united well,

there was a fine line of infection leading down beside

the si)ine into the pelvis ; the infection had undoubt-

edly tak«'n i>lace before the operation and drainage of

the pelvis niiiiht have saved the i)atieiit. I usually

drain the pelvis in such cases, but this case seemed to

be without infection.

I am rather inclined to think tliat Or. Jjund's statis-

tics and all the statistics on this subject are too favor-

able, since men report favorable cases more often than

unfavorable. Still I think it is very encouraging to

note the improvement shown year by year, and his

ease is certainly a ver}' brilliant one.

I)n. Ll'ND : In regard to the diagnosis in tliese

cases. In this case I stated that we made a diagnosis

of probable perforation, but it was only a j)robable

diagnosis. I was certain of general peritonitis, and

was in doul)t whether to incise over th(; appendix or

epigastrium and was guided to the epigastrium by the

greater tenderness there. Whether the perforation

is to the right or to the left. Tinker has found in ex-

amining 21."5 cases that the tenderness is in the epigas-

trium and left hypochondrium. That was the case in

this man although the perforation was to the right.

As to perforations on the posterior wall, these take

place into the lesser peritoneal cavity necessarily, and

it is therefore necessary to wash out the lesser pei-i-

toneal cavity. Several cases have been reported

where that has been successfully done. In this case I

could see through the lesser omentum that every-

thing was clean, and there was no reason why any-

thing should have got in there.

In regard to the cases where the patient has after-

wards died of hemorrhage or perforation of another

ulcer, it is important, where you have time, to look

over the ston)ach and see whether there are otlier

ulcca-s present, because not a few cases of this sort

luive been rei)orted. In a good many cases it is inad-

visable to do any more than to attend to tin; one you

know to be tin; cause of perforation.

I think it is imj)ortant to treat a man after you op-

erate on iiiin as you treat for gastric ulcer, and keep

him on liipiid diet a long time. It is somewhat re-

markabji' that this man has had no dyspeptic symp-
toms since he left, and the completeness of the cure

in his case may be partially <lue to his careful diet dur-

ing his long stay in the hospital.

I'ATIIOI.O'iK'AI- Sl'KCIMEX.

|)i;. W'vKHKN showed an ovarian tumor removed
from a girl of sixteen. The tumor had been grow-

ing about six months. Sli<; had had no catamenia.

At first it was thouglit to be a case of imperforate

hymen, but examination under ether sliowed that that

was not the case, but there was no cervix at all, no os

ajtparently ex<'ept a little dimple liigli above the pubes

on the left-hand side. After the tumor was removed
there was found to be an undeveloped uterus.
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THE CASE METHOD OF TEACHING MEDICINE.

AVe commend to the attention of those of our read-

ers who are interested in medical education the com-

munication by W, B. Cannon, printed in another part

of this issue. It presents, to our mind, a perfectly

feasible method of adding to the efficiency of clinical

teaching, to the benefit not only of the student but also

of the iustructor. Mr. Cannon's paper is clearly the

result of a very careful consideration of the merits and

deficiencies of existing methods from the standpoint of

a man who has himself had considerable experience in

teaching as well as in being taught. We find little in

the paper from which to dissent, and much which

appeals to us as a distinct advance. Unlike many
|)roposed reforms, it is not iconoclastic, but rather

supplementary to what we already have, and what

experience has shown to be on the whole serviceable.

Recitations and even the much-abused didactic lecture

are given a place, and the existing clinical lecture

retains its position in the curriculum undisturbed.

VVhat Mr. Cannon would add to all this is a nearer

personal contact with cases than is at present possible

to the medical student under ordinary conditions.

Since patients are unavailable for large classes in suffi-

cient immber, he thinks the same end may be at least

partially attained by the study of cases as they have

actually occurred and as they are transcribed in hos-

pital or private record books. Let all the students of

a class study the histories of actual cases and report

upon them at stated conferences, using for purposes of

study the various text-books at their command, and

they will, in his opinion, come nearer to the practical

problems of medicine than by the use of text-books

witliout cases, or by the recitation method alone. The
theory is, that a man who is capable of studying

medi<;ine at all is capable of facing 'the intricacies of

clinical diagnosis at first hand, and not i)rimarily

through tlie medium of his instructor. He must be

taught to be independent at the outset of his practical

work, and this, it is urged, may be attained, in a meas-

ure at least, by the personal study of actual cases.
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Cannon finds a strong argument for his idea in t!ic

success of 11 precisely siujilur system, now i)eiMg used

ill coniiectioii witli the stiKly of hivv. This "case

inelhod " as it luis hetui nunie<i, iius led to the high

position vvhi' h the Harvard Law School holds in the

teaching of law, and we quite agree wiih Cannon that

there seems no reason why it should not apply with

ecpiitl force to the study of clinical niedieiiu!. We
at least feel sure that a careful reading of his paper

will convince the most conservative of the reason-

ableness of his contention, which, as we understand

it, is essentially that a student of medicine, like a stu-

dent of any other branch of knowledge, needs abov(!

all things to be trained how to use his own mind,

rather than to be overburdened merely with the

results of others' learning. The case method as dis-

cussed in this paper seems to us to offer a possible

solution of this problem, which with the growth of

special knowledge is certainly assuming each year

greater and greater significance.

SIR JAMES PAGET.

TiiR death of Sir James Paget recalls a period of

English surgery when it occupied a position as high, if

not higher, than that of surgery in any other country.

Sir James's career began early in the century and he

was already in his prime when Virchow was still a

young man and enunciating his new ideas of cellu-

lar pathology, and Lister was practising surgery in

Glasgow and still unknown to fame.

Paget's reputation both as a surgeon and a scientific

man was based upon his lectures on " Surgical Patho-

logy." This book, the first edition of which appeared

in 1853, opened to the Anglo Saxon student a treasure

house of surgical knowledge which gave inspiration to

many a young surgeon to look beyond the mere

mechanical side of his profession, and not to be satis-

fied with the crude description of disease which passed

current in the text-books of the day. The technique of

the microscopy of that time was still very crude and

the knowledge which it yielded was known to but

few. What Hyrtl afterwards called the kid glove

work of the laboratory was then unknown, and to the

student of to-day, accustomed as he is to instruments

of precision like the modern microtome, to the intri-

cacies of aniline stains and other refinements of the

modern laboratory, Paget's workshop would have

seemed a poor and humble source to have produced

such far-reaching influences. Those, however, whose

privilege it has been to know the man would not be

surprised at the results he was able to obtain. An
acute observer and a painstaking student, he possessed

in an unusual degree the ability to express his

thoughts in easy and elegant language, and it was

at his lectures at St. Bartholomew's Hospital that the

results of his investigations in pat hi logy first took

shape. He was as ready with his pen as with his

tongue, and his colleagues to this day bear testimony

to the facility with whieli, while Murrounded by hi*

family, he could quietly writ«! out ehaplepH which'have
sinci! given hini fame.

Those who have been brought up under the influence
of the modern German school should not forget the
scientific work of the Kiiglish-speaking teucherH of
that time. They should realize that some of the im-
petus which is now being felt on the scientific hide of
medicine came from England, anrl that llie work of
Paget was presently followed by that of Lister.

Paget has also left his mark as clinician in his clini-

cal lectures and essays. Although they were written

befoi-e the antisefitic era had been firmly established

they are re|)lete with valuable information. Many of
his expressions, such as the "nervous mimicry of dis-

ease," the "stammering of the bladder," " quiet necro-
sis," and other well-known phrases, are destined to

hold their place in literature. His le« ture on the
" Calamities of Surgery " is one which every beginner
should not fail to read. The name of Paget has not
been as familiar to the student of the last decade of

the century as it was before. The distinguished au-
thor had outlived most of his generation, and of late

years had so far yielded to the pressure of the hand of
time as to be unable to contribute to current literature

or to continue to occupy a conspicuous position amonf'
his professional brethren. The International Medical
Congress in London held in 1881 was probably one
of his last public appearances before the medical
world. For many years he had lived in the retirement
which his brilliant work as a surgeon and a teacher
had entitled him to enjoy.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Thic Plague Situation. — Bubonic plague is re-

ported from the city and neighborhood of Sao Paulo,
Brazil. In Honolulu, after a respite of thirteen days,
several new cases have appeared, with three deaths.

There is a tendency to evade the law with i-egard to

death certificates and the authorities are thereby given
considerable annoyance. One difficulty has been that

the bodies of plague victims have in every case been
cremated, which, through superstition, has led natives

and Chinese to conceal their sick. Colonel Greenleaf
cables from Manila that bubonic plague has ap-

peared in and about Manila, in the Philippines. It

is said that the disease carries off its victims within

forty-eight hours from its attack, and in the country
towns medical aid or supplies are not to be had readily,

and then only in a limited way. Not only this, but
burial of the corpses of those who have died from
this disease is carelessly conducted, and absolutely no
precautions are taken. The United States Govern-
ment has taken prompt measures to prevent the possi-

bility of the introduction of the disease into America.
I he quarantine of the Philippines will be in « harge of

the Marine-Hospital Service and special officers to

manage the work ^yill be detailed. Passed Assistant
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Surgeon J. C. Perry, of the Mariue-Hospital Service,

has been appointed to have charge temporarily of the

quarantine service at Manila. He lias been at Hong
Kong for six montlis, is familiar with other Asiatic

ports and is regarded as an experienced and capable

officer.

Yellow Fkykk in Cuba.— The yellow-fever sta-

tistics (or 1809 from Havana show that yellow fever is

still to be reckoned with in Cuba. The report for Decem-

ber shows : New cases 70, deaths 22. recovered 30,

under treatment 25. Of the patients, 23 were Ameri-

cans and 50 Spaniards. Six of the former died and

10 of the latter. Experts hold that the difference in

the ratio of deaths was due to the use of alcohol.

Comparison of the whole year with the ten preceding

years is favorable, but the last three months of 1899

were unfavorable. The December record of deaths

from 1890 to 1899 is 11, 17, 32, 10, 24, 19, 225, 17,

13, 22. The yearly totals for the same period are

327, 363, 3G2, 512. 418, 560, 1,540, 1,056, 162, 103.

It is of interest that the records show that, in spite of

favorable weather since September Ist, the situation

has been worse than during the corresponding period

of the Spanish occupati )n. The explanation offered

is the great influx of Spanish immiiirants who were

not acclimated and who were huddled in the lower

quarters of the city. They were b idly nourished and

were unable to resist the disease. One prominent fact

is the failure of house disinfection to kill the germs of

the disease. Every house in the city has been disin-

fected several times. Those familiar with the condi-

tions are not surprised at these facts. The introduc-

tion of proper methods of sanitation will no doubt

gradually overcome the disease.

Competition korthe American Medical Asso-

ciation Medal. — At the meeting of the American

Medical Association held June 4, 1897, it was re-

solved to restore the former policy of the Association

in favor of offering annually a gold medal for merito-

rious scientific work. The committee for this year con-

sists of Drs. George M. Gould, of Philadelphia ; E.

Fletcher Ingals, of Chicago, and T. W. Huntington,

of Sacramento, Cal. The competing essays shall be

typewritten or printed and shall bear no mark reveal-

ing their authorship ; but instead of the name of the

author, there shall appear on each essay a motto, and

accompanying each essay shall be a sealed envelope

containing the name of the author and bearing on its

outer surface the motto of identification. The com-

mittee shall have authority to reject and return all

essays in case none have been found worthy of the

Association medal. Competing essays must be in the

hands of the committee not later than March 1, 1900.

For further information address any member thereof.

Die. ScuENCK and the Univkrsity of Vienna.
— It is reportcjd that Dr. Schenck, who has of late

come into j>articular prominence because of his theories

regarding the determination of sex, has been removed

from his position at the University, because of his radi-

cal views. He has had charge of the Institute for

Embryology for the past twenty-six years.

William A. Hammond, M.D. — Dr. William A.,

Hammond, former Surgeon-General of the U. S. Army,
died in Wasliington, January 5th. He had conducted

a sanitarium in Washington for some years immedi-

ately preceding his death.

Professor Rontgen Accepts Call to Munich.
— Professor Rontgen, after considerable hesitation,

has accepted a call to the University of Munich.

Hospitals for Tuberculosis in Spain. —It is

said that two hospitals for the treatment of tubercu-

losis are about to be established in Spain.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For
the week ending at noon, January 10, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

79, scarlatina 37, measles 73, typhoid fever 6.

Systematic Study of Cancer.— The fund of

$100,000, less $8,000 legacy duty, left by Mrs. Caro-

line Brewer Croft has been turned over in part to

Harvard University to be used for the purpose an-

nounced in the will. The money will be under the

immediate jurisdiction of the Department of Surgery

of the Harvard Medical School, which already has

a small fund for purposes of research. Steps have

l)een taken to begin the study for which the money
was left. The principal appointee thus far is Dr. E.

H. Nichols, who will sail for Europe early iu Febru-

ary, to be gone two months, for the purpose of inves-

tigating the work heretofore done and at present

being carried out in English and Continental labora-

tories. On his return the work will be vigorously

prosecuted in those directions which promise hope of

results.

An Exorbitant Verdict Set Aside.— A ver-

dict of $30,000 for a plaintiff in an accident suit

against a railroad rendered some time ago has recently

been set aside by Judge Bishop, of the Superior Court,

and a new trial ordered unless a compromise can be

reached. Excessive verdicts seem, on the whole, to be

increasing in number ; it is altogether to be commended
that the judges at times take occasion to assert their

authority in over-ruling unjust jury verdicts in these

cases.

Increase in Cremations. — The sixth annual

meeting of the Massachusetts Cremation Society has

recently been held. The report showed that the in-

crease in the number of cremations from year to year

has been very pronounced. There were 230 in 1899

as compared with 167 the year before. The total

numl)er of cremations since the crematory was opened

is 869, Officers were elected as follows : Clerk, John

llomans, 2d; Treasurer, John Ritchie; Directors,

James R. Chadwick, John 0. Marble, Augustus Hem-
en way, Babson S. Ladd, Robert H. Richards, John
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Ritchie, .luliii Iloiimiis, 2(1, John A. IIi<^<riiiKoii uiid

Richard VV. Halo.

No ri.ACiUK IN HosroN IIakhok. — The .steamer

FitzChtrcnce, from Antwerp, was last week (It tained

hy the (|naraiitiiio authorities for several days because of

a suspicious case, whi(!li it was tliouiiht iniiihthe plai,Mi(!.

Furtlutr investi<;ation has shown that (his is n(jt tin-

fact and the vessel with her car;^o has l)e(tn (lischarjfed

from (piarantin(!. The patient, who was a stowaway,

will he returned to Antwerp, as the law demands.

Two Ckntenauians.— Mrs. Cynthia C'onant, n;-

ported to be one huiulred and one years old, died last

week in Springfield, Mass. Lucy Boston, of Webster,

Mass., said to have been one hiuidred and five years

old, and the last survivor of the Nikmaunk tribe of

Indians, was burned todeath in her house, January Oth,

the lire probably being the work of incendiaries.

The Will of R. B. Brigiiam.— The late Robert

Brock Brigham, after bequeathing small sums to vari-

ous charities, leaves the greater part of his estate to

found a hospital in Boston for chronic disease, to be

known as the Robert B. Brigham Hospital for Incura-

bles. The estate is a large one.

Bkquksts to Hospitals.— The late Daniel Sharp

Ford has left by will the following be(juests to hospi-

tals : Boston City Hospital, $6,000; Massachusetts

General Hospital, $7,000 ; Children's Hospital, Bos-

ton, $5,000.

Lkctures on the Evolution of Sex.— Prof.

Patrick Geddes, of Edinburgh, is giving a course of

lectures on the evolution of sex under the auspices

of the Twentieth Century Club.

A Hospital for Jamaica Plain.— Mrs. Abby
L. A. Faulker has bequeathed her entire estate to be

used ultimately for the establishment of a hospital in

Jamaica Plain.

new YORK.

Tenejient Houses: State Commission in Lu-

nacy.— In his second annual message to the Legisla-

ture, Governor Roosevelt urges that special attention

be given to the need of retorm in the laws governing

tenement houses. The Tenement-House Commission

of 1894, he says, declared that, in its opinion, the tene-

ment-house laws needed to be revised every five years,

and he believes that the improvements in building

materials and consi ruction of tenements and the ad-

vance in sanitary legislati'Ui all demand further modi-

fication of existing laws. To this end he suggests the

appointment of a commission to present a revised code

of tenement-house laws. He expresses his hearty

sympathy with the objects sought in the drug clerks'

bill presented last year, which owing to certain defects

he was unable to sign, and trusts that a satisfactory

bill may be found during the present session. In

speaking of the work of the State Commission in

Lunacy, he states that progressive improvement shows

that the State care svstem was wiselv founded and

mu8t remain th« permanent policy of the Statn. Not
only has the can; of the InHune Ixseri b«;tt<rn'fl, but th«
cost liaH be(rn lesMMied. The accommodations have
beciii increaH(!d and improved, and tin- annual incre-

ment of permanent eases, tin; nltimat«! cost of the Slat<!

of each of which is computed at §.0,OOO, hfw \}ca:u

diminished. While the reduction of cost of mainten-
anc(' the jiast ytiar from the per capita of SlX.'».20 in

1898 to $178.42, in the face of a general advance in

prices, and contrasted with $210 before the State Care
Act, is .satisfactory, it is of far more importance that

the annual increase of patients in hospitals is steadily

decreasing. In 1897 it was 73.3, in 1898, 634, and in

1899, 529. These figures allow but one conclusion

better care of the insane; and that conclusion is sur>-

ported by the fact that 1,009 patients have been di.s-

charged fully recovered, while 921 others have been
sufficiently improved to allow their return to their

homes.

Academy of Medicine Free from Dep.t.— At a

meeting of the New York Academy of Medicine held
January 4th, Dr. Reginald H. Sayre, the Treasurer of

the Board of Trustees, reported that the remaining in-

debtedness of the Academy, amounting to $2,000, for

the erection of its present commodious building, had
been paid, and that it would start in on the new vear
entirely free from debt. The building cost aijout

$240,000, but with the increased valuation of the land
since its purchase the property is worth very much
more than that at the present time.

Death from Carbolic Acid. — A fatal accident
of unusual character occurred at the City Hospital on
Blackwell's Island on January oth. A patient who
was in a very unclean condition was being given a
bath, and the male nurse who • had charore of him
poured over his head and body about eight ounces of

a strong solution of carbolic acid, which he supposed
to be tincture of larkspur. The poor man suffered

intense agony and in spite of prompt treatment died
within an hour from the result of the burns caused by
the acid.

The Babies' Hospital. — The eleventh annual
meeting of the managers of the Babies' Hospital, con-

nected with the Post-Graduate Medical School, was
held on January 4th. The institution has for some
time been located in the fine building on Lexington
Avenue, erected for a private hospital by Dr. T. Gail-
lard Thomas, and during the past year 394 patients

were treated. Thirty-five beds are at present in use,

and 24 nurses have been graduated from the traiuin<»

school connected with the hospital.

Officers of New York Neurological Society.
— At the annual meeting of the New York Neuroloiri-

cal Society held January 2, 1900. the following ofiiters

were elected for the coming year: President. Frederick
Peterson, M.D. ; 1st Vice President, Joseph Collins,

y . D. ; 2d Vice-President, L. Stieglitz, M.D. : Record-
ing Secretary, Pearce Bailey. 31. D. ; Correspondincr

Secretary, Lewis A. Conner, M.D. ; Treasurer, Graeme
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M. Ilaintuond. M.D. ; Councillors, C. L Daiui, M.D.,

M. A. Starr, M.D., B. Sachs, M.D., E. D. Fisher, M.

U., J. Arthur Booth, M.D.

SOCIKTY FOR THE Rl.MKF OF WiDOWS ANU

Orphans of Medical Mkn. — This Society, institu-

ted in 1842, has recently issued its Hfty-eighth annual

statement. Durinjf the time of its existence it has as-

sisted a lar<;e number of widows and orphans. In the

last year it has aided eighteen widows and six children

of deceased members. The members of the Society

now number one hundred and thirty-seven.

A Nkw Storace Reservoir. — A proposition for

the construction of a new storage reservoir in West-

chester County, in connection with the Croton system,

of the capacity of 9,000,000,000 gallons, which was

made same time ago by Commissioner Dalton, of the

Department of Water Supply, has now been adopted

by the B >ard of Public Improvement'!.

Bequests by E. F. Holden, M.D. — P>astus F.

Hohlen. who died recently at Syracuse, N. Y., be-

queathed S2.5,000 to Syracuse University and $5,000

to the Syracuse Women and Cliildren's Hospital.

Centenarian.— Mrs. vSarah Allen, who is a native

of Ireland, celebrated her one hundredth birthday on

January 1st, at Union Hill, near Hobokeu.

ARMY NOTES.

United States Representatives to Interna-

tional Medical Congress. — The President has

designated the following officials to represent the

United States Government at the International Medi-

cal Congress, which meets in Paris on August 2d,

next, and at the Congress of Hygiene and Demo-
graphy, which assembles at the same place on August

10th : For the army, Surgeon-General Sternberg and

Major LaGarde ; for the navy, Surgeon-General Van
Reypen ; for the Marine-Hospital vService, Surgeon-

General Wyman and Passed Assistant Surgeon Rose-

nau. Major LaGarde has been invited to read a paper

on gunshot wounds, the discussion to be opened by the

Surgeon-General of the Austro-Hungarian Army.

Medical Assistance to the Island of Guam.
— Flattering reports have reached this country con-

cerning the eflicient services rendered on the Ishuid of

Guam by Surgeons Leech, Stoup and Grunwell, U.

S. Navy. On occuiiation by United States forces this

island was found to be entirely without medical assist

ance, the Spani:>h physicians having all taken their

departure. In addition to the performance of tlicir

duties on board the naval vessels at the Guam station

the gentlemen above named have been indefatigable

in their work of caring for the sick, establishing hospi-

tals and endeavoring to disseminate a knowledge of

elementary hygiene among tlie people at large; their

work being lireally appreciated by the natives.

Association of Spanish War Veterans.—
Major Victor C. Vaughan, U. S. V., has been recently

appointed Surgeon-General of the Association of Span-

ish War Veterans. Major Vaughan is well-known to

the profession as professor of hygiene at the Univer-

sity of Michigan, to which position he returned some

months ago Major Vaughan was commissioned as

surgeon of the 33d Michigan Volunteers and accom-

panied that regiment to Cuba, being present during

the operations against Santiago. He was subsequently

matie a. chief surgeon of division, and for many months

was a member of tlie board appointed to investigate the

typhoid epidemics in the army camp.

A Bed Field Hospital for South Afrtca. —
It is understood that the organization and equi[>ment

of a three-hundred-bed field hospital, for service with

the British forces in South Africa, is being projected

by the same organization of American women in Eng-

luid by which the hospital ship Maine was fitted out.

As it is contemplated that this hospital shall be com-

plete in its organization, personnel and equipment,

even to possessing its own transportation and com-

missariat, it is evident that the problem presented is

much more difficult of solution than the organization

of a hosjjital ship.

Small-Pox Camp, Angel Island. — The small-

pox camp established on Angel Island, in San Fran-

cisco Bay, wiiich has been maintained during the past

two months on account of an outbreak of this disease

in a negro volunteer regiment, has been recently

broken up, twenty-three patients being returned to

duty.

Sailing of the " Missouri." — The hospital ship

Missouri has recently sailed from Manila for San
Francisco with 286 sick and wounded on board.

ffl^i^ceUanp,

LUTHER D. WOODBRIDGE, M.D.

At a meeting of the Berkshire District Section of

the Massachusetts Medical Society, held in Pittsfield,

December 28, 1898, it was unanimously ordered that

the following notice as a memorial of Dr. Luther
Dana Woodhridge be placed ujjon the records of the

Society ; that a copy be sent to the family, and that

copies be furnished to the Boston Medical and Svrgi-
cal Journal and to the North Adams and Pittsfield

papers, for publication :

Dr. Luther D. Woodbridge, of Williamstown, died sud-

denly from heart disease on November 3, 1899. In his

death the Berkshire District Rli-dical Society has suffered

a severe loss, for he was one of the most esteemed and gifted

of our nicinhcis.

Dr. Woodln-idge was born at Perth Amboy, N. J., De-
cember 27, 1850; was graduated at Williams College in

1872, and tlie College of Pliysicians and Surgeons, New
York, in 187 7. IJefore entering upon his medical studies

he was a tutor at Roberts Colh gc, Constantinople, and af-

terwards instructor in gymnastics at Williams College.

After receiving his medical degree, he served as interne at

Roosevelt Ilus|iital and as Clinical Assistant at Chambers
Street Hospital, New Yoik, after which he spent a year in

the hospitals of Vienna and London. In 1881 he began
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i>iacti('« in Now York and re<'eiv<'il nn iip|if)intmcnt. iih hh-

Kislant Hmj^con lo tlic IManliallaii K)c and Kar ll(iH|iilal.

Ill IKHl III! was (diosi'ii [iiol'i'.sMoi- of aiialoiiiy, pliysiolo^y

and livyitMin at Williainn Collf^f, wlii(!li jiDfiiioii In- has

ever siiico (illiid with inark(M| ability and MucctiHs, at tin-

Ham*! tiino piiiclisiiii; iiu-di* iiit; in VViiiianiNtowii. \\{' hv.-

caimi a iiitMiilxT ol tliu Massacliii.sctls Medical Society in

IHMH, was |>r(!sidcnt of the IJcrkshiie District Meilical So-

cii'tv in IH!);}, and of the Nortli IJerksliire Medical Society

in lS8lt; lur was a ineinher of the Aiiuui(;an Medical Asso-

ciation and of the American Academy of Medi(!ine, and in

1S!)4 was appointed lecturer on diseaces of the nervous

.system in the Collej^e of Piiysicians and Surgeons, IJoston.

He was a rofjular atti'ndant at the meetings of the Berk-

shire District Medical Society, and added greatly to their

interest hy his instructive addresses and his thorougli ami
scientific methods of study. Always courteous and dignified

in manner, he had yet great independence of thought anil

utterance, and his fellow nu'inbcrs coulil not fail to he im-

pressed with his ability, his sincerity and his elevated stand-

ards, both intellectual and moral. As a medical practitioner

he was deservedly successful. and he was greatly beloved and
respected, as he is now dec])ly mourned, by the whole of

the highly cultured community in which he lived. Having
begun life with missionary work, he never abandoned that

vocation, but always labored zealously and effectively for

the spiritual as well as the physical welfare of his fellow-

men.
The Fellows of this Society tender to his bereaved

family their sincere sympathy in their great affliction.

W. W. ScoKiKLD, Presiilcnt; L. C. Swift, Secretary, of

the Berkshire District Medical Society.

WAR NOTES FROM SOUTH AFRICA.

A CORRESPONDENT of the British Medical Journal

speaks of the Mauser and Lee-lMetford bullets, in ii.se

in the South African War, as follows

:

'* A wounded Boer referred to the Lee-Metford as

a 'gentlemanly bullet,' and this remark is equally

applicable to tlie Mauser. The wounds made by them

are small, clean, and little disposed to suppurate, and

the tendency to suppuration is no doubt decreased by

the excellent physical condition of the patients and the

healthiness of the district. Shock as a sign has been

conspicuous by its absence even in the most serious

cases, and gives little or no aid in the diagnosis of vis-

ceral injury. Retained bullets are comparatively un-

common, no doubt on account of the fact that most of

the men have been wounded in rapid advances. The
bullets met with have been little deformed, unless they

have struck stones before entering, and I have seen no

single instance which would suggest the use of either

flattened or so-called explosive bullets among the

wounded here. The only large exit wounds have been

one or two opposite comminuted fractures."

It is worthy of remark, as in our own recent war,

that the number of operations is relatively few.

Speaking of this, the correspondent, G. H. Makins, F.

R. C. S., says :

" Operations at the field hospitals have been very

few in number; I think, at the most, six am[)utations

have gone down to Wynberg, and there can be little

doubt that such operations will be comparatively in-

frequent in this series of cases. The cases, as a whole,

started remarkably well. There has been no serious

wound infection up to the present— a great tribute to

the care with which the dressings have been applied in

the hospitals and on the field by the hard worked otli-

cers of the R. A. M. C. In this camp, during the last

we(fk, on Heveral occaHJonH tin* officerH were up all iii)»ht,

or wfiUt to Ited at 12, to riMn at 4 A. M. The li»at dur-

ing th(! (hiy han bciju sv.v^ {jreat, lOH'* to ll.')"^ F. in

iIm) b(dl tenth in the ufternoonH of tiie hiHt^few duyH."

Correj^ponDrnce.

THK BEST DIEI' KOli IHK TROPICS — THE
ARMY RATION.

San Juan, Pukkto Rico, December 27, 1899.

Mk. Editor: — As a sujjplemcmt to the article of my
scientific fritrnd, Colonel Smart, on the •' -Army Ration," let

me add a fcjw practical observations gathered in Puerto
Uico.

Duty has taken me at one time or another since the first

days of the American invasion into almost every town from
Ysabela on the northwest coast to Humacao on the east

coast, and then up the military road to this capital. In

the district of Gtiayama and Soutliern Humacao it was part

of my business to investigate the cause of deaths among the
natives.

Everywhere I found the main causes assigned to V>e

anemia and phthisis. Everywhere I went I was struck by
this ever-prevalent anemia. The pale, yellowish, wa.xy

skin, bloodless lij)s and swollen, puffy features formed a

picture never seen by me out of tropical Puerto Rico. Yet
I soon found that these people had been' living on rice,

beans, maize, dried codfish and fruits. Meat very rarely

entered into their diet. They and their fathers before

them had lived exclusively on the diet urgeil bv the pub-
lic press as suitable for tropical climates, and the result

filled the hospitals with such ghastly cases of anemia that

no one who has once seen the picture can ever forget the
impression. On the other liand, I soon discovered that the

people who lived in the towns and could afford it ate two
hearty meals daily. These people, I believe, used more
meat than we used in American cities, and there is no
doubt in my mind but that I have u.-ed more meat and felt

more need for it since I have been here than I ever used
in the same time in the United States.- Yet I am one of

the few that have not had to go home for ill health; while

the natives that eat in the hoiel.> with me, and as freely as

I do, are perfectly liealthy individuals who showed not the

least trace of anemia.
Only a few days since a native informed me with much

gusto that one of the best things that Puerto Rico afforded
was chuleta de cerdo— pork chops— surely one of the most
unsuitable articles of diet for atropic climate, as our physic-
logical fricnils will tell us, and yet the absence of wldch, in

my opinion, made that native anemi.i to a noticeable degree.

These observations are so common in this climate, and
have been so forcibly impressed on me, that I feel mure and
more the wisdom of going very, very slowly in urging
alterations in the ration.

Very respectfully,

P. R. Egan, M.D.,
Assistant Surgeon, U. S. Army.

"TAKE NO THOUGHT."

Bai.timokk, Md, January 6, 1900.

Mr. Editor:— The following e.xtract from Morley's
''Oliver Cromwell,"' Century for December, page "277,

seems ap]dicable to your criticism of Dr. Osier's McGill
University Address :

'' In other words, Cromwell fixed his

eyes upon the need of the hour, u.sed all his energy and
devotion in meeting it and let that suliice. In men of ac-

tion there are few better marks of a superior mind."
Very truly yours,

EUGKNE F. COKDKLL, M.D.
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METEOROI.OGICAL RECORD
For the week endinj; December 3l)tb. in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United

States Signal Corps: —
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<©rigtnfll ^Urticlfjtf.

A RHODE ISLAND IMIILOSOIMIKR (KF.ISIIA
IJAlirLlO'l T).'

IIV WIIJ.IAM OSI.lCll, M.I).,

Pi-itfeasor of Medicine, Johns Hopkins Unioeraily, lidllimorc, Mtl.

UiiODK Island ciin boast of one giu-at philo.soplicr,

one to \vlios(( flii>lits in the ('iii|)\ rciiii lUMtlicr Koircr

Williiuns nor any of \\vv .sons could .soar, but the ini-

Miortal Hcrkch'V was only a transu-iit <fiu'st in this

Stati', waitiny- ([uietly and happily for tiic realization of

his I'topian s(;lu'nu's. Still he lived lon<f (;nouii,h in

Rhode island to mak(! his name part of her history;

lon<j; enouiih in America to make her the in.spiration of

liis celebrated lines on the course of empire. Elisha

Hartlett, teacher, ])hilo.sopher, author, of whom I am
about to speak, whom you may claim as the most dis-

tinguished physician of this State, has left no deep

impress on your local history or institutions. Here he

was born and educated and to this his home he returned

to die, but his busy life was spent in other fields, wlu^re

to-day his nu'mory is cherished more warmly than in the

land of his birth,

I.

Born at Smithfield in 1804, Bartlett was singularly

fortunate in his parents, who were members of the

Society of Friends, strong, earnest souls, well endowed
with graces of the head and of the heart. The gentle

life, the zeal for practical righteousness and the sim-

plicity of the faith of the followers of Fox, put a hall-

mark on the sensitive youth which the rough usage of

the world never obliterated. No account of Bartlett's

early life and s(;hool-days exists— an index that they

were happy and peaceful. We may read in his poem
called " An Allegory " certain autobiographical details,

transferring the

" Meadow and field, and forest, dale and hill

;

Orchards, ereen hedgerows, gardens, stately trees,''

from the old P^ngland which he describes to the banks
of Narragansett Bay. Paraphrasing other parts of the

poem we may say that auspicious stars shone over his

cradle with the kindliest light and promise, and amid
the genial air of a New England home, goodness, truth

and beauty were his portion. He tells of the wonder
and delight stirred in his young soul by the thousand

tales of " fairies and genii, giants, dwarfs and that re-

doubtable and valiant Jack who slew the giants." Then
as the days lengthened he came under .the spell of " The
Arabian Nights " and of " Robinson Crusoe." Looliing

back in after years he compared this hearty, wholesome
life to some bounteous spring that wells up from the

deep heart of the earth. Addison, Goldsmith and
Washington Irving filled his soul with freshness like

the dawn,

" And led by love and kindness, ran the hours
Their merry round till boyhood passed away."

In the ruder discipline and strife of school and college

he grew to manhood with (as he expressed it) " a fine

free healthfulness," and with faculties self-poised and
balanced.

At Smithfield, at Uxbridge, and at a well-known
Friends' institution in New York, Bartlett obtained a

very thorough preliminary education. Details of his

medical course are not at hand, but after studying with

> An address delivered before the Rhode Island State Medical So-
ciety, December 7, 1899.

Dr. Willurd, of Uxbridge, DfH. (ireene and HeywrnHl,
of Worcester, and Dr. l.evi Wheuton, of I'rovirlenc*-,

and atten«ling medical lecturcH at iiostoii and at l'n»vi-

dcnc<', li(! to(»k his doctor's degree at Brown I'niverHJtv
in 1H2(>, a ytrar before the untiniely end of the medic.il

departm(!nt.*

In .hnu!, 1820, Bartlett sailed lV)r Europe, and the
haters to his sisters, wliirh, with other I'mitlett papcr.H,

have been kindly sent me by lii.'s nephew, the llr>n.

.Jnrlge Bartlett, of the New York Court of Appeal,, give
a delightful account of his year as a student abroad,
lit! remained in Baris until I)ecend)er ; then, in com-
pany with his fellow-student. Dr. Southvvick, he visited

the (^hief cities of Italy, returning to I'ari.s early in

March. The month of .May, 1827, was sjient in Lon-
don, and he sailed from Liverpool .June Hth. L'nfor-

tunately the letters to his sisters contain very few
n^erences to his medical studies, but I have extracted
a few nuimoranda from them.

Writing August 24, 182(5, he says: " The celebrated
Laennec died at his country residence on the 1.3th of
the present month. The publication in 1819 of a new
method of ascertaining disea.ses of the chest forms an
era in the history of medicine. M. Laennec fell a vic-

tim to one of those diseases the investigation of which
by himself has enriched the field of science, contribut<'d

to the- alleviation of human suffering, and given his

own name a high rank among the great and the good
men of his age." He asked that this memorandum
should appear in the Providence papers.

AYriting September 4th, he speaks of attending every
day at the Jardin des Plantes to hear the lectures of
Clo(juet and Cuvier.

One of the professors at the medical school, he says,

looked more like a jolly stage driver or a good-natured,
blustering butcher than anything else. " He lectures

sometimes standing, and sometimes leaning against a
post, or straddling over a high stool, flourishing a lancet
in one hand and a snuff-box in the other, on the con-
tents of which he is continually laying the most inordi-

nate contributions. He wears during the time an old
rusty looking black cap. The familiarity of the dis-

tinguished surgeons and physicians with their students
struck me at first sight very forcibly, being in such per-
fect contrast to the proud port and haughty carriage of
some of our New England professors. I wish they
might step into the Hotel Dieu and La Charite and
take a lesson or two of Boyer and Dupuytren, barons
of the Empire, and two of the most distinguished sur-

geons in the world."

In the letter of October 10th he says, " The public
lectures opened this week, and we are continually en-
gaged from half-past six in the morning till bedtime.
Yisits are made at all the hospitiils by candle-light, and
a lecture delivered at most of them immediately after

the visit,"

He speaks of attending the lectures of Geoffroy St.

Hilaire, who, he says, " lectures very hadlv : his ges-
2 Parsons closes his Historical Tract on the /iroirn University Af'di-

C'll School with the sentPiice. " Whether this city, the second in New-
England, shall become the seat of such a school "(that is. a revivt-d de-
partment of medicine) must depend very much on the zeal, persis-
tence and ability of its physicians." :May I be permitted to remark,
Mr. Pre.sident, that the existing conditions are singularly favomble for
a small flrst-clnss school. Here are college laboratories of phrsics,
chemistry and biologv. and here is a modern hospital with one'liun-
dred and fi ty beds. \Vh.Tt is lacking? Neither zeal, persistence nor
ability on the part of the phvsicians, but a generous donation to the
University of a million of dollars with which toequip and endow labo-
ratories of anatomy, physiology, pathology and hygiene. These alone
are licking ; the preliminary scientific school is" here ; the clinical
school is at your doors ; the money should be the least difficult thing
to get in this plutocratic town. The day has come for small medical
schools in university towns with good clinical facilities.
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tures, though he is a Frenchman, are exceedingly awk-

ward, and he has a sing-song tone like that which one

often hears in a INIethodist or (Quaker preacher."

Bartlett probably acquired in Paris the three prin-

ciples which Oliver Wendell Holmes said that he had

learned: " Not to take authority when 1 can have facts ;

not to guess when I can know ; not to think a man

must take physic because he is sick."^

Strangely enough I find no reference in these Paris

letters to the man of all others who influenced Bartlett

most deeply. In Louis, even more than in Laennec,

the young American students of that day found light

and leading. The numerical method, based on a pains-

taking study of all the plu'nomena of disease in the

wards^ and in the dead-house, appealed with i)eculiar

force to their practical minds, and Louis's brilliant

observations on phthisis and on fevers constituted, as

Bartlett renuirked, a new and great era in the history

of medical science. I cannot find any definite state-

ment of Bartlett's relations with Louis in 1826-27,

at which period the latter was still working (]uietly at

La Charite. His monograph on phthisis had been

published in 1825, and had at once given him a rejju-

tation as one of the great lights of the French school.

He was at this time very busy collecting material for

his still more important work on typhoid fever, and it

is scarcely possible that Bartlett could have frequented

La Charite without meeting the grave, unobtrusive

student, who. with note-book in hand, literally lived in

the wards and in the dead-house. vSecluded from the

world, living as a voluntary assistant to Chomel in

this ([uiet haven of observation, apart from the turbid

seas of speculation which surged outside, Louis for

seven years pursued his remarkable career. Whether

or not' Bartlett came into personal contact with him at

this time cannot be decided. However this may be, sub-

sequently the great French clinician became his model

and his master, and to him he dedicated his first edi-

tion of the " Fevers," and his " Essay on the Philo-

sophy of Medical Science."

For a young man of twenty-two, these letters—
written offhand— show an unusually good literary

style, and many incidental references indicate that he

had received a general education much above the aver-

age. The strong Christian spirit which he felt all

through life is already manifest, as may be gleaned

from one or two expressions in the letters. Writing

September 4, 182(), to his sisters, he refers to the

death of a dear friend and her little sister. " There is

a cheering consolation in the reflection that ' of such

is the kingdom of heaven,' and that their spirits have

gone in perfect and sinless purity to their home of

bliss, and we may believe that they in their turn hav(!

become guardian angels to those who cherished and

protected them here

:

' They were their guardian angels here,

They guardian angels now to them."
"

In 1827, shortly after completing his twenty-third

year, Bartlett settled at Lowell, then a town of only

;^,.0OO inhabitants, but growing rapidly, owing to the

establishment of numerous mills. This was his home

for nearly twenty years, and to it, and later to AVoon-

socket, he nrturned in the intervals between his col-

lege work in different sections of the country. As Dr.

D. C. Patterson remarks, " He became at once the

universal fjivorite, and began to take a deep interest

in the physical welfare of the townsmen." In 1828

« Morse'B Life, vol. i, p. 109.

he delivered lectures before the Lowell Lyceum on
contagious diseases, and he gave frequent popular lect-

ures on sanitation and hygiene. In 1828 he was the

orator on the Fourth of .luly. In 1 88r) he delivered

a course of popular lectures on physiology.

Evidently Bartlett had the "grace of favor" in a

remarkable degree. Bishop Clark pictures him in

those days in the following words : " Some twenty-five

years ago, I used to meet a young man in the town of

Lowell, whose presence carried sunshine wherever he
went ; whose tend(!rness and skill relieved the dark-

ness of many a chamber of sickness, and whom all the

community were fast learning to love and honor. Life

lay before him, full of promise ; the delicate temper of

his soul fitting him to the most exquisite enjoyment of

all the })ure delights of nature, and his cheerful tem-

perament giving a genial and generous glow to the

refined circles of which he was one of the chiefest

ornaments."

When only thirty two, before he had l)een in Lowell
ten years, he was elected by a respectable majority as

the first mayor of the city, and he was re-elected the

following year. A letter from the Hon. Caleb Gush-
ing, dated April 20, 1841, gives us an idea of the esti-

mate which a clear-headed layman placed upon him.
" Dr. Bartlett enjoys in the city of Lowell the unquali-

fied respect of that community, and its affectionate

esteem,— respect and esteem due alike to his i")ublic

relations to that city, as formerly its pojiular and use-

ful chief magistrate, and at all times one of its most
patriotic and valued citizens ; to his unblemished in-

tegrity of character and amenity of deportment ; to his

eminence in his profession ; to the endearments of pri-

vate friendship ; and in general to his talents, accom-
plishments, manners and })riiiciples."

To two interesting episodes in his life at Lowell 1

may refer at greatei* length. The rapid growth of the

industries in Lowell had brought in from the sur-

rounding country a very large number of 3'ouug girls,

as operatives in the mills, and their physical and moral
condition had been seriously impugned by writers in

certain leading Boston papers. These charges were
investigated in a most thorough Avay by Bartlett, who
published in the Lowell VoKrier in l839, and repub-

lished in pamphlet form (1841) his well-known " Vin-

dication of the Character and Condition of the Fe-

males Employed in the Lowell Mills." This is a

very strong 2)aper, based on careful personal investiga-

tions, and really proved to be what the title indicated.

It did not, however, escape without adverse criticism,

and among the Bartlett I3a})ers there is a review of the

"Vindication" by a citizen of Lowell in 1842, which
presents the other side of a i)icture, by no means a

pleasant one, of th(; prolonged hours of the opera-

tives and their wretched life in boarding houses.

One of the most interesting incidents of his life at

this jieriod was the reception to Dickens, whose visit

to Lowell occurred during Dr. Bartlett's mayoralty.

In the " American Notes " Dickens sj)eaks of the girls

as " healthy in apj)earance, many of them remarkably

so, and had the manners and dei)ortment of young
women, not of degraded brutes of burden." Oliver

Wendell Holmes says, referring to this occasion: "I
have been told a distinguished foreign visitor (Charles

Dickens), who went through the whole length and
breadth of the land, said that of all the many welcomes
he received from statesmen renowned as orators, from

men whose profession is eloquence, not one was so
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iiiiiirt'ssivf ;iii(l t'cliciloii.s as tliiit, which was Npokrii hy

Dr. Uarth'lt., llifii mayor ol Lowell, our Itrothtr in

tlu' silent profession, which he graced with these un-

wonted ac<'oui|ilishMients."

Ill 1H|(( he was elected to the Legislature oT the

State of iMassachusctts and served two terms. Li

1H|.") he was nominated hy the (iovenior a inemi)er of

the Hoard of Lducation of the State in the place of

.lared Sparks. Ilolnies, who was familiar with Ijarllett

at this period of his (career, has left on record the fol-

lowing charmiiiii description :
" It is easy to recall his

ever-welconu' and j^racious presence. On his expanded

t'oi'idH'Jid no one could fail to trace the iiiij)ress of a

lar«je and calm intelligence. In his most open and

beamini;' smile none conld help feeling the warmth of

!i heart which was the seat of all generous and kindly

affections. When he s[)oke his tones were of singular

softness, his thoughts came in chosen words, scholar-

like, yet un})reten(liiig, often playful, always full of

lively expressions, giving the idea of one that could he

dangerously keen in his judgments, had he not kept

his fastidiousness to himself, and his charity to sheathe

the weakness of others. In familiar intercourse—
and the writer of thc^se paragra])hs was once under

the same roof with him for some months— no one

could be more companionable and winning in all his

ways. The little trials of life he took kindly and

cheerily, turning into pleasantry the petty inconveni-

ences which a less thoroughly good-natured man would
have fretted over."

11.

For many years there was in this country a group
of peripatetic teachers who, like the Sophists of

(Greece, went from town to town, staying a year or

two in each, or they divided their time between a

winter session in a large city school and a summer
terra in a small country one. Among them Daniel

Drake takes the precedence, as he made eleven moves
in the course of his stirring and eventful life. Bart-

lett comes an easy second, as he taught in nine

schools. Dunglison, T. R. Beck, Willard Parker,

Alonzo Clark, the elder Gross, Austin Flint, Frank
n. Hamilton and many others whom I could name,
l)elonged to this grou}) of wandering professors. The
medical education of the day was almost exclusively

theoretical ; the teachers lectured for a short four

months' session ; there was a little dissection, a few
major operations were Avitnessed, the fees were paid,

examinations were held, and all was over. No won-
der, under such conditions, that many of the most
flourishing schools were found amid the sylvan groves

of small country towns. In New England there

were five schools in small towns, and in the State of

New York the well-known country schools at Fair-

fiekl and (ieueva. As there was not enough practice

in the small places to go round, the teachers for the

most part stayed only for the session, at the end of

which it was not unusual for the major part of the

faculty, with the students, to migrate to another in-

stitution, where the lectures were repeated and the

class graduated. T. R. Beck's introductory lecture,

in 182-1:, at Fairfield, -'On the I'tility of Country
Medical Institutions," pictures in glowing terms their

advantages. One sentence brought to my mind the

picture of a fine old doctor, on the Niagara peninsula,

a graduate of Fairfield, who possibly may have lis-

tened to the very address. Dr. Beck asks :
*' What

is tliir clinical instruction of the country Htudent?

It is this— aft«'r attending a courne of lectun-M on
the H(!Veral branches of medicine and becoming a<>

ipiainted with their general itearing, he during the

siiinmer repairs to the othce of a practitioner; utteiids

him in his visits to his patients; vIcwh the diHcaHCn pe-

culiar to the dilVereiit di-,tri(;tH ; oiwerves the treat-

ment that situation or habile of life indicate and from

day to <lay verities the lessons he has received. Ilenr,

then, is a <lirect prejiaration for the life he inU^ids t<»

imrsue." And I may say that it was just this train-

ing that marie of my ohi friend oii<; of the Im-sI gen-

eral pra(!titioiiers it has ever be(;n my pleasure ta

know.
In the letters we can follow Bartlett's wanderings

during the next twenty years, from the time of his

appointment to one of the smallest of the .schools to

his final position as one of the chicjf ornaments of the

leading school of New York. In 1H."52 he hehl his

first teaching position, that of j)rofessor of pathologi-

cal anatomy and of materia medica in the Berkshire

Medical Institute, at Pittsfield. The following is an

extract from a letter to Dr. .John (Jrne Green, dated

Pittsfield, November 2o, IH.'j.'i: "The character of

the class is said to be superior even to that of last

year. We have a large number of excellent stu-

dents. Parker is as popular as ever, and Professor

Childs has the credit of having improved very much
in his manner of teaching. The members of the

class are attentive to their studies, eager for knowl-

edge, and regular in theu* attendance on the lectures.

I have lectures, most of the time, twice a day, at 10

A. Ji. and at 2 p. m. I shall finish my course on ma-
teria medica by the middle of this week, and the re-

mainder of my time will be occupied with lectures of

medical jurisprudence and pathological anatomy. The
commencement will be on Wednesday of week after

next."

He held the chair at Pittsfield for eight sessions.

Among his colleagues were Childs, Dewey and Wil-

lard Parker, who was a very special friend. In a

letter of October 2, 1836, he says :
" Parker, with

his sunny face and his hearty welcome, was in a few
minutes after my arrival. It does one good to meet
such men."

In 1839 he was appointed to the chair of practice

in Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H., the school

founded by Nathan Smith in 171)8. In a letter to his

friend, Green, dated September 8th, he gives brief

sketches of some of his colleagues, among them a

delightful account of Oliver Wendell Holmes, then

a young man of thirty. " Dr. Holmes you know
something of. As a teacher there is no doubt of his

success, although he will not show himself during this

his first course. He has his anatomy— some of it at

least— to study as he goes on, and he has not yet

got the wdiole hang of the lecture-room— he does not

give himself his whole swing. His attainments in

medical science are extensive and accurate, and his

intellectual endowments are extraordinary. His mind
is cpiick as lightning and sharp as a razor. His con-

versational powers are absolutely wonderful. His

most striking mental peculiarities consist in a power
of comprehensive and philosophical generalization on

all subjects, and in a fecundity of illustration that is

inexhaustible. His talk at table is all spontaneous,

unpremeditated, and he pours himself forth— words

and thoughts— in a perfect torrent. His wit and hu-
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mor are quite lost in tlie prodigal exuberance of his

thoughts and language." In this same letter is the

following charaeteristic nienioranduni, illustrating his

desire to see the sehoolhouses beautified and adorned.

"One word about the High School House. Pray,

don't forget in the planning of the rooms my plan for

some embellishments. Even if we should get some

busts I do not know that niches would be any better

than suitable stands or shelves. I hope we shall raise,

by a fair, from tive hundred to one thousand dollars

for pictures, etc., for ornaments to the two priucii)al

rooms." It is quite possil)le that Bartlett lectured

both at AA'oodstock and at Pittsfield, as the terms were

purposely arranged so as not to clash, and in the cata-

logue of the Vermont Medical College, 1844, there

is an advertisement of the Berkshire school. The
names of Bartlett and Holmes occur only in the 18;39

-40 and 1840-41 announcements.

In 1841 he accepted the chair of the theory and

practice of medicine in the Transylvania University,

Lexington, at that time the strongest and best-

equipped school in the West.* On his way to

Lexington he visited New York, Philadelphia, Wash-
ington and Baltimore, and in a letter to (Jreen, of

September 7, 1841, he gives an interesting account of

the men he met in these cities. One item is of inter-

est to Baltimoreans :
" Day before yesterday I spent

with Dr. Nathan R. Smith, at Baltimore, on my return

from AVashington. 1 found him very attentive and

hospitable. lie took me into his gig and went to see

some of his patients. He has a pretty large surgical

practice, and is, I should think, a man of excellent

sound sense, industrious, and devoted to his profession

— not so great a man as his father, but a very capital

good fellow. He speaks well of Lexhigton and the

school— says it is the best appointed school in the

country."

In his letters there are interesting descriptions of

his life in Lexington, some of which are worth quoting :

"In the school we are getting on very well. The class

is of a good size, rather larger than last year, worth a

little over S2,000, intelligent, attentive, well behaved.

I have given fifty-eight lectures, and we have just six

weeks more. My own success has been good enough,

I think. So far as I have means of judging, my in-

struction is entirely satisfactory, to say the least. My
colleagues— Dudley, you know, is the great man here.

He has many jjeculiarities. He is very much pleased

with me. He teaches singular doctrines, and follows,

in many things, a practice very ])eculiar to himself.

The other day he tied the common carotid before the

class in an anastomosing aneurism in the orbit ; patient

from St. liouis. Day before yesterday he cut for the

stone ;
patient, a lad from jNIississippi. He has two

more cases of stone here for operation. He is exceed-

ingly cautious ; sends many patients, of all sorts, away
without operation, l^ses the bandage for everything

almost in surgery— tart. ant. and starvation, or low
diet, in most diseases. He had a pretty large property,

'a garden' as he calls it, of 150 acres or so, a mile

from the city. Richardson, in obstetrics, boards with

me, a jdain, common-sense man, who fought a duel in

early life with Dudley ; has made a ])retty large for-

tniie here in ])ractice, and now lives in the country eight

miles or so from here, on a farm of 500 acres. The
style of lecturing hen- is (piite different from what it is

* HlHtory of the Vlcillcal Departiimnt of Transylvania University
and its Faculty, by William .J. (Jalvert, .Johns Ho|ikins Hospital liul-

Jetin, August, September, 18'J9.

in the East— more emphatic, more vehement. It is

quite necessary to fall somewhat into the popular style.

We stand, in the lecture-room, on an open platform

with only a little movable desk or table, on which to

lay our notes. On the whole I like it better than be-

ing seated in a desk, as thev are in Boston." (December
21, 1841.)

In March, 1«4.'5, he writes to Green that his receipts

for the session have been more than S2,000. " There
are a few good families who send for me, and I get

occasionally a consultation. We never make a charge

less than a dollar; and consultation visits in ordinary

cases— the first visit— are $5.00. These few enable

me, situated as I am, to make even a small and easy

business somewhat profitable. I have made one visit,

twenty-five miles distant, for which the fee was $25 ;

and I saw a second patient, at the same time, incident-

ally, for $5.00 more. You see from all this, that my
place gives me rather more money than I could earn

in Lowell, for a much smaller amount of responsibility

and labor. 1 have hardly, indeed, been called out of

bed during the winter. In a business i)()int of view I

feel quite content with my situation."

From an interesting account of a consultation' in the

country we can gather how the j)lanters of those days
did their own doctoring: " Col. Anderson belongs to a

class of men, pretty large, I think, in this State,— rather

rough, with a limited school education, but intelli-

gent, shrewd, clear-headed, and enterjirising. He has

a farm, entirely away from any travelled road, of 500
acres ; but his principal business is that of bagging and
soap manufacturing, his farm serving only to feed his

family. This consists of about one hundred, eighty

or more of which are his negroes. He has no physi-

cian, whom he is willing to trust, nearer than Lexing-
ton ; and in nearly all common acute diseases treats the

patient himself. His daughter, Mrs. Breck, was seized

with acute pleurisy, soon after miscarriage, and her
father had bled her twice, pretty freely, and given cal-

omel and antimony, before any physician had seen her.

He had followed the same course a year ago in the

case of his wife." (February 18, 1844.)

In the same letter he says :
" Typhoid fever has been

very widely prevalent in many parts of Kentucky for

the past year. There were, it is said, 200 deaths in

an adjacent county last summer and fall. It is evi-

dently the common fever of this country, with all the

features so familiar to us at the East."

In the autumn of 1844 he accepted the chair of the

theory and j^ractice of medicine at the University of

Maryland. Among the letters I find but one from
Baltimore, and that is to Oliver AVendell Holmes about

a review of his book, " The Philosophy of INIedical

Science," which had api)eared that year.

In 1844 he accepted the chair of materia medica and
obstetrics in the Vermont Medical College, the session

of which began in March and continued for thirteen

weeks. Among his colleagues were Alonzo Clark,

Palmer and Edward M. Moore and later John C.

Dalton. Bartlett's name occurs in the catalogues of

the school until 1854, the year before his death. In

May, 1845, \\v, and Mrs. Bartlett sailed for Europe. In

a letter to Green, July 12th, there is an interesting

reference to Louis ami to .lames Jackson, Jr. " I have

seen a good deal of Louis, who has been very civil and
attentive. 1 dined with him soon after my arrival, and
met there, amongst others, Leuset and Grisolle, two of

his most intimate medical friends. \ never see him
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tliat lie (If)cs not speak of youii«i .luckHOii

—

ce pauvre

Jackson, us he cjills liiiii. lie told mf, witli a '^\v\\{

(Iciil of IVi'Iiiiff, tli:it .liicksoii, tlic last iii{,'lit tliat lie

sptiil ill I'iiris, wrotcliim a hitter from his hotel, whieli

was iiioisteiu'd with his tears, and tliat he tlioii;,dit

.larksoii was almost as miieh attached to him as to his

father.'"

Ill another letter he spenks, too, of liis ver\ cordial

reception 1)V Louis. Thev spent the winter on the

Continent, travellini^ about, cliiedy in Italy, and in the

spring went to London. In a hitter dated dune 17,

\H\i\, tlierci is an interestin<>' sk(!tch of a inai^netic se-

ance at tli(! house of Professor Elliotson,()f llniversity

("ollej^'e, who subseipiently canui to such a <j;rief over

hypnotism. "And tluiii he ran full tilt olf upon his hobby,

'animal maiiiietism,' calling it one of tin; most sacred

and holy of all subjects, one of the greatest truths, and

so on. Dr. Forbes, the editor, he spoke of as 'a

wretch,' all because the doctor has shown up some of

Klliotson's magnetic operations. Dr. E. afterwards

invited me to see some magnetic phenomena at his

house. 1 went about three o'clock in the afternoon, and

found his spa«'ious and elegant drawing-room (juite

tilled with well-dressed gentlemen and ladies, assembled

for the same purpose. The doctor had two subjects,

one a young, delicate looking girl, and the other a dam-

sel of a certain age, upon whom he performed the

standard and stereotyi)ed experiments— putting them

into the magnetic sleej), stiffening their limbs, leading

them round the room with a common magnet, exciting

their phrenological organs, and so on, I can only say

that I was not specially delighted with Elliotson's man-

ner, and that if I was to choose a man by whom 1

should swear, without using my own eyes, certainly it

would not be him."

In the same letter he speaks of having seen a great

deal of Forbes, editor of the Medico- Chirurgical Re-

vieic ; of Marshall Hall, of Walshe, " a young man and

a good fellow "
; of Sir Henry Holland, and of that in-

teresting American physician, who lived so long in

England, Dr. Boott, and of Dr. Southwood Smith, at

the Fever Hospital.

On his return from P^urope we find him during the

session of 184()-47 in his old chair at Lexington,

whence he writes on March 18, 1847, to his friend

(irreen, from which a paragraph relating to the second

edition of his book on " Fevers " may be quoted :
" I

have been drudging away all winter at my second edi-

tion. 1 do not feel any great interest in it, though I

hope and intend to make a good book of it. The first

edition, for a monograph, has sold very well, mostly at

the South and West; so well at least that Lea & Blan-

chard propose publishing the second edition and paying

also something for the right to do so."

The next sessions of 1847-48-49 were also at the

Transylvania University. In the spring of 1848 there

is a letter from Pliny Earle, dated April IGth, saying

that he had received a catalogue of the INIedical Departs

ment of Transylvania University, from which he had

received his first intimation of Bartlett's resignation of

the professorship. He asks Bartlett's advice as to the

propriety of applying for the position.

On March 13, 1849, he received the appointment as

professor of the theory and practice of medicine in the

University (if Louisville. At this time, in a letter from

Dr. J. Cobb, we have the first intimation in the letters

of ill health, as there is the sen'ence: "Accept my
best wishes for your complete restoration to health."

The UniverHity of LoiiiHvillc had drawn h»'avily ui»oii

the clasBeH of tlie other VVcHtorn mcIiooIh, chiefly at the
expense of Lexington, and the Faculty when Bartieit
joined it was v(!ry strong, com|»riHing sucli well-known
m(;n as the elder (Jross, the ehJiT Yandcll, |{o<'.r.,.

Benjamin Silliinan, Jr., and Palmer.
The condition of mctdical politics at that time in the

town of Louisville was n«jt satisfactory, and a new
school had been started in ojjpositic^n to llie L'niversity,

and among the Bartlett letl<;rs are a number from the
elder Vaiidell which show a state; of very high tension.

Bartlett spent but one s(!ssion in Louisville. He and
Gross acce|)ted chairs in the Lniversily of New York.
The appointment of the former to the chair of the in-

stitutes and practice of medicine is dated September
19, 18;j0. From some remarks in a letter from
Yandell it is evident that Bartlett did not find the
position in New Y^ork \firy congenial. Gross found
liis still less so, and returned to Louisville the follow-

ing year. J. W. Draper, the strong man of the Uni-
versity School, had secured Bartlett and in a letter

dated August 12, 18,"j0, lit; promised him a salary of at

least $3,500. The same letter shows how thoroughly
private were the medical schools of that day: •' It i)er-

haps may be proper to repeat what is the condition of
the real estate. The college building is owned equally
by the six professors. Its estimated value when Dr.
Dickson left us in the 8i)ring was $78,000, and there
is a mortgage upon it of $48,000, bearing interest at
six per cent. Excluding this mortgage the share of
each professor is therefore $5,000, and a mutual cove-
nant exists among us that on the retirement or decease
of one of the Faculty his investment shall be restored
to him or his heirs— the new-comer starting in all

respects in the position he occupied."
During these years Bartlett seems to have been very

busy at work at the microscope, and there is a letter

from Alonzo Clark, dated June 15, 1848, descriptive
of a fine new Oberhauser (the Zeiss of that day), and
in 1851 there is an interesting letter from Jeffries Wy-
man, giving a list of the most important works on in-

vertebrate zoblogv.

Among his colleagues in the University were Draper,
Martyn, Paine and Patterson. Things do not seem to

have worked very smoothly. In the spring of 1851
overtures were made to him from the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons of New Y'ork, in which Faculty
were his warm friends, Alonzo Clark and Willard
Parker, and he was elected to the chair of materia
medica and medical jurisprudence in the following year,
in 1852. Here he lectured during the next two ses-

sions until compelled by ill health to retire,

I may fittingly conclude this section of my address
with a sentence from a sketch of his life by his friend
Elisha Huntington :

" Never was the professor's chair
more gracefully filled than by Dr Bartlett. His urbane
and courteous manners, his native and simple eloquence,
his remarkable power of illustration, the singular beauty
and sweetness of his style, all combined to render him
one of the most po|)ular and attractive of lecturers.

The driest and most barren subject, under his touch,

became instinct with life and interest, and the path, in

which the traveller looked to meet with briers and
weeds only, he was surprised and delighted to find

strewn with flowers, beautiful and fragrant. There
was a magic about the man you could not withstand ;

a fascination you could not resist."

(To be continued.)
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THE VALUE OF X-RAY EXAMINATIONS IN
THE LESS FREQUENT DISEASES OF THE
CHEST ILLUSTRATED BY THEIR USE IN
THOSE CASES WHEHE ANEURISM IS PRES-
ENT OR SUSPECTED.

BY FRAN< IS H. WILLIAMS, M.D., HOSTON.

It is now recognized that x-ray examinations are

of sjjccial value in diseases of the organs within the

chest. In the hands of those trained in their use

tliey point out very early departures from the normal

in pulmonary tuberculosis; assist in the early diagno-

sis of other diseases of the lungs and pleura;, and

enable the physician to determine the size of the heart

and displacements of that organ more accurately than

has hitherto been done. They are also valuable in

the less frecpient diseases that have their site in the

chest, behind the sternum, and I will illustrate their

aid in this direction by presenting several cases of

aneurism. The diagnosis of these cases is often ditli-

cult and sometimes impossible by the ordinary meth-

ods. Aneurisms are not infrecpiently overlooked in

their early stages, the time when there is the best op-

portunity for prolonging life ; or, if recognized, their

extent is not appreciated ; or their presence is sus-

pected when they do not exist. Therefore, in order

to get as accurate a knowledge as possible of the con-

dition of the thoracic cavity, the chest should be ex-

amined by means of the fluorescent screen, both in

front and behind. An x-ray photograph may also be

taken, and should be taken if there is a question of a

new growth. This x-ray examination of the chest

may show, for example, that the outlines seen on the

fluorescent screen, on one or both sides of the sternum,

differ from those that present themselves in health.

Whether or not this variation from the normal is due

to a new growth or to an aneurism cannot always, of

course, be determined by the x-rays alone. They fur-

nish only one way, though a very valuable way, of

studying this region.

But if any departure from the normal outlines in

this portion of the thorax is found, the physician

should determine whether or not there is pulsation and

whether the abnormal outline is nearer the front or

the back of the chest. This latter fact can be ascer-

tained by making two examinations of the j^atieut

;

that is, first with the fluorescent screen placed on his

chest, and second, on his back. To accomi)lish this

end the patient may be turned, or the Crookes tube

may be moved. The spinal column should be exam-
ined to see if there is any displacement of the ver-

tebra- which might push the aorta to one side ; for if

through disease in the vertebra^ or some neighboring

part the descending aorta is pushed a little to the left,

this condition might be confounded with an aneurism,

if the knowledge of this possibility were not in mind
and this region carefully examined. If there is dis-

ease of the spine, producing displacement of the

aorta, a careful x-ray examination of the line of the

vertebra; would reveal the cause of its unusual posi-

tion.

Moreover, in some healthy individuals the aorta is

more prominent than in others. I have examined
some persons in whom there was no trace of aneur-

ismal dilatation, but in whom the outline and even

the pulsatifVii of the descending aorta could be fol-

lowed.

Further, care must he taken to distinguish between

new growths in the thorax and an aneurim. For
this purpose a careful determination of the position of

the outlines, not only laterally but anteroposteriorly,

is important. If, for example, when examining the

chest, a small shadow is seen on the fluorescent screen

in the neighborhood of the descending aorta on the

left of the sternum, the physician must i^letermine

whether it is cast by something situated in the front

or back of the chest. For if a small shadow on the

left of the sternum is i>r()(luced by something in the

front of the chest, the diagnosis of aneurism may be

excluded. The position of the object })r()ducing the

shadow as regards its relation to the ba(;k and front

of the chest of the patient may be readily determined

by a method I devised for locating foreign bodies.^

As a rule, an aneurism of the ascending portion of

the aorta will be found nearer the front of the chest

than the back ; whereas aneurisms of the descending

aorta in the early stages would be found nearer the

posterior portion of the chest than the anterior. If

pulsation of the outline is seen, we iirobably have to

do with an aneurism, though it is possible that a

movement might be given to a new growth situated

over the aorta.

Let me diverge a moment here from the immediate
subject to say that new growths in the chest may be

often recognized better by x-ray examination in the

early than the later stages, because when the disease

has progressed so far as to fill up the thoracic cavity

it is difficult to know whether the apjjearances seen

on the screen are due to the presence of a new growth
or to some conditions which make the lungs and pleura^

denser than normal. Furthermore, if a new growth
is present and if surgical interference is necessary, it is

of the first importance that a diagnosis be made at

the earliest moment.
In aneurisms of much size, the heart is often dis-

placed or greatly enlarged. In making a diagnosis of

a given case, the outline of the shadow seen on the

screen should be carefully drawn ujjon the skin with

a suitable pencil, both on the front and back of the

chest, and, as already stated, the physician should

determine whether the object causing the shadow is

nearer the front than the back of the chest. The his-

tory of the case should also be carefully considered,

the patient's age and the duration of the symptoms

;

for while in some cases the diagnosis of an aneurism
is a very simple matter with the aid of the x-rays, it

may in othei's l)e ditlicult to recognize the cause of the

abnormal outline found by means of the Huoroscope.

In general, it may be said that aneurisms of the

thoracic aorta may be seen by the x-rays before there

are jjhysical signs ; that where it is desirable to be

sure that no thoracic aneurism exists the x-ray exam-
ination can render much service. There are cases

which produce troublesome symj)toms, such as dyspnea,

pain in the chest, and dvdness to percussion over an

area which might easily be the site of an aneurism ;

these symptoms may give the physician much anxiety

if he is led to consider that they are due to this

cause. In these cases it is a satisfaction to the patient

and to the physican to be able to exclude the ])resence

of an aortic aneurism, and while by means of an x-ray

examination we cannot always be sure that the appear-

ances seen are caused by an aneurism, we may be

quite sure that no aneurism is present if the x-rays give

> See Medical and Surgical Ueporta, Boston City HoBpital, January,
1897.
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iioriiml oiitliiicH in tlic^ thonicic cavity when carcfiil

cxiiiniiiatioii of tlic piitioiit in varionn positions lias

i)cfn nnulf. Herein lies one of tlie a»lvanta;,'es of

this niethod of examination. It may 'Xwv. ns ,'reatei-

asHnnmce of the absence of an anenrism of the a(»rta

in suspected cases than any other evidence that we

can have. Other causes may produce outlines on the

(tuorescent screen which sinnilati; those <fiven i»y

aneurisms, hut the history, want of pulsation, position,

etc., will assist us to reco<fniz(! the true cause of the

appearances.

Cases of aiu'urism may i;i\(' physical si^ns su^^^es-

tiv(! of tuberculosis, neuialjiia, or esopha<;eal stricture.

The cases ii;iven below illustrates some of these points.

I have examinetl with the x-ray .'54 cases where an-

eurism was susi)ected, and one case to det(!rmine the

size of the heart, when an unsuspected aneurism was

discovered; .'Meases in all. Of these cases, 15 had

tv[)ical aneurisms ; six had more or less dilatation of

some portion of the aortic; arch ; one showed an out-

line suggestive of aneurism of the aortic arch, but

there was no pulsation. This abnormal appearance

was proved by an autopsy to be due to a mass of

glands. The remainder gave normal outlines in the

region where an aneurism had been suspected.

The number of cases, lo, is not sufficient to justify

an elaborate analysis, but some detail and the accom-

panying charts will, 1 think, be of interest. In ly of

the 15 cases the aortic arch was the seat of the an-

eurism ; in one of these there was a second aneurism

in the innominate artery also ; in the fourteenth case

there were two aneurisms, one in the innominate and
another in the subclavian artery ; in the fifteenth case

the aneurism was in the subclavian artery. Eleven
of these cases were males and four females ; 1 1 were
between thirty-eight and fort}'-tive years of age ; two
were thirty-three ; one was forty-nine and one fifty-nine

and one twenty-nine. A syphilitic history was ob-

tained in four cases. Pain was present in 12 cases,

and alteration of voice in 11. Laryngoscopical exam-
ination was made in seven of these last cases, which
shoAved paralysis of the vocal cord. The physical

examination of 12 out of 14 of the cases of aortic an-

eurism was given in the hospital records ; in five cases

there were no physical signs of aneurism ; in eight

cases the heart was enlarged, and in five of these there

were murmui's indicative of valvular defects, four of

which were aortic and one mitral. Arteriosclerosis

was found in the three cases in which an autopsy was
made. No nephritis was found in any case.

1 desire to thank Dr. J\I. P. Smithwick for assisting

me in getting together the notes of these cases.

ANKURISM SU<i(;ESTIX<i I'ULMOXAKY TUBEIiCL'LOSIS.

Case I.^ M. J., a man aged tifty-nine years, referred

to me October, 189G, by Dr. M."^P. Smithwick, illus-

trates the increased accuracy in diagnosis that an x-ray

examination may afford. The great size of the sac

seen on the fluorescent screen suggested early rupture,

and therefore a frank statement of the case was made
to the patient and gratefully received by him, as he

was thus given an op})ortunity for a much-needed ar-

rangement of business affairs.

Family history.— Father died of consumption at

seventy-two years of age. It was usual for the males
of the paternal branch of the family to develop that

* This case was published by me in the Jlsdical and Surgical
Reports of the Boston City Hospital, 1897.

diHeiiMC aft«'r Mfty-ninf* yearn. Mother dii-d of a[H>-

plexy. The patient, hin family, and hJM phynician
did not doid)t that he was ffdlowin;; the family tradi-

tion and develo|)ing tulterculohi.H. It waM not at all

NurpriHing that the mistake should Im- made when \m-

compare tin; (tlinical picture of liemciptyHis and cough
with the physical examination, which gave rftles at the

left apex. The husky V(»ice led one to .suspect laryn-

geal tid»ercidosis.

Previous history.— A I ways " Hhort-windi-d." A IkjuI

four yejirs ago he suddenly became uiiftonscious for

about a minute. 'I'lien- was no warning, and recovery
was imm<'diate. About .Iuik- 15, iHiMJ, he began to

be hoarse an<l grew rapirlly wors(r, and had some
cough. About this time, while running after some
colts, he had marked dyspnea. This symptom lias in-

creased, although he can walk a distan(;e if careful.

On .July 15th he first raised a little blood, rather dark
in color, and this has occurred fn)m time to time since,

especially after talking. Four or five times since

October 1st he has had short and sharp attacks of pain

that start in the " pit of the stomach " and radiate to

Fi(i. 1. Case 1.

left shoulder and down left arm to elbow. There is

numbness of the left arm associated with this pain.

Physical examination.— The voice is shrill and
husky. Examination of the larynx by Dr. Leland
shows the left cord paralyzed and fixed in median line.

The arteries are quite resistant aud nodular, and some-
what tortuous. The heart area is decidedly dimin-

ished, action is regular and fairly strong. Apex
beat in sixth interspace apparently outside of the

nipple. The aortic first sound is rough ; second sound
is ringing and valvular. Lungs: resonance some-
what exaggerated. Over upper left chest, resonance,

respiratory murmur, vocal fremitus and voice sounds
somewhat exaggerated, especially in front. At left

apex and to second rib in front are numerous fine

moist rales. A faint pulsation is to be felt by press-

ing the chest between the two hands. It seems most
marked at the junction of the second rib with the

sternum.

X-ray examination made October. 18lU>. showed
that the patient had a large thoracic aneurism, as in-

dicated in Fig. 1.* Some weeks later, after return-

ing from a drive, death occurred suddenly. There
' The cuts are reproductions of the tracings ni.ide by means of the

fluorescent screen; I have not attempted to give reproductions of
x-ray photographs as these reproductions are so often unsatisfactory.
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was profuse arterial hemorrhage from the mouth.

Failure to observe necessary precautious may have

hastened the end.

ANKIHISM Ol' ACUTA, WITH I'KKKORATION INTO

KSOrHAGlS ; AITOI'SV.

Such cases remind us that aneurism should be ex-

cluded before we dilate a supposed esophageal strict-

ure.

Case II. E. II. was admitted to the service of

Dr. George G. Sears at the Boston City Hospital,

June 13, 1898, and was referred to me for x-ray

examination June 17th. The followhig history was

given : Family history was negative. Past history :

neither sy])liilis nor rlieumatism ; alcohol in modera-

tion.

Present illness.— Slight pain began in cardiac re-

gion five months ago ; a month later it was felt in

front of right chest ; and two weeks later just to right

of spinal column at level of lower angle of scapula

;

it was a dull ache and has persisted and increased in

these three ])laccs : cough increases the pain but full

\^

Fio. 2. Case II. One-third original size.

inspiration does not; on swallowing, pain begins at

level of thyroid and extends along the spine to lower
dorsal region ; solids are regurgitated occasionally

;

meat causes severe pain unless finely minced ; no
cough nor palpitation ; dyspnea and hoarseness three
weeks.

Physical examination.— Left vocal cord partially

paralyzed
; pulmonary resonance good, being slightly

exaggerated over right front ; res[)iration harsh and
wheezy ; on full inspiration sounds much prolonged
on right side ; cardiac area extends from mid-sternum
to nipple line ; sounds normal ; apex in fifth inter-

space ; pulsations seen over greater part of sternum
;

radial j)ulse regular, good strength and volume : no
edema of extremiti(;s ; urine normal. Diagnosis of
aneurism of aorta.

X-ray examination.— Figure 2 gives the outline
of the aneurism seen on the fluorescent screen, as well
as the left Ijorder of the heart, which border was much
nearer the median line than Dr. Sears and I had
placed it by percussion.

To go back, three weeks after admission patient
raiwed a pint of dark l)lood. Two days later felt una-

ble to swallow solids or liquids, and after two more
days the stools were tarry. Died. A post-mortem
examination was made by Dr. Mallory, and I (juote a

part of the record. " Intestines contain dark material.

In posterior wall of transverse arch of aorta, three

millimetres below beginning of left subclavian artery,

is an opening 12x18 millimetres. This opening is

directly connected with a reddish-gray clot projecting

through anterior wall of esophagus by an opening 4 x
5 centimetres with thin, retracted, dark greenish edges.

Lower border of eso])hageal i^erforation is on level with

bifurcation of trachea. Intima of aorta everywhere
thickened. Many elevated yellowish placques. No
areas of softening nor calcification. Weight of heart

270 grammes. Valves and cavities norinal. Some
fatty degeneration of muscle microsco])ically. Lungs
very edematous.

" Anatomical diagnosis.— General arteriosclerosis.

Aneurism of aorta with perforation into esophagus."

SUBCLAVIAN ANEURISM ; X-RAV EXAMINATION BE-

FORE OPERATION TO EXLUDE EXTENSION BELOW
CLAVICLE.

Before ligating the subclavian, carotid, or innomin-

ate arteries for aneurism, it is manifestly desirable to

know the extent of the aneurism, and whether or not

there is also an aneurism of the aorta. In the follow-

ing case the innominate artery was ligated by Dr.

George W. Gay, and the case was reported in the

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, July 22, 1897.

Case III. A. McC, widow, thirty-nine years of age,

was admitted to my service at the Boston City Hospi-

tal, February, 189o.

Family history.— Mother died of pulmonary tuber-

culosis.

Past history.— No history of syphilis or rheumatism.

Some months ago raised blood several times during

two days. Five days before admission commenced to

be restless and nervous, with palpitation and dyspnea.

Weak and dizzy until the afternoon of the fifth day,

when she raised blood for some hours before and after

being brought to the hospital. Neither in this attack

nor previously had there been nausea or cough. On
exertion her " heart beat in her throat." Three times

during that month she raised a small amount of blood,

apparently when excited.

Physical examination.— Radial arteries not resist-

ant, their pulsations equal, regular, poor volume and
strength. Cardiac area normal ; apex beat in fourth

interspace, just inside mammary line ; action regular

and fairly strong ; at ajiex a very low-pitched systolic

murmur not transmitted toward axilla ; similar mui--

murs heard over the base. Along both sid(!s of verte-

bral column from occiput to last dorsal vertebra is a

rather low-pitched systolic nuirnuir, most distinct at

first dorsal vertebra and diminishing in intensity up
and down. In supraclavicular notch and above right

clavicle is an unusually marked pulsation. Pulmonary
resonance and respiration good. Abdomen negative

except for a very movable right kidney.

From this time until October, 189(5, when patient

was admitted to Dr. (iay's service for operation, she

returned to the hospital at intervals, for examination
l)y Dr. Smithwi(;k. Soon dysphagia connnenced ; dys-

pnea was accompanied by some paroxysms of cough-

ins:, and the throbbing in the neck was attended l)v

dull j)ain extending to the right axilla and back. Ex-
ertion and excitemejit increased these symptoms.
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II():irsfiit'ss (l('V('I<i|)c<l. Diiriii^i the six inoiillis liclnrc

opcr.itioii lilt' symptoms were all worst', ami Iht ft)mli-

tioii wn-tflictl. Willi lilt' cxffptiDii that lliT piilsulii»ii

was lilt)!*' markt'd, tlif pliysit-al fxamiiialinii liati iiol

fliaii^fd siiifc Kt'hriiarv, IHll.'i. Aiifiirism \v;is mis-

pfclftl iIh'II, 1)uI was iit)w ffilaiiily pi-fscnl.

Tti tlctfrmiiic tin- lt)wt'r l)t>iiiularv t)!' llic aiifiiiism,

aiitl to asfcrtaiii it' tlif attrtif art-Ii wt-n- iiivolvfil, Dr.

(Jay rctcrrt'tl tin- fasc tt) iiif tor x-ray fxaiiiiiialioii,

with (liaiiiit)sis t»l" t'usitorm aiit'iirism tti' tlif iiiiiominah',

sul»cl;i\iaii and farotid artciifs. The x-rdi/ e.ntntlii<i-

tion slu)W('(l the oiitliiit' ot" tlic poitioii of tlif aiifiirism

ahoyt' the chiyiclo, aiitl dfiuoiistratftl that tlific was no

extension of the antnirism below the claxicle and lliat

the Inngs were normal. The x-ray examinalioii was
condrmetl by the autopsy.

DI.VtiNOSIS OK ANKUIUSM COXI'I KM KD IIV \-|;av

KXAMINATIOX.

Cask IV. V. S., a house painter, thirty-six years

old, had a well-defined aneurism t)t' the aorta, but no
history of ilyspnea.

History.— Syphilis eighteen years ago; well until

Tiofcfl.

Fig. 3. Case V. Oue-third original size.

eight months ago, when dull pain with occasional par-

oxysms of sharp pain began in front of chest, in left

arm to the elbow, and later shot up left side of back
of neck and head. The pain has been constant from
the beginning, and nine weeks ago became so excru-
ciating that he was compelled to cease working. No
weakness or tenderness of the arm ; hoarse five or six

weeks ; uo dyspnea ; constipatetl ; appetite pt)or.

Phi/sicaJ examination.— 'Well developed antl nour-
ishetl ; voice high-pitched; pupils e([ual and reactions

normal ; no paralysis of ocular muscles ; neither wrist

nor toe drop ; gras}) normal ; leatl line present. Tra-
cheal tug ; radial pulses alike ; cardiac area and
sounds normal except in second inters})ace to left of

sternum, where first sound is prolonged anil second
sound slightly accentuated ; at apex of left lung in

front, to third rib, antl behind to spine of scapula,

vocal resonance and fremitus are tliminished ; no rales ;

on full inspiration right sitle of the chest is the more
expansive. Laryngoscopic examination by Dr. Lelantl

showed right vocal cord normal, left paral/yetl.

X-rni/ <-.ramination hIiowciI a well-^lftim-tl dark ana
in upper lift ihest, t-xfendiiig out from the aorta .-md

exp.iiidiiig wilh every iMarl-beat. Tin- exeiir^ioii of
till- iliaplir.i;jiii dii the left side was niii'li <limiiii^liii|

as foiiiparcd u illi the right.

ANKi Ki>\i >i i.i.kstim; istkuco.st.vi, \ ki i: A i.«;i.\
;

srfSI'K.t TKI) A.NKI UISM roNHItMKD 15V X-ltAV K.K-

AMINATION. TIIKSK KX A MI.V ATIONS KNAIJI.K IH TO
i)i:i r.itMiNi; wiii;tiii-.|{ an ankikism is ok is \ot
IM UKAsIM,.

Cask y . !•;. .M.. thii ty-tiirfc yt-ars of agf, n- leirfd
to nif by Dr. .1. .1. Putnam, for x-ray examination
with referfijct' to aneurism. Patient had .sufren-d

with what appearetl to be severe intercostal neuralgia.
The pain was in his left arm, left side, and below the
ribs. It had been severe for two months, sometimes
by day, but especially at night. 'I'litre was a specific

history.

X-ray examination maile June x, lMf)7, showeil
a small aneurism of tht; descending portion of the
aortic arch, which is indicated in the iliagram (Fig. •»)

by the shatletl lines of the inner outline marked June
Hth. A second x-ray examination made September H,

1897, gave the outline marked in the iliagram Septem-
ber 8th, which demonstrated that the aneurism was
increasing. Later the physical signs of aneurism be-
came well marked, the pulsation being easily palpable.

(To he continued .)

REMARKS UPON THE GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF
THE REDUCED-CALIBRE RIFLES IN THE
SANTIAGO CAMPAIGN.!

liV MAJOK LOCKS A. LA GAKDE,
Surf/eon, United States Army, Commanding Base hospital. Fifth

Army Corps, Sihoney, Cuba.

Olr knowledge of the rifles of reduced calibre pro-
l)elling armored projectiles dates from the publication
of Professor Hebler's pamphlet in 1882. In his origi-

nal monograph Ilebler claimed certain advantages for

the reduced-calibre rifle and among these were the fol-

lowing : (1) Lighter ammunition
; (2) Hatter trajectorv

and greater dangerous space; (3) less deviation by
wind; (4) less recoil; (.")) greater penetration; (i\)

greater accuracy ; (7) the wound produced, while being
sufficient to disable, is much more humane.
Some of these advantages were so apparent that they

could not be refuted, w^hile the others reipiired the

proof by experiments, or the test by actual conditions
in the field.

That the ammunition is lighter there is no doubt,
since a soldier who carries 100 rounds of the older

ammunition can carry for the same weight about 180
of the new ammunition. That the trajectory of the
new rifle is flatter, and that the dangerous space is

consequently greater, is also apparent, since those versed
in ballistics have shown us that the point-blank range
of the older gun of the Springfield pattern is oOO yanls
whilst that of the Krag-.Iorgensen rifle, our present
service gun, is 570 yards about.

The advantage of less recoil is perfectly apparent
to any one who will shoot the two last-named weapons
one after the other. The remaining advantages claimed
by Ilebltr were not so readily iletermined. Greater

' Read before Die Assooi.'itlon of Military Surgeons, September 28,
1899, at Kansas City. Mo.
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accuracy and less deviation by wind liad to be deter-

mined by comparison at target. Although the small-

bore guns and ammunition have been perfected very

much of late it is yet a fact that, in the remote ranges,

the smaller and lighter {)rojectile is more influenced by

wind than the heavier and larger leaden bullet and that

for these ranges it is not so accurate.

CJreater penetration was another important advan-

tage claimed by Ilebler which was sustained by ex-

periment. In unseasoned oak, firing across the grain

three feet from the muzzle, the old leaden 45-calibre

bulhit from the Springfield rifie ])enetrates but o-G

inches, whilst the steel-jacketed bullet of our present

service rifie at the same distance will penetrate 19-20

inches.

The last of the advantages claimed by Ilebler and

the one of greatest interest to mankind was that the

icoiind produced, though sufficient to disable, is much

more humane. This claim could only be determined

by exjieriments on cadavers, lower animals, and the

actual conditions in battle. Experimenters set to work

in all the countries from 1880 to the present time to

ascertain the character of the woumls, first, on lower

animals, second, on dead human bodies. The Surgeon-

General of the Austrian Army, Johann Ilabart, Cliau-

vel and Nimier, of the French Army, Bruns, of Ger-

many, and many others have furnished us important

data upon the effects of the new arm. In this country

it was my good fortune to be able to test the rifle for

the War Department in 189.').

Although there was some difference in the mechan-

ism of the guns used by the different experimenters

the projectiles which they propelled differed but little

as to calibre and destructive effects. The most of the

experiments were conducted at simulated ranges, whilst

some few were conducted at the actual ranges. That

is to say, taking our work at Frankford Arsenal as ex-

aTnj)le, all of the firing was done at 5.') feet. AVhen

we desired to obtain the effects of a bullet at a certain

range, the charge of i)0wder was reduced in quantity

enough to give to the bullet the remaining velocity for

that range. The results thus obtained were generally

unanimous, and, as far as the experimenters were con-

ceriKMl, sufliciently conclusive.

On the other hand, there were many writers who
doubted the propriety of adopting these results as simi-

lar to those which must eventually obtain on the living

subjcict at actual ranges in battle. Inasmuch as we
are now in possession of the accumulated experience of

a few wars it would seem pertinent at this time to study

the results of the experimenters and the conditions

seen in battle side by side.

I will now review in detail the conclusions summed
up at the end of our experimental work at Frankford

Arsenal and compare them with what I observed in

the Santiago campaign :

(1) The experimental evidence showed "the shock

impressed upon a member increases with the velocity

whether a bone is traversed or not. It is always

greater with the leaden projectile." This diminution

in shock has been one of the serious objections advanced

against the adoption of the small bullet by military

men. They feared that one wound would not suffice

to throw a n)an hors dn comhat, and that he n)ight be

able to go on fighting regardless of the fact that he had

been hit a number of times. Whether this is true of

savage tribes, or horses in a cavalry charge, it is not

true of our American soldiers, rpoii incpiiry among

line officers in the Santiago campaign I find that as a
rule to which there were very few excej)tions men when
hit fell back to the rear at once ; and I can testify to

the fact that scores of them walked back to the hospital

at Siboney with wounds that were most triHing in their

nature.

(2) " The explosive effects at very short range are

about the same for the two projectiles. They continue

however up to 3.")0 yards with the smaller bullet and
cease at about 200 yards with the leaden bullet." I

only saw one case which approached anything like ex-

plosive effects in Cuba, 'i'hat was the case of a cap-

tain of the Kough Kiders shot in the lower third of the

tibia. The wound of entrance was about the calibre

of the Mauser bullet that had infiicted it, and the wound
of exit was irregularly round, a half-inch in diameter.

There were two smaller wounds near the wound of

exit, which were undoubtedly made by spicuhe of bone
which had been driven forth acting as secondary mis-

siles. The area of fracture was about four inches above
the ankle ; it was marked by a cavity in which many
loose fragments of bone lay, none of them measuring
more than a half-inch. The wall of the cavit}^ showed
bony sand driven into the soft{)arts. The infrequency

of explosive effects should in my opinion be attributed,

(a) to the fact that the vast majority of the wounds
were inflicted beyond the zone of explosive effects, and
{h) since explosive effects are chiefly to be noted in

the vital parts contained in rigid walls, like the brain,

or in those organs containing much fluid, like the heart,

liver, spleen, the alimentary tract, these wounds with
explosive effects, so destructive to tissue, were num-
bered among the dead— a class which, unfortunately,

the surgeon has no time to study on the battle field.

(3) The experimenters found that " the smaller front-

age of the jacketed bullets causes them to inflict in-

juries resembling subcutaneous wounds when the soft

parts alone are traversed, and that the small wounds
of entrance and exit and the narroAV track of the mis-

siles were favorable circumstances to rapid healing."

The truth of this statement is borne out by the experi-

ence of all surgeons in the Santiago campaign. Flesh

wounds healed very kindly and rapidly.

(4) This conclusion of the exj)erimenters refers to

hemorrhage. Johann Ilabart, of the Austrian Army,
who paid special attention to this subject, states " that

the blood-vessels are seldom torn by the small jacketed

bullet, and that when wounded tlu^y are not closed so

easily by coagidation as those severed by leaden pro-

jectiles."

Some writers have deduced from this statement that

alarming or fatal hemorrhage would be more frequent

in future battles. The experiences of the surgeons

with the line before Santiago do not confirm these

api)rehensions. Of the 1,400 wounded, as far as I can
learn, not one died of external hemorrhage. The
brachial and femoral were tied a few times in the base

hospital for diffuse aneurism. One case of wound of

the subclavian was operated upon in New York and

died after the oi)eration. There were five cases of

gangrene from injury to blood-vessels which required

amputation.

(J))
" Injuries inflicted outside the zone of explosive

efifects ui)on the shafts of the long bones always show
less comminution with the small bullet of hard ex-

terior. The fissures are often subperiosteal and the

fragments are larger." This was true of the Mauser
bullet wounds in C'uba. It was seldom necessary to
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open up tli<! wounds for tlic purpose of lukiii;^ out

loose fni^uieiits of bone. In si number of insl.ince.H

tln-re was distinct ^ullerin^ of tlie (;oMip:i(;t sultslanre

of loiij; bones without fracture. Tlie mobility in some

instances was so sli<f|it that it was dillicult to i\v.\kv out

a comph't(; fracture when from the h)cation of the

wounds it was (Uirtain tliat th(! bone had been traversed.

(0) " He^'ond thi^ zone of explosive; elTects the prit-

jectilos of hard exterior almost invariably perforate or

•riitter the joint ends of bones, and the lesions of the;

articulations are never so grave." This conclusion

tallies exactly with what we saw in Cuba. I do not

recall a formal excision of a joint for the mechani(;al

efTects of the Mauser bullet. Joints were opened to

turn out blood clots, and in one instance of the kiuu; 1

particularly remember, to locate a Iodised ball, l)ut

never for the purpose of performin<>- an excision.

There were at least 20 cases of gunshot injury of the

knee-joint alone. These were immobilized and shipped

North ; and as far as I have been able to ascertain

they have done well. These results are a great con-

trast to those inflicted by the larger leaden bullet,

which by its highly destructive effects must have

caused a number of resections and amputations.

(7) "The projectiles of hard exterior lodge less fre-

quently in the tissues than the old leaden bullet."

The experience at Santiago among the wounded of

both sides has shown a surprisingly large number of

lodged balls. Although I am not prepared to state

that the small-calibre bullet lodges as often as the old

discarded leaden bullet, the frequency^ with which it

did lodge was remarked upon by military surgeons

generally. Dr. W. E. Parker, of New Orleans, an

acting assistant surgeon in the base hospital, visited the

Si)anish hospitals in Santiago after the surrender, and
in conversation with the Spanish surgeons he learned

that our Krag-Jorgensen bullet had not lodged in their

wounded as often as their Mauser bullet had lodged in

our men. The explanation for this would seem simple

enough. It should be remembered that we were on

the aggressive in a region that was practically un-

known to our troops, whilst the Spaniards were per-

fectly familiar with every foot of ground over which
we must make the advance. As trained soldiers their

officers had carefully studied the range at every point.

With this valuable information in their favor they

were in a position to commence an effective fire at

remote ranges, say at 2,000 yards and more. AV^e

could not locate them as soon as they located us, and
when we did locate them we had to study the range

before we could commence an effective fire. It was
while we were locating them and studying the range

and gradually advancing that they placed so many
balls into our soldiers. When we did commence an
effective fire we had reached a point where the remain-

ing velocity of our bullet on impact was sufficient to

carry it through the body. There is another explana-

tion which may be gathered from the difference in the

energy of the two bullets at remote ranges. Our
bullet being larger and heavier than the Mauser has

greater energy at 2,000 yards and it will penetrate

farther in the remote ranges than theirs. Again,
ricochet shots, from the thick underbrush and broken
ground, undoubtedly favored a certain percentage of

lodgment. Many of the officers attributed the lodg-

ment of projectiles to the use of defective annnunition

used by the enemy. This point was so susceptible

of proof that I instituted experiments to show the

relativ*' penetration of the Muuner and Kra^^-Jor^jen-

sen rifles. The tests were made in large bloekH of

well-Hcasoned yel'cjw pine (ired into, acroHH the grain,

three; feet from the n)uz/le. Tin; |)enetrution of tlie

Krag-.Iorgens(!ri ammiuiilion was 21 inches pluH, wliilht

that of th(! Mauser atnmiinitiori exeer^ded ourn by
nearly 10 inches, a domonstratimi which at once set

at rest the idea of lodgment frotn the defective ammu-
nition of the enemy.

(H) " The old leaden bullet more cjften leaves frag-

ments of l(!ad in the foyer of frar;ture." This is so

true that it rureds no contradiction. The h;aden bullet

was so soft that it often separated into a number of

fragments upon striking resistant bone, whilst the steel-

jacketed bull(!t seldom encounters resistance enough in

the human body to disintegrate it.

(i)) " As th(! projectiles of smaller calibre are less

apt to lodge or to carry foreign substances into the

wounds we will expect to find fewx-r cases of suffering

due to the remote effects of unextraeted foreign

bodies." This is true of the smaller bullet, as shown
in Cuba. There were but few instances where cloth-

ing or part of the equipment was carried into the

wound.

(10) "The frontage of the jacketed bullet being
much less and the fact that it does not lodge as often

as the larger leaden bullet will contribute to increase

the percentage of recoveries in gunshot wounds of the

lungs." That was especially true of the wounded in

Cuba. As a rule the wounds of the lungs were appar-
ently so trivial that it was difficult to restrain the men
in a recumbent posture.

(11) "Owing to diminished frontage the new bullet

will cause less disfigurements in wounds of the face."

That is especially true of three officers who received

painful wounds of the face. Two of them had never
been accused of being possessed of good looks, and
strange to say, since their mishap they are much better

looking than they were before. On cosmetic grounds
the new bullet has some recommendations.

(12) "The projectiles of hard exterior are more
humane than the old, resections and amputations will

not be so often required hereafter, soldiers will be more
often restored to the State useful members of the com-
munity instead of cripples and pensioners, and in point

of economy, the new projectile confers a great advan-
tage." This last conclusion is also in accordance with
the experience in Cuba. There were but three prim;yy
amputations and not one of them was done for injury

by the small bullet. They were all the result of shell

injuries. From the foregoing I believe we should con-
clude that the work of the experimenters agrees with
the conditions found in war, and that their work was
not done in vain.

OTITIS MEDIA IN ALL GRAVE DISEASES OF
INFANCY.i

HY E. 11. rOMERoV, M.D.,

Chief Of Stajt, Calumet and Hecla Mining Co.^s Medical and Surgical
Service, Calumet, Mich.

I iiAVK been forcibly impressed with the statement
so freijuently made in journals and addresses of late

that pediatrics is the specialty of the general practi-

tioner. Probably the overwhelming majority of calls

to attend to children will be on account of gastro-

' Read at the liftli aiiiiual meeting of the Upper PeniDsula Medical
Society, held at Calninet, Mich., July G, ISgit.
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enteric ^li.stu^l)ance^s ; but only secondarily at this time

is it my intention to bring gastro-enteritis to the atten-

tion of this meeting. My idea is that most of the dis-

eases of infancy are more positively, more compre-

hensibly, more demonstrably infectious from definite

bacterial infection than we can easily prove in adults,

or if toxemia from bacterial growth, also more definite ;

and that the pharyngeal postnasal clunnber is the

more easily conij)rehensible distributing point for in-

fection to tlie middle ear, the brain, the lung, the

stomach, tlii' intestines ; and the middle t'ar an incnba-

tor and generator promoting general toxic disturbance

in very many cases of localized infectious diseases.

P XFICK'S TABLE OF ONE HUNDRED CONSECUTIVE
AUTOPSIKS OF INFANTS, THE FIGUUKS REFERKING TO
OTITIS MEDIA.
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<;hil<ii'<-ii slioiiM i>(> (lcii()tnin:it(*rl an iitiKcnipulotis prac-

Uiwxn'V.

In (inm|i 2 <»t niir Uihlc Jirc six ciiscs ol tlipliLln ria

with tlir<f al)S()lut(!ly tnu- ol" otitis. This must he cou-

sidrrcd either ac(;i(h'iital or very astoiiishinji, as dipli-

(iirriK has Ixu-ii and naturally would lie held from its

nature ;ind tlie localization ol" its symptoms as ilirectly

<'ondueive to otitis. 'I\) nu', however, this showin^r is

x-oinpreheiisiiile when we rememher tli<' aculeuess with

which diphtheria manit'ests its localized symptoms in

the throat. I mean liy this that the local inflammation

is so early and so intense near the j»haryni;eal end

of the Kustachian tuhe that tin- Kustachian orilice is

closed in many cases hefore the i;crms ^ain entrance

into th«' tympanic cavity.

In (Jrouj) ;{ the one case of scarlatina y!iv(! otitis

media on both sides. In (iroup 4, anion<r th<' 1

1

cases of uncomplicated pneumonia there was only one,

i\ six-months-old child, in which otitis was absent. In

the otlu'r 10 cases, ranginir in age from two to fifteen

months, all showed otitis and in every case purulent

iu\\\ bilateral.

Groups () and 7 : In these groups there was the

greatest diiru^ulty of classification, on account of the

tendency to designate differently among <lifferent phy-

sicians the cause of death in cases where there is a com-
plication of pulmonic and enteric disease. In these two
groups as designated, however, we find the great pro-

portion of .'5;") per cent, of all cases tabuhited in this

paper. All cases of gastro-enteritis are designated as

acute up to the fourteenth chiy ; all in which the dura-

tion is beyond that time, as chronic. In the eight cases of

acute gastro-enteritis only one was found free of otitis,

two were unilateral and five bilateral.

In the chronic enteritis (where the symptoms had
persisted more than fourteen days), complicated or not

witli pneumonia or severe respiratory disease, there

were 26 cases and only one of these proved to be free

of otitis. Another interesting feature connected with

the autopsies of this group was that where the compli-

cating pneumonia was considered most positively the

cause of death, the autopsies showed an unexpectedly
severe condition of the gastro-intestinal inflammation

or a surprisingly slight disease of the lungs, but with

one exception all showed otitis media and 21 of the 2()

showed this otitis to be bilateral and purulent. In

the eight cases where the cause of death was given as

uncomplicated otitis media the diagnosis was confirmed

by the autopsy. The same was the case in those com-
plicated with acute bronchitis. In only one of the K)

cases of tuberculosis, a ten-months-old boy, was otitis

absent. In the other la cases there was otitis, some
purely mucous and some purulent. In two cases, a

two-months-old boy and a boy three and one-half years

of age, the otitis was upon one side only. In the other

13, ranging in age from four months to three years, it

was upon both sides.

The two subdivisions of Group 10 include chronic

pulmonary tuberculosis, four cases, and 12 cases of

chronic tuberculosis with acute generalization (acute

miliary tuberculosis). The three cases of congenital

syphilis were all under four months of age, and the

cause of death in each case was considered to be a low
constitutional vitality without any special symptomatol-
ogy beyond this ; but in all three of these the otitis was
upon both sides and purulent.

In the face of these facts it seems to me we cannot

•conscientiously attend any grave disease in children

without the moHt careful exaniinali(»n u« Ut the w,i|.

dition i>f the ear. 'i'hi., it tronbh-Home under the cir-

cumstuiM-eM of light ami diet, and ign«»r!uic»- and ran>-
lesHiiCHM, and well-known fault inex« »,f UnA. It in

troublesome l<» make these examinatioiiK, ainl except
as a preparation for better wr>rk in the future, it will

be for us useless to make them if we Ao not know
enough to recognize disease f)f the c-ar drum when the
mcMubrani' is unruptured ; imt by conscientiou.H exerciMe
of the technicjue, one with eyes to H«;e «-an become ex-
pert. In the light of the information |)resented in thix

table of I'onlick's, otitis media exists in su<;h an an-
tounding proporti(ni of children's diseases that it is our
duty to learn to make these examinations. It i.s a-<

much our duty to examim; the drum membrane as it

is our duty to examine a rash \\\u>\\ the skin. Phv-,i-

cians from the tim<! of Hippocrates havi; lookefl at

people's tongues and huirned next to nothing by doing
so ; and we can certainly learn to look at the- tvm{)anic
membrane when we have ground for such a hope of
saving great numbers of lives.

And now in accepting the responsibility, the unj>leas-

antness, and the discomfort of habitual examinations
of the infantile ear in almost every infantile disease,

we do not have to be guided by whim or blind empiri-
cism, for we can easily bring to our support substantial,
sound, scientific theory, if not absolute conviction.
The middle ear is a chamber of most delicate con-
struction, with numerous recesses, processes aiul an-
gles, lined with the most delicate and absorbent of
tissues, its walls rich in a network of nerves, blood-
vessels and lymph channels, more intimately connected
with the central nervous system than any other extra-
cranial portion of the body, and in easily comprehensi-
ble connection with the gastro-intestinal jind resjjiratory

systems. It is easy for us to understand how this

chamber can become infected through the Phistachian
tube, easy to understand how, once infected, an inflam-
mation can be excited which will close this Eustachian
tube. The infection once esUiblished, this chaml)er is

readily turned into an incubator for bacterial growth
and a generator for the production of l)acterial toxins.
The natural ]»roc(>ss of infant feeding, especially the
most natural, the mother's breast feeding, the sucking,
causes the greatest possible tendency to the paroxysmal
opening of the Eustachian tube, through which bacteria
may be expelled into the postnasopharyngeal space
and with the next breath to be taken into the lungs or
with the next swallow to be taken into the stomach.
The middle ear being affected and the exit being pro-
hibited or impeded, we have the production of bacterial

toxins in a place where they can be readily absorbed
into the general circulation, a general toxemia be pro-
duced, influencing any concurrent or accidental ailment
in any other portion of the infant's body. This all

seems to me so reasonable, so absolutely incontroverti-
ble, and so substantiated by actual facts, that I insist

it is our duty as general practitioners, as specialists in

pediatrics, to give this matter our daily and most con-
scientious attention. I will cite but a few cases to

show the varied conditions in which we in Calumet
have found these observations to be worthy of the
trouble of making, but I would assure you that in no
case have we regretted the time or the troul)le given
to them.

These cases are selected on account of the varvincj

conditions. The number ciin doubtless be multijilied

in the practice of any busy general practitioner.
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Cask I. \. K., male, agi- live luoiillis. First day :

Temperature, i)9.H° ; pulse, 100. Frccjuent vomitinir

;

watery diarrhea which had been grathially iucreasing

for past two weeks, liahy bottle-fed from six weeks

of age. Condition api)arently not grave; and ascribed

to faulty prei)aration of food and irregular feeding.

Treatment principally correction of diet. Second day :

Condition unchanged. No api)arent tenderness about

the ears, but careful examination of the tympana not

made. Further ett'ort made to correct errors in diet.

Colon irrigated with water at 70°
; bisnnith every hour.

Third day : Convulsions and death. During life no ex-

amination of the tympana of this child was made and

the general appearance of the child had not been such

as to excite any grave apprehensions. After death,

with my associate. Dr. A. B. ]Mills, I examined the

ears. The left tympanum was found tense, and on

puncturing clear fluid was liberated. The right tym-

panum was tense and bulging, and on ])uncture thick

pus poureil out. The impression this post-mortem ex-

amination made upon my mind was that if these ears

had been punctured a day earlier thi- child would have

recovered [)roniptly.

Cask II. (i. M., male, age nine weeks, was brought

to the Calumet Hospital with history of having been

crying continually for Hfteen days excepting only when
drugged with gin or soothing syrup. Temperature nor-

mal, pulse almost imperceptible, bowels constipated.

The ears were examined by five physicians, including

myself, and we were unable to discover any abnormal-

ity in color of the drum membrane, and a bulging in

the left tympa'num was so slight as to leave doubt of the

tympanum being distended with any fluid. Puncture,

however, was made, three or four drops of pus liberated,

and a solution of cocaine ordered to be dropped into

the ear. Before the cocaine solution, however, could

be brought from an adjacent room the little patient fell

into a peaceful sleep. His mother said it was the only

natural appearing sleep he had had in fifteen days ;

that during these past fifteen days when he slept it was
with his eyes and mouth open and his features so

pinched and drawn that he looked worse than when he

was crying. This sleep lasted over two hours, when
he awoke, took the breast heartily, and then went to

sleep again and did not awake for eight hours, and

from that moment has been in perfect health.

Case HI. K. D., female, age seven weeks. Con-

tinuous vomiting for three days. Temperature 10")°.

Coughing and crying frequently, the cough always ex-

citing crving. No tenderness on pressing the palm of

the hand against the external ear. Owing to the small-

ness of the external auditory canal, examination ex-

ceedingly diflicidt. Puncture was made, however, and

scarcely more than a drop of j)us liberated from each

tympanum. Twenty-four hours later the mother de-

scribed the child as absolutely well, nursing and sleep-

ing naturally. Temperature 98°.

Case IV. In the service of my associate, Dr. W. K.
AVest. L. T., male, age eighteen months. Broncho-

pneumonia with diarrhea for two weeks. This is the

fourth attack this child has had. Had been weak and
sickly most of the time since birth. There were no ear

symptoms, but puncture of both membranes was made
on account of the physical signs Ining not extensive

enough to account for the (evident gravity of the child's

condition. Profuse discharge of pus resulted from one
ear, a very slight discharge; from the other. There
was imm<(liat<' relief to the restlessness and pain of the

child, within twent3'-four hours complete convalescence
was distinctly established, the cure was perfect, and
thert; has been no outward symptom in the child's

rapid development since that time, although this was
nearly a year and half ago.

Case V. M. H., female, ajje five weeks. Nursin<>v
4 1.
Apparently no pam, but jjrofuse watery diarrhea and
rapid emaciation from only three days' illness. Punct-
ure of right tympanum liberated two or three drops of

pus and immediate amelioration of the diarrhea fol-

lowed, although no medicine whatever was given, and
no change in (liet.

It should be remembered that our earlier teaching
has led us to neglect the ear excei)t in cases presenting
ear symi)toms. Ponfick's presentation of the subject

has demonstrated the absolute unreliability of this

policy of waiting. While in his 100 cases it was
shown that the ear drum had previously ruptured in

eight cases, that is, eight ears, 91 jjer cent, of all the

cases examined had shown middle-ear inflammation,

and in only 14 of these was the inflammation limited

to one ear, and in 77 cases the inflammation was bilat-

eral, representing 154 tympana, making, in addition to

the 14 others, IGH ; that is, spontaneous rupture had oc-

curred in less than nine per cent, of all the cases of

otitis. Presumably also nearl}' all of these cases ex-
cepting those in Groups 8 and 9 were without any
symptoms of ear disease.

In regard to the technicpie of this examination, all

I can say is that the utmost endeavor should be made
to get the best possible light (an artificial light), with

the head mirror and an assorted nest of specula, and
that the ear of the infant, being different from that of

the adult in the shape of the external auditory canal,

should be drawn downward and outward instead of

backward and upward, and if the external canal be ob-

structed by dirt, cerumen, or anything else, it should be

carefully washed and the effort at examination resumed.
Nothing but long-continued practice will suffice to give

one a definite idea of the appearance of the tympanic
membrane either in health or in disease, but the prac-

tice should be persisted in, for there is nothing about it

to prevent any 2^ractitioner with eyes becoming as ex-

pert in this examination as the most cultured aurist.

The fact should be reiterat(;d again and again that in

very many cases there is no abnormal a})pearance to

the exterior of the tympanic membrane, and yet the

middle ear may contain pus and be the source of a tox-

emia threatening the life of the patient. It is impor-

tant also to remember that an incision made carefully

in the lower posterior (piadrant of the tympanic mem-
brane is wholly free of dangei- and will frecpiently

reveal a case of grave disease and at the same time be

the means of almost instant relief. Thorough cleans-

ing of the ear and douching it with sublimate solution

should be done before the puncturing, and ether or

chloroform anesthesia induced for a thorough exami-

nation.

Since reading this paper at the annual meeting of

the Upper Peninsula Medical Society, I have read with

much interest a valuable article in the Philadelphia

Medical Journal of August 5, 1899, by Dr. .1. S.

Meltz(;r, of New York. It but adds to my conviction,

which is more and more confirmed by my increasing

experience in practice, that the })roper ajjplication and
appreciation of this contribution of Ponfick's will re-

sult in the saving of great numbers of lives and the

amelioration of much sufferinj;.
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KKCP:NT PKOGUICSS IN (ilONITO-UlilNAIlV
SUUGKRY.

IIV V. S. WATSON, M I)., AM) rATL TIIDICN III K I:, M.I)., IIDSID.N.

ANOM.VI.lIvS OF Tin; UKNAI. i; I. <»(»!>- V K.S.-* IM-S.

M. K. Mm'IIKI.I'.vi ' (l('scril)»'.s the lollowiiiif aiioniit-

li(>.s ol' tlic renal hlood-vcsscl.s, wliicli occiin-cd in 1 d

iiidividual.s cxaniiiicd post mortt'in.

(1) Tliroi' renal arteries to the ri^lit kidney, the

middle one— the lar<fest— entering on a levcd with

the hilus; the others at either end of the kidney <li-

rectly into the parenchyma. The artery on the Ict't

side and the veins of both sides were normal.

(2) The hilus of the left kidney wassituated on its an-

terior aspect. On this side there were two renal arteries,

])otli sprinifiny- separately from th(^ aorta. One entered

the kidney on a level with the hilus, the other, the

parenchyma, at the lower pole of the kidney. On the

sam(> 8i(l(> there was also a se(;ond renal vein, which

emptied into the upper part of the iliac vein of that

side. The renal artery of the riyht kidney was nor-

mal, but there were two renal veins, one in front and
one behind the artery.

(Ji) One kidney's blood supi)ly normal. The other

was sup[)lied by three arteries, sprin<iing separately

from the aorta. Before reaching the hilus each of the

vessels gave off two branches ; in the case of the lower

one of the arteries these branches ])assed behind in-

stead of in front of the renal vein.

(4) The right kidney was suj)plied by two sej)arate

arteries. The lower of these two entered the kidney

on the level of the hilus ; the other, wliich was given

off separately from the aorta, entered the parenchyma
at the upper end of the kidney, and did not send off

any branches before doing so. Other kidney's arterial

su[)ply and the veins of both oigans were normal.

(o) A similar condition to the last case, except that

the second or supernumerary artery was below instead

of above the principal vessel.

(6) On the left side there is a normal renal artery,

but from its stem at a short distance from its origin in

the aorta a small branch was given olf, which passed

to the anterior surface of the kidney and entered its

parenchyma there. On the right side a similar condi-

tion was found, except that the small artery after pass-

ing through a portion of the mesentery tinally entered

by several branches the suprarenal capsule. The veins

of both kidneys were normal.

(7) On the right side a single renal artery springs

from the aorta opposite the third lumbar vertebra,

and divides into two branches before reaching the kid-

ney at the hilus. Two renal veins at the upper end of

the hilus, in front a large vein which passes in front of

the upper branch of the renal artery and enters into

the vena cava just above the point of origin of the renal

artery in the aorta. At the lower end of the hilus

there are two small venous branches, one from the

front of the hilus and one from behind it. which unite

in one vein. The vein formed by this union passes at

first behind then in front of the renal artery, and enters

the vena cava a little below the j)oint of origin in the

aorta of the renal artery. On the left side is an artery

which springs from the aorta four centimetres below
the })oint of origin of the right renal artery. This vessel

' Annales des Maladies iles Organes Genito-urinaires, August, 18!",),

p. 879.

liivides into two braiirh)--> Im fore reaching the kidney.
\[. half a centinietri- from the point of origin of th>;

main branch in tlie aorta, a necond niipernuinerury ar-

tery is given olf from the ;iorta al.so. Tin- vesHel Ih

small and paHses dire«-tly to the ujiper |>ole of the kid-

ney, where it enters the kidney |)arenchyma. 'I'l.ero

is a single renal vein which is formed liy two branchen
which spring from the hilus between the two art»Tial

stems, and after having formed ;i plexus with the Mjwr-

mati<*, it enters l)y a single trunk llif iiiferiDi- part of

the vena cava.

(H) Kach kidney is snpplieil by two arterial trunks,

which are given off from the aorta in separate branflic,

one pair a little above the other. On the right >ide tlu*

upper of the two branches divi«les before reaching.' the

ki(hiey into two sets of branches, one* passing in

front of the upper part of the hilus aiul one behind it,

to <'nt«'r the kidney ; between these sets of branche.s,

passes a branch of the renal vein. The lower of the

two main vessels passes nearly to the liilu-. without

branching, then divides into three short branches, which
enter directly the parenchyma of the kidney at the

lower end of the hilus. The single vein is formed by
three branches uniting just within the hilus. i)\\ the

right side the upper of the two main arteries divide.s

near the hilus into three branches ; one pas.ses behind,

one above and one in front. The lower of the two
main vessels divides into two branches, which approach
the lower extremity of the hilus; one pas.ses backward
and one forward. The single renal vein is formed
from a complex venous plexus of small branches of the

renal vein and the left spermatic vein placed in front

of the arterial branches.

(D) A single renal artery is on the right side and
three renal arteries on the left. On the right side the

artery is normal, but the vein is peculiar in that it is

formed of two sets of branches, one originating from
the posterior and one from the anterior aspect of the

hilus. These two sets of branches remain distinct

nearly to the vena cava ; there they unite into one
trunk. The left kidney is supjilied by three arteries.

Of these, the upper two emerge from the aorta by a

common trunk, but separate into two branches immedi-
ately ; the upper, a small one, passes directly to the

renal parenchyma of the upper end of the organ. The
second, or lower of the two, j)asses to the parenchyma
of the upper half of the kidney, entering it at the

anterior aspect of the hilus ; it has three collateral

branches. The third artery terminates by four

branches near the posti'rior aspect of the lower end of

the hilus, one of the four branches passing to the

lower extremity of the organ. The vein is normal.

(10) There are three renal arteries on the right

side.

lai'Tim-: or r.i,adder ix a tatient with stkict-

IKE.

Michel and Grosse '^ report this case. The patient

was fifty-three years old. Gonorrhea, twenty years

previously, not tr«>ated. For the past two years marked
difficulty of urination ; ten days previous to entering

the hospital comj)lete retention ; partial retention for

the five following days, small (juautities of bloody urine

being passed, lie then had a su(hlen pain in the lower

part of the abdomen ; vomiting followed ; symptoms of

peritonitis soon occurred. On examination an impas-

1 Annates des Maladies des Organes Genito-urinaires, September.
18!>9, p. 970.
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sable urethral stiieture was found. On the tenth day

'denia of the lower part of the abdominal wall. Supra-

pubic cystotomy and drainage. The patient died a few

hours later.

Autopsy shows iieneral peritonitis, and a large (pian-

tity of l)lo()dy urine in the pelvis. ()u the left lateral

aspect of the bladder, below the peritoneal refli-ction,

there was a complete rent of the bladder of the size of

a (piarter of a dollar. The adjacent jx'ritoneum had

been perforateil secondarily by tlu; pressure of the

gradmilly increasing quantity of the fluid. The rarity

of this accident occurring in connection with stricture

is its most interesting feature.

OBSERVATION'S ON Till: DKTKCTION <)l' SMALL Ul>

N'AL CALCl LI 1$V TIIK UONTCfEN RAYS.

Robert Abbe ^ has collected 27 cases, including two

of his own, in which operation verified the presence

of stone detected previously by the radiograph.

The term small, used to describe the calculi in the

title, is hardly warranted, as will be seen by the follow-

ing, quoted from another part of the article :
" It will

l)e seen from the reports that stones of various sizes

down to one-half inch in the largest measurement

liave been uiunistakably shown."

The writer notes the importance of certain points

in the techni(jue of the radiographic work as follows :

•" As essential to success are delicate and fresh sensi-

tive plates. The fiuoroscope is useless. Kubber tissue

/should be interposed between patient and the j)late to

jjrevent perspiration damping the jjaper. The photo-

graphic plate nuist be ])laced well up against the

patient's back, including the last four ribs."

With regard to the machine and the tubes, whatever

Avill make a good bone shadow quickly will make a

shadow of the calculus. In the radiograph of the

normal loin there should be no shadow of the kidney

substance, muscles, fascia, intestines, which should re-

;semble in any way the shadow of a renal calculus.

Both experimentally and clinically it was shown that

•shorter exposures than ten minutes or less gave better

results than longer exposures. The impression of

•easily penetrable stones, such as urates, was stronger

with very short exj)osure. A plate while wet may
show nothing, but when dry and held in a proper light

shows good results. A thin plate showing nothing

when looked at in broad daylight may give a good

picture when held in front of a brightly illuminated

sheet of clean paper. A thin plate will often display

.shadows when moved rajjidly from side to side under

proper illumination, though it has shown nothing

when held still. A dense plate that seems imjM'iietra-

J)le will sometimes show perfect results when illumi-

nated correctly, either by direct or reflected sunlight

with a proper screening of the observer's eye. A pro-

perly closed box, like a fiuoroscope, adapted to the size

of tiie picture, allows a more correct interpretation of

shadows. The negative itself will give more informa-

tion than the photograph.

ANASTOMOSIS BETWEEN liLAUUKU AND LKl/rKR.

SokoloflP,* of Moscow, reports 28 cases with one of

liis own, and describes his procedure most clearly.

Two illustrations show method of incision and manner

of joining the ureter and bladder. The operation is

sidvocated in cases of ureteral fistula-.

3 Annals of Surgery. August, 1800, p. 178.

* Dentsche Zeitschrift liir Chirurgie, June, 1899, p. 185.

OPERATION FOR ECTOPIA VESIC/t:.

Sonneuburg * recommends the removal of the blad-

der and the insertion of the ends of the ureters into

penis. He describes his operation, and reports seven
cases, with no death. Sonneuburg thinks that plastic

operations are well-nigh useless, for, although they
can readily be performed, the resulting bladder has no
retaining j)Ower, and also predisj)Oses to the formation
of incrustations which carry pain and danger with
them. He advocates (and has done so since 1882) the

insertion of ureters into penis, as putting them into

the bowels makes a pyelonejihritis quite probable.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN LKiATlRE OK RENAL
VESSELS.

Alessandri,*^ of Rome, has published a long and
carefully j)repared article in which he reviews the be-

ginnings of renal surgery, reports many cases and
much literature bearing upon his subject, and finally

describes with much detail his own experiments upon
dogs and cats. His conclusions are briefly as fol-

lows :

(1) That ligature of the renal veins is not incom-
patible with the life and activity of the kidney, but

that it offers serious rmtnech'ate danger to life of the

animal. If animal lives, a collateral circulation de-

velops sufficiently to re-establish the renal function.

(2) That ligature of the renal artery in the cat does
not allow the same restoration of function as in the

case of the dog. In the latter there results a good
collateral circulation which suffices for the health and
proper activity of the organ. In man the presence of

many possibly collateral arteries offers a good chance
for a similar collateral circulation, in the author's

opinion.

(S) That the ligation of all vessels (veins and arte-

ries) is incompatible with life and functions of the

organ, but that there is enough collateral circulation in

this case to prevent any form of rapid necrosis, and
there results a gradual cirrhosis instead.

ARTERIAL CIRCILATION OF THE KIDNEYS; ITS IM-

PORTANCE IN SURGERY.

Zondek " contributes a careful study based upon
maceration preparations of I.') kidneys, illustrations of

which accompany the article.

RESECTION OF NERVES FOR NEURALGIAS.

M. Rochet ^ reports three cases at the French As-
sociation of Urology, where the perineal nerve (peri-

neal branch of internal pudic nerve) was successfully

resected for painful urethrocystitis. Relief of patient.

Internal pudic nerve was cut down upon where it

passes out through small sacrosciatic notch.

Donath and II. Iliittl ^ report a case where six to

seven centimetres of the " lumbo-inguinal " and " ex-

ternal spermatic " nerves were removed for neuralgia

of testis, which followed an attack of gonorrheal epi-

didymitis. Relief for four months; then recurrence

of pain. The nerve was approached through an in-

cision like the one for exploring the ureter.

•"' Deutsche nied. Wocheiischrift, 1889, No. 14.
' Revue de Cliirurgio, August and Sei)leniber, 1899.
' Das arterielle (Jefiiss-systeni der Niere \ind seine Bedeutuog fur

die Pathologie und (;hirui-gie der Niere. Archly fiir klin. Chirurgie,
Band lix, Heft 3

" Lancet, October 20, 1899.
» Ungarische nied. Presse, 1899, No. 11.
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CAl'SK OF MCI'llltOl.rnilASIS.

Ikawit/'" disciissi's hLx cases of lithiasis, wliirli lie

savs is really a secoiHlarv |)r(>cess. lie thinks the

trmil)l(! hei,fiiis as an " eii<h)iie|>iiritis " u liich term he

fives to the iiillaiimiatioii of the epithelial liiiiiii; of

ijloinenili, tuhules, and pelvis of the kidnev. lie

thinks the lithiasis is directly seeoiidary to this " endo-

nephritis."

roiisioN or riiK sri'.if.M.v ric coui>.

Sasse " reports another interesting case, illustrating

{\\i\ results of interrupted circulation in the testicle. A
pnndy clinical article and an interesting one.

AM'KIA OK 1.0N<i Dl KATIOX.

Dunn*'- and Doehheliu " rej)ort cases of long con-

tinuing anuria, the former one of ninety-six hours' and

tlie hitter one of eight days' duration. Both wen- due

to calculi. In the former case the patient recovered

without operation, while in the latter case the stone

was found in the ureter and was pushed down into

the bladder, from which it was expelled by the patient

during convalescence.

(JONOUHHKAK I'KKITOMTIS IX CIlll.l).

There are many recorded cases in children where
an ophthalmia due to the gonococcus has been fol-

lowed by joint involvement. Bracpiehaye ^* reports a

case of gonorrheal peritonitis followed by an arthritis

in both ankles.

PROSTATE CLIXICAL NOTES.

Two clinical papers worthy of attention are the

following

:

(1) Fenwick,'^ "Clinical Notes upon the Kectal

Contour and Consistence of a Thousand Prostate

Glands."

(2) Wolff,^*' "Ueber die bosartigen GeschwUlste
der Prostata insbesonders iiber die Carcinome dersel-

ben."

The former tabulates the author's large individual

experience with such examinations, and the latter

deals in a most careful and complete w'ay with the

whole subject and literature of cancer of the prostate.

l^eportiai of ^t^tittit^,

FIFTH DISTRICT BRANCH OF THE NEW YORK
STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Fifteenth Annual Meeting, held in Brooklyn,
N. Y.

MALIGNANT DISEASE.

The discussion was opened by the President, Dr.
Joseph U. Bkvaxt, who spoke first of the exceptional

amount of attention which this subject was now receiv-

ing from the profession. To a large extent, he said,

'" Zur Fragevon der Aetiologie, Diagnose uiulTherapie der Nephro-
lithiasis. Transactions of th« Association of Kussiau Physicians,
^loscow, 1899.

>' Kin Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Torsion des Sainenstranges.
Archiv fiir klin. Cliirnigie, Band lix, Heft 3.

'» St. Paul -Medical Journal, December, 1S'J9.
'• Deutsche Zeitscluift fiir Chirurgie, July, 18 '9.
" P<5ritonil6 blonorrhagique chez une lillette de quatre aiis et deuii ;

laparotoniie
; gutirisou. Hull, et Mem. Soc. de Chirurgie de Paris,

Tome xxiv, p. 730.
•° British Medical Journal, February 18, 1899.
•» Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Chirurgie, September, 1899.

it had taken the place of tid)i;rculoHiH um a topic of dis-

cussion. In the latter alVciiion a Holutiori of the prol>-

lem had been reached, but this unfortuiiutely wuh not
the case as regards malignant disease. The .'•ubjerl

was still surrounded with gli»r>m and <Iireni ap|irehet|.

sion, and he felt convinced th:it on*.- of the principal

causes of this was the he.sitan«'y on the jiart of the

|thysi(!ian as well as tin; |)atient and the friends of the

latter to recognize the «!Xtrem(; importance of the most
prompt operative interference. Whatever light scif-ii-

tific investigation might in the future throw upon the

matter of treatment, there could be no doubt that at

the [)resent time our only chance of success lay in an
early operation in every case possible. The necessity

for this was evident when the undoubted rajjid increase

of malignant disease was taken into consideration.

Dr. Bryant (pioted Dr. Park's ominous prophecy
that in ten years from now cancer would cause more
deaths in New York than pulmonary tuberculosis,

small-pox and typhoid f(;ver combined, and said that

while this might be considered an extreme view, there

could be no (juestion of the increase of this form of

disease not only in the United States but throughout

the civilized world. He then i)roceeded to recount the

Iat(;st available statistics from New York, Boston,

Chicago, Pliilade]j)hia, San Francisco, Baltimore. New
Orleans, London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Munich and
Hamburg. Having mentioned the conclusion of News-
holme that the increase was not a real but an appar-

ent one, due to more careful diagnosis and more fre-

quent autopsies in recent years, he said that whether
this was the case or not there could be no doubt that

cancer was one of the most formidable diseases with

which we had to contend. The latest statistics showed
that it caused 5.0G per cent, of all deaths in persons

over forty-five years of age.

What, then, could be done to arrest its progress?

The other great scourges of the human family were
either now well held in hand or on the eve of coming
under control. Billings haddirected attention to the fact

that in the course of years the parts of the body most
frequently attacked by cancer had materially change<l.

Thus, the digestive organs were now much oftener the

seat of the disease than formerly. In males the mouth
and throat were very frequently attacked, but this was
not so generally the case in females. Inasmuch as in

the middle period of life, from the age of forty-five to

that of fifty-five, the cases of cancer were more numer-
ous than in all other periods combined, it seemed rea-

sonable to assume that malignant disease did not derive

its origin from preceding causes ; for surely the first

forty-five years of life was the time of greatest activity

and exposure. It might, perhaps, be claimed that the

inception of the disease occurred in earlier life, and
that it only became fully developed hi the later; but

it was iini)ossible for any one who was familiar with

the persistent, progressive and aggressive character of

cancer to accept the proposition that it could remain
latent in the system for any length of time. The age
at which the disease commonly occurs would, therefore,

seem to present a strong argument against its parasitic

origin.

As to the treatment, there could be no question that

a prompt and thorough operation was called for in

every possible case and.it was of the utmost impor-
tance that the lymphatic connections of the tumor
should be completely removed, whether they were
known to be implicated or not. It was, in f.act, often
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impossible to state whether the neighboring glands were

or were not involved. Manipulation was misleading

and unreliable, and it should constantly be borne in

mind that these glands always became to some extent

affected before they were appreciably enlarged. The
surgeon who failed to empty the axilla when excising

a cancerous breast was grossly neglectful of his patient's

welfare. Gross had found that when the axillary

glands were affected, the suprascapular glands were also

implicated in over six per cent, of cases. The point

which he wished to emphasize was, that the discovery

of the existence of a tumor in any part of the human
system demanded that the character of the growth

should be determined at the earliest possible moment,

and that just as soon as the i)resence of malignant dis-

ease was established it should be removed in the most

thorough manner, l^nfortunately, however, it was too

often the case that hesitation and delay characterized

everything but the growth of the tumor. Still, great

progress had been made since 1870, when Sir William

Paget declared that, as far as he was able to ascertain, no

permanent recoveries had ever resulted after operation ;

and already in 1880 Gross had shown that with im-

proved surgical technique the percentage of cures was

9.05. In conclusion, Dr. Bryant quoted the much
better results collected by Bull in 1894, and the still

more favorable figures given more recently by Halsted

and Watson Cheyne. The mortality from the actual

operation was now but from two to three per cent.

Dr. Euwaru K. Dunham read a paper on

THE NATURK OF MALIONANCY IN NKOPLASMS.

Formerly, he said, heraatomata, retention cyst and

granulomata had been regarded as neoplasms, and while

the essential character of a neoplasm had now been

more definitely determined, there was even yet some
difference of o])inion in regard to the matter. In order

to understand the subject clearly it was necessary to

study the formation of the various tissues in the devel-

opment of a new individual. AVe had (1) cells, and

(2) intercellular substances. Cellular activities were

of three varieties : (1) nutritive ; (2) reproductive, and

(3) formative, resulting in differentiation into various

tissues. At this point two very important characteris-

tics were developed: (1) specialization, and (2) alle-

giance to hereditary control. He then proceeded to ap-

ply these elements to morbid processes. Inflammation,

he said, was one of the results of damage to tissues. The
effects of the damage were of four kinds : (1) total de-

struction ; (2) necrosis ; (3) degeneration, and (4) irri-

tation. One of the results of irritation was a revival

of the processes met with in the normal development

of tissues, and a definite purpose was accomplished.

As illustrations he mentioned (1) multii)lication due to

persistence of the damage, as seen in tuberculosis ; and

(2) deviation resulting from the existing conditions.

In the true neoplasmata the tissues did not develop to

meet any definite purpose having direct relation to the

formation of special tissues. The cells retained their

nutritive and formative proj)erties, but not the repro-

ductive, and clinically the growths were known as be-

nign.

In the most malignant tumors, such as sarcoma, we
had reproductive activity and nutritive activity, but

the normal activity of the tissue cells was almost, if

not totally, lost. Rapidity of growth and metabolic ac-

tivity were characteristic of such tumors. There was

a tendciiicv to implicatf; surrounding tissues. Infiltra-

tion and a liability to metastasis were met with. Inter-

mediate between sarcoma and benign tumors there was
a considerable number of various kinds of growths.
The malignancy they displa3ed was pi-oportionate to

the loss of formative activity in their cells. The view
here set forth. Dr. Dunham said, was by no means uni-

versally accepted. He then referred to Sanfelice's

contention in favor of blastomycetes, and stated that

while not prepared to deny that the presence of para-

sites might possibly divert the cells from their normal
allegiance, his own observations led him to doubt that

such was the case. He was furthermore convinced that
it was impossible to draw a definite line between be-

nign and malignant growths.

Dr. L. Grant BALi)\yiN read a paper on

MALIGNANCY IN THE FEMALE GENITO-URINARY
SYSTEM.

He said that out of 3,787 gynecological cases of

which he had records, there were 60 showing some
form of malignant disease. There were two cases of

cancer of the bladder and urethra, three of cancer of

the ovaries (in one of which only a single ovary was
affected), and "jo cases of cancer of the uterus. In 17
of the latter hysterectomy was performed, and four of

the patients were in good healtli to-day. Fifty-six of

the GO women were married, and with but a single ex-

ception all had been pregnant one or more times.

Procreation would, therefore, seem to be a powerful
predisposing cause of malignant disease. Out of the

50 women suffering from cancer of the uterus, only one
had never been married or pregnant. Laceration of

the cervix was beyond dispute a very frequent factor

in the causation.

In his experience the prognosis was very bad. The
fault was largely that of the family physician and the

patients themselves. In nearly all his cases when the

patient was first brought to him the disease had already

existed from six months to two years ; while in such
an affection as this, our only hope lay in early and
complete removal. There was, unfortunately, a wide-

spread misapprehension in regard to the subject on the

part, not only of the public, but of medical practitioners.

It had long been a prevalent idea that profuse and pro-

longed uterine hemorrhage was a natural circumstance

at the time of the menopause. The occurrence of

hemorrhage, however, whether at the menopause or

any other time, was the one thing of all others which
should call for a prompt and thorough physical ex
amination. The fact of the absence of pain was mis

leading ; for in cancer of the uterus pain was by no
means an important sign. As to loss of fiesh, this,

like the pain, was apt not to occur until late in the

disease, after metastatic changes and systemic infec-

tion had taken place. The presence or absence of

odor was also an unreliable sign, and the cancerous

cachexia, on which so much stress had been laid, came
at a period when it was generally too late for the sur-

geon to be of any material service to the patient. A
thin watery discharge from the vagina sometimes pre-

ceded the occurrence of hemorrhage, and the appearance

of this should always excite suspicion. The continu-

ance of menstruation, even if the flow was not profuse,

beyond the normal time for the menopause should also

arouse suspicion.

In regard to the subject of treatment he would only

say that in uterine cancer an early and complete re-

moval, ])ref(rably by vaginal hysterectomy, was by all
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iiu'iins ii(lvis!il)l<!. Ah to \\w m.-ittcr of lccliiii(|in', if

\vt^ could do awiiy ciilircdy with siiliiics and li;,Mtui<s

it wouM 1)C! u ^roat step in iidvaiuw, and I Ik; iis(! of

(damps or forcu^ps was therefore to he preferred. 'I'he

author especially coiniiKiudod Dr. .1. S. Whitir's in-

strunjeut, and also spoke favorahly of Skene's electric

hemostatic forceps.

I)u. doNATllAN Wkkjii I'lcad a paper on

MAM<iNAN'r DISIOASK Ol llli; Nosi; AND lIllJOAr.

lie said that as regards the nose tlitic appeared to

be a few exceptional cases in which the patient recov-

ered without tlu! removal of the growth by opc^ration.

Whether these; were only apparent exceptions, and due

to errors in microscopic examination, he was unabh; to

say. The conditions met with in the nose pres(!nted a

very dilVerent clinical picture from tliose of the larynx.

There were very few cases of pure adenoma in the

nose, adenoma being more often combined with carci-

noma or e|)ithelioma, and sometimes with sarcoma.

These neoplasms were usually of slow growth, and

would seem to be favorable for operation, but, so far

as his experience went, they w'ere apt to occur in very

old persons, and the difliculties of operation were often

very great. Clinically there was very little ditfei-ence

between adenosarcoma and adenocarcinoma. Some-
times the granulomata of syphilis strikingly resembled

round-cell sarcoma, the most malignant of tumors. In

doubtful cases it was always well to bear in mind the

possibility of syphilis, and to subject the patient to a

course of iodide of potassium by way of test. As to

" clinical sense," so much relied upon by some, the

greatest watchfulness should be maintained lest it

should lead the observer into error.

In malignant disease of the fauces there were
fewer cases in which the diagnosis was for any length

of time attended with doubt, although it was sometimes
difficult or impossible to secure a fragment of the

growth for microscopical examination. Sarcoma of the

tonsil was not a very i-are form of trouble, and some-
times it was quite difficult to make the diagnosis be-

tween this and simple or syi)hilitic hypertrophy,

although the latter was fare. The consideration of

malignant disease of the larynx had to be omitted on
account of lack of time.

I)k. Max Einhorn read a paper on

TIIK EARLY RECOGNITIOX AND MANAGEMENT Ol

MALIGNANT DISEASE IN THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM.

The achievements of modern surgery, he said,

showed that cancer is primarily a localized, and not a

systemic, disease. Judging from analogy, malignant

tumors, if discovered early enough, were just as success-

fully removed from the digestive tract as elsewhere, and
it should therefore be the aim of the clinician to perfect

his diagnostic ability with regard to this form of dis-

ease. The stomach tube in conjunction with the

chemical analysis of the gastric contents had marked a

decided advance in this direction, and transillumination

of the stomach might also, in favorable instances, be

of some service ; but still oiu* methods were as yet

comparatively crude, and as a ride afforded a recogni-

tion of the malignant affection only at a stage when it

had already progressed to a considerable extent. In

speaking on the subject of etiology he said that one
factor which, although it was not directly concerned
in the origin of cancerous tumors, created a decided

predisposition for their development was repeated irri-

tntif)ii. Ileiicf!, tliOHc parts along th«: digc>*live tract

which were Hubjected to the most niark<d niechafiical

irritations were also most often the neatj* of mahgnant
dis(!ase. Thus, the stomach, njceiviiig the {(nA in a
comparatively coarse Ktate, wan the organ most frir-

(pjeiitly attacked, and here, again, tlie cardia, and
especially the j)yloruH, were chiefly involved. 'I'licj

small intestine;, through which the chyme paHsed in itx

greatfT part in lifptid form, was very seldom att.-icked

with canc(!rous disease;, while the larger intestine, in

which the; fecal matter assumed a more solid consi'^t-

eiicy, showed a comparatively large percentage of

cases of this kind.

Dr. Einhorn described the comlitions under which
the diagnosis of canc(;r of the rlilbrent i)arts of the

digestive a]>paratus was justifiable, as follows:

I. Eaoi^hayiis and cnrd'ni.— Gradually developing
dysphagia and the presence of a stricture in the eso[)h-

agus, especially if a particle of tumor showing the

characteristics of cancer has been brought up with tlie

tube, or the presence of the above symptoms in con-

nection with frequent small hemorrhages.

II. Stomach and pylorus.— A positive diagnosis of

cancer may be made if the following conditions are

noted: (1) If particles of tumor are found (in the

wash-water or tube) which show the microscopic char-

acteristics of a malignant growth ; (2) the presence of

a more or less large tumor with an uneven surface,

belonging to the stomach and associated with dyspeptic

symptoms ; (3) the presence of a tumor associated

with frequent hematemesis ; (4) constant pains, fre-

quent vomiting, ischochymia, emaciation— all these

symptoms being constant and not extending over too

long a period (six months to one year) ; (.5) tumor
and ischochymia; (G) emaciation, ischochymia. pres-

ence of lactic acid
; (7) constant anorexia and pains,

not yielding to treatment, accompanied by frequent

small hemorrhages (of coffee-ground color).

III. Large and small intestines.^(l) The detection

by abdominal or rectal palpation of a tumor in the

large or small bowel, together with symptoms of cach-

exia and disturbances of defecation
; (2) the presence

of a tumor, as described, and the discovery in the

stools of small particles of a neoplasm with cancerous

characteristics
; (•")) gradually increasing disturbances

for a few months in a previously healthy person,

accompanied by cachexia and symptoms of a com-
mencing or already developed stricture of the bowels,

and the presence in the stool of small particles of

growth, giving the microscopic appearances of cancer.

It was a thorough examination of the physical state

of the j)atient, strict attention being paid to all the

methods ajiplicable to such cases, and a full knowledge
of the history, which enabled us to discover the exist-

ence of malignant disease at a comparatively early

period. Continued observation and repeated examina-
tions were often of service in arriving at the diagnosis,

and sometimes examination under narcosis was desira-

ble. In rare cases in which a probable diagnosis of

cancer could be made an exi)loratory laparotomy, with

a view to establishing the diagnosis and performing a

radical or palliative operation, would be required.

In the treatment the following points were to be ob-

served : (
I ) Whenever the tumor is accessible for opera-

tion, and there is the slightest hope of curing the

patient, a complete extirpation of the growth should

be made; (2) if the tumor is not accessible for opera-

tion, or the entire removal of the maliirnaut disease
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practically impossible, palliative operations which serve

to alleviate suffering and prolong life should be under-

taken in suitable cases ;
(.'5) cases operated upon, as

those left without operation, require for their manage-

meut a skilful physician, who can lessen suffering and

nearly always prolong life even under the most trying

conditions. The conclusion of the jiaper was devoted

to the special management of malignant disease iu the

different portions of the digestive tract.

l)u. J. W. S. GoiLEY made some remarks on

MALIGNANT DISEASE IN THE MALE GENITO-l'UlN-

AHV SYSTEM.

Di!. W I. B. CoLEY read a pajier on

THE TREATMENT OF INOPERABLE MALKiNANT
TUMORS.

He differed from the others taking part in the dis-

cussion as to the etiology of malignant growths, regard-

ing them as of parasitic origin. The links in the chain

of evidence to support this view, he said, were being

slowly forged, and but few were now lacking to com-

plete it. Some of the most striking proofs were af-

forded by Sanfelice's recent experiments on dogs, an

account of which he gave. Having stated that seventy-

five per cent, of malignant growths were at some
time or other beyond the reach of the knife, he re-

ferred to Mander's recent work on the ferment treat-

ment. Among the features of the treatment was the

lessening of the amount of animal food taken by the

patient, butcher's meat being altogether excluded, and

the injection of pure ferments. The results from the

use of yeast cells were yet too recent to be of value as

to the permanent value of the method. The treatment

by injection of thyroid extract and the removal of the

ovaries had a logical wai-rant, as the action of the ex-

tract was analogous to that of the pure ferments in

breaking up glycogen, and he here referred to cases

recently reported by Frederick Pye, AV'atson Cheyne
and others.

He spoke briefly of the use of celandine, of electri-

city, and of the parenchymatous injection of alcohol in

the treatment of cancer, and then took up the treat-

ment by means of the mixed toxins of erysipelas and

bacillus prodigiosus. The results obtained from this

method during the first four years of its employment he

had given in a paper before the New York State Medi-

cal Association, published in the Transactions of the

society for 1«U.J. As stated then, the variety of mal-

ignant disease that showed the greatest improvement

under its use was the spindle-celled sarcoma. After

recounting a number of special cases, he said that the

cases now amounted in all to lo'J. Of 87 cases of

round-cell sarcoma •')!) showed more or less improve-

ment, and in one instance the patient remained entirely

well at the expiration of five years. Twenty-two of

the cases were of the spindle-celled variety of sarcoma.

Of these, eight remained well at the expiration of from

three to seven years, and 11 at the exjjiration of

from one to three years. He had already called atten-

tion to the very great difficulty both of obtaining suita-

ble cultures and of keeping them sufficiently virulent.'

These toxins were very powerful bacteriological ])rod-

ucts, and it was necessary to use them with the great-

est caution in order to avoid dangerous risks. Among
the conclusions at which lie had arrived were the fol-

lowing: That mixed toxins exert an inhibitory action

on malignant growths ; that these are less efficient in

their action on carcinoma than on sarcoma ; that in a
larger proportion of cases of inoperable sarcoma the
patients survived for more than three years after the
treatment ; that the action of the toxins in no wise
resembles that of a local escharotic.

In summing up the discussion, the President, Dr.
Bryant, said that (1) there was no question as to the
wide prevalence and formidable character of malignant
growths

; (2) opinion was at present divided as to the
exact nature of such growths, whether they were of
microbic origin or the result of perverted cell action

;

and (8) there was no disagreement as to the desirability

of an early diagnosis and, when this was made, as to

the necessity for prompt operative action in all possi-

ble cases.

i^ccent literature.

The Nervous Si/sfem and its Constituent Neurones.
ByLEWELLYs F. Barker, M.B. Pp. xxxii, 1,122,
with two colored plates and G7() illustrations in

the text. New York : D. Apjjleton & Co. 1899.

When the publishers' announcement calls a book
" the most scientific and complete work on the subject
ever published, and one of inestimable value to the

practitioner and student of medicine," Ave usually

accept the statement with the same amount of credence
that we give to the praises of the administration by
the pious editor who wants an office, but the announce-
ment of the present volume from which we have just

quoted is true. A small portion of the work was
published in the New York Medical Journal in 1897,
but, although it showed that the book would probably
be of value, it gave no adequate idea of its real merit.

We have had occasion before to regret the lack of

English works on the anatomy of the nervous system
which couhl be comjiared with such works in foreign

tongues as those of Dejerine, Van Gehuchten, Ramdn
y C'ajal, Kolliker, Bechterew, Edinger, and otliers, but
that reproach has been done away by the magnificent

volume before us. When we read the author's state-

ment in the preface that there has been no attempt to

exhaust the bibliography and that only the more im-

portant references consulted have been cited, and com-
pare that statement with the number of references

actually cited in the foot-notes, the enormous amount
of labor involved in the mere study of the literature

may be faintly appreciated ; but the book is no mere
compilation of other men's work. The work of the

independent investigator is apparent throughout, and
the statements of others are checked and controlled

by the judgment of the observer who is familiar with

the subject from practical experience.

Not only may the work be put upon an equality

with the treatises we have referred to above from its

exhaustive and independent character, but it deals

with the subject in a wholly new fashion, widening
our conceptions of the anatomy of the nervous system,

while at tlie same time it simplifies the intricacies of

the subject in a way that no other work with which
we are familiar does. We believe it no exaggeration

to say that, since Golgi first introduced us to the new
conception of the neurone, no work has yet appeared
of such importance. Let there be no mistake, how-
ever, in the character of the work. It is not a treatise

on the gross anatomy of the nervous system. The
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Htiidnit who wiHiicrt iiifoniijitioii as to the poHition of

tin- vciili'iclcs or llic viirijitioiis in the crrcliriil lissiircs

tiiid sulci, or cvfii tli*- sliapc iiiid si/.c of tli*- spiiiii!

cord, must si'ck clsf-vvhcn'. This voluiuc deals with

the liner structures of th(! nervous system, us mmle ii])

of its constituent neurones, and with their anatr)mical

relations with one another.

The (irst section deals with liie hi^lors nl the

development of the neurone concept, inchidin:; a

carefii! study of the aryuments hrou^iit aiiuiiist it hy

Apathy and Uethe. The next two se(!tioiis deal with

the external and internal morphol()<ry of neurones,

especially as manifested i)y the staiidn*; methods of

(ioliii and Nissl. The fourth section sliows the his-

toiicnetic relations of the neurones, with a suiigestive

chapter summin<>; up our present knowledge of the

human body as a segmented organism. The fifth

section, on the neurone as the unit in j)hysiological

and pathological })rocesses, is of absorbing interest

and it nuM'its the closest study of every physician as a

most suggestive and enlightening i)resentation of the

processes of nervous and mental physiology as inter-

j)reted in the light of the neurone theory. These
si'ctions, however, occupy only about three hundred

l)ages. The last section, which forms the bulk of the

work, is a study of the grou})ingand chaining together

of neurones in a comjjlex nervous system like that of

man and higher animals, or, in other words, of the

fine anatomy of the nervous system as exhibited in

the anatomical relations of the various chains of neu-

rones having a definite physiological function. This

study begins with the consideration of the neurones

connecting the sense organs of the bodj- with the

central nervous system, then of the neurones within

the central nervous system connecting the end stations

of these first neurones with other portions of the ner-

vous system, then of the motor neurones connecting

the central nervous system with the muscles, the neu-

rones connecting with those which throw them under
the influence of other centres, and finally the projec-

tion, commissural and association neurones of the

telencephalon. The adoption of this method of pre-

senting the facts of nervous anatomy and making it

the foundation of classification is the most valuable

and most original feature of the book. It was of

course indicated in the works of Flechsig and Bech-
terew, and partially adopted by Van (xehuchten, which
renders his treatise on anatomy so valuable to the

student, but Barker is the first to make this grouping
of the neurones the primary and fundamental element
in the study of the anatomy of the nervous svstem.

That there are still enormous gaps in our knowledge
and that the exact physiological relations of myriads
of neurones are still unknown are patent facts, but we
believe that this method, defective as it is and must be
for years to come, is the simplest, clearest and most
rational way to present the facts of nervous anatomy
and physiology to the student, iind the way in which
he can most easily grasp them and retain them as a

connected whole. From what has been alreadv said

it is perhaps needless to add that, having adopted this

admirable method, the presentation of the facts them-
selves is ecpially admirable, showing cari'ful research,

sound judgment, and a marvellously accurate study of

the literature which seems to have overlooked nothing
of importance and little that is unimportant. It would
be a task even for the Dean of St. Patrick's, who
could write entertainly of a broomstick, to be particu-

larly divertinjf in deuling with the VHriouN trartM of
(ibres in the nervous Hystini, but, with all the other
merits of this work, it would be unfair to make tio

mention of the charm and cleurnens of itt literary

style, whii-li, whr-rever the- material will permit, Ih--

<"omes a<'tinilly entertaining ;ind <|elightful — even in

dealing with llu- anatomy of tin- nervous HyhU-in ! Th*-
generous coll.iboralion of the pulilisliers, too, njU'-t not

be overlooked, for the illustrations, profu>e in ninniier

and often colored, form a valuable an<l import^int

feature of the work, and the execution of them, as

well as the careful ty|»ography, deserves the highest

praise.

CyclojX'dia of fhc Discuses nf C/iililren ; Medical ami
Siin/icdl. The Articles Written especially for the

AVork by American, liritish and Canadian Authors.
Volume V. Supplement (;dited by William A.
Kdwahds. ]M.I). Illustrated. Pp. xvi, \:.',:'r>.

Philadelphia: .1. H. Lippincott Co. IHIO.

This work is not a general text-book, covering the

whole subject in a series of complete classified chapters,

but a supplement to the well-known cyclopedia of
Keating, the last volume of which appear«,"d ten years
ago, and is written with the object of rounding out the
information obtained in the earlier volinne-.. and bring-

ing it up to date.

The book is a collection of independent articles,

medical, surgical, clinical and pathological, without at-

tempt at classification, covering the imjjortant topics

in pediatrics, and including many of general scope and
interest. It is a product of eiglity-seven contributors,

eighty of which have written one article each and no
one more than three. The list includes a large number
of the best English and American writers.

The result is a book of somewhat peculiar qualitv.

The articles are mostly written with the special design
of showing the advances that have been made in pedia-
trics in the last ten years, and recent additions to our
knowledge are made very prominent. Many of the
writers adhere rigidly to this scheme, and their success
shows what miglit have been done by all. Some
chapters have been reprinted from the original with
little or no change. Some have been revised bv the
original contributors, others are by new authors upon
subjects treated in the original work. Some chapters
are of great excellence, many are only mediocre and
add nothing to existing knowledge. The recent l)iblio-

graphy of the subject is given in many instances.
We wish to especially mention the following very excel-
lent articles : Ballantyne on Congenital Disorders and
Diseases of the Xew-boru ; Rotch on Feeding in In-
fancy ; Hare on Advances in Thera|ieutics ; Peffer on
Diseases of the Stomach ; Barlow on Scurvy ; Osier on
Cretinism; Musser on Diseases of the Liver: Howard
A. Kelly on Diseases of the Ovaries and Tubes:
Sachs on Amaurotic Family Idiocy ; Snell on Hvgiene
of the Eye: Cheadle on Rheumatism: Sherman on
Tuberculosis of Joints.

We believe that certain articles could well have been
omitted as belonging to books dealing with clinical

methods or general text-books of surgery. On the
other hand, in considering the advances in knowledire
of the infections diseases, we are surprised to find men-
ingitis omitted. Pediatrics is of course closely allied
to general medicine, but we cannot hel|) feelinir that a
few of the articles were written too uiurh fiom experi-
ence with adults.
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The illustrations are iniraerous and well executed.

We must draw special attention to those in the articles

on Feeding, Jiicycling, Cretinism. Hernia, Appendicitis

and the X-ray«. The book is well printed and bound

and the index is clear and complete. All in all, the

book is a valuable one, containing much that is new,

and no owner of the original cyclopedia will now con-

sider it complete without the addition of the present

volume.

A Text-Buok of Mental Diseases, ivitli Special Refer-

ence to the Pathological Aspects of Jasanlty. \\\

W. Bevax Lkwis, J..R.t'.r. (Loud.), M.'R.C.S.

(Kng.), ^Medical Director, West Hiding Asylum,

AVakefield. Second edition. Pp. xxvi, 609.

IMiiladelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1899.

' It is particularly disappointing that such an able and

original observer, investigator and writer as Dr. Lewis,

who throws so much light on a number of points which

his predileetions lead him to treat at length, should not

go farther and cover the whole ground of mental dis-

ease in a suiliciently full, advanced and symmetrical

treatise on the whole subject. As it is, in spite of the

much-needed additions and changes in the second edi-

tion of his text-book, which make it a decided improve-

ment over the first, there is enough lack of system,

projjortion and comjjleteness remaining to render it

unsatisfactory in many parti(;ulars. The chapters on

Alcoholism, Kpileptic Insanity, Progressive Systema-

tized Insanity, and much of that on Ginieral Paralysis,

for example, are valuable contributions to our knowl-

edge, but a work on insanity which gives in varying

amount of detail the etiology of a few varieties and

entirely omits it in other and important ones ; in whi<;h

there is no allusion to the role of syphilis in general

paralysis, or any other form, for that matter ; which

contains no reference to classification, diagnosis, the

method of examining patients, feigned insanity, or

confnsional insanity, cannot reasonably be expected to

projierly meet the needs of students, instructors, or

l)ractising alienists.

The chapters on Minute An;itomy and on Pathology

show, as might be exp(!Cted, genuine scientific research

of the liighest order, and before one can safely criti-

cise the author for clinging to his view^s as to the

existence and ofiice of the "scavenger cell" in the

face of more recent opinion, he must be sure that

other investigators are his e(juals in close and accurate

observation and in sound deductions therefrom.

With all its faults as a text-book, it is nevertheless a

highly interesting work, and if in making search for

the author's valued views on some sj)ecial question we
are occasioiuilly unsuccessful, we are sure to be be-

guiled into following some new presentation of another

subject, and to profit by his teaching.

The Trained Nurses' Directory. Composed of Names
("irefnllv selected by Pronnneut Physicians and Sur-

geons of New York and X'icinity from their Private

Lists. Compiled and edited by ]\L Loiisk Longk-
WAV, (iraduate of tlu* New York Training School,

IJellevuc Hospital. Sixth edition. 1899.

This small volume of one hundred and thirty pages

is designed to furnish a list of nurses who have had an

ade(juate training and are reconniiended by rei)utable

physicians. After each name is given the line of nurs-

ing in which the nurse especially excels, with his or

her address. The directory should be of great value

to j)hysician> as well as to patients.
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THE PHYSICIAN AND THE SURGICAL CON-
SULTANT.

Asepsis and the numerous recent refinements in

operative technique have, as is well recognized, vastly

broadened the field of surgery, and of legitimate sur-

gery, to the great benefit of humanity. For this ex-

tension of the scope of surgical art, we have reason to

be and are, no doubt, profoundly grateful, yet on care-

ful review of the situation certain facts are observed

which indicate that this expansion has brought with

it a certain amount of harm as well as good. It is

occasionally desirable and salutary to cease congratu-

lating ourselves on the grandeur of modern progress

in our art and to contemplate, for our better guidance

and the possible benefit of our patients, some of the

pitfalls into which the unwar}' surgeon and consultant

may be led.

In the days when all surgical operations were at-

tended with greater danger and suffering to the pa-

tient than they are at the present time, the surgeon

was in every act and deed of his profession always

under grave responsibility. He was justified in oper-

ative interference only under definite and serious indi-

cations and after a most thorough and careful diagno-

sis and consideration of all the conditions surrounding

the case. Under such circumstances the men who by

force of personality and training were fitted to suc-

ceed in the profession of surgery were fewer in number

than at present, and the question is worthy of con-

sideration whether they were not, on the whole, men
of better judgment.

In these days operative interference is so easy, that

mistakes as a rule cost less. A legitimate advantage

may be taken of this fact to take greater chances for

a possibility of relief in serious conditions, and this

advantage is taken daily by conscientious surgeons.

There is, however, abundant evidence tliat this princi-

ple is carried too far, and that operations, particularly

exploratory laparotomies, are undertaken with more

prospect of settling a diagnosis than benefiting the pa-

tient, and often before more legitimate means of diag-
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iiosin, iiicliidiii;^ (i.sjx'ciully tliosr rc<[uiriiif( ciiitiful ol)-

Hcrviitioii of tilt! piitimit ovt-r Iohmt pcriofls of time,

liuvii Ixcii t!xli!iiist('(l. " Exploralory liipurotomy will

sottio till' ((ii»!Htioii HO eusily uiid (juickly," says the (;ii-

thii.sijistic. sur^t'oii, "and may alTord a iruuiiiH of ciin'."

it certainly may, but then', arc so many doiihtfid al»-

domiiiiil conditions which are benefited by exploratory

laparotomy neither in regard to diagnosis nor tr(;at-

ment, that no conscientious surgeon will perform it till

every other means of diagnosis has been exhausted.

Exploratory laparotomy has its legitimate field, but

should be limited to cases in which other methods of

diagnosis have been tried, and in whicdi some [)rospect,

however slight, of subsequent advantage is presented.

Another occasional cause of unnecessary surgery is

found in a wrong attitude of the surgical consultant

toward the family physician. The latter is too apt to

call a surgeon to see a case, not to take charge of it,

but to operate, he having himself assumed the respon-

sibility of deciding upon operation, and told the pa-

tient and his friends that an operation ought to be per-

formed. The surgeon sometimes, it is to be feared,

in his anxiety to agree with the physician who called

him in consultation, may, even if in his own judgment

the case is one in which a waiting policy would be bet-

ter, delude himself into thinking that the physician has

had better opportunities to observe the case, and oper-

ate against his own better judgment, with results not

always for the best interests of the patient. Certain

physicians, it is to be feared, would call a surgeon

again in consultation who had done an unnecessary

operation to the detriment of their patient rather

than one who quietly but firmly refused to operate in

coatravention of their opinion previously expressed

to the patient's friends.

If the profession can only remember that surgery is a

spe( ialty and that questions not merely of operative

technique but of diagnosis and treatment can be set-

tled rightly only by men of experience in surgery, if

they would call a consultant to decide upon operation,

instead of taking themselves the responsibility of decid-

ing questions the magnitude of which they do not

realize, they would get results better for their pa-

tients and themselves, and not encourage the growth

of a class of surgeons who are willing to act on the

physician's opinion even at the expense of his patient,

and incidentally to secure a grip on his consulta-

tion practice. This state of things is bad for the wel-

fare of the patient, the art of surgery and the morals

of every one concerned, and could be easily put an

end to by the consultant's leaving to the surgeon the

decision.

"Very true," says the physician, "but I don't want

to subject my patient to the expense of a consultation

unless the surgeon is going to do something. I can't

call a surgeon every time there is merely a question of

operation — I must decide myself." 'J'o such the answer

must be made, that if he leaves the matter to his own
judgment he will call the surgeon often too late to do

any good in cases where his assistance has been ur-

gently needed, :ih w<II a< Hunirnon him at liuu-H to «,p-

(;rat(! on caHeH which would better be let alone, li

Hurely should Htrengthcn the pohition of a phyHJcian in

an enlightened community to be beforehand in callitig

asHistanee in tin; settlementofdiHieull Hurgir;alrjueHtionH,

rather than to settle thern himself und then call a hur-

geon who will support him in his raistakeH if neeesHary.

Ab.solute honesty toward hi<i patient's interest is all

that is required on the part of the physician and the

consulting surgeon.

The taking of responsibilities by m«;n)berH of tlie

profession for which tliey are not fitted by trainin"

and experience is the bane of honest medical and sur-

gical practice, and reacts in harm to the conimunitv
and the medical profession.

Let resjwnsibility be honestly placed and not wrong-
fully assumed in the relation of the physician and the

consulting surgeon, and good surgery will be promoted
at the expense of rash and careless work.

ORIGINAL RESEARCH : A MEANS OR AN END.

It is becoming clear that the medical school of the

future, which will most completely fulfil its function

as a centre of liberal scientific education, must be as-

sociated with a university. This is desirable from
many points of view, but particularly because we need
in medicine the broadening influence which comes
from close contact with other branches of learnin'r.

It is to be hoped that as time goes on the bonds be-

tween the parent university and its dependent schools

may continually become closer, in order that research,

so important an element in higher education, mav the

better be subserved.

In his recent addrt-ss as President of the American
Society of Naturalists, Prof. W. G. Farlow, of Har-
vard University, has drawn attention to certain facts

in the government of our American universities and
in their attitude toward research which deserve com-
ment. He finds a decided difference, in the first place,

between the government of American universities as

compared with that of Germany, and notes the fact

that in spite of the circumstance that we are living in

a republic, the tendency in our institutions is toward a
more autocratic form of government, whereas in Ger-
many it is of a more democratic character. "With us

the president and various governing boards are the

guardians of the policy of the university, while in

Germany the members of the instructing body have a
far more definite voice in matters of po'icy and appoint-

ment.

The American system has led, indirectly perhaps,
but none the less surely, to the subordination of orif^-

inal research to practical ends, rather than to its cul-

tivation for its own sake, a situation which we must
accept, however much we may wish for a broader sci-

entific spirit.

Professor Farlow speaks rather feelingly on this

matter, as follows : " Fashion and the natural ten-
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dency to imitate others has, however, done very much

for us iu recent years in aid of investigation, for,

while it may be next to impossible to induce tlie gov-

erning board of a university to spend money on inves-

tigation for its own sake, it is a comparatively easy

ma'ter to convince tlieni that they must make provi-

sion for original work because some other institution

has done so Und is thereby attracting public attention.

If original research can be used as a means for adver-

tising a university, there is no doubt that it will be en-

couraged, and, fortunately, as it turns out. it is a very

good advertisement, even better than victories in ath-

letics. The really successful American universities

are those in which tlie most original work is done.

The trouble is that if one looks upon research mainly

as an advertising medium, one is apt to demand quan-

tity rather tlian quality, and to regard the number of

papers published annually as the standard of scientific

activity."

Research is unfortunately often expensive, and in-

asmuch as those from whom the necessary money is

to come are apt to consider that research is valuable

only in so far as it is " practical," we are apt in this

country to meet with discouragement in the prosecu-

tion of theoretical lines of work of any considerable

magnitude. Professor Farlow is speaking of the uni-

versity in general, but this all app\ies with peculiar

force to medicine and medical research. Admitting

the desirability and necessity of original investigation

as a means of progress, it is clear that efforts in that

direction should not be hampered by a constant ap-

peal to the practical ; immediate results are often not

to be expected, should not be demanded, and are of

little or less than no value when obtained. We grow

weary, at times, of the frequently heard remark that

this or that piece of work is useless because its imme-

diate practical utility is not apparent. If we were

more thoughtful than we often are, we should realize

that it is out of these theoretical investigations, under-

taken in a scientific spirit, that practical results of the

greatest magnitude finally grow. We are entirely in

agreement with Professor Farlow in his opinion that:

" The o^reat charm of the German university hitherto

has been what has been described as the intellectual

atmosphere, the prevailing desire of pursuing learning

and investigation for their own sake, which, however,

does not unfit the Germans for the successful applica-

tion of science in industrial and practical fields. We
miss in our own universities this universal desire for

investigation, which is with us confined to a certain

number of {)ersons who are very enthusiastic, to be

sure, but are in most cases obliged to justify them-

selves in the eyes of those who do not understand the

value of investigation."

There are abundant signs, however, that we are at

least approaching the realization of the attitude which

has for many years been characteristic of the German

university. This will undoubtedly mark a decided

step in advance, and is unquestionably an essential of

productive investigation.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Famixk Statistics IN India.— The present gen-

eration has seen four famines in India, namely, in

1865-66. when, according to the famine commission, a

population of 47,oOO,000 was affected ; in 1868-69,

when the area involved a population of 44.500,000 ;

1876-78, when it affected directly and indirectly

58,000,000 -souls, and 18!)6-!)7, when fully 81,000,000

were touched by the ravages.

The Study of Tropical Diskasks in Germany.
— In the Budget of the German Empire for 1900, ac-

cording to the liritish Medical Journal, there appears

for the first time a subsidy for the Institute of Tropical

Hygiene which it is proposed to establish in Hamburg.

The empire will contribute £1,025 yearly to the main-

tenance of the Institute, which is to be opened on

October 1, 1900.

Plague Ubiquitous.— Several cases of undoubted

bubonic plague are reported as having occurred in

Manila. The jiopulation is, in parts of the city,

very dense, and the system of sewerage defective
;

there is, as yet, however, no evidence of a widespread

epidemic. Two cases have also occurred at Adelaide,

South Australia.

A Toy Hospital. — There exists at Ealing, a sub-

urb of London, as the caprice of a rich man, a toy

hospital, to which broken toys may be sent for treat-

ment, and whence they are later distributed to the

children of the poor.

Influenza in Berlin. — An epidemic of influenza

has broken out in Berlin, with a considerable mortal-

ity already reported.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — P'or

the week ending at noon, January 17, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

72, scarlatina 38, measles 92, typhoid fever 10, small-

pox 1.

Deaths in Boston in 1899.— There were 11,167

deaths in Boston last year, as against 10,886 during

the year 1898, but the population increased during the

same period from 541,827 to 555,057, so that the an-

nual death-rate is practically the same as for 1898, or

20.12 per 1,000 inhabitants. The total number, of

deaths from zymotic diseases is 1,444, as against 1,470

in 1899. 'Ihere was a decrease in the number of

deaths from cholera infantum, cerebrosj>inal menin-

gitis, rheumatism, typhoid fever, cancer, consumption

and from old age ; there was an increase in the imm-

ber of deaths from alcoholism, croup, diphtheria, influ-

enza, measles, scarlatina, small-pox, whooping-cough,

Bright's disease, bronchitis, heart disease, pneumonia

and violence. At the present time there is some lit-

tle diphtheria and scarlet fever in Boston. The num-

ber of deaths reported to the Board of Health for

last week is 240, as against 272 the corresponding
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wt'ck last y<'»''» niakitifj tlio doafli-rafo for tho weok

22..'). Ill Caiiiltrid^^c and Nowtoii (li|»litli«'ria lias not

(liiniiiislifd. In ('aiiil)ri(l<,f(! last w('<'k tlicrc wen; about

Wx} cases. On one day 11 ikvv cases wen; reported.

Ill Weston seliools liave been closed on ;ircoiiiit of

til is disjiase.

SmaI-I.-Pox in a Sc'IIOOnkk. — A seliooner, aniv-

iii<f last week from Brunswick, Ga., brou^flit a case of

smallpox ill the p(!rsoii of tlic steward. Tlie mem-
bers of the crew have been vaccinated and the patient

isolated. Tiu^ case is regarded as a severe one.

ScAKLKT Fkvk.i{ IN AuGUSTA, Me.— There have of

late been a number of cases of scarlet fever in Augusta,

which has led to the enforcement of precautionary

iiu>asures, with good results.

No Small-Pox in Lynn. — A case of suspected

small-pox recently reported from Lynn, Mass., has

proved to be chicken-pox.

Bhqukst to a IIosriTAL.— By the will of the

late Miss Lydia M. Palmer, the Cambridge Hospital

receives $2,000.

NEW YOKK.

Tankkru, the Wife Mukdeuer.— In view of a

preliminary report from Drs. Charles L. Dana and C.

H. C. Steinsieck, who were appointed to examine into

the man's sanity, Governor Roosevelt has granted a

respite until July 16th next to Tankerd, the convicted

wife murderer. The physicians' report states that

while Tankerd was undoubtedly sane at the time of

his crime and the verdict was just, he is now demen-

ted, and ought not, in their opinion, to be sent to the

chair. They believe that in six months' time he will

be either permanently and hopelessly demented or re-

stored to about his ordinary health, more likely the

former.

Value of the Life of a Child.— Abraham
Graham, of Jersey City, on January 9th obtained a

verdict of $2,000 for the death of his four-year-old

boy, who was killed by a trolley car in 1896. This

was the fourth trial of the case. In each of the three

previous trials the jury gave the father $5,000, but

the Court of Errors and Appeals set the judgment

aside as excessive. Justice Gammere, who read the

opinion when the verdict was set aside the second lime,

caused a considerable amount of comment by the state-

ment that the life of a child from a legal or money
point of view was Yiot worth a dollar.

Columbia University.— At the first monthly

meeting in the new year of the Board of Trustees of

Columbia University, held January 8th, Dr. Ellsworth

Eliot. Jr., was appointed clinical lecturer on surgery,

and Dr. H. E. Hale, assistant demonstrator of ana-

tomy in the Medical Department. At the meeting

the announcement was made that John D. Rocke-

feller had presented $100,000 to the University for

the endowment of a chair of psychology.

Medical Association, City of New York.—
At the annual meetin<>' of the Medical Association of

the Greater City of New York, held Janiiarv Hth. the

following olIlcerH were elected : PreHident. I>r. K. V.

W(!ir; Vic«-PreHident, Dr. William McCollom ; He-
cording Secretary, Dr. P. li. Porter; CoiTeHpf-nilin;^

and Statistical Secretary, Dr. V. C. Rayiior ; Treah-

iirer, Dr. A. D. Riiggies, At this meeting Dr. L.

Grant Baldwin, of Brooklyn, read the re|)ort of a

V(;ry rare case of properitoneal (interstitial; hernia in

a female.

I>i;<,)UKsr. — The late Dorinaii B. Eaton, in addi-

tion to becpieathing $100,000 each to Harvard and
Columbia Universities, left a large amount to societies

and charitable institutions. Among the latter bequests

were $10,000 to the New York Skin and Cancer Hos-
pital, and $1,000 to the Biirnham Industrial Farm.

AiM'OiNTMKNTS. — The Governor has appointed Dr.

George Elmer Gorliam, of Albany, a manager of the

Craig Colony for Epileptics, and Dr. Ernest H.

Schwindt, of White Plains, a manager of the New
York State Reformatory for Women at Bedford.

St. John's Hospital.— The new St. John's Hos-
pital in Long Island City, Borough of Queens, was
opened January 7th. The building, which cost about

$130,000, is four stories high and will accommodate
200 patients.

I'HILADEUrHIA.

Prevention of Tuberculosis — On January

10th the Philadelphia County Medical Society and the

Pennsylvania Society for the Prevention of Tuberculo-

sis held a joint meeting. Dr. S. Solis Cohen presided,

and introduced the following speakers: Dr. L. F.

Flick, " Plans of the Pennsylvania Society for the

Prevention of Tuberculosis "
; Dr. J. C. Wilson, " The

Necessity of Hospital Care of the Consumptive
Poor"; Hon. W. N. Ashman, '-Work at Present
being done through Private Charity in the Treat-

ment of Consumption "
; Dr. Howard S. Anders, " The

Necessity for State Aid in the Treatment of Consump-
tion among the Poor "

; Rev. Chas. A. Dickey, • The
Cost of Maintenance and Management of Hospitals

and Sanitaria for Treatment of Consumption"; Dr.

Guy Hinsdale, " Localities Suitable for the Treatment
of Coiii-umption in Sanitaria throughout Pennsyl-
vania": Dr. E. 0. Otis (of Boston), "The Necessity
for City Hospitals for the Treatment of Advanced
Cases of Consumption among the Poor."' After the
reading of these papers the subject was discussed by
members of the Societies and guests. Dr. J. M.
Da Costa in opening the discussion showed that the

State must take the matter up if anythinsf is to be ac-

complished. All that individuals can do is, after all,

but a drop of relief in an ocean of woe. The dis-

coveries of Koch have, as a matter of fact, added to

the hardship of the individual consumptive. Proved
to be a source of danger it becomes the duty of the

community to come to his relief and the medical profes-

sion should urge this Uf^on the State. Addresses were
made by iMayor Wm. H. Lambert, formerly President
of the Philadelphia Hospital: Dr. J. Edward Stubbert,
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of the Looniis Sanitarium at Liberty, N. Y., and Mr.

AVm. B. Hackenberg, of the Jewish Hospital in Phila-

delphia. Dr. S Solis-Cohen showed that consumption

is to be ranked among the preventable diseases ; that

the means to prevent it are in the improvement of vital

resistance by open air, sunliglit, good food, proper al-

ternation of rest and exercise, also by the avoidance

of infection by proper care of sputum and by certain

measures of disinfection of a public nature. Education

of the community regarding these methods is necessary.

Massachusetts has taken the lead in the erection of

a State hospital for tuberculous patients and it is

confidintly hoped that other States will soon follow

her example.

Coi.LKGK OF Physicians.— At the last meeting

of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, Dr.

W. W. Keen was elected president, and Dr. Horatio

C. Wood, vice-president. Dr. Keen has announced

his gift of $5,000 toward the endowment of the library

of the College. Mr. Chas. C. Harrison, Provost of tlie

University of Pennsylvania, has subscribed $1,000, and

the subscriptions to this fund have reached $30,000.

It is generally believed that it was Mr. Harrison who
made the Christmas gift to the Universits of the sum

of $250,000 towards the endowment of that institu-

tion. The donor's name has not officially been made

public. This is the second gift of similar amount re-

ceived by the University within a lew weeks.

The Medical Club.— The Medical Club of

Philadelphia has elected the following officers for

1900 : President, Dr. James M. Anders; Vice-Presi-

deiits, Dr. H. Augustus Wilson and Dr. William L.

Rodman; Secretary, Dr. Guy Hinsdale; Treasurer,

Dr. F. Savary Pearce. The Club lias 290 members.

!^x^cellatip.

STATE CONTROL OF THE INSANE.

The State Board of Insanity i)as made a special re-

port to the Legislature recommending State care for

the insane of Massachusetts. The text of the recom-

mendations is as follows :

(1) Such legislation as will provide that all insane per-

sons who are now or wlio may hereafter become public

charges s-liall be supjiorted at the expense of the Common-
wealth on and after .lauuary 1, 1904. This would involve

the transfer from city and town account to that of the State

of the cost of maintenance at the same rate of some 5,607

persons.

(2) Tliat all such insane poor shall be committed accord-

\n" to tlie laws for the commitment of the insane to the cus-

tody and control of the authoi ities of the Commonwealth as

soon after January 1, 1904, and in such manner, as may be

deemed advisa!)le by tiie State Board of Insanity.

(3) Tiiat all such insane poor shall be cared for in

buildings which shall be owned or controlled by the Com-
monwealth. This would require additional jjrovision. (a)

For about 500 patients who are inmates of the Boston In-

sane llosjiital
;

(h) for about 900 insane jjcrsons who are

now cared for in city and town almshouses and private

families in care of overseers of the poor.

(4) Such legislation as may be necessary to acijuire from

the State the land, buildings and equipment in use by the
Boston Insane Hospital.

(5) That a colony for the chronic insane should be es-

tablished according to the general plan outlineil in tliis

report.

(G) That the Legislature appropriate a sum not exceed-
ing S25,000, to be expended under the direction of the

State Board of Insanity, for the purchase of not less than
2,000 acres of land for such colony.

(7) That the Legislature a[)propriate a sum not exceed-
ing $50,000, to be expended under the direction of a lioard

of trustees, for the |)roper organization of such a colony,

and toward the construction of buildings and the procuring
of other ecjuijjment necessary for that purpose.

The propositions submitted to us have been considered in

relation to a general plan of {)rogressive develofiment,

which, in our judgment, better solves the problem than the

erection of new hospitals for the specific purposes sug-

gested.

The system recommended is comprehensive and would
take some time and the gradual expenditure of money to

complete; and, if j)erfected, will result in a thorough sep-

aration of acute from chronic cases, and, we believe, in the

best care of both.

The report is signed by George F. Jelly, Herbert
R. Howard, Charles R. Codman, Edward S. Bradford

and Francis B. Gardner.

EXAMINATION FOR ASSISTANT SURGEONS
IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE-HOSPITAL
SERVICE.

A BOARD of officers will be convened at the Ser-

vice Building, 378 Washington Street, New York
City, AVediiesday, February 7, 1900, for the purpose
of examining candidates for admission to the jjrade of

assistant surgeon in the United States Marine-Hospi-
tal Service. Candidates must be between twenty-oue
and thirty years of age, graduates of a respectable

medical college, and must furnish testimonials from
respectable persons as to character. The following is

the usual order of the examination: (1) Physical;

(2) written ; (3) oral
; (4) clinical. In addition to

the physical examination, candidates are required

to certify that they believe themselves to be free from
any ailment which would disqualify them for service

in any climate. The examinations are chiefly in writ-

ing, and they begin with a short autobiography of the

candidate. The remainder of the written exercise

consists in examination on the various branches of

medicine, surgery and hygiene. The oral examina-
tion includes subjects of preliminary education, his-

tory, literature and natural sciences. The clinical

examination is conducted at a hospital, and when
practicable, candidates are required to perform surgi-

cal operations on a cadaver. Successful candidates

will be numbered according to their attainments on

examination, and will be commissioned in the same
order, as vacancies occur. After five years' service,

assistant surgeons are entitled to examinations for pro-

motion to the grade of passed assistant surgeon.

Promotion to the grade of surgeon is made according

to seniority, and after due examination, as vacancies

occur in that grade.

Assistant surgeons receive sixteen hundred dollars,

l)assed assistant surg(!ons two thousand dollars, and
surgeons twenty-five hundred dollars a 3 ear. When
quarters are not provided, commutation at the rate of

thirty, forty or fifty dollars a month, according to
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•Tmlo, i« allowed. All i^nulcs iil>ov(! tliiil of asHisliinl

Murj,M()ii receive !on<,'evity pay, ten |)(!r eeiiluiii in adili-

tion to llie r('<^ular salary for every live yc'urs' Hcrvice

u|) (.(> forty per eeiituin aft(;r twenty yours' scjrviee.

Tlie K-niire of ollice is permanent. Ollicers travelling,'

nnder orders are allow<'d aeliiul expenses. For fur-

tluir information, or for invitation to appear before

the ISoard of Examiners, uddrt^ss Snpervisin<f Sur-

•fcon-Cieneral, United States Marine-Hospital Service,

Wasliinyton, I). C.

COMPULSORY VACCINATION IN JAPAN.

WiiiLK in England and America, according to the

Indian Lancet, the utility of vaccination is still douhted,

and the right of public enforcement of it disputed by

numerous fanatics, we find that in little Ja[)an, the

youn<>est of civilized nations, not only is vaccination

compulsory, but revaccination at stated periods is rig-

idly enforced. By an act of parliament passed in

18i)G, and at once signed by the Mikado, revaccination

at peridds of five years was made compulsory u])on

every Japanese, whatever his or her station in life.

Vaccination is done with lymph from calves only,

which is procured from vaccine establishments owned
and controlled by the government, and which is dis-

tributed gratis. Any attempt to evade revaccination

at the stated periods is made a serious offence, and is

treated as a grave dereliction against public health.

The result is that small-pox, once the curse of the

islands constituting the realm of Japan, is now all but

unknown. Similar results are reported from every

country where vaccination is made compulsory and
rigidly enforced. Fortunately for Japan, the era of

pseudo-science has not yet reached its shores ; we fear

however that the time may come when the same end-

less and useless discussions will prevail there that at

present mark so much of our own and especially

England's legislation in mattei-s of public health. We
trust that day may be long deferred.

INFLUENZA IN LONDON.

Therk has, according to the British Medical Jour-

nal, been a great increase in the number of cases of

influenza in London during the last few weeks, and
practitioners in many quarters of the town are ex-

tremely busily engaged. The returns of the rej^istrar-

general for last week reflect this prevalence of the

disease by a serious increase in the number of deaths

from influenza in London. The deaths directly at-

tributed to this disease, which had been 38 and 69 in

the two preceding weeks, further rose to 193 during

the week ending Saturday' last, December 30, 1899.

Of these 193 fatal cases only 24 were of jjersons under
forty years of age, while 63 were of persons aged

between forty and sixty, and 96 were of persons

aiied above sixty years, of which 30 were of persons

aged upwards of eighty years. The deaths referred

to diseases of the respiratory organs also showed a

marked further increase, and numbered no fewer than

1,172. being more than double the average. The in-

formation at disposal is not sufficient to show to what
extent influenza is prevailing in other parts of the

country, but W'e hear of wide prevalence, apparently

in a rather mild form, in East Anglia.

MKTKOKOI/KWCAL RKCOKD
For lli(! w(!(rlt eliding January (Ith. In lioHlon, atrordinK to

obHurviitionH furniHliijd by SerKoant J. W. Km Ith, of the Unlt«d
HtatcH Si)(iiiil CorpH: —
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pbia 2, Baltimore and Chelsea 1 eacli. From whooping-cousb
Pittsburg 4, Boston, Providence and New Bedford 1 eacb. From
erysipelas Philadelphia and Worcester 2 eacb, Providence 1.

in the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with

an estimated population of 11,404,408, for the week ending

December 30th, the death-rate was 30.(). Deaths reported (i.TOO:

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 1,172, measles

164, diphtheria 122. whooping-cough 102, fever 52, scarlet fever

37, diarrhea 37, small-pox (Hull) 10.

The death-rates ranged from 17.() in Huddersfield to 40.7 in

Plymouth: Birmin-ham 25.7, Bradford 22.1, Cardiff 20.2, Gates-

head 25.9, Leeds 22.3, Liverpool 3().!t, London 35.2, Manchester
22.9, Newcastle-on-Tyne 28.3, Nottingham 34.0, Portsmouth 42 1,

Sheffield 25.0, Swansea 27.6.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING JANU-
ARY 13, 1900.

R. W. Plummer, assistant surgeon, detached from the " New
Orleans'" and ordered to the "Petrel" and also to the Cavite

Naval Station.
D. G. Beehe, assistant surgeon, detached from the "Benning-

ton " and ordered to the " Petrel."

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE UNITED STATES MARINE-HOSPITAL
SERVICE FOR THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING JANUARY
11, 1900.

Austin, H. W., surgeon. To report at Washington, D. C,
for special temporary duty. January 6, ISXK). To rejoin station

at Philadelphia, Pa. January 11, 1900.

Williams, L. L., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for ten

days. January 11, 1900.

Vaughan, G. T., passed assistant surgeon. Detailed to repre-

sent the Service at the meeting of the National Pure Food and
Drug Congre.ss at Washington, D. C, March 7, 1900. January
11, 1900.

Geddings, H. D., passed assistant surgeon. Detailed to

represent the Service at the meeting of the National Pure Food
and Drug Congress at Washington, D. C, March 7, 1900. Janu-
ary 11, 1!K)0.

RosENAU, M. J., passed assistant surgeon. Detailed as dele-

gate to the thirteenth session of the International Congress of

Medicine to be held in Paris, France, August 2-9, 1900. Janu-
ary 10, 1900. Detailed to represent the Service at the meeting
of the National Pure Food and Drug Congress at Washington,
D. C , March 7, 1900. January II, 1899.

Parkek, H. B., as.sistant surgeon. Granted leave of absence
for thirty days. January 8, 1900.

Fricks, L. D., assistant surgeon. Detailed to represent the

Service at the meeting of the National Pure Food and Drug
Congress at Washington, D. C, March 7. 1900. January 11, 1900.

Billings, W. C , assistant surgeon. Detailed to represent

the Service at the meeting of the National Pure Food and Drug
Congress at Washington, D. C , March 7, 1900. January II, 1900.

Rodman, J. C, acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for four days. January 11, liX)0.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement. —A regular

meeting of the Society will be held at the Medical Library, 19

Boylston Place, on Monday, January 22d, at 8 o'clock.

Dr. Philip C. Knapp will speak briefly on "The Problem of

Boston's Insane."
Dr. Henry C. Baldwin will give " A Report of the Work of the

Bosto)) Insane Hospital Trustees and Plans for the Development
of the Hospital."

Arthur K. Stone, M.O ,5'ecretar?/, 657 Boylston Street.

Suffolk District Medical Society. — The Section for Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Women will meet at 19 Boylston Place,

Wednesday, January 24, 191)0, at 8 p. m.
Papers: Dr. Atrnes C. Vietor, "The Question of Supernumer-

ary Fallopian Tubes, with Specimens of Fallopian Tubes with
Supernum'erary Ostia."

Dr. Charles H. Winn: " Bicornate Uterus with Twin Preg-
nancy; Abortion from one Horn."

Dr. E. L. Twombly: A Case of Pernicious Vomiting of Preg-
nancy."

R. A. Kingman, M.D., Chairman.
C. H. Hare, M.D., Secretary.

New York State Medical Association, Fifth Di.strict

Branch. —The sixteenth annual meeting of the Filth District

Branch of the Association will be held in Brooklyn on Tuesday,
May 22, 1!K)0. It is proposed to choose diabetes as the topic for

discussion. Fellows who are particularly interested in this topic

and have any clinical data to present, or theories to offer, will
kindly correspond with the undersigned.

J. C. BiKRWiRTH, M.D., Prenident,
E. H. Squibb, M.D., Secretary,

P. O. Box 760, Brooklyn.

RECENT DEATHS.
Milton Wilder Hall, M.D. M.M.S.S., died iu Roxbury,

January 9, 19(M), aged fifty-one years.

John S. Cook, M.D., of Hackettstown, N. J., died on January
1st, in his seventy-fourth year. He was born at Easton, Pa.,
and was graduated from Union College in 1847 and from the
Medical Department of the University of Pennsylvania in 1850.
He was elected president of the New Jersey State Medical So-
ciety in 1879.

F. H. Gehring, M.D., a prominent physician at Chateaugay
Lake, died recently at Malone, N. Y., from septicemia contracted
in performing a surgical operation.

Joseph E. Arrowsmith, M.D., of Keyport, N. J., died Janu-
ary 3d. at the age of seventy-seven years. He was a graduate
of the Medical Department of the Uuiverrity of the City of New
York, and began practice at Keyport in 1844.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

A Contribution to the Etiology of Pompholyx. By Martin F.
Engman, M.D. Reprint. 1899.

The Tonsils as Portals of Infections. By Emil Mayer, M.D.,
New York City. Reprint. 1899.

A Review of the History and Literature of Appendicitis. By
George M. Edebohls, A.M., M.I)., New York. Reprint. 1899.

Disfigurements of Nose and Mouth and their Surgical Treat-
ment. By John B. Roberts, M.D. , Philadelphia. Reprint. 1899.

Report of the Trustees of the Rhode Island Hospital, presented
to the Corporation at its Thirty-sixth Annual Meeting, Novem-
ber 8, 1899.

Transactions of the American Otological Society, Thirty-
second Annual Meeting. Vol. VII, Part II. Published by the
Society. 1899.

Progressive Medicine. Edited by Hobart Amory Hare, M.D.
Vol. IV, December, 1899. Philadelphia and New York: Lea
Brothers & Co. 1899.

Report of the Commissioner of Education for the year 1897-
98. Volume I, containing Part I. Washington: Government
Printing Office. 1899.

The M idern Treatment of Wounds. By John E. Summers, Jr.,

M.D., Surgeon-in-cbief to the Clarkson Memorial Hospital, etc.

Omaha: Medical Publishing Co. 1899.

Medico-Cbirurgical Transactions. Published by the Royal
Medical and Cbirurgical Society »f London. Vol. LXXXIl.
London: Longmans, Green & Co. 1899.

Twentieth Century Practice. Edited by Thomas L. Stedman,
M.D., New York City. Vol. XVIII. Syphilis and Leprosy.
New York: William Wood & Co. 1899.

Encyclopaedia Medica. Under the general editorship of

Chalmers Watson, M.B., M.R.C. P. E. Vol I. Abdomen to Bone.
New York: Longmans, Green & Co. 1899.

Transactions of the New Hampshire Medical Society, at the
One Hundred and Eighth Anniversary held at Concord, May 25

and 26, 1899. Concord : Ira C. Evans. 1899.

The Other Side of the Antitoxin Question. The Failure of

Antitoxin in the Treatment of Diphtheria. By J. Edward Her-
man, M.D., Brooklyn, N. Y. Reprints. 1899.

Food and Feeding. By Sir Henry Thom¥on, Bart., F.R.C.S.,
M.B. (Lond.), etc. With an appendix. Tenth edition. London
and New York : Frederick Warne & Co. 1899.

Therapeutic Electricity and Practical Muscle Testing. By W.
S. Hedley, M.D., M.R.C. S. (Eng.), in charge of the Electro-

therapeutic Department of the London Hospital. Philadelphia:

P. Blakiston, Son & Co. I9(».

A Practical Treatise on Medical Diagnosis for Students and
Physicians. By John H. Musser, M.D., Professor of Clinical

Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania, etc. Third edition,

revised and enlarged. Philadelphia and New York : Lea Brothers
& Co. 1899.

A Manual of the Diagnosis and Treatment of the Diseases of

the Eye. By Kdward Jackson. A.M., M.D., Emeritus Professor
of Diseases of the Eye iu the Philadelphia Polyclinic, etc. With
178 illustrations and two colored plates. Philadelphia: W. B.

Saunders. 1!K)0.

Cystitis Produced by Catheterization of the Female Urinary
Bladder, and its Prevention. Two Cases of Bilateral Pyosalpinx
with Ovarian Cysts; Extensive Adhesions; Celiotomy; Recov-
ery. Ectopic Gestation, with a Report of some Interesting

Cases. By J. Murray Johnson, M.D., Bridgeport, Conn. Re-
prints. 1898-99.
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IIV Wll.I.IAM OHI.KIt, M.l>.,

/'ri'/fnaor of Medicine, Johns /fopkiim University, /inllimori. Mil.

(Couclmlcd from No. a, p. ri.'l.)

III.

Ha IM' I. KIT l)c'<i;aii liis (ranicr as a nicdiciil wri'cr willi

tlic Moiithli/ JoiiriKil of iMedlcdl Literature (intl Aiiicri-

cnn Mrdiriil Students' (rdzettc, only three nuiiilxM-s of

vvliicli were issued, lie .says in tlie introductory ad-

dress, dated October IT), 18.51, that thert; are plenty of

practical journ ds of hiyh charactcsr and extensive cir-

culation, but he wishes to see one devoted to "medical

history, medical literature, accounts of medical insti-

tutions and hospitals, medical biography, including

sketches of the character, lives and writings of the

chief masters of our art, and of all such as have in any

way influenced its destinies and left the deep traces of

their labors on its history. . . . To the medical student

and the young ])ractitioner, to all those who aspire to

any higher acquisitions than the knowledge that calomel

purges and salivates, and that tartarized antimony oc-

casions vomiting, who are not willing to rest supinely

satisfied in a routine familiarity with doses and symp-

toms— a familiarity which practice and habit render

in the end almost mechanical— we cannot but think

these matters must be interesting." Aud he adds :

"The devotion of an occasional hour to such pursuits

must have a tendency to enlarge and liberalize the

mind. It will help to keep alive and stimulate in the

young medical scholar the sometimes flagging energies

of study. By calling his attention and directing his

desires to high standards of acquisition and excellence,

it will urge him on towards their attainment. De-
lightful aud fascinating, in many respects, as the study

of his profession may be to him, there are many hours

which must be occupied with mental aud bodily drudg-

ery. He must make what to others would be loath-

someness pleasure to himself. Amid the wear and
tear, the toil and fatigue of such pursuits, he needs at

times some intellectual recreation and stimulus, and
where can he find one pleasanter or more appropriate

than in surveying the career, and studying the charac-

ters, of those who have trodden before him the same
laborious path, and who have followed it on to its high

and bright consummation? If our profession ever vin-

dicates its legitimate claim to the appellation of liberal,

it must be cultivated with some other than the single

aim of obtaining patients for the sole purpose of getting

for services rendered an equivalent in fees."

In the first number there is a statement that on a

future occasion the Journal will give a " detailed

consideration of the character of the old physician of

C'os— the venerable fatlier of {)hysic, and of the reform
which he effected in medical science." a promise which
was not fulfilled to the [>rofession for many years, as

Bartlett's well-known lecture on Hippocrates, the last,

indeed, of his professional writings, was not issued until

1852. The literature of science, its philosophy, its his-

tory, the history of the lives and labors of the founders
and cultivators— these he believed it important for

the student to cultivate.

> An address delivered before the Rhode Island State Medical So-
ciety , December 7, 1899.

Among the articles in tluHe three numliern then; ar«
s(un<; of ^pcctiai merit. One hiuncd S. N., " Ou the
ChiiniH of .Mr-rlicine to the Character of {,'ertaiiity,"

may have suggested to IJartlett hiH weij-knowii «fMHav,

"On the Degr«;o of (.'ertainty in Medicine." The
(iuterprise was not a kuccchh. and as Hartlett had Haid

in Iris introductory address, "of all wedkhj things we
most hear ily pity weakly [)eriodicaI.H," he had tlie

good sense after thr(;e numbers had been Issued to "ive
up a publication which the profession dirl not sustain.

In duly, Ih;{2, he became associated with A. L,
Piersou and .1. IJ. Flint in a much more pret<titiou.s

and important journal, tlw Mfilicid Matfazine, a
monthly publication which continued for three years.

It was a very well conducted j)erior|ical, with excellent

original artich-s and strongly written editorials, .lohn

I). Fisher's original paper on the cephulic brain mur-
mur occurs in V^olume II, and in the same one is an ex-
cellent paper by K. Hale, .Jr., on the typhoid fever of
this climate, which is of special interest as containing
very accurate statements of the differences between the
common New England autumnal fever and the typhus
as described by Armstrong and Smith. There are
also reports of three autopsies giving an account of ul-

ceration hi the small intestine, among the first to be
published in this country. There are in addition
numerous well-written critical reviews. xVmong the
latter is one of the most virulent [iroductions of that

most virulent man, Dr. Charles Caldwell. It is en-
titled " Medical Language of Literature." I have
heard it said in Philadel[)hia that Dr. Samuel .lackson
never forgave the bitterness of the attack in it upon
his " Principles of ^Medicine."

In Volume 111 there was the interesting announce-
ment that a dollar a page would be paid for all original

communications.

In 1831 appeared a little work entitled, •• Sketches
of the Character and "Writings of Eminent Living Sur-
geons and Physicians of Paris," translated from the
French of .1. L. II. Peisse. Of the nine lives, those of
Dupuytren and Broussais are still of interest to us, and
1 know^ of no work in English from whidi one can oret

a better insight into the history of medicine in Paris
in the early part of this century. One little sentence
in the translator's preface is worth quoting :

" After
making all reasonable allowance for natural tact or
talent, and for the facilities and advantages of instruc-

tion to be had in extensive medical estal)lishments, it

will be found that study, intense, untiring, imremitted
study, is the only foundation of professional worth and
distinction."

A great stimulus had been given to the study of
phrenology by the visit of Spurzheim to this couiatry.

He gave a course of six lectures on the anatomy of
the brain and spinal cord at one of the apartments of
the Medical College in September of that year, and
subsequently a popular course of lectures on phrenol-
ogy. In 18.32 he died in Boston of typhus fever.

His brain, it is stated, was in the possession of the
Boston Phrenological Society, before which, in Janu-
ary, 1838, Bartlett gave an interesting address on
scientific [direnology.

In 18.'^)!) Bartlett'edited " Paley's Natural Theology."
that delightful book, dear especially to those of us who
were trained in religious colleges. To some of us at least

the freshness of the natural theology, which in Paley's
hands was really a delightful commentary on anatomy
and physiology, was a happy change from artificial
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theology, or even from the " Horse Paulinae " of the

sumo author.

Bartlctt's chiim to remembrance, so far as his med-

ical writings are concerned, rests mainly on his work on
" Fevers" issued in 1842, and subsequent editions in the

years 1847, 1852 and 1857. It remains one of the

most notable of contributions of American physicians

to the subject. Between the time of Bartlett's visit to

Paris and 1840, a group of students had studied under

Louis, and had returned to this country thorougld}-

familiar with typhoid fever, the prevalent form in the

French capital at that time. In another jdace^ I have

told in (k'tail how hirgely tlirough their hibors tlie pro-

fession learned to recogni/e the essential differences

between the two prevalent forms of fever, tyi)hoid aud

typhus. The writings on fever chiefly accessible to

American readers at that day wave the English works

of Fordyce, Armstrong, Southwood Smith and Tweedie,

in which, as Bartlett says, " they describe a fever or

form of fe\'er (that is typhus) rarely met wdth in this

country," and the writiugs did not actually represent

the state of our knowledge upon the subject. Indeed

for a nxnnber of years later a chaotic condition of mind
prevailed among the writers in Great Britain, and it

was not until 1849-50 that William Jenner, by afresh

series of accurate observations, brought the British

medical opinion into line. As the British and Foreign

Medico- Chirurgical Review, in a most complimentary

notice of Bartlett's work, says, " A history of British

fevers such as Louis has furnished to France, or such

as given in the volume under discussion, did not exist."

Still, even at that date, 1844, the Review expressed the

ultra-conservative opinion held in England, that the

common continued fever, or the low nervous fever of

Huxham, was only a mild form of typhus fever. The
work is dedicated to his friends, James Jackson, of Bos-

ton, and W. AV. Gerhard, of Philadelphia ; as he states,

" a history of two diseases, many points of which they,

especially among his own countrymen, have diligently

and successfully studied and illustrated."

As to the work itself, tin- interest to-day rests chiefly

with the remarkably accurate picture which is given of

typhoid fever— a picture the main outlines of which

are as well and firmly drawn as in any work which
has appeared since. It is written with great clearness,

in logical order, and he shows on every page an accu-

rate acquaintance with the literature of the day, and,

as the author of the review already mentioned remarks,

a knowledge also of that best of books, the book of

nature.

The i)ractical character of Bartlett's mind is indica-

ted by the briefness with which he discusses the favor-

ite topic of the day, namely, the theory of fever. lie

acknowledged at tlie outset that the materials for any
satisfactory theory of typhoid fev(!r did not exist. He
went so far as to claim that the fundamental primary

alteration was in the blood, and that the local lesion

was really secondary, and he refers to the ])revalent

theory of fever as " wholly a creation of fancy ; the

offspring of a false generalization and of a spurious

philosophy. What then can its theory be but the

shadow of a sliade? " This work immediately placed

Bartlett in the front rank of American ])hysiciaus of

the day. It had an immense influence on the profes-

sion of the country. Among his letters there is an in-

teresting and characteristic one from James Jackson,

» Influence of Louis on American Medicine, Johns Hopkins Hospi-
tal Bulletlu, August, September, 1897.

already referred to in the dedication. Acknowledging
the receipt of a copy, he says :

" I am now writing to

express to you tlu; great satisfaction the book has given

me. I think that it entirely answers the end that you
proposed. It, in fact, translates to the common reader,

in a most clear style and lucid method, the acquisitions

which science has made on its subjects within the last

few years. Nowhere else can the same comprehen-
sive view of those subjects be found. What may be

the conclusions of medical men in regard to essential

fevers twenty years hence I would not pretend to say.

It is certain their views have changed very much within

a shorter period, and if new discoveries are made in

ten years to come I doubt not you will be ready to

change yours. We must take to-day the truth so far

as we know it, and add to it day by day as we learn

more."

It is evident from his letters that the success of the

work on fevers was a great gratification to Dr. Bart-

lett. The second edition was issued in 1847, and while

the history of typhoid and typhus fever remained
much in the same state, with certain additions and
developments, the subjects of periodical and yellow

fevers were greatly extended. The third edition was
issued in 1852. The fourth edition was edited by
Bartlett's friend, Alonzo Clark, of New York. The
dedication of the second, third and fourth editions was
to Dr. John Ornc; Green, of Lowell, " with whom the

early and active part of the writer's life was jiassed

;

in a personal friendship which no cloud, for a single

moment, ever shadowed or chilled ; and in a profes-

sional intercourse whose; delightful harmony no .scllish

interest nor ])ersonal jealousy ever disturbed."

From every standpoint " Bartlett on Fevers " may
be regarded as one of the most successful medical

works issued from the medical ])ress, and it richly do
serves the comment of the distinguished editor of the

fourth edition :
" The ipiestion may be fairly raised

whether any book in our profession illustrates more
clearly the beauties of sound reasoning and the advan-

tages of vigorous generalization from carefully selected

facts. Certainly no author ever brought to his labor

a more high-minded jiurpose of re2)resenting the truth

in its simplicity and in its fulness, while few have

been possessed of higher gifts to discern, and grace-

fully to exhibit it."

" An Essay on the Philosophy of Medicine," 1844,

a classic in American medical literature, is the most
characteristic of Bartlett's works, and the one to

which in the future stmlents will turn most often,

since it represents one of the most successful attempts

to ai)ply the principles of deductive reasoning to medi-

cine, and it moreover illustrates the mental attitude of

an acute and thoughtful observer in the middle of the

century. The work consists of two parts : in the first

science is defined and its canons laid down. Ascer-

tained facts, with their relations to others, obtained by

observation or exj)erience, and generalized into laws

and principles— this constitutes science. He dwells

upon the hurtfulness of tlieories, and sketches in an in-

teresting manner Newton's position as an observer

and as a theorist :
" If he (Newton) bowed at any time

or in any degree his strong neck to the yoke of hypo-

thesis, it was always with a perfect consciousness of

his ability at will to shake it off, as the lion shakes the

dew-drop from his mane." He (juotes from Sir Hum-
phrey Davy :

" When I consider the variety of theories

that may be formed on the slender foundation of one
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or two tufls, I am coiiviiiccd that it is \,\w hiiHiinjM.s of

llif truf pliilosoplicr to iivoid tliciii ;iItoi,f«'tln'r."

'I'lic live primary propositions witli wiiicli tli<- sccoimI

part opens conlain llic pitli of tlic ar^innn-nt :

Pliiixisltion First.— All medical science consists in

Hscertaininy facts, or piienomena, or events; with tiieir

relations to otiier facts, or piienomena, or events; tlie

wiiole chissified and arran^<'d.

PropositiuH Second.— Ka<-h sej)aratf class of fads,

phenomena, and events, with tiieir relutioiisliips, con-

stitntiii<i, as far as tliey yo, medical science, can he

ascertained in only one way ; and that is hy ohserva-

tion, or experience. Tiiey cannot he deduced, or in-

ferred, from any otlier class of facts, i)lien()ineiia,

events, or relatioiishijis, hy any process of induction,

or reasoning, iiide|)endent of ohservation.

Proposition Third.— An ahsolute law, or principle,

of medical science consists in an absolute and rigorous

generalization of some of the facts, phenomena, events,

or relationships, by the sum of wliicrh the science is

constituted. The actual ascertaiiiul)le laws, or prin-

ciples, of medical science are, for the most part, not

absolute but a[)proximative.

Proposition Fourth.— INIedical doctrines, as they are

called, are, in most instances, hypothetical explana-

tions, or interpretations, merely, of tlie asctntained

phenomena, and their relationships, of medical science.

These explanations consist of certain other assumed

and unascertained phenomena and relationships. I'hey

do not constitute a legitimate element of medical

science. All medical science is absolutely independent

of these explanations.

Proposition Fifth.—Diseases, like all other objects

of natural history, are susceptible of classification and
arningement. This classification and arrangement will

be natural and perfect just in jiroportion to the num-
ber, the importance, and the degree of the similarities

and the dissimilarities between the diseases themselves.

Bartlett is the strongest American interpreter of

the modern French school of medical observation,

which '• is characterized by its strict adherence to the

study and analysis of morbid phenomena and their

relationshi})s ; by the accuracy, the positiveness, and the

minute detail which it has carried into this study and

analysis ; and by its rejection as an essential or legiti-

mate element of science of all a priori reasoning or

speculation. The spirit which animates and guides

and moves it is expressed in the saying of Rousseau,
' that all science is in the facts or phenomena of

nature and their relationshij)s, and not in the mind of

man, which discovers and interprets them.' It is the

true protestant school of medicine. It either rejects

as apocryphal, or holds as of no binding authority, all

the traditions of the fathers, unless they are sustained

and sanctioned by its own experience."

There are weak points in his arguments, some of

which are well pointed out in an able article in the

British and Foreign Medico- Chirurgical Revieiv (Jidy,

1<S4,")), but it is the work of a strong and thoughtful

mind, and for a time, at least, it had a powerful influ-

ence in the profession. A contemporary writer, S. II.

Dickson,*' speaks of it in the following terms: " It was
particularly well-timed, and addressed I'ti'ectively to

the requirements of the profession, at the period of its

publication. It breathes a spirit of thoughtful and
considerate scepticism, which was then needed to tem-
per the headlong habit of confident polypharmacy

" Gross : American Medical Biography, 1861, p. 750.

prevalent over- our country. . . . When :uMreHM<-d,

however, hy iJartlett, on this hide of the Atlantic,

and on the other by Forbes, he (the orthodr)x di.n-

ciple) stopped to listen and consider. The»e gift4-d

men sjtoke with authority; they pleaded impresHivelv.

elo<|ueiitly, wisely. If, in the natural ardor f»f contro-

versy, they went somewhat too far, let that slight

fault !)(• forgiven for the great goofi they accomplished.

Nay, let them be lioiion;d for the courage and frank-

ness with which they attacked prevah-iit error, and
risked their popularity and position by assailing

modes of practice reiiflered familiar by custom, aiirl

everywht;re adopted and trusted to.".

In 1848 appeared one of Bartl(;tt's most characteris-

tic works, a little volume of (;ighty-four pag<-s, entitled,
" An In<[uiry into the Degree of Certiiinty of Sledicine,

and into the Nature and Extent of its Power over
Disease." The iconoclastic studi(;s of Louis and cer-

tain of the Paris physicians, and the advocacy of ex-

pectancy by th(! leaders of the Vienna school, harl

between 1830 and 18.00 disturbed the profession not a

little, and in 184() appeared an article l)y Dr. Forbes,

in which, as Hartlett said, were drawn "in strong and
exaggerated colors the manifold iniperf(;ctions of medi-

cal science and the discouraging uncertainties of medical

art." These circumstances had coml)ined to shake and
disturb the general confidence in the profession, with
the effect that '' the hold which medicine has so long
had u{)on the popular mind is loosened ; there is a

widespread skepticism as to its power of curing dis-

eases, and men are everywhere to be found who deny
its pretensions as a science, and reject the benefits and
blessings w'hich it proffers them as an art." To Bart-

lett it appeared high time to speak a clear and earnest

word for the science which we study and teach, and
for the art which we inculcate and practise, and in this

essay he set himself the task of vindicating the claims

of medicine to the regard and confidence of mankind.
In his endeavor " to show- how far and with what meas-
ure of certainty and of constancy we are able to control,

to mitigate and to remove disease " Bartlett occupied
at the outset very advanced ground for that date. AVe
must remember that the general body of the profession

had the most implicit confidence in drugs, and poly-

phai'macy was almost as much in vogue as in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The reception

of the essay in certain quarters indicates how shocking
its tone appeared to some of the staid old conservatives

of the day. I came across a review of it in the Medi-
cal Examiner, November, 1848, from which I give the

following extract: "This is a curious production, the

like of which we have seldom seen from the pen of any
one who had passed tlu' age of a sophomore. What
makes it the more remarkable is the circumstance that

the writer, is a gentleman of education and experience

and the author of works which have given him a wide
reputation." The force of the rel)Ound sufficiently in-

dicates the intensity Avitli which the attack was felt.

Bartlett's position, however, reminds one somewhat of

the sermon of the liberal Scotch Presbyterian on
" things which cannot be shaken," in which he pro-

ceeded at the outset to shake off tliree-t\)urths of the

cherished beliefs of Evangelical Christianity.

After a preliminary discussion on anatomy and i>hy-

siology, and on the remarkable rapidity with which

these sciences were progressing, he proceeds to speak

of the state of pathology and therapeutics as illustrated

in the well-known disease jnieumonia. Time will not
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permit me to do more than to refer to the result of his

analysis of the evidence. He chissifies the cases into,

first, those which terminate naturally and spontaneously,

(juite independent of any active medical treatment, a

pr()j)ortion *' probably large "
; second, a group which

will terminate fatally notwitlistanding any assistance

which art may furnish ; they are, as Sir Gilbert Blanc

said of the worst forms of yellow fever, " determinedly

fatal"; and, finally, a third class "not tending neces-

sarily either in one direction or the other," in which

the issue depends upon the treatment of tlie disease.
'' In theses cases, art, judiciously applied, save* the life

(jf the patient ; the issue of the cases, in death or in

recovery, is dependent upon the treatment of the dis-

ease." Then follows a discussion on the nature and
limits of the medical art in the various groups of dis-

eases, and he concludes with a section on the triumphs

of preventive medicine.

The initials " A. S." at the end of a review in the

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, October,

1S48, enable us to estimate the impression which the

book made upon a kindred spirit. Professor Alfred

Stille, of the University of Pennsylvania (still with

us. I am happy to say), wrote, " He has done a good
work, a work for which he deserves the respect and
gratitude of the medical profession, and of all sound-

hearted men, whatever their pursuits, who fight under
the banner of truth, and are the sworn foes of all im-

posture, the determined opponents of all error."

At times and in degrees differing with our tempera-

ments, most of us have bouts of depression, when we
feel that the battle has been lost, and that to fight

longer is not worth the effort, periods when, amid the

weariness, the fever and the fret of daily practice,

things have gone against us ; we have been misunder-

stood by patients, our motives have been wrongly in-

terpreted, and smitten perhaps in the house of our

friends, the woi-ries of heart to which we doctors are

so subject, make us feel bitterly tlie uncertainties of

medicine as a profession, and at times make us despair

of its future. In a voice that one may trust Bartlett

concludes his inquiry with these memorable words,

which I quote, in the ho^je that they may soothe the

heartache of any pessimistic brother :
" There is no

process which can reckon up the amount of good which
the science and art of medicine have conferred uj)on

the human race; there is no moral calculus that can

grasp and comprehend the sum of their Ix'ueficent

operations. Ever sincc^ the first dawn of civilization

and learning, through

' the dark backward, and abysm of time,'

they have been the true and constant friends of the

suffering sons and daughters of men. Through their

ministers and disciples, they have cheered the desjiond-

ing; they have lightened the load of human sorrow;
they have dispelled or diminished the gloom of the

sick-chamber ; they have plucked from the pillow of

pain its thorns, and made the hard couch soft with the

jjoppies of delicious rest; they have let in the light of

joy upon dark and desolate dwellings ; they have re-

kindled the lamj) of hope in the bosom of despair;
they hav(; called back tiie radiance of the lustreless eye
and the l)loom of the fading cheek ; they have sent new
vigor through the failing limbs ; and, fiiuilly, when
exliausted in all their other resources, and baffled in

their skill— liaiidmaids of philosophy and religion—
they have l)lunted the arrows of death, and rendered

I

less rugged and precipitous the inevitable pathway to

the tomb. In the circle of human duties, I do not
know of any, short of heroic and perilous daring, or

religious martyrdom and self-sacrifice, higher and no-

bler, than those of the physician. His daily round of

labor is crowded with beneficence, and his nightly

sleep is broken, that others may have better rest. His
whole life is a blessed ministry of consolation and
hope."

The last of Bartlett's strictly medical publications

was a little monograph on the '' History, Diagnosis
and Treatment of E(lematous Laryngitis," published
in Louisville at the time he held the chair of practice at

the I'niversity, in 18.')0. It is a carefully i)repared mon-
ograph, based largely on the studies of ^'^alleix, and to

which a fresh interest had been given him by the ob-

servations of Dr. Gurdon Buck, of New York, who
had cured several cases by directly scarifying the

edematous membranes.
IV.

Naturalh' studious, fond of poetry, history, biogra-

phy and literature in g(meral, and not for long tied and
bound in the chains of general practice, Bartlett had
ample 0})portunities to cultivate his mind. He says in

one of his letters to (ireen (dated Pittsfield, November
1, 188.')): "I pass a good deal of my time here quite

alone, so that I find myself whiling away the hours in

meditation mucli oftener than when engaged in the

more varied and active affairs of business at home. 1

think that I always leave Pittsfield with the better and
purer part of my being somewhat streiigthene(i."' Bur-

ton concludes his inunortal treatise with the advice :

" Be not solitary, be not idle," but the true stuck'ut in

some jmrt of his life at least, sliould know the " fruitful

hours of still increase." For many years Bartlett en-

joyed a leisure known to-day to few professors of

medicine, the fruits of which are manifest in his writ-

ings. Among his contemporaries in the profession

there were brilliant writers,— Samuel Henry Dickson,

.Jacob Bigelow, .1. K. Mitchell,— but in a style so

uniformly high and polished, yet withal so plain, not

one of them approached liartlett. Compare, for ex-

ample, Samuel Jackson's " Principles of Mcidicine,"

written in 1882 with the first edition of the " Fevers"
(1842)— the one pompous, involved, obscure; the

other clear, direct, simple. For style in his medical

writings Bartlett may be called the Watson or the

Trousseau of America.

Bartlett was at his best in the occasional address,

and, as we have noticed already, this talent was culti-

vated very early in his career, since we find him giv-

ing the F'ourth of duly oration before his fellow-

citizens when he had been scarcely a year in Lowell.

All of the lectures and addresses illustrate, as Holmes
said, " that easy flow of language, that facility of

expression, that florid warmth when occasion offers,

which commonly marks the pi-ose of those who are

born poets." Among these addresses there are four

or five worthy of a permanent })lace in our literature.

Perhaj)S the most characteristic is one entitled, " The
Head and the Heart, or the Helative Inqiortance of

Intellectual and Moral Education," which is a stirring

plea for a higher tone; in social and political morality.

In the same clear, ringing at^cent he speaks in liis ad-

dress on Spurzheim of the dangers of democracy. In

a lecture on the "Sense of the Beautiful," delivered

in 1843, Bartlett ai)pears as an apostle of culture,
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plfUfliii;; ill ^lowiii^ liiiijfua^c tor tin- i-iliicjitiini of

lliis I'lifiillv. Oiif sliort t'i:i^nin-ii( I iiiusl (piolf:

"Amoii^sl tlic llfhrcws, :ui(l in llif ii;;*- of Mosi-s, it,

wiiH linked to rclii^ion ; it dwelt amidst t.li<' niyNlericH

of Worship and l''ailli. It, Itrouylit costly olVcrin^s to

the costlier altar; it liuu^ the tahernade with its

curtains of line twined linen, and i)Ine, an<l |iiii|)le,

and scarlet ; and with cheruhini of ciinninii work ;

it arraved the hinli priest of .lehovah in his ;;orjieoiis

and consecrated ijarineuts, and on the mitre of pure

jfoid upon ids forehead, it jrraved, like the eii^raviii^'

of a si<fnet— Holiness to the Lord. At a later day.

and amongst a widely different people, it hectame the

liaiidmaid of a reliued and luxurious sensuality. It

lapped \\w soul of Greece in a sensual elysiuni. Its

living im[)ers()nations were Pericles and As])asia. It

called, the mother of love from the froth of the sea,

and hound her vmxw with its cestus ; it filled the hills

of Arcady with H(H't Oreads; it graced with half-

nak<'d Naiads the fountains and the rivers. It crowned

the Acropolis with the Parthenon, and it endxxlied

its highest concej)ti()ns of physical grace and beauty

in the ^^'nus and the Apollo. At other periods dur-

ing the history of our race, it has manifested itself in

other forms than these ; under other circumstances,

aspects and influences, and with other results."

In 1848 he delivered the Fourth of July oration

before his old friends in Lowell. At the opening he

refers to the fact that twenty years before he had oc-

cupied the same position. " It was the dewy morning
of my manhood ;

' time had not thinned my flowing-

hair '
; life, with its boundless hopes and its golden

visions, spread far and, fair before me ; and cheered by

your words of encouragement, and aided by your help-

ing hands,— your associate and co-worker, and in

your service ; a stranger, but w^elcomed with frank

contidence and trust,— I had just entered u]ion its

arduous and u])ward pathway."
In 184!) appeared a " Brief Sketch of the Life,

Character and Writings of William Charles Wells,"

the South Carolinian Tory, who subse(iuently became
a distinguished man of science in London, and who
was well known for his researches on the })henomena
of dew.

One of the last of Bartlett's publications was " A
Discourse on the Times, Character and Writings of

Hippocrates," delivered as an introductory address

before the trustees, faculty and medical class of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, at the opening
of the session of 1852-53. The three pictures which
he gives of Hip{)ocrates, as a young practitioner in

the Isle of Thasos, at the death-bed of Pericles, and
as a teacher in the Isle of Cos, are masterpieces

worthy of Walter Savage Landor, and I regret that

time does not jiermit me to make (piotations. In no
words of exaggeration the late George I). Prentice

said, " There are but few word j)ictures in the English

language that exceed the grandeur and loveliness of

that one called into being by Dr. liartlett in w Inch he

imagines Pericles upon his death-bed \\\\\\ Hippocra-
tes in attendance."

It is remarkable how many physicians write poetry,

or what passes as such. T have been told of a period

in the history of the Royal College of Physicians of

London w^hen every elect (censor), as they were called,

had written verses. Some begin young, as did Bart-

lett ; others become attuned in the deep autumnal tone

of advancing years, w-hen, as Plato tells us in the

Phaedo, even SocruteM felt ii divine iriijHilHion to
compose and make verseH beff)re (piiiting the prinoii
lirtuse. Those of us whr» have read the epjr of the
later distinguished Prof. (;eoig.- I J. Wood, of the Ini-
v(!rsity of Pennsylvania, entitled *' First and La«l,"
piddished when lie was sixty-four, will devr»uf|y hofw
that professors of medicine, when aflli«t4-d with thi..

form of madness, will follow his exaiiijde and piibli-.li

their poems anonymously and in another coiintrv.
•laeob IJigelow, too, when nearly seventy, " darkened
sandities with song" with his American " RejecU-d
Addresses "

( Folopoesis).

Dr. Bartlett hafl po(!tical aspirations early in life.

In a letter to his sister of December 'A, lH2r,, he
speaks of having seen in New York, in the f.'nrlnnd,
" two fugitive piec(!s which .some months Ixifore I liad

made use of to fill iij) the corner of a newspaper, but
what sense they might have contained had been turned
into nonsense, and I blushed for my wandering or-

phans, notwithstanding they had been so well dresserl,

and though they had found their way into jin^ttv re-

spectable company. I should have blushed for myself
had they been exhibite<l to the public as my offspring."
In another letter of the same period we s(;e how com-
pletely he had passed beneath the yoke of Byron.
At the end of December, 18.>4', Bartlett' issued a

little volume entitled, " Simple Settings in Verse, for
Six Portraits and Pictures from Mr. Dickens's Gal-
lery," the inditing of which had been, as he says, a
pleasant occupation wdiich had helped to while away
and fill up many a hour which would otherwise have
been weary or vacant in his invalid life. I have al-

ready spoken of one, " An Allegory," in which are auto-
biographical details. I can not'do' better than to (piote
the appreciative notice which his friend Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes gave to the little volume. " When, to

the friends he had loved, there came a farewell gift,

not a last effort of the learning and wisdom thev had
been taught to expect from him, but a little book with
a few songs in it, songs with his whole warm heart in

them, they knew that his hour was come, and their
tears fell fast as they read the loving thoughts that he
had clothed in words of natural beauty and melodv.
The cluster of evening primroses had opened and the
night was close at hand."
Of a warm, affectionate nature,— a manhood fused

with female grace,— to judge from the statements of

contemporaries and friends, to know Bartlett was to

love him. His confreres, John Orne Green and
Alonzo Clark, are invariably addressed as " Dear
Brother." Among the letters is one of sympathy to

Dr. Green, the desire of whose eyes had been taken
away at a stroke. In it Bartlett* unlocked his heart
in a most touching and human appeal to the afflicted

soul. It seems almost too sacretl to (piote. but after

listening you will forgive me.
"My Dkai? Bkotiiku: What shall I say to the

melancholy allusion, in the close of your letter, to the
death of our dear Miner\a ? What poor words of mine
can be of any service to one on whom the hand of the
Great Chastener has been so heavily laid ? How shall

I, whose life has been comparatively so cloudless and
serene, come, with the message of solace and encour-
agement, into the presence of one whose nu'ridian >un
has been shrouded in such utter and dreadful eclipse r

But why should I not ? Am I not a brother and a man ?

Has not bereavement been a guest in the dwelling of
my childhood ; has not death been a familiar visitor
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amid the scenes of my early friendships and happiness

and hopes? And where, too, is the future— for us

all — for me, as well as for yourself ? We but follow

each other through tlie furnace of atHiction, as we fol-

low each other to the grave. Who of us has so hedged in

his earthly treasures that the spoiler cannot easily

break through the frail enclosure, and rifle him, in a

moment, of the choicest and best ? The lines of the

Christian poet, familiar to me, chiefly, from the lips of

a now sainted mother, occur to ui}^ memory here :

' The spider's most attenuated thread
Is cord, is cable, to man's tender tie

On earthly bliss ;
- it breaks at every breeze.'

We are brotliers, then, in all tlie liabilities and contin-

gencies and uncertainties of the future. Let us be

brothers and fellow-helpers, also, in its hopes and its

duties. There can be no entire and hopeless wretched-

ness for the soul of man, except that which arises from

its self-inflicted degradation. The sweet sister, the af-

fectionate daughter, the beautiful bride, and the young
mother, was taken away in the clear, unclouded morn-

ing of her life— taken away, but where ? And by

whom ? The flower was transplanted from an earthly

garden — a fair and sunny one, it is true, but from an

earthly garden— to be set forever where no worm can

feed on its root, where no decay can ever dry up its

bloom— in the Paradise of God. By whom? Taken
away— by her Father, from a far-otf country, where

she was only a sojourner or a pilgrim — to her beauti-

ful and eternal home. Take these thoughts into

your heart, and they shall lighten up, or drive away,

the darkness of the past, and, what is better, they shall

again cheer your future with the once familiar forms

and faces of Happiness and Hope. How can we know
what, even of present good, our indulgent Father may
have in store for us ? He may have allotted to you

many long years, to be filled up first with duty, and,

if filled witii duty, to be crowned, also, with the cheer-

ful light of social and domestic joy. You may say,

perhaps, that this is all very well for me to say, but

that I know nothing about it. But I do know som(^-

thing of the mutability of all earthly things. This un-

certainty has long been to me a daily theme of medi-

tation ; so I am not wholly a stranger. But I have found

an antidote to the gloom and sadness which would other-

wise occasion in remembering that all things are in the

hands of a AYise Disposer, and the surest way to please

Him, as well as to secure our own present as well as

future peace, is to submit to His dispensations and to

follow on in the course of active and cheerful duty to

Him. to our fellows and to ourselves."

While at Louisville some obscure nervous trouble,

the nature of which I have not been able to ascertain,

attacked Dr. Bartlett. Against it in New York he

fought bravely but in vain, and after the session of

isr>3-r)4 retired to Smithfield, his native place. The
pr(donged illness terminated in paralysis, but fortu-

nately, did not imj)air his mental faculties in the slight-

est. He died on the l!)th of July, 1855.

P"'rom the manj- eulogies which appeared after Bart-

Ictt's death, I select a portion of one written by his

dearest friend, Alonzo Clark, as the preface to the

fourth edition of the " Fevers." " Sixteen months

ago, he closed his brilliant professional career, after

years of growing liodily weakness and pain ; his mind

not dimmed by his physical infirmities, but bright and

comprehensive, glowing with the memories of the past,

and the visions of the future. He died too soon for

the profession he adorned. The clock had hardly
marked twelve at noon, on the dial plate of life, when
its pendulum strokes grew faint and gradually fainter

to the ear ; and now, at length, when all is still, the

hand that notes the hours points sadly upward, to indi-

cate how much of daytime still remained to reap the

harvest of afl'ection and honor in those fields from
which he had already garnered uj) so many golden

sheaves. He died, alas ! too soon. The whole pro-

fession are his mourners ; for cons])icuous as he had
become by his medieval writings and his ext(>nded pro-

fessional labors, his acknowledged worthiness, his ininite

gentleness and modesty <lisarmed envy. He left no
enemies. His mind and purpose were jnire, almost be-

yond example. His high mental endowments were
controlled and directed by a considerate judgment and
an earnest, benevolent heart; and as the laws of re-

fraction, wrought out into mathematical formuhe, enable

the la])idary to construct the facets which open the

fountains of the many-colored diamond, so for him,

cultivation and elegant taste had brought out the

varied and winning native lights of his rich intellec-

tual, moral and social nature."

In translating the " Lives of Eminent French Phy-
sicians," Bartlett said he had a two-fold object: " First,

the delineation of distinguished professional character

and attainment, and secondly, by the influence of such

high examples to awaken in the younger members of

the medical body a more devoted and worthy emula-

tion of the great masters of our art." In this spii-it I

a})pear before you to-day, glad to tell over the story

of your countryman— the story of "a life in civic

action warm," one that all " the muses deck't with

gifts of grace," a distinguished teacher, an author of

widespread influence and distinction, a serene philoso-

pher, but above all a man in whom you may recognize,

even from the brief and imj)erfect sketch which I have

given,
" A likeness to the wise below,
A kinship with the great of old.''

SIXTEEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN FOOD AND
DRUG INSPECTION.!

BY SAMUKLW. AUBOTT, M.D., BOSTON,

Secretary State Board of Health.

The following brief sketch relates to the work of

the State Board of Health of Massachusetts in the

line of food and drug inspection for the period begin-

ning with 188^ and extending to the present time.

Several investigations had been made in the early

history of the Board relative to this subject,'^ and it

was found that a considerable amount of adulteration

existed in the various articles used for human food.

A prize of SI.000 had been offered by the National

Board of Trade in 1880 for the best essay upon the

subject, to be accompanied with a di'aft of an act, as a

guide to the necessary legislation. The prize was

awarded to Prof. (J. W. Wigner, Secretary of th(!

British Society of Public Analysts, and \\\mu his draft

of a bill, the law of Massachusetts was })assed sub-

stantially as it now stands. Several amendments
have b(;en made from time to time as experience has

dictated.

> Head at the annual meeting of the Aineiicau Public Health
Asaociation, Xoveuiber, 1899.

2 See eports of 1872, 1873, 1879 and 1882.
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I'd)- I lie lii^l vi'iir mulir tlir opc-riitioii ot" tliin l;i\v

llii' tiiiic u;i.H luiiiulv spent in ill.spcctioii of tlu; food

jictiiiillv IouikI us olVcrcd tor siilt' in tlit; State, an

:i|t|)inpii;ilioii of $.'{,0()() for this purpose liaviii;,' Immii

niiiili'.

I'lic second year ii scvi'ru uttiiek vv;is luiule upon

tlie law l»v p(!rsoiis who feanul that its operation ini^ht

prove a hin(h'an(H' to the dislionestspeeuhitor in impure

food, and the war was carried into the Lenislatnre.

Hnl tile lionest fai'uier and grocer and druififist came
to the ri'scue. and the result was an adilitional appro-

priation. niakin<i- #;"),()()() for the second year's work,

in the third year the same tactics were aj^ain tried.

Inliammatory circulars were issuiul hy persons desir-

ous of hreakiuii down the bars and appealiui; to the

fears of timid milkmen and drni^gists. The result

was the same as before, and the appropriation was

wv^ out the provisionH of the hiw having Im-«-ii aUmt
$H;0,()()() in the Hi.xteen years. Th<! diUilH of tin-

work are to K(! found in the- aiitiital rejKirtM of
the Hoard and are summarized in the following; t.ible :

Of the whole nundier of hamjdeH examined, and
inclu<h'd in the fore;rf»in;; summary, 'il,l'.m were sam-
ples of milk, .'{(;,.'»2I were other kinds of foo<l, and
\),¥){\'>>) weredru^is, patent medicines, c-oHiu»;ticsand otiier
articles of similar (character.

One of tin; results of the early invf-stij^ations of the
Hoard was tlu; proof that the adulterations in common
use were mainly of a commercial and not (»f a harm
ful character. The staple artich-s of food, including
the f)rincipal cereals, with suixar, and very many other
useful ami nutritious kinds of food, are almost never
atlulterated, so that tin; actual ratio of a<lult<Tation is

limited to a minor portion of the food supply. The

FOOD AND DllUQ INSPECTION, MASSACHUSETTS STATE BOARD OF HEALTH (1883-98).
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supervision to i)revent the occurrence of fraud. New
and ingenious methods of adulteration freciuently make
their appearance and demand the exercise of watch-

fuhiess on the part of the oHicials claarged with the

execution of the law.

The actual cost of the food sujjply of the popula-

tion may be determined approximately by observation

among dilferent classes of people. The Bureau of

Labor Statistics of Massachusetts in an article by

Prof. W. O. Atwater, Report of 1886, page 32^],

states the average cost of the daily ration, by observ-

ance of very many dietaries of persons of different oc-

cupations, at twenty-five cents. This does not include

luxuries, but the common forms of animal and vege-

table food necessai-y for the su})port of life in a healthy

condition.

The daily ration of seventy-five millions of people

upon this basis would be worth $18,700,000 and the

yearly cost $6,843,750,000. If only one-fourth of

this amount represents the value of the articles which

are liable to adulteration, the comparatively small sum
which the different States annually appropriate for the

work of careful inspection constitutes a good invest-

ment.

The articles most liable to adulteration are milk,

butter, spices, coffee, syrups and molasses, cream of

tartar, honey, vinegar, jellies and jams, olive oil, and

certain kinds of canned goods.

The milk supply of the State is one of the most

valuable constituents of its general food supply. An
expenditure of two cents each day per capita for milk

amounts to an immense yearly sum when reckoned for

the whole population.

In addition to the ordinary methods of milk adul-

teration, the addition of water, and the abstraction of

cream, two other questions frequently present them-

selves in the course of the milk inspection of large

cities and towns— the addition of coloring matter and

the use of preservatives.

With reference to the propriety of treating the for-

mer of these subjects, the addition of coloring matter,

as a distinct form of adulteration, in which the motive

for its use is usually a fraudulent one, there can l)e

little doubt ; and the oflicials of the Board have been

instructed to use every possible means to suppress the

practice.

With reference to the use of preservatives in milk,

the present statute does not admit of any discretion,

since any such addition constitutes " a foreign sub-

stance," under the provisions of Public Statutes,

Massachusetts, Chapter 57, Section 5, and the later

amendments of the same statutes.

The further question, whether additions of such

preservatives as boracic acid, borax, bicarbonate of

soda, salicylic acid, formaldehyde or other similar sul>

stances in such (piantities only as may be retjuired to

preserve the milk for a period of twenty-four or forty-

eight hours, are injurious to the health of the consumer,

does not yet appear to have been definitely settled.

The subject has recently been discussed with renewed

vigor in the British medical and sanitary journals

without arriving at conclusions which may be deemed
satisfactory.

If the use of such substanc(;s for the preservation of

milk is to be permitted, it is plain that some definite

quantitative limit should be fixed, an excess of which

should be deemed a violation of statute.

In 181(7 several amendments to the food acts of

the State were made, some of greater and some of less

importance, all of which had in view the protection of

the general consumer and the prevention of special

kinds of adulteration.

The following amendment to the general law of

1882 has had a wholesome effect, since it introduced

certain provisions which had not hitherto been em-
braced in any statute.

Section 3, last paragraph of Chapter 344 of the Act
of 18!)7, reads as follows:

Piovided, that the provisions of this act shall not apply
to mixtures or compounds recognized as ordinary articles

or ingredients of articles of food, if every package sold or
offered for sale is distinctly labelled as a mixture or com-
pound with the name and per cent, of each ingredient

therein, and if such mixtures or compounds are not injuri-

ous to health.

The important amendment in the foregoing para-

graph consists in the italicized words, which require

the name and percentage of each ingredient in a mix-
ture or compound to be distinctly placed upon each
package.

The articles to which this applies, as found by the

operation of the law during the past two years, are

principally coffee preparations, or imitations of coffee,

containing chicory and cereal products, spices, syrups,

molasses, and baking powders. Several complaints

have been made and convictions secured under this

provision, and have had a decided effect in securing a

better condition of the market so far as the proper la-

belling of compound articles of food is concerned.

This (piestion of the proi)er labelling of food prod-

ucts is one of considerable ini])ortaiic(% as every one
who has had occasion to administer food statutes very

well knows. Many of the complaints wliich have been

entered in court in the past few years have rested

upon the ground of fraudulent or indistinct or iiisutli-

cient labels.

The regular routine work of the Board in the de-

partment of food comprises the collection of articles of

food and drugs from all parts of the State by experi-

enced inspectors and their examination by the analysts

of the Board, with the i)reparation of cases for trial in

court. In addition to this routine work, the office is

also open daily for the reception of such articles as

may be brought in for examination. The articles of

this character have not been numerous when compared
with those which have been collected by the inspectors,

but have rejjresented very nearly all classes of food.

The examinations of this class have also extended oc-

casionally to articles not mentioned in the law, but are

usually embraced very projierly in the laws of other

countries among the things which it is deemed projier

for sanitary boards to examine, such as cooking uten-

sils and articles intended for the conveyance and stor-

age of drinking-water, wall paper and fabrics used for

wearing apparel, children's toys, and other articles in

(;ommon use among the people.

The articles which were brought to the office for

examination during the past year, and were not col-

lected by the inspectors, are included in the follow^ing

list : Articles of food suspected of containing poisons,

milk, spices, coffee, cream, molasses, confectionery,

butter, maple syrup, flavoring extracts, flour, honey,

diabetic flour, hair dyes, cosmetics and other proprie-

tary medicines, whiskey, wine and cider, wax, wall

paper and fabrics to be examined for arsenic, cooking

utensils and to vs.
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The cssciiliiils iKMrcMsurv lor (:urviii^' out, !i system

of food and A\\v^ iiispcctioii urc :

(1) A siiliicifiil iirimi.il ii|)|H'o|iii:ilioii.

(2) A \scll-f(|iii|)|»<'d lal)()rator\ , coiiiiniNiiiii (lie \u-r.

cssarv apparatus and i-ca;;ciits for cliciiiii-al analysis,

and ('siM'ciailv for tlu; cxaniination of milk; niicro-

scopt's for tlic examination of spices, colVee and oilier

articles reipiiriny' ocular inspection. A small \vei;,di-

ini^-room and a room for polari/iiii; apparatus. It is

also coiiveident to add a closet for pliotoi;rapliin;f pur-

poses, in order to place on permanent record some

of tlu! im[)ortaut forms of adulteration.

The oHieials necessary for tlu; work are :

(1) A ffeneral director, who should he made re-

sj)ousil)le for the careful and thorou<,di execution of the

work of the department. All cases intended for prose-

cution should tirst he referred to him for consideration,

and he shoidd consider all cases of douhtful or disputed

analysis. This [)erson may or may not he eoimected with

a health l)oard. In some of the States, as in Ohio and

Connecticut, the work is entrusted by law to a single

indep<'ndent commission.

(2) An (experienced food chemist or analyst. 1 use

the term analyst as preferable since much of the work
of food ins{)ectiou belonj^s to the domain of physics or

of microscopy rather than to that of chemistry. This

official should not only be an expert in his profession,

but should have the (jualities re([uisite for testifying

with clearness and decision when upon the stand in

court, in such terms as an ordinary jury or municipal

judge may clearly comprehend. The chemist should

receive the samples by number only, all labels, marks,

brands or other indications of their sources or places of

sale being removed before they are submitted to him.

(o) The collector of samples. The duties of this

official are necessarily complex. Primarily, he has au-

thority to travel throughout the States visiting the

different cities and towns, and to collect by purchase

su(;h articles, un(U;r proper supervision, as are most
liable to adulteration. He should keep a vigilant eye

upon the markets with a view to detecting the appear-

ance of new and unexpected forms of fraud and adul-

teration, and should at once report any such matters to

the general director. AMiile in order to be a good
collector it is not necessary that he should in anv degree

usurp the functions of the analyst or chemist, he

should, nevertheless, possess the faculty of keen ob-

servation such as is essential to a successful detection,

that is to say, he should use his senses, those of

sight, smell, taste and feeling, since by the employ-
ment of these powers in detecting the gross appear-

ances of articles of food, half the work of food inspec-

tion is often accomplished before submitting samples

to the chemist. He should also be familiar w'ith

the laws relating to food and should possess the recpii-

site knowledge and skill to make complaints at court,

to examine witnesses, and prosecute (uises before dis-

trict and municipal judges.

The (luestion will naturally be asked, What advan-

tage is gained by the enactment of food laws and their

execution, since enactment alone is of little use

without enforcement ? The real advantage gained

cannot be exactly stated by means of figures represent-

ing pecuniary gain. The saving consists not so much
in actual money returned to the pockets of the con-

sumer, as in an improvement in the quality of the ar-

ticles purchased, and in the sense of security which is

afforded by a well-executed law,

That those States that have no m\v\\ nyMtetn of in-

spe<-tion have an inferior fr»od lUpply (mo far an re|aU;»
to artieli'M liable to adnlteration) is ^usccptjlde of prf>of,

since occasional inspect ions made in tlione .State, lia\<'

shown this to he the (tase.

Tliere can, therefore, be no reasonable doubt that
the syst(;m is well worthy of a<loption in all coinniuiii-

ties. It is now in force in almr>st ev<rry large city on
the continent of Kurope as well as in (ireat HriUiin,
and ((jinmends itself for general adojition everywhere,
until the day shall conn; when man will no longer line
his own pockets by defrauding his neighbor.

THE VALUK OF X-RAY p:XAMIXATIONS IN
THE LKSS FKEQUKNT DISP:ASK8 OK THE
CHEST ILLUSTRATED HY THEHt USE IX
THOSE CASES WHERE ANEURISM IS PRES-
ENT OR SUSPECTED.

BY KKANCI.S H. WILLIAMS, M.D., BOSTON.

(Coucluded from No. 'A, p. 57.)

A liUNCH OF ENLAKGED GLANDS WHICH GAVE OUT-
LINES ON THE FLUORESCENT SCREEN SUGGESTIVE
OF ANEURISM.

Case VL (Fig. 4.) 31 r. C, forty years of age,

referred to me by Dr. Farlow for x-ray examination.
X-ray examination. — Appearances which indicate

an aneurism of aorta. There is obstruction to expira-

ation ; the lungs are dilated to their fullest extent; the

diaphragm is low down in the chest, nearly to the

costal border, and moves very little in expiration. No
pulsation of the outline is noticed. It is not improl)-

able that the aj^pearances are due to a new growth
which obstructs the trachea. This patient was seen by
me once and only an examination with the fluoroscope

was made. I expected to see him again, get history,

and take an x-ray photograph, but did not ; and with
this incomplete examination I inclined to the diagnosis

of aneurism rather than to that of a new growth.
Since the above note in the first paragraph was

written, I have seen an article by Dr. Classen in the

Albany Medical Annals, in which he makes an excel-

lent report of the clinical features of the case, and gives

a recoi'd of the careful autopsy made by Dr. Lartigau.

The patient died on May 10, 189D. No aneurism was
found, and the portion of the autopsy record relating

to the aorta is as follows :

'''Aorta.—Shows no apparent dilatation at any point.

The circumference of the thoracic aorta is .')..5 centi-

metres ; the circumference of the abdominal aorta is five

centimetres. The intima is markedly irregular, the ir-

regularity being due to various-sized areas of elevated

fatty atheroma. Behind the trachea at a point on a

level with the aortic arch, and situated more to the

left of the median line, is a bunch of enlarged glands

about the size of a small orange. The individual glands

vary in size from a pea to those having a diameter
of three centimetres. They are firm in consistency,

and are on section deeply pigmented in the central

portions, less so in the peripheries, which are appar-

ently congested. The central pigmented portions are

black. Now and then on the sectioned gland small pin-

point to pin-head-sized, discrete hemorrhages are appar-

rent. The individual glands are bound together by
old firm bands of connective tissue."

This case is chosen to show how some other disease
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may give outlines on the fluorescent screen that simu-

late those produced by an aneurism, and to emphasize

the importance of considerini>- other indications besid(!s

the outlines themselves. In this patient the history,

the absence of pulsation, and obstruction to expiration

on both sides were against a small aneurism. In other

patients I luive observed this incomplete expiration

where there was obstruction of the air passage of one

or both lungs.

DIAGNOSIS OF AOKTIO ANEURISM BV X-KAV

EXAMINATION CONFIRMED BY AUTOPSY.

Case VII.* (Fig. 5.) A man forty-five years

old was brought to me for examination, from the Out-

Patient Department, by Dr. Arnold, on February IH,

1800, with diagnosis of probable aneurism of the in-

nominate artery and possible aneurism of the aorta.

Family history.— Father died of apoplexy at fifty-

five years.

Past history. — " Chancroid " thirty years ago. Al-

cohol in moderation.

Present illness.— One week ago pain and sense of

intense pressure in precordium ;
pain increased by ex-

ertion ; some cough and expectoration ; slight attacks

of hoarseness two or three times in the past few days,

but not at present.

Physical examination. — Just above inner end of

right clavicle is a marked pulsation, being greater than

Fig. 4. Case VI. About one-fourtb original size.

in corresponding place on left side. At the ei)isternal

notch pulsation is greater than normal, felt more dis

tinctly on the right side ; there being also a thrust

from the right iniitead of from below upwards. Above
the inner end of right clavicle, just outside of the
sternomastoid muscle, a thrill is felt. There is a slight

but distinct tracheal tug. Left radial pulse delayed.
Cardiac apex beat in sixth interspace in mammarv line.

Over aortic area are systol ic and diastolic nuirmurs trans-

mitted along course of aorta and innominate artery, and
heard distinctly over inner end of right clavicle. Sys-
tolic murmur is carried to the left subclavian and caro-

tid arteries, but not the diastolic. Slight systolic mur-
mur at apex.

The x-ray examination made February 18th revealed
a small aneurism of the descending portion of the

' Thla case was cited bv irie in the Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal, May 18, 1890.

aortic arch, which gave no physical signs even after

the x-ray examination.

On February 23d, the patient was found on the street

luiconscious, was brought into my service at the hos-

pital, and a few moments later died. No cause of

death was discovered by Dr. Pearce at the i)ost-mor-

tem, but the autopsy showed a small aneurism of the

descending portion of the aortic arch corresponding to

the outline drawn at the x-ray examination, likewise

an aneurismal dilatation of the innominat(? artery.

It will be s(;en by comparing the x-ray lines with

the dotted lines, which represent the outlines found by
percussion, that we failed to recognize any dulness over
the site of the aneurism, and even after I had seen its

outline on the fluorescent screen we could not detect

it by percussion. Further, by following the dotted line

which indicates the left border of the heart as found by
percussion, we see that it is incorrect, when compared

Fig. 5. Case VII. One-third original size.

with the same border as determined by the fluoroscope

and at the autopsy. In cardiac disease I have fre-

quently demonstrated a discrepancy between the posi-

tion of the borders of the heart as suggested by percus-

sion and as determined by means of the fluorescent

screen.

A further point of interest in this patient is that the

lungs were found to be normal both by the x-ray and
post-mortem examinations.

ANEURISM UNSUSl'ECTKI) nv
TION.

rilYSICAL EXAM IN A-

Case VIII. J. McC., a man, forty years old, re-

ferred to me from the Out-Patient Department by Dr.

Arnold, illustrates some cases of the class in which

aneurism could not be made out on physical examina-
tion, and was discovered in the x-ray examination

made to determine the size of the heart.
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Nisttny.— Sypliilis clcvon yofti'H a<;() ; rlicuinatiHiii

six vt'Jii's u^jjo ; iilcoliol li;iltitii;ill\ .

Prrsnit Illness.— IMurkcd (lys|tiic:i on cxcition mikI

Ml tiint'H vcrti^fo ; very nervous :ui<l sleeps poorly;

pain at limes in the lel't shoulder and breast; visi-

l)le pnisjition of all lar^e arteries; capillary pulse;

heart dulness l)e;,dns helovv third rih and extends two

eentinietres t»> rii^ht of slenuiin ; apex in sixth inter-

space, three C(^ntinietres outside ni]»ple linc^; double

nnirnnirs over aortic area ; similar mnrnuirs at apex,

which are transmitted toward axilla; diastolic niurinur

heard over epigastrium, and systoli(r over large areas

in hack ; dilVuse visible pulsation over cardiac area.

X-nii/ examination revealed with unusual clearness

a small aneurism of the descending arch of the aorta,

and its pulsations were easil}' seen. Two examina-
tions were made, with an interval of three weeks be-

tween them, and the outline of the aneurism was
readily observed ; most clearly when tlu; fluorescent

Fig. 6. Case IX.

screen was placed over the upper part of the left scap-
ula. Dr. Bartol kindly brought the patient to me on
April 15 and June .']", 1899" We found no change
from the previous x-ray examination.

AXKDRISM UNRECOONIZED BV AUSCULTATION AXD
PKUCUSSION SEEN BY AN X-RAY EXAMINATION.

Case IX. (Fig. G.) E. D., a neurasthenic woman,
forty-tw^o years old, referred to me from the Nervous
Out-Patient Department of the Boston City Hospital
by Dr. Knapp, after the Throat Department had re-

ported to him complete paralysis of the left recurrent
laryngeal nerve. It is interesting to note that the
hoarseness, which led to suspicion of aneurism, had
made no impression on the patient, because she had
been somewhat hoarse since early school-days. Pa-
tient has suffered from nervousness for three years ;

lately easily tired, emotional and depressed. Hoarse-
ness has increased since she has become emotional.
Some dyspnea recently.

Phi/sical examination.— Auscultation and percus-
sion gave no signs of aneurism.

X-ray examination revealed a small aneurism of the
aortic arch.

ANKlIRIflM RKCOfiNr/KI) ONI.V BV AN X-RAY KXAM-
INATION.

(!ahk X. (Kig. 7.) A. I{., referred to Dr. Lejand
for esophageal stricture, and sent by him to tiie ff<r an
x-ray examination.

History.— In twenty-two yr-ars of marrierl life her
only pregnancy resulted in miscarriage. Patient was
said to hav(! a stri(;ture aitout an inch below the upper
end of the esophagus and anotli<*r al)Out o|)j)o.site the
second rib. During the jiast summer lier family
j)hysician had passed an esoi)hageal bougie every thiril

day. Shortly before coming to me this treatment had
bec^n omitted and she felt no worse.

Physical examination gave no sign of thoracic an-
eurism.

X-ray examination revealed a small aneurism of the
descending portion of the aortic arch. Its outline was
plain whether viewed from front or behind.

This case suggests the advisability of an x-ray exam-

FiG. 7. Case X. About one-half original size.

illation before dilatation for esophageal constriction in

some cases.

In conclusion, x-ray examinations should be made
both with the fluorescent screen and the x-ray photo-
graph. Normal outlines in the upper part" of the
chest give us the best assurance that an aneurism of
the aorta is not present, though symptoms may obtain
which lead the physician to suspect it. Outlines sug-
gestive of aneurism may be caused by a new growth,
for example. To make a detinite diagnosis of" aneur-
ism by the usual physical examination we may be
obliged to wait for the development of marked signs,

and this delay defers treatment. Before operating on
an aneurism near the thoracic aorta the latter artery
should be examined by the x-rays, for if an aortic

aneurism exists, operation would be unadvisable. X-
ray examinations enable us to determine the extent of
the aneurism, whether or not it is increasing, and in

some cases to make a diagnosis before there are physi-
cal signs.

To Dr. "William H. Rollins, who has done so much
by his investigations to make the use of the Rontgen
rays jiracticable in medicine, I desire to again express
my obligation ior his untiring helpfulness in my work.
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A STERILIZER AND EQUIPMENT FOR CON-
FINEiMENT CASES.i

BV FKANK A. HIQOINS, M.D., BOSTON,

Assistant in Obstetrics, Harvard Medical School ; I'hysiciati to Out-
I'atients, lioston Lying-in Hospital.

Ri:cu(iM7.i\(; in niv own practice the shortcomings

and inconvenience of the ordinary obstetric bag and

outfit as commonly sokl in the surgical supply stores,

and fi'eling the need of a more perfect yet not elabor-

ate etpiipment, I have gotten together these things,

which, so far as I have already been able to determine,

answer the purpose for which they have been designed,

and would also be sufficient for all except the most

serious operative complications with which we are

likely to meet in our obstetric work. Being fre-

quently asked by the medical students with whom I

come in contact and occasionally by a practitioner about

the contents of my obstetric bag and what 1 am accus-

tomed to carry to a normal confinement case, I have

tjiken the liberty of showing my outfit to the Obstetri-

cal Society.

By the man in general practice, as well as by the

specialist in obstetrics, the importance of the careful

practice of the simpler principles of asepsis as a routine

in all cases of labor is now,- 1 believe, pretty generally

recognized and practised, and although one occasion-

ally meets with a man doing a considerable amount of

confinement work who has very little regard for asep-

sis and who perhaps uses only a little weak carbolic

solution for his hands and neglects to wash them first,

yet such instances seem to me now to be comparatively

rare.

The almost universal custom at present of steriliz-

ing instruments by boiling has, I dare say, impressed

the need of a light, portable and compact sterilizer

upon every one, as it has on me, who has occasion to

boil instruments frequently in the ordinary private

house. It has generally been my lot, both in gene'i'al

surgical operating in private houses as well as in con-

finement work before operating, to go down into the

kitchen and search, usually with poor success, for some
suitable basin or kettle in Avhich the instruments may
be boiled. To find such a utensil is more difficult for

the obstetrical forceps than for the general surgical in-

struments, because of their length. Moreover, the

doubt about such dishes being surgically clean, even

after boiling, I have often questioned, and this point

might arise to worry one in case of the occurrence of

a subsecpient sepsis. If there is a trained nurse at

hand, wlio is known to be competent and faithful, such

work is of course usually entrusted to her, and if she

has been in the house long enough to have anticipated

the possibility of an operation, she will probably have

had a fish boiler or something equally good provided,

but if such is not the case, as usually happens to the

young man in practice, the difficulties are then his

own.
Recognizing these facts, I have had made this small

portable sterilizer, which seems to answer the purpose

very well. It is practically only a covered box of

nickel-plated sheet copper, approximately about four-

teen inches long by five inch(?s wide and two and three-

quarters inches deep. The cover fits inside the (op,

and while not absolutely tight it is sufficiently so to

prevent the escape of much steam. Inside on the

bottom is the ordinary thin metal perforated tray on

which the instruments lie. The tray, as well as the

« Kead buforo tUe Obstetrical Society of Boston, October 17, 189lt.

sterilizer itself, has swing handles which fold over and
thus take up no extra room.
The sterilizer is designed so-- that it may be used

either on top of the ordinary coal or gas range or with
an alcohol lamj). Tiie alcohol lamp with the sterilizer

I have found very eificient foi- the purpose. It is a

small metal box, two and a half by four and a half

inches and seven-eighths of an inch deep, fitted with

a cover. The box is filled with asbestos, which is

covered with wire gauze. For fifteen minutes' boiling-

it recpiires about two ounces of alcohol and it burns
with a very hot flame. When the lamp is used the

sterilizer is raised by inserting the four small legs into

the slots, one of which is seen at either corner. With
the sterilizer about two-thirds full of cold water it

boils with the alcohol lamp in six minutes; with hot
water, which we would practically always have, and
over a gas or coal range, there is no delay in the boil-

ing. The sterilizer complete with the lamp weighs
only about three pounds. It easily holds the obstet-

ric forcej)s and what few other instruments are re-

quired in obstetric work. From my experience with
it, it seems to me that its comparatively slight addi-

tional weight is much more than compensated for by
its convenience and the increased comfort and safety

one feels in its use. It readily fits into any operating

bag, and as the instruments are carried in it, very

sterilizer ;iim1 lamp.

little extra room in the bag is required. I believe

that a sterilizer a little larger, slightly broader and
deeper, made on the same plan would be sufficient for

the instruments for any operation and would prove to

be a great convenience to any surgeon who is operat-

ing fretpiently in jirivate houses or outside of the city.

I wish to say, however, that the idea of a sterilizer

for the obstetric bag was not original with me, but
was first suggested, so far as I know, by Dr. C. M.
Green, who had one made for his own use several

3'ears ago, but which I had not seen before mine was
ordered.

Edgar has recently published ^ a description of a

sterilizer designed for his own use in obstetric prac-

tice. It is made of enamelled sheet iron, and consists

of two trays, a male and a female one, and which are

large enough to contain his whole outfit. These trays

he uses for sublimates solutions, for hot and cold water
for the asphyxiated infant and also to boil the instru-

ments. The trays are carried in a leather case instead

of a travelling bag. This is certainly a more elabor-

ate scheme, l)ut does not seem to me to be necessary,

as I have always found at hand in every house a num-
ber of porcelain chamber wash bowls which answer
every purpose for sublimate and other solutions.

These instruments are carried in my sterilizer : Ob-

' New York Medical Journal, June 17, 1899.
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Htctric forccpH with iixiH-ti-iictioii rods, |)clviiii(!t(!r, hcIh-

sors, loii^ji; (ln'ssiii<f t'orccpH, loiij^ (|()iil)Ic-li()ok volsrl-

liiin, scvcriil arUa'V forceps, scalpel, one Ioii;i-Ii:iiiill<<|

p<'riiieiiiii needle, sevenil curved needles, loni; aspir.il-

iu" needle, "^liiss curved douche tulte, sol't, rnhiter c.illii-

ter, loni^ i^uni-tihistic cuthelci-.

In addition to the above instruments, all of which

are easilv contained in the sterilizer, the followinj^ arti-

cles are carried in the hay- : Thin ruhher apron, linen

operatin<;' ^own, four-(puirt fountain syrin^rc, stetho-

scope, nail brush, can sterile "fau/e, collapsable tube,

jrreeii soap (sterile), bottle lluid extract erj^ot, bottle

alcohol, silkworm gut, chromicized catgut, rubber

gloves, spring scales, hypodermic syriug(^ and tablets,

gag and tongue f()rcej)s, bottle sublimate tablets, bot-

tle saline infusion tablets.

Ether, (^rgot, sublimate tablets, tincture of green

soap, lysol, cheap nail brushes, absorbent cotton and
bleached cheese-cloth should be and usually are pro-

vided by the better class of patients for use in their

own households. Such patients as are in a position to

employ trained nurses are always glad to purchase

these articles as a part of their preparation, and the

nurse will, if so taught, see that they are obtained.

Ether, absorbent cotton and bleached gauze are always

provided by my patients, but the other things named
I still carry.

It has been my custom of lat(i to use in tying the

umbilical cord either catgut or silkworm gut in place

of the usual tape or bobbin. I do this partly because

being smaller it sinks in better and gives a better knot
and a tighter grasp, and also because it is always at

hand sterile and therefore saves an additional article

to provide and have ready.

The rubber fountain syringe has replaced the old

Davidson bulb syringe, and although the fountain

syringe may be found in practically every house, yet

in giving an intra-uteriue douche or a subcutan(>ous

saline infusion, the necessity of having a container

which is known to be clean seems to me cannot be

questioned. The syringe is sterilized by boiling and
carried in a sterile tow^el. It is used quite infre-

quently, and tluu-efore seldom removed from the pack-

age.

No styptic solution for the control of uterine post-

partum hemorrhage is used, because gauze packing has

})roved to be equally eiHcient and better in every way.
The can of baked gauze for the intra-uterine packing
is one long strip for ease and safety in removal from
the uterus. It is odorless, more convenient to pre-

pai*e, and just as good for a styptic as iodoform gauze,

which is usually recommended, and it will remain
sweet for the comiiaratively short time which it is nec-

essary to keep it in the uterus. The gauze purchased

by the patient, twenty-five or fifty yards at three cents

per yard, is to be nuule into vulvar pads and sponges
and sterilized by the nurse.

I believe the small spring scales in general use are

very inaccurate, but nothing else with which I am ac-

(juainted takes their place and most households are not

provided with a suitable weighing balance.

There are oidy four bottles in the outfit, and of these

oidy two contain li([uids. The bottles themselves are

heavy flint glass, with ground-glass stoppers and nu>tal

screw caps ; the danger from breaking and leakage of

liquids is therefore reduced to a mininnim.
The canvas lithotomy slmg is carried by some obste-

tricians, and is said to be very convenient in operative

work when short of asNixtuntH. I IM-Iieve it luiiv Ih^

advisable to add it to the liHt.

I have found it wv^ convenient to have a pair of

rubber gloves ready for use under certain circuiii-

st^mces, although I do not make a practir-e (»f u.-^ing

them in every case, as advocated strenuously by noni*;

men. I believ(r it is comparatively easy to maki- the

hands sidliciently asepti<; for this work, and recent bao
teriological woik has proved that the normal vagina
contains no |»athogeni<! bacteria. 'i'lM-refore it seeiu.s

probai)le that the majority of infections o<;curring

under ordinary precautions at the time of delivery are

due to contiict of th(! <'xamining hand with the hairy

lal)ia. It is best when j)ossible always to shave and
scrub the external genitals, and thus remove, as far a«

may be, what is now generally accepted as the most
likely source of infection.

This list of articles for the obstetric bag seems to

me to be condensed about as far as consistent with the

best work, and also to be elaborate enough to cope
with any ordinary em(;rgency. Any strong bag of

moderate size, which will hold these things, is easily

carried and suitable for the work. Personally I think

it is better to have one which is not distinctive to tin-

specialty.

ON THE HIGH OPERATION FOR DISEASE
WITHIN THE SCROTUM.
BY J. G. MUMFORD, M.D., BOSTON.

There are certain distinct disadvantages in open-
ing the scrotum for disease in that region. These dis-

advantages have long been recognized. The charac-

ter of the skin and hair render disinfection difficult

;

the apposition accurately of cut edges is not easy ; and
the subsequent bandaging, cleansing, and care of the

held are troublesome for the surgeon and extremelv
uncomfortable for the patient. This is true especially

in such cases as long-standing hydrocele and hernia

;

for then the skin has become greatly stretched and its

shrinking into folds subsequent to removal of the mass
renders the projiosition of primary union anything
but simple— a proposition frequently solved, to be
sure, but solved under peculiar disadvantages.

In the case of operation for large scrotal hernia, if

the incision be carried from the internal ring to the

apex of the scrotum, we have later to deal with a

wound traversing two distinct varieties of skin and
soft parts— a condition to be avoided always when
possible.

In the ordinary Volkmann operation for hydrocele

we have the scrotum alone opened, to be sure, but we
have a relaxed bag left, instead of firm resisting tis-

sues to deal with. The same statement holds true of

such tumors as chronic orchitis, epididymitis and sar-

coma. JMoreover, after removal of the tumor in all

these cases, a considerable hemorrhage is apt to per-

sist, and the hemostasis is rendered so ditlicult that a

secondary ooze and blood clot, with consecjueut in-

creased risk of sepsis, result frequently.

In certain conditions, to be sure, the scrotum must
be opened always. These conditions are malignant
disease involving the skin and subcutaneous tissues,

and tuberculosis or other burrowing suppurative dis-

ease.

Another disadvantage of the scrotal incision— a dis-

advantage the most important of all— is the great dith-
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culty of securing here an aseptic field, and the result-

ing condition of a loose, denuded cavity within the

scrotum in immediate contact with a skin field hut in-

completely disinfected.

That all these things are very real dangers every

surgeon knows. I douht if there is another region of

the ho<ly, presumahly suited for aseptic work, in

which our asepsis hreaks down so frecjuently as in the

scrotimi.

The idea of the high operation for these scrotal dis-

eases is no new one ; but it was not until some two

years ago, in a talk with Dr. Harvey W. C'ushing, of

Haltimore. that the applicability of the high operation

to nearly all these cases was suggested to me. Since

that time 1 have had many opportunities of applying

the principle. I have come to regard it as a most

useful i)rocedure, and a distinct advance in the sur-

gery of these parts.

The operation consists simply in making a short in-

cision hi the groin, similar to that made in the familiar

Alexander operation for shortening the round liga-

ments. This incision opens a window through which

all the contents of the scrotum can be reached with

perfect ease. The field can be made surgically clean

and kept so during convalescence, and the buried sil-

ver suture ensures a rapid healing. There is no

wounded scrotum to support and protect, no slipping

of bandages, no fouling with urine. The scrotum

hangs naturally in its normal position and does not

enter at all into the problem of after-treatment.

The first case in wiiich I used this method was one

of extensive varicocele. On opening down upon the

structures about the cord, the usual two large tortuous

veins were exposed and resected, and a small vein was

left sufficient for the normal cii-culation of the parts.

In such cases and by this method a beautiful anatomi-

cal demonstration is made. Nothing safer or more

effective could be imagined. In all of these cases—
and I have now employed this method in eight— the

healing has been rapid and uncomplicated and the

results satisfactory. In varicocele the method is most

applicable.

Three cases of double orchidectomy for chronic hy-

pertrophy of the prostate have come in my way, and

in these cases the high operation has given gratifying

results. When the cord and vessels have been ex-

posed freely, and tiie wound made dry, the scrotum is

invaginated and the testicle easily turned uj) into the

wound in the manner so familiar in the radical cure of

inguinal hernia. Tlie scrotal contents may then be

removed with a minimum of resulting hemorrhage and

the cord and vessels separated and tied off intelligently

and at leisure. A similar operation was done in a

case of ciironic ej)ididymitis of long standing. The
septic mass intact was removed through the high in-

cision without infecting the wound. In this case there

was much iiemorrhage from the sac, and the persistent

ooze resulted in a considerable clot, but the convales-

cence was rapid and complete. In such cases I recom-

mend th»! free r(;nioval of the tunica vaginalis, else the

secHition from its i)ruised serous surface will give rise

to a consideral)le tumor.

It might appear that the radical cure of hydroceh^

by removal of tlie sac would ]»e diHicult when the high

incision is employed, l)ut such is not the case. A mass

of moderate size may be delivered through the wound
in the groin ; and if the tumor be too large for this

nianeuvre, the fluid contents may l)e withdrawn, after

which inversion of the scrotum is easy and tlie fur-

ther steps of the operation self evident.

Large solid movable tumors within the scrotum may
present some obstacles to the high method, but it is

surprising to see how considerable a mass may be de-

livered, and if this be found impossible, a slight pro-
longation of the incision into the scrotal tissues will

solve the ])rol)lem readily.

Of the operation for scrotal hernia it is needless to

speak. If the principle of the high incision be borne
in mind the scrotum will not be opened in the great
majority of cases, as the manipulation necessary for

freeing the sac and its contents can be carried on
easily without so doing.

Such examples show the api)lical)ility of the high
operation for disease within the scrotum, and experi-
ence proves that this useful procedure may be em-
ployed in most cases of disease in this region.

CItntcdl ^Department*

A CASE OF PTOMAINE POISONING.

BY W. P. COUES, M.D., BOSTON.

P. M., age twenty-six, married, occupation inside

man in a large store, had always been well and strong,

with the exception of a rheumatic attack seven years

ago. While at his work in Brookline the afternoon

of April 24, 1899, he was seen suddenly to fall down,
striking his face against the floor and breaking off

part of a front tooth. A doctor was called, who, it

was said, gave some medicine and sent him to his

home in Boston in a carriage. He had left home early

that morning feeling perfectly well, taking with him his

luncheon, which consisted of chicken sandwiches and
cocoanut pie ; this was supi)lemented by some sardines

obtained at his j^lace of work. These facts I learned

from the patient's wife and the friends who had
brought him in the carriage from Brookline.

He was seen about 7 p. m. of the same evening.

The result of the examination showed a large, well-

developed man, in a condition of i:>rofound collapse.

The extremities were cold, there was no pulse at the

wrist, the man seemed in extremis. There was no
bleeding from the nose or ears, the tongue was thrust

out with difficulty, but in the median line. The pa-

tient was in a semi-conscious condition. The pupils

were equal and reacted to light. The cardiac area of

dulness was not increased.

The result of the examination of the lungs and the

abdomen was entirely negative. The cardiac sounds

could be made out with difliculty with the stethoscope.

He complained of much pain and oppression in the

precordial region, could only speak after great effort,

and was constantly tossing about and rolling his head

on the pillow. Heaters were placed around him, he

was given strychnia, one-fifteenth grain, digitalis, fif-

teen minims, and shortly after, one-eighth grain mor-

phia. His pulse after this was perceptible at the

wrist, and the extremities grew warmer, he gradually

r(!sponded to stinndation. He vomited twice, the

vomitus consisting of finely divided, yellowish curds.

His bowels moved, the movement being large and

watery. The pulse remained for a long time very

weak and thready, but he became more conscious and
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spoke rationally. 'V\\v next, luoniiii^ he vvii.s (lomfort-

al)l»', pulse 100, Iciiipcraliirc 100°. Tlic urine sliowid

one-eii;lilli jki' cent, alliuiiiiii ; the seiliinciil containeil

many line i;i:innlar easts. 'I'lie alininiin and ea-.ls

(lisapjteared in a tew (la\s, and llie patient was soon

as well as usual.

'I'lie points ot" interiist in the ease seem to he :

(1) The sudden onset of tli(! trouhle, which, witii

ihe previous rhenniatie history, 8u<(fjC8ted colhipse from

cardiac disease.

{'!) The profound shock, the pain in the piecoidial

re<ii()n.

(."!) The nature of the last food taken, tlie vomitiiii:,

suhscipient movement of the IxMvels, and gradual I'e-

lief of symptoms.

I^eportie? of Ihotitiit^,

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.

MALCOLM STOREK, M.I>., SECRETARY.

MiCKTiNi; of October 17, IHl)'.), the President, Du.
Alkkku Wokcesteu, ill the chair.

Dk. F. a. IIkigins read a paper entitled

A STEKILIZER AND OUTFIT FOR CONFINEMENT CASES.

^

I)h. C. M. Green : This sterilizer is an improve-

ment upon others on account of its lightness. My
own is a great deal larger, large enough to sterilize

many instruments which, on the other hand, often do

not require to be sterilized. INIy sterilizer is a copper

box without legs, and for heat I rely either upon the

gas lamp that can be found in most houses or upon
the kitchen range. INIy bag is based upon the princi-

ple of packing everything into the sterilizer except

the rubber gown, douche bag and ether, and therefore

my sterilizer is three times the size of Dr. Higgins's.

After all, the individual apparatus one man or another

uses is not of so much importance ; the real merit of a

paper like that of Dr. Higgins is to emphasize for the

benefit of the medical public the necessity of doing

asejjtic work, which with an apparatus somewhat like

this is not so very hard to carry out proj^erly.

Dr. ¥i. Reynolds : I can speak with inueh

warmth about this sterilizer, for 1 regard it as just

about what a sterilizer should be. My first impres-

sion was that it was too small for practical use, but a

single trial convinced me of the contrary. It holds

easily all that I need in an ordinary case. To be

sure, I carry a few others besides those Dr. Hig-
gins has enumerated— for instance, a set for an emer-
gency symphyseotomy— but all go in easily. The
quickness and power of the lamp that Dr. Iliggins has

shown is also a great comfort. I have the sterilizer

all prepared at hand, and when the obstetrical climax

approaches it is simply brought in and placed upon a

convenient table and everything is ready for use a few
moments after the lamp is lit. As regards the kit,

personally 1 do not care to etherize a patient without
having at hand a tracheotomy dilator, as well as the

knife we always have. As regards gloves, 1 have be-

come a thorough convert to their use in surgical work.

1 never operate or even make a vaginal examination
without covering my hands with rubber, and I think

that my results have not suffered thereby. In obstet-

rics I have employed them ever since they became
* See page 88 of the Journal.

easily oht.'iined, UHJng them often only u|»oii one han«l.

I do not like to get vaginal mucus under niy finger

nails and possibly carry it from one jialient to another.

In many eases the pn-servation of the perineum in as-

sisted i>y the shelling out of the head with one Hiiger

in the rectum, and in sueli easeM it in a great advan-
tage to have the hand covered, especially if it is «ul>-

s(!(|uently necessary to do any operative work. The
bare hand cannot Ix; (pii<;kly disinfected, while it i**

easy to peel off the glove an<l have the hand already

sterile.

I)i{. J. li. Swiir: I have been intere>,te<| in Dr.

Higgins's sterilizei- because it is much like the one I

carry. Mine is a little deeper. I carry all iny in-

strunuMits packed in the sterilizer. I have everything

already sterilized at home and packed in canton flan-

nel bags. I do this as it is not always convenient or

indeed possible to get things sterilized at the bedsirle

in time. I recognize the advantages in gloves Dr.

Heynolds has spoken of. Dr. Sw ift then demonstrated
his consultation bag.

Dr. IIniOiNs: I had not seen Dr. (jreen's appara-

tus when I had mine made. I have sometimes thought

that mine is a trifle small, but it has served very yvell

in the class of cases for which it was intended— local

and ordinary cases.

Dr. J. G. Blake spoke in the most complimentary
terms of the thoroughness of the aseptic teaching

given at the Harvard Medical school. As he saw-

cases in consultation, he was often much impressed by
the accurate and complete observance of aseptic

I)rinciples on the part of the younger general practi-

tioners.

Dr. M. II. Richardson read a jiaper entitled

OVARIAN CYSTS AVITII TWISTED PEDICLES.

Dr. Swift: I should like to inquire, whether in

cases in w'hich the operation is not done for some time

after acute symptoms are seen it is customary to find

an extensive general peritonitis.

Dr. Richardson : In all the cases in w Inch there

was delay the tumor was totally adherent.

Dr. Savift : In a case of mine last spring in which
there was considerable unavoidable delay I found the

tumor so firmly adherent everywhere and especially

to the i^osterior side of the uterus that I had to remove
the uterus with the tumor. The patient died septic,

probably from a tear of the rectum, though none was
seen at the operation.

Dr. E. Reynolds: I have seen five cases of the

strangulation of ovarian tumors. The only one with-

out adhesions was a solid tumor of the ovary, the

walls of which were extremely friable, and the peri-

toneum red and rough. She died of embolus, pre-

sumably of septic nature. In this case the blood sup-

ply was cut off immediately after labor, there being
no real torsion. In another case, in which hysterec-

tomy for sepsis was being done by a distinguished

obstetrician, upon opening the abdomen a strangulated

ovarian tumor was found, apparently caused by de-

livery.

Dr. F. II. Daveni'ORT referred to the peculiar

friability of these tumors and instanced a case of his

in which there were few adhesions but it was almost

impossible to get the tumor out whole.
Dr. J. C. MiNRO : I remember two cases in w hieh

the twist was so near the uterus that I had to tie off

very close indeed to it. As regards the ditUcultv of
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diagnosis, I remoinber one case in which the diagnosis

of appendicitis was made, and another seen in consnlta-

tion with a number of the staff which was generally

regarded as one of pregnancy associated with jnosalpinx.

Dh. II. E. Mauiox: My exi)erience in this inter-

esting condition is limited to two cases, oddly enough

seen on the same da}', one of them coming in Dr. Rich-

ardson's list.

I)i{. W. L. BruKA<;K : In looking over my notes

I find that I have seen five cases, four of them being

in women over sixty-one, the fifth being in a girl of

thirteen thought by her friends to be i)i-egnant. In

one case the patient was an extremely feeble old

woman, but recovery after operation was jirompt. I

think we ought to (listiuguish very carefully between

mere twist and actual strangulation.

I)k. Malcolm Stokek : I am glad to hear Dr.

Burrage make this distinction. In a paper '^ read be-

fore this Society some years ago, I stated that an av-

erage of the observations of a number of men shows

that rotation occurs in at least 2o to So per cent, of

all ovarian tumors, but actual strangulation in only 8

to 11 per cent. In the four cases which 1 have

myself operated upon, in two in which there were two

or three twists there was no reaction on the part of

the tumor or of the patient. The third case was an

old woman, with obscure history and in very bad con-

dition, whom I saw just at the change of a service

and foolishly deferred operation. Dr. Burrage subse-

quently operated with success. My fourth case was

in a woman five months pregnant. She had had three

attacks of typical pain within a few weeks. I oper-

ated and found a tumor with three twists slightly ad-

herent. She brought the child into my of lice a few

days ago to show me. Dr. Burrage has asked my
opinion as to the causation of these torsions. My
reading has led me to believe with Dr. Richardson

that many causes may produce a twist, but that it is

especially apt to occur in more or less irregular tumors,

the projections acting like ratchets. INIouls and Re-

boul have mentioned two pathognomonic signs : a sys-

tolic murmur at the tender point and a pulsating

movement of the tumor coincident with the cardiac

beat.

Du. RiciiAKDrtON : I want again to emphasize the

dilliculty of diagnosis. In one case no tumor could be

felt, yet two weeks later there was one filling the ab-

domen. Any aI)dominal tumor that is tender and as-

sociated with shock should excite suspicion. I have

been struck by the comparatively slight symptoms in

some of these cases that had extended over some time.

Dr. Rkvn'Olds suggested that the sudden increase

in size of these tumors might lead to a sudden sweat-

ing, so to say, and thus cause adhesions and pain.

Dr. Couxcii.max : I should hardly think tlie

easily broken up adhesions Dr. Richardson speaks

of were real connective-tissue adhesions, being more
likely mere fibrin.

B^:QUESTs of Dr, Daniel Garrison Brinton.—
The late Dr. Brinton, formerly the editor of the Medi-

cal and Surgical Reporter, has be<jueathed to the

University of Pennsylvania his valuable library and
manuscripts relating to the science of ethnology, a

branch of learning to which the latter part of his life

was mainly devoted.

> Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, November 5, 189C.

decent Hiterature.

Enlargement of the Prostate ; its Treatment and Radi-
cal Cure. By C. Mansell Moullix, INI. I). (Oxon.),
F.R.C.S. Second edition. Pp. 205. London :

H. K. Lewis. Philadeli)hia : P. Blakiston's Son
& Co. 1899.

The first edition of this book was i)ublished at a

time when radical operations upon the prostate had
passed the probationary period of their development,
but were still by no means upon so firm a footing as

to be beyond the attacks of their opponents. The
writer announctid himself as a cliamj)ion of such radi-

cal 02)erations, and in his preface said, "And now it is

not too much to say that perfect relief can be assured

even in the most advanced stages of the disorder."

The second edition brings the book well up to the

present-day knowledge of the subject, and, omitting

descriptions of many of the older operative proced-

ures, now chiefly of historic interest, confines itself to

those whose practical value is vouched for by the

writer's knowledge and large experience.

Of the eleven chapters which the book contains,

nine are devoted to a consideration of the (1) normal
prostate, its function and development, and (2) the

enlarged prostate, its causes, effects ui)on other or-

gans, its symptoms, diagnosis and palliative treatment,

both local and general.

The last two chapters take up the various radical

operations and the problems they involve. In his

preface to the present second edition, the writer has evi-

denced his faith in the etfica(;y of such operations by
saying :

" There is now no case of enlargement in

which perfect relief cannot be obtained, provided only

the secondary consequences, which so often and so en-

tirely unnecessarily follow it, and which are due In

the vast majority of instances to the careless use of

catheters, have not been allowed to work irreparable

harm upon the walls of the bladder. In no dejjart-

ment of surgery are the disastrous results of tempo-
rizing and delay shown more clearly than in that

which is concerned with the prostate."

The various radical operations are carefully consid-

ered and the place for each is defined. In speaking

of ligature and division of the vas deferens as a sub-

stitute for orchidectomy, the author is (ividently of the

opinion that orchidectomy is much to be preferred and
that ligature is suited only to a very limited class of

cases. The Bottini operation is favorably commented
upon and the author's three successful cases are men-
tioned but not fully rctported. The book merits the

attention it will undoubtedly command from the sur-

gical profession.

An Am,erican Text-Rook of the Diseases of the E/e,

Ear, Nose and Throat. Edited by G. E. de
SciiwEiMTZ, A.M., M.I)., Professor of Ophthal-

mology in the Jefferson Medical College, Phila-

delphia, etc., and B. Alex. Randall, M.A.,
M.D., Ph.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of

the Ear in the University of Pennsylvania, etc.

P)). 1,251. Illustrated witli 7G(i engravings, 59 of

them in colors. Pliiladeli)liia : W. B. Saunders.

1899.

In the portion of the work devoted to the eye, its

embryology, anatomy, histology, physiology, diseases

and injuries are discussed in twenty-four sections by
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I went N -tour aiitlutrs ; its opfWiitivc sm-ircry iii'Hcvcii

sccli(tiis l»v iiH iiiHuy iiuthors. In tlic portion of tin-

work <lt(votc(l to tli(! car, its anatomy, physiolo^'y, dis-

• •ascs and injuries arc (liscusscd in tliirtccn sections

1)V fourteen authors, vvliilc diseuscs of the nose and

tliroat are descrilx-d in twenty sections I»y nineteen

aiitliors.

As the work aims to lu^ hotli a text-ltook and a vol-

ume of reference to which the practitioner* may turn,

the practical side of the ([U(>stions discussed has heen

Itron^lit into promiiuinco.

All the contrihutions have evidently been written

with i;reat care. The articles are, as a rule, compro
liensive and accurate, and an al)S(UK;c of paddiui^

characteri/es the entire work. Tlu^ sui'<restions with

regard to treatnuuit have been brought up to date

more nearly than in some of the collaborative works
that have been lately published. The <;entlenien who
have been asked to write are all well-known practi-

tioners of the highest skill, and perhaps no better

praise can be given in this journal than to pid)lish

the list of the Boston contributors, who are : Dr.

Clarence J. Blake, Dr. d. Orne Green, Dr. .John W.
Farlow, Dr. Geo. A. Leland and Dr. ,1. II. INFcCol-

lom.

The publishers have done their part of the work
well, and the paper, ty[)e and illustrations are all that

could be desired.

Surgical Nursing. By Bertha M. Voswinkel,
tiraduate of Episcopal Hospital, Philadelphia, etc.

Second edition, revised and enlarged. Pp. 206, with

112 illustrations. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son
& Co. 1899.

This book has been written, its writer states, for

nnrses whose surgical training has been limited and
whose technical education is not suthcient to render
them thoroughly conversant with all its details. An
attempt has been made "to give a concise outline of

surgical nursing in general, together with a list of an-

tiseptic agents, the mode of preparation of the various

materials used, in aseptic and antiseptic surgery, and
finally the api)Iication of splints and fixed dressings."

As one reads the book the impression is created that

it was written by one whose training has been local

rather than general, and whose experience has been
acquired from hospitals rather than in private work,
also that the subject under consideration is not al-

ways kept in view. As an illustration the following
quotations are made :

" In case of an emergency when an antiseptic dress-

ing is required and no gauze is at hand, absorbent cot-

ton may be used, first baking it for a few minutes in

an oven ; then wet it with bichloride solution, then

dry, and keep in cheese-cloth bags." In describing

the use of instruments at an operation it is directed

that soiled instruments, presumably those dropped on
the floor, or otherwise accidentally infected, are to be
cleaned by rinsing in a tray of hot water before being
again placed in use. For the " nurse whose surgical

training has been limited," it is somewhat disappoint-

ing to find that in the whole book the only statement

relating to the sterilization of instruments is that " All

instruments should be thoroughly sterilized before and
after using."

We are familiar with Thiersch's solution and Pro-
fessor Kocher's method of preparing catgut, but have
not heard of the borosalicvlic solution highly recom-

m(>n<led l>y " TerMcli," or the cutgiif of '• Koncher."
.Neither have we seen a " rnoutli "-tooth forceps. Thi:

work «)f the piddislier is (piite Halisfactorv. The Iniok

is conveniently indexeii, conUiiuH a great tieal of in-

formation, a knowledge of wiiiirh is CHHential to th<:

moclern surgical nurse, an<l for soum' n-.i-on or othi-r

it has ritached a scrcond edition.

A Practical Treatise on Materia Medii-a mid Tluia-

peutics. By Roiujct BAirriioi.ow, ,M.A., .M.D.,

LL.I)., Professor Kuieritns of Materia Mcdica,
(general Theiajteutics and Hygiene, in the .JetTer-

son Medical College of Philade|phi;i ; formerly
Professor of Materia Medica and Tlier.upeutics and
of tin; Practice of M<-di(;in<; in tin- Medical College
of Ohio, etc. Tenth edition, revised and enlarged.

New York: D. Appletoji and Company. 1899,

There are such good books already publish<!d on this

subject that a new work or even a new edition of an
old one is only justified when it furnishes some sub-

stantial addition to our present knowledge. This can-

not be (daimed for the above volume. Far from de-

serving i)raise, it merits disapproval, because it contains

so many erroneous statements and shows so scant an
acquaintance with the present medical literature.

One is constantly meeting passages like the following,

on page 30: "Within the present year (18«0) Mr,
Arthur Meldon has published an account of three

cases in which the transfusion of milk was performed
with success." As authority for another remark, he
considers the Neiv York Medical Journaliov P'ebruary

3, 1883, a recent issue, page 31. The eighth edition of

the author's own work was published in 1893. Under
" authorities referred to " on transfusion, the latest

date given is 188G.

We fail to understand the author's position when he
says, page 34 :

" Although fat is necessary to the stom-
ach digestion, it does not undergo conversion in the

stomach, and escapes in a coarse emulsion, with the

chyme, into the duodenum." We should like to know
the experimental basis on which this conclusion rests.

" Arsenic " (page 7o) " has seemed to the author
remarkably beneficial in diabetes of hepatic origin."

But the experience of the })rofession does not contirm
the truth of this statement and that this is published
in the tenth edition of a book on therapeutics is inexcu-
sable. In the clinical index is to be found under
diabetes, " The milk cure has succeeded remarkably in

some cases ; buttermilk may be better," And in the

text, page 60, " In consequence of the large proportion
of lactic acid which it contains, buttermilk is more
especially indicated in diabetes."

Those interested in children's diseases will certainly

be somewhat taken aback to learn that, page 60, " In
the author's experience, children, with few exceptions,
do well on condensed milk." And so we might go on.
vSuch a book is unworthy of the medicine of to-«iay.

Selected Papers on Stone, Prostate and Other Urinary
Disorders. By Reginald Harkisox, F.R.C.S.
Pp. 190, with i.") illustrations. London: J. and A.
Churchill. Philadel|)hia : P. lilakiston's Son it

Co. 1899.

This little book is made up of a collection of sixteen
articles which have appeared from time to time, during
the last half dozen years, in various periodicals, chiefly

of English publication. The chapters have no se-

quence or connection with one another, and are written
for the surgeon rather than for the student of medi-
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cine. The first article, Vesical Stoue and Prostatic

Disorders, was tlie Bradsliavv Lecture delivered at the

Royal College of Surgeons in December, 1896, and
consists of a necessarily brief resume of this large

subject. It is followed b}- a chapter headed, A Fur-
ther Contribution to the Surgery of Stone in the

Bladder, and containing a table of the author's cases

of stone, 110 in number, treated by litholapaxy during
the years 1890-97.

The other articles cover a wide range of genito-

urinary subjects of interest at the present day. All are

short, all are written in an attractive and readable

way, and all give glimpses of Mr. Harrison's great

experience, which will be welcomed by readers inter-

ested in genito-urinary surgery.

Raynaud's Disease (Local Syncope, Local Asphyxia,
Symmetrical Gangrene'), its History, Causes, Symp-
toms, Morbid Relations, Patholoyy and Treatment.

By Thomas KiuKPATniCK Monro, M.A., M.D.
Pp. xii, 251. Glasgow: James Maclehose & Sons.

1899.

The present monograph gives an excellent account

of this rare affection based upon a careful study of the

literature, from which the writer has collected and
tabulated one hundred and eighty cases. It begins most
appro})riately with a brief biography of Maurice Ray-
naud, whose original description of the affection has

been but slightly modified by subsequent researches.

The author, in fact, at the end of his labors, returns to

Raynaud's original theory that local syncope and as-

phyxia are due to spasm of the small vessels, which, if

unduly prolonged, leads to gangrene ; and that this

spasm depends upon an abnormal excitability of the

vasomotor centres in the sjjinal cord. The theory

that the trouble is due to peripheral neuritis is, after

careful consideration, rejected. To all who may be

interested in Raynaud's disease the volume will afford

a very comjjlete summary of our present knowledge.

Minor Surgery and Bandaging. By Henry R.

Wharton, M.D., Surgeon to the Presbyterian Hos-
pital, etc. Fourth edition, revised and enlarged.

Pp. 594, with 502 engravings, many being photo-

graphic. Philadelphia and New York : Lea Bros.

& Co. 1899.

The demand for this book is shown by the fact that

it has reached its fourth edition in a period of eight

years. This fact also is evidence of the energy of its

author and his desire to maintain a high standard of

excellence in regard to the work and to have it an

exponent of the most modern ideas. In addition to

a careful revision, the ntnv feature of the present

volume is the addition of a chapter on Surgical Bac-

teriology, which is a brief resume of the sul)ject, also

the section devoted to Operative Procedures on the

Cadaver, including descriptions of not only the usual

typical ligations, amputations, rejections and excisions,

])ut also some atypical ones, such as esophagotomy.
gastrostomy, pyloroplasty, intestinal suture and anasto-

mosis, osteotomy, etc. The descriptions are brief and
are not intended to take the place of elaborate and
fully detailed ones given in special works on operative

surgery. The list of illustrations has also been in-

creased. The section on Bandaging describes the

various applications of roller bandages. If the initial

and terminal ends were more clearly designated in

some of the illustrations the student would be saved

some study.
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THE DISPERSION OF BEQUESTS.

With the constantly increasing tendency toward

the accumulation of wealth in the hands of single

individuals, the ultimate disposition of that money
becomes of more and more importance. Charitable

objects in general are no doubt claiming greater

recognition than ever b-fore, and among such chari-

table objects the hospital is being accorded an impor-

tant place. A tendency which, on the whole, is un-

fortunate is also observable, and that is that in the

final distribution of single great fortunes new enter-

prises are often inaugurated which in themselves are

not particularly needed. We have had ample demon-

stration of this fact in America in the founding, for

example, of new universities in the immediate vicinity

of old established institutions, in consequence of the

bequest of a single individual. This process of multi-

plication shows no evidence of abatement ; on the other

hand as individual collections of money grow larger,

thereby rendering possible the foundation and at least

temporary support of a newly-fledged institution, the

temptation to men of means and personal ambition is

constantly increasing to put their money into an object

which will be definitely associated with their names in

the years to come. The general cause of education

and of charity no duubt suffers in the long run

through this multiplication of existing institutions.

What we need is concentration, and for various rea-

sons.

In the first place, the question of expense is of para-

mount importance. It is a self-evident fact that a pre-

liminary problem merely is solved when buildings are

equipped and an institution started on its course of

usefulness. Experience has shown that the strain

comes when continued support of the institution is

demanded, as demanded it must be as soon as it en-

ters upon its active work and is forced to meet the

exigencies of improved methods and widening knowl-

edge. As a consequence of this need for increased

resources, which frequently are not forthcoming, in-

stitutions started by single-man beneficence are apt to
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liiii;:fiiish wIk'ii tlio orifjiiial sourct; of iiiconio fiiils.

'I'o endow an institution in perpetuity is nowiuluys

i|nilc inipoHsiblo, becuu-*! on(! is absolutely unable to

st>o tlie extent and direction of tlie (expansion of its

work in tlu; futuri^ Wlio could liav(! foreseen, for

example, thirty yc^ars aj^o, that expensively e«piipp(Ml

laboratt)ries would so soon come to form a necessary

adjunct to the modern hospital, or that elaborate ar-

rani,fements for sNM'ilization and buildinj^s of special

construction would be essential to the proper care of

the sick ? This inevitable expansion always demands

lar<^e pecuniary resources, and, in consequence, many

institutions are now being restricted in their work, be-

cause money which might otherwise have come to

them Is being constantly directed into other channels,

leading to the I'onndalion of n(!W institutions of vari-

ous sorts. This is not economy. It means a duplica-

tion of much that already exists, and is quite capa-

ble of expansion at a much less expense than is

necessitated by an entirely new plant, with its compli-

cated machinery of [)aid officials and all that goes

with the management and conduct of a new institu-

tion of whatsoever sort.

What we have said is true of many great [)ublic

enterprises, educational or otherwise, and applies

with particular force to hospitals. A modern hospital

is an enormously expensive institution to conduct in a

progressive way ; its buildings and equipment lack in

a peculiar manner the elements of permanency. What
is useful to-day may be discarded to-morrow, and im-

provements of various sorts are an almost daily de-

mand. Since this is so, it is always a matter of re-

gret that sums of money of considerable, as of small,

amount should not be left to institutions already in

existence, or to seats of learning, which have the con-

fidence of the public, and which would expend such

money in the most economical and judicious way to

the end of improving medical education and the care

of the sick. If it be desirable to have a hospital for

the care of those ill with chronic disease, which, as

we have frecjuently had occasion to express, seems to

us a crying need, why not establish such a hospital as

a department of one already existing, or build a new
one in connection with some public or corporate insti-

tution, which would stand behind it in the years of

growth and development which are ture to come,

attract to it fresh endowments and thereby preclude

the failure of a naturally expensive undertaking.

Otherwise the tendency must be toward disintegration

and toward the ultimate multiplication of institutions

to the good of none, and to the probable detriment

of all. What we need above all things are hospitals

strong in resources and not merely in brick and

mortar. Whether or not a hospital can be advan-

tageously conducted by an educational institution is a

question which merits separate consideration.

But from every point of view, it seems to us desir-

able that public sentiment should be directed in such

a way that gifts of money, by will or otherwise, should

go toward the improvement of institutions already in

existence, or toward th*- founding of departinenU in

close touch with ebtabliMlied institutionH of broa^l ».coim;

and ample means to ciiHure the safety and coritinuan«:«

of the work of the new enterpris*;.

TlIK WOUNDKI) IX SOU'ill AKKK A.

lir.i'OKTS are rapiflly coming from tiie seat of war
in South Africa which bear out the more limited ex-

perience of our late war with Spain regarding the ef-

fect of tlie modern rifle bullet, and particularly of the

Mauser, which is now universally regarded as the most
humane of those in use. Sir William MacCormac,
writing to the Lancet, gives various exceedingly inter-

<'sting details regarding wounds inflicted by Mauser
bullets, wounds which a few years ago would have
been thought quite incompatible with life. Sir Wil-
liam says :

" One cannot help contrasting with amaze-
ment the comparative harmlessness of the injuries so

frequently inflicted with the Mauser rifle bullet with
the frightful extent of the damage done by those of

the needle-gun and the Chassepot. To any one famil-

iar with the wounds caused by these weapons, many
of those inflicted by the Mauser rifle might be re-

garded as being somewhat of the character of a ' pin-

prick.' Quite a large proportion of the wounded, in

fact, have returned to duty, and several patients whom
I have seen have been wounded for the second time
at another engagement."

Some of the cases recorded are as follows : A man
was struck by a Mauser bullet an inch above the
symphysis pubis, the exit wound being one inch above
the level of the anus and somewhat to one side.

After being wounded he ran about one-third of a
mile without inconvenience, and at the end of a fort-

night had completely recovered. A soldier was shot
in such a way that the bullet passed through the
stomach after having penetrated the ilium. The pa-
tient suffered no inconvenience whatever, and was
able to eat as usual. A bullet wound through the
skull with protrusion of brain substance, dressed on
the field, gave rise to no symptoms, and the wounds
were healed on the fourth day. Penetrating wounds
of the lungs in several instances recorded were fol-

lowed by a quick recovery.

These are some of the cases to which special allu-

sion is made, and it is certainly not too much to say,

as has elsewhere been suggested, that the surgical as-

pects of bullet wounds must be largely rewritten, in

view of the present unfortunate rapidly accumulating
experience.

On the other hand it would appear that the Mauser
is not always so merciful as the above cases would
seem to indicate. Surgeon C. Marsh Hea»lnell, in a
letter to the British Medical Journal, speaks, for ex-
ample, of a poor fellow " raving mad. who had been
wandering about for hours with a portion of his frontal

lobe protruding through a Mauser exit wound in the

fore part of his skull." Another case of considerable
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interest reported by the same writer, relative to the

elFect of the shock of an exploding shell, is as follows:

" A shell exploded about ten yards over a Highlander's

head ; he was untouched by any fragments, but the

concussion must have produced some curious patholog-

ical change in his nervous system, as he has never

ceased (now ten hou's) swaying his iiead to and fro

with a pendulum-like motion similar to that of the china

dolls with the nodding head so commonly seen in the

London streets. His intellectual faculties have also

been considerably disturbed, as he is only half rational."

A collection of such cases bearing U()On the effects of

battle, mechanical or otherwise, would be of great value

toward determining certain difficult points in connec-

tion with the results of trauma upon the nervous

system, as we have previously had occasion to suggest

in these columns. In general, we may certainly look

for a large collection of data from medical men in the

field which will prove of lasting scientific value ; a poor

compensation, but still a slight one, for the wholesale

suiVering which such a war of necessity entails.

Dr. Beadiiell concludes from his investigations on

the effect of bullet wounds that those wounds which

heal up most rapidly and give the least trouble are

wounds produced by bullets having these characteris-

tics :

(1) A very high velocity.

(2) A flat trajectory, so that they hit apex first and do

not keyhole.

(3) A hard smootli sheath with a smooth rounded apex.

(4) A close range, for the same reason as (2) a bullet at

a long range may hit the object side on.

He says :
" If I Wk-re to tabulate these missiles in

the order in which the wounds produced by them were

progressively more serious from above downwards, the

table would read something as follows :

" (1) Mauser.
" (2) Krag-Jorgensen.

" (3) Lee-Metford.
" (4) Man-stopping Lee-Metford (hollow-headed nickel-

sheathed).

" (5) Any of the first three with the nickel sheaths around

the apex removed so that the lead nucleus is exposed.

"(6) Dumdum.
" (7) Remington brass-coated, as used by the Filipinos.

" (8) Remington lead bullets or the Martini-Henry.

" (9) Remington brass bullet, with brass sheathing re-

moved so as to expose the lead nucleus.

" (10) Shrapnel bullets.

"(11) Shell or liieir fragments.

"I have noaccjuaintance with explosive bullets; it is

said the Boers have used them, but I think this to be

exceedingly doubtful. Most thoughtful men will

a^ree that the Boers have proved themselves to be

brave men, and instances of a violation of the laws of

civilized warfare are few and far between."

In general, the health of the troops appears to have

been excellent; diarrhea, sunstroke and sunburn have

been the most annoying maladies.

With regard to the latter trouble, the report con-

tinues : '"The Highlanders are chiefly afllicted ; why

are men sent out in this fierce sun in petticoats ? It

is all very well to talk about the uniform being the

essence of esprit de corps, but is not this carrying it

too far? Surely they might be allowed to go into action

at any rate as other men go. As it is, their legs become

covered with crops of vesicles; few of the men like their

dress for this kind of work ; the beauty of the kilt and

sporran is masked by a khaki flap, and when these

two part company the aspect is both ludicrous and

alarming; T saw one man returning yesterda}' from

his brush with the enemy in a pitiable plight; in his

own words, he had had to ' take ' a barbed wire en-

tanglement ' at the double,' and emerged ' a bleeding

mass, with kilt hard a starboard, his khaki flap half-

left turn, and his sporran dangling on the wire.'
"

MEDICAL NOTES.

Thk Plaguk Situation. — Reports from Hono-

lulu regarding plague are such as to excite consider-

able apprehension. The number of cases is increasing

rapidly, and measures have been adopted by the

Board of Health to burn infected buildings in the

Chinese quarter, where the disease appears to have

gained a foothold. Quarantine is strict and there is

fear that the industry of the island, which lies chiefly

in sugar, may be seriously hampered. Statistics re-

ported to the Surgeon-General of the Marine-Hospital

Service, ending January 19th, show cases from various

countries, in part as follows : Honolulu, up to Janu-

ary 16th, 5 cases; Philippine Islands, 5 cases; Brazil,

up to December 23d, 38 cases ; China, 42 ; Japan, 13 ;

Portugal, 10 cases and 7 deaths.

Hospital Staff for Manila.— The War De-

partment is reported to have arranged to send 150

hospital-corps men to the Philippines on the hospital

ship Missouri, which is to sail from San Francisco

some time next month. Acting Hospital Steward

Cleveland Hilson, Jr., and 41 privates of the hos-

j)ital corps, now at the Washington Barracks, D. C.,

will start for San Francisco in a few days.

Famine in India.— The famine situation in India

is reported as worse than ever before. About 22,000,-

000 persons are now affected m British territory, and

about 27,000,000 in the native states. The Viceroy,

Lord Curzon, reports that the famine area has ex-

panded, and they are now facing a cattle, water and

food scarcity of a terrible character. About 3,250,000

persons are already receiving relief.

Small-pox in Indiana.— Small-pox is reported

as prevalent in fourteen counties of the State. A
recent report to the Board of Health showed 15

new cases in Clay County, and nine new cases from

Vanderburg County. A general disinfection of the

mails coming from infected districts will be under-

taken.

Statk Carl of Tuijlrculosls Patiknts.— At
the coming meeting of the Medical Society of the

State of New York special prominence will be given
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to H (liscunsioii of Um! qiK^Hlioiis n-liiliii^ to State cure

of tulM'rculosi.H |)ati(!iits.

Ai;iti\Ai. HI- TirK "Maink." — Tlic Aincrirun Iioh-

pital slii|» Miiiiir has arrived at Ca|)(! Town, Soiitli

Afiic^a.

BOSTON AND NKW KN(JI,ANI).

AcuTK Inkkctious Diskasks in Hoston. For

the week ending at noon. January 24, li)()0, liicie

were re[)orted to tlie Hoard of Health of Hoston th<'

followini;; cases of acute infectious diseases: diphtheria

100, seailalina T) I , measles 66, ty[)hoid fever 10.

Anni;a!, Mkkiinc; oi' rmc Hoston Lving-in IIos

IMTAL.— At the annual nn(!ting of thi; Hoston Lyiuif-

in Hospital Corporation ollieers were elected as fol-

lows: Nathaniel Thayer, President; Hon. Henry H.

Sprague, Vice-President ; Hon. George v. L. Meyer,

Treasurer ; Williani I). Solder, Secretary, and William

II. Haldwin. Thomas V. Edimnds, Oliver Ames,

Charles W. Hubhard, Wallace L. Pierce and Sanuiel

Wells, Trustee-'. With them are associated Dr. J.

Collins Warren and Dr. Georg-^ B. Shattuck, from the

INIassachusetts Humane Society, and Hon. George G.

Crocker and .lames (J. Freeman, from the Massachu-

setts Charitable Fire Society. The hospital has taken

care of more mothers during childbirth than last year,

647 patients having been treated in the hospital, 652

children were born there, and there were four deaths

during confinement.

DlIMITHKRIA AND SCARLET FkVER PREVALENT IN

Boston — There is a large amount of both scarlet

fever and diphtheria in many wards of the city. Up
to the latter })art of last week 236 cases of diphtheria

and 132 cases of scarlet fever had been reported to the

Board of Health this year; the numbers are greatly

in excess of the records for the corresponding period of

last year. One of the reasons why these diseases are

spreading is that there is a lack of accommodation at

the City Hospital for the isolation of the patients. In

many instances the victims of the diseases cannot be

removed from their homes, and be isolated properly,

for the reason that the Board of Health has no other

place to which to remove them.

Boston Society of Medical Sciij;nces. — A
meeting of this Society was held January 16th, at

which the following communications were presented.

Dr. Mark W. Richardson read a paper on the "Culti-

vation of the Typhoid Bacillus from Rose Spots," and

spoke of his own investigations on the subject. Dr.

Theobald Smith spoke on the " Significance of Varia-

tion among Pathogenic Bacteria." Dr. J. IT. Wright

demonstrated an ingenious and simple method for

anaerobic cultivation of bacteria in fluid media. Dr.

E. W. Taylor showed a series of lantern slides illus-

trating various lesions of the nervous system.

The West End Nursery.— At the annual meet-

ing of the corporation of the West End Nursery and

Infants' Hospital the following officers were elected for

the year 1900 : President, Oliver Ames ; Secretary, Wil-

liam Rotch ; Treasurer, Nelson S. Bartlett ; Directors,

Frederick \\. Allen, J. Arthur Beehe, (!larerice .fohri

Hlake, (Jeorge A. Draper, CharN-n E. Inchex. Morti-

mer B. MuKon and 'I'. M. Rotch. Two hundred and
fifty sick infants have be^Mi adiniltefl to the wards dur-

ing the past year and 1 1,231 vi.sitH have \uv.u made to

the Oiit-Patient Department.

Il.l.NKSS AT HaKVAKD CNtVUlSITV l>LUINf; I FI

K

Ykau 18;)8-'J1I. — The olheial statistical report of

illness at tlu^ lltiiversity kIiovvh a larger grand total

than during the pn^ceding year, but a decn^ase in cases

of contagious dis(!aHes and injuries, 'i'lit? report says

the latter is undoubtedly due to "more inte'ligent

management of athletics." Among other specified dis-

orders there were five cases of typhoid fever, 48 cjises

of measles, 126 headaches and seven instances of over-

work. The value of statistics of this sort is not alto-

gether apparent.

Advice to Prospkctivi-; Mkdical Students. —
The committee in the department of zoology in Har-
vard University has recommended to the Board of

Overseers that undergraduates about to study medi-

cine be advised to attend a preliminary course on the

anatomy of the vertebrates and invertebrates, as well

as two preliminary courses in zoology. The com-
mittee furthermore suggests the desirability of arrang-

ing that certain courses in the academic department

should be counted in the term of medical study.

Compulsory Vaccination in Malden.—Throuirh

the investigation of the Hoard of Health it has been

ordered, owing to the existence of a case of small-pox

in Maiden, that all school children must be vaccinated,

and must show evidence of successful vaccination in

order to be allowed to attend school Februarv oth.

Many have not yet complied with the order.

Further Bequest for Harvard Infirmary.—
It is reported that Mr. Stillman, of New York, who
gave $50,000 last year for an infirmary at Harvard
University, Cambridge, has recently added $50,000
more, to be used by the building committee at their

discretion. Work on the building will be begun early

in the spring.

Infectious Diseases in Outlying Towns. —
Three schools were closed listw-eekin Readiuij, Mass.,

on account of the prevalence of diphtheria. It is re-

ported that 29 cases have appeared since December
20th. Fewer cases are reported from Cambridge.

Newton and Brookline.

Endowment Fund for Newton, Mass., Hospi-
tal. — At a recent meeting of the Newton Hospital

Aid Association, it was voted to estiblish an endow-
ment fund for the benefit of the hospital.

NKW YORK.

Proposed Precautions against Premature
Burial. — At a meeting of the Board of Health held

January 17th a communication was received from Dr.

11. J. Garrigues. chairman of a committee from the

Society of Medical Jurispruilencf". recommeiulinii such

alteration of the sanitary code as will better uuard
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agaiust premature burial ; and provision was made for

a conference of tlie Sanitary Coinniittee of the Depart-

ment with Dr. Garrigues's committee in relation to

the matter. The communication recommends that

only authorized practitioners of medicine shall decide

whether a person is dead or not, and suggests a change

in the blank forms of death certificates so that they be

made to contain the declaration tliat the physician

personally has examined the body. It is furthermore

recommended that the chief signs of death be enumer-

ated in the blank, and that the physician shall indi-

cate the presence or absence of each with " Yes " or

" No." Finally, it is suggested that by ordinance it be

made illegal "to do anything to the body of the sup-

posed dead which, if he were alive, would cause him

pain or injure him, before the certificate of his death

has been signed by the physician." With a view to

the prevention of premature burials, a bill has been in-

troduced in the Legislature which provides: (1) That

no human body shall be buried in the State without

the use of such apparatus or mechanical means as may

be approved of by the State Board of Health, which

will permit of the person whose body is so interred ob-

taining assistance from living persons in the event of

such person having been in a state of lethargy or coma

at the time of burial
; (2) that any person violating

the provisions of this act shall, if the person interred

in violation thereof shall be proved to have been pre-

maturely buried, be guilty of a felony, and if the per-

son so interred shall not be proved to have been

prematurely buried shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

No exception is apparently made in the case of those

upon whom autopsies have been made.

International Ordkr of Double Chossj.— On

January 1st, the International Order of the Double

Cross, the object of which is the extension of Chris-

tianity by the combination of religious effort and

medical services, was organized at a meeting held at

the headquarters of the International Medical Mis-

sionary Society, on East 45th Street. Dr. G. Dow-

kontt, medical director of the latter Society, presided,

and the twenty founders of the Order present repre-

sented ten different nationalities. Of these, ten were

physicians, six medical students, and four trained

nurses. One of the purposes of the Order is the

uniting of all medical missions and medical mission-

aries throughout the world, and the active membership,

which is open to persons of b 'th sexes, is to be divided

into four guilds, physicians, medical students, nurses

and helpers, while all medical missionaries are to be

considered as honorary members. The emblem of the

Order, from which it takes its name, consists of the

d()ul)le cross formed by the crosses of St. George and

St. Andrew. The following ollicers were elected at

the meeting: President, Dr. G. D. Dovvkontt; Secre-

tary, Cyril H. Haas ; Treanirer, the Rev. W. W.
Smith, M.D.; Registrar, the Rev. Theodore F. H^hn.

These four officials, together with Drs. John H. Bus-

ted, Win. Steward and II. Zeckhausen, constitute the

Executive Council for 1900.

ThK MONTEl'IORE HOME FOR ChRONIC INVALIDS.
— The directors of this institution have begun the

erection of new buildings at the count}'^ sanitarium of

the institution at Bedford Station, Westchester County,

which will increase its capacity to 300 patients. It is

used exclusively for those suffering from pulmonary

disease, and very good results have been obtained

there. The annual report of the Home, just issued,

shows that at the city hospital and the county sani-

tarium there were treated during the year a total of

G09 patients, of whom only eight were pay patients
;

8.21 per cent, were discharged as cured, and the death-

rate for the year was 16 91, the lowest since the es-

tablishment of the Home. One admirable feature of

this institution is the Discharged Patients' Fund,

maintained through the generosity of the directors, by

means of which such persons are given pecuniary as-

sistance until they are able to secure employment.

During the year $1,021 was used for this purpose, 91

persons receiving aid in sums ranging from $34 to

$5.00.

Pensions FOR Medical Officers.— The follow-

ing bill has been inti'oduced in the Legislature : Pro-

viding that any medical officer in the service of the

State hospitals who may be physically disabled by rea-

son of any injury or illness incurred in the discharge

of his duties shall receive a pension. At a meeting of

the New York County Medical Association held Janu-

ary 15th a resolution was adopted endorsing and

recommending its endorsement by the New York State

Medical Association and the American Medical Asso-

ciation, the bill introduced in the United States Senate

by Senator T. C. Piatt, for the purpose of giving the

same status to acting assistant surgeons of the United

States Army that is given to the acting assistant sur-

geons of the navy.

Botanical Gardkn. — At the annual meeting of

the corporation of the New York Botanical Garden,

held January 8th, Dr. N. L. Britton, the Secretary

and Director-in-Chief, reviewed in his report the work

accomplished last year on the grounds and buildings

of the garden in Bronx Park. The tract occupied in-

cludes 250 acres, and the number of species and varie-

ties of vegetable life under cultivation and native to

the grounds is now over 4,000. At the meeting Dr.

W. Oilman Thompson was elected a manager.

Portrait of Professor Metcalfe. — Dr. T.

Gaillard Thomas has presented to the New York Acad-

emy of Medicine a fine portrait of Prof. John T.

Metcalfe, painted by the late Jacob II. Lazarus. Since

his retirement from active practice, some years ago,

Dr. Metcalfe has been in the habit of spending his

winters at Thomasville, Ga., and the rest of the year

at Cold Spring, on the Hudson.

Dismissal OF a Hosimtal Mouse Staff.— The
entire house staff of the Metropolitan Hospital

(homeopathic) on Blackwell's I.sland, consisting of

twelve members, has been dismissed by the Commis-

sioner of Public Charities, on account of an act of
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<lis<u)nrteHy to i\w hupcriiilciKh^iit of tli(! liOHpitiil, wlm

li:i<l iiiciiiTcd (lie animosity of tlu; yomi;^ men.

ruir.ADKi.niiA.

FltAlD IN IVXAMINATIONS. - TIk! SliltC Medical

Kxiimiiiiii^ Hoard lias Hocuiiid (!vidcii(;c, that tlu; (jiics-

tioiis to 1)0 siihmitttid to a|>[)Ii(;aiits for liciMiso to prao

tiso liavo hoeii surroptitiously obtained in advance.

It isalk'/^f(!d that the trouble in in the ollice of the State

printer, but the proofs have not yet been made public.

The medical C()un(;il is making a rigid examination of

the mattiT.

MouTAi.i rv I'KOM Pulmonary Diskasks.— The

deaths from pulmonary tuberculosis in Philadel[ihia

during 189i) amounted to 2,818 in a total of 23,71)r)

deaths from all causes, or 11.8 per cent. Pneumonia

is credited with 2,424 deaths.

A Cicnti:nakian. — Mrs. Sarah Doran Terry has

recently died in Philadelpliia, at the ripe age of one

hundred and eight. She was of Irish descent.

SYMPATHY FOR CATS.

An interesting incident is related in the British

Medical Journal, of the late Dr. A. C. Staik, who
was recently killed by an exploding shell at Lady-
smith. Dr. Stark was an ornithologist of distinction

who had volunteered for service as a civilian surgeon

when the war broke out. His dying words were

:

" Take care of my cat." It appears that his fondness

for cats was almost abnormal in its intensity. The
correspondent who writes of him says : " Dr. Stark's

fondness for cats is a point worthy of more detailed

reference, and I am permitted by two of his brothers

to give the following particulars : He had often told

them that he was never able to concentrate his ideas

satisfactorily unless a cat were in proximity to him;
and I gathered from them that, although he always
had a feline companion, his feeling was, in manhood,
not so much for the individual specimen as of a want
of one of the species about him. Accordingly, when-
ever he was engaged in his favorite study, that of or-

nitiiology — or in a game of chess, of which he was
very fond— he liked to have ' puss ' on his knee. As
a boy, even when playing exercises on the piano, he
always had a cat on his knee. As an ardent natura-

list he was a lover of animals generally, but his par-

ticular favorites were cats and birds, and, though
friendly with dogs, he did not care for one as a com-
panion."

HUMIDITY AND DISEASE.

The quantity of water vapor contained in the air

varies, according to the Medical Press, within very

wide limits according to the temperature and the dir-

ection of the prevailing winds. It is, however, not so

much the absolute quantity of water vapor in the air

that exerts an influence on health, as the proportion in

relation to the saturation point of the air ; in other

words, it is the degree of interference with cutaneous

and n^Hpiratory (tvuporalion that in of iinportaiic<-.

Su«lden and extreme variationn in the pro|>ortiori of

atmospheric humidity exert a weii-niarked influ<Mice on
th(; absorption, tranHiniHsion and r<;ileetion of heat,

light and (!h;ctri<;ity, and these variatiouH afTecl in a
mark(rd degree the activity of the viUil proctrsHeH.

According to M. Chiais, the proportion of wat«?r

vapor has a pathogenic infhience whenever it falh

below five or six grammes per cubic metre, or rises

above 12 to l-'J grammes. If the air contains le«H

than five gramm(;s the tendency is to diseases of tlie

cftngestive type and tlie mortality returns are in-

(M-eased by maladies affecting chiefly the respira-

tory tract, though tliis circumstance acts j)rejudi-

cially on sufferers from dironic cardiac disease and
enhances the tendency to cerebral congestion, a[)0-

I)lexy, etc., in the aged. If, on the other hand, the

air contains more than 14 grammes per cubic metre
of water, the tendency is to inflammatory affections

of the intestinal tract, gastro-enteritis and the Ike.

There is reason to believe that it is less the relative

abundance of water vapor that tells than the occur-

rence of sudden variations, these variations placing

the organism at a disadvantage, only the physiolo-

gically active being able to adapt themselves to the

chance.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For thb Week ending Saturday, January 13, 1900.
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259, diphtheria and croup 98, measles 38, typhoid fever 31,

whooping-cough Iti, diarrheal diseases 15, scarlet fever 14, ery-

sipelas 8, cerebrospinal meningitis 7.

From whooping-cough New York 13, Providence, Lawrence
and Chelsea 1 each. From diarrheal diseases New York 5, Balti-

more 4, Springfield 2, Washington, Nashville and Clinton I each.

From scarlet fever New York ti, Boston 5, Baltimore, Cambridge
and New Bedford 1 each. From erysipelas New York (>, Bos-

ton and Providence 1 each. From cerebrospinal meningitis New
York and Worcester 2 each, Boston, Baltimore and Washington
1 each.

lu the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 11,404,408, for the week ending
January (itii, the death-rate was :50.9. Deaths reported (5,870:

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 1,221, measles
I5(), diphtheria 121, whooping-cough 93, fever 55, scarlet fever

40, diarrhea 34.

The death-rates ranged from 44.9 in Brighton to 12.5 in Burn-
ley: Birmingham 27.0, Bradford 24.7, Croydon 40.5, Gateshead
17.(i, Hull 22.7, Leeds 25.t), Liverpool 34.4, London 37.1, Man-
chester 23.8, Newcastle-on-Tyue 26.3, Nottingham 40.8, Ports-

mouth 32 6, Sheffield 24.2.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending January 13th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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IN'l'lOSTlNAI. INI)l(;KSri()N, AND IIS KKI.A-
TiON TO I'ULMONARY DISK ASK.

iiv ciiAi'NCKV ui:a iiukii, m.I). (iiak\.), 111.11. (VM.i:),

As»ittittU Suryeott, Uiiiteil S/ntcn \'avy, /'ut/rt Sound A'aivi/ Stat inn.

rNDKI.' iioniiiil coiKlilioMs, llic siiiiill iiitrsliiir is

|ir;iclic;ill\ t'l-cc i'roiii iiiicrd-orniiiiisins, while tiic liui;c

iiitrstinc is iiol. Tlu; iiiiiiuiiiit y of tlu; fonncr :ui(l the

.siiscc|itil)ility of tlu- hitUM- to intVctioii uppcni- to lie

«liu' to the (linVrciicc in tlu- I'cju^tioii of tlic coiitciits of

the n>s|H'<')ivc intcstiiu's. The cliyinc is iioriiially

acid in reaction and so are the feces, hut tlie inlensity

of the reaction is greater in the former than in tlie

latter. The acidity deix^nds first on the hydrochloric

acid of the gastric juice, then upon the acids noriually

set free in the di<festion of food, as lactic acid, acetic

acid, etc., and finally upon the amido and bile acids.

Most of these acids are liberated in the upper i)art of

the small intestines and naturally give their reaction

to the chyme in this situation ; but as the mass moves
onwards away from the seat of acid liberation, the

continuous admi.xture with the alkaline secretions of

the intestines and the formation of alkaline salts

modify to some extent the degree of acidity.

Along with this modified reaction, it is to be re-

membered that peristalsis is less in the large than in

the small intestine, that greater stagnation of the con-

tents here occurs and hence a greater opi)ortunity for

bacterial growth. Such carbohydrates, fats and pro-

teids as have reaclu'd this situation in their native

state are digested and dissolved by bacterial enzymes ;

the whole effect being to supplement the pancreatic

process. Some form sugar from starch, some peptone
from proteid, while others break up fats. But the

process does not necessarily stop here. The sugar

may yield to lactic acid and alcohol ; the peptone to

amido-acids, as leucine and tyrosine, and the evil-

smelling skatol, indol and phenol ; the fats to valeric

acid, butyric acid, etc. It appears that ptomaines can-

not be elaborated in the presence of bile or of free

oxygen osmosis, which normally occurs between the

blood in the mucous membrane of the canal and the

intestinal contents. They need not be reckoned with,

therefore, in normal digestion. But toxins do occur
and, along with the other products of proteid and car-

bohydrate digestion, are absorbed by the portal vein,

and filtering through the liver diffuse into the oen-

eral circulation as innocuous and nourishing sub-

stances. The work of the investigators who have
proved all this is too recent and too well known to

need more than passing allusion here.

The value of a healthy liver cannot be overesti-

mated. It is a true filter, which arrests not only
micro-organisms, but ptomaines, toxins and toxalbu-
mins in small amounts.

It is evidinit from this bri('f summary of what oc-

curs in normal digestion, that there are two points at

either one of which, if a departure from the normal
oc(nirs, auto-intoxication may result. These two points

are the intestinal tract and the liver.

If from any cause indigestion occurs in the funnel-,

the small intestine from l)eing a practically sterile

tube becomes a veritable culture tube for a variety of
micro-organisms. No less than fifty different species
have at different times been identitied in the feces
passed by patients sutferiug from intesthial indigestion

and catarrh, and tlie liMt is <^iiHtantly /^rowiny.
These Itacteria give rine to their own to\irii, pt<i-

inaines and foxalliunniiH. which of course paMH to the
liver in the portal bloorl along with the proU-OM-n urid

other imperfect products of gastri<- and inte-^tinal di-

gestion. The re«,idt is not diflif-idt to imagine. The
liver cells are poisoni-d ; the filter leaks. TJie general
circidation is flooded with a variety of pfjisoin and
auto-intoxic.ition is estal»li-,lied.

Again, it may happen, and often does, that a person is

i)orn with what is called an *' iiisuflicient " liver, that i.n,

a liver which is functionally weak, which often breaks
down and permits of undiK' leakage from the portal to

the he])atic vein. Fothergill says that the chihiren of

town dwellers in the second and successive genera-
tions from those who immigrated to the city from the

country are apt to be so afflicted. Or the iiisutliciencv

may result from syphilis or the abuse of alcohol ami
various drugs. Such an individual is more j>rone to

infection from tlie intestinal tract than one who has

a normal liver.

Having brought a suppfjsitious patient to the point

wher(! his system is soaked with toxins, toxalbumins
and, it may be, ptomaines, it is instructive to study him
still farther, and observe (1) what efforts nature

makes to eliminate the ])oisons, and (2) what synij)-

toms arise in the process.

There are three avenues of exit through which the

blood is wont to purify itself, namely, the skin, lungs and
kidneys, and the vehicles in which the elimination is

accomplished are the sweat, breath and urine. If the

toxemia is intense enough any or all of the eliminating

organs may show signs of distress. The skin may be
hard and dry, pale, or of a sodden, muddy hue; or,

again, it may be cyanotic, icteroid or bronzed. P>y-
thema, urticaria, acne, eczema and jjsoriasis fretjuently

develop. In the lungs congestion, edema or pneu-
monia occurs, while bronchitis is common. The kid-

neys are congested, or, it may be, in a state of acute

parenchymatous degeneration. Where the toxemia is

less intense but longer continued, the changes are

more chronic in character and partake of the nature of

round-cell infiltration, accomjianied with arteritis and
hyperplasia of connective tissue. Hence arise scleroses,

atrophy and fatty degenerations.

There are few, if any, of the organs of the body
which escape the effects of a general toxemia, but be-

side the excretory organs mentioned and the liver,

which has broken down early in the process, the

brunt of the toxic shock seems to be expended on
the nervous system and the blood. Headache, back-

ache, labored respiration and disturbed cardiac action

are concomitants of every case of auto-intoxication

and indeed of every case of toxemia. Organic change
occurs in the nervous system if the irritation is con-

tinued long enough. As to the blood, a condition of

liemoglobinemia develops ; it clots with difficulty or

not at all post mortem, and extravasations and hem-
orrhages are common.

It is to the pulmonary side of the picture that the

writer wishes to draw jjarticular attention. In in-

testinal indigestion thoracic oppression is frequently

complained of. Of course, tympanitic distention of

the intestines may in i)art account for this, but the

same cannot be said of Cheyne-Stokes respiration and
stertorous breathing when they occur, as they some-
times do. Again in hcpatis congestio without tympa-

nites the same ditlicultv in dr;iwing a full breath is
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complained of, and if the respiratory expansion is

measured, it will frequently be found to have droj)ped

from two and a half inches to one inch. This dys-

pnea occurs as well when the liver is not appreciably

enlarged as when it is ; and even when there is a me-
chanical impediment to the downward movement of

the diaphrai^m, the thoracic; breathing, which should be

accentuated, is less than normal. As toxic principles

are present in the blood in such cases, it is fair to as-

sume that they are not without their own influence on
the respiratory apparatus, particularly as tlie same op-

pressed breathing is seen in those cases in which a

toxalbumin is known to be present in the circulation.

Such cases are anthrax, hydrophobia, serpent bite and
even exophthalmic goitre, as well as most of the in-

fectious diseases. The medulla oblongata and the

nerves issuing thei-efrom seem to be specifically pois-

oned by toxalbumins. One of these nerves is the

pneumogastric, and it is to be noted that its deep ori-

gin is intimately associated with the respiratory cen-

tre. It is not without significance that so many of the

toxemias are accompanied with a weak, hoarse voice.

The laryngoscope reveals a condition of paresis of the

glottis, and the larynx, as is well known, is supplied

by branches of the pneumogastric nerve. In the

early stages of phthisis, long before tubercular laryn-

gitis occurs, there is a characteristic laryngoscopic pict-

ure. At the last meeting of the American Clima-

tological Association, speaker after speaker rose up to

testify as to the constancy with which this picture was
observed.^ Roe described it as anemia of the larynx,

Ingalls as atrophy of the lai'ynx, Langmaid as pare-

sis of the glottis. The muscles and vessels stand out

with unusual prominence through the pallid mucous
mend)rane. However produced, there is but little

doul)t that the nerve supply is involved to a greater

or less extent. Moreover, tuberculin, itself a toxal-

bumin, will produce this result, for Langmaid told

how, in the early days of the tuberculin test, a num-
ber of his patients at the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital were, unknown to him, treated with tuberculin,

and it was the remarkable laryngoscopic picture which
they subsecpiently presented which led him to ask for

an explanation.

Evidence of a similar kind as to the respiratory in-

sufficiency of incipient [)hthisis is afforded by Litten's

diaphragm phenomenon ^ and thoracic x-ray examina-

tions.* Only here it is a phrenic breakdown and not

a pneumogastric which is proved. For both these

observers have found that there is a shortened excur-

sion of the diaphragm on the affected side, long be-

fore the B. tuberculosis can be demonstrated. Whether
the inhibition occurs by way of the respiratory centre

or is the result of a true phrenic neuritis does not ap-

pear. But the fact seems to be proved, as the writer

some time ago pointed out,'* that in pulmonary tuber-

culosis a paresis of both the phrenic and pneumogas-
tric nerves occurs.

The truth of the matter seems to be that many tox-

all)uniins as well as toxins and ptomaines, wliether in-

troduced by the venom of a snake-bite, the fangs of a

mad dog, the excretions and secretions of bacteria, or

the absorption of these, as well as of poisonous pro-

teoses from the intestinal tract or elsewhere, may all

> Sanitarian. July. If99.
I <^abot: Medical News, April 15. 1899.
a Wiilianio: Sanitarian. .July, 1899.
* The Tuberculous Diathesis, etc. Boston Metlical auil Surgical

Journal, November 25, 1897.

embarrass the respiration. The downward excursion
of the diaphragm is shortened, to say nothing of the
lessened expansion of the thorax. Certain results

nmst follow such a condition. The diaphragm acts

as the piston of a syringe, filling the pulmonary
ca[)illaries with venous blood on its down stroke and
emptying them on its up stroke. When its move-
ment is interfered witii, the capillaries are not emp-
tied and a condition of stasis ensues. Under normal
conditions the venous blood of tiie lunjrs is loaded
with excrementitious principles. The aqueous ex-
tract of vapors exhaled by dogs has been found to

cause death within twenty-four hours when injected

into the veins of other animals. How much greater

then is the danger in the static lung when these same
principles remain for an indefinite })eriod in contact
with the walls of its fragile capillaries I One of the

effects of such stasis is to weaken, if not paralyze,

the e])ithelial cells of tlie pulmonary alveoli, and the

endothelial cells of the capillaries, so that they no
longer efficientl}' exercise their jjrerogative of i)hago-

cytosis. When the ciliated epithelium of the respira-

tory tract is in a condition of functional activity, it is

inconceivable that either spores or bacilli drawn in

with the ins[)ired air can long remain in contact with
the pulmonary epithelium ; they are hustled out the

way they came. But if for any reason this should

not be the case, the epithelial cells of the pulmonary
alveoli, or macrophagi , as Metschnikoff calls them, have
still the power of killing and digesting them. It is

only when these cells are poisoned or otherwise

paralyzed that the power departs from them. The
lungs are then open to microbic infection from without.

On the other hand, there is serious danger of micro-

bic infection from within. Fraenkel reports a case ^

of a youjig man convalescing from typhoid fever, who
in the fifth week after defervescence developed a new-

rise of temperature. An area of dulness was found
posteriorly, and a needle thrust through the chest wall

at this point drew off reddish pus. Later a sero-

fil)rinous exudate formed there. From both of these

pure cultures of the typhoid bacillus were obtained..

The facts seem to warrant the conclusion that the

typhoid bacillus in this case made its way from an in-

fected intestine, through a paretic liver into the gen-

eral circulation, and thence to its final resting place

and brood-oven in a i)ulinonary capillary. Even then

the endothelial cells of the neiohborhood might have

exerted their phagocytic powers had they not been

put to sleep by the same; letlnl dose which prostrated

the epithelial cells of the pulmonary alveoli. So that

without and within the lungs have been opened to in-

fection.

The supposititious patient, therefore, who in the be-

ginning was suff(;ring simply from intestinal indiges-

tion, has been brought to such a pass by the absorp-

tion from his int<'stinal tract of poisonous proteoses and

ptomaines, that microbic infection of the lungs has not

only been rendered possible, but has actually occurred.

It is unnecessary at this stage of the investigation to

limit the attention to any particular bacterium, for the

least that any of the pathogenic variety can do is to

initiate inflammation, and the most, to produce coagula-

tion ne(;rosis.

With the establishment of pulmonary foci of infec-

tion, the bacteria get to work, and the structural alter-

ations of tissue which ensue are the same here as else

5 Medical News, April 15, 1899,
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wlii'ic. Tlicrc is lirsl diiipcdcsis of the li-iicocytrs

mill :i Icalviii^c into tlic tissues of )ii;{lily allxiiniiioiis

i)l;isiii:i, which fnmi the presence of so miiiiy h-iicocyles

lias nil inherent ten<leiicy to clot. The wamleriii^ cells

of the connective tissue hiiiiy to the siippoit of the

leucocytes iinil soon the "haltle of the cells" is on.

IvxiKliitio" <'()iiliniies am! the pressure in tlu- infected

urea increases, so that this alone may icsult in niiicli

cellular death. Theexcreta of the hacteria— ptomaines,

toxins, ell'.— comhined with this pressure is eiioiiiih to

iiccount for tlu; appearance of coamilation necrosis,

which of course means (udlular death in the tissue cells

of the part. 15y means of proteolytic enzymes, which

all bacteria capahle of iuduciiin' inllammation seem to

secrete, the necrosed area is digested and dissolved and

pus is, in conse(iuence, formed.

From the fact that coaiiulation necn^sis in croupous

j)neuinonia is limited to the ei)ithelial lining of the al-

veoli, it would appear that in this disease, the jirimary

infection ixu-urs in the ejjithtdial cells, that is, the bac-

teria are inhaled. The clotted exudate lies in the

alveoli and thus produces less pressure than if it were

beneath the surface.

For the same reason, the coagulation necrosis of

pulmonary tuberculosis argues for a different avenue

of infection. Here it is the capillary network of the

lung which is attached. The exudate occurs outside

the alveoli, and consequently the pressure is greater

and coagulation necrosis possible. The bacteria there-

fore are brought to the capillaries by way of the gen-

eral circulation, and in many instances are undoubtedly

to be sought for in an infected intestine.

Buchner*' demonstrated in 1890 that the serum of

healthy blood has a germicidal action of its own. As
a result of his investigations he concluded that the

active element in this phenomenon is a living albumin,

an essential constituent of which is sodium chlorid(\

and which, when robbed of this salt either by dialysis or

dilution, becomes inert in its behavior toward bacteria.

In pneumonia, as is well known, the chlorides dis-

appear from the urine, and are locked up in the pneu-

monic exudate. Here they remain till resolution

occurs. It can scarcely be doubted, therefore, that

they perform a use, and probably a vital one, as in in-

flammations elsewhere the same paucity of chlorides in

the urine is observed. It is to be noted also that with

the reappearance of the iirinary chlorides peptones

appear as well. The digestion of the pneumonic
exudate has pi'eceded the peptonuria, and it may well

be that sodium chloride has in some way assiste'd the

peptonizing process.

With these facts before one, it would seem as if some
changes might be made to advantage in the traditional

treatment of pneumonia and i)ulmonary tuberculosis.

In all cases of pidmonary congestion and intiammation

the greatest care should be given to the condition of

the digestive tract. The intestines should not only be

evacuated and disinfected, but shovdd be encouraged

to resume their normal functions of digestion and ab-

sorption. For this purpose intestinal alteratives are

indicated, and of these none stand the test of use better

than calomel and podophyllin. Albers states that

while many bacteria in the intestinal contents are

readily passed in the stools, others remain behind in

the intestinal glands and follicles, where being protec-

ted by a iilni of mucus, they cannot be reached by ordi-

nary intestinal antiseptics. Yet these are the bacteria

" Archiv fiir Hygleue, Bd. x, H. 1 und 2.

which an- the first to give up frjr absorption tlnir

<-heiiii(;al products and which it is the iiio.it de><irable to

destroy.^ Small an<l repeated doses of ihesf; HubHtjinc«-H

after the manner used in the Wood bridge treatment of
typhoid fever fullil these indications. Three, four or
live movements of the bowel.s per diem in pneiiinonia

will lend to do more good than harm. 'I'he a<ldition

of Mich drugs as salol, carbolic acid, salicylic acid,

menthol, thymol, etc. is of doubtful benefit. For
whereas they disinfect the contents of tlnr intestinex,

many of them are soluble, and once absorbed have a
toxic j)ower of their own, and depn^ss tin- heart in

particular, rndersuch treatment, if judiciously a|>-

plied, the intestines ami liver resume their fniictions.

An adjunct of great value is the inhalation or ingestion

of oxygen. It will be remembered that where oxygen
osmosis occurs, the formation (jf ptomaines seems to i)e

prevented and this is as true of the vessels in the in-

testines as in the lungs. Again the use of calomel an«l

podophyllin, by stimulating the liver and its urea-<'X-

creting function, acts upon the kidneys, an«l diuresis is

encouraged. Thus the blood unloads itself of excre-
mentitious matt(;rs. The wet pack is useful for the
same reason.

In ])neumonia two stages should be distinctly recog-
nized, as indeed they generally are. In the first stage
there is hyperemia of the pulmonary capillaries, diape-
desis of the leucocytes and tliiSi^njIyldation into the
pulmonary alveoli of a viscid, albuHiinous plasma.
Obviously much good could now be done if an astrin-

gent could be em])loyed which had the power of con-
tracting the pulmonary capillaries and so aborting the
process. The soluble phosphate of iron has this

power if used in small and repeated doses, and the

addition of tincture of aconite seems to increase its

powers. The writer has repeateflly aborted the pneu-
monic process at this stagi- and by this means alone
after the previous administration of a purge. It is

otherwise, however, when hepatization has occurred.
The path to recovery here lies through resolution or
the digestion of the pneumonic exudate. The process
can be hastened to some extent by the administration
of sodium chloride and i)ancreatin. The ideal way to

administer this is to add a few^ grains of pancreatin to

a i)int of normal salt solution and inject it well up into

the sigmoid flexure.

The recent work of Kriinig and Paul ^ throws
some light on the w^ay in which sodium chlorifle

acts in septic blood states. It seems that when salts

are dissolved in water, they undergo an electrolytic

dissociation into metallic and acidic ions, the former
being the electropositive cation, the latter the electro-

negative anion ; sodium chloride, for example, resolv-

ing itself into its sodium, or wetal-ion, and its chlorine,

or acidic-ion. The germicidal value of a metallic
salt depends not only upon its specific character, but
also upon that of its anion, which in the case of
sodium chloride is chlorine. Solutions of sodium
chloride, therefore, entering the circulation, are dis-

sociated into sodium and chloi'ine, of which the sodium
unites with the carbon dioxide present to form sodium
carbonate and bicarbonate and thus assist in main-
taining the alkalinity of the blood, while the chlorine
unites with the bacteria themselves or with any free

hydrogen present to form hydrochloric acid and in

' American System of Practical Meiiiclne, Looniis-Thonipsoii, vol.
ili, p. 222.

» Zeitschrift fiir Hv^ienc umi Infeotionskiankheiteii, 1S97, Bd. xxv,
S. 1-112.
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either event exerts an antiseptic influence at the seat of

inflammation.

liovee says ^ the presence of sodium chh)ri<le in tlic

blood favors osmosis and retards coagulation. These of

course are desirable effects in the flrst stas^e of pneu-

monia, but he also warns us that the salt if present in

excess gives rise to pulmonary edema, dyspnea, head-

ache, vertigo, mental excitement or delirium ;ind se-

vere pain in the left side.

The pancreatin is added in the hoj)e that it may as-

sist in the digestion of the pulmonary exudate, and in

the conversion of any primary or secondary proteoses

that may be present into peptones. These proteoses

result not only from imperfect proteid digestion in

the alimentary tract, but from the action of bacterial

enzymes on the necrosed tissues of the infected part.

Both proteoses and peptones are toxic if free in the

circulation, but the dittusibility of the latter is nnich

greater than the fornu'r and hence it happens that

peptones will leave the l)l()od in the urine, while ])ro-

teoses remain behind.

Lolu and Emmerich have shown '" that the en-

zymes of certain diseases kill not only their pai--

ent germs, but also those of cholera, typhoid fevei-,

anthrax, diphtheria, black plague, staj)hylococci and,

probably, gonococci. The bacillus of tuberculosis

seems incapable of producing an enzyme that is fatal

to itself. This is also true of black plague, and for

this reason, say tkese investigators, the antitoxin of

black plague luts failed to cure. This hint should not

be lost, and it is earnestly to be desired that experi-

ments shouhl be instituted as to the effect of pan-

creatin on the growth of the bacillus tuberculosis.

Fresh air and the cure of intestinal indigestion will

do much to improve the condition of those sufl"ering

from pulmonary tuberculosis, and, if begun early

enough, a cure may be looked for in a certain propor-

tion of cases. The use of normal salt solution is also

to be recommended.
The writer can never forget the extraordinary im-

provement which once followed his use of a sodium-

chloride solution in a case of this kind. The patient

was far gone in consumption and had been undei- ob-

servation for many months. One moi'ning the woi'd

came that he was dying, and on arrival at the bedside

it seemed indeed as if dissolution were at hand.

There was great dyspnea, the face was pale and
bathed in a cold sweat, the pupils were dilated, the

pulse fluttering and almost im2)erce2)tible and the

temperature 101° F. About three grains of sodium
chloride were dissolved in a teaspoonful of boiled

water and this was injected under the skin. In a few
moments it seemed as if the breathing were easier.

At the end of half an hour there was no doubt of it,

and in addition the pallor and cold sweat had gone ;

the pupils were normal in size, the pulse was regular

and j)erceptible and the temperature had dro])ped

from 101° to 100° F.

This patient lived some months longer, but never
again had such an attack, and the breathing was com-
paratively fret! to the end. The daily use of salted

milk or beer had probably much to do with this.

Bequest to a Hospital. — The Flower Hospi-
tal, New York, has recently received $200,000 from
the family of the late Koswell P. Flower.

" New York Medical News, December 24, 1898.
'" Sanitarian, August, 1899.

CASES OF CHOLECYSTOTOMY.
K\ KrKJAK GAIK I'.Al', M.D., liOSTON,

Surgeon to Out-Patients m the Free Hospital for Women, and in St,
Elizabetli's Hospital, Boston.

Cask I. The ])atient was a married woman,
thirty-eight years old, who had imver been pregnant.
She had always enjoyed good health ex(;ept during the

two years previous to her operation. During this time
she had complained of some indigestion and occasional

cramj)s in the region of the epigastrium, which lasted a

few minutes at a time ; but there had never been any
severe attack of colic like the one from which she
was suffering when first seen. The history of the

attack was that of a sudden sharj) 2>ain lo(!alized in the

region of the epigastrium and also felt in the right hy-

pochondrium just below the ribs. It was penetrating,

knife-like, and extended to the right iliac region.

There was also slight jaundice, as evidenced by the

color of the skin and the bile found in the urine. She
was quite prostrated and confined to her bed.

A catheterized specimen of urine showed four per

cent, of urea, a few leucocytes, a little blood and a few
small granular casts. On examination of the patient,

resistance and tenderness were found over the gall-

bladder, and likewise over McBurney's point, but no
tumor was felt. The temperature was 101° F.

She was treated palliatively for a short while until

the pain and tenderness had subsided, and when this

happened the operation was performed. The diagno-

sis of biliary calculi seemed probable, but that appen-
dicitis also did not exist could not be asserted. The
incision Avas therefore made midway between the ribs

and Poupart's ligament in order to allow of an exami-
nation of the appendix. It was found that the ap-

pendix was the seat of inflammation and it was re-

moved. The incision was now extended upwards
toward the ribs and the gall-bladder exj^osed. It

was contracted and small. In it was a little thick,

brownish fluid and fifteen calculi of various sizes.

After removing these, the open gall-bladder was sewed
to the upper end of the incision and a drain inserted.

One stone was left in the bottom of the gall-bladder,

as it could not be easily removed. No forcible at-

tempts were made to remove it on account of the fear

of hemorrhage, so serious in these cases. The gall-

bladder was washed out twice daily after the opera-

tion, but the stone never appeared ; it probably still

remains in the gall-bladder, or has been passed through

the cystic duct, in which it seemed to be, firmly im-

pacted.

The patient rallied well afUn- the operation. The
fistula closed in about three weeks, during which time

bile was discharged in varying quantity, never in very

large amount. When last seen, in November, 181)!),

ten months after operation, she was well, with the ex-

ception that occasionally she had had some slight pain in

the right lumbar region which radiated to the front,

but it had lu^ver been severe and she considered her-

self (aired. The general health was excellent and all

the bodily functions wt^re acting jiroperly.

A recurrence of symptoms must be looked for in

this case, it is feared. The co-existence of ajipendi-

citis is inter(>sting, and when it is remembered that

the pain in ajjpendicitis may be felt in almost any
part of the abdomen, there was ground for believing

that the case might well have been one of appendici-

tis with catarrhal jaundice. Before the incision was

made there was doubt as to whether the operation
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wiiH to l)c for appcndiiiitis or for rciiioval of hiliary

cali'iili. If tlicic had In'cii a limior iit llui rc^^ioii of

tlic "all-liliuldcr the dia;,ni()sis would lia\(! Imtii midii-

(H-rtain willi ndVrciK-c! to the i;all-ltlad<lcr. Localized

ft'iidcrufss over hotli ii;all-l)la(ld( r and a|»|)('iidi.\ was

tlic dcfidin^ plivsical siiiii \vlii<'li called inr explor-al ion

oi both.

("ask II. The patient was amarried vvoinan, forty-

eitTJit years old, who had been sulferin<f from syinptonis

of in(iii;('stioii for a period of twelve months before

her operation. There had been a <i;radual declim! in

\\\v ^(nieral health and streni^th and slu; was finally

reduced to a condition of extreme emaciation and

weakness. Intense jaundice, the onset of which had

been jjradual, had been present during six months.

The stools were clay-colored. ()c(;asional pain of

mild severity was coni])lained of in the lej't lii/poclioii-

driac region, just to the left of the stonuudi, and tbei-e

never had b(;en any distress or pain in the region of
the yall-bladder. There had been no vomiting and

there was no history of biliary eolic. Examination

was entirely neiijative, with tlie exception that there

was some tenderness on })ressure over tlu; stoma<;h in

the epigastric region. The gall-bhulder was not dis-

tended and pressure over it elicited no tenderness, nor

even resistance of the abdominal muscles. No tumor

conld be felt anywhere.

The case when first seen, in ,hine, lH!)i), was looked

upon as one of carcinoma of the stomach with secondary

invasion of the liver, and an unfavorable prognosis

was given. But during the sunnner the })atient

gained five pounds. This impi'ovement, considered

with the atyjHcal grou[) of symptoms, suggested that

an ex])loratorv incision be made, in the hope that the

jaundice might lie caused by remediable calculous ob-

struction of the bile-ducts. In any event a positive

diagnosis could be made by opening the abdomen.
The operation was performed in Septend)er, IHi)'.).

A crucial incision was made below the tenth rib, ex-

posing the gall-bladder. It was small and firmly ad-

herent by its upper surface throughout its whole
length to the under surface of the liver. A small

amount of yellow, ghiiry fluid was aspirated from it;

after incising it, six calculi from two to three centi-

metres in diameter were removed with a pair of dress-

ing foi'ceps. There was some hemorrhage while re-

moving these small stones, but it was not considerable.

The finger discovered another stone in the bottom
of the gall-bladder, but it coidd not be dislodged.

Rather forcible effort was made with the forceps to

I'emove it, when an abundant venous hemorrhage oc-

curred. Tlie gall-bladder was at once firndy packed
with gauze, which controlled the hemorrhage, and the

incised sac was sewed to the upper angle of the in-

cision ; the lower part of it, however, could not be ap-

proximated to the peritoneum on account of the

tenseness of the abdominal walls. A gauze packing
was therefore placed in front of the gall-bladder to

serve as a drain, and the rest of the incision closed.

She rallied well under stimulants and an hour after

she was put to bed, the pulse was 7o and of good
strength. Tn the evening the pulse failed suddeidy

and she rapidly died.

At the autops}' the abdominal cavity was found
filled with blood clots. The blood had escaped from
the gall-bladder, spilling over the edge of it into the

jieritoneal cavity. The liver, stomach, pancreas and
duodenum were removed from the bodv in one mass

and a careful rJiMscjction made. The hemorrhage wuh
found to have proceeded from (h»; very vaHCular walln
of the gall-bladdei'. A very large Mtone weighing \M)
grains was found at the bottom of the gall-bladder.
It measure<l one and one-fourth inche>, in |eni/th and an
inch in width.

The relations of the gall-bladder and the ducts were
as follows: The common duct divided at the usual
point. The left he|)atic duct went to the left lolx- of
the liver in the normal way. 'I'Ik; right hepatic rluct

was one and one-half inches long, and ent^-n-d at once
into a cavity formed by the lower part of the gall-

bladder, in which lay the stone ; there was no cystic

duct whatevei-, and on the upper surface of the cavity
were several biliary canals entering directly into the
substance of the liver. It is jiossiijle that the stone
in its passage downwards dilated the cystic du<-t and
also the upper part (d' tin; right hepatic duct in such a
way that both were transformed into a single cavitv ;

subsecjuent inflammatory changes may have caused
adhesions between the ujtper part of the thus newly-
formed sac and the under surface of the liver. There
was a constriction a])out the end of the stone facing
the gall-bladder which i)revented its extraction, and
there was also a vascular band running from side to

side of the gall-bladder directly over the stone and
further rendering extraction a difficult if not an im-
possible matter. To have cut this band wouhl have
meant a serious hemorrhage. To have excised the
gall-bladder in the usual way was impossible as there
was no j)edicle. To have cut it out would have also

meant serious hemorrhage, and sewing the edges to-

gether would have been, in this case, a most difficult

matter, and in the reduced state of health of the patient,

iinwarranted. Itis possible that the hemorrhage might
have been better controlled l)y sewing up the incision

in the gall-bladder. This would have meant a subse-
(juent operation at the end of a few days, when, how-
ever, the same conditions would have been encountered.
One other method was open to trial for removal of
the stone in case hemorrhage had not been met with.
It would be possible, in a similar case, to split the
gall-bladder down to the common duct, and so remove
a stone; hut in this case it probably would have given
rise to much more serious hemorrhage than that
which occurred, owing to the extreme vascularity of
the walls.

Case III. The j)atient was a man of vigorous con-
stitution, seventy-two vears of age. He was of short
stature, but thick-set and strong. His health had
always been good with the exception of attacks of
biliarv- colic, wliich had come at frequent intervals dur-
ing several years j)receding his operation. During
these attacks pain in the right hypochondriac region
was severe, and he usually had to take to his bed.
.Jaundice, during the attacks, was inconstant. There
was indigestion at times, but except for this his gen-
eral health was excellent, and he was able to work at

his trade, that of shoemaking, without interruption.
During his last attack of colic the pain was very se-

vere, confined to the region of the gall-bladder,' and
very prostrating. Large doses of morphia were re-

(piired to control it. Jaundice was marked and the
stools were clay-colored. There was no tumor.
The operation was performed on Septeml)er 20,

1897. A triangular incision was made over the gull-

bladder and that organ exposed. It was found mod-
eratelv distended w ith normal i>ile, but there was no
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stone in it. Examination of the ducts with the fore-

finijer revealed a hard mass in the re<jion of the head

of the pancreas. An attempt was made to explore it

further with the ho2)e of removing it, but at this

point of the operation breathing became somewhat
embarrassed and tlie i)ulse flagged. Added to this

was the difficulty of ])erforming an oi)eration of this

nature on an old man with thick abdominal walls. It

was therefore thought advisable to make an aiuistomo-

sis between the gall-bladder and tlu^ transverse colon.

This was (piickly done with the Murphy button, tlie

smallest^sized one being used. The button was passed

on the fourteenth day. Convalescence was compli-

cated by a severe attack of catarrhal pneumonia af-

fecting the right lung, and the patient nearly died

from the effects of this and the shock of the operation.

He finally recovered, however, without further acci-

dent.

He was last seen in November, 18'Jl), two years

after the operation. His health was perfect. He had

never had a pain since the oi^eration. Digestion was

good and in every way he was in a normal condition.

The case illustrates the great value of the Muri)hy
button in an emergency of the nature described. 'Phe

time consumed in adjusting the button was very short,

and the result good. It is a question whether the

stone has since been passed or whether the artificial

passage between the gall-bladder and the large intes-

tine is still serving as a passage for the bile.

SOME POINTS SUGGESTED BY THE CLINICAL
STUDY IN ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-SIX
CASES OF VALVULAR HEART DlSEASE.i

UV KICIIARD (.'. CAJiOT, M.l).. DOSTON,
Physician to Oat- Patients, Massachusetts General Hospital.

1. MKTIIOD OK Ri:C()UDIN<;.

Anv one wlio tries to record statistically a consider-

able number of cases of any one disease soon meets

the following dilliculty : Almost any form of chart

in which the symptoms are arranged up and down
and the patient's numbers across the top (or vice cersa)

soon grows so larg(; as to be unmanageable ; the eye

grows confused in following the columns, and mis-

takes easily occur. It is also diflicult to get a satis-

factory material such as will resist wear and tear.

In recording the cases of which my paper of to-

night is a studv I Iiave used a book in which points

I'egardiiig etiology, symptomatology and physical signs

are written in a (rolumii at the left margin of the

first sheet of the book. Then all the other sheets

in the book are cut ofi' ah)iig their free margin to such

an extent that as each fresh page is turned over for

the recording of additional cas<^s, it comes in close

juxtaposition to without covering the printed column
of data in regard to which we are collecting statistics.

In this way a series of c;ises, even u]) to several hun-

dred, can l)e recorded in a single book without any of

the inconveiiieiH^e which soon meets us with any form

of chart with whicli I am acquainted, as soon as we
get beyond ^50 or 40 cases. To record any given

point in regard to etiology, s3'mptoms or signs, we
need with this book only so much time as is required

to make a plus sign or a zero mark op})osit(! the

j)roper word in tlie i)riiited column which is always

> Head at a meeting of thu Boston Society fur Medical Improve'
ment, November 20, 1899.

visible and close at hand, owing to the arrangement of

the book. I usually stamp a diagram of the front

and back of the cliest into each record and draw out
the areas of the murmurs heard, marking their seat

of maximum intensity, as well as the area of the

heart.

11. TiiK Ai'iix i:i:at.

(o) When we speak of localizing the ajiex beat of

the heart in order to ascertain the si/,(^ of the organ,
what do we mean, and what ought we to mean ? It is

well known that it is not the ai)ex of the heart which
gives rise to the so-called " apex beat," or cardiac im-
pulse. The impulse is caused by a portion of the
right ventricle. In localizing the maximum impulse,

therefore, we are not localizing the apex of the heart.

What then shall we look for ? It has been my prac-

tice to give the name of " apex beat " to that portion

of the chest wall farthest to the left and farthest

down at which any rise and fall synchronous with
the heart beat can be felt. This is often some dis-

tance outside of the inaximiim impulse, and it might
easily be objected that what we are localizing by the

method here suggested may l)e siin2)ly the outer limit

of a wm'e transmitted to the cliest wall by the heart.

In deciding this (juestion, tlie evidence of percussion

seems to ine of great value, and it has been my uni-

form experience that the percussion dulness begins

not at the point where the maximum cardiac impulse
is to be seen and felt, but some distance farther out
towards the left axilla and farther down towards the

base of the chest, in a position corresponding to the

lowest and outermost point at which any jiulsation

even very faint, can be felt.

(b) In defining the apex beat, one should be careful

so to frame his definition as to include those cases (not

at all infrequent in my experience) in which we have
a systolic retraction at the apex instead of a systolic

impulse ; for I need not remind you that the presence

of a systolic retraction at the a()ex is in no way diag-

nostic of pericardial adhesion, but is often due simply

to the negative pressure produc(>d within the chest by
the powerful contractions of a hypertrophied heart.

III. TlIK ri.ACK OK MAXIMUM INTENSITY KOH AOUTIC
HE(;i:iJ(;iTANT muumuus.

Modern text-books on diseases of the heart and on
physical diagnosis are beginning to correct the old

misstatements handed down through many of the

older books regarding the point at which the aortic

regurgitant murmurs are best heard ; yet in the
" Twentieth Century Practice of Medicine," Whit-
taker stated in 181)5 (Vol. IV, p. 2;)!), "The mur-
mur is heard in greatest intensity in the second inter-

space to the right of the sternum."

Musser, in his " Medical Diagnosis," page 382,

gives three positions, at any one of whicli the murmur
of the aortic regurgitation may be at its maxiimiin.

One of these is in the second right interspace and
two are in the middle line of tlie sternum, at different

levels. On page 380, he says, " Wlieii a murmur is

heai'd with greatest intensity in the second right inter-

space, it is usually geiu'rated at the aortic orifice."

On page 421), he admits that '' in some instances, the

maximum of intensity is greatest at the fourth left

costal cartilage, or even at the apex."

Tvson, in his "Physical Diagnosis," page 130, says,

" It is sometimes loudest in tlie aortic area but often
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ovi-r tlu; luid-stcniimi, uiid it is (!Voii \V(!ll hcani as low

11.S tin- ciisiroriii cartilage or at tlif apex ilsclt."

Osk-r, ill tli«' last edition ol" liis " I'lactii-c," ).,i;;r

7I.'J, says, "On auscultation, there is lie.ird a iinir-

iiiur, durinji diastole, in the second rijL,dit iiileis|(aee,

which is |»ro|»a<,fate(l with inteiisitA towards tli<' eiisi-

loiin carlilaiic, or down the left inaririn of the sternum

towards the a|>e\."

These statcnieiits are a consideral)le inipiov eim iil

ov«'r tlios(! of the older te.xtr-hooks, in which the ix--

currcnce of aortic ninrinnrs with maxiinnin to the left

of the sternnin is hardly mentioned, but I tlo not think

that oven the stateineiits just (|uote(l i^ive a ti'ue idea

of the facets, for they seem to sniii;<'st, that I lie rii;iit

side of the sternum is the vommoti place to hear the

murmur best, and the left side the rarer place. In

44 cases which I havi' carefully examined this sum-

mer with reference to this point the murmur was best

heard to tln^ h'ft of the sternum in .'5(5; best heard to

the ri<'lit of the sternum in four cases ; in the centre

of the sternum in two cases ; while in two more there

were two anjas of e<|ual intensity, one at the rii^ht and

one at the left of the sternum ; while over the ster-

num itself, the murmur was very feeble. In this

series, which I believe to be a typical one, the mur-

mur was best lieard to the right of the sternum in

only four out of 44 cases, or less than one-tenth.

My fourth point I want to put simply in the form

of a question : Upon what evidence should we base the

diagnosis of aortic stenosis ? Knowing, as we do,

that a loud systolic murmur in the traditional aortic

area may be produced by simj)le roughening of the

aortic valves or the aorta itself, without any genuine

stenosis, and that this murmur may be propagated into

the great vessels, what positive signs have we for dis-

tinguishing aortic roughening from aortic stenosis : Is

the presence of a tactile thrill, in addition to the signs

just mentioned, sufficient to warrant in making the

diagnosis of mitral stenosis, or do we need in addition

the pulsus tardus, varus, parvus of the classic descrip-

tions ?

V. UKLATIONS 15KTWEEX TIIK VAI.VK LKSIONS AM)
IIVPKRTKOrHY.

The study of the 18(5 cases of this series has given

me, I think, reason to deny that there is any one form
of valve lesion which is constantly associated with the

clinical evidence either of hypertrophy or of the lack

of hypertrophy of either ventricle. The classical text-

book statements, that in pure mitral stenosis we have
no liyj)ertrophy of the left ventricle ; that in mitral

regurgitation evidence of a predominant or exclusive

enlargement of the right ventricle can be made out

;

that in aortic regurgitation the left ventricle must be

enlarged, all these seem to me contrary to the facts of

observation. 1 have seen several cases of well-marked

aortic regurgitation without any evidence of hyper-

trophy of the left ventricle, and several of apparently

pure mitral stenosis in which there was every reason

to suppose that the left ventricle was enlarged, while

in a majority of cases of mitral regurgitation such

enlargement of the heart as could be demonstrated

seemed to affect the left ventricle rather than the

right. In connection with this, I would like to call

attention to the worthlessness of epigastric pulsation

as evidence of hypertrophy of the right ventricle.

Surely we have all seen it prcHent when the hejirl wom
normal, both during life and at antopHy, and, on the

other hand, seen eonvineing evidenre of hy|Hrtropliv
of the right ventricle without aii\ ipigastric pidnation.

VI. I'KKsvsToi.ri Miiniiit- i\ «ox.\K«Tio\ urrii

\oiri i< i;i:<.i i:<, rr ation.

It is a well-known fact, lir^t dcHcribed by Austin
l'"lint in 1H()2, that we may have every physical sign

of mitral stenosis, and yet at aiitfjpsy fin«I the mitral

\alve normal in cases where there is an associated re-

gurgitation through the aortic valve, J mention this

fact simply to call attenti<jn to two points: (n) First,

that unless we always have it in mind and are closely

on the look(Mit for it, we may altogether overlook the

aortic lesion. In certain ceases the diastolic murmur
is very faint and the presystolic roll and thrill at

the apex inii)ress thems(dves upon one's mind to the

exclusion of everything else. The importance of not

making this mistake, that is, the importance of recog-

nizing a faint diastolic murmur in the presence of a

loud presystolic roll and thrill, is that the prognosis of

a combined lesion of both the aortic and mitral valves

gives a much worse j)rognosis than a lesion of the

mitral valve alone, (b) Second, I want to ask if any
one here present can tell me whether it is ever justi-

fiable to make a diagnosis of mitral stenosis in a case

where we are sure there is aortic regurgitation. Is

there any way, in such a case, in which we can
tell the Austin Flint murmur from the murmur due
to organic changes in the mitral valve ?

EPILEPSY. 1

BY WALTER E. PAUL, M.D., ncSTOX,
Assistant Physician in Diseasts of the A'ervmis System, Afassachusettt

General Hospital.

The symptom complex of epilepsy falls within the

experience of every physician, and the diagnosis,

prognosis and treatment of this affection are most im-

portant from the practical standpoint. The class of

cases here considered belongs to so-called idioi>athic

epilepsy, and not to the cases in which the convulsive

attacks are symptomatic. For although in many
cases of epilepsy pathological cerebral changes have
been found, by no means is there associated with

epilepsy any constant pathology. Further study of

epilepsy may demonstrate a uniform etiology, but if

due principally to a disordered function of conducting
paths, the etiology would vary widely in individual

cases, and might well be beyond discovery. Fere -

says of epilepsy, that " the most varied causes pro-

duce the same clinical phenomena."
In a general way it seems unlikely that a special

toxin or class of toxins is solely, or even in large

measure, the one factor causing epileptic seizures. It

is reasonable to grant that all of the human kind
elaborate the same chemical substances in the economy
and that the central nervous system of everv individ-

ual is subjected to practically the same metabolic

processes and products. But there is a wide varia-

tion in neural endowment. Is not the cause of epi-

lepsy almost absolutely in the machinery of the brain

and cord— a vice of the nerve tissues, a limited

' Kcnd at a meeting of tlie Boston Society for Medical Improve
ment, November 20, 1899.

• Fere: Twentieth Century Praotioe, vol. x, p. 5Sr>.
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capacity to meet all nerve stimuli and retain normal
nerve eciuilibrium ? From this point of view every

nerve reaction that occurs in the life of an epileptic

bears a relation to the culminating symptom of the

fit. It is not simply the influence of leucomaincs, hut

other events in the bodily and intellectual life are con-

tributiuii; mites, some aijainst, but more for, the de-

velopiut;- attack.

In epileptiform tits that are symjjtomatic of gross

lesions there is a variety of specially prominent fac-

tors, as, for example, in cases due to syphilis, or the

presence of a foreign body in the brain, or tumor, or

ah'ohol. It is worthy of remark that Gowers ^ inclines

to the opinion, though he does not dogmatically state

it, that convulsive attacks in a syphilitic are not at-

tributable to the virus in the blood but to a lesion of

nerve tissues. This probability is reinforced when we
remember the comparative rarity of convulsions in

syphilitics. Therefore, in idiopathic epilepsy the au-

totoxic theory seems to me to occupy a small jjlace

in the etiology.

Diagnosis.— The diagnosis of epilepsy is simjile in

many cases, but in the milder attacks it may recpiire

nmcli study and observation to determine the charac-

ter of the symptoms. For some time the mildest at-

tacks may pass unrecognized ; in which, for example,

one pauses a moment in whatever he is doing, ceases

speaking, or drops some object from the hand, or has

a transitory giddiness. Night attacks may be discov-

ered only by accident, and Trousseau records a case in

which the first knowledge of nocturnal epilepsy was
brought to light by a dislocation of the shoulder.

The principal difficulty in diagnosis is to differentiate

between epilepsy and hysterical convulsions, and it

may be impossible to determine from the history

whether only one is present or both, for hysteria may
be superimposed on true epilepsy. AVhen there is

doubt it is j>erha}is iniwise to rule out epilepsy even

on the apparcnitly typical hyst(;rical character of an

individual fit. The subsecpient and previous attacks

might well be ejiileptic, yet the patient's observation

and that of his family and friends would regard all

attacks of the same character. If the attack is of

abrupt onset, and there is loss of consciousness, if the

tongue, lips or cheeks are bitten, or there is some es-

cape of saliva, even a slight drooling, and the urine is

passed m the attack, and if these symptoms are fol-

lowed by a period of stupor or confusion of thought,

then a positive diagnosis of epilepsy is established.

The occurrence of some bodily injury is strong cor-

roborative evidence of true epilepsy, be it a burn, a

cut or a broken bone. Even without a clear, assured

history of an epileptic fit, it is wise in directing treat-

ment to regard the patient as a prol)able ej)ileptic

rather than as simply hysterical. Amelioration under
treatment would only strengthen the suspicion of ej)i-

lepsy.

So-called psychic epilepsy presents an unusual vari-

ety of the disease. Motor symptoms are I'cplaced by
impulses and ideas that may imj)el the individual to

various acts. No meujory of these is retained. The
defence in murder trials not infrecpiently r(!sorts to

this explaiuition of thi; honiicMih;.

Prof/nosis. — Prognosis deals with grand mal and
petit mal cases. Perhaps the three following are the

most important considerations : (1) What can be ex-

• Gowera: Epilepsy and Other (Chronic Convulsive Dieeases, pp. 2G-
27.

pected from treatment ? (2) How does the existence
of epilepsy affect longevity ? (."5) AVhat is the future
of an epileptic in his relation to society and the state ?

According to the statistics, a large proportion, 80
to iM) per cent., of epileptics are helped by treats

ment. The attacks are lessened both in severity and
frequency, and in favorable cases cease for long pe-

riods.

As to cure, 1 (piotc Dr. Kdgai' .1. Spratling:'* "A"
very small percentage do recover ; but a new onset of

the disease is a fate hanging immediately over every
former sufferer. Simply because a man goes an in-

definite period without a convulsion should not. induce
us to state epilepsy with him in the future is impossi-

ble or even improbable." It seems justifiable to hold
out to a patient the expectation of improvement.
The influence of ej)ilei)sy on life is in most text-

books referred to as of small moment. Dr. Worces-
ter,'' of Danvers, has demonstrated that in asylums for

the insane epilepsy in its severe forms is a deadly
disease, with a mortality of i;».2.'5 pen- cent, due directly

to the disease.

The development of rapidly-recurring convulsions,

the status epilepticus, is cause for gravest apprehen-
sion. At any moment, however, the attacks may
cease, and the i^atient recover.

The relation of an epih^ptic to society and the state

is by no mean a simple problem. Few occupations

are especially fitted for e])ileptics ; few employers wel-

come the ejuleptic employe. An attempt to secure

work for one of the afflicted is often discouraging, and
if the fact that one is epileptic is discovered after be-

ing engaged as a workman, the employer feels he has

been deceived. It is easy to see how society is steadily

forcing an epileptic into the discouraged and shiftless

class. Thus the epile])tic condition may be aggra-

vated and the individual finally become a ward of the

state.

Treatment.— To the treatment of epilepsy a great

deal of study has been devoted. Few diseases have
had more drugs and measures directed to amelioration

or cure ; and epileptics are attracted in large numbers
by quacks. Original methods and schemes of treat-

ment have been proclaimed by enthusiasts, but no
panacea is yet known. In spite of all the discourage-

ments to a positive cure a great deal is being done for

the amelioration of epilepsy.

Treatment includes hygiene, diet, palliative meas-

ures, drugs, surgical measures and hospital life. I

have reviewed the treatment of the cases coming to

the Out-Patient Dcjiartment of the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital for ISiX!, and the results are embodied
in what follows. Each patient is ordered to take a

daily sponge bath, observe regular habits, avoid ex-

cesses and vices, and take sufficient exerci.se out of

doors. Caution as to occupation was given in a few
cases, for in most epileptics ri.sks have to be taken

and excessive caution is to be avoided. INIeat is uni-

formly prohibited hospital patients, but eggs, fi.sh and
milk are allowed and urged. These directions are in-

sisted on for Thanksgiving and Christmas Days as

well as others. Caution against overeating is given,

and an attem])t is made to maintain the health of the

alimentary tract^ a most important consideration, as

an error in diet fre(|uently j)recedes an attack. Ke-

fra(;tion, phimosis, nasal obstructions and aural dis-

* Spratling, Edgar J.: Journal of Nervous and Mental Di.^eases,

May, 1899, p. 297.
•'• Worcester: .Medical Kecord, April 28, 1898, p. ir,7, el seq.
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tiirl)Mncfs ffccivc siicciiil iittoiitioii, vvitli tli*- linpr of

|>;illiiili<>ii lull mil llic <'Xpfi-|iitioii of cure.

One clii'inical clt'iiifiit, hroiiiiiic, fiiniislifs siilts

iii'iiilv iiii.iiiimoiisly .-mI jii(l<,M'(l most rifcrlix «• of all

(IniLjs ill (t|t|K)siii<i the cpilfpti*' li;iliit. Opinions v.-irv

!is to the clioicc of :i l)ronii(lc ^;ilt. At tlir .M:iss;icliii-

sctts (JcncnU Hospital the sodium salt is pn'scrihcd

most frctiiiciitly, willi :in initial flos(! of 20 grains tlircc

timt's (lailv for adults. It is somclimcs comhiufd uilli

the potassium salt and tli*' aniniouium salt, and not in-

frc'(picntlv tin* potassium bromide is used alone. The
<!lioice of a druj;' for tl•(•atin^• epilepsy is a simple mat-

ter, hut it i-e(piires a line ju<li(ment to reiiulate the

dosai,fe and method of administering to attain tin; hest

residts. Shall the twenty-four-hour amount of bro-

mide be iiiveii in one dose or divided doses? In noc-

turnal cpih'psy the drui,' is julmimstered usually in one

(lose at l)edtime. Shall the amount be varied on alter-

nate days, or every third day, and so on ? Shall the

bromide l)e omitted for a time or the amount be in-

creased or diminished ? Variations along these lines

are followed at the hospital. The skin eruptions are

combated with potassium arsenitis, but bromide is not

omitted because acne exists, even of severe degree.

Two cases at the hospital received Flechsig's treatment

under Dr. Putnam's direction. In one the attacks

ceased for a year and were less fretjuent when they

recurred. The other case was in no wise benefited.

F'lechsig's treatment has gained no permanent i)lace

and what value it has seems to be due to the bromide

used.

Nothing is attempted with hospital patients in the

way of inhibiting an impending attack. Unless an

aura lasting some little time exists such efforts would

be useless. A mother, in one hospital case, gives her

epileptic child a shaking and thus inhibits th(> (it. A
man reported that tapping his head was effective.

A recent addition to the bromide group is bromalin,

a cond)ination of bromide of ethyl and formin. Fere,

finding other measures failed to relieve bromidism,

and having recognized that constipation and flatulence

were often present, surmised that liromidism might be

the consequence of auto-intoxication. Large doses

of beta-naphtol and bismuth salicylate were followed

by striking results ; the tremblings, rash and digestive

disturbances disappeared ; the ai)petite improved and
there was a general sense of well being. Bromalin,

invented by IJardet, meets the need of an antiseptic

bromide preparation ; and its use in a small number of

cases by Kohrmann ® has been followed by results simi-

lar to those obtained by Fere with beta-naphtol and
bismuth salicylate. Merck advises giving bromalin in

/JO-grain doses in wafer paper from one to four times

daily. Bromide of strontium is strongly advocated by
observers who claim it to be non-toxic. A. Roche,' of

Dublin, states that the strontium salt produces no

constitutional symptoms and never, so far as he

knows, caused a rash. The doses used were 60 to

180 grains daily.

A number of surgical experiments have been tried

;

ligation of the carotids or vertebrals, cutting of eye
muscles, trephining and sympathectomv— each has

had a certain vogue. Uidess some strong, special in-

dication exist, these measures have accom})lished little

or nothing towards cure or even help. One operator,

C'hipanlt. continues hopeful of benefits from sympa-
'' Kohrmann: ]Mon;itsschrift fUr Psychiatrie u. Neurologie, Decem-

ber, 1898.
' A. Roche: Lancet, October 15, 1898.

thcctomy ; but othepH cjiii diHcnver no favorable ri-HuIl«

from removal of cervieal Hympatlietie ganglia.
In the iiist five or six years institutional Ireatinent

of epilepsy has been inaugurated in Meveral .Stat<-M

;

and the results of even a rather brief trial of tliJH

method of earing for epileptics are most enrouraging.
'I'lie eardinal measures carried out at the ho.H|)ital, or
colony, for epileptics, have torjo with the diet, livgiene,
out-of-<loor life, and, most important of all, sy.Htema-
tized occupation. V^-ry little itromide is used. Some
of these institutions are (illed to the limit of accommo-
dation and liav(! a waiting list of several hiincirc-d

eag(!r to be admitted. This mi-thod of drialin" with
epih^ptics has accomplished most gratifying result»;
and th(! special hospitals promise to add largely to tlie

scientific knowledge of epilepsy. At present they
otter the most acceptable means for the care of a large
[)roportion of epileptics.

Clinical ^Department.

NOTES FROM THE NEUROLOGICAL DEPART-
MENT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL
HOSPrPAL.

I. Case of Combinkd Supkkior and Infkrior
POLIKNCKPHALniS.

BV (i. L. WALTON, M.D., BOSTON.

The patient, a man fifty-three years of age, was
seen in consultation with Dr. Aldrich, of Somerville,
and consented to come to the hospital for further
study and observation on account of the interest of his

case. His occupation for the last fifteen years has
been that of a die sinker, using tools similar to those
of an engraver. There has been no wasting or weak-
ness of the hands, and no other symptoms which could
be attributed to his work excepting, perhaps, a slight

paresthesia of the right hand.
The first cerebral symptom noted was indistinctness

of speech, coming on suddenly the latter part of

August, 1890, previous to which time he had been
in good health. He found no difficulty in choosing
words, but there was indistinctness of articulation.

He had chewed gum at his work practically all the
time for several months, and had thought this might
have something to do with his trouble. One month
later (the last of September) weakness in the move-
ments of the lips.appeared ; at about the same time he
found it hard to masticate on account of muscular
weakness ; food would catch in his cheek, and he be-

gan to drool, particuUirly while eating. At this time
he could not whistle, and all the movements of the
tongue were greatly impaired ; the face is said to have
been drawn to one side. Some time in October he
noticed a droojiing of the right eyelid, a symptom
which had appeared a year previously, but was tran-

sient and unaccompanied by diplojjia. "With the pres-

ent attack diplopia appeared ancl has persisted. In
November he complained of pain in the back of the
neck, appearing only when he was out and about
(ocular?). There has been some trouble in swid-
lowiug, attecting apparently the constrictor rather than
the laryngeal muscles, as the difficulty was in pushing
along solid food, but there was no choking. He was
unable to eat solid food at all during December on ac-

count of inabilitv to masticate. There has been no
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headache, no vomiting or vertigo, no edema or short-

ness of breath. The iiniic is jiormal. Tliere is no

specific history.

Pliysical exainination luadc Decciuhcr 2Utli showed

no disease of the radial or teini)()ral arteries, no distur-

bance of motion, or (objective) sensation. The knee-

jerks were normal, ju'rhaps rather active, the plantar

reflex, normal flexion of toes in both feet. The gen-

eral condition was good, the nutrition unimpaired.

The fundus was normal ; the pupils alike, regular in

shape, and reacting both to light and accommodation.

The movements of the jaw were extremely feeble in

all directions, the lips relaxed, the speech indistinct.

The disturbance of the fifth nerve was entirely limited

to motion, the lightest touch being felt in the distribu-

tion of all three branches. There was external stra-

bismus \\\ the right eye. There was drooping of both

lids, more marked on the right. The expression was

that of the so-called " Hutchinson face " described in

the text-books under ophthalmoj)legia. The vision

was normal. The diagnosis of poliencephalitis, superior

and inferior, was made at this time, and an extremely

guarded j)rognosis was given. The case was classified

as subacute and it was uncertain whether improve-

ment would appear, as is common in cases of acute

poliencephalitis, or whether steady progression would

ensue. The tr(;atment by strychnia, which had been

commenced by Dr. Aldrich, was continued, in doses of

one-thirtieth of a grain.

"NMien seen at the hospital January G, 1900, Dr.

Aldrich reported that he had been better and worse

during the two weeks, but had on the whole steadily

improved. It was found that he could now whistle,

though with some difficulty, and that the finger in-

sertt^d in the corner of the mouth was grasped with

considerable force by the orbicularis oris. The patient

could shut the teeth, and move the tongue in all

directions and j)rotrude it, movements which were

f(n'merly impaired. (There was no wasting or fibril-

lary twitching of the tongue.) The strabismus was less

nuirked, the eye following the fingers fairly in every

direction, though double vision was still present when
looking straight ahead or to the left. The ptosis Avas

practically vmchanged. The articidation was some-

what blurring, but he could ])ronounce the labials, and

the linguopalatals, anterior and [)osterior, perfectly.

The movements of the jaw, though stronger, were still

very weak ; lateral motion and motion forward and

back (pterygoids) were feeble, and the attempt to close

the jaw could be effectually opposed by holding the

chin down with one finger.

The nuclear origin of the lesion in this case is estab-

lished partly by the bilateral character of the symp-

toms and partly by the limitatioii of symptoms to the

motor sphere, for it would be incredible that disease

involving cranial nerves at the base should spare the

sensory fibres of the fifth nerve while affecting all

its motor branches. It would, again, be difficult to

imagine a lesion of the third nerve elsewhere than in

its nucleus, selecting the fibres to the lid and internal

r(.'ctus, whereas thi; nuclear groups furnishing these

fibres lie in contiguity posterior to the groups for the

sphincter iridi and ciliary muscles, and anterior to

tliose sup])lying the superior and inferior recti, all of

which nuiscles were spared. Furthermore, the involve-

ment of the orbicularis oris at a period when the

muscles supplied by the seventh nerve were spared

j)oints to involvement of the twelfth nucleus, which

probably supplies the orbicularis oris, though the fibres

proceed by the way of the seventh nerve.

Cases showing cond)inations of suj)erior and inferior

poliencephalitis are on record but are rare; Dr. Tay-
lor showed one such case from this clinic at a recent

meeting of the Clinical Club, the report of which will

appear in the .Iouuxal. A few cases have been de-

scribed as " ascending inferior poliencephalitis," in

which the lesion gradually spreads from the inferior

to the superior nuclei. In tins case the first nucleus

affected was apparently the fifth ; the ninth, twelfth,

and probably to a slight extent the seventh, were in-

vaded at about the same time. The affected nuclear

groups of the third succumbed within about a month.
The case might perhaps then fairly be classed under
the ascending form.

The etiology and prognosis of the case ai'e still in-

determinate. The ])atient's own suggestion that ex-

cessive chewing was the exciting cause cannot be quite

disregarded, especially in view of the initial involve-

ment of the fifth nucleus ; it would seem, however,
that in this event the onset should have been more
insidious. The sudden appearance of the separate

symptoms was suggestive of infection, now recognized

as the cause in the acute forms of both poliomyelitis

and poliencephalitis. Here, however, we are met by
the comparatively gi'adual extension from nucleus to

nucleus— in other words, this case came on rather

rapidly for the chronic progressive form either of

ophthalmoplegia or of bulbar paralysis, and rather

slowly for the acute infectious process.

The further progress of the case will be communi-
cated in another number.

l^eport^B^ of ^ociettej$«

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STONE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Re(iulak meeting, Monday, November 20, 189!),

Dr. R. II. FiTZ in the chair.

Dr. Bkaoii reported orally a case of

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION

that entered the hospital Saturda}' afternoon. It ex-

emplifies the importance of the early recognition of

obstruction and the necessity for prompt intervention.

The ])atient, a Avoman, was seized a week before with

severe g(;neral abdominal pain that never became
localized. Shortly after, vomiting began and con-

tinued during the whole week until she entered the

hospital. It had become fecal after three days.

There was moderate distention, but the transverse coils

of intestine could be easily recognized through the al>

dorainal walls, which were rather thin. Her general

condition was very poor, and operation oidy offered a

possible relief from vomiting, the severest pain hav-

ing ceased on Wednesday. On o])ening the peritoneal

cavity chocolate-colored coils of intestine correspond-

ing with the external appearances could be seen, dis-

tended with fiuid and gas. On attempting to turn

them out through the incision I found them so un-

wieldy from their fiuid and gaseous contents, that a

rupture might easily occur, so I drew a coil over to

the side of the operating table, made an incision into
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\\w ileum iiiid iliHcliari;c<l from it tiin'o (|UiirtH of

feces. 'I'll!' \ieinily of lln' w I U':is eurefiilly

eleiinsetl uilli |)er(»\i<l<' <»f liy(li-o,n<'ii luid tlie inci-

sion closed with a (loui)le layer of l.emi>eil stitches.

Then that intestine was retuiiieil to the :il)domen, ami

i»v puttiiiii th(( patient into the Treiidelenhur^i position

the small intestine gravitated toward the diaphriiijm.

There was to be seen tiieii a tumor, entirely iillinij

the pelvis, whi(;li proved to he a cyst of the l»ro;id

lioainent. It was tappetl, discharijed and the unadhe-

rent cyst wall removed. Then, supposinj^ that I had

found the whole cause of the obstruction, I tried to

push aloui;- some of the fluid in the small intestine

toward the cecum. I found it im|)OSsil)le, owin^ to a

Hrm adhesion of a tauiiled mass of intestinal loops to

the left side of the abdominal wall n<Mir the ilium.

Those were carefully dissecrUid out, the adhesions

found to be stron<>; and suji<,n'stiui'- that the orininal

lesion mav have l)(>en au old inflamed tube of the

rinht side with adhesive peritonitis that had extended

to the left si(h\ iuvolvinii' the intestine and fasteuini!,- it

firmly to the bone. After the small intestine luid been

released the fluid contents remaining in the intestine

could be easily pushed along to the cecum. The
large intestine from the cecum to the rectum contained

scybalous masses.

The patient passed through the operation, which

lasted one and a half hours, surprisingly well, and was

relieved of her vomiting. The expected fatal r<!sult

occurred on the following morning.

I)k. H. C. C'ahot read a paper entitled

SOMK I'OIXTS SlGCKS'l'lU) I'.V TIIK CLINICAI, STIDV
OK 18() CASKS OK VALVULAIt HEAKT DISEASE.^

I)k. F. C Shattuok: With regard to the seat of

maximum intensity of the murmur of aortic regurgita-

tion, I am a little surprised that Dr. Cabot finds the

statements in the books as he does. I know that in

many of the books it speaks as if the maximum inten-

sity were usually at or about the aortic area, but I

thought— I am speaking from memory— that a good

many of the books said very freqnently the seat of

maximum intensity was about the fourth left costal

cartilage. My experience coincides with that of Dr.

Cabot that the seat of maximum intensity is to the left

of the sternum and about the fourth costal cartilage in

the decided majority of cases. 1 am reminded by this

{)oint which Dr. Cabot makes of the time when the

late Dr. Calvin Ellis invited me to teach auscultation

in the medical school. T told him I should be only

too delighted to do so, and he said, " Are you going

to teach that the seat of maximum intensity of the

murmur of aortic regnrgitation is the fourth left costal

cartilage i "
I said, " Doctor, I have generally found

it to be such." Subsecjuent observation is contiruui-

tory of ni}^ earlier experience.

Dr. Cabot speaks very fairly of aortic stenosis, as

it seems to me. The signs of pure aortic stenosis are

clearly laid down in the books, as theoretically they

ought to be. Practically, however, 1 believe pure

stenosis at the aortic valve, without regui'gitation. to

be a very rare thing. Personally I am not inclined to

think that the presence of a i)alpable systolic thrill in

the aortic area is characteristic of stenosis as against

mere roughening.

I am rather surprised at Dr. Cabot's statement that

Ue found— I think it was four or live— well marked
1 See page 106 of the Jourual.

casoH of aortic regurgitation, Hiitlicieiitly rii:irk«-<l to

produce tlie Corrigan pulse and the piHtol-^hot nouiid

in tin- peripheral arteries, without being able Id make
out any eidargemeni of the left ventricle. 'I'liat vat-

tainly has not been my experiemre. Of course the

intensity of a nuirmur, as we well know, in no ind«'X

whatever of tin: gravity of the lesion. The l>iggeHt

murmurs sometinu-s go with the smallest lesionx, and
the disappearance; of a murmur may !)»; a thing of verv

serious import, as showing that the heart is not con-

tracting strongly (Miough to produce the vibration

n(!C(rHsarv to result in nnirmur. Of course a verv

small aortif! rc^gurgitation might make a loud murmur,
but I shouhl nol think it would be likely to produce a

well-marked Corrigan pulse and a pistol-slif)t sound
in the crural, for instance. If I got that group of

symptoms I should certaiidy expect to find well-

marked signs of tiulargement of tlu; left ventricle.

Dk. Mokse: I have v<!ry little to add, as I agree

entirely with ev»!rything Dr. Cabot has said. As U)

the location of the nuirmur of aortic insuflicieucv. I

have found it most commoidy at the h^ft of the .-^lei--

num and sometimes under the xiphoid. I think it

ought to be borne in mind that sometimes the murmur
is heard in that location when not in the aortic area at

all.

As to the diagnosis of aortic stenosis, I have always
felt great hesitancy in making that diagnosis. It

seems to me one of the strongest points in favor of it

is the chai'acter of the pulse, that is, the infre<|uent

pulse with the slow rise. When from the sounds
there is apparently a cond)inatiou of aortic stenosis and
insufficiency, the character of the i)ulse is very impor-

tant in diagnosis. If the pulse shows the character of

aortic; insufficiency there can be no great amount of

stenosis, no matter how loud the systolic murmur or

how transmitted. If, on the contrary, the })ulse is not

characteristic of aortic insufficiency, the mitral valve

being intact, there is almost certainly stenosis also. I

have also felt great hesitancy in making the diagnosis

of mitral stenosis in the presence of a presystolic mur-
mur. I think we may sometimes be led astray by
considering a murmur presystolic which really is at

the beginning of systole, and that thus we may be

wrong in placing the time of the murmur.
Dk. Folso.m: In regard to epigastric pulsation, I

think 1 have seen cases enough to justify me in saying

it does not necessarily mean anything. I have a case

in mind which I saw twenty-nint; years ago. The pul-

sation was so prominent that one gentleman felt sure

it indicated an aneurism. Another, a professor of

clinical medicine, was (piite sure there was something,

he could not explain exactly what, and he thought
there had been a pericarditis, with adhesions to the

diaphragm, and gave a prognosis of consetiuent progres-

sive enlargement of the heart. The pulsation con-

tinued quite prominent for eight or ten years and it

finally pretty much disappeared. There is a slight

mitral insufhciency and no material enlargement of the

heart at the present time. I have seen several cases

where I am (juite satisfied that very strong epigastric

pulsation, giving rise to great anxiety perhaps, does

not necessdrily mean anything.

AVith regard to mitral stenosis, my great ditHculty

has been to find any murmur at all, and I think that

has given me more ditlieulty than other condition with

regard to that particular valve. I had supposed that

the seat of the maximum inteiisitv of the aortic re-
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giirgitaiit lesion was where Dr. Cabot stated it to be,

and I had been so lono; in the habit of considering it

so that I had cjuite forgotten the teaching at the time

I was in the medical school, and quite forgotten the

fact it was at all generally considered otherwise. I

think it inis been— I would not say universally so in

the cases I have seen, but certaiidy in a very large

majority.

1)h. SiiATTicK : is it possible tliat this epigastric

pulsation may be explained in sonu; cases by a curva-

ture of the spine in that region, a lordosis throwing

the heart and great vessels a little farther forward

than usual ? That would seem to accou-)it for sonu;

cases of suspected abdominal aneurism.

Dr. Hewks : 1 should like to ask Dr. Cal)ot if he

thinks there is any circumscribed area for the normal

apex beat. I ask this in connection with his state-

ment that he found several cases of aortic regurgita-

tion where he perceived no enlargement of the heart,

as I understood. I think he said where there was no

evidence of enlargement of the left ventricle. In ray

clinic this year and in foi'mer years, I have taken all

the normal cases— cases in which the heart was nor-

mal— I could Hnd, and tried to locate the apex, and I

have found great variation in what we would call the

normal jjosition, sometimes as much as three-fourths

of an inch in different people, so that it would be

quite possible, it seems to me, to have some enlarge-

ment of the heart which would make it a large heart

for the person in question and yet not be outside of

the stated limits for all people. The existence of this

variation may account for the apparent lack of hyper-

trophy in the four cases of aortic regurgitation men-
tioned. It is (liHicult to understand how this lesion of

the aortic valve can exist for any time without caus-

ing enlargement.

Dr. SiiATTiCK : In a pure mitral stenosis we
should have no enlargement of the left ventricle. T

have seen this summer a number of cases where 1 had
every reason to suppose I had pure mitral stenosis

and yet had enlargement. My general position is

that there is no statement any one can make about the

connection between any form of cardiac disease and

any kind of hypertroi)hy, and I think I have cases

which will justif}' that. No one can say any form of

cardiac disease is always accompanied by In^jertrophy

of one or the other ventricle, or that in such lij^pcd-

trophy is always absent in it. I think we have to

take a perfectly general and " expectant " position in

regard to these points.

Dr. ("arot : I am very much in a (piestioning atti-

tude. Dr. Folsom says that the epigastric pulsation

may not mean anything. I should like to ask what

it does mean if it does not mean cardiac disease.

Then I want to have another question answered,

as to what we are to do in these cases of presystolic

murmur clearly recognized at the apex in the presence

of an aortic regurgitation ; are we to suppose the

smallest number of causes possible and say there is no

mitral lesion, or say that we do not know, or what is

the proper and scientific thing to do ? What are we
to say to our patients? What are we to write in our

diagnosis l)ooks ?

In regard to Dr. Ilewes's question as to where is

the normal aj)ex, I have gone on the g(!neral supposi-

tion that an apex in the normal position was one in

which the j)en;ussion dulness (agreeing with the ont-

erniost points at which you could feel any rise and

fall of the chest) was within the nipjde and not lower
than the fifth space*.

Dr. Frrz : When 1 was accustomed to control

clinical observations by autopsies 1 observed that not

infre(piently lesions of th(> heart were found that were
not expected and were not found when expected.

As regards the (pu'stion Dr. Cabot has raised with

reference to the diagnosis of mitral steiujsis, 1 would
say that I lay nuich more stress upon pulmonic ac-

centuation and hyj)ertrophy of the right ventricle

than upon the charairteristics of the murmur at the

apex.

Dr. AValtkh E. Fail read a pajx-r on

Kl'ILEPSV.^

Dr. Walton: Dr. Paul has opened a subject too

large to discuss exhaustively, even in the three direc-

tions from which he has approached it. It is alwa3's

of interest and value to hear from one wlro has

treated a large number of cases of a disease so well

recognized as this one. to know, for example, how far

the clinical types and treatment really agree with the

text-books. In regard to the etiology, which Dr,

Paul has touched upon, although this l)ranch was not

included in his subject, there are several points of in-

terest. I thoroughly agree with Dr. Paul's position

that although toxins may act as the exciting cause of

an attack, the real underlying condition is a defective

neural endowment; that is, these patients are degene-

rates, unable to stand the stresses to which we arc; all

subject. Under etiology I should like to speak of

two sym])toms which have been mentioned in connec-

tion with epilej)sy, namely, infantile convulsions and
migraine. It is, I think, not infrequently taught that

infantile convulsions, even though disappearing, tend

to produce or to forerun epilepsy later in life. Again,

migraine has been sj^oken of even in text-books as a

sort of equivalent for epilepsy, and the fear has

been held out in some instances that migraine may
precede a tendency to epilepsy or that one may replace

the other. I saw, not long ago, such a reference by a

Russian writer. These two suggestions, it seems to

me, lead to an unnecessary fear. Dr. Carter and I

have studied the subject of infantile convulsions, ex-

amining a great many epileptics with regard to this

point. We found no greater percentage of epileptics

who had had convulsions in infancy, disappearing to

return again as epilejisy, than w^e found in ordinary

individuals. AVe did find, however, quite a nuud)er

of cases in which the convvdsions became continuous

and led to epilepsy later in life. We drt'W th(! con-

clusion that given the case of an infant suffering from
convulsions, we cannot assure the parents that that

child will not become an epilejjtic, but we can say the

chances are against it, because out of many such cases

only a few become epileptics. Wt; can, it seems to

me, fairly assure them that if a child has ceased to

have convulsions and grown to the age of twelve or

thirteen, he is no more in danger of epilepsy than

another child.

In regard to migraine, exactly why this symptom
has been deemed analogous to ej)ilepsy it is rather

hard for me to see. In the first ])lace, the absence of

consciousness, whi(;h is the distinctive feature of epi-

lepsy, is entirely wanting in migraine. In the second

place, the sudden onset, the fall, the jiersonal injury,

is not even sugiieste<l in inigiaine : there is entire al>

2 See page 107 of the Joarual.
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sfii«-f of CdiivulHioii or Jiiiylliiri;,' of iIm' sort,; in lart,

llic wlioli- |iirtiir(i 'iH one Inmi tin- st-iisorv >i'l<',

wlirrtMs cpilcpsv is (•vidciu'cti liir^clN uii I lie iiiuldi-

siilc. It. Iiiis occiiir('(l Id iiic rccfiilly lo sUirL iiii iii-

vt'stinutioii (if cpili'ptics uitii rcf;;ir<i to tin- mmilicr of

(•uses ol' iiiii;r!iiin'. I liiivi' only Inid a cli.incc, so I'.ir,

lo (Mii'slioii ;i.'t |i:ilicnts, Itiit tliis iiiinilicr already lias

liioii'dit out tnic or Iwo iiitcrcsUn^ Icaturcs. In lln-

lirsl [ilacf, it //^^s shown a rather lari^e projiortion ol"

migraine. Out of .')."> patients, lo yave a perfeetly dis-

linet history of niinraine preeedtul hy a blur and nau-

sea, voiuitiuii, malaise and headache lastin<f from a few

hours to a iV.i} or over niiiht. 'I'his does tend to

favor the proposition that these two diseases have a

common parentage, that they both oceur perhaps

amony degenerates, still it is a long step from acce|)t-

ing this proposition to deci(lini>- that one stigma of de-

feneration will lead to tin; other, because, as we well

know, almost every one has one or mon; signs of de-

genera(;y ; we are, liovvi'ver, far from deciding on this

accoinit that one is likely to become an epileptic. I

should say with regard to these 1.'5 eases, that although

thev may show a common parentage, yet they ;ire far

from indicating tliat migraine led to e})ilepsy, because;

in only four had the epilepsy occurred before tlu; mi-

graine, and of the four in which this was the order,

all were typical cases of migraine, beginning at the

usual time, namely, ten, twelve to fourteen years of

age, and of those four eases one had been comi)letely

restored by use of proper glasses. All of them, by

the way, had errors of refraction which the oculist to

whom they were sent decided were quite sufticient to

])roduce migraine, with the exception of one case of

myopia, not, I believe, a common cause of migraine.

Coming to the question of complete loss of con-

sciousness in diagnosis, 1 agree with Dr. Paul. All

the text-books say so also, that complete loss of con-

sciousness is the one characteristic feature of epilepsy

without which we are hardly justified in making a

diagnosis. I have been in the habit in my clinical ex-

ercises of having a half dozen or more patients rec-

ognized as epileptics brought in, and making a chart

upon the board with the number of the case down the

left-hand side, dividing the chart into squares and at

the top writing the various symptoms of epilepsy, loss

of consciousness, onset of attack (sudden or gradual),

(|uestion of drooling or frothing, biting the tongue, in-

juring the face, passing the urine or feces, the cry, the

aura, etc., and it invariably occurs that the one list

which is uniform is the list under the head of loss of

consciousness. They all have complete loss of con-

sciousness, although by no means all drool or froth,

and only perhaps half have an aura, oi- j)erhaps half

void the urine. This is an important point in diagnosti-

cating epilepsy from hysteria, while medico-legally it

is of the utmost importance in deciding whether a

person who has performed a criminal act is to be ad-

judged a criminal or epileptic. Another important

point is in connection with treatment. It is an unde-

sirable thing to put hysterical patients on continuous

bromide treatment. I have generally found in the

doubtful cases, however, it is wise to regard tluMU and
treat them as epileptics.

Coming to medico-legal cases this (juestion of loss of

consciousness is a very important one. I remember a

lecture of Wagner's in Leipzig, in Avhich I understood
him to say that a certificati- should never be given of

epilepsy unless the physician had seen the patient in

an attack. It cerUiiniy \h true that wt; HhoiiM not w-
cept iinqiieHlioiied the mere jii^^ior}' of abnoliiu- uiicoii-

sciousiiesM, when ihei'e ii an objeet to !»« attained by

giving the history of epilep.sy, as, for example, in the

case of a criminal. A history of loss of eon>««;iou»-

ness may come from one or two other causen: the fii-Mt

is tli(r good (or rather bad) old-fashic»ned one of King,
wliich, somehow (d late, in medico-legal invciigation-.

seems to be going somewhat out of vogue, iiut, unfor-

tumitely, it has not gone eiitircdy out of praciiee. In

short, when we find there is an object to be utUiined,

w»! shoidd investigate the case witii the great4jst care

and not rely implicity on tin; patient's sUitemeiit. The
second cause of mistake in diagnosis in tlie.se cases is

alcoholism. It is not infrefpient in munler trials to

tind the diagnosis of epilepsy brought up in defenr-e

in cases in which a considerable amount of alcohol

has been taken. Now in these cases it seems to me
that nidess the history of epilepsy is very strong, and
unless the proof is very clear that this was the occa-

sion of an epileptic attack, if tin; person has taken a

(Considerable amount of alcohol, the benefit of the

doubt should be given to the alcohol and not to the

epilepsy.

It has been demonstrated that epileptic attacks prcj-

duce forgetful ness, not only for what has occurred
during the epileptic attack, but for what has occurred
immediately preceding the attack— so-called retro-

grade amnesia. Although this may be possible, it is

certainly a rarity, whereas it is a common thing for a

person under the influence of alcohol to go on, more
or less in an automatic way, perhaps with conversa-

tions, and to carry on, I will not say his onlinary
duties, but his ordinary pleasures, apparently con-

scious at the the time of what he is doing, but retain-

ing no memory of his acts.

It has been asked whether an attack of ^ertigo can

be regarded as an attack of epilepsy. There are cer-

tainly many equivalents of e2)ilei)sy and one eijuiva-

lent is a tenqjorary giddiness in which the ])erson loses

consciousness, but recovei's so immediately that he
does not fall. This nuiy be called a true epileptic

vertigo, but when it comes to deeming vertigo with-

out unconsciousness epilepsy, I should be inclined per-

sonally^ to draw the line. When we remember wliat

a number of causes there are for vertigo, such as dis-

ease or disorder of the e3'es, ears and stomach, if the

person feels a tendenc}^ to fall in one direction or an-

other, or really does so, retaining his consciousness, I

should not regard that as epilepsy.

On the subject of treatment I have nothing to add
except to enqjhasize the importance of institutions in

which epileptics are kept as far as possible at work
in the open air. The worst thing for an epileptic is

to be continually watched, attended like an invalid,

and guarded from all danger. I always tell parents

that, far from doing this, they should take their

chances within certain limits, remend)ering that with
every child chances have to be taken when he goes
bathing, sailing, or riding a bicycle, and that even if

such sports were allowed, the cliances would be only

somewhat increased in case the boy were liable to an
occasional attack of epile[)sy. Certainly as far as the

less dangerous sports are concerned, the advantage to

be gained by watching a person every monient is noth-

ing conqxired to the injury done by making him mor-
bid on account of the feeling that In- is eoutinuallv

under observation.
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1)K. E. M. Greene: I do not know why I should

be asked to speak unless it is desired to hear from a

general practitioner who is more interested in the

treatment of these cases than in the more refined

scientific points. It seems to me that this idea of the

epileptic as a degenerate is being more emphasized

than it used to be, and that this degeneration shows

itself not only in defective physique, but also by an

impaired n\ental condition, or one wliicii is very likely

to become impaired in the future. In this connection

a history of alcoholism in the parents is said to be much

more fretpient than the direct heredity of epilepsy.

The hopeful thing at present, it seems to me, is the

idea of establishing colonies for epileptics and giving

them outdoor life, regular exercise, preventing any

occasion for excitement, such as might occur in the

evening in a cit}', and which is absent in the institu-

tion treatment, and also carefully regulating the diet.

Epileptics are usually great eaters and very injudi-

cious, and it is extremely hard to get them to carry

out the proper diet that is pi-eseribed for them. Now,

looking at the epileptic as a degenerate, there are two

ideas which occur to me which have a bearing on the

treatment, especially the drug treatment. We see

stated in the textrbooks the imi)ortance of using bro-

mide in large doses, continuously, and for years after

the attacks have stopped, in order to prevent their re-

turning, and, on the other hand, we see almost noth-

ing in regard to this newer idea of hygienic regulation

of the epileptic's life. In these institutions I am told

that very little bromide is given and in some cases not

a dose. Personally I have seen some bad results from

the use of bromide and, although it is in many cases

verv useful, yet wt; should not use it in a routine man-

ner. For instance, to give three illustrations of harm-

ful effects, I have seen in the case of a middle-aged

man, who was the proprietor of a lifjuor store and led

a very excituig sort of life, and had some chronic in-

tei'stitial nephritis, that the effect of bromide was ex-

tremely depressing. While taking doses of only ten

to fifteen grains three times a day, after a numb(!r of

months he became strongly suicidal and was in a t;on-

dition of inild melancholia. I let him go without the

bromide, and could not see that he was any the worse

for omitting it. Taking a vacation and going to Florida

for several months, as lu; did in three successive years,

he was very much relieved. When he came back to

work he iiated the bromide so much that he took

(piack medicine instead, and it is my experience that

a great many of the more confirmed epileptics do re-

sort to quackery, thus giving (tonclusive proof that

the treatment which they have previously had from

regular doctors has l)een unsatisfactory to them.

Tliis (piack medicine, which did not taste at all as if

it contained bromide, ap|)arently acconi[)lished more

than the bromide had, altliough of course we must re-

member that the disease has its curious turns apart

from treatment. In another case of an aged lady,

'vhoni Dr. Folsom saw this summer with me, where

there was cerebral arteriosclerosis and tyjjical epilep-

lic attacks, bromide was exceedingly dttpressing. It

was given in ten-grain doses only three times to con-

trol mental excit<'ment and restlessness. On the first

two occasions the patient went into a comatose condi-

tion which last«'d some eight hours or more and which

i ;ittrii)ut<'d at tin; time to the progress of the dis-

ease and locjked for a l)ad result. The patient re-

covered and went on in a very satisfactory condition

for a while. A third trial of bromide caused exactly
the samt! state of affairs and I then concluded that it

was more dangerous to give ten grains of bromide to

this patient than oncvfourth to one-half grain of mor-
phine to an ordinary individual. Then in a third case

I have seen bromide pushed to such an extent as to

produce delusions and liallucinations of sight and of

hc^aring in a person who had never shown any symp-
toms of insanity. The patient was sent to the INIcLean

Hospital while I was resident there and treated with-

out any medicine, simj)ly as an insane person, and in

about a week the symptoms began to disappear; the

pati(nit became entirely rational. It se(!med to me in

the anxiety to control the attacks in this case the doc-

tor might have pushed the treatment in a routine way
altogether too far. I have a feeling that, if, after a

thorough trial for several months, the general condi-

tion of the patient is not satisfactory nor the immber
of atta(;ks diminished, I should be very much inclined

to give extremely small doses or omit it altogether,

and preferably to substitute tin; outdoor life of a

colony.

Another point which seems to me important, and
which is emphasized in the text-books without ver}-

much evidence in support of it, is in regard to the

question of omitting meat from the diet. If these

people are degenerates, in a poor physical state, we
do not want to dei)ress their vitality by large doses of

bromid(!, while at the same time interfering with their

nutrition by depriving them of the valuable })roteid

elements. Some of the text-books advise entire ab-

stinence from meat; almost all of them cut it down to

a small amount once a day. I notice in the text-book

of AV^ood and Fitz that the allowance of a moderate
amount of meat twice a day is considered beneficial

and the contrary treatment, entire abstinence, is re-

garded as of no value. In regard to this particular

point, I have in mind a patient who was a poor man
and went to the jMassachusetts Hospital, where he was
told to abstain entirely from meat and given a good

deal of bromide, which was practically carrying out

the treatment I hatl already given him. The attacks

did not diminish at all and the man, getting discour-

aged, did as he pleased. I do not think he had (tar-

ried out directions in regard to diet strictly, but when
he gave up the attempt and indulged in meat as much
as he liked and neglected to take bromide, he went
two years without having any attacks at all. I should

like to have some good evidence in regard to this diet

(juestion. In private practice this is vc^ry hard to get,

but in thtise institutions the question ought very soon

to be settled exactly what sort of diet is satisfactory,

because there the diet can be absolutely controlled.

l)u. Foi.soAt : The diagnosis of epilepsy, of course,

in the enormous majority of cases is very simple and

the number of cases where there is any difii(;ulty in

diagnosis comparatively small, so that does not inter-

est the ))liysician in giiiieral i>ractice very nuich. I do

not know that I understand the reader and Dr. Wal-

ton, but if I do, it seems to me there are a good many
attacks of epilepsy which they are inclined to deny,

that is, cases of i)e(q)le who perform acts which seem

to be entirely intelligent to persons observing them,

and yet where there is complete anun^sia. With re-

gard to the etiology, the cases that I see now are

usuallv i)eople in fairly good circiuiistances in life,

and very few of them are degenerates ; a very decided

minority are degenerates, and in looking over my
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c'us(!s sonic lime a;;(). I was Hiirprlsc*! to tiiiil tlir Vav'^v

iMiinlx'r ol' people in !il>soliitely per lect pliysieal (mmkII-

tioii, so far as one can see, and wliere tlie comlitioii

set-nied to Ite due to ii severe injury to the head or to

suc'cessive injuries to tiie liead. In n-^^ard to proiiuit-

sis, it se<'nis to lue tlnire '\vv very lew cases vviieie one

cannot do a i^ood deal in epilepsy provided tin're an-

no siijns ol' defeneration ami no indications of decided

mental troid)le. I think alter an epileptic he^ins to

he distinctlv demented, it is rather unusual i'or medi-

cal treatment to he ol' much avail, hut I think het"(»re

that it' thev sliow siyiis of dementia or or<ianic trouhle,

in the vast numher of cases th(^ nund)er of attacks

can he enormously reduced in frecpiency and in se-

verity. I do not think that that means always thi'

"iiviuii of nu'di(;ine. I think (piite a nund)er of eases

do better without medicine of any kind than they do

with any of the dru^s which have yc^t been recom-

mended for ei)ilepsy, but the one which everybody

iinds of the greatest use, of course, is bromide in its

various forms. Personally, I rarely give bromide of

potassium or sodium, because they are more depressing

to the heart than the ammonium or strontium and the

bromide of sodium is more disagrc!eable in taste, but I

think in the vast majority of cases a great deal can be

got by giving thorn. There are various ways. One
way is to begin with enormous doses and get the pa-

tient thoroughly bromidized. In my experience that

does not do well at all. If you have your patient

under your care for a few months you are more a|)t to

get a striking diminution jn the attacks, a more brilliant

temporary result, but the ultimate result is usually

bad. The vast majority of cases have to be treated

many years. The way 1 have found most successful

is to watch them closely and give the maximum
amount of bromide w]iicli they can take without in-

jurious effect. Of course some peoi)le get bromidized

after small doses, some cannot take bromides at all in

any form or (juantity any more than iodides, and 1

rarely give either of these drugs in any considerable

dose without their being under my observation almost

daily for a sufficient length of time to be sure there is

no idiosyncrasy and that yon get no toxic action of

the drug. Of course the cessation of attacks for a

long time does not necessarily mean cure. I do not
think I have ever seen in my life a case of epilepsy in

which I felt satisfied of absolute cure. I have seen

them go five, ten, or even twenty years without at-

tacks, and have seen quite a number of cases I thought
were cured, but in ten to fifteen years the attacks

would come back, and one could hardly call it a new
disease. I remember one gentleman who had attacks

up to the time he was twenty years old, and they

ceased forty-five years, until he was sixty-five. That
is, of course, rather unusual. I do think you can get

very satisfactory results in the treatment in the vast

majority of cases. I think diet makes a great deal of

difference. I don't think it makes much difference in

the cases you would get in a colony ^n'ovided yon give

a reasonably sensible diet, but patients whose nervous
systems react rather readily I think are helped a good
deal by a very careful diet. With regard to the man-
ner of life, if people are reasonably intelligent, I let

them regulate their lives themselves. I think it is the

best way to do. They know what is likely to occur

and they can regulate their lives accordingly. I re-

member a gentleman who was under my care some
years whose life I did not think it w as worth w bile to

regulate nnicli in that wny, and who hhw two of thi;

leading consullantH in l.ondoii at inv nMpicHt, and they
advised him never to go anywhere UMatt«-nded, neyei
to be alone under any conditions whatever. lie came
back to this country and said that a few week« of that

satisfied him. that he would !«• nothing but a vegetat-

ing being in a short time, and led his life; went U»

ri<ling horseback an«l canoeing, ami in one of his at-

tacks his canoe capsized and he was drowned, and I

have no doubt he woulil say he did tinr i»est thing. A
young lady, now a patient in this connnnnity, ri<leM

horseback, jumps over a three-foot fence on that same
theory, and I am inclined to think on the whole she
is sensible. She says that the minut<; slie iM-gins to

restrict her life, her life is all gone, her use-fulness

ended, so that it seems to me that is a matter one has

to leave very largely to the pati»-nts.

Dk. Knaim': I have Ix^cm rather interesterj in the

last few years in the discussions which have taken
place as to the toxic tluHjry of (-pilepsy, especially in

the French journals, by an opportunity 1 have had of

comparing the ajjplication of the theory to two pa-

tients who have been under my care for several years.

In one case the patient tried his best to follow a carf--

ful regime, yet almost every attack that he has had for

a period of half a dozen years could be traced directly

to some disturbance of his digestion, or indiscretion in

his diet. The other man, when the (juestion of regu-

lation of diet was brought up, said :
" I will try to do

what I can, but you know a man going out and dining
must eat and drink what is set before him, and I (-an-

not always follow a i-estricted diet." lie has had
fewer attacks than the other j)atient, and in no in-

stance, with a single exception, in five or six years,

have I been able to trace any connection whatever be-

tween any digestive disturbance or indiscretion in diet

and the occurrence of the fit. Two cases, of course,

in themselves, are of little importance, but it has al-

ways seemed to me that the toxic theory is by no
means sufficient to explain the epilepsy excepting, as

Dr. Paul and Dr. Walton have said, as an excitinir

cause of the individual attack.

In regard to the diagnosis, I agree fully with Dr.
Walton in (juestioning very much the relation between
migraine and epilepsy. We have all of us seen pa-
tients who have had migraine for very many years,

whose children after them have had migraine, and vet

there has been no history whatsoever of epilepsv in

the family. I have not gone over my statistics of

cases of epilepsy carefully, but my own experience is

that very few cases of ej)ilepsy have complained of
anything like a typical migraine attack.

I am not (juite so ready as Di-. Walton is to regard
convulsions in infancy as a mild affair. I think if a'
child has convulsions it is an indication that the cliild's

brain is a more unstabU^ brain than that of the ordi-

nary child. I admit of course that a young child will

have convulsions from an exciting cause which the
adult brain will not have, and when a t-liild is brought
to me with the history of convulsions in infancy I do
not prognosticate epilepsy by any means, but 1 think
that such a child is one most certainly to be watched.
A considerable number of those cases in my experience
have developed epilepsy later. In other cases the convul-
sions have proved to be the beginning of some structu-

ral disease in the brain, such as hemiplegia or some
defective development of the brain leading to imbe-
cilitv. I unfortunatelv did not hear the besrinninir of
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Dr. Paul's paper, so that I do not know whether he

brought up the point of the necessity for careful ex-

amination to see whether there is any trace of infan-

tile liemiph'iiia which may he tlie cause of the ('i)ih'p-

tic trouhk'. I have found traces of infantih^ liemiph'iiia

in a certain number of cases, although 1 think not

quite so frequently as Dr. Sachs, of New York, has

claimed. Convulsions in infancy, however, are some-

what serious, and I think that such a child should he

carefully watched lest in later life trouble develop.

On tiie question of loss of consciousness I should

agree in the main with what has been said. 1 think

that loss of consciousness is the essential factor in

making the diagnosis, yet I recall certain cases of un-

doubted epilepsy where occasionally in the attacks of

petit mal the consciousness was not wholly lost. The
patients have said that they retained a certain con-

sciousness of what w-as going on about them ; they

sometimes have been able to give a correct account of

things which were said or more rarely of things whi<-h

were done during the clouding of consciousness of the

petit mal. Furthermore. I have had occasion to ques-

tion more than once whether the loss of consciousness

could be regarded as a definitcily distinctive symptom
in the diagnosis between epilepsy and hysteria. I

have had under my care this sumnua- one of the most

trying cases of convulsive attacks that T have ever had

anything to do with in which the i)atient was certainly

hysti'Hcal to the most extreme degree, presenting the

tyi)ical stigmata of hysteria. He had attacks whic^h

were imdoubtedly hysterical attacks, yet he had oth-

ers in which there was a simple loss of consciousness

without convulsion, and it was very difficult to de-

termine whether those could be regarded as epileptic

or as hysterical. And in the attacks which seemed

more definitely hysterical he went through various

automatic purposive movements, yet there was a com-

plete loss of memory for what took place. One feat-

ure which had certain weight with me in deciding that

there was a mixture of the two diseases was the fact

that not infreipiently the convulsive attack whose
nature was doubtful came on during sleep ; he was at-

tacked in his sleep and thrown out of bed in the vio-

lence of the attack.

In the ordinary routine treatment of epilepsy 1 do

not go quite so far as they do at the IMassachusetts

Hospital in the absolute cutting off of meat. I usually

allow meat or fish once a day, but as a rule 1 advise

against taking it at night, taking it either in the morn-

ing or at noon. My experience with patients is that

the great majority of them are fairly ready to follow

such regulations. One writer on epilepsy— I think

it is Gowers, but I am not quite sure— has questioned

whether meat really were so injurious to the epileptic

as a good many of the text-books say, and 1 confess that

I am still somewhat in doubt. I think we cannot lay

down any absolute rule. We must treat tlie individual

case, and we must especially study the patient's nutri-

tion carefully ; if we find under the limitation of meat
that the pati<!nt is getting weak and pulled down, it

becomes necessary to build him up in whatever way
we can. In the routine treatment, furthermore, I de-

pend chiefly uj)on the bromides. Dr. (ireene has just

spoken of tlie bad eflects of bromide, and of the fact

that the text-books say so little about the necessity of

cutting off bromide. Dr. Peterson recently has argued

(juite strongly in favor of the complete cessation of

the bromide in chronic epileptics who had been tak-

ing it for a long time. I think that in any event
when we are giving bromide we must watch the pa-

tient carefully and lie guided, not by any general

rules as to whether it is d('sirable to cut off bromide
or not, but liy the patient's condition. Personally I

have seen the bad effects of the large doses of bro-

mide, getting the patient into a condition of bromid-
isni, often enough so that I want to watch the cases

very carefully and keej) them, as Dr. Folsom has sug-

gested, with about as much bromide as they can com-
fortably tolerate without getting them into the con-

dition of bromidism.

The Flechsig treatment I have not had the oppor-

tunity of carrying out in its detail. I confess that to

give the patient the doses of opium whicili Flechsig

has recommended seems to me a somewhat risky thing

in the ordinary patient who is wandering about and
whom you cannot keep under 3'our control ; therefore,

in the out-patient clinic I do not like to give it and un-

less I can absolutely depend upon the patient in pri-

vate i)ractice to report at the appointed time I hesitate

then.

There is one modification of the bromide treatment

which Dr. Paul did not speak of which has seemed to

me a very valuable one in a considerabh; number of

cases, and that is the combination of the bromides

with some cardiac tonic, esjiecially the mixture of

adonis vernalis with codeia as recommended by Bech-
terew. I would agree fully with what Dr. Walton
and Dr. Folsom have said about the bad effect upon
the epileptic of ]>utting him into too confined a life and
forbidding him to do the things which he wants to do

and desires to do. In that way I have been somew'hat

skeptical, I must confess, in regard to the advantages

of the colonies for epileptics. Of course there are

many cases which must necessarily go to a colony, but

at the time the epileptic hospital at Monson was
started I went over rather carefully a good many of

the cases of epilepsy that had been under my care,

and it seemed to me that on the whole, as they had
gone on, it was not altogether the best thing to send

them to an institution, to put them into a routine life

where they were cut off from a good many of the en-

joyments of their lives, and where they could not lead

the ordinary life of the community which they were
leading fairly well and which did not seem to harm
them. In the same way we can recognize the possi-

bility of harm to an ei^ileptic from riding the bicycle,

sailing, etc., but it is a risk which I think it is, on the

whole, better for tlu; ordinary epileptic to take who is

having a convulsive attack once in two, four, six weeks
or six months, than to feel that he is living an in-

valided, restrained, cramped life.

Du. Pai'L : I would like to correct Dr. Folsom's

impression that Dr. Walton and myself do not recog-

nize the psychical equivalent of epilepsy.

^tttnt Hitcrature,

Nervous and Mental Diseases. \\\ Akciiihai.d

Chirch, M.D., and FuEDKitiCK Pktkkson, IM.D.

Pp. 84:5, with ;50o illustrations. Philadelphia: W.
B. Saunders. 189i».

Although bound in one volume this is really two

separate ti'eatises, one of which has since a2ipeared in-
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(IcpciuJciitly. Of thcs(f Dr. Cliiircli lias written tlic!

trciitisc oil nervous disciises and Dr. I'eteisun tin-

Ireatise «»ii nieiitiil diseases. The |(riii(i|»le ol' division

is lli«( (dd OIK! — a IVections usually re<|nirin;r restraint

are called mental dis(!ases, those randy re<|uirin;^ re-

straint nervous diseases. The authors have missed an

(>|»|>ortnnitv tt» write ii treatise on diseases ol' the ner-

vous svstcm which should <leal with those diseases as

a whole, em|)hasi/e the need of psychiatric examina-

tion in all diseases of the hrain, and descrihe paranoia,

m-neral paralvsis and other cer(d)ral jiliec^tions whi<'li

are apt to recpiire restraint in their treatment, in their

proper relation to other ailcctions of the hrain. By
adhering to the old division there is considerahle repe-

tition in the introductory chapters of the two sections.

The first i)art of the volume, on nervous diseases, is a

fairly yood presentation of the subject, althouifh not

fully abreast of our present knowled<;e. Xo notice is

taken, for e.\amj)le, of Flechsi<>'s association centres in

the chapter on cerebral locali/ation or of Dejerine's

views in the chapter on aphasia. 'J'he style, more-

over, is often obscure and involved, and the clearness

so essential for the beginner is lacking. The work is,

however, fairly complete in its presentation of the dis-

eases of the nervous system, the conclusions are usu-

ally sound, and the illustrations are many of them
original and good. The second part of the work, on

mental diseases, is more clearly written, but its clas-

siti(;ation and description of mental diseases is much
more anticjuated. (ireat and unwarranted emphasis is

placed on the stigmata of degeneracy, to which one-

tenth of the second part is dedicated. Heredity is

made prominent, without a word as to modern ideas

(|uestioning the possibility of inheritance of acquired

characteristics. Strain is put forward as the other

important causative factor, in which, as we find later,

toxic influences are included, but the influence of toxic

causes is not sufficiently emphasized. The classifica-

tion, always a stumbling-block and always unsatisfac-

tory, is old fashioned. Mania is the first affection

described, and we hear nothing of the doubts as to

the existence of mania as an independent disease. We
read much of the exaggerated flow of ideas, and little

as to the pos.sibility that all mania is but a manifesta-

tion of periodic insanity. We find no mention of con-

fusional states, and scanty mention — a trifle over a

page— of primary dementia, while eighteen pages are

given to the autobiography of a paranoiac, something
over twice as much as is given to the account of the

disease itself. Failing a work which should ])reseiit

the so-called mental diseases in their true relation to

other diseases of the brain, it would have been desir-

able to give a more modern presentation of the subject

for the student. (4ood modern books on insanity in

English are rare. The discussion of insanity in the

present work, however, is hardly to be conun(>nded.

Surgical Anatomy. A Treatise on Ihniian Aiiatomi/

in its Application to the Practice of Medicine and
Surgeri/. By John B. Dkavku, ^I.D.. Surgeon-

in-Chief to the (Terman Hospital, Philadelphia. In

three volumes. Illustrated by about 400 plates,

nearly all drawn for this work from original dis-

sections. Vol.1. I'pper Kxtremity ; Back of Neck;
Shoulder; Trunk: (.'raiiium; Scalp; Face. IMiila-

delphia: P. IJlakiston's Son *& Co. IS!)'.).

The first volume of this notable work is an ex-

tremely handsome book of six liundnMl pages, illus-

tnited by one hundred full-pagit plati'H, inont of them
from original dissections. In ihis renpect the Injok in

a noteworthy exception to the majority of anutoinical

and surgical text-books, which are loo apt to In* eon-

lent with plates borrowed from other and older work*.

Tint artistic work is excellent and ihtails of ttriK-ture

are so well brought out that the plates resemble gofwi

dissections far more <los(dy than tho^e in tin- majority

of other works of thi> kiiul. Superficial Mirgical

anatomy and tlu; lines of incision and dissection for

operating on the ner\cs and arteries are adniirablv

illnstrateil.

Tlu! descriptive text is in the main coii(i-,e and
cl(!arly written. TIk; book is eminently practical, and

replete throughout with references to the Niugical

application of anatomical points, a feature which add>

greatly to its value, by giving a practical inteifNt to a

larg(! number of anatomical facts which the student i-

apt to regard as dry and uninteresting.

From the practical surgeon's point of view the sur-

gical part of the work is not snflicieiitly full to enable

it to take the place of works on oj)erative surgery.

The excellence of the jjlates and text, liowever, will

render it of great value to the surgeon in looking up
the anatomy of special regions to be operated upon, >o

that it will ])rove a valnabh' addition to his working
library. When the work is completed by the issue of

the remaining volumes, the author and j)ublislier will

have the credit of having issu<'d one of the handsomest
as well as most complete and comprehensive works on

the subject in existence.

The Hygiene of the Mouth. By R. Dknison Pkdi.ky,
F.K.C.S. (Edin), L.D.S. (Eng.), Dental Surgeon
to the Evelina IIos])ital for Children, London.
London : J. P. Sei>g & Co. Philadelphia : S. S.

White Dental Mfg.'Co.

This is one of the most important volumes on the

subject of hygiene that we have seen. Its usefulness

will be onl}- limited by the extent of- its circulation.

The author has gathered a startling array of statistics

from schools and hospitals, showing how widespread
is dental caries in both the temj)orary and permanent
teeth. He points out with great directness the evil re-

sults of decayed teeth upon the health of the suflerer.

and cites many very interesting cases which show how
far reaching in its disastrous conse([uences an uidiv-

gienic condition of the mouth may be.

The author has treated his subject with an earnest-

ness and simplicity that is most convincing. He has

refrained from advancing new theories for prevention

or new methods for treatment, but he has sounded the

alarm in no uncertain voice and ])leads that the evil

may be honestly faced and so far as possible eradicated.

The book not only deserves to be in the hands of every
physician and dentist, but should claim the attention

of intelligent lavmen as well.

Saxitaky Progress ix Glam.— In a recent re-

port by Captain Leary, (Governor of Guam, it is stated,

according to the Medical Record, that all precautions
are being taken to iini)rove the sanitary condition of the

station but a suitable water-supply system is necessary in

order that the ground cisterns and wells may be closed
and sealed, as they are now contaminated. The evajv
orating plant at the station is Hearing completion, and
the sewage system from the government houses to the

ocean will be finishe<l in a short time.
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REPORT OF THE SURGEON GENERAL OF THE
ARMY.

As was to be expected from the expansion of our

possessions, this la*t report of the Surujeon-Cieiieral

conttins much matter wliich has not hitherto appeared.

The exigencies of tlie war, of necessity, brouijht about

many changes in the personnel of the Medical Depart-

ment of the Army, much of which is aln ady familiar

to our readers. These matters relating to the hospi-

tal corps and nursing are discussed in detail, and the

old story of C'hickaraauga and other camps again otH-

cially narrated. The facts of overcrowding and bad

management generally are stated in an unvarnished

fashion, and the reader is left in great measure to draw

his own conclusions.

A statistical resume of medical matters in Cuba,

Puerto Rico and the Pliilippines is of interest, as

showing how large a responsibility is being thrust

upon the army medical service, and, we may also say,

how well it is being met. This portion of the report

is embellished by a number of half-tone pliotogra[)hs

of hospitals in those countriei*. The hospital sliip

also comes in for its share of attention arui illustra-

tion.

The Bay State receives rather scant notice and does

not appciar to have impressed the Surgeon-CJeneral with

her usefulness. No mention is made of her service in

transporting the sick during the war to northern

ports, and in general the statements rpgarding her are

less flattering than one could have wished. We quote

the report's words in full :

" The hospital shij) Aid was purchased from the

Massachusetts Volunteer Aid Association in Novem-
ber, 1898. This vessel, formerly a fruit steamer, had

been fitted up at considerable expense by the people of

Massachusetts, and under the name of the Hoi/ State

was rep rted to have done good work during the previ-

ous summer. It was found, however, after a short ex-

perience during the occasionally severe weather of the

winter months, that her motion in a seaway was such

as to render her unsuitable for the transportation of

sick. While in New York Harbor getting ready for sea

her ice machine exploded, killing one man, injuring 11

others, and causing much damage to lier machinery. Her
first voyage was with medical suiiplies to Santiago,

Cuba, which slie reached December 24, 1898. Thence
she proceeded to Kingston, Jamaica, and Havana,

Cuba, returning to Savannah, (ia., for more supplies

January 24, 1899. She was then ordered to Cien-

fuegos, Cuba, the intention being to use her as a sup-

ply ship and floating liospital for posts on the soutliern

coast of the island, but early in INIarch, having suf-

ered considerable damage from storms, lier command-
ing officer, Capt. A. X. Stark, assistant surgeon,

United States Army, was directed to take her to

Newport News, Va.. for repairs. Ht^re she was

turned over to the (Quartermaster's Department, and

her hospital property and personnel were cariied by

the Missouri to Havana, Cuba, to be used in outfit-

ting the transport Terrij as an extemporized hospital

ship."

The statistics concerning the various diseases occur-

ring in the army call for no detailed mention. The ef-

fects of typhoid fever were somethi g appalling during

1898; 4,180 cases occurred in the regular army in that

year, divided as follows : In the first quarter, 16 cases
;

in the second, 181 ; in the third, 3,089 ; in the fourth,

894. The usual bane of armies, venereal disease,

shows 3,727 cases, fewer by several hundred than

the cases of typhoid fever. Altogether, in spite of

the good work now being done, the report is not alto-

gether pleasant reading, in view of all that was left

undone during the period it covers.

MILITARY SURGERY IN SOUTH AFRICA.

The stubborn resistance with which the Boers are

meeting the British in South Africa has opened the

eyes of the world to the thoroughness and adequacy

of their prepai'ations for the war, and led to no little

criticism of the British Government and the War Of-

fice for alleged lack of preparation, and underestima-

tion of the character and amount of resistance which

was to be expected. Transportation and distribution of

men and supplies seem to have been most efifectively

provided for. AVhatever shortcomings, such as lack of

cavalry and artillery, inadequate scouting or whatnot,

have been brought to light with regard to the various

branches of the service, one branch, the Royal Army
Medical Corps, may be said not only to have shown

no inefficiency^ but on the; other hand to have

proved more than equal to the arduous tasks imposed

upon it, both in preparation and execution. Sir

William jNIacCormac, writing to the Lancet^ after an

inspection of the army hospitals at the Cape and in

Natal, and having been present iiimself at the battle of

Colenso, both at the field and base hospitals, as con-

sultant and operator, writes to the Lancet that ''in all

the details of the necessary movements of the sick and
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wouiidcil, MO iuiiiy liiH ever been so well provided as

ours i.H now in tlif liild." Ilr speaks in tlie lii;,'ln'st

trrnis of I he niftlicai :irriini,u;ni(iits as Icavinj; nolliinLT

to ln" desired and e.\presse.s surprise al llie womlerlnl

recoveries and llie very small dealli-rate. I'niveisal

lestin\ony is yiven by those wlio liave Ix-eii at tlie

front, that tlie surgical results are exceptionally ;,ro()il.

This is no doubt partly attributable to the favorable

naturi! of the IMauser bullet wounds, and to thciheallh-

ful cliniat«! of South Africa, but tin; us(; of antiseptic

dressintfs, the care taken to secure; surijical cleanliness.

the coolness and skill of the snriicons in tlie lield, and

the excellent arranj^enients for pionipt aid and trans-

portation of the wounded must Ik; i;iven no small share

of th(> cHidit.

At the battle of Coleuso a hospital train was aetu-

allv run into the scene of action, aiul was ordered

back by the chief medical otlicer wluiu two shells

burst close to it. The wounded «eri' taken to the

train directly from the Held and all the wounds had

been dressed, and dressed extremely well, under tire.

'* Very few of the dressings needed readjustment, and

ritie-splints and tourniipiets had been adjusted care-

fully and deliberately, under circumstances of great

ditliculty and danger."

At the lield hospitals at Chieveley, which were sit-

uated on a hill about 400 yards outside the fire zone

during the battle, there were three operating tents,

where some 800 jiatients were treated during the d^y

(December l.')th). ''The way in which the wounded

had been dressed upon the Held, and each man ticketed

with the nature of his wound, his name and regi-

ment, was excellent, and extremely useful for
|
ur-

poses of identification." The more trivial cases were

sent to the tents, the severer cases redressed and op-

erated upon by the four surgeons of the Held hospitals

and the three surgeons of the bearer companies.

Ambulance after ambulance, and stretcher squads in

continual succession, poured in their quota to the long

line of wounded, who lay in rows outside the hospital

tents awaiting their turn. The work jjerfonned in

the operating tents was of great efficiency, the opera-

tions being deliberately carried out with skill and de-

spatch under the very trying circurastauces of intense

heat, hurry and excitement all round. The surgeons

on duty began work at .'5 a. m., and when Sii' William

visited them in the evening, they were still at it and

continued for hours afterward without food or rest.

As soon as the men were treated at the field hospitals,

the hospital trains took them rapidly away to the base.

Five trains carrying on the average 100 wounded tach

left between 2 i". m. on the 1.1th and 8 a. m. on the

17th. This wonderfully rapid and efficient wirk at the

Held hospitals was only made possible by the still

more remaikable and heroic services of the medical

foi'ce on the Held and the 2,700 ambulance bearers

under Major Stuait AVortley, who was able to report

at r).30 r. M. on the loth, that the whole field had

been cleared of wounded. During the battle Captain

Hughes, li. A.M. C, on CJeneral Buller's staff, was

killed by a bullet which Kevered \\w. iiiiiomina'f: artery,

and Major Ibannigan, K'. A. .M. C, wan Hhot throuf^h

the foot.

The hiniicfl noh-N taken by Sir William al the

field and base hospitals, th(nigh neeessarilv incom-

plete, teem with instances of remarkable recovery

from Mauser bidlet wr)inids of the head, the client and
the abdomen. JJullets traversing a lung, and some-
times both lungs, frecpiently produced no more hynip-

toms than a slight liemopty>is, and almost invariably

did well. One man who ran live hundred yards after

a bullet had traversed his right lung, entcning near the

sternum and emerging n(!ar the spine, had no other

symptoms than a slight hemojjtysis, and was doing

well when the notes were taken, Abdoiuinal wounds
where the positions of the openings of entrance were

such as to make it seem impossible that the bullet had

not perforated the intestines or stomach made excel-

lent recoveries without symptoms.

The wounds which Sir William saw but a few hours

after they were infiicted showed small openings of

entrance and exit. Hemorrhage was exceptional, and
the subsequent course of the cases was almost invari-

ably aseptic, healing taking place rapidly under a

scab. With regard to the remarkable recoveries after

abdominal wounds, the conclusion becomes almost

inevitable that the small punctures close up without

leakage or extravasation. In these cases, as Sir Wil-

liam writes, ''either mortal damage is inflicted, when
no operation is possible, or the injury is recovered

from without inconvenience to the sufferer."

A similar experience with the results of abdominal

wounds by the Mauser bullet fell to the lot of the

surgeons of the United States Army during the fight-

ing before Santiago. Of head injuries Sir Willi m
writes: "The most extraordinary head wounds with

damage to the brain seem in many instances to entail

no mortal results.'"

The medical history of the Tiaiisvaal War bids fair

to add immensely to our knowledge of military sur-

gery, and the prognosis and treatment of wounds by
the long-range, small-bore rifie with jacketed bullet.

But however great may be the scientific results of

this deplorable conflict, the medical profession through-

out the world have already reason for pride in the

heroism and efficiency of the medical ofiieers on the

field. May the work of the Koyal Army Medical

Corps deal a finishing blow to the fiction th t the

medical officer, as far as personal exposure is con-

cerned, is a non-combatant I The following note js

quoted by the liritish Medical Journal from the

Morning Post of .January 12th, written by the war
correspondent of the latter at Magersfontein : " It is

most necessary here to say a word in praise of the

Koyal Army Medicjil Corps, who faced a hot fire all

day long, going close up to the firing line to bring

back our wounded. It seems almost incrediide that

during the day five hundred wounded men should

have been brought back by the Medical Corps, though

to get then\ back strett her bearers and searchers had
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to cross and recross a /one of fire at least a mile

wide."

A few verses in praise of tiie Medical Corps end as

follows :

'• But, liiTe's to tlR- man of tlic K. A. .M. C,
Biizziiisj; about on tlio field liko a bee,

'I'l'ndinti tlie woundod wlieri' li-ad's Hyin<;- hot,

IJitintj his lip wluMi hi' jjets hisst-lf shot

;

JJravt' as tiu' best of us, hurt and not ti'll,

Doctor lu- niav l)o— he's soldier as well."

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Gallinukk Bilk.— Certain changes have

been made in the Committee on the District of Colum-

bia, relative to Senator Gallinger's bill for the " Fur-

ther Prevention of Cruelty of Animals in the District

of Columbia." The Comiiiitt-e, as it now stands,

consists of Senator James McMillan, Michigan, Chair-

man, and Senators J. II. Gallinger New Hampshire;

H. C. Ilansborough, North Dakota ; R. Redfield

Proctor, Vermont ; J. C. Pritchard, North Carolina;

Lucien Baker, Kansas ; George L. Wellington, Mary-

land ; S. K. Mallory, Florida ; W. V. Sullivan, Miss-

issippi ; W. A. Clark, Montana ; Thomas S. Martin,

Vii'ginia ; Wm. M. Stewart, Nevada ; and Richard

Kenney, Delaware. Personal letters may be addressed

to them or to other senators. Petitions should be ad-

dressed to the Senate of the United States. For de-

tails regarding this bill, see Dr. W. W. Keen's letter

in our issue of December 21, 1899.

Small-i'OX jn Kentucky. — It is reported that

small-pox is prevalent in five counties of the State,

and the State Board of Health is without money to

meet the epidemic. Resignations of the count)' boards

of health in about a dozen counties in which the dis-

ease is the most serious have been received. The

cause of these resignations is the lack of money with

which to combat the disease. Daily requests for in-

spectors come from other counties where small-pox un-

doubtedly exists, but the State Board has no money to

send the inspectors, and county authorities refuse to

take an}' action.

Three Centenauians. — It is reported that Mrs.

Pliebe D. Hedges, who recently died in New Jersey,

was one hundred years and six months old. Her

father was a minute man in the Revolution. Mrs

Sarah Weed, of Merrimac, Mass., it is claimed, has

reached the age of one hundred and two years, and

stjll finds herself interested in passing events. Mrs.

Ellen Callahan, a native of County Cavan, Ireland,

died in New York on January 22d, at the age of one

hundred and one years.

Blbonic Plague at Rosakio and Honolili .
—

The Argentine Government has issued a decree ac-

knowledging the existence of bubonic plague ai

Rosario. The (government has decided to isolate the

town from the rest of the country. It is announced

that Major Taylor, at Honolulu, re])orts inider dat(> of

January Luli, tliat tiicre have been .'J4 cases of bubonic

plague and 27 deaths in Honolulu, and that the situa-

tion is serious.

Died of a Broken Heart (?). — The somewhat
extraordinary statement is made that a horse, suddenly

separated from his mate, refused food and finally died

four days afterwards. The autopsy showed a rupt-

ured heart, from which it is assumed the lesion re-

sulted from the emotional disturbance incident upon
the separation. Apart from this doubtful relation of

cause and effect, the lesion is of considerable interest.

Wire-cutting Pliers fok the British Armv.
— A soldier at the front, in writing to a friend, has

suggested the desirability of having a limited number
of wire-cutting pliers issued to the troops, for the pur-

pose of (juickly cutting through barbed wire entangle-

ments whil(! under fire. The experience of the Uni-

ted States Army during tin; operations about Santiago

might have forestalled this criticism.

No Yellow Fever at Orizaka.— Cases of so-

called yellow fever at Orizaba, Mexico, have been in-

vestigated by the Board of Health of the State of

Vera Cruz, and they report that the disease is not

j^ellow fever, but an acute form of malarial fever.

Nearly 35 per cent, of the cases have been fatal.

Fleas and Plague.— It is reported from Sydney,

N. S. W., that a man has been infected with plague,

probably by inoculation through the bite of a flea.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, Jaimary 31, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious disea>es : diphtheria

93, scarlatina (31, measles 33, typhoid fever G.

New Out-Patiext Buildinc; for Carney Hos-

pital. — For a long time the building used as an out-

patient department by the Carney Hospital has been

inadequate to the increasing demands made upon it.

Ground has been purchased in the neighborhood of the

hospital, on which it is ho])ed to erect a substantial

four-story brick building, about 51.85 by 55.3.S feet, and

arranged for ten clinics, with all the necessary facilities

for the staff. The money necessary for this project

must be raised in part by subscription ; $10,000 has

been appropriated by the Legislature, under the condi-

tion that an equal amount be provided by those in

charge of the institution.

New^ Buildings for Board of Health Hosfi-

TALS FOR Brooklink, Mass. — It is desired to im-

prove the Board of Health Hospitals in the town of

Brookline, that they may be abU^ to meet the exi-

oencies of a possible ei)ideniic. The plan is to have

three new buildings erected in the southern i)art of the

town on the site of the old buildings.

A Xkw Morgue for Boston. — The contract for

the building of a new and much-needed city morgue on

North Grove Street has been awarded, and the work

of construction will begin at once. 'I'he approjjriation

amounts to !>'.», 000.
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NKW YOUK.

A Cask oi' Amnksia. — In the .l(n unai. lor ( )(t()-

lier <). IS'.IH, :i noticed ot" iiii iiitc.restiiif^ caso is ;;iv(ii,

ill wliicli ii Ni)r\V(\y;i;iii, as :i rcsiill of ;ui injury to tlii!

i>niiii, for wliifli lu; was treated al Si. \'iii(U!iit's Hos-

pital, Nfw Voik, ciitiroly for^ol liis native laniiiia;,f(;,

altliouiih lit' was al)i(! to speak with sointi (iilliciilty in

Kn"Iisli. SiiKte then tiie man has been living in N(!W

London, Conn., and a retuMit a(;coiiiit of him piihlisiied

in the ncnvspapors states that he has never ntijained

the use of Norwi^yian, and that, ahhou^h in .1 normal

condition in other respects, he still has absolutely no

memory of events occurring or persons met with pro

vioua to his accident.

Ehysu'KI.as at an Inkikmauv. — Several cases of

erysipelas having appeared in the wards of the S. R.

Smith Infirmary, at New Brighton, Staten Island, the

principal hospital in the Borough of Richmond, and

ordinary methods having faiU^l to check the spread of

the disease, the medical staff have determined to iso-

late all the erysi[)elas patients in the contagious wing

of the hospital. Consequently it has been necessary

to give notice that no more cases of diphtheria or other

contagious disease can be received at the institution for

the present, and hospital cases of this character will

have to be taken to IManhattan or Brooklyn for treat-

ment.

A Book on Minioitai. Govkunmf.nt. — An-

nouncement is made that Mr. Bird S. Coler, Controller

of the City of New York, is about to publish an imj)or-

tant work entitled " Municipal Government," in which

he will set forth the practical working of the new char-

ter as regards the various city departments, and point

out such defects in the charter as have shown them-

selves in its administration. It is understood that

in it he devotes much attention to the water supply,

present and future, and to a discussion of municipal

charities and of private charitable institutions, and

their relations to the public and to the City Govern-

ment.

A Bequest to Cornell. — The twentieth annual

dinner of the Cornell University Alumni Association,

of New York, was held on January 2()th. The guest

of honor was Dr. Jacob Guild Schurman, President of

the University, and in the course of his remarks he

announced that an anonymous gift of $80,000 had re-

cently been received for the erection of a building de-

voted to the study of anatomy and physiology.

ARMY NOTES.

Study of Tropical Diseases in the Philip-

pines.— By direction of the Secretary of War, a

board of medical officers, consisting of Lieutenants

Richard H. Strong and William J. Calvert, assistant

surgeons, and Acting Assistant Surgeon Joseph J.

Curry, United States Army, has been appointed to

meet at one of the general hospitals near INIanila,

Philippin(! iHJandH, for the purpOHj; of Htiiilyin^ troni-

ciil (liseaHCiH nn they oc<!ur in tliOHw iHlandH. 'I'he board

is to receivt; its ijiKlniclions fioui the Surgeon-Cleneral

and will b<! under the immediate direction of the chief

surgeon at Manila. Dis. Strong and Calvert are

graihiates of .Johns Hopkins University Medical De-

partment, ami have iievoted oonsidorable time to th<!

study of pathology and bacteriology. Dr. Curry huH

Iteen in the service since the outbreak of the war
with Spain and has servetl as pathologist and bacteri-

ologist at Chickamauga P:irk ami at tin; general hospi-

tals at Fort Myer, Va., Savannah, Ga., and Manila,

P. I. He was formerly attached to the pathologic:il

department of the Boston City Hospital.

Dentists and Veterinarians for the Army.—
Strong efforts are Ix^ing made to induce congressional

action establishing a corps of dental surgeons in the

military establishment. The latest proposal is to ap-

point a dental surgeon with the rank of major to each

1,000 men. As the grade of major is attained by the

army medical officer only after eighteen or twenty

years' service, it is scarcely possible that any such dis-

crimination in favor of dental surgeons will be made.

The services of dentists are much needed bv troops

serving on foreign stations and it is probable tliat Con-
gress will authorize the hiring of competent men to

satisfy this need, under the same regulations as those

under which contract surgeons are now employed. It

is also urged that veterinary surgeons should be ad-

mitted as commissioned officers. The plan is said to

be opposed by Surgeon-General Sternberg and Adju-

tant-General Corbin.

Fort Bayaru Hospital for Tuberculosis. —
The post of Fort Bayard, New Mexico, has been dis-

continued as a military station for troops and all the

buildings pertaining thereto have been turned over to

the Surgeon-General for use in connection with the

general hospital at that post, established for the treat-

ment of jHilmonary tuberculosis occurring in officers

and enlisted men of the army. We have already had
occasion to refer editorially to this action of the War
Department as a needed and most desirable means of

increasing the efficiencv of the medical service.

^ti^teUanp^

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST THE IMPORTATION
OF PLAGUE.

We learn from the Lancet that the Local Govern-
ment Board for Scotland, in a circular letter dated
January IT), 1900, again calls the attention of local

sanitary authorities to the presence of plague in Portu-
gal and the necessity for carrying out '' with especial

care " the measures in force in these islands for pre-
venting the importation of infection. Their notice is

specially directed to a general order issued bv the

Commissioners of Customs on October olst of last

year. The object of that order was •' to make certain

that in carrying out the regulations of the Board the
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medical officer of health shall receive the greatest pos-

sible assistance from oflicers of customs," aud it is

pointed out that, on one occasion at least, such assist-

ance was actually declined by an inspector of customs.

The mechanism adopted for joint action by the medi-

cal officer of health and customs officials for dealing

with arrivals from infected ports is briefly as follows :

The officers of customs look to the medical officer of

health to inform them from time to time of any particular

ports or countries, the vessels arriving from which he

would desire to visit. In this connection it is pointed

out in the letter of the Board that " the earliest informa-

tion which wou d usually be available to this end is

that which would be obtained by a regular examination

of the news telegraphed from abroad for the purposes

of the daily press. On the other hand, the officers of

customs will, in thtiir turn, give the medical officer of

health any information which they may i)ossess re-

specting tlie arrival or impending arrrival of any ships

from the ports or countries in question. The term
" medical olHcer of heallii," it may be noted, includes

any duly qualified medical practitioner appointed or

employed by a local authority to act in the execution

of the orders relating to plague. Attention is also

drawn to the possit)ility of the infection of plague be-

ing carried by some of the lower animals, and es-

pecially by "rats, mice, and, by natural sequence,

cats," and the necessity for inquiring into the evi-

dences of disease in these animals and taking measures

for destroying them if occasion should arise. That

rats can and do suffer from plague and are an impor-

tant means of diffusing infection appears no longer to

admit of doubt. The susceptibility of mice apjjcars

to be very much less marked, and these animals would

seem to be far less active agents in the spread of

plaoue than rats. There is, however, evidence that

thev can aid in spreading the disease and it is believed

that they did so to some extent in Formosa, in Jed-

dah, in Alexandria, and perhaps elsewhere. Cats, the

third group of animals mentioned, appear to be even

less susceptible than mice. Scattered samples of what

have been believed to be attacks of plague in cats have

been published from Poona AVorlee, Jawalapur and

elsewhere in India, and from Hong Kong, Jeddah,

Mongolia, Hoihow, Mauritius and Oporto ; but it is

perhaps open to question whether in any instance

there has been scientific proof that the animals have in

truth suffered from the plague.

THE DISCOVERY OF SCABIES.

Although, as far back as the twelfth century,

Avenzoar described a disease of the skin characterized

by the presence beneath the epidermis of animalcula^

resembling lice, so small as scarcely to be visible,

which, he remarked, could be extracted by scratching

the skin, the disease now universally known as scabies

was, even as recently as this century, regarded as a

constitutional affection associated with cachexia and

inflammation. It appears, however, that Rabelais,

who, though a doctor of medicine, is better known as

a political writer than as a physician, was well ac-

quainted with the disease, and was perfectly cognizant

of its nature, contagiousness and treatment. It is

narrated indeed in his famous work that one of the

ancestors of Pantagruel was " exceedingly expert in

removin"- worms from the hands," and elsewhere

Rabelais laments the death of a medical friend who
died in consequence of his having accidentally wounded
himself in removing one of these worms with a paper
knife. The re-discovery of itch in France dates fiom
183;"), when a medical student demonstrated to Alibert,

incredulous, how in his native land of Corsica the peas-

ants withdrew the parasite by the aid of a needle, a
feat which he repeated in Alibert's clinic. In a recent

monograph on the subject it is shown that the disease

has been discovered and re-discovered some half-dozen

times, at intervals of centuries. How often is this the

case with meilical discoveries ? Tike worst of it is that

treatments which have been again and again discovered

and dismissed as useless or injurious are from time to

time once more brought forward only to excite and
cause fresh disappointment. If contemporary dis-

coverers would only take the trouble to consult Neale's

Digest or the Index Medicus before launching their

fancied innovations, they would often be dissuaded

from encumbering medical literature with their " mare's

nests." — Medical Press.

TYPHOID INOCULATIONS.

An interesting article by Dr. A. E. Wright and
Major W. B. Leishraan, professor and assistant pro-

fessor of pathology at tlie Army Medical School,

Netley, on the results which have been obtained by
the anti-typhoid inoculations and on the methods em-
ployed in the preparation of the vaccine may be found

in the British 3Itidicai Journal, January 20th. Of
2,835 men inoculated in India from a force of about

11,000 troops, and a large proportion of those inocu-

lated were unseasoned recruits especially prone to

typhoid, only 27, or .95 per cent., took typhoid fever

and only 5, or .2 per cent, died, whilst of 8,4G0 unin-

oculated men, manj' of whom had passed safely through

l)revious ex[)osure, 213, or 2.5 percent, contracted the

disease, and 23, or .34 per cent., died. These ob-

servers are inclined to the belief that the protection of

inoculation may last at least eighteen months, and that

the type of disease when contracted after inoculation

is perhaps a mild one.

The conditions for keeping and preparing the mate-

rial for inoculation were not in all respects favorable,

otherwise possibh' even better results might have been

obtained.

ASEPTIC MILK.

Augusta, Me., January 23, 1900.

Mr. Editor:— At the suggestion of the municipal

authorities of Augusta, Me., I began in June, 1899, an

investigation of the milk supply of that city, and some
facts and conclusions arrived at by myself and co-workers,

aa set forth in my report, may be of interest to the profes-

sion.

That milk is an almost perfect culture medium for all

pathogenic bacteria, and consequently should be handled

under well-studied antiseptic precautions, is a fact well

known but too mucii ignored by the profession whicli aims

at saving life, especially in smaller cities and villages. Milk

occupies on our diet list a unique position, for several

reasons: (1) It contains no refuse matter
; (2) It contains

members of all the essential food elements, namely : Albu-
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minH aro r«|)rt'Hentc<l by casein and laofalhiimin, which

nmoiints on an avcra<;o in 100 s|M'cin)cnH cxainini d hy the

writer to 3.4 [tcr (!cnt. Fai.s arc rcprcm-ntiMl hy Imltcr

flit. al>oiit 3.7 |)cr cent. ; wiiiic \\\v liydrocarhoiis arc rcprc-

»cnlcd hy milk wiijjar, avcra-^iiij^ 4 7 per cent.; lastly, wc

luivc in the '• a>li " the inori^anic Halts. It occiipicH a

unicpio i)o.>iiti()n for another very ini[)ortant reaHon, in that

it is prtctically the only food staple taken into the stom-

ach uiistcrili/ed hy cooking, and no food needs steriliza-

tion more.

Kpnest Finchman, of London, makes a statement, as he

says, iariicly on theoreticid pjroiiiids, that "milk iniiiiedi-

dii'itely taken from the ('ow's tiddcr contains no h;i(;teria, lint

before it is fairly settled in the pail it contains more than

10,000 to the cubic centimetre." I must record a dilTerent

result from my observations, for in every instance where,

under the strictest antiseptic precautions, I have with-

drawn milk from the cow, I have found bacteria of various

kinds; most conspicuous were "bacillus coli communis,"

which could not have come from outside contamination.

My method of "milkinij; " was as follows : The udder was

rendered as nearly surgically clean as soap, alcohol, per-

mansjanate of potash, and corrosive sublimate would ren-

der it; then a sterilized silver canula with a sterilized rub-

l)er tube attached, with the distal end closed, was inserted

into the udder. The milk was allowed to run for two min-

utes, and then a portion was received into sterilized llasks,

and cultures made immediately. Some of the bacteria

found were non-pathogenic, such as the oidium lactis, but in

one sj)e( imen tubercle bacilli were clearly demonstrated,

and in several the bacillus coli communis. I will not here

enumerate all tlie varieties found by the tests.

There is nothing snr])rising in finding bacteria in the

milk ducts, when we stop to consider that the udder is by

no means an hermetically sealed part. Bacteria of any

sort which happen to be in contact readily gain access

and follow up the lacteal ducts even to the minute ramifi-

cation of the ndlk gland. If the gentle bovine happens to

be wading in a swamp, or lying in a dung heap, boih of

which customs she is prone to indulge in at favoring op-

portunities, her flanks, Iiair and udders, of course, swarm
with bacteria. Certain micro-organisms, for instance, that

which produces Inctic acid fermentation and those which

determine the color of milk, exist normally in the milk.

The oidium lactis may be well likened to the yeast germ,

and in itself is equally harmless, as are also the paracbro-

moj)horic bacteria whose products color tlie milk. If the

normally existing bacteria in milk were all that we had to

deal with, fewer children would die with cholera infantum,

ileocolitis and other zymotic diseases.

Probably the one bacillus giving us the most trouble is

bacillus coli communis, which, as i^ well known, exists nor-

mally in the colon of all warm-blooded animals, and when
existing to excess gives us diarrhea, dysentery, ileocolitis,

cholera infantum, or perhaps only chronic intestinal indi-

gestion of a milder degree. It is vastly different to pos-

sess a small, or we might say a normal, number of these

bacteria in the intestine, or have an excess of the same.

The animal economy can cope safely with a certain amount
of poison, or a certain number of bacteria, but beyond this

point, differing as to the " vital resistance," we may not go

witli impunity.

Were it possible for all infants brought uj) on artificial

food to receive at all times a supply of cows' milk which
was free from putrefactive and pathouenic bacteria, a re-

sult woidd be obtained beside which all other sanitary and
hygienic improvements of the past half century would seem
insignificant.

Leipsic, in a ])aper presented to the Diisseldorf Con-

gress in Berlin, gives the following resume :
" The contin-

uous use of milk sterilized by heat by infants leads to a

large number of cases of impaired digestion and nutrition,

anemia, rhachitis and scurvy, and in any case a predisposi-

tion to any and all infections." Of refrigeration nothing

need be said, except that only during continuance of the

low temperature a slight retarding of the development of

bacteria is accomplished. The sterilization of milk by

chemical meanfl an it haH h«f>n jiractined hy milkmen, dairy-
men and " contractorH." has been very crude and faulty,

(lood rea-'on for olijectionn to the uxe of borwic a/id, bicar-

bonate of sodium and salicylic Hcid exi«t<t, ba«ed on clini-

cal an<l labrjratory ex i)eri mentation. The one agent, bi-

carbonate of sodium, which appears perliap<t the mo«t
harndess is by no means the least harmful, though in its€lf

non-toxic. It is a very feeble germicide, but what it accom-
plishes in milk which gives a false sense of seeuritv is to

neutralize! tlu- acids produred by fermentation, while nf>t

retarding the develo|)ment of the germs widcli produce
the acids. In other words, it fiiits a mask on the milk, bo

tliat it does not present the gross badness with which we
associate decomposition, while at the same time all sorts of

ba(;teria may be swarming in the (hdd. Boracic acid,

more germi<;idal and also practically non-toxic, when in

milk in sidlicient amount to prevent develo|)ment of bac-

teria, also has an inhibitory effect on the digestive enzyme?.
Salicylate of sodium has a [)lace in our armamentarium,
t)ut it is removed from the dairy and kitchen, for the same
reasons that ajjply to boracic acid.

There has recently been brouirht forward by Reinhardt,
of Berlin, a chemical which combines some very valuable

properties, hitherto un(;ombined in any other single sub-

stance. To it he gives the chemical name " iso-eth\ line !

'

It is formed something after the manner of formaldehyde,
that is, by destructivi' distillation of eth} lie alcohol. While
it possesses some of the characters of formaldehyde it is

lacking in other essentials. The exact architecture of the

chemical equation is still a matter of doubt, though the

properties have been studied for two or three years. It is

volatile at temperatures above 100° F. Its germicidal ac-

tion is slightly less than formaldehyde. It responds feebly

to the ferric-chloride test for formaldehyde, as do two or

three other analogous bodies. I have recently made some
experiments with it on animals, and cannot learn that it in-

hibits digestion in strengths sufficient' to entirely stop de-

velopment of bacteria in milk and bouillon. It is effectual

only during its presence, and this in part explains the

reason that it has no inhibitory action on digestion, for the

body temperature is sufficient to at once volatilize it.

Even though this substance " iso-ethyline " possess all the

advantages we hope for it, it will be lookeil upon with some
doubt, because many of the chemical agents hitherto used
in milk are in disrepute, and for good reasons. It would
seem from some recent experiments that we were nearing
the proper solution of the " antise[)tic milk " (piestion. It

is certainly a subjict worthy of the most careful study and
research, and anything new which bears upon the subject

should be given to the profession.

Very truly yours,

G. M. Randall, M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending January 20th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps :

—
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

For thb Week endimq Saturday, January 20, 1900.
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TIIK MASSACIIUSKTTS STATIC HOSPITAL KOK
CONSIIMI'TIVES AT KUTLAND; ITS rUKPOSK
AND rillO WORK ACCOMPLISHED DlJRIN(i
THE FIRST YEAK.i

iiv viN«ncNT Y. iio\vi)ir<ii, m.i>., iiohton.

Ln tlu! s|)riii<r of I HI).") the Mjissjicluisctts Stiitc

Legisliituri', upon the sui;<;cstion of pliysiciiiiis and
members of the eity, appropriated ii sum of monciy for

the establishment of a hospital, or sanitarium, for tlu;

treatment of consumptives in a suitable location in the

Stiite.

The hilly region of central Massachusetts, in tin;

town of Rutland, about twelve miles northwest of

AVorcester, was wisely scslected by tlu; Board of Trus-

tees, and in Octolxir, I(Si)8, Governor Wolcott for-

mally declared the institution to be ready to receive

patients.

"This event marked an e])och in the treatment of

tubercular disease in our country, inasmuch as it was
the first legislative attempt in the United States to

cope with consumption and other diseases of tubercu-

lar origin.

The sanitarium treatment of phthisis has become
an old story to most of us, but until comparatively re-

cently in this countr}', institutions have been estal>

lished by private individuals only, and usually for

the well-to-do classes, the exceptions being, so far as

1 know. Dr. Truileau's Adirondack Sanitarium, th(;

Sharon Sanitarium and another small one at Aiken,
S. C., recently established under Dr. C. F. McOahan's
supervision, all intended for people of very limited

means. I am speaking of sanitaria for incipient

cases, not of hospitals for the hopelessly sick.

In the original prospectus of the Kutland Hospi-
tal, or Sanitarium, as it should more properly be
termed, the trustees use the following words : " Inas-

much as the primary puri)ose of the hospital is to ar-

rest the disease, and if possible to extirpate it, only
such patients will be admitted as are deemed not too

far advanced to admit of reasonable hope of radical

improvement. In no sense is the hospital to be con-

sidered as a home for the hopelessly sick ; for, great
as is the recognized need for homes of refuge for ad-

vanced consumptives, such service is manifestly in-

compatible with the even more needed service of res-

cuing lives that can be saved oidy by sanitarium
treatment."

The results of the first year's work are of special

interest, therefore, from the fact that tlu!y show wluit

can be done for people of very limited means, even in

the harsh climate of New England, which is consid-

ered so unfavorable for consumptives.
The hospital stands upon the southern slope of a

hill about a mile and a half from the village of Rut-
land, at an altitude of about 1,200 feet. It is pro-

tected on the northwest by a thick forest of pine,

hemlock and hard wood, overlooking the rolling

country of the centre of our State, Mt. Wachusett
being about eight miles to the north. The water
supply comes from Muschopauge Lake, near by, and
the sewage is disposed of by means of large fil-

ter beds on the northern slope of the hill, about a

mile distant. The buildings are arranged as pavilion

1 Read before the Clinical Section of the Sufifolk District Medical
Society, November 15, 1899.

wards, one; story in heiglif, Hpreading like the out-
stretched fingers of the hand towards the Mouth
from a long convex corriflor which «!ontiecfH the
i)uildings ; the; kit^-hen, lieating, electrical and laun-
dry de|)artmenls being all towards the northern side
of the institution. The patients sleep in open wards
as a nd(!, a few small isolated rooms bein^f used
chiefly in case of s(;vere illness or for -sperial reason-,

only. Sun-rooms and |(iazzas an; placerl at the «;n(U

of the wards, the whole arrang<;ment thrfnighoiit beinff

such as to obtain the maximum of both sunlight and
fresh air. For winter use, small temj»orary wooden
shelters are erected, open ordy towards the south,
where patients take; daily and hourly air baths. In
the neighboring wood, as picturesque and useful ad-
juncts to the hospital, are the various camj>s made by
the patients from boughs and other material and here
much of the daytime is passed both in summer and
winter.

At the outset many cases of advanced pulmonary
disease were admitted for whom there was verv little

hope of anything other than temporary improvement.
The large number of applications since that time has
justified the more careful selection of cases in order
that those with really incipient disease may have the
benefit of the treatment. By this decision we be-

lieve we accomplish the greatest good to the greatest
number.

From October 10, 1898. to October 1, 1899, the number of patients
who were admitted to my service was 212

Number re-admitted 2

Total number of admissions 214

Number discharged up to October 1, 1899 126
Number still under treatment October 1, I8!i9 88

214

Of the 126 discharged, the number who remained less than two
weeks and are therefore not considered in the results is . . 11

Tlie number who remained more than two weeks is . . .115
(Of these one was a case of bronchitis onlv.)

126

Of the remainder (114), the number discharged as "arrested
cases "is 35

Number " much improved " 37
Number " improved," including one case of tubercular disease
of the bladder, without pulmonary disease 17

Number "not improved," including those who failed and re-
turned to their homes or were sent to other hospitals . . 24

Number " well," bronchitis only 1

Number died in the hospital ^ 1

US

Synopsis of " Akrested C.vses."

Of these the number having bacilli in their sputa previous to or
after entrance 20

The number of cases without sputa on whom the tuberculin test
was tried with positive result 2

The number of cases having undoubted symptoms and physical
signs of pulmonary disease without bacilli. (Tuberculin test
not used.) 9

The number of cases having very suspicious symptoms without
definite signs in the chest (cough, malaise, slight fever, loss of
flesh, etc.). (Tuberculin test not used.) 4

35

In my nomenclature I have differed from some of

my colleagues for the following reason : By the use of

the term " arrest of disease," I have adhereil to the

custom which I have followed at the Sharon Sanita-
rium for several years, as being on the whole to me
the simplest method of describing those cases in

which all active symptoms, like cough, expectoration
and fever, have disapiieared and where the general
symptoms would seem to indicate a complete restora-

* This patient had so much improved that he had decided to leave
and keep a hen farm. In the train he received a sharp l)low on the
chest, which was followed by a severe hemorrhage, from which he
never rallied.
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tion to liealth, even when there may be abnormal

soiuuls in the chest remaining. The treacherous

nature of the disease, however, has made me unwill-

ing to use the term " cured " Veforc; many months

have ehipsed after cessation of active symijtoms, even

in cases where an apparent lack of definite signs would

seem to make such a chissification justifiabh' at the

time of discharge. The term " mucli imi)roved " is

used in those cases in which marked anu-lioration of

all or most of the prominent symptoms is noted,

for example, cough, expectoration, temperature and

weight, the degree of improvement of course varying

in individual cases from a state of decided improve-

degree or ])Ossibly rather marked improvement of the

symptoms is noted.

Condition upon Entrance of Cases Discharged as
"Arrested."

Incipient cases with slight signs in one or both apices ... 27
Cases with signs soniewliat advanced in one or both lungs . . 8

Average stay in the hospital of the "arrested" cases .

(Maxinuun slay 10 months, minimum stay (i weeks.)
.•Vveraj;e stay in the hospital of the total number dis-

charged before October 1, 1899, and whose cases are con-
sidered in the report (115)

Average stay in the hospital of those " much improved" .

Average gain in weight of the 35 arrested cases .

The largest gain in weight by any one of these arrested
cases was

The length of stay at the hospital of this patient was

35

4J mos.

4 mo8.
4 mos.

15 3.5 lbs.

45 lbs.

6 mos.

r
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rAlrs), Mild tlial all outvviinl syiiiptoiiis (IiH]i|i|i*'an-il at

liasi two moiillis hcforc discliarKc and she lias iciiiaimd

ill llii' sMiiir coiKlitiiiii cvt'i' since.

'rii«|(orooiilnK«»' " iirresloU" ciibom of piiliiioimry (llHoasu Ih 30.i)7
i

'I'lii' porodiilHUO of OHHOB "iiiuoli liiiprovod" and " liii-

lirovi'il," toKt'tlior 4« 10 |

•riui |»'ifoiitiij{«' "not liii|>roveil" 'Z\.'S.i-\

'\'\w poioKiilago of oiiHdH (ll«charg<Ml "wfll," on<r of broii-

cliitln only *'•

Tim |)orw>nlii(j;e of oadei) who dicil In llio liospUal (nwv) . .85

These facts are the result of careful e.vamiiiatioii of

the patient, hotli as to th(! j)hysical sii;iis in the chest

and the oi-neral condition at time of entrance ami !)<•-

fore discharoc. It is a curious and iiiterestino; point

that the perceiitaoe of arrestc^d cases is almost exactly

the same as that noted at the Sharon Sanitarium diir-

ino- the past ei<rlit years and is in accordance with the

experience of others in sanitaria elsewhere. That this

has been accomplished even when hampered by the

lack of sullicieiit approj)riati()n this year is additional

proof of the elHcacy of hygienic treatment alone in this

class of cases. With larger means at our command
we believt^ that even better results can be shown in the

fviture.

Ill oiTeriiio- this paper for your consideration it

should be distinctly understood that no claim is made
thus far other than that the disease has been arrested

in its progress ; in other words, that cough, expectora-

tion and fever have ceased ; and that the general con-

dition is one of apparent health, even though in some
cases abnormal sounds have persisted in the chest.

The crucial test of the efficacy of any method of tr(>at-

ment lies in its lasting effect. The subsequent histo-

ries, therefore, of these patients a few years hence will

be of special interest and of even greater value than

the present records.

lu a paper before the jVmerican Climatological

Association in New York last May I gave the subse-

(pient histories of 34 arrested cases treated at the

Sharon Sanitarium. The percentage of those who
had remained ai)parently well after intervals varying

from two to seven years since their discharge was
gratifyingly large. The results moreover were in-

structiv(\ inasmuch as in those cases where symj)toms

of the disease had returned it was, except in one case

who died after an ojx'ration, either because of the ap-

parently advanced condition of the disease at time of

entrance, or in consequence of the patients' returning

to unhygienic surroundings and occupations.

At Sharon and at Rutland constant effort is made to

induce jiatients to seek some other form of livelihood

than that in which the trouble arose, experience hav-

ing taught us the necessity of this advice. Persistent

effort in this direction will often accomplish much even

in cases whose outlook for a change in their life work
is far from encouraging at first.

One serious obstacle to success in some cases is the

lack of funds to enable patients to remain a sufficient

time under hospital supervision. Several discharged

as " much improved " during the year were apparently

on the highroad to renewed health and visior but were
obliged to leave Rutland from lack of means. This

could and doubtless will be obviated in the future by a

more generous ai)propriation, a part of which can be

devoted to the support of such people during the neces-

sary stay at the hospital.

METHODS OF TREATMENT AT KLTLAXU.

Whatever good results have been obtained are due
chietlv to hvgienic measures alone. In foUowino these

uiethodH nuK-h the Haiiie courHi; in pursued um in other
modern sanitaria for ctonHiimptiven. CoriHtaiit life in

the open air, whether resting or exercising, in iiiHiMted

upon. Ivxcept at th(! hours (»f rising and going to

bed (at which times in winlei- the heat is turned into

the wards), the wimlows are left open, varsing some-
what according to the outside temperature, during the

twenty-four hours. Sponge or plunge baths at regular
intervals are an essential part of the tnatiiient, whih-
three hearty meals aday, with lunches of milk, eggn or
their e(|iiivalent, are given. I'lilmonary gymiiasticH are
also taught and regularly practised. I>ittle weight has
been giv(;n to medicinal treatmeiitexceptas an occasional

adjunct to the other and more important kinds. One
attempt has been made with a certain form of serum
in a limited number of cases, but as the results were
<iuit(! negative it was discontinued after giving it a fair

trial. No record of the results should be given with-

out expressing my sincere appreciation of the cordial

c()-oj)eration of Dr. Marcley, the sui)erintendeiit. Miss
Thrasher, the matron, and the nurses, without whose
aid, often under difficult conditions, little could have
been accomplished.

To the indefatigable work of my a.ssistant, Dr.
Henry B. Dunham, wt; owe much of whatever success

has been attained, and to his colleague. Dr. David P.
IJutler, .Tr., my sincere thanks are due for his etficient

help during the recent unfortunate illness of Dr.
Dunham.

In thus showing you what is being done bv our
State for the treatment of tubercular disea.se, especially

in its pulmonary form, I have endeavored as far as
possible to avoid the much dreaded and much quoted
" personal equation " in giving results which have
been corroborated by others. That the sanitarium
treatment of phthisis is par excellence the most effica-

cious method of checking the disease, I am perfectly

convinced after a personal experience of eight or nine
years. The fancied objections which not many years
ago occasionally were, and even now are, offered against
it, such as the depressing effect of the patients upon each
other, the danger of infection upon segregation of con-

sumi)tives, etc., are mere shadows of the imagination
to those who have had any experience in the matter.
The manifold advantages far outweigh any possible
objections, and the results are far more gratifying than
an}' attempt at less radical measures.
At the opening of the Rutland Hospital I confess

now to having had considerable doubt as to the wisdom
of building open wards, lest the lack of privacy w ould
prevent many desirable patients from entering. All
fear on this point, however, has long since been
dispelled. The philosophy and good clieer shown by
most, if not every one, of the patients, under present
conditions, has been a most encouraging and inspiring

feature of the place. The method of having open
wards for a large number of j)atients has this distinct

advantage, moreover, that it allows a much laroer cir-

culation of air and freer ventilation than would be
{)ossible by an arrangement of small cubicles massed
together. The custom of single bedrooms, as in other
much smaller institutions, is of course at Rutland im-
practicable on the ground of expense.
At other times and places I have spoken of the

great need of such institutions not only in remote re-

gions but in properly selected sites near our great
cities. The fact that in three months after the first

patient was received the hospital was filled to its
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utmost capacity (about one hundred and seventy beds)

corroborates this opinion ; that similar institutions for

incipient cases are needed in diflcrent parts of the State

is also shown from the fact that the applications far

exceed the capacity of the hospital, many of them be-

ing from western IMassachusetts, the large majority,

however, coming from the eastern portion, esi)ecially

the vicinity of Boston. To increase the number of

institutions moreover, rather than to greatly enlarge

the capacity of the present hospital is nuuli to be pre-

ferred. The largest sanitaria abroad with a corps of

assistants have about 200 patients only. With a

larger number w(! run serious danger of making the

institution too bulky, and deterioration in the (piality

of work accomi)lished would almost inevitably follow.

A"-ain I wish to emphasize what 1 believi' to be one

of the most important features of an institution of this

natiu-e ; namely, its educational effect ti[)on the coni-

nnxnity in general. Having positive })r()of of the

beneficial effect of life in the fresh air, day and night, the

patients preach this gospel far and wide U) their fami-

lies and friends with good results which I believe to

be incalculable. Constant evidence of this is given in

numerous letters received from former patients. Dur-

ing their stay they have had it impressed upon them

that when they leave the institution they can act as

missionaries, as it were, in the crusade against tuber-

culosis by teaching others the value of fresh air,

proper diet, judicious exercise and cleanliness. That

the lesson has not been lost upon them is one of the

hopeful signs for the future.

To Massachusetts, then, belongs the credit of tak-

in(f the first step in this direction in the United States.

Indiana has lately followed her example, and if one

may judge by the enthusiasm displayed at a recent

meeting of the New York Academy of Medicine,

New York will not be slow in following the example

of her sister States. At that meeting a committee

was formed to confer with the nuuiicipal and State

authorities in consecpu-uce of a paper by Dr. Alfred

Meyer, upon the Rutland Hospital. That many in-

stitutions of similar character will in another decade

be established throughout the United States is more

than probable.

One fact must, however, be recognized and guarded

ao-ainst. In the enthusiasm which mai'ks the begin-

nino- of every new movement, we have to meet the

inevitable errors of judgment and exaggerations of

statement which, if not anticipated, will surely detract

finally from the merits of any cause. Where popular

interest is excited, as in this case, these dangers are

more than doubled. Already we have been obliged

to modify, if not deny, the exaggerated and often sen-

sational statements of the lay press in regard to the

Kutland Hospital. \\\', as physicians, are more or

less prone to seize upon new ideas, and in the first

o-low of enthusiasm to paint with too glowing colors

opinions which, under soberer judgment, have often

to be modified, even when not completely abandoned.

Progress seems to be always marked by the middle

path between ultra-conservatism and blind enthusiasm.

In urging vigorous State action in the treatment of

tuberculosis, we certainly cannot be accused justly of

taking either extreme ; we are simply building upon

the idea which received its first strong impulse from

Brehmer, in the mountains of Silesia, forty years ago ;

Mil idea which has steadily and surely grown, fostered

by the patient and careful work of competent obser-

vers in Europe and America. Keeping in mind the fact

that every method has its limitations and that as yet

there is no known })anacea, we can rejoice, neverthe-
less, in the public recognition of the necessity of

using radical measures, as our State is now doing, be-

lieving them to be a great step forward, not only in

the treatment but the prevention of tuberculosis.

That the medical profession of Massachusetts, there-

fore, may strengthen by their personal influence the

work just begun by the State is my earnest desire.

BRADYCARDIA, WITH REPORT OF A CASE.i

KV UK HARK F. ( UASE, M.D., ISOSTON,

Of the Medical Staff, /loston Dispensary; Instructor in Clinical
Medicine, Tufts College Medical School.

Bi:i.ii:vi.\G that cases of persistent slow pulse are

sufficiently rare and interesting to warrant reports, the

following is submitted

:

Mr. A., machinist, age seventy-five. His father

and mother died of phthisis ; four sisters and a brother

died of heart disease ; there is one brother now liv-

ing, eighty years old. lie has always used strong

tea and coffee in liberal amounts, and for fifty years

has consumed a ten-cent piece of tobacco daily, both
smoking and chewing ; of late this amount has lasted

him a week. In alcoholic liquors he has indulged very
moderately. There is no venereal history, and he has

never received any injury of consequence. At the

age of twenty-fiv(! he had rheumatic fever in several

joints, of about three months' duration. From that

time to seven years ago, he does not remember con-

sulting a physician. Seven years ago he had an at-

tack of bad breathing; said the doctor feared pneu-

monia, but was not confined to his room and fully

lecovered in a few days. At this time he gave uj) work
and has done none since, although he has been well

and active, frecjuently taking walks of several miles.

For the past year he has been obliged to take occa-

sional rests during the walks, on account of difficulty

in breathing.

February 2, 18D9, he consulted me on account of

edema of both legs, scantiness of urine and general

weakness, of about two weeks' duration. For ])ast

several months he has complained of a numbness of

head, vertigo and faintness, but has never fainted
;

also of being short winded and always feeling cold.

I^xamination showed a man six feet in height,

rather spare in flesh and active, of a calm nervous

temperament. TJiere was cyanosis of lips, nails and

ears ; the veins of hands and arms were very promi-

nent ; there was also some jiutfiuess under the eyes

and moderate edema of both legs and feet ; no ascites.

The pupils were contracted, but would react to light

and acconunodation. Knee-jerk and ankle clonus nor-

mal. The lungs and abdominal viscera were nega-

tive. There was no atheroma of radial, brachial or

temporal arteries. Pulse in right radial while sitting

was ^30 per minute, strong, full and regular; the left

radial the same, but less strong. A few minutes later

while standing the pulse was 26 per minute.

Exatnivatioti of heart.— Pulsation seen in epigas-

trium w bile sitting, not on standing. Percussion gave

no enlargement; if any change, it seemed undersized.

The apex beat was easily felt in the fifth interspace,

• Bead in part before the CUnical Sectiou of the Suffolk District

Medical Society, November 15, 189i».
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one inch witliiii \\\v iiippli!. At the iipcx the licurH

houimIs were liciinl, strong' .ind labored; soimlimcs ir-

n'jfiiliir, l)iit tisiiallv rc;,MiIai' ; iIktc was a solt, Idow-

iii'f, svslcdic iiiiinniir, Iraiisinitlcd to a little outside of

the iiipidc and ii|t\\ards for ahout two inches ; not

heanl in the hack. liie pnlinonic second sound was

sli^^iitly accentuated. The sounds over other valvular

areas were indistinct. The heart's systole and arterial

pulsations were synchronous.

'I'he app«'tite was fairly yood, thehowcds were rei^u-

lated l>v !i hixative. Acetate of potassium, Kt^frains,

three times daily, and tincture nux vomi<;a, ei^ht min-

ims, three times daily, were prescribed. The patient

at this time secMued very little inconvenienced by his

all'ection.

February 22(1. After ascending a flight of stairs

the breathing was accelerated and the ))ulse was .'52
;

after ten minutes, undergoing examination, pulse was

32 ; fifteen minutes later it was ,'50.

February 24th. Sitting, ))ulse 2!). Edema dimin-

jslu'd ; less cyanosis ; was passing more urine.

February 2Hth. Ikying, pnlse 2i) ; twenty min-

utes later, .'50. Edema still more dimininished ; less

trouble in breathing and feeling stronger.

March 2d. He was seen by Dr. Harold Williams

at Boston Dispensary and shown to students. Imme-
diately after going up two flights of stairs and being

somewhat excited, the pulse was 34 and irregular.

March oth. Edema nearly disap})eared ; no pitting.

Pulse 24. Was seen by Dr. Twombly, who agreed

in points of examination. During past several days

had taken nux vomica irregularly.

March lOtli. On account of the increased slowness

of pulse, nux vomica was increased to 12 minims,

three times daily, apparently without any effect. Ex-
amination of urine at this date was negative. Pulse

March 14th. While taking a sphygmogra])hic

tracing, in which he was much interested, there was
occasional irregularity of the pulse, which was 24.

Manh .{Oth. PiiIhc; 2I>.

Api-il 2il. Edema slightly dimininhetl ; MJight pitting
over tiliia-. Iririe increased; get.i up (»n<-e at ni;,dil,

but has not formerly. On my arrival, pulp^e wa«
2H, temperature !»M.(;°, respiration 22. While iiHing

the Hphygmograph the pulse reached ,{«;, the hi;,'li-

est I had ever counted it. 'J'here was uIho an occa-
sional irregularity, as noted on previouH occahioiin,

usually when patient was ex«;ited ; the condition in

sliown by tra<;ing of this date, the ordy time I huc-
cee(le<l in cat(;hing it with the Hphygmograph. 'I'lie

high [nilse rate and occasional irregularity I could
not account for, as the patient was not excited ; there
was no apparent cause. This was the last time I saw
him.

April 4th. He walked to his daughter's, a distance
of three-(piarters of a mile. On his arrival did not
seem fatigued or out of breath; he sat down ami
talked a few minutes. Shortly his daughter, not re-

ceiving a reply to a (piestion, looked up and saw that
he was very pale and motionless— " looked as if he
was dead." In a minute consciousness returned. He
became; purple, spoke a few words and vomited ; af-

terwards he felt all right. Directly after a light din-
ner he had another attack ; recovered in two minute's.

He sat up that evening and talked as usual, retired at

8 p. M., slept well and arose next morning refreshed,
but a little weak. During the morning of April .Oth

he had three attacks ; could tell when tliey were com-
ing on. That afternoon he went to bed, had one se-

vere attack and died. A physician who was called
said the pulse was as low as 2.5.

An autopsy could not be obtained.

The features of this case which seem of interest
are, (1) the cause of the slow pulse; (2) the dura-
tion ; (3) the influence of the excessive amounts of
tea, coffee and espt-cially tobacco ; (4) the relation of
the valvular lesion to the .slow pulse

;
(.")) the rise of

pulse and temperature three days before the patient
died.

/^>q-9/>V P ^.-^ -

March 17th, Pulse 27, standing ; temperature 97°,

respiration 2(5, following exercise.

March lUtli. Pulse 27, standing ; temperature 98°,

Pulse 27, sitting ; temperature 98°,

Prescribed atropia, .01 grain, three

respiration 21.

March 21st.

respiration 20.

times daily.

March 24th. Before going up two flights of stairs

hurriedly, pulse 20, respiration 24. After, pulse 28,

respiration 29. Some edema present ; mouth very

It will be seen in the following list of cases that this

case is assigned to a class in which the cause is rarely

determined before death, and not always, bv anv
means, at the autopsy. During his ilhu^ss seven years
ago, he said " the doctor took his jjulse aiul remarked
that he had some fever," and he inferred that the rate

was high. From correspondence with the physician I

found he did not remember the case ; had there been
a markedly slow jiulse, it seems probable that he w ould
have recalled it. The duration of the symptoms ha^

APR 2.- P. 3 5^.

dry ;
pupils dilated. Omit atropia ; take potassium I been less than one year, and probably the slow pulse

acetate, 15 grains, three times daily. I did not much precede them. Tea. coffee and tobacco
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have been assigned as causes of bradycardia ; that

either was the cause in this case vvouM be diflicult to

l)rove. Bradycardia, as we all know, is rarely met in

valvular lesions, its presence from whatevt^r cause

might be expected to interfere with comi)eiisation, and

in this case it seems not improbable that it may have

done so. That the valvuhir lesion was the cause of

the slow pulse there is no way of determining. In

any similar cas(^ a spasmodically increased jjulse rate

without apparent cause would to me be an ominous

sign.

Anotlu^r case that r(!cently came under my observa-

tion will serve as an example of another very differ-

ent type of bradycardia, and may warrant a brief re-

port.

Man, forty years old, health generally good. Ex-
amined him in May, 18!)!), with reference to his heart,

which was found normal ; pulse the same. Was
called to him in October, 18!)!), on account of an at-

tack of indigestion, and found the pulse 4^5 and 4.5

per minute. During the hour I was with him it did

not exceed 45, and was synchronous with the heart's

systole. The next morning the patient was feeling

quite well and the pulse was !)0; three days later it

was 74 jjer minute. There were no symptoms refer-

able to the slow heart's action; the duration probably

did not exceed twenty-four to forty-<'ight hours. The
cause was most pro])ably a reflex one arising from the

stomach.

The term " bradycardia " has been given by Grob
to those cases of slow pulse which are synchronous

with the heart's systole, the rate being less than (10

per minute. The term has, however, been incorrectly

applied to cases in which the pulse and heart's systole

were not synchronous, the i)ulse for some reason fail-

ing to indicate every ventricular contraction. More-
over, there has been a tendency with some writers to

accejit only a lower rate, as oO or under, as constitut-

ing a bradycardia. Hence there is confusion not only

regarding the rate but the fre(|uency of occurrence of

bradycardia, (irob, during a period of three years at

the Zurich Medical Clinic, found 82 cases of slow

])ulse in ^5, ">78 cases observed ; all but four occuned
in males. Riegel, in seven years' observation at the

Giessen Medical Clinic, found 1,041 cases in 7,5 (!7

patients; 710 were in males, ^J^l in females. On the

other hand, K. Gossett Brown in 188!) said :
" In

many thousands of cases both in hospital and in pri-

vate practice, I have twice seen cases of slow pulse."

The most obvious reason for this discrepancy in obser-

vations would seem to be a difference in pulse rate re-

ferred to, that of Brown's probably being nuich lower

than that given by Grob. Acce})ting Grob's rate,

cases of bradycardia may l)e considered of fairly com-
mon occurrence.

It nuist, however, be borne in mind that the figures

of (irob and Riegel have reference to hospital cases

only, a class in which slow pulse is more commoidy
met, being secondary to some illness, but it occurs in

the healthy as well as in tlie sick. Statistics coUecti^d

froui all sources, though of larger figures, would show
a n)uch smaller \)vy cent, of ])ra(lycardia than the

above. Prentiss, who in 1H81I nmst have made a dili-

gent sean^h for individually reported cases, collected

94. To this iHunber I have Ix^en abb; to add but nine

cases reported since 18^SI), making a total of 103 cases.

This collection differs from that of Grob's and Rieiiers

in embracing a far larger pi'oportion of the unusual
types. Of these 10.'5 cases, excluding those due to

fatal injury and others in which the age is not given,

we have 77 cases, of which the average age is fouiul to

be fifty-three years. Adding H4 of these cases in

which the sex is recorded to (Jrob's and Riegel's col-

lections we have a total of 1,207 cases, which is a

larger nund)er and offers a greater representation of all

classes than any statistics jn-eviously presented. Of
these 1,207 cases we fiiul over 70 per cent, occurred

in males. The fact that bradycardia is more common
in males than in females has given occasion to Morison
for an article on this feature, in which he concludes :

" The belief is justfiable in the meantime until statistics

prove the contrary that the constitution of the male
more fre(iuently results in bradycardia than do the like

conditions in the female, although large statistics show
that heart disease is more common in women than in

men."

The conditions in which bradycardia occurs are of in-

terest, and are well given by Riegel in his classification,

which, by the way, is the one most generally acce[)ted.

It is as follows :

(1) Physiological bradycardia.

(2) Pathological bradycardia.

Physiological bradycardia includes those cases due
to ])liysiological conditions only. Probably Napoleon's
case is the best-known example of this type. The
condition is reported to have been observed in entire

families. It occurs in the puerperal state at full term,

abortions and j)remature labors ; also in fasting and
other conditions. In any case of slow jjulse an ex-

tended observation may be necessary to determine its

class.

Patholoyical bradycardia embra(;es ;ill cases not

])hysiologi(!al. It occurs in the following coiulitions :

(1) Convalescence from acute fevers, such as j)neu-

monia, typhoid fever, erysipelas, scarlatina, diphtheria,

acute rheumatism, and the like. It is most seen in

young j)ersons in whom the fever has run a normal
course. Ilibbard concludes that its presence in young
children with dij)htheria is a sign of serious heart

trouble. According to Atkinson and others, it is met
with in the beginning of acute I'heumatism as well as

in convalescence.

(2) Diseases of the digestive system : Acute, chronic

and nervous dysj)epsia, ulcer and cancer of stomach,

and esophageal affections.

(3) Respiratory diseases : Einpliysenui, l)roncliitis,

j)ltiuritis and laryngeal att'ections.

(4) Circulatory disturbances : Myocarditis, fatty

degeneration of heart, pericarditis and arteriosclero-

sis ; not common in valvular diseases.

(5) Diseases of the urinary organs : Nephritis and

cystitis.

(G) Toxic agents : Uremia, lead, alcohol, tea, coffee,

tobacco and certain drugs.

(7) Constitutional disorders : Anemia, chlorosis and
diabetes.

(8) Diseases of the nervous system : Ej)ilepsy,

ai)oplexy, cerebral tumors, nu'dulla affections, injury

to cervical cord, meningitis, mania, melancholia, and

the like.

(9) Various other affections, as skin diseases, affec-

tions of the sexual organs, sunstroke, etc.

After giving these divisions and subdivisions, Riegel

feels that there are still cases which may not properly
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conic iimlcr this ifroiipiiij,', :iiul incntioiis uh iiii c.viiiii|ilc

lliosf ciist's in old imtsoiis in u lioni sonic un'cctioii of the

h<-iirt i»r hh)0(l-vcsH('lH, most |»iol»;ihIv ilnc to ohi ii;,'c.

is llic cause of the sh)\v pulse. A^ain, of th(^ !M cases

hv I'rentiss, in .'{;"» no cause is assinnecl foi- the sU\\\

pulse. This is of parlieuhir si<;nilicancc for the reason

that every writer has prohaldy <lone his utmost to as-

certain th(> cause.

l''or the al)ove reasons, hut inoi'c particiihuix from

the ohservation of one of these eases and tJie stmiy of

inanv reportecl eas('s, I am led to helieve there is a

class of <'ase which thus far has iu)t received its due

amount of consideration. In confirmation of this he-

lief I present a series of eases which, hoth in nundter

and in similarity to one another, seem suMicieut to eslali-

lish a class of their own. In innnher they eoiistitnti!

ai)out one-third of all the individually reported cases,

and uiidouhtedly many more might he added to this

list: were they not of particular interest they proln

ahly would not have heeu reported.

Of .'{.S cases in which the ajje is jiivcn, the averaw

other cases of a dilfererit type it is a femjM»rarv condi-
tion. 'rrulVef has divided all cases into (I) Tninnifory
and (2) Pmminfnt hradycardia. This division, like

all others, has heen more or less «Titi«:ised. The tem-
perature in the few euHes recorded was hultnormaj,
except perhaps near tlie end.

The hradycardial symptoms nferred to c<»nsist of

attjieks of syneojie, vertigo, dyspnea and sensitivenesH

to cold, all of which may he due to disturhanees of
the (;irculation, resulting from the slow jtulse. These
symptoms were present in all hut one ease. It is of
interest to note that in a large niimher of these f;a«f;H

no acreompanying disease has l)een apparent, anrl fjvrai

in those cases attended hy some alfer-tion it wf)idd
often seem aipiestion of how much i)iflnen<-e it mav have
had on the hradycardia. From tin; indiscrinnnate iis«'

of the terms '" epileptic," '' epileptiform" and " apoj)le-e-

tie" in the reports of th(!se eases, it is difficult at

times to determine; if a true epilepsy or apoplexy were
present. Perliui)s attacks of syncope may have been
mistaken for true " epileptic fits,"

HRIKF REl'UKTSOF THIKTY-FIVE CASES OF SLOW PULSE, DESIGNATED BY THE AUTHOR AS CASES OF
IDIOPATHIC BRADYCARDIA.

No.
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pulse," and the like. Unlike the cases clue to acute

fevers, digestive disturbances, etc., this type is rare

;

from the usual fatal termination it becomes of espe(;ial

interest and warrants consideration. Should it not

then be assigned to a class of its own ? Two olassiti-

cations have already been referred to, Kiegel's and

Truffet's.

Hiegel's classification is based on tlu- pliysiological

and pathological conditions sup})Osed to exist, for cer-

tainly our knowledge of the idiysiology and pathology

of bradycardia at tlic present time warrants but little

more than a supposition in any case. Besides, under

one heading he groups those temporary cases usually

terminating favorably, together with the persistent

cases generally ending fatally. Surely a distinction

should be made between these two classes.

Truffet, as I have said, bases his classitication on the

duration, and jjlaces nnder one division those persistent

cases generally believed to be due to physiological con-

ditions, and not affecting the health, together with the

persistent cases ending fatally. Here again a distinc-

tion should be made, if possible.

Flint has divided all cases into •"functional" and
" organic." But this division, like Kiegel's, calls for a

knowledge of the pathological conditions, which we

lack.

Without entering further into a discussion of this

feature, let us understand (and it is hoped it has been

made clear) that there an; three types of bradycardia,

which differ from one another either in cause, dura-

tion, symptoms, or termination. Then let us assign

each type to a class of its own. Such a division, one

consisting of three classes, has been made by (irob,

and he has used the terms " physiologic," " idiopathic
"

and " symptomatic," which are perhaps as significant

as any, and to avoid the introduction of new terms it

seems best to use these, but with a somewhat different

assignment of cases. Thus we have (1) Physiological

bradycardia, (2) Idiopathic bradycardia, (^5) Sympto-

matic bradycardia.

Physiological bradycardia includes those cases due

to physiological conditions only. This class is fairly

well agree(i to by all writers on the subject.

Idiopathic; bradycardia may embrace those cases of

persistent slow })ulse usually occurring in advanced

life and more connnonly in the male sex, accom-

panied by the usual bradycardial symptoms, but rarely

attended by any discoverable disease which is the

cause; the termination is usually fatal, thouglr cases

have been known to last for years without seriously

affecting the health.

Symptomatic; bradycardia should include all cases

embraced by Riegel's pathological division, excepting

the above classes. To this class belong those cases in

which the pulse; is symptomatic of some usually appar-

ent (;ondition, ordinarily of temporary duration, but it

may include cases terminating fatally from injury, sun-

stroke, poisoning and certain other serious conditions.

As has been said, all classifications are subject to criti-

cisms, but it is hoped the one now offered may in a de-

gree serve its intended ])urpose.

Cause.— The immediate cause of bradycardia may
be due to (a) a condition of the nerve centres produc;-

ing either irritation of the jjueumogastric or paralysis

of the sympathetic (acccderator) nerves of the heart;

(h) a condition of the j)ne\nnogastri<; increasing its irri-

tability ; (f) a condition of the sympathetic nerves

paralyzing them ;
{d) or to some condition of the

cardiac ganglia in which the influence of the pneumo-
gastric preponderates

;
(e) or a condition of the heart

muscle whereby it fails to respond to the normal stimu-

lus ; (f) or to poisons acting either on the nerve cen

tres or endings.

Pathology.— Our knowledge of the jjhysiology of

bradycardia is limited, and the same is true of the

pathology ; at the same time, regarding the pathologi-

cal causes of bradycardia we are not lacking in theories.

The following 31 autopsy reports give some idea of

the pathological conditions thus far observed.

Disease of ^rain. —Hydrocephalus, Oases IV, XXIV and XLV ,'

softening, Case XXXIX ; adhesions, Case XXV ; abscess of nieduHa,
Case XX^"1II. Total, six cases.

Disease or injury of Conl. — Fracture of cervical portion, (.'ases

XXIX, XXX. XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXVII
i
indura-

tion. Case XXXV. Total, eiglit cases.
Disease of Heart. — Fatty degeneration, Mayer's, (^ases XXXVIIl,

XVII [ ; ossification of aortic valves, Case X ; hypertrophy. Case
XXII ; dilated, Case XIII ; heart flabby and mitral lesion, Case L

;

mitral lesion, (;ase LXXV^llI ; aneurism of ventricular septum. Case
XLVII

;
gumma of ventricular wall, Coggeshall's. Total, ten cases.

Disease of Circulatory System. — Ossification of coronaries, Clay-
baugh's, Case XXI ; arteriosclerosis, Hanoi's, two cases ; ossificatiou
of aorta, Case VIII. Total, five cases.
Negative. — Cases I, LXXXVl. Total, two cases.
Numbered cases are taken from Prentiss's collection.

Prognosis.— From what has already been said it is

believed the prognosis of the various types of brady-

cardia is fairly evident.

Treatment.— As to treatment it is also evident that

many cases recpiire none, the removal of the cause

effecting a cure. In those cases where the patient

suffers from the result of a slow pulse, and in which
life may be threatened, rest and certain drugs seem
indicated. Strychnia, atropia and nitroglycerin are

most commonly used, but in the majority of cases with-

out any beneficial effect.

A complete review of this subject has not been at-

tempted. If the reader's attention has been directed

to the following points the object of this paper is at-

tained.

(1) A pulse rate under (JO, which is synchronous with

the heart's systole, constitutes a bradycardia, accord-

to Grob.

(2) The condition, all classes considered, is of com-

mon occurrence.

(3) It is much more common in males than in fe-

males.

(4) There are thi'ee types of brady(;ardia, as classi-

fied according to their clinical aspects.

(.5) The chiss here termed idiopathic bradycardia,

on account of its usual fatal termination, must not iii

any case be passed by as a mere curiosity.
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1 1 is u riiii(liini<'iit:il [jrinciplc in our j)r()l'cs.siuii and

in tlm scii'iicc of the licalino; :irt, thut the (irst step in

the niMiiaironR'ut of a (•as<' is to study, int('r|)r('t, and

t^lucidati^ .symptoms and signs; in other words, make a

diagnosis. And, generally speaking, tlie art of diag-

nosis has of late years spn-ad far in advance of the

power to arrest or cure disease.

Abdomitial lesions, traumatic or patJwloyic.— The
uhove holds good in the lesions of any organ in the

body ; however, there yet remain very many patho-

logic conditions within the abdominal cavity wherein

deiinite diagnosis is not possible, except through the

breach made by the surgeon's scalpel, the exploratory

incision, and exploratory manipvdation, something

which under many circumstances greatly adds to the

gravity of many cases.

Hemorrhage, perforation, obstruction, or enteric

paresis.— Very often, after a grave abdominal contu-

sion, who can say with certainty which one of the

above conditions prevails ? The patient is hi shock,

with a distended belly ; in pain ; is vomiting, and de-

pressed in spirits. He is anxious to live and ready to

take the chances of an operation. But let it not be

forgotten that injudicious operations kill. Our respon-

sibility here is terrible when we properly view the

case, and assume for the mouKMit that the patient is a

member of our own family.

Without operation.— But we endeavor to (juiet our

conscience by affirming that the patient " must die in

any event." This is a vicious conclusion, as we all

know that the abdominal viscera possess remarkable
power of safely adjusting themselves to many patho-

logic conditions. Intra-abdominal hemorrhage is rarely

mortal per se. Stimson, some years ago, showed by
statistics that of the penetrating gunshot wounds of

the abdomen, the mortality was larger after laparotomy

than those cases treated on conservative lines. Reclus,

of Paris, has demonstrated the same condition of

affairs. The latest surgical re})orts from the campaign
in South Africa by Sir William MacCormac ^ point

strongly in the same direction.

The late Ilispano-American imbroglio again showed
that there was no place for " abdominal surgery on the

battlefield," as the few who had the abdomen opened
for bullet w'ounds succumbed, while all those who
were left alone did well.

If in doubt, don't interfere.— Unless our patient is

in fau'ly good form, or unless the symptoms point

unequivocally to the seat of a lesion which ire know
to be definite, leave the jiatient alone, or rather follow

closely on conservative lines. Unhappily, in our

days, there is altogether too much surgery of the abdo-

men done simply for the purpose of '' operating."

When death follows an acute abdominal lesion,

before reacting infiammation sets in, it is invariably

attributed to hemorrhage or shock. The rupture of a

> Lancet, Jannary 20tli.

Iiollovv vIhcus is alwayn followed by gn-ut nliock. To
operate on one in thih state depiivcH liini of IiIh only
hope of recovery. Rather wail till reartion hetn iii,

though we have lli<n to deal with peritonitis. But
h;t lis not open our eyes in aiiiazeincnt at the mention
of " [)eritonitis," for this follows every N(Malled " ;iMei>-

tic " op(!ration |)erfoiined in the peritoneal <-4ivitv, even
when very good iccovc-ries are se<'nred. 'I'he Frendi
use the refined term '• i>prilonisme" for iIiIh pOHtrO]>cra-

tive condition.

Perforation or mechanical obstruction.— Will not
.some of those of a fervid imagination and who have
an exj)lanation for ctvei-ything be kind enough to

point out the fundamental distinction between the
symptoms of perforation and those of obstruction ?

Absence of he[)atic dulness is a fairly certain <niide

in some instance's, but it may be wanting. In iMjth

the onset is sudden ; the patient is s(>ize<l with furious
colic, just such as is noticed in acute hepatic, renal, or
api)endicular stenosis. ^Manipulation of the abdomen,
with the history of the case, will not always assist us
in ferreting out the seat of trouble.

But, with some grave cases, there is no antecedent
history of any moment ; the abdomen may be clothed
by a six-inch layer of alxlominal fat, or it mav be as

hard as a plank from muscular spasm.
Traumatic and pathologic conditions.— In trau-

matic conditions leading us to suspect grave intra-

abdominal lesion, the time to operate, if to operate at

all, is indeed a .serious problem : but in pathologic
states, with but few exceptions, indubitable signs or
symptoms of perforation or obstruction call for prompt
surgical iuterference as the only means of saving life.

Crushes of the abdomen with grave symptoms. —
When laparotomy is performed after violent com-
pressive or concussive force has been sustained the
mortality is very great.

To do a laparotomy for a moderate intraperitoneal

hemorrhage is an inexcusable blunder, as it places life

in needless jeopardy for a condition comparatively
harndess in itself. When the extent of visceral di.s-

oi-ganization is large, with few exceptions, the only
effect of a laparotomy is to shorten life. In violent

abdominal contusions after evisceration, we are fre-

quently unable to immediately determine just what
extent of gangrene may later follow.

In this class we should hesitate, deliberate, and
weigh our cases well before we commit them to the
last extremity of major surgery. I can recall about
a dozen such cases in my own practice. Not a single

one survived that was laparotomized. As the full

course of anesthesia was approached their eyes closed,

never to open again, for but few of them ever rallied

from the shock. Three of such cases have come
under my care within a > ear.

Case I. A vigorous young man riding a " wheel
"

collided with a heavy watering-cart, was thrown down,
both wheels passing over his body, just above the
umbilicus. Brought to the hospital in desperate
shock. Six hours later, rallied somewhat. Belly
ballooned, hypersensitive, lower extremities drawn up.

vomiting, but no blood, hands cold, pulse thready,

bedewed in a cold perspiration, suffered agonizing
pain till morj)hine was freely given. Hepatic dulness
absent, abdomen tympanitic to percussion, rather of

the character oi false meteorism than true or enteric.

Operation.— Everything in readiness for complica-
tions or accident, etherization was begun and continued
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with ciiution. A central incision throuiih tlie median

raphe above the navel was made, the ])eritoneiim

pnnctnred, when there issued throuiih, first a ^ush of

gas, tluin fluid blood and clots, with semi-digested food

and fecal matter. There had not been very much
blood lost. The transverse colon was torn off from

the gastrocolic omentum, the bowel laid open on its

anterior border. Drawing the stomach out through

the incision, a rent com{)letely through its j)osteii(n-

wall near the cardia was found. Liver was not in-

jured ; blood oozed Uj) behind the hepatic flexure of

the colon. Exploring deeply, came on a rent in the

capsule of the right kidney ; this was sutured and

bleeding arrested. Wound in colon closed easily

and (juickly, the one in the posterior wall of stomach

reached and sutured with great diHiculty. The small

intestine was then com|)letely turne<l out, when it and

all the viscera were scrutinized. Peritoneal cavity

was well washed and dried. Abdominal incision

closed. Keturiied to bed in great collapse. Reacted

well. At midnight had report that his condition was
excellent. Called at G a. m. at liosjjital myself, to

find that he suddenly sank at »3 A. .m.

Autopsy at 5 v. m. same day. Rents sutured had

closed completely, there had been no consecutive

hemorrhage. Such had been the melancholy end of

a case wherein recovery had been hoped for.

Cask II. Patient, a young man twenty-seven

years old, was working a large circular saw, when
he was struck sideways by a large sjjlinter of plank.

His left forearm, whi(;h was flexed at the time he was

struck, was fractured through both bones. Timber
glanced and hit him in the hypogastrium, knocking

him down. Saw him three hours after the accident.

In deep shock and great agon}'. Was prepared for

laparotomy. On opening the abdomen there issued

forth an enormous gush of bright red blood. There

was found a deep laceration in the left lobe of liver

with evident rupture of the celiac axis. Notwith-

standing large intravenous injections of saline were

given mortal symptoms so rapidly culminated that we
had to discontinue intra-abdominal manipulations and

close the incision, but before it was completed the

patient was dead. An autopsy was not permitted.

This was a case in which there was no evidence of

perforation of any of the hollow organs, one in which

it seemed to me that full stimulation and free opiates

might have afforded the patient a chance.

My ex])erience has been that the value of intra-

venous injections has been much overestimated. They
certaiidy, alone, are not to be trusted in acute trau-

matic anemia. I am inclined to believ(i that by rap-

idly diluting the blood, impairing its hemostatic prop-

erties, and by distending the arterial system, this

excess of aqueous material very much interfere with

nature's provision against death from hemorrhage.

Cask III. A boy of twelve years fell from a

cherry tree, striking his abdomen on the rail of a

fence. Was brought into the hospital in great dis-

tress. Had free vomiting, tympanitic abdomen, alv

sence of hepatic dulness. Nine hours after entrance,

sextio abdominalis. Large escape of gas and blood

intermixed with chylous elements. A rent in the an-

terior wall of the stomach and through the jejunum

in upper fifth wen; found. There was free bleeding

from tile mesenteric vessels, which were ligated and

rents (piickly closed, but before peritoneal toilet was
completed, patient succumbed. Autopsy denied.

i

Might this last case not have survived by sympto-
matic treatment alone ? W^ith the rents in the ali-

mentary canal and chylous leakage, it might seem
preposterous to make such an iiupiiry, but facts are

hard things to get over. The periton<'uni, we know,
possesses remarkable digestive and absorbent proper-

ties. An intestine heals with astonishing rapidity,

and the jejunum being generally emptv there is little

chylous material to escape.

My sad experience with these three cases, coming
rapidly after each other in one y(^ar, chilled my en-

thusiasm for early oi)eration in this chiss. Unless we
are assured beyond all doubt that a large rent or rupt-

ure of a hollow organ is involved, immediate scittion

for violent contusions of the abdomen should be dis-

coui-aged, and under any circumstances ])efore reac-

tion is established it is a desperate resource of very
(piestionable expediency.

Clinical ISDepartment*

A CASE OF MULTIPLE CEREBRAL HEMOR-
RHAGES FROM CHRONIC LEAD POISONING,
WITH NECROPSY.i

BY J. W. COUHTNEV, M.D., ISOSI'ON,

Assistant in Neroous Department, lioxlon City Hospital ; Visiting
I'liysician to (he Home for Incurables, Dorchester.

The reason for the vague title first given to this

communication lies in the fact that when Dr. Ogden
spoke to me about it, a week or more ago, the brain

which I have to show had not yet been sectioned.

The clinical history of the case is as follows : The
patient, a married man of forty-one and a painter by
occupation, presented himself for treatment at the

Nervous Out-Patient Department of the City Hospi-

tal on the 18th of September last, complaining of

constant headache, dizziness, muscular tremor, and, at

times, nausea. The headache was vertical and occipi-

tal, and extended down the back of the neck, especially

on the right. There was some complaint of deafness

for the past year. The patient was said to be excit-

able and irritable and to be suffering from some im-

pairment of memory. His family history was nega-

tive from a nervous and mental standpoint. As to

his personal history, he said that he had always been
well except for two attacks of colic, the first of which
occurred six years ago and lasted for about five weeks ;

the second was in June, IH'.)'.), and was slight in char-

acter, but accompanied by dizziness, nausea and vom-
iting. Consciousness was lost on one occasion during

this attack, and altogether the jiatient was confined to

his bed for about ten days. From this time he

claimed to have never fully recovered, and he had
done no work for over a year on account of general

weakness. Venereal disease was strongly denied, as

well as excess in alcohol and tobacco.

The physical examination mad<? Sei)tember IHth

reads :
" Slight tenderness of right occipital region and

suj)erior curved line, down the neck and right pos-

terior lat(!ral region. No tenderness over mastoid.

Station good. Pupils react to light and acconnnoda-

tion ; external ocular nniscles normal. Tongue i)ro-

truded slightly to right; blue line on gums. Heart

' Read before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, November 15, 1890.
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nc'fiitivc, cxct'itt lliiit Ht'coiid soiiiid is artu'iitiiiitfd over

wlioli- cunliiic !irc:i. TIktc is ii iiKMlcratc Irnnor of

IiuimIs, wliicli is iiKTcascd diiiiii;; cxcitciiiciit. Kiicc-

jci-ks jrcHid; 111! cloiHis. No tciulciiicss idxxit l<']lis."

The iiriiu- siiowcd s|K'cilic iii:i\ ilv 1 .<»! 2 ; alliiiiiiin

(iiif-tfiilli |)»'r ft'iit. ; iiosnyar.

A dia<'ii()sis of lead poisoiiiiii; was made, tlif patiiiil

"ivcii KI, l()<jrains, tiircc limes dailv, and rcrcncd to

llif Kar |)r|iartm('nt for cxaiiiiiiatioii.

A note l»v Dr. .1. .1. 'I'lioinas a Wfciv later rea(l>:

*' 'reinperatiire 1)!>"
; lieadaelie |irett\ constant; no

cpistaxis; bowels re<;ular."

Dr. \\. !M. Holmes, of the Kar Depart nnMit, re-

|)ort(Ml :

'*
'I'iie cerumen in this man's eai's conld cause

liis verti^yo and tinnitus. There is a cinonic dry mid-

dkf-ear iiillanimation and some tension on membrane.

This can he relieved."

A further not<' by Dr. 'I'homas, under same date

as above, says : "Abdomen iieyative, no rose spots;

spl((en not palpable."

Tiie iodide was continued and sodium phosphate in

10-<>rain doses was yiven to aid elimination from the

bowels. A specimen of urine was sent to Dr. Oijjden

for lead examination.

I first saw the patient on October 2d. His main

complaint then was of e.xcruciatinif pain in the head,

with occasional nausea and vomiting. The pain was

located by him chiefly in the left side of the head and

the vertex, and somewhat in the left frontal re<iion.

He had also noticed that his vision was failing. There
was marked pallor of the face and mucous membranes,

but except for the tremor, which was flexor-extensor

in the liands and involved also the face, })hysical ex-

j)loration was negative.

On account of the exceptionally intense character of

the headaciie, associated as it was with nausea and

more or less vomiting, I was impelled to believe that

lead was not the only factor present in the case, and

entertained the possibility of cerebral neoplasm. With
this idea in mind 1 referred the man to the oculist,

for examination of his eye grounds, and on October

11 til received the following report: "This patient is

hypermetropic and is wearing suitable glasses. The
media and fundi are clear, but the right optic disc is

moderately hazy, the left much less so. While the

condition may be normal for him, I think it would be

well to se(^ if it changes any."

October "i.'Jd, Dr. Ogden reports: "Trace of lead

in 500 cubic centimetres of urine."

The patient says that he has been in bed for a week
past on account of the pain in his head. This jjain

has been so intense as to make him shriek and groan,

and for three nights in succession gave him no sleep

at all. While talking to me he complained of pain in

the vertex, as if some one were pulling his hair out by

the roots, and said that slight shaking of the head or

movement of the jaws was sutHcient to start tlie pain.

He had had no diplopia.

A second examination of the eyes was made on this

day by Dr. Ci. H. Thomas, and the following noted

:

" The outline of the right disc is slightly more hazy
and that of the left decidedly more hazy than at last

examination. To my mind there is a distinct swell-

ing of both discs."

In my subsc([ueut handling of the case I was led by
the following considerations: Heri' was a man who
had not been exposed to lead for about a year ; who
ha<l had no colic for many months ; and who presented

M(»iie of tlie peripheral nerve leHioHH common to !< .nl

poisoning. 1' iirtherniore, exuniinalion of bin urine for

lead hud shown only a slight trace in '>00 cubic centi-

mt-tres. For these reason^, and from the fact of the

great rarity of cephalic (naiiifestations of lead in this

community, I was inclined to view had merely as a con-

tributing eleujcnt, and favore«l the idea of cerebral

neo|ilasni. This idea was strengthened, ai I li:i\e

hinted, by the |»ersi>lent and constantly increasing

headache, by the nausea and the beginning papilliti-.

ill both eyes. The tremor I (considered might Ih- con-

sistent with either lead or tumor. As to the nature

and seat of the new growth, I naturally rlid not at-

tempt to form a positive idea from the data at h.ind.

but with the intention of excluding gumma, I applied

the therapeutic test of mercury. Thi> soon pioducid

a stomatitis and was stopped.

On the ;!Oth of October, twenty-eight day« after I

saw the. patient for the first time, and about a month
and a half after his first advent to the hosjtital, he re-

ported that his headache was still constant but not so

severe. He went home, passed a fairly good night

and in the morning his wife went ofi" as usual to her

work, leaving him comfortably fixed in bed. At noon
one of the neighbors came in to get him something to

eat and found him dead.

Through the family physician, Dr. H. .1. McCor-
mack, of Koxbury,I was enabled to obtain a necropsy,

and this was kindly done for me by Dr. Joseph Pratt,

of the Pathological Dejiartment of the City Hospitid,

some four or five hours after death. The head only

was opened. The calvarium was nornuil, but the

dura was nuieli injected and seemed to adhere over
the left frontal region. There was much serous drij)-

ping from the brain and the convolutions generally

showed abnormal flattening. Palpation of the brain

was practised but yielded no results, so it was decided

to harden it in toto in formalin without further ex-

amination.

Two days ago. Dr. Pratt made anteroposterior ver-

tical sections of the brain for me, with the results I

am about to show. As we proceed from front to back
in this series of sections we find, first, in the right

hemisphere, what is evidently a recent small hemor-
rhage occupying the gray matter of the upper j)ortion

of the ascending parietal gyrus, and another, and
smaller, in the first temporal gyrus. From this jioint

until we reach the left crus cerebri nothing abnormal
})resents itself, but here you can see the beginning (or

rather ending) of a hemorrhage which may be traced

backward along its long axis longitudinally into the

centre of the ventral part of the })ons. Tliis hemor-
rhage measures one and seven-tenths centimetres in

length and is four-tenths centimetres in its average
width. Near the periphery of the pons, also on the

left side, you notice a second, though very minute,

hemorrhage. The tissues surrounding both hemor-
rhages are blood-stained.

From the general convolutional flattening which
was noticeable when the brain was in a fresh state,

and from the findings just pointed out, we are natur-

ally constrained to look upon lead as the sole causa-

tive factor in the case : its modus operandi having
been to produce blood dyscrasia and renal irritation—
the latter as evidenced by the albuminuria — and then

the arterial breakdown which causetl the fatal issue.

Optic neuritis, as you all know, sometimes occurs dur-

ing the course of chronic lead intoxicaiion. As to tlie
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headaches, I can only say that they were the severest

I ever encountered unassociated with cerebral neo-

plasm. The absence, clinically, of tbose psychical

manifestations which are grouped under the title of

"enccplialopathia saturnina" is interesting in view of

the diffuse arterial disease which the widely-sejiarated

hemorrhages would lead us to suppose was present in

the case.

In conclusion, I must say that the case, taken as a

whole, seems to me a rather unusual and instructive

one.

RECKNT PROGRESS IN OBSTETRICS.

liV J-RANK A. HIGlilNS, M D., BOSTON.

:mateknai, imfhkssions.

Lewi.s,^ in a review of the subject of maternal im-

pressions, says that if maternal im2)ressions explain

human anomalies, they should also explain such oc-

currences among the lower animals and even among
plants. Monstrosities are jjerliaps more common among
domestic animals and fowls than among men. The
strongest blow is dealt to the theory of maternal im-

pressions by the results of experiments in the produc-

tion of monsters artificially. Innumerable experi-

ments have been performed upon the eggs of bird,

fish, insect and echinoderm which have resulted in the

production of almost all the typical varieties of mon-
sters, especially of single monsters. Different varie-

ties can even be produced at the will of the exjjeri-

menters by different ways of managing the eggs.

Monstrosities can be artificially produced in the em-

bryos of birds exactly like those which, occui-ring in

human fetuses, are ascribed to mental shock or ner-

vous impression of the mother. It has often been

observed that tish eggs hatched in running water pro-

duce a far greater nund)er of double embryos than do

those hatched in still jxkiIs. The shaking caused l)y

railroad or wagon journeys to the hatchery also re-

sults in a greater profusion of double monsters. In

human fetuses, even at full term, then^ are sometimes

found remains of amniotic bands and adhesions which,

obviously, by interfering with development of differ-

ent parts at an early period of gestation, were the

causes of various malformations. In short, all mal-

formations and monstrositic's can be explained by

purely physical and mechanical (.'auses, entirely re-

mote from psychic influence, so that there is never

any reason to invoke the mysterious or the supernat-

ural to explain natural phenomena.

ANTISTHKPTOCOCCIC SEKIM IN I'UKKl'KHAL IN-

FKCTION.'-^

In IHDH the American (gynecological Society a))-

pointed a (;ommittee to report on the value of anti-

streptococcic serum in the treatment of puerper;d in-

fection. The committee rej)()rted at tin; lHi)l) meeting

and their conclusions are (juoted, and are interesting

in that they helj) to strengthen what already was gen-

erally believed to be good judgment:

(1) A study of the literature shows that '6^)2 cases

of puerperal infection have been treated by many ol>

servei's, with a mortality of 20.74 per cent. ; where

• American Juurual of Obstetrics, July, 1899.
2 Loc. cit., September, 1890.

streptococci Avere positively demonstrated, the mor-
tality was o3 per cent.

(2) Marmorek's claim that his antistreptococcic se-

rum will cure streptococcic puerperal infection does
not appear to be substantiated by the results thus far

reported.

(o) Experimental work has east grave doubts upon
the efhciency of antistreptococcic serum in clinical

work, by showing that a serum which is obtained from
a given streptococcus may {)rotect an animal from that

organism, but may be absolutely inefficient against

another streptococcus, and that the number of serums
which may be prej)ared is limited oidy by the number
of varieties of strejjtococci which may exist.

(4) Thus far the only definite result of Marmorek's
work is the development of a method by which we
can increase the virulence of certain streptococci to

an almost inconceivable extent, so that one hundred-
billionth of a cubic centimetre of a culture will kill a

rabbit.

(5) The personal experience of your committee
has shown that the mortality of streptococcus endome-
tritis, if not interfered with, is something less than five

per cent, and that such cases tend to recover if nature's

work is not midone by too enei'getic local treatment.

(6) We unhesitatingly condemn curettage and total

hysterectomy in streptococcus infections after full-

term delivery, and attribute a large j)art of the exces-

sive mortality in the literature to the former opera-

tion.

(7) In puerperal infections a })ortion of the uterine

lochia should be removed by Doderlein's tube for bac-

teriological examination and an intra-uterine douche
of four to five litres of sterile salt solution given just

afterwards. If the infection be due to streptococci,

the uterus should not be touched again, and the ])a-

tient be given very large doses of strychnia and alco-

hol if necessary. If the infection be due to other or-

ganisms, repeated douchings and even currettage may
be advisable.

(8) The experience of one of the mend)ers of the

committee with aiitistreptococcus serum has shown
that it has no deleterious effect upon the ])atient, and,

therefore, may be tried if desired. But we find noth-

ing in the clinical or experimental literature or in our

own experience to indicate that its em])loyment will

materially im])rove the general results in the treat-

ment of streptococcus ])uerperal infection.

FAT AND FECUNDITY.

Reed * says that the cjuestion, a natural one, as to

which is the cause and which the effect in a given case

of sterility, coexisting with obesit}', is best answered

by the history of the case, and the antecedent condi-

tion may generally be assumed to be the causal one.

Thus in the case of a com])aratively young woman
who takes on fat and whose increase of weight is fol-

lowed by a corresj)onding decline of sexuality, there

is logical inference that the first condition is the cause

of the latter. This assumption is confirmed when a

reduction of the obesity is followed by a spontaneous

return of the menstrual and reproductive functions.

The physiological conditions underlying the normal

dej)Osit of fat are those of abundant supjdy of nutritive

material, normal digestive functions, a free circulatory

activitv, an !d)sence of excessive muscular exercise, a

normal nictiil)olisni and the iinol)stru<'tf«| elimination

= American Medical (juartefly, Juue 1899.
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ot iii.tiil>oli<- iinxliuts. Whtii, tlicn-lorc, in a iiiiiliin-

luTsoii, ill wlioiii tin- iiiitritivr I'liiictioiis have at-

tuin«'«l a Illative f(|iiilil»iiiiiii, ami in wlioiii lliir<-

iMviirs a cliaii;,'!' of tVjH' <lu«' to tJir siuMcii accession

of fat, there occurs a i-e-cstal»Iisliiiienl of the fiiiic-

tioiis of "Towtli, a ilistiirliance in the halaiice Ite-

tweeii waste and supply, the latter preponileranl.

With this recurrence of ffrovvth there is also a reail-

iustineiit of function approxiniatinji; the prepuherty

siaiiilaril. There is proj^ressive amenorrhea, j^eiiital

anesthesia and loss of sexual desire, iniin-aHiiiif to the

<-liiii<-al picture of a \vell-estal>lishe<l cas«' of sterility.

The prognosis depends much upon the intellijient and

persistent co-operation of the patient. 'I'he acipiired

olH'sitv of this class may he cured practically always,

while restoration of the jfcnital function is less amen-

able to treatment. I'lethoric cases are more easily

cured than anemic, while the most tractable of all are

those complicated with neurasthenia. 'I'he treatment

of sterility due to obesity is both constitutional and

local, varyiiii; accordin*;' as the case may be anemic

or plethoric, simple or complicated, and must eml)race

ii consideration of diet, exercise, bathing, medication

and general personal hygiene, while the local treat-

ment must embrace all resources that are calculated to

overcome manifest pathologic states and to re-establish

the functional power of the genital organs. There is

no s{)ecial diet which shouhl be emi)loyed in every

<'ase witliout more or less radical change, and any at-

tempt to apply any one of the numerous so-called sys-

tems in a routine way is fraught with hazard.

THK CAUSES WHICH RENDEU DIFFH'ILT THE I.AHOR

OK CIVILIZED WOMEN.

Reid,^ in a paper read before the British Medical

Association, remarks that it is a well-founded belief

that the obstetrical forceps is used much more fre-

ijuently by men of the present generation than the

})ast, and that the change was due, in part at least, to

necessity, owing to the fact that there was a gradually

increasing disj)roportion between the fetal head and the

maternal pelvis. His belief was that the labors of civ-

ilized women were so severe that in the absence of

•skilled aid a very considerable proportion would perish,

and even in cases where surgical aid was unnecessary

delivery approached in severity a major operation,

the effect of which a woman felt for a fortnight or a

month. The labors of savage women were known to

be safe and easy, and the question arose, how did

civilization render labor difficult ? Dr. Heid's view

was that wonu'u with small pelves tended to have

ilaughters with a like peculiarity, and people who at

birth had large or small heads tended to transmit that

peculiarity. When a savage woman had a snudl pel-

vis or a large-headed child, she generally died in labor.

The race was thus purged, generation after genera-

tion, of all luirrow hips and large heads, while the

right pro{)ortion between head and pelvis was secured.

In the highest civilization numy snuill-hi])ped women
and large-headed children were annually preserved.

If these perished, the average difficulty of labor in the

next generation would be artificially ameliorated.

Here was the reason why the labors of civilized

woinen were becoming increasingly difficult, and he

thought that it was not improbable that about the end

of the twentieth century forceps operations would be

performed much more frequently than at present.

* British Medical Joviinal, August 20, 1898, i>. €02.
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llalfour ' re|(orl-. a caHe in which the patient at. Ii<t

first labor was deliven'd by <M'aniotomy, at th«r neconil

by symphyseotomy, aft^-r failure of forceps, anri at tin-

third labor, delivery was easily af:complished by for-

ceps. The case is reported as of intercht, becau.'^e

showing a permanent improvement in the size of the

pelvis after the operation of ^yiiiphyseoU<my. The re-

porter comments on the case of the operation for sym-

phvseotomy by the subcutaneous method, only a knife

and a catheter Jieing used, m.ikiiig it eminently suit-

able for small, dark and dirty houses where no skilbd

assistiince can be had.

IS A SLOUGHlNi; I'KOCKSS AT M\V. ( JIII.u's NAVKI.

CONSISTENT WITH ASEIMS IN ( IIII.DBEI)?

Dickinson,® under i\w. above tith-, makes an elabor-

ate review of the subject of umbilical cord ligation and

sloiighing and a plea for the application, in ampuUit-

ing the cord, of the surgical principles that govern

other amputations. He says it is not a little curious

that the earliest oi)eration in the world, and the only

one done on every individual, should be treated by

measures that antedate our annals, namely, ligation

and absorbent dressings. He lays down the following

principles as being directly opposed to the prevailing

practice :

(1) Mass ligature should be avoided. Hemor-
rhage follows the present method occasionally because

shrinkage of the gelatine loosens the seizure. Liga-

tures belong on bared vessels.

(2) A hernial opening should not be closed by a

granulation scar. Primary union is readily substi-

tuted.

(3) As in the funis the line of demarcation is

known, removal should be practised at or beyond that

point.

(4) That form of operation should be chosen which

will do away with sloughing or pus production. Pre-

vention of suppuration, of putrefaction in the stump

and of systemic infection has been attempted by means

of numerous devices and dressings. Removal alone

is prevention. To frankly sever the cord at the skin

marsrin with limiture of the vessels, or suture ; one or

both brings about safe, clean and prompt healing.

Thereby, the navel of the second day looks like the

navel of the tenth or fifteenth day under other

methods.

The method used by him is to snip the cord with

blunt-pointed scissors all around the skin margin.

The sheath and gelatine are stripped backward with as

much jelly as possible, leaving the vessels standing

alone, and a fine silk or catgut ligature is put around.

The vessels are cut off short and the stump tends to

roll in. The stump may or may not be sutured. A
dry gauze pad suffices for the dressing.

Objections to complete ])rimary amputation : ( 1

)

Increased danger of contact infection, owing to opera-

tion on parts supplied with lyini)hatics. as comparetl

with the ordinary ligation of vessels and jelly on parts

having no nutrient capillaries or absorbents ; (2)

lack of drainage in case of infection : (.'5) danger of

concealed secondary hemorrhage (hematoma) after

the suturing method ; (4) inaccessibility of vessel end-

in case of bleeding as compared with facile placing ot

" British Medical .lournal, Febraary is, 1899.
° Transactions American Gyneoologtcal Society, 1899.
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second ligatuir wIkti' stump is long ; (.'>) the risk of

striking an umbilical hernia ; (0) as tliis is surgery it

is not j-et adapted to the general practitioner.

To admit most of these objections is to confess that

we, as instructors and surgeons, fail in our attempts to

drill the students in hand cleaning and instrument boil-

ing, and avoidance oi unclean contacts. The method
requires hands no cleaner than for a vaginal examina-

tion and far less wound knowledge than for the repair

of perineal injuries.

C.»SAUKAN SKCTION IN SEI'TIC CASES.

It is beginning to seem quite possible that, owing

to the increased knowledge of the technicpie of Ca'sa-

rean section, the com})arative ease with which it is

performed, and the low mortality rate, that operators

may be led to resort to the operation in unsuitable

cases, particularly those with possible septic infection,

for which some other method of delivery would

formerly have been found. We have considered that

a dead child or a septic mother were almost positive

contraindications to the Ca^sarean operation, and if

occurring with a pelvic tumor, the abdomen should be

opened, the tumor removed and the child delivered

bv forceps or craniotomy. With this in mind, the

case of Docktor '' is of special interest, with his report

of 21 cases collected in literature. The patient was a

mnltipara admitted in labor, expidsion of the child

being impossible because of a tumor growing from the

sacrum. The necessity of Ca^sarean section was posi-

tive ; choice of method only remained. On extracting

the child, which was dead, the appendages were found

partly decomposed and the uterus contained offensive

pus. Fortunately, through efficient help, the uterine

contents were kept outside the abdomen. The womb
was amputated, a strand of gauze was passed through

the cervix for drainage and the upper borders of the

stump united. The recovery from sepsis was tedious.

She had a characteristic eruption, a pelvic exudate

and pleuropneumonia, but recovered sufficiently to be

removed to the medical department of the hospital,

where her lung symptoms indicated a permanent tu-

bercular infection.

Docktor's ^ studies of the 21 cases collected lead to

these conclusions : The incision of the uterus, the ex-

traction of its contents and suture of the womb was

followed by a mortality of 40 per cent., while those

patients that recovered had prolonged fever. A still

worse result followed amputation of the uterus, with

extraperitoneal treatment of the stump, the mor-

tality of these being 40 and i)Q per cent., and the pa-

tients who recovered suffered from pus formation in

the stump and various septic complications. Those

cases treated by amputation of the uterus, with intra-

pelvic treatment of the stump, did better than either

of the foregoing, their mortality being 14.27, includ-

ing the complications of sejjsis, as iji the other methods

of treatment. So far as the comparison goes at this

point, the best results are obtained by amputation of

the uterus, with intraperitoneal treatment of the stump.

The removal of the entiri; septic uterus and its con-

tents, if possible, without contaminating the abdomen,

would be the most desirable 0))eration. This was

effected in two cases ])y total extirpation of the preg-

nant uterus, through the abdomen, and in each case

the mother recover(5d without complications. From

' Archiv fur Gyniik., 1899.
» American Journal of the Medical Solencec, Jannarv , 19()0, p. 112.

these cases his conclusion is that in cases of septic in-

fection, affording considerable risk in delivery through
the vagina, the womb and contents should, if possible,

be removed without being opened in the body of the
mother.

TIIK ANTENATAI, AND INTHANAIAI. 1A( TOKS IN NEO-
NATAL TATHOLOGY; AN ATTEMPT T<» EXPLAIN THE
PECILIAUITIES OF THE MOKBII) STATES OF THE
NEW'-BOKN.

Dr. .1. W. Balleiityne," of Edinburgh, presented a

pajjcr on this sul)ject at the meeting of the American
Medical Asso(;iation at Columbus. The article is an
able and interesting one, and the following is the

summary of his conclusions : From all that has been
said above it is clearly evident that if the characters

of the diseases of the new-born infant are to be un-
derstood, it is essential that account be taken, not

only of the facts that the infant's organism has just

passed through a ])eriod of ti'aumatism and is passing

through one of readjustment to meet new recjuire-

ments, but also that during the nine months of intra-

uterine life which precede birth, it ma}' have been the

sphere of morbid processes which have left their

impress on it. It may come into the extra-uterine en-

vironment already diseased and malformed, or predis-

posed to some pathologic development. Like preg-

nancy, neonatal life is an ejioch which has a physiology

in many resj)ects i)eculiar to itself, and which borders

very closely on the pathologic, tending very easily to

pass over into it. In a certain sense, the ordinary

vomiting of pregnancy is to the uncontrollable form
as the ordinary " physiological " jaundice of the new-
born is to pernicious icterus neonatorum. Further,

just as every woman brings with her into her preg-

nancy the results of her past pathological history, so

the new-born infant brings with him, out of his ante-

natal life into his neonatal existence, the effects of any
morbid processes which may have attacked him in

utero. In this way the pathology of pregnancy and

the maladies of the new-born infant are both invested

with peculiarities. The peculiarities, therefore, of

neonatal diseases are not inexplicable, but are the

direct outcome of the action of the antenatal and in-

tranatal factors on the organism at this period of life.

%leport^ of Jbocietit0.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR CLINICAL MEDICINE, PATHO-

LOGY AND HYGIENE.
.1. BKKGEN OGDEN, M.D., SKCRETARY.

He<;i i.AB meeting, Wednesday, November 1'), 1899^

Dr. II. F. ViCKEHV in the chair.

Dn. H. F. Chase reported

A CASE OF BKADYCAKDIA.'

I)i{. IvNKiHT: The case reported is a very interest-

in<f one. The slowest pulse I remember in a case of

valvular disease was in one of aortic disease after coni«-

pensation was lost, when the patient was within a few

days of death, and for a few days the pulse would

> See page 130 of the Journal.

» Journal of the American Medical Association, November \t<, 18»*9.
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licat citlicr iit tlic rate of IK or at a very iimcli lii<ilicr

rato. I liavc l'or;,rott»'ii cxaflly wlial tlic lii;ilnT rale

was. 'riicrr wa.s a rc^jiilar allciiialion. It woiiM ^o

aioiift at tlic rate of l^^ lor scvi'ial hours ami linn

«'Iiaii^«' to tlir lii<fli('r rate and ii<» on a^ain Mscral

liours and tlu-n i)ack aj^aiii, and pursued llial foursc

several days until the patient died. I think that is

the lowest I have ever counted— IH. There are

eases on record where it has ijone a ^ooil deal lower

than tliat.

I)k. Two.MKi.v : I .saw tlie case with Dr. ('Iias<'

on iMarcii llth, and at that time 1 c(Minte<l the pidse

very earel'ully ; it was '2H. There w.is al.so a very

slight systoli(^ murmur at the api^x. It was not re-

murkahle and you would not notice it uidess you lis-

tened j)retty (carefully for it, hut haviujir had my at-

tention called to the fact that there had heen one, I

naturally made a careful examination, and found it

unmistakably present. How loiii^ the murmur had

been there, or to what extent it had exerted any elVect

on the slowinj^ of the pulse, I think it is very diliicult

to say. Dr. ( 'ha.se has watched this case very care-

fully, and obtained a good many records of the pulse

rate, and in no case, he says, has it been over H() ])er

minute. I wish he had drawn the inferences, which I

hoped he would make, of the relation of this slow-

pulse to age. We know that there are different

forms, one of which is a temporary slow pulse which

gradually resumes its natural number of beats. T

have seen it in the case of a growing boy who had a

great deal of malaria, when the pulse was down to 40,

but that condition was not permanent. When we get

it in the cases of old men, the continuance of a \ ery

slow pulse like this must be thought of and regarded

as a very dangerous condition and the prognosis is a

very grave one. If we look uj) the literature we find

very few such cases. In those that have been seen

and reported, it has been found that old men, where
there is not the temporary but the permanent brady-

cardia, live but a short time, dying within one or two
years after observation, and even at a shorter period.

It certainly is an instructive case, because we had an

old man, looking very well, jolly^ and seemingly very

comfortable, an<l yet there was that condition which,

when he had walked a little way to his daughter's

house, resulted in the fatal overtaxing of the heart

muscles.

Dr. Whittiek : This subject pre.sents one of the

most remarkable, as well as one of the most undesir-

able forms of abnormal variation in pulse rate, one
that will always offer to the clinician problems of the

most perplexing type. Whether the abstract condi-

tion is constant or paroxysmal, physiological or patho-

logical, a reflex of diseased or disordered action in

other functions, notably of the digestive apparatus, or

associated with arterial scleroses, with myocardial

changes, or with unmistakable evidences of valvular

disease, whether arising from chronic intoxications

from lead, alcohol, or renal disease, or in connection

with acute infections, etc., there will remain a -very

considerable percentage of cases wholly unassignable

to changes a})preciable during life, or discoverable

after death.

Slow pulse, constant or paroxysmal, should be re-

garded with great apprehension ; seemingly, it is more
frequently connected with organic disease, particularly

with disease of the coronai\v arteries or of the myo-
cardium, than tachvcardia is. I l)elieve that life in-

Murnnce companies will accept rinkn with a high piilM-

more readily than they will thone <-laHHi(ied an bnuh

-

<ardiacs: slow pulse, more fre»jMentIy than rapid,

influeiKtes " e.vpectancy of life." It is extremelv flitfi-

cult to demonstratf- the physiological origin of brady-
(•ai'dia ; its association with pathological pro<;eHHei4 U
much closer and more intimate than is gein-rallv

thought. Sulnstjuidard pulsf* rate is much more to

be dreaded than super-stanrlard ; it is relatively infre-

cpu'iit, experien(;e shows it to be rarely ni(;t with, and
when seen does not receive the attention it,-; h.irmful

influence commands and sh«)nld render imperative.
\\\' are inclim-d to underestimate the significanre <>i

abnormal slow pulse, ex*-epting in (toiniection with
stru(;tural changes, and then more attentir»n i^ paid

to tlu' supposed cause, which may range fnim catar-

rhal jaundice to long-standing intestimil disease, car-

diac, renal, hepatic, etc. This frerju<'nt association of

bradycardiac and organic disease lea«ls us to regard
as unimportant the abnormal slow pulse of undeter-
mined origin. It is needful, in all these ca.ses, U) ex-
ercise special care in the examination of the patient

and to determine the (juestion of Jiniformitv of radial

and cardiac pulse. I liave seen, recently, a difference

of 24 between wrist and apex and remember well

a case of paroxysmal and slow pulse, not irregular

nor intermitting, but regular at one-half the apex
rate. These cases must be regarded with extreme a|)-

prehen,sion, for the condition is grav(! wherein the

ventricular contraction is so insufficient and incom-
plete as to fail to transmit pulse wave to the radials.

I somewhat hoped the subject of rajnd heart would
be included in the paper presented, for there seems to

be larger interest in the aspect of abnormal heart
rates— it may be because people survive the influ-

ences of high rate and prolonged rapid action exceed-
ing all our preconceived opinion of the heart's en-
durance. The most energetic and, in most regards,
the most interesting member of this group, is paroxvi?-

mal tachycardia of the functional neurosal type. In
such cases the pulse rate, without warning or appre-
ciable cause, by quick strides reaches a rate seemingly
far beyond the limit of more than very few hours of
cardiac action, and yet, I think the

*

Massachusetts
General Hospital records show a case of pulse rate of
180 or more during twenty-seven consecutive days.

I followed for a number of years a gentleman, whose
first attack, of thirteen hours' duration, gave a indse
rate of 200 to 210. Dr. Ellis saw him in consultation
and gave a lethal prognosis, immediate and from car-
diac exhaustion ; ho\vever. the patient survived not
only the initial and exceptionally prolonged paroxysm,
but also numberless similar ])aroxysms. coverino- sev-
eral years and finally died of malignant disease of the
lower bowel. The sphygmograph seemed to offer the
only explanation of the heart's tolerance of such rapid
movement, for in this and in other cases, from 1 78 to
200 pulse rate, the pulse was of low tension and the
expenditure of energy as shown by the height of the
primary wave was not more than one-third normal.
The tracings submitted to us this evening are evi-
dently of high arterial resistance and some of the
primary waves are so short and other elements so de-
fective as to suggest impending cardiac collapse.

There may be preventive remedies for thi.s class of
ca.ses, and it may be also that there are palliative
mea.sures fairly <>onstant in their effect, but of one
thing I am certain, that is. that digitalis is dano-erous ;
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it sft^ins to luakf tlie patient soinew hat inoic comfort-

able, but I believe that it shortens the period of the

heart's viability in all cases where tachycardia or

bradycardia is an element in organic disease, notably

of the myocardium. Strychnia, however, in combina-

tion or alternatiiiii with nitroolycerin, otters the best

promise of assistance.

I)i{. .1. W. C'oiRTNKV read a paper entitled

A CASK Of MlLTIl'I.K C KHEBHAL HEMOKKHACES
FR<>\r CHROXIC LEAD 1M)IS()XI\(;, WITH NECHOl'SY.'^

1)k. Pratt: 1 have been fortunate to make the au-

topsy in two cases of h(!morrhage into the j^ons ; this

case of Dr. Courtney's and one that occurred at the

Citv Hospital last spring. There have been 2G cases

of cerebral hemorrhage among the 1,K)H autopsies

performed at the Boston City Hospital since January

1, ls;Hi. The case just mentioned was the only one

in which the hemorrhage involved tlie pons. The
subject was a man of forty-five. Singularly enough,

he also was a painter by trade. There was marked
arteriosclerosis, chronic interstitial nephritis and hy-

pertrophy of the heart. The hemorrhage was a centi-

metre and a half long and five millimetres in its

greatest width. Unfortunately, the hemoi'rhage took

place in the early morning hours and the character of

the convulsions which occurred was not carefully ob-

served. He died a few hours later.

Ciowers states that the hemorrhage is often spheri-

cal in shape. In both of our cases it was fusiform,

with the long axis extending longitudinally through

the center of the pons. This agrees with the descrip-

tion von Monakow gives in Nothnagel's " System."

Bode collected 78 cases of hemorrhage into the pons.

In 4(>, death occurred witliin 24 hours.

Relative to the size of the hemorrhage, it may be

interesting to state that, according to von Monakow,
it varies from a hemp-seed to a walnut. The hemor-

rhage in Dr. Courtney's case measured l.G centime-

tres in length and two to nine millimetres in width.

Dr. V. Y. BowDiTCii read a paper entitled

THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE HOSPUfAL FOR CON-

SUMPTIVES AT RUTLAND ; ITS PURPOSE AND THE
WORK ACCOMPLISHED DURING ITS FIRST YEAR.^

Dr. Kni(;iit : It is hardly necessary to say much
to this audience in favor of sanitarium treatment of

this disease. I wish some of us might have an oppor-

tunity, in some way, perhaps to approach the public.

However, that will be done by the rejjorts of the

work of this institution and by the necessary work

which will have to be done before the Legislature. I

am very proud certainly that our State was the first

to undertake this work and of the little part which I had

in it. The whole (piestion of treatment of disease in

this way has developed gradually of course, largely

through the initiatory work of Brehmer, but still I

think, aside from that, that the experience in hospi-

tals, in homes for consumption which were suj)posed

to be for incurables, and the result in general hospitals

of patients getting well who had undoubted tubercu-

losis, turned attention in that direction. I renu^mber

in Hellevue Hospital years ago, when I was assistant

to Dr. Hint, he said that patients with tuberculosis

who came into the hospital all improved wonderfully.

It did not make much ditterence whether we gave cod-

liver oil or something else. A ward was set apart for

1 See page 1.% of the Joarnal.
- See page 1'-'" of the .(ournaL

patients to whom no medicine was given, but good
diet, etc., and he found they improved just the same.
The food and regular life and hygiene in every way
put them on the road to improvement and recovery in

some cases, and so in the hospitals for consumption,
the homes all over tlie world, in Brompton and in the

others, there have been cases of cure. I have Ijeen in-

terested in seeing in a recent work an enumeration of

the homes, hospitals and sanitaria of all kinds for

tuberculosis, and finding that in this country we stood

pretty well up in the list. Germany has the larg-

est number, something over 40, of homes and sanitaria

for tuberculosis, and the I'nited States between 30 and

40, France 20 odd, and England 20 odd ; but now the

institutions which have been starting up for the last

ten or twelve years in almost all the countries of Eu-
rope, particularly in (iermany, also an excellent one
just out of Menna, under the direction of Professor

Schroeter, also one in Italy, and in most of the coun-

tries, in fact, are more on the plan of the strict sani-

tarium where patients are under constant supervision

and proper treatment.

I agree entirely with what Dr. Bowditch says, that

a patient has a great deal better chance of recovery

from tuberculosis in a sanitarium than in private life,

no matter how rich he may be. It is the one disease

which of all others requires constant watchfulness on
the part of somebody who understands it, and I have
hoped that in these institutions a class of nurses will

come up with whom we can trust our patients, who
will understand the general management of them so

that well-to-do patients who want to travel can do so

with safety with these educated attendants. I had a

very good illustration this summer of what may hap-

pen to a patient who is going on his own res])onsibil-

ity. A gentleman, who had followed rules very care-

fully, had gone on for about two years struggling very

successfully against tubercular disease, had been per-

fectly willing to live the life which I advised, but he

felt that he was obliged to attend to his business, with

a certain amount of recreation in the summer. I hap-

pened to be in a hotel with him this summer. I think

it was great good fortune that I was. He canu'

to me one day and said :
" I feel chilly and uncom-

fortable and I think I will go and take a long horse-

back ride and see if I can sweat it out." I directed

him to go to bed. I found he had a very high tem-

perature brought on by over-exercise. He thought that

if he rode horseback ten miles it might do him more
good to ride twenty or thirty. 1 kept him in bed ten

days and his fever left him entirely and \w recovered

from that setback, but his jndse did not become nor-

mal until to-day. To-day for the first time he has a

normal pulse. Fortunately there was no lighting uj)

of the pulmonary disease. 1 le had an attack of fever

which lasted ten to fourteen days, and weakness after-

ward, but recovered. If I had not been there, 1 tliink

he would have had a very much more serious time,

l>erhaps Ix^en put back fatally. There was a man
doing his best on his own responsibility ; if he had

been in a sanitarium that wouhl not have happened.

I think that we all can do perhaps better than we
have done, not only in ))utting patients in a sanitarium,

but in beginning treatment of whatever kind earlier

:

not only finding out the disease ourselves, and admit-

ting it to ourselves in an earlier stage, but also as a

rule telling the j)atient the gravity of the situation.

The patient will not do what lu' ought to do unless lie
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coiiiprt'lifiids (lie sciiousiicss (if tlic alTcttliuii, Ixil I

liHVc never t'oiiiid :iiiy ill elVeet t'rom iii.-iUiiii' tiie pii-

tieiit !i\V!ire of his coiKlitioii. I'lveii I II|i|)(»er:ilcs siiys,

if yoii treat the eoiisiimplivc |)iiti(iit in the Iteifiimiii;;

III- will ufl well. W hat I mean hy early is to take

thf |iatieiit within a leu weeks of the liei;innin:( of his

couifh, lu'fore lie seems sick, hef(U"e his friends feel

that lie is ill at all, as soon as tlur nature of the aifee-

tioii is determined. The majority of patients I have

sent to Colorado, where I have had a <;reat many re-

cover, hav(; been patients who seemed well when they

went and seemed well there, nohody mistrustinif they

were sick. 'I'hat is the tim(i to send them. 1 had a

consultation a few weeks a<i() with a physician in

the neiyhhorhood. He had a, patient, who he^un to

couyli last spriny- and various things had Ixn-n sug-

gested for I'elief. lie went on from had to worse. In

the conversation 1 had with this physician he said

:

" 1 haven't much faith in the treatment of these (!ases."

Suddenly ho started up and said :
" Perhaps I don't

get hold of them soon enough." That is the whole

business. If we can send j)atieuts into sanitaria within

five or six weeks of the recognition of trouble, as we
otten can, if we take the trouble to thoroughly inves-

tigate, especially now that we can examine the sputum,

we will get recovery in a very large proportion of

cases.

Dh. Otis : I am sure that Dr. liowditch, in thus

presenting so admirably his year's ex})erience and re-

sults at Kutland, has done to the profession as well as

to the laity of the State an invaluable service. There
are many of the profession still, I fear, who are un-

appreciative of the very great advantages of the

hygienic-dietetic treatment of phthisis and the syste-

matic methods of enforcing it in vogue in this sanita-

rium, and it will be a long time yet before they are

fully realized both by physicians and the people. Only
this morning an intelligent gentleman was in my of-

fice who had incipient pulmonary tuberculosis, and as

I was explaining to him the plan of life he should

pursue and the importance of outdoor air night and
day, he seemed sur})rised and remarked: " Why. doc-

tor, I thought 1 had to keep indoors with this dis-

ease," and 1 have no doubt that he illustrates the ideas

of many consumptives regarding the management of

their disease. I remember Dr. Baldwin, of Saranac

Lake, told me of a young woman whose disease had
been arrested at the Adirondack Cottage Sanitarium.

and who, on her return to her home in Hartford,

Conn., continued the habit she had learned at Saranac
of sitting out of doors, even during the winter, much
to the astonishment and horror of her neighbors, who
looked for some untoward event in consecpience. She
remained well, however, and was the better for her

daily and long-continued doses of outdoor air.

l)r. liowditch has referred to the educative effect of

the sanitarium treatment, and this, 1 believe, is of

very great value. The i)atients bei-ome apostles when
they return home and preach to others of the hygienic

measures by which they have been cured ; of the value

of pure air by night and day : of the avoidance of

overheated and ill-ventilati'd rooms ; of the value of

good food and the care of the sputum— such per-

sonal influence nuist be of very great importance in

the prevention of the disease.

The best results of sanitarium tn-atment which u])

to the present time have been presented are. I think,

those of Dr. Turban, of Davos, Switzerland, which

he has publislKMl this y<;ur. Of 40H caHeH dixini.HMMl

from his sanitarium, he reports 'W;. I p«-r c«;nt. relatjvidy

or absoliiU'ly cured, and of thcMe, 'JlJ't per cf-nt. wcr«- of

the first stage, 7.'».2 pi-r <'ent. of the second, and 2.>.<;

per cent, of the third. Subs((|iiciitly he conirniinicated

with these <-ases who had been out of tin- >:itiitariiini

frotn one to H(!ven years, and he found that \H p< r

<!ent. of the whole nuuiber remainerl relativciv or al»-

soluttrly cured, as attested 1)\ a |»hysician's examina-
tion, and of tln!se HO. I jx r cent, were of the fir->t

stage, 4H.H per cent, of the secornl, an<l 17 p«T cent,

of the third ; surely most exctdhint results. Dr. Hr»w-

ditch, in his 1 14 cases, shows wonderfully good results

also, and without the advantages of the high altitude

climate as in 'I'urban's cases. Such results <;onld not

have been obtained, I believe, citlHr in this or any
climate outside of a sanitarium.

There are a nund)er of problems which the sani-

tarium movenjent brings up. One sanitarium in a

State like this is only a beginning, and I fullv believe

that when the value of the Hutlan<l institution is fullv

appreciated others will be (temanded by the people,

and some of them for a rather different class of per-

sons, I hoi)e, from those the Hutland Sanitarium now
receives. Looking at tin; photographs of the Rutland
inmates you notic(! they represent a refined class of

people. The worthy working class who, when they

are obliged to give up their occupation, become penni-

less, ought to have an opportunity iov free sanitarium

treatment. Fifty cents a day is as impossible for them
as five dollars a day. This class— the working people
— is a very important and large one, and provision for

sanitarium treatment should be made possible for them.
We need, indeed, in many of our well-known health

resorts such carefully conducted institutions as the one
at Rutland, to which we can with assurance send our
well-to-do ])atients. If we were assured that at Colo-
rado Springs, for exam])le, there existed an institution

as admirably conducted as Dr. Bowditch.'s at Riitland,

we should feel greater security in having our patients

in them and expect better results than from the so-called

open-air treatment, which is often a go-as-you-j)lease

one. 1 remember at the last meeting of the American
Climatological Association, one of tlie gentlemen read
a paper uj)on the management of patients in Colorado,
and on being asked how many hours a day he was able

to keep his patients out of doors, replied, only about
five and one-half lumrs in winter, on account of the

difticulty of exercising proper control over them. AVith

the magnificent climate in Colorado, under the direction

and control of a sanitarium, we ought to expect ecpiallv

favorable results as those at Davos.
With regard to gymnastics, to whicii Dr. Lowditch

has referred, 1 desire to utter a wonl of caution regard-

ing their use, as indeed of all exercise. It is well to

bear in mind that in the treatment of phthisis over-

exertion is to be strenuously avoided, and in certain

conditions, as the febrile, all exercise is to be inter-

dicted, as Dr. Knight's illustration has just shown us.

Every diseased organ needs rest in order to reeo\er it-

self, as Dettweiler has so well shown in the case of the

lungs. I do not wish to be understood as opposing
lung gymnastics ; 1 consider them a valuable adjunct in

treatment, only the cases must hi' selected with the

skill and care which Dr. IJowditeh exercises with his.

With '-eoard to tlu' length of stay in the sanitarium, it

should be long enough to obtain the best results. With
the 4US cases of Turban'> the averai>e residence was
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two hundred :ind twciity-Kve days, about seven montlis.

Dr. Bowditch's cases averajjed four nu)ntlis, and in the

sanitaria for the })00r in (iermany, aceordinu to Cor-

net's recent statement, the average was only about

three months. Cornet does not regard this as hing

enough to obtain the best results, but it seemed to be

a ]K'(uniary necessity. Once having established free

sanitaria for the ])00r, it would be a ))ity and poor

economy to dismiss a patient before he had obtained

the maximum of benefit the sanitarium is capable of

affording him. Another very important problem is

the matter of pro|)er occupation for a patient after he

leaves the sanitarium, to which Dr. liowditch has

referred. A great many <"ises come from unwhole-

sonu', indoor occupations, to whit-h they ought not to

return if they are to maintain their restored health ;

and in some way they must be aided in securing work
which will be wholesome and if possible keep them

out of doors. Some association ])erhaps might be

found to accomplish this. Then, again, when you

have a sanitarium for the laboring people, some ar-

rangement for the support of their families must be

made while the bread-winner is being cured and so

taken away from his work which sustains his family.

What a common occurrence it is for the i)00r con-

sumptive to continue at his occupation almost as long

as he can stand up, and thus destroying his chances of

recovery or arrest.

These are some of the problems which will come uj)

for consideration and solution in connection with san-

itarium treatment ; but I do believe that the great

wave of enthusiasm which is spreading over the civil-

ized world, in England of late esjiecially, and begimiing

also in this country, in favor of sanitaria as affording

the best and most hopeful treatment for phthisis,

especially for the poor, will continue, and that the

authorities of the different States will recognize that

it is an economic measure as well as a philanthropic

one to restore to their occupation and usefulness,

through sanitarium treatment at public expense, the

thousands who would otherwise become a burden

sooner or later to the State.

Dh. Worcestkk : I am only too glad to have the

chance to endorse all that has been said, and at the

same time I am glad of the chance to point out some
of the difficulties the institution has had in starting.

It was my fortune to be one of the trustees api)oiMted

to establish the hospital, but I am no longer a trustee,

and so perhaps am more free to tell some of the woes

and miseries which my former colleagues on the board

must still endure. The hospital cost more than the

Legislature appropriated, and that was in part due to

our ignorance. W(> did not know how impossible it

was to build a complete hosj)ital with the money the

Legislature allowed. Had we known more, however,

and undertaken less we should not have had the in-

stitution at all. Now the trustees are again in some-

what the same ])redicament ; the appropriations this

year are not suHicient to pay the running expenses and

it will be necessary for the trustees to ask for a larger

grant this year and also a grant to make up the defi-

ciency. How far the popular enthusiasm which now
seems to exist for the liospital will come to the rescue

of the trustees and carry them through I (U> not know,

but I imagine that the friends of the hospital, the

medical profession especially, which is most competent

to recognize the good of it, will have to put a pr(;tty

generous shoulder to the wheel to carry the thing

through. The hospital will hold only 200 at most,
and it was full, as Dr. Howditch says, within a few
months, so there is no use in our thinking of it, excej)t

as a splendid practical illustration of what may be
done in fighting tuberculosis. We have got to have
many other such institutions scattered through the

State. We have got to ])ut a hundred times more ef-

fort into this business than has yet been put.

I cannot help drifting from Rutland and speaking a
little of similar work I have tried to do in Waltliam. It

cerfaiuly has taught nie what may be done and ought
to be done. Before the Rutland institution was
started I undertook to take consumptive patients into

our little general hospital, whirli has only sixty beds,

and then- I obtained results sti'ikingly successful. I

think now this result was largc^ly due, as Dr. Howditch
at tlu! tinu; pointed out, to the hygienic surroundings.

Those patients were certainly stuffed with eggs and
beef and milk and had all the fresh air there was, and
they certainly did well ; but after going back to their

homes most of them did very poorly. Now what is

the use, it may be asked, of getting a man or woman
built up in any of these institutions and letting them
go back to the conditions in which they were before ?

They may live a year or two longer, but then they

have been away from their families a year or two. It

is very easy to be a pessimist in the matter, l)ut it

is also possible to be an 0})timist. It is not necessary

that they should go back into the same unhygienic

conditions, and care must be taken of them in some
organized systematic way. I have heard of an Irish-

nuin who left the Rutland hospital, and trouble arose

between him and his wife because he insisted upon
sleeping with the windows open. That illustrates one
difficulty.

And then I have sometimes (juestioned if it is a

real benefit to separate faniilii^s as nnich as is neces-

sary if going out of the county and miles away is a

necessary part of the programme ; but it is a very

different thing if the sanitarium treatment can be em-
ployed in the town where the patient lives. Of course,

it is an advantage to a patient to leave the low altitude

of Boston and all this dreadful air that so many of

you have to breathe, and go out into the country, but

it is not necessary to go as far as Rutland. Even if

there is such a great advantage in lu'eathing higher air

and living in it there is a corresponding dei)ression in

returning to one's home. I have always felt it was
no special advantage to send a person to Colorado

who could not have his family go with him, because it

is so seldom possible for a patient to come back and

live here. If the same horseback riding and outdoor

life was employed in ]\Iassachusetts that is fashionable

in Colorado Springs, would not a great many who
have received benefit there have been also benefited

had they stayed here and gone through the same
regime ? If we can only persuade ])C()ple w ho are af-

flicted with tuberculosis that it is absolutely indisi)en-

sable that they shall have everything that is nourish-

ing in the way of food and any amount of oxygen,

and if we can persuade them to carry out that regime

here, I think in all ways it is very much better. Of
course the little sanitaria started through the State

will do much to teach i)eople. But there must be a

sanitarium in each town and city to teach the people

in the towns and cities what to do. It is all very well

to read reports about this work, but the many will

never see or hear about it, and so we shall go on as
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vvr Imvc IxM'ii i^oiiiii on unless (lie nn<li<iil pnilVssion

rises fnini ils iipalliy. It seems to nie, ;(en(lenien, that,

the niedie.-il pnifession is most lil:tni:ilile in llie treat-

iiK'nl ot Inlx'i'ciilosis. I am ashamed ol in\>ell to

tliiiik liow many times I hiive iie>;h'ete«l a i-onsiimptive.

There lias Ihcm more lyiii^f on the part ol' the medical

profession in rej^ard to eonsumpti(»n, I helieve, than

can evei' l)e atoned for. We know how easily we shift

them oil'. The first time we think it is not so, and after

we tliink it is so, we think it is not l)(>st to tell them so,

and then we j^o tlironi;h the farce of discussini; with a

relative whether it is best to tell the patient. I am
thankful to hear Dr. Kni<>;ht speak so emphatically as

lie has upon that subject. If the truth can oidy come
into the treatment at the start, it will do a larye part of

•food we trust later to ol)lain from oxviicn and liiiibcr

altitudes.

And now I cannot helj* adding- that it is not enouiili

to fold our hands and trust to fresh air and i^ood food

and giv(^ up all idea of other therapeutic ai;<'nts.

Ilyiiiene is all well enough in its way, but it is merely

an adjunct in the treatment of tuberculosis, and no
nuitter how unpo{)ular the subject is, 1 believe that in

the use of tuberculin we are yet to find the proper

treatment of that disease. 1 have used it year after

year and I believe in it more and more, and I wish

very much that instead of trying some of the serums

that never will amount to anything anyway, there

might be, in some of the hospitals devoted to the

treatment of tuberculosis, a chance of carrying out

systematically and thoroughly the experimentation

that is going on and has been going on all these years

in the wards of the C'harite in Berlin. It is only too

sadly true that tuberculin is an exceedingly dangerous
thing to meddle with, and that there has been a great

deal of mischief done in the ignorant use of it, and
then we have only just lately found out that the

tuberculins we have been using have been made from
different varieties of the tuberculous germs, which
have very different effects. There is great ditt'erence

in the effect of tuberculin made from the bovine tuber-

culous germ and from the human tuberculous germ.
The tuberculin from the bovine produces very much
less reaction in man. I am one of those who believe

that human tuberculosis never came from bovine

tuberculosis any more than variola ever came from
vaccinia. When you see, as you can see in I'rof.

Theobald Smith's work, the morphological and ])hysi-

ological differences of the ditt'erent species or varieties

of the tuberculosis bacillus, and when you realize

that until recently we have had no means of standard-

izing tuberculin, no one can wonder at the very vary-

ing results that we have had. I never shall allow

myself to be caught on my feet in speaking about the

treatment of tuberculosis without insisting that the

medical profession must yet listen to the claims of

the treatment of the disease by tuberculin.

Dr. Getchkll: Speaking as a trustee T can oidy

reiterate and emphasize what Dr. Knight has said.

This year we shall be obliged to go before the Legis-

lature with a deficit, and also a re(]uest for consider-

able sums of money for what seems to us to be

absolutely necessary additions. The law called for

an institution that should accommodate 200 patients.

As Dr. Howditch has said, under the contingencies of

the additional expense that could not be foreseen the

accomnu)dati(Mis were curtailed, so that a jiart of

the lu)spital that was intended for [)atients has been

occupied by nurMcs and other mend*er-> of llie admin-
istralion force; and the hospil^il is not doing the work
that it sh(»uld rio. As you will nee by the report,

which will be placed in the hands of every phyHician

in the State, an attempt will ite made to reiiied\ tlii->

by providing a dining-room vvlii«-li will relieve the re<a-

aiigular buildings at the rear of the lioHpital, and
which will give accommodation for Hervaiits and will

eiuiblo those rooms to be iist-d for |)atients. There
will be another (piestion which will arise in the Leg-
islature, and it has already arisen, and that is the

(pu'stion of enlarging the hosjiital beyrtnd the capacity

for 20(), and it is here we want and need the aid of

every physician in the State that the Legislature may
understand what tlu' hospital is for. I am perfectly

sure that many of them look upon the institution as

an institution that is analogous to the insane asylui!! —
that is an institution i)uilt by th(; State and for State

charges. As a matter of fact, tin; [>eople who r-ome to

the sanitarium are not State charges. Th<; nuijority

of them are people who have been earning th<'ir live-

lihood at the time of their admission or just previous

to it, and as time goes on and the matters that have
been brought forward to-night are recognized tnr)re

clearly, tlu' disease will be detected earlier by j)hysi-

cians, and the nund)er of peojde who are earning their

livelihood will be much greater. It is very imi)ortant

indeed, 1 think, that the Legislature should recognize

this, and for help we look to the profession.

We find in the ])apers a good deal about the State

aid for consumptives. Now it seems to me, that that

is the best attitude for us to take at present in the

matter. The people who come to Kutland only pay
one-half of the actual cost. It costs some over SS.OO

a week for each patient and the charge, at first s;j.,50,

is now :?4.00, and it seems to me, the idea ought to be
as widely disseminated as possible that this sanitarium
is built by the State as an aid and not necessarily as a

place where people go and will be kept at the ex-

pense of the State. Under the present methods of

administration, more than 200 patients cannot prop-
erly be cared for and unless the institution depart
from the sanitarium idea it should not be enlarged.

We are behind in our current expenses. The request

was made of the last Legislature for #40,000 for cur-

rent expenses, and at that time I think it was felt the

hospital would not be tilled as readily as it was. In
February the full capacity was reached and the hos-

pital has been full ever since. Furthermore, there

were necessary expenses and those expenses have
been taken from the current expense api)ropriation,

ordinary repairs, matters that could not be neglected ;

so that I think at this time the ai)proi)riation is ex-

hausted and a deficit is accumulating month after

month. There has been the utmost attempt to econo-
mize. I think I am not divulging any secrets of the

board when I speak of the ditHculties that we have
had this summer in regard to the matter of food. The
administration has been between the two fires of in-

sufficiency of means and the attempt to economize
particularly on that most vital of all articles of food in a

sanitarium, eggs, a matter in which undue economy is

of doubtful wisdom. I have no doubt of the outcome.
The Legislature of Massachusetts, when it has felt

an expenditure for public purposes to be necessary,

has always granted the means, but I do feel that

every avenue of information will have to be used this

year in order to enable the institution to go forward
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with the work that it has, without question, very sat-

isfactorily begun.

l)u. Pkrcy : It seems to me it is liardly necessary

to add anything to what Dr. Getchell has ah-eady

said, but it has occurred to me as I listened to Dr.

liowditch's very interesting rejuirt that one thing he

has omitted to say, and that is that another (luestion

mav be solved and solved in a very short time in rtv

gard to the statistics of our hospital, and that is verify-

ing a suspicion or an opinion which is entertained by

a great many men now, that cases which are arrested

ill their environment are much more likely to remain

so than cases where the disease is arrested elsewhere,

and they return to their former environment. That

is a very interesting problem the State is trying to

solve, and, it seems to me, is bound to solve, and I

feel confident the answer is to be a favorable one.

Dr. Otis has asked several ciuestions to-night and I

feel deeply grateful to him for doing so. Among
them, no problem has been more serious than the one

in regard to the occ-upatiou of these people who come

out apparently restored to health, and it is a matter

still under very serious consideration. It may be

met in a variety of ways, but, it seems to me, it must

come by co-ojieration on the part of i)eople interested,

and if a cor))S of workers can be organized who will

have the interest of those people at heart, we shall be

able to do far better for them, and shall be able for

the first year to provide for them in a way which is

certainly in their favor. Another thing which con-

stantly comes to the trustees is this problem in regard

to children. No problem, the superintendent said

this week, had vexed him more than what should be

done with a little girl who came from the North End
of Boston, who is absolutely restored to health and

has absolutely no place to go. AVith regard to the

children of mothers who are there, and who naturally

have a very deep interest in them and are very lone-

some without them, they are provided for in board-

ing-houses in Rutland. Already a nurse of the kind

Dr. Knight spoke of, who has been trained in sani-

tarium methods, has opened in Rutland a home for

cases not admissible to the hospital, where jieople can

be sent with the idea of doing for them what cannot

be done at any other place.

Dr Bancroft: The city of Boston is making a

move in this direction, but limited to a very small

field. At Deer Island there is an institution where

all tuberculous prisoners from the prisons of the city

can be assembled in one building, that place being so

situated that they can be kept out of doors as the cir-

cumstances demand. Then our two prisons will be

freed, so far as the cell occupants go, of tuberculous

cases, which is impossible now.

Dr. BowDiTCH : In speaking of incipient cases,

I am much struck with the fact that so many patients

are sent for examination as incipient cases, merely be-

cause there are comi)aratively few signs in the chest.

No regard seems to have been paid to the presence of

a ra])id })ulse, high temperature and often ])ad diges-

tion. Such cases are most unfavorable for treatment

as a rule, and usually show the symptoms later of a

general tuberculosis. The non-febrih^ cases are much

to be preferred in any attempt to bring about an ar-

rest of disease.

As to the necessity of caution in pulmonary gym-

nastics, too much stress cannot be laid upon this point

At Rutland classes are formed for this kind of exer

cise, but it is not used when, for any reason, rest

seems indicated. For the sake of making variety for

the patients, even baseball is resorted to, but with cau-

tion, and only the most vigorous are allowed to take

part. In the jiastsix or eight months, in conse(|uence

of the precautions taken, I know of no case that has

received any injury from this form of exercise, (iolf

is now in use with excellent effe(;t both on the men-
tal and physical condition of the patients.

Dr. Worcester has spoken of the use of tuberculin

therapeutically. He knows the respe(;t that I feel for

his views upon any subject, and yet on this jioiiit we
have been, as it were, at the opjMjsite ends of the pole

on that (piestion. Kveii as to its use diagnostically, I

have held, as stated in this room several months ago,

what may be an ultra-conservative position, because I

was not convinced of its absolute innocuousness.

From that [)osition 1 have retreated somewhat, hav-

ing felt that in a few cas(!s 1 was justified in its use

where other means failed and a definite diagnosis was
imperative. As to its use therapeutically I am still a

skeptic, although glad and willing to be convinced

when absolute i)roof is given me. Dr. Worcester has

spoken himself of the marked variation in the strength

of the different preparations and under these condi-

tions the indis(a'iiiiiiiat(! use of the substance, except

by those who have a knowledge of bacteriology, seems

to me wrong. Under present conditions, with the

means at our command, I should be unwilling to use

the substance, unless more fully convinced of its effi-

cacy.

i^ecent Hiterature,

Pyorrhea AlveolarIs and its Relations to General Medi-

cine. By .John Fitz(;erali), L.D.S., Dental Sur-

geon to the Italian Hospital and to the National

Hospital for Diseases of the Heart and Paralysis,

Soho Square. London : The Medical Publishing

Co., Ltd. 1899.

The author states in his preface that the object of

this little book is to point out the bearings of this dis-

ease upon medical practice and to indicate simple

methods of treatment within tlie reach of the family

physician.

The book is interesting from many })oints of view

and contains many valuable suggestions for the diag-

nosis and treatment of this truly formidable disease.

Attention is called to the secretion of the gingival

organ and the importance of not mistaking this secre-

tion for pus. The effect of mal-occlusion of the teeth

is pointed out, although hardly enough importance is

given to this as one of the predisjjosing causes of the

disease.

We are inclined to believe that the presence of lac-

tic acid in sufficient amount to have any serious bear-

ing upon the disease is not sufficiently proven. It is

also doubtful if the invasion of the pockets at the

sides of the roots can be called a " strej)tococcus" in-

vasion, as the observations of bacteriologists in this

country would tend to show that the stai)liylococcus

forms onlv are generally found in these jiockets and

are probably responsible for the production of pus.

The author has <'vidently not too high an opinion

of the ability of the average (l(!ntist to treat this dis-

ease and has a somewhat exalted opinion of the tech-
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iiinil skill of iIh- avcr!i«^c medical pnictitioin'r. Ih;

ifivcs (liifctioiis tor tiic treatment of tin; disease li\

the pliysieiaii, and ;fives a listof the inHtrunients likel\

to he re([nired in the eonise of treatment, and in doin^

this we tiiink that the aiitiior has rendered his work
almost valneless.

The amonnt of lime and traiiiiui; thai would l)e ic-

(|uired to train tlie averai^c |)hysi(;iun to vvvo^^nV/A- tint

varying; aspects of the disease and to use tiie necessary

instruments with proper skill would not be less than

.the training which would he necessary to render the

averaf^e dentist competent to pertorm an operation for

a[)pendieitis.

While we believe tliat the attention of the physician

shuuhl be called to the importance of an early diai^no-

sis of pyorrhea alvnolaris we are ecpially confident that

its operative treatnuMit should he left in the hands of

the dentist.

Diseases of Women. A Treatise on the Principles

and Practi(H' of («yiiec()loj>y, for Students and Prac-

titioners. By K. C. DiDi.KY, A.M., M.I). Second

edition, revised and eidar^cd. Philadelphia and

New York: Lea Brothers A: Co. !«'.»:>.

The publishers' part of this second edition of a hook

which has now become standard is admirably done.

The text is clear, the plates numerous and admirable.

The arrangement is very original, and at first strikers

one as odd, but after reading i\w. book through it be-

comes evident that it is admirably natural, leading the

reader easily from one subject to another, and that it

is extremely easy to find any subject which one wishes

to look up. It is esj)ecially unicpie in one respect. It

combines the careful treatment of detail which is

characteristic of the older type of book, such as

Emmet's and Thomas's gynecologies, with all the

advantages of the modern operative school, in which

latter respect it is fully up to date. One feels too

often after reading the recent text-books that the

author is a surgeon rather than a man equij^jjed with

a specialist's knowledge of the diseases of the female

pelvis. This book is written by perhaps the most

scholarly of American gynecologists, and shows it on

every page. Each disease or lesion is treated in the

most thorough way from the standpoint of the me-
chanical relations and pathology, before treatment is

taken up. In spite of its being limited to but seven

hundred pages, it is encyclopedic in its thoroughness

and completeness.

Part I, devoted to General Principles, is admirable

in the clearness and detail of the descriptions which it

furnishes for a beginner. In Part II, on Inflamma-

tory Infections, the cha})ter on Pelvic Cellulitis is

especially timely. That on the Treatment of Salpin-

gitis, Ovaritis, and Pelvic Peritonitis is very thorough

and useful. In Part III, devoted to New Growths
and Malformations, the pathology is remarkably clear,

the directions for diagnosis good. In Part I^^,

Traumatisms, the descriptions of the lacerations of

the perineum and cervix and their method of repair

are most remarkably clear and good. Every beginner

may learn from them how the operations should be

done, while even the expert may learn something of

value from reading them. Part V, upon Displace-

ments, is thoroughly up to date, and is supplemented
by an admirable cha})ter on INIassage. Part \T, upon
Disorders of IMenstruation and St*'rility, treats this

complicated subject wisely and conservatively.

The book as a whole is perhaps our best text-boi)k.

THE BOSTON
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THE EVOLUTION OF SURGERY IN LONDON.

Thk growth and evolution of the profession of

surgery will always be a fascinating study, nothwith-

standing the fact that it serves the profession as the

Darwinian theory served the race in tracing it back

to a humble origin. The part played by the barbers

and the barber surgeons, not only in surgical practice

but as an organized body, in London from the earliest

times even to as late a period as 1745 cannot but

excite surprise in the mind of the modern student of

surgical history. A very readable pamphlet entitled,

" How Surgery became a Profession in London," b}-

D'Arcy Power, reprinted from the Medical Magazine,

gives an account of the history of the surgical pro-

fession in London which is well worthy of a review.

In the Middle Ages there were two types of surgeon

in London, "the military surgeon and his peaceful

though often brawling brother, the barber surgeon.

The military surgeons, who formed rather the aris-

tocracy of the profession, were in attendance on the

kings and nobles as early as the third Crusade,

(1189-1192), and in the thirteenth century there

were formal gradations of rank, such as Royal Sur-

geon, Common Surgeon," etc. A clear view of their

status earlier than 1415, however, cannot be formed.

In that year, when Henry IV crossed the Channel to

conduct the campaign which ended in the battle of

Agincourt he took with him his physician, Nicholas

Colnay, and his surgeon, Thomas Morestede. These

gentlemen, who had respectively medical and surgical

charge of the king's army, received the muniticent

recompense of twelvepence a day, in addition to the

usual allowance of one hundred marks to the quarter,

the pay, it is stated, of thirty men-at-arms, witii a

share of the plunder. They were each attended by
three archers as a guard, each of whom received six-

pence a day. Morestede took with him a staff of

twelve surgeons as his deputies and assistants, who
received sixpence a day, or the pay of an archer.

This scale of remuneration was very liberal, the wages

of a day laborer at the time being one penny a day.
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As a day laborer in London nowadays earns three

shillings a day, while a surgeon on ])rol)ation in the

British Army receives only eight sliillings a day, the

assistant surgeons and archers in Morestede's time

would receive, if paid at the present time in like pro-

portion, eighteen shillings a day, beside their share of

the booty. So it appears that military surgeons of

the fifteenth century were better paid than those

of the nineteenth.

Let us hope that the authorities of the twentieth

century will take a lesson from those of the fifteenth,

and increase the pittance paid to the surgeons in

charge of the health and lives of their armies, a

change sorely needed to attract a better class of men

into a service the importance of which to military

success has been for centuries unaccountably under-

estimated ! Nothwithstanding the remuneration, how-

ever, the service was so perilous that Morestede had

such difficulty in securing twelve suitable ass'stants

that he recjuested the king for authority to press

twelve qualified men into the service.

A Guild of Surgeons, as distinguished from the

Guild of Barbers, existed in London from time im-

memorial, but was first incorporated, apparently, in

1369, and occasionally harassed the members of the

Barbers' Guild, who meddled with surgery to such an

extent that in 1410 "certain good and honest folk,

barbers of the city," app?ared before the aldermen

and deman led that " they peaceably enjoy their privi-

lege, without the scrutiny of any person of other

trade than barbers. And this neither in shaving,

cupping, bleeding nor anything in any way pertaining

to barbery or to such practice of surgery as is now

used or in future to be used within the craft of said

barbers."

The movement for a complete medical education,

together with a more effective control over the prac-

titioners of medicine and surgery, began in 1423, with

a petition of the Mayor and Aldermen of London,

praying that i)hysicians and surgeons practising in

London might be considered as a single body of men

•roverned by a Rector of Medicine with the assistance

of two surveyors of the Faculty of Physic, and two

Masters of the Craft of Surgery. There was to be

a common [)lace of meeting, with rooms for examina-

tions and lectures. ... No surgeon was to be al-

lowed to practise in London unless he had been

examined by the Rector, the two Masters, and the

majority of the Craft, and duly licensed by the Mayor

and Aldermen, under penalty of one hundred shillings

fine. A patient unable to pay a fee might appeal to

the Rector and Masters in Surgery, who would assign

him a good practitioner, " busy to take heed of him

without expense."

For an account of the career of the distinguished

Dr. Gilbert Kymer, the first Rector of Medicine, we

must, for lack of space, refer our readers to the original

article. This " Conjoint Faculty of Medicine and

Surgery " was, while it lasted, formidable to the Guild

of Barbers, but it ])robably lasted not longer than two

years, after which the two bodies of physicians and

surgeons each went their own way till 1435, when the

surgeons appear as an established fellowship, with a

code of laws for its government. Thomas Morestede

was one of the first seventeen members agreeing to

the ordinances of the fellowship. In 1462 the guild

obtained a charter of incorporation, and in 1492 re-

ceived a grant of arms. In 1493 it was on friendly

terms with the Barbers' Company, and in May of

that year entered into a composition with that body

which recognized the independence of the two fellow-

ships of "surgeons enfranchised within the City of

London and of barber surgeons and surgeon barbers

enfranchised within the said city." No more is heard

of the Guild of Surgeons till 1540, when they were

formally united with their old competitors to form

the " United Barber Surgeons' Company."

In the years immediately preceding and following

this consolidation surgery reached the lowest ebb, and

was of no account as a profession, for an act of Par-

liament was passed allowing any quack to practise.

Of the history of the little band of surgeons, Thomas
Gale, William Cloues, John Halle, John Read and

John Banester, who, working independently at first,

afterward banded togetiier to lift their profession from

the mire. Power's article gives a most interesting ac-

count, full of anecdote and quotation, which is well

worth reading as setting forth the difficulty of getting

the public out of the hands of ignorant pretenders. It

seems that members of nearly as many trades put

themselves forward as practitioners of surgery as do

at the present time. Master Cloues mentions painters,

glaziers, tailors, joiners, cutters, cooks and chandlers,

as well as '' tinkers, tooth drawers, pedlers, ostlers,

carters, porters, horse gelders, horse leeches, idiots,

apple squires, broom-men, bawds, witches, conjurers,

sooth-sayers and sow gelders, rogues, ratcatchers, runa-

gates and proctors of spittle-houses, with other like

rotten and stinking weeds which do in town and coun-

try without order, honesty or skill, daily abuse both

physic and surgery," etc. The gradual elevation of

the Barber Surgeons' Company through the efforts of

such men as these whose histories are given, their es-

tablishment of public dissections and lectures, with a

fine for non-attendance, make a story of surpassing

interest.

The stories of John Woodall, who discovered during

the Elizabethan era that lime juice was a preventive

of scurvy, and of his effort to free the surgeons from

the impositions of the physicians, of his successor,

Richard Wiseman, of Cheselden, Sharp, Percival

Pott and Hunter, bring the story down to 1745, at

which time at last the surgeons seceded from the Bar-

ber Surgeons' Company, and the Surgeons' Company
was organized. Surely it took time enough to free

surgery from its tonsorial associations and place it on

its feet as a j)rofession. Cheselden had raised surgery

as a manual art, Hunter left it richer in pathology, but

to Pott our author gives the credit for the social im-

j

provement which took place during the Hanoverian
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(IviuiHty. At tlu) Ix'^iimiii^ of tlic prtiHciit cuiilmy

\\\v lii^^licr rank ol" hui-i^ooiih had l>eeii CHtahliHluMl in a

^o 'ial position, as is c^vidciKu^d by tlu; lives of Sir

Astlcy Cooper, Sir William liawri-iK!*; and Sir licnja-

iiiin Mrodic.

A bricl" review such as this can give hut. a slight

idea of tho interest and value of 8U(;h a study of pro-

fc^ssional history as is embodied in Power's article,

which will r((|)ay the reatling by ail who art; int(!r-

ested in the story of tlu; struggle of the surgical and

medical professions from humble and obscure origin to

the position in which they belong, a study which ought

to be worth the while of every enlightiued practi-

tioner.

SANITARIUMS FOR TUBERCULOSIS.

Thk recognition of the fact that tuberculosis is a

highly preventable and in many cases a curable disease

has led to an entire change of front in the attitude of

the community toward it. liy degrees the air of

hopelessness surrounding the tuberculous person has

given place to quit-^ a different feeling, and with this

changed feeling has come the natural desire, first on

the i)art of physicians and then on the [)art of legisla-

tors to take an active interest in the treatment of the

aflrticted class to which such a person belongs. As a

consequence, institutions have come into existence for

the rational treatment of tuberculosis, at first regarded

with suspicion, but now rapidly being accepted as a

most necessary part of the hospital system.

A new impetus has.evidently been given to this ten-

dency in New York State, first, through the report

from a committee of the State Board of Charities, the

details of which we have noted in another column, and

secondly, through the discussion recently held at a

meeting of the New York State Medical Society.

The committee of the State Board of Charities strongly

recommended the establishment of local sanitariums,

as the most efficient means of combating the disease,

rather than crowding tuberculosis patients into one or

two large institutions, possibly at considerable dis-

tances from their homes. Such a plan appears possible,

both from the point of view of expense and ease of

management.

Inasmuch as the regime of the patients should be

hygienic, fresh air and good food and a certain amount

of medical supervision, it should not be difficult to es-

tablish relatively simple and yet adequate hospitals in

the neighborhood of centres of population. Elaborate

buildings are certainly not required, and the equip-

ment of such a sanitarium need be of the simplest.

With the subsidence of prejudice regarding hospitals

and sanitariums there is small reason to fear that such

institutions would not be patronized, particularly if a

slight stimulus in the shape of a law regarding precau-

tions against infection were applied.

Drs. E. O. Otis and Vincent Y. B »wditch both spoke

at the meeting of the New York State Medical So-

ciety from tfieir wide experience in the care and

treatment of tuberculoun palieiitH. l)r. Oiix uliu'hd

to the (hisirability of Keciiring legiHlative action in re-

gard to tubcrridosis, thenrby bringing the diMeane utwier

Stat(! (control, as has been done, in a measure at IcaMt.

in Massachusetts. Dr. Iiowdit<;li described the excel-

hiiit work now being <lone at the liutland Hospital, an
example which should certaiidy be (piickly followed by
other States.

Otluu-s who spoke, among whom wa-. l)i-. I'.aldwin, of

Saranac, simply (echoed the general feeling of encour-

agement regarding the treatment of the diseas*; by
modern coraraon-sense methods. No doid)t continued

perseverance on the part of physicians will finally lead

legislatures to the comi)lete recognition of the folly of

longer delay in adequately [)roviding for the hospital

care of all persons ill with tuberculosis.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Plague. — The St. Petersburg plague board re-

ports that bubonic plague is prevalent in Assyr,

Mecca and Jeddah, and that, accordingly, this year's

Mussulman pilgrimage to Mesopotamia is to be i)ro-

hibited. In a recent attempt to eradicate the centre of

plague infection in Honolulu, the fire started in the

Chinese quarter for this purpose, was for a time beyond
control, and threatened the entire city. Instead of

two city blocks, an area of thirteen blocks was Hnally

burned before tlie fire could be brought under control.

A report from Major Blair D. Taylor, United States

Army, in regard to the progress of plague in Honolulu,

dated January 15th states that up to that date there

had been 34 cases, with 27 deaths. The following

week there were 12 new cases and six deaths. Plague
has disappeared from Kobe, Japan, but is active in

Osaka, taking the form of a lung disease which proves

very fatal. Thirty-nine cases have been reported.

S.MALL-pox IN THE West. — It is reported that

small-pox is assuming considerable proportions in

several Western States, on account of the evasion of

vaccination and the refusal to obey the orders of the

health authorities, on the ground that compulsory vac-

cination is a restraint upon the liberties of the people.

As a daily paper says, " Perhaps a good-sized epi-

demic there might be useful for educational purposes."

Sir Michael Foster a Candidate for Parlia-
ment.— According to Science, Sir Michael Foster,

professor of physiology in the University of Cam-
bridge, one of the secretaries of the Royal Society,

and last year president of the British Association, has

consented to become a candidate for the University of

London's seat in Parliament, vacant by the elevation

of Sir John Lubbock to the peerage.

The ••Marvl.\ni> Medk .vl Journal."— This

journal, for many years published as a weekly, will

hereafter appear as a monthly, beginning with the

January issue. It will be published in Baltimore

and Washington, considerably increased in size and
improved in appearance.
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Section of a Field Hospital Given by an
American. — An American, Mr. Van Alen, now
resident in London, lias offered to provide a complete

section of a field hospital for service in South Africa

under the superintendence of the British Army Medi-

cal Corps, and his offer has been accepted.

Osteopathy in Georgia. — At its recent session,

the General Assembly of Georgia passed a bill legal-

izing the practice of osteopathy. In spite of con-

siderable pressure the Governor vetoed the bill.

Increase of Cremations in London.— In 1885

three bodies were disposed of by the London Cremation

Society. In 1898 the number had risen to 240.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, February 7, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

121, scarlatina 53, measles 38, typhoid fever 11, small-

pox 1.

Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever in Massachu-
setts. — The prevalence of diphtheria in Newton is

about the same as it has been for a week or more.

Three cases of scarlet fever have recently developed

in Medford. In West Springfield the diphtheria epi-

demic is regarded as serious ; the situation will be in-

vestigated by the State Board of Health. In the last

six months West Springfield has had ten times as many

cases of diphtheria to each thousand inhabitants as

Boston. An oider has been issued by the Medford

Board of Health closing the Tufts and Lincoln School

buildings in the South Medford district, on account of

diphtheria. The prevalence of diphtheria is hardly to be

regarded as an epidemic, since there are only about

15 cases, and only three deaths have occurred in two

weeks, but the residents of the district have refused to

send their children to the schools.

Meeting of the Newton Hospital Corpora-

tion. — The annual meeting of the Newton Hospital

Corporation was held February 4th. The report

shovved in general a satisfactory condition of affairs.

New wards and other additions have enabled the hos-

pital to meet the increasing demands made upon it

during the last year. There are now accommodations

for 150 patients. Particularly useful have been the

isolation wards for diphtheria and scarlet fever.

Lincoln School in Malden, Mass., to be Re-

opened. — Notice has been given by the Maiden

Board of Health that the Lincoln School would be re-

opened on Monday, February 5th. It has been closed

for the past three weeks, owing to the prevalence of

small-pox in a neighboring house. One patient has

recovered and another is rapidly improving.

Typhoid Fever in Outlying Towns.— Fifteen

cases of typhoid fever are said to have appeared on the

route of a certain milkman in Brockton, Mass. A
careful investigation by the State Board of Health has

shown that the recent outbreak of the disease at Nor-

wood, Mass., was due to the pollution of well water in

which milk cans were washed.

Ambulance for Small-pox Service. — An am-
bulance ordered by the Boston Board of Health some
time ago, exclusively for small-pox service, is com-

pleted and in commission.

NEW YORK.

Increase of Insane Criminals. — In his annual

report, submitted to the Legislature .lanuary 29th,

State Superintendent of Prisons Collins calls attention

to the increase in the number of insane criminals, and

states that 719, nearly 200 more than the buildings

were designed to accommodate, are now crowded into

the hospital at Matteawan. The over-population of

this institution he regards as a very urgent demand for

the earliest possible completion of the new hospital at

Dannemora, for which an additional appropriation is

necessary. A peculiar fact referred to is that out of

85 criminals sent to the hospitals for the insane during

the year 40 come from the Elmira Reformatory, nearly

as many as from the three State prisons combined.

A State Hospital for Tuberculosis. — On
January 31st a hearing was given at Albany, by the

Senate Finance Committee and the Ways and Means
Committee of the Assembly, for the discussion of the

bill recently introduced calling for an appropriation of

$200,000 for the jnirpose of establishing a State Hos-

pital for the treatment of incipient pulmonary tubercu-

losis. Commissioner Stoddard of the State Board of

Charities and a considerable number of other medical

men were present, and among those who spoke was

Dr. Otis, of Boston, who gave some account of the

establishment and work of the State Hospital for Con-

sumptives in Massachusetts.

New York Diet Kitchen.— The twenty-seventh

annual meeting of the New York Diet Kitchen Asso-

ciation for the Relief of the Sick Poor was held on

January 17th. Among the speakers of the evening

was Dr. A. Jacobi, who incidentally alluded in terms

of warm praise to the good results of the free distribu-

tion of sterilized milk by Mr. Nathan Strauss, who
had persisted in his philanthropic work regardless of

the ingratitude of some and the hostile criticism of

others.

^tj^cellanp.

LOCAL SANITARIUMS FOR TUBERCULOSIS IN
NEW YORK STATE.

A REPORT has just been made by a committee of

the State Board of Charities, consisting of Harvey
W. Putnam and Drs. Stephen Smith and E. V. Stod-

dard, which strongly recommends the establishment of

local sanitariums as the most efficient means of com-

bating the spread of tuberculosis. The argument ad-

vanced by the committee is somewhat as follows :

Fresh, pure air is now declared to be the remedy for

consumption. The question to determine is, how can

the fresh air treatment be most effectually and eco-
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iioiniciilly iii:iilr iiv.iilahh^ ? No one t'.imiliar with tlic

|icciili.'ir liahils of lliosc wlio Ix-lirvc lliciiisclvcs to Itf

tli(! victims ol' tiil)crciilo.si,s caii doiiltt. the alisoluti'

iKH'cssitv ot placiiij^ tliciii iindi-r ri^iil lucdicjil sii|ici-

visioii. I'lidcr tlic (liscipliiKr of tin; hospital or saiii-

lai'iimi, they can hi' coiiipcllt'd to coiilonn to a prc-

scrihc'd incthoil ot" living, and heiKte these iiistitiilioiis

are essential to lh(^ treatment of consiiniptivo patients

ot" the lahorin<j chiss. By th(! niuhiplieation of lliesi-

institutions, so tliat every consumptive wonM eitlier

underi>o treatm(Mit in a special hospital or in his

house, the disease eould not spread among' the people,

and would eventually ho (^xtemiinated. We are no

longer compelled to seek health resorts for consinnp-

tives in remote mountain districts. On the contrary,

it is possihle to lind in or near every community loca-

tions which, with the addition of hygienic conditions

that may be sui)plied, will prove suitable for the full

development of the fresh air treatment. The report

concludes by e.\|)ressing the conviction that if the

I^egislature should enact a law on the general plan

outlined, it would at once lead to the establishment of

local hospitals near all the great centres of population,

the beneticent results of which would stimulate tln'

people of smaller communities to the creation of their

own sanitaria.

THE WAR JN SOUTH AFRICA.i

The Battle ok Tugela (Colensoj.

FuKDiCKicic Tkicvks, F.K.C.S., consulting surgeon

with the British forces, seuds the following graphic

statement to the British MedicalJournal :

It was from Frere Camp that the army under Gen-
eral Bul'er started for the Tugela River. Frere is

merely a station on the line of rail which traverses

Natal, and as it consists only of some four houses, it

can hardly be dignified by the name of hamlet. These
few single-story houses had been thoroughly looted by
the Boers, and in oue of them— the station master's

house— the General had his headquarters, Frere is

simply a speck — a corrugated iron oasis— in the vast

undulating plains of the veld. On the way to Lady-
smith are a few large kopjes, from any one of which
the line of tlie Tugela River can be seen, with the

hills beyond occupied by the Boer entrenchments, and
over them again the hills which dominate Ladysmith.
There was no shade of any kind, and as the weather
was exceptionally hot the camp was not precisely

comfortable. The inconvenience of a continued sun-

glare was intensified by constant clouds of brown dust

and by the scarcity of water. On the other hand, the

evenings were cool and the early mornings delightful.

The river which is reputed to " run " through Frere
had long since ceased to run. The water was retained

by certain dams, and the pools thus formed were not

over luimerous. The water was the color of pea soup,

and when in a glass was semi-opaque and of a faint

brownish color. It soon blocked a Berkefeld filter,

the pencil of which had to be cleaned after each water
bottle had been pumped full. The filtered water was
pleasant enough to the taste. In the lowest pool, im-

mediately above the iron railway bridge which had
been blown up by the Boers, Tommy Atkins could

bathe in what seemed to be a light-colored mud. Here
also he washed his socks and his shirts.

* Abstract from advance sheet, liiitish Medical Journal.

We came up to Frere — I, and my two uwrnt'M —
with No. I St.itionary Firdd lIoMpital. We naohed
the camp i»n the Alonday before the liatlle, when it

was repnlid that 'M)^)W ujen were under canvas. A
camp of this sizt! of n<:ceHhity presenKul an eudlcHs

s(;ene of bustle jind movemtuit. Nothing seemed to h«;

at rest but the interminable array of whili- tents and
the rows of baggage wagons. Cavalry would he mov-
ing in one direction and infantry in another. Here a
mounted patrol would be riding out or a couple of
scouts coming in. (iallopers would be seen in all di-

rections, and ev(!rywhere would hi; a struggling team of

oxen or of muh^s enveloped in clouds of<lust and urg. d
on by sweating men and strange oaths. The camp, dur-
ing the day, lay dry, dusty, parched and restless under
a blazing sun, but at night there was a cool wind and
cheery camp fires, and a darkness which i)lotted out
the dusty roads, the dried up river, the dismal piles of
stores, and the general picture of a camp in a desert of
baked earth. Every night a search light was at work
sending despatches to Ladysmith, and almost (rvery

morning could be heard the Boer guns thundering
over that unhappy place. Tommy Atkins looked
very smart in his khaki suit when leaving AVaterloo
Station, or when embarking at Southampton, but at

Frere he showed the effects of wear, and his tuinc,

his belt, his pouches, his boots and his face had all

toned down to one uniform tint of dirt color. He was
of the earth earthy. I>en his brown face and red
neck were well powdered with the common dust, hut
nothing seemed to have blotted out his cheerfulness
and his determinination to make the best of even a
camp on the veld.

BEl'OKK THE BATTLE.

On Wednesday the army began to move forward to

Chieveley, and on Thursday the whole camp had
nearly vanished and little remained but smouldering
fires of camp refuse, the inevitable dust, the inevitable
sun and the inevitable Katftr.

From a kopje some three miles beyond there— the
kopje from which the Boers fired upon the ill-fated

armored train— the new camp at Chieveley could be
seen. The baggage train which followed the army
was eight miles in length. This train was made up
mainly of wagons drawn by teams of oxen— ly to

each wagon. The last bearer company was well out
of sight in the new camp before the last wagons —
carrying pontoons— had started. The course of this

enormous caravan across the veld was marked by a
line of brown dust which gave one the idea that the
very road was smoking under this unwonted burden.
From the kopje we could see the firing of the ijreat

naval guns and the clouds of dust sent up bv the ex-
ploding shells, and now and then from the weary road
would come an attenuated sound, which was all that
reached us of the shrill yells of the nigger drivers,
whose dust-dried throats gave out noises like the
shrieks of parrots.

On Friday morning No. 4 Stationary Hospital
moved hurriedly to Chieveley. To oui- numbers had
been added two Netley sisters, whose skill, devotion
and un-elfishness were soon taxed to the utmost. On
the way up it was evident that the battle was raging.
The roar of the big guns was incessant, and rr-iiig

above their solemn boom was the sharp, irritable crack
of the quick-firing ordnance. Our hospital was about
three and three-quarters mih s from the Naval Hill on
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which our big guns were pitched. Close behind the

ridge formed by this hill were four field hospitals.

The scene presented at this spot was beyond descri])-

tion. The men were coming in as fast as the ambu-

lances and bearers could bring them. Some were

dead, some were dying, all weie parched with thirst

and baked and blistered with heat. The men were

lying on all sides on stretchers — amidst tents, piles of

rifles, accoutrements, battered helmets and blood-

stained tunics. It was a sight no one would wish to

see again, and the blazing sun added to the miseries of

all.

Some 800 wounded were passed through the field

hospitals and dealt with by 16 surgeons. Those who
harshly criticise the Army JNIedical Department should

have seen the work done on that memorable Friday

on the Naval Hill before Colenso. No work could

have been done better. The equipment was good, the

arrangements elaborated, and the officers worked on

hour after hour without rest or food luidcr the most

trying possible conditions. No greater strain could

have fallen upon a department and all concerned met

the brunt of it valiantly and well. One could not be

other than proud of one's profession.

In addition to the ordinary bearer com})anies,

Colonel Gallwey had organized a volunteer anibulance

corps of some 2,000 men, disposed in the proportion

of 12 men to a stretcher. It was intended that these

bearei's should convey the more seriously wounded
from the field, so that they might be spared the jolting

of the ambulance wagons over the somewhat rough

ground. Not only did the bearers do this and so save

infinite suffering, but all Friday night and Saturday

they were carrying the graver cases from the field

hospitals to the stationary hospital at Chieveley. So
admirably was the stretcher work done that not a

single; wounded man was left upon the field after dark

on Friday.

Our hosi)ital at Chieveley was crannued (o its ut-

most, and very many wounded men had to lie all night

in the open. Fortunately the nights on Friday and

-Saturday were very fine, and there was a bright moon.

The work on Friday and Saturday was the heaviest

I have ever experienced, and we all suffered a good

deal from thirst. The nurses worked not only all day,

but also all night. Some hundreds of wounded sol-

diers will have reason to remember their devotion that

daj^ and how well they succeeded in rendering a little

more tolerable a state of misery which was horrible to

con tern j)late.

After a heavy afternoon on the field I returned to

Chieveley Field Hospital in the evening, but had

liardly got in when a gallo|)er arrived to ask me to se(;

Lieutenant Roberts, who had just been brought back.

I returned at once with a full ecjuipment of instru-

ments, and uuicli regret that that valiant soldier was

from the first quite beyond the reach of surgery. In

addition to a penetrating wound of the abdomen, his

for(!arm was shattered by a ]Mauser and his knee

wounded by a shell. He was pulseless. I slept out-

side his tent that night, and saw him up to C'hieveley

on Saturday morning. He never rallied nor regained

a pulse, and died on Saturday at midnight, liefore he

was brought in he had been lying for seven hours in

the sun in a donga. He was attended to by Major

Babtie, R.A.M.C., who rode into the donga through a

hail of bullets, aiul whose liorse was killed under him.

Major Uablie kept by the many wounded men in the

donga until the battle was over, and as he alone had
water in his water bottle he doled out water to each
man in a minim measure, one drachm to each.

On Siuiday we had to leave Chieveley as the hospi-

tal was within reach of the Boer shells. We there-

fore retired to our previous " pitch " at Frere. The
hospital tents at Chieveley were admirabl}^ situated,

but the work was much hampered by want of water.

The temperature on Friday and Saturday was up to

100° F. in the shade. On Monday the temperature
rose to 104° F. in the shade. A clinical thermometer
in a bag and under cover of a tent registered 104.5° F.

The method of dealing with the wounded in the

Natal Field Force is as follows : The railway— a sin-

gle line— is open as far as Chieveley, and on it are

two admirably-equipped hospital trains in charge of the

indefatigable and ever-obliging Major Brazier-Creagh,

R.A.M.C. The hos|)ital train was on the field before

daybreak on Saturday morning, and was soon filled

with wounded. Some few of these were landed at the

No. 4 Stationary Field Hospital at Chieveley, the rest

were taken on to Kstcourt and Maritzburg. At both
these towns, but especially at Maritzburg, tliere is very
excellent hospital ac(tommodation. The base hospital

alone at Maritzburg can take in 1,100 i)atieuts, and,

besides, there is the large military hospital at the Col-

lege, Grey's Hospital, and the hospital for volunteers

established at the Legislative Assembly.
From INIaritzburg the patients are sent down to Dur-

ban by the hospital train, and are then conveyed to

Cape Town by the hospital ship Spartan. From the

careful examination I made of her when I boarded her

at Durban, I should think she was the best equipped
and best-managed hospital ship afloat.

Colonel (iallwey's organization has now been tested

to the utmost, and has been proved to be efficient and
admirable. The wounded placed upon the hospital

train by the Naval Hill below Chieveley could have—
as soon as they were placed in their berths — iced soda

water and whiskey, iced milk, hot soup, or even cham-
[)agne and seltzer.

The gi'eat majority of the wounds are by Mauser
bul'ets, some few are due to fragments of shell, and a

still less number to shrapnel. The ]Mauser bullet is

a very merciful one, and in no instance have I met
with a case in which the head of the bullet had been

cut off, as had been asserted by some. The damage
done by the INIanser depends mainly upon the range.

At 1,500 to 2,000 yards it penetrated like a needle.

At 500 yards or less it will smash a femur or a

humerus to fragments. A\^hen a bone is fractured

the bullet— if retained— is generally found to be

much distorted or broken up into many fragments.

The shell generally peels off the leaden core. As an

instance of the fine hitting of the Mauser, I may men-
tion a case (from the armored train) in which the bul-

let went through the middle phalanges of the ring and

little fingers, making four small wounds which healed

kindly and neatly. The two bones were fractured,

but the man recovered with sound union and mobile

joints. On the other hand, I have seen a fracture of

the humerus in which the bone was broken into twenty-

three small fragments. Many gunshot fractures of the

thigh heal by first intention.

The point of entry of the Mauser is very small—
often, as Tommy says, like a bugbite ; it is not diflScult

to overlook. The point of exit is also often very

small, but is more apt to be slit-like. The hole made
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ill till' hovvcl by tlio MiuiHor Ih very simill, iiml can Ix-

tldsrd l(v Iroin three to livci Lciiilx-rt Hiitiin^H. Scrv-

( Till |M'ii(ti!iliiiij; vvouiuls of tlu; liver uiid ki<lii< y liavr

been followed liy no syiiiptoiiiK. One disliii^^ui^licd

ollicer hud a Nlira|i!iel bullet pass ihroii^Mi his liver and

kidney, lb' had litth; collapse, and Iteyond some lein-

porary tyinpaniles ;iiid hematuria he had no tioiilde of

any kind.

Ill several instance's the bullet, has passed through

the brain without causing marked symptoms, and pei-

fect recovery has followcul. For example, a bullet

entered near the vertc'x, passed tlirouj;h tlu; brain,

hard [)alate and buccal cavity and (^.scaped at the root

of the neck on the opposite side. No discomforl fol-

lowed except headache and some strabismus. Speak-

ing generally, operations upon the skull for gunshot
wound have dom; excei)tionally well, and such opera-

tions liav(^ been numerous. 1 met with four cases of

paraplegia on Saturday, the bullet having in each case

appaiviilly passed through tlu^ (;ord.

Amputations have been (comparatively few. I have
seen a Manser go through the centre of tlu^ ()atella and

out at the centre of the pojjliteal space, and lead to no

trouble in the joint. Some cases are hard to under-

stand ; as, for example, one in which the bullet entered

above the clavicle and came out on the inner side of

the opposite thigh, there being no symptom except

temporary shock.

The field dressing carried by each soldier answers
its purpose admirabh'.

On all sides there is evidence that our soldiers be-

haved s[ilendidly on the field ; and I can say that when
brought back wounded they were plucky, patient and
uncomplaining. Their imselfishness was many times

verv marked.

O^bituarp*

FRANCIS CHARLES PLUNK ETT, M.D.

Dk. Fkancis Charles Plunkett, whose death oc-

curred November 29, 1899, was born in 1842 at Castle-

mere House, County jNIayo, Ireland. At the ajije of fifteen

years he passed tlie preliminary examination at the Royal
College of Surgeons, Dublin, and graduated from there in

1863. In 1864 he came to America and offered his ser-

vices in the Civil War and enlisted as assistant surgeon in

the One Hundred and Eighty-Third Ohio Volunteers. He
passed the examination for assistant surgeon, United States
Army, but declined a commission. In 1866 he came to

Lowell, where, as one of the local daily papers said, " Dr.
Plunkett's life in Lowell was a worthy one." He early set

himself to work building up his practice and soon became
one of Lowell's foremost physicians.

He is survived by a widow, two daughters and one son,

Mr. Harry Plunkett, a medical student.

CorreiB^ponDence*

THE CASE METHOD OF TEACHING SYSTE-
MATIC MEDICINE.

Philadelphia, Pa., January 28, 1900.

Mr. Editor : —The principles for which Mr. W. B. Can-
non so ably contends in his article on " The Case Method
of Teaching Systematic Medicine," have long been recog-

nized, and no far an poxxible ajtpli<-d in \\w t<rar-hin(; of
clinicHl Mifi^i'iy at the ('niversily of I'ennxylviitiia. I have
for y(!arH endeavored to make ilie HliideritH a4<piire for

llieiiiHelveB in any given cane the faeiH neci-Hnary for a
diagnonin, cany out for tlumHclveH the rea.v>ninj» yrofv.n*

by which tlie diagnoHJs in reached arni then defend tln-ir

oi)inion and the irealUH-nt they recommend against my
criticism or that of other tearlierH.

'I'lie ll^^Ilal limitatioiiH of <lini<al material have prevented
this courne from being as .systematic or aH eom[irehenHive
as I desired, and it had not occurred to me to ii.se the his-

tories of cases in the way suggested by Mr. Cannon. I am
writing toex[)re8H my obligations and to enclose copies of
histories wliich were given yesticrday to tiie students of the
third and fourth year rlasses. I cordially agree with your
editorial estimate of the probable ut-efiilness of this plan.

Yours truly,

J. Willia.m White, M.D.

[The foregoing letter relative to Mr. ^^^ H. Cannon's
paper, published in our issue of January 11th, on "Tlie
Case Method of Studying Systematic Medicine," leads us
to sus{)ect that Dr. White has not clearly in mind the dis-

tinction which Mr. Cannon intends to draw between the
conference and the case systems. The essential feature of
the conference system as practised for many years at the
Harvard Medical School is the careful study and report of

an actual case by one student, the remainder of the class

acting mainly as listeners, rather than as actual partici-

pants in the investigation. The advantages of such a
method for the individual student are manifest, and, in

fact, probably greater than any other as yet devised. For
the body of the class, however, who have had no oppor-
tunity to see and examine the case under consideration, the
discussion loses much of its significance and value. Mr.
Cannon's scheme is devised to obviate or supplement this

weakness of the conference system by substituting histories
of cases which each student in the class may have an ecjual

chance to study, and therefore to discuss with intelligence
and interest. The essence of the plan is to throw open to all

the students the advantages derived from a personal studv
of actual cases, rather than limit those advantages to the
few. Inasmuch as the study of patients, by a large class,

is impracticable for obvious reasons, the alternative of

studying case histories presents itself; the demonstration
of this possibility is due Mr. Cannon, as outlined in his
paper, and in this idea, we are confident, lies an essentiallv
new and very hopeful field for the development of medi-
cal teaching. We are glad to know that the plan is being
tested in Philadelphia, as it has been, with success, in Bos-
ton.

—

Ed.]

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending January 27th, in Boston, according to
observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

For the Week ending Saturday, January 27, 1900.
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A SYSTEM OF CLINICAL INSTRUCTION.
FOR rilE SIMIJLTANKOUS INSTRUCTION IN
SMALL SKCriONS OF A LAR(iK NUMHKR
OF STUDENTS.

UV A. I|. WICNTWOKTII, M.I)., llOSTdN,

Anniitant in IHscdset of Chtltlren in the llariuird Medical School;
Asaiitant I'hyaician to the Chililren's J/ogpital ; Senior Aanistdnt
I'hysician to the Infants' flospital.

'PllK purpose of the paper is to sliow llnit lar^e

iiiiiiibers of students eiui he given clinical instruction

in small sections on the same day. A plan for the in-

trochietion of this method into tin; third year course

of study in the Harvard Medical School recpiired a

few alterations to be made in tlie present system

of instruction for that year, in order to obtain the

re(piisite time. These changes must not be construed

into an attempt on my part to revise the course of in-

struction for tlu' third year. My ol)j(>ct is simply to

demonstrate tlu; practicability of section tea(;hing.

Some of the faults in the present method of teach-

ing clinical subjects are that the student hears a great

deal but does very little himself ; that he is not made
to think for himself ; that he is not made to express

and to connnit himself before others, and that he is

not given opportunities to make mistakes and to have
them corrected. He, therefore, fails to learn syste-

matic and accurate methods of examination ; his de-

ductions are very faulty and he acquires but little self-

reliance.

Not that I would advocate abandoning lectures and
large clinics. I believe that they are essential in

orcler to complete the students' knowledge. I would
merely give fewer lectures on clinical subjects and
make the greater part of the work practical by teach-

ing the students in small sections at the bedside, and
in out-patient departments. The present system of

making ward visits is only partially successful in this

respect, because the sections are too large to enable

the students to examine the patients individually. In

most cases the instructor calls attention to the abnor-

malities, and permits as many students as possible to

examine very superficially what he has pointed out to

them. In some cases one or more students are as-

signed to a patient while the remaining students are

making the rounds with the instructor. These stu-

dents have an opportunity to think for themselves and
to thoroughly examine the patient. The obvious fault

here is that only a limited number of students have
such opportunities, and in the course of a year's in-

struction even these fortunate ones have examined
but a limited number of })atients. The fundamental
principle of all instruction should be that all of the

students should have equal opportunities, otherwise the

system is manifestly unfair. A certain amount of sec-

tion work is laid out for the students by the present sys-

tem, but each section rarely goes more than six times
in the course of the year. This is just enough to show
the student how desirable it woukl be if he could only

have more of it.

For several years I have employed the method
which I am about to describe in teaching sections con-

sisting of nine students in a section.

Three students are assigned to each patient. They
are allowed three-quarters of an hour in which to

make their examinations. The histories of the cases

are withlield until the instructor goeH over tin- raneH.

The stiuh-nlM are permitted to :isk the |»ali< ntn only
such questions as relat«! to the physir-aJ exaniination.

The obje<;t of this i.s to prevent the Htudeiitx from
forming hasty conclusioiiH about the case^,, and thus to

force them to make system;itic and thorough examina-
tions of the patients. .

The students are informed i)eforeliaMd that all that

is re(piired of them is to make accurate physical ex-
aminations of tin- patients with referen(;e to their gen-
eral condition and the condition of the various organs.
If they are aiile to mak(! diagnoses from the re.sultH of
their examinations, .so much the better. After a littht

practice they almost always make provisional diag-
no.ses and have j)repare(l a series of intelligent <jues-

tions about the history and the results of the exami-
nation of urine, blood, etc., which will hel|» them to

decide. This is a good drill and teaches tlu-m canfnl
observation and system.

At the end of the allotted time, the instructor ask.s

them various (piestions about the normal organs a.s

well as about the abnormal ones, in order to i>e .sure

that they have neglected nothing. They are expected
after a few exercises to l)e able to tell the instructor

everything that is abnormal alxMit the case without
his asking them a cpiestion.

When they have finished the (lescrii)tion the instruc-

tor goes over the case himself and corrects or verifies

their observations. The remaining six students are
then permitted to examine any abnormalities which
may be preseut.

The discussion of the case is then taken uj). De-
ductions are made from what has been found. The
students' diagnoses are criticised. Differential diagno-
sis is carefully considered. The students are (pies-

tioned about the diseases which ought to be considered
and how some of these diseases can be ruled out.

This part of the exercise is of the greatest value, be-

cause it not only makes the students think for them-
selves, but they are forced to express their opinions
before the other students. It teaches them to express
themselves clearly, and to arrange their confused
ideas. The remaining students are appealed to, to

suggest anything which has not l)een considered. In
this way, they all take part, and when the " quiz " on
one case-is completed, the instru(!tor rapidly considers
the etiology, symptoms, complications, prognosis and
treatment of the disease which has been diagnosticated.

There is usually not much time left for this, so that

this part of the instruction must be concise and to the
point if the instructor hopes to complete the three
cases.

The value of this system becomes apparent in a

very few exercises. The students become f/iiiilers:

they become self-reliant ; they are obliged to do their

own Avork. They are criticised //-ee/y and impartially
but never ridiculed, and they take pleasure in it be-
cause they note the improvement from day to dav. It

fre(piently happens that the trained observer's de<lue-

tions appear .so sinq)le and evident that the students
are convinced that they had the same thing in mind.
It is necessary only to com{)el them to make the de-
ductions themselves to show them that they erred in

supposing they could make these deductions without
careful thought and ti-aining. T'hey learn more
through their mistakes than in any other wav.
Two hours is the shortest time, in my opinion, that

such a course can be given in. Three-<piarters of an
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hour for the students and the remamder for the in-

structor. Even then the time will be found to be very

short, because the students re<iuire time in which to

express themselves, and much time is needed to allow

the students to examine abnormalities individually.

The students become so interested in examining the

cases and in takin<r part in the discussion that I have

not found them to be dissatisfied with the length of

the exercise.

The problem in teaching large classes in small sec-

tions is to permit each student to examine as many pa-

tients as possible in the course of a year. If the sec-

tions are small and the class is large there will be

fewer opportunities for each student unless the number
of instructors is very large. If the sections are too

large it will be found that two hours will not suifice for

the instructor to go over the cases. If too many men
are put upon one case they interfere with each others'

examinations in the allotted time of three-cpiarters of

a hour. It has been found by experience that three

men on a case get along very well. Two of them can

make some of the examination at the same time, and

for the display of his talents as a teacher in the dis-

cussion of the case and in his subsequent summary of it.

I have chosen 144 for the total number of students,

because the classes in the Harvard Medical School
have not exceeded that number. But by the method
which I am about to describe, the number of sections

is Hunted only by the nund)er of available instructors

and by the nund)er of patients which can be utilized.

In order to ensure impartial instruction and to avoid

dissatisfaction among tlie students it is essential that a

system of rotation should be adopted by means of

which the instructors teach each section in turn, so

that at the end of a given number of exercises the

entire class shall have Iuh'U taught by each instructor.

Furthermore, it is important to give more clinical in-

struction in some branches of medicine than in others.

In my scheme I have assigned 50 per cent, of the

clinical instruction to clinical medicine, 25 per cent, to

clinical surgery, and the remaining 25 per cent, to

pediatrics, clinical pathology and contagious diseases.

In the plan which was submitted to the Committee
on Education in the Harvard Medical School, section

TABLE I.

Tabular View for Third Year Revised to Allow Section Teaching on Fodr Days in the Week.

Monday.
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A tabular view of tlie .section work for the ensuing

year can be printed at any time before the school

year begins and distributed among the students after

Ihev have received their section numbers. In this

way all confusion will be avoided and the students

will present themselves at the various hospitals at the

hours assigned, without further notice. 'J'he absence

of one or more students from a section will not inter-

fere with the instruction of the remaining students.

By adopting a system of rotation each section meets

a ditt'erent instructor each time until the rotation has

been completed and Section No. 1 has returned to its

first instructor. In arranging such a system it is nec-

essary so to arrange the instruction that at the end of

rotation each section shall have had the same number of

exercises in each subject. This may be accomplished

by arranging the subjects in such a way that the same

subject shall not be assigned to more than one section

in succession, that is, two sections should not be taught

clinical medicine in succession. If this arrangement

is not adhered to, it will be found at the end of several

exercises that one section will have had more instruc-

tion in surgery, and another, more in clinical medi-

cine, etc. A study of Table II will explain this.

To avoid interfering with the rotation and at the

same timi; to give less instruction in clinical pathology

and in pediatrics, these two subjects are arranged to

alternate with each other. It will be seen that dur-

ing the first rotation the odd numbers are assigned to

clini(;al pathology and the even numbers to pediatrics.

To enable the sections that had pediatrics to have

clinical pathology and vice versa, it is necessary in the

next rotation to assign the even numbers to clinical

pathology and the odd numbers to pediatrics. This

alternation must be arranged in the tabular view.

After receiving their section numbers at the begimiing

of the term, the students have only to consult the

tabular view to find out which hospital to go to and

what the exercise will be on any day in the school

year.

There is one important objection to the method of

teaching, namely, the number of instructors that are

needed. This objection applies chiefly to clinical

medicine. If the method were adopted in the Har-

vard IVIedical School, without any alteration in Table

II, it would require eight additional assistants in clin-

ical medicine, b(!cause the time of the present instruc-

tors is fully occupied in teaching auscultation and

percussion. It should be borne in mind that the

apportionment of sections can be altered to any ex-

tent. Two of the sections assigned to clinical medi-

cine could receive instruction in neurology, a third

and fourth section could be assigned to dermatology

and to pediati-ics respectively. By this arrangement

only four additional instructors would be needed in

cliiiical medicine. As a preliminary arrangement for

the first year or two, tin; number of exercises could

b(! reduced to two or three times a week instead of

four times.

The pur[)Ose of this i)aper, as I stated at first, is to

sliow the practicability of section teaching,but I should

like to add a few words about didactic lectures and to

offer a few suggestions about conducting a course in

section teaching. I believe that didactic lectures are

needed by the students to supplement section teach-

in'^ Most of the time at a clinical exercise; should be

spent in correcting errors in observation and in deduc-

tion and in permitting the students to examine the al)-

normalities which have been detected. The time
which remains, if this be done thoroughly, will be
found to be so short that the instructor will be forced

to omit much useful information about the disease

under discussion, information that is often of the

greatest value in the management and trc^atment of

cases in practice and much that is essential in order to

obtain a clear concc^jjtion of the nature of the disease.

To obtain such information from text-books alone is

usually beyond the powers of the student because his

reading-time is very limited and because he lacks the

experience which is necessary to Enable him to separ-

ate the essential from the non-essential.

SUfiGESTIONS.

(1) The section teaching should be under the con-

trol of the professor. This would not require a great

expenditure of time if the clerical details were per-

formed for him b}' an assistant or by a secretary.

(2) A list of the diseases which the professor

wished to have shown to the students could be pre-

j)ared, and the instructors could arrange to show
these diseases during the year.

(3) The instructors could keep a record of the dis-

eases which had been shown and the sections that had
seen them. These re2:)orts could be sent to the pro-

fessor every week and would enable him to arrange

the teaching so that all of the students could see the

same diseases in the course of the year.

(4) An effort should be made to show the students

different stages and complications of the same disease.

(5) The professor could arrange a series of lectures

to supplement the section teaching. These lectures

would be delivered before the entire class in the am-
phitheatre of the hospital and the students would be

expected to take careful notes for future study. In a

large hospital it would often be possible to find a

number of cases in different stages of a given disease.

These cases would serve as illustrations and would
help to impress a distinct picture of the disease u{ion

the students' minds.

(G) Patients with chronic diseases often remain in

a hospital for several weeks. If a given case were
shown to each section in turn it would be possible for

the entire class to see the same patient in the course

of one rotation.

(7) I believe that the students should be required

to pass both a practical and a written examination in

auscultation and percussion at the end of the second

year in order to show that they are competent to be-

srin section work.

THE CASE OF A MAN WHO SWALLOWED HIS
SUSPENDEKS; REMOVAL BY EXTERNAL
ESOPHAGOTOMY; RECOVERY.— OTHER SIM-
ILAR CASES.

HY MAURICK If. RICHAKDSON, M.l>., ItOSTON.

William IL, shoemaker, aged twenty-nine, entered

the Massachusetts (Jeneral Hospital on April 13,

18i)9. He had been discharged a few days before

from the Worctester Insane vVsylum, of which he had

been an inmate for thirteen months. He said that

two weeks befon; entrance, while despond(uit, he at-

tempted to swallow his suspenders. He suc(;eeded in

getting down certain portions of the suspenders and

some broken glass, but just how much was uncertain.
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I (|iiisli()iii(l (.lie patii'iit ropeati'dly, hut could {(rt

litlli' iiil'oi-iii.itioM :is to wliut or liow iniicli lii' Ii.mI

siiccfcdfd ill ^t'ttiu;; l»V llic I'iUiccs. lie whs not uii-

u illiiiy lo l<ll, liut lie WiiH <l;izcd :iiid stupid :iud soinc-

uliiil silly, lie «'ouiid:iiii('d of no piiin, but nitlu-r ol

;i discouit'oit under tlu! sti-rnuui vvliiN^ ciitiuf^. Tlu'

I'ood iit times p:iss('d easily into tlie stoniiicli ; at times

it WHS immediately re<fur^itat(!d. There had Ikm n no

Idood in the re«;ur^it!it('d material.

The idstory j^iveu hy this mentally uid)alanced pa-

tient would seem extraordinary, except that the iu-

saiu' do the most incri'dihle thinj^s. I had had some
ex})erience with foniiffu bodies in the melancholy

and suicidal, and in every case operation had demon-

strated the truthfulness of the patient's statements,

even \vh(>n it was hard to believc! them. 1 therefore

was inclined to accept as a fact that somewhere in tlu'

alinu'utary tract would be found portions, at least, of

the man's sus[)end('rs, and perhaps other things. The
precordial discoMifort and the. occasional rc-^urgitation

suggested im{)action in the esophagus. The man was

physically stroug and well developed ; mentally, he

was slow and stupid. Nothing could be seen or felt

in the fauces. "With the olive-tipped probang an ob-

struction of some kind was perceptible in the esopha-

gus at or about tlu; level of the transverse portion of

the aortic arch. Nothing metallic coidd be detected.

An x-ray negative showed unmistakably a suspender

buckle at the level of the arch, and possibly another

higher up.

The safest route of removal— whether by mouth,

by external esophagotomy, or by gastrotomy — was
the most important (pu'stion in this case. The chief

danger in esophageal impaction is from ulceration into

the great vessels, especially when the impacted body
is a flattened one with sharp edges — a coin, a tooth

plate, for example. Moreover, the usual time for a

fatal erosion is two weeks or less. In this case, there-

fore, the erosion, if any was taking place, must have

been sufficiently advanced to make even the most refined

manipulations dangerous. Indeed, it would be by no

means surprising if attempts at extraction, by what^

ever route, would end in a deluge of blood from the

aorta. The selection of route would depend, not upon
the facilit}' with which a hemorrhage might be

checked — for such a hemorrhage coidd not, of course,

be checked— but rather upon the feasibility of de-

tachment and removal without causing that hemor-
rhage.

The instruments usually selected for removing for-

eign bodies from the esophagus through the mouth
cannot with intelligence be either directed, applied to

the foreign body, or withdrawn. Some of them, once

fast to a fortugn body, cannot be marh? to let go.

Some years ago the coin catcher got fast to a tooth

plate impacted at the lower end of the esophagus, and
in attempts to detach it enough force was applie(l to

it to break off the metal end of the coin catcher.

No harm was done in this case, but it is easy to

imagine what might have happened— what, in fact,

often has happened in trying to dislodge foreign

bodies. On the other hand, I removed with great

ease, by nu'ans of a coin catcher, a tooth plate which

had been for eleven months impacted in the esophagus

behind the sternoclavicular joint. I had fully decided

to operate through the neck and was using the coin

catcher to determine the firmness of the impaction,

when the plate became detached and was drawn up.

In the preHfUt case the iinpiiction wan conHidi-rubly

above the aortic arch. I hough we could not make
out exactly tin- kind of buckle, it wuh evidently u
flattened metallic thing, with sharp e«lgeH, and it waw
caught in most dangerous |(roximity to the aorUi and
its great branches.

Krom these considerations I de<'ided to take no
chanceH by instrumentatirui through the mouth. (iji>4-

trotomy was not seriously considered, because the f«*r-

eign bodies were high up. IJy external esophagotomy
th(! esophagus could be inspected, felt of, the foreign

bodies could be accurately localized, instruments could
be directed, applied and withdrawn with precision.

External esophagotomy was performed Ajiril Lnh.
As soon as the esophagus was opened, a thin, brown-
ish, foul-smelling fluid esca|>ed. 'J'he linger detected
at once that the esophagus below the incision was
plugged with som(;thing soft. By means of curved,
long-bladed hemostatic forc(;ps there were first re-

moved a ball and string attached to a brass ring ; then
half a suspender web with two buckles ; then a third
buckle— all covered with a dark, foul-snndling slime.

The olive probang, the coin catcher, the bristle pro-
bang were successively passed into the stomach with-
out meeting further obstruction. With the finger

an ulcerated area could be felt just above the aortic

arch. The esoj)hageal wound was closed in two layers
with fine, interrupted silk sutures. The external
wound was closed except for a gauze strand, leading
from the esophageal sutures.

The wisdom of provisional gauze w-icking was
shown, I think, by this case, for at the end of twenty-
four hours there was a fully-developed wound infec-

tion, with a temperature of 104°. Thorough irriga-

tion of the wound was followed by rapid subsidence
of the infection, the wound rapidly healed, deglutition

became normal. The patient was discharged on the
2yth of April, physically well, but mentally as un-
sound as ever. Seven months later, I received the
report that the patient was very well, both physically
and mentally ; that there was no trouble in flegluti-

tion and that the wound w'as in good condition.

The things that an unbalanced patient may do
are certainly extraordinary. That he may do them
should be borne in mind in obscure symptoms con-
nected with the alimentary tract. J\ly experience has
not been large, but it has been enough to guide me to

the lesion in several curious cases, some of which I

have already published in detail.

One of the most extraordinary was that of a strong
young woman who swallowed successfully a gold pen^
cil. She then got an open safety pin stuck in her
gullet and detached it with a steel crochet needle,
which she then successfully swallowed. This was
followed by a lot of common pins. For gastric svmj>-
toms, I opened the pylorus, through which I found
sticking the open safety pin. I left the other articles

in the alimentary canal, whence in due time they all

emerged, except the crochet needle, which never has
been found.

]\Iy first dissecting-room subject had her stomach
full of straw. The specimen is now in the "Warren
]Museum. Recently, l^r. Brewster removed for me a

ball of hair from the small intestine of a girl of ten
years old. This hair ball had completely"obstructed
the lumen.

An insane woman, after her cup of tea, swallowed
the sharp-edged silver teaspoon. It lodged in the
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esophagus bowl downward. I succeeded in i-emoving

it l)y external esophagotoniy, without lieniorrhage.

She died, liowever, in a few days from some unknown
cause. There was no wound infection to account for

her death.

In another case, that of a liysterical girl, I opened

the epigastrium for a tumor supposed to have been

caused by the habitual swallowing of rubber gum.

Tliough no gum was found, there was an abscess about

the j)ylorus which I have always thought was caused

l)y tlie gum. This girl recovered.

Perhaps a little; remote, anatomically at h'ast, are

the cases of foreign bodies introduced into the rec-

tum. They ilhistrate, however, the freaks of the in-

sane, the hysterical and the perverted. The most ex-

traordinary instance lliave known was the man who
lost a ketchup bottle in his rectum, whence Dr. War-
ren successfully removed it.

Dr. Warren's case recalls that of a general paralytic,

in close confinement, whose silver-jjlated dinner knife

disappeared. It was a brilliant exemplification of the

jtossibilities of eliminative diagnosis, for a careful

search eliminated every possible place of concealment

except his rectum, where, in fact, he had concealed

it. He had thrust the knife through the rectal wall

into the abdominal cavity, where it was lying free

when 1 ex[)lored. A general peritonitis was under full

headway, and he died.

Another case deserves mention, though it is not

quite analogous to those described. A hysterical and

neurasthenic woman declared that she had accidentally

s\\ allowed a plum stone, and suffered, she said, extreme

torture from its pressure in the stomach. A surgeon,

thinking (as I believe rightly) that her troubles were

imaginary, passed an instrument into the stomach,

withdrew it and showed the patient a plum stone.

L'nfortunately, the patient immediately declared that

it was not that kind of a jjlum I I finally opened the

stomach in this case, but found nothing. The woman
died later from an acute inflammation of the alimen-

tary tract caused l)y drinking, with suicidal intent,

corrosive-sublimate solution.

THE CLINICAL VALUE OF OLIVER'S HEMOCY-
TOMETER. 1

IJY DAVID D. 8CANNELL, A.B., HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, BOSTON.

During the course of a series of lectures on the

physiology of the blood delivered before the Royal

College of Physicians, of London, in l^SDG, George

Oliver, an English physiologist, described a new and

ingenious method of red corpuscle estimation, at once

time-saving and a(;curate as compared with the Thoma-
Zeiss procedure. The invention of this new d(;vice

was prompted by the same desire; for j)hysiological ex-

actness and investigation that led to tlie production of

his tintometric hemoglobinometer, the observations of

which are fully as accurate, reliable and definite as

the hemoglobinonieters of von Fleischl and Gowers.

In his argument for the need of an a])paratus more

exact and consistciut than the Thoma-Zeiss counter,

Oliver says :
" The j)resent methods for determining the

red corpuscles are, (1) the examination by the micro-

sco])(', and (2) the percentage estimation by the centri-

fugal machine. The former enumerative method is

1 From Dr. Kicbard ('. Cabot's clinic at tbe Massachusetts General
Hospital.

perhaps on some grounds preferable, especially foi-

clinical work, for it enables any alterations in the in-

dividual corpuscles to be observed at the same time,

lint repeated observations have shown that this same
method as ordinarily applied does not pos.sess that de-

gree of accuracy with which it is usually credited.

Even though all the necessary precautions have been
taken, a series of trials derived from the same mixture
of a sample of blood may yield the wide variation of

ten per cent. Tlie possibility of such a large margin
of difference must render the method totally unreliable

for any physiological inepiiry, however immaterial

it may be for clinical purposes. Extended enum-
eration will, of (course, average the discrepancies,

but it necessarily involves the ex])enditure of more
time, labor and eyesight than are at the disposal of

most observers, especially, too, as jihysiological work
demands the largest possible; collection of data and
much repetition. It was therefore necessary to search

for a simple and time-saving method of hemocytomet-
ric observation which, founded on extended enumera-
tion in the first instance and attaining to the accuracy

of it, might be substituted for it."

Oliver's hemocytometer is based on the following

principle : In the process of drawing out a glass tube,

the sides of the tid)e become minutely corrugated in

the direction of its axis. When a candle or small gas

flame is looked at through this tube containing water,

a transverse line of light is seen, consisting of closely

packed minute images of the flame produced by the

above-mentioned corrugations of the glass. The paral-

lel furrows and ridges are demonstrable with the aid

of a small magnifying glass. Each ridge acts as a

lens, hence the horizontal line made up of an aggre-

gation of the images of the flame.

Oliver discovered that if, instead of the water as a

refracting medium, he used normal blood diluted with

some fixing fluid (such as llayem's, ferrocyanide of

potash, or sodium chloride), the resulting mixture

presented a degree of opacity varying according to the

amount that the blood was diluted by the fixing fluid.

The opacity so produced completely shuts oft" all

view of the transverse line of light until, on still fur-

ther diluting, a definite point is attained when it can

be seen faintly as a delicate thread of light running

transversely across the tube, " the dawn, as it were,

of the bright minute images of the fiame seen when
the opacity is absent or still further reduced." Re-

peated observations by Oliver have shown that the

development of this delicate horizontal line by dilu-

tion of the blood with eitlu;r of the fixing fluids men-
tioned is an extremely sensitive index of the number
of red corpuscles present in any individual blood.

This was det(>rmined in many ways ; for example, by

the observation that the amount of fixing fluid re-

(piired to bring the horizontal line into view was al-

ways in pro])ortion to the dilferent (juantities of the

same blood experimented with, and therefore in pro-

portion to the number of the blood corpuscles pres(;nt

at each observation.

The; apparatus recjuired for such observation is ex-

tremely simj)le and should be relatively inexpensive.

It consists of (1) a flattened graduated tube; (2) a

capillary pipette having a capacity of 10 cubic milli-

metres of blood; ('3) a mixing pi])ette for which an

ordinary medicine dropper is a perfect substitute; (4)

a candle or gas flame, and (5) a fixing solution,

preferably Hayem's.
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(I) A rtHttciied tube was luloptc*! IxMrauHO it wan

lomul tliiit :i iDimd o\w of hucIi u (liuiiictcr as to liir-

iiisli the n'(|iiirc(l (lc<;rcc of opacity would only provide

ii siiHicinilly wide scal<' wIhii a nnicli lar^iT «piaiitily

of hlood was takni than was coiiiinonly used for lilood

oliscrvatioiis ; wlicrcas, wlicn tlic (d).scivation was

made tliroii_i;li tlir loiiy' diameter of a llattt iieil tulte, it

was inmeeessary to iisi- more tliaii III cMhic millimetres

of hlood, and the scale is lentithened in proportion to

the rednction of the lateral area. A tube of 1
•"» milli-

metres in the lonii diameter an<l live millimetres in the

short diameter was found to produce a satisfactory

workable scale of 12 centimetres for the determina-

tion of 12.") percent, of red corpuscles. The divisions

of the scale repres(>nt two per cent, and they are snf-

tieiently apart to allow the eye to read one per cent,

and even less (Fii;. 1

).""

The determination of the scale was made by the;

ennmerative method apj)lied to I2()s(iuares applied to

the blood of normal man. One hundred per cent,

represents the generally accepted standard of T),000,000
cor[)uscles per cubic millimetr(% and each degree is.

therefore, the equivalent of r)0,()00 corpuscles : 1 00 per

cent. = 5,000,000 cori)uscles ;
!).") per cent. = 4,700,-

000 ; 90 per cent. = 4,000,000 ; 80 per cent. = 4.000,-

000 ; r)0 per cent. = 2,000,000, etc.

(2) The amount of blood required is measured
by a capillary pipette, or automatic blood measurer,
having a capacity of 10 cubic millimetres. The end
which is ])resented to the drop of blood is well pointed

and polished, so that all traces of blood may be easily

removed. The lumen is large enough to permit the

passage of a good-sized needle threaded with darning
cotton, and is therefore readily cleaned and dried

(Fig. 2).

(3) The mixing pipette, or ordinary medicine
dropper, is provided with a rubber nozzle which tits

2 Photographs taken by Mr. Percy E. Brown,

ovor tli« blunt poJJHhed en*! of thf* capillHry plpf-tt**

(FiK. .'{).

(4) A small-Mi/.ed wax candh-, a«, f«»r inrtlahce, a

ChriHtmas <'andle, is preferal)le, nince it furni:->he.t a

more definite and drlicat*- line than is obtained from
a large, c()arse flame. However, a reduced gas flame

answers perfectly well.

(")) While any of tin' fixing fluid-, mentioned :dK)\e

are good, yet llayem's solution was .selected an the

most satisfactoiy for these; reasons : («) It is cleaidv

to use ; {b) the corpuscles are less affected by it than
by any of the other fixing agents, and may be ex.un-

ined microscopically after the observation has been

made without fear of material changes, and {c) the

reading undergoes no variation even after the lapse of

many hours (for example, twelve), so that the Idood

may be washed into tin; tube and the observations

made later if convenient. The constituents of thi.s

solution are

:

Ilydrarg. chlorid. corrosiv .5 gramme
Sod. chlor 1.0 "
Sod. sulph .5.0 "
Aq. de8t JOO c. c.

Oliver anticipates an objection by stating that it

may be suspected that the mercuric chloride present
in llayem's solution may pre(Mpitate the proteids of

the j)lasma and thus cau.se a variable a<ldition to the

oi)acity produced by the corpuscles. This j)oint ha>

been carefully tested, however, with the result that it

does not present a source of error.

Apart from the leukemic condition, the white cor-

puscles do not affect the readings, according to Oliver.

The proportion of one white to 500 reds, or one-
fifth per cent., is equivalent only to one-tenth of one
of the smallest divisions on the scale, and this is un-
readable. So that even were the whites to increase

uj) to one in 250, the rise woidd not a])precial)ly affect

the reading of tlu' red corpuscles.

For clinical work I find this method not only sim-

ple and accurate, but also eye-.saviug and rapid. The
whole process from beginning to end can', after a little

experience, be completed in from five to ten minutes,
certainly a saving of time compared with the twenty-
five or thirty minutes usually expended by most
observers in the ju-eparation and count when the

Thoma-Zeiss apparatus is used. Furthermore, it re-

duces to a minimum the personal equation in the

numerical estimation of the red corpuscles, a factor

which, with the Thoma-Zeiss counter, is constantly

present and indeterminate.

In some cases, of course, it is important to ascer-

tain the size and appearance of the red corpuscles,

and therefore the microscopical examination of the

fluid is sometimes a useful addendum in cases where
changes in these respects might be looked for. As
stated before, the nature of the fixing fluid renders
this microscopical observation perfectly possible and
accurate even after the lapse of many hours.

Technique.— This is extremely simple, and for its

success depends mainly on speecl. The capillary pi-

pette is first thoroughly cleaned and dried (vudess

previously so) by the passage of the threaded needle.

The mixing jjipette, with the small rubber nozzle at-

tached, is next tilled up with Hayem's solution and
placed conveniently. The ear is then punctured, as

for the ordinary blood count, and '* milked " gently
until a fairly large drop is pendant. The size of this

drop is about that required for a white count. The
polished pointed end of the capillary pipette is applied
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to the drop, which immediately fills the lumen of the

tube by capillary attraction. At this point success or

failure is dependent upon the degree of speed em-

l)loyed. The jwinted end of the pipette is thoroughly

and (piickly wiped clean of l)lood with the fingers, the

rubber nozzle of the medicine dropper is fitted over

the blunt end of the pipette (most satisfactorily with

both held horizontally, to prcA^ent premature ejection of

the blood by tiie weight of the mixing fluid), and the

l()cul)ic inillimetres of blood are thoroughly washed

into the flattened tube by the compression of the bulb

of the dropper. Elxperience has demonstrated that

the quickest and best results are attained when the

patient himself holds the flattened tube in a position

convenient for the operator. The filling of the pi-

pette witli blood, the application of the rubber nozzle

of the dro]) glass to the blunt end of the automatic

blood measurer, and the washing of the blood into the

tube, can all be done after a few trials in ten to fifteen

seconds. If these steps in the technique are not done;

(juickly, coagulation of the blood in the pijjctte is al-

most inevitable, necessitating a cleansing of the pi-

pette and a fresh start. After the capillary jjipette

has been empti(Ml of its contents, it is best to detach it

from the drop glass and make the furtlier additions of

the fixing fluid from the latter. The amount of fixing

fluid to be used in the subsequent steps will be roughly
suggested by the degret; of capacity of the mixture
already in tiie flattened tube, or by the previously

made hemoglobin (estimation, though the latter bears
no fixed relation to the final reading.

After the initial addition of Hayem's solution, the
contents of the tube are thoroughly mixed by invert-

ing the tube a few times with the thumb over its

Mjouth, care being taken each time on removing the

thumb to draw it over the lip of the tube so as to re-

store as much as possible the adherent fluid. This

procedure is repeated after each addition of the solu-

tion. The tube and its contents should never be

violentl}' inverted or shaken, since such maneuvres
readily produce a frothy condition which renders the

reading unsatisfactory and erroneous.

The observation is made in a dark room (the darker

the better), free from cross-lights. The small lighted

candle is placed about on a level with the observer's

eyes and 10 feet distant from him. This distance has

been found experimentally by Oliver to give the most
accurate readings. In making the observation, it is

important to exclude as much as possible the difl^use

light of the candle. This is easily and satisfactorily

done by resting the lower end of the tube with its

long diameter in line with the candle, in the concavity

between the thumb and index finger (Fig. 4), and
then holding the tube close to the eye.

The observer must be on the alert for the first aj)-

pearance of the transverse line of light which progres-

sive dilution brings into view. The earliest indications

of the approach of this will be obtained on the sides

of the tube when the latter is turned on its axis by the

slightest rotation of the hand. The fluid is then

added drop by drop until the line is just api)arent all

the way across the field when the long diameter is in

line with the flame. The transition between the total

absence of tlie hue and its sudden presence is usually

rather rapid. The appearance of the incomplete

line on the sides, however, is a constant forerunner

of the complete tranverse line and should put one on

one's guard. The sign is extremely delicate and it

re([uires at the beginning very careful observation to

recognize it without overstepi)ing the necessary di-

lution which obviously brings it more definitely and
unmistakably into view. The first difficulty is the

only one, for when the earliest appearance of the line

has been once noted, it cannot fail to be afterwards

recognized. Furthermore, there is no occasion for

hurry in these later steps, for the opacity remains

uniform for many minutes.

During the summer of 18*.)i> the clinical observa-

tions appended below were made in the male medi-

cal Out-Patient Department of the INIassachusetts

(Jeueral Hospital. In 27 cases, of which 10 were es-

sentially blood diseases, the blood was examined both

by the enumerative method of the Thoma-Zeiss aj)-

})aratus and the percentage estimation of Oliver's

liemocytometer. In this way the I'csults of the former
controlled those of the latter. In each case the

Thoma-Zeiss count was applied to 10 large or 360
small scpuires at least, always two and often three

drops of the mixed blood being taken. The hemo-
cytometric observations were made twice in many
cases, in order to test the consist(>n(;y of the readings.

A white count was also made in such cases as prom-

ised either a leucocythemic; condition or ;» high leuco-

cytosis.

From the following table it will be seen that the

results, taken as a whole, are strikingly similar. The
maxinnim difl^erence in the two methods of estimation

was 108,400, and this occurred in a case of splenic

myelogenous leukemia where the whites nimd^ered

480,000. As stated before, the leucocythemic condi-

tion is acknowledged to be a source of int(!rference

in the reading of the liemocytometer, giving a result

less accurate than in non-leucocvthemic states ; and
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vet, (ncii ill tlir imisciicc of so iiiaiiy white corinisrlcM

(ii proportion of om- white to live reds), tlie error of

I OS,000 ill the reds as eoiiipared to the Tlioiiia-Zeiss

roiiiil, is not. of very serious nionient, sneli a <lilferenee

not lieiim of the rarest oeciirreiK-e in tlie coiints of t\v((

averayi- oiiservers on tiie saiiK- hh)()d. In tlie other

case of lenkeinia, lymphatic in characitcr, where tlic

whites were present to the extent of 102,100, the

hemocylometric ri-adiiiij; showtnl a disa^^reeinent of

only 7(),000. In cases with no patholoi^ical increase

of the leucocytes the greatest dilference in the resnlts

was 74,000, the smallest 1,000 and the average ahout

dia/tfiiosiH of iippcndiciliH made l»y Dr. Heiitlie. At
12 o'clock inidni;,dil the pain W!ih Icmh »»ii account of
opiati's, liiil the area of pain had ext^-nded. Teiiipf ra-

tlire lO-J.J", jiiilse \\->. The pain caused M) liiiKti

ri;,ddity and spasm of the alidoiiiinal miinchs that now
a thoroiii,di examination conid not he made. I Haw
the patient with Drs. IJeattie :ind Hall :it H \. \\.

;\t !> \. \i. 1 made operation, assi-^ted 1)\ I)r. I»c;it-

tie. Ktlier was administered hy Dr. Hall. An in-

cision an inch Ion;,' was made over the normal site of
the appeiiilix and in a line which followed the trend
of the libres of the external oblique uponcuroHis. The

No.
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The appendix was held up hy tlie tip, and after

dividing in a circle its peritoneal and muscular coats

about one-ipiarter of an inch from the appendico-cecal

junction, leaving the 1ymplioid and mucous coats uncut,

the divided layers were dissected back to the cecum
and a narrow-bladed lock forceps was applic^d trans-

versely to the lymphonuicus cylinder, close to the

cecum to temporarily close its canal. The appen-

dix was cut oft" close to the forceps, leaving only a

small cuff of mucus membrane, etc., protruding be-

yond the outer edge of the forceps. The cuif was
cleansed with moist gauze and the cut edges of the

mucous and lymphoid coats were united with a single

layer of continuous fine chromic catgut stitches, after

which the forceps were removed. Several con-

tinuous sutures were also used to approximate the

peritoneal and muscular coats, but the latter stitches

did not hold as the layers were very soft. All patho-

logic and exposed intestines were freely irrigated with

hot water ; all visible pus, shreds, plastic fibrin,

fibrinous exudate, etc., on the surface of the bowels,

etc., were removed with the fingers and gauze pads.

The infected portion of abdominal cavit}, intestines,

etc., were again thoroughly flushed with hot water

till the fluid came away clear, dried with sponges and
the intestines returned within the abdomen to as near

as possible their normal positions.

The j^eritonitis was a spreading or diffuse infection

without the formation of protective adhesions and (as

near as could be estimated during a very hurried and
critical operation) involved the appendix, the cecum,

the lower one-half of the ascending colon, over seven

feet of the ileum, the adjacent omentum and the parie-

tal peritoneum extending from the infected viscera.

The inflamed, sloughy surface of the cecum, the

line of sutures at the former site of appendix and the

adjacent parietal peritoneum were lightly covered

with aristol. The ujiper angle of the wound was
closed with several medium-sized continuous chromi-

cized catgut sutures. No more suturing was done, as

the patient was in a weak condition and I did not wish

to further prolong the operation.

The balance of the wound was consequently left

open and lightly packed with borated gauze strips

each two inches wide. A strip was carried down to

the posterior abdominal wall between the ascending

colon and the lateral wall ; a second between the

cecum and the lateral wall, a third between the inner

surface of colon and other adjacent coils, a fourth be-

tween the inner surface of cecum and adjacent viscera,

and a fifth under the inner portion of abdominal

wound for about three inches between the parietal

peritoneum and intestines. The surface of the cecum
was lightly covered and the wound lightly packed with

gauze, and the dressings, adhesive strij)s and binder

applied. She was put to bed in rather weak condition

but shock was combated successfully. 1 saw her twice

after the operation. The post-operative treatment was

carried on by Dr. IJeattie.

On July 8, 18!)!), some gas with foul odor escaped

from wound, but no f(K;al matter was ever noticed.

The wound healed kindly and was solidly cicatrized

1)V August 2'), 18!)!). She was allowed up Septend)er

8, 18!)!). Her general condition is good. Slie feels

well and looks strong. Her appetite and digestion are

good. She has no pains in the abdomen ; the scar is

two and Hve-eighths iiK'hes long, and no hernia has as

yet d('velr)ped.

l^eporCjB^ of ^ociettej^«

BOSTON MEDICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
.1. W. COURTNEY, M.D., SECKETARY.

Reoi'lah meeting at the University Club, Thurs-
day, October 1!), 181)!), Dii. K. T. Edks in the chair.

RKrOUT OK A FKW CASES OF INSANITY TREATED BY
THE COLD PACK.

Du. Ar.isoTT read a paper with i\w above title,

chiefly with the view of calling attention to the

marked social improvement (so called because of the

patient's improvement in his social relations with

those about him) which followed the occasional use,

or the continuous use for short periods of time, of the

cold wet pack in cases so excited, violent or otherwise

difficult to manage, that they would have needed se-

clusion or restraint by nurses or the camisole.

Brief details were reported of a number of cases,

including one of epilej)sy, with irregularly recurring

attacks of irritability increasing to well-marked epilep-

tic furor, four of maniacal phase of manic-depressive

insanity, two of mental deficiency with periods of un-

controllable irritability culminating in violent fits of

anger, and seven of dementia precox whose conduct

for different reasons made them difficult to manage,
one being desperatel}' suicidal, another destructive of

walls and floors, others making violent attacks on pa-

tients or nurses, etc.

That the packs did not act as a means of punish-

ment was shown by the fact that three patients fre-

quently asked for them, many liked them, others were,

at most, indifferent to them, and only two resisted

them after having had two or three, and of these, one

often expressed after them a feeling of great improve-

ment. In every instance an occasional pack or two,

or a series of daily packs for a week or two, was suf-

ficient to enable the patient to have the liberty of the

ward without special watching. No special therapeu-

tic effect on the psychosis was observed except in the

cases of manic-de2)ressive insanity, and in one case of

general paralysis, on whom it was tried for that effect

alone ; in those who had packs regularly for ten days

or more there was marked improvement in nutrition.

Many slept in the first pack and began to sleep better

from that time.

The technique used was practically that described

in Baruch's " Ilydrotlierajn'," and it was found that if

the very desirable resxdts were to be obtained, four

precautions must be very carefully observed: (1) Skin

surfaces must be kept separated by wet sheet ; (2) the

blankets must be kept closely drawn around the neck

to exclude the air
;

(^J) the head must be kept con-

stantly cool by means of fre(iuently renewed wet

cloths wrapped about it ; and (4) the least possible

time must be used in getting the patient into the pack.

The water in which the sheets were wet was 80° F.

for a first pack, about 70° for the second and ()0° for

subse(juent ones. Menstruation was not considered a

contraindication ; the water was raised to 70° for two
days, then lowered to its previous temperature. Pa-

tients were kept in the pack for one to three hours,

occasionally even longer. In 25 cases treated no

harmful results and no disturbing symptoms occurred.

The cases were too few in number and the j)acks

given for too short a time to warrant any conclusions

as to their theraju'Utic vahu! in the psychoses.
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I)k. I'\<ir, : I Imvt' Imm-ii very iniicli itttcniHU^*! hotli

ill ilic |>;i|i<'r .iikI ill this siilijcct of liydrotlirnipv

lor soiin' years. I would say lirst tliut it was ih-vit

iiiv intention to use it as a loiiii ot rcHtraiiit or lor

|iui'|)()S(>s of (lis('i|iliiic. I liavc alwayH had in iiiiml

the hcni'licial and icnicdial cfVccts of the pack when-

ever I have used it, and in onh-r tlnit it niiL^lit not

seem to lie (|iiitf so (dosely resenililin^ a form of re-

Ktraint, at one time I sei-iired a (|nantity of sweaters

which wer(^ used, dipped those in cold water and ap-

plied them so that paticuits would jict all the henelits

of keepiii<f tli(^ arms away from the surface of the

body and not fe<'l (piitc so constrainiul as in the ordi-

nary pack. Of course they went wrapped with

woolen l)lankets on the outside, hut that would he a

less ohjectionahle form or appearance of restraint than

a wet sheet wraj)peil tightly about the i)ersoii. A
record was kept of a yood many cases at Danvers.

Perhaps Dr. Worcester can give some details of those.

I have not had access to the records for a long time

and have not made an effort to refresh my mind in re-

gard to them. Packs were used there, but not full

packs as a rule — very few instances wliere the full

pack was used. Partial packs were used, especially

for insomnia. They used to have a practice of put-

ting on wet bandages or j)acks, perliaps, to the lower

t'.xtreinities at bedtime. In all such instances a wet
sheet was covered by one or two thicknesses of coarse

woollen cloth, blankets, or something of that sort, and
I think, almost always some waterproof material above

that, and the })atients were put to bed. Occasionally,

instead of applying tlu' packs or bandages to the lower

extremities, I have had them applied to the arms, and
in some instances it operated, 1 thought, as well, per-

haps better, than where apjjlied to the lower extremi-

ties. . A few years ago, by the use of wet packs, the

use of hypnotic drugs at the Danvers Hospital was al-

most entirely sus])ended. There were very few cases

where any medicine was given for hypnotic purposes

for months. I do not know how it is now, but I

think very little hypnotic medicine is used there.

The effect that you want to produce of course should

be considered, and your application should vary with

the point you have in view, because water is a very

powerful agent, and the effect produced by it depends
\ ery much upon the method by which you apply it.

It seems Dr. Abbott has applied it practically by only

one method. If you want to affect patients such as

these rej)()rted by him, no doiU)t that was a proper ex-

pedient, but for strictly tonic effect I should not think

it would be best to continue the pack so long as they

were in his cases. A short pack is generally (piite as

good. Then, too, the water when used under press-

ure impinges upon the body as in the douche and
has a mechanical effect, something of course like mas-
sage, and the length of time, variation of temperature

and variation of ])ressure all have certain effects upon
the system, and it is im|)ortant, of course, to under-

stand the physiology of the circulation, especially of

the skin, effects of cold, etc., and to know just what
you want to do in the case, becaust> there are some
j)rinciples that seem at first sight almost contradictory

which are brought into the field of experimentation,

and yet they are not contradictory ; they all oi)erate

upon plain physiological principles. The fact that

water is so very useful and can be used as a domestic

remedy is evident from the fact that such a large

nund)er of European {)eople, peasants especially, have

used the Kiieipp treatment for yfjars. Som*? 2W),(K)()

or .M)(J,t»()() volumes of Kneipp's water «-ure have In-en

publisiied and sold, ;ind that in certaiidv proof rh.it it

is a popidar reme<ly. I presume most of yon remcm.
Iwr Dr. (iodding thought lie had cured two or three
cases of general paresis by water treatment. I d(» not
know what the ultimate results were ; he nevi-r gave a
final account of those ca.ses. I never expected to hear
h(! had actually cured them, although he relieved

th(!m of some of the disagreeabh; symptoms, no rioubt.

I remember being told at the Sunnyside Sanitarium
in Soiithport, Kngland, that they ciin-d there a voiing

man who ha«l been at the celebrated ll.illowell I*ii\ate

Insane Asylum in Kngland, and there, bv Dr. Phil-

lips, th<! superintendent, had been pronounced incur-

able ; th(! friends hatl been tohl the vouiig man wa>
ho[)elessly insane. II(^ was tiiken to this place and in

about six months was restored, and no tn-atment given

except the water treatment. In that case they brought
about what the water-cure peoi)le have always advo-
cated in certain cases where there was some poisoned
condition of the blood ; brought about what tliev

called the "crisis," used the water almost continuously
on certain portions of the body, kept wet packs on
nearly all tlu! time, if not all the time, until a series or
crop of foul ulcei's were developed, and those were
then treated, but they said it would be impossible to

heal up such ulcers under .several months. Th<' dis-

charg<! would be peculiarly offensive and disagreeable,

but they were never willing to say a case was incur-

able unless they had failed to benefit them by that

method of treatment at that place, and the man who
had charge of that was for years associated with the

celebrated Harper, 1 think it was, who was the lead-

ing water-cure disci])le of England, having a place at

Mattock Baths.

I certainly have had great faith and great expecta-
tions in regard to what water will do. At Middletown
we have not the facilities to carry out the treatment
there as I did at Danvers, but I have been preparing
plans and a place for the establishing of a hydropathic
department, and eventually I certainly expect to have
one in full operation. I would say while we do not

use the packs there we do not use restraint. We have
2,000 patients, and not one has been under restraint

for months.

Du. AVoKCKSTKK : I don't know that I can add
very much to what Dr. Page has said. Although I

have from time to time been called in in the absence
of other physicians, I have not had patients under my
charge for any great length of time, (^uite a nund)er
of cases during the time in which I have had charge of

them have been taking hydrotherapeutic measures in

one form or another, and with more or less varying
success. I can recall two or three instances some-
what che character of those of which Dr. Abbott has
spoken in which it was a[)plied(piite persistently with-

out any very marked improvement ; in fact I do not

recall any case of that character in which the improvt^-

ment was very decided as far as the troublesojue, de-

structive or violent symptoms were concerned. There
has been in a nund)er of cases improvement in the

general health and in the nutrition, and I can recall

one case of what we classified as acute confusional in-

sanity, although we were very doubtful about the ca.se

at the onset and at one time were (piite confident she

was going to pass into dementia, in which there was
coincidently with the use of the packs very marked
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improvi'ineiit and the patient ultimately recovered and
went away. I certainly think that the use of hydro-

therajieutic measures in that form as well as in others

is of very marked advantage in proper eascis. I don't

feel yet as if I had determined to my own satisfaction

the cases in whi(-h it would he useful. 1 have met
with very decided disa{)p()intment in some cases in

which I had pretty confident expectation of henetit.

Dk. Novks : At the Boston Insane Hospital we
have no facilities at present for hydrotherap}-. Our
efforts are directed mainly to the use of the hath tuh.

I have not tried the wet pack, hut of eoui'se it is pos-

sihle to get considerahle range of tiierapeutic use with

the hath tuh warm haths. Beyond that we have not

gone at all.

1)k. Putnam: I have used the wet packs very

largely in cases of dehility and anemia and depressed

nervous conditions, although not in these cases of pro-

nounced mental disease, and I have heen much in-

terest«'d in hearing what Dr. Ahhott has said. I think

that for getting tlie hest effects as regards improve-

ment in nutrition the wet jiacks should he followed

bv colder ai){)lications. It seems to me without that

the bath as a whole lacks a decided (dement in its

eflieiency. The wrapping hi the wet sheets and

l)lank(!t is really to be (considered, generally, as pre-

paratory to cohi applications, which are relied on to

•induce tonic contractions of the blood-vessels of the

surface and interior of the body and to stimulate the

processes of metabolism.

As regards the effect to be exj)ected on the morale

of the patient, I cannot help thinking the effect of the

baths is a good deal like static electricity and any other

agent of the sort, a means by which the physician

carries one step further the influence of his authority

and i)ersonal feeling. If he feels confidence in the

value of the apidication or at any rate is able to

assume a confidence and inspire the patient, and tian

make the bath point in that direction it seems to me
the results are likely to be considerable. Simply re-

oarded in and for itself I should not suppose on gen-

eral principles that the baths would have very great

effect in that way, and I should not imagine that they

would have the effect which Dr. Abbott suggests,

certainly not very often, in increasing the social good

behavior, social self-control of the 2)atient.

Dk. Bancroft : I think Dr. Abbott's paper very

interesting and suggestive. We have tried the wet

pack at Concord (juite a little on a number of cases,

and it seemed to me that it has had a temporary seda-

tive effect and a permanent tonic effect on the cases

in whicdi we have tried it, particularly the cases of

mania. I have been very much pleased in applying

it to see how satisfied the patients were with th(!

pnKH'ss. I recall only one case of excitement where

a maniacal pati(!nt objected to the pack, and we were

obliged after trying it for a week or two weeks to

"•ive it up l)ecause the struggles were so persistent,

but in all the otiier cases in which we have tried it on

maniacal subjects the patients have apparently liked

it very much, and the first effect has been to make

them (piiet, and a nund)er of the most excited cases

have gone to sleep during the pa(;k and have never

mad(! any ]»artic.ular ol)jection to taking it. I think

the wet pack as has been descril)ed to-night has this

to say in its favor— it is clieap and does not r(:'(juire

expensive apparatus, and can l>e used either in a pri-

VJitc house or by any institution that is not provided

with the moi'e expensive ajjparatus for applying hydro-
therapeutic measur(!s. I think it is a therapeutic

remedy that we should try in our cases. I have been
disappointed, however, that the psychoses have not
been modified in any way l)y this treatment. 1 cannot
say that in any case in which we have tried it a mental
cure has followed the pack. Tiie improvement has

been largely physical and sedative. A few cases have
recovered, but I cannot say they recovered because of

the ap})lication of the pack. The recovery came as it

does in all acute cases at the proper time, and I cannot
say that the a})2)lication of the pack lias hastened
recovery, but I do think it is a help in these cases of

excitement. I should recommend its use very strongly

in such cases, particularly as a sedative.

(To be continued.)

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK.

Ninety- Fourth Annual Mekting, held at Albany,
January 30, 31 and February 1, 1900.

frksident's ixauglkal.

The first session on January 30th was opened by
the Inaugural Address of President Macd(^nald.
This was brief, yet at the same time filled with valu-

able suggestions, and was received with scrupulous

attention. After expressing his thanks to the Society

for choosing him to preside over their deliberations,

he took up the topic of a legal definition of the term
" the practice of niedicnne," and ])roposed co-opei-ation

with the New York Academy of Medicine in order to

establish such an interpretation as will exclude all

forms of quackery. lie suggested that the ap])roval

of the Society be withheld from State control of chronic

infectious diseases until after the most careful con-

sideration. He declared that the standards of the

State Board of Examiners are the highest and most
practical in the land and their work deserves the high-

est commendation. As to tiie schism between the So-

ciety and the American Medical Association, he said

that the settlement was simple ; let the Association

admit the duly accredited delegates of the Society

through the same door that was closed in the faces of

the New Y'ork delegation at St. Louis ; then the Asso
ciation would b(; truly re])resentative of the united

medical })rofessioii of the United Stat(!S. In his view

of the field of national legislation on medical topics he

took ground in opjiosition to the (iallinger Antivivi-

section Bill, and in support of the measure which Sur-

geon-Gen(!ral Sternberg has proposed for the increase

of the medical corps of the army.

.'\n;i)l('AL EXAJIl.NKltS.

Following the President's Address the State Board
of Examiners, through their Secretary, Dr. M. J.

Lewi, reported H.Sf! applicants for medical certificates

examined and Hi.") rejected.

CAKC'I.NOMA or the STOMA! II

was the first subject presented t(j the attention of the

Society. Dr. A. McFari-ane, of Albany, read a

paper and sultmittcd cases showing increased liydro-

clUoric acid.
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a(;k, skx \m> skason a.s kai "loits in nkkvoi s

l>IS(>l{l>KU.^

were (lisciissfil in :i roiilrilHitiuii liy Du. Wii.i.iAM (
'.

Kkai ss, of MiilV.iIo. lie sliowcfl lidW ••;icli |nTir)i| ul

tlif lite of 111(11 Mini wiiiiiiii liMil its pMrtii'iilar (list-Mscs.

iiou fomlitioiis iIimI were ;il one lime liuniilt'ss Ix-caiiic

at aiiotlicr |)i'o(luctivc of tlir ;;rcat('st harm, and tlicn--

forc how iicccssarv it was to take into .•iccouiit (|iics-

lioiis of aiic, sex, seasons and licnci'al snrroiiiidini^rs.

IA( lAI. I'AK \I.V^IS.

l)l{. >\' 11,1.1AM INI. I.KS/.VNSK V, of New York, read

tliis paper hy tith'.

I)i{. I). W. Sr. .loiiN IvoosA, of New York, iiitro-

(hiccd till' .suhjcct of

srUAIUSMl 6.

At the hist int'cting of the Society, he observed, he

caHed attention to a new operation for the cure of

tliis (h'fect. Hy this operation })oth niusch's were
stretclied and divich'd at one sitting. Professor Pa-
nassi, of Paris, had perfornuMl 20 successful operations

in the way r(>ferred to before^ reporting results, and
since then Dr. Koosa and his colleagues liad also per-

formed many cases with success. It was imjiortaiit to

the general practitioner to know that specialists in eve
complaints could enter on these operations with knowl-

edge as to what they were doing and a large amount
of certainty as to the result. In 95 per cent, of cases

they could ensure the removal of the deformity.

Dk. a. Edwakd Davi^;, of New York, followed

with a pajier showing what could be accomplished by

means of non-operative treatment of strabismus.

rilK DIFFEHENTIATION AND TKEATMEXT OK (K I LAli

Al'FECTIOXS COM.MONl.Y MET AVITII IN lAMlLV
I'BACTICE

was dealt with by I)i;. Fi;ank \^a\ Fleet, of New
York, who pointed out the great advances that had been
inado in connection with the treatment of ear diseases

since it had engaged the attention of specialists. There
was no reason why general [iractitioners should not

make themselves familiar with all that had been ascer-

tained in regard to the more common complaints, and
so leave only the more obscure affections to be dealt

with by specialists.

Dr. T. H. IIalstei), of Syracuse, called attention

to the significance of earache in children.

THE teaching of therapeutics

was discussed in papers read by Dr. Eli H. Lox(;, of

Buffalo, and Puof. Reynold W. Wilcox, of New
York, the former treating the subject in its bearing on
undergraduates, while the latter referred to the in-

struction of post-graduates. Dr. Long said there were
two things they had to deplore : on the one hand a

growing skepticism as to the efficacy of drugs, and on
the other an inclination to make a too ready resort to

preparations. He thought they should protest against

the dictation of the commercial houses as to thera-

peutics. In teaching it was best to commence with a

consideration of the })hysiological conditions, and for

this })urpose the conference; system was best adapted.
Professor AVilcox said the problem of how to teach

post-graduates was by no means a simple one. This
was largely due to the fact that they had three classes

to teach: (1) those who lK)ld teaching positii)ns in

th<; .siimll(;r Hchooln, iiikI who want the lutrrHt iiiforinu-

tioM ill regard to the i-csiiIIm of dincovery un«l n-Mcarch

ill matters pertaining to medicine ; (2) recent grad-

uates who elected a posl-gra<liiate iii.st4-ad of a clinical

course in or<ler t<i coinphte their training for the

practice of their profession, and (."») the praciitionert

of .several years' standing who wanted to learn all th.it

was to be learned that would assist them in (heir

practice. Post-grailiiate teaihing was a failure unler.s

it to some extc^nt m<t the re(|iiireinents f)f these heti-ro-

geii(!OU8 classes, lie confessed that sixteen vears'

experience had not eiial)Ie<l him to solve the problem
with satisfaction to himself; but one conclusion he
had arriv(;d at was that, so far as possible, all such

instruction should tak(; the form of practical demon-
stration. Theories, new remedies, preparations, etc.,

were for the teachers to investigate themselves ; a.s

regarded their teaching, what was most imj)ortant wa.s

that they should urge their students to attend cases in

wards, and give tlu^iii practical •lemonstration of what
was being done.

THE CHAHACTEUISTICS AND >VMI'roM^ ol \\l.ll.'>

DISKASI.

were explained by Du. IIaim.ow IjUooks, i^f New
York, who also preseiite(l a pathological studv on the

subject.

Dk. a. Jaoohi, of New York, in a paper entitled

THE TREATMENT OF TEM I'EKATIH ES AND MEAKT
1 AIUHE,

described the ways in which it had lieeii atteiiii)ted to

reduce increased temjjeratures. High temperatures

he showed were not always dangerous, but on the

contrary often exercised a minimizing influence on
the disease. Where they were dangerous there was
no reason why tliey should not endeavor to reduce the

temperature, either by tonic treatment or by direct

attack upon the micro-organisms.

Dr. James K. Crook, of New York, reatl a

jjaper on

ACUTE CROUI'Ol S I'NEIMOMA.

in which he discussed its pathogenesis and treatment

in the light of the newer pathology. The efforts

made to discover a serum for pneumonia, while not

altogether satisfactory, were encouraging as far as

they went ; and considering the brilliant results ol)-

tained by the treatment of diphtheria, as well as what
had been actiuilly ascertained in regard to pneumonia,
he thought there was good ground for believing that

similar results would yet be achieved in connection

with the latter disease. Incidentally the reader of

the paper took exception to the opinion expressed in

a published paper by Dr. Andrew H. Smith, that the

condition of the lungs in pneumonia was not inflam-

mation, but only a condition of germ growth. Dr.

Crook agreed with him that the {)rocess was one of

germ culture, but he thought that the condition might
also be described as iiiflainination. though not analo-

gous to other kinds of inflainmation.

Dk. Andrew H. SMurii. in opening the discussion

on the pajier, said he was pleased to know that Dr.
Crook agreed with him as far as he did. At the

same time he adhered to his previously expressed
opinion, that pneumonia was puielv a iit'iiii culture,

and uoi at all propril\ dociiliaiile as intiamniation.

The most important iliin^. liouewr, in connectiiui
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with the discussion of the pathology of pnoumonia
was tho fact of the double circuhitiou of the hiii<>-.

This fact had been overlooked to a singular extent in

connection with the only disease in which its existence

liad an important bearing.

Dr. II. P. lIoi'KiNs, of Buffalo, thought that

until pathologists and therapeutists made up their

minds as to what was the jjroper germ to be attacked

in pneumonia, general practitioners should remember
the advice given by Dr. .lacobi in relation to another

disease, and that was not to lose sight of the fact that

every patient represented a separate individuality. In

other words, they should attend to the constitution of

their patients, and above all should not neglect hy-

giene and diet.

Du. Crook, in replying on the debate, said he fully

agreed with the last speaker as to the value of fresh

air and diet ; but while strengthening their patients'

systems, it was also necessary to attack the cause of the

disease by means of germicidal drugs or methods of

treatment.

Dr. William II. Thompson, of New York, read a

paper entitled

THK CLASSIKICATIOX OF IXKKCTIOUS DISKASKS

in which he spoke of the harm that was done by label-

ling diseases infectious or contagious, and at the same
time showed the (;onfusion that existed even in the

profession as to the use of these and other terms.

Diseases of the kind usually thus described should, in

his opinion, be divided into three groups. In the first

should be placed diseases that are contagious and
communicable, and for these the treatment should be

isolation ; in the second diseases that are non-contagious

but communicable, and in these the treatment should

consist of the destruction of the carriers of the infec-

tion ; and the third of diseases which were inoculable,

and these reciuired specific treatment.

PROPHYLAXIS IX (JVNECOLOGV.

A symposium of papers on this subject was next

on the programme, but owing to the absence of several

of the authors some of the papers had to be read by
title. The full list was as follows :

" Introduction,"

Dr. Henry C Coe, New York; " Prophylaxis before

and during Puberty," by Dr. W. Gill Wylie, New
York; "Prophylaxis after Marriage," by Dr. Ralph
Waldo, New York ;

" Prophylaxis in Obstetrics," by

Dr. J. Clifton Edgar, New York ; and " Projjhylaxis

in Gynecological Surgery," by Dr. AYilliam M. Polk.

STATE CARE OF TIBEIULLOUS PATIEXTS.

A special session of the Society was held in the

evening in the Assembly Hall of the State Capitol for

the purpose of considering the attitude that should be

assumed to the State in regard to the care and treat-

ment of tuberculous patients and the ])revention of tlu^

spread of tubi-riMdons infection. Members of the

Legislature and the general public wi-re invite<l to

attend, and respon<led in goodly nund)ers. Sevi'ral

members of the Legislature took part in the speech

making, and the nisult was a lively debate, the honors

i)eing (;arrie(l off l)y tin; doctors, if the applause which

they received was to be accepte<l as evidence of their

success.

Dr. Kdwaud (). ()ri<, of lioston, Mass., was the

first speaker. IIel)egan In remarking that the fact

that pulmonary tuberculosis was the most prevalent

and destructive of diseases was j)roved by the mor-
tality statistics of all countries. It was the cause of
about one-seventh of all deaths, the proportion being
thre(! in twenty-two. It was worse where ])eople were
crowded togethei- ; it was contagious and therefore
preventable, and it was a constant menace to the i)ul)-

lic health, because in large measure of the ignorance
and carelessness of the peo[)le affected by it. Tlu;

number of lives that could be saved would be the
nutans of returning a large amount of the money ex-

|)ended in preventing the spread of the disease.

Nearly all the countries of Europe had recognized
the wisdom of making the matter one of State con-

trol, and several States in tiiis country were now tak-

ing action in the same direcition. The speaker then
proceeded to descril)e the excellent results that had
been obtained in jMassa(;husetts, and expressed his

hope that the people of New York State would suc-

ceed in their effort to get legislative action with the

view to the establishment of a sanatorium and the

adoption of other measures for caring for those af-

flicted with the <liseas(^ and stamping out the disease

itself.

Dr. \'ixcent Y. Ijowditcm, of Boston, followed
with a detailed account of the work accomplished at

the Massachusetts State Hospital for Consumptives at

Rutland.

Dr. Edward R. Baldwix, of Saranac Lake, gave
a cheering report of the results of the climatic and
sanatorium treatment of the disease in the Adiron-
dacks. Since the institution at Saranac Lake was
established fifteen years ago, 1,200 cases had been
treated. Of these three-fourths were in an advanced
stage of consumj)tion, and only a fourth in an incipi-

ent stage. The number of j)atients in an incipient

stage was however, continually increasing, and so bet-

ter results were obtained evei\v year. In the last two
years one-third had been in the incipient stage, and
the results were : Twenty-three per cent, were dis-

charged cured; in oG cases the disease was arrested,

1!) per cent, were improved, and only two per cent,

died. They were careful to distinguish between com-
plete recoveries and cases in which the disease could

only be said to have been arrested, because it was nec-

essary to allow some time to elapse to see whether the

improved symptoms continued. Lupiiries, however,

which were being made showed that a large j)rop()r-

tion of those in whom the disease had been arrested

would, in coui'se of time, be properly added to the

number who had been cured.

Dr. (tEOR<;e Blumer, of Albany, read a paper on

the

INKECTIOrS CIIAKACTKH OF Tl'BERC TLOSIS AND THE
PRO(;NOSIS of incipient pulmonary CONSIMP-
TIOX,

and Dr. Enoch Stoddard, of Rochester, dealt with

the snl)iect from the [)oint of view of the duty and in-

terest of the State in preventing the spreail of infec-

tion.

The Ilox. lIoKACE WniPE. a member of the State

Senate, heartily supported the pioposed plans for tak-

ing charge of tuberculous patients, but tln^ Hon.
Otto K. Kelsev, a njend)er of the Assemltly, while

expressing his jx-rsonal sympathy in the movenu'ut,

pointi'd out difliculties of a practical character that

stood in the way, and made it ext\"eniely impr()bal)lr

that the Legislature would see its way to grant the
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(lisiii'd ;i|)|ti(>|)ri;ili<ni. Tlicn' wen", tlic Ijittcr spcikcr

i)l)scrv('<l, ciioniioiis ili'iiiaiids on iJir Stat** tor iiIik-.-i-

tioii, til*' rai'c t)!' the insane, |>riK(»ns, canals, arni a

variety of other things, and for it to take care of all

llie people snllerini^ I'roni lulx-rcnlosis in the Static ^

—

iheir niind»er l»ein<; estimated at (((^nOO— was alto-

yt'ther loo serions a matter to he entered on linhtlv.

I)|{. .loiiy H. PlJioit, of HutValo, r(!|)lyin;4 to the

last speaker, (piolcd liyiireH to show that tnhercniosis

was increasini;, and that the disease, accountahle as it

was for hetween r2,0()() and 1.'$,()()() deaths a year,

constituted such a serious state of matters as to call

imperatively for Statt^ control. lie lidiculed the idea

that the hurdens of tlu; State were so <rreat that it

could not provide the small ap|)r<)priation asked for,

tlu! object of which he reminded tlu^ m(unb(!rs of tlu;

l>e<iislatnre was not to make provision for all the

tuberculous patients, but ouly to establish an experi-

mental sanatorium, in which incij)ient cases could be

treate<l with the view of discovering the best way of

checking the spread of the infection. Even on grounds
of economy, he ventured to say, it would soon be

found that the money had been wisely expended. A
numb(!r of other speakers continued the discussion,

the i)repon<lerance of the opinion expressed being in

favor of joint action by the State and local authorities,

the former to establish the ex2)erimental sanatorium,

and the latter to provide hospitals for advanced cases,

and also to lay down and enforce regulations for stop-

ping the spread of the infection. Members of the

medical profession were urged to agitate the (piestion

among their patients and ac(juaintances, so as to edu-

cate public opinion, and get pressure? brought to bear

on the Legislature that would compel it to take action.

SECOND DAY.

The second day's proceedings commenced with a

visit to the new Albany Hospital, where clinical

papers and reports were read as follows :
" Catheteriza-

tion of the Female Ureters," by Dr. Charles P. Xoble,

Philadelphia; "The Modern Urethroscope; its Value
and Limitations," by Dr. W. K. Otis, New York ; " A
I'nicjue Case in Obstetrics," by Dr. F. II. Parker,
Auburn; and "Uterine Fibroids, complicated by
Pregnancy," by Dr. W. F. Ford, Utica.

In general session, the first subject to engage atten-

tion was
Iir:MA\ AND r.OVINE ANTIIUAX,

on which a paper was read by Dr. Fkank W. Ross,
of Elmira.

Dit. .Iames Laav, of Ithaca, then gave a contribu-

tion on

IJOVIXE TriJEHCll.OSIS.

Du. V. A. MoouE, of Ithaca, entered into details

as to the

lMU;i"AKATIOX AND ISE OK T llJERCrLIN,

witli remarks upon the knowledge at present possessed

of the (inference between human and bovine tuber-

culosis.

In the course of the discussion which followed. Du.
.Iames K. Crook, of New York, described the clin-

ical experiments he had conductt>d with tuberculin on
human subjects at the New York Post-Graduate IIos-

l)ital. The tuberculin had been obtained from the

Board of Health, and everything |)ossil)le was done to

make the lesfs eHicient, but the rcMuIti wen; vi-ry

unsatisfactory, and had ipiite diHcoiiraged him an to the

utility of lubircnliii in cane-* of human lult<rciilo.<i«.

rriE MKDM VI. INAMINKK IO|{ 1. 1 1- K INMIU A NTK A M»
IMS RK^I'ONSII'.II.I I IKH

was the subject of a paper by Dl.'. S. (>AKI,KV
\'a.\I)KK Poei,. of New York, who showed that th*-

medical ollicrers of American insurance com|).'iiiies hu<l

been the (irst to commence the tjisk of reducing jihyHJ-

cal disabilities and iinpairment.s to a HcieiitiOc basis,

\\\v result being that now, iiisteud of being conip<-llfd

to n^ject a large j)roportion of the risks offered them,
the companies wen; abh; to gaug(; tin; <'Xac,t responsi-

bility they w(!re asked to undertak*-, and so know
what to charge for the risk they assumed.

EXI'ERIEXCE WITH TIIK A\(; lOTlM I'. 1..

Under this title Du. .1. Kiddi.e (ioiiE, of New
York, gave an account of vai'ious instruments that

had been used for controlling hemorrhages, ami saifl

that the instrument he now showed had been use<l by
him with almost invarialde success. It was remark-
able in these respects that it was only necessary to

apply it for two minutes, and it had tin; extraordinary
pressure of .'5, (»()() pounds.

A paper by Dr. Edward W. Dencu, of New
York, on the importance of early recognition of

acute INl-LAMMATION OF THE MIDDLE EAR

by the general practitioner, was afterwards read. The
early and free incision of the drum was advised, and
the use of ear-drops, such as oil and laudanum, as

emphatically condemned.

THE president's ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS.

Dr. Willis G. Macdonald, in delivering his

address on

THE RELATION OF THE CLINICAL LABORATORY TO
MODERN SIRCJERY,

said there was an impression that the work of the

modern surgeon was easier than that of his prede-

cessors. So it was, for surgery was now an art that

was much more certain in its results than formerly :

but this very fact increased the surgeon's responsi-

bilities, because the loss of a patient would not be so

readily overlooked. It was more than ever necessary

to guard against everything liable to ])roduce septic

conditions, and in this coniu'ction it was advisable to

have their instruments and apparatus frecpiently ex-

amined. The laboratory also was of great aid to the

surgeon in the way of providing analyses of the blood,

urine, etc.

Dr. Samikl G. Gant, of New York, gave an
exhibition of

RECTAL INSTRIJIKNTS.

Dr. F. H. Parker, of Auburn, described a

INIQIE CASE IN OUSTETKICS,

in whi<h a dead fetus was removed from a woman
after having apparently been in the womb for two
years, and a few days after its removal she was
delivered of a fully develoju'd and lualthy child.

Dr. Roswell Park, of I?utfalo, contributed the
results of some further investigations he had made
since the last nu'eting of the society into tlu> cause of

cancer. The information which was beinir collected
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at the State Laboratory went far, he said, to confirm

the opinion as to the parasitic natnre of (lancer.

Dk. (ii:oi{(iK II. Fox, of New York, descrilx-il

the metliod by which it was now found possihh' to

effect a complete cure of h'prosy. lie lucntioiied a

number of cases, among them that of a genth'mau

who was now carrying on business as a merchant in

New York, in whicli the most happy results had been

obtained. While not ignoring the importance of

chaulmoogra oil, he insisted strongly on the benefit

that was imparted to patients by a cheerfnl prognosis.

SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CARE OK THE HAIR

were discussed by Dr. George Thomas Jackson,
of New York. Incidentally he advised against the

custom of shaving the heads of patients in fever and

other cases, the advantages being doubtful, and the

resiUts, especially to women, being much inconven-

ience and unnecessary annoyance. For the ordinary

treatment of the hair, he recommended the use of a

little pure pomade. There was no custom niore

absurd than that of singeing the hair.

Dr. Kobert C. Mvles, of New York, contrib-

uted some remarks on the

SURGERY of THE NASAL SEPTUM AND THE Tl U-

BINAL BODIES,

illustrating the same with anatomical specimens.

At this point in the proceedings, the Rev. Drs.

Raymond, President of llnion University, and Bulk-
ley, editor of the Christian Advocate, were intro-

duced, and papers of an interesting popular character

were delivered. Dr. Raymond pleading for the require-

ment of a more liberal education of medical students,

l>rei)aratory to their entrance on their purely profes-

sional studies, whilst Dr. Bulkley made a scathing

exposure of the Christian Scientists and their subtle

methods for imjjosing on the public. A suggestion

by the latter that the medical profession should under-

take the task of bringing all classes of (piacks to

justice called forth a jn'otest from Dr. Jacobi, who
remarked that the previous efforts it had made in this

direction had been so unfortunate in their results as

to constitute a serious warning against their attempt-

ing anything of the same kind again. The proposals of

Dr. Raymond in regard to the more liberal education

of medical students were endorsed by Dr. Jacobi and

others, and a standing vote of thanks was given to

both reverend gentlemen for their addresses.

Dr. a. M. Phelps, of New York, exhibited a

number of braces that were commonly used in the

treatment of hip-joint diseases and among them the

Phel])S brace, a male child with the latter on his limb

being shown, and the doctor giving ocular demonstra-

tion of the fact that he could, so to speak, play football

with the boy without causing him the slightest j)ain.

Dr. John O. Lkk, of Rochester, read by title a

paper on

KRACTl I{ES or THE WALLS OK TIIK MAXILLARY
ANTRU.M.

Dr. Wiluam Mabon, of Ogdensburg. read l)y

title a paper on

SURfilCAL Ol'KRATIONS IN IIOSIMTALS KOK IIIK

INSANE.

Dr. II. Heeckman Delatour, of lirooklyn, made
a contriljution to the surgery of the stomach, in which

he described a number of cases of gastrotoniy and
gastrectomy.

Dr. F. \\ . Sears, of Syracuse, called attention to

the large nund)er of instances in whi(-h sepsis was
caused by the neglect of proper j)recautions in puer-

peral cases.

THIRD DAY.
^

At the beginning of the third day's sitting a report

was presented from the committee appointed to con-

sider the feasibility of getting a law passed to provide
for the registration of medical exjierts. The opposi-

tion of the legal profession to any legislation of the

kind proposed was so pronounced that the committee
did not see any prospect of any law of the kind de-

sired being enacted, and therefore recommended that

they should be discharged, a suggestion which it was
agreed to act upon.

A motion was pass(Ml expressing approval of the

experimental work l)eing done by th(! cancer hospital

at Buffalo, and i)roviding for the presentation to the

Legislature of a memorial asking that the ap2)ropri-

ation be continued.

Dr. Luzerne Coville, of Ithaca, presented a

paper showing the

SHAPE ok THE SPLEEN AND ITS RELATION TO THE
CHEST WALL AND ABDOMINAL VISCERA,

a subject on which, he remarked, the teaching of the

text-books was vague and to a large extent contra-

dictory.

Dr. I. S. Stone, of Washington, D. C, submitted

a paper entitled

SUPRAVAGINAL HYSTEROMYOMECTOMY,

accompanied by a series of cases in whi(;h tumors had
been removed from the uterus.

Dr. F. W. HiGGiNS, of Cortland, read a i)aper on

ATRESIA OK THE VAGINA.

Dr. W. Freudenthal, of New York, described

a case in which cerebrospinal fluid was discharged

through the nose.

Among the remaining paj^-rs, most of which were
read by title, was one by Dr. Thomas P. Scully,
of Rome, dealing with

inguinal hernia,

and showing the comparative results of I'adical treat-

ment by operation and treatment by injection. A
larger percentage of cures by operation, he observed,

could be claimed now than at any former period,- but

many persons preferred irrigations, and it was found

that many cases could be successfully dealt with in

this way.
Dr. a. M. Phelps, in discussing the paper, re-

ferred to the large number of cases of relapse which

he had been called upon to handle at the New York
City ITos])ital, in consecjuence of the inefficient treatr

ment elsewhere; by means of irrigations and trusses.

The attendance at all tlu; sessions was large, and

great inten^st was displayed in all the busintiss and

social sessions. At the closing session of the Society

the following officers were elected for the ensuing

vear : President, Dr. A. M. Phelps, of New York
City ; YicM'-President, Dr. George Seymour, of IJtica

;

Secretarv, Dr. F. C. Curtis, of Albanv ; Treasurer,

Dr. O. I). Ball, of Albany.
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At ilic closi' ol' llic pro^rjiiimic, voIch of tliuiiks

were |t;issc(l to llic n-tiriii;; president iiiid others, hikI

llieiiew President, l)i{. i'lir.l.i'S, Iniviiij; Imen inshilled,

ni.nlc ii few liappy remarks in apprecMation ol" tin-

honor eonrerred on liiiu, and prondsin^ Ids l)esi en-

deavors to (ill the chair with advantaj;*- to the Soeiely.

Ill the course of their visit the deleijatc^s wen-

accorded a reception l»y (iovernor Uoosevelt at the

Stale House, and there was also a ^rrand dinner at the

new 'I'eii Kyck Hotel, the attendance at which was

unusually larnc, and the speeches of more than ordi-

narv interest.

I^tcnit Hiteraturr.

Tiveidlelli Centnri/ Prdclicw. An International Ency-

clopedia of Modern Medical Science. By Leadini;

Authorities of Europe and America. Edited hy

Thomas L. 8tp:i).man, M.I)., New York City. In

twenty volumes. Volume XVIII, "Syphilis and
Leprosy." New York: William Wood it Com-
pany. " l.S'.i;).

Two subjects, syphilis and lepi'osy, and three con-

trilmtors occupy the whole of this volume of seven

hundred and three pages of the "Twentieth Century
Practice." The subject of Acquired Syphilis has been

entrusted to Dr. Yj. Lang, professor of dermatology

and syphilology at Vienna, the successor of vSigmuiid.

A more competent person could hardly have been

selected. In 1871, in his inaugural address as pro-

fessor at the University of Vienna, Lang advanced
the view that the syphilitic contagium must be a living

organism, having the faculty of multiplying in healthy

individuals, a view which he still maintains and ex-

plains tlu>reby the pathological phenomena manifested

by the disease process. At the same time, he distinctly

recognizes that w'e have not yet ac(juired a clear

knowledge of the character of the syphilitic con-

tagium.

Lang holds that persons who have once had consti-

tutional syphilis are rarely susceptible to a new
infection, but there is no absolute immunity, and he

states that he has almost every year occasion to ob-

serve cases of reinfection, lie considers that clinical

and exiierimental reseafches make it absolutely cer-

tain that a person does not become constitutionally

diseased immediately after infection. In the matter

of jirophylaxis he is of the opinion that even the

smallest lesion in a person who has had contact with

a suspicious secretion should be carefully cauterized.

If one can succeed in totally excising the initial lesion,

the patient is frequently saved from an attack of

constitutional syphilis— especially if this is practised

before there is any enlargement of the inguinal

glands. In regard to constitutional treatment, for

general practical application, Lang seems to prefer

inunction.

Lang's monograph occu[»ies three hundred and
sixty-nine p:vges, or more than half the whole volume.
It is a worthy exposition of a most important subject,

in which the author has deserved authority.

Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson contributes a short, terse

article of twenty-seven pages on Inherited Syphilis.

Hutchinson's position in regard to this subject is too

well known to need further comment, but no one has

a better right to form and to hold opinions upon it.

Dr. Prince \. .Morrow, of New York, coiitribiit4>M

the Mcction, one hundred mid neventy-nine pa^eH, ii|K)Ii

Lejjrosy, a subject which asHiinied additional iiiten-Nt

for tln! inhabilaiits of this country when we made oiir-

selv<!H responsible for the Hawaiian group of islandH.

Dr. Morrow is a contagionist. As to the riKHh-H of

contagion, he thinks it very probable that they an-

many, but that the precise manner in which the hprouH
virus is transferred from one iinlividiial to another Ih

unknown. He is, however, more than ever iinpre<>se«l

with the cmiviction of the widespread prevalence of

infection through the iqiper air passages, whilst admit-

ting the error of supjiosing that there is any one
exclusive mode of infection.

fnterstilial Gi/if/ivitis,or So-<uillct( Puorrlitfa Alveolnris.

I5v Et;(;KNi;"S. Tai.i'.ot, M.D., D.D.S., Professor

of Dental and Oral Surgery, Northwestern I'niver-

sity. Woman's Medical School. With 7.'5 illustra-

tions. Phihnhdphia : The S. S. White Dental

Manufacturing Co. 1899.

The author devotes the first sixty j)ages of this ex-

ceedingly interesting book to the history of the disease

and to the study of the histology and the microscopic

anatomy of the jaws and the epithelial structures as-

sociated therewith. The author has evidently gone
carefully over the literature of these subjects, and has

stdected the best for his readers' consideration. He
has sujipleraented this with the results of his own oli-

servation and the reader is able to gain a clearer in-

sight into the development of these parts than is ac-

corded by many of the text-books on the subject. As
to the uric-acid theory of this disease, the author says:
" Uric acid when found is merely an expression of the

uric-acid diathesis and is a coincidence." To support
this view the author points to careful chemical exami-
nations made in several thousand cases which gave
only six per cent, in which uric acid could be observed.

Attention is called to the excretion of largv ipiantities

of inorganic salts through the salivary glands, and to

the irritation and inflammation which arises from this

cause. This is especially true of children and is put
down as one of the important causes of interstitial

gingivitis. The author gives a careful list of predis-

posing and exciting causes of this disease, and brings

to bear an overwhelming amount of evidence to suj)-

port his views. He treats of the constitutional effects

which may be produced, esj)ecially in the suppurative
stages of the trouble, and gives careful attention to the

jtrevention and cure of the disease. The book is a

distinct addition to our knowledge of this subject and
deserves the attention of both physicians and dentists.

General Patholofjj/. Bv Ernst Zikci.kk, ]M.I). Trans-
lated from the ninth revised (Jerman edition. Edited
by Albert 11. Bi ck, M.D.. New York. New-
York: William AVood & Co. 1899.

The appearance of an English translation of this

famous text-book cannot fail to be welcome to the

English-speaking medical profession. In this, the
ninth edition, the nund)er of illustrations has been in-

creased from ^.nS to ')\\. This adds greatly to the
usefulness of the work.
The chapters on Ketrograde Disturbances of Nutri-

tion and Intiltration. and on Tumors show the greatest
changes and alterations. The author divides tlie differ-

ent kinds of degeneration w hich lead to the formation
of hyaline products into four groups. These com-
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prise (1) colloid and epithelial hyaline concretions;

(2) pathological cornifications of epithelium ; (8) amy-
loid dcyeucration of connective tissue and amyloid

concretions ; (4) the hyaline degenerations of (con-

nective tissues. Mucous degeneration is not included

in these groups. The tumors are divided into three

groups: (1) Tumors of the connective substances;

(2) epithelial tumors, and (3) terat id tumors and
cysts. The group of the epithelial tumors is divided

into two lesser groups ; one containing the |)apillary

epithi'liomata, tlie adenomata and the cystadenonuita,

the other including the carcinomata and the cystocar-

cinomata. Regarding the eliology of tumors the

author takes an agnostic position. lie does notaccei)t

Ribbert's theory that the main cause of tumors is the

separation of individual cells from their normal situa-

tions, nor does he accept the parasitic theory. The
so-called infectious granulomata are not (dassed with

the tumors.

The translation is the w^ork of a number of collabor-

ators and has been well done. 'V\w book is attrac-

tively printed and bound.

Encyclopedia Medica. Under the general editorship of

Chalmers Watson, M.B., M.H.C'.P.E. Volume
I, Abdomen to Bone. New York : Longmans,
Green ct Co. 189;).

It is proposed to issue this eucycloix'dia in twelve

octavo volumes to be published (|uarterly, each volume

to have at least 500 pages. The purpose of the pub-

lication, as announced, is to furnish medical men with

a work which, diifering fi'oni all existing ones, would

be a complete and authoritative medical and surgical

librar}^ in itself— con(;ise, practical, up to date, easily

referred to and at a moderate cost.

The present volume has fifty-nine headings of sub-

jects. The list of contributors exhibits many names
well known within and beyond the United Kingdom.

Among oth(;rs we notice those of Dr. Dresclifeld, of

Manchester, Dr. C'louston, of Edinburgh, Dr. Kolles-

ton. Dr. Theodore Williams, Dr. Patrick Mauson,

Dr. Lauder-lirunton, of London, Dr. Ogston, of Aber-

deen, Dr. IJyrom Bramwell, of P^dinburgh, Dr. Robert

Saundby, of liirmingham. It is proposed to deal with

subjects at a length proportionate to their importance.

This volume contains 579 pages ; its size and general

appearance are most satisfactoiy.

Loveliness. A Story. By Elizaketh Stiakt
PilEl.PS. Boston and N(;w York : Houghton, Mifflin

& Co. 1H99.

This story, ajjpearing first in the Atlantic j\L>ii,thb/,

has been republished in book form. It is (dearly

written for a purpose, that purpose being an attack on

the practice of vivisection. Loveliness is the name of

a dog, owned by a wholly abnormal child. The dog

is stolen, and is rescued at the last moment, when
about to l)e the subject of a vivisection experiment,

and reston'd to its pining mistress. The details we
omit, merely remarking that they are (jnite unneces-

sarily harrowing and misleading. Our criticism of the

book lies in its maudlin sentimentality. A serious

(piestion, about which, no doubt, there may be a certain

legitimate dill'erence of opinion, is treatcfl wholly from

an emotional standpoint and hence the argument has

absolutelv no signHicance. May we not ask that the

opponents (jf vivisection at least approach the discus-

sion of it in a dignified manner?
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HUMAN VIVISECTION.

We hear it said and see it written in certain (piar-

ters, that the use of animals for experimental research

and the advancement of medical knowledge is but the

stepping-stone or prelude to the use or further use of

human beings for the same purposes. In fact this is

one of the arguments or appeals to sensibilities freely

put forth by antivivisectionist agitators to fire the

hearts of their followers and to secure new converts

among those who are disposed to listen to reason and

argument. It is not a suggestion or an accusation

which the profession can afford to treat lightly or

with disdain, nmch as we might be disposed to do so

in our own country at least. It must be treated seri-

ously and with earnest searching of the heart.

With the seventh sons of seventh sons, with nat-

ural bone setters, with layers on of hands, with those

pseudo-scientists who derive their powers from super-

natural sources— in fact, with all that class of [)re-

tenders who would reap where they have not sown

and gather where they have not strewn, who would

draw knowledge from the vacuity of ignorance, it is

idle to confer and to such we do not address ourselves.

But there is a large class of thoughtful, conscientious,

well-balanced people to whom the physiological labora-

tory and the clinical wards of a hospital are a source

of misgiving and honest perplexity. Their sensibiH-

ties should be carefully considered and their hesi-

tancy reassured. Doctors as a class, and the doctor

as an individual, are not inhuman. They are in fact

very human, or let us say humane, quite as much so

as the average citizen ; we are willing to go farther

and affirm that we believe they are more so.

We do not believe that in this country, at all

events, patients either in or out of hospitals are de-

liberately or knowingly treated by doctors with cru-

elty, with recklessness or thoughtlessness. We do

believe that educated physicians are guided by the

golden rule more constantly, and even exceed it with-

out any reasonable hope of a retroactive benefit more

fre(juently, than any other class in the comnmuity.
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Tlioir 1,'i'oatost, happiness is in the incmaso of sound

kiiowIiMlirc, atid llicir ;,f|-e!it(^st rcvviinl li(!H in ii ciipac-

ily for iiK;n!!isi!(l ust^fiiliicss to llicir fcIlow-iiu-M. Wc
l)cli(!v<! it is <f(!m!rHlly njrotrni/cd by iIk; prorcssion

tli:it /(ill slioiild stop siioit ol' iiidiscHition, and that.

;i liiirst I'di- Uiiowlcd^ft! sliould stop short of curiosity.

Thc! attitu(h? of tiio vioUsnt antivivisectionist is inin-li

tiiat of tlic iMiddh'-Ai^ci porscciilor of th«' anatomist. It

is <r('iicrally admitted to-(hiy that anatomy ninst bo

studied upon the cadaver, and in the same way it is a

reasonable proposition that the care and cun; of the

sick must be learned in presence of the sick. The

sick tluunselves often profit by the necessarily more

thorou<rh study of their eondilion, and not a few arc;

grateful for the opportunity to be of some service to

mankind. There must inevitably be some first time

for the administration of a new drug and some first oc-

casion for the |)erformance of a new oi)erative measnre.

We believe, however, that in both these procedures the

experiment, if such it is to be called, is hedged around

with every possible precaution. The i)hysician or sur-

geon who would resort to either at the cost of distress

or danger to his patient, without a reasonable hope of

averting some worse evil or without the consent of the

patient, would not be supported in such action by his

professional colleagues.

One has only to ask what would suffering humanity

lose to-day without salicylic acid and without lapa-

rotomy.

Notwithstanding the almost universal recognition of

the indispensableness of the sick for clinical teaching,

the profession itself is constantly seeding new sources

for the instruction of students to supplement the hos-

pital ward and to minimize the repeated examination

of the individual patient. In support of this assertion

we would call attention to an article in the issue of the

Journal for January 11th of this year.

In general, we believe that our fellow-citizens in this

country and in this community not only can have but will

do well to have and to show confidence in their edu-

cated professional men, of whatever walk in life.

STATE CARE OF THE INSANE.

The newly-created State Board of Insanity has pre-

sented to the Massachusetts Legislature its special re-

port, as required by the acts of 1898, whereby the

Board was directed to suggest " such method or

methods as in its opinion will most effectually pro-

vide for the care and support of the insane poor

who, under existing laws, are cared for by or sup-

ported at the expense of the cities and towns of the

Commonwealth," including plans for the remedial

treatment of the curable insane and for the care of the

convalescent insane.

Including the School for Feeble-Minded, the epilep-

tics, the drunkards and the 112 children in the hos-

pital cottages, of whom 23 are feeble-minded and 89

epileptic, there are under the supervision of the Board :

(1) in the Statn InstitntionH, includinfr t\u- < iinnn.ii m-
Hiine and in.siine criminalH, (!,'12.'« inHaiie ihtkohm, nf

whom fully IH) per cent, may fairly be coiiHidi-rcd in.

curable ; (2) in the Boston luHane Iios[)ital .'»07
;

(.'{) in

private hoHpitals 'I'M ; (I) in city or town alnitliouHiTH

1,213; (."») at board in private famili<!H 221 — in all

H,()0(;.

During tin- last l<n years the increaKe in the nuin-

JHi- of the insane in the Stat<! insane honpitals and
in the Boston Hospital for the Insane lia« avera;{ed

271,01 yearly.

With regard to the (^ire of the acutely insane who
are curable and of convalescents, th*- propositions of

the Board will jirobably be universally commended by

those competent to form an opinion, namely : (1) That
the acutely insane should not be delayed in coming
under the best medical care ; (2) that they should not

\w. compelled to suffer the exhaustion of a long journey

to a distant hospital, nor to take unnecessary risk of

detention in a station-house
;

(.'») that th(;y should not

be removed too far from their friends.

The recommendations of the Board will generally be

accepted as wise, regarding these curable insane, that

provisions for their treatment be made in connection

with the hospitals for the insane now in existence by
securing small houses at such distances from the hos-

pitals as may be deemed best ; such cottages or

housescould be built or bought or hired. Of course, the

curable insane will continue to be treated in the pri-

vate hospitals and by competent physicians, so far as

their means can afford them, in private houses in

suitable cases. But too large a number must be sent

to the public hospitals, in the absence of sufficient

provisions for the treatment of patients with small

means in our one corporate hospital for the insane ;

and for them it is only simple justice to place them

elsewhere than in institutions crowded with the chronic

insane. The Board very properly desires more time

to study the problem before committing itself for or

against a recommendation of a new hospital for the

curable insane.

For the care of the increasing number of the chronic

insane, the Board reconnnends that 2,000 acres of

land be bought for gradually developing a colony for

the insane. This i)lan has already proved to be a suc-

cess in France and Germany and this country ; it has

been adopted by the Massachusetts School for the

Feeble-Minded, it will be part of the hospital for epi-

leptics in this State and we hope that the recommenda-

tions of the Board in this respect, perhaps with some

modifications, will commend themselves to the Massa-

chusetts Legislature,

The Board evidently expects that a small number

of the incurables who are harmless and not needing

constant or frequent attention from physicians will be

boarded out in private families, but in a community
like that of New England the number must be limited,

although that limit is not yet reached.

The Board advises that " as soon as may be after

the first day of January, in the year 1904, the
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State Board of Insanity shall transfer and renaove

all insane persons dependent upon public charity

within the Commonwealth, who are not cared for

in any hospital, asylum or receptacle maintained

by the Commonwealth, to such hospital, asylum or

receptacle, so maintained, as the said Board of In-

sanity may deem expedient." This provision involves

the transfer of 5,607 insane persons who are now
" cared for or supported at the expense of cities and

towns," to be supported by the State— in round

numbers, two-thirds of the insane under the super-

vision of the Board. There can be no doubt as to

the soundness of the general statement of the Board

that all of the insane must be cared for under condi-

tions absolutel}' controlled by it, and if in institutions,

only in such as are owned or controlled by the Com-

monwealth.

We believe that all the local almshouses containing

insane inmates should at once be required to get

licenses from the State Board of Insanity, provided

their condition be approved by the Board or made

conformable to the Board's requirements. Failing

that, the inmates should be sent to some institution

owned by the State. At the end of four years the

license system could be given up, if the Board's plan

is adopted.

This is a matter that interests not only Massachu-

setts but all the States of the Union, and some of the

States, notably New York, have already taken steps

in this direction.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION IN SMALL SECTIONS.

All signs are pointing toward definite changes in

medical teaching in the near future, and it is already

easy to see in what direction one of these changes is

likely to be made. The reaction from the merely

didactic lecture has been extreme, due no doubt to the

growing feeling that the preparation for felie practice

of medicine, to be adequate, must be at first hand

from patient to student, rather than through the media-

tion of an instructor, however gifted he may be in the

exposition of his subject. It has long been recog-

nized that sucii direct contact between the student and

the subject studied is desirable, but the difficulties in

the way of bringing about the proposed results have

been manifold and apparently insurmountable, because

of the increasing numbers of students on the one hand

and the relatively few available patients on the other.

To give each student an opportunity to work out for

himself the problems of diagnosis has seemed a prac-

tical impossibility, which time has tended to increase

rather than diminish. Hence has arisen the so-called

clinic to large classes, a very much more valuable ex-

ercise than a lecture without practical illustration, but

still falling far short of the ideal of instruction, owing

to the practical non-participation of the students. By
degrees the demand has grown, until now it aj)pears

. that means must be found to meet it, that the student,

during his course of medical study, shall have the op-

portunity of working out for himself the questions

and difficulties which individival cases present. This

means section teaching, which again requires many
patients and, what is of equal practical importance,

many instructors.

We are glad of this opportunity to call attention to

a paper by Dr. A. II. Wentworth, printed elsewhere

in this issue, which opens the way to an application of

the principle of section teaching in general, with par-

ticular reference to the needs and opportunities of the

Harvard Medical School. A reading of the pages

will show that Dr. Wentworth has worked out a care-

ful scheme, which permits each student in a given

class to examine for himself a large number of pa-

tients, suffering from a variety of diseases, and there-

fore to gain an insight into various affections from his

own investigations. In other words, we have here a

demonstration of the possible working of a system

which is sufficiently comprehensive in its scope to be

of actual value. It is hardly necessary to say that we
are in complete agreement with Dr. Wentworth in his

insistence that this is the right way to teach clinical

medicine and clinical surgery. We are also in agree-

ment with him in the opinion that the didactic lecture,

as we have continually had occasion to urge, is not

relegated to a subordinate place by this plan, but

simply increased in importance and dignity. The
student will need more than ever before to have the

relations of the subject and its bearing upon other

subjects put before him in concise and systematic

form, and this it should be the function of the heads

of departments to do, and do well, a much harder

task than the)^ have ordinarily been called upon to

perform.

It is evident that the method of teaching in small

sections will demand an increased teaching force.

This must be met fairly before the plan can, by any

possibility, succeed. To expect one teacher to do

justice to a large number of students or to himself in

such practical instruction is out of the question. To
obtain good teachers in sufficient number is therefore

absolutely demanded. This should not be difficult in

any progressive medical community, where young

men are eager to teach and to learn through teaching.

Just here, in our opinion, lies one of the chief merits

of the system, in that it is sure to make better teachers

as well as better students. To teach half a dozen men
well, exposed to their questions asked under no re-

straint, is a test of ability which the lecture at a dis-

tance does not entail.

Provided the ordeal be not too great for the patients

and their interests be carefully safeguarded, we see

no reason why Dr. Wentworth's scheme of rotation

should not meet with complete success. Taken in cou-

nt ction with ]Mr. Cannon's plan of case teaching re-

cently discussed in the Journal, as a supplement to the

almost inevitable deficiency of available patients, we
certainly have here outlined a i)lan of systematic teach-

ing, quite superior in practical usefulness to anything

heretofore proposed.
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DUST STORMS ON BOSTON'S BACK BAY.

TilK HoHtoii Society for Mt'(li<;iil Iin|)rov<'iii»iit will

(icvotcf its noxt mcotiii^, Moiiduy ('Vi'iiiii;f, l-'c^hniurv

I Dill, to ;i coiisidcratioii of tlKidust miis;iiif(\ csixciiilly

:is iiiiiiiifcstcd in tin; strcots of Hostoii, :iiid piirticidiirly

in the Htniots of its principal nisidcntiul districts. If

tliin<;s continue as tli(\v Iiav(> been, those wlio move;

and try to have their beiiij^ in that district must clothe

iheniselves and their Iious('s, too, in brown khiiki and

wear respirators of antiseptic construction. The trials

to which our fellow-citizens an^ exposed in dry weather

iww only surpassed by those which afllict Thomas

Atkins on the veldt or karroo of South Afri<a.

Whether the remedy is to be found in asphalted

stnH'ts or in some other treatment, we trust that tin;

Improvement Society will determine. Various (v\|)erts

will lend their aid, some to show us bacterioloi;ically

the micro-oriianisms with which the intc-rnal and ex-

ternal econoniies of the indiiicnous are loaded up, and

others to sui^^est how the IJack 15ay ma}' be made un-

comfortable for the dust instead of the dust making it

uncomfortable for human beings. It is reported that

for the benefit of strangers who may not have seen a

JJack Bay dust storm a moving picture of this f)he-

nomenon of no more than ordinary virulence will be

])rojected upon the screen by the aid of the calcium

light— a chrouomotographic dust storm.

It is also rumored that some statement will be made

in regard to the usual disposition of the taxes collected

for street watering. There will doubtless be a large

attendance at this meeting, drawn thither as well by

recollections of the past as by hopes f.ir the future, by

a sense of individual suffering as well as by a scientific

zeal for the welfare of the human race, for which in a

measure the members of the medical profession are

trustees.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Plaole.— A decree has been issued at Lisbon

announcing that })lague has disappeared from Oporto

and that the quarantine of that port has been raised.

Recent information from Honolulu shows that the

plague situation there has greatly improved. An-

other regular ofHcer of the INIarine-Hospital Service,

Dr. Sanford, has been sent to Honolulu to assist Dr.

Carmichael, the officer stationed there. The city of

Honolulu is assisting these officers in every possible

way and has appropriated >>I1(S. 000, which is to be

used for the erection of a filtration plant to ensure a

pure water supply. The city has also made arrange-

ments for the construction of a new drainage system.

It is estimated that the expense incurred in connection

with plague in Hawaii will not be under tii^ 1.00(1,000.

In Manila jilague is r< ported as being on the increase,

and is creating considerable excitement and alarm. It

is still prevalent at Hong Kong.

TiiK Navy Meoicai. Coups. — It is reported that

Secretary Long has prepared a bill designed to en-

courage men to enter the Medical Coi'ps of the Navy,

where there are invariably tiiore va<:anciiH than caiidi-

d:ites. The bill proposen U) increane the rank of aHNlH-

tant surgeons (the grade that n(!W men take on Iwing

(i)nimisHioned) to that of junior lieutenant iiiHl4:ud of

continuing it at ensign, which it haH been Hiiice the

("\\\\ War. This, it is hoped, will remove the objefition

reganling sui)ordinate rank. Seven vacancies now ex-

ist for which a board is waiting at the New York .Navy

Yard to (-xamine (-indidates. Any young doctor hav-

ing good credentials may take this examination, ami if

he meets requirements the commission follows without

th(^ exercise of political or other influence.

A New MKriioDoi (i\s PoisoNixo. — A fatal

accident to the owner of a gas coin and slot machine

was narrowly averted a few days since. The machine

is desigiKid to let into the house pipes a certain amount
of gas for every silver twenty-fiv(;-cent piece dro[)ped

into the slot. The owner of the machine went U) bed

leaving the gas burning and when the gas was ex-

hausted the light naturally went out ; later a friend

seeing that the gas was no longer burning dropjied

another coin in the slot, with the result that the gas

escaped and nearly asphyxiated the owner of the

machine. It might be wise to limit the application of

the slot machine to less dangerous uses.

S.MALL-rox IX New Ukunswick. — The New
Urunswick Government officials are enforcing the

health regulations in several counties in view of the

outbreak of small-pox. The disease was brought to

New Brunswick from the Province of (Quebec, where a

total of 280 cases have appeared up to February 7th.

There are about GO cases in New Brunswick, makin^
about 340 in eastern Canada.

Inkluexza Epidemic ix Munu h. — In ^funich

it is reported there are G0,000 cases of influenza, which

has spread throughout Germany. In Berlin recentlv

every bed in every hospital was occupied, and the hos-

[)ital physicians are being severely taxed to proper]

v

care for their patients.

Famixe IX Russia.— The Imperial Bureau of

Medical Affairs has issued a memorandum concerning

the famine in the Government of Bessarabia, showin<j

that S200,000 has been assigned for the relief of dis-

tress in that district. Sixty-nine thousand men are

without work.

Mortalitv IX Bojibav.— The number of deaths

in Bombay, February (ith, was unprecedented, with a

total of 408. The situation is aggravated by the -ad-

vent of famine refugees.

BOSTOX AXI) XEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For
the week ending at noon, Febru.iry 14, IDOO, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acu'e infectious diseases: diphtheria

82, scarlatina 5(), measles 84, typlioid fever ,i.

Ofeiceks op Boston City Hospitai. Ai umm
Association. — At the annual meeeting of this As-
sociation held February Glh, the followini; officers
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were elected : Dr. Jolui II. McCollom, President

;

Dr. Charles F. Witliington, Vice-President; Dr. W.
li. Robey, Jr., Secretary ; Dr. W. H. Prescott, Treas-

urer ; Dr. Paul Thorndike, member of the Exc^cutive

Committee. At the annual dinner which followed

the business meeting at Young's Hotel, about 80

members were present from different parts of the

New England and other States. Dr. W. P. Bolles

presided. The speakers were Mr. H. E. Bolles, who
represented the legal profession, Drs. D. W. Cheever,

J. G. Blake, -George B. Shattuck, E. H. Bradford,

C. J. Blake, Abner Post, J. H. McCollom. Dr. G. B.

Ilenshaw, of Cambridge, read a poem.

Annual Meeting of the Corporation of tiik

Massachusetts General Hospital. — The an-

nual meeting was held February Gth. The election

of oflicers resulted as follows: President, Charles H.

Dal ton ; Vice-President, Francis C. Lowell ; Treas-

urer, Franklin Haven; Secretary, Thomas B. Hall;

Trustees on tlie i)art of the Corporation, Francis

Blake, Edmund Dwight, Reginald Gray, Nathaniel

Thayer, Henry P. Walcott, Samuel D. Warren,

George Wigglesworth, INIoses Williams. Four more

trustees are to be appointed by the Commonwealth.

Boston Society for Medical Improve.aient. —
A regular meeting of the Society will be held at the

Medical Library, 19 Boylston Place, on Monday,

February 19th, at 8 o'clock p. m. The subject of the

" Street Dust Nuisance " will be discussed. Remarks

are expected by Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch, Dr. Sam-

uel W. Langmaid, Dr. Clarence J. Blake, Clifford

Richardson, Esq., of New York, Prof. William T.

Sedgwick, Prof. C. Frank Allen, and other prominent

gentlemen. Arthur K. Stone, M.D., Secretary.

Boston Society for Medical Sciences. — At a

meeting of the Society held Tuesday, February 6th,

papers were presented by Dr. H. G. Beyer and Dr. H.

C. Ernst. Dr. Beyer spoke of some recent researches

on " The Relation between Mental Work and Phy-

sique," with the general conclusion that such a relation

actually exists. Dr. Ernst gave an interesting ac-

count of the " History of the Microscope," illustrated

by many lantern slides.

January Mortality Statistics of Newton,

Mass. — The mortality statistics of Newton for

January give the total number of deaths at 4o, and

the death-rate for the month 19.57. During the

month more than 100 cases of contagi -us disease were

reported, a large {proportion being diphtheria.

NKW YORK.

A Case OF I.mpoutance.— A life insurance case

of considerable interest and importance has recently

been decided in the courts. A suit brought to recover

upon an insurance policy issued by the Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company upon the life of one Patrick

O'Farrell was dismissed on the first trial for breach of

warranty in giving a false answer to the question, " Did

any of the [)arents, grandparents, brothers or sisters of

the life proposed ever have consumption or any pul-

monary or scrofulous disease ? " To this question the

medical examiner put down the answer, " No." It was
afterwards ascertained that a brother and sister of de-

cedent had died of consumption. A new trial was
granted on appeal, the Second Apellate Division of

the Supreme Court holding that the beneficiary might
show that, although the insured gave a true answer to

the question, the physician wrote it down incorrectly.

On the second trial an agent of the company, who was
present at the time when the medical examination was
had, testified for the plaintiff to the effect that in repl}'

to the question the insured stated that he " did not

know." The medical examiner testified that he put

down the answers as given by the insured correctly,

and read them over after they were written down,
when the insured signed the paper. A judgment for

the plaintiff on the second trial, upon the verdict of a

jury, has now been affirmed on appeal, the court hold-

ing that the insurer could not predicate a breach of

warranty upon the falsity of the answer thus written

by the medical examiner.

Reported Recovery from Fractured Spine.

— On February Gth, Bartholomew Moriarty, a hod car-

rier, sixty-five years old, was discharged as cured from

St. Joseph's Hospital, Yonkers, where he had been

under treatment for two months for a fracture of one

of the cervical vertebra\ The fracture was clearly

shown by x-ray examination and was the result of a

fall from a building the last of October. He was at

first treated by a private physician and appears to

have made a partial recovery. Later, however, he

began to suffer much pain and his left side became

paralyzed from pressure on the spinal cord, and on

December 8th, he presented himself at the Yonkers

hospital, having hobbled in his disabled condition all

the way from his home in Dobb's Ferry, a distance of

five miles.

The Mount Sinai Hospital.— At the annual

meeting of the managers of Mount Sinai Hospital, held

Jaiuuiry 28th, it was reported that $5^5 1,682 (less a

mortgage of $80,000) had been paid for the plot of

ground for the new hospital, and that the fund for the

erection of the buildings now amounted to $439,175.

It was stated that in consequence of the advance in the

[)rice of materials the cost of these will be considerably

greater than was antici})ated. Of the 3,065 patients

admitted during the year over 81 per cent, were free.

The number of deaths was 408, against 325 in the pre-

vious year. The number of operations were 2,098, a

considerably larger number than in any previous year.

The total number of patients treated in the hospital,

dispensary and district service was 36,731.

Annual Bulletin of State Board of Health.
— The annual bulletin of the State Board of Health

shows that the number of deaths in the State in 1899

was 121,820, an excess of about 850 over those in

1898, and of 2,550 over the average of the past ten

years. The mortality among children under five was
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|,S(K) less (lijiii ill IH'.IH, iiiid iicjirly •'),()0(» Ichh tluin

llu! uvcrajfc lor Uiii ycarH ; 2'.* |kt (m-iiI. of iIk; dcatlis

()C(Miiriii^ ill those uiidtM- (ivv, a^iiiiist tlic avoni^c of .'!.'»

|)cr cent. Ill the m.uitiiue district the deatlis under

(ive \vei-(! 1,100 fewer tiiaii in IH'.IH.

Im'ikmakv Iok Vassau ('oi,i,i".(;k. — Mrs. Caro-

line Atwater, a resident of l*()ii<;hkeei)sie and one of'

till ahimnie of V'assar ('olIe<»(s has doubled her origi-

nal _i;ift of money to the college! for a new indrniary,

on account of tin; great increase in the cost of building

materials. \'assar, it is said, was the first college in

tlu' world to establish an infirmary of its own, having

had one in the main dormitory ever since the original

buildings were erected. The growth of the institu-

tit)n has rendered a separate infirmary building neces-

sary, and the means for this are now supplied by IVFrs.

Atwater.

An Inaiic.uual Addukss.— On P^'ebruary 12th.

Dr. Robert F. Weir delivered his inaugural address as

president of the Medical Association of the (xreater

City of New York. In the scientific portion of it he

took for his subject " The Formation of an Artificial

Anus," and the paper was discussed by Drs. Robert

Abbe, W. Gill Wylie, A. G. Gerster, Wm. V,. De
Garmo, Frank Hartley, and other well-known sur-

geons.

Two Centenarians.— Mrs. Mary Ann Matthieu,

of Oswego, N. Y., died recently, aged one hundred

years, eight months. Sagie Evans, an English gypsy

who was held in great reverence by her tribe, died in

her tent, near Elizabeth, N. J., last week, at the age

of one hundred and six. She was born in North-

amptonshire in 1794, and had lived all her life in

tents.

Testimonial to John Kelly.— At a conference

of the political friends of the late John Kelly, held

February 7th, it was decided that a contemplated tes-

timonial to his memory should take the form of a non-

sectarian ward of ten beds in St. Vincent's Hospital.

Such an endowment is estimated at $30,000. and one-

half of this amount has already been subscribed.

Society for Instruction in First Aid to the
Tn.turei).— The report of the Society for Instruction

in First Aid to the Injured shows that since its estab-

lishment b}' the State Charities Aid Association, in

1882, 11,929 persons, including a considerable number

of members of the Police and Fire Departments, have

attended the Society's classes.

Alterations at Long Island College Ilosri-

TAL.— Plans are being prepared for the erection of a

new fire-proof building to replace the central section of

the Long Island College Hospital in Brooklyn. The
new structure is to be four stories high, and will cost

about $150,000.

Cremations in New York City.— The fact that

a new cemetery is to be opened on Staten Island

for the burial of the dead of Greater New York has

brought out the other fact that out of the 60.000

people who aiintiHlly die in flie city, only r>(M» are rre-

iiialed.

rAII.K ON .MiDKINK AM> I'ri V rt M I A VS. At \\w

I'cbruaiy mi-eting of the New York IIiHtorical Society,

a |iaper was rea'l by Dr. Sidney II. Carney, Jr., on
" M(!dicine and IMiysictiaiis in the City of .New York

in the Year IHOO."

^ij^ceilanp.

ADDITIONS TO (iUAKANTLVK lM:(a;LA I lO.N.S.

Dki'ARTment Circular No. C of the Marine-Hospi-

tal Service, makes various additions to tin; (piaraiititMr

regulations of the United States and its de|)endencies,

designed to prevent the introduction of the plague.

Among the additions of special interest are the fol-

lowing :

Passengers should not be vaccinated at nor an rouh- from
ports or places infected with plague. Such vaccination in-

creases the liability to plague infection, and, by inducing

fever and swollen glands, tends to confuse diagnosis at the

port of arrival. 'I'his operation must be performed at the

port of arrival, and just prior to release from quarantine.

liaggage labelled and sealed by the consul or medical of-

ficer of the Marine-Hospital Service at a non-infected city

may be admitted without disinfection, even though shipped
through an infected port or locality, provided it arrives

with the seal unbroken. Such baggage should be accom-
panied by a certificate of origin and non-exposure to infec-

tion.

Passengers coining from an infected or suspected locality

and desiring to take passage at a non infected port should

be held fifteen days under observation before being allowed

to embark ; otherwise the ship and all on board will be con-

sidered by the quarantine officer at the port of arrival in

the United States as coming from an infected port. Any
baggage from such infected or suspected localities destined

for shipment through a non-infected port must be disinfected

prior to shipment.

In a port where plague prevails, the vessel should not tie

up to the dock. No lines should be passed to the shore

that might permit rats on board. Passengers and cargo

should be lightered ; the crew not be allowed ashore, and
personal communication from shore to vessel shall be

under medical supervision. A statement to this effect

from a medical officer of the Marine-Hospital Service

will have weight with the quarantine officer at the port of

arrival in determining the (piestions of disinfection and
time of detention.

Mammalian animals, such as dogs, cats, monkeys, mice,

etc., which not infrecjuently accompany passengers as pets,

should not be shipped from a plague infected or suspected

port or place.

THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

The Secretary-General of the Congress gives notice

of the following reductions in rates :

(1) All the railway companies of France will grant

to the members of the Congress a reduction of .")0 per

cent, upon round trip tickets as follows : Every mem-
ber of the Congress will receive, upon* ajiplication

to the Secretary-General,' a ticket Which must be

stamped at the railroad station where he enters France,

upon paying the full price of a single trip to Paris.

At Pans the member will have this ticket vised in the

' Dr. a. Cliauffaril, 21, Rue Ae I'ftcole de M^deciue, Paris.
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office of the Congress, and it will then serve as a re-

turn ticket without additional expense. The journey

to Paris having- been paid entirely, and the return trip

being free, there is of course a aO per cent, reduction.

It goes without saying that in order to secure this, the

return trip must be to the same point at which the

original fare was paid.

(2) The French Line (La Compagnie Generale

Transutlantique) will allow members of the Congress a

reduction of 10 per cent, on tickets from New York.

(3) The Secretary-General has arranged to j)rovide

to early applicants a number of lodgings, including

light and service, at the rate of five francs per day
;

and various agencies also advertise reduced rates for

lodgings.

For further particulars and ap])lication blanks for

membership, address Dr. H. B. Jacobs, Secretary

American National Committee, 3 W. Franklin St.,

Baltimore, Md.

ACTING ASSISTANT SURGEONS IN
PHILIPPINES.

THE

Surgeon-Gkneral Sternueho, United • States

Army, writes us that the Medical Department of the

Army is now in need of some additional assistance in

the lMiilipi)ines, and it is desired that candidates for

appointment as acting assistant surgeons will make

application to the Surgeon-General of the Army. Ap-

plicants must be graduates of reputable medical col-

leges, who have had practical experience, since gradu-

ation, in hospitals or in private practice. Candidates

between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-five are

preferred. Candidates should forward with their ap-

plication one or more letters from well-known profes-

sional men, giving testimony as to their character

and qualifications. Appointments will not be made
through political influence, and letters designed to pro-

duce i)olitical effect will injure rather than benefit the

applicant. All ap{)licants will be examined as to their

physical and professional qualifications for service in

the Philippines before they are given a contract. Con-

tracts are made for one year, with the understanding

that the ap{)roved candidate will remain in service for

a longer period if his services are required.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending February 3d, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United

States Signal Corps: —
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.1. W. VVaook.ni'k, iihmIIoiI itiHpcctur, eomtuiHHioiiod tixtdk-iil

IliHiu'ctor from l''<'l)ruiiry K, IK'.i'.'.

'l . A. Hkiuivmii,!., Hurncon, coniiiiiHHioned surgonn from April

K. I'. SroNK, Niirnt'on, cotnini.sHioiHMl hiiij;p()ii from April 111,

WW.
K. K. Smith, pa.sHod assiNtiiiit. siir^doii, eutnniiHMioiicd pjikmimI

asslHlikiit Nin>;i'()ii from April W, lHil!>.

K. S. Iti.AKKMAN, passed as.sistaiit HurKeon, coiiiiiiiHHloiied

pasxed as islaiit sur(;ooii from May 27, IHil!).

J. (J. Kdskniii.hu'I'ii, pass((d assisfant Hiirjreon, commlHHlotied

passed assistaiil .siiry:('oii from Oiaobt-r 14, IK'.lit.

(i. W. ("osiKJAN, passed assiHtant siirticon, commissioiKMl

pass((d assistant siirtrcoii from Kebruary H, I'.MIO.

(1. II. Kakukk, passed assistant Kur>:eoii, (i(!ta(di(Mi from tiie

Naval Academy, F(d)riiary KUli, and ordered lioine and to lie

ready for orders to soa duty.

OFFICIAL LIST OKCMANCJKSOF STATIONS AND DUIIKS
OF COMMISSIONKI) AND NON-COMM ISSIONKI) OKKI-
CKKS OF THK UNITKI) STATKS MAItlNK-llOSPl rAI,

SERVICE FOR THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING FEBRUARY
8. 1900.

Wasdin, El'genk, Kurgeon. On expiration of leave of ab-

sence to proceed to New York, N. Y., for orders, February 5,

liKX).

Wkrtknbakkr, C. p., passed assistant surjjeon. To proceed
to Martinsville, Va., for special temporary duty. February 7,

19(K).

Amessr. J. W., assistant surgeon. To proceed to Cleveland,
O., for temporary duty during tlie absence of Surgeon W. .1.

Pkttus. February (>. 19(K).

(jIBSon, R. II.. bospital steward. Relieved from duty at Soutb
Atlantic Quarantine Station, and directed to proceed to Gulf
Quarantine Station, Miss., for duty and assignment to quarters.
February 2, liKK).

O'Gorman, T. V, bospital steward. Relieved from duty at

Gulf Quarant ne Station, and directed to proceed to Louisville,

Ky., for duty and assignment to quarters. February 2, liKH).

McKay, N., hospital steward. Granted leave of absence for

five days from January 29tb. February 2, HKX).

Comfort, N. C, hospital steward. To report at Washington,
D. C, for special temporary duty. February 2, VM). To pro-

ceed to Manila, P. 1., and report to Passed Assistant Surgeon J.

C. Perry, chief quarantine ofMcer, for duly. February 7, 1'.tOO.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Suffolk District Medical Society. — The Section for

Clinical Medicine, Pathology and Hygiene will hold its meeting
at 19 Boylston Place, Wednesday, February 21, 19()(), at 8 p. m.
At 8 o'clock; Dr. J. L. Morse will report "An Analysis of

Fifty-one Cases of Pneumothorax."
At 8 20 o'clock : Dr. R. W. Greenleaf will read a paper (post-

poned from the December meeting) entitled, " The Psychic Fac-
tor in Disease. " The discussion will be opened by Dr. E. W.
Taylor.

J. Bergen Ogden, M.D., Secretary,
Harvard Medical School, Boston.

American Medico-Psychological Association. - The meet-
ing of the Association in Richmond, Va., will be held May 8th.

9th, lOth, 11th, not May 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, as heretofore announced.
The change in date is made to enable members to attend the
Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons in Washington,
May lst-4th.

By order of the Council,
C. B. Burr, M.D., Secretary.

RECENT DEATHS.
William V. Hightmore, M.D., of Brooklyn, N. Y., died

February 4th, at the age of thirty-six. He was a graduate of

the Medical Department of the University of the City of New
York in 1884.

T. Dana Fitzsimmons, M.D., of Brooklyn. N. Y., a graduate
of the Long Island College Hospital, died on February 5th, aged
twenty-five years.

William Carsen, M.D., aged eighty-five, one of the oldest
physicians iti New Orleans, is dead. He was a native of Ireland
and a graduate of the Royal College of Surgeons in London.

A. J. Billings, M.D., of Freedom, Me., died February 7tli,

at Belfast. He was seventy-four years of a'e, and had been
active in public affairs for many years. He was State senator
in 18(56 and in 1897, and had served two terms as representative
He was a member of the Waldo County Medical Society and
served in the Civil War.

F. H. Pettingill, M.D., of Saxton's River, Vt., died last

week. He was born in Grafton, attended Middlebury College,
served in the Civil War, studied medicine at the University of
Vermont, after the war, graduating from the Harvard Medical
School in 1868.

BOOKS AND I'AMPm.KIS RECKIVKD.

The N(!W England Aiiti-vivlscciloti .S<M-lcty .Murithly. Febru-
ary. liHKI.

DermatltiH (iaxgriiMiosa Infantniii. Ity II. .In Imxi lAptn,
.M.I). Reprint. I'.KKi.

A (InKC of PriiHHry Tumor of ilie (Jpiic Nerve. By K. liuller,

Montreal, Can. \HW.

The '»ld New York Hospital; An lliatorical .Sketch. Ly D
1!. St. John Roosa. Reprint. I'.KNi.

Rotators of the Femur aii<l their Oilier FnncllonH. By Kb. W
TbomaH, M.D.. I'liiladelpliia. Rt^prliit. 18'K).

The Bubonic Plague. By Walter Wynian. Surgeon-General,
Marine-HoHpital Service. U'asliington. I'.KK).

The Operative Treatment of Uterine Fibroids. By F. A.
Lockhart, M.B., C M. (Ediri.). Reprint. lK!»!t.

Experiments on Animals. By Stephen Papet. With an iritro-

duction by Lord Lister. London; T. Fisher Unwin.

Report of One Hundred Consecutive (Jases of Cataract Ex-
traction. By Samuel Theobald, M.I) , Baltimore, Md. Reprint.
1899.

The Resuscitation of Animals " Poisoned " with Illuminating;
Gas: An Experimental Study. By I'ercival Waller Darrah,
M.D. 18!t<l.

On the Significance of Bovine Tuberculosis and Its Eradication
and Prevention in Canada. By George Adami, .M.A., M D.
Reprint. 18!H».

On the Relation between Di.sease of the Kidney and Excretion
of the Alloxuric Bodies. ByC.F. .Martin, B. A., M.D, Montreal,
Can. Reprint. 1899.

Care and Treatment of Epileptics. By William Pryor lyCth-

worth, LL.D. Illustrated. New York and London: G. Putnam's
Sons, 'ihe Knickerbocker Press. 1900.

Enteroptosis and Its Relation to Functional Disturbance'.
A Case of Congenital Deficiency of Both Clavicles. By \V. F.

Hamilton, M.D., Montreal, Can. Reprints. ISW.

The Principles of Treatment and their Applicati ns in Practi-
cal Medicine. By J. Mitchell Bruce, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.
Philadelphia and New York : Lea Bros. & Co. 189!".

The Nervous System of the Child: Its Growth and Health in

Education. By Francis Warner, M.D. (Loud). F.R.C.P.,
F.R.C.S. (Eng.). New York: The Macmillan Co. MKX).

A Consideration of the Various Forms of Non-malignant
Ulceration of the Rectum. Some Practical Notes upon Diseases
of the Rectum. By Lewis H. Adler, Jr., M.D., Philadelphia.
Reprints. 1899.

E. Brissaud : Lemons sur les Mal.adies Nerveuses, Deuxierae
Serie (Hopital Saint-Antoiue). Recuillies et publiees par Henri
Meige. Avec 165 figures dans le texte. Paris: Masson et Cie,
Editeurs. 1899.

Practical Text-Book of Midwifery for Nurses and Students.
By Robert Jardine,M.D.,M.R.C S. (Eng ), F.F.P. and S. (Glasg.j.

Illustrated. New York: The Macmillan Co. Edinburgh: Wil-
liam F. Clay. 1899.

A Text-Book of Diseases of Women. By Charles B. Penrose.
M.D., Pb.D , Professor of Gynecology in University of Pennsyl-
vania. Illustrated, third edition, revised. Philadelphia: W.
B. Saunders. HKX).

The Climate of Colorado for Respiratory Diseases. The Tu-
berculin Test, and the Need of a More Complete Diagnosis of
Tuberculosis. By Charles Denison, A.M., M.D., Denver, Colo.
Reprints. 1898-1900.

Imperative Surgery, for the General Practitioner, the .Special-

ist and the Recent Graduate. By Howard Lilenthal, M.l>.
Illustrated. New York: The Macmillan Co. London: Mac-
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(Original ^firticlfief.

TIIK UNITY OF THE ACIITIC I'SYCIIOSKS.'

IIV I'llll.ll' COOMllH KNAI-r, A.M., M.l>., IIOHIUN,

CHnicnl liistrtictor in IHst-asrs of the Nervou» Snilcm, Harvaril M,<i-

ictU Sr/umt ; I'hysicUtnfor DiseascH of the Nervotm SyKtem, Uoiton

City Hospital.

SoMK ycar.s ;i^() I was callctl to scd a y»>iiiij{ Wdinaii

who had had a sudden nervous coHajjse one morning;

alter hnakfast. Tlie history was unfoitunately only

too foninion. Slie liad always heen in (hdieatt; heallli.

riie iiunilv history sliowed some sli<>lit neurotic ten-

dencies. She herself had had lateral curvature of

the spine, slight in de<iree, an<l not ini[)ortant except

tliat it had been made the occasion for e.xhaustin^f

treatment. She was possessed of the New Knuiand

conscience to a high dejiree, un.sanctitied by a keen

sense of humor or the power of relaxation. For a

mimber of years there had been a source of worry in

her family life, and she had been studying hard, work-

ing lute at night, neglecting her meaLs, and hurrying

from one end of the town to the other to attend

lectures, concerts or operas, or to study in the libra-

ries, A slight uterine distiirbance had led to needless

gynecological interference, which had had a bad effect

upon her morbid conscientiousness. As a result of it

all she had become very nervous and sleepless and had

sutt'ered nnurh from intense pain in the head and spine.

A change was advised, but scarcely had she started on

her travels wluni she collapsed. This was followcid

by a long period of exhaustion and a gradual restora-

tion to health. For a considerable period she had

been brought in contact with a member of her family

who had presented certain nervous phenomena, which

had not been understood by th(^ family physi«'ian, and

thus she had been led to dread for herself an attack

of insanity, so that she had implored her family never

to send her away to an asylum. In addition, she had

become profoundly depressed, and had the dominant

idea of suicide, which, to a person of her morbid con-

scientiousness, seemed a horrible sin. At times she

had sat sad and motionless, refusing to speak or even

to look at any one, answering in monosyllables only

after a direct (juestion had been put to her several

times. With all this there were no delusions, no hal-

lucinations, no mental impairment, no confusion, ex-

cei)t for an hour or two one night just after her

collapse, when she struggled silently to get out of bed

during a period of intense headache.

I have briefly outlined the case, not because it is in

any way remarkable or because it presents any special

difficulties or obscurities, but simply because it serves

to introduce a (question in the way of diagnosis. Is it

a case of neurasthenia or of melancholia ? She was
both neurasthenic and melancholy, but was the mel-

ancholy suflicient to warrant the diagnosis of acute

melancholia, or was it merely the melancholy which

so often accompanies neurasthenia ? Such profound

depression is, of course, rare in neurasthenia, but more
than half the neurasthenics complain of depn'ssion,

and very few are persistently cheerful. It would be

tedious to rehearse cases to show that in neurasthenia

we may have all degrees of depression, until we find

it as pronounced as in this i)atient. That is a fact

which every neurologist knows from his ow n experi-

ence. The only question is at what point to draw the

' Read before the American Neurological Association, June, 18i'!'.

line bi'twi-en the two. Having drawn the line, more-
over, we niUHt recKgni/.e all MortM of gra<lationH in tin-

degree of d<"j)reH«,i((n, blending alino.st inip<-n;«;|itihlv

into one another. The e.xtreineH may Im; cN-arlv dif-

ferentiated, but in this ease, as in Mft many othern, the

line of demarcation is not sharp.

Whether this be melan(;lioli:i or neura.stiieniu, how-
ever, we must admit that tlienr are other nxm-h of

mental depression w hieli dilVer m.irkedly in their *-lin-

ical aspect from this. I need not cit*; now illii.><trative

cases of nu-laneholia with stupor, where tin-re are

marked mental confusion, hallucinations, and mental
impairment, with a comparatively sudden oii.set, and
w ithout so many profound neurasthenic svmptom.s ;

nor need I cite, any illustrative ca.ses of melancliojia

with systematized delusions, chronic courst-, active

hallucinations, and slight mental impaiinient. Both
types an; familiar, and they differ fundamentallv from
the case I have already relerreil to. This case, as 1

have said, bears a close resemblance to cases of neu-

rasthenia, while melancholia with systematized delu-

sions bears an ecjually close relation to paranoia, and
tlu! melancholia with stupor stands in a third class,

differing markedly from the other two. Arc- these

three types ont- and the same disease, characti-rizerl by
the affective state depression, or is depression merely

a symptom, occurring in a variety of diseases ? The
latter seems the more rational answer. Melancholy
is an affective state, whi(;h is the normal result of

certain conditions. If a man knows that he is suffer-

ing from an incurable disease, that he has lost his

property, that he has incurred disgrace, that he has

lost those near and dear to him, he becomes naturally

and inevitably depressed. If, owing to false informa-

tion, he believes that these things have happened, he

becomes equally depressed. If, owing to insane delu-

sions, he believes that these things have happened, he
still becomes equally depressed. The affective state

is the result of certain pre-existing ideas ; it is not nec-

essarily a disease by itself.

The same may be said of the states of excitement

so often seen. In many cases they are but the natural

actions of the patient produced by his morl)id ideas or

delusions. If a man be exposed to imminent danger,

he will assault the man who prevents his escape : if

he be a king, he will punish the man who docs not

pay him due deference ; he will behave in the same
manner if he believes these things, even if his beliefs

be unfounded or i)art of an insane delusion. There is

much truth in Alt's recent assertion - that violent

mania is an artefact, due to psychical sepsis in the

hospital ; that is, to defective management and unskil-

ful treatment.

The idea that melancholia, one of the oldest recog-

nized types of mental disease, which in the days of

Robert Burton was regarded as one of the commonest
and most universal forms of disease, is not a patholo-

gical entity, but an affective state occurring in several

forms of disease, indicates something of the revolution

that is taking place and the c-onfusiou that exist* in

our conceptions of mental disease. Mania, that other

time-honored type, occupies a still more uncertain

place. In spite of the freipiency w itli which mania is

diagnosticated in this country, as shown by asylum
statistics, a large nund)er of modern w riters regard it

as rare, and many question its existence. A similar

contest is going on w ith regard to katatonia, whether

5 Monatssohrift fiir Peyeliiatrie, June, 1897.
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it is a disease by itself or merely a symptom complex.

One school vigorously upholds the existence of an

acute paranoia, whose existence is denied by another

school. In tlie whole field of the acute psychoses

there is questioning and uncertainty. If we compare

the modern treatises on mental disease, excluding of

course those which are merely imitations of some orig-

inal writer's work, we will find tliat no two of them
agree in the diseases which they describe." Eacli

writer has his own list of diseases which he differen-

tiates carefully from one another, and this list differs

absolutely from the lists of other writers ; l)ut in no

treatise on insanity are the distinguishing points as

distinctive as could be desired, and nearly every writer

admits that certain of his distinctive affections may
sometimes be confounded.

This confusion is the natural result of the attemj)!

to divide mental affections upon a symptomatic basis.

Such a classification is, in certain states of our knowl-

edge, inevitable, but eventually it must go the way of

the etiological classifications. Even in diseases with

definite physical symi)toms such classifications are

often misleading. Any man who has seen a dozen

cases of 'brain tumor or tabes could divide them into

several distinct types, if he were to classify according

to their most striking symptoms. Of the three cardi-

nal symptoms of tabes— lancinating pains, loss of knee-

jerk and Argyll-Rcrbertson pupil — only one is com-

plained of by the ])atient, and the other two can be

detected only by expert examination. Ataxia, gastric

crises, blindness, joint affections, which may dominate

the clinical picture, may all be absent. In the one

form of mental disease, concerning which there is

general agreement and which is descrilied in sub-

stantially tlie same way and under the same name by

every author, namely, general paralysis,— the clinical

symptoms may vary widely, and, w(>re we to classify

by these alone, every man could describe a dozen dif-

ferent types from his own case books. If so many
types may be distinguished when the symptoms are

chiefly physical, may not as many and as unwarranted

types be created when the symptoms are of a complex
3 I have cited from a few writers the various affections they de-

scribe which might fairly be classed anioiig tlie acute psychoses.
Ballet and Meynert do not give any complete classification. The
various types are described under sixty-six different names :

Clouston: Simple melancholia, hypochondriacal melancholia, de-

lusional melancholia, excited melancholia, resistive melancholia,
convulsive melancholia, organic melancholia, suicidal and homicidal
melancholia, simple mania, acute mania, delusional mania, ephemeral
mania, homicidal mania, katatonia, melancholia attonita, primary
dementia, IG.

Bcvan Lewis: Depression, stupor, exaltation, fulminating psycho-
ses, alcoholic insanity, insanity of puberty and adolescence, puer-
peral insanity, lactational insanity, climacteric insanity, 9.

Spitzka: iSIania, melancholia, katatonia, transitory frenzy, stupor-
ous insanity, primary confusional insanity, delirium grave, alcoholic
insanity, 8.

Ballet: Mania, melancholia, confusion, acute delirium, 4.

Kirchhoff: Melancholia, mania, acute paranoia, confusion, primary
dementia, toxic insanity. 6.

Kraepelin: Collapse delirium, acute confusion, acute dementia,
febrile delirium, toxic delirium, dementia precox, katatonia, demen-
tia paranoides, melancholia, 9.

KraffiBbing: Melancholia, passive melancholia, melancholia at-

tonita, mania, frenzy, stupidity, 6.

Meynert: Melancliolia, amentia, mania, .'5.

Schiile: Melancholia, mania, severe mania, acute dementia, in-

sanity of severe disease or intoxication, acute delirium, (I.

Ziehen: Mania, melancholia, stupidity, acute hallucinatory para-
noia, acute simple paranoia, po.st-maniacal and post-melancholy
Stupor, post-neurasthenic hypochondriacal melancholia and paranoia,
post-melancholic hypochondriacal paranoia, katatonia, alcoholic de-

mentia, 12.

Agoslini: Mania, simple melancholia with delirium, agitated mel-
ancholia, melancholia attonita, confusional amentia, stuporous
amentia, acute delirium, syphilitic pxychoses, pellagrous psychoses,
alcoholic psychoses, morphinism, etc., katatonia, 1.3.

Mnrselli: Hebephrenia, climacteric insanity, simple mania, grave
mania, simple melancholia, grave melancholia, stupidity, katatonia,
acute delirium, toxic insanities, 10.

International: Acute mania, puerperal mania, acute melancholia,
puerperal melancholia, primary dementia, toxic insanity, 6.

jisycliical nature? The appalling list of the phobias

shows the possibilities and the evil of such classifica-

tion.

This fallacy has b(?en well brought out by Kraepelin
in his criticism of the attemi)t to establish an acute

l)aranoia, and especially of Ziehen's distinction between
the simple and the hallucinatory forms. " In this,"

he says,'* ''we meet with the plainest indication of the

essential failure of our clinical jisychiatr}' in the last

decade, the purely sym^jtomatic division of forms of

disease resting upon a priori presumptions. The dis-

tinction which is regarded as fundamental between the

disturbances of intellect and those of feeling is only
psychological, not at all clinical. In actual disease

types we s(;e both tied up together in a wholly indis-

tinguishable way. If this be not i)lain, try to group
cases universally recognized as general paralysis ac-

cording to the primary or secondary development of

delusions. This plain example, from which the clini-

cal comprehension of })sychical disturbances will never
learn an^^thing, shows more than sufficiently that de-

lusions and hallucinations are as inessential for the

characterization of a clinical type as the appearance
of depression or excitement. ... In fact, the at-

tempt thus far made to arrange the ])aranoia group by
itself and separate it from other forms of insanity has

invariably ended with the confession that mixed forms
and transition forms j)iedominate over the regular

forms themselves and even run into the affective men-
tal disturbances which are su])posed to be essentially

different. Thus the only basis of the present concep-

tion of i)aranoia, the artificial distinction between dis-

eases of the intellect and diseases of the affective

sphere, falls to })ieces. There is no doubt that the

hopelessness of coming to any clear conclusions in

this way must bear a great part of the blame for the

general repugnance toward the study of clinical psy-

chiatric (piestions." A sound criticism, which Kraepe-
lin himself has unfortunately not followed. General
paralysis itself may present every important symptom
in the entire list of ps^'chiatric semeiology, depression,

excitement, confusion, delusions, hallucinations, de-

mentia.

The almost hojieless confusion which the effort to

reconcile various opinions in regard to the so-called

acute psychoses produces may naturally lead us to

consider, if not to take refuge, in alcohol. The patho-

logical changes produced in the cortical nerve cells by
alcohol have, of late years, been carefully studied, and
it is recognized that alcoholic poisoning causes degen-

erative changes in the cortical cell. In acute alcoholic

poisoning, however, in the " simple drunk," we are

familiar with various mental states. The intoxicated

man may be verbose, jocost;, lachrymose, morose,

bellicose, or comatose. The mental conditions due to

chronic alcoholic poii-ioning are also of various types.

One of the most familiar forms is, of course, the ordi-

nary delirium tremens,— an acute hallucinatory delir-

ium with ideas of persecution, of short duration and

often terminating fatally ; a condition which, clinically,

is not unlike acute delirium.

A short time ago I saw on the same day two pa-

tients who presented two other familiar types of men-
tal disturbance due to alcohol. One was a young man
of thirty-two who, for ten or twelve years, had in-

dulged in alcohol to excess. The family history and

previous history were not remarkable. Three months

* Kraepelin: Psychiatrie, .'ite Aufl., p. 6.55.
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Ixlorc In- Ii.'kI IhkI h li^i'it ulliirk of "tin- liorrorH,"

liisliiiif nlioiit II week ; siiic«r tlmt tinu* lie li:i<l li.id the

(Icliision tli.'it his ciuMiiics wen* iiifliicii(-iii<; liiiii with

.III electric iiiiicliiiu' ; tliiit he could liciir them tulkiii;,'

.il)()Ut liiiii, Ihreiiteiiiiii:; to jirrest iiiid kill him. Tliev

knew his thoiiiihts and ('vervthiii<i which hcdiil. Cer-

l:iiii miiscuhir twitchiii^s, due iterhups to :i very sliirjit

neuritis, were interpreted ;is tiips from tli(^ ele<'tric iii-

thieiices ; after which he heard ids own name and the

names of his enenues sj)oken. His cnendes repeated

(vcrvthini; he thought and told him they would kill

him with electricity. 'I'heir su<if^esti()ns wcire often

in<lecent. lie neyer had any hallucinations of si^ht.

At times he recognized the yoices as false, hut more

frequently thoy were real. In consequence of his per-

secutions he was depressed, irritahh^ and unable to

keep his mind upon his business, but there was no

failure of niemorv or judgment, no confusion and no

other mental impairment. After three weeks of total

al)stinence the delusions and hallucinations were ninch

diminished.

On the same day 1 saw a woman of forty-four, pos-

sibly approaching' the menoj)ause, who had indulged

yery freely in alcohol. For three \yeeks sln^ had had

some bronchitis, with digestive disturbance and eleva-

tion of temperature, for which she entered the hos-

pital. She \vas found to be very weak antl tremulou.«

and som(>\vhat delirious, getting out of bed frecpiently

at night, but never becoming especially violent. On
account of her getting out of bed, restraint became
necessary. On examination she was found to have a

moderate degree of neuritis and to show very marked
mental confusion and loss of memory. She gave the

characteristic account of having made several visits to

her friends outside during her two weeks' stay in the

hospital, with circumstantial statements as to the

events which had hap[)eued dui'ing those visits. There
was much confusion as to dates and much of the time

she was not certain w here she was. After total ab-

stinence from alcohol she improved so much that in

the course of a month she was able to return to her

friends.

In yet a fourth type, which is seen only in more ad-

vanced cases, there is still more marked dementia,

great nmscular weakness, more? marked loss of mem-
ory and confusion, disturbances of speech and occa-

sional convulsions, the whole suggesting general

paralysis. The course is protracted, the prognosis

grave and complete recovery is rare. In this last

form we find edema and opacity of the pia, atrophy

of the corte.v and more marked atrophic changes in

the cells and in the glia, the familiar " wet brain " of

chronic alcoholism. Other forms might be described,

and mixed and transition types exist.

In all these types of mental disturbance.— which

clinically are distinct, if we disregard the transition

forms, which spoil our classifications,— the etiology is

the same, the anatomical changes differ only in de-

gree, but the clinical aspect is widely different. Is it

not fair to su)>pose, therefore, that the difference in

the symptoms is due to the difference in the extent of

the cortical changes or perhaps to a difference in their

localization ? In other diseases of the brain — hem-
orrhage, abscess, tumor— we know that the extent

and location of the lesion are of much greater impor-

tance than the etiology or the precise anatomical

nature. Is it not also probable that the different

numifestations in general paralysis are dependent upon

the extent un<l loculi/ation of the chan;{*->t in the vut-

tex, ex(!('pting. of coiirse, thoHe manifestationH clearlv

refenil)le to clianges in the spinal cord ? The paraly-

ses and convulsions of general paralyniH are prolmbiv
to be referred to local changeH, and allliougli we «:un-

not as yet accept Flechsig's speculation ' that <liHtiir-

bances of personality are due to clianges in the anUr-

rior HHs<)ciati(»n centre, the cliniial ditferencen in the

uK-ntal symptoniH of general paralysis are more Huti'^

factorily explained by dilVerences in the part of the

cortex alfected and by differences in the extent of the

degeneration than by any other causes. At any rat*-,

both in alcoholism and in general |)aralysi.s it seems
safe to claim that the degree of the dementia is depen-
dent upon the nund)er of cortical neurones that are put

out of function ; the rapidity with which the demeiitiu

develops depends upon the rapidity with which the.se

neurones are affecteil by the morbid process ; and the

j)ermanence of the dementia depends upon whether
the neurones are wholly destroyed or are capable of

repair. The study of the pathological changes in the

cortex in the early and late stages of general paraly.si.s

establishes this i)oint beyond dispute.

Let us now consider for a few moments the so-

(!alled acute p.sychoses. What they are it is hard to

say, since, as I have said, the list varies with eftch

treatise on psychiatry consulted. They would in-

clude, however, many of the cases now classed as

acute mania, acute melancholia, acute dementia, de-

mentia precox, katatonia, acute delirium, acute para-

noia and acute confusional insanity. The pathology

of these conditions is defective, and any satisfactory

pathology in mental disturbances is at present wholly
impossible, yet, in a few instances, an acute degenera-

tion of the cortical neurones, occasionally in the severer

cases associated with proliferation of the glia, has been
found. These changes are not unlike those produced
by certain poisons, such as alcohol, or those produced
as a result of acute infectious processes. In fact, it is

generally admitted that, w ith our i)resenf methods of

research, it is impossible to detect from the anatomical

differences in the affected cortical cells whether the

degeneration be due to alcohol, other poisons, acute

infection or acute mental disease.

Clinically, these psychoses resemble each other in

that they often seem to be produced by toxic causes,

that they may affect the healthy brain, that they are

of comparatively rapid onset and that they may run a

tolerably acute course. Fm-thermore, one cause may
produce several different clinical types of psychosis.

I have already referred to some of the varying condi-

tions, with probably a similar pathological basis, pro-

duced by alcohol— acute delirium, acute delusional

insanity, an acute confusional condition, and a more
marked and more chronic form of dementia. As.a
result of child-bearing, or moi'e probably of the acute

infection associated with the puerperal state, we see

various types of juu'rperal psychosis— mania, melan-

cholia, and the acute hallucinatory confusional insanity

so often confounded with mania. Manifestations of

febrile delirium, when not associated, as it so often is.

with alcoholic poisoning, show a similar variety in the

mental sym})tonis. All these psychoses, moreover,

show certain likenesses in their course ; they may
vary, of course, in severity, but we nuist admit that in

all the so-called types of mental disease to which I

have referred, even in katatonia and acute delirium.

' Flecbsig ; Gehirn und Seel©, 2te Autl, p. 90.
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recovery is i)Ossible. The cases which do not recovei',

liowever, either die of exhiuistion, after a compara-

tively short ilhiess, or they end in one of two ways —
they either |)ass on to a more or less marked dementia

or to a state associated with hallucinations and not very

well systematized delusions, with consicU-rahle men-

tal impairuKmt. We nniy explain the course by imag-

ining that the cell degeneration has in some cases been

slight, and that a process of repair has followed, lead-

ing to a complete recovery. In other cases there may
have been a sudden and widespread degeneration of

many cortical cells, causing death ; or there may have

been a more complete degeneration of a greater or

smaller number of cells, from which repair was im-

possible ; and in case of the destruction of these cells,

either mental impairment with delusions or a more

complete dementia would be the inevitable result.

]Manv of these cases, if studied throughout their

course, present various changes in their ])sychical

manifestations. The old descriptions of mania and

melancholia used to tell of the stages of depression or

exaltation, respectively, preceding or following the

period of excitement or depression that gave the name
to the disease. This description may have been

founded upon the cases of unrecognized circular in-

sanity, but the fact remains that in so-called mania and

melancholia, as well as in other affections, we may
have various changes iu the clinical picture —what

Ziehen calls the polymorphous psychoses ^ which often

present a course beginning with depression, going on

to excitement, then confusion, and finally dementia.

Other cases may begin with vague delusions of per-

secution and hallucinations, which may be permanent

or go on to more marked confusion and considerable

dementia, and yet make a good recovery. Often the

depression or excitement is merely a secondary condi-

tion, the conseipience of delusions, fancied ill-treat-

ment, the bad effects of environment in the violent

ward of an asylum, and the like. In a very large

number of cases of acute psychoses recent studies have

shown the existence of marked mental confusion, going

on to stupor. Meynert's exhaustive study of acute

hallucinatory insanity— amentia '— has caused an

increasing tendency to put many cases under this one

heading. It has absorbed many of the cases of acute

mania, now regarded as a rare disease, it has taken

in a few cases of melancholia, many of the cases of

acute dementia and many of the cases of acute paranoia.

Wernicke ** has recently admitted frankly that the

majority of the acut(? psychoses shoidd be classed

under this head.

The conclusions to which these various facts tend

is that in these acute psychoses we have to do, not

with a variety of different diseases, but, aft(!r all, with

one single affection, whose anatomical basis may be

an acute degeneration of the cortical neurones, and—
if we adopt Wernicke's suggestion ' (wliich seems to

me the most sound one) that insanity is a disease of

the association system — a degeneration which causes

a "reater loss of function in the association neurones of

the cortex than in the neurones which l)elong to the

projection sysleni. Tliis affection may vary in its

severity and in its clinical manifestations. It is most

frequently due to some toxic process (such as alcohol,

|> Ziehen: Pnyc)iiatiit!, p. 198.

1 MeynTt: Klinischc Vorlesungen iiber Psychiatric, p. 33. Also
.Jahrbiicher fiir Psychiatric, Ix, 1, 188!).

" Moii;il98chrift fiir Pnychiatrii;, May, 1899, p. ;{02.

J Wernicke: OruiicJrlss iler Psychiatric, p. 5.

post-infectious toxins, or perha]>s autotoxins), or to

exhaustion (toxins of fatigue). It is often attended
at the onset with some febrile disturbance ; a slight

rise is not uncommon in milder cases, and a marked
rise is the rule in delirium grave. Under certain con-

ditions (i)erhaps a marked virulence or a very large

dose of the poison) the symptoms are of sudden onset,

with states of active delirium \vhich may sjjeedily

cause death by exhaustion. Under ordinary condi-

tions, states of confusion or halluciiuitory delusion are

produced, which may remain through the course of

the disease or which may go on more or less rapidly

to dementia. If the changes be not too comj)lete and
too extensive!, recovery ma}' ensue, or, in some cases,

recovery with some persistent mental defect. The
variation in the clinical picture is due to the varying
extent and severity of the morbid changes or perhaps
to a varying localization.

Two other factors may modify the picture. The
first is the i)eriod of life, about which has been much
written, chiefiy with the end of establishing new dis-

eases, such as hebephrenia or climacteric insanity.

The other is dc^generacv. That acute psychoses may
occur in the degenerate is obvious, but little has been
done toward the study of the question how far degen-

eracy may modify the symptoms of a psychosis. Agos-
tini " is the only writer I recall who devotes a

special chapter to the subject, based upon the i"e-

searches of Magnan and Morselli. This is not sur-

prising, for, with the confusion that prevails in tin;

whole domain of the acute psychoses, any, even a

slight, modification of the clinical type would probably

be raised to the rank of an indej)endent disease.

The periodic; and circular forms of insanity add
some support to the hypothesis advanced above. We
may have a recurrence of the same clinical type —
mania, melancholia, acute hallucinatory paranoia, acute

simple paranoia— or we may have recurrence of dif-

ferent clini(!al types, usually mania and melancholia,

but sometimes (confusion or dementia. When the re-

currence is in double form the two types do not nec-

essarily alternate ; there may be several attacks of

excitement and then an attack of depression, as have
been shown by some very int<'resting charts by
Magnan ^^ and confirmed by lialh^t." ()f the patho-

genesis of the periodic and circular forms of insanity

we know nothing. If, however, the attacks be due
to some agencry of slow development, leading ulti-

mately to an explosion, analogous to the epileptic

attack, the same cause may produce excitement, con-

fusion or hallucinatory delusions, ac(;ording to the

extent or location of the morl)id changes.

Following out the hyi)othesi8 here advanced and

returning to the case cited at the beginning of this

paper, it seems justifiable to regard it as one of neu-

rasthenia with marked depression ; chronic delusional

melancliolia may l»e classed as ))aranoia, and melan-

cholia with stupor as but one manifestation of this

acute psychosis. IVIelancholia thus vanishes from oui'

list of diseases, but the symptom meliincholy i-emains,

occurring in many afi'eetions and from yarying causes,

but secondary to ])re-existing delusions or morbid

ideas.

That su(!h an hypothesis should be accepted, how-

ever, is hardly to l>e expected. That the etiological

>" AgOBtiiii : Manuiile di Psicliiatria, p. 214.
" Verhaiidl. <1. X. iiitcrnat. iiicd. Cong., iv. 14.

" Tralt*^ do Mcdecine. vi, 1124.
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fju^torH limy vary, givinj{ rise to viirijitioiiH in the <-Iiii-

ical ty|>t\ i** |K»s.siI)I(', ixil, :iii cliolct^^ic'il cliissilicitifni

can lianlly Ix^ siistuiiiiMl at tlif |H'osfiit time. iMiilti|)lc

neuritis, j'or (>xani|>lc, may ris*' from many (iilVcrcnt

(•uiscs— lead, alcoliol or diplitlicria— and the <;lini(al

(liUcrcnccs iM-lwccn lead neuritis, al(H)lioIic nituritis,

and diphtheritic neuritis are inon^ striking than Im-

twcrn Krae|)(>iin's amentia and his acut(; (h-mentia, or

hetwccn Zicdien's acute iiallucinatory and acute simple

paranoia; yet wo recognize practically one. morliid

anatomical change as the hasis of the symptoms in all

the dillerent forms of neuritis, varying; in extent and
distribution and varying in severity. Clinically, of

course, tlu; acute psychoses may vary markedly ; the

typical cases of mania, hallucinatory confusion and

dementia precox are strikingly different; but there

arc many transitional forms, so that a sharp line of

demarcation between them does not exist. Clinically

there is a strikin<f contrast Ixitweeii the mute, drooling;

patient with bulbar paralysis, the upper face sad and
intelliifent the lower face expressionless and ijnbecih^,

and the lo(iua(!ious patient with wasted, flail-like arms
of ordiiuiry, progressive muscular atrophy ; yet most
neurologists now regard the two as manifestations of

the same morbid i)rocess, differing only in the locali-

zation of the lesion. We can hardly distinguish

moreover by the clinical course of the disease ; many
of these patients, we know, become rapidly demented,
others recover completely ; some die of exhaustion,

others remain hopelessly insaue, victims of marked
delusions, yet not markedly demented. A similar dis-

tinction can be made with other diseases. Somt;
diphtheria patients hardly seem sick, some die of suf-

focation, others di<i of vagus paralysis, others recover,

apj)arently, to suffer later from paralysis of the

pharynx, eyes antl limbs.

It is therefore no argument against regarding the

acute psychoses as one affection to say that the causes

vary ; that some get well, others die of exhaustion,

others become chronically insane, and others become
demented ; that individual cases differ clinically, sonn;

being excited, others depressed, others filled with

delusions, and others demented ; or to argue that

cases presenting certain symptoms turn out worse
than others which present other symptoms, just as

diphtheria with laryngeal symptoms is more fatal than

diphtheria without. All these conditions may be of

service in establishing different diseases, but they are

all of uncertain value and they may be fallacious.

The trend of opinion during the last decade seems to

be more and more in the direction of regarding the

acute psychoses as one. Mania and melancholia still

keep their old-time position in the text-books, but the

very existence of mania is threatened and its rarity

generally admitted, except in those hospital rei)orts

which find one case of paranoia and ten general i)ara-

lytics in 4,000 admissions. ]Meynert's amentia is

assuming more and more the chief place among the

acute psychoses. The hypothesis of the essential

unity of the various psychoses on a ]iathological basis

of acute degenerative changes in the cortical cells

seems the most plausible solution of the many dillicul-

ties and obscurities that enwrap the cpiestion, a solu-

tion which I believe will be strengthened by further

study.

This hypothetical pathology affords, also, certain

useful suggestions in the way of treatment. If the

disorder be due to iicute degenerative changes in the

<orti(rul neuroncH, the treiitrnent wouM naturally In;
similar to that r»f other inflaimnatory diHiiirl)ances in
the bruin —ubHolut*! rest, phyHical and mental, abMiiici-
of iioiHe, bright light and other mental ntiinuli, abun-
dant feeding of not too stimidating a type, Uvi- ejim-
inatioii by the bowels anr| ki.lneys, and possibly in (hrr
more intense cases of ioxi<- origin, bleeding, followed
by salin(! inj(!(;tions. The benefits of the "

Im;«I treat-
inent" of the acute psychoHcs arc daily more and
more recognized. 'J'o put such cases, dresser! and on
their feet, in tin; excited wards of an asylum is a
tolerably wide departure from these jjrinciples of
treatment. The results of home treatment, where
isolation, rest in bed, absolutt; (piiet and a sutlicient
nursing force can be obtained, show the superiority of
such measures.

PSYCHOLOGY AND HKREDITY.»
IIV UOllKUT MAdJOI-GALL, I'll.l)., CAMIIKIIMiK, MA8H.,

Instructor in Ptychotogy, Harvard University.

It is commonly said that the great movement which
resulted in the creation of our whole system of his-
torical sciences had its origin last century in the work
of certain German scholars who began to study the
words of their mother tonguf! in a different way from
that of earlier grammarians. Tliese men applied to
their proi)lem a concept of great note in contempor-
ary scientific discussion, namely, that of descent with
cunndative modifications, and asserted that the verbal
forms in use among a people at any given period could
be intelligently understood only as parts of an histori-
cal process. There are many shades of meaning in

the use of a single term, many analogies of use in

terms having only the barest structural resemblance,
many common elements in forms of widely varyin<f
ai)plication, which, taken as the}- stand, present a'pe^
plexing confusion of structure and of use. liut to
take them thus, said these scholars, is to cut out a
fragment of tissue from its connnon body of life, to
isolate an organ from the organism which gives it

meaning, a process fatal to the purpose of one who
seeks to understand assimilation or teleologv. The
living signification of the word can be understood
only in its connection with the whole vital process of
change in the language. Every variety of form and
every shade of meaning is the result of a process of
growth and a starting point for new development. No
term is ever an isolated i)lienomenon springing up out
of the void and arbitrarily affixed to a certain con-
cept

; each is a member of a genetic group, and by
means of the material preserved in written records,
they tell us, the scholar may go back to jirimi-

tive root forms wdiere these now w^idely separated
variants unite in a single stem with some fundamental
signification ; and setting out from this point he may
trace the family history downward to its latest de-
scendants, observing the points of divergence where
new forms and new uses of the form arise, and the
l)rocess of cumulative differentiations by which new
types are estal)lished, until the whole complex furni-
ture of a modern civilized tongue is understood and
accounted for under one or two simple concepts.

This new point of view, which created modern
l)liilology, was immensely fruitful, and in a series of
brilliant and successful attempts was applied to a

1 Itead at the meeting of the Boston Society for ^tedical Ininrore-
ment, December 4, 18n9.
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great variety of materials, with a result adequately

expressed only in the total body of present historical

knowledge ; it created modern science. This is true

in all but one particular, namely, that the point of

view was not a new one. The historical method is

basal in the work of one whole group of men whose

functions are invested with a dignity and regarded

with a gratitude not accorded to any other body of

students ; 1 refer to your own profession, gentlemen.

The physician has been an evolutionist from the be-

ginning. His work is a consistent endeavor to ac-

count for the present ^^rocess of change in a diseased

body as the outcome of definable preceding conditions,

as intelligible only in the light of its own liistory.

The explanation of the disease is resolved into a de-

scription of its origin and development. The i)hysi-

cian regards the pathological condition as part of an

orderly natural process, as over against those theolo-

gians who conceive it under the absolutely non-his-

torical concei)t of a spiritual discipline or punishment

for sin. You, then, after a fashion, have led the way
in the ajiplication of the concept of historical devel-

opment to the exi)lanation of natural phenomena, and

you are continuously and vitally interested, as a mat-

ter of practical import if not from a theoretical, point

of view, in the problems of fixity and variation of

type, of heredity and accpiisition, which are still so

eagerly debated by opposing schools, and which we
are met to consider here to-night.

The problem is one of origins. Every existing or-

ganism presents certain relatively permanent structu-

ral forms and characteristic ways of acting, and the

work of the historical student is " to probe the dark

backward and abysm of time," and trace out the

conditions under which they were acquired and the

factors which contributed to their development. In

the course of this investigation, when a certain com-

])lexity of structure has been reached, relative inter-

ruptions are found to occur in the continuity of these

conditions, breaking up the vital series into successive

groups. In the simplest forms of life these nodal

points are much more obscure ; the unitary cell propa-

gates by simple division of its protoplasmic matter,

the independent life of each part having direct physi-

cal continuity with that of the original undivided cell

;

the ameboid organism on reaching a certain limit of in-

crease in mass divides and becomes two individuals,

each of which has indeed lost weight as compared
with the initial cell group, but is materially as well as

functionally identical with it ; the same holds true of

all those ]>rimitive forms of life which re])r()duce

their species l)y any form of budding.^ Both in the

proliferation process of the cell and in the propaga-

tion of these multicelluhir protozoa, tliere exists a

direct physical immortality which renders it mislead-

ing to speak of heredity as a source of individual

variations. The physical conthmity of the individ-

ual, as distinguished from that of its somatic units, is

maintained from generation (admit the term) to gen-

eration, and the changes which take place must be

viewed as occurring within the life of the organism,

whether they result from the reactions which it

makes upon its environment or derive from those

unknown sources which, for lack of a descriptive

term, have l)een called the region of spontaneous

variations. In these ])rimitive types of life the La-
marckian law is dominant, for each indivi<lual inherits

2 h' I^andois: Human Physiology, p. 89.1, fl.

by direct appropriation the characteristics acquired
during presegmentational periods.

But when we i)ass from such simple creatures to

those more highly organized forms in which repro-

duction is sexual, the process, though still of the pro-

liferation type, and maintaining a certain phj'sical im-

mortality, becomes exceedingly elaborate and complex.
The successive stages of the individual are exceedingly

unlike each other, presenting in the highest types

such contrasts as that of the mature human organism
with the simple protoplasmic cell from which it has been
developed. In these types, moreover, very much of the

final structiu'al form, and indirectly therefore of the

functional activities as well, is due to some kind of

prepotency in the contribution of the original germ
cell, — call it the formula of its assimilative activitv,

or what you will, — and not to the surrounding con-

ditions under which the individual develops. It there-

fore becomes a matter of pressing theoretical impor-
tance, as well as of })ractical value, to keep these two
factors of determination distinct from each other, and
to delimit their jjrovinces in the development of the

concrete life of the individual.^

Some of these characteristics are manifestly acquired

by the organism within its own individual life, such as

the ability to speak or write a particular language, the

roughened hands and knotted muscles of the field

laborer, the chronic indigestion resulting from a diet

of fatty and starchy substances, or the groups of as-

sociated ideas which form one's knowledge regarding

any special topic ; others are as clearly traceable to

the pre-existing assimilative type of the germ cell it-

self, of which nature are the general body plan and
the conformation of its constituent organs, coloration

of the skin, facial angles, pigmentation of the eyes and
hair, and the like ; while a third ill-defined group of

elements 2)resents such obscurity of origin that its

sources form the debatable ground of science. The
problem, then, is to trace out, both on the side of the

physical organism and on that of the subject of con-

sciousness, the elements due to inheritance of ancestral

traits on the one hand, and to the direct influence of

the environment acting within the limits of the indi-

vidual life on the other.'*

But it is not enough simply to account for the struct-

ure of the existing organism by referring each of its

elements to one or two sources, its heredity or its en-

vironment ; account must be taken also of the fact

that cumulative variations exist. By heredity is meant
the reaj)])earance in the offspring of the characteristics,

physical or mental, of the parent. If, then, the en-

vironment change, tlu^ plastic individual will vary in

so far as the new conditions require a different adapta-

tion from tliat demanded of the parent, but every

generation will present the same material \\])0\\ wliich

the pressure of life conditions is to be exerted. This
is not found to be the case ; the curve of adaptation

mounts more rai)idly than tlu; innnediatc influence of

the environment working upon an unmodified niaterial

will account for. Heredity is not fixed ; the t3'pe

changes as well as the individual. There is, therefore,

a third factor to be considered, namely, the appearance

and inheritance of adaptive variations.

The (juestion, then, is of the origin of variations,

concerning which two possible sources have been

])ointed out : firstly, it is said the progressive change

3 Kor general formulation see Brooks: The h&w» of Heredity, 1883.

American Text-Book of Physiology; W, H. llowell (Kditoi), p,
931, tf.

I
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ariHcs from llu' process of mlaptation itself— llic

(lifory of tlif iiiluritiiiicc of ac»|iiir('il cliaractcriHtirs ;

;iimI srcoiidly, lli.it it splines out of the <lai-k — llic

llicorv of spoiitMiicoiis \ ai'iatioiis. 'I'lir lirst view is

It.'iscd upon tlic vt'i'v iiiaiiiftsl fuel of .-idaplatioii witliiii

llic individual life. As in liic psycholoiiical world

cvtiv xpcricnce leaves its ni;uk lieliind it and tlie

lesidual traces of all previous experiences enter into

and determine the eliaraeter of the present event, so

the results of the life cxpci'ienee of past individuals

enter into and determine the nature of their olfsprinn'.

The etfect of this past experience was represented in

an adaptation to the envii'onment. 'I'herefon^ to th«!

actpiired aptitudes of the individual are to \w added
the inherited n-sults of the adaptation of precedinu; in-

dividuals. The process is a cumulative one; expressed

in a ra(Mal adjustment in tli(! form of an accelerated

curve. This is the popular view. There is an almost

fatal facility about its application. It ought to be so ;

practical postulates assert it ; the whole common
ranye of our moral education assumes its validity.

Till' evidence, at first si<i;ht, is enormously in its favor
;

practically no variation can be pointed to which it can

not be made to cover.

The contrasted view * holds that acquirement is

essentially a transient })henomenon, intra-vital, not

inter-vital, att'ecting the individual only, not the race.

The stock remains throughout uninfluenced l)y the

acquired adaptations of the individual. Another
source of variations must be sought. But tlu^re is

none ; heredity is the element of fixity, and all other

real factors in the constitution of the individual are

included under tlie term " environment." Variations,

however, do apj^ear. Whence? Out of the dark;

they cannot be connected with any known sources,

though favorable or unfavorable conditions for their

appearance may be discovered. They are of the nat-

ure of s])orts or freaks and are hence called spontane-

ous. The phenomenon is an inter-vital one, the diver-

gen(;e from the ancestral type on the part of the

offspring being independent of the acquired character-

istics of the parents. The environment then acts

simply as a selective agency, eliminating some and
preserving others according as the sum of their varia-

tions renders them more or less fit to meet the condi-

tions of life imposed upon the species.

Such a theory has to meet the vei'y great ditHculty

that these spontaneous variations simulate completely

the results of an iidieritance of ac(juired characteristics.

The trend of evolution being determined by the selec-

tive environment, the kind of spontaneous variations

])reserved by it are just such as would accumulate
through the inheritance of training effects. The rudi-

mentary wings of certain birds and insects native in

the Oceanic islands is a case in point.® Circumscribed
in the range of their feeding grounds, unpersecuted b\-

enemies and relieved from long migratory flights, the

whole set of conditions under which the individual

lives tends toward a disuse of these organs, and the

decreased length and shrunken muscles of the wings
are just such as would be brought about by the inheri-

tance of those atrophic conditions which are found to

result within the life of the individual from non-use of

an organ. But these same environing conditions act-

' A. Weissrnann : (1) Essays upon Heredity and Kindred Biological
Probleiiis(Trausl.), 1,1889,11. 1892; (2) The Genu Plasm (Transl.), 1893;

(3) The Ktfect of External Intluences upon Development (Transl.),
1894.

• Darwin : Origin of Species, chap, v, p. 128. W. P. Ball : Effects
of Use and Disuse, p. 49, ff.

ing purely as a selective agency upon variatiohM m|kiii.

taneously iirising would lind toward the prodneiion
(»f the sami- type through — to indientc one inljm-nre

only — the destruction of such individu.-ilH us wen; led

by their more developed wings into attempted migra-
tions, or flights which brought them into the track
of storms uj)on the open sea. The .same ambignitv
of evi(lenc(; exists in regard to the tliick<-ne<l legn (If

domestic fowls, the shortene<l feet of pigeons, the

i)lindness of cave animals, and a midtitiide of other
facts' including the traditional instance of use-inheri-

tance in certain professional aptitudes and .sensory

divergencies characteristic of those (engaged in heredi-

tary crafts and occupations." A de<;isiv(! argument in

favor of the theory of sports would be afforded by in-

stances in which tin; emergent variation was useless,

chsarly dissociated from the wh(de stream of life-serv-

ing activities in the individual and the race. The
esthetic sense has been cited to this end, but its evi-

dence is manifestly irrelevant, if for no other reason
than its importance for sexual selection. The strong-
est argument in rebuttal of u.se-inheritance is perhaps
the case of special adaptations in neuter insects, where
there is no possibility of the transmission of character-
istics acquired within the life of the individual, since

the variety is a non-sexual, infertile one, from which
the very fact of propagation is absent. Yet even for

these staggering objections the Lamarckian finds a re

ply, and for the anomalous facts a j)lace within his

formula in the theory that the neuter insect is not a
form in process of change, but a static type, originally

produced thi-ough u.se-inheritance during a preneuter
period, when transmission was an actual fact, and that

further specialization ceased with the advent of infer-

tility. Neuterness is interpreted as the last variation

to appear, not a condition under which the adajjtive

changes themselves arose. The same dilliculties thus
lie in the way of those who deny and those who affirm

use-inheritance, so that Weissmann admits that the

whole force of his argument rests on the .logical con-
sistency of the hypothesis and not on any direct in-

dubitable evidence.^

The appeal to residual structures and rudimentary
functions, then, results only in a determination of the
hereditary origin of these organs and activities in con-

trast with an acquisition within the life of the individ-

ual through his own purposeful reactions. Their
presence has been of the utmost significance in estab-

lishing the fact of organic evolution and in tracing out
the genetic connection of existing species,'*^ but no
light is thereby thrown upon the nature of their origin.

Yet though ineffective for the .solution of these contem-
porary problems of biologic evolution, such phenomena
are of decided interest and importance for a study of

the processes involved in the evolution of conscious-

ness, for here our knowledge is at a stage where the

iiHjuiry still centres upon the relative imi)ortance of

the two factors as verce caiisce and is concerned with
the delimitation of the provinces of heredity and of ac-

quisition.

The problems which this field of investigation pre-
' Darwin : Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication

(various places).
' Darwin : Descent of Man. p. Xi.
" A. Weissrnann : The All-Sutticieney of Natural Selection, Con-

temporary Review, August, April, 1S93'. " It is the only conceivable
natural explanation of organisms regarded as adaptations to con-
ditions." See also H. Spencer : The Insufficiency of Natural Selection,
Contemporary Keview, February, ^larch, May," December, 1S;'3 : and
his admijf ion of insufficiency of evidence in Factors of Organic Evolu-
tion, pp. 24-28.

"' Romanes : Evidences of Organic Evolution (various places').
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sents are aiialoiious to those of organic evolution, and

the same methods are applied in both lines of incpiiry.

We seek to describe and account for the present con-

crete fact of individual conscious life. Leaving out of

consideration the non-liistori(!al and unscientific cate-

gory of miracidous gifts and divine revelation, the

existing characteristics are refei-able to one of two

sources: (1) the direct influence of the conditions

under which the life is carried on ; and (2) the in-

heritance by physical transmission of ancestral traits.

I say inheritance by physical transmission because we
shall find that mental inheritance of another kind exists

as a iiera causa of immense significance, and because

the relation between the physical and mental aspects

of development is a close but not complete parallelism.

At a certain point in ])hysical evolution, apparently as

the concomitant of a particular complexity of struct-

ure, arises the phenomenon of consciousness. The de-

termination of this point may be in dispute, but how-
ever decided, whether on the basis of the presence of

that specific form known as a nervous system, or of

the functions of assimilation and movement, from the

point which marks that appearance onward through its

whole range from the crudest sentience of ameboid

life to the complex consciousness of humanity, the

development has been a parallel one. In so far as

mental life is conditioned directly on the presence of

an iidierited physical organism its character is prede-

termined. Our bodies are the same in all their main

outlines as those of our forefathers ; eyes, ears, skin

and muscles are repeated, and our field of conscious-

ness must therefore be one of visual, auditory and

tactual perceptions and of motor reactions. Kind re-

})i'oduces after its kind ; our world is not that of the

microscopic-eyed insect or the telescopic-eyed vulture ;

nor do we fly in the air, nor breathe the water, nor bur-

row, nor hibernate. The physical organism, that is,

presents through successive geiKjrations a stable type

of perceptive and reactive apparatus and therefore

directly conditions the sensory material assimilated in

the process of consciousness and the motor experi-

ences in which its outgoing impulses are expressed.

Even this statement must be qualified. The objects

of our world of consciousness are not given ; what the

inherited nervous structure makes possible is only the

experience of pure sense qualities, red, hot, rough,

sour and the like. The object must be constructed

out of successive experiences through the co-operation

of various sensory and motor elements. The funda-

mentally important fact in the world of our perceptive

consciousness is this, that many elements of sense

experience fuse together in the ixnity of one object

perception. What is seen, felt or heard is not so

much the sensation immediately present as the object

of which it gives awareness. Perception, then, is not

a primary function of the inherited structure ; what is

transmittc^d is a mere capacity for sensory stimulation

whose mental coefficient jtresents a chaos of elements

which are wrought up by the activity of consciousness

into the syntheses of perception.^^

There is, however, a region of obscurity, as in th(>

case of organic evolution, in which complex emotional

processes and teleological attitud(!S ai"e prescmted whose
origin is still a debatable ground. Such are the so-

called expressions of certain primitive; moods of feel-

ing, the frown of anger, the sneer of dislike and con-

" James : Principles of Psychology, vol. ii, cbap. xix ; Sully : The
Human Mind, vol. i, '20C>, ff ; Stout : Analytic Psychology vol. ii, p. 4,

ff ; or any standard book.

tempt, the kiss of affection, which are interpreted on
the one hand as a true expressive mechanism whose
raison d'etre is to make " manifest in the flesh " and
conmiunicable these (jualitatively varying mental
states ; while on the other they are regarded as the

residues of once useful reactions now fallen into

desuetude ; the frown prevents congestion of the optic

blood-vesscils during the anger fit, the sneer is an in-

cipient unfleshiiig of the teeth for coming battle, the

kiss is a rarefied essence of a smacking of the lips

which accompanied a far different treatment of its ob-

ject from that which the kiss now implies.

Among such complexes of emotional and active at>

titudes we should expect the clearest evidence of in-

herited structure in those which are not correlated

with any practical end, for wherever the feeling or

action is such as the conditions of life themselves
would naturally call into being, the old insurmount-
able ambiguity returns that the action of a selective

environment upon variations spontaneously arising

tends to the preservation of exactly the same kinds of

activity as would be fostered in the process of individ-

ual adaptation to such an environment. For example,
the complicated motor processes inV^olved in walking
have been interpreted as due not to a process of learn-

ing on the {)art of the child, but to a series of changes
within the brain substance, independent of the environ-

ment, and of the nature of a ripening process. It

would follow upon this that in the case of two infants

manifesting simultaneously the first signs of reaction al

irritability to stimulation from contact between the

soles of the feet and the earth, if one were artificially

])revented from carrying out the motor impulse in act-

ual attempts at walking, and so restrained during the

whole ])eriod occupied by the other child in learning

the function, it would be found at the end of that time

as fully able as it to co-ordinate the motor impulses

in the complex movements of walking.^*^ The bodily

organism has been carefully explored for such residual

structures, and over two hundred rudimentary organs

have been pointed out.

The muscles which control the movements of the

ear, scalp and other portions of the skin of the body
have so degenerated that in most human beings they

are incapable of reacting, and in all they have ceased

to be employed for the dislodgment of insect pests

;

while in the horse analogous muscles are used to

sweep the flank or side clear of flies by one compre-
hensive vibration. The vermiform appendix, which
in some animals forms an imj)ortant member of the di-

gestive system, is in man but a shrunken sac, notable

only for the dangers which it holds for human life.

The corner fold of the eye is a fragment of an appa-

ratus identical with the nictitating membranes of birds,

but now destitute of functioning power. The same
holds true of the appearance of transient functions

and also of the origin of many which are jiermanent.

The probable dependence of the function of walking

upon a ripening process in the brain centres is deter-

mined by the constitution of its inherited structure.

To this may be added in further illustration the or-

derly representation in the development of voluntary

movements within the individual human organism of

successive phases of phylogenetic evolution. The
earliest function of the fore-limbs in the development

" James : Principles of Psychology, vol. ii, p. 406. Locomotion in

calves, which beeins within a few lioursof birth, and in chicks follows

at once upon their emergence from the shell, cannot bo regarded as

the result of a process of learning.
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of lil'c upon (In- rarlli \v:is that of Hwimiiiiiif^ ; wlitri

a tcrrcstial iiiodf of existence Hupplaiited the earlier

:i(|iialie life, a new application of these ineniliers was

made in yraspin^, pullini; and lioldiii;( on, and lalrst,

of all arose tlios(> complex forms of nianipidation, in-

voivinn independent nse of the varions lini;i'rs and the

opposition of the tlunnl). The sanje succession of

fiMiction forms is now manifested in the infaiitiledevel-

opnieiit of motor activities ; swimmiiiii moveni<'nts ap-

pear first, those of junispiu-;- and pniliiiii- follow, and

not nntil niuch later are the linj^ers used for touchiiii,^

oltjects or does the hand hciiin to make those lieauti-

fid and elaborate adjustuients characteristic of mature

life.'^'

The |)heu()meiia of the uu'Utal world, (Hi the other

hand, have barely b»!en scrutinized from this point of

view. Yet these rudimentary or<;ans and functions of

the soul surely exist, the echoes of the Ion"- past, sur-

vivals ol uncoutli activities and strange ancestors,

" Whose distant footsteps echo
Down the corridors of Time."

We need a paleontology of the soul, tracing its pro-

gressive adjustment to the changing environment, the

sloughing of old, the accjuisition of new functions and

sentiments, with its consequent explanation of atavis-

tic tendencies and facts of reversion, instinctive im-

pulses unintelligible to ourselves, automatisms which

now apjx'ar as monstrous and inexplicable twists of

our nature, and all the cumbering rubbish of ancient

forms and activities which no longer fullil any useful

function, but which because they have so long been

ours we cannot shake off.

The truancies of the child, insistent in the face of

punishment, the unrest and aversion to settled modes

of life which seize upon all of us at certain seasons,

the curious impulses to vagrancy which appear at all

ages and in all classes, driving their subjects forth

into the wilderness, together with the whole tramp

problem, point to the outcropping of some old migra-

tory instinct in the human race whose purpose and

even existence had been forgotten. Collecting manias

of coins, stamps, hats, sticks, newspapers, and the like,

and the various forms of pathological secretiveuess met

with among the insane, are interpretable as survivals

from a period where the hoarding instinct was as im-

portant a function in the life of the human race as it

now is in that of the squirrel and dog.

(TV) he continued.)

ON THE ADVISABILITY OF A MORE OR LESS
GENERAL EXPLORATION OF THE ABDO-
MEN WHEN IT HAS BEEN OPENED FOR
AN OPERATION.

BY JOHN HOMANS, M.D., BOSTON.,

Visiting Surgeon, Massachusetts General Hospital.

It has happened to me to discover very happily in

several instances conditions and diseases entirely ditfer-

ent from the one for which I had opened the abdomen,

and it seems to me as wise as it is harmless to make
a rapid examination of the abdominal organs other

than those we are operating ujion, when a favorable

opportunity occurs. In this way I have three times

removed gall-stones, whose presence was unsuspected,

" A. A. Mmnford: Survival Movements in Human Infancy, Brain,
vol. 20, pp. 289-30G (1897).

and whose removal did inon- for the |)atiitil'H r«<ovcrv
and perfe<-t sidtsequeiit health than did th<' removjil of
the tumor for whieh the alMlonien wum opein-d. I do
not mean to recommend the leiigtheiiiii}r of nhort in.

cisions in order to explore. If the ineinioii ban \h'.i-u

made an inch and ;i half long for an .ippendectoiiiy, or
for the removal of an ovarian tumor, «»r f(»r an coHy
cholecystotomy, I would not lengthen it, but if w»-

h;ive removed a good-sized pelvic tumor, or a kidney,
or for any purpose have made an (j|)eiiing sutlicii-ntiv

large to get the Innul intr> the alMh)min!il cavitv, I

think it is a good plan, partic-idarly where tliere are

any unexplained symptoms of pain and disr-oinfort, to

put in the hand and ex|)lore, particularly in the region

of the gall-bladder, stones in whicdi give rise to a great
variety of symptoms and make life a burden.

So in regard to the appendix, wiiich is often found
diseased in connection with salpingitis and sometimes
adherent to the tube. It is not always <'asy to say
which of the organs was originally diseas<-d, nor to de-

cide whether the appendicitis follows the alfection of

the Fallopian tul)e or whether the Fallopian tui>e was
infected by tlu^ appendix.

As illustrations of the wis<h)m of tin; course I have
been advocating I will rcdate briefly the following

case.s :

Mrs. B., thirty-eight, emaciated and anxious look-

ing, was sent to me by Dr. Spofforrl of Cavendish,
Vt., in March, 180.5. Iler symptoms were nausea for

last eight years at various times, she not being able to

eat an(l retain solid food for eight months. .She had
become very thin and was suflering much from i)ain

and backache, and felt as if a string were tightly tied

around her waist ; she stooped in walking and moved
with much pain and ditHculty. She has been treated

in various hospitals during the past seventeen years
and her pains and aches have been considered reflex

from her diseased pelvic organs. She has had two
children ; the youngest was seventeen years old. Her
uterus was retroverted and fixed, the tubes and ovaries

were enlai'ged, prolapsed and adherent. Her catamenia
had appeared once in the last fifteen months. Her
body was covered more or less by spots caused by
scratching, but no pediculi were found.

Her stomach was washed out daily by Dr. Pease
and she improved somewhat ; her vomiting became
less frequent, but her backache and pelvic pain and
tenderness continued. On April (), 1895, with great

difficulty, a left adherent tubo-ovarian cyst was dug
out. The hemorrhage was so persistent that I thought
of tying the internal iliac artery, but I finally clamped
all the bleeding points with five long clamps, which I

left in the abdomen with their handles outside the alv

dominal walls. I then inserted my hand through the

wound and felt of the gall-bladder, which I found full

of stones. The wound between the umbiliciis and
pubes was then sewed up around the clamp handles

and another incision was made parallel witli the car-

tilages of the ribs, over the gall-bladder. Xinety-
seven gall-stones were then removed. She vomited
incessantly for a week, then improved and went home
at the end of five weeks perfectly well and able to eat

anything. She gi'ew fat and strong and continued

comfortable for more than a year.

In December, 1806, her old symptoms of vomiting
and pain had returned, and I opened the gall-bladder

again and removed seven calculi, which had formed
around pieces of silk which had united the gall-bladder
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to the peritoiipuni, just as alum crystallizes around a

thread suspended in a hot saturated solution.

This case of recurrent gall-stones was puhlished in

the Annals of Smy/erg, w itl\ a colored plate show-

ing the stones and ligatures, and was suDsequently

distril)uted as a reprint.

JMrs. ]\I., fortv-two years old, was brouglit to nie in

May, 181)7, by Dr. "Dibble, of St. Stephen, N. B.

She had a lobulated abdominal tumor which was a

sacculated right kidney filled with pus and calculi.

This was removed by abdominal section and after its

removal I inserted my hand and felt of the gall-

bladder ; it was full of stones. Without enlarging

the incision the gall-bladder w'as opened and nine

stones, varying in size from a No. (i shot to a robin's

(^gg, were removed. Another stone was impacted in

the common duct but, after nuicli manipulation, was
linally worked up into the bladder. The remaining

kidney worked beautifully, the wound healed l)y first

intention except when the gall-bladder was draining,

and the patient left the hosj)ital perfectly well on the

twenty-first day after the combined nephrectomy and
cholecystotomy. Had I not made this manual explora-

tion the patient would have gone home but half cured.

Mrs. D. was sent to me in March, 18!)!), by Dr.

Witherlee of Castine, Maine. I found a fibroid tumor
the size of a large orange, and to the irritation of this

tumor was ascribed her digestive symptoms, Avhich

^vere quite severe. For three years she has been good
for nothing and could hardly eat anything. Formerly
she weighed 180 pounds and now weighs 124. On
March 20, 1899, I removed the fibroid tumor, and
then inserted my hand, passed it up to the hepatic

region and found that the gall-bladder contained one

large stone. The abdominal incision was lengthened

u})wards to a point two inches above the umbilicus,

and the fundus of the gall-bladder was drawn through

the wound and a stone one inch square was removed.

The bladtler was immediately sewn uj) and the wound
closed without drainage. Iler dyspeptic symptoms
were much relieved by suggestions from Dr. E. G.

Cutler, and she is now Avell and strong and can do

and eat what she likes, and has nearly regained her

former weight. Other cases could be cited, but it

seems to me that those above narrated justify and,

indeed, should compel exploration whenever feasible.

Cittttcal aDepartmenn

A CLINICAL STUDY OF HEROIN.

liY .TAMK8 R. L. DALY, M.D.,

Resident Physician, Seton Hospital, Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y.

A NKW agent in the treatment of cough, at present

in wide use and attracting (;onsiderable attention in

the medical world, is heroin. It is a derivative of

morphine— the diacetic acid ester— and is a white

crystalline powder, almost insoluble in water, but

readily solul)le in water to which a few drops of

acetic or hydrochloric acid have been added. It pos-

sesses many advantages over morphine as a respiratory

sedative, among which the following may be men-

tioned : (1) It ])rolongs respiration, and at the same
time increases the volume of each insj)iration, making
it a remedy much to be desired in the treatment of

cough ; (2) it is not a hypnotic : (3) absence of dan-

ger of acquiring the habit ; (4) it does not weaken
the resi)irat()ry apparatus ;

(;">) it does not cause un-
})leasant disturbance of the stomach or intestines

;

(<)) it can be prescribed in cases in which heart com-
plications occur without risk of any deleterious effect

upon that organ ; (7) the ratio of the therapeutic dose
to the toxic dose is considerably smaller than that of

morphine.

The following cases, taken at random from a clin-

ical field of over 100 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis

in all stages of the disease in this hospital, will best

serve to illustrate the efficacy of the drug:

Case I. A. B., male, age thirty-two, clerk, entered

hospital with histor}- of pain in left side, which began
about four months before admission ; niglit sweats ;

hacking cough, most troid)lesonu^ at night, with mark-
edly diminished secretion, and slight dyspnea at vary-

ing intervals during day and niglit. Physical exami-
nation rc'vealed consolidation of u})per lobe on left

side, and of apex on right side. Mist, codeia, one
drachm, three times daily and at midnight was admin-
istered, and continued for two weeks, but with little

result. At the end of this period the codeine was
sto})ped and heroin substituted in doses of one-twelfth

grain three times daily and at midnight. In four

days the cough began to lose its hacking character,

and the secretion became more abundant ; in about

one week the cough could only be observed in the

morning and evening, and remained sufficiently loose

to render the patient very comfortable. No dyspnea
was observed a week after the heroin was begun and
breathing still remained free. Mean respiration during

first twenty days in hospital, A. M., 29 ; p. m., "I'd^^.

Mean respiration for twenty days following the first

administration of heroin. 24,%; P.M., 25^0
For the night sweats the patient was given a pill of

zinc oxide, two grains, with extract belladonna, three-

tenths grain, for three nights without result. On the

third night heroin was substituted for codeine, and on

the second night following the sweats ceased.

Case II. On admission the patient complained of

severe and painful cough throughout the day and
night ; expectoration scanty, and obtained only after

considerable effort. Physical examination showed
both lungs involved with cavity in right middle lobe.

The patient was given heroin, one-twelfth grain, three

times daily at first, and shortly after the dose was
increased to one-sixth grain. After one week of

heroin the cough was diminished to a marked extent,

and the pain heretofore associated with the cough had
disappeared.

Case III. Patient entered hospital complaining

of " smothering sensation " in chest, with slight pain.

Heroin, one-twelfth grain, three times daily and at

midnight was administered, and in three days this

" smothering " had disajipeared, but not permanently,

as the patient has since complained of it ; but he says

that it is not as severe or as lasting as before he was
put on heroin. Of course, the cough which was pres-

ent was greatly loosened, and this it was that gave the

patient relief.

Case IV. Patient entered hospital complaining

of hard, dry and persistent cough, most troublesome

towards evening. Expectoration scanty, and effort

of coughing caused great pain in chest. The patient

was given heroin, one-twelfth grain, and in three days

the cough became soft, and expectoration became
quite free. The pain in the chest had, of course, dis-
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ii|t|H'iin'«I with tli«' Imnl coufili. The piitu'iit rctiiuiiuMl

vrrv coiiilortiil)!*' tor a moiitli, wlnri Ihtd'hi was dis-

<!Oiitimi('<l, lH'<'aus(' I lu'lu^vcd it to Ix- the cause of a

certain licavv t'('cliii«f of wliicli lie eoiiiplaiiied. I'lie

coiiiili, however, a<;aiii hecainc severe and iiard, ;iiid

heroin was repeated in the saiix^ dost; as Ixd'ore. In

tliree days the patient was freed from the distre>Ninir

(oiii;h, and tiiat "heaviness" has not returne(|. Mean
respiration (hiring period in wiiich liie palienl was

taking lieroin, A. .M., 21; v. M., 2('>. IJespiralion he-

canie more rapid while the patient was wiliioiit the

(hii,-;, avera-iini;, A. M., 'l^)-(\ ; r. M., 27|].

Cask V. I'atient lias been in hospital for some

time. (\)m|)Iained of severe eon<>h beyiniiini; about

niidniiiht and lastinii' until mornini;'. Heroin, one-

sixth iirain, was administered (jvery nin'ht at 10. .'U).

The couiih was ahsi-ut on second niyht that heroin was

administered, and has not since distressed the [)atient.

Case VI. Patient complained of severe nijrht

sweats, and was given atropine, ^^^ gi'ioi', for two

nights without success ; on the third night heroin, one-

sixth grain, was given one-half hour after atropine,

and sweats ceased.

Cask VII. .1. F., male, age thirty-two, laborer.

If any case can be said to be a striking example of

the ellieacy of a remedy this cas(^ is certainly that one.

The patient entered the hos})ital with very slight but

hard cough and a history of marked and constant

night sweats. The hitter had inconvenienced the

patient for seven weeks previous to entrance, without

an intermission of a single night. Mist, codeia, one

drachm, three times (hiily, was administered for the

cough, and an attemjit was at once made to check

the night sweats. Camphoric acid had been a favorite

with me in the treatment of this symptom, and I ac-

cordingly gave 20 grains at bedtime, and repeated the

same dose for four succeeding nights, but without

result. Then atropine sulpli. and ac. sulphuric

aromat. were tried in the proportion of one-fiftieth of

the former and 10 minims of the latter, but again with-

out a favorable result. This was given for five nights.

Atropine sulph. alone was tried in dose of one-fiftieth

grain for a week ; still no response. Next was tried

a pill of zinc oxide, two grains, and extract bella-

donna, three-tenths grain, for five nights, and this,

like the rest, failed. Pilocarpine was next tried in

dose of yJ-jj grain, but it oidy increased the sweating.

Next in order came warm baths, and then bathing

with ac. snl])liuric dilute, but these met the same fate

as all the preceding. Then I decided to give the

sweat glands a rest, and for a week nothing was ad-

ministered for the sweating, and at the end of this

time atroi)ine sulph. was repeated in dose of one-fiftieth

grain, but without result, until about the fifth night of

the administration of the latter the codeia mixture was

discontinued and heroin substituted in dose of one-

twelfth grain three times daily. On the third night

of the administration of the latter the sweats decreased

to a great extent, and on the fourth night ceased

altogether. The heroin had replaced the codeia mist.,

not because of the sweating but because of the hard

cough, which did not imi)rove ; and since the patient

had been taking the former the cough has loosened

lonsiderably, and he now experiences marked relief.

1 regard this case as typical, not of the curative effect

of heroin on the night sweats, but rather of the qual-

ity of the drug to assist the ordinary anhydrotics

when, iiiven alone. i\w\ fail.

Cahk VIII. C&m> of tulMTciilar laryng^itiii. Pa-
tient complainefl of Hovere Hore throat, which jirovi-iiti-d

deglutition. J'ills of heroin, one-t\ve|fth ;;rain, were
administered every three hours, und kept the throal
in a condition of anesthe.nia for about one to two
hours, rendering the patient fairly comffH-table, and
most of the time free from pain. It is unnereHwarv
for me to mention that the patient was in-.truet«-<l to
dissolve tin- pill slowly on his tongue. Two other
marked cases of tulx-rcular laryngitis were t«-mporarilv
relieved by the ;idmini>tration of heirjin in thin

manner.
These cases are fair samples of the results obtained

by the adnn'nistraticni of heroin. In almost every
case in which it has been tried it has been of .some
s<'rvice in the alleviation of cough, be that service ever
so slight. Even the advanced cases have been to a
certain extent relieved. I found, however, that the
more favorable results were obtained in those cases in

which the disease process had not advanc(;d to too
great an extent. In this class of cases the drug never
failed to loosen a hard cough and produce free expec-
toration, giving marked relief from pain when present.

1 regard it as unequalled as a sedative in the treat-

ment of cough of pulmonary tuberculosis, and venture
to say, although I have not tested it hi cases of cough
in other jjulmonary aftections, that it will act e<piallv

well in such cases.

The smaller dose of one-twelfth grain is suflicient to
afford relief in most cases, certainly in the milder or
earlier ones, but in some instances it was found neces-
sary to increase the dose to one-sixth grain, as after a
time the smaller dose seemed to loseits effect upon
the patient. Sometimes when lieroin had been taken
for a long time, it was found to be a good practice to

stop it and give codeine, or some other sedative, for one
week, and then renew the heroin at the end of this

time. In this way the drug acted as well when re-

newed as in the beginning of the treatment. It is

true, however, that heroin produces its effect for a
much longer period than does any of the other seda-
tives used in tliis affection.

I said it was not a hypnotic, l)ut the fact that it re-

lieves the distressing cough which is often the cause
of many sleepless nights, and thus ensures a natural
sleep, obviating the necessity of using hypnotics,
should not be overlooked.

I have very carefully watched the temj)erature
charts for any evidence of its action as an antipyretic,

but have been unable to find that it produces any ef-

fect whatever on the temperature. It certainly pos-

sesses no quality as a preventive or cure of the' chills

so persistently present in the later stages of tubercu-
losis. Like the respiration, the pulse is rendered
fuller and slower. In 10 cases observed the mean
pulse rate was reduced about four beats per minute

;

in one case the rate was reduced eight beats per min-
ute. By its action upon respiration and its ability to

relieve cough and promote excretion of secretory prod-
ucts, it manifests a decided effect upon the dysjniea,

I regard the infiuence of heroin on the night sweats
as second only in importance to its infiuence as a seda-

tive for the cough. In the cases cited its quality as an
adjuvant to the onlinarv remedies in checking the

sweats is well marked. In six other cases favorable
results were obtained in either checking or markedly
decreasing the sweat by the administration of heroin
in conjunction with one or another of the ordinarv
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aiihydrotics. Its action in this luirticular is best aj)-

preciated after meeting failure in using the ordinary

agent alone.

The cases of tubercular laryngitis mentioned are

typical of its action as an analgesic in the treatment

of the painful throats of this affection. In these

cases it afforded considerable relief from pain for pe-

riods of about one to two hours following the adminis-

tration of the pill.

In regard to its influence on respiration, I have

carefully noted 19 cases, and have found that in each

case the mean respiration a. ji. and v. m. has been

reduced from two to five, and in some cases as high as

seven per minute.

No action on the intestines was observed, except,

jierhaps, a slight tendency to constipate if given in

larger doses tlian one-twelfth grain. Of this, how-

ever, I w ill not be certain, as in the great majority of

cases this action was not apparent. In some cases it

has been noticed to cause a disturbance of the stomach.

One patient complained that the drug caused consid-

erable nausea shortly after taking, while with others

the disturbance can best be described by using a term

ai)plied by a patient to the condition of liis stomach

after taking heroin— " squeamish." One complained

of complete loss of appetite whenever he took the

drug. In all, some disturbance was noted in five

cases out of upwards of 70 patients taking the drug.

I should add, however, that two of those who com-

plained of disturbance of the stomach while taking

heroin Avere later able to use it without noticing any

ill effects. Another, and, in my opinion, the only

real objection to heroin, is that in certain cases the

larger dose of one-sixth grain was found to cause a

feeling of heaviness during the day. To quote a pa-

tient, " I feel heav}' and as though I want to sleep,

but if I try to do so I find that I cannot." This was
observed in four cases. The drug did not in any in-

stance produce this effect when given in the smaller

dose. But the chief use to which heroin can be put

is as a sedative for the cough and to prevent the dis-

tressing and disagreeable stagnation of secretory prod-

ucts in the lungs, particularly in cases of pulmonary
tuberculosis. No drug can compare with heroin in

this particular. Cases that have come into the hos-

pital with painful and almost constant cough, with in-

ability to raise the sputum, resulting in fetid breath

and more or less dyspnea, have been almost imniedi-

atelv relieved of i)ain, and the expectoration rendered

freer, with decrease in the dyspnea, by the adminis-

tration of heroin in doses of one-twelfth grain three

times daily.

A CASE OF OLD SHOULDER DISLOCATION.

«V FKANK E. PECKHAM, M.I>., PKOVIUKNCE, K. I.

The subject of old dislocations of the shoulder

joint has been thoroughly worked up by Dr. F. li.

Lund, who found 24 cases up to 1897, treated at the

Boston City Hospital. The oldest case was one of

one and one-half years' duration, treated by open in-

cision and resection of capside. The following case

was so interesting to me that I venture to report it

»juit<; fully.

The patient, a girl of sixteen years, fell flown stairs

July 10, 1897, striking on the right shoulder. At
that time there was pain and disability, but the dis-

location was not recognized and the treatment con-

sisted of application of liniments, etc. Early in the

year 1899 she was examined by a number of surgeons,

all of whom advised against operation. In May,
1899, the patient came, under my observation and
care. At this time there was no motion in the joint,

and the patient was able to do but very little work of

any kind with her right arm, any attempt at rising it

causing considerable pain. I probably should not

have operated, but the girl was extremely anxious to

have something done, and her uncle and aunt, with

whom she lived, also urg(;ntly solicited surgical inter-

ference ; consecpiently, after having it distinctly under-

stood that all that was promised was an " attem2)t " to

do something, operation was undertaken. The rea-

sons, therefore, for this operation were disability, pain

when the arm was used very much and the demands
of the patient and family that something be done.

The disability was very marked ; about all the girl

could do was to wash dishes and this not very well,

the motion being entirely scapular. A radiograph

was obtained which showed a large gap below tlie

acromion j)rocess, but whether a fracture existed could

not be made out.

May 10, 1899, one year and ten months after the

accident, operation was undertaken. Ether was the

anesthetic, and the usual aseptic precautions were
taken. The posterior surface of the shoulder w-as

selected for the incision in order to avoid all diffi-

culty with the large vessels and nerves. A circu-

lar flap was tui'ned uj), with its convexity downward
exposing the muscles beneath. The deltoid, sujn'a-

spinatus and teres minor muscles being divided, the

capsule of the joint came immediately into view.

This was stretched tightly downward, and on be-

ing divided the humeral head came into view just

l)elow the glenoid fossa, with the neck projecting

diagonally forward, in a line 2)erpendicularly down-
ward from the coracoid process. The head of the

humerus was attached to the neck of the scapula be-

low the glenoid fossa, by what seemed to be bony tis-

sue. This union was destroyed by chisel and mallet,

and then the <litKculty began. Finally, l)y a very

broad and blunt periosteotome used as a lever under

the anatomical lu^ck and the assistant pushing uj) on

the arm with all the force possible, it went into place.

The shoulder was held in this position while cai)sule,

divided muscles and the incision were sutured, dress-

ing applied and shoulder banchiged with firm support

under elbow.

After a few days, the .shoulder was manipulated

daily in order to preserve mobility if possible. This

was done under chloroform two or three times, but

motion gradually disap})eare(l and all treatment ceased

a little less tiian one month after operation, the head

of the bone remaining firmly in its socket.

The three reasons for operation as stated al)ove

were disability, pain and the family demand. Treat-

ing these reasons in the reverse order, the family de-

mands were satisfied. The ])ain has disappeared.

The disability is much less with only scapular motion

when the head of the bone is in its socket, than scapu-

lar motion with the humerus in the awkward posi-

tion as described al)Ove. The patient (ran now not

only wash dishes, but sweep, scrub fioors, and. in fact,

do about all the housework. Lastly, the patient and

her family all feel that a great improvement has been

oI)tained and are "rateful for the relief.
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SriKf.i.Ki!,' 1)1 \'i»'Uiia, r('|ioils scvtinl irilm^iiiiu

iiisluiiccs of ciitaiicous tumors, wliicli wvvv rciiiiirk.ihlc

liotli I'loiii llicir cliiiiciil :i|»|K'iir;uiccs and liistoloniijil

liiuliiijis. ("crtaiiily tl"' clinical apix-aranccs, judijinj^

Ironi tlir illustrations and description ol the lirst case

particularly, were, as Spicirlcr says, unconiinoii and

strikiu<;'. Tho lirst <'asc was that of a man of sixty-

six years of ai;'e, with yood family history, vvho dated

the l)eninninf>- of his aifeetion nearly forty years he-

fore, and who ascribed its Ix^oinniui^' to an iiijui\

which he had recxnved on the scalp, a tumor appear-

ini^' at the site of the wound. Others were <jjra(lually

added to this in the vicinity. \\'hen seen, the patient

presi'uted an extraordinary appearance, the front and

sides of the scalp and hoth temples l)eini>- covered with

about forty tumors, from the size of a bean to that of

an orange, somewhat resend)ling billiard balls. They
were of firm consistency, (covered partly with thin,

smooth, adherent skin, which was in [)laces super-

ficially excoriated and ulcerated, and although form-

ing a sort of hood by their connection with one

another at the base, there was no real confluence.

Besides these tumors, there were some small tumors

the size of a pea, situated at the edge of the hair on

the forehead, which were covered by an elastic pouch

of skin and resembled fibroma molluscum. On the

back there was a tumor the size of the fist, as well as

a number of small nodules. All the tumors were re-

moved surgically, and the defect supplied by skin

grafting. Pieces from eight different tumors were ex-

amined histologically and identical appearances found

in each. The tumor was found to be made up of col-

lections of cells surrounded by a capsule and arranged

in circles, ovals or ribbons, which in places extended

nearly to the epidermis. The masses of cells often

contained cavities which were filled with a structure-

less, homogeneons substance, staining pale red with

eosin. The comiective tissue between the cell nuisses

and ribbons showed in places large lymph vessels.

The cells which formed the peripheral part of the

nests and ribbons had their long axis in the direction

of the radius of the plane, and were of an epithelial

appearance, whereas the nuclei of the cells in the in-

terior of the masses presented a smaller round or

polygonal form, and were less easily stained and (juite

irregular in their arrangement. All of the masses

were surrounded by a narrow seam of homogeneous
substance. In certain places capillaries were found

with thickened wall, from which projected outward
large cylindrical cells, arranged per})endicularly to the

cell wall.

The second case was that of a daughter of the one

just described, forty-four years of age, who presented

six tumors of the scalp from the size of a pea to that

of a bean, and one upon the temporal region, one of

which had existed for ten years. Histologically they

were exactly like those of the first case.

In the third case, that of a woman of forty-four,

very numerous, closely aggregated tumors from the

size of a pea to that of a hazel nut, corresponding in

• Splegler : Archiv f. Derm. u. Sypli., 18 9.

appearance with those of the firil rnnv, covered th*-

scalp, with liundleK of nhort hair iM-tween the IikII-

\ idual lesions. There were aUo a few tiiinorn on the

body. The same histological appear:iiices were found
in this ease as in the two preceding.

On searching the literature, the writer has found
several inst;iiices of tumoiH, aMeeling «rhieflv tin-

scalp, where the clinical appearances cIom-Iv resem-
bled those of the three cases reported, and three of

these an! pictured in ••onneciion with his own cases.

In one case, wlii<-h is re|)roduced from I tiitchiiiHon'H

'' Archives of Surgery," dilTennt individuals of the

saiiu; family had been affected with tumors of tli«;

scalp, throughout three generations. In one case

there was a])parently a malignant i|iant.'<' in the

tumors.

Spiegler rejects the name ])eiilliclioma. proposed i»v

Ilildebrand and Kollaczek, and considers it was shown
in his (irst case that the tumors were prorIuce«l liv a

growth of the cells of the capillaries, the endothelial

cells. They grow without further connection with

the vessel wall, until they form the network of cell

nuisses and ribbons. Therefore the name eiidothi-li-

onia is justified.

It is further remarked that it is curious in Imw
many clinically different lesions these same histologi-

cal appearances have been observed. .larisch has

maintained that the multiple benign epithelioma

owes its origin to the growth of tlie endothelium of

the vessels, and lesions similar to xanthoma planum,

as well as a warty-looking tumor, have been found by

Spiegler to possess this same histology. In conclu-

sion, the fact that his first two cases were in father

and daughter and that in Ancell's case tumors that

were of presumably the same nature were observed

in three generations in different members of the same
family is adduced in support of an hereditary origin.

MALIOXANT TUMOUS GROWINf; FUOM SOFT XEVI.

Waelscli,^ assistant at Pick's clinic in Prague, dis-

cusses the (piestion of the relationship of tumors that

grow from soft nevi, or " moles," to carcinoma. lie

relates the case of a woman of fifty-six years, who
presented a tumor over the right shoulder blade that

had made its appearance upon a nevus six months
pi-eviously. She had lost much Hesh and suffered

from dizziness, headache and loss of appetite. The
tumor was of moderately firm consistency, dark-blue

color and fungous character, and in parts was ulcer-

ated. About this tumor were a number of small

nodules from the size of a pin's head to that of a

pea. Tlie glands upon the right side of the neck

were enlai-ged, as were also the supraclavicular

glands. In the left axilla was a large mass of en-

larged glands. There were no symptoms that could

be referred to the internal organs. During the pa-

tient's stay in the hospital the tumor increased in

size and became more ulcerated, and the general

cachexia increased. Histological examination showed
that the tumor had its seat in the corium and con-

sisted of round and elongated masses of cells which
had everv ai)j)earance of beiuii derived from epithe-

lial cells."

The second case was that of a man of forty, who
had had on the skin of the abdomen a smootli dark
brown sj>ot for a great many years. A black verru-

cous growth had made its appearance here six months

' Archiv f. donii. u. Sypb., 1809.
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ago, which had pro<^rc'ssod to its present si/e. It was

sharply hounded from the sound skin, and had a papil-

lary appearance, with fissures. In the left inguinal re-

gion the glands were enlarged and fused together to

form a tumor. The growth upon the ahdomen, as

well as the glandular tumor, was excised. The micro-

scope showed in the former, nests of ejiithelial cells and

enormous quantities of ])igment, and in places a direct

connection could be traced between the cells of the

tumor and those of the overlying epidermis. No
pathological changes were found in the lymphatic

glands.

The third case concerned a man of thirty, and the

tumor had gradually grown from a nevus of the skin

of the breast within three months. It was a fungous-

looking growth attached to the skin by a i)edicle,

ulcerated on the surface, surrounded by small satellite

tumors resembling nudberries or rasi)berries. There
was not much pigmentation except on incision, when
one-half of the base was seen to be deep black. IMi-

croscopically about the same a])pearances were noted as

in the preceding cases.

The conclusion is therefore reached that in these

cases we have to do with epithelial neoplasms, which

have developed from ])re-existing cell deposits of an

epithelial nature, and which, in the appearance and ar-

rangement of their cell elements, observe a perfect

identity with the pathological soil from which they have

sprung. In this connection no attempt is made to

deny the possibility of the existence of true alveolar

sarcomata but to emphasize, with llnna and Hodara,

that those malignant tumors of alveolar arrangement

which develoj) from soft nevi are to be expelled from

the sarcomata and classed with the epithelial neo-

plasms. It is further contended that these tumors

developing from embryonic cells afford a further argu-

ment in favor of Cohnheim's view of the etiology of

tumors in general.

A MANJFKSTATIOX 01' LETROSY ON THE SCALP.

Morrow ^ speaks at the outset of the tendency of

many dermatoses to select or to avoid certain localiza-

tions, and remarks that locality in this way furnishes

often a valuable aid to diagnosis. Thus in the erup-

tive fevers, psoriasis and some forms of eczema much
information may be offered from the seat of the affec-

tion. This is true also of leprosy in a marked degree.

The tubercular forms of lejjrosy almost always make
their first appearance on the face, hands or feet or

about the ankles. The erythematous forms of tuber-

cular leprosy are almost always transient in (biration

and often appear and disa])pear a number of times be-

fore the tubercular infiltration is produced. On the

contrary, the erythematous appearances of the anes-

thetic form are usually permanent. The anterior sur-

faces of the body are usually the ones affected in the

tubercular form, while the anesthetic affect the ])Osterior

surfaces. In a tubercular leper it will usually be

found that the tubercles are most in evidence on the

face, the front of the ears, the dorsum or forearms and

hands, the anterolateral aspect of the thighs, the front

of the knees and legs, and the dorsal aspect of the

feet. In the anesthetic form the earlier s{)Ots may ap-

pear on the face and front and sides of the ankle, but

later we find a predilection for the buttocks, the back

of the shoulders, and the posterolateral aspects of the

body generally.

•-' Journal of Cutaneous and (ienito-Urlnary Diseases, January. 1900.

No region of the body can be said to be absolutely

free from leprous lesions, yet in contrast to the face

and limbs the trunk is comparatively immune. Hutch-
inson has no examples of portraits of leprous lesions

on the trunk, jet such cases occur in countries where
the disease is endemic. The glans penis is usually

spared, as well as the palms and soles, the region of the

neck, and the tem])les. Almost all authorities state

that the hairy scalp is absolutely free from lesions.

There may be lesions on the face, forehead and at the

roots of the hair, but here they cease, so that the hair

of the head remains intact, while eyebrows and l)eard

may have totally disappeared. Ilebra and Vidal alone

speak of the occurrence of tubercles and infiltrations

on the hairy scalp as a great rarity.

IMorrow relates the following case, where leji-

rous manifestations occurred in this unusual local-

ity : The patit^nt was a man of forty-seven, born

in Bermuda. He had been a sailor and had vis-

ited many different parts of the world. He had
first noticed a sjiot on the middle of the fore-

head sixteen years ago. This had gradually spread

downward over the nose, cheek and upper lip, and
had involved, also, the forehead and hairy scalp. He
had had peculiar stinging sensations in the face for

years, and of late some numbness. The eyelashes

had disappeared, but the eyebrows remained. On the

left side of the scalp the patch extended backward
behind the ear to a point half-way between the ear

and the occiput. The margin of the patch was the

seat of hyperpigmentation. There were also two cir-

cular patches as large as the palm, one on the left

deltoid region, and one on the lateral surface of the

left leg, of eighteen months' duration, and a circular

patch on the right foot. He had had twitching of the

muscles of the toes and loss of feeling in the instep

for over a year. The peroneal and ulnar nerves were
enlarged. He had had sensations of numbness in his

fingers and arms.

EXANTHEMATA IN GONORRHEA.

Buschke,* Lesser's assistant in Berlin, has grouped
together the various forms of cutaneous lesions that

have been shown to accompany gonorrhea. He re-

marks that the whole question of metastases in this

disease has been placed on a more stable footing since

the gonoccocus has been demonstrated in the meta-

static foci, and it has been shown that severe endocar-

ditis and severe and frequent joint affections are due

to this cause. Bennecke has asserted that gonorrhea

loses its simjjly local action much more easily than

has been supposed, and that the micro-organisms, gain-

ing access to the blood, are frequently the cause of

metastatic complications. The manifestations on the

side of the joints and tendons are the most frequent,

next those of the heart, while those of the skin come
last. Three cases are related, the first that of a man
who developed in the course of a pretty chronic

gonorrhea pain in various joints, with effusion and an

endocarditis. At the same time there a])peared an

eruption which was made up of superficial lesions of

an urticarial character, and deeper infiltrations, similar

to erythema nodosum. There was also an enlarge-

ment of tlu! spleen and a rise of temperature. These

symptoms appeared and disajipeared several times,

and it was thought probable; that a new infection of

the urcithra was continually occurring from the dis-

* Archiv f. Derm. u. Syph.. lAIay, 18S9.
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«':is«(l piiisditc. Altlioiii^li it was (•(iiisidrn-d tliat llic

skin !ili't'cli()ii wiis due to the ifoiHtrrln-a. and hi-ldn^fd

willi ill*- other syinptoiiis, it was admitted that :i eoiii-

|iliealioii with eiytiienia iiodosuni ((tiihl not he .thso-

liitely nih'd out.

In the second case, that ot a woman, there was an

ataite ^onorrliea of the un^thra, cervix and reetuin,

witii the formation of a ^ononheal fistula. 'I'here ap-

peared, in the acute sta<j;e, elVusion into tlie joints of

tlu' feet and inflammatory iiodides in the skin, similar

to er\ themanodosum. In the course of the alVection

a (h'v pericarditis developed without fever.

The third case concerned an epileptic, who had

hcen takiuy bromide of |)otash continually. In tiie

course of a n'onorrhea he developed painful luxlules

oil the lower limbs accompanied by pains in tlu; joints.

'l'ht> case is weakened perhaps by the fact that a druij

capable of producinir eruptions had been taken, but

it is pointed out that the bromide rarely if ever pro-

duces this clinical form.

In none of thesis cases were iionococci found in the

blood or in the skin lesions.

The eruptions that have been shown to follow

ifonorrhea may be divided into four <>roui)s, simple

erythema, erui)tions like that of erythema nodosum,

hemorrhagic and bidlous dermatoses, and excessive

ooriiilication.

(1) Simple erythema. — The greater number of

observations deal with this type, and it is probable

that some of them are due to the balsams that have

been given. Other cases are cited to show that an

acute scarlatiniform erythema may occur in the course

of a gonorrhea, at a time when no balsamic dnig has

bi'en administered, and that such drug may be given

afterward, without producing any cutaneous manifes-

tation. Such cases have intluced some writers to

believe that the greater part at least of the erythema-

tous eruptions that have been attributed to the bal-

sams are in reality produced by the gonorrheal

infection. As a transitional form from the erythema-

tous to the nodular, a case is related where in the

<'ourse of a gonorrhea an eruption partly scarlatini-

form and partly urticarial occurred, when there had

been no medicine taken internally. The only other

jiossibility was that the effect might have been lu-o-

duced by the injections of sublinuite solutions.

(2) Urticaria and erythema nodosum.— In this

class belong the cases described by the writer in

which the eruption took the form partly of superficial

papidar efflorescences, partly of cutaneous and sub-

cutaneous nodules.

(;i) Hemorrhagic and htiUous eruptions.— In many
of these cases there was also a com])li(!ation with ery-

thema. Vesicles and bulhv or purpuric j)atches ap-

peared over the body, sometimes accompanied by a

rise of temperature, and in almost all instances by

arthritic pain or effusion. In one case an endocarditis

occurred at the same time.

(4) Hyperkeratosis.— This interesting condition has

been observed as a sequel of gonorrhea only iu the

last few years. In a case of \'idars a gonorrlu^a con-

tracted in February was followed in April by the

appearance of thick, horny accumulations on the right

knee and later on the hands and feet, especially the

palms and soles. In May there were arthritic symp-

toms. The hard, horny patches were later on (piite

synuuetrically distributed over the whole body and

some of the nails were lost. The affection lasted about

nine tnoiith.H. A fresh gonorrheal infection wom fol-

lowed by a similar eruption, niiiiiing the Hume <'*»urH«'.

In a case of deanselme's the right hi|) and both kne«>
joints be<ame swollen and painful a week after tlie

appi'araiice of a g(tnorrhe;i. Three weekx after the
rheumatic symptoms, horny plaipies ma«le their a|)|M'ar-

ance on the dorsal surfaces of the toes, and also on th«'

out<!r and inner borders of the feet. There were no
inflammatory ajtpearaiices at the base of the IcHJonK.

The affection lasted about six weeks. .leunHelnic'H

theory was that some c<'iitral nervous lesion wjus cuuncd
by the gonorrhea which prrxhiced this Hymmetrical,
trophic proc(rss. In a third case, of Chauffard'H, there
were two attacks of gonorrhea ar-companied bv severe

general symptoms, eiKlor-arditis, multiple arthritis, epi-

didymitis and nej)hritis, and each of tliesc atta<'kri was
accompanied by keratoses on tin; feet, ba<'k, penis and
thigh. JNIicrosi-opically there were iidlammatory a|>-

pearances in the j)apilla'and hypertrophy and iiierease«I

cornifi<ation in the epidermis.

Discussing the gonorrheal eruptions as a whole.
IWischke calls attention to the multiformity of the

manifestations, that is, erythema, papules, nodules
like erythema nodosum, the formation of bulla-, pur-

pura, and exaggerated coriiification. The eruption is

not confined to particular localities, but may I>e any-

where, although the scalp is a j)art usually spared.

The mucous membrane of the mouth, throat and eye
are not spared in the very acute forms. The eruption

develops very quickly, but is very variable in its fur-

ther course. Sometimes, especially in the scarlatini-

form variety, it may have entirely disappeared in

twenty-four hours. Other eruptions may last for

weeks and months, changing their type repeatedly.

The temperature may or may not be raised, and the

form of the eruption has no direct relation with the

height of the temperature. The eruptions almost

always appear in the acute stage of the affection, or,

in long-standing chronic cases, in the acute exacerba-

tions. There is almost always some metastatic com-
plication, most frequently implication of the joint*,

while in a good number there are endo- and peri-car-

ditis and occasionally nephritis. In two cases there

was enlargement of the spleen.

AVith regard to the pathogenesis of these eruptions.

it is important at the start to exclude those affections

that surely do not belong directly to the gonorrheal

process. These are the secondary infections, where
septic lesions are caused by the penetration of other

micro-organisms in the mucous membrane that has

been violated by the gonorrheal affection. In this

way septic lesions of the heart and joints are pro-

duced, and also possibly sei>tic eruptions, such as are

met with in other septic affections, in the form of

scarlatinal and hemorrhagic rashes. These may Ih»

excluded, as well as the drug eruiuions, especially

those from copaiba, cubebs and salicylic acid. In

many individual cases it may be ditlicult to exclude

the suspicion of a complication of souu' other affection

with the gonorrhea, for exanq)le. erythema nodosum
in the cases of this type. Yet their imlependence is

regarded as far more probal)le. The view that these

eruptions are to be regarded as reflex appearances

produced by irritative processes iu the genittviwinary

organs is favored by the experiuu^nts of Lewiii, who
was able to produce the sanu' app*'araiices by irritat-

ing the urethra with a sound Similar experiments
undertaken bv 15uschkt> on his first and tliird case
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failed to produce any result. He believes that these

eruptions are produced by the introduction of the

<>onorrheul poison into the circulation. With regard

to the further (juestion, whether they are produced by

the direct action of the gonococci on the skin or by

that of a toxin, as is i)robable in so many other affec-

tions, the latter view is considered the more probable.

It is not possible to demonstrate the gonococcus in the

cutaneous lesions, and this parasite has only been

found in the skin where there was a direct connection

with the gonorrheal mucous membrane. Experi-

mental investigations have, on the other hand, con-

tributed to the view that the toxins and proteins of

the gonococcus may produce inflammation, as shown

by the studies of Wassermann, Schiiffer and Christ-

mas. Buschke concludes that the gonorrheal exan-

themata stand in direct etiological rehitionship to the

gonorrheal virus.

THIOSINAMIN SOAl'S ANU PLASTERS.

In 1892 II. V. Ilebra* published the results of his

observations on the treatment of lupus l)y subcutane-

ous injections of thiosiuamin.® A])art from the dis-

tinct impression it made on the active lupous process,

he recorded also its remarkable action on the scar

tissue, either that produced by cauterization or from

spontaneous ulceration of the lupus. Ectropion,

caused by the destructive action of the lupous process

about the eyelids, was completely healed, and scars

about the neck transformed into a pliant tissue.

Several i)atients were shown who had completely re-

covei'ed motion in joints that had been immovable from

the contraction of surrounding scars. Since then

thiosinamin injections have been advocated and used

in cases of scleroderma, scars and keloid with good

results.

Unna, encouraged by these results, determined to

try the local action of thiosinamin on the epidermis.

The drug is insoluble in water and the alcoholic solu-

tion is quite painful when injected under the skin, and

for this reason, perhaps, has been less often tried.

Unna has used it both as a soap in 5, 10 and 20 per

cent, strength, and in combination with his plaster

muslins. These applications were compared wath

those previously tised by him (massage combined with

mercurial plaster, salicylic acid-plaster muslin, etc.),

and found to be far more effective. The plaster

proved much more effective and unirritating than the

soap, and was tried with success in fibrous tumors of

various kinds, keloids, leprous and syphilitic lesions,

as well as in the scars from small-pox. In the latter

case a mask of thiosinamin plaster muslin was worn
during the night. Irritation and ])i\m was not ex-

perienced from this metliod of application, as is the

cas«! with the injections. On |)arts of the body not

covered with hair and protected by the clothing, a

plaster worn permanently is most effective. On the

face, hands and scalp it is better to use the soap, let-

ting it dry on. In severe cases, affecting the face,

the two methods may be cond)ined, so that the plaster

muslin is worn by night and the soaj) applied during

the day. Thiosinamin soap may also be combined

with former methods, such as massage and mercurial

plasters, alternating the two procedures.

Unna alludes to the fact that practitioners generally

regard the treatment of fibrous and cicatricial defor-

» Monatsheft. f. piak. <Ieriiiat., Bd. xxlx, p. 560.

'• Loc cit., Bil. XV, p. ;j.i7.

mities as well-nigh hoi)eless, and while this attitude

is not taken by the dermatologist, thiosinamin must be
welcomed as a distinct advance in the therapeutics of

this condition.

THE '* IMlOTOTIIERArV " OK LUPUS.

Dr. Stephen Ma(;Kenzie, who had recently returned

from a visit to Finsen's Lysinstitut in Copenhagen,
gives his impressions of this method in the British

Journal of Dermatology for November, 1H99. He
was in daily attendance at the institute for a week and
was given every opi)ortunity for obsei'vation. He saw
in this time a large number of cases that were under
treatment, and also of cases previously treated that

presented themselves for inspection. About 400 cases

in all had been treated up to that time, the larger

number during the last two years. IMacKeuzie says

he has formed a favorable opinion of the light treat-

ment. He admits that the results were less favorable

where the lupus nodules w(!re deeply seated, owing to

the diHiculty of penetration of the light and the neces-

sity of j)rolonging the treatment. In cases where the

nodules were superficial the results were very good.

Up to the time of his visit the light treatment had
been applied to, besides the skin, the lips, gums, hard

palate, tongue, septum of the nose and, guardedly, to

the eyelids. Other local caustics and the electro-

cautery were also applied, and MacKenzie's admission

that he was impressed with the importance of fre-

quently employing local measures to the mucous mem-
branes is not especially strong evidence in favor of

the light metliod. The degree of inflammation ex-

cited by the light method varies much with the indi-

vidual. Usually it is slight and causes no pain, but

sometimes there are vesicles and bulUe, and the inflam-

mation is much less from sunlight than from the arc

light. When the inflannnation is severe the treat-

ment may have to be suspended for a time. It is

asserted that erysij)elas occurs in some cases under
treatment just as it does in some cases of lupus not

under treatment. IMacKenzie says it is difficult to say

very much about recurrences, but he saw cases where
there had been no recurrence after the ti'eatment had
been discontinued for from one to two years. Upon
the whole, MacKenzie's paper does not present very

strong evidence of the superiority of the light method
over others. It is not equally suitable for all cases,,

and radical surgical methods are often the best. He
regards it as far better, however, than curetting or the

application of caustics, and he considers that it de-

stroys simply the bacilli, not affecting the diseased or

healthy tissues. The objections are the great length

of time retpiired, on the average, a daily session of

from three to four months, and sometimes as long as

twelve months, the expense and the luimber of at-

tendants necessary ; but none of these objections seems

to prevent the large influx of patients from all parts

of ICurope. MacKenzie was sufliciently impressed

with this method of treatment to advise its adoption

at the London Hospital.

Plague in Manila.— Out of a total of 51 cases

of suspected bubonic plague reported, 42 have proved

genuine and '.i'2, deaths have resulted, half of them be-

ing Chinamen. Sanitary regulations are being en-

forced through a large corps of inspectors, under the

superintendence of a health officer. Thirty of the in-

spectors arc Chinamen.
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Du. I'l TNAM : I suppose all of us have l)Ut one

tVt'liuu" in rcyanl to tlicsc very interesting addresses

to which we iiave listened, uaniely, that we can add

nothing to the illustration of the subject, hut in what

little we may say, (express our appreciation of what

we have heard. The physician, 1 think, whatever

his branch of practice may be, is one to whom this

(piestiou of heredity a])peals perhaps more strongly

than to any one in the community, in a practical

sense, because to him the patient comes oft<'n with the

spectre of a family disease in one or another form

standing before him, and wishes to know what his

chances are of falling a victim or escaping. If he

can take a hopeful view the better tin; result of the

influence he is likely to e.xert. From what we have

heard to-night it seems to me all of us can take fresh

courage, since the view is maintained, on the whole,

that in spite of all th(> limitations that each individ-

ual brings into the world he comes in great measure

untrammeled, and is at liberty, within certain limits,

to develop as circumstances permit. It is evidently

true from what has been said that accpiired charac-

teristics are not transmitted. The race moves slowly

along, working out its tendencies, but a given indi-

vidual, AvhateA'er his limitations may be, has a con-

siderable chance of modifying his lot, a chance that

perhaps his i)arents may not have had. The physi-

cian, it seems to me, stands as the guardian of the

growing individual, and in great measure also as the

I^erson to whom the task falls of correcting the influ-

ences which society and environment exert. This

enormous social force is being exerted all the time for

good and evil, the })hysician appearing as go-betw^een

to recognize the possible beneficial influences and to

make them more and more effective for good. Even
the individuals w hose power to develop is very limited

because they are born as cranks or eccentrics of one or

another sort may play a useful part. Although they

may not be able to improve the race through their de-

scendants, they can act in one or another direction to

afford better opportunities for race develojiment to

reach their best goal.

Dr. Knait: 1 think in spite of the doubt which
has been cast as to the possibilities of inheritance of

acquired traits, we must as physicians recognize that

there is something with which Ave are dealing, which,

although it may not be actually the inheritance of ac-

cpiired traits in the ancestry, is still a most important

and fundamental fact. I think, for example, few' of

us can view a family who are victims of Fiiedreich's

disease, or muscular dystrophy, without feeling there

is a most powerfid influence at work there which as

yet we cannot fully explain. Yet, although Dr.

> See page 18o of the Journal.

Minot has shown very clearly the evidenrc a;{ainnt

the inheritance of acipiind traits, we niiHt recogiiixe

something which I think Dr. Minot would fully a^ree

to, but which he did not dwell u|ioti, namely, that cer*

t:iin influences all'ectiiig the general nutrition of the

parent can have the most I'aUil etVect upon the condi-

tion, later in life, of the child. iJinswanger, for in-

stance, who has presented the tlie<»ry of Wc-isHmann in

its relation to nervfjus diseases most <-learlv and forci-

bly, has contended that the alteration in the germ
plasma may be inherited or actpiired by such condi-

tions as chronic intoxication, infection, constitutional

disease or local injury in the iieighborhoorl of the gen-

erative organs and may thus leail to profound weak-
ness in the olfspring, which is interpreted later in life

by some form of disease— often in the form of ner-

vous or mental disease. Tin- doctrine of heredity,

therefore, may lose a certain amount of its force by
the interpretation of Weissmann, yet it ac(piires a still

greater force by showing the necessity which we are

under of guarding against any det<;rioration of tin; vi-

tal for(;e in the ))arent in order to prevent disease in

the offspring. There is one more fact which seems to

me wholly inconsistent with Dr. Mat^Dougall's idea of

bringing all the mend)ers of the conununity to a high

degree of cultivation by the environment which i>

brought around them. I think we are surrounded by

hundreds of dismal failures of that theory, the efforts

which are constantly made in this and other communi-
ties to waste ^>.j,0()(» educations on s.'j.OO boys. We
must recognize it is wholly impossible to bring the in-

dividual to a high state of cultivation by his environ-

ment unless 111' has the structural ([ualities in the

brain, which as yet we know nothing about, which are

dependent in ^jart upon the fetal nutrition, in part

upon various nutritive and other conditions of infancy,

and possibly in part upon conditions which he derives

from his ancestors.

Du. MacDou<;ali, : One remark in explanation of

the statement which Dr. Knapp has <piestioned.

What I had in mind was that practically no individual

in the present kind of civilization that exists is able to

li\e a primitive sort of life. He is surrounded with

so much to develop him that he has to use ajn

pliances that others use and be j)resented with a

vast amount of material which makes bis life differ-

ent from what would be led by the primitive man. It

was in that regard I meant we brought them up to

that mark.

BOSTON MEDICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

J. W. COURTNEY, M.D., SKCKETARY.

(Concluded from No. 7, p. 1(3*5.)

I\E<u i.AU meeting at the University Club, Thurs-
day, October 19. 1891), Du. R. T. Edks in the chair.

Dh. AVkhhku : I notice it has been said two or

three times that no intluence has been noticed upon
the mental condition of the patient, but I should like

to suggest that any agent wliich will assist sleep, im-

prove th<» appetite and the nutrition, while not per-

haps showing a direct effect upon the mental condition

of the patient, is a powerful means towards recovery,

and in that way the packs must favor the restoration

to health, though the immediate effect may not be
seen in the improved mental condition or sudden im-

provement. It seems to me that in a good inan\

instances benefit is not obtained, l>ecause the packs
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«are applied only occasionally ; they are not applied

near enough together to obtain the continuous benefit

and good effect from their application ; but, if instead

of using them at the time of the excitement and when
the patient had passed that omitting the packs, if they

had been used continuously, as Dr. Abbott used them

in a good many of his cases, better results very likely

would have been obtained. I have noticed very good

results from the wet pack in some cases, not especially

of mental disease ; and I think we have in the means

of hydrotherapy an agent that is of very great value. I

have been very much interested in the paper, and am
glad to know of the use of wet packs in the asylum.

There is one question I would like to ask : whether

the patients who have recovered have made any ref-

erence to the wet {)ack ; and whether they speak of

its benefits as though they were conscious of any good

effects from this treatment.

Dk. Abbott : I don't think any of them were

asked about it, and T don't remember that they spoke

of it at all. In none of the cases that recovered had

the packs been continued very long.

Ur. Page : We had a case at Danvers that had

been pronounced a case of dementia, a young man,

and 1 think he was trouble<l with constipation, and

the family was very much interested in the case.

They came to the hospital frequently, and in order to

satisfy them I took additional interest in that case,

and I thought I would try this girdle treatment and

bring about the crisis as I explained a while ago. I

remember that I ordered for that young man a girdle,

or wet pack around the body, perhaps ten inches wide

around his bowels, and that that should be freshly

soaked in cold water as often as it got dry. The con-

stipation was cured ; and, by the way, I have seen

several cases of constipation cured in that way. I

believe that there were no ulcers produced in that

case, but in a few weeks the mental condition of the

young man improved and went on so rapidly that he

went home, and his friends were of course very much
gratified, because they had been assured by the officer

of the hospital that there was no hope of his recovery,

that he had passed into a state of dementia; and I

remember their coming to me when he went away and

1 advised them to occasionally put on that girdle. I

thought it miglit help out possibly in some way, and

told them if he got excited or disturbed— he was an

excitable young man— to try the cold water treatment

in that way. AVhether or not he has remained well

1 have no information, but he did not come back to

the hospital, and as the family lived within five miles

of the hospital 1 am sure he would have drifted back

if his mind had become disordered again. I would

like to say also, in addition, I liave seen repeatedly

the results of a daily blood count where the douche

treatment was used, and there would be an increased

number of red cells regularly from day to day. Of
course they were not manufactured as ra|)idly as they

would ap])ear, but l)rought into the circulation from

some source, and I was told that the experience in the

German Hospital in Philadelphia and also that in

New York with this douche upon cases of neuras-

tlienia was more satisfac^tory than any other treatment

that had ever been adopted l)y the physicians who had

tried it tliere, and I think they still use it at the

Vanderbilt Clinic and at the German Hospital. As
Dr. "NVeliljer says, if you can be sure you are improv-

ing the metabolism and equalizing the circulation,

you are doing all you can expect towards improving
the mental condition, and if i)rocesses have not been
set up beyond the reach of all medical help you ought
to benefit them. I think Dr. Harrington is very
nuich interested in this subject.

Dk. Harkingtox : I have been interested in this

subject of hydrotherapy a long time, and some years
ago while an assistant of Dr. Page in Danvers, we did

something in that line in a crude sort of way, with
some results. The douche-room which Dr. Page
fitted up at Danvers two years ago for this purpose
has been in constant use except when repairs were
being made, and we have treated and are treating

daily from 20 to 30 patients. The results in a gen-

eral way are these : We have marked and rapid im-

provement in cases of alcoholism, particularly acute

alcoholism ; it seems to brace up the nervous system
and the circulation better than anything else tliat I

know of. And another class of cases in which we
notice marked im2:)rovement, which has already been
mentioned, are the anemias ; they improve very rap-

idly, and the blood count shows the gain. Another
class of cases are those in which there are vasomotor
disturbances, where there are cold hands and feet and
blueness of the extremities, where perhaps there is

vasomotor paralysis. These cases will improve quite

markedly and even with the first few applications

there will be seen a change, marked change in circu-

lation after the bath, but the unfavorable vasomotor
condition may return again perhaps and will do so for

days, but finally the nervous centres I believe are

strengthened by this method of treatment. It is

gratifying to know that these methods are being in-

troduced and used more and are being more heard of

and talked al)out by the medical profession. There is

one thing that ought to be remembered, I think, and
considerable stress laid upon it, namely, that water

has its physiological action and its therapeutic indica-

tions just as much as any drug, and it cannot be used

in any haphazard- way and get the results that you
wish to look for. At Danvers this past year we sent

one of our physicians to New York, and he studied

with Dr. liaruch and acquired all his methods and

technique. Every case which now goes to the douche

room for treatment is examined, that is, the record of

the case is read by the physician and he sees what the

physical examination was on admission, then he makes
any further examination he may deem necessary, and
every case is given a definite written prescription and

the observations are made as carefully on every pa-

tient as time will allow. One thing that we observed

as regards men and women, that men like the hydro-

therai)eutic treatment very much, but as a rule women
do not ; they object to it and we have to urge them
oftentimes to go to the douche-room, and try to pre-

vail upon them to do so, but still the}' object to it.

With the apparatus we have to use water in a wide

range of methods with varying tem})eratures and press-

ures and various forms of stream. I have not had

a very extended experience with the cold pack per-

sonally, but 1 hav(! seen instances in which motor ex-

citement has seemed surely to be quieted and I was

(piite surprised that the doctor finds so many cases in

which the same effect is reported. We had one

case last winter which was very excited for days.

The cold pack was tried persistently. This patient

was also very much confused. The cold pack l)eing

used persistently in her (;ase did seem to relieve her
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iiifntJil ronfusion, at least licr iiK-iifal coiifiision cleared

u|i a <^reat deal and her motor excitement became

markedly less. This case, however, did not recover.

We have noticed verv l!iv()ral)le results in insomnia

dMrini,f this past year by the use of sweaters, which Dr.

I'anc .liliided to. 'I'hat is a very convenient metliod

of applying' a sort of cold |taek.

I)i!. Baldwin: In my private work I iia\e had oc-

clusion to look after excited patients where there have

been plenty of nurses, and where it has been necessary

that there should be no restraint used to shock the

feelings of the people at home. I have been for a

nundu'r of years acicustonu'd, when necessary, to use

a wet pack for these patients. I have always been

im])ressed with the wisdom of the man subject to at-

tacks of depression, who, when he felt them coming
on, used to draw a bath tub full of cold water and

jump into it, and lu; remarked that lie never came
out with the same thoughts and feelings that he had

when he went in. It seems to me aside from being a

restraint that the wet pack, no matter how warm the

sheets when you wring it out, acts in the same way,

and it does have some effect to change the current of

one's thoughts.

Du. Bancroft: I should like to ask Dr. Harring-

ton, who has ai)parently had some experience with the

wet pack, and the more expensive and complicated ap-

paratus as used now at Danvers, if he found any ol>-

jection to patients taking the wet pack. I understand

you met with a great deal of opposition from the

women. We have tried the wet pack at Concord
with the women almost exclusively and never found

any objection from them to going into it, and yet you
say they objected to the douche.

Du. IIauuin(;ton : They objected to going to the

douche-room and taking the bath. I did not mean to

be understood that they objected especially to the cold

pack.

Dr. Bancroft : My experience has been that they

rather liked it.

Dr. IIarrin(;ton : AVe hear wails every day when
the women come back from the douche-room, and they

often beg not to be sent again.

Dr. liANCROFT : It occurred to me whether it was
not an argument in favor of the wet 2i<it;k if the i)a-

tients object to the more expensive apparatus and do
not object to the wet pack ; it is a question in my
mind whether we do not get the same beneficial ef-

fects from the cheaper old-fashioned method of the

sheet wrung out in cold water.

Dr. Harrington : You undoubtedly can get the

therapeutic effects from various ways without any ap-

paratus except sheets and blankets, bath tub and tin

dij)pers.

Dr. Pa(;e : I have seen patients in covered bath

tubs in England and I thought it was the most forbid-

ding form of restraint ever devised. I am told by Dr.

Clouston, of Edinburgh, they have not employed this

method for many years, since they had two persons

die in the tub, probably owing to the fact that the

water was allowed to get too warm and the patients

fainted away. They were locked in like a person in

the stocks. There was a big board over the bath tub.

the neck fitting in the hole through the board.

Dr. AVorckster: There was considerable stir

made in England, I think some two years ago, about
a case in which a patient was kept in a wet pack for

twenty-four hours, or more, continuously for disciplin-

ary purpoHOH and dierj in it. It wuh in nome private

UHyliim.

Du. I^V(;f. : This rcHlrainf was in the Ilolway

iVsylum. When I was there I saw a woman in tin-

tub who begged me piteousjy to let her out an<l I

wanted to do so, but the superintendent was with ine

and I didn't dan- to. That was the hospital where a

patient died subsecpn-ntly in a pa<'k, an<l an inveHtiga-

tion was held by the comniis-.ioner of lunacy.

Dr. AnnoTT: The prolonged baths I think are

now used in Heidelberg and the cases in which they

get most b(!n<'tit are those of the maniacal phase of

manicxlepressive insanity ; it is those cases in which

\V(^ hav(! had the best therapeutic results at North-

ampton.

In regard to the duration of pack>, Di-. I'age has

spoken of not continuing them so long as three hours.

Apart from the fact that patients are under const«'int

observation for unfavorable symptoms, and none are

found even after a pack has been continued four or

five hours, provided it has lieen pro{)erly given, one
investigator has found that after about two and a half

to three houi-s there is (evidence that toxins are elimi-

nated; that is. the fluid wrung out from the sheets with

which the patients have b(;en wrapped is found to be

toxic for small animals. AVhether those results have

been confirmed by further investigations I don't know
If packs are taken oft' at the end of an hour patients

sometimes have to be wakened out of a sleep to re-

move them. The patients feel comfortable if the pack
is properly applied, for so long a time as it has been
thouglit best to continue them. These facts justify a

prolonged application, even to four or five hours.

Whether the pack should lead up to colder applica-

tions, as Dr. Putnam suggests, depends partly upon the

object to be accomplished by it. In most of the cases

reported it was used for its quieting effect, and a brisk

rubbing down after the pack to bring the glow to the

skin was considered sufficient. If the pack had been
given for the tonic effect on nutrition we shoidd have
given it for a shorter time and followed it by cold ap-

plications.

The first case of general paralysis on which we
tried the wet packs at the McLean Hospital was one
of such rapid exhaustion from refusal of food and con-

stant activity and resistance that an almost certainly

fatal result within twenty-four hours was predicted.

A similar case, in which packs had not been tried,

however, had died not long before, and that must be
the one Dr. Tuttle has in mind. Packs were given

and the patient began to eat at once ; he improved
from the very hour the first pack was applied. So
with one of these cases of paresis on which they were
tried at Northampton, only there they w ere not con-

tinued more than ten days, the immediate urgency
having been relieved.

That the packs have more than a moral disciplinary

effect and more than enhance the infiuence of the

physician is shown by the fact that very few of these

patients on whom we tried the packs would be as

quiet three hours after restraint by camisole or being
held by nurses as they are three hour.-* after the pack :

they would have been very much more resentful of

such restraint and probably would have begun right

away to use Aiolence again. There is something more
than moral effect, and it is this fact that justifies its

use in these cases of excitement.

We cannot yet say that because nutrition, etc., are
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improved by the packs they therefore exercise a cura-

tive effect on the psychosis. For example, in a

chronic case of eight or ten years' standing that has

violent outbreaks the latter may be markedly dimin-

ished and nutrition may be improved, but the psycho-

sis is still there, delusions still persist, and there is no

expectation that the patient will recover. It will be

rather in the acute cases, like the maniacal phases of

manic-de})ressive insanity or acute stages of dementia

precox, that most benefit is to be expected.

A special room for hydrotherapeutic measures is de-

sirable and even necessary for some modes of treat-

ment, but I think it is a great advantage to have such

simple measures that they can be used in the room
where the patient is, rather than have the patient taken

to another ward or another room. Where such

measures are used as a means of introducing variety

uito the life of the patient there is a distinct indication

for a special place, and many kinds of apparatus re-

(juire a special room ; but some of the results obtained

by such expensive apparatus can also be secured by

the use of the pack, which can be api)lie(l in any place

without special apparatus. It is to tliese that T wished

to call attention.

Itteccnt Eiterature*

A Text-Booh of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and
Pharmacology. By Georce Frank Butler,

Ph.G., M.D!, Professor of Materia Medica and

Clinical Medicine in the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, JNIedical Department of the University

of Illinois, etc. Third edition, thoroughlv revised.

Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders. 1899.

A third edition in three years is proof that a book

has merits and fills a need. The present volume con-

tains 820) pages, excluding the indices. Following the

introduction are definitions of pharmacology and ther-

apeutics, with sections on the classification and admin-

istration of medicines, the untoward effects of drugs,

and weights and measures.

Pharmaceutical preparations occupy some 80 pages.

It seems to us a mistake to devote so much attention

to this branch of the suI)j(!Ct, especially in this instance,

because the writer furnishes all and more than is

needed for the student hi his discussion of the individ-

ual drugs. As an example of this is iron, which con-

sumes by the enumeration of its preparations more

than 10 pages! Surely the sins of our forefathers

are visited upon us. The therapeutics of to-day is

simpler than ever, because it rests on a more rational

basis. "Why not give the student the benefit and write

a simple book ?

The drugs are divided into " disease medicines
"

and " symptom medicines "— a classification rather

more unsatisfactory than usual. Why bitters should

be considered disease medicine is hard to see.

Twenty-eight pages at the end of the book are de-

voted to prescription writing. It is certainly a sad

commentary on tlie recjuirements for admission to our

medical schools that it is deeuKHl necessary by the

author to decline "oliva" and " fluidus " in full.

The account of scM'um therapy is good. On page

144 hydrochloric acid is recommended for atonic

dyspepsia ; on page 1 04 alkalies are advised for the

same condition. How much more advantage students

would derive from a resume of gastric treatment
based on the study of the secretions and the motility

of the stomacli than from tliese loose statements.

It is unfortunate that students also must learn the

following :
'• The diluted hydrochloric acid is a A'alu-

able (I) internal remedy in the treatment of diphtheria,

and during the course of fevers, jiarticularly tyi)hoid.

As a routine treatment in the latter disease the author
almost invariably gives hydrochloric acid in coiniection

with pepsin, finding that it not only allays thirst and
moistens the tongue, but exerts an antisejjtic infiuence

in the bowels (?), thereby lessening the danger of auto-

infection (I ?) and relapse (li*)."

There are some good things in tlu; book, but the

author owes it to his readers to rewrite much of the

text.

The American Vear-Book of Medicine and Surgery.

Being a Yearly Digest of Scientific Progress and
Authoritative ()])inion in all Branches of Medicine
and Surgery, drawn from Journals, IMonographs
and Text-Books of the Leading American and For-

eign Authors and Investigators. Collected and ar-

ranged, with critical (>ditorial comments, under the

editorial charge of (George M. Gould, M.D.
Philadelphia :^W. B. Saunders. 1900.

This well-known Year-Book is issued this year for

the first time in two volumes, one on medicine, the

other on surgery, without increase in cost. Each
volume may be had separately if desired. The con-

stant increase in medical literature has made this

change necessary. The previous single volumes of this

work already contained from 1,100 to 1,200 pages and
were becoming unwieldy. These two volumes contain

a little over 1,200 pages. The volume on medicine

has about 100 pages more than the volume on sur-

gery. Each volume has its own index.

The medical volume is divided into General Medi-
cine, Pediatrics, Pathology, Nervous and Mental Dis-

eases, Cutaneous Medicine, Materia Medica, Physiol-

ogy and Legal Medicine, Hygiene, Chemistry, etc.

The surgical volume embraces General Surgery,

Obstetrics, Gynecology, Orthopedic vSurgery, Oph-
thalmology, Otology, Larynology, Rhinology and
Anatomy.
Some changes have been made in the editorial

staff. Dr. Gould now has fifteen collaborators, among
whom the different departments are divided up. The
work as a whole is well and carefully done, the paper

and type are excellent, and such illustrations as are

given are good. There has been no effort to make it a

picture-book.

These volumes would be a valuable addition to the

physician's library.

Memorial to J. W. Stickler, Jr., M.D.— Mr.

and Mrs. Joseph W. Stickler, of Orange, N. J., have

offered $40,000 to the Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation of that city, for the erection of a new building

as an additional memorial to their son. Dr. J. W.
Stickler, Jr., who died last year, and who was the first

president of the association. Plans of the memorial

library building which, as previously announced, Mr.

and Mrs. Stickler are to erect at a cost of $40,-

000, have now been completed, and one of the rooms

in it is to be devoted to the medical library of the de-

ceased physi(;ian, for the use of medical students. Dr.

Stickler's entire laboratory a)»paratus lias been given

by his widow to the Orange Memorial Hospital.

I
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ANNUAL REPORT OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY-

As is natural, these reports grow in bulk with the

growth of the University and this increase has of re-

cent years been considerable. According to our usual

custom, we shall try to pick out those i)oints having an

especial interest for the medical profession. The

President tells us that "the common attainment of the

degree of Bachelor of Arts in three years is certainly

approaching. No specific legislation will be needed to

accomplish this important change ; for any young man
of fair abilities can now procure the degree in three

years without hurry or overwork, if he wishes to do so,

or if his parents wish to have him. That this wish is

felt by an increasing number of students and parents

is demonstrable. . . . Within a time, comparatively

short, the majority of those who enter the freshman

class will come to college with the purpose of com-

pleting the requirements for the degree in three years.

A large number of the present freshman class have

already avowed that intention, and made their choice

of studies accordingly." Anatomy, physiology and

hygiene are now among the studies which may be pre-

sented in satisfaction of the requirements for admission

to Harvard College. Putting these statements together,

one sees some prospect of reconciling the possession

of an A.B. degree with the increasing demands of the

professional schools, and the possibility of entering

upon an active career in the learned professions—
these including to-day more than the three of our

fathers— at a period of manhood not too advanced.

All this is of especial interest to those seeking a medi-

cal training, the demands of which are now so exact-

ing.

The extraordinarily low death-rate reported by the

Dean of the College in successive years is very strik-

ing, and tends, as the President states, to show that col-

lege students are in reality a picked body of youth,

physically, as well as mentally and morally. In the

year 1895-96 four died out of 1,772 ; in 1896-97 four

out of 1,754; in 1897-98 four out of 1,819, and iu the

year 1898-99 three out of 1,851.

The function of the medical visitor is now estab-

IIkImmI aH a regular part of the coihgir HyHti;tn, and

tal)IeH are given Hliowiiig the nature of the (Wm-aHfn

whi<;li pr(!vail<:<l among till! Hlu<hMitH in (anibridgf in

each month of the year and the number of dayn of ill-

ness in each month. The PreHidcnt iMtlievcH that this

olHce not only securcH for tlu; sick Htudent earlier and

bcitter tniatment than he would otlnrrwi.se have, but

also prciverits serious sickness by providing the igno-

rant student who works to excess, drinks too much
tea and coifee, sleeps too little, eatA too much, or takeg

no exercise, with whohisome advice in good season.

Dr. (ir. W. Fitz, who filled this oflici;, did not desire

njappointnient at the end of his five; years' service hh

an assistant prof(!ssor last Septemlxrr.

In connection with this oHice of medical visitor

and the duties inherent to it, we note the Presi-

dent's announcement of an endowment from an anon-

ymous source of S156,000, for the establishment of

a professorship of hygiene ; the object of the giver

being " to provide the students of Harvard Col-

lege with a medical friend competent to give them

the best advice, winning in his nature, and devoting

himself chiefly to the })hysical and moral welfare of

the undergraduates at Cambridge. . . . He is not to

be a teacher in the ordinary sense of the term, though

he may lecture, and he is not to be professionally con-

nected with the Medical School, though he will be free

to undertake hospital service ; neither should he have

so much practice, whether in consultation or other-

wise, that his attention should be much diverted from

the body of undergraduates, and inasmuch as his sal-

ary under these conditions will be the greater part of

his income, the giver of the fund desires that it ac-

cumulate until it yield a liberal salary, sufficient to

attract to the position a man of high qualit}'."

" This gift," the President remarks, " is one of the

most interesting which the University has lately re-

ceived, and one likely to do much good, first, bj

informing the prevailing ignorance concerning the

means of bodily health ; secondly, by checking or

preventing reckless exposure to moral and physical

evils, and thirdly, by arresting incipient injury through

wise and seasonable advice."

The following extract is given from the agreement

in regard to this professorship of hygiene :

"To apply the said fund so soon as the income

thereof shall be large enough in the judgment of said

Corporation for a permanent foundation for the liberal

maintenance in the undergraduate department of said

College of a full professorship of hygiene.

" The holder of such professorship shall be a regularly

educated physician of marked ability and industry and

of a temperament likely to enable him to elicit readily

the confidence of young men. His duty shall include

an earnest personal interest in the physical welfare of

the undergraduates and an intimate personal intercourse

with them so far as this can be had without otficious-

ness on his part, to the end that he may proffer advice

in a spirit of friendliness and be easily approached by

such of them as desire his counsel.
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'• It shall be the duty of the professor, both by advice

and by personal interest, to encourage especially open-

air exercise and sports, and to take a particular care

that underi^raduates of sedentary and studious habits

be made acquainted with the importance of physical

recreation."

The importance now attributed to this sort of aca-

demic supervision is well illustrated by the recent dis-

cussion as to its birthplace among the colleges, just as

the cities of Greece disputed the honor of the birth-

place of Homer.

We have elsewhere and previously considered most

of the especial points in this report having reference to

th(! Medical School. In regard to one of the most

important changes the President says :

" The results of the experiment of massing all the

lectures and laboratory exercises in a fundamental

subject into a half-year, and keeping the whole time of

the student during that period occupied with two sub-

jects will be of interest not only in the Medical De-

partment, but in many other departments of the Uni-

versity. The preliminary work in preparing this plan

was done by a committee of the Medical Faculty

called the Committee on Medical Education, and the

same Committee has under consideration a rearrange-

ment of the work of the third and fourth years. The

changes in the programme of the first two years have

already gone into effect, and are giving great satisfac-

tion." A definite judgment upon this experiment can

hardly be passed until the results of the second exami-

nations in the studies of the first years have been de-

termined.

There has been an increase during the last five

years in the percentage of college graduates among

the new matriculants of the school ; but in the year

under review the percentage of new matriculants who

held a degree in arts, letters or science was only

42.66 per cent. After the current year, the entering

class is to be composed exclusively of college or scien-

tific school graduates.

Notwithstanding numerous changes in the interior

of its present building, the Medical School urgently

needs more lecture room and more laboratory room.

This need must either be met radically by moving the

whole school to some other site and erecting new build-

ings, or temporarily by finding accommodation for some

departments outside the present buildings.

The Dental School, though prosperous, and, partly

because it is prosperous, having an income exceeding

its expenses, is in the same position with regard to its

home. The difiiculty here is increased by the fact

that the Dental School does not own its building and

the building is liable to be sold. All this means money

and a good deal of it.

The close connection between the Dental School

and the Medical School, at least during the first year

of instruction, makes it important, the President

thinks, that when a new building can be erected for

the Dental School it should be i)laced close to the

Medical School in which the instruction of the first

year is given. On the other hand, for the sake

of patients for clinical instruction, it is very important

for the Dental School to be in the centre of a populous

neighborhood.

The Corporation during the year determined on

another large use of the Pierce bequest— this time

for the promotion of instruction in comparative medi-

cine, but in three separate sums. ^^ 1 00,000 as the

foundation of a new professorship to bear his name,

$100,000 for a medical laboratory builduig to bear

his name, and $100,000 as an endowment for the

laboratory. The details of this appropriation await

the advice of the Faculty of Medicine. The ultimate

disposition of the Calvin Ellis bequest apparently still

remains to be determined.

As a matter of some general interest, we note that

the Corporation has voted that it is not prepared to

admit women to the instruction of the Law School.

MUD AND DUST IN WINTER.

An occasional snow-storm should not, in the least,

abate our interest in the question of dust and its men-

ace to health, which has of late particularly agitated

this community. ICxperience has shown that a con-

siderable part of the New England winter is likely to

be without sufficient snow to prevent the accumulation

and dissemination of dust. In spite of the compara-

tively heavy fall of snow we have just experienced, the

irrepressible dust has still actually on the same day

been much in evidence on one of the main streets of

this city, due merely to the fact that after the snow

was blown off a certain area of the street, the under-

lying dust found again its opportunity. Whatever

the final remedy for the nuisance may prove to be, it

is sufficiently evident that we cannot do[)eiid upon the

caprices of the weather alone, in the shape of oppor-

tune rain or snow storms. We must find some means

of actually getting rid of the dust, and of the condi-

tions which make possible its accumulation.

Clearly we are not alone in our faultfinding, for in

a current issue of our contemporary the Medical Press,

a vigorous protest is raised against mud as the progeni-

tor of dust, and hence equally to be avoided. Thank-

ful as we should have been during the last months for

mud in any amount, we should not forget, as our con-

temporary points out, that mud always represents the

possibility of dust, and that our watering carts in

summer and our rains or snows in winter are merely

palliative and not curative. We should in some way
get at the source of the difficulty by insisting on ab-

solutely clean streets. In the meantime the follow-

ing suggestions of the Medical Press are apt and in-

teresting :

" The part played by mud in the hidden and vari-

ous ways of disease production will doubtless be one

day laid bare by some curious apostle of science.

Medical School, or at least close to that part of the | Meanwhile there are certain points about mud that
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Hi*e clear to the iiuiii in tlio street. Its distrihution hy

the splasli of piiSHiii"; veliich^H covoph ;i nmcli uiil<r

(icld (luui folk uHuiilly nicoi^iii/.i;. Spot.s of hiik! lIius

|ii()jcct((l iiiiiy often he seen jullicriii;; to iioiisf!-

fronls 111 :i liciyiit of stncnii feet JiI)OV(! tlir t(»|) of llic

i,ri()ini(l-lloor windows. Dry nuid, bo it ninicnilxTcd.

is on lilt' w;i\ to licconic dnst, to bo blown iiitiicr and

tiiitiicr with its iiosL of microbes, good, bad and indif-

ferent. ' Tiui bacteriology of street mud '— who will un-

dertake; that investigation, laborious, well-nigh bound-

less, fascinating, complexly ballling, and yet fi-anght

with vast potentialities for the good of man. The
average citizen, however, knows little and cares less

for the bugbears of bacteriology ; he is more con-

cerned for the safety of his clean collar, tlu; p(»lish

of his silk hat, the sheen of his shoes, and the untar-

nished splendor of his raiment beneath tlui spatti i-

ings of a muddy day in the city. Where the mud
comes from is a mystery in the case of smooth imper-

meable pavements. It is certainly greatly h^ssened in

amount when asphalt, concrete, or wooden roadways

replace the time-honored macadam. Judging from the

signs of the times, it seems likely that in a not distant

future sanitary authorities will learn to take a deep

interest in the matter of city mud in relation to the

public health."

To those of us who have taken the trouble to

watch the methods of the city employe in his street-

cleaning attempt, it is not difficult to see why vpe still

have mud and therefore dust. After a rain-storm,

for example, a small army of men may be seen scrap-

ing a portion of the mud into small piles, which are

then in part thrown into carts. From the remainder

dust is made wdiich again is heaped by nonchalant

workmen into piles, which in turn, if any wind be

blowing, are thrown rather into the surrounding air

than into the carts ready to receive them. In short,

(juite apart from the question of pavement, our streets

are not properly cleaned. We certainly need better

pavements, but we also require a consistent and pains-

taking effort on the part of the authorities to take

measures, clearly \vithin their power, toward the fur-

therance of adequate street cleaning.

CASES OF RASH AFTER ENEMATA.

In tlu> Gl((S(/oiv Medical Journal for September,

18U9, Dr. T. K. JNlonro, of Glasgow, calls attention to

the fact that, although the observation is not new, it

is true that cutaneous eruptions may be produced by

enemata, and that this has escaped mention in most

dermatological text-books. The writer thinks that

this eruption has often been wrongly attributed to a

surgical operation or to an anesthetic, and that some

cases of so-called surgical and puerperal scarlatina are

due to enemata. Also many cases have been attributed

to the action of drugs that really belong in this class.

All the cases that the writer has been able to col-

lect are in the English language, and all but one are

foun<l ill HritiHh literature. Fn only onp caiw;, that of
a boy of eleven yjufH, vvuh u male afTecUd ; in 2«;

others besideH tlie hIx reported by him, the palieMl.H

were fenniies. Hnrford and (i.irdner, who have pub-
lished the largest ninnijer of cases, were gyne«rolo^i«t«.

Three of the cases were in patients suflering from
gastric nicer

. 1 labiiual constipation seems to be- a con-
dition common to the greater number r,f cases, and to

account for the greater prevahun-e in tin; female «ex.
The eruption may occur in patients who have previ-
ously used enemata without any such ellt-ct, ami subse-
(juent enemata may or may not act in the sanje way.
Usually the interval between the injfrction and the ap-
pearance of the eruption is about twelve hours, but it

may be as long as twenty-four, or as short as two hours,
and the eruption's average duration is two or three days.
In type the eruption is either scarlatiniform, morbilli-

form, or urticarial of the small type. Occasionally,
these forms may be combined. The seats of predilec-
tion are the buttocks and thighs, and the face, but any
portion of the body may be invaded. Slight changes
in the temperature and in the pulse have been noticed,
and occasionally there is redness of the tongue and
fauces. Constitutional symptoms are usually want-
ing. There may be considerable burning and itching.

The eruption occurs only after enemata of large size,

never after glycerine or nutrient enemata.
It has been generally assumed that the cause of the

eruption is fecal absorption, which is i)artly excreted
by the skin and causes the rash. 3Iorgan, in 189.5,

suggested that it was due to a particular kind of soap,
and (Gardner, that it was often produced by the use of
hard yello^v soap. Others have stated that the erujv
tion follows three to four per cent, of the enemata,
and that it is conmion also after a strong aperient in

chronic constipation. The writer asserts that experi-
ence has shown that soft and not hard soaps ought to

be used in enemata. Six new cases are described.

In the first case, that of a woman of twenty-five,

who was being treated for hemorrhage from gastric

ulcer, the patient had had for about a week before
the appearance of the rash nutrient suppositories, and
enemata of milk, eggs and beef tea. She had also

had laxative enemata of soap and warm water, and,
on one occasion, of castor oil every two or three days.

Dilute hydrocyanic acid and chloroform water were
the only drugs emi)loyed. The eruption was an ery-

thema not shari)ly bounded, in some jjlaces distinctly

elevated, affecting the face very slightly, well marked
on the right upper arm and forearm and on the thighs,

slight on the hands and legs.

In the second case, that of a woman of twenty-two,
an eruption of a morbilliform character appeared
about twenty-four hours after an » uema of soap and
w ater. The eruption was \ery pruritic, and was most
marked on the trunk, although later it was actively pres-

ent on the arms and legs. It is admitted that in this

i-ase the administration of ehlorodyne at the same time,

as the enema renders the etiology somewhat doubtful.

In the third case, the day after several enemata of
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I
soap and water had been giveu for pain in the bowels,

there aj)peared a diffuse erythema of i\w. face and

hand. Morpliia had been given hypodermatically the

night before the eruption appeared.

The fourth case was that of a governess, who had

after an enema (and the administration of chloroform)

a general scarlatinii'orm eruption accompanied by

fever. There was some rednt^ss of tlie fauces, but the

tongue was not cliaracteri.stic of scarlet fever. At the

end of three days, when the patient was last seen, the

eruption had practically gone from the extremities,

but was well marked on the hips and thigh.

In the fifth case, a woman of twenty-two was in the

beginning of her second week of typhoid fever.

Twelve hours after an enema of hot water with soap

and castor oil she was awakened by itching of the

arms, neck and face, and the next morning there was

a pretty general urticaria j)resent. The same result

followed a second enema, while a third one was not

succeeded by any eruption. This patient had previ-

ously used enemata of soap and water without any

cutaneous disturbance.

The last case, one of gastric ulcer, develoi^ed an

itchy, i)apular eruption on the face, hands and thighs,

a few hours after an enema of water, soaji and castor

oil. This eruption extended rapidly over the whole

body. A second enema a few days later was followed

by the same ajjjjearances.

THE LIMIT IS REACHED.

We have long looked somewliat askance at the

growing tendency toward the coining of new medical

terras. The unfortunate gall-bladder and liver region

has suffered most severely at the hands of the anasto-

mosing and resecting surgeon, who has seen fit to

burden with a new name each new operation. AV^e

stoutly maintain, however, that the limit has been

reached when such words as the following are thrust

upon us. A distinguished surgeon writes, " I report

this case because it suggested a new operation, hepati-

cocholecystostcholecystenterostomy, or hepaticochole-

cystostenterostomy." If our opinion were asked we
should choose the second alternative, since it comprises

thirty-one instead of forty letters, but we should much

prefer to be spared either, even granting the necessity of

a slight circumlocution in arriving at the meaning.

When a word is unpronounceable it should be inad-

missible in any well organized language, and these, we
urge, are pronounceable, if at all, only after strenuous

practice. Let us at least stop here.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Statistics Rkgauuing Illness at IIauvakd

Univeksity. — We learn that objection has been

made to a note jmblished in our issue of January 25th,

on "Illness at Harvard University during the year

1898-01)." After r^uoting certain facts we said, " The

value of statistics of this sort is not altogether appar-

ent." Our meaning naturally was that from a medi-

cal standpoint such statistics are of small value, owing

to the relative fewness of the observations, and to the

method of classification used. We are now informed

that the analysis of the students' illness has been made
solely for the purpose of determining Harvard's need

of an infirmary and of making that ne(!d definite. We
are completely in sympathy with all efforts toward the

establishment of such an infirmary, as previously in-

dicated in our editorial columns, and have no desire to

criticise means directed to that end.

Practical Guide to the Destruction op Mos-
quitoes.—The Liverpool School of Tropical Diseases,

according to the British Medical Journal, has just

issued a pamphlet entitled "Instructions for the Pre-

vention of Malarial Fever for the Use of Residents in

Malarious Places." Within the compass of fourteen

pages it sets forth in concise terms which cannot fail

to be understood facts of practical importance con-

cerning the parasitic nature of malarial infection, its

connection with a special kind of mosquito, and the

means which hold out the best hopes of ridding a

house or a neighborhood of these insects and of the

malaria which they are believed to convey.

Laws Regarding Tuberculin.— Illinois farmers

and stockmen are agitating changes in the laws regard-

ing the tuberculin test for tuberculosis in cattle, and

their compulsory enforcement. A report which was re-

cently submitted at a mass meeting in Chicago summed
up all the disadvantages of the tuberculin test as it is

at present applied. The report was adopted and also

a resolution to the effect that the chairman of the

meeting appoint a standing committee of five, to

whom all facts, experiences and complaints with

reference to tuberculosis in cattle might be communi-

cated.

Yellow Fever on Santos Steamer.— It is re-

ported that a steamer recently arrived in New York

from Santos had on board two cases of yellow fever

during the voyage. A fireman died of the disease and

was buried at sea, and the other has been removed to

an isolation hospital. The vessel's cargo is being held,

subject to action by the health authorities.

Statistics from Puerto Rico. — The consoli-

dated report of the Board of Charities of Puerto Rico,

for the week ending January 27, 1900, gives the fol-

lowing statistics : The total population of the island is

950,779. Of these 80,042 are classed as indigent

;

3,857 as sick ; 609,425 rations were issued, and 9,076

mennvere working for food alone.

Insane Soldiers.— During the last three months

it is reported that nearly 250 soldiers with mental

dis(!ase have been sent across the continent, and it is

said that over 200 more will soon arrive at San Fran-

cisco from Manila. In nearly all cases the men are

said to be violently insane.

A Law Regarding Ice. — Acting on the advice

of the Council of Hygiene, the prefect of police in
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I'tu'is, it in Hiiid, liua decided that ice Holleru inuHt hc!I

i(;c of two dc'liiiitely diHtinct kinds. 'I'lieso iiiust In;

lickt'lt'd lis ic(! for eatiiii; puriioscs ;iiid ice for industrial

purposes, the fornier htiiii; ohtained from >^piiML; or

sterilized water.

II.WANA HoAiM* iiF IIkai.tii. — An lliivana liuanl

of Health, (•oiisislin<; of six Cuban physicians, has Ihch

orpmi/ed hy (itinera! Ludlow. The ehit^f surgeon

iind chief sanitary ollicer of the Department of Havana

are menihers c.r ojjic/o of I lie lloard.

Sii{ IMiciiAKi, FosiKK, ]M. 1*. — Sir Michael Fos-

ter has been electcnl as an In(h'|)endent Unionist, bv a

very handsome vote, to represent the University ol

London in Parliament. He replaces Sir .lohn Lub-

bock, who was a Libt-ral Unionist.

lIosiMTAi. Siiir "Missorui."— The hospital ship

Missouri, now in service in the Pacific, is said to be

both unseaworthy and unsanitary. An investii>ation

into the condition of the vessel will be made.

BE(^)Ui:sr to a Hosi'itai,. — It is reported that

.lames Walker, of AVilmington, N. C, is to i)rovide

the City Hospital of that city with a building to cost

$30,000.

BOSTON AND NEAV ICNGLANU.

Acute Infkctious Diskases in Boston. — For

the six days ending at noon, February 20, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

93, scarlatina 38, measles 01, typhoid fever 3.

Vaccination in Connecticut ; Death Ceutiii-

CATES. — According to the Bulletin of the Connec-

ticut State Board of Health, Connecticut has been

remarkably exempt from small-pox in view of its wide-

spread prevalence in many other States. This is at-

tributed to vaccination, which is more general in this

State than in most other States, although it isnot com-

pulsory. Since the Bulletin was issued, Dr. Linds-

ley, Secretary of the Board of Health, has had letters

ffom town health officeiv, stating that in their re-

spective towns vaccination had been of late years much
neglected, lie points out the possible dangers of an

epidemic in those towns and says :
" Vaccination is a

public duty for the protection of the whole community,

as well as a private obligation for self-preservation,

which none have the right to neglect." Dr. Lindsley

further writes in this report that the new form of

death certificates has blank spaces after the words

year, month and da}', to give the exact date of death.

Of course the blundering genius has seized his oppor-

tunity. It is astonishing to what extent human in-

genuity can invent wrong ways of filling out a blank

form of certificate. This time the blunderer com-

pletely defeats the purpose of the certificate by writ-

ing the day of the week instead of the day of the

month, thus: Year, 1900; month, January; day,

Tuesday. Query, which Tuesday ? There were five

in January. Registrars who issue burial permits on

such certificates, and there are sev(;ral of them, ought
|

to hiiv- thili- iKinitH publiHJn-d in the Jonnml t,f' Stalin •

tics.

The Wii.i.Aiii) Hosi'ii \f,. — It was orn- of tho

wishes of Miss FraiKies W'illard to ••ntablinh a l:oMpital

for the <;ar(! and tr<ratni(;nt of dipHOinuniu. After airi--

fnl delilx-ration a corporation Iiuh be'-n formed undfr

tii(! laws of Massaelnisclts. to be known an tin- Willanl

Hospital Corporation. A country plac(! Iiaving Miiit-

ai)li' l)uildiiigs and (;xtensiv(j grounds with pleusaiit

surroundings, loeatftd within fifteen mileH of Boston,

has been selecttrd, and the directors are now endeavor-

ing to raise the necessary funds to establish ami main-

tain such an institution.

Mediokd Schools Kkoi-kn. — The Tufts and
Lincoln Schools in South Medford have been reopened,

after being closed for two weeks on account of the

prevalence of diphtheria and scarlet fever. Since the

schools were closed tin; buildings have been thorouf'hlv

fumigated and the plumbing carefully overhauled.

The books which were used by children who liave

since been ill with scarlet fever or diphtheria have
been burned.

The Sharon Samtakhm.— A |)erformance was
given February 15th at the Tremont Theatre for the

benefit of the Sharon Sanitarium, in which various

well-known actors and actresses took part, araonf'

whom were Mrs. Agnes Booth-Schoefl^'el and John
Drew.

IIosi'iTAL for Peaisody, Mass. — Land has been
purchased in Peabody, for the purpose of establishing

a hospital. The tract comjirises 114,.500 square feet.

new YORK.

Award of Phizes, Tenement House Exhibi-
tion. — The jury of award in the prize competition

at the Tenement House Exhibition, in assijjnino- the

award in the case of the third prize for tenement house
plans, found that three of the plans submitted were of

equal merit, and as the amount of this prize was but

$100, a purse of $22.) was made up, to be divided

equally among the three competitors. It is stated that

the committee of the Charity Organization Society
having charge of the exhibition has already received

offers from builders to construct several buildinirs after

the best plans submitted. One of the notable models
exhibited represents in miniature the most populous
block iu New York, between Gist and (i2d Streets, on
the west side of the city, where 4,000 human beiuirs

live. Of the 2,639 rooms in the houses, onlv 1,198

have windows facing the outer air, and there is not a
bath tub in the block.

Annual liKi-oiM, Manhattan Eye ani> Eak
Hospital.— The thirtieth annual report of the Board
of Directors of the .Alanhattan P^ye and Ear Hospital

stiites that during the past year 1,407 applicants were
refused treatment because it appeared that they ou<;ht

to pay. For some time past doubtful cases liave been
referred to the Charity Organization Society for in-

vestigation, and duiiiig the vear 120 cases were so re-
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ferred. An extract from the law haviui;- for its object

the correction of the abuse of medical charity which

was passed by the Legislature last year is now printed

on the back of each card, so that no one applying at

the hospital can claim ignorance of the law. The re-

port states that the C. R. Agnew Memorial Fund now
amounts to $21,217, and that $5,000 has been received

from Miss Helen Gould for the endowment of a free

bed.

The Okfick of C'oronkk. — At a meeting of the

Society of Meiical Jurisprudence held February 12th,

Dr. Hamilton Williams read a paper on •' The Cor-

oner's Physician at Work," in the course of which he

argued against the abolition of the coroner's office.

Drs. Donlin and Weston, also coroner's physicians,

spoke of the onerous and exacting work and the inade-

quate payment of the position. They thought that the

number of coroners' physicians should be increased.

At present there are but four for the entire Borough

of Manhattan, and they believed that there should be

one for every 200,000 of tlie population. Dr. H. R.

Purdy spoke strongly in favor of doing away with the

coroner's office, expressing the opinion that the work

now done by the latter could be better accomplished

by experts appointed by the Board of Health.

Annial Report, Demii.t Dispensary.— In the

forty-ninth annual report of the Demilt Dispensary it

is stated that the success of the disj^ensary baths for

working people, which increased from 17,089 in 1897

to 37,236 in 1899, has been a source of gratification to

the managers, the baths having proved a great boon

to many persons who have no bathing facilities what-

ever in their tenements and who gladly avail them-

selves of the benefits offered.

A MODEL TENEMENT HOUSE EXHIBITION.

A MODEL tenement house exhibition, which is to

last for two weeks, under the auspices of the Tene-

ment House Committee of the Charity Organization

Society, was opened on February 10th, with addresses

by Frederick W. Holls, Chairman of the Committee,

Governor Roosevelt, Dr. E. R. L. Gould and others.

Over three hundred plans of model tenements have

been submitted by architects in competition for the

[)rizes offered, and the exhibition includes models,

plans, maps, charts and tables of statistics, showing ex-

isting conditions in New York tenement houses, model

tenements in various cities of the world, lodging

houses, suburban dwellings for the poor, health condi-

tions, poverty conditions, and agencies for betterment.

According to the statement of the Committee, there are

at present over 44,000 tenements within the limits of

the old city of New York (prior to the consolidation

of 1898), and new tenements are now being erected

at the rate of about 2,000 a year. These are, in many
respects, worse than the old buildings erected thirty

years ago. Tliey are, in some instances, badly con-

structed, and so planned that man}- rooms depend for

their light and air entirely upon long, narrow, dark

"air shafts," which, instead of giving light and air,

are merely stagnant wells, emitting foul odors and
disease. ITnder the present law, the Committee states,

in a block covered with flat houses only 10 feet need
be left open in the rear of each, lot, and a like 10 feet

on the rear of the lot on the next street would give a
space of but 20 feet for both rows of houses. The
other 15 per cent, of area required to be left open by
the law is taken up in the space allowed for the air

shaft, which is usually five feet wide and about 60 feet

long, closed at both ends ; and this dismal. Egyptian-
like well hole must, if the apartment houses lie five

stories in height, as the majority are, furnish light and
air to 50 inside rooms, usually used as sleeping apart-

ments. A marked contrast to this condition of affairs

is presented by the Riverside model tenements, which
are so constructed that in the centre of the blocks are

large courts measuring 150 by 250 feet, which are

fitted up as playgrounds for the children. All the

rooms are well supplied with liglU and air, and in the

Riverside Court a band pla3's on summer evenings.

Notwithstanding all the expenditure, the owner is

realizing ^\vq per cent, on his investment. In his re-

marks the Governor gave assurance that any bills hav-

ing for their object the betterment of existing condi-

tions in the homes of the working classes would meet
with hearty co-operation at Albany, and Dr. Gould,
who is president of the City and Suburban Homes
Company, in speaking upon the commercial side of the

question, showed that model tenements pay from four

and one-half to six and seven per cent, on the money
invested.

A LECTURE ON SURGICAL SPLINTING.

On Wednesday, February 14th, a clinical lecture

on the subject of " Surgical Splinting " was delivered

by Dr. Edward A. Tracy, of Boston, before the New
York School of Clinical Medicine. The lecturer

treated his subject from a purely practical point of

view, and illustrated by demonstration a method of

splinting found advantageous in the treatment of fract-

ures and joint injuries and diseases. The use of

manufactured splints was condemned, they being but a

poor makeshift for the skill which the surgeon should

have at his fingers' end. Such splints require padding

and this renders nugatory their fixative properties.

Normal limbs are not alike, and the idea of making
them conform to the shape of a ready-made splint is

not surgical.

A word was spoken about the plaster-of-Paris treat-

ment of fractures, and it was urged that when this

method be employed the necessary care should be

taken to jJi'tivent its haimful results, so frequently

manifest in practice from lack of such precautions.

The lecturer devoted considerable time to describing

the method of moulding splints directly upon the pa-

tient, and emphasized the use of wood-plastic material

for the ])urpose. Its advantages are its strength,

porosity, lightness, d)irability and cheapness. Four
easily constructed si)lints were described, a splint for

the wrist, one for the shoulder, one for fixation of the

knee-joint, and one for leg fractures. AVhen speaking

of the wrist splint he referred to its important use in

the treatment of Colles's fracture. The subject of

Colles's fracture was enlarged iqion and the desirability

of following Moullin's advice to practise early passive

motion of the fingers and wrist-joint insisted upon.
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A I'LA(;UK LAHOKATOKY.

'rili: St. l'cl('i'.sl)iir>; Iiislitiiti! of Kx|tfriiU(iil:il .Mcdi-

ciiK! h.is, acconliii^f lo tliti Medical Press, just, com-

plftcd llio const ruci ion ol" ii lahonitory for tlu- study of

|)I:ij,Mi(> 1111(1 tli(! preparation of aiiti-pla<^iic s(!riiin wliicli

is probably unicpie of it.s kind. Tho building is sitiia-

Ifd witliin the fortress of C'ronstadt, and is surrounded

l)v water on all sides so tliat it is completely isolated.

It is provided with stabling for twctlve lior.s<!s, and
apartments for the stall" and the assistants ; tluire is

even an isolation ward for tin; reception of any of the

(smployes who may be unfortunate en()Ui;h to contract

the disease. It is self-Iii;ht('d by electricity and com-
munication with the mainland is secnn^l by a small

steauj launch. No doubt the lamentable catastrophe

at \'ienna which startled tin; scientific ^world a few

months since sug<>;est(!d these eUiboratti prcicantions.

Such a laboratory is indeed as potentially dangerous

in its way as a powd(>r magazine, i)Ossibly even more
so, because there still exists the th(!oretical risk of the

couveyance of infection. It would, however, be dilli-

cult to suggest any further precaution short of con-

demning the staff to perpetual banishment on their

island.

ANTONIO MACEO'S SKULL.

Thk Revista de Medicina y Clnigta of Havana
publishes an "anthroi)ological study," by Dr. Mont-
alvo, Dr. de la Torre and Dr. INlontane, of the skull

of the Cuban patriot, ^Vntonio Maceo. The most
noteworthy point is the existence of an interparietal,

or, as it is sometimes termed, an " inca " bone, from
the theory that it was universal amongst, and distinc-

tive of, the old Peruvian race. This, however, was
shown by Anoutchine to be erroneous, for after exam-
ining many thousands of skulls in various museums he

found the bone in only G.8 per cent, in Peruvians, in

1.5 per cent, in negroes, and in 1.3 percent, in Ameri-
cans. Maceo was, of course, of mixed race. The
general character of the cranium approximates to that

of the white race and indicates a man of remarkable
capacity. The rest of the skeleton inclines more to

the negro type and shows that he must have been a

man of Herculean strensrth.

A CENTENARIAN.

Claremont, N. H., February 13, 1900.

Mr. Editor :— I have been a subscriber to the Boston
Medical and Swgical Journal for more than forty years.

Recently I have seen reported several centenarians in the

Journal. I send you another centenarian and you can
do what you think best with it.

Nathaniel B. Cross, born in New Salem, N. II., Febru-
ary 13, 1800. He is one hundred years of age to-day

;

eyesight sufficiently good to enable him to walk several

miles about the streets daily ; step very elastic ; very

erect ; weight, one hundred and thirty-five pounds ; has not

taken liquor nor used tobacco for fifty years ; he has no or-

ganic diseases; intellect clear; hearing excellent ; sings; no
tremor in voice. Mr. Cross resides in Claremont, N. II.,

with his daughter, Mrs. Babcock.
Yours truly.

A. R. CUMMINGS, M.D.

MKTKOKOI.fKJICAF- KKCOKI)

Kor the week eiKlinj; Ki.linmry lOtli, In ii<mton, accord I iik t«)

()l>HervntlniiH furiiiHJKHl by 8erK«uut J. W. bmitb, of Um Uoit«d
SltitcH Hlnniil Corps: —

Uaro- Tlior- Koliitlvu
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12, Boston 2, Baltimore, Somerville, Lawrence and Taunton 1

each. E'roni cerebrospinal meniufjitis New York 5, Boston,

Baltimore, Worcester, Gloucester, Newton and Medford I each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with

an estimated population of 11,(;10,2'.H5, for the week ending

February 3d, the death-rate was 21.2. Deaths reported i,71!):

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 432. whooping-

cough 121, diphtheria 110, measles 83, diarrhea 4i», fever 38,

scarlet fever 33, smallpox (Hull) 2.

The death-rates ranged from 12.(5 in Derby to 35.4 in Sunder-

land : Birrainsiham 25.0, Bradford 19.5, Cardiff 15.(5, Gateshead
liM, Hull 25.8, Leeds 23.1, Liverpool 28.5, London 19. (i, Man-
chester 25.7, Newcastle-on-Tyue 22.0, Nottingham 18.3, Ports-

mouth 16.6, Salford 26.2, Swansea 15.3, West Ham 14.4. Wolver-

hampton 31.4.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING FEB-
RUARY 17, 1900.

M. H. Simons, medical inspector, commissioned medical in-

spector from September 24, 1899.

H. Wells, medical inspector, commissioned medical inspector

from January 15, 19()0.'

M H. Simons, medical inspector, detached from the Naval
Recruiting Rendezvous, New Orleans, La., and ordered to the

"Philadelphia " as fleet surgeon.
T. H. Strekts, medical inspector, detached from the " Phila-

delphia ' as fleet surgeon, on reporting of relief, and ordered to

the New York Navy Yard.
J. C. RosENBLEUTH, passed assistant surgeon, ordered to the

Naval Recruiting Rendezvous, New Orleans, La.

H. N. T. Harris, surgeon, commissioned surgeon from Octo-

ber 21, 1899.

Karl Ohensorg, assistant surgeon, appointed from January

27, IIKM).

G. L. Barber, passed assistant surgeon, ordered to the " Kear-

sarge," February 20, litno.

D. G. Beebe, assistant surgeon, detached from the " Petrel
"

and ordered to Port Isabella.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE UNITED STATES MARINE-HOSPITAL
SERVICE FOR THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING FEBRUARY
15, 190().

Carter, H. R., surgeon. Upon expiration of leave of absence

to report at Washington, D. C, for special temporary duty.

February 13, 1!H)0.

Glennan, a. H., surgeon. To proceed to Mobile, Ala , as

inspector of unserviceable property. February 9, 1900. To pro-

ceed to Searcy, Ark., for special temporary duty. February 15,

lf)00.

McIntosh, W. P., surgeon. To proceed to Pensacola, Fla.,

for special temporary duty. February 9, 190O.

RosK.NAu, M J., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed to

Philadelphia, Pa., for special temporary duty. February 9, l!H)0.

CuMMiNG, H S ,
passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for fourteen days from February 21st. Fehruary 9, liHM).

Tabb, S. R., assistant surgeon. Granted extension of leave

of absence for fourteen days on account of sickness. February

14, 1900.

BuRFORD, Hugh, acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for two weeks from February 15th. February 10, 1900.

Keyes, J. M., acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for sixty days from January 15th. February 10, 19O0.

MoNCURE, J. A., acting assistant surgeon. Relieved from

duty at Gulf Quarantine and directed to proceed to South At-

lantic Quarantine Station for duty and assignment to quarters.

February 15, 1900.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Suffolk District Medical Society.— The Section for Ob-

stetrics and Diseases of Women will meet at 19 Boylston Place,

Wednesday, February 28, 1900, at 8 p. M.

Papers: Dr. C. G. Cumston, "The Pathology and Symptoma-
tology of Acute Pelvic Suppuration in Women and Treatment

by Vaginal Colpotomy."
Dr. E. H Stevens, of Cambridge: "Parturition Complicated

with Suppurating Fibroids."

Dr. E. S. Boland: " Immediate Repair of Perineal Tears."

R. A. Kingman, M.D., Chairman.
C. H. Hare, M.D., Secretary,

285 Marlborough Street.

International Congress of Medical Electrolooy and
Radiology. — At the request of the French Society of Electro-

therapy and Radiology, the International Congress of Medical

Electrology and Radiology, the initiative of which it has tnken,

is connected to the International Congress of 19(K). This Con-

gress will take place in Paris from the 27th of July to the 1st of

August, 1900. All inquiries for further information must be

forwarded to Prof. E. Doumer, General Secretary, 57 Rue Nico-
las-Leblanc, Lille. Adhesions are to be sent to Dr. Moutier, 11
Rue de Miromesuil, Paris.

Prof. E. Doumer, General Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA MEDICAL CLASS
OF 75.

The Executive Committee of the Society of Alumni has ap-
pointed the undersigned to endeavor to secure a reunion of the
Class of '75 at the coming Commencement iu June. Members of
the Medical Class of 1875 who may see this are requested to
send at once to me their present addresses and some brief ac-
count of their doings since graduation As many as possible of
the class are urged to be prepared to come to a social gathering
to celebrate its twenty-fifth anniversary.

Charles W. Dulles, 4101 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

RECENT DEATHS
William Henry Howe Hastings, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in

Boston, February Ki, 1900.

Woolsey Hopkins, M.D., of New York, one of the assistant
surgeons of the aural department of the Manhattan Eye and Ear
Hospital, died on February 14th, of pneumonia. He was a
graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York,
and thirty-five years of age.

Edward Lorenzo Holmes, M.D., former president of Rush
Medical College, Chicago, died in Chiciigo, February Uth. He
was born January 28, 1828, at Dedham, Mass., was educated at
Harvard College and the Harvard Medical School, and was
thereafter an interne at the Massachu,setts General Hospital.
His main work later iu life was with the specialties of eye and
ear.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Mountain Fever. By E. Stuver, M.D., Fort Collins, Col. Re-
print. 1899.

Ueber Ichthyolvasogen bei Gelenkaffectionen. Von Prof. Dr.
G. Ediefsen in Hamburg.
Annual Reports of the President and the Treasurer of Harvard

College, 1898-99. Cambridge. 19(M).

The Phonographic Record of Clinical Teaching and Medical
Science, Vol. VI. No. 2. February, 1900.

The Minor Surgery of the Nose and Throat. By George L.

Richards, M.D., hall River, Mass. Reprint. 1899.

Bad-Nauheim: seine Kurmittel, Indicationen und Erfolge.
Verfasst vom Verein der Aerzte zu Bad-Nauheim. 1899.

Le Lesioni Traumatiche del Centri Nervosi. Memoria, Onor-
ata del Premio Riberi pel 1898. Roma: Presso II Giornale Med-
ico. 1900.

The National Recognition of Eye-Strain Reflexes. By George
M. Gould, M.D., and Helen Murphy, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.
Reprint. 1899.

Gynecology, a Manual for Students and Practitioners. By
Montgomery A. Crockett, M.D. Edited by Bern B. Gallaudet,
M.D. Illustrated. Philadelphia and New York: Lea Brothers
&Co.
Golden Rules of Physiology. By Walker Hall, M.B., Ch.B.

(Vict.), and Ackworth Meuzies, M.D., CM. (Edin.). No. VI.
Bristol : John Wright & Co. London : Simpkins, Marshall, Ham-
ilton, Kent & Co., Ltd.

The International Text-Book of Surgery. By American and
British authors. Edited by J. Collins Warren, M.D., LL.D.,
and A.PearceGould, M.S.,F.R.C.S. Vol. L Illustrated. Phila-

delphia: W. B. Saunders. 1900.

Nervous and Mental Diseases, a Manual for Students and
Practitioners. By Chas. S. Potts, M.D , Instructor in Nervous
Diseases. Edited by Bern B. Gallaudet, M.D. Illustrated.

Philadelphia and New York: Lea Brothers & Co.

International Clinics: a Quarterly of Clinical Lectures on
Medicine, Neurology, Surgery, Gynecology, Obstetrics, Oph-
thalmology, Laryngology, Pharyngology, Rhiuology, Otology
and Dermatology, etc. By professors and lecturers in the lead-

ing medical colleges of the United States, Germany, Austria,

France, Great Britain and Canada. Edited by Judson Daland,
M.D., Philadelphia. Vol. IV, Ninth Series. Philadelphia: J.

B. Lippin -ott Co. 1900.

Retinitis Pigmentosa without the Characteristic Pigmentation,

a Report of Two Cases, i he Duties and the Dangers of Organ-
ization in the Nursing Profession. Concerning Corpuscular
Phoses and Aphoses. A Fallacy of the Rest-Cure Treatment.
Habit-Disease and the Tobacco-Habit. Massage and the Relief

of Eye-Strain in the Treatment of Glaucoma. Medical Paleo-

graphy. The Esthetic Relations of Medicine and Life. The
Story and Lessons of an Unknown Hero's Life. By George M.
Gould, M.D., Philadelphia. Reprints. 1897-99.
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<«^riginal Ulrriflf^.

VIVISECTION IN IIAKVAKI) MEDICAL
SCHOOL.— A KErLV.

I«Y .lAMHH J. PUTNAM, M l>., IIO.SI'ON,

/'roffimof '>/ /fisensrs of Ike Xerrous Syiilrm, lltirvnrti Uuii^rrttlj/.

It is well known lliiit !i hill to restrict ('Xpcriiiiciil.i-

tioii on livini; animals was brought hcfon; tlu; Massa-

fliusctts Ivi'i;islatiir(' several years ai(o and was rejected

after a nund)er of full and impartial li(;arin<rs, in wliicli

the attempt was vainly made to show that ahnses ex-

isted in the work of our higher educational institutions.

This year the same effort is being renewed, and should

be oj)[)osed, not only by professional investigators but

also by physicians and laymen who are conscious of

the debt that the community owes to those who labor

in the important fields of physiology and experimental

pathology.

One of the most liberal of the supporters of the ])re-

vious movement, Dr. Letlingwcll, has recentiv distri-

buted again, in pami)hlet form, under the caption " Does
Science Need Secrecy ? " ^ a letter originally published

in the Huston Transcript of September 2H, 181);), as a

reply to one by Professor Porter, of the Harvard JVIedi-

cal School, which had appeared two (hiys before, and
in it he makes a i)und)er of statements which should

not be allowed to pass without notice, the more so be-

cause tlie fact is ignored that some of them had already

been publicly shown to be erroneous. It seems to be

as inevitable as it is unfortunate that the discussion

sliould become public,— unfortunate, because so many
persons in the community have shown themselves,

again and again, ignorant of the value of the ends
wdiich are sought, and therefore unable to recognize

how amply they justify the means that are used to

gain them.

My objection to Dr. Leffingwell's 2>iii«phlet is not
that it is critical but that it is unjust. It is an attempt
to make it appear that men intentionally deceive who
do not intentionally deceive ; that men are cruel who
are not cruel ; that systems are in vogue which are not
in vogue ; that sulfering is inflicted which is not inflicted

;

that the practical results of physiological research are

of trivial value, whereas without them the splendid

edifice of medical science could never have been built.

The " practical " physicians who are so proud of the

fact that they have exchanged the ignorant and brutal

empiricism of the past for treatment based on a rela-

tively accurate knowledge of the body in disease and
health owe that knowledge, to an extent they often

fail to realize, to the discoveries of these men, which
have been incorporated like the " water of crystalliza-

tion " into the working forces of the medical art.

It must not be forgotten by those who hold that it is

wholly wrong to seek knowledge through experinuMita-

tion on living animals (though we may make them
suffer pain for our ])rotection, our sport, our conven-
ience, and our food), that Dr. Leilingwell is himself an
avowed supporter of such experiments.
He says •' " As a physician, 1 have never been able

to go to the extreme of denouncing all experimenta-
tion upon animals whatever, even though from first to

last no pain be felt. Between the total abolition of

' Fifteenth tliousaiul. Docs Science Need Secrecy ? A reply to Pro-
fessor Porter and others of Harvard Medical School, by Albert
Lettingwell, M.D., Cambridge, Mass. ; with statement couceruing
Viviiectiou, by Prof. W. T. Porter.

' Leaflet, Does Vivisection Need Concealment ?

all murifice of atiiinal life for Mrii-ntilic pur|H*»»i'H ilc-

manded by m:iny hiimaniUiriaiiH and that almoluu?
freedom to inflict torture without restraint ilaimed by
some physiologisls, there must be a middle ground."
In another place he KayM," " I am n«»t uii antivivi-t-c-

tionist, for I believe in the pra<-tiee, when it in rigidly
guarded against all aliuses, limited to u.->eful end'^, anri

subject, to public criticism aM<l the supervision of the
law."

Xo physiologist, so far a.s I know, (claims freedom to
" inflict torture " (hither with oi- with<iut restraint: mj
that the main difference between Dr. LeJlin'Mveirh
position and that of his colleagues with w horn he din-

agrees is that h(! thinks the best safeguards against
abu.se, and tin; best way of limiting t;xperimenUition to
" u.seful ends," to be " public criticism and the super-
vision of the law," while we trust far more in the char-
acter, traditions and training of tin- men who have
this serious and important work in diarize. If Dr.
Leflingwell were only carrying out, as a practical
physiologist, the carefully guarded experiments which
lie sanctions, Ik; would be more ready to see the value
of this latter guarantee, and less ready to endorse bv
implication the accusations of cruelty which he knows
his pamphlet will lead the thoughtless j)ublic to brin<'
against these men, in spite of their honorabh; records.
Do these recitals, which, to those who read them,
paint a scene of horror, really help the untrained
reader to form a fairer judgment?

" Judge the people by their actions.
Is a rule we often get

;

Judge the actions by the people,
Is a nobler maxim yet."

— .Jambs Freeman Clares.

If there is any subject that public-spirited men
sliould treat soberly and dispassionately at the present
day it is surely this subject. For every one must admit
that within the past fifty years there has been a vast
and rapid change in sentiment throughout the civilized
world with regard to the infliction of pain; and that
now and then the new wave takes on the character of
an inundation. The bare mention of >' abuses " in
prisons, in asylums, in schools, in army discipline,
excites a rush of indignation based on vague pictures
of the days, not so long distant, when prisoners and
witnesses were put to torture, and know ledge was con-
veyed at the rod's end, and lunatics were chained and
punished. P'or this reason it is ea.sy for leaders of re-
form, if they are willing to use such "methods, to change
a noble and useful sentiment into an hysterical and
undiscriminating passion. And this is what is done
when in the reckless determination to enlist public
sentiment it is made to appear that the methods used
by the most humane xVmerican physiologists are no
better than those used by the least humane European
physiologists ; or that the customs which marked the
research of half a century ago are the customs of to-
day

; or when by any means an iminformed public is

encouraged to believe that our medical schools are
dens of ini(iuity. Tho.se who write upon these subjects
are bound to hold themselves responsible not onlv for
the words they use. but for the semse, so far as thev
can foretell it. in which their words will be taken.

It is not easy to realize, until one looks at the matter
closely, what a po^verful and even unreasonable infiu-
ence this feeling has become. AngkvSaxon comnui-
nities are peculiarly affected by \i, and the public

' Keply to Dr. Porter, p. 21.
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has therein a stronger guarantee against physiological

cruelty than any law could secure. Most of us ap-

prove of taking the life of animals for food, but even

this is permitted only with the tacit understanding

that the <letails shall be kept from our shrinking sight

and ears. This is a pardonable sort of cowanlice. but

other forms are less pardonable.

It must indeed be admitted that inditl'ei't'nce to

others' pain is to be found everywhei-e, even in every

home. But it is daily becoming rarer, and there is no

country in the world where it is so rare as in ours.

Let no one suppose that the flood of modern com-

passionateness and sensitiveness to the suffering of

man and animals has left iintouched the students and

teachers of j)hysiology. Humane jihysiologists would

be as glad as any one could be, no doubt, to see the

abolition of cruelty and the abolition of pain. But
they are in better position than most persons to realize

that their labors tend to the abolition of pain, both of

men and animals, by increasing our knowledge of the

conditions which underlie health and disease.

For my own part, although not a physiologist, I

have been for more than twenty-five years a frequent,

and at times a constant, visitor at the Harvard physio-

logical laboratory, and familiar with the men who have

raised it to its present position of usefulness, and the

contrast between the impressions wOiich I have received

and those suggested by Dr. Leffingwell's pamphlet is so

striking that I feel bound to testify to the untruthful-

ness of the picture which the latter draws.

No one would assert that in a quarter of a century

there have been no instances of thoughtlessness, or

that nothing has been done wliich has given cause for

regret. Yet no unprejudiced observer could see a

year's w^ork at the laboratory without being com[)elled

to admit, after due study of the conditions, that he had

seen no evidence of real abuses, excesses, cruelty, or

even of any considerable suffering. More and more
effort has been made to increase the comfort of the

animals, and they are now cared for in commodious

quarters, and are removed from influences, such as

solitary confinement, which might excite vague im-

pressions of danger. They live as comfortably as

those kept in well-regulated menageries or circuses.

I know, also, from conversation with Professor

Bowditch, that he has studiously avoided, for many
years, the class of ex])eriments referred to by Dr.

Porter in his letter as being distinctively " painful,

and yet needing to be done without anesthetics."

It is olwious that the best sour<;es of information as

to the amount of pain suffered by animals used for the;

l)uri)Oses of experimentation are the hospitals where

men and animals receive surgical treatment ; for the

operations done by the surgeon are closely paralhd, so

far as the infliction of pain is concerned, to those done

by the physiologist. Any unprejudiced person who
will visit such a hospital will find that signs of severe

pain are rare, and that the animals suffer much less than

men. I do not, of course, refer to the suffering from

the diseases for which the operations are done, but

only to that whi<"h the operations induce.

()])erations on iYti' internal organs usually cause but

little pain, so that, for example, as I have learned by

personal impiiry, no ancisthetic is needed, from first to

last, for the removal of the ovaries iFrom the man;, or

other large animals, unless t<'uiporarily, if the skin has

to be cut. Horses' teeth are usually pulled without an

anesthetic, and I am told by a prominent veterinary snr-

j

geon that although this operation takes a relatively

long time and requires the use of great force, yet the

horse is so little affected by it tlnit he instantly after-

wards begins to eat, as if nothing had happened. This
is worth remembering in connection with incid(;nts like

that rej)orted by Dr. Bowditch in his address. *

Where operations re(]uiring an anesthetic are to be

done upon horses, chloral is commonly chosen, instead

of ether, because of the struggling which the latter

induces, and it is found that when a large dose of

chloral is given the animal may sleep (juietly through
the entire period.

The operations of surgery are cl()s<'ly j)arallel to

those of j)hysiology, but the surgeon has few or no
critics because the community understands ami sympa-
thizes with his aims. It excites no denial when the

statement is made that j)atients suffer but little after

even severe operations. Let it be assumed, however,
for argument's sake, that this sympathy did not exist,

and let the reader consider whether a description like

the following would aid or woidd hinder him in the

formation of a just opinion. " Of what use is it that

you, the self-interested surgeon, tell us that the strug-

gles of your half-etherized patient at the first plunge
of the knife, the turgid and j)urple face, the groans
and cries, are not indications of ])ain ? You cannot

2)ersuade us that after these terrible mutilations of the

deeper organs and cavities of the body, in which blood

Hows in torrents ; this tearing out of the sensitive

nerves of the face ; these deep sections and lacerations

of the brain and spinal cord ; this crushing and scrap-

ing of diseased bones ; that after these prolonged abom-
inations the patient wakes in comparative comfort

and indifference. We will not believe that the sur-

gical wards of a hospital are habitually the abodes of

cheerfulness ; that the brain and most of the internal

organs are nearly devoid of sensitiveness ; that patients

who have had injuries of the head involving serious

destruction of the delicate mechanism of the parts

within, or complete destruction of the spinal cord, may
lie wholly conscious yet practically without pain, and
not needing any anesthetic." Yet these statements are

true, and it is also true that the work of the surgeon

is the analogue and the counterpart of the work of the

physiologist, but with the difference that the surgeon

deals with the most sensitive and highly organized

animal known, while the jdiysiologist deals with those

far lower in the scale of capacity for pain.

Let us look a little more closely at some of the

special reasons that made it seem to Dr. Leffingwell

so necessary to bring these charges against our

teachers and our college.

1. He says (page 10) :
" In the first i)lace Professor

Porter does not well when he denies (as he seems to

do) that the practi(;e of experimentation upon living

animals has ever led to abuse."

Dr. Porter's letter contains no such denial. It

would have been an idle and uncalled-for statement,

and one such as no one would think of making, even

for surgery. Dr. Porter's letter was written to de-

fend the experimentation which he and the Harvard
MfMlical School represent from the terrible abuse

which had l)een poured upon it, and if any reader

doubts whetlu^r he was not within the mark in sp(;ak-

* At the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Medical Society in

189C, Prof. H. P. Bowdiloh gave an address on The Advancement of
Medicine by Research, which was printed in tlie Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal for June II and 18, IKHO, an<l can now bi* obtained,
with appendix, in pamphlet form.
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ill" «il' tin- '* luii^-dr.iwii lists of utrocilifs thai never

(«xist('<l," let liim stinly tin- records of the lieariii;,'s

I»efore oiir own I -eyislatiire ; let liiiiiiNeii read I)|-.

I^elliniiweirs ou n paiiiiildet, and ^ee il lie lliinUs llie

i\ iiiessiiin (ivcrdi'aw n.

II. in llie ne\l section ni'ave distrnst is expies^ed

a> to the truth of Dr. I'ortcr's wonis (reiterated liv

Dr. llowilitch at the legislative Iiearinys) as to the

work ,-It the I lar\aiil laboratory heiui;' done "within

open doors," and the counter stiiteiueiit is iiunh- that

"no feu(hd casth- of the Middh' Ages wii.s ever more

riijidlv nuanh'd against tlu! eutnincc of an (Micmy than

l>hvsioloi;ical laboratorie.s are secured u<^ainst the ad-

mission of unwelcome visitors." As a matter of fact,

the aiicnts of the Socaety for I'revention of Cruelty to

Animals have seviu-al tiuuis (.'ailed and \vitu(!ssed ex-

perinu'uts, with Dr. Bowditch's full consent, and he

authorizes me to say that any one who applies in a

spirit (d' serious incpiiry will lie wcdcome in the future

as in the past.

Possihiv some icailei' of Dr. liigi-low's ad(lres> of

1871, of which su(!h liheral use is made, nuiy think

that throuiih him they obtain a real look behind the

clo.sed doors of the Harvard laboratory, and for that

reason I pause to call attention to the fact that when
this address was delivered the Harvard laboratory did

not exist, and that Dr. Bigelow's knowledge of vivi-

section was derived entircdy from acquaintance with

the French methods of half a century ago. To him,

however, at least, the doors of our laboratory were

sitrely never closed, and yet it is not known that either

in private or public he ever made a protest against its

establishment or its development, or uttered an un-

favorabh> criticism of any act done within its walls.

Moreover, this laboratory was established at a time

wdien Dr. Bigelow was the most influential member of

the Faculty, and it could hardly have been established

without his consent. Thousands of students, since

that day, have passed through the Medical School,

with full power to know every detail of the work of

the physiological laboratory, and no one of them has

been found ready to endorse any charge of wanton
cruelty, or the other statements contained in Dr. Bige-

low's address.

III. In the name of scientific accuracy, Dr. Porter

is taken to task for his statement that through the

discovery of the tetanus antitoxin tetanus is taken out

of the list of incurable diseases. Dr. Lethngwell

points out that many patients with tetanus used to

recover before this discovery was made, and that even

in spite of it many now die. Both of these facts are

too well known to have needed restatement by either

writer, and Dr. Porter's remark, in the sensi; in which
it was obviously written and in which any candid

reader would understand it. is certainly correct.

Before the use of tetanus antitoxin a great many
patients with tetanus recovered, it is true, but the

physician stood almost helpless. He could sometimes

mitigate the syuii)toms a little l)y narcotics, :ind could

help sustain the patient's strength, and that was all.

But with the discovery of antitoxin the treatment of

this terrible disease entered on a new phase. Hence-
forth, and for the first time, the disease could he met
by a rational weapon, and the actual accomplishment,
though far less, when Dr. Porter wrote, than it is

now\ seemed even then the earnest of a far greater

accomplishment in the future. The " disease " had
been shown not to be '' Incurable," and the demonstra-

tion was one to call for grateful rejoir-injf. |)r. I.ffT-

ingwell's criticiHin a|ipearH all the more tinwarraiitalilc

when it is rememJiered that l)r. Porter oIivIoii.hIv

referred to the .antitoxin of letaiiiiH only an one of

various agent- by which pliysifaans, under the hml
of the experimental phy^^iojogists and pathologists, are

now abh- to make >oine head against contagious diH'

ease. He might e(|Ually wcdl have chosen the rliph-

theria antitoxin for his example, and would then have
had a move impressive array of sUitistics to drive hin

argument home. \'irtually, howc-ver, the two cases

are paralhd. Many patients with diphtheria iiwed to

recover; some stilT die in spite of antitoxin ; an<l there

are not wanting authorities who could be cited as dis-

beli{;ving in the new treatment, by any one that

wished to minimi/e its importance. Yet there is nr»\v

a great flood of testimony to its value, prominent
among which is that fi'om the contagious wards of our

City Hospital.

Fnder IV and V, Di-. Lellingwcll deals with the

(pu'stion of '* anesthetics " and •• narcotics," and rienies

the justice of the claim which Dr. Porter makes, that

animals are ke{)t from sutt'ering any ("onsiderable ''

j)ain.

by such means, when operated on at the Medical

School. Here, again, the difhculty of securing from
any large number of people the same consideration

for the [)hvsiologists' view that is accorded freely to

the arguments of its opponents is so great as to justify

a special appeal to those who would he fair to let

careful thought and study precede judgment. The
argument is that ether aiul chloroform are the only
true " anesthetics "

; opium and chloral being " nar-

cotics, which excite a degree of torpor, though they

do not prevent pain "
; while curare only paralyzes

movement and does not affect sensibility at all.

These statements contain truth, yet not the whole
truth, nor do they show that Dr. Porter's remarks, if

taken in the sense in which they were obviously in-

tended, are untrue.

Curare, to begin w irh, does, in large doses paralyze

the sensory nerve-endings,^ and is likely, even in

smaller doses, to blunt their excitablity.

Apart from this, however, I have Dr. Bowditch's
authority for saying that curare is rarely employed
nowadays" at our laboratory, except in conjunction

with other anesthetics, or where a non-painful experi-

ment was to be done which would nevertheless be in-

terfered with by accidental movements.
The object of giving the curare is obviously misun-

derstood by Dr. Lethngw ell and those who w rite in his

mood. The very mention of the word excites indig-

nation, and it is generally believed that it w ould never

be used but to prevent the struggles of an animal in

pain. This sentiment finds expression, among other

places, on page 4. where he discusses the statement

originally made. I believe, by Ludwig, and cited by

Mosso in the biography of his great teacher, to the

effect that many experiments would be made injpossi-

ble by the occurrence of pain.* Dr. Lethngwell re-

joins that it is not the pain which interferes with the

' I insert tlie last two wonls as expressinji more aoourately wliat I

believe to have been Dj\ Porter's meaning, ami as, ai any rate, illus-

trating my own.
' See, for example, T. Lauder Brunton's PhariuRcology, Therapeu-

tics ami Materia Meilica.
' Mention wiis m ule in the earlier part of the paper of » class of

experiments which are not now made.
" I do not quote the e.xaci expressions used, partly l>ecanse I have

not had access to the original, but n\ainly because 1 ."»ni not under-
taking to defend .Mosso but simply trying to explain a physiological
misunderstanding.
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experiment, but the movements which the pain ex-

cites, and says :
" What the Italian physiokigist might

truthfully have written was this :
' It is an error to

believe that physiological experiments recpiiring the

aid of delicate instruments can be performed u])on

an animal wliich is not made incapable of nniscular

effort.'
"

This is not at all what either Ludwig or iNIosso

meant. It was not the movements, but the pain as

such, reacting, as pain always does, on the delicate

mechanisms of respiration and blood pressure, and the

heart's action, which, if present, would have seriously

interfered with the careful study of those important

functions, and any one who chooses to look into tlie

matter will find this to l)e the case. The occurrence

of pain would have been fatal, likewise, to the success

of some of Dr. Porter's experiments on the respiratory

nerves, which Dr. Lefhngwell criticises.

When curare is used after or during etherizatiou, as

in some of the experiments cited, it is because the pain-

ful parts of the operation are only at the beginning.

For the later stages it is only necessary to use some

means of preventing the movements which the ani-

mal would make involuntarily or spontaneously on

coming out of ether, and which would render the de-

sired observations impossible.

V. It is necessary to turn next to the considera-

tion of the kindred and yet different (juestion, namely,

whether it is true that a fundamental difference exists

between " anesthetics " (ether and chloroform) and
" narcotics " (morphine and chloral), using the terms

in Dr. Lethngwell's sense.

The best answer is that it is a matter of common
knowledge that both morphine and chloral relieve

pains of every sort, and they would uncpiestionably be

" used by the surgeon " for operations, if ether and

chloroform were not, for obvious reasons, better ad-

apted to that special purpose.

Dr. Letfingwell insists, on the basis of his citations,

that narcotized animals continue to feel. I wish it to

be understood, however, that, even if this be true, to

feel is not necessarily to suffer. A hypnotized per-

son, to -whom it has been successfully " suggested
"

that the pricking or cutting of his skin will not cause

pain, may " feel " what is done to him but he does not

" suffer." Similarly, when a person is even heavily

poisoned by morphine, so that he is wholly indiffer-

ent to most excitations, an especially powerful stimu-

lus will excite a momentary jerk or movement of re-

sistance, (piite suHicient to show that his muscles are

not paralyzed and that his nerves still conduct im-

pressions. On the other hand, his whole demeanor

and his testimony after recovery prove that he was in-

capable of " sutlering."

A few words must be said about tlu; dose of cldoral

used by Dr. Porter. It is certainly the case that rab-

bits can bear a much larger dose than one-tenth grainine

without death, l)ut it must not be forgotten that this

quantity would be equivalent to something like sixty

or seventv-iive grains U)V an adult man, assuming that

a man weighs about forty or fifty times as much as a

rabbit. Tliis would be a huge dose, and although rab-

l»its are und()ul)tedly relatively less sensitive than men

to this drug, yet a grain and a half is not for them an

insignificant ipiantity.

Under Section VI, Dr. Leflingwell cites a portion of

the details of experiments by Drs. Ott, Walton, Hooper,

Ellis, liowditch and Porter, to controvert the statement

which the latter made about " painless experiments."

I stated, at the beginning of this paper, that experi-

ments wholly without anesthetics, or only with curare,"

are not now made at our laboratory, and have not been
made for many years, and for this reason I omit the

discussion of Dr. Ott's investigations, the more so that

I have had no opportunity to talk with their author

about them.

On pages Ki and 17, Dr. Letfingwell cites the de-

tails of an experiment by Dr. Bowditch upon nerves,

to show its i)ainfid character, though a moment's
further reading might have shown him that the

nerve was in each (!ase severed from the brain, so

that the "'stimidation " of it was no more felt by the

animal than the stimulation of an amputated lind>

would be felt by the patient from whom it came.

The " curare " in this case was given not to prevent

the struggles of a victim in pain, but to eliminate in-

voluntary or spontaneous movements such as any
animal, in pain or not, might make, and to prevent

the nerve stinndation from causing muscular contrac-

tions which would have interfered with the observa-

tions on the circulation of the blood.

In Dr. Porter's experiments, also, it was the peri-

pheral end of the phrenic nerve which was " seized

and torn out of the chest," and before this was done
the nerve had been rendered insensitive and incapa-

ble of conducting impressions of nwy kind, even if it

were not a fact that the phrenic nerve is a nerve of

motion and probably conducts no sensations of pain

at all. Dr. Leffingwell might easily have ascertained

that the " struggling denoted by the stars," did not

occur at the moments when the supposed-to-be pain-

ful excitations were made, but corresponded to move-
ments not associated with the excitations at all. He
might have found, what Dr. Porter assures me was
the case, that in the ex])erinient with regard to which
it was not stated that anestheti(;s were used, they w ere

used as in the other experiments. Any physiologist,

any reader, indeed, not seeking merely to find a new
point of attack, would draw this obvious inference, or

would have written to ask Dr. Porter with regard to

the facts.

By similar incptiries Dr. LetHngwell would have

found that Dr. Walton's experiments '" caused but

little pain, as surgical experience proves, and that they

were undertaken to show that the surgeon, in remov-

ing the epiglottis, which sometimes must be done, can

save his patient from serious difficulty in swallowing

if he takes pains to limit his incision within a certain

anatomical line which Dr. Walton points out on the

basis of his experiments. Had he investigated further

he would not have shown such luigimerous readiness

to describe in detail Dr. Bowditch's "clamp," and

coujjle therewith the suggestion that its use indicated

the falsity of the statement that anesthetics were

habitually employed, since then, he thinks, it could

not be needed, for he would have found that it was

l)rimarily used as the best means of furthering the

production and maintenance of etherization, and, next,

as a convenient method for holding in a given ])osition

the fully etherized animal.

I shall not follow Dr. Leflingwell into further dis-

cussion of the details of these experiments. It is

unfitting (o paint such pictures for a p\d)lic untrained

'> Kxcept as explfiiiioil above.
'" Tliis slateiiient in aulliori/.ed l>y l>r. ISowditcb, who condvicted

the investigatiou with Dr. Walton.
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to rstiin.afc cillHT tin' piiiii sulTcn-d or tlit* ;;oo<l accoin-

iilislicd. 'riiii>c will) wish cmii litid tliciii \vlnTf llic\

all' ^ivfii, willi no allfiii|(l :il coiicc'ilniriil, in tlic

Itlivsioloyit'jil lilcialnic ol' liir \\i>rl<i. Indeed, il' ihr

word ol iiit'U so Inspected as Dr. Ilowililcii and Dr.

I'orMT is no loiiiicr to l»c liclicv rd, ami |i.ii'li(-^ inM-.|

lie l"orin*Ml ainoni; tlic |»ulilic, rcpn'scntin;^ the luo

sides ol tiiis discussion, il would l)e desir:d>le llial

e\(>rv ontr who means lo form an opinion sliould read

lliese descriptions caretullv iind lor themselv«'s, not in

extracts as pari ol a rcNoltiiiii picture painted liv an

nnl'riendh critic. \\C appeal, liouc^vcr, to rii^iit-

minded persons who undertake! this task and who
value their own opinions and do not wisli their con-

sciences hideii with the reproach ol' haviii;;' helped to

check a movement which exists not to increase i)ut

to diminish tlie sum of sulferinii' i" tl'^' world, to with-

hold their jud^nn-nts until they liave truly studied the

subject of animal pain on the one hand and the posi-

tion of physiology as a means of promotin<i,- the ha|)pi-

iiess of men ancl animals on the otluu'. Tliey may
profitably begin by rea<lini>' carefully a book ])ublislied

in London in l.SH."), called " i'hysioloyical ('ruelty,"

from which Dr. IJowibtch (pioted in his acbnirable

address before the Massac^husetts Medical Society in

1S!)(;.

1 have studiously avoided, in tliis paper, attacking

Dr. Leffingwell's motives in any way that he could

consider unjust. I accuse him of nothing but the

thoughtlessness of fanaticism and ignorance. Hut to

this charge he certainly is o])en when he uses the fol-

lowing statement foi' the sake of making it a])pear

that the late Dr. F. II. Hooper was inhumane in his

experimental W'ork :
'* If one desires to see the picture

of a dog ' thoroughly etherized or chloralized,' fastened

immovably, its throat cut, and its larynx dissected out

and tied up with a string— an experiment from the

]ihysiological laboratory of Harvard Medical School

— let him consnlt one of Dr. Hooper's papers."

It is easy to imagine that this picture should excite

such a feeling of horror among the ignorant as to

deprive them of the power of judgment, but how it

serves the interests of truth and fairness is not clear.

Is it possible that Dr. Leffingwell does not know
that these animals, luring under the effects of ether,

felt these manij)ulations hardly more than a block of

stone ? Is it possible he does not know that practi-

cally the .same operation, the removal of the larynx,

and others far more likely to be i)ainful, are done by

the surgeon and without causing pain ? What did he

expect to be the effect of the remark that the larynx

was "tied up with a string " !' It was absolutely nec-

essary for the exjjeriment, and it certainly did not

hurt the animal, but the reference to it as certainly

did excite a feeling of unreasoning indignation against

Dr. Hooper, such as it might have been thought that

Dr. Leflingwell would have been glad to see eliminated

from this discussion.

It may surprise those whose only acHjuaintance with

Dr. Hooper has been through this reference to hear

that he was a man of extremely kindly instincts and

exceedingly fond of the animals most used for these

experiments, one or more of them being his almost

constant companions." His keen interest in laryn-

" Ludwig, also, wlio was Dr. Bowditch's teacher, and whom I had
the privilege of kuowing. not only won by his character and Uindness
the att'eciioiiate devotion of ii host of friends and pupils, hut earned
the gratitude of his townspeople for many acts of public spirit,

among which was the instituting of reforms in the treatment <>f

horses.

gology, foMtered and guided by hi« phyuiolotHral «liidi. .,.

had made him a leader in clinical work of the inoHt
practical kind. The day will «urely come when ihi-

painful disease of which he died will yield xu nt-vrfU
to the reseaicliesof the palli(»logi>tM and the bioIogittM.

.May .\merica not be behindh.ind in contribiiling to

this great work !

It is dillicull l(t l.elie\e that ;ni\ tli(ni;.ditfnl and
liberal-mindcfl per.son can suppose phv^iology to Im-

able to thri\e without the opportunity of verifying
hypotheses by experimi-ntatioii on living .inimaU ; or
practical nwilicine to be able to thri\e without plivsi-

olog\. It is only by painful :ind laborious etfort th.-ti

me(licine can succeed in re<'lainnng for health the

vast domain (d' disease, and no auxiliary c.in be ^pared
that might make this coiupn-st swifter or surer.

We do not want to see our medical schools reduced
to third-rate institutions because unai)le either to

teach adetjuately the first elements of medical know I-

edge, or to secaire the only teachers who are worth
having, the teachers who are likewise investigators.

We do not want to see American research strangled

or given over to inferior men, nor do we wish to see

restrictions imposi-d which annoy without niati-riallv

restricting.

Tho.se of us who have been interested in noting
what physiology has done for practical me<licine. and
in attempting to .gauge fairly the amount of the pain

to animals which this sort of research involves, be-

lieve that we can see the difliculties which laymen find

in forming opinions, and can ap])reciate and a<lmire

the humane feelings w hich prejudice them against the

physiologists, lint we believe that they are laboring
under serious misconceptions as regards the facts at

stake. It is easy for them to understand the argu-

ments of tho.se who think that experimentation upon
animals is wrong and jjainful ; it is ditlicult for them,
if they have not specially studied the subject, to

appreciate the arguments for the other side. Every
one is ready^ to assume, as a safe princij)le, \\m\ in the

interests of humanity, that a manipulation which
causes pain to a man causes the same })ain to an ani-

mal, forgetting or overlooking the fact that the best

criteria of real suffering are exhaustion, prostration of

nerve force, incapacity for immediate exhibition of the

usual appetite, the usual i)ower of enjoyment, the

usual interest in familiar occupations, and that, judged
by these standards, vast numl)ers of acts from which
men would suffer cause but little inconvenience to

animals low er in the .scale.

So, again, when the value of such exj)erimentation

is under di.scussion, it is easy for the untrained to

appreciate the arguments of those who say that little

or no good comes of it all, and practically impossible

for them to recognize what is accomplished, uidess

they are willing to devote them.selves with unbiased

niiiuls to a careful investigation of the question. And
this they should feel bound to do before they lend their

names and influence to hel]> cripple a means of study
which multitudes of men whom they must respect ttdl

them has been of vast service to mankind.
The d«'mand is often and naturally maile that defi-

nite n'sults of practical value should be pointed out a>

immediately flowing fnun each given series of experi-

ments, and when it is replied that this is not always
possible, the motive of "curiosity" is liberally sug-

gested. \\\\x let any fair-minded persim go to tin-

laboratories of chemistry, or of phvsics. or to the as-
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tronomical obsorvatorit-s, and transfer his demand
tliere, and lie will perceive liow irrational it was to

have made it at all. How often doi's a single series

of experiments in those departments lead to a bril-

liant discovery ? Yet how few great discoveries would

ever have been made but for the silent and patient in-

vestigations into minor proI)lems that to the untrained

observer often seem trivial and irrelevant. Let the.

motive be called " curiosity " if one chooses, but with

distinct recognition of the fact that the " curiosity " of

the man whose mind is filled with knowledge, and

whose instincts are keen to divine the part that his

work will play in the final structure, is one of the

greatest forces of progress.

Many^ of these investigations, in every depart ment,

seem to turn out blind alleys, and' to end for the mo-
ment in nothing. It is inevitable that this shouhl be

so, until men have infinitely greater j)owers than now
wherewith to fathom the vast unknown. But dis-

covery comes by study and only so, and many a failure,

conscientiously interpreted, proves to be the fingerpost

to an important truth. The splendid generalizations,

like that with regard to the germ theory- of disease,

through which the practice of surgery and medicine

has been revolutionized, are, to the lay mind, the most

obvious triumphs of experimental research. But he

who seeks out the sources from which practical medi-

cine really derives its strength will In; amazed to find

that there are many other achievements just as impor-

tant as these, though of a different order.

The difficulties in the way of medical progress are

so great that practical physicians are under a constant

temptation to cease trying to surmount them, and to

let themselves degenerate into routine practitioners,

or jiure empiricists. Even the great geniuses would

more often lead us astray, as they have repeatedly

done in the past, were it not that the experimentalist

is ever at hand to apply the touchstone of criticism

or hold up the torch of inspiration an<l guidance. If

the expression " A power behind the throne " was

ever justified, it is justified as expressing the relation

of experimental physiology and pathology to practical

medicine.

It is obviously important that all this experimenta-

tion should be conducted according to the most hu-

mane sentiments of our day% but also in such a man-
ner that each observation shall yield its due share of

benefit, and not be wasted. Surely the best means of

securing the observance of these conditions is to su]»-

port our institutions of learning so that they can

secure teachers and investigators with wisdom to

desire the highest knowledge, and powers trained to

find the surest path to reach it, and characters which

would make them incapable of inhumanity. Many a

l)erson who is now trying to invent some ingenious

method for haiii])ering and hedging the work of the

physiologist would recall with a feeling of shame how
much suffering and calamity was brought upon this

country during our Civil War by the attemj)ts to rule

the geiKirals from Washington, and by the foolish

clamor of those who wished the struggle abandoned
because . their narrow vision only let them see the

present distress that it entailed. The war against dis-

ease is like any other war, and can only b(! carried

on successfully with trained generals, supported by

public opinion, and allowed to choose tlieii' own
methods.

Is it legitimate (•> use expcrinicnlatiDii upon living

animals for the purposes of teaching as well as for

the purposes of research ? '^ There are many persons

who would answer this (piestion in the negative.

But let it be remembered, on the one hand, that the

students of to-tlay are the teachers and investigators

of to-inorrow ; and, on the other hand, that even as

fitting themselves to be physicians, the knowledge
that they derive from actually s(?eing an experiment
is of a wholly different order from that which they

derive from hearing about it. Here, also, it is a ques

tion of how to make experimentation bear its fulh^st

fruit. It should, of course, be remiMnbered that, so

far as warm-blooded animals are concerned, they are

always in a staU; of anesthesia, and incapable of suf-

fering considerable pain when the demonstrations are

being made.
The study of medicine and physiology is no (thild's

play. It is a serious business, and a good medical

school should see to it that the men whom they gradu-

ate realize to the full the r(;sponsibilities and prolilems

with which tlie^' are to come in contact. If they do
this bett(;r for having had an important truth driven

home by an ocular demonstration ui)on a narcotized

animal, then the demonstration was worth making.
The charge that students become hardened to suffer-

ing in this way is as baseless as the similar charge

occasionally brought against surgeons.

It has not seemed possible, or desirable, to attempt

in this paper to enter exhaustivel}* into all the ques-

tions that suggest themselves to the mind in connec-

tion with this controversy ; my main object has been

to bear witness to wdiat I have seen. I should like,

however, to state that in my opinion the position of

those who strive for " total j)roliibition " is hardl}'

more unreasonable than that of those who, like Dr.

Leffingwell, have teinj)orarily joined hands with the

total prohibitionists, but really wish only to see anno\'-

ing restrictions iinj)osed upon men hitherto trusted in

all things.

The injustice of legislation like that now in for(;e

in England, which admits that experimentation on liv-

ing animals is justifiable, but attempts to substitute

for the conscience and knowledge of the trained inves-

tigator the judgment of men no better or wiser than

himself and infinitely less well efjuipjied for estimat-

ing the probable value of his woi'k, recalls the pro-

longed attempt to establish a censorship of printing,

against which Milton wrote, in 1(544, his elocpuMit

prot(ist, " Areopagitica : Defense of the Liberty of

Unlicensed I'rinting." I r-'commend to every lover

of liberty and [)rogress the reading of his manly and

invigorating plea.

Christian Scip:nce in Maryland.— A bill is

now before the State Legislature of Maryland restrict-

ing the practice of medicine to duly qualified physi-

cians, and providing that "any person shall be n^garded

as practising medicine within the meaning of this act

who shall attempt to heal, operate on, or prescribe for

anv ailment of another." A pul)lic hearing held last

week brought out a large number of Christian Science

remonstrants. The wording of the bill is perhaps

rather too compi«'heiisive, though it will no doubt

tend to sup|)ress the practice of Christian Science.

" 1 tio uot refer, of course, In what follows, to the question of

demonstiattoii? Jii high iind graiiiinar schools, which have already,

and very properly, heen forbidden by law.
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Folf purposes of illiLstratioii I ollVr tlic I'ollowiii^

Iii.storv ol' iicil.sc. All (Ictiiil.-i m>t hclonyiiii; lo iIicsiiIh

jccts iiiidtT (liscu.ssion arc purpo.scly oiiiitltd. 'I'iic

p;iti»'Ut wa.s lliirty-wcv(ni years of aye and iiiarrird.

'I'lic oldest eliild was twenty-one and the yonni^^'st one

and a half years of a<re. Date of lirst consultatioM

was Mareli i\\ IHitD.

Subjective si/mpfoins.— \\\ aildilioii to the usual

sNinptonis of nieiion-liaiiia, iiiii((i|)iiiulent uterine se-

cretions, (lysnicMorrhea, vesical irritation, headache

and nervousness, the patient, since the l)irtii of the

lirst cliihl, twenty-on(! years h(d'ore, had sulfered from

pain referred to the left ini;uinal re^fion ; this pain

was of variable intensity, always annoying, often (piite

st'vore, and was the chief and significant subjective

syin|)toin.

Examination.— Examination of the pelvic organs,

ill. so far as it relates to this discussion, gave the fol-

lowing results: Uterus symmetrically enlarged from

endometritis and metritis, the canal measuring three

and a half inches in length. Position of uterus nor-

mal. IJilateral laceration, great circular enlargement,

cystic degeneration, erosion and eversion of the cervix

uteri. The cervical laceration on the left side was
extreme; it had extended far into the vaginal wall and

parametria and had liealed by much cicatrization.

The perineum was lacerated to the sjihincter ani

muscle. Uterine appendages normal.

Operative treatment.— April 20, 18!)i). The cer-

vix uteri and perineum were closed. The operation

on the cervix was that of Emmet, as modified by

Schroeder, and involved the resection of considerable

tissue from the thickened lips. The denuded surfaces

at numerous points were quite hemorrhagic, so^ that

both in the cervix and perineum some ditHculty was

experienced in the control of hemorrhage.
Nine days after the operation there suddenly ap-

peared dangerous hemorrhage from the vagina, and

my interne, unable to find me, called one of my col-

leagues, who prom{)tly etherized the patient, and by

the introduction of sutures under the bleeding points,

close to the uterus, arrested the hemorrhage, and, as 1

think, saved the patient's life. Two days later urine

began to pass voluntarily through the vagina. Fur-

ther observation, however, showed that a part of it

also passed normally and voluntarily through the

urethra. This lead to the suspicion that one of the

ureters was probably discharging urine directly into

the vagina and the other into the bladder. Examina-
tion of the vagina by means of Sims's speculum
showed at the line of union to the left of the cervix

where the laceration had been most extensive an oc-

casional spurt of the urine. The attempt, however,

to pass a ureteral bougie from this point failed. Dr.

Kolischer, who has great skill in electrocystoscopy,

kindly saw the patient with me at this time. He dis-

tended the bladder with water and by means of a Ca.s-

per cystoscope readily passed a bougie into the right

ureter. The left ureter, however, was occluded, so

that the smallest bougie would only pass about five-

' Read by invitation before the Boston Obstetrical Society, Decem-
ber 19, 1899.

eighthn of an inch iiiHide the unrtiTuI oriflw. 1 hi-

diagiiosJH was now «*Ntabli.Hh)-d of u uret4>rovu(fiiiul Hh-

tula of tranniatie origin on the left Hide and of ohlitiTii-

lion of that |)art of tin- ureter Hiliiated iH-htw ihi-

listula. It was evident that one of tin- Mutures or li^U'

lures, either at the time of the ori;.'inul operation or
at the time of the hemorrhage, had Im-cu panned around
this ureter and had slowly cut it olF or had mi traii»-

lixed the ureteral wall as to open it. One week afli-r

the hemorrhage the siiture.s were removed. During
the f(dlowing four vveiks the nnrs(r reported that the

discharge of urine tliroui;h tin- vagina was not con-

stant. Urine apparently accumulated in the uiet<-r

and pelvis (tf the kidneys and was discharged at int4T-

vals. Upon speculum examination about thr<-e week.s

after the hemorrliage, the injured part of tlie vagina

being exposed for thirty minutes, no urine wa« seen to

escape. The; patient, however, rej»orted that urine

had sometimes been reUiined for three or four hfjurs

and had then escaped in considerable (piantities through
the vagina.

On the 2d of .June, thirty-five days aft<'r the hem-
orrhage, with th(» i)ur|)ose of performing some opera-

tion to re-establish a free communication between the

injured ureter and the bladder. I again etln-rized the

patient. For more than three-ipiarters of an hour
with uterine tenacula and a tine j)robe I sought in

vain for the point where the ureter opened into the

vagina. No urine came through to mark this j)oint.

and even after some rather extensive dissection with

the scissors 1 was unable to locate the fistula, nor was
I able to make out the ureter by palpation. Finally,

however, a little spurt of urine appeare<l just to the

left of the cervix uteri, but I was unable at this point

to pass even a very tine probe. Each attempt only
resulted in the making of a false passage— a thing

dilRcult to avoid under such conditions. I then made
a colpocystotomy,cutting with the scissors through the

vesicovaginal wall in the median line and in the lonj;

axis of the vagina just in front of the cervix. The
vesicovaginal fistula thus made was an inch long. The
upper extremity of it terminated close to the anterior

wall of the cervix uteri. With a pair of straight scis-

sors I then extended the incision upward and to the

left as nearly as could be estimated to the point

whence the urine had escaped. The object was if pos-

sible to convert the ureterovaginal fistula into a uretero-

vesicovaginal fistula: so that the ureter should open,

not into the vagina, but into the margin of a vesico-

vaginal fistula. After another long search I again

failed to find the fistulous opening into the ureter,

until it was located by another spurt of urine, but the

opening- was too small to admit even a very fine prol)e

and therefore could not be entered. I then still fur-

ther enlarged the vesicovaginal fistula in a direction to

the left of the uterus, and by good fortune opened
into a very much dilated ureter, from which immedi-
ately there gushed two or three ounces of i>ent-up

urine. The dilatation explains the fact that I had been
unable to locate this ureter by palpation. A bougie

passed without obstruction to the kidm-y thereby proved
the absence of any constriction above.

The situation being now much simplified the fol-

lowing procedures were adopted : The bladder mucosa
was stitched to the vaginal mucosa all around the arti-

ficial vesicovaginal fistula. In this way the exposed
surfaces v.ere covered and hemorrhage controlled. A
hemostatic forceps, with handles about four inches
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lon<2: and with slender jaws about an inch h)ng, was
passed into the vagina and through the fistula. The
force}) jaws were then passed, one into the ureter and
the other into the bladder, so that the forcej)s when
locked included in their bite, ureteral wall, bladder

wall and the connective tissue between. In this way
the lower extremity of the cut-off ureter was clamped
into close relations with the bladder. The expecta-

tion was that the structures within the bite of the for-

ceps would be destroyed by pressure necrosis, and that

a wide free ureterovesical opening would be established

at a point somewhat distant from the artificial

opening into the bladder, and that in this way the case

would become one of uncomplicated vesicovaginal fis-

tula. The forceps came off in about three days,

and twelve days later the vesicovaginal fistula was
closed by suture in the ordinary way. At the

time of this opei-ation the new ureteral orifice

clamped by pressure forceps. In these cases, however,
the ureteral openings were much nearer to the tri-

gone, and the low<'r extn^mity of the injured ureter
therefore was cpiite close to the bladder mucosa. In
the case just reported the distance and amount of tis-

sue between the bladder and ureter was so great that

it could hardly luivt; been divided with the scissors

without danger of uncontrollable hemorrhage or of the

exposure of broad surfa(tes to r(!unite, or to cicatrize

and contract, or to supj)urate. These difficulties were
obviated by clamping the ureter into close contact
with the bladder so that when the forceps came off,

the exposed surfaces left by the necrosis would, owing
to the compression, be of small extent. The com-
pression forceps used in this way, therefore, may make
the operation j)racticable in those regions where the

tissue between the ureter and the bladder is too abun
dant to be safely divided by scissors. Howard Kelly,

was found to be perfectly open and very patu-

lous. The subsequent history was uncomplicated,

union was complete and in a short time the patient was

dis(;harged cured. In a letter written about six

months after the final operation the patient reported

entire freedom from the pain in the left inguinal region

from which she had suffered, and which had made
her a semi-invalid for twenty years. I regret that the

ureter was not explored before the operation, and

that it lias not been practicable to obtain measurements

of it since.

M}' experience in the surgical treatment of uretero-

vaginal fistula is limited to only two other cases, one

traumatic and one congenital. In these two cases I

operated at St. Luke's Hospital, Chicago, seven or

eight years ago. The operative treatment in each

was like that just described, except the ureteral and

vesical walls were divi<led by scissors instead of being

in his recent book, describes an operation of switch-

ing the ureter into the bladder through an artificial

vesicovaginal fistula. I have proposed the operation

just described in the hope that it will give the great-

est security against su])sequent stricture at the new
ureteral orifice.

Trauniatic ureterovaginal fistula as a result of

trachelorrhaphy is rare, but as a result of vaginal hys-

terrha))hy and other vaginal sections is not of infre-

quent occurrence. The operation above <lescribed is

applicable to the condition, whatever the cause,

whether traumatic or congenital. The alternatives to

the o))eration are well known and need not be de-

scribed. To open the abdomen, sever the ureter and

insert it into the bladder wall is an operation of great

difficulty and danger and sometimes of only transient

value. The same may be said of dissecting or strij)-

ping the bladder from the pelvic wall, finding the
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iirclcr Mini iiiscrtiiiL; it iiild (lie liliiddcr willnml invinl-

ini; tlif |icril(HH'!iI ciivUy. 'I'lif iitili/iition ol' Vii;jiii;il

miicdsu ill H |»l;isti<' oiu'iiitioii t'ortlic purpose dl' divfil-

iii'f tilt' urine from the Vii^iiiii to tlie Mmliler iisiiallv

results ill failure of union, or, later, in cicatricial

eontractioii ami eonsetpieiit stricture at the ureteral

orilice. S\vitchin<f the ureter into the intestine or

into the opposite ureter are both <picstional»lc |)roc((|-

iires.

As a corollary to the case just described I now
hriiiiif luifore you an observation that, if well founded,

iiiav |)i'ovc to have some j)ractical siijiiificaiu'e. It is

probable in this case that the laceration having ex-

U'uded into the parametria had torn the structures

around the ureter. There may :ilso have been injuri-

ous pressure of the presenting part of the child a<;aiiist

the ureter. Such lacerated tissues would necessarily

heal by cicatrization and (contraction, and i\\v, cicatrix

thus formed would draw the bruised ureter towai'ds

the uterus, compress it and so give rise to obstruction

both from stricture and from kinking. This mechan-

ism will account for the facts of the case. The con-

tracting cicatricial tissue extending from the cervix

uteri around the ureter would necessarily draw the

ureter into closer proximity to the uterus, where a

deep suture applied for closure of the cervix or to

control bleeding would be apt to injure it and by com-
pression would cause a narrowing of the lumen of that

part lying within its grasp. In this case the stricture

extended at least a half-inch on (iither side of the ure-

teral fistula. It was evidently this constricted portion

of the ureter that was caught by the n(>edl(> and cnit

off or penetrated by the suture.

It would be quite impossible, without further ob-

servation, to estimate the proportion of cases in which

laceration of the cervix uteri causes stricture or kink-

ing of the ureter. In this connection, however, every

gynecologist may revert to a class of cases not small,

in which there is extensive laceration of the cervix

uteri on one or both sides, usually on the left, and in

which the localized pain on the corresponding side of

the pelvis is not readily accounted for by palpable

lesions, such as disease of the uterine appendages or of

the appendix vermiformis. The continued pain in

such cases dates from the puerperiuni, is always out of

proportion to the palpable pelvic lesions and is not re-

lieved in the slightest degree by the repair of the cer-

vix. As 1 look back over an experience of more than

twenty years I recall many such cases ; the one just

reported apparently belongs to this class.

But why, one may ask, if the ureter is often drawn
by cicatricial contraction close to the uterus, is it not

more frecpuMitly injured by operations on the cervix ?

The answer is that if the sutures of trachelorraphy

were not usually introduced close to the uterus or

very^ superficially in the vaginal wall more cases of

ureterovaginal fistula would probably be reported.

This case was very hemorrhagic and therefore re-

(juired exceptionally deep sutures to control the bleed-

ing. In view of the facts already set forth I desire to

submit two cjuestions, as follows :

Question 1 : In all cases of extensive laceration

of the cervix uteri, in which the localized |)ain is not

accounted for by palpable lesions, should we not pass

a series of graduated ureteral bougies on the side cor-

responding to the laceration ? This would be for the

purpose of measuring the calibre of the ureter and of

locating a possible stricture. The principles of ex-

amiiiation would be similar to tho^e of meiinitriii^ the
calibre of the male urethra in the diaj;iioMi« of Ntrict-

iire.

(Question 11: In a case of ureteral Hlri«;ture (jiic

to laceration of the cervix iit<'ri,or to any (»tlier caUMr,

anil situated within the range of a vaginal operation,

would not one be warranted in opening the bladder and
then proceeding, as in the case rej)orted, to eHtablish a
new ureteral orilice? In other words, should not that

condition which in this case was the result of an acci-

dent be deliberately n^produced in similar canes?

My own answer to these ipiestions would l»e in the

aflirmative.

THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF OL'R HOUSES
IN WINTER.

HV ROHKUT I)E C. WARD, CAM lUtl In;i;, MA8S..

In.itructor in Climatology in Harvard Vniversity.

In discussing with my classes in climatology the

various ways in which climatic conditions affect man,
I have been accustomed to point out that the climate

which we have been able to produce inside of our
modern houses is an extremely^ artificial one. We
shut out the winds, and live in an atmosphere which
is prevailingly calm. We keep out rain, snow, sleet

and hail, and thus spend most of our time where there

is no precipiuition of any sort. In summer we are

able to keep the air in our houses cooler than that out-

side by closing windows and blinds, and by means of

artificial ventilation. In winter our houses are heated,

and we live in an atmosphere which is many degrees

warmer, and very much drier, than that out of doors.

This dryness of the air nidoors in winter I have been
in the habit of comparing with that of deserts, although

I have never used any numerical data in making this

comparison. In view of the importance of this matter

from a physiological point of view, and also because

of my desire to })resent my students with humidity

data obtained by actual observation indoors, I have re-

cently made a short series of simple observations along

these lines, which may have some interest for the

readers of the Joiuxal.
These observations were made in my study by means

of one of II. J. Green's ordinary sling psychrometers.

The room in question is heated by hot air, from an ordi-

nary hot-air furnace, i)rovided with the usual small —
ridicidously small — evaporating pan. Inside the regis-

ter there is a vessel holding a little more than half a litre

of water. This pan has to be filled about once a day,

although the rapidity of evaporation dei)ends so directly

u])on the amount of heat from the furnace that the

time needed to evaporate the water varies considerably.

Observations were made during three weeks of last

November (November 8d-"23d), from two to five times

daily, as opportunity offered. The hours of observa-

tion necessarily varied. Each record included the

readings of wet and dry bulb thermometers, and a note

as to the condition of the weather outside ; the amount
of ventilation by means of the windows ; the degree of

heat coming from the furnace, and the amount of water

in the evaporating pan inside the register.

A summary of the mean daily temperatures and
relative humidities indoors and outdoors is given in

the following table. In the case of the data for the

outside air the readings were taken from the sheets of

the Hicliard thermogra]>h and hygrograph at the liar-
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vard College Observatory, the hours to which the in-

dividual readings correspond being the same as those

at which the observations wen; made indoors. These

means for the outside air are therefore not the true

means for the day, but they serve for the purposes of

the ]tiesent (•oinj)arison :

Date.
No. of
Observa-
tions.

Inside Air.

Mean
Temper-
ature.

Mean
Relative
Humidity.

Outside Air.

Mean
Temper-
ature.

November 5
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tics ill the Uiiilcd StiitcH iirc those lor tlic \Vcaflnr

ISiiicMii Mliitioiis ill iIh- dry soulliwcsi. Viiniii, v\ri/..,

Iiii> ;i iiiciiii uiiiiiial rcliilivc Imiiiiilily ot' 12. '.I pi-r cciil.,

willi a iiH'Mii iiionllily iiiiiiiiiiimi nl .'il.? per rciil. in

Jiiiic. S.iiila l"\i, N. M., Iiiis a mean aiiinial ol' I I..S

per (till., uilli a mean iiioiitlily miiiiiimiii ol 2H.7 per

rent,, ill .liiiie. l'uel)lo, Col., lias a mean aiinnal ol'

H'l.'J pel- <'enl., willi a mean m(intli!\ mininiiini ol' .'I7.('>

percent, in April. Dealli \alle\, C'ul., was I'oiiin! to

liavcamcan rclali\e lmiiiiilil\ ot" 2.') per cent, during

live monliis ( May-Septemltcr) of tlie year 1 «'.»!,

wlieii a teinporarv meteorolojiical station was main-

tained there hy the l'nil<Ml States W'eatliei- Uiirean.

Dnriiiii' tliis sainc" period tli(> mean tcmperatiii-e was

'.>i°. In the (h-y interior ol' tlie yreat Knrasian conti-

nent we lind thi' l'ollowini>- relative Immiditics : Sontli-

wcstern Siberia and Western Turkestan liave u mean
of l.")-.')() per cent, in .Inly. Yarkand, in Kasteni

'I'urkestan, has a -Inly mean of 47 per cent. In the

arid region in tlie neigldmrliood of the Sea of Aral,

Nukuss (hit. 42.0° N.^, h)n<r. oD.C." E.), 1ms a June

mean of 4() per cent., and a 2 i'. m. June mean of 1'.)

per cent. Petro-Alexandrowsk, a degree and a half

east of Xukuss, in the desert (lat. 41. o° N., long. ()1.1°

E.), has a mean of .'i4 per cent, in June. Kasalinsk

(lat. 4o.8° N., long. Ky>.\° E.) has a mean of 4.") per

cent, in July. The air is still drier in the deserts

nearer the equator. Ghadames, in Tripoli, has 27

per cent, in July, and X\ per cent, in August, and the

Kufra Oasis has 27 per cent, in August, with a .'! v. y\.

August mean of 17 per cent., and ."{.'i per cent, in Sep-

tember. In the Punjab and Northwestern India, La-

hore has ol per cent, and Agra has 3() per cent, in

May.
These examples show clearly enough that the at-

mosphere of the room in which the observations abovt;

referred to were made was, and is, drier than that of

many desert regions. That so dry an atmosphere is

not healthy, especially in our winter climate, there is

no need of an argument to show— certainly not in a

medical journal. This low relative humidity means
excessive evaporation from skin, lungs and respiratory

passages. Furthermore, the strain which is put upon
the body in the ra})id adjustment which it has to make
when we go out from the high temperatures and the

desert aridity of our houses in winter into a temperature

it may be 70°, H0° or 1)0° lower, and a relative humid-

ity of 70 per cent, to 100 2)er cent., is a greater one

than we ought to repeat day after day, and many times

a day.

The present methods of heating our houses are

wretchedly inade(iuate from the [)oint of view of sup-

plyhig sufficient moisture. Undoubtedly, the relative

humidity of the air coming from an ordinary furnace

may be somewhat increas(>d by increasing the size or the

number of the evaporating pans in the furnace, or by

placing pans of water on or. better still, within the

registers. As to the precise amount of increase in the

relative humidity as the result of either of these

methods, I am not as yet able to give any definite

results.

After I had begun the obser\ations whose discus-

sion forms the subject of this pai)er I received from

Dr. Henry J. Barnes, of lU)ston, a copy of an article

by him entitled " The Arid Atmosphere of Our
Houses in AVinter," published in the TransactioHS of

the American Public Health Association for 1898.

The relative humidity of J>r, HarMcn'M o\Xu-i-, hm di-tiT-

mined by olmervatioiiH, with the MaKon liv)(roiiictiT,

iliiring sevi'ii days in January, IM'.MJ, was 27 jmt cenl.,

while that of the outside air was I'A per n-nt. Thin
humidity ai'conU closely with that <»f 'M) |mt vi-ui.

found in my study. Dr. HarneH'.s ollice wum Iieut4-4l

by hot-air furnace, with water tank in furnace evapor-
ating from one to two pailfiils dailv. In Dr. ItarnesV
paper mention is also made of the results tti hiimiditv

observations within other biiililingH in Hosion. TlieHft

r(!sult.s are here tabulated for purpoHcs of coinpariHoii.
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tisms of childhood and youth, habits of stepping on

particular Hags of the pavement and a\ oiding cracks,

counting and dividing manias, are forms of activity

which stand apart from the purposeful stream of our

conscious life and tind no explanation in the facts of

its present environment, hut which become intelligible

and signiticant in the light of a theory which views

them as residual functions of the soul, which exist now
because at one period they were acti\e and fully de-

veloped responses to an environment which has since

passed away.'* These pathological feelings and al)-

normal forms of activity are doubtless of the instinct

type, and their appearance is ])robably due to a })ro-

cess of ripening in the brain in virtue of which it be-

comes super-irritabhi to })articular kinds of stimula-

tion at successive periods in its development. The
fact of conscious experience is thus made the corre-

late of a specific process of change in the ner\ous sul>

stance.

But the courses run by the physical and mental

evolution of the human individual are not wholly

parallel and synchronous, and T wish to point out

several imjjortant aspects of this discrepancy.'^ In

the first place, there is a difference in the amount of

directive control which can be exercised over the dis-

tribution of nourishment during the formative ])eriods

of two life processes. The type of the pliysical indi-

vidual is practically tixed by the close of the embry-

onic development. During the plastic antenatal pe-

riod the changes which the oi-ganism undergoes are

great and sweejiing. The general conformation of

body structure and its system of functions pass in

successive stages through type after type of the taxo-

nomic series,^® and concomitantly witli these changes

the distribution of nutriment to the transient struct-

ures varies according as they are nascent or atro-

phent. But this distributi(m of nourishment in un-

ecjual ratios to the permaiu^nt and transient tissues is

neither luider human control nor determined by a

changing environment, but is due to a pre-existing

hereditary disposition to a particular dii-ection of de-

velopment. It is imj)ossible to control the supply of

nutriment to particular parts of the growing organ-

ism on account of the intermediation of a transform-

ing and administering agent in the mother's body,

and were this obstacle removed ther(i would remain

the more fundamental one that the same chemi('al ele-

ments and comi)ounds are distributed throughout the

whole extent of the organism, and that therefore the

withrawal of any element or group of elements from

the food supj)lied would be represented by a reduction

of the total vitality or a disturbance of the general

functioning instead of Ixung confined to specific or-

gans or tissues, for the effective agent of distribution

lies in the hereditary constitution of the organism it-

self.

In the psychic individual, on the contrary, tlie pro-

cess of growth, instead of being protected from dis-

turl)ances of a pre-estal)lished equilibriinn, isde])endent

u|)on the irregular stimulation of a changing environ-

ment, which is to a great extent directly controllable

by human agencies. Tlic life of consciousness begins

with the in(le])endeiit physical (existence of the indi-

vidual. WJiatever be tlie earlier strivings of sentience

" Stanley Hall : A Study of Fears, American Journal of Psycliol-

0(,'y, viii (2), pp. 147-249, 1897.
"' For an ingeniou.s presentation of the theory of hercMlity from itB

psychical side, see Henry 15. ()rr : A Theory of Development :ind

Heredity. New York. 189.'i.

"' Landois : Human I'liysioiogy, p. 948.

in the embryo, the change of conditions at birth is

so tremendous, the new environment so significant

for all subse(|uent activity, that we rightly call this

the birth of the soul. Structurally and functionallv

the whole complex system of psychological activities

uj) to this point was an existence in potentia, consist-

ing of an aj)titude or tendency to perceive and react

in a' specific way under any given conditions, and the

realization of these implicit cajiacities stands in an ^H
intimate relation to the world in which the organism ^*
is ])laced. For we must recognize two essential fac-

tors in the development of the concrete consciousness,

namely, an internal impulse to react and an external

something upon which reaction shall take place. Fit

nourLshment in the shape of a suitable environment
must be provided if any given form of activity is to

become part of the individual life, for the inner fac-

tor is not a full-blossomed habit or function, but only

a ])ropensity to act in a specific way when tlie right

conditions for its discharge are found. To transform

the instinctive tendency into an established function,

it is absolutely necessary Uiat the complete reaction

demanded by the impulse just struggling into life

should be successfully carried through. Feed the in-

stinct, it thrives ; starve it, it dies. This is illustrated

in the changed hal)its of birds and beasts kept in caj)-

tivity."

The psychic individual therefore stands in a decid-

edly different relation to the changing conditions of

life from that which the ])hysical organism presents.

His development may be quickened, directed or re-

tarded by manipulation of surrounding conditions.

For as a matter of fact this environment is neither a

stable one nor one in wliich the changes are ^^resented

fortuitously or independent of human control. The
relation of nourishment to specific structural and func-

tional development is known, and the supply can be,

and customarily is, uneciually distributed for the pur-

])()se of fostering or repressing the various pro])ensities

which manifest themselves. We have therefore to

acknowledge the reality of a world of design within

the psychological life and the direction of its process

of change in subservience to ideal ends. This agency,

however, produces nothing ; its function is purely

selective, controlling the ])rocess only by siipi)lying

material for the desirable imi)ulse to react n2)on, and
witholding it from the undesirable. " Tliere is a

hap2)y moment," says James, '* for fixing skill in draw-

ing, for making boys collectors in natural history, and
presently dissectors and botanists ; then for initiating

them into the harmonies of mechanics and the wonders
of 2)hysical and chemical law. . . . If a boy grows uj)

alone at the age of games and sports, and learns neither

to play ball, nor row, nor sail, nor ride, nor skate, nor

fish, nor shoot, probably he will be sedentai\y to the

end of his days ; and. though the best of opportunities

be afforded him for learning these things later, it is a

hundred to one that he will pass them by and shrink

back from the effort of taking those necessary first

steps the j)rosp(H;t of wliich, at an earlier age, would

have filled him with delight." '* This directive and in-

liibitive control of the environment reaches its chiefest

significance in the etliical life, for the fundamental

fact of moral training Vws in the reinforcement of the

good impulse by affoiding it every possible occasion

for functioning upon the fullest and richest material,

1' Jame.s : Principles of PsvoholOKV, vol. ii,398, ff. See also chapter
on Habit, vol. i, 122-7.

"« Loc. cit., vol. ii, p. 401.
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:iii(l the fliiiiiiiiitioii or rc|in'.ssioii ol' the rvil li\ a lil-

.'liil |»n»c«'HH of st;irv;iti()ii.'"

Hut, furtluT, tlicic^ Im ii |)(»silivc side to lliis |ii-o(<sh

in wliicli also it diOVrs I'roin tliat of or^ruiiic evolution.

I'lir |)liysi<"Hl individual is <fivcn |>!-actically coniplitc

III i>irt,li ; tlmn- an- no t'uitlirr oiifauH to Ix- ad<lt'd, tin

new structures to develop later. 'I'he withdrawal of

nourislinient from any oue part is then a reduction in

the total sum of elements makin<r up the individual.

If a liml) he found so that circulation (rc^ases, ;fro\vth is

arrested, tin; memi>er atrophies, and the hody is muti-

lated ; it is just so nuich withdrawn from a limited

sum.
IJoth physically an<l mentally men are lumdles

of life, all rouyhiy of the same size; they have the

same assimilative and re|)roductive functions, have

like perceptive aj)paratus, and make sinular reactions
;

each can realize oidy a certain numher of activities,

possess a certain limited store of knowledi^e, and set

of interests knit up in his life. But these do not re|)-

resent all the inherited tfMidencies which his nature

contains. The individual is potentially, that is, as a

transmitting agent in the chain of life d(>velopment, im-

mensely more than he (;an .actually become. This has

i)een expressed by the term pre-potency. Eyes, hair,

features, (;olor sensitiveness and color blindness, traits

and gifts of nuTid characteristic of the grandj)arent

may appear in the grandchildren after skijijjing over

the intervening generation. Here we must suppose

the trait to have existed in that link in some form as

a transmissible and developable tendency. It may be

that we should say the individual represents all the

possibilities of all his ancestors. Though only one

color of eyes, which we may call the dominant ten-

dency in that individual, can be physically realized,

yet all are there— blueness, grayness and blackness—
as transmissible tendencies, which may find a theatre

of realization in some future generation. When the

characteristic has been submerged a sufficient length

of time, its reappearance will be amidst modified forms

and new habits, as is illustrated in the occnrrence of

atavistic traits and reversions to more primitive forms

of body structure, of feelings, of instincts, and the

like, which are presented in the course of certain dis-

eases, and by the patients in our hospitals for the

insane.**

Now, this pre-potency, which, with the exceptions

just mentioned, has already ceased at birth to be a

real, physical pre-potency, continues to be a living

factor in the psychic develoi)ment, and presents a Held

where the process of structuring can be directly mod-
ified and controlled. The fact should lead to a broad

hopefulness in our educational activities and imj)ress

upon us the need of providing means and opportunity

for the development of the child in all desirable di-

rections whether these represent the actual endow-
nu^nt of the parent or not. Our concei)tion of the

possibilities of education are vastly different if we
regard the child as the reproduction of his parents,

limited in his aptitudes strictly to those which their

lives have presented, or conceive him to be the expo-

nent of a stock of which both parents and offspring,

as concrete individuals, are but incidental offshoots,

drawing their characteristics alike from the common
'' R Schiifer : Die Vererbuiig : Flin Capitel aus einer zukunftigen

psychologischen Eiiileitung in die Piiiiagogik. Berlin, 1898.
*" Cliief among facts of latent heiodlty are those of secondary sex-

ual characteristics. See Darwin : Variation of Animals and Plants
under Domestication, vol. ii (secon<I edition), 18!>2 ; and Cialton :

Natural Inheritance, p. 134.

well of inheritance, of whov coii(irit-« ejuh lift- can

bring to the nurface Init a lew inejigre dropM.

'I'lie psychical individual, therefore, in in a miirh

more intimate fashion the outcome of hiH eiivironiiient

than is the |)hysi<-al. And to (IiIm murtt In- added the

preHen<-e of a wholly new and immenHejy iiiHignilicaiit

factor in so far as concerns tlie kin<l of thing which

the individual consciousness is U* JM-coine an o\er

against the kind of stock to which it may IM-Iong.

This is the reality of the inheritiince of acipiircd char-

acteristics in the world of i'on>ciouHneNM. 'Ilie fact of

cunuilative heredity through the transiniHsion of the

results of use and rlisuse needs but to Im- indicat<-d.

The Sinn of the father's ac(piisition is transferred to

the child not by any devious or obscure proce>H. laying

the whole matter open to doubt, but by din^ftt :ind iinm<--

diate communication. Our knowledge is neither in-

herited nor ac<piire«l ; it is so(-i;dly transmitted, and we
who stand in the foremost files of time are indeed heirs

of all the ages. Hut the path of transmission has cfun-

l»letely changed, a new form of heredity here makes
its appearance ; for the accpiired characters instead f)f

being stored in the organism are laid up in the envi-

ronment and transmitted through it. In song and
story, in oral tradition and j)rinted Ixjok, in jdctures

scratched and woven and painted, in temple ami

tomb, in implements and clothing, in weap(jn^ of war

and instruments of precision, in systems of science and

philosophy and religion, are treasured »ip the results

of the struggles and c(»ii(iuests of our forefathers over

their physical and spiritual environment, and we are

inheritors of their wisdom profiting by every item of

their winnings. The process of evolution in the indi-

vidual organism is directly conditioned by the nature

of the world in which it exists. Adaptation cannot

outrun the environment. The organism may present

as many variations as you please fitted to survive

under conditions which in the plan of the universe are

to be realized next century or next a?on, but it is

none the less unfit for the present and is as subject to

elimination as is one fitted to conditions gone by a

thousand ages or jitterly non-existent. The environ-

ment sets the pace, and the process of organic adjust-

ment always lags a step behind the j)rocess of change
therein. Now in the psychological individual this

pace is tremendously increased. For here man cre-

ates his own environment, which consists, through all

its significant sweep, of the stored-up results of past

activities. Under this increased pressure, therefore,

we should expect a great acceleration in the process

of adaptive change. In one regard at least this expec-
tation is justified. In the individual life produced
under these new conditions, the type manifests an
amazingly successful adaptation. It is only occasion-

ally that the force of this fact pushes in upon us and
we realize how greatly in the conscious life the process

of evolution is foreshortened. The things we see and
handle and do, our pleasures and our pains, the prac-

tical activities of our life and its intellectual interest*,

the procession of events in the world, yet about us and
of images in our own consciousness, are inconceivably

different from those of the primitive man. We have
done away with his whole intellectual heavens and
earth, and though the physical laws under which he
existed still endure, as well as all the grander features

and processes of the world, yet in their psyclfological

values as objects of reactit)n, as motives for the will,

the transformation has been no less jxreat than in the
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leulni of iinapiiatiou and belief. And this holds trne

not of a few favored individuals alone, but of the race

us a whole whenever these new eonditions are imposed

upon it. You will note that the jfenius does not rej)-

resent this erest in the wave of development ; he is a

sport, a variation not accounted for by any environ-

ment definable by us.

lint the further question remains as to the security

of this advance, the stability of the latest type devel-

oped. Transfornuition of the individual may not

att'ect the stock itself. The high dc^i^ree of specializa-

tion presented may be wholly dependent upon this

exceedingly artificial environment, that is, an environ-

ment which is composed not of elements resulting from

a natural process of objective change, but consisting of

the products of transformation within the individual

organism itself— a subjectively objective environment.

The wild flavor may still be tliere, though continually

suppressed in the individual by the )»resence of these

secondary selective conditions, and may be ready the

moment these conditions are broken down to assert

itself in a i-eversion to more primitive, savage forms.

I think this statement of the case is true. The
variety which we call the scholar, the man of cult^

ure, the scientist, is a highly unstable type insecurely

maintained upon a foundation of more primitive atti-

tudes wliich represents the fundamentally real type

still. In so far as the conditions which determine the

nature of the present concrete individual life consist

in these accunmlated results of acquired characteristics

stored in the environment and transmitted by social

heredity, they are transient and directly ineffective for

racial variation. They form only a scaffolding about

the life. I do not believe that the effects of intellect-

ual training, or artistic culture, or acquired manual

dexterity, or business sagacity, in so far as they are

training effects and not spontaneous variations, are

reproduced in the form of permanent variations of

type.

But indirectly this artificial structure does affect the

racial adaptation in that it is a ])re-poterit agent of

selection over and above those wjiich the untrans-

formed environment presents, and therefore fosters

the preservation of those variations which lie in the

direction of its own change. In so far as those sports

arise which w(^ call the saint, the genius, the man of

feeling, this environment tends to ))reserve them, but

by a purely selective, not a productive, activity.

Here, indeed, lies the great significance of the Weiss-

mannian-Spencerian debate. Our interest in it is at

heart a psychological one and no other. Not only

does the moral asj)ect of the problem touch us more

closely than the physical, but the facts in the latter

case are much less ambiguous than in the former, for

the physically bad stock tends toward elimination, the

plivsically good toward survival. Hut such an easy

optimism is by no means possible on the spii-itual side.

The morally bad stock shows no less fecundity than

the good. The idle, the shiftless, the dull, as ])erliaps

also the (;riminal. ])ropagate more rapidly thaii the rest

of the race, rather than less so, if for no other reason

than that tlie restraints ujjon marriage are much less

rigidly oV)served by them than by the more highly

selected members of society. The moral ])rol)lem is

absolutely different according as we hold to one or the

other of these two views. For the Spencerian train-

ing is of more than individual value; the (;ft"ects of

use and disuse are inherited, and the cumulative r<'-

sults of right thinking and right living in the end
convert bjid stock into good stock. Restraint, disci-

pline, the conformance to a higher life, are funda-

mentally hopeful, since the process of moral training

tends to sujiersede itself by effecting an adaptation of

the race as a whole. I'nder the Weissmannian con-

cej)t there is no hope and no end to the process ; its

labors are Sisyphean, for the effects of training are

transient and individual. The bad stock is no more
got rid of by discipline and culture than are the im-

purities of a river by filtration of the water on th(^

part of those living below the source of pollution.

We are presented with a comj)lete realization of the

Calvinistic doctrine of predestination to good and evil.

The units of good and evil under the former concept

are individual inqjulses within the single human con-

sciousness ; moral ])rogress is the selei-tion and pres-

ervation of the right and good aptitude and tlie

elimination of the evil ; the selective agent is the indi-

vidual human personality ; and the result is a purga-

tion and transformation of human society through the

moral culture of that personality itself. Under the

latter concept these individual human consciousnesses

themselves are the units of good and evil among which
selection is to be made ; moral training is indeed still

endlessly valuable so far as the single human subject

of it is concerned, but racial progress can be made
only by preservation or destruction of the good and
evil souls themselves ; and the agent of selection is

no longer conceivably the individual— the function of

control and direction must lie in the hands of that

human society which is itself in process of transfor-

mation. If this be the true nature of the process,

—

" So careful of the type it seems.
So careless of the single life,"

—

I leave it to you to consider what readjustment of at-

titude must be made, what reconstruction of one's

whole conception of responsibility and duty toward
oneself and the world at large.

Cittitcal ^Department.

PERTNEPHRITIC ABSCESS INVOLVING THE
APPENDIX.

HV Hl'GlI WIl.r.IAMS, M.D., liOSTON,

Formerly House Surgeon, Massachusetts General Hospital.

Till-; patient, a young man of twenty-four, was
brought to the Massachusetts General Hospital, May
1, 1891), during the service ©f Dr. M. II. Richardson,

and was operated upon by Dr. J. (x. Mumford. The
man was sent in with the diagnosis of appendicitis by
his attending physician.

The i)atient's previous history was good, and he

stated that he had always enjoyed good health up to

the time of his present illness. He was a well-de-

veloped and well-nourished man, and gave the follow-

ing history : About ten days j)revious to his entrance

to the hospital, he had been taken with pain in the

abdomen and back — not localized, and coming on

suddenly. Th(! next day he had headache, felt weak
and nauseated, and vomited soon after, and since then,

up to the time of his entrance, he had been unable to

retain anything on his stomach. The pain, which had

(•ontiini('(I from the first, had been getting more severe,
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jind wtiH now l()ciili/<-<l, r.vtciidiiiir iroiii tli*- iiiiil)ili(u.>,

to tilt' ri^lit loin >inil into tli*- luick. 'I'lic howcis liiul

Ik'cn constipated. His ))liysi<;i:in stated that tliere was

lii'di fever dnrin<; the first lew days of the illness, hnt

that since then it had •gradually fallen to normal, and

had remained so since. The urine whn said to have

heen hi^h colored and dindnished in amount, liut no

chemical examination had i>een made of it previous to

IiIn entrance.

The i;eiieral condition of (he |>atieiil was fair, with

a temperature of '.>«.()°, pulse HJ, and res|»iration IH.

'I'he alHlomen was y-enerally but only slitrhtly disteii-

<ied. There was marked rijridity of the al»donnnal

muscles on the rii;lit side. .\ lariic mass could he

palpated in the riyht loin, hut its limits could not he

iollowed out_ on account of the extrenu' tenderness.

The dulness (Ui percussion was continuous with the

liver dulness above, and exteiuled lu'low to the anterior

superior iliac spine. There was dulness in tlu' flank,

extendinn forward to just external to the border of

the right rectus muscle. Rectal examination was

uciiative. '|'he blood i-ount showed 1 4,000 white (cor-

puscles. There was no evidence of edema anywhere,

and the examination of the heart and lungs was nega-

tive. The diagnosis of appendix abscess was made.

The })atient was })repare(l for immediate operation,

and under ether a mass could be readily ])alpated, ex-

tending from the costal margin to below the anterior

superior iliac spine. An incision about four inches

long was made along the border of the right rectus

muscle, the general peritoneal cavity opened, and the

intestines walled off with gau/e fn)m the mass, which

was then opened, evacuating several ounces of foul-

smelling pus. Three small pieces of tissue were then

removed from the abscess cavity, each piece about the

size of the terminal phalanx of the little finger, which

on section, nuicroscopically, looked like n>iuil tissue,

hut whether they came from the kidney proper in a

condition of extreme lobulation or were supernumerary

kidneys was not determined. No part of the appendix

was found. The abscess cavity was then washed out,

-and gauze wicks inserted. The paticmt was in very

poor condition at the end of the operation, but reacted

well to stimulation.

On the third day after operation, the discharge from

the wound had a strong urinous odor. On the ninth

day a fecal fistida was found in one of tlu; loops of

bowel presenting in the wound, and besides this fecal

discharge there was a discharge of a thin fluid, having

a distinct odor of urine from the upper part of the

wound. A few days after this the patient began hav-

ing pain in the rectum, and at times severe rectal

tenesmus, and at the same tinu' his temperature shot

up. Rectal examination showed a large fluctuating

and tender nniss on the right side of the pelvis. This

was aspirated on the sixteenth day after operation and

a considerable amount of pus evacuated, giving im-

mediate relief, the temperature falling to nornuxl the

following day. There was no longer any urinous dis-

cliarge from the wound at this time, but the fecal

fistula had increased in size. The wound was other-

wise clean and healthy looking and granulating up

rapidly. The twenty-four-hour anu)unt of urine, which

had been steadily increasing, was now normal. The
general condition of the patient had meanwhile rapidly

improved, and a firm cicatrix having formed about the

fecal fistula, he was again operated uj)on for its closure

bv Dr. S. .J. Mixter on the 22d of .lunc.

In this operation, a Htiimp of the appendix, alxiut

one inch long, was found lying to the right of the
cecum. It was surrounded by a ihjimh of Jirm iidlie-

sicMiH, Hliowing that it muHt have iM'eti either involved
in the previous abscesM, or that it wuh itn primiir\

cause. The right kidney was carefully examin<-d and
fouufl to be apparently normal in everv reHpe<t, and
not lobulated, showing that in all |)robabilitv the kid-

ney tissue reuioved at the (ir>.t operatiiiU was of super-

uumerary origin. The a<lhesions having been freed,

and the opening in the bowel closed, a ^mall gau/e
wick was insert<'d, aiul the alHJomin.-d wound ilosed.

'I'he |»atient madi- an uninterrupted recoverv, the

wound having entirely closed three weeks after opera-

tion.

The microscopi(ral examination of tin- pieces of tis-

sue removed at the lirst operation showed them to be

renal tissue, part of whicli showed rejdacement with

granulation tissue, as if forming the wall of an abscess

cavity. The pathological diagnosis was, " a destruc-

tive suppurative inflammation of the kidney of rather

long standing."

Repeated examinations of the urine showed it in

every case to have been nornnd. This seemed to Ix-

another reason for considering the kidney tissue re-

moved of supernumerary origin, and the right kidney
itself to be normal. Whether the abscess was pri-

marily due to inflammation about the kidney or alxnit

the appendix could only be settled by the pathological

report, which stated that the inflammation about the

kidney was of rather long standing. If we take this

view, we can then consider the appendix to have l)e-

come secondarily involved, and that at the time of its

involvement the acute symptoms began.

REPORT ON ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY.
BY E. H. BRADFORD, M.D., AXD E. O. URACKETT, M.D., BOSTON.

COXGEXITAL FLEXION OF THE KNEE.

]M. Phooas^ reports six cases of this rare condi-

tion, one with an account of the dissected leg, and
reviews the previously recorded cases. The cause of

this condition, in which extension at the knee beyond
a right angle is impossible, is obscure. It occurs usu-

ally in the children of primipara'. Other deformities

may also be present, as flexion or adduction of the

thigh, knock knee, and very commonly club foot.

The so-called " scars " often attributed to amniotic

adhesions are common. Anatomically there is a sharp

anterior bowing of the femur near the epiphyseal line,

and obliquity of the upper surface of the tibia, some-
tinu's a displacement outwards or an absence of the

patella, and possibly a deformed head of the fibula.

In addition to these bony changes all the soft partes on

the back of the leg are contracted, ligaments, muscles,

fascia', and skin. Treatment shouhl be directed to a

gradual stretching and correction by manipulation and
appropriate apparatus or by immciliate osteotomy and
tenotomy.

ACQl IHKP DKI OimiTIKS OK TUK TOKS.

M. Kirmissou ' suggests that, in addition to im-

' Kevue d'Orthopedie. January, 18!«9. p. 14.
» I.oc. cit.. Marcli. 1899. p. 133."
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proper shoes, there ;ire many causes for hallux valgus

and allied deformities of the toes. He mentions par-

ticularly rheumatism, alcoholism, various diseases of

the nervous system, defects of ossitication, and a con-

i^enital predisposition in certain cases.

SUDDKN DISLOCATION SKCONDAHY TO ACTTE DFS-

KASK.'

Of 81 cases of this rare compli(;ation .'52 followed

typhoid, 24 followed acute articular rheumatism, lo

followed scarlet fever, and the remainder variola, gon-

t)rrhea, grippe, erysipelas, and " eruptive fever." lie

reviews different theories which have been presented

to «'x plain the pathological conditions and occurrence

of this form of dislocation, and particularly that of

the hydarthrosis of the joint by Petit, and that of the

muscular action by V'erneuil, and considers these at

length, particularly in regard to the fallacies of the

theories anil more especially in regard to that of Petit,

that of the hydarthrosis, which has received the most

support, and is regarded by the modern writers,

among whom are Keene, as the probable one ; and

third, the theory of the condiined forms of the hydar-

throsis and muscular action. The hip-joint is al-

most invariably the one involved, although in rare

cases the knee, shoulder, or other joints may be af-

fected. It occurs usually in young patients of either

sex during convalescence, and is characterized by the

absence or slight extent of any bony or cartilaginous

changes. When associated with such changes tuber-

culosis must be considered. The accident is })robably

due to a combination of causes, chief among them

being the long continuance of faulty positions, the

weakening and stretching of certain muscles and liga-

ments, the distention of the cajisule by effusion. In

this condition any slight reflex nuiscular spasm may
cause a dislocation. The accident usually produces

no symptoms other than the characteristic deformity,

although it may cause great pain, or, again, relieve

pre-existing ])ain. Epiphyseal separation is to be ex-

cluded. Reduction under anesthesia is usually easy,

especially if done promptly. Kirmisson recommends
the following maneuvres : First, complete flexion with

persistent adduction, to be followed by circumduction ;

then with the leg abdvicted, semiflexed and rotated out-

ward, the head will slip quietly into place. If manipu-

lation fails continued extension and, if necessary, tenotr

omy should be tried. After reduction the leg should

be held in the abducted position with extension, if

necessary. Excision or osteotomy may be necessary

in immediate cases.

SUDDEN DISl,<HATION IN IIIP DISEASE.^

These rare accidents, comparable in some respects

to dislocation after acute diseases, occur usually early

in the course of the disease, before extensive destruc-

tion of the joint surfaces has occurred, and usually

without supj)\iratioii. They are very different from

the slowly progressive luxation due to erosion of the

femoral head and acetal>ulum as the result of pro-

longed disease. Owing to the slight joint changes

reduction under an anesthetic is usually possible and

permanent.
ERRORS IN SKIAGRAPHS.

Iloffmeister* calls attention to the difficulty of

« Degez : Revue d'Ortliop^die, January, 1899, p. 44.

« Kirmisson : Revue d'Orthopidio, .laiinary, 1899, p. 2G.
s Hoffnieister : Beitriifie zi'ir klinischeii Chirurgie, Band xxi, H. 3.

determining the meaning of the Rontgen ray pictures,

and considers that it is necessary in order to get a

correct opinion of an x-ray picture to have correct

data in order to know what the j)roper projections of

the portion of the body were. This is particularly

true of skiagrams of the pelvis, and it is necessary in

these to have the j)osition of the lamp, the body, and
the plate accurately given.

CONGENITAL SCOLIOSIS.*

The author quotes the statement of Coville that

one case of scoliosis was to be found in l,01o new-
born children. lie himself mentions two cases, one
after a forceps delivery and where death followed

pneumonia. The pathological specimen showed a left

convex dorsolumbar curve, with a right cercivodorsal

convex curve, with marked rotation and without any
change in the vertebra*. The curve he considers to

be the result of compression in utero.

SCIATIC SCOLIOSIS.

Denuce" reviews the various opinions which have,

been advanced in regard to the causation and develop-

ment of this deformity following jiainful affection of

the sciatic nerve, and states the ground for his own
belief that this condition first seen does not exist.

The distinction made is more or less of a technical

one, but is of value in that it is a careful check on the

sometimes hasty grouping of cases on superficial re-

semblance. He lays stress on the recognition of the

necessary condition in true scoliosis, in the existence

of the deviation of the spinal column, and greater or

less permanency of the deformity. In many of the

cases so classed, he thinks that there existed previ-

ously a scoliosis, exaggerated temporarily by the dis-

torted position, and many of the others being cases of

sacro-iliac disease, the conmion symptoms of which is

considered in the article in detail. It concludes that,

(1) sciatic scoliosis does not exist; (2) that sciatica,

like any painful affection of the leg, tends to the as-

sumption of a malposition of the trunk in leaning

toward the affected side and a corresponding depres-

sion of the pelvis, and results from the effort to main-

tain the equilibrium, but this position is not perma-

nent, may be rev^ersed, and does not constitute true

scoliosis ; (3) the existence of a more or less fixed

lumbar spine, and lateral inclination of the trunk, with

a sciatica, should lead one to suspect the primary con-

dition to be a sacro-iliac disease.

CONGENITAL SPASTIC PARALYSIS.

Hoffa * considers that the origin of this affection is

an intrameningeal or an intracerebral hemorrhage,

most frecpiently caused by a difiicult birth, and caus-

ing an injury to the neurons of the motor tract. This

lesion is manifested not in a complete interruption, but

in an injury of the function. As a rule, the exten-

sors and abductors are weaker than the flexors and

adductors. Treatment consists in increasing the en-

ergy of the cortical motor neurons, and diminishing

the activity of the peripheral neurons. The first

must be developed by massage, gymnastics and resist-

ant movements. Tenotomy and tenectomy are indi-

cated in the stiff muscles, followed by fixation.

"^ llifBchberger : Zeitschrift fiir urthopediscbe Chirurgie, Band vii,

p. 129.
' Kevne d'Orthop^die, September, 1889.
8 Munich Medical Volk, 1898.
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llli; I- A I lH)l,0(i V OK CKUr.HKAI. r.VKAI.VSIS IN ( llll,-

DKKX.

Scliiiltcss '

li;i(l tlic (>|)|)()itiiiiity to ohscrvc two cliil-

(licii who picsciitcd this <'oii(litioii at :ui early a^^c, oiu-

Ix'iiii; t'oiirtccii days old, and tlic otiicr three weeks.

Ill these instaiiees the eharacteiisties seen in older

children were w(dl marked, pointin;^ to a eon;;eiiiial

oriyin of all (;ases of this class. In a few older eases

a leniitheniiiiiof the li^anientiini patella' was observed,

a result of tiie e.\a_i;"i;('rated (le\ed position, in the

opinion of the writer. 'V\\(\ treatment recommended
is that of tenotomy of the teiido Achillis, with forcihle

correction and flexion in a plaster haiidaif(% with mas-

sage later, and the use of apparatus where it is neces-

sary.

( KI{i;iJI{A1. I'AKAl.VSIS Ol" ( iii!,i>ki;n.

Uoektu' ^" classilies cervical paralysis as follows: (1)

That allecting tlu; lower extremities oidy, triu^ Little's

disease; (2) those afl'eeting the upper extremities

also, with cervical disturbance as well ; (.'{) cases

where there is athetosis present as a prouiinent symp-
tom ; and (4) where there is cerebral hemorrhage.

The prognosis he considers bad in the second class.

Cases of the first class are most favorable from an

orthopedic point of view. Massage of both the w(^ak

and the spastic muscles may accomplish a good deal,

but tenotomy or tenectomy is of more benefit, fol-

lowed by massage, exercise and apparatus. Atheto-
sis is to be handled by massage and gymnastics twice

a day, carried on for six months. In cerebral henu-

plegia the treatment is much the same as far as the

legs are concerned. For the arm, a transplantation

of tendons is of service. Transphmtation of tendons
is also of use in some foot cases, bending of the bone
.<lue to inflammatory softening.

THK SIKOICAL TREATMKNT OP CONGENITAL STA.s-

TIC PARALYSIS.

Lorenz ^' recommends for treatment tenotomy or

tenectomy in the severer cases, followed by fixation in

an over-corrected position. In the severe cases of

spasm of the ad(hictors he has resected the obturator

nerves. The after-treatment he considers of the ut-

most importance. This consists of massage, gymnas-
tics and faradization. Treatment by orthopedic ap-

paratus is not found of assistance.

OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF RADIAL PARAI-YSIS AND
TENDON' TRANSPLORATION IN SPASTIC PARALYSIS.

Franke^^ describes a number of operations on the

upper extremity. The tendon of the extensor carpi

radialis longus was shortened, and with the end forci-

bly thrown back, the central end of the divided ten-

don of an active flexor carpi ulnaris was sewn into

the tendon of the extensor communis digitorum. The
result of the operation was very good. Arthrodesis

of the shoulder-joint was done in one instance to [)re-

vent the inward rotation of the arm. The author is

of the opinion that there is no incurable radial paraly-

sis. In spastic paralysis the author combines tendon

transplantation, tendon lengthening, and tendon short-

ening.

* Zeitscbrift flir orthopeiiiscUe Chirurgio, Hand vi, 11. 1, i>. I

'• Loc clt., Band vli, p. 102.
>» Wiener kliniscUe Rundschau, 1897.
'• Archiv fur klin. Chirugie, Band Ivii, H. 4.

ri.\|)ON ri{ VNSKKUKNCK."

The author advices this |irocediire urjt only in mnv*.

of infantile paralysis, but also in i-asi-n of ci-ndiral

paralysis. An examination before operation Hhoiild

be made by voluntary innervation of the iiiuM-|eM, and
by electric testing. Where some iliiubt retnaihH it in

b(!tter to make the incisions long enough to m-c the

lower ends of the muscles, and in that way determini-

on their (piality. It is best not to transplant the

active iniisch; or its tendon, but to transplant the peri-

pheral end of the paralyzed muscle on to the sound
one, or split the tendon of the sound mii.Hcle and
attach to the useless tendon. It is found ne«"es.H;iry

to lengthen tendons as well as to transplant. The
(piestion of the roestablishment of co-ordination seeniK

not to be settled as yet. Practically, however, gofnl

results are obtiiin(!d even from transplanting antago-

nist muscles. The following transference's are re-

ported:

(1) The outer half of the tendo Achillis to the

til)ialis anticus in a traumatic case, without great

gain.

(2) 'i'he flexor carpi ulnaris to a paralyzed exten-

sor communis digitorum in cervical paralysis, with a

shortening of tlu; extensor carpi rarlialis. A second
operation was performed, transplanting a paralyzed
tricejis into the deltoid, with a good result from both

transplantations.

(3) A tenotomy of the a(hluctors and hamstring.->

and later a transplantation of a half of the tendo
Achillis to the paralytic extensor communis, with an
excellent result.

(4) Ischioparalysis following attempt at violent

reduction in double congenital hip with a perineal

paralysis remaining, and a transplantation of the

outer half of the tendo Achillis to the tibialis anticus ;

a good result.

(5) A paralysis equinovarus with a transfer of

half of the tendo Achillis to the tibialis anticus; a

good result.

((i) In cervical paralysis, shortening of the exten-

sor carpi radialis, w ith good result.

(7) Infantile paralysis with dropping of the toes ;

transference of half of the tendo Achillis to the tibi.i-

lis anticus; improvement of gait followed and volun-

tary dorsal flexion possible, but the foot was draw n

out.

(8) Infantile e(|uiiius. The transference of the

tendon of the tibialis anticus to the extensor commu-
nis digitorum; almost perfect result.

(9) Transference of the tendon of the rectus femo-
ris, which was cut across and the perijiheral portion

was transplanted on the sartorius; little benefit result-

ing.

(10) Cervical paralysis of the musculospiral group:
the extensor carpi radialis was shortened, .with an ex-

cellent result.

(11) Infantile e(juiiu)yarus with paralysis and con-

traction. The tendo Achillis was split and length-

ened; the tendon of the extensor digitorum wa>
I'xposed and the peripheral end cut, and the cut pero-

neus longus and tibialis \yere fastenetl to it. The
deformity was corrected, but no active dorsal flexion

followed.

(12) Paralysis eiiuinovarus; shortening of the tibi-

" Qoclit : Zeitscluift fi'ir ortliopedisclie Cliiriirgie. B.iud vii. H. I,

p. 54.
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alls anticus; the temlo Aeliillis split and fastened to

tlie peronens longus ; good improvement followed.

(13) Flexiim of the knee in an ecpiinovarns from

infantile paralysis. The tendo Achillis was split and

a half of it sewn to the extensor eommunis digitornm

brevis, with a good resnlt.

(14) Infantile paralysis with contraction on the

right and left side. On the right side the peripheral

end of the peronens longus was fastened to the tendo

Achillis, and the same was done with the peronens

brevis ; the tibialis anticus was shortened; on the left

side only the tibialis anticus was shortened. The
result was good position for both feet and active

movements.
(lo) Paralysis following fracture of tlic elbow.

The extensor carpi ra<lialis was shortened. The flexor

(•arjji ulnaris was freed and fastened to the extensor

communis digitorum. The result was a remarkably

good one.

(IG) An infantile flat foot. The tibialis posticus

was shortened and a half of the tendo Aiihillis fast-

ened to the tibialis anticus. The result was useful,

but there was a tendency to over-correction.

(17) Paralytic valgus. The peronens longus was

cut and carried beneath the tendo Achillis and fast-

en(!d to the tendon of the paralytic tibialis posticus.

The result was fairly good.

(18) Infantile paralysis with the equinovarus. Half

of the tendo Achillis was fastened to the paralyzed

peronens and the tibialis anticus was shortened. Good
position followed, but no active movement.

(ID) Paralysis of all the calf muscles and part of

the quadriceps with an equinus position. Tibialis

anticus was shortened and the position was improved.

A thorough asepsis is important as well as a cor-

rection before the operation. A definite plan is to be

lard out on the l)asis of an examination of the limb,

and either a transference of the active muscle to the

tendon of the paralyzed nmsde or vice versa is to be

done according to the case. The contracted tendon is

either to be cut or plastic lengthening done. The
Ijml) is to be fixed in a j)laster-of-Paris bandage after

the operation and allowed to get up in from one to

two weeks. Plaster is to be worn four to eight weeks
in all, and an apparatus is used afterwards, or a rub-

ber band fastened by adhesive plaster to the upper

part and to the shoe at the lower. Massage, electric-

ity, and active movements are important; pure 2>as-

sive motion is of less value and can usually be

omitted.

ruii.(;i;i{ iix<;kii in thk (jkrmax army.

Scluilte " describes nine cases, five observed by him.

In four cases an enlargement of the size of a pea

(;ould be felt in the affe('ted hand ; in one, a roughness

easily noticed. This unevenness was to be observed

in the portion of the hand between the line of the fin-

gers and the middle of the hand, and was most notice-

able at the point of check motion, disappearing in the

middle point of the hand wluiu the ol)stru(;tion was
()V('r(;ome. The check was always seen in the direc-

tion of extension of the fingers and not the reverse.

Si^hulte made a number of exjx'rinu'Uts on the cadaver,

sewing i)ieces of sponge (Mi tlu; surface of the flexor

tendons. This produccfl a diirKnilty in motion, but

did not give the characteristic jerk. When, however,

a thread of silk of medium thickness was knotted,

« Deutsche inilitaranitlictie Zeitecbi ift, 1897.

the characteristic jerk and snap were observed. After
careful dissection Schulte could determine that the
check to the entrance of the knot was as the tendon
played into tlui strong ligamentous arch, forming the

sheath of the tendon. When this was cut the motion
was easy.

CONTKACTIOX OK TlIK lIir-.IOi.NT AM) ANCII VLOSIS.

lilencke '" pays special attention to the correction

of the shortening by an oblique subtrochanteric oste-

otomy, correcting the shortening by a practical length-

ening of from live to 1 1 centimetres. He mentions
a case of Landtirer where a practical shortening of

16 centimetres was rc^luced to two and one-half

centimetres. He mentions that slight amount of mo-
tion may be obtained after excision and after pelvi-

trochanteric osteotomy of Lorenz, by interposing a

muscular layer between the cut bone.

OBLIQUK THOCHANTEKIC OSTKOTOMY.

Berger ^^ recommends for correction of the deform-
ity following hip disease an oblique osteotomy.

Phocas ^' prefers the linear osteotomy. Nelaton also

employs an oblique osteotomy, though he recommends
that this procedure should not be undertaken until

three months after an attempt to loosen the head of

the femur by force.

AMBITLATORY APl'AUATl S I'OH HIP DISKASE.

Wieting^^ recommends suspending the patient and
applying a short trunk hose of felt similar in shape to

bathing drawers, with the addition of traction on the

leg by adhesive plaster straps. A plaster s})ica is

next applied, with especial care to make it firm and
well fitting beneath tlie tuberosity and as far down as

the knee. A steel pattern with side irons, with

notched cross pieces on the top, is fitted on the ])laster

bandage and secured in ])lace by the bandage. When
this is done, the extension straps are transferred from
the pulley to the side irons and fastened to secure

proper dragging. He claims that in this way a better

fitting ai>paratus to the pehis is given than if the

same dressing is applied in the horizontal position.

B. Scharfi'^® states that a number of published cases^

are quoted, but many of these, in his opinion, result

from osteomyelitis, which he regards as much more
common than the literature would indicate. He re-

ports three cases of his own and considers that the

causes may be (1) osteoporosis accompanying osto;-

omyelitis or acconi])anying tuberculosis, and (2) inter-

ference with the epiphys(^al growth at one side of the

epiphyseal junction, and (.'}) a rarefying ostitis follow-

ing oj)eration due to trauma.

OUrilOPKOIC AlM'AKATl S.

Dollinger '^*' (claims that in tubercular disease of the

hip-joint distraction and fixation are to be considered

as tile hygienic conditions favorable to cure. Trac-

tion in bed not only distracts but fixes. The relief

from j)ain, however, he considers to be due rather to

the lixation than to the distraction. Traction is of

service in correcting deformed positions of the joint,

but for the correction of defornuty, the author prefers

'5 Zeitsclirjft fur orthopediscbe Chirurgie, Uaud vi, H. 2, 1S99,

p. 279.
i« Revue <rOrtliop('die, 1898.
" I>oc. cit., No 5.

" Zeitcchrift fur ortbopediscln! < 'liirurpiv, liaiul vi, 11. _', p. '.ilO.

•" Loc. ell., Band vii. p. 29.

20 Loc. cit., p. 1.
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iffiitlc iiiHiiiiJil con'rclion u itlir»i>c;i)»'(l pIuMtfi-ol'-l'.iris

liuiidaiji' lixiitioii, clianurd cvfiv tliicc (ir luiii- davs.

Ill iilVcctidiiM of tlic .spiiK^ licinl .sii|i|i(nt is :i|)|ilii-i| in

all (liscasfs ahovr tlic scvciitli ami ci^luli (lorsai. At

iii^iit till' |iali«'iit sleeps on a lialt' slii-ll of copper

moulded ovei- a plaster mould on a plaster jacket. In

llic (hivtimc a [ilastcr bivalve apparatus is used with ;i

head support, wlieu iieeessarv. In low luudiar di.sease

a corset made of a lij^lit frame of metal with cross

pieces in front over the chest, reachiui^ from the

upper part of the sternum to the ])elvis, without pres.s-

iire over th(> abdonuui ; and in the back a li^ht frame

on either side ('nelosiui; a lower central portion. l''or

hip (li,seas(! there are two forms of hij) s|)lint u^ed, a

short fixinn^ thijih and pelvis apj)aratns and a lonji

perineal crutch. In poor patients a plaster spica is

u.sed. In all'ections of the kne(^ a fixation apparatus

is used, hut the perineal crutch is not. In fixations

of the ankle-joint, a leather and metal suj)port is ap-

plied with an arran<;-ement by which the wei<iht is

borne upon tibial tuberosities, the heel bein^ sliijhtly

raised.

Ki;SK(^TI()X <)|- Till-: S.\('I{()-II.I.\(' SYNCHONDROSIS.

Ileyden'"^' reports on the operative treatment of

inflammation of these articulations, especially in tuber-

cular afi'ection. Twcnty-eiijjht cases were operated

upon by Schader, the affected portion being removed
by chisel. Of these 2H, 11 were healed, three im-

proved, 1 1 died, and one nunained unhealed.

CHAN(;KS in THK Vi;KTKIUt/E IN I'OTT's diskask.

Menard''"^ in an exhaustive study of specimens calls

attention to the folly of speaking of a cure in Pott's

disease after any short course of treatment. Study
of sections sliows foci capable of setting up active

disease, where in the uncut specimen there seems
complete consolidation. The number of vei'tebral

bodies involved in a knuckle is seldom realized. The
number, always at least as many as the spinous ])ro-

cesses in the knuckle, may be six or eight without

preventing the contact of the anterior edges of the

vertebral bodies just above and below the diseased

area. Thus the deformity is angular in front only

;

posteriorly the spinous processes are arranged like the

ribs of a fan, while above and below in the com-
pensatory curves the reverse may be true. The
length of the knuckle varies with the number of

bodies involved ; the sharpness with the completeness
of the folding forward, which may be only moderate
even in cases of long standing, particularly in the

dorsal region, owing to the ribs, but which is apt to

be most extensive in the upper dorsal region. In the

cervical region the pedicles and transverse processes

may hinder the folding foward. A sequestrum may
also hinder the infolding.

The mechanism of the deformity varies consider-

ably. As a rule in the dorsal and lumbar regions the

up})er segment slips backward on the lower, then as

the bending forward increases the bodies of the upper
segment press on the lower and themselves ulcerate.

Finally the upper segment settles forward. In cer-

tain cases lateral subluxation may occur, but the rea-

son for this is not evident. While the bending for-

ward may lead to a certain amount of ulceration of

2' Inaugural Dissertation, Bonn.. 1898.
-2 Revue d'Ortliop^die, May. July, September, 1899, vol. x, Nos.

3, 4, 5.

the bodies fnjin |»reKsuie, uimI tliu-i caiiHc an iiicri-:ute in

the ileformitN, it miiHt not b<- for;;otten thaf very often
the disease juogresses entirely independently u\ pre»M-
un-, and that the destrucli'in of the bodicH eoimider-
aldy precedes tlie kypliosi-,. In coniieetjoii with the
relatively prominent dorsal and relatively Mrnull lum-
bar knu<-kles, the dilVerence in the hizhh of the iMMlie.s

ill each region is suggestive.

While usually the most extensive disease occur-i in

improperly treat<'d ca.ses, this is not always triie.

Patients may live with a remark.ible amount of de-
struction, even of ten or eleven bodies. In certain
ca.ses in old people there may be a superficial siiIh

p(U'iost(!al (U-osioii of th<! l)odieH for a long distance
above or below the focus. In young people dmible
foci ar(' more apt to b(; found, which may later unite.

While (consolidation is going on in one place, the dis-

ease may be extending in anothf-r. It is not at all

rare to find tul)erculous di.sease of other joint boiie> or
viscera as.sociated with Pott's disease.

Coincident with the (h-struction of the bodies cer-

tain changes occur in the posterior arcs. The tirm

si)inous processes are very rarely <Iiseased, the j)«;di-

eles which are nearer the bodies and made up of more
spongy bone may be involved by the extension of the
disease. The articular processes become the fulcrum,
by which the vertebj-a' are in contjict. The top of one
articular process presses upon the middle of that
above. Thickening and ulceration of the cartilages
follow as a result of the abnormal pressure. Hony
contact and ultimately bony union may occur, which
may in time extend to the lamiine and spinous pro-
cesses. Meantime, owing to the loss of the anterior
attachments, there is a slipj)ing backward and settliu"-

of the posterior area. This is greatest in the lumliar.

where the lamime are not closely applied, and least in

the dorsal regions, and is most marked at the ba,se of

the knuckle. In cases of long standing there may be
atrophy from vertical pressure and, possibly owing to

trophic changes, diminution in the length of the
lamina' and spinous processes.

The calibre of the bony canal is rarely, and even
then only slightly, diminished. Paraplegia may result

from i)ressure of an abscess backward into the canal,

inflammatory thickening or edema behind the dura,
pachymeningitis, pressure by debris or by a seques-
trum. The part played by the sharp bend is not
proved. Laminectomy is generally useless, while the
drainage of an abscess spontaneously or by a costa-

transversectomy may relieve a paraplegia. A forci-

ble reduction may either increase or relieve a para-
plegia.

For repair, arrest of progress and absorption of resi-

due are essentials. The production of new bone is

insignificant usually, and thus differs from the condi-

tions in a fracture. Xew bone practically never tills

up a cavity. Bony union occurs only in areas of abnor-
mal pressure and follows no regular laws, except that

it usually precedes healing, begins in the posterior

area, and is but slight and irregular anteriorly as a

rule. New bone may be formed from the periosteum
anteriorly and may unite the bodies at the anterior
angle, bridge over a cavity or form ahmg a sinus.

Apparently mixed infection through a sinus aids bone
formation, and may thus aid consolidation and the
arrest of the disease. Anchylosis between the Ixulies

is more fibrous than osseous and amid the partially

fused masses are usually small foci of dsease.
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CARLOT'S MKTHOP of reduction ok deformity IX

i'Ott's disease.

Carlut^^ reports the case of a girl three years of age

who died of scarlet fever five mouths after the reduc-

tion. There was au abscess found at autopsy, exteH<l-

ing backward and forward, penetrating the pericardium.

There was no bone retraction at the point of deformity.

Me is not in favor of Carlot's attempt at union of the

spinous processes after cutting away the prominent

spines. He is of the opinion that Carlot's more favor-

able results than those obtained by other surgeons

may be due to over-violence on the part of the latter.

THE ANATOMY OF CONfJENITAL DISLOCATION OF
THE HIP.

Hinsberg ^* describes the anatomical appearances in

a case of congenital dislocation of the hip in a woman
seventy years of age. Tht; dislocation was double,

and the woman in life had the characteristic gait.

The thighs were adducted, and the spine presented

marked lordosis. The jjatient was active as a child,

but in the last years of her life she was confined to

her bed. The nuiscular system showed characteristic

chanses. The gluteus medius was weak, i)ale, and

fattily degenerated in its greater portion, but the

anterior portion was fairly well developed. The
gluteus minimus was pale and atrophic ; the curve of

the pyriform muscle horizontal, and in this muscle, as

well as in the obturator internus, the contractile tissue

was small, while the tendinous portion was well

developed. The gemelli were more muscular ; the

obturator externus and quadratus femoris were well

developed. The iliac psoas muscle showed peculiar

changes. The internal iliac was reduced to a small

number of muscular fibres not sufficient to cover the

iliac bone ; the psoas, however, presented a certain

number of not very strong muscular bauds. The
alterations in the shape of the pelvis were not as great

as would be supposed, the diameters being practically

normal. The plane of the pelvis was altered to such

a degree that it was vertical, the symphysis pubis

being horizontal. The ends of the femora were

greatly changed, and were not the same on both sides

;

on the right the head had almost entirely disai)peared ;

the neck was short and not easily distinguishable.

Tlu! trochanter was well developed. On the left the

trochanter major was weaker, and the head and the

neck were the same as on the right but with more

marked alterations. The tip of the trochanter major

was somewhat drawn inward. The alterations in the

capsule were very marked, to such an extent that

the capsule had become thickened and the part which

lay between the head of the femur and the acetabulum

had befui transformed into a thick band which sur-

rounded its upper ]>ortion, the top of the femur being

attached between the neck and the greater trochanter.

The capsule was universally thickened, and the liga-

mentum teres was absent. The capsule had been

transformed into a strong ligament surrounding the

trunk to the neck of the femur. A false capsule had

been formed about the liead and the neck, or more
properly s])eaking, a space covered by tissues from

the gluteus UKMlius and minimus. There was no trace

of any socket. The bony structure of the f(!mur was

altered in such a way that the osseous fibres which

^ Heuajier : Zettschrift fur ortliopediBche Chirurgie, Band vi, H.
2, 1899, p. 248.
" Loc. clt., H. 1, p. 86.

normally pass to the head, strengthening this portion

of the bone, were abnornndly developed on the direc-

tion of the trochanter, witli an increase of spongy
bone in the direction of the head.

Till-. lU.OODLESS METHOD OF TREATMENT OF CON-
«;ENITAL DISLOCATION OF THE HIP.

INI. Kirmisson '^'' reviews the articles of Koelliker **

and Lorenz.^^ He agrees with Koelliker that the

method usually does not really reduce the dislocation,

but simply transj^oses the femoral head into a position

near the acetabulum, securing thus a joint function-

ally more usefid. Koelliker thus obtained two cures,
4;") transpositions, and 1 1 failures. Kirmisson reiter-

ates the views expi'cssed in his " Traite des Maladies
Chirurgicales d'Origine Congenitale." He admits that

the functional result may be improved by the attempt

at a bloodless reduction, but does not agree with

Lorenz that a true reduction occurs. The oj)eration

is, except in rare cases, palliative only. Lorenz's own
dissections show that a true reduction is usually

impossible.

l^eportjB^ of ^ocietie^*

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.
MALCOLM STORER, M.D., SECRETARY.

Meeting of December 19, 1899, the President,

Dr. a. Worcester, in the chair.

Dr. C. M. Green showed a

fibroid tumor of THE UTERUS APPARENTLY IN A
STATE OF INCIPIENT MALIGNANT DEGENERATION.

Dr. E. C. Dudley, of Chicago, read by invita-

tion a pajjer entitled

stricture of THE URETER A POSSIBLE RESULT OF
LACERATION OF THE CERVIX UTERI, AND URETE-
ROVAGINAL FISTULA A RESULT OF TRACHELOR-
RHAPHY.^

Dr. Edward Keynold.s : This paper is one that

opens up fields of thought. The idea is a new one.

I agree with the reader that the only way in which

the ureter could have been injured was that it was
drawn into reach by cicatricial contraction. Ordina-

rily it is too far off to be reached by any stitch that

would be likely to be put into the cervix. 1 am in-

clined to think that in the reader's case the bougie

was quite as likely stoj)ped by the cicatrix as by the

stitch. I have seen several cases in which the ureter

was very close to the cervix indeed, thougb I never

happened to notice whether in those cases the cervix

was especially badly torn. I have been struck by the

ingenuity displayed l)y Dr. Dudley in closing the hs-

tula. The question however arises in my mind

whether there might not be some danger in leaving so

patulous an orifice to the ureter, in view of possible

ascending infection. The only time I have had to

buihl an orifice to a ureter was in a case in which in

removing papillary growths in tlu; bladder 1 was

forced to remove the ostium of the ureter, and had to

stitch its edge in such a maimer as to bring the pout-

" See page 215 of the Journal.

25 Revue d'Ortbop^die, March, 1899, p. 163.
2« Centralblatt f iir Chirurgie, October 22, 1898.
-' Wiener klin. Wochschr., December 1, 1898.
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iiiir mouth of tin- <-iil iirt'tcr into \\w I»1ii(I(I«t. Cvsto-

s('o|>ic •'xaiiiiiiiitioii :i tVw wcrks l;itcr sliowcd ;iii

;ii>|>iirtiillv iioriiiiil oiilicc. 'I'lic oiilin- ol' llic iiriltr

is iioiiiiiillv soiiii'U liiit siiiiilliT lli.'iii its liilir; only ;iii

S or '.( Frciicli Itoiiiiii' uill |i;is'-, wliilc tlic iintiT aliovr

will liikc ;i
!•").

|)i;. .M. II. Ui( IIAKOSON : liookiiiu ;il tlu' iii.'illi r

linm nil aiialoiiiical point of vifU, the ureters have

iiiiicli till' same Illation to llii' ci r\i\ as llic coimiioii

caroliils have to tlir liaclira, ami arc forrrs|)(iiiiliii!ily

liHl>l(' to lu! injured. Traumatic lesions of tlic ureter

should, however, he avoid«'d hy selecting UH^thods of

operation whicii permit you to see just wliat you are

(loini; ; there is no need of putting in a catheter to s(ur

when^ the ureter is ; it is perfectly easy to fiiul it in

the course of an abdominal hysterectomy, for instance,

hy a little dissection. Tie and chimp only what you

recognize and you will not injure the ureter. Per-

sonally 1 have never hap|)ened to see a wounded ure-

ter. P>very y(>ar I demonstrate to the students the

various methods of dealing with them, some of which,

as. for instance, the insertion of a wounded ureter into

the bladder, are very beautiful procedures. Wliile a

priori, the possibility of a tear in the ureter coming

from a laceration of the cervix would seem rather

remote, further consideration does not make it seem

so entirelv impossible. I do not, however, think that

the ureter could be torn as long as it is in easily dis-

tensible tissues, but if it is imbedded in a mass of

intlanunatory exudate such a tear might arise. I do

not sei' just how it (;oul(l be included in a stitch

through the (-ervix. it would seem to me that in Dr.

Dudley's case the suture passed to (control the bleed-

ing was far more likely the cause.

Dr. F^n<;ki.m.v\n : The imi)ortaut lesson to be de-

duced from a case lik(» this is of course the effect of lac-

eration uj)on the position of the ureter. 1 have seen the

ureti'rs displaced by pri'ssure of tumors and also cases

in which I thought lacerations of the cervix were the

cause. 1 should think cicatricial drawing down might

be a real condition, and of course pain resulting from

that would not be helped in any way by restoring the

cervix.

Dk. .1. (t. Bi.akk: In looking up this subject the

only reference 1 could find was that Emmet speaks of

displacement of the ureter as being possibly caused

by inflammatory changes. This case is certainly

unique, and we should thank Dr. Dudley for having
called our attention to a possible explanation of our

failure to relieve symptoms in certain cases of restora-

tion of the cervix.

Du. Dui)L1-:y : I'ndoulrtedly stricture of the ureter

may arise from traumatism, due to pressure by the

child or from cicatricial contraction or from other

causes which have nothing to do with parturition. I

think we have little to fear from the suggestion of Dr.

Reynolds that the ureter may remain too i)atulous

and that it may therefore furnish a ready avenue for

the i)assage of infection toward the kidney. I would
more fear too much contraction at the ureterovesical

t)riHce. In this case 1 was glad enough to have suc-

ceeded to re-establishment of the current of urine into

the bladder. I really gave little thought to the possi-

bility of an excessively large ureteral orifice. In this

case there has been since the operation no indication

of an ascending infection. Perhaps nature would es-

tablish a valve-like protection. As already stated, the

lumen of the ureter is narrower at the vesical orifice

than higher up. In tills n-Hpect the urt-u-r ii like

otlier ducts. The sinictiireH, however, Hiirroiinding the

orili<'e are so elastic that they would readily Hin-tcli to

the diameter of an instrimient that would In* large

enough to measure the calibre of the ureter !ilM)Ve,

The chief purpose served by the operation on tin-

cervix in this case was merely to disclose the stricture.

I would especially empliasi/e the fa«'t that there rnay

be other cases like this one in which tiie operation of

trachelorrhaphy would not fulfil the essential indica-

tion.

detent literature.

Nermann Liulwit/ Finlinand run Ilrlmlidltz. liy

John (iuAV M(' Kknduk k, M.D.. LL.I)., F.R.SS.L.
and E., Professor of Physiology in tlu; University of

(ilasgow, and PVdlow of tlu; Royal College of Phy-
sicians of Edinburgh. Pp. 2\)\). New York :

Longmans, Green it Co. IH'J'.).

This compact and attractively bound volume is one
of a series on the masters of medicine, several of

which have already appeared. The l)ook is a sum-
mary of the life and scientific achievement of one of

the greatest men of tin' nineteenth century, a man
whose influence has been fcslt in many fields of research.

Ilelmholtz's private life w'as of the simplest character

and uneventful in other respects than scientific en-

deavor. He was from his earliest years a profound
and absorbed student, and found little time or oppor-

tunity for travel. Beyond visits to England and one
late in life to America, his life was passed in the studi-

ous atmosphere of German universities.

The writer of this comprehensive biography has

done well in describing in outline the various scientific

achievements of lielmholtz, even at the risk of detract-

ing somewhat from the popular interest in his pages.

This difficult task has been successfully accomplished,

and we have in the sketch presented us a highly

appreciative account, reduced to the smallest possible

space, of the great scientist. The book is interesting

throughout, in spite of many necessary technical de-

tails. A somewhat incomplete index and a bibliogra-

phy, chiefly of the writings of lielmholtz, concludes the

vohnne.

Bacteriology in Medicine and Surgery. Bv AVilliam
IIai.lock Pakk, M.D., Associate Professor of

Bacteriology and Hygiene, University and Bellevue
Hospital Medical College, etc. New York and
Philadelphia : Lea P>rothers & Co.

This book is designed to be a text-book of bacteri-

ology for students and also to be of use to physicians
and health officers. The technical side of bacteriologv

is not extensively treated, for the book is not I'egarded

as a laboratory manual. Special attention has been
given to such subjects as the chemical changes pro-

duced by bacteria, infection, immunity, serum therapy
and the diagnostic value of bacteriological cultures.

Considerable space is alloted to the consideration of

disinf(>ctants and to other subjects such as interest offi-

cers of health boanls. The book as a whole is by no
means a thorough one, but it will jirobably be of some
use to the class of readers to whom it is addressed.

Tlie following errors or special defects have met
our notice : On page 28 Hansen's name is misspelled.
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On page 30 Canon is erroneously credited with a part

in the discovery of the bacilhis of influenza. The
gouococeus is stated to be frequently eapubh! of

growth in the jieritoneal cavity. This statement

gives the impression that the organism is frecpiently

found in that situation. As a matter of fact, cases of

])eritonitis in whicli the gonococcus has been demon-
strated beyond (piestion are extremely few. Its sup-

posed frecpient invasion of the peritoneum is largely

the result of speculation and inference. The section

dealing with the correction of the reaction of culture

media by titration is very obscure and needs revi-

sion. The statement tlnit smegma bacilli have never
I)een identified in other parts of the body except
in the neighborhood of the genitals is ojien to ques-

tion, inasmuch as they are reported to have been

observed in cases of gangrene of the lung. On page
;>78 what is apparently a misprint reads that two cubic

centimetres of culture media are sufficient for each

tube.

The book contains numerous reproductions of new
photomicrographs of bacteria. Th(;s(! are for the

most part disappointing, and are inferior to the well-

known reproductions from Frankel and Pfeitt'er's

•' Photographic Atlas of Bacteria."

The book is attractively printed and bound, and
contains 080 odd pages, with an index.

Refraction, and How to Refract. By James Thor-
IXGTOX, A.M., M.D. Pp. 301. Philadelphia:

P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

This handy octavo volume is the result of a series

of lectures delivered by Dr. Thorington to former

|)upils. The siibject is treated systematically in

twelve chapters that contain two hundred or more
illustrations, some of them being in colors. Although
this little book was intended for students' use, the

practical ophthalmologist may find j^rofit in its peru-

sal. The sections allotted to retinoscopy and muscles

are to be commended, and the chapter which explains

the adjusting of frames, although more directly re-

lated to the mechanical part of the art, will certainly

interest even the casual reader. There is a decided

preference given to atropine as a cycloplegic over

liomatropine and some of the other more (piickly act-

ing and more ephemeral remedies. The many for-

mulae which are frequently brought into the text serve

very well to elucidate the problems therein presented.

There is a very good index, and the presswork is

excellent.

Crochet€s Gynecolo(jy. A Pocket Text-Book of Dis-

eases of Women. By Mont(;omeky A. Crockett,
A.B., i\[.D., Adjunct Professor of Obstetrics and

Clinical Gynecology, Medical Department of the

University of Buffalo, jS\ Y. Philadelphia and

New York: Lea Brothers & Co. 1900.

This book has been handsomely put out by the pub-

lishers. The binding is attractive, the pai)er good, the

type and illustrations neat. Tlie latter, which are not

profusely used, are mostly coj)ied from recent text-

books, notably Dudley's. The author lias undertaken

the very diificult task of condensing the subject matter

of the larger textrbooks into 350 small pages, making

but little other alteration of the material in tlie pro-

cess, and has })erformed his task well. The book

seems to be an excellent specimen of this tyi)e of

work.
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SANATORIA FOR TUBERCULOSIS, AND PRO-
PHYLAXIS.

No one subject is of more practical and absorbing

interest, alike to the physician and sanitarian, than that

of tuberculosis. The reproach so often raised against

us that we are making no practical advance in the

treatment of many diseases does not apply here. Tu-

berculosis is being treated rationally and successfully,

and a beginning has certainly been made toward its

ultimate extermination. This has been brought about,

first, by the recognition of the underlying specific cause

of the disease, and secondly, by painstaking care in its

treatment when actually developed. Legislatures have

come to recognize the necessity of hospitals devoted to

the care of tuberculous patients, and we may look for-

ward to the rapid increase of such institutions in the

future. With this progress, rightly regarded as an

achievement of great magnitude, we must not forget

that, after all, the causes of tuberculosis lie far behind

the bacteria, in those conditions wliich induce suscep-

tibility, whether through hereditary transmission or,

probably even more important, through unhygienic

modes of life. We certainly need hospitals for con-

sumptives, and a great many of them, but what we

need still more is the extermination of the breeding

places of tuberculosis, which exist in every one of our

large cities, and are a constant menace to health.

The ultimate problem is not to be solved by the hos-

pital, but by the prevention of the conditions which

make the hospital necessary. The housing of the

poor becomes, therefore, of paramount importance, for

it is in the tenement districts that we may look for the

centres of disease. The recent agitation in New York

regarding tenement house construction, and the con-

ferences held relating to these public questions, will,

no doubt, strike at the root of tlie evil. At the re-

cently held tenement house exhibition, a model repre-

senting the most populous block in New York City

was shown, where 4,000 persons live. Of the 2,639

rooms in the houses, only 1,198 have windows facing

the outer air, and there is not a bathtub in the lilock.
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This is uiidoiibtfdly a typo of thn plaon whoro reform

slioiild Ix'niii if (liHfiisc? is not to ^iiiii ii linn fool hold.

Ill w short paper on "Sanaloiia for ( 'oiisninplives "

ill llic .SV. Liiitis Ciiiirirr of Midicliiv, ,]\i\\\\:iv\, IIMIO,

|)r. Ufverh'\ Ixohiiisoii, of New ^'ork, niai\es ccrluiii

vigorous slalcnieiits uiiicdi are well worth our alien-

lion. He savs, ill pail, spi-akinij of Inherculosis :

"Take the poor in our hir^e eities and towns ; aie

thev not ihe ones most freipiently alfeeted, and for

whose welfare we should he most concerned, since they

are in inneli larger iiuniher? Let our Ieo;islatu!•(^s,

then, see lo il tlial in ihe leiiements the air supply is

sulHcient and i,M)od, let sunligiit ptMUitrate dark, ill

smelliny- rooms, Ua cleanliness be ohlii^atory. Enforce

proper oversii^ht of food and water supply, and soon.

very soon, tuberculosis will diminish very i^reatly. . . .

Now\ then, sliould we build sanatoria throughout our

land. e(piip them with every modern improvement, make

a larije outlay of private or public funds, only after a

shorter or longer period of rest, nursing, medical care,

to send back these same persons either cured, im-

proved, stationary or worse, to conditions and sur-

roundings which are the source and origin, in my
judgment, far more of the widespread pest of hu-

manity than the microbe, whose inoffensiveness is de-

monstrable when the causes which breed it and make

it important cease to exist? The microbic theory

of disease is very well as a working basis for our sani-

tary corps, for our practitioners and even our surgeons,

because everywhere it is recognized it makes purity

through cleanliness. But when we lose sight of other

great and important facts of medicine— old, and older

than our civilization — it dwarfs the intelligence and

leads to sad de})artures from common sense and logi-

cal deductions."

This is wholesome advice. It means no dis[)arage-

nient of the hospital for tuberculous patients, which

we shall probably always continue to need, but it

forces upon us the conviction, which we are sometimes

inclined to forget, that natural means of combating

disease are better than artificial ones, and that in fresh

air and sunlight and cleanliness we have the strongest

allies against disease in general, and i)articularly

a<rainsl tuberculosis.

SOME ANTIVIVISECTION "ARGUMENTS."

A i.KTTKK of more than usual effrontery has ap-

peared in a recent issue of a much read Boston even-

ing paper, from the pen of J. M. Greene, Treasurer

New England Antivivisectiou Society. After easily

disposing of certain arguments raised by Mr. Olmsted's

recent letter in the same newspaper, on the ground of

Mr. Olmsted's ignorance of the subject, he proceeds to

expose a degree of ignorance on his own part which is

quite inconceivable, and which we are convinced can

be of no benefit even to an unreasonable cause. We
(piote in part

:

'' Now. 1 beg to suggest that if you possessed that

ac(piaintanee with the subject which you now ilis-

claim, yon would not nttardi ho mneh iinportann- ut the

e.\p(rriment.s you mention. Voii would ilien know tliut

they uro curried on by sperialisin uh a romtiiereial

enterpris(! throughout lln' world, and the > Ht.-riiin
' pnxl-

iKis ' Itoonied ' and -.old at an inonnouH price with-

out the slightest regard to iheir actlnal value. You
woidd know that such experiments on eon»umi)tir)ii by

I'rofessor Koch were an absolute failure, and that

liier(! is no sign at pr(!sent of any improvement in that

direction. You would know tiiat tin; ' plague seruMi

'

of Ilaffkine in the East was a fiasco, that the treat-

ment was in many (;ases attended by an increase of

the disease, and that tlu? disease is now spreadin<»-.

You would rememluM- that such experiments on y(dlow

fever (during which human beings in Montevideo,

S. A., were deliberately poisoned to death by Professor

Sanarelli, inasmuch as ex[)eriments on the lower

animals Were found to be inadequate) have been empty
of results, the • bacillus ' even of tin; disease not yet

being secured. Y'ou would be aware of the fact that

Behring's diphtheria antitoxin, so much vaunted and
advertised, is as collossal a fraud as has yet been im-

posed upon a suffering public ; that the only virtue in

said antitoxin resides in the carbolic acid in which it is

preserved ; that carbolic acid in water alone produces

better results without the injurious effects upon the

vital organs often caused by the serum."

And why should we be asked to bow down to the

authority of Mr. Herbert Spencer in a matter relating

to the serum treatment of disease i' These " argu-

ments " are beyond our comprehension.

MEDICAL NOTES.

AxoTiipK Extraordinary Law Slit. — A de-

cision of unusual interest has been handed down from

the Illinois State Supreme Court. The suit was

against a Chicago hospital, brought by an infant, in

which it was sought to recover damages to the extent

of $50,000 for injuries sustained by the plaintiff before

his birth. Shortly before the birth of the child the

mother was in St. Luke's Hospital, and while being

transferred from one floor to another her leg was

caught in the elevator and crushed. When her child

was born his left foot, left side and left leg were pa4-

alyzed and deformed. The mother brought suit for

the child. A general demurrer to the declaration was

sustained by the Supreme Court on the ground that at

the time of the accident the child could not be credited

as a separate being, capable of sustaining an action in-

dependent of the mother. "If an action can be main-

tained," the Court says, '* it necessarily follows that an

infant may maintain an action against its own mother

for prenatal injuries." In such a case it would like-

wise appear necessary to establish beyond question

the fact that the injury to the child wjis actually due

to the accident to the mother, and was not a coinci-

dence merely. In this instance the latter hvpothesis

would appear ihe more reasonable.
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Revival oi' ax "Indkx Medicus." — It is an-

nounced that beginning with February 15, 1900, a

publication devoted to an International Bibliography

of the Medical Sciences will ai)pear monthly, on the

general plan of the now discontinued American Index

Medicus. The undertaking is under the auspices of

the Institut de Bibliographie of Paris. Each number

will conij)rise about 80 pages, appearing the fifteenth

of each month, and containing an international bibli-

ography of the preceding month. Letters, communi-

cations, books, etc., should be addressed franco to M.

le Dr. Marcel Baudouin, editor-in-chief, at the Institut

de Bibliogra})hie, 93, Boulevard Saint Germain, Paris.

Famine and Pj.A(;ue in India.— It is reported

that over (51,000,000 persons in India are affected by

the prevailing famine, while only about 4,000,000 are

receiving relief. In spite of these facts the death-rate

through the affected district of 5.")0,000 s(piare miles

is decreasing. The Indian (iovernment has issued a

resolution approving Professor Hatt'kine's anti-plague

inoculation, and the vicero}. Lord Curzon, is advocat-

ing its use.

A Statue of Hahnemann. — A bill has recently

passed Congress appropriating $4,000 for the pedestal

for a statue of Hahnemann, to be erected in Wash-

ington by the homeopathic ph^ sicians of the United

States, and authorizing the selection of a site for this

statue on a public reservation.

Plague Reported at Hilo.— The War Depart-

ment has received news reporting the presence of

plague at Hilo. Tiiis is the only Hawaiian port at

which American vessels have stopped since plague

broke out at Honolulu.

Family Physicians in Montana.— Queer fam-

ily physicians they have in Montana. The testimony

in the senatorial bribery case indicates that some of

them spell themselves heelers.— Herald.

A<iED One Hundred and Four. — Rev. Booker

Fox, of Ottumwa, Iowa, an evangelist, died recently,

aged one hundred and four. He was born at Nashville,

Tcnn., in 1711(5.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the eight days ending at noon. February 28, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

106, scarlatina ;'>2, measles 08, typhoid fever 9.

Aid for the West P^nd Nurskry.— The result

of a recent fair in aid of the West End Nursery and

Infants' Hospital resulted in the receipt of $5,450.

A Bequest to a Hosfital. — Through the will

of the late Benjamin Sweetser the New England Hos-

pital for Women and Children receives $2,000.

Decrease of Disease in Boston.— Last week

the health of the city was better than it had been for

a long time ; encouraging health reports were received

from all parts of the State of Massachusetts. There

was a large decrease in the number of cases of diph-

theria and scarlet fever, and there is ample room at

the City Hospital for the i^roper isolation of all cases

which come under the observation of the Board of

Health. The number of deaths reported for the week

is 227 as against 255 the corresponding week last

year, showing a decrease of 28 deaths, and making the

death-rate for the week 21.3. The number of cases

and deaths from infectious diseases is as follows

:

Diphtheria, 7(5 cases, 9 deaths ; scarlatina, 43 cases,

5 deaths; typhoid fever, 3 cases, no deaths ; measles,

47 cases, 1 death. The deaths from consumption

were 27 ;
pneumonia, 42, and heart disease, 27.

new YORK.

A (Question of .Turlsdiction.— The authorities

of New York having claimed the right, under the

charter of the cit}', to inspect the buildings of the

State hospitals for the insane located within the city

limits and to direct the manner of construction of new
buildings for such hospitals, the Attorney-General has

now decided that the city has no such jurisdiction.

The o|)inioii was requested by State Architect Heins,

in view of demands made by the City Police Depart-

ment to inspect and license boilers to be operated at

the Maidiattan State Hospital on Ward's Island, and

by the Buildings Department of the city to supervise

the erection of an ice-house at the Long Island State

Hospital at Flatbush. Attorney-General Davies, in

his opinion, denies that there is anything in any pro-

vision of the charter conferring such jurisdiction, and

claims that the right of the State to manage and con-

trol the State hosjntals, free from interference or

supervision of the city of New York, is an attribute

of sovereignty which has not been relinquished or in

the slightest degree bestowed upon the city, so far as

pertains to this matter. In support of this opinion he

cites the fact that under an act of 189(5 the State

specially permitted peace officers to exercise their

authority upon the hospital grounds and premises,

thus in effect declaring the principle that local juris-

diction over lands owned or under the control of the

State are excluded from municipal supervision, unless

a special permit or privilege therefor is provided by

the State.

Annual Rffokt. Statk Board Charities.— The

State Board of Chaiities submitted its annual report

to the Legislature on February 19th. Generally

speaking, the board finds that the conditions among
the dependent poor have improved during the year.

The Kings Crunty Almshouse and Hospital, in Brook-

lyn, are condenuied as inadequate and in bad sanitary

condition. The establishment of a State hospital and

of municipal hospitals for consumptives is recom-

mended. The present Commissioner of the Depart-

ment of Charities in New York City, and the effi-

ciency of the institutions under his control, receive

high commendation. There is also warm praise for

the Craig Colony for Epile])tics, where additional ac-

commodations an; asked for. In regard to the law

enacted last year for the prevention of the abuse of
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mcdinil clmrity, tlui roport siiys :
" Tlu^ oiM'nition of

tilt' liiw ;is ()l)s<'iv('(l by tlic (Iciiaitinciit liiis alifiidy li.ul

(lie ttVrcl lo abolish that iiiiHiiomer, th(! private! dispcii-

Harv. It hixl l'>i>iH boi-ii ihc custom for physicians

priiftisiiig ainon;^ the poor, especially in th<! I5oroui;li

of Manhattan, New York City, to eoiidnet their Kast-

side ollices under the name of this or that dispensary.

'i'he law, how(!ver, makes clear tlu; intention to limit

the use of the word dispiMisary or its e(juivalent to the

operation of a charitable entcu-prise. A second result

is th(^ withdrawal from the ilispensaries of that class of

persons wiio, able to pay for medical treatment, prefc^r

to do so rathei- than to si^n application cards.

TilK Tknk.mkn r I Ioisf. (^ikstion.—The Tenement

House Exhibition closed on February 2 tth, an<l on

every eVenin«;' during its last week there were confer-

ences and public discussions in the rooms where it was

held. The series was opened by Lawrence Veiller.

Secretary of the Tenement House Committee of the

(^harity Organization Society, who madi an address

on " The Exhibition and its Meaning." The exliil)i-

tion, he said, had been prepared for the purpose of

stimulating interest in the tenement house problem by

placing before the public in concrete form a clear and

comprehensive statement of existing conditions, so that

intelligent action might be taken to remedy them.

The solution of the problem, he thought, lay along

three distinct lines: (1) Through the enactment of

wise restrictive legislation ; (2) through the building

of model tenement houses as commercial enterprises ; (.'{)

through the improvement and proper management of

existing old tenements and the condemnation of build-

ings unfit for habitation.

OrposiTiON TO A Small-pox Hospital. — Two
cases of small-pox having appeared in New Ro-

chelle, Westchester Count}', the Board of Health

promptly bought an acre of land a short distance

outside of the city and proceeded to erect a frame

isolation hospital. The neighboring farmers, how-

ever, were so strongly opposed to having the pest-

house in their vicinity, that they forced the carpenters

who were engaged on it to desist from work, and it

was not until the aid of the police department had

been secured that the building could be completed.

(^lADKUPLKTS. — 'J'lie wife of a German grocer liv-

ing on East Fourth Street recently had four children

at a birth, three of whom were males. All four were
born alive, but they were quite small, weighing only

about two pounds each, and only survived for a few
hours. The mother, who on a previous occasion gave
birth to twins, is reported as doing well.

ARMY NOTKS.

l*i-A(a K.— A report has recently been received

from Major Taylor, chief surgeon in the Hawaiian
Islands, concerning the prevalence of bubonic plague
in Honolulu. Up to January 22d there had been a

total of 46 cases, with 40 deaths. The whole town

ban been diHtri<'(cd and each hous*; \% inHpectfl twi(.-e

daily and the ctondition of the itimateH noted. Dur-

ing tlu! burning of a portion of Chinatown, the Hume*
got beyond control an<l destroyed nearly all the dii*-

trict, rendering about 1,000 ('hinese and natives home-
I<!S8. It is ai)prehenderl, while the des' ruction of the

native (piarter was providcintial, that during the con-

fusion incidcait to the conflagration, much household

property was removed to widely scattered points, and
that new fo<;i of infection have thus been creat*r<l.

Whil(! no cases of plaguf; have occurre»l among tlie

Unit(!d States troops at Honolulu, a temporary hospi-

tal has been established in readiness for a possible

outbreak, and a detention camp for 8us{)ect8 has been
provided. The hosj)ital is excellently located, is

abundantly ecpiipped for any emergency and has an
^myiV^ personnel of nurs(;s and hospitalcor| s men.

Vital Statistics ok Havana kok W.V.). A
report on the vital statistics of Havana for the year
1«!)'.> shows that in an estimated population of 220,000,
there were 8,103 deaths from all causes ; I.l C.} of these

being due to enteritis and 1,;307 to tuberculosis. Yel-
low fever occupies a relatively low position on the

list, only 103 deaths having resulted from this disease.

Leprosy was the cause of 11 deaths. The number of
contagious and infectious diseases of all kinds re-

ported amounted to (),442 ; of which 284 were vel-

low fever. The births during the year numbered
4,181, of which Ij.'jKJ were illegitimate.

Insane Soldiers. — Newspaper statements havint^

been made to the effect that about ,oOO soldiers serv-

ing in and around Manila had become insane and had
been returned to the United States in this condition,

an official investigation has been made as to the truth

of these statements. It has been found that since the

outbreak of the war with Spain, a total of 223 men
have been committed to the Government Hospital for

the Insane by the Secretary of War, of which 129
have since been discharged. Of the total number of

223, only 37 men served in the Philippines, and of
these 11 have been discharged as cured.

Increase ix Army Medical Corps. — It is un.

derstood that the bill proposed by Surgeon-General
Sternberg for a much needed increase in the Army
Medical Corps has received the full support of the
Secretary of War, and will soon come up for Conces-
sional action.

THE TENEMENT HOUSE AND TUBERCULOSIS.
At one of the conferences at the recent Tenement

House Exhibition in New York, Dr. S. H. Knopf read
a paper on " The Tenements and Tuberculosis." The
disease, he said, is an endemic of the tenement house.
The cases are far more numerous than the reports to
the Board of Health show, and the tuberculous invalid
who is up and supporting his family is jjerhaps the
greatest danger to the community. So louo as the
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present laws governing- the building of tenements ex-

ist, so long will special hospitals t-ontinue to be daily

recijjients of cases created anew. AVhile the establish-

ment of sanatoria will be of great service, the most

imj)()rtant factor in solving the tuberculosis problem
will be the proper housing of the poor. With mod-
ern t(!nement houses, under adecpiate management,

the danger from tuberculosis, as from other infectious

diseases, would be reduced to a minimum.
At the last conference .Jacob Riis, author of " How

the Other Half Lives," was the principal speaker.

In the course of his remarks he said: " We are not

struggling with a })roblem peculiar to New York.

The battle is an old one, and exists in every country.

Human greed is still [)otent for harm, and the tene-

ment house evil is a greater menace to a republic than

to a monarchy. T thank (!od that we are at last talk-

ing about souls in tenement houses, and not about so

many soulless creatures that only exist to pay rent.

In 18')7 the peojde first awoke to the fact that poorly

ventilated tenements and bad plumbing caused disease.

The committee sent down by the Legislature to make
an investigation found that the infant mortality was

something frightful to think of. and it reported that

the condition of the tenements was chiefly responsible

for \Xw trouble, and that poverty should not be com-

pelled to conunit suicide by living in houses put up by

c-onscieiiceless builders. Ten years later another leg-

islative committee found that of 18,582 tenements in

New York, 52 per cent, were dangerous to the lives

of the persons residing in them and detrimental to the

health of the entire city. Moreover, in 32 per cent,

of this number the trouble arose purely from over-

crowding and negle(;t of ordinary sanitary precautions

by the landlord. Both of these committees laid down
lines to overcome the evil. One of the suggestions

was that tenements shoidd be licens(;d to hold a certain

number of persons and that the landlord should be held

rigidly accountable for au}^ excess of that number.

There are now some 40,000 tenements, and if each of

them had to |Jay a license fee of $2.00 a year, the sum
realized would be sullicient to pay the entire expense

of maintaining the sanitary police, which does nothing

else but see that landlords obey the law. It is interest-

ing that, whereas the connnittees came down to find

out what was the matter with tlie people, they reportecl

that the trouble was entii-ely with the tenements. The
people were better than their houses. Our fight is for

the American home. Without homes there is no family,

no manhood, no patriotism. The way out of tlu^ diffi-

culty is to arouse the public conscience and keej) it

aroused. The buildei' should be compelled to realize

that he is his brother's keeper. He would not be al-

lowed to murder his i)i-other with a knif(!— he should

not be permitted to murder him by cutting off his air

and sunliifht."

DETERMLNATION OF SEX AT WILL.

This ever interesting question has a new exj)ositor

in Dr. J. (JriHith Davis, who writes in the current

niunlxn' of the New York Medical Journal her theories

and deductions. Her id(^a is based on observation

and to a certain extent on experim(!nt among thi-

low(!r animals, which have left her with certain per-

fectly definite convictions. 'The whole matter, to her

mind, rests upon the exact time, in relation to men-
struation, that impregnation takes place, or as she

much more euphemistically puts it, upon the date at

which a " guest is invited." (iiiests invited from three

days before to about eight days after the menstrual
period are likely to be gii'ls, whereas those invited

from the tenth to the fifti-enth days are almost sure to

be boys.

The ninth day is a doubtful time, in whicli two
guests may arrive— twins— or, if but one, that one
may be of either sex, l)ut usually having characteris-

tic attributes of the other sex. The succ(^ss of this

plan in practice evidently demands a pjiiiistaking over-

sight of the sexual life of the parents, and nuudi dis-

criminating self-denial in offering hospitality to guests,

hiteresting as the facts may l)e, we see some slight

difficulty in puttiiig the plan into active operation

among members of the human familv.

AV. H. H. HASTINGS, M.D.

Dk. W. II. II, Hastings died suddenly in Boston, after

a brief illness, February 16tli. He was about sixty years

of ajre, and graduated from the Harvard Medical Sciiool in

the class of 1868. He was successful as a practitioner of

medicine, had a good practice and his patients were much
attached to him. It was, however, as Superintendent of

the Boston Dispensary tliat he was best known. His life

work was in connection with this old and most useful in-

stitution. He served as superintendent for twenty-four

years, and his official relations to the Dispensary covered

at least a (juarter of its existence. Its present commodi-
ous home was erected under his supervision, and its de-

partments and staff of medical attendants have been con-

stantly anil judiciously increased during his tenure of office.

To-day the meihcal staff of the Boston Dispensary consists

of not less than seventy members. Although appoint-

ments rested with the Board of Managers, tlie selection of

candidates was largely in the hands of the superintendent,

and this responsibility was almost invariably discliarged by
Dr. Hastings with excellent judgment and discretion. In

the advice which he was called upon to give, and the gen-

eral ad[ninistration of his office, the balance was kept

adjusted between the zealous entliusiasni of young profes-

sional men and the wholesome conservatism of a manag-
ing board, so that the sick poor {)rofited by the best to be

liad both from the medical and business men of this com-
munity.

Dr. Hastings combined firmness with sweetness of char-

acter in just proportions. Tlie work which he did in Bos-

ton will be no better done, whoever his successor may be.

STREET PAVING IN BOSTON.

Boston, February 25, 1900.

Mr. Editor : — At a meeting of the Medical Improve-

ment Society, on February 19th, the evils of dusty streets

were described, and the remedy proj)Osed of asphalting

the entire Back Bay district. A ninTd)er of papers were

read upon the irritating and inflammatory effects of dust,

and an account given of its [)ossibilities as a conveyor of

infection.

It would have lieen interesting in this connection to

have liad some information as to whether (bning the past

winter any marked increase of disease iiad been noticetl

among the classes most exposed to dust, such as the hack-

men, ])ostmen and out<loor laborers of the Back Bay.

After the medical papers a gentleman who is, I believe, a
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constructor oi iisj)liiilt roadways read an ossay on " Asplialt

and its Morilsas a I'avetntMit." 'Two oi' three otlicrj^JMitlr

men, wli<t Hpoke as e.\|)erts, .seemed to favor asplialt.

A|)|iareiillv llierti had hieii no arianfjfMncnl mach; for a

(ttateincnl of t.liedisadvantaji;<'s of asj)lialt. paving, or for the

merits of any other kind of roa<lway. For instance, tln-re

is a coini)any in iMiiladelphia whi<di constructs l)rick pave-

ments. I In^re is a specimen of this on Arlinj;ton St.,

which certainly does not sccun to have worn very well, yet

it would have heen desirable to have had a representative

of the company to e.xplain its claims for considcnalion.

I'resnmably, he eonld have |)ointed out some of the disad-

vantages of asphalt. 'I'he brick pavement has certainly

two merits, one that it affords some foothold for horses,

and the other that it will bear any amount of water, which

asphalt will not. Grantin<;, liowever, that Beacon St.,

wiiich has become a street for heavy tradic, and Marlbor-

ough St., whi(d> is somewhat in the same category, would

be bent'fited by asphalt surfacing, it does not follow

it would be necessary to carry this over the rest of the

Hai'k Hay. As far as the inhabitants of the above streets

are concerned, they get very little dust from the south.

When the wind is in that quarter it generally rains. Our
great dust-storms are caused by the northwest winds.

There is a dusty area towards the west to which all our

Back Hay streets lead, where the northwest wind has full

play and will have until this region is built up. For
Beacon St. and Marlborough St. dwellers to complain that

they woidd get dust from Commonwealth Ave. finds its

historic parallel in the accusation of the wolf against the

lamb. The terrible heat in summer from a large district

covered with asphalt, which would affect the comfort of the

whole city, and its injurious effect upon the eyes are self-evi-

dent. It may also be mentioned that while asphalt dimin-

ishes the noise of wheels of heavy teams, it makes a ring-

ing sound when struck by horses' shoes which is very an-

noying to many, and would to that extent be harmful to

nervous invalids.

As regards Commonwealth Ave., for which I am
principally concerned, it should continue a macadamized
park road. Asphalt is, under certain conditions, which
occur more frequently in the winter, very unsafe for travel,

and there should be at least one road out of the city that

could be used at all times. With proper care and proper
watering, which it has not had, it could be made comforta-

bly free from dust; and when we speak of proper care,

this applies to all roadways. Asphalt must be kept scru-

pulously clean, else its quality as a non-absorbent renders

it a menace to health instead of an advantage. Proper
care may be promised and provided for, yet with the geo-

graphical position of our streets and the usual municipal
manner of care-taking, it is more than probable that this

cleanliness would prove to be an iridescent dream. I fear

that this communication is reaching too great a length, but
in view of what I have already stated, it seems to me that

the Society did not approach the subject in exactly a judi-

cial way. None of the above objections were put forth,

presumably because every one bad made up his mind
beforehand. The writer, though not fully prepared, was
strongly tempted to make some remarks, but when the

opportunity came, the lateness of the hour and the una-
nimity of the audience determined him to simply utter a

few words of protest against this sweeping scheme of

asphalting the whole residential portion of the Back Bay.
Very truly yours, S.

[The " two or three other gentlemen " referred to by the

writer were : Dr. S. H. Durgin, Chairman of the Boston
Board of Health, C. Frank Allen, Esq., Professor of Rail-

road Engineering in the ]\Iassachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, and W. E. McClintock, Esq., Instructor in High-
way Engineering in the Lawrence Scientific School of

Harvard University, also connected with the Massachusetts
Commission for State Highways.
As additional disinterested testimony we reproduce re-

plies received in answer to a circular letter sent out l)y

Dr. Henry O. Marcyin 1894. ^ They represent, purposely,

' Sanitation in Street Pavement. Reprint, 1895.

Huveral of our larger r-ilif^s in widely varying latiturleii with

marked variationn (jf (rlimati' :

(,'MIKK HaNITAKV I.NMI'KITOK'h «>KP|r k,

Atlanta, Oa., .July ri, IWM.
Dkak Hik: — Your letter of July 'iOtli to hiind, itn<l In ri'|i|y will

Htate that J cdiiHlder the " iiHphiilt puvinK "
t li'- pn-tlleiit pav-

hiK Tor your averiueH in ti'iHtiin; it is L-iiHJIy kept clean, Ih ntiliic-

leHM, and would >cive entire Hiit iHfactloti. Any further Informa-
tion I will Kludly furiilHh.

Very respectfully, Thoh. K. Vkai,,
dhirf Innperlor,

City .Scuvkvok's Okkkk.
Mo.NTiiKAi., Can., .July 2.'J, 1894.

I)i:ak Sin: — 1 am in receipt of your letter of .July 2Uln, aHk-
iuK nic for my opinion aM to the bcMt pavement to he unetl for u
residential Mtreet with linht traffic thereon. I would certainly
recommend Trinidad asphalt. We have had Trinidad UHphalt
laid by the Warren Hcharff Co., of New York, and it ban Htood
thi.s climate for .seven yearn with heavy traffic.

Yours truly, P. W. St. Okorok,
City Siirveijor.

Offici; of City ENorNP.BR,
Savannah, Oa., ,JuIv 23, 1894.

Dear Sir: — Your note of July 20th came to hand and con-
tents noted. The city of Savannah has a ^reat many streets
paved with asphalt, and it gives entire satisfaction. The War-
ren Scharff Paving Co. has done most of our work. It standn
heavy traffic as well as light.

I am yours respectfully, Jon.v FiTztiicRALD,
Superiiiteniletil of Streetn.

I)ei»artmnet of Public Works,
Chicago, July 23, 1894.

Dear Sir: — Your favor of Julj^ 20th, relative to asphalt pave-
ment received. We have 16.65 miles of sheet asphalt streets in
this city. This class of improvement when well laid has given
general satisfaction on resident streets in this city. Dearborn
Avenue, which was improved with asphalt eleven years ago, has
just been repaired at an expense to the city of .*.5"0. It is now
in as perfect condition as it was when originally completed.

Yours very truly, John McCarthy,
Sujierintendent of Streetn.

Department of Public Works, Commissioner's Office.
No. 31 Chambers Street, New York, July 24, 1894.

Dear Sir: — In answer to your inquiry of July 20th,'regarding
experience in this city with asphalt pavements, I beg to say
that the experience of the last six years has shown good as-
phalt to be the very best pavement for residential streets and*
on streets used for pleasure driving, provided the grades are
not too steep; that is, not to exceed 4 in 100. It has many ad-
vantages over macadam or stone, in being noiseless, imper-
vious to liquid filth, easy to keep clean, and about one-fourth
less expensive to maintain. We have now in this city fifty-five
miles of asphalt pavement, nearly all in private residential
and tenement house districts.

Very respectfully, Michael T. Daly,
Commissioner of Public Works.

Street Department, Street Commissioner's Office.
St. Louis, Mo., July 24, 1894.

Dear Sir: — Answering your favor of July 20th. would say we
have a little over nine miles of asphaltum'streets in St. Louis,
and they are giving entire satisfaction to the tax-payers. We
have not confined the use of asphaltum streets to light traflSc
alone, as we have roadways here paved with that material over
which from 5.000 to 7.000 vehicles pass daily with loads of from
1,000 to 10,000 pounds. Personally and officially I am in favor of
asphalt for paving all classes of streets.

Very respectfully, M. J. Murphy,
Street Coimnissioner.

Ed.]

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the weekending: February 17th, in Boston, accordina; to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —

Bare- Ther- Relative
meter luometer. humidity.

I S

3 a

a s

Direction Velocity We'th'r.
of wind, of wind.

S...11 30.29

M..12 30.38
T...13 29.71
W..14 30.07

T...15 29.91

F...16 30.05
S,..17 29.96

33 37 29! 89
37 40 '34 100
4S 60 ' ;$r> ' 96
34 -10 29 (;•_>

38 47
,

29

PO 90 N.
96 98 N.E.
72 84 S.E.

(;•_> .S9 50 W.
rA ."Hi ,55 S.W.

29
i

21
I

.58 37 48 N.W.
25 29 21 55 96| 76 N.

N.
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RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Saturday, February 17, 1900.
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<©nginal ^Crtirlfjef.

KKMAKKS ON IIIK I NFI.LKNCIO OK IKCII-

NIQliK lirON IIIK HKSlII/rS OK CLOSIJKK
OF WOUNDS OK TIIK AliDOMINAL VVAM..'

IIV CIIAKLICH I>. NOIILK, M.I).,

Surgeoit-in-Chirf, Kensinyton I/otpital for Womtn, PhilatlelpMn.

It is mv iiitciitioii tliis cvciiiiii^ to briii;; hcforc von

a niimlM'r of j)oiiits in \\w tcc^linniiu' of i\\v closure of

wounds of tiu' :il)(loiuiii;il \v;ill, iiiid to report my own
c.xporieuce therewitli ;is a (contribution to what 1 \\o\)v

luav prove a valuabU; discussion upon these suhjects.

There are a nuiuber of methods advocated for the

closure of the wound in celiotomy cases. What may
i)c calU'd the classical method is that in which inter-

rupted throuijh-and-through sutures of non-absorbable

suture material are employed. Silk, silver wire and

silkworm yut have been advocated at various times.

This method was universally employed by our prede-

cessors, and probably to-day it is the method which

has the i;;reatest number of adherents. The advan-

taijes of the method consist in the rapidity with whi<'h

the wound may be closed, and the comparative sim-

plicity of the technicpie. The objections to the method

are the relative fre(piency of hernia following its

employment, and the relatively high percentage of

wound infection and stitch-hole abscesses. I shall

assume that these statements do not require statistical

proof. Hernia is most frequent in the case of fat

subjects and in those in which drainage has been em-

ployed— especially gauze draniage. The reasons for

this are anatomical and self-evident. In thin subjects,

when the suturing is carefully done, it is feasible to

approximate with relative accuracy the component
structures of the abdominal wall, restoring these

structures approximately to their normal status.

When drainage is employed, this is at once prevented

at the site of the drainage opening. In fat subjects

the mechanical difficulties of applying the sutures

bring about the same result, and the component
structures of the abdominal wall are not accurately

approximated, and more especially the continuity of

the aponeurosis of the transverse muscles is not re-

stored. For this reason, in my judgment, this method
of closing the abdominal wound should be reserved

for the small class of cases in which drainage is neces-

sary, and another limited class of cases in which,

owing to the general condition of the patient, the

saving of even a few minutes in the duration of the

operation is of importance. It is my opinion that the

explanation of the relative frequency of stitch-hole

abscesses, when this method of closure is ado[)ted, is

that in order to close the abdominal wound with a

single row of sutures, it is frequently necessary to tie

these sutures under tension. In this way the circula-

tion is interfered with, the vitality of the tissues is

lowered, and any germs which may be present,

whether the skin cocci or other, have a favorable field

for action.

The foregoing considerations caused me to abandon
through-and-through sutures in 1892, and since that

time tier sutures have been employed as a routine

method. The character of the suture material and
the method of its employment have been changed sev-

' Read before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, November 21,

1899.

eriil timcH. From May, 1K'.»2, until Jainmry, 1897,
a row of interiiipled silkworm-gut sutures was buried

at tht! level of the aponeurosis, iiriiling the aponcuroHlM,

recti mu.scles and peritoneum ; and a necond row uf
interrupted silkworm-gut sutures wa** employed t(»

unite th(; skin and subcutaneous fat. Suli'^eipicnt to

.January, IH1)7, the jieriloneum and re<tti mii-,cleH were
united with continuous catgut sutures, and the apo-
neurosis of tin- transverse muscles was unit<;d with a

moditie<l mattress sutun; (Fig. \) after the metluxl

detailed in the pap(!r entitled " A New Method of
Suturing the Abdominal Wound in Celiotomy.^

The results which were obtained by these methods
were carefully recorded and reported to the American
(jiyn(c<!ological Society at its meeting in Hostoii, in

IHiiH.^ The re])ort embraced 472 ca.ses, of which 10
suj)purated, or two per cent. There were two post-

operation hernias—one in the cases which supj)urated,

or 10 per cent., and oiu; in the 4G2 cases in which
primary union was obtained, or one-fifth of one per

cent.

The results obtained by these methods both from
the standpoint of the avoidance of hernia and from that

of wound suppuration were eminently satisfactory.

Silkworm gut as a buried permanent suture is undoubt-
edly an admirable suture material, j)rovided it is

aseptic and placed in an aseptic wound. This conclu-

sion is not the result of a few experiments conducted
over a limited period of time, but of ample experi-

ence extending over a number of years. I am quite

aware that it has been controverted by other reporters,

and that it is the current belief that perhaps 10 per
cent, of buried silkworm-gut sutures will either im-
mediately or remotely give rise to suppuration and
require removal. In contradistinction to this received
opinion, it can be stated, that of the thousands of

sutures buried in the foregoing series of cases, in not
a single case has a single suture ever required removal,
provided the wound healed by primary union, and
that the number of cases to which these buried sutures

required removal w'as limited to 10 in which suppur-
ation of the wound took place immediately after

operation. I think it well to emphasize this point for

future reference.

I would call attention to the following points as

recpiisite to obtain satisfactory results with the use of

silkworm gut as a buried suture: (1) That rigid

asepsis be maintained in all the details of the opera-
tion, especially as to the hands of the operator and his

assistants ; (2) that light weight silkworm gut be em-
{)loyed ; (3) that the sutures be tied without tension

;

(4) that the knot be made with three ties and then
the ends cut off short, so that as small a foreign body
shall be left for encapsulation as is feasible.

My confidence in the value of silkworm gut as a
permanent suture is such, that although it is no longer
employed in my routine abdominal work, it is still

used to meet certain conditions. In all nephrorrha-
phies three silkworm-gut sutures are used to fasten
the kidney to the muscles of the loin. In all inguinal
hernia operations at least one silkworm-gut mattress
suture is used to close the internal ring of the inguinal
canal ; and in all femoral hernia operations the hernial
opening under Poupart's ligament is closed with buried
silkworm gut. In none of the hernia operations has

' American Journal of Obstetrics, vol. xxxv, Xo. 4, 1897.
» Shall Absorbable or Non-ahsorbable Ligatures and Sutures be

Employed, etc. Medical News, October 15, 1898 ; Transactions Amer-
ican Gynecological Society, 18t>8.
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siii)puration occurred, and in but a single nephrorrha-

phy, of the date, March, 18'.>G.

There are two leijitiniate objections which can be

urged against the employment of silkworm gut as a

buried permanent suture : (1) The use of interrupted

sutures in chasing wounds by the tier method re(pures

a longer time than that of the continuous suture
;

(2) in the course of time pressure atrophy caused by

the inclusion of tissue in the grasp of the suture may
possibly lessen the strengtli of the abdominal wall.

Neither of these objections is of a radical nature, but

they had some effect in influencing me in at least tem-

porarily abandoning the routine use of silkworm gut.

In May, 1898, I adopted the use of catgut exclu-

sively for the closure of the abdominal wound, and

since that date celiotomy wounds have been closed in

the following manner : (1) The peritoneum is closed

with fine cumol catgut (Fig- II) ; (2) the aponeurotic

through the a])oneurosis of the left side as in the

Lembert intestinal suture ; and again from below uj)-

ward through the aponeurosis of the right side, and so

on till the end of the wound is reached, when a single

knot completes the closure of the muscles and fascia

(Fig. III).

Tlie subcutaneous fat is then closed with a continu-

ous catgut suture in one or more layers, using fine

catgut. The skin is next closed by the intracuticular

stitch with fine catgut.

In carrying out the technique scrupulous care is

given to the following points : All bleeding vessels

are controlled either by forci-pressure or catgut liga-

ture ; the wound is washed repeatedly with salt solu-

tion as layer after layer is closed, with the purpose of

removing blood clots if jwesent, and with the further

object of washing away in part or in whole any germs
which may have found lodgment in the wound ; care

Fjg. I. (;io8ure of tlie aponeurosis with the modified mattress suture.

sheath of one rectus muscle (the right) is then separated

from the muscle by blunt dissection, thus baring the

imder surface of the aponeurosis. The upper surface

of the apon(!urotic sheath of the h^ft rectus muscle is

then dissected clear of fat with a knife, with the object

of suturing the under surface of the right ajioneurosis

upon the up])er surface of the oj)posite aponeurosis.

The suturing is then begun by {)assing the needle

armed with medium chromi(uzed catgut (sterilized by

tlie cumol method) through the aponeurosis of tin;

rectus nmscle of the left side of the wound, and

» thereafter by continuous sutun^ closing the rectus

muscle until the opj)Osite end of the wound is reached.

The needle is then l)rouglit from below upward,
through the aponeurosis upon the left side of the

wound. The aponeurotic layer is then closed bj' pass-

ing the needle from below upwards through the

aponeurosis upon the right side ; then passing it

is taken to avoid tension in drawing upon the sutures,

so as not to interfere with the circulation. I was

never able to ai)])reciate the logic of those advocating

the so-called dry method in dealing with wounds. By
this method it always seemed to me that if the wound
were infected, tlu; more it was rubbed with dry gauze,

the more thoroughly the infecting germs were rubbed

into the tissues, and the greater the chances of subse-

(]uent inflammation and suppuration. The reverse of

this is true when wounds are carefully and freely

washed with salt solution.

Before giving the results wliic-h have been oI)tained

by this method of closing the abdominal wound, it

will be well to discuss a few points which are directly

connected with these results. The abdominal wall is

prepared by giving the jjatient a warm tul) bath on the

two days jjrevious to the operation, care being taken

to wash well the abdominal wall with soap and water.
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When tliore an^ special ivasoiiN for extra clcuiiHin^',

such lis the recent use of nmstanl plasters or lini-

ments, a(l«litional washings :ire einplovifl iiml llie

ally been ahsorhe*! by this time, ho that the (ireswinj^

consists in pickin^i off the knf)tH and apply iufr a fresh

(lressin<(.

One of the most important ihtails in seciirin;; aHe|>-

sis is th(^ method employed in sterilizing^ the hands.

It is universally ai,'reed that in an al)solute sense this

is impossihie, l»ut with a prop<'r technique this can \h:

approximated. The permani^anate ()f potash — oxalic-

acid method of disinfection has heeii employed in th<^

hospital of which I have char^^e for the past fourteen

vears, and (constantly durin<( tin; t<*n years of which

1 have had cliar<^e. 'I'lie method in use is as follows:

()])erati()ns are done; in the mornin<(. h(*fore either the

operator or liis assistants have soiled their hanrls.

'I'his is perhaps i\w most im|)ortant individual point

ill the techni([ue. Fifteen minutes is the time limit

for scruhhin;^ and disinfectiuir the han«ls. (ireen soap

and a stif!" brush are employed for about seven min-

utes, th(!n tluc subunj^ual spaces are cleaned with a

slerili/ed wooden cleaner. Th(^ hands are a<:^ain

scrubbed with green soap and a brush, and are rinsed

free from soap. The hands are then washed in alco-

hol, using gauze to scrub about the finger ends. To
wash off the alcohol they are immersed in bichloride

solution, 1-1,000, then in saturated oxalic-acid solu-

tion, and finally in saturated permanganate-of-potash

solution. This process is then reversed. If the hands

are put directly from tlie alcohol bath into the per-

manganate-of-potash solution, a reaction takes place,

resulting in a sticky deposit upon the hands, which it

is difficult to remove. The hands are now washed in

Fig. 11. Sliowiiig (a) closure of the peiitoiieum with continuous
catcut suture

; (6) the borders of the (divided) rectus muscle ; (c) the
left aponeurosis freed from the layer of fat ; the right aponeurosis
separated from the rectus muscle and reflected.

scrubbing brush is used. On tlie morning of the

operation, after a full bath, the abdomen is scrubbed

with soa{) and water, the pubic hair is shaved, and the

abdominal wall is then carefully cleansed with ether,

alcohol and bichloride solution. A towel saturated in

bichloride solution, 1-2,000, is applied over the region

of operation and held in place by a bandage. When
the patient is upon the operating table, the field of

operation is again cleaned with ether, alcohol and
bichloride solution. After the conclusion of the oper-

ation, the abdominal wall is again washed with bi-

chloride solution and a number of layers of gauze
rung out of bichloride solution, 1-2,000, is applied in

its moist state over the wound ; cotton is applied over
this, and the dressing is held in place with sticking

plaster, which dressing is not disturbed for a week.
This method has been employed for ten years, and
has given such uniformly satisfactory results that its

details have never been varied. The adhesive plas-

ters are used solely with the purpose of keeping the

dressing in place and not to support the abdominal
wound. When long adhesive plasters are used, they

are very uncomfortable for the patient, especially if

the abdomen becomes much distended with gas. The
cliief function of the adhesive plaster is to keep the

wound covered with the dressing. 1 am satisfied that

many wounds are infected and suppurate because of

the neglect of this precaution. The wound is dressed
for the first time from the sixth to the eighth day.

The fine catgut employed to close the skin has usu-

FlG. 111. showing (a) the wound in the rectus closed with con-
tinuous catgut suture; (b) closure of the aponeurosis by suiienmpos-
iug the right aponeurosis upon the left and suturing it with special
form of continuous catgut suture.

sterilized lime water, and then in sterilized water.

For the pa^t year, after this has been done, rubber
gloves, which have been boiled for fifteen minutes,
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are put on. This method gives approximately per-

fect results, so far as wound infection is concerned.

The methods em[)loyed in the performance of the

Alexander operation are very similar to tlios(! used in

dealing with the ordinary celiotomy wound. March

2d of the current year I reported my experience with

this operation hefore the Philadelphia Obstetrical

Society.* At this time (52 ojjeratious had been per-

formed. Since that date there have been six addi-

tional cases, making a total of 68. The teachings of

Edebohls have influenced me largely in this opera-

tion, corrected of course by the results of my own
experience. So far as their influence upon the heal-

ing of wounds is concerned, 1 think it only necessary

to emphasize the following points : All hemorrhage is

Fig. IV. Showing (a) suturing of the internal oblique and round
ligament to Poupart's ligament ; (6) the aponeurosis of the external
oblique reflected and ready for suturing.

arrested either by forci-pressure or catgut ligature,

so that there is no opportunity for the collection of

blood in the wound after its closure. Special care is

exercised not to draw the sutures too tight, especially

those which embrace the ligamentous structures of the

abdominal wall and the round ligament. The circu-

lation in these structures after operation is not good,

and tightly-placed sutures would necessarily result in

strangulation and probably in su])puration.

It is not my purpose to go into details concerning

the technique of Alexander's operation. Any one

interested in this is referred to the above paper. In

general I have followed the technique laid down by

* Alexander's Operation, Atiiorican Gynecological and Obstetrical

Journal, May, 1899.

Edebohls, with the exception that instead of merely
approximating the divided edges of the aponeurosis

of the external oblicjue, that one layer of the aponeu-
rosis is superimposed upon the other and there sutured,

as is the case with the median celiotomy incision.

The Edebohls technique after the drawing out of the

round ligaments consists essentially in the perform-

ance of a liassini hernia operation, the round liga-

ments being embraced in the sutures which unite the in-

ternal oblique muscles to Poupart's ligaments (Fig.

IV). This, I believe, is the reason for the absence of

post-operative hernias when this technique is employed. •

This sequel has been entirely absent in my own cases.

Suppuration has occurred in but one of the above
series of Alexander 0{)erations, and in this case it was
limited to the subcutaneous fat. Infection took place

in this case, I am satisfied, through the efl^orts at

cleansing the vulvar region after the performance of

the Alexander operation, preliminary to the repair of

a complete tear of the perineum. It is frequently

stated that the pubic region and the groin are espe-

cially prone to suppuration. This experience and the

fact that in none of my operations for inguinal or

femoral hernia has suppuration occurred make me
confident that suppuration is not due to the region

involved, but to faulty technique on the part of the

surgeon, or what is more usually the case, the failure

to apply a fixed dressing. This is a pomt of such im-

portance as to be worthy of emphasis. The double

spica bandage which is commonly employed by sur-

geons to retain the dressings in place is objectionable

unless removed after twenty-four or forty-eight hours,

because it is inevitable that the bandages about the

inner surfaces of the thighs will become soiled when
the bladder and bowels are evacuated. For the Alex-
ander operation the same dressing is used that is

employed for the median celiotomy wound, with the

exception that in addition to the transverse adhesive

straps, others are placed around the inner surface of

the thighs, then from within outward, and below up-

ward across the lower portion of the abdominal dress-

ing, the outer end of the straps being applied to the

postei'ior surface of the pelvis. These straps keep the

dressing from slip2iing uj) and exposing the lower ends

of the pubic wounds. The nurse has instructions to

watch these straps and the dressing. If the straps

become loosened, fresh ones are applied, and if the

dressing is soiled, the wound is immediately freshly

dressed.

From May 28, 1898, to October 10, 1899, 224 celiot-

omies and Alexander operations have been performed

in which the tier method of suturing the wound was
employed. In this series of cases catgut only was used.

Herniotomies have not been included in this list, and
operations in which through-and-through sutures have

been employed have been excluded. Two celiotomy

wounds and one Alexander opei'ation wound suppur-

ated, or 1.3 per cent. In addition, there was a

failure of union at a small point in the skin in three

cases. In one patient, a fat woman, the wound was

torn open through the fatty layer by the ])atient turn-

ing on her side. The edges of the wound were

brought togeriier by adhesive plaster, and healing oc-

curred without sujjpuration. In one patient, during a

violent fit of vomiting on the fourth day, the wound
burst oj)en, allowing the escape of several feet of

intestine. The intestine was washed oft", the wound
reclosed, and healing by primary union was obtained.
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\\' niH' r.isr ;i |Mist-<)|)('nitiv(i iiitnipfritoiiml uhsccMH

(li,sc'liiiri;(Ml tlircdijfli \\w iilMlomiiuil wound hoiih' vvcckH

iil'tcr o|>cni(ioii. In two ciiscs ol' tulKTcnliir pcritoni-

Uh |)riin:irv union was olttiiincd, l>ut the chroiuicizcil

cat'nit suture caused suppuration about six weeks

after operation, and was sul)se(|uently discliar<,n'd.

One cas*' of hernia is known to liave occurred in tlic

above series of cases, and in a se(r()nd case a liernia

lias appeared about an inch above the incision. The
case of this hernia is a h)n<i-standin<i- diastasis of the

recti muscles foUowiny j)re<;nan(\ .

In coinpariui;- the residts secured with l)uried silk-

worm i^ut as contrasted witli tlie exclusive use of

catifut, the record is perhaps ratlu>r in favor of the

silkworm yut, although the discrepancy is not i;reat.

The very distressiuj^ accident of the eventration of

tlie intestines on the fourth day would not have oc-

curred had silkworm yut been used as a buried suture,

nor do I believe it will often occur with the present

method of suturing. The patient was one having an

especially vigorous muscular system to produce the

powerful intra-abdominal pressure which burst open

the wound, and the j)robabilities are that the contin-

uous suture which closed the rectus muscle was cut

by the needle when closing the aponeurotic layer—
an accident which might well happen. This is the

only accident of the kind which has hapi)ened in my
experience, no matter what method of suturing was
employed.

Delayed suppuration in two patients who were op-

erated upon for tubercnlar peritonitis is interesting as

showing that the process of encapsulation, or the

gradual pro(;ess of absorption of chromicized catgut,

does not take place so readily in persons of reduced

vitality. In these two patients the catgut acted as a

foreign body and produced suppuration, presumably
without infection, as suppuration did not take place

until at least six weeks after operation. I feel quite

satisfied that it is much easier for the tissues to encap-

sulate a fine silkworm-gut suture than it is to absorb

a medium-sized chromicized catgut suture.

The foregoing report warrants the conclusion that

in celiotomy wounds which can be closed without
drainage suppuration can be reduced to two per cent,

or less, and tliat post-operative ventral hernia can be
reduced to a fraction of one per cent.

As the paper has been very discursive, I would
suggest the following points for discussion : (1) The
histological basis of the various methods of suturing

wounds of the abdominal wall ; (2) the relative ad-

vantages of different suture materials
; (3) the rela-

tive advantages of diiferent methods of closing wounds
of the abdominal wall ; (4) methods of suturing in

Alexander's operation ; (.5) sterilization of the hands;

(6) the use of rubber gloves as a preventive of

wound infection.

In conclusion, it is only left for me to express my
appreciation of the honor you have conferred upon nu'

in inviting me to address your Society this evening,
and to thank vou for your attention.

Women Mkdical Students in Paris.— There
are, according to the Medical Press, 129 female medi-
cal students at Paris, of whom 91 are Russians, 29
French, five Roumanians, two Germans, one Swiss, and
one British. In Paris, women are placed absolutely on
the same footing as men.

ABSTRACT OF PAPKK ON "FURTHKR KX-
PKRIKNCK WITH TilK OPKRATIVK IRKA I'-

MKN'I" OK ANTKKLKXIO.N'.' I

IIV W. I.. Ill ItKAdK, M.li., IIOHION.

Two years ago the writer read Iwfore the Obstetri-

cal Society a paper on " Division of the \',U-\i>nncrn\

l>iganients and Snspensio Uteri for Immobile Ketro-
position with Antefh^xion," in which he repoi ted nine
cases treated i)y curetting, division of the uterosacral
liganKiUts through an abdominal in(;ision anri hu8-

])t'nsio uteri.

In the pres(!nt paper h(^ reviews his private notes of
all operations performed for antefiexioii, 92 cases,

analyzes the remote results and announces his w>n-
clusions.

Retroposition with anteflexion is defined anew. It

is a uterus situated as a whole in the back of the j)el-

vis, that is to say, close to the sacrum, and flexed for-

ward, the flexure being in the body of the organ, in

the neck, or in both. The tissues of the uterus at the
angle of flexure may be so firm, so altered in consis-

tency by disease that the uterus cannot be straightened
(pathological anteflexion), or they may be soft and
more nearly normal, and in this case the uterus mav
be restored to its natural form (congenital or, more
properly, puerile anteflexion). A condition of ante-
flexion is normally found in the little girl, but it is

not present in the fetus, therefore we should speak of
puerile rather than congenital anteflexion. The uterus
which is anteflexed is generally retroposited also and
its mobility limited. Shortening of the uterosacral
ligaments has been heretofore too generally overlooked
by writers on this subject. An anteflexed uterus held
in the back of the pelvis close to the wall of the
sacrum cannot be straightened because there is no room
for the backward excursion of the cervix. The pos-
terior attachments of the uterus limiting its mobility
must first be divided.

Anteflexion would seem to be a persistence of a
puerile status due to arrest of development coupled
with inflammatory action in the uterosacral ligaments
and uterine tissues. The source of the inflammation
is not clear. Uterine discharges dammed up at the
internal os by the flexure at that point and forced
through the tubes into the peritoneal cavity, and the
passage of hardened fecal masses through the rectum
between the uterosacral ligaments, have been sug-
gested as causes. An increase of intra-abdominal
pressure from tight lacing or from a chronic accumu-
lation of gas in the intestines, and acting on the pos-
terior face of the body of the uterus, undoubtedlv con-
tributes to the formation of anteflexion in certain cases.

The uterosacral ligaments are described in the
anatomies as consisting of muscular and cellular tissue

and folds of peritoneum. They extend from the pel-
vic wall near the second piece of the sacrum on either
side, and come together on the posterior surface of
the uterus at about the level of the internal os in the
form of a \. In testing the size and strength of these
ligaments in the class of cases uiuler discussion bv the
bimanual touch and in dividing them, both through an
abdominal incision and through a vaginal incision in

the cul-de-sac, it is often astonishing to find them so
thick and their structure so tough and unyielding.
They are ligaments indeed, and it is plain why ventral

> Read before the Obstetrical Society of Boston. November 21.
1899.

'
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suspension of the uterus is a failure whore these

shortened ligaments are ignored. No artificial liga-

mentous attachnu'Ut of the uterus to the anterior

abdominal wall (^an hope to equal the i>ull of these

strong posterior guys.

Traces of past inflammatory action in Douglas's cul-

de-sac may be observed in some patients in the form

of wrinkling and thickening of the peritoneum over

and about the ligaments, and in an irregular course of

the ligaments.

Retroposition with anteflexion is a commoTi disease

in the experience of the writer, 10 jjer cent, of all of

his private cases having been so diagnosed. B. S.

Schultze has described this as occurring frequently.

Jt most commonly causes distressing symptoms in

young women under thirty years of age, and they

suffer from dysmenorrhea, scanty and irregular men-
struation and an uj)setting of the balance of the nervous

system, together with a certain amount of deteriora-

tion of the general health. Palliative treatment with

drugs and with loctal measures for depletion of the

uterine organs should be given a trial. Stem pessa-

ries are dangerous and other pessaries are useless.

Local treatment over a prolonged period of time is

not to be counselled in a majority of young unmarried

women.
The 92 cases are analyzed with reference to a

straightening of the flexure in the uterus, which was
marked in every instance, and as regards the curing of

dysmenorrhea, the common symptom.
Thirty-six cases treated by curetting and by massage

to the shortened uterosacral ligaments where neces-

sary : Twelve of the 20 cases heard from were re-

lieved of dysmenorrhea as a result of the operation,

and eight were not relieved. Most of these cases were
treated by thorough dilatation and curetting and irri-

gation of the uterine cavity with salt solution, then

drying with gauze and swabbing with pure carbolic

acid. It was not noted that the uterus was perma-

nently straightened in any case, although in most in-

stances a previously tight canal remained patulous

several months after the operation.

Six cases curetted and massaged and an Alexander
operation done at the same sitting : In two the re-

sults were unknown. In the remaining four the

uterus was straight or very slightly flexed. The dys-

menorrhea was relieved in three, unrelieved in one.

Twelve cases of curetting and division of the short-

ened uterosacral ligaments through an incision in the

vagina (colpotomy) : Results unknown in four ; uterus

straight in four; relieved of dysmenorrhea, three ; un-

relieved, five.

Four cases of curetting and cutting the uterosacral

ligaments by colpotomy and an Alexander operation :

Results unknown in two, the other two were rcdieved.

One of the latter became pregnant and the other had

an anteflexed uterus two years after.

Six cases of curetting and E. C. Dudley's ojx-ration

on the cervix : I'terus straight in five, flexed in one ;

three relieved, two not relieved, and had subsiMjuent

abdominal op(5rations with relief. The sixth case liad

fungous endometritis and complained only of menor-

rhagia. The uterosacral ligaments were not appreci-

iibly shortened in these six cases.

One case of curetting and amputation of the cc^rvix

and one case of curetting, Dudley's oix^ration and
division of the uterosacral ligaments through the ab-

dominal incision and suspensio uteri are too recent to

give results. One case of evacuation of a pelvic

abscess behind an acutely anteflexed uterus was of

interest, because when the abscess cavity had closed

the uterus was perfectly straight.

Three cases of curetting and removal of both tubes
and ovaries for extensive disease, followed by sus-

pensio uteri after cutting the uterosacral ligaments

:

Uterus flexed in all.

Twenty-two cases of curetting, division of the utero-

sacral ligaments through the abdominal wound and
suspensio uteri : Immediate results show uterus per-

fectly straight in six, slightly flexed in 13, and three

still in hospital ; remote results in 13, uterus straight

in four, slightly flexed in six, and sharply flexed in

three ; dysmenorrhea relieved in nine.

As a result of his experience in the operative treat-

ment of anteflexion the writer lays down the follow-

ing rules for his guidance in these cases :

. (1) In anteflexion without ovarian or tubal disease,

and free from shortened uterosacral ligaments or pos-

terior adhesions, dilatation, curetting and Dudley's
operation or amputation of the cervix, with a prefer-

ence for the former.

(2) In anteflexion with retroposition and shortened
uterosacral ligaments or posterior adhesions, and with-

out ovarian or tubal disease, dilatation, curetting and
division of the uterosacral ligaments or adhesions by
colpotomy and Dudley's operation or amputation of

the cervix, with a preference for the former. Ampu-
tation of the cervix is a useful operation where the

cervix is very long and also where there is extensive

erosion of the crown of the cervix. In married women
in both of the foregoing classes dilatation and curet-

ting without other operation are sufficient, because

pregnancy will usually straighten the uterus and
stretch the ligaments and adhesions. Should preg-

nancy not supervene within a number of months, and
should the symptoms persist, another curetting and
Dudley's operation, with or without division of the

ligaments, may be done.

(3) In anteflexion, with or without retroposition,

having ovarian or tubal disease, dilatation, curetting,

Dudley's operation, and suspensio uteri, the uterosacral

ligaments being divided through the abdominal wound
if they are shortened and whatever may be necessary

done to the ovaries and tubes.

THE GASTRO-INTESTINAL TRACT IN NER-
VOUS DISEASE.

BV F. HAVARY PEARCE, M.D.

,

Instructor in Physical Diagnosis, University nf Pennsylvania; Phy-
sician to the Medical Dispensary, St. Agnes' Hospital, Philadel-
phia.

TiiK intimate relation between the central nervous

system, organs, and functions of the body especially,

cannot Ik; too forcibly' emphasized. Stress is to be laid

uj)ou the oblivion existing through the inexact knowl-

edge of the anatomic relation between the cerebro

sj)inal, or system of animal life, so-called, and the

ganglia sympathetica, or system of organic life, as we
know it to be, and especially the inexact understanding

of the anatomy of these most delicate ganglia and

nerve fibres and of their intricate inosculations ; that is,

of the sympathetic fibres about the inqwrtant organs of

the body. Recent anatomical and i)hysiological experi-

mentation, now being pursued tlirough the aid of vivi-
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Hi'ctioii, is proviiii; more .'iikI iiion- ihv woinli-rfiil lolc

nliiycd l)V til*' " :iii<l()iniii.'il liiaiii," :i.s some iiii:it<)iiii>ls

liiivc (li;;iiilic»l tin- ;,fiiiii;li;i •»!' tliis to In-. I{«'.iiiiiL: in

iiiiiiil IIk- woimU rl'iil (-()iilrolliii<4 inlliiciirc ol tlir syw-

|i;illu'tic iKTVoiis .systnii, as shown l)y tin- |»rcs('rv!ilion

of lit'f uii(l<!r prot'otiiid uiicsllicsi:!, the justice of slylin;^'

tlu's«' ^an^lia siilu-oiiscious luiiiiis is i\\v more ii|)|)i('-

ciiitcd ; an<l tlic wonderful inlUHiUces (?ven then of its

reflexes upon iiuportant centres, as respiration, the

writ<'r has recently had demonstrated to him in a male,

a^ed thirty years, whom he iiad operated on for (is,sur(!

/// <nii). AVhiie under profound ethei-i/ation the res-

pirations could be controlled (inhibited) by wide dila-

tation of the si<^inoi(l flexure by means of a lony bivalve

speculum. l*erhaps one i^riiat n^ason why the sympa-

thetic system has not been i^iven enough import in

practical medicine and therapeutics is because morbid

conditions of the same, as in health, do not <;ive rise to

any painful sensation, and, therefore, wlien pain dors

occur it is din^ctly of cerebrospinal ()ri<;in. We very

often, therefore, fail to seek tlu^ real reflex primoi^enc;-

sis of morbid states presentiuii symptoms for relief. In

another phu^e ' we have emphasized the importance of

considering the sympathetic system's influence in the

causation of neurasthenia through disturbance of the

reproductive organs— a subject that has been widely

discussed and must be accepted as proven. AMiile

similarly, of course, co-relation of the great laboratory

of the body through the sympathetic to the cerebro-

spinal axis, both physiologically and pathologically,

needs no scientific advocate to further establish it, yet

specific cases bearing upon gastro-intestiual disorders

and nervous disease may prove of some value for ol)-

taining a more widespread recognition and a proper
therapeusis of the less manifest diseases of the nervous
system which still do have the same pathogenesis.

Admitting the difficulty of ascertaining cause or effect

frequently, even where there is evident co-relation be-

tween nervous disease and gastro-intestional disorders,

the point we wish to consider especially h to determine
how many cases are relieved by treatment of the

primary or secondary gastro-iutestinal state ; and more
scientifically to seek out given cases of nervous disease

greatly aggravated by the intestinal trouble, or, in-

deed, entirely caused by it. This leads back to the

broad study of heredity and conditions of environ-
ment, and much clinical experience. In a paper with
Dr. Wharton Sinkler, on " Family Diseases," ^ we drew
conclusions that heredity could be considered from a

statistical review of a large number of cases (l(i,r)00)

as one or more in 80 ; although, if the most accu-
rate history of our cases could be obtained, miu'h
higher.

Savill (181)!)), in his recent monograph on " Neuras-
thenia," adds zest to investigation of these allied ner-
vous states of the human body.

Impetus in the study of aberrations of kidney excre-
tion— not an index of renal disease, however— was
first given the w riter through making the urinalyses
in a large number of cases of nervous diseases in

the practices of Drs. S. Weir Mitchell and John K.
Mitchell. The results of uric-acid findings have been
published, and while indican is tested for ni almost all

cases we have not up to this time made careful antily-

sis of its possible import in nervous disease.

'Neurasthenia: Its Oo-relation with Pathology of the Female
Organs with H. 1). Beyea, M.D., Annals of Gynecology and Pediatry,
September, 1898.

j sj

' Journal of the American Medical Association, February 10, 1900.

The whole sidtject of irritation and aiilo-intoxicution,

per sf, as caus.il factors of diseaNc of the nervoun mvh-

tem is most intricate in its exact determination for the

therapeutic point of view, which is our mogt to he.

desired knowledge. For instance, in a (tunc of \ar\!^f

ovarian tumor, as reported by IJftyea' recently, to inv

mind, tin; glycosuria was due to irritjition of tlie gjv-

cogenic ccuitnr in turn preventin<i metabolism. The
diab(!tes lu^re disai)|Mrared after removal of the tumor.

KOURTKKN DKTAII.KI) CAHKH A8 BASIS OK THIS »Ti;OY.

Cask I. M. li., fein!il«, age twenty-two yfars; married,
one child Iivin<^; no miscarriaf^cs ; rcjxjrted March 19,

1808, sufTcring with what she wtyled Hi)litfin<^ headaclnis
for about three months, worse toward (ivcning and the
dark hours. The headaches had begun witli constipation,
wiiicli, when first .seen, was very trouble^onic. She suf-

fered from anorexia, insomnia and exliaustion, tongue was
slimy, coated and flal)by, tooth indented, jjuIsc 120 per
minute, heart weak, no murmur. We could find no ocular
or aural cause for the head .symptoms. Siie was placed
on a liquid diet, given blue mass, gr. v, at bedtime for
several days, and tonic of tr. nucis vomica; and soda bicarb,
before meals, and semi-rest treatment was enjoined. Im-
provement followed immediately. At the end of two
months she considered herself a well woman, having no
head symptoms, and the bowels remaining in normal con-
dition.

Case TI. J. J., reported April 2, 1898 ; male, age fifty-

chree years, shoemaker, alcoholic,— following exposure
awoke with pain in arms and down left leg, accompanied
by numbness in left side of the body. He never had had
acute rheumatism. With the incipiency of the pain de-
scribed he had had an attack of gastritis, followed by lien-

teric alvine dejections of the gastric fermentation. Antisep-
tic treatment to the intestinal tract dissipated the pain and
subjective numbness within twenty-four hours. Although
this patient complained of dulness of vision for a week after

the attack, to our mind the case presented a complex of

alcoholic depression, to which was added intoxication from
ptomaine poisoning. In the history it was ascertained that
the amount of alcohol he had taken previous to this attack
bad produced little or no impression on the nervous system.
The peculiarity in this case was the objective and subjec-
tive coldness of the left arm, leg and entire left side of

trunk, probably showing disturbance of the caloric centres
unilateral in the higher nervous system. At the end of

two months the man seemed back to normal health in all

ways— perhaps some of hemichoreic movements may be
excited by the unstable neurons later in the case.

Case III. R. I., reported INIay 28, 1898; female, age
forty years; Hebrew; five children living, three dead;
complained of dull vertex headache, periodic about once in

three months, lasting several days, accompanied by insom-
nia; no rheumatism ; no other pains complained of ; bow-
els said to be regular; urine high-colored, co/i/amerf indi-

can in excess; appetite fitful. She is a plethoric woman,
lieart is feeble ; however, no organic lesions can be found
excepting great relaxation of the abdomen and dilatation

of the intestinal tract and fermenting contents. The use
of magnesium sulphate to thorough cleansing of the intes-

tinal tract, with occasional use of acetanilid, caffeine and
camphor monobromate as a nerve depressant, together
with massage of the abdomen and restricted diet, and oc-

casionally high flushings of the colon with lime-water solu-

tion, produced immediate permanent improvement.
Case IV. M. G., reported July 2, 1898; female, age

thirty-five years ; single; complains of general nervousness
and nerve tire, easily exhausted, with considerable vertical

headache, growing worse toward evening; suffered from
indigtstion; eructations of sour stomach contents; bowels
are moved daily, although there is constant feeling of tight-

ness through the abdominal content, with distention. This
woman's diet was cut down to liquids largely, and nux and

2 College of Physicians of Philadelphia, Section on Medicine, De-
cember, 1899.
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soda mixture was "iven before meals, with very rapid re-

lief of general nervous state and headache. Five-drop

doses of strong acid nitrohydrochlor. were continued for

one month.
Case V. J. S., reported August 6, 1898; male, age

twenty-nine years; no history of nervous disease in fam-

ily ; complains of pain in head in occipital region, lasting

one week, completely incapacitating him for work. There

is no history of specific disease; kidneys are normal, his

physique being powerful
;
gave a history of extreme con-

stipation for some months, and was a great meat eater.

The only pathological state of the urine was of excessive

indican. He was put on restricted diet and given sodium

salicylate, gr. x., t. i. d. Within a month this man got per-

fectly well of the toxemic headache, considered to be due

to potomaine intoxication aggravated by excessive proteid

diet.

Case VI. C. K., reported December 3, 1898; female,

age thirty-nine years ; married, eleven children, six living,

others died of marasmus. Patient complains of frontal

headache for the past two weeks, which comes on in the

morning and disappears in the afternoon ; also complains

of vague pains in extremities and of (jeneral nervousness.

Headaches begin about 9 A. M. and last to 4 r. M. Cor-

recting a hyperacidity of the stomach with mild daily

catharsis very much relieved her condition at the end of

four weeks — that is, the headaches did not last so long,

but seemed quite as severe in their several hours' duration.

This woman seemed entirely well two months after begin-

ning treatment. During the summnr of 1898 she relapsed

into the same condition of intestinal indigestion, with indi-

canuria, to again be entirely relieved in the fall by a mixt-

ure of charcoal, gentian and sodium bromide. Again,

having had a relapse, living as she does in poor hygienic

surroundings, each time has been relieved by intestinal an-

tiseptics. It should be said there were no other causes to

be found; menstruation was normal, and the eyes pre-

sented no error of refraction.

Case VII. N. D., reported March 25, 1899; widow,

age thirty years ; two children, living and well ; no mis-

carriages ; has been very constipated for some weeks ; her

head began to distress her much across the frontal region,

beginning several weeks before reporting for treatment.

Pain is of dull nature, gradually growing worse toward

evening. This patient was much improved by the use of

bromide and gentian, and after full correction of intestinal

torpidity the headaches entirely disappeared. I take it

that the absorption of ptomaines from the intestinal tract,

and of the improperly eliminated metabolites of the system

passing through the sensitive dura mater were the exciting

cause of the cephalic distress (lymphostasis).

Case VIII. M. P., reported April 11, 1899; female,

a^e sixty-five years; complaining of pain in the lower

lumbar region and general feeling of tire, accompanied by

violent wind dyspepsia, and labelled " disturbed metabo-

lism." Under the use of gentian, nux and soda mixture, with

the limitation of diet to milk and proteids, and with the stim-

ulating effect of the static current down the spine, she was

entirely relieved in two and a half months of the general

toxemic state. The association of dyspepsia and rheuma-

tism seem to be proven in such a hybrid case as this one.

We have no doubt that many cases of rheumatism are pre-

cipitated by catching cold, since the retention theory of the

genesis of a "cold " would tend to show the disturbance of

metabolism acting through the nervous system, and would

be sufficient cause for the rheumatic state. Some form

of organism may be the determining factor of acute rheu-

matic fever, and may also be a potent cause. Certainly

the subject of rheumatism is still in a state of theoretic;

speculation. Nervous origin is, undoubtedly, a large basic

cause in this disease so closely allied to the conditions of

waste product pains of disturbed metabolism ; for the ner-

vous system must control the proi)er absorption and elimi-

nation of leucomaines. etc , in health and disease.

Case IX. L. L. (private), reported May 11, 1898;

female, age thirty-five years; for three years has been

suffering from excessive nervousness associated with ex-

treme constipation, bloating of the stomach and wind dys-

pepsia; urine contained a large amount of indican; her
sleep was much disturbed with vague distress in thf head,
much aggravated when bowels were not relieved by cathar-

tics. Use of bromide of soda in moderate doses, with trio-

nal as an hypnotic, much improved her ''general nervous-
ness." But it was not until full relief of the gastro-intestinal

condition, after several months in treatment by means of

regulated diet, massage to the abdomen, special as well as

general, and the use of salol as an intestinal antiseptic, that

she began to gain flesh and lose permanently the general
nervous condition she had been in so long. The difliculty

in such a case as this is to trace the post hoc in the vicious

circle undoubtedly set up; and yet we feel that, clinically,

restoration of health was largely influenced by correcting

the function of the digestive tract.

Case X. F. S., reported to the Howard Hospital

service of Dr. J. Madison Taylor, July 14, 1897; female,

age seventeen years, single ; came to us at the nervous
clinic, having been referred from the medical clinic on ac-

count of what was diagnosed as toxemic headaches, the

ordinary methods of relief having failed. As the girl came
into the room she gave a peculiar sigh, due to a forced in-

spiration, and fell on a chair unconscious, frothing at the

mouth, in clonic and then tonic spasm of the entire mus-
culature. She was profoundly unconscious, and pallid in

the attack, and was dazed for half an hour after recovery.

It was then learned she had five of these seizures within a

year. She was particularly waxy in appearance, and there

was acne over the forehead and nose. She complained
pretty constantly of frontal headaches, was extremely con-

stipated, and suffered much from epigastric distress,

although the trio of signs of epigastric ulcer were elimi-

nated. The girl complained of tenesmus and general ab-

dominal distress, much increased at the time of attempted

defecation. The skin eruption seemed to be aggravated,

and to spread in a more generalized hyperemia about ten

o'clock in the mornings, increasing to acne about three

o'clock, when small white vesicles came out over the face

and neck, this more acute syndrome of epidermic disorder

again abating toward night. The patient was first put on

a tonic, and the case studied carefully from day to day. It

was soon found she complained of general muscular soreness
- ithout any real rheumatism. We now put her on small

doses of potsssium iodide and sodium salicylate, and began
to pay special attention to the bowel condition, as exami-

nation of the urine revealed large quantities of indican

present. High enemas were resorted to, by the use of the

long rectal tube, adding glycerine to the alkaline solution

of soap. It was four months before any approaching nor-

mality of the intestinal tract was obtained, and with it the

appetite improved, persistent acne was bettered, while the

transient erythroderma had entirely disappeared. The
patient was now put upon iron in moderate doses (Blaud's

pill, gr. v, t. i. d.), and the various laxatives used, as the

great torpidity required frequent changes of cathartics to

produce any effective result'-\ It slioul(i be said no strict-

ure of the lower intestine could be made out. While the

girl complained constantly of stomach distress, since the

headaches were better and no eye lesions or other cause

having been found for them, we felt we were on the right

track. During the following year the patient had but one

epileptic seizure ; the blood count ran up from the original

anemic condition of 3,200,000 red blood corpuscles to

4,800,000 red blood Qorpuscles, and while iron could not be

taken for many weeks at a time, the ability to digest food

through the use of caroid and other digestants favored

hemogenesis. The patient has had no epileptic seizure

for twenty-two months, and seems at the present writing

to be about well, so much so that she was married on De-

cember 13, 1899. The urine Axisdysh failed to detect in-

dican at the present time, and the gastro-intestinal func-

tion is entirely normal.

Case XI. A. L., single, age fifty-two years, always a

delicate, refined woman, was sent to me by Dr. Stewart, of

Allegheny, January, 1899, suffering from tormenting head-

aches not of a migraine type, but being constant, dull, and
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Rplittinp; in chjiractcr nil over the cranium. Sin; Iihh l)ccn

violnntlv coiiHlijiiilcd Jov tweulji i/r(trs, Imt j)iiid little or no

iitfeiition to it; doiim with little food; hiiviiij^ f^cncralizt'd

Mwellin)^ of tlu! facu, liiiiidH, and lips at tiiiu-H in the niorii-

ingH when she was at her work. The urine was normal

SHve f(M- much indieun present. She frecjuenlly " threw

off" (itumlilies of hil(\ 'I'here is some tenderness over the

liver, anil {jastric irritiihility, with gastroptosis. She is in

extreme neurastlienia. Climacteric estal)lishcd at fifty

yejir.s of age, but did not seem to inllucnce headaches, con

stipatioii, nor her f;;cncrally poor metabolism. She was

jilaced on high enemas, free use of cas-cara and abdominal

and j^eneral ma^sajjis occasional lavaf^e, and (rophoninc

as a tissue !)uil(lcr. lm|)i'ovement was slow but steady.

Her eyes were noi in any way causative of headaches,

bein<; simply i)resl)yopie and fully corrected. After si.x

months she liad become very well indeed. I saw her in

Allegheny on December 22, 18!)9, after a two days' head-

ache, apparently |)recipitated by constipation, with high

pulse tension, which by digestants we are with some success

treating. The use of molasses in this case will precipitate

headaches the next day, I take it, due to fermentation thus

set up.

Cask XII. C. S., age fifty years, business man in large

responsibilities for years, with an original weak constitu-

tion, — nervous. Has had gastritis off and on for twenty-

five years. Has been treated with great benefit on several

occasions by the late Dr. William Pepper and by Dr.

Wharton Sinkler, the latter gentleman placing the patient

on semi-rest treatment, sulphocarbolate of zinc and the

exhilarating effect of hydrotherapeutics at the Infirmary
for Nervous Diseases. At this time the total acidity of the

stomach was four per cent., and showing slow digestion in

the lavage fluid drawn off two and one-c{uarter hours after

a test meal. There was no albumin or glucose in the

urine, but an excess of uric-acid crystals. The man also

liad irritating piles, removed by the surgeon. His bowels
became regular, and abdominal distress largely disappeared.
He gained much in weight, and after a number of weeks'
treatment went back to Ohio immensely improved. May,
1899. While in Ohio, December 24th, I was called to see

him; found all signs of returning neurasthenia, gastric

atony, and indicanuria. He had lost much flesh. Was
belching continuously. Attack said to be due to cold.

Blistering over stomach was now resorted to, and the toxic

condition of the urine treated by salol. The patient has
improved some up to date, and indicanuria has disappeared.
Undoubtedly in this case auto-intoxication plays a role in

semeiology.

Case XIII is that of a female, age seventeen years,
white, single, suffering one year from atonic dyspepsia and
l)ersistent supra-orbital neuralgia for six months. She is

of bilious temperament. Cardiac arrhythmia prominent.
Gastro-intestinal therapy cured in one month the head pains.
Case XIV. Anna G., German, single, age twenty-six

years, reported to my clinic at St. Agnes' Hospital,
November 9, 1899, suffering from constipation since six-

teen years of age, frontal headache, acne, and lethargy.
The latter two symptoms were always worse in the morn-
ing, and recovered some from them as she forced herself
out of doors or to her work. Is always worse after a
hearty meal, when she has a sense of sinking. Bowels are
moved daily, but she has a sense of insufficient evacuation
always. Stomach is dilated down to the umbilicus. Indi-
canuria marked. Indigestion is always made worse by
worry or overwork. If she catches cold the bowels are
always made more costive. Boulimia and evidences of
slight catarrhal gastritis. She was put on restricted diet,
given sodium phosphate one drachm before breakfast, acid
nitrohydrochlor. dil. gtt. x. a. c. with a tonic. This girl
has very rapidly convalesced from her miserable condition,
and is happy in the zest for work.
A sister is undergoing such a therapeutic regime with

good effect.

Thi.s case shows tlit- /«/./rr/ class we luivc >tvlt'(l, —
that is, when neurasthenia and auto-intoxication exist

(•<»nt«'iiiporun«M>iisly. 'I he <;(>iiihiiied ufural iipl»iiil>l-

in{^ witli intestinal aiitiscphi.s .-iikI liy;;i<'Mc vvc fc«-l arc
t(|iially responsible for the i^rv.ii inipnneineMt up to

(late. SiM'li a ease as this niijflit lie U-r\wt\ one for

the neiirolo;,Mst rtr for the ^'astrolo^^'JMt, if we look not
broaflly on the rnedieal horizon.

Ciitirlnsions.— Fr(>\u the I'ore^joiM;^ elinieal .,tiid\ it

seems pretty'clearly denioiistrated to the writer that

we have three classes (jfdisease in vvliieh the nr-rvons

system is more or less intimately influenee<l In ;;astrri-

iiitestinal disorfh-r and usually of a toxic nature.

(1) (ti) Neurasthenic states, ;,'eneral or in lor-ali/ed

areas ofdistributiou (most eominon); (h) where or;^anie

changes nvv present in the n<;rve e<dls (sclerosis).

Hoth of these influences certainly lower resisting

power and cause iuiprojier (listribution of nerve force

to the gastro-intestinal tract. Thi.s leads to dilatiition

and perversion of the enteric .secretions, thus giving
rise to fermentations of the stomacli contents, etc.,

products of which are reabsorbed, further disturbing
the metabolism and aggravating the symptoms of

neural disorder.

(2) Cases when; long-continued gastro-ent(;ritis

causes organic change in the mucosa and gastro-in-

testiiuil glands, including the livei- and jiancreas, of

course— thus making the primal [)oint of disease; an
irritating fermentation, with the elaborations of toxins.

These, with the hyperacid secretions, especially of the
stomach content, are in part absorbed into the system,
jn-oducing a constant auto-intoxication, as would exces-
sive tobacco or any other poison,— thus intoxicating

through the blood the central nervous system until

we have finally, in slow process, asthenia set up in

the neurons, innervation of the gastro-intestinal tract

at that moment being i)erverted through the efferent,

specialized, and trophic nerve twigs.

(.3) There must be a mixed class of cases hi which
neurasthenia, so-called, or organic nervous diseases are
associated, jt>ar/j9«ss?^, with disorders of digestion of a

functional or organic nature. Admitting tlie dltticulty

of determining when (I) and (2) exist— even when
the cause and effect certainly do maintain — for this

reason it seems logical to state that a large number of

cases placed in the t/rird category belong by right to

the preceding two subdivisions. The more close his-

tories of our cases we secure, the more exact clinical

studies made of symptoms and signs in the individual

case, together with careful analyses of the secretions

and excretions of the bodv, thus utilizing the associ-

ated import of such phenomena as indicanuria for

indices, will the better results be obtained in treatment.

So, also, will such closer observation in the direction

noted more surely place the association of neural and
somatic diseases out of the less intricate classificaticni

we have termed mixed. The individual case study as

to heredity, diathesis, or temperament, must needs be
broadly taken into account. There does seem to be
the greatest reason to assume the acid, neidral. and
alkaline temperaments, with their predisjiositions and
peculiar immunities, in drawing any conclusions of the
case.

An admirable article by Dr. Albert K. Sterne in

the Philadelphia Medical Journal of December 2,

18!);t, elaborates this, as it seems to us. very important
side of medicine. Nor should we fail to recoanize
that secretions and excretions are influenced bv the
emotions,— for example, serous iliarrhea produced
through emotiou or overwork, as shown in the noviti-
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ate to the examiner's room,— or application to hard

mental labor in a neurasthenic subject. These physi-

ological phenomena are shown in full light by the

work of Darwin on " Expression of the Emotions in

Man and the Lower Animals," hence the subtle meta-

physical influence must be weighed in any case along

with the accurate scientific knowledge indicated.

The more we study the sympathetic nervous sys-

tem, the more clearly will morbid phenomena, such

as the association of biliary disease or irritation caus-

ing disturbance of menstruation, of serous diarrhea

substituting menstruation, or, indeed, vicarious men-

struation, be better understood. The fact that pain

seldom enters into these disturbances as a prominent

factor at least misguides the patient as to interpreting

his being ill, and tlie physician, too, in determining thfe

conditions from the limited objective signs and symp-

toms alone.

Addendurn.—Aside from the subject of intoxica-

tion, of course other irritants of a mechanical nature

do produce nervous symjitoms. I know of a case in

charge of a Western physician where chronic eczema

was cured by stretching a stricture of the rectum, and

another case of epileptic convulsions ceasing after a

cure of a rectal fissure which had been long neglected.

A similar case has been recently reported in the

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, December,

1899. The writer wishes here to refer also to the

New York Medical Journal for July 29, 1899, in

which he has reported a case of hebephrenia, with all

its typical vagaries, undoubtedly due largely to persis-

tent constipation. The girl is perfectly well to-day.

A METHOD OF DETERMINING THE DIGES-
TIVE POWER OF GASTRIC JUICE, AS WELL
AS THE ABSORPTIVE POWER OF THE
STOMACH.

BY A. E. AUSTIN, A.M., M.D., BOSTON,

From the Chemical Laboratory of Tufts College Medical School.

In considering the products of gastric digestion, it is,

of course, first necessary to separate them into their

constituent parts. First, we have soluble albumin, a

substance which never exists except where there is a

lack of HCl. Then we have acid albumin, a loose

combination of albumin with this acid, and as final or

end products, albumose and peptone. It is found, for

all practical purposes, unnecessary to separate these

two products, since both are equally readily absorbed.

Whether there exist, also, anti- and hemi-groups of

these latter products is unimportant to the clinical

consideration of the subject, for both are precipitated

by the same reagents and have all their other proper-

ties evidently similar.

To sepai'ate these products, it is first necessary,

where no free acid is present, to add a drop or two of

HCl and heat to boiling. Then sodium carbonate is

added, until the acid albumin is completely precipi-

tated. Now, by process of filtration we can readily

separate the acid albumin from the albumose peptone.

Whether all the native albumin is wholly removed

can be readily demonstrated by adding some nitric

acid to this filtrate, and warming. If albumose pe))-

tone only is [)resent, the precipitate is redissolved.

If native albumin is present, the precipitate becomes

firmer and more copious. This precaution should

never lie omitted in testing for albumoie peptone. In

the quantitative estimation of albumose peptone two
methods may be employed : an absolute, known as

Kjeldahl's, and an approximate method, which in

this article we projjose to demonstrate. The Kjel-

dahl method consists of converting the nitrogen in the

albumose to the sulphate of ammonia by means of

cooking with strong sulphuric acid, freeing the am-
monia by the addition of sodic hydrate, and distilling

it into an acid solution of known strength. By back-

titration, with an alkaline solution of known strength,

we can determine the amount of ammonia, and from
this calculate the amount of nitrogen, and also of the

albuminous product examined. Tl^is process, as can
be seen, is extremely cumbersome, and entirely un-

suited to clinical methods. It has its value, however,
in enabling us to keep a control over all aj)proxiinat('

methods, and to determine how far the}' depart from
the absolute. To do this, it is necessary to know the

percentage of nitrogen in albumose peptone, of which
there exist only a few reports in chemical literature,

so that we found it necessary to re-establish this fact

from personal observation. Albumin possesses about
IG per cent, of nitrogen, but from the table appended
below, it will be seen that the amount of nitrogen

from albumose peptone is very much less than this.

As an instrument of approximate estimation, the cen-

trifuge was chosen, as its graduated tubes furnish a

very good means of comparison between the precipita-

tion and the solution in which it was precipated. As
a precipitant, Esbach's solution was first chosen, but

proved unsatisfactory from the small amount of pre-

cipitate which it jiroduced. On the contrary, phospho-

tungstic acid, watery solution, 1—20, and HCl were
found to give a copious white precipitate, and to pre-

cipitate completelj' the albumose peptone held in so-

lution. The necessity for comparison of the centri-

fuge method, and the absolute determination by

Kjeldahl's method will be evident to all when the

following results are compared :

Experiment 1. — Several solutions of Merck's pep-

tone were prepared, varying in amount from .1 gramme
in 100 c. c. of water to 1 gramme in 100 c. c. of water.

It was found that, in order to keep these in perfect

solution, a few drops of alkali were necessary, and

TABLE I.

Kjbldahl.
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tin- criitiil'ii;;*', :iii<l r(»t!it.c(l rji|>i<lly l»y liiirul lor livf

iiiiiuilt's, iillcr wliifli llu- piccipitiilc vviis fomul liniily

iiiiniictcti ill llif l)(>tlt)iii (»r tlin tiil»(', :iii(l ilH :iiii()iiiil in

fractions of ;i cubic cciitimctit' could !)(' ciisily ih.kI.

As II control, 10 c. c ol" <'!icli solution were trciittd

liv Kjt'Idahrs nu'tliod, and the iiitroj^cn dctcnnincd

aiid reckoned in iH-rccntaf^c of the amount of alhuniosc

peptone used. The results of tlu^se deUinninations

can he hest displayed in the foreu;()in<f table, which

we will call Table I.

Kroni these deterniiu.itions with known (luantities,

we see that tin; an\ounts re<>istered by the ifradnated

tul)e correspond very closely with the known (pianti-

ties of albuniose [u-ptone, and that from these we can

verv easily devise a method of calculation. If we
divide the amount registered by the tube by ."^OO it

will jiive us the rate j)er cent, of albumose peptone.

For instance, if the tul)e reads 1.5 c. c. and we divide

this bv •>'*() we find tliat the resulting product is .00.'),

which is, of course, similar to .5 of 1 per cent. Still

more briefly, we may divide the reading of tlu; tube

hv three, considering the result as tenths of 1 per

cent. Another point was discovered, that after a con-

centration of .(> of 1 per cent, is reached, it is more
desirable to dilute with an equal amount of water,

whereupon, of course, the resulting product must be

multiplied by two.

To this lack of dilution, undoubtedly, the excessive

result in the last determination can be attributed.

From the Kjeldahl estimate, we learn that the

amount of nitrogen ap})arently varies, but this varia-

tion is probably only apparent ; resulting perha})s,

from the imperfect distribution of the albumose pep-

tone in these solutions, and also from error in calcula-

tion. This diHiculty, of course, could not occur in fil-

tered gastric contents. As an average of these ten

estimations, we learn that albumose peptone contains

11.7 per cent, of nitrogen, but for convenience

in future work we have adopted 12 per cent, as

a ready factor of calculation. The degree of firm-

ness possessed by the centrifuge precipitate depends,

of course, upon its speed and the length of time ; but

as we regard the revolutions of the centrifuge as about

3,000 per minute, w^hich can be readily procured by
turning the handle with moderate rapidity, we have
.ir),000 revolutions as a basis for our reading. With
the electric centrifuge, the revolutions can be more
readily regulated ; this would not present the slightest

ditticulty.

Experiment 2.— In order to apply these methods to

actual gastric contents, we have, of course, to simulate

digestion in the stomach as far as possible \\\t\\ our

laboratory appliances. The ingredients of gastric

juice we possess : HCl, pepsin and water. Heat of

the temperature of the body is maintained for a long

period with our brood oven. But absorption of diges-

tive product we cannot simulate, nor can we simulate

the peristaltic action of the stomach. Apart from
these hindrances, which are unavoidable, artificial di-

gestion in the laboratory must produce the same
results as natural digestion in the stomach ; so that in

order to fit our method more accurately, various solu-

tions were prepared which consisted of .1 granmie of

pepsin, 100 c.c. of water, and .5 gramme of albumin.
The albumin was dried, and in scales. The HCl was
present in varying amounts, beginning with 2.5 parts

per 1,000, and ending with .25 parts per 1,000. The
period of digestion was invariably twenty-four hours.

yVs a control, there was hImo prepared n digt-Mtioii with
the same elements, ex(;ep| pepsin, and in j>luce of that,

a vegetable proteolilic ferment was UMcd. vvho«e digeH-

five power it was desired to t<;Ht. After the jieritxl of
digestion wuh over each of theHC MoIutir>nH wiiH tented

for the presence! of fre<r acid, Holuble and acid albu-
min wen; removed, tin; j)revioiiH volume of 100 c.c.

re-iistablished and tlnui (I c.c. were Uiken for CMtima-
tion of albumosc! pf;ptone in the centrifuge, and 10
c. (!. wen; subjected to tin; determination of nitrogen
by Kjeldahl. In each case, from the amount of
nitrogen determined, there was calculated the amount
of all)umose peptone, using 12 p(!r cent, as the fact^jr.

A comi)arison of these two methods of calculation (;an

be seen in tlu; followin<r table :
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20 per cent, of the albumin, was utilized to its fullest

extent, we do not know
;
probably not. Yet it

arouses an interesting discussion with reference to the

use of pepsin as a therapeutic agent. At the same
ratio, it would retpiire 20 gramnics of pepsin to digest

the 100 grammes of albumin which are found in the

ordinary individual's daily diet, if he is allowed to

choose freely. All digestions in the laboratory are

very much hindered by the products of their own
digestive agent, a restriction which in the stomach is

undoubtedly renuMlied by the constant absorption of

these products, and in this case, peijsin would have a

much wider range of efficacy than when its powers

are so restricted. It is very improbable that albu-

mose peptone alone is poured into the intestines, leav-

ing the less fidly digested products in the stomach,

and the more reasonable belief is, that it is constantly

absorbed during the process of digestion.

Experiment ^^.— In ortler to test the process still

further, certain digestions with pancreatin in an alka-

line solution of varying strength, namely, from 1 to

5 parts per 1,000, were carried out, and the result-

ing jiroducts estimated. A control digestion in each

case was also made with the vegetable enzyme which

had been previously compared with the pepsin. The
process of separation of the undigested products dif-

fered here, of course, from that previously used. It

was found necessary to separate the alkaline all)umin,

plus the soluble albumin, by iu;utralizing with acetic

acid, and to cook it, by which both substances were

removed. In other respects, the digestions were

exactly alike, the same amount of pancreatin and

albumin being used as before. The results of the

digestions were tabulated also, and can be seen as

follows :

TABLE III.

Pancreatin.
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1,000 were (li^cstcd l»y tlic ^Mstric juice. l'"(Hiitciii

(hiV's Inter iiiiotlicr tcsl iiiudc upon llic saiiic |t;ilitiil,

who ill llic iiicniitiiiK- lia<l l.-ikcii 1 1( I, sliowcd a tiilii'

icatlliiii ot l.'i; witli alhiiiiiiii, 1. 1. Tlif (lillcicncc ol

;;.l sIm)\vs 10.1 parts per 1,000 (lim-.stcd.

C.vsK II. Ilvpciacidity, with soinc dilatation, un-

der tlie same conditions showed a tube rea<lin^f oi' ."{.H ;

with alhuuiin, ."). The dilVerence, 1.1, shows a dii^cs-

live power ot -'i.li per 1,000.

Cask III. Delicient motility. Kearjinu, (»r the tuhe

with albumin, <S (."{ c. c. used and calculated lor (5 c. c.) ;

without all)umin, roadiny, 7. Dill'ereiiee, I c.c., shows
digestive power of .').."> parts per 1,000.

Cask IV. Subacidity of neurotic orii^iu. Kcadiiiir

of tubo without albumin, 1.1; with aU)umin, 1.7; dif-

ft'reiice, ..'5. As the gastric contents were diluted with

an ecpial aniouiit of water, this factor must be multi-

plied by two, and e(iuals .(I c. c., wliich gives a diges-

tive power of 2 parts per 1,000.

Upon an examination of these results, one must be

struck with the varying amounts of albumose jx'ptone

found in the pure gastric eoTitents, and the (piestion

arises whether this cannot be a measure of the absorp-

tive power of the stomach. We have excellent au-

thority for this supposition. H. Tappeiner -^ and J.

Hrandl " both declare that not only albumose peptone
but also acid albumin, and possibly soluble albumin,

are al)s()rbed in the stomach.

These results have been further substantiated b\

experiments performed upon persons suffering from
almost complete closure of the .j)yloric orifice by ma-
lignant disease, in which solutions of albumose pep-

tone of known strength taken into the stomach and
after intervals of two to three hours removed by
siphonage, showed a loss that could only be accounted
for by their absorption in the stomach.

Furthermore, Riegel* states: "One can obtain an
idea of the degree of the disturbance of absorption in

the stomach by examination of the digestive products

present in the stomach contents removed." In addi-

tion to this there appears to be a very unsatisfac-

tory method extant of determining absorption. The
method of Penzoldt and Faber," which consists of

ingestion of iodide of potash in capsules, has proved
very unsatisfactory, and Boas " says :

" According to

my view, the time of elimination of iodide of potash is

in no way a test of the absorptive ability of the stom-
ach." Hence we are compelled to return to the ques-

tion of the residual albumose peptone in the removed
stomach contents as a possible measure of the absorp-
tive power. This seems the more probable as it is

incredible that only albumose peptone is poured into

the intestine, and the less well-digested products
remain in the stomach for further action. When,
however, we find a large residual albumose pep-
tone in the stomach, it may be due to faulty absorp-
tion or an unusually great activity of the digestive

fluid present But, in general, it seems reasonable to

consider the following statement as justified: The
less the percentage of albumose pejitone present, the

greater the absorptive power of the stomach; and,
vice versa, the greater the percentage, the less the

absorptive power of the stomach. If, then, we re-

' Ueber Resorption iiu >ragen, Zeitschr. fiir Biologic, vol. xvi, 1880,
I). 497. 6 . . .

' Ueber Resorption uiid Secretion im Magcn, Zeitschr. f lir Biologie,
vol. xi, 18i)'2. p. 277.

* Mageiikrunkbeitei), 1897, p. 100.
' Berlin, kliniscbe Wochenscb., 1882.
* Magenkrankbeiteu, 1897, p. 215.

gard this .ilbumoNC pejitone jnivsent uh a iiieuMure of

ai>sorption, the digestive power of the giwtric juice

as a measure of its strength and .wlivity, and the

amount of gastric coiit«-nts removed us a meaHure of

motility, we have three factors which give u-i a fairly

clear idea of the condition of the stomach. In order
to get a clear idea of the correlative relation between
these factors we will arrange the results of tln'^e live

cases in a table, which reads as follows:

TAULK IV.
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ficed to make bis legs rigid in an instant. Finally he

refused to go to school, on account of the ridicule to

which he was subjected. It then became bard to open
the hand after a firm squeeze (eighteen months after

tlie onset). The tendency growing still more marked,

every time he " stubbed " liis toe be fell to the

ground, all voluntary motion of the neck, body and
limbs being temporarily abolished by tonic spasm ;

and, at the present time, the general rigidity is so

complete on such occasions that a half minute often

elapses before the patient can arise. He can always
move the tongue and face muscles during these spasms.

Except as a part of such universal rigidity he never

perceives involvement of the erector spina;, the mo-
tions of stooping and rising being quite free After a

sneeze, it is said, he cannot straighten u)) for a few

moments, on account of the abdominal sjjasm. In-

volvement of the pectoralis, trapezius, latissimus

dorsi, or deltoid is not often marked enough to incon-

venience him. He states that jaw movements are

occasionally difficult, especially when he has been ex-

posed to cold ; and the same is true of the tongue.

In the legs the impeded thigh movements annoy him
more than anything else, but the muscles below also

are not spared, the flexor spasm of the toes resembling

that of the fingers.

The rigidity is described as transient, not returning

as long as action is kept up. The patient " could chop
wood all day " if no variation in the motion were
attempted. Likewise he can walk indefinitely when
once over the initial disability, and states that he can

run upstairs provided that some preliminar}- '• danc-

ing " is indulged in, and that there is never the slight-

est hesitation in going downstairs. He is confident

that fear has no effect. Provided that he does not

sweat, the whole tendency decreases on hot days

;

sweating exerts a marked influence for the bad, ac-

cording to him, as does exposure to cold. He thinks

that hard work makes the trouble worse, unless

he can keep from jierspiring. Effort to overcome the

spasm is not only almost entirely ineffectual and very

painful, but, in addition, is said to prolong distinctly

its duration. Damj) weather increases it. There
has been no opportunity to judge of the effect of alco-

hol.

The disorder steadily increases in severity. This
has been made especially evident recently in connec-

tion with the milking of cows, which can now be ac-

complished only after fifteen minutes' ])ractice. He
has, in fact, been inefficient in all employments essayed

of late. He states that notwithstanding this progres-

sion of the disease, his muscles are becoming stronger

as well as larger, and that he is still growing. There
has been noticed during the past year a marked ten-

dency to nose-bleed. The general health is excellent,

and the mental and vital development normal, puberty

having been reached at fourteen and the sexual power
being adequate. Tlie |)atient is temperate and of

good habits.

Family history. — This is incomplete on the mater-

nal side, but is said to be in general good. No in-

stances of myotonia except the three here discussed

are known in the family.

Status.— The i)atient is below medium height; he

is well nourished, with slightly developed panniculus

adiposus and remarkably developed mus<;les, those in

the legs being strikingly large. The thigh measures

21 J^ inches (54 centimetres) and the calf \h\ inches

(40 centimetres). Over the scrotum and penis there
is a condition of vitiligo, but the organs are well de-

veloped. The maximum impulse is in the fourth
space, and the pulse (patient standing) 106 (it is to

be regretted that the constancy of this rapid rate was
not confirmed) ; the sounds and boundaries are nor-

mal. The thyroid gland is present, of normal size.

Hearing and eyesight are good. Slight ulcerations

are found on the septum, accounting for the nose-

bleed, and there is a small adenoid. Cover-slips of

the blood showed nothing abnormal, either in the

character of the reds or in the difi'ercntial white count.

The red count was unfortunatcily inaccurate, but it

seems almost certain that there was no deficiency in

number. There was an apparent plethora. The
urine is of normal appearance and specific gravity and
contains no albumin or sugar.

Sensation. — pjverywhere normal, unless the re-

markable intolerance of the skin to painful and (less

decidedly) to tactile stimuli be deemed h}'peresthesia

;

there was no examination of visual fields or fundus.

On f)alpation, the muscles are found to be abnormally
firm, especially those of the legs. There is slight, fine

tremor of the bauds ; no fibrillation or incoordination.

The muscle bellies are of the short type.

Reflexes.— The pupils are normal. The knee-jerk

is difficult to obtain ; with re-enforcement it is present

in normal degree, but shows tendency to weaken after

three or four repetitions. The observations as to

whether it was completely abolished on repetition were
somewhat contradictory on different occasions ; this

is not surprising, considering the well-known variations

in degree which the symptoms present in the individ-

ual case of myotonia. It happened at least once that

I was unable to obtain the knee-jerk after several re-

sponses, successively lessening in vigor, had been
excited. Local myotatic irritability may still be ob-

served during the (only apparent?) absence of knee-

jerk. The Achilles phenomenon presents a contrast

:

repetition certainly does not- weaken it and it is easily

obtained. There is no ankle clonus or triceps- or

wrist-jerk. The front-tap contraction is present. The
cremasteric, abdominal and plantar reflexes are nor-

mal.

Voluntary motion. — The gait and leg movements
in general are somewhat slow. Two or three trials in

quick succession did not enable the patient to run

rapidly upstairs, even after the initial spasm had
passed away. This residual awkwardness is probably

pathological, and is accounted for perhaps by the fact

that in this patient the subsidence of myotonic rigidity

is not at once perfect, that after cessation of the evi-

dent spasm some further inij)rovement in functional

ability goes on, ])erhaps also in part by the abnor-

mal consistency of the hy[)ertrophied muscles. The
muscular strength is poor compared to the develop-

ment, but there is no evidence that the muscles tire

quickly. Motions of the face, lips, e3'es, eyelids,

pharynx and larynx are absolutely normal, and there

is no hindrance to the actions of spinal fiexion and ex-

tension or to respiration. When the jaws are closed

tightly the masseters become very firm and prominent
and remain so for several moments after attempt is

made to relax. Lateral but not forward movements
of the jaws also result in after-spasm. The action of

the genioglossus in the motions of the tongue is per-

fect, but the intrinsic muscles work slowly for an in-

stant when an attempt is made to curl the tongue"
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Imckwiini or to (ixcculc luttjriil iiiovtMiUiiitH i;i|ii(llv.

Tlic disorder is well inaiUcd in the ii('(;k iiiusclcs ; on

forced roliitioii the iHfck IxicoiiKiH set. in that posiiion

for a tlMic. In unti-ropoHtcrior action tin; Hpasni ap-

pears alter two or tlirce oseilliitions, tlie \\vm\ then hc-

coii)in<r fixed ; on latt;ral ftttxion the spasm is not so

marked. The trapezius and othiir shoulder ^iidlc

muscles and those of the upper arm all prc^sent the

c>iara(!teristi(' tonic aftern^ontraction ; it is extremelv

pronounced in the biceps, triceps and in th(^ llexor

{j;roup of the forearm. On shuttinjr the hand ti<f|itlv

it can he oj)(Uied only with the j^reatest elTort and

slowness, and there is a hi<;h de<;ree of resistance to

passive extension ; not -so <;reat, how(^ver, hut that it

can he overcome. Ordinary hand movements are free

after two or three voluntary openiuijjs and (dosiniis.

Severer tests, recpiirinij nuudi continued effort (as in

the action of milkin<f, already alluded to), would prob-

ably make it evident that a certain amount of impedi-

ment to motion persists several minutes ; this state-

ment seems justified in view of the positive testimony

of the patient as to the protracted difficulty now expe-

rienced in milking cows. The gradual betterment of

bis walking power during the first mile or two bears

eijual significance, and is mentioned here to emphasize
this |)oint. The extensors of the fingers, contrasting

sharply with the flexors, sliovv a remarkalde exemption
from spasm— apparently complete— for the open
hand can always be closed with instant readiness,

The wrist, again, is involved both in extension and
flexion. The small hand muscles are also involved in

some motions, but writing, though labored, causes no

spasm. There is momentary after-spasm of the abdo-

men on coughing. Lateral and rotatory trunk move-
ments are similarly affected. The thigh muscles be-

come rigid with the attempt to sit down on a chair

twice or thrice rapidly, the patient being finally left

standing, unable to bend his stiff legs. Adduction of

the thighs is involved, but abduction shows an apparent

exemption. The toes, like the fingers, can always be

flexed at will, but extension is slow and difHcult. The
spasm is most intense, prompt and prolonged in the

forearm and thigh. An attempt to go briskly upstairs

is arrested on the third or fourth step, but not abso-

lutely, progress being possible, though barely percep-

tible, throughout the duration of the spasm. The de-

gree of rigidity in the legs is brought sharply to notice

by the loud snapping of knee tendons during relaxa-

tion of the spasms. On placing the phonendoscope
upon the joints in action, vibrations of seemingly ab-

normal intensity are heard.

With regard to voluntary movement after rest, then,

rigidity is seen never to manifest itself till the intended

contraction, with its entailed single motion, has been

performed. If, now, that contraction has been ex-

treme, if the effort is intense, the muscle will not relax

despite the pulling of antagonists. Spasm does not

therefore occur strictly at the beginning of intended

movement. With less vigorous effort the spasm is

less marked, and its development is not abrupt, one or

two relaxations and contractions being possible before

motion is suspended. The rigidity at its maximum
does not utterly abolish motion. It is not seen to last

more than eight seconds, begins to decrease with the

third, and has disappeared with the fourth movement.
Attention exercises no visible influence. Prolonga-
tion of the resting time has distinct influence in inten-

sifying the next spasm. To ensure the appearance of

HpuHin ut rcHuinption of motion a rent of at l<;ftAt iiixtv

Mccondn Ih neceHHury if the mtitch-M httvi; Ixt«ii brought
to u freely working Mfnle. The rapid cintHation of
Hpanm observed riming the ihini and fourth inoveiiii-iiU

HeeujH to be followed by further ini|»rovenienl in mus-
cular control, which iw tnoHtly Mubjective and v.xU'.xnU

over fifteen minutes or more if action contiriueH. The
immediate cause of impeded motion in the failure of
tlie mus(;l<!, once contracted, to relax ; involvement of

the antagonists is H(;en as an augmenting factor, but

this does not seem to l)e an element in the v.a*,i- of

finger-and-toe inoveinentH, in which the singular im-
nninity of the extensors results in the arrest of motion
in flexion. The sudden generalized rigidity following

a stumble, previously mentioned, doubtless liaH in \\h

direct produ(;tion the elements both of niiclianical ex-

citation and of intense effort.

Mechdnical irritability of the iuusclen. — This i.s r-x-

aggerated in a way absolutely typical of congenital
myotonia. The facial muscles and the masHCters do
not show the reaction. In general, a fairly sliarp blow
is needed to bring it forth. On striking the deltoid,

the whole muscle becomes rigid, the rigiditv being
greatest at the point struck, with the production there

of a deep furrow, lasting several seconds. It is less

easily produced in the forearm muscles. I could not
obtain it in the erector-spina- mass. It is very marked
in the thigh ; here a quick blow with the fist causes a

l)rolonged tonic spasm of the whole extensor group,

the separate bellies standing out prominently. Well-
defined furrows can be called forth by brisk strokes

with small instruments; the vastus extenms is espe-

cially suscejjtible. The same phenomena may be
observed in all the groups of leg muscles. Xo idio-

muscular mound was seen, and a trial to obtain the

contraction by pressure was unsuccessful. The y»er-

sistance of this irritability during apparent absence of

knee-jerk has been mentioned. Attempt to elicit the

''paradoxical contraction" by dorsal foot-flexion was
without success. The nerves do not show increased

mechanical excitability (facial, peroneal).

Myotonic electrical reactions.— These were studied

in the deltoid, the arm and forearm and thigh mus-
cles ; those of the face reacted normally to both cur-

rents. Faradism : The muscles react to weak cur-

rents, which call forth momentary contractions when
momentarily ai)plie(l, tetanic after-spasm when the

stinuilation is longer. A deep furrow lasting nearly

ten seconds after slightly prolonged stinnilation can be

produced with a very weak current. (Talvanism :

Weak currents act like the faradic. Tetanic after-

spasm is seen in the quadriceps with five milliami>eres,

both poles ; the s))asm slowly disappears and succes-

sive shocks l'>se their etHcacy. there being finally no

response. If the poles are then reversed the contrac-

tion again appears. No rhythmical contraction could

be demonstrated ; the strength and duration of current

found requisite by other observers could not be Iwrne

by this patient. Commonly it is impossible to obtain

opening contractions in this disease, but they were

twice seen in this case, in the quadriceps at the anode.

With a strength of ton milliamperes a remarkable pul-

sating contraction, not exactly rhythmical, and show-

ing no appreciable polar relation, was observe*! in the

same muscle. The relations of the |K>les are ap

parently not entirely constant : in the quadriceps

CaClC> AnClC andraClC< AnClC were both no-

ticed. In the deltoid, however, the anoilal contrac-
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tious are constantly yieater than the catliodal. The

reaction of the nerves to electricity is noinuil to both

currents. Labile galvanic stimulation, mentioned by

Oppcnheim in his text-book as giving rise to myotonic

reaction, was not tried.

Cask II. Brother of Howard G. ; is a clinical

counterpart if tlie descriptions are correct. This per-

son lives in a distant State, and I have not seen him.

He is two years older than II. ; the symptoms came
on at the same time of life— two years before puberty

— and are of like severity. He is said to be subject

to occasional attacks, in which there is complete loss

of consciousness along with myotonic condition of

body and limbs (resembling that of II. after stumbling),

thus presenting the not infrequent combination (Op-

penheini) of Thompsen's disease with epilepsy, in all

probability.. It is to be understood that myotonia

exists in typical form in the intervals.

Cask III. Cordelia G., age twenty-three, single,

sister of Howard G. ; is well and strong except that for

a week before each catamenial period she experiences

a peculiar momentary motor incapacity of the legs on

going upstairs, after taking two or three steps ; it

never amounts to anything like total arrest of power,

but is well marked. This gradually increases as the

j)eriod approaches, but disappears wholly when the

flow begins. There is also some difficulty in arising

from a squatting posture at such times. Nothing but

true myotonic affection, in very slight degree, seems

to explain these symptoms. The hands and arms are

not affected, nor any other muscles, according to the

patient's knowledge. The trouble came on at sixteen.

This woman I saw personally, but have not seen the

manifestations she describes. They are best termed

"transient myotone," but the propensity is probably

congenital.

In the other cases the diagnosis— Thompsen's dis-

ease— cannot be questioned; and though the name
myotonia congenita has not its usual applicability

here, inasmuch as the affection did not appear in

infancy, it is more suitable than that of myotonia

acquisata, because the symptoms are otherwise typi-

cal of the congenital form and because the family ten-

dency is pronounced ; such late onset is uncommon
in the family type, but has been observed. Myotonia

may indeed have existed unnoticed in early child-

hood.

In the literature arc many atypical cases and numer-

ous instances of associated conditions, of which two—
progressive muscular dystrophy and paramyotonia

congenita— deserve mention here, for in the case of

Howard G. there is a i-esemblance to dystrophy in the

weak, short-bellied and hypertrophied muscles, which

present further an abnormally firm (though not lumpy)-

consistence ; a likeii(-s to j)aramyotonia on the other

hand is seen in the inHiience of cold on the actions of

the tongue and jaw muscle-.

Worthy of recai)itulation are the following .points

of particular interest : (1) The unusually late onset;

(2) the continu(!d piogression of the disease ; (3) the

brief duration of the after-spasm— considering that

the occasional occurrence of almost universal rigidit.y

indicates a severe form of the affection ; (4) the pro-

tracted persistence of a slight amount of spasm, usually

in this case not evident except subjectively as a feel-

ing of awkwardness; (5) the exemption of the erector

spina; and of the finger and toe extensors from spasm ;

(6) the diminished knee-jerks and their tendency to

disappear; (7) the final absence of response to elec-

tric shocks after repetition, and (y) the reappearance
of the response if the poles are reversed ; (9) the

presence of opening contractions, and (10) the abso-

lute periodicity of the myotonic symj)toms in the sister,

this condition not having been previously reported so

far as I know.
These cases present nothing new concerning the

most interesting question in connection with myotonia
— its etiology. The remarkable periodicity observed

in the case of the sister seems to indicate mei'ely either

that wholly new conditions exist in the organism at

the catamenial time, suHicient to bring about a myotonic
state, or that a constant latent tendency is aggravated

into evidence by the disturbance of vital equilibrium

common at the menstrual period. Of the immediate
or ultimate causes of myotonic spasm we have no
knowledge. The much-divided oi)inion as to the direct

cause has perliaps favored a muscular origin, while

there are still adherents of the auto-intoxication theo-

ries. The classic muscle-fibre appearances have now
a doubtful significance, however, particularly since

Jacoby showed that they may arise through faulty

technique.

It will always be difficult to rule out the participa-

tion of either one of the structural elements concerned,

the nervous and the muscular, on account of their

intimate and inseparable connection in function. But
it is permissible to remark that, regarding the imme-
diate, direct cause of the spasm, more will probably

be heard of inhibition than heretofore, in view of the

great importance now attached to it in the minds of

physiologists, as a normal and constant element in all

vital phenomena. If these phenomena are but result-

ants of the antagonistic actions of the two nervous

forces, acting always concomitantly, of which inhibi-

tion is one, then we may reasonably regard myotonic

spasm as the result of defective inhibitory supi-ly.

This would express only the immediate cause of the

spasm, for those subtle infiuences determining the

quantity and distribution of inhibitory impulses— in

this conception the ultimate causes of the spasm—
are of course unknown to us in our absolute ignorance

of the nature of inhibition itself. Such a supposition

is apparently as plausible as others put forth, and

offers the further advantage of allowing an expression

of the facts (in part imperfectly, it must be acknowl-

edged) in terms of a physiological ))rocess, of simply

a loss of balance between the opposing forces in the

delicately adjusted nervous system. As Schultze lias

recently remarked, however, it is hardly profitable to

speculate at length concerning the etiology of this

disease so long as our knowledge of the physiology of

nmscular contraction remains far from complete. And
Bernhardt, still more recently, in reporting a unique

case combining the symptoms of atypical Tl!omj)sen's

disease with those of paramyotonia and atrophy (ques-

tionably neuritic), comments upon the possible impor-

tance of the relation of myotonia congenita to those

and other diseases, and urges an exhaustive review of

the subject of etiology, with a complete recasting of our

ideas as to it from the point of view of such relation.
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Director 0/ the litiboratory of the Matnachiisettt GrnernI Hotintnl.

MAI.AKIA AN1> MOS(^ H II'OKS.

In a i):i|K'r read hcforo tlio Tt'iitli Congress of tlic

Suci(^ta Italiana di Mcdiciiia Interna, Ma.slianclli ami

Bi^nanii ' .snin up tlic results of llusir obseivalioiis on

tiie tran.sn»i.s.sioii of malarial infection by nio.sipiitoes.

They have cx[)eriinente(l with all three; forms of ma-

laria : the estivo-autumnal, the tertian and the (juartan.

With the co-operation of Grassi, a zoologist, they

think they have demonstrated that the only kinds of

mosquitoes that are concerned in the transmission of

the disease are various species of the genus anoi)lieles.

These are found only in malarial districts. The para-

site peculiar to each form of malarial fcsver has two

life cyclers, one completed in man and the other hegun

in man and completed in the moscjuito. Tin; cycle

carried out hi man is the one already long known,
which is characterized by the breaking up, or the seg-

mentation, of the adult parasite into a number of

young parasites. The other cycle is represented in

the estivo-autumnal fever by the "crescents," and in

the other fevers by certain forms of the parasite which

the authors do not clearly describe. These forms are re-

garded as sexual forms, and the authors seem to think

that they are incapable of producing themselves in

man. When they are taken into the stomach of the

mosquito, however, they go through a special life cy-

cle lasting ten or twenty days or more, as follows :

Some of them develop into the well-known " flagellate

bodies," and some develop into peculiar round bodies

without flagella. Next, the flagella detach themselves

from the " flagellate bodies " and one of the flagella

penetrates a round body to impregnate it. The round

bodies so impregnated then undergo certain changes

and make their way into the wall of the intestine.

Here they increase in size, and acquire each a delicate

enveloping membrane, and segment into a great num-
ber of smaller bodies. The latter then elongate them-

selves and assume a filiform appearance. Later the

enveloping membrane ruptures and the filiform bodies

are disseminated throughout the body of the mosquito

and eventually accumulate in the cells of the salivary

glands, whence they are discharged into the blood of

man. The authors found difficulty in infecting the

mosquitoes with quartan parasites, although they did

succeed in doing so. They explain this on the ground

that the quartan parasite probably develops in man
only a few sexual forms that are capable of undergo-

ing further development in the mosquito.

These interesting results of these Italian observers

are the direct outcome of the brilliant work of Major
Ross, done a few years ago, who showed that in the

stomach of mosijuitoes fed on the blood of malarial

patients the crescentic parasites develop into the fiagel-

lated forms and liberate their fiagella. He also

showed that a certain parasite, very similar to the

malarial parasite found in the blood of birds, under-

went a peculiar cycle of development in the body of

the mosquito and that such infected mosquitoes were

capable of infecting healthy birds by their bites.

The observation by MacCullom that the flagella of

> Laucet, January 1,"?, 1900. Translated by Dr. G. S. Brock.

tlie (lagellatiid l»o<lies behave like mule repr<Klii< livi-

<;lementH has also contributed not a littji- to tlie d<;vel-

opment of our knowledge of this subject.

Acc'ording to Mastianelli and Itignami. the rrciwreii-

tic bodies found in the blood in the eHtivo-uiitiimnal

fiiver originate principally in the lione marrow, when-
many young forms are to br- found.

They state that a single, mosipiito inav infect an in-

dividual, and in fac^t, H(;veral individii.-ils, for they huvi-

found numerous parasites in the salivary gland-^ of

moscpiiloes by whose bit«!s they have experimentalU
produced malaria in healthy subj(;ct«. They have alho

made a study of tin; moscpiitocH of very malariouH di»-

tricts in Italy, where almost th(! only genus i.s the

anopheles. In th(; months of June and July only

three per cent, of the moscpiitoes examined were found

infected with the parasites, while those caught far from

any habitation were found free from malarial infection.

They concluded from this that the f);w malarial infef;ted

mosquitoes m(!t with here; ac(|uired the parasite frrun

persons who were suff(;ring from relapses of malaria.

They also reported the following interesting observa-

tions : A number of harvesters were housed in a big

granary. In this on June 2.'}d, only one mos<pnto

was found. On the 24th, eight mosquitoes were

found, and on .July 1st, 366. Of these 90 were ex-

amined and only three were founcr to be infected, but

subsequently the number of the infected mosquitoes

rapidly increased. At another place 42 laborers were

housed in huts on an estate. On July 2d, out of seven

mosquitoes only two were found infected. On July

17th, 15 mosquitoes out of 32 were found infected,

and on July 20th, 11 mosquitoes among 17 contained

the malarial parasites. Mosquitoes captured during

the same period in the stables of the estate or at a dis-

tance were found free from infection as a rule. At
the end of July or early part of August, nearly all of

the men who had lived in the huts during this jjeriod

had become affected with malaria.

As regards the prevention or limitation of the

spread of the disease, the authors emphasize the neces-

sity of getting rid of stagnant water and also the

necessity of administering quinine early in the disease,

for thus not only is the danger of relapse diminished,

but the development of the parasites into those forms

that complete their life history in the mosquito is pre-

vented or interfered with. They think that malaria

should be regarded by the authorities as an epidemic

or contagious disease and treated accordingly.

PIGMKNTATION IX ADDISON'S DISEASE.

The mechanism of the pigmentation in Addison's

disease has been studied by only a few observers.

According to Nothnagel, the pigment is carried from

the blood to the epithelial cells of the skin by means

of " wandering cells." The pigment was also found

by Nothnagel about the vessels of the skin and in

their walls.

Riehl found hemorrhages about the vessels of the

cutis and in the neighborhood of these hemorrhages

brown-colored '* cutis " cells. Many of the vessels were

thrombosed. According to Kiehl. the cutis cells de-

rived their pigment from extravasated red blood cor-

puscles.

Von Kahlden could not confirm the observations ot

Riehl. He found. in the case of the tongue that the

pigment was contained chiefiy in the cells of the

papilh« and not in the epithelium. In the subpapillary
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layer amovjihous black ingment was often present in

the form of granules and clumps and outside of cells.

He also found in some vessels black pigment granules

among the red corpuscles.

Pforringer,* in a recent article, reports the results

of his study of this subject. The case was a typical

one, there being extensive tuberculosis of the adrenals.

He could find no microscopic changes which seemed to

him significant, neither in the splanchnic, nor in the

sympathetic nerves, nor in the semilunar ganglion.

The microscopic examination of the pigmented skin

showed, in the tissue of the cutis, pigment in clumps,

and, in the vessels of the part, pigment in granules,

free or enclosed in blood corpuscles. The author

thinks that the pigment in this disease comes from the

blood, leaving the capillaries as granules either free or

enclosed in leucocytes. He does not deny that the

" wandering cells " may play a part in carrying this

pigment, but he thinks that some of it gets into the

epithelium directly from the vessels, which in many
instances lie very close to the lowest layers of the epi-

dermis. Upon the primary origin of the pigment he

has no definite opinion.

A CASE OF HEMOCHROMATOSIS.

E. L. Opie ^ reports a case of typhoid fever with

pigmentation of tlfe skin and various organs, notably

the liver, pancreas, heart and gastro-intestinal tract.

There was also cirrhosis of the liver and chronic

interstitial pancreatitis. Microscopical examination

showed an abundant deposit of pigment throughout

the liver tissue. This pigment gave the microchemical

reactions characteristic of iron. In addition to this

pigment a second form was present which gave no

iron reaction. It was in the form of small granules

in the smooth muscle cells of the blood-vessels and in

their connective-tissue sheaths. Both forms of pig-

ment were also present in the pancreas. In the heart,

the iron containing pigment was found in large amount

in the muscle cells. In the gastro-intestinal tract, both

forms of pigment were present, the iron-free form pre-

dominating. It was situated in the smooth muscles

and in the connective-tissue cells. There was a less

degree of pigmentation of other organs.

In the liver, necrosis of the liver cells was frequently

observed in association with the pigment accumulation.

The author seems to think that the necrosis and the

interstitial increase in the pancreas are the results of

the cell death, brought about by the pigment deposits.

He regards the iron containing pigment as derived

from the hemoglobin of the blood, which is set free by
breaking off the red blood corpuscles. He calls atten-

tion to the fact that in all cases of so-called bronzed

diabetes there has been found a chronic inflammation

of the pancreas. The diabetes in these cases seems to

be a result of the chronic inflammation of the pancreas

and to be a terminal event in a disease chai'acterized

by general pigmentation. In Opie's opinion, the inter-

stitial changes in the pancreas are the result of necrosis

of the pancreatic cells, produced by the deposition of

the iron j)igment. In this view bronzed diabetes would

be a disease which is due primarily to a destruction of

the red blood corpuscles. As Welch has pointed out,

however, in his discussion of Dr. Opie's |)aper, it seems

that this explanation of the disease is inadequate, for a

2 Centialblatt fiir allgem. Patli. u. path»Anat., Hand xl, No. 1,

Jan\iary 2, 1900.
• Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins ffospital, November, 1899, and
ournal of Experimental Medicine, vol. iv, Nos. .'!, 4.

number of conditions are known in which there is

much destruction of red blood corpuscles without the

production of pigment deposits like those in the

present case.

THE OONOCOCCUS IN ACUTE DIFFUSE PEKITONITIS.

Gushing* reports finding gonococci in the peritoneal

exudate in two cases of diffuse acute peritonitis sec-

ondary to salpingitis. The gonococci were found in

cover-glass examination in both cases, and in one of

the cases they were isolated in cultures as well. Tliey

were not present in the uterus or in the vagina, but
were found in the inflamed Fallopian tubes.

These cases are worthy of mention, because not-

withstanding the widely accepted view that cases of

peritonitis due to the gonococcus are not uncommon,
the only other case of acute peritonitis that we know
of in which gonococci were satisfactorily demonstrated
is the one reported by Wertheim in 1882.

HISTOGENESIS OF PERITONEAL ADHESIONS.

Buttner ^ has studied the process of organization of

the fibrinous peritoneal exudates. He finds that the

first step in the process is the proliferation of the

connective-tissue cells beneath the flat pavement cells

of the peritoneum. These connective-tissue cells had
begun to proliferate by the end of the second day.

They elongated themselves and grew into the exudate
into which they had penetrated far after five days,

when newly formed blood-vessels derived from the

adjacent vessels of the part also made their appear-

ance. The flat cells of the peritoneum in the affected

region were not actively concerned in the process of

the organization. They became swollen, were loosened

from their attachments, and after three and one-half

days only fragments of them were to be found.

BACTERIA IN TYPHUS FEVER.

Balfour and Porter® have made cultures from the

circulating blood in 43 cases of typhus fever. In 36
out of the 43 a diplococcus was found. This organ-

ism appears from their descriptions to have consider-

able resemblance to some of the cocci which normally

inhabit the skin. The blood for examination was ob-

tained from the thumb of the patient in every case,

the skin being thoroughly disinfected beforehand.

The cultures were made by mixing the blood so ob-

tained with bouillon. No growth was obtained from

blood placed on solid culture media, but the organism,

after growing in bouillon, giew readily on the ordinar)"^

solid culture media. The authors seem to have fully

appreciated the likelihood of results obtained with such

methods being open to serious criticism, and that it

would be hard to convince bacteriologists that the or-

ganism they obtained was not an inhabitant of the

skin. With the idea of meeting such criticism they

report a number of examinations of control cases,

among these being cases of measles, scarlet fever and

typhoid fever. In 40 of 46 cases of typhoid fever the

same diplococcus was found, but it was not encoun-

tered in any of the other cases.

Twelve cases of typhus were examined at autopsy.

In eight out of these nine cases pure cultures of the

diplococcus were obtained from one or other of the

internal organs. Inoculation experiments with the

< Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, May, 1899.
« Beitrage z. path. Anat. u. allgem. Path., Bd. xxv, S. 453, 1899.
n Edinburgh Medical Journal, December, 1899.
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(li|il()C()cciis oil aiiimjilH Hliowrd lliiit it was |(Htlio;;fiiic

for ral>l»ils Ity iiitravc^iious iiKx-ulalion, inodiuiii^' ii

rapidly fatal septicemia. From tlii! inociilatiun of

miiiH'a-pij;s no posit iv(! icsiilts vvcih! olitaimd. In

iMoiikcvs, wliilc no fatal cfVcet l)y siibcutaiH'ons inocn-

iatioii was produced, y(!t, souk; days alter llici inocula-

tion, tlu^ <lipl()C()cci W(M-o found in tlit^ circidatinii

i)lood. A monkey intravt'uously inoculated ^'ave a

n(>^ativo result.

While- tlies(^ observations are iiiti-reslin^ and sni;-

trestive, they require confirmation before they will be

generally accepted as of much value.

A CASK OK TKUK LYMTIIOMA.

E. R. Ijc ('Onnt'' reports his examination of a tu-

mor of the £;roin the size of a pij^eon's egg, which in

microscopical structure was identical with a lymphatic

uland, having the follicles and sinuses which are char-

acteristic of these organs. Such a tumor as this

seems to be of rare occurrence. Most of the tumors

which are described as lymphomata do not rejieat the

structure of a lym[)hatic gland. This tumor must be

regarded as an exami)le of a tru(^ lyn\phoma. The
author emphasizes the need of a thorough revision of

the classification of tumors of lymphatic glauds.

SCROKULOUS LYMPHADENITIS.

F. C. Moore ^ has tested the virulence of the tu-

bercle bacilli in 20 cases of this condition. He found

that the tubercle bacilli from these cases were clearly

less virulent for animals than the bacilli from pul-

monary phthisis. The author seems inclined to i-egard

this diminution in violence as due to the natural re-

sistance of the tissues of the lymphatic glands rather

than to a primary low grade of virulence in the bacilli

themselves.

A CASE OF BLASTOJIYOETIC DERMATITIS.

L. Hektoen '^ rteports a fifth case of blastomycetic

dermatitis. The disease involved a considerable area

on the right leg, and the dorsal aspect of a portion of

the right thumb, wrist and forearm. The affected

skin was reddish in color with thickening and indura-

tion ; there were no {)ustules or vesicles. Microscopic

examination showed essentially a chronic suppura-

tive process with hyperlasia of the epidermis. The
parasites appeared in microscopic preparations of the

lesions as round or oval bodies provided with a hom-
ogeneous capsule. Their protoplasm was granular

and sometimes contained a vacuole. The organism

seemed to multi[)ly by budding as does the yeast

organism. The organism grew readily on the ordi-

nary culture media, but beerwort agar was found best

suited for its growth. Animal inoculations showed
that the organism was pathogenic to rabbits, guinea-

pigs, white rats and gra}' mice. In these animals its

effects are chiefly local, producing necrosis, suppura-

tion and granulation tissue formation. It also seems

to produce a slow toxemia which in time may become
fatal. A young dog, into whose jugular vein a sus-

pension of the growth had been injected, died greatly

emaciated within a few weeks. The autopsy and sub-

sequent microscopic examination showed minute foci

of' granulation tissue scattered throughout the lungs,

' Journal of Experimental Medicine, vol. iv, Nos. ft, 6.

» Journal of Pathology and Bacteriology, vol. vl, May and August,
1899.

» Journal of Experimental Medicine, vol. iv, Nos. 3, 4, .May and
July, 1899,

and focal IcHions in the kithieyH. The orgiiniHui wan
r(!Covered by cidturcH from the lun;.'H and kiduoyn.

This yeast-like organiMui Ih very much like iIm* one
described by (iilcliri><t and StokcM a few veurs a;;o, vt
shows Hom(; cultural diffenuiceH.

rilE VITAMTV Ol rilK l!\<II.I,l\^ <.| iiiK II.M.IK.

Yokote '" biirieil riiicr di;id ol ili<- infection with

the bacillus of plague in garden earth, and t<;Mt«-<l the

d(;atl bodies from time to linn- for the presence of tin-

l)a(MlluH. lie found that the battilli survived in tiMHueH

of the dead animal for thirty day.s at tiie long<?Mt.

They disappeared more; (piickly if the, j)Utrefactive pro-

cess was activ(!. The bodies were buried in woixlen

boxes, and it is interesting to note that in the earth

of their vicinity none of the bacilli were found.

HVDROCKl'HALl'S AND HYPOPLASIA Ol Till. AKKI-
NAI.S.

Czerny '' has found imperfect development or al>-

sence of the medullary portion of the adrenals in five

cases of hydrocephalus in children. Since no signs of

degenerative changes were observed the author reganls

the condition in th(! adrenals as an anomaly of devel-

opment. He has no adecjuatt; explanation to offer of

this remarkable association of conditions.

TlIK EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION OK CAN( ER.

Lack ^- reports the results on experiments on rab-

bits in whicli the ovaries were incised and scraped

with a knife, and the fluid which exuded allowed to

spread over the ])eritoneum. One of the rabbits live<l

for nearly a year, when it became emaciated and was
killed. At the autopsy numerous firm white nodules

were found in the mesentery, pleura, lungs and uterus.

There were also areas of firm tissue in the liver,

together with many cystic formations. The nodules

were found to exhibit the typical microscopical struct-

ure of carcinoma of the ovaries, consisting of columnar
epithelium, arranged in alveolar spaces and of a con-

nective-tissue stroma. In Lack's view, carcinoma is

essentially an invasion of the lymph spaces by normal

epithelium ; once arrived in this space the cells con-

tinue to multiply. The frecjuent carcinosis of tlie per-

itoneum that follows tlie removal of cystomata of the

ovaries is regarded by the author as the result, in some
cases, of the escape of the free cells from the tumor

into the peritoneal cavity. He does not believe that

the occurrence of carcinosis of the peritoneum in

these cases is necessarily a sign that the original neo-

plasm was of carcinomatous or malignant nature.

I^cportief of ^ztinxt^.

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.

M.XLCOLM STOKER, M.D., SECREr.\KV.

Meeting of November 21, 18itit, the Fresi«lent,

Dk. Ai.kked AVoiu esth{, in the chair.

Dh. A\ . L. 1)1 i;i;A(iK read a paper entitled

KUUTIIEU E.XPEKIENXK WITH fllK Ol'EKATlVK TREAT-

MENT OK UETUOPOSITIOX WITH ANTEKLEXIOX.'

> See page 241 of the Journal.

>» Centralblatt f. Bakt. u. Parasitenk. Band xxiii. No. *.
" Centralblat f. allgcni. Path. u. path. Anat., Band x. No. 7. 1&>9.
'= Journal of Pathology and Bacteriology, vol. vi, 1S99.
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Dr. E. Kkvnoi.ds: 1 would like to usk whether

the uterus as a whoh' has a tendency to sag forward

after the division of the jwsterior ligaments.

Dr. lkKUA<;K: I have never noticed any such

tendency, nor, on the other hand, do the divided liga-

ments tend to (contract. A lozenge-shaped gap is left

after the division of the ligaments over which the

peritoneum is adjusted.

Dr. C. H. Xoblk, of riiiladelphia. l)y invitation,

read a paper entitled

KKMARKS UrOX TUK TKCUNK,) IK Ol TllK CLOSURE
OF THE ABDOMINAL AVOUND.^

Dr. jNI. II. Richardson: I have of course used

at one time and another various methods to close tin;

alxloniinal wall, but have nev(M- seen any reason to

"ive up the through-and-through suture. I should

not be willing to accept as an axiom that this suture

is more liable to suppurate than any other. As to

hernias, while I can give no figures, the number that

have occurred in my practice must be extremely small,

otherwise I would l)e apt to hear of more. Of course

it is possible that other men sew up my hernias as I

sometimes do theirs, but they would be apt to let me
know. I always notify other surgeons when operat-

ing upon cases upon whi(;li they have worked previ-

ously. Of course in suppurating wounds the percent-

age of hernias is large, but I am surj)rised that it is

not greater. While my number of wound infections,

of course, cannot be smaller than the splendid show-

ing of the reader, it certainly is very small indeed.

In the first six months of this year in over 200

abdominal operations I can hardly remember a single

wound infection, even in appendix o})erations. The

last 260 intercurrent appendix cases all recovered

without wound infection. The great disadvantage of

the layer suture is that it leaves one or two dead

spaces. I never saw a wound which might not be-

come filled with blood. This is well shown in breast

cases, where we are very careful to stop all oozing,

vet it is common to see a hematoma. It seems to me
that there is more liability for infection to take place

where such dead spaces are present. In stout people

I am apt to sew tlirough and through and then sew-

up the a|)oneurosis separately. From IHHG to 1H92 I

used silver wire almost entirely. The great objection

is that the buried ends are apt to irritate. Now 1

use nothing whatever but silk, and see no reason to

abandon its use, and it certainly is excessively rare to

have to take out a buried suture. I object to catgut

because it does not bite ; in tying a large artery with

catgut it does not feel secure. I do not like to desert

an approved method, and so I stick to silk.

As to disinfection, I think gloves are the greatest

advance that has been made in surgery in late years.

Previously we have seen every year one or two cases

going to the bad inexplicably with general peritonitis.

Now with gloves nothing of the kind occurs. In the

last six months I have also used a gauze mask. I do

not believe there is any very great danger of infecting

a wound after a few hours. By that time it has be-

come sealed up.

Dr. J. G. Ulake: In Alexander's operation my
results have be<;n satisfactory with interrupted sutures,

followed l)y the dusting with iodoform or dei'inatol.

Ill (50 or 70 cases I can hardly n-call more than one

ur two of suppuration.'

' See page 256 of the Jourual.

Dr. (t. Haven : I have not been able to see very
much difference as regards hernias or suppuration no
matter which method was used.

Dr. (i. II. AVashuirn : I have seen very few
hernias following the abdominal operation, and it has

so happened that most of those few have followed the

tier suture. Sometimes I use one method and some-
times the other.

Dr. AV. L. I}rRRA(;K: I am absolutely in favor

of the tier method. From theoretical reasons the

abdominal wall must be stronger when we bring back
the layers as nearly as possible as they were before

operation. Dead spaces can be avoided by bringing

the layers together by one or two deeper sutures. I

use chlorinated lime and soda and rubber gloves. In-

stead of adhesive; straps I put collodi(Ui on gauze around
the wound. This stays on for a week. I think a

woman is (mtitled to having her abdominal wall re-

stored to its original state as nearly as possible if we
have time enough to do so. Torri has shown the

great advantage of the tier method, and also that the

through-and-through method gives a potential hernia

in many cases.

Dr. E. Kkynolds : For a number of years I have

been studying this subject, and it is my custom always

to try the strength of the abdominal wound from

inside with my finger before closing. I think that

theoretically the tier method has advantages in all ab-

dominal incisions except in Ca^sarean sections. Prac
tically I have gone back to a modified through-and-

through suture. In small wounds where there has

been little manipulation, I do the layer suture. In

long operations with a large incision, I have been sur-

prised to see how much separation of the layers there

always is and how hard it is to fill in the dead spaces.

My method of closure is to catch the peritoneum

together with fine silk and then do a through-and-

through suture, pi(;king up the muscle as I go, while

at the lower angle of the wound I put one or two silk-

worm-gut sutures well below the cut, with especial

reference to hernia, killing any dead space, for some
years ago I noticed that all hernias start in the lower

angle of the wound. The only trouble with the layer

suture that I have found has been in the subcutaneous

fat, es^iecially in very fat women. I think gloves the

greatest advance made for a long time. Tin; man who
always uses them is apt to have clean hands, and, fur-

thermore, they enable us to do clean work soon after

touching a septic; case. " Finally, I do not think we all

appreciate the importance of slight septic infection in

determining the result in critical cases. Since using

gloves it seems to me that critical cases have done

better than before. I agree with Dr. Richardson as

to the importance of the face mask. I have seen a

hair drop from the beard into the abdominal cavity.

Dr. J. B. Blake asked as to the use of the swathe

after operation.

Dr. Noble : I tell my patients to wear one for a

year, but a swathe can do little good unless a woman
has a pendulous abdomen, excei)t in so far that it

reminds her that she has had an operation performed

and must be careful. I have been asked as to the

cuniol catgut. In my experience it has been perfectly

satisfactory.

Dr. (1. W. W. BifEWSTKU : It has seemed to me
that in some cases in using the through-aiid-through

suture trouble comes from tying the stitches too

tightlv, and therefore it is sometimes of advantage
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to (It) till' lirnt (Inis.siiifjj Hodiicr tliiiii a werk mid cut

one or two stitclu's if iiiiy iippciir too ti^lil.

1)k. 1"\ 11. !)a\ I'.NI'Oltr : 1 use tlic tliioiii;;li-;iii(|-

tliroii.uli iiK'lliod, t\i('j)t tliiit ill very IjiI woiiitii 1 put

a suture in the jipoiicurosis of silk or cjilj^iit, IVclin^i

tliiit til)' aponeurosis is tlie most important struelurc.

iMv relatively few lieiiiias have heeii wlieie drainaiii'

was used or a seeond laparotomy was done. I caiinol

iiiil feel that there is tlanycr of infeetioii if the wound
heconu's exposed to the air. Freipieiit chaiii^inj; of

the (Iressiny can avoid this, and accordiiiiily it is my
eustom to change the dr«>ssin<^' after forty-eiiiht hours

and every day after that.

i)i;. IMai.coi.m SroKKi; : I have liecn stiiirk l»y

tlie tendency of the scar of the inti'acuticidar suture

to spread out after six or more months. Of late it

has heeii my practice to sew the peritoneum, mnsch^

and aponeurosis in layers, and then use interrupted

silkworm sutures through the skin and fat, catching

u|) a little of the aponeurosis in the median line to

avoid a dead space. Since I have employed this

method the sears, seen after a few months, seem to he

much more linear and firm.

I)i{. Nor.i.i: : I am surj)rise<l that here in IJoston

the through-and-through suture should still find so

nianv warm advocates. The researches of Winter ten

years ago and Abel more recently showed that hernias

are ten times as apt to occur with the through-and-

through suture as with the tier suture. I used the

through-and-through method myself until l.Si)2, and I

had certainly five per cent, hernias. Of course then

1 drained more than I do now, and so would expect

more hernias. Tying sutures too tightly has more to

do with suppuration than infection. I have not been

troubled by the dead spaces spoken of, nor have I had

any trouble with hemorrhage after tying with catgut.

X)\\. F. H. Davenport showed a

III'.KOII), Ti:X CENTIMETKES IN DIAMETKIt, KKMOVKI)
BY MYOME(^TOMY.

ISccent literature.

Tlie International Text Book of Surgery . l>y Ameri-
can and British Authors. Edited by J. Collins
Wakhex, M.I)., LL.D., Professor of Surgery in

Harvard jNIedical School; Surgeon to the JNIassa-

chnsetts (ien(>ral Hospital, and A. Pearce (ioiLi),

M.S., F.K.C.S., Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospi-

tal ; Lecturer on Practical Surgery and Teacher of

Operative Surgery to the Middlesex Hospital iMedi-

cal School, etc. Vol. I, General and Operative

Surgery. Pp. '.)47, with 4.58 illustrations in the text

and nine full-page plates in colors. Philadel-

phia : \\\ B. Saunders. 11)00.

This work is hitended to furnish a reliable text-book

of surgery, one " untrammelled by the many tradi-

tions of the past, and which presents with due discrim-

ination the results of modern progress." Recogniz-

ing that the broad field of special surgery has made
it practically impossible for any oni' writer, however
brilliant, to be omniscient, the editors (who, as is well

known both in this country and abroad, are men excep-

tionally well (jnalitied to prepare such a work) in

order to accomj)lish their purpose liave obtained the

assistance of others, notably experts in their special

departmenlK of surgery. 'I'lurMc ure ini-u of whli* i-x-

perience and international reputution. Tlii-y tiuve

con Iri I Ml ted extensively.

The book is to b<r published iu two vojiiiiHfH. Vol.
I is now placed at the disposal of the |irofeHMion uiid

others who may be interested. It treats* of (fi-iiera!

aiKJ Operative Surgery. \'ol. II in to contain the

chapters devoted to Special or Regional Siirgerv.

\'ol. I, the oue just puhlisherl, in ail evceedinglv
haiidsoiue, attractive book. Our space will not |mt-

mit us to enumerate iu detail the Mibjeet.. iricbide<i in

its tabh; of contents. The usual one> appear and
also some unusual ones, such as Surgical Pathology of

tli(! Blood, Constitutional Reaction to Wounds aii<l

Infetrtions, Surgery of .Muscles, T<'ndons and Bursa-,

of the Heart and I51ood-\'essels, et<;. Some subjects

are treated with much more care and <letail than is

usually observed, for example, the chapter of 2.'i

pages on Anesthetics and Surgical Anesthesia.

The articles as a rule present the essentials of tin-

special subject treated in a clear, concise manner.
They are systematically written. The subdivisions

are readily distinguished frcnn the general text bv the

lettering at the commencement of each paragraph,

a method which greatly facilitates rapid referenr:e.

The book is extensively indexed. The illustrations

are abundant, well chosen and enhance greatlv the

value of the work.
The chapters are often excellent resumes of the

more detailed i)nl)lications of their authors. The
present status of some of the more recently investi-

gated lesions is well described, for example, " trau-

matic " and " congenital " dislocation of the hip.

The book is a thoroughly modern one. As is una-

voidable, when so much has to be condensed into a

limit(Ml space, some chapters are very concisely writ-

ten ; but the general ground has been well covered,

the mahi facts have been presented, and the student

can be sure that, when he has thoroughly studied the

volume and has familiarized himself with its contents,

his general knowledge of modern surgery will be up
to date. The presswork of the book is highly satis-

factory. The second volume will be awaited with

interest.

Brain in Relation to Mind. By .1. Sandeijson
Christison, M.D., author of "Crime and Crimi-

nals"; formerly of the New York City Asylum
for the Insane, etc. Pp. 14.'). illustrated. Chicago.

IHOi).

The author has tried to ])resent in this book what
is known of the relationship of the brain to the mind,
and give the facts indicating the present status of our
knowledge. He has tried to state facts, rather than

present arguments, and to establish those facts l)y the

necessary references. Cerebral development functions,

the significance of brain contour and size, and mind
localization are among the subjects discussed. The
book deals with a subject of interest to the physician,

the lawyer, the theologian, and the psychologist.

A Case of Lei'ROSy.— A young man. twenty-

two years of age, who recently arrived in New York
from Bridgetown, Barbadoes, was discovered by the

examining surgeon of the Immigration r>ureau to 1h>

suffering from leprosy, and was immediately ordt-retl

back to the steamship on which he had come as a

steerage passenger, for deportation.
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THE CONTROVERSY AS TO THE NUTRITIVE
VALUE OF ALCOHOL.

The results of some recent experimeuts conducted

by Dr. Atwater, of Wesleyan University, upon tlie

nutritive value of alcohol, have awakened anew a

vigorous controversy upon one of the important ques-

tions of education, the teaching in regard to alcohol in

the schools.

Dr. Atwater claims in his published statements that

the results of his experiment prove that alcohol is a

food, and that therefore the teaching of pulpit and

schools that it is not a food is an error, and should

be discontinued. The adherents of temperance and

of the present method of teaching in regard to alco-

hol have replied in several letters, and finally by a

pamphlet called " An Appeal to Truth," stating that

Dr. Atwater's experiments do not prove that alcohol

is a food either in the common sense of the term, as un-

derstood by people generally and used in books of hy-

giene, or in the particular sense in which the author

uses it, as a food entitled to rank as sugar, starch and

fat, and that, therefore, his experiments should have

no effect upon the teaching.

The question in dispute in this case is not the actual

value of alcohol as a food, but is solely whether or not

the conclusions which Dr. Atwater draws from his re-

sults are justified by these results.

These conclusions, stated in Circular No. 357, No-

vember 6, 1899 (U. S. Department of Agriculture, Di-

vision of Publications), are :

(1) That the alcohol was almost completely oxi-

dized in the system.

(2) In the oxidation all of the potential energy of

the alcohol burned was transformed into heat or mus-

cular energy.

(3) That the alcohol protected the material of the

body from consumption just as effectively as corre-

sponding amounts of sugar, starch or fat.

If we examine the experiments from which these

conclusions are deduced, contained in Bulletin No.

(".'.» (Otlice of Experimental Station. Department of

Agriculture), in regard to each of the three conclu-

sions separately, we find that conclusions Nos. 1 and 2

are perfectly tenable and justifiable on the basis of

these experiments, but that No. 3 is not thus justifi-

able. The data given in the Bulletin show con-

clusively that alcohol is oxidized in the body and that

the potential energy of this alcohol is transformed to

heat or energy of some other kind. It fails, however,

to show that the alcohol protects the body materials

from consumption ecpially with sugar or starch or

fat. In fact, this data shows an actual loss of nitro-

gen in the experiments in which alcohol was used,

proving a consumption of body material under these

conditions. AVe are thus forced to conclude from an

examination of the facts that the authors of " An Ap-

peal to Truth" are correct in their claim that Dr.

Atwater's ex2>eriments do not justify his statement

that alcohol is a food entitled to rank as sugar, starch

or fat in its effect in protecting the body materials

from consumption. In fact, the experiments as they

stand prove the contrary.

Are they justified also in their claim that his experi-

ments fail to justify him in his conclusion that alcohol

is a food in the ordinary sense of the term, a conclu-

sion implied in his statements in the report which

refer to alcohol " with other food materials " ? We
think that they are so justified.

The two conclusions in regard to the metabolism of

alcohol which Dr. Atwater's experiments did warrant,

namely, that alcohol is oxidized in the body, and that

the potential energy of the alcohol is there liberated,

do not by any means prove that alcohol is a food in the

ordinarily accepted sense of the term " food." To de-

monstrate this fact, it must be proven that the sum
total of the effect of the ingested alcohol is useful

rather than harmful in the maintenance of the animal

economy. And this Dr. Atwater has not proven.

And it has not yet, as far as we know, been demon-

strated by any experiments. In fact, the weight of

exjierimental evidence at the present time is decidedly

against such an assumption. Thus the experiments

made upon large bodies of men under conditions of

sustained labor, as those conducted in the English,

German and American armies, prove to us that the ef-

fects of the use of alcohol, in the amounts ordinarily

spoken of as '' moderate," make the soldier less rather

than more fit for work, and decrease rather than in-

crease the amount of energy which he can put forth

under given conditions. That the use of alcohol in

large amounts is harmful no one doubts.

It is possible that it may some day be proven that

the effect of very small amounts of alcohol upon the

economy is such as to entitle it to be considered as a

food. But it has not yet been so proven. And until

it is, the advocates of the temperance education are

quite justified in any protest which they may make
against the assumption that alcohol is a food.

As we have said, the whole truth in regard to the

action of alcohol in tlie body or the question of its nu-

tritive value is not known. If it is at some future
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(iint' proven tliiiL siiiiill ;iiuuiiii(h liiivir siicli ;i value,

then iileoliol iiiUHt bo ulasHod as :i food.

It must 1)(! |)()iiit«!(l out, liovvevc!!', that (;ven sueli a

result vvoultl not (siititle it to be chiMHCid as a (h^sirable

or liyjLficMiic food, wliieli is the siMise in wliicli |)eo|)lc

in {^i'neral understand the nieaninj^ of tin; term *' food."

Against such inclusion there; ar(! man}' \vei<^hty argu-

ments, as, for (ixaniple, the fact that tlii; tiMidency to

i\\v formation of the alcohol habit from taking; these

small amounts is so yreal that tlu; danger of its use far

exceeds any possible benefits which may be derived from

it.

These romark.s are not intended as a justification of

all the teaching upon tlu; subject of alcohol which has

up to the present time been advocated or employed l)y

the agents of tempcirance education in the schools.

We wish merely to point out that, in regard to the

teaching upon this particular question, as to whether

or not alcohol is a food, their [msition has not yet

been successfully controverted by scientific evidence.

Whether the present teaching ufjon this point is tlu;

wisest under present conditions of knowledge is another

(piestion.

It is our personal opinion that the wisest course at

|)resent would be to base the prohibition of alcohol

advocated in the teaching upon the fact that alcohol is

an undesirable substance, the use of which in any ca-

pacity in health is quite unjustifiable under the laws of

hygiene, rather than upon the statement that it is not

a food or the unqualified statement that it is a poison.

For while the latter statements in unqualified form

have, at the present time, the preponderance of scien-

tific evidence in their favor, still our knowledge in this

regard is not complete. The former statement, how-

ever, is based upon facts and arguments so established

that it may be regarded as true beyond the shadow

of a doubt.

orders, and Htrongly advocatrR thr; frstaliliHlm,, i.t „r
what he callH " psyehopathi«: hoMpit«|H "

(th,. i.-rm in

hopelesHly bad) for the reception of the acul<-Iy in-

sane. The volume Hhonld be of much xwu-rvni to

psychiatrists, and of Hoine inUrest to all of iih, but
the papers, with f(!W exceptions, lark the MtJiinp of real

originality atid personal research.

The Tniiistirtions nf the Missisxiitpi \ allitj Shdi-
lud Asxocidtioii is a very dilFerent sort of u book. It

has a wide scope of subjects, under forty-weven titleii,— papers of personal experienc«; in great part. No
doubt, for mend)ers of the Association, such a collertion
of uncritical papers has a certain interest and value;
for the rest of the world, we confess to the conviction
that it adds to the bulk but not to the worth of exist-

ing medical literature. It is usually a misfortune that
an author writes a paper for such a volume, with the
consciousness that it is first to be rea<l at a meetin".
The tendency to deviate from direct statement into
the vagaries of fine writing is apparently quite irresis-

tible, under such circumstances. It is hard for some
of us to learn that in dealing with a subject of scien-

tific character, an absolutely direct style of expression
is alone admissible.

TWO VOLUMES OF "PROCEEDINGS."

The growth of medical knowledge, unfortunately,

does not keep pace with the growth of medical litera-

ture. Journals are multiplying beyond all necessity

and demand, and each special branch has also its

special organ. In addition to this, medical societies

are increasing in number, as representing certain sec-

tions of the country or special interests, and hence is

born another species of medical literature, the pro-

ceedings or transactions. Of these we now have two

bulky volumes before us, one the Proceedimis of the

American Medico-Psijchological Association for 181)1),

and the other Volume 1 of the Transactions of the

Mississippi Valley Medical Association for the same

year. The first is, of course, a collection of special

papers relating to the problems and interests of psy-

chiatry. A notable contribution is the one by Dr.

Peterson, of New York, on methods of study and im-

proved facilities in our large cities. He speaks highly,

and with reason, of the comprehensive laboratory in-

augurated by Van Giesen for the study of mental dis-

MEDICAL NOTES.

Pollution of Wateu Sipi-lies.— A bill has
been introduced in Congress relating to the pollution
of water supplies. The bill provides for an appropria-
tion of $3,000 to enable the Marine-Hospital Service,
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury,
to investigate the sources of contamination of rivers

and other natural sources of water supply where the
sanitary condition of the people of more than one
State or Territory or the District of Columbia is affec-

ted, the first investigation under the provisions of the
bill to be made of the Potomac River. At the instance
of the Game and Fish Protective Association of the
District of Columbia an amendment has been adopted
by the committee providing for an appropriation of

$2,000 to enable the Commissioner of Fish and Fish-
eries to investigate and report on the effects of pollu-

tion in interstate rivers upon the fish, fry. spawn, fish-

food, plankton and riparian vegetation of such waters.
It is of interest in this connection to note that Massa-
chusetts alone, through its Board of Health, expends
$30,000 3'early for the prevention of river and stream
pollution. The foregoing bill savors somewhat of a
union between the Marine-Hospital Service and the

Game and Fish Protective Association, to be used bv
the former as an entering wedge to larger thino^.

AXTIVIVISECTION' ESTIMATES OF THE VaUE OF
Serums.— While the Treasurer of the New England
Antivivisection Society is informing a committee of

the Massachusetis Legislature that Haffkine's anti-

plague inoculations have been proved to be worthless,

the Indian Plague Commission is report inij to the Un-
der-Secretary of State for India, that they "consider
Mr. Haft'kine to have performed a great life-savino-
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work in the face of almost insuperable difficulties."

They express their sense, after very careful investiga-

tions, of the importance of the method which Mr.

Haffkine has devised and of the results which have

been achieved by it. As the same official of the Anti-

vivisection Society informed the same legislative com-

mittee that the only value of autidiphtheritic serum

resided in the carbolic acid by which it is preserved,

and that, notwithstanding tlie i)roved worthlessness of

the antitetanus serum, doctors go on just the same in-

jecting it into the brains of their patients, thoughtful

and serious people may aflford to disregard his state-

ments and his conclusions.

TlUKTEENTlI InTKUNATIOXAL MeDICAL CON-

GRESS. — A circular has been issued by the General

Secretar}' of the Congress, giving information to

members who propose to attend. Each member has

the privilege of participating in the work of any of

the sections. Reports of proceedings will be sent

to each member, but only in that section to which he,

personally, belongs. In addition to this, each mem-
ber will receive later, without charge, a volume con-

taining a general resume of the work of the Congress

;

also a volume giving a complete account of the gen-

eral assemblies. Other volumes may be purchased, if

desired.

Another Antivivisection Bill. — The inde-

fatigable Dr. Gallinger has introduced in the United

States Senate a new bill which reads as follows :
" That

no person shall perform upon the body of any human
being in the District of Columbia any scientific experi-

ment involving pain, distress or risk of life and* health,

whether by administration of poisonous drugs for the

purpose of ascertaining their toxicity, by inoculating

the germs of disease, by grafting cancerous tumors

into healthy tissues, or by performance of an}' surgical

operation for any other object than the amelioration

of the patient."

University Medical Magazine. — It has been

announced that the Board of Trustees of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania has finally secured entire control

of the University Medical Magazine, and that in the

future it will be published under the auspices and with

the support of the University. Heretofore the publi-

cation has been in the hands of a stock company, over

which the University had no control. Dr. Charles H.

Frazier has recently been appointed editor.

New Orleans Polyclinic.— A report has been

circulated that the New Orleans Polyclinic has been

suspended on account of small-pox in New Orleans.

This is incorrect. The small-pox situation in New
Orleans has at no time justified any apprehension on

the i)art of students attending the Polyclinic or on the

part of those who might wish to do so.

The Gkhman Congress of Intkrnal Medi-

cine.— The eighteenth German Congress of Internal

Medicine will be held at Wiesbaden, April 18th to

21 St. Professor von Jaksch, of Prague, is the presi-

dent. A discussion on the " Treatment of Pneumo-

nia," is announced, and also one on " Endocarditis

and its Relations to other Diseases."

Tuberculosis in France. — A bill providing for

the erection of a national institution to combat tuber-

culosis has been introduced into the French Chamber.

It is said that about 150,000 d(!aths annually in

France are due to tuberculosis.

Return ok Sir William MacCormac. — Sir

William MacCormac, President of the Royal College of

Surgeons, who has been acting as volunteer surgeon

with the British Army in South Africa, has sailed for

England.

Appointment of Dr. Lewellys F. Barker.—
Dr. Lewellys F. Barker, of the Johns Hopkins Medi-

cal School, has been appointed professor of anatomy

in the University of Chicago and Rush Medical Col-

lege.

Hospital Bequests.— Under the will of the late

Siegfried R. Zunz, of Wimbledon, it is reported that

the London, England, hospitals will benefit to the ex-

tent of between $400,000 and $450,000.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, March 7, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

69, scarlatina 42, measles 104, typhoid fever 15.

Mortality Statistics in Boston. — The total

number of deaths reported to the Board of Health for

the week ending March 3d was 273, against 187 the

corresponding week last year, showing an increase of

86 deaths, and making the death-rate for the week
25.7. Of this number 136 were males, and 137 fe-

males.

Christian Science and Death Certificates.

— A child has recently died in Somerville, Mass., who
had been treated by a Christian Scientist ; he gave as

the cause of death, pneumonia. The clerk of the

Board of Health declined to issue the burial permit

without the testimony of an accredited physician, as

required by law. After considerable controversy, in

which the clerk was upheld in the position he had

taken, a physician was allowed to view the body, and

the burial was permitted.

A Case of Small-pox at Yale. — It is reported

that a student in the Freshman Class of the Sheffield

Scientific School is ill with small-pox. Very few of

his classmates have been exposed to contagion, and

with the precautions that have been taken, it is not

expected that the disease will spread.

A Centenarian. — Mrs. Abigail Kimball Garvin

died in Westford, Mass., March 2d, at the age of one

hundred and four years.

NEW YORK.

An Important Decision. — A will case that has

attracted much public interest has just been decided in
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tli«i (!ourtM. TIk' will in (iiicstion vvaH tliat of MisH

Aiiiiic 'l'ii\ lor IMoriraii, who is iurliiivcd to liiivf lost

her lilr at tlu; Wimlsor Motel liro on Manth 17, IM'JD,

and it has now hctn aihnittcd to |)roi)ate hy Suiro<^atc

Thomas. 'V\\r ni.iiii ^ioiiikI of contest was that there;

was no proof ol I hi' (hath of tlie testatrix. Tiu! Snr-

roiiat(i (l(!ci(l(is that th(! (jvidoneo of h(!r death, though

ciiciiinstantiai, was (Mitirely sullieient. From the; time

of the lin; until now no friend of the t(istatrix has s(!en

her or lieard from her. Oidy one witn(!ss, th(! Surro-

•jate states, was willinj^- to express an opinion that the

testatrix was insane. The evidence on that point,

however, amounted to little. Bv tin; provisions of the

will INIiss Morgan's estate is left to a <f()d-ehild, and

the contest was bron<;ht by her sistyr, from whom she

had long been estranged.

Kesionation of Dr. Chaki.ks McBuknky.—
Dr. Charles McBurney has resigned his position as

attending surgeon to the Roosevelt Hospital, and the

announcement is received with great regret and con-

siderable surprise by the profession. Dr. McBurney

has been identified with Roosevelt during its entire

existence, and it was on account of the high esteem

felt for him that the Sims Operating Pavilion, one of

the most completely equipped establishments of the

kind in the world, and which was erected and fitted up

under his pei'sonal supervision, was added to the hos-

pital.

9[^ije(ceUanp«

ANOPHELES AND MALARIA.

A VALUABLE paper by Professor Celli, the Director

of the Institute of Hygiene in Rome, has appeared in

a recent issue of the British Medical Journal. The
following comments are made editorially:

" The older observers had noted, what is indeed a

part of the folk-lore of malarial districts of Europe,

that malaria was most likely to be contracted about

sunset and at night. Anopheles lies hid by day and

issues forth in quest of human blood at sunset, and

pursues its search through the night. Again, the old

observers noted that the malarial ' miasm ' was often

very limited, and did not extend to any great elevation,

so that residence on the top of a rock or in the highest

story of a lofty house was some })rotection. It is

known that the mos([uito does not fly far from its

birthplace, nor mount high in the air. Again, the

older observers knew that the malarial ' miasm' was

not carried by high winds, and it is notorious that the

mosquito does not fiy on stormy nights.

" Professor Celli thus traces the cycle, for the main-

tenance of which, in Italy at least, man is essential.

Beginning with the great multiplication of mosquitoes

at tlie end of June or the early part of July, it is found

that some of these are infected by the malarial para-

site. They convey the infection to man, thus bringing

about the great increase in the number of attacks of

malaria observed in July and August, but sometimes

continuing into the fourth quarter of the year. During
the first and second quarters of the following year the

malariouH casoH met with an- ^'enemlly n-furrr-nri' of
the infections contrjKterj in tin- third or fourth quartiTH
of the prereding year, and it is by fhene n-( urn-nf cjiHeH

occuring even us late uh June, when the nionquito
once more becomes active, that the infection \h again
transmitted to the insect, and a new epideniir! HUirted.

" Professor Celli observes inrid.ntally that in Italy

children are more iilVected by malaria than adultn, anil

Professor Koch lays great stress upon this point,

making it indeed tin; test of the extent to whirh
malarial prevails in a population, since he tindM evi-

(hiuce that adults in a maliirial distri(;t having hurvived
the infection in early youth have accpiired a more or
less complete immunity. This observation KcmIi be-

lieves may be of great importance in proj)livlaxis.
" Both Celli and Koch lay great stress on the part

which th<! cultivation of rice ])Iays in favoring tlie

nniltiplication of mo.S(piitoes. ' The more rir-e fields,'

Koch reports, ' there are in the n(;ighborIiood of a
place, and the nearer th(;y are, tin; greater the abun-
dance of mos(juitoes ;

' and Celli observers that it is well

known that ' the formation of rice fields causes the

reai)pearance of malaria where it had become extinct,

and where it already exists they are a very active focus

of production.' Rice is best cultivated on low lands
subject to occasional inundation, but where inundation
cannot be depended upon very copious artificial irriga-

tion is resorted to."

Corre^efponDence.

[Special Correspondence.]

LETTER FROM PARIS.

Preparations for thf. Exhibition. — The Inter-
national Medical Congress. — French Si-leen
as Manifested towards Americans and Engli>h.
— To Attend or Not to Attend the Exhibition
AND the Congress?

Paris, February 22, 1900.

Mr. Editor :— We whose lot it is to live in Paris have
been made very painfully aware during the past year that

the great Exhibition of 1900 is fast drawing near; the town
has been simply torn up by the roots in its preparations
for the event, and life lias thereby been rendered loath-

some. Immense groups of buildings going up, others being
pulled down, three sections of underground railways being
luirried through at once, long quays being constructed on
the river banks, rails being laid in many streets for electric

tram-lines, two fine railroad termini being erected, the di-

rection of some of tiie main sewers being altered, the Seine
being bridged in several i)laces, etc., have thrown the city

into such a state of cliaos as the oldest inhabitant has never
witnessed, unless during the Commune, if even then. Dur-
ing tliis Exhibition, as your readers are undoubtedly aware,
is to be held the Triennial International Medical Congress,
and it is of this Congress that I wish to say a few words to-

day.

As regards the general utility of these great medical
conclaves I think there is ])ractically but one opinion :

nothing of real importance has over been brought forth at

any of tliem. This is so true that the tendency now appears
to be for leading meibcal men to hold aloof from tlieni, or.

at any rate, only to ajipear pro forma, reserving their inter-

esting conununications for the societies and periodicals

with which they may happen to be personally affiliated.

This leaves the arena to the young and umbitious, who
have had things pretty much their own way at the last two
or three congresses. Some of the communications at Ber-
lin and Moscow on the part of unknown members of the
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profession were so utterly valueless, and such unabashed
attempts at self-advertisement, as to call forth universal

remark at the time, followed later on by a variety of pro-

posals for modifying the method of holcling the sittings so

as to put a stop to this abuse.

Furthermore, the number of medical men with or with-

out encumbrances who attend these gatherings appears to

be steadily on the increase, so that at the more recent ones

the crowd has become practically unmanageable. Whence
the occurrence of a great deal of sore feeling and wounded
susceptibilities, the local committees being incapable of

singling out the grain from the chaff, and powerless to pay
proper attention to the lights of the profession, even when
discovered, owing to their necessarily restricted numbers.

If this has been the case in what may be called uneventful

years, and in such relatively unfrequented centres as Ber-

lin, Moscow and Rome, what are we to expect in an ex-

hibition year, and in such a universal rendezvous as Paris?

The thought of the herd of physicians that will congregate

here next summer makes one positively shudder.

If, now, to this we add that the unfortunate committee
has appointed as the date of the Congress August 2d to

9th, a time of year when the atmosphere of Paris, without

reaching the lofty summits of heat with which many Amer-
icans are familiar, is absolutely dead and filled with stenches,

and also that the majority of the attendance will be com-

posed of the great unwashed populations of the Continent,

to whom an open window is the lieight of abomination, and
who will crowd the stifling assembly rooms and then sit and
sweat and sweat and sweat again, the prospect for the

fresh-air, p]nglish speaking delegates to this Congress may
be realized.

I see on the north bank of the Seine, in full exposure to

the sun, a light shell of a building of great size, marked :

Palais (les Congres. 1 have not heard whether the inten-

tion is to hold the Medical Congress in this building, but, if

such is the plan, all I can say is that the members attend-

ing will have my profoundest commiseration and that there

is, at any rate, one practitioner in this city who will be
cons{)icuous by his absence. Under an August sun that

edifice will be a furnace.

Let us consider for a moment what can be the expecta-

tions of the average American physician in attending this

Congress— I mean those who may intend to come un-

officially and not as delegates. I think that a certain num-
ber will look on the Congress as a sight to be seen with the

other sights of Paris during their summer trip abroad.

Others, and this appears to me to be tlie only real purpose

that can be attained at these congresses, will come to it to

extend their circle of accjuaintances, to meet many con-

freres with whom they are in correspondence and of whom
they hear from mutual patients, or to see the celebrated

men whose publications they read and in whose work they

may be specially interested. Others, still, will come to look

into medical Paris of to-day, to visit the hospitals, clinics,

laboratories and museums, and to see what ideas they can

discover worth noting and transplanting to America. Will

the pains of the latter be rewarded ; will the results they

can expect to obtain be worth the trouble, expense and loss

of time the journey will entail ?

Unfortunately, I am obliged to give a decidedly negative

answer to these questions. No; there is not enough for

American physicians to learn here to warrant the under-

taking; any one having the time and means to take the

trip, if for medical purposes only, can accomplish far more
by visiting Vienna or Berlin than by coming to Paris. It

is positively melancholy that a great medical centre like

Paris, which, no further back than thirty or forty years

ago, led the world, should now occupy the position it does.

The foreign clienO.le of the French medical schools is now
composed almost exclusively of the Southern and far East-

ern races : South America, the Spanish Peninsula, (Greece,

Egypt, Turkey, Koumania, Soul hern Russia and Siberia.

The more j)rogres8ive and highly cultured countries are

conspicuous by their almost total absence, and no further

proof then is needed to show the superiority of the other

great medical centres over Paris.

I do not propose to go into the details of medical teaching
and practice in Paris in this letter; they would take up too
much space, and I hope to treat this point in fuUon some fut-
ure occasion. But in general terms I can say that all is

anarchy in rebus medicince in Paris. There are brilliant

exceptions, naturally. Many of the professors are most
gifted men ; a few of the clinics are practically up to date
(though in such cases this is generally due to altogether pri-

vate efforts on the part of the chef) ; one at least of the
museums is unique, and on several hospitals a great deal of

money has been spent lately, with results not proportionate
to the expenditure. But on the whole, the American will

meet with more surprises and disappointments than with
anything else.

There are, as I have said, many excellent men as profes-
sors ; the clinical material has simply no limits; the facili-

ties are all that one can »sk, and there are plenty of funds.
Yet the net result produced is so poor as to be positively

astounding. The cause of this miscarriage of effort ap-
pears to me to be the fact that medical affairs in France
are a monopoly held by the Government, and are run on
the lines of a great "administration," like any other "ad-
ministration," such as the post-office, for instance. They
are entirely managed by officials, who in this instance, as
in all others in this country, throw a withering blight on
whatever they are brought in contact with. Competition
is absolutely excluded, there being no degrees conferred
except by the Government Faculties, of which there are
only half a dozen for the whole of France. P'inally, one is

forced to admit the existence in the French either of in-

ability to grasp the value of certain things they see in hos-

pitals abroad, or else of deliberate unwillingness to make
any innovation that has not its point of departure in their

own country. For instance, how is it possible otherwise
to comprehend a national medical system in a great coun-
try at the end of the nineteenth century in which the hos-

pital trained nurse, as evolved in England and America, is

otally unknown?
In conclusion, I wish to allude briefly to a somewhat deli-

cate side of the question of American attendance at the
Paris Congress this summer. Politics are not at home in

the columns of a medical journal— that I know; still, there
are some things that one hai to say, and the one I now
have on my mind is that I shall be very sorry to see my
American confreres contribute to the success of this Con-
gress.

It is evidently difficult to make people who live at a dis-

tance in America appreciate what the feeling of the French
is toward the English-speaking races, or what occurred here
during our war with Spain, and is now occurring again
while the English are at war in South Africa. There is

something about the P^nglish-speaking peoples that creates

a profound aversion in the French mind. This they ad-

mit themselves with perfect candor. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances, when the political atmosphere is relatively

calm, this aversion is kept more or less out of sight, and is

covered over with a superficial veneer of ceremonial
politeness. The English or American who during such
periods visits France, and is only thrown in contact with

the French in a casual way, is apt to depart charmed with

French politeness and affability, and I for one do not

blame him. The French are simply passed masters in this

art, and although I have lived here a great many years, am
beginning to understand my Frenchman fairly well, and
am quite on my guard, it is even now almost impossible for

me to avoid being taken in by the Frenchman's apparent
cordiality and courtesy.

But let some great political cataclysm occur— the war
with Spain, Dreyfus case, or the present war in South Af-

rica— you at once see the Frenchman as he really is. The
superficial shell of good manners behind which he has been
concealed falls from him, and you behold a man whose
hatred of everything English (in which he includes every-

body who speaks the P^nglish tongue) is rendered doubly
bitter by being long contained, and generally very ignorant

of all that concerns the object of his hatred.

Such an outburst of gratuitous insults, venomous lies and
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oiitraKeoiiH attacks of all Horts against Americans as (ill»Ml

ihn Krt'iicli [)r«'8H (liiriii}^ oiir war two ycaiH ago inii»t be

aliuoHl imparalli'li'd ; and now tliat tin; proct^HH is hciiiij rt-

nuatfiil against, tlio I'inglish in connection witli tlic South
Afri(!an War, I am itiinost led to Ijelieve wiial I liave

Hfverai times lieard said, that the animosity of tlit; French
toward tlie Kiiglish is more intense than their feeling

against the (Germans.

Let me mercl) give one or two instances of the violence

of this feeling, and the undisguised way in which it has

been manifested of late, so that no one will think I am ex-

aggerating.

During our war I, peisonally, saw a Frenchman come
u[) behind an English lady seated in acah and try to kno(;k

her sailor hat olT, the endeavor only failing by the hat lie-

ing held by long pins run through her liair; this attempt

caused great satisfaction to those who saw it, and to a |)0-

liceman a few yards away, who made no step to interfere.

During the Sjjanish War, Dreyfus case and present Afri-

can War, it has hardly been safe for an Knglish-appearing
woman to go on the streets of Paris unaccompanied ; she is

liable at any moment to have the epithet, ".srt/e An(/laisc,"

hurled in her face, as has happened any number of times to

ladies whom I know — once recently on the Champs
Elysdes, in the afternoon, by a soldier in uniform.

The last few weeks have seen the appearance of a new
form of ventilating the French spleen. Placards have been
posted in different parts of Paris, reading: " Mort aux
Anglais." I saw a paper being sold along the boulevards
the other day, that had those words printed in an immense
heading running across the page, so that every one could

read them at a distance. Finally, on entering a suburban
train recently 1 found the carriage sides plastered with lit-

tle printed labels bearing the same amiable inscription.

These are only samples of the electricity there is in the

air here, and of the true feelings of the French toward us.

It is quite possible that the anti-English campaign will be

lulled during the Exhibition, and that the more usual ap-

pearance of affability will come to the front again, as the

French are not quite easy in their minds about this Exhibi-

tion. They know that their best foreign customers are the

English and Americans, and certain warning notes have
already appeared in their papers about not carrying their

insulting tirades and caricatures too far.

But whatever they do, their true feeling toward us is as

I have described it. Americans should know what it is,

and should bear in mind their scurrilous behavior to us

during our war, and what they would have done in the way
of intervention if they had not felt Great Britain in their

way.
Let the members who do attend this Congress take the

greeting of the French at its real value, and not at all for

what it appears to be worth. Spectator.

STREET PAVEMENTS.

Boston, March 3, 1900.

Mr. Editor : — Permit me a few words in reply to the

editorial comments on my communication in the last

number of the Journal. I did not mention the names of

Dr. Durgin, Professor Allen and Mr. IVIcClintock, because I

was not sure of them and therefore spoke of these gentle-

men collectively as experts, thinking that I was thus show-
ing due regard to their opinions. As to Mr. McClintock,
he gave an account of macadam roads, but said nothing,

I believe, about asphalt pro or con. The letters you pub-
lish I had the pleasure of hearing read at a meeting be-

fore the Park Commission a few years ago. They present

strong evidence, but it is only just to say that the Brick
Paving Company also produces many testimonials and
statements as to the superiority of brick. A book on this

subject with the title of " Brick Roadways "was distributed

some years since, and doubtless many of your readers pos-

sess it. A gentleman who lives on Arlington St., opposite

the portion laid with brick, tells me that this makes an ad-

mirable pavement, and there are. abundant pro^^fi thmt it

can be maih^ to wear well.

Ilorces reipiire no Hpecial thoe to travel over it, and water
can be need freely on it. AHjihalt in certainly a Inion to
the Htreet sui)erintendenlM, who find a eornjiany ready to
jiut down a roadway and keep it in rejiair, but it \n not no
great a boon to the pui)lic, in a cliang<able climate like oum.
Its disadvantagt'H are not imaginary, but real and eauy to
verify. London may be called aw a witneHx. I>ondon hai
tried asphalt and returned to wood pavements, fireferring
(;omfort to durability. Regarding the une of wood, 1 find

in a recent magazine this statement.' " Improved woo<l
|)avements are a luxury. They iiave many points r>f snj)er-

iority over asphalt. They are so considered in London,
where their use is continued, although they require re-

newal oftener than as|)halt, and much more often than
granite. They will undoubtedly be used more frerpiently

in this country, when the [)eople are willing to j)ay the ad-
ditional cost for the (juiet and freedom from <lust, and from
the somewhat disagreeable glare of asphalt." As for local

testimony against asphalt, there was a letter published in

the Boston Transcript of February 21th, by .John F. Ryan,
i\LD., which is worthy of attention.

Yours truly, S.

AN EXCURSION TO THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

Hartford, Conn., March 5, 1900.

Mr. Editor :— An excursion to the Paris Exposition
and the International Medical Congress, to be confined ex-
clusively to physicians and their families, has been organ-
ized in the West. Two steamers have been chartered,
one the City of Rome, and the other the Nebraska. They
will sail from New York on June 30th, and return in forty-

five or fifty-two days, according to the wishes of the excur-
sionists. A New England Committee has been appointed
to solicit physicians in this part of the country who would
like to make this excursion. The expenses, including

hotels, carriage drives, etc., also including a tour through
Scotland, Ireland, England, and Belgium, will be from
$260 to $285. The return can be made any time during
the year. A large number of physicians are arranging to

go on this excursion, which promises to be one of the
most enjoyable of the year. The New England Com-
mittee are H. O. Marcy, M.D., Boston, Mass. ; E. R.
Campbell, M.D., Bellows Falls, Vt., and T. D. Crothers,

M.D., Hartford, Conn. F^ach one of these gentlemen
would be plea.sed to give all information, and to send circu-

lars of the itinerary of this trip to any who may wish
to join it. Over 200 have already been booked, and the

prospect is that both ships will be crowded. It is neces-

sary that any person wishing to join this excursion should

communicate at once with the Committee.
Very truly yours,

T. D. Crothers, ^I.D.

THE DISCOVERY OF THE BACILLUS OF IN-
FLUENZA.

Portland, Maink, March 5, 1900.

Mr. EitiTOR : — In your issue of March 1st is a review

of Dr. W. H. Park's " Bacteriology," the review being

chiefly a list of " errors or special defects." In this list

appears the following finality :
" On page 30 Canon is

erroneously credited with a part in the discovery of the

bacillus of influenza."

It may be now within the knowledge of your reviewer

that Canon is a pretender; but in Berlin, in 1892, Canon
was the flushed and happy recipient of congratulations for

a discovery simultaneous with that of PfeifFer.

Very truly yours.

Addison S. Thaykr. M.D.

' Appleton's Popular Science Monthly, Marcli, llHX).
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IN.FUIUKS AHOUT THE SHOULDER AT IWRTII.'

II V .1. S. STONK, M.l)., UO.STON.

I iiWK luH'ii iiui(!li iiitcrcstcHl ill tlu! iiijiiricN and

(Icloriuit-ics ahoiit tlic slioiihic!!" vvlii(!li urn seen not

iiit'n'tnu'iitly in flu- diiiics :it. the ('Iiildrfn's jind

Iiit'iiiit.s' Hospitals. Most ol' tlifS(! cases come iiiid(!r

tlic jfeiu'ral iicad of obstetrical injuries, and in most

of them I have become coiiviii(;cd, partly from obs(rr-

vation and partly from the rather scanty and very

coiitradictory literatiiri^ on tin; subject, that injury to

tile brachial plexus is by tar the most important factor,

while direct injury to bone and joint is of only second-

arv importance.

It has lon<>' been recoi;iii/ed that (d)stetncal paraly-

sis is of Krb's type, that tlu; deltoid is tlu^ muscle

most seriously affected, and that the otlu^r muscles

paralyzed are the supra- and infra-spinatus, teres minor,

biceps, and brachialis anticus, together with the supi-

nators. In sonu! of the severer cases paralysis of

some of the extensors of the wrist, or more especi-

ally of the fingers, also occurs.

All of the paralyzed muscles are supplied by

the circumflex, sui)rascapular, musculocutaneous, and

musculospiral nerves, including with the last its

branch, the posterior interosseovxs. Of these nerves

the circumflex, sujjrascapular and musculocutaneous

arise entirely from the fifth and sixth cervical roots.

In obstetrical i)aralysis these nerves are most seriously

affected and every muscle supplied by them is usually

paralyzed, excepting only the coracobrachialis, which

is also sujjplied in infancy by a separate branch de-

rived from the s(;venth cervical root.

The only other nerves which arise regularly from

the fifth and sixth cervical roots are those to the

scaleni, to the rhomboids, and to the subclavius, the

posterior thoracic, a part of the external anterior

thoracic, a very small part of the median, and the

ui^per and lower subscapular, together with a small

part of the musculospiral. Of these nerves the fibres

which go to supply the scaleni, the rhomboids and

the subclavius, and the fibres going to the posterior

thoracic, leave the roots of the plexus almost inuuedi-

ately after their exit from the spinal canal and before

the roots have joined to form the cords of the plexus.

Furthermore, all of these nerves take a decidedly

different course from the other nerves of the plexus.

They do not go outward toward the shoulder. The
pectoral and the subscapular muscles are supplied

only in part by nerve fibres arising from the two

upper roots.

As to the causation of the j)aralysis, I will mention,

first, a theory which has been held somewhat in (ier-

many, and which has been put forward m this coun-

try by Burr.^ It is, in brief, that the lesion is a

hemorrhage into the anterior horns of the cord, due
to the congestion arising during birth. Burr argues

in favor of this theory that sensation is unimpaired.

His opponents reply that in infants this is an ex-

tremely fallacious sign, that complete recovery from
an anterior i)oliomyelitis is rarely, if ever, seen, and

that it is extraordinary that such a lesion should

always occur at one particular spot. Furthermore,

' Read before the Boston Society for Medical Improveinent, Feb-
ruary, 5, 1900.

' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. cxxvii,
i>. 235.

as ('art«-r ** points out, injury to the fiftli .md nixtli

cervical rof»ts at or before tlir-jr exit from thi- npinal

canal may i)e exrbided by the fad lliat tlie H4TratiiH

iiiagniis and the rhomboids, though .s(i|)plie(l by iierv«;M

leaving thcHc roots vru'y soon after their exit from thu
canal, are ii(;V(!r ijaralyzed. In other wonln, the;

lesion must b(! at a point lu-hnv the origin of the

(ii)res going to tin; posterior thoracic, to thr rhom-
boids, and scaleni.

The other theories of the causation have been many.
The theory of dii(^(;t pressure on the plexus in the

side of th(! iie(;k, or axilla, by the blade of the for-

ceps, the finger, or the hook, has been tlif»rougliIv din-

credited l)y the work of Carter, and more lately by
Fieiix,* among others. As Fieiix puts it, whether the

delivery be spontaneous, or whethr-r extraction of the

shoulders is necessary, whether coming on after the

use of forceps or after a breech deliverv, Krb's

point is always pressed upon, and in one case by the

posterior edge of the clavicle, in another by the fin-

gers, in another by the edge of the forceps blade. Ex
planations of this sort obviously presuppose too much.

This brings up a point in regard to the etiology, on
which there has been considerable discussion, the tlie-

ory that the paralysis is due to a pinching of the

plexus at Erb's point between the ])osteri(jr edge of

the clavicle and the first rib in cases in which the

shoulder is carried far back. Some hold that the

pinching of the plexus occurs between the clavicle

and the transverse processes. These views are held

by Oppenheim, Gault, Roulland, Budin, and of late

have been advanced in Boston by Walton,* after

anatomical study of a fetus at term, and more lately

still by Schoemaker.*' This pressure of the clavicle

against the first rib, or the transvei'se processes, is an
anatomical possibilit}'. It means, however, that the

shoulder must be carried considerably downward and
very far backward to a degree which is at least not

likely to occur during childbirth, although the theory

that the pinching results from the rotation of the

head, with the anterior shoulder hungup on the pubes,

is attractive.

In the dissections on six babies which I have made
the anterior curve of the clavicle gave ample space

for the plexus not to be crowded. My conclusions

agree absolutely with what I have since learned

Fieux had done, but wdtli which Schoemaker does

not entirely agree ; work bearing out in every way the

theory ably set forth by Carter, that, the paralysis is

due to nerve stretching, and, in extreme cases, to

nerve tearing.

Th(^ plexus arises from the fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth cervical, and first dorsal, nerves. If the shoul-

der is lowered it is plain that the upj^er cords must
be stretched more than the lower, because the lower

have normally a more nearly horizontal course. This

is entirely confirmed on the cadaver. The upper two
roots become as tight as bowstrings when the shoul-

der is lowered, while the lower three remain perfectly

lax until the upper cords are severely stretched, or

even comjiletely ruptured. A pull down on the

shoulder of about fifteen pounds is sufficient to break

the upper roots when the plexus alone holds the

shoulder up. A pull of about forty-fi\H' pounds, or

three times as much, does the same thing when every-

•'' Boston >[edioal and Surgical Journal, vol. cxxviti, y. 434.
^ Annalos <le (.T.viKCologie et d'Obsietrique, 1897. vol xlvii, p. 53.

Uo.'itou Mfdical and S\irgieal Journal, vi>l. cxxxv, y. 042.
" /.eitsclirifl f. (Jeburt^-li. u, Gynakol., xU, 1,
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tiling is intact, except for a small incision through

which to watch the plexus.

Fieux showed experimentally the amount of the

separation of the cut roots of the brachial })lexus

when the shoulder was held down and the head car-

ried to the opposite side with as nmch force as occurs

in an ordinary delivery. He found that the upper

two cords separat(Ml from 2(j to 28 millimetres, the

third only 1 2 and the lower two only eight. In other

woi'ds, the upper two separated more than three

times as much as the lower, and more than twice as

much as the middle. The separation varies with the

amount that the head is inclined to the opposite

shoulder. It likewise varies with the amount that the

shoidder is depressed.

The point at which rupture occurs, experimentally,

is from about a (piarter to half an inch from the

emergence from the spinal canal, at or near the junc-

tion of the lifth and sixth cervical roots. The libres

of the suprascaj^ular nerve may be ruptured here or at

a point slightly lower. They are always ruptunMl

among the hrst. This point is a little lower than that

mentioned by Fieux, who states that rupture occurred

five or six millimetres from the emergence of the

nerves. The distance seems to be determined by the

strength of the fibrous sheath which surrounds the

nerve bundles. Very near the canal the prolonga-

tions outward from the dura prevent injury to the

nerves. Farther out it is determined by a certain

weakest point.

One very important point mentioned by Walton,

which is a<hniral)ly shown experimentally, is the

fact that the suprascapular nerve must be severely

stretched or ruptured, because it has a comparatively

short course and what may be termed a very definite

distal attachment where it passes through the su|)ra-

scapular notch. Similarly, though to a less marked
degree, the circumflex has a sliort course and a defin-

ite distal attachment where it winds about the hu-

merus. In other words, these two nerves have but a

short distance in which th(!y can accommodate them-

selves to stretching.

P^ieux pi'oduced by traction on the necks of rabbits,

s(!parating the head from the shoulder, a similar par-

tial paralysis of the foreleg, but did not report the

results of postrmortem examinations.

Cases reported by Phillips, Beevor, and Walton
show similarly that a violent separation of the head
from the shoulder may, in adults, cause a paralysis of

Erb's type.

A degree of asphyxia leading to a loss of all mus-
cular tone would obviously increase the danger of

injury to the nerves.

In regard to the theory that fracture or dislocation

of the bones may cause obstetrical jiaralysis, it should

be remembered that paralysis from this cause in

adults is not usually of Erb's type. Furthermore,

certain anatomical facts in regard to the bony develop-

ment at birth must be considered. The clavicle is

osseous, except at the two ends, ossification beginning

here earlier than in any other bone. The sternal and
acromial ends are cartilaginous. The sca])ula at

birth is cartilaginous along its whole inner border, at

the angle, and in the acromion and coracoid processes.

The main part of the body, the spine and the glenoid

fossa are ossified.

The humerus at birth is ossified throughout the

shaft ; the head is cartilaginous. Thus the outer end

of the chivicle, the coracoid and acromion processes
are all cartilaginous and are all firmly united by strong
ligaments. These ])arts making up the prominence of

the shoulder are so freely movable and so strongly

held by ligaments that injury to them is exceedingly
unlikely to occur during birth. Injury to other parts

is very much more likely to occur. Experimentallv
the cartilaginous head of the humerus is separated
with great ease. The glenoid cavity may be broken
off entirely by the exercise of considerably more
force. The clavicle may be broken in its bony por-

tion. The l)oiiy shaft of the humerus may be easily

broken. .Judging from what is si'en experimentally,

separation of the cartilaginous head of the humerus
must be of extremely common occurrence during birth,

and must often pass entii'ely unrecognized and indeed
give rise to no sympt<mis, except the subjective one of

pain, with perhaps a very soft crei)itus which it would
be impossible to detect with certainty during life. A
fracture of a portion of the glenoid it is impossible to

produce experimentally. The whole glenoid may be

broken off. This would be an injury detected also

with difficulty. Fracture of the clavicle and of the

shaft of the humerus is in each case apt to occur

about the middle of the bone and is detected with ease.

pjxperimentally, these fractures occur compara-
tively so easily that it is impossible by the use of any
reasonable amount of force to dislocate the head of

the humerus and practically absolutely impossible to

dislocate the head of the humerus, if the word dislo-

cation is used in the sense of forcing the head out of

the glenoid through a rent in the capsular ligament.

It is possible, wath considerable force, to stretch and
tear some fibres, particularly about the lower posterior

part of the capsule.

It is perfe(;tly conceivable that injury to the brach-

ial plexus, through fracture of the clavicle, might

cause paralysis of Erb's type, but it is likewise incon-

ceivable that a fracture of the clavicle should very

often pass undetected where there is an obstetrical

paralysis. It is not possible for injury to any other

bone than the clavicle to cause a paralysis of Erb's

type.

It is, nevertheless, true that a considerable number
of cases are recorded in which there is a backward
displacement of the humerus, usually with paralysis

of Erb's type, rarely without. My feeling in regard

to these cases is that the dislocation, which is usually

in the reports considered congenital, is in. reality due

to the paralysis ; that is, that it is due to a slow yield-

ing of the posterior part oi the capsular ligament

under the j)ull of the internal rotators. This form of

dislocation was described by Dechenne in IHGC). One
case of backward dislocation has developed within my
own observation during th(! second year of life. The
child had a typical obstetrical paralysis, occurring

after a version. When first seen the head of the

humerus rested in the glenoid and could be slipped

back onto its ])osterior border. When seen, a scant

year later, the head rested outside of the glenoid and

could be slipped forward onto its posterior border.

This child has turned out to be microc(!phalic.

Another case had typical obstetric paralysis noticed

immediately after birth, and examined by the family

physician. Dr. Cahill, of Cambridge, who is positive

there was no dislocation at first. I saw the child first

at six months of age, when it was seen again by Dr.

Cahill. The dislocation was then most striking.
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Dislocation ol lliis .soit .scroiKlary to piinilysiH,

vvlit'tlicr ol" not :ic('oiii|iaiiic(i l»y iiiortr or Icsh li'ariii;^

uiul strctcliiiij; ol" tlu' capsule at tlic tiiiic of the iiijin y,

is iniulc iimcli easier l»y tlie relatively small si/.<-, at

birth, ol' the glenoid cavity as coiii|iare<l with the

h(!!ul ot the hmiieriis. Of course the (lispro|nirti()ii is

obvious in atlults, but in infants at term the joint sur-

face of the glenoid is in breadth only a (piaiter to a

third of the diameter of the joint surface of IIm' he:id

of the humerus, while in ailults it is one-iialf as hiri^c.

In other words, the ylenoid cavity is relatively from

half as lar<;'e aj^aiii to twice as larj^e in the a«lult as in

the baby.

In obstetric paralysis the position of the arm is

characteristic, it lianas at the side, rotated inward

strongly, with the elbow sli<>htly flexed, the forearm

pronatod so that the palm faces backward and outward

and the wrist and (iui^crs flexed. 'I'he most marked
muscular atr()|)hy is in the supra- and infra-spinati and

deltoid. 'I'he pectoralis major and the subscapularis

unopposed by any outward rotator keej) the arm so

strongly rotated inward that the bead of the humerus
is constantly stretching the posterior portion of the

capsule. This stretching is increased by the ba(;k-

ward and the downward pull of the latissimus ilorsi.

The result is a contracture of the pectoralis major

and a gradual yielding of the weak posterior ])ortion

of the caj)sule. A backward displacement inevitably

follows. The stronger anterior portion of the cap-

sular ligament and the coracohumeral ligament, which

at first prevented any forward dislocation, are not

developed normally, and together with the contract-

ure of the pectoralis major, hinder the rotation of the

arm outward and the replacement of the head of

the humerus in the glenoid cavity. Secondary bony

changes may occur both in the glenoid cavity and in

the head of the humerus. From disuse of the arm,

lack of gi-owth is common. It is possible that in some
cases more or less reco\ery of power may occur in

the deltoid and outward rotators, even after consider-

able displacement of the head of the humerus has oc-

cured. This is probably the maimer of production

of most of the so-called congenital dislocations of the

shoulder, which is, therefore, usually a misnomer.
There are three classes of infantile dislocations of

the shoulder. The first includes the true congenital

dislocation, whei'e the lesion is due to a true lack of

development during intra uterine life of the glenoid

cavity and the head of the humerus, analogous to the

congenital dislocation of the hip. This form of dis-

location, however, is extremely rare, and many cases

reported as congenital dislocations are probably in

reality paralytic dislocations. A\'hile a lack of devel-

opment in the acetabidum is the most frequ(>nt con-

genital defect in the pelvis, in the shoulder girdle

congenital defect of the glenoid is less common than

other malformations, such as absence of the clavicle,

congenital elevation of the scapula, exostosis of the

scapula, or defect of its lower ])ortion. Lack of <le-

velopment in later childhood or in adult life cannot in

any sense be taken to indicate that the dislocation is

truly congenital, for in severe cases of obstetrical paral-

ysis lack of development is common.^ The association

of paralysis with cases regarded as congenital disloca-

' Une End(^iuie de Paralysics Uadiculaires Obstotricales. Guiller-
mot: Anuales tie Gynecologie et d'Obstetrique, 1897, vol. xlvii, p. .35.

An interesting series of cases occurring in the practice of one mid-
wife, and probably usually due to difficulty in delivering the head
after version before full dilatation had occurred.

tiouH Hliould lead to the HUM|)i<ion that the puriilvtii

was the laune of the dihlociilion, and eMpecially hIioiiM

this be .suspected in ciisew in which there in reason to

believe that the paralysis arone from troulile duriii^^

delivery. If the cases re|»orlr'd an con^enil^il di-tloi.-i-

lions of the shoulder are sludierl in this way, u larj^e

majority of them uiu-^l be lor)ki'd upon ,'ih probably of

paralytic origin.

Anotli(;r class of infantile dislocation is tli<; trau-

matic. It is undoubtedly possible that this may Im-

produced during delivery . Kxperiments and clinical

ex|)erien(!e, however, both show that this must Iw an

extremcdy ran; occurrence, simply because any vio-

lence sullicient to force the head of the hutneruK

through the capsular ligamcuit would almost invaria-

blv produ(r(^ other injuries which wf)uld allow the

shoulder-jcjint itself to escape.

A vast majority of the cases of infantile shoulder

dislocations must Xw. regarded as paralyti<;. The dis-

placement may have Ijeen aided by ruj>ture or stretcli

ing of tlu' posterior part of the; <'apsule at i)irth, but

they are not true di.slocations in the sense that the

head of the humerus has passed through a rent in

the capsular ligament. Tluiy are due to a gradual

vielding of the ligament under a constant unoj>po>ed

muscular pull in one direction.

Before speaking of treatment something should be

said regarding prophylaxis. Traction is the cause of

obstetrical paralysis. Of course it is often absolutely

necessary to use extremely severe force in delivery

where the choice must often lie between injury to or

death of the child. There are certain times, however,

when traction directly on the shoulder may be avoided.

Particlarly in delivering an after-coming head, the pull

maybe exerted on the pelvis and chest rather than on

the shoulders. In delivering the shoulders after the

head is born, direct traction is much more apt to cause

paralysis than is the freeing of the shoulders by inser-

tion of a finger in the axilla,— a maneuvre likely of

course to fracture the humerus. This accident, how-

ever, is far less serious than a paralysis. The sugges-

tion of Walton that the second stage of labor is to be

hastened should be limited by the other rule that it

should not be shortened by any measure producing

traction on the shoulders.

After the injury is done, support for the arm is es-

sential. Thus further drasiiing on the stretched nerves

or separation of their torn ends is prevented, the

stretched ligaments are supported and the muscles

are given a chance to recover their tone. The mus-

cles should be protected from undue stretching just as

in the early stages of infantile paralysis.

Thus for a time further harm is prevented. Later,

massage and electricity have their uses. By these

simple measures, or even without treatment recovery

will occur in j)robably a considerable majority ot

the cases. The obstetricians thus regard obstetrical

paralysis rather lightly, while the neurologists and

orthojjcdic surgeons, who only see those cases which

do not recover, regard the i)rognosis as bad. This

difference is due probably to tlie varying degree of

injury to the nerves ; in one case simple stretching,

in another a rupture of certain fibres of a nerve,

and in the most severe possibly a complete tearing

apart of the whole nerve. In cases not improving de-

cidedly within the first six or eight weeks of life a

serious injury to the nerves is to be regarded as prolv

able, and consecpiently the outlook for markeil im-
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provement is poor, although improvement has occurred

aftor yoars.

It is a (piestion whether in certain cases the injury

cannot he repaired hy surgical interference. The
greatest ohstacle to any successful nerve suture is that

in all probability the nerves are torn by individual

fibres as a hemj) rope tears, not directly across at any

one point. Furthermore, after several weeks there

would ])robably be the greatest difficulty in recogniz-

ing in the small nerves of the baby any abnormality

without considerable manipulation. And during the

interval of waiting for im))rovement to occur, an as-

cending degeneration of the torn fibres would proba-

bly have occurred which would interfere with a resto-

ration of function, even after apjiroximation of the

torn ends. Exploration is possible, however, even in

small babies.

In the lower part of the jiosterior triangle of the

neck the upjjcr brachial plexus is comparatively easy

of access. It lies back of the sternomastoid, above

the omohyoid, in front of the trapezius. The scalenus

anticus and the sternomastoid protect the great ves-

sels and the phrenic nerve. The spinal accessory

nerve is considerably behind the plexus. Tha subcla-

vian vessels, thoracic duct and several small arteries

running across the neck are all below the omohyoid.

The external jugular vein and the branches of the

cervical plexus which wind around the posterior bor-

der of the sternomastoid are in danger. The diffi-

culty in reaching the upper cords of the plexus lies

chiefly in the shortness of a baby's neck. The out-

look for successful interference, however, is doubtful.

In one case, in a baby of six weeks, I have cut down
on the jilexus, but found nothing more that a rather

soft spot just below the junction of the fifth and sixth

roots. The child died of pneumonia two weeks after

operation. In the older cases where dislocation has

occurred probably little is to be hoped from nerve

suture, although exploration is justifiable.

Leaving aside the possibility of any radical cure of

the condition through repair of the nerve injury and

consequent restoration of power in the paralyzed mus-

cles, several palliative measures are to be considered.

The condition always present and the one for which

relief is most often sought is the inward rotation of

the arm. The inability to elevate the arm and the

other paralyses vary considerably in degree. P"'or the

relief of the inward rotation, stretching or section of

the contracted pectoralis major is necessary. By
means of j^hister bandages aj)j)lied with the forearm

flexed to a right angle and the arm rotated outward

with the ell)ow at the side, it is a simple matter in the

course of a few days or weeks to overcome the in-

ward rotation and by direct pressure to bring the

head of the humerus back into the glenoid cavity, if

it is dislocated. It is possible that in a few cases rest

of the over-stretched outward rotators may thus en-

iible them to recover their tone and bring about some
improvement. Relapse will almost surely occur, how-
ever, unless systematic passive motion and massage

is used, aided by some orthopedic apparatus to check

inward rotation.

In the more marked cases of longer duration sec-

tion of the contracted muscles will cause a consider-

able improvement, but here again systenuitic aftei'-

treatment is essential. Several cases, among them
one of my own, thus operated upon have been some-

what benefited.

The operative procedure of Phelps ^ consists in

deepening the glenoid cavity, paring off a ])ortion of

the head of the humerus and stitching up the lax

posterior portion of the capsidar ligament. His pro-

cedure is based upon the belief that the dislocation

results from a fracture of tlu; j)osterioi' portion of the

glenoid cavity occurring at birth. In one case in

which I opened and explored the shoulder-joint in a

boy six months old with a typical paralytic disloca-

tion I found no evidence of malformation or fracture

of the glenoid or head of tlu; humerus. Stitching up
more snugly the i)Osterior ligaments caused slight im-

provement, altliough in his case systematic stretching

of the anterior nmscles probably accounted largely

for any benefit obtained. Previous section of the

contracted pectoral muscle should be advised.

In certain rare cases there is a marked laxity of the

whole of the capsidar ligament and an unusually ex-

tensive muscular paralysis, allowing the arm to drop
downward. Here a shortening of the ligaments in

order that the head of the humerus may be brought
up into its normal relations will be of benefit. In all

cases, however, in which the joint is opened, particu-

larly where any portion of bone or cartilage is excised,

the formation of adhesions is to be considered. Of
course, in this manner, motion in the shoulder-joint is

limited, but this very limitation of motion may still

be a means of increased functional visefulness in the

arm. In fact, in certain cases, where the paralysis is

extensive, an arthrodesis of the shoulder-joint may
greatly improve the condition, thi'ough enabling the

arm to be moved by movements of the scapula.

Another measure to be considered in overcoming
the inward rotation of the humerus is a linear osteo-

tomy of the upper portion of the shaft of the hu-

merus, with union of the bone in a position of outward
rotation. Another possibility to be considered in

overcoming the inward rotation is a transference of

the insertion and consequent change in function of the

latissimus dorsi. After the section of the j^^^ctoralis

major, which is the operative procedure usually de-

manded, the latissimus dorsi might be exposed and
cut close to its insertion along the inner edge of tlie

bici{)ital groove. It might then, by means of a pos-

terior incision, be reached and drawn back to be su-

tured to the humerus under the posterior border of

the deltoid immediately below the insertion of the

teres minor and above the origin of the external head

of the biceps. In this manner the pectoralis major

would be lengthened and the latissimus would be

changed from an inward to an outward rotator of the

arm, in a manner similar to that in which Tubby, l»y

changing the course of the pronator radii teres, con-

verts it into a supinator of the forearm. Some such

measure as this would, if successful, overcome the

great obstacle to permanent reduction.

In conclusion I wish to emphasize these points :

True congenital dislocation of the shoulder, that is,

defective development of the scapula and head of the

humerus, is of extremely rare occurrence.

True traumatic dislocation of the shoulder at birth

oi- in early infancy is of extremely rare occurrence.

Obstetrical jiaralysis, which, as has long been recog-

nized, is of Erb's ty])e, is due probably almost invari-

ably to a stretching and in some cases a ru])tnre of the

two upper roots of the brachial ])lexus, as is proved

by anatomical study.

* Transactions American Ortbopedic Association, vol. vili, p. 239.

I
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( )l»st('tri("il piiriilysiH \h iiHiuilly rfCKVtiitl iViiin (rn-

tin-lv ill tlir (MJiirsi- of ii Few wtrcks or :i IVw montliH.

If n'(!()V»'rv floes not occur within this |Miini| (he

prognosis is very nmch more serious, iillhniiHJi im-

provciDciil iii;iy occur cncii allcr ilic iiipsc ol many

Alter an iiilanl's arm lias heeii iield in tiir iiitsiiion

of inward rotation for some montlis the posterior part

of the capsule l)ecomt's so stretciu'd as to permit, tiu-

head of tlie hnmerns to slip out of the "lenoid cavity

posteriorly, wiiile the anterior portion of the capside

and the pectoralis major are siiortened. 'i'his l)ack-

ward subluxation is always made easier i»y the i-ela-

tivelv small size of the glenoid cavity in infancy. It

iniiv he made easier hy a tearing' and stretchini; of the

posterior part of the capsular lij^anuMit through the

same trauma which stretched the u|)per cords of the

itrachial plexus.

A dislocation of this sort is easily reduced hy

measures which stretch the inward rotators of the

arm, but when thus reduced it is held in place with

extreme ditliculty, because the cause which oriiriually

produced the dislocation, that is, the unopposed action

of the inward rotators, is still present.

Any abnormality in the shape of the head of the

humerus or in tin; glenoid in a case accompanied hy pa-

ralysis or lack of <levelo[)mentof the deltoid and supra-

and infra-spiuatus uuiscles is probably secondary to the

paralysis, and if accompanied by a dislocation is not

to be looked upon as the primary cause of the disloca-

tion. Lack of bony d(!veloi)ment of a paralyzed arm
may become very marked after the lapse of years, and
this lack of bony development is not in any way to be

regarded as proof of a congenital defect.

All early cases of obstetrical paralysis are to be

treated by sling or bandage which will support the

paralyzed muscles and prevent dragging on the liga-

ments and injured nerves.

In cases of obstetrical paralysis which persist with-

out improvement there is reason to hope that surgical

intervention looking to a union of the torn ends of

the fifth and sixth cervical roots at a point from a

quarter to three-quarters of an inch from their emer-

gence from the canal may be of benefit.

The subluxation resulting from the paralysis is to

be treated by stretching or section of the contracted

muscles and ligaments, by osteotomy, arthrodesis, or

muscle transfer, according to the conditions present in

each case.

STEAM IN THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC,
HYPERPLASTIC, AND SENILE ENDOMETRI-
TIS, PUTRID ABORTION AND PUERPERAL
SEPSIS.i

BY F. W. JOHNSON', M.D., BOSTON,
Visiting Gynecologist, Carney and St. Elizabeth's Hospitals.

"When I went on duty at the Carney Hosi)ital in

the fall of 181)8 I found Dr. Malcolm Storer had been
and was using steam in the treatment of the various

forms of uterine hemorrhage. This method of treat-

ment appealed to me, and 1 began its use at once in

the treatment of chronic endometritis and menor-
rhagia.

Concerning this method Prof. A. Duhrssen thus

writes :
* " The method of arresting hemorrhage by

• Read before tlie Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for
Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, November 22, 18i)9.

• Klinische Wochenscbrift.

Hteani whh (irst employed by Sni'^fnirefT, of Mom^ow,
in 1HU4, f(»r profuse liemorrhaj^i! duriti;; tht; rrTinoval

of an echinococcuH cynt from tli<< livfr. Siuc«- then
experimeuts have shown that parenrhyiiiatouM or^au,
can be incised almost bhtodleHsly, and that heniorrh.i^.-

from arteries of the size of a do;,'*s femoral run \tf

(piiekly arreHt<M| i)y a steam jet.

"The techni<pie is sinqde. A fencMtrate*! lUerini;

catheter is joined liy a gutt.i-|»en;ha lulx' to a Mrnall

boiler. Tin- steam issuing from it should be a» 212''

l'\ Higher t( inperatiires nvi- advcKuted by home, but
th(! author has never used them, exr-ej)t in «'Xperinient«

(Ml ardmals. In this way dangerou.s uterine hemor-
rhage can be arrested permanently and [lainlesniy

without an anesthetic ; and serious ojierations, for
instance, hysterectomy for liiiroid tumors, may ofujii

l)e avoided.
" The details of the procedure differ according to

the age of the patient. If tlu^ steam is allowed to

act for two minutes, exfoliation of the uterine mucous
membrane follows, either en masse or piecemeal. A
raw surface is left which forms adhesions, which cause
obliteration of the cavity and subsequent atrophy of
the uterus, and hemorrhage is cured as certairdy as

though the uterus had l)een removed. In order to

exclude cases which are unsuitaljle for this treatment,
such as malignant tumors or placental remnant-s, the
cervix must always be dilate«l first. An important
detail is that the instrument, when it passes through
the cervix, nnist be encased in a drainage tube, for

otherwise the heat may damage the cervical walls, and
be followed by obliteration of the cervical canal and
henuitometra.

" Cases in which this treatment is inilicated are ex-
hausting floodings between the ages of forty and fifty,

whether caused by chronic metritis, by abnormal fri-

ability of the walls of the uterine vessels, or by small
interstitial myomata. In this last case the steam
probably produces atrophy of the myoma, as well as

of the uterus. Where it is required to arrest abnor-
mal uterine hemorrhage without causing obliteration

of the uterine cavity, as in young women with too pro-

fuse menstruation, the steam must not l)e allowed to

act for more than a (piarter of a minute (Siieguireff

says one minute, which is certainly too long), and the

process should not be repeated until after the next
menstrual period. The application of steam for a
quarter of a minute successfully sterilizes septic en-

dometritis in puerperal fever, and the raw granulating
surface left offers an excellent barrier against the

further entry of bacteria into the circulation. Goo<l
results have also been obtained in subacute and
chronic gonorrhea, and the author suggests its use as

an abortive treatment for acute cases.
*' If carried out properly the treatment is quite

harmless, and has no disadvantages."

Dr. Alexander Rovinsky wrote me that SneguirefT,

together with Blogovolin, had experimented on ani-

mals and had come to the following conclusions : (1)
Desired portions of the liver could be excised with-

out loss of blood, the animals surviving : (2) any part

of the spleen could be cut out without loss of blood

;

(3) whole lobes of lungs can be removed without any
loss of blood; (4) the same applies to the kidney;

(5) also to some extent to the brain ; ((>) it is possible

to stop the bleeding from the spongy portions of

bones; (7) the marrow of the bone coagulates and
the regeneration of the bone takes a normal course

;
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(8) almost the whole coi-iui uteri may be taken out of

the dog without bleeding ; (9) the femoral artery of

the dog, when cut transversely or otherwise, will not

bleed after the application of steam; (10) bleeding

from skin and muscles ceases innncdiately
; (11)

wounds subjected to the action of steam \\eix\ perpi-iam
intentionem ; this last was observed not only on the

experimented animals, but also on human beings.

Sneguireff lias applied steam successfully as a hemo-
static in the following ojierations : (1) In five cases

of resection of the knee-joint, without any prelimin-

ary use of the bandage, or any employment of liga-

tures or forceps; (2) in extirpating a carcinomatous

mamma under the same conditions
; (3) for the re-

moval of fatty, cancerous and other tumors of the

skin
; (4) in amputation of the cervix ; (5) in resect-

ing bones and in sequestrotomies : ((i) in abscesses to

deodorize and to jjromote filling up of the abscess

cavity
; (7) in various sinuses and fistula; (especially

of a tuberculous nature).

Sneguirelf, in 1895, was first to suggest the use of

steam in the uterine cavity. He spoke of steam as a

styptic, even strong enough to stop a dog's femoral.

In 1895 Pincus was led to try it in gynecology by
Sneguireff's article. He used the ordinary kettle of

an inhaling apparatus with a safety valve. A male
catheter with a slight curve and three lateral windows
to aid in the escape of the steam was used in conduct-

ing the steam inside the uterus. He states that it is

a sine qua nan that the uterus should be perfectly

movable if the operation is to be done without ether.

In 1895 he used it in a few cases with good results.

Panecki had a similar experience in 1896. Kahn
(189fi) in his early trials used steam at 100° C. for

two minutes; later 115° for fifteen seconds to one
minute. In his experience he found that the more
energetic the treatment, the better the results. It is

generally pahiless. He used it mostly post partum.

If in such cases the uterine walls are thin, only low
pressure is admissible. It seems to do good in incip-

ient infianimation of the appendages, but should not

be used wlien actual pus is jiresent. If the products

of conception are retained, they should first be re-

moved. He used it in nine puerperal cases. He
claims that steam in the uterine cavity has (1) no dis-

advantageous sequelae and causes practically no pain ;

(2) quiets sensitiveness ; (3) starts good contractions;

(4) deodorizes ; (5) sterilizes ;
(G) through shutting

off blood and lymph vessels by coagulation of albu-

min, it affords a roof for new granulations to form
under.

Pincus, in 1897, reports several cases in the treat-

ment of putrid abortion. He emphasizes that in

puerperal cases it must be used only when aj)pen-

dages are free. It is especially valuable in cases of

habitual abortion, as it removes the diseased endome-
trium which very likely is the cause of the abortion.

At that time he used a wooden speculum to guard the

vagina. He uses it without paying any attention to

possible retained membranes. He regai'ds it, to a cer-

tain extent, a specific in the treatment of putrid abor-

tion. It was not found valuable in bleeding submucous

fibromas or other causes tliat render the inner surface

of the uterus irregular. Examination of s])ecimens

showed that the action was most vigorous in the im-

mediate neighliorhood of the caimla.

Schick (1897) used hot water instead of steam.

He used it boiling with certaiutv that bv the time it

reached the uterus its temperature had dropped to
80° C. or 85° C. He used it one-half to two minutes.
He used it in four cases, all under ether.

In 1897 Sneguirelf had used steam 400 to 500
times without the slightest bad effect. In cases occur-

ring at the menopause, if the bleeding cannot be
stopped otherwise, he advises using the steam longer
than one minute. He advises against the use of
steam, if there is any disease of the adnexa. Steam
should be delivered in the uterus at about 100° C.

In 1898 Pincus further remarks about vaporization

and va2)Ocauterization :
" My communications con-

cerning the value as a therapeutic agent of hot aque-
ous steam in gynecology and obstetrics have attracted

much attention on the j)art of my colleagues, if I can
judge by the number of communications I have re-

ceived from all parts of the world in reference to it.

But my own service in the matter is only a very mod-
est one, for, as I have already carefully stated, it was
only through the reading of Sneguireff's communica-
tion as to the styptic eifect of hot steam that I was
led to introduce its use in gynecological and obstetri-

cal therapeutics."

Pincus has got up a very com})lete apparatus, which
is described and pictured in the Ceiitrulblatt fiir Gyne-

cologies 1898, page 256. In this machine he controls

both the pressure and the temperature of the steam.

He thinks many of the failures have probably been
due to not sending the steam into the uterus hot
enough. He generally keeps patients in bed a w^ek.
There is almost always more or less discharge, which
seldom amounts to much. The odor in septic cases

almost always stops. He still sticks to his view that

,

tender appendages and a stricture of the cervical canal

are contraindications. He has no fear that steam wall

get into the tubes, but if the tubes are diseased harm
could easily be done by the vigorous contractions of

the uterus that are set up. In general terms he re-

gards a very rigid cervix as a contraindication. Warns
against' veiling malignancy by means of vaporization.

He says steanung is of especial value in the bleeding

of the climacteric, not depending on malignant disease,

and leucorrheas following the menopause. In one ob-

stinate case he used it at 1 19° C. for two minutes, with

the complete destruction of the uterine canal, but cured

the patient just the same. He has used it in 18 post-

climateric floodings, with good effect in 13. Was
obliged to repeat the steaming in two cases. Also
used it one minute at 100° C. to 105° C. in seven cases

of metrorrhagia and subinvolution, \\\i\\ five successes.

He does not believe in using it in sulnnucous fibroids

on account of the danger of suppuration. Has used

the steam in a large number of cases of endometritis

with good results. Sometimes he uses the steam and
sometimes the vapocautery. Cured three cases of

gonorrheal endocervicitis. He found the steam did

no good in a case of puerperal general sepsis.

Hollander, in 1898, showed his apparatus for the

use of hot air instead of steam. Can get by it three

times as much heat as by steam ; can measure it better

and apply it more exactly.

Baruch (1898) reports a case of complete atrophy

of the uterus following steaming. " Girl, age twenty-

seven, was steamed once as an out-patient by a female

M. D. Never any menses afterwards, with symptoms
of the menopause. Uterus, when examined several

months afterwards, was found tiny in size.

Again quoting from Pincus (1898) :
" By this time
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the jippiinitus Iiiim provcil its worth. Now it will Im-

oiilv a '^vvaV exception tiiat one will Im- oltlijfed to re-

move ii uterus I'or a lieinorrlia;;c at tlie iiieiio|i:nise.

Further experience leads it e to suj^jfcst the follow in^ :

(I) The (H'rvix should he protected in every ca-.e.

It is ii necessity ii" the treatment is to last lon^ei' than

one-halt' minute. As far as that <foes, tinu- hejfins to

show iiH' that in most cases half a minut(^ is (piite

onouiih, especially if previous to usin:,^ the steam yon

cari'fully wipe out the uterus with a Playfair s(»inid.

If there is much detritus in tlu; uterus, steam should

bo played in for thirty secronds, then tlie clots re-

moved and the steam reapplied for thirty seconds

more; (2) there should he. no nijjetition of th{3 steam-

ing until compl(!t(! rt^gentiration of the mucous mem-
brane has taken place

; (^^) steaming for endometritis

should he don(^ in the few days before menstruation, or

after it, and newer during."

Kahn (If^ItH) writes: "If you want to produce a

deep ell'ect use low temperature a long time, and if

superlicial a high temperature a short time, that is,

bleeding of the menopause versus puerperal condi-

tions. In puerperal cases I use even up to 112°C'.

for even three to four minutes, depending on intensity

of afi'ection." He repqn-ts a case of pregnancy and

labor following one steaming out. "The steam tube

should not be pressed against the fundus, as you may
get a perforation later on."

Weiss (I8i)8) reports the case of a girl, age nine-

teen, where steam at 1 00° C. for three or four minutes

was used for metrorrhagia (not a puerperal case).

There followed complete obliteration of the uterine

cavity and severe symptoms of the menopause. lie

has collected three cases of obliteration and two of

stenosis of the cervix following the use of steam,

a large number considering how new the process is

and how little used as yet.

For three years Fenomenow has used steam where
the uterus was to be 0})ened. Where the uterus was

septic he has often steamed for several minutes to en-

sure its disinfection before removal. He even steams

before vaginal hysterectomies and before morcella-

tion.

Pincus (1898) gives his views on the present state

of steaming as follows :
" Atrophy of the uterus with

obliteration of the canal cannot be called a ' mischance'

;

it is inexcusable. Steaming is of inestimable value

in inoperable carcinoma of the fundus. In the treat-

ment of subinvolution I regard it as something we can-

not do without. It may also be of value in producing

artificial sterility, if desired."

Pincus makes the rule to use the steam as short a

time as possible. Fifteen seconds is generally enough.

Thirty seconds is the maximum. In young people

thirty seconds is to be regarded as too much. It is

better to repeat after the nmcous membrane has had a

chance to rt^generate. Thf^ temperature of the steam

inside the uterus should range between 102° C. and
110° C. The rule is, the shorter you are to work the

higher must be the temperature. The quicker you

work, that is, the less the cooling off after you shut

off the steam in the catheter, so much the prompter

is the effect. In a recent case ho used 109° C. for

only eight seconds and stopped a vigorous hemor-

rhage entirely. In old women, when very likely you

desire to obliterate the uterine cavity, he uses it

about two minutes at 10.)° C. to 110° C. and repeats

if necessarv.

After experimenting for ii lonjj time I huvc «!«•-

ci<led that the following method of <h)ing the o|><Ta-

tion gives me th(! best reHult.H. The ordinary uteain

throat atomizer is used for generating Ht«am : A hurd-

ruhber lube eight inches in length, the nize of u No.
|H I-'reneh bougie, conically pointed at one end, im

conne<"ted with boiler by soft-rubl»er tubing. The
har<l-rid)ber tulx; is detachable and is boiled in the

soda solution with the instruments. The; ext4-nial

genitals are washed with soap and water, then with

permanganate-of-potassium solution and oxalic-acid

Nolution ; linally rinsed olV with normal salt Hoiiitif)n.

'{'he vagina is treated in the same way. After dilat-

ing the c(!rvix, wipe dry with ste-rih; gauze the <-«Tvi-

cal and uterine cavities. Introduce; the small-size

uterine speculum and through it steam body and
cervix thirty seconds. R<-move uterine sjieculum,

wipe dry with sterile gauze; the; ce-rvix anel be)ely, anel

steam again for thirty se-conds. The patie-nt is kept

in heel from four to six days. Short douehe-s are

give'u night anel me)rning. The steam as it h-aves the

boiler is 212° F., but inside the uterus the; te-mpera-

ture' varies from 192° F. to 212° F., dependent upe»n

the amount of moisture- in the- ute-rus. With a dry

uterine cavity the sedf-re-gistering thermome-te'r would
indicate 212° F. There is no danger of burning too

deeply if the steam is useel as above elescribeel.

Unless I wisheel to obliterate the uterus I she)ul<l

not consider it jiermissible to use the steam uneler

pressure or to use it longer than one minute. In

puerperal cases the curette makes raw healthy as well

as diseaseel surfaces, while the steam can be used with-

out doing any mechanical injury. The steam is safer

and more thorough than the curette. We all know
from experience re})eated over and over again how
very ditlicult it is to curette smoothly the insiele of the

uterus. Islets of tissue are apt to be left here and

there, especially at the fundus and in the horns. The
steam uniformly reaches every part of the uterine

cavity, and there is no danger of it escaping into the

tubes, if used as I have described.

It was by having steamed uteri examined by the

pathologist that the proper modus operandi could be

determined upon. To work up from a comparatively

short exjwsure of the uterine cavity to steam (212° F.

as it leaves the boiler), examining the uteri from time

to time, until the examination showed that the

endometrium was destroyed almost down to the mus-

cular layer, seemed the safer plan, then drawing con-

clusions from the clinical results. I felt safe in stop-

ping just short of the muscular tissue in cases of

chronic endometritis, hyperplastic endometritis, etc.,

than to run any risk of bnrnitig the muscular tissue or

of destroying the glands anel thus cause cicatricial tissue

where no endometrium would be produceel. ^^ here

there is suspicion of malignant disease, 'tissue for mi-

croscojiical examination should be removed with the

curette at the time of steaming. The tissue destroyed

by the steam begins to come away in seven to twelve

days. It may come in small pieces or in quite large

junks, like the specimens shown. Since receiving Dr.

W. F. Whitney's report of the examination of the

first uterus sent him, I have steamed through the

smaller uterine speculum anel have used the steam as

above described. The smaller speculum would otfer

less chance of escape for the steam, consequently

there would be more heat inside the uterus and the

cervical canal would be just as well protected.
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" I have finished the exiuuiiiatioii of the four uteri

which you have cauterized by steam, and as far as I

can determine, in none of them has the uuuiosa been

entirely destroyed through its entire thickness. Tlie

action in all seems to be fairly uniform throughout

the entire canal, althougli in \o. .'5 (.January 21.

18i)!>) it failed to reach the bottom of the cornu at

the fundus. In No. 4 (.January 2;"), 181)9), on the

whole, the action seemed to be the deepest, while in

No. 3 (January 21st) it seemed to be the least. In

none was there much of the cervical lining left,

whether destroyed or rubbed off I cannot say, but

there was no evidence of any action on the muscular

tissue. In all the action was most marked at the

fundus, but as the endometrium was thicker there

only about one-half its thickness was destroyed. Of
course the cells nuiy be killed mori; deeply than the

microscope will show, as their vital function may be

gone although the nuclei still stain and the shape of

the cells is unaltered. But as far as any physical evi-

dence goes, the action has in no case extended more
than through three-fourths of the thickness of the

endonu'ti'ium, and then without absolute uniformity."

This report was very satisfactory, in that it showed
the destruction did not go into or even quite down to

the muscular tissue. I was aiming to get live steam

hot enough inside the uterus to cause exfoliation of

the entire endometrium. The effect on the edonu;-

tritis will show this. If it is desired to cauterize into

the muscle, as in senile cases of hemorrhage or en-

dometritis, it would simply be necessary to allow the

steam to escape inside the uterus for two minutes or

more.

I have here tabulated 31 cases. Previous to using

steam these would have been curetted. Each case

was looked up two or more months after the steaming

to ascertain what effect it had had on the endometritis

and the menstruation.

In addition to the above, I have used it in one puer-

peral case, curetting just before using the steam.

The uterus had been curetted twice by the attending

physician. She had been septic for three days.

Pulse and temperature were liigh. There was a ])ro-

fuse and offensive vaginal discharge, she had had one

rigor and there was phlegmasia albadolens on the left.

She got no worse after the steaming, renuiined about

as she was for (thirty-six hours, and then began to

improve.

During the past year steaming was done in a great

many cases where other operations were performed,

and it was not always possible to say how much the

other operations contributed to the relief of symptoms.

Consequently, in these 31 cases, I have selected as

much as possil)]e those who were alone steamed.

Case I. K. McM., twenty-four, single. Dysmenor-
rhea for the past six montlis; constant leucorrhea; fre-

quent micturition, with scalding. Consumptive family

history. Diagnosis: Chronic endometritis and chronic

urethritis. Uterus curetted for specimen, then steamed.

A solution of nitrate of .silver applied to the urethra. No
tubercle bacilli found in the scrapings. lias been unwell

five times since going home. Has had no dysmenorriuia

and there is no leucorrhea.

Case II. J. H. C, twenty-four, married. Backaches;
severe dysmenorrliea; leucorrliea since childhood. Diag-

nosis : Chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed in Febru-

ary, 1899. Has menstruated since then without pain, and

has been absolutely free from all backache and leucorrhea
since the operation.

Case III. W. H. II., thirty, married. One child,

eleven years ago. Dysmenorrhea during the first day of
sickness ; abundant U-ucorrhea, rtcjuiring the use of a nap-
kin ; at times considcrahle hemorrhage from the bladder,
and smarting and burning during micturition. Diagnosis :

Chronic endometritis and chronic urethritis. Uterus
steamed in jNIay and urethra painted with nitrate of silver.

The injection of the urine into guinea-j)igs excluded tuber-

cular disease, which was strongly suspected. No dysmenor-
rhea, no leucorrhea, and no trouble with micturition since

the operations. The patient is now three months preg-
nant.

Case IV. II.R, fifty-one, marrifd. For four years very
profuse leucorrhea, at times very irritating; obliged to

wear a napkin most of the time. Diagnosis : Senile endo-
metritis. Four months after the steaming there was a little

leucorrhea, but it was not irritating. Advised a second
steaming, which was done November 15, 1899; the uterus
was steamed two minutes.

Case V. A. A. Q., twenty-five, married. Menorrhagia,
severe dysmenorrhea; leucorrhea for four years. Some
time ago had scalding micturition for two months ; dys-

menorrhea, recjuiring the use of morphine. Diagnosis

:

Chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed. Two months after

the steaming there has been no leucorrhea and no pain dur-

ing menstruation.

Case VI. R. P. E., thirty-one, married. Leucorrhea
since puberty; a show of blood every two weeks for last

five months. Diagnosis: Chronic endometritis. Uterus
steamed. Been unwell three times since the steaming ; first

time went three weeks and five days ; since then has been
regular ; almost no leucorrhea.

Case VII. P^. B., twenty-eight, married. Menorrhagia;
the amount has doubled in the jtast two years ; leucorrliea.

Diagnosis : Hyperplastic endometritis. Uterus steamed.
Been unwell twice since the steaming; flowed four days,

formerly seven to ten, and had no pain ; no leucorrhea.

Case VIII. T. W. F., forty-one, married. Been flow-

ing constantly for fourteen days; leucorrhea for one year;
at times it is bloody. Diagnosis : Three polypi projecting

from cervix; hyperplastic endometritis; uterus large.

Scrapings removed for pathologist and the uterus steamed.

First menstrual period occurred twenty-five days after the

steaming ; used twelve na|)kins ; no pain. Menstruation
returned in twenty-eight days ; used eight napkins and was
through in five days; no pain. Between and since these

menstrual periods there has been scarcely any leucorrhea

and that not bloody. Dr. W. F. Whitney reports that it

was a case of polypoid glandular hyperplasia.

Case IX. B. R., thirly-seven, single. Constant leucor-

rhea with backache and dragging down ; dysmenorrhea
with menorrhagia (soaks twenty-five to thirty napkins).

Diagnosis : Chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed. No
improvement in the menorrhagia; relief of the dragging
down feeling and diminution in the amount of leucorrhea.

Advised steaming again.

Case X. H. C. Q., thirty-two, married. Gonorrheal
vaginitis, endometritis and urethritis of some weeks' dura-

tion. May 5, 1899, uterus steamed; vagina swabbed with

Churchill's tincture iodine; nitrate of silver applied to

dilated urethra.

May 30tli, returned with a fresh attack. . Treated as

above, with complete relief.

Case XI. M. S., twenty-four, single. Constant leucor-

rhea with backache; dysmenorrhea. Diagnosis: Chronic
endometritis. Uterus steamed. No dysmenorrhea or leu-

corrhea since the operation.

Case XII. E. Q., sixteen, single. Leucorrhea with

backache and severg dysmenorrhea. Diagnosis: Chronic
endometritis. Uterus steamed. Been unwell twice since

the steaminir ; no pain ; no leucorrhea.

Cask XIII. M. D., thirty-seven, married. Had four

abortions at three months from July, 1895, to Decemt)er,

1898; constant white thick leucorrhea. Diagnosis : Chronic

endometritis. Uterus steamed. No leucorrhea since the
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stvainin^. 1 1, would now he wry satisfaotory if •<lir would
lie(*oin(> pregnant and not al)ort.

Ca.sio XI v. I/. Is., twenty (ivf. 'I'liick viij;iii;ii dis

icliar}ii', at times ()lT('n.>'ive, for a lonj^ time. Diai^iiosis :

Debility, retrovcMsioii ami chronic endomclrilis. I he

iitoriis was steamed and an Alexander operation dnm'.

'I'wo months and a half alter the Htuamin<r six; reported

that there hail heen no va;;inal discharge for some weeks
aftur the sleamin<.j. Then without cause it ht'<;an, Imt it

was not as had as formerly. 'I'wo months and a half aftei-

tlie first steaminj^, and a few days after a menstrual jx liod,

steam was a^ain applied. I'he cervix was found |)aiulous,

the inl«irnal os easily adnutted a Sims's sound and there

was no indication of cicatricial tissue. There has heen no
leucorrhea since the second steaming.

Cask XV'. C. H.. married four years. Dysmenorrhea.
Profuse, thick, yellow vajjinal discharge. Diagnosis:

Chronic pelvic |)eritonitis and chronic endometritis. On
ojHMiing the abdomen a condition was found (U-manding
hysterectomy. On examining the uterus the endometrium
was found everywhere of a brownish-black color. The
fundus and horns ha<l been thoroughly steamed.

The uterus was sent to Dr. W. F. Wliitney, and the

following is his report: "I have examined the uterus

cauterized with live steam, and find in the cervix, where
the mucosa was very thin, that apparently the whole thick-

ness had been killed, in the middle of the body about three-

quarters of the thickness, and in the depths of the fundus
about one-half the thickness. The action was very uniform

everywhere, but 1 shoidd not think that the length of time

was sudicient to destro}' the mucosa tliroughout. Of
course, the action may go deeper than the microscope
shows, but all that I can judge by is the depth to which the

blood corpuscles and cells are altered."

After ]>r. Whitney's report was received the uterus was
steamed for a longer time.

Cask XVI. A. E. W., twenty-three, single. Severe dys-

menorrhea; considerable leucorrhea. Diagnosis: Chronic
endometritis; hemorrlioids. Uterus was steamed. Three
months after leaving the hospital had menstruated twice

without j)ain. There was no leucorrhea.

Cask XVII. K. T., twenty-five, married seven years

and never pregnant. Has had repeated attacks of peri-

tonitis and frecjuent and painful micturition. Severe
dysmenorrhea and considerable leucorrhea. Diagnosis

:

Retroversion and chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed

;

left tube and ovary removed, part of the right ovary re-

sected and the uterus suspended. Three months after the

operation had menstruated twice, and instead of flowing

ten to fourteen days she flowed seven days the first period

and six the second. During these periods there was but

slight dysmenorrhea.
Cask XVIII. M. (J., seventeen, single. Neurasthenic;

severe dysmenorrhea; profuse thin, odorless vaginal dis-

charge. Diagnosis : Retroversion with adhesions and
chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed

;
portions of both

ovaries resected and the uterus suspended. Menstruation
did not appear for a month and a half. She used in all

but five napkins ; before the steaming used eighteen to

twenty. Had severe dysmenorrhea ; no leucorrhea.

Case XTX. L. K., thirty-one, single. Severe dys-

menorrhea ; some leucorrhea. Diagnosis : Retrocession
;

shortening of the uterosacral ligaments; chronic endo-

metritis. Uterus steamed; uterosacral ligaments cut and
uterus suspended. Menstruated while in the hospital with

but little pain. Menstruated one month after getting home
with scarcely any dysmenorrhea ; no leucorrhea.

Cask XX. A. F., twenty-seven, single. Menorrhagia;
constant thin, yellow vaginal discharge. Diagnosis : Retro-

version, bound down by adhesions and chronic endometritis.

Owing to the profuse menorrhagia the uterus was curetted

and then steamed. The right tube and ovary were re-

moved, part of the left ovary resected and the uterus sus-

pended. Four months after the operation she had been
unwell three times ; flowed five days and used about eight

napkins. Has had slight amount of leucorrhea.

Case XXI. E. O. B., twenty-five, single. Neuras-

thenic
j
dysmenorrhea; meiioirhaj{ia; thick, vellow r»ffl-

nal discliarge with offeuHive odor. DiagnoMd : iL-trovpr^ion
and ciironic einlonietritis. Uteru.i Hteamed and an Ah-x-
aniler oi)eralion done. Two montht after the opi;rali«in
slur had bei-n unwell twice. There waH great irn|iroveii,«!iil

in tht! menorrhagia, but slie ^till had ilyHtnenr.rrliea and
l(Micorrhea.

C^ahk XXII. K. H. II., twenly-Hix. single. Iy«Micorrliea
began thirteen niontlis ago as a yellowish dis<harge, which
soon b(H;ame greenish in color. Irritation and »or»iie«)i

soon began about the vulva, accom|)anied with scalding
during micturition ; obliged to wear a napkin; .seven: d) *-

menorrhea. Diagnosis : Emlometritis, vaginitis and ure-
thritis. Uterus steamed and ( hurcliill's tincture iodine
applied to the dilated urethra. Three and a half months
after the steaming she had been unwell twice; flowed
about as formerly ; some dysmenorrhea, but not as much
as formerly; none during the How; diminution in the
amount of leucorrhea.

Cask XXIII. H. F., twenty-eight, single. Severe dys-
menorrhea the first day, confining her to bed

;
[jrofiise

leucorrhea. Diagnosis: Antellexion of uterine body; un-
developed uterus; retrocession; chronic endometritis. Ute-
rus steamed. Heen unwell twice since steaming; flowed
freely and had no pelvic pain. Before the operatmn flowed
but little, and had severe dysmenorrhea ; no leucorrhea.
Cask XXIV. A. R., twenty-eight, married. Sterile;

considerable leucorrhea ; no dysmenorrhea until Septem-
ber, 189S. Diagnosis: Tumor on right side of uterus
anteriorly ; chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed ; left

tube and ovary removed ; small fibroid enucleated. Been
unwell once since the steaming; flowed as formerly, but
had no pain ; has no leucorrhea; freedom from all pain.
Cask XXV. H. D., forty-five, single. Epileptic for

thirty years ; considerable leucorrhea; dysmenorrhea. Di-
agnosis : Retroversion; cystoma on the left side ; chronic
endometritis. Uterus steamed; cystoma removed and
uterus suspended. Been unwell once since the operation

;

no improvement, except some diminution in leucorrhea.
Cask XXVI. C. E. \Y., forty-two, married. Slight

leucorrhea. For the past ten years has had backache when
unwell. Diagnosis: Retroflexion; a mass on the left side

of the uterus ; chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed.
Hysterectomy was then done. Specimen sent to Dr.
W. F. Whitney. This was the second uterus sent to

Dr. Whitney.
"

Case XXVII. M. McC, twenty-nine, married six

years. Has had one child and two abortions; last abor-

tion three years ago. Six weeks ago began to flow, and
has flowed more or less ever since

;
previous to six weeks

ago had not flowed for months, as she was nursing her
child ; white and thick vaginal discharge, requiring a
napkin. Diagnosis: Retroflexion of a large solt uterus;
chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed ; uterus suspended.
No flowing since the steaming (over two months) ; much
leucorrhea; uterus of normal size and in perfect condition.

Advised steaming again.

Cask XXVIII. F. B., thirty-two, married one year;
one child ; no abortions. For six weeks sharp, crampy
pain in left ovarian region ; backache ; white, watery vagi-

nal discharge ; some dysmenorrhea. Diagnosis : Chronic
endometritis; uterus pushed to the right ; cystoma of the

left ovary. Uterus steamed ; cystoma removed ; uterus

suspended. Been unwell twice since the steaming ; first

time flowed one-half day; flowed a very little for a few
hours; "had an ache just below the navel." Second time

flowed two days ; soaked five napkins ; no pain ; has abso-

lutely no leucorrhea.

Case XXIX. C. C, thirty-three, married eighteen

years; three children ; no abortions. Constant leucorrhea
;

for three years has had more or less dull pain in the

region just below the right kidney ; pain in the left ovarian

region. Since October has noticed swelling in the right

iliac region. Uterus steamed; cysts in right ovary punct-

ured with cautery ; uterus suspendeil ; adhesions about

the gall-bladder broken up. The right kidney, which was
very movable, was fastened by securing its capsule to the
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fascia below the ribs with three sutures of silk. Great

improvement reported six months after the operations.

Case XXX. E. li., thirty-four, married three years;

one child thirteen months old. Some leucorrhea; dysmen-

orrhea. Diagnosis : Retroflexion ; uterus large ; chronic

endometritis ; left ovary enlarged and prolapsed. Uterus

steamed ; retention cysts in the left ovary were punctured

with the cautery; uterus suspended, lias been unwell

once since getting home ; flowed tLe usual time and amount;

no pain : has no leucorrhea.

Case XXXI. C. N., twenty-nine, married four years;

one child two years ago. liackache ; sagging and drag-

ging down ; considerable leucorrhea. Diagnosis : Retro-

version ; chronic endometritis. Uterus steamed ; retention

cysts in left ovary punctured with cautery ; uterus sus-

pended. Been unwell once; flowed as usual; little pain;

has a little leucorrhea.

€itntcal ^Department.

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL.
CLINICAL MEETING OF THE MEDICAL BOARD.

Regular meeting, December 15, 1899, Dr. C. B.

Porter in the chair.

IDIOPATHIC DILATATION OF THE COLON.

Dr. R. H. Fitz showed a case of this affection in a

chikl aged two years and one month. The patient

had been nursed until twenty-three months old, and

since the age of eleven months had also been fed.

Constipation had existed from birth, intervals of

several days being frequent, during which no dejections

occurred, and then only from the use of laxatives or

enemata. When six months old there were frequent

loose discharges during a period of two months, and

since then constipation had been more marked than

before. There had been a considerable progressive and

symmetrical enlargement of the abdomen, with slight

temporary diminution in size, dependent upon evacua-

tions of gas and feces. At present the distended ab-

domen is evei-ywhere tympanitic, although the abdomi-

nal walls are sufficiently flaccid to permit the distended

intestinal coils to be readily palpated. There is no

obvious cause of obstruction to be determined, and

the general nutrition of the child is unaffected. The
case is regarded as one of infantile dilatation of the

colon, due to obstinate constipation. As there are

no urgent symjjtoms, and sufficient temporary relief is

to be obtained by laxatives and enemata, it is con-

sidered in(!xpedient to recommend at present any so

radical a measure as extirpation of the distended por-

tion of tlu! large intestine. The mother has been in-

formed of the nature of the affection and of the im-

portance of continued medical supervision of the child.

Dr. J. J. Putnam showed the following cases :

I. INSTRUCTION IN CO-ORDINATION IN TABES.

This was a patient with tabes, who, about a year

and a half before, had became rapidly ataxic, so that,

finally, he was almost wholly confined to his chair.

The case was shown to illustrate the benefit which

may be obtained from systematic instruction in cor

ordination. The patient had been taught by Mr.
Harding to stand and walk and to do various exercises,

first with two chairs, then with crutches, then with

canes, and finally alone. Considering the difficulties

which had to be met, he had made good progress.

II. MUSCULAR DVSTHOPHy.

This was a patient with advanced muscular atrophy

of the dystrophic variety. The case was reported

jiartly as an illustration of that type of disease, partly

in order to show how long such p;itients may continue

to live and even work, in contradistinction to the case

of those with atrophy of spinal origin. This patient

is now about thirty years old, and all the skeletal

muscles are involved, and, in addition, the muscles of

the face. The deltoids, the supra- and infra-scaj)ular

muscles and those of the forearms and hands and of

the calves are nmch better preserved than the rest,

and the first two groups mentioned arc^ remarkably

large, firm and dense. The disease began when the

patient was thirteen years old and has been slowly

progressing ever since, yet in spite of this fact, and

even though there is double facial paralysis and the

erect posture can only be maintained by skilfully

balancing, he is still al)le to su])port himself, in a

measure, by peddling.

l)i!. (J. L. Walton showed a

CASE OF ACROMEGALY.

Constant relation between this disease and lesion of

the pituitary body has been disputed on the ground

that such lesion has been found without sign of

acromegaly, and conversely that post-mortem exami-

nation in acromegaly does not always show pituitary

disease. In view, however, of the coincidence of

these affections in the vast majority of cases, it is

pertinent to incjuire whether these apparent discrep-

ancies may not Iks reconciled, a reconciliation towards

which Dr. Brooks has made a decisive step in practi-

cally establishing the fact that acromegaly is due only

to increased secretion of the pituitary gland. It fol-

lows that a destructive lesion of this gland will not

produce acromegal}' unless the secretion is increased ;

the cases of acromegaly not accompanied by post-

mortem change in the pituitary body may be due to

the fact that the increased secretion was not accom-

panied by obvious physical abnormality of the gland.

In this connection I should like to exhibit a section,

prepared by Dr. Mallory, from the pituitary tumor of

our late colleague whose case was reported in the

Journal of December 7, 1899. The specimen shows

several large collections of colloid, showing the active

secretion, and possibly increased secretion, of that i^irt

of the gland not destroyed by the sarcoma. In this

case sarcoma was not only demonstrated by the post-

mortem finding, but was indicated by the clinical hi.s-

tory, the rapid course and early fatal termination

oifering a marked contrast to the histor}' of unconntli-

cated acromegaly, the latter disease running a course

of i)erha])s fifteen to twenty years, without metastasis,

spinal headaclu! or vomiting, a history pointing to

hyperplasia of the gland rnther than to malignant in-

vasion.

Individuals presenting moderate variations from the

average type in form or feature (variations suggestive

of altered function of the |)ituitary gland either witliin

or without the limits of health) are not infrequently

observed, but the opj)ortunity is rare to study a typical

case of pure acromegaly. Such a type is presented

by this patient, for whom we are indebted to Dr.

Howard, under whose observation he came at Tewks-

bury.

The jiatient, a teamster, fifty-nine y(^ars of age,
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\n>.\ir]i\, live fci'l, tell iiKilics, has noticed |»i()j,n<^^iv('

wciikiH'ss, loss of virility, and pains in vari()U-> parts

(>r till- IxmIv dnrin;; the past lilti'm years; during tlic

same tinir tin- l<)\vcr part ol' liis lacr, and liis liands

:ind iVct, liavc increased steadily in si/.e. \'in\ will

notice lii'st the facial aspect: the face is very loni;, the

lower jaw massivi- and projectini; so th.tt tlii' lower

teeth (formerly on a level with the npper) are now
fidiv Indf an inch in .nlvance, lint without the separa-

tion t>f teeth n.^nally found in these conditions. 'I'he

head, while lai<;e (he wears a 7^ hat), has not in-

creased proportionately in si/e. The nosi; is lar^c

and hroad, tht^ ears loui; and wide, the tonifue laiijje in

size. The hands are typical ; you will note the gen-

eral sipiare appearance of the linjrer tips ; the length

of th(> liand (Sf inc-hes), the breadth (4|- inches), and

the thickness are unusual, these nieasureinents heinjf

(Mpial to the largest recordc^d in Dana's text-book.

That the bones take part in the hyperplasia Is shown
by this skiai^raph, in which you will also note the

spongy texture and comparatively indistinct edges of

the terminal phalanges. The chest measures l(i.\

inches ; the feet are large and bulky, though the in-

crease is not (piite in i)roportion to that of the hands.

The patient's lack of vigor is in marked contrast to

his bulk.

Dk. E. W. Tavlou demonstrated

A (ASK OK l'()Ln:X(KriIALITlS SUPERIOK AM) IN-

I-'KKIOU, WITH ACUTK ANTERIOR POLIOMYELITIS.

The patient, a previously well man of twenty-seven,

without other venereal history than gonorrhea seven

years ago, was confined to the bed for three weeks in

January of this year with an attack supposed to have

been intluen/a. On recovering from tliis acute —
probably infectious — disorder the following condi-

tions i)ersisted, whether of sudden or relatively grad-

ual onset is not know n : Paralysis of both sixth

nerves ; of right seventh nerve ; of right eighth nerve
— much imi)aired hearing; paresis of motor portion

of right fifth nerve and of the tenth and twelfth

nerves. Associated with this involvement of cranial

nerves was a flaccid, atrophic paresis of both arms, but

particularly of the left. There has been considerable

improvement since the onset of the disease, but the

paralyses mentioned are still well marked. There
are, at present, altered electrical reactions. [This

case will be reported more completely later.]

A SECOND CASE OF CHRONIC CYANOSIS WITIIOIT
ASSIGNABLE CAISE.

Dr. IvH'iiARi) C Cabot showed the following

(•ase.:

F. S., a sjiinster of forty-nine, a native of Hox-
burv. and a rubber-worker by trade, came to the

Out-Patient Department, January .5, 1894, complain-

ing of vertigo, weakness, a dry, bad-tasting month.

and constipation. What was thought to l)e a blue line

due to h^ad was noted on her gums. She was given

cascara and potassic iodide, and did not appear again

till a year later, -January 12, ISi);").

At this visit it was noted that the knee-jerks were
normal and wrist-dro}) absent. The urine was pale,

1.011, with a trace of albumin, a few hyaline, gran-

ular and fibrinous casts, one having blood and fat

adherent. Dr. Blood found "considerable lead in

1,040 cubic centimetres." Blood examination showed
120 per cent, of hemoglobin, flanuary 22d she was

admitted to the hospitiij under Dr. K. C. Sliai-

and the following hi-.tor\ olitaine«| ; Family In ,,

g(»od, except that her father died of " ronHiiinptioii of
the blood." ( )titi,s media at eighteen. Several nlUuku
of what was apparently acute articular rliiMuuatiHtii

;

menopause in IH'.M ; habits good. .Since the meno-
pause, has been troubled olV and on with vertigo, iml-
pitation and headache. |''ccls slightly di/./y riionl n(
the time :ind at intervals, from nr) appareniCjiuw, the
room Ixgins to swim abr)ut, ;ind shr- has to graHp at
something for su|)port. Attacks are cph.iiieral. No
tinnitus, nausea or (ne xvmptoms.

Palpitation and precordial distress, on excit<;ment
or exertion, for seven or eight years; slight dyspnea
on exertion ; no e(|enia. Constipation, chronic.

Headache, frontal, more or less for years ; worse
for four months. Bluen(;ss of lips m»tice«l by sister

six months ago. Four months ago, aft«T liavin"
three teeth drawn, got a bad stomatitis. Itching, oc-

casionally troublesome at night, with burning sensa-
tion all over. Polyuria noticed for a year ; has to

i)ass urine two or thr<M' times at nijrht. No liemor-
rlniges.

Examination.— P'ace and mouth very markedly
cyanotic ; conjunctiva' inucli injected. No lead line.

Heart negative, except a slight systolic murmur in

the i)ulnionic region. Edge of liver palpable. .Spleen

considerably enlarged up and down (and up to sixth rib

and two fingers below rib margin). Xo ascites. (Jums
bleed very easily. Hands and feet very blue ; fingers

not clubbed. Tdche cerebrale marked. .Scratch marks
on trunk. A patch of eczema in the left iliac region ;

lungs negative. Urine pale, 1.000; a slight trace of
albumin and a few hyaline casts ; a faint trace of bile was
present. Hemoglobin, 120 per cent. Spectroscopic
examination shows two bands of oxyhemoglobin and no
others.

After a week's stay the liver had receded to the

rib margin, but the spleen was still enlarged. The
vertigo and cyanosis decreased considerably under
quinine and potassic iodide, but the hemoglobin re-

mained 120 per cent. After a stay of two months
she was discharged March 2.S. 189o.'

Four years later (April 4, 1899), she came again

to the Out Patient Department with the same com-
plaints and in the same condition. I saw her at this

time, and counted over 12,000.000 red cells in a

cubic centimetre of her blood. Her symptoms seemed
to have continued unabated since her last appearance
at the hospital, but the sijonginess and bleeding of the

gums were now the most troublesome thing. The at-

tacks of vertigo come every two or four weeks and
make her stagger as if drunk. Has lost twenty
pounds in six years. The skin now showed consid-

erable bronzing, especially about the axilhv, but small,

leucodermatous patches are scattered over the trunk.

Cyanosis is as marked as ever, especially on the mouth.
The gums are spongy and sore. Hetinal examination
showed dark and dilated veins, while the arteries

looked normal, or a triHe contracted (Dr. Amadou).
The liver dullness began at the fifth rib. and the edge

of the organ could be felt, three fingers' breadth below

the costal margin. vSpleen reaches a hand's l)readth

below the ribs. I'rine, 1.012, albumin, .1 per cent :

many hyaline and granular casts, some with blood and
fat on them ; few coarse granular exists : numerous al>-

normal blood globules. Blood: red cells. 9.2.52.(>()(i

;

white cells, 10,(500; hemoglobin, 110 per cent.
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Ten days after entrance venesection was done, and

six ounces of blood withdrawn ; patient felt relieved

by it. Two hours after the bleediiii,' a blood count

showed: red cells, 10,0;}2,00(» : wliite cells, 5,S()0;

hemoglobin cells, 120 per cent. Differential count:

polyn\u;lears, 80.S per cent. ; lynijiliocytes, 1.5.2 ])er

cent ; eosino])hiles, ."^.2 per cent. ; mast cells, .H j)er

cent. Five normoblasts were seen while counting

.')00 leucocytes. Three days after, eight ounces more
blood were withdrawn. A blood count of a drop

taken from the spurting stream sliowed D,580.000 red

(;ells.

A month later she was discharged in about the same
condition as at entrance. During this day she had an

attack of jiain, tenderness, redness and swelling in

the toes of the right foot ; relieved by salicylates.

December 9, 1899, she re-entered for similar symj>

toms, and i)hysical examination showed practically the

same condition. Spleen extends to navel, lied cor-

puscles, 1 1,.'^52,000 ; white corpuscles, 8,300 ; hemo-
globin, 10.") per cent. Differential count of 400 cells

showed: polynuclears, 77.2.J ; lym})hocytes, 18.7.5,

eosinophiles, 2.75; myelocytes, 1.25. While count-

ing these, two normoblasts and two microblasts were

seen. The red cells were of uniform and normal size

and well stained. Pulsation was marked in many of

tlie superficial \eins, and the veins of the fundus oc-

uli were four or five times their normal diameter.

The gastric contents on two oc(!asions showed the

absence of free HCl.
The case is very similar to one which 1 reported in

the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal in Decem-
ber, 1 899. I do not believe that we are here dealing

with a genuine plethora, but with a venous congestion,

the cause of which, however, remains a mystery.

Dr. J. C. Warren reported the following cases

:

1. ItKSECTlON OF A PORTION OF THK LIVER FOR
ADENOCARCINOMA OF THE CYSTIC DUCT.

Dr. Warren showed a specimen of adenocarcinoma

of the cystic duct which was removed by ojieration

on October 10, 1899. The patient, a woman of fifty-

seven, had for three months noticed a tumor in the

light liypochondrium, which had given rise to consid-

<'ra])le pain. There were no otluir symptoms sugges-

tive of its origin. Incision was made in the right

semilunar line, and a distended gall-bladder found,

from which were removed thirteen large gall-stones.

The probe showed a stricture of the cystic duct,

which was found on exploration to be caused by a

tumor about the size of an olive, consisting of a dense

white fibrous growth. A fragment of the growth re-

moved was found by Dr. Whitney to be carcinoma.

The edge of the liver was now seized with double

hooks and drawn forward and upward over the carti-

lages of the ribs. A wedge-shaped j)ortion of the

liver, including the gall-bladder and cystic duct, was

removed by the Pa(|uelin cautery knife, with little or

no hemorrhage. .\s the lobe of the liver was dropped
l)ack into tlie peritoneal cavity, the cut edges ft;ll into

apposition. A drainage tape was placed between them,

the (Mid l)eing brought out of tlie wound, which was

dosed in the usual manner witli silkworm-gut sutures.

Putliolofjical report.— (Tall-bladder and surrounding

portion of the liver to the extent of seven ciMitinietres

was removed, (iall-bladder was dilated ; nuiasured 10

centitiietres, and contained thirteen facetted calculi.

The inner surface was slightlv thinned. The cvstif

duct was surrounded for about two and one-half centi-

metres by a dense, fibrous growth, which microscopical

examination showed to be adenocarcinoma.
The patient made a good recovery; wound healed

well. Since leaving hosjiital, she has had no return

of symptoms, but was unal)le to be jiresent.

II. 1 UKSIl FRACTURED I'ATEULA, SLTLRKD WITH
CATOUT TIIROl (ill THE I'ERIOSTEU.M.

Dr. Warren showed a patient who had entered the

hospital less than seven weeks before with a fresh

transverse fracture of the patella, lie operated about
an hour after the injury ; made a curved incision be-

low the patella, washed out the joint cavity with hot
salt solution and sutured the capsule with chromicized
catgut. The wound healed solidly by first intention,

and in three weeks passive motion of joint and mas-
sage were begun. In six weeks the patient walked
alone and without crutches, and was able to bend the

knee to a right angle.

III. TWO CASES (^F liLl'TURE OF (^ADRlCEFS EX-

TENSOR TENDON.

Dr. AVarreii also mentioned two cases whi(;h he had
operated recently for rupture of the (juadricejis exten-

sor tendon. In one cas(! the Oj)eratioii was performed
four da)^s after the injury ; in the other, six weeks af-

ter. In both, animal tendon was used as the suture

material to hold together the divided ends. In both

cases the capsule of the joint was found ruptured in

the same way as is seen in fracture of the patella.

The lacerations in the capsule were sutured with catr

gut ; those in the tendon with four stout kangaroo-

tendon sutures. In the case operated on six weeks
after injury the rectus muscle had contracted about

three fingers' breadth from the patella, and could

only be brought down after several transverse int;i-

sions had been made in its substance. In the case

operated upon four days after injury there was no re-

traction whatever of the muscles. Both cases made
excellent recoveries, and in a few weeks the patients

regained perfect function of the extensor muscles of

the thigh.

I To be continncd.)

^etiical ^rogre^eije?.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN THORACIC DIS-
EASES.

BY GKORGE <i. SEAItS, M.I)., AND JOHN \V. li.VRl'OL, M.l)., ISOSTO.N.

TRAUJIATJC CHVEOTlIORAX.

Uahn ' reports a case of traumatic chylothoia.x,

which from his account appears to be the ninth re-

corded case of this affection following accident. As
other possible causes he details carcinoma, tuberculo-

sis, syphilis, filaria sanguinis and thrombosis of the

left subclavian vein. The protected situation of the

thoracic duct is (h^scribed and the conclusion reached

that injury to it (;an be done only by fracture of a

vertebra or serious crushing of the surrounding tis-

sues ; in order for chylothorax to result it is also nec-

essary for the costal pleura to be so injured as to allow

passage of the chyle into jdeural cavity.

' Dent. nioU. Wocli., No. 25.
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Ill his |»;iti«'iil, :i iiiiiii run ovir l)v a v\ai;uii, iImic

uas, (III lirst fxaiiiiiiution, Iraclmc ot two rilis im tin;

Irl't, evidences of iiijury ti» spiiir mimI diiliiess Fntm tin;

foiirlli lilt downward on rij^Iit. On tin; elevenlli day

this (hilness snd(h-nly increased, with marked dyspnea,

which yrcw so rapidly worse that (liree days later the

chest was tapped and 2, ()()() c. c. rose-colored opacpie

Ihiid drawn oil'. Tappings then became iie<"essary lor

relief of symptoms every few days, averauini; .'!,()()()

c. c. (d" lliiiil, which after third tapping- lost its reddish

color (dn<' to blood) and was milky white, pirsentinj;

physical and chemical characteristics of chyle. In all,

diirinif twenty-six days, there were drawn off 2".),(i.")()

c. c. and ;it autopsy the pleural cavity cout.iiiifd

7.(100 c. c.

Of the nine reported cases, four died and live ^ot

well. Mild the conclusion is drawn from study of the

c.ises that in lliosi; recovering the main du<'t w.is not

ruptured, but some of its branches.

11 r.KKci i.or I'.NKIMO riioii.vx.

Drasclie,'' in a forty years' hosj)ital service, has had
under treatment 10,212 cases of phtlisis, (),()H() males,

.'{,02(1 females; of this total there have been li)8 oases

of pneumothorax, 1.58 males, 40 females. A large pro-

portion of the eases were in twentieth to thirtieth yi-ars

of life ; in ;");") per cent, it was right-sided, in 44 per

i-ent. left-sided, and in three cases bilateral. As imme-
diate causes for the development of pneumothorax
are to be reckoned violent coughing or any exertion

which brings such a strain to bear upon the lung as can

effect rupture of an existing cavity : thus many pa-

tients have been made perfectly conscious of the rujtt-

ure by a sharp pain immediately after coughing,

vomiting, defecation or lifting. As might be expected
from the usual location of tuberculous process, a large

pro|)ortion of the ruptures (71 per cent.) occur in the

u|)j)er lobes.

In most cases the perforation is single and small

(pin-head to hazel nut) ; when there is a pyo}>neumo-
thorax the effect of the pus is to increase the destruc-

tion of Inng tissue ; an effusion may remain serous for

months or become purulent within twenty-four hgurs
of the rupture. Spontaneous closure of the perfora-

tion, when it takes place, does so probably by the

s{)read of a plenritic membrane.
Pneumothorax is one of the most serious com])lica-

tions of })htliisis but is not necessarily fatal in itself,

as is shown by evidences of perfectly healed lesions

found post mortem, and also by those cases which
have healed spontaneously under observation or as re-

sult of operation ; still the treatment of it has re-

mained, evtMi in hospitals, mainly expectant, and at-

ttMiipts to promote healing by operative interference

are prevented by prognostic pessimism.

It should not, however, be accepted as a fact that

perforation necessarily means one further step in a fa-

tal disease, but it should be borne in mind that phthisis,

even of advanced degree, is capable of being arrested.

Up to within a short time, practically the only indica-

tion for operative interference has been compression
of the lungs and heart threatening suffocation, but at

present there is a tendency to operate witli the hope
of promoting healing, a hope which, is jnstilied by sta-

tistics. Of the 1!)8 eas«!s. I.IS were treated expect-

antly and ."{O by operative interference : of the former,
ii.o per cent, and of the lattei'. I.'!..") p<T cent., were

» Wieu. kliu. Wooh, Nos. 45, 46 and 51.

ilischarged living ; rtf the unop«-nit<-d <'iu»«'h thi-re wep-
living up to six weekn and <»ver, 1.'{.2 p«'r ••i-nt., of tin-

operated, .'J7.1> per cent. Operation in ulwuyM iii«lica-

ted in cases of threatening increase of dvMpnea, cardiiu-

o|)preHHion and thonicic tension. I''or piinrUure a

medimn-si/ed trocar should be iiHcd ; with re<-urreii(-i'

of symptoms puncture may be repeated or pertnaneut

drainage est.ablished. Pyopneumothorax in not nec-

essarily a contraindication to oper.-ition. .Many y<\\v\\

cases are nnndi improved siibjectiveK and prolonga-

tion of life secured.

I'OSSIIll.l. |)\M.I.I!> (II I Holt \< l.s I l.«i-.

The f.ict that ev.iciiation of pleuritic elfiisiou \s

often followed by rapid spread of tubercnlon^ «-|iange.H

in the lung is empliasi/(M[ by Pincpiet.' The tlieorv

that a large nundter of all serous pleural elfusious .m-

tuberculous in origin is siist.-iined, and, on account of

the uncertainty as to serious results of t.apping am
given ease, stress is laid on the advisability of avoirl-

ing interference if possible ; and when the patient's

comfort demands relief di'awing olf as litth; as possi-

ble ; the theory being that the effusion keeps apart and
at rest the two pleural surfaces loaded with tuberch;

bacilli, thus preventing further irritation ind sprea<l of

the invasion.

iNIollard, under whose direction the work was done,

thinks the danger of permanent collajtse of lung and
])leural adhesion, as a result of iion-interf(!ren<-e. has

been overestimated.

TIIK TKKATMKNT Ol I'NKl .MOCO( ( I > KMCVKMV.

O. Vierordt* si)eaks of the impression more or less

prevalent in the profession that empyema from infec-

tion with the pneumoco(;cns runs a mon- benign course

than that due to other micro-organisms, and compares
it with his own experience, which was almost exclu-

sively confined to cliildreli. In l.Sl»7 he met with 10

cases of the disease, of whom five were surely due to

the pneumococcus. Three of these died from extra-

ordinarily severe complications. The following year

he also treated 1(5 cases, with two deaths. Ten were

due to the pneumococcus and one died. In other

cases, a report of which is incorjiorated in the paper,

an empyema so small as to be diHicnlt of diagnosis

reduced the patient to a critical condition, which im-

[troved after the evacuation of at times a few cubic

centimetres of pus. These observations, he says, show
exclusively the extreme variations in the malignity

of the affection, which is little, if at all. dependent

on the amount of pus. They further show how
much risk one may run, in spite of their undoubtedly

fre(piently benign character, and irrespective of the

amount of the exudate, in delaying operation. At

least so far as children are concerneil, and jtrobably

also for older persons, thei'e is no difference, from the

standpoint of treatment, between the metapneumonic
and other forms of empyema. A prompt and cmnplete

evacuation is necessary.

A i;\ui; (ASK or intkk n \ i. tii"i;a( k iN.iim.

Kolbe '^ |)refaces his account by the remark that it

is certainly a rare occurrence for a single fall on level

ground to produce in a healthy child a wound within

the thoracic cavity that forthwith results in pnennu>-

thorax and a (piickiv spreading cut.ineon^ emphysema

s Tln'se .U- I.voi), l«!i>i

* Dent. Arch. I. kliii. Med., l!*y9. Bit. Ixiv.

Deut. lued. Wocli., .\ugust ^4, 1803.
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of neck, face, chest, upper arm, back and abdonuui.

The; patient, a seven-year-ohl girl, was pushed down
by a companion, but was aljle to get up and walk

home, when she complained of [)ain in her cli(\st and

was put to bed ; during night the pain increased and a

cough developed, with blood-stained expectoration.

On the tiiird day with a continuance of these symptoms
tliere was noticed an increasing swelling in the right

neck and upper right chest. Kolbe saw her first on

the sixth day. He found a right-sided pneumothorax
and a very extensive cutaneous em])hyseina extending

on right side from cheek to mid-scapula behind, and
five cm. below costal margin in front; there was

marked dyspnea ; temperature slightly elevated ; no

fi-a(;tures or dislocations.

The emphysema, favored by |)aroxysmal attacks of

coughing, steadily increased and the effect of a firm

bandagx! over absorbent cotton apj)lied to thorax was
to increase it in uncovered portions, so that both eyes

were closed and the face swollen out of all re<;ognition.

Slight improvement in the condition began five days

after ap})lication of the dressing and it was re-applied

in greater extent. Within a few hours of the re-appli-

cation there ensued a very violent paroxysmal attack

of coughing lasting half an hour and ending with the

expectoration of a cherry stone embedded in a coagu-

lum of blood and mucus ; from this tinu' on, rapid

improvement and complete recovery in nine days. It

then was discovered that she had been eating cherries

at the time of the accident and the sequence of events

is explained on the theory that with sudden inspira-

tion the stone was carried to a branch of the right

primary bronchus, became imbedded and held fast by

a reflex sjiasm, and formed so complete an obstacle to

the egress of air that a sudden blow over the portion

of the distended lung that could not empty itself

caused a rupture of lung tissue and also of the two
})leural layers.

STAB WOUND KOLLOW^EI) r.V I'N'EUMOIIEMO I IIOIJ AX
AND PNElMOHE.AIOl'KinCAKDHM.

Uaracz ^ reports such a case, which (nided in com-

plete recovery. The wound, received in a duel,

began at left border of sternum in fourth intercostal

space and extended obliquely outwards four cm. end-

ing just under ni[)ple ; by retracting its edges a wound
in phnira one cm. long could be seen through which

tlu; air swished with each inspiration. The outer

wound was closed and there was no internq)tion in

its healing. Examination showed dulness and dimin-

ished respiratory murmur at base of left liuig. Signs

of fluid aiul air in pericardium wei'e first positive on

fifth day, when patient complained of a swishing sen-

sation in canliac region and there was audible at a

distance of one-half to one meter, synchronous with

systole, the characteristic sign first described by jVIorel-

La\:ille as the water-wdieel murmur. This lastt^d

onl}' one day, but there was later demonstrated a defi-

nite enlargement of cardiac flatness. On the eleventh

day there was evidence of effusion on th(; right side,

and on the seventh a very marked iiu-rease in the

fluid in the left cliest, whi(;li on ex[)loratory puncture;

proved to be blood. Haracz concludes that this

sudden increase was due to a secondary hemorrhage
r(!sulting from absor|)tion of clot and increased ac-

tivity of heail. Ill eiu'ht weeks patient was entire!

v

well.

' Wieu. kliii. Wocb., No. 47.

THE NIGHT AIR OF NKW ENGLAND IN THE TREAT-
MENT OK CONSUMPTION.

Millet's" paper deserves more than a j)assing notice.

He has cut loose from all traditions as to tlie awful
dangers of draughts and night air in consumi)tion, and
furtlu;rmore has had the courage to act on his convic-

tions. He re))orts five cases in which the essential

part of treatment consisted in the patients spendin<>-

the night in the oj)en air, the beds being })laced on an
upper i)iazza or on a i>latform built over an L or a
bay-window in their own homes in a New England
shoe town. " Dampness and draughts an; bugbears,

and nt'ed not be considered for a moment. Manv
times these; patients have found their bed coverings

and night clothes wet with dew, and on(;e in a while

a summ(;r rain has disturbed their healthful slinnbers,

but with no harm." During the day, the j)atients, if

strong enough, followed their regular vocations, for

example, working in a shoe shoj) ; when not at work
they have s[)ent most of the time out of doors. Cough
mixtures and sedatives were not given, almost the only

medicines used being nux vomica and an occasional

laxative. It was found that the more air the more
appetite and less cough. All five cases showed re-

markable imj^rovement.

PROBLEMS IN TUBERCULOSIS STILL UNSOLVED.

No one interested in the subject should miss a i)aper

by Trudeau,^ which, although going beyond the limit

of application to tlioracic disease, still has so much of

general interest that it is summarized here. The sig-

nificance of virulence is alluded to ; does it mean in-

creased capacity for j^roducing toxic effects, or simply

increased capacity for rapid growth ? Adenoid growths
in nasopharynx are probably much more frequently

the channel of access than is generally su})posed.

IIow may tin; problem of individual and racial im-

munity and insusceptibility be helped by a study of

the discoveries : (1) that the resistance of chickens to

the human bacillus can be overcome by using for

inoculation bacilli that have been previously culti-

vated in celloidin capsules, inserted and kept for

sonse time within the peritoneal cavity of these birds,

— this method allowing access of the body fluid to

the bacilli and the escape of toxins into the circula-

tion, whih; j)reventing egress of the bacilli,— and (2)

that the resistance of guinea-pigs to avian bacilli

yields, when these bacilli have been [)assed through a

series of rabbits, animals which are susceptible to the

avian variety. Does the tul)erculous individual, like

the syphilitic, acejuire an immunity during the progress

of the disease; ? Prophylaxis must be carried along

the lines of establishment of sanitaria and the educa-

tion of the masses as to the sources of danger and

methods of prevention. IJut it is in the details of

these very matters that we are in need of further in-

vestigation.

As aids to 'clearing up obscure diagnosis, the x-ray

and tubercidin test are destined to gain in value by

being more freejuently used. The mechanism of the

tuberculin reaction needs further investigation as to

tin; best method of apjjlying it, its exact value, its dis-

(;repancies and its possible diingers. The latter have

probably been over-estimated, and while it is appar-

ently true that the; " reaction " is e;aused by an intense

hvper(;niia set up in the various tuberculous foci, and

' Mai-ylaiul Medical Journal, January, 1900.
• JoUus Hopkins Hospital Bulleliu, July, 1899.
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ii lilMT.itioii tlicicfioiii ol' (In- loxiiiH wlii<-li ciiMsc the

cliariictcristic syiiiptoin.s of tiu; rciKttioii, tii<ri- is no

proof ill iircsciit, tliiit, tlu' ilisc:iH(^ is Hpn-iid, or mw
foci (•stiihlisiicd. 'riic .stroiij^liold of tri;itiiiiiil will

coiitiiiiu- for the present, :it Icjist, to Itr in <liniiiti(;

iind open-air niensnres, juid furllier investijiatioiis as to

nuftliods and nuxlifu atioii will l)e of mneli valne.

Little of piaetieal avail lias yet becui a(;eoniplislie(l

in the atteni|»ts to prodnee immunity o«" <;ure In iiioen-

lalioii : the outlook, however, in spite of certain in-

lu'rent dilliculties, is not hopeless. .lust now the

most promisinii linc^ of reseaicli seems to be the pos-

sibility of estaltlishiui'- immunity liy inoeulation with

li\ in<i eultui'es of attenuated bacilli.

('/'() he roil tinned.)

I^tpott0 of Jtt>cietie0»

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES

OF WOMEN.
C. H. HARE, M.D., SKCRETAKY.

Ri<:(;ULAU meeting Wednesday, November 22, IHDK,

I)k. R. a. Kin(;man in the chair.

Du. Frkdeiuc'K W. .Ioiinson read a pa})er en-

titled

STKAM IN TIIK TR1<:ATMKNT OF CHRONIC, IIVIM'.K-

PLASTIC AND .SKNILE ENDOMETRITIS, PUTRID
ABORTION AND PUERPERAL SEPSIS.^

Dr. BurraCtE : I have not had personal experien(;e

with the method, but should like to say a word with

reference to it. I have seen it used by Dr. Johnson,

and it seems to me it is a most valuable addition to

our therapeutic resources. It is, however, one that I

somewhat fear, foi' I have felt that it is hard to con-

trol ; that is, I think that Dr. Johnson has j)ointed out

that if a short application is to be made that the tem-

perature of the steam nuist be kept near the maximum,
212°, and if a lony- application, the steam may be

partly condensed, but even then, it seems to me, that

theoretically, and I must speak of it on theoretical

grounds entirely, it is dithcult to control the tempera-

ture, and to limit the cauterizinj^ effect in any given

case. Of course it is no argument against steam to

say that it will obliterate the uterine cavity ; we know-

that excessive curettings will do practically the same
thing. I saw a patient to-day whose uterine cavity is

not entirely obliterated, but partially so, as a result of

a curetting done eighteen months ago by a friend of

mine in a neighboring town, and she has had amenor-

rhea virtually ever since. It seems to me there is a

very distinct danger from the steam, and that is in the

septic cases if there hap})ens to be a perforation of the

uterus. Of course, in (lases of criminal abortion there

may be a i)erforation, and there may be in cases that

have l)(!en curetted. We all know how soft the uter-

ine tissue is in s<>j)tic cases, and how easy it is for a

curette to slip through. There was a fatal case re-

cently rei)orted in one of the New York journals

where the steam got into the peritoneal cavity through

a i)erforation in the uterus and the patient died.

Then, again, in certain cases, where there is very

abundant tissue in the uterus, it seems to me that

' See page 2G9 of the Journal.

Hteain ought to be used iih a HUpplementiiry tiieiiAun-

rather than the chief mciiHure. I curetted a mm- \iinl

Friday where the nt<-ru8 was large, and liiere was
much tissue in the ravity, some of the pie<:eH as large

as my little linger, and I fail to see h<»\v it woidd Ih-

possible to destroy all that tissue with steam without

destroying the uterine wall in phu-es where tin- lisMiie

did not occur, near the cervix for instaM<*e, and if tin-

tissue; were destroyed, it seems to iiu- not a surgical

procedure to destroy it and leave* it to come away
slowly. To my thinking, in those canvM the steam

does not take the |)lace of the curette or curette for-

(•eps or some similar instrument for removing ii>.-.ne

directly. As a supplementary measure, it seems to

me it lias great advantage. In senile endometritis it

is a very good nuiasure, and where\er we ,vant to

obliterate the uterine cavity, but the matter of the

lack of control is, in my mind, a very strong argument

against its use, and I cannot believe that it is going to

take the place entirely of the curette. I think that

car(!ful curetting, using in addition to the sharj) curette

with flexible shank, a very small Simon curette to go

into the horns, is the most rational method of treating

cases of endometritis, and then following the cun-ttiiig,

as I do still, although it sounds old-fashioned, by swal>-

bing with pure carbolic acid. Pure carbolic is an an-

tis(;})tic, and it will go into the nooks and corners of

the uterus and cauterize any islands of tissue that may
be left. I do not feel there is the same danger of a

small amount of fluid going through a patulous tube

or a perforation, though I do not use carbolic when
perforation is susi^ected, as there is danger of a vapor

going through. Steam is a valuable agent in the cases

that have not been relieved by curetting. AYe see pa-

tients who have had several curettings and have not

been relieved, and I think these would be good cases

for steam, and in senile endometritis, and in certain

septic cases, it seems to me, it would be of great advan-

tage, but I should hesitate to use it in all cases instead

of the curette. I thhik curetting properly done is a

wiser and much better method.

Dr. Johnson : I should like to say in reference to

the tem|)erature of the steam that it cannot be any

hotter than 212° anyway, and by repeated experi-

ments with a thermometer inside the uterus while I

was steaming the temperature depended entirely ujion

the amount of moisture inside the uterus. If the

uterus was dry you could get 212° easily. With the

apparatus I described you get almost no pressure.

Now, in reference to the death Dr. Burrage sjioke of,

if he will look up that article again he will see that

the steaming was done with the Russian apparatus, by

which you can get enormous pressure, and I should

think with an apparatus of that kind you might do at

times a good deal of harm. In saying that the tem-

perature was sometimes 104° to 110° C, I was ipiot-

ing. I do not advocate that. I advocate the use of

the steam as it comes out of an ordinary throat atomi-

zer, and practically there is no pressure at all, only

what you get from its being put through the small

tube that goes into the uterus. Neither did I write

the paj)or with the idea that steam was to take the

place of the curette in every particular. I used st«'ain

after reading articles of prominent men who had us«-d

it extensively, to see what it could do.

In organizing, the Watertown, Mass., Board of

Health has chosen Dr. B. F. Davenport as chairman.
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The Mechanics of Surgery. B\ Ciiaiu.ks Tuuax.
Pp. 1,024, with 2,;58l"illustr:itions. Cliicago. 18!)!).

The character and purposes of this somewhat uuiiiue

book are perhaps best described by quotations from the

author's pi-eface, which states that its aim is to illus-

trate and describe such mechanical appliances as re-

search and experience have proved to be suitable, or

best adapted to the purposes for which they are de-

signed : to furnisli information relating to surgical

instruments and appliances which is not oidy from the

point of the maker but also from that of the user of

such apparatus. Extensive experience in both fields

has apparently fitted the author to fulfil this task. It

is intended to furnish the doctor with information

which will enable him to select and order any instru-

ment or appliance, be it a scalpel, stethoscope, electric

battery, or an artificial leg, witliout depending upon a

surgical-instrunu'Ut catalogxie or dealer, the former

giving, as a rule, no other information than the name
and price, the latter often buying and selling the

goods as a hardware dealer does common tools. It

also tells what is commonly i-equired for any particxi-

lar operation or ordinary clinical investigation. No
attempt has been made to include all instruments, but

only those in general use which are accepted as the

standard patterns, or recommended by good authority.

Tlie introductory chapter contains a few facts relat-

ing to the liistcn-y of surgical instruments. Then follow

some details of construction and care of instruments.

Next the subject of mechanical aids in clinical diag-

nosis, for example, microscopy, urinary analysis, blood

examination, etc. The next chapters are devoted to

hosjntal equipment, including sterilization, anesthesia,

and other subjects. Following are the instruments,

appliances and dressings necessary in general work in

minor and major surgery. These are fully tabulated

and described. Regional and special surgery is as-

signed to its s})ecific chajiters. Two lists are furnished,

one intended for hospital work, the other as a guide

to operative work in pi'ivate practice. The writer has

tried to make these lists complete to the last pin and

Ijandage. The concluding chapter, on prosthetic sur-

gery, is devoted to a subject usually neglected, and on

which the author has spent considerable thought and

time in collecting data. The chapter on orthopedic

ai)|)liances is more* satisfactory than is usual with such

descriptions.

The book is profusely illustrated, well arranged, and

contains much information which will be for the bene-

fit and profit of its readers. Many ways are readily

suggested in which its data can be utilized. Its

chapters treat of snl)jects, a knowledge of which is usu-

ally acquired only by years of personal experient^e

and extended observation.

An American Text-Book of Surgery for Practitioners

and Students. Edited by William W. Kkkn,
M.D., LL.D., and .1. AVilliam Whiti:, M.D.,

Ph.D. Third (>dition, thoroughlv revised and

enlarged. P|). 1.22H. Pliilade]i)liia : AV. F>. Saun-

ders. 18!)!).

This book is well known to the medical public.

The authors state that nearly 29,000 copies have been

sold, and that it is used as a text^book in more than one

hundred mecjical colleges. It has been revised to keep

the book fully up to date. In regard to the general
character and ap])ear;uice it is hardly necessary to

speak in detail. It resembles its predecessors. Among
the new features are the subjects of serum therapy,

leucocytosis, the Kralein system of cerel)ral localiza-

tion, the congenital hip operations of Haifa and Lo-
renz, the Allis method of reduction of hip dislo(;ations,

lumbar paracentesis, the French uuithod of forcible

correction of Pott's deformitit\s, some additions to gas-

tric surgery, the surgery of typhoid fever, skiagra-

phy, advances in surgery, the surgery of the ureter,

and some of the more recent changes in antiseptic

technique. The sections on a[)i)endicitis, fractures and
gynecological operations have been revised and en-

larged. The chapters describing the surgery of the

eye and ear have been omitted in this edition.

The book as it now appears fully attains the high

standard of the earlier editions. The subject of sur-

gery seems to be very well covered, at least as thor-

oughly as is possible to do in a work of this character.

The authors who, in addition to its editors, have con-

tributed to th(! volume are l)rs. P. 8. Conner, ¥. S.

Dennis, C. V>. Nancrede, R. Park. F. S. Pilcher,

N. Senn, F. J. Shepherd, L. A. Stinapson, and J. C
Warren, a list which surely ought to attract attention

to and arouse interest in the book. In reviewing it

one thoiight was suggested several times before the

task was completed. It was that perhaps for the aver-

age reader at the end of a day's work the book would
be more restful and convenient if published in two vol-

umes.

Imperative Surgery for the General Practitioner., the

Specialist, and the Recent Graduate. IJy Howard
LiLiENTiiAL, M.D. Illustrated. New York : The
Macmillan Co. London : Macmillan &. Co., Ltd.

1900.

This book was written for " the practitioner of

general medicine, who rarely takes up the scalpel,

the specialist, whose path seldoiu leads him to the

operating-room, and the recent gi'aduate, who though

versed in the lore of books and lectures, has seen but

little surgery at close range." It deals only with

diagnosis and the treatment of conditions necessitating

immediate operative measures. It presupposes the

absence of a surgeon, and the im))ossibility or inex-

pediency of moving the patient, or waiting for exi)ert

assistance. For purpostis of clearness aiul directness,

the author claims to have descrilied oidy one good

method of relief in each case.

The book is well published, with unusually large,

clear type, and is beautifully illustrated. It reminds

one of that attractive volume, the '' Aseptic and Anti-

septic Surgery" of (Jerster. The text is systemati-

cally arranged and indexed. The story is interest-

ingly, at times gra])hically, told. It is attractive

from the implied success of each procedure and its

freedom from doubt and uncertainty. INIany valu-

able suggestions and expedients for use in emergencies

are introduced. iMinuteness of descriptive detail in

many instances is not(!Worthy. In regard to some of

the op(U-ative procedures recommended, it might be

a matter of opinion as to the one best adapt<'d for an

emergency operation to be performed by one unaccus-

touK'd to surgical work. However, the book seems to

fulfil very well the object of its author. He is to l)e

congratulated on the success of his efforts and his con-

tribution to medical literature. The book shows en-
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tlitiHiiisiti uiid int(M'cst, iiiiicli tiiiir .(ml lli<iii;i;lit, ;iti<l a

dcsiro to prodiKut th(! Ix^st. The text covers 1 1
"2 |»;ii,'ch.

and contains \M illustrations.

Co/fins iiikI liorkircirs I'IiiisIdIixii/. A I'ocktl 'I'cxt-

Hook of IMiysioloiiV. \\\ 11." I). ( oi.i.ins, .M.I).,

Assistant I)«Mnonstrator of .\natoniy, and W'.II.

HocKWKi.l., .Ir., A.H., M.I)., Assistant Dcmon-
stnitor of .\naloniy, Coliciic of IMiysiciaiis and Siir-

ijcons, New York. I'p. .'SIC). IMiiladrlphia : l.ca

Hrotlitis .^ Co. IHIC).

As yon read this book yon will ayrcc with the iiii-

thors' statement in the prefaces when they remark that

they make no claini to original research. When yon
have finished the vohnne yon will he inclined to add
that they shonid have included in this remark origin-

ality of any description. In short, everything' is culled

from the various well-known text-books and simplv

boiled down, not to such an extent as a " (pii/ com-
j)end " perha|)s, but still enough to establish a distant

relationship to these doul)tful blessinij;s.

Tlie book to a medical student is not very valuable,

but it ouiiht to make a very i^ood hi^fh-school class

book, rnfortunately (?) it does not contain any gar-

bled facts about the i)oisonous and atrocious eU'ects ot"

alcohol and tobacco. Conse(juently it is a pernicious

(?) book and is debarred from being adopted as a

school book. If "brevity is the soul of wit," then the

book scintillates with witty remarks. We do know
that the mechanism of rhythmical contraction is con-

tained within the heart itself. This joke explains the

cause of the heart beat ! Internal secretion, ductless

glands, and tlie pluMiomena of inhibition are short

comedies.

In favor of this book it may be said that it con-

tains no had physiology or antiquated hypotheses.

It is nicely bound, well illustrated with clean cuts, and
is printed on good paper.

Notes Oil tlte Modern Treatment of Fractures. By
John B. Roberts, A.M., ]M.D., Professor of

Surgery in the Philadelphia Polyclinic. Pp. 1G2,

with 31) illustrations. New York : D. AppU^ton &
Co. 18i)9.

This interestiu"- and sn<>oestive little work contains... ^
the result of the investigations and study of the author

of several subjects connected with fractures winch
have especially attracted his attention. The text of

these brochures has been revised to correspond with
Dr. Roberts's present ideas. The subjects discussed

are all of importance and interest, particularly to

those iictively engaged in treating such lesions. They
represent the complications rather than the routine

work ; for example, the question of an ex2>loratory in-

cision in the treatment of " closed " fractures and dis-

locations; subcutaneous nailing in fractures, with unu-

sual tendi'ucy to displacenu^nt ; fractures on the lower
end of the radius, with forward displacements, etc.

The book will repay a careful perusal. It contains

several instructive illustrations.

Essentials of Physical Diagnosis of the Thorax. By
Artiu'R M. Coinvix, A.M., INI.D. Third edition,

revised and enlarged. Philadelphia : V\'. B. Saun-
ders. 18i)i).

This is the third edition of Dr. Corwin's little book.

Although somewhat enlarged, it is still open to the

same criticism which has been made on former edi-

tions, that in the effort to epitomize and condense, the

cHsentials jiud iiorM-MsentiidM have re<r<'ivwl tlii; naini!

amount of eniphasis. There Ih no jMTMpiTijvi- nn-
sented to the student, lie im;etH u nnwn of fa<-tH wliich

seem of e(pial value and liave no appiirent coniirtiioii

and which lie must le:irn l»y an ellorl of inemorv and
not tlirongh ining t.iught the logical dep<'iid«-nci- of

the signs on the condiiioiis which canst! them. Tin-
essential facts are all given, and in the haiidn of a

competent tea<'her the book would l»e iiHefiil.

Siiri/iciil Niirsiiii/. \\y Anna M. Ki i,i,ki{T(>n, Clini-

cal i'rofessor of ( iyn<!(;ology in the Woiiiaii'H .Med-

ical Coll(!ge of Pennsylvania, etc. Third edition,

revised and enlarged. I'p. 2!) I, with <",'.) illustru-

tions. I'hiladelphia: I'. Blakiston's Son <!t Co.
IHlC.t.

This littli! l)Ook is one of the best of its kiml. It is

attractively and well written. The styh; is (toiieise.

It is well arranged. The data relating to a.septic and
antiseptic technicpu; incorporated in its pages are ac-

curate. It treats more especially of nursing in al>-

dominal surgery and in gynecological practice, but
the principles of aseptic surgery in general are well

presented with the most essential details. If the nnrstt

does her work as directed in this book, it will be well

done. The present edition fully equals in excellence

its predecessors.

A Text-Book of Diseases of Women. By Ciiari.ks
B. Pknkosk, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of (iynecol-

ogy in the University of Pennsylvania ; Surgeon to

the (Jynecean Hospital, Philadelphia. Third edi-

tion, revised. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunth-rs.

i:>oo.

This third edition follows so closely u{)on the heels

of the second that but little change has been necessary.

The book is, as has been said before in these pages,

essentially a text-lx)ok for students. It is clear, con-

cise and thorough, and considered as a text-book for

students, it is })erhaps the best exponent of the

modern school of operative gynecologv which we
have.

Golden Rules of Phi/sioloyij. By T. AVai.ker IIai.l,

M.B., Ch. B. (Vict.), and J. Ackwortii Menzies,
INI.D., CM. (Edin.). Golden Rules Series, No.
VI. London : Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent
& Co., Ltd. 1900.

Nothing new, nothing original, except the size,

which is, roughly speaking, 7 x 10 x .5 centimetres,

and into this small space is crammed a lot of useful

physiological hints. The book was written chiefly

for unfortunates " on the threshold of examination."
As a simple " refresher " for the memory it may be

of some use ; otherwise it has no value whatever.

A Pocket Medical Dictionary. Giving the pronunci-

ation and definition of the principal words used in

medicine ami the collateral sciences, etc. By
George M. Gould, A.M., ]\I.D., author of the

Illustrated iNIedical Dictionary, etc. Fourth edi-

tion, revised and enlarged : 30,000 words. Phila-

delphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

Dr. Gould's dictionaries are deservedly popular.

The total circulation, as stated in the preface to this

fourth edition of the Pocket Dictionary, has now
passed 100,000 copies. The small volume before us

is compact and attractively bound with flexible covers.

It should continue to till a place in this its somewhat
enlarged and elaborated form.
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PROGRESS IN MEDICAL TEACHING.

A MEDICAL meeting of much more than usual inter-

est and significance, to be published in full later, was

held last week under the auspices of the Boston Soci-

ety for Medical Improvement, on the general subject

of " Medical Teaching." That a very active move-

ment toward tlie improvement of teaching in medicine

has developed within tlie last few 3'ears has been suffi-

ciently evident to those who have followed the course

of events, and it appears equally evident that positive re-

sults are to follow the introduction of the new meth-

ods. It was the purpose of this meeting to outline the

changes which have been suggested, and to excite dis-

cussion as to their merits or shortcomings. In both of

these objects the meeting proved a decided success, as

shown by the perfectly clear presentation of the sub-

ject matter, and the extended discussion by many men
more or less personally interested in the development

of medical education.

As not infrequently happens, however, it was ap-

parent that the exact meaning and scope of the pro-

posed changes was not clear to the minds of all pres-

ent, and that a certain confusion existed as to the vari-

ous methods of teaching which formed the basis of

discussion. There was a tendency to regard methods

as antagonistic, rather than supplementary and directed

to precisely the same end by somewhat different

means. Nothing could be more unfortunate for i^e-

form than this setting up of two systems of teaching

as rival claimants, one of which must succumb if the

other be adopted. As a matter of fact, the adoption of

one should mean the acceptance of the other if either

is properly understood.

Three general changes in method were suggested at

the meeting, and presented briefly by Dr. W. T. Coun-
cilman, Dr. II. L. Burrell, Dr. A. II. Wentworth and

Mr. W. B. Cannon. The speakers were entirely in

agreement in maintaining tliat the teaching of the fut-

ure must be directed toward the intellectual develop-

ment of the individual student, that the student must
do his own thinking and draw his own conclusions,

and that the instructor must act rather as a court of

last appeal than as a painstaking director of the stu-

dent's mental processes. For tiiese reasons the ex-

treme use to which the so-called didactic lecture lias

been put was discouraged as directly leading to intel-

lectual dependence. About this there can be no con-

fusion. The didactic lecture, as a means of medical

instruction, must resign its place of pre-eminence,

and assume, as we have frequently insisted, a position

of less prominence, but of greater dignity, because

more in keeping with the sort of instruction it is de-

signed to supply. Our correspondent on another

page is inclined to defend the old regime on somewhat
sentimental grounds, but this is not argument, and

some of us may oven be inclined to think that we
learned in spite of, and not because of, those same

didactic lectures. In any case, whether the old

method was bad or good, we are certainly not disloyal

to our former teachers in demanding better things for

the future. We can hardly progress by looking back-

ward.

Admitting the desirability of the inductive method,

how is it practically to be attained? This is the ques-

tion which the various speakers set themselves to an-

swer. Dr. Councilman spoke on the course in path-

ology at the Harvard Medical School, as carried out

under the new plan of concentration. We have al-

ready commented in considerable detail on the theory

of this system of teaching, and Dr. Councilman's re-

marks on the practical working of the plan showed, in

the course in pathology at least, that the hopes of its

projectors have been am[)ly borne out. The students

were made self-reliant, developed a highly gratifying

enthusiasm, and passed a good examination. The lect-

ure was in general subordinated to more direct means

of instruction.

Dr. A. H. Wentworth spoke on section teach-

ing, a resume of his recently published paper in this

Journal for February 15, 1900. There was a very

apparent tendency on the part of some of those who
discussed this paper to misinterpret its significance and

to (juestion its originality. As we understand Dr.

Wentworth's position, he claims no originality for the

method, which, of course, has always been used where-

ever medicine has been taught. His contention simply

is that it is the best method of teaching clinical medi-

cine, and that it is possible to apply it to large classes.

The application of a method recognized as valuable is

Dr. Wentworth's service. He has demonstrated that

it may be applied, not only to classes of ten or twenty,

but to classes of a hundred or more, in such a way that

each student may examine in the course of a year a

large number of actual cases. He has worked out a

plan for the Harvard Medical School which, in princi-

ple, may be used at other institutions. This, so far as

we are aware, has not been attained before in anything

like the completeness that Dr. Wentworth's plan of

rotation renders j)ossible.
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Ml-. (':iiiii))irM cotilrihtilion to iiie*li(-:il t<-iu;liiii;^r, us

iiiiinv of our na<l<'is know, coiisistH in lli<' u|i|>li(:ition

to mi'diciiif ol' tin- " ciisi; sy.sUsin," wliicli t'oi- iii;iiiy

yoar.s Ims bci'ii usiid witli success in tin- tfiicliin^ of

law. A (Ictiiili'd ii(;coiiiit of tliis inftlio<l, wliicli (•< r-

Uiiiily (IciiikikIs ;il U'litioii, will In- round in Mr. Opinion's

orifjiiiiil paper, pulilislic<l in our issiit; of .Fanu.-iry II,

11)00. 'i'lic di-iputaiits at I In- UKU'tiiii; in ([in'stion

were a^.iin rullicr vai^iu! in tlu! discussion of lliis coin-

municalion, and W(M"u apparently not clear as to the

exact incanini; or tin; exact position in the curriculum

of this "case nuithod." In the lirst place, Mr. Can-

non also claims no other originality than oik; of appli-

cation. His plan provides a nuithod of studying nie<li

cine syst(!matically and in a natural way by the use of

case histories. There is no conflict with the system of

"section teaching," as was implied in the discussion ;

it is designed rather to till out the inevitable gaps left

by any method of instruction which looks to patients

alone for the material of study. It is therefore supple-

mentary rather than antagonistic to the section teach-

ing plan, and as such has a place of the greatest signifi-

cance in the general scheme of teaching, as'experience

has already shown. The "young gentleman from the

Medical Scdiool," as our correspondent terms Mr. Can-

non, has himself had a larg(! experience in teaching,

and is, no doubt, (][uite aware of the fact that his ideas

are not revolutionary, and that there is still some good

in old methods. His contribution, properly under-

stood, remains one of the most significant and fruitful

that has ever been presented to a body of medical

teachers.

The general ferment now going on is sure to result

in marked improvements ; of that the most conserva-

tive of us can have no doubt. We suspect the firuil

outcome will be a system of teaching in which the

didactic lecture will still be permitted to hold its head

erect, and also one in which the principles of all the

new ideas will find a definite abiding place, modified

only to meet the requirements of advancing knowledge.

Because we have learned in the i)ast, is surely no rea-

son why our successors should be forced into the paths

we have laboriously travelled, if better ones may be

found.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE A MENACE TO THE
PUBLIC WEAL.

It was stated last week that a child had died at

Somerville under the treatmentof a Christian Scientist,

who gave the cause of death as pneumonia; that the

Board of Health refused a burial certificate without a

proper death certificate from an accredited physician,

as required by law ; that after much controversy a

physician was allowed to view the body and burial

was permitted. It now appears that the City Physi-

cian of Somerville was ultimately allowed by the

friends to see the body, after several refusals ; that he

gave a death certificate, cause of death unknown, and

secured a culture for bacteriological examination ; that

it iH now mIiowii that the cliild died of di|dith<-ri!( ainl

not of pneumonia.

It i.H time it should be mjide plain wlieriw? comoa th«-

validity of a death certiticafe, and what in n-quin-il for

the isHuanr-e of a burial permit. The Stati? und indi-

vidual communiti(!H, for the prote(;tion of their citizciiH,

ie(iuiro certain <lntie8 of phyhicians ; these dirienanj in

the nature! of police HCirvice. Among them are th«! re-

porting of contagious diseastjs to IkkihU r>f health, \\\>:

signing of death (tertilicates, and the granting l»y

boards of health of burial permits. The CHHential im-

portance of the correct discharge of thes«! duties for the

prevention of the spread of disease, for th<! Having of

life, for the control of crime, for the approximately
proper preparation of vital statistics, is s<j evident

that it seems hardly necessary to dwell upon them.
And they are essentially important not to the phy-sician

as a professional man, but to the peojjle at large. It is

the people and not the physician who will sulTer if

these duties are overlooked or ignorantly and care-

lessly attended to.

We have no intent'on of discussing the (luestion

whether Christian Scientists should be allowed to suf-

fer and die unnecessarily if they so prefer, or even to

help their relatives and friends to do so, but how far

they are to be allowed to endanger the community at

large.

What may be expected from them is shown in this

Somerville case, as in others previously on record. It

is shown again most clearly in the testimony before the

Committee on Hygiene of the Maryland Assemblv,
printed on another page of this issue.

THE QUESTION OF PRIZES.

It is a matter worthy of note that the Siimuel D.

Gross prize of $1,000 has not been awarded this year,

owing to the fact that no essay submitted was con-

sidered sufficiently meritorious. This is a fate which
we continually see overtaking prizes of less value

from which we are led to the belief that the standard

set for woi'k worthy of consideration is very high. No
doubt this is, in a measure, the case, which is after all

merely a confession that really able men are not apt

to compete. As we have recently taken occasion to

l)oint out, prizes are yearly increasing iu number and
decreasing in value, until they have come to lose a

great part of their interest. When, however, a prize

which iu addition to what houor it may bring also

offers the successful writer $1,000, and stills finds

no one of sufiicient ability to present an essay, on a sub-

ject, too, in which thousands of men are interested, it

would seem that but one conclusion is open to us,

namely, that such a method of stimulating research is

wrong in theory and unsuccessful in practice. It is

to be hoped that in the future men with money to ex-

pend will perpetuate their names iu some other way
than through the establishment of prize fimds. of

which we have already enough and to spare.
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MEDICAL NOTES.

The Plague Situation.— During the last week
of February, there were 411 deaths from plague in

Calcutta. The viceroy, Lord Curzon, addressing some
of the plague-stricken patients, said he considered it

his duty to visit all the quarters of the vast dependency
committed to his charge. In spite of the fact that sev-

eral new cases have occurred in Honolulu, the situation

is very decidedly improved. At Ililo no new cases

have been found and none are expected to occur. A
suspicious case recently discovered in San Francisco

has proved to be genuine plague.

Deaths from Tuberculosis in Denver, Col.
— Tuberculosis is reported to have caused more deaths

in Denver, Col., during 1899 than any other disease.

The annual report of the Health Department shows
that the tuberculosis mortality was 536 for the year

ending December 31st, 81 more than during 1808, and

47 more than during 1897. Eighty-eight of tlie 489
deaths from consumption in the same city during 1897
were of patients who had contracted the disease in the

State, 99 out of 505 deaths in 1898, and 58 in 1899.

A Hospital in Need of Money.— We are in-

formed that the Hospital for Sick Children, London,
the oldest institution of its kind in England, is ur-

gently in need of money to coniinue its work. If

aid is not forthcoming, the hospital must be closed.

This is suggestive of the situation in England with

regard to home charities, and the diversion of benevo-

lence temporarily into other channels.

Small-pox in Mississippi.— A violent outbreak

of small-pox is reported from the Jonesville District,

Miss. About 100 deaths occurred during a period of

six weeks, and difficulty has been experienced in bury-

ing the dead. Medical attendance has been inade-

quate and the neighborhood is in a state of demoraliza-

tion. Every effort is being made to check the spread

of the disease.

Professorship of Medicine in Edinburgh. —
Tiie professorship of medicine, or the practice of

physic, in the University of Edinburgh, rendered va-

cant by the death of Sir Thomas Grainger Stewart, is

said to be worth about £1,050 a year.

Typhoid Fever in Ladysmith.— Mr. Frederick

Treves, surgeon of the British forces in South Africa,

has reported that immediately after the relief of the

town there were 800 cases of typhoid fever among the

inhabitants.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, March 14, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

106, scarlatina 48, measles 70, typhoid fever 8.

Typhoid Fever at Haverhill, Mass.— An epi-

demic of typhoid fever is reported from Haverhill.

In the last few weeks many cases of the disease have
appeared. In all there are 25 cases in the city, and
all are confined to houses coimected with the water
supply of Kenoza Lake. The Board to-day made
known their findings in the following communication
to the AYater Board. " It is the judgment of the

Board of Health, after a careful investigation, that the

present excessive sickness from typhoid fever is due to

the pollution of die water supply coming from Kenoza
Lake, and that the source of its special infection is the

leaking cesspool connected with the Hale Hospital.

Its contents are discharged on the surface of the

ground, and have been carried by recent heavy rain

storms and also by a system of stone drains, into an

eight-inch Akron pipe for the removal of surface water

from the street on the northerly side of Kenoza Ave.
This pipe,* passing under the roadbed, connects, pre-

sumably, as there is no other visible outlet to it, with

an old stone drain, or covered water course, which dis-

charges into an open trench about 150 feet distant,

thence over the surface of the ground, about 200 feet

into the northwesterly side of the Lake."

Statistics from Newton, Mass.— The number
of cases of diphtheria in Newton decreased during

the month of February. On the 1st of February

the Board of Health had under observation 29,

while in the mortality statistics for February there

are only seven cases of diphtheria. During February

there wei'e 40 deaths, and the average death-rate per

thousand for the month was 17.39, as against 17.83

last year. There are 19 cases of scarlet fever at pres-

ent and 14 were reported during the month.

A Bill to Restrict the Use of Arsenic. —
The Committee on Public Health of the Massachusetts

Legislature has under consideration a bill to restrict

the use of poison as a coloring matter. The bill is

aimed at arsenic, and seeks to prevent the manufact-

ure and sale of textile fabrics and papers containing

that mineral. An exception is made of dress goods

containing no more than one-tenth grain of arsenic to

the square yard.

Remonstrants against the Bill to Restrict
Vivisection.— President Eliot and Bishop Lawrence

appeared among others at the meeting on Tuesday

before the Committee of the Massachusetts Legislature

and spoke against the bill to restrict vivisection. Dr

H. P. Bowditch opened for the remonstrants.

Influenza in Boston.— The death-rate during

the past week has been unusually high, owing in part

to the prevalence of influenza. Ten deaths attribut-

able to influenza have occurred. There has been a

considerable epidemic of the disease at the Long

Island Hospital, Boston Harbor.

A Measles Ward Needed.— The attention of

the public is being directed by the Trustees of the

Boston City Hospital to the great need of a ward for

measles in the Contagious or South Department of the

Hospital.
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A \' I ri.iMN \i( V Sciiooi, lou Nkw Vouk. Ai

11 iiicfliiii; of tlic Comicil of tlio Uiiivorsity of llir ('ily

of New York, ln'Id iMiiicli ')(li, a incinorial was fiaiiii'd

rtuiunstiiii; tlu! Stat(! aulhoritirs to adopt llu' \'<'ti riiiary

Dopartinont of the University (tlie New York Aiiicri-

caii VetiM-iiiarv College), lor tlie ediicalioii of \ rtriina-

riaiis in the section of tlie State in whicli Xcw York

City is sitnated. That ei^y, the memorial chiiincd,

was better adaptiid to the successful maintenance of a

veterinary school thitn any other locality, especially

oil account of tin; advanta<^es which it att'orded in the;

matter of anatomical and clinical study.

Shortknin(! of Tr.mi oi' Skkvick in tiik I'liii.-

IPPINES.— Dr. 1). II. Mori^an, of the United States

Navy, now in New York, who recently arrived from

Manila, has, by request, sent to the Navy Department

in Washinsjton a reiiort in which he strongly recom-

mends thai ilie terms of service of officers and men in

the naval service on duty in the Philippines shall be

made two instead of three years. The climate there

he regards as very enervating, and he has found that

its effects are seriously felt in the second, rather than

in the first year ; so that the men cannot stand the

strain of continuous service there.

Umtki) Statks Kr.voLVF.i! Association.— The
United States Revolver Association was organized on

March 5th, when Dr. Reginald II. Sayre was elected

President, and Dr. Calvin Thayer Adams a member
of the Executive Committee. Dr. Sayre. who is

inspector of carbine and pistol practice in Scpiadron

A of the New York National Guard, has won a large

number of trophies in various contests by his skill in

marksmanship. The Association has decided to accept

a challenge received from France, and it is expected

that the match will be shot in May in this country and

in Paris at the same time.

A Uniquic Claim.— A claim of $2,386, arising

from the importation of small-pox into the State of

New York by the .Joshua Simpkins Opera Company,

was filed at Albany on March 10th, by the city of

Geneva. A mild epidemic of small-pox in that section

originated with a member of the company, who was

taken ill at Ithaca. The company went to Geneva,

where its twenty-six members were placed on the

steamer Onondaga and quarantined on Seneca Lake
for several weeks. The city's claim is for the cost of

the quarantine.

Bills Passkd by thk Assembly. — Other bills

recently passed by the Assembly are Dr. Henry's bill

to shorten the hours of drug clerks, which is said to

be free from the objectionable features of the one with

the same object in view passed by the Legislature last

year; and a bill authoiizing New York City to appro-

priate $•")().000 to aid in the erection of a monument
to martyrs who perished in the prison ships in New
York Harbor during the Revolutionary War.

SiAri; Hosi'iTAi. i ou ('wiiii,i,i» \hu Dkkokmkh
('ilii.l»KKN.— On iVIiin-h '.Itli the AHW-tnbly pJinm-d h
i)ill establishing the New York State HospituI for thi-

Care of ('rijipled and Deformed ( 'hildn ii. and uppro-

priuling $l(»,00(l for tin- pnrpf)'^e. T|ic iMcorporutioii

of th(! institution, one of tin' diiectorn of which In

.lacob A. Kiis, was approvi-d b\ the State l»oanl f»f

Chariti<'s.

A Faial (,',\si: oi I'l.Minn.rs.— A fatal cane of

pemphigus was njported at lielh^vue Hospital duriii"

the past week. The patient was a young man of

twenty-four, and the diagnosis was vouched for by

Dr. George T. .Jackson, the well-known d«;rmatologi»t.

A death from this skin affection, except in tlie form

incident to infantile sy|)hilis, is so rare as to be almost

unicpie.

^ijeicellanp.

INFLUENZA AND PNEUMONIA IN NEW YOKK.

Aside from pneumonia, there have been fewer

deaths reported from iiiHuenza since .January Ist than

during the same period of lHl)i», but the number of

deaths from pneumonia has been considerablv greater.

The following tables, taken from the records of vital

statistics, show the number of deaths from influenza

and from pneumonia, by weeks, in the two years

:

INFLIIEKZA.
1899.

Week ending Jan. 7 .
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Dr. Samuel T. Karle asked Mr. Hammond how he dis-

criminated between infectious diseases and those that were

not infectious. " The power of God," said Mr. Hammond,
" is the same always. We do not believe in infectious dis-

eases, and a person, if a Christian Scientist, could not con-

tract such di^^eases." Dr. Earle asked whether the method

of treatment would be altered for an infectious disease, and

Mr. Hammond replied that it would not. Dr. Edward
Brush said it was unnecessary to ask the gentleman any

further cpiestions, as he liad practically admitted that he

could bring a patient with the small-pox into a room with

other persons, or send a child with scarlet fever to school.

Dr. Earle asked Mrs. Linscott how she could distinguish

diphtheria from t()n>illitis. Mrs. Linscott laughed heartily

and said :
" All diseases are the same to us, and we make

no microscopic investigations; but I could easily distin-

guish." Dr. Earle insisted upon knowing by what means,

and Mrs. Linscott remaining silent, Mr. Hammond an-

swered in sonorous tone, " Through the power of Almighty

God." Mrs. Linscott stated that in a community of 500

people, all of whom were Christian Scientists, such a thing

as diphtheria would be impossible, and there would be no

necessity for any health department, as the community
would be exempt from disease.

Dr. Fulton said the course of medicine of the Scientists

was two weeks, according to their own books. He read of

a little child who had a terrific toothache and was so com-

pletely cured in one night by a Christian Science teacher

that not only did the pain leave her, but the cavity in the

tooth became filled up, and this was without any physical

treatment. The Christian Scientists all exclaimed that this

was perfectly true.

Another incident read by Dr. Fulton was to the effect

that a lady who had been horribly burned was sufficiently

improved to go out the day after the accident. Several of

the delegation said they knew this lady.

Another article read referred to a schoolboy who could

not do his fractions until aided by Christian Science, when
tiiey at once became easy.

Mrs. Linscott remarked to Dr. Fulton, " No wonder the

power of God surprises you !

"

Dr. Brush read a letter from a member of the Health

De|)artment in Buffalo, stating that the sect of Christian

Scientists should be suppressed, as they were a menace to

the public health.— Philadelphia Medical Journal.

PLAGUE AT MENGTSZ YUNNAN, CHINA.

From the Journal of Tropical Medicine we learn

that, with the exception of 1899, plague has been epi-

demic in Mengtsz Yunnan (population 12,000) every

year for the last thirty years, or since the Mahome-
dan rebellion. The disease ordinarily ai)pears about

June, and finishes early in August— practically the

rainy season. The annual plague mortality in the

town and surrounding villages would range from .'500

to 1,400. In Mengtsz rats are phenomenally abun-

dant. Strange to say, cats are very rare and are nnich

valued, fetching liigh prices. The Chinese say the

cats die of plague caught from the rats. As Chinese

cities go, INIengtsz is clean. Every year, just before

the outbreak of plague, all street rubbish is removed;

domestic rubl>ish is stored in open places in tin; city

and is removed at the same time. Rats dying of

plague are a familiar sight. Very few women get

the i)lague— hence the title "City of Widows"
apjdied to Mengtsz. Possibly the comparative im-

naiiiity of females depends on the careful bandaging

of their feet, which in this way are protected from

injury and the liites of insects. Many of the women
have had several hus])ands, a most unusual thing in

China.

THE OLD ORDER CHANGES.

Boston, March 10, 1900.

Mu. Editor:— At the meeting of the Boston Society

for Medical Improvement the other night, as one listened

to the discussion of methods of teaching medicine, to the

able papers of Dr. Councilman and Dr. Burrell, and to the

remarks of President Eliot and Messrs. Ames, Cannon and
others, it was interesting to reflect how the old onhr
changes, and how soon the neW becomes the old.

For years those of us who teach have been striving to

devise new methods of imparting knowledge. Here comes
a young gentleman from the Medical School, who tells us

that we must revert to the method of our grandfathers

;

that knowledge cannot be imparted to such advantage as

it can be accjuired by the individual through his own ef-

forts, judiciously guided and aided; and the young gentle-

man is ritiht.

In the earlier years of this century students attended on
the practice of active physicians and studied their cases,

and that method, modified to suit our present needs, is

again the favorite one.

Of course, all that is good and true, as President Eliot so

well said. As a section teacher myself, I have long appre-

ciated the value of case study and individual instruction,

and I feel that we are developing such lines of work to the

great advantage of the student. But is it indeed true that

the old-fashioned lecture was the futile thing Dr. Council-

man and President P^liot tell us it was ?

Between twelve and fifteen years ago I was a student in

the Harvard Medical School. Many of my old teachers are

still teaching tliere; many of them attended the meeting

of which I write. Who am I, that I should rise up and
tell them that their labors were a vain thing? That their

strivings to impart knowledge were misdirected strivings,

and that their words were as naught? Indeed, I am
moved to say to those laborious men something very dif-

ferent, and, though we may have resurrected and perfected

another thing, that thousands of us, taught largely on the

old didactic plan, still look back on our pains as not alto-

gether unfruitful.

To name names may seem invidious, but when I recall

some of those charming, forceful, teeming lectures, I am
inspired again. In both Harvard College and the Medical

School were teachers whose class-rooms were crowded,

whose discourses were eagerly anticipated. Who can regret

the words of Mr. Norton and Mr. Shaler in Cambridge?
Who failed gladly to attend the lectures of Dr. Bigelow,

Dr. Cheever, Dr. Bowditch, Dr. W. L. Richardson, Dr.

Francis Minot, and many others in Boston ?

To such days, to such teaching and to such men we owe

a debt, Mr. Editor, which we can never repay, and as we
enter upon a field of new and perhaps more fruitful en-

deavor, let us not neglect to look backward for a moment,

and gladly to render honor where honor is due.

Very truly yours,

J. G. MUMFOHD, M.D.

THE DISCOVERY OF THE INFLUENZA BA-
CILLUS.

Boston, March 10, 1900.

Mr. Editor:— A correspondent in your issue of

March 8th implies, but is catuious enough not to directly

state, that the reviewer of a book on bacteriology in are-

cent niunber of the Journal has made a mistake in point-

ing out that in this book, " Canon is erroneously credited

with a part in the discovery of the bacillus of influenza."

Your correspondent gives no basis for his idea, except

that " In Berlin, in 1892, Canon was the flushed and happy

recipient of congratulations for a discovery simultaneous

with that of Pfeiffer." What are the facts? Canon did
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announce sinmltaiiooiisly with Pfciffer the discovery of the

infliKMizii hiKMlliis. 'I'hJH or<{iinisin (/iuion clainud to li:ivi>

found Ity ciiicful scardiin^ of covei -<;lass pri'|i!iration^ of

di°o|>s of hlood taken from tlu; liii<r(-r tip in a certain pro-

portion of ca.scH of inlhienza. lie did not prove that all

tlie bacteria seen l>y liiin wer(! of {\w same kind, nor did \h-

j)rove that any of tiiesc; l)acteria were identical with the

Ijacilliis discovered i)v I'feilTer in the sputum, hronclii and
hin<;s, in cases of inlhicn/.a. C'anon'.s work thus consists

e>sfntially in oitservations of i)acteria in cover-j^lass prepa-

rations of the blood from the peri|)heral circulaiion. Such
observations, however, art' always open to the *)bj('Ctions

that the bacteria seen come from the staining solutions

used, (;r from th(i ^kin, and unless they are confirmed by

cultures and by reliable observers, they are never regarded
by bacteiioioj^ists as of much value. An examination of

Canon's paper upon this subject in Virchow's Archiv, Bd.

cxx.xi, Ileft 3, 1H93, fails to reveal any reason why his ob-

servations should not be ojjen to the objections above men-
tioned. Moreover, neither Pft'ilTer nor any other worker
has since succeeded in finding the bacilli in the peripheral

circulation. 'I'herefore, it is altogether impr()t)able that

Canon had any of Pfeifl'er's bacilli before him in his prepa-

rations, and he should not be mentioned as one of the dis-

coverers of the bacillus of influenza.

Verv truly yours,

J. H. Wright, M.U.

RECORD OF MORTATJTY
Fob the Week ending Saturday, March 3, lilOO
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F. B. Stephenson, surgeon, detached from the "Oregon"
and ordered to the " Baltimore."

VV. B. Grove, assistant sur<;eon, detached from the "Brook-
lyn " and ordered to the "Baltimore."
H. H. Haas, assistant surgeon, detached from the " Balti-

more " and ordered to such other duty as the commander-in-
chief of the Asiatic station may assign.

J. C RosENBLEitTH, passed assistant suryeon, detached from
the Naval Recruiting Rendezvous, New Orleans, La., and or-

dered home and to wait orders.

F. E. McCuLLOGH, assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Nero ' when put out of commission, and ordered to temporary
duty on the " Independence."

I. N. HuRD, pharmacist, ordered to additional duty on the
" Massasoit, ' Key West, Fla.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS ANl) DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THK UNITED STATES MARINE-HOSPITAL
SERVICE FOR THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING MARCH 8,

1900.

Mead, F. W., surgeon. Upon expiration of leave of absence

to proceed to New York, N. Y., and assume charge of the Pur-

veying Depot during absence of Surgeon C. E. Banks. March
3, i;X)0.

Banks. C. E., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for seven

days from March 6th. March 3. 1900.

Kalloch, p. C, surgeon. To proceed to Mobile, Ala., for

special temporary duty. March 7, 1900.

Glennan, a. H., surgeon. To proceed to San Francisco, Cal.,

for special temporary duty. March 8, 1900.

Perry, T B., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed to At-

lanta and report to the Governor of Georgia for temporary
duty. March 8, 1900.

Guiteras. G. M., pas.sed assistant surgeon. Relieved from
duty at Matanzas and detailed as quarantine officer at the port

of Cienfuegos, Cuba. March 5, 1900.

Brown, B. W., passed assi.^tant surgeon. Upon being re-

lieved from duty at the Cape Fear Quarantine Station, to pro-

ceed to Cape Charles Quarantine and assume command of the

Service. March 8, 1<X)0.

Gumming. H. S., passed assistant surgeon. To report at Wash-
ington. D. C, for special temporary duty. March 3, 1900.

Von Ezdokf, R. H., assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty
at Atlanta, Ga., and directed to rejoin station at New Orleans,

La. March 8, 190O.

McCuNTic, T. B., assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty at

Cape Charles Quarautine Station and directed to proceed to

Cape Fear Quarantiue, Southport, N. C, and assume command
of the Service. March 8, 1900.

Trotter, F. E., assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty at

Havana auidetailed as quarantine officer at the port of Matan-
zas, Cuba. March 5, 1900.

ScHERESCHEVi'SKY, J W., assistant surgeon. Relieved from
duty at the Immigration Depot, New York, N. Y., and directed

to proceed to Havana, Cuba, and report to Surgeon H. R. Car-
ter for duty. March 2, 1900.

Lord, C. E. D., assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty at the

port of New York, N. Y. (Stapieton), and directed to report to

Surgeon L. L. Williams, Immigration Depot, New York, for

duty. March 2, 1900.

Wilson, R. L., assistant purgeon. Granted leave of absence
for twenty-one days from June 14th. March 7, 1900.

Bailey, C. W , acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for seven days. March 3, I'.KH).

Ballard, J. C, acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

ab.sence for four days from April 17th. March 3. 1900.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement. —A regular

meeting of the Society will be held at the Medical Library, 19

Boylston Place, on Monday evening. Manih 19tli. at 8 o'clock.

Dr. E. A. Codman will present " A Study of Cases of Colies's

Fracture at the Massachusetts General Hospital since the Intro-

duction of the X-ray." This paper will be illustrated by the

lantern. The following gentlemen are prepared to take part in

the discussion of the cases: Drs. F. H. Williams, Scudder,
Conaiit, Cotton, Lund.

Arthur K. Stone, M.D., Secretary, 657 Boylston Street.

Suffolk District Medical Society. — The Section for

Clinical M-dicine, Pathology and Hygiene will hold its meeting
at 19 Boylston Place, Wednesday, March 21, U«K), at 8 p. M.

At 8 o'clock: Dr. J. N. Coolidge will report "Two Cases of

Diabetes Mellitus."
At 8.15 o'clock: Dr. E. G. Cutler will read a short paper en-

titled " A Form of Digitalis Free from Fat."
J. Bergen Oodkn, M.D., Secretary,

Harvard Medical School, Boston.

MUTTER LECTURESHIP OF THE COLLE(iE OF PHYSI-
CIANS OF PHILADELPHIA.

The next course of ten lectures instituted by the late Prof.
Thomas Dent Mutter, M.D., LL.D., on some " Point or Points in
Surgical Pathology," will be delivered in the winter of 1902-1903
before the College of Physicians of Philadelphia.
The compensation is S'iOO. The appointment is open to the

profession at large. Applications, stating in full subjects of
proposed lectures, must be made before October 1, 1900, to the
Committee on the Mutter Museum.

John H. Hrinton, M D., Chairman,
Northeast Corner of Thirteenth and Lo(!ust Streets.

Philadelphia, Pa.

RECENT DEATHS.

Harriet P. Bill, M.D., of New York City, died on Wednesday
March 7th, in New Hampshire. Dr. Bill has been resident
physician of the Sherborn Reformatory and of the Child Hospi-
tal on Staten Island. She was also, later, matron of the New
York Nursery and Child Hospital. She was a woman of un-
usual mental attainments.

Oliver Payson Hubbard, professor emeritus of chemistry
and pharmacty at Dartmouth College, died at his residence in

New York City on March 9tb, in his ninety-first year.

Chkistophku PniNCE, M.D., formerly a prominent New York
iiractitioner, died at his home at Irvington-on-the-Hudson, on
March 5th, of pneumonia, at the age of seventy-six. He was
born in Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1823. He studied medicine under
the late Dr. Willard Parker, and was graduated from the Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons. New York, in 1815. He prac-
tised for a number of y^ars at Fort Hamilton, L. I., and after-
wards removed to New York. He was appointed a police surgeon
in 1872. and subsequently resigned this position to accept the
surgeonship of the Fire Department. One of his daughters is

the wife of Dr. George B. Fowler, recently a Commiss.oner of
the Board of Health.

Aaron E Pkck, M D., of Brooklyn, N. Y., died suddenly of
pneumonia, resulting from influenza, on March 8th. in his sixty-

.sixth year. He was graduated from the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, New York, in 1855.

Clarence Kdwin Beebe, M.D., of New York, died on March
1st. He was born in Brooklyn, January 4, 1839. He was grad-
uated from Yale University in 1871, and from the Medical De-
partment of the University of the City of New York in 1873.

For several years he was a surgeon in the Veteran Corps of the
Seventh Regiment, New York National Guard.

Frank Walker Graves, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Woburn,
March i:!, 1900, aged fifty-eight years. He was born in Concord,
N. H , and received his medical degree from the University of

Vermont. He served the community in various ways, as trus-

tee for the Burbeen Free Lecture Fund, member of the Woburn
School Board, and President of the Middlesex County Medical
Society. When the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company
visited London three years ago Dr. Graves went as surgeon.
He leaves a widow.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Progress in Pharmacy and Therapeutics. Reprint. 1899.

Alcoholic Gastritis. By J. A. Hofheimer, M.D., New York.
Reprint.

A Review of Swedish Gymnastics. By Theodore Hough.
Boston: George H. Ellis. 1899.

Twenty-second Annual Report of the Board of Health of the

City of Lowell for the year 1899.

La Pratique des Accouchements Obstetriqne journaliere. Par
Henri Varnier. Paris: G. Steinheil.

Sterility and Pelvic Deformity. By Joseph Brown Cooke,
M.D., New York City. Reprint. I'M).

Transactions of the Luzerne County Medical Society for the

Year Ending December 31, 1899. Volume VII.

On Diabetes Mellitus and Glycosuria. By Emil Kleen, Ph.D.,

M.D. Philadelphia: P. Blakikton's Son &'Co. 1900.

The Treatment of Nephrolithiasis with Glycerine. By A.

Hermann, M.D., Carlsbad, Bohemia. Reprint. 1900.

Publicazioni del R. Instituto di Studi Superior! Practici e di

Perfezionamento in Firenze.

Sulla Struttura dell' Ovidutto del Geotriton Fuscus, Ricerche

Istologiche. Del Dott. Umberto Rossi. Tip di G. Carnesecchi e

Figli. 1895.

Cheloniani Fossili di Montebamboli e Casteani. Memoria
Paleontologica del Prof. Giuseppe Ristori. Tip di G. Car-

nesecchi e Figli. 1895.

Rendiconto Sommario dell' Istituto Ostetrico-Ginecologico

(Maternitii). Di Firenze per curadel Dott. Giovanni Inverardi

Stabilimento Tipografico Fiorentiuo. 1892.
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((^rtgiiial ^rttclr^.

TIIK Ol'KN OK orKKA'IMVK TREA'IMKNI OF
KRKSII FUACTlJKIvS; IS IT KVKR .lUSlIKIA-
BLK?>

With an Analysis of iiik Kksults ok tiik I'kks-

KNT MlCTHODS OK TllKATMKNT IN OnK IIuNDUKI)

AND FlKlY- TllKKK FuACTUKKS OK TIIK LoWKK Kx-
TUKMITY.

IIV I IIAKI.KS I.. 81 I IIDICIl, M.l)., KOHI'ON,

Suryeon to lite Afussdchiisctts General Honjiitdl, Out -/'alien I De-
ptirtment; Asuiatant in Clinical imd Ope.rntive Surgery, //arrant
Univeriitj/.

In I•('S|)Oll«lill^• to tlic iiiviUitioii ol the cliainii.iii of

llu' Siir^i(;!il Sccrtion to introduce the (lisciissioii ii|k)ii

llu' open treatnuMit of fractures, it o(u;urre(l to uie

tlial no better introduc^tion could be made than the

presentation of the actual results which have followed

the generally accepted nu'thods of treatiiii:, fractures

of the lower extremity.

In order to intelliii'ently discuss the wisdom of

operative interference in closed fractures, it is neces-

sary to have a (;lear notion of the results of the pres-

ent method of treatint>; fractures. No surgeon, ex-

ceptiiii>- a hospital suryeon of long experience, can

have a great knowledge of these end results, and or-

dinarily few men are sutliciently interested, even

though the opportunity be present, to record and
study these results in cases coming imder their j)er-

sonal observation.

With the permission of the visiting surgeons of the

Massachusetts (ieneral Hospital, I have ol)tained the

results in fractures of the bones of the lower ex-

tremity, after varying periods of time have elapsed.

I will briefly state the conclusions of this investigation.

Jt must be constantly borne in mind that statistical

tables of the kind here presented are of value just

in proportion as one studies the individual units com-
posing them.

KUACTIUICS OV THE HIP OK
FEMLK.

NECK OK THE

The treatment followed : If unimpacted, care was
exercised that the imjiactiou was undisturbed, and if

impacted, a light weight traction was applied to the

thigh. The leg, thigh and body were steadied in the

recumbent position by a long outside sjjlint. The pa-

tient was kej)t in bed, and after a few weeks was
allowed up and about, walking by the aid of crutches.

There are IG cases in this series of fractures of the

hip. Seven were between forty-two and forty-seven

years of age ; tlie remaining nine cases (with two ex-

ceptions, adults, whose ages were not known) were
over fifty years of age; three of these were sixty

years or over. This, then, is an adult series. The
age given is that at the time of the receipt of the in-

jury. Most of these cases were primarily or secon-

darily unimpactedi

The results are known in all of these hip fractures

from two and one-half to twenty-four and one-half

years after the receipt of the accident. In three

cases, which were thirty-nine, tliirty-eight and twenty-
six years old, respectively, the result as to usefulness

is said to be perfect, witli tlie exception that there is

slight grating in the hip at times, aching in the hip

» Read at a moetiug of the Surgical Seotiou of ilie Sutl'olk Dis-
trict Medical Society, December «, 1899.

ill Htonny weiither, and Mliort^-iiiiig of an inch or more,
ciiiiMiiig a perceptible limp in the ;,'ait. 'I'hirteen of the
HicaseM have more or less iinpairnieiit of the fiuietioim

of the liinl). Movemeiits at the lii|»-jrMiit are limlti-d.

There is a weakness of the liitdi. necessitating the

use of a (triitch in many iiistaiiceH. Kversion of tin-

foot is observed. There is pain in the hip, which ex-
tends down the thigh, even to the sole of the foot.

'I'here is a very rjeeided limp in many cases. There in

pain in llic liip ;ii night when resting in In-d ; pain
upon going up and down stairs, and in stooping and
in stepping forwaid. There is undoubted rheuinatirtiii

in many cases. Atrophy of the muscles of the thigh,

buttock and calf of the injured side is noUrd. In

practically all these Ki cases, followed carefullv inaiiv

years after the original injury, there is impairinent of
the hip, anatomically ami functionally.

KIJACTIKES OK THE THIOH.

The treatment followed: P^herization. Adhesive-
plaster extension ; ham-splint, coaptation splint, long
T outside splint ; body swathe. Later, j>laster-of- Paris
spica from ankle to axilla ; crutches.

There are 3o cases in this series. Thirteen of these
cases reported for examination. Fourteen cases oc-

curred in childhood, averaging seven and one-half
years old. These childhood cases were examined
from one and one-half to seven years after the acci-

dent. All have perfect functional results. Four
cases complain of slight pain in the thigh occa-
sionally ; three of the four have a little stiffness

of the knee, one and one-half, three and three and
one-half years respectively after the accident. Sixteen
cases occurred in adults from eighteen to fortv-ei<'ht

years of age. This group was seen from one to

six years after the injury. Five have uiupialiHedlv

perfect results, without j)ain and stilVness. The re-

maining 11 cases have limited motion at the knee-
joint, aching in the thigh, pain after exercising, pain
in wet weather, a weakness of tlu; whole leg and a
slight limp. Five cases occurred in old age, averag-
ing fifty-eight years. This group was seen from two
to six years subseijuent to the injury. None have
perfect results. There is one case of fibrous union
with shortening ; two must use a cane in walking.
The knees are jiainful, and motion of the knee-joint

is painful and limited. Swelling of the whole leg is

not uncommonly seen, and pain in wet weather is of
course an ordinary occurrence.

KUACTUUES OK THE I'ATEl.LA.

The treatuu'iit followed: There are 51 cases in this

series. Five were compound. Fifteen were operated
by wiring the bone, suturing the capsule, by using
Malgaigne's hooks, and by steel pins. Thirty-six v.ere

treated by the expectant method, that is. by elevation of

the whole limb, immobilization of the knee-joint, straps

about the fragments, local comjjression, and more or

less prolonged immobilization.

These cases were examined from one and one-half

to ten and one-half years after the accident. Of the
IT) operated cases, seven (-4(5 per cent.) are about as

good as the well leg. Eight are not as good as the un-
injured leg. Of the .)() cases treated expectantly, K!

(44 per cent.) were about as good as the well leg, and
20 were not as good as the well leg. All cases had
some limitation of motion at the knee-joint. In some
the knee cracks while walkmi;-. feels stii^', aches and
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burns ; is weak ; is troublesome while going up and

down stairs
;
gives way unexpectedly, causing a fall.

In some there is pain after unusual exertion and in

damp weather, stei)ping up is diflicult, kneeling is

painful, stepping upon irregular surfaces is painful.

In others r\inning and jumping are impossible.

KHACTLKKS OF TIIK MCii.

The treatment followed : Invariably the leg, thigli

and foot were placed upon a posterior wire splint and

immobilized by side splint and straps. Later tlu; leg

was placed in a plaster-of-Paris splint extending above

the knee, the patient moving aboutby the aid of crutches.

These cases were seen from one year and five months

to ten years after the accident happened. The average

period was between four and five years. There were

35 cases of fracture of the leg. Under twenty years

of age there were seven cases ; between twenty and

fifty years of age, 21 cases ; fifty years of age and over,

seven cases ; this series Ls largely, therefore, of adults

of middle age.

Of those twenty years of age and under, six were

closed fractures and one was an open fracture. Five

cases had as good a leg as before the injury ; these

were all closed fractures. Two cases had jjoorer legs

than before the injur}' ; one of these cases was open

and one was closed. Of those twenty-one years to fifty

years of age, 11 were closed fractures and 10 were open

fractures. Eight cases had as good a leg as before the

injury. Of these eight, five were closed and three

were open fractures. Thirteen had poorer legs than

before the injury. Of these 13, six were closed and

seven were open fractures. Of those fifty years and

over, four were closed and three were open fractures.

All these cases had poorer legs than before the injury.

Of the ?)h cases of fracture of the leg, 21 were

closed and 14 were open fractur(is. Of the 21 cases

of closed fractures only eight (40 per cent.) were per-

fect results. Of the 14 cases of open fracture, only

three (21 per cent.) were perfect residts.

These cases invai'iably complain of flat-foot; pain

in th(! fracture when the weather is damp ; cramps at

night in the calf of the leg; pain after long standing;

a weakness of the leg ; a swelling of the leg; pains

through the leg after using it much ; a stiffness of the

ankle-joint; limitation of motion of the knee-joint;

that stepping upon an uneven surface is troublesome ;

that the foot turns in ; that there is a limp ; of rheu-

matism.

Considering these groups of fractures of the lower

extremity the results are unsatisfactory.

In the fracture of the hip - in old age the [jhysical

changes in the bone will always modify the reparative

processes to some extent. Age symptoms will always

appear. Eighty-one ])er cent, of the rc^sults are j)Oor.

Much can be attempted for these unfortunate people by

more careful fixations and the operative treatment of

pegging or clamjnng. In young adults with im])ac-

tion and deformity the im])action should be broken up

and the fracture set accuratcdy.

In fracture of the thigh the apparent effect of age

is seen in the end results obtained (hiring the differ-

ent periods of life. In childhood all fractures resulted

in perfect functional results, 100 per cent. In adult

life 31 per cent, were perfect, (59 per cent, imperfect.

In old age none were perfect, 100 per cent, imper-

» These cases have been carefully treated. The present methods
of treatment are faulty and can be improved.

feet. These imperfect results of 69 per cent, and 100
per cent, can certainly be reduced.

In fracture of the patidla statistics are misleading,
for treatnujnt of this fracture has so radically chan«-ed

that cases are no longer to be fairly compared unless

the metliod of treatnu'iit is known in all cases. To-
day there are four methods of treating fracture of the
patella :

(1) The old expectant method, by straps, immobi-
lization, rest, no motion permitted at the knee for six

months or more, unprotectcnl.

(2) The new expec^tant method, which is the same
as the old, with the addition of early continuous mas-
sage and early use of the limb.

(3) The old operation, by wiring with silver wire

and long immobilization.

(4) Th<^ new operation, by repairing the bony
damage and the damage to all the soft ])arts as well

with early use and massage ; very properly called the

completed opei'ation. The second and fourth methods
of treatment are the most satisfactory. The results of

these methods will be comparable.

In the series of cases of patella; here rej)orted 4G
per cent, operated upon made a good recovery ; 44
per cent, not operated upon made also a good recoverv.

Even in these cases which are said to have made a

good recovery all exhibited limitation of motion at

the knee-joint, in the extreme of flexion.

In the closed fracture of the leg (iO per cent,

showed a poor result. In the open fracture of the

leg 79 per cent, showed a poor result.

Very great care has been exercised in the prepara-

tion of the tables, which relate the details of each case

in the several groups of fractures. A perusal of these

cases thus tabulated will i)rove instructive.

Changes in the accepted methods of dealing with

fractures of bone have been very gradual. Very lit-

tle zeal has been exercised in dealing with simple

fractures. Such fractures have been almost disre-

garded by surgeons in our large hospitals, the ti-eat-

ment of uncomplicated cases in hospital practice

passing into the hands of the house surgeons, who ordi-

narily know little as to the detailed care of such so-

called simple cases. Until recently, little clinical in-

struction has been given in the medical schools of tliis

country upon the practical treatment of fractures.

The classical division of fractures into those in

which there is a wound from the surface to the

broken bone and those in which there is no such

wound is still recognized as a fundamental division.

The former group of compound fractures was in-

variably associated with various alarming conditions—
namely, with jirimary or secondary hemorrhages, with

suppuration, with sloughing of soft tissues, with necrosis

of bone, with various forms of blood poisoning known
to us under the names of sapremia, septicemia, pyemia,

with hospital gangrene, with er^'sipelas, with greatly

delayed union, and not very infretjuently with amputa-

tion and death. The mortality from this group of

fractures in the ordinary course of tri-atment in liospi-

tal practice was as high before the antisej)ti(! j)erio(l

as G8 per cent., nearly 70 per cent. Is it any wonder

that the fracture without an open wound of the soft

parts resulting ordinarily in fri^edom from all infec-

tions and complicjitions, resulting in safety to life,

and in a more or less perfect recovery — is it any won-

der that such a fracture should have been styled a sim-

ple fracture? Is it any wonder that the simple fract-
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lire NVJiH n';iunl»'<l iis :i noli me taiKjvrc, Icsl, the siinpli-

hIioiiM 1»»' foiiv('rt<'<l into a (Irciidcd coiiipouiKl Iriirlmc 'i

Tliis iiillufiifc ol" iin'-aiitiscptii! duys has \w^'\\ tVIt

Htroii'dv lip l<» tlic prcsfiit, tiiiif. 'V\w. fear of .suits lur

malpractic<' lias likewise had its iiifiiifiicc in liiiidciiii^

Hilvaiic<' ill the ticatiMciit ol' Iractmcs and in cncouiaii-

iiiij surgeons to I'ollow the old Ict-aioiu' frcatiiK'nt.

'I'lic treatment ol' dosed I'lactiin-s lias always hccn

llioiiiflit to lu' easy and simple, 'i'lic tables are to-day

Iteiiii;' reversed ; it is the simple fracture; wliieli to-day

is found to he the most ditlieult to treat, if the proMeni

of treatment is fairly faced. Is there anythinj; nK)re

(lillieult to treat satisfactorily than the simi)lo (jl)li(iue

fraeturt' of both hones of the Icijf above the ankle ;

than fracture of the surj^ieal neck of tht; humerus with

or without displacement of the head of the bone ; than

fracture of the clavicle with considerable displacement ?

Is the se])aration of the upper epiphysis of the humerus

an easy lesion to treat satisfactorily ? Instances may
he multiplie(l until it is evident that each bone is fre-

(lueiitlv fractured in a way most diflieult for easy and

satisfactory treatment by existiuif methods.

The Hontii'en ray provides through the developed

plate and fluoroscoi)e accurate anatomical knowledge

of the relative position of broken bones. Tin; in-

terpretation of the fracture seen through the fluoro-

scope and upon the plate must be made by one

skilled in the art. The casual observer makes many
errors in judgment and misinterprets the conditions

present. The exact conditions of exposure and posi-

tion under which the skiagraph is taken must be

known before even the trained interpreter can cor-

rectly make the diagnosis. The x-ray provides the

means for an accurate diagn(^sis.

Championniere, the one who has urged most

strongly the use of massage in the treatment of fract-

ures, finds that by it pain disappears, tension disap-

pears with the absorption of ecchymosis, a sedative

nervous ett'ect is obtained, the callus forms more rap-

idly and consolidates earlier, function is restored to

the part early, and that there is less atrophy of mus-

cles, less stiffness of joints and tendons, less edema
and a better local circulation. These assertions have

been demonstrated to be true by men in this country,

and the proper use of massage as a means to an end in

the treatment of certain fractures is now thought to

be desirable. It is to fractures near joints rather than

to those in the diaphysis of the bone that massage is

particularly applicable, and it is so used by the Ger-

man surgeons. INlassage properly applied will im-

prove the ultimate results of fractures near to joints,

under both the closed and open treatment. Massage
has hitherto been used too little in the hospital treat-

ment of fractures. It should be used systematically

and its great benefits studied.

From analogy, considering the results of excisions

of the knee-joint, an operation having to do with the

larger bones of the leg by some method of internal

and external fixation, we should expect good results

in op<'rations for fracture of the same bones.

Excision of the knee is undertaken without fear of

infection and with a strong probability of union tak-

ing place between the two bones. 1 find that of 13

excisions of the knee for tuberculosis the results, after

from one to six years, showed solid union of the bones,

with the exception of one case in which there was,

after four years, very slight motion.

The mortality following compound fractures of the

extniiiiiticH luiM fallen from r»H per «'eiit. a few yeari

preceding the introduction of antineptirH, to two or

three per cent, at tin* present lime. DeimiH has jiiiIh

lished a list of 1,000 consecutive jiumcm of compound
fractures treale<l in lour metropolitan hospitals, with a

mortality of one-seventh of (Uie per ct;nt. l*racti<-ally,

therefore, Hcp.sis has be<;n done away with in the

Ireatmeiit of compound fractiinis. In ojteratiouH,

therefore, upon clos(!d fractures the element of sepsis

mav be left out of account in ri-ckoning the risk of

iuterfeniuce. I have found in six recently report«-d

cases in vvhi(;h closed fractiirtis have been treated by

opcui incision no sepsis.

From analogy, osteotomy being a simph-. safe and

satisfactory surgical proc(!dure, the operativ<; treat-

ment of closed fractures should be a safe procedure so

far as the likelihood of infection is concerned. The
oiilv element not common to the two conditions is that

of laceration of th(; soft parts in the case of fracture.

The experience of those operating aseptically upon

closed fractures demonstrates that this difference in

the two conditions need not be regarded.

Very few are familiar with the conditions existing

at the seat of fracture inmiediately after its occur-

rence. The denuded bone, comminuted fragments

possiblv, the great mass of blood clot from the torn

vessels, the injury to the soft parts, often very exten-

sive, far from the seat of the fracture of the bone,

all these conditions if seen in a superficial wound or

presented to the surgeon in an open fracture, would

immediately receive attention. The fact that these

conditions exist in evei'v fracture to a greater or less

degree should lead to their treatment in a rational

way, by open incision.

Th(! wound of the hard parts should be treated

upon the same principles as the wound of the soft

parts. There is as great safety to-day in an open as in

a closed wound. There is greater safety in an open

than in a closed fracture. Closed fractures of the

vault of the skull are very generally operated' on by

surgeons to-day in the presence of cerebral symptoms,

no matter how trivial.

Weir,^ in a case of closed fracture of the malar

bone, incised the mucous membrane above the canine

tooth, opened the antrum, inserted a steel sound and

lifted the depressed bone into place, packed the antrum

with iodoform gauze, and the patient recovered with-

out deformity.

Spencer ^ reports that Ilearn has incised and sutured

two fractures of the clavicle. In one case the subcla-

vius muscle was caught between the fragments of the

fracture, in the other case a triangular piece of bone

was broken off and lay displaciMl between the frag-

ments. The result in each instance was a perfectly

shaped clavicle and a scarcely perceptible scar. At
the Congress of French surgeons, Ileydenreich did

not favor operation upon the clavicle, unless a nerve

or vessel were in danger. He objects to any scar and

to the resulting swelling, which certainly did not ap-

pear in Ilearn's cases.

McBurney,^ Porter and others, have used the open

method in fracture of the surgical neck of the humerus,

with and without dislocation of the upper fragment.

Barker * has treated recent closed fractures of the

3 New Vork Medical Record. March 6. 1S94.
* G. W. Sp'ncer: Amenciti -lournal Medical iScieuces", April, 1S9S;

La Sfiiiaiiie Med ,
O.'toher I'ti, I8!t."j.

5 Annals of Surgery, Mav, 1M)1'>.

« Barker, O. K. : Laucot, August JO, 189S.
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olecranon process of the ulna by incision and suture,

with good results in all the cases.

AVatson Cheyne ^ reports a i)artial I'racture of the

head of the radius in a girl twenty-six years of age.

He removed the jiortion of the radial head fractured,

with a perfect functional result. The portion of the

head remaining intact j)revented possible lateral mo-
tion at the elbow.

Waiuwright * re])orts a fracture of the coronoid

process of the ulna, together with a fracture of the

radial head. He removed the head of the radius and

a i)art of the coronoid of the ulna. This operation

was followed by good functional results.

Watson C'heyne reports a fracture of great inter-

est in a boy of thirteen, namely, a fracture of the

olecranon and coronoid jirocesses of the ulna, togetlier

with a fracture of the external condyle of the humerus.
He wired the olecranon and removed the fragments of

the coronoid and external condyle. Later it was neces-

sary to remove the silver wire from the olecranon, be-

cause it pricked the skin and was an annoyance when
the child moved his arm. The boy recovered with a

useful arm.

Bruns and Poland, as early as 1884, recommended
operation in recent epiphyseal separations, in cases in

which the fragments are so locked together that they

cannot be restored to their proper position, and when
a fracture of the epii)hysis extending into the neigh-

boring joint is likely to interfere permanently with its

normal function, and when a dislocation accompanies

the separation whicli is impossible of reduction, and

when the dislocation presses upon important struct-

ures, as often happens in separation of the lower

femoral epiphysis.

Fi-actures of the femoral neck have been licgged by
Cheyne and Senn •* with successful results. Che3'ne's

case was instructive in that a woman with infantile

paralysis in one leg fractured the other femoral

neck. Cheyne pegged the fracture with an i^ory

peg and she made a splendid recovery.

Allis ^^ has many times operated upon fracture

of the femur, when in the uj)per one-third of the shaft,

with good result. It should be generall}' recognized

that many of these fractures cannot be set by traction

or position, and that the only method that warrants a

satisfactory result is that of the open treatment. Allis

uses steel screws. The \veakness of the fracture of

the femoral shaft is probal)ly due in large measure
to the angular deformity and rotation of the u])per

fragnu;nt which resnlt after the ordinary treatment.

Lane " advocates the open treatment in recent

fractures of the leg in order that oblique fractures of

the tibia and fibula near to the ankle may be held

satisfactoril}'. Lane is especially interested in the

relative position of the two fi-agments in a leg fract-

ure. He maintains that the old-time and generally

a(;cepted method of placing the foot at a right angle,

with the inner side of the great toe in a line from the

anterior spine and mid-point of j)atell:i. results in

permanent deformity of the leg.

Fractures of the ])atella have for some time been
snl)jected io two distinct forms of treatment, either the

expectant treatment or the open treatment by some
form of sutnn;. (iood functional results are ol)tained

' British Medical .Journal, March 7, IfOI, p. .116.

» Traimactions <;iinicHl Society of London, vol xx.
* .Journwl of the American Medical Association, 1809.
'" Allis : Philadelphia Medical News, November 21, 1891, p. riyO.

" Tranaactions of Clinical Society, London, 1894, p. 167.

by the expectant treatment, at the expense of time to

the patient. I^ltimate recovery is longer by this

method. By the oj)erative method a (juicker result is

obtained, and it is in many ])articulars better than
that obtained by the expectant treatment.

The open treatment of the fracture should be un-
dertaken only after careful consideration of th(! health

of the patient, and under the most rigid antiseptic and
aseptic conditions jjossible. The open treatment of the

fracture should be carried out only by a skilled and
competent surgeon. It should not be doiu; in the

aged. It is an operation for young adults, particularly

for the laboring man. Early massage and passive and
active motion after four weeks are desirable in the

treatment of the fracture after operation.

The open method.— The operation should be per-

formed only by skilled surgeons, as soon after the in-

jury as is possible. It is thought by some that if it

cannot be performed inunediately following the injur\

that it should be done after about one week. Scrupu-
lous antisei)tic preparation of the skin throughout the

whole circumference of the limb and for a long dis-

stance either side of the seat of the fracture is abso-

lutely essential. This prejiaration should be that

which the surgeon finds efficient i)receding other op-

erations. The skin incision should fall, when ])Ossible,

away from the line of fracture, so that the wound of

the soft j)arts shall not cross the wound of the bone.

All bits of detached bone, fragments of muscle and
all blood clots should be removed ; all hemorrhage
checked. When i)ossible, the bones should be re-

duced without cutting the broken ends. For it is

wise to lock the bones together in their natural and
original position.

Fixation of the frayments. — Attempts have been

made to fix the fragments of a fractured bone in dif-

ferent ways in the treatment of open fractures and
in ununited fractures : Forms of suture and wrai)])ing

of fragments by silver wire, silk, silkworm gut and
chromicized catgut ; forms of i)egs and screws of

ivory and steel ; forms of ferrules of bone ; dovetail-

ing fragments together ; the Parkhill clamp, which
inserted into the two fragments is allowed to pro-

ject beyond the skin covering the broken bone.

It is impossible to determine which method of

those in use to-day will prove effective until the

fracture is ex[)osed to view. That method in any
given case is the best which preserves the aligne-

ment of the shafts of the bones.

The general condition of the patient must be care-

fully studied before deciding upon operation. In ex-

treme age operation may be contraindicated because

of insufficient kidiu;ys. Some disease may be present

contraindi(;ating oj)eiativ<' interference. Operations

should not be (lone indiscriminately without regard to

constitutional conditions.

Difficulties which hitherto have been concealed by an

intact skin. — The difficulties of reducing fractures

will become more and more apparent as the open

treatment is more commonly used. It will be found

that no one factor is the cause of the difii(;ulty, but

more often it is due to a shortening of all the soft

parts of tlie limb about the fracture occiisioned by

hemorrhage into the tissues ; by retraction of tissues,

which have been normally stretched, and after the

fracture have no resistance offered to their retraction.

This difficulty in reduction I have found to be more

common than is generally supposed. A recognition
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of il iis ii ciiiisc will Icail iiii(l(tiilit('(lly (<• lln- sii|»|)I(!-

niciitiiii; ol' splints hy iiilci'iiiil (ixMliori in (lie trriit-

mt'iit ol' iii;iiiy IViictiiics.

'i'liiU mcllKxl of iiitcniiil (ixMlioii will hi' tlic best

for the iii(li\ i<lii;il ciisc vvliicli iiiiiiioltilizcs il li(!.st. It.

is uiifuir to stutc tluit one method will Itc ix'st in

(•very iiistiiiicc. liCt cjicli opcniior use lliiit imtliod

wliicli ill Ills cxpericiicc he finds most cnicicnt. l>iit

let eiicli ojMTator hold a hii^h ideal of what he

ineiinK hv an eflieient luetlnxl. For instHUcu-, silver

wire used as it is ordinarily employed, one strand

throuiih each hone, in fracture of the forearm, is

ineilicient ; it (lannot he made to hold the frajiments

perfectly reduced. There is need for <freat(>r immo-

bilization than that method can afford. TIk; clamp

of I'arkhill olVers in this instjince more satisfactory

lueans. It is wise, whatever form of fixati(m is used,

that it should not be placed finally in j)osition until

the part has been immobilized upon a splint of some
sort. ()therwis(; the wire suture, or pin, becomes

loosened and ineffective.

In conclusion, the ideal result to be aimed at after

a fracture is union of the fracture without deformity

and without impairment of the function of the limb,

either immediately or remotely. The generally ac-

cepted methods of treating fractures do not give sat-

isfactory results in many cases. There is need for a

radical departure in the treatment of closed fractures.

Anesthesia and the x-ray afford the means of accurate

diagnosis. Sepsis is practically abolished. From
analogy in excisions and osteotomy, closed fractures

of bone may safely be treated by open incision. The
cases reported in literature, expressing the opinions

of many^ surgeons, demonstrate that the open method
of treatment is satisfactory and a great advance upon
generally accepted methods.

lender these circumstances, it is fair to state that

closed fractures should be treated by open incision

and internal fixation, when other methods fail to se-

cure reduction and immobilization. The open method
will then be used more and more in oblique fractures

of the diaphyses of long bones ; in complicated fract-

tures about joints ; in all fractures associated with in-

jury^ to nerve trunks, with injury to great blood-ves-

sels, and associated with threatening gangrene.

( To be continued.)

INTERMITTENT GASTRIC HYPERSECRETION,
WITH A REPORT OF A CASE.

BY ARTHUR W. ELTING, M.D.,

From the Bender Hygienic Laboratory, Albany, N. Y,

Chronic hypersecretion is to-day a well-recognized,

and not infrecjuent, form of gastric disorder. Inter-

mittent hypersecretion is, however, of much less fre-

quent occurrence, and there are but comparatively few

cases to be; found in the literature. Reichmann,^ in

1882, Hrst called especial attention to a gastric disorder

characterized by intermittent attacks of hypersecre-

ticm. Rosenthal '^ has reported cases of intermittent

gastric hypersecretion, and has advanced the theory

that it is due to an excitation of the vasomotor centres

which results in an anemia of the brain, with a stimu-

lation of the vomiting and gastric secretory centres in

the medulla. Boas * has reported cases of intermittent

gastric hypersecretion, and has discussed the condition

in some detail. He believes it to be due either to a

8ecr<!tion neuroHis or a retlex neiiroHJH reHultint; from
diseiiH*' of tli(! central nervoun syHtein. lioan * do<;M

not, however, believe that a HO-«alle«l central form of
gastric hypersecretion is to be dilferentiated. In tlii.H

view he ia supported by Hoiivent,'' lo whfjin we an;
indebted for careful studies upon tliis hubje<t.

i/eube," Fwald " and Riegel " have rej»orted caseM
of intermittent hypersecretion, and they believe the;

condition to be a functional disturbance of the nerves
of tlnr stomach, which may occur alone or as part of
other neuroses. Rossbach " has described a form of
intermittent gastric; hyperse(;r<;tion, in association with
which there occurs just befor(! or at the b«;ginniiig of
the attack most severe headache. To this he has given
the name of gastroxynsis. This is undoubu-dly but
another form of intermittent gastric hypersecretion,
and one which seems to occur more frecpiently among
the better classes.

There was recently admitted to the Albany Ilosjiital,

in the service of Dr. Vander Veer, a case vvhich mani-
fested j)ractically all of the characteristic signs and
symptoms of intermittent gastric hypersecretion. Since
it was possible to study this case carefully, both dur-
ing an attack as well as iluring the interval between
attacks, it is considered advisable to report the history
and notes in some detail.

W. C, male, age thirty-three, married. Complains
of stomach trouble.

Family history.— Negative. No history of any
nervous disorder in any members of the family, nor
of any disease similar to patient's present illness.

Past history.— Measles when a child ; no other ex-
anthemata. Typhoid fever in Calcutta at twenty-
three years of age ; was sick two or three months in a
military hospital ; recovered completely. About six

months after he recovered from typhoid fever patient
had an attack of dysenter}', with numerous bloody
stools. This lasted for about six weeks, since which
time the patient has not had any gastro-intestinal

trouble of any importance till the present illness.

Patient says he has always been strong and healthy
up to the present illness, and has always done hard
work. Denies syphilis, and from his history no indi-

cations of a syphilitic infection can be obtained. Gon-
orrhea and cystitis at twenty-three years of age ; re-

covered completely, and has had no subsequent trouble
with the genito-urinary organs. His appetite has al-

ways been good and his bowels regular until present
illness.

Present illness. — Began about two years ago, when
patient was convalescent from a broken leg; prior to

that time he had never had any stomach trouble. He
had always been a hearty eater, but food had never
caused any distress. The stomach trouble began
with a severe, constant, moderately sharp pain in the
region of the stomach. The pain remained fairly

well localized in this region. An hour or two after

the onset of the pain, the patient says he vomited a
considerable (piantity of a greenish fluid w liich did not

appear to contain food.

The first attack lasted about four weeks, during
which time the patient says he had more or less pain
in the stomach, except when relieved by morphine.
The pain would usually pass off or become much less

severe by^ evening, but would reappear with great se-

verity in the morning, usually about six o'clock, and
would continue very severe until the patient vomited,
whii'h would usually occur frouj one to two hours
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after the severe pain began. The patient says that

these ))aroxvsnis of pain were always followed by

voniitiii<f. He says that during the forenoon lie would
vomit from a pint to two or three quarts of a greenish

fluid which never contained any food, unless he should

vomit shortly after eating. The vomitus was never

blood-tinged, nor did it contain anything that sug-

gested blood. The patient says the })aiii would always

lie nu)st severe until he vomited, and that vomiting

always afforded a great deal of relief. When vomit-

ing (lid not occur spontaneously, he was in the habit

of inducing it by putting the finger down the throat.

The patient insists that the cjuantity vomited was

out of all proportion to the fluid he luid taken, and

that usuall\ he would take no food or fluid during the

lught, and yet he would, in association with the par-

oxysm of pain, vomit a large quantity in the morn-

ing.

The first attack lasted about tour weeks, when the

pain gradually disappeared, the vomiting ceased and

the j)atient began to feel better. During the attack

the patient says that he took but veiy little nourish-

uu-nt, and he is of the opinion that the taking of

food had a tendency to increase the pain somewhat.

He says that during the period of this attack there

was marked tenderness on pressure over the region of

the stomach. During the first attack he lost about

twenty pounds in weight. Following this attack the

patient says he was free from stonuxch trouble for

about six weeks, during which time he had a good

ap])etite ; retained all kinds of food, gained in weight,

and went back to work. At the end of this intei'val

of six weeks, patient had another attack resembling

in all particulars the first one and lasting about three

we«-ks, and followed by an interval of two weeks in

which he was free from stomach symptoms. Since then

up to the present time these attacks have recurred at

intervals of two or three weeks, and the attacks have

usually lasted two or three weeks. In each attack

the patient has manifested the same symptoms : severe

pain in the stomach coming on in the early morning
and followed in a short time by profuse vomiting,

usually of a greenish fiui^ and never any blood, and

never any food, except when vomiting occurred shortly

after eating.

During the attai^ks the patient says he loses in

weight, but usually regains most of it in the interval

between attacks. During these intervals between at-

tacks he says that his appetite is good and he can take

any kind of food and never has any gastric disturb-

ance. He does not know of anything that will caiise

an attack, but thinks it comes on spojitaneously. They
never follow indiscretions in food or drink, overexer-

tion or mental anxiety. He says he is not of a ner-

V(Mis temperment and is not in the habit of worry-

ing. Patient snK)kes moderately, but does not chew
tobacco. He takes an occasional glass of beer. His

bowels are usually constipated during the attacks.

Has never had any chills or fever in association with

the attacks.

Physical exam ination.—Well-developed, well-ii<»ur-

islied man ; skin and mucous membranes of good color
;

tongue clean, lu) toidii ; puj)ils of modfjrate si/e, (Hpial,

react to light and accommodation. Pulse 84 to the;

minute, regular, and of good (piality. Wall of the

artery is ))alpable. Thorax : Well-formed and sym-
MiKri(;al. Expansion good and equal on both sides.

\'ocal fremitus equal on both sides. Percussion note I

clear and resonant throughout front and back. On
auscultation breath sounds clear and of normal rela-

tive intensity. Heart: Point of maximum cardiac

impulse in fifth left intercostal space inside mammil-
lary line. Area of dulness not increased. Heart
sounds clear and of normal relative intensity at apex
and base. Abdomen : Symmetric;al, luitural looking

;

costal and iliac grooves e(pial. No peristaltic waves
visible ; no visible mass. On palpation, abdomen is

everywhere soft, no tendern(?ss on de«'p pressure ; no
mass to be felt. Pylorus caimot be palpated. Abdo-
men is everywhere tympanitic. Liver: Ai-ea of dul-

ness is of normal extcmt ; edge not palpable. Spleen
not felt. Area of dulness not increased. Kidneys
not felt. No glandular enlargement. Jieflexes are

present, both superficial and deep, aiul are normal.
No clonus ; no evidence of skin anesthesia. On in-

flation of stomach the greater curvature extends to

a point about five ccmtimetres above the umbilicus.

The stomach does not appear to be enlarged. There
are no visible waves of peristalsis and there is no
mass to be felt. There is evidently no dilatation of

the stomach, and no tenderness on paljiation of the

stomach.

October oOth. Since admission to the hospital,

October 24th, paticmt has enjoyed excellent health.

Has taken food well and has not complained of the

least gastric discomfort. His general condition is

excellent. At 8 a. .ai. to-day the patient having had
no food or drink since; (! p. yi. yesterday, he was given

a test breakfast composed of two small slices of stale

bread and eight ounces of water. This test breakfast

was removed at the end of one hour. Thirty cubic

centimetres of an opa(jue fluid obtained, containing

very small particles of jiartially digested bread.

Sour odor ; acid to litmus. Free hydrochloric acid by
both the Congo-red test and the dimethyl-amido-azo-

l)enzol test. No lactic acid by Uffelmann's test.

Total free hydrochloric acid, 9 ; total acidity, 32 ;

rennin present; ])e])sin jn-esent. Microscopical exami-

nation negative.

November 1st. Stomach tube passed at 8 a.m. to-

day, patient having had nothing to eat since G v. M.

yesterday. Nothing obtaiiu;d from the stomach by

the tube.

Novend)er 2nd. At 12 noon to-day, the patient

was given a test dinner composed of soup, beefsteak,

potato, bread and water ; a liberal allowance of each.

At 5 p. M., the stomach tube was passed and 1 cubic

centimetres of fluid with a few particles of partially

digested food obtained. This test demonstrated that

the motor activity of the stomach is normal and that

there is no retention of food.

November 9th. Patient has felt very well sincre

last note. Has been around all the time and has

taken food well. On one or two occasions since last

note the stomach tube has been introduced into the

fasting stomach in the morning ; nothing has, however,

])een obtained.

November 10th, <> p. \i. This morning patient

began to comi)lain of rather severe pain in tlie region

of" the stomach. Had felt perfectly well till 10

o'clock. No nausea or vomiting. At 2.3(t p. m.

stomach tube was passed and only a few cubic centi-

metres of mucus were obtained. The pain ceased

late in the afternoon and patient was able to take

nourishment.

November 11th, (I i". m. Patient had a vei-v com-
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t'oi'l.-ililr iii;;lit. :iiiil (liiy. I'[) :iii<l iiroiitiil all ilay aixj

look ttxxl well. No |iiiili, MO nausea ami im voiniliii;;.

NovcmluT I2tli, (> P.M. I'alii'iit liail a \ir\ ^rood

iii^lil. At alxiiit (I A. M. lo-ilav lie Ix'^aii to i'oiii|ilaiii

of seven' jiaiii in tlie region ol' llie sloniieli. 'j'lic

|iaiii nicw worse, ami al '.'.•'•tl \. m. lie i-e(|iiiii(| mor-

|iliiiie. N'oiiiiliii;; l)<';4aii alxxil an lionr alter llie onset

oi tin' |iain, and Ix-tween 7 a.m. and \'l noon patient

vomited (lOO cnhie ceiitimetnrs ol'^reeiiisli liuid. N'oniii-

ini; seeiiie<l lt» alVord some rcdiet". At 12. .it) v.w.

stoma«-li tiihc was jmsscd and 22.') (•id)ic <;<!iitiin(!trcs

ot' ifreeiiisli fluid removed I'rom tin' stomach, afl'ordin;;

|iati(^iit consideraijle relict. Tiie pain has continind

more or less severe tintil this eveniiii;, hut tiiere lias

l)een no vomitin^i since the j)assin<i ol' the stonuurli

tulx'. In the eiiihteen hours from ("> o'clock last (!V(!n-

in<f till noon to-day. patient took only three ounces

of fluid and no nourislnnent. 'J'he von\itus and the

stomach contents removed with the stomach tube were
examined separately and found to practically agree,

(except that the total acidity was a littU^ l(!ss hi the

vomitus than in the contcuits removed with the stom-

ach tube.

Examination of stomach contents.— Sli<>litly green-

ish fluid ; mucous flocculi ; no particles oi" food ; sour

odor ; faintly acid to litmus ; no free hydrochloric

acid; no lactic acid; total acidity, 13; renniii pres-

ent; pepsin present. Microscopical examination nega-

tive.

November l-'Jth, (1 i*. m. Patient had a good night

and has been up and around to-day, and has taken

food well. No pain, no nausea and no vomiting.

At 9 A. M. to-day the stomach tube was [)asse(l and
only a few cubic centimetres of mucus obtained.

Novenib(;r 14th, (! p.m. Patient has been very

comfortable during the past twenty-four hours. Has
taken food well.

November ir)tli, (i v.m. Patient had a good night

and felt well till about 7 o'clock this morning, when
he began to have very severe pain in the region of

tin; stomach. The pain continued until about 2 p. m.,

since which time he has been comfortable. Vomiting
began about one hour after the onset of the pain this

morning and during the forenoon patient vomited 420
cubic centimetres of greenish fluid. At 1 i". M.

stomach tube passed and 11.") cubic centimetres of

similar fluid obtained. During the attack there was
considerable tenderness on palpation over the region

of the stonuich, but the stomach outlines did not

appear to be increased. The patient looks pale and
pinched and is evidently losing in weight rapiiUy.

The vomitus and the stomach contents obtained with

the tube were examined separately. Uotli examina-
tions agreed, except that the total acidity was a little

less in the vomitus.

Examination of stomach contents.— Greenish fluid;

no particles of food ; slightly sour odor ; neu-

tral to litmus ; no free hydrochloric acid ; no lactic

acid ; total acidity, 1 1 ; rennin present ;
pepsin pres-

ent. IVIicroscopical examinations negative.

November Kith, (5 p. Ji. Patient had a good night

and has been perfectly comfortable all day. lias

taken food fairly well.

November 1 7th, (> p. Ji. Patient liad a good night.

About G A. :m. to-day severe pain in the region of the

stomach began and continued until about 2 p. At., dur-

ing which time he reipiired morphine. X'omiting

began at 8..'U) a. m. and within a few minutes he

\oMiiled <i.')0 cubic cent imet rcr* ot a •^u-t-uxAi lliiid.

Stomach lube passed al '.» v. M. and 70 ciiliir rvi%\\.

MietreH of greenish fluid obtained. There liai Im-i-ii

no vomiting since '.) o'clock, al which time patient'H

sloinacli was washed out with silver-nitrate Moliitioii,

I to 1,00(1, which seemed lo alVord some relief. From
H P.M. yesterday until noon to-<lav palieni did not

lake any focxi. lie hxiks \eiv pale and diHlrenned,

and severe siifVeriiig is indicated b\ the tacial expren-

sion. Since 2 p. M. patient has been |ierl'ectly C4jiii-

fortalile. I'or .•several clays [last the patient has \u-vu

on tonic treatment, 'llie vomitus and the stomach
contents obtained with the tulx- were examined sepa-

rately, lioth examinations practically agreed.

Examination tifstomach contents.— (ireenish tliiid ;

no particles of food ; sour o<lor ; neutral to lit-

mus ; no free hydrochloric a<-id ; no la<;tic acid ; tol;d

acidity, 12; rennin present, pepsin present. .Micro-

scopical examination negative.

November iHth, fl p. M. Patient has been vi-ry

comfortable since last note.

November IDtli, <"> p. m. Patient hurl a good night.

At 7 o'clock this morning severe pain began in the

region of the stomach ; this continued till noon.
At 8 a. m. patient began to vomit, and during the

forenoon he vomited 1)10 cubic centimetres of green-
ish fluid. Vomiting seemed to afford much relief.

Lavage of the stomach at noon with l-to-1,000 silver-

nitrate solution. Patient has had a comfortable after-

noon.

November 2.)d. Patient has been very comfort-
able since the last note. Has taken food well and
shows nuirked improvement. He has, however, evi-

dently lost considerably in weight during the past
ten days. I lis general condition is satisfactory and he
has absolutely no gastric symptoms. At his recpiest

he was discharged to-day, and advised to take tonic

treatment constantly, with lavage of the stomach dur-

ing the attacks.

.January 10, IDOO. In a letter of this date, the

patient says that he has felt perfectly, well smce leav-

ing the hospital. He has had absolutely no gastric

symptoms, and has gained in weight and has been
able to attend to his work. His appetite has been
very good and all kinds of food have been well
retained.

The nature of the etiological factors concerned in

intermittent gastric hypersecretion is not at all well

understood. Its occurrence at times in younti, ner-

vous, excitable individuals would seem to indicate that

some functional disorder of the nervous system is

responsible for the condition. Whether this <lisor-

dered state is confined to the peripheral or central

nervous system or involves both cannot be definitely

determined. Its association in many instances witJi

neurasthenia and other functional neuroses of a gen-
eral character would seem to indicate that in certain

cases, at any rate, intermittent gastric hypersecretion
is but a part of a general neurosis. In some in-

stances, over-indulgence in food, tobacco, or liquor

may precipitate an attack, while in other instances

psychical excitement may be the inuuediate cause. In
each instance there would appear to be some funda-
nuMital disorder of the nervous system, which ren-

ders it more susceptible to these influences.

In brief, then, intermittent gastric hypersecretion
would appear to be a fnnction.-il neurosis of obscure
origin.
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The ooudition is characterized by iutermitteiit at-

tacks of pain in the region of the stomach asso-

ciated with nausea and voinitin<f, and occurring at a

time when ingesta are usually no longer present in

the stomach. The attacks usually begin suddenly and

unexpectedly, most frequently in the earl}' morniug,

and the first symptom is a more or less severe pain in

the region of the stomach. Shortly after the onset

of the pain, vomiting usually begins and both the

pain and vomiting may continue several hours.

The (piantity of Huid vomited within a few hours

may vary from a few hundred cubic centimetres to as

much as two or three litres. The vomitus, which pos-

sesses the characteristics of gastric juice, is of a green-

ish or yellowish color, and is, as a rule, cpiite acid,

free hydrochloric acid usually being present. Tlu'

total acidity may vary from 10 to 50, and occasion-

ally, as in the case reported, free hydrochloric acid

may be absent. In other instances intermittent gas-

tric hypers(;cretion appears to be associated with

marked hyperacidity.

Food is usually not present in the vomitus, imless

the attack should begin shortly after a meal. In rare

instances the vomitus may be slightly blood-tinged,

and in such cases the possibility of the existence of

a gastric ulcer would have to be considered.

The intensity of the pain varies ; in some cases it

is not especially distressing, while in other cases it is

most severe and often requires large doses of mor-

phine, and these are the individuals es2)ecially apt to

develop a morphine habit. Vomiting usually affords

consideral)le relief from the pain and in many in-

stances when vomiting does not occur spontaneously,

the patient will induce it. There is com2)lete loss of

appetite and inability to retain food during the attack,

and the patient may emaciate rapidly. The dui'ation

of the attack varies from a few hours to several days.

In some cases the patient will have a paroxysm every

day or perhaps every second or third day, for a period

of two or three weeks, and this will hv followed by
an interval lasting perhaps several weeks, during

which time there will be absolutely no gastric sj'uip-

toms. The cessation of an attack may be sudden or

it may be more gradual, the symptoms slowly abating

and a normal state of health being gradually estab-

lished. The appetite usually returns immediately

after the cessation of the attack. During the interval

between attacks the patient usually feels cpiite well

and there may be absolutely no indication of a gastric

disorder, food of all kinds being well retained. If,

during the interval between attacks, the stomach tube

be passed when the stomach is in a fasting condition,

it will be found to be empty, thus proving that there

is no chronic hypersecretion. Examination of the

gastric contents after a test meal given during the

interval between attacks usually demonstrates that

both the s(!cretory and motor activity of the stomach
are normal. Physical examination during an attack

usually reveals but little, aside from some tenderness

in the region of the stomach.

The diagnosis as a rule offers no dillicuhy, for the

.symptom complex is charact(;ristic.

The occurrence occasionally of attacks <jf intermit-

tent gastric liypersecretion in association with gastric

crises in tabes nuiy Ije a source; of confusion. In such

cases careful examination will usually reveal other

signs of tabes and preclude the possibility of an error

in diairnosis.

Treatment.— The treatment of intermittent gastric

hypersecretion is not especially satisfactory. There
are two essential points to be borne in mind: (1)
treatment during the attack, and (2) treatment be-

tween attacks. The treatment during the attack is

the relief of the accumulated seci-etion by means of the

stomach tube and lavage of the stomach with weak
alkaline solutions or l-to-l,0()0 silver-nitrate solution.

When the pain is very severe, morphine hypoder-
matically or cocaine internally is indicated. Food
should be allowed only between the paroxysms and
that in small (piantities, and preferably in a fluid

form. Subcutaneous infusion or rectal enemata of

normal salt solution are the best means of allaying

the thirst, which is at times most intense. Since the

disease appears to be a functional neurosis, the i)re-

disposing fac-tors are constantly present, and hence
c'onstant tonic; treatment of the nervous system is

indicated during the intervals between attacks. The
cold water treatment will often be followed b}' most
satisfactory results. Strychnia, nux vomica, quinine,

phosphide of zinc, arsenic and other well-recognized

tonics are indicated, and the necessity of their almost
constant use should be emphasized. Since the attacks

are often precipitated by certain immediate factors,

great care should be exercised in })rotecting the

patient from all such factors, as over-indulgence of all

kinds, and all psychical excitation. In addition a

carefully arranged diet should be prescribed and in-

sisted upon. Only in this way can one hope to ren-

der the attacks less frequent and less severe, and in

some instances perhaps cause their entire disappear-

ance.
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A NEW NEEDLE-IIOLDEK.'

BV GEORGK H. MiJNKS, M.T)., BOSTON.

Some two years ago I devised a needle-holder the

clutch of which, so far as 1 know, is quite new. I

have used this holder ever since, making a few

changes from tinu' to time. 1 have found it to be en-

tirely satisfactory in actual work.

This holder has, I think, the following advantages

over the instruments now in common use :

(1) When tile jaws close upon the needle, tlie lat-

ter at once assumes its proper position automatically.

(2) The needle retains its exact position at right

angles to the holder so long as the jaws grasp it; in

fact, the needle and holder become for the time one in-

strument, as it Avere.

{'•)) Only .slight pressure at the handles is required

to hold the needle. This fact makes it possible to

manipulate the instrument with a degree of delicacy

and accuracy hardly ])C)ssil)le with any instrument re-

cpiiring a firmer grasp.

> 'i'liis instrument \va.s shown at a nieclliig of the Surgical Section
of the Suffolk District Medical Society, December C, 18^9.
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(J) I'lif iiifillf is nIciiHcd lit (iiirf liy nl,i\iii^ tlic

jjniHp Riid iillowiini the jhwh to open.

The iiislnmiciit is iiiiulc l»y ( '<)<liii:iii iV Slmrtlrn',

of this city, iiiid the Kiiy-Scliccnr ('<)iM|»;iiiy, ot New
York. A rcfn-ciicc to the cuts, cspcciiilly to V'\\i,. 2,

will iiKiUc cli'iir, i lliiiik, its coiistniction and .-iciioii.

HcrcwKJ linidy. When it in necosHary to n-fill thu
bottle, the upper part of the jitt;u-limciit only In mi.
screwed, and, after the hottle in filled, thix Im Hcrewe*!
on a;(ain.

To udniinister etiier one has only to lijt up the l»ot-

tle and press the valve handle, thus opening' the valve,

Pig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows the instrument just as it lies, with

open jaws on the instrument table ; and Fig. 2 pre-

sents these jaws on a larger scale.

The lower jaw (see Fig. 2, B) consists of two pieces

with an interval between, in which interval the upper
jaw (A) plays, as the instrument is closed and opened.

There is aV-shaped depression (a) in the upper jaw, and
corresponding depressions (b) in the lower one. When
the jaws close upon a needle, the V's of the lower jaw
approach the V in the upper jaw until the needle is

grasped between them. If Fig. 2 be examined closely

it will be seen that the V's in the lower jaw seem to

be filled up, as it were, by a tongue of metal (c) pro-

jecting from a part of the upper jaw. This projecting

portion acts as an ejector, throwing the needle out

of the V's of the lower jaw whenever the instrument

is allowed to open. Though different kinds of

handles have been used on the needle-holder, I think

that shown in Fig. 1 is the best.

A SELF-CLOSING STOPPER FOR AN ETHER
BOTTLE.i

BY L. K. G. CBANDON, M.D., BOSTON,

Senior Surgical Interne, Boston City Hospital.

For the purpose of saving ether and facilitating

the w^ork of the etherizer, I recently devised a self-

closing stopper, which has been in practical use for

the past six months on the surgical side of the

hospital, and seems to have answered the above

requirements. The stopper which is shown in the

accompanying figure will exactly fit the common fiat^

topped sixteen-ounce bottle, to w-hich it is to be

» Exhibited by Dr. G. H. Monks at a meeting of the Surgical Sec-
tion of the Suffolk District Medical Society, December 6, 189!).

and a continuous stream of ether is directed into the

cone. When the pressure is relaxed, the valve closes

automatically, and remains closed. The stoi)per is

manufactured for the hospital at the Grundy Brass
Works, 50 Sudbury St., Boston.

Ciinical department.

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL.
CLINICAL MEETING OF THE MEDICAL BOARD.

(Concluded from No. 11, p. 276.)

Regular meeting, December 15, 1899, Dr. C. B.
Porter in the chair.

Dr. C. B. Porter showed the following cases

:

I. sarcoma of TON8II..

V. A., age forty-nine. Iron foundry laborer. Four
months before entrance noticed a tight feeling at base
of tongue. The left ton>il had been enlarging since

that time. Has some pain on articulation, which has
become more and more indistinct. Mastication is

difficult and there is considerable dysphagia, the food

seeming to catch behind the growth to drop later and
cause choking. He has lost six pounds in two months.
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Tliree days before entrance, after eating dry bread, he

spat up some blood and had three attacks in two hours,

during wliicli lie expelled numerous clots and swal-

lowed considerable blood. No bleeding since then.

Kxaniination showed pink, Heshy growth on left

side, coming from behind tongue and blocking the

fauces except for one-half inch below palate. Both

sides of throat swollen, and both submaxillary glands

eidurged and movable. Patient was pale and pasty,

but not emaciated. Examination of piece of tumor

showed lymphosarcoma. Tracheotomy with cocaine.

Operatioyi.— Etherization through tracheotomy tube.

Incision along lower edgi^ of ramus of jaw on left

side, and the digastric triangle exj)Osed. Submaxillary

gland turned downwards. The growth on the tonsil

was then shelled out— one finger being in the mouth ;

very little bleeding. Submaxillary glands sewed into

jdace, and the wound sewed up, leaving a wick.

Five days after operation facial paralysis developed.

Tracheotomy tube removed one week after operation.

Coley's treatment begun twelve days after operation,

with one-half minim daily increase. Steady improve-

ment. Discharged December 21st.

II. SLIPPING PATELLA.

D. O'L., age twenty-seven, single, porter. Seven

years ago wrenched his knee while pole vaulting.

There was severe pain at the time, and knee was

swollen, stiff and sore for two weeks, although he

could walk about. Since then he has hurt his knee

several times, each accident being followed by a week
or so of disability. lie complained of a weak feeling

in his knee and of a cracking or slipping of his pa-

tella.

Examination showed moderate genu valgus. Right

patella very movable laterally. On Hexing leg, pa-

tella was seen to slip outwai'd onto outer side of fe-

mur, accompanied by audible crepitus, but no pain ;

no effusion, but right jjatella seemed higher than left

when at rest.

Operation.— Three-inch incision on inside of joint,

exposing the internal lateral patellar ligament. An
elliptical piece of this ligament was removed, one-half

inch wide. The joint was not ojiened and the wounds
were united with kangaroo-tendon interrupted sutures.

Twelve days after operation, up and about on crutches

and a ham-splint. Discharged well, fourteen days af-

ter operation. December 15th, his patella is in good
position, and motion normal.

III. CYSTS OF BOTH OVARIES; HYDATIDIFORM MOLE,
REMOVED BY ABDOMINAL INCISION.

E. D., thirty-four, married. After last child, three

years ago, menstruation did not appear for twenty
months, when it was profuse and at abnormally

short intervals. Condition relieved by repair of cer-

vix. Menstruation normal since that time. Two
months ago, at time of period, seized with jMiins that

suggested labor pain, though she did not believe her-

self to be pregnant. Pain lasted four days and was
accomj)anie<l by a " slightly brownish " discharge,

wiiich has persisted with some variation to present

time. Was treated in C)ut>l*atient Department for

retroversion, with some relief. Six days ago " felt

something snap inside," followed at on*ce by a dis-

charge of about one ounce of bright Idood ; no faints

ness. Two days ago a similar attack, but with con-

siderable pain and " a large flow."

Examination negative, except for pelvis and lower
abdomen. Color good, does not look anemic. Abdo-
men showed a rounded, boggy tumor, about size of

grape fruit, slightly to the right of the median line and
rising three fingers' breadth above the pubes. Vaginal
examination showed the os soft, jjatulous and pushed
forward with a mass corresponding to that felt in the

abdomen and easily felt in the posterior cul-tle-sac.

Kelatiou of the uterus to the tumor could not be ac-

curately defined, and on account of the possibility of

a normal pregnancy, the sound was not used.

Three days after admission, during which time the

patient had more or less })ain in the lower abdomen,
she was seized with severe colicky )>ain in lower abdo-
men, accompanied by flowing to the amount of about

a pint ; no faintness. Diagnosis of probable extra-uter-

ine pregnancy was made and operation advised.

Operation.— Both ovaries extensively cystic and
were removed. Tumor found to be the uterus filled

with a semisolid mass of such consistency that the

uterus was much flattened from before backward by its

own weight; not a normal pregnancy. Incision of

uterus showed a typical hydatidiform mole. Uterus
thoroughly emptied and curetted ; cervix dilated from
above, and a gauze drain passed from body of uterus

down through cervix. Wound in uterus closed with

animal-tendon sutures. Abdominal wall sewed up in

layers without drainage.

Convalescence uneventful. Discharged well, thirty-

one days after o})eration.

IV. DISLOCATION OF INTERNAL SEMILUNAR CARTl-
LACE ; REMOVAL ; GOOD RECOVERY.

J. P., laborer, maiTied, age twenty-three. Six weeks
ago fell into a ditch, striking the internal surface of left

knee, wrenching and severely bruising it. The knee be-

came swollen, painful, black and blue, stayed in bed one

week, being treated with steam and massage, but with-

out relief; walked with a rubber bandage for four weeks.

During this time the knee caught very often, there

being a sensation of something moving inside the

joint. On entrance, the knee was not swollen, but

painful, and caught more often than formerly. Ex-
amination showed the knee perfectly normal, except

for slight tenderness just above internal tuberosity of

tibia. X-ray negative.

Operation, o\\ November 21st.—,The knee-johit was
opened by a curved incision, two and one-half inches

long, along the inner and lower border of the patella.

The internal semilunar cartilage was found tipped on

edge, and external and anterior to its normal position.

It was removed aiul the wound closed, thedeej) struct-

ures by animal tendon sutures, and the skin by a con-

tinuous catgut suture. There was increasing i)ain and

tenderness of the joint for six days after oj^eration, but

without rise of temperature. On the sixth day the

temperature was 100.8°. The dressing was removed
and the knee-joint found distended, with a tender area

above, and internal to the patella. A blood count

showed 22,000 white corpuscles. Three sutures

were removed, and several ounces of bloody serum

evacuated, and a rubber-tissue wick introduced. The
culture taken was pronounced sterile. For three

(lavs the temperature varied between nornuil and

101°, on the third day falling to normal and remain-

ing so. The wick was removed on this day, and op-

ening closed with crepe <ie lisse. Hecovery followed

rapidly. IIam-si)lint removed twenty-four days after
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()|H^r:iti<)ii. (iood IiUcimI iiii>V)'iiii'til ol' imlrlla and

flexion to lo<)°. Di.scliiir;^*-!! well, tour \v^•(•k^ artiT

opcnitioii.

The coiiviilcseciice in tliiw case iiilcnMicd mc iv\-

cfediii^Iy : (1) H(!<uiuse for six <lays iifter o|M-i'iitioii

tlicre \v;is iii(tre:isiii<f puiii ;iiid teiidciiH'ss, with disleii-

tioii of th(; joint, and I iVun'd that the operation had

not been aseptic. On tlie sixth (hiy, tlie tenipiratnre

risinj:; to lOO.H", and th(! lencoeytosis l)ein;^ :iJ,()(»0,

I deci(U'd to op(ui the joint. 'I'hi^ tinid was i>h»odv

serum, and the (Uilture sliowcd it to he sterih', much
to my relief, and the sui)se(pient ix-havior of the joint

proved this to be trui; ; (2) it was sliown, as far as

one cas(! cum do so, that distention of the joint with

sterile fluid can ('ause a rise; in Unnperatnre ami in the

white blood count.

V. UNUXITKI) FKACri:RK OK OI.KOK.VNON

.

W. St. J., age twenty-three, sini^le, freight-handler.

Four months ago fell ofl' step of his truck, striking

right elbow. Was trc^ated at outside hospital for

sprain (Fig. 1). Examination of right arm shows a

sliarp prominence on a level with the condyles, with a

sulcus underneath it. In complete Hexion the sulcus

admits the whole of two fingers.

Operation.— Fragments wired; arm put up on

straight anterior splint, reaching from finger-tips to

axilla ; large pad at elbow, so as to hold arm very

slightly flexed.

November 20th. iStraight splint removed ; ole-

cranon solid; pronation and supination almost com-

plete ; forearm flexed and placed in an adjustable in-

ternal splint of an angle of 120°.

November 21st. Discharged. Supination and pro-

nation almost complete ; flexion, 45° ; extension, 120°.

Later he reported motion good in all directions.

VI. l-LOATIXG CARTILAGES IX BOTH KXKK-.JOIXTS.

D. H. M., age thirty-eight, surveyor. Fifteen years

ago left knee siuldeidy collapsed while walking. He
had great pain, and the knee remained one-fourth

flexed for three months, causing him to walk on his

toes, and then suddenly slipped back into place. This

happened more and more often for thirteen years, and

finally it slipped out almost every day. Two years

ago two lloalin;,' larlila;,'!-, the ni/.e of waJiiuU wer«
removed above the patella in I'ortland. Aft«T thin

puin perHisted, but the knee wan itured for one und
one-half years, when it be^^an to nlip a.i Ix-fore, al-

though the patient e(»iild redu<'«! the knee bv \trvH<s'\u<ji

on the outHid)^ of the joint, :ind replaciii;» some mnall
cartilages. For the last three niontli.-< the knee nlip.,

out \rr\ often, and he is |)revented from workin:.'.

lie has never had any trouble with his right knee,

Kxamination showed small inr>vabl<- hard bodv. •'\/>-

of almond, on outer aspect of b-fi knee, appan iitl\

under ligamentum patelhe. Best felt when knee i.,

flexed, which causes audible crepitus. A walnut-
sized, hard, ill-<letined mass, under external ham
strings, and a chestnut-size«|, hard mass, not very
movabhi, just above iniu'r tid)erohity, were also felt.

On inner side of right knee a small, hard, round
body was telt, and on outer side there was a sensa-

tion of small moving bodies on movement of joint.

Flexion of left knee limited one-half; not limited in

right.

Operation. — Four-inch incision on inside of left

knee, through capsule. Twenty-five pea-sized, white,

hard, irregular, slippery bodies removed. On outer
side of joint, through incision not communicating
with joint, three larger but similar bodies were re-

moved from under the external ham-strings. Joint
douched with salt solution, and incisions sewed up.

Fifteen days after operation, the patient was up
and about'on crutches, and discharged much relieved

seventeen days after operation. Nothing further has

been heard from this patient.

VII. IKACTI RK Ol HK.in I'ATKLI.A.

.1. F., age twenty-seven. Brought to the accident

room with history of having fallen on his right knee.
Examination shows marked distention of joint, which
I explained as due to hemorrhage into joint, as the

accident was only an hour i)revious, and no synovial

effusion of such an extent could take place in so

short a time. A transverse fracture was made out,

with separation of fragments of one-half an inch. The
leg was jdaced on a splint with ice bag to knee.

Five days after, operation was performed. A curve<l

incision was made over joint, with convexity reaching
below lower fragment. The flap was dissected up,

exposing joint, which was filled with blood clots.

These were cleaned away, the joint washed with nor-

mal salt solution and the fragments wired together ;

the rents in the capsule i-losed with tendon sutures ;

external wound sutured with fine catgut ; splint ap-
plied. Convalescence uninterrupted. Discharged in

four weeks, and had then one-third normal flexion.

Had walked some on crutches, bearing weight on foot.

In showing these cases of fracture of the patella,

I wish to emphasize some points in the treatment, and
to call attention to the great gain in time by the metho«l

of wiring over the old treatment by strapping and fixa-

tion. One case illustrates a point which I have felt

was import^mt : That the union by buried w ire is

stronger than that by suture of the capsule and peri-

osteum with catgut ^)r tendon ; that tlie presence of

the buried wire suture holds the fragments so firmly

that the motion may be safely allowed some weeks
earlier than where the ap|)roximation is made with

weaker or absorbable materials.

The case which I now show, ti. W. B., ha<I a sim-

ple fracture of the patella on June 10. !?<;••.•. and the
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fragments were sutured through the periosteum and
capsule on June 14th, by Dr. Elliot. Passive motion

was begun on July 18th. On July IDth, up on crutches.

On October 29th lie reported at the hospital ; had used

his leg for over a month ; flexion was then three-

fourths of the normal amount, without pain.

On November ath he slipped while going down-

stairs, and his injured leg was violently flexed under

him. Examination showed a refracture at the old

place. On Xovemlxer 11th another operation was

done and the fragments wired together. On Decem-
ber 3d he was up and about on crutches, three weeks

after operation. On Decend)er l/Jth, five weeks after

operation, he walked a mile or more to the hospital

with only a cane, with flexion to an inch more than a

right angle. To the older surgeons, accustomed to a

protracted conval(?sceuce after this injury, so good

a result in so sliort a time seems remarkable.

VIII. COMMIXUTKD FHACTLKK OK IH.MKIJLS.

C. W., seventeen, single, brought to accident room
at 6 p. M., with history of having arm crushed while

at work at a steam wringer. Examination shows the

right arm swollen almost to twice its normal size from

shoulder to elbow. Along the outside just below the

shoulder is a small wound bleeding slightly. X-ray

showed comminution of humerus into four fragments.

On operating, the siiattered end of the upper fragment

was found displaced outwards. Below this was a

short loose fragment which was displaced inwards and

rotated on its long axis. A four-inch incision was

made, beginning just above the insertion of the del-

toid, and continued through the muscle to the bone.

The middle fragment, which was rotated on its long

axis, was loosened after considerable manipulation, so

that it could be swung round on its axis again and

made to fit into the upper fragment, which was pushed

into position. The ends of these two fragments were

brought together with silver wire and were adjusted

into fair position. The muscle was sewn over it with

interrui)ted kangaroo tendon. The arm was put up
on an internal angular with coaptation splints and

bandaged up with a large absorbent dressing. On
reaching the ward the hand was placed on pillows and

tin; whole extremity swathed to the body.

On November 2d, arm strapi)ed to side with a

plaster swathe ; rests on body, hand being held with a

pillow. On November 5th, patient up in steamer

cliair ; hand supportt^d with a sling and four-j)()und

weight attached to elbow. On November 9tli, arm
])ut up with coaptation, internal angular splints, plaster

swathe and slioublcr cap. On November 20th, coap-

tation splints reapplied ; plastcjr shoidder cap, plaster

swathe and sling at wrist. On November 29th, Ijones

in good position ; anterior posterior line good ; union

firmc-r. On December 8th, discharged, wearing the

splints.

Some weeks later the splints were removed and

the union firm throughout wdiole of humerus. This

was the worst commiimted fracture I have ever seen,

and the result is good beyond all expectation. There
was no shortening.

IX. FRACTUKK OK SLUGICAL NKCK OK HLMEKLS,
WITH DISPLACEMENT OK HEAD OF HLMEKLS.

A girl, thirteen years of age, fell while swinging,

striking on the left shoulder. The shoulder was
dressfd, but at the end of two weeks, after the swell-

ing had subsided, the attending surgeon was not satis

fied that the condition was as good as it should be

The case was brought to me. An x-ray picture

showed the condition to be a comminuted fracture at

Fig. 2.

the surgical neck, with displacement by rotation of the

head of the liumerus. I advised open section, with

wiring of the fragments. This was done, the incision

being made through the anterior fibres of the deltoid.

The small fragment seen in the photograph was
removed (Fig. 3). The head and shaft of the bone
wereAvired and the wire twist hammered into the bone.

The convalescence was uneventful, and some weeks

Fig. 3.

afterward the motions of the joint were good. The
jihotograph taken after the operation shows the per-

fect position of the fragments.

X-RAY PLATES OK TKAKMATIC
EPIPHYSIS.

SEPAl{ATIO\ OF

Dk. Charles L. Sciddek showed the tracings of

x-rav plates taken from three cases of traumatic sepa-

ration of the epiphysis. The first case was that of a
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I)<»y eleven yeiirs old wlio li.ul ;i s(^|»irtitioii of iln-

lower I'einoral e|ii|iliysis. liediietioii Ity inanipiil.itioii

liaviiij; pioved iiiisalisructoi y, uii open friuinic wuh
luiule and the e|)i[iliysi^ reduced. 'I'he result, was
<;o()d as lo function, with slight lanienesn six niontlis

after tlie operation. The second case was that of a

hoy of six years uilh a se|)ai'ation of tin; upper epi-

physis of the humerus. lie rccovereil with a useful

arm. Tlu! x-ray showeil sonn; hoiiy deformity, '{"he

third cas(^ was that of a ^irl, seven years old, who
had a separation of the lower epiphysis of the

humerus. She rocovcired with a useful arm aftir

manipulation, reduction and immohili/.alion upon an

internal riifht-an^le splint.

Es[)ecial emphasis was laid upon tlii^ importance of

an accurate (lia<j;nosis in all injuries to the epiphysis.

The development of the epiphyses of the humerus and
femur was illustrat«!d by two series of bones from tin-

Warren Museum, loaned for the purpose by Prof.

Thonuis Dwiylit. Many obscure injuries to the

neighborhood of joints are injuries to the epiph\sis.

Many so-called fractures in the neighborhood of joints

are complicated by involvement of the epiphysis.

The development of the x-ray makes diagnosis

more exact. 'Hie development of the aseptic method
of treating operative wounds makes operative inter-

ference in these closed injuries safe and, because safe,

justifiable. The open treatment of closed fractures

and epiphyseal separation is coming to be more and
more the surgeon's duty if he is to accomplish the

most for his patient.

STRANGULATKD DIAPHRAGMATIC IIICKM.V.

Dr. S. J. MixTER showed this case: (i. II. M.,

twenty-nine, single, {dumber. Always well. Four
days ago, following several minutes' violent exercise

pumping at a pumping machine, he had severe pain

near the navel and fell over in a state of collapse.

Pain continued all the next day and he was given a

laxative that night. The following day he was given

an enema, which was followed by a small movement
of the bowels. Has passed no gas since. Tempera-
ture has been normal till yesterday and ])ulse about

90; to-<hxy, temperature 101° and pulse 145. Has
had vomiting off and on for past two or three days.

Physical examination.— Well-developed and well-

nourished, muscular man. Some abdominal distention,

but no extreme tenderness, as is indicated by the fact

that when he was about to leave his home for the hos-

pital he jumped up and started to sna{) on his trousers

in the usual way. Seen by Dr. Mixter in accident

room. Operation was decided upon ; ether.

Operation.— Abdominal incision five inches long in

median line. Small intestine found to be greatly dis-

tended. Bowels allowed to come out through the

wound and kept warm with hot towels. Nothing
found in pelvis or appendix regions. Small intestine

punctured to allow escape of feces and gas. Intes-

tine sewed with intestinal sutures and returned in al)-

dominal cavity. Incision now enlarged upward to a

coil of intestine found passing upward through middle

of left lobe of diaphragm. It was impossible to pull

the coil bat'k into the abdominal cavity, so the open-

ing in the diaphragm was enlarged anteriorly and out-

wardly about an inch. Dr. Mixter then passed his

hand up through the opening and succeeded in pulling

down this coil of intestine and also a large part of the

great omentum.

The omentum and intestine swrv Uith ;,'iiii^r«-iiouH

and the latter wa-^ perforated. Kvery reHpiration now
sucked in air through the abdomen, junt ai the uir ix

sucked ill and out in a case of finpyi-iiia. The |»alient

was by this time in such a critical condition thai thi-

op<'ratioii was brought to a close jim hooii um |K>MNilile.

The contaminaled peritoneal siirfaceH were liuAtily

cleaned. One lowel wa«. placed ileep ilowii aguitiHt

the opening in <liapliragin and the upper end of long
incision wicked, while the lower three-fourths of the

wound was sewed up tight with interrupted silkwonii-

gut sutures; dry dressing and swathe. 'l"he patient

did not recover from the shock ami <lied in fourU^en

hours.

Dr. .1. (i. Ml MKORI) reportefi the following cjitseH :

I. A CASK Ol" ACUTK <;KNKUAI, l-KKITONITts : «)P-

i:i{ Ai ION : i!i;( ()\ I.KV.

I mak(! this rejxjrt because it is still necessary, in

the present state of our knowledge, and in elucidating

this extremely grave condition, that all ca.ses should
be reported and causative factors investigated thor-

oughly. The history of the case is, in brief, that of

a young man twenty-five years old, whom I show here.

On the third day of his illness, which Ix-gan with sud-

den, acute, right-inguinal abdominal pain, and with
vomiting, he was brought to the hospital. There wa.s

general abdominal distention, pain, tenderness, spasm
of the right rectus, and tenderness high in the rectum.

Pulse 120, temperature 102° F. The condition obvi-

ously was one of appendicitis, with a rapidly spreading
or general peritonitis.

An incision was made through the right rectus mus-
cle ; a few delicate adhesions were found and an aj)-

pendix, gangrenous, perforated, free ; the peritoneal

cavity filled with a thin pus, the intestines distended
and injected. The appendix was tied off. A second
incision was made, this time through the left rectus,

just above the pubes. The pelvis and whole abdomi-
nal cavity were thoroughly washed out through l)Oth

openings with six gallons of hot sterilized salt solu-

tion ; two ounces of a saturated solution of E^psom
salts were injected into the colon ; the wounds were
deeply wicked ; the belly was left full of the salt solu-

tion and the patient put to bed with '' postural drain-

age."

On the next day the bowels moved freely, and from
that time on the convalescence of six weeks was steady
and uneventful. He is now well.

Several cultures taken from both wounds and the

appendix showed pure cultures of the bacillus muco-
sus capsulatus, one of the least virulent of organisms.

II. A CASE OF CH0PAR:b's AMPUTATION', WITH TEN-
DON IMPLANTATION AND TENOTOMY.

This case I report on account of the treatment em-
ployed for the stump, and the interesting mechanical
problem involved. The patient was a boy of five

whose toes had been crushed by a trolley car. So
great was the laceration of the soft parts that a medio-
tarsal amputation was reipiired. A plantar flap was
secured suHicient to cover in the stump, and an at-

temj)t was then made to obviate the condition usual
in this amputiition, which so commonly results in a
very sensitive stump.
The cause of this usually sensitive stump is evi-

dent at once on a glance at the anatomy. The foot is

left to rest on the heel bones, but the extensor ten-
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(Ions hciiijr all cut, the teiido Acliillis is left uiiopposi'd

to pull uj) on the os cah'is, and as a result the body's

weiifht conies to be borne on the severed astragalus

and its new covorinus, in large part.

A tenotomy of the tendo Acliillis would obviate this

for a time, liut with reunion of tendon the deform-

ity would be reproduced. To correct this condition I

took the cut ends of the extensor longus digitorum and

of the tibialis anticus and stitched tlieni firmly to the

periosteum of the astragalus and os calcis. In order

to overcome any dragging on the implanted tendons,

the tendo Acliillis was divided subcutaneously. The
plantar flap was then brought up and the stunij) cov-

ered in. The wound healed kindly, and six weeks

later the boy was walking on the stump.

After a lapse of six mouths I sent for him, and was

much gratified with the condition he presented. He
walked with a slight limp, to be sure, but freely and

without pain. He had strong and voluntary control

of the motion of his heel througli an arc of about fif-

teen degrees.

I advise strongly the trial of this method whenevoi

])ossil)Ie in cases of mediotarsal amputation.

TU.VIMVTIC UirrTl'RK OF ECIIIXOCOCCUS CYST OK
LIVKH.

I)k. C. a. Poutkr reported this case. An Italian

1)0V of seventeen entered the accident room on July

13^ 1899, in Dr. J. W. Elliot's service. At 5 p. m. he

was in his usual health, but had been eating largely

of watermelon, when he was kicked in the epigas-

trium bv a companion. The past history obtained

from his father showed that he had been very thin for

several years except for his upper abdomen, which has

been very jirominent for as long as the father could

remember. The boy was unable to rise after the

kick and was brought to the accident room about G

I'. M. by the police. He had vomited several times

vast (piantities of undigested melon ; there was no

blood. He complained of great pain in the upper

alulonien, and at 9 p. M. was walking about the ether-

izing room howling with pain.

Physical examination showed a pooi'ly developed

and nourished boy, hollow-eyed, pale, anxious, pinched

expression ; tongue not coated ; upper part of chest

hollow ; supraclavicular spaces retracted ; liver dul-

ness on the right up to the fourth rib anteriorly

;

lower ribs flared outwards and were very prominent,

particMilarly on the right. The heart apex was in the

fourth space, mammillary line; no murmur; lung ex-

aniinatioii negative. Alidomen prominent and much
distended, especially in upj)er half ; abdominal muscles

rigid as a board, dull in lx)th flanks and in hypogas-

triuni ; stomach tympany ])gesent and not abnormally

large : wave of fluctuation easily obtained from side

to side. Bladder contained four ounces of normal

urine. An enema had been followed by much gas and

normal feces. No tumor could be felt. The abdo-

men was universally tender, Init the tenderness was

most pronounced in the upper right quadrant. Tem-
perature 102°; pulse 120, poor (juality ; resj)iration

32. A leucocytosis of .'52,000 was present.

The diagnosis could not be made. It seemed as if

peritonitis was present, but vvheiute the several quarts

of Huid suddenly arose could not be determined. The
l)ladd<'r and stomach were normal ; the boy's condi-

tion, though ])Oor, seemed to exclude so large an ab-

dominal hemorrhage. Hupture of a hydronephrotic

kidney, pre-existing ascites or tuberculous peritonitis

was thought possii)le.

Operation. — An incision six inches long was made
through the right rectus muscle; about three quarts
of bloody fluid, not turbid or purulent, escaped. In
the left Hank a blood clot the size of two hands was
found. On examining the pelvis, a collapsed cyst

wall was discovered Iving free amony the intestines.

Ihe cyst wall was yellow, elastic, laminated and
quite typical of an echinococcus cyst. The incision

was immediately enlarged ujiwards to the rib margin
and the upper surfaces of the liver explored. The
whole right lobe was a hollow sheet and close to the

diaphragmatic attachment of the liver, just to the

right of the suspensory liagment, a ragged hole could
be made out about the size of an orauiie. The thinned
liver tissue was incised downwards to the lower border
of the organ ; many clots of blood were sponged out

from the cavity ; no bleeding point could be determined,

so the margins of the cavity were sewed to the ab-

dominal wound, so far as possible, and the hole in the

liver firmly packed with gauze, the whole abdomen
having been previously flushed with hot salt solution.

Microscopic examination of the fluid by Dr. AY. H.
Smith showed no booklets or bacteria. Cultures were
sterile. The examination of the cyst wall by Dr.

Wright showed that it was a typical inner membrane
of an echinococcus cyst.

Subse(|uent history is not of great interest. The
boy had consideral)le fever from eventual suppuration

in the cyst wall, but by December had gained twenty-

five pounds in weight ; no signs of recurrence of the

disease, and only a small sinus admitting the little

finger to a dejith of three inches remains under the

right rib margin. From this sinus, however, there is

a free discharge of bile-stained fluid.

a^eliical ^rogrci^iBf.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN THORACIC DIS-
EASES.

BY GEORGE G. 8EAKS, M.l)., AND JOHN W. BARTOL, M.D., BOSTON.

(ConcUuled from No. 11, p. 279.)

THE TREATMENT OP ANEURISM OF THE AORTA BV
SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTIONS OF GELATINE.

Professor Stoic esco,® of Bucharest, has reported

six cases of aneurism of the lorta and innominate

artery treated by this method with striking results.

A woman, aged thirty-six years, had aneurism of the

ascending aorta. There was considerable dyspnea

and the patient could not lie on her back. The face

was edematous and cyaiiosed and the veins of the neck

were dilated. A pulsatile hemisj)herical tumor occu-

})ied the first and second right intercostal spaces. On
March 3d, 83 c. c. of a one-per-cent. solution of gela-

tine were injected subcutaneously ; cm the 6th, 105

c. c. ; on the 9th, 120 c. c. ; on the IGth, 120 c. c, and

on the 25th, 120 c. c. The tumor became harder and

the expansile movements less ])roiiounced, while the

dyspnea and the dilliculty of the circulation were

much diminished. The patient left the hospital and was

lost sight of. In another case a woman, aged fifty-

Journal tie M^decine luterne of July 18, 1899 (inserted in Lancet,
September 16, 1899).
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five ycai's, liiul iiiH-iirisin ot'llic iiiiioiiiiii.ilc miIiis. In

llu^ ri<r|it Hiihrhiviiiii re^inii wiis :i piilsalili' Iiihidi' llic

si/e of an oninirc. On .Inly l.'»lli, HO v. v. of ,i similar

Holution were injected. On tin- I7l,li tin; Uunor ap-

pciirt-d smaller and firnu-r and tin- ixdHalionH wen- I<-ss

supiTliciuI. On the 2r)ili, 100 <•.<•. were injecttMl, and

on the 27lli the tnmor wiih r('du(;(Ml to tin; size of a

pigeon's c^^. On April ')tli, 100 c. c. of a two-pn-ccnt.

solntion were nst'd, wliicli whs followiid hy intfuse

pain at the scat of the injection. The tnmor pro-

jLfressively decreased to tlie sizcj of" a (ilhert and the

l)nlsations were no Ioniser snperlicial. On An^nsi
Mtli the patient was dis(;harm'd (•ompletely cured.

On March 8, IHDl), she was again sc(!n and the

tnmor found to he of the same volume as at the tinn;

of her discharge. In another case of aneurism of the

ascending aorta tlu; patient died two hours aftca* a

single injection. The arch of the aorta was found to

be dilated in its whole extent and presented a large

sac in its right half which contained some organized

clots and one recent clot. In the left carotid artery,

about six cm. above its orifice, was a recent clot one

and one-half cm. in length. The injection was found

to have been com[)letely absorbed. In the other cases

the results wia-e very satisfactory and in one (aneurism

of the innominate) the patient was long enough under

observation to enable the permanence of the results to

be proved.

THK UEMOTK PUO(JXOSIS OK PKRICARIMTIS.

In order to determine, if possible, the factors which
influence the ultimate prognosis in any individual case

of acute pericarditis, Sequeira ^° has followed up the

after history of l.'JO cases which were in the London
Hospital from 18'JO to 1897, 100 of which came under

his personal observation. lie finds that " the remote

prognosis of pericarditis depends in the main upon the

amount of dilatation of the pericardium." The dilata-

tion is due to the softening of the sac by inflammation.

It may occur at once before the patient has recovered

from the acute illness. It may be brought on by a too

early resumjition of work after the acute attack, or it

may be due to the patient keeping about while there

is latent inflammation of the sac. The dilatation may
be progressive, and then compensation can never be

established, but a similar result occurs if the primary

dilatation be excessive.

The adhesion of a dilated pericardium to the chest

wall, while it renders the condition of dilatation per-

manent, may be of advantage when the adhesions be-

come consolidated, for the thick sac acts as a support

to the cardiac cavities. If the dilatation of the sac is

not very great, the support thus afforded in some
measure replaces that of the normal pericardium ; but

as the cardiac envelope is dilated beyond its normal

dimensions so also is the heart. In these abnormal

conditions there is a great tendency for the compensa-

tion to be impaired. Such cases may live for years

after the original attack ; but they are subject to

frequent breakdowns, and are in a precarious state.

If the pericardium is undilated there may be universal

adhesions, but these are of no moment.
As regards age and sex, the young cases show a

greater tendency to dilatation of the pericardium, and

therefore are worse than the older jnitients. The
period during which there is a rapid increase of the

body weight is one which is especially trying to a

»o Medico-Chirui-gical Transactions, vol. Ixxxii, 1899.

heart \rorking in a dilated pericurdinm. In ;{irln who
have Hulfered from pericurditiH in rhildluxxl, and in

wh(»ni conipenHation has JM-en more or h-MH I'HtiililiHhed,

the failure is almost certain to tak<; phu-e In-lwei-n ihi;

thirteenth and (ifteentli years. In women the yearn

of heavy work, pregnancy and p.'irtnrition are lluwe

in which failure of tin- heart is prone to avx-wv. In

hoys the failure occurs later than in girJM— in tlu:

sixteenth an<l seventeenth years, or in tlur yi-arH of

early labor. In adult males the prognosis is good, but

heavy work, especially soon after an acute atU'uk,

leads to dilatation of the softened sac and conseijUiMit

failure of compensation.

VICNOUS .STA(;\ATIO\ I\ AOICIH It K< i I lt<. I T A HON
l)CRIN<; I'KIIKKCT ('OMI'KNrSATION.

(irawitz " discusses the cause of the considerable

enlargement of the liver and spleen where the signs

of back j)ressure in the pulmonary circuit are wanting.

II(! considers it due to the pressure of the hyper-

trophied and dilated left ventricle on the inferior

vena cava, while the collateral circulation in the vena
azygos explains the absence of circulatorv disorders

in the lower lind)s.

goxoiu{iii:al endocarditis.

Loeb '^ makes the occurrence of a case of nh-erative

endoc-arditis in which gonococci were demonstrated in

the valvular lesions an excuse for a short review of

the subject with reference to previously reported

cases, and draws the following conclusions :

(1) Amongst gonorrheal patients there develops in

certain instances an endocarditis, either in direct asso-

ciation with the acute catarrhal stage, or, as is more
common, as an accompaniment of a joint manifestii-

tion.

(2) Apart from occasional observations in which
bacteriological examination demonstrated streptococci,

and the endocarditis accordingly is to be considered

part of a pyemic infection, gonorrheal endocarditis is

a genuine metastasis caused by gonococci.

(3) It occurs in two forms : endocarditis verrucosa

and endocarditis ulcerosa. In the former it is gener-

ally the mitral valve which is affected, resulting in

permanent valvular defect or in restitutio ad inte-

grum. The ulcerative form almost always attiicks the

aortic valve and relativel\- often the pulmonary.

(4) Endocarditis ulcerosa of gonorrheal origin oc-

casionally attacks normal valves, but generally devel-

ops in valves that have been the seat of former dis-

ease.

(5) As in the ulcerative form of endocarditis in

general, so also in the gonorrheal form the female, hi

proportion to total number of infections in that sex, is

relatively often attacked.

THE EFFECT OF THE DirilTHERIA TOXIX OX TIIK

HEART.

The results of Holly's ^^ investigations are interest-

ing from the light they shed on the causes of the car-

diac symptoms which develop after infectious diseases,

and on the locality in which the^ft'ect of the toxins is

most felt. He sums up his conclusions as follows :

(1) In diphtheria poisoumg paralysis of the heart

immediately follows the fall of blood pressure cause*l

" Dent. n\ed. Wocl\., No •JO, I89l\
" Deut. Arcliiv f. kliu. Med.
IS Arch. f. Exper. P:itU., 1899, vol. xlii.
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by paralysis of the vasomotor centre, and, in spite of

artificial respiration, soon leads to death.

(2) This ctlect of the poison on the heart is a direct

one, and appears independent of the central nervous

system in tlie isolated hearts of warm-blooded ani-

mals.

(3) The cardiac paralysis develops after a long

latent period, at a definite time after the poison is ad-

ministered. Even the direct injection of diphtheria

poison, or the transfusion of diphtheritic blood taken

just before death, never immediately affects the )ior-

mal isolated rabbit's heart. A longer or shorter latent

period is always necessary.

(4) On the other hand, the heart isolated after being

poisoned by the diplitheria toxins stops at the ex-

pected time, whether it is washed out with normal

blood after the beginning of the first symptoms of in-

toxication or before them.

(o) It follows that there must be a gradual accumu-

lation and fixation of the poison in the heart, and ex-

plains why functional heart disturbances can appear

after the acute infection has run its course.

IXFLUKXZA AND THE HEART.

In the Ilunterian Lecture^* Sansom discourses on

the effects of influenza upon the heart and circulation.

After some general considerations on the character of

the infection as a whole, and the likelihood of certain

forms of it being mistaken for rheumatism, he gives a

descriptive resume of cases coming under his own ob-

servation when the heart was especially implicated,

reverting for statistical details to a former report by

himself of 100 cases. Of these 100, there was

tachycardia in 37 ; bradycardia in five; irregularity in

25 ;
pain at the heart in 23, and organic disease in five.

He notes that whereas in the cases of tachycardia

and irregularity the subjective symptoms were lack-

ing or of slight importance, in several of the cases of

bradycardia there was great distress, severe pain, or

symptoms of syncope, making prognosis in this affec-

tion much less favorable than in the other two. In

most respects, however, these manifestations of func-

tional irregularity of the heart's action, due probably

to effect of toxins on the nervous system, do not dif-

fer from similar phenomena in other conditions, and

the treatment of them should be based on rational

grounds.

Those cases, however, which he has classified as

having precordial pain as the dominant symptom,

and which he formerly considered as instances of

neuritis or visceral neuralgia with favorable prog-

nosis, he now thinks are, in part, instances of acute

aortitis ; an inference founded on postrmortem investi-

gation in a few cases. In these cases of organic

change the prognosis is bad, and treatment chiefly

symptomatic.

In the same connection it is interesting to note the

demonstration by vVustin *^ in three cases of endocardi-

tis of a ])acillus, occurring in great numbers and ap-

parently in pure growth on the diseased valves, which

agreed {)erfectly in morphological characteristics with

Pfeiffer's bacillus a#l lacked only success in attempts

at culture for positive identification. All three cases

represented anatomically the engrafting of an acute

(in two cases ulcerative) process on an old endocardi-

tis. In one case the pulmonary valves alone were af-

" Lancet, October 2l8t.
1° Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletlo, October, 1899.

fected, in one the mitral only, and in the third, aortic,

mitral and tricuspid.

CARDIAC ARRHYTHMIA.

Ebstein ^"^ discusses rather diffusely the etiology of
this condition, having especial reference to myocardi-
tic fibrosis. lie reviews at some length recent litera-

ture, and after referring briefly to sundry well-recog-

nized etiological factors and giving a classified table

of 21 autopsies, he concludes that arrhythmical heart's

action in men or animals is the expression of an in-

creased demand on the heart, when the chambers are

overfilled with blood, and when a disturbed relation

exists between resistance in the circulation and the

heart's force. From the single symptom a positive

conclusion as to cause and duration of the condition

cannot be reached, but must rest on careful investigation

of various possible causes. His own investigations

have shown the importance in this relation of myocar-
ditis fibrosa, myofibrosis cordis (Dehio), fibromata of

the heart, and the so-called " kujjelthrombe."

Heportiei of ^octetiej^.

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

F. G. BALCH, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, December 6, 1899,

Dr. J. W. Elliot in the chair.

Dr. Monks showed a

SELF-CLOSING STOPPER FOR AN ETHER BOTTLE,'

designed by Dr. Crandon, of the City Hospital.

Dr. Monks also showed a

NEEDLE-HOLDER,^

designed by himself.

Dr. C. L. Sc udder read a paper entitled

THE OPEN OR OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF FRESH
fractures; is it ever JUSTIFIABLE?'

Dr. C. B. Porter : The subject of the paper for

this evening is one to which I have given a good deal

of thought, and about which my ideas have been crys-

tallizing many years. Concerning certain fractures, as

that of the patella, I am no longer in doubt. The
almost universal success in the treatment of ununited

fractures by exposing the seat of fracture, refreshing

the ends and wiring, should have led the surgeon, it

seems to me, long ago to expose and wire simple fract-

ures when it is at all difficult to get them in good

position by apparatus. It is a well-recognized fact

that the adjustment of fragments in compound fract-

ures is more satisfactory in many cases than in sim-

ple fractures. Wiring of the fractured ends makes

the union at once stable. The accurate adjustment

in simple fractures is many times impossible.

In connection with fracture of the patella, for many
years attempts have been made to shorten the con-

valescence by a variety of sutures placed in a differ-

ent manner by different surgeons, but all looking to

1 See page 296 of the Journal.
» See pagH 297 of the Journal.
» See page 289 of tlie Journal.

'" Deut. Arcbiv f. klin. Med., September 29, 1899.
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lilt' Ix'ttcf coaptation of tlio IVagmciits. Von arc

I'aiiiiliar witli those (lillVrciit iiuttluxiH.

Sonic of the rensoiis for suture of the piUella. — In

tli(! first phuu', tin- siiort(!nin<^ of tlu^ convairscenKT ;

second, tilt! lu'tter and closer relation of the fra^^nients ;

third, tlu' cleansinij; of the joint of l)l()()d ; fourth, the

removal of portions of <'apsnh! or periosteum from

l»t't\ve(Mi the fragments. All reco<fni/.e that one. of

the conditions in the non-union of fracture of the

patella hy hone is that some portion of the soft parts

lias fallen between tin; ends and they cannot he ap-

proximated so as to <^et hony union and these can only

he removed hy an opiui section of the joint. Tiiat is

also true with re<^ard to other fractures. Them are

certain cases in which it should not he done, it seems

to me. There are certain pe()|)h! who would not sul»-

mit to the operation, and therefore they would have

to take the long conyalescenci! of the ohl treatment.

The class of people in whom it should always he done
is the working class, who are obliged to supjiort

themselves and their families, and where the advantage
of six to eight weeks to which we are coming, I

think, in connection with wiring the patella, instead

of a year to eighteen months, as it used to be, is a

matter of very grave concern, and I was urgi^d into

doing some of the earlier operations for fracture of

the patella by the fact that the patients could not pos-

sibly put up witli a long convalescence. Phelps, so

far as I know, has given the statistics of the largest

number of cases of wiring of the patella— IK! cases,

with only one death, and that from delirium tremens.

I have said much on this subject before this Society

and it is not best to repeat it, except to em{)hasize

that I do feel that silver wire is a much better mate-

rial with which to suture the patella than any of the

soft materials which are absorbed in a short time ;

that just so much stronger as is the silver vvii'e than

the silk or catgut, so much stronger is the union for

all time, because the wire in the majority of cases can

be left in.

Next to the patella in frequency of treatment by
wiring is fracture of the upper end of the humerus
with dislocation inwards of the head of the bone.

The case which I have to show here is one which
happened in another city, and had been under the

care of very competent surgeons for two weeks, and
they found it impossible to make an accurate diagno-

sis as to what the lesion w-as, and the case was
brought to me. I recognized that there was a dislo-

cation, malposition of the head of the humerus, with a

fracture, and so stated. The child was placed in my
hands for treatment and I made an open section in

front of the shoulder through the deltoid and reduced

the head of the bone and wired the two fragments

together, and I will send the pictures of the condition

before and after around.

In fractures of the olecranon the necessity for the

elbow to be kept in the position of extension is very

pronounced and the position is extremely irksome.

With the olecranon wired the position can be varied

to a considerable angle, as I will show in a case

which is quite recent. These two photographs are

the before and after of the olecranon. This man five

months before operation fractured his olecranon and

up to that time had not been able to do any work.

Four \veeks ago J operated by the open method and

wired the olecranon to the shaft of the ulna. (The

man shows what he can do.)

I have iiere unother jiicture which I will nhow, in

which the wiring operation Wiw done in 1H'J2. A
gentleman was kicked Ity a polo pony in the elUiw,

pnxlucing a compound dislocation of the ellMW, with

a fra<;tunr of tin; olecranon. The fnu;ture wax re-

duce<l and the r>|(Mranon was wired. It exhibited a

perfect use of the ell)OW-joint. I have spftkeu of

some of the reasons for wiring parliciilar fractures,

and it seems to me it wouhl be well here to consider

it as a usual or universal means of treating fractureh

in which good a<ljustment cannot be obtained. We
have all had to deal with ununited fracture,>, and al-

though the vic(; of constitution is oc<-asioiially at fault,

ill the majority of such cases malposition or the inter-

position of some of the soft parts is at fault. Tln-se

conditions can only be remedied by exposure of tlie

fractun; and proper adjustment of the fragments, an<l

the time of convalescence can be much shortt;ned.

This young man works in a laundry. His arm
was caught in a wringer and he was thrown around in

a manner which he does not remember at all. He
was found insensible, with multiple fractures from the

elbow to the shoulder. He was brought to the hos-

pital, and on the same evening, having had a skia-

grai)h taken, he was found to have multiple fractures

of the humerus. I found the upper fragment point-

ing outward and overlapping the one next below ; the

middle piece was rotated on its long axis about half,

and the lower third of the bone was comminuted. I

felt that nothing short of the open method would en-

able me to get those fraginents into anything like

good position and so I cut down upon the point of

fracture of the middle and the upper fragment, and
then with a pair of incisor forceps took the middle
fragment and twisted it so that it came into place and
wired the fragments together. I thought it unwise
to do more than mould the lower pieces into shape,

and all the fragments are now in very good position,

as you will see by the pictures. I think any one can

see from the contour of the arm that the line of frag-

ments is good. The whole extremity was so swol-

len that no retention apparatus could be put on for a

week. The arm was laid on a pillow with an internal

angular splint, with a mass of dressing to make it as

firm as possible. As soon as the swelling went down
the shoulder splint was apjilied.

I was surprised this afternoon when I went to

get the skiagraph of a case I operated uj)on in 1896,
to have Mr. Dodge say the skiagraph of that leg

was the first he took. This was the case of a lady,

brought into the private ward, injured by a bicycle

accident. It was impossible to get the fragments into

position. I had a talk with her husband after some
days, and said I did not want to speak to her unless

he thought something would come of it, and that was,
if she would consent to have that fracture made com-
pound, and the bone wired she would get a better leg.

She consented. At the time the operation was done,
when the wire was put in and the fragments adjusted
they came in nearly perfect positi<^in. Some weeks
afterwards when we had another skiagraph tiiken it

was found there had been a sagging of the lower frag-

ment. The lady never knew that. The skiagraph
showed that in spite of the wiring it was faulty in

that respect. It seems to me I should have put in

two wires instead of one.

We have all of us, I think, been slowly coming to

the conclusion that in the majority of cases fracture
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of the patella should he treated by the open method,

and some have not yet made up their minds as to what
is the best method, whether it shall be by suture

of one material or another. I have two cases to

show that 1 think will illustrate the advance tliat has

been made in the treatment of fracture of the patella

in the last few years. The first case that I will show
fractured his patella some months ayo, and the ca})-

sule was sutured by catgut, if 1 recollect aright ( not

a case of mine), and he came to the lios])ital to show
what a splendid result it was, and it seemed as though

there was bony union. There was perfect position.

He fell a few days afterwards aiul refractured the pa-

tella. There are one or two points about this case I

want to speak of, and that is, one of the dangers in

doing the operation is that of sepsis of the joint, and

Phelps sj)eaks of the necessity of having the wound as

far as possible away from the joint, not directly over

it. You will see from my Hap, that 1 have gone below

the patella and turned up a good large <iap and brought

the fragments together, then the capside is sutured and

we have only the skin sepsis to dread. It is four

weeks next Sunday since the operation, and he al-

ready has this motion. I suppose to the younger men
it does not seem like much, but to the older ones, who
sawsuch^cases treated a year or year and a half before

being allowed to do as much as that, it seems really

(juite marvellous.

This is another case of fractured patella, operation

done ten days ago. Here is a case that comes to the

hospital with the history that an hour before he had

fractured his [)atella. The joint was half as large again

as it is now, but showed no discoloration. I said to the

students at that time: " Tliat is blood clot, because

nothing could make such an effusion into the joint in

an hour except blood clot," and in the course of a few

days it all commenced to show through and the whole

joint was ecchymosed. We waited a day or two,

treating with ice bags and rest, and he sutt'ered a great

deal of i^ain fi'om the distention of the joint. I opened

the joint ; found it full of blood clots. Down in the

outer corner, there haviiig been so much bleeding,

there was ecchymosis of all the tissues. I put in a

little gauze drain. That was taken out two days af-

terwards and tlie wound closed with ordinary sutures.

Now the woiuid is healed. There is some motion in

the joint.

Dr. Elliot: I have a few cases I will show be-

fore the discussion goes further, in order that the pa-

tient may go home. In regard to the patella that

Dr. Porter mentioned as being operated at its first

lireak by some one else, I was the surgeon who had
charge of that patient and it was sutured by (;atgut

sutures. This patella was broken into threes ^I'^g-

ments and the patient was walking around in eight

weeks after the operation, and went home in twelve

weeks and appeared six months later at the clinic

showing a good result. Then \w, fell down a flight of

stairs and it is interesting to know that he fractured

his patella in only two pieces, whereas originally he
broke it in three, so at least one line of catgut sutures

held well. While I am on this subj(!Ct, one of the

important pohits in the open treatment of fractured

patellas is that whenever we are in doubt alwut wir-

ing, if we have an x-ray taken the doubt disapi)ears

at on(;e. In some of my cases the fragments were
thus shown to be in a position impossible to bring to-

gether with coaj)tation splints in the old way. Occa-

sionally I have found one fragment tipped up so that
if you squeezed it against the other the articular sur-

face of one would come against the fractured surface
of the other. In such a case I have opened the joint

and easily l)rougiit the two fractunnl surfaces together
with a few c^atgut stiches. This gave a good result,

with no separation of the fragments, and tlie patient

walking about in six w<!eks instead of months.
Dr. Elliot then j)resente([ another patient, saying

:

This ])atient had one of th(^ most difficult fractures

to manage that occur, that is, fracture of the head of
the humerus, and here are the x-ray photographs, the

before operation and afterwards. The head of the

humeruH was widely separated from the shaft and we
tried to pull it into place under ether, but it was im-

possible. On s(!(!ing by x-ray what the condition was,
and exactly wluire the ends jvere, I was able to bring
them together and wire them. In this case there was a
notch in one bone which fitted beautifully into the

other bone. So there was no tendency to displace-

ment. The result is almost perfect. The entire shaft

of the bone is straight and clear ; there is no thicken-

ing. There is a little atrophy of the deltoid, due
partly to the original injury and partly to the cut

made to expose the bone.

Dr. Elliot showed another patient. This man
came into the hospital with a tumor of his clavicle.

He was examined by several of the surgeons and
one of the opinions was that it might be a sarcoma.

There was a very large lump on the clavicle. He
was an electric-car motormaii. No history of in-

jury or fracture ; simply it became disabled and he

could not work his car. On careful examination of

this lump and with x-ray photo I found it was an un-

united fracture, and cutting down on it I cut out the

enormous callus, wired the ends of the bone, and he is

now braking a motor (;ar. The open treatment has

in this case restored a disabled man to normal ac-

tivity.

Dr. (jAv: One who remembers the treatment of

fractures for a third of a century cannot but be very
agreeably surprised at the exhibition that has been
given here to-night. Thirty }ears ago a compoimd
fracture was about as frightful a thing as was brought
into the hospital in the way of an accident. Ampu-
tation for compound fracture was a very common af-

fair. Nowadays, I presume, some of the students go
through their whole four years and never see such a case

as that. The accidents that used to follow the com-
pound fractures were more severe than the fractures

themselves. I refer to the septicemia, sloughing, ne-

crosis, etc. A case of compound fracture which be-

came simph^ within a week was something talked

abo\it for six months ; it was a very rare affair. The
idea of operating ixjyon a fractured 2>;ttella never en-

tered our heads in those days. The rule was three

months in bed, three months with stiff" bandages, and
afterwards orders or admonitions to be very care-

ful for another six months, making about a year in all.

The result was a union by a ligament, which varied

in length from one to four inches. Well, those legs

were sometimes pretty good legs. I have seen a case

of fracture of the patella in each leg with a separa-

tion of two or three inches, and that man (;ould go up-

stairs with a cane pretty well.

It seems to me that the point is not ijuite settled as

to whether wiring a patella gives you a result that is

as free from subsequent injury as is the old method.
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It, iiiidoubUidly j(ivt;8 you ii Ix-ltcr kiifc, l»<'l,t,ir liiiili, Iml

tli<! force tliiit broke It in tlie firHt place will iireiik it

.iLjaiii. I speuk I'celiii^ly of lli:it, l»cc:nis«' it fell to inv

lot to opei'iite :i second time four iiioiitlis :ifter :i 111:111

li;i(l his patellii united l»y suture; he j^ot ii perfect

rcsidt, but in openin<;' :i door the door stuck, the

knob cunie oil", lu! fell over backwjirds and tore his

patella open a second time. Now, if that had not

Ix'en wired, but joined by a liiiameiit, of course he

would ha\<' stretched the lijiament, but would not

have broken his patella. 'I'hat is not an objection to

the oj)t'ration, merely i>ne of the phases of the two
methods of tr(>atment.

In younif or mid(lle-a<;('d people, unless there is

some special vice of the constitution, 1 believe thor-

oughly in treating' fractures of the pat(dla by the op(Mi

method. When you (;ome to fractures of the tibia

and libula— the obli(pie fractures of the tibia and fib-

ula— I am not quite so sure about it. I cannot say

much about this method from experience, because the

treatment of the simph^ fractures by makinj'- them
compound is a later dcivelojjment than I have had anv
experience in, and I should not feel like expressiii<>-

an opinion either way, but if there is ever a book writ-

ten on fractures by any one in this city, and I hope
there will be in the near future, I hope a distinction

will be made between delayed union and non-union

of broken bones. I have seen two cases of fracture

of the femur that have required a year to get a good
recovery. I have seen one case of fracture of the

bones of the leg that required six months to get a

recovery. Now those cases were not cases of non-

union, simply cases of delayed union. A case of non-
union would mean that there is no effort at union, that

is, the limb is shrunken and atrophied and the ends of

the bone atrophied, none of the thickening, induration

and callus around the ends of the bone that you find

where nature is making an effort at union. That, it

seems to me, is rather an important point, and one
that is not dwelt upon in our books on fractures to a

sufficient extent.

AViring of bones where the fault is in the nutri-

tion, some vice in the constitution, in my experience

does very little good. Wiring of bones where there

is some foreign substance, as muscle or fascia, inter-

posed between the ends is of the greatest importance ;

saves and gives a good limb. I do not know how you
are going to distinguish those cases except by incision

and examination. We all know that ununited fract-

ures of the humerus and of the femur are more com-
mon than ununited fractures of the leg and the arm.

Why it is, it is not now worth while to inquire, but that

is the fact, and the few cases of ununited fracture of

the humerus that I have wired have not been bene-

fited by the operation, but as they w^ere done ten

years ago, before asepsis was as complete as now,
I don't think they amount to much in this connection.

Wiring of the femur in a large fleshy thigh is a good
deal of an operation, and it is especially an operation

for hospitals, the same as are all of these operations.

They are operations that should be done by hospital

surgeons, who are reasonably sure of their asepsis, and
I think it would be a mistake for advice to go from
this Society to the public in general that the ordinary

family- ])hysician shall treat simple fractures by open
incision. If the operator is reasonably sure of his asep-

sis it is safe, even if it does no good ; if not reasonably

sure, he mav make a bad matter ten times worse.

I)k. Rk.makdso.n : Thin intereMtitif( and vuluahli*

|>aper of Dr. Scudder contjiins Htrong convincin;; ar-

gunientH for operating upon cerUiin hiiiiple fraituren.

I should agree that a more perfect adjiiMtment is |m»h-

sible in ((pen fractures than in chtsed, and that the
more perfect \\\>- approviniation the Itetter will !«• the

result.

I'nfortunately, however, my experience leails me to

deny the absolut«- safety of intervention. It seeiuH u»

fall to my lot to present the inifavoralile a.spect of

operative surgery. My methods may fairly be said to

lie, I think, not below tliose of the average surgeon.
My cases may have been unusually diflicult, and the jia-

tients may have; becMi of low recuperative j»owers. This
may accrount for two instances of severe wouiul infec-

tions which I have had,— one of wiring an oh! fract-

ured patella, and one of wiring a n;cent fracture of
the thigh. In both cases tin; operation was impera-
tive. The ultimate result was goo<l, though iKitli

wounds were infected at operation. 1 believe, from
what I have seen, that a small percentagtr of such
woinids will be infected, and that sonu; will prove
fatal. Indeed, I have known of two fatal operations
for serious injuries of the shoulder. 1 did not see
these cases, but I have no doubt that intervention was
justifiable

; yet life was sacrificed to an attempt at les-

sening disability.

Statistics taken from hospital records are incontro-

vertible ; taken from literature, they are generally too

favorable for whatever discussion they may be quoted.
I am greatly surprised by the almost invariable re-

covery of compound fractures. I should have said,

from my recollection of cases, that there was a consid-

erable loss of life and limb, especially after extensive
comminution of bone and destruction of soft parts.

Without being able to bring forward any definite

statement of facts in my own cases, I should say that
I have had deaths after compound fractures, and loss

of limb. My results have of course been embodied in

Dr. Scudder's paper.

For the elucidation of the subject every death after

fracture, wdiether open or closed, should be considered,
as I dare say they have been. In some fractures in-

tervention is a bloody and dangerous procedure. I

have once operated for dislocation of the head of the
humerus with fracture at the surgical neck. The
operation was a formidable one, and must have some
mortality. If I am not mistaken, the two fatal cases
just referred to were of this class.

In one case of my own a fracture at the junction of
the upper and middle thirds of the thigh was in such bad
shape, after the usual methods of reduction, that I de-
cided to open and wire. There was extensive laceration
of the soft parts, abundant hemorrhage, and a deformity
almost irreducible even in the open wound. The man
was past middle age, and his general condition was not
especially favorable. There was extensive sepsis fol-

lowing the operation, and long-continued suppuration,
though I was especially careful in my technique, it

being my first deliberate cutting operation in simple
fracture. In one old fracture of the patella I hatl a

brief suppuration of the knee-joint. I have known a

fatal septicemia to follow simi)le arthrotomy. and that

in the hands of a painstaking operator of large ex-
perience.

I think that, in spite of its dangers, the open treat-

ment should be used when the j>osition remains faulty

after careful attempts at reduction under ether by the
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old method, provided the patient's age and general

condition do not forbid.

In the large percentage of poor resnlts it must be

lemembercMl that some of the complaints may be due

to injuries to the joint and soft parts not directly im-

plicated in the fracture. I am sure that many a case

of simple sprain would be fairly classed as a poor re-

sult,— if poor result means pain, imi)aired functions,

sensitiveness to changes of weather, rheumatism, and

tlie like.

Assuming that in 100 cases of simple fracture all

hav(> some disability, it seems to me a fair (piestion

whether such results are not better than, say, 95 per-

fect recoveries and five deaths ; or 90 perfect recover-

ies and five deaths and five total failures. Yet we
cannot fairly assume that the results would be as

favorable, taking all cases of all bones. Selecting

only cases favorable for operation in regions remote

from large joints, excluding fractures of the shoulder

and of the hip, I have no "doubt that the danger is

slight, and that the results in faulty approximation

will be better under the open than the closed methods.

In the case mentioned by Di-. Porter of the little

girl with fracture of the shoulder, I must say that my
inclination would have been to trust to closed methods

of treatment, in spite of the x-ray demonstration. I

was happy to say after his brilliant operation and suc-

cess that I was wrong, and I am glad here to repeat

it. I have been influenced by such cases as that of a

boy with separation of the epiphysis of the shoulder

whom I treated some years ago. There was a wide

separation and much deformity. The shoulder-joint

is now perfect. The x-ray shows such a perfect

repair of the fracture that Dr. Scudder is loath to

credit my diagnosis. Yet my records show a sketch,

made from life, of extreme deformity. Furthermore,

the humerus is two inches shorter than its fellow, a

fact that supports my diagnosis and Dr. Scudder's

argument in favor of intervention. I have had sev-

eral cases of separated humeral epiphysis with such

good functional results that I shall still feel somewhat
disinclined to operate, especially when the bone is

fully grown.
With reference to wiring the patella, I admit the

force of the arguments given, and I have seen the

splendid results of suture. Yet after what I have

seen of surgery I should myself trust my broken

patella to the old methods of repair rather than run

even the risks of joint infection, slight though they

may be.

A few disasters in the admittedly safe operations

cannot but increase one's respect for the deplorable

errors which it is but human to make, whether the

operation be a simple cholecystotomy or a simple fract-

ure. Such disasters may and do occur in the hands

of the best of us. 1 simply maintain that the possi-

bility of their occurrence should be emphasized, and

that at times duty demands that well enough be let

alone. The cases of fracture in which operation is

advised should include only those in which it is

dearly shown that the result can be otdy bad, or in

which local and general conditions of the patient, and
the experience and skill of the operator, are conspicu-

ously good. To teach that any and every practitioner

is justified, even in unsatisfactory approximation of

fragments, in converting a closed into an open fractr

ure, in my judgment, cannot but be pernicious.

Dr. Codman : T have been particularly interested

in this discussion, on acconnt of the bearing the x-rays
had in bringing forward the open method of treat-

ment. Three years ago, in a paper to the Medical
Improvement Society, I made the statement that I

thought the time would come when surgeons would
recommend the open method in all those cases where
a good result could not be exi)ected by the regular
routine treatments. I think that after three years I

am inclined to be more conservative in that opinion,

but I still think that the open treatment should be
pursued in a certain number of cases where a good
result cannot be expected. I think that is the point

of view to take, rather than the question of a little

better result. If a man with a fracture can expect
good use of the limb and no great deformity under
the old treatment, I think that treatment should be
pursued ; but if he must necessarily expect deformity
and disuse, and there is a reasonable chance by operat-

ing of improving that condition, I think that opera-

tion should be done. In fractures about the elbow-
joint it seems to me particularly important, because
the old results are notoriously unfavorable. In fractr

ures of the head of the radius, where the annular
ligament is involved so that no rotation of the radius

can take place, I think the fracture should be cut

down on. On the whole, the conservative treatment

in most cases is better because it is very difficult to

get the bones into accurate position, even if you know
the exact deformity. In cases of fracture of both

bones of the forearm the muscles on both sides, ex
tensors and flexors, tend to pull the lower fragment
upwards so that there is overlapping of the bones.

If the two ends are wired, the tension of those mus-
cles still remains, and instead of j)ulling the ends by
one another, tends to bow the arm. I have seen sev-

eral skiagraphs of these cases that have been wired,

and invariably instead of a perfectly straight arm you
get bowing of the arm instead of overlapping frag-

ments. Three years ago I took a skiagraph of an
open fracture for Dr. Mumford, which I have brought.

It shows slight overlapping fragments and the rough
points. A week ago I took another skiagraph of that

same patient to illustrate the change that had taken

place in three years. The resulting deformity is very
slight indeed. The ends of the fracture have become
smoothed over so that the lines of both are nearly

straight. The man has perfect use of his arm. The
treatment was never modified after the original skia-

graph was taken. The second skiagraph is a stellate

fracture of the radius where the orbicular ligament

was caught in it and the radius could not be rotated

under ether. Operation should have been done in

that case, but was not. There is one other point I

should like to speak of. The reason for the opposi-

tion to the open treatment lies, it seems to me, more
in the inefficacy of the present method of wiring

bones. A wire can hold the ends of the bone to-

gether, but cannot keep the shape of the whole bone.

There is always some bending of the bone as a rule.

It can bend so as to form a bowing in a long bone.

In Dr. Parkhill's clamj) each fragment is firmly

grasi)ed so as to hold the bones in direct line as well

as the ends in apposition. It seems to me the coming
treatment of these cases will lie more in that direction

than in the direction of wiring, which allows a certain

amount of movement between the bones. The clamp
holds them firmly, allows no movement ; the wire

still allows some.
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Dk. N'iki'ou: As I iiiidcrstood tin- rciuliii;; (tt tin;

|i;il»tr l>y Dr. Scmldtr, tlun- vvt'i-c imiic.itioiis in two
tlircclidiis tor coiivcrtiiij^ u closed into an o|mmi I'rarl-

[uw. The (irst Wiis wlirii tlicrc was ^M-i-af flilliculty in

rcplacin^i tlic Ini'iMH'nts, and liic second, if I undci-

slood correctly, was to axoid tlie at'ter-results, the af-

I'cclions of llie joints, iniiscicN and nerves. I have
had no experience with the open method ot" treating

these, hnl I had considerai)le oi)s«'rvation in Dr. Van
Arsdaie's clinic, in New York, oi' the elVects o|' treat-

ment npon these at'ter-results. The results in mv olt-

scrvation have led me to the conclusion that the at'tit-

elVects can in mauy instances he so modified and the

evil elVects so prevented (principally by the ( arlv use

of niassaye) that I should (pu'stion how nuicli that

factor would have weiylit in determiiiin<i the conver-

sion of a closed wound into an open one. The (pies-

tion of the adjustnu'Ut of the fragments would, it

seems to me, he the particuhir class undc-r discussion

this evening. However, 1 wonhl like to ask the gen-

tlemen who have operated and sutured the ends of

the bones whether there is any material difference in

the formation of calhus from those cases in which the

bones are treated only by ext(n-nal manipulation :

also, whether they hav(; any opinion as to the danger
of inclusion of nerves in the callus, whether it is any
less in the operative treatment than in the old

method.

Dk. Elliot : In one case of fracture 1 have seen

the nerve was included in the callus.

In summing up the sense of the meeting I think

this Society would not be n>ady to recommend to the

general practitioiu'r to open all fractures. I doubt if

this Society would follow Dr. Scudder as far as break-

ing up impacted fracture of the hip. I do think the

sense of the meeting is that the open method is a

great advance in the treatment of certain fractures.

Dr. Richardson and Dr. C'odman have said that even
if you do see by x-ray photos that the ends are not right,

there is still the difficulty of getting them together,

yet that difficulty is a mechanical ditliculty and we
mnst work away at that and overcome it by better

methods. AVith the x-ray, we can see when the thing

is really wrong and is not going to come together, and
when we see the head of the humerus turning directh

away from its broken shaft, as in the case of the little

boy just shown, we know he is not going to have a

useful arm ; then we balanci; the risk of the opening-

becoming septic, which is small, against the deformity
of the boy's arm, and the decision is easily made in

most cases ; and, again, if you see with the skiagraph

that the two fragments of a patella cannot be brought
together, that is a clear case to wire. I agree with

Di'. Richardson and the conservatives that if the skia-

grajihs showed that the two fragments of a patella

could come j)roj)erly together, I should not advise

wiring, although I think It would be shorter if we did

wire, }et there is a certain risk and I would not take

that risk unless there was something to be gained by
it. I think, as matters of practice, we should agree

{)retty closely as to which cases to wire. As to mat-

ters of theory, we all have our own theories and may
disagree more or less.

Du. ScUDDiut : If we all agree that in cases of

fracture which it is impossible to reduce by simi)le

means, as evidenced by the x-ray, operative interfer-

ence should be used, a much greater anumnt of

operating in simple fractures will be the result, and

the percentage of p«)«»r rennltH an nliown by ttallHtio

will be much less. We do not obtain now, a<» Dr.
Richardson suggested. I ()() per cent, of fair rcHiiltM;

we ol»tain 70 per cent, of poor reHiiltn. In regard to

impacted hips, I believe that the Hen.se of HurgcoiiH

generally who have had experience witli fracture, of

the hip will agree tliat in young adults under forlv

years of age it is ratifuial treatment to break up the

impaction and place the fragments in good position b\

ini-ans of the surcingle and gentle tr:i<-tion, avoidin;:

in this treatment an everted foot and limp.

In regarrl to massage in the trtratment of fractures,

it seems to \\\v that massage has not been used

hitherto in hospital cases — where <-ases of fracture

are seen most largely — as it shoidd be used. It has

been used in private practice; to a certain extent. It

has been used by a few surgeons in hospital practice,

and all of tliese surgeons testify that the residts are

infinitely superior. (Jiven a simple fracture of tin-

|)atella treated in the old way the result is fair, treated

l)y the new method with massage the result is Ix-tter,

treated by the open metiiod and massage the result is

infinitely better than by either of the other metliods.

Massage forms an imi)ortant element in the treat-

ment.

Dr. Codnuui referrerl to fractures of the forearm.

If a suitable clamp can be used which will restore

and preserve the alignement of the bones, we shall

have a desirable mechanism for treating these fract-

ures, because wiring will not do it.

Dr. Porter referred to the use of silver wire in

fractured patella. It seems to me that the question

of the material used to bring the fragments into appo-
sition is of comparatively little importance. You
may use one material or another ; if fractures are

brought into perfect apposition, strong bony union
will result.

It should here b(; stated that Dr. John Homans, as

the Massachusetts Hospital records show, used, some
twelve years ago, absorbable material hi the suture of

two cases of fracture of the patella. The end results

of those two cases I have recorded. The material

was catgut. In one instance there was some superfi-

cial suppuration and in the other nothing al)normal

occurred. The functional results were good.
Dr. Richardson referred to a loss of growth in sepa-

ration of the u|)per epiphysis of the humerus. It

may be said that Olier, :ind recently Roland, in Ins

valuable book upon traumatic separations of the epi-

physes, conclude from all the evidence at hand, both
pathological and clinical, that separations of the e[)i-

phy-ses need not be absolutely reduced in order to pre-

vent subsequent lack of growth of bone. In other
words, it is not an argument for open suture tliat a
loss of growth results if an epijihysis is not reduced.

ISeceiit lliterature.

Atlas (I lid Abstract of the Diseases of the Lari/nr.

By L. (iui KNWALi). M.I)., 3Iuuich. Authorized
translation. Edited bv C'haulks P. (iu.wsON,
M.I). Philadelphia : W. H. Saunders.

A book containing in IdO pages of text an excel-
lent didactic abstract of the anatomy, examination
and diseases of the larynx, followed by 44 plates cou-
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taiiiiii": 107 colored timiros illustrative (^f different

morbid conditions of tiie larynx as seen in tlie lar-

yngoscope and microscoj)i(ud sections is a marvel.

Each figure is explained by giving a sliort clinical

history of the case from wliich it is taken, and the

reasons for the diagnosis. The colored figures in

most cases are well chosen and bring out clearly the

point to be emphasized. They are, as they should be,

the more common, and not the extraordinary lesions.

All teachers of laryngology should study this book
and its method of bringing the subject before the stu-

dent. It is especially interesting in connection

with what has recently been discussed as the case

method of instruction. If used in the pro])er way it

is a very valuabh> addition to a clinical course, where
it is imi^ossible to show each student a large number
of rei)resentative pathological cases. The instructor

need not feel at the end of the session that he has

had to rely solely on description to include many of

the imijortant lesions which may be found in the

lar3'nx. The plates alone \\ould not begin to be of

the same value without the clinical histories and de-

scriptions in connection with them. As a practical

matter, it might be useful to bind the first part sei)a-

rately, to be used as reference notes by the student,

and to mount the plates and the descriptive matter on

separate cards for use in sections. The practising

physician also will find the book useful to refresh his

memory, or to give him a suggestion in some doubt-

ful case.

Diet and Food. Considered in Relation to Strength

and Power of Endurance, Training and iVthletics.

By Alexander Haig, M.A., M.D. (O.xon.),

F.R.C.P., Physician to the Metropolitan Hospital

and the Royal Hospital for Children and Women
;

author of " Uric Acid as a Factor in the Causation

of Disease." Second edition, with five illustrations.

Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co. IDOO.

The first edition of this book was reviewed a year

ago in these columns. It is well to read the book
that one may become acquainted with Dr. Ilaig's ideas

and experimental work upon the subjects of metabo-

lism and diet. In doing so, however, one cannot but

feel that the experimental work and the deductions

therefrom are too nnich influenced by the theory oi

the writer to stand as scientific data.

The Urine and the Clinical Chemistry of the Gas-

tric Contents, the Common Poisons, and Milk.

I5y .1. W. Holland, M.D., Professor of Medical

Ciiemistry and Toxicology, .Jefferson Medical Col-

lege of Pliiladelpliia. Sixth edition, revised and
enlarged. Forty-one illustrations. Philadelphia :

P. Blakiston's Son & Co.

This book forms a useful j)ocket manual for use in

the laboratory. In this last edition the work has

been carefully revised and brought up to date.

Nordrach at Home, or Hygienic Treatment of Con-

sumption. Adapted to English Home Life. By
Jos. J. S. Lucas, M.R.C.S., etc., late Medical

Registrar and Pathologist at North London Con-
sumption Hospital. Bristol: J. W. Arrowsmith.

The object of this modest little duodecimo of (50

pages is to adapt the principles of the " open-air,"
" hygienic," " sanatorium," treatment of consumj)-

tion to English home life. The directions and sugges-

tions are sensible and to the point.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUT-PATIENT DE-
PARTMENTS.

With the growth of the modern hospital there has

gradually come into existence the so-called out-patient,

or, as it is termed in other cities, the outdoor depart-

ment. The name implies a certain dissociation from

the hospital pro|>er, and the facts too often bear out

this lack of unity between the hospital and its out-pa-

tient departments. This is unfortunately inevitable

under the existing arrangment by which the out-pa-

tient services are regarded as stepping-stones to en-

trance to the house, and not in themselves worthy of

the most painstaking work on the part of the incum-

bents of the several positions. For this reason it hap-

pens that a considerable injustice is done the hospital

at larg(^, with the peiiectly natural consecjnence that

the out-j)atient department tends to lose its significance

and be relegated to a position of minor importance and

minor consideration. As a matter of fact, however,

the development of this department of a great hospital

should be encouraged in every way, both for the sake

of the community at large and for the credit which

is sure to come to the institution from the proper

scientific management of its ambulatory as well as of

its more acutely ill patients who are confined to bed.

This fact must be more and mon; forced upon hospital

authorities with the growth of tlu^ special branches of

medicine. We have long since come to recognize that

what we nowadays include under the general headings

of medicine and surgery are but a part, and a rela-

tively small part, of the conditions calling for study

and treatment. The special attention now being given,

for exam[)le, to the skin, throat, nose, eye, ear, child-

ren, nerves and orthopedics all demands recognition

in adequate out-patient departments, in which the im-

portance attaching to these several branches may be

clearly recognized and not subordinated to other de-

partments. Thes(; are all important branches of medi-

cine, cases of which are ordinarily not treated in the

wards of a general hospital. Those wIhj devote their

time to the study of these conditions do not look for-
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wurd to llx- (lisliiictioii ol lirini; iiioiiioli-il to :i |iii>iliiiii

in the liospitul proper ; t.lic^y an- UDikiiii; willi im iillr-

rior motives wliiilt'VtT, jiihI, tlicrcfoir, liicir di p.iii-

iiifiits should he accorded :i pl:tcf ot diiiiiily in tin- lios-

pitiil n''i;iiiif.

'I'lic justice (it this :ittiludc will no douKt lie n:(;o^-

iii/cd in time in a substjintiiil WJiy tlii'ougli tlic Itiiild-

iuij and t'cpiipnicnt of pro|KU' stnirtures for i^ood out-

patient work. I'royrcss alisolutcly demands tliis

reeo<fnition, and wlien it is torllieoniinii there can he

no qu«'stion that results of a positive sort will ju^tilv

the necessary e.\j)enditur(^ Any one with the slii^ht-

ost oxpori(Mice must achnit that to ])roseouto laborious

investii^ations or do justict^ to the neculs of the individ-

ual pati(!nt in tln^ bad-smelling, overcrowded and often

entirely inadequate out-patient rooms now provided

for the most arduous medical service a man is ev<'r

called upon to perform, is not to be expected nor rc-

(piired. We welcome with satisfaction new and elab-

orate operating-rooms, with all the retinements which

modern surgery demands, but let us not in our enthu-

siasm forget that other branches, and particularly the

swarming out-patient departments, are fully as impor-

tant from a humanitarian point of view, and have re-

quirements of as definite a sort. It will be a step of

the greatest significance in the history of hospital

management when the dignity of the out-patient de-

partments is fully established, and they^ are accorded

the measure of esteem which their work for the com-

munity and for scientific progress demands.

OUR ATTITUDE TOWARD EPIDEMIC DISEASE.

One of the most notable effects of the research of

the past twenty-five years is the tendency it has had

to remove from the popular mind the dread of epi-

demic disease. It has been said, no doubt with some

truth, that more people died from fear during the

great epidemics of the Middle Ages than from the dis-

ease itself. That this tendency to panic is still pres-

ent among us in modified form is shown by the con-

dition of excitement we get into on very slender

provocation, when a disease which oiu- ancestors re-

garded with deserved dread appears among us. An
instance in point is the undue anxiety now being

manifested at Yale College over certain cases at the

Sheflield Scientific School, regarding the appearance

of what is feared to be small-pox. President Iladley

in an address to the students so admirabl}' sums up

the proper attitude of mind in such an emergency

that we quote his remarks :

" There is in some parts of the college community

an excitement concerning small-pbx which is not war-

ranted by the facts. From the first the authoi'ities

have adopted the policy of making publicly known and

of isolating every case which could give ground for the

slightest suspicion. Only two such doubtful cases have

developed. In view, however, of all the circumstances,

the authorities recommend that all students should be

viu'cinaUrd. Thin i^ tin- ri;^ht \*\\wx\\ und the •.iik-

one. The wrong remedy is t(» run awav. If vou
have not the disejiHe in your HyHti-iii, varcinution will

make yon safe. In the vt-vs improbable contiiig«-ncv

that any of you has the disease in his Hystefn, running

away will not protect hitn. Least u\ all will the uni-

versity count.(;nanre any such tnistakeri policv bv con-

templating the suspension of anv pari of itn re^'ular

(!X(!rcises.

*' Kvery few years we have an alaiin of tlii> kind.

No such alarm has ever been followed by HeriouH con-

se(p»ences. I congratulate you on the sujterior cool-

ness which the students of the present college venera-

tion have shown, as compared with thr-ir predecessors

under similar circumstances. If you can, individuallv

and collectively, maintain this improvement in moral

courage, it will stand Yale in good stead in all the

affairs of life."

This is good advice and is worthy of wider circula-

tion than the confines of one college communitv.
President Hadley meets the situation at every point,

and we have no doubt it will have the desired effect

upon the student body, which was apparently quite

ready to stampede.

This event at Y'ale College, however, forces upon us

again the desirability of properly equipped infirma-

ries to meet just such emergencies. With the great in-

crease in size of educational institutions, it is becom-
ing more and more incumbent upon the authorities to

provide suitable means of isolation on the appearance
of an infectious or contagious disease. We have no

doubt that the present "scare" will do much toward
hastening the general establishment of infirmaries, an

example which Harvard ITniversity has just set

THE CRAIG COLONY FOR EPILEPTICS.

The annual report of the Craig Colony for Epilejv

tics was recently sent to the State Board of Charities.

The colony, the site of which is a former Shaker set-

tlement in Livingston County, has a capacity at present

for about 400 inmates, but the new buildings now
nearly completed and others in course of erection will

increase the capacity to a total of 720 beds. There
are said to be 12,000 epileptics in the State, of whom
about 2,000 are not abl(> to support themselves. The
Craig Colony will be capable of accommodating all the

latter when it has been fully developed. Since tke

institution was opened in 1892, it has received .')04

patients, of whom 378 remain. The State allows the

colony ?>2o0 a year for each patient, and each county

allows S30 a year for each person from within its

boundaries who is cared for ; but the labor of the in-

mates themselves goes far towards paying the running

expenses of the institution. Among the industries of

the colony are a lumber camp, brickyard, printing-

office, tailor shop, straw-matting factory, and upholstery

school. The females, some of whom are employed in

these, also do light outdoor work and all the house
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and needle work. During the year there was an aver-

age attendance of 24 in the dej)artment of manual

training. In March, after liuving worked seven

months and completed the prescribed course of train-

ing, 10 girls were sent to the Sloyd school, where

they took the grammar-school course in making draw-

ings and models.

For maintenance, beginning October 1, 1900, the

IJoard of Managers ask for SI 2'), 000, ^nd for scientific

observation and research S4,000. Tlie colony author-

ities have systematized tiie work of collecting data,

and hope to be able in time to offer to students of eju-

lepsy the best facilities for carrying on their work to

be found anywhere in the world. There was a Craig

Colony prize for original research in ej)ilepsy, of $100,

offered last year by J)r. Frederick Peterson, of New
York, President of the Board of Managers, for the

best contribution to the pathology and treatment of

the disease. None of the essays received was deemed

suiliciently satisfactory to be awarded the prize, though

three of them were given honorable mention, and Dr.

Peterson has offered a $200 prize for the present year.

The most important elements of success have been found

to be the homelike character of the colony and the

introduction of industries within the abilities of the

patients to conduct. Of these. Dr. Spratling, the Med-

ical Superintendent, says :
" We have noticed that as

the homes for the colonists grew smaller, the nearer

in reality they are made to approach in every way an

ordinary home, and the clearer grows the interest in

the work of the colony, on the part of the colonists

who can take part in the same, the greater is the

measure of success ; and while we have every reason

to hope that our best work is yet to be done, we have

gone far enough to see that no mistake was made
when we undertook to build into the fundamental

structure of the colony system the two great factors of

classification and occupati )n."

MEDICAL NOIES.

Ni:w?;pArr,u liACTKRiOLO(;v. — We clip the fol-

lowing from a daily paper :
" A bacteriol gist asked a

woman who did not usually have to go on very dirty

streets if he might make an experiment on one of her

skirts. It was a compar itively new one, and, of

course, received the daily brushing too. He found on

})»i't of the skirt-binding at the hem the following

small menagerie: Two hundred thousand germs, many
bearing diphtheria, pneumonia, and tonsillitis ; also

collections of typhoid and consiunption microbes. The
owner has been converted to the short skirt." We
would ask how the germs were counted, and al-o in

what way they are supposed to "bear" diphtheria,

pneumonia and tonsillitis ? There is some danger of

overdoing the germ theory.

Anothkr Suit against Christian Scikntists.—
We learn that a Mr. Tuttle, of Baltimore, finds cause

for a suit of $20,000 against the sect of Christian Scien-

tists. We quote his reasons as given in a daily paper.

It is reported that from September 12th last until

Christmas Ev(;, Mr. Tuttle was under the treatment

by the method of " word argument," and that under

it he became worse, his limbs and body swelling and

gangrene resulting. On I)(!cember 30th Mr. Tutth-

was so near death that his family called in a regular

physician, who diagnosed his case as asthma and gan-

grene. Cure No. 2 says :
" Health is not a condition

of matter, all action is of the one mind. This treat-

ment will and must reach the right spot. Argue thi^

silently and then realize the presence of health, and

you will find that it will be so." Mr. Tuttle claims he

did not find it so.

Plague \n Hawaii.— It has recently been dis-

covered that rats about sugar warehouses at Kahului

have been dying in a suspicious manner. Investigation

has shown after death the presence of plague bacilli,

and prompt measures have, in consequence, been taken

to quarantine and, if possible, disinfect the buildings.

The Board of Health has in addition ordered a rat-

proof fence built around the whole town of Kahului,

including the Hawaiian commercial store and ware-

house. A patient died of plague in Kahului, Febru-

ary 25th. In Honolulu the situation is encouraging.

There have been no new cases for several days prior

to March (ith.

Two HUNDUED AND FoRTV-SeVEN CaSES OF
Lithotomy. — The Missionary Herald reports that

Dr. D. M. B. Thorn, the medical missionary of the

American Board of Foreign Missions at Mardin, in

Eastern Turkey, has had during the twenty-six years

of his connection with the station 247 cases of lithot-

omy. This is a large number of cases for any one

man to have had, and is explained by the fact that

Mardin is the central station for a very large region

where stone in the bladder is common. The question

naturally suggests itself whether Dr. Thom practises

the more modern methods of crushing.

A Condemnation ok W.\ter Gas.— Dr. J. S.

Haldane has recently read a paper on the " Use of

Carburetted Abater Gas for Domestic Lighting Pur-

poses," before the Society of Medical Officers of

Health, of London. His statistics should be conclu-

sive as to the vasth' greater danger of water gas as

compared with coal gas, a fact which Boston has had

ample occasion to realize.

HoMK KOK CoNsuMrTiVKs IN Denvek.— It is re-

ported that arrangements are being made to establish

a National Baptists' Home for Consumptives in Den-

ver, Col. Th s phase of medical charity, from all aj)-

pearances, is not likely to be neglected in the future.

BOSTON AND NKW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diskases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon. March 21, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

64, scarlatina ^U, measles .OO, typhoid fever 0.
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Infmun/a in liosroN. — Duriiijj th(^ wcfk ciulirif,'

Mardi 17f.li, '21 luMitioiiul (1(!hI1ih I'lom iiillnrn/ji wen-
rt^portcd, which iiiiikoH the total iiiiiiiliii' '!! lot' Iud

weeks. Tlic mmilx'r of dcjitlis in Hoston hist wt-ck

was ."M 1, as ii^iiiiist I'.l'ithi! corn'siJOiKJiiig week h»Hl,

year. This was i\w. hir^cst weekly death list siiict?

.lamiary 18, 1890, when the nuniher was lIC; the

next largest being 357, for January lltli, .-itiil .'{ l-s,

.laniiary I, 18i)(). A eonsiderable j)ro|)ortion ol' the

deaths have oceurnid in almshouses. That the disease

is no respecter of persons is shown, iiowever, hy the

fact that the nurses registered at the Directory have

all been calle<l into service. It is probable that many
of the cases regarded as uncomplicated influenza are

due to a mixed infection rathcn- than to the organism

now recognized as specific for the disease.

Small-pox at Shefkikld Scikntifio .School,

Nkw IIavkn.— Considerable alarm is still manifested

over the appearance of small-pox at the Shellield

Scientific School. A number of students have left

New Haven temporarily until danger of contagion is

past. There appears to be some difference of opinion

among members of the faculty as to the advisability of

temporarily closing the school.

"Dk." Truth's "Absent Trkatment."— "Divine

Healer" Francis Truth seems so far to have allied him-

self with the sect of Christian Science as to be an

ardent believer in their method of so-called " absent

treatment." In fact, so ardent a devotee of this method

has he become that he is reported to have realized in

the neighborhood of $30,000 a week from its practice.

The Merchants' Club's Dinner.— The INIer-

chants' Club of Boston entertained representatives of

the medical profession at their monthly dinner at the

Algonquin Club on Tuesday, and listened to remarks

from Drs. Councilman, Bowditch, C. J. Blake, Whit-

tier and M. II. Richardson.

A Neav Enoland Centenarlvn. — Mrs, Emyle
Hyde Grinnell, of Colchester, Vt., has died at the age

of one hundred and three years and eight months.

Longevity is said to be a characteristic of her family.

NEW YORK.

Hospitals for Tuberculosis.— The Senate Fi-

nance Committee has recommended the appropriation

of $150,000 for the establishment of a State Hospital

in the Adirondacks for the treatment of incipient pul-

monary tuberculosis. At a meeting of physicians and

officers representing the hospitals in the Boroughs of

Manhattan and the Bronx, and also some of the sub-

urban hospitals, which was held recently in the librarv

of the Charity Organization Society, a resolution was

unanimously adopted urging the passage of the bill

which provides for such an institution. In the discus-

sion on the resolution, it was pointed out that it is

becoming increasingly difficult for tuberculosis patients

to secure admission into the existing hospitals, and the

State is confronted with the fact that there are 14,000

new cases of the disease each year, with practically no

hospital accommodations for them. The percentage

of those who are cured, evfrn under the prcM^nt uiifu*

voralile eonditions of treatment, is miomI encourayiiij;,

and indicates what might be done by hoHpilalH in which
tubereulosis patients could l)e adequately treated. On
iM.irch 1 iih Dr. Henry, of .New York, introduced in

the Legislature a Itill for the estaldi^hment of a tuln^r-

culosis hos[>ital in or near New York City. The bill

provides that the* hospital sh.-ill be in charge of the

Deparlnient of Health and that the cor|)oration coun-

s('l, upon a written reipiest from the Department, shall

take the in^cessary steps to 8(rcure a site; ; while the

controller is directed to issue corporate stock to the

amount of $100,000 to pay for a site and S250,00o

for construction.

A Solomon on the Bench.— One day lawt week
a physician was called into the Suitreme Court, Brook-

lyn, to decide Ix^tween a husband and wife as to which

should have the; custody of their eleven-months-<jld

baby. The mother had applierl to Justice Jenks, on

hahcds corpus proceedings, for the custody of the child,

which was in the custody of the father, and her coun-

sel contended that as it had not yet been weaned it

would be injurious to separate it from its mother. The
judge, after puzzling over the situation for a moment,
directed an officer to go around among the courts and
see if he could find a physiciaiL The messenger re-

turned with Dr. Wilson Small, and when his advice

had been asked the court delivered the following wise

opinion: "Having consulted with a physician indiffer-

ent to either party, I shall abide by his opinion. He
believes that it would be injurious to the child to take

it away from its mother at this time. I shall, there-

fore, deliver the child to the mother as the custodian

appointed by the court, and she shall be responsible

for it to the court until the matter is decided."

Lepers.— One of the most interesting themes that

will be considered at the Ecumenical Missionary Con-
ference in New York, April 21st to May 1st, relates

to the work done for lepers in various parts of the

world. It is to be specially reported on by Wellesley

C. Bailey, Secretary and Superintendent of the Mis-

sion to Lepers in India and the East, and by Miss

Mary Reed, a missionary to the lepers. The Mission

to Lepers in India begun in 1874 found an important

sphere of work among this large and affiicted class.

A Centenarian.— On St. Patrick's Day Richard

Monahan, a native of Dublin, who resides in the

Borough of Richmond, celebrated the one-hundredth

anniversary of his birth. He came to America when
a boy, and is proud of having served with General

Scott in the Indian war in Florida. On the same day
another New Y'orker, a female, died within three

months of the .age of one hundred.

Contagious Pneumonia. — In New York foiu-

children in one family recently died of pneumonia. In

a single household in a rural settlement in Sussex

County, N. .1., near Port .lervis, three members of the

family have died of pneumonia, antl three others are

reported as seriouslv ill with the disease.
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Defkat of thk Henuv Bill.— March loth tlie

Henry Bill for the regulation of the hours of drug

clerks was defeated in the Senate. The vote was

twenty-one yeas to twenty nays, which is an uncon-

stitutional niaioritv.

^O^ij^cellanp.

THE IMPORTANCE OK RESTRICTING
MEASLES.

Attf.xtiox was directed last week to the deinand

for a measles ward in connection with the Contagious
Department of the Boston City IIosj»ital. A))roj)os

of this appeal, we notice that the secretary of the

Connecticut Board of Health, in the Monthly Bulletin

of the Board for February, emphasizes the prevalence

of measles as a disease, its frequent sequehe and its

important effect upon mortality records in the follow-

ing judicious jKiragraphs :

There is an increasing prevalence of tlie malady since

the year began. It is a serious error and very widespread
in the public mind that measles is a coni[)aratively trivial

disorder and the precautions to prevent its spread are un-

important and not worth the trouble. To show the fallacy

of this belief and how dangerous it is to act upon it, it is

only necessary to refer to the published reports of vital

statistics.

In the last four years there were only 239 deaths from
scarlet fever in Connecticut, wlnle there were 427 deaths
from meas^les. Yet both diseases have been prevalent
through the State all that time.

In the report of the Registrar-General of England for

the decade 1888 to 1897 the deaths from scarlt-t fever num-
bered 57,226, while those from measles were 128,043, more
than double the mortality of scarlet fever.

The report of the Registrar-General of Ireland for the

same period is similar — st-arlet fever 5,272, measles 8,842.

It is true, the direct mortality from measles is not large in

proportion to the whole number ill with it, but it has been
observed for generations that following an epidemic of

measles there is always an increased mortality from pneu-

monia, bron(diitis and consumption. Is it a trivial disease

that destroys more lives in ten consecutive years through-

out both England and Ireland than the united victims of

scarlet fever and diphtheria? Deaths from measles in

those countries were 136,885. Deaths from scarlet fever

and diphtheria together in England and Ireland during
the same ten years were 135,6^1.

^Vom these facts it must be conceded that measles is not

a trival malady, but that its importance as a factor in pub-
lic health ranks well up among the most dangerous dis-

eases.

Is it a preventable disease? Yes. Inasmuch as its

continued prevalence depends upon contagion it is prevent-

able. But it is not so easily prevented as some other

diseases. Its prevention and restriction depend much
upon the ready and willing co-operation of parents and
jdiysicians.

A TRIBUTE TO DR. ^V. II. H. HASTINGS.

TiiK physicians comprising the staff of the Boston
Dispensary wish to express their sense of loss in the

death of thf'ir superint(!ndent, Dr. William II. II.

I lastings.

The changes in the staff have been so many and Dr.
1 Listing's incund)ency so long, that the superintendent
became the senior of almost all the staff' and ac(piired

an almost {)ateiiial relation towards the majority of

us. Nearly all of us have received our original ap-

pointments at his hands, and all of us have felt that

our work was watched and weighed by him. In his

relation of superintendent, he has always seemed to

aid and encourage each one. New ideas and new
methods have always received his careful considera-

tion, and it has been his aim that the Dispensary
should profit by advances in medicine and by the en-

thusiasm of its younger ])hysicians. Honesty, faith-

fulness, self-abnegation and courtesy have always
marked his dealings with us.

We believe that our work has becui better done for

his example and it shall be our aim to preserve the

spirit which he, by example rather than by precept,

has inculcated, so long as we continue to work here,

and to hand on to our successors the traditions which
he has helped to establish.

AiJNER Post,
Edwauu O. Otis,

Robert W. Greenleak,
George S. Whiteside,
Henry Jackson,

Committee of the Staff of the Boston Dispensary.

HYDROPHOBIA IN ATHENS.

It is interesting, says the Medical Press, to periase

the statistics of the Pasteur Institute in Athens,
where from August, 1H!)4, to the end of 1S97 no
fewer than 997 persons underwent the anti-rabic

treatment. Among the whole number so treated

there were only two deaths, or a i)ercentage of .25.

In five persons, however, the disease developed within

fifteen days after the last inoculation. Among those

not treated at the institute there were 40 persons

who died of hydrophobia ; in 27 of these the incuba-

tion 2:»eriod varied from twenty to one hundred and
twenty days ; in two, from five to six months ; in one,

from six to seven months, and in one beyond a year.

Tliese figures undeniably show a preponderance of

results in favor of Pasteur's method. Of course it

might be argued that many of the cases treated by
this method would probably never develop hydroi)ho-

bia in any case, but we do not regard such a conten-

tion as a reason for failure to submit to the only

method of the prevention of the disease which science

has been able to (daborate.

Corre^ponDcnce.

THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

Baltimore, Md., March 12, 190U.

Mk. Editor : — I have just read in jour issue of March
8th " Spectator's " letter from Paris. (3f course such a dia-

tribe as this against France and everything French can have
no influence in dissuading American piiysieians from attend-

ing the International Medical Congress because it happens
to meet in Paris. I only want to correct one possible mis-

understanding; namely, that the Congress is not to be held
" in a light shell of a building of great size, marked : Palais

(les Co7igr'es," but on the contrary, the general sessions

are to sit in the great amphitheatre of the Sorbonne and
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till) flfctional (jatlicrinj^s in other rooms of tliiw IJnivcrHiJy,

at tlui OolU'yje dc KriiiKM', tin- !'"iiciilt('' dn Mc'ilcciiic, tin;

ilopiliil N(^ck«M', tlii^ ll<ilel DicMi, iind Hiiniliiir cotivtiiieiil.

iiml ii|)|)r()|)riiit« pliiccs.

Vory ti 111} }oiirs,

Hknky Uakton .Iacohs, M.D.,
Srrrfliinj Aiiiflriraii Nntiiinnl ( 'inninlller.

[Any loadtii'iti imturally al lil)urly to i!lv»aH iiuk^Ii or ait llttli- woIkIiI
;iH lio »«1CH lit to our cornixiioiiiit-iil'H (" SpeclHtor'H "

) HtiiteiiifiiiH.

S.)lll(- of lIlKHO ill'd HllltollMMllH <>( fuct ailll HOIII« HDt Nlat CIIKMI tM Of
opinliMi. HiH kiio\vluilK<^ of faris iMiiiiot In; <|iiuHlloiiril. II in I'^riii m
An(iiiMt we liavo ournolveB involuntarily expt^rlonciMl on inc. r.- than
out) oouaHiiui. TlioNo wlio atloiiil lliu (;oii|;ruKH will do well. iiiKioail

of (Oumiiiu tlio Iwi-nty-iiino si^ctloiiH, lo Hit i|ui<Mly in llir Sorbonnn
and Hl)8(>rt) tlio IxMUitluH of I'livlndt* (niavaniiox'H noblo innial |iHliilin|{,

wliilMt come of tlio spclionH (U)nic round to tlieni. — Ki>.l

THE OLD REGIME HAD MERITS.

Boston, March \b, 1900.

Mu. Editok : — The writer of your editorial on " Med-
ical reaching," in to-day's issue of the Jouknai,, miscon-

strues my letter of the same issue. I do not "defend the

old regime," for I am in entire accord with the present

movement. I merely call attention to the fact that the old

lectures were not the useless, futile things they were dis-

tinctly stated to have heen by President Eliot and Dr.
Councilman. Very truly yours,

J. G. Mum FORI), M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For thb Week ending Saturday, March lu, ISMX).
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C. D. Brownkll, passed as>istant surgeon, detached from the
" Solace " aud ordered home and to wait orders.

R. Spkak, assistant surgeon, detache<l from the " ConsitelUi-

tion ' and ordered to the Naval Hospital, New York.

O. M. Eakins, assistant surgeon, detached from the Naval
Academy, March 'i4th, and ordered to the " Buffalo,'' April '2d.

J. T. Kennedy, assistant surgeon, ordered to the " Independ-

ence."

J. Stepp, assistant surgeon, detached from the Naval Hospi-

tal, Mare Island, Cal., and ordered to the " Solace.'

OFFICIAL LIST OFCHANGKSOF STATIONS AND DUTIRIS
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THP: UNITED STATES MARINE-HO.SPITAL
SERVICE FOR THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING MARCH 15,

I90().

Geddings, H. D., passed a.ssistaut surgeon. To assume tem-
porary charge of the hygienic laboratory. March 13, liKX).

Young, G. B., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

ahsence for four days from March 2()th. March 13. 1!HM).

CrMMiNG, H. S., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed to

Millboro, Va., for special temporary duty; tlien to rejoin station.

March 12, 19()0. Granted four days' extension of leave of ab-

sence. March 12, lilOO. Four days' extension of leave of absence

granted by Bureau letter of March 12th, revoked. March 13,

19()0.

WiLLE. C. W., assistant surgeon. Upon being relieved from
duty at Boston, Mass., to proceed to the Cape Charles Quaran-
tine Station and report to the medical officer in command for

duty and assignment to quarters. March 9, 190C.

GoLDsBOKOUGH, B. W. , acting assistant surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for fifteen days from March 15th. March 9,

IDOO.

Southard, F. A., hospital steward. Relieved from duty at

the port of New York, N. Y., and directed to proceed to Balti-

more, Md., and report to the medical officer in command for

duty and assignment to quarters. March 14, 1900.

Wakhanik, C. a., hospital steward. Upon being relieved

from duty at Baltimore, Md., to proceed to New York, N. Y.,

and report to the medical officer in command for duty and
assignment to quarters. March 14, liXM).

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Suffolk District Medical Society.— The Section for Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Women will meet at 19 Boylston Place,

Wednesday, March 28, 1900, at 8 p. m.

Papeis: Dr. E. S. Bolaud, "Immediate Repair of Perineal

Tears."
Dr. F. H. Davenport: "The Mortality of Hysterectomy lor

Fibroids."
Drs. Malcolm Storer and M. T. Thurber: "Repeated Tubal

Pregnancy, with Operation in Each Case."
R. A. Kingman, M.D., Chairman.
C. H. Hare, M.D., Secretary,

285 Marlborough Street.

American Medico-Psychological Association. - The Ex-

ecutive Committee finds that The Jefferson, the most desirable

hotel in Richmond for the purposes of the Association, is en-

gaged for the week May 7th to 12th. The Council has decided,

therefore, to again postpone the meeting until May 22d, 23d,

24th, 25th.

Later and fuller notice will be mailed to members.
C. B. Burr, M.D., Secretary.

Congress against Tuberculosis —By desire of the Neapol-

itan branch of the "League against Tuberculosis," this Con-

gress, of which her Majesty the Queen of Italy has been graci-

ously pleased to become the patroness, will meet at Naples on

April 25-28, 1900, under the presidency of his Excellency Min-

ister Baccelli. The General Committee, presided over by
Senator Prof, de Renzi, and of which Prof. A. Rubino is the sec-

retary, superintends the arrangement.s of the Congress, the aim
of whose labors is the same as that first set on foot at the Con-
gress of Berlin. It will be divided into the following sections,

each of which has a sep.irate committee of management: (1)

Etiology and Prophylaxy; (2) Clinical Pathology; (3) Thera-

peutics; (4) Sanatoria. In this Congress are entitled to take

part: Physicians, naturalists, engineers, as well as representa-

tives of the social and philanthropic sciences. '1 he subscription

for each person is twenty francs (Italian) and entitles to the

members ticket and badge of the Congress, as well as to the re-

duced fares on the Italian railways and steamboats, to the trans-

actions of tlie Congress, and all publications connected with the

same, as well as the free entrance to the museums, Pompeii, Her-

culaneum, etc.

Ladies connected with members of the Congress can, on pay-

ment of the same sum of twenty francs, take part in the Con-

gress.

During the Congress numerous festivities will take place:

Reception by the Municipality of Naples, gala performance at
the theatre of San Carlo, excursions, with luncheons, to Pompeii,
Sorrento and Capri, excursion to Palermo and visit to the sana-
torium " Hygeia." founded by Commendatore Florio.
The exact programme of these festivities will be communi-

cated to the members of the Congress with the least possible
delay. The applications as well as the entrance money are to
be sent to the secretary's office of the General Committee, I.

Clinica medica della R. Universita di Napoli (Ospedale Clinico).

WARREN TRIENNIAL PRIZE.

The Warren Triennial Prize was founded by the late Dr. J.
Mason Warren in memory of his father, and his will provides
that the a cumulated interest of the fund shall be awarded
every three years to the best dissertation, considered worthy of
a premium, on some subject in physiology, surgery or patholog-
ical anatomy

; the arbitrators being the physicians and surgeons
of the Massachusetts General Hospital.
The subject for competition for the year 1901 is some subject

in physiology, surgery or pathology.
Dissertations must be legibly written and must be suitably

bound so as to be easily handled. The name of the writer must
be enclosed in a sealed envelope, on which must be written a
motto corresponding with one on the accompanying dissertation.
Any clew given by the dissertation, or any action on the part

of the writer which reveals his name before the award of the
prize, will disqualify him from receiving the same.
The amount of the prize for the year 1901 will be ^500.
In case no dissertation is considered sufficiently meritorious,

no award will be made. A high value will be placed on original
work. Herbert B. Howard,

Resident Physician, Massachusetts General Hospital.

MUTTER COURSE OF LECTURES ON SURGICAL PATH-
OLOGY, COLLE'^E OF PHYSICIANS OF PHILADELPHIA.

The course of Miitter lectures for 1899-1900 will be delivered
in the Hall of the Mutter Museum of the College of Physicians,
northeast corner of 13th and Locust Streets, Philadelphia, by
Dr. John B. Roberts, on Tuesdays and Fridays, from March 27th
to April 27th, at 8.30 p. m

Subject: "The Surgical Treatment of Congenital and Path-
ological Disfigurements of the Face.''

Lecture I, March 27th. -"A Brief Review of the Development
of Reparative or Plastic Surgery."
Lecture II, March 30th. — "A Rapid Survey of the Anatomy

(Constructive, Regional and Artistic) of the Human Face."
Lecture HI, April 3d.—" Characteristic Features of the Opera-

tive Surgery of the Face. The Fundamental Principles of Suc-
cessful Plastic Operations."
Lecture IV, April (ith.

— "'I'he Removal of Disfigurements due
to Pigments, Cicatricial Distortions, Fistules, Congenital Fis-

sures and Errors of Development, Tumors and Skin Diseases."
Lecture V, April 10th. — "The Correction of Deformities of

the Mouth and Lips."
Lecture VI, April 13th.- "The Reconstruction of the Lips

and Cheeks"
Lecture VII, April 17 th. - " The Correction of Deformed

Noses."
Lecture VIII, April 20th. - "The Construction of New Noses.

(Total and Partial Rhinoplasty.)
''

Lecture IX, April 24th.— "The Operative Treatment of De-
formed or Deficient Ears."
Lecture X, April 27th. - " The Cosmetic Surgery of the Eyes.'

John H. Hrinton, M.D., Chairman,
George McClellan, M.D.,
Frederick A. Packard, M.D.,

Committee on Miitter Museum.

RECENT DEATHS.

Arthur A. Beebe, M.D., died Sunday, March 16th, at his

home in Boston, at the age oif twenty-eight. He was graduated
from Harvard College in the Class of '94, subsequently received

his degree of M.D. at the Harvard Medical School and had
within a few weeks completed his service as surgical house
officer at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

Thomas H. Bailey, M IX, of New York, died on March 17th,

in the fifty-second year of his age. He was a son of the late Dr.

Joseph H. Bailey, U. S. A., and was graduated from Bellevue
Hospital Medical College in 18(i9.

Samuel H. Pennington, M.D.. of Newark, N. J., the oldest

living graduate of Princeton University, died on March 14th

He was born in Newark in 180(! and graduated from Princeton

in 1825. He was for many years a trustee of the University and
was at one time president of the New Jersey State Medical
Society.

William MacNeil Wuistlek, M.D., a brother of the well-

known artist, died in London a short time ago. He was a sur-

geon in the Confederate Army during the Civil War.
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Original ^rticlr^.

TYIMIOID SPINE.'

BY K. W. I.OVKTT, M.l>.,

Suryfon to the Oo»io7i CUy lltiHpital,

CltA.S. V. WITIIINCJTON, M.I).,

I'hysictaii to the. Huston City Ho»pitiil

.

TiiK iKiiiif *' typhoid spiiu' " was jrivcii hy ( iiltiicy to

a coiulilioii at tiincs followiiijr cutcric! lever, \vlii(;li was
characterized by j^reat pain and sensitiveness of |)art

ot" the vertebral colunin, siinuhitin<i; rather ch)selv

Pott's disease, (libney described tour cases and sul)-

se([iiently a fifth, but only tin; first three; can be accepted

as authentic instances of this condition, (iibney be-

lieved it to be due to a perispondylitis, nieaniui;- an

acute inflammation of the periosteum and the fibrous

structures which hold the spine toyjether. Osier

analyzed (Jibney's paper, and reported three cases of

his own under the title, " On the Neiirosis Follovvinif

Enteric Fever. Known as the Tv})h()i(l Sj)ine." He
was rather inclined to regard the condition as a neu-

rosis, in some cases at least, on the ground that j)ro-

longed periostitis lasting for weeks and months and
not coming to suppuration was unlikely, lie may be

quoted as follows : " While, of course, it would be

very illogical to assume that all of the instances are

due to the same cause, yet I cannot help feeling that

many of them are examples simply of the painful

neurosis formerly known as spinal irritation." The
three cases observed by him he was inclined to regard

as neurotic in character. Quincke reported two cases,

like the others in every respect, under the name of
" spondylitis typhosa." As to its nature he was in-

clined to believe that Osier was partly right, although
he thought that Gibney's view might have a correct

basis. Another case was reported by Konitzer, where
a blacksmith, twenty-five years old, four or five months
after the beginning of a severe typhoid, was seized

with very severe pain in the back, which kept him in the

hospital some two months. The case presented ner-

vous phenomena, but no unusual symptoms, and fol-

lowed the general type of the cases of Quincke and
Gibney.

These apparently are all the contributions of litera-

ture on the subject. The nine cases (three of (rib-

ney, three of Osier, two of Quincke and one of Kon-
itzer) reported are all much alike and present the

following characteristics, so far as one can generalize

from so few cases. The patients affected are young
adults (males in all i-eported cases). The spinal af-

fection occurs late in the convalescence, or after it is

apparently ended, often after the patient has returned

to work. It may follow 'an accident or may occur

spontaneously. It affects the lower dorsal or lumbar
region. It is attended by curious nervous symptoms,
such as paresthesia, variation in surface reflexes, etc.

Pain is excessive and rigidity of the spinal column is

due more to voluntary muscular contraction, holding

the spine steady, than to the involuntary muscular

spasm, as in tuberculous spondylitis. No system of

treatment has been formulated. The prognosis is

favorable.

The case to be reported is of interest in connection

' Read at the meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ment, December 1, 1899.

with previouHly reporU-d ruHeM for the following
reuMOHH : Deformity reMult«rd, which rnunt have Injen

due UmdeMlruriive osleotnyelitiM ; nervouH pheiiotii<-na

of two kinds were prehent: first, cerUiin Higmata of
liyHteria; second, phenomena «»f another kind, show-
ing prcrsHure. 'i'aken alt*)gether, it would ncein that

in this case, at least, llie Ichion was a mild, Helf-limiii-d

OHt(!omyelitis of the bodies f)f the vertebra-, which for

some reason is attended with nervous svmptixns of a
charact(!r simulating hysteria, y(rt having -,ome ba>iis in

pressure phenomena.
The patient is a jihysician, aged thirty-five vearn ;

tall, rather spare, with good imiscular d<!velopmeiit,

and at one time a tf^acher of physical training. He
belongs to a family of rather exceptional longevity
and vigor, and is one of ten children, all of whom,
with the exception of three who died in infancy, are,

with the parents, living and well. One aunt on the
father's side died of (ipithelioma of the breast, and
another of sarcoma of tin; humerus. An aunt on the

maternal side died at twenty-five of pulmonarv tuber-

culosis, this being the only instance of that disease in

the family. The patient has had no illnesses except
pneumonia in 18H0 and dysentery in 1891. He had
never had any trouble with his back. He was assis-

tant surgeon of United States Volunteers during the
Spanish War and served in the Cuban campaign. In
camp before Santiago he was taken sick .July 17,

1898, and had a continuous high temperature with
watery diarrhea for two weeks, and an intermittent
temperature for two weeks more, during which the
bowels were more regular. The diagnosis of the
division hospital was tropical malaria. On August
14th he left Santiago for Montauk, being at the time
very weak, but free from fever. After remaining
there in the same condition for five days, he came to

his home in Central Massachusetts, arriving there on
August 2Gth. The next day he had a sharp chill, but
it was not repeated and he began rapidlv to gain
strength.

About the 25th of September he began to notice

lameness in the lumbar region, and October (3th, after

getting very tired, had severe cramps in the same re-

gion, which required a hypodermic injection of mor-
phia. He remained in bed for three days, then rap-
idly improved and began medical practice. He
continued to feel perfectly well till November 2Gth,
when he had a slight chill. That day he came to Bos-
ton. The next day the cramps in the back returned
and grew rapidly worse. He remained in bed at a
hotel till December 8d, when he entered the City
Hospital.

The physical examination at his entrance was for
the most part iiegative. Though there had been oc-

casional chills, the temperature was normal. The ab-
domen was tense, tympanitic and slightly tender : no
rose spots. A search for plasmodia was made on
December 3d, and again on December l.jth and
30th, but with negative results. He complained
chiefly of severe pain in the lumbar region, coming
on in spasms of great intensity. These were much
aggravated by getting out of be<l. which, as he was
unable to use the bed-pan, he had to do daily. These
dorsal pains were very excruciating and several
times required the use of morphia. The effect of
massage was to aggravate the pain, partly because
the treatment involved his turning upon his side,

which was likely to start up the cramps. Faradism
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also proved useless or injurious, and day after day the

pain continued to be distressing, with some loss of

sleep. Blood examination soon after entrance showcid

7,450 whites, and on I)ecend)er .'50th a characteristic

typhoid serum reaction was pres{!nt, clumping occur-

ring in two minutes. Tlirouoliout the month of

January the pain was still coini)lained of ; at times,

especially toward the end of the month, the paticuit

thought it was less intense when at rest, but all at-

tempts to sit up in bed or move at all caused great

distress.

Examination, .January 30th, showed on the outer

surface of both thighs, extending from trochanter to

knee, an area of diminished sensation to pain and
touch, most marked on the right leg. Patellar reflexes

lively ; plantar and abdominal, normal ; cremasteric,

sluggish. The spiues of the lower dorsal and the up-

per lumbar vertebrae were tender to pressure. The
muscles of the loin were rigid. Three or four days

later there was noted a tenderness over the posterior

part of the ilium. No swelling to be seen. Consid-

erable muscular spasm. No prominence of any ver-

tebral spines at this time. On being made to stand,

patient cannot hold himself erect, and after standing a

minute the pain in the back becomes worse. On sit^

ting in an armchair he rests his weight as far as pos-

sibh; on the elbows. Cannot bear to sit up without

such support. After an hour in this position the pain

becomes severe but passes off when he goes back to

bed. He contrives to sit up altogether about two
hours per day. No rectal or vesical symptoms. Eats
and sleeps well.

February oth. Patient walks about a little with a

cane, but moves with great slowness and caution.

Rises with much difficulty from the chair, and gets his

balance slowly and carefully. In the course of the

next four days he could walk the length of the corri-

dor with two crutches, showing some gain in the abil-

ity to use the lower extremities. About this time a

distinct proi(!Ction of the spines corresponding to the

eleventh and twelfth dorsal and first lumbar vertebra'

was for the first time noticed. There was also noted

a considerable tenderness over the transverse pro-

cesses of the second lumbar vertebra, worse on the

left side. Meantime the patient continued to walk
slowly and stiffly with crutches daily. He felt more
comfortable when standing or lying than when in a

chair. After a day or two he himself discovered the
" knuckle " and was much alarmed thereat.

The patient was first seen by Dr. Lovett in con-

sultation with Dr. Withington February 11, 189i).

At that time he was in bed most of tlie time and was
able to go about with crutches. There was a well-

marked prominence of the spinous processes in the

lower dorsal and upper lumbar region, involving ap-

parently two or three vertebra; ; the spine was almost

absolutely rigid in passive and active movements

;

getting from the bed into the erect position was ac-

companied by intense spasm of the spinal muscles and
very severe pain, more so than in Pott's disease, even

of a severe type ; the knee-jerks were moderately in-

creased and motion in the legs was apparently good.

A provisional diagnosis of "typhoid spine" was made.

As movement was evidently attended by great irrita-

tion and pain, it was decided to ])Ut on a plaster jacket,

which was applied on February 17th, with the patient

lying prone in a hammock. Less relief followed than

is customary after the application of the jacket to pa-

tients with Pott's disease, although the patient was
somewhat better.

As the patient was evidently hospitalized, he left

the hospital on February 24th and went to a hotel.

At this time, although movement was attended with
less j)ain than without tlu; jacket, he was still very
uncomfortable and the erect position was j)ainful.

He walked fairly well with ci'utches.

The temperature chart, which was carefully kept
during his hospital residence, showed for tlu; first two
weeks a slight irregularity with elevations not exceed-
ing !)9.G°. About December 17th a more marked
febrile movement began, accompanied by slight chills

on four occasions, December 22d, 23d, 28th and .Jan-

uary 4th. As already remarked, repeated examina-
tion failed to reveal the plasmodia. The fever during
the twenty-five days following December 17th ranged
mostly from 100° to 102°, only three times exceeding
the latter figure. After January 10th the curve re-

turned to about the same character as during the first

two we(;ks, only once reaching as high as 100°, but
showing a constant diurnal variation from about 98°

in the mornings to 98iJ° or 99° in the evenings. Af-
ter he left the hospital the evening temperature, which
was taken at intervals, was always found to be nor-

mal.

On March 1st the plaster jacket was opened, a
strip cut away to allow it to be brought tighter and it

was fastened with straj)s, but with this he was less

comfortable than with the fixed jacket, and on March
8th a second jacket was put on, again in the hammock
position. This jacket was purposely put on very
tight and each turn of the bandage pulled with all

reasonable force. Improvement in the pain immedi-
ately followed and he was able to be about more, al-

though able to do very little. As soon as he began
to be freer from pain it was noticed that the power in

his legs was poor and that he was evidently suffering

from some muscular impairment of motion. His
knee-jerks were decidedly increased and he had some
ankle clonus. At this time another test of the blood

gave a positive Widal reaction.

On March 10th he was seen by Dr. Withington in

consnltation with Dr. Lovett. He was found to be

walking with crutches a little better than when he
left the hospital, but the getting out of bed and assum-
ing an erect attitude was attended with great difliculty,

apparently not so much from pain as from loss of

power. When lying re(!umbent he raised the legs

from the bcnl with great ditliculty, the paresis in each

being equal. Muscular sense was good. Tactile sen-

sation good, except in the areas on outside of the

thighs before noted. No impairment of sphincters.

No atrophy. Patellar reflex increased, slight ankle

clonus. No rigidity or contractions of legs. Appe-
tite and other bodily functions good. Patient cheer-

ful and hopeful.

On March 11th he was seen by Dr. Morton Prince
in consultation with Dr. Lovett. Examination showed
very inuch increased knee-jerks, slight ankle clonus,

two anesthetic patches, one on the outside of each

thigh, and impaired muscular power in tlie movements
of the legs. In addition to this there was a greater

disability in getting al)out, rising from a chair, etc.,

than seemed to be exj)lained by the ini])airinent of

muscular jjower. According to Dr. Prince the signs

found were confusing, somewhat contradictory, and
not characteristic of any type of spinal lesion ; at the
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siimd tinip tlir iiiH'stlioticr paU'-luiK W(!r»i conHtuiit atid

ddiiiitf, iiml Di'. I'liiicc IVIt. tliul JIkm-c Imii Im-i'ii coim-

prc'ssioii |»rrs('iit, wliicli iic(;()iiiil,t'<l tor piirt ot tlir

sviu|it()iiis, l)iit tli:it. the prt-sinit conililiiiii us ti wlioli-,

:i|i;irl tiom this, vv;is nillicr to htt cliisscd as hystcriral.

The patient ill other respects altlioiiiiii, not a hvNter-

ical man, sliowed the elVeet ol loiij; eonliiieiiieiit in

bed and severe pain in mental e.\eital)iiit v and dread

ot pain. Dr. I'rinees diagnosis was, therefore, some
form of compression, witii hysterical syin|)toms. At
his advice massaijc to the iei^s was i^iveii daily and tin;

patitMit improved rapidly.

The third jacket was put on April 1st, and at that

time pliot()ij;raplis of tin? back wer(i taken showiii^f de-

formity. At this tiiuo another examination of the

blood showed a positive Widal reaction. The patient

left for Virginia on April (Itli. On April 11th, l.ith

and 15th he had chills and hi<f|i temperature, probably

of malarial oriifin. At the time that he left for the

South he was abUi to walk with crutches or for a short

distance with canes.

In .July, 181)1), he reported to Dr. Lovett, still wear-

ini;- his jacket. For a month previous to this he had

been able to walk a mile or two without assistance', he

could play s^olf, and was unconscious of .an}' pain

whatever in his baek so long as the cast was applied.

The cast was cut and fastened with straps, and on the

succeeding day, as the cast was soft and afforded im-

proper support, he began to feel fatigue and discom-

fort in his back again. An accurately fitted leather

jacket, I'e-enforced with steel, was then made, which

immediately relieved his symptoms, and the patient

returned South again.

On October 3d, he reported, still wearing tlu;

leather jacket. At this time he was able to ride

horseback, walk long distances, hunt, and had gained

about thirty pounds in flesh. The deformity was still

])resent, although less evident on account of the better

development of the muscles. The movement of the

spine was perhaps two-thirds of the normal in all

directions. When standing with the knees straight

he could stoop so that the hands came within sixteen

inches of the floor, he had no pain in movements and

very slight tenderness in the spine ; what there was

remained chiefly over the transverse processes of the

second lumbar vertebra. At this time he returned to

the practice of medicine, the only restriction being

that he should lie down for an hour and a half in the

middle of the day.

Oh November Id, 181)1), he reported again. He
was engaged in the active practice of medicine and

was able to do his full work without discomfort or

fatigue. The movements of the spine had improved,

and he could go without his jacket two or three hours

without discomfort, and with the knees straight he

could stoop to within thirteen inclKis of the floor.

Tenderness of the back had disapiieared, but the an-

esthetic patches on the outside of the thigh i)ersisted

to a slight extent.

On December 2, 1891), he reported that he was get-

ting along very comfortably, was able to do his fidl

work and that In; had no discomfort in his back, was

still wearing his leather jacket and s})ent one hour and

a half a day in the recumbent position.

The first (]uestions which arise are whether the pa-

tient had typhoid fever, and if so when ? To the for-

mer we can at once reply affirmatively, on the strength

of the unusually prompt and positive response to the

Widal U'Mi on DeceiiilMir ^tOth, which h«;«!|iin to U' thn
first date at which the tent wuh applied. Thin waji

coiitirmed by KubHe(|iieiit U-mIm. Thut \ut h;wl ii«rv«;r

liad typhoid prior to hii (nbaii experieni;*; we ran \h-.

Hiire. Did, then, his typhoiil occur in Cuba or mooii

after liin residence at .Moiitauk (where tvphr>id pre-

vaihid), or was it first present during llie febrih;

inov(;meiit which occurred in the hospital ? .None of

the signs of the disease, in the way of roHcola, Hpl(«ii

or diarrhea were noti-d while he was in the liospital,

and ;t is more reasonable to suppose that his attack in

Cid)a was, like that of many other soldierH, a mixed
infection by malaria and typhoid. The fixing of the

disease in .July would also l)e more consistent with
the first occurrence of the spinal symptoms in October,

and th(! fever curve of Dec(;mber and .Jaiiuarv, if not
typhoid and not malaria, is (piite explainal>le bv the

spondylitis, as will be seen by comparison with other

cases mentioned hereaft(!r.

With regard to the (exclusion of tnix-rcnlous dise.a.se

of the spine it may be sai<l that the clinical aspect of

the case was not that of ordinary Pott's disease. Tlie

mus(;ular rigidity seemed largely voluntary, the pain

was excessive, tenderness of the spine was j)r(;sentand

there was pain refernul to the jx-ripheral ends of the

nerves. The tuberculin test was negative. The
Widal test was [)Ositive. The subsequent hist^^jry of

the case and the rapid recovery, good mobility of the
spine returning within nine months of the mo^t acute

period, is not characteristic of severe Pott's disease in

the adult.

The so-called typhoid spine means, according to dif-

ferent authors, either (1) a neurosis or (2) a spondv-
litis or perispondylitis. The former view is held by
Osier, the latter l)y Gibney, and in part by (Quincke.

In our case some of the symptoms would correspond
to a neurosis, as, for example, the distribution of the

areas of anesthesia on the thiglis, the increased refiexes,

ankle clonus, etc. But the (character of the i)rojection

of the sj)inous processes of the vertebra' made it evi-

dent that in this case there must be present a destruc-

tive infiammation of the vertebral bodies in the lower
dorsal region. As may be seen in the picture, the

projection was of considerable size, the spinous pro-

cesses could be easily made out and their angular pro-

jection could only be accounted for by the giving way
of some part of the weight-bearing portion of the

vertebral column. A periostitis could not explain it

;

one must assume an osteomyelitis to have been pres-

ent. So far as the writers have been able to learn,

this is the only case of well-authenticated typhoid

spine accompanied by deformity.

The cases of (Quincke are of special interest in this

connection. In the first case the fever was over on
the fiflt'enth day. On the twenty-first day occurred a

relapse, which lasted a week. On the thirty-fourth

day occurred a rise of temperature and lumbar pain.

There was pain on rising in bed and tenderness over
both sides of the spinal processes. This lasted but a

few days and the patient sat up at the end of seven

weeks. In a day or two the symptoms returned with
greater violence and lasted altogether from two to

three months. There was chill, irregular fever, swell-

ing in the right lumbar region, girdle sense, retention

of urine, and for a short time diminution of the

])atellar refiex. In the second case the typhoid was
milder but more protracted. Towards the end of the

fever there was a transient periostitis of the parietal
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bone. The vertebral disease showed itself ten weeks

after the defervescence, and several weeks after the

resumption of work (blacksmithing). During the

period of the spondylitis there was fever of an intermit-

tent type. In both cases the lumbar spine was chiefly

involved, but covering a large area, namely, four to six

vertebra'. In both there was visible swelling of the

soft parts and tenderness of the vertebral spines and

bodies. Both cases showed paresthesia of the lower

extremities and slight rigidity in some of the leg mus-

cles. The limitation of movements was due chiefly to

the pain, but it was not certain that there was any

true paresis. Quincke concludes from analogy of the

visible changes in superficial bones that there was in

these cases an inflannnatory swelling of the periosteum,

with serous infiltration on the inner as well as the

outer surface of the vertebral column which com-

pressed the nerve roots of the cauda e(piiiia in the

second case, while in the first case (in whi(;h the

process involved tlie lower dorsal vertebra'), there

was also com])ressi()n of the inferior part of the conns

medullaris, wliich would account for tlu; bladder and

rectal paresis in that patient.

Numerous observers have now demonstrated the

occurrence of the typhoid bacillus in bone marrow,
and this organism has come to be recognized as one

of the many morbific agents concerned in bone inflam-

mation. In those cases of " typhoid spine," therefore,

in which spondylitis has a part, the latter may be

considered as one phase of the bone involvement of

typhoid, which in the case of the tibia, the ribs and the

femur we have learned to expect. It is, therefore, in-

teresting to recall that in one of (Quincke's cases there

had been earlier in the typhoid a periostitis of the

parietal bone, which had undergone resolution. If

we are to assume, in addition to the massing of typhoid

bacilli in the vertt;bra, some local strain or injury in-

volving those parts, it is likely that laborious work,

undertaken before the bodily strengtli is fully re-

established, may serve as such a factor. In one of

Quincke's cases such a strain might have come from

the occupation of the patient, who walked and climbed

stairs carrying a peddler's pack, and in the other from
his trade as a blacksmith, in which he had resumed
swinging a heavy hammer for some time before tiie on-

set of the spinal symptoms. The same is true of

Kdnitzer's patient, also a blacksmith. In our patient

the active practice of medicine had perhaps been

taken up too soon. In Gibne3''s first case tin; pain in

the back began during convalescence ; in the second

case after a railroad journey undertaken during (con-

valescence ; in the third case spinal symptoms began

after a fall in skating after convalescence seemed
ended. In these cases there is no mention made of

any unusual nervous condition.

Is the so-called typhoid spine a neurosis or a bone
lesion ? Two of the jjrominent authors who have re-

cently answered this (juestion have given their replies

in accordance with their respective points of view.

Osier, from the medical side, considering it a neuras-

thenic phenomenon, and Gibney, from the surgical, a

perispondylitis. Osier's minor cases * especially sug-

gest neuroses, in the brevity of their course and their

onset at about the beginning of typhoid convalescence.

His first group of cases," however, are more similiar

clinically to Gibney's, coming on from three to eight

> .Tohiis Hopkins Hospital Reports, vol. v, p. 315.
» Ibid, vol. iv, p. 73.

weeks after convalescence, and lasting each for several
months. He also includes a case in which there was
diminished sensation in the legs with paresthesia,

but no pain or tenderness of the spine, occurring in

an alcoholic and venereal subject, after typhoid.

The longevity of the typlioid bacillus in certain

parts of the body is well known, as for example, in

the gall-bladder and in bone marrow of some of the

typhoid bone lesions.

Dr. Parsons * emphasizes this lateness in the evolu-
tion of typhoid ostitis and periostitis, saying that they
vary from one to sixteen months after the fever.

With one exception they have never been known to

occur during the. course of the fever. Necrosis and
suppuration do not always take place. Parsons

thinks that such cases as Gibney's peris])ondylitis are

perhaps to be considered as belonging to the same
category with the more common typhoid lesions in the

tibia, and otlier long bones, the sternum, etc., though

the bacteriological proof is wanting.

The case upon which this paper is based had been

considered, ii]) to the time of the development of the

knuckle, to be a post-typhoid neurosis. Had the de-

formity not appeared it would probably have continued

to be so regarded. Reasoning from the aqalogy of

* Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports, yol. v, p. 41?.
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otlicr |i<)st-l\ |ili<iiil:il liDiiu h'HioiiH, wi* may cohcIikIc

dial- Jill o.slfoiiiNflilis or [lossiltly pcridHtitih ul tin-

vcitcln'!!' is |in'S('iit ill .sonic of the ca.scs wliidi liavc

lu'cii sti|i|)()S('i| to Im-Ioiim ill ilir iiciii'otic cla.'^s of

l\|)iioi(l s|>iii('s.
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IDIOPATHIC PNKUxMOIIKMATOTIIOKAX, Willi
RECOVERY AFTER ASPIRATION.*

HV i.:li.sii.\. 8. noL.-vxi>, m.d., south itosroN.

Mk. T. is thirty-four years of age, married. liorii

in Maine. Never seriously sick, except some ei<fht

years ago, when he was confined to the house two or

three weeks with the "gri|)." During early man-
hood he followed the sea, and at this work gaiiu-d the

summit of liis weight, 170 pounds ; [iresent weight

ahout loO pounds. After he gave up going to sea he

worked as a marble cutter for sonu' time, but ga\e
this up by the advice of his physician, as there was
some premonition of lung trouble. Of late years he

has been at work in a grocery and provision store,

meat cutting, etc. Sometimes has felt jiain in right side

when he had to shoulder or carry a heavy (juartt'r of

beef. He is erect, spare, active and strong, of temper-

ate habits, and takes good care of himself. Family
history is negative as to phthisis. Father alive and
well at sixty-four ; mother died at thirty-five ; cause

of mother's death not known. He was in his usual

health and did his work ou July 20, 1899. Tiiat

evening, while sitting near an open window— it being

very warm— he felt some pain about the waist on

the right side. Aftw this he remembers he got up,

stretched himself vigorously and went to bed, wdiere

he slept a few hours. When, during the night, he

awoke he felt very severe pain in the right chest in

front, and had " a feeling of w^ind cscajjing there,
"

and found motion of any kind made it wor.se, and felt

weak and was feverish and short of breath, and suffered

much until morning.

When 1 found him at 8. -'}(), July 21 st, he was lying

on his left side, and could not not sit up or turn with-

out great pain and dyspnea. Pulse 108, temperature

102°, respiration 2H and shallow. There was a pale,

cyanotic tint in the face. Most free from pain when
lying quiet in bed, and found the changes of posi-

tion needed for a physical examination very severe.

Pain most severe over the right chest, a little below

and rather internal to the nipple. In this area could

be heard a peculiar amphoric sound to be detected no-

where else in the chest. Over the right apex and thence

down about two inches below the clavicle a modified vr.s-

piratory murmur could be heard, and in the corres-

ponding area in the axilla and back also. Over the en-

tire lower part of the right chest, front, side and back

no respiratory sounds could be heard ; no fremitus

nor tubal breathing. Percussion gave a tympanitic

note over the area. The physical signs were so

marked that, though I had never seen a case of pneu-

' Read at the meetnig of the Boston Society for Medical Inipro^-e-

ment, December 18, 1899.

inothora.x In-fore, I had no doubt of l\w diafriiiiniit liirrc.

The ilominunt symptoni.s being pain and d\Hpni'a on
motion, hr was giviii >iiiall drjsis of iiiorphirif and
aiilifel»rin ami ktpf in b<d. with mild connt^Tirritantn
over tin- alVccted ana.
The ne.vt day In- w.m .sonn-wliat i-anier iiM to pain,

and pulse and lempcrature were lK»tli a little lower.
On getting him into an erect po.sition, however, it wun
evident that .some eiriision was aeenmulating in the
lower part of the air-tilled <;he.st «'avitv. He huh
less markedly cyanotic and when <piiet in In-d he
was so easy that it was hard to get him and his wife to

realize the gravity of his condition and my urgent
rc(|uest for conn.sel was only relnct.-intly acce«le«| to.

Ah he was feeling even easier the next dav when Dr.
N'ickery was kind enongh to call and see hini in consul-
tation, the welcome we got was not effn.sive. Not wish-
ing to bias Dr. N'ickcry's miiirl I tolrl him nothing of

wliat I had fonnd ; in fact, unintentionally misled him
by telling him tin- left side was at fault. The doctor,
however, very .soon sized tin; case up, as his notes will

show, and, in fa(;t, it was hard at this stag*- not to be
struck by the pronounced ])atliological (conditions pres-
»^ut, — the effusion having increased in amount and,
owing to the large air chamber above it, shifted its

level with every change made in the patient's position.

(We speak of the li(juid as an effusion here, as at

this time neither of us believed it was other than tlie

usual pleuritic fluid.) Some tiresome cough having
come with the development of pressure from the
fluid a sedative mixture was advised, as also the
continued use of the rubefacients. As the pain was
less sharp since the fluid came and the dys])nea no
worse, the patient was allowed to sit up and, as it was
warm, to go out in a limited way. He was beginning to

eat and his pulse and temperature did not go up, nor
were there any rigors. At Dr. \'ickery's suggestion,
aspiration was delayed in the hope of absorption.
However, at the end of twenty-two days, as his gen-
eral condition did not improve and there was no evi-

dence of the fluid receding, it was thought best to

aspirate. The largest needle of the aspirator, after

being boiled, was introduced in the posterior axillary

line between the seventh and eighth rib, and held, after

penetrating the chest wall, approximately parallel with
the diaphragmatic floor. As soon as the vacuum was
connected I was dismayed to see a stream of dark red
blood pour into the bottle, where only serum or, at

most, pus was expected. Visions of anomalous ve-
nous channels flashed through my mind, and I heartily
wished 1 had continued to tempori/e, but I felt I was
in for it, and had better make the best of it, as I could
not be held responsible for anomalies. The larixe

needle caused great ])ain. and after about thirty-four

ounces had beew withdrawn and the flow was becom-
ing intermittent, the needle was withdrawn and the
puncture sealed u() aseptically with sterile cotton
and collodion. No air was withdrawn and after tlie

immediate pain of the operation was over the patient
felt easier, and in a day or two was out and alwut again.
The line of flatness was reduced by this aspiration
about two and one-half inches. At the end of fifteen

days the effusion had reaccumulated and the line of
flatness was as high as ever. The resonant air layer
seemed practically unchanged— possibly a little less.

A second aspiration was done with the large needle
in the seventh interspace, but a little further posteri-

(Continnod on page .>-S i
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THE OPEN OR OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF FRESH FRACTURES; IS IT EVER JUSTIFIABLE?

»

Unski-kctkd Casks ok Fractukk Tabulated in Ordkr to Show thk Rksults Many Years
Following Treatment.

BY CIIAKLES L. SCUDDER, M.D., BOSTON,

Surgeon to the Massachusetts Oenerat Hospital, Out-Patient Department ; Assistant in Clinical and Operative Surgery, Harvard
Universitg.

(Concluded from No. 12, p. 2!».'5.)

TABLE I.

Fbaoturbs of the Hip. Kksults Two and Onk-half to Twenty-four and One-half Years after the Accident.

No. Sex.
Age.

Injury,
Time Spent
in Hospital.

Time Elapsed since
Accident. Present Condition. Examination.

Male.
60.

Adult.

Male.
42.

4 Male.
44.

Adult.

Male.
47.

Male.
6U.

Female.
45.

Female.
55.

Male.
4G.

Male.
Old.
Male.
45.

Female.
50.

Female.
65.

Male.
50.

Female.
46.

Unimpacted, left. ,3 weeks.

Right.

Outer part of ueck.

Left.

Impacted.

Unimpacted, riglit.

Unimpacted, left.

Unimpacted.

Left.

Unimpacted.

Unimpacted.

Unimpacted, left.

6 weeks.

8J weeks.

4 months.

2 years, 8 months.

4 years, .3 months.

2 years, 7 months.

4 years.

14 years.

1 year, 5 months.

7 years, 2 months.

9 weeks.
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TABLE II. (Continued.)
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TABLE IV. (Continaed.)

Ko.
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TABLE VI. (Continued.)

No.
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priinuiy allV'clioii. Dr. Mn-luut W. WliiliMs , in ilir
"

'I\v(iiitictl» Ccntiirv I'riictict!, "wayH it lu-vtr ocnirH

:is :i primary coiiditioii. So, too, siiys Dr. l-'raiik

Donaldson in " I'cpitcr's SyHtt-in ol" Medicine," 1hm.'».

Tim tew vvriUirs wiioni I iiavci Itccii al)li' to look ii|>

af^riH! in statin<; it is always sul)sc(jU('Mt to trauma, an-

eurism, tulK'rculosis or otiicr ^ross disease in cDuli;,'-

uous structures. Tliey say I'urtiier, and truly no doidit,

that the prognosis is always had. Pa^ensteclier has

demoustrated that tlu^ pleural cavity has the power
of preventing coajfulation ot l)loo<l injected asepticillv

therein, that it is n-adily ahsorhed therefrom and that

its presence therein does not excite pleurisy, I'his

case hears him out,

I have called this idiopathic pneumohematolh(»rax,

and to all appearances it was so in that there was no

ohjective or suhjective evidence of pre-e.xistin;; trou-

ble. How then can we explain tlu^ sudch^n in;;ress

of air and more j^radnally of blood afterward into tlu^

pleural cavity ? Possibly at some time befoic he had

had an adhesive pleurisy with an unusual vascular de-

velopment in the adventitious tissue. His stretcliin<f

that evening might have torn away some broncliial

terminal, together with some small veins, and so

opened the way for both air and blood at the point

designated when the amphoric sounds were heard,

a hypothesis similar to that accepted to explain non-

traumatic subdural hemorrhages, barring the air

element in the case of the pleura. A certain writer

whom I cannot name has said that air in the terminal

pulmonary vesicles is, aside from tulu'rcular bacilli,

practically sterile. If this is correct it would explain

the non-infection of the pleural cavity and contents

by the large volume of air with which it was twice

distended. I believe he would have recovered with-

out aspiration, though possibly it may have hastened

the recovery. In any clinically similar case, where
sepsis is not manifest, aspiration ought to be tried be-

fore resorting to any more radical measure, for some
empyemas recover after aspiration. This case sug-

gests : (1) We can have (practically) a primary j)neu-

mohemothorax ; (2) that without diagnostic aspira-

tion we cannot be sure of the nature of any pleural

effusion
; (3) that aspiration may precipitate an influx

of air into the pleural cavity even if the lung is not

touched by the needle
; (4) that the pleural cavity

can unaided take care of aseptic blood as well as of

air.

Ciintcal De))artment*

BRADYCARDIA, WITH INTERMITTENT ALBU-
MINURIA.i

BY ANDREW H, WHITKIDUK, M.D., BALTIMOBK, MI>.

Patient came to the dispensary complaining of

shortness of breath. Family history good ; no tub«'r-

culosis, Bright's disease, or heart trouble. Personal

history : Had measles, whooping-cough in youth, ty-

phoid fever in fall of 1804 ; no complications. Had
one attack of rheumatism ; both knees were swollen,

inflamed, and painful. He uses tobacco, smokes and

chews. Drinks whiskey to excess, using half-pint

daily, often getting on a spree. Had gonorrhea six

times ; denies lues. Was operated upon three times ;

in the first and in second operation ether was used.

> From the Dispensary of Johns Hopkins Hospital.

No all>umin wan found in urin4- before r>r after oimtu-
tion. Heart norni.il ; pulse noniial, 70 to ihi- minute-.

Lust operation, .N'ovemlier 2.'5, 1M'.»«, wan for li|ioin:i

of the neek in the e«-rvical region on the right «idi' ;

((»<;aine was used. Incision five inches long lH-twe«-ii

the sternoeleido and trape/ius nniMJes. The vagUH
was not exposed during the operation. The urine on
admission, .N'ovendtei- 2;!, JM'.C.I, had albumin and fatty

casts in if. F(»ur days aft«'r the last op«Tation no
(;asts or albumin were found in the urine. PuIh*-

then 70 to the minute. This is the last re<(»rii of his

|)ids(; and urine until his admission to the dispensary,

February 11, I'.MM).

Patient passes large (piantiti<s (»f urine during the

day and is oblig«!(l to urinati; fre<juently «luring the

night, when he passes large quantities of urine. Ilafl

noticed occasionally in the past two months wjme
puHiness under the (-yes in tin; morning ; has no noc-

turnal cramps in muscles of the legs, no swelling ot

the legs.

Present illness.— Three months ago patient notice*!

while going upstairs some shortness of breath ; no
dizziness or palpiuition, and never lost consciousness.

Accidentally at this time patient count^-d his pulse,

and noticed for the first time it was 32 to the minute
at the radial. Since then, two months ago, he has
frequently counted his pulse and never noticed it

above 32. He has no i)ar^lysis of the muscles and
feels as strong and well as ever, with the exception of

slight shortness of breath on exertion.

Physical examination. — Patient is an exceedingly
intelligent man, not drowsy or in any way stupid.

He is sixty years of age, of large frame and well de-

veloped. Skin anemic, but not waxy in appearance.

Some puffiness under the eyes. Eyes react readily

to light and accommodation. Pupils ecpial. Pulse
good volume, increased tension, regular in force and
rhythm, not compressible ; at the radial 32 per min-

ute. Heart's action at the apex is also 32 per minute.

The pulse is therefore synchronous with the heart's

action. Lungs negative on auscultation and percus-

sion. Heart point of maximum impulse not palpable

or visible, but determined by auscultation to be in the

fifth interspace, 1 1 centimetres in the mid-sternal line

within ni})ple line. Here both sounds are audible,

first followed by soft systolic murmur, transmittetl

outward into the axilla. This murmur is not heard
over the body of the heart. Aortic and pulmonic
area is clear ; no murmurs ; both sounds well heard.

Area relative to cardiac dulness begins at the upper
border of the third rib and extends four centimetres

to the right of the mid-sternal line. Spleen not pal-

pable. Liver edge can just be felt below costal mar-
gin. Pulse 32 to the minute. Vessel wall distinctly

thickened and can be rolled on the finger. L'rine

when first examined was voided just l>efore patient

had retired on the night jirevious to admission to dis-

pensary. ^^'as of a dark amber color, cloudy, and
had a heavy white granular sediment. By Heller's

test the most pronounceil ring was observed; also

albumin was demonstrated. Oentrifugalizing speci-

men of urine, hyaline and coarsely granular casts were
found ; no sugar.

Two days after this first admission, February l-),

IDOO, [)atient returned. Pulse 32 to the minute, reg-

ular ; heart's action regidar, 32 at the apex. Speci-

men of urine voided at 7 A. m.. just as he got up out

of bed. was light anilKT color, clear ; specific gravity.
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1.U2U; mucous sediuu'iit ; no alhuniiii was prt'scnt iu)r

any casts ; no sugar.

Being rather contused in my mind, since I had in-

formed the j)atient two days jjreviou.sly that he had a

contracted kichiev, made him void a second specimen,

wliich he did at 11 a.m., four hours after the first.

Since the first and second specimens, patient liad his

breakfast and walked to the dispensary. Second spec-

imen showed a dark, amber-coloi-ecl urine, cloudy,

heavy white sediment. Specific gravity could not be

determined— too small amount. Large amount of

albumin by heat and nitric-acid tests ; no sugar.

This case is of interest, for there are four etiologi-

cal factors that can cause this brady(;ardia. As this

patient has arteriosclerosis, occlusion of the coronary

arteries may play an important role in the slow pulse,

due to failure of nutrition of the muscles of the

heart. ^ Patient's heart is also enlarged to some ex-

tent, but the sounds are well heard at the apex and
over the base of the heart. Pulse is regular, good
volume and tension. Myocardial changes are often

cause of slow pulse and must be thought of in this

case as one factor.^ Bright's disease or any wast-

ing disease is the most important of all these etiolo-

gical factors.

The last factor in the cause of his bradycardia is

the irritation caused by the removal of the lipoma of

the neck, causing stimulus to vagus nerve. Dr.

Thomas Clifford Allbutt, in his excellent " System of

Medicine," in his article on functional disorders of the

heart, refers to irritation of vagi as a probable cause

of slow pulse in children. Why is it not possible,

owing to the extent of the operation which was done

by subcutaneus injections of cocaine in the cervical

region, that a part of a nerve is caught in the scar and
reflex irritation is causing slow pulse ?

On reviewing the etiological facts of the case, I

think myocardial changes can be excluded on account

of the pulse, which is regular in force and rhythm, of

good volume and tension, not easily compressible.

The heart sounds are loud and regular, not intermit-

tent, and heard distinctly in the aortic pulmonic areas.

The area of cardiac dulness is increased to some ex-

tent to the right of the mid-sternal line.

This case is of interest, for there is a period of per-

manent bradycardia of three months, with intermit-

tent albuminuria of over two vears' duration.

a^rbieal ^taqtt^^.

PROGRESS IN PUBLIC HYGIENE.
BY 3AMUKI- W. ABBOTT, M.D., BOSTON.

" Public money is never more advantageously spent than in pro-
moting and preserving the public health, an inestimable asset of the
Commonwealth."— Siu Wai.tkk Fostkk, M.P., in an address at the
opening of a new isolation hospital at Enfield, Kng., in February,
1900.

THE MA\A<^;KMKNT and COXTKOL ok IXKFX'TIOUS

DISEASES.

A Contribution to the Study of Epidemic Diarrhea}

Under the foregoing title, Dr. Newsholme contri-

butes an excellent paper upon the subject of " Epi-

demic Diarrhea," illustrated with diagi'ams and a brief

* Whlttaker : Twentieth Century Practice of Medicine.
3 Osier : Lancet, February 27, 181*7.

> Public Health, London, December, 1899, p. 139.

statement of the prevalence in the disease in the prin-

cipal cities of (ireat Britain for a series of years. As
a result of these investigations, the author concludes :

(1) That epidemic diarrhea is chiefly a disea.se of

urban life, but not necessarily bearing any relation to

density of population (as measured by the number of

j)ersons per acre).

(2) As a fatal disease, it is a disease of the artisan,

and still more of the lower laboring classes to a pre-

I)onderant extent.

(3) Towns which have adoi)ted the water-carriage

system of sewage disposal, have, as a rule, much less

diarrhea than those which retain other methods of re-

moval of excrement.

(4) Towns with the most perfect scavenging ar-

rangements have the least epidemic diarrhea.

(5) Influence of soil.— In houses having a solid

rock foundation, with little or no superincumbent loose

material, the diarrheal mortality is low, probably be-

cause polluting fecal and other organic impurities do
not cling to or soak into such soils. On the other

hand, over a loose soil, the diarrheal mortality is apt
to be high.

(G) Given two towns equally placed, so far as so-

cial and sanitary conditions are concerned, their rela-

tive diarrheal mortality is proportional to the height

of the temperature and the deficiency of rainfall in

each town, particularly the temperature and rainfall

of the third quarter of the year.

The fundamental condition favoring epidemic diar-

rhea is an unclean soil, the particulate poison from
which infects the air, and is swallowed most com-
monly with food, especially milk. In other words,

epidemic diarrhea is like typhoid fever, a " filth dis-

ease."

The author accounts for his omission of any refer-

ence to milk as a cause by the following pertinent

statement : Milk is not the actual cause of diarrhea.

It is a vehicle of infection, just as mosquitoes are a

vehicle of malaria, or rats of plague ; and our ulti-

mate research ought to be directed towards elimina-

tion— if it be practicable— of the actual conditions

under which the contagia of these diseases are able to

live. If we throw further light on these primal

causes, we are in a better position to attack the vehi-

cles of infection, and, failing removal of the primal

causes, we can then to the best advantage break the

chain of causation at a i)oint nearer the sufferer. If

A = the favoring climatic conditions, in the absence

of which the contagium of diarrhea does not multi-

ply, B= the domestic and municipal cleanliness (re-

moval and prevention of organic dust), which pre-

vents the accumulation of this contagium, and C=
the milk to wliich this contagium gains access, and
along with which it enters the alimentary canal, B
and C are evidently the factors of causation which we
can hope most successfully to combat.

The Prevention of Tuberculosis.^

" In the first place, there can be no doubt that phthi-

sis should be made a notifiable disease (as has been

done already in South Australia). No other form of

tuberculosis should be notifiable, and the register should

be declared confidential as regards names. Next, the

• On the Guidance of Public Effort Toward the Prevention of Con-
sumption, by J. Ashburton Thompson, M.D., Ph.D., New South
Wales. Public Health, January, 19(iO, p. 248. See also article on The
Compulsory Notification of Phthisis, by Bramwell, in the Medical
Magazine, June, 1899, p. 51.5 ; also other papers on the same subject
in tlie same journal in July, 1899.
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Stiitc sliould piovidi- for the ivw huctcriolof^ical cx-

aiiiiiiHlioii ol .s|)iit:t, aiwl this also should Im- a strictly

confidential transaction l)(;twccn medical men and the

central health authority. Thirdly, it shouM make the

<lisin lection oi" rooms from which consumptives have
bei'U removed, or in which they have <lied, iM'fore the\

are reoccupied by any other person, oi)li^atorv on own-
ers and occupiers of houses, and should recpiire such

disinfection to be done to the satisfaction of a le^rally

qualified practition(;r of medi(;ine, who shouhl be re-

quired to certify it in writing. Fourthly, district reg-

istrars should b«' recjuircd to notify every death from
phthisis as soon as registered by them. Fifthly, good
building laws should be enacted, and steadily enforced.

Much beyond that I do not think the State; should go,

at all events at first, but the central health authority

should forward by post some brief pamphlets of in-

structions to the persons whose names are notified to

it. That, I dare say, seems to some little enough for

a government to do. But it contains wliat is essential.

It furnishes the means of learning what the number
of sufferers is, and the facts as to incidence of the dis-

ease on classes, occupations and localities, and this

knowledge is the indispensable foundation of practi-

cal measures of prevention. In order to remove th(>

all-important secondary causes of consumption most
expeditiously and most economically the faulty spots

must be identified, and occurrence of cases of the

disease furnishes the best index to them.
" Try to imagine for a moment a police charged to

control unruly characters, but entirely ignorant of their

appearance, habits, haunts and journeyings. It is

scarcely possible to do so. Yet that is the position of

most States in relation to living consumptives among
the population. The information furnished by a well-

ordered scheme of notification, after being carefully

<;ompiled, abstracted and charted, would in a few years

furnish the requisite guide to effective action, and by

being communicated to the public, would gradually

render effective action more completely possible."

Tuberculosis among Cattle and Children.^

In an excellent paper upon this subject Dr. Scur-

field makes the following suggestions that the Govern-

ment should enact

:

(1) That injections of tuberculin be only made by

duly qualified veterinary surgeons. (2) That every

veterinary surgeon who employs the tuberculin test

be bound under a penalty to brand every animal that

reacts. (3) That the tuberculin, and the services of

a veterinary surgeon to perform the test, be offered

free of charge to any farmer or breeder who will

agree to isolate the sound from the reacting animals,

and that compensation be paid for any of the branded

reacting animals, which, on being slaughtered within a

reasonable time— say one year— is found to be un-

fit for food. (4) That the sale of branded animals,

except for slaughter, be prohibited. (5) That any

obviously tuberculous animals found among the stock

on the arrival of the veterinary surgeon to perform

the testing be slaughtered without compensation,

except in cases of failure of diagnosis. (G) That any

butcher buying a branded animal be obliged to apply

to the meat inspector of his district for the purpose of

* On the Use of Tuberculin for Lessening tbe Prevalence of Tuber-
culosis ainODK Cattle and Children. Is this a Matter for Governniont
Interference ? By Harold Scurfleld, M.O. Public Health, October,

1899, p. 39. See also paper bv Meredith Young on the same subject.

Public Health, June, 1899, p. 612.

ii.Hcertainiiig whether the curcuHe in fit for f(j<xl, and
wliat organs rerpiire to be dcMtroyed, condetunation
to be mel4'd out on the lineH laid r|r)wn by the \iusi

Koyal (-ommisHion. 'J'he duties of meat innpirctor

would naturally fall to tin; veterinary surgeon aj»-

poinled for the purpose of the (Contagious I)i.>ieaHeH

(Aniujals) Acts. (7) That the milk of the branded
(!owH Im; not sold for liuman consumption iirdcHH an ar-

rangement be made for their j)eriodi(;al inspection by a
veterinary surg(;on, to ascertain tliat the udders are

fre(! from di.sease. (H) That hxal authorities Ik- eni-

pow(;red to compel the slaughter of cows suffering

from tuberculous disease of the udder, or advanced tu-

berculosis, compensation only to be paid in the case of

wrong diagnosis and animals branfle(i under Enactment
2. (!)) 'I'hat the local veterinary surgeons carrying

out the provisions of the Contagious Di.seases (Ani-
mals) Acts b(! appointed to carry out these enacts

ments. Part of the extra salaries required could be
obtained by doing away with the travelling insj)e(;tors

of the Board of Agriculture;, who, without anv techni-

cal training, go about the country in case of swine,

fever outbreaks, etc., to perform work which could Ije

much more efficiently and promptly done by local vet-

erinary surgeons. The local veterinary surgeons
would thus be practically veterinary medical officers

of liealth. In France there is, I believe, such a veter-

inary health officer in each district. (10) That after

the lapse of, say, five years from these enactments be-

coming law, (a) no compensation for condemned car-

cases be given ; {b) the sale of milk from any tuber-

culous cow be forbidden, and local authorities be
empowered to use the tuberculin test, any animal re-

acting to the test to be isolated and fattened for the
butcher as quickly as possible without compensation

;

and (c) all cattle be sold with an implied warranty
that they are free from tuberculosis.

The Tuberculin Test in Cattle*

The value of this test is well illustrated in the ac-

count given by Prof. J. M'Fadyean, of the Royal
Veterinary College, of the results of its application to

a herd of dairy cattle on her Majesty's home farm at

Windsor. The herd numbered 40 animals, all of

which were apparently healthy and in good condition.

The premises in which they were kept are " probably
the best in the kingdom from the point of view of

cubic space, light and ventilation." After inoculation

with tuberculin, 34 animals gave a definite tempera-
ture reaction, the temperature rising within fifteen

hours from the normal to about 102° F. or higher; in

two animals the temperature reaction was held to be
doubtful, the rise reaching 103. t)° F. in one case, and
103.8° in the other ; in the remaining four animals no
temperature disturbance was observed. In view of

these results, it was decided to slaughter the whole
hei'd, and a very careful post-mortem examination was
made in case of each animal, exact details of which
are given. Of the 34 animals which gave a definite

temperature reaction, 33 were found to be undoubt-
edly tuberculous ; in the remaining cow no anatomical
evidence of tuberculosis was found, but the uterus was
in an unhealthy and inflamed condition. Tubercular
lesions of limited extent were found in each of the
two animals in which the temperature reaction did not

ipiite reach 104° F. Of the remaining four animals,

in which no temperature disturbance had occurred,

* Journal of Comparative Pathology, 1899, Vol. xii. Part I.
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three were apparently tree from tubercular disease,

whilst the fourth showed in a mediastinal gland a

caseous nodule about the size of a pea, which con-

tained fairly numerous tubercular bacilli.

The Discovery of Typhoid Fever Bacillus in Wetl

Water.

Dr. Kiibler and Dr. F. Neufeld ' were called upon
in the month of June, 1898, to examine three samples

of water which were regarded as likely to be infected

with typhoid germs. They were obtained from three

different places in a farmstead, situated in an isolated

village of the district of Neumark. In two cases the

test furnished negative results ; but from some of the

gelatine plates cast from the third sample, described as

" well water," some pure cultures of a rod-shaped

freely-moving bacillus were obtained, which when
compared with pure cidtivations of genuine typhoid-

fever bacilli corresponded in every particular. The
various tests are described ; but the one regarded by
the authors as decisive was that of Pfeiffer, carried

out upon guinea-pigs, using serum having strong

powers of conferring immunity. About four weeks later

a second sample from the same well again yielded cult-

ures, which, in respect of appearance, mobility and
behavior under chemical and other tests when com-
pared with genuine typhoid bacilli, corresponded in

every particular ; but when injected into living animals

(gninea-pigs) the bacilli proved to be non-pathogenic,

and as the authors point out, may well, during the in-

terval, have lost or diminished in virulence. It is pro-

bable, looking to the facts of the case, that this may
be the first occasion on which it has been possible to

demonstrate the presence of typhoid germs in drink-

ing-water with absolute certainty. Though infected

water has often been examined before, the investiga-

tions have generally been undertaken too long after

the introduction into it of the germs, and therefore, as

would appear from this case, after the germs had dis-

appeared or had parted with their virulence. The his-

tory of the outbreak is given ; the total number of

cases was only 13, and from the facts recorded by the

authors it is probable that the germs were conveyed
into the well by the urine of the first patient having

percolated through the subsoil. After the use of the

well water had been prohibited, a stranger passing by,

who knew nothing of the outbreak and had no con-

tact with any of the inhabitants, drank some of the in-

fected water and sickened with typhoid fever on the

11th of June.

Rabies; German Laws for its Prevention.'^

A brief summary of the German laws for the pre-

vention of rabies presents the following principal

features

:

The law of August 8, 1835, states the importance of

restricting hydrophobia by diminishing the number of

dogs. § 93 : Requires the destruction of ail mad dogs. If

a dog has even the slightest symptoms of madness he must
be killed, even though he has bitten no one. § 94 : Re-
quires notification of the police. § 95 : If a dog has bitten

any one, a physician must be calle<l, and the dog must be
tied up and placed under observation, to ascertain whether
he is mad or not. § 97 : This section deals with the burial

of tlie bodies of dogs. § 98 : Disinfection of the objects

touched by the mad dog, and their destruction, if neces-

sary. § 99 : Requires immediate killing of every dog bitten

'' Zeitsclirift fur Hygiene, vol. xx«i, ls!19, p. 133.
• Vierteljalirsschrift f. off. Oesund., ixxi, 4, 2, p. 774.

by a mad dog, even when the fact of biting is not fully-

established. § 100: Mad dogs, and dogs bitten by them
are not to be treated by laymen, and veterinarians may-
only attempt a cure by permission of the police. § 101 :

Mad cats, foxes and wolves are also to be killed. § 102 :

Deals with the treatment of horses, cattle and other domes-
tic animals when bitten. § 103 : Such animals not to be
slaughtered for food. § 104: Requires the killing of such
animals if they become mad. § 105 : Their buriab § 106 i

Disinfection of stables and other objects with which the
mad animals may have come in contact. § 107: Rules
concerning the appearance of hydrophobia in men. § 108 t

Disinfection of articles which have come in contact with
sick men.

By the law of July 2, 1856, all dogs must be pro-

vided with nose muzzles in the open streets. Dogs
without muzzles are killed and their owners punished.
A dog may be recovered on payment of a definite fee.

In Diisseldorf, if rabies appears, all dogs must be tied,

or led with a leash, or supplied with muzzles, and
those without masters must be shot.

By Section 10 of the imperial law of 1880, concern-
ing cattle diseases, hydrophobia is classed among such
diseases, and its notification is made compulsory.

Section 38 prescribes a danger period of three

months, during which all dogs in a district must be
kept tied. The district includes all places where the

infected dog has been seen, and all other places within
a distance of four kilometres (two and one-half

miles). This regulation is in force when a sick or
suspicious dog has been running loose.

Section 39. The cadavers of dead animals must be
rendered innocuous at once, and must not be skinned.-

Malaria in the Province of Rome.

Prof. S. Santori's '' object in writing this paper was

(1) to ascertain the monthly prevalence of malarial

fever in the province of Rome for the period in ques-

tion ; (2) to find its relation, if any, to the rainfall

;

(3) to illustrate its distribution upon a map of the

province. A series of charts is presented showing
for each district the rainfall of each ten-day period

and the prevalence of intermittent and pernicious

fever.

The results of these observations show: (1) Two
distinct periods, an endemic period from January to

the first ten days of July, and an epidemic period for

the remainder of the year from that time until De-
cember

; (2) in the endemic period the disease is mild

in character, the cases few in number, and its course is

uniform or regular; (3) an epidemic in spring is al-

most unknown ; (4) the epidemic period always begin.s

suddenly after the first ten-day period of July. It ap-

pears to bear no relation to climatic phenomena nor

to other hitherto known factors ;
(o) the severity of

the epidemic may have relation to the same factors ;

(()) the rainfall of August and September has no in-

fluence upon the development of the primary fever,

and has effect only upon the recurrent form.

Isolation Hospitals in England.

The principle of hospital isolation for infectious dis-

eases has reached its highest development in England,

where there are now several hundred of these useful

establishments. Sir Walter Foster, M.P., in an

address at the opening of a new hospital of this char-

acter in Enfield, Eng., stated that " the local debt

' La Malaria nella Provincia di Roma (188>'-97) : sua ripartizione
nei Comniuni e suoi Kapporticon lapioggia Caduta. Annali d'Igiene
Speriiueiitale, ix, 3, 1899, p. .'$54.
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nl t,Ii(! roiiiitry is i:2r)2,000,000. Of tluH uiiiount
.1" I, ;")()(),UOO li;ivc Ihtii cxpt-mlcd in afToifliii^ liii-,|iital

accoiiiimHlation. In IS'.)H, 2(),H|!) cases o I'

iiirtrtioiis

iliscasi's wen' adniitlcd to hospitals, and win rcas in

IH'.IOotily .'>'">^ per cent, ol iiit'cctlioiis diseases could

l)r isolah'il, ill IH'.IS tlic percentage was doidtlcd.

I'lirllier, willi cnlai'i^tMl ixdation accommodation, moi'-

lalitv Iroiu scarlet lever and diplitlieria, especially,

was greatly <liminislied. Tlie last twelve yt'iirs saw
the former reduced one-hall, and the latter y(!t more
diminished."

*

('I'o l>c continued.)

I^eportje^ of Jhotittit^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STO.N'K, M.D., SKCKKT.VRV.

Kk<;i;i,.vi{ nu^etini^ Monday, December IM, IH'.CI,

Dr. U. II. FiTZ in the chair.

Dii. William A. Moukison showed a man who
hy diet and training had reduced his weight from tour

hundred and ten pounds to two hundred pounds.

Dk. DkBlois : I have found that I can get rid of

fifteen pounds at any time. Any of these things, such

as iodides, alternating salts, extract of thyroid, etc.,

will reduce from fifteen to twenty [)Ounds and tliere

the reduction will stoj). I follow a partial diet, take

no sugar, use saccharine instead, use no milk in tea

or coffee. I take cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, scpiash

and all those things that I dislike very much indeed ;

on the contrary I am very fond of i)Otatoes and rice.

r was brought u[) on rice— never took a meal with-

out rice in some form. I take as little as I can, and

take what exercise T can, but leading a sedentary life

it is diflicult to take sufficient exercise. We know the

Turkish bath is of no benefit, because you take on in

the plunge what you lose by perspiration in the hot

room.

ANATOMICAL SI'EOIMKNS.

Dk. Texney : The first of these is simply an ana-

tomical specimen, the arch of an aorta where the two

carotids are first given off from a common trunk.

The next branch is the left subclavian. The third

branch is the right subclavian, which passed round be-

hind the esophagus and trachea, and then off on the

right side, as in the usual course.

The second specimen is a heart which it seems to

me is rather interesting in connection with what we
hear of functional murnnirs, a heai't with an open

foramen ovale, and yet the opening is closed by a

valve, fairly competent. Dr. Councilman says tliey

are not uncommon. lie thinks he finds an opening

of this sort in about 10 per cent, of the cases. Dr.

Magrath has records of 240 autopsies, and says he

has seen only four. In my dissecting-room experi-

ence, I never before have seen one so large. It eas-

ily admits the whole handle of the forceps and w ill

almo>;t admit the little finger.

The next two specimens are interesting. The lirst

shows a male bladder, with an enlarged middle lobe

in the prostate ; in fact, two or three little lobes which

can drop down and produce a valvular action. ^^ hen

« Tlio Siuiitary liecord, February IG, 1900, p. Ui.

put on the Htret4;li the tralx-riilji- nIiow Htroiif^ly. T)i<-

dilaUitioii had gone on until tin- urucliuH ItM-lf liud

become somewhat opened up.

In direct contrast with thi.^ l(la<lder :uid of decidedly

another ly|w it* one herr- whirth i.s Hucculated. 'ilie

bladder is otlmrwi.st; normal. The fact that the nac-

culation was not produced by stricture is prove«l by a

cast of the urethra. The huc opens on the right wall

of the bladder about half-way uj). Its c.ipacity i-

nearly an ounce.

Die. I'-. .S. r»oi. AND showed a case of

II>I01-A I III* l-NUMOMKMA lol in.i: \ \ '

which was cured by a.spiration.

Die. V^icKKUV : I have listeni-d with great interest

to the report of Dr. Holand. There are two thing.s I

would like to speak about: One is about the etiology

of such a (;as(; as this. Perhaps it comes d«)wn to u

meicly verbal dilference, but I myself wouhl have
thought likely that this attack was secondary to adhe-

sions, which in their turn were the result of a tulx-r-

cular process which the patient might have had years

befori', attaching a small portion of the lung to the

parietal pleura. While he did not have any activ*-

disease, he had this pathological adhesion, and then

the strain of his work broke it apart. Secondly,

about treatment in such a case, one reason we thought
best to delay aspiration was that it was very evident

there had been an unnatural oi)ening and that early

aspiration might tend to reopen that place if it were
b('ginning to close, hence if there were no great dis-

tress or signs of sepsis, it seemed wiser to wait two
or three weeks so as to fortify the lung against the

strain which aspiration would bring upon it.

Du. F. C. Shattick: This is a very interesting

case. I have never seen one exactly like it. I have
seen two cases that might be called primary pneumo-
thorax, both of them absolutely dry. One was a

maid servant in a house where I was visiting a pa-

tient. I was told that she seemed to be short of

breath. On examining her chest, to my surprise I

found one side of the chest was absolutely full of air

and the lung compressed, and yet she was about the

house attending to her work. She had no cough and
could not fix the time when this came on. It evi-

dently had come on gradually. In Dr. Roland's case

the man was well one day and taken in the night. an«l.

therefore, could fix the time at which it occurre<l. 1

tap))ed the chest several times, drawing off the air

under water. There never was any fluid at all. .Sjie

recovered.

Another patient was .sent to me from Springfield

with the diagnosis of aneurism, and he had a [)neumo-

thorax — one chest entirely full of air ; nor could he

fix the moment at which the rupture occurred. The
escape of air must have been gradual in his case also,

lie had had a tremendous cough and I always sujv

posed that the origin of the pneumothorax was ru])t-

ure as result of this violent cough. There had been
a small tear with valvular opening and a little air

kept escaping until the chest was full. lie came
down to the hospital under my care and I tappeil him.
allowing the air to escape under water, lie has re-

covered perfectly. I have seen him .>ince and he is

perfectly well.

Dr. Samuel West, of London, if I renuanber aright,

reported a uund>er of cases, not a large number al»M>-

• Se« p.Hge 3'Jl of the •louriiHl.
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lately, ;i large number relativel\', because it is a rare

att'ectioii, of what he called idiopathic pneumothorax.
I think the presumption always is that in default of

trauma— and 1 suppose my second case can be classed

as trauma because the man had a violent cough —
there is probably a tubercular process in the back-

groun<l.

Dk. IMousk : In tiie last few weeks I have bec-n

over the records of the City Hospital and looked up
all the cases of pneumothorax in the last eighteen

years. Leaving out the comparatively small number
of cases due to trauma and to acute processes, like

abscess or gangrene of the lung, certainly the very

vast majority of the cases were due to tuberculosis.

As yet 1 have not been able to follow up all the cases

that left the hospital relieved, but every one that I

have been able to follow uj) is now dead. Practically

all of those that died in the hospital, and some not

proved to be tubercular by autopsy, had tubercle ba-

cilli in their S2)utum or a well-marked history of tuber-

culosis. This has made me feel very strongly that

pneumothorax not due to trauma or acute processes

is due to tuberculosis. A })oint that struck me in the

histories of these cases was in how large a proportion

of them the pneumothorax came on insidiously, the

patient not being able to state wdien the perforation

occurred. 1 should say more cases came on insidi-

ously than acutely.

Dk. Fitz : My imprt^ssion is that blood which is

poured into the thorax— that is pure blood— is

likely to clot. In Dr. Roland's case it seemed to me
})robable that there was a certain amount of extra-

vasated blood mixed with so much fluid as to prevent

the formation of a firm clot ; the fluid is not likely to

have contained abundant fibrin owing to the absence

of a clot. I should agree with reference to the possi-

bility of a tubercular basis for the hemothorax, not

necessarily an extensive tuberculosis of the lung.

The occupation, persistent cough, and sudden onset

witliout violence are in favor of the view which Dr.

Boland has presented that there might be some local-

ized tubercular process in the lung, so small as not to

give rise to characteristic; symptoms or signs and yet

sufficient to produce weakening of the surface of the

lung. Such a lesion would not account for the asso-

ciated hemorrhage unless there were also a small

aneurism or thin-walled vessel involved in the rent.

The return of the bleeding suggests the supervention

of a hemorrhagic pleurisy corresponding to the hem-
orrhagic pachymeningitis so often associated with

hematoma of the dura mater.

I recall a case of spontaneous or idiopathic pneu-
mothorax which was in the hos])ital some time ago,

the man being apparently in vigorous health at the

time of its occurrence. Sonu; slight nniscular strain

was followed by the sudden invasion of the pleural

cavity with air. He recovered after a number of

weeks. There was no pleurisy and there was no evi-

dence of disease of the lung after the removal of the

air had taken j>lace.

Dk. Chaklks F. WrriiiN(;T(>\ and Du. Roi'.ekt

W. LovETT read a paper on

Tvi'iioii) sri.Ni;.^

Dk, Gkaham: The history of the first case inter-

ested me very much. In 1884 I laid down as a con-

traindication for massage, tonic muscular spasm, de-

' See page 317 of the Journal.

pending upon an acute irritation of spine, spinal cord,
or anywhei-e else ; and the use of massage early in

this case certainly ])ore out that principle. What I
was afraid of was that massage; having proved of no
value at this stage; it would not be used again, for
most people would naturally say it had been tried and
had done no good. I was nnu-h i)leased when the
rea(h'r got to that part of his paper wliere Dr. Prince
showed his good judgnu'iit by advising massage at a
later stage and more ap])ro[)riate time when there was
impairment of motion and disturbed sensation in the
absence of neurotic irritation.

Dr. Smattuck: I should like to ask whether
three milligrammes is his usual dose of tuberculin for

diagnostic purposes ?

Dk. AViTinx<;T().N : It is not. I am willing to ad-
mit that that was not a perfectly satisfactory test in

this case, I am sorry that the amount given was not
larger. It was given just before he went away with
the expectation it might l)e rejx'ated afterwards, using
five to ten milligranmies. That was not done. It is

not absolutely conclusive that he would not have
reacted to a larger dose, though I have seen several

cases that have reacted to three milligrammes and
some to even less than that.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR CLINICAL MEDICINE, PATHO-

LOGY AND HYGIENE.
J. BEKGKN OtiUEN, M.I)., HKCEETARV.

Regular meeting Wednesday, December 20, 18!»;i,

Dk. C. B. Porter in the chair.

Dr. J. J. Putnam read a paper entitled

A CASE OF PERIODIC KALSY, AVITII SUGGESTIONS AS
TO THE PATHOGENESIS.

The patient was a young man of great muscular de-

velopment, who had been subject ever since twelve
years of age to attacks of paralysis of almost all the

voluntary muscles, coming on usually during the night

and passing off at the end of one or several davs.

During these attacks the i)atient is unable to move
hand or foot, or even the head, and the electrical reac-

tion of the nuiscles as indicated by the results of one ex-

amination is greatly diminished, probably, indeed, lost

dtiring the height of seizin-e, as in the case rei)orted a

year and a half ago by Dr. Taylor and in the others

collected by him.

This disease has usually been considered as due to

toxemia, but the reader advanced the view that an un-

due iidiibitorv action analogous to that which plays a

part in normal life miglit be the cause. Thus it is

nowadays maintained that tin; relaxation of the mus-
cles in general is not simply a j)assive but an active,

or, so to sj)eak, an inhibitory, j)rocess and (ixperiments

were cited to show that electrical irritability may be
arrested temporarily by influences of a similar charac-

ter. It is true that some cause would have to be
found for the increased inhibition itself, but it is

simpler to assume that W(; liave to deal in these cases

with tissues having characteristics analogous to those

met with in normal states than to assume an entirely

new cause. Thus the (piestion presents certain analo-

gies to other conditions usually classified as neurose.s,

which are themselves best understood if regarded as

caricatures of normal states.
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I)u. ('l,i'.(;ilolcN : I sii|i|)()s*- Dr. I'litiiain wiHlii-N iih'

to sprak from (he |»hyHioI()<fi("il side of the (rase. Wlial

Dr. I'litiiaiii liaH said vvitli n-;;ar<i lo iiiliihilion is vrrv

true, |iarti(-ularly the statfiiiciil lliat \v<- sliall not

know tilt- iialiir<' of it until uc know tin- naluic of

nerve force. i'lie plienoniena of inliiliition can lie

shown to e.\ist in the U)West form of life. If we inke

two poKis of a l)atterv, ano(h' and cathode, and hrin;;

them into contaf-t with an aiueha, we find tliat when
tlie ano(h' comes in contact with the organism it will

contract, and on th(! (lathoch- si(U' it will eloniiatc In-

hil)ition in the hody nn(l<-r normal circumstances has

only ahont one or two really pure examples. '|"he

first an<l niain one is of conrse the well-known action

of the vayns nerve on the heart. A i^ood deal of

work has heen done on tiie cortex of tin' hrain, stimu-

lation of which has yiven peculiar results pointing to

inhihitory effects. For example, Huhnoff and Ilcid-

euhain found that when they threw a jiortion of the

body into tonic contraction, by a subminimal elccti-i-

cal stimulus, a slii>ht sensory stimulus applied to the

contracted portion would immediately produce; relaxa-

tion. That was only in some stages of anesthesia

produced by morj)hia, however. Slua'ington has fountl

that when he stimulated the motor areas of the cor-

te.\ he produced not only a contraction of tlie mus-
cles supplied from that area, but he also obtained an
active relaxation of the antagonistic muscles, (irotch

and Ilorsley have found that stimulation of the cor-

tex gave rise to an electrical change in the spinal

cord, and Ranke has shown that even reflex mov<'-

ments can be iuhil)it<'d by jiassiug a current through the

(;ord in different ways. But llichet's work is proba-

bly the most interesting. lie stimulated the cortex,

producing a, movement of a certain set of muscles ; but

if he apj)lied anotlu-r stimulus to the same spot on
the cortex a certain time after the first one, he would
have a decided inhibition, that is, the movement would
be cheeked. If, on the contrary, he let a certain time

elapse, about three-(puirters of a minute, he Avould ol)-

tain an augmented contraction. His results were
conclusive and seemed to point to the fact that a stim-

ulus could have two different effects on contracting

muscles. Direct stimulation, causing a contracted

muscle to relax, has been done by Kaiser and some
others. F'ick has shown that when he had the abduc-

tor indicis muscles voluntarily contracting against a

spring, the contraction being as complete as possible,

the voluntary imj)ulse being pushed to the extreme,
when he electrically stimulated the muscle it directly

relaxed. If the voluntary contraction was not a

complete one when he applied the electrical stimula-

tion, then the stimulation was added to the voluntary

impulse and the force of the contraction was increased.

These experiments point to the fact that similar stim-

uli may give rise to two entirely different effects, in

one case causing contraction, and in another relaxa-

tion of the muscles. Inhibition is a difficult thing to

study and a difficult thing to discuss. Years ago

Lauder Brunton, I think, pointed out that inhibitory

phenomena Mere due to interference of stimulation

waves— attempting to explain the matter simply on

physical grounds.

Dr. Taylor: My small knowledge of the subject

is purely of a clini(;al sort, and in my paper, to which
Dr. Putnam has alluded, and which was a suj)erticial

one so far as any conclusions were concerned, I did

not attempt to go into detail on the etiology of this
|

evtniordinary condition. ft in (crtainly very true, u*

Dr. rntnam has naid, that the poisoning theory in thin

particular diseaHe has been worked to the IuhI cxtreriif.

Not only has .Mil«-hell here in Ainericu rnude a iiiohI

careful, but unavailing, Hearcli for a toxi*- v.wxm-, hut
someytrars ago ( ioldflam, to whom we owe the earlieHt

completit <ieHcription of the disease, made a HericH of
investigations also, with practically absoluti-jy negative
results. In view of these facts, it seems to me that

Dr. Putnam's position is a perfe(;tlv correct one. that

it is desiral)le to branch off as far as may Ik- from llie

toxic theory and lo investigate certain other possible

causes as explanation of the phenomena observed in

periodic paralysis. So far as the inhibition theory

goes, I am in perfect ignorance regarding it, excepting
what I have learned to-night. If that r^an ix; ajiplied

to this (;ondition it will be a very valuable step in

progr(!ss.

Regarding the clinical side of the man ife,-,f.at ions,

Dr. Putnam has spoken to-night of the dissimilarities

in th(! described cases. It is also of interest to note
the very extraordinary similarity of symptoms in the

typical cases, which would seem to j)oint almost con-

clusively to an identical cause. In my ca.se there wax
a definite involvement of the facial nerves, not previ-

ously described. In another case, the si.ster of the
young man whom I particularly described, the patient

had inid very few attacks, but of a very severe char-

acter. In one of these the phrenic nerve was involved,

and there was great danger of suffocation from respi-

rat(U'y failure ; she was, in fact, obliged to have arti-

ficial respiration for several hours before a sufficient

power was regained to resume breathing in the ordi-

nary way, and, if I am not mistaken, (ioldflam has

recently reported one case in which death resulted in

an attack. As a rule, however, the condition is not

fatal to life. Dr. Putnam spoke of the fact that in

the majority of cases, allying it thereby to migraine,

the condition passed off" toward the middle period of

life. I think that is not an absolutely correct state-

ment. So far as I am aware, in nearly all the cases

the condition has remained fixed throughout life, comes
on near puberty and in most of the reported cases

has persisted to death. In the family I have de-

scribed the paralysis did pass off' at the middle perio<l

of life, (xoldflam has attempted to ally this affection

with certain of the pseudohypertrophic conditions of

the muscles and has claimed that changes were found
in the nuisde which to his mmd demonstrated tlie

alliance of the two disorders. That seems to be an
untenable i)Osition, in the first place, because his patho-
logical conclusions are not to be tiiken without mo<li-

fication, and, in the second place, if it is allied to

j)seu(lohypertr()pliic paralysis, that does not in any way
explain the periodicity of the attacks and the peculiar

muscular st:ite during the attacks, which are what con-
stitutes the disease as we now know it.

Du. Prince : I do not feel that I can add any-
thing to the subject. I have had no clinical experi-
ence with this disease, and such knowledge as I have
has come entirely from reading the literature and par-

ticularly from the papers of Dr. Taylor and Dr.
Mitchell, and the paper to-night. I have liad no
opportunity to study it personally. But looking at

anything I might say as })urely of a speculative nature,

there are one or two thoughts that have occurred to me
regarding it, and one of them is the aiudogv to another
kind of paralysis, which the reader did not mention
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to-night. As he suj's, we gain ii great deal if we
bring together different groups of diseases into one

chiss. In all but one particular it seems to nie these

paralyses resemble very strongly nocturnal paralysis.

I would like to ask Dr. Taylor if he knows whether

the muscles ha\'e ever been examined in nocturnal

paralysis ?

Dk. Taylor: That has been suggested as a possi-

ble analogy, but, so far as 1 know, they have no points

of identity except the fact that l)otli occur usually

at night.

Du. Prince: Jt seems to me, on the contrary, ex-

cepting in the electrical reactions, which 1 do not

know anything about, there is a very marked analogy.

I think if any one has seen or has had nocturnal

paralysis, as I have had as a child, and felt the abso-

lute loss of jiower of the muscles, he would recognize

in the description of periodic paralysis something which

is very like nocturnal paralysis. I have seen also

many cases of nocturnal i)aralysis, and as described

to me by patients the clinical descriptions as given by

them resemble these cases. One patient says she lies

hours absolutely helpless from head to foot, unable

to move. I don't know what the electrical reactions

are, but barring the electrical reactions, sjjeaking purely

of analogy, I don't know what stronger analogy we
want. The person to whom I am referring lies there

hours unable to move hand or foot, as she says ; the

paralysis passes off after a number of hours only

to come again another night— it gives me a picture

very like that of the other variety. It all depends

whether there is or is not an absent electrical reaction.

That does not contradict or u])hold the theory sug-

gested by Dr. Putnam. For all we know, nocturnal

paralysis may be due to inhibition. In one sense it

adds nothing to our knowledge to say that vertigo

is ej>ilepsy, but when you bring it from the unknown
to the known class it adds considerably to our knowl-

edge. I wish somebody would take the opportunity

to examine the electrical reactions of nocturnal paraly-

sis. I remember, as a child, waking up with nocturnal

paralysis, not knowing what it was and finding my
arms almost helpless, not able to move even the

hands ; it was a most strange feeling.

Regarding this theory of inhibition, I feel very greats

fill to Dr. Putnam for having brought this subject

up, for I think it is a field in whi(!h in the future many
discoveries are destined to be made. In a single field

hardly any act takes place that does not involve the

inhil)ition of other mental states. Probably scarcely

any physiological act tak(^s place that does not inium,

tlie inhibition of other associated mental states. I sup-

pose I am right in saying that the whole principle of

counterirritation is iidiibition. I think it is Sir AVilliam

liroadbent who publislied s(jme time ago a very inter-

esting article on nerve force in which he argued very

strongly, and I thought very suggestively, that all

nerve force was merely the resultant of two forces, and

not simj)ly that the nerve force which resulted in con-

traction of the musch; was a force sent in a single

direction, but two forces, one from the jieriphery to

the centre and another from the centre to the peri-

phery, and whichever was the stronger so the reaction

woidd be. I suppose this conception involves tlie

th(!ory of iidiilntion very largely, and if his theory

is correct I think it probal)ly would liave a very strong

bearing in this class of cases and the theory of inhi-

bition suggested l)y Dr. Putnam to-night.

In the line of what Dr. Putnam spoke of in his

paper, namely, the inadequacy of the usual explana-
tion of exhaustion from discharge, in corroboration
I would suggest a clinical pluuiomenon commonlv ob-
served, and that is the a])hasia that sometimes follows
an epilejjtic attack. Epileptic attacks may be followed
by complete aphasia. There is a complete suppres-
sion of function of certain si)ecialized local areas. That
cannot be due to exhaustion, as there can be no dis-

charge? in such cases. I had occasion a short time
ago to see a very remarkable case of this kind, a case

of epilepsy in which there were no real convulsions,

but which was followed by complete motor aphasia,

although the patient retained the power of writing.

The j)atient and I were able to carry on a conversa-

tion by means of a pencil, and yet he was absolutely

and (!ompletely dumb, — could not say a single word.
There was a condition which corres])onded to paralysis

aiul was not due to exhaustion of such centres. That,
it seems to me, is one fact in corroboration of what
Dr. Putnam has said. Such a thing may be due to

inhibition, or something like inhibition, whatever in-

hibition may be.

Dr. Smith: I have never had any experience with
this affection, and 1 do not feel that I can add anything
to what has been said. It is one of exceeding interest

to me, from Dr. Putnam's paper and Dr. Taylor's,

which I read a while ago, and also Dr. Mitchell's,

but having had no cases, and having learned all I

know of the disease from the literature, I don't feel

that I can say anything that would be entertaining to

the audience. I am glad that some other method
has been suggested of studying these cases, because
the toxic theory certainly ought to have been ex-

ploded years ago, not only for this, but for many
other neuroses.

Dr. Courtney: I should like to ask Dr. Putnam
at what point he makes his inhibition active. I ask
the question on account of the electrical and troj)hic

changes which are ])resent in the class of cases under
discussion.

Dr. Putnam : I can only answer by saying that I

do not know. The suggestion of Dr. Meltzer was
that it was some influence acting immediately on the

spinal cord as a whole. Oddi discusses the cocaine ex-

periments at some length, and thinks the inhibitory

action comes on so <puckly that it probably is not

of chemical nature, more- especially as it occurs when
the cocaine is applied above the point where the elec-

trical stimulation is applied. He suggests that cocaine

anesthesia may likewise be an inhibitory phenome-
non.

Dr. Courtney : Dr. Putnam's inhibition theory
appeals tome very niucli. We know from the experi-

ments of Ilolfa and others that the paresis and atro-

phy observed in the extensor groups going to affected

joints is often due to a "strike" — so to speak— and
nothing more on the part the cells of the ventral

horns of the cord. Tliis being so, it is certainly per-

missible to assume that the same sort of strike is on
during the attacks in cases of family periodic paraly-

sis. I am delighted at Dr. Putnam's liaiulling of the

autotoxemic theory in reference to cases in point, for

it has long been my feeling that the present habit of

attempting to drown tlie outcry against our ignorance

of the real genesis of many nervous phenomena with

loud-sounding cant about a mysterious and elusive

autotoxin, should be overcome.
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TRANSACTIONS OF THK NKW VoIlK OMSTKT-
KICAL SOCIK'IV.

JMkktin(; of IMiircli l.'t, i:»(M», ihr l'iv>i.|ri,i. Dc.
( i.i.M i:ni('i.i.\ i;i. \ M>, in llir rlinii-.

I)i;. ( 'l.K\Kl,.\Nl> sliowcd ;i ,s|M'ciiiicii o|' :i iii|ii-

iiicd ovarian <!vst wliicli lie liad iiiiioscd. I lie

|iati('iit i>uv(' a history of a fall. Al llic opcratiini a

m't-at (leal of lluid was fomni in tin alxloincii and a

l('ns(^ cyst, a( tlic side of wliifli was anotlK-r luptiin-d

cyst or possibly part of a ninltilocnlar cyst. Tlicrc was

a peritonitis present, so draiiiaife tIironi,di the ciil-de-sac

was estahlished. I)i'. Skene's clamp was used satis-

factorily ill tile removal of the tumor. Despite all

elVorts, the |)atient's howels could not he made to move
and pain and naiisea h((canie continuous. Finally

f(>rty-eii;lit hours after tlu; operation, the lower houtd

was distended by oxygen gas up to the point of pain.

After this, tlu^ twist or obstruction evidently being

rtdieved, th(> patient passed gas, the distention disap-

peared and the abdomen became flat. The patient is

now in stupor and tlu; {)rognosis is bad. The reason

for reporting the case is to speak of the method of

distending tlu! lower collapsed bowel in the hope
of relieving the obstruction liigher up, which must be

useful in other cases. In reply to (piestions by Dr.

lioldt. Dr. Cleveland said that he had used oxygen
in preference to carbonic-acid gas because it was pres-

ent.

Dk. HHoriiKUs called attention to the feasibility

of (Mnploying the gas in an inverted siphon of seltzer

water.

I)u. C'lkvklani) replied that he had used the in-

verted sij)hon in a case of intussusception.

Di:. WiLi.iA.Ai K. PuvoH showed

A CVSTOSC'Ol'K

nioditied from Dr. Chetwood's. The light is concealed,

the handle is changed so as to reduce to a minimum
the danger of wetting the wires, and the lumen of the

tube is free for the passage of instruments. The chief

advantage is in the freedom of mirrors and lenses to

be adjusted. It can be used without anesthesia. It

is preferable to have the patient under ether and in

the Trendelenburg position. The patient is placed in

the lithotomy j)Ositiou, the tube is introduced without

the lamp and used as a catheter. The table was then

lowered into the Trendelenburg position and the lani})

introduced. The oidy necessary caution in its use is

to prevent bearing haid against the sides of the blad-

der.

Dk. Ai!Ua:m Bkotiikks read the paper of the

evening on

SOIK rOINTS IN TlIK DIAliNOSIS AND .MAN A(; KM KN T

OK CVSriTIS IX TIIK KEMAI.i:.

The author referred to the symptomatology of the

disease in its acute and chronic forms and emphasized

the facts that with tln^ modern means of exact diag-

nosis of vesical conditions, obscure lesions were no

longer a mystery. " Irritable bladder " is now a

myth. The autlior has been working chieHy with

the Nitze cystoscope and believes it to have advan-

tages over the Kelly instrument in that the bladder is

directly illuminated and a large area can be seen in

each field. The position of the })atient, too. is easy,

and no preliminary dilatation or anesthesia is neces-

sary. Further, the interior of the bladder is dis-

tended by a fixed ipiantity of an anli<«<-ptir, traiiN|mr-

enl medium (boracic-acid solution). The atulior lh«*ii

related the various visible changes in the bladder in

disease, and aceepted ( 'aMper's classiHcution : (I)

Change in <*olor and lustre; (2) imreu-'ed capillary cir-

culation ; ('{) swelling ; (1) changed sefrretion. TIm-

inspection of the bladder is positively «'ontrain<licate«I

in a(;ute inflammations, but is allowed in all forms of

Hnl>a(rute and chronic inflammations. |)r. ltrr)tlierH

narrated in ilet.iil the treatment of the various forms

of vesical intlammation, insisting upon as e;irly an ex-

amination of the liladd<-r cavity as is permissible ff»r

the establishment of the exact diagnosis, lie then

showed the Nitze instrument, comparing it as he ex-

hibited it with tli(^ instruments devised by Kelly. He
claimed simplicity and greater ease of manipulation

for the Nitze cystoscope.

Di{. Ai.K.XANDKK .1. C. .Ski;m:, in opening the dis-

cussion, said that he agree<l with the reader of the

paper that instrumental investigation is seldom neces-

sary t<) make a diagnosis of cystitis. He referred to

the necessity of the general practitioner treating cases

of cystitis intelligently. In sjM-aking of the differen-

tial diagnosis of cystitis. Dr. Skene said that a slight

displacement of the bladder could cause frequent urin-

ation and pain in the erect j)Osition, while a complete

prolapsus would not. The degree of cystitis can be

determini'd l)y the condition of the urine clearly and
definitely. But in some forms of ulceration, second-

ary pericystitis and neoplasms a cystoscopic examina-
tion is necessary because the urine does not always

show in these cases characteristic changes. The
speaker referred to the possibility of doing great in-

jury to the bladder by iustrumentiil examination dur-

ing an acute cystitis. He spoke of the fact that the

Kelly endoscojie of to-day was only a modification of

the rubber one devised by Dr. Robert Newman many
years ago. He said that for examination of the ure-

ters the endoscope was no better than the cystoscope

and was more difficult to introduce. Dr. Skene finds

that a cystoscope with a slight curve is easy to insert

and can be used for ureteral work w ith as great facil-

ity as the Kelly endoscope. In closing, the speaker
said that the fountain syringe was to be preferred to

the piston syringe, which tlu' reader of the paper had
advocated ; the possible introduction of air into the

bladder was always to be avoided, if possible.

Du. IIiHAM N. ViXEliKR(; compared the Kelly and
the Nitze instruments. He said that the Kelly endo-

scope has the advantage of sterilization and allows of

direct examination. It permits of therapeutic appli-

cation under the eye and the removal of small foreign

bodies, the sni])ping off of small growths and the cu-

retting or cauterization of the vesical mucosa. By the

use of a Kelly instrument the character of the fluid

issuing from the ureteral orifice can be easily seen,

which is impossible with the Casper or Nitze instru-

ment. By the employment of Kelly's endoscope
urine may be collected from either ureter, thus obviat-

ing the necessity of ureteral ^catheterization.

Du. G. T. IIauimsox said that the prognosis in

chronic cystitis was favorable if pains were taken.

The gradual dilatation of the bladder under pressure

could be regulated by the use of a funnel.

Dk. \'iNKnKi{(; said that in chronic cystitis the use

of scale ])epsin dissolved to any |)»'rcentage desired for

each case was beneficial. It is i-^peeially soothiuir t»i

the inflamed mucous membrane.
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Dr. Skkxk said that he feared the traumatism
caused witliiu tlie bhvdder much more thaJi lie did the

iutioduction of bacteria. If the mucous membrane
b(; intact, bacteria will be taken care of. For topical

applications the endoscope is to be preferred, but not
for the removal of growths. In this procedure the

base will continue to bleed ; if not it will continue to

break down under the influence of the urine and in

time a calculus will form. The speaker doid)ted the

necessity of catheterizing the ureters unless there is

disease of the pelvis of the kidney or the ureters

which needs attention. By the use of Harris's instru-

ment, the urine from each kidney can be obtained

sej)arately. The great damage; done by such cathe-

terization is by injury, not by the introcbiction of

germs.

I)u. .losKrii Brkttalku agreed with Dr. Skene
on the wisdom of not catheterizing the ureters. He
finds it necessary in few cases. He narrated a case

of tubercular kidney in which the kidney had likewise

been infected by an attempt to catheterize the ureter.

Although the instruments were clean and everything
was done in an aseptic manner, the patient showed the

new infection within twenty-four hours. The speaker
endorsed the use of the Harris separator as fulfilling

every purpose.

Dr. E. B. Cragin spoke of Dr. Skene's attitude

on the. danger of infection of the bladder by dirty

catheters and asked if Dr. Skene feared injury to the

bladder more than he did the introduction of bacteria.

Dr. Skenk replied that he did fear infection of the

bladder, but he is equally afraid of traumatism.

Dr. Brothers closed the discussion by urging
that, with care, gradual dilatation of the bladder by
the piston syringe was no more harmful than by the

fountain syringe, and one knew the exact amount of

fluid introduced.

ISecent Hiterature.

A Manual of ^Modern (rastric Methods, Chemical,

Physical and Therapeutical. Bv A. Lockhart
(h'Li.Esi'iE, M.D., F.R.C.P.P:., F.R.S.E., Lecturer

on Materia Medica and Therapeutics in the School

of INIedicine of the Royal Colleges. Edinlmrgh, etc.

With a chapter upon The ]Me(;hanical jMethods

Used in Young Children, by John Thomson, J\I.D.,

F.R.C.P. (Edin.), Assistant Physician, Royal Hos-
pital for Sick Children, Edinl>ur(>h. X(;w York:
William Wood c^ Co. 1899.

This l)ook forms a very excellent and adetjuate

manual uj)on the subject of which it treats. 'I'he out-

lines upon the clinical methods of examination of the

stomach contained in most hand-books of clinical

diagnosis or clinical chemistry are inadequate, as they

tail to include a clear statement of the rationale of the

methods.

In this book the descriptions are (juite as adecjuate

as those contained in the larger text-books upon the

diseases of the stomach and in a much more con-

densed form.

We are glad to see that tlic author gixcs due con-

sideration to the subject of the r<'lations of the (piaii-

tities of free and combined acids in the gastric

contents. This point is of considerable importan(!e

in the understanding of the physiological chemistry

of the stomach. Yet though it has been for a long
time emphasized by Martins and Luttke and Hayem, it

is absolutely overlooked in most of the modern text-

books ui)on the stomach. The author's own method
for analysis of the contents is certainly an adeijuate

one, but much less simple and, in our opinion, for

purposes of clinical work, less adequate than the

Topfer method or some modification of this latter.

The objection to the Topfer method urged by the

author can be easily overcome by slight modifications.

Thus, the reading of the dimethyl-amido-azo-benzol
test for free liCl can be controlled by the use of 00
tropeolin so as to give accurate results. The alizarin

test may be rej)laced by the Congo-red method.
AVith these modifications this method is, in our opin-

ion, greatly superior to any other for practical work.

Christian Science. An Exposition of Mrs. Eddy's
Wonderful Discovery, Including its Legal As-
pects. A Plea for C'hildren and Other Helpless

Sick. By Williaji A. Purringtox, Lecturer in

the University and Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege, and in the New York College of Dentistry,

upon Law in Relation to Medical Practice, etc.

Pp. 194. New York : E. B. Treat & Co. 1900.

Mr. Purrington is a writer of unusual vigor of ex-
pression ; he uses no unnec;essary words, and leaves in

the reader's mind not the slightest doubt of his mean-
ing. He is particularly at home in his searching criti-

cism and scathing denunciation of the cult of so-called

Christian Science, to which this small volume is de-

voted. We most cordiall}' recommend the book to

our readers who desire a candid legal expression of

opinion on this subject, which is becoming of so much
social as well as medical importance. The relation of

Christian Science to the law, to which the author de-

votes considerable space, is a matter about which
knowledge is apt to be vague. A concise exposition

of the subject may be found in these pages. jVniong

the concluding sentences are the following : " But
after all, that which will destroy Christian Science is

the true exposition in the reviews and daily press of

its absurdities, its vulgarities, its false pretences, as

well as its dangers. It does not seem possible that a

sane or reverent mind, or one with any sense of

humor, could accept seriously the preachment of the

exceedingly shrewd, but very ignorant and ungram-
matical, old lady, once of L\nn, but now of Concord,"
The book is satisfactorily bound and has an index.

The Year-Book of the Nose, Throat and Ear. The
Nose and Throat edited by G, P, Head, M,D,
The Ear edited by Alhert II, Andrews, M,D,
Chicago: MedicarUook Co, 1900,

This is a book of 250 pages, arranged in the famil-

iar year-book manner. It is convenient in size, well

arranged and unexpectedly interesting to read. The
abstracts are well selected and well written. Too
ranch would be worse- than too little. This volume
contains perhaps too little ; of this, however, the

authors are awan;, and hoj)e to make succeeding issues

more complete and valuable.

iNTEnxA'rroxAi. Congress of PrBi.rc Assis-

tance AND Puivate Charity.— This congress, the

third, will be held in the " Palais des Congres " of the

Exposition in Paris, from July .'50th to August .'ith,

j
under the presidency of M. Casimir-Perier.
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THE PROPER SEATING OF SCHOOL CHIL-
DREN.

TiiK comparative excellence ot" the school funiiMiic

of Boston schools was formerly a matter of justi(ial)U'

civic pride, and it will he rememhered that as long ago

as at the Vienna World's Fair, the exhihit of Massa-

chusetts school desks and chairs elicited favorable

European comment and stimulated efforts at improve-

ment. Since then much attention has been given to

this qnestion in several countries of Europe, and genu-

ine progress has been made towards its solution. This

is also true of some cities in our country. In the

meantime, here in Boston, our school authorities have

been, comparatively speaking, inactive, or active to

but little good purpose. At the present time the school

furniture in several cities in this country and abroad

is superior to that which is found in Boston.

It is true that in 1892 renewed interest was mani-

fested by the Boston School Committee in the matter

of school seating, an interest shown by the Com-
mittee's appointment in that year of three pliysiclans

from its own members to serve as a special committee

on the seating of pupils, and there was at that time an

experimental introduction of adjustable desks and

chairs into a new primary school at the instance of

the special committee. In the same year an able and

thorough report by Dr. Charles L. Scudder, entitled

•' Investigation into one of the ^Etiological Factors in

the Production of Lateral Curvature of the Spine ;

Reasons why the Seating of School Children should

receive very Careful Supervision," was published by

the committee as School Document No. 9. Supervis-

ors and the directors of physical training were ordered

to aid and advise teachers in the seating of pupils and

to report their observations and suggestions to the

School Committee. Dr. Ilartwell's studies of the

seating question were published as School Document

No. 8, 1894, and No. -4, 189;'). And yet up to this last

year of the century, as we have previously said, but

little genuine recent progress has been made towards

the proper seating of the great majority of the school

children of Boston.

'1 lioro IH a ^enerui agnciiniii iiriioii^ phyKicUnH iiml

liygieniHtH who liiivi' invcMtiyatc*! the Hiilijoct, that faulty

srhool furnilun- in in ati fmiiu-nr degre*- n-HpoMHibh- for

I he pnjdiiction of Hpiiial (lf!f(Mrni(i<'H, iniiHCular w«ak-
ni-HH, nervoMN debility and impaired vinion ariion<'

school children.

The subject was previously pn-n;Mfer| in 1M9'», and
is to be again presented at the next rm-eting of tlic

Boston Society for M<;dical Improvement, with the

demonstration of improved chairs. It is to be ho|»ed

that this m(!<!ting will re<-(.'ive the hearty support of

the medical prof(?ssion, for it is dotd»tful if symmetrical

development in our children is generally compatible
with the j)re8ent method of school seating ; and it is

impossible to obtain the best intellectual effort in

children afllicted with contract(;d chests and twisted

spines, nor can the conmnniity liopc for the best from
the descendants of such.

No question of any individual's profits, or of the

claims of a patent with a '• push " or a " pull," should

be allowed for an instant to stand in the way of tin-

adoption for the public school children of the most
serviceable school furniture which a union of science

and skill can devise.

THE PATHOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF THE NEW
YORK STATE HOSPITALS.

We regret to learn that the continued existence of

the Pathological Institute of the New York State Hos-
pitals is being threatened. Should this laboratory be
closed before a full opportunity has been ottered to

demonstrate its usefulness, we are convinced that a

serious blow will be struck at the sjHrit of broad-

minded research, so much needed, particularly in the

line of work which it has been the aim of this Institute

to cultivate. The scope of the work as outlined bv its

director, Dr. Ira Van Gieson, is comprehensive and
goes far beyond what we are wont to regard as the

field of psychiatry. Herein lies its claim to a gener-

ous recognition, and herein also lies an opportunity

for criticism, of which its opponents have apparentlv

not been loath to avail themselves. It is natural and
quite inevitable that the results of investigation into

the nature of mental disease should be slow in appear-

ing. What we now want is good work ; we have
enough and to spare of the superficial variety, and we
can only congratulate the Institute that it has with-

stood the clamor from various quarters for more publi-

cations. The work which has appeared has, on the

whole, been valuable, and significant of what we are

to expect in the future. Though we do not profess

agreement with every detail of the plan of the correla-

tion of sciences toward the definite end of meeting the

probleyis of psychiatry, we see every reason to com-
mend its main features as a most essential step in

progress. To overthrow a laboratory which is striv-

ing to carry out so admirable a plan, before it has had
time hardly to begin the work, except for reasons of

the most conclusive character, is a step against which
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all who are interested in the progress of scientific

medicine should protest. AVe are quite aware of the

fact that a strong tendency now observable in the

study of psychiatry is the closer observation of pa-

tients, and a constantly increasing scrutiny of their

symptoms to the end of better classification. No one

doubts the advisability of this method and least of all,

we presume, the director of the Pathological Institute

in New York, however his opinions may have been dis-

torted by individual interpretations. What Van Gie-

son claims, as we understand him, is simply a broad

conception of the needs and requirements for the

proper study of psychiatry, which is only to be gained

by approaching the subject from the standpoint of va-

rious more or less closely related sciences. Into this

scheme he would fit the clinical phenomena in their

proper place, by no means ignoring them, and on the

other hand, not giving them a prominence which fuller

knowledge may show to be erroneous. For our part,

we hope the better judgment may prevail in this mat-

ter of closing the doors of this really valuable adjunct

to medical science, and the Institute be allowed to ex-

pand and grow along those lines which widening ex-

perience will undoubtedly demonstrate to be at the

same time most broadly scientific and most completely

i)ractical.

DUST PNEUMONIA.

TriKRE is not the slightest doubt that dust is a

nuisance of the very worst sort, as a residence in

Boston during the past winter has amply demon-

strated. That it has actually been as deleterious to

the health as to the temper of the community has not

been so completely shown, yet there is considerable

evidence to prove that disease germs may be carried

in dust to the extent of exciting certain specific dis-

eases, among them pneumonia. In connection with a

general discussion of pneumonia which has appeared

in the current number of the Practitioner, a paper by

Dr. Alfred Ilillier is devoted to a consideration of the

effect of dust in the etiology of the affection. Allud-

ing to the prevalence of an inflammation of the lungs

following the violent dust-storms of the subtropical

countries, he thiuks there is nothing inherently im-

probable in the supposition that a true pneumococcus

pneumonia may be aroused, the dust acting as a con-

tributory cause. Of his own experience he writes :

" A Johannesburg or Kimberley dust-storm may
sometimes continue for days, and during the storms

a considerable number of cases of pneumonia not in-

frequently occur. I have myself been conscious of a

considerable degree of thoracic pain, during a dust-

storm, such as irritating particles of inhaled dust

might conceivably produce, and a medical coUeague

and mtimate friend of my own developed pneumonia,

following just such a sensation as I have described,

during a series of dust-storms in Johannesburg. He
has held the view most strongly ever since that dust

was the cause of his attack. . . . Chronic fibroid effects

on the lung produced by dust have long been recog-

nized, and they are frefjuently forerunners of phthisis,

which subsequently becomes established. Is it not

also possible that dust may be capable, under certain

conditions, of exciting an acute inflammatory condi-

tion of the lung, in which pneumonia rapidly follows,

or, it may be. simultaneously occurs ? The statistics

quoted by Dr. Newsholme from the Registrar-Gen-

eral's returns, and the belief which the experiences of

medical men in South Africa have given rise to,

would seem to indicate that this is probable. Theie
is, of course, also the possibility that besides the me-

chanical irritation of dust particles, pneumococci may
also, like tubercle bacilli, be inhaled with dust."

In general, it may be said that more investigation

on the whole subject is desirable, and likely to be pro-

ductive of positive results, with the means of accurate

observation and experiment now at our disposal. It is

not unreasonable to hold that even when specific

germs are not present in dust itself, the action of dust

upon the mucous membranes makes them hospitable

culture fields for such germs, from whatever quarter

they may come.

MOSQUITOES AND MALARIA.

The campaign, so auspiciously begun, to determine

the relation of a certain genus of mosquito to malarial

infection is not likely to rest until it is carried to com-

plete success. To this end several ingenious practi-

cal experiments have been devised, under the direction

of Dr. Patrick Manson, in connection with the London

School of Tropical Medicine. Dr. Manson is having

built on the marshes of the Roman Campagna a bunga-

low, in which two observers and their servants are ex-

pected to live from May to October. The hut will be

protected in every possible way from the inroads of

the mosquitoes by nettings, in order that bites may be

obviated. If the dwellers in the hut escape malarial

infection, the assumption will be justified that the

mosquitoes are the carriers of the infection, and valua-

ble negative testimony will be gained. It is further

suggested, as positive evidence, to breed malaria-free

mosquitoes in London, which will then be taken to

Rome and fed on the blood of persons infected with

the disease. On their return to London these mosqui-

toes will be allowed to bite healthy individuals, and

the result carefully noted. Should the disease be pro-

duced in this way, knowledge of positive importance

will be gained. We suspect, however, that the prob-

lem is not so simple as the foregoing experiments

would imply, and that other factors than the omni-

j)resent mosquito will be found to have a share in the

production of the disorder. We cannot help wonder-

ing, also, whether this method of experimentation will

please the antivivisectionists. Man will at least, be

the only sufferer, unless it proves necessary to attempt

the extermination of the race of mosquitoes, as a re-

sult of the positive evidence gained from the experi-

ments.
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The moHt lotliul and inoHt coininerciully uvuiluhU;

mclliods so fur (li.s(;()V(!rt!(l for HucrKiciii;^ tlicHt; lower

ord(!rH of lifo wo u'vo ol.sowheru.

DESTRUCTION OF TIIK MOSQUITO FOR IUK
LIMITATION OF MALy\RIA.

C^KLi-r iind ('!i8a<];riiii(li ' havt! iii:ul(! many experi-

ments vvitli reference to tlie action of dillerent sid)-

stanccs in destroying and prc^venting tlie development

of the mosqnito, either in the larval state in the water,

or in its perfect forna as a flying insect. Their papcM-

contains many tables of different substances, showing

the Icnglli of tinu; reijuired for killing the insects the

(juantity, the cost and other particulars. Tiieir gen-

(^ral conclusions are as follows :

(1) The condition in which tin; moscpiito is most

readily destroyed is either that of the larva or of the

wingcul insect (not the egg). In the first case they

are destroyed the more easily tlie younger they are.

(2) For (h'Stroying the larva the following substances

have proved efficient in the order named :

(«) Among mineral substances, aidiydrous sul-

l)luu-ic acid, potassic permanganate, common salt,

potash, ammonia, carbonate of lime, bichloride of

mercury, chloride of lime, sulphate of iron or cop-

per, lime, and others of less efficiency.

(6) Among organic substances, powder of chrysan-

themum flowers (pyrethrum), tobacco, petroleum, for-

malin, cresol. aniline colors and tar.

Considering, liowever, the doses necessary to de-

stroy the insects, and the questions of practicability

and price, all mineral and some organic substances

must be disregarded, and vegetable powders, petro-

leum and aniline colors only can be considered.

(8) To destroy the winged insect, odors, fumes or

gas may be employed. Among odors are turpentine,

iodoform, menthol, oil of nutmeg, camphor and gar-

lic. Among the fumes are those of tobacco, pyreth-

rum, fresh leaves of eucalyptus, (juassia. Among
gases, anhydrous sulphuric acid. It is to be noted,

however, that these gases, odors, etc., in order to be

efficient, nuist fill or saturate all the surrounding air,

otherwise they oidy cause apparent death, or at best

the flight of the insects, by which means they are

sometimes useful in protecting man from moscpiito

bites, and preventing the insects from settling in habi-

tations and sucking the blood from malarial patients.

(4) The problem of destroying mos([uitoes can be

solved exj)erimentally, but practically only when

economic considerations demand it. In the latter

sense it is worthy of note that the antiquated use of

petroleum for killing the mosquito has never become

general even in districts where it is very cheap, and it

is probable that such substances will be preferred as

will also destroy other forms of aquatic life which

are injurious to agriculture, and such as may be culti-

vated on the spot. For example, if the cultivation on

a large scale of the chrysanthemum cinerariae is car-

i Annali d'lgiene Sperimeutale, ix, 3, p. 317, 1899.

riud on, it may happen that thi; vtiry H|K)t iiift;<!t<-d

with malaria will prodime the material needed for lh<;

dcHtruction of (he niosqiiiloeH whi<|i infect it.

(5) The b(!Ht time t^) dcHtroy the larva; Ih the win-

ter HOi^Hon, when they are few in numlK;r and new
generations arc not being produced. I)eMtruction of

the mosquito in lioiiseH Ih always possible, but work
on a large s(;ale may b(! best conducted in wint«;r. A
better knowledge of their liabitM, places and timeu of

breeding will facilitate their destruction, which will,

even in the most favorable cases (that is, when the

drainage of tlie soil shall have been efTecte<lj, be an

undertaking not as easily accomplished as some have

imagined. Nevertheless, we may hope, in view of

the vast sums spent by nations in preserving the

grapevine from noxious insects, that something may
yet be done; for saving the lif(- of man from the mala-

rial mos(|uito.

To this pap(!r the authors have a<lded ati appendix

containing the results of later experiments, with a

new anil ne color known as larycith IH, a substance of

unusual culicide action and comparatively low cost,

when used for the destruction of larva*.

MKDICAL NOTES.

Amkkicax Mkdical Associatiox, Skctio.v on
DiSKASKS OF CiiiLDUKN.— At the next annual meet-

ing of the American Medical Association to be held at

Atlantic City, N, J., June 5-8, 1900, a session of the

Section on Diseases of Children will be devoted to the

consideration of school children. The following papers

will be presented : E. Stuver, Fort Collins, Col., "Sym-
metrical Development, or Does our Present School

System Develop the Highest Pow«-rs -of the Child ?
"

J. Henry Bartlett, Superintendent of the Friends' Se-

lect School, Philadelphia, "School Break Downs";
Thomas H. Fenton, Philadelphia, " Eye S;rain "

;

Louis .1. Lautenbach, Philadelphia, " The Care of the

Ear in School Children "
; Dr. Grace E. Spiegle,

Pliiladelphia, " The Physician's Responsibility in the

Physical Education of School Childrrn." Summary :

" Medical Inspection of School Children, its Purpose,

its Hesults ; Health Supervision of School Children ;

Attitude of Family Physician toward the School

Authorities, Teachers, Parents and Child." Another

session will be drvoted to the consideration of contag-

ious diseases.

Plagie.— Three deaths have occurred in the Chin-

ese quarter of San Francisco of a disease which the

Hoard of Health regards as plague. Precautions have

been taken to prevent a spread of the disease in this

unsanitary portion of the city. There is no great

alarm among the white residents, since there is little

comnuinication bt'tween Chinatown and the remainder

of the city. A correspondent of the A.-sociate*l Press,

writing from Honolulu. March L">th, states that but

one case of plague had appeared during the preceding

eleven days and that the rigid quarantine regulations
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were being modified. Two hundred and fifty thousand

dollars more has been asked for, to meet the many ex-

penses incurred during the prevalence of plague. The
natives are said to be in great destitution.

A Nekdlk in thk Appendix.—According to the

Medical News, a sewing-needle, two and one-half inches

long, was recently found in the vermiform appendix of

a patient operated upon at Hartford, Conn., for appen-

dicitis. The young woman remembers having swal-

lowed a needle sevei-al years ago.

Dk. Byrom Bramwell a Candidate kok the
Edinburgh Professorship of Medicine.— Dr.

Byrom Bramwell, of Edinburgh, is a candidate for the

chair of professor of medicine in the University of

Edinburgh, made vacant by the death of Prof. Grain-

ger Stewart.

A New Laboratory for Cornell Univer-
sity.— Anew laboratory for physiology and anatomy

is projected at Cornell University. Eighty thousand

dollars has recently been given for this purpose.

Resignation of Dr. John Ashhurst, Jr.—
The resignation of Dr. .lohn Ashhurst, Jr., from the

chair of surgery in the University of Pennsylvania is

announced.
boston and NEAV ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, March 28, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

73, scarlatina 30, measles 75, typhoid fever 1, small-

pox 1.

Death-Rate in Boston. — The death-rate in

Boston for the week ending March 24th again shows

increase, being 34.4 as against 20.3 for the correspond-

ing week in 1899. The total number of deaths for

the week reported to the Board of Health is 3(50, an in-

crease of 154 over the corresponding week last year.

There was an increase of 19 deaths from influenza

over the previous week, making 40 for last week and

a total of 71 for three weeks. Of the 40 deaths from

influenza last week only 5 were non-complicated

;

22 were in connection with pneumonia, 5 with

bronchitis, 2 with heait disease, 2 with old age, 2

with cerebral diseases, and 1 with marasmus. The
numb-r of deaths from pneumonia last week was 100,

as against 21 for the corresponding week last year.

It is well to bear in mind that a large part of the mor-

tality attendant upon such an epidemic of influenza is

among the aged and the infirm with a feeble hold upon

life. In so far as this is the case, the present in-

creased death-rate is likely to be followed by a dimin-

ished deuth-rate later in the year, the poorer lives hav-

ing been eliminated a little earlier than they otherwise

would have been.

Boston Society of Medical Sciences. —

A

meeting of the Society was held March 20th, at which

the following papers were presented: Dr. J. H. Pratt

spoke on the " Histology of Acute Pneumonia," being

the result of the study of a large number of autopsies

at the Boston City Hospital ; Dr. Thomas Dwight
demonstrated a specimen showing " Absence of the

Vena Cava Inferior below the Diaphragm," and spoke

on the development of that portion of the circulatory

system concerned in the anomaly ; Dr. C. S. Minot
spoke on " The Solid Stage of the Intestine in the

Chick "
; Dr. F. B. Mallory read a paper for Dr. W.

T. Councilman on " The Lobule of the Lung and the

Relation of the Lymphatics to It," illustrated with

lantern slides of photomicrographs.

A Gift of $75,000 for the Massachusetts
General Hospital.— It is reported that the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital has received a gift of $75,-

000, conditional upon the same amount being raised in

addition, to be used for a new out-patient building.

The gift has been formally accepted. Should this

whole sum of montiy become available it will provide,

as far as this one hospital is concerned, '"for establish-

ing on a proper basis the dignity of its out-patient de-

partments and according them the measure of esteem

which their work for the community and for scientific

progress demands." We repeat the closing sentence

of our last week's editorial on this subject.

Needs of the Newton Hospital. — Owing to

the number of cases of contagious disease during the

past winter, the trustees of the Newton Hospital are

urging an increase in the size of the contagious wards

or the building of new ones. It is estimated that an

appropriation of $40,000 to $50,000 is desired to meet

the requirements, an amount which it is improbable

will be granted this year.

Antivivisectionists Have Leave to With-
draw.—The committee of the Massachusetts Legis-

lature to whom was referred the Bill for the Further

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals reported unani-

mously, March 2Gtli, leave to withdraw.

new YORK.

Bill Regarding Effects Found on the Dead.
— A bill which has been recently passed by the

Assembly makes it a misdemeanor to publish any

letter, telegram, or private paper secured from the

clothing or homes of the dead or seriously injured,

the only exceptions being when the coroner deems

that publication will serve the ends of justice. This,

it has been pointed out, would still leave much to offi-

cial discretion, but it would also impose a considerable

amount of responsibility for the exercise of that dis-

cretion in a defensible manner, and the consequences

of the statute's enforcement could hardly fail to be

commendable. As the law now stands, almost every

case of mysterious death, and many cases of death

merely sudden or accidental, are made the excuse for

giving wide publicit}' to any letters or other private

documents found among the deceased's effects, whether

or not such material has any relevancy to the mishap

or crime under investigation.

Small-pox at Columbia University.— Colum-

bia now has its small-pox scare. On March 22d a

student in the Law School of the University was dis-
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covci'cd to \w .HiidVriii^ from the diHriiHc, mid whh rc-

nu)Vf(l from his hounlin^-lioiisci to iht- hospihil for (roii-

lii<;ious diseases on North |{roth(M- Ishiiid. Neiirlv

lour hundred professors, stiuh'nls .-uid employes were

vae(Mnaleil, and all tiie Htinh'iits wlio hoanh'd in the

same house or had callc*! to sco tin; patient were ex-

ehi(h'(l from the l[niv(!rsity iind its grounds, until tlie\

coidd produce* (•ertiticates from lh(! Hoard of Ilealili,

to the elf(!cl tliat all danijjer of contagion was passed.

A Fl'Nl) I'Olt TIIK "MaINK " ANI> TIIK RlCl) CliOSS

SociKTiKS. — As the rosult of a concert _<;iv(!n at tlie

Metro|)olitan Opera House on March 22d, hy mem-
bers of the Maurice C4rau Company, the sum of

$12,000 was realized for the American hospital ship

Maine and the British and American Red Cross So-

cieties. Anionji' those present were the (Jovernor-dliui-

eral of Canada and Lady Minto.

Fkkk PiBi.ic Batiks and Gymnashms. — The
Sanders Hill to establish free public baths and gymna-

siums in cities, villages and towns of the State has

been passed by the Assembly ; also Dr. Henry's bill

amending the military code, and establishing a new
hospital corps in the State Militia.

QuARANTiNK AcJAiNST Rabies. — The Govcruor

has signed the bill providing that the State Commis-

sioner of Agriculture may quarantine a district in

which rabies is prevalent, and exempting from liability

any person who kills an animal affected with the

disease.

EXPENSE OF MEDICAL CONSULTANTS IN
SOUTH AFRICA.

CoMMENTiNc; on certain medical phases of the

South African War, the Practitioner says :
" A daily

paper professes to think that the fact of Sir AVilliain

^lacCormac receiving pay detracts from the credit (hu'

to him for his patriotism. This is sheer cant. Sir

William gains nothing in money from his appoint-

ment, and makes an enormous sacrifice of time and

comfort, and too probably of health. The appoint-

ment was not of his seeking ; he was, as I happen to

know on the best authority, asked to go, and from a

sense of (bity he went. It is no light matter for a man
of his age to e.\})Ose himself to the manifold risks of

such a war as is now being waged in South Africa.

As a mere matter of business, however, I am inclined

to doubt whether all this expenditure on consulting

sui'geons is justifiable. These gentlemen are being

paid collectively at the rate of £;55,000 a year. The
(question is certain to be asked in Parliament at some
time or another. Does the country get its money's

worth ? The nuMi, of course, are worth it, and mor<>

than worth it. Hut is the work which, in the peculiar

circumstances of the case, they are able to do worth

it ? The Royal Army ^Medical Corps have shown
themselves, in spite of the Cassandra-like vaticinations

of Professor Ogston, fully capable of dealing with all

the emergencies of the battlefield and the base hospi-

tal. There must, therefore, be comparatively few-

cases in which there is any particular need for the in-

tervontion of thi- conHiilting Mur^i'on. CoiiM-(|uciitly

these gentlemen must either take \vr»rk whieh foijld

lie done more cheaply by the iiiedieal otlieerN, or they

mu.Ht waste their Hcientilie Hweetiii'«« on the «leHirrt uir.

Of course the moral elViet of their prenenee iniiHt \m'.

taken into aeeonnt, but this hardly enters into the eal-

eiilations of the economist."

It must, howevi-r, Im- rememlKred that the dilferenl

point of view which siutji civilian surgeons bring to

bear upon the problems of administration in the inedi-

cul Kcrvic*' of the army may be a uiatU-r of conHid«*r-

able consecjuence and value. At the re<'erit 1 27th

anniversary dinner of the Medical Society (*f London,
Surgeon-(JeiH'ral .lameson spoke very highly of the

iKiW (h'partun! of attaching civil consulting siirgeonw

of eminence to tin; Army ALdical Corps at the front.

They were, he (Hinsidered, not only of the greatest

use in consultation over jierplexing cases, but were
also sources of strength in defence from adverse criti-

cism. On the othei- hand, Surg<;on-( Jeneral .lam(;son

stated that lu; and those on the spot were fully con-

vin(;ed that female nurses were out of place; at the

front ; that a field hospital, to be fif any use, mu>t be

perfectly mobile, and this was impossible with female

nurses.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Saturday, March 17, 1900.
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fever 36, whooping-cough 34, scarlet fever 28, diarrheal diseases

24, erysipelas 19, cerebrospinal trieuingitis 12.

From whooping- ough New York 19, Providence 5, Boston
and Washington 3 each, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Taunton and
Clinton 1 each. From scarlet fever New York 15, Boston 7,

Philadelphia 3, Baltimore, Washington and New Bedford 1 each.

From diarrheal diseases New York 11, Boston, Providence, Fall

River and Lowell 2 each, Baltimore, Washington, New Bedfod,
Lawrence and Springfield 1 each. From erysipelas New York
14, Philadelphia 2, Boston, Baltimore and Maiden 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 11,(>I0,2!K), for the week ending
March 10th, the death-rate was 20.4. Deaths reported 4,553:

acute diseases "f the respiratory organs (London) 378, whooping-
cough 131, measles 120, diphtheria 85, scarlet fever 33, fever 32,

diarrhea 23.

The death-rates ranged from 13.0 in Huddersfield to 32.4 in

Salford: Birraiuiiham 22.9, Bradford 17.3, Cardiff lfi.6, Gates-
head 18.(), Hull 22.3, Leeds 20.9, Liverpool 19.5, Loudon 18.8,

Manchester 2().9, Newcastle-on-Tyne 18.2, Nottingham 18.7,

Portsmouth 19.0, Sheffield 23.2, Swansea 14.3, West Ham 14.9.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending March 17th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps :

—
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<lPrignial QUrttclrjO^.

ON DISTOliriON OK TIIK SIMNK; Willi IIIK
RKl'OKT OV I'WO CASKS OK I)II'I,K(;IA

BRACHIALIS DUE TO THIS CAUSK.'

IIY .1. \V. COUUTNKV, M.l>., IIUHTON,

Assistant in Nfrrous Drpurlmeut, llo.iloii Citi/ llntuitnl , yisilinfj

I'liysician to Ihv Home for IncunihleH, /)orrhestrr.

DlSTOKTION or, iis it is soinctiincs called, (liaNta>i>

of the apiiic, iiuiy properly l)e deliiied as tlur result of

tlu; operation of a trauinatiziii<;' fonu- which, iiad it

coiitiimed to act, would have produced a true luxa-

tion. Tlu! result to the spine itself is a transitory

yii'lding of one or nion; articulations conseipnnt ujton

a more or less complete tearin<jj of their capsular and

other ligamentous investments. A very ^ood exam-
ple of this ligamentous rupture is to be found in the

accompanying- illustration, which I have sketched from

the recent work of Wagner and Stolper on injuries

of the spine and cord.

From the topographical relation of the vertebrae

both to the spinal cord and to its roots, it is obvious

that from the variety' of spinal injury under considera-

tion there may^ result simultaneously lesions of the

cord or nerve roots, or both.

In distortion thus interpreted we have the only-

rational explanation of those nervous lesions which,

during the dark ages of neuropathology and surgical

neurology,— if the latter term be permissible,— were

classed as concussion of the spine. During the reign

of this now obsolete concussion theory, the nerve

lesions were explained on the ground of the violent

jerking backwards and forwards of the cord against

its containing canal. To make such a theory tenable,

it would be necessary, as Thornburn has pointed out,

that the resultant nerve lesions be ditl'use, since the

cord would naturally move en masse ; whereas, in

point of fact, such lesions are nearly always, though

not invariably,— as in Thornburn's experience,— lim-

ited to the region of origin of the last four cervical

and first dorsal roots, a region corresponding to the

bodies of the fourth, fifth and sixth cervical vertebrne

and the one which forms the summit of the arch of

the cervical curve. It is therefore obvious that it is

much more rational to consider the uervous lesions as

the result of a pathological exaggeration of the move-

ments which the above-indicated portion of the spine

normally possesses, and such pathological exaggera-

tions may be enumerated as liyperflexions, either

anterior or lateral, hyperextension and hyperrota-

tion.

As already stated, a distortion is to be looked upon

as a pause in the act of luxation, so that the distin-

guishing feature between them is that in the former

a hooking or cogging of the vertebrae or their pro-

cesses sufficient to cause a fixation of the distorted

portions never takes place. Distortions may occur

in the lower portions of the spine, though less fre-

quently in the dorsal region, and still less in the lum-

bar. Nevertheless, as "Wagner and Stolper say, it is

on the basis of distortion that we are often forced to

explain the pains complained of by persons who have

> 111 the preparation of this paper free use lias been made of tlie

excellent works of Koclier : Die Verletzmigen der Wirbelsiiule zu-

gleich als Beitrag zur Physiolo^ie des imMisolilichen Hiickenniarks,

in Mittheiluiigen aus den Grenzgebieteii der Mediciii uiid Chirurgie
;

and of Wagner and Stolper : Die Verletzuiigeu der Wirbelsiiule uud
des Ruckenmarks, in Deutsche Chirurgie, Stuttgart, 1838.

HufTcred falls or ahnorniiil Im ndiii^^H involving the laU
ter n!^ion.

The phenomena whi«:li ac4-oinpaiiy tlie fMiuy and
ligamentous lesions of cervical dinlortion iir«, nutur-

ally, ill part, similar to those ol(Herve4i in Iiixutioii.

The patient complaiiiM of sharp j)ainH in the neck ;

and the head, which previoii-^ly was freely iiiovulih-,

is held stillly in a fixed position. If the lenion Ih bi-

lateral, rotation or other abiioriiial fixation is absent,

but if unilateral, tin; head is so held that the ear of

the alTci'ted side is drawn U)ward the shoulder, whiUi

the face is turned toward the ojijiosit^; sid*-. 'I'he

most prominent symptoms nrv, the stiffness and the

sharp pains when the head is mov(;<l jiassively. On
the whole, the pain is greater than in true luxation,

since in luxation tin; ligaments are cr)m[)letely t*>rii

and, consecpiently, no longer stretched by movements,
while in distortion only a portion of the ligaments are

torn and the rest put on the stretch. Distortion is,

therefore, more jiainful, although the injury is less.

Pain may also be elicited by pressure and is usually

found to be of maximum intensity in the neighfK)r-

hood of the distorted joint. It may also be elicited,

however, by pressure on the lateral processes and
spines of the vertebrae in the immediate neighborhood

of the injured joint, or even by pressure u})on tire

head, since all such manipulations tend to alter the

vertebral contour. As pain is the most prominent
symptom in all forms of spinal injury, it is necessary

to bear in mind that the pain accomjianying distortion

is not only more severe than that which one discovers

in other lesions, but that it has a further characteris-

tic. This Kocher illustrates as follows : If one is

dealing, for example, with a left anterolateral luxa-

tion of the atlas, the head cannot be further drawn
to the left but can be drawn somewhat toward the

right, and the pain evoked is less when one attempts

the left movement, since motility is less in this direc-

tion. In distortion, on the other hand, exactly the

converse is true and it will be found that whereas
movement occurs more readily toward the affected

side, it excites much more intense pain than move-
ments in the opposite direction. This contrast is,

naturally, not always so sharp, since in a case of bi-

lateral distortion rotation toward either side is limited

and painful.

The nervous lesions accompanying distortions have
many characteristic features, and every surgeon should

be familiar with them, since they often in themselves

give a direct clew as to the nature of the spinal

lesion, and always determine the prognosis in a given

case. Oftentimes injury^ of the spinal nerves alone

occurs, and the damage may be further restricted to

either their sensory or their motor roots. If sensory

roots alone are damaged we get such irritative phe-

nomena as tingling, formication and radiating pains,

the latter in the form of burnings or severe neuralgic

attacks, and the diagnosis is more certain when, in

lesions at the level of the cervical enlargement,
pains occur only in the region of the arms, without

any manifestations in the trunk and legs. Especially

characteristie of sensory root lesions is the occurrence
of those phenomena of disturbed sensibility known as

analgesia hyperesthetica and anesthesia dolorosa.

Injury of motor roots shows itself, in distinction to

that of sensory, less by irritative phenomena than by
a disturbed motility— either paresis or paralysis—
which is immediately or gradually regressive. This
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tendency to regression is also characteristic of the

sensory disturbance. In spite of it, however, previ-

ously paralyzed muscles may soon atrophy.

Kocher inclines to the belief that the nerve in-

juries in these cases are often the result of pressure

from the effused blood of extramedullary hemorrhage,

but this view, as well as the other of this autlior

which makes the pressure of extramedullary bleed-

ing responsible for uumy of the transitory cord symp-
toms also observed in these cases, seems to the writer

more than debatable. Many reasons for such scepti-

cism might be alleged, prominent among which would
appear the fact of the noteworthy absence of extra-

medullary bleeding in the majority of cases of severe

crush of the cord from fracture or luxation.

The distinguishing feature of most cord lesions ac-

companying distortion is their incompleteness. Their

Distortion of spinal column : ya) Rupture of ligament between the
second ami third cervical vertebras.

symptomatology is accordingly characteristic. Patho-

logically, they are to be looked upon as hemorrhagic
in origin, and, as a rule, they have their seat in the

central gray matter. Hence arises a symptomatology
which indicates a softening with more or less perma-

nent damage to the tissues immediately involved in

the hemorrhagic focus, with transitory pressure and

irritation of tracts which are contiguous. It is to this

pressure and irritation of the crossed pyramidal tracts,

for example, that we may ascribe the paralysis or

paresis of the whole or a large motor territory below

the point of lesion, with loss of sphincteric control.

The incompleteness of lesion is often evidenced by

the onesidedness of the symptoms, such as where arm
and leg of the same side have suffered more than

those of the other, or where, as accompanying lesion

of both the arms, one leg showed marked paralysis.

Finally characteristic, in contradistinction to total

transverse lesions, are the motor irritative phenom-
ena— which usually occur late— such as twitchings

and contractures. The vasomator symptoms usually

fully parallel the motor lesion both in seat and ex-

tent, though not invariably, since with paresis of the

fibres going to the muscles, irritation of the vasocon-

strictors may occur, with vascular contraction and con-

sequent coldness of the paralytic limbs. The sensory

disturbances in partial cord lesions from trauma are

even more characteristic in their incomj)leteness than
the motor ; consequently sensory irritative phenom-
ena are common. It is not unusual to have sensi-

bility retained in the presence of transitory or perma-
nent complete paralysis of one of the lower portions

of the body, or altered merely quantitatively and
qualitatively. In case, therefore, sensory paralysis is

absent or incomidete in the sense that its distribution

does not cover an area which is represented in the

cord as higli as that which presides over the paralyzed

muscles, the surgeon may be sure that he is dealing

with a partial cord lesion only.

Of equal significance is, with distribution over the

territory of several nerves or nerve roots, the varying

implication of the different forms of sensibility, with

the result that, for example, simple anesthesia with

or without synchronous disturbance of the thermal

sense is present over a large area, with retained tac-

tile and pressure sense. The occurrence of merely
analgesic areas alongside of completely anesthetic

ones in such fashion that one finds analgesia beginning

rather high up on the body and extending to the

point of lesion, while the anesthesia reaches only to a

far lower level, or vice versa, is also diagnostic of

incompleteness.

The chronological order of appearance of sensory,

motor and irritative phenomena is a further diagnostic

point of importance in determining the presence of

partial cord lesions. In such lesions the march of

symptoms is usually such that with the disappearance

of the disturbance and the restoration of conduction,

transitory hyperesthesia follows on anesthesia, radiatr

ing algesic phenomena on analgesia, twitchings on
complete paralysis. This order, it should be remem-
bered, is exactly anti])odal to what follows in slowly

developing cord lesions, since in the latter the irrita-

tive phenomena, as a rule, precede the paral}'tic.

The behavior of the deep reflexes, more particu-

larly the patellar, is of great importance in determin-

ing the extent of the lesion transversely. As it is

now a generally accepted fact that a persistently ab-

sent knee-jerk (after trauma) denotes a complete

transverse lesion of the coi'd, the surgeon may safely

assume in the case where this reflex is preserved that

the lesion is only partial and capable to a certain ex-

tent of repair. In the great majority of partial cord

lesions, where a combination of marked motor dis-

turbance with decidedly less sensory is the rule, the

<leep reflexes are increased ; and even in those cases

where, on account of a temporarily more pronounced
cessation of conductivity, they are abolished, this

abolition is only transitory and gives place to exces-

sive activity. This excessive activity often outlasts

the paralysis in point of time.

Urinary retention is practically never absent in

complete traumatic transverse lesions of the cord,

whereas in the partial variety, even where total paral-

ysis of the lower extremities is present, it may fail to
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iniinifcst itself. This is a fart wliicli tho Hur;;c()ii

should Immi' pi'oiiiiiiciitly in mind, since; (;<;ii:iin olt-

HiTVcrs liiivc jL^onc so fai" as to rule out a cord lesion

in traumatic cases where l>l;idder and rectum liavi- not

been involved. 'I'he rule is, however, that even par-

tial lesions ol" the cord are accompanied hy ictnitio

urinrr. In sncli cases it may rc(|uirc a searching ex-

amination to prove that the crush of tlu; cord is not

totiil by showing; that tho bladder palsy Ih in itself

only partial. The fact is that in partial lesions with

iirinary and alvine incontinence complete siMisibility of

the bladder, re(rtum and anus may be jjreserved.

Furthermore, this sensibility of the bladiler and ure-

thra, together with that of the rectum and aims, may,
like that of the other paralyzed parts, hv markedlv in-

creased, so that very painful (.-alls to urinate or dele-

cate may be experienced, althouiih the contiMits of tin;

bladder and r(;ctum cannot voluntarily be voided.

This is due to irritation of certain fibres in the cord.

Priapism is a fairly constant accom[)animent of

hioh transverse lesions of the cord ; in fact it may be

said never to fail in young individuals with such le-

sions. It is, on the (contrary, very seldom an accom-
paniment of partial lesions and may be absent, even

where total paralysis of the lower extremities exists.

Spontaneous painful erections, however, sometimes

occur in the course of partial lesions of the cord, and
indicate a hyperesthesia in the territory of the uro-

genital nerves. When true priapism does occur, its

rapid disappearance, like that of urinary retention, is

a strong point in favor of a partial cord lesion.

The above differential aspect of the nervous symp-
tomatology has been given in detail on account of its

paramount importance in the (pu^stion of prognosis

as well as of treatment, but before speaking more
fully on these two points a further word with regard

to differentiation of the spinal lesion per se is neces-

sary.

The determinate factor in the diagnosis of distor-

tion as against fracture or luxation of the spine is the

absolute failure to discover, either on examination

through the mouth or by thorough palpation of the

spine from all sides, any change in its contour or ah-

normal mobility. Occasionally the surgeon can at

once come to the diajjuosis of distortion by finding

that the neck movements which cannot be performed

at all voluntarily may be executed in all directions

passively, although with great pain.

In hysterical paralysis of the neck muscles every

position of the head may occur which is found in dis-

tortion and luxation, and as this form of paralysis is

often attributed to injury, the danger of mistaking it

for a spiiud traumatism is apparent. As it occurs

most frequently in young children and is usually ac-

companied by other stigmata of the psychosis, a close

analysis of the circumstances under which it has arisen

and a careful search for the other stigmata will often

serve to differentiate.

Even so chronic a process as cariousspondylitisisoften

referred to a recent traumatism, and the surgeon may
be misled by the position of the head, which may sim-

ulate that observed in distortion and luxation, into

thinking that he is dealing with one or the other of

these affections. Differential factors of importance

are the slighter intensity of the pain in spondylitis

and the generally tuberculous /labifus of the patient.

The wi-iter recalls a particularly interesting \)vr-

sonal experience where a rotation position of the head,

together with right brachial monoplegia, follow<'«] thi-

backward fall of a child out of a toy cart. \h t\\i-

chiM was alleged to have Im-ch well previtMmiv, the

(liagnosiH of distortion with nerve-root injurv w;lh trrnl

made. This was subsecjiiently changed, owing to the

further course of the cuHf, to cervical earicM. The
child died some weeks later and the neeropHy reveah'd

;i glioma of the cord at the level of the affecte<l nerve
roots.

There still remain to mention such |>OH.Hible Hourc«'H

of error as the acute inflammatory pror-eHses in the

n(!ck : (U'cp (;ervical phlegmona, burrowing alwcenMeM

from otitis and the paroti<l inHainn)ations ; all of whi<-li

occasionally give rise to the holding of the cervirral

vertebra' observed in distortion.

As lias been hinti-d, the a<'curacy of the surgeon's

])rognosis in distortion is infallibly commerisur.ate with

the thoroughness of his j)hysi{;al exph)ralion. One
might even say that tin; outcome of a given case is

capal)le of being forecast with almost mathematical
precision. If the spine alone has been injured, the

pain and stiffness will usually disaj)|)ear and the pa-

tient be able to perforin tin; accustomed movements
within a short time. If, however, the injunvl indi-

vidual be of tubercular taint, it will be found not in-

frecpiently that the acute process after a time passes

over into a more chronic one ; and here the surgeon,

granting that his examination has been sufficiently

searching to enable him to rule out absolutely both

fracture and dislocation, may be practically certain

that he is dealing with a complicating tubercular

spondylitis, since such comjilication is far more com-
mon after distortion than after the severe forms of

spinal injury.

If nerve or nerve root injury is the only primary
complication, one merely needs to alter the prognosis

in accordance with the time-law regarding the recov-

ery from a peripheral neuritis of limited extent.

Finally, knowing as we do that where the cord is in-

volved the lesion lies primarily in the central gray

matter, one has only to estimate thn ultimate damage
as of this gray matter simply, and may safely regard

the phenomena resulting from disturbance of neigh-

boring tissue as transitory.

The treatment as regards the spine proper is per-

fectly simple and consists of rest in bed with support

and immobilization of the neck, with very slight ex-

tension of the spine. This may be necessary for a

period varying from a few days to three or four

weeks. In the tubercular it should be kept up until

every vestige of pain and impaired mobility has en-

tirely disappeared.

The two cases which follow were seen by me at the

Boston City Hospital within four months of each

other, and I take this opportunity to thank Drs. Cush-
ing and Thorndike. on whose services they occurred,

for the liberty to report them. Their chief interest

centres in the fact that, besides the spine, nerve roots

only were injured and that the lesion in the two cases

differed practically only in the degree of severity. In

both instances the accident occurred while the patient

was intoxicated, and the mechanism of the injury

(hypertlexion of the head in falling) was in all proln

ability the same.

Case I. Male, sixty-tive years, first seen by me
June 1), 1809. The rather unsatisfactory history

given by him was as follows : Eight tlays previously,

after drinking more or less whiskey, he had fallen
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backwards down several stairs, striking the back of

his head and shoulders. He was unconscious several

hours, and when he came to he could move his legs

perfectly, but could not rise on account of the pain in

his back. His arms he could not move freely, but

had more control of the right than the left. He had
lain in bed ever since, and during this time had had

no trouble with his sphincters, but his neck had been

very stiff and sore and he experienced pain in the left

shoulder, and paresthesia in both arms. The shoulder

was still painful.

Physical examination siiowed a fairly well devel-

oped and nourished individual of good color. The
pupils were eipial and regular, and responded nor-

mally to light and to accommodative efforts. The
ocular and facial muscles were normal ; the tongue,

covered by fairly tliick wliitish coat, protuded straight.

On the left shoulder were still visible remains of an

ecchymosis. The spine showed no abnormality on ex-

ploration through the mouth or otherwise. Pressure

over the region of the sixth cervical vertebra was,

however, painful, and flexion and extension of the

head elicited pain in this region. The holding of the

head was not characteristic. In the upper extremi-

ties the only movements possible were elevation of

shoulders, adduction and abduction of arms, flexion

and pronation of forearms. The grasp on both sides

was practically nil. The lower extremities were of

good strength, the deep and superficial reflexes within

normal limits. Sensation in all forms normal. The
tem])erature was 90.2° on entrance and ranged from
1)8° to 99° throughout. The pulse varied from (JO

to 88.

My diagnosis was distortion of the spine with sym-

metrical injury of the motor roots of the seventh and
eighth cervical and first dorsal nerves ; and rest in

bed with immobilization by plaster was advised.

A note made by house officer three days later reads :

As patient was soon free from pain and could move
his head from side to side without difficulty it was
decided to do nothing.

Subsequent notes are as follows: On June IGth,

general condition improved. Moves both arms better,

and grasp has increased in strength. Takes nourish-

ment well. On June 20th, improving daily. Strength

in arms much better ; no pain. On June 24th, sitting

up ; feels all right. On June 30th, patient up and
about ward. Movements of arms and grasp slightly,

if any, restricted. Discharged. Total stay in lios-

jjital, twenty-one days.

Casp: II. Male, thirty-nin(; years, admitted Octo-

ber 10, 1H!)9. Family history negative.

Previous history. — AVas in this hospital twelve

years ago for typhoid
; gonoi'rhea seven years ago

;

denies syphilis ; alcohol to excess.

Present illness. — Last night while intoxicated he
attempted to get off a moving electric car and fell

l)ackward, striking on the l)ack of his head. Was
taken to police station in the ambulance and trans-

ferred here this morning. He complains of loss of

l)ower in his arms and pain in backs of forearms and
tij)s of fingers.

Examination by Dr. Eddy (house officer) on ad-

mission is as follows :
" Well developed and nour-

ished. Lies on left side with head turned to left.

Skin warm and dry. Alcoholic odor to breath. Pu-
pils ('(pial and moderately enlarged ; react to accom-

modation but not to light. Scalp wound over right

parietal eminence. Holds neck stifHy inclined to left

side. Tenderness along cervical spine as far as

seventh vertebni. Over fourth, fifth and sixth this

tenderness seems more marked and is most intense on
either side; of the spinous j)rocesses. All motions of

U2)j)er arm acc()m[)lislu'd, Init not freely. Sensation
normal ; lower extremities normal. Knee-jerks lively,

with ankle clonus on right. Case seen shortly after

noon by Dr. Courtney and the following dictated:
' Patient in bed breathing (piietly, the thorax moving
with respiration. Position of head same as noted
above, l^upils regular and ecpial, moderately dilated

and res])ond sluggishly to artificial light; normally to

accommodative efforts. Tongue, facial and ocular

muscles normal. The shoulder and uj)per-arm move-
ments are executed normally on both sides, the only
l)aralysis being in the groups supplied by the seventh
and eighth cervical and first dorsal nerves, namely,
the extensors of wrist and fingers, the extensors of

elbows, the flexors of wrists and fingers and the small

muscles of the hands ; this being more marked on the

right. The lower extremities retain full jDower and
motion. The deep and superficial reflexes are within

normal limits except that patellar twitch, together with

a spurious clonus, the latter not constant, are present

on the right. Sensation is absolutely normal through-
out, and the bladder and rectum are not affected so

far as known. There is marked tenderness to press-

ure over the cervical region as noted by Dr. Eddy,
but no deformity of the spine is discoverable either by
digital palpation through the mouth or otherwise.

Temperature 99.5°, pulse 60.'
"

A diagnosis of distortion with injury of the above-

indicated spinal roots was made, and immobilization

of neck with sand bags advised.

Seventeen days later I examined the patient, who
was still in bed. He still complained of jiain in the

backs of his forearms and finger-tips, but not so much
as formerly, especially on the left. All movements
of the left arm and hand could now be executed with

some strength, although there was evident atrophy of

the interossei, the abductor indicis and the thenar and
hypothenar groups. On the right the atrophy was
much more marked and all movements were just

barely possible. A moderate degree of fiexor contrac-

tion was also present on this side, involving more par-

ticularly the middle, ring and little fingers. Sensation

was normal. Quantitative changes to faradism were
present in the extensors of the right wrist and fingers

and in the atrophied small muscles, and were much
more marked on the right. The neck could be

moved, but not freely without pain. Five days later

the condition was about the same. The pain in the

spine still continued to trouble him, and he had
fainted the day before on attempting to sit up in a

chair.

A note made in hospital records November 7th says

simply : Patient has been up for the past few days.

Discharged to Long Island.

The total stay in hospital in this case was twenty-

eight days. During this time the range of pulse and
temperature was practically the same as in the first

case rej)orted.

Through the kmdness of Dr. Taylor, I was enabled

to examin(! this case at Long Island nearly three

months later. I then found him still complaining of

some pain in the same regions as before, but he said

that it came only at times. The arms I found to be
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|»f;ict.ii';ill\ ii(>riii;il in .s(rciii(lli ;(ii(l I In- jfrnsp |i(i\\ir-

tiil. i'lic iitropliiol iniisclcs lia<l iicaily rc;{:iiiit-i| tlnir

iioiiiiiil volimir ;iii(l tlu' flexor (•oiilnu'tun: of llic lin-

;;fis li:i(l ciilircly (lisii|t|>c:irf(l. I iiuidt! no clcctriral

tests. As for the spin*-, I (uxild elicit no piiiii on press-

ure, iiiid restriction of movement was al)sent, hut ex-

tension of the head was somewliat painfid. The deej)

relU'.xes were lively l)Wt witiiiii normal limits, and llie

•fait, station and [)U|)ils were, all rij^lil.

THE CONSKRVATIVE Ol'EKATIVK THKAT-
MKNP OK FlIUtOIDS; REPORT OF TilRKE
CASES.'

IIV W. L. lUiUKA<iK, M.I>., llOSrON.

CASK I. ABDOMINAL M VO.MIX'TOM V ; ItKMOVAI. OF
KLKVKN St IUM:KIT0XKAL NODILKS AND UKUIT
OVAKV, WEIGHING TOGETIIKK ONK AM) O.NK-

IIALF POUNDS.

K. K., twenty-seven years of a<fc, single, American,

entered the Carney Hospital in Fehruary, 18!)8. She
complained of ahnost constant backache and headache

and occasional cranipy pains in the left lower abdo-

men, whh'h she had had for the preceding two years.

Two months previons to entrance she had noticed a

bunch in the right lower abdomen, and this had in-

creased in size since her attention had been first at-

tracted to it. With the above exceptions, her general

health had been good, and she had been able to

follow her occupation of laundress. The catamenia

began at fourteen, had been regular, painless, of three

days' duration and moderate flow.

Physical examination showed a well developed and
nourished girl. Abdominal walls of moderate thick-

ness, and soft. In the right lower abdomen, midway
between the median line and Pom)art's ligament, could

be felt a hard mass, which raised the abdominal wall

a little ; in the left lower abdomen a similar but

smaller mass ; both extremely hard. The cervix was
somewhat low in the pelvis and the uterine cavity

measured two and one-half inches in depth. The
crampy pains were referred by the patient to the

upper margin of the mass on the left side. Consider-

ing the apparent rapid growth of the tumors and

their great density, the probable diagnosis of sarcoma

of the ovaries was made.
Operation, February 10th.— On incising the peri-

toneum a moderate amount of clear, straw-colored

fluid was found in the peritoneal cavity. The two
masses proved to be ver}' dense subperitoneal fibroid

nodules, united by a band of tissue and springing from

the anterior and left face of the fundus uteri by a

pedicle about three centimetres broad and one centi-

metre thick. Uterus slightly enlarged and extremely

congested. To the left of the pedicle was a crop of

five small nodules, the largest two centimetres (seven-

eighths inch) in diameter, and on the posterior surface

of the wall of the uterus, near the region of the inter-

nal OS, was a nodule the size of a pea. The right

ovary was enlarged to twice the normal si/e by cysts

and a recently ruptured corpus, which bled freely.

Left ovary and both tubes normal.

A piece of mesentery of the small intestine was ad-

herent to the upper aspect of the left-hand mass for a

length of seven centimetres (two and three-fourths

1 Head before the Sutt'olk District Medical Society, Section for

Obstetrics and Diseases of Wouieu, December 27, 1899.

inclM^H) and a breadth of two cfMitinurtreH. TIm- ciiih

.sule of the lunior wan iiiriHeij alon^ ihe Ixtrder of tlit*

ineH«-ntery, mid the ineHentery and a portion of lite

{apHiile sponged oir thetnnior; oo/ing in the iiieM-ii-

tery <'oiitrolled by a continnoiis cutgut Htiteh. There
were no other adhesions. The dilTerent nodnle.t wert;

HUccesHively enucleated by inci.sing the ea|miile at one
side and shelling out the tumor with the handh- of u
scalpel, an<l as fast as one was out the bleeding iM-<l

was elose<l in by a continuous suture iti chroiniejzed

catgut No. 1, passing the stitch (hteply at first and end-
ing by a superficial suturing. The hemorrhage wum
lively until a stitiih or twr» had been passed, 'ihe large

nodules were left until the last, but the sutures effect-

ually controlled the oozing from the broad ba.He. The
right ovary w'as removed aftt;r tying the broad liga-

m(!Ut at the hilum of the ovary with a shoemaker'ij

stitch. The ut<Tus having been crowded down in the
pelvis by the tumors, it seemed best to suspi'iid it tr>

the abdominal wall, and this was done by passing two
sutures of chromicized catgut Xo. 2 through the fun-

dus fro» side to sid(! and through the; peritoneum and
transver.salis fascia. The wound in the alKlominal

wall was closed with tier sutures after the method of

La Torre.

The nodules and the right ovary weiglied together

one and one-half pounds. The largest nodule meas-
ured nine centimetres (three and one-half inches) in

its long diameter and the next largest, five and one-
half centimetres (two and one-fourth inches) ; the

knife went through their structure with great diffi-

cult}^, and the cut surface showed glistening white

bundles of fibres, with very little intercellular sul>-

stance. The pathologist. Dr. E. IL Nichols, of the

Harvard ^ledical School, pronounced the tumors to

be fibromyomata, non-malignant.

The patient made an uneventful convalescence. I

saw her in May, 181>8, and she was then fat and well.

She still had some backache but was able to be at

work. The uterus was small and in good position,

and there was firm union in the abdominal wound.

CASE IL VAGINAL MYOMECTOMY ; REMOVAL OF KI-

BROID NODULE, TIIUEE CENTIMETRES (ONE AND
ONK-FOURTII inches) BY ONE AND ONE-HALF CEN-
TIMETRES (seven-eighths inch), of SUBPERI-
TONEAL EVOLUTION FROM THE FRONT WALL OF
THE UTERUS BY ANTERIOR COLPOTOMY.

Mrs. C. McC, thirty years old, entered St. Eliza-

beth's Hospital, June 2(), 18;»,5. She had been mar-
ried two years but had had neither child nor abortion.

She had had constant pain in the left inguinal region
for several years, but since marriage it had been very
much worse. The pain was exaggerated when she
was on her feet and when the catamenia were present.

vShe also complained of headaches, worse at the

periods, and of leucorrhea. The catamenia l)egan at

seventeen, were irregular, of three to four days* tUira-

tion, and she used five napkins.

Physical examination showed a well developed and
nourished woman. The uterus was large, four inches
deep, the body sharply anteflexed, and the cavity very
capacious. On the anterior face of the anteflexed
body was a fibroid nodule some three centimetres (one
and one-fourth inches) long and one and one-half cen-

timetres thick (fiveH'ighths inch), to be distinctly made
out by the examinuig finger in the vagina. Left
ovary low in position.
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Operation, July 1st.— Canal of the uterus easily di-

lated. Curetting brought away a large amount of fun-

gous tissue, mostly from the posterior wall of the

uterine cavity. Irrigation and light packing with

gauze. A transverse incision three centimetres (one

and one-fourth inches) long was made in the anterior

vaginal wall, two centimetres (seven-eighths inch) from

the crown of the cervix, and the cellular tissue^ be-

tween the bladder and uterus dissected until the fibroid

nodule was reached. The nodule was well embedded
in the middle of the anterior face of the body nearly

at the fundus. It was seized with double hooks and

enucleated. There was a lively hemorrhage from a

vessel on the left side, which was finally controlled by

forcipressure and gauze packing, and the raw surface

was closed by a continuous stitch of catgut and the

vagina by a submucous stitch of the same. The peri-

toneal cavity was not opened.

The patient had an uninterrupted convalescence,

the gauze being removed from the uterus on the third

day, and she went home in ten days. She was seen

again on October 19, 1895, and the following note

was made of her condition at that time : Now has only

slight pain in the left groin ; vertical headache and

dyspepsia ; there is a plug of tenacious mucus in the

OS uteri ; perfect union in the vaginal wound ; no ten-

derness of uterus and canal patulous.

CASE III. MORCELLATION OK SUBMUCOUS NODULE
AT FUNDUS, AND POLYP WITH PEDICLE SPRING-

ING FRO.M FUNDUS.

M. D., single, forty-eight years of age, was seen in

consultation with Dr. G. N. Jones, of Gloucester,

December 14, 1896. She gave the following history :

Father died of heart disease, otherwise the family his-

tory was negative. Had always been well, with the

exception that she had suffered all her life with ex-

cessive flowing at her monthly periods, and at times

she had had some frequency of micturition, but never

enough to necessitate getting up at night. It is to be

mentioned that she had had facial erysipelas three or

four years before. The catamenia had been regular

every twenty-one days u]! to a year before. At twen-

ty-one years of age she soiled fifteen napkins at each

period ; at twenty-five years, seven napkins ; after

that never less than twelve. For the last five or six

years she had used from thirty to fifty napkins and

was weak from the loss of blood. When young she

had a great deal of pain with the periods. Latterly

had been obliged to give up her position, which neces-

sitated standing, a place she had held for twenty-five

years, because of the Howing. Five years ago she had

a hemorrhage lasting a week, in February, 1895, an-

other, and six weeks ago a third, and since then she

had soiled three or four napkins every day. For five

or six years she had had a watery, unirritating vaginal

discharge when not flowing. She also complained of

palpitation, headaches and pain about h<'r heart.

Physical examination.— A well developed and nour-

ished woman of average height, very pale and sallow ;

pulse wiry and rapid ; urine negative ; heart nega-

tive. Uterus retroverted in the second degree, freely

movable, large, and of irregular outline ; cervix small,

and in the os, which was the size of a finger tip, could

be felt H polyp. Examination with the sound showed
that the pedicle of the polyp was situated well up in

the uterine cavity, which measured three and three-

quarters inches in depth. V^agiua narrow.

Ether was administered by Dr. Jones. The cervix

was dilated with the Wathen uterine dilator and the

l)olyp was seized with a double hook forceps and
twisted until it came; away. It measured one and one-

half by three centimetres (five-eighths by one and
one-(|uart(U- niches). Very little hemorrhage. Further
dilatation of the cervix was obtainc^d and a finger

introduced into the uterus for plrposes of exploration.

It was evid(!nt that the pedicle of the polyp had
sprung from the right side of the fundus, and further-

more that there was situated alongside of the stump
of the ])edicle a subnuicous fibroid nodule the size of

a large pea. Much difhculty was experienced in

reaching the fundus with the finger, because of a tight

contraction of the uterine^ tissues in the body of the

uterus about the small pedicle of the polyp. In other

words, the body of the polyp had dilated the lower uter-

ine canal, but the upper part of the canal closely

hugged the small-calibred stalk of the polyp. The con-

stricted portion was so far from the external os that it

was hard to dilate. The stump of the polyp and the

submucous nodule were removed piecemeal with polyp

forceps, P^mmet curette forceps and the Sims shai'p

curette, and the rest of the uterine cavity curetted.

This is a case where my uterine cutting forcejos would
have been extremely useful, in fact, it was one of a

series of cases which led me to devise the cutting for-

ceps a year later. There was no hemorrhage to speak

of. The cavity was swabbed with pure carbolic acid

after irrigation with weak corrosive solution, the uterus

replaced in its })roper axis in the pelvis, and the vagina

packed with iodoform gauze.

In February, 1897, Dr. Jones told me that the

patient had done well in every respect. The uterus

remained in place without a pessary and there had
been one normal catamenia since the operation was
performed.

These three cases have been selected as illustrating

the different sorts of conservative operations on fi-

broids which have fallen under my observation. There
is still another sort, the morcellation of large fibroid

nodules of submucous evolution, which wUl be consid-

ered by the gentlenum who is to follow, from his

large experience with this class of cases.

It is my belief that all operations on the uterus and

ovaries and tubes should be conservative in the strict

sense of the word. It is a greater glory to patch up a

diseased organ, to put a crippled member in fair working-

condition, or at the least prevent it from being a menace
to the health of the r(^st of the economy, than it is

to remove an oigan because it may cause trouble in

the future. During the menstruating life of woman
the uterus should be removed only when it is the seat

of an ineradicable disease. Fibroid tumors should not

be so classed unless they distort the uterus excessively

or invade its tissues to such an extent that the uterine

cavity cannot be presc^rved while at the same time the

tumor is taken away.

In cases in which fibroids cause symptoms necessi-

tating oi)(!rative treatment it is my custom to remove
the tumors either through the uterine cavity, through

the vagina or through the abdomen. 1 think that

most patients are better off even if all the nodules are

not found and the operation is not conqjlete, than they

are with their entire uterine organs gone. I do total

ablation in young women as a last resort and with

great reluctance.

During nearly every myomectomy operation some
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OHO ainonj; the HjM'Ctators says, " May not otiirr fi-

broid ii(mIii1»!h (Icvt'lop vvlicrtf tlu-sc li;ivc Imm'11 removed ;

iiuiy llicic not be other foci tliiit have Iteeii over-

looked ? Would it not lie iiiikIi wiser to do iivslerec-

tomy ?
"

To this I Hiiy, " Sii|»|)OS(! tiiey (h) deveh)|i. Thev
are heiii^fu j^rowths and may h<' operated upon at a

hiter day should they cause symptoms. We do not

remove tlu^ scalp becaiise w(Uis grow in it, nor the

brain when it is the seat of tumors. We are satisfied

with eradicating the tumors and preserving the func-

tion of th(^ organ. In tin; (!as(^ of the brain such a

(course is imperativ(\ Isn't there too much of a ten-

dency among operators to consid(U' the uterus an un-

necessary organ Ixu-ause it may be removed witli com-
|)aratively little danger to life?"

In patients who are near the menopause or who
have passed it, hysterectomy is preferabh- to myomec-
tomy, because tlu^ uterus ceases to be of any great im-

portance in the body aft(U' the change of life. When
the cervix is torn or shows signs of disease, I make it

a rule to remove the entire uterus in patients near the

menopause. In younger women I prefer to repair a

torn cervix and removes fibroid nodules by myomec-
tomy rather than saci'itice the uterus.

As to the techniqiu^ of myomectomy I have little to

say. Dr. Howard Kelly has devised several dissect-

ing spuds for use in shelling out the tumors. I have
tried one of them and found it very useful for this

purpose. Two years ago I invented a uterine cutting

forceps for removing pedunculated submucous nodules

situated at the fundus uteri and for use; as a vulsellum

forceps in the removal of large fibroid nodules of soft

texture, tissue which it is impossible to hold with ordi-

nary vulsella or hemostatic forceps. These forceps 1

have employed in both classes of cases and have found

them to be a very valuable addition to my armamenta-
rium.

The continuous stitch of catgut has proved efficient

in controlling oozing after the enucleation of the

tumor. Sometimes two or even three tiers of sutures

have been necessary in the case of a tumor situated

deeply in the uterine tissues. It is essential that all

wounds in the uterus should be carefully closed.

1 have found that it is sometimes possible to enucle-

ate several nodules through one incision in the perito-

neum covering the uterus, by burrowing along a trifle

under the peritoneum.

As regards the best mode of approaching these

tumors, my rule is as follows ;

(1) If the tumor is of small size, of submucous evo-

lution, and projects into the uterine cavity, dilate the

uterine canal by a series of sterile laminaria or tupelo

tents placed in the canal under strict antiseptic i>re-

cautions, beginning twenty-four hours before the time

set for operation. In this way a moi'e thorough and

more gradual dilatation is obtained. Thorough dilata-

tion avoids splitting the cervix, a procedure absolutely

necessary in the case of a long and rigid cervix when
rapid dilatation is attempted. Splitting the cervix is

often an unnecessary mutilation, and, in the case of

sloughing fibroids, it offers a fresh cut surface for

septic absor})tion. If time does not serve for gradual

dilatation dilate when the patient is under ether with

the stout steel dilators until the canal will take the

operator's finger. Remove the tumor by twisting,

snaring or by morcellation, according to its situation

and character.

(2) If the tumor i« of fliibp^ritoncal or Huhvitf^innl

evolution and is in the cervical regiun, and fclie vagina
in of good size, perform either ant<-rior or jKitiU-rior

colpotomy and enuchate the tumor without o|M-niiig

thi- peritoneum, if jxiMsible, doling the inciKir»n with
buried sutures of <"atgut.

(.">) If the tumor is of subperitoneal evolution in

the region of the fundus, and in all other fxises, ojn-ri

the alKlom(-n, incise the cajisuleof the; tumor along one
side and enucleate it; then close the l)leeding Hurface
hd't with buried (rontinuous sutures of catgut.

At the present time I s(;idr)m have o<rciwion tr> do
curetting without other operation in fibroids. Steam-
ing of the ut<'rine cavity in fibroids is not adv(x-^'it<*<l

by those who hav<! had the most exj)erien<e with this

method of treatment.

Klectricity, if it may be classed as an ojierative

modi; of treatment, is of use in relieving hemorrhage
and pain, l)ut has no lasting effect on the tumor.

Hemoval of the tubes and ovaries to prorluce an ar-

tificial menopause has been abandoned as an operation
in fibroid tumors, since; it has been determined that

the menopause does not always caust; a shrinkaf'e, but
on the contrary the tumors continue to grow in some
cases after the change of life.

Ligature of the uterine arteries through the vaginal
vault has been advocated and practised by a few op-
erators, with the purpose of cutting off the blood sup-
ply of fibroid tumors. Although it is reported to have
given good results in certjiin cases, we ought not to

expect very much from it, because of the abundant col-

lateral circulation of the uterine organs. We often

find the ovarian artery larger than the uterine in these

tumors, and occluding the uterines would, in all such
cases, lessen the blood supplv to the tumor less than
half.

In discussing the question of myomectomy we must
bear in mind that in a large proportion of cases of
fibroids there is also a certain amount of disease of

the ovaries and tubes, especially the former. Those
who advocate hysterectomy in all cases put this fact

forward as an argument in favor of hysterectomy.
In an abdominal myomectomy it is possible to resect a
diseased ovary or tube, or to remove a badly diseased
one at the same time that the tumor or tumors are
enucleated, leaving at least a piece of an ovary, and
this, to my mind, is an argument in favor of myomec-
tomy.

To the argument that there may be more hemor-
rhage in myomectomy than in hysterectomy it may be
said that the hemorrhage may be controlled by an
elastic ligature about the cervix during the process of

enucleation. Such elastic compression is indicated

where a very large nodule is of intramural evolution
and firmly embedded in the uterine tissues. Even in

those cases where a large nodule encroaches on the
uterine cavity, and in its removal it becomes necessary
to remove a portion of the endometrium, I am in favor
of myomectomy if the major portion of the endome-
trium can be preserved.

In contrasting myomectomy with hysterectomy, I

think we must admit that myomectomy is the more
difficult operation and requires a higher desfree of skill

for its successful performance, and would, other things

being equal, take a longer time, depending on the

skill and experience of the operator. We should bear
this in mind in operating on a weak and exsanguina-
ted patient.
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TWO CASES ILLUSTRATING CONSERVATIVE
OPERATIONS FOR UTERINE FIBROIDS.^

BY R. A. KINGMAN, M.D., ItOSTON,

Visiting Oynecologitt to Carney and St. Elizabeth's Hospitals.

TiiK attitude of the medical profession toward fi-

broid tumors during the past twenty years has sliown

repeated fiuctuations between conservatism and radi-

calism. At the beginning of that period, the general

opinion was that fibroids were rarely of sufficient im-

portance to demand more than palliative treatment

and usually atrophied after the establishment of the

menopause. Later, with the increasing ease and

safety of operative treatment, hysterectomy and myo-
mectomy came rapidly to the front in the estimation

of the leaders in thought and action. Then came the

teachings of Apostoli as to the possibilities of electric-

ity in curing, or at least relieving symptoms, and a

halt was at once called in the progress of the radical

operation. Again the pendulum swung and hysterec-

tomy was perfected almost to the point of absolute

safety. At least it was made as safe as electrical

treatment and, of coarse, vastly more certain in its

results. Having conquered this field, operators are

now striving to attain a still higher goal, by trying to

cure rather than to sacrifice,— to conserve rather than

to remove organs.

It is not the province of this paper, as it is not the

intention of this evening's discussion, to decide in what

class of cases operation shall be undertaken, nor is it

intended to consider the general subject of fibroid tu-

mors in any of its aspects. We are here to seek

light upon this higher ambition ; to learn if possible

to how great an extent and under what conditions and

limitations, the essential organs of generation may be

spared, while removing the actual disease and restor-

ing the patient to health and functional activity.

Personally, I do not intend to consider castration

in this paper, though formerly I practised this opera-

tion to a limited extent with success and satisfaction,

because the old reasons for that operation can almost

never be found operative in the present day, and be-

cause it violates the fundamental principles which

underlie this present goal. It sacrifices important or-

gans and puts a stop to functional activity.

It is my purpose merely to cite two cases, illustra-

tive of the possibilities and advantages of the conser-

vative operations, each being a simj)le case of single

fibroid, which yet seemed to present such difficulties

in the way of removal as to suggest the necessity of

hysterectomy.

The first case is that of a young lady thirty years

of age, whose only complaint was of menorrhagia, as

a result of which she was completely blanched. She
had previously been curetted by a member of this

Society, without benefit. The uterus was found mod-
erately enlarged, globular, and with nothing to indi-

cate the location of the small fibroid which was sus-

pected to be the cause of her trouble. After entering

the hospital, the cervix was dilated with laminaria

tents so as to admit the forefinger. At the fundus

there existed a slight convexity, which was the only

indication of the presence at that point of the small

fibroid. It was at once evident that while the fibroid

was small, its location, together with the narrowness

of tlie vaginal and cervical canals, rendered it exceed-

' Read before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for

Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, December 27, 1899.

ingly difficult of removal by any of the ordinary means.
It was for just such a case as this, however, that Dr.
Burrage designed his morcellation forceps, w liich he
exhibited to this Society about two yijars ago. With
these forceps it was possible to (,omj)letely remove the
fibroid inside of five minutes, without risk of perfo-

rating the uterus and j)ractically without shock. The
patient left the hospital well inside of two weeks, and
since that time has been absolutely free from symp-
toms.

The second illustrative case is in many respects

identical with that reported by Dr. Washburn before

the Obstetrical Society and referred to this evening.

The patient, Mrs. T. II. L., was thirty-eight years of

age, and had been married three and one-half years

without having had children. Her symptoms were
not very definite, consisting of flatulence, persistent

constipation, with increasing pain and soreness in the

lower abdomen, where for the past year she had at

times noticed a hard bunch, now evidently increasing

in size. Menstruation was regular, without excessive

flow and with only moderate pain. She felt that she

was losing ground and found tliat she tired easily upon
exertion.

Upon examination the uterus was found uniformly
enlarged, the cervix being deep in the pelvis and the

top of the mass at the level of the umbilicus. The
mobility was much diminished.

Owing to desire to have children, it was agreed that

myomectomy should be done if possible, and this

operation was accordingly performed at St. Eliza-

beth's Hospital, April 2H, 1899. Upon opening the

abdomen it was found that the only indication of

the locality of the fibroid, as distinguished from the

uterus itself, was the fact that the tubes entered the

mass on its anterior face. Splitting the uterus and
capsule on the back of the mass, the former was found
to be only from an eighth to a quarter of an inch in

thickness. The tumor was rapidly enucleated with

the finger, not more than three or four minutes being

required and no hemorrhage occuning during that

time. There was an opening made into the uterine

cavity about the size of a half dollar. Almost im-

mediately the tumor cavity began to ooze, the hem-
orrhage becoming rapidly excessive. A rubber tour-

niquet was thrown around the lower part of the

uterus, while the cavity was closed with l)uried sutures

of chromicized catgut. The opening in the mucous
membrane was closed with two mattress sutures, the

rest of the cavity being obliterated with four or five

layers of continuous suture. When the peritoneal

surface was reached, the tourniquet was removed to

see if the bleeding was controlled, but to my surprise

the hemorrhage seemed more free c^ven than at first.

The tourniquet was at once reapplied and, even though
I expected to be comjx'lled to remove the uterus, T

put in a continuous superficial suture of catgut.

Again loosening the tournicpiet no hemorrhage oc-

curred, and throughout the remainder of the opera-

tion the wound did not ooze a drop. Both ovaries

were much enlarged and were cystic throughout, but

by careful resection a small portion of comparatively

healthy ovarian tissue was saved on each side. The
tubes were somewhat liyj)ertrophied, but were other-

wise normal.

Convalescence was rapid and without special inci-

dent. For two months after the operation the patient

was given small doses of ergot and hydrastis. On
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.liiiic KUli, ('xainiiiiitioii Hliowcd the iitrniH to )><• dc-

cidcdly siiuillcr and more fn't-ly iiiovaldc 'I'li<Tf whs
sli^flit tciidcnicsH al)oul tlic ri;;lit oviuy, l»iit, iiotliinj,'

ahiiormal could Ix- discovered. Ilie patient's {general

condition was j^ood. She was seen twice in Sepleni-

l)er on account ol" a nuld attack ol' indij^estion. All

pelvic syinptoins had ceas<'d, menstruation was re;^n-

lar, norni.il in amount and without jtain. I'lie uterus

showed only sjiirlit enlari;cment, was in normal posi-

tion, and nothiuiT could 1k^ felt in the pelvis to indiciite

that any operation had been done.

These arc only two cases selectiMl from a consider-

able number in each class, to illustrate in a coucrett;

manner the nature of the difficulties to be overconn-

and the i>reat subse(|nent advantages to be anticipated

in cases permittin<i; such conservative work.

C'OUcerning the scope and limitations of vaginal

work I have little to say, as tliere is little to be gained

by opening a discussion which is likidy to lead onlv

to a ventilation of partisan championship, but within

certain limits liarmony of teaching and practice ought

to be possible. AVe can at least all agree that sul)-

mucous ])edunculated tumor.s can be best removed per
vaginam. These can commonly be twisted off and
removed, (Mther with or without morcellation. But
to how great an extent can submucous sessile fibroids

be removed by the same route ? I believe that the

percentage of cases in which this procedure should l)e

elected could be much increased were digital explora-

tion of the uterine cavity more frequently employed.

In past years, so sti'ong an aversion to tents was
justly acquired, that even now the profession will

rarely consent to their use. Probably many present

in this room have never inserted a tent, and yet it is

impossible to rightly diagnose certain cases without

the advantage of digital exploration which they offer.

I have examined a case in consultation with a col-

league, preliminary to a hysterectomy, in which a

tent inserted at my suggestion made it possible to lo-

cate and easily enucleate the submucous fibroid which

had been the cause of the persistent hemorrhage from
which the patient sought relief.

Submucous fibroids of even many pounds' weight

can usually be removed by the vagina, by morcellation

and enucleation. For use in this connection, the for-

ceps devised by Dr. Burrage cannot be too highly

commended. It adds almost perfect safety to great

efficiency, for while it will not wound a flat or concave

surface, it will cut or strongly seize any projecting

mass. It can therefore be used unguarded by the fin-

ger, in places where it would be dangerous to use

knife, scissors, spoon saw, or cui'ette. The only bad

result which I have seen follow such removal of fi-

broids was due to iodoform poisoning and in no sense

the result of the operation. The gauze packing was

really unnecessary and the alarming symptoms follow-

ing it taught me a useful lesson.

Through the abdomen we ought to be able to

remove simple ])edunculated fibroids and fibrocystic

tumors, regardless of their size. Upon this all will

agree. It will also be agreed, probably, that small,

subserous nodules, unaccompanied by deeper tumors,

and in the absence of serious disease of the append-

ages, should be treated by myomectomy rather than

by hysterectomy.

On the other hand, there can be no question that in

the presence of such a mass of tumors as to obliterate

all evidence of a uterus ; when the uterine tiimors are

ooinplicated by the pn-Heiice of HUppiiralive diM-un<: in

the pelvin, or by hucIi dineaHe of the upiM-nda^^eH ax Ut

di'mand their removal ; in the |)reHence of c«;rLain

grave diHeaHCH elsewhere, -,uch an phthihiH or valvulur

heart diHeuMe ; and in patients past the inenojiaune,

h\Hterectomy should be the operation of ejection.

Aside from the conditions mentioned uIkivc, each
<;aHe miiHt be judged upon its own merits, with the

inclination always strongly towards (totiservatiMni. Kh-

pecially in yonmj women should our endeavopH Ix;

towards tlu^ preservation of functiomil int4-grity of the

pelvic organs. Neither siz<! nor nund>er of tumon*
sliould be n<'C(;ssarily a l)ar to this attainment, nor, in

my opinion, should the fact that at a single sitting we
cannot entirely clear the uterus of nodules cx>inp«;I the

sacrifice of that organ.

In the case mentioned as having suffered from
iodoform j)oisoning, I believe tliere is now present in

the uterus at least one small fibroid, but the voung
lady is still at her studies, with life fjefore her, anci

looking forward with fond anticipation to marriage
and maternity. Rather than at once and finally to

renounce such hopes, she would gladly submit to many
such operations.

As for the operation itself, the preparation is the

same as for hysterectomy, and few difficulties are

likely to present themselves which are not common to

other abdominal operations. The chief danger, both

during and after the operation, is from hemorrhage,
so that careful closure of all uterine wounds must V)e

our especial duty. The cavities left by the tumors
must be sealed from bottom to top by buried sutures

of catgut, any points of arterial hemorrhage being

ligated with the same material. The table should be

lowered to the horizontal position for a sufficient

length of time before closing the abdomen to enable

the operator to assure himself that all oozing is per-

manently checked. During the operation it is often

necessary to use a rubber tourniquet about the cervical

portion of the uterus, so permitting a bloodless opera-

tion, but it should be borne in mind that hemorrhage
is very liable to recur upon the restoration of the

blood pressure in the severed vessels, and exception-

ally careful closure and prolonged inspection of such
wounds is demanded.
The frequent association of ovarian disease with

fibroid tumors will make it necessary at times to

resect, or do other conservative operation upon one or

both ovaries, for it must not be forgotten that re-

movals of the new growths will be followed by uterine

involution and by greatly improved conditions in the

appendages as well. Do not be afraid to trust nature
in this respect, for it is astonishing how much she can

both do and undo when given opportunity.

A PECULIAR CASE OF ADENOCARCINOMA OF
THE BODY OF THE UTERUS.^

BY AGNES r. VIKTOR, M.D.,

Assistant Surgeon, New England Hospital, Boston.

A LADY, sixty-seven years old, widow, mother of

two children, passed uneventfully through the meno-
pause at the age of fifty-four, thirteen years ago. The
pelvic organs apparently became perfectly quiescent,

there being no leucorrhea— nothing to make the pa-

> Road before the Sutfolk District Medical Si>ciety, Section for Ob-
Btetrics and Diseases of Women, December 27, 1899.
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tient conscious of their existence. She was also per-

fectly well in general health. This state of affairs

continued for nine years, then, about four years ago,

she noticed a slight show every now and then, lasting

a few days. Being unusually well-informed of the

possibilities of danger in any irregular pelvic manifes-

tation at her time of life, she consulted a well-known

gynecologist of this city, telling him slu; was about to

go to Europe for a couple of years, but that she would

change her plans according to his advice. She says

he curetted her in his office without an anesthetic, and

reported that " examination showed there was no can-

cer," and that she might go to Europe as she wished.

This she did, the slight show continuing.

After about a year, she one day had a free flowing

which made her feel a little weak ; this free flow re-

turned about every three months ; then, gradually, the

interval decreased to once a month ; later, a moderate

flow continued all the time, day and night. A}>ril 1st

of the current year, the flow amounted to a hemor-

rhage, which lasted three days and caused great pros-

tration, from which she never fully recovered strength,

flesh or color. After this hemorrhage, the colleague

mentioned again curetted her as before, and again re-

ported that " examination showed there was no can-

cer."

Coming under my cai'e in August, I found the pa-

tient a little pale but not cachectic, giving an impres-

sion not of feebleness but rather of limited strength.

She gave no general symptoms except the slight tissue

changes in the direction of emphysema and endartei-i-

tis to be expected at her age. The urine was nega-

tive. She said she felt perfectly well, only weak and

tired of the annoyance of the flow. 1 give this condi-

tion of hers rather in detail because I think it cannot

be too much emphasized that this is an everyday

picture, and that it is a terrible tragedy that both phy-

sicians and patients look upon it as an instance of the

vagaries of " change of life."

Examination of the pelvis showed a fair discharge

of dark red blood, having a little the odor of normal

lochia. The vagina was large and rather short, with

senile, thinned walls. The uterus was softer than

normal, symmetrically enlarged and markedly retro-

verted, but freely movable ; on attempting to measure

the canal, tlie internal os appeared closed. Combined
abdominovaginorectal examination showed a hard,

nodular tumor, about one-third the size of my fist, ap-

parently springing from the posterior wall of the

body of the uterus, extending up into the fundus and

projecting backwards into the cul-de-sac ; it was not

sensitive and apparently not adherent to the neighbor-

ing tissues. The appendages were not palpable.

The first peculiarity of this case began with this ex-

amination. With the left hand on the abdomen, the

right forefinger in the vagina and the right mid-

dle finger in the rectum, the pelvic organs are as

clearly grasped by the examiner as is possible, and

given a lax abdominal wall, the diagnostic opportunity

is almost ideal. It seemed ideal in this instance, and

I cannot imagine anything clearer than the outline of

this uterus and tumor as it lay between my two

hands.

I fully explained possibilities to the patient, but

postponed a positive opinion till our next consultation.

In the meantime, I put her on a form of treatment

which I am testing in every case of uterine fibroids

where operation is not urgent, and the results of which

I hope, at some future date, to report to this Section.

I refer to the use of the tablets of mammary substance

to which Dr. Shober, of Philadelphia, has drawn at-

tention. After taking these tablets for a few days,

the patient began to feel, as she expressed it, more
" vigor " and had a desire to go out and do things ;

the discharge ceased entirely at night and decreased

during the day to fully half the former (juantity ; her

face looked fuller and her color was better. On ex-

amination the tumor seemed somewhat smaller, less

irregular and firmer. We again decided to use the

tablets a little longer. Two weeks later the patient

reported that her improvement continued, but on ex-

amination both tumor and uterus seemed a trifie

larger. I then advised an immediate hysterectomy.

Curiously enough, a day or two after that the flow in-

creased to its former amount and also returned at

night.

The patient entered the Baptist Hospital, and on

October 4th 1 did a vaginal hysterectomy. Dr. Emma
B. Culbertson kindly consulting and assisting. The
operation was straightforward till, on attempting to

deliver the fundus, it suddenly fell to pieces in my
hand and I had only a handful of pieces of soft tissue.

Not to take your time, I will only say that the opera-

tion was completed, and on looking at the specimen,

which I show here to-night, I was amazed to find the

posterior wall of the uterus perfectly smooth and

regular, with no sign of a tumor. On examination, I

found the tumor was on the anterior wall and pro-

jected into the uterine cavity ; the posterior wall was

converted into a nuiss of tissue so soft that it slid away
from the depressing finger and left only the intact

peritoneum to be carried over the inner surface of the

tumor, encasing the examining finger like a glove. It

was this thin, enclosing bag, of the thickness of a sheet

of paper, that broke at the fundus as I grasped it. In

many spots the wall mass was retained only by this

paper-like layer of peritoneum.

The occlusion of the internal os was due to the pro-

jection over it of the lower nodule of the tumor ; this

suggests itself to me as an explanation of the preser-

vation of tension in the walls of the uterus, so that,

although the walls were everywhere disintegrated,

they did not give a boggy or cystic feeling, but rather

the sensation of a hyperplasia that is in the infiltra-

tion stage as contrasted with the later condition of

conversion of the connective-tissue cells into fibres.

The other peculiarity— the apparent temporary im-

provement of an adenocarcinoma of the body of the

uterus under the use of mammary substance— is not

an occurrence for which I attempt to offer an explana-

tion, but an observation which 1 simply put on record.

The patient made an uneventful recovery and has

steadily improved in strength and ajipearance.

Dr. W. F. Whitney's report was as follows :
" Tlu'

specimen from Mrs. consisted of Ihe uterus and

adnexa. The body was enlarged, the cavity dilated

to a rather globular form, the size of a small orange.

Upon opening it, the wall was found to be infiltrateil

by a new growth of soft, medullary aspect and rather

lobulated form, projecting into the cavity as rounded

and papillary, extensively necrotic masses ; this growth

reached almost through the entire thickness of the

wall, and occupied the greater part of the fundus

but did not reach to the cervix. Its general appear-

ance was one that had started in the mucous mem-
brane over an extensive area. Microscopical exami-
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ii:iti(tii sli()\v(!(l a trut- •rlaiKluiiir type of ^(rowtli, vvhicli

li!i(l iiilillrulcd l)ct\v<'(ii the miisciiliir Imiidli-.s vvliitli

tlius Hcparalcd the u;laii(liiliir masses iiilo alveoli. 'I'lic

epitliermiii liiiiiijf i\w ;;lan<ls was loii;^, (juite regular

and ol' (lie eolumiiar variety. In places the inland

tvp«' was ohscured l)y solid masses of cells. 'I'lie di-

agnosis is an adenocarcinoma. .\Itlionjj[li the nieiiis

was covered by adhesions which hound the; relatively

normal lubes and ovaries down to it, there was no evi-

di'iice of extension beyond the part removed."

Dr. Whitney rejjortecl to uw later that the hard,

nodular tumor projectinir from the; anterior wall into

the uterine cavitv was a fibroma.

Clinical ^Department*

A CASE OF EXTKA-UTERINE PKEGNANCY,
WITH OPERATION.!

BY FRKUERICK W. JOHN.SON, M.D., BOSTON,

Visiting Oynecoloyist, Carney and St. Elizabeth's Hospitals.

1). II. P., thirty-one, married two and a half years.

Menstruation began at fourteen. Always regular

;

flows four to five days ; has always had severe pain,

confining her to the l)ed a few hours during the first

day of the flow. Has never had any leucorrhea.

Aborted two months after she was married. From
that time she was pisrfectly regular, every four weeks,

up to .luly 20, IH'J'J. After going six weeks without

flowing, was suddenly seized with sharp, shooting

pains in the lower abdomen. She was helped home,

was.covered with cold perspiration, and was very pale.

Four days after the attack of sharp pain in the abdo-

men, she began to fiow, and flowed off and on, more
or less, until she was operated upon, Thursday, No-
vember Dth. After the onset of the severe pain in

the abdomen, she was in bed three weeks, suffered

constant pain in the left lower part of the abdomen,
and at the same time turpentine stupes were used to

overcome the tympanites.

Some weeks after the rupture, she came to Boston

and was seen by Dr. E. S. Boland, who, from the his-

tory and examination of the case, made a diagnosis

of ruptured extra-uterine pregnancy, with a mass of

old blood filling the i)elvis. -Just before leaving the

hospital the patient told me that she had consulted

Dr. John T. Bottomley, and that he also made the

same diagnosis as Dr. Boland.

Thursday, November 9th. a laparotomy was done

at the Carney Hospital. A tumor, greenish-yellow in

color, the size of an orange, was found adherent in

the pelvis. To this was attached the thickened right

Fallopian tube. On separating the adhesions, the

tumor was found to be connected with the left Fallo-

pian tube. The left ovary, much enlarged, and nearly

filled with fluid, could be distinctly seen underneath

this mass. The tumor, with the left ovary and tube,

was removed, the tube being dissected out of the

horn of the uterus, and the horn sensed over and

over with catgut. The thickened jwrtion of the right

tube, with the fimbriated end, which was closed by

blood and what looked like inflammatory adhesion,

was removed. This left about two inches of healthy

tube, which, after removing the adhesions from the

» Read before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for

Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, December 27, 18a9.

surftt<e of i\w. ovury, and «lranin;» it of iu\\vv*-nl

blood, waH Hpread out an much a>* pOH.sibJe ovrr lln;

surface of the ovary, and faHtened then; by line MJJk

sutures.

AfUrr tliirty-Hix hours her teniperatnre never wi;iit

above normal, and she left the liospita! three weckit
from the day she was o|»erat4(l on. The following \h

Dr. \V. )•'. Whitney's report: "The spe«'imen from
.Mrs. D. H. F. consistird of a jtortion of one tuU- and
the other tub*- and ovary. The partial tube showed
simply a little thickening anri occlusion of the fimbri-

ated end by Itlood clot, which was also present on the
surfac(!, Th(! other tuije was suddenly dilated into a
sac about the size of a small orangf;, covered with
clots and filled with clotted blood. The blood cloU*

W(!r(! ill layers and considerably decolorized, a.s if

(piite old. At one end of the mass, (juite close to the
uteriiK! end, was a little thready tissue. On micro-
scopic (!xamination, there were founrl fine branching
filaments of a fibrous character, terminating in round,
enlarged ends. These were similar to the chorionic
villi of the first half of pregnancy. In the ovary was
a large, cystic cavity filled with blood (corpus' hem-
orrhagium). No true corpus luteum was found.
The diagnosis is a tubal pregnancy ruptured in the
early months."

EMPYEMA OF FRONTAL SINUS.

UV JOHN D. I'AKIE, M.D., SA^ ANNAH, GA.

This case had empyema of the antrum of Ilighmore
on both si(\es, empyema of the ethmoid cells, bilateral,

and empyema of the frontal sinus on the left. The
antrums were opened and drained through the alveoli,

the ethmoid cells opened and curetted, the frontal

sinus irrigated through the enlarged natural opening,
with ''great relief to the symptoms and discharge. Dr.
E. K. Corson, of Savannah, kindlv took'the accom-
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panying x-ray (five-minute exposure) with the probe

introduced in the frontal sinus, which shows so much
better than any 1 have seen published that 1 think it

will prove interesting. The loss of bone in the su

perior maxilla from its drilling through the alveolar

process and the subsequent resorption show plainly.

The dark irregular bodies in the mouth are numerous

teeth fillings. The probe in the frontal sinus shows

clearly, as does a small exostosis on its superior wall.

The opening of the sinus through the nose would not

seem so dangerous a performance as some writers

would have us believe.

isr^etiicai ^it>q;tt^^*

PROGRESS IN PUBLIC HYGIENE.

BY .SAMUEL W. ABBOTT, M.D., BOSTON.

(Continued from No. 13, p. 333.)

"Public money is never more advantageously spent than in pro-

moting and preserving tlie public health, an inestimable asset of the

Commonwealth." — Sir Walter Foster, M.P., in an ad(ire.«s at the

opening of a new isolation hcspital at Enfield, Eng., in February,

1900.

THE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF INFECTIOUS

DISEASES.

On Bacteriological and Clinical Diagnosis in Rela-

tion to some of the Notijiable Infectious Diseases.

Dr. J. W. Washbourn contributes a valuable paper

to the Journal of the Sanitary Institute^ upon this sub-

ject.

Cost of bacteriological examination for diagnosis.

— Dr. D. G. Davies," states the average cost of bac-

teriological examinations of material in cases of diph-

theria, typhoid fever and tuberculosis in thirty-three

London and provincial districts at two shillings and

sixpence to five shillings for each examination (GO

cents to $1.25).

Influence of schools in spreading scarlet fever. —
Nivens," INIedical Officer of Health of Manchester,

P2ng., and Murj)hy, of London, ^^ observe a drop in

the prevalence of scarlet fever in the summer holidays.

Murphy also believes diphtheria to be spread by school

attendance.^^

Typhus fever. — Littlejohn,^'* Medical Officer of

Health of Edinburgh reports an epidemic of typhus,

which was imported in August, 1898, and was spread

by a " wake." The disease is now so rare that young

medical men do not recognize it, and hence it may
spread rapidly. Out of 79 cases there were nine

deaths.

Diphtheria bacilli in the mouths of well persons who
have been associated with the sick have been found in

18.8 per cent, of the cases examined.^'"'

Mosquitoes and malaria. — The Italian Society for

the Study of Malaria (juotes an experiment in which a

man was selected from a non-malarial district, and

subjected to the bites of mosquitoes from a malarial

district, with the result of infecting liiin.^''

» London, vol. xx. Part I, p. 43, 1899.
>o Public Health, London, .June, 1899, p. 60J.

» Loc. cit., September, 18''9, p. 787.

» Report of London County Council.
» Diphtheria and Elementary Schools, London, 1898, p. .'!6.

" Public Health, September, 1899.

'» Zeitschrift f. Hygiene, xxxi, p. 463.
i« Centralbl. f. allg. Geeund., p. 420, 1899.

Certain Forms of Animal Life as Transmitters of
Infection ; Methods of Destruction.

After it has once b(>en determined that certain ani-

mals are the vehicles of infection, attention is natur-

iilly given to the nusthods of destroying them. Dr.
Doriga ^^ (contributes a })aper on tlie " Prevention of

Plague through the Sui)i)ression of Rats and Mice."
"The French (loveninu'iit has charged the C'oinite

C'onsultatif d' Hygiene with the investigation of this

question. Certain navigation companies have also

taken measures for the destruction of rats and mice upon
their vessels. The Comjjaguie des Messageries Mari-
times offered a bounty to their sailors for every rat

caught on board.
" Instructions have been adopted by the Minister of

the Interior. These instructions urge the importance

of preventing the access of rats to fioating hosi)itals

and ships at the wharves, at sea, and on arrival in

port. If the dead bodies of rats are found on board,

a bacteriological examination must be made, and if the

plague bacillus is found, tlie ship must be discharged,

the cargo of passengers' and crew's baggage disin-

fected, the vessel fumigated throughout and the dead
rats burned."

Mereshkowsky ^' has studied the ([uestion of infect-

ing rats and mice with destructive bacilli other than

those of plague, with a view to their extermination.

Abel ^'^ also has experimented in the same direction.

It was found necessary to discriminate between wild

species and those which live habitually in contact with

man. The field mouse, for example, appears to be

endowed with slight susceptibility to infection.

RAILWAY SANITATION.

A committee of the French Society of Public Med-
cine and Professional Hygiene '^ has reported the

following recommendations for the prevention of the

spread of disease by means of railway coaches : The
posting of notices in tlie cars and waiting-rooms pro-

hibiting expectoi'ation upon the fioors of cars and sta-

tions, the placing of cuspidors in the waiting-rooms and
corridors. These should not be filled with sand, but

with an appropriate li(iuid. Wiping of the fioors of

cars and stations with moist cloths should be substitu-

ted for dry swee[)ing. Carpt;ts or mats in cars should

be made of material which can be readily cleaned.

Persons suft'ering with infectious diseases should not

be permitted to ride in the ordinary compartments but

.should be placed in a special compartment, in which
no one else should l)e allowed to travel except the

necessary attendants. At its destination this compart-

ment should immediately be subjected to disinfection

before being used again. Compartments designed for

conveying the sick should be so constructed as to ad-

mit of disinfection readily.

Formaldehyde as a Disinfectant for Railway CarsJ^^

Dr. John E. Owens, chief surgeon of the Illinois

Central R. R. Co., reports a series of successful e.\-

jjeriments with formaldehyde by means of sheets (sus-

pended in rooms) upon which solution of formaldehyde

was thrown from a bottle, the room being of oOO

cubic feet capacity and the solutions of formaldehyde

(40 per cent.) being successively eight ounces, four

" Revue d'Hygiftne, August, 1S99.
'8 Centralbl. f. Bakt. xvii, p. 742, xx, pp. S.'i and 17().

i» Loo. cit. xxi. p. 497.
«» Revue d'Hyglfene, May. 1899.
" Journal American Medical Association, .March 3, 1900, p. 518.
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ouncoK, iiml two ouiuhih ; tho tiiiu! of JixpoHuro wuh livo

and oiu'-lialf hours, 'riic U-hIh I'mployf*! were the

Icicilli of aiitlirax, typlioid fever, (li|ilillieria and yellow

lever.

lie llieii issued llie following iiistriii'ti(»iis ^oveinin;^

the us(t of the fonnalilehyde apparatus for direct appli-

cation of llw solution in the disini'eelinii of passeiimr

and frei<fht cars :

(1) Sus])end the two sheets, found in the oullit, hy

their edges from fiu^ roof of tiic car, or the hell-cord,

hy means of the clothes-pins. The sheets should hang
their full length and be placed .so ii.s to e([uully divide

the spaei' in tlui length of the car.

(2) Close tlu! doors aiul windows.

(;5) Saturate both sheets with spray from the hoMie,

standing with the nozzle about eight feet from the

sheet and throwing \\w spray against it, with the left

hand directing the nozzle, supporting th(! tube where
it passes from tlu' l)()ttle, an<l working the bulb vigor-

ously and ra[)i(lly with the other liand. Begin at the

top of the sheet, and use lialf of tlu; refpiired (piantity

of fluid on each sheet.

(4) For disinfecting ])assenger and baggage cars,

fill the spray bottU; with the formaldehyde solution

furnished. For disinfecting freight cars, use the bottle

half full.

(5) As formaldehyde is quite irritating to the hands

and eyes, those using the solution are instructed to

exhanst the spray quickly, leaving and closing' the car

as soon as possible. Caution should be exercised not

to get the li([uid on the hands or in the eyes, and

not to inhale the vapor any more than is absolutely

necessary.

(()) Leave the cars locked tightly for at least Ave

hours after spraying and, if })ossible, allow eight hours

to elapse before o[)euing.

(7) On opening, take down the sheets and clean

the car in the usual way. If any spots are left on

furniture or polished woodwork by the formaldehyde,

wipe them off with a wet towel and use furniture pol-

ish. If the sheets are still moist, they should be dried

in the open air, but not washed until sulHciently

soiled.

(8) For disinfecting spaces other than cars, such as

baggage rooms, etc., the same method may be used,

employing one bottle of the formaldehyde for every

4,000 cubic feet of room space, and one sheet for

each 2,000 cubic feet.

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE.

Miscellaneous Dangerous Trades.

The committee appointed to inquire into and report

upon this subject has issued a fourth interim report ^^

and a final report.^^ Thorpe and Oliver ^* have also re-

-ported upon similar subjects. The fourth report treats

of the occupation of grinding and the danger from

burstiuiT stones; also the dangers of file-cutting, the••11"
chief danger in this occupation being from lead poison-

ing. Dr. Littlejohn, of Sheffield, testified that iU

persons had died in that city from lead poisoning, ;')(")

of whom were file-cutters.

Porter, of the Royal Infirmary, referring to the insid-

ious nature of the diseases, says that specific symptoms

of poisoning do not occur usually for thirteen or tour-

s' Fourth Interim Report on Certain Dangerous Trades, London,
1899.
" Final Report on Certain Dangerous Trades. London. 1899.

" Report on the Employment of Lead Compounds In the Manufac-
ture of Pottery, London, 1899.

teen years, and that woh i)\v. averag«; time li«;twc«ii the

date of the first exposure to the poinon and the firnl

s|)ecific HymploniH, cutiHing them to Hcck inedieul

advice.

In the final report of the <-onimiltee, U-n difTeD-nt

occupations are specified, the uiont important In-in^

those ill which danger from lead p(»iH(*iiing exintj*.

These are the <-jir(»me works, the use of lead in print

an<l dye works, and the licking of labels in thread

mills.

The, following sanitary duties are enjoined u|m»ii

tli(! (Miiployers in <;lirome works : To provide washing
conveniences, including iiot and cold water, soap, nail

brushes and towels; also resj>irators and overalls for

persons employed in dry processes ; fans anrl suita-

l)le means of ventilation wherev(!r dust is g(;nerated ;

a sufficient supply of Kpsom salts for making the fol-

lowing drink : magnesium sulj)hate, two ounces ; water,

one gallon ; essence of lemon, sufficient to flavor. Xo
food to be eaten in any part of the w«)rks. Working
people AVi' also re(piested to keep a l)it of alum in the

mouth during working hours.

The report of Thorpe and Oliver on poisoning in jiot-

tery manufacture presents the following coiu-lusioii:?

:

(1) By far the greater part of earthenware can Ix-

glazed without the use of lead ; (2) some branches

of the pottery industry would find it difficult to dis-

pense with lead. Here the use of an insoluble silicate

is recommended ; ('i) the use of raw lead for glazing

or coloring should be absolutely prohibited ; (4) since

it is difficult to provide an innocuous lead glaze, young
persons and women should be excluded from employ-
ment, and others should be subjected to systematic

medical inspection.
( To be continued,)

l^eportiBi of ^ocietie^.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MKDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTKTKICS AND DISEASES

OF WOMEN.
C. H. HARE, M.D., SECRETAKV.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, December 27, 1890.

Dr. R, a. KiNciMAN in the chair.

Dk. a. C. Vietor read a paper entitled

A TECULIAU CASE OF ADENOCARCINOMA OF THE
UTERIS.'

Dr. F. W. Johnson reported a

CASE OF EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY, MITH OPERA-
TION.

"

Du. BoLAND : I do not think I can add anything.

The thing that suggested the possible nature of it was
the history of a sudden attack of pain. She had been
unwell seven or eight weeks before, and at the time

when she should have been unwell again there wiu;

some dark flow, not similar to anything she had had
before. Taking that into account, and the fact that

she was several weeks over her time, and the sudden
severe onset of the pain, the condition of shook and
collapse suggested the diagnosis to me. especially in

connection with the mass felt /xr vaghiam. The sud-

den severe onset of pain without any explanation for

' See page .153 of the Journal.
' See page 355 of the Journal.
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it and the absence of fever I think are ver}-^ suggestive

of trouble of that sort. This makes nine cases 1 have

seen In one of these I did not make tlie diagnosis.

I think in the majority of cases tlie sudden severe

onset of pain in the absence of trauma or colic is a

thing that has helped me out more than anything else.

I have seen n/we cases in the last eight years all told.

All except one recovered after laparotomy. Tliis one

was seen in consultation, and slie refused operation

until too late.

Du. Kingman: It seems to me that statement is

very suggestive in the light of the fact that many men
say they never see cases. Cases must occur in almost

every practice, and the fact that one general prac-

titi ncr, by careful observation, lias found nine cases in

eight years should stir us to be on the watch for the

same condition.

Dr. "W. L. Burrage read a paper entitled

THK CONSKRVATIVK Ol'KRATIVK TREATMENT OK
FIBROIDS.^

Dr. Kingjian : In regard to these other cases of

morcellation that Dr. Burrage has referred to, I have

with me the merest outline of two or three of them.

Dr. Burrage very kindly assisted me in most of them,

1 think two before he invented this forceps. Indeed I

believe it was largely the outcome of the second case

I shall speak of that led to the preparation of this

forceps, for there was not to our knowledge any instru-

ment made or known to medical science that would

touch those tumors.

The first was a physician's sister whom I saw about

three years ago. She had been more or less of an in-

valid several years, suffering from excessive menstrua-

tion and great pain both at and between the menstrual

periods. Her brother had urged her several times to

see me, but without success, until she had a more vio-

lent attack than ever, when she consented to my being

called. She had been flowing for about ten days, as I

remember it. I examined her and found a hard mass,

a uniform enlargement of the uterus, which extended

as high as the umbilicus. Preparations were quietly

made to admit her to the hospital and have hyster-

ectomy performed. During the week while we were

making the arrangements the whole complexion of the

case chaiiiied. The pain had subsided and a profuse

glairy discharge from the vagina set in which called

for another examination, and 1 found the vagina filled

with a mass of slimy, stringy, honey-combed tissue from

which came this yellowisli discharge. The os was large,

and this mass extended up through it into the uterus.

Again the word tumor was not mentioned, but she was

told a mass was coming away from the inside of the

womb which we must remove immediately. She en-

tered the hospital and we attempted the operation.

The mass was tough beyond belief and apparently liad

no capsule. A curette would not toucli it, the fingers

could not hold it, no forceps would hold it ; so

stringy was it tiiat bidlet or tootlied forccips simply

tore tiirough it. The only thing that would touch it

was knife or scissors. Guarding scissors witli the

fingers we cut away piece after piece. After finishing

the operation tiie uterus was packed with iodoform

gauze for twenty-four hours and daily uterine irriga-

tion with permanganate was practised by myself. She
stayed in the hosi)ital six weeks. After the first days

she had no symptoms, and from that time has been

3 See page 34U of ilie Jourual.

in absolutely perfect health without a symptom refer-

able to her pelvic organs.

One year after, I cared for a Mrs. M. R., thirty-

seven, married about six luonths, had had one miscar-
riage in Geneva, and was attended by a physician who
told her everything did not come away ; seemed to be
something left in the womb in the way of a growth.
Temperature and flowing and rapid pulse from that

time until I saw her two montlis later. Pulse never
below 100 after I saw her, I think temperature never
below 100°. I found a mass reaching to the umbili

cus. about the size of the previous one ; os very
slightly opened ; finger could be introduced through it,

and felt a mass extremely like a placenta. AVith the

history of miscarriage, not knowing whether it was
complete or not. and with this soft, somewhat offensive

mass at the os, we determined to operate and endeavor
to remove whatever was inside of the uterus. Dr.

Burrage assisted me. The patient had large bones,

tight, narrow pubic arch, very firm, resistant perineum,

cervix directed into the hollow of the sacrum, the

mass from the anterior wall of the uterus so that we
had to turn about three sharp corners to get at it, the

same sort of tumor as the previous one. No forceps

would take hold of it, curette would not touch it. 1

don't think I have ever attempted an operation more
difficult than that. We worked over it for two hours

until the patient was in a state of shock, and both our

thumbs were blistered from the use of forceps and scis-

sors in trying to remove that mass, and yet we never

thought of the desirability of hysterectomy in such a

case. In view of its septic condition, I think hyster-

ectomy would have been fatal. We removed almost

every bit of the mass, but she had decided sepsis

within a week, the temperature shooting up to 104° or

105° F. Then the uterus was explored by the finger

and a mass felt, detached and removed. The temper-

ature dropped to normal at once and she remained
perfectly well. The subsequent history was not so

favorable. A year ago she became pregnant, went to

seven months comfortably ; then developed eclampsia

and died. That of course had nothing to do with the

tumor and the uterus was apparently in a normal con-

dition at that time.

The experience at that time stirred Dr. Burrage and
myself to devise something to remove such tumors.

It bore fruit in the case of Dr. Burrage, who within a

week produced his morcellation forceps.

I will now speak of a case in which I used this for-

ceps, she being also the sister of a jjhysician, with

sloughing fibroid not so large as those I have described.

The fragments I believe weighed one pound when it

was removed. Os easily dilated, and this mass about

the size of my two fists was found growing from the

posterior uterine wall. Then the value of tliis for-

ceps was shown particidarly, for after portions were

loosened from their attachment the force])s cou'd be

shut into tlie mass, taking hold with bull-dog grip, and
the mass could be twisted off and pulled out. I think

about one-half of that tumor came away in one piece.

We knew at the time there was a subserous tumor

left in the fundus, but she is practically well and is

near the menopause. The sym])toms of hemorrhage
which existed before, and of course the sepsis which

existed at the time I saw her, were relieved by the

operation, and she has seen no necessity to apply for

further operation for complete removal of all the

tumors.
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DlJ. (JltAN I' : This .s|)t'cim(!ii is to «liow tin; shrink-

ago whicli lius (ukfii phicc in u fil)roi<l thn-t; years

after tho removal of the ovaries. It is from a woman
forty years yc^ars old, from whom Dr. Charles (J.

C/Umston three years a^^o removctd both ovaries, for

pain ill the baek and constipation caused hy a uteriiK?

fibroid the si/,(! of an adult head, th<^ condition of llie

patient not admitting of any niori! radical pioceilure.

As th(^ symptoms did not disappear, a vaginal hyster-

(^ctomy was performed two months a<;o and this s|ieci-

men removed, the fibroid, as you will sec, heinj^

about four and one-half centimetres in diameter.

I)k. Hkk.ck : There is one form of conservatism

that has not been referred to, and that is, doiiijr noth-

ing at all. I should like very luucli if tin; leaders of

the discussion would favor us with their experience

on that jjoiiit, the observation of patients who have
had notliiiii;- done, either advised not to or refused to

have aiiythiiii^' done. 1 have seen (iuit<; a number in

which no harmful results seemed to follow very exten-

sive fibroid tumors, and I have had one case in which,

in spite of large multiple fibroids, a simple curetting

has resulted in absence of all further symptoms, check-

ing very severe flowing.

Another form of conservative operation which I

think has not been alluded to is the case of submu-
cous or intramural tumor, not projecting into the in-

terior of the uterus. I have had a limited experience

with that class of tumors, in which the cervix was in-

cised and the tumor removed by enucleation and mor-
cellation.

With regard to the use of tents, I want to say a

word. It seems to me the use of laininaria tents is

unscientilic, and for this reason : although your tents

may be perfectly sterile, the uterine cavity into wdiich

they are introduced is not sterile, and I can also say

I have seen one such case in which serious sepsis fol-

lowed in a few days, leading to pus high up, and a very

serious operation which resulted in the death of the

patient.

It has been stated that in the vaginal operation for

fibroids the uterine appendages cannot be seen and
treated, or at least it is difficult. I think, in many
cases, they can be seen and treated, and not only the

fibroid can be removed, but the ovaries and tubes can

be excised, or partially excised, without any special

difficulty.

Dr. .Tohnson : In reference to the let-alone treat-

ment, I would like to say that I think that in case of

fibroid tumors, if they are growing or cause pain from
pressure, produce any reflex nervous symptoms or in

any way interfere with the patient's health or threaten

lier life, they should be removed. I think pus tubes

are too commonly associated with fibroid tumors to be

a mere coincidence. I think the attacks of peritonitis

that we see with fibroid tumors with adhesions between
the tumor and the omentum, and the tumor and the in-

testines, are too common to be simply coincidences.

Fattj- degeneration of the liver is very common with

fibroids, heart lesion of some sort or other is very

common with fibroids. In 33 cases examined by Ingra-

ham, 14 had some cardiac lesion. Malignant disease is

not uncommon with fibroid tumors ; irritation caused

by them starts up malignant growth in a neighboring

part. In Kelley's review of 100 cases of carcinoma,

in eight of them myomas were found, six adenocar-

cinomas of the body, one adenocarcinoma of the cer-

vix, and but one an epithelioma of the cervix, (juite

a large iiumlxr, when we conHid<-r the rejiuivf infri •

quency of carcinoma of the Ixxiy.

It HceniH to me el«tctrieity f»ught to be roiinidered ax

on<! of the coiiHervative meihodn. In certain comch it

will relieve; pain ami hemorrhage. It almoHl never re-

tards or sfo[)s the growth of the fibroid. It relivi-H the

hemorrhage by cauteri/ation of the endometrium, con-

verting it into scar tissue, 'I'lie removal of the IuIm-h

and ovaries once in a while d*)es stop the growth of a
fibroid and causes it to shrivel up, but that cannot be
(lej)eiide(l upon, and even cutting off the blofxl supply

or supposed blood supply will not always prevent itM

growth. Whatever operation is done, I lxli(;y«r that

the uterus should be saved if it is a possible thing, and
enucleation, of course, is the operation that will do that

oftimer than any other. In cases where hysterectomy

seems necessary, I think both ovaries, or one or part

of one, should be saved to prevent the menopause,
which is always stormy if brought about by operation.

I went over my hospital records for six years, and
found I had done 32 myomectomies without a death,

removing in all fifty-nine tumors. In one case I re-

moved seven from the same patient on account of ster-

ility. She soon after became pregnant and aborted at

the third month, and the uterus was curetted. Soon
after, she became pregnant and went to term.

I was surprised to find that the death-rate from sep-

sis and secondary hemorrhage after myomectomy was
large, even in the hands of such men as Martin. Sec-

ondary hemorrhage and sepsis mean a careless and
dirty operator. I use catgut for ligature material.

Du. BoLA.ND : This is a subject for the gynecologist,

no doubt, but from the standpoint of the family physi-

cian, anything that is conservative is easier to carry

out, being less terrifying to the patient. I recall one
case of fibroid which a specialist saw with me and ad-

vised against doing anything. The woman was es-

pecially valuable to her family and to the communitv.
She died of hemorrhage. I had an autopsy and found
the womb four inches in length and three in breadth,

containing a small, submucous tumor with a pedicle.

One sweep of the curette would liave removed it. If

dilatation of the cervix had been a routine procedure,

that tumor could not have escaped detection and re-

moval. That case made a strong impression upon
me.

Dr. Tavombly: I have very little to add to the gen-

eral trend of the papers. They have all been in the

same line in which we are working in these days, that

is, conservative treatment. If we can save the uterus

we want to do so. Dr. lioland has spoken from the gen-
eral practitioner's standpoint. The papers have spoken
from the specialist's standpoint. It cannot be urged
too strongly that a digital examination should be made
with a dilatation of the cervix, and the finger swept
up to the fundus, to determine just what you have in

cases of suspected submucous tumor. It will give you
the information you need, and if early performed, may
save the patient a serious operation. In my case, which
has been referred to and which I presented in 1897, a

vaginal myomectomy was advocated instead of com-
plete hysterectomy because of such diagnosis, and in

that case it was found on splitting the cervix (to make
room to get into the uterus) that the tumor could be
very easily enucleated after the capsule had been in-

cised. Sewing up the cervix afterward, we had no
trouble, no hemorrhage, and the patient made a per-

fect recovery. As regards the treatment of subperi-
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toiieal tumors or ones with pedicles, if they are small

we can remove them by the vaginal route, and it is wise

to remove them if you find they are pedunculated.

These do grow longer and longer, become twisted, and
complications ensue that may be difficult to overcome.

The long pedunculated fibroid is certainly a source of

danger, and, as it has been already stated, it seems

wise to remove them early. If near the menopause,

we can leave the uterus or not, as the case may be, but

in a young woman we do not wish to destroy her pros-

pects of womanhood if it can be avoided. We must
be conservative with regard to this subject of fibroids

and not, as perhaps even five years ago, remove the

whole uterus because there are more than one or two
fibroids about or in its substance.

Du. Bi'KRAfiE : Dr. Breck spoke of leaving the

fibroids alone. I understood the discussion was to be

on the conservative operative treatment, and leaving

them alone is not operative, so I do not think that

subject ought to be included in this discussion.

As to the use of tents, I advocated their use, al-

though it may seem to some as if we were going back-

ward. I have seen tents mismanaged a good deal in

the pre-aseptic days when they were used extensively.

I remember one case where an operator thought he

would get in as many as he could. He put in five, and

they, so to speak, tore the uterus all to pieces and
there was a disastrous result. If one uses them care-

fully and puts in a small tent, and then, after giving it

a chance to dilate, inspects and cleanses the parts, re-

moves the tent and irrigates and puts in a larger one,

I don't think there is much danger, if any, and I think

it very essential to have a digital exploration of the

uterine cavity where possible. I have seen several

cases where hysterectomy was done where a small

pedunculated submucous fibroid at the fundus was the

only abnormality present. We ought to avail our-

selves of every opportunity for diagnosis. I have

often found it very difficult to dilate the uterine cavity

with the ordinary steel dilator. Dr. Reynolds has a

dilator which he uses in dilating the uterus at term—
a large steel dilator, which seems to me might be

adapted to this work. In the case of a very rigid

uterus with thick walls, it is difficult to dilate it with

rapid dilatation to a sufficient degree. On that account

I advocate tents, but they must be handled carefully

and under strict antiseptic precautions.

Dk. Kingman : I believe the danger in the use of

tents, if there is any aside from that due to improper

use of them, is largely overcome in cases such as were
described, because the use of them will immediately

precede operative interference of some sort. We are

going to explore the uterus, the uterus will be then

irrigated, and probably curetted. We ought at that

time to be able to remove any infection that may have

been made by the tents, or if the sepsis was there pre-

viously the operative interference ought to be such as

to obviate any serious results.

I want to lay a little more emphasis on the point

Dr. Burrage made in regard to using steel dilators in

all cases to open the cervix sufficiently for digital ex-

amination. In the soft c(!rvix they can be used to

give i)lenty of room for a fair examination, but in the

small conical cervix, in the hard cervix of antefiexion

with cicatricial plug about the internal os, I believe it

to be absolutely impossii)le without splitting the cervix

to gain room in any reasonable time with the use of

those dilators for the introduction of the finger.

I want also to say just a word in regard to the point
Dr. Breck made, speaking of the possibility of splitting

the cervix and removing intramural tumors. 1 think
there must have been a misunderstanding of the cases
I reported, thinking the tumors were pedunculated.
They were not; they were intranuiral and some very
closely associ^ted with the pHi-itoneum ; they protruded
into the cavity of the uterus, but were also large
enough to extend through the uterine wall, and in one
case, at least, the peritoneum was felt as a very thin

partition between the finger and the peritoneal cavity.

Just there comes in the beauty of this forceps, for

with them the splitting of the cervix is not necessary.
In the case reported by Dr. Twombly the cervix was
split. That tumor could have been removed inside of

three or four minutes with perfect ease and without
splitting the cervix, had this forceps been available.

I havctobserved a number of cases in which I have
not advised operation. One I attended in past years
in confinement. She has symptoms from it, flows

excessively, and still her health is not seriously im-
paired by it. A very important danger connected
with letting tumors alone is associated with child-

bearing, and I think no woman whom we know to

have a fibroid in her uterus should be allowed to

marry with our consent. The danger should be
pointed out and operation urged. If she is not to

marry it is a matter of choice whether to have it

removed or not.

Dr. R. a. Kingman read a paper entitled

TWO CASES ILLUSTRATING CONSERVATIVE OPERA-
TIONS FOR UTERINE FIBROIDS1 4

iSccciit Utterature.

A Text-Book of the Diseases of the Nose and Throat.

By D. Braden Kyle, M.D., Clinical Professor of

Laryngology and Rhinology in Jefferson Medical
College, etc. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders.

1899.

This is a new text-book on diseases of the nose and
throat, covering about 650 pages and containing 175
illustrations. To quote from the preface :

'' It has been
the aim of the author to classify the diseases accord-

ing to the pathological alterations caused by them.

Many things in the book may seem superfluous to the

specialist, but the work has been prepared for the stu-

dent and general practitioner as well. Considerable

space has been devoted to certain diseases that are

somewhat rare."

It is always intenisting to the specialist to have his

subject presented to him in a new way, particularly

when the argument is founded on pathological rather

than on clinical reasoning. Our present knowledge
of pathological processes is nowhere near sufficient to

explain even some of the most definite lesions ; es-

pecially is it not an easy task to explain the pathologi-

cal or neurotic causes of the many disturl>ances of

function or sensation which are constantly met in the

upper respiratory tract, and the author is to be congratu-

lated on bringing well-ecpiipped theoretical knowledge
to aid his clinical experience. It is very satisfactory to

find simple inflammation, syphilis, lupus, tubercle and

* See page 352 of the .JournaL
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the U'HH connnon Hpccifio diHenHCH of tlie mucoun nii>tn-

hi-iiiic and otlicr tissues approiU'licd in so rational and in-

t('n'st,in<; a nianiuT. Many of the autiior's dcdinlions

w ill necessarily Ix; ont of harmony with many of his

readers, hecause much is still in dispute. It is, perhaps,

a little sniprisinji to find, for instance, that he considers

the etiology of nasal polypi to he tlie sann- as for any
other henii^ii connective-tissue tumor, and that intlam-

mation and catarrhal condition in the majority of

cases is secondary to the tumor. Some of our most
familiar diseases, such as atrophic rhinitis, are sulxli-

vidcd and classified to an extent vvliidi would he

likely to confuse the clinical if not the pathological

student. The descriptions of some others, such as

peritonsillar ahscess and lihrous tumors of tlu^ hasillar

process, are not clear. It is to he douhted whether
common experience would endorse the author's ex-

perience that scarification of the tissue or (h'cp punct-

ure in peritonsillar ahscess will relieve the tension or

sometimes previ-nt sup))uration ; or that in early child-

hood one of the hest points of diagnosis hetweeii ade-

noids and other obstructive lesions is irregularity of

the teeth ; or that the removal of a small portion of

the faucial tonsil by the tonsillotome will by the con-

traction of the sear tissue, which necessarily follows,

materially reduce its size, or that in the soft variety a

pi'actical form of routine treatment consists in thor-

oughly cleansing and drying the parts and carefully

mopping the tonsillar tissue, as well as the tonsillar

crypts, with dilute hydrochloric acid every other day
for from ten days to six weeks. Among matters of

smaller importance, we might have hoped in so recent

a work for a more detailed description of the anatomy
of the tonsillar region, the spontaneous escape of cere-

brospinal fluid as one cause of hydrorrhea and the

se|)aration of cystic middle turbinates from simj)le in-

flammatory processes.

In spite of these the general practitioner will find

the book useful and thorough for occasional refei'ence.

For the student, the arrangement is not always good,

nor the relative importance of different diseases well

brought out ; he will find the chapter containing a

rather meagre description of papilloma of the larynx

concealed among eight with the general heading of Dis-

eases of the Anterior Nasal Cavities. Also the rela-

tive importance of causes and symptoms is not always

clear, for instance, under epistaxis, the fact that in

most cases the bleeding comes from the anterior part

of the xseptum and can be very easily controlled is

hidden among much rarer possibilities. The book will

be found of value to all of the classes of readers by

sup[)lementing other authorities in etiology, diagnosis

and treatment.

Treatise on Orthopedic Surgery. By Edwaud IT.

BuADFOun, M.I)., Surgeon to the Children's Hos-

pital and to the Samaritan Hospital ; Assistant Pro-

fessor of Orthopedic Surgery, Harvard Medical

School, and Koijekt W. Lovktt, M. 1)., Assistant

Surgeon to the Children's Hospital ; Surgeon to the

Infants' Hospital. Illustrated with ()21 engravings.

Second revised edition. New York: William

Wood & Co. 1899.

A comparison of the second edition of this excellent

treatise with the first edition, published nine years

ago, confirms the statement of the authors that " the

progress of orthopedic surgery during the last nine

years has been so rapid that a revised edition of this

work -hM nt-WKHitiitod Vfry Inr^jfly i\w. r«'writjii;{ •»f

the entire hook." There will Iw found ncan-ely a

•'hapter in the work which haH not In-en enlur^ud

with a wealth of text and ilhi'^tration :idditioiial Ut

that published in the earlier edition, and eirdxxlvin;^

the truly remarkable advances in theory and practice

in orthopedic surgery which have resulted from the

industry and enthusiasm of the laborer^ in that field

since the first eilition was printed.

The patiiology of I'ott's disease is illustrated hv

good reprodu(ttions of Nichols's excellent photographs
of sections of tin; sj)in(;. An excellent half-toii); illus-

tration of distortion of the aorta (after Dwight) is

amusingly enough printed and lettered upside down,
with tin- carotids pointing downward and the iliars

upward. The most notable advance in the treatment.
" forcibh; reduction " of the rieformitv. which has

(rome up since the previous edition, is amjily discussed

and well illustrated. The various methods of ap|dv-

ing plaster-of-l*aris jack('ts in tin; recund)ent position,

which has come into vogue since the previous edition,

are also well illustrated.

The discussion of the treatment of lateral curvature

of the spine is enriched by numerous illustrations of

the more recent methods of treatment and forms of

apparatus.

The pathology of chronic joint disease is also illus-

trated by Nichols's instructive sections of diseased

joints, and many new photographs illustrate the vari-

ous clinical manifestations of the disease and the newer
modifications of the apparatus for its treatment.

An enumeration of all the chapters to which addi-

tions have been made would necessitate mentioning
every chapter in the book. Among the more notabh-

ones are the chapter on Congenital Dislocations of the

Hip, a most admirable and thorough discussion of the

pathology, treatment and results, illustrated by dia-

grams, photographs and skiagrams, and the chajv

ter on Infantile vSpinal Paralysis, to which has been
added a discussion of tendon transplaiitation, with il-

lustrations taken chiefly from Goldthwait. The chap-
ter on Fiat-Foot and Other Affections of the Feet
has also been rewritten and illustrated by new photo-
graphs, drawings and skiagrams. The book is now
perhaps the most thorough treatise which has been
published on orthopedic surgery, and cert^iinly is the

only one in which so large a number of subjects have
been brought thoroughly up to date.

The Fifth Annual Report of the Board of Health

of the Province of Quebec.

This report comprises the work of the Provincial
Board of Health of Quebec for the year ended June
.'?(), 1899. The number of reported cases of contag-

ious disease in the province during the year was as

follows, in an estimated population of l,()90,O6-4:

small-pox, 14 ; diphtheria, 2,017 : scarlet fever. 1,084:
typhoid fever. 1.0;{0 ; measles, 1,0:58.

One of the prini'ipal topics considered in the report
is that of school hygiene, in which the compiler has
presented in a condensed form the principles laid

down in the works of xVrnold Bergenn, Trelate. Lin-
coln and others. This article is fully illustrated with
cuts.

The birth-rate of the province for the year 1898
was 3."). 7 and the death-rate 17.9 per 1.000.

The following comment is worthy of note: " If we
compare the natural increase with those of certain
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countries in Europe and in the United States, we
li!iv(; tlie satisfaction to find that this natural increase

ill our province is lii<^her than in any other country in

the world."

In several of the French Canadian counties, the

statistics of which are given, the birth-rates were re-

spectively oO.;"), 51, o7.1 and 59.3 per 1,000, and were
twice as great as the death-rate.

Practice of Medicine. A Manual for Studcfuts and
Practitioners. Lea's Series of Pocket Text-Books.
By Gkorge E. Malsuary, M.D., Assistant to the

chair of Theory and Practice of Medicine, Medi-
cal College of Ohio, Cincinnati. Edited by Bern
B. Gallatdet, M.D. Illustrated with 45 engrav-

ings. Philadelphia and New York : T^ea Brothers

& Co.

This is the third volume of a series of Pocket
Text-Books, of which sixteen are promised. They
are designed, we are informed, " to give a simulta-

neous and authoritative voice along the entire front

of present-<lay medical science." We are also told

that " the student possessing the knowledge to be ob-

tained in this library will be unusually well equipped

for examinations and practice." It is not impossible

that he may be, but we venture to think it will not

be due to such ownership. One thing is true : such

books can be turned out more rapidly than encyclo-

pedias, but a quiz-compend can be turned out quicker

still. The present volume is a duodecimo of 404
pages, with index, and is neither better nor worse than

a number of other manuals of the same general char-

acter devoted to the practice of medicine.

A Compend of the Practice of Medicine. By Dan-
iel E. Hughes, M.D., Chief Resident Physician,

Philadelphia Hospital ; Physician-in-Chief, Insane

Department, Philadelphia Hos])ital, etc. Sixth phy-

sicians' edition. Thoroughly revised and enlarged.

Including a section on Mental Diseases and a very

complete section on vSkin Diseases. Philadelphia :

P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1899.

Tliis volume, as issued in this its sixth edition, com-
prises (525 pages of rather finely printed matter. It

has evidently retained its place of popularity and will

certainly be found a useful compend, beyond which
it makes no claim. A commendable feature of the

book is a section on mental disease, which is at least

sufficiently comprehensive to give the student some
knowledge of this extremely important branch of

medical practice. A section on the skin is also accept-

able. The book is well bound in flexible covers, and
has a copious index.

Home Nursing. Modern Scientific Methods for the

Care of the Sick. By Eveleex Harrison. Pp.
235. New York : The Macmillan Co. London

.

Macmillan & Co., Ltd. 1900.

This small book is intended for instruction in sim-

ple methods of caring for the sicl^, particularly in

those cases in which a trained nurse is not required.

It is full of excellent suggestions and will no doubt
fill a modest place. The arrangement of the subje(;t

matter in headings, easily accessible even to one inex-

j)erienced in medical or nursing matters, is a com-
mendal)le feature of the book. It makes no preten-

sions, and for this reason will find a warmer reception.

In an appendix is given a list of recipes for invalid

cooking. An index is also provided.
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THE LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL, BOSTON HAR-
BOR ; REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES.

Those who have followed with any degree of at-

tention the devt^lopment of the Long Island Hospital,

in connection with the city almshouse, will before this

have come to the conclusion that the institution is now,

after many vicissitudes, fairly started on a career of

great usefulness. Boston, as we have before had oc-

casion to say, has been slow in recognizing the signifi-

cance of this institution in connection with its medi-

cal charities. There is evidence, however, to show

that this time is past, and that the immediate future

will see a rapid increase in public interest. It is ap-

parently hard for physicians, as well as laymen, to

recognize the fact that a hospital in the modern sense

of the word exists on Long Island, provided with a

training school for nurses and the necessary accessor-

ies for good medical and surgical work. This is, how-

ever, the case, as a visit to the institution will, we
think, go far to demonstrate.

Like all institutions, however, and particularly those

in which a general public interest has not yet been

actively aroused, the hospital has needs of a definite

sort, which added appropriations can alone satisfy.

A hospital is an expensive necessity ; to do good work

it must be supplied with modern appliances, and

granted liberal allowance for proper food and the re-

quirements of the sick. The Long Island institution

finds itself in this position : it has. in many respects,

attained the dignity of a hospital for chronic disease,

but it is still laboring under the misapprehension

on the part of the pubic, as represented by the City

Government, that patients suffering from chronic ail-

ments do not require the refinements of care which be-

long to persons more acutely ill. There is much to be

said on the other side of this question. There is at

the institution the greatest need of a more liberal pro-

vision for the needs of the sick. When a person is

ill, the question of social status should absolutely not

enter into consideration. We need in Boston a good

hospital for chronic diseases, and the opportunity for

such a hospital seems to exist at Long Island. To
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this (>ii(l \\w ^i-iidiiiil Hnparutioii ot lli<; AIiiinIioiihc I)<;-

piirliiiriil, from tlic llospitiil Dt'piirlinoiiL iiiiisl coii-

stiiiilly Ix' boiMo ill iniiid, a fjict wliicli wo iii<! i,'iii(l lo

note tlui (riiHl,(M)H jini oii;for to iV(!kiio\vl<'<l^c. ( )ii iliis

subject, flii^y >*'iy» in tluiir niport :
" An increased ox-

|i(>ii(liliii'c lor main tain iii<; tins alnishouHU and hospi-

tal at Fion^ Island is v(M y nuK^h nccidcd, so we an;

askiiiij; (^aoh y(>ar tor a larger appropriation, ('onm-c-

tt'd with this institntion is a hospital that was inl(;ndfMi

and is nscd tor tlii! chronic and incnrahlc cases of the

city of IJoston. This hospital iiad an average daily

poptdation durini,^ the y(!ar of 'I'l^^. It is the; only one

of its kind niainlained by tlio city of Uoston, and its

standard should be raised to compare favorably with

other hospitals of the same character. While we do

not expect that it would ever cost as much to maintain

this hospital as the City Hospital, we do belieye that

it should approach it in standard of hospital work. At
present it is expected that the cost will be kept down
to an almshouse basis. This idea should be abandoned,

and the hospital jfradually brought u[) to a proper hos-

pital standard ; a separate appropriation should be

granted for it, and kept distinct from the almshouse.

Until this is done the hos{)ital will suffer from its as-

sociation with the almshouse, and the almshouse will

on the surface appear to be too expensively con-

ducted." We have little doubt that these palpable

facts will come to be generally recognized and acted

upon, to the great credit of the city.

The report of the visiting stall' of the hospital

urges various improvements : a nurses' home ; more

platforms for phthisical patients ; an added ward to re-

lieve the extreme crowding of the male wing. Re-

garding the Training School for Nurses, about which

there has apparently been some confusion in the minds

of physicians, the staff's report reads :

" The Training School for Nurses has been com-

pletely organized during the past yeai', and may now
be regarded as definitely established. AVe are of the

opinion that the Long Island Hospital offers an ad-

mirable opportunity for the training of nurses in many
varieties of disease, and are equally sure that the

pi'oper conduct of the hospital demands the continu-

ance and improvement of the school. AVe look for-

ward with confidence to the time when this Training

School will be generally recognized, and the graduate

nurses be given opportunity for such post-graduate

study as they may care to undertake. In considera-

tion of the fact that the Training School is still young,

we feel that satisfactory progress in its development

has been made, and that future progress is assured."

AVith this expression of opinion we should entirely

agree. Such an institution affords an exceptional op-

portunity for general training in the work a nurse is

required to do, and w^e see no reason why^ this school

should not take a high rank, as the hospital uiakes

further claims to general recognition.

Finally, it is to be hoped that legislative action may
ultimately be taken, looking to the possibility of per-

mitting suitable patients to enter this hospital without

the declaration of pauperinm. Much injiiNticf) would
tlierel>y be ayerte<l, ati<l a significant Htep in progr«-Kh

marie toward the establishment of a hoipiuii for

chronic diHcaHo, in the bcHt HcnHo.

ON THK EFFECT OF WW. EXCLl'SIO.V UV
CEK'IAIN DISEASES AS CAUSES OK MOIC-
TAUTY.'

Wk are accustomed to the ii>e of direct me' hod-, of

reasoning in tin; consideration of .statistics of mortality,

but occasionally the introduction of hypothetical jjro-

cesses also facilitates the intelligent consideration of a
given subject. Dr. Hayward has employed this hypo-
thetical method in treating the life table of England in

order to determine the efl'ects of particular diseases

ui)on human life. He says the most exact and vivid

way of bringing into view the effects produced by any
one disease is to construct a life table based upon the

supposition that this particular disease has been alto-

gether eliminated.

" AVhat would really hajjpen," he says, '* if som^ dis-

ease, say phthisis, were entirely abolished, it is difficult

to say, for in nature the destruction of one kind of

pest, whether animal or vegetable, sometimes leaves

the ground free for the more active development of

other s|)ecies. However, as a working hypothesis, we
must consider that, if one cause of mortality be done
away with, the remaining causes would continue to act

with proportionate intensity on those saved from the

action of the cause eliminated."

Having worked out these life tables on this assump-
tion of the elimination of certain diseases, the author

goes on to measure the effects of such diseases by
answering these questions: (1) How much greater

would be the chance of living from one year to the

next at each age, supposing a given disease to be elimi-

nated ? (2) How many more survivors would remain at

each age out of a given number supposed to be born ?

(3) How much longer would be the exj^ectation of

life at each age ?

The diseases considered are phthisis, the whole group

of tubercular diseases, cancer, typhoid fever, scarlet

fever, diphtheria, diarrhea, measles and whooping-

cough. We have selected the following figures from the

columns entitled "Expectation of Life" to show the

difference which would be produced by excluding or

eliminating entirely each of certain diseases.

The accompanying table may be read as follows, for

example: If cancer were eliminated entirely from the

causes of death in England, the expectation of life of

a boy at birth would be lengthened .30 of a year, or

142days, and that of a girl at birth .83 of a year, or 303

days. The expectation of a young man at twenty-five

would be increased .54 year and that of a young
woman of the same age, L14 years.

> The Life Table of England and Wales (1881-90) as M. ditied by the
Supposed p;xclu8ion of Certain Diseasts a* Causes of MorlalilT. iiv P.
K. Hayward, M.D., Medical Officer of Health of Havdock. 'Public
Health, December, 18y9, p. .'14.
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DiFKEHKXCE Produced 'pok the Expectation of Life at
blkih and at twenty-five y aus of age by exrluding
Each of the F.illdwino Diseases:
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S.\ FiNTKHI'IUHINC. WoMAN DOCTOU.— It "iH nv

poitcil t,liut Hon. Klhi SnirlcM, M.D., «l.iii;,'lit.r ..f

L;i(ly Ahiiifi;cr (loniK!! ly JNIisH Helen IMai^imlcr, (l:iui:li-

(cr (»!' tlic; late ('oinmodoro («eor<;e Allan Ma<;iu(l(i- nl

llie United States Navy), is f^oin;^ to Korea from Lon-

don as iiKKlieal ollicer ol tiie imperial lious(;liold.

I*i,A<;i'r,.—- Hnt one case of pla<;ue had occiiirid ;it

lionoluln, previons to Mareli 2Hili, for a considerable

time. Hnsiness is beinij carried on as usual. The

deaths in Calcutta in a sinj^lc! day durin<f the last

week in March nnnil)ered *il7, with 1;")? new cases re-

ported.

I)U. OSLKU NOT A CaNDIDATK FOR THE ClIAIH OK

MKDiciNr, AT Edinbuikjm.— It is announc(!d tlirough

the PhUmU'lphid Medical Journal that Dr. Win. Osier

is not a candidate for the chair of medicine at the

University of Kdiid)urgh.

A Skcond Malaria Exi-edition. — The Liver-

pool kScIiooI of Tropical Medicine is about to send a

second expedition to West Africa to study malaria.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGI,AN1>.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, April 4, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

67, scarlatina 49, measles 81, typhoid fever 5.

Boston Health Statistics.— The death-rate for

last week, although still large, is less than it was the

previous week, probably due to the decrease in cases

of influenza. The number of deaths reported to the

Board of Health for the week was 316, as against 198

the corresponding week last year, showing an increase

of 118 deaths.

Lowered Death-Rate for Ca:mhrii)(;e.— Cam-

bridge had a lower death-rate last week than for the

week preceding. Thirty-five deaths were reported, as

against 60 of the preceding week. The number of

cases of contagious diseases reported during the week

was 26, of which 13 were of scarlet fever, 6 of diph-

theria, and 5 of measles.

NEW YORK.

A Commendable Legal Position. — Justice

McAdam recently, upon an application to punish one

Robert Irwin for contempt of court, denounced in vig-

orous language the practice of employing " runners
"

to procure witnesses to testify in accident and other

cases. Mary Nestor, who was riding on a New York

streetcar with her sister, w^as fatally injured while in

the act of alighting. Irwin, who described himself as

an "accident adjuster," was in the vicinity at the time

and rushing up gave the girl a card containing the

name of an attorney, with the request that the case

should be placed in his hands. A suit was brouglitby

the sister, as administratrix, to recover $25,000 dam-

ages, but the strong preponderance of evidence on

the trial CHtiibliHlied that th<;re had Immmi no iic(;Iigi;iic«'

on llie ptirt of the motorinaii, and the verdict wuh in

favor of the (;oinpany. Tlie <;harj,'e agairiMt Irwin wa*

that he made and delivcMcd (o three witneHHCH a type-

written statement of what tliey were to swirar t#».

which statements, it was claimed, w(!re untrue, and

were furnished to aid the plaiiitifT in obtaining a ver-

dict l)y false testimony. Irwin testified that he de-

vf)te(l his time to discovering accidents and inducing

the injin-<!d to go to a lawyer of his se|e(;tion to bring

suit for damages.

A New 3Iei>I( al and Sui{«;m;al Clinic. — St.

Bartholomew's Parish House is to have a new mo<lel

building for its Medical and Surgical Clinic, which

will be erected on a lot of .")0xl00 feet, adjoining the

Parish House, on East 1 2d Street. This building,

which is to cost Sl'iO.OOO, together with an endowment
fund of $100,000, is said to be the gift of Mrs. Caro-

line Hoagland, widow of Joseph C. Hoagland. St.

Bartholomew's Clinic, which has now been in existence

for some years, is for the treatment principally of

diseases of the eye, ear, nose and throat. One feature

in which it differs from most other dispensaries is that

its hours of consultation are in the evening, so that

the poor may come for treatment after the day's work

is over.

New Jersey State Sewerage Co.mmis^ion liii.i..

— On March 20th the lower house of the New .Jersey

Legislature passed what is known as the State Sewer-

age Commission Bill, which had already been passed

by the Senate. This measure puts under the ban of

the law all pollution of streams and waters of the

State, except Newark Bay and the Kills, and gives to

a commission of five members the aiTthority to deter-

mine when the pollution must cease in anv particular

case.

Annual Approi'RIation Bill. — Among the

items in the Annual Appropriation Bill, which was

passed by the State Senate on March 27th. are the

following: State Board of Health, $37,000; State

Board of Charities, S81,140; (^unrantine Commission,

$7 500; State Lunacy Commission, $3,856,600; State

Hospital for Insane Criminals at Matteawan, $70,800;

other hospitals and asylums, $864,800 ; Cornell Uni-

versity interest, $94,428.

Resignation of Rev. Dr. Baker gf St. Lire's
HoSRiTAL.— At a meeting of the Board of ^lanagers

of St. Luke's IIos[)ital, held March 27tli. the Kev. Dr.

(leorge S. Baker, who had been superintendent of the

institution for more than iwenty-'wo years, was re-

tired from that position and appointed pastor emeritus

oi the hospital on a pension of $2,000 a year, in

recognition of his long and faithful services.

New HosiMTAL for Haki.km. — .V site for the

much needed new hospital in Harlem, for the Depart-

ment of Public Charities, has been selected, a plot of

ground extending 2U0 feet on Lenox Avenue and 31<i

feet on 135th and 136th Streets. The cost of the
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land is $300,000, and the Board of Estimate and Ap-

portionment has promised $300,000 additional for the

erection of the buildings.

A Centenarian.— Mrs. Mary Cleary Hyland died

in Orange, N. J., March 29th, at the age of one

hundred and three years, having been born in Kings

County. Ireland, in 1897.

ARMY NOTES.

MouTALiTY IX THE PiiiLiPi'iNES.— Much regret

is felt in oJficial circles at the sensational statement,

started for political purposes, that the occupation of

the Philippines was costing the lives of a thousand

soldiers a month. This statement undoubtedly origi-

nated through the fact that a large number of con-

tract surgeons have recently been sent to Manila to

replace those whose contracts had expired and who
desired to return home. It so happened that twenty-

four contract surgeons sailed recently from San Fran-

cisco on a single transport— men who had been

awaiting transportation for several weeks under or-

ders issued in the general routine— and the oppor-

tunity to make a story for political capital was not

lost. As a matter of fact, since the American occu-

pation of the Philippines, June 1, 1898, to February

17, 1900, the date of the last official compilation, the

actual mortality in the Philippines was G5 officers and

1,460 men, a total of 1,52"), or 1\ per month. This

rate is by no means high considering the existing state

of warfare, the presence of 65,000 troops in the isl-

ands and the arduous conditions of field service and

new climatic influences to be encountered. (3f the

above number, Vi officers and 570 men died by vio-

lence, and 16 officers and 693 men by disease ; among
the deaths from the latter cause, to January 1, 1900,

there were 20 from pneumonia, 21 from tuberculosis,

49 from malarial diseases, 149 from dysentery, 53

from bowel affections other than dysentery, 100 from

small-pox, and 167 from typhoid fever.

The Hospital Ships "Missouri " and ' Relief."
— In view of criticisms which have been made with

regard to the hospital ships Missouri and Relief, a

board of ollicers has been appointed to investigate all

the facts relating to the equipment and fitting up of

these ships, including their condition at the time of

purchase by the (iovernment, and particularly to re-

port upon the present condition of these ships, their

seaworthiness, suitabilit}' for hospital ])urposes, and

the sum necessary to place them in a condition to

meet the requirements of the hospital service. The
board is also to determine the reasons why the ves-

sels are not now seaworthy or fit for the hospital ser-

vice, if such be the case, and in the event of tlu^ir use-

fulness having been impaired by the character of the

work done upon them since their acquirement by the

Government, to fix the responsibility for their unsat-

isfactory condition. The Missouri is now at San

Francisco, and the Relief is stationed at Manila. It

is probable that the latter ship will be ordered to San
Francisco for inspection by the l)oard. During the re-

cent trip of the Missouri .around tlie globe, sei'ious

friction occurred between Major Arihur, the medical

officer in command, and the ship's officers. This mat-

ter has recently been officially investigated by General

Shafter, resulting in the discharge from the Army
Transport Service of the captain and first and third

officers of the shi}), and the indication of the position

assumed by Major Arthur.

Invaliding Home of Sick Soldikrs.— The plan

has been adopted of invaliding home all sick soldiers

whose condition is such that they can scarcely be ex-

pected to resume active service in the next few months,

it having been found that cases of certain diseases do

not do well in the Plilip[)ines during the rainy season

now close at hand. In comj)]iance with orders from

the Secretary of War, General Otis has instructed all

commanding officers in the islands to send to Manila

such sick as are able to travel, from which point they

are to be forwarded to San Francisco on returning

transports as rapidly as possible. Large quantities of

stores have been distributed throughout the islands by

the hospital ship Relief in anticipation of greater

sickness during the rainy season. She is to collect

sick from outlying stations during her trip and will re-

turn to Manila about May 1st.

A Prize for an Ideal Army Ration. — The
prize of $100 (or its equivalent in the shape of a gold

medal), offered by Dr. Louis L Seaman, of New
York, through the Military Service Institution, for the

best essay on "' The Ideal Ration for an Army in the

Tropics," has been unanimously awarded to Capt. E. L.

Munson, Assistant Surgeon United States Army. The
board of award consisted of three army officers, Col.

John F. Weston, Acting Commissary-General, Lieut.-

Col. Charles Smart, Deputy Surgeon-General, and

Lieut.-Col. Wm. H. Dougherty, Seventh United States

Infantry.

Illness op Col. Calvin DeWitt.— Lieut-Col.

Calvin DeWitt, Chief Surgeon of the Division of

Cuba, has just suffered a stroke of apoplexy, and Ma-
jor Valery llavard, long Chief Surgeon of Santiago

under General Wood, has been sent to Havana to as-

sume a higher position under his former chief.

^ij^cellanp.

CROOK VS. HORROCKS.

A CASE of much practical importance to physicians

has recently been decided in the English courts. The
circumstances, as given in the Lancet, are briefly as

follows :

"A petition was brought l)y Dr. II. E. (rook, for-

merly practising at IMargatc, praying for dissolution of

marriages on the ground of the alleged misconduct

of his wife with the co-res[)ondent. The jury found

that Dr. llorrocks, obstetric physician at Guy's liospi-
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till, liiiil not coiiuiiilli'il :i(liillci'\ willi lln' r<'N|i()iiili'iil.,

hut were iiiiiiltlc to ji^rcc witli rc^^iinl to Mrs. (rook.

The evidence' tendered during the he;irin;j portiav'd

at once ronuince and tru^edy, and llie hilternesH of tlic

cup Iield to Dr. lloi rocks was iiitcnsilicd hy the fact

tliat h(> had in his professional capacity atten<h-<l .Mrs.

Crook and tliat Dr. Crook was formerly liis pupil. It

a})peai's that Dr. Ilorrocks was consulted I)y Dr.

Crook for some ailment incidental to her sex from

which his wife sullered. Of course, the services of

Dr. Ilorrocks were iiratuitous. Ata later period .Mrs.

Crook hore a child to which she was devotedly at-

tached, and in fact, according to her husband's state-

ment, she gave tip her wliohi lifi; to its care.

Subsequently to this event the petitioner, who liad

never had reason to suspect his wife's chastity, was
inchieed to visit a i'(?mal(! palmist, to whose vati(;ina-

tions he appears to have turned a not altogether deaf

ear. This reader of men's minds hy their hands
averred to her client that he ought to have been a

barrister instead of a medical man, and as a matter of

fact Dr. Crook was called to the bar. She told him
that he would undertake a voyage, which Dr. Crook,

in answer to counsel, said was not unlikely. There
can be little doubt that the petitioner was much im-

pressed by his communings with the j)almist. lie

told his wife of his strange experience and gave her

the address of the woman. Eventually Mrs. Crook
also consulted her, and according to her evidence was
told that she would be separated from her husband,
' but not by death,' and that she had broken her mar-

riage vow.
" To what extent the foreboding thus induced was

likely to prey on Mrs. Crook's mind— whether it was
able to fashion a phantasy of guilt to be transmuted

into a ' fixed idea ' — w^e do not deem it prudent to

decide, seeing that the case may still be considered

subjudice so far as the respondent is concerned ; but

we may safely assert that the pro(»hecies were not

calculated to have a bracing effect upon any brain—
much less would they act beneficially on one in un-

stable equilibrium. As time went on Mrs. Crook
asked her husband what was meant by ' adultery,'

then confessed herself guilt}' of the offence, and
named Dr. Horrocks as her co-partner in guilt. She
made a written statement of her infidelity, which was
afterwards repeated and amplified. Beyond all rea-

sonable doubt it may be accepted that, truly or falsely

spoken, Mrs. Crook at the time believed in her own
guilt. From the testimony of Dr. Horrocks on oath

it transpired that the first intimation of the charge

against him was a letter from the petitioner's solicitor.

Further, that from the day that he received that letter

until the hearing of the case he had no communication
with either Dr. Crook or jNIrs. Crook. Dr. G. II.

Savage and Dr. G. E. Herman were called as expert

witnesses. In the former's opinion Mrs. Crook's con-

fession was the outcome of ' nervous unstability,' in

fact, on this point she was ' under a delusion.' Dr.

Herman believed that the respondent's present state-

ment was true and that her confession was false. To
obtain a judgment against a co-respondent the law re-

quires that the evidence of adultery, if tendered by

one of the parties, must have corroboration. And
rightly so, for otherwise the innocent would be at the

mercy of the malicious accuser. In the case under

considei'ation there was no such corroboration in any

shape or form. There was simply the confession of

the ruHpoiident, which wuh uft4*rwtirdH ii«*f(ulived by hi-r.

She did not deny that she made the c«jiifcHHion ; na\,

more, hIic testified in court that nhe Iwdieved it hIm-m

she made it. Dr. Crook had no groiindn to HUM(x-ct

hiw wife's infidelity JM-forc she inforrmd him of it,

and Dr. Ilorrocks said that wIdmi hIic coiihulted liiiri

she behaved as a prudent and chaste woman."
In connection with this casf tin- l^nncel r»it«-rat«'H

the fre(piently wvmV: warning that, whenever possibh-,

a physician should insist on the presence of ;i third

person when eaihd u|)on to examine a female patient.

KKCOkD OF MOKIALllY
For the VVkkk kndino Saturday, Mak« h 24, \\**)
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending March 24th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. VV. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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€>rtgitinl '^Cctttlfjtf.

rOLIE A DEUX.'
iiv Aitriirit «'. .noi.LV, m.I)., ikihiov.

*' Akk yoii not in great (hinder of Ixn'oniiii^ insane

luTiiusi' of yonr association with patients?" Sncli a

(juostion is asked not infi('(|uently of pliysieians ami
nnrses wiio liv(! in hospitals for tiie insane. And sur-

prise usnally follows the answer that sneh a result is

rare, except in cases when; thei'e is sneh an hereditary

tendency or sneh an a<Mpiired condition that the per-

son niii^ht fairly !)(> considered liable to break down
in any occupation involving hard work, lonj; honrs,

and responsibility. Indeed, both sonnd and unsonnd
minds riMnain so "generally unaffc^cted by the insanity

of others that considerabh^ interest is awakened by

the exceptional ease where sneh a contagion appears

to take place. Folie a dei/r, tin; term most commonly
used to desionate this condition, has no exact eipiiva-

lent in Enij^lish, since it is used to include §ome cases

which are exactly designated by communicated insan-

ity, other cases for which Hack Tuke has suggested

doubl(> insanity.

Of etiological factors, heredity is the most impoi-

tant. Women are affected more freijuently than men.

The young and the aged are more liable to l)e iiiHn-

enced than persons in middle life.

Varieties. — Two groups show ck^arly tlu- elVects

of contagion: (1) Where A, who is insane, infects

with the same disorder of mind 1>, who was previously

sane; (2) where A, who is insane, infects with the

same disorder of mind B, who was already insane.

But in other cases it is doubtful how much of the dis-

turbance is due to actual contagion ; for example : (1)

Where A and B, living together, suffer simultaneously

from the same form of insanity due to the same
causes. (2) The effect of contagion is still more
doubtful in certain cases considered by Tuke under

this class, where B becomes insane from association

with A, not necessarily because he accepts A's morbid

ideas, but in consequence of the shock produced by

the news, or of the pain felt on witnessing the attack,

or of the continued strain due to nursing the patient.

Of such cases Tuke remarks, " It is dithcult to decide

how much is due to sympathy and unconscious imita-

tion and how much to actual strain. Such cases

must he very rare ; and they ]>r()bably occur only

among relatives or near friends, except where there

is a predisposition to insanity. Sometimes more than

two persons are concerned."

Let us consider, first, cases where tin- intiuence of

contagion is doubtful. My first illustration is fur-

nished by two sisters who came to the hospital on the

same day, one of whom was certified to as " mania
"

and the other as '' melancholia." An hereditary ten-

dency to insanity was denied. The elder, forty-four

years of age, single, was said to have been jireviously in

good health. She passed the climacteric one year ago.

She had always looked upon the dark side and been

very retiring and unsocial. She and her sister were

wrapped up in each other and in their home. They

had worked together many years in the same shop.

One year ago she became puzzled about her work
there, gave it up, and tried to work about the house.

She gradually developed ideas of having done wrong,

> Read before the Boston Medico-Psychological Society. Deoeinber
21. 1899.

of being very weak, and tired of lif*.. Since h«;r ni*-

ter showed Hymptoms of depression this piuieni hu^
i)een mm-li inoie worried. The younger >.i.Hter, forlv-

two years of age. is married and has one child. SIm-

has had fair health U|i to six months .igo. when lier

husband left her to be treated for the it|*iiiiii lialiit.

Somewhat worn by her sister's con<litioti, this dis'Tan-
was more than she <'onld bear. Shortly afu-rwards
she lu'came V(;rv irritable and unsocial, and worri«rd

constantly ; said everything was wrong and Ih-voihI re-

pair; turned against her husband and <-liild. 'I'lie ilav

befyre admissi(»n said, " We are all a set of Inn.itic.s."

In the hospital it was ri;corded thai tlie.-,e patients Im-

crome (piite communicative; when left alone, but are so

suspicious that they will not talk in the presence of

others or tell what they talk alxnit. The first is fre-

(puiutly noisy, excited, and destructive ; the sec(»nd is

(piicit and dull. The first became somewhat demented
and died of phthisis live years later. The second is

still in an asylinn, moderat«'ly rlenu-nted.

In October, 181)7, I saw Miss K. 1".. fort\-nin'-

years old. single, scho<»l ti-acher. She had suffered

from increasing depression since s(;hooI <'losed an»l was
unable to resume her w(»rk there. She said, " 1 have
no hope for the future and I would coumiit suicide if

I dared; I cannot work or eat or sleep properly."

She went voluntarily to a hospital.

After E. F. had left the room, her sister S. A., tif-

ty-one years old, single, also a teacher, said, " I am
more depressed than she is, but I have not yet lost

control of myself and can still make myself work."
But ti\e weeks later it was deemed necessary ff)r her

to go to a hospital. Tluur mother had melancholia

at the climacteric and died in an asylum. Their
father appears weak mentally. A I)rother and a sis-

ter are jjeculiar.

It is evident that there were present here conditions

very favorable for the development of so-called double
insanity— the sanu; heredity, the same fear of becom-
ing insane at the period when the mother l)roke down,
the same occupation, the same manner of life, the

same anxiety about a mortgage. They got along
fairly well during the school year, but wlien vacation

came and they were together constantly, each noted
unfavorable signs in the other and grew more de-

pressed in conse(iuence ; both had suicidal iiupulsfs.

but neither made any attempt at suicide. Separated
from each other, each made decided gain anil wa>. lii^-

chai'ged impi-oved, after a hosj)ital residence of alnnit

eight months. The elder, who showed more strength

in fighting the depression, has jn'obablv rei'ov«-red.

The younger, who was apparently the tirst affected,

has become worse since her discharge.

In cases of this sort^ it must always W- <lillicult t(»

decide how much intiuence the one first affected m.ay

have had upon the other. The friends undoubtedly
are inclined to conceal hereditary tendencies and to

accept the explanation of sympathy and close associa-

tion. But the physician should not allow himsolf to

be Ujisled in this way. Is it not more likely that, .is

a rule, we have to deal in such cases with a tendency
to break down at a period of stress, due essentially tt>

hereditary and other causes ?

Let us turn now to the cases where tlu' contagion is

more evident, and consider first the group in which
an insane pt'rson brings on mental disorder in one
previously sane.

In February last, the agent of a tenement house
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requested the examination of Mr. and Mrs. T., who
were, in his opinion, both insane. His story was that

they had occupied the middle tenement for three

weeks ; that their behavior had led the occupants of

the lower story to move out, and the family on the top

floor to give notice that they also would move if the

T. family remained ; that during the recent cold snap

the T.'s had opened all their doors and windows, and

thus the pipes in the house were frozen and much
damage done ; that the reason assigned by the T.'s for

tliis excessive ventilation was that they were smoth-

ered by poisons coming from the floor above. . He
stated further that they had injured the floors by

chopping wood in their rooms, and had lived in such

a filthy way tliat considerable expense would be nec-

essary to clean the place. Some one had previously

report<'d to the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to

Children that the three sons of Mi', and Mrs. T. were

neglected and needed care, and the agents of this So-

ciety, after careful investigation, were prepared to take

charge of the boys, provided the proper court author-

ized them to do so.

At a visit on February 9th, Mrs. T. appeared a

well-developed woman in fair condition. She said her

age was thirty-two years. Though at first suspicious

and reticent, she soon talked very freely ; indeed she

and her husband were both talking so loudly at one

time that we were obliged to separate them to under-

stand either. She said that for several months cer-

tain detectives, "John Joyce, Mike Moore and

others," had been working against her ; that they had

prejudiced the landlord against her, so that he had

compelled her to move from her former home ; that

they had followed her to this house and that she heard

and saw them going over the stairs and heard them
talking and moving about on the roof ; that they said

things like this :
" Now we will put some on her and

she will not be able to do anything "
; that then they

blew down through the tenement overhead a powder
which clianged the color of her hair, and mesmerized

liei- so that she become nervous, irritable and incapa-

ble of any kind of work ; that at night they mesmer-

ized her in a bad way; that frequently at night this

influence was so o]>pressive in tlie air that she felt

smothered and could not breathe except at the open

windows. jNIr. T. said that he' was fifty-four years

old (though he looked to us older), that he was a la-

bor(!r, but had not done anything for along time. He
appeared an easy-going, somewhat demented man.

lie assented to each of his wife's statements not only

in her presence but when alone. He was sure that he

liad himself heard the men make various insulting re-

marks about his wife and himself, such as :
" We will

make his wife silly before we leave them "
; he be-

lieved tliat they put things into the food, that they

threw lights u])on them in the night, and could in this

way se(! tlirough the floor. Both at this time and again

ten days later, when seen alone, he appears to have ac-

cepted his wife's l>elief in the conspiracy, and stattnl

j)ositively that he had heard the voices. Tlie young-

(^st child, ten years old, was interviewed in the room
with his parents. He was sure of his mother's story

and especially about the men going up and down
stairs ; and he had identified one of them as a man
who worked on Broadway. Mrs. T. said tliat the

other two boys knew the story to be true, and would
corroborate everything slie said. We did not see

lliein.

Something may be inferred as to the infrequency of

this affection from the fact that in the records of the

Registration Department of the city, from 1870 to

date, I have found only six examples of possible /b/?V

a deux.

In the first, two old maids, one of whom was un-

doubtedly insane, lived together in a small room,
locked themselves in, quarreled, made loiad noises,

threw things out of the window, annoyed the neigh-

bors, and declined to pay rent or move away. They
claimed that Phillips Brooks was taking care of them.
The evidence obtained did not warrant the conclusion

that the second was seriously affected liy the disorder

of the first.

In January, 1878, S. B. T. was sent to an insane

hospital. Slie was forty years of age and a widow,
without hereditary tendency to insanity. Her husband
had died three months previously of pulmonary hem-
orrhage, when she was out of the room. She became
sleepless and distressed and blamed herself with hav-

ing killed him. She attem])ted suicide by hanging
and by taking poison. In March of the same year
this record was made : C. O. S., sister of S. B. T., also

a widow, fifty-four years of age, was obliged to go to

a hospital. Her husband had died of consumption
one year before. Since then she had been lonesome
and had worried about money matters. Recently she

had compared her condition with that of her sister,

whom she had visited at the hospital and who blames
this patient for her confinement there, so that the pa-

tient fears that she has done wrong in this and other

ways, and talks of having committed the unpardonable
sin and of taking poison. The subsequent history is

as follows : The first of these is demented and now in

the Worcester almshouse ; the second ajipeared to re-

cover and was discharged from the hospital three

months after entrance, but six months later re-entered

the hospital, was excited, noisy, violent, refused food,

failed rapidly, and died of exhaustion in a few days.

In June, 1880, an examination was requested of

Henry H. and his sister. He was then thirty-four

years of age, single; had been at Taunton Hospital at

least twice previously, when he was suspicious and
had delusions of persecution. For three years his

sister had taken care of him, and of late he had been
most of th(! time in bed and was evidently demented.
At this time his sister was thirty-eight years of age.

single. She said tliat one month ago she was followed

by men, whom she heard talking in the next room sub-

sequently, so that she sat up all night with a hatchet

in her hand and had been on watch ever since with

the doors locked, windows barred and screened. She
said that she heard voices continually. She has been
very devoted to her brother until recently, when she

has been so absorbed in watching that she has ne-

glected him. The neighbors report that she is fre

quently up all night, talking loudly and making
strange noises, and that recently she was out in tin-

yard all night in her night clothes. She ajJijears

thoroughly exhausted. The brother was sent to an

insane hosjiital, and, as far as known, is now in one

of the chronic asylums. There is no record that the

sister was received at any of the hospitals.

In 1877, examination was requested of R. S. 1).

and his wife. He was a police oflicer, forty-seven

years of age, and had had several attacks of excite-

ment, in which he was maniacal and expressed relig-

ious delusions ; was violent and dangerous. His wife
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reports tlmt rtuHUitly ho tried to throw their eliiM out

of th(; window. His prominent delusion is liiat iir in

rli'Hus Christ. His wife <(iive l)irlh to a ehild live

months a^^o ;iiid has h<H>n si<;k and depressed since that

time. Her liusband lias Jahon;*! witli \wx in an insane

way and has tried to convtM't her, and iuis imjiressed

his (h'lusions upon lier so that she has come to itelieve

his claims to divine power to some extent ; has Ix-en

workiuii" too hard and has lost sleep, and has evidcntlv

not recovert'd iier strength since the birth of tlic diild.

Slie tliinks now that she can lu'ver j^et well. 'I'he

husband was s(>nt to an insam; hospital and the wife

to the IJoston City Hospital, with the expectation that

she would probably have to ^o to an insane hospital

later, but I have been unable to find any record of her

in either of the insane hospitals.

In duly, lhi77, the R. family was exanuned, at tin;

request of the police. At this time ther(! were at

home the mother, age sixty-two, and three daughters :

^I., thirty-three years of age ; J., thirty y(''ii"s of ;ige

;

and C., twenty-Hve yeai's of age. J. had had three

attacks of insanity and had been twice at the Taunton
Hospital. A son, John, committed suicide about a

year ago by jumping into a furnace. iVfter Ins death

his sister M., w ho had been especially devoted to him,

became depressed, confused, resistive and suicidal, and
was sent to a hospital, where she remained about six

months. The daughter C. had an outbreak of excite-

ment in the mill where she worked recently, and was
discharged. She then posted placards in various parts

of the town, denouncing the widow of her brother

John. She believes that John's wife gave him pow-
ders and drugs which made him insane and affected

the other members of the family, and thus made ^I.

insane. The other members of the family appear to

have accepted this delusion. -The examining physi-

cian saw one of these posters, which contained inco-

herent threats against flohn's widow and other j)eople,

and indicated a dangerous state of mind. Nothing
was done about having any member of the family go

to the hospital at this time, but subsequently C. was
sent to Danvei\s and is now at Medfield.

In 1890 A. K. and her two daughters were sent to

Worcester. The mother was a widow, sixty-five years

of age, who stated that she heard people on the street

reviling them and threatening them, that there is a

conspiracy against them, and that her daughter, M. K.,

was kidnapped, drugged and married, gave birth to a

child, that was stolen from her, and subsequently her

womb was mutilated, and that since her return she

has never appeared as well as before. The mother is

in constant terror of more frightful things being done

by the conspirators. The daughter E. K., twenty-

nine years of age, single, is excitable, has various delu-

sions, and is somewhat demented. The daughter INI. K.,

twenty-eight years of age, single, was first examined

two years ago, when she was excited, noisy, inco-

herent. At that time her mother would not consent

to her removal to a hospital. Now she appears thor-

oughly demented. It was not at all clear that the

delusions of the mother had been accepted by either

of the daughters, but the mother w^as the superior

intellectually, and controlled the actions and conduct

of her weak-minded daughters. All three are now at

an almshouse.

It is generally admitted that in asylums one rarely

sees the insanity of one patient modified by that of

another. A very thorough study of two oases has

been made by FinkeJHU'in, who quot4:h the following

authors to nhow how rare the condition ih : I'ar-

Hchappe relattM an iuHtaiice where one patient rcfuMrd

food, and was fed with a tube, and hiH neighlK>r imi-

tated him and re<piired feeding in the name way.

Marandon de .Montyel mentionn having Heen one pu-

tit'Ut with delusions u{ persecution wh<» adopted the

hallucination of another patient. Kowalewsky HuyH,

" I have practically never had opportunity to -lee a

patient infect(!d with the delusion of another." Jako-

wenko says, " W(^ have sonuttime-, observed paranoiacs,

with (hilusions of j)ersecution, influencing in a marked
way their companions, (^specially those congeniUilly

weak-minded or with dementia j)aralytica, and the

like. Yet we never once were able to prove that the

latter had adopted tin; system of delusions entire. In

one case one paranoiac transferred to another paranoia*-

a part of his delusions."

The following is a bri<'f outline of Finkelstein's

first illustration : Nibung, male, thirty-one years old,

in vigorous health, was a case of chronic hallucinatory

paranoia. The ravens in the garden joked and marie

fun of him. His relatives let them loose on him. His

food did not go down, l)ut up into his head, and was
taken out by the ravens. In stereotyped form he re-

peated his delusions constantly to everybody. Linnama,

male, twenty-six years ; said to be naturally a (piiet

man, easily infiuenced, who wovdd suffer injustice

rather than have trouble. .Admitted hallucinations

and delusions. Said that he had enemies and was
afraid to sleep lest they might do something to him ;

that he saw black men who wanted to harm him and

who assaulted others ; that he prayed (jod to make
them good men. Showed weakened power of atten-

tion and disorder of association. Nibung took Lin-

nama under his protection, took him about with him,

reached things for him at table, put him to bed at

night, and declared repeatedly to bystanders that the

ravens did not let Linnama sleep night or day. This

relation continued from May to July. After July

Nibung had nothing more to do w ith Linnama. In

spite of this close relation there was no change in

Linnama for about three weeks. He remained slug-

gish and usually silent. He said he feared the night

and the black men, who cried out continually and kept

him awake. June 1st there came a great change,

shown by a certain pathological tendency to imitation.

He was the exact co|)y of Nibung. They went every-

where together. They did exactly the same things.

After this had lasted for one month Linnama first

declared that the ravens kept him awake and talked

to him just as they did to Nibung. Soon afterwards

he adopted Nibung's hallucinations and delusions in

stereotyped form. With these transformed delusions

he remained till discharged two months later, and

never expressed a single one of his earlier delusions

and hallucinations. This is the more remarkable

when we remember that Nibung had nothing to do

with him during the last two months.

Kiernan has reported several good illustrations of

this condition, among which the following is an inter-

esting group : A Presbyterian clergyman, liberal edu-

cation, American, forty years old, married, strong

hereditary taint, abstinent, was admitted to the asy-

lum several times and discharged during periods of

comparative clearness. The interest of the case lay

in th*^ companions by whom he was accompanied, all

of whom were permeated with ideas of a delusive
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character based on the improvement of the insane and

the conversion of them into useful memlH'rs of society

of almost the same character as tlie ideas of the minis-

ter. The first case was a yeneral paretic, one of those

wandering cases who come to the front when any

[)opular uprising hapjjens. lie attempted to amelior-

ati! the condition of the insane by purchasing five dol-

hirs worth of red and blue lead pencils and distribut-

ing them among the pati(!nts. The second member of

the group was a case of chronic mania with imbecility

who was very religious and full of ideas of serving

God by anu'liorating the conditions of the insane.

The third indiviihud was a case of hebephrenia who
mingled in his conversation religion, regrets for

former habits of life, and the delusions already men-

tioned. The fourth case was a similar form of in-

sanity to the minister, but shading into dementia.

The fifth member was an epile])tic slightly demented.

^^''hen again a patient the minister displayed great

l)ower of collecting similar groups.

Pathoyencsis. — Recognizing my iiuibility to deal

with the vi'ry subtle pro])lems i)rest'nted here to the

psychiatrist, 1 shall merely outline the subject and

then quote from some of the prominent writers. In

this affection we have to deal apparently with the re-

sults of sympathy and suggestion. Few men escape

being influenced to a certain extent, consciously or un-

consciously, by their companions. Intimate associa-

tion with a case of profound mehuu-holia causes many
a man to feel a certain sense of fatigue, which ex-

presses itself in restlessness or increased irritability or

a feeling of tension or a desire for relaxation or

amusement. And if the sympathy is very great and

the heredity the same and the close association long-

continued, it is not difficult to see how the melancholia

of Xo. 1 may bring about grave depression, possibly

amounting to melancholia, in Xo. 2.

The delusions of the insane, however, are almost

always easily recognized as such. Indeed, so gener-

ally is this true that foi' many years delusion was

held by the courts to be the test of insanity. In order,

therefore, that the delusion of an insane person may
in- believed by one who is sane, peculiar conditions

are necessary to make the suggestion effective. No
j)erson will believe a thing which appears to him ab-

surd and impossible, no matter how frequent or how
forcible the suggestion. Thereforti, the delusion it-

self must have a certain character ; it must appear to

the listener probable or at least possible. The indi-

viduals concerned may be characterized souKswhat

thus : The first is relatively the stronger character
;

he is vigorous, active, aggressive, persistent ; the sec-

ond is comparatively weaker mentally and perhaps

physically also. The yielding process is a gradual

one.

A child may be made to believe any statement of

its parents with comparative ease, because he is accus-

tomed to receive the parent's statements as authorita-

tive, because his imagination is lively, his experience

too limited to furnish proper standards for conqjarison,

and his judgment undeveloped. It is not surprising,

therefore, that certain of these cases show the ado])-

tion of the parent's delusion by a child or youth of

limited capacity. Four such are reported by Lasegue

and Falret, whose entertaining study upon the sub-

ject appeared in 1877. In their first case a mother

caused her child to accept her insane belief. The
little girl, in telling the story of the delusion, softened

it so that it was more i-eadily believed by the neigh-

bors. Having given up certain statements, which
they showed her were inq)Ossible, she gained more
weight for those which she retained, and the neigh-

bors espoused her cause and went to the authorities.

Moreover, the child sometimes makes addition

to the accepted delusion. This was illustratcHl in

Case \' of Lasegue and Falret, where the mother be-

lieved that they had inherited a fortune, and the

daughter added the delusion that sisveral priests were
keeping it from them. As these authors have pointed

out, the conditions are different where an elderly per-

son accepts the <lelusion of a younger person. The
imagination is no longer active and experience has

furnished certain standards for comparison, and if the

judgment fails to correct the error, the resultant be-

lief is usually merely a sort of passive acquiescence,

without additions, expressed, perhaps, by such words
as these :

" From what you say there cannot be any

doubt about it."

On(! of the most remarkal)le features of this condi-

tion is the modification in the story of the originator

which takes place under the influence of the other

l)artner, so that tlu; whole presents a much more
plausii)le aspect. Where one insane person adopts

the delusion of another we have conditions similar to

those we have just been considering, namely, intimate

association of two individuals, frequent repetition of a

story by one and its acceptance after a time by the

other, who is usually the weaker.

A. E. McDonald, in an article upon " General

Paresis," writes as follows : " I have myself observed

more tolerance of the delusions of others, even

amounting to belief in them, among paretics than in

the insane of other classes. Ordinarily an insane man
will recognize wherein his neighbor is deficient in sense,

while streimously maintaining his own soundness, but

a paretic's delusions are extensive enough to embrace
all mankind. When one of them has given a sum-
mary of his wealth, the others if api)ealed to will often

endorse his statements, 'but always adding that, wealthy

as he is, they are still more so. One of my patients

indeed makes this belief the basis for his own extrava-

gant delusion, for accepting the claims to wealth made
by his companions as true, and having been before his

admission a gambler, he tells me in confidence that he

is about to ojien a faro bank in the ward and so pos-

sess himself of their millions. The prominent differ-

ences between the general })aralytic and those of

insane of other forms are seen in their greater extrav-

agance, their want of permanency and in the absence

of sequehe and co-ordination. The delusions of the

paretic are absurd and imj)ossible, vary constantly, and

are utterly contradictory and incompatible."

Spitzka, writing upon the " Pathological Psychol-

ogy of Progressive Paresis," expresses this view :

The chief intellectual phenomenon of the paretic

(during the quiet interval) is a loss of his proper

sense of self-consciousness ; his sense of self-con-

sciousness depends on his proper ai)preciation of his

surroundings ; the appreciation of his surroundings

depends on the association of numerous impressions

which have acted on him during his lifetime, as the

teachings of experience and instructors, and these im-

pressions have become either destroyed, or if they ex-

ist, are not associated.

Finkelstein's conclusions are as follows : In both

these cases chronic paranoiacs with delusions of perse-
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cutioii wero the active persons, uiul repeat»Ml con-

stiiiitly the siiinc dcjlusioii in tlic prcscnn- of tlur pus-

sivc persons, who were Htrikiii<jly vvcuk iiud iipiithf'tie

siibjeets. To th(! euinuhitive indiiniic of such repe-

tition {jreiit weiijht must he uttjichcd. Ih; chIIh atU'n-

tion to tlie iufhienee of the will in tlic j)r()(inctioM of

this condition, and says that this sliowed the p.sv<'hic

inf«H'tion lirst, and not till afterwards came the adop-

tion of delusions and hallucinations. Empiiasis shonld
also he laid upon a condition that favors a transforma-

tion of delusions, namely, a condition of the emotive
sphere in both. It is ditlicult to s])(iak here of the im-

portance of the psyeholoi^ical elements of personality,

since we are dealinji with fully (h'veloped forms of

insanity in whi(;h the influence; of tlu; intellectual

s])here is didicult to determine.

.Jakovvenko says, '' In folie a deux it seems now
most probable that the intellectual side alone ])lays a

very small role if any. Of much more weight is the

emotive sphere of the patient, since the intellectual

influence is only of such character as to increase the

chances of a success already essentially prepared by
the emotive state."

Finkelstein adds, " This point of view finds support

in both of our cases. Both active agents were ener-

getic, persistent natun^s, with very intense motor ac-

tivity, closely associated with their delusions. The
psychic infection expressed itself in both cases in the

form of pathological conditions of the motor sj)here

and not till afterward in identity of delusions and
hallucination."

These phenomeini either did not appear in the

cases of Lasegue and others, or received no atten-

tion.

Diagnosis.— Separate the individuals and study

the story of each. One may be simply yielding to

strong personal influence in the j^resence of the other,

or he may not have passed the bounds of excessive

credulity. Such credulity is often shown by the

friends, who believe very absurd stories told them by
patients ; but they usually go home and do nothing

about the matter. The conduct of No. 2 will usually

show whether he is sufficiently affected to be called

insane. In our case the husband, when examined
alone at the City Prison, showed such marked excite-

ment and demanded so earnestly the arrest and con-

viction of the (conspirators that neither of the exam-
ining physicians had any hesitation about signing the

paper.

Prognosis.— In general, we may say that the sec-

ond individual is usually less severely affected than

the first, and will probably recover if prevented from

associating with the first, especially if removed from

the environment where the affection began. Often

the recovery is very rapid. This is strikingly shown
in a case of Lasegne and Falret. Twin sisters, who
had been very unfortunate, were affected. Josephine

developed delusions about being punished by the

authorities, and after two months Lucile yielded ac-

cepted tlie delusions, and became the more active.

On the first day of separation Lucile, who was the

one more recently affected, answered timidly and re-

lated with hesitation and excuses the events which had

preceded the expulsion of her sister. "• We were

both so tormented," she said, " with the fear of prison,

perhaps I even more than she." On the fourth day

she said, " It was my sister who had the fear. I be-

lieved her and I was mistaken. If I had been

Htron^er, F might perhaps have prev<nt«<l h' r Irum
being where nhe is."

A similar result was rt :u!hfd in r)ur c;i>ie. Mr. T.
when told by the hosj.it-il phyhicianH that «iich ulk
was nonsense, hhowed llnr caMe with which he could
he influenced l)y the remark, " Well, vou doetoPM
must know. If yon say it in nonHi-nne I Hnj»poMe it

is "
; and at an intc^rview with his w'xU- MJiortly after-

ward, he met her sUitements alH>nt meHnnrizing and
conspiracy ev(;ry time by saying, " Don't talk that
stuff. Let's be sensibh-."

A case is cited by Tuke, where a wife was excite*!,

had delusions and hallucinations of hearing, sigiit and
smell, and subse(piently the husband was alfected with
the same hallucinations and delusions, but was not
excited. Both recovered without i>eing separated.

It need hardly be said here that a bad heredity
would alter an otherwise good jjrognosis. Moreover,
one can readily conceive tliat a suspicious or deluded
adult might so influence the development of a young
person that pernicious habits of thought and action
woidd become established ; that subsf-quent separation
would not affect these habits ; and that in this way a
very serious permanttnt injury might be done, even
though actual mental disease did not follow.

Treatment.— For the established disorder, separa-
tion is the tirst rerpiirement ; and if the contagion is

the essential causative factor, separation will usually
be followed by recovery. But in this, as in many
other affections, prophylaxis is the field for our work.
Separation is demanded whenever it is clear that any
other member of the family is feeling the influence of
the patient in a serious way. This is especially im-
portant where there are children more or less under
the control of an insane parent. A relation essen-
tially similar though less striking exists frequently in

a household, without receiving due consideration from
the family or th(> physician. I refer to the very large
nundier of instances where one member who is an
invalid of some sort exerts a blighting influence upon
susceptible companions. The doctor should be all

the more alert, because the responsible member of the
family usually fails to recognize tlie existing relation
or to appreciate the jireseut and future danger. This
proposition holds true in regard to the milder cases,

where the influence exerted is merely of a depressing
nature, as well as where the suggestion is of suspicions
and delusions. When to insist upon separation, and
how to convince the friends that it is necessarv, are
problems that demand for their solution our cleverest

judgment and nicest tact.

THE USE OF THE ANGIOTRIBE.i
liV ,1. UIDDLK OOFFE, M.D., NEW YOKK,

Profesnor of Gynecology at the Xew i'ork Polyclinic Mediral School
and Hospital, and llsiting Gynecologist to the Xfir Vork City
Hospitnl.

FoK the introduction of the angiotribe into this

country the medical profession probably owes more to

Dr. Clement Cleveland than to any otlier member of
the profession. He was the first American surcjeon

to use it, his first case dating January 9, 1809.
It seems very natural that from the use of the for-

ceps for the control of hemorrhage in hysterectomy

> Read at the meeting of the New York State Medical Sooietv held
at Albany, Jauuary 30, 31, and February 1, 1900.
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there should be evolved an instrument capable of sup-

plying sufficient pressure in a brief time to accom-
plish what was done b}' the clamp forcej)S in thirty-six

to forty-eight hours. Indeed, experience has led

operators who were using the forceps to lessen con-

stantly the time that was considered necessary to leave

them in place. As the time was shortened it became
necessary to use a more and more powerful instru-

ment, until finally it dawned upon the mind of

Doyen, of Paris, that an instrument of sufficient

power might be used to produce the same effect upon
the blood-vessels in two minutes as the light forceps

required thirty-six hours to accomplish ; hence the

angiotribe. The angiotribe, therefore, is simply a

strong and heavy arter}- or tissue (;lamp. It has found

its most general application in gynecological surgery,

but there seems no reason why its range of apjjlication

should not be exteiuh'd to almost all surgical opera-

tions in which the control of hemorrhage from large

l)lood-vessels is involved.

History.— The credit of the invention belongs to

Doyen, of Paris. In 18i)7 he devised a heavy clam])

forceps, and reported a number of successful cases

with its use. He named it the vasotribe. Thumin,
of Berlin, after experience with the Doyen instrument,

from heel to toe, as in scissors. To accomplish this,

j

it was necessary to have the compression surfaces per-
i pendicular to the handles ; this, however, made an in-

strument difficult of a])plication in a small cavity like

^

the vagina, and as you will sc(> in the model, an effort

,

was made to overcome this by tilting the surfaces of

j

application at an angle between the perpendicular and
,

the parallel. Jt has been found, however, in practice

I
that the scissors' action is satisfactory, although Dr.

! Bissell, in liis perfected instrument, still places the

J

jaws at an obtuse angle to the handle, claiming
thereby that the instrument is more convenient of ap-
plication.

With this powerful instrument the tissues are
crushed to the thinness of tissue paper, and the walls
of the blood-vessels are compressed to a condition of

agglutination. Tullier claims that he secures, by screw-
ing the instrument down to the proper notch, a press-

ure of 8,000 pounds. Thumin's instrument gave the

same amount of j)res«ure, but Dr. liissell maintains
that he finds in actual practice that a pressure of

about 1,000 pounds, wliicli his instrument affords, is

entirely sufficient.

All these instruments that 1 show you are simply
heavy clamps, but to accomplish their purpose certain

made it stronger and heavier at all points and im-

proved the attachment for applying pressure. The
peculiarity of Thumin's instrument is that the press-

ure is applied by means of a lever with an eccentric

attachment. In 1898, Tuffier, of Paris, modified the
method of applying pressure by means of a screw and
nut in the form of a wheel, for ease in screwing it

down. Tuffier gave his instrument the name of the
angiotribe, or vessel crusher.

In connection with the development of this instru-

ment, it is well to remember that one of our own
countrymen. Dr. .1. Dougal Bissell, of New^ York, is

entitled to the credit not only of having conceived the

idea, but also of having made some experimental in-

vestigations looking to the application of this princi-

ple. In what I may say, tlierefore, regarding Dr.
Bissell's instrument, it should be understood that it is

not a modification of Doyen's or of Tufher's, but is

the outcome of original study, th*; goal of which was
almost within Dr. Bissell's grasp when the (k^scrij)-

tion of the Doyen instrument reached this country.
I take ph-asure, therefore, in showing the model that

Dr. Bissell had devised, the first crude instrument
which he made. Dr. Bissell realized that the blades,

or jaws, of the instrument should approach each other
as nearly as possible along parallel lines, instead of

features are necessary. A groove is made along the

middle line of each jaw from the heel to the toe ; this

leaves a short space in the blood-vessel where it is not

compressed, and allows the formation of a blood clot

there. The outer edges of the jaws should be smooth
! and rounded. If a sharp edge is left the tissues are
' apt to be cut and the whole effect of tlie instrument

lost.

In hysterectomy the instrument is applied as any
clamp would be, and after the nut has been screwed

down to the required point indicated, it is held in po-

sition for two minutes ; the uterus is then cut away,
and my custom is to run my knife right along the

edge of the jaws. Some operators maintain that it

is better to leave a short stump of tissue extending

beyond the edge of the jaws, and Dr. Cleveland makes
the point that this is essential to the complete control

of hemorrhage on account of the blood clot formed in

this tissue. My opinion is, however, that tlie agglu-

tination of the walls of the vessels at the points of

pressure, and the blood clots formed at the groove in

the jaws and at i\u\ appioxinial side of tlie instrument,

are the essential liemostatics. If these give way the

distal blood clot would be of little avail in withstand

ing the blood pressure. We have then, in my opin-

ion, four barriers against the escape of blood : the two
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coinpn'SHed HiirfaccH of \\w lilood-veHHolH aiui tlur two
lilood dots. I liavc liiul (ixpcru^iirc with tlii' 'riiiiniiii

iiistiiimciil, witli 'riillicr's aii^fiotrilx-, iumI witli Dr.

HisHidl's coinpicssor ; all (lircf iiistninifiits wen- muc-

ccssful ill <'()iitn)lliiii^ licinorrliaijc, Imt F linvc lined

Tudicr's aiii;i()tril)i' more tliaii cither ol the others

ami like it tho Ix'st. My ii'«' of it has Ueeii e\-

elusivcly in ^yiiecoloffical work and eiulira<M's 1(! casi's.

Of tliese l() (rjiHcs, one was a vaijiiial hystenic-

toiny for nniltiple uterine lihroids, coinpiieateil l»y (rys-

tie ovary and nnilateral sal])iiii,ntis ; one case of re-

moval of the ovary and Fallopian tuhe of the hdt side

for ovarian abscess; 10 vamiial hysterectomies for

index. IhiH ennnrert a pretxitn; of .'(,<)Oil poiiiidji.

VVIieii the tisHiK' is vi-ry thick if rcfpiire-* coiiHiderahlf

forcu- to screw the nut down to thin mark, and uiiIcmh

tint o|)eralor Hteadies the iii>tnimetit liy firiidv ^raM|»-

'\\\\t^ it with hotli hands, the tih-^iies are upt to !>«•

dra;;;{ed and pulled alioiit diiriii;; the tiiriiiii!.' of the

lint hy the assistant. To assist in st«adyin;^ it, I havi;

found it advaiitai^cons to press the instriiinent a;;ainHl

the hones of the pelvis at the outlet. .\fter the nut

has hi*eii scrrewed down the instriinient is held in

place for OIK! minute, at the end of which time the

uttu'us is cut away up to the tip of the hlades hy Hlid-

iiig the knife along the side of the jaws ; at the end

Thumin's.

double pyosalpinx, and four vaginal hysterectomies for

cancer of the uterus. In the case of vaginal hyster-

ectomy, after the vagina is incised around the entire

circumference of the cervix, and the bladder is dis-

sected oft" of the uterus, the angiotribe is passed in,

first on one side, and then on the other, grasping the

base of the broad ligament in its jaws the full length

of the blades. It is important in a})plying it here to

adhere closely to the cervix in order to avoid the

ureters. Careful examination is made by sight and
by touch to exclude all tissue except the broad liga-

ment. The jaws are then tightened and the pressure

put on by the screw to the extent indicated hy the

j

of the second minute— and this is carefully timed liy

the watch — the pressure is relaxed and the instru-

! ment removed. The lower half of the broad ligament

I

on the opposite side is then treated in the same way.

The uterine arteries are thus sealed and the uterus is

set free from its lower attachments. Time might 1h'

' saved by using two instruments, applying the second
' to the tissui's while waiting for the first to do its work.

It may be found by further experience that the time

of applying pressure may be shortened very much and

I also the amount of pressure reduced.

I

(xreat facility is now gained for dealing with the

adhesions which mav exist about the tube and ovarv.
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It is my custom then to select for the next step that

side of the uterus in which there is the less amount
of disease, and the appenclages are the more easily

l)rought down. The upper half of the broad liga-

ment is then grasped in the jaws of the instrument as

before, reaching now on the broad ligament beyond

the ovary and tube, when the instrument is impressed

and the tissues cut away as before. Ordinarily the

full width of the broad ligament can be included in

two applications of the instrument, but if that seems

difficult or uncertain of accomplishment, it does not

prolong the proceeding very much to crush what tis-

seem to work equally well. The thiu ribbons of tis-

sue left by the angiotribe are either revivified or
wither up and disappear in some inconspicuous way

;

at any rate, nothing is ever heard or seen of them,
and the vaginal discharge after a hysterectomy by the

use of the angiotribe is almost nil.

In one of my recent cases, by some inadvertence,

the instrument was screwed down beyond the signal

mark, and when the instrument was removed hemor-
rhage occurred. I can only account for this accident

by the fact that in screwing the instrument so tightly

the tissue was cut at the edge of the jaws. I reap-

])i-, Bissell's vessel crusher.

sue can be easily reached in the second application,

and then go to the free border of the broad ligament

in a third application of the angiotribe.

This same method can be repeated on the opposite

side, or, as is frequently my custom, the uterus and

appendages can now be drawn down into reach and
the angiotribe ajiplied down the broad ligament from
its free border at the horn of the uterus. In the case

in which 1 removed the appendages of one side only

I sinq)ly developed tlie pedicle by dragging these or-

gans down into the vagina through the anterior fornix,

and a])i)lied the angiotribe close to the horn of the

uterus.

In two of the cancer cases 1 deliberately put the

The ribbon of tissue formed by the angiotribe.

angiotribe to a supreme test. In these two cases the

disease had invaded the base of the broad ligament on
each side, and I subjected them to hysterectomy for

the purpose of discovering the efficiency of the instru-

n)ent in tissue infiltrated with cancerous disea.se. I

found it full}' as successful in controlling hemorrhage
as in the other cases. In none of the l(i cases (lid

hemorrhage occur from the tissue compressed by the

angiotribe. In one case, however, there was considre-

able oozing, and it became necessary to pack addi-

tional gauze into the pelvis to control a sharp leakage

from the posterior vaginal wall.

In one of the advanced cancer cases I made use of

1 )r. liissell's com]jressor, and in the other I used a

Tljurnin on one side and a Tufher on the other. All

plied the angiotribe immediately and the hemorrhage
was controlled.

Advantayes.— (1 ) The superiority of this method of

controlling the blood-vessels over the former method
of applying forceps becomes apparent at once. By
the former method forceps had to be left in place as

they were applied, one after the other, in the progress

of the operation. These filled the vagina more or

less and impeded the progress of work. In the use

of the angiotribe, on the contrary, more and more
room is gained with each application.

(2) Tlae handles of the forceps protruding from the

vagina were a great source of annoyance and discom-

fort to the patient. Moreover, the forceps had to be

removed at the end of thirty-six or forty-eight hours.

This was a great annoyance to the patient, and in a

certain proportion of cases hemorrhage occurred from
the tissue adhering to the forceps and being torn

away as they were withdrawn. After the use of the

angiotribe none of these disturbances arise ; conva-

lescence is smooth and comfortable. Indeed, my ex-

perience is that there is very much less pain after

using the angiotribe than by either the old forceps

application or in the use of ligatures.

(3) It is superior to ligatures in two respects : it

is more easily and quickly ajiplied and it is attended

by less discharge during convalescence, whether the

ligature used is catgut or silk.

In my opinion, the angiotribe has a field of appli-

cation in dealing with hemorrhoids, and, while I have
had no actual experience in this line of work, I be-

lieve it will prove to be superior to the ordinary

clamp and cautery.

Progress in Grkat Britain. — At an inquest

recently held in Belfast the coroner remarked that the

post-mortem examination had been made very satisfac-

torily by Ur. Harriett Niel, and that this was the first

instance on record in the country of such a public

duty having been discharged by a woman. Another
sign of diminishing prejudice is furnished by the an-

nouncement that medical women will be admitted to

the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine on equal

terms with men. In view of the fact that many medi-

cal missionaries are women, it would seem only reason-

able to give them every opportunity to fit themselves

for their future work. — Medical Record.
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TIIK TKOBLKM OF BOSTON'S INSANK.'

IIV 1>IIII.IP COOMIia KNAfl>, A.M., M.l>., IIOHTON,

Sevrtiary of the Uoston Intnne llnnpitnl Trustem.

TiiK Hostoii S()(;i('ty for Mcdicjil Iiiij)r<)V('iiH'iit took

nil iictivc part in the iiiovcinciit wliu-li ('iidcd in |)l.icin^

tlic Boston Insanr Hospital and tin; insaiu' ol the citv

of Boston unditr tin; chargf of an indcpcndciil Itoard

of unpaid trustees. It is tluTcfori' littinjf tliat tin-

nuuubers of tliis Society vvlio liav(! acted on that hoard

since; its formation in 1>S!)7 siiouhl <;ive an account of

their 8te\vardshi[).

It is my province, however, to speak only of one

prohhun which confronted us when \v(; took charge of

the insane in 1H'.)7 — a problem which has confronted

the city for many years, a problem whieli still confronts

us to-day— the problem of the best method of pro-

viding for the insane of the city of Boston. On the

30th of September, ISOi), there were 1,G3() insane

persons having a settlement by law in the city of

lioston, unable to support themselves and for whose
support the city is liable. The cpiestion is. How shall

these persons be provided for in the best and most
economical manner ?

It will be of advantage to review, very briefly, what
the city has done for this unfortunate class in tlie past,

although such a review can hardly be flattering either

to the medical profession, who should liave urged a

difi'erent course, or to those who had the matter in

charge in past years.

Up to 1833 the city's insane were cared for (?) in

the workhouse and the jail. In 1765 Thomas Han-
cock be(iueatlied £G00 to the town " for a convenient

house for the reception and more comfortable keeping

of such unhappy jjcrsons as it shall please God in his

providence to deprive of their reason," but the selects

men declined it because there were not enough insane;

persons in the province to warrant its acceptance.

Their foresight reminds us of certain acts of their suc-

cessoi's, who have not, however, shown siniilar reluc-

tance to receive money.
In 1833 the Worcester hospital was opened, and

the Boston insane in the workhouse and the jail were

sent there. Four years later the Worcester hospital

was overcrow'ded and the Boston patients w^ere sent

back again. At that time Mayor Eliot reported that,

" while the law required Boston to })rovide a recepta-

cle for the insane of Suffolk County, humanity re-

quired her to provide a hospital for the insane in the

House of Industry." With but one dissenting voice

it was voted to build such a hospital, and in 1839 the

Boston Lunatic Hospital at South Boston was opened
— the third insane hospital in the State.

The new hospital stood between the workhouse and

the jail, and one board cared for the three institutions.

This was not out of the way in 1839, but the hospital

stayed next to the jail until 1895, and under the same

management until 1897. It maybe of interest to note

that the insane in the House of Industry had been

kept permanently in strong wooden cages on wheels,

but as a mark of special kindness, the cages were

wheeled out of doors in fine weather, and the jia-

tients were wheeled over to the new hospital in

these cages, which were promptly destroyed. The
new hospital had two three-story wings, each ward

consisting of a corridor with six strong cells on each

side. A short plank was built into the wall in the

1 Bead before the "Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Janu-
ary 22, 19(H).

corner of the c«dl for a Mejit, and, with a mnltr«*»n, con-
Htituted the furniture of tin; rrjom — a HJij^ht controitt

to present customs. One of thene Heat«, however, wsih

still in existence when the hoHpit;tl w.i» aliandoned in

1K95. Four years lat<'r eight strong eell«, like ihone

of a prison, wen; built in a eottiige in the rear. Three-

years later still, in 184(1, the wings were enlarged and
associated dornntories instituted, the first of the kind

in the I'nited States. This date, IM4<;, is an important
one to remember, for it is the last time on reeonl

when the city of Boston has t^iken the lead in intro-

ducing better an<l more humane methods for the care

of its insam;.

For forty years tin; conditions remained practically

unchanged. The hospital was overcrowfled soon after

it was built ; it stay<;d overc;rowfled until it was aban-

doned. The monotony of the story is depressing

:

overcrowding, temporary relief by transfer to the

State hospitals ; more overcrowding, more transfer.,,

year in and year out. Add to this the increasing

difficulty of attempting modern methods in a hospital

out of date and out of repair. It is a credit to the

start' that the kindness and humanity commended l)y

Dickens in 1842 were still continu(;d. During those

forty years this hospital accommodated about 200
patients, and the rest of the city's insane, an ever in-

creasing numlier, were sent away to the State hospi-

tals. In, 18()5 an effort was macTe to provide for all

the city's insane in a modern hospital ; a farm was
purchased in Winthrop, plans were drawn and accepted

for a hospital for 500 patients, at a cost of S500,000 ;

and then, for some unknown reason, the project was
blocked, and another plan substituted which resulted

in building the Dan vers hospital at a much greater

cost, nominally for Boston patients, although it con-

tains fewer than any other hospital. It is currently

reported that in consequence of this failure to build a

modern hospital for its insane the city lost a bequest

of $500,000 for the new hospital.

In 1886 the city made further j>rovision for its

insane by remodelling the wooden building at Austin

Farm which had been used for female paupers, as a

building for the (juiet insane. This was a ramshackle

tire-trap, wholly unfit for the purpose, denounced by
every one who had to do with it, and finally con-

demned by the new State Board of Insanity, and
abandoned a j'ear ago. In 1S93 the present building

at Austin Farm was occupied, the first building that

the city of Boston had erected for its insane in fifty-

four years. The following year the other buildings

at Austin Farm were occupied, and in 1895 the old

hospital at South Boston was finally abandoned and
the patients transferred to the new buildings at Pierce

Farm.
The hos])ital as now established, in two divisions

over half a mile ai)art, can accommodate about 500
patients. Although built within the last decade, it is

by no means a modern hospital. The buildings are

of " slow-burning" construction instead of brick or

stone, the administrative, domestic and agricultural

buildings are old and inadequate, there is no suitable

accommodation for nurses, and the hospital itself is

below the standard of the State hospitals. Turin and
Bologna, in 1890. had far better equipped city insane

hospitals than Boston has to-day. and their hospitals

were inferior to the government insane hospitals of

Italy, at Imola and Reggio-Emilia.

The citv of Boston has thus gone on for fiftv vears
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and more adopting no definite plan of action, neither

developing its own hospital into a first-class modern
hospital large enough to acconiinodato all its insane,

nor yet abandoning it altogether and sending all its

insane to the State hospitals. On the 30th of Septem-

ber, 1891), there were .508 patients in the Boston Insane

Hospital and 1,128 supported by the city in the State

hospitals, at the cost of $170,l()r).()7 in the last year.

These were distributed as follows :

Pauvers 73
Meilfleld 376
Taunton 77
Tewksbury 69
Westboro 133
Worcester Asylum 80
Worcester Hospital 142

Total 950

In special institutions, not transferable to an ordinary

insane hospital

:

Boarded out 20
Criminal insane, Bridgewater .... 35
DipsoniHuiacs, Foxboro 40
Kpileptios, Mnnson 22
Feeble-minded, Waverley 40
Hospital cottages, Haldwinville .... 15

Total 178

About 3.5 patients in the Boston Hospital paid their

board. Meantime the State has built the new hospital

at AVorcester, and the hospitals at Northampton, Taun-
ton, Danvers, Westboro, Tewksbury, Bridgewater and
Medfield, of each of which Boston has paid over one-

third the cost, and one of which would have been un-

necessary had Boston developed its own hospital.

The cause of this policy— or lack of policy — is

hard to seek. First of all, perhaps, we must accuse

the lack of interest on the part of the public in the

welfare of the insane. Gross cruelty, of course,

would not be tolerated, and the public to-day recog-

nizes that it does not exist in our asylums ; but the

public is unfamiliar with hospitals and their methods

and believes complacently that because fifty years

ago Massachusetts was in advance in its treatment of

the insane, it is so to-day — a comfortable delusion,

like that of the efficacy of our ^inblic schools, the in-

telligence of our Congressmen and other stock boasts

of our Fourth of July orators. In the next })lace, we
of the medical profession have been and are at fault

in not keeping in touch with our hospitals for the in-

sane as well as with our general hospitals, and demand-
ing equal facilities for scientific research and the care

and treatment of the sick. The insane hospital needs

its special facilities for what has aptly been called

"psychical a.sepsis," as our operating theatres need

their facilities for physical asepsis. Lastly, both State

and city have until the last year or two jiursued a

policy fatal to progress. The insane have been put

under the control of boards which contained no one

with expert knowledge of insanity, and whose other

duties were so exacting that they had scanty time,

even if they had had the knowledge, to conceive or to

execute any broad and comprehensive plans for the care

of the insane. When, in addition, membershi}) on

these boards became of brief tenure and was influ-

enced by political considerations, there was little like-

lihood of the development of any permanent jjolicy.

That has now fortunately been changed, and the last

report of our new State Board of Insanity gives prom-

ise of a better state of things.

There is, I think, little to be said in favor of the

policy which the city has pursued for fifty years and

more. It has been a makeshift, temporizing policy,

without any system or intelligent plan. The physi-

cians in charge of the hospital have recorded their

protests and their pleas for adequate accommodations
annually in their rej>orts and have done their best for

the patients entrusted to thciu in spite of the handicap
of their accommodations. There is, furthermore, a

manifest injustice in the policy. Why should A, a

citizen of Boston, becoming insane, be kept in the city,

while B and C, equally citizens and with equal rights,

are sent forty miles away ? Either the city should
give up caring for its insane in its own hospital, aban-
don the hospital altogether and send all its insane to

the State hospitals, or the Boston Insane Hospital

should be developed into a first-class modern hospital,

capable of accommodating all the city's insane. The
latter course is, I believe, the one to be adopted. In
spite of the fact that the hosjjital in Boston is inferior

to the hospitals of the State in its buildings and accom-
modations, patients and their friends invariably prefer

it to the State hosjiitals and are sometimes ready to

pay the patient's board in order to keep him there.

The reason is obvious. If an insane person be kept
in the city his friends can visit him or he can go home
to visit his family at a trifling expense. If he be sent

to a State hospital the cost of such a visit will be con-

siderable, from $0.88 to $2.00 in railway fares for the

round trip, besides the loss of wages to the visitor for

the time S2)ent on the journey.

If each insane person belonging in Boston and
now in the State hospitals were to receive one visit

a month from his friends in the city— certainly not

an extravagant allowance— they would i^ay in rail-

way fares, as the patients were distributed on the 30th

of September, 1889, $18,466.56 a year, and, assuming
that they lost half a day's pay for eacli visit at a rate

of $1..')0 a day, they would lose $12,280 a year, a

total tax of $.'^0,746.06, which the city imposes upon
its poorer citizens for the privilege of visiting their

insane friends once a month. ^ It is no wonder that

requests for transfers from the State hosjjitals to Bos-

ton are constantly made— requests which, unfortu-

nately, we are compelled to refuse. One or two letters

out of many will show the injustice and hardship of

the present system.
" I respectfully petition for the transfer of my

father from the insane asylum at Taunton to the Bos-

ton Insane Hospital for the following reasons : My
father is totally blind ; my mother and two brothers

have died within the past four years, leaving my father

and myself the only living mendiers of our family,

without relatives in this country. I am in straitened

circumstances, barely able to support myself [she

earned five to six dollars a week] and cannot visit ray

father on account of the expense incurred by loss of

day's work ($0.50) and railroad fare ($1.70), although

my father is continually asking for me, and the resi-

dent jjh^sician has informed ni}- friends that it would

be a great blessing and also it would benefit his health

if I could visit him (piite often."

In another case a physician writes :
" The daugh-

ter of the ])atient earns $3.50 per week, works steadily

and is a well-behaved woman. She visited her

mother every week at Austin Farm. Now she can-

not afford to go to Worcester to scv her mother, as it

would cost $2.00 for each trip."

It is hardly necessary to say anything of th(> impor-

» If weekly visits were made, the cost would be $132,682.16.
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tance of viHitu to tin; iimiiiie hy their tricudH. In mro
iiist;iiit;i's restrictions may l»e iiecessiiry, Idit as a rule

in the cural)U' eases the visits of friends kc^ep the pa-

tient in touch witii the \vorl»l and encourage him in

tile progress toward recovery, wliile occasional visits

to his home and trial visits during convalescence do
much toward hastening that recovery. Ev(!n in the

chronic and incurable cases visits do much towanl
alleviating their unfortunate condition. To tin-

friends, alilicted by the illness of those dear (o tiieni,

visiting proves a solace. To the hospital itself visit-

ing is of great benefit, as the familiarity with the in-

stitution dot's away with much of the old ilread and
|)rejudice so disadvantageous to the hospital, and the

greater publicity is a check upon abuses. The insane

are neither paupers iH)r criminals, but sick persons,

who should have all the hel[> possible to relieve their

condition.

Of course the grave objection to adopting this

policy is the cost. To construct a proper hospital and
to purchase the additional land retpiired would cost

about Slj.'iOUjOUO, assuming that the cost of buildings

would amount to ^1,000 a bed. That is e(iuivalent

to an annual appropriation of §30,000 a year for the

fifty years that the city did nothing. The city now
pays over $300,000 a year for the care of its insane.

If they were all in the Boston Insane Hospital \ve be-

lieve that we could care for them at a considerable

saving, perhaps $00,000 per annum, the interest on
two-thirds of $1,500,000. The saving to the poor
would pay the interest on the rest^ and the city would
then give equal justice to all.

The Boston Insane Hos2)ital is favorably situated,

and there is enough unoccupied land about it to pro-

vide for the development of a large hospital. Its

close proximity to the medical schools, laboratories

and hospitals of the city affords S2)ecial opportunities.

With the erection of new and suitable buildings spe-

cial provision can be made for acute cases, and its situa-

tion in the city would render possible the appointment
of a regular visiting staff for such cases. The sur-

roundings are such that it will be forever isolated, yet

readily accessible, and the wisest solution of the prob-

lem of proper provision for the city's insane is the de-

velopment of that institution into a modern hospital.

THE WORK OF THE TRUSTEES OF THK BOS-
TON INSANE HOSPITAL, AND THEIR PLANS
FOR ITS FUTURE DEVELOPMENT.^

BY HENRY C. BALDAVIX, M.U., liOSTOX,

Chairman of the Board of Trustees.

By the Legislature of 1897 it was enacted that the

lusane Hospital Department of the City of Boston
should be created a department of said city, to be un-

der the charge of a boanl of seven trustees, at least

two of whom shall always be women. This board of

trustees were to have the general care and control of

the Boston Insane Hospital established in 18.'5i>, and
all the hospitals that said city has established and may
hei'cafter establish for the care and treatment of the

insane. Said trustees were to have all the powers re-

lating to the insane and the institutions in which they

were confined conferred by the statutes of the Com-
monwealth upon the Institutions Commissioner of the

City of Boston.

1 Read before the Bostou Society for .Medical liiiproveiiient, Jan-
uary 23, 1900.

In ucconhunH' with tliiw act, tin; truHU-eM Ix-gan their
work in .Fune, IH[)~. Tlnre wen- over I,.>00 iiiMaii«r

placed luider their can-, over l,(J00of whom had to Ix:

boarded in Stati- institutions by the failure of HohUhi
to provide suitaijle hospital acwjinniodation-* at home
for her insane citizens. Five hundred palientM were
cared for at the Boston Insane Ilosjiital at I)orchest<;r,

whi<;h then consistetl of two separate institutions.

The lirst act of the trustees after organizing wa« to

adopt rules and i-egulatirnis f(»r tin; govemnient of the
hospital. These rules and r<;gulation.^, which were
tin; result of careful study of the rules and regulations
of other hospitals, clearly defined the duties of the
trustees and of the superintendents, and i»v thes<! rules

the suj)erintendeiit.s were made the responsible heads
of tluiir institutions. No alteration or amendment of
these rules could Ix; nuide without the vote of fiv<; of
the truste<'s, which establishe-s tluiir permanenev.
The trustees entered upon their (luties with no tra-

ditions to guide and assist them, and to their wis<lom
in thus adopting at the stiirt a carefully considere*! set

of rules may be ascribed the fact that then- has Ixmmi

harmony in the board as well as freedom of action to

the hospital superintendents.

Boston in the early days removed her iiisain; from
jails and cared for them properly. The inuniHcence
of the city in establishing a model city hospital is w(;ll

known. It is, therefore, remarkable that tin; trustees

found not only that suitable provision had not been
made for over 1,000 insane citizens, but that the gen-
eral conditions of the buildings of tlie hospital ere<-ted

between 18!)2 and 18i)4 were below the standard of
modern attainment in similar institutions. The old
wooden almshouse, in which were 130 women, was un-
fitted for its purpos(> and condemned as a fire-trap by
the State Board of Insanity in 181)8. This building,

which had been considered unsuitable and unsafe by
the trustees, was at once emptied of patients, and has
been converted into an administration and domestic
building.

These buildings were lighted by gasolene — both
unsafe and unsatisfactory. The water service in case
of fire was inade(|uate. A water service as approved
by the Fire Commissioner was established last year,

and an electric-light plant is now being installed at

the hospital.

Under former management by olHcials whose tt'rms

of otlice were short and depended upon politics, the

needs of the insane were not carefully studied, and no
fixed plan of development of the hospital attempted.
The trustees early in their work agreed that the

hospital should be used for the acute and recent cases

and for the infirm. Formerly the hospital had be-

come largely filled with chronic cases, so that the re-

cent cases had to be sent to State hospitals at a dis-

tance. This ])olicy of receiving the recent cjises and
transferring chronic cases to State hospitals has been
steadfastly maintained, though it does not probably re-

ceive the approval of the relatives and friends of the
chronic insane. Three hundred and fifty-six cases were
admitted the past year to the hospital, 110 of whom
were discharged recovered or improved. It costs more
and is more ditlicnlt to care for this class of patients

than the chronic insane.

For administrative and economic pur[io>es the two
hospitals have been consolidated and run as one in-

stitution. A better classification of patients was ob-

tained by making the hospital at Austin Farm a de-
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purtmeiit i'or women and the hospital at Pierce Farm
a department for men. The names Austin and Pierce

Farms have been abolished, being meaningless, and

tlie Department for Women and Department for ]\Ien

substituted. Before this change was made, the wards

for the quiet and convalescent patients were directly

over the wards for excited and noisy patients.

(Jeneral Statistics for the Year Ending December ;n, 1899.

Malts. Females. Total.

Patients 111 hospital. December 31, 1898 .
3-.'0 252 572

Ailinitteii wiihin the year.... l.'>0 206 356

Kniergency 20 11 31

Vi)luntary 1 •* 5

Committed 129 191 320

Wliole number of cases .... 470 458 928

Disehiirged within the year . . 223 209 432

Transferred to State hospitals or
asylums 100 72 178

Recovered 19 35 54

Much improved .... 18 18

Improved 23 15 38

Not improved 30 22 52

Death 42 44 8G

Not insane 3 3

Patients remaining in hospital, Decem-
ber 31, 1S99 247 249 49C

Supported wholly by the city . . 209 196 405

Supported in part by the city . . .26 29 55

Supported as private patients''' . . 12 24 36

Number of different persons . . .467 449 916

Number of dilt'erent persons admitted . 148 204 'iT>2

Number of different persons recovered . 19 35 54

Daily average .... 255.32 247.21 .'J02.53

A consulting staff has been appointed, and, at the

AVomen's Department a trainuig school for nurses has

been established, which we hope will result in more

interested and intelligent care of the patients.

The trustees believe it is for the good of the pa-

tients to be employed, and have co-operated with

the superintendent and associate superintendent, who
have accomplished much in this direction. Our prod-

ucts from the farm the past year have been over $!(>,-

000, and the Avork has been largely done by pa-

tients.

The situation of the IJoston Insane Hospital is the

l)est that could be found for such an institution. It is

very accessible. Franklin Field, Franklin Park, and

a large tract of land forever reserved from buildings,

namely, Forest Hills Cemetery and Mt. Hope Ceme-

tery, partially surround the grounds, and ensure large

breathing-spaces and freedom from the noises and dis-

comforts of a closely populated district. These open

.spaces, with the land already owned and land desired,

make an aggregate area of 1,000 acres. The city en-

gineer and a landscape gardener were emjjloyed to

make plans of the land to determine if it were avail-

al)le for building sites, for exercise grounds for pa-

tients and for tillage, and from these plans sketch(!s

have been made for the further development of the

hospital. These sketches were submitted to a com-

mittee of eminent experts in the administration of hos-

pitals for the insane, who visited the institution and

inspected the grounds. This committee approved of

the location of the hospital and the plans submitted

for its development.

The city now owns at Dorcli(!ster l."52 acres of land,

at cost of Si 27,000 ; buihlings and furnisliings (capac;-

ity oOO patients), S7;52,!)00, making a total of $8.0!),-

!)00, Self-preservation demands that the balance of

the land in the square, about 150 acres, should Ije ac-

quired, and with this additional land a metropolitan

hospital can be built. The detached plan of building

allows the gradual growth of the institution. It eu-

nbles the trustees to know what is most needed, and

* \ II who pay over ?3.60 per week,

the burden of the cost is distributed through a number
of years. While the land may cost more, the cost of

the Imildings will be practically the same w'hether

built in Boston or in some remote rural district.

Within a radius of ten miles of the State House is^

a population of 1,000,000 ; the population of the State

is but 2,000,000. Such a district should have a suitable-

hospital nearer than twenty miles distant.

The estimated capacity for the jn-oposed hospital is

1,500. If it were found unwise to increase the num-
ber above 1,000, it is possible to follow the plan of

the trustees of tlie School for Feeble-Minded patients,,

which has been endorsed by the State Board of In-

sanity, and establish a colony of trusty working par-

tients on a farm lying on the same line of railroad.

In conclusion tlie trustees ask your co-operation in

their endeavors to secure appropriations for the de-

velopment of the hospital. In 1898 the needs of the

improvements for tlie South Terminal were consid-

ered more important than the needs of the insane.

In 18!)'J the act of Legislature apjiropriating $200,-

000 from the city treasury for the Maiden bridge took

the money whicli the trustees had reason to expect

would be given for hospital development. A bill will

be presented to the Legislature this year for permis-

sion to take the land required by right of eminent do-

main. Plans are being prepared for a new building

that will accommodate 200 patients, and these plans

with specifications will be presented to the City Coun-
cil. A yearly approi)riatiou of $2O0,O0KJ for the next

few years will enable t\w city to establi»li a model in-

sane hospital.

^etiical ^rogrcjei^.

PROGRESS IN PUBLIC HYGIENE.
UV .SAMUEL W. ABHOTT, M.D., BOSTON.

(Continued from No. 14, p. 357.)

" Public money is never more advantageously spent than in pro-
moting and pre.serving the public health, an inestimable asset of the
Commonwealth." — SiK WAi/i-Eit Foster, M.P., in an address at the
opening of a new isolation hospital at Enfield, Eng., in February,
1900.

FOOD AND DHUG INSPECTION.

Preservatives.

Dr. Alfred Hi i.i.,'^^ Medical Officer of Health of

Birmingham, in the examination of 2,800 samples of

food, found preservativ(;s in 4(50, or 20 per cent., the

substances employed being chiefly boric and salicylic

acids and formaldehyde. Boric acid was found in but-

ter, oleo, bacon, sausages, and other animal foods. In

butter the (piantity varicid from seven to 84 grains per

pound. He also found it in five per cent, of 1,360

samples of milk, in (juantities of three to 130 grains

per gallon.

The Soci(ay of Medical Officers of Health, after

listening to Dr. Hill's paper, adoj)ted the following

resolutions :
" That the Society strongly disapproves

the practice of adding preservative chemicals to milk

or other foods. That if pres(;rvatives are added to

any food, a full disclosure as to their nature and

amounts, sliould be made to the purchaser."

On the other hand, Kideal and Foulerton, in the

same journal, jjresent a series of experiments on ani-

mals and food substances, with the following conclu-

«f' Public Health, May, 1889, p. 527,
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xiouH : "(1) IJoric licid (i-2,0(>()) aii<l toiiiml(|tliv<lr

(
1 -/»(),()()()), iirc ('iy»'(;tivt! prcsnvHli vt-s ()f milk lor

twc'iity-toiir hours ; (2) tliusc (juantiticH liuv«! no ap-

|)r«'«'ial»lt' clVict upon dij^cstion ; (."{) tlicsc (pianlitiis

hav<- an apprccialilc (ilVcet upon the <li^M'Htil»ili(\ ol

foods preserved l)y them ; (I) I'ormaldeiiyde, in the

j)roportion <^iven ahove, so far as our investigations

liave extended, does not aj>pear to have any injurious

-iction on animal tissues, or on nutrition."

Dr. Niveiis,-" Medical Ollieerof Health of Manches-
ter, in a n-port on food preservatives, (juotes K. L.

Klendiig as follows: " 'I'he totid annual amount of

horax and boric acid used throu/ijhout the world for

j)rt'K«'rvin<f food is about (),00() tons, of whicrh the

I'nited States uses 2,000 tons. The larffcst amounts
nvt; uKed in curing meat, ham and bacon.

'^"

Transmission of Typhoid Fever by Oysters.

For a full discussion of the (juestiou of tiie trans-

mission of the infection of typhoid fever by oysters,

see a recent article by Dr. Mosny, who was conunis-

sione<l to make an inquiry as to the condition of the

oyster-beds on the French coast,''* of a similar charac-

ter with that which Dr. liulstrode had prej)are(l for the

JiOcal Government lioard of En<i;land.

Unwholesome Oysters.

A bill was introduced into Parliament ^^ (Engh.nd),

in May, 18911, having for its object the following pro-

visions : (1) To provide for the inspection of oyster

beds or layings, and for analysis of the water of such

places ; (2) to prohibit the sale of oysters from un-

healthy places, except after they have been dejjosited

for ten days in some other and approved places ; (8) to

prevent tlie im])ortatioii of oysters from unhealthy

])laces.

The Standard of Pure Milk in ICngland.^"

There is no legal standard of milk in England.

Different authorities adopt standards of their own, ac-

<'ording to their several opinions upon the subject. A
circular letter was recently addressed to different local

uuthorities in the metropolitan districts, asking for in-

formation as to the standards employed by their ana-

lysts, with the following result : The Society of Pub-
lic Analysts recommend 8.5 per cent, of non-fatty

solids, and three per cent, of fat. The Somerset
House Laboratory employs the same. The analysts

of thirteen metropolitan districts also employ this

same standard of 8.5 per cent, non-fatty solids and

three per cent, fat, while thirteen other districts em-
ploy a lower standard, namely 8.5 per cent, non-fatty

solids, and 2.75 j)er cent. fat. The compiler of these fig-

ures adds :
" So long as pnblic analysts act in this fash-

ion, so long will the expression ' analysts differ ' ap-

pear in the public press, thereby causing not only

harm to the individuals immediately concerned, but

incalculable injury to the analytical profession ijener-

ally."

Dangerfrom the Use of Milk.

Some valuable experiments have been made at the

Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station of Connecti-

2" British Fooil Journal, February, 1899.
-' See also Journal of Experimental Medicine, vol. iv, No. 1, p. 4",

article by Bliss and Mosny, on the Action of Formaldehyde.
^* Des Maladies Provoqui^es par I'Ingestion des Mollusques, M.

le Hr. Mosny. Revue d'Hygifene, vol. xxi, p. l.O.I ; vol. xxii, p. 1.

''•' Public Health, July, i89!», p. 6S2.
^ The British Food Journal, December, 1S99, p. 35.-..

cut, \vhi<'h lire publi-tlied in the eleventh unnual re|Kirt

of that institution. E.xperimerits were made by fe»-d-

ing eight c.ilveH with milk from tuben-ulouM cowh, und
that without infecting the former. The report i\(><M't\

with the following deductions: " We know comfiara-
tively little regarding tlie conditions which favor the

spread and development of tubercnlosis among ani-

mals or man. Most of all ;ire w«; lacking in a defi-

nite knowledge of the dangers of this di-«ease Ut man-
kind from the bovine race. .Many have claimed that

the danger to mankind from tlu; sjtread of the diHea^e

through the milk supply is very great. It ha.s gener-

ally been thought that oik; grf^at cause for the .spread

of th(! disease among our herds is the feeding of th«'

milk of tui)erc,ulous cows to calv«'s. The experiment*
during the past two y(!ars at this station do not sul»-

stantiate this vi(!w. It must be borru; in ndnd, how-
ever, that the numb(!r of experiments is comparatively

few, and that tin; cows whose milk was used w«;re proI>-

ably in the earlier stages of the disease. These facts

have been carefully considered, and it is, of course,

unwise to attempt to draw any definite conclusions

from the work, but the following deductions seem
warranted :

(1) IJovine tuberculosis is usiuilly a disease of slow
development, its progress dejiending (piite largely

upon the general vigor of the animal and its power to

resist the action of the germs. In the nearly two years

and a half that the tuberculous cows have been at the

station, only one secondary case has appeared, and
this was discovered about six months after the feeding

jieriod with milk had ended.

(2) In the experiments here reported eight calves

have been fed upon the milk of tuberculous cows for

periods varying from three months to sixt<'en months
without developing the disease.

(o) The results of these experiments coincide with

the general results of our own observations, and indi-

cate that the danger from the spread of tuberculosis

through the milk of cows to man or to other animals
is not so great as has generally been sup])0.sed. In

the earlier stages of the disease, and at all times when
the udder is not affected, the danger from the use of

the milk is quite limited, (ireat sti'ess, however,
should be laid on the danger of using milk from cows
which show any symptoms of udder affection.

7V/r Bacteriological ExMmination of Milk from
Ttihercnlons A n imals.^^

Thirty-three samples were examined, all from cows
which had reacted with the tuberculin test. The
chemical examination revealed no striking j)eculiarities

excepting a somewhat abnormal excess of mineral

matter. All of the samples were submitted to careful

microscopic examination, after centrifugalizing the

milk, the method being first tested by examining
material known to contain the tubercle bacillus, no
difliculty being experienced in recognizing it in the test

samples. Out of all the samples from the reacting

animals, the writer says. •• I have not been able to

find the tubercle bacillus in a single sample sent me
for examination." Other methods were also tried, an

attemj)t being made to cultivate the bacteria in beef

broth, with the .same result. .Still further methods
were adopted, but no tubercle bacillus was found.

The total .solids in the normal milk ranged from 10

' .''^urnal of the British Farmers' Dairy Association, quoteil in the
Itritish Food Journal, November, 18'>9, p. X\\.
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per cent, to 12.01 per cent., and the miuenil matter

from .86 per cent, to .06 per cent.

Dr. Anningson *'^ makes the following practical sug-

gestions in regard to the best methods of securing the

purity of the milk supply :

(1) Erailicate tuberculosis from stock by " breeding it

out " as recommended by Professor Hang, namely : (a)

Testing all breeding stock with tuberculin
; (/>) separating

the diseased from the healthy
;
(c) placing tlie healthy in

a clean, healthy, well ventilated and lighted shed
;

{d)

placing the diseased in a disinfected, clean and well-

ventilated, lighted shed ; (c) branding all reacting animals

on the horn or hoof so that they can be readily identified

and continuously isolated
; (/) keeping separate utensils

for their use and even separate attendants
; (^) slaughter-

ing at once all those that show signs of advanced disease
;

(Ji) fattening and slaughtering of, as soon as possible, all

those that show disease of the udder or advanced tubercu-

losis, and on no account allow the milk to be consumed

;

(i) removal of all calves born of tuberculous cows away
from their parents as soon as born, hindrance to their suck-

ing their dams, and rearing them on healthy cows' milk or

sterilized milk
; {j) isolation and testing all fresh cows

before allowing them to mix with the others; (^) testing

the calf as soon as possible, say at one or two months old,

with tuberculin ; (J.)
retesting the healthy stock twice during

the year, to be sure they are remaining healthy.

(2) Protection of milk supply by (a) compulsory testing

of all milch cows used for providing milk for sale ; brand-

ing all reacting cows ; (6) experts to test the milk from
reacting cows both microscopically and by feeding guinea-

pigs, and when found to be virulent, condemn the cow for

milking purposes and mark her with a special brand
;

(c)

sterilization of milk obtained from reacting animals before

retailing it to the f)ublic, and heating the cream to 85° F.

before churning it into butter
;

(cZ) prohibition of the use

of the milk of cows with diseased udders for food
;

(e) pe-

riodical examination of the cows and sheds by veterinary

experts; (/) compulsory notification of any disease of the

udders of milch cows and inspection of the same by veter-

inary inspector
; (g) exclusion of persons in an infectious

state (including phthisical persons) from all kinds of dairy

employment.

Is Sorrel a Poison 7

Eichhart*' reports the case of a boy of twelve, who
was taken violently ill after eating sorrel. He had

acute hemorrhagic nephritis, with coma, convulsions

and death. Oxalate crystals were not found in the

urine or in the kidneys. Lewiu ^* regards this ease

simply as a post hoc, and not one in which there was
special proof of poisonous action, since the urine on

the ninth day contained a (juantity of albumin, and
grave symptoms of reilal obstruction were present.

He does not think the poison could change the struct-

ure of the kidneys so rapidly, and hence argues for the

innocuousness of the sorrel.

Tlie Detection of Corn Starch in Wheat Fiour.

Baumann ''^ proposes the following method for the

detection of corn-starch in wheat fiour, the method
being dependent upon the rate of swelling of the

starch grains under the following treatment : A sam-

ple of the suspected flour is placed in a glass with 1

cul)ic centimetres of a 1 .8-per-cent. solution of pot-

ash. This is shaken up for two minutes to prevent

the starch from settling. The time (two minutes) and

the exact amount of potash solution should be carefully

« Notes on (iuaraiiteea of the Purity of llie Milk Supply, by Bush-
nell Aniiiiig.son. M.I). Joiinial of the Sanitary Institute, xz, -t, Jan
aary, l!Xlfl, p. .W).
» neutpche ined. Wocli., 1899, 28.
*• I.oc. cit., :«•.

" Zeittclirift Uiitcr8ucli. d. Nahr. ii. Geiiussinittul, 18!i9, p. 27.

noted. Then four or five drops of hydrochloric acid,
2") per cent., is added and shaken vigorously. The rcr

action should he alkaline. A drop is th(>n placed under
the microscope. The wheat star(;h appears wholly
swollen and the corn starch not alfe<;ted. (Quanti-

ties as small as one or two per cent, are easily de-

tected.

By comparing samples with mixtures of known
(juantities, a fair (piantitative analysis may thus be
made. A similar procH'cding can be conducted with

rye meal.

Supervision of Tee- Cream Manufacture}'^'

The British Parlianuiiit passed the following act

at a recent session :

32. (1) Any person being a manufacturer of or

merchant or dealer in ice-creams or other similar com-
modity who, within the city (Liverpool), (nr) causes

or permits ice-creams or any similar commodity to he

manufactured, sold or stored in any cellar or room in

which there is an inlet or opening to the drain ; or

(i) in the maimfacture, sale or storage of any such
commodity does any act or thing likely to expose such
commodity to infection or contamination, or omits to

take any proper precaution for the due j^rotection of

such commodity from infection or contamination ; or (c)

omits on the outbreak of any infe<;tious or contagious

diseases amongst the persons employed in his business

to give notice thereof to the medical officer of health

for the city, — shall he liable for every such offence on
summary conviction to a })enalty not exceeding forty

shillings.

The TypJioid Bacillus in Milk and Batter.

Ex})eriments conducted by Boiling and Field '^^

showed that the typhoid bacillus does not multiply in

butter when the latter is free from buttermilk. The
presence of the bacillus in the butter can be demon-
strated for ten days. When placed in milk the bacilli

were not destroyed by other bacteria already present,

and could be demonstrated in tlu^ milk for three or

four months.

The Tubercle Bacillus in ()leomar(iarine and But-

ter.

Morgenroth ** states that "• genuine tubercle bacilli

are found in margarine and not infrequently. Hence
this food should be subjected to careful inspection be-

fore it is offered for sale." Rabinowitsch *' presents

further observations showing the presence of tubercle

bacilli in market butter in Berlin Two samples out

of 15 collected contained living virulent tubercle

bacilli.*" Obermuller *' fcmnd tubercle bacilli in speci-

mens of German butter-.

WATER SLPPLV AND SKWKKAGK.

Filtration of Surface Water in German Cities.

Pannwitz ** contributes a paper upon this subject

in which he refers to certain rules which had been laid

down by Koch and Piefke. They proposed a rate of

filtration limited to 100 cubic decimetres per hour, per

>" Parliamentary Powers of the Sanitary Supervision and C introl

of Ice-Croa n Manufacture, by K. P. Manby, M.I)., Liverpool. Jour-
nal of .Sanitary Institute, ,Ianuary, 1900, p. 582.
" Centralblatt f. Bakt. ii, 4, 24.' p. >-81.

38 llvg. Rundschau, May 15, 1899, p. 4x1.
»» I)eut,«che ined. Woch. No. 1. ISU9.
«" H>g. Rundschau, viii, 22, 1K9h ; ix, 2, 1899.
«' See also Rev. d'IIygi6ne, pp. 78, 575, 1898, and Zeitscbiift f. Hy-

giene. 31, p. 1.37, 1899.
" Arbeiten a. d. kaieerlich. Gesundheitsanites, 14, p. ItiZ.
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s(|Uiin' i)ictrt>. riic licpdi of till' Hand hIioiiM not lie

UiHS tliaii ;(() (('iitiiiictrcs, .iml s|i<Tiiil attriition ^lionlil

l>«' <4iv<'ii to clcansiiii^ of llic saii<l. Tlir liisl )'llliii'iit

ol" a r('<'(;iitly cIcaiiHrd l>asiii slioiiM l>r rfjccttil. and
not used I'or diiiikiii<f.

Itactcriolo^ical cxaiiiiiiatioiis nIiouM Ik- coiidiK-lid

tiaily. Wlirii the water of a filter contains more than
KM) bacteria per cnhic centimetre it slionid he rejected

aH drinkini>- water. .V descri[)tion of tin; filtration

|)lants of twenty-six (ierman citi(is is presented, with

th(! essential statistics of each. A sericvs of diagrams
is also iriven, in which the resnlts ohtained in t ,nli

place may he compared with those of others.

Trentmvn( of t/ic Crude Sewage of London.

(•louesand llonston '''reported to the London ( (innt\

Council the followin<^ conclusions :
" The above consid-

erations show that neither on cheniic nor possililv on

l)acterioloi>ic grounds can any serious objections be

raised to the introduction of the eUluents from the

coke beds into a portion of the River Thanuis, which
is cut oft' by locks from the intakes of the water com-
panies, and the water from which is not emploveil for

drinking' purposes and cannot be used for drinkinii on

account of its ' bra(;kish ' nature.
" Tlie efiluents (U'rtainly will not cause any d(>posit

upon th<> river bed, and will even tend to render the

turbid water of the lower river more clear and trans-

parent. At the same time the liquid dischargetl from
the outfall into the river will be sweet and entirely free

from smell. Further, it will carry into the i*iver the

bacteria nc^cessary for completing its own purification

in contact with the aerated river water, and under no

cx)nditions can it therefore! become foul after it has

mingled w ith the stream. The effluent will in no w-ay

interferes with fish-life in the stream."

Bacteriological Examination of Chicago Sewage.

Dr. Gehrmann'''' director of the Municipal Labora-

tory of Chicago, reviews the resnlts of Klein's exami-

nations of London sewage, including his discovery of

the bacillus enteriditis sporogenes, and sought for its

presence in the sewage of Chicago. lie examined
42 specimens of sewage, also 130 sam[)les of the

city water supply and some samples of milk to which

river water had been added. From these examina-

tions he concludes " that bacteria of the species de-

scribed by Klein, or very similar to them, are practi-

cally always present in the sewage of Chicago."

He states further, that " it would not appear that

search for Klein's bacillus is of great value in deter-

mining sewage pollution — at least, not from the Chi-

cago water supply. The resnlts have practically all

been negative. This has been true even during a re-

cent period of pollution when bacillus coli communis
was abundantly demonstrated.

Effect of Sewage Pollution upon the River Simmat.

Sioitzerland.

As(;hcr ^' presents the resnlts of a series of observa-

tions ma<le at Arc and at Wettingen, two points on

the river Simmat, below^ Zurich. Samples of water

were taken simnltiineously at these two points. As a

result of these observations the author concludes, with

*» Bacterial Treatment of Crude Sewage and Experimental Treat
ment of London Crude Sewage iu the Coke Beds at Crossness, Lion-

don, 1899
*< Monthly Bulletin of Chicago Health Departm 'nt. July, 1809.

« Zeit8. f. Hyg. u. Infect. Krankh., xxxiii, 1, p. 33, 1899.

Schhitt«'r, that tlie Mwalled btu-terinl M-lf-piirifyiiif;

proresH wuM du(* inairdy to the action of nedimentation.

Prorinion for Storm Wutrr in Si-irmfr fur! t'rnlion

lOngineer .\Lirtin '• reaclie., tiie loliow in;^ eonciii-.i(ini :

(1) That no definite rule as to the proportion of

Ntorm water to be dealt with c.an be .ipplirable in .ill

cases.

(2) That the first scouring-, of the sewer« and sur-

faces around should pass into the ordinary workn Ik--

fore any overflow is allowtil to take pla«!e.

(."!) That the works provided for dealing with

storm water should always i»e read\ to receive it at

any hour of the day or night.

(I) That reasonable ))rovisir)n may lie m.ide for

dealing with storm water without addini: nndnlv to

the cost of the works.

(To be rontiniifd .)

I^epottie? of Jbtaitiitfi,

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. SroNK, M.D., AlCf KKTA H\'.

Ri:(;i"i,AU meeting, Monday, January 22, 11)00. Dk.

E. IL Hraufoui) in the chair.

Dk. p. C. Knaim' read a paper on

Tin; rnoui.KM of boston's in'sank.'

Dk. IL C. Baldwin gave a report of the

WOUK OF THK TRUSTEES OF THE BOSTON INSVNK
HOSPITAL, AND TIIEIK PLANS FOR ITS FUTI'RK

DEVKLOPMENT.^

I)i{. Howard : I came in rather late. What I

have to say, if I have anything. I prefer to say after

hearing some of the others who know more about the

institution. I have visited Austin and Pierce Farms
a great many times. I thox'oughly believe in the in-

stitution, thoroughly believe they ought to have this

land they ask for.

Dk. Channing: I think the city ought to be con-

gratulated upon having some tnistees who are willing

to take hold of such an institution as this and try to

put it on its feet. I am snre all the members of this

Society will endorse these plans that have Ix'en pre-

sented by Dr. Baldwin. I think that there is no

doubt that the Boston Hospital for the Insane should

take care of all its city cases. This is the practice in

othei- places, particularly in Xew York. They have,

as you know, now in New York all the insane of the

whole State under State care, which was formerly not

the case. Within two or three years th.e insane in

the hospitals of Brooklyn and Xew Y'ork have been

coml)iiu>d together in one institution, which is called

the Manhattan HospiUil, and in their last report, which
I got only a day or two ago, they had (>,.t44 c:ises.

They are rather behindhand in some things iu the

New York public institutions, and among others is in

this department of the insane, and the report is two
years old. I have no doubt by this time there may
be 7,000 altogether in the ^ranhattan Hospital, and

' See page 377 of the Journal.
^ See page 379 of the .lonrnal.

*' The Provision for Storm Water in Sewage Puriflcation Works.by
A. L. .Martin, C.E. .lournal Sanitary Institute. January, 1900, p. 6'24
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the same questions that have come up here have come
up there, and the same arguments are good in both

cases. In this report, for instance, especial mention
is made of the dilHculty formerly of visiting patients

who were at a distance, and of the great convenience

it is now to have tlie patients where their frii^nds can

easily reach them, but the city is so large that they

wish to extend the buildings still more, so that it may
be more easy foi- the friends to get to the hospital.

Another point which has not been dwelt on to-

night, but is an important one, is getting ])atients eas-

ily to the hospital. That is one special reason why
Boston should take care of as many local cases as she

can, and in New York they are trying to have the

cases brought directly from their homes instead of

going by the way of tlie pavilion at the Bellevue Hos-

pital.

Tlu'ir idea is to have an ambulance to bring pa-

tients, unless there is some special reason because of

their violence, to the hospital from their homes. As
the members of the Society know, several of us have
advocated having some reception house or some sort

of small hospital in the centre of the city, so that

cases of insanity should be sent immediately to it in-

stead of going to the police stations and being held

there two or three days ; and if it is possible with the

extension of this new hospital to take cases immedi-
ately, and have it large enough to take cases tempor-

arily that may later go to State hospitals, in that

way it can help to serve the jjublic and be doing even

mort' good than it would otherwise. I trust this So-

ciety will aj)point a committee, if necessary, to back
Mj) the trustees in what they are trying to do, and J

liope it will as a whole recommend that all of the city

insane shall be taken care of in the city hospital as

soon as it is expedient.

I)u. Prince : I did not come to sa}- anything, but

to listen, but as you have called on me I will say a

word or two. I think that all of us who have any
familiarity with the history of this insane hospital

would corroborate a very large part of what the

i-eadcrs have said regarding it. I think it is perfectly

tnu'. as Dr. Knapp has said, that the whole history of

the policy of the city of Boston in the conduct of this

hosj)ital shows it to have been one without any ade-

(piatf conception of the needs or wants of a hospital

of this kind. There never has been up to the present

tinu' any c()ni])n'lieiisive plan. This in the past was
not, I wish to say, because of any lack of any really

honest interest in the hospital,— I refer to the old

days when hosjjitals were under the care of connnis-

sioners of public institutions,— but because of the

training of the men responsible for its management ;

they did not comprehend tin; problems with which
they had to deal. I remember being taken through

the hospital by the chairman of the commission, and
having the hospital pointed out to me with gr(!at

pride as a model of everything a hospital could be.

I shall never forget how really interested he was,

what a splendid hospital he thought he had, and 1 do

not believe there was ever a man more sur])rised than

he when he found that we who were inspecting the

institution did not take the same view he did. J do

wish to say he was enthusiastic, and I think he gave
his best endeavors to the city, but he did not have, nor

did any of the commissioners at the time have, any

true conception of the prol)leni of taking care of the

insane.

This question of wliether or not lioston should take
care of all its insane is not a new (piestion. It has
been agitated a long time. It was advocated at the

time to which I have just referred with a great deal

of earnestness by the then commission, especially by
its chairman, who urged over and over again that the

city should take (-are of its insane, and he based his

argument on two grounds: (1) That the city could
take care of the insane at a considerably reduced cost

over what the State charged, and (2) also for the rea-

son Dr. Knu])]) has advanced to-night, that it was a

distinct hardship to the citizens of Boston who had
relatives or friends in other asylums of the State to

have to go so far and pay so nuich money. He urged
it with a great deal of enthusiasm, but at that time I

regret to say that his idea of taking care of the insane

was limited principally to dollars and cents, to feeding

and lodging, and that could be done in the way it was
done cheaper than the State could do it. Those of us

who looked into this question at that time felt when
we came to make our recommendations to the Mayor
that whatever might be the merits of the case, we did

not think the city gave that care to the insane as com-
pared with other institutions that warranted us in ad-

vising that the rest of the insane should be placed

under the care of the city. Now, however, under the

good government of the present superintendent and
trustees, it seems we have a different order of affairs,

and the question has arisen whether the time has

come for us to i-(K'ommend the enlargement of the

hospital.

I do wish to say that I think there is another sid*-

of the question which should be carefully considered,

because it is not entirely a question of the care of the

insane. I think we all feel, or ought to feel, the great-

est sympathy and interest for the welfare of the insane.

T say " ought," for I regret to say there is a decided

apatliy on the part of the public in regard to the care

of these unfortunates. Large numbers of good people

shrink from the subject and it is only a few that really

will interest themselves in the question. Now wliat I

was saying is that, however much we who know about

it feel that everything humanity dictates should be

done, there is another side of the question : we ought

to consider the burden of those who have to pay the

exj)enses. I think that must be considered if we are

practical men. The city pays one-third of the cost of

construction of every insane hospital in the State.

Now on the face of it, unless it is absolutely necessary,

it does seem rather hard that the taxpayers should be

called upon not only to ])ay one-third of the cost of

the construction of all the insane hospitals of the

State, but to build another hospital at its own expense

for the sake of its own insane. It may be necessary,

but it does seem a hardshij), and before we undertake

that tremendous l)iu'den we ought to consider it pretty

carefully. To build a hospital for 1,000 patients

would mean at least $1,000,000, so that it is a pretty

big undertaking.

Now, etjuity and good business management re(|uire

that inasmuch as IJoston has paid, and in future will

continue to pay, one-third of the cost of construction

of the hospitals for the care of the State's insane, it is

only right and proper that either the State should pay

its proportional cost of the construction of Boston's

hospital, or should refund to the taxpayers of Boston

the amount which they have contributed in the past

to the State for the construction of hospitals, and
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further, that lioHton, if it takeH care of all of itH own
iiiHiinc, sliould Itc n-licvcd of payinfi any part of (he

cost of future Statf lios|tit:ils. ('an any one, tliouj,'li,

Ik- so optimistic as to Itciii'vc that tliiTe is any iikcli-

hoot! \vliat('V«'r of the State icinilairsinf^ the cilv of

iJostoii in tiiis way ' Tliere is not tiie .slightest likeli-

hood of any such legislation liein;;; passed. i'his

bein<f the case, the expenditure of Si, <«»(),()()() hy the

city of Boston for the enlargoiuent of its hospital can-

not be justified unless it can he hIiowu that the Imrd-

ships of the present system are so severe as to call for

this linancial sacriiice on the part of the taxpayers.

I do not say that this linancial (juestion should neces-

sarilv forbid the city nndertakiny this yi-eat e\|ieiisr,

but it should iu)t lu; undertaken unh\ss it is shown wW
.solut(dy necessary on humanitarian grounds. Now,
while 1 think it is desirable that the Boston Insiuie

Hospital should be near the city, I think it is doubt-

fid whether it is necessary that all the city's insane

should be cared for by the city for the pur])ose of

havin<> them near their friends, as then; is (piite a

lar<i-e minority of patients who have no friends, or at

least friends who would visit them, and, therefore,

who miuht very properly be taken care of at a distance

fi'om the city by the State. Some time ago we tri(!d

to obtain some statistical information on this nuUter,

and obtained from the different hospitals of the State

and from the City Insane Hospital statistics giving

the number of visits made to the Boston patients dur-

ing the course of a year by their fi-iends. The infor-

mation obtained .was, it is true, not (juite satisfactory,

but there was sufficient evidence to show that there is

a large minority of patients in all the hospitals, inchul-

ing the Boston hospital, who are never visited, or so

rarely that their being far removed from the city can-

not be a hardship. So that, under any considerations,

there does not seem to be any necessity that the hos-

pital should be so large that all the insaiu' in the city

should be housed.

Looking at the (jiu'stion, then, from these; practical

points of view, I do not believe that the tax))ayers of

Boston should be asked to pay for the consti'uction of

its own hospital, without some ecpiitable adjustment

between the city and the State of the financial cost.

Furthermore, another and serious objection to the

city's undertaking this expense at present is that the

plan now under consideration, of having the State

take care of all the insane of the State, including those

of Boston, is likely to be carried through. This un-

questionably is the most desirable plan, and one that

has been advocated by many of the medical societies.

H this plan should be carried out, the State undoubt-

edly would locate a large hospital in the neighborhood

of Boston, in accordance with the })lan which has

been so often suggested. How then could we recom-

mend that the City Government shall appropriate

this large sum of money with the expectation, or pos-

sibility "at least, that the State will take over the lios-

pital after construction, and without any guarantee

beforehand that the city shall be reindnused for its

<mtlay ? To do this would not be good business man-

agement, and I think no city government would be

justified in such a course of action. There are dis-

tinct advantages in having all the insane of the State

brought under one central State management.
Undoubtedly, with our present Board of Trustees,

the advantages would not be so great at the present

time, but no one can tell how long we shall have as

ctficieiit a Hoard aH ut prcHPtit, and if the Itoard hIiouM
deteriorate it is plain that it woidd be h dintinct ad-

vantage to have the gty hospital under the control

of the Stale Boanl. h(» that the same methods would
be applied in this hospital as in all the other liospitaU

of the State. This would scdve the financial prcd*-

lem. Tliere is, as I hav«' Haid, no reason why tin-

State should not lake the present Boston hospital ami
enlarge it suflicienlly, j)rovifled sullicient land can Im-

obtained, to care for the greater part of \\^M^\xn\h in-

sane. In this way all the advantages of having a local

hospitiil would be given under State management.
I think this question should be looked at in all its

details ; looked at from the point of view of the ta\-

pay(!r as well as from the point of view of the pa-

tients, their friends, and the physir;ians. Finallv.

speaking for myself, I shoidd not be willing to advise

the city of Boston to provide for all its own insan*-.

and at the same time pay one-third of tin; construc-

tion of all the insane hospitals of the Stat*^-. includiiii.'

those to i)e built in future.

Dk. Baldwin : I should like to say that the Boanl
of Trustees are anxious for State can-, and so far as I

know, there is not only no opposition on the jiart of

the city officials, but a unanimity of opinion in favor

of State care.

Dk. Laxe : 1 did not come prepared to make any
special remarks. I would like to say one thing. Per-
haps the most frequent criticism of this hospital has
been its per-capita cost. I agree with the speakers
that the cost is a very vital thing, because in a large

hospital like this wise management is very necessary,

and we should never become careless of the expense,
and it is very easy indeed in managing a large institu-

tion like this to waste a good many thousand dollars

through cai'elessness, but our per-capita mu>t. I

think, always be high with .">()() ])atients, and it i>

higher than the State hospitals with 700 to 1,000 pa-

tients, with a building all under one roof and one cen-

tral administration of all. Our per-capita cost will

vary from s4.->0 to SI. 70 the last few years, and I

am frank to tell you all that we do not give for our
S4.()0 quite as much as we get out of the State for

$3.2o. Our Boston finances cannot be compared
with those of State hospitals, as the system of ac-

counts is so different. In our Boston hospital Ave

have only one appropriation. From that it is our
duty to spend as wisely as we can and get what we
can. It has always been the custom in the city to

make little repairs out of the current exi)ensesi Per-
haps there is damage done by a storm. These ex-

penses have always been paid out of our appropria-
tion. We are not given, as the State is given, so

much money for every patient we have in the house,
but we are given about so unich money and have that

money to expend, and that always includes items
amounting to twenty to twenty-five or thirty cents per

capita, which in all our reports is charged to current

expenses, which is not included in other hospitals.

The Xew York hospitals have twelve items sched-
uled. I find almost all of those items larger than in

our hospital, yet at the end of the year our total per-c^ij)-

ita expense may be little above theirs. Fuel must al-

ways be higher with us. We have to haul all our
coal from the shore, and it costs our hospital nearly a

dollar a ton more than the hospitals in the interior of

the State. Again, we ha\e two jilanis a little apart,

two kitchens, two boiler-rooms, and that means a
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good deal more. I have felt this a long time, and I

think the members of the Society should appreciate

that fact, that with our two plants our total per-capita

will be more, but if the State Board of Insanity

should request a uniform financial report it could be

shown that in all items except fuel we would not be

much above the State hospitals. 1 believe our present

pei'-ca])ita is lower, however, than it will be in the future,

as I believe the standard of li\ ing in Massachusetts

hospitals will be raised.

' Dr. Noyes : I don't think I have anything to add

to what Dr. Lane has said from the point of view of

the internal administration of the hospital. He has

been there so much longer than I, and is so much
more familiar with tlie details of it, he is able to pre-

sent it to you very clearly. So far as Dr. Prince's

criticisms go, we are all looking forward anxiously to

the time when Ave can be under the general control of

the State, and feel we shall have no permanent peace

or satisfactory hope of development until we liave

that guarantee for the future pi'imarily regarding the

(piality of the trustees that are to be appointed.

The State hosj)itals have a very high degree of effi-

ciency in their trustees, and if we hope to have that

continued in our own hospital I think we must look

forward to the fact of being under the stable govern-

ment of the State.

Dr. Stebmax : I think that the progress which

the hos])ital has made in the last two years of the new
regime is remarkable and i)romises very well for the

success of their ambitions for the future. The prob-

lem whether it is best to undertake to care for 1,G00

patients under advanced methods in the city confines

and on 300 acres of land, with all the industries for

the chronic class that will be in vogue and are already

being adopted elsewhere, is a question which I have

not tliought over enough to talk satisfactorily about.

Dr. Bullakd : It seems to me we should go very

slowly in this matter. There are a number of details

which should be thoroughly considered and discussed

before I certainly should be willing to adopt the views

advocated to-day. It seems to me, for one thing, that

while the State affords better accommodation at a

lower price, and takes better care of its patients, it

certaiidy would be rather unwise to place the patients

under a less favorable and more costly administration.

If State care is to come, as I hope it may, it seems to

me these problems may well be left to the State.

The Stat(! Board of Insanity have already presented

their opinion in favor of State care to the Legislature

and it seems to me that any questions of extension

such as this proposed should be very thoroughly dis-

cussed and considered, and if State care is to come
they should be left to the State authorities.

Dr. Baldwin': One point has been brought uj) in

the discussion, namely, per-capita cost. It has some-

times seemed to me that jjcople consider more the

(piestion of the per-capita cost than they do the per

cent, of cures possible among the insane. The bur-

den of caring for the chronic insane is a very great

one, and, of course, the insane of this class should be

cared for as cheaply as is possible. In acute cases it

has always seemed to me that the question of money
should not play so large a part. The average dura-

tion of life of a chronic insane person is from twenty

to thirty years, and this means an expense of from

S3,000 to S4,000 for each person who becomes a

chronic case. It seems, therefore, important that

everything that would tend to restore mental health
and prevent a possible wage-earner from becoming a

pauper should be done, even if the per-capita cost

were more. I cannot agree with Dr. Bullard in all

that he said.

Dr. Kxapp : I did not bring in the question of

State care at all, because that is entirely foreign to

this discussion. The State Board have made their

report reconmiending State care, which our Board of

Trustees regard as a very desirable thing, but with the

adoption of State care and if the State should take
this hospital, there still remains, as I believe, the vital

necessity to develop it into a large metropolitan hos-

pital. This necessity is, indeed, still more imperative
than if the hosjntal remained a city institution, because

within a radius of twenty miles <jf the State House
is approxinuitely one-half the po])ulation of the State.

Within a radius of eight miles of the State House
there are about 450 insane beside the insane of the

city of Boston, in a population of about 1,000,000,

making something over 2,000 insane in that radius,

and, although within twenty miles there are probably

one-half the insane, there is no State hospital in that

area. The policy of the State in the past has been to

go into the country and buy a piece of land cheap, in

the middle of a big plain or on top of a hill, and then

to build a hospital at an additional expense for trans-

portation of material and drainage, away from fire

departments and from good water supply, and usually

at some little place where the train stops every other

week, and where you either have to walk three or

four miles or hire a private carriage to get from this

little station up to the hospital. Thus the State has

paid absolutely no regard to the cost of sending pa-

tients to the hospital, the cost for the trustees and

inspectors to go to tlie hospital, the cost to the friends

visiting the hosi)ital, and the cost of getting the

patients away. If State care be instituted there should

be a large metropolitan hospital within the city of

Boston or close to it, so that it would accommodate a

very considerable numlxsr of the insane within the

ten-mile district. Whether State care be adopted or

not, we believe this hospital should be developed.

Whether that hospital should be; large enough for the

whole 2,000 patients or whether it could be made
smaller is a question. There are patients who have
no friends or whose friends do not come to see them.

These can go without hardship to the hospitals some-

where in the country, but there are a large number
of patients whose friends do care to come and see

them, and it is unjust and a great iiardship for the

friends to be compelled to pay this additional sum of

money simply for tin; r(.'ason that the first cost of the

land is a little bit cheaper than to build the hospital in

some accessible region.

BOSTON MEDICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.^

.1. \V. COUKrNEV, M.I)., HECRKTARV.

l{E<iULAR meeting, Thursday, Dec(!mber 21, IHDH,

Dr. R. T. Eoes in the chair.

Dr. Artiur C. Jelly read a paper on

EULIE A DEUX.*

Dk. Blumer : I liave under my care at the Butler

Hospital a very interesting and remarkable case of

See page 3G9 of tbe JouruaL
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folic a denx in two I rislivvonuMi, mother atirl (lauj^litcr,

tonncrlv well-to-do, who iiiuhir the iiilliieiiee of their

(h-Iusioiis, have iii:i<h> sirveral trips to Kiirope uimI thus

im|)OV»rish«'(l themselves, insomuch that now lliey

are a ehar;fe upon the State of Rhode Island. 'I'he

MKilln r completely dominates the daunhter, and the

dau<;Iiler constantly refers to the mother and her opin-

ion in support of her own delusions, and their halluci-

nations of si<rht and hearin<r are almost i<lentical. I

was reminded of the cas(! especially when Dr. .F<'lly

spoke of the j)ali(uit in whose case the ravens j)layed so

lar<^(^ a j)art. In this instance! sparrows appear, and their

appearance has a si<rni(icanc(! which is identical in the

case of both mother and dauifliter. These patients,

wIkmi 1 first cain(> to Hutler Hospital, W(!re in the

same ward, were constantly tOfi;ether, and acting and
reactinuf npon each other. They have sinc-e been sep-

arated, very mnch to the imi)rovement of their condi-

tion.

One fact has strnck me in looking over the litera-

ture of the subject of communicated insanity, and I

am conHrmed in the opinion by what the essayist has

toUl us this evening, namely, that these cases occur

very largely in this country and in Great Britain

among the Irish. My own patients are Irish, and the

cases rej)orted in the Jonrwd of Mental Science

have been inmates of Irish asylums as a rule.

Dr. Dknisox : 1 have been quite intei'csted in the

paper, and I have recently reported a case at the Con-
necticut Hospital of Insane, of paranoia, which is quite

interesting— a German woman about forty-five years

of age. There is no heredity ascertainable, but her

partiuts were not married, lived together without any
marriage and whether that indicated any moral de-

generacy or was due to circumstances, I cannot ascer-

tain. She came to this country fifteen years ago, and
about two and a half years ago became insane, with

well marked delusions of persecution, and very soon

her husband, about whom we knew little, became in-

fected by precisely the same delusions. Her delusion

practically is this : that certain doctors whom she had
consulted, never for children, having always employed
a midwife and labors always normal, came to the house

about midnight or a little tliei'eafter, and gave chloro-

form and performed some kind of operation on the

uterus ; as she expressed it, " they moved it round or

turned it over," to prevent having any more children.

About a year after these delusions, she had a delusion

one morning that she felt a sudden bearingniown pain.

Soon afti'r that, emptying the bladder, she thought it

was clear blood, and she summoned a physician and he

stated he could not come that night, would come the

next day. About one o'clock this physician, whom
she never employed before, came to the house. She

could not see him, but heard his voice, felt his hands

pressing midway between the axilla and ilium, and

he performed some kind of operation on her. She

finally, with her husband, visited New York, consulted

a well-known sjiecialist tliere, and he saw at once that

they were both insane, advised them to go honu>, and

this woman was taken to the almshouse. Very little

is known about the lmsl)and, but the probability is that

he is a weak man and accepted his delusions through

the superior strength of his wife's will, and there is

some reason to think that he may recover. When
the woman came to an examination, she was very will-

ing to talk, as those cases usually are, and produced vari-

ous records and notes which she had written, some of

which nhoi refuHed to nhow even, mmu; of which h\u- al-

lowed me to read, one of which conL-iiiied u iJMt of the
various changes of rcHith-nce in the hwt year and a
half, six or eight changeH, part of the lime Iwcjiiiwr

she had been troublesome, and part of tlie time U-
caiise her husband. While vi><iting in New York
the husband bnike mit and said they ought to have
protection, and the State of Connecticut o«ight to

furnish means for prosecuting her eneinicH. .She

shows thus far no evidence of imjtrovement. We do
not ex[)ect it.

Di{. Pa(;k: There is another very intereHting caw?
at the ConiHiCticut Hospital that might be reported
in full perhaps, but I can only give a few of the de-
tails at this time. Nearly a year ago, a young man
and his mother were brought to the hospiUil at the

same time, and both, of course, were-insane. As I re-

call the case, the young man had managed a farm for

some time. They had had a good deal of bad luck.

Some of the catth; had died. He thought the milch
cows dried up too (juickly in th(i season. He was verv
susj)icious of the j)eople al)out him, different ones, and
there liaj)pened to be an adopted daughter in the familv,
a girl we have never seen, i)ut who. judging from the
reports, must be weak-mindtid,— I think she is epilep-

tic, — and as I recall it she had a sort of trance and
would give tliem information when she was in that

state about the cause for their trouble, and the voung
man and his mother believed what the girl told them,
and in this way they had some very peculiar and
strange ideas, which were very interesting. At length
the young man became so much annoyed that one dav,
when a neighbor whom he believed to be his leading
enemy was driving by the house, he ran out with a
shotgun and discharged it at him. Fortunately he did

not kill the man, but the mother justified the son, and
said that he was justified in shooting the man. and ac-

cepted all the delusions that the son gave expression
to. The mother was never troublesome at the insti-

tution. She was trusted very soon after she came
there to go about more or less, worked very well and
has now been removed, gone home to her sister's.

The son will have to remain probably because of his

shooting incident, which will necessitate his being kept
there. He says now that he made a mistake in trying
to kill this man ; at the same time he believes that the
man was an enemy of his, and has always said that his

mother was not insane and ought not to stay in the
hospital, and several times appealed to me to have her
discharged. The town authorities were not willing to

allow^ her to go back to the home where she had lived,

and finally, within ten days, consented to her discharge,
provided she would go with her sister, who lives in an-
other town, and she went away with that sister and is

probably with her now.
Dk. IIaukinc;ton : One of the cases that might be

referred to in this connection is the celebrated case of

Freeman, who killed his child. He influenced his wife
and brought her over to his beliefs. While we have
his case on quite full record at the Danvers Hospital,
and while there are references to this influence which
he had over his wife, yet the part which his wife fig-

ured in it is not reported very definitely, but still it is

a matter of somewhat common knowledge with those
who knew Mr. Freeman's case at the hospital. alx)ut

the degree to which he did influence liis wife. He had
various delusions and hallucinations, believed that he
heard the voice of God commanding him to do v.-iri
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ous things, an<l that he heard the voice of (jlod giviiiii

him certain tasks to perform as a test, and he and his

wife talked tliese matters all over among themselves,

and she was a i)arty to his helicfs. When it came to

the final act, the killing of his child, she evidently

was wholly in sympathy with his belief. lie heard

the voice of God, or at least by some means the com-

mand came to him, that he was to be put to this test,

and he went to the child with this knife, and held it

over the child, and his wife stayed by his side and the

deed was finally done. That is certainly a very marked

instance of this sort of case we are discussing. We
have, I think, on record that his wife recovered shortly

after, within I think something like a month after he

was arrested, and j\Ir. Freeman finally apparently

made a complete recovery himself, and was discharged

from the hospital at the end of three years.

Du. Pagk : A physician interested in the case at

the time he was at Danvers informed me within two

years that he had kept track of him and that he had

remained jierfectly well.

Dr. Bullard : I saw the woman of this T. family

of wdiom Dr. Jelly writes. She gave me a very full

history of her troubles and told me about her husband

and how he agreed with her thoroughly. I was

rather inclined to suppose at that time that she was

the stronger character and that she influenced him.

He seems to have been a somewhat weak man, and

her very definite views and hallucinations had im-

pressed themselves so upon him as to affect him in the

way described. T should think that view would be

rather substantiated by the fact that the man re-

covered earlier than the woman.
Dr. Abrott : There was a rather interesting case

under my observation two months ago of a German
husband and wife. The husband was rather a neuro-

tic individual, who was also dyspeptic, and he kept

having pain after eating certain things. He had the

notion, possibly as a result of his dyspepsia, that his

food was poisoned, and finally this idea became so

strong that he thought he could see the poison in the

food he ate. As near as I could elicit from the family

and from the patients themselves his wife at first used

to say to him :
" If you talk like that you will be

shut up in an asylum." After a while she too began

to believe that there was poison in the food, and finally

that she could see it. They kept a little grocery

store in one place and they thought many of the

groceries they had were poisoned and refused to sell

some of them for this reason ; many of the things

they would not eat. They moved from place to

place under the idea that they were persecuted in dif-

ferent w'ays and that they could both of them detect

the individuals who were trying to follow them up.

Brought to the hospital, they were separated and not

allowed to see one another. For many weeks both

maintained with undiminished strength the delusions

that the food had been poisoned, that they saw it, that

on opening cans of fruit they could see the poison in

it, and that the neighbors were trying to poison them
and interfere with them. Neither of them had these

delusions about the hospital food, but ate it readily,

nor were they suspicious of those about them in any

way. But l)oth separately maintained these same de-

lusions just as strongly as in the beginning, even after

a great many weeks. This is a case of properly so-

called ^o/?e a deux.

Some of the cases reported by Dr. Jelly seem to me

coincudences rather than true instances oifolic a deux,
or communicated insanity. That is, it is not uncom-
mon for different members of the same family to have
some mental disease, as melancholia or dementia pre-

cox ; it is mere coincidence if they have their at-

tacks simultaneously, and some copying of the delu-

sions of one by the other would not warrant us in

calling them an instance of folie a deux. The com-
plete adoption by a person of otherwise sound mind of

the delusions of another person not of sound mind
seems to me the criterion for the diagnosis oi folio ii

deux. In view^ of our ignorance of the pathology of

the psychoses, the recovery of one of the patients need
not invalidate the diagnosis ; but it only tends to con-

fusion and indefiniteness of conception to class mere
coincidences under this head, and we should be care-

ful not to err in this direction.

Dr. Lank : I am interested in this account of these

cases. It is rather surprising to me that there seems
to be so few of them, because, with our experience that

the weaker members of the family believe delusions, it

would seem a priori there must be many more cases

where the weaker mend)ers of the family do actually

believe the patient's delusions. I do not know that

I can recall any more cases. Some of these cases we
had at our hospital. I saw the two sisters, the first

case reported by the reader, in the morning and ad-

vised to have Dr. Jelly see them that afternoon, and

the)' both came to our hosjiital. The first was melan-

choly at that time, and the second suffered considerable

melancholia and recovered. The younger, a much
stronger person mentally, much more decided in her

views, with a mind of her own, has apparently degen-

erated into a chronic delusional state.

Dr. Brackett, who is familiar with the Freeman case,

calls my attention to it. Not only was Mrs. Freeman
impressed with his views, but quite a little coterie in

the same society whom he had impressed his views

upon assembled in secret several nights. He believed

that the Lord wouM intervene and not allow the sacri-

fice to be made, a repetition of the Old Testament his-

tory, or if the child was killed it would be resurrected

in three days. He not only impressed his wife with

that view, but several of the neighbors.

Illustrating the case of delusions being copied, I

think it is quite rare. We have seen recently a

paranoiac who believes he is God and amuses himself

creating worlds, drawing circles on paper, and has so

impressed a muscular Christian that he is willing to

fight any one who does not believe him. He has

taken up the idea that this man is (irod, and is quite

aggressive on the subject.

Dr. Knai'I' : 1 confess that I am very skeptical in

regard to folie a deux. I doubt whether many, if

any, of the reported cases can stand the test of close

analysis. I think Dr. Jelly has brought out pretty

clearly some of the tests which should be applied in

order to admit a case into the category oi folie a deux.

Thus, for example, I think that cases of general

paralysis occurring in husband and wife, where there is

the probability of syphilitic infection in the two cases,

should be excluded from such category. IMeyer has

recently reported the case of a man wlio was brought

in contact with an alcoholic who had the polyneuritic

psychosis, and developed similar sym))toms, but the

first case was himself an alcoholic, and, as we know,

the clinical picture of the psychosis of alcoholic neuri-

tis is very characteristic and very much the same. So,
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tuo, ill variuuB ineinlHn-8 ot'oiiu family wlio tire uxpuM(Ml

i'ltluT to tlu) niiww toxic iiiflui'iice or who iiro cxpoMcd
to tlif same (iiiviroimiciit it is not Hurprisiiif^, isptci-

iilly if the lauiily 1k' of uiistaUlc ('(niilihriiiin, tli:it

several iiu'iiihers shoultl siiecuiult. W liat to me is

sur|)risiii<r, when we look at the commnnily at lar^'e,

is to see how one pc^rson, pronmlyatinn tin- most
peculiar and extravai^ant notions, notions whicii are

utterly foolish, ean ol)tain a very lar<j;e and enthusias-

tic followiuij, and yet, on the whole, how compara-
tively seldom it is that a person reco<fni/ed as insane

does inlluence the people in his or her i-nvironment.

It would naturally be expected that the weaker and
more ignorant people of the insane person's environ-

ment would come under the influence of his delusions,

and yet it seems to be quite rare.

I recall one instance, a young man now in the lios-

ton Insane Hospital, a Russian Jew, who came to me
some years ago at my ofKce complaining of jjersecu-

tion. His story was that he had wished to marry a

girl, but her family had objected and wished him to

mari-y the older sister. lie did not wish to marry the

older sist(?r and wanted to marry the younger, but

they gave him a love philter to excite his affection

for the older daughter, and it had had a very strange

and mysterious effect on him. From that he devel-

oped a chain of delusions, many of them of a sexual

nature. He felt that it would be a great advantage

to him if he could have sexual intercourse, yet, when
he attempted it, for some reason or other it proved a

failure, and there were various people talking about

him, and mocking him and making fun of him. He
wislunl to retire from his family and write a book
which was going to revolutionize the world, ^''inally

his delusions began to turn towards his sisters, that his

sisters were making improper solicitations and wished

him to sleep with them. After some little time his

sisters themselves came to see me. One of them
came under my care herself. She was a typical neur-

asthenic, but I found on questioning her that she did

not regard her brother's ideas as anything particularly

strange, that she thought a love philter was something
which could be obtained. Of course she said she did

not wish to have her brother come and sleep with her,

but yet she did not think it was anything derogatory

to her to have him say she wished it. This shows
how ignorant, weak people may sometimes be influ-

enced by ideas which others are promulgating inces-

santly.

Another point which the question of folie a deux
brings up is a little bit curious. If the teachings of

Bernheim and others as to suggestion are as true and
as imj)ortant as tlu^y say, why is it that the weak-
minded and hysterical are so little susceptible to the

suggestion of insane people, with delusions and strange

ideas, with whom they come in contact ? If suggestion

were anywhere near so strong a factor as is repre-

sented, I think we ought to see a very much greater

number of these cases of communicated, induced in-

sanity.

Dk. Wouckster : Several years ago a young
Jew, at least a man of Jewish birth, who had re-

nounced Judaism as a religion, was received into the

Danvers Asylum. He had the idea that he received

direct inspirations and revelations from the Almighty,

which led him to various peculiar acts, for which lie

was brought to the hospital, and he was visited by a

dentist, as I understand, in quite good practice in Bos-

tun, who assured uh that he t)«li(;ve<l that thin man
was ull that lie claimed to be, and told uh tliat there

wa.s a sort of BO(;iety that held Himilar views, and all of

them claimed t<j l»e more or less under divine itiHpira-

tion. A few months ago a young woman was received

who had be(Mi claiming that under divine direction

she was required to give up work. She wum h Her-

vant girl ; had been a very industrious girl. She had
been directed to go without food for a long time, and
to spend a number of successive nights out of doorn in

tilt! rain, (exposed to all sorts of weather, and it wa.H

stated that she; had given not only all of her own nav-

ings, but all that she could borrow from friends, and
1 think from one or two relatives, to a man who had
a strong influence over her, and on inrpiiry it appeared

that he was this same man, Kahn. Kahn was di.v

charged with tin; understanding that he was to go to

New York. I think he was sent to New York l>y the

city authorities, and he harl returned to this part of the

country and had obtained a strong influence over
this young woman, so that she considered herself

bound to obey all his instructions, believed him to be
divinely inspired, considered she was so to a certain

extent herself, but firmly i)elieved in his inspiration

and that he was very far superior to herself. He
came to see her and obtained admission on one occa-

sion, and came again and was not admitted. .She was
sent to her friends in Nova Scotia, and I do not know
what has become of her. I should jndge there were
a mmiber of persons in Boston who participated in

what were, in the case of this Kahn and in the case

of the young woman, insane delusions, and not only
m regard to the personality of this man, Kahn, but
of themselves.

AVe have at present a patient in the hospital w ho
came with the history of belief that she had been im-

posed upon in regard to love affairs. A certain man
had ottered himself to her in marriage. She was a

woman about fifty, and aftpr due deliberation decided

to accept him. He, in the meantime, in her opinion,

had been influenced by another man, who had circu-

lated slanders, to reject her, and she had been quite

demonstrative in regard to both him and the man she

considered the cause of her loss. She had also the

idea that the organist in the church which she attended

was in love with her, had made some advance towards
him. Her daughter, a young woman nineteen or

twenty years old, who has come to see her, accepts

all her ideas fully, but she is at large, and not. as far

as I know, considered insane.

I have seen one or two quite peculiar instances in

which an attack of insanity in one person appeared to

be the excithig cause of a similar attack in another
while I was at the Kalamazoo Hospital. Application
was madi! for the admission of a nmn and his wife.

The woman had been attending services of the Salva-

tion Army and had become much excited, and finally

became maniacal. Her husband, who had not been
[)articularly interested in these exercises, had l>een

taking care of her, and shortly developed very simi-

lar synq)tonis. The woman recovered within a few-

months, but the man became i)ermanently demented.
There was a similar case in two sisters. One sister

had been attending some rather emotional religious

services and becanu> insane, and the other came home
to take care of her. and in a short time became insane,

with similar synq)toms— both excited and eoufused.
My recollection is that they both recovere*!.
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THE RESPONSIBILITIES AND QUALIFICA-
TIONS OF A HEALTH COMMISSIONER.

It is probably (luite true that the discovery of the

protective power of vaccination " at the very threshold

of the nineteenth century," and the introduction of its

practice, constituted the real beginning of the art of

public sanitation, and that most progress in the im-

provement in the public health hitherto, and to a great

extent later, came from advantages incidental to the

march of civilization, such as banishing malaria by

draining the land for agricultural purposes.

If the art of sanitation was due chiefly to small-pox,

the science of public health owes its origin fully as

much to another [jestilence, cholera, the first spread of

which over Europe and America in 1831 thoroughly

aroused Western Europe and America to attempts, for

the most part thoroughly crude, for its prevention.

Then came the official registration of vital statistics in

England and Massachusetts, and later the establish-

ment of local and general boards of health, which be-

gan soon to be such in something more than name,

and the discoveries one after another in rapid succes-

sion of the preventive measures which have practi-

cally driven out some of the most fatal diseases atid

have made the ravages of others enormously less.

And yet only twenty years ago, in one of the classic

essays of Dr. .Tolin S. Billings, the statement is made

that " it can be shown that the direct pecuniary loss to

this country on account of preventable sickness and

mortality is certainly over $100,000,000 annually, and

this without taking into account expenditures incurred

on account of sickness, etc., or the unusual losses due

to great epidemics, both from waste of life and injui-y

to commerce. It is evident, therefore, that hygiene is

not only a subject of scientific interest to the student,

or to medical men, but that to the i)olitical economist

and to the legislator its probhjms and discoveries ought

to be of great practical importance— greater, in

fact, than many of the subjects with which these gen-

tlemen usually occupy themselvo."

These problems, as put by Dr. S. W. Abbott, for

cities and towns, are chiefly the management and con-

trol of infectious diseases, including notification, isola-

tion, disinfection, vaccination and the supervision of

infectious disease hospitals ; the inspection and abate-

ment of local nui-^ances ; the sanitary inspection of the

food supply, and especially that of milk, provisions and
animals used for food ; street cleaning ; the collection

and disposal of ashes, garbage and refuse ; tenement

house inspection ; medical inspection of schools ; su-

pervision of foundlings, infant asylums and lying-in

hospitals; inspection of plumbing; inspection of baker-

ies ; inspection of barber shops ; registration of vital

statistics, and supervision of burials ; care of public

bathing establishments ; regulation of offensive trades
;

regulation of stables ; supervision of the municipal

water supply, and the system of sewerage and sewage
disposal. In seaboard cities, moreover, which are

ports of entry, the health boards are charged with

very grave responsibilities connected with quarantine.

It should be the duty of boards of health, also, to

keep in touch with all the discoveries in sanitary

science, to be familiar with every advance in the art

of protecting the health of the community and to be

able themselves to prepare and devise schemes for

minimizing the ravages of disease.

With such duties before the boards of health, it is

obvious that the members of such boards must be se-

lected with the greatest care as to their character and

qualifications. The community has the right to de-

mand that such resiwnsibilities should be entrusted only

to competent persons, and that matters so vital as the

lives and health of the citizens should be placed above

the plane of political preferment— should never be

used as counters in the political game.

PHYSICAL TRAINING AND SWEDISH GYM-
NASTICS.

If one stops a moment to consider the attention

now being given to physical exercise and training in

all its manifold forms, one wonders why the nine-

teenth century has found this systematic cultivation

of the body so essential an element in education,

when our ancestors were sturdy and rugged and well

without it. Our educational system in general seems

designed to thwart the efforts of nature in eradicating

the weak and unfit. The more unfit for the struggle

of life a person is, the more strenuously we strive by

the various means which our increasing knowledge

provides to correct his weaknesses, and to find a

place. for him in society. The weak are clearly the

pampered element in the community. Even the

idiots arc likely soon to be made highly useful to

their fellow beings, if the comprehensive plans look-

ing to their improvement are carried out. This we

call civilization and progress, which no doubt it is,

when regarded from an ethical standpoint, and this is

the only standpoint which society at present permits.

In the second place, with the increasing concentration

in cities, and the more strenuous school life to which
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children air coiistjiiitlv Ix'iny Hultji'clrd, tim needs of

[)liVMi(!iil ilcvclopinciil iint coiilimiiilly ffiowiiij^ more

appuntiiL 'X\w school drsk is Hssuiniii;; iiii iiiipor-

taiico tor the I'uliirc piiysical wcdfiin; of the race

whicii a few yojirs a;4() would have hcicii ihouf^ht

(|uite iiiireasoiiahlc. Ilcncc; tlu; ii('C(!ssitv for a couii-

teraclive iidliieiuv!, both in the way of exercises to

correct iinvilahle d(;l't?cts, and in a tnon; iiitelli;;(!iit

provision lor proper school fnrnitiire, as W(! have in-

sisted in our editorial coniniunication of JMandi 2i)th.

SuperinttMident of Schools Seaver has stated that the

purpose of i^yumastics in the schools is to s(>rve as an

antidote to the school desk. In any case gymnastics

in some form and systematic exercise have apparently

come to stay, and unquestionably will fill a more and

more important place in the broad scheme of (iduca-

tion as the tendencies toward weak bodies grow with

the enervating influence's of concentration in large

cities. Boston now has its Physical Education So-

ciety, which finds ample matter for discussion in the

problems which the physical side of man's organiza-

tion presents. The notable advance made in the last

few years lies essentially in this intelligent discussion

of the whole subject. If physical education is worth

developing at all, it is worth developing with the very

best light at our disposal. We must eradicate the

idea that it is a matter of comparative indifference

how the exercise is taken. Intelligent supervision is

always necessary to accomplish the best results, a fact

which is rapidly coming to be recognized by those in-

terested in the general subject of systematic physical

training.

We are glad to call attention to an admirable pa})er

on the subject of " Swedish Gymnastics," b}' Profes-

sor Hough, of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, and privately printed. Professor Hough
reviews the topic from a general biological and yet

eminently practical point of view. He points out the

possible defects of the Swedish system if improperly

applied through uninspiring teachers, but insists that

in this system when well taught there is opportunity

for excellent results, since it is clearly based on soi\nd

})hysiological principles. Regarding the statement not

infrequently made, that the physical side should be de-

veloped by play and not work, as gymnastics are apt

to be regarded. Hough very correctly says, speaking

of deformities of the sj)ine, for example

:

'• There can be no doubt that such deformities, when

not too grave, can be corrected in the manner indi-

cated (namely, by gymnastics), and it is in this field

that gymnastic work in our schools does what play

alone cannot do. AYlien, for exam[)le, stooped shoul-

ders have been acquired by faulty position, sponta-

neous play gives no stimulus to bring about that con-

traction of back muscles which will correct the fault.

Indeed, in many cases play only accentuates the fault

because of the natural tendency to use the stronger

muscles and to disuse the weaker ones. This must be

especially true of unregulated play, and, even with

supervision, attention cannot, in general, be given to
j

the manner in which n movement in made, i'hiv in.

therefore, not a practical inethiMJ of corn-rlive work."
In hiH concluding nnnurkn Hough iuHiNtH that in

phyKical training twoainiH are [ire-eminently iin|H>rtanL

He writes as followH :

" (
I
) The g-neral effjictH of iMxiily exerciHe, includ-

ing the accpiisition of that amount of phyHical endur-

ance whi(di thf! s()(;cial conditions of each individual

life demand. I plac<! this first, for it is the chief i)\y-

ject of physical training.

"(2) Correction of physical faults, both deformities

of the muscular and skeletal system^ and deficiencies

in the nc^rvous control of the body. I have tried to

show that this is rendered necessary by the specializa-

tion of life, and is especially necessary with that spec-

ialization which marks the period of «levelopment. and
which may be summed up in the two words, 'the

school desk.'

" The primary purpose of the Swedish system of

gymnastics is the second of these objects. Its system

of movements is based on a most careful study of

kinesiology. It studies the effects of the innumerable

{(ossible movements upon the development of the body
— that is to say, upon form and carriage— and it

makes use of such movements as are known to be

fitted to accomplish the corrective effects desired. It

gives these movements in that way which will best en-

sure with all members of the class their proper execu-

tion and greatest corrective value— that is, in the

form of a drill and to the word of command ; and it

gives them with constant reference to such progression,

both in the work of each day and especially in the

work of successive days, as to secure the effects of

training without undue fatigue or strain,"

It is much to be hoped that with all the agitation

from various quarters, the much discussed school desk

may gradually emerge in some ideal form, which will

meet all demands. We require all such prophylactic

measures, though we are by no means so optimistic as

to believe that the need for systematic physical train-

ing will thereby be abolished.

MEDICAL NOTES.

MoDKRN Bullet Wounds.— It appears that

wounds inflicted by the Lee Metford bullet are very

similar to those made by the Mauser. There has been

an increasing opportunity to observe the effect of the

former bullet, as the number of wounded Boers falling

into English hands has grown. Sir Wm. 3IacC'ormac,

in the Lancet^ sums up the general character of the

wounds as follows: "It will again be noticed how
many apparently most serious abdominal wounds are

recovered from— in one of the cases mentioned above

after the formation of a fecal fistula. '1 he chest and
lung wounds are quite similar in their consequence to

those of the Mauser bullet, I have now seen a very

large number of cases of abdominal injury in which re-

covery has followed an expeotani treatment and where
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without any reasonable doubt the intestines must have

been perforated, a few in which the stomach was

traversed, and two or tliree liver injuries 1 myself

entertain no doubt that in the future a perforating

gunshot wound of the abdomen where from the direc-

tion taken by the bullet the intestine has almost cer-

tainly been traversed is no longer an indication of the

necessity of immediate operative interference." A
special correspondent of the same paper also writes

:

•' I have not touched on the subject of bullet wounds
this week, as your other correspondents keep you

au courant with the variety of cases, but they still

present the same weird cliaracteristics as regards the

courses which the bullets take. The more one sees of

them the more one marvels how these missiles can in-

flict such slight injuries during their erratic progress.

After this campaign I am open to believe anything I

hear about the courses of Mauser bullets as long as I

am not asked to verify their stopping powers when a

bone has not been struck or a vital organ reached."

International Congress of Electrology and
Medical Radiology.— It is officially announced that

the International Congress of Electrology and Medical

Radiology is to be added to the International Con-

gresses at the general Exposition in Paris, and will

liold its meetings from July 27th to August 1st.

A University for Hamburg, Germany.— It is

said that a plan is being developed to establish a

university at Hamburg. The faculty of medicine

would have excellent facilities for instruction, on

account of the large hospital at Eppendorf.

Dr. St. George Mivart Buried in Unconse-
CRATED Ground. — Dr. St. George Mivart, whose

death we mentioned last week, was buried in uncon-

secrated ground on account of his recent differences

with the Archbishop of Westminster.

BOSTON and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, April 11, 19(iO, there were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the follow-

ing cases of acute infectious diseases: diphtheria 61,

scarlatina 34, measles 102, typhoid fever 7.

Amend.aients to Massachusetts Registration

Laws Refused. — The recommendations made by

the Board of Registration in Medicine in its annual

report recently issued for amendments to the registra-

tion laws to further restrict medical practice have been

heard adversely by the Legislative Committee on Pub-

lic Health. The Committee reported " no legislation

necessary." The recommendations relate mainly to the

educational features of the registration act and to the

])ractice in the border towns hy physicians residing in

the adjoining States. It would seem that such reason-

able recommendations should have received a favorable

consideration.

Increase in Out-Patiexts at the Massachu-
setts General Hospital.— The following statis-

tics show the extraordinary increase in the number

of out-patients coming to the Massachusetts Hospital

over a period of twenty-nine years, and serve as a

further demonstration of the need of greater facili-

ties for their treatment

:

New cases. Whole number Average
of visits. (daily).

8,707 1870

16,993 1875, 35,458 IIG

20,566 ]8'<0, 37,245 120

17.016 1885, 39,ia5 125

22.545 1890, 57,019 182

29,146 I8'5, 90.663 297

31,003 1899, 104,205 340

A Final Decision Regarding Duty ox Si u-

gical Instruments.— The United States Circuit

Court of Appeals has confirmed the decree of the

Circuit Court in the case of the Massachusetts Gen-

eral Hospital, in favor of the hospital. The court

holds that an importation of surgical instruments

made by the hospital for use in surgical instruction

to medical students is entitled to entry duty free

under an act of 1894, which exempts '' philosophical

and scientific apparatus, utensils and preparations

from tariff duty."

Reduction in Boston's Death-Rate.— Returns

to the Board of Health show a considerable diminu-

tion in the number of dt^aths during the past week, as

compared with those inMnediately preceding. Deaths

attributed to influenza for the week ending April 7th

were 21, as against 33 for the week before. There

was an increase of only 52 deaths in the entire city

for this week over the number for the corresponding

week last year, the totals, respectively, being 276 and

224. Last week's death-rate is 25.9.

Thomas F. Roche, M.D. — Dr. Thomas Francis

Roche, for fourteen years resident physician at Deer

Island, Boston Harbor, died at his home in East Bos-

ton, April 8th, after a brief illness. Dr. Roche was

thirty-seven years old at the time of his death. He
was graduated from the University of New York, and

in 1886 was appointed resident physician at Deer

Island, during Mayor Hugh O'Brien's administration.

Dr. Roche leaves a mother and four sisters.

The Ann White Vose House for Nurses:
A Bequest.— The Ann White Vose House for Nurses,

the latest addition to the Boston City Hospital build-

ings, is completed and was open for inspection Sat-

urday of last week. The building is an elaborate one,

and admirably designed for the purpose to which it is

to be i)ut. Its existence is due to a liberal bequest

from the estate of the late Ann White Vose.

NEW YORK.

Christian Science Mute. — William A. Purring-

ton, Esq., lecturer in the University and Bellevue

Hospital Medical College upon "Law in Relation

to Medical Practice," whose book on Christian Science

was recently noticed with commendation in the Jour-

nal, on April 1st made an address at the Broadway
Tabernacle, on " The Sophistries and Dangers of

Christian Science." In the course of it he said : "It

is well settled law that the individual's right to believe

does not imply a right to manifest bizarre beliefs in
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acts injurious to tlu; pliyHicul and mor:il wclfaivi of

otlici-H." lie also rcIaU-d soiik! (!oin-s|ioM(l<'iic«! In- liiid

willi ('aiol Norloii, wlio is on tlic lioard ol Cliiisti.ui

Science lA-chirers. The roilowiii^ (juestioiis were

asked tlie latter: " II' material aids to tlie injured are

liarnd'nl, wliat (bourse; would vou, or Mrs. Kddy, adopt

in tlio l'oll()win<; cases? {<i) Waikinif alon^ tlu; street,

a brick falls from above and cuts your head, caiisinir

blood to tlow. (/>) A child at tal)le swallows a lish-

bone, and is in danijer of slrani^ulation. (c) Your

child is riding in a street-K-ar, and a jHjrson witb con-

riuent small-[)()x sits down beside it. (d) A child in

the street is run down by a cable ear, and bleeds from

a severed artery, (f) A baby falls from a window

and fractures i's skull." Mr. Purrington read two

repTuis to his (jucistions, which \v(M-e as follows: "The
(juestioiis in your letter I will shelve for the present,

desiring to do one thing at a time "
; and later, after

being jjressed for an answer :
" 1 prefer to shelve them

because to answer them would bring about wholly in-

different results."

TiiK Tknkmknt IIousk Commission.— In the final

days of the Legislature a bill was passed vi^hich pro-

vides for a Tenement House Commission for the

cities of New York and Huffalo, to report to the

next Legislature, and in order to ensure its pass-

ing Governor Roosevelt on April 2d sent in a mes-

sage of urgency, the concluding portion of which was

as follows : " Against this concrete and mercenary

hostility to the needed reform we can marshal only

the general sentiment for decent and cleanly living

and for fair play to all our citizens. Too often the

sufferer himself is dumb, either because he cannot ex-

press himself or because he knows not what remedy to

advocate. In his interest and in the interest of all

our people— above all, in the interests of the State,

whose standard of citizenship in the future is partly

dependent upon the housing of children in the tene-

ment districts of the present— we should see to the

improvement of the conditions which now make the

congested districts of our great cities a blot on our

civilization. Great good was accomplished in the

Tenement House Commission appointed under a similar

bill a few years ago. The good is now in part being

nullified and a new commission is urgently needed."

The reference in the last sentence is to the present

building laws, which permit the erection of tenement

houses which, though less disreputable in appearance

than the old ones, are, because of their immense size

and their inferior light and air shafts, worse from a

hygienic standpoint.

A Decision Affectino Water Supplies.— Jus-

tice Dickey of the Supreme Court has rendered a de-

cision which will save the city many thousand dollars.

The city acquired the bed of Lake Glenside, in Put-

nam County, together with the waters of the lake, for

the sanitary protection of a storage reservoir in the Cro-

ton water-supply system which was partially fed by the

lake. The commissioners in the proceedings received,

against the objection of the Corporation Counsel, evi-

diMice tending to show partial owiMT'^hip of mucIi

wateTH, and made awardM to varioun pernoun who wi^re

vested witli the right to draw water for orditiary

il(unesli(; n^e. I'lie c«)ntenfion of the city \va.H that

this class of <vi'lin(!e would re-ull in the adoption of

an enormous nKasure of damage, and inereane the cohI

of a(;(iuiring additional ])onds to an auK^unt almoHt pro-

hibitive. The de(!ision is a refu-al to eonlirm the

awards.

State Hosi'itai, iok Ln< itiknt Piinii^i-i. — .\

second l)ill, in regard to which the (iovernor uIho sent

an emergency ni(;ssage to the Legislature, was that

providing for the establishment in the Adirondacks of

a State hospital for the treatnuint of incipient [lulmo-

nary tuberculosis. It is to be regretted that the bill,

before its passage, was amended by the reduction of

the appropriation for the hospital originally con»em-

plated to the inadequate sum of $.50,000.

No More Toy Pistols.— After the next Fourth

of 'Inly there are likely to be fewer cases of tetanus

having the toy pistol as their primary etiological fac-

tor, as Governor Roosevelt has signed a bill which

makes it a misdemeanor to sell or give a toy pistol in

which blank cartridges are used to a person under six-

teen years of age.

Dk. Edward Chai-in Aitointek. — The State

Hoard of Regents has appointed Dr. Edward Chapin,

of Brooklyn, a member of the State Board of Medical

Examiners, to fill the vacancy caused bv the death of

Dr. A. R. Wright, of Buffalo.

Pharmaceutical Association. — On April 4th

the Greater New York Pharmaceutical Society, with

principal office in the Borough of Manhattan, was in-

corporated at Albany.

Transfer of Hospital.— Another. bill passed by

the Legislature was one transferring the Brooklyn

Homeopathic Hospital to the City of New Y'ork.

ARMY NOTES.

Anemia and Other Diseases in Puerto Rico. —
The valuable work being done by army medical officers

stationed in our new possessions has recently been in-

stanced by a circular issued by the Board of Health of

Puerto Rico, relative to the anemia so prevalent on that

island. It appears that this form of anemia is ex-

tremely fatal and in the circular it is shown that not

less than 2,000 persons died in Puerto Rico from this

cause alone during the two mouths of October and

November last, fifty-seven municipalities reporting

1,000 deaths from this cause in October alone. The
cause of this anemia had previously been regarded as

an existing malarial infection. Recently, however,

it was demonstrated by Lieut. Bailey K. Ashford,

Assistant Surgeon United States Army, that this ane-

mia was due to ankylostomiasi>, and he was able to de-

termine the presence of the aukylostomum duodeuale

in 19 out of 20 cases of crave anemia which came
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uuder his care iu the Poucu Provisional Hospital.

The disease appears to be much more prevalent among
the native laboring classes of the rural districts, but

Lieutenant Ashtord has also observed it in a consider-

able number of United States soldiers. The circular

above referred to, announcing Lieutenant Ash ford's

discovery, has been sent to all the ph3'sicians on the

island for their information and gui'Iance. Some
months since, Lieut. Walter Cox, Assistant Surgeon

United States Army, demonstrated the existence of

" Malta fever " in a considerable number of cases of

fever in Puerto Rico, which did not present the Plas-

modium and proved refractory to quinine. Special

work in connection with yellow fever is being carried

on in Havana by Dr. Aristides Agramonte, Acting

Assistant Surgeon United States Army, and investi-

gation along the same lines is being carried on by

medical officers attached to the Army Medical Museum,

at Washington. Much excellent work is being done

in the Army Medical Laboratory at Manila, it being

understood that the subjects of bubonic plague and

beri-beri are receiving especial attention.

Disinfectant Value of " Electkozone." — An
investigation into the disinfectant value of " electro-

zone," the disinfectant used by the engineer authorities

in the sanitary regeneration of Havana, has just been

completed by Major Walter Reed, of the Army Medi-

cal Museum, undei- instructions from the Surgeon-

General. While no official report has as yet been

rendered by Major Reed, it is understood that " electro-

zone," when prepared by the electrolysis of sea-water

during a period of eight hours, was found to possess

well-marked germicidal properties. On the other

hand, it was found that the Havana establishment

maintained no standard for "electrozone," and that

the time during which electrolysis was continued, as

well as the strength oi the electric current, was suf-

fered to vary very greatly. Taking into considera-

tion the time required for the production of an effec-

tive disinfectant, the capacity of the Havana plant

appeared to be much overrated. The original cost of

this plant, $75,000, together with the expense of opera-

tion, would seem to render the adoption of this system

in other Cuban cities quite inadvisable. It appears

that " electrozone " has been used in Havana largely

for the disinfection of streets and sewers, and has been

but little employed for house disinfection.

Removal OF Bodies fko.m the Philippines.—
The work of bringing home the bodies of soldiers who
have died in the Philippines has been completed for

the eeason, and the work of disinterment will not be

resumed until next November. Since last November,

when the work was begun, about 1,100 bodies have

been shipped from Manila to San Francisco. About

500 bodies are said to still remain in the Philippines,

nearly all in the vaults of the several cemeteries

around Manila. These bodies the War Department

would have also removed had not the citizens of

Manila objected to their disinterment during the sum-

mer months.

Plague at Honolulu. — A recent report from
Major B. D. Taylor, Surgeon United States Army,
in charge of affairs of the Medical Department at

Honolulu, states that the outbreak of bubonic plague

at that point has been brought under control, although

the disease is still j)resent. A case crops up every

now and then, and Major Taylor believes that this

condition will probably continue for some time to come.

One death from plague has been reported from the

Island of Mani, but no more from Hilo, on the Island

of Hawaii. The health of the troops stationed at

Honolulu is reported as being excellent.

THE HEAT IN ARGENTINA.

We extract the following sur{)rising details of the

recent period of great heat in Buenos Ayres from a

daily contemporary :

" The details published in the Argentine papers

about the recent heated spell, which was reported by
cable dispatches as desolating the whole republic, but
principally Buenos Ayres, are quite horrifying. The
months of January and February experienced nearlv

every day heat greater than had ever before occurred

in the country. But at the end of the spell the heat

was still more tremendous than at the beginning, and
no less than 410 deaths occurred in three days in the

city of Buenos Ayres. The capital, ever so full of

noise and activity, looked, especially during the hot

hours, like a deserted place. Stores and offices were
closed everywhere. The thermometer went up in the

shade to 40° Centigrade (107 ° Fahr.), and very little

rest was brought by the night, for there was not the

slightest breeze, and the pavement, heated during the

day, prevented the usual coolness from being felt at

all. The few people whose business compelled them
to appear in the streets fell down as if struck by a

mallet, and most of them succumbed to delirium and
insanity after a few hours, if they were not killed in-

stantly by the sun's rays.

" The employes of the sanitary service and in the

hospitals had not a minute of repose. Provisions

were not received from the surrounding country,

which was suffering also from the heat, which pre-

vailed along the estuary of La Plata. Ice especially

became scarce, and was sold at $40 instead of $2.00

in gold, its usual price. In the cemeteries the number
of grave diggers was insufficient, though they were
assisted by many ordinary laborers. Twenty-five of

these grave diggers were taken sick, and had to give

up work. The putrefaction of the corjjses was almost

immediate, and the horrible smell rendered inhuma-

tions still more difficult. Numerous corpses were left

exposed for twenty-four hours, waiting for identifica-

tion. The loading and unloading of vessels was sus-

pended during the four or five (lays of the most ex-

treme heat. The news}>aper of ex-Vice-Prcsident

Pellegrini, El Pais, opened a public subscription

for the assistance of the families of the victims of the

heated spell, and gathered $7,005 the first day of the

subscription. There was also great loss of life and

much suffering in Santa Fe, Rosario, Corrientes and

other provinces."
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A CASIO OF INTKSriNAI> OHSIRUCTION FROM
A nAlK-l?ALL.

IJosToN, April '.), 1900.

Mk. Editok : — May Wi). 1H!»!), I was called to Man-
Chester, N. II., to see tlie patient, F. H. II., in eonsiillatiim

witli Dr. Houtwell. The patient, a fjirl of ten, liail been

hick two weeks. The symptoms at first [)ointe(i to indi-

gestion. After ref)eate(l and unavailinj^ atteni})l8 to move
the bowels sym[)tonis of complete obstrnetion came on.

I saw the piitient fourteen days after tlie onset of tiie

attack. Slie was very much emaciated, with a pinched
and anxious-lookinijj face. Her eyes were partly closed.

She was lying on her back with her knees drawn up,

moaninj: and ])artly stupid. Pulse 110, but very weak and
irregular. Temperature 99°. The abdomen was not ten-

der on palpation, but was symmetrically distended. (Joils

of intestines could easily be seen through a thin abdominal
wall. In the median line over the region of the bladder
was felt a sausage-like mass about the size of half a banana.
This was slightly compressible, freely movable and could

be pushed from one side of the abdomen to the other.

The diagnosis of intestinal obstruction was made and
operation advised. A bad prognosis was given owing to

the condition of the child, who was almost moribund.
The patient was moved to the Sacred Heart Hospital

where the o|)eration was performed.
On opening the abdomen in the median line above the

umbilicus, distended and collapsed intestines presented.

The mass was felt up under the liver and was drawn out

of the abdomen. It was situated in the small intestine.

As it could neither be pushed along the intestine or broken
up, the bowel was incised and a mass of hair was delivered.

The incision in the intestine was closed by interrujjted

Lenibert sutures of silk, and the abdomen closed with a

gauze wick to the intestinal suture.

In spite of a rapid operation, the patient steadily failed

and died five hours later.

Subsequently I have learned that the girl had a habit of

cijewing the ends of two curls which were long and hung
over her shoulders. Her teacher at school had tried to

break the habit without success.

The hair-ball measured three and one-half inches long

and four and one-half in circumference. It was composed
of long and short hairs firmly matted together.

Very truly yours,

G. W. W. Bkkwster, M.D.,
Surrjeon to Out-Patients^ Massachusetts

General and Carney Hospitals.

HAIR-EATING CHILDREN AND CONVULSIONS.
RoxBURY, Mass., April 7, 1900.

Mr. Editok:— I give below the account of a case

which has considerably interested me:
I was called a short time ago to see a child, of two

years of age, with convulsions. The mother gave me a

history of whoo|)ing cough for a week. Later that night

1 was again called for tlie same reason. The coiivulsion

was over when I arrived. In watching the child I noticed

that he picked at the blanket, and pulling off some of the

hair, put it in his mouth. The mother stated that it was a

constant habit ever since the child was born. He would
pick at the carpet, his undershirt, in fact anything of a

hairy nature. Thinking that perhaps this habit might

have something to do with the convulsions, I gave the

child some one-tenthgrain calomel tablets. When I

called again the mother stated that the child had j)assed

a ball of hair as large as a silver dollar, together witli

some smaller masses. It is perhaps needless to say tha'

the child has had no more convulsions.

Very truly yours,
' Frederick D. Lyon, M.D.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MICKO.SCOPE.

I'.oHTo.N, Afiril 3, 1900.

Mit. Editor.— In reMi)()nM<; to a number of suggentionii

an<l recjUBHtH, I have undertaken to form a colh-ction of

microsc(jpeH and accessorieH ilhi.Htratin'^ the development
of the instrument, to be placed in the Museum of the Har-
vard Medical School. The nucleus of Huch a collection

has already been made by the j)lacinii in my iianils of m-v-

eral old and extremely interesting pieccM of a|i[)aratu!i.

May I ask you to give publicity to the fact that if any of

your readers are in jmssession of microscopes that will il-

lustrate this development, and are willing to dejio'.it tln-m

in this collection, I will j;lailly receive them and see that

they are properly labelled, displayed and acknowledged.
Very truly yours,

Harold C. Ernst, .M.D.,

Harvard Medical School,

688 Hovlslon St., Boston, Mass.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For thb Week ending Saturday, March 31, 1900.
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March 24th, the death-rate was 21.6. Deaths reported 4,807:

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 456, whooping-
cough 141, measles 123, diphtheria 91. diarrhea 45, fever 38,

scarlet fever 33, small-pox (Hull) 1.

The death-rates ranged from 10.7 in Burnley to 36.7 in Wol-
verhampton : Birminuham 24.2, Bradford 18.2, Croydon 15.5,

Gateshead 20.5, Hull 19.4, Leeds 20.5, Liverpool 31.3, Loudon
20.6. Manchester 26.8, Newcastle-on-Tyne 20.2, Nottingham
20.4, Portsmouth 18.5, Salford 26.2, Sheflield 22.4, Sunderland

24.8, West Ham 19.4.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending March 31st, in Boston, according to oh-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United

States Signal Corps: —
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((Drtgiital ^drticle^*

ON INTKRMKNSTKUAL DYSMENOltlUIKA.'

IIY MAI.I'OI.M HTOItKIt, H.U., IIOHTO.V,

AsHi.itant <»» Oynecoloyy, Harvard Mftlicnl School

.

Im'KUV nvii('(;()l();jji,st will douljtlr.sH n-call ;i tVw ciscs

ii) wliicli there wus present ;it iiltout the iiiiihUe of

tlie iiiteniieiistniul period a set of symptoms, (H!asiii^

su(l<leiily after a (lay or two, niiieli like those, asso-

ciated with meiistniatioii, hut without any ilischarj^e of

blood or (|iiit(( tlu! eliaracteristi(^ pain. This ]>heiioMie-

uon, tlui ino/i/ne/i uterin tntennenstnte/, (lijsnicni)rrli(v

iutennenstrueJle, of the French, the MittcJschinerz of

the Germans, sometimes calhul '' intermediate pain or

dysmenorrhea," if mentioned at all in the text-hooks,

is stated to he very rare. I liave, however, met with

it no less than 18 times in 400 suitable cases in

which I have incpiired as to its existence this last

summer. Gynecologists are still so at variance as to

its causation that a consideration of the subject may
be of value.

I present notes of 20 cases occurring in my own ex-

perience.

Case I. Chronic ovaritis and fibroid.— L. J., thirty,

colored, nullipara. Five years ago dysmenorrhea and con-

stant pain in tlieleft ovary. A tumor of the right ovary was
then removed, but the left one, though in a suspicious condi-

tion, was not touched. The left ovarian pain was not helped
by the operation, and for the last six months it has been
much worse. A few months after the removal of the right

ovary she began to experience on the thirteenth and, much
more severely, on the fourteenth days after the beginning
of menstruation a dull pain extending over the whole ab-

domen, but with much sharper exacerbations in the region

of the left ovary, which, coming on in waves, lasts for an
hour or so two or three times daily. These symptoms
last from four to six days, and are unaccompanietl by any
discharge. During actual menstruation the patient feels

better than at any other time in the month. Within the

last year a fibroid the size of an infant's head has devel-

oped, but as that was presumably not present when the ab-

domen was opened five years ago, it can be dismissed as

having no bearing upon the pain.

Cask IT. Adherent retroflexion.— E. F., thirty-eight,

three children, youngest nine. Four years ago began to

have backache and dragging pain in left side, and for a

day or two before and after menstruation a scratching,

tearing pain in the left groin, menstruation coming on
every twenty-five to thirty-two days, and the patient feel-

ing better when actually flowing than at any other time.

Three years ago began to experience on the thirteenth and
fourteenth days from the beginning of menstruation much
pain in the lower abdomen and back, but none in the left

ovarian region. This pain comes on slowly, is at its ma.xi-

mum for a few hours on the second day, and then gradually

dies away. It is not accompanied by discharge. A year

ago her perineum was restored and ventrosuspension per-

formed, but while her other symptoms were much helped

by the operation, the intermenstrual disturbances were in

no wise affected except that the seat of the pain was trans-

ferred from the back to deep in the vagina and became of

a throbbing character. She is very sure that this change
in the seat of the pain occurred at the very first intermen

strual period after the operation. Coitus, at all times a

source of discomfort, although the woman is of fair sexual

appetite, is quite out of the question during these two
days, for, in her words, it feels as if there were a boil

between the rectum and the womb. Defecation also is so

painful during these two days that it is not to be thought

of.

I Read before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, January IG, 1900.

Examination here showed an extremelj t«ad#r, tharply
nttrodexid and ilenMciy adherent ut«run, with much «;ndr>-

niclritiH, but the ai>i)enilageH (tould not he paljiat«4l iiatiii-

factorily. We may Mup|K>He that they were not much di»-

ea.'«(l at the time of the ventroNUit[>e(iMiofi from their not
liaving been remove<l.

Cask III. Chronir jitlvir jieritnuitiii.— K. A., thirty-two,

severe attack of i)elvic inflammation (gonorrheal^ twenty
yearn ago. Four yearH ago a miscarriage wirli no immedi-
ate bad efTects, but ever since irregular bilateral ovarian
pain and backache ; much dysmenorrlK-a

; obHtinate rectal

(;atarrh, nujcli worse in middle of mrjnth.

In June, 1H97, I removed tlu; right ovary, which con-
tained a small cyst, the size of a hen's egg, leaving the
somewhat degenerated left ovary in def<;ren(:e Ui the de-
maud of the patient. The ajjpendages on ea<di side were
found buried in a mass of very dense adhesionH. Afebrile
(convalescence. On Se[)tember 1st, catainenia in perfect
(comfort for the first time in five years. On September
I'ith, an attack of sharp pain in the pelvis and right side

lasting two days. I have no notes of the October men-
struation, but the pain recurred November .'jth, twelve days
after the beginning of menstruation, it being this time on
the left side.

Thus from month to month she went on with intermen-
strual pain, sometimes on one side and sometimes on the
other, but with no regular alternation. A year later I

found a mass the size of a fist to the left of the uterus.
She was then menstruating with little discomfort, but re^^u-

larly on the twelfth to fifteenth day she had for three
or four days this pain, dull in character, with occasional
very sharp twinges. No discharge was associated with
it.

In December, 1898, I opened the abdomen again and
found a small encysted peritonitis each side, and removed
the stump of the right tube, and also the very densely ad-

herent left tube and ovary. The patient's condition forced
me to leave the uterus behind. I had arranged to operate
upon the day of the pain, but an acute digestive storm
forced me to put it off for three days. Through an unfor-
tunate accident the ovary removed was lost, but there was
certainly no gross evidence of' a recent or a[)proaching
rupture of a Graafian follicle. In this case menstruation
has continued in spite of the removal of both ovaries, and
so also has the intermenstrual pain. But considering the
matted condition of the pelvis, I am not surprised that some
ovarian tissue should have been left behind.
Case IV. L. M., twenty-two, virgin. Apex consolida-

tion with T. B. present four years ago ; sound now.
Lithemic ; several attacks rheumatic fever. No pelvic
symptoms until last few months. Menstruation in October
painful; in November much more so. On November 29th
(fourteen days after beginning of menstruation), sudden
sharp pain in median line over pubes; feels as if every-
thing were sinking down ; considerable leucorrhea. Care-
ful examination showed no gonococci. The next menstrua-
tion was very painful, and after it had lasted ten days, the
normal being two, I curetted her and also steamed out the
uterus. The appendages examined under ether were
normal. Since then she has had no pelvic discomfort of

any kind.

Case V. Interstitial fibroid, without disease of append-
ages.— Mrs. G., forty-two, never pregnant. Menstruation
profuse but painless. For ten years has had on the eigh-

teenth day after the commencement of menstruation, which
is delayed two days, a definite pain lasting one day, with a
profuse leucorrhea which lasts three days. This pain is

generally on both sides, and is of a dull, heavy character.
It stops suddenly and completely. This patient was put
on thyroid extract, and at the end of three months the
pain had disappeared, although there was no change in the
size of the tumor.
Cask VI. Gonorrheal endometritis, with no trouble tcith

appendages that can be discovered.— E. K., thirty-two, one
child and two miscarriages. Menstruation normal except
for pain in one groin for the first day since it first &\y-

peared. For fifteen years has had on the fourteenth dav
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from the beginning of menstruation pain in the same place

as the menstrual pain but of a quite different character.

This is associated with profuse leucorrhea, lasts two or

three days and then ceases at once and completely.

Case VII. Endometritis and very mild chronic salpingi-

tis.— S. P. (Disp. 2,478). Two years ago a miscarriage,

followed by salpingitis. Some months subsequently began

to have on the fourteenth day dull pain on the left side

lasting two to three days. Menstruation painless. Patient

greatly relieved by six months* local treatment.

Case VIII. Retrocession from parametritis ; right ovary

prolapsed ; both ovaries thickened ; endometritis,— M. B.

(Disp. 3,448). Miscarriage one year ago. For the last six

months has been having pain on the fourteenth or fifteenth

day, lasting for two or three days. No increase of leucorrhea.

The pain is on the left side and running down the left leg

;

no pain ever on right side. Menstruation has stabbing

pain in back of a different character.

Case IX. Adherent retroversion, with prolapsed and
adherent appendages ; endometritis.— C. S. (Disp. 3,582).

(Jonorrhea six months ago; miscarried five months ago.

For the last four months has had pain on the fourteenth

day from the beginning of menstruation. The pain is in

back and around umbilicus much the same as when unwell

;

it lasts a day or two.

Case X. Anteflexion ; prolapsed ovary.— H. C. (Disp.

3,982). Never pregnant. For three years has had on

fourteenth day after the beginning of menstruation dull,

paroxysmal pain in both groins accompanied by nausea.

It lasts two days only and has no discharge. Menstrua-

tion is irregular, five weeks to three months, and painless.

Patient much improved by sedatives.

Case XI. Pelvic organs normal hy rectal examination.

— L. K., virgin (Disp. 4,007). Since menstruation be-

gan, seven years ago, has had sharp pains in both groins

on the fourteenth day ; the pain is unlike her cramps with

menstruation ; it lasts three days only.

Case XII. Retrojiexion, second degree, adherent ; little

endometritis, and the appendages apparently normal.— Mrs.

H. (Disp. 4,040). For many months pain over pubes like

that of menstruation, only much worse, on the fourteenth

day. It lasts only one day and is not accompanied by

discharge.

Case XIII. Posterior parametritis, with slight retroces-

sion and metritis.—Mrs. L. (Disp. 4,062). Since the birth

of last child ten years ago has had every month a sharp

pain on the fourteenth day. The pain is on the left side

and exactly the same as when unwell. Leucorrhea is

somewhat profuse but never bloody. The pain has not

been helped by repair of cervix one year ago. I removed

a neglected stitch from the cervix without effect upon the

pain.

Case XIV. Slight salpingitis.— K. N. (Disp. 4,108).

Married two years ; never pregnant
;
gonorrhea two years

ago ; no history of much pelvic inflammation. For one

year pain in womb and over pubes on the fourteenth or

fifteenth days, and at that time passes blood with the feces.

No leucorrhea at any time. At menstruation, similar pain

but no bloody feces.

Case XV. Endometritis.— K. D. (Disp. 4,189). Syphilis

four months. For two months sharp pain on the four-

teenth or fifteenth day after menstruation. Pain much
like that when unwell, but much worse

;
great improve-

ment under treatment.

Case XVI. Salpingitis, purulent endometritis. M. G.

(Disp. 4,192). Twenty years, one child eighteen months

old. Pain on the day after menstruation established. On
the fourteenth and fifteenth days from the beginning of

menstruation the same pain, associated with an increase in

leucorrhea. This pain stops after a few hours.

Case XVII. Retroversion.— Mrs. B. (Disp. 4,186).

On the fourteenth and fifteenth days marked discharge but

no pain. In this case the discharge disappeared on correct-

ing the disj)lacement and ap{)Iying a pessary.

Case XVIII. Lacerated cervix ; endometritis ; adherent

ovaries; slight retroversion.— L. (Disp. 4,124). Twenty-

eight years. Four children ; last eight years ago. Men-

struation regular and painful ; leucorrhea for years. For
several years pain on fourteenth day like that of menstrua-
tion. This vanishes after two or three days and is asso-

ciated with an increase in leucorrhea. I removed with the
curette a fair amount of hyperplastic endometrium, and
after breaking up the few adhesions that bound down the

ovaries, excised a piece of one for examination and sus-

pended the uterus. In the two subsequent months she had
none of the customary intermenstrual pain, though men-
struation was, if anything, more free than before and still

painful. Removed specimen negative.

Case XIX. Eyidornetritis ; retrocession ; chronic sal-

pingitis ; prolapsed ovaries.— M. F. (Carney 393). Twen-
ty-eight. Never pregnant. For three years (that is, since

marriage) has had on the sixteenth day from the beginning
of menstruation, which is regular and painless, pain in the

lower abdomen and right side and leg. This pain is

paroxysmal, lasting five minutes at a time for one to three

days. There is no increase in leucorrhea.

Case XX. Right ovaritis ; tender stump on left.— Mrs.
H. (Carney 314). Three years ago left tube and ovary
removed for cystic degeneration. A child two years ago.

Since the operation, has had every month, about the four-

teenth day, pain in back and both sides, coming on suddenly
and lasting for two or three days. This is quite different

from the discomforts of menstruation.

To these 20 cases of my own I have added 25

more collected from the scanty literature on the

subject. An analysis of these 45 cases shows the

following facts :

(1) As regards the regularity of the jiain, in all it

ajjpeared practically every month, except when preg-

nancy intervened. In 22 the pain always occurred

on a definite day, from the beginning of the last

menstruation. In 13 there was a variation of two
days, and in four of four days. In two, with irregu-

lar menstruation, it occurred on a definite day before

the next menstruation.

(2) As regards day of appearance, counting from
the first day of the previous menstruation, in 20 it

appeared on the fourteenth day exactly, in seven

it appeared from the twelfth to the fourteenth day,

in six from the thirteenth to the fifteenth day, in two
from the seventh to the tenth da}', in two on the six-

teenth day, in one on the fifteenth day, in one on the

seventeenth day, and in one.on the eighteenth day, men-
struation here being five days late. Thus in 41 cases

it came from the twelfth to the sixteenth days in 37.

(3) As to its (character, in a large number of cases

its paroxysmal character was spoken of, the attacks

either coming at intervals of several hours and last-

ing five to fifteen minutes, or else there being con-

stant pain with mai'ked exacerbations, often of the

greatest severity, and subjectively much like labor

pains. In about half the cases the pain resembles

that of menstruation ; in the rest it is " entirely dif-

ferent." In nine there was no pain with menstrua-

tion.

(4) As to duration, in 10 it lasted two days, in

nine three days, in eight one day, and in only four

did it last four or more. In most of these it could

be inferred that it reached its maximum on tin; first

or second day.

(5) As to seat, in 14 the pain was sharj)ly limited

to one sid(!, with fairly regular alternations in two
cases (Palmer and lAIarsh) ; in 12 it was more gen-

eral.

((!) As to character of discharge, in none of these

cases was then; associated with tin; pain any dis-

charge like that of menstruation, although in two it
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WiiH HlrgliUy Kiin<^iiiu'()iiH. TI1080 wiin; n!H|)cc|,ivt'lv

Ciis(!S of ciisily Itlccdiii;^; (ihroids and (liscasfd a|>|)iiid-

H<r(!S, with lu-iuorriuii^ic t'lidoiiiclritiH ; hotli coiidilioiis

apt to l)lt!cd on tlic slifflitcst provocratioii. Tlii.s lack

of cluimc.tcristiit inmstrual dis<;luirff(! is the ciiicf

reason for objection to tlie ti^rin " internieiistnial

dysmenorrhea," as that implies menstrnation, aii<l, as

I have shown, there is no menstrnal discharge, and in

more than half the eases the pain is dill'crent from

tlnit of menstrnation. On the other hand, a marked
increase of h'neorrhea is spoken of in 10, showin;^

a decided tempoi-ary conncslion. In my third and
fonrteenth cases there were hloody dejections (hiring;

the pain.

From this analysis it will bo seen that we are (h-al-

in>i' with a phenomenon definite in the time of its ap-

pearance, chara(;ter and seat, which is (piite nnlike

premenstrnal congestive pain, or tin; soreness that

sometimes persists after menstruation, and lacking the

irregularity of ovarian neuralgia.

As to the causation of this pain, one might sup-

pose, from its frequent location in the groins, that it

is due to some att'ection of the appendages. While
in most of the text-books it is dismissed as " ova-

rian," it certainly is not always so. Croom had a

typical case, in which the pain disappeared after the

removal of a hydrosalpinx, although the ovaries were
not touched. In Fasbender's case there was no pain

aft(U" the uterus was curetted, the appendages being ap-

parently normal. My fourth case was a similar one ;

in my fifteenth case the improvement was measured

by that of an existing endometritis, the ajDpendages

being normal, and in a case of Btsnicke a stenosis of

the internal os was apparently the only lesion, while

in at least one of my cases of fibroids and one of

retroflexion the appendages seemed free. On the

other hand, in 40 cases in which the local condition is

stated I find that there was more or less of an in-

flammatory condition of the appendages in 30 (" ova-

ritis " 15, salpingitis 12, hydrosalpinx 3). AYhether

this preponderance is more that a coincidence de-

mands an examination into the various theories sug-

gested to explain this pain, remembering that a phe-

nomenon associated with so many different conditions

cannot of necessity be always due to any one, and re-

membering further that this proportion of inflamma-

tory cases is not much different from that obtained in

any series of gynecological patients.

The theories hitherto suggested may be called (1)

the mechanical theory— tubes, ovaries ; (2) the neu-

rosis theory ; (3) the intermenstrual cycle of conges-

tion theory ; 4) the intei'menstrual cycle of ovula-

tion theory.

The mechanical theory— applied to the Fallopian

tubes— supposes the intermittent emptying of a ca-

tarrhal accumulation within the tube, the pain be-

ing due to efforts to force the contents of the tube

through the closed uterine ostium, under which con-

ditions it might be expected that the pain would be

paroxysmal. Examining the cases under considera-

tion, we find that a more or less watery discharge

was noticed in four, in two of which a swollen tube

had previously been felt. The intermittent charac-

ter of this tubal hydrorrhea has been exi)lained by

supposing that under certain conditions, with the con-

gestion of menstruation, there may be suilicient

swelling of the mucosa to produce the temporary oc-

clusion of the tubes with a resulting accumulation of

fluid, and tluit at the time of the i^reuti-wt iit^-rinc.

ipiiesci^nce the presHiire within the tube beeoUM-H Hiif-

fi<Ment t«) expel it.s contents. In only two of theHc

<;aHes was the diagnosis of a liydroHal|»itix proved by

operation, and at best tins tlieorv would apply t/> l)ut

few.

riii; mechanical theory as applied to the ovary

(by Johnston) is that the pain is due to the xtretth-

ing of adhesions by the shrinking <jf the j)elvic organn,

or to the shrinking of tin; hard parenchyma of tlie

chronically inflamed ovary, due to the ebb of the

menstrual congestion, and inferentially assumes that

this shrinking is at its maximum midway iM-tween

the menstrual j)eriods. If this theory were correct

it would be but fair to expect that with sufth hyper-

sensitiv(^ ovaries and adhesions, then' would alrio In*

pain with the congestion that accomjtanies men-,trua-

tion, but in nine cases menstrnation was painless, and,

in fact, in three the patients felt far better during the

few days before and during menstruation than at any
otlx'r time. Furthermore, typical intermenstrual pain

was observed in six cases in which the ovaries were
freely movable and not sensitive to pressure, and the

uterus also was freely movable.
The neurosis theory (Croom, F'asbender, Houlli,

Martin) involves ovulation taking i)lace at a different

time from menstruation. Assuming that this symp-
tom is generally seen in nervous women, it is Inld that

izWEZtT
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at about the fourteenth to sixteenth (hiy, then rising

until it reaches its maximum on the tvventy-fourtli,

with a rapid subseijuent drop again until it reaches

par on the day that the next menstruation begins.

Now this wave of vital energy, according to Stephen-

son and Mary Putnam Jacobi, shows sometimes sec-

ondary fluctuations, and it has been assumed by certain

writers— unfortunately without as yet definite experi-

mental demonstration— that there exists a definite in-

termenstrual wave— that the Stephenson wave is one

of double rhythm, the second beat giving a certain

amount of congestion, but not being of sufficient force

to compel a discharge of actual blood.

While the large number of cases in which there was

an increase of the amount of leucorrhea, even some-

times tinged with blood during the prevalence of the

pain, shows that at this time there may be a certain

amount of pelvic congestion, the theory that the pain

is of necessity due to such a congestion cannot be

maintained, for the simple reason that many of these

cases had no pain at all when really menstruating, a

time when there is certainly much more congestion

than at any intermenstrual secondary wave, and, fur-

thermore, the intermenstrual pain and that associated

with menstruation was generally of totally different

character. In many other cases there was with the

pain no increase of leucorrhea, such as would follow

much congestion of the pelvic organs.

The intermenstrual cycle of ovulation theory brings

up the old (juestion of the synchronism of ovulation

and menstruation. I think it is now generally ac-

cepted that while a certain period of every month—
generally approximating that of menstruation— may
be regarded as that of ovulation par excellence, the

ripening and discharge of ova is a fairly constant pro-

cess, though to a much less degree. These irregular

ovulations must be inferred to explain the cases of

conception that sometimes take place outside of the

limit of *' five days before and ten days after " that are

avoided by the Malthusian husband. Ovulation is, at

least, helped by a congested condition of the ovary.

We have seen that in many of these cases there is an

increased congestion of the uterus as measured by the

amount of leucorrhea, and therefore presumably of

the ovaries, and what more likely, according to this

theory, than that the intermenstrual secondary wave
of the preceding theory, due on the thirteenth to fif-

teenth of the menstrual mouth— counting from the

beginning of menstruation, which is the nineteenth to

twenty-first of Stephenson's wave, the climax of which

precedes menstruation by a week— should be of suf-

ficient force to cause ovulation to take place. The
resulting pain would be due to the incarceration of

the growing follicle or to the discharge of ova through

the chronically inflamed capsule of the gland. Indeed,

Marsh goes so far as to formulate the theory that the;

process of ovulation occurs every twenty-eight days,

but that it is normally removed from that of menstru-

ation by an interval of fourteen days, and that ordina-

rily it occurs in each ovary alternately. This cycle

of ovulation is revealed to us, according to him, in the

pathological cases by the pain caused by the dehiscence

of the follicles, while under normal conditions ovula-

tion would not be manifested by any appreciable signs.

In the first place, this tlieory runs contrary to the ex-

perience of mankin(l that coitus is most apt to be fruit-

ful in the few days closely following menstruation. I

am unaware of any observations from the days when

so-called " cystic degenerated " but functionally active

ovaries were sacrificed so recklessly that show that ovu-
lation was especially active in any large proportion of

cases in which they were removed in the middle of

the month. If it is true that intermenstrual pain be
due to ovulation occurring in chronically tender ova-

ries, if ovulation normally occurs fourteen days after

menstruation, there should be vastly more cases of

intermenstrual pain, considering how numerous such
ovaries are. To be sui-e, occasional cases seem to

bear out this periodic intermenstrual ovulation. In
an ovary I recently removed on the fourteenth day I

noticed a follicle that was within a few hours of rupt-

ure, but I qu(^stion very much whether such coinci-

dences are not to be explained by the fact that ovula-

tion may be taking place at any time. As I have
stated, a hasty macroscopic examination of the ovary
removed in Case 111, three days after the pain, showed
no sign of functional activity, while the section of the

ovary removed in Case XVIII gave the same result.

That the ovaries function alternately must be re-

garded as merely a theory until shown to be a fact,

in spite of the somewhat striking alternation in the

seat of the pain in the cases of Marsh and Palmer.
In my own experience, when examining healthy ova-

ries in the course of abdominal work, they generally

seem in about the same condition macroscopically on
the two sides, which would hardly be expected were
one active and the other resting. As bearing very
strongly against March's theory of alternation, I would
cite my third case, in which intermenstrual pain oc-

curred every month, sometimes on one side and some-
times on the other, although one ovary had been
removed a year previously. Finally, as against the

theory that this pain is due to painful ovulation, I

refer to the numerous cases in which the ovaries were
apparently perfectly healthy, and to the two cases in

which the pain disappeared after the uterus was
curetted.

As possibly throwing some light upon the subject, I

would offer the following theory, which for want of

a better name I call the " awakening of menstrual

activity " theory. The intermenstrual pain coming
about the fourteenth day from the beginning of men-
struation, the nineteenth after the climax of Stephen-

son's wave, occurs just about the time the pressure

line has reached its lowest point. Cannot then the

intermenstrual wave, if one exists, be one of prepara-

tion rather than of subsidence, a nervous explosion,

so to say, as if nature were waking up with a more or

less violent effort to make ready for the coming
activity, whether menstrual or ovarian ? We have
seen how for nearly three weeks the wave of vital

energy has been running down hill and the system
has, as it were, got into a rut. Nature suddenly says

this decline must be stopped, and in the readjustment

of forces that ensues as the human machine begins to

work again with greater energy, it is not to be

wondered that there should be groaning from some of

the machinery, which, however, after a day or two
finds its bearings again and then works automatically

and in silence. This theory would not be incompati-

ble with the fact that this pain occurs under such a

variety of pathological conditions, ranging from simple

endometritis to pyosali)inx and fibrosis. The pain

does not of necessity come from any one organ, but

from whatever organ is the most irritable or diseased,

will come the loudest protest at the sudden arresting
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of tho coiulortjiltlc vital dccliiK-. A case of Sorfl'H

shows well how this |i:uii lias more relation to the

coming iiiciistriialioii than t<» the previous one. 'I'lic

pain was always fourteen <hiys hefore the next men-

struation, althouj;h this eame at vtM-y irre^^uiar inter-

vals. 'I'his ease was ohserved throuj^h 1 17 periods.

1 have found hut one ease in which tlu; relation 1m-

tween ])ain and the previous menstruation was al)so-

lutely positive! (my tenth). Ileri; menstruation, oe-

(Mirrinji; at intervals of five weeks to three months, was

always followed on the fourte«'nth day hy sickeninj^

paroxysmal pain in hoth <rroins, lastin<r two days and
unattended hy leuciorrhea. I rej^ard this case as

merely tlu! inevitahle exc»'ption for whieh sonu' other

explanation must he soui^ht. Hoth Priestly and

Palmer have spoken of the possihility of internu'U-

strual pain having some relation with the coming men-
struation, hut otter no explanation of what this rela-

tion is.
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TREATMENT OF CANCER OF THE CERVIX
OF THE UTERUS COMPLICATED BY PREG-
NANCY.i

BY GEORGE BEN JOHNSTON, M.D., RICHMOND, VA.

If I am correct in interpreting the motive of our

excellent host in inviting me to be present at this

meeting of your honorable body, as an expression of

his desire to afford nie the opportunity of enjoying

his hospitality and your good-fellowship, and not as

dictated by those considerations which vanity might
suggest, then this paper is to be regarded as scarcely

more than a mere formality — a passport entitling me
to entrance upon these coveted pleasures.

I have selected the subject announced in the title as

one in which obstetrician and surgeon must be alike

interested. In view both of the increased gravity of

cancer of the cervix of the uterus when complicated

by pregnancy, and of the many considerations which
must, in most instances, be taken into account in de-

ciding upon the proper treatment, there is probably

no class of cases which demands greater accuracy in

observation, wisdom in interpretation, and skill in

management. It has, therefore, been somewhat of a

surprise to me to find the question so briefly and un-

satisfactorily dealt with in the treatises at my disposal.

This was one consideration which influenced me in the

selection of this subject.

Aside from this, the subject seemed to me a most

suitable one for this occasion. The condition whose

treatment constitutes the subject of this paper pre-

sents itself to the obstetrician and to the surgeon in

slightly different lights,— due to their respective

points of view,— there being just that shade of ditVer-

ence which is conveyed by the terms employed by

each in referring to this condition. To the obstetri-

cian it is pregnancy complicated by cancer ; to the sur-

geon it is cancer complicated by pregnancy. To the

• Read before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, January 16, 1900.

one, u norm.'il phyHJologicttl proceitH uMHumeH a new
pluiNe from the advent of a seriouH pathological condi-
tion ; to the other, u puthologi<al eon(htir>fi uIwuvh
grave, l)Ut hy no means hopelesH, is rendered far more
HeriouH by the existing physiologiriul condition. In ih«
solution of tin; problem presented the one conHirierH

what measures are demanded hy the invuHJon of the
pregnant uterus by a malignant neopla»ni ; the other,

what modification (»f the procedures reguhirlv indi-

cated in the treatment of a malignant tumor of the
cervix must be made when the invaded (»rgan con-
tains a mon; or less completely developed human Ih--

ing. From thes(; considerations, therefore, it would
he natural to predict that tin; obstetrician would he in-

clined to (l(;fer operative intervention Ui a laU^r date
than would the surgeon, and that the surgeon, on his

jtart, would be disposed to grant to the interests of
the unborn child less consideration than wouhl the
obstetrician.

Hut the gravity of these cases is such as to demand
that in deciding u})on the course of treatment each
phase of the case should be accorded its proper sig-

nificance, unbiassed by the dicta of any specialty.

The position in which 1 am now placed, as a surgeon
addressing a society of obstetricians, seems to me pe-
culiarly adapted to the endeavor to formulate for the
handling of these cases certain general impartial
rules, in which full justice shall be done to the
claims of both mother and child. Ignoring the ques-
tions of etiology, pathology, symptomatology and di-

agnosis, let us assume that we have before us a ca.se

presenting the condition under discussion. What
method of procedure are we to atlopt when this fact

has been ascertained ?

Fortunately, conception rarely takes place in the
presence of cancer of the cervix of the uterus, the
very nature of the disease almost precluding its occur-
rence. The onset of the cancer, then, is usually sub-
sequent to conception. Since this lesion is most com-
mon in women who have borne one or more children,

its earlier symptoms are quickly recognized by them
as a departure from the course of former pregnancies

;

alarm is excited, and advice promptly sought. This
results in an early detection of the malady."

Because the course of cancer of the cervix when
complicated by pregnancy is more aggressive than
otherwise, and for other cogent and obvious reasons,
its management demands special consideration. In
this consideration we are to take into account the pre-
carious condition of the child, which rarely goes to
the full term of intra-uterine life ; the constiint dan-
gers which beset the woman from hemorrhage and in-

fection ; and, finally, at labor, rents which" may ex-
tend into the peritoneum and lead to fatal peritonitis

;

or, should the uterine canal be occluded or rendered
incapable of even moderate dilatation, there is the pos-
sibility of rupture of the uterus, on the one hand, or,

on the other, the impossibility of terminating the
labor without resorting at last to surgical procedures.
Nor should the grave question of the rights of the
unborn child be overlooked.
From the above considerations it is manifest that

the well-i'stablished principles governing the treatment
of cervical cancer in general must be modified when
pregnancy exists. Our method of procedure will be
infiuenced by a number of factors, cliief among which
are the extent of the lesion and the stage of preg-
nancy. On this basis we may divide these compti-
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cated cases into three groups, each having its own
indications for treatment

:

(1) Those cases in which the cancer appears before

the termination of the fourth month of pregnancy and
remains limited to the cervix.

(2) Those in which the disease is discovered after

the fourth month and remains limited to the cervix.

(3) Those in which, regardless of the stage of

pregnancy, the disease has extended to the vagina,

and possibly neighboring structures, rendering the

condition inoperable.

"With our cases thus classified, two prominent points

are to be noted : (1) In the first and third groups the

indications for treatment are apparent, positive and
constant, as contrasted with the second grou]), in

which our method of procedure is variable and can be

arrived at in each instance only after intelligent judg-

ment, founded upon the consideration of numerous
details. (2) While possessing the above point in

common when contrasted with the second group,

when compared with each other we find that our first

and third groups are exactly opposite in the result

sought and in the method of their management. For
this reason the indications for treatment can best be

brought out by departing from our order of enumera-
tion and considering the third group immediately after

the first.

The treatment of the first group of cases— those

in which the cancer appears before the termination of

the fourth month of pregnancy and is limited to the

cervix — is apparent. At this early stage of preg-

nancy no thought of saving the life of the child can

be entertained, and our sole consideration must be

the w^elfare of the mother. We are, therefore, to pro-

ceed exactly as we would in dealing with a cervical

cancer in a non-pregnant uterus. Hysterectomy is to

be promptly performed, preferably by the vaginal

route. Usually at this stage of pregnancy the uterus

can be easily removed per vaginam. Should the cali-

bre of the vagina, or the existence of some other ob-

stacle, not admit of this method, total hysterectomy

by the high route must be resorted to.

In the third group of cases— those in which, re-

gardless of the stage of pregnancy, the disease has

extended to the vagina, and possibly neighboring

structures, rendering the condition inoperable— the

indications, while equally as obvious as in the first

group, lead to the adoption of exactly an opposite

course, and our efforts are entirely in behalf of the

child. The disease having reached an inoperable

stage, it is likely that the pregnancy is well advanced,

except in those rare cases in which the cancer existed

prior to conception. In either case the outlook for

the mother is utterly hopeless. Our endeavor h(>re

must be to sustain her until the end of term, if possi-

ble, or at least until the child has reached a viable age.

During this time it is essential that she l)e kept under
the closest surveillance ; for, in spite of our efforts,

intervention may be demanded at any moment on ac-

count of exhaustion or hemorrhage or to forestall

premature expulsion. If we are successful in carry-

ing the woman to term, delivery then by the natural

channel is frauj^ht with such formidable danirers —... . ^
laceration, hemorrhage, infection, with peritonitis —
that Cii'sarean section should always be resorted to as

less perilous. Should delivery before term be un-

avoidable, on account of the exigencies above men-
tioned, Ca?sarean section should be performed where

there is the slightest chance of securing a viable child,

and it is also the only method to be adopted prior to

such time, if it be api)arent that the passage of even
an undeveloped fetal head through the diseased cervix

would end in fatal hemorrhage or a poisoned wound
of the peritoneum.

Our course in dealing with each of the two classes

of cases thus far considered w^as clearly indicated by
the conditions, and the unavoidable sacrifice of a life

in each instance left us unhamj)ered in our efforts to

rescue the other— the mother in the first group, the

child in the third. Coming now to the treatment of

the cases included in the second group of our classifica-

tion,— those in which the disease is discovered after

the fourth month and remains limited to the cervix,—
the conditions are more complicated and demand more
serious consideration.

Here we recognize the possibility of accomplishing

that most desirable object, the saving of the lives of

both mother and child, and our efforts should be
directed to that end. With these cases our course

should be to keep the woman under the closest obser-

vation for a time and subject her to frequent examina-
tions. If it is evident, after severa inspections, that

the disease is progressing with such rapidity that it

will advance to an inoperable stage before the child

has reached the period of viability, the possibility of

saving both lives no longer exists, and the child's life

must be sacrificed. Innnediate ablation of the uterus

is now demanded. In this class of cases the supra-

vaginal route is chosen, and the operation is a Porro,

continued to complete extirpation.

If, on the other hand, we find the disease to be pro-

gressing but slowl}', so that it is plain that the mother's

cause will not suffer materially by a few weeks' delay,

postponement should be recommended. Should we
thus feel justified in deferring operation until the com-
pletion of the seventh month, or later, if possible,

Cesarean section, followed by complete removal of the

uterus, may result in the rescue of the child, and at

the same time accomplish for the mother all that could

have been hoped for from an earlier operation. The
necessity for the practice of this plan grows more im-

perative as the case approaches the end of the normal
period of gestation, so that it becomes a plain duty to

give to the child, after it has reached the time of prob-

able viability, as many days of iutra-uterine life as

may be consistent with the safety of the mother.

The I'esponsibility in this class of cases is especially

serious. Though at no i)eriod of gestation is the life

of the fetus to be lightly considered, or sacrificed save

from the conviction that the step is necessai-y for the

rescue of the mother, yet the claims of the child upon
us grow more pressing as fetal life advances. On this

account the mother should, and usually will, take some
hazard upon herself for the sake of her unborn off-

spring.

1 wish to append a report of three cases of cancer of

the cervix, comjilicated by pregnancy, successfully

treated by operation. Two of these were of the kind

described in the first group of our classification, and
the other belonged to the second. They are briefly as

follows

:

Case I. Mrs. P., refernnl by Dr. Devany, of

Wakefield, Va., consulted me July 29, 1897. Age
twenty-six, married seven years. Two children

;

youngest four years old. Dates her trouble from
birth of last child. At this delivery a laceration was
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produced. I'ivcr Hiiicc lias had iiion- or Ichh Iroiililr,

KiK-li ns liciiriiiij-dowii pains, hackaclic, vayiii.al dis-

clmrj;*', somctiiiit'H scvt-n; itchiii;,' of (ixtcnial parts. Is

now and then incl.-tnciioly and nrrvons. All syinp-

tonis increased durini; nicnstrniition.

IM(Mis(.riiation, wliicli liud been rof^nlar, did nut ,ip-

pcar the middle of May as expected. 'I'lie ordinary

sij^ns ol' preiiiiancy <leveloped in proper order. IJeliev-

inij; herself pregnant she was niystitied i)y a eonst.int

Moody discliarire, on acconnt of whicii sh(! coiisnlted

Dr. Devany. Ivxainination revealed a tlir(!(^ ami a

half months' prei;nan(!y. 'VXw cervix was occupied hv

can-inomatous growth iiivolvin>f nearly the entire vagi-

nal portion. Microscopical (indini^s verilied the <liai;-

nosis and immediate operation was proposed.

Because of the extensive deposit abdominal pan-

hysterectomy was advised, and accomplished on Au-
gust 5, 1H1)7. Her recovery was (piick and easy and

she left the Old Dominion Hospital on Septeml»er

3, 1897.

A recent examination of this patient shows her in

perfect health.

Case II. Referred by Dr. John T. Clraham, of

Wytheville, Va., and operated on in his private saiii-

torium. Mrs. II., age thirty-eight years. Has had
five children and two abortions in nine years. Young-
est child two years old. Consulted Dr. (Traham June

17, 18i)!). He found a large bilateral laceration of

the cervix, which occurred at her first delivery. Had
phlebitis in both legs after birth of last child. Dr.

Graham found the cervix much enlarged, with great

eversion of lips. Menstruation had not been regular,

and was now several weeks overdue. INIedicated tam-

pions were used to reduce size of cervix with a view

to performing trachelorrhaphy. Treatment availed

nothing. Points of induration began to break down.

Rapid ulceration took place and the true character of

the disease was quickly made out. Cancer of the cer-

vix was diagnosticated, and on July 16th I saw the

patient with Dr. Graham, and on the following day

complete abdominal hysterectomy was performed. The
progress of her recovery was satisfactory until the

fourth week after operation, when she developed phle-

bitis of her left leg and likewise suffered an acute con-

gestion of the kidneys. Her recovery from this point

on was tedious. Finally all symptoms subsided, and

she is now entirely well.

Case III. Mrs. B., referred by Dr. J. P. Haller,

of Pocahontas, Va., Januaiy 17, 1898. Is twenty-

four years old, married six years, one child five years

old. Has suffered more or less ever since the birth of

her baby.

Dr. Haller says of her in a letter dated January

9th :
" She has suffered greatly at menstrual periods.

Menstruation ceased five and one-half months ago

;

since this time uterus has steadily enlarged. Os hard

to reach by examining finger. Through a speculum ob-

served bilateral rent. Anterior lip much enlarged but

smooth; posterior lij) everted and covered with granu-

lations, which bleed on slightest touch." I examined

this patient January 17th and found all that Dr.

Haller has described. A diagnosis of cervical cancer

complicated by pregnancy was given. This was veri-

fied by the microscope.

In view of the facts that her general health was

superb, tlie disease was just beginning around the os

and was limited to a very small area, and that the

pregnancy had advanced to the middle of the sixth

month, it wiim determined to po.Ht|M)ii(; opf;ration, hoping
to rescue the child later on. Dr. Hiiller kej>l a cIom;

wat<'h on her until .March l.'Jth, when nhe retnrtifd l/»

the Old Dominion Hospital. It wuh })l:tin that l\u:

disease had m.ide advan(;e, and iiH the child Wiut con-
sidered viable, being now well on into the Heveiith

month, Ca'sarean section f*dlowe«| by complete extirpa-

tion was <lone on Mar<-h 22«l. The child wjw ex-

tracted alive and received the rite of baptism imme-
diately on its remov.il. It survived two and one-half
hours.

This patient made an unusually easy recovi-ry, and
returned to her home, four hundred miles away, on
May .'{, I8!)8. I had o|)portmiity to examine h«,-r

August 18, 1899, and found her absoluttdy well.

THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OK OB-
STETRICS AND GYNECOMXiY, HELD AT
AMSTERDAM, AUGUST 8-12, lS!>9.i

BY GEORCSE .1. ENGLEMANN, M.D., BOSTOX.

It seems late in the day to dwell upon the Inter-

national Congress of August, 1899, and yet I tiike

pleasure in presenting to you, at the rcfjuest of our
President, such of the more striking features of this

great gathering of gynecologists as I may now re-

call.

The attendance was large, some 200. Many gov-
ernments and national societies were represented, and
papers so numerous that it was repeatedly necessary

to separate into an obstetrical and gynecological sec-

tion to accomplish the work plaiuied. French, of

course, predominated by reason of the close proxi-

mity of France and Belgium. Pinard, Richelot,

Doyen, Jacobs, Reverdin, of Geneva, the previous

president, and others equally able, added much of in-

terest to the meeting. The English were few in num-
ber. Among them were men we love to honor, such

as Robert Barnes, Simpson. Alexander, of Edinburgh,
Sinclair, of Manchester, and leaders such as these.

Our own country^ was well represented by a meml)er-
ship of 27 : Baldy, Fldebohls, Fry and King, of

"Washington, Davis, of Philadelphia, Gordon, of Maine,
Palmer Dudley, of Xew York, Reed, of Cincinnati,

Carsons, of Detroit, and others, who took an active

part in scientific discussions and business transactions

as well, owing in a great measure to the organized

and harmonious action of the American delegation.

The absence of the Germans was much regretted,

although in no way did it interfere with the interest

and success of the Congress. The unfortunate dis-

cussion which arose some years ago between Martin,

of Berlin, and Treub, of Amsterdam, the President

of the Congress, who had mildly objected to the in-

troduction of foreign elements into the faculties of

Dutch universities where native talent was available,

had become so acrimonious and had so aroused the na-

tional feeling of the Germans that no one attended,

with the exception of my good friend Ziegenspeck, of

Munich, and even those who ^ve^e to take part offi-

cially in the opening of discussions as rapporteurs,

whose papers had already been distributed in printed

form, did not appear, although the feeling was against

Treub the Dutch professor, and not against Treub the

President of the Couc/ress ; it was a purely personal

' K«Hd before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, jHiiuiiry 16, 1900.
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matter, and will in no way influence the position of

German gynecologists with regard to the next Con-

gress, in which, I already understand, they will take

active part.

As is usual at such large gatherings, nothing abso-

lutely new was presented. Tlie anastomosis forceps

of La Place, of Philadelphia, were well received.

Robert Bell, of Glasgow, detailed his very successful

results in the treatment of uterine cancer in its early

stages by thyroid ingestion, and reported favorably on

the use of the parotid and mammary gland extracts

in uterine and ovarian disease. Goldspohn, of Chi-

cago, explained his combination of the Alexander

operation with inguinal celiotomy through the dilated

internal ring, for the breaking down of uterine adhe-

sions and other minor interferences, a proceeding

which will hardly find general favor by reason of the

inherent danger of hernia. Doyen endeavored to im-

press the advantages of his angiotribe, which dates

back to 1897, the Moscow Congress unnecessarily

bringing before the meeting his claim of precedence

over Tutfier. The cautery clamp of Skene found a

warm friend and advocate in Jacobs, of Brussels, who
presented it as a much more serviceable instrument

than the clumsy angiotril)e. German instruments

of similar construction, the Hebelklemme of Thumin
and the Brennklernme of "Winter, did not appear.

The subjects oificially presented for discussion were :

Gynecological: (1) "The Operative Treatment of

Fil)roids "
; (2) " The Relative Value of Antisepsis

and Perfected Technique in Practical Results of

Operative Gynecology." Obstetrical: (1) "The In-

fluence of Posture on Form and Dimensions of the

Pelvis "
; (2) " The Indications for Cesarean Section

with Reference to Symphyseotomy, Craniotomy, and

the Induction of Premature Labor."

Interest centered in the question of the operative

treatment of fibroids, some 44 having inscribed their

names to take part in the discussions, which were

opened by Baldy and Doyen. Schauta, one of the

rapporteurs, was not present, but his conclusions as

they appeared in the abstract merit consideration. He
says : ( 1

) Operate only if the tumor causes disturb-

ances which cannot otherwise be overcome ; (2) total

vaginal hysterectomy he looks upon as the safest and

easiest, if the tumor is not above the navel and easily

pressed into the pelvis
; (3) abdominal section for

more or less immovable and partially intraligamen-

tous growths ; (4) the supravaginal amputation, with

intraperitoneal treatment of pedicle, he still adheres

to as yet more safe than total hysterectomy, though

not so satisfactory in final residts ; considers it valu-

able as an emergenc}' operation ; (5) enucleation

whether by the vaginal or abdominal route is no safer

than extirpation ;
(H) castration ; (7) curettement

hardly to be considered
; (8) the clamp he looks upon

as possessing no advantages over the ligature, but
often useful in emergency. The jjropriety of remov-

ing the ovaries is questionable, as the unpleasant

setjuences are not done away with by leaving the

organs. If left the symptoms appear at once ; if

removed they come somewhat later.

The conclusions of Doyen may likewise be of inter-

est by reason of the prominent position he now takes.

He resorts to the vaginal operation if the case seems

an easy one ; to abdominal laparotomy if difficult.

Abdominal myomectomy he rarely performs ; for large

multiph; interstitial growths he believes total abdomi-

nal hysterectomy with closure of the peritoneum most
advantageous.

In the active and interesting discussion which fol-

lowed, participated in by so many able surgeons from
all quarters, almost every one presented some devia-
tion, some method of liis own with its peculiar advan-
tages, and I may prominently mention Jonnesco, the
brilliant young Roumanian, professor of surgery in

Bucharest, whose method of bringing together the ab-

dominal walls with coaptation of layers, without bur-
ied sutures, is most ingenious, always using metallic

suture, silver, or preferably bronzed ahuninum.
After the close of the afternoon session we were

given an opportunity to see a demonstration of the
kinematogra2ili as a practical aid in medical instruc-

tion and record by Doyen, who has certainly utilized

this wonderful instrument to its utmost and presented
a series of marvellously perfect living {jictures show-
ing his various operations — a removal of the kidney
in four minutes, operation on the brain in six minutes,
etc. Technically, the demonstration was perfect, but
it hardly seemed apjiropriate when upon a continu-

ance of these attractive pictures, after the close of the

session upon the following afternoon, numbers of

ladies and children swelled the crowd who had gath-

ered to see the show, and the Secretary-General, Dr.
Jacobs, very justly insisted upon having the hall cleared

of those whom curiosity had attracted, before the dis-

play was permitted to begin. In his operations, per-

formed at the private hospital of Dr. Mendes de Leon
in the early morning, so as not to interfere with ses-

sions, he did not display the same rapidity, though it is

not just to judge the operator working amid strange

surroundings, and at the same time endeavoring to dem-
onstrate his method, but it is that which does not ap-

peal to us— the crushing of tissues with the heavy
angiotribe, with its hundreds or thousands of pounds
of pressure, and then the ligature in addition, of

course an en masse ligature, although the crushed tis-

sues were hardly thicker than a strip of parchment.
Not one of the patients recovered. At Moscow he
was equally unfortunate, I understand, every one of

the five operations performed during the session of

the International Congress in 1897 terminating fatally.

Of three upon whom he operated in Edinburgh, at

the meeting of the British Medical Association, one
recovered. The Amsterdam cases, his assistant told

me later, had been, before operation, in the same room
with a patient suffering from tetanus.

Reynier, of Paris, discussed abdominal hysterec-

tomy for cancer in a very able manner, and I men-
tion the fact more especially because it is interesting

to see how the American method has assumed promi-

nence, even here where tin; vaginal operation until re-

cently has been supreme for malignant disease, and
quite a strife is now being waged among French sur-

geons by the various claimants for precedence in this

operation, whilst, as far as I can recall, it was Jacobs
who first drew attention to the advantages of the ab-

dominal route, after a careful study of the work of

American operators.

The influence of posture on shape and diameters of

the pelvis was presented by Bonnaire, of Paris, and
Bue, of Lille ; Pinzano, of Pisa ; Lebedoff, of St.

Petersburg, and Walcher, who unfortunately, like all

the German rapporteiirs, was absent. A most care-

ful study of the su])ject has been made, and of ex-

treme interest were the seri(!s of experiments made to
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(li'tcnniiK! with prcciMion the viiriatioiiK in si/,«* and

shape of tho pelvis in dilVerent positions: in the

cudiiver, th(> elusticitv ot the tissues h'ast, a sotnewhsit

f^reater yiehlin^ in tiie livinij non-pregnant snlijeci,

and ijreatest in the prej^nant and partnrient. It is

clearly demonstrated that the snspended or Walcjur

position eidarj;es tlu' pelvic; inlet, whilst it narrows the

ontlet ; vice versa a lithotomy position widens the oiit-

let and narrows th(^ inlet.

These facts thus seientilieally demonstrated were

corroborated by clinical evidence, by successful cases

in which delivery had been accomplished in tin; sus-

pended position where forceps and possibly symphys-

eotomy would otherwise have been called for.

To Walcher nnipu'stionably belon^^s the credit of

first demonstrating^ the possibilities of the method, of

jfiviuii; it a scientific foundation and likewist^ of prac-

tically aj)plyingit; yet there are sonu^ unwilliuff to

allow this, who still refer to the now famous illustra-

tions of JVIercurio and Melli, who, in the Middh; A<;es,

pictured a similar ])()sition to facilitate the examina-

tion and delivery of very fat women. If any refer-

ence is made in INIercurio, and in a rather hasty ex-

amination I have not found it, of the adaptation of

this position to ditHcult labor from other causes, it is

but incidental and can never be compared with the

[)recise and scientific descri[)tions of Walcher. Such

a position has, however, actually been in use for ages

in cases of retarded labor, though hitherto neither un-

derstood nor appreciated by the obstetrician, ami by

the way, the only truly suspended position, the one

resorted to by primitive peoples, which was first de-

scribed and pictured in my book on labor in 1882. It

is historically interesting, and, like many other of the

practices of primitive peoples, presents some points for

serious consideration ; this actual suspension jiossess-

ing the advantage of mobility over the fixed Wah^her

position, thus admitting of the shifting of the pelvic

axis and a variation of j)Osition with the advance of

the head, a point of very decided importance when
we consider the narrowing of the pelvic outlet by the

Walcher and its widening by the lithotomy position,

which must of course follow as labor progresses, if it

is to be facilitated in all its stages.

It is interesting to note that Pinard, the warm ad-

vocate of symphyseotomy, objects very decidedly to

this awkward position, which, I must say, cannot be

well adapted to present conditions and to modern ob-

stetrics, however satisfactory it prove. He was one

of those who opened the discussion upon the Cesarean

section as compared with craniotomy, symphyseotomy
and the induction of premature labor, and sjjoke of

symphyseotomy as distinctly an easy operation. A
most fluent, eloquent speaker, always interesting, with

an enormous material at his command. He strongly

emphasized the importance of discontinuing in our

obstetrical practice, (1) the induction of i)remature

labor, as at least 30 per cent, of the children are

lost; (2) forceps and version in retarded labor due

to resistance of head by bony parts of jielvis ;
(-"5)

embryotomy on the living child.

The arguments of other speakers rather favored

Caesarean section, as constrasted with symphyseot-

omy, allowing to each, however, its proper field ; the

statistics of Leopold and Olshausen were referred to,

with a mortality of from seven to eight per cent., ex-

punged 0.8 per cent., Zweifel being quoted with 1.7

per cent. only.

There was much to intercMt thn surgeon in th«

dis<'UHHir»n of the second gynecological topi<-, " The
Relative liearing of AntisepHis, and the Improved
'lechniqni' in the l{ei«nt Ke-idti of (gynecological

( )perations."

Kichelot made a very excellent point, that detaiU

of execution decide the question, dexterity with jurlg-

ment, tin; combined use of «l(^xtrouH handH anri good
common Hens<;, ami that antisepHis in unison with ini-

prov(!«l technitpn- is j)aving the way for true confwr-

vative surgery. \\v rather disparaged the glovoH,

shaved face, and tin; mask now in favor with Oer-

mask, and dwelt upon the far greater imj)ort<'ince of

ra|»id operation, with lirief exposure of tissues and a

minimal loss of blood.

Humm looks upon antisepsis as simple of attain-

ment, that this we have iicconqilished, that technicali-

ties are diflicult and that we have technique, now
neglected for antisepsis, yet to learn and to perfect.

The Congress was well managed, without unneces-

sary red tape, and work was pleasantly relieved by
social evenings, luncheons, dinners, and most interest-

ing excursions to Scheveningen and on the wimling

wat(!r ways to the old Dutch town of Edam, with a

sail on the quaint medieval boats of the herring fleet

of V'olendam to the Island of Marken. It was on a

Sunday, and everywhere we were greeted by the en-

tire i)opulation in their attractive costumes, still ad-

hered to by man, woman and child, and strikingly dif-

ferent in every one of these places. Among the many
pleasant recollections of this meeting not the least is

the charming hosj)itality of our Amsterdam friends,

which gave us a glimpse of Dutch life rarely granted

the stranger.

The International Committee has now definitely ac-

cepted the invitatfion of the British Gynecological

Society and the next Congress is to t<ike place in

London, 1902. The American National Committee
appointed by the American delegation at Amsterdam
is : Drs. Engelmann, Boston, Chairman ; McMurtrie,

Louisville ; Reed, Cincinnati ; Whitridge, Baltimore ;

Dudley, New York, Secretary.

GUNSHOT WOUND OF THE ABDOMEN, WITH
MULTIPLE WOUNDS OF THE INTESTINE.^

BY HOWARD A. LOTHROP, A.M., M.D., BOSTON,

Assistant Visiting Surgeon, Boston City Hospital and Ixmg Island
Hospital; Assistant in Anatomy, Harvard University.

Thk following patient came under my care on the

service of Dr. (Jeorge H. Monks, at the Boston City

Hospit:il, and I am indebted to his kindness for the

privilege of reporting it. J. T., colored, thirty-one

years of age, was brought to the accident room of the

Boston City Hospital just before midnight on August
7th, with the history of having been shot in the alxlo-

men. He was perfectly conscious and it was learned

that he had been shot at very close range, and that the

weapon was a revolver of 32 calibre. He entereil the

hospital about one hour after his injury. He had

been eating and drinking during the evening, but was

not intoxicated.

Inspection showed a man of metlium height and

muscular. He was restless, and was couq)laining of

great pain referred to the alnlomen. The mucous

> Head at a meeting of the Surgical Section of the Suffolk District

Medical Society, January 3, 1900.
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membraues of his lips aud coujuuctiva' were rather

pale and he was perspiring freely. Ilis pulse was 80,

regular, of fair strength, but not of full volume. His

respiration was slightly increased aud was costal rather

than abdominal. The abdomen was only slightly dis-

tended, but the muscles were perfectly rigid, and there

was extreme general tenderness, which made palpation

of little value. On percussion the abdomen was
everywhere tympanitic except in the flanks, where
there was a suspicion that more than the normal dul-

ness was present. About three inches above the an-

terior superior spine of the left ilium was a nearly

circular, finely ragged wound, somewhat less than a

quarter of an inch in diameter. There had been only

slight hemorrhage from this wound, which was appar-

ently free from shreds of clothing, and it had allowed

nothing to escape from the abdomen. There was no

other bullet wound to be found, nor was the bullet to

be discovered subcutaneously. There was no direct

evidence by which the direction of the bullet could be

determined, although it seemed obvious that certain

of the abdominal viscera had been injured. The
wound was not probed. The patient had not vomited,

nor had his bowels moved since the shooting, so that

the question of blood in the stomach or lower bowel

could not be determined. lie was catheterized and a

normal urine obtained.

The nature of his injury was explained to him and
an immediate celiotomy was performed under ether

narcosis, two hours having elapsed since his injury. A
median incision five and one-half inches long was
made, extending from just above the umbilicus nearly

to the OS pubis. The peritoneal cavity was every-

where filled with blood and clots, aud the streaks of

bright blood showed that hemorrhage was still going

on. On everting the left abdominal wall, the wound
showing where the bullet had entered the peritoneal

cavity was discovered. The skin and the peritoneal

wounds were so placed as to show that the wall had

been penetrated obliquely, and the projection of a line

connecting these two points showed that the course of

the bullet was directed downward and to the right

toward the true pelvis, which contained much blood

and was evidently the source of fresh hemorrhage.

Exploration showed that the bullet had entered the

right true pelvic wall and fresh blood was rapidly

coming through the wound in the pelvic fascia. With-
out further exploration of this wound it was packed

with gauze and the hemorrhage easily controlled.

The abdominal cavity was then carefully irrigated

with copious amounts of warm salt solution and the

free blood and clots removed, aud there seemed to be

no further source of alarming hemorrhage.

During this procedure it was observed that the in-

testines were markedly collapsed, and wounds in the

small intestine had been observed, through which

much of the intestinal contents had entered the peri-

toneal cavity. The bladder was not injured. From
the fact that bullets tak(! a straight course through the

abdominal cavity it was decided that the only viscera

exposed to injury in this instance were the intestines,

together with their mesenteries and the great omen-
tum.

Starting from the ileocecal region a systematic ex-

ploration for perforations of the small intestine was
begun and the first group of perforations was al)Out

five inches from the lower end of the ileum. Tli(>

bulht had evidently passed through a knuckle of the

bowel, making four perforations close together and in-

jui'iug the mesentery. As the gut was nearly severed,

enterectomy was performed, thereby removing about
six inches of intestine, together with a portion of the

mesentery, and the ends united by interrupted Lem-
bert sutures of fine silk. The ends were held in ap-

proximation by about six sutures and then inverted

and a second row of Lembert sutures applied about
three-eighths of an inch apart, »j)articular care being
exercised at the mesenteric attachment. About 18

inches further up the ileum was another group of four

perforations, which had practically severed the bowels.

Here a second resectioji was performed and the ends
united as above. The intestine was then further ex-

plored by running the coils through the hands within

the abdominal cavity, and at no time were any coils

exposed on the surface of the abdomen except those

which were wounded and needed sutures or resection.

About 10 feet from the ileocecal region was a third

group of perforations. There were two circular holes

and about four inches distant was a ragged wound
about two inches long parallel with the intestine.

The mucous membrane was much everted and injec-

ted. The small wounds were closed transversely with

interrupted Lembert sutures, but the longer wound was
sutured longitudinally. No further perforations were
suspected, but the search was continued toward the

jejunum, and at about the middle of the jejunum an-

other group of wounds was discovered and this coil

was pulled down from the left hypochondrium. Here
were two pouting circular bullet wounds, which were
closed transversely. Near by was a contused area

parallel with the intestine and about an inch and
a half long, where only the serous coat seemed
to be intact ; it was of a dark-blue color and very
thin. The serous coat was invaginated and sutured

longitudinally, thereby constricting the lumen of the

intestine somewhat. The rest of the jejunum was in-

tact. The ileocecal region was intact. No wound
was found in the descending colon and the transvei'se

colon was above the track of the bullet. A superficial

wound of the serous coat of the sigmoid flexure was
then discovered and sutured. The bullet had passed

anterior to the rectum, wliich was found to be intact.

It seemed evident that no further viscera had been

wounded. Manipulation and peristalsis had changed
the position of the intestinal coils so that none of the

perforation remained along the track of the bullet.

The temporary gauze jjacking was still in the

wound in the pelvic wall, and there was no hemor-

rhage from any source. This packing was now re-

moved and the wound explored with the linger. The
bullet had passed through the pelvic fascia and the ob-

turator internus muscle, and was felt deeply imbedded
in the body of the ischium. The sacral plexus was un-

injured and the finger in the track of the bullet de-

tected pulsation in the branches of the internal iliac

artery. An attempt was made to dislodge the bullet

which was ineffectual, as the bullet was deep and
firmly imbedded. The wound was deep in the jjelvis

and these inani|)ulations had started fresh hemor-

rhages of considerable magnitude, which could be

controlled only by packing. On account of the

length of time consumed in the intestinal rejiair, it

was thought best to control this hemorrhage by tam-

pon. During the operation the abdomen was irri-

gated from time to time with hot salt solution, and

all fecal extravasation and clots removed as far as
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p()s.sil)lc. About thirty (|uiirts of Hiilt uulutioii Wfit-

usud for tliis purpose. At the <'lo.s(! of the opcrutirtii

tlie ubiloiiuMi WHS l(!ft full of this solution and the

upper portion of the wound elos(!d, leiivinj^ a small

opening below, throuffh which extendeil strips of

<;au/<! into the jtelvie fascia to the seat of the bullet.

The duration of the opcsration was about two hours.

As the patient was sulferiun from shock consiMpient on

tlie early hemorrliaj^e, infusion of salt solution in the

pectoral re<rioiis was bei^un as soon as he was ether-

i/tid, and thriM' (piarts wen^ thus mad(! to (^nter the

circulation. During- the operation he received subciita-

neously, stry(;hnia, oncj-fifth of a j^rain ; tincture of ili;;i-

italis, t8 minims ; brandy, one ounce. At the close

of operation the pulse was 1 10, rei>ular, and of fairly

ijood strcn<fth and volume, and he was perspiring pro-

fusely. He recovered well from his ether and did not

vomit. Rectal alimentation and stimulation were be<;un

at once and continued for three days. The stimulant

enema consisted of a pint of salt solution and an

ounce each of brandy and black coffee ; the nutrient

enema of two ounces each of pej)tonized milk and
beef juice, one egg, ten grains of pepsin, and five

minims of tincture of opium. These enemata were
given alternately every four hours. The lips and
mouth were moistened occasionally, and he was al-

lowed small })ieces of cracked ice sparingly.

Eight hours after the operation, th(! pulse was 120,

and he was recovering from his shock. He remained
quiet and made no complaints during the day. His
urine was removed by catheter for the first forty-eight

hours.

August 9th. Patient was very comfortable. Tem-
perature 1)9.5°, pulse 90 ; abdomen soft and not ten-

der ; no vomiting ; bowels moved by a cleansing

enema.
Augixst 10th. Comfortable. Temperature 100°,

pulse 95 ; normal movement of bowels.

August 11th. Liquids by mouth in drachm doses.

Highest temperature this p. m. was 101.8°, pulse 92.

August 12th. Convalescing without particular in-

cidents. Temperature 99.5°, pulse 78 ; abdomen lax,

not tender. Two of the four original strips of gauze
removed, followed by moderate hemorrhage which
stopped at once on the insertion of a third strip.

August 14th (one week after operation). Convales-

cence uninterrupted. Liquid diet continued ; bowels
moving regularly, about twice daily. The original

gauze strips were removed to-tlay ; not followed by
any hemorrhage ; fresh gauze packing. Temperature
99°, pulse 70; stitches removed.
August 16th. There was considerable hemorrhage

this morning so that the dressing was fairly saturated.

The gauze packing was renewed, and the bleeding

easily controlled. Patient continues perfectly com-
fortable, with normal pulse and temperature.

August 17th (ten days after injury). Still on
liquid diet and bowels moving regularly, with no
signs of leakage at points of suture. Wound healed

except at lower end, wdiich is kej)t open by the strips

of gauze for drainage. Abdomen lax and patient per-

fectly comfortable. During the dressing this morning
the gauze wicks were removed as usual, and a single

one carefully inserted. For the last few days there

has been considerable discharge of a dark color, pre-

sumably from broken-down blood clots, but no fecal

extravasation. The wound was not irrigated or dis-

turbed beyond the renewal of the wicks. Shortly-

after the wick wus iriHerted, frcMh bloo<l wai neen to
rise slowly to the Hurfuce, uiid in a moment it welli-d

up with great force and the hemorrhage vinn alarm-
ing. 'I'he index finger was at once iriserte*! into Uio
w«»und dire<-ted toward the site of the bullet, mo an U)

serve as a guide, and then several long wicku were
rapidly forced into the wound. This procedure wan,
of «;ourse, extremely jiainful, l)ut was dt-manded in

order to save the life of the j»atient, ami had t4* Ix;

continued Ixddly, notwilh-ttanding his cries of jiain.

Meanwhile ether hail been callecl for and admini.s-

tered, in case it should be necessarv to renew tliiH

packing. No further hemorrhage followed, however,
and it was considere<l best not to disturb this pack-
ing.

August 18th. J*atient luis Ix^en much fright«;n«r<l

and nervous since yesterday, but suffers no pain.

There has been no further Immorrhage, and the aUlo-
men appears normal and not tender. The temj>f,Ta-

ture rose to 101.5° and tlu^ pulse to 130.

August 20th. Temperature has reiiched normal
and pulse remains at 100, and patient is very com-
fortable. Bowels still moving regularlv. Diet in-

creased to solids.

August 24th. The gauze tamj)ons introduced for

the hemorrhage of seven days ago removed for the

first time. There is much discharge of decomposed
blood clot, but no fresh blood followed this dressing.

The wound was carefully irrigated and fresh wicks
introduced. Patient is comfortable, and is on a gen-
eral diet. Intestinal wounds remain intact and lx)w-

els move regularly. Temperature and pulse continue
normal.

August 26th. On account of the unsatisfactory

drainage with gauze packing and the marked ten-

dency of the abdominal wound to close, a short rul)-

ber drainage tube was inserted and the wound irri-

gated. No further signs of hemorrhage.
August 29th. Convalescence continues uninter-

rupted. Patient is on full diet, bowels move daily,

the pulse and temperature continue to remain normal,
the abdomen is soft and not tender, and no further

trouble seems imminent.
August 31st (twenty-five days after the injury).

For three weeks this patient had been watched very
carefully on account of the tendency to hemorrhage,
and his life was saved on the tenth day from what
would have been a fatal hemorrliage had not proper
assistance been at hand. Two weeks had elapsed
since this hemorrhage, the patient was convalescing
without incident, and no further trouble was antici-

pated. At 4 A. M. he observed that his dressing was
stained with blood, and he found it difficult to speak
loud enough to attract the attention of the orderly in

charge. The house surgeon was immediately sum-
moned. He found the patient lying on his back and
slightly turned on his left side. The dressing was
saturated with blood and there was a long pool of

blood in the angle between liis body and the mattress,
extending from the axilla to the knee and about an
inch deep. No radial pulse could be detected, and he
presented the symptoms of acute hemorrhage. On
removing the dressing only a little blood was seen
issuing from the wound, but, nevertheless, gauze pack-
ing was at once inserted. Immediate infusion and
stimulants were resorted to and he rallied feebly, but
failed to react very perce[itibly to continued stimu-
lation. Eight hours later he was comatose, and he
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died fourteen hours after the occurrence of this hemor-

rhage.

The autopsy was performed by Dr. F. W. Draper

forty hours after death, and to him I am indebted

for the following facts selected from liis full report

:

" Inspection of the wound showed no source of hem-

orrhage. Upon internal examination many of the

intestinal loops were found firmly agglutinated, the

opposing surfaces being adherent to each other and to

adjacent organs and requiring some force to separate

them. These inflammatory adhesions were mostly

confined to the pelvis, and the intestines otherwise

were fairly free from adhesions. In the pelvic region,

behind the fundus of the bladder, was a limited peri-

toneal surface, which was red, velvety and blood-

stained. Careful search was made for any blood-ves-

sels in this region which could be the source of the

hemorrhage, but the search was fruitless. The bullet

was found firmly imbedded in the body of the ischium,

considerably battered and with its tip presenting.

This positioir of the bullet may account for the lai'ge

size of the intestinal wounds (consequent on a large

frontage as it passed along. The obturator internus

muscle was much infiltrated with blood, but no evident

source of hemorrhage could be detected in this vicin-

ity. There was no peritonitis. At two points (under

the spleen and in the left iliac region) pockets of

stringy, glairy pus were found, formed by opposed

intestinal folds, and containing each about two fluid

ounces. These pus collections had thick walls and

were quiescent and becoming absorbed. The resec-

tion wounds were found well healed and showing no

active lesion. At other points in the loops of the

small intestine there were puckered areas where sut^

ures, still plainly visible, had brought the edges of the

j)erforating wounds together firmly, leaving some
slightly blood-stained tissue as their only active ob-

jective remnant of the primary injury. There was no

appreciable change in the lumen of the gut. All tis-

sues of the body were exsanguinated."

Gunshot wounds of the abdomen involving the in-

testines are not uncommonly met with in hospital

practice, and the treatment of such cases varies in the

hands of different surgeons. Certain facts which are

of value in deciding what is best to do in these cases

seem to be reasonably established.

Bullet.— ( 1
) All sizes are dangerous to a high

degree with slight practical variation. A small bullet

may change its axis and thus present a considerable

frontage ; (2) extent of injury depends, for the most

l)art, upon the direction and power of penetration
;

(3) the " explosive action " or " zone of lateral ex-

pansion " is a factor in wounds caused by bullets of

high velocity (rifle), but it is not a factor to be consid-

ered in wounds caused by the; ordinary pistols and

revolvers.

Diagnosis.— There will be one or two external

wounds. The course of the bullet is a straight one

in the abdomen, hence the direction whence the bullet

came, the position of the victim at the time and a

knowledge of the regional anatomy are valuable fac-

tors in drawing conclusions. Additional knowledge

as to viscera injured may b(; derived from the vomi-

tus, stools, expectoration and urine. The order of

frequency of lesions in the abdominal viscera is as fol-

lows : small intestine, large intestine, liver, stomach,

kidney, spleen and pancreas. Combined lesions are

common. The average number of perforations of the

small intestine made by a single bullet is from three
to eight. The maximum number observed is over
twenty.

Dangers.— The dangers are, (1) immediate; (2)
remote. The immediate dangers are from shock and
hemorrhage. Shock is rarely fatal and its extent is

no guide as to the extent of the injury. There is al-

ways some hemorrhage and it is often an alarming
complication, but is not commonly fatal unless the
aorta or some large trunk is severed, when death will

follow shortly after the accident. The remote dan-
gers are peritonitis and secondary hemorrhage and are
the usual complications resulting in a fatal issue.

Peritonitis is the usual sequel to gunshot wounds of
the intestine in a large j^ercentage of cases, whether
treated expectantly or by celiotomy. Secondary hem-
orrhage is at present an unusual cause of death in

these cases. It is to be feared most during the second
week, consequent on the rupture of an eroded vessel or
the softening of a thrombus.

Prognosis.— During the Civil War gunshot wounds
were treated expectantly, and of all cases the average
mortality was about 90 per cent. Of all cases treated

at the present time by exj)eetant methods— rest, opi-

ates, etc.— the mortality is about 70 per cent. In a
series of 154 cases of gunshot wounds of the intestines,

including all degrees of severity, treated by celiotomy
the rate of mortality was as follows : Operation within

five hours after injury, 52 per cent. ; ten hours after

injury, 74 per cent. ; twenty hours after injury, 74
per cent. ; after twenty hours from time of injury, 78
per cent. Operation was generally' useless after a

general peritonitis had developed.

The prognosis of intestinal gunshot wounds depends
upon several factors. The general health of the pa-

tient is an important factor. An empty condition of

the bowels is a fortunate circumstance, for this re-

duces fecal extravasation to a minimum. Profuse
irrigation is of great value in early cases in order to

cleanse the peritoneal cavity before a peritonitis has

set in. The only sure means of finding all the perfor-

ations is by instituting a systematic search through all

of the intestinal coils. Under the most favorable cir-

cumstances, a gunshot wound of the intestines is to be
considered a grave injury. Given a gunshot wound
of the abdomen, an immediate exploratory median
celiotomy should be performed. The objects to be

gained are as follows : To determine the extent of in-

jury ; to avoid fecal extravasation and infection ; to

stop hemorrhage ; to repair damage ; to establish

drainage if necessary.

Wounds of intestine should be sutured or resected

according to circumstances. The search for injury

should be systematic and complete, for intestinal

wounds are rarely found in the course of the bullet at

time of operation. Profuse irrigation with hot salt

solution is most desirable in early (cases, and may be of

value in cases of general peritonitis, but is contrain-

dicated where the peritonitis is localized. The time

required in such operations is often necessarily pro-

longed and the conse(iuent shock is frequently alarm-

ing. This condition is to be overcome frequently by
the usual saline infusions, enemata and stimulants.

Bequest to a Hospital.— Through the will of

the late David Herbert Sweetser, the Lynn Hospital

receives a bequest of $10,000. Mr. Sweetser had been

treasurer of the hospital since its foundation.
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THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF THE WHITE
BLOOD COUNT IN SURGICAL CASKS.'

IIY J. C. HtmnAKI), M.l)., IIOHTON.

Mr object ill looking over tlie surgical riconls of

tlio Miissacliusotts (Jeiicnil noH[)ital Hiiicts early in

IH'.ir) has lu'cii to ascertain the jjraetieal value of the

white bhxxl count in Hur<;icai (^ases, and to show of

how great or how small an aid it is to the siir;;eon

when dealiiii^ with the |)rol)al)ilities of the |ii'esenee

or absence of pus in an individual case. I shall not

attempt to go at any length into the scieiitifi*! side, but

shall confine myself as closely as possible to the sub-

ject of this paper, " The Practical \'alue of the ^^'hite

Blood Count in Surgical Cases."

As most interval appendix operations are performed

when the patient is to all intents and purposes well, I

have chosen the number of white corpuscles in these

cliroiiic cases to represent the normal count. Eighty-

three cases of chronic appendicitis were counted. As,

however, in three of these some pus was found at

operation, I have omitted them in computing the nor-

mal count. This leaves 80 cases with an average of

9,240, which falls within the limits set by Cabot for

the normal count— 5,000 to 10,000. The individual

counts in these chronic appendix cases ranged from

4,500 to 18,800. These and the following cases were
doubtless counted at various times of day and with-

out regard to meals ; therefore, some of them when
the blood was taken were probably at that stage of

digestion when a digestive leucocytosis is present.

Cabot states that 13,000 is as high as it is customary

for this leucocytosis to rise. It follows from this,

then, that in a certain number of these clean interval

appendix cases a definite leucocytosis exists. Three
cases, as I have said, had pus, with an average count

of 4,350, which is about half as large as that of those

without pus. Each of them had the last attack within

a month of the operation. Of these 83 cases, oiie had

some slight tenderness with a count of 8,500 and pus,

while another with the same slight tenderness but

without pus had a count of 13,200, and still another,

where the count was 18,800, had no pus.

We can take 9,000 as the normal number for the

leucocyte count in a healthy person. Now sui)pose

you see a case of chronic appendicitis, and perhaps

find some tenderness or perhaps not, but however it

may be, a blood count is made as part of the routine

examination, of how much hel^i is it in determining

the presence or absence of pus ? We are taught to ex-

pect pus when the count is high. It may be true on

the average, but we are dealing now with individuals.

In the hospital cases pus was found when the count

was as low as 8,500 and was not found in a case with

a count as high as 18,800. This means that pus may
be found with a normal count and may not with a de-

cidedly increased count. In other words the blood

count is of no particular aid in a number of these

cases.

Now to turn to appendicitis during an attack.

One hundred and seventy cases were counted. In

113 cases pus was found, and in 57 it was not found.

In the purulent cases the average was 18,193, and

in the non-purulent 15,550, only a slight difference.

The individual counts in the pus cases varied from

8,200, a normal count, to 38,000 and in the non-puru-

1 Read at a meeting of the Surgical Section of the Sutt'olk District

Medical Society, January 3, 1900.

lent caHCH from ('»,500 to .'{2,<",00. A <-ouiit, th«-T«:for«,

of anywhere from, roughly, M,(jOO to 32,000 iw cotn-

iiion to either purulent or noii-puruhiit (uiim-h. Of th<!

113 purulent, 105 have u count witliin thiM range anrl

of the 57 non-purulent caHen 52 come within thetw!

limitH. So that the count in 92 jier (;eril. of all the

cases coiucH Homewlieie i»etw(;eii M,000 and .'{2,000,

which range is common t<i Itolh. Hence in 92 |ht

(•(•lit. of the cascH the blood count as d<;terininiiig the

presence or absence of pus is (;f no coii.Her|uiiice. No
especial aid is derived from considering the duration

of th<! attack in relation to the blood count, for on the

first day there were various counts ranging up to

23,000 without pus and pus was found in other ca-sen

with counts as low as 7,500. So also on the second

day there wen; counts in non-purulent cases as high

as 21,()00, and in purulent ones as hnv as 12,700. It

might be considere»l at first sight as though a relative

increase or decrease in the number of leucocvtes a.s

the disease progressed would be a sign for or against

pus formation ; for instance, a case entered the hos-

pital with a count of 15,000, which increa.sed in five

days to 38,000 and at the operation pus was found.

Unfortunately, this does not aj)pear to be true, for

here is a case falling from 17,000 in eight days to

9,000, and yet pus was found at the operation. This
case is explained probably by tin; decrease in the vir-

ulence of the pus or by its more perfect walling in.

Before this increase or decrease in the white count
can be of very marked value in the individual case the

surgeon must first ask himself and be able to answer
these (piestions : Is the decrease in the blood count
due to a decrease in the inflammation, or due to the

loss of virulence of the pus, or to the fact that an
abscess which exists has already reached the limits of

its burrowings and is becoming more definitely local-

ized ?— questions difficult to answer. A high count
does not necessarily mean that the attack is of a seri-

ous nature, for a man with a count of 21,400 got well

without an operation, that is, the symptoms were not

severe enough to warrant any operation, and another
case with a count of 25,000 was not operated on and
recovered. In acute appendicitis 75 per cent, of the

cases have a count above 13,000, which is the highest

count that may normally occur. This presence of

leucocytosis may be of aid in making a tliagnosis.

In natural sequence the cases of general peritonitis

follow those of acute appendicitis. As in general

peritonitis from whatever cause, there is no question

as to the presence or absence of purulent infection.

I have considered these cases in a somewhat different

way. Sixty cases were counted, with an average of

19,0()8. The counts ranged from 4,800 to 47,000.

In a case of appendicitis does the blood count show
anything in regard to a general peritonitis !' In all

but two cases out of the 60 the counts lay somewhere
between 8,000 and 38,000, which corresponds exactly

with the range in the appendix cases. The count,

then, in 90 per cent, of the cases is of no aid to the

surgeon in trying to decide whether there is a general

peritonitis or not. To try to determine its value from
a prognostic point of view, I have divided these cases

of general peritonitis into those that recovered and
those that died. Twenty-three cases recovered, with
an average count of 18,921. while 37 cases died, with
an average of 19,216. There is practically no differ-

ence in these counts. Thinking that perhaps in those

cases that died a low count miiiht be of value as in-
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dicating an inabilit}' of the patient to react to the

infection, I compared the counts with the temperature,

for where there is practically no fever in acute gen-

eral peritonitis the patient is considered unable to re-

act. One would expect then a low count with a low
temperature, as in this fatal case, 8,000 ; temperature,

98.4°. Here are others, however, which do not fol-

low this rule : 38,200 with a temperature of 99°, and

15,800 with a temperature of 98°, both fatal, and a

case that recovered with a count of 19,500 with a tem-

perature of 99.4°. Where there are such great varia-

tions as exist in the counts in cases of appendicitis or

general peritonitis, the value to the individual of a

blood count is reduced to such a small size that it is

practically of no use. Seventy-three per cent, of the

cases of general peritonitis are accom])anied by a

leucocytosis, a count over 13,000. This may be of

some help in making the diagnosis.

Seventeen cases of fibroid of the uterus were
counted, with an average of 9, 608, the individual

counts ranging from 5,000 to 23,000. They were
more closely bunched than this would lead one to sup-

pose, as there was but one case over 14,000. No espe-

cial reason was discovered why this case should have so

high a count. One other fibroid which I did not in-

clude in the 17 had a count of 21,000, but as it was
a sloughing submucous variety it doubtless was in-

fected.

There were 2G cases of benign tumors of the ovary

and cysts of the ovary or broad ligament ; two con-

tained pus and one was twisted and ruptured. This

leaves 23 uncomplicated cases, with an average count

of 9,543, the individual counts varying from 3,300 to

15,100. The suppurating cysts had counts of 19,000

and 10,200 and the twisted and ruptured of 12,200.

Eighty-four cases of salpingitis were counted, 72

being purulent. The average of these 72 gave a

white count of 15,116, the counts running from 6,200

to 32,600. In a number of the cases pus was found

where the counts were normal. Thinking that per-

haps the system might have become accustomed to

the pus, which might have lost its virulence through

time, I divided the cases as well as jjossible into

chronic and acute cases. The histories of most of

these pelvic troubles are so indefinite that it is hard

to pick out a particular date for the onset. As a

purely arbitrary time, I considered the elapse of one
month to divide the chronic from the acute cases.

Looking over the list with this in mind I found that

chronic cases of pyosalpinx occurred when the count

was 6,200 as well as when it was 24,000, and that the

acute cases had not very different limits, i),200 to

32,600. There were but few cases of salpingitis

counted in which pus was not found, 12 cases with an

average count of 9,185, the lowest being 5,600 and
the highest 11,730. The range from 6,200 to 11,730

is common to both purulent and non-purulent cases.

Of the 84 cases of salpingitis 44 per cent, fell within

these limits. This makes the count of more value in

determining the presence of i)us than in the cases of

appendicitis. Of the 72 j)urulent cases only 37 per

cent, fell below 11,700, the highest count in the non-

purulent, so that in 63 per cent, of the cases a count

will aid in diagnosing the presence or absence of pus.

Several cases showed a relative increase in the leu-

cocytes in a few days, with the discovery subsequently

of pus, and yet one dropped in six days from 1 6,500

to 11,460 and pus was nevertheless found.

I was in hope that the white count in ectopic gesta-

tion might be of aid in making a differential diagno-
sis from salpingitis. Twenty-three cases of extra-

uterine pregnancy had a count made, with an average
of 12,286, practically a normal count. The variations

in the count, however, were large, 4,800 to 25,800.
In these cases there is no <|uestion of pus, but I have
wondered if the absorption of the blood serum from
a ruptured ectopic gestation might not call for a leu-

cocytosis as well as a temperature. This supposition
is borne out by a count of 19,200 in a case of ruptured
popliteal aneurism. A blood count alone, therefore,

in these pelvic troubles is of but slight aid in diagno-
sis, for non-inflammatory pelvic tumors have counts
ranging from 3,300 to 23,000, pus tubes from 5,600
to 32,600, and extra-uterine pregnancies from 4,800
to 25,800. This gives count from 5,600 to 23,000
common property and 87 per cent, of all these cases

fall within these limits. Only 48 per cent, of the cases

of salpingitis have a leucocytosis. The blood count,

therefore, as an aid to diagnosis is not of much value.

The blood in 13 cases of uncomplicated gall-stones

was counted, the white corpuscles averaging 11,360.

Three cases of empyema of the gall-bladder and ab-

scess of the ducts occurred, averaging 15,066. How-
ever, in this as in the cases gone before, the variation

in count common to both the simple and the purulent

cases is so great that no help can be derived from the

count when considering an individual case.

The number of cases of acute inflammation of the

gall-bladder that had a blood count was too small to

be of any particular value ; four cases, two purulent,

two not, with counts of 20,400 and 6,000 for the non-
purulent and 1(),900 and 21,000 for the purulent.

When it is a question of a differential diagnosis be-

tween appendicitis, salpingitis and cholecystitis the

blood count is of no aid. By reviewing the counts it

is seen that the laws which govern leucocytosis, what-

ever they may be, appear to depend on some personal

equation between the susceptibility of the individual

and the grade of the inflammation and are not influ-

enced by the locality of that inflammation. The same
degree of leucocytosis may occur in inflammation of

the appendix as in inflammation of the Fallopian

tubes or the gall-bladder, and hence is no help toward
a differential diagnosis.

Seven cases of acute intestinal obstruction from
various causes occurred, with an average count of

10,014.

Eighteen cases of cancer gave an average of 9,116,

and eight of sarcoma of 11,675, all these counts being

practically normal except that of one cancer case of

23,800. This may be of helji in diagnosing malignant

from inflammatory tumors.

Thirty-five cases of absc(?ss formation, abdominal,

lumbar, pelvic, subdiaphragmatic, nephritic and in the

extremities were counted, giving an average of 22,984,

the variations being from 9,000 to 40,000.

If, as we are taught, the increase in the leucocytes

is dependent on the pressure exerted on the abscess,

we should expect high counts in acute osteomyelitis.

Five cases of acute osteomyelitis had counts varying

from 14,200 to 20,800 with an average of only 16,880,

which is certainly not a high count.

Here follows some counts which I add simply to

put them on record : Seven cases of tubercular peri-

tonitis, with an average count of 11,900; five cases

of tubercular salpingitis, with an average of 11.280;
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two cases of acute honiorrlia;^ic pancreatitis, with

roiiiits of ;t,2U(> imd 22,H()(» ; ei^'lit scattered cases of

tiilx-rculosis, with an avera;;e of I0,!M"J ; two cases of

suppuration of the kn(!e-joint, 2 I, (!()() and 21,200.

I'o suiuniari/*' all tlies(^ cases, IH!) non-inlianim.itorv

eases, sn<Oi as cysts, fibroids, extra-ut<'rines, tumors,

cliroidc appendicitis, ^all-stones, etc;., were averajL^ed,

i^ivinj; S,S11 ; 71 (lases of inllannnation not so <^freat

as to form i)us, with an average of 12,(>ir) ; and 21t'.>

cases of j)U8 formation, with an average of 17,(»'.M).

These averages show a slight increase; from the non-

inflammatory to the inflannnatory and again to the

l)urulent cases. On the average, blood counts may be

of value, but now in individual cases in the non-in-

flammatory group the counts varied from 1,000 to

2.'),800, in th(! simple inflammatory from o,(;()() to

;i2,000, and in the purulent from "4,«()0 to 17,000.

The counts that are conunon to all three; lie some-
where between 5, (100 and 2r),H0O. As most of tl>e

counts fall within these limits, they are of no practical

value to the surgeon when brought face to face with

an individual case, and the blood count should have
very little weight as compared to the physical signs in

helping him to the diagnosis.

From our present knowledge of the causes and
variations of leucocytosis we cannot yet make any
deductions which are simple enough to be of any
great use to the surgeon at the beclside. Doul/tless

hidden truths might be discovered by juggling with

the above counts, but the paths to them would be too

tortuous to follow except for scientific investigation.

To end this paper, let me cite one more case, show-
ing how the blood count may point exactly, as we
understand it at present, opposite to the physical

signs : An abdominal case entered the hospital on
October IGth, the second day of illness, with a white

count of 19,000, temperature 102°, pulse 108. The
abdomen was uniformly rigid and distended. The di-

agnosis of appendicitis was made. The next day the

temperature was 101°, and there were less pain and
distention, and yet the blood count had risen to

26,400. The symptoms were never severe enough to

warrant an operation, and the patient recovered.

I^eportier of ^octette^*

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.

MALCOLM STORER, M.D., SECRETARY.

Meeting of January IG, 1900, the President, Dr.
WoKCESTER, in the chair.

Dr. George Ben Johnston, of Richmond, Va.,

by invitation, presented a paper entitled

treatment of cancer of the cervix of the
uterus complicated by pregnancy.^

Owing to the unavoidable absence of the author, it

was voted that discussion of the paper be deferred

until a subsequent meeting.

Dr. Malcolm Storer read a paper entitled

ON intermenstrual dysmenorrhea.^

Dr. W. L. Burrage : I can recall a number of

these cases. At present I have one under my care

' See page 401 of the Journal.
' See page 397 of the JouriiaL

whom I liuvi! had charge of for Hftveral yearn. Th»f
«-jiHe is one of sharp ant«-fiexion with adherent ovarien.

For years slur has had typical interinen.strual pain

such as the reader describes on the fourteenth fjuv.

A I iiretting relieved the jtain for some months und
cured a discharge of blood coincidctit with the pain.

The pain has, however, been present again until Iat<-lv,

when, according to the patient, shf; cured it herself bv
taking a nap every day. The [>atient was a nervouH
woman.

I)k. F. liEYNOLDs : I have stien several Hu<-h caitfH,

and generally I have found in them some chronic in-

flammatory process, but I have not been able Uy satisfy

myself that such inflammatory processes were always
the cause of the pain. The j)ain has ordinarilv not
been worse than the usual menstrual pain and the

cases liave g(>nerally recovered without operation.

Dk. C. W. Townseni) spoke of a case having pain

regularly about the middle of the month, of such in-

tensity as to suggest renal colic, this condition lasting

for several years.

Dr. G. J. Fngelmann : I have been much in-

terested in the cases of this nature that 1 have ob-

served, and while it is curious that these .symptoms
occur with such regularity, I have not been able to

connect them with i)remenstrual symptoms. I have
always been able to overcome the pain in these cases

by treatment of the pelvic lesion, and regard the pain

as pathological rather than as related to the menstrual
epoch.

Dr. F. H. Davenport : I am glad to have this

subject brought up, as I agree with the reader that

these cases are much more common than is generally
supposed. Inquirj' would certainly show in many
cases a set of symptoms occurring at the middle of the

menstrual month, usually associated with some patho-
logical condition in the pelvis. What the cause of

the pain is, is uncertain. I have always thought that

pelvic congestion was the most important factor in

causing the pain. Even when there is no gross affec-

tion, there is generally evidence that at the time of

the pain there is an increased pelvic congestion. In
cases where there is no gross lesion the problem is

what to do to relieve the symptoms. In many cases I

have succeeded in aborting the attacks, or preventing
them entirely, by the ordinary treatment for the relief

of passive congestion, that is, the use of the glycerine
tampon. This is of course only following the line of
treatment suggested by the predominant feature.

Dr. J. B. Swift : I can recall a number of these
cases in which there was always a definite lesion in

the pelvis. One c;ise, however, who was twelve years
under my care, had always had this pain, although
everything in the pelvis seemed in order. She was a
perfectly healthy woman. The pain came regularly
on the twelfth and fourteenth days and was situate<i

sometimes on one side and sometimes on the other.

Examinations during these att^icks of pain only showed
that the ovary on the side affected was more tender
than the other. This case has not been affected by
treatment.

Dr. J. G. Bl.\ke : From the number of cases of
this condition that I have seen I have been led to be-
lieve that the pain is due to congestion of the pelvic
organs as they begin to till with blood preparatory to

the next menstrual period. My treatment, which has
been very satisfactory to me. has been local depletion
by scaritication. helped out by the use of ichthyol.
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douches, etc. 1 think the younger members of the

profession are too prone to ignore the good effect of de-

pletion. The leeches of old times can be replaced by

scarification, removing two drachms to one-half ounce

of blood at a time.

Dr. G. J. Engelmann gave some interesting per-

sonal reminiscences of the recent Amsterdam Congress

in a paj)er entitled

THIRD IXTERXATIOXAI. CONGRKSS OF OHSTETRICS

AND GYXEC0L0(;Y, MEI.O at AMSTERDAM, AU-

GUST 8-12, 1899.8

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

F. O. BALCH, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, January 3, 1900,

Dr. J. W. Elliot in the chair.

Dr. .1. C. Hubbard read a paper on

the practical value op the white blood count
IN surgical cases. ^

Dr. Greenough : In 1898 I was interested in this

subject and particularly in connection with acute ap-

pendicitis, and at that time I was able to get from the

hospital records just an even 100 cases. I threw out

all cases where the blood count was not made within

less than twelve hours of the time of operation, and

all cases where there was not an accurate description

of the conditions found at operation, and from that

100 cases 1 tried to see if there were any rules that

could be made out by which a knowledge of the con-

ditions in the abdomen might be obtained before the

operation. Those cases were all severe enough to

demand ojieration and were all acute cases. Any
count above 8,000 was considered a leucocytosis.

The conclusions were as follows : (1) Leucocytosis

may be considered to be a fairly constant symptom of

appendicitis ; (2) the presence or absence of leucocy-

tosis, as the degree of leucocytosis, without other

data is not sufficient to determine the local condition

of the appendix and its surroundings ; (3) in a series

of cases the degree of leucocytosis corresponds roughly

with the degree of temperature, but in individual

cases great variations are found
; (4) the degree of

leucocytosis, when considered in connection with the

duration of the attack, is of considerable assistance

in the diagnosis of the local condition ; (5) a leucocy-

tosis above 20,000 on the first or second day of the

disease suggests general peritonitis ; (G) a low blood

count (below 10,000) after the first week, if accom-

panied by severe symptoms, suggests general peritoni-

tis, and is of grave prognostic significancf; ; but if ac-

companied by mild symptoms denotes a catarrhal

appendix, or well walled off abscess, which has be-

come subacute in character ; (7) a high leucocytosis

(above 20,000) after the first week may be taken to

indicate a local abscess.

I think any one symptom taken alone, and judged

as one is inclined to judge leucocytosis, is put very

much at a disadvantage, and that if that same symp-

tom is taken in connection with other symptoms it

may be of great importance in assisting us in making

a diagnosis. For that reason I liave thought that the

See page 409 of the Journal.

B See page 403 of the JournaL

duration of the attack, which is something available

in every history, and such considerations as tempera-

ture and physical signs and the general aj^pearance of

the patient may be put in to help out the blood count,

and when that is done it seems to me a certain

amount of very valuable assistance can be got from
making the white count in any case of acute appendi-

citis.

Dr. Arthur T. Cabot said that he regarded a

leucocytosis not as a pathognomonic sign of suppura-

tion, but as an indication which was to be taken in

conjunction with other symptoms, and which, when
thus used, afforded some aid to the diagnosis. He re-

called cases in which, after the active symptoms of in-

flammation had subsided, a persistent leucocytosis led

to a further search and the discovery of an abscess.

He thought that cases of appendicitis were subject to

considerable variations in the degree of leucocytosis,

owing to the varying degrees of tension in those al>

s'cesses. A perforated appendix affords more or less

drainage to the abscess which has formed around it.

In many cases this drainage is sufiicient to empty the

abscess and bring about a cure. In others the

abscess is incompletely emptied, and in others again

the cavity intermittently fills and empties. Owing to

these variations in the condition under which the pus

exists, we should expect variations in the degree of

leucocytosis, and Dr. Cabot thought that he had ol>

served such variations explainable in these ways.

Dr. Heaves : Without having tabulated the cases

I have seen, I should say that they would give about

the same general results that Dr. Hubbard mentioned,

and if I had to be dogmatic in my conclusions, I

should say about what he said. At the same time the

value of a clinical sign in diagnosis is to be judged

by its suggestive rather than by its absolutely diagnos-

tic character ; few signs are absolute, and I have al-

ways looked upon the value of leucocytosis as a feat-

ure of the case of great suggestive value, just as in a

case where you have symptoms that are suggestive of

trichinosis or rheumatism or grippe, and you find that

in eosinophilia you would be more likely to take out

a piece of muscle and look at it, although cases of

trichinosis have been reported where you did not get

eosinophilia, so if I get leucocytosis in a case it

makes me look for all possible causes. If the symp-

toms in that case are suggestive of appendicitis, for

instance, it makes me one step surer that it is an ap-

pendix. If a case with fever I rule out typhoid and

malaria, and look for conditions associated with leu-

cocytosis. I have never seen a case of a])pendicitis

which had the symptom of leucocytosis present where

I did not advise operation and have never seen one

operated in that way that did not have pus. Of

course in some cases in which operation was advised

the advice was not taken. I can illustrate the sugges-

tive value by several cases of surgical interest which

I have seen. I remember being called twice to very

young children who had indefinite signs, pain and

fever, and looking at tlie blood I found an extreme

leucocytosis, 40,000 in one case and 3H,000 in another.

There being no signs of exanthemata, I looked for

pus, and after a systematic seaich found middle-ear

suppuration in both cases. I have seen three cases

in which I was sent for to look at the blood for ma-

laria, but on looking at the fresh blood I noticed the

great number of leucocytes, and said, " This cannot be

malaria and it is very likely pus." One case turned
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out to l)(' proHtiitu; iii)H(:cH8, aiiothur iniildic t-.-ir. Tiuit

is wliut I mean l)y tlui siif^i^cstivc viihu^ of Iciicocyto-

sis, tlu! fact that you f^ct it inak(!H you look for Hcri-

ouH causes, altliou^^li ordinary tliin;;s like j^astritis may
<'aus»' it. It s«'(>uis to uic you arv less likely to over-

look serious tliiuijs if you take leucocytosis seriously.

I)i{. TiiouNDiKK : I have so f(!\v (inures at uiy dis-

posal that it does not seeui worth while to tvmX them.

Ill a <;cueral way th'ey agree with Dr. Iluhhard's, iiud

seem to i)oint against the reliahility of leueocytosis as

a sign of diagnostic- valiK! in surgical cases. At tht;

sam(^ time it nuist be reinemluired that f(!W diagnostic

ai<ls are infallihlt! and we rarely expect a diagnosis to

depend upon one sign alone. It is the whole clinical

picture mad(^ up of many bits of evidence upon which
our oj)inion must be based— our opinion as to tin*

operative or non-operative indications in tlu; given in-

stjince. Any aid to this grouping of evidence! which

forms the oi)inion, even if such aid is not infallible,

must be of value. The x-ray is such an aid even
though misleading at times. Leucocytosis is such an

aid — also misleading at times, but still of the greats

est value in many doubtful cases. 1 have recently

operated twice in the very beginning of acute osteo-

myelitis— so early in the disease that I am sure I

should have delayed for further operative encourage-

ment, had not marked leucocytosis in both cases com-
pelled an operation in each instance. Dr. Hubbard's

statistics are both interesting and valuable, but T do

not think they should be taken as proving anything

more than the fallibility of a leucocyte count in sur-

gical cases. They certainly do not prove its worth-

lessness.

Dk. Munro : I have always regarded leucocytosis

as a great comfort to bear out one's judgment that has

been based on other diagnostic signs. I have never

hesitated to operate where other diagnostic signs indi-

cated, if leucocytosis has been absent, but it has been

a great comfort to feel there was a leucocytosis when
all other signs bore out the inclination to operate for

pus.

Dr. Richakdsox : I have learned to place much
reliance upon the blood count in connection with acute

abdominal symptoms. If in a case of appendicitis

there is considerable doubt whether to opei'ate or not,

the blood count becomes an important factor. When
local and constitutional signs indicate clearly the ne-

cessitj' for operation, I should then operate whatever
the blood count might be. To delay in such cases,

when there is no leucocytosis, may lead to disaster.

1 recall a case in which the count was not abnormal,
and yet an exploration showed a general peritonitis.

The general infection was so overwhelming that there

was no reaction whatever. My feeling is that in the

blood count we have a guide which, though generally

of great value, is not always unerring.

Dk. Elliot : It seems to me this is a subject of

great importance in that we have had these blood

counts made year after year, and now we hope to reap

something from them. From the practical surgeon's

point of view the question we want to decide is, does

the blood count help us in a difficult case? Dr. Rich-

ardson said that in a doubtful case it helps you i*" vqu

get an increase in the whites. It is the same point

that Dr. Hewes made ; it is suggestive. But suppose

everything else is evenly balanced and you don't know
what to do, should the leucocytosis guide you ? In

appendicitis the rule of almost all surgeons would be

if wo wore (l(>ul>tful, and Homc one Hymptom wax a
little worse than we liked Ut leave it, we would
op<'rute. So with leucocytoHis, but tliat rafhiT Ix'gn

the (piestion. The true test of its value in to bulunci;

the other symptoms evenly, and if then* in no h-wrory-

tosis, no operation ; if there is a leui'ocytOHiH wr
operate. I'lifortunately, exactly that circunistanro

i-auie to me in the hospital. I was surgeon to the out-

patients then. In that ca^e the physical examination
was negative on account of a very fat abdomen, and
yet the patient was evidently ill. The blood count

gave no leiu'ocytosis, and although I coidd nf»t decide

before, it decided me not to op<-rate. The next morn-
ing I did operate' and found the abdomen full of pus.

There is no doubt, in my mind, that a leucocytosis in

a test case like this is not (hrcisive, and all the figureh

given hen? to-night more or less confirm this view. It

has a certain vahn; in that it is another symjjt^jm

which requires study and explanation and may thus

lead to a correct diagnosis. I remember a case of

extra-uterine j)r(;giuincy where it was very diffictdt to

make a diagnosis; tlx; blood count was very high, and
therefore every one thought it must be salpingitis.

In another case of typhoid perforation the leucocyto-

sis had been taken in the evening. I think it wa.s

8,000, and in tlu! morning it was 17,000, very nm<;h

increased over night, and I operated with all the more
encouragement, but it did not decide the (piestion. I

think the subject clearly needs much more study. It

seems to me we are at present pretty much at sea in

the matter.

Dr. H. a. LoTHRor reported a case of

GUNSHOT WOLXD OF THE ABDOMEN, WITH MULTI-
PLE WOUNDS OF THE INTESTINE.*

Dr. Munro : It is an extremely interesting case

and worthy of better discussion than I am able to

offer. One point Dr. Lothrop mentioned that im-

pressed me because it has been my experience in a
number of these acute abdominal hemorrhages, and
that is the low pulse. I think almost without excejv
tion every case of abdominal acute hemorrhage other

than extra-uterine pregnancy, such as bullet wounds,
stab wounds, etc., whei'e the abdomen has been full of

retained blood, had a slow pulse, in many cases of

good volume, and occasionally of poor volume. I have
seen a number of abdomens that were distended with
blood, fresh and in clots, with a pulse of 72 and 80. I

think that it is of value to recognize this fact, as it is

not brought out to any extent in the books. A factor

that has decided me to operate in cases of contusion
of the abdomen with rupture of the liver or spleen
has been a normal pulse with distention and spasm,
and not a high pulse, which the hooks lead us to be-

lieve is always essential to these cases.

Dr. Elliot: I would like to ask Dr. Lothrop if

the blood was examined at all during the case, or
if the time of coagulation was tested during the

course of the case ?

Dr. Lothrop : I think there were no examina-
tions made (that is, examinations of blood as to time
of coagulation).

Dr. Elliot: AVas there anything about the blood
in the bed that suggested its deterioration ?

Dr. Lothrop : It was clotted.

Dr. Elliot: Probably in the normal time, because
it was seen very quickly ?

' See page 405 of the Journal.
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Dr. Lotiirop : I am inclined to think the hemor-
rhage was slow and that the blood was some time ac-

cumulating.

Dr. Elliot : I sympathize with Dr. Lothrop in

his unfortunate result. I would make the suggestion

that the hemorrhage and the transfusion of salt solu-

tion may have altered the constitution of the blood,

and in a similar case I think 1 should surely have the

blood examined carefully as to its time of coagulation,

and in such a case I should do everything I could to

restore the quality of the blood. Perhaps the first hem-
orrhage reducing the quality of the blood was wl»at

finally killiKl the man, although you were abh^ by
transfusion to pull liim through for a certain time ;

he never got the right (juality of blood. It seems to

me if it had been a real hemorrhage fi"om an artery

the vessel would have been found. I saw this year a

case in Dr. Ilomans's service that bled re{)eatedly from
muscular substanct^, and no bleeding point was ever

found. He finally poured the wound full of per-

chloride of iron and left it. The man finally recov-

ered. I think the blood was not examined there

either. 1 do not know that you could do anything,

do not know of anytiiing to correct that condition of

blood, but I think it would be interesting to study the

m^atter and see what could be done.

Dr. Hkwes : The injection of gelatine into the

circulation has been reported to affect the coagulabil-

ity of the blood considerably. It seems to me that it

would be rather odd if the condition of the blood did

not pick up in that time between the hemorrhages.

Dr. Cabot said he was a believer in irrigation as

a means of cleansing the abdominal cavity. Especially

is it useful in those cases where, through injury or

rupture, the intestinal contents have escaped into the

general peritoneal cavity. In his experience of gun-
shot wounds of the intestine it has been a not uncom-
mon thing to find small loops of the bowel fairly

riddled with perforations, and for these conditions he
thinks a resection of these portions of the bowels the

best and quickest method of dealing with them.

lElecent Siterature.

La peste et son microbe. Par le Dr.'Netter, Profes-

seur agrege a la Faculte de Medecine de Paris. Pp.
124. Paris : Carre et Naud. 1900.

This little volume gives a very good resume of the

subject to the present time in four chapters, which
treat of the following topics : (1) The plague bacillus :

its morphological characteristics ; action upon ani-

mals ; modification of its virulence ; action of heat,

drying, light and disinfectants upon it. (2) Clinical

history : the bubonic plague, different forms— septi-

cemic, pneumonic and intestinal ; diagnosis, etc. (8)
Method of spread and prevention : direct and indirect

contagion ; action of rats and parasites ; seasonal prev-

alence and duration. (4) Serotherapy and vaccina-

tion.

A very clear diagram illustrates the results of an

experiment in vaccinating nearly the entire population

of the city of Hubli, in British India. The results

ol)tained in this and other cities by the use of Haff-

kine's vaccine were very convincing.
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SCIENCE PURE AND SCIENCE APPLIED.

The tendency of the improvement in instruction in

our larger medical schools during the past decade,

and of the greatly increased competition in all medi-

cal work, has resulted in the production of more and

more limited fields of study and practice and in the

sharper limitation of specialties, both scientific and

practical. While the advance in this direction has

been in many ways beneficial, enabling the scientist

and practical physician each to devote himself more

exclusively to some specific branch of medicine, and to

become more expert and skilled in this line than would

be otherwise possible, there are certain evident dan-

gers in carrying this tendency too far. The physician

whose life is devoted to too narrow a specialty is

likely to become narrow in his general views of medi-

cine, and to be ignorant or careless of important facts

in other branches which have no less a bearing on the

subject as a whole than those connected with his own
department. This condition has long been evident

among our scientific teachers ; it is daily becoming

more and more apparent among our practitioners,

especially among those who are connected with the

larger medical institutions and devote a larger portion

of their time to study and investigation.

It is not only, however, between the diflferent

branches of medical science themselves or between

the various specialties of medical practice that this

want of understanding and thorough appreciation

exists. For many years, almost since the establish-

ment of the larger laboratories, there has been a

marked separation between the permanent scientific

workers or heads of laboratories, and the practition-

ers. Their aims have been different until they have

become so separated that the one class is losing knowl-

edge, and, to a certain degree, interest in the other.

This is especially the case with the purely scientific

teachers, whose ignorance of clinical work and of the

practice of medicine is regrettable. The general prac-

titioner knows a little about scientific work ; the phy-

sicians connected with larger institutions in larger

cities still more. Nevertheless, the separation between
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tli«8« two <!l}i8so8 of medicnl men is allogiitli(>r too

wide.

Olid rciisoii lor lliis lir.s in tlic liicl tli:it. tlir scitii-

lilic iiuMi ii;ivc (l(>V()t(t(i tlxMr liiiic uikI :iliiliti(;H too

imicli to tlu! iiiV(!sti<fHlioii of punjly s(;i(!iitili<! hiiI)-

jects. The value of such iiiv(5.sti<;iitioii is <;rcat .ind

its results are often its jiistilicatioii. Uut then; is an-

other form of investi<^ation vvliieli beh)ii;fs to the sci-

entilic physician, which we believe ecjually or wwyv,

important. This is investigation along liiuis which

are likely to improve the practical knowledges, the

practice, and not merely the theory, of medicini^

Such subjects for investigation if not known to the

scientific worker can readily be pointed out by the

clinician. The time is not far distant when we hope

to see the scientific investigator and the scientific prac-

titioner working more closely together.

Any form of medical education which draws these

classes further apart, we strongly deprecate. Any
medical system which would confer a degree upon

a medical scientist who had no knowledge of the prac-

tice of medicine, and thus legalize his admission as a

teacher in a medical institution would seem a serious

mistake in medical education, and can only lead to a

greater divergence in the aims and views of two

classes of men to whom co-operation is essential for

their best work.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
GENERAL HOSPITAL.

The report of the Massachusetts General Hospital

for 1899 is, as usual, an interesting and important

document. It impresses upon us again what we are

perhaps not likely to forget, that progress in the sys-

tematic care of the sick has never been more rapid

than now, and that a modern hospital bears but a faint

resemblance to its predecessor of a generation ago.

The report before us commemorates very notable ad-

vances even within the last year, and marks out a plan

of expansion for the immediate future, which must be

a source of satisfaction to all who are interested in hos-

pital development.

The special report of the trustees gives the follow-

ing statistics of the work of the hospital : The total

number of patients treated during the year was 5,086,

against 5,053 in 1S98, and the average number in the

hospital was 2G1, against 253 in 1898. The number

of free patients treated during the jear was 2,981,

against 3,010 in 1898, and the number of patients

paying in whole or in part was 2,105, against 2,043

in 1898. The average cost per week was $13.74,

against $13.16 in 1898. The number of out-patients

(new cases) treated during the year was 31,003,

against 28,741 in 1898. This service involved

104,205 visits— a daily average of 340— and the

filling of 65,530 prescriptions. The number of pa-

tients treated in the accident room during the year

was 3,977, against 3,514 in 1898. Of this number

958 were retained in the hospital.

It is furthHr recorrlcil tliat the average loiigth of
time of residenee of payiu;^ and free patji-nt'i in tli<«

hr)Hpilal was nin«;teeii (htys, or twenty dayH if the (.'on-

vulcHcent Home be includetl, a fact which the irwilMm

regard with satisfaction, and which they attribute Ut

improved medical and surgical practice. 'I'lijs Ih no
doubt in great measiin* justified, liut it must uIho Ih;

niincMiibered that Ciistts with chronic tendeiicieH are

carefully excluded from the wards or fwimiitteil to

r(!inain but a short time, if admitted. StatisticH of

this sort are misleading, if this fact is not born*; in

mind.

The trustees hav(; words of great commendation
for the work of the Clinical-Pathological Laboratory,

for which they have recently appropriated $2,500, for

the i)urpose of enlarging the present (piarters, and e»-

tal)lishing a model plant for photomicrography. The
perfectly clear recognition of the iinport:inceof labora-

tory research in close conjunction with the everyday
work of the hospital wards is sure to bring results of

importance and to pave the way toward a union of the

so-called practical and scientific sides of medicine, which

at times seem to be too widely separated, either for the

good of science or of practice.

Of the new buildings now in process of construction

the surgical operating building is one which has Ion"

been particularly needed, and which will no doubt be

appreciated by the surgeons, who have hitherto been

forced to put up with accommodations quite behind

the present standard of surgical requirements. A
domestic building and an addition to the Nurses*

Home will soon be furnished, both of them structures

which the growth of the hospital has rendered imi)era-

tively necessary. Other contemplated buildings are an

adequate and properly equipped out-patient depart-

ment, and a ward building in connection with the out-

patient service.

The director of the Clinical-Pathological Labora-

tory, Dr. J. H. Wright, gives an excellent account of

the scope and function of such a laboratory. He says

in part :
" The foundation of clinical or pathological

laboratories in exclusive connection with hospitals is

a comparatively recent thing in this country, where it

is only beginning to be generally recognize<i that our

knowledge of the nature and causes of disease has

reached the dignity of a science with great possibili-

ties for the good of the human race ; and that pro|)erly

('(piipped laboratories are quite as necessary for the

proper cultivation of this science as are laboratories

for biology, chemistry, or physics. At the present

time, there are probably not more than half a dozen
such special laboratories that are worthy of the name
in this country ; while in some European countries,

particularly in (lermany, the hospital laboratory has

been regarded for many years as a necessary depart-

ment of a large hospital, and it is largely due to

these laboratories that Germany has been able to add
so much to medical knowledge, for most of the re-

markable progress in medicine and surgery has been

made possible through experiments and observations
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carried on iu them." At the eud of Dr. Wright's

report is printed a list of publications from the labo-

ratory, an example which should certainly be followed

by other departments of tlie hospital.

The development of the McLean Hospital is unin-

terrupted. Dr. Cowles, Medical Superintendent, speak-

ing of the recent tendency toward a closer clinical

study of patients, remarks :
" It is interesting to note

that our conceptions of the principal forms of mental

disease have changed gradually through being sub-

jected to the rigid tests of actual cases, and that this

leads to simplifying the forms or making fewer of

them. The encouragement is in the sense of having

gained certain satisfactory conceptions that stand the

test of clinical facts." It is to be noted that " melan-

cholia " and " mania " no longer occupy a place in the

tabulated list of diseases. An addition of importance

to the McLean Hospital has been the installation of

an admirable hydrotherapeutic apparatus.

Fifty-two pages of this otherwise excellent report

are taken up with the inevitable tables of medical and

surgical diseases of the General Hospital, and this

exclusive of the Out-Patient Department, which re-

ceives scant notice anywhere. The diseases are not

carefully tabulated and are of small value as statistics

or for purposes of reference. Dementia, neurasthenia

and hysteria, for example, are classed as surgical dis-

eases, as is also miscarriage. As we have before had

occasion to say, such statistics are worthless unless

prepared with scrupulous care. The difficulty seems

inherent in the system, and is by no means peculiar to

the Massachusetts Hospital. It is a matter for con-

gratulation that the out-patient diseases were wholly

omitted. But why should there not be some reform

in this matter of the tabulation of diseases, which is

so easily capable of reformation ?

ARMY CONTRACT SURGEONS.

Scrgeon-General Sternberg has prepared a

bill, just submitted to Congress with the approval of

the Secretary of War, providing for the appointment

as commissioned officers of volunteers, with the rank

of first lieutenant, of contract surgeons who have ren-

dered one year's faithful and satisfactory service in the

army of the United States. The bill provides for such

appointments after the usual physical and professional

examinations, and the officers so commissioned are to

be subject to honorable discharge when their services

are no longer required. The bill also provides for the

promotion of such assistant surgeons to the rank of

captain after two years' faithful and satisfactory ser-

vice as a commissioned officer in the grade of lieuten-

ant. There are now nearly five hundred contract

surgeons serving with troops, and the above bill is in

Hue with the constant efforts of the Surgeon-General

to improve their status and promote their welfare.

These men are frequently called upon to fill places of

great responsibility, but are constantly at an official dis-

advantage through their lack of definite military rights

and authority. It is much to be hoped that Congress

will do justice to this class of deserving medical men,

but the urgent needs of the Army Medical Department

appear to receive but little consideration when com-

pared with the claims of the practical politicians out-

side the service.

We recently received a letter from a doctor of first-

rate academic and professional training, the possessor

of some of the best degrees to be had in this country,

who had served two years as an acting assistant sur-

geon. In reading the letter one gets the feeling that

" the iron had entered into the soul " of the writer.

But the letter throws a clear light upon a sombre cor-

ner of the service and we make extracts therefrom

without apologies.

Some time ago, while in conversation with an officer of

the United States Army, upon the subject of the acting

assistant surgeon of the army, I asked him his opinion of

the contract surgeons. His answer was, " They are no bet-

ter than our common packers or civilian teamsters ; in the

eyes of the officers and privates of the army they are out-

siders, hired by the Government, and are entitled to no

more consideration tlian merely the payment of $150, as

specified in their contracts." Tliis from a man whose only

redeeming feature, if so it may be called, was a silver leaf

upon his shoulder and the uniform he wore. That is the

general opinion and position of the army towards the con-

tract surgeon, and especially the opinion of the younger

regular and volunteer surgeons in our army, who because

they are the wearers of a single bar upon the shoulder,

in the majority of cases, I am sorry to say, place that above

and value it more than the little cross upon their collars,

the symbol of a profession at once noble and self-sacrific-

ing.

After a service of two years in the United States Army
as an acting assistant surgeon, and a careful study of the

conditions existing in our medical corps, I can honestly

say that it is my opinion that " rank " is the curse of our

medical corps, and I believe that the shoulder bar and
leaf have been responsible for more of the mismanagement
and terrible mortality in our camps during the late war
than anything else. What difference did it make whether

a man was absolutely incompetent as a physician or sur-

geon, and was jeopardizing the lives of his fellow men
every day he lived ? Was he not a " major " or a " col-

onel," or a " commissioned " officer in the regular or vol-

unteer army ? Did that not give him the right to be

careless? Did that not give him the right to jeopardize

human life ? From what I have seen, it seems so, and I

think that the contract surgeon of the army will uphold

me in my statement.

What would the army have done without the acting

assistant surgeons? Yet they are the men who are most

trodden upon and get absolutely no credit for their work.

The contract surgeon has no "rank" in the army, there-

fore he is at his best in the wards and by the bedside of

the suffering soldier. The contract surgeon does not have

to bring a poor tottering sick man to " attention " because

he has "rank" stamped upon liis shoulder! He is a

"doctor of medicine," not a " lieutenant " or "major," and

who would not choose the former title ? He is in the army
on his merit as a physician or surgeon and gets his stand-

ing by that, not by the length of time he may have been in
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llu! luiiiy. Many of thuin, yes, iiiOBt uf them, arc. iiii;ii wlm

iiavt; licld iitHpotisihUi poHitions in civil lift*, and Ix-ciiimc

their country needed llicm, tli(!y threw nj) every thinj? an<l

n^sponded with a will to the call.

Many of them have died and are Htili dyinj^from wounds

and disease; many will carry the marks of tiieir service to

the i;rave with them ; many will he iinahle to re<;ain what

they hav{! lost by their devotion to their conntiy ; and what

have the representatives of that conntry done for themV

'I'hey have put them in the worst sinkdioles of our island

possessions, ex[)Osed them to every sort of eontajjion and

filth ; they have put them under men who wen; socially

and professionally their inferiors ; forced them to see their

fellow men suffer from ejiidemics whicdi they could not pre-

vent, because those who had the courai^e to s[)eak out

promptly had their contracts annulled and were dismissed.

Tliey have been asked even to forswear their professional

opinion. They have been hooted at by privates and jeered

at by ol]i(!ers of the army. They have been misre])resented

without a chance to redeem themselves or deny statements

made against them. Without a word of warninir their

contracts were annulled ; they were simply dropped at the

word and discretion of any one under whose command
they happened to be, without any investigation whatever.

If the statement was made that a contract surgeon was

incompetent, it made no difference whether the statement

was true or not as long as it was endorsed by " rank."

MEDICAL NOTES.

Statistics froif Cahlsbad for 1899. — At
Carlsbad, the Austrian watering place, according to

the oflicial report which has just been published by

the authorities, 00,043 persons wore registered as

bathers in 18!)9. Of these, 19,780 visitors came

from Austria and Hungary, 28,328 from otlier Euro-

pean countries, 2,193 from America, 170 from Africa,

66 from A'^ia and 6 from Australia. Among the visi-

tors from European countries 944 visitors registered

from England, Scotland and Ireland, oGO came from

France, 2r)9 from Italy, 5,674 from Russia, 333 from

Sweden and Norway, 273 from Switzerland and 118

from Denmark. Of the 50,543 visitors, 26,322 were

males and 24,221 females. From England 460

males and 484 females, and from America 989 males

and 1,024 females, came to use the waters of Carls-

bad. As in Carlsbad only the names of those visi-

tors are registered as bathers who stay longer than

eight days, and for the purpose of drinking the

waters, holidaymakers, tourists and other travellers,

whose number amounted to 108,000 in 1899, were

registered separately, and therefore Carlsbad, as in

former years, claims the record of being the most

frequented bathing place in Europe.

Resignation of Sir William C. Gairdner. —
Sir William C. Gairdner has resigned his position as

professor of the practice of physic in the University

of Glasgow, owing to advancing years and defective

eyesight. On the occasion of his formal resignation

he said :
" My class-room and my hospital remain now,

as they have all along been, the greatest of my occu-

pations and the sources of the most profound satisfac-

lioii ill ciideavoriii;^ to mtvi! thereby my (\ny arwl

;,'eiiciatioii." Ill the wordhof iIk: /^nnn-t, Sir WiHiiiin'H

J'lirte HH u teachfr has ber-ii that he, huH ulwaVM iHjeii a

learner.

Dkatm of Siu Wii.i.iam Ovkukm» PurKSTI.Y.

—

Tlie death is aiiiioMiiff<l of Sir Willjjiiii Oven-nd

I'riestly, uicmljcr of I'arliaiiieiit for the I 'iiivcrftilieH of

iMJinburgh and St. Andrew's since lM9t;, and former

president of the; ObHtetrical Society of f^ondoii. Dr.

I*ri(!stly was seventy-one years old, ;i graduate in

mt!<licine of the rniversify of Edinburgli, and tin- au-

thor of various works on obstetrics. lb- wan kiiighl<d

in 1H93.

ISOSTON AND NEW KN<;i.A\I),

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the six days ending at noon, April 1 7, lOttO, th<;re were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the follow-

ing cases of acute infectious diseases: diphtheria 50,

scarlatina 32, measles 87, typhoid fever 4.

Boston Society of Medical vSciences.— At a

meeting of the Soci(;ty held April 10th, papers were

presented as follows: Dr. G. B. Magrath spoke "On
the Relation of Age, Physique and Preliminary Train-

ing to Class Rank in Pathology," from which the rela-

tively greater importance of age and preliminary train-

ing was shown. Dr. F. P. Denny gave a " Report

on the Examination for Diphtheria Bacilli of Cultures

from Four Hundred and Seventy-five Healthy Individu-

als." Dr. F. B. Mallory demonstrated three new
methods of staining, original with him, illustrated by

microscope slides. Dr. J. H. Wright reported the

pathological anatomy of a case of multiple myelomata,

with lantern-slide demonstration.

Suffolk District Medical Society.— The an-

nual meeting commemorating the fiftieth anniversary

of the Society will be held at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, Walker Building (corner of

Boylston and Clarendon Streets), Room 22, Saturday,

April 28th, at 8 v. .m. Attention is called to the an-

nouncement on the last page.

Physical P^ducation Society. — At the last

meeting of the Society Dr. ]Myles Standish read a pa-

per on the care of school children's eyes and Dr. .1. S.

Stone one on proper seating. Dr. Stone also took oc-

casion to explain a model school chair devised by

Professor Miller, of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

NEW YOKK.

A Case of Gastro-enterostomy. — On April

9th Dr. Robert F. Weir showed at the Medical As-

sociation of the Greater City of New York a remark-

ably successful case of gastro-enterostomy for carcinoma

of the stomach. The patient, a woman of over forty,

was operated on four weeks ago, and is now in excel-

lent condition and daily gaining in weight. The
tumor, which felt on external manipulation about the

size of a large orange, was at first sujiposed to be

a pyloric growth. An exploi-atory incision showed,
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however, that the pylorus was but little involved. In

the subsequent operation a large section of the stomach,

extending some seven inches along the greater curva-

ture and five inches along the lesser curvature, veas re-

moved. The patient's recovery was rapid and unevent-

ful.

The Ql'i:stion of IMidwives.— At a hearing on

April 13th, before Mayor Van Wyck, on the Plunkitt

Bill, a midwife made the statement that she purchased

a diploma for S200, " without ever seeing the body of

a woman or child, or even a woman's bone." When
she got the diploma she felt so incompetent that she

did not dare to practise, and so went to Germany and

took a thorough course of study. The bill referred to,

which was passed by the Legislature last month, pro-

vides that all midwives practising in New York City

must first pass an examination of a commission of five

physicians appointed for the purpose by the Board of

Health.

Aim-ointment OF Dus. Weir and Bull. — Drs.

Robert F. Weir and William T. Bull, the professors

of surgery in the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

have been appointed attending surgeons to Boosevelt

Hospital, and will divide between them the ^ervice

from which Dr. McBurney recently resigned. In the

future their clinics, which have heretofore been held at

the New York Hospital, which is at a considerable

distance from the college, will be at the Roosevelt,

directly opposite the college buildings. Dr. Weir has

been an attending surgeon at the New York Hospital

for nearly thirty years.

Collection of Hospital Saturday and Sun-
day Association.— The official report shows this

annual collection to have been $74,177, which is some

$4,000 more than last year. Of this amount over

$9,000, or $2,000 in excess of any previous year,

was collected by the Woman's Auxiliary. Thirteen

thousand dollars was specially designated to particu-

lar hospitals by individual donors. On April l.^th

the undesignated fund was distributed to the various

institutions represented in the Association, on the

basis, as usual, of the free work done by each.

ARMY NOTES.

Complimentary Dinner to Col. C. H. Alden.
—Army medical ollicers of the active and retired lists,

on duty near or residing in the city of Wasliington,

will give a complimentary dinner to Col. C. H. Alden,

Assistant Surgeon-General, on the eve of his retire-

ment from active service, on April 28th, by reason of

age. Colonel Alden entered the army as an assistant

surgeon in 18G0, serving throughout the Civil War and

being brevetted major and lieutenant-colonel for faitli-

ful and meritorious services. Colonel Alden saw much
service on the frontier after the Civil War, but has lat-

terly acted in an executive capacity in connection

with various army examining boards and the office of

the Surgeon-General, acting as assistant to the Sur-

geon-General during the war with Spain. Colonel

Alden carries with him into private life the respect

and esteem of all who have been brought into associa-

tion with him. He intends to make his future home
at Hingham, Mass.

WooDBRiDOE Treatment of Typhoid Fev^:r.—
It is understood that a board of medical officers con-

vened to investigate the merits of the Woodbridge
treatment of typhoid fever, as carried out at the Fort

Myer General IIosj)ital during the war with Spain

by Dr. Woodbridge himself, then major and surgeon.

United States Volunteers, finds a mortality of about

ten per cent, of all cases treated by the Woodbridge
method and about seven per cent, of all cases treated

by other methods. In all, about GOO cases of typhoid

fever were treated at the Fort Myer Hospital ; of these,

57 were treated by Dr. Woodbridge, who was afforded

every facility in the application of his treatment.

Meeting of the Confederate Surgeons' As-

sociation.— A feature of the reunion of Confeder-

ate veterans, to be held at Louisville, Ky., on May
30th, will be the meeting of the Confederate Surgeons'

Association. A medical committee has been ap-

pointed by the general committee, and Dr. Preston B.

Scott, one of the two surviving medical directors of

the Confederate Army, has been made chairman. It

is stated that the whereabouts of about 1,500 ex-Con-

federate surgeons is known to the committee, which

will use every effort to secure a large attendance.

Special Nlrses.— A general order has been is-

sued by the War Department governing the employ-

ment of special nurses for sick officers and soldiers at

stations where treatment in an army hospital cannot

be obtained. In such cases it is stipulated that the

attending physician shall certify that the services of

the nurse were indispensable. The rate of compensa-

tion is the same as that allowed army nurses serving

in the United States, namely, $10 per week.

Dr. Cahell Retires from the "Maine."— Dr.

J. C. Cabell, Captain and Assistant Surgeon, United

States Army, retired, who has for some months been

in command of the American hospital ship Maine,

receiving the British wounded in South Africa, has

relinquished command of this ship and is now en

route to the United States, the leave of absence granted

him by the War Department having expired.

To Study Bubonic Plague.— Lieut. W. J. Cal-

vert, Assistant Surgeon, United States Army," one of

the members of the board of medical officers ajv

pointed to study tropical diseases in the Philippines,

has gone to Japan to study bubonic ])lague under

Kitasato at the University of Tokio.

A Wholesale Requisition for Pills and
Thermometers.— As showing the magnitude of medi-

cal operations in the Philippines it is interesting to

note that a recent requisition, among other items, con-

tained a request for five million quinine; pills and ten

thousand clinical thermometers.
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MOSQUITOKS AND THE MAllCIl OF KMl'lRK.

Onk oI" the most useful tliiii^^s, luiconlin;^ to i,||c

J*l'<tVtiti(>ll('l\ ullich \\V IlIlVC 1i!!II1I(m1 in tllCHe llltflT

(lays is tlid iiiliuiti! iinportaiicc of the iiiCmitcly liltlr.

To pi'actical lucu of only a (KicaiU^ ai^o tli(! idea that.

iuos(niitoos wen; tlie ifn^atcst ohstachi to the expansion
of our eiupin! would have seemed mere foolishness.

W(! now know that if we are to carry out our mis-

sion of eivili/in^ the lieatlu^n (and takinj; char^^e of

his land) and hear tlu; '' white; man's hurden " sne-

cessfully (and rea]) the profit of the undertaking), we
must (•()n(iuer the white man's worst enemy — that is,

malaria. Therefore all the batteries of science must
\)i\ directed on the <;erm-l)earinif mos<|uito. As mav
be gathered fi-oni the address delivered at the Royal
Colonial Institute a week or two ago by Dr. Manson,
the experts feel tolerably sure that the extermination

of the moscjuito is quite within the sphere of practi-

cal hyii'iinie. I5ut even moscjuitoes cannot be killed

without money. It is, therefore, an enterprise of

yreat pith and moment to make business men lookin<r

for new markets realize that money bestowed for that

purj)ose is a thorou_i;"hly sound investment in a com-
mercial sense. And malaria, though the worst, is not

the only enemy that hinders the march of empire.

There are other diseases, both epidemic and endemic,

that must be overcome if the tropics are to become
habitable by our race. Here, again, we have to fight

the inHnitesimal. The solution of the problem of

acclimatization lies in the destruction of microbes, and
this, in Dr. Manson's phrase, is a <pu'stion of knowl-
edge and the application of knowledge. The Lon-
don School of Tropical Medicine has been founded
with the object of gaining the necessary knowledge
and teaching men whose way of professional life

lies in the Colonies how to apply that knowledge.
It is already doing excellent work, but if it is to do

the State all the service which should be done by
such an institution, it must be much more fully

e(iuipi)ed than it now is with the means of research

and of teaching. It is earnestly to be hoped that Dr.

Manson's ap[)eal for a liberal endowment will not fall

on deaf ears.

DR. LEFFINGWELL PROTESTS.

Aurora-on-Cayuga Lake, N. Y.,

April 11, 1900.

Mr. Editor :— Simply in the interest of scientific ac-

curacy, will you permit me to utter a gentle protest against

the method employed by Dr. J. J. Putnam in that criticism

of my pamphlet which recently he contributed to your col-

umns V Of its many inaccuracies and misstatements I

shall not speak, but one or two peculiarities of his method
so touch the ethics of all criticism that 1 ask for space to

refer to them.

It would seem a matter beyond any possible questioning

that Professor Putnam had no sort of right to change the

language of a statement which I had criticised in order to

render my criticism void and inaccurate. This is precisely

what he has done more than once. For instance, Professor

Putnam calls attention to what be describes as "the state-

ment, originally made, I believe, by Ludwig, and cited by

INlosso in the biography of his great teacher, to the effect

tliat vutmi PXperimentM would \h- marln imfKitmiblo \>y the
occurrcncti of |)iiin. Dr. F^i-trm^wtdi rcjoinn," t'U-.

Now I rejoined to n'dhiiig of tiie kind. Moii)u> " cili-d
"

rolhiiig of the kind cillier from Liidwi^ or anyhfxiy •rite.

In my painpldct I (juotcd Momho'h wordH from the London
Laiictt'n trannlation :

" It Im an error to Ixlicvc tli;it <!Xt»«?ri-

ments can \n: performed on an animal which fcids"; I

cpiotcd frt)m a manuMcript that I'rofeH.nor .Momw> »cnl tuf hiin-

Mclf :
" It i.H an error to think tlial one can ••xiK.-rimtnt on

animals that have not lo.st Hensation "
; and I now (iiiote

from the original essay in Im Revue ScienliJitjUf. of .Inly

'27, 1895 :
" C'cst uni: c.rreur de croirc. que. I'on pent /aire

des exjiericncc.s sur un atiimtd qui sent." That Htatcment—
whether in the original or in either of its translations — is

ai)8olutely untrue, and I said t-o in my pamfdihu. ProfcHsor
Putnam sees it as well as anybody ; i)ut he al.to sees that by
changing Mosso's language, ami inserting the word " many "

before "experiments" he could frame a statement that
would be entirely truthful. To do this— and then torpjote
me as " rejoining " to a statement manufactured by him-
self— is that in accord with the dhics of controversy as
Professor Putnam understands them V To be sure he admits
that he is not giving " the exact expre>sions used " bv
Mosso, since he had no "access to the original." I leave
it to your readers to value that apology at its true worth.

Let me cite yet another instance. Dr. Ledingwell, he
says, " denies the justice of the claim which Professor Porter
makes, that animals are kept from suffering any consider-
ate pain " when vivisected under anesthetics or narcotics
at the Medical School. Absolutely untrue ; Professor Porter
made no such claim and I have certainly made no such de-
nial. That which I criticised in the pamphlet wa"* some-
thing entirely different. In the Boston Transcript, Professor
Porter and his associates had declared in regard to " pain-
ful vivisections" that "such investigations are rare.

None such have been made in the Harvard Medical School
within our knowledge." That statement was certainly
untrue ; nobody defends it since I pointed out the exjjeri-

ments of Dr. Ott — to say nothins of the investigations
of Professor Porter himself. Dr. Putnam sees its untruth
as well as anybody, so he constructs a new sentence

;
puts

it into the mouth of Professor Porter as being what he
" believes to have been Professor Porter's meaning," and
cites me as "denying" it! If others believe in this

method of controversy. I do not; and I must protest against
being (juoted as oppo>ing assertions maniifactured by my
critic for the sole purpose of rendering my own criticism
void. I cannot regard it as a very laudable line of conduct,
nor one that in any way tends to the elucidation of the
truth.

Very truly yours,

Albert Lepkixgwell, M.D.

ANOTHER HAIR-BALL.

Boston, April 13, 1900.

jMr. Editor :— Dr. Brewster's case of hair-ball, in the
last number of the Journal, reminds me of one in Lon-
don in 1866, ui^der the care of Mr. Knowjley 'i'hornton.
A young woman of about twenty-five years of age had a
sausage-shaped tumor in the region of the transverse colon.
It was about ten inches long and its exact nature could not
be made our, but it seemed tp be within the colon. When
Mr. Thornton opened the alxiomen the tumor was found
to be in the stonuich and on opening the stomach the tumor
was found to occupy its long axis and to consist of a mass
of hair, nine inches long by two ami a half wide, which liad

been gradually swallowed during the past twelve years
at the daily morning and evening combines, the hair
combed out at those times having been twisted up. put in
the mouth and swallowed. The patient recovered. As it

was the first time I had seen the stomach opened, the case
made a strong impression on me.

Very truly yours,

John Ho.mans, M.D.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending April 7th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United

States Signal Corps: —
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<0rtgitiai 3lrtic!fiBf.

SPLKNIC PSEUDOLKUKKMIA
SKEICII.'

lIISrOKICAL

IIV l:. C. <AI1()1', M.l>., IIOSTON.

I'kkvioi s t(» tlic |tiihlic;itioii of Osier's !."> (;;i.sch in

the Jiiiiu;ir\ issiu' ol' tlic Amcricuii Journal nf Mvdiral

Scietircs, not more than 2-'t ca.ses are on record. Al-

tlioiiuli fill! discus*' liad l)e(!n (U\scrilie(l in IHC.T, and

altlioui;li Dr. H. ('. VV'ood called attention to it in

this country in 1S71, tln^ (irst systt'niatic treatment ol"

the subject was ^iven by IJanti in 1HH2. IJaiiti's

paper beiuij;- published in Italian did not attract the atr

teiition it deserved. The revival of intc^rest in this

subject of late; years is (hie to some extent, I think, to

Dr. West's article entitled " Splenic Anemia."''

The term "splenic anemia," suggested by (Jretzel

in 18(57, was a natural outcome of the terminology of

a time when " lymphatic anemia " was a term used

as a synonym for llodgkin's disease. At the present

tim(^ it seems as if we shoidd either abandon the use

of the term " splenic anemia " or else take up the

term " lymphatic anemia " as applied to the associa-

tion of lymphatic enlargements with impoverished

l)lood, or, if we consider, as Osier does, that there is

iio relation between enlargement of the general lym-

phatic system with anemia and enlargement of the

spleen with anemia, we ought to make a similar sharp

distinction between the two varieties of leukemia.

The only defence for the use of the term "splenic ane-

mia " is that it does call attention to the two marked
features of the disease, while the term " splenic pseudo-

leukemia " is much Jess significant. " Anemia with

splenic enlargement " seems to me the best term.

In going over the literature of the subject it is very

dithcult to separate out the cases of leukemia and of

enlargement of the spleen due to various causes like

malaria or syphilis, and to distinguish all these from

the symptom-complex which is our subject to-night

;

as, for example, in Dr. West's article in Allbutt's •' Sys-

tem," a case is quoted in full as splenic anemia, which

is obviously a case of leukemia. I have excluded,

therefore, cages in which there was an obvious history

of malaria, or in which the signs pointed strongly

towards cirrhosis of the liver, or in which the blood

examination was so imperfect as to make it impossi-

ble to exclude pernicious anemia. I have included

only such cases as showed a marked anemia with con-

siderable splenic enlargement, without any known
cause either for the anemia or for the enlargement of

the spleen, and with no leucocytosis. The symptoma-

tology of such cases is simply that of progressive or

relapsing anemia combined with the local disturbances

and annoyances due to great enlargement of the

spleen. Hemorrhage, however, seems to be more fre-

(pient a factor than in other varieties of anemia. In

eight of Osier's lo cases there were recurrent attacks

of copious hematemesis, in another tliere was lu-ma-

tnria, and in another purpura. The gastric and intes-

tinal hemorrhages. Osier thinks, are accounted for on

mechanical principles.

In the great majority of cases rei)orted the spleen

has been considerably enlarged, but has rarely reached

the size that we commonly see in advanced cases of

> Read at a meeting of the Boston Society for Meiiical Improve-
meut, February 5, 1900.

« Allbutt's System of IVlediclne, vol. vi., 1898.

myelogenouH It-nkeiiiiii. It rfta/;hft« tiNiially U» or not
(|uite to the level of the luivel. I'eriHpli-nitiN M'lrmJi

to be relatively iiifrefpn-nt. 'I'he liver Im iiHually MoriMv

what enlarged, and oecaHifinally the retro|>erit4<neal

glands hav«' been found hypertrojihied. The inrn-aMr

in the size of the spleen is due in most ejises to fibrous

hyper[)lasia, the .Vlalpigliian bodies Ix-iiig more or leiiH

atrophied. There is less pulp than usual. The sur-

fae<! is drier and firmer on section. The atrophy of

the lymphoid follicles, which is reporU-d in some of

the very few autopsies which are on record (not more
tliun a dozen in all), is imj>ortant, if true, as it i« the

opposite of the condition usually found in leukemia

and in llodgkin's disease.

As to the liver, accounts vary. In some eases a

slight degr(!(! of interstitial overgrowth is mentioned
;

in oth(!rs a (rertain amount of lymphoid infiltration.

The account of tin; blooil, as given in Osier's f^ases,

is different from that which one finds in most of the

earlier records, which accent the severity of the ane-

mia, while Osier comments especially njKjn the re-

semblance to chlorotic blood.

As regards the duration of the disease, most of the

cases reported previous to the appearance of Osier's

paper have been of short duration, two to four years,

while the latter author is imi)ressed by the long dura-

tion of the disease and the fre(juency and duration of

the intermissions. Several of his cases have lived

over ten years.

In the diagnosis of the disease we have to distin-

guish :

(1) Cases of idiopathic splenic enlargement with-

out any anemia or any other symi)toms, which are not

very uncommon.

(2) We must exclutle pernicious aiu'inia. in which
a slight enlargement of the spleen is almost always

present, and sometimes a very consideralde one. In

one of my own cases the spleen reached a hand's

breadth below the navel. The (liagiio>is here depemls

upon the constitution of the blood, which, in the tlis-

ease which we are now considering, presents char-

acteristics of an ordinary secondary anemia or, as Os-

ier says, of chlorosis. It should here be said that one
may easil}' lay too much stress upon the distinction

supposed to exist between the blood of chlorosis and
that of secondary anemia. There really is no such

distinction to be made. Chlorosis is simply a second-

ary anemia occurring in young girls without any
cause that we can put our hands upon. The low

color index, which certainly is a great feature of the

blood of chlorosis, is found in any relatively mild case

of secondary aiuunia.

(,'j) We must distinguish the disease from cirrhosis

of the liver. Some of Osier's cases would undoubt-

edly have been diagnosed as cirrhosis by less compe-
tent observers. The association of anemia, ascites,

hemorrhages from the stomach, and enlargement of

the liver (or, as in one of Osier's cases, diminution in

the area of liver dnlness) would in many minds be

sutHcient for the diagnosis of cirrhosis, which would
not be contradicted by the splenic enlargement, since

a very considerable enlargi'inent is itself a symptom
of cirrhosis. The fact that a certain degree of inter-

stitial overgrowth has existed in some of the post-mor-

tem records makes this differentiation from cirrhosis

all the more difhcult. In cirrhosis of the liver we
often have an anemia of very much the type described

in Osier's cases. Altoixether the differentiation Ih^
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tween these two diseases intra vitam must be a very

difficult one in many cases.

(4) Splenic tumor associated with chronic malarial

poisoning must also be excluded. In some of Osier's

cases there was a history of malaria, and by some ol>

servers the diagnosis of malaria would undoubtedly
have been made. In persons living in a malarial dis-

trict the absence of malarial parasites at any one pe-

riod does not seem sufficient evidence for excluding a

chronic malarial infection.

(o) From leukemia the disease may be easily and
quickly distinguished by the blood examination.

(6) The anemias of children are very frequently

associated with enlargement of the spleen, with or

without leucocytosis, and their classification is still en-

tirely unsatisfactory. As a rule such cases are associ-

ated with and usually considered secondary to rickets

or syidiilis, and the existence of either of these dis-

eases would differentiate a case otherwise identical

with Banti's disease.

Prognosis. — Different writers give us a very dif-

ferent idea of the prognosis of the disease. Accord-
ing to Osier, it would seem to be a relatively favoi'-

able one, some of his cases lasting twelve years or

more being still in good health.

Treatment. — The operation of splenectomy was
done in one of Osier's cases with apparently favorable

results. It is a reasonable method of treatment, in

view of the fact that splenic enlargement seems to

have preceded the anemia in all the recorded cases in

which the question has been looked into thoroughly.

SPLENIC ANEMIA. 1

BY JOHN LOVETT MORSE, M.D., BOSTON.

I HAVE seen but three cases which seem sufficiently

characteristic to be classified under the head of " splenic

anemia." Two of these I will report, the third will

be reported by Dr. Henry Jackson.

Case I. Walter D., age seven years, was seen

with Dr. W. A. Morrison, of East Boston, February
19, 1896. There was no syphilitic or alcoholic his-

tory. He was nursed and was healthy until six

months old. After that he had more or less digestive

disturbance. He got his teeth late, but walked at

eighteen months. He had not been well since his

third year. The chief symptoms had been gastric, as-

sociated with pallor and weakness. He suffered from
dyspnea on exertion and at times his feet were a little

swollen. There had been no hemorrhages at any
time. He was noticeably pale. His head was large,

his teeth poor. There was a slight rosary. The
lungs were normal. The heart was slightly enlarged

to the right, but the action was regular and strong.

There was a systolic murmur over the whole jirecordia,

loudest at the base. The second 2)ulnionic was not ac-

centuated and there was a venous hum in the neck.

The alidomen was somewhat large but soft. The
liver flatness began above at the fifth rib in the nipple

line. The edge was felt an inch and a half below tlie

costal border. The spleen could be felt distinctly run-

ing out from beneath the ribs in the nipple line, then

toward the umbilicus, extending downward below tlie

pelvic brim. The posterior border could also be

easily made out. The surface was smooth and the

' Read at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ment, February 5, 1900.

edge fairly sharp. It was sliglitly tender on deep
pressure. There was no glandular enlargement.

Blood.
Hemoglobin 57 per cent.
Red corpuscles .^,400,000
White corpu.scles fi,2()0

Small mononuclear IC per cent.
Large mononuclear 5 "
Polynuclear neutrophilee 76 "
Eosinophiles 3 "

No abnormal white cells ; fairl}' numerous microcytes
and macrocytes. Moderate poikilocytosis ; no nu-
cleated forms.

I saw him again February 3, 1900; he was then
eleven years old. He had improved a great deal in

general condition, but was still unable to exert himself
without some dysjmea. There was no longer any swell-

ing of the feet. His appetite and digestion were good.
He was slightly jaundiced at times, but never had clay-

colored stools. He had had nose-bleed several times
but no other hemorrhages. He was in good general
condition, but undersized. He was decidedly pale,

with a slightly yellowish tinge. The conjunctiva? were
slightly yellow. The condition of the heart was as

before. The liver flatness began above at the fifth

space in the nipple line. The edge was just palpable
at the costal border. The spleen could be felt dis-

tinctly running out from beneath the ribs in the nip-

ple line, downward to about the level of the iliac crest

and then backward and upward. The surface was
smooth and the edge sharp. It was not tender.

There was no glandular enlargement. Physical ex-

amination was otherwise negative.

Blood.
Hemoglobin .

Red corpuscles
White corpuscles .

Small mononuclear .

Large mononuclear
Polynuclear neutrophiles
Eosinophiles .

52 per cent.
3,128,000

6,520
22 per cent.
2 ••

75 "
1 "

No abnormal white cells ; considerable variation in

staining of red corpuscles ; marked variation in size,

but no special tendency to large or oval forms ; mod-
erate poikilocytosis ; no nucleated forms. It is note-

worthy that this examination of the blood difl^ered in

no essential particular from that made four j^ears ear-

lier.

In the light of the early history the splenic tumor
in this case may be considered the relic of some infan-

tile condition, for, as is well known, anemia with
splenic enlargement is not at all uncommon in infancy.

Moreover, splenic tumor is a frequent accom]ianiment
of rickets, which this boy undoubtedly had. While it

is impossible to say that this is not the case, I feel very
sure that it is not. Most of the cases of anemia with

great enlargement of the spleen in infancy die early.

In those that recover the spleen diminishes rapidly in

size and prol)ably in the course of years is but little,

if any, larger than normal. The same thing is true of

the splenic enlargement in rickets. I think, therefore,

that the sj)lenic tumor in this case may be regarded as

of comparatively recent development. The persistence

of the anemia would also seem to rule out any infan-

tile condition. The imj)rovement in this general con-

dition, the unchanged condition of the blood at the

end of four years, the absence of new symptoms, seem
sufficient to rule out pernicious anemia, leukemia and
Hodgkin's disease. The history of clay-colored stools,

the enlargement of the liver at the first examination

and the occasional slight jaundice suggest some disease

of the liver, especially cirrhosis. The absence of
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cau.s(>, tin) ii;f»' of tlici paticiit, tlin (liinitioii of the dis-

OUKC iiiid tlic iilts(nic(! ol ()tli(^r syiiiptoiiis of liipulic or

portal ohsti'iiclioiis i-ciidci' this i;oii<litioii iiiiproW.'ddc,

ultlioiij^li it ciiimot l)c iil)soliit(dy ndcd out.

Cask II. iMrn. L., tliirty-srvciii, was ndVrrcd to

nw ill May, l«i»".), I.y Dr. L. ('. -lom-s, of Maiden, for

an «!xanuiiatioii of the blood. She had always hccii

subject to faiiitiiiii attacks. She. had Ikhjii iiiarri«-<l

four years, had no children, hut had contracted syphilis.

For this she had had fairly thorouj^h and [)ersisteiit

treatment. During the sunnner of 181)8 she nursed

her mother through the hist stai^es of cancer of the

uterus, 'i'he odor was very foul and she was much
pulled down by luir efforts. Shortly after, her throat

becanu' very sore and a gland in tlu; right sich; of her

neck swelled. The sore throat was of short duration,

but the gland persisted. There is a bad tooth on that

side. During the vvinterof 181»8-;)U one of the inguinal

glands enlarged but later disapi)eared. In February,

181)9, she had a very severe attack of pain in the left

abdomen. Dr. Jones discovered the spleen at that

time in making an abdominal examination. It was as

large then as in May. The spleen had remained

more or less tender and she had had several attacks of

very severe pain iu that region. She had not felt as

usual since the first attack of pain, but had had no

very definite sym[)toms. Her digestion had been

good. Her bowels, however, had been constipated,

although they had never troubled her previouslv.

There had been no symptoms of hemorrhage except

that on several occasions the stools had been black

without known cause. She had not lost weight. The
fainting attacks were no more frequent than before.

She seemed in fair general condition and was
able to superintend a large business. The abdomen
only was examined. The spleen could be felt project-

ing outward from under the left costal border al>out

six inches. It was about one or two inches thick.

The edge was rounded and a definite notch could be

made out. It was somewhat movable and pressure

caused pain in the back. The liver was not enlarged

and the kidneys were not felt.

Blood.
Hemoglobin 65 per cent.
Ued corpuscles 4,488,000
White corpuscles 8,080
Small mononuclear 25 per cent.
Large mononuclear 5 "
Polynuclear neutrophiles 66 "
Eosinophiles 4 "

No abnormal forms of white corpuscles ; very slight

mori)hological changes in the red cor2)uscles ; no nu-

cleated forms ; no plasmodia.

Dr. .Jones writes me that she has kept up vigorous

antisyphilitic treatment and that her general condition

has improved. The spleen has not increased or dimin-

ished in size. She has had had no more attacks of

pain and no new symptoms have develo[ied.

It is possible that in this case both the anemia and

splenic tumor may be of syphilitic origin. The at-

tacks of pain were probably due to a twist of the pedi-

cle.

Anemia of various grades of severity, with enlarge-

ment of the spleen, with or without leucocytosis, is

not at all uncommon in infancy. It is especially com-

mon in rickets. In these cases the splenic tumor

seems of no especial diagnostic significance, as great

enlargment of spleen is often found when there is but

little anemia, and great anemia when there is but little

enlargement of the spleen. The splenic tumor and

an(;iniu neem independent of each other and are bfilh

probably the reHultH of homk- coiiimioii caurK-. In in.

fancy the common «"auMe is a|ipan-iiily ulwuv* M>me
profound, complicated and obMure disturliance of the

nutrition. Kea.soning from analogy I am inclined to

think that in the same way these ununual cumoh of

an(;mia and splenic enlargement in adult life may In-

due to obscure disturbanfies of nutrition. For the

same reason I am also inclined to think that the en-

largement of the spleen an<l the anemia an; ind«;pend-

cut of ea(;h otlufr, both b(;ing tin; results of som»; com-
mon cause. That such cas(!S (rxist there can Im; no
doubt, and until we know more as to their etiology

there seems to be nothing better to clo with them than

to call them cases of " splenic anemia," or, bett<jr,

" anemia with splenic tumor."

SPLENIC anp:mia.j

BY HKNKV JACKSON, M.D., B08T0K,
Assistant Visiting Physician, Boston City Hospital.

A YOUNG man of about twenty years entered my
service September 11, 189G. All his family were
well and there was no family history of hemophilia.

He had always been delicate and rather pale; on his

left leg was a large birth mark, with marked promi-

nence of the veins. Little hemorrhagic vesicles

formed at times on the surface of this l)irth mark, and
their ru[)ture gave rise to a frequent though slight loss

of blood. There was no personal history of rheumatism
or venereal disease. For three years liefore his en-

trance to the hospital he had done but little work.
He dated his ill health from the time a tooth was
extracted which was followed by a profuse hemor-
rhage. In 189,'5 he had bleeding hemorrhoids and
was confined to the house for a good part of the sum-
mer on account of weakness and palpitation. In the

summer of 189.") he had a similar attack.

On entrance his chief symptoms were weakness,

marked palpitation and dyspnea on slight exertion,

headache and vertigo at times.

Physical examination.— Fairly well nourished.

Pallor of the skin and mucous membranes. Heart
negative except for a slight systolic murmur, believed

to be hemic in origin. Lungs negative. Spleen, dul-

ness from the eighth rib to just below the costal mar-
gin, where the edge was plaiidy felt, smooth and
rather hard. Urine negative.

Ked cells 4.000,000
Hemoglobin 20 per cent.
Polymorphonuclear neutrophiles ... 61 "
hympbocytes 29 "
I-arge mononuclear and transitional forms 8 "
Kosinopbiles 2 "

In counting these one normoblast ; slight variation in

size and shape.

During September there was no great change in his

condition ; weakness and dizziness were marked feat-

ures ; slight bleeding from hemorrhoids. October
l.")th the following blood examination was made by

1 )r. .1. L. Morse :

"

Reds 4,5^0,000
Whites 5,000
Hemoglobin 25 per cent.
Polymorphonueloar neutrophiles . . . >>4 "
I.iirge and transitional forms .... 16 "
Small lymphocytes 28 "
Eosinophiles 2 "

• Head at a meeting of the lioston Society for Medical luiprovB'
mont, February 5, I'JtO.
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Large proportion large mononuclear ; no myelocytes ;

red corpuscles, as a rule, nearly of same size ; occa-

sional niacrocyte and microcyte. Very little poikilo-

cytosis.

About the end of October he was discharged rather

improved as to general condition. After his discharge

I saw him occasionally. He improved markedly, had

a good color, and was able to do hard work as an atr

tendant to an idiotic boy.

I saw him again when he was in the hospital last

November, on account of sloughing hemorrhoids.

He was then very sick for several weeks.

January 27, 1900. I saw him at his home. He
then felt well ; had no trouble from the hemorrhoids

;

had no palpitation. Examination of heart and lungs

negative ; spleen somewhat enlarged, as on examina-

tion in 1896.

Beds 5,200,000

Whites „ 3,400

Polymorphonuclear neutrophiles ... 73 per cent.

Lynii)hocyteg ^I !'<

Large and transitional forms .... ° „
?>osinophiles 2 "

In 1896, in view of the enlargement of the spleen

without any evident cause, splenic anemia was con-

sidered, l" considered secondary anemia dependent

upon the slight but long continued hemorrhages as

rather more probable, while Dr. Morse favored the

diagnosis of splenic anemia.

At the present time he is not anemic, and yet the

spleen remains of the same size as in 1896 ; therefore

the diagnosis is to my mind still obscure, but, on the

whole, I feel that DrI Morse was more correct than I

was in his view of the case.

With the exception of the one case quoted I have

not found in the records of the City Hospital a case of

splenic anemia. To determine, if possible, whether

cases had not been recognized as splenic anemia, I

have examined all the cases that I could find entered

under the head of Hodgkin's disease, splenic leukemia,

pseudoleukemia and pernicious anemia. In the cases

diao-nosed as Hodgkin's disease and pseiuloleukemia

there was in each instance great enlargement of the

lymphatic glands, as well as enlargement of the spleen

;

further, in each case the analysis of the blood when

made substantiated the diagnosis. In the cases of

splenic leukemia the blood examination made the

diagnosis positive.

I find 40 cases of pernicious anemia ; in all the clini-

cal history is such as to corroborate the diagnosis. In

the cases admittcnl during recent years the blood analy-

sis confirms tlu; diagnosis made from the history and

the pliysical signs. The spleen was found to be nega-

tive in' 30 out of the 40 cases ; in 10 cases it was

enlarged, though in nine cases tlie enlargement was

slight, the spleen being just palpable at the edge of the

ribs. In the tenth case the spleen was very large.

Autopsy showed that the spleen weighed 79") grammes,

the normal weight being from 150 to 200 grammes ;

but in this case the liistory of an acute anemia of five

months' duration and the examination of the blood

leave no doulit at the correctness of the diagnosis of

pernicious anemia.

The resume givtm makes nw. confident that very

few, if any, cases of splenic anemia have entered the

Boston City Hospital. It is to be hoped that with the

active interest now being manifested in the suijject

still more careful observations may be obtained in tlie

future.

A CASE OF SPLENIC ANEMIA.i

UY JAMKS MARSH JACKSON, M.D., AND GEORGE SUMNER
HILL, M.D., BOSTON.

A. S., age twenty-eight years, born in Armenia,

married, occupation housework, entered the Out-Pa-

tient Department of the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital December 26, 1899.

Family history. — Father died of pneumonia at the

age of forty-five ; mother, one brother and sister alive

and well.

Gatamenia at fourteen years ; always irregular, fre-

quently not appearing for two or three montlis ; fiow

slight and not painful. Two children ; one died at

age of twelve months. Other at age of seven years

died suddenly after an attack of diarrhea and vomit-

ing. No miscarriages.

Habits.— Tea, two cups a day ; seldom drinks c;of-

fee ; small amount of alcohol, but not a regular

drinker.

Previous history.— No children's diseases. At
age of eighteen years commenced to have convulsions,

which lasted thirty minutes ; attacks occurred two or

three times a day ; at times passed over jjeriods of a

week without them ; these attacks occurred in spring-

time. Has bitten tongue, broken teeth, foamed at the

mouth, and had general muscular spasm. Appetite

and bowels usually all right.

Present illness.— Two and one-half years ago liad

a sharp pain in left side at about costal border ; the

pain ke])t her awake. At this time she noticed mass

growing in side. The pain has come on at irregular

intervals since. Has had palpitation, but no dyspnea.

Lost about fifteen pounds in weight. Has noticed no

loss of color. Has coughed up about one-half cupful

of blood five times, but has noticed none in stools.

Has headache, dizziness, ringing in ears. Bowels al-

ternate from diarrhea to constipation. No swelling

of limbs or urinary sym])toms.

Physical examination. — Well developed and fairly

well nourished ; slightly pale ; no glandular enlarge-

ment ; throat and mouth negative ; reflexes normal.

Nothing wrong found with chest and heart save sys-

tolic murmur heard all over precordia. Abdomen
rather full, especially on the left side ; the walls are

rather flabby. Liver dulness commences at tlie

lower boi'der of fifth rib, and extends a hand's breadth

below costal border- ; edge palpable and smooth, not

tender. On the left side is a mass extending from the

seventh rib diagonally across to umbilicus, and then

toward right antiirior spine ; dulness extends over into

left flank and back and down to crest of iliac bone on

left side. The mass descends slightly with inspira-

tion ; edge (right) is notched twice ; otherwise mass

is perfectly smooth. The rest of abdomen is soft,

tym2)anitic and not tender.

IJlooi).

Keds 4,076,000

Whites 5,200

Differential count 500 cells

Polymorphonuclear neutrophiles . . . 30.2 per cent.

Lymphocytes 58.7 "

Myelocytes 4.5 "

Eosinophiles 6 "

Two normoblasts seen. Corpuscles are rather pale and

.show considerable variation in size, but very slight

poikilocytosis :

> Kead at a meeting of the Boston Society for JMi-dical Improve-

ment, February 5, 1900,
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Deooniber 28. IROO. . . WliltoR, 6,400 Kotlii, 4.vr>0,(M)0

JanuHry 0, IIMK). . . " n.WM) " ;j 8-0 000
.JiiuuHry I.I, lillH). . . " ft,40o " .l.IlHJ.oiio

lloiiiiiKlobiii ~'i l>«r ooiil.

I>ill'<iri<iillul uoiiiit bOMuollK
PiilyiiiDi'pliiiMucltiar iioulrophlluB . 46.2 por uunt.
I.ar|>;(i lyinphooytuH lU.U pur aunt. I ^. ^ ,,

Siiiiill lyiiipliooyteH 31.8 pur oeut. \ ' '

KoBinophlloH 3.
"

MyelouyteM .4 "

No luu'loated reds seen. Quitt! h vari.'itioii in sizt- of

red corpiLsclcs, majority of tiormal size, hut rnjiiiy of

.small size, and rarely a very lar^c (U)r|)ii,sclc. 'Flic

corpuscles arc .stained well, and do not .seem to t<'nd

toward poikilocytes.

I'atient entered IMas.saclius(!tts (Jencral Ilos|)it;iI

.lanuary 2.'5d, in tlu^ service of Dr. Fitz.

Counts made by Dr. Watctrman at hospital .lanu-

ary 2."), li)()0:

Whites 7,800
Reds 3,693,000
Hemoglobin 5,3 per cent.
Differoiitlal count 500 cells
Polymorphonuclears 36 percent.
Small lymphocytes 56.2 per cent. 1 ... „ ,,

Large lymphocytes 5.4 per cent. ( " ' '
'*'

Kosinophilus 1.2 "
Myelocytes .(! "
Mast cells .6 "

No nucleated reds seen ; reds rather pale, moderate
variation iu size, little irregularity in shape. Febru-
ary 1, 11)00:

Whites S.T.W
Ueds 3,700,000
Hemoglobin 55 percent.
Polymorphonuclears 42.01 "
Small lymphocytes 62.5 "
Lnrge lymphocytes 4.8 "
Eosiuophiles .3 "
Myelocytes .1 "

No nucleated reds seen. Corpuscles show same char-

acteristics as in former count.

Citntcai aDepartment.

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL.
CLINICAL MEETING OF THE MEDICAL BOARD.

Regular meeting, February 17, 1900, Dit. C. B.

PoKTKR in the chair.

Du. A. K. Stone showed a case of

pelvic gumma.

The case had presented herself in Jul}', 1897, and
the tumor found and diagnosed as osteosarcoma. jVs

the tumor appeared to be inoperable, potassic iodide

was given, and almost immediatel}' there was imjjrove-

nient in the general condition, and within a couple of

months complete disappearance of the tumor. At the

present time, a year and a half afterwards, there is no

tumor and the patient is well and strong, doing her

own work, and con.sidering herself well.

A similar case, still under observation, has pre-

sented itself this winter at the clinic.

Dk. G. L. Walton showed a case of

SUBCORTICAL MOTOR APHASIA.

I will remind you that for the complete exercise of

the faculty of speech the integrity of quite an exten-

sive portion of the cortex is essential. It is also nec-

essary that the fibres connecting the cortical centres

be unimpaired, and finally that the aiferent and effer-

ent fibres be in condition to transmit stimuli to and

from tho brain. Thn three moHt imf>f>rtant cortical

ceiitreH to be iiivestigatiid jin? : (I) the centn; for vis-

ual memories, including that for wordn ; (2) \\w. vxtn-

tre for Hoiind rufunorieH, aJHo including th«; hoiukIh of
wordH, and (•'{) the H(M:alled kirn-Hthetic c<;ntre, or th»!

(tentre in wliich are .stored menioricH of the niechaiii-

«;al proc(!HKeH, that is, of the inovenietitH of the lipH,

tongue, larnyx an«l otlmr parts involve*! in Hp«;<;rh,

The first of these centrcH is Hituated in the angular
gyru.s, the second in the first temjioral lol)e, the third

in Hro(!a's convolution (V, .\ and K, in diagram).
Whether a special writing centre exists at the base of
th(! second frontal <!onvolution need not i-nwi-xw uh
for the purposes of the present sim[»le and practical

demonstration.

In the majority of cases met with in practi(;e more
than o\w of th(!se cortical centres and more than one
variety of connecting fibres suffctr ; an occasional ca«e
presents itself, however, illustrating a single type of
lesion. This young woman shows one of these types,

namely, destruction of the efferent fibres pa.ssing to

tlu^ bulb from Broca's convolution (whether directly

or by way of the centres for actual movements, at the
fissure of Rolando, we need not discuss for the pur-
po.ses of this demonstration). The patient is now
twenty-three years of age. At the age of eleven she
had typhoid fever, in the course of which an attack of

hemiplegia occurnjd, involving her right side, and de-

stroying the power of speech. She has only recov-
ered the use of the words " no " and " mamma."
This lesion was probably thrombosis, not hemorrhage,
as cerebral coui])lications of acute infectious diseases
result from morbid blood states rather than from dis-

eased arteries.

First, testing her visual centres, I show her my
watch and ask her the time, which she correctly indi-

cates by holding uj) first five, then three fingers "of the
left hand. This simple test shows not only that she
.sees the watch but that she appreciates its use and is

able to interpret correctly what she sees, that is, there
is no "mind blindness." To test her vision for words
I point out the printed word child and ask her to in-

dicate its meaning, in response to which she holds her
hand at a short distance from the ground to indicate a
child's stature. In previous tests" I have asked her
the meaning of the words xcheel, book, skirt and collar,

which she has shown by appropriate gestures. She
has therefore no " word blindness," that is to say, tlie

angular gyrus is intact.

Similarly investigating tlie auditory centre. I tell

her to close her eyes, then I [)ut the watch to her ear,
and then replace it in my pocket, telling her to open
her eyes and indicate what she heard.

" She at once
makes a circle with the thumb and finger, then
points to my watch chain. This test show^ that she
not only hears but appreciates what she hears ; still
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further, it shows the integrity of the iibres connecting

the auditory with the visual centre, inasmuch as the

sound brouglit to her mind the picture of the watch.

Proceeding to test her auditory caj)acity for words, I

ask her to close her eyes, put out her tongue, show
her teeth, being careful not to aid her by making
these movements myself ; she responds promptly and
accurately. To give her a rather more difficult test

in the same line, I ask her if she can find the article

she has been reading in the magazine ; she takes up
the magazine and turns to the article without hesita-

tion. We have now demonstrated the fact that she

has no " word deafness," in other words, the temporal

region is unaffected.

The test for demonstrating the integrity of the so-

called kinesthetic centre is more difficult, for it is very

hard to determine with certainty whether she has the

capacity for calling up the memories of the muscular

movements required for speech, since she is absolutely

unable to make these movements in the slightest de-

gree. She cannot even make them when I pronounce
the words for her and ask her to repeat them. Clini-

cal and pathological study seem to have established

the fact, however, that the patient's power of reading

to herself, and understanding what she reads, shows
that this centre is spared, such reading probably re-

quiring not merely a visual recognition of the words,

but a power of calling up the memory of the motions

made in articulating them ; it is, in reality, through

this process that we learn to read. This patient in

point of i'act reads to herself with evident satisfaction
;

it is obviously wise, however, to assure ourselves that

this intelligence is real, not simply apparent, and this

I do by showing her simple printed or written com-
mands such as, " Close your eyes," " WTiere is the

watch," etc. To these tests she responds readily.

The so-called Proust-Lichthein test is perhaps the

most satisfactory of those yet suggested for testing

the kinesthetic centre. This test consists in showing
the patient a word and asking her to indicate the num-
ber of syllables and the number of letters, the suppo-

sition being that this action necessitates the mental

reproduction of the muscular movements. I accord-

ingly show her the word child and ask the number of

letters, upon which she promptly holds up five fin-

gers. 1 now try a similar test without even showing
ing her the word ; I hold up a pen and ask her if she

knows its name ; she nods her head. Without repeat-

ing the word myself or showing it to her, I ask her

to spell it to herself and indicate the number of letters ;

this she does by holding up three fingers. The act of

spelling, even silently, is probably done— to put it

rather crudely for the sake of simplicity— by making
the necessary movements in the mind even though

these movements are not externalized.

The patient can write her name though she cannot

pronounce it. This is done with the left hand, the

right being practically helpless as a result of the hemi-

plegia. The ability to write probably demonstrates

the integrity of Broca's convolution and of the fibres

passing from this convolution to the writing cen-

tre, so-called, probably not a special centre, but the

centre for the movements of the fingers, in this case

on the right side of the brain. This question is still

in dispute, and its discussion need not delay us at this

time.

We have now by simple and easily accessible tests

demonstrated the integrity of the cortical centres in-

volved in speech, and of the connecting fibres. There
remains only the collection of efferent fibres already
mentioned as conveying the motor impulse from
Broca's convolution to the bulb. A sufficient number
of autopsies have been made on cases resembling this

one to demonstrate the fact that a comparatively small

spot of softening interrupting these fibres anywhere in

their course from a point directly below the cortex to

the level of the internal capsule suffices to produce this

type of aphasia ; and this is doubtless the character

and seat of the lesion in this case. Various names
have been given this variety of speech defect, for ex-

ample, aphemia, fascicular anarthria and subcortical

motor aphasia, the latter term being perhaps the most
satisfactory.

A practical advantage of distinguishing this from
other forms of aphasia concerns the question of testa-

mentary capacity. The intellectual 2)rocesses con-

cerned in speech in such a patient are intact; we may
therefore rely upon his gestures in answer to our
questions as to persons and amounts, though he can
neither speak nor write.

Dr. C. W. Townsend showed a woman with

CYANOSIS FROM CONGENITAL CARDIAC DISEASE.

I showed this woman here in November, 1897, to-

gether with two other cases of congenital cyanosis

due to congenital disease or malformation of the heart.

Last August this patient had a baby at the Lying-in

Hospital and I brought her to-night because I think it

is a very unique case of a woman with congenital

cyanosis giving birth to a living child. I have not

been able to find a similar case in literature. She has

had two children before this, each born a month pre-

maturely, and both failed to live. This child was born
at full term. The mother went through a normal
pregnancy, was able to walk about as well as any one,

and gave birth to this baby— eight pounds and six

ounces— six months ago. Her labor lasted eleven

hours and showed nothing unusual, and there was
no exhaustion, although cyanosis was very marked.
Pulse 84 before delivery and 80 after delivery. She
has nursed the baby ever since, and, as you see, the

baby is healthy looking and shows no evidence of con-

genital heart disease. The woman herself is decidedly

cyanotic, her lips and fingers being always blue and
her face having the characteristic dusky tint. The
mucous membranes of the mouth and vagina are

markedly blue. She was in the hospital here for a

time, coming first to the Out-Patient Department.
^Examination of the patient shows no enlargement of

the heart, and although there is at times a systolic

murmur at the base, it is absent most of the time.

The absence of murmur does not of course vitiate the

diagnosis of congenital heart disease. I have followed

up 29 cases of congenital cyanosis, seen mostly at the

Children's Hospital, and found a heart murmur pres-

ent in 18, absent in 11. In three cases there were
autopsies, and, notwithstanding the absence of murmur
during life, the autopsy showed marked malformation

of the heart. In two cases there was a narrowing of

the pulmonary artery, with large ductus arteriosus,

associated in one case with a large foramen ovale ; the

third case had a deficient ventricular septum, so that

the heart was practically a heart with three cavities, a

ventricle and two auricles.

The condition of the blood in these cases is ex-

tremely interesting. I have had blood counts made
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in some 1.'} cjihc'b by Dra. Rohoy, I'ottor and (7ap|m.

Ill :ill llicsc caHciH of cyanoHiH — and it is also tlu! <;aHc

ill ac(niirc(l (cyanosis Iroiii any cau.si"— tlicrc in an in-

(•r(!as(! ol" (Im- iiiiinlx-r of red blood corpuscles. In (Iijh

patient tlic iiK-rcas*; is, liowcivcr, very sli;,dit over tlie

normal, ."),()()(),()0(), tlu- count tak(Mi last S(?jtteniber

.shovviii"^ .'),(>.'{2,()0(). 1 will read tlie blood (M)unts in

the other cases, as I think they ani extn^inely interest-

in;; : (;,;")7(),()()(), 1 1,H0(),()0(),
*

;),0()0,()()(), T), !>;').), ',;");),

7,r)!)2, 121), 8,051,111, (;,r)77,777, 7,111,100, (;..'»«(;,-

(IIO, T),! ir),000, (;,000,UOO, H,r)I);3,000. Thir two latter

counts are from patients shown iKiPo in Novendier,

1897.

Dr. Tovvnsend in r(!ply to (pu^stions said that this

patient had no (constant dis(U)inf()rt or dyspnea, that

she could walk and do her work piU'tectly well. The
conipeusatioii seems to be; perfect notvvithstaiidiiii; tln^

constant preseiKie of the cyanosis.

I)k. F. C. Shattuck reported a case of

ADENOCYSTOMA OF TIIK HVEK.

Mrs. T., sixty-three years old, mother of seven chil-

dren, the youngest twenty, was referred from tlu^ Out-
Patient Department to the wards for diagnosis, enter-

ing December 12, 1898. About eighteen months ago
she noticed an abdominal enlargement, painless and
not tender. During this period she had several at-

tacks of some weeks' duration and with (ihilly sensa-

tions and anorexia, and about once a month she has

passed blood per rectum, estimated at four to six

ounces in amount each time. The general health had
not been much impaired, and, though she was thin, her

color was fairly good.

The abdominal enlargement was moi'e marked in

the right and upper abdominal segments. From the

right iliac crest to the costal border a smooth, non-ten-

der mass could be felt, not seeming to extend into the

flank. Over the upper and central portion of this

mass there was a fluctuant area about the size of the

palm of the hand. The blood, urine and thoracic

viscera were normal. No positive diagnosis was made.
Hydronephrosis, hydatid and ovarian cyst were con-

sidered possible. I was inclined to think the fluctuant

area due to an encysted peritonitis complicating one of

the above-named conditions. An adenocystoma of

the liver never occurred to my mind. Indeed, 1 did

not know that they ever attained any such dimensions.

Operation was advised and consented to. Dr. Porter

will describe it and its results.

Operation.

Dr. C. B. Poktkk : Under ether an incision was
made from the ensiform cartilage to the umbilicus

through the right rectus abdominis. The abdomi-
nal wall was very thin. On opening the peritoneal

cavity a smooth dark-red tumor presented itself, tilling

the whole right half of the abdomen. The greater

part of the mass was solid, but two inches below the

right costal margin the tumor became fluctuant and
the whole right hypochondrium was evidently tilled

by a tense cyst. The intestines were walled back

with gauze and a large trocar inserted into the cyst

about three inches below the tip of the xiphoid carti-

lage. A nearly colorless fluid gushed out until a basin

had been filled. Pressure on the abdominal walls ex-

pressed about as much more. The cyst wall was
stitched to the abdominal wound, and an hicision

made into it about three inches long. This revealed

a lar^M ravity occupying? the normal ponitiun of the
liver. Further exuniination nlir)wed that the ryut
aroHe from the superior Hiirface rjf the liver and that
this organ, pushe«| dowtiwanJH by the cynt, conHtitut/r<l

the greater part of the maHs previounly felt in the al>-

domen. In ail, abr)ut a gallon of fluid waH remov«f<l.

The sac was thin and firmly adlu-rent to the Hurround-
ing tisHues, like a retention cyHt, and Iwre no re>w;in-

blance to the laminated wall of an e«!hiiKK-orcuH cyHt.

After the opening of the cyst had iM^en carefully HUt-

ure(| to tli(r abdominal parieU^s, two large rublKT
drainage tubes w<'re carried to the bottom of the ftavitv

towards tin; [lelvis, and tvvrj gauze wicks were paHiW^i

upwards umh^r tlu! ribs.

The patient mad(( a good recovery from the opera-
tion. It was noteworthy that at tht; dressing on the
following morning tlu; liver had risen frr)m the j)elvis,

so that its lower border was opposite the umbilicus.
The direction of the drainage tubes, which at the

operation passiid oblicpiely downwards, wa.s already
directed upwards and backwards towards the dia-

phragm. The liver rose higher day by day, and ten

days after operation occupierl relatively its normal
position. The slow, sanguineous discharge was very
profuse for several days. Tincture of iodine, one
drachm to one ounce of water, was therefore injected

into the sac at intervals. This was followed by slight

fever, but no change in pulse-rate. The cyst rapidly

contracted, and in two weeks contained only a few
ounces.

One month after operation the tubes were removed,
and in two weeks more the patient left hospital. A
small sinus remained discharging only a few ounces in

the twenty-four hours. Subsequently the fluid in-

cr(;ased in amount and became bile-stained ; one and a
half pints drained away in the day. Two days after

an unsuccessful 0{)eration to close this sinus, the pa-

tient suddenly died of heart failure. Examination
showed that the cyst had arisen close to the suspen-
sory ligament, and had pressed the liver down as it

grew. Dr. Whitney's diagnosis of the first operation
was entirely confirmed. As the case is one of unusual
rarity, it will be soon reported in further detail.

Microscopic Appearances.

Dr. Whitney : Dr. Porter removed for examina-
tion a small piece of the cyst wall, which was hard-
ened and examined and is under the microscope.
You can see it is a fibrous structure in which there

are duct tubes and larger tubes and also what are

apparently small commencing cysts. This formed
the wall through which Dr. Porter went and there

was no liver substance proper in it, but simply new-
formed bile-ducts in this mass of fibrous tissue. The
condition evidently corresponds closely to the one
described by Sigmund ^ as adenocystoma of the bile-

ducts, which he looks upon as new formation of

bilenlucts analogous to that in the condition of multi-

locular cystoma of the ovary. He has had an oppor-
tunity of examining one case at an autopsy. His
plates show the liver and the microscopic sections of

the new-formed bile-ducts which he found hi the walls

of these various cysts, which were chiefly confined to

one-half of the liver. In his case the largest cyst

is by no means anything as large as in the case of Dr.
Porter. It is probably multiple, and it is possible,

also, that in this case there may have been other and

I
« Vircliow's .\rchiv, Bd. 115.
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smaller cysts. The cyst wall was lined with the

same sort of epithelium that clothes the small uew-

formed ducts, aud there is every reason to think that

this cyst was of the same character as Sigmund's. It

is to be regarded not as a simple retention cyst, ])ut

new formation of gland tissue with the formation of a

cyst, a veritable cysto-adenoma. Tliere are a number
of cases of large cysts of the liver, one which held

two gallons, and one in which tiiere was a tumor the

size of a child's head, but in none of them was a suf-

ficiently careful microscopic cxammation of the cyst

wall made to fully identify its character. In the

fluid there was a small amount of mucin found, but

none of the bile characteristics, showing that the liver

had no connection at all with this form of cyst, and

that the fluid had been secreted by the wall.

Dii. F. C. Sii.vTTi CK reported a case of

PERIGASTRITIC ADHESIONS CAUSING INDIGESTION AND
GASTRIC DILATATION.

B., twenty-nine, a farmer and painter, was referred

from tlie Out-Patient Department to the wards, enter-

ing December 21, 181)8. Essentially the above diag-

nosis had l)een made by his pli3-sician, Dr. Desmond,
of Concord, and in the Out-Patient Department. Three
years ago he had an attack of j)ain in the right hypo-

chondrium, and vomiting, lasting about three weeks.

Two years ago he had a second and similar attack. One
year ago he had abdominal pain and wrist-drop. Three
months ago he had " inflammation of the bowels," pain

in the right upper abdomen, persistent vomiting, and
the bowels did not move for many days. Fever is

said to have been absent. He was in bed four weeks,

and has not been well since ; suffering from ])ain, gas-

tric distress, and occasional vomiting, loss of weight

and strength. The stomach held 88 ounces, and ex-

tended well below the navel when inflated. It was
not jjossible to get satisfactory gastric contents after a

test meal until the 25th. Fr(;e hydrochloric and lac-

tic acids were found, the former .87 pressure per

inch. Thei-e was no digestive leucocytosis.

The next day or two he suffered much from abdomi-

nal pain requiring morphia for its relief, ate almost

nothing and was losing so rapidly that operation

was urged and declmed by him December 21)th. The
next day, however, he changed his mind and was
transferred to Dr. Porter.

Operation.

Dr. C. B. Porter : Under ether anesthesia an

incision was made below and parallel to the right

costal margin from the median line outwards for six-

inches. On opening tlie peritoneal cavity, the stom-

ach was easil}' recognized and was drawn up into the

wound. The pylorus was found to be very firmly ad-

herent to the gall-bladder and adjacent under surface

of the liver and could not be moved until these adhe-

sions vv(!r(! divided. Several adhesions near the at-

tachment of the lesser omentum were particularly

firm and required division, aft(!r being tied in sections

with animal tendon. At length tiu; pyloric end of

the stomacli was made; freely movable. Tlic pylorus

seemed tiiickened, so it seemed best to open the; stom-

ach and investigate its calibre before going further.

An opening two inches long was made in the anterior

wall of the stomach, about four inches from tlie

pylorus. The index finger, introduced through this

wound, easily passed through the pylorus ; nothing

abnormal could be felt, and it was therefore evident
that no stenosis of the pylorus existed, but that the

interruption to the exit of stomach contents had been
due to the adhesions outside of this part of the stom-
ach. The edges of tlie incision in the stomach were
sewed with a continuous catgut suture, to hold all the

layers together and prevent infiltration between them,
and then the wound was closed with continuous and in-

terrupted Lembert sutures. The abdominal wound
was sutured without drainage in the usual manner.
From the time of operation the pati(;nt made a con-

tinuous and practically uninterrupted recovery, with

such marked relief from his previous pain that the

contrast was most striking. He left the hospital a

month later.

This case was a most instructive one, and shows the

great value of an exploratory operation, for the symp-
toms— loss of forty pounds in four months, dilata-

tion of the stomach and vomiting— would arouse sus-

picion of malignant disease of the pylorus, yet the

operation and its results proved that the obstruction

was solely due to the pressure of adhesions upon the

pylorus.

In the absence of Dr. Cabot, Dr. Whitney
showed the specimens from a case of

double extra-uterine PREGNANCY.

Dr. Cabot opened the abdomen and removed a mass
which lay just in the median line wrapped up in the

omentum. It was made up of the more or less mac-
erated mummified bones of a small fetus, which must
certainly have been between the thii-d and fourth

months judging by their size. Then he removed the

tube and ovary on the right side, thinking that was
possibly the whole cause. The ovary contained a

large corpus luteum, and in the tube he was unable to

find evidences of chorionic villi. Into the other mass,

•which was behind and to the left of the uterus, he put

his hand, and through the blood clots extracted a fetus,

about three and one-half months, which at the time

was alive. The other tube and ovary were not seen.

This is a case of double ectopic gestation, one con-

siderably antedating the other. Four days after the

operation the woman passed spontaneously from the

uterus the decidua, of which a drawing has been

made. The question of the decidua is interesting, as

it is claimed that in these cases it is not cast off from
the uterus except at the death of the embryo or fetus.

In this case it was so, as the fetus was alive at the

time of the operation and this was expelled three days

after a living fetus was taken away.
Dk. J. C. Waruen reported a case of

perforating gastric ulcer ; operation ;

DEATH.

J. M., forty y(!ars of agt^, single, born in Ireland,

lives in Winchester, brought to the accident room De-
cember 20, 181)8, with a history of several attacks of

acute abdominal pain during the last five weeks ; for

two days had been in bed ; there was abdominal pain,

especially in the c{)igastrium, and frequent vomiting ;

bowels not moved. AbdoiiH'.n teiuh^r, tynij)anitic and
rigid, especially tender in tin; right liypoclioiidriuin.

The patient came to the hospital at two o'clock in the

afternoon, and I saw him at the end of my morning's

work in the accident room.

On (!.\aniiiiation, with the brief history of the case

which 1 have just given to you, it seemed to me that
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possibly (he .iKack nii/^lil. subside with rest uml riiii-H-

iiii;, as it bail in a casr with siinilur syiii|tl(mis wliicli

I bad seen a sboit. liiiu^ b(;lon' oiitsiilc tlic liosjiital,

upon ubicli I bad Ix-cii pn-par(>d on tbif*' ditVcrt-nt

occjisions to operate, but vvbieli ^ot well wilboul oper-

ation. On tbe next inornin<^, I)(;eend)ei' 27tb, sud-

(lenly eondilions cbanjfed for tbe worse — persistent

voinitiii^i; pulse went to 110. Dr. Sbattuek not i)e-

iny in the hospital at tbe time, I asked Di-. Kit/ to see

the ease with n\e, ainl lie fi'lt that there? was local

peritonitis in the rii;bt u|)per (piadrant and that the

t)rii;in of it was doubtful. On seein<;- the patient my-
self, soon after Dr. Fitz, I found his condition was a

very serious one. lie was vomitinir lar<^(! (puintities

of yreen tluid, tbe abdominal walls were very rii^id,

and the [)ulse had yone from a comparatively normal

condition up to 140.

Th(> patient refused to be operated on immediately,

as he had to have his will made and had to see some
friends. I came back in the afternoon, and after wait-

in<f sonu' time we were finally allowed to operate.

At that time I had come to tbe conclusion that there

was a perforating" ulcer of the stonuich. An openinir

was made in tbe right linea semilunaris, and evidences

of general peritonitis, large flakes of lymph and a

cri'amy fluid were seen everywhere. On following

up tbe signs of acute inflanunation we came to the

stomach, slitting up tbe linea semilunaris, and found

gas and a greenish vomitus pouring out from a hole

in the stomach near the pylorus. The opening was
about tbe size to admit the stem of an ordinary

wooden pencil. The hole was immediately isolated

as much as possible with gauze, and sewed up rapidly

with Lembert sutures in order to check the free flow-

ing that was coming through it. The stitches were
afterwards reinforced. The abdomen was thoroughly

washed out with normal salt solution, and gauze wicks

were passed into the pelvis and up towards the seat

of tbe ojjeration. At this time the patient's condition

was very bad. He was carried to his room and died

during the night. Unfortunately no cultures were
taken from the abdomen.

Dr. F. C. Siiattuck reported a case of

rKKKOKATINd tiASTKIC ULCKU SIMULATING APPEN-
DICITIS.

A teamster of nineteen came to the accident room
about 10 P.M., January 11, 1899. A week ago he

had an attack similar, as he thinks, to the present one,

but less severe. Tbe pain was epigastric. Went
home to bed and slept it off. About 8.4.5 at night he

was seized with very severe epigastric pains. He
went to a drug store and fell on the floor ; not faint,

but collapsed with pain. Vomited twice while being

brought from the druggist's to tbe hospital. On en-

trance he collapsed and suffered severely. Tempera-
ture subnormal, pulse slow and of poor (piality.

The liver dulness was much diminished. The belly was

rigid but not swollen ; most tender at the e[)igastrium:

markedly tender in the right iliac region. The next

morning he had rallied di'cidedly. The tenderness

was, on the whole, less, and most marked in tbe right

inguinal region. White count, 43, GOO.

As soon as I saw and examined bin; T believed

him the subject of general peritonitis from j)erforation

of the a])pendix, and asked for a sui'gical consultation

with reference to immediate operation. Dr. Warren
saw him promptly and concurred in the diagnosis.

(tfnTuliini.

Dii. Wauukn: I consider it most proper Xa %\ixXic.

from the point of view of diagnosis that tluM cjuii-

cuine after the one in which I bad made the di:i^-

mohIh of jtertoraling ulcer of the stomaeh, and vet in

tluH ease I coiK-iirred with Dr. Sbattuek in his diagnr>-

si.H of appendicitis. The patient was a yr>un;,' man.
of tlie type we ^ee brought in with perforating ai)|>eii-

dicitis, certainly not of the type we generally asHOcj-

ate with gastric id<:er. Then timre wiis the distinct

history of pain in tin- right iliac region, great rigidity

all down the right side of the abdomen, ho that appendi-

citis seemed tlu; most probable diagnosis.

The patient was operated upon by twelve o'clock.

I think the acute pain which Dr. Sbattuek ref<-rred

to occurred about nine tin; night before, so it waH
fifteen hours after the first attack of pain. The inci-

sion was made lirst over the region of the aj)pendix,

and a (juantity of creamy, thin, rice-water fluid welled

up from the bottom of the cavity. Tin; appendix was
pulled out and found to be normal. The incision was
enlarged upwards, along the linea semilunaris towards
the stomach, as flakes of lymph were found in that

direction, and tbe stomach was found with a perfora-

tion almost exactly in the same spot that existed in

tin; other case, namely, not far from the j)ylori(; orifice.

Tbe perforation was very much smaller, however, and
several Lembert sutures were immediately taken to

shut it up as soon as possible. No attempt was made
to excise the ulcer, the feeling being to stop the leak

as quickly as possible, the tissue around the ulcer

being hi good condition and the sutures holding well.

Attention was turned to disinfection of the abdominal
cavity. A certain amount of flakes of Ivmph was
found along the region of tbe abdomen underneath
the line of incision. The rice-water fluid was found
throughout the abdominal cavity, a large (piantitv of

it welling up from the pelvis. Owing to the general

dissemination of this fluid 1 took particular j)ains to

wash out the abdominal cavity with normal salt solu-

tion. To make this possible there was a good large

opening in the linea semilunaris. I did not remove
the intestines from the abdomen because there was
little, if any, gluing together, and they could be sepa-

rated with one hand while the other hand poured salt

solution through a funnel into the abdominal cavity.

About six gallons were poured in this way, and then

the abdomen was carefully sponged out. A wick was
passed down into the pelvis and another up towards
the stomach and the wound closed. Nutrient enemata
with stimulants were given every four hours after the

operation.

On January 1.3th. the patient was restless and
thirsty; had nothing by mouth; was infused with 800
cubic centimetres of warm salt solution, right arm.
On the 15th, water by mouth. On the ISth. tem-
perature normal ; wicks changed twice a day. On
the 21st, milk and lime-water by mouth. On the

'i.lth, liepiid diet. On tbe "iDth, soft solids ; patient in

good condition. On February 8th. simises almost

closed; no discharge. On tbe 1 1th. patient in excellent

condition ; put upon house diet.

A culture was taken at tbe time of the opening of

the abdomen, and later of some of the tibrinous

masses, I think, and then after the washing out. In
all cases the cultures were sterile, and I presume it

Wiis due to this fact that the patient recoveretl. There
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is a possibility that some of these cultures got dried

and therefore did not grow, but 1 give the facts as

they are stated in the report. (The patient then

walked into the room and showed his cicatrix.)

In answer to a question by Dr. Harrington, Dr.

Warren said that in the fii'st case when the abdomen
was opened there was a loud noise, with explosion of

gas. In the second case there was not.

Dk. Joslin remarked that this was the first case of

gastric ulcer with perforation operated upon in the

hospital which had recovered, unless such a case had
occurred since January, 1898.

Dr. F. C. Shattuck reported a case of

HEMORRHAGE FROM THE WHOLE GASTRIC MUCOSA
SIMULATING GASTRIC ULCER.

A Swedish domestic of twenty-nine entered Ward
30, December 23d, sent in by Dr. Beach. For three

years or so she had had distress after meals, more or

less severe. Eighteen months ago she vomited blood

twice and passed blood downward for several days

following. Severe indigestion five or six weeks ago,

after lui usual fatigue. Two days ago fainted and vom-
ited about four ounces of blood and, api)arently,

passed blood by stool last night. Nothing important

was detected on physical examination. She had good
color in her cheeks and lips. Hemoglobin, 75 per

cent-

No food was permitted to enter the stomach, but

nausea was constant, was not checked by morphia, and
December 24th and the following days, she vomited
blood in considerable amount. She was running down
so rapidly that December 28tli operation was advised

and accepted. It was feared unless the bleeding-

vessel could be found and tied she would succumb to

loss of blood. There was nothing in the history to

suggest the hemorrhagic diathesis and the ear-prick

made for the blood examination gave no trouble. No
doubt was felt as to the diagnosis of gastric ulcer.

Operation.

Dr. H. H. a. Reach : The patient's abdomen
was opened on the day of transfer by an incision of

five and one-half inches in the median line, beginning

one and one-half inches below the ensiform cartilage.

Upon cutting through the skin and subcutaneous tissue

the hemorrhage was excessive. It filled the wound
immediately, not from a number of vessels that could

be tied, but from the whole surface as from a sponge
filled with blood, and at once raised the question of

hemophilia as a cause. The bleeding was checked by
direct compression, and the peritoneal cavity theji

opened. The stomach was carefully inspected, and
its peritoneal surface found of a dark red color from
the intense injection of its blood-vessels, but no trace

of perforation, softening or thinning was detected.

The stomach was opened by a straight incision mid-

way between the greater and lesser curvatures, and
sufficiently free to permit a thorough inspection of its

interior from tin; pylorus to the cardiac opening. In

examining the border of the stomach wound, 1 found

a softened spot of one-half inch in diameter that bled

freely and required a continuous suture for its control.

This suture tore out with very slight tension unless

the needle was introduced beyond the softened area,

and 80 suggested the beginning of a necrotic process.

The stomach was then cleared of clots and a search

made for ulcerations. None were found, yet the

bleeding continued from what appeared to be a granu-
lating surface, involving the larger part of the stomach.
AVhen compressed with a sponge it would cease, only
to begin again as soon as the pi'essure was removed.
This pressure was maintained steadily for a consider-

able period and repeated at intervals. It became clear

that the stomach could not be closed without subject-

ing the patient to the same condition of things that

existed prior to the operation. In order to maintain
the counii-ession necessary to control the bleeding, I

decided to suture the border of the stomach around to

the abdominal wall, and to pack the stomach with
gauze, letting the ends project from the opening and
applying direct compression by gauze compresses and
an abdominal band over all. Styptics and cautery

offered no advantages over this plan, as there could be
no security against a recurrence of hemorrhage. The
condition of the patient forbade comj)lete gastrectomy.
The most dependent part of the abdominal wound was
closed with provisional sutures and a wick of gauze in-

serted below the line of union with the stomach. Mor-
phia, one-fourth grain, was given subcutaneously soon
after the removal to her bed, and rectal feeding, includ-

ing stimulants, begun. She passed a fair night, having
considerable sleep and no recurrence of bleeding.

The gauze packing was completely and easily re-

moved at the end of forty-eight hours. Some retch-

ing at the time, which soon subsided ; no bleeding.

Enemata given regularly and retained. In the even-
ing she was reported for cyanosis and collapse, the

pulse became weak and rapid and the extremities

cold. An intravenous injection of one quart of hot

salt solution was given at once, and another in two
hours by my assistant. Dr. La Conte. Marked
improvement in her condition followed immediately
after and continued. Later, with the change in the

force and fulness of her circulation, she had a very

slight hemorrhage from her stomach, that was easily

arrested by the re-insertion of some gauze ; this was
removed on the following day. On the third day
after the operation the evening temperature was 101°,

pulse 126 and of fair quality; feeding by the mouth
of small quantities of peptonized milk ; good union of

stomach to the skin ; enemata regularly given and re-

tained. The wicks were removed and provisional sut-

ures tied on the two following days. Although some
gastric juice escaped into the dressing, there was lit^

tie or no irritation of the skin, owing to its protection

by the application of stearate of zinc. There was
comparatively little change to report after this until

the sixth night, when her sleep was much disturbed

and the urine diminished to a few ounces. The
enemata were well retained. Pulse varied from 120
to 130. A soft-rubber tube was passed through the

wound into the stomacli and pushed gently beyond the

pylorus. Through this seven ounces of milk and salt

solution were injected into the duodenum and retained.

This was repeated at intervals, with the addition of

meat and egg albumin. On the following day all

enemata were rejected. Her pulse failed steadily in

sjnte of food, stimulus and strychnia at i)roj)i'r inter-

vals. At midnight another collapse, and from that

time she gradually sank and died on the morning of

the eighth day, the hemorrhage having becni controlled

to the end. Small doses of morphia at eight-hour in-

tervals were given to avoid any tug upon the stomach
sutures should retching become troublesome. Could
her strength have been maintained until the stomach
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had rof^iiincd itH nonuiil roiKlition, \\w {jaHfric fiHtulii

iui<;lit linvc hccii dosed l»y (Ictucliiiif^ tlir .sf,oiii;M;li

troiii the ulxloiniiiul wall iiiul iiivcrtiii;; its lionlcrs

witli sutures, llnt'ortuiiately, no juitopsy coiilfl lie ol*-

tuiiieil.

I)|{. Waimikn : I lliiiik lliis coiidilioii is ;i very iii-

terestiin; one, and of cdiirse ;i ditliciill, prohlem to

know liow to (h-al willi. I think KiittiuT, who has

written one of th(* latest nioiioi^raplis on discuses iind

surfjery of the stomach, alhnh'd to treatment of this

diffuse hemorrhaifc, and, if I rcmend)er aright, one

amonutst other sui;<^(!stions was tliat of tyiui^ one of

the (fastric; arteries supplying- tli(> oo/in<^ reirion either

at the h'sser or greater (airvature. I suppose, also,

another exj)cdient that might ho tri(!(l in such (tases

woukl he gastro-enterostomy. By diverting the secre-

tions of the stomach into tlie jejunum, we might re-

lieve tlie irritation of the mucous m(nnl)rane, and in

that way perhaps hring ahout a cessation of tlu; ooz-

ing. It is certaiidy a very ditlicult problem to deal

with, as we all know.
Dk. Minot: 1 should like to ask Dr. Heach if he

noticed the liver at the time of the operation. One
sees this sort of hemorrhage sometimes in atrojjhy of

the liver. I have had a case this winter in which the

vomiting aiid tlu^ bleeding were like that in this case,

and wlun-e there was an atrophy of the liver, the

j)atient being also a young woman, with none of the

usual antecedent history of atrophic; cirrhosis, and it

occurred to me that might have been the condition

here'.

\)\K. Hkach, in answer to this question, replied that

he did not see the liver during the operation.

Dk. Hakringtox : I have just had a patient die

from venous oozing from the stomach, a man who
clearly had cirrhosis of the liver. The hemorrhage
lasted only two days, but while it was going on one
could not but wish there was something to be done.

The loss of blood was enormous. Three pints of

blood at a time were vomited. vVlthough a large,

strong man, he died in two or three days.

Du. AViiiTNKY : In cirrhosis of the liver, there are

a number of cases quoted of hemorrhage from the

esophageal plexus of veins just above the cardiac ori-

fice of the stomach ; and blood that is vomited prol)-

ably comes from the esophagus rather than from the

stomach.

Du. Hakrincjton reported a case of

PUDENDAL HERNIA OK THE BLADDER IN A WOMAN
EORTY-SIX YEARS OF AGE.

lie showed the patient after the return of the blad-

der to the pelvis. The bladder had been drawn down
by an edematous fibroid tumor arising in fibrous tissue

in the floor of the pelvis. The tumor was closely in-

corporated with anterioi- wall of the bladder. It

hung from the labium of the left side with attach-

ment extending backward to the left buttock. The
tumor with the bladder hung between the legs. It

was eight inches in length and eighteen inches in cir-

cumference at its largest. It caused retention of urine.

A soft catheter had to be introduced eight inches into

the urethra before the urine wouhl flow. Compres-
sion of the tumor caused an acceleration t)f the How of

urine. The abdomen was opened but the bladder

could not be separated from the tumor from that side.

The tumor was then cut into from the outside and dis-

sected off from the bladder. The bladder was then

rrtiirned to its proper position, lliin left an oixrniiif^

through the floor of the pelvin which admitted four
fing(!rH. The tidies and ovaries were removed from
the uteriiH and the body f)f the uteruH wax drawn over
into tin; hernial opening and secured by a ligature.
This (closed tin; hernial opeidng. The patient made a
rapid recovery. She was aide to pass her urine r>ii

the second day.

Die. F. ('. Smattii K report«-d a case of

I'VLOUIC .STENOSIS ANI> GASTRIC DILATATION KROM
(;a.stric ulcer; iioiir-(jlasm coNTRAcnfjs uv
THE STOMACH.

This patient was seen by Dr. Stone in the Out-l'a-
tient D(;partment. Dr. Harrington and I simply con-
firmed his diagnosis. A waitress, age twentyH;ight,
entered .January, 1809. She st;it<;d that u.s long aw

she can nanendier she has been sidijeet to attacks of
indig(!stion charaetc-rized by heartburn, sour stomach
and distress after eating. About fourteen yf;ars ago,
after a severe attack, she vomited a pint or more of
l)lood. This has never recurred since. Generally
her attacks of indig(!stion have become more frequent
and jirolonged. For the past three months she has
suffered much, vomiting frequently and sometimes
large amounts, and she has lost in this time some
thirty pounds in weight.

Kxamination showed a dilated stomach ; capacity
80 -f- ounces ; secreting IICl in sufficient amount. In-
flation of the stomach with air gave no liint as to the
presence of hour-glass contraction such as was found
to exist at the operation, wdiieh was advised and ac-

cepted.

Operation.

Dr. Conant : This case, previous to undergoing
operation, had the stomach carefully blown up, and it

is interesting to note that there was then no eviflence

of an hour-glass contraction. At the time of the
operation there was found to be an hour-glass con-

traction, which only admitted the ring finger. The
incision was made in the median line al)out two and a
half inches long. When the iieritoneum was cut. the
contracted portion of the stomach appeared. At first

sight the contraction was so marked that it seemed as if

this were the pylorus. Examination with the finger

failed to detect any pyloric thickening and further ex-
amination revealed that there was an hour-glass con-
traction, and that the [lylorus was practicaHy in its

normal place, although somewhat bound down bv ad-

hesions. These adhesions made it ditHcult to get the

pylorus out, and it was only after considerable work
that the pyloric end of the stomach was drawn up
into the wound. External examination showed the

pylorus to be very thick and it had under the fingers

the feeling of pure gristle. Externally it had all the

apj)earance of a complete closure. It was decided to

make an incision through the contraction of the hour
glass. The incision was practically the Ileinecke-
Mikulicz. This was done at the suggestion of Dr.
Beach, who had operated upon two cases, and of

Dr. Harrington, who also had had two cases. Fol-
lowing their suggestion, an incision alwut three inches
long was made. No cicatricial tissue was found.
Through this opening it was possible to feel the py-
lorus, and on examination one was not able to put the
tij> of the little fingt'r through the pyloric opening.
Tlu' incision made through the hour-jrhiss contraction
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was sewed up by the Heiuecke-Mikulicz method.

The most interesting thing about the result in this

case was that the hour-ghiss contraction had been

relieved to such au extent that the stomach was very

much like the normal stomach except with a slight de-

pression at the i)oint of incision. Au incision was

then made through the pylorus, which was found to

consist of very firm cicatricial tissue. On examining

the mesenteric glands, which were numerous, it was

feared that they might be malignant. A few of them
were removed and examined by Dr. Whitney, who
reported that they were simply enlarged glands, and

there was nothing malignant in the tissue taken from

the pylorus. The whole cicatricial tissue was cut

out, and it was found to include nearly three-fourths

of the circumference, the posterior jioi'tion being free.

After the removal of the cicatricial tissue the wound
was sewed up by the Heiuecke-Mikulicz operation ;

then the abdominal wall was sutured and the woman
])ut to bed. Except for a little vomiting that after-

noon the })atient had no serious trouble. At th(; end

of forty-eight hours she began to have coffee and milk

and water. After the third day she began to have

food in considerable quantity. I think that it is possi-

ble in many cases to begin feeding the patient much
earlier than is usually advised in the books. The
gauze was left in the wound for five days and then re-

moved, and the wound has been gradually closing up.

One interesting thing about this case is that in look-

ing up the literature, as far as known, this is the first

case in which the double operation of gastroplasty and

pyloroplasty has been done.

Six months after operation the patient was reported

to be in excellent health, without any gastric symp-

toms.

Dk. F. C. Shattuck reported a case of

TYPHOID FEVER ; PERFORATION ; IMMEDIATE OPERA-
TION.

A rubber-worker of thirty entered January IT),

1899, about the end of the third week of typhoid

fever, mild in type. At first he was believed to be

suffering from influenza, as the Widal reaction was

absent and the white count was 10,000. On January

16th he had hemorrhage from the bowel. On Janu-

ary 19th the Widal reaction was still absent. On
January 22d it was present for the first time, with a

white count of ^^,800. The temperature was at this

time nearly normal, the general condition excellent,

pulse about 100.

On January 26tli at 9 a. m., the temperature was
99°, the pulse 90. At the time of my visit, about

ten o'clock, he lay on the side, apparently asleep, so 1

did not sp(!ak to him. About half an hour later,

whil(; I was still in the house, he was reported for se-

vere abdominal j)ain. On going to liim he was on his

back, evidently in great suffering, with an anxious ex-

pression. There was great tenderness in the right

iliac region, with a rigid abdominal wall. It was l)e-

lieved that perforation had occurred and Dr. Warren
was asked to see him with a view to inunediate opera-

tion. The outlook seemed remarkalHy good, so excel-

lent was the general condition, and so little time after

the occurrence of perforation had been lost.

Operation.

Du. Wai{HKX : The patient was prepared for oper-

ation immediately and an incision was made in the

region of the appendix, where the tenderness was
found to be very great. On opening the abdominal
cavity the intestines were somewliat congested, and
after passing one or two loops through the fingers, a
loop was found with a very minute perforation. It

was immediately isolated with gauze and the perfora-
tion sewed by longitudinal Lembert sutures. There
were a few fiakes of lymj)h and some serum, but no
large quantity. The general condition of the peri-

toneum seemed to be of good color and api)earance.
The wound was enlarged a little bit and about four
gallons of salt solution were poured into the abdomi-
nal cavity. There were three cultures taken at dif-

ferent ])eriods during the operation. In No. 1 there
were several colonies of staphylococcus pyogenes
aureus ; in No. 2, two or three colonies of staphylo-

coccus pyogenes aureus ; and in No. 3, taken after the
washing, a few streptococci and typhoid bacilli. A
small strand of gauze was passed down to the neigh-

borhood of the suture and the wound closed. Tlu;

l)erforation was found in the ileum a few inch(;s above
the cecum. 1 was taken ill that night and saw noth-
ing of the case afterwards, so I am unable to report
the different conditions that prevailed after the opera-
tion, although my notes state that the operation was
performed fJanuary 26th. The patient ran a high
temperature until January 29th, and died at noon.
The report of the autopsy states :

" Signs of peritoni-

tis around the wound ; bowels injected ; no flakes or
adhesions ; sutured ijerforation tight ; several large ul-

cers in small intestine."

a^ebical ^rogreiSTjer.

PROGRESS IN PUBLIC HYGIENE.
BY SAMUEL W. ABBOTT, M.D., BOSTON.

(Concluded from No. 15, p. 383.)

"Public money is never more advantageously spent than in pro-
moting and preserving the public health, an inestimable asset of the
Commonwealth."— Sir Waltkk Foster, M.P., in an address at the
opening of a new isolation hospital at Enfleld, Eng., in February,
1900.

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.

The Treatment of the Sewage of Towns.*^

Ar the annual meeting of the German Society of

Public Hygiene, held at Cologne in September, Dr.

Dunbar introduced the subject of sewage treatment,

with special refcirence to modern methods, in a seri(;s

of seven propositions, ailinning that the first object

was to separate the suspended and floating impurities,

to eliminate the dissolved organic matters liable to

undergo ])utrefaction, and to d(!stroy pathogenic germs ;

that the retpiirements of hygiene, with respect to the

degree of purity needed, vary in accordance with local

conditions ; that by means of careful irrigation it is

possible to attain a high degree of purification without
nuisance and in (;ertain cases without loss ; that inter-

mittent filtration, accompanied at times by a chemical

or me<hanical treatment, will ensure upon a relatively

small area of land a (tonsiderable degree of eflicacy ;

that the so-called biological system of treatment de-

pends mainly upon intermittent filtration and the

self-purifying j)roperties of the filter when not in ac-

tion ; that neither mechanical disposition nor the vari-

es Vierteljahriiscbrlft f. &ff. Gesandbuitspflege, vol. xxxi, p, 136.
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ouH conihiiuMl (ilioniiciil luxl iMc<;liaiii<;ul iiualiodH of

H<'W!if^t' trciitiiu'iit arc (!:ii)al)l»i of (flVcrtiii^ a iiotahh; ili--

crcaHi! ill tlii' amount of din.solvcd or^jaiiic malti-r coii-

taiiicd in tlu^ scwa^t) water; finally, tliat tin- disinfec-

tion of town Hcwair<! can l)c carried out more cllicicntly

by tlui use of cah'iuni chloride than l)y mcan.s of any
other known (-hi^mic^al, notahly ((uicklime, and that

(darili(Ml scuva^^ci <raii bo much mon; rca<iily and safely

disinfi^ctcil than raw sewajfc, water. '\\w author main-

tained these th(\ses, and in tht; course of liis ar^Mi-

ments asserted that in s(!wa^e irrigation two cldef

aims were present, th(! one to nuich'r the sciwai^e water

innocuous, and tlie other to ol)tain fidni it those sui)-

stanccs yielding food for vegetation.

TKNHMKXT IIOUSK 1IV<;IKM;.

Housing of the Working Classes.

At the m(H!tin<f of the Sanitary Institute Compress
at Southampton, in August, 1>S!)1I,''® it was stated that

tlier(! w(!re iu Liverpool 70,000 people living in un-

sanitary houses. They could not turn these pc^oph;

out all at once, since there was no way of rehousing

them. The existing laws jjroviding for such cases

were expensive, and they obtained a special act.

Under this act they dealt with about oOO houses per

year and had already^ demolished 1,200, while 800
had been erected, either by the corporation, or by
private enterprise. The new houses were not taken
by the people who were displaced, who were, there-

fore, bettered but little, if at all. They then set

about erecting a series of houses which could be let

at one shilling or one shilling and sixpence per room.

They had erected 180 such tenements, and the poor-

est of the persons displaced had the first offer. The
houses were not all that one would like, but were a

great improvement on what the people had pri^vi-

ously occu2)ied. Improvements were being made on

those first erected.

SCIIOOIv HVGIKNE.

Obstruction of the Light in Consequence of Frosted

Windows.

Wolpert^" presents a series of tables in which are

given the results of observations upon the obstruction

of daylight in winter, in consequence of the frost u})on

the window glass.

Notijication and School Closure in Relation to the

Prevention of the Spread of Measles and Whoop-
ing- Cough.

Dr. Armstrong ^^ gives the results of notification

of 7,(580 cases of measles and o,74() of whooping-
cough in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. P^ach notified case

was visited. Printed circulars were left at houses

giving instructions as to preventing the spread of

infection. Special means were also taken to pre-

vent the spread of these diseases in the schools and
especially in infant schools. In December a request

was made to the authorities to close all schools (day

and Sunday) for four weeks. This was done and
many schools w'ere disinfected. In the following

year the exptn-iment was tried of closing each school

where scholars were being taken sick for a few hours

only, long enough to allow of thorough purification

«" Public Ueallh, October, 1899, p. 29.
^ Hyg. Rundschau, January 1, 1900, vol. x, No. 1, p. 3.
"' Report of the Medical Officer of Health, Newcastle-ou-Tjue,

1899.

iiiid Hprinklinf; the floorM of rooniM with diNinfcrtAnU.

In the ca.Hc of nieaHJeH, thin dirtinferlioii wum fonow<-<l

by extinction of the diMcaHc. In one Mchool haviii{{

44 cuiMCH in three weekH jireceding dininfection, after

the lirHt fortnight the niiuiber fell to u tot^il of tlir<:<!

in thirteen weeks. Similar experienceH followed in

other hcIiooIh.

In n;gard to whoo|)ing-«;oiigli, the diflicully of diag-

nosis in time for prevention, the prolonged duration

of infuctivity, and the liopelesHneHri of iMilution and
disinfection, all ren<l(.-r notification unsatiHfuctory.

IU KIAI. OK T1IK DKAI).

Growth of Sentiment in Favor of (.'reniatitni in

America.''^

The growth of public sfiiitinient in the I iiit<d

States is illustrated by the following figures, which
wen; furnished t(^ the writ<^r by Mr. Louis Lange, of

New York City, President of tlu; Cremation Sorietv

of that city. Tlu; number of crematories in the

United States on March I, l'»00, was 2fi. The
iiund)er of bodies incinerated in these establishment^

was as follows:- 187(; to 18H;^, 2."); 1884, K, ; \m:,,

47; 188(5, 114; 1887, 127; 18S8, 100; 188'.>, 2l'.i;

1800, ;}7;); 1801,471; 1802, ."»(;i • 180.'^, (574; lH'.»l,

8:51 ; 1805, 1,017; 1800, IJOl ; ls07. l,r;01 ; lHO>s.

1,()00 ; total, 8,88o. Further information received

later brings the total up to nearly 10.700 at the

close of 1899.

Cremation in Scotland.^^

In order to Hinder cremation more popular, thedin-e-

tors of the Scottish Society have decided to issue certifi-

cates, for five or six guineas each, entitling the holder

to arrange for a cremation at any time, and they hope
that by this means the time may soon come when such
certificates may be made available at any other crema-
torium, not only in (ireat Britain, but also abroad. I'>y

such a policy the ashes of those dying at a distanr-e

from home, as, for example, in the colonies, might be
brought home and laid to rest in the family buryiiig-

place.

Influence of the Soil on Earth Burial:'^

The suitability of the soil for the site of a cemeterv
depends on the same conditions that determine its fit-

ness or unfitness for the treatment of sewage, namelv,
the presence or absence of nitrifying bacteria, its per-

meability to the air and its humidity and drainage.
In the one class of soils bodies undergo desiccation,

and the soft parts '* return to dust " in the course of a

few years ; in the other they putrefy and remain for

years— in fact, for indefinite periods— festering

masses of corruption. The referi'uce givi's several

instances in support of this statement.

Nt)XIOLS GASES.

The Latest Adronces in Water- Gas Illumination.

Several articles have afipeared in the foreign medi-
cal journals during the past year relating to the manu-
facture of water gas, but, with the exception of the
British Parliamentary Report of last year, little notice
appears to have been taken of the important subject of
its extremely poisonous character.

" Public Tlygione and State Medicine in the United States, a
luonograph coulributod to the Pari* Kxj>osition of liKXi, pp. 59 and «).
" The Sanitary Record, February 16, 1900, p. 140.

"

** Public Health, July, 1899, p. (5^.
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Strachen '^ after devoting a paper mainly to the ad-

vantages of water gas, makes the following comment

:

" It may be also said that the majority of fatalities from

the use of ordinary coal gas are due not to its poisonous,

but to its explosive, character. In the case of water

gas the mixture must have at least 11 per cent, of the

gas in order to become exjilosive."

The comparatively slight importance and rare occur-

rence of explosions as comj)ared with other accidents

may be judged from the recent report of the Gas Com-
missioners of Massachusetts, from whic^h it appears that

in the year 189!) there were ()-") fataliti(!s from illumi-

nating-gas poisoning in the State and 69 other non-

fatal cases of poisoning from the same cause.

Poisoning by Carbonic- Oxide Gas from a Heating

Apparatus.

Yoss ^^ reports this case, in which a calorifer or hot-

air apparatus placed in the cellar of a villa at Quedlin-

burg, in the Ilarz, which during an antecedent period

of three years had worked perfectly well, caused the

deaths of three persons, nameh', the proprietor, his

wife, and a grown-up son. These persons were all

found dead in their IkhIs at nine o'clock on the morn-

ing of October 28, 1898. The positions of the heat-

ing apparatus iu the basement and of the three rooms

was used also for a cooking range in the kitchen, and
it is shown that probably owing to some reversal in

the draught of this flue the fumes from the apparatus,

charged witli the gas, escaped by the lower opening
connected with the range and entered the rooms occu-

pied by the sleepers. There was a sudden and violent

change in the weather, with great warmth after a
very cold night, which most likely caused the fatal

down-draught in the flue.

A parallel instance occurred in Melrose, Mass., in

1878, iu which a young married couple lost their lives

in consequence of inhaling carbonic oxide from a hot-

air furnace, the cohl-air box having been opened too

soon, so that the poisonous gas was evolved in large

quantity and escaped into the room occupied by these

persons.

VITAL STATISTICS.

The following table j)resents in a condensed form
the principal vital statistics of the six New England
States for the five years 189.'>-97. The items pre-

sented are the numbers of marriages, births and deaths,

with the rates per 1,000 of the living population ; the

deaths under one j^ear and the rate per 1,000 births,

and the numbers of deaths from nine causes, with the

rates per 10,000 population.

PRINCIPAL VITAL STATISTICS OF THE SIX NEW ENGLAND STATES"
(For the Five Years 1893-97).

Mean Annual Population of the
Period (Estimated).

Maine
667,248

New Hamp-
shire
392,256

Vermont
332,493

Massachusetts Rhode Island
2,501,406

I

392,569
Connecticut

817,215

Total
(New England)

5,103,187

No. Rate No. Rate No. Rate No. Rate No Rate No. Rate No. Rate

Marriages and rate per 1,000

population
Living births and rate per 1,000

population
Deatlis and rate per 1,000 popu-

lation
Deaths under one year, and rate

per 1,000 births
Deaths from Consumption, and

rate per 10,000 population
Deatlis from Pneumonia, and
rate per 10.000 population

Deaths from Typhoid Fever, and
rate per lO.ooo population

Deaths from Small-pox, and rate

per 10,000 population
Deaths from JNIeasles, and rate
per 10.000 population

Deaths from Scarlet Fever, and
rate per 10,OiiO population

Deaths from Diphtheria and
Croup, and rate per 10,000 pop-
ulation

Deaths from f'holera Infantum,
and rate per 10,000 population

Deatiis from C'ancer, and rate

per 10,000 population

28,025

71,7,33

54,472

8,4G3

6,056

4,695

1,111

138

205

938

2,546

2,368

8.40

21.50

16.33

117.90

18.15

14.07

3.33

0.41

0.61

2.81

7.63

7.10

19,794

41,353

3.1,308

6,052

3,520

3,164

586

88

228

630

1,946

1,319

10.09

21.09

18.00

14G.30

17.93

16.13

2.99

0.45

1.16

3.21

9.92

6.73

13,881

34,876

27,888

4,723

2.552

2,651

477

1

104

200

627

933

991

8.35

20.98

16.77

135.40

15.35

15.95

2.87

0.006

0.63

1.20

3.77

5.61

5.96

113,224

348,021

240,215

54,969

27,443

23,751

3,508

46

786

2,533

8,082

12,945

8,387

9.05

27.83

19.21

158.50

21.94

18.99

2.80

0.04

0.62

2.03

6.46

10.35

C.71

16,776

50,656

36,749

8,447

3,849

3,430

593

2

254

605

1,226

2,569

1,133

8.55

25.82

18.72

166.50

19.61

17.48

3.02

1.01

1.29

2.57

6.25

13.09

5.77

32,089

9l*,097

72,086

14,700

6,007

6,517

1,142

22

436

497

2,138

3,302

2,264

7.85

24.00

17.64

149.80

16.17

15.95

2.79

0.05

1.07

1.22

5.23

8.08

5.64

223,789

644,736

466,718

97,354

50,027

44,208

7,417

71

1,806

4,168

13,611

24,241

16,462

8.77

25.27

18.29

151.00

19.70

17.32

2.91

0.03

0.71

1.63

5.35

9.50

6.45

" From advance sheets of monograph on Public Hygiene and State Medicine in the United States. Wright & Potter Printing Co.,

Boston, 1900.

on one floor above warmed by it are explained. The
deaths were undoubtedly due to carbonic-oxide and not

to carbonic-acid gas, as in two adjoining rooms, while

a lamp on a small low table was still alight in one of

them, a canary bird in a cage almost at the same level

in the next room was dead, as was also the dog. All

the corpses, from their appcnirance, gave evidence of

a painless death. The Hue from the calorifer stove

Bs .Tournal f. Gasheleuchtung U. Wasscrversorgun;;. 1838, 34, p. 541.

M Qesuiidheitf-lng.'iiirur, February 15, 1809, \>. .'JS. See also In-

vestigations as to the products of Combustion of Illuminating Gas,

by Dr. (ireliaut.lJulk'tin de laSoc.d'Eucourageiuentpour I'lndustrie

Natiouale, February, 1899, p. 297.

Damages for a Dislocated Kidney.— A man
and his wife, according to the Medical Record, have

obtained a verdict of $10,000 against the Pennsylva-

nia Railroad Company in the New Jersey Supreme
Court, for injuries received by the woman while on a

train. A jolt occasioned by attaching a new car to

the train threw the woman down, and her physician

testified at the trial that the accident was the cause of

a movable kidney from which she suffered. The

court awarded the woman $8,000, and her husband

$2,000 for the loss of her companionship.
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itxrportiBi of 4>ociftir0.

HOS'I'ON SOCIKTV KOK MKDICAI. IMl'llOVK
MKN'l'.

A. K. M TON 10, M.l)., HIOCUKTAUV.

Ki;(ii:i-Aii m(rt't,iiii,f, Moiidiiy, Fclniiary •"', I1M)0. Du.

K. II. Ukaoi'oim) ill tlic cli.iir.

A N A 1 < )M l< A I, Sl'KCIM KNS.

I)k, .). 1'. Ci.AKK : Tlic! specimen vvliicli I liiivf to

show is :i pjipilloiuiitous growth of \.\\(\ tonsil. It is

interesting on aeeonnt of the rarity of heniyii j^routlis

of the tonsil, the somewhat extraonlinary size which
the growth reacthed in this ease, and the faet that it

was apparently a reenrrence of a considerably smaller

iirowth which was reinovcid several years before.

The patient was a boy eight years old, whom I saw
during my service at the Massachusetts II()s[)ilal last

spring. There had been a small wiiitish growth,

al)out tlu! size and general configuration of a black-

berry, removed three and a half years before. The
present growth began to appear very soon after and
increased (piite rapidly. It occupied the region of the

right tonsil and was removed under ether anesthesia,

with the cold wire snare. There was very little

hemorrhage and there has been no recurrence as far

as I know now. These drawings were made by Dr.

JNIosher, from sketches made at the time. Dr. J. II.

Wright gives the following descriptions of the micro-

scopic appearance :
" The central parts are composed

of more or less dense connective tissue with vessels,

etc. The peripheral lobulated parts are composed of

lymphadenoid tissue and of cellular connective tissue

covei-ed over with mucous membrane. The growth
is dillicult to classify, but may be called a papilloma.

It is, of course, not malignant."'

Du. R. C. Cabot read a paper entitled

SPLKNIC PSEUDOLEUKEMIA; HISTORICAL SKETCH.^

Dk. F. C. Siiattuck : It seems to me that the

reader has not set forth our real ignorance as to

" splenic anemia," so called. We are trying to clas-

sify way ahead of our knowledge. We characterize

one group of symptoms as pernicious anemia, another

as leukemia, a third as pseudoleukemia. And this

classification, in default of a better, serves a good
purpose. But we must not forget that this classi-

fication does not rest on bed-rock, inasmuch as we
are still profoundly ignorant of the real nature of

any member of the group of blood diseases.

Then we encounter cases which do not fit accurately

into either of the three divisions, sharing some of the

features of tw'O. Among them are the cases of splenic

anemia, anemia with enlarged spleen, the splenic form

of pseudoleukemia. The second of these terms seems

to me perhaps the safest for the present, as we do not

really know that the splenic tumor and the anemia are

intimately related one to the other. Dr. W. II.

Smith has kindly gone through my hospital and pri-

vate records and can find only four cases which could

possibly be classified as splenic anemia. One of these,

a child of twenty-one months, with a secondary ane-

mia and a spleen reaching to the navel and left iliac

crest, I am sure Dr. Cabot would not accept. The
reader's remarks and Dr. Smith's investigations con-

firm my previous impression that splenic anemia is

^ See page 421 of the Jonrnal.

not Hvcii u eliiiicuj (•nlity. I Iio|N' th«: I'reHideiil will

give Dr. Smith an opportunity to stati: IiIh r<:iiult«.

Dit. W. II. Smith njiort^-d

( \SK.S Ol' SI'I.I'.MC; AM.MIA l\ Mil. MD-IMTAI, MKIl-

VICK AM) I'KIVAri-; I'ltAflH K Ol OK. f. i . hMAT-
1 I ( K

.

In looking over the records of the ruHCH of Hphaiic

anemia in Dr. ShattiK'k's servi(;e at the MuH.saehii»ettM

(Jeiieral Hospital, great difliciilty was eiH;ouiit<-red in

selecting cases wlii(;li seemed to meet the recjuire-

meiits. All the cases of llodgkin's «li.sease, splenic

anemia, hypertrophy of the sjdeen, and many of the
cases oi anemia were analyzed. I'Vom the series

three cases were selected. Several others seemed
on the border line between llodgkin's disease, anemia
with enlarged sj)leen, or with glandular erdarge-

inent. One patient with history of previous hemor-
rhages from the mucous niemi)ranes, marked si-cond-

ary anemia with enlargement of the- sphien and liver,

was excluded, because he had a cardiac lesion, al-

though Ik; was suffering from his anemia at entrance
and there were no signs of uncompensated cardiac

disease;. One other jiatient with the spleen enlarged,

with a secondary anemia and slight glandular enlarge-

ment, was not included in the series of cases because
of the moderate enlargement of the spleen and the

high leucocyte count, 2.'>,000. At one entrance to the

hospital, the picture of one case was that of a typical

llodgkin's disease without anemia, without splenic

enlargement. A re-entry within a few months showed
a severe degree of anemia with the red corpuscles

down to 1,000,000, the splenic area enlarged nearly

to the umbilicus. Whether to consider this a case of

splenic anemia complicating llodgkin's disease, or a
severe case of Hodgkin's disease with an imusual de-

gree of anemia, or splenic enlargement, was the ques-

tion. Fortunately, after several weeks in the hospital

a gland appeared near the nipple which when excised
proved to be sarcomatous. A case of moderate sec-

ondary anemia with marked enlargement of the spleen
without glandular enlargement was left undecided, as

the case was that of a young child, where splenic en-

largement is not unconnnon. A case of severe au«j-

mia with 1,720,000 red corpuscles, 9,000 white cor-

puscles and hemoglobin of ik") per cent., with splenic

and hepatic enlargement, with some previous history

of hemorrhage from the mucous membranes— nearly
all the retpiisites for a splenic anemia— was through
a careful differential count found to be a case of per-

nicious anemia.

Dr. Hewes : I have seen two cases of a nature
similar to that described by Osier as characterizing
splenic anemia ; one of them, included in the crises of
Dr. Shattuck, occurred in the Massachusetts Hospital
at the time I was house officer, and Dr. Shattuck's
diagnosis at the time was idiopathic enlargement of
the liver and spleen. Dr. Shattuck lectured on the
case under this diagnosis, and Dr. Fitz two weeks
later lectured upon it to the same students as a ciise

of llodgkin's disease. This was of course simply a
difference in terms, not hi diagnosis. This case an-
swered as nearly to the description of Osier's typical
cases as any I have seen. There was a slight anemia.
The count and diflerential count of leucocytes were
normal. The man complained of this mass in the left

side. The liver was somewhat enlarged, the spleen
larger. No other symptoms ; no discoverable etiology.
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The second case that I saw was in a boy of four-

teen. This case is rather interesting as suggesting

that the differentiation between the anemias of in-

fancy and chiklhood and splenic anemia, so-called, is

not very easy to make. This boy, according to the

family doctor, had always as a child been very ane-

mic;, and all through his childhood had remained with

this sallow color, and had never been a well child ;

had been seen in consultation as an infant by a physi-

cian in Boston, who said it was a case of infantile ane-

mia. 1 saw the boy at the age of fourteen. At this

time the blood showed 3,500,000 red corpuscles,

hemoglobin 40 per cent., poikilocytosis and achromia

of red corpuscU^s, number of white cells normal and
differential count normal, spleen half-way between the

navel and Poupart's ligament, the liver sonuiwhat en-

larged, one and a half inches below the costal border.

If that was the first history I had had of the case I

should have said it answered very well to Osier's

cases of splenic anemia ; but the history of the case

suggested that it was simply a condition of infantile

anemia where you have enlargement of the liver and
spleen which have continued. The boy suffered by
spells from diarrhea for weeks at a time. No other

symptoms save debility and pallor. No etiology dis-

coverable.

Those are the only two cases T have seen which I

sliould dare to place in that class. I saw one more
case a few days after Osier's article came out, which

1 at first thought a case of splenic anemia, so-called.

The patient had been previously well up to two
weeks of the time I saw him, then he had a great

deal of diarrhea and felt much weaker than he thought

he ought to feel, and called a doctor for the first time

in his life. The doctor found the spleen resting al-

most on Poupart's ligament, the liver slightly en-

larged, no ascites. The blood was practically normal

as far as the whites went ; there was a red count of

4,000,000, hemoglobin 70 per cent., pockilocytosis

slight. I said, " Here is a case of splenic anemia,"

finding no other symptom except the anemia and the

marked enlargement of the spleen, with slight en-

largem(;nt of the liver. As the case progressed he

developed ascites, and on tapping the fluid was puri-

form. A culture was sterile, so that it was not a sep-

tic peritonitis, but it seemed to me that the puriform

condition of the fluid would tend to rule out splenic

anemia, pure and simple, and 1 am more inclined to

think of that case as a case of new growth of the

spleen. We failed to get an autopsy, however, so

that I don't know what the condition was in reality.

These cases of eidarged spleen with anemia do oc-

cur as distinct conditions unlike any other known
pathological conditions. It is well to bear this con-

dition in mind, even if it is not yet time to name it.

Dii. .1. L. Morse read a paper entitled

SI'LENIC ANEMIA.^

l)ii. Wentvvorth : I can recall two cases, one a

))atient nine or ten years old, who was in the Chil-

dren's Hospital for seven or eight weeks. There was
no previous cause for the anemia or for the enlarge-

ment of the spleen. He never had had malaria, and

there was no evidence of rickets or of syphilis. 1 1 is

spleen reached the iliac crest and almost to the median
line of the abdomen. His blood simply showed a

secondary anemia — nothing characteristic. These

* See page 422 of the Journal.

observations extended over six or seven weeks, with
normal temperature and normal organs otherwise.
We then lost sight of him. 1 heard that he died
about six months later, but did not learn the cause.

The other case was an infant of about eighteen
months, who showed no evidence of rickets and no
evidence or history of syphilis. The enlarged spleen
fllled out the whole left flank, and the blood showed
secondary anemia. That case we lost sight of.

This vai-iety of animiia has been regarded as one
of the primary anemias, and therefore cases with
rickets or syphilis or malaria, associated with erdarge-

ment of the spleen, cannot be included in this class.

There is absolutely nothing characteristic about the

blood. As far as Ilodgkin's disease is concerned, I

thought that it was generally regarded as lymphosar-
coma and I was not aware that the splenic changes in

so-called splenic anemia were those of lymphosar-
coma. The microscopic appearances of the glands
in Hodgkin's disease are characteristic. I should
think, as Dr. Shattuck says, it is better not to give a
name to an unknown condition.

Dr. Henry Jackson also read a paper entitled

SPLENIC ANEMIA.'

Dr. Vickery : I would like to report two cases.

One of them I saw in consultation with Dr. H. S.

Moran in lioxbury, a man thirty-nine years old, who
had grippe about seven years previously, and thought
he had never been so well since that time. He had
also suffered somewhat from dyspepsia. Otherwise the

present illness was the first he had ever had. On
July 9, 1H99, he woke up nauseated, and vomited
about one-half pint of blood, and later a somewhat
less amount. On the 15th he also vomited and had
tarry stools, and on the 24th, when I saw him, he had
vomited what was stated to be about a quart of blood.

There was no alcoholic or venereal history. The
blood did not seem abnormal on microscopic examina-
tion. He was too ill to be examined very much at

that time ; it was more a question of treatment, and
neither Dr. Moran nor myself then discovei'ed any
enlarged spleen. On September Kith I had the op-

portunity of seeing him again with Dr. Moran. The
spleen was very large. There was also ascites.

There had been no more hemorrhage. There were
no enlarged glands, and a differential count of 500
cells made for me by Dr. Tileston was practically

normal. The cells were a little pale. They were
rather smaller than the normal size, and there was a

slight poikilocytosis. One normoblast was seen while

counting the 500 white cells. This patient, having

had a long and expensive illness away from his fam-

ily, then went to Baltimore, where his brother lived,

and by Dr. Moran's advice saw Dr. Osier, and his

case is mentioned by Dr. Osier in the January num-
ber of the American Journal of Medical Scieyices,

Dr. Moran has seen the man within a few weeks and
thought he was in fair health and able to work.

The second case I first saw in 1898. She was a

single woman of s(!venteen, born in Boston and com-
ing from Whitman, in Massachusetts. The family and

previous health had been good. In 1894 she vomited

what was stated to be at least two (piarts of a mixt-

ure of blood and food. The blood was bright red.

The doctor who saw her found a large spleen at that

time and in 1898 ; he said that the spleen in 1898 was

> See page 423 of the Journal.
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not HO lar^o us the Hpl(um in 1894. In 1H!)4 hIio wan
woll oxc(i|)t lor Hlif^ht bhw^lin;; from \\w. ;^hiiih hI

tinu^s, and at tiinoH attacks of diarrlu^a. Slic. Iiad al-

ways Ixion pale. About tli(( 1st of .Inly, IHKH, sli»!

had honiatonicsis a^ain and when I saw Imm' in tin; hos-

j)ital sh(! was V(!ry pale, rather poorly doveloptHl ; the

splctni larjfc, not tt^ndcr and its consistfiuM! rather

hard, its ed^e blunt, niovin<^ with respiration, lullat-

ing the colon did not obscure its mass. TlKin; were,

however, no not(!hos to be felt upon the sphsen. I am
(piite suni it was the splecni. Th(! heart secjiued nor-

mal ex(;ept for anemia. Her whit(! (iorpusch's were
counted many times, tin; hi<^hest count bein^ 1,700.

On entranci! then; wen^ only 700, and tlic yvA corpus-

cles 2,500,000, hemoi,d()bin 20 \wx cent. A dilVeren-

tial count was madc^ and showed nothiiiif peculiai-.

The nrin(^ was frecpiently examined and found nor-

mal. Iler wei<;ht at that time was DS pounds. The
livm- seemed of normal si/e. On August Iltli her

blood was 2,4r)(;,000 and tin; hemoi;I()l)in 4.") ])(!r cent.

She went away from the hospital feelinif nuich better,

and according to an arrangement which I made she

came back in the autumn, that she might be examined
by Dr. Shattuck and that he might show her to his

class if he thought best, and he made the same diag-

nosis which Iliad— pseudoleukemia. There were a

few not very large glands, J omitted to say, in the;

neck, more on the l(!ft than the right. There were no
other glandular enlargements. By the 18th of No-
vember she weighed 108 pounds and her hemoglobin
had reached oO per cent., the red corpuscles 4,912,000.

The improvemcmt apparently was due to arsi^nic.

On July .0, 1899, she writes that she has improved
steadily and that her gums and li{)S and nails are red,

and that she has no more bleeding.

Dr. Cabot: I am struck by the contrast between
the cases brought together to-night (with the excep-

tion of Dr. Vickery's two cases) and those which Dr.

Osier reports. In Dr. Osier's cases hemorrhage is a

prominent symptom. Hemorrhage from the stomach
was present in Dr. Vickery's cases, but not in the

others. It seems to me that we all agree pretty well

that the best name that we can attach to this condi-

tion is "anemia with splenic enlargement." I cer-

tainly feel as Dr. Wentwortli does, that we do not

know enough to call it a form of pseudoleukemia,
first, because we do not know what pseudoleukemia is,

and secondly, because we do not know whether the

condition we are discussing to-night is identical with

what pseudoleukemia is said to be. In the same
number of the American Journal of Medical Sciences

in which the report of Dr. Osier's cases appeared, is

an autopsy record by Dr. Flexner, of a case which he

says he calls Ilodgkin's disease, although the cell

structure is that of a mixed-cell sarcoma and not the

ordinary lymphosar<;oma. He decides upon clinical

grounds to call the thing Ilodgkin's disease because it

shows multiple chronic glandular enlargements. I do

not mean to say he is right or wrong, but only that

we do not know what pseudoleukemia is. There are

no distinct boundaries that separate it on the one side

from sarcoma and on the other from adenoid hy})er-

trophy, such as occurs in the tonsils. The whole con-

ception is a makeshift.

Dr. Wkntwohtii : I simply stated the laboratory

teaching of Dr. Councilman as I understood it. The
microscopic examination shows lymphosarcoma. Per-

haps Dr. Flexner was wi*oug.

Dn. IIii,!., in the :il>-' ri<< of Dk. .Tamkm Makhii
.Fackhon, read a paper endtltd

A ( A.«ii; OK .'^I'l.l NH, \NKMIV.*

ISfffut Uitrrature.

Twpiilii'lh (Ivntunj I'ruclice. An International Kncy-
clopedia of Modern .Medi(;al .S«;ienr;e. I>y hading
authorities of Kuropi; and America. Kdilc<l by
Thomas L. Stkdman, M.D., .New York. In

twcrnty volumes. Vol. XIX, .Malaria and Mii:n>-or-

gaiiisms. New York: William \Voo<l &. Co. \'M)U.

This is an importJint and valuabh; volume of thiH

series. With the ind(!X it consists of Mil pages. (>f

these, o22 pages an; devoted to tlnr subject of Malaria,

and th(! rest to Micro-organisms. The subject of ma-
laria is of esp(!cial intcirest at the present time in con-

nection with the recent investigations as to the rela-

tions of the m(js(piito to this disease. This article has

been prepared by Marchiafava and Uignami, both of

Rome. Their names are associated with the subject,

and with the modern work which has untangled to great

extent tlu^ perplexities with which the subject was sr>

long enmeshcid. No better choice could have been

made by the editor. They naturally ixdong to and
were among the founders of the Italian school, which
has advocated and upheld the doctrine of a plurality

of parasitic species, in contradistinction to the unitary

theory of Laveran.

The completion and publication of this article has

been delayed more than a year, that it might meet the

rapid and serious modifications which were being made
in previous conceptions in regard to several essential

points. The later knowledge alone as to the biology

of the malarial ])arasites outside of the human bo<ly

not only justified but made imperative such delay.

This knowledge not only modifies previous views re-

garding epidemiology, but suggests new and more cer-

tain methods of prophylaxis. The article is an authori-

tative and exhaustive one, at least u]) to the date of

its going to the printers. It is preceded by eleven ex-

cellent plates, illustrative of the subject.

Dr. Simon Flexner, of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, and Dr. Eugene L. Opie, of the .Johns Hop-
kins University, contribute the two tirst-rate articles on
Micro-organisms, which comjdete a very creditable vol-

ume.

Prophylaxis and Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculo-

sis. By S. A. Knopf, M.D. Philadelphia: P.

Blakiston's Son cV.- Co. 1899.

The rapid growth of interest in the tpu'stion of san-

atorium treatment for consumptives makes the appear-

ance of Dr. Knopfs book of sjiecial interest and use.

With the exception of a few unimportant errors con-

cerning the capacity of certain institutions, the work
will be of much aid not onlv to those whose work lies

in this special direction but to the ordinary practi-

tioner.

Dr. Knopf devotes a numbt-r of chapters to the de-

scription of special sanatoria in dilferent parts of the

world, the illustrations being throughout of more than

ordinary excellence.

These chapters are rather an outgrowth of Dr.

Knopf's previous work entitled " Les Sanatoria

:

* See page 424 of the Journal.
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Traitement et Prophylaxie de la Phthisie Pulmoiiaire,"

a thesis which procured him the final degree of the

Faculty of Medicine of the University of Paris.

The author, while taking advanced views as to the

undoubted communicability of phthisis and of the ne-

cessity of proper care and cleanliness in dealing with

patients, yet decries the inordinate fear which has

grown among the laity as to the danger of consump-
tive hospitals to the surrounding community and cites

the views of various authorities to j)rove the contrary.

The chapters upon prophylaxis, upon the dietetic

and hygienic care of consumption, and also those upon
hydrotherapeutics have many excellent and practical

suggestions. These all testify to the energy and zeal

which Dr. Knopf shows in all his recent publications

upon tubercular disease and in his efforts to awaken
the public to the importance of sanatorium and hos-

pital care of consumptive patients.

In short, no one will regret having the book upon
his shelves as an interesting and practical contribution

to the subject.

The Causation tf Functional Heart Murmurs. By
Artirk Foxwell, M.A., M.D. (Cantab.). Bir-

mingham : Cornish Brothers. 1899.

This is the Bradshaw Lecture of 1899. The title

is somewhat too comprehensive, as Dr. Foxwell con-

siders only the abnormal sound heard over the second
and third spaces, the so-called pulmonary murmur.
From clinical experience and numerous experiments,

he is convinced that it is caused by the dilatation of

the conus and pulmonary artery, with a carrying up of

the root of the artery till the valves are vertically over

its bifurcation. The changed conditions thus produced
are responsible for the murmur. In proof of this he

has found that when the murmur was jiresent in a

heart during life it could always be produced after

death by passing a current of water through the heart

by means of a specially constructed apparatus ; while

in a normal heart it could only be produced after lo-

cally dilating the conus and jiulmonary artery. His

arguments and experiments in support of his theory

seem convincing, and his explanation satisfactorily ac-

counts for a condition which has served as the subject

of much discussion.

The International Medical Annual and Practitioner s

Index. A Work of Reference for Medical Practi-

tioners. Pp. 748. New York and Chicago : K. B.

Treat & Co. 1900.

This is the eighteenth year of this annual. It is

comprehensive, as usual, and covers in a superficial

way the whole field of medical and surgical treats

ment. The abstracts vary widely in length and
quality, as is inevitable in a book of multiple author-

ship. The volunu! contains a vast amount of infor-

mation, much of it no doubt serviceable. It is ratlier

fully illustratiid, and again the (editors have fallen into

the error of attempting to reproduce x-ray pictur(!S on

cheap pap(!r, which apparently cannot be done with

success. For example, j)]ates I and XV are worth-

less and should by all means be omitted in later edi-

tions. The small cuts on page .'K)l are mis('ral)ly

reproduced, and the frequent Iialf-tone photomicro-
graphs convey small idea of liistological structure.

Diagrammatic drawings are c(!rtainly to be preferred

in such a publication. Many of the illustrations, on
the other hand, are sufficiently good for the j)urpose.

The book is cheaply bound.
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MEDICINE AS A MEANS OF GRACE.

It has long been recognized that a practical and

efficient method of instilling the principles of Chris-

tianity into heathen minds is through the medium of

their bodies. Hence has grown the importance at-

taching to the work of the so-called medical mission-

ary, who has for many years been a potent factor in

bringing the recalcitrant native to a sense of his pos-

sibilities and destiny. We have the advance sheets of

a paper by Dr. Albert P. Peck, Dean of the Medical

Department, North China College, American Board

of Foreign Missions, on the subject of " The Training

of Natives in Medicine in Foreign Mission Fields,"

which was presented at the Ecumenical Missionary

Conference in New York. It is the hope of those in-

terested in the matter that a certain number of native

student assistants may be trained in medicine suffi-

ciently to be of service to the superior medical officers.

Of this project. Dr. Peck says :
" That medical mis-

sionaries need native help in their arduous labors will

be readily granted, and that such help should be as

competent as possible needs no argument. Hence, the

training of a staff in mission hospitals to be student as-

sistants becomes an important part of the duties of the

medical missionary. These assistants, as they become
capable, multiply the activities of their preceptor, re-

lieve him in routine work, and in exacting attention to

certain details in connection with the central station
;

and as they become still more competent they are

often sent out from the immediate presence of their

preceptor to take part in tours evangelistic and clini-

cal, or perhaps to be placed for a time in some out-

station, there to be necessarily the re])resentatives of

the mission station, and to have personal responsibili-

ties of health or life. With the establishment of

training classes, which grow into medical schools, there

comes the question, is it worth while to educate a

larger number than will be required to keep up the

supply of trained help needed by the mission, with the

idea that they may, perhaps, pass into independent

practice and support themselves in their profession as

Christian practitioners among their own people ?
"
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To lliis hiiiii (|iii'sli()ii Dr. Peck f^ivcs no ilo;jinatic

aiiHVVor, r(!iili/iii^ tliul- llit; conditions in (litlfn-nt coun-

\x'w.% are quite (lisNiinilar, but, in general. In; tiiinkn that

it' wo recognizo and admit the valiU! of tln! medical

prolciHsion as a social factor in our own civilization,

we shall bo roady to sec tlu; importance of such an cle-

ment in the infusion of a nmv life into the elfcte civ-

ilization of the East.

In Japan, for twenty years past, tlu; native j)racti-

tioners have gladly availed themselves of th(! clinical

instruction to l)e gained at the mtulical missions, even

though they had long been practising medicMue to the

extent of their own somewhat primitiv(; knowledge.

Conditions in the northern part of China are very

much worse ; medicine, in the modern sense of the

word, is not practised ; every so-called scholar is also

a doctor, whose success depends ratlusr upon his

shrewdness than his knowledge of medical matters.

Thus, Dr. Peck writes, there " is a sorry procession of

ignorant quacks past the bedside of every unfortunate

who is ill or injured, the speed of their transit propor-

tioned to the gravity of the case. If the patient be

wealthy and seriously ill there may be several doctors

called in a single day— not in mutual consultation,

but as soon as one can be hustled out of the way,

another may be brought in, and the unfortunate pa-

tient compelled to swallow a series of disgusting com-

pounds, which have as little rational relation to each

other as have the unsavory ingredients to the disease.

There is no such thing as a medical school, and few, if

any. practitioners of medicine who support themselves

by their practice alone. One would think that such

advantages as a little instruction in modern medicine

would give would be an inducement strong enough to

bring them to accept the proffered help, if purely from

a business point of view, but the power of prejudice

and conservatism is seen in the unwillingness to meet

these advances."

From this somewhat gloomy picture Dr. Peck looks

with hope and confidence to the younger generation.

Therefore it seems wise to begin the educational re-

forms among the young, and that medicine be taught

only after a general preliminary training of an ade-

quate sort. The final question then comes as to how
this medical education is to be brought about. It is

not likely that dissections of the body can be made in

China for a long time to come, owing to the fanatical

prejudice against the mutilation of the human body.

This superstition, we have heard from a physician in

China, stands also very much in the way of surgical

advance, since death is frequently preferred to the loss

of a portion of the body, however useless it may have

become from accident or disease. In view of these

facts difficulties of a very real sort are at once encoun-

tered, and Dr. Peck advises a recognition of the facts

at the outset and a modification of the plan of educa-

tion in accordance. On this point he says :
'' The

average intelligence of such communities as, for in-

stance, we have in China, is not very high. They

cannot follow advanced hygienic teaching, nor appre-

ciate the mOBt NciAntific pructicc. A plain, practical

and empirical education in llie \wm\ for th«! Nonif:what

undeveloped state of Hocioty, t^rurliing the bent iinen of

the imperfect e»piipment, the rude surroumlinjjH which
tln-y must have. My nrcomniendation then-fore in rather

for what we would now call an old-fashioned education

forour medical students. The writer has MtuwXxnwM been

annoyed at the anxiety displayed by the Chinese with

whom his lot has been cast to learn some new thing,

iiujuiring what is the latest wonrler of science, wli'-ti

the vast world of known and tested facts, the road by

which we have to go, is unknown. Sup<Tficiality ifl

the weakness of the uncultured races."

What has been accomplished in India through the

advent of trained women physicians is well knovsn,

and C(;rtainly goes far to bear out the theory that the

salvation of the body is the first stej) toward the sal-

vation of the soul. This whole problem is clearly an

interesting one, and if our mind is made op that it is

desirable to interfere with the decadence of the people

of tlu! East, it is highly important that we should go
about it in the right way, which, we fear, has not al-

ways been done. We are. at least, convinced that the

introduction of modern ideas of hygiene and medical

procedure will do much toward bringing about the

moral and physical improvement which should be at

the basis of all missionary endeavor. It is a far safer

means of reformation than the introduction of warring

creeds ; of that there cannot be the smallest doubt.

THE FATALITY OF CERTAIN DISEASES. OF
A CERTAIN NUMBER ATTACKED WHAT
PERCENTAGE DIES ?

In consequence of the enactment of improved laws

and regulations, and the better enforcement of laws

which had long existed but had hitherto been neglected,

the practice of notification of infectious diseases has

made it possible to determine the fatalit}- of such dis-

eases with a considerable degree of accuracy. The
application of these results gives a greater degree of

certainty to the prognosis of disease.

It should be noted, however, that all percentages

derived from statistics of this character are probably a

little too high, since the registration of deaths as now
conducted in the vStates and cities included in the list

is more perfectly enforced than the notification of

cases, many mild cases escaping notification, especially

those of scarlet fever and measles.

The following extract comprises the substance of

the returns to certain inquiries sent out by the United

States Commissioners to the Paris Exposition of 1900,

and compiled under their direction.^

In consequence of inquiries sent out in 1899, information

was secured in regard to 619,765 reported cases of small-

pox, typhoid fever, scarlet fever, diphtheria and measles,

which occurred in the years 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897 and
1898, together with 75,715 registered deaths from these dis-

' PuDlio Hyi^ene and State Medioiue iu the Uuited States, p. '21.
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eases which occurred in the same years. These were re-

ported by the following States and cities :
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gage. Several of i\w rrKMiihers of the party have since

(lied of Hinall-pox, and for a tiin(! Honuithiii;^ iipproa<'li-

ing a panic prevailed. The exciirHion naturally has

come to an untimely end, to the disconifort and :in-

noyance of all concerned.

It goes without saying that tlu; possihiiily of dis-

ease and even of epidemic; disease is a considc-ration

which must always be taken into account when a

large number of [jcrsons are closely associated for a

considerabk; period of time. This, however, would

mendy kccui to enforce tlu; principle! that all [jossible

precautions be taken before embarking on such an ex-

cursion. This was clearly neglected in this case, in

spite of the fact that small-pox has been unusually

prevahuit during the past winter in sporadic form.

Had gen(!ral vaccination been (niforcHul before the d(!-

j)arture of the steamer from Boston, it is altogetli(!r

probable that the members of the excursion would now

be enjoying the pleasures which they had anticipated,

instead of beating a disorderly retreat back to their

native country. Small-pox is essentially a preventable

disease, a fact which people appear to be slow in recog-

nizing. A few more experiences such as this of the

Neio England will doubtless do something to enforce

the lesson.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Death ok Pkofkssou Birch-Hirschkeld. —
The death of Birch-Iiirschfeld, professor of pathology

and pathological anatomy at the University of Leipsic,

is announced. He was born in May, 1842, and after

many years of comparative obscurity, was elected to

the chair of pathology at Leipsic in 1 880, in place of

Cohnheim. He is well known for his text-book on

pathology, which has passed through several editions,

and for his numerous contributions to pathological sub-

jects.

Plague in Manila.— A recent renewed out-

break of plague, resulting in 14 deaths in one

week, has been traced to infection from the market.

A strict quarantine has been instituted, and the market

buildings, which are filthy, will be burned. The total

number of deaths from plague has been 111) Chinamen
and 66 Filipinos. The disease in other localities has

been suppressed.

Plague in Persia — An outbreak of bubonic

plague is reported in the Javanrood district, near the

Turkish frontier. Upwards of IDo deaths have oc-

curred.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the eight da3s ending at noon, April 25, 1900, there were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the follow^-

ing cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 60,

scarlatina 46, measles 99, typhoid fever 7.

Mr. a. Shuman Reappointed.— Mr. A. Shuman
has been reappointed as a Boston City Hospital trus-

tee for five years. Mr. Shuman has already served

three terms in this capacity, with much profit to the

hoHpital. There in no Halary attached to the pOHitioii

and the temptation to tin; |)oliti(.-ally indebt(;d to a|»-

point, or to the iinpecuni«ni.s incompetent •'> '"• -i|>-

[lointed, is corresimndingly leHHcnod.

Anni At. Meeting; ok South .Mii)i>LK,ih\ Medi-
cal So(;iETV. — At the recent annua! moetinu (,i i\u:

South MiddleH(!X Medical Society, Dr. Godfrey Ryder,

of Maiden, didiveriid the annual address on the »ul>-

ject, " Surgical Pain." Dr. C. H. Cook was elected

Presid(!nt for the coming year.

new vouk.

A HOSIMTAI. 1'a\ ll.iO.V KOU PltlVAlK 1'aT1KNT->

The Board of Managers of Mount Sinai Hospit;il on

April 22d formally accepted a gift of $200,000 from

Meyer Guggenheim and his six sons to pay the cost

of one of the group of buildings about to be erected on

the new site seh!Ct(;d for the hospital, Fifth Avenue,

facing Central Park at 100th and 101st Streets. The
l)rolfered structure is designed as a memorial of the

deceased wife and mother of the donors, and the offer

of the gift was accepted on the condition that it should

be devoted to the use of private contributing patients.

Accompanying it was a letter in which the opinion

was expressed that such a department could not fail to

prove a constant and remunerative source of income,

and, as a consequence, the revenues derived therefrom,

added to the other resources of the institution, would

render practically certain a more successful prosecution

on a more extensive scale than hitherto of the charita-

ble work now engaged in. The estimated cost of the

entire new hospital is about $2,000,000.

Hospital for Incipient Tuberculosis. — Gov-
ernor Roosevelt has named the five trustees of the

New York State Hospital for the Treatment of In-

cipient Tuberculosis, which is to be established in the

Adirondacks. Two of them are physicians, Drs.

John II. Pryor, of Buffalo, and Willis G. Macdon-
ald, of Albany. On April 17th, Mayor Van Wyck
gave a hearing on the bill passed by the Legislature.

Drs. H. M. Biggs, John B. Cosby, John II. Girdner

and Daniel Lewis spoke in favor of the measure, and

a letter urging the Mayor to approve it was read from

Dr. N. H. Henry, who introduced it in the Assembly.

Dr. Henry was not able to be present, being on duty

with General Roe and the militia at the Cornell Dam.

Bequests to Hospitals.— By the will of James
D. Sarven, $5,000 is bequeathed to the Tarrytown
Hospital to endow a " Sarven Free Bed," and 20ii

shares of Northern Pacific Railroad first preferred

stock to Harriet L. Burgess, a nurse in that hospital

who attended him with great faithfulness when he was

under treatment in the institution. By the will of the

late John Halstead, of New York, which bequeaths

the bulk of his estate, amounting to about $500,000.

to the Cooper Union, $2,000 each is left to the Skin

and Cancer Hospital and to the Northern Dispensary.

Arbor Day and Trees.— Governor Roosevelt,

in a special proclamation calling public attention to

Arbor Dav. fixed by statute on the 4th of Mav, states
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that the school children of the State have planted

more than two hundred thousand trees within the ten

years in wliich Arbor Day has been recognized, and

that few similar efforts in recent years have been

more thorouglily commendable than the effort to get

the people practically to show their appreciation of

the beauty and usefulness of trees.

COMPLIMEXTAUY DiXNER TO Dr. A. JaCOBI. It

is proposed by a number of the friends and profes-

sional associates of Dr. A. Jacobi to tender him a dinner

May oth at Delmonico's, New York, on the occa-

sion of his seventieth birthday, in recognition of the

service he has rendered in various relations during

the course of his career as a physician, educator and

civic worker. Any one who has not received a per-

sonal application blank may apply to Dr. A. G. Gers-

ter, Box 3032, New York City.

Prison Attendants.— In an address delivered

April 4th, Commissioner John W. Keller, of the De-

partment of Public Charities, said, in speaking of the

employment of prison labor in hospitals, asylums and

public institutions, that it was only at the beginning of

the present year that he had finally succeeded in effect-

ing the complete elimination of prison attendants.

From Brooklyn Bridge avith Suicidal Intent.

— On April 20tli a woman jumped from the Brooklyn

bridge with suicidal intent, but w^as promptly picked

out of the water and taken to the Hudson Street Hos-

pital, where she is said to be likely to recover. One

other woman jumped from the bridge, in September,

1H95, and she, too, was but little injured.

State Hospital for Care of Crippled Chil-

dren.— The Governor, on April 12th, signed the bill

establishing a State Hospital for the care of crippled

and deformed children, in or near New York City, and

appropriating :i?l 5,000 therefor.

A Genito-Urinary Society. — A new medical

organization has been formed under the name of the

New York Genito-Urinary Society.

ARMY NOTES.

CE.MKTERifcS IN PoRTO Rico.— A recent general

order issued in the department of Porto Rico, based

on the recommendation of the Board of Health, pro-

vides that all cemeteries established by public funds

shall be civil in character, and that each municii)ality

shall have at least one such civil cemetery. Graves

or lots in such cemeteries may be bold, but a sufficient

area mu-st be set aside for the free interment and

proper burial of the remains of the poor and friendless.

Ill all existing cemeteries it is prescribed that no fur-

ther interments shall be made unless such interments

can l)e accomplished without disturbing the remains of

human beings previously buried. The order also pro-

vides for tlie maintenance of cemeteries in a decent

condition and authorizes the Board of Health to

close any cemetery by the further use of which the

health of the municipality appears to be threatened.

Provision is made for the punishment of acts of van-

dalism or sacrilege in cemeteries. This order appears

to have resulted from the persistent continuance of the

ecclesiastical customs as regards burial which pre-

vailed during the period of Spanish domination.

Cemeteries were entirely in the hands of the clergy,

by whom they were regarded as a source of profit.

Graves were usually rented for limited periods — about

five years— and at the expiration of these periods,

unless further payments were made to the church au-

thorities, the occupants of these graves were ruthlessly

exhumed and the burial spaces resold. The bones

thus disinterred were scattered outside of the cemetery

or were heaped together indiscriminately in some ob-

scure corner. Efforts have previously been made to

abolish this practice, but apparently without the de-

sired results. The new order will undoubtedly meet

with the hostility of the ecclesiastical element.

An " Official " Report. — The following official

report on the condition of an old soldier, received at

the office of the Surgeon-General, is calculated to make
medical men proud of the fact that they, too, belong-

to the learned [)rofession of medicine. The report is

as follows :
" I find the present condition of his legs,

as follows, to wit : the Right leg commencing at the

Top of foot clear up into Asending vena caba the

entire venus sistem of leg is in A congested or Veri-

coste condition. I mean all the superficial and deeper

ones are in sutcli A state as would bee left from several

attacts of fleebeetes as it has some 18 or 20 places

where there has been ulcers and most all the surfice

below the knee shoe that discolored and Indurated

condition, from frequent ulsers that have come and

are slow to heal and there is no time that he can din-

pence with bandaging the limb. Sometimes he is

compelled for weeks at a time to take the bed and sub-

mit to constant treatment for that subacuit. Flee-

beetes that from any slight cause does make its Ap-

j)erance and likewise the Left Leg is in ever}' resp as

bad. and so he is compelled to bandage above the knee

and so the same discoleration and old escars from

ulceration— and on examing the Trunk the entire

Venis sistem over abdoman and including the Glutiel

muscles. Now his condition in my judgment of each

leg are equil to or grater than the loss of A hand or

foot." Reference to Polk's Medical Directory dis-

closes the fact that the writer of the above graduated

in 1883 from the Bennett College of Eclectic Medi-

cine and Surgery, at Chicago, 111.

The Hospital Ship "Missourl" — The Secre-

tary of War has received a telegram from General

Bates, president of the special boai'd appointed to in-

spect the hospital ship Missouri, now at San Fran-

cisco, endorsing the recommendation of Surgeon-Gen-

eral Sternberg that the vessel be discontinued as a

hospital ship and turned over to the Quartermaster's

Department as a general transport. Before the de-

parture of the board from Washington, Surgeon-Gen-

eral Sternberg notified the Secretary of War that in
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viovv of tlnf coiisidt'riihU^ timo \vlii<'li iniylit \w. rr<|iiin!(l

ill puMiii^ tli(! Mi'ssoKri into cotidilioii Ik; considered il

iMittor to tninsfor tho vuHSid to tlic (^iiartfiniuHter'H

Department, and recommended tiuit tlie sick :ind

wounded in tlu; l'liiii|)i)in(!n be returni^d to the nnile<l

StiitcM on board the i-eifiihir transports. These sail

from Manila every two weeks and are abundantly

e(piip|)(!d to care for a considerabh^ number of sick and

convalescents on the return trips.

KqI'II'MKNT ok TIIK MkDICAI. DkI'AUTMKNT. —
The board of medical olHcers which has been engaged

during the })ast year in a revision of the supply tables

for the Medical Dei)artment of the Army has just con-

cluded its session. INIany practical changes have been

reconuneiided, and many great improvements made in

the character of the instruments, ai)[)liances, chests and

field equipment. Th(> matter of supplies has been ex-

haustively studied, as a result of which the equipment

of the IMedical Department will undoubtedly be supe-

rior to the ecjuipraent of the character provided for

foreign armies.

Inspection for Venereal Disease. — Weekly
inspections for the detection of venereal disease among

the United States troops at Matanzas, Cuba, are now
being carried out. It will probably be but a short

time before this method of preventing concealed vene-

real disease is generally adopted among troops serving

outside the United States.

BOARDS OF HEALTH.

The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, wliieli

is apparently simple-minded enough to believe that

boards of health are instituted for the purpose of car-

ing for the j)ublic health, has this to say :

" It should be the duty of boards of health, also, to

keep in touch with all the discoveries in sanitary sci-

ence, to be familiar with every advance in the art of

protecting the health of the community and to be able

themselves to prepare and devise schemes for mini-

mizing the ravages of disease. With such duties

before the boards of health, it is obviows that the mem-
bers of such boards must be selected with the gi-eat-

est care as to their character and qualifications. The
community has the right to demand that such respon-

sibilities should be entrusted only to competent per-

sons, and that matters so vital as the lives and health

of the citizens should be placed above the plane of

political preferment— should never be used as coun-

ters in the political .game."^

Of course there is no doubt that if the purpose of

a board of health were what the Medical and Surgi-

cal Journal thinks it is, all that it has to say is admir-

able for good sense and sound advice. Nevertheless,

so far as we have observed, the chief value of a

board of health is that it provides three chief " coun-

ters," and occasionally half a dozen or so minor ones,

for the political game. — The Neio Bedford Evening
Standard.

» Editorial, April 12th, p. 390.

MKTKOKOI.OdlCAI. KKCORI)

For tlici wiick oiidint; April lUli, in )i<wlon, acrordiriK to ob-
HurvHtioiiN rurniHlie<l liy HergHanl J. W. Sinitii, of ihn United
Htates Ulifnal Corps: —
__

—
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From whooping-cough New York 17, Philadelphia 7, Boston 4,

Providence 2, Baltimore, Pittsburg, Washington, Worcester and

8pringfield 1 each. From erysipelas New York U, Philadelphia

4, Boston 2, Baltimore, Providence and Cambridge 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with

an estimated population of 11,610, 2<)<j, for the week ending

April 7th, the death-rate was 23.0. Deaths reported 5,120:

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 499, measles

177, whooping-cough 14(), diphtheria 78, fever 3*1, scarlet fever

30, diarrhea 28.

The death-rates ranged from 15.0 in Derby to 33.2 in Wol-
verhampton: Birminiihara 22.8, Bradford 21.0, Cardifif 21.5,

Gateshead 17.2, Hull 24.2, Leeds 23.7, Liverpool 31.6, Manches-

ter 31.0, Newcastle-on-Tyne 20.0, Nottingham 21.9, Sheffield

21.8, Sunderland 17.3.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL
21, 1900.

G. E. H. Hakmon, medical inspector, detached from the

"Baltimore" and ordered to the " Oregou."
F. B Stephenson, surgeon, detached from the "Oregon"

and ordered to the "Baltimore."

(changes by cable from ASIATIC STATION.)

L. Morris, passed assistant surgeon, to the " Baltimore."

S. G. EvANS, passed assistant surgeon, order of April 13th

modified ; ordered to proceed home, when detached from the
" Marblehead," and to be ready for sea duty.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OK COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMLSSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE UNITED STATES MARINE-HOSPITAL
SERVICE FOR THE FOURTEEN DAYS ENDING APRIL
19, 1900.

White, J. H., surgeon. Detailed as inspector of quarantine

stations. April 10, 1900.

Cobb, J. O., passed assistant surgeon. Detailed as delegate

to attend the meeting of the American Climatological Associa-

tion at Washington, D. C, May 1-3, 1900. April 11, 1900.

Decker, C. E., assistant surgeon. Bureau letter of March 31,

I'.KK), granting Assistant Surgeon Decker leave of absence for

twenty-nine days on account of sickness, amended so that the

said leave shall be for twenty-three days only. April 6, 1900.

McMuLLEN, John, assistant surgeon. To proceed to the

South Atlantic Quarantine Station (en route to Tortugas) and

report to the medical officer in command for temporary duty.

April 11, liWO.

Cuurie, D. H., assistant surgeon. Granted leave of absence

for ten days from May 4, 1900. April 12, 1900.

McLaughi-in, a. J., assistant surgeon. To report to medical

officer in commnud of the Service at New York, N. Y., for duty

and assignment to quarters. April 6, 11X)0.

Long, J. D., assistant surgeon. To report to medical officer

in command of the Service at Boston, Mass., for duty and assign-

ment to quarters. April 12, I'M).

Glover, M. W., assistant surgeon. To report to the medical

officer in command of the Service at Baltimore, Md., for duty

and assignment to quarters. April 12, 1900.

Earle, B. H., assistant surgeon. To report to the medical

officer in command of the Service at Chicago, 111., for duty and

assignment to quarters. April 12, 19(K).

Lloyd, B. J., assistant surgeon. To report to the medical

officer in command of the Service at Mobile, Ala., for duty and

assignment to quarters. April 12, 1900.

HuNTKR, S. B., acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for two days. April 6, 1900.

Hanrath. F. R., hospital steward. Upon being relieved from

duty at St. Louis, to proceed to New York, N. Y., and report to

the medical officer in command for duty and assignment to

quarters. April 11, 1900.

Richardson, S. W., hospital steward. Believed from duty

at Cleveland, O., and directed to proceed to St. Louis, Mo., and

report to the medical officer in command for duty and assign-

ment to quarters. April 11, 1900.

Glennan, a. H., surgeon. To rejoin station at New Orleans,

La. April 18, 1900.

McIntosh, W. p., surgeon. Detailed to represent the Service

at the meeting of the Medical Association of the State of Ala-

bama, to be held at Montgomery, Ala., April 17th-21st. April

13, lii(M). To proceed to Tarpoon Springs, Fla., for special tem-

porary duty. April 14, 1900.

Guiteras, G. M., passed assistant surgeon. Bureau order of

March 5, 190O, relieving Passed Assistant Surgeon Guiteras from

duty at Matanzas, Cuba, revoked. April 17, 1900.

Heiser, V. (i., assistant surgeon. Detailed as delegate to

the Congress for the Struggle against Tuberculosis, to be held

at Naples, Italy, April 23 to 28, I'KX). April 14, l'.)00.

Trotter, M. E., assistant surgeon. Bureau order of March

5, 190<J, detailing Assistant Surgeon Trotter for duty as quaran-

tine officer at Matanzas, Cuba, revoked and directed to proceed
to Cienfuegos, Cuba, as quarantine officer. April 17, liKX).

Ballard, J. C., acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for fifty-one days from May 1, 1900. April 16, 1<)00.

Havelburg, W., actin;; assistant surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for thirty days from May 10, 1900. April 18, 1900.

Allen, G. C, hospital steward. Granted leave of absence
for twenty-seven days from April 19, UKX). April 16, 1900.

Iltis, G. W., hospital steward. To proceed to Cleveland, O.,
and report to medical officer in command for duty and assign-
ment to quarters. April 17, 1900.

BOARD convened.

Board convened to meet at Washington, D. C, April 19, 1900,
for the physical examination of candidates for appointment as
second assistant engineer in the U. S. Revenue Cutter Service.
Detail for the Board: Surgeon P. M. Carrington, Chairman;
Assistant Surgeon L. D. Fricks and Assistant Surgeon W. C.
Billings, Recorder.

appointments.

John D. Long, of Pennsylvania; Mervin W. Glover, of
the District of Columbia; Baylis H. Earle, of South Carolina,
and Bolivar J. Lloyd, of Texas, commissioned as assistant
surgeons, April 9, 1900.

George W. Iltis, of Minnesota. Appointed junior hospital
steward. April 16, 1900.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Washington, D. C, April 12, UX)0.

A board of officers will be convened at the Service Building,
378 Washington Street, New York City, Wednesday, May 23,

1900, for the purpose of examining candidates for admission to

the grade of assistant surgeon in the U. S. Marine-Hospital
Service.
Candidates must be between twenty-one and thirty years of

age, graduates of a reputable medical college and must furnish

testimonials from responsible persons as to character.

Supervising Surgeon-General,
U. S- Marine Hospital Service.

APPOINTMENTS.
There have been the following changes in the staff of the

Carney Hospital: Dr. Farrar Cobb has resigned from position

of surgeon to out-patients; Drs. E. A. Pease, G. W. W. Brew-
ster, D. F. Jones, W. F. Gay have been appointed assistant

surgeons; Drs. J. S, Stone, R. B Greenough, J. C. Hubbard,
M. F. Burke have been appointed surgeons to out-patients.

SOCIETY NOTICE.

American Neurological Association. — The twenty-sixth

annual meeting will beheld at " The Normandie," Washington,
D. C, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May 1, 2 and 3,

1900.

RECENT DEATHS.

John Joseph Crane, M.D., of New York, died on April 18th,

in the Adirondacks, from pulmonary tuberculosis, from which
he had been suffering two years. He was born in Elizabeth,

N. J., in 1851, and was graduated from Princeton in 1873, and
from the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1876.

Isaac C. Har<ng, M.D., of West Nyack, N. Y., died at the

Nyack Hospital on April 15th. He was a graduate of the Albany
Medical College and had practised for fifty years in Rockland
County.

T. B. Hassie, M.D., of Gouverneur, N. Y., died April 15th,

at the age of forty-one.

The Rev. S. O. Garrison, principal and founder of the New
Jersey Training School for Feeble-Minded Children, and founder

and secretary of the State Village for Epileptics at Skillman,

died on April 16th.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Massachusetts Infant Asylum, Thirty-third Annual Report,

1900.

Variation of Type in Diphtheria and Scarlet Fever. By Henry
D. Fulton, M.D., Pittsburg, Pa. Reprint. IIHK).

Foreign Bodies in the Maxillary Sinuses, with Report of a

Case. By R. J. Wenner, M.D., Cleveland. Reprint. liKX).

The Justo-Major Pelvis as a Factor in the Causation of Peri-

neal Injuries. By Joseph Brown Cooke, M.D., New York. Re-

print. 190O.

Some Points in the Diagnosis of Traumatic Injuries of the

Central Nervous System. By J. T. Eskridge, M.D., Denver,

Col. Reprint. 1900.
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TIIK MKDICAI. SCHOOL OF THE FUTURE.»

IIV II. I-. IIOWIHI'CII, M.I)., I,I,.I>. (ICDIN.), I).HO. (fAMII.),

I'retiilent of the Fifth Cotii/resa of American I'hyHiciann and
Sur</fona.

A.monm; tlie iiiltillcctuul inovcinciits tliiit liiivc ciiur-

:i<;t('ri/i!(l tlui ctJiitury now (lrawiii<r to a (rlose, tlicic is

j)orliaj).s no one more deserving of cun^fnl .stndy tlian

tliat vvliicli is conct'rnod with providiiiir oducation for

the people in the school, the academy and the univer-

sity. The importance of popular education became

ai)parent in proportion as political freedom was se-

(•ured for tin; people. Thus V^iscount Sherhrooke,

better known as the Hon. RolxM-t Lowe, in the re-

form debates of IHGO and 1807, after the passai^c! of

a bill for the extension of the suffrage, uttered the

well-known words: "We must now at least educate

our masters." The same sentiment has also mon^ re-

cently been embodied in the inscription on the Boston

Public Library, " Tin; Commonwealth requires the

education of the people as the safeguard of order and

liberty," and in the Presidential Address of Dr. J. M.
Bodine ^ at the meeting of the Association of Ameri-

can Colleges in 1S97, we find the same idea thus ex-

pressed :
" In America the citizen is king. The king

must be educated to wield aright his ballot sceptre."

For many years educators looked upon their work
with no little complacency. The educational systems

of the various civilized countries were supposed to be

well adapted to the ends in view, and educational ex-

hibits have generally been regarded as important feat-

ures of international expositions. But within the

memory of most of those now before me, signs of

serious discontent have not been wanting. Education

has not always been found to furnish the required

safeguards for order and liberty. Highly educated

men have often been found singularly lacking in men-
tal balance. Schools for the inculcation of " common
sense " have never yet been established. Even the

great development of psychology as an experimental

science, which has occurred chiefly within the last

twenty-five years, though it has served to establish

many laws of mental action, has thus far failed to jus-

tify the hope that pedagogy may find in psychology a

foundation for the erection of rational systems of edu-

cation. Indeed, we have recently been told by one of

the ablest expounders of this science that it is a great

mistake for teachers to " think that psychology, being

the science of the mind's laws, is something from
which they can deduce definite programmes and
schemes and methods for immediate school-room use.

Psychology is a science and teaching is an art. A
science only lays down lines within which the rules of

the art must fall, laws which the follower of the art

must not transgress : but what })articular thing he

shall positively do within those lines is left exclusively

to his own genius. " ^

Even this general guidance has been very imper-

fectly aft'orded, for the limits set by the science of

psycliology to the art of teaching have never been

precisely defined. In fact, the most fundamental

> President's Address delivered before the Fifth Congress of Amer-
ican Physicians and Surgeons, Washington, May 2, 1900.

• American Practitioner and News, June 26, 1897.
» W. James: Talks to Teachers, p. 7.

ijUCNtion of all, numely, the rihitioii of iiieiiLiil to |ihy-

.sical development, ha.s not yet Ix-en Meltbtd, though
much material for itM .study Iiuh been c<jlIecU;d. It in

not, therefore, Hurprining that in many countrieH

teachers havt; made too great demands upon the time
and strength of growing children.

This ha.s b«ren clearly the case in Home partH of Ger-
many, when; school boys from eight U) fift«;en years of

age have found their viUil en^jrgy so far e.Yhausti-d by
the school work n!(piir(;d of them that thev have lost

all inclination for vigorous athl<;tic amuseuients ho

naturally indulged in by Anglo-Saxon boys. 'I'he de-

terioration of the rac(! as a rijsult of t<Jo <;lose applica-

tion to intellectual pursuits, to the neglect of the

pliysi(jue, has ix-c-n fortunately obviaterl, in the cane of

(Jermany, by tlu; army system, which Uikes entire po.s-

session of the youth before it is too late, an<l, by re-

(piiring him to d(^vot«! three years to the education of

his body, turns him out, at the end of that period, a
young man with mind and body trained to a high de-

gree of efliciency, well Ktted for civil as well as mili-

tary pursuits, and comparing favorably in all respects

with men of his age in other nations. Looked at from
this point of view, the (German army must be regarded
as an important part of the educational system of the

country, though as a piece of educational machinery
its workings cannot be considered economical. In fact,

the absurdity of depending upon the army to remedy
the defects of the school system has long since been
forced upon the attention of German educators, and
the difficulties above alluded to are now in a fair way
to be removed.

In our own country difficulties of a quite different

kind have been met with. Here the great danger
which threatens our system of popular education

arises from its close association with party politics.

The office of a school committeeman in one of our
large cities has been well described as '' the smallest

coin in which politicians pay their debts," and as long
as the education of our children continues to be en-

trusted largely to men who consider their position on
a school board as the lowest step of the political lad-

der, there is small hope of the adoption of rational

methods of education. Moreover, tliis intimate alli-

ance between education and politics greatly aids the

efforts of persons, more zealous than discreet, to di-

rect the instruction of children in accordance with
their own special views. Thus nearly all the States

of the Union have upon their statute books laws re-

(juiring the physiological action of alcohol to be taught
to children in all grades of the public schools. These
laws violate the first principles of pedagogy, inasmuch
as the physiological action of a drug cannot possibly

be understood without a familiarity with anatomy,
physiology and chemistry which school children can-

not be supposed to possess. They have been passed
at the bidding of total abstinence associations, some-
times in opposition to the earnest protests of the

teachers entrusted with their execution. How these

excrescences upon our educational system may be best

removed, and the work of instruction placed under
the control of those best qualiHed to direct it, are

questions demanding serious consideration.

I have mentioned these instances in which great
educational systems have been found wanting merely
for the sake of pointing out that the critics of our
methods of medical education, who, as Professor Exner*

^yiener klinische Wochenschrift, No. 3, 191X).
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has shown, are now raising their voices in every hind,

h) hnt give a special expression to a wide-spread feel-

ing that onr educational systems are not accomplish-

ing all the objects for which they have been devised,

and that the discontent which they imply is but a

healthy dissatisfaction with the results thus far accom-

plished. May the time be far distant when those in

charge of our educational interests shall rest content

with what they have achieved, for this will indicate

that a state of stagnation has been reached similar to

that which charactcri/es the institutions of the Celes-

tial Empire, and that no further attempt is to be made
to adapt our methods of instruction to the constantly

widening domain of human knowledge and experi-

ence.

It may perhaps be well for me at this point to offer

a few words in explanation of the selection of such a

well-worn theme as medical education as the subject

of my remarks this evening. It is true that in recent

years the subject has been a favorite one with those

who have been called up(»n to address medical associa-

tions or classes of graduating students, and if, in spite

of this fact, 1 venture to add another address to the

fast growing literature of the subject, my justification

may be found in the following reasons. In the first

place, it must be borne in mind that such addresses

are very (piickly forgotten. " Were it not so," as Dr.

Billings has remarked, " it would be a hard world for

address-givers." In the second 2)lace, the progress of

medicine at the present time is so rapid that new
points of view are constantly being secured, and it is,

therefore, not at all impossible that, even at compara-
tively short intervals, new and valuable suggestions

may be made, both with regard to subjects to be

taught and to methods to be em})loyed in giving the

instruction.

Lastly, it so happens that during the academic year

now nearly comjileted the Faculty of the Harvard
Medical School has inaugurated an entirely new plan

of instruction in the sciences of anatomy, physiology

and ])athology. This scheme, though still in the ex-

l)erimental stage, embodies ideas of such fundamental

importance in medical education that its presentation

to a representative body of the medical profession

seems to me to be peculiarly apjiropriate.

I shall therefore ask you to consider with me this

evening what lessons the faculty of a modern medical

school may draw from recent advances in medical

science and recent experience in medical education, or,

in other words, on what lines the instruction of a

medical school of the first rank is likely, in the imme-
diate future, to be organized. I say in the immediate

future, for what changes are in store for us in the

course of the next few decades it is eqiuilly impossible

to foresee and useless to speculate.

RKLATION OF MEDICAL SCHOOLS TO UNIVERSITIES.

One of the most hop(;ful signs of the times in the

field of medical education is the growhig tendency of

the better schools to ally themselves to universities

and of universities to establish medical departments.

01 the great advantages to medical education which
may be exj)ected from this miion it is unnecessary for

me to speak, for th(;y formed the subject of a thought-

ful discourse delivered by the last president of this

Congress at Yale University in 1888.^ The twelve

years that have elapsed since he spoke have brought

» New Kiiglauder and Vale Review, September, 1888.

accumulating evidence of the soundness of his views.
In fact, it is diilicult to see how a private medical
school of the joint stock company type can ever, in

the future, rise to the first rank, for such a school is

not much more likely to attract endowments than a
cotton mill and without endowments the enormous
expenses of a modern first-class medical school cannot
possibly be met.

Great as are the benefits to a medical school of thus

forming a department of a great university, the advan-
tages of the union are not wholly on one side. Beside
the increase of prestige secured to the university by
the broadening of its functions, the establishment of a
medical school as part of the university organization

greatly facilitates the instruction of those students

who, without any intention of becoming physicians,

seek in the study of the medical sciences a means of

general culture and mental dis(;ipline.

The relations between the governing body of a

university and its medical faculty in matters of ad-

ministration are often defined by custom and tradition

rather than by statutory provisions, and vary con-

siderably in different institutions. In genei-al, two
methods of government may be distinguished. Either
the initiative is left with the teaching faculty, the

governing body exercising simply a veto power, or

the governing body acts directly without necessarily

asking advice from the faculty or its members. The
former method of government is most likely to be
found in those cases in which a well-established medi-
cal school has allied itself to a university for the sake
of the mutual benefits that may ensue from the union,

and the latter method in those cases in which a uni-

versity has completed its organization by the creation

of a medical department. Both methods have certain

advantages and neither is without its drawbacks.
In all cases men are more im|)ortant than methods.
On the one hand, the collective judgment of a teaching

faculty on matters relating to medical education is

likely to be of more value than that of a governing
body which may not, and generally does not, include

physicians among its members. On the other hand,

personal and selfish considerations are perhaps more
apt to sway the judgment of a faculty than that of a

body of trustees, especially when the (piestion is that

of the appointment of teachers. That this is not a

serious danger, however, the experience of Germany
seems clearly to show, for in that country, as Dr.

Farlow has recently pointed out, the facidty " has

more power in regard to appointments and the general

policy of the university " •* than with us, and yet we
find there the custom of calling professors from one
university to another fully established— a custom
which must be regarded as one of the strongest influ-

ences in maintaining a high standard of educational

efficiency. On the whole, therefore, even with this

possibility of error, the judgment of a faculty would
seem to be the safer guide, and there are probably

few boards of trustees who would feel themselves

justified in disregarding it altogether.

The above-mentioned advantages of a union between
a medical school and a university will naturally be-

come more obvious as the problems of medical educa-

tion become more complex and tlu; nu;thods of instruc-

tion more costly. Hence we may exj)ect in the near

future to find all of the better class of medical schools

Presidential AddresR, American Society of Naturalists, Decem-
ber, 1889. Science, January G, IWO.
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iiiidcr tilt' r^is ol' u uiiivrrsif y mid we iimy n-jiHoiiuhly

li()|»f tliiit, tliin cliuii^jjc will ln' jisHoriiitcil with :i diiiii-

iHitioii of tlif totui iiiiiiii»cr (»!' mcdicil hcIiooIs now so

•^rt'iitiv ill excess of the needs of the eoiiiitiy.

Tiie tiiiioii of ;i iiiedi(;;il school with ii iiiiiversily .it

once compels the considerutioii of the |)n)|»cr relation

lu'tweeii the aeadeiiiie de|tartiiieiit and the |irofes-

sioiial school. To say that tlu^ former should !»<; the

feed(M' of the latter and that the holding of an A. !>.

dciiree should he the condition of admission to pro-

fessional studies is to adopt the position taken liy two

of our leadiiii;' medical schools.

The A. 15. deiife(!, however, siiUH^ the introduction

of the ele(!tive system, no loii/^^er stands for a deliiiite

amount and kind of traiiiiiiir. Hence the Johns Hop-
kins Medical School demands not only the (lii)loiiia,

hut also evidence of ability to read French and (ier-

iniiiiand'of laboratory trainiiiff in physics, chemistry

and biolo<fy. The Harvard Medical School is cont(!iit

to accept the A. IJ. di|)loma as evidence of fitness to

pursue professional studies, sti{)ulatin<if "i^ly tbat the

liolder shall possess an ade(|uate knowledjfe of inor-

•ijanic chemistry. Wlu^ther the example set by these

schools will be <;('nerally followed is (piite doubtful.

Without undervaluini;' the importance of collei>iate

trainiu<f as a preparation for a professional career, it

may perhaps be contended that a properly conducted

admission examination is a better test of fitness to pur-

sue the study of medicine than the possession of a

dil)loma the value of which varies so much with the

character of the college bestowing it. Moreover the

possibility that a young man unable to afford the ex-

pense of a college course may yet by private study

prepare himself for a professional career is not to be

lost sight of. Hence the Harvard school provides for

the admission by special vote of the faculty of young
men, not holders of an A. B. degree, who may furnish

satisfactory evidence that they have obtained an etpiiv-

alent education and that they are consequently able to

profit by the instruction which the school has to

otter.

The recent lengthening of the course of study from

three years to four in all the best medical schools of the

country has drawn renewed attention to the imiior-

tance of enabling the student who takes the A. 1>. de-

gree as a preparation for medicine to so far shorten the

sum total of the time devoted to his education that he

may be able to enter upon the work of his profession

at an age not in excess of that at which his European
confreres begin their career as practitioners. A few

years ago an examination of the best accessible evi-

dence on the subject led to the conclusion that foreign

systems of university education enabled students of

medicine to enter upon their life work at least two
years earlier than was possible for the alumni of

Harvard College, a condition dependent upon the fact

that the changes in the academic department which

had raised the age of graduation had been made with

little regard to the interests of the professional schools

and chiefly for the purpose of making the under-

graduate department as complete as possible in itself.

Jn other universities a similar condition existed,

though probably not in the same degree, as in

Harvard.
That the American medical student, seeking the

best possible preparation for his profession, is seri-

ously handicapped by these conditions has been gen-

erally recognized and the question of the best method

of meeting the ditHciilty lias iH-en widely diHni.HH<-d.

The most thorough treatment of th<- c:iMi! cohhImLs in

lediK'ing the academic (joiirse to three yearn. Li-hh

radical methods are the provision in the academic d<v

|iartment of courH«!H of instruction by which stiidentM

mav aiiticipat4' a jiart of their profes-^ional work and

the permisHion to count the lirst year of a professirnial

course as the fourth year for the bachelor's degree.

The lirst and most radical mi-thod meets with strenu-

ous opposition owing to the deejily rooted traditions

which surround the four years' academi<; (;oiirse in this

country, while tin; other plans violat«r what in some
colleges s(!(rms to be regarded as an educati«»nal axiom,

that one course, of study should not count toward two

degnH'S. It is irit(M'esting to notic*; that, without any
specific legislation to this end, the (|uiet working of

the elective system lias in Harvanl College practi-

cally solv(!d the problem by bringing about a wjiulition

in which, as President Eliot says,^ " Any young man
of fair abilities can now procure tlu; degrei; in three

years without hurry or overwork, if he wishes to do

so or his parents wish to have him." The President

further ventures to predict that '* within a tinu; com-

l)arativ(dy short the majority of those who enter the

freshman (dass will come to college with the purj»ose

of completing the recjuirement for the degree in three

years." As soon as a thrcse years' residence l)ecomes

the rule rather than the exception, a young man
spending four years in college will of course be re-

garded either as deficient in mental capacity or as

having wasted his time.

That a redut^tion of the academic course to three

years is an advantage to students looking forward to a

pi'ofessional career or to further study in a graduate

school is too obvious to need discussion, but it is in-

teresting to find the change advocated in the interest

of the undergraduates themselves. Prof. Clement L.

Smith, for nine years Dean of Harvard College, points

out** that there is a large and influential class of col-

lege men who get into the habit of frittering away
their time simj)ly because they have so much of it and

that "for them and for those whom they influence—
and these make up the largest part of the class we are

now^ considering, the men who go from college into

active life— the reduction of the course would be a

distinct gain." Nor need we fear (as has sometimes

been urged) that, in thus reducing the length of the

college course, we shall lose the fourth and most val-

uable year, for, as Professor Smith says, " The senior

year is the best year not because it is the fourth but

because it is the last year. The causes which make
it what it is come from before, not from behind ; from

the consciousness of opportunity jjassing away and of

the serious problems of life close at hand. The period

of waste lies between the fresh zeal and good resolu-

tions with which the youth l)egins his course and the

growing sense of responsibility with which he draws

near its close. It is this intermediate period that

would be shortened in the briefer course. It is not

the stniior year that would be cut off : it is rather, let

us say, the sophomore year, and with it might well go

its absurd name." Jt thus appears that the claims of

the college and of the professional school upon the

time of the student are in a fair way to be harmoni-

ously adjusted.

' Annual Reports of the President and Treasurer of ilarvani Col-
lege, 1898-99, p. 10.

'' The AniericHn College in the Twentieth Century. Clement I..

Smith : Atlantic Monthly, February, l'J»Ki.
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ELECTIVE SYSTEM.

Let US now consider in wliat way the medical sdiool

of the immediate future is likely to differ from that of

the present time with regard to the subject matter of

instruction. The most striking phenomenon present-

ing itself to the educator of to-day is the recent enor-

mous widening of the educational horizon. "The
immense deepening and widening of human knowledge

in the nineteenth century and the increasing sense of

the sanctity of the individual's gifts and will power " ^

are the fundamental facts whicli underlie the develop-

ment of the elective system, but it is important to bear

in mind that, as Professor Smith observes,'" this de-

veloi)ment has been " due not so much to increase of

knowledge— for not all new knowledge is straightway

fit for educational purposes— but rather to the con-

version of new fields of knowledge to the uses of edu-

cation."

A discussion of the elective system of education

with its attendant advantages and dangers would re-

quire far more time than I have at my disposal, and I

must content myself with pointing out the possibility

that, in this period of transition, the educational pendu-

lum may have swung to an extreme position and that

too much attention has been given to the accidental

differences of pupils, while the essential similarity of

their natures has been lost sight of. In discussions on

individuality as a basis for the elective system one

sometimes hears the statement (attributed to Leibnitz)

that no two leaves of the same tree are alike. This

dissimilarity, however, does not prevent them from all

elaborating the same sap and it is, moreover, always

associated with sufficient essential similarity to enable

any one, with even the most elementary knowledge of

trees, to distinguish the leaves of an oak from those

of a maple.

While admitting that some of the extreme positions

now maintained by the advocates of the elective system

may in the future have to be abandoned, no one can

doubt the wisdom of adapting the education to the

powers of the mind to be educated and of allowing, in

the case of advanced students, the choice of the indi-

vidual to be a determining factor in the selection of

studies. Let us, therefore, intjuire to what extent the

elective system may properly find a place in the curric-

ulum of our medical schools. That it forms an essen-

tial feature of our post-graduate schools of medicine

scarcely needs to be mentioned, for these schools have

been organized for the express purpose of enabling

graduates in medicine to select such subjects for study

as may seem to them desirable and to acipiire more
advanced knowledge; than was possible in the under-

graduate course. Moreover, in some of our larger

schools, since the establishment of the compulsory

four years' course, a portion of the instruction of the

fourth year has been given in elective courses in vari-

ous specialties. The elective system in medicine is,

therefore, not altogether a novelty, and the question

now before us is whether it may be profitably extended

to the earlier years of the course.

In his remarks at the dinner of the Harvard Medi-
cal Alumni Association in 1895, President Eliot used

the following language :
" There ought to be in the

Harvard Medical School an extended instruction far

beyond the limits of any one student's capacity. This

» C. W. Eliot : Atlantic Monthly, October, 1899, p. 443.
>» C. L. Smith : Loc. cit., p. 219.

involves, of course, some optional or elective system
within the school itself, whereby the individual stu-

dent should take what is, for him, the best four years'

worth, the faculty supplying teaching which it might
take a single student eiglit, twelve or twenty years to

pursue."

One year ago last December, in an address which I

had the honor to deliver in New York before the

American Society of Naturalists,^^ I gave the rea-

sons which seemed to me conclusive in favor of this

extension of the elective system and, with your per-

mission, I will take the liberty of presenting as bri(!fly

as possible the views there set forth.

In the first ))lac(% it may be assumed that a medical
school of the first rank should be an institution in

which the most advanced instruction in all depart-

ments of medicine can be obtained, and on this as-

sumption it is, of course, impossible to arrange a

course of study that every student must follow in all

its details, for, in the time which may properly be de-

voted to a course of professional study, it is quite im-

possible for even the most intelligent students to as-

similate all the varied information which such a school

may be reasonably expected to impart.

It seems, therefore, to be evident that in arranging
a course of medical study a distinction must be made
between those subjects which it is essential that every

student should know and those subjects which is de-

sirable that certain students should know, that is, be-

tween those things of which no man who calls him-

self a physician can afford to be ignorant and those

which are important for certain ^^hysicians but not for

all ; in other words, provision must be made both for

required and for elective studies. The task of drawing
the line between the essential and the desirable in

medical education will require the greatest possible

good judgment and readiness for mutual concession

on the part of those engaged in the work, but there is

no reason to fear that the difficulties will be found in-

superable when the importance of the change has

once been recognized.

Any one who is familiar with the existing methods
of medical instruction is aware that in nearly every

dejjartment many things are taught which are subse-

quently found to be of use to only a fraction of those

receiving the instruction. Thus, the surgical anatomy
of hernia is taught to men who will subseepiently de-

vote themselves to dermatology, future obstetricians

are required to master the details of physiological op-

tics, and the microscoj)ical anatomy of muscles forms

a part of the instruction of men destined to a career

as alienists. Now no one (^an doubt the propriety of

including instruction on all these subjects in the cur-

riculum of a medical school, but it may be fairly

questioned whether every student should be forced to

take instruction in them all.

To better indicate the nature of the reform which
I am advocating, allow me to describe a possible ar-

rangement of a course of study in the department of

physiology, with which I am of course more familiar

than with any other. An experienced lecturer will

probably find it possible to condense into a course of

about forty or fifty lectures all the most important

facts of physiology with which every educated phy-

sician must necessarily be familiar. Attendance upon

n Bulletin Harvard Medical Alumni Association, No. 8, p. 40.
" See Science, December 30, 1898, and Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal, December 29, 1898.
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tlicHo UictiiroH, (;uiul)iii(!(l with .siiitiil)I<! couthch of U-xt-

l)()()k iiistni<;tioii uml liihoi'ulory work, would siillicc to

yuiml ii^iiiiist ^ross i^iioniiicti of pliysiolo^iciil piiini-

|)l<;s. Ill lutdition to this work, sill of which .should Ix-

riicjuirwl, .short courses, of not mort- thiiii ci^^lit or ten

l(!(;turos (iiich, shoidd he provided, ^i\ iii^^ iidv;iii(!i'd in-

struction in such suhjccts jis the physiology of the; spe-

cial senses, cerel)ral loculi/ation, ncrve-niuscle physiol-

ogy, the internal secretion of <flands, tin; physioloi^y

of the heart, ciniulation and respiration, the di^e.stive

secnitions, tlu^ reproductive organs, et*;. These courses

should be td(x;tiv(! in tlu; sense, that no student should

be reipiired to take them all. ICach student niight,

however, very properly be reipiirtul to chooser a cer-

tain number of courses, which when once chosen be-

come, for the student choosing them, recpiired courses

leading to examinations. There is, in my opinion, no

doubt that an arrangement of instruction similar to

that here .suggestcid for physiology could be advanta-

geously adopted in the departments of anatomy, his-

tology, ba<;teriol()g}', medical chemistry, pathology,

surgery, and in tlu; courses .of iiistru(^tion in tlu; vari-

ous special diseases, such as (hu-matology, ophthal-

mology, etc.

In the existing state of medical education the intro-

duction of the elective systiun in some form or other

seems to be an essential condition to any further im-

portant advance, for the curriculum of most of our

schools is already so crowded that no considerable

amount of instruction can possibly be added. N'ari-

ous arguments may, of course, be advanced in oppo-

sition to the change. It may perhaps be urged that

no choice of studies can be made without determining

to some extent the direction in which the work of a

future practitioner is to be specialized, and that such

specialization cannot be properly and safely permitted

until the student has completed his medical studies.

To this it may be answered that, whatever may be

the dangers of too early specialization, the dangers of

crowding the medical course with instruction of which
many students do not feel the need, and of thus en-

couraging perfunctory and superficial work, are cer-

tainly no less serious. It is, moreover, a matter of

common observation among teachers in medical

schools that a certain number of students very early

make up their minds either that they will laecomt^

surgeons, obstetricians, or specialists of some sort, or,

on the other hand, that they have a strong aversion

to certain branches of medicine and a determination

never to practise them. For such students a prescribed

curriculum necessarily involves great loss of time and
energy.

If it be said that under this system the medical de-

gree will cease to have the definite meaning now at-

tached to it, and that it will be impossible to tell from
his diploma in what way a physician has been edu-

cated, it may be replied that, though the degrees of

A. B., A. M., Ph. D. and S. D. are affected with ex-

actly this same imcertainty of signification, their value

seems in uo way dimiushed thereby. As long as the

M. D. degree stands for a definite amount of serious

work on me'dical subjects, we may be reasonably sure

that those who hold it will be safe custodians of the

health of the community in wdiich they practise.

If it be urged that the elective system in medical

education will lead to the production of a class of

physicians who, owing to the early specialization of

their work, will be inclined to overrate the importance

of tlioir Hpocialty and to »ce in every «Iin«;UH«! an oppor-
tunity for the di.'.play of their Hpecial Hkill, it may Imi

pointed out that this result Ih u|it to Ix- due not hn
much to early as to imperfect instruction in tin; work
of a specialist, and that since the elective sywU-ni UmmU
to (iucourage th(»roughne.,H in sperial instru'lion, th«;

evil may l)e (iXpecU-d to diminish rather than U> in-

crease.

MKi ii(>i».«i (»i i.N.sTKi (rno.v.

Having thus recognized the newjs.sity of renif^Mhrlling

our conception <jf the sidiject matt(;r to be Uiught, and
noted the importance of distinguishing i)otween the (r.i-

sential and tin; desirable in inedi(;al education, we must
next consider by what methods the needed informa-
tion may be best imparted and the necessary training

secured. There is jxirhaps no way in which nio<lern

edu(;ational m(;thods differ morf! from tliose of an
earlier period than in the greater prominence given to

object les.sons. I}(!ginning with tin; kindergarten, the
child is trained to cidtivate his power to ob.->erve ac-

curately and to manipulate skilfidly, anrl through his

school and college life prominence is given to the olh-

jective side of education to an extent which would
have seemed to the book-trained pedagagues of a
former generation but ill adapted to provide the well-
stored mind which it was thought to be the principal

object of education to secure. In the professional
schools also the reaction against purelv didactic
nu'thods has been strongly felt. Even in those pro-
ft;ssional pursuits to which the object method might
seem at first sight least a])plicable, in the study of the
law, the so-called " case method " of instruction has
been found to exert a vivifying influence.

In medical education in this country it is interest-

ing to note that in the very beginning the instruc-

tion was more objective in its character than at a
somewhat later period. In those early days it was in

the office of his preceptor and at the bedside, as his

actual assistant, that the embryo physician was initi-

ated into the mysteries of his calling.' Then followed
a period when it was clearly perceived that the trained
mind is necessary to interpret the data of observation,
and that mental training is essential to correct observ-
ing. Hence schools were established to provide this

training by means of systematic didactic lectures cover-
ing all the departments of medicine and usually ex-
tending over not more than four months. These
schools were intended at first merely to supplement
the work of the preceptors, but in process of time the
relative importance of these two educational agencies
was reversed and the work of the preceptors became
supplementary to that of the schools. The function
of the preceptors finally became so subordinate that
their names no longer appeared in the catalogues,
though this did not always indicate that they had ceased
to afford students opportunities for practical clinical

work."
The schools, once established, grew chiefly by an

increase in the length and number of the lecture
courses as new and important subjects forced them-
selves upon the attention of the medical profession.
Against this undue extension of purely didactic

methods of instruction a reaction has now set in and
during the last ten or fifteen years loud voices have
been raised in advocacy of more objective methods

" See address by Heuiy Huu, M.D. : Albany Medical Annals, Octo-
ber, i^oe.
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than those at present in use. It is not, however, the

reinstatement of the preceptor that is urged, but rather

the greater use of laboratory metliods in the strictly

scientific departments of medical instruction and their

application as far as possible at the bedside of the ])a-

tient. A fruitful discussion of the relative advantages

of the laboratory, the lecture and the text-book as

methods of medical education cannot be undertaken

without a recognition of the fact that this education has

a double object. In the first place, the faculties of the

student are to be so trained that he may observe care-

fully, reason correctly, study effectively and judge

wisely ; in other words, he is to be " trained for power,"

to use President Eliot's phrase. In the second place,

there must be imparted to him a sufficiently large

fraction of the acquired medical knowledge of the

time to make him a safe custodian of the health of

the community. Which of these two objects is the

more important is a question which we need not now
discuss, but even if we grant all that is claimed by the

advocates of training for power it is evident that the

(constantly increasing range of subjects with regard to

which an educated physician must be informed will

greatly reduce the time which, in the curriculum of a

medical school, may proj)erly be devoted to courses of

instruction not intended to imj)art direct and valu-

able information. In fact, "training for power"
should be largely a function of the academic depart-

ment of a university, and when undertaken in a pro-

fessional school should be so directed as to impart at

the same time the greatest possible amount of useful

information.

Let us now consider how far the didactic and the

laboratory methods of instruction are each adapted to

secure these two objects of medical education. For

th«! purpose of training for j)ower no one can doubt

the value of the laboratory method. Contact with the

phenomena themselves and not with descriptions of

them has a stimulating effect upon the mind of a stu-

dent, the importance of which it is difficult to exagger-

ate, but it does not follow from this that the lecture,

the recitation and the text-book are worthless as

methods of training. It is here that some of the ad-

vocates of laboratory methods have committed what
a{)pears to me a serious error, such as is too a})t to

characterize all reform movements, the error, namely,

of assuming that, because one proposition is true,

another proposition, not logically inconsistent with it,

must be untrue. " These gentlemen," as Professor

Howell " has expressed it, " having become possessed

of the golden truth that the best knowledge is that

which comes from personal experience, seem dis-

])osed to deny all value to knowledge communicated
from the experience of others." We are told, for in-

stance, by Dr. Burr ^'^ that the didactic lecture " dates

from the time when printing was unknown and manu-
scripts were rare and almost priceless and the only

means of communicating knowledge was by word of

mouth. To-day it is in large part an anachronism,

because the time devoted to it could be put to better

uses."

In his able address ^"^ at the last Yale University

Medical Commencement, my colleague, Dr. C. S.

Minot, expressed himself as follows :
" The very best

that can be said of a lecture or a book is that it de-

•* The Micbigau Alunnius, January, 1900, vol. vi, p. 143.
" Pbiladelplili MeiliPHl .Journal, October 21, 1899.
>» Science, July 7, 1899.

scribes well the knowledge which some one possesses.

There is no knowledge in books. ... A book or a
lecture can serve only to assist a man to acquire knowl-
edge with lessened loss of time. Knowledge lives in

the laboratory ; when it is dead we bury it decently

in a book. ... A lecture is a spoken book." I

venture to believe that Professor Minot's students wnll

hardly agree with this estimate of the lifeless character

of either his written or his spoken instruction.

In jjlace of these rather disparaging views of the

importance of a didactic lecture, I am inclined to ac-

cept Dr. Weir Mitchell's *" opinion that " The best

lecturing does not so much think for you as invite you
to think along suggested lines of inquiry." If, as has

been claimed, " the passive attitude of listening does

not demand of the students intelligent thought," ^^ the

fault must lie with the lecturer and not with the

method of instruction. In every dej^artment of medi-

cine advanced instruction necessarily deals with sub-

jects which lie within what Foster has called the
" penumbra " of solid scientific acquisition and about

which conflicting views a^-e therefore certain to be

held. It is in inviting thought with regard to the

evidence on which these views rest that the experi-

enced lecturer has his best opportunity to train the

minds of his hearers. Other opportunities are also

afforded by the historical presentation of subjects

about which differences of opinion no longer exist, i jT

there are few things more instructive than to follow

up step by step the lines by which our knowledge has

advanced, noting the marks which distinguish the

paths which have been trodden successfully from those

which have turned out to be " no thoroughfare."

Even better oj)portunities for mental training than

those which the lecture-room presents are afforded by

the recitation, for here the minds of the teacher and

the 2)upil are brought most closely into contact, the

pupil's difficulties are appreciated by the instructor

and the point of view of the teacher can be learned

by the pupil. It has always seemed to me that no

higher enjoyment falls to the lot of the teacher than

that which he experiences when, by a series of care-

fully considered (questions, he leads his pupil onward
from the known to the unknown and notes the gleam
of intelligence which illumines his countenance as a

subject, previously obscure, becomes clear, as a result

of his own mental ojierations guided by his teacher's

skilful questions. It thus appears that no monopoly
of opportunities for mental training can be claimed

for the laboratory method of instruction.

We must next enf|uire. What are the relative ad-

vantages of the laboratory and didactic methods as

means of imparting information ? Here we at once

perceive that a great deal w'ill depend upon the kind

of information to be imparted. Certain subjects are

much better adapted than others to be taught in the

laboratory. The student of anatomy, for instance,

can secure the greater part of the information which

he needs by laboratory methods, that is, in the dissect-

insf-room, though a short course of lectures on de-

scriptive anatomy in which an experienced teacher

emphasizes the salient features of the subject will

probably always be indispensable. Physiolog}'^ and

jiathology (including physiological chemistry, phar-

macology and bacteriology) are subjects in which lab-

" University Bulletin, vol. iii, p. 85, Philadelphia, December, 1898.
>» W. B. Cannon, A.M. : The Case Method of Teaching Sxstematic

Medicine. Boston >Iedicat and Surgical Journal, January 11, 1900.
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oratory iiiHtriK-tioii may Im; iiiiqucHtioiiubly much men;
I'moly iiHcd tli.'iii in (uiHtoinary 'it tlif prfHciit tiiiic.

Tlu) r(!(;(!iit (!X|)('riciic,<M)t' tli(! Ilurviinl IMc(li<'al School,

in vvliurh tli(i lal)oratorv courses in tlicsi! Hul>j(!(;t.s have
l)(!(!ii <j;r(^itly extended, has t'nniisiied conclusive evi-

(hnice of tiui vahni of this nietliotl oi" instruction as a

means both of inii)artin<^ information and of stimulat-

in<i; th(! mind of tin; stuch-nt. It must be rcunenibered,

howiiver, that, as Dr. Wcdcli '" has said, " hiijoratory

methods ani extremely time taking and are not

adapted to teach the whoh; eontitnts of any of the

mtulical sciences. It is, of course, hopeless to att(;mpt

to demonstratt! practically all of even tlu; more impor-

tant facts that the studcMit should learn."

Mon^over, observed facts are oftcui apparently in-

consistent with each other. E(|ually compcitent ol>-

servers differ in their interpretation of them. Yet,

because the last word of science has not been spoken
on these subjects, it would be a mistake to exclude

them from the nuMlical curriculum. The studiuit

should rather be carefully instructed as to researches

which have not yet yielded definite results. The
most profitable way of reconcilini;- conflicting obser-

vations should be pointed out, and lie should be shown
in what direction the search for truth can be pros(!-

cuted with the best prospect of success. He will then

be able to a{)preciate the value of new observations

and to assign to their true position the reported dis-

coveries in medical science.

Instruction of this sort can, of course, be given

only by an experienced lecturer who has mastered the

subject of which he treats. It is in this kind of teach-

ing and in the exposition of those facts and principles

which cannot properly be made the subject of labora-

tory instruction to students that the didactic lecture of

the future will probably find its principal field of use-

fulness. In the latter direction, however, the field is

more restricted than might at first sight appear, for

the amount of practical work that can be successfully

performed by first and second year students in a phy-

siological or in a pathological laboratory is surpris-

ingly large. In the physiological department of the

Harvard Medical School, for instance, during the cur-

rent academic year, each pair of students in a class of

one hundred and eighty has been furnished with a

kymographion, a capillary electrometer, a moist cham-
ber, an induction coil, unpolarizable electrodes, etc.,

and the most important experiments of nerve-muscle

physiology have been successfully repeated. The fun-

damental experiments in the physiology of the circula-

tion, respiration, etc., are to be performed in a similar

manner. In the pathological laboratory the students,

working in sections of ten, have had an opportunity

of producing for themselves and studying experimen-
tally the most important pathological degenerations.

They have also studied in the same way the principal

infectious diseases. In the anatomical department
also, while the number of didactic lectures has been

diminished, the whole class has had largely increased

facilities for the practical study of bones and of vari-

ous special organs.

Still, after making due allowance for the legitimate

expansion of laboratory teaching, it is probably safe

to say that a systematic course of lectures in each of

the medical sciences will never be found to be super-

fluous, and that the day is px'obably far distant when

'» Higher Medical Education and the Need of Its Endowment. The
Medical News, July JS, 1894,

the lectun^H will ix; merely •'explanatory of the ex-
periments."'"

Wi- have thus far considered the relative sulvaiitu^on

of (lidactie and lal)oratory mefhodH in t4'acliiiig th**,

mediciil sciences, i)ut the agitation in favor of morrs
objective; teaching has «;xtended also to the clinical

departm(!nts of medicine and the organization of
" clinif^al laboratories," in whir;h the cswes of hospiUtl

patients may b(! studied liy the mf)st n;fiiH;d metliodH
of physiological and pathological research, is u natu-
ral-outcome of this agitation. In fact, liowever, ho
far as instruction is actually given at tlie berlside, clin-

ical medicine has always been tiiught by means of ol)-

ject lessons. In many of our schools this instruction

has been supplemented by so-(;alled " conferences,"
exercises in which a student reports beforr; the class a
case which he has himself examined, giving diagnosis,

prognosis and treatment. The subj(!ct is then dis-

cuss(!d by the class and finally by the instructors.

Wherever actual cases of disease are thus utilized

for teaching purposes the instruction is always likely

to be more or less haphazard and unsystematic, for

the diseases studied will be those of which actual cases

happen to be available. To rem<;dy this difiiculty it

has been recently proposed ^' to substitute the study
of hospital records of cases for the examination of the

cases themselves, a method quite analogous to that

known as the " case method," which has long .been
used with great success in training students in the

Harvard Law School. It will thus be possible to

group cases so that they will throw light upon each
other and, though the student will miss the stimulus

of contact with the actual patient, the method pre-

sents so many distinct advantages that it will doubtless

commend itself to many teachers of clinical medicine
and of theory and practice.

It is thus evident that the reaction against purely
didactic methods of instruction is well under way. It

is a movement to be heartily welcomed, for there can
be no doubt that medical students have been, and still

are, too much lectured, but, like all other reforms, it

should be carefully giiided lest useful as well as use-

less things be swept away. It should be borne in

mind that it is cpiite as easy to abuse the laboratory

as the didactic method of instruction and that in all

schemes of education a good teacher with a bad method
is more effective than a bad teacher with a good method.
As Professor Howell " has well remarked, " Courses
of lectures that if analyzed would be found to be top-

heavy and lop-sided and otherwise possessed of an in-

stability that should have ensured failure have been
saved and made instruments of great value by the

mere earnestness of the teacher."

DISTRIBUTION OF WORK.

The next question which I shall ask you to con-

sider is that of the proper distribution of the work of

a medical student. Thirty years ago no such ques-
tion seems to have presented itself to the minds of in-

structors in medicine. ^ The medical faculties of that

time contented themselves with providing each year
courses of lectures covering all the departments of

medicine, as they were then understood, and every
student was expected to attend as many of the lectures

so Porter : Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, December 29,
1898,
" \\. B. Cannon, A.M. : The Case Method of Teaching S.vsteniatic

Mpilicine. Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, .January 11, 1900.
" The Michigan Alumnus, January, 1900, vol. vi, p. HI.
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as he saw fit. Betweeu 1870 and 1880 the fact that

thi'H! is a natural seciuence in medical studies hecame

generally recoiiuized and graded courses of instruction

were establisiied in the prhicipal medical schools of

the country. The grading was not, however, carried

suiliciently far. Thus, instruction in both anatomy

and physiology was generally given simultaneously

through the whole of the first year, though the knowl-

edge of structure should logically precede a study of

function.

The time seems now to have come for taking an-

other step in grading medical instruction, and during the

academic year now drawing to a close instruction in the

Harvard Medical School has been given in accordance

with a plan of which the guiding princij)les are con-

centration of work and sequence of subjects. Thus in

the first half of the first year the students devote them-

selves exclusively to the study of anatomy, including

liistology and embryology. In the second half year

they are occupied with physiology, including physio-

logical chemistry, while in the first half of the second

year pathology, including bacteriology, engages their

attention. It is perhaps too early to pass a final judg-

ment upon the value of the method, but thus far both

teachers and students seem to regard it as a success.

The result seems to have justified the opinion of its

advocates that the work of the student would be made
" easier by concentrating his thoughts upon one sub-

ject instead of dissipating his attention upon many
subjects." ^^ Nor have its opponents found any justi-

fication for their fears that the average brain would

become fatigued and unreceptive by too close applica-

tion to one 8ul)ject, for the sciences of anatomy, physi-

ology and pathology "are not narrow, hedged-in areas

but rather broad and diversified domains composed of

many contiguous fields," ^* in passing from one to an-

other of which the student may rest his mind without

interrupting the continuity of effort essential to effec-

tive work.

An obvious objection to this method of concentrat-

ing instruction is the large amount of work which it

impos(!S upon the instructors. There is no doubt that

the labor of teaching every day in the week may task

the powers of even the most enthusiastic instructor,

but it has been found that the laboratory work, which

has occupied from two to three hours every forenoon,

has been conducted with much less fatigue than was

anticipated. In fact, students, when supplied with

printed directions for work and with the necessary

apparatus, need remarkably little supervision. In the

physiological laboratory it was found that one instruc-

tor could readily supervise the work of fifteen pairs of

students, and the experience in the anatomical and

pathological departments was of a similar sort.

EXAMINATIONS.

Closely connected with the questions of method of

instruction and of distribution of work is the subject of

examinations. With regard to these tests of our edu-

cational m(!thods opinions vary even more widely than

with regard to the methods themselves. There is

only one point, as Professor Exner has remarked, on

which teachers are practically united, and that is " that

an examination is a necessary evil." Every examiner

knows oidy too well that an examination is but a very

imi)(;rfect test of knowledge, but few are ready with
2» Minot : Science, July 7, 1899. Keprint, p. 22.

» Porter : Boston Me<llcal and Surgical Journal, December 20,

1898. Keprint, p. 11.

any suggestion of a substitute. Much of the confu-

sion which prevails in the discussion of this subject

would be removed if the objects to be secured by an
examination were more clearly apprehended. Profes-

sor Exner ^^ jmints out that examinations may be

broadly divided into two classes, namely, the Control-

priifung, to test the faithfulness with which the stu-

dent has performed his daily tasks, and the Reife-

prufung, to determine the amount of his permanently
acquired knowledge of medical subjects.

The examination which, at the end of the year,

covers the whole ground of the twelve months' in-

struction, and which is so common in our schools, be-

longs to neither of these two classes and is really a

concession to a very natural wish of the students to

get the examination " out of the way " while the sub-

ject is still fresh in their minds. Having little justi-

fication from an educational {)oint of view, we may
hope to see it abandoned when the extension of labora-

tory methods provides in the note-book and graphic

records of each student the evidence of his daily work
and thus either renders a further examination unneces-

sary or prej)ares the way for a final test of his fitness

to receive his diploma of M. D. Whether the written

or the oral examination affords the better method of

applying this test is a question about which opinions

vary. The fact that some persons can write more
readily than they can talk, while others can talk more
readily than they can write, seems to be a reason for

providing a mixed method of examination in which

each individual may have an opportunity of ajipearing

to the best advantage.

CONCLUSIONS.

If the views here presented are well founded we
may expect that a medical school of the first rank will

in the immediate future be organized and administered

somewhat as follows

:

(1) It will be connected with a university, but will

be so far indei)endent of university control that the

faculty will practically decide all questions relating to

methods of instruction and the personnel of the teach-

ing body.

(2) it will offer advanced instruction in every de-

partment of medicine and will therefore necessarily

adopt an elective system of some sort, since the

amount of instruction provided will be far more than

any one student can follow.

(3) The laboratory method of instruction will be

greatly extended and students will be trained to get

their knowledge, as far as possible, by the direct study

of nature, but the didactic lecture, though reduced in

importance, will not be displaced from its position as

an educational agency.

(4) The work of the students will probably be so

ari-anged that their attention will be concentrated

upon one princij)al subject at a time and these subjects

will follow each other in a natural order.

(5) Examinations will be so conducted as to afford

a test of both the faithfulness with which a student

performs his daily work and of his permanent acqui-

sition of medical knowledge fitting him to practise his

profession.

If I have clothed these conclusions in the language

of prophecy it is because the title of my discourse has

laid this necessity upon me. In forecasting the imme-

diate future, I have borne in mind the history of the

" Wiener klinische Wochenschrift, No. 3, 1900. Reprint, p. 3.
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iiniiifdiulr piisl, and il I liuv*; tiiilcil to n-ud :iri<{lil iIh-

iiidicutioii.s of tlu^ lines on wiiicii our in(;dii;ul H<-li(i(dH

;irc l() Jidviuicc, it inuHt Ix' rcincmlKin^d that tlit!

d('vcl()|)niciit ol' :i l)iolo<;iciil scidiicc and of its d«;|H'nd-

(Mit arts not inlrccjiK-ndy takos place in totally unex-

pected directions, thus introduein<^ into the [)ath ot"

educational progress p(!rtnri)aLions which may well

<lely prediction.

rKRK()RATIN(; ULCER OF THE DUODENUM.'
IIV ItOllKltT |.-. WIOIK, M.I)., NKW VOllK,

J'resitlcnt Aiiwricdii Surgical Associiition ; Surgeon to the Hoosenelt
Jlospittil, etc.

TiiK interest that has been lately directed toward

tlu^ surnicai treatment of gastric perforations has also

been turned to the ojx'rative relief of tlui allicMl round

or pepti(; ulcer of the duodenum. This aifec^tion is

much rann- than the ulcer of the stomach, is much
more ditlicult to properly diagnosticate and is mon;
apt to be confounded with other more distant surgical

lesions, such as appendicntis, etc.

Site.— Its site is in the upper part of the duodenum,
and according to IMorot ^ and Vonwyl * it is always

situated within 1.;") inches of the pylorus; but

Schwartz * gives one case where the perforation ex-

isted on a level with or a little below the ampulla
of Vater and thus allowed a free escape of bile into

the peritoneal cavity. The figures given by recent

authorities show that in the 202 collected cases of

Collin '' the perforation occurred 242 times within 2

inches of the pylorus, in the descending portion 14

times, in front of the aorta 3 times and in the ascend-

ing portion .'5 times. Or, expressing the same a little

differently, 1(52 of the 262 cases were situated at 2 to

4 millimetres from the pylorus ; 75 close to it ; 4 en-

croached on the pylorus itself, and two extended
through i)yloi'us to duodenum and to the stomach.

Perry and Shaw have reported in Guy's Hospital Re-
ports, of 18!)4, 141 cases of duodenal ulcer, 123 in the

first part of the duodenum, IG in the second part and
only 2 in the third part.

Number.— These ulcerations are usually single.

Collin says that one ulcer was found in 80 per cent,

of his cases ; two ulcers in 1 1 per cent. ; and three or

four ulcers in 4 per cent. Morot, in 22 cases, found
18 had a single ulcer ; 2, two ulcers ; 1, three ulcers

and 1, four ulcers.

Location. — These perfoi'ations are encountered
most frecpiently on the anterior wall. Oppenheimer*
in 15 cases noted that the perforation had taken })lace

in the anterior wall 1 1 times ; 3 times posteriorly and
once superiorly. Of the 119 cases of Collin in which
the fii-st portion of the duodenum was perforated, in

G8 it occurred on the anterior wall of the bowel ; in

39 the posterior wall ; in 10 the superior, and in 1

the inferior portion. In 8 ulcers perforating in the

second portion of the bowel, 5 occurred in tlu' internal

wall, 2 in the posterior and 1 in the external wall

;

and in the ulcers presenting in the third part of the

duodenum, 4 in number, in 8 the anterior and superior

walls were involved, and in 1 the posterior wall.

1 The Presidential Address in Surgery delivered before the Amer-
ican Surgical Association, Washington, May 1, 1900.

2 Th6se de Paris, 1892.
3 Ulcer Perforans Duodeni. Thfese de Paris, 1893.
* Ulcere perforante du duodeuuui. Bull, et Mem. Soc. de Chirurg.,

January, 1898.
6 Thfese de Paris, 1894.
• Das Ulcers Peptlcum Duodenale. Thesis, 1891.

TluH is of coiiHideruble Hur^icul inijtortiin(!4-. The an-

terior perforations are, for obvioiiM unutoniic:tl reuMoiiM,

IcHH likely to hi- cJoHcd olF by adhesionH, and henr«i a
free and rapid involvement of the |)erit(ineal cavity

take.H plac(! in the opfmings here Hituut<-d. Reekniaiin '

states that half the cases of duridenal ulcer die Utnu
p('rforation into tin; ptiritoneal cavity.

Frefjuriici/ of perforation. — Perforation Ih said to

take place 180 times in Collin's 2<i2 casijs, or in 09 per

cent. Chvost<!k, however, places tin; frequen<;y of

perforation at about 42 prjr cent, of the caxeH. In

these; 202 cases there was a generally diffuscfl and fatal

peritonitis 125 times. Hut occasionally in anterior

openings, but more commonly with the perforationw

e.\isting elsewhere, adhesions or ulcerations with al>-

scess and hemorrhage of the fluodenal wall or adjacent

organs have been encountered. E,\amples of such

complicating lesions are subi)hrenic abscess, which fol-

lows more commonly a perforation in the superior

wall of the horizontal portion of th(i duodenum (ac-

cording to Oppenheimer). Liver and jiancrciatic adhe-

sions are at times met with (Oppenheimer gives G

cases and Collin 88 cas(!s of such adhesions). Perfo-

rations into the gall-bhuhler have been reported, but

more important and dangerous are the ulc(;rations into

the aorta (Stich,** 2 cases), or the vena porta (2 cases,

Payer and Habershon), or the superior mesenteric

vein (Warfinger), or the hepatic artery (Vonwyl).
The ulceration has been also known to invade the ad-

jacent colon (2 cases, Murchison and Saunderson).

Sex. — Duodenal perforations are more common in

men than in women ; about 79 per cent., according to

Collins, are in males. From the tables of Morot,
Kraus, Lebert and Chvostek 1 have gathered 176

cases of duodenal ulcers, and of tlie.se 144 were in

men and 30 in women.
Cause.— This has been explained by Boas • to be

due to the rougher food, and, in men, to their addic-

tion to alcohol and tobacco, which intensify the acidity

of the gastric juice and thus act unduly on the glandu-

lar mucous membrane of the duodenum, which is not

protected until the alkaline bile and pancreatic Huid

is poured into the intestine at the opening of Vater.

Koch and P^wald by giving to animals 5 per 1.000

nCl caused duodenal ulcers to appear. Pyloric si)asm,

Talma states, produces necrosis and anemia of the

membrane there. On the other hand, alcoholics are

not found to be prone to duodenal ulcer, and though
the spasms and lesions of gastric hyjieracidity, which
are now accepted as a causative factor of stomach
ulcer, will doubtless apply in many instances to the

development of a similar duodenal damage, there are

other causes for duodenal ulceration to be mentioned
beside the foregoing.

Barns.— The principal and best known, though now
somewhat disputed, factor in their etiology is the influ-

ence of external burns. Holmes, ^^' for instance, states

that in 125 cases of burns IG cases of duodenal ulcer

were found ; Perry and Shaw in 149 cases of burns

met with duodenal ulcers 5 times ; and in Collin's 297
cases of duodenal ulcer he states that burns produced
the ulceration in 38 instances. According to Holmes,
the duodenal ulcerations after burns present them-
selves from the seventh to the fourteenth day. but

Ponlick found in one instance a duodenal ulcer within

' Ulcer Duodenale a seine Diagnose, 1893.
8 DeutBch. Arch. klin. Med., 1874.
" Diagnostlk u. Therapie der Darm Krankheiteu, 1899.
10 System of Surgery, vol. i, p. 733.
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eighteen hours after the reception of the burn. Curl-

ing also had a case where symptoms of duodenal ulcer

were recogni/ed one day after the burn, and the

autopsy conHrmed the diagnosis.

Tlie explanation most accepted at the present day

is that this complication of a burn is due to septic in-

farctions su(;h as may be developed in frostrbite, of

which Billroth and Adams each cites a case, or in

erysipelas 8 instances, or in tuberculosis (Latham).

In the cases where trichinosis (Ebstein), or heart or

kidney disease, or cirrhosis or hepatic or other carcin-

omata (Latham) exist, it is not (piite so easy to trace

the connection, though embolism even here has

largely to deal with the question. The recognized

explanation ottered by Hunter " and often quoted

seems inadequate to elucidate the relation between a

cutaneous burn and a duodenal ulcer. This observer

proved that in animals treated by injections of toluy-

lendiamene the bile was so changed that when dis-

charged into the duodenum ulcerations rapidly de-

veloped. His idea, therefore, was naturally that the

alteration of the cutaneous covering so altered the bile

as to beget the complicating duodenal ulcerations.

Unfortunately duodenal ulcers are so rarely met with

on a level with or below the bile discharge into the

bowel that this at once disposes of the need of calling

on the liver and pancreas as accomplices in their pro-

duction. That septic infarction is the most probable

cause of duodenal difficulties after burns may also be

fairly inferred by the later collection of Lockwood,
who in 138 cases of burns treated with more or less

approach to an antiseptic idea noted the complication

of duodenal ulcer in but one instance. A cancerous

ulceration is almost unknown, but 4 cases (Eichert,

Ewald, Schrotter and McKenzie) have been recorded.

Frequency. — A duodenal ulcer is, according to sta-

tistics, a rare lesion. Collin, whom one is compelled

to quote by the worth of his collected cases, in a range

of eleven years could only find 2(5 cases. Houze ^^ in

three additional years could add only 3 more cases,

though Darras ^* more than one year later found 5

others. Since attention has been given to the sub-

ject and particularly to the surgical aspect of it by

the present writers in 1896, when 9 cases ^Qve re-

ported as having undergone surgical treatment, there

have been rejjorted 41 ojjerations for this disease.

The relative frequency as a cause of death deduced

from autopsies is as follows :

Willigt . . 1,(KX) sections with 74 gastric ulcers and 2 duodenal.
Stark . . 384 •' " 36 " " 3 "

GrUnfeltl . 1,150 " " 124 " " 4 "

Steiner . . 3,085 " " 89 " " 12

Vonwyl . . 12,800 " " 98 " " 3 "

Latham . . 8,102 " '• not given " " 12 "

Perry and Sliaw 17,052

N. Y. Hospital

(unpublished) 1,000

49.309

70

108

or about .2 ])er cent, in fre((uency.

Kinnicutt ^* however, in 30,000 autopsies, which })rob-

ably included many embraced in the above table, has

given a rather higluir percentage of frequency, jjlacing

it at .4 ])er cent. Though the proportion is a small one,

stress must lie laid on the fact that from 40 per cent,

to 70 i)er cent, of these ulcers perforate, with an al-

" British Medical .Journal, vol. i, p. 76, 1890.
" Ue I'ulcfere perforant du duodenum. ThJ^se de Paris, 1896.
•' De la perforation de l'ulc(;re simple du duodenum. Thfese de

Paris, 1896.
>« Jacobi : FesUchrlft, 1900.

most invariably fatal result. The relative proportion

of gastric to duodenal ulcers is as 12 to 1 (liur-

winkel).

Age. — As to the age at which it is most common,
it is encountered at all ages. Chvostek in 87 autop-

sies on children under ten years of age found 5

duodenal ulcers, of which 1 was seen in a seven

weeks' old child, another in a child four days old, and
a third in a babe of three hours. Collin's table is the

most complete in this respect, and it is here presented.

In 297 cases of duodenal ulcers they were met with

:

Under 10 years of age 42 times.

Between 10 and 20 24 "

" 20 " 30 43 "

" 30 " 40 52 "

" 40 " 50 40 "

50 " 60 41 "

" 60 " 80 28 "

" 81 " 95 3 "

Progress. — It has already been strongly stated

that nearly all perforations of the duodenum will

prove fatal from a generalized peritonitis unless sur-

gical intervention should relieve the patient. What
this consists of, what are its results and its difficulties,

will be considered a little later. At present one must
take account of the somewhat encouraging fact that

all duodenal ulcers do not go into this severe compli-

cation of perforation. In 70 autopsies Perry and

Shaw found decided evidences of repair in nearly 50

per cent, of the cases, and Collin also recorded 39

instances of cicatrized ulcerations. These cured ul-

cers may prove innocuous, but they can, as in the

stomach, narrow to a dangerous degree the lumen of

the intestine and even encroach upon the bile opening,

or make such traction upon it as to bring about gastric

and hepatic dilatations. Some of the most brilliant

surgical triumphs have been obtained in relieving

such obstructions, of which examples may be subse-

quently found in this article.

Symptoms. — The symptoms of a non-perforated

duodenal ulcer are, as shown by Schwartz, fre-

quently very slight. In 20 out of 25 instances of

perforation, the patients were in apparent good
health or so slightly indisposed that they had not

consulted a physician. In only 5 cases were there

previous stomach symptoms ; of these 1 was thought

to have dyspepsia, and 2 to have a gastric ulcer. In

my own collection of 51 cases, treated by operation,

gastric symptoms previously existed in 25 out of 34
cases.

The usual signs may be given as follows : ,

(1) The pain when characteristic occurs several

hours after eating and may be slight or severe, and
presents itself just below the gall-bladder, and' may
reach to the median line or to a level with the navel.

Many times the ])ain is absent. Reckmann in 80 cases

found IG in which little or no pain existed. Press-

ure, particularly over the region to right of the

twelfth thoracic vertebra, occasionally elicits pain.

Swallowing of a sour lemonade or a strong alcoholic

drink may arrest the pain by bringing about a pyloric

contraction, but Pagenstecher ^' denies the value of

this test.

V^omiting is i)resent in about 17 per cent, of the

cases, but it is of refl(!x character. It is of diagnos-

tic importance if, like the pain, it shows itself from an

hour or so up to several hours after a meal, and the

i<s Die chirurgische BebandlnngdeeDuodenalgescbwiirs. Deutsch.
Zeit. f. Chir., August, 1899.
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lUiittcrH roj(!(!t(Ml !ir(!l»rok«'ii-<l<»vvii food mixed ollcn vvitli

l)il(^ and l)l()od.

'I'lic li^lit slioidilcr pains arc iioIimI \>\ Scliwarl,/ as

occasioiially to Ix^ rccoj^ni/tid. Acc;ordiii^ to \'oii\\ yl

and Uuc(|uoy, tin' pains arc oftcMi slij^lit Iroin the coni-

paralivc iniinohility of tlici dnodfnuni, and vary from

(picc^r ind('scril)al)l(^ sensations to seven; radiations of

distress. \'()niitin<;, wlien it (K^curs, rcdieves the pain.

.Iaundie(!, if })resent, vvliieli is rare, may he (hn; to

simple duodenal tum(d"a(rtion or to cicatricial contrac-

tion on tin; pa{)illa.

I lemorrhai;-e is to he (!xp(!(;t(Ml in ahont oiu'-third of

the cas(>s of non-perforating- uhnirs. I'rohahly it is

even greater than this, as ()pp(;idieimer found hlood

in the stools of one-half of his ."54 cases, and Kraiiss

says it occurs even more frequently than this ratio.

This hleeding can be severe and show itself by mouth
as w(dl as per rectum. It can speedily prove fatal, as

lar<^er vessels are opened than by a gastric ulcer.

Usually the blood is discharged from tlu; bowels in a

tarry condition, which bespeaks a liigli origin of th(!

hemorrhage and an exposun; of some duration to the

action of intestinal secretions. This is spoken of as

melena. Its color may be, however, a bright hue,

and recently, with Dr. Peabody, the question of the

l)resence of a duodenal ulcer in a patient with intesti-

nal hemorrluige and right-sided epigastric pain and

distress some time after eating, was negatively de-

(lidtid because the blood discharged per anum was of

bright red color and unclotted. As the patient, more-

over, had hemorrhoids, the possibility of this origin

led to the confusion in diagnosis. This escape of

fi'esh unchanged blood from the bowels is recognized

by Vonwyl, and some emphasis should hereafter be

{)laced on this possibility. The profusion of the

hemorrhage may be much beyond that encountered

in gastric ulcer, for larger vessels may be involved.

Collins gives 12 instances in which the blood came
from the pancreoduodenal artery ; three times the

gastro-epiploica dextra was opened into, twice the

pancreatic artery, once the hepatic, twice the aorta,

twice the vena jiorta, and once the superior mesen-
teric vein. Pagenstecher states that the ulcers on
the i)osterior wall are more ajit to bring about hemor-
rhage than the anterior ones, as the vessels are more
abundant and larger there. Burwinkel ^® says that,

excepting in vicarious menstruation and typhoid

fever, intestinal hemorrhage in large amounts is

very rare and should excite suspicion of gastric or

duodenal ulcers. This writer, in spite of all that has

been advanced by Nothnagel, Ewald, Lemke, and
latest of all, by Kinnicutt,''' that in the great major-

ity of cases a differential diagnosis from gastric ulcer

is impossible, claims that by a careful study of the

symptoms he has been able to diagnose 5 cases of

duodenal idcers in the last few years.

Diagnosis. — The following contrasting symptoms
have been grouped by ^"onwyl as an aid to this end

:

Gastric ulcer. — (1) INIore frequent in women,
twenty-fifth to fiftieth year ; (2) j)ain })romptly after

eating; (o) relieved by vomiting; (4) freciuent bil-

iary, mucous and food vomiting ; (.")) marked dyspe[)-

tic symptoms ; (G) frequent bloody vomiting ; (7)
more seldom bloody stools.

Duodenal ulcer.— (1) Occurs most frequently in

males ; (2) pain in right hypochrondrium or to right
»>^ Das peptische Duodenalgescliwiirs. DeutscU, ined. Wochen-

sclirift, December 29, 1888.
" Jacobi : Festschrift, 1900.

of puraHt<!rniil line
;

(."{) coineH on two to four lioum
after inealn ; (4) no relief liy vomiting ; latt<T not fn--

qnent; (•'>) bloody stools (rneh-na r>r bright bhxxJ)
more common than birxidy vomiting ; ((I) if janndir^
is priiHcnt this would contribute to tin; diagiioHis.

That medical and surgical education in thi.s line \n

progressing has also bcicn brought out in the cjuieH of
o|M;rations which form tlur basis of ihi,-, pajjer. Here
it will be seen that notwithstanding that tin; greater
part of tlHin liav(; be(Mi treate«I as of apptmdiceal or
oth(!r origin, surgeons awake U) th<; jiOH.sibiJitioH

of th(! cas(! are making shrewder diagnoses, and the
r(!proach which was good up to a year ago, that no oj>-

eration for a previously recognized perforated duf>-

denal ulcer had yet been performed, no longer holds
good. It may be expected that as the fleUtction and
treatment of a perforated gastric ulcer has so rap-

idly and so satisfactorily progressed from 1H!J2, when
th(! writ(!r was oidy abh; to add to his first operation
of this kind but 4 other instances, while now over 100
cas(;s each year are operated on with a mortality that
has fallen (if operated on within twelve hours) from
'•V.) per cent, to 17 percent. (Keen"), that a similar

improvement will take place in the recognition and
proper treatment of duodenal ulcers.

The picture is a far different one when the duodenal
ulcer perforates, and particularly if anteriorly, which
is the most common site of this complication. Here
there is usually no withholding adhesion, and a rapid
invasion of the jieritoneum is probable.^^ If the stom-
ach is yet filled, the extravasation may take an anatom-
ical course somewhat in the order spoken of by Pagen-
stecher, and which is in accord with my own analogous
clinical experience in three perforations of the gall-

bladder. Fluids escaping from the duodenum or gall-

passages flow at first between the liver and the colon
and thence along the ascending colon sometimes to the
outside of the bowel, and sometimes between the omen-
tum and the parietal peritoneum towards the iliac fossa.

From this point they may pass oyer to the sigmoid
flexure and into the pelvis. Given, therefore, such a
free course and with a plentiful pouring out of acid

fermenting food and gas through a direct though
small (2 to 8 millimetre) oi)ening, the symptoms pre-

sented would naturally be severe.

Great pain is usually felt frequently at the epi-

gastrium or to the right of this region, as was noted
2() times in 47 of my cases. It has a few times also

been observed at the umbilicus and in the left side,

but in 23 others of the 47 instances it was simply re-

corded as abdominal pain. A^omiting often follows
the attack of pain. It occurred in 2'^ out of o4 in-

stances. Shock is not often met with, but may be se-

vere and fatal. Peritoneal symptoms rapidly develop,
with a tendency in some cases to be localized in the

upper part of the abdominal cavity and in the right

side ; when these signs show themselves mostly to the
right and at or below the level of the umbilicus, it

necessarily simulated an appendicitis. "When the liver

dulness has been dissipated uj) nearly to the mammary
line, air extravasation may be suspected, and when ac-

cepted as present, it will aid in concentrating the di-

agnosis. This symptom of liver resonance, unless

'* British Medical -lounial. June 11, 1S98; Mayo: Surgery of the
Stoinaoli, Lancet, ."March 17, 1!)00.

•'J It should also be reuifiubered that generally the duoiiennni in
its rirst part is free and covered by peritoiieuin, sotliat extravasation
is likewise possible through a posterior perforation in this region.
It is, however, in this case, luore likely to enter the omental bursa
lesser omental cavity) or invade the retroperitoneal tissues.
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marked, is so often found to be due to a distended

colon that it should not be much relied on.

In considering the diagnosis of a perforated duo-

denal ulcer as just given, I cannot but feel that more

weight and attention should be given, first, to the pre-

vious history, which shows, contrary to the opinions

of many anterior observers, that in the 51 collected

cases of operations for the relief of such conditions

there was a history of gastric or dyspeptic symptoms

given in 25 out of 34 cases where the point was

noted ; secondly, and also important, is the fact alluded

to on a previous page that the initial or early pain

was developed in "iC) instances out of 47 in the epigas-

trium, and in the right hypochrondrium 13 times.

The third factor of value in the diagnosis, as well as

the treatment, of the symptoms of perforation perito-

nitis, whether from stomach, duodenum, gall-bladder,

appendix or any other part of the intestinal tract, is

the prompt resort to an exi)]oratory incision. This need

of an early solution of the site of a perforation has

been already shown in the cases of a gastric perfora-

tion in an article ^° embracing 78 cases operated for

this trouble. The mortality in these cases clearly de-

pended on whether tlie jjatient underwent surgical in-

tervention within twenty-four hours from the inception

(that is, tlie pain) of the perforation. This is yet more

strongly marked in the latest collections of this class

of troubles by INIayo,''^* who states that in 429 cases of

gastric perforations those operated on in the first

twenty-four hours were 82, where 47 recovered ; 35

died (a mortality of 42 percent.); and that in operations

done after that period over 70 per cent, of the cases

died. In duodenal perforations the same outcome is

observable. In the 51 collected cases herewith pre-

sented of duodenal perforations, there were 25 cases

where the lesion was recognized and closed at tlie

operation ; of these, 13 underwent operation after thirty

hours' delay and all died ; 1 case, however (No.

31), recovered after a delay of two liundred and six-

teen hours, Imt here the 2)erforation had formed a

chronic abscess and sinus. Twelve others were op-

erated on within that time ; 8 survived, giving thus

only 33.1 per cent, of mortality. Only, I say,

and with much satisfaction, since it marks an im-

provement on the statistics of Pagenstecher, which

gave a mortality of GO per cent, in the found and sewii-

up duodenal ulcers by him collected. Of ecjual

value as illustrating the increasing alertness of the

surgeon is the fact that prior to 18S)5, in the 20 cases

reported up to that time in which laparotomy was done

for duodenal perforation, in 15, or 75 per cent., the ul-

cer was not found ; in 5, or 25 per cent., it was found

and sutured. In only 2 cases, or 10 per cent., was

tlie possibility of a duodenal perforation considered.

Contrast this with the; 31 cas(!S operated on since 18!)5,

when the surgery of gastric ulcer Ix'gan to be devel-

oped. Of these 31 cases the perforation was not

found in onlv 11 per c(nit. It was found and sutured

in 20 cases, or (55 per cent. Its presence was consid-

ered in diagnosis in 11 cases, or 35 p(!r cent.

Another indication showing tlie advance in our sur-

gical art since attention has been directed to this le-

sion is the circumstance that it has been possible in

13 of the more recent instances to either arrive at a

correct jire-operative diagnosis or to make the alterna-

tive diagnosis varying between a duodenal and a gas-

»» Weir and Foote : Medical News, April 25, 189G.

" Surgery of the Stomach, Laucet, March 17, 1900.

trie perforation. The difficulties that have been ex-
perienced are succinctly shown in the following
statement

:

Biagnosig wrong : Ulcer not found.
Diagnosis as acute peritonitis 8 times.

" appendicitis 1.5 "
" intestinal obstruction or appendicitis . . 1 "
"

strangulated hernia 1 "
" hydronephrosis 1 '

Diagnosis wrong : Ulcer found.
Diagnosis as acute peritonitis .

" intestinal obstruction
" appendicitis

.

Diagnosis right or approximately so : Ulcer fouud.
Diagnosis as duodenal ulcer ......

" gastric or duodenal ulcer . . . .

" appendicitis or duodenal ulcer .

26

5 times.
4 '•

3 '•

13

Treatment.— For the treatment of a duodenal ulcer

the medical means applicable to the management of a

gastric ulcer also hold good. It is but seldom that sur-

gical aid is called for before perforation has occurred,

but the cases reported by Codcvilla "^are of much sur-

gical interest and instruction. This surgeon, for the

relief of symptoms that fairly well ])ointed to an intract-

able duodenal ulceration, resorted to a gastro-enteros-

tomy ill 2 cases with a cure as the result of his inter-

vention.^* In some cases of perforation the shock and
progress of the infection is so rapid as to bring about
death in a few hours. Stevens "^^ quotes a case where
a fatal issue occurred within twenty-one hours after

the first symiitom (sudden pain) had shown itself.

Where the diagnosis has happily been narrowed
down to a perforation of either the stomach, duode-
num or gall-bladder, the incision to be advised is in

or along the edge of the rectus muscle, 4 to 6

inches in length and starting rather low down on the

abdominal wall, so as not to reach much above the

liver edge but to extend far enough downward to eas-

ily get below the transverse colon, which might be nec-

essary. Sup])lementing this incision in its upper third

another transverse one, in the skin, to the left or

toward the median line is advisable ; this will permit

the cross division of the fascia covering the right rec-

tus muscle, which latter is in turn to be ])ulled to the

left, when its posterior sheath, with the peritoneum, is

also to be divided. This gives a satisfactory and
largely increased exposure of the parts beneath and
the subsequent suture of the upper and lower sheath

of the rectus with the full replacement of the muscle
adequately restores the integrity of the abdominal wall.

This incision I have made many times in operations

on the gall-bladder and in numerous instances of suj)-

purating appendicitis when an increased space is

needed. '"^^

If gas or food material escajx! when the abdomen is

opened, the surgeon's action is renden^d more certain,

and by a rapid and thorough inspection, after wiping

away any obscuring fluid, of the gall-bladd(U', duo-

denum and the ant(!rior walls of tlu; stomach the per-

foration can be disclosed. If nothing is visible in these

regions, the examination of tlu^ posterior gastric wall

can be accomjilished by either tearing through the gas-

" Pagenstecher : Die chirurgische Behandlung des Duodenal-
geschwiirs. Deutsch. Zeit. f. «'hir., August, 18911.

2-1 Berg and Koux also eacli report a case where for a duodenal
ulcer with adhesion of pyloric stenosis a similar operation was done
with success.
" (ilasuow Medical .lournal, vol. 11, p. 87, 1897.
2'' Weir: Medical New?, February 17, 1900; On an Improved

Method of Operating for Acute Suppurating Appendicitis, Medical
News, March, 1899.
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trocolic oniciiluiii, or l)y tiiniiiiij up tlu! oiiiciitiim and

larnf l)()\V(I and ciilfriiij;- tin- Icssi-r omental cavity

tliroiiyli tin- iMcsc^ntcry, as in |iost( rior jiastro-rnti'fos-

tomy. I'^roni tlu^ lower end ol' tliis wound, wideli in

laf<;(' «'noni;li to ailniil the liand, tlie appendical re;;iou

can !)(' explored in many instances il' it slioidd lie nec-

(issary, tliouiili pi-ol)al)ly it' this should ite involved a

separate incision ^ni^lit hi! mon; snilahle. li' a duo-

denal perl'oration exists it will generally he louml on

the anterior wall ol' tin; dnoditnum as a small round

opening-, rarely heyond oiie-(piarter inch in diameter,

with comparatively thin ed^cs and rarely adherent to

any a(lja<;ent intestine. (Jus or (luids have frecpiently

heen setm passin<f ironi the opening, and occasionally

l)ile, which latt(!r may also stain the jx^ritoneal extra-

vasation. Mayo has suij<fest(!d that an acid rea(!tion

of the peritoneal elTusion might ludp in sugg(!stinii,

prior to its discovery, a gastric or duodenal opening,

l)ut as the inflammatory effusion rapidly neutralizes

the stomach acidity, this will scddom he of help.

Since several of the colle(;t«!d cases have shown in

the abdominal extravasation the presence of recogniz-

able medicines, su(;h as castor oil, etc.. given errone-

ously to move the bowels, it may be considered worth

while to utilize the fact, and to give prior to the oper-

ation a certain amount of methyl bhu; or other inno-

cuous colored solution to aid in the detection of the

opening. When found, the perforation should be

closed by a double or triple row of interrupted silk

sutures. No attempt should be made, in my judg-

ment, to excise the ulcer before suturing. This takes

too much time, and the results in the collected oj)era-

tions show that in 7 out of 9 of the successful cases

suturing alone was relied upon. In 1 only was ex-

cision and suturing employed, and in 1 other case

the ulcer was closed over by suturing over it the

duodenum, colon and stomach. This experience is

confirmed in the large number of gastric perforations

that have been treated up to date.

The suggestions given by Pagenstecher in the con-

(hiction of this operation are worthy of remembrancer
They are, that the fundus of the gall-bladder when
distended, lies in front of the duodenum. By raising

up the transverse colon, which rests somewhat in front

of and below the horizontal part of the duodenum,
and by drawing it forward, this portion of the intes-

tine is immediately revealed. Crowding the stomach
and pylorus to the left and a little downwards with

lifting up the liver and pushing the colon down, a

good view of the locality of a perforation is obtained.

The closure of the perforated intestine, however,
leaves much of the battle for life unfinished. The
proper and systematic cleansing of the peritoneum is

of the utmost importance. If the extravasation is

limited, careful wiping out of the affected portion of

the peritoneal cavity, with especial attention to the

retrogastric and suprahepatic spaces and to the splenic

and renal region, with ample gauze drainage, will in

most cases suffice better than the large warm ii'riga-

tions of sterilized salt solutions, which are, I think,

more suitable in extensive or general peritoneal in-

flammations.

For those who favor multiple incisions and large

irrigations, the specific directions of Lennander ^^ are

of value. He considers in suitable cases and in pa-

tients of sufficient vitality that irrigations with water

''Pagenstecher: Die chirurgisclie Behandlung des Duoileiml-
geschwurs. Deutsch. Zeit. f. Chir., August, 18'Ji).

at 4(1° ( . (Hip I'".) throiigli Hirveral inriHioiih ll»«: 1« ,i

method of cleansing the peritoneal eavify. Oim- tini-t

go careiidly and methodically alton'

and the diaphragm ; methodically I"

irrigating, and then wiping clean willi v\ruiig-«»iit

gauze. He begins with upper hurface of liver, part';f>

ularly on both sides of suspensory liguineiit, tiicii

passes betwe(;n liver and stoniach to the triuiigular

ligament, then aroinid (;ardiac portion, then Ix^tweeri

stoma<:h and sphren, then under diaphragm U> left

ki<lney, ami along spleen to ligament phrenocolirum.

Th(! division of the triangular ligament with a ther-

mocautery has been suggested, so that one iniglit

sweep around the left lolx; on both sides. He then

cleans between the right kidney and liver, kidney and
colon, colon an<l livt^r, next the lumbar region^ an<l

both iliac fossa', then both sides of the mesentery of

the small intestine, and last the jielvis, which is often

infected at th(^ beginning of the trouble. A great

(piantity of hot fluid is of undoubte*! benefit in the

pelvis.

Drains ami tampons are intended to remove accii-

nudating fluids and to shut off infected areas. Tubes
surrounded by gauze are the best drains. He places

sterile gauze on both sides of the suspensory ligament

of the liver and lietween the liver and diaphragm.
Drains should be placed in both lundjar regions, the

left passing alongside of (better through) the phren<j-

colic ligament, external to the spleen, to the middle
of the diaphragm. The right one passes to the duo-

denum. The pelvis of men is drained above the sym-
physis pubis, that of women through the vagina.

My own experience in the surgical treatment of

duodenal perforation is confined to one case, which is

briefly as follows :

Perforation of duodenal ulcer : laparotomy ; suture;

death.— Man, age thirty, who had previously symp-
toms, confusedly detailed, of gastric disturbance, but

not of hematemesis, for several months, was seized four

days previously with severe epigastric pain, chill,

fever, repeated vomiting and great prostration. Xo
blood expectorated or dejected. His abdomen raj>

idly swelled and became generally tender and painful.

On entrance into the Xew York Hospital, April ."io,

18'.)9, nothing could be made out by palpation save

that the liver (hdness was nearly obliterated. The
abdomen was very tympanitic, and no sjiecial point of

tenderness or dulness was observed. He also had a

double hernia. On the right side there was a protru-

sion of intestine beyond external ring. Pulse l-tU, tem-
perature 104°. The diagnosis of a general peritonitis

from a gastric or duodenal perforating ulcer was made.
A large median incision was made, with umbilicus in

centre for general exploration. The ringers showed
nothing at rings or at cecum, and then on carrying the

examination upward a minute sharply derined perfo-

ration, one-fourth inch in diameter, was found on the

anterior wall of the duodenum, near pylorus, out of

which was oozhig some brandy and water given just

before chloroformization. This was sutured with a

double row of Lembert sutures and peritoneal cavity

systematically and carefully washed out with sterile

salt solution. Keturned to ward in bad condition.

Salt transfusion, 7-5 ounces, etc , but the patient suc-

cumbed shortly after the operation.

The autopsy showed the perforation to be in the

duodenum just below the pyloric termination and in

its superior anterior wall. Within the bowel was a
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(lc(|) ulcer, at bottom of which hud occiUTcd tiie prr-

foration.

LATKR KI-FKCTS OK DIODEXAL ILCKR AND Ol'KUA-

TIOX rOU SAME.

There yet remain a few words to be said about tlie

late consequences of a healed duodenal ulcer. The
resulting cicatricial contraction may bring about strict-

ure of the duodenum and dilatation of the stomach,

and may by traction or primary idceration damage the

bile entrance to the intestine. Several interesting sur-

gical cases have been reported where relief has been

afforded by such circumstances. Pagenstecher (pxotes

a case by Lange ^' where a gastro-enterostomy was
successfully resorted to for contraction of the duode-

num to the hardness and si/e of the finger, ;{ centi-

metres from the jnlorus, with dilatation abovt- of the

duodenum and stomach.

Codevilla (also (pioted by Pagenstecher) details a

more acute case with ulcer and stenosis of the duo-

denum and dilatation of the stomach. The duodenum
was found at the operation markedly stenosc^d, as in

Lange's case, and a gastro-enterostomy was performed,

with a successful and permanently good result.

Carle '* had a similar case in the front part of the

duodenum, but the gastro-enterostomy resorted to

ended fatally. He also reported another instance

where great emaciation and stomach dilatation de-

manded surgical interference. The first and secoud

parts of the duodenum were found strongly contracted

but with atrophic, thin walls. Gastro-enterostomy was
employed with success. Death one year later from

lung tuberculosis.

Kewidzow '^^ also cites a case which is doubtfully

placed among these, as the locality of the stenosis fol-

lowing bloody vomiting and gastric disorder for twenty

years was shown at the 0})eration to be below the; bile

papilla, where a stenosis existed. For this a gastro-

enterostomy was successfully resorted to.

OrEKATIOXS FOR DUODENAL PERI-ORATIONS.

The following list embraces all the reported cases

of perforation of the duodenum that have undergone

operation up to April, 11)00, and have been carefully

investigated and epitomized by Dr. E. M. Foote, to

whom 1 am mucii indebted for this and other helj) in

the preparation of this article :

Case I. Male, age thirty-five. A heavy drinker ; no
liistory of indigestion. For a week or so loss of ap{jetite

and indefinite epigastric pain : then sudden acute [)ain

•while at work, followed by vomiting. Two days later

brought to liosj)ital in collaj)se. Abdomen distended, dul-

ness in riglit (lank; pube rapid and feeble; temi)erature

98.8° F. Laparotomy at end of two days. Acute peri-

tonitis ; cause not discovered. Death in a few hours.

Autopsy : Perforation anterior wall of duodenum close to

pylorus.^"

Cask 1.1. Male, aije thirty-one. Acute attack like intes-

tinal obstruction. Diagnosis : Appendicitis and general

peritonitis. Operation, tldrd day. Appendix normal

;

general peritonitis; perforation not found. Deatli in a few

hours.*''

Cask III. IMale, age twenty-nine. History of abdomi-
nal cohc. Wiiile in u^ual good health was seized at 5 p. m.

with sudden pain, followed by bilious vomiting. Some
lumps of feces and gas passed that evening, but absolute
» Pag«ii9teclicr : Di<! chlnirRisclie IJoliaiidlung ties l^uodenal-

gepcliwiirs. J>eul8cb. Zirit. f. (liir., August, 1899.
2» Loc. cit.
29 Loc. eft.
8" Mackenzie (Jones, operator) : Lancet, 1888, ii, p. 1,060.
31 .Mackenzie (Croft, operator) : Loc. cit.

constipation thereafter. Next day a purgative only in-

creased the vomiting and pain. Entered hospital on third

day, with fecaloid vomiting. On fourtli day great disten-

tion, tenderness and pain at its maximum in right hypo-

chondrium. Pulse 120, small; dulness in both flanks.

Diagnosis : Perforative peritonitis. Operation in about

ninety hours. General peritonitis. The hand thrust under
the liver broke into a cavity containing two quarts of

serous liquid. 'i"he intestine was searched in vain for

mechanical obstruction, and on account of weakness of

patient, the operation was terminated. Death same even-

ing. Autopsy showed a perforation " near the end of

the second portion of the duodenum, externally." ^'^

Case IV. Male, age twenty-eiglit, always well. While
drinking tea, had a violent ))ain in the left side of the

abdomen. Next day, a tumor to the right of umbilicus

;

sour vomit, later becoming fecal ; tympanites ; constipa-

tion, no blood; third day, temperature normal, pulse about

130. Operation in eighty hours (about). Incision to left

of umbilicus gave vent to gas and pus ; intestine sound
;

greatly distended ; incision of intestine ; suture of collapse
;

drainage. Death in seven hours. Autopsy : Perforation

in anterior wall of duodenum
;
purulent peritonitis.*^

Case V. Male, age forty-one, of good previous health

except slight indigestion. One year before perforation, an
attack of abdominal pain with constipation. While at

work was seized with violent pain
;
gastric vomiting, later

becoming fecal ; no blood ; absolute constipation. In tym-

panitic stage, when first seen by reporter; respiration

thoracic; pulse 120, temperature 99.2°. Diagnosis: Sep-

tic peritonitis. Operation, May, 1891. Usual incision;

cavity searclied ; no cause for suppurative peritonitis found
;

irrigated; drained. Death in ten hours. Autopsy: Per-

foration in posterior wall of duodenum, 1 inch below pylo-

rus, freely communicating into peritoneal cavity when in-

t istines were lifted.^^

Case YI. Female, age twenty, servant. Of consti-

pated habit ; otherwise health good. Bowels moved by
salts two days before the attack. A sudden attack of pain

in the right hypochondrium, passing then to left side, and
afterwards becoming general. Vomiting of sour fluid

began twelve hours after the attack of pain, and continued.

There was tympanites without loss of hepatic dulness.

Diagnosis of general peritonitis, cause unknown. Opera-
tion in twenty-four hours. A median incision below the

umbilicus allowed the escape of inoffensive fluid. A second

incision above the umbilicus disclosed the perforation, one-

quarter of an inch in diameter, in the posterior aspect of

tlie duodenum, close to the pylorus. Milk was escaping

through it. The ulcer was excised and sutured, the abdo-

men flushed. Death in six hours. General peritonitis.^^

Case VII. Male, age twenty-one. Always good health.

Sudden pain in the lower abdomen, followed by vomiting

and collapse. After eighteen hours laparotomy gave exit

to much brownish, acid, non-feculent fluid. There was
adhesive peritonitis. The cause of peritonitis was not

found. Death in a few hours. Autopsy : A perforation

in the anterior wall of the duodenum, about 5 inches from
the pylorus, and about 5 inches in diameter ; a second

non-perforating ulcer of the posterior duodenal wall.**

Case Vill. Male, age fifty-six, brought to the hospital

in a condition of tympanites, and having a right inguinal

hernia. Laparotomy. The hernia was explored and
found to be in good condition, and the incision was pro-

longed upward 7 inches, giving vent to purulent and fecal

fluid. No cause for the peritonitis was found about the

cecum or elsewhere. Death in a few hours. On the an-

terior surface of the duodenum, .5 inch from the pylorus,

was a perforated ulcer, .5 x .7 inch. It could easily

have been sutured.*^

Case IX. Male, age twenty-eight. Of good health

until two months before perforation, did not feel quite

himself, but no localized symptoms. While ascending an
32 Boiliin : Cong. fr. de chir., 189'.i, p. 210.
33 Lockwood : INledical Society 'i'ransactions, 1892, vol. xv, p. 91.
34 Loc. cit.
36 Gould : Middlesex HospitHl Reports, 1893, p. 108.
3ii Perry and Shaw : <juy'« Hospital Reports, 1893, vol. i, p. 261.
3' Lockwood : Lancet, 1S94, li, p. 9(J4.
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omniliiis, fell iv Hiidduii pain in tlu; alMJoinon ; naiiMi-ii and
vuiiiiiiii^ alKtr an (nu-l.ic liad iioin ^iven; conHlipiition for

four days, lluwi a litl.U; fural niatt.i;r and fliitiis -.du-v an
tni'ina. Sevcnlli tlay, onlnred ho.s|)ital ; al)donifn dis-

tended ; ijeneial tenderness ; it-spiralion 2S, llioraeie

;

j)ulse lo-l, Itinipeialnii! 1)9.8". (Questioned witli referenee

to duodenal ulcer, could not localize (iint [)ain ; never any
blood hy mouth or in stools; oid) slif^lit indij^esliou. No
evideni'e of trouble in upper part of aluioiniMi. l)ia;4nosis :

Se|)lic p<!rilonitis with pus in pelvis. Operation in one
hundred and fifty hours (about). Sid)uinbilical incision;

two pints of jnis from pelvis; api)endi.x, (reeum and small

intestine sound; higher search abandoned, as there was
less peritonitis in tiiat direction; irrigation, drainage,

suture. Death in fifty four hours. Autopsy : Septic peri-

tonitis in pelvis, and also about duodenum, these areas

being separated by a middlt^ zone, relatively free from
peritonitis; perforation,..') inch in diameter, .7 inch fron\

the pylorus, in the upjjcr wall of the duodenum."'^

Cask X. Male, age sixty-one, with a long history of

gastric ulcer, with epigastric pain and vomiting, never of

blood. Sudden [Jain in right hypochondrium ; collaj)se.

Diagnosis : Perforation of gastric ulcer. Operation in

four hours, fifteen minutes. Perforation in duodenum,
anterior wall, .7 inch from pylorus, sutured ; thorough
washing, drainage. Death in six days. Autopsy : Suture
tight: a second ulcer in the back of the duodenum, non-

perforating; purulent fluid behind liver and in pelvis.^^

Case XI. jNlale, age twenty-eight. Good health. One
hour after a movement of the bowels, while lifting barrel

from a <lray, felt a sudden i)ain across the abdomen like a
knife ; vomiting immediately began and continued. Third
day fecal vomiting

;
pain especially on right side. Pulse

rapid, temperature 1U0.G°, respiration rapid, cold sweat.

Diagnosis: Intestinal obstruction. Operation in sixty-

two hours. Subumbilical incision gave vent to a large

amount of seropus wiih a fecal odor; cecum, appendix,
hernial openings, and intestine in pelvis examined ; inci-

sion ()rolonged upward
;
perforation as " big as a florin,"

in anterior wall of duodenum, 1 itjch from |)ylorus, pared
and closed with six or eight Lembert stitches. Area
covered by omentum ; irriijation ; drainage in pelvis.

Death in three hours. No autopsy.*"

Case XII. Fenuile, age twenty-seven. P^or a fortnight

had epigastric pain, and constipation for seven or eight

days; treated for indigestion. Sudden pain in epigastrium

and collapse ; vomiting frequently repeated. Thirty hours
later slight tympanites, and abdomen uniformly tender

;

pain most marked in epigastrium ; vomiting ; respiration

rapid and irreguar, pulse 120, temperature 100.6°. Diag-

nosis : General peritonitis from mechanical obstruction.

Operation in thirty hours (about). Subumbilical incision

gave vent to fluid aiid fibrin ; intestinal cells congested

;

no lesion found ; incision prolonged upward
;
gas noticed

near gall-bladder
;
perforation of duodenum .7 inch from py-

lorus ; surrounding induration incised ; suture ; irrigation
;

sponging ; no drainage. Nothing by mouth for seventeen
days ; recovery. Two months later symptoms of obstruc-

tion ; operation on third day ; adhesions, which obstructed

the ileum a short distance above the cecum, freed. Death
from perforation of the wall of the ileum just above the

obstruction. The suture of the duodenum was smooth and
thin."

Case XIII. Male, age thirty-five, of alcoholic habit.

Upon going to work was attacked by sudden abdominal
pain and vomiting; pain and nausea continued, tbougli vom-
iting ceased. Thirty hours later the patient lay with

hollow eyes, alternately extending and drawing up his legs

as paroxysms of pain came on. Nothing had passed by

anus. There was tympanites excej)t for dulness in right

iliac region, where pressure was painful. No tumor could

be made out. Temperature 37.9° C. (100° F.) j)ulse 104

and small. Operation by Brissaud, fifty-one hours after

the attack, December 14, 1893. An incision was made over

38 Lockwood : Laucct, 1S94, ii, p. 9C8.
"-'•' Loc. cit.
•» Eve : Lancet, 1894, il, p. tS9I.
" Dean : Medical Society Transactions, 1S94, vol. xvii, p. 305.

the a|){)endix, giving vent to a great <|iiantity of fecal mat-
ter, i'he appendix wait not iteen ; ilrainage. Death in a
few hours. Autoj>sy : (ieneral p»;rilonitin, and a fuxirorm

collection of pu.s trom the liv<;r to (he right ilia<: re;{ion.

There was perforation of an ulcer in the anterior wall of

the ilu(jdenum, just below the [i^lorun.^^

Cahk XIV. Male. ,\fler a debauch the patient wa*
attacked with a sharp j)ain in the right side of the ab<Jo-

men. Forty (;ight hours later there wan general tyrnpan-
iti!H, fulness over a tumor in the right ilia<- regif>n and col-

lap8(!. Operation in fifty-three hours a.t for ap[>endicili«.

From the incision pus and milky 'luid escaped in large

amounts. Irrigation and drainage. Death. Autopsy
showed a jx-rforated duodenal ulcer, the sac about the ce-

cum containing; much of the milk and food which had been
taken during illness."

Cask XV. Male, age twenty. Slight indigestion.

While at the theatre a sudden attack of severe pain in the

epigastrium with tenderness; no vomiting; jfassage of

flatus; slight tym{)anites. Temjierature 'Jfi°, pul.se 100.

On the second day greenish vomiting, becoming fecaloid
;

obstipation; rapidly increasing tym[)anites; tenderness in

the cecal region. Diagnosis of appendicitis. Operation in

about sixty hours. Gas without odor, thin, purulent fluid,

and lymj)h in peritoneal cavity. Perforation not found;
intestines washed ; abdomen closed. Death in twenty-four
hours. Perforation anterior aspect of first i)ortion of

duodenum.**
Case XVI. Male, age twenty-three. An attack of

sudden pain, vomiting and obstipation three years pre-

viously. An acute attack of pain and vomiting lasting five

days. There were two movements of the bowels in this

period. When seen on the sixth day, there was marked
tympanites and a very rapid pulse, not much tenderness,

and pain in the cecal region. Diagnosis of appendicitis.

An incision about one hundred and five hours after attack
allowed odorless gas and thin pus to escape. The intesti-

nal coils were covered with lymph, and greatly distended.

An incision into the jejunum permitted several pints of

fluid to escape. Perforation not found. Abdomen washed
and drained. Death in twenty-two hours. Autopsy:
There was a small perforation of the anterior wall of the

duodenum, one-half inch below the pylorus. At the same
distance, there was in the posterior wall the scar of a

healed ulcer.*^

Case XVII. Male, age twenty-eight, hard drinker.

Sudden abdominal pain accompanied by vomiting. Two
days later admitted to hospital with general abdominal dis-

tention and tenderness, but no loss of liver dulness. Tem-
perature 103°, respiration 20, pulse 120. On third day a
liberal median incision revealed a general peritonitis, with
a small amount of fluid ; cause not found. Rapid irrigation

and drainage. Death three days after operation. Autopsy
showed a sharply defined ulcer in the the third part of the

duodenum, in its posterior wall. The ulcer had for its

base the pancreas, whose tissues were necrotic and infil-

trated with pus. The suppuration had extended as far as

the jejunum, and had there entered the general peritoneal

cavity.*^

Case XVIII. Male, age thirty-five, a hard drinker,
with a history of a similar attack thirteen years previously.

For a few days there was a severe abdominal pain accom-
panied by vomiting. Was admitted to the hospital with
very great general tenderness, no distention, and a tem-
perature of 102°. The symptoms improved until the
fourth day after admission, and then signs of a rapidly
spreading peritonitis were manifest. Diagnosis of appen-
dicitis. Incision made on the fourth day over the appen-
dix showed that organ to be normal. There was a general
peritonitis and a large cpiantity of odorless fluid in the ab-

domen. Drainage. Death in a few hours. Autopsy
showed a perforation in the superior wall of the first por-

tion of the duodenum just beyond the pylorus. The gut

*'- Collin : Th^se de Paris, L'Ulc^re simple du duodeuuni.
" Bryant : Medical Record, 1j9j, vol. xlvii, p. 25.
** Shield : Lancet, 1895. i, p. 1170.
•••• Loc. cit.
•"• Bolton : .Medical Record, 1900, vol. Ivii, p. 4W.
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was adherent to the liver by recent fibrin. There was also

the scar of an old healed ulcer.^'

Cask XIX. Male, a<»e fifty-six. Long history of gas-

tritis and diarrhea and sometimes of blood. Acute attack

of pain, four hours after dinner; constant vomiting; col-

lapse. The usual lavage failed to give relief and the water

did not return readily. Morphine administered ; passage

of gas per anum. The next day symptoms disappeared

then returned with vigor. Stool after enema. The second

day there was again a remission and again a relapse to-

ward night. Dulness and pain most marked in the right

iliac fossa. Pulse 1 1 2, temperature 38.2°. The third (hvy

still iliac tumefaction ; marked sepsis
;
pulse 160. Opera-

tion sixty-six hours after attack. Incision over apjendix,

which was thought to be the origin of the disea^e. allowed

the escape of three pints of reddish virulent fluid with fi-

brin masses. The peritonitis appeared limited, and it was
decided best not to break up the adhesions to find tiie per-

foration. Douche and drainage. Death nine hours after

operation. Autopsy: An ulcer just below the pylorus occu-

pied two-thirds of the circumference of the duodenum, the

anterior wall being not involved. The perforation was on
the postero-external surface.*^

Case XX. Male, thirty-three. No previous gastric

trouble. Sudden colicky pain in right hypochrondrium ;

collapse; no defecation nor passage of wind. Following

day, tympanites ; liver dulness absent; temperature 100°

F., pulse 122, respiration 38. Operation in twenty-five

hours. Incision median line
;
purulofibrinous peritonitis

;

gas and fluid from duodenal region
;
perforation sutured by

two rows of stitches; intestines cleaned by moist gauze;

no drainage. Recovery after bronchitis
;
primary union of

wound. Patient seen four years later, in good health.*'

Cask XXI. Male, thirty-five, a hard drinker. Sudden
severe abdominal pain, without vomiting. Admitted to the

hospital eight liours latei- with a tense abdominal wall and
tenderness over the gall-bladder. The pulse was 90, and
there was no fever. Later the temperature rose, disten-

tion with obliteration of the liver dulness developed. Di-

agnosis of appendicitis. Operation in twenty hours. In-

cision over appendix, which was normal. A well-marked
general peritonitis was present, but the patient's condition

prevented further search. Death in twenty-four hours.

Autopsy showed a perforation of the duodenum in the pos-

terior wall one and one-fourth inches from the pylorus, and
a second non-perforating ulcer lower down.^*'

Cask XXII. Male, age fifty-two. Attack of acute

pain in epigastrium with obstijjation and tympanites six

years previously. Recovery in six weeks. More or less

pain since. Acute attack of severe pain about pylorus,

later extending downward and backward. Absolute ol)sti-

pation ; tymjjanites slight on second day and increasing;

vomiting on third day of moderate character; temperature
100° to 100.5°. Diagnosis of appendicitis. Operation on
fourth day. Intestines distended and covered with lymph;
no pus. Perforation of duodenum into general peritoneal

cavity found and closed. Cavity douched with hot water
;

gauze drain. Thirst and brownish vomiting ; rapidly ris-

ing temperature. Death on third day after operation.

No autopsy. ^1

Cask XXIII. Male. Sudden epigastric pain while at

work, followed by vomiting, tympanites, and loss of liver

dulness. Operation in about thirty hours. Perforation in

anterior wall of first portion found and sutured. Gas and
yellowish fluid in peritoneal cavity. Flushing with liot

water ; drainage for twenty-four hours. During convales-

cence return of symptoms necessitated a second laparo-

tomy. Only adhesions of liver to diaphragm. A needle

thrust through eighth intercostal space into these drew a

<' Bollon : Medical Kecord, 1900, vol. Ivii, p. 494.
«« Festal : Jour. de. M^d. de liordeauz, 1885, vol. xxv, p. 49.

*" Herczel, 1895, quoted by Pagenstecber : Deut. Zeit. f. CUir., 1899,

vol. liii, p. riTTi.

^' Bollon : Medical Record, I9f)fl, vol. Ivii, p. 494; al.«o in previous
article on perforating ulcer by Weir and Foote, .Medical News, 1890.

<•' Warren : Bcston Medical and SurgicalJonrnal, l(-96, vol.cxxxiv,

p. 400.

drop of pus. A mural abscess formed later which probably
caused the above recurrence of symptoms. Recovery .^^

Cask XXIV. Male, age fifty, who for ten or fifteen

years had pain after meals, with vomiting and bloody
stools. Last hemorrhage seven months before entrance to

hospital. Emaciated and anemic on entrance ; stools black
;

diagnosis of ulcus ventriculi. Two days later sudden pain
in right hypochrondrium, with retracted abdomen. Tem-
perature 100°, pulse rate normal. The signs of peritonitis

with feelings of distention increasing, laparotomy was per-

formed twelve hours after the attack. A long incision

made above umbilicus with cross cut to the left and right

;

stomach and duodenum examined and fluid like coffee

grounds stjueezed from its posterior region by pressure,

but no perforation could be made out. Duodenum, stom-
ach and colon were sutured together to protect the general
peritoneal cavity. Cavity irrigated and wiped and drained
at epigastrium and through pelvis. Recovery. Six
months later in good condition, as far as duodenal ulcer

went. Still had chronic gastritis. Death in eight months
from operation for suppurative peritonitis. Autopsy : A
new perforation in the posterior wall at the beginning of

the second portion of the duodenum. ^^

Case XXV. Male, age twenty-four years, with no gas-

tric trouble. After a large dinner he felt indisposed for a
few minutes. The next morning he rose at six in usual

good health and ate his customary breakfast. At the last

mouthful of a glass of white wine, he felt a sudden most se-

vere pain and lay down in bed. There was vomiting of

food, and afterward incessant vomiting of bile. He described

the pain as " not like a general colic, but always in one point

here," indicating a spot on the left, midway between the

umbilicus and ensiform. A physician diagnosed volvulus,

and tried by enemata and massage to relieve pain. In
five hours vomiting ceased and the pain subsiiled somewhat
and was referred to the lower abdomen. No fecal matter
nor gas passed the anus. There was no tympanites nor
difficulty in passing water. Sixteen hours after the attack

he was admitted to the hospital. The abdomen was re-

tracted and board-like, tlie pain was less and vomiting had
ceased. There was costal resjiiration, and appearance of

the face indicated severe abdominal trouble, the nose

pinched, the eyes sunken, the hands clammy and the pa-

tient in a half stupor. Diagnosis was thought to lie be-

tween appendicitis and duodenal perforation. Nineteen
hours after the attack an incision was made in the median
line from the pubis to above the umbilicus. The abdomen
contained non-feculent fluid, and there were light adhe-

sions on the intestinal coils. Appendix normal ; no intes-

tinal lesion; pelvis normal. Incisiou prolonged upward
and stomach searched ; gas found escaping from under
liver, and perforation near pylorus on anterior surface of

duodenum sutured. Abdomen wiped and drained from
site of duodenum. Several saline injections, amounting to

4,200 cubic centimetres in all. Death in twenty hours

from peritonitis ; suture tight.^*

Case XXV^I. Male, age twenty-six. Health perfect,

never any gastric symptoms. Two hours after his usual

light breakfast, while making a slight effort to open a sack,

the patient experienced an intense pain in the left side of

his abdomen. He was taken almost at once to a hospital.

Diagnosis of appendicitis ; treatment by ice and opium.

Following day a feeble pulse, without fever ; abdomen dis-

tending ; tenderness in left iliac fossa. On second day
vomiting set in, becoming bloody and bilious. About fifty-

six hours after the attack, Sebileau made an incision as for

appendicitis, permitting the escape of non-feculent fluid,

like bouillon. The appendix was normal. The patient

was already collapsed, and nothing further was done, ex-

cept to drain with gauze and give a saline injection. Death
after inceasant vomiting in thirty hours. Autopsy : Abdo-
men contained fluid. There was general peritonitis ;

per-

M Dunn : British :\Iedical Journal. 1896, i, p. 846.

53 Landerer and Glucksman : Mitt. Grenzgebiet. Med. and Chir.,

1896, vol. 1, pp. 168 and 7;58.

" Bauzet and Jjardcnuois : Bull. Soc. Anat., Paris, 1897, vol. Ixxii,

p. 479.
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fonition in tho anterior wall of th« (luo(I(;niim 1 centimetre

from tlie pvloniH."^

('ahk XXVIl. Mule. Atta(;k of sudden piiin likcr it!ii(i

eolie. InciHion from the (iiisiform downward, 'i'iicr*! waH
food under the liver, and a piirforation was found in the

firHt part of the duodenum. Suture. Deatli in twelve

hours.""

Cask XXVIII. Male, policeman, of alcoholic lial)it, ami
history of {gastric attack. WliiU; on duly the |)atii'iit had

a su(id(^n attack of pain which made him writhe in aj^oiiy.

His howels had moved a short, lime hcifore. VVImmi seen

soon aftei- the abdomen was retracted, as liard as a hoard,

excessively tender, especially under the rihs ami in the

rij^ht Hank. I)ia;j;no8is of hepatic; colic. Compresses were
applied and morphine administered. The foUowinj; day he

felt better. An injection resulted in a large stool. .Milk

and viohy were administered. There was no fever ami
not much {)ain, but the abdomen was still retracted. Thiity

hours after the attack vomiting set in, soon l)ecomii)g

bilious. 'J'he abdomen swelled and the patient was taken

to a hospital. Diagnosis: Appendicitis, intestinal obstruc-

tion or volvulus. Abdomen o})ened forty-eight hours after

the attack. Nothing but general peritonitis discovered.

Dieulafoy, operator. J)eath in one hour. Autopsy showed
a perforation of the duodenum in the anterior wall just

below the pylorus.®"

Cask XXIX. Female, age twenty-five, servant, giving

a history of gastric trouble with vomiting, but never of

blood. An increase of gastric pain, with general tender-

ness and abdominal swelling, was followed four days later

by maulced distention. Palpation showed the greatest ten-

derness to be in the cecal region. There was no fever.

A needle thrust into the right iliac fossa brought out gas
and an odorless fluid, containing flakes of fibrin. An in-

cision was made over the appendix, which was congested.

There was general peritonitis. Death in four days from
the operation. Autopsy showed pus in the pelvis and
about duodenum, in the lower wall of which, close to the

pylorus, there was a perforated ulcer. A second ulcer was
situated in the posterior wall.®^

Case XXX. Female, thirty-four, servant, with a his-

tory of gastric troubles for twenty years, with frecjuent

vomiting of blood ; last attack one week before admission
to the hospital, the vomiting being followed by bloody
stools. Pulse 84, regular, strong; rectal temperature
98. G°. Maximum pain midway between ensiform and um-
bilicus to the right of the median line. Ice bag on abdo-
men, nothing but ice by mouth. Next day pain involved
the whole right side ; was relieved by morphine, but re-

currad with vomiting, a small pulse of 106, and cold

sweat. More morphine was given. Two hours later the

pulse was 130, there was tenderness all over the abdomen,
and edema in the epigastrium. Diagnosis : Gastric ulcer.

Laparotomy two days after admission to the hospital,

thought by the operator to be " at least fifteen hours after

perforation " through the left rectus above the umbilicus

;

gas and fluid escaped; no adhesions; general peritonitis.

Perforation at j)ylorus, thought to be in the lesser curva-
ture, sutured. Abundant irrigation

;
gauze drainage ; 700

cubic centimetres saline injected. Death twenty-four hours
after operation. Autopsy : Perforation in the superior wall

of the duodenum near the pvlorus. The suture was per-

fect.'59

Cask XXXI. Female, age fifty-four years, with his-

tory of indigestion, no bloody vomiting. A sudden attack
of pain and vomiting, not of blood, followed by a large

bloody stool and several small ones of a tarry character.
Was followed eighteen days later by a second attack.

There was tenderness and resistance to the riglit of tlie

median line above the umbilicus ; no fever. Laxatives and
enemata relieved the abdomen of gas and fecal matter and
the area of resistance became a well-defined tumor. Nine
days after the last attack an incision was made through the

'"' Lardennois : Bull. Soc. Aiiat., Paris. 1^97, vol. Ixxii. p. 46.
sn Soligeux : Rull. Soc. Aiiiit., Paris, 1897, vol. Ixli, p. VI.
5" Beausse : Jour, de Meii. de Paris, 18^7, vol. ix. p. 146.
^ Leiinaiider : Mitt. Grenzgeb. Med. und Cliir., Ib98, vol. iv.
«» Loc. cit.

right rectus muBcle, and in Krparating the abdominal wall

from the viscera several miiihII abwie^WN were oinni-d, and
llirough one of then« g.is and gantric eont4HitN i-maj^d.
Perforation readily found and cloned. It waH ai the py-
lorus and thought to be in the Htomach. The gall-bladder

waH o|)ened and eight Mtones remov(;d. MoMt of tiie omen-
tum exciscid. loihjfonn gauze drains were inHerted. Death
in fiv(! weeks. Autfjp!<y showed that the abdominal condi-
tion was jierfect. Death was due to pulmonary thrombofiiti

infarction, from saphenous throndjohis. The .lutured ulcer

had healed. Two others in the duodenum had not perfo-
rated.'o

Cask XXXII. Male, age thirty-seven, shr>emaker,
with nausea and vomiting and indigestion, more or Ie«H

for years. One morning he awoke feeling perfectly well.

On sitting up in bed lie was seized by a terrible pain in the
umbilicus and to the right side lasting several hours, and
followed by vondting. Enemata resulted in several small
stools. The next day Ik; was taken twenty-five miles in a
sleigh to the hos{)ital, where he arrived with resj)irafion

2(J°, pulse 140, teni{)erature 10'2.o°, but free from pain
while at rest; tenderness in left iliac fossa, and in the
right hypochondrium, and over right rectus nmscle. .Stom-
ach and bowels washed out. Diagnosis of duodenal ulcer
or appendicitis. Sixty hours after the attack an incision
was made in the median line, mostly below the umbilicus.
Fluid and gas and fil)rin escaping mostly from above, the
cut was extended upward and the right rectus was cut
across. A perforation into which the index finger passed
was found in the anterior superior wall of the duodenum
near the pylorus. It was sutured and the cavity washed
out with water at a temperature of about 45° C, wiped
out and drained in both loins as well as about duodenum
and liver. Compresses wrung out of hot saline were
placed in the wound which was left open. The pulse and
temperature gradually rose, and in spite of 1,1.50 cubic
centimetres of salt solution injected into a vein, the pa-
tient died in twenty-six liours after operation. Autopsy :

Fibrous peritonitis without fluid. Tlie suture was firm.
There was an abscess between the stomach and colon. *'i

Case XXXIII. Male, age forty-six. \Vhile lifting a
heavy weight, he felt something snap, and immediately
afterward there was intense pain (locality not given),
which soon spread to the whole abdomen. Four davs
later he entered the hospital, not having passed eras or
feca^matter per anum. There was no localized pain, but
pressure was everywhere i)ainful ; no tumor nor fluctua-
tion. The patient had not vomited, but bad a hiccough

;

pulse irregular, 110 ; temperature 99°. X diagno>is of in-

testinal obstruction was made and castor oil was given in

small doses every hour. The next day there was great
prostration and choreic movements. Five davs after the
attack the abdomen was opened by a median incision from
pubis to ensiform, with a cross cut through the right rectus
muscle. There was general peritonitis with pus and mem-
branes all over, but especially in the pelvis. At the ))vlorus
on the superior surface was a large perforation, which was
sewed with difficulty, and the abdomen flushed and closed.
Death two hours after the operation. •'^

Case XXXIV. Female, age thirty, with a history of
indigestion and some epigastric pains. AVhile eatinf'
breakfast she was seized with a terrible pain in the epf-
gastrium and left the restaurant for a seat in the park
close by. She was taken at once to a hospital. In six
hours the pain was general and vomiting set in. The fol-

lowing morning she was worse, without stools or passage of
gas, and scanty urine. The condition grew rapi<liy worse,
with rapid pulse, subnormal temperature, tympanites and
loss of liver dulness. A diagnosis of perforation, proba-
bly of the stomach, was followed by operation, twenty-eight
hours after the attack. Incision above the umbilicus gave
escape to gas and a (piart of bile and yiurulent fluid, stom-
ach and biliary tract normal, and perforation found in the
right side of the second portion of the duodenum. Open-

«» Lennaiider : Mitt. Grenzgeb. :Med. und Chir., 1898, vol. iv.
"> Loc. cit.
"5 Schwarz (.Rocbard, operator) : Bull, et Mem. de la Soc. de Chir.

1898, p. 3.
•
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ing sutured and abdomen closed over a rubber drain to

duodenum. Death in fourteen hours. Autopsy : Perfora-

tion a little below and to the right of the opening of the

common duct explained why the bile flowed so freely into

the abdomen. The closure was perfect. There was a

second ulcer a little below the first which had not perfo-

rated.«8

Case XXXV. Male, age twenty-three, a soldier,

with a history of numerous sprees before he entered the

army. During a march he took a cup of coffee, and al-

most immediately he was overcome by pain in the epigas-

trium and right hypochondrium, streaming into the right

shoulder. He was nauseated but did not vomit. There

was tenderness and muscular contraction on pressure, es-

pecially on the right side. An enema produced a normal

dejection. The pain spread over the whole upper part of

the abdomen, accompanied with a certain amount of dis-

tention, constant vomiting of greenish lluid and a partial

disappearance of the liver dulness. Incision above the um-

bilicus forty-eight hours after the attack. General perito-

nitis. Intestine overhauled, then liver examined. Bubbling

at its base led to the discovery of the duodenal perforation

in the posterosuperior wall of the first portion of the

duodenum. The right rectus was divided to give room

for suturing, but the stitches would not hold, and the per-

foration, of a size to admit the little finger, was walled off

from the peritoneal cavity by omentum sutured above and

below it. ]3eaih in thirty-six hours of general peritonitis.

There were no other lesions found at autopsy.®^

Case XXXVI. Male, age twenty-two. Always per-

fectly healthy. An acute attack of intense pain and vom-

iting three hours after supper; pain referred to the

umbilicus and right side. On the following morning,

temperature was 101°, pulse 120, respiration 42; moder-

ate tympanites; lower edge of liver dulness 2 inches

above the costal margin ; tenderness most marked in the

epigastrium and on the right side of abdomen. Diagnosis

of peritonitis, probably due to appendicitis. Operation fif-

teen hours after the onset of attack. Incision over appendix.

General seropurulent peritonitis. Appendix appeared

normal but was excised. A second incision above umbili-

cus revealed after careful search a one-fourth-inch opening

in the anterior wall of the first portion of the duodenum,

close to the hepatic ligament. It was in the centre of an

indurated area, and on account of its deep situation, no

excision was made. Suture, and cleansing of the peri-

toneum with gauze. Closure of abdomen over iodoform

"auze drain. Recovery with severe illness.*'

Cask XXX VII. Male, age thirty-eight, with history

of attacks of intense pain in the epigastrium three or

four hours after meals, without nausea or vomiting.

VV'hile in usual good health, suffered an acute attack of

violent pain in e[)igastriuni with colla|)se. He recovered

somewhat and then grew gradually worse, with vomiting

on the third day ; no movement of the bowels for a week
before the attack. On the third day temperature 100°,

pidse 09, res|)iration 30; face drawn; abdomen distended

with gas ; duUinfianks; liver dulness absent. Operation

about feventy-two hours after onset of acute symptoms.

Through an incision in the median line, mu(;h gas ami

thin greenish-yellow j)urulent fiuid escaped, with flakes of

lymi)h ; appendix normal. A search over the intestine

showed the perforation to be in the anterior wall of the

duodenum near the pylorus. It was sutured and the abdo-

men swabbed out. 'J'he of)eration lasted two and one-half

hours. Afterwards one (juart of saline solution was injected

into the basilic vein. Death in eight hours. 'I'he peritoneal

cavity was dry, excef)t six ounces of pus between the dia-

j)hragm and liver. The suture was tight and adhesions

had already formed around it.''*'

Cask XXXVIII. Male, age thirty, with a history of

dyspepsia. While stooj)ing to draw off his boots, the j)a-

tient suffered a severe pain in his stomach which stretched

•» Scliwartz (Gaiii!iril, operator) Bull, el Mem. de la Soc. de Cliir.,

1898, P- A-
••* Schwartz iSipiir, oiterator) : Loc. cit.
n- Waiiach: A rcl). f . kliii. Clilr., I8;)'<. vol. Ivi. p. 425.
«« Whipple : British .Medical Jourual, 1898. vol. ii, p. 1429.

him out. The following day an enema was without result.

The abdomen was swollen and painful, the pain being all

about the umbilicus, the urine scanty and the pulse 120.

About twenty-seven hours after the accident an incision

was made in the median line at the umbilicus. The intes-

tinal coils were distended and red. A mass of fecal matter
seemed to clog the lumen, and was pushed along for a

couple of yards. There was a suspicious yellow fluid in

the peritoneal cavity, and pus in the pelvis. The appen-
dix was normal. The abdomen was flushed with boric-acid

solution and closed. The vomiting ceased, gas and a great

quantity of feces passed and the abdomen became soft.

Five days later the patient was attacked with dyspnea and
double pneumonia developed. Death in nine days after

the operation. There were numerous pus foci in the ab-

domen, and a perforation of the duodenum partly shut in

by adhesions.*'

Cask XXXIX. Female, age seventeen, and fairly

healthy ; had rarely suffered from indigestion. One week
before perforation occurred there had been indefinite pain

in the abdomen for which she consulted a physician, who
feared a beginning attack of appendicitis. About three

hours after eating a hearty supper, she was seized with a
violent pain above the umbilicus. Prostration followed,

with rapid pulse, subnormal temperature, vomiting and
rigid abdominal muscles. Infusion of saline solution and
stimulants failing to improve the patient's condition, opera-

tion was performed twelve hours after the beginning of the

attack. Incision as for appendicitis ; appendix and pel-

vic organs normal, as was the small intestine. In the up-

per part of the abdomen there was a good deal of lymph
and greenish fluid. The perforation of the duodenum was
in the anterior wall of its third [)ortion and was about the

size of a goose quill, and surrounded for about an inch an
indurated area. Fluid was freely esca])ing. Direct sut-

ures would not hold, so a ])urse string was inserted, and
afterward other peritoneal sutures. In this way the open-

ing was firmly closed. Lynij)!! and fluid were wiped away
and the abdomen flushed with a gi'eat quantity of hot saline

solution. Numerous gauze drains were inserted. Conva-
lescence was slow, as it was a long time before the suppurat-

ing tracts, where the drains had lain for a week, had
healed, but the patient ultimately recovered completely.*^

Case XL. Male, age thirty. Sudden pain in abdomen,
followed by shock and toxic symptoms. Operation thirty-

six hours later as for appendictis. Perforation found in

first portion of duo<lenum. No blood nor food in perito-

neal cavity. Death in a few hours.**

Case XLI. Male, age forty. Seized with pain while

at work, followed by shock and toxic symptoms and .great

tympanites. Operation in twenty hours. Perforation

found in first portion of duodenum, no blood nor food hav-

ing escajjcd. Death in a few hours. '^^

Case XLII. Male, age thirty-eight. Supposed pulmon-

ary abscess was opened and a large (juantiiy of pus escaped.

I'wo weeks later an a])-cess formed in groin and was
opened. Later the abdomen was op.med for appendicitis

and a quart of creamy i)us containing streptococci escaped.

Death followed. Autopsy showed two ulcers near pyloric

ring, one in the duodenum, the base of which had healed

over, and one in the stomach— perforated. There were

numerous pus pockets in the abdomen, one in the head of

the pancreas being the original one apparently."^

Case XLI II. Male, age twenty-nine. Alcoholic.

Three years morning vomiting. Following a long spree

he felt umbilical pain and vomited and had a chill. The
next day the abdomen was moderately distended and rigid.

IMagnosis of general peritonitis from appendicitis. Opera-

tion one to two days after attack. .About one cpiart of

fluid and fibrin escaped. Aiipendix amputated. Death in

thirty hours. Autoi)sy revealed perforation in superior

anterior surface of duodenum near pylorus.''^

«' Routier : Bull Pt Mem de la Soc. de Chir., 1899, p. 17.

«« Tavlor : North (,'aroliria M«;dic«l Journal, 18119, vol. xliii, p. 109.
o" Krdmauu : .Medical Record, 1899, vol. Iv, p. 477.
'" Log. oil.

'< Brooks : Medical Record, 1899, vol. Ivi. p. 943.
" Brooks (Le Boutillier, operator) : Loo. cit., p. 914.
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Cask XLIV. MiiU^ ug« thirty. IIiHlory of j^iiHlrir

diHturbanci' ; no lieiniitcincHis. SiiilihMi stvciu cpii^iistric

piiin, willi cliill, ft'vt;r ami rojufiittul vomiting iind ^ichI,

prostration. No l)loo(l by iiioiitli or rfctnin. (Jra<liuilly

incrcasiiii:; disH'iilioii and teinU'riicss. Four days later,

April ;{(), 1 !)()(), ht) tMitt-rtsd tin; New York IIoHpital, the

abdomen j^iMierally swelled, bnt not presentinjj; any s|)e(;ial

points of tenderness or dulneas. Liver dnlness absent.

Patient liad a doidjU; hernia, and in tiio rif^iit hernial sac

intestine was to be felt. Teniperatiire 101", |)ulse 110.

Median incision with iinibilicus ii\ ('entre. Nothing abnor-

mal found at the internal rin^s or about the ceeuni. From
a one fourth-inch perforation in the ant(!roHuperior wall of

th(^ duodenum elose to the [jyloriis, l)randy and water was
found esuapin;j;. Closed with a doul)le row of sutures

;

thorouf^h washiufj of intestines and cavity; saline transfusion

of 75 ounces, etc. Death in a few hours. Operator, Weir.

Case not j)reviously reported.

Cask XLV. Male, age twenty-seven, always healthy,

but a steady drinker. Had colicky pain for four days,

above umbilicus on the right side. I>owels moved daily and
he kejjt on workinir. Then sudden severe pain 3 inches

above the navel, and a little to right of median line ; chill

;

no nausea. Nine hours later pulse 80, respiration 20,

temperature 101.5°. March 28, 1899, abdomen opened
ten hours after sudden pain, along right semilunar line

above and below umbilicus ; bile-stained fluid escaped

;

appendix examined as a matter of precaution and found

normal. Incision extended upward to ribs. Perforation

of duodenum, anterior surface, descending portion, big

enough to admit 26 French sound, through which bile and
intestinal contents were escaping. All organs in vicinity

showed signs of irritation and so were washed with saline

while opening was closed by pad. Suture of perforation
;

repeated flushing of peritoneal cavity without evisceration

and wiping with dry gauze; gauze drain to ulcer; wound
elsewhere closed. No shock. Patient fed by rectum for

forty-eight hours. 'J'emperature following Jday 101° F.,

and infection of skin stitches, which were removed. Re-
covery otherwise uneventful and perfect.''^

Case XLVI. Female, age twenty-five. Sud<len attack

of umbilical pain, rigor and slight vomiting. On follow-

ing day pain at pylorus and blood passed per rectum.

Temperature then and later 101° F. or less. Attack grad-

ually subsided, but in two weeks a similar slighter attack

occurred. Later a fluctuating tumor in region of gall-blad-

der, gradually increasing in size until it occupied the whole
right upper quadrant of abdomen. It was crossed by res-

onant colon ; elsewhere dull on percussion. Diagnosis:

Hydronephrosis. Through lumbar incision a quart or more
of clear amber odorless fluid drawn off. Cyst reached
from liver to iliac crest, and backward to spine. Kidney
not felt. Stuffed with gauze, which next day was soaked
with sour fluid. On third day food noticed in dressing.

Patient developed acute bronchitis and died on fifth day.

Autopsy showed duodenal perforation 3.5 inches from py-
lorus forming this retroperitoneal cyst below right kidney
and reaching behind duodenum as far as pancreas.'^^

Case XLVII. No history given. Incision from ensi-

form cartilage to pubis. Ulcer found at back of the duode-
num and with difficulty stitched. Patient collapsed and
abdominal wound hastily closed. Death from hemorrhage
from a vessel in the abdominal wound.''^

Case XLVIII. Male. Patient neurasthenic and little

attention was paid to his statement that he had great pain.

Operation on the fifth day, when liver dulness was entirely

obscured. Gas had escaped from the perforation, but no
fecal matter, and the ulcer was therefore sutured and the

abdominal wound closed without drainage. Death on the

third day from infection leading from the site of perforation

to the pelvis. Suture firm. The operator thought that

pelvic drainage might have saved this patient.'^^

Case XLIX. Male, age fifty-two. Epigastric pain of

" Johnson : American Surgery, 1899, vol. xxx, p. G34.
" Wright and Bury : Lancet, 1899, li, p. 215.
''^ Elliot: Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 190(), vol. cxlii, p.

41.
'" Loc. cit., p. 42.

three days' duration wa.i followt<l by violent fxsu:fr\nkUitn.

No votniling. Six Iiouth later tiie abdomen wai t«nfie,

rigid, almost mo(ionI<!HH, with complete ab«tctice of liver

didncH.M in the line of the nijiples. yV diagno«ii of r>«rfor-

ated duodenal ulcer was made and operation (lecided

n|)on. Ten hours after the attack an inciHion watt ma<le
through the riglit rectus an<l a clean-cnf [jerforation wa-t

found at the junction (jf tlie first and second portions of

the duodenum. There was intestinal injection but no
well-marked peritonitis. 'I'he perforation was clo.ned with

two rows of sutures, the intestines were biought out and
washed with sterile water. A gauze slij) was [lassed to

the site of ulceration and the cavity of llur abdomen was
otiierwise closed. Recovery uneventful. '\ he gauze phi"
was removed on the second day, and the bowels moved on
the third day.'''

Case L. Male, age twenty. Seven months previously

an attack of epigastric pain and vomiting lasting two
weeks. Sudden severe pain in the right side of the al>domen,
accompanied by vomiting. A few hours later the tender-

ness was greatest over the apjtendix. Temperature 102°,

respiration 48, [lulse 118. Diagn(jsis of apjjendicitis.

Twenty hours after the attack an incision over the af>-

pendix allowed the escape of a cpiantity of odorless gas
and fluid. On account of feeble condition further opera-
tive attempt abandoned. Death in twenty-four hours.

Autopsy showed a perforation in the duodeiuim, anterior

wall, just beyond the pylorus.'**

Case LI. Male, age forty-five, a moderate drinker.
Four years previously a similar attack. While in perfect

health was seized with severe pain in the right side of the

abdomen, referred to the iliac region. A few hours later

the abdominal wall was tense, without distention or loss of

liver dulness ; tenderness over the appendix ; temperature
100°, respiration 32, pulse 104. Diagnosis of appendicitis.

Thirty-two hours after the attack an incision over the
appendix evacuated considerable turbid serum. The ap-

pendix was normal. The peritonitis was most marked on
the right side, and was followed up the colon to the hepatic
region, but no cause for it could be found. The whole
abdomen was flushed and drains were placed in the duo-
denal region and in the pelvis. Death in seven days.
Autopsy showed a general exudative peritonitis, without
free fluid. In the duodenum, anterior wall, just below the

pylorus, were a perforated ulcer and the scar of a healed
one.'»

(©rigiual %itit\t.

THE IDEAL RATION FOR AN ARMY IN
TROPICS.*

THE

BY EDWARD L. MUNSOX, M.A., M.D.,

Captain and Assistant Surgeon, United States Army, Washington
Barracks, D. C.

Since the umouiit and character of food re(|uired

for the preservation of health and vigor is influenced
not only by climate but also, to a certain degree, by
body weight, age, race, custom of living and other
varying factors, it will be premised at the outset that

the army above referred to is composed only of white
troops, preferably drawn from the same regions and
recruited under the same physical requirements as are
the military forces of the United States. It is fur-

* This essay w.as unanimously awarded the prize of §100, offered by
I)r. Louis L. Seaman, late Major and Surgeon First United States
Volunteer Engineers, through the Military Service Institution, Gov-
ernor's Island, N. Y., for the best discussion of the above subject.
The judges were Col. John F.Weston. Acting CommissarvGeneral,
U. S. Army, Lieut.-Col. Charles Smart. Deputy Surgeon-Gen"eial, U. S.
Army, and Lieut.-Col. William E. Dougherty, Seventh L'. S. Infan-
try. The competition \vas open to all commissioned officers of the
army, navy and volunteer forces.

" Perkins and Wallace : Lancet, 1900, i, p. 458.
" Bolton : Medical Record, 1900, vol. Ivii, p. 494.
"* Loc. cit.
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ther assumed that the present United States Army
ration, as established by hiw, will form the most sat-

isfactory basis for the supply of food to troo{)s of the

above character, under any conditions of climate,

since it contains only such nutrient articles as are

commonly included in the diet of the civil classes

from which the American soldiiu- is ordinarily drawn,

and to the ready assimilation of which his system is

accustometl through the influence of heredity as well

as personal habit. There are, then, two questions to

be answered : Is the present army ration, considered

as a whole, adai)ted to the needs of the United States

soldier serving in the tropics? And if not, why not?

These points having been determined, the remedy for

existing defect can readily be deduced.

To the first (juestion common experience returns an

un(iualified negative, best embodied in the words of

the Court of Lupiiry appointed to investigate the

character of the food issued to troops during the war

with Spain. This Court reported as follows :
" As to

the eifects of the food supply, having regard to suf-

ficiency and (juality, it seems to be clearly established

that the army ration as suj)plied, without modification,

to the troops serving in the West Indies, was by no

means w(;ll adapted for use in a tropical climate. If

this be true, the unfitness of the ration should have

manifested itself by its failure to keep the troops,

who subsisted upon it, in the best possible condition

for service in hot climates. This, in the opinion of

the Court, is fully established in evidence."

The formulation of a reply to the second question

involves, as a fundamental princij)le, a brief consid-

eration of the physiology of hot climates — the <le-

termination of such alterations of body function as

may result from the climatic and environmental con-

ditions obtaining in the tropics. It implies, also, the

appreciation and comparison of the dietaries ordinarily

used, under varying conditions of climate, by human
beings of the military class in civil life ; a general re-

view of all facts based upon practical experience with

the phenomena of nutrition, especially in low lati-

tudes, and, finally, a study of the existing army ration

with reference to its modification for the tropics ac-

cording to such principles as may appear to have be(!n

fairly established.

I. THE PHYSIOLOGY OF HOT CLIMATES.

The body temperature in the tropics is appre-

ciably elevated above the normal in new arrivals.

Rattray,^ in his investigations upon this point, ob-

tained tlie follo\vino; results :

Hour of
day.
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lJ»ilig thn above data, Rattray ' ralculat<Ml tlu; dftfi-

ciency in the oxygen innpircd in the tropica oJifollowH:

hot oHinat(^H iH a direet n^sult of Iobh of fluid through
iiicrciiHcd i»ci-.s|)ii;i(,i<»ii favored by a n;bi.\<;d Htatc of \\\\\

(ajiill!irii\s. The following rcHultH wore; obtuinud jjy

him :
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into the organism in the tropics, as influenced by the

above factors, may therefore be considered to be made
up as follows

:

Lessened value of respiratory act ... 7.5 per cent.
Rarefaction of air 3.6 "
Diininislied cardiao action 3.0 "
DeUcleut air pressure 2.2 "

Total 16.3 "

It is undoubtedly true that less oxygen is retjuired in

the high temperatures of the tropics. Through de-

creased exertion a smaller amount is required for the

metamorphosis of waste particles, and, where lessened

necessity and desire for food diminish the ingesta, less

is required for direct combination with the nutritive

elements in the production of energy. It is probable,

however, that there is a somewhat increased absorp-

tion of oxygen in hot climates by the functionally ex-

cited skin, which may, to a slight degree, act vicar-

iously as a respiratory organ and so lessen the amount
required by the lungs. Furthermore, the skin is aided

in relieving the lungs in the decarbonizing process by
the functionally excited liver and kidneys, which elimi-

nate carbon in forms wliich do not recpiire much oxygen
for their formation, namely, as bile and uric acid.

The amount of sweat is greatly increased. Fons-

sagrives • states that it is double the average

amount secreted in Europe, often amounting to four

or five pounds in the twenty-four hours. The amount
of solids eliminated, however, is not proportionately

increased. In addition, the secretion of sebum is

more abundant than in temperate climates. In this

connection Hill *° says :
" The skin of the negro is

a much more active organ of depuration than that of

the white. It not merely exhales a larger proportion

of aqueous fluid and carbonic acid from the blood, but

it also elaborates a more unctuous secretion, which, by

its abundance and sensible properties, evidently pos-

sesses a considerable influence in counteracting the

heating effects of the sun's rays upon the body and in

carrying off the sujierabundant caloric."

As a result of increased perspiration there is a

diminislied excretion of urine, the reduction amount-

ing to about one-third of the usual amount. Mour-
son " states that the diminution in the output of urea

usually amounts to about 10 or l/i per cent. Accord-

ing to Eijkman,^^ P^urojjeans who had been in Java

from two to six months excreted 14.8 grammes of

nitrogen daily, or .220 gramme per kilogramme of

body weight, while those who had lived in the tropics

one and one-half to fifteen years excreted 12.802

grammes of nitrogen daily, or .193 gramme per kilo-

gramme of body weight. Such decrease in elimina-

tory function on the part of the kidneys, according to

Moore,^' is followed by increased secretory action

of the liver, whereby some effete matter is passed into

the intestines with the bile. But increased liver

action is accompanied by congestion, and congestion

fretjuently by hepatic deposit and degeneration, with

impairment of function.

Through the loss of fluid resulting from increased

perspiration, there is a diminution in the secretion of

saliva, mucus, gastric and pancreatic juices and bile.

As a consequence, also, tlujre is dryness of the throat

and fauces and exaggeration of thirst, weakness of

appetit(!, impaired digestion, gastric fulness after eat-

ing and habitual constipation ; these, according to

Xielly," being the digestive phenomena constantly

observed in the tropics.

{To be continued.)
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TYPHOID FEVER AND THE WATER SUPPLY
OF PARIS.

A RECENT number of the Journal d'Hygiene (April

12th) contains a statement relative to the recent in-

crease of typhoid fever in Paris which is worthy of

more than a passing notice. The circumstances call

to mind the conditions which prevailed at Chicago a

few months previous to the opening of the Columbian

Exposition of 1893, when typlioid fever had increased

to such an extent as to create grave apprehensions as

to the opening of the Exposition. The cause was at-

tributed to the serious pollution of the city water sup-

ply. One of the results of the investigation was the

immediate introduction of spring water from Wiscon-

sin, by a pipe line leading to the Exposition grounds.

The water supply of Paris is variable, both in

quality and in the great number of its sources.

These are chiefly the river Vanne, the Marne, the

Seine (at several points above and below the city),

the Dhuis, the Ourcq, certain artesian wells, and the

aqueduct of Arcueil, the total supply amounting to

about fifty to sixty gallons per capita per day for all

purposes. The household consumption is regulated by

a stop-cock provided with a metre to about twelve gal-

lons per capita daily, the annual price being one hun-

dred and twenty francs per year per cubic metre

daily, or twenty francs per year for one hundred and

twenty litres' daily consumption (about S23 per year

for two hundred and sixty-five gallons' daily use, or

$4.00 per year for thirty gallons daily). The water

pipes for household use are mostly of lead.

In recent years further measures have been taken to

introduce the waters of two other sources, the rivers

Loing and Lunain, and these works are nearly if not

quite completed. Other improvements were the intro-

duction of the Anderson process for purifying the water,

together with filtration of the water through sand of

that part of the supply which is pumped from the

Seine at Choisy, and from the Marne at Neuilly and

at Nogent, all of which are a few miles above the

city. It still remains true that several suburban vil-

lages below the city, Asnieres, Bois de Colombes,
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and othorH an; coiiiix-llud to use Veau de Seine

uafun'/li;, uiU'.i hcin^ |»()IIiitc(l with tin: Hi'.w.v^n of

tli«i city iiiid of many ripiiriaii iii(lustri<rH.'

TIk! gcuitiml iiilrodiictioii of water clcscts in I'aris

sinco 1H87 has largcily incn'a.sed tlus consninptioM of

water for hon.sithold nsc.

Tlie relation of typhoid fever to the public water

supply of the eity has reeently been a subject of

lively discussion at the meetings of the Municipal

Council, and also of the Council of Public Health and

Safety of the Department of the Seine. The incniase

of typhoid fevc^r in Paris durin^f th(! past year has becsn

very noticeable;, the cases and mortality from this cause

reported since last July indicating a genuine epidemic,

and already exceeding the figures (juoted for the epi-

demic of 1892. The following are the figures for the

past five years :

Years. Cases. Deaths.

1895 1,389 271

1896 1,243 2G2

1897 1,342 249

1898 1,288 251

1899 ...."... 4,329 802

The cases reported in the first ten weeks of 18!)9

were 398, while those of the corresponding period of

1900 were 891 (ten weeks ending March 11th).

Drs. Martin, Thoinot, Miquel and Navarre, all phy-

sicians of the highest authority, agree in attributing

this increase to the pollution of the water of the

Vanne. The latter, in speaking before the Munici-

pal Council, produced a report from Dr. Moreau con-

firming the same statement by the fact that the town of

Sens has been suffering from a coincident epidemic of

typhoid, that place also being supplied with Vanne
water. It was also noticed that those who did not

use this water at Sens were exempt from the disease.

Dr. Martin, well known as the chief medical inspec-

tor, says: "The discovery of specific bacilli by Dr.

Miquel at the point where the Vaune enters Paris,

and by Dr. Vaillard at other points in the system

leaves no doubt that the germs of typhoid fever were

carried by this water. Samples taken July 31st,

August 3d and 26th, by different authorities presented

the characteristics of the bacillus of Eberth."

Shortly before the session of the Municipal Council,

Dr. Thoinot, who had been dismissed from his position

as secretary of the French Consulting Committee of

Public Hygiene, at the suggestion of Dr. Monod, Direc-

tor of Public Health, for having dared to publish an

opinion on this question, addressed the following note

to Dr. Navarre

:

Dr. Vaillard, chief of the laboratory of Val-de-Grace,

has personally confirmed the discovery of the bacillus of

Eberth, during the progress of the epidemic of 1900. He
has added that all the characteristics, even that of aggluti-

nation, are present.

(Signed.) Dr. Thoinot.

It now appears that the opinions of these eminent

experts are discredited by the Prefect of the Seine,

who says in so many words, " The water of the Vanne

1 Revue d'Hyglfeue, vol. xix, p. 12.

must not bo incrimiiiat«;d in any way. It i« extronjftly

pure. No one has found in it the bacilhm of Klxrth."

The Jonnifd continues in a similar manner, " We all

know that the Prefect of the Seine is an a«]miniHtrator

of the liigh(!Ht ability, but nothing ha.s induced um to \t*:-

lieve up to tin; presr-nt time that he has a profound

knowledge of bacteriology, and even Buch knowledge
of th(! subject as he had was wanting before the queh-

tion was introduced at the meetings of the Municipal
Council. He deemed it sufricient, however, Ui liave a
few minutes' conversation with some ]e,arned exj»ert

(whose name we regn^t to say h«; has withheld) to be-

come forthwith, in his own opini(jn, ' very well post«;d

upon the subject.'
"

The Prefect, in his address to the Council, quoted
in the Journal, appears to have made a studied attempt
to mystify his hearers with the time-worn story of the

subtle distinctions between the bacillus of Kberth and
the various Pjberthiform bacilli, and seeks to excite

ridicule of the charges which have been made. He
closes as follows :

" If any one asks me the question,

have you identified the typhoid bacillus in the water

of the Vanne ? I can only answer. No I

"

But the plain, undeniable fact remains that typhoid

fever during the past few months has prevailed to an
extent unequalled for many years, and is specially prev-

alent in those (juarters which are supplied with the

V^anne water. In February, 1900, iu the sixteenth

arrondissement of Paris (supplied ordy by the water
of the Avre) there was not a single case of typhoid

fever ; in the seventeenth, mostly supplied by the same
water, there were only 13 cases, but in the sixth,

seventh and eleventh arrondissements, supplied with
the Vanne water, there were respectively 48, 23 and
59 cases.

In the discussions before the Council of Public

Health and Safety, there appears to have been no
doubt manifested that the water of the Vanne was the

cause of the epidemic. Dr. LeRoy des Barres. in ad-

dressing that body, proposed that measures be immedi-
ately taken to secure the freedom of all the sources of

water supply of Paris from pollution. The Journal
commends the administration in its efforts to protect

the new sources of supply (the Loing and Lunaiu)
from harm, but criticises its inaction in regard to other

existing sources. In the entire discussion much atten-

tion appears to have been given to bacterial examina-
tion, but there is almost entire absence of informa-

tion upon the subject of investigation as to the source

of contamination and the necessary measures taken for

its prevention. Germ-hunting is an important part of

sanitary work, but it is a far more important dutv, the

source having once been located with a fair degree of

certainty, to seek \hefons et origo mali at the foun-

tain head and to remove or prevent it there. It is

futile to waste time in discussing the minute distinc-

tions of Eberthiform bacilli when the facts as shown
by noted experts point to the pollution of a certain

water supply, and if the duty of preventing the pollu-

tion or of providing some other means of protecting'
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the inhabitants of districts supplied is not properly at-

tended to, the municipal authorities need not be sur-

prised if the Exposition receipts do not fulfil their ex-

pectations.

SIR ANDREW DOUGLAS MACLAGAN.

In the recent death of Sir Andrew Douglas Macla-

gan, Edinburgh adds another name to the list of its

distinguished deceased physicians. He was a notable

man in a coterie of which "William Rutherford, John

Struthers, John Duncan and Grainger Stewart were

members, and leaves a gap in the social as well as in

the studious life of his community which it will be

hard to All. A highly appreciative obituary notice

has recently appeared in the British Medical Journal,

which admirably sums up his character and varied at-

tainments. He was one of a distinguished family,

members of which have risen to the front rank in other

walks of life as well as in medicine. Both Sir Doug-

las and his father had the unique honor of having been

president of both the Royal College of Physicians and

of Surgeons of Edinburgh. His life was a varied one,

devoted largely to teaching in the subjects of toxicol-

ogy and medical jurisprudence. " He was character-

ized by dignity of bearing, courtesy, courtliness, cult-

ure and a wide and minute knowledge of his subject.

He constantly urged the importance, the gravity and

the responsibility of medical men in giving evidence as

skilled witnesses in medico-legal cases. He was him-

self an ideal skilled witness." But he was much more

than a physician devoted to his calling and its advance-

ment. He had many talents of a literary sort as well.

As his obituary notice puts it, he was a poet and a

man of great and genial humor. He had a playful

fancy and a pretty wit. His lays, or poems, or songs,

were possessed of high artistic merit. He was a regu-

lar attendant at the annual dinners of the New Town
Dispensary, and a number of his songs were composed

and first sung in his capacity of poet laureate of that

Dispensary, at the old Douglas Hotel in St. Andrew
Square. At one of the last of those dinners he was

fittingly crowned with a wreath of laurel, a tribute

which Sir Douglas valued most highly. He was a

thorough sportsman. Even in his latter years, a friend

writes, any one who has "been out" with him must

have been struck by the light and athletic figure of the

old man as he would " blithely tread the bloomin'

heather," as his own song has it. A member of many
learned societies and the recipient of university honors,

he died finally full of years, taking with him the re-

spect and esteem of his contemporaries and students,

a representative of the type we are pleased to call

gentlemen of the old school. At his funeral, by his

own request, while the mourners were taking their

places in the church, the pipe-major of the Third Bat-

talion, Gordon Highlanders, played on the bagpipes

the plaintive wails of the " Flowers of the Forest," and
" Lovat's Lament."

DR. BOWDITCH'S ADDRESS.

With the general ferment now going on in educa-

tion in general, and medical education in particular,

repeated expressions of opinion on the part of those

who may speak with authority are timely and welcome.

We would direct the attention of our readers to Dr.

Henry P. Bowditch's address, as President of the

Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons,

printed in another part of this issue. Dr. Bowditch

speaks from a ripe experience, extending through the

many vicissitudes of medical teaching which have

marked the past twenty years. His remarks are,

therefore, deserving of, and no doubt wDl receive, the

closest attention. We are glad to note a perfectly

definite desire to do full justice to the methods of the

past, while recognizing the fact that some of those

methods have outgrown their usefulness. This, coup-

led with the conviction that medical knowledge has

passed beyond the limits of a rigidly prescribed course,

gives to the address a judical quality which is at times

lacking in the first enthusiasm of reform. We have

of late frequently found occasion to express ourselves

as advocates of change in the form of instruction.

This is inevitable and wholly desirable, but this

should never lead us into the error of supposing that

the acquisition of knowledge is entirely dependent

upon the manner of its presentation. The teacher is,

after all, the essential element in the success of any

system. We look, therefore, to a readjustment of the

form of instruction which will lead to the develop-

ment of the teacher as well as of the student. We
have no doubt that the didactic lecture will be digni-

fied rather than degraded by the attacks made against

it, and the observation and independence of the stu-

dent cultivated at the same time, through individual

work in a general atmosphere of greater freedom in

the choice of his studies. These seem to be some of

the lessons which Dr. Bowditch's address teaches.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Plague. — Conditions in Hawaii are much im-

proved. A report under date of April 9th gives one

new and fatal case. In general, the prospects are en-

couraging. No general crusade had been begun against

the rats, which are supposed to spread the plague, but

a bounty of twenty-five cents had been offered, and a

professional rat catcher appointed by the Board of

Health.

"Univkrsity Medical Magazine."— It is an-

nounced that the University Medical Magazine will be

hereafter published by the University of Pennsylvania,

under the editorship of Charles H. Frazier, M.D.
Owing to the necessity for reorganization the new vol-

ume begins with the March issue. In appearance and

matter this issue is most satisfactory.

Two Centenauians. — Mrs. Mary Blizard, of

Macdonald's Point, N. B., who enjoyed the distinction
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of Ix'iii^ tlir oldcHt, vvoinaii in (I:iiiii<l:i, 1i:ik died. SIk!

\v,is lioiii ill 17'.I"J. Uicli;inl Moij.iliiiii, ii^cd oik- Iiiim-

tlrcd \(iiis :iii(l twciily d:iys, lias rccciilly died :il, Sialcii

Island. II(! served iiikUt Andrew .lacksoii in one of

llie Indian wars.

Vi.i.i.ow I^'kvkk in INIkxkm),— Yellow lever is ro

ported at, \'eia (hii/, at 'rehuantopec and at Salina

Crii/,. llnusually liot, wt^atlu^r and ini|)eri'eet sanita-

tion appear to \w rospoiisihlc!.

150ST0N AND NI'.W KN(;i.ANI).

AcuTK InI'MX'tious Diskasks in Uoston. — For

tho week (!ndin<r at noon, May 2, 1 !)(»(), there were

reported to tin; Board of Health of Boston, tlit^ follow-

ing cases of aente infi'Ctious diseas(!s : diphtheria (lH,

scarlatina 50, measles 171, typhoid fever G, small-pox 1.

TiiK Massachusetts Mkdical Socikty Tho-

TKCTKi).— A decision of importance has recently heeii

handed down by Judge Barker in the Supreme Court,

relative to a petition brought by a physician against

the censors of the Massachusetts Medical Society, to

compel them to examine him, with a view to giving

him a certificate of the Societ}^, approving him as a

physician. On the broad question of the case the

Court ruled that it was his opinion that the corpora-

tion owed no public duties such as contended for by

the petitioner, and was not required to give a certifi-

cate of (jualification to a physician. The Court said

it would report the case to the full bench if counsel

should agree upon a report.

Boston Socii<:ty of Medical Sciences.— At a

meeting of the Society held April 24th, Dr. Franklin

Dexter reported further observations on the morphology

of the digestive tract of the cat. Dr. Wm. Hallock

Park, of New York, a guest of the Society, read two

communications on " Some Experiments in the Nature

of Antitoxins and the Elimination from Antitoxic

Sera of their Deleterious Substances," and on " Be-

havior in Ice and River AVater of Twenty Cultures of

Typhoid Bacilli, Derived from Various Sources." Dr.

E. W. Taylor demonstrated a series of preparations il-

lustrative of diffuse degeneration of the spinal cord.

Death ok IIakriet P. Dame.— Harriet P. Dame,
of Concord, N. H., has recently died at the age of

eighty-five. She is well known for her services as a

nurse during the whole period of the Civil War. She

was on one occasion captured by the Confederate

troops, but was given a pass through the lines in con-

sideration of her services to both the Confederate and

Union soldiers. Since the war, Miss Dame has been

honored by various military organizations. From
1867 to 1895, she was employed as clerk in the Treas-

ury Department at Washington.

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Suffolk Dis-

trict Medical Society.— The annual meeting,

commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the Suf-

folk District Medical Society, was held at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, Saturday, April 2.Sth.

Bri^f remarks, chiefly of a reminiscent chax'acter, per-

tiiining to th(! formation, hiHtory and oIiJccIh of tin*

Society were made by Drn. B. Joy JelTrieH, A. T.

Cabot, J. C. While, I). \V. Cheever, J. C. Warren,

(ieo. li. Shattuck and II. L. liiirrell.

Aid for the Vincent Hosimtal.— The recent

theatricals in aid of the Vincent Hospital have re-

sulted in raising an amount of money Hutficient to r«j-

|)lenisli liberally its somewhat deplet^id treasury. Lant

year 120 patients were tnrated — wage-<;ariiing women
and girls — of whom 70 were free, and the others paid

only small sums for treatment and care, according Ui

their ability. The hospital lias only a small invested

fund, and its entire income met only about three-

s(!venths of its (expenses last year.

Meetin(; of Carney Hospital Physicians.—
The twelfth annual reunion of the Carney Hospital

Alumni Association took place last week at the hospi-

tal. In the afternoon several operations were per-

formed by surgeons of the hos|)ital, and later the

wards were inspected. At the annual business meet-

in": the following named officers were elected : Dr. M.
E. Keane, of Manchester, N. H., President ; Dr. J. B.

Hastings, Vice-President; Dr. May, Secretary and

Treasurer.

A School Closed in Waltham, Mass.— It has

been thought advisable to close temporarily St. Jo-

seph's Parochial School in AValtham, on account of

the prevalence of diphtheria in the town. This pre-

cautionary measure has been taken by the management
of the school, and the Board of Health has taken ac-

tion to disinfect the premises.

Ripley Clark, M.D.— Dr. Ripley Clark, of Wind-
sor, Vt., died April 23d. He was graduated at Dart-

mouth Medical College in 1846, and since 1861 has

practised medicine iu Windsor, until failing health

obliged him to retire. He had been a member of the

State Legislature, and was at one time president of

the National Bank.

Unnecessary Alarm Regarding Small-pox.—
The case of small pox recently reported from Worces-

ter, supposed to have been contracted on the steamer

Neio England, has proved on investigation not to be

the disease. Other suspicious cases from the same
source have also proved not to be small-pox.

A New Strength Record.— H. F. Cochems, a

student at the Harvard Law School, has recently

broken his previous strength record of 1,761.4 points,

as reckoned by intercollegiate test methods, by making

a total of 1,809 points. This was done without sys-

tematic preliminary training.

NEAV YORK.

Neav York's Water Supply. — Controller Coler

has made public a digest of the report on New York's

water supply prepared by John A. FVeeman. hydraulic

engineer, who has been engaged in the study of the

question since August last. While, with moderate

and practicable restriction of waste, the Croton water-

shed, supplemented by the Bronx and Byram water-

sheds, can furnish a safe supply for Manhattan and
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the Bronx for a few years to come, it is recom-

mended tliat a source of additional supply be sought

which will furnish at least 500,000,000 gallons per

day. It appears most probable that an additional

supply of 500,000,000 gallons per day, under the

growth which is almost sure to come to (ireater New
York, would be exhausted in twenty years if use and

waste go on increasing as they have for five years

past. A supi)ly of only 150,000,000 gallons, the ut-

most obtainable from either the Esojjus Creek or the

Ten Mile Kiver alone, would probably be exhausted

inside of fifteen years if it had to serve for all bor-

ouafhs. It is therefore recommended that the inves-

tigation for new sources take a broader scope, looking

further into the future than ten or fiftetsn years, and

that a progressive line of extension and development

for New York's water supply for a long period to

come be now planned, much as has been done for the

supply of the district arouud Boston. The sources of

supply for the future are mentioned as the Upper

Housatonic, combined with Ten Mile River, Long

Island east of Massape(]ua, the watersheds east and

west of the Hudson, the Ramapo River, and filtered

water from the Hudson at Poughkeepsie. Water

could also be taken from the Adirondacks at $50

per million gallons, or, for a 400,000,000 gallon sup-

ply and over, at $10. The placing of fiashboards on

the reservoir, for the purpose of increasing their stor-

age capacity, is advocated as a precautionary measure.

Statk Hosi'iTAL FOR THE Insane.— Govcmor
Roosevelt has signed the Burnett Bill, relating to

State hospitals for the insane in New York City and

vicinity. By this bill are legislated out of office a

number of physicians who have long been identified

with the management of these institutions ; namely.

Dr. A. E. MacDonald, general superintendent of the

hospital on Ward's Island, Dr. Elliott, medical super-

intendent of the hospital at Flatbush, Brooklyn, and

Drs. O. M. Dewing and A. C. Evarts, respectively

general superintendent and medical superintendent of

the hospital at King's Park, Long Island. Its enact-

ment was urged by the State Commission in Lunacy,

it is said, in the interest of economy, on the ground

that it would save a considerable amount in salaries

by abolishing unnecessary offices. In addition to abol-

ishing these offices the new law divides the present

Manhattan Hospital into three parts and the Long

Island Hosj)ital into two. That part of the former

located on Ward's Island, consisting of two sections,

for male and female patients respectively, is to be

known as the Manhattan State Hospital for Ward's

Island, and that part at Central Islip (the third sec-

tion), as the Manhattan State Hospital at Central

Islip. The two sections of the Long Island Hospital

are to be known as the Long Island State Hospital at

King's Park and the Long Island State Hospital at

Flatbush.

The Medical Training op Natives. — On the

occasion when Dr. Peck read his paper at one of the

sectional meetings of the Ecumenical Missionary Con-

ference "Dr. C. F. Harford-Battersky, Principal of

Livingston College, London, acted as chairman and

introduced the general subject, " The Medical Train-

ing of Natives ; Whether Advisable ; How and Where
Should they be Trained?" All those who took part

in the discussion were agreed as to the advisability of

such training, but the general sentiment was in oppo-

sition to their being brought to Europe or America for

instruction. Among the speakers were Drs. Edwin
S. Fry, of the Edinburgh Medical College, who de-

scribed his own work at Travancore, in Southwestern

India ; John C. Berry, of Worcester, Mass., who had

for many years been stationed atf Ksoto, Japan, where

he established a training school for nurses ; L. R.

Scudder, of India ; Avison, of Korea ; J. B. Fearn, of

Soo Chow, China, and (i. D. Dowkontt, of New York.

The last named referred to some Armenians who had

received their medical education under the auspices of

the American Medical Missionary Society, and who,

instead of returning home, were now practising in the

city of New York. The only speaker who favored

the training of natives in American or European col-

leges was Dr. Moses C. White, of the Yale Medical

School. The fact that in many countries dissection

was not practicable made it all the more necessary, he

thought, that they should be sent where they could

have the advantage of the practical study of anatomy.

Legislation Regarding Garbage.— On April

25th the Governor signed the Barren Island Bill, com-

pelling the removal of the garbage works located there,

and the abatement of the alleged nuisance within one

year. The bill, which is based on investigations made

in this country and in Europe by Health Ofiicer Doty,

at the request of the Governor, also provides for the

burning of the city refuse in crematories erected in

different localities. The adoption of the measure was

strongly urged by Dr. Doty as being in the interest of

the public health, and also endorsed by experienced

sanitarians. The strongest objection against the bill

was on the score of increased expense to the city.

There are mechanical and engineering experts, how-

ever, who claim that the cremation process, if given a

fair trial, will prove more economical than the present

reduction system now in use on Barren Island.

Aphasia and Preserved Consciousness. —
There is at present an interesting case of traumatic

ajihasia at the Harlem Hospital. The patient is an

Italian, thirty-five years old, who on April 10th was

shot in the left temph; during a (juarrel. At the hos-

pital four ounces of brain matter were removed, but

the ball could not be found ; and, contrary to expecta-

tion, after a time he began to recover. During the

past week it was accidentally discovered that he had

been conscious almost from the first, although he had

lost the power of speech. At the time of the opera-

tion and long afteiVards he was supposed to be en-

tirely unconscious, but he indicated that he had been

aware of everything that was going on, although he

experienced no pain. He is now able to rei)eat one
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or (wo words at :i tinu!, bill cuiiiiof, a|)|>.ii(iitly rciiHiii-

l)cr !i sciifciKU! oi" four or (ivi^ words.

\'A<iAl{IKH OF A So.MNAMHUMSr. — (l('Ori^(i Rit,-

tcrhnind, ii youu;;' soiniiiunbulist, whose lijil)it of slccp-

Wiilk'm^ is said to hiivc Ixicii diu; to (Uiop <;ri(!f over

the death of his father, recently disapjxian^d, and four

days afterward walked into a police station-lious(! (h'-

elarinjf that he had lost all recollection of Ins identity.

I)urin<f this period he had kept an account of his wan-

diM-iiigs, which w(!re confiiu'd to Maidiattan and Brook-

lyn, in a note-book. The writing was entirely differ-

ent from his ordinary penmanship, and, though he was

a graduate of the College of the City of New York,

the spelling and construction were those; of an illiter-

ate person.

A Lak(;e Vkudict for Personal Injury. — A
verdict for $25,000 has been awarded in the Kings

County Supreme Court to Dr. Walter B. Wellbrock,

of Brooklyn, in his suit against the Long Island Hail-

road Company to recover ;$1 00,000 for personal in-

juries. Oa Memorial Day, 1897, he was on a tallyho

coach which was run down by a train, and he was so

severely injured that his life was despaired of. This

was the second trial of the suit, the jury disagreeing

in the first trial.

Bequests to Hospitals.— Charles P. Hunting-

ton, a wealthy sugar merchant, who died on April

20th, left $20,000 each to Roosevelt Hospital and the

New York Society foi* the Relief of the Ruptured and

Crippled. By the will of Mrs. Cornelia Rhoades

$10,000 is bequeathed to the Society for the Relief

of the Destitute Blind and $1,000 to the New York
Eye and Ear Infirmary.

Enoch V. Stoddard, M.D., Reappointed.— At
the annual meeting of the State Board of Charities,

held in Albany on April 12th, Dr. Enoch V. Stoddard,

of Rochester, was elected vice-president for the sixth

consecutive term.

The Dinner to Dr. Jacobi. — Hon. Carl Schurz

is to be the principal speaker at the dinner in honor
of Dr. Abraham Jacobi in New York on May 5th.

ARMY NOTES.

School of Instruction for the Hospital
Corps. — Recent advices from Manila report the es-

tablishment at that place of a school of instruction for

the hospital corps, similar in character to those now
existing in this country at Washington and San Fran-

cisco. This school has accommodations for one hun-

dred men. The instruction includes a period of four-

teen weeks and embraces the subjects of first aid,

minor surgery, pharmacy, elementary anatomy, physi-

ology and hygiene, nursing and ward management,
clerical work and regulations. Great attention is also

given to bandaging and the handling and transporta-

tion of wounded. Instruction is also given in general

cooking and in the preparation of light diet for the

sick. The course of instruction is continuous and a

class is graduated at tlif: end of each inontli, the men
iMHng sent to various conirnands and exchanged for

unitiHtructed men. The value of theHC hcIiooIh of in-

Htruction to the military service caimot be overesti-

inatcd. While the period of instruction in neceHHarilv

brief, the men acrpiire a eoiisifieral)le knowledge of

their future duties, physit-illy profit by their drills,

and are imbued at the outset of their service with ideas

of soldifM-ly smartness and discij)line, which are mate-

rial aids to military efliciency.

Sessions of the Aicmy Medical School Dis-

continued. — It is understood that the great need of

medical men in the Philippines will prevent the re-

establishment of sessions of the Army Medical School

at the Army Medical Museum during the coming win-

ter. The course of this school was calculated to sup-

plement the training given by the medical colleges of

the country and was of the greatest value in giving

systematic instruction to young medical officers in

various subjects, particularly military medicine, sur-

gery and hygiene, and in organization and army regu-

lations, which they otherwise learned only through long

experience. It is much to be regretted that the needs

of the service will not permit a resumption of the ses-

sions of the school at the present time.

A Bill Regarding the Rank of the Surgeon-
General.— A bill has recently been introduced in

the House by a member of Congress from Georgia,

giving the Surgeon-General of the Army the rank

and pay of major-general. This is in line with the

action taken some months ago by the Savannah Med-
ical Society, urging the establishment of this grade as

being warranted by the great responsibilities which

now and in the future will continue to devolve upon
the chief of the Army Medical Department.

Appointment of Lieut.-Col. A. A. Woodhull.
— Lieut.-Col. A. A. Woodhull, until recently Chief

Surgeon in the Philippines, has been placed in charge

of the Army Medical Museum and the library of the

Surgeon-General's Office, Washington, D. C.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending April 21st, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week endimq Saturday, April 21, 1900.

Cities

New York .

(Chicago . .

Philadelphia
St. Louis . .

Boston . .

Baltiniore .

Cincinnati .

Cleveland .

Pittsburg .

Washington
Milwaukee .

Providence .

Nashville .

Charleston .

Worcester .

Fall Uiver .

Cambridge .

Lowell . .

New Bedford
Lynn . . .

Sonierville .

LawrencB .

Springtteld .

Holyoke . .

Brockton .

Salem . . .

Maiden . .

Chelsea . .

Haverhill .

(Gloucester .

Fitchburg .

Newton . .

Taunton . .

Everett . .

Quincy . .

Pittstield .

Walthani
North Adams
Chicopee
Medford . .

Newburyport
Melrose . .

3,654,5^4

1,6IV26
1 ,2(iG.832

623.(1(10

539,416
5(I6.:J89

405,(1(10

35it,(IOO

30.5.000

277,000
275,000
IfiO.OOO

87,754
65.165

111,7.32

103,142
92,.520

90,114
70,511
08.218
64,394
.5H,072

.')8.266

44.510
3X,759

37,723
36,421
34,235
32,651
81.426

30,523
30,461

28,527
28,102
24,,578

23.4i;l

22,791

21 ,583

18,316

17,190
15,036

14.721

1578

226
245

Percentage of deaths from

^"O

17.60

12.30

16.25
20.44

25.83

19.04

27.69
2t.43

20.00

14.70

20.48

28.56
14.28

50.00

S-3
"(5

23.70
23.78

20.05
1.5.06

36.90
80.92

21 28
14.91

13.33
14.7"

22.04

23.85

19.08
22.61

10.60

40.00

10.00

12..50

11.55

28.56
35.70

2.13

10.65

3.23

5.30

a> O
55

a*

3.52

2.05

2.60
2 92

3.33

2.56

4.77

4.77

7.69

23.52

10.00

12.50

.65

2.19

1.23

2.13

Deaths reported 2,909; under five years of age 940; principal

infectious diseases (small-pox, measles, diphtheria and croup,
cerebrospinal meningitis, diarrheal di.seases, whooping-cough,
erysipelas, fevers and consumption) GOO, acute lung diseases 701,

consumption 308, diphtheria and croup 90, diarrheal diseases 44,

measles 40, whooping-cough 30, erysipelas 27, scarlet fever 25,

typhoid fever 22.

From whooping-cough New York 14, Boston and Washington
3 each. Providence and Chelsea 2 each, Pittsburg, Nashville,

Fall River, Cambridge, Springfield and Brockton 1 each. From
erysipelas New York 20, Boston and Baltimore 2 each, Spring-

field 1. From scarlet fever New York 18, Boston 3, Pittsburg

2, Baltimore and Somerville 1 each. From typhoid fever Pitts-

burg 10, New York 3, Washington and Newton 2 each, Boston,
Lowell, New Bedford, Holyoke and Fitchburg 1 each. From
cerebrospinal meningitis New York 10, Somerville 2, Worces-
ter 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 11,()10,2',I6, for the week ending
April 14th, the death-rate was 22.4. Deaths reported 4,998:

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (I>ondon) 501, measles
182, whooping-cough 144, diphtheria 51, fever 38, diarrhea 33.

scarlet fever 27, small-pox (Liverpool) 2.

The death-rates ranged from 15. (i in Burnley to 30.5 in Man-
chester: Birminuham 24.8, Bradford 19.5, Croydon 18.7, Gates-
head 21.0, Hull 20.7, Leeds 23.9, Liverpool 28.5, London 21.0,

Newcastle-on-Tyne 21.1, Nottingham 20.2, Portsmouth 18.2,

Sheffield 27.2, Sunderland KJ.fJ, Swansea 19.8, West Ham 15.8.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING APRIL
28, 1900.

L. MoKRis, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Brooklyn " and ordered to the " Baltimore."

J. Stoucihton, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Bennington " and ordered to the " Castiiie."

T. M. LiPPiTT, assistant surgeon, detached from the "Balti-
more " and ordered to the " Oregon."

J. C. Thompson, assistant surgeon, detached from the " Cas-
tine " and ordered to the " Bennington."

A. G. Grunwell, assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Yosemite " and ordered to the " Brooklyn."

J. F. Leys, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Kssex " on reporting of relief, and ordered home and to wait
orders.

C. H.DeLancy, assistant surgeon, detached from the " Amphi-
trite " and ordered to the " Essex."

J. C. Thompson, assistant surgeon, will return to the United
States by the " Benningtou."

A. Farenholt, passed assistant surgeon, will return to the
United States by the "Concord."
M. R. PiGOTT, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the

Naval Academy and ordered to the " Chesapeake "same day.
K. Ohnesorg, assistant surgeon, detached from the Naval

Academy and ordered to the " Newport " same day.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE UNITED STATES MARINE-HOSPITAL
SERVICE FOR THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING APRIL 26,
1900.

Gassaway, J. M., surgeon. Leave of absence for five days
from April 23, 1900, under the provisions of Par. 189, Regulations,
M. H. S. April 2:5, liMlO.

Wertenbakkr, C. p., passed assistant surgeon. Detailed to
represent the Service at the meeting of the Association of Mili-
tary Surgeons of the United States at New York, N. Y., May 31
to June 2, liWO. April 25, 1900.
Rtimpson, W. G., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for ten days from April 28, liKX). April 25, 1900.
McMuLLEN, John, a.ssistant surgeon. Granted leave of ab-

.sence for three days. April 18, 1900. Granted four days' ex-
tension of leave of absence. April 24, 1900. Upon expiration
of leave of absence to proceed to the Gulf Qu.trantine Station,
Miss., and report to the medical ofiicer in command for tempor-
ary duty. April 24, 1900.

GoLDBERGER, JOSEPH, assistant surgeon. Upon being re-
lieved from duty at the Immigration Depot, New York, N. Y.,
to proceed to the Reedy Island Quarantine, Del., and report to
the medical officer in command for duty and assignment to
quarters. April 24, 1900.

Eagleson, J. B., acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of
absence for three days from May 8, 1900. April 21, 1900.
Rodman, J. C, acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for four days from April 23, 1900. April 20, 1900.
Olsen, E. T., hospital steward. Upon being relieved from

duty at Wilmington, N. C, to proceed to the Mullet Key Deten-
tion Camp, Fla., for duty. April 23, 1900.

Crowley, C. F., hospital stewarci. To proceed to Wilming-
ton, N. C, and report to the medical officer in command for
duty and assignment to quarters. April 23, 1900.

PROMOTIONS.

Passed Assistant Surgeons T. B. Perry, R. M. Woodward
and G. T. Vaughan, commissioned as surgeous. April 21, 1900.

appointment.

Charles F. Crowley, of Nebraska, appointed junior hospi-
tal steward. April 21, 1900.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement. — A regular
meeting of the Society will be held at the Medical Library, 19
Boylston Place, on Monday evening, May 7th, at 8 o'clock.
Dr. Wm. M. Conant will read a paper entitled "A Plea for

the Fixation of 'he Kidney by the Anterior Abdominal Route."
The subject will be discussed by Drs. Elliot, Munro, Richardson,
Cabot, Warren, Watson, Tliorudike, Gushing and others.

Dr. F. M. Briggs will show a case of " Contracting Scar of the
Hand Remedied by a Flap from the Abdomen."

Arthur K. Stone, M.D., Secretary, fi57 Boylston Street.

Suffolk District Medical Society, Surgical Sec-
tion. — The Surgical Section will meet at the Medical Library,
19 Boylston Place, on Wednesday evening, May 9, 1900, at
8.15 o'clock.
Papers: "Report of Cases of Infection due to the Bacillus

Aerogenes Capsulatus of Welch," by Paul Thorndike, M.D.,
assistant surgeon, Boston City Hospital, and Mr. Preston Kyes,
of the Jolins Hopkins Medical School."

" The Radical Cure of Hernia, with an Analysis of Ninety-
eight Cases," by J. C. Warren, M.D.

F. G. Balch, M.D., Secretary, 279 Clarendon Street.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Bulletin of the American Academy of Medicine, April, liKK).

Vol. IV, No. G.

Report of the Kensington Hospital for Women (Non-sectarian)
from October 10, 1898 to October 9, 1899. Philadelphia.
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ADAPTATION OK I'A'I'IKXJKNIC HACTKl'JA TO
DIKKEKKNT Sl'KCIKS OF ANIMALS.*

IIY TIIKOHAI-l> HIMiril, M.l)., I108T0N.

MiCDiCAi, s(',itMi(t(; and incdical iirt an! (^oncciriicd

chiefly with tho phciioiuciia of iitiinan diseases All

that iiKMlical sciciici^ (hwiics to i<ii()vv is the scries of

causes or antecedents leadinjf to any ^iviui disease, and

the series of phenomena which unfohls its(df within the;

hody (hirinif disease. Mt^dical art wishes to know
wheiHi luinian in<fenuity may enter to modify, suppress

or eliminate portions of this series so as to interfere

with the projfress of the disease, and hring it to a

standstill, liy general conscuit, hygi(Mie devotes it^

self to the external phenomena ; pathology, to the; in-

ternal.

In the carrying out of this program, a strict adhe-

rence to the subject has been found inadecjuate to gain

the results aimed at. To learn even the simplest fact,

recourse to animal experimentation has been ne(;essary

at every step. But this somewhat artificial procedure

of inducing diseases in animals, to many of which they

are naturally insusceptible, has not furnished adequate

information, and the next step is the study of diseases

natural to animal life. This step has become neces-

sary, because in the attempt to analyze the series of

events culminating in human disease many links of

the series are buried out of sight, or else inaccessible

to analysis, since, by universal agreement, experiment

upon the human subject, except when immediate bene-

fit to the subject is expected, is not only not permissilile,

but, as a rule, sterile of results under the conditions

necessarily imposed. In the host of infectious dis-

eases of animal life the submerged links of human
pathology are often in full view or readily found by
the ingenious explorer. Different diseases furnish

different parts of the unknown elements we are look-

ing for.

In the investigation of infectious diseases, the study

of the most important link in the chain of their causa-

tion— the mita'o-organisms— is equalled only in im-

portance by the study of the host into which they

enter. This study of micro-organism and host necessi-

tates at once the extension of our field beyond the

exclusively human infections, if we wish to investigate

the great facts of epidemiology, the rise and fall of

virulence in the micro-organisms, and the correlative

immunity of individuals and races. Thus far, a scar-

city of accurate facts, which is due chiefly to the inhe-

rent difficulties of the subject, confronts us, and, in

j)resenting the little that is at hand, I shall have to

take a more or less speculative position and point out

the problems, the pursuit of which is likely to bring

back important information.

If we glance at the infectious diseases which we
share with animal life, or in which the latter enters as

a necessary factor, we find (piite an array, readily di-

visible into groups :

(1) Diseases connnon to man and certain animals,

and presumablj' transmissible from aiiinuds to man,
and vice versa. (Bubonic plague, tuberculosis.)

(2) Diseases connnon to man and animals, but not

known to be transmitted. (Actinomycosis, tetanus.)

(o) Diseases transmitted from animals to man, but

* Kead before the Fifth Congress of American Physicians and Sur-
geons, held at Washington, D. C, May 1, 2 and 3, 1900.

not an a rule coniiniuiicut<;d from man to man, owing
tr) int(rrf('ring (-(inditions. (,\ntlirax, glanders, raliien,

vaccinia, foot-and-mouth discasf, meat joisoning, psit-

tiicosis, poHsibly also infections due to pun bacteria.)

(1) (/crtain Hp(;ci(ic synd»iotic ndations n-rpiiring

two hosts for the complete liffMryde of tin- nii<r«M>r-

ganisms. (Malaria, trichinfisig, tapeworm infection.)

A Humll proportion of the infectious di.seascH of man
and a large jiroportion of the infectious rliseases of

higher animals are transmissible, or at least inoculable,

upon small(!r animals, |)roducing in them diseas»;s hav-
ing more or less constant cliarar;ters. Th*; range of

inf(!ctiousness vari<;s consideraljly and arbitrarily with-

out any at prescmt assignai)h! niasons. 'J'hus the rat,

which is, geiK^rally sjieaking, (juite resistant to inf«;c-

tious agents, is extnnnely sensitive to the bacillus of

l)ubonic plague, while tin; guin(;a-pig, which is susce[>-

tibhi to a wide range of infectious agents, is much less

sensitive to this bacillus than the rat. The tul)ercle

bacillus, which counts among its victims such a large

number of mammals and birds, is quite harmless to

the gray mouse, even in large doses. Certain bact^-ria

affecting mammalia have also the power to produce
disease in birds. Among these are the tubercle bacil-

lus, mouse septicemia (swine erysipelas) and rabbit

septicemia (fowl cholera).

The range of infective power seems, to a certain ex-
tent, to coincide with the readiness with which the

bacteria can be artificially cultivated on various sul>-

strata, or, in other words, with their degree of sapro-

phytism. Thus, the plague bacillus, the colon deriva-

tives, the rabbit septicemia group, and anthrax, are
([uite readily cultivated, and their range is very wide.

On the other hand, those micro-organisms which are
cultivated with considerable difficulty, or not at all. or
which are not even known, have a limited range. For
instance, the organisms of leprosy, syphilis, gonorrhea
and influenza do not attack animals ; the same is true

of the exanthemata of man, exclusive of variola and
possibly scarlatina, and of certain diseases of unknown
etiology in animals, among them contagious pleuro-

pneumonia of cattle, and rinderpest. An important
exception to this general statement is rabies, which
produces disease in a considerable number of species.

Many of these facts have been known for years, and
are among the most familiar to bacteriology. The es-

sence of such peculiar selective action has not yet been
studied, and it may contain much that will elucidate

the perplexing problems of natural and acquired im-

munity from disease. They seem to support, so far

as they go, the recent contention of P. Baumgarteu,
that much of the natural resistence to specific infec-

tious agents is, after all, due to the absence of a satis-

factory soil.

The investigation of infectious diseases of animal
life has brought before us another phenomenon, which
is of considerable importance. Certain bacteria, caus-

ing disease among different species, have certain affini-

ties which force us to classify them together, and
which enable us at the same time to clearly separate

them from other pathogenic groups. One of the most
important of these groups consists of derivatives of

the colon bacillus,^ which produce epizootics among
swine, guinea-pigs and tield-mice : sperniophiles, which
have been found associated with disease in horses,

catth' and certain birds ; with pseudotulterculosis in cer-

tain other species, and to which the bacillus icteroides of

Sanarelli, and perhaps some forms belong which pro-
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duce disease in the human subject, and which have

been variously classed as paracolon bacilli and paraty-

phoid bacilli. Outbreaks of meat poisoning in Euro-

pean countries, characterized by gastro-intestinal dis-

turbance, are most likely due to this group of organisms,

which are introduced into the body in raw meat.'^

The typhoid bacillus is probably a more highly modi-

fied offshoot of this same stock. There is much minor

variation among these derivatives, which is probably

due to an adaptation to different animal hosts. AV^e

might say that the colon bacillus, or some ancestral

form, possessed certain qualities favorable to parasit-

ism, which have enabled it to become a prominent

pathogenic power under the form of a number of va-

rieties.

Another grouj) of closely related bacteria — the

group denominated by IIui)pe "septicemia hemor-

rhagica "— is one which is capable of the same analy-

sis. It appears as the caust; of fowl cholera and

swine plague ; it produces epizootics among cattle,

buffaloes, various kinds of game, rabbits and guinea-pigs.

It occurs in various forms of bronchopneumonia in

mammals and is a frerpient parasite of the mucous

membrane of the throat in cattle, swine, cats and dogs

during health. In these respects as well as in others it

is the analogue of the micrococcus of sputum septicemia

and of croupous pneumonia in man. It appears en-

dowed with widely different degrees of virulence,

giving rise to various types of septic diseases after in-

oculation into rabl)its. Wherever found, it is recog-

nizable to the trained bacteriologist from certain traits

which it has in common with other varieties of the

same species. A certain plasticity in its functional

character enables it to become a dangerous plague to

animal life, but it seems to have little or no power to

attack the human sul)ject.

The tubercle bacilhis furnishes still another illustra-

tion. The avian type has been recognized as a variety

for some years. Similarly the tubercle bacillus of

cattle has a certain uniform character which I have

thus far not found in any culture from the human sub-

ject.

Among the more vulgar pathogenic bacteria the

streptococci are found widely distributed, infesting a

variety of domestic animals and appearing in many
different kinds of lesions. The initial difference in the

virulence of streptococci from different sources is now
a well-established fact. The staphylococcus also ex-

ists in animals under varieties, several of which have

been more carefully studied.

Two main facts thus stand out among the phenomena

of bacterial adaptation : (1) The direct passage of in-

fectious agents from animals to man and from one

animal species to another ; and (2) the adaptation of

the same stock to different species leading to certain

more or less profound modifications of this stock into

recognizable varieties or races. An important prob-

lem arising from the second proposition is the extent

to which such races are capable of vicarious infection

of different hosts. To this we shall return later in

some concrete problems.

Turning now to the experimental phase of bacteriol-

ogy for light iij)on this matter, we find certain princi-

ples estal)lislied and confirmed by numerous experi-

ments. Since the days of Davarine it has been

known that the passage of certain l)acteria through a

series of susceptible individuals of some one si^ecies

markedly increased the virulence of the micro-organ-

ism. This increase manifested itself both by shorten-

ing the period of time between inoculation and death
and by the successively decreasing dose necessary to

produce the same fatal result. This has been demon-
strated by Davarine for rabbit sejjticemia, by Pasteur
for rouget and rabies, by Petruscliky for strej)tococci,

and by Voges and others for various animal infections.

Considering the excessively minute doses which ex-

periments have found sufficient to produce death in

cases of certain organisms like stre})tococci and rabbit-

septicemia bacilli, we might suj)pose that the virulence

can be indefinitely increased ; but this seems possible

only for certain species of bacteria and certain animals.

With others, notably rabies, a limit has been reached
which marks a certain condition of equilibrium.

The word virulence, howfsver, has its restrictions

and it was found in due time that the increase in

virulence referred to might or might not mean a

general increase towards other sjjecies. In fact, this

increase may be associated with decrease towards other

species. This was first claimed by Pasteur with re-

gard to the bacillus of rouget, or swine erysipelas. By
passing the bacillus through pigeons he made it less

virulent to pigs. By passing it through rabbits he
made it more virulent to pigs. This has been in

general denied by Voges ^ recently, who states that

the passage through one species reduces its virulence

toward otliers and that to raise it toward pigs it must
be passed through pigs themselves.

In the epizootic aphthie (foot-and-mouth disease)

of cattle and swine, whose etiology is still unknown,
LofHer and Frosch * found that the lymph of the vesi-

cles representing the eruption became attenuated if

passed through calves alone. When, however, swine

were alternated with calves, the virus maintained its in-

fectious power. Another virus of unknown morpho-
logic character, rabies, was increased in power by
Pasteur, by passages through rabbits for both them
and dogs. The transmission of the virus through

monkeys and dogs gradually diminished and eventu-

ally extinguished the transmissive power, while the

passages through cats increased it.^

There is thus no general scheme that will fit the re-

sults of experimental studies upon the increase, de-

crease or fixation of the virulence of pathogenic

organisms by passages through series of animals.

Each organism or related group of organisms needs

to be considered by itself before generalization may
be attempted. I'ndoubtedly such j^assages produce

certain more or less permanent changes in the physi-

ologic character of micro-organisms, which may lead

eventually to the races to which we have already re-

ferred as the products of nature's work.

In su2)porting our views upon experimental results

solely, we should bear in mind that the latter are the

outcome, in the main, of experiments upon small, usu-

ally quite susceptible animals. Work upon larger

animals endowed with a considerable degree of re-

sistance and approximating the human species in this

resjject, is meagrely represented, and in some instances

it has led to results quite at variance with expectation.

For example, in certain plagues prevailing among larger

mammals, it has been found very difficult to infect

healthy individuals even with large doses of the

pathogenic agent under artificial cultivation. Anthrax
serum, which was powerless to protect rabbits, readily

protected sheep from the fatal dose subsetpiently in-

jected.
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III I lie coiitiiMUMl (lux uiid rluiii^e of rolatioiiHliip l)c-

twttii tlit^ luicro or^iiiiisms and tl)(!ir Iiosts, wliicli is

iiiiulc iii(;i'('(lil)I(' l)y wliat has Uvvu Htat<-(i, l)iit uliicli

our liuiitatioiis iu time, space, and s(!ns(^ or<^aiis do

not pci'inil us to follow in uatiint, the; prohlcin that

presents itself to human nuidieino is this: IIovv far

(lo(!s natun; utilize animals as a workshop for prejiar-

in<f l)aet(!iia to act in a pathoj^enic role upon the human
race? I do not intend to pres(uit an answer to this

(juestion, hut simply to point out th(^ <U!siral)ility of

learning more of the micro-organisms parasitic ujton

diseased and healthy animals, which art; closely asso-

ciated with man either as beasts of burden, as food

producers, as pets, or as unwelcome, thou<^h insisttnit,

members of our household.

We have already s(!en that with reference to certain

specilic micro-orgaidsms, peculiar relationships anionic

species come to the front. There is evidently some
physiologic relation between man and the rat, as dis-

closed by bubonic plague, between man and tlu; horst;,

as revealed by the bacillus of glanders. Some writers

believe in a relationship between man and certain do-

mestic animals with reference to scarlatina. More gen-

eral relationships between larger groups of animals are

established by anthrax and I'abies. If we go a step

further into a less cultivated domain, we can readily

think of other possible relationships between human
disease and animals in which the causes of human dis-

ease may live without producing any recognizable dis-

ease. We can neither dispute nor aflirm such relation-

ship because we know comparatively little, if anything,

of the micro-organisms which thrive, say, upon the

raucous membrane of horses, cats, dogs, rats, mice

and certain birds which enter so largely into the

daily life of man, both young and old.

Some of you will perhaps remember the accounts

of the stir produced in lay and medical circles in

Paris by the peculiar epidemic of 1892, caused by
sick parrots from South America. This single epi-

demic involved 49 persons, with 16 deaths. Though
the bacteriology is not yet unravelled, the causal rela-

tion is clear. Leichtenstern,^ who has recently summed
up the evidence concerning this new disease of psitta-

cosis, gives some additional testimony from his own
city, Cologne, which definitely implicates this house-

hold pet in the production of highly mortal family

epidemics. Leichtenstern, in describing the peculiar

atypical typhoid-like pneumonia found in this dis(>ase,

emphasizes the fact that similar house epidemics of

pneumonia of ecpial severity and atypical course have
been not infrequently reported and have occurred in

his ovv^n practice without the presence of parrots.

The suggestion which comes to us in reading this is,

why not look up other household pets ? Are there

affections among household animals, not pets, which
are responsible ? It is not necessary for me to con-

tinue these observations farther to show that in trac-

ing the source of certain obscure diseases of man
there is still a wide gap to be bridged over.

There is one other question which is more or less

associated with the subject I have chosen, namely,
the fluctuation in the virulence of pathogenic organisms
and the bearing of this upon the appearance of infec-

tious diseases in epidemic form. It is an old question

to which I simply wish to add a thought. The com-
monly accepted view of the gradual self-limitation of

epidemic diseases is the exhaustion of susceptible

material. The recrudescence is similarly ascribed to

the reai»peararice of a young, HUHceplibh; ^ftiieration.

Thus the reappearance of the vuHti-ru plag^iie afti-r an

int(;rim of moiitliH is ascrilMrd by one observer to the

n<;vv generation of ruts. Hut this explanation, though
it n»ay be true for many «liHeaHes, may not Im- true

for all. W(! have seen that the passage through a

seri(-s of individuals of tin; same species may lead to

the att<;nuation and gradual extinction of thfr virus.

If we indulge in a litth: speculation along teleolf>gic

liiKiS we shall seer that tlu; attenuation of virus limit«id

to one host is not an unreasonable hypothesis. We
may assume that all jtarasitism tends toward a more
or l(!ss harndess symbiosis. This tendency is for the

good of both th(! host and tin; parasite directly con-

cerned. If th(! lattc^r jtromptly destroys the former,

as in acut(! septicemias, not only the host perishes,

but the parasite may, Ix^cause of the sudden change
of environment necessitated by the death of the host.

If the organism is a perishable one like the jjneu-

mococcus or its animal ecpuvalent, the rabbit-septice-

mia bacillus, it may perish before reaching another

individual.' Hence we should expect the virulent

type in this instance to thrive only temporarily and
in densely crowded localities, in large herds or Hocks.

If, however, some arrangement can eventually be es-

tablished tending to more mutually friendly, symbiotic

relations, both organisms are in a sense the gainers.

In the two organisms mentioned, I interpret this

symbiotic relation as a parasitism of the mucous mem-
brane of the upper air passages without any distur-

bance of health. The tendency of the diphtheria

bacillus seems that way at present. This synd)iosi8

probably leads to a loss of virulence, a weakening of

the destructive powers toward the particular host in

question.^

If the pathogenic bacteria have but one habitat—
the one in which they produce a specific infectious

disease— the probabilities are, I think, in favor of a

gradual mitigation of the type of disease. This may
be so slow that w^e, as individuals, cannot perceive

it. A continuation of this process ma}" eventually

make tlie microbe of secondary importance which then

acts only when other agencies prepare the way, as is

probably^ the case with croupous pneumonia in man
and various types of pneumonia in animals, or else

the disease becomes greatly prolonged, as in leprosy,

syphilis and tuberculosis, which are in reality mild
types of parasitism when comjiared with the viru-

lence of cholera or the plague. On the other hand,

the bacteria may have another habitat in which they
recruit their virulence. In this case we may expect
the diseases to appear at times in epidemic form
when transmission from individual to individual is

possible. For the spore-producing bacilli of tt^tanus,

anthrax, malignant edema and Rausdibrand, the nor-

mal habitat is probably the intestinal tract, fecal mat-
ter, the soil and decomposing material in association

with other favoring bacteria. They are protected by
the capacity for spore formation from the necessity of

adaptation to a varying environment. For the spore-

less and easily perishable bacteria I cannot conceive
this habit<it to be other than the human or animal
body. In these various situations a virulence for

other species is probably maintained owing to certain

imknown physiologic relationships between the species,

as already suggested.

I am inclined to think that the great specific energy
of many disease germs ^vas acc^uired in earlier geologic
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ages, possibly in animals of very different type from

those now living. But it is not impi'obablc that the

process of making pathogenic bacteria is going on now
in the animal world, to be noticed only when these

bacteria have been transported by some accident from

their unseen habitat to species which happen to be sus-

ceptible. Then a disease appears, and we become

cognizant of the disease germ. It is ditlicult to ex-

plain the incidence of certain animal diseases, especially

the explosive septicemia, in any otlu^r way. Let us

take a familiar organism to illustrate this hypothesis.

It is dillicult, for instance, to conceive the colon bacillus

as accpiiring pathogenic or invasive properties by a

saprophytic life in the intestinal tract of man withoiit

at the same time inducing immunity in the race. It

is not so difficult to conceive of colon bacilli living in

such an environment in the intestinal tract of certain

animals as to ac(piire at the same time pathogenic

properties towards man and other animal species. In

other words, the energy accjuired by certain jiathogenic

bacteria may be gained under peculiar conditions and

to discover these conditions, if still prevailing, is one

of the problems of pathology and bacteriology.

Viewed from this standpoint, micro-organisms causing

acute disease are out of place or else endeavoring to

create a new habitat. Disease itself is a temporary

disturbance of relationship, largely accidental at first,

but tending to beconu^ jx-rmanent as a form of ])arasit-

ism. No better illustration of this statement is at

hand than the Texas fever of cattle. In the South

the micro-organism is a practically harmless symbiont

of the blood. North of a certain line it produces a

highly fatal disease in the same species, which endan-

gers and may entirely interfere with the normal trans-

mission of the blood parasite itself.

The difliculty encountered in making any brief state-

ments upon the parasitism of bacteria and other low

forms of life is very great and there is ample oppor-

tunity for self-contradiction. Perhaps the subject is

best managed by some concrete illustrations.

I have already referred to the newest problem in

our horizon, the bubonic ])lague. The (ierman Com-
mission ^ has come to the conclusion that in the en-

demic focus of the Himalayas the rats, or 2)erhaps

other species of animals (Arctomys)
,
preserve the in-

fection sometimes for a number of years. Observa-

tions during the epidemic in the large cities have

shown that direct infection from man to man is not

very common in the hospitals. Again, some of the

French observers have found that passage of the ba-

c;illus through rats is likely to fail after a time. The
hyjjotliesis that occurs to us as harmonizing these vari-

ous statements is that the plague bacillus gains its

maximum virulence for man in the rat, for the rat

in man, and that both species may be necessary to

maintain the disease in an epidemic form.

The second illustration I take from tuberculosis.

Under the conditions prevailing at present in civilized

society, there are two sj)ecies the victims of this dis-

ease, man and cattle. Many other species are suscep-

tible, but the conditions surrounding them or gov-

erning the disf^ase in them do not favor any general

diffusion. In cattle ti)e tubercle bacillus is remarkably
uniform in its (character and iiighly virulent to certain

small animals like tlie raltbit. In man there flourish

many races of the Ijacillus as regards virulence among
them; the maxinnim virulence of the bovine bacillus

has been reported but once (Vagedes). What rela-

tion exists between the human and the bovine plague?
Evidently not an indiscriminate one. Does the latter

furnish the human race from time to time with bacilli

of high potency to tak(! tlu; place of the attenuated

forms that thrive; sa|)r()])hytically in the lungs? Or is

the specific adaptation of the two forms such that any
relationship worth (-onsideration no longer exists ?

These are momentous questions, which present them-
selves not only in this disease but in others. They
should receive careful attention from the human
pathologist in studying the effects of the mingling of

different races of the human family and of the differ-

ent varieties of pathogenic organisms which they
bring with them. Such varieties may lead to an in-

crease in the virulence of strictly human diseases as

observed in any one locality.

Within recent years nuich ridi(;ule has been poured
on the theories of Pettenkofer concerning the fluctua-

tion of epidemics with season and locality— the un-

known " y " and " z " of etiology. Hut the bacteriol-

ogists who have been the chief aggressors have left on

all sides large gaps in the etiology of infectious dis-

eases, so that there is scarcely a malady whose; micro-

organism is now known which does not bristle with

interrogation })oints. The sum total of bacteriologic

knowledge points toward certain still unknown condi-

tions which favor a restoration or a maintenance of

virulence and which differ from those which an; cur-

rently reported as in action.

This statement does not intend to cast d()ul)t ujion

accepted views of the increase in virulence due to pas-

sages through series of susceptible individuals of any
species. These are too firmly established to be vul-

nerable. Nor can we dispute the evidence that the

decline of epidemics is largely associated with accjuired

immunity. But there are certain supplementary facts

bearing upon our relation to animal life Avhich medical

science can well afford to take as a text in order to

discover, if possible, some of the still unknown dy-

namic sources of human disease.
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Improvkd Hospital Facilities for Brookline,
Mass.— The committee appointed to consider a new
contagious hospital for the town will recommend a

new building, particularly for the use of patients with

scarlet fever and diphtheria. The accommodations

for small- pox patients are regarded as adequate for

present needs.
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BACTKUIOTIIKRAPEUTICS, WITH KSI'KCIAL
KKFKltKNCK TO 'ITIBKRCULOSIS.*

IIV ICI>\V\ltl) It. IIAI.DWIN, M.I)., HAUANAC I.AKK, N. Y.

In iuv <'IVort (<» present tliis .suhject I will include

for the purposes of tliis pupcr, in onh^- to (;ovcr nion;

Itroiully tlu> us(! of bactcriu in medication, both pre-

ventive or iininunizini^ methods and s(!runi therapeu-

tics. I cannot, however, attempt mon^ than a siiin-

mary of our pr(!sent knowh'd<fe of th(! suhj(!et in

(H)niiection with human (lis(!as(!.s other than tul)ercu-

h).siH.

The us(! of liviu";- hut W(!al<(uied hact(!ria in the pro
vention of \\\('' like disease has found hut little; scope;

outside of vaccination for variola and anthra.x. Con-

siderable immunity has been j)roduce(l in this way ex-

perimentally aj^ainst streptococcal, pnenimococcal, diph-

therial and tuberculous infections, but its therapeutic

employinont would obviously be irrational. Living

streptococcus inoculations have, however, been by ac-

cident or intent suc(;essfully employed in the treat-

ment of sarcoma and lupus (Coley's first method).

The employment of dead bacteria, their extracts or

culture products, has at present an undoubted field in

cholera, plague; and ty})hoid prevention in Imman
beings. The results of Haffkine's ^ anticholera inocu-

hitions have demonstrated its protective power for a

limited time, while the use of extracts of plague ba-

cilli gives promise of similar comparative immunity.^

The inoculations against typhoid in the British army
are encouraging in their results.^ In other diseases

there has been little encouragement except as regards

the lower animals. For therapeutic use the extracts,

or dead bacteria, have not commended themselves in

acute diseases like typhoid, plague, sepsis, pneumonia
and diphtheria.

The use of serums or tissue extracts of animals im-

munized or treated with bacterial substances for these

purposes manifestly is much more applicable for thera-

peutics, because it brings to the aid of the infected or-

ganism the protective substances or powers of others.

The striking success of diphtheria antitoxin in treat-

ment has caused the flood of serums for all known
diseases. It will here be sufficient to remind ourselves

that except tetanus serum no others have shown brill-

iant results in human medicine. It is interesting to

note that both these serums have pre-eminently anti-

toxic as distinguished from bactericidal powers. Among
the serums that have claims upon our notice at pres-

ent the streptococcus,^ pneumococcus,* and that of re-

current fever * are said to have bactericidal or bacteri-

olytic properties only, while the serums of plague,

typhoid and cholera may have both antitoxic and bac-

tericidal powers. Of tuberculosis serum I will speak
later.

Experiments upon animals, and to some extent

upon man, are entirely satisfactory as a basis for a

mucli wider usefulness of serums and tissue extracts

as immunizing agents.

The promptly curative effects of diphtheria anti-

toxin may obscure in the minds of some the good
results of immunization by its use, but its demon-
strated value should encourage a much more exten-

sive employment, especially as the improvements in

preparation have lessened the dose and increased the

potency. These remarks also apply with greater

force to tetanus. It needs no sage to observe that

* Read before the Fifth Congress of American Physicians and Sur-
geons, held at Washington, D. C, May 1, 2 and 3, 1900.

at pr<;Hent liacteriotherujHMiticH and Herurn thera[)eutir»i

luive, with the; exception of diphtheria, their \h-mI field

for practical use in immunization agaiuHt their n^Mpeo
tive disftases.

With this brief review (jf the general Hul)ject, with

which I do not assume familiarity, I crave attention

to soMU! r<;markH with referencir U) tuberculoHis.

While I (consider it not unprr>fitable to mention the

|)reHent clinical status of tuberculin, it is certain that

it can serve no u.seful purpo.se; t<> rewjunt the liiHtory

of the blind leading the; bliiul of a riecade ago. It

nanains a history for the cont<;mplation of jisycholo-

gists. Tin; term tuberculin has been used to cover

broadly all extracts and culture products of the tuber-

cle! bacillus, anel shoulel not be confu.se-el witli se-runLS,

as is freepiently elone. The extracts jtrepare-d subse;-

ejue-nt to Koch's original tuberculin that have: been
u.se;el clinically receiveel various names according to

their object anel me;thoeI of preparation, and may be

enumerateel as follows :

(1) Original tuberculin (abbreviatenl " T. O.") ;

boiled, concentratenl anel filtereel, glycerinated cultr

ures ; now chiefly useel for eliagnosis.

(2) Purified tuberculin (" T. Pur.") ; the resultant

redissolved precipitate of the first with 60 per cent,

alcohol.

(3) The new tuberculin (" T. R.") ; an unsteril-

ized, unfiltered, glycerin-water semisolution of living,

dried, pulverized, and washed bacilli.®

(4) Tuberculocidin and antiphthisin ; dilute tuber-

culin made from the slight residue after precipitation

with sodium-bismuth iodide.^

(5) Hunter's * modifications ; similar to purified

tuberculin by precipitation with ammonium sulphate.

((3) Tuberculoplasmin ; the filtered w'atery solution

of the protoplasm of moist living bacilli, extracted

by crushing with hydraulic pressure.'

(7) Watery extracts of bacilli without culture me-
dium.i"

(8) Tuberculinic acid ; the nucleic acid obtained

from fat-free bacilli, decomposed by superheated

steam ^^

It was soon discovered that the original tuberculin

produced no immunity against relapses of tuberculosis,

where the disease seemed completely arrested and
even apparently cured by its use. Hence the new
tuberculin, containing the substance of the bacilli and
not its extractive matter, was introduced by Koch
because it was found in animals to confer immunity
against, as well as to be curative in the sense of com-
plete arrest of, the disease.

The results of these experiments with the new
tuberculin are entitled to respect, although not yet

completely published as promised (see Beck^*), be-

cause they show the possibility of producing at least

temporary immunity in guinea-pigs. Unfortunately,

the conditions are such that man cannot tolerate pre>-

portionately greater doses of this bacillus poison : nor,

if he could, would the immunity be certain to be
sufficiently lasting to commend its use. The clinical

results, so far as they relate to new tuberculin for

preventing relapses, are disappointing, though incon-

clusive as yet. Moreover, from our present knowl-
edge of its effects, the tubercle-bacillus poisons used
for immunization woulei recjuire such care to avoid

overdosage that grave danger of chronic poisoning

niid cachexia would result from attempts to keep up
the immunity even in vigorous subjects.
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Therefore, it appears to me that the subject of

tuberculin mainly interests us at present in relation

to its local action on tuberculous tissue, and to the

mechanism of this specific relatively increased toler-

ance, observed especially as a consequence of injec-

tions of the new tuberculins, dead bacilli and those of

weak virulence." ^^ To discover and, if possible,

utilize this relative protection for passive immunity
in the treatment of tuberculosis is the aim of research

to-day.

Much interest clings to the nature of the tuberculin

reaction, and many theories have been held concern-

ing it. That of Koch, which assumed a direct necro-

tizing action on tuberculous nodes ; of Hertwig,^* that

ascribed it to chemotaxis ; of Eber,^** to " heightened
cell energy "

; of Buchner," Rosenbach^* and Charrin ^®

to '' latent inflammation " and fever susceptibility ; of

Klein,^° solely to mixed infections ; of Arloing,^^ to

weakening of the tubercle, and increase of secretion

by the bacilli ; of Liebmann '^ and Ribbert,^'^ who
thought the bacilli were increased in potency, have all

been abandoned or modified with further study and
the discovery of analogies. The later assumption of

Bfibes -* and Proca that it is a process of fermentation

or enzyme activity excited by tuberculin is more in

line with our present knowledge.f
A long list of substances is now known to produce,

like tuberculin, local and general reactions in tubercu-

lous subjects, and similar general disturbances with
fever in healthy persons when large doses are em-
ployed.

In general they are digestion products, such as albu-

moses and their ferments ; also certain alkaloids, such
as physostigmin, pilocarpin, atropin ; certain acids, as

cinnamic,"^^ cantharidin, and especially nucleic acids and
their combinations as found in bacterial proteids," and
finally abriu, ricin and similar irritant bodies.

Their nature, taken in connection with our most
recent knowledge of the chemical composition of

tubercle bacilli and of bacteriolytic powers of serums,
is to me highly suggestive of the ferment or enzyme
theory propounded, and to some degree experimentally
supported by Babes and Proca '^^ to account for the

tuberculin reaction. (See also Hahn.^) 1 may be
permitted to present it with modifications to fit the

times somewhat as follows : Tuberculin and allied

irritants cause leucocytosis, or at least stimulate the

secretion of ferments by leucocytes and other cells,

particularly those which surround the bacilli as a wall.

'J'his ferment attacks both the injected irritant and
th(! similar poisons that have been slowly accumulat-
ing in the tubercles during the life cycle of the

bacillus. The general fever reaction now comes on
because of the toxin set free, altered by or combined
with the enzyme. The reactions are not produced in

very recent tubercles nor earliest stage of tuberculosis

l)ecause there has been no time for storage of toxin,

which begins when the bacillus ceases to grow or
dies, and because the organism as a whole has not
developed susceptibility to this class of poisons, or

power to attack them. The local and general reac-

tions become less and less as more tubercles are

exhausted of toxin, while the dose required to produce
them increases because of less toxin in the tubercles,

t It Is somewhat unfortunate that our Ideas of the reactions and
do8H(;e sliould have been based on the use of the original tuber(-ulln,
since it is a crude mixture, including albunioses and peptones from
the culture medium wliieb by themselves produce reaction, supple-
menting that produced by the bacillus extract proper.

and also because of the now lessened sensitiveness of
the whole organism, or toxin immunity.

Inoculations of sterilized bacilli produce tubercles
and susceptibility to tubertuilin reaction. Hence, for

the purpose of this argument, both living and dead
bacilli may be considered simply as chemical irritants

which the defensive mechanism of the animal strives to

disintegrate and excrete. The bacillus being mark-
edly resistant because of difficultly soluble fats and ir-

ritant nucleobodies in its substance, this effort fails in

part and leucocytes and other cells hedge it in to form
the tubercle. The nearest oells imbibe or slowly dis-

solve out the soluble toxin or suffer death in the at-

tempt. In either case the process of digestion or
enzyme action is too slow to effect a marked local or
general disturbance unless there are present a sufficient

number of tubercles of the same age, or unless tuber-
culin and similar exciters are used, or there are accom-
panying infections that cause; an increase of leukocytes
and thus more enzyme action.

This hypothesis satisfactorily accounts for many
phenomena clinically and experimentally observed in

tuberculosis and tuberculin action, and gathers force

from the recently strengthened theory of Buchner,""^^

that bactericidal and bacteriolytic or dissolving {proper-

ties of serums are proteolytic enzymes secreted by
various cells, but pre-eminently by leucocytes. The
agglutination of tubercle bacilli by serums from tuber-

culous patients has been claimed by Arloing and
Courmont,^' and while this may not be a wholly
specific propertj', it indicates the presence of some
anti-body allied to those in bacteriolytic serums. If

then we may assume that tuberculin acts as a spur to

the functions of defence, we can easily apprehend the

danger of overstimulation and harm from too large

and frequent dosage, or when used on patients with
poor nutrition or already over-poisoned by their mal-
ady. Likewise the severe local reactions, particularly

in the lung, could cause new foci by washing out the

bacilli. While this may have occurred during the

tuberculin craze, I believe that all trustworthy advo-

cates of tuberculin therapy to-day, after years of ob-

servation, think that no recognizable danger exists

when the violent reactions are avoided and proper cases

are selected.

Whether or not tuberculins of any sort should be
favored for limited therapeutic employment in the

light of our present knowledge, I will not presume to

decide, but that they can favorably influence a pure,

localized pulmonary tuberculosis, and lupus, in a well-

nourished and afebrile patient, seems to me sufficiently

jjroved by clinical experience coupled with animal ex-

periments. Obviously their use should be confined to

institutions, and the patients observed through a series

of years.

The experience of Petruschky ^* is valuable in show-
ing the necessity for repeated injections of tuberculin

with long interru])tions in order to attain an absence

of reaction susceptil)ility to test doses. This he re-

gards (and to my mind with some reason) as a criterion

of the complete cicatrization of all the tubercles

(though not of the death of all bacilli in them). How
far such a criterion may hold good depends upon how
much an acquired toxin immunity from the previous

injections may have to do with it, but it is safe to say

that the latent tuberculosis in a person in apparent

good health, that will not react to a full diagnostic

dose of tuberculin, should cause no anxiety. The few
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piiticiits who li!iv(i stood tlu; tc^st of time iiiid MiImt-

(Miliii iiricr loii;f iiitcrviils \x\v alone tliost; of v.-ilm- in a

clinical estimate of the cnrative inlhiencc; of tnl)erciilin

in tlie sens(! al)ov(! ineiition<'(l (complete cicatri/ation

of foci).

It appears nnccrtain tiiat tuheicniins <"in do any

more for the local process in ai<lin<^ cicatrization or

absorption of tnhercles than other h-uccx^ytcr irritants,

snch as cinnamic acid'"* and nucleins ; hnt if a (Mwlain

dej-ree of toxin immunity can Ix; produ<-ed by the now
tul)ercu]ins it is more rational to emj)Ioy a sfXHiific

irritant. Considering the diiruadty and daiijfcr of ])ro-

ducing even comparative; immunity by the use of

tuberculins the question is {)ractically resolved to this :

Can we safely aid nature to advantaj^e in her attempt

to hem in and destroy the tuberch; bacillus and its

products by nuMlication that increases the hyperemia

and absorption from tuberculous nodes? I think it is

reasonable to affirm that we can within luirrow limits.

Tlie successful treatment of tuberculous joints by

combined active and passive; hyperemia (Bier's'-'

method), the complete absorption of tubercles from

the peritoneum after simple laparatomy, due to re-

active hyperemia (Ilildebrandt**"), and tlu; sanu; result

in lupus from tuberculin, x-ray, and other methods

producing inflammation, are certain indications that it

is rational so far as they can be applied to pulmonary

tuberculosis.'^ A more attractive subject for consid-

eration is serum therapeutics in tuberculosis, which is

in an experimental stage at present. A great variety

of relatively immune animals and birds have been

utilized in the search for an antituberculous serum

without practical success. On the other hand, Mara-

gliano "'-^ and de Schweinitz " have attained some pro-

longation of life in tuberculous guinea-pigs with the

serum of horses injected with bacillus toxins. The
serums have been and are being used clinically with

greater or less claims for success.

Paterson *' and Behring '^^ found antitoxic proper-

ties in certain bird-serums, and de Schweinitz ^' and

Behring'* in tuberculous cows treated with toxins.

These were found unsuited for use on human subjects

because of irritant properties. Maft'ucci and Vestea ^

obtained prolongation of life in guinea-pigs with

serum of toxin-treated sheep, but as it produced fever

it was thought to contain tuberculin, and its activity

thus accounted for. The antitoxic properties of the

serums of Maragliano and Behring were assumed to

be demonstrated by the inhibition of a tuberculin re-

action in a human subject, and prevention of death

from a fatal dose of the toxin in healthy guinea-pigs.

None have so far been proved bactericidal or immu-
nizing, and the evidence is yet unsatisfactory (see

Trudeau and Baldwin "') as to the much-wished-for
antitoxic power, which is at least so weak as to be un-

appreciated when measured by its immediate influence

on the fever of tuberculosis patients. Thus far no
tissue has been found to have an especial affinity for

the bacillus toxin as in tetanus and diphtheria. This
may be the reason that we have such slight evidence

of the presence of a strictly antitoxin body.
It might be expected from what has been learned

about the mechanism of the tuberculin reaction that a

bacteriolytic property might be obtained in serums or

tissue extracts of immunized animals. If present, the

practical value of such a serum might be limited by its

inability to get at the bacillus in the caseating tuber-

cles, unless, like laparotomy in tuberculous peritonitis,

it could (ruuHc their complete absorption. The wholn
subject is lieing studied earncHtly for more light on

these problems, and we may not lose hope frjr renulu

of jiractical value.
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THE RELATION OF BACTERIOLOGY TO MEDI-
CI NE.i

BY RICHARD C. CABOT, M.D., BOSTOX,
Assistant in Clinical Afedicine, Harvard Medical School : Physician

to Out- Patient n, Afassachiisetts General Hospital.

By the terms of the subject assigned to me, the

parasite of malaria and the question concerning the

^larasitic origin of malignant new growths are ex-

cluded from discussion, since the organisms concerned

in those diseases are not classed as bacteria.

Bacteriology has relations with every department

of clinical medicine.

AVith (a) Etiology.
" (h) Diagnosis.
" (^) Symptomatology and the course of dis-

ease.

AVith (c?) Prognosis.
" (e) Treatment.

ETIOLOGY.

Through bacteriology we have been enabled to de-

termine practically with certainty the causes of the

following diseases :

• Read before the Fifth Congress of American Physicians aud Sur.
geons, held at Washington, D. C, May 1, 2 and 3, 1900.
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I.

Diphtheria,

Tuberculosis,

Bubonic plague,

Tetanus,

Anthrax,

Asiatic cholera,

Relapsing fever.

Influenza,

Gonorrhea,

Glanders.

Erysipelas and the various diseases due to patho-

genic streptococci and staphylococci.

Actinomycosis.

Typhoid.

I have put typhoid last in tlie list of diseases of

whose cause bacteriology has made us certain because

it is only since 1897 that the typhoid bacillus has ob-

tained so secure a position through the introduction of

Widal's agglutination test. Previous to that discov-

ery the typhoid bacillus was regarded as very prob-

ably the cause of typhoid fever, but not as occupying

as secure a position as the bacillus of anthrax or of

diphtheria.

II.

Next to the above group of diseases, we may ar-

range those regarding whose connection with a well-

identified micro-organism we are but slightly less

firmly convinced.

(a) Epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis (diplococcus

intracellularis of Weichselbaum).

(d) Croupous pneumonia (micrococcus lanceola-

tus)

.

III.

Among the diseases whose bacterial cause is prob-

ably identified are

:

(a) Malta fever (micrococcus melitensis of Bruce).

(b) Meat poisoning— certain epidemics— (bacillus

enteritidis of Gartner and allied species).

(c) pjpidemic tropical dysentery (Shiga's bacillus).

(d) Leprosy (Hawsen's bacillus).

IV.

Regarding the bacteria believed by some to be

causally connected with the following diseases we are

at present in doubt.

(a) Whooping-cough.
(b) Yellow fever.

(c) Syphilis (Lustgarten's bacillus).

{d) Cystitis and cholangitis (colon-bacillus infec-

tion in certain cases).

(e) Soft chancre (Unna's bacillus).

Finally we may make a list of bacilli probably

pathogenic under certain conditions, but not constantly

associated with any well-defined group of clinical

manifestations. Such are the :

(a) Bacillus pyocyaneus.

(c) Bacillus of maligqant edema.

{d) Bacillus of Friedlander (ozena, lobular pneu-

monia, etc.).

DIAGNOSIS.

Bacteriology is in the closest relations with clinical

medicine through the help it gives us in clinical diag-

nosis. Such assistance is given

{A) Through the demonstration of the bacilli

themselves in secretions or in the products of disease.

{B) Through the agglutination test.

[^C) Through the injection of soluble products of

the growth of certain bacilli (tuberculin mallein).

A.

So far only two or possibly three such bacteriologi-

cal tests can be said to be in general use throughout
this country, namely

:

(1) The search for the tubercle bacillus in sputa.^

(2) The search for the diphtheria bacillus in the

throat, and possibly

(3) The agglutination test of typhoid.

Other such aids to diagnosis which seem likely to

come into more general use are the examination of

(a) The blood— blood cultures in pyemia, malig-

nant endocarditis, bubonic plague, pneumonia, gonor-

rheal septicemia).

(b) The sputa— for the influenza bacillus, plague

bacillus, and micrococcus lanceolatus.

(c) The urine— for the bacilli of tyj^hoid and
tuberculosis.

(d) Thefeces— for the bacilli of typhoid, tubercu-

losis and cholera.

(e) Cerebrospinal fluid— for the diplococcus in-

tracellularis, tubercle bacillus, and mucococcus lanceo-

latus.

(^) The urethral, vaginal and uterine secretions

— for gonococci.

(^) The nasal, pharyngeal and conjunctival secre-

tions— for influenza or diphtheria bacilli, bacillus of

Friedlander, bacillus of Weeks.

B.

THE AGGLUTINATION TEST.

(a) Next to typhoid, Malta fever seems at present

the disease in the diagnosis of which we are most
helped by the agglutination test.

(b) In the recognition of the true nature of certain

obscure fevers, Durham believes that the serum test

with the bacilli most frequently concerned in meat
poisoning (Gartner's bacillus enteritidis) is destined to

play an important part.

(c) The diagnosis of relapsing fever between the

paroxysms, once difficult or impossible, is now ])ossible

by the use of a reaction akin to the agglutination

test.

(rf) Well-marked agglutination reactions have been

constantly observed in leprosy, bubonic plague, Asiatic

cholera and tropical dysentery with the bacilli of these

diseases. Just how much practical use is as yet made
of these tests I am unable to say.

To other diseases the diagnostic assistance of the

agglutination reaction has not extended. Individual

observers have reported success in the attempt to

apply the serum test to the diagnosis of tuberculosis

and croupous pneumonia, but confirmation is lacking.

AID GIVEN TO BACTERIOLOGY BY CLINICAL MEDI-
CINE.

To a limited extent we are able to reverse the use

of the agglutination test. Instead of using a well-

identified bacillus to test the body fluid of a doubtful

case, we can use the body fluids of a well-identified

case of disease to test a doubtful bacillus. In identi-

fying doubtful cultures, M. W. Hichardson uses slips

of filter paper soaked in the blood obtained at autopsy

from a case of typhoid. Durham has used similar

tests in difi^erentiating the flora of the intestine.

* In examining sputa from cases of gangrene of the lung, it should
be remembered that the smegma bacillus may occur in such cases,
and be mistaken for the tubercle bacillus if decolorisatiou with abso-
lute alcohol is not attempted.
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('.

()| till' <liii;ilioslic use of tillii'iciiliii it is only iicccs-

siiry to siiy tliut drspit*^ \\w. wuruiuji^s of Vircliow it,

has passed into ^(MKiral use and dcs(!rv('s to he utilized

iuu(!ii inorii widely still. 'V\\v Uws who oiijeet to itH

use are for the most part thosi; who liav(! not tried it.

The use of uiallein is well establishc^d.

SVMl'I'OM ATOMX; V AM > (;()ll{SK.

(1) Ba(;t(U'iolo<:;y is rapidly hrin^jin^ about a nv
groupiuii' and rearraiiii^eineut of those; clusters of sii^ns

and syiuptouis by means of whi(;h we have Imhmi accus-

tomed to reeo<fnize the entities (;alh'd "diseases."

Previous to tin; development of bacteriolo<fy we
thought of acute pneumonia as a single well-d<'lined

disease. Now W(; know that there are many kinds of

pneumonia. The pneumonia due to tin; micrococcus

lanceolatus differs in many res[)ects from pneumonia
due to the streptococcus pyogenes, to the j)lague

bacillus, or to Fricnllauder's bacillus. Such difl^^er-

ences are clear on the post-mortem table and we art;

beginning to recognize clinical types corresponding to

them.

I cannot help hoping that such differentiations will

help us to clarify the turgid sentences in which ])(!r-

force our symptomatology is now expressed. Wlum
1 read symptomatology, and still more when I attempt

to write it, I am at times inexpressibly depressed by

the wearisome occurrence of such phrases as " some-

times," " not infrequently," " in certain cases," etc.

*' Sometimes pneumonia ends by crisis— sometimes

not." " Peritonitis sometimes caused distention of the

abdomen, sometimes retraction." " Why ? " asks the

intelligent student and there is no answer.

Now if we could say (as I hope before long we
can) :

" Pneumonia when due to the micrococcus

lanceolatus ends by crisis, when due to the strc^jto-

coccus by lysis "— what a godsend it would be I How
much more scientific, how much less by the weather

predictions of the Yankee fishermen our text-books of

medicine would sound !

(2) Again by showing that one species of bacteria

may set up disease in the brain, the lung, the endocar-

dium and the peritoneum, bacteriology has suggested

that what we now separate as various diseases —
meningitis, endocarditis, peritonitis should properly

be brought together under the heading of '' pneumo-
coccus infections." Influenza, tuberculosis, gonorrhea
and typhoid already occupy such a position. Influ-

enza is still influenza whether it attacks the upper air

passages, the gastro-intestinal tracts, or runs its febrile

course without any recognizable local manifestation.

The recent report of the Bombay Plague Commission
manifests an advanced form of the same tendency

when it specifies no less than ten forms of infection

by the plague bacillus at least, as different from each

other as are the different manifestations of the micro-

coccus lanceolatus in various organs.

(3) The interesting subject of combined bacterial

infections is too extensive to be treated in this paper.

But it is evident that our conceptions of the symptom-
atology of pulmonary tuberculosis have been greatly

clarified since we began to distinguish the symptoms
due to mixed infection with pyogenic cocci or with

influenza bacilli from those due to the activity of the

tubercle bacillus alone.

I'KO'JNOHIS.

Statements regarding [irogiiosiH are apt U) prew^iit

an unrivalhtd mat«'rial for the Htiidy <»f the art of

Itcdiliuji.

Ba«:teriology is helping us to make our progiioneK

less m(!aningIesK. The following examples are in

point

:

(a) When pneiirnococr^i can Im; demonstrated in tlie

Idood of a case of pnentnrjnia, a fat;il termiiiution i.n

almost certain.

(A) When the spirochetes of a case of relapsing

fever are rendered motionless within one; hour by the

blood of another patient who has pjtssful through one
paroxysm and is expecting another, no second j)ar-

oxysm will occur, while if the spirfjchetes are not

quicited within two hours another paroxysm is sure to

follow.

(c) Empyema due to the pneuniococcus is likely to

heal after relatively rapid tapping, oft*;n without per

manent drainage.

TIIICATMKNT.

(a) Antitoxic or protective sera.

The subject is so familiar and well worn that I will

simply classify the various antitoxic sera according to

the best current opinion of the efficiency.

Markedly curative.

Antidiphtheritic serum.

Antispirillum serum (relapsing fever).

II.

Efficient as protective.

Anticholera serum.

Antiplague serum.

III.

Limited utility in selected cases.

Antitetanus serum.

Koch's tuberculin.

IV.

Doubtful but hopeful.

Antityphoid serum.

Antidysenteric serum.

V.

Probably inert.

Antistreptococcus.

Antipneumococcus.
Anti-amarillic (yellow fever).

[b) Under a slightly dift'erent heading comes the

treatment of inoperable cases of malignant disease by

the injection of the toxin of erysipelas, which appears

to have a distinct though very limited field of useful-

ness.

RELATION OF THE CLINICIAN TO THE BACTERIOLO-
GIST.

The Municipal Laboratory of the City of Boston

now offers to examine for physicians material sus-

])ected of coming from any of the following diseases

:

Typhoid, tet^mus, tuberculosis, diphtheria, malaria,

glanders, gonorrhea, influenza.

Now, as a citizen of Boston, I take great satisfac-

tion in knowing that we have such a municipal lalx)ra-

tory, and that our physicians can and do avail them-

selves of it. Yet I am sometimes appalled when I see
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how innocently, how literally, how trustfnlly, physi-

cians accept the verdict of the laboratory as decisive.

I have been amazed to see how my own laboratory re-

ports at the time when 1 was doing such work were

accepted as final, and used as foundations on which to

build an extensive superstructure of diagnosis, progno-

sis and treatment. No one who has ever done much
laboratory work ever accepts the report of another in

such a spirit, for he knows from experience

(a) The chance for error in the laboratory ( from

confusion of specimens, deterioration of cultures, or

culture media, etc.).

{b) The difficulty of interpreting the results of

bacteriological investigation, or of understanding just

how decisively the bacteriologist intends to speak on

the point in (juestion.

(a) The bacteriologist knows that some of his ver-

dicts are relatively final— other less so, and more sul)-

ject to modification, ac(;ording to various other circum-

stances. He knows when his technic has been above

suspicion, and when (either from the condition of the

material furnished him, or the nature of test attempted)

his results are to be taken less seriously. All this the

bacteriologist knows— but the clinician frequently

does not. Hence arise errors and misunderstandings,

which not infrequently drive the clinician to an utterly

unreasonable distrust of all laboratory results.

(6) Few clinicians realize how difficult it is to inter-

pret the results of bacteriologic examinations. For

example, to draw the properly limited inference from
the aimouncement of a positive Widal reaction ; to be

enough, and not too much, alarmed by a positive re-

action to tuberculin, or by the finding of Klebs-LofHer

bacilli in a patient's throat.

E^specially is this true where relatively indefinite

quantitative expressions enter into the bacteriologist's

report. Only he who makes the test can really ap-

preciate what is meant in a given case by such phrases

as " Very numerous tubercle bacilli, very virulent

streptococci, very motile organisms, very numerous
malarial organisms, etc."

In view of these facts I believe that we get the

greatest help from |bacteriology only when the bacte-

riological tests are made by the clinician himself or

by some one (for example, his private assistant or in-

terne) who is familiar with the clinical aspects of the

case in question. Otherwise, the wisdom of the labo-

ratory and the wisdom of the bedside often fail to con-

nect with and to re-enforce one another.

Bacteriological evidence on clinical cases cannot be

passed from hand to hand without damage ; the truth

as the bacteriologist sees it is not the same truth which

the clinician receives through the medium of a written

report. The journey from mind to mind has modified

it— sometimes transformed it into something very like

error.

THE SOCIOLOGICAL STATUS OF THE
PHYSICIAN.!

BY rLAREN'CE JOHN BLAKK, M.D., H08T0N.

In the very beginning of his studies the medical

student is brought into investigatory relationship with

that which he has heretofore thought of as an entity,

a l)eing, a mystery, and which, now put into his hands

' AbHtract of Address delivered before the Fiftli Congress of
Aiiierlcaii Physicians and Surgeons, held at Washington, I). C, May
1. J and 3, 1900.

for demolition, he finds to be a most wonderful and
delicately constructed machine, in the study of which
he may be said to pass through much the same process

of mental evolution as that attributed hy Professor

Giddings to primitive man.*
He is lost in marvel at the compact arrangement of

muscular tissues, regards as might the exj)lorer of a
buried city the system of canals which carry quicken-

ing fiuid to the outermost circumvallation and of drains

into which are cast waste mattt^rs to be discharged with-

out the walls ; while the glistening white lines of nerves

sending their branches in a network between muscles
and under and over canals and drains reveal to him
the suggestion of a system for the communication of

intelligence and the issuance of governing mandates
to which the combined telegraj^hic and telephonic ser-

vices of the greatest city built by human hands have
no comparison in relative extent or in perfection.

There is probably no point in his career of so much
initial portent as that in which the student in the dis-

secting-room for the first time lifts the wet sheet from
a face that he has never known, but behind which
there dwelt and through which there have been ex-

pressed all that emotion and desire can crowd into

the compass of a human life ; it is a period in which
he either consecrates himself or turns back ; if he be

honest he does one or the other ; if he be a pretender

he may, it is true, continue and complete his medical

school course and go out into the broader school of

work, but without the consecration he will inevita-

bly fail of his highest possibilities as a physician.

The impress which is made by the study of anatomy
upon the truly thoughtful man cannot but be empha-
sized in the physiologic laboratory where the student

learns the values and uses of the different parts of the

human machine and finds the answers to questions

which the previous study of the structure of the silent

body have evoked. Here and in the associated labora-

tories, he learns the chemical processes of the body in

health and disease, the supplementary relationship of

the different organs, the provision for their mainte-

nance and repair, and comes to recognize and to know
the functions of the microscopic organisms with which
the body t(!ems. Carrying with him the lessons born

of research, he next passes into the wider school of

clinical teaching and learns at the bedside that he has

to study something more than the disease and that to

render the fullest meed of service as a physician he
must come to know, patiently, tenderly and, in the

broadest sense, symj)athetically his brother man.
Here, too, he learns that his own feelings and emo-
tions must be subordinated to the one purpose of his

greatest help— efficiency ; that here, as in all scientific

work, his j^ersonal equation must be reduced to a

minimum and that he must lose himself in the effort

to think wisely and judge well for others.

In former times, not very many years ago, the bed-

side teaching was provided under a system correspond-

ing to that of apprenticeship in trade and the student

gained his clinical experience through association with

some active gen(!ral practitioner ; but to-day, with the

aggregation of population in cities and the consequent

establishment of hospitals, these institutions are made
to furnish the clinical material necessary for instruc-

tion, thus fulfilling one of their important obligations

to the community which supports them ; for, while

» F. H. Oiddlngs: The Principles of Sociology, Anthropogenic As-
sociation, p. 24fi.
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tim first i»ur|)OH(! of tlio hoHpitiil is to providt- lor tlic

viiYv of tilt- sick, no such institution (Iocs the jiist

incasurc of its work luih-ss its l)cnclits extend lieyonil

its \v:iils through the e(hu"ition of tliosc^ whose lives

iir(! to i)(^ [ih'di^ed not only to ii Wiirfarc! aj^ainst dis-

ease, hut to an elVort toward its prevention.

From an e(rononiic standpoint th(^ hospital may he

(l(;lined as an institution in vvhicli (capital and skilled

lahor cotuhine to provide such nieinix-i's of the com-

munity as arc! temporarily disahhid and without means

of support witli i\w maintcuiance and car(! which shall

lit them to heciomt^ a<;ain s(ilf-su|)portin<r and active

communitv factors. It is a fret; repair shop for hu-

man machin<!s, and the capitalist vvl»o contrihntes to

its support do(!S so with the basal, thouf^h perhaps not

with the defined, undcu-standin*;- that his contribution

is returned to him, through the community, in the les-

ser number of inca[)acitate(l and depi^ndent machines,

while the physician who furnisluis the skill(;d labor

contribution finds his return not only in the same
manner as the caj)italist, but in the opportunity which

is given him of fulfilling his duty to humanity with

less expenditure than if he did it at his own charge!

and with better effect, under conditions which inure

greatly to his own well-being and usefulness. But the

hospital of to-day is something very much more than

a mere repair shop ; it is a seliool full of object les-

sons in the application of those qualities which are

the uprights, the girders and the binding rods of tlu;

modern social structure ; in the first place, it is the

most absolutely clean of all human habitations and
the present splendid successes of surgery in the amel-

ioration of suffering and the preservation of life are

due not only to the application of trained skill and
intelligence, but to its operations under conditions of

absolute sterilization which are microscopic in their

minuti*.

Not only is the hospital a lesson in physical clean-

liness but, if justly administered, it is morally^ clean

as well, for so important is its service, so often does

the issue of a life depend upon the observance of

some apparently minor detail, that its work must be

done under the strictest discipline ; order, obedience,

alertness and complete devotion to the duty in hand
must be commanded within its walls. Under such

responsibilities the position of superintendent of a

hospital is a serious one, calling for administrative

ability of no mean order. Gradually with the growth
of urban hospitals these posts have come to be filled

by selected men, who, from previous education along
other than medical lines, or from training in the hos-

pitals themselves, have acquired the ability to deal

with (piestions of structure, repair, lighting, heating,

ventilation, equipment, food supply and the details

having to do with a housekeeping for hundreds of

patients and nearly half that number, the usual ratio,

of medical house officers, nurses and attendants.

Many hospitals are administered by women who
have had their preliminary training in such institu-

tions as nurses ; women are also supplementing the

general administrative work as superintendents of

liospital training schools for nurses. The entrance of

women into hospital life and work is one of the socio-

logical advances for which the medical profession is

mainly responsible, a responsibility having a serious

ethical, as well as an important economic, side.

Under present conditions the training schools furnish to

the hospitals a much better service than could other-

wise; be obtiiinerl, one wliich has contributed nuirh t/i

tin; preciHion and fidelity of the work done, ;ind

which has nion-over exerciserl a general iM-nefir-iai

effect upon tin; viordli- of the [)alientH.

'I'lu! course of study of the hoHjtiUil-trained nurse Ih

a H(!ven; on*;, usually of two years' duration, but now
being lengthened to thnje and four years ; the woman
who enters upon and continues in it has a lilwral edii-

("ition in the d(!t4;rrent sicle of human life and, if nhe
graduates well, comes out of the liospital to enter in-

dividually upon a vocation in which she is likely to finrl

herself set apart from the society about her, even
more than is the physician. For while the physician
has his medical so<;ieties and other social relationships

with his fellows, the nurs<! has only the affiliation

with her training school and hosjiital ; that she often
finds it difiicult to cop*- with the competition in her
profession and the discomfort of an uncertain income
is shown by the tendency to re-enter institution life

among mirses who have; been in private practice, even
at moderate salaries. The trained nurse has now been
in existence, as a community factor, a sufficient length
of time to make statistical estimates possible, and it

appears that the active professional life of the nurse,
outside of institutions, is covered by an extreme limit

of fifteen years, and that her average annual income
is that of the average woman teacher. The teacher
has a regular stipend, allotted hours of work and a
definite holiday ; the nurse in private practice has no
regular stipend, no protracted leisure and leads an
economical, irregular life, with occasionally extra-

ordinary demands upon her strength and powers of
endurance. The medical profession, which has created
the trained nurse, to its own great advantage and with
considerable extension of its helpfulness, owes a debt
which should be acknowledged not only individually

but generally. The provision for lodgment of nurses
in separate buildings where they may, when off dutv,
have the comforts of a home is a step in this direc-

tion ; here also the training in the hospital is supple-
mented by instruction in housekeeping, purchasing,
and diet-kitchen work, and the nurse thus educated
who goes into private practice and becomes tempor-
arily the member of a household does so with a better
knowledge of the perplexities which may beset the
housemother when illness cuts across the line of home
affairs.

Another question which is coming to the front is

that of the establishment of co-operative training

schools, in which a nurse, having served her probation-
ary period and a year or more in one hospital, is

passed on to a second and third hospital, either of a

different class or in another city, returning to the first

hospital for her final service and graduation. I'nder
this plan the nurse, admitted only on an entrance ex-
amination and first trained in a general hospital, would
continue her studies in a lying-in hospital, a children's

hospital, some special hospital and in a hospital for

contagious diseases, and the higher educational stand-
ard required of applicants, the length of the course
and its completeness, would tend not only to furnish a
better class of women, more competent to succeed in

private practice, but would also help to prevent that
overcrowding of the nursing profession alreadv ap-
parent.

Leaving now the hospital, a term here meant to in-

clude asylums, convalescent homes and similar institu-

tions which are his particular province, and passing-
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over questions, interesting in themselves, in regard to

the working leliitionsliip of medical stall's and boards

of managers, let us consider other directions wherein

the physician finds opportunities for the acknowledg-

ment of his citizenship.

The medical supervision of public schools of recent

inauguration, demanded as a necessity in view of the

opportunity afforded for the spread of contagious dis-

eases through the medium of these aggregation centres,

is opening the way to a much larger sociological ser-

vice than was at lirst e.\[)ected of it, for where medical

inspection has been fairly established the examiners

find themselves confronted with (juestions of the proper

seating of school children, of the provision of school

lunches, of proper lighting, ventilation and sanitary

accommodations and of the detection and setting aside

for compensatory educational advantages children

whose defective sight or hearing j)Uts them below

the average of their fellows. It is in schools for the

defective, however, that the doctor finds his especial

work, and the generous provision now made for the

care of feeble-minded and backward children, the

blind, the deaf, and latterly the crippled, gives him
a large opportunity, for elucidative study leading

toward the betterment of the condition of those whose
inheritance or personal misfortune have made them
a charge upon the community, not only for assistance

but for encouragement toward turning their moderate

capital in life to the best account.

The distinction between lack of perceptive capacity

and lack of sense transmission is frequently repre-

sented only by a thin and shadowy line, and the par-

tition classification of dejiendent and imjierfect chil-

dren is often one of the most exacting of the moral

responsibilities of the doctor. Children who are re-

garded as backward, or even idiotic, are sometimes

found on careful examination to be merely creatures

shut within themselves by the closure of normal chan-

nels of communication, and the bringing of such chil-

tlren into touch, through the education of their tactile

sense, with the human companionship which makes
life worth living is worth far more than all it costs in

time or effort. In such cases as these the child has

virtually no desultory memory, all im})ressions re-

ceived come mainly through one chaimel and the

memorizing capacity is in proportion to the concen-

tration effort in reception ; the nervous energ}' of the

child, moreover, instead of being expended in an effort

at reception through several sense organs, is limited to

a distinctively volitional one and, in place of being used

in the elaboration of different methods of expression,

is devoted almost solely to perception. The intelli-

gence, slowly educated l)y an expenditun; of effort on

the part of the child, is, reactively, constantly increas-

ing the percej)tive power, so that when, through the

utilization of a (juickened tactile sense, new forms of

expression are afforded, the concentrated nervous en-

ergy bursts its bounils in a flood of (juestions, and there

is no fairyland imaginable which will comjiare in its

wonders to that into which such a child is admitted

through the educational portals of the kindergarten for

the blind.

The first attempts at the education of the so-call(!d

deaf mutes, but mutes only because of the lack of hear-

ing and of training, began naturally through the me-
dium of the signs and gestures which these unfortunates

substituted for the inadequate utterance of which some
of them were capable. While succeeding in imparting

a good education, through the medium of the manual
and gesture language, this method created a class set

apart by itself because of its inability to communicate
through any other medium than that of writing with
its hearing and speaking environment. The recogni-

tion in an educational process of so serious a defect as

the creation of a distinct class in the community, sulv

ject to the temptation of intermarriage and the conse-

quent possibility of class perpetuation, together with a
better knowledge of the fact that many of these people
had an amount of hearing power suiricient to enable
them to perceive sounds which they themselves made,
brought about the gradual introduction into the man-
ual schools, of a system of voice-training and lip-read-

ing, which has so far gained ground as to lead to the

establishments of schools devoted exclusively to this

method. The growth and progress of schools for the

deaf in the United States since the establishment of

the first school in 1«17 may be judged from the fact

that the twelve original pupils at that date have now
increased to almost ten thousand, in over eighty

schools, and that very nearly half this number of pu-

pils are being taught articulation.

With the progress of a method of education which
is ultimately destined in the main to prevail, since it

is in the line of that sociological advance which seeks

to make and keep each unit a viable member of the

community, a more precise determination of the amount
of hearing possessed by each pupil and the possibility

of its improvement becomes a matter of great impor-.

tance. Under the auspices of the National Association

of Teachers of Speech to the Deaf, acting in co-opera-

tion with one of the bodies forming this Association,

the American Otological Society, a systematic exami-
nation of all pupils in schools for the deaf throughout
the United States has been undertaken. The purpose
of this investigation is to provide not for what might
be called a census-taking, l)ut for the establishment of

continuous special medical examination of the pupils,

firstly, for their immediate advantage, and, secondly,

to make records upon a uniform basis suitable for

comparison and tabulation. The work, already begun
as a preliminary investigation in the Horace Mann
School in Boston, shows that out of 150 children, set

apart by their infirmity and specially educated, fully

eight per cent, are capable of being restored to an
amount of hearing which will enable them, in some
instances with the helj) of artificial aids to hearing, to

take their places in the society of j^eople of normal
average hearing, while still others, to the extent of an
additional five per cent., can be so far improved as to

be materially aided in their power to ac(juire well-

modulated articulation. Between 10 and 15 per cent,

of these cases, in addition to those already mentioned,

are found to illustrate the truth of the saying that dis-

use is abuse, for in them it is possible, by means of

s|)eaking tubes and other appliances for the direct

comnumication of sound to the perceptive organs, to

awaken what may Xw called, for want of a better term,

the latent hearing and make it, if not a means of com-
munication of consecutive; thought, at least useful for

improvement of the articulation. With the continued

})rosecuti()n of this investigation there is opened a large

field for the study of the causes of high grades of deaf-

ness in young children and one leading to better knowl-
edge of possibilities of prevention.

A recent effort at compensatory education follows

lines laid down nearly seventy years ago in Bavaria,
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and siiHU! (^xtciidt'd to other <'()iiiilii('s in l'!iirii|)c, linil-

iii<( its most iiiurkfil sufccss in li;iiy.

V'wv. vt'iirs iii;o llnic w.is oixncil in IJoslon :i <'li:ir-

itiiblc institiitioii uiiidi deserves more tlian pasHin^

notice for \\w coniparjitivo novelty, as well as tin;

value, of the work uiidertakeii, and for the promise

which it ijives of extension. The Indnstrial School

for ("ripfdetl and Dei'ormed Children, i»ei,nnnini; with

1! pupils in I.S'.to. now with ipiadrnple thai ninnher

and a lariic waitini;- list, has sei'ved as a sn^i^cstion f(»r

the estahlishnieiit of other institntions of the sami; or

similar character in Milwunkee, ('hicai^o and Malti-

niore. In New York a school of this kind is now pro-

jected and in I'hiladelphia Mr. \Videner has recently

•fiven the sum of two million dollars, tlu^ income of

which is to In; expended for the care, educational and

indnstrial training of cripples.

" Stranii'c it is," says l)r. K. II. Bradford, the jjrac-

tical founder of the Boston school, in a paper not yet

published, but from which I am permitted to quote,

"that whih^ in every civili/ed country the insane, the

blind, the dund), the epileptic and the idiotic receive

careful attention, but little heed is jiaid to the educa-

tion of the most deserving of all unfortunates, namely,

the cripple. The cripple is left to tin; almshouse or

allowed to remain in a back room at home idle, useless,

petted, often the only wilful nuMuber of the family

whose misdirected kindness aids in ruining his charac-

ter ; hampered by disease and deformed, he is doomed
to the injurious influence of idleness. Crippled chil-

dren can be grouped under two heads : those who are

suffering from a chronic disease which, during their

childhood, either prevents their attending school alto-

gether or else where their attendance is interru()ted or

prevented because their feeble condition will not stand

the fatigue of a school day adapted only for strong

children. The majority of these, if they receive good
care, good food, good air, under proper medical su-

pervision, recover with more or less resultant deform-

ity and, although handicapped as breadwinners, are

eventually able to do something as workers ; that is, if

trained during their childhood may become skilled in

sedentary occupations, but if uneducated are neces-

sarily idle and useless. The second class comprises

those permanently crippled either by congenital de-

formity or by paralysis. They can never recover

from their ailment and are permanently excluded from
the use of their legs or arms. Special instruction is

needed for these and special avenues must be made
for them for certain kinds of work which they can l)e

taught to do with the aid of suitable apparatus de-

signed for them. This class can be of use to the com-
muiuty in many instances, as their affliction frequently

develops a concentrated ability in certain directions

not found in more active or healthier persons. If

they are unable to become producers to a large extent,

yet in many instances they may be trained into work-
ers contributing to their support. They are saved
from the curse of idleness and in rare instances may
develop unusual and useful talent."

To make provision for these two classes in a day
school, it is necessary, or at least advisable, to furnish

means of transportation under conditions favorable to

the most helpless, and in the school itself there must
be, in addition to the ordinary recitation and study
rooms, rest rooms with reclining chairs or beds, rooms
for the training of the- pupils in various occu]>ations,

and a diet kitchen from which food may be dispensed.

To UH <| thcMe peeiiliar conditioriH the ^tafT of teacluTH

must !)<• supplemented by a trained niirne niid tlii-ro

MJioidd be regular medical viMJlorM, j>referubly men, on
Hervi«"e in orthopeilic iiospitals.

The census of IM'.M) given as the tiiimiNT of fi-eblo

miiided, iKith children am! aflnlls, in the I'riited Slalcrg

as a little less than one hundred thousand; but one of

the best authorities in the treatment of thin ehi-»H of

depend(!nts thinks that there are probably four to

every thousand of the popidation, or a total of very

nearly thn;*; Innnlred thousand. Of this nuridif'r

al)ont one in thirty ordy are in institutions and the

remainder are scatt<-red throughout the cornmnnity,

some in their own homes, where they are the iAt'yiVn

of solicitous care and alfectionate regard, others, and
the large proportion, in almshouses, in prison an'l on
the road as tramjis. Their number is apparently in-

creasing ; in MCiO there were six hundred to the million

iidiabitants, in iH'.h), fifteen liundred to the million;

and they propagate their kind. With them are linked

the variable and occasional criminals, as distinguishefl

from the crinunals having criminal trades, and al»out

the borders of this realm of the unfit circulate the

merely idle, the dissolute, the profligate and the de-

bauchee.

The differentiation of these classes, the sorting out

of this waste humainty, the utilization of what is

good in it and the j)rotection of that which is feeble

and useless constitute one of the mo>t intricate \tToh-

lems of modern social life. He who holds the key to

a situation is in a measure responsible for the situa-

tion, and the key to this particular problem is in the

hands of the doctor more than in those of anv other

citizen. lie, more than any other, as a necessity of

his education, has been brought personally into con-

tact with the deficient; his active life is spent in draw-
ing comparisons with a normal standard of which, if

he is to do his work well, he must constiintly seek to

keep himself, physically, mentally and morally, an
example.

It is evident that among the many lines of sociolo-

gical activity prescient of the growing intelligence and
increasing public conscience of the people, this work
of analysis of human waste and of discrinunation, out
of which grows helpful suggestion, is particularly the

province of the doctor. A medium of work of this

sort should be commanded for the medical profession

by the community ; not that tlu; medical profession is

not already engaged in such work and does not find in

it fruitful opportunities, but that to command is to sus-

tain and to support, and the public could with advan-
tage make the labors of the physician for the common
welfare more possible than they are at present.

The experience which has led to the substitution

in the hospital supported by private charity and in

the municipal hospital of an educated and trained

physician for the man of business or the politician as

superintendent should serve the same purpose in our
public institutions. The doctor is ready and willing,

and the nund)er of young medical men who would ac-

cept positions of this kind at moderate salaries, under
coiulitions which would give them time and opportun-
ity for studious work, is steadily increasing.

The popidar idea of an almshouse is often very
nuich that it is a place for the storage of decrepit

bodies past usefulness, an institution paying an an-

nuity in food and lodgment to such members of the

comnumitv as have not had the fortune or the fore-
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slight to ])rovi(lt' for their inactive j-ears. It is partly

due to prevalence of this idea that institutions of this

class have been pul)lic jetsam stranded on the shores

of the current of coniniunitv life, hut, the stream of

humanitarian progress increasing- in volume and grow-
ing ever stronger in lifting them, they are coming to

be regarded more as hospitals, administered more upon
the hospital plan, and in several of the largest city

almshouses of this country the changes which have
taken jjlace, to the betterment of the inmates, under
the influence of a regular medical visiting staff, sup-

plemented by salaried house ofHcers and by trained

nurses, is most gratifying and ])romissory of still

better conditions.

The same influence is at work in the domain of

penology, and prisons are everywhere steadily coming
to be less punitive, more reformatory, and the indeter-

minate sentence is a recognition, not only of the possi-

ble good underlying apparent evil, but also of the fact

that l)etterment of the jjliysical condition, as well as of

the mental point of view, is a necessary basis for a

liealthier morality. J)r. Coulston, of the Royal
Edinburgh Asylum, illustrates the fact that i)urely

mental and moral causes play but a small part in the

production of insanity, as compared with causes bodily

and physical, by the statement that of cases examined
by him only 11.5 per cent, were due to mental shock,

the remainder being the outcome of causes acting on
the brain through the body, drink and dissolute living,

faulty development, hereditary disposition and the

like ; furthermore he gives it as his 02)inion that the

late epidemic of influenza caused more insanity than

all the public and private anxiety in connection with

the war with Africa. The weakness of will and the

inability to sustain healthy mental exertion evident in

asylums for the insane are found also, though in lesser

degree, in houses of refuge, almshouses and prisons,

and the parallelism of conditions of the mentally,

morally and physically defective with the interchange-

ability of their classification are nowhere more com-
pactly observable, more readily made subject of study,

than in the public institutions departments of onr
great cities, with their shifting population passing from
one institution to another, a pauper, a drunkard, a

malefactor in succession, but always a public charge.

These de])artments, classed in the civic roster with the

department of public works as channels of expendi-

ture, fiscal administration and possible political prefer-

ment, have come to be regarded, because of their

liumanitarian function, as fields for the exploitation of

philanthropic effort. Worthy and commendable as this

is and most welcome as opening the way to still better

defined conditions, it fails of its fullest elliciency be-

cause it lacks the necessary foundation of accurate in-

formation in regard to the subjects with which it has to

deal and, under the ordinary existing political condi-

tions, fails of continuity of effort.

The care of the jjhysically, mentally and morally
sick is so very serious a part of the business of life,

its judicious exercise so important to the welfare of

the whole community, that it is best placed, unre-

servedly, in the hands of those whose training has

fitti;d them for its ol)ligations, and who have learned

by repeated exi)eriences that an emotion however
good or an impulse however ])hilanthro])ic, unex-
pressed in carefully considered and contimiously bene-
ficial work, sinks to the level of a personal gratifica-

tion. The ideal institutions department is that which.

removed entirely from political control, but still part
of the city government, is adjusted and administered
upon the hospital basis, bringing to its service, as

does the hospital, the conjoint efforts of the man of
business and the i)hysician. The actual work is in

the hands of a general superintendent or commissioner,
a medical man of large expi'rience and institution

training at a salary (Miabling him to devote his whole
time to the duties of his office ; under him, as heads
of sub-departments, salaried officials, among med-
ical men and women and house officers, either senior

medical students or recent graduates, holding posi-

tions the eciuivalent of those in general hospitals ; the
whole under control, both as to aj)i)ointment, gen-
eral management and expenditure, of a board of

trustees, the majority physicians, and an unpaid visit-

ing niedical staff.

The existence of such an institutions department
would mean tin; establishment of a biological station,

which would be the means bringing the greatest

benefit to its inmates and at the same time would be
an educational centre from which would emanate,
for professional and public information, deductions
derived fi-om conscientiously aj){)lied scientific ob-
servation.

Affiliated with the institutions department in cities

is the department of police ; through the police sta-

tion ])ass a large proportion of the inmates of the

city institutions, and under police supervision and in-

spection live the defectives with whom the medical
profession could advantageously be brought into more
recognizedly effective contact, either by medical ap-

pointments on police commissions or by the creation of

medical bureaus as a part of j)olice departments.

Such bureaus, in addition to rendering the profes-

sional services for which private practitioners or con-

tract surgeons are usually employed, would provide
responsible care and carefully trained investigation in

cases of accident or violence, with correspondingly ac-

curate records, and could be made to do valuable cor-

relative work with the institutions, the police and the

hospitals.

It has been said by the trainers of youth that they
do not get fronj the doctor the help expected and
needed in the inculcation of those lessons which teach

the moral value and moral use of the human body
and are the substructure of healthful living, but it is

doubtfid also if the doctor has as yet had his sufficient

opportunity. The recent endowment in a large

university of a professorship of hygiene, with the

stipulated condition that the appointment shall bear

with it the obligation of a closer relationship with the

lives of the students, is an important and welcome
step in this direction, and the chair so endowed might
be made the centre of a department of civics.

Still another relationshij) which may be broadened
beyond its individual i)has(! is that between the doc-

tor and the clergyinan, and recent experiments based

upon a proposition that the divinity student shoxdd

have opportunities to see the practical side of hospital

and otlier institution work under medical guidance

ai'e so promising as to lead to the serious consideration

of making this a definite i)art of the regular divinity-

school instruction.

It would be interesting to take up in detail other

and various channels through which the doctor, be-

cause of the elaboration of modern conununity life,

finds recognized opportunities for his outgo from the
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unit to tlif iniisH— mucIi, for iiisiuiKH-, as (iiH-slioris of

water Kiipply and srvvaj,'*' (lisposition, UnA and dm;,'

adulterations, asylnin an<l hos|iilal ••onslruction, iMaltli

and (|naranlinr n-i^idations, liv;,'icnt' and pliysiral train-

in<i — uiul to cite illustrative instances; l»nt enon^^li

luiH been said to eni|iliasiz(; the fact that liis principal

value to the eoniniunity sprinifs from his intimate

knowled^ic of the personal in-eds of his brother man.

His soeiolo^^ie status is th(! outcome of this distinc-

tive privilege, and his n!co;(nition and proper usi; of it,

as the tea(;her of the individual and as tln^ exponent of

the beauty and ri<fhteousiU'ss of cleanly, wholesome
4iiid useful liviiii;, nuike his Hrst duty to society.

AUDRESS.i

HV H. C. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., I'HII.ADKLrillA,

Professor of Therapeutics, University of I'ennsylvania.

It is true that, as told in the liistorical introduction

to the Pharmacopeia, there was published in I'liila-

delphia, in 1778, for military jjurposcs, a small phar-

macopeia, but it was the counsellors of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society who, in 1805, first appreciatt^d

the need in America of a general pharmacopeia, and
it was the result of their labors, issued in 1808, that

suggested to Dr. Lyman Spaulding, of New^ York City,

the formation of the " National Standard."

The dry bones of history, such as may be found in

the opening pages of the United States Pharmacopeia,
interest most of us but little, but when they are clothed

with flesh and blood, it quickens heartbeats to see how
near akin the men of the past were to the men of the

present, and how, notwithstanding all change, the con-

tinuing brotherhood of the race reveals itself in the

written lines.

In 1874, profoundly impressed with the rapid multi-

plication of medical books, and the phenomenal growth
of medical literature. I wrote in opening the preface

to my book on therapeutics :
" Indeed, art is so long

;

life is so short, that every student has the right to de-

mand of an author by what authority he doeth these

things, and to challenge every memoir for its raison

d'etre" Judge of my surprise, when recently looking

over the Pharmacopeia published by the Massachu-
setts Medical Society, to read among the first sen-

tences, " Books multiply so fast that it has become
necessary to preface every new work with reasons,

indeed almost an apology, for its appearance." This
in 180"<, when America was little else than a wilder-

ness ; when, as we view the matter, neither medical
journalism nor medical literature existed in the United
States.

Very far from the truth is Tennyson's antithesis be-

tween the permanence of the brook and the momentary
life of humanity ; the fact is, that the stream of man-
kind flows on forever, as much as does the current of

the brook ; only as the drops of water in the brook
change moment by moment, so do the drops come
and go in the great human stream, and almost as like

as drops are to drops, so is man to man. Hands from
which had scarcely fallen the gauntlets of Puritanism
wrote in primal New England :

" It must not be un-
derstood that in adopting the modern language of

' Abstract of President's Address at the Decennial Convention of
the Revision of the United States Pharmacopeia, Washington, May
1, 1900.

e
'

J

botany and chemistry we have conMiilli;<l the whimM of

every pretender In thi^, an in former agen, men are

creating confusion h\ creating wawm-m." WW: word*
are these, vvhi<:h the coming MnlM!otnmitte<; on nomen-
clature of tin; United Stales Pharmacopeia should |K>n-

der a little more seriously than have tlieir immediate

pn; lecesHors. " In this, as in jireceding ageH, nien are

creating confusion by creuting names." Applicable i»

this to all 8cienc<rs, but nifjst applicable is it in the

purely luitnral stu<lies, so-called, such as zoology and
botany. Smith or .lones, or 'i'homson or Cope, writ-

ten at the end of tin; name of an animal or plant fails

not in its influence on human persrjnality. I well re-

m«nnb(!r with what gle(r and pri«le in the flays of ray

callow youth, when I should have been under taskmas-

ters learning methods and facts, I first saw " H, C.

Wood " written after the name of a piece of fossil

drift-wood from the coal fields of Pennsylvania. The
boy is the father of the man. Unconsciously there

remains in each one of us some capacity of enjoy-

mtiiit, such as was in the boy who, pointing to his

name in the newspaper, said to his f)ld aunt, '• That's
me." If the personal element could be withdrawn
from the specific nomenclature of animals and plants,

there probably would be much simplification. Let it

be said of none of us that we have created confusion

by creating names. Why must the poisoned American
perish while we are searching our memories for ferri

oxidum hydratum cum magnesia, when antidotum ar-

senicum n)ight have saved his life, if only he had lived

in Germany.
In the preface of the Pharmacopeia of 1808 it is

interesting to find the germs whose subsequent growth
has cost the members of this Convention and its com-
mittee so much labor. In accordance with the state-

ment in the preface, "As there frequently arise errors

of no small importance from the promiscuous use of

weights and measures, it is proper that the quantities

of substances, whether fiuid or solid, be determined by
weight." In accordance with this the framers of the

first American Pharmacopeia adopted the system of

parts by weight, but, unfortunately, they went on to

say:
^

" Yet it may suffice to measure wine, water and
aqueous liquids in some instances, provided that for

this purpose vessels be employed, of glass where the

nature of the substance requires it, whose capacities

and divisions accurately correspond with the divisions

or multiples of the modern pound." And so saying
our fathers sowed the tares which grew up with the

wheat, and choked out the true grain until only by the

labor of many years were they uprooted and the sys-

tem of parts by weight in its purity reinstated in the

L^nited States Pharmacopeia. The tares grew rapidly,

for in the second edition of the Pharmacopeia, that of

1820, fiuid measures were employed. The sin of the

men of 1820 in changing from parts by weight to

liquid measures of quantity was made greater by the

fact that the liquid measures were not at that time in

use among the apothecaries of America. That the

amblyopia of the review was not deeper than that of

their contemporaries is, however, shown by the follow-

ing extract from a contemporary review of the Na-
tional Pharmacopeia in July, 1821 :

•' If the American
Pharmaco]>eia be adopted throughout the United
States, as no doubt it will be, these modes of indicat-

ing quantities must necessarily come into use. and that

they will be contimied after havini; been once intro-
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(luced, we do not hesitate to atfirm, because they are

more definite and precise and consequently safer than

tlie ohl methods. In such case it will be necessary
that the apothecaries be provided with the measures
above mentioned."

The language of the Massachusetts Pharmacopeia
of 1808 was Phiglish. The first United States Phar-
macopeia of 1820 was printed in Latin, with a transla-

tion of the Latin into English upon the opposite page

;

and the Convention of 1830, as not departing from the

use of Latin, justified itself in the language of the pre-

face because " the Latin, if not essentially necessary,

may prove highly serviceable by fixing the precise

meaning of an English phrase which might not other-

wise be well understood." Fancy an American apothe-

cary or an American doctor of the present time, when
he could not understand the exact meaning of the

English, turning to the Latin in order to clarify his

thoughts.

The Pharmacopeias of 1820 and 1830 were pre-

pared by the conventions themselves, these conven-
tions being com])Osed solely of physicians. In 1840
the growth in numbers of the convention necessitated

the reference of the detailed work of revision to a

committee, and the method still in vogue was inaug-

urated. The same convention made itself further his-

toric by determining that the convention to be called

in 1850 should be composed of the two professions of

medicine and i)harmacy, by whose co-union in labor

the continuance of the Pharmacopeia of the United
States as an authority has been made possible.

Since 1840 the great part of the labor of revision of

the Pharmacoj)eia has fallen upon the successive chair-

men of the Committee of Revision. In sixty years of

these labors there have been only four, namely,
(leorge B. AYood, from 1840 to 18G0 ; Franklin Bache,
from 1800 to 1870; Joseph Carson, from 1870 to

1880; Charles Rice, from 1880 to 1900. As no re-

vision of the Pharmacopeia has been more successful

than the last, and as at no time have the necessary du-

ties of the chairman of the committee been as great as

they are at present, so never in the century has there

been found a man more laborious, more conscientious

and painstaking, or better fitted by extraordinary ac-

quirements and personal qualities to fulfil the onerous
duties of the position than the present chairman : and
your President most earnestly hopes that by his con-

tinuance in office the success of the next revision of

the Pharmacopeia may be ensured.

During its whole life the L'nited States Pharmaco-
peia has received no governmental support, and has

been free from governmental control. Under the cir-

cumstances the influence which it has exerted upon the

pharmaceutical and medical professions, the voluntary

obedience which has been given to it are a tribute not

only to its practical excellence, but also a strong evi-

dence of that peculiar Anglo-Saxon power of recog-

nizing authority which is not upon the statute books,

a power born of self-control and common sense, which
makes the race, of all others, most ca])able of self-gov-

ernment. Th(i indirect recognition i)y the Govern-
ment of the Pharmacojieia becomes each year more
apparent both in Federal and State legislation, so that

there does not seem to be at present any danger
of the Pharmacopeia losing its control in the United
States.

The Pharmacopeias which have been produced in

the United States by voluntary effort both in the past

and in the present contrast favorably with the govern-
mental standards of European countries. In its scien-

tific accuracy, in its general usefulness, and in the effi-

ciency and elegance of its resulting preparations, our
Pharmacopeia is the peer of the best.

I am not one of those who are conceited in things

American, freely acknowledging that we have added
very little to the great sciences which underlie the

practice of medicine, and that we have been indebted
to Europe for almost all of our fundamental inspira-

tions; I still hold most strongly to the belief that there

are no therapeutics superior to the American therapeu-
tics, and that in no other country has pharmacy been
carried to the perfection that it has reached in the
United States.

Delegates of the pharmaceutical associations, I

congratulate you on representing a profession which
has attained its highest development in the United
States.

There is a probably widespread, and certaiidy often

spoken of, feeling that the medical profession of the

United States does not properly appreciate and sup-

port the United States Pharmacopeia. There is some
foundation for this feeling, but certainly it is exag-
gerated. It is true that— owing to the activity of

manufacturing pharmacists, and the number and skill

of their commercial salesmen (vendors of samples),

aided by the deficiencies of medical education and the

peculiar childlike credulity which is so common in

doctors — all kinds of proprietary mixtures and pro-

prietary articles, and extra-pharraacopeial rc^medies are

largely used in the United States. It is so easy for

the lazy doctor to write for Smith's Panacea for human
ills, and so easy for the doctor who knows neither ma-
teria medica nor therapeutics to order Jones's Con-
sumption Cure or Thomas's Kamianlia, that so long as

laziness and incompetence remain with us so long will

this thing be done. But this is no fault of the Phar-
macopeia, and no perfection of the Pharmacopeia will

greatly influence it. Certainly any attempt to reduce

the products of the Pharmacopeia to the level of the

proprietary or patent medicine would be to destroy the

dignity of the work, to bring it into contempt, and
finally to uproot its influence. Under the influence of

State law and of public opinion the average education

of the American medical profession is rapidly and
steadily rising ; in this and not in anything that this

Convention or its committee can do lies the hope of

the future. Moreover, the intensity of the feeling

that the American medical profession is not so thor-

oughly interested in the Pharmacopeia as it ought to

be rests largely upon a misconception of the intent of

the Pharmacopeia and its relations to the medical pro-

fession. A pharmacopeia is not intended to be a
guide to practice, or a working-book to be used by
the doctor, but is really a hand-book of the apothecary.

I do not believe that at any time or in any country

pharmacopeias ever had much sale among the medical

profession ; and each year, as the professions differen-

tiate themselves more and more, as the doctor becomes

less and less of a ])harmacist, the tendency of the doc-

tors to buy pharmacopeias must grow less rather than

more.

The Pharmacopeia can only be popularized in the

medical profession by making it a treatise on thera-

peutics ; in other words, by causing it to cease to be a

pharmacopeia. So long as it is a pharmacopeia it is

the basis upon which text-books and dispensatories are
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to h« written ; and it luiComoH tlirou/^li tlieHo treatinoH

11 ^iw'nV' to tli(! uu'diciil profession. It naniiins \\\v

iipollifciiry's lutdf iiicciiin, witli vvliich in hand ]\i' docs

liis vvorit, and its sal(;s must he. <!liii'(ly anion;^ tin-

apotliccarics.

Tlu'ri! may liav«! [n'v.u a time wlien llic ini'dicjil hori-

zon was so narrow that tho (h)c,tor had time to tronhic-

himself as to how tin; (hii^ij^ist mad»! hindannm, hut at

present the doctor has as much as ho can do to store

his mind with purely medical facts ; In; wants simply

to know what laudanum do((s when ho, puts it into the

])ati(!nt, and he trusts the apoth(!<;ary to give him laud-

anum when he calls for it.

He tliese things as they may, it is certain that the

present condition of the United States Pharmacopeia

is one of great jjrosperity. The book itself ranks with

the best of its predecessors or of foreign pharmacoptiias,

representing all that was possible in 1890. Its hold

upon the people of the United States is more firm than

it ever was before. Its sales have far exceeded thos(!

of any previous edition, and for the first time in the

history of this Association the treasury is overflowing.

Indeed, so rich have we become that the greatest

danger which threatens the Association is, to my think-

ing, this surplus of revenue.

Standing on the great divide between the centuries,

viewing the past and the present, what lesson can we
draw that shall help us to make sure the future ? Is

it not steadfastness to the old ways ? Is it not

that we shall push straight out the old paths ? For
one hundred years they have been trodden by succes-

sive generations who have found them sure roads to

scientific advancement and practical success. Why
should we depart from customs whose soundness has

been time-proven ?

Having adopted constitution and by-laws, appointed

officers and the two committees, this Convention should

give instruction to its officers and the two committees

together to incorporate the Convention. I am told by
eminent counsel that there is no legal difficulty in the

way, only it must be clearly stated in the constitution

that a delegate from one of the bodies entitled under

the constitution to representation becomes by virtue

of his election as a delegate a member of the incor-

porated body, and loses his membership when he ceases

to be a delegate.

Finally, gentlemen of this Convention, a word and
I have finished. As the American nation of 1800
seems to us to have been but a handful of seed from

whose growth we are the fruit, so will those who shall

meet here in the year 2000 think of the American
people of to-daj' as a small body from which they have

themselves sprung. We live but for the moment ; one

hundred years from now the greatest of us will remain

only as fading memories ; as men whose records have

been so over-written on the palimpsest of time that

only here and there can a sentence be deciphered.

So it ever has been and so it ever shall be with the

human race ; men come and go and are not ; but though

the worker disappears and is forgotten the work lives

on. Our fathers labored and we have entered into

their labors. Let us see to it that preserving in its es-

sential lines that which has come to us, and adding to

it in our day and generation as strength is given us, we
maj"^ leave for the coming century good work and true,

which shall remain as the eternal though unrecognized

witness of our earnest living.

TIIK IDKAL RATI(;N FOR AN ARMY IN
TROPICS.*

THE

IfV KIlWAItl) I.. MIIXBil?*, M.A.. M.li.,

('iij)liiin itnil Ai$i§lant Suryriin, United Slain Army, n'mhinydm
HiiTTOcki, I). <'..

((.'oiilliiaed from No. 18, p. \Wi.)

ri. STANDAKIiS OK DIKT.

N'/MtioUH attempt-, have been rnad«; by pliyHiologiHtH

and chemists to d<!Vise standards repreHenting the

amounts of nutritaitx refpiired, under varying condi-

tions, for daily suHt«-n!ince. There are, liowever, two
great diirK!ulties in the way of setting up such .stand-

ards. The first is that there is not sufrurient defiinte

knowl(!dg(; on the subjecit of nutrition to jjermit of an

exact statcunent as to how much the av<-rage man,
doing a certain class of work, requires for the main-
tenance of his body in vigorous conrlition and for the

creation of energy expended in the form of heat anfl

work. The second difficulty is due to the fact that

diif(;rent individuals of the .same class differ widely in

their demands for food and the use they make of it.

One will eat more and the other less, while both do the

same amount of work ; or both will eat the .same food

and do the same amount of work, yet one will l)e fat and
tlu! other lean ; or both have the same diet, and yet one
will be strong and capable of performing considerable

work, while the other will be weak and able to accom-
plish little. Exactly why individuals differ in their

ways of utilizing their food, and how to measure these

differences and make rules to exactly fit them, are

problems which are as yet far from solution. The
nutrition of man is by no means a mere question of

grammes of protein and units of energy, and hence
the subject of dietetics can never be reduced k) an
exact science. The best that can be done is to make
general estimates, with the understanding that such
estimates are only approximately correct, even for a

special class. These are reached by observing the

amount and relative proportion in the food actually

consumed by^ the individuals composing the class in

question, and also by experiments in which the in-

come and outgo of the body are directly compared.
But little investigation has as yet been done by the

latter method, and present knowledge of nutrition may
be considered to be based entirely upon observation

and analysis of established dietaries. For laboruig

men performing moderate muscular work, the stand-

ards for daily diet, according to Atwater,^" have l>een

variously fixed as follow s :

NuTRiKNTs ij« Daily Food.

Author.
Protein,
griiiuiiies.

Playfair, Eng-
land

Molesohott,
Italy

Woltr, Ger-
many

Voit, Germany,
Atwater,
United States,

Fats, Carbohy- I Fuel jjntrient
grammes.

117.78 49.83

131.37 40.77

117.78
126.84

54.36
77.01-
149.49

value,
Calories!

530.01 { 3,140
I

1:5.4

548.13 3,160 1:4.9

538.07 1 3,030 1:4.7

4P8.30
I

3.055
398.64-

i

3,500
548.13

* This essay was unanimously awarded the prize of §100, offered by
Dr. Louis L. Seaman, late JIajor and Surgeon First United States
Volunteer Engineers, through the Military Service Institution, Gov-
ernor's Island, N. Y., for the best discussion of the above subject.
The judges were Col. John F. Weston. Acting Commissary-General,
U. S. Army. Lteut.-Col. Charles Smart. Deputy Surgeon-General, U. S.
Army, and Lieut.-Col. WiUiam E. Dougherty, Seventh U. S. Infan-
try. The competition wiis open to all commissioned officers of the
army, navy and volunteer forces.
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In determining the diet of the soldier, however, the

ibove standards do not apply, since they are suthcient

)nly for moderate labor and ai-e not capable of fur-

lisliing the recjuisite energy for the muscular work of

ligh degree which troops, from the nature of their

ervice, may at any time be called upon to perform,

[""'or the recjuisite data in this respect, it is necessary

o refer to the dietaries of men at hard labor, the fol-

owing table being intentionally made to include diet-

iries of this character for various countries in the

lorthern portion of the temperate zone, since the

jnited States Army is heterogeneous in its composi-

ion, and the foreign-born element— largely derived

rom the countries named— undoubtedly brings with

t into the service the dietetic preferences resulting

rom previous habit

:

'YPICAL HAttD LA.B >R DlETAKIES FOU THE NOBTHERN PORTION
OF THE Temperate Zone.
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certaining the nutritive value of its several components,

and determining whether the quantities in which their

issue is authorized will permit their combination in a

daily allowance, not only desirable in theory and well

qualified to maintain the health and vigor of the sol-

dier but also thoroughly practicuible under all condi-

tions of military service.

( To be continued.)

(^tittottal department*

BANQUET IN HONOR OF DR. JACOBI.

The seventieth anniversary of the birth of Dr. Abra-

ham Jacobi, of New York, was celebrated at Dehnonico's

on Saturday evening. May 5th, at a banquet wbich was
attended by four hundred of his friends and professional

associates. It was a distinguished and representative

gathering, and a large number of ladies, among whom was
Dr. Mary Putnam Jacobi, the wife of the guest of honor,

listened to the speeches from the gallery. The menu cards

contained an etched vignette of Dr. Jacobi, and during

the evening there was presented to him a " Festschrift,"

entitled " International Contributions to Medical Litera-

ture," which contained a large number of original papers

by eminent physicians and scientists in all parts of Europe
and America. More than a year was taken up in the

preparation of the volume, which js believed to be the first

of its kind published in this country, and the edition of a

thousand copies will be distributed principally among the

libraries and physicians of the United States. Dr. Jacobi's

birthday is really the 6th of May, and so at midnight the

entire company rose, and amid much enthusiasm drank a

toast of long life and happiness to him.

Dr. Joseph D. Bryant, one of Dr. Jacobi's successors

in the office of President of the New York Academy of

Medicine, presided, and made the opening address after

dinner.
" Fortunate, indeed, it is, in the affairs of this life," he

said, " that worthy and well-directed efforts addressed to

the securing of personal and public betterment frequently

beget, though ofttimes somewhat tardily, the sentiments

of abiding confidence and esteem for those who prudently

proclaim their importance and diligently labor for their

attainment. It should be recognized at the outset that the

observances of the evening are not devoted more to the

learned gentleman whom we so delight to honor than to

the recognition of those ennobling virtues of which he is

the embodiment. The notable examples of the beneficent

labors of our esteemed friend in the exercise of his profes-

sional skill and fraternal devotion are singularly akin to

each other in their inception and in their spirit. In the one

example he dedicated, through various channels of bounty,

the full measure of his profes^-ional sagacity and fervor to

the alleviation and cure, of the suffering incident to the

freedom of individual birth. In the other we are taught

by the history of his fatherland that he bestowed a like

measure of patriotic zeal to liberty's cause, fostering the

birth of individual freedom. To the former service the

ripe abundance of his years has been given, to the latter

the richness of his youth was well nigh sacrificed ; with

both his name is indelibly recorded, as the wise physician

and the uncompromising patriot.

" Medical thought and medical progress, here and
abroad, bear abundant evidence of the potent influence on
their status of the products of his studious, logical mind.

Thousands of [)hysicians, while students in medicine and
at bedside consultation, have gained of inspiration and
comfort from his teachings and advice, in a degree equalled

only by that of the fortunate recipients of his professional

ministrations. All along the avenues of commendable
professional endeavor directed to the attainment of proper
public recognition, of increased knowledge and esprit, are

noted exalted products, to the achievement of which he
contributed an untiring energy, guided at all times by
sincere executive thought. The justice of this statement
is witnessed by the significant presence of the New York
Academy of Medicine and its library, and further empha-
sized by the fact that in the late effort to increase the
latter he supplemented a previous bountiful contribution by
the major part of the recent gain. The patriotic zeal of

his earlier life was an earnest of his devotion to public
duty during the later, and in neither instance has the cry
of distress gone unheeded, while in both the weak have
been strengthened, the wavering encouraged, and the jus-

tice of a cause assured by his word and presence. What
he was to those of noble aspirations of the land of his

birth he has been and is to those of the land of his

adoption." ^

Dr. Frederic E. Sondern read a number of congratu-
latory letters and telegrams from universities, professors and
distinguished medical men in all parts of the world, after

which the following original poem, sent by Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell, was read by Dr. Robert Underwood Johnson :

ABRAHAM JACOBI.

Medieus, Magister, Amicus.

No honors hath the State for you whose life
From youth to age has known one single end.

Take from our lips two well-won titles now,
" Magister et Amicus " — Master, Friend.

From the gray summit of attainment you
Look on the rugged path you knew to climb.

Take, with our thanks, for high example set
The palm of honor in this festal time.

Constant and brave, in no ignoble cause,
The hopes of freedom armed thy sturdy youth;

As true and brave in the maturer years
Thy ardent struggle in the cause of truth.

Nor prison bars, nor yet the lonely cell,

Could break thy vigor of unconquered will;
And the gray hairs which build as cruel walls
Have found and left thee ever victor still.

Ave Magister! take from us to-night
The well-earned praise of all who love our art

For this long lesson of unending work,
For strength of brain and precious wealth of heart.

Your busy hand gives much; but, oh, far more.
The gallant soul that teaches how to meet

Unfriended exile, sorrow, want, and all

That crush the weak with failure and defeat.

We gave you here a home; you well have paid
With many gifts proud freedom's generous hand,

That bade you largely breathe a freer air
And made you welcome to a freer land.

Ave Amicus! if around this board
Are they who watched you through laborious years.

Beyond these walls, in many a grateful home.
Your step dismissed a thousand pallid fears.

That kindly face, that gravely tender look,
Through darkened hours how many a mother knew!

And in that look won sweet reprieve of hope.
Sure that all earth could give was there with you.

Ave Magister! Many be the years
That lie before thee, thronged with busy hours!

Ave Amicus! take our earnest prayer
That all their ways fair Fortune strew with flowers.

Dr. William H. Thomson, the present President of the

Academy of Medicine, responded to the toast, " Dr. Jacobi,

the Physician." He said that he had heard of Dr. Jacobi's

reputation in that special.department of medicine in which

he has won such distinction long before he came to New
York, thirty-eight years ago. His first impression of him
on hearing him address an audience was that he was a

stray archangel. During his entire medical career he had
often been associated with him, and one of the character-

istics of the man which had most impressed him was his

careful observation of cases. This invariable habit of

minutely investigating every case brought before him had

been of incalculable value to thousands of students who

1 Dr. Jacobi was born in Hurturn, Westphalia, on May 6, 1830, and
was educated at Giittingen and Bonn. He enlisted in the "Young
German " army of 1848, and was imprisoned for treason. He received
the degree of M. D. In 1861, and came to Now York in 18&3.
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had enjoyed the privilejje of attornlinf; hiflclinicnl lecfiiren
;

and it. WHS IK) wonder, therefor*;, tliiit Ins inie(jii:ille(l hIcIII

as a diii;;noNli(:i;iii had iiiiide him priztMl as few others in

tlu'. profession aH a coiisuh.aiit. In coiKdiision, h(; spoilt; of

Dr. .Ia(!ol)i's ciiaraeteristio of always keepii)}^ in the fore-

front of tlu! advances in nitMli(;al sciiMiee. With the

engrossinn; cures of an unusually i)usy prof»\ssional life, it

was no easy task to kee]> fully abreast of the times, hut this

lui always did. Ht^ was an eaj^er devoiirer of medical litera-

ture, and was cvtir the. first to wel<-on»e any addition to our

knowled;;*!, whether in the field of j)atholo^y and etioloj^y

or of therapeutics, and whether it came from across tlie

Atlantic or from the j)rofessioii in America. In this way
he had kept step with the wondtrrful (leveloi)ments in hac-

terioiof^y whicdi had heen made in the last few years,

thouf^h at the ,sam»! time he was always judiciously con-

servative, and his vigorous mind would not permit him to

accept mere theories without proof.

Pkok. William Oslkk, of Johns IIo[)kins University,

resj)onded to the toast, " Dr. Jacobi, the Scientist." " The
great point of Dr. Jacobi's writings," lie said, "was that

there were so few of them, a marvellous thing in a genera-

tion which writes unendingly on all conceivable sid)jects."

After mentioning a few of his scientific communications,

each of which was his " most im{)ortant," he went on to

say that his really most important work was his treatment

of the subject of infant feeding. " He is the banisher of

colic and the soother of the infantile midnight," Dr. Osier

remarked. " IIa<i the babes and sucklings of the land any
other language than a cry they woidd rise up and call him
blessed. It was not my good fortune to be present at the

last convention of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, but I am in receipt of some information from a

friend of mine who was there, which information goes to

show how the influence of Dr. Jacobi on behalf of the

natural feeding of infants has spread the light. Here
perhaps I should apologize to any young ladies who may be

present in the gallery, but if the W. C. T. U.can stand it,

1 think they ought to be able to. The fact is, that estima-

ble organization, I am given to understand, is going to

form a Women's Infant Suckling Union. Legislation is

going to be proposed at the next Congress making it a

criminal offence for a baby to receive anything but its nat-

ural food; and providing that if this cannot be obtained at

home, it shall be applied for and received at the offices of

the Women's Infant Suckling Union. Profound investiga-

tion, I understand, has discovered that the debased and
criminal and cranky of our land have been bottle-fed

babies. All Silver Democrats, Populists and Christian

Scientists, so the investigation shows, have been raised

upon the bottle. For this saving motion on the part of the

W. C. T. U. the nation is indebted, without doubt, to the

teachings of our friend, Dr. Jacobi." Speaking more
seriously, Dr. Osier said that Dr. Jacobi bad maintained a

fresh and vigorous intellect to an old age, and was not one
of those who had fallen behind the advance of science, but

was the contemporary of the best thought of the present.

President Seth Low, of Columbia University, re-

sponded to the toast, '' Dr. Jacobi in Relation to Medical
Education." He eulogized Professor Jacobi's work as a
teacher in the College of Physicians and Surgeons, the

Medical Department of the University, and said he was
very sure that the trustees would not allow the year to pass

without some special recognition of his thirty-five years of

brilliant and faithful service. He then referred to Dr.

Jacobi's declination, in 1894, of the high honor of a chair

at the University of Berlin, which had been offered him
with many fiattering inducements; saying that here he had
received his opportuidties, and to this country he preferred

to give his invaluable labors.

The Honorabl:^Carl Schurz responded to the toast,

"Dr. Jacobi as a Citizen." He said: "Of Dr. Jacobi's

friends here, I am, no doubt, the oldest
;

probably the

oldest in years, and certainly the oldest in friendsliij), for

that friendship can look back upon just half a century of

uninterrupted and, I may add, unclouded duration. It

was in the year 1850, in the German University town of

Bonn, on the Rhine, that we first met. He was thfn itill

a student of medicine in regular xtandini^. I wan alnu/ly

an exile, but had recently <'<jme bar:k to (iermany, enga^^ed

in a Nomewhat adventurouM enterprise conne<i«Ml with the

revolutionary inovemeritH of that period — an enterprino

whicii made it nece.s?'Hry to conceal my whereal>out« from
those in power, with whom my relaiir>n<t were at the time,

to .speak within bounds, Komewhat strained. I had tin-

best n^asoMH for deuiring to avoid persoiiH whtiftc ill will or

indiscretion might have brought me in contact with the

constituted authorities. It was then that a mutual friend

introduced Jacobi and me to each other."

After dwelling for some tiim; longer on their early remi-

niscences, Mr. Schurz sp(jke of his knowledge of Dr.

.Jacobi as a fellow citizen in the new world. " In him," he

went on to say, " we see one (jf the adopte<l citizens who-c
peculiar patriotism is not alwajs understood and a[)[)re-

ciated by our native friends. It may strike come of } ou as

somewhat audacious when I say that the adopted citizen

may in a certain sense, be a more jealously patriotic; Ameri-
can than the native; and yet it is true. The a(lo|)ted

citizen usually preserves certain sentiments and reverential

attachments to tlie country of his birth. Hut, just because

of this, many are especially anxious to see the country of

their adoption, by its virtue and the high character of its

achievements justify their separation from their native

land, and enable them to point with ju^^t pride to the choice

they have made. They may for this very reason, when
they see the character of their adopted country put in

jeopardy, or its good name in the family of nations endan-
gered, resent this, and stand up for the cause of right, and
of integrity, and of honor, in their ado{)ted country, with

an intensity of feeling even greater than that which ordi-

narily animates the native."

Next followed the presentation of the " Festschrift,"

which was made by Dr. Arpad G. (Jerster, in the fol-

lowing words

:

"Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: — It was nearly

two thousand years ago that the poet of the Augustan era,

Horace, penned the beautiful but true words, Kxegi monu-
mentum cere perennius. Every one knows how the predic-

tion has been literally fulfilled. However, the poet's

conviction wouhl not have been thus confidently expressed
had there not been underlying it the solid fact that of all

men's works there is none more enduriug than the written

word. It is not strange, therefore, that when a group of

five men met a year ago last February to consider a way
in which the seventieth birthday of Dr. Jacobi ought to

be celebrated, the idea of publishing a " Festschrift " —
that is, a collection of literary contributions furnished by
a number of willing friends and colleagues— was immedi-
ately adopted.

" Mr. Chairman, I hold in my hand a volume containing

the scientific contributions of fifty-three medical men of

note, men rei)resenting two continents ami eleven nations.

This tribute of the veneration and esteem of the authors
is adorned by a splendid etching, the product of the mas-
terly needle of James D. Smillie, a faithful image of the

Ambrosian features of the original. I trust that the con-

tents of the volume may be found as worthy of him whom
they are meant to honor as their outward garb. Mr.
Chairman, permit me through you to ask Dr. Jacobi to

accept this volume as kindly as it is offered. Let it serve

as the outward token of our affectionate regard. Permit
me also to extend to him the sincere wish for his long-

continued health and happiness. May it be granted to

him to enjoy the sunny afternoon of a useful life in the

mellow atmos[)here of philosophical contentment, sur-

rounded by those whom he loves best. Vivat, crescal,

jloreat !
"

Dr. Jacobi, who was deeply affected, was greeted with
loud and repeated cheers when he arose to respond. He
spoke as follows

:

ADDRESS BY A. .JACOBI, M.D., LL.D.

1 wish I could proceed from man to man and in silence

press your hands, for words of mine do not suffice for
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le throng of feelings that swell my heart. Before me I

e men in all hi'^h walks of life, members of my own and
other professions, I see statesmen, poets, university pro-

ssors and presidents — to me this illustrious assembly is

university indeed. Of medical men there are at least

fo generations, few though of mine, but many of my own
apils who long ago became my masters and my teachers.

Occasions like this, which is unique in its brilliancy and
ope, are apt to try a man's soul. Your appreciation and
)plause is elevating and encouraging, but there is an
ement in it of a sorrowful sense of humiliation and dis-

luragement, inasmuch as no man I believe can be, and I

rtainly am not, conscious of deserving tliem to the degree
ley are tendered. I take it for granted that I am ex-

jcted to speak, in part, I suppose, of the topic of the

'ening — myself. But how, and what? I have been
ilogized as if 1 were dead. Not being quite dead yet, I

lould not join in the praise. On the other hand, to speak
irogatorily of my doings would be discourteous to those

lio expressed their good opinions. If, after all, you will

! content with hearing a plain talk on some of the things

at happened to me and to the profession this half cen-

ry, I shall consider it an honor to be listened to.

When I speak to you of my aspirations on my arrival

!re nearly forty-seven years ago, I probably say nothing
!w to those who once found themselves in a strange

orld, ignorant and not known, without relatives or social

fluence. I wanted, both from necessity and from impulse,

ork in my profession. Young years had ripened in me
e ambition to be useful either to the individual or to the

asses. That is what had led me into the political life of

e German revolution. I wanted to be useful to the sick,

id in order to reach that aim strove to reduce my igno-

,nce, which aside from being a natural gift was vastly

creased in the wasting idleness of years spent in a Prus-

in state prison. Aspirations, however, will grow with

idening horizons. When I came here I knew nothing of

merican medicine. It was simply unknown in Europe,

or was America much better informed in regard to

uropean medicine. With the exception of a few trans-

tions from the French and a number of English republi-

.tions,— called American editions,— European literature

as but scantily known and appreciated except by the

w who, like Jackson and Oliver Wendell Holmes, had
ijoyed the opportunities of being with that great master,

ouis. I felt 1 misht help in building a bridge between

e literatures of the two hemispheres, and Stephen Smith
ok my first extracts. That office was rendered more
1 necessary from year to year. European languages and
eratures are more studied amongst us now, and per-

inal intercourse between the two continents is easier and
ost frequent ; so frequent indeed that there are voices

lat seem to advise against our young men's going to

urope to embark on post-graduate studies. That advice

to be deplored. 1 should improve it by advising Kuro-

jans to come here for that purpose. The more the lan-

aages that are studied, the wider the horizons that are

anned, the more different methods that are learned in

edical pursuits, the more a man, young or old, will become
world to himself. By such exchange Europe has learned,

ill learn, to respect us as we have admired Europe.

At an early time, long before the foundation in 1857 of

le German dispensary, the first medical institution in New
ork in which German-born physicians began their co-

)eration with American medicine, I took an interest in

le physiology and pathology of infancy and childhood,

^'^as it the helplessness of the patients, the apparent or

leged difficulty of the subject, or its neglect in the Ameri-

in literature, or all three of these reasons, that made me
ike hold of it, I cannot tell. But it fired my heart and
iiagination to suppose that if I labored for that honor, the

istory of American pediatrics would possibly contain my
ame amongst, as I fondly hoped, many more. Beyond
lat my dreams never went. I could not believe, nor do 1

)-night, in spite of what has been going on here, that, as

leine has it, my name should ever be mentioned among
le best. But what I know from the history of the subject

is this, that after the foundation of the first special clinic
for the diseases of children in the New York Medical Col-
lege in 1860 and in the University Medical College in

1865, such clinics increased in number, so that there is at
present no large medical school without one. A very
prominent part of our good medical literature is pediatric,
and there are two journals exclusively dedicated to the
diseases of children, some full professorships have been
established, and the teaching mainly in New Y'ork, also in

Boston and Philadelphia, has in part become bedside
instruction.

Much credit has been given me I know for the rapid
development of pediatrics in our country. It is true I

have the doubtful advantage of being born in advance of
my collaborators

; but the time was matured for the new
birth, and it so happened that many of tbe best medical
minds of the nation became interested as I had been.
Beside Stewart, Eberle, Meigs, hard-working, painstaking
and honest J. Lewis Smith should not be forgotten. His-
tory, indeed, is not easily made by individuals, for a
Washington is not born to every century or country. Not
even a Bismarck could have moulded Germany into one
nation if it had not been for the preparatory labors of pre-
vious generations, that of the revolutionary youth of 1848
included. Nor could a Johns Hopkins create what we now
know Johns Hopkins University to mean, without the
constant and conscientious co-operation of great men whose
names are on every lip. It is true, however, in science
alone, as pathfinders and organizers, single men may make
history, but the tribe of Paracelsus, Morgagni, Haller, John
Hunter, Bichat and Virchow is not numerous.
So you see that 1 have been most fortunate. A large

family of brilliant pediatrists has grown up around me
both in private practice and in official positions. Through
them to a great part clinical teaching has become the
ackowledged means of medical instruction, though in most
of the faculty frames their branches are still considered
inferior to what is called a full professorship with didactic

teaching. On the other hand, pediatrics is by force of cir-

cumstances given the very highest rank ; for instance, in

Columbia University. It recognizes the necessity of post-

poning special pediatric teaching to the fourth year; that

is, after the young men are deemed to be fully prepared
and capable ; it also considered itself lucky when the

generosity of an unknown donor enabled it to establish a

pediatric ward in Roosevelt Hospital for bedside instruc-

tion.

Unknown donor I More unknown or known donors are

wanted. A single half million of dollars will suffice to

build and endow a child's hospital of fifty beds. When
that will be accomplished, in connection with a medical
school, then, and then only, will Columbia, or any other

university be able to supply the Commonwealth with

doctors who had ample opportunities to study the diseases

of infants and children that will always form the majority

of their patients. The race of Vanderbilts, Carnegies,

Sloanes, Ottendorfers, Woerishoffers, Seth Lows, Paynes
and Pierpont Morgans cannot possibly be extinct.

In 1853— I speak of what 1 have seen myself— the

medical schools had the most accomplished teachers and
to a large part the most immature students. The teachers

were mostly men of national reputation ; many of them
were instructed in Europe, most of them had enjoyed a

classical education. Matriculants, however, were admitted

as well from the plough as from the college, and no ques-

tions asked. The curriculum extended over two years,

was almost exclusively didactic, the professor would teach

the same subjects annually, and clinical teaching was in its

embryonal stage. There are those here who remember
that time, and also the lengthening of the course to three

and finally to four years. Clinical teaching I have seen

extending until, together with obligatory laboratory work,

it bids fair to assume the leading part in our instruction.

In that way we imitated but did not reach Europe. It

takes some time to get so far. We were a young people,
' and where the plough was recjuired to sustain our lives,

the microscope with its scrutiny of the almost invisible had
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to wait. Our scientific institutions wire noi iik lowed and
liud toHcrve immcdiatw practical cndH. lialiuiiiiui y workers

could l)iil liiriily lie, |)aid for lack of fiind.s. l\n( ttoir and
for .soiiu', tinur past, wtdl-todo nicii ^o into nieiiiciric for

love, and not for money. 'I'liey invest their own in llicir

[iatli<)I(i<;ic, biolo<iic, liistolo<^ic, or ciieinic laliorM, and aH

jrodd citi/eiis of the Kepuhlic are sati^(ied with tlie intere<<t

their investment will l)ear to the domain of ^(•ien(•e, in the

service of humanity. Medi(;ine, like politics, will t)e j»urer

for the money put into it, instead of l)eiM<> taken out of it.

In still another respect I liave been most fortunate.

While ptuliatrica has i)ecome the subject of special study,

and while tliere are even those who restrict their practice

to infants and chihh-en, there never was tlie tendency to

set it up as one of the narrow specialties. In re<i;ard to

them many changes have taken place. I)urin<i; my own
early lif*; 1 have seen a meritorious man whom I much
admired, Horace Greene, persecuted and derided because

he ])aid what was considered loo much attention to ilu;

laryn.x, jx-rhaps also— who can tell— because he knc^w

more about it tlian all of the rest; and while getting older

I liad to observe, first in lOurope, then with us, the ten-

dency to e.xaggerated specialization, which has contributeci

much to narrow the scientific, mental and moral horizon of

many a young man who means to become a wealthy and
famous specialist without ever having been a physician. I

know of no pediatrist with that turn of mind. To study

and practise a specialty sliould not mean to cut loose from
medicii\e. It is not in vain that the fourteen great national

special organizations feel the good that is in the consolida-

tion into a triennial congress.

In regard to our medical schools it should be remem-
bered that, witli few exceptions, all of them were at one

time, and most of them are still, private institutions. An
intelligent American audience need not be told that vanity,

avarice, territorial pride, professional jealousy, had a good
deal to do with the mushroom growths. St. Louis and
Chicago had at one time, and have perhaps to-day, thirty

medical schools between them. That is why professors are

as numerous as crab-apples, and plain doctors are scarce,

at least in large cities. I am certain I express the opinion

of all here when I say that medical teaching will be better,

and more uniform, and more in accordance with the re-

quirements of the public, when our one hundred and fifty

schools will have been reduced to twenty-five, and each of

them will be connected with a university, as its medical

department.
At the same time, in 1853, American medical literature

was in its beginning. It is true Drake had long before

written his "Principal Diseases of the Valley of North
America"— an immortal work. Holmes had proclaimed

the contagiousness of puerperal fever many years before

Senmielweis; but such great achievements were few.

Original books were scarce. Some of our few journals

were of the best. I mention the honest, scientific and con-

scientious Journal of the Medical Sciences, and the always
noble and refined Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

There were in New York the Journal of Medicine, which
has since been transformed into the New York Medical
Journal, and the prototype, alongside the Boston Journal,

of our present weeklies, the American Medical Times.

And now in 1900! Your literature is as well known to

you as to me. Let me speak, therefore, only of our more
than three hundred medical journals. That some repre-

sent the finest flowers of intellectual research and keen

observations, many more, however, the choicest rubbish

accumulated by phenomenal ignorance and advertising im-

pertinence, is simply a sad fact. Reduce them to forty

;

these forty will have a larger market, ma3' be able to select

their contributions and to pay the contributors, while at

present they enrich the publishers only. The larger mar-
kets will enable professional men or eor[)orations to follow

and improve upon the example of the Philadelphia Medical
Journal, and at least strike out for independent action, and
finally found an independent press, not relying for its

sustenance on the advertisements of proprietary articles,

whose principal element is the barbarism of their names,

or on Nfwalleil original papers which bear the uowrilten
Hignalure of nostrum manufa<turerH on every one of iu
bold ;ind shiimeleMH pages, (ientieinen, it \n time thin(;s

shoidd take- a turn. There wad a [leriod when tlii-y a.ik«!»7:

Who reads an American book V American UjokN are now
read the world over by privileged men, and even iraniila-

ted. Verily, verily, the time should eoine Mpeedily when
tliey will ask : Where is the ignoramuH that doett not know
American literature?

'I'wenty years' exertion before the leginlature (,n the
part of the meilical profession — not of the schooln, some
of which were op[)Osed to the [)rogre.s'-ive movement — has
at last resulted in the demands of a minimum of preliminary
knowledge befort; matriculation, and, further, in a law ac-

cording to which the license to practise de[)ends on the re-

sults of a State (examination for citizens and foreigners,
that is not controlled by the- medical schools. The law, in

its fear of im[)roj)er influences, has even, incorrectly, I

tldnk, excluded from the board of examiners whomsoever is

in any way connected with a teaching facidty. In all these
successful endeavors of the rank and file of the profession,

I lent my hand. If there b<' any merit in my so doing, I

claim it. For though a college professor, I saw the mis-
take of the schools that combated the inevitable progress
on account of alleged but misunderstood interests, and kept
intact and sacred my allegiance to the great profession in

which I started, and in wliich I hope I shall remain to my
last hour. With another step in the evolution of medical
teaching I have much less to do than I could wish

; for the
growth of post-graduate schools has not only disseminated
modern knowledge and methods amongst the established
practitioners, but also started an impulse in the graduate
schools to arrange for post-graduate courses.

Medical societies have grown in membership, numbers
and influence. But latterly their number has grown so as
to justify the suggestion that there is no blessing in the
multiplicity of names, inasmuch as new societies have to
recruit themselves either from the members of older ones, or
to look for candidates amongst the young men, by more or
less scrupulous canvassing. There is more strength in

forceful consolidation than in fanciful expansion. Besides,
it is a matter of sincere regret to many of us to note that
the spirit of unfriendliness should not be buried forever,
and that now and then personal vanities and grivances
have the better of common sense and justice, and of the
professional welfare. Many years ago one of the societies— the orthopedic— gave up its separate existence to be-
come a section of the Academy of Medicine ; there are
some others that would be more useful than they are even
now by taking a similar step. Within the time I speak of
that Academy took wondrous strides. I knew it in a small
room in the University of Washington Square, in West
31st Street, and love it in its present palace, with its ever
increasing public medical library, second in importance in

the country, its impartial, non-political interest and co-op-
eration in all public sanitary questions, with its labors in

matters of quarantine, cholera and watershed, with its

generosity to members and non-members alike that is so
recognized as to provoke callous abuse, and with its ten
sections in constant working order. They have given the
young men, during now more than a dozen years, the op-
portunity for legitimate competition, for obta'ining a hear-
ing and making their reputations. Ask them, and they
will tell you that their growing renown— next to them-
selves and their honest work — is due to the possibilities

afforded them in the New York Academy of Medicine.
May its shadow grow forever !

During a long life I have seen more. Hospitals were
built or enlarged, dispensaries and similar places established
to such an extent as to justify anxiety about, and the bat-
tle against, the abuse of medical charities. Personally I

have always seen and still see a great danger in tempting peo-
ple to demand and take gratuitously services they can and
should pay for. The gradual undermining of individual
honesty and responsibility will prove a nail to the coffin in
which republican institutions, founded as they are on
equality, mutual obligations and probity, may some day be
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buried. The impulse given by the profession has also re-

sulted in the foundation of the Willard Parker Hospital,

which should have been one of many, and of the Minturn
Hospital, in the improvement of the factory laws referring

to children, in school ins[)ection, which should be more
comprehensive and more influential tlian it is, and in rid-

ding the peo|)le of part of its quacks. How difficult that

office is and how serious the danger connected with it. in

spite of the persistent and well-directed efforts of the New
York County Medical Society, can be appreciated only by
those who know the extent of quackery in all classes of the

I)ublic, which for proprietary medicines alone pays two
hundred millions annually, and the sympathy it meets even
with the alleged spiritual heads of mankind. Says Herbert
Spencer: "The incorporation of authorized practitioners

has developed a trades-union spirit wlilch leads to jealousy

of the unincorporated practitioners, that is, the irregidars."

In the solitude of his study, and communing with himself,

he did not learn the needs of the people and the necessity

of protecting their health against their own ignorance and
prejudice, and of offering them unadulterated and unselfish

science and art, as you feel bound to furnish them pure
water and food, sometimes, or often, against their will.

There are but few of us that have a high opinion of the

discernment and discretion of a large part of the public.

For there is too much clairvoyance, Christian lack of

' science, medical sectarianism and medicine-chest quackery,
and too much medical dilettantism amongst our well-clad

and well-fed, semi-instructed, but uncultured and mentally
unbalanced classes.

Meanwhile, the profession, and I amongst them, have
plodded on. Untold thousands have arisen this half cent-

ury of mine, or passed away. There were the wage
workers, the teachers, the pathfinders. There were those

who fought disease or epidemics bravely and survived, or

those who died in a single task and left their small children

hungry. It is true the time has passed by when the doctor
was killed when he lost a patient. That is different now

;

we are more civilized, we are satisfied with murdering his

good name. There were, there are, only few that gained
repute, local or national. If there were it was not always
to their advantage. Harvey and Gall, like many others

that worked for science, lost their practice and livelihood
;

still without them there would have been no Bichat and no
Virchow. The brave physician's work was always hard,

for it is as difficult to save one life as it is easy to kill a
thousand. That is why I cannot feel enthusiasm for the

doctor who is occasionally puffed for leaving his humane
work to participate in the killing, nor for the injustice of

history, that mentions a thousand generals to one physician.

Some of what I have said may be objected to. But I know
that the views I expressed were mine always, and are not

engendered by advancing age.

What after all is age ? The boundary line between the

young and the old is not, I take it, in the bald head or

the gray whiskers, but in the change of a man's ambi-
tions, motives and purposes, and of his relations to the

world and its ways and aims. It is true that I have V^een

told even to-night that 1 am seventy, in the pleasant way
you have of showing your condolence. I can bear it as

long as those not so old as I am accused of being treat me
as their ecjual and call me young — for an aged man.
Now, may I betray to my yotmger colleagues — I like

to talk to them — howl succeeded in getting along with

my age and with the young, and remain — as many say
— one of them? By arranging and gradually develo[)ing

a life programme, I tried to l"arn from my books, my
I)atients and my colleagues, sometimes even from midwives
and old women. Ambrose Pare admitted that he hated
(piacks only when they could teach him nothing. I think,

also, I did my duty to my patients and my colleagues.

In accordance with my democratic schooling, I was fortu-

nate enough to liave respect for the individual. 'J'hat is

why I found it easy to imagine myself in the place of a

patient, and to spare his feelings if I could not preserve
his life. Where you cannot save you can still comfort.

I never told a patient he had to die of his illness, and hope

I shall never be so careless or so indolent as to do so in

the future. 'J'he magnetic needle of professional rectitude

should, in spite of occasional deviations, always point in

the direction of pity and humanity. Another lesson I

learned early was this, that my patient had to be treated,

and not the name of his disease, and, also, as my illustrious

medico-poetical friend proclaimed in Washington a few
da\ s ago :

" 'Tis not the body, but the man is sick." My
medical education dated from a dangerous era. Symp-
tomatic diagnosis had been replaced by the anatomic.
Rokitansky and Skoda cared more for the dead bodies

than the living convalescents; the former proclaiii'ed

loudly that the only thing scientific in medicine was the

autopsy, and the Nihilism of Vienna was that time's modern
therapy. You and the jjatient met only twice — first,

when you made the diagnosis of his case; the second, at

his autopsy. Fortunately in F. Nasse I had fifty years
ago a teacher of unadulterated humanity, combined with
all the scientific eagerness of his mental youth of exactly
seventy years. From him also, though he was not a demo-
crat nor a revolutionist, I learned the sacredness of in-

dividual right and life which I never ceased to respect.

Thus I learned two things : first, never to let up in my
care of individual life when entrusted to me; secondly,

that no single political or religions creed ever owns, or

controls, or interferes with the dictates of humanity and
common sense. Man is above theories or creeds.

Further, my young friends, I never thought I owned my
patients and never grudged my colleagues their own. I

never shrugged my shoulders when they were well spoken
of, and did not believe that my reputation suffered when
they were eulogized. I always preferred patients should

come to me, to my running after them. AVhen a patient

left me for some other doctor I may have felt chagrined,

but I did not blame the doctor he called in. When a
doctor robbed me of a patient by hook or crook, or both,

—

such things do happen, I believe, even now,— I was sorry

for the doctor and for the profession, and glad I was not

he. To compete honestly I think is easy for a gentleman
;

to bear dishonest com])etition should be easy, but it worries.

Not to take honest competition on the part of others

kindly, shows disregard for the rights of others, either

doctors or patients, and bad citizenship ; or it proves

premature old age, with all its occasional avidity and
venomous jealousy. Now, the morbid bitterness of old age,

of which we hear, I have not experienced as yet, and if, or

when, it will come with the increasing atlierosis of my brain

arteries, I wish and trust somebody will tell me. There
are, besides, a few tricks of mine which {)revented both my
brains and heart from getting altogether too rusty. There
was a time— not so long ago— when I was the youngest

everywhere. When I got bravely over that, I always kept

in touch with the young, either students or colleagues or

writers. Literature is always young, students and col-

leagues sometimes too much so. But they suited me
exactly, for they kept me in touch both with my former

self and the new era. Mainly in the last decade or two,

the young men were compelled to learn many new things

which, though Leuwenhoek two hundred years and Henle
sixty years ago saw the holy land from afar, could not have
been believed possible by a Sydenham, or Boerhave, or

Haller, or even Bichat. We older men are either behind

the time, or we have to unlearn much of our dearly bought

stock and to learn with the young men, or from them. To
the young amongst you all, particularly to my own accom-

plished assistants both in private and official positions, I

iiere express my thanks, not only for the direct instruction

I have received from them, but for the imponderable intel-

lectual and moral influence the intercourse between intelli-

gent creatures must always exert. Then there is another

trick. When yom- anger rises within you over some unjust

thing, be not afraid of showing the blush on your face
;

when an iniquity is perpetrated, resent it. Be not afraid

of slapping the cheek that deserves it in private or in

public. Personally 1 hate enmities ; they always fretted

and worried me and gave me sleepless nights; but I never

was afraid of the enemies I made as long as I fought the
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Itatilo of prufttHMioiiiil or civic decency and ili^iiily. If

there i)t! ii luid, or a lu(ii( toiih, or ii (liinj^crons iiiiin, iitid if

he foels olTciuhMl hy my tuHin<; iiiin of iiis misch'rdM iind

my tryiiij; to protecl. the [)rofcxsion oi- the coinmiinily ii'^aiiist

iiim, here I ph'iid J^nilty, and I shall do it aj^ain for ever-

more. When I fihall .stop, then <;all me old.

The facility of ohtainiiif^ a diploma and tiu! license to

practise, formerly j^reatcr than now, has .so filled the pro

fession with undesirable men and women as to crowd the

ideal as to what a j)hysi(ian shoidd 1)C lo tiu; wall. It is

oidy with the f^rowinj; difliciilty of matriculalioii and
increasinjij severity of e.xandnations that the niind)er of

und('rweii;ht doctors htH^omes smaller. With this increase,

and with ;rr()win<T com[)etition, the methods of ohlaiiuni^ a

livelihood in every business and vocation become more
<loul)tful. That is why tiie morals of the i)rofession have

been subjected to a most severe strain. Moreover, the

commercialism which is the signature of the end of our

century has invaded industries, arts, science and the j)ro-

fessions, the medical professions more in Europe— as I could

easily prove— than in America.
This su{)eriority of the moral tone in our American

profession is due to tlie innate pride of our citizens, and
has certainly been connnemorated or preserved by tiie

teachings of the code of the American Medical Associa-

tion. So settled is that habit of modesty and pride

amongst us that when finally we resolved in the Medical
Society of the State of New York that no law-book was
required to guide our methods of intercourse, the observ-

ance of the rules valid amongst gentlemen became even

stricter in the profession of the State of New York than

ever before. Still there are those who are infected with

the meretricious spirit of the times and think they cannot

wait for success. Indeed, no profession should expect to

be exclusively composed of men of stern character and
incorruptible probity. The methods of reaching their

ends are therefore, as the case may be, those of vanity, or

obtrusiveness, now and then of dishonesty.

Those of us, however, who crave notoriety in the belief

that the majority of the public have as little brains as fish

that take every bait will meet reporters at the bar or in

the sacred concealments of their olHces, get into the news-

paper columns with their wonderful electrical discoveries,

miraculous cases, unheard-of operations, and long titles,

the least of which at present is " professor."

In the words of a great cynic, " What are you going to

do about it?" There are those whose egotism and vanity

are not controlled by any regard for the public good and
who are acrobatic experts in the art of keeping on the

fence between honorable professional behavior and shame-
less quackery. If they knew how ludicrous they are, and
how pitiful they appear in the eyes of the honest crowd
about them, they would do better. And here is a word to

the young. I am afraid we old men are past changing

,

but it is a failing in our national character to be always
cordial, always courteous, always handshaking. W^e do
not identify the sin and the sinner ; we abhor the former,

and are too good-natured to shun the latter. If there be a

danger to our morals and our politics, it is there. If you,

the young men in the profession, will refuse approval and
honors to men whose actions and methods you condemn, if

you will only show them that your heart is chilled against

them— some of them are in public positions— there will

soon be an end to offences which need not always result

from wickedness, but bad taste only. There are those

indeed amongst the vain who fear the display of bad taste

more than the perpetration of sin.

After all, however, when I look backward, I really do
not believe that the moral tone of the profession is lower

than circumstances will always necessitate in this period

where trade is everything. There were jealousy, strife and
competition at all times ; and men were always human.
The "good old times" is an ideal that, while its consum-
mation is too far ahead or beyond the horizon altogether,

is searched for backward. Doctors were always what
their time, their people, their surroundings made them.
The mutual relation of physicians I have seen improv-

in(; duriii;^ my own time, that ii, within half a century.

Imagine that twice thai time, only one lentiiry a;;o, the

literature on the behavior of pliynicianR toward one
another was very copiouH ; evidently, the need of it wan
great. At that time conHiiltatifjn.i belwc-en do<:tor» were
(leclare*! by a well-meaidng writer to be im[>o<(iiible, pur-

poselesfl, time-killing and •'revolting," and an late an 1 7«.J

famous I. r. Frank advised seriously to call in the |>olice

lo arbitrate anil rcstort; order when doctor.t disagreed in

their consultations. That was oidy a century after the

polite scoundrel of- .Molicre [irojioscil to his colleagues:
" L(!t uw. \>\in:(l him, and I l<:t you [lurge him."

Not very long i)cforc my time the amenities of profes-

sional intercourse cannot hav(! been vt^ry great, when Lis-

franc called Dupuytren the butcher of the ilOlel Dieu, and
I)uj)uytren did)bed Lisfranc the '• murderer of the Charitf-

"

One of the later publications on the mutual relations of

doctors was that of I'ercival in 1807; it was made the law-

book of the American Medical Association in 1847. My
illustrious friend in Washington, Dr. S. C. Husey. who uf>-

holds it as a necessity, still proclaims that the rule forbid-

ding consultations with sectarian practitioners altogether

should be so modified as to permit them in cases of emer-

gency. That is what the Medical Society of the .State of

New York made its j)olicy in 1MS2. It was a number of

years afterwards that the code was abolished altogether.

As far as I am personally concerned, I am still of the

opinion expressed years ago that there are no statistical

data to prove that more sins are committed by gentlemen
without than with a written code.

On the other hand, I cannot see why whatever differ-

ences there are between those who adhere to the code of

ethics, and those who believe in and act on the same prin-

ciples, could not be easily adjusted. Books are made for

the use of men, by men ; and no fires are lit any more in

this country under the impression that differences of

opinion can be killed like human bodies. The spirit does
not burn like flesh. Why differences of opinions as fo the

indispensability of a written code should lead to animosity

to such an extent as to preclude the possibility of a peace-
ful discussion, I have never been able to conceive.

What, indeed, does all the discord amount to? The
whole profession agrees about the inadvisability of consul-

tations, in the very interest of the patient, with a certain

class of medical men, in the average cases of illness. In
emergency cases such consultations are permitted for

reasons of humanity by both parties of the profession.

One of them bases its action on the written code of ethics,

the other deems a written code unnecessary for its guidance.

It is my opinion that our successors will hardly believe we
ever were serious men when they learn that the enlight-

ened and public-spirited j)rofession could go to war over

differences of motives and methods when the end in view
was the same.
Mr. Chairman, I have been, more than I deserve, praised

as a physician, as a teacher, as a citizen. J\Iy own re-

marks referred mainly to the first, for I am proud of the

profession to which I belong. Every individual profes-

sional man, if he be, as mostly, a good man, and the

collective profession have always proved good and states-

meulike citizens. They do not, I grieve to say, take much
personal part in the politics of the city or country, but who-
ever knows the exhausting life the medical man is leading

cannot wonder we are not often seen in the political arena.

That is deplorable, and my word to the young is to lend a
hand to this country of their birth, or of their adoption,

for it is in America that many political, economic and
social problems will have to be solved. In every other

respect there is no man that gives more and gets less than
the physician. And the profession at large ?

There is no interest connected with the life and health

of the community that was not fostered by the co-operat-

ing physicians. The Sanitary Commission of the Civil

War contained illustrious names like Agnew and Krack-
owizer. Physicians know best or feel most intensely that

a people stricken with poverty and ignorance, and decima-
ted by preventable sickness, should be deemed an anachro-
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nisin in this century, and that, as Virchow expresses it,

every epidemic is a warning that should teach a statesman
that there is a preventable or curable disorder in the or-

ganism of the Commonwealth. Unfortunately it is too

often true, what Anarcharsis said of Athens, that the wise

men do the talking and the others the ruling. If that was
not so, it would look impossible that a ijuarter of a million,

asked for onc*^, in behalf of the establishment of what is

to be at the same time a life-saving station and an instruc-

tion camp, should be refused, while a million a day is

spent on destruction ; or that an ajjpropriation re([uired for

the solution of problems connected with the mental health

and disease of tens of thousands of our fellows should be
withheld. The battles against prejudice, shortsightedness,

and incompetence are always fought by the medical pro-

fession, which unfortunately is too often not consulted, and
that, gentlemen not of the medical profession within the

hearing of my voice, is what binds us together and renders

us proud of one another, with that altruistic unselfishness

which is our sacred egotism. 'J'o look back uj)on a long

life spent in that profession is my greatest satisfaction, and
to know that no changing influence of the day is able to

divert the profession troni its manifest destiny and plain

duty of being and remaining the teacher and protector of

the race in all that pertains to its physical and moral wel-

fare is a boon greater than endless millions or worldly

power. Of that profession I have been one, these many
decades. That is why 1 am here, distinguished and
honored more than I personally deserve, but understand-

ing perfectly well that my brethren have come here with

the sentiment of professional good fellowship, and the lay

friends to do homage to their greatest benefactors, namely,

medical science and the American medical profession, in

the person of one of its fellows.

What I have said, gentlemen, may look to many rather

like an academic discourse than an after-dinner talk. It

remains for me to thank you for your patience ; remember,
however, this happens only once in seventy years. 1 have
to express my thanks for many more things. Consider my
recollections of nearly half a century. 1 came here a for-

eigner, and never was made to feel 1 ever was a foreigner.

I emerged from a European state prison to breathe the

pure air of a free country. My political and social ideals

were not all fulfilled, it is true, for nothing is perfect that

is human; that is why it was still necesi^ary to be an aboli-

tionist and a mugwump, with the pei feet assurance— which

1 still hold— that some time or other the minority turns

out to be the majority. I imported nothing but a willing

ness to work hard and to be modest and grateful. I joined

a profession that owed me nothing, and knew still less of

me than I knew of the profession. The kind reception I

met with surprised me, tor I knew that a foreigner would
not be so treated in the country I had escaped from. 1

had but little except the knowledge of my duties and re-

sponsibilities. With that small capital I was received and al-

lowed to co-operate as an equal in whatever concerned the

profession and its relations to the commonwealth, city or

country. I repeat only what everybody knows, so I do not

boast when I say that one by one almost every place of

honor the profession had at its disposal has been mine.

Of this day I must not speak, for I cannot do so without

tears in my throat. Who is there that wondered that when
many years ago the great honor of a responsible position

in a foreign country was offered n)e, it took me a single

minute only to decline?^ I was, I am, rooted in the Ameri-

can profession, that I have observed to evolve without gov-

ernmental aid, out of its own might, to become etpial to

any on the globe. I was, I am, rooted in the country that

was my ideal when I was young, my refuge when, alone

and persecuted, 1 stole away, and always, clouds or no

clouds, my sunny hope forevermore.

And this "Festschrift"! These last weeks I wondered
many a time, and I do so now, that 1 shouhl be the receiver

of that honor. AVhen many years ago heroes like Vir-

chow, and then again Henoch, were to be held up for the

» Dr. Jacobi was oH'ered a professorsJiip in the University of IJer-

Jin. — Ed.

admiration of the medical world, on both occasions I had
the privilege of co-operating in the expression of the estima-
tion in which they were held. This distinction is rare
even in the country of my birth. In our country I know only
of two such dedicatory volumes, the " Wilder Quarterly-
Century Book of 189.5," dedicated to Professor Burt Green
Wilder, of Cornell University, and the volume presented to

Professor W. H. Welch, of Johns IIoi)kins, once a hospital

assistant of mine, now one of my honored masters, yester-

day evening. That the country which adopted me, and
gave me a ])eer amongst peers, oj)portunities to work,
should in true cosmopolitan sj)irit adopt this method, rare

enough in Germany, of raising a man to the greatest pos-

sible height of distinction and making him shine above all

men — and this man I — is far, far bevond what was the

culmination of all my possible hopes. That men here and
the world over should respect me to the last day of my
life was the extent of my pardonable wishes. If nothing
else, however, this book, the work of others, will carry my
name to posterity. I accept it with the gratitude due for

that immeasurably rich gift. Amongst its contributors I

see the names of many old friends, and some whose faces

1 never saw ; the names of men from all civilized coun-

tries, honortid in the realm of medical literature, known to

one another by their achievements, separated by seas and
boundary lines, but working for the same ends in the

service of science and of mankind. Ainis, methods and
persistency are common to the medical profession of all

countries. On its (lag is inscribed what should be the life

rule of nations : Fraternity and solidarity.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Representation of the American Dermato-
LOGiCAL Association at Paris.— At the meeting

of the American Dermatological Association held in

Wasliington in connection with the Congress of

American Physicians and Surgeons, a Committee

was appointed consisting of Dr. J. Ncvins Hyde, of

Chicago, Dr. Henry W. Stelwagon, of Piiiladelphia,

and Dr. T. Caspar Gilchrist, of Baltimore, to represent

the Association at the International Dermatological

Congress to be held at l*aris in early August, and to

extend a warm invitation, in the name of the Associa-

tion, to the members of that Congress to hold the next

international meeting in this country in New York.

The Committee was further instructed, in the event

of tlie Congress giving a favorable response, to pre-

sent tlie name, and urge the election, of Prof. James

C. White, of Boston, the first President of the Ameri-

can Dermatological Association, and an honorary mem-

ber of the French and Italian dermatological societies,

for tlie presidency of that Congress.

Tmirteentii International Medical Congress.

— At a meeting of tlie American National Committee

of the Thirteenth International Medical Congress, lield

at Cosmos Club, Washington, May 2d, with Dr. W.
W. Keen in the chair, the secretary read the minutes

of the ])receding meeting and reported that ab-eady

about two hundred American pliysicians had joined

the Congress. It was unanimously voted that the

President of the American Medico-Psycliological As-

sociation be added to the Committee; and further

voted that the organizations whose presidents compose

the Committee be requested to contribute to the ex-

penses of said Committee.
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A Nkw So(;ii;ty koii l*ATnoi,ooY and IJac ikui-

<)i,o(;\. — At ;i iiifctiii^ Hicciitly liiild in Wiisliiiif^lon

of a iiiimbcr ol' j)iitli()l()<^iHtH and l)actoriolo;;i.sts, a now

national society was docidcd upon. A conunitttM- of

stivcn was appoinlcd lo aii;ui^(! plans of or^raiii/alion :

William 'l\ Coiuicilinan, Harold (
'. Krnst, Simon l<'l(x-

n(ir, I.udvii; ilcktocn, William T. Howard, ,lr., W. H.

Park, Theobald Siiiitli, were the ori^^inal promoters of

the plan.
" BOSTON AND NKW KNOLAND.

ACUTK InKKCTIOUS Di.SEASICM in liO.STON. — i-'or

the week ending at noon. May !), l'.)(»0, thcic wck;

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the follow-

in i( cases of acute infectious diseases: diphlheria 72,

scarlatina 48, measles 89, typhoid fever />•

TkANSMISSION OI' PAUASiriC DlSKASK HV In-

SKcrs. — At tlu! next meetin<;f of the Boston Society

for IVTedical Improvement Dr. Theobald Smith will

read a paper entitled "The Comparative Etiology of

Malarial Diseases." During the course of the evening

Dr. Smith will demonstrate, under the microscope,

the malarial mosquito. This paj)er is of special inter-

est on account of the valuable pioneer work in which

long ago Dr. Smith tried to show the transmission of

parasitic disease by insects.

FiFTiKTH Anniversary of thk Norfolk Dis-

trict Medical Society.— Exercises commemora-

tive of the fiftieth anniversary of the Norfolk Dis-

trict Medical Society were held at Hotel Vendome,

Tuesday, May 8th. The address was delivered by

Dr. II. C. Ernst, an historical sketch by Dr. C. Ellery

vStcnlman, and after an enjoyable dinner a number of

felicitous speeches were made by representative phy-

sicians of Boston.

Bacteriological Laboratories of the Khodi;

Island Hospital.— The new Bacteriological Labo-

ratories of the Rhode Island Hospital were formally

opened Thursday, May 10th. Drs. W. T. Councilman,

,1. AV. C. Ely and Q. Alder Blumer made remarks ap-

propriate to the occasion.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending April 28tli, in Boston, according: to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the Unitetl

States Signal Corps :
—
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G. H. Bakbkr, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Kearsarge " and ordered to the " Monongahela."

D. H. Morgan, assistant surgeon, ordered to the "Vermont,"
May 3d.

J. C. Boyd, medical inspector, detached from duty as assis-

tant to Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Navy Department,

and ordered to the " New York" as fleet surgeon of the North

Atlantic Station.

P. FiTZsiMONS, medical inspector, detached from the " New
York" as fleet surgeon of the North Atlantic Station and or-

dered to proceed home and wait orders.

J. D. Gatbwood, surgeon, detached from the Bureau of Med-
icine and Surgery, Navy Department, May 8th, and ordered to

duty as assistant to Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, same day.

C. D Brownell, passed assistant surgeon, ordered to the

Naval Training Station, Newport, R. I.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE UNITED STATES MARINE-HOSPITAL
SERVICE FOR THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING MAY 3, 1900.

Bailhache, p. H., surgeon. Detailed to represent the Ser-

vice at the Convention for the Decennial Revision of the U. S.

Pharmacopeia at Washington, D. C, May 2, 1900. April 30,

1900.

Wasdin, Eugene, surgeon. Detailed to represent the Service

at the meeting of the American Medical Association at Atlantic

City, N. J., June 5-8, 1900. May 1, 1900.

Cobb, J. O., passed assistant surgeon. To report to Chairman
of Board of Examiners for examination to determine fitness for

promotion to the grade of surgeon. April 30, 1!KX).

Geddings, H. D., passed assistant surgeon. Detailed to repre-

sent the Service at the Convention of the Decennial Revision of

the U. S. Pharmacopeia at Washington, D. C, May 2, 1900.

April 30, IIKM).

RosENAU, M. J., passed assistant surgeon. Detailed to repre-

sent the Service at the meeting of the American Medical Asso-

ciation at Atlantic City, N. J., June 5-8, 1900. May 1, 1900.

Tabb, S. R., assistant surgeon. Upon heiug relieved from

duty at Savannah, Ga., to report in person at the Bureau for

further orders. May 3, 1900.

McMuLLEN, John, assistant surgeon. Granted three days'

extension of leave of absence. April 29, 1900. Granted three

days' extension of leave of absence. May 1, 1900.

Von Ezdorf, R. H., assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty

at New Orleans, La., and directed to proceed to Savannah, Ga.,

and assume command of the Service. May 3, 1900.

Fbicks, L. D , assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty at

Washiui^ton, D. C, and directed to proceed to Manila, P. I., and

report to the chief quarantine officer for duty. April 27, 1900.

CoBPUT, G. M., assistant surgeon. To proceed to Mullet

Key, Fla., and assume command of the Detention Camp and the

steamer " W. D. Bratton." April 30, 1900.

Stanskield, H. a., assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty

at Honolulu, H. I., and directed to proceed to Manila, P. I., and

report to the chief quarant ue officer for duty. April 27, 1900.

Maguire, E. S., hospital steward. Relieved from duty at

Evansville, Ind., and directed to proceed to New York, N. Y.

(Stapleton), and report to the medical officer in command for

duty and assignment to quarters. May 1, 1900.

Mason. M. R., hospital steward. To proceed to New York,

N. Y., and report to the medical purveyor for temporary duty.

April 28, 19(W.

Holt, E. M.. hospital steward. To proceed to Portland, Me.,

and report to the medical officer in command for temporary

duty and assignment to quarters. April 28, 1900.

board convened.

Board convened to meet at Washington, D. C , May 3, 1900,

for the examination of Passed Assistant Surgeon J. O. Cobb,

to determine his fitness for promotion to the grade of surgeon.

Detail for the Hoard: Surgeon J. H. White, Chairman; Sur-

geons R. M. Woodward and G. T. Vaughan, Recorder.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement. —The last

regular meeting of the Society for the season 1899-1900 will be

held at the Medical Library, 19 Boylston Place, on Monday
evening. May Htli. at 8 o'clock.

Dr. Edward H. Nichols will .speak on "The Etiology of Can-

cer; Ob'^r-rvation of the Work in Foreign Laboratories."

Dr. Theobald Smith will reail a paper entitled "The Compar-

ative Etiology of Malarial Disea.ses."

Arthur K. Stone, M.U., Secretary, 657 Boylston Street.

Suffolk District Medical Society. — The Section for
Clinical Medicine, Pathology and Hygiene will hold its last regu-
lar meeting at 19 Boylston Place, Wednesday, May 16, 1900, at
8 p. M.
At 8 o'clock: Dr. G. G. Sears will present a short communi-

cation entitled " A Note on Rectal Feeding in Peptic Ulcer."
At 8.10 o'clock: Dr. H. F. Hewes, "An Achlorhydria."
At 8.20 o'clock: Dr. M. P. Smithwick, "Eye-Strain as a

Cause of Gastro-intestinal Disturbances."'
J. Bergen Ogden, M.D., Secretary,

Harvard Medical School, Boston.

RECENT DEATH.

Charles Carroll Street, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Boston,
May 7, 1900, aged sixty-four years.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

First Annual Report of the State Board of Insanity of Massa-
chusetts for the Year ending September 30, 1899. Bo.ston, 1900.

Annual Report of Major Frank J. Ives, Surgeon U. S. Volun-
teers, Chief Surgeon, Department of Matanzas and Santa Clara.
1899.

Transactions of the Louisiana State Medical Society at its

Twentieth Annual Session, held at New Orleans, La., May 16,

17, 18, 1899.

Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the Trustees of the City Hos-
pital of the City of Worcester for the Year ending November 30,

1899. Worcester. 19(K).

Some Remarks on the Symptoms and Operative Treatment of

Bronchocele, especially in Relation to Graves' Disease. By
Francis J. Shepard, MI). Reprint.

A Hand-Book for Nurses. By J. K. Watson, M.D. (Edin.).

American edition under the supervision of A. A. Stevenson,
A.M., M.D. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1!«)0.

Anesthetics: Their Uses and Administration. By Dudley
Wilmot Buxton, M.D., B.S. Third edition. London: H. K.
Lewis. Philadelphia: P. Blakistou's Son & Co. 1900.

Ulcer of the Stomach and Duodenum and its Consequences.
By Samuel Fenwick, M D., F.R.C.P., and W. Soltan Fenwick,
M.D. (Lond.), M.R.C.P. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son &
Co. 1900.

Transactions of the New York Obstetrical Society from Octo-
ber, 1898, to October, 1899. With Complete Index. New York:
Published by the American Gynecological and Obstetrical Jour-
nal. 1899.

Paralytic Deformities of the Lower Extremities; The Princi-

ples of their Surgical Treatment. By E. Noble Smith, F.R.C.S.
(Edin), L.R.C.P. (Lond.), etc. Illustrated. London: Smith,
Elder & Co. 1900.

Elements of Clinical Bacteriology for Physicians and Students.
By Dr. Ernst Levy and Dr. Felix JKlemperer. Second enlarged
edition. Authorized translation by Augustus A. Eshner, M.D.
Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1900.

Transactions of the Obstetrical Societv of London. Vol. XLI,
1899, with a List of Officers, etc. Part IV for October, Novem-
ber and December. Edited by John Phillips, M.A., M.D., Sr.

Secretary, and Percy Boultou, M.D., London.

Transactions of the American Derraatological Association at

its Twenty-third Annual Meeting, held in the College of Physi-

cians, Philadelphia, Pa.. May 30 to June 1, 1899. Official Report
of the Proceedings by George T. Jackson, M.D., Secretary.

Twentieth Century Practice: An International Encyclopedia
of Modern Medical Science. By leading authorities of Europe
and America. Edited byTlmmas L. Stedman, M.D., New York
City. In 20 volumes. Vol. XIX, Malaria and Micro-organisms.

New York: William Wood & Co. liiOO.

Essentials of Diagnosis, arranged in the Form of Questions
and Answers, prepared especially for Students of Medicine. By
Solomon Solis-Cohen, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine, etc.,

and Augustus A. Eshner, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine.
Illustrated. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders. 1900.

Essentials of Surgery, together with a Full Description of the

Handkerchief and Roller Bandage; arranged in Form of Ques-
tions and Answers, prepared especially for Students of Medicine.

By Edward Martin, A.M., M.D. Illustrated. Seventh edition,

revised and enlarged, with an appendix, etc. Philadelphia: W.
B. Saunders. 1900.

Stricture of the Esophagus as a Complication and Sequel of

Typhoid Fever; Report of a Case Cured by Abbe's Operation.

What Should be the Position of the Surgeon Relative to the

Treatment of Appendicitis? A Contribution to the Surgery of

the Common Bile-Duct; Report of a Case of Choledochenterost-

omy. By John E. Summers, Jr., M.D., Omaha, Neb. Reprints.

1899-li)00.
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OPfigiual ^rtirlf^ef.

TIIK IDKAL RATION FOR AN Alt.MY IN IIIK
TROIMCS.*

IIV KKW.MtK I.. MtlNSON, M.A., M.I).,

Ciipliiiii unit A»si»l<int Siiri/rim, Ihiileil Slates Army, Wituhitiulon
/liirnirkH, I). ('.

(Coiitliiuod from No. !!>, |>. 4!)2.)

TllK following l;il»l(', coiiipilcd t'roni (l:it:i cljilior.itrd

hy Atwutcr :iii<l MryHiit,"- .shows tlic (•liciiii<'jil coiiiiio-

sitioii iiiid iiutiiciit values of tlic various articles of the

ration ; th(^ soap and candle, colfec and seasouiui^ eoni-

poneuts, wliieli are merely aecu^ssory to t\\o. nutritive

articles, and possess little if any force value, not hein;^

taken into consideration, as recjuirino- no alteration in

quantity for the troi)ics :

In the followiii;^ tal)!e are included thoHe urticlfM of
fooil which, taken to;^i-thi;r, in.iy he contidered u> ton-

Htitute tlie ordinary ration for troo|m in th«- liidd or
during uumpui^n :

Artloli-a.
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of Miiliiy« wiiH 7.H17 ;,'nimnu'H ; whi(rli, Ix-in;^ rcdiici^d

to ;i common Htiind.inl of \vi'i<^lit at 11") |)oiiim1h - tin-

Miiliivs avcraijiiin III poiimls — ^ivcs 10.21 ;^ramm<'H,

or about oiic-liall tlic (jiiaiitity or)liiiai'il\ i'litiiiii;it)-i| in

t('iii|tcialc icyioiis. 'I'lic iiilro^cii in \\u- staiulani

diets for lalioiinij men in cool climates, proposed ;is

above !)y IMavfair,'* .Molesciiott,'^' Atwater ''and otliers,

varies from 1 S. ,">."( <i;rammes to 2(>.'21( grammes. Xol-

ter and Kirtli '' ;;ive 1 l.l! grammes as the <lai!y allow-

ance for a mere sul)sist(!nce diet in temperate rej^ions

and state that evcMi as much as .'52 <;rammes may l)e

re<piired (hiring ;^r(>at excM'tion. On referrinj^ to tiu;

table ijiven (dsinvliere siiowin^ tiie dietari(!s actually

employed by laboriuij classes in the tropics, reduced

to the above standard of weight for purposes of com-
parison, it is seen that the hard-working native of the

low latitiuh's ingests an average of 12.8.'5 grammes of

nitrogen, or an amount only slightly in excc^ss of the

iHMpiirements for bare subsistence^ in t(Mnperat(! cli-

mates. This (h'ficioncy in the amount of nitrogen in-

gested by the native is, however, apparent rather than

real ; for the above quantity, small though it may
seem, has been shown by experience through untold

generations to be not only suiHci(;nt for the mainten-

ance of life and health in the tropics, but also ample

for the gnniter demands upon the organism resulting

from labor. Maurel,^ in his study of the natives of

(Jaudelou[)e and (Juiana, found that their diet was
almost wholly vegetable. From estimates based on

otlicial figures, he showed that the inhabitants of Gau-
deloupe used a daily average of only 20 grammes of

meat per capita, and that only one-seventh of the vege-

table food was imported in the form of the cereals of

the temperate zone ; the remaining six-sevenths being

made up of yams, cassava, sweet potatoes, baiumas,

mangoes and other fruits. Similar customs as regards

food are said by Eijkmau ^'^ to prevail among the

Javanese TMalavs ; and in India and Abyssinia,

Church '* and Lapicque '^^ found that the native rai'ely

used aninuil material in any form. For natives of the

tropics, it ma^^ therefore be accepted that the vege-

table kingdom is almost wholly the source from which
their food is drawn, and that but little of the vege-

table material so used is imported in the form of

cereals grown in cool climates. These facts are ex-

tremely important, for data supi)lied by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture ^^ show that fruits and vegetables

grown in the tropics, at least as far as the w^estern

liemisphere is concerned, are much less rich in nitro-

genous constituents than are the vegetable foods indi-

genous to the temperate zone. A comparison of the

vegetables most commonly employed as staple foods

in the tropics and in cool climates shows the follow-

ing differences:

Vegetable Foods Chiefly Used in the Tropics.

VMOKrAiK.K Ko<»n4 OiiiKn.r XUnxt t* Ti!«ii'»!r»ti' frt tmatk*.
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neys, which may induce disease. Nitrogenous matter

being in excess and the secretion of the urine by the

kidneys being decreased, there may be deposits in the

urinary passages in the shaj)e of uric acid, or in other

parts as urates, through the hick of suihcieut fluid for

their solution.

As to the liver, Rochard,^-* Moore,^* Nielly,'* Rat-

tray,^ Jousset,* Maurel,** Trcille ''•' and others have

observed the directly injurious intiuence of a too nitro-

genous and greasy diet in the production of disorders

of this organ. Hepatic disease, wliile extremely com-

mon among the Avliites of India and other tropical re-

gions, is rare among the native popuhition. The idea

has been advanced that the mitive enjoys an immunity

to this affection as a result of acclimation rather than

diet; but this theory is contradicted by Maurel,^^

who states that he, with others, has repeatedly seen

congestion of the liver occurring in natives of the

tropics, who a few months before, by reason of cir-

cumstances, liad adopted the much more nitrogenous

diet of the temperate zone. This view is upheld by a

recent medical publication,^'' vvliich calls attention to tlie

greatly increased liability to disease of the liver among
Asiatics who have become semi-Europeanized, and

connects it with the fact that these individuals cra\'e

and use the same bulk of tlie more concentrated and

nitrogenous diet of the European as they do of their

own native foods. Further, to show the injurious

effect of a nitrogenous diet in hot countries, laboratory

experiments are not wanting. Maurel,^^ in Guiana,

fed a series of rabbits upon a vegetable diet, wliile

another group was fed entirely on cheese. The in-

vestigation extended over a period of ten months and

the results were conclusive, showing a less increase in

the weight of the first group than occurred in the

cheese-fed rabbits. Not only, also, was the total

weight of the second series of animals much greater

than that of the first, but the disparity in hepatic en-

largement was even more marked, the livers of the

latter class not only showing disproportionate increase

in size but also exhibiting manifest changes— being

hard, mottled, and presenting a condition of hyper-

trophic cirrhosis. In a second series of experiments

the results, though positive, were slightly less marked,

since the experimental feeding continued for only six

instead of ten months, and the influence of a nitro-

genous diet was not so pronounced upon the liver.

The following results were obtained by him :

Duration of Expkrimkni', 10 Months, Junk, 1881,

TO April, 1882.
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tlicsc (lisorilcrH, Iml, uIho of llic iiiitiin; of Mym|iloiiis

;f*'iicriilly.

To ohiiiiii tlir necessary diitii for tliiw slinly, there

WHS iiiiule ill e.'icli ciise ii Hystenmtie (luiililulive ami

(|iiaiilital.ive analysis of the ^astrie eonttiuts, a earefiil

investi'falion of the pliysical eondilioiis of tin; hIoiii-

ueh, as motility, size, position, the contents of tlie

stomach \vashin<;s, and a earefnl study of th(! synip-

toniatoloyy. Hy tliis means it was possil)h^ to deter-

mine just what tlie chemical condition was in each

case, wiu^ther or not it was associated with si^us of

dcHnit(! or^aiii(; disease;, as cancer, ulcer, dilatation,

stasis, gastritis, or disorders of tlic organ other than

chemical, as hypomotility, and what the* associatcMJ

symptoms of each delinite clKunical condition were.

Tlie method of investigation employed was the fol-

lowing: A j)reliminary history of the case was taken

at the first visit. The patient was instruct(!(l to re-

turn the next morning with stomach em{)ty after a

twelve to eighteen hours' fast, lipon arrival the tube

was passed, to judge of condition of empty stomach.

A meal consisting of one slice of bread (weight (SO

grammes) and one glass (.'}00 cubic centinu'tres) of

water was then given. A careful history of the jia-

tient, made with a reference list of (piestions, was
then taken by a special assistant. This regular list

of (piestions was placed in a book, and followed

accurately, so that each case went through the same
examination. One hour after the ingestion of the

meal the stomach tube was j)assed and the total con-

tents expressed by expression and suction. The stom-

ach was then washed out to ascertain how much resi-

due remained. It was then inflated with air, and the

position and size, the location of the lower, and where
possible the upper, border, ascertained by percussion.

The expressed contents were measured and a careful

qualitative and (juantitative analysis of the (contents

made.'^

The method of analysis employed was that pub-

lished by me in the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal, January 4, 1900. In each case (jualitative

tests for free ilC'l and for lactic acid, and quantitative

estimations of the total acridity, the total quantity of

IlCl, and the total quantity of free IICI were made.

In cases where no free IlCl was present a (jualitative

test for combined IICI was made. Finally, when all

this data was in, a careful review history of the patient

was taken by me, with the purpose of adjusting as

accurately as possible the relations of the symptom-
atologies or of special symptoms with the chemical

findings. By this method of a triple history the

effect of leading questions was to some extent con-

trolled and a very accurate record of the symptoma-
tology obtained. In most cases where the chemical

finding was abnormal a second or even a third exam-
ination was made at intervals of a week or a month.

A study of the records of the chemical findings in

the cases investigated gives the following results :

Two hundred and fifty cases were investigated. Of
these, 120, or 48 per cent., had chemical findings

normal in all respects ; that is, the contents in these

cases contained, according to tlie standard tests, free

HCl and no lactic acid, and in each the total acidity,

the total (juantity of IICI, and the total (juantity of

free IICI were all within the limits of the average nor-

mal findings. One hundred and thirty, or .52 per

» This ineth d was strictly adhered to in a majority of ciises. In
Bonie cases certain steps were necessarily omitted.

cent., of the cuHCs, nhowed variatir^n from th«-<e unr-
Mial records.

In these l.'JO caKCH with ul)nr>rmal chemiral find-

iiigs the variatioiiH present were eillier i|ualitative

r»r quantitative. The qnalit.-itive variationM (;oiiNi>it<;<l

of (1) the ai»He?ice of free IICI; (2) the abM-nre of
both free and cond)ined IICI

;
(.'5) the (jresence of jae-

lic a<'id. Of the I .{O cases, .{.'» showed absence of
free IICI, 1

.'» showed al»Hen<'e of l»<)th free and com-
l)ine<l IICI, 11 showed the presence of lacti<- acid.

TIk; (|uantitative variations <'onsisted of the |»reHence

of greater or hiss quantities of tot;il acid, of total IICI,

or of toUil free IICI, than normal. All of the I.'iO

cases showed some variation from the normul in the

(piantitative records. Eighty-four showed records of

total acid above tlu; normal averages ; that is, were
cases of hyperacidity. Of these, seven were cases

of hyperacidity due to lactic-acid f(»nnation, having no
fre(! IICI, but large (juantities of lactic acid, while

72 were cases of hyperacidity due to excessive secre-

tion of IICI, having records of total IICI al*ove the

normal ; that is, ca.ses of hy|)erchlorhydria.' Kortv-
eight of the 130 cases with abnf)rmal findings were
cases of hypochlorhydria having records of total free

IICI below the normal. Of these, ;5."{ had no free

IICI. Fifteen had no free or combined HCl ; that is,

were cases of achlorhydria.

That is, of 250 cases of disorder of the stomach
taken without discrimination in regard to the nature
of the disorder and classified solely upon the basis

of the chemical findings present, 1 20, or 48 per cent.,

were cases with normal chemistry, 84, cases of hyper-
acidity, 72, cases of hyperchlorhydria, 48, cases of

hypochlorhydria, 15, cases of achlorhydria, seven,

cases of hyperacidity due to lactic-acid fermenUition.
The records which I have used as the standard nor-

mal records for this comparative study are those

obtained by me in an investigation of the gastric con-
tents of 100 healthy individuals of both sexes in Bos-
ton. According to these records, the average limits

of variation in the total acidity, total IICI. and total

free HCl, of the contents of the normal stomach ob-

tained one hour after the ingestion of an Ewald test

meal are as follows :

Table ok AciDirv of Normal Contents; 100 Cases, Includ-
ing Both Skxks.
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obtained under the same conditions in other places, as,

for example, those published by Ewald in Berlin,

Ilemnieter in Baltimore, Einhorn, Miutz, Friedeu-

wald, Leo, the records of Boston averaging higher

than those of most other jilaces. Those of Straus

from Riegel's clinic are the only records obtained

under similar conditions in which the averages ap-

proach these of my cases. But inasmuch as they are

the records of normal conditions for this region, and

were obtained by the same method and same observer

as the pathological records here given, they form a

more useful standard for comparison for these cases

under investigation than the records of Berlin or Bal-

timore or those given in the various text-books.

Of these 250 cases which we have classified accord-

ing to the chemical findings, 32 of the cases of hyper-

acidity, including all seven cases of lactic-acid hyper-

acidity, 2i) of the cases of hyperchlorhydria, 23 of

the cases of hypochlorhydria, including five cases of

achlorhydria, and 30 of the cases with normal acidity,

showed evidence of the existence of diseased condi-

tions other than those of abnormality in the secretion

or the chemistry of digestion; that is, 85 of the 250

cases were cases with some organic lesion of the stom-

ach, as cancer or ulcer, dilatation, stenosis, or ptosis

with stasis of contents, or gastritis of a type marked
enough to give definite symptoms of inflammation or

irritation. The remaining 165 cases, consisting of 47

cases of hyperchlorhydria, DO cases of normal acidity,

and 28 cases of hypochlorhydria, were cases in which

the chemical abnormalities or conditions clearly asso-

ciated with or secondary to these were the only objec-

tive lesions which could be determined ; that is, they

showed either chemical abnormalities or no evidences

of disorder other than the symptoms.*

These are the records of the objective signs or

character^ of the cases of disorder of the stomach in-

cluded in this investigation, which it was possible to

obtain by the methods of investigation employed. As
already stated, a record of the sul)jective signs or

symptoms of disorder was also made in all the cases.

We have, therefore, through the possession of these

objective and subjective records in all our cases, an

opportunity to study upon an extensive scale the sul>

ject of the association of objective and subjective

phenomena in disorders of the stomach, to determine

by a scientific method of observation certain important

elements in the relation of symptoms to the underly-

ing associated physical or chemical conditions present,

and thus to gain much definite knowledge in regard to

the significance of symptoms in these disorders and

jierhaps also some indications of the nature of subjec-

tive symptoms generally.

In this investigation of the relationship of the

symptoms and objective conditions in these disorders

of the stomach T have selected for my preliminary

study the 165 cases in which the abnormality in the

chemical finding was the sole objective abnormality

discoverable, since it is possible to gain much more
accurate determinations in regard to the causes and
significance of symptoms in these conditions where
there is but one variable in the objective conditions,

a variation in the acidity of the stomach, than in the

more complex cases of organic disease. It is my pur-

* Of course ii was impossible to eliminate the existence of organic
disorder in these cases other than chemical absolutely. Some of the
cases doubtless had coiuli tions of bypomotility not discoverable by our
tests; some may have bad ulcer or cancer with the sigua masked, but
the elimination was as careful as possible.

pose to first gain as much knowledge as possible in

regard to the association and significance of the symp-
toms in these simple cases, and then to test the general

application of tliese results and of the conclusions

drawn from them by subjecting them to the testimony
of all the cases. The cases included in this prelimi-

nary study, then, include 47 cases of hyperchlorhydria,
28 cases of hypochlorhydria and 90 cases with normal
acidity. For greater simplicity in nomenclature I shall

speak of tliese three sets as cases of hyjieracidity, cases

of hypoacidity and cases of normal acidity.

If for the purpose of this comparative stud}' we re-

view the symptomatologies of the cases in each of our
three sets, we shall at once note the fact that there

is great variation in the symptomatologies among the

cases included in a single set. Thus of our 47 cases

of uncomplicated hyperacidity (hypen-hlorhydria) four

have the single symptom distress as tin; whole symp-
tomatology. Twenty have the symptomatology of dis-

tress and eructation of gas or desire to raise gas as the

total symptomatology. In two of the above cases the

distress is described as pain, in two as nausea, in seven
as a burning sensation, in five as a sense of weight or

fulness or the sense of a lump in the stomach, in three

as an empty feeling, in five as a dull distress. In 10

of these cases the distress occurs from two minutes to

three-fourths of an hour after the ingestion of food

;

four of these describe the distress as pain or burning,

six simply as distress. In 14 of these cases the dis-

tress occurs from one to three hours after food. In
five of these the distress is pain or burning. In 19

cases the symptomatology consists of distress, heart-

burn, pyrosis. In seven of these latter the symptoms
occur within a half hour after food, in 1 2 later than one
hour after food. All of these show relief of symp-
toms by soda. Ten of the latter 12 show relief of

symptoms by ingestion of an egg or bread. Five cases

show distress, heartburn, pyrosis, vomiting; marked
relief by soda.

That is, in 47 cases with the same chemical abnor-

mality we have the following separate symptomatolo-
gies : Distress, nausea or pain, or burning ; distress plus

eructations of gas or desire to raise gas occurring soon

after ingestion of food ; distress plus gas occurring

more than an hour after ingestion of food ; distress,

heartburn, pyrosis, occui'ring soon after food ; distress,

heartburn, pyrosis, occurring long after ingestion of

food ; distress, heartburn, pyrosis, vomiting ; acute

pain, heartburn, pyrosis, occurring soon ; acute pain,

heartburn, pyrosis, occurring late, and so on.

Of the 28 cases of hy{)oacidity (hypochlorhydria),

five have distress as the whole symtomatology ; 14

have distress and eructations of gas. In three the

distress is described as pain ; in ten, as nausea ; in six,

as an empty sense ; in nine, as fulness or weight, or a

lump. In 15 the distress comes from two minutes to

one-half hour after food ; in 13, from one to three

hours. In six cases the symptomatology is distress,

eructations of gas, water brash or regurgitation of

food. In three cases there were distress, gas and
vomiting. About one-third of the cases showed re-

lief of symptoms by soda ; few by food. In our

hypoacidity cases we had, then : Distress ; distress

with gas coming soon ; distress with gas coming late

;

distress, gas and water brash
;

])ain, gas and vom-
iting.

Of the 90 cases with normal acidity, 17 had dis-

tress as the only symptom ; 41 had distress with de-
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Hill- t.o niisc ;;;;is or cnicliitioilH of gJW ; l^ liiul <liHtn;H«,

li<Mitl)iini, pyrosis; II luul (listniHS, fjas, n-<rur;,'ita-

tioii or water l»r:isli ; six had distrnHH, ^as, vomitiii;,'.

'I'lic time ol' tlic appcaraiKM! of symptoms aiitl the

(•Iiaractcr ol' I lie dislrcss varied as in Ui<! cases of

liyptU'- and liypo-acidily.

Tills comparulivf study of clicmical liiidiii;,'s and

symptoms thus dcmonstratcrs to us at the start one

fact of importantte, wliich is that there is no uni-

formity in the symptomatoloffies associated with deli-

iiite conditions of acidity, the cases included in eacli set

of ca.ses sliowiujj; several varieties of symptomatolo^^y.

If, now, we study the symptomatologies of our cas(;s

of all three sets together, we find that .imonif the;

varieties of symptomatoloi^ies in each s(;t there are

certain symptomatol()gi(\s common to a (^onsiderahle

numluir of cases of all three sets ; that is, that many
cases of hyp(!ra(;idity have symptomatolojri(>s similar to

those found in many cases of hypoacidity or in many
cases of normal acidity. Thus of our cases of hyper-

acidity, the symptoms distress (of some kind) and d(v

sire to raise gas or eructations of gas, make up the

whole symptomatology in 20 of the cases. In eight

cases the distress appears from five minutes to one-half

hour after food ; in 12 from one to three hours. Dis-

tress alone makes uj) the symptomatology in four cases.

Of the hyjjoacidity cases, the same symptomatology,

distress and desire to raise gas or eructations of gas,

characterizes 14 of the cases. In six cases the dis-

tress is from five to thirty minut(!S after food ; in

eight from one to three hours. In five cases distress

is the only symptom. Of the cases vv^ith normal acidity,

41 had this symptomatology of distress with desire to

raise gas or eructations of gas ; 17 had distress as the

single symptom. That is, 20, or 42 per cent., of the

cases of hyperacidity, 14, or 50 per cent., of the cases

of hypoacidity, and 41, or 4.') per cent., of the cases of

normal acidity, making 45 per cent., or nearly one-

half, of all the cases included, had the same symp
tomatology. And an even larger number of cases in

each set could be found with syniptomatulogies similar

to those in the other two. This is the second fact of

importance to be gathered from these observations.

The third fact that we note in a study of the cases

is that this symptomatology of distress, which forms the

sole symptomatology of some cases of all these types,

forms a part of the symptomatology of all the cases.

And the common symptomatology of distress j)lus de-

sire to raise gas or eructations of gas, which forms

the sole symptomatology in so many of our cases be-

longing to each of the three ty})es, is present in a

large majority, 80 per cent., of all our cases. That
is, one symptom or a certain definite group of symp-

toms forms a common groundwork of the symp-

tomatologies in all cases. In 45 per cent, of our cases

this common groundwork is the whole symptomatology.

In the remaining cases it forms a base to which cer-

tain special symptoms, as heartburn, pyrosis or vom-
iting, are added.

To sum up, the facts which this study of the asso-

ciation of subjective and objective signs, in cases in

which the objective abnormality pi-esent is limited to

chemical abnormalities, give us, are :

OiiSKUVATioN I. One symptom, distress, was pres-

ent in practically all cases.

Obskrvatiox II. One definite symjjtomatology,

distress plus desire to raise gas or eructations of gas,

was present in 80 per cent, of all cases.

Ohhkkvation in. TliJH HyinpU>riiaUilo(;y formiyi

the whole Hymptouiatology of nearly on«;-lialf (15 p«!r

cent.) of all the (;aHes, including 42 per fA-ul. of the

cases of hyperacidity, 45 jier cent, of thoHe of u<>r\n;\,\

a(riditv, and 50 per cent, of thoHe, of hy|»<>acidity.

Ohskuvation I V. The Hymptomatologien pre^-nt in

th<! cases of a single chemical ly|)e showed great varia-

tion. Thus of the cases of hyperacidity, 12 per cent,

showtid simply the symptomatology common to a largf;

inimber of cases «)f all types, di-^tress plus gas, while

41> per cent, showed these sunptoms combined with

symptoms as heartburn or pyrosis, special KyniptomH

mon; or less pecruliar to this class of cases.

If, now, W(; investigate oursec;on<l division of c^-meH,

tlu! 85 cas(!s in which the objective signs or hi.st/jry

showerl eviden<;e of abnormalities f>tlier than thost- of

a chemical nature, in regard to the application of these

facts, we find that this ap))Iication is as true in these

cases as it is in the simpler cases, included in our first

study. Distress is a symptom in all but three of these

cases;' distress plus gas was present as part of the symp-
tomatology of a large nund)er. The chief variation be-

tween the symptomatologies of these cases and those of

the first set consisted in the fact that the symptomatol-

ogy was as a rule more complex, special symptoms of

greater variety in type being present in a larger per

cent, of cases.

The bearing of these facts which have been flis-

closed through these observations upon our under-

standing of the nature and significance of the symp-
toms in tlu! disorders of the stomach is, it seems to

me, very direct. Among these facts the most striking

and important in this regard is that there are certain

common symptoms, which are present as the whole or a

part of the symptomatology in practically all cases, in-

cluding cases with the most diverse and opposite ob-

jective findings.

This fact brings us to one very definite and funda-

mental conclusion in regard to the symptoms of dis-

order of the stoma(;h ; namely, that all causes affecting

the stomach of whatever nature will produce as a part of

the symptomatology of the affection which they bring

about, certain common symptoms, which are therefore

manifestations of the nature or habit of the stomach

when disturbed, rather than manifestations of special

reactions to special causes of disturbance. In the

light of this, and of the several other facts which our

investigations have disclosed to us, the general explana-

tion of the symptoms and symptomatologies which occm-

in the various disorders of the stomach would appear

to be the following : When the stomach is influenced

by any untoward agency the normal accomplishment

of its function is impeded or disturbed, and in per-

forming this function under these adverse conditions

it gives certain definite manifestations of this extra

labor or of this disturbance of function. These par-

ticular manifestjitions are simply the habitual or natu-

ral reactions of the organ working under untoward
conditions, or the subjective symptoms which res\dt

from such reactions, and are thus independent of the

special cause of the impairment of function, occurring

wherever there is impairment from any cause what-

soever. They ai'e, as our observations have demon-

^ These three exceptions were Ciises in Tvbich no subjective symp-
toms pointin<» to disoiiler i>f llie sioniacli wrre present. In two of
tliem lack of appetiti' ami progressive loss of tlesli an<1 strenglli

were the t)nly symptoms complaineil of. lioth proveil to be cases of
carcinoma of the stomach. In one the tumor couM be feU. In tlie

other the diagnosis was proven by autopsy. The secretion was nor-
mal in both these cases.
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strated, distress and restlessness or increased peristal-

sis. The distress may be pain or nausea, or a burning

sensation or a sense of weight or fulness. The restless-

ness or peristalsis may give rise to eructations of gas.

Both the distress and the restlessness may incite the in-

dividual to attemj)ts to raise gas for relief. So that, as

a result of impairment of function, not perfectly com-

pensated, the symptom distress or the symptomatology

of distress plus a desire to raise gas or actual eructa-

tions of gas, the symptomatologies present in all our

cases, arise in any stomach (Observations I and III).

And thus any affection of the stomach, that is, any

condition in which an untoward agency has influenced

the stomach sutliciently to impede the i)erformance of

its function, to make its lal)or in performance greater

than its normal output of energy will accomplish, will

be attended with this sym])tom distress or the symp-

tomatology distress plus desire to raise gas or eruc-

tations of gas.

Many affections of the stomach of various causes

will have this symptom or group of symptoms as their

whole symptomatology (Observation III). If the af-

fection of function is severe these symptoms will be

marked and additional gastric phenomena and symp-

toms may be superinii)Osed, as, for example, vomiting

(Observation IV). When special causes are present

we may have special symptoms produced by the pe-

culiar action of this cause upon the stomach or tlie

system, add(>d to the general symptoms (Observation

Thus an irritant cause, as an excess of acid, may
produce symi)toms peculiar to itself, as heartburn or

pyrosis. Whether such a cause capable of producing

special symptoms produces merely the general symp-

toms of disorder of function, or these plus its special

symptoms, depends upon the strength or severity of

the causal agent or the susceptibility of the stomach

to this agent in a given case.

The derivation of these explanations from our ob-

servations and the application of them to the special

cases included in these observations can be clearly

traced. In regard to these cases it will be noted tliat

a certain number had present a possible, even a prob-

able, cause for symptoms in the form of an external ir-

ritant or source of irritation. Thus the hyperacidity

cases had an excess of acid, a condition which, as is

well known, and as I myself have jjroved by special

experiments, proves itself sufficient to cause symptoms

of a very definite and distinctive character in some

cases. The remainder of the cases, including many

of the cases of normal, acidity, and probably a major-

ity of the cases of hypochlorhyth-ia, had no visible

evidence of irritation. There was in some of tlunn

hypomotility, in some the position of the stomach

was lower than the normal, in some no signs of any

abnormality save the symiitomatic signs of incapacity

to perform the function without discomfort.

In the cases in which the presence of some special

irritant was indicated by our methods of analyses, as,

for example, the cases of hyperacidity, there was

marked lack of uniformity in the symptoms. Some,

42 per cent., of the cases had mercily the general

symptoms of disorder of function. Others, 49 per

cent., had these plus special symptoms, as heartburn,

pyrosis, vomiting. In the second set, owing to the

strength of the acid or the susceptibility or idiosyn-

crasy of the patient, the affection resulted in tlie man-

ifestations of the special irritant action of acid upon

the membrane of the stomach, as burning or pain, and
raising of the acid contents of the stomach into the

esophagus and mouth, where these same subjective

symptoms of irritation were produced ; or the distur-

bance of the stomach was so great that vomiting was
produced. In the first set the strength of the acid

was so small, or the susceptibility of the patient to

this form of irritation so slight, or the habit of the

stomach was such, that no raising of acid to the eso})h-

agus and no vomiting occurred, and thus we had sim-

ply the regular symptoms of distress or distress plus

gas, which in these cases have arisen from the disorder

of function by the hyperacid contents.® Perhaps the

cases in wliicli the distress is described as a burning
sensation or distinct pain are those in whi(;h this spe-
cial irritant action is piominent.' Doubtless the symp-
toms of cases where ulcer or cancer is the si)ecial

cause are to be explained along the same general lines

of special action of the lesion.

It is interesting to note in these cases in which we
have evidences of the presence of an irritant, how
great a role individual susceptibility or i<iiosyncrasy

plays in the symptomatology of disorders of tlie stom-

ach. If we examine our cases of chemical li3'peracid-

ity, for instance, we shall note that the severity of the

symptoms, or the presence or absence of the special

symptoms of acidity, are not proportionate to the rec-

ords of the acidity in the various cases. Cases with

very high totals, as a rule, have severe symptoms, giv-

ing evidence of the nature as well as of the presence

of the irritant. But some of these have very mild

symptoms, while cases with but moderately high rec-

ords frec^uentl}^ have symptoms much more severe and
typical of acid irritation tlian many cases of far higher

totals. The inference which we draw from this is

that it is not the amount of the irritant alone, but also

the susceptibility of the individual to this particular

irritant, which regulates the severity and the charac-

ter of the symptoms. The symptoms in a given case

are a compromise between these two factors. This is

true, whether the cause be an acid irritant, an obstruc-

tion to motion, or an impulse from the nerve centres.

The cause of a clinical hyperacidity may as well

be a hyperesthesia as an excess of acid. A number
of my cases with normal acidity had symptoms sug-

gestive of acid irritation, much more marked than

those of many cases with chemical hyperac^idity. That
is, these individuals had an amount of acid well within

the normal, an amount borne by the average individ-

ual without symj)toms, which in them caused symj)-

toms. Practically, they were suft'ering from the pres-

ence of greater (piantities of acid in their stomachs

than they could bear. We can call these cases cases

of hy})erucidity or hyperesthesia, according to whether

we use a chemical or a clinical basis for our classi-

fication.

In tlie second division of our cases, those in which

there was no evidence to chemical or physical tests of

the presence of any external or objective source of

irritation or <'ause of impairment of function other

» Of course 1 <lo not luftaii to imply licre that Iho disorder of func-
tion wjiich is aspocialeil with liyperacidity is dtie to tlie irritant ac-

tion of the acid alone. It is due also in all probability in some cases
to untoward influences of th acid upon the cheniiC'il process of pep-

tic ditiestion or upon the dijieslioii of starches, wliich is inhibited at

an earlier stage than normal by the acidity.
' That an incr. used amount if aciil in the stomach may irritate tlie

stomach is proven by the fact that certain of tlie symi)l(/iiis in such
eases at once disappear when ihe soldi I y is le^sel t d or neutialized by
tlie ingestion of alkalies, while not alfected by ingestion of neutral
substances, as bismuth or oiher drugs.
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tliiiti one (romiii^ tlir<)u;;li tlir luivous sy-^tfiii or inlif-

rciit ill llic roiistitutioii ot tin- stoiniurli or individiiiil

ill ii |);irti(;ul;ir ciisc, — tliiit is, tlic c'lscs with iioniial

ucidity iimi no cvitlciiccs of or;;iiiii<' (lisrjisc, as raiirfrr,

ulctT, ifjistiilis, dilatation, or of li3|>oiiiotiiity of a d<v

<;n'(' sniruriiMit for dciiionslralioti l»y inaikrd stasis of

conti'iils, — vv(^ have l\w syniptonis wliiidi air pnist-nt

in any condition of disorder of function, and which

arc simply tiic inanifcstatioii of this condition, tlic dis-

tress and d(!sire to raise i^as, or actual <'ructation.

The fact that we Hud these purely syinptoiuatic cases

of disonhsr of tlic stomacli, in which no evidence of

or<;anic lesion or secretory disturhaiKU! can he deter-

mined, the.s(> so-called functional conditions, lu^rvous

dyspj'psias, neurasthenias, or hypcjresthesias of th(!

stomach, has always been su<;<restive evi(lon(;o to us

of the fact which wo have proven by these observa-

tions, that certain of the symptoms of stomach affeo

tions wen^ manifestations (Utluir of hyperesthesia or

of the stonuu^h perf<)nnin<^' its functions under un-

toward conditions, and not necessarily results of irri-

tation, or inrtaniniation or organic lesion.

The results of this investigation have been :

(1) To show that there are certain symptoms—
those which as a rule make uj) the whole symptoma-
tology of cases where no objective cause of the dis-

order of function can be determiiKid — which are

common to all affections of the stomach, whatever the

cause, and that they frequently form the whole symp-
tomatology of cases with distinctly opposite causes, as

in cases of hyperacidity and hypoacidity^ (this lat-

ter fact showing that the symptomatologies are a

habit of the stomach, not a special reaction to a special

causal agent).

(2) To show what the symptoms arc which are the

manifestation of this habit.

(.'5) To suggest an explanation of the nature of

the habit.

The explanation of the exact nature of this symp-
tom habit of the stomach is a matter of hy[)Otheses.

It may be considered as a manifestation of the condi-

tion of hyperesthesia ; that is, we may conjecture that

in all cases where we have symptoms of stomach dis-

order without signs of a definite cause we have a

hyperesthesia of the stomach— a stomach or an in-

dividual from nervous conditions so hyperesthetic that

the presence of food or the normal action of the or-

gan causes distress. Such a hypothesis would explain

our functional cases. The habit may' on the other

hand be considered as the manifestation of the organ
working to perform its function under untoward con-

ditions. This is the hyjjothesis which I have adopted
in my explanations of the symptomatology so far

given.

Hyperesthesia of the stomach would ex{)lain our

functional cases to some extent. And that it may
play a part in the symptomatology of the cases witli

some discoverable cause present, our analysis of the

cases of chemical and clinical hyperacidity have indi-

cated. But it does not explain satisfactorily many of our

functional cases or the hypoacidity cases. In these

there is no evidence of the presence of an irritant.

The food may be considered as such in some cases

where the sym})toms appear soon after ingestion. But
the distress and restlessness occur two or three hours
after the ingestion of food. The explanation that

the normal acidity, which reaches its maximum at one
hour or so after food, is a cause in these cases of late

diHtrcHH, the hy(>ereHthetir: Htomuch iMsin^ HeiiMitivc to

•rveii moderate, normal umonnt8 of u<;id, may be ur((fr<l

to account for sfime of the>te cjihch, but it cannot ac-

count for those with hyjioacidity and anucidiry which
have these symptoms. There can be no irriumt in

these; castas one hour after frjod, nnle-iH we coiiHirler

that tlie weight of iiiidigested food is greater here

than the normal, and thus acts as a foreign Uvlv. Hut
we have no evidi-nce of hypoinotility sutlicient t/» act

thus in SOUK! of tlursc! cases, and in general .svrn|>-

toms coming late aft«rr food and the character of the

Hvinptoms in many of our cases are not at all sugges-

tive of hyperesthesia. That it is an <;lement in tlie

symptomatology of many cases, then; can \\c. little

doubt. But tlu! constant condition wliicJi it is reason-

able to suppose is present in all cases with symptoms
is some impairment of normal function whi<;h neces-

sitates a greater output of power by the stomach for

the accomplishment of this function. The presence

of irritants, \\\v. diminution in digestive s<;cretions, lack

of nervous tone, psychical causes, reflexes, might all

cause this. In many cases of gastric disease, we get

evidence, other than symptomatic, of this disorder of

function, finding hyj)omotility, stasis of contents. In

many, however, wc; can get no physical evidence, the

fuiu^tion being performed ; presumably according to

our hypothesis, by the extra labor the output of which
causes the symptoms.

In suj)port of the hypothesis that the performance
of its function by an organ in the presence of unto-

ward conditions may give rise to symptoms, we have
several examples.

Thus, the ])erformance of function by the hyper-

metropic eye causes pain. The use of a muscle in a
condition of fatigue causes pain and often tremor of

the muscle or the part moved by the muscle. Indi-

viduals with hypertrophied or dilated hearts frequently

suffer from distress or irregularity of action. The
occasional spells of distress associated with irregularity

of action which are seen in such cases may quite

reasonably be considered as manifestations of the fact

that the heart is performing its function at the time

with considerable ditficnlty, some additional untoward
condition besides the constant lesion to meet the ef-

fepts of which the heart has hypertrophied, having in-

tervened. And so the stomach in disorder may have
distress and restlessness as manifestations of the fact

that it is performing its function under ditticulties,

giving rise to the symptom which is the common wit-

ness of this fact in the case of most organs, distress,

or to the group of symptoms of distress associated with

restlessness.

I wish to state that I am much indebted to Dr.

Morton Prince, of Boston, for the definite conception

of this hypothesis in regard to the symptomatology of

organs working under conditions of impaired function

which I have here applied to the explanation of the

symptomatology of the disorders of the stomach.

I have considered these investigations in this paper
solely in regard to the light which they throw upon
the general nature of symptoms in the disorders of

the stomach. The bearing of the results uj)on ques-

tions of diagnosis in disorders of the stomach is self-

evident.

It is clearly understood by all investigators of the

stomach and its diseases that great care must lie ol>-

served in drawing conclusions from the findings of

single or even several analvses of the gastri<' couteuts in
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particular cases. The variation in the findings of differ-

ent periods in a normal individual is often marked.

The abnormal condition from which the patient suf-

fers may not be present upon the day of examination,

or it may be prominent only in the afternoon, while

the contents are obtained in the morning. A finding

of a normal acidity upon the day of the examination

does not, therefore, necessarily prove that the patient

has not a hyperacidity present at the time when synij)-

tonis are marked. The knowledge of such facts

makes us very slow to argue from negative findings

in particular cases. But it does not prevent us from

accepting the indications in cases of positive abnoi-mal

findings. And, what is of s^jccial importance, these

facts in no way invalidate the conclusions which we
have drawn from the special study outlined in this

paper.

The facts upon which we have built our conclusions

and hypotheses are, first, that certain common symp-
toms are present as a groundwork or ])art of the

symptomatologies of practically all cases of gastric dis-

order of various causes, and, second, that the same
grouj) of symptoms forms the symptomatology of many
cases of opposite chemical findings. Neither of tliese

facts or conclusions is invalidated by the assunij)tion

that in several of our cases the chemical finding re-

corded was not that present at the time or as a cause

of the symptoms complained of. For it is not reason-

able to assume that all our cases examined belonged

to one type only, or that all our cases of hy])eraci(lity

and hyj)oacidity with similar symptoms were in reality

all cases of hyperacidity. And unless we adopt some
such conclusion we must accept the facts as valid for

the deduction of general conclusions, such as we have

deduced.

It may be suggested that in this work I have as-

sumed that where I found an abnormal chemical con-

dition as the sole discoverable abnormal condition in

a case, this was the cause of the symptoms or the dis-

turbance in that case. 1 have not intended to make
any such absolute assumption, and such an assumi)tion

is not neccessary to support our conclusions. .Su<;h a

finding is suggestive in this regard and gives us defi-

nite grouiul to go upon in our treatment. It is doubt-

less the cause of symptoms in some cases in which it

occurs, but not necessarily in all. Some of the cases

with hyperacidity and some of those with hypoacidity

which had similar symptoms may in both sets have

been suffering from a similar cause not connected with

the secretions. Whether the apparent abnormality

was the real cause of the disturbance in each case or

not, one cause for symptoms was present in and com-
mon to all cases, a disturbance of function, and one

symptom or set of symjjtoms was common to all (;ases,

and these we have connected as cause and effect.

A CASE OF PERNICIOUS VOMITING OF PREG-
NANCY.i

By E. I,. TWOMItLY, M.D., BOSTON,

Oynecologial to SI. Elizabeth's Hospital and Boston Dispensary.

TiiK j)atient was a young married woman of thirty,

residing in one of our pleasant suburban towns. She
was (|uit(^ tall, with a stout figure, and had always been

healtliv and well. No disturbance at the monthly

' Read befon; the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Women, January 21, 1900.

periods, which had been regular ; no kidney trouble.

First pregnancy began about Se])teinber 15, 1897, and
vomiting connnenced about the end of October (after

skipping one jx'riod) and continued until her death.

She had been confined to her bed from November 1st,

and had not been able to retain any food.

I was sent for on December 30, 1897. She was
then three and one-half months along, and had been
vomiting eight weeks. During this time she had been
treated by two other physicians without relief, and the

last attendant " did not seem to be alarmed at her con-

dition until, perhaps, two or three days at the last,

during which time she was partially unconscious,"
when he had told the family that there was no hope
for her. Realizing that it was a desperate case, and
that immediate action might be necessary, I asked Dr.
Kingman to go out in consultation with me. On ar-

rival at 9 A. M., we found the patient nearly moriI)und,

without power of speech, and she simj)ly turned and
looked at us without any sign that we were as strang-

ers to her. Rectal temperature was 9G°, pulse l.")(».

Subcutaneous injections of strychnia, aj)plications of

heat, and solutions by the rectum revived her a little,

and then a vaginal examination was made showing
the pregnant uterus crowded down in the pelvis with
sharp antefiexion of the cervix. The cervix was di-

lated and the pressure somewhat relieved by packing.

Within one hour she began to swallow small quanti-

ties of liquids without vomiting, and the temperatun;
rose to 98° and pulse came down to 100. After hard

work over her all the morning she seemed more com-
fortable at 2 I". M., but did not become fully conscious,

and at 10 p. m. collapsed again, and in spite of prompt
treatment applied by Dr. Dennett, whom I had asked
to help me, died in about one hour. I find in my
note-book this comment :

" Treatment too late to be

effective."

On reviewing this sad case, it seemed to both Dr.
Kingman and myself tliat the doctor who had taken

care of her had trusted too nmch that the vomiting

would some time stop of itself, and, from our point of

view, he had neglected to take even the ordinary help-

ful measures. We felt that if there had been given

us^a week, or possibly even three or four days, the result

might have been different, for we had a luialthy woman
with a good physi(pie to work upon, although she was
much emaciated.

The two points which I wish to bring to your no-

tice by this case, and which I hope may be thoroughly

and widely discussed, are these

:

(1) That displacements and faulty positions of the

pregnant uterus which delay its rising out of the pel-

vic cavity and press upon the neck of the cervix are

more often the causes of excessive vomiting than lias

been generally supposed. This takes for granted that

the irritant is the local one, and that we exclude vom-
iting originating from other conditions than those

connected with a pregnant uterus (chronic gastritis,

cancer of stomach, tubercle of brain, fatty degenera-

tion of liver, icterus, etc.). Many cases might Im;

cited where these displacements were rectified with the

immediate betterment of the patient. Sometimes the

cervix is so rigid, indurated, thickened, or comj)ressed

by the fundus doubled on it, that dilatation is necessary

to relieve the tissues of the cervix (especially at the

internal os) from compression. Not only must the

body of the uterus be i)rought into a favorable position

but it must be kept there. When allowed to return
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t(» itH faulty ptmitioii, tli<i vomiting rccurH. I'liysi(;i;inK

oflcii (txuinitK^ iiikI (iixl tli*> uterus \\\ tlir antfiini-

positiou, ritlicr autcvcrttMl or aMtt'(lcxc<l, and tlicy <"on-

sidrr tliat position practically nonual, and let it alont-.

(Jraily Hewitt emails particular attention t<» this (condi-

tion, where the fundus is heliind the puhic arch and
can he so held hy it that it is delaycfl in rising from

the pelvis and prevents syinnu'triccal growth, and
is also causinji; a (constant pressure on tlu; nerves of

the cervix, compressiny it in antcHexion. lie says:
" Tlie cause of the sickness is, in the nuijority of

cases, practically the same, namely, compression of

nerves in tlu^ cervical tissue, associated with a i)ent,

indurated condition of this part of the uterus, and
the eonsecpient loss of tluc natural pliability and ex-

pansihility of the tissues." El(!vatiM<^ the fundus and
keepiuii; it so produced a cure in 10 cases out of 12.

In the two unfavorahh; cases, one died— uterus was
allowed to return to faulty position, and patient lived

at a distance and was very ill before she could l)e

treated ; in the second one abortion occurred. The
retrodisplacements are more commonly recognized,

and replacement or partial replacement l)y packiui^ is

followed by immediate impi-ovement. llccwitt (juotes

19 cases, with success in 1,S, where reduction was
effected and maintained. If replacement alone is

not elVective then dilatation of the cervix should also

b(; tried, which incidentally draws the cervix forward
and down, and lessens its cramped condition.

(2) That if all these measures fail in the early

months of pregnancy, we should not trust to nature

and time to effect a cure, but should proceed to empty
the uterus by surgical means, as soon as a consultation

has been carefully held, provided the religious beliefs

of all concerned are not against such a step. When
the patient cannot retain sufficient food to nourish her,

either by mouth or rectum, when rest in the horizon-

tal position, when rectifying the displacements of the

uterus so far as possible, and the dilatation of the cer-

vix, have been faithfully tried without relief, these

measures should not be persisted in while the patient

is rapidly losing flesh and strength and getting into

the condition where nothing will avail. If we put off

the evil day, knowing that there is a risk even in

operating early, hoping that, after the third month
when the uterus rises out of the pelvis, vomiting will

ceas6, we increase the chances of a fatal result.

Our text-books teach delay. Klein says :
" In hy-

peremesis of the third degree the artificial induction
of labor is occasionally required." Bacon '^ says :

" Induction of abortion is never indicated." Leclerc
states : " Good results ... by simple cauterization of

cervix ; this measure is/ar superior to artificial abor-
tion." Lush says that uncontrollable vomiting is a
rare event, but when it occurs " there renuvins as an
ultimate resource the artificial induction of abortion."
A. F. Currier, New York, says in review :

*' Finally

there remains the emptying of the uterus as a last re-

sort, and only as a last resort. It should only be done
after careful deliberation and with the ai)proval of

skilled counsel." Edward Reynolds justly remarks
that the solution of the cpiestion depends in " a cer-

tain degree upon the religious beliefs of the individual
family, and upon their estimate of the relative value
of maternal and fetal life. Among Protestant physi-
cians in Protestant families it is generally considered
the best practice to advocate abortion when all other

" American Journal of Medical Sciences, 1898.

treatment haw failed, hut putientw are conhtanHy Io*t
by over-conservatism in fhe moHt HkilJed and ex(Xfri-
ene(!d hands." ( Jardner * sayH : "Ah regards the ul-

tiinat«r pro(u-(hire of emptying the uU;rus, the general
tendency is to (hday too lotig the operation, one
which in itself is not without danger." .Jewett *

states: '' Kvaeuation of the uterus is oft4Ti too long
delayed."

Di'lay and its dangers are emphasized by thes*: iant

thre<! men. D(!lay and its dangers are what I am em-
phasizing to you, and I enter my plea for earlier in-

terfereiuce, befon; the patient's courag*; is gone, her
vitiility exhausted, and her system in tli(r worst condi-
tion to withstitnd the sho(;k.

Indications for einplyimj the iileriis.— (1) Inability
of nctaining any food taken by the mouth ; (2) int(/l-

(crance of ie(!tal (Mienuita ; (.'{) more or less aliiumin-
uria; (4) progressive en)aciation

;
('>) headache con-

stant; (0) frecpient and feeble pulse; (7) a certain
apathy of the patient.

HICORNATE UTERUS, WITH TWIN PREG-
NANCY; ABORTION FROM ONE HORN.'

BY CHAKLES H. WINN, M.D., BOSTOX.

In presenting the following case, it is with no inten-
tion of using it as an introduction for a paper upon
any of the subjects which it naturally suggests, nor do
I care to speak dogmatically concerning even this par-
ticular case. It has, however, seemed to me a case of
sufficient interest, by reason of the unusual and in-

structive elements which it presents, to be worth plac-
ing upon record.

Mrs. 8. E. \V., thirty years of age, was a healthy
woman of New England birth and parentage, with suf-

ficient intelligence to know better. After having one
child at full term nine years previous to the experi-
ences about to be related, she soon became adept in

the art of inducing abortions, admitting three prior to

1897, she being each time from two to three months
pregnant. On one occasion there was a twin preg-
nancy, one fetus coming away partially decomposed,
the other in normal condition. This incident becomes
exceedingly important in the light of subsequent events.
She was first seen by me in April, 1897, when she
admitted another operative abortion. Intra-uterine
douches were used and recovery was complete in two
weeks' time.

I next saw her November 8, 1898, when she gave
the following history : Her last menstruation was Sejv
tember 17th, and supposing herself i)regnant she had
inserted a catheter into the uterus one week previous
to my visit. Flowing had begun the next day and
had continued, with the accom{)animent of more or
less pain and the occasional expulsion of (^lots. There
had also been moderate gastric disturbance. The os
was dilated to size of a quarter dollar. There was
moderate flowing and offensive odor. Abdomen tym-
panitic and slightly tender. Temperature' 100°. pidse
92. I removed several vaginal clots and gave a hot
intra-uterine douche of lysol. Next day she was quite
comfortable, her temperature being normal, pulse 88 ;

> Read before the Suflfolk District Medicsal Society, Section for
Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, January 24, 1900.

3 British Medical Journal, 1897.
Canadian Practitioner, September 18, 1897.
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fiovving slight and no odor ; uitra-uterim' douche morn-
ing and niglit ; stimulants and quinine.

November 10th, next day, several clots passed ;

odor offensive. Temperature 100°, pulse 96. Head-
ache and slight gastric disturbance. Intra-uterine

douches continued.

November 11th, general condition being the same,

she was etherized and, assisted by Dr. AV. F. Temple,
I dilated the cervix and thorouuldy curetted the uterus,

removing much debris which was rankly offensive ; one

piece of tissue was nearly as large as a walnut. After

douching with lysol, the uterus was packed with iodo-

form gauze. After this, all i)elvic symptoms quieted

down and the tempei-ature remained normal, but se-

vere and persistent vomiting ])roved intractable. There
were occasional remissions, when light nourishment

would be retained, but these were brief.

One month after curetting, 1 find by my notes that

nothing whatever could be retained, and even the

smell of food would cause vomiting. For two weeks
it had been noticed that the stomach disturbance was
more marked in the morning. Rectal feeding was
now begun, and used exclusively for four days. Gas-

tric symptoms gradually abated, and by January 1,

1H99, was able to take some solid food. General con-

dition is improving. She still vomits occasionally, at

least one meal being lost every day. Temperature
continues normal. Menstruation has not appeared

and patient is growing anxious.

January 12th. Called Dr. Kingman in consulta-

tion and he kindly supplies me with the following

notes of his examhiation :
" The cervix is softened

almost one-half its length. The uterus is much en-

larged and softened, and presents an irregular con-

tour. At the right there is a softly elastic, globular

mass, being apparently a pregnancy of about four

months' development. Continuous with this at the

left and slightly behind is a smaller and firmer mass,

about the size of a small fist."

In view of the history, Dr. Kingman stated as his

belief that there had been a twin pregnancy in a bi-

cornate uterus, abortion having occurred from the

left horn, while the fetus in the right horn had re-

mained undisturbed.

From this time on, gastric symptoms gradually sub-

sided and ceased entirely about April 1st. On July

12th, after eight hours of lal)or, she was delivered of

a healthy nine-pound female child, forceps being re-

quired. The placenta was normal. She made an un-

interrupted recovery, and mother and child are to-day

in good health.

The salient points of the case to which I would
call attention are as follows :

(1) The abortion with twins some years ago, in

which one fetus was macerated and the other not.

In the light of our present knowledge it seems very

likely that each horn of the bicornate uterus con-

tained an embryo. Violence being done to one, it

underwent changes due to its death and maceration

and then both were expelled together.

(2) A second twin pregnancy, both horns being oc-

cupied. The abortion in November was complete, as

shown by the foul, decomposing tissue removed by a

vigorous curetting, and the immediate relief of the

septic conditions which resulted.

(3) The demonstration of the bicornate condition,

by the facts just mentioned, and by the finding of th(\

contracted horn on the left side of the pregnant

uterus in the course of Dr. Kingman's examination in

January. Dr. Kingman assures me that the mass
described did not suggest the presence of a fibroid

tumor, and the preceding and subsequent history con-

tains no indication of such disease.

(4) The j)robability of superfetation. The last

menstruation occurring Se})tember 17th, and the child

being born July 12th, nearly ten months later, im-

pregnation must have occurred nearly a month later

than the menstruation. But abortion in the first week
of November must have been of more than a month's
development, as proved by the large piece of tissue

]-emoved by the curette. It seems, therefore, highly

probable that pregnancy occurred in the left horn of

the uterus shortly after the cessation of menstruation
in September, that a few weeks later, about October
12th, pregnancy occurrect in the right liorn ; that when
abortion was attempted, the catheter passed more
readily into that horn which contained the larger and
more advanced ovum ; that this horn emptied itself or

was emptied by the curette without any disturbance

to the contents of the right horn.

(5) The tolerance of the pregnant uterus to ad-

verse influences is markedly shown by the persistence

of pregnancy in sj^ite of catheters, abortion, sepsis,

curetting, intra-uterine douches and iodoform-gauze
intra-uterine packing.

Incidentally it may be edifying to contemplate the

predicament of the physician who attends a woman
during an abortion, curettes her uterus, assures her

that her uterus is empty and is ])repared to take his

oath that he has left nothing in it, and who is then

brought suddenly face to face with the fact, not only

that she is still i)regnant, but that the very vomiting

which followed the ether of his operation was actually

the so-called vomiting of pregnancy.

A CASE OF PERNICIOUS VOMITING OF
PREGNANCY.i

BY H. S. KNIGHT, M.D., WORCESTER, MASS.

There are two elements about this case which are

very personal to me: (1) the confession of my failure,

and (2) the obligation I feel under to Dr. Kingman
for correcting the difficulty which existed and restor-

ing my patient from a condition of extreme emaciation,

where it seemed as if death was near, to a condition

which promises the very best result.

This patient was a primipara, twenty-seven years

old, who menstruated the last time September 20th.

On October 27th or 28th I was consulted at my
office in reference to the vomiting she complained of.

The patient was carried along without very great com-
plaint until November 13th, when the vomiting was so

excessive and her rejection of almost all forms of food

was so constant, that rather more urgency was ex-

pressed on the part of the patient and the friends that

something be done, and of course I reported to the

house at ver}^ short intervals. The usual treatment

by the stomach which you all are familiar with, and
probably have tried with more or less success in vari-

ous cases, was that wiiicli was adopted by me. Suf-

fice it to say that while it gave a certain amount of

relief the result was not permanent, and on December
7th I was asked to renew my visits because of the ex-

> Bead before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for Ob-
stetrioB and Diseaaes of Women, January 24, 1900.
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CCiHsivr liinililf lliiit was (lcvrlo|iiiii,', iiaimly, tin- iiii;i-

ciiition :iii<l \vi-akii<-ss.

We Idlluwcd aliilij^' vciy paliiiilly and sdv lart',-

I'lilly, liiil |)i'()(lii('i-i| no results iiiilil l)i-. I\ iii;;iiiaii

callcil I )('ri-iiii)('i- 2lllli, vvltcii lie |M)iiili'(| niil tu mi' tin-

(liirK'iilly wliicli cxiNlcd in this case, and wliicli I am
wiiiiiiii to coiilcss I had iiol, rcconiiizcd, thai lh<- \om-
iliiii>; was due to an aiilcllcxion of ihr m ik ol the

uterus, wluTcas il had sccnicd to mr in the normal
position, 'rin-rc was a distinct an^hr lictwctn thi-

iiork ol' thi- ntcnis and the Ixxly at alioul thr junction

of the va;^iiial wail and the nhrns. Dilatation had
l)i'i'M tried by me hut without I'esult. Dr. Iviniiunin

su^i^cstcd ri'li('viu<( the pnissurc hy pafrkinjr tin; vairina,

and so raisin*; the uterus and <iivini( natun; an oppor-
tunity to straiiihten out the fh'xion. That was not

allom'ther successful, that is, ininiediately so, when Ik;

sent mo a hall pessary, to he iidlated after it was put
in position, for the purpose of pressing the neck of tin;

uterus l>ack. For a tew days this use of the hall pi!s-

sary was satisfactory. Our plan was to leav(! the l)all

in position twenty-four hours, follow its removal with

a cleansing douche, and then replace the pessary.

This, however, produced so much irritation and dis-

comfort to the patient that we decided to discontinue

its use, substituting therefor a small, soft-rubher pes-

sary, which raised the uterus and also gave an oj)j)or-

tunity for tlu; cervix to straighten itself. These means
were followed with the most satisfactory results. The
temperature was a very variable factor in the latter

part of December, showing a jieriodic rise every second
day, suggesting possibly a malarial infection as a com-
plicating factor; that disappeared as a mere chimera.

The first relief that was noticed did not come until

about a week after the endeavor to correct the mal-
position by the use of the pessary. The vomiting kept
up about a week. After about a week the ])atient

began to slee[i. The nurse's reports showed each
morning that the patient slept well the preceding

night, whereas she had had constant nausea through
the daytime and night-time and vomiting regularly

every two hours through the day and night. In a

very short time the nausea began to decrease during
the daytime, and the periods between the various at-

tacks of vomiting were increased. 1 remember \\'(-\\

with what joy we all welcomed the report that she
had gone two or three times, during the twenty-four
hours, five hours without vomiting. On January 8th
vomiting entirely ceased and the patient began to eat

with the utmost freedom. The coated tongue disap-

peared ; loss of appetite disappeared; food began to

be relished and digested by the stomach without any
medication until January "iOth, when there was an-

other twenty-four hours of vomiting. This attack of

vomiting, I think, was suihciently explained by two or

three circumstances. Sutlice it to say that since then
there has been a return to the generous diet with an
ever-increasing ajjpetite. The emaciation which had
chara(;terized the early weeks and the excessive weak-
ness have entirely disappeared, flesh is returning, and
everything promises the very best of happy results.

Appointment of C. W. Grkkn, M.D.— Dr. C.

W. Green, of Leland Stanford University, has been
appointed to the professorsliip of physiology in the

I^^niversitv of Missouri. Dr. Green is an A. B. of Le-
land Stanford, 18L»2 ; A. M. of 1893, and Ph. D. of

Johns Hopkins in 1898.

TIIKQI KSIION OK .SL'I'KKNU.MKRARY FAI.M)-
I'l \.N ll'liKS; Willi SI'KCIMKSS OF V \\^
l,(»nA.\ ri.liKS Willi .SLI'KR.N'L'.MKIl UlV
OMIA.'

liv AONl'iN r. vil-.rnii, M.l> ,

I^.Hithiiit Siiri/i-iin, \-w fCiii/liiiiil i/otjiitttt, /lotion.

Willi ihe lend, iicy of the modern gciencc; of iiwdl-

cine to be iiicicasingly enact in ull inutterK of detail,

tliere is to lie observed a growing tendency to be simi-

larly exact ill tin; use of words to exprenrt siicli delailH.

The widespread training in laboratory method.^ of

analysis and oi)servatioii has its elb.ct not only on the

conical areas which receive the sense imprcHslons but

also on lliose associated areas which atlemfit to tians-

form tlie-e seii-e impressions into words. Who that

has studied the karyokinesis of cells, for example,

ami has recorded the wonderful impressions received

through his eyes, but I as enriched his vocal)ulary, and
has found his words more mobile ami their combina-

tions more facile and suggestive of the fairy-like evo-

lutions of the nuclear network?
One traces this lint; of thought in tin; tendency of

later writers to an increasing delicacy in the use of the

word supernumerary, as distinguished fiom the related

descriptive word accessory. As I say this la>t phrase,

we fee 1 as though we lia'l passed through a laboratory

door, since it is only by the use of the finer, more
painstaking methods prevailing in the Idboratory that

such distinctions are determined.

As to the subject of this paper, when one finds a

Fallopian tube with two fimbriated extremities, one's

older thought is, This is a '-double Fallopian tube," a

case of '• superiiumerai-y tube." Ajid on looking up
the literature, one will find such cases so recorded. I

wish to ask whether the other, the newer, the later

method of thinking will so quickly be satisfied with

the same answer.

I have here a beautiful specimen of a tul)e with

double fimbriated extiemity, which Dr. W. F. "Whit-

ney is kind enough to loan us from the "Warren Mus-
eum ; and I have also a similar but more complex
specimen from my own collection. You will find a

certain number of such cases reported by various ob-

servers since about 1851. There are curious \-'aria-

tions in the experience of those who have searched for

them. The earliest writer I have found is Richard, •'

who, in examining 30 bodies, found more than one
fimbriated extremity in five subjects. Sappey ^ was
stimulated by Richard's report and he found in one
year 10 cases in 109 dissections; he continued Ijis

searchings, and later announced as his conclusion that

this anomaly occurred in the proportion of about one
in 16. Albaii Doran,* in nine years, examined 1,000

uterine appendages ; he found malformations of the

I'allopian tube in only six cases, five out of the six be-

ing removed in the course of operations. Even less

fortunate was the experence of Winckel,® who reports

one of his assistants searching a large series of tubes

and finding abnormal ostia only twice.

One finds the Fallopian tube the subject of many
vagaries : it is misplaced ; more or less atrophied ;

wholly or partially impermeable ; detached from the

uterus ; absent on one side or on both sides ; finally.

' Keait before the Suflfollc District Medical Snciety. Section for
Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, .lanuary 24, I'JOil.

° Pavilions niuUiples rencontres sur dee J'ron\pea Uterine?, Gaz.
Med.de Paris, l>~,\.

' Traill' d'Analoniie Pescriptive. 3 ed., Paris, 187.5.

* .Vtalfonnations of the Kallopiau Tube. Transactions LoDdou Ob-
stetrical Society, xxviii, ISSO.

s Lehrbuch der Frauenkrankbeiten, 18S6.
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as ill one instance, no trace of it is found except i\w

fimbriated extremity. In the literature to wliicli I

have ha<l access I find no report of two tubes on one

side. You will notice the vagaries I have enumerated

are not specially interesting; they are the common
variations of every organ or tissue in tiie body.

The special interest in the Fallopian tube lies in its

outermost part, about the region of the outer third and
the abdominal opening— the fimbriated extremity.

(1) Tlie most common variation here is tlie presence

of more than one hmbriated extremity. The super-

numerary openings, or ostia, may be one or more in

number (one to three), and resemble the terminal os-

tium in being surrounded by fimbriae and by leading

into the canal of the tube.

(2) Another variation is the appearance of a bunch
of (imbriu" without an ostium but growing from a

pedicle which springs from the wall of the tube a vary-

ing distance from the find)riated extremity. [Doran
reports a modification of this (a) in which the pedicle

had atrophied and the fimbrite appeared to lie loose

in a fold of the broad ligament; and he reports a case

(J))
where the fimbrias were attached to the pedicle of

the hydatid of Morgagni, and a second case (c) where
the hydatid of JNIorgagni had disappeared, and in its

pla-e was a bunch of fimbriie oti a long pedicle.]

(3) The third variation is the presence of a tubular

prolongation jjrojeciing from the main tube, alter the

manner of a branch ; this tube may be blind and may
have fimbriae at its extn^mity and along its side.

[Klob has called attention to a small example of this

blind tube amounting to little more than a small bulg-

ing of the wall of the tube, which is thinned at the

apex and situated near the root of the normal fimbriie ;

an example of this is seen in my specimen.]

It seems quite possible to trace a relationship be-

tween these last two classes and to combine them into

one, making the second class the presence of a second-

ary projection from the wall of the tube, this projec-

tion being impervious, like a pedicle, or ending in a

blind extremity and containing a canal communicating
with the canal of the tube ; in either case the projec-

tion may have fimbria^ attached to its extremity or

along its side.

Further, it now seems possible to trace a relation-

ship between this second class and the first class and to

combine them into one. We would then say : The
outer portion of the Fallopian tube may vary in the

direction of su[)ernumerary fimbriated extremities.

These supernumerary extremities may be («) exact

counterparts of the normal fimbriated ostium ; they

may appear (b) as minute fimbriated openings in the

side of the tube ; (c) as groups of fimbria^ attached to

the side of the tube without any opening; {d) as

groups of fimbria; attached to a tubular prolongation

of the wall of the tube, this accessory tube opening

into the cavity of the main tube but not into the peri-

toneal cavity ; (e) as groups of find)ria; attached to a

solid prolongation of the wall of the tube without any
opening into the cavity of the tube or into the perito-

neal cavity, and, finally, (y) as groups of fimbria;

which may be attached to, or may replace, the hydatid

of Morgagni.
We know there is general agreement among embrj^-

ologists that the Fallopian tubes develop from the

ducts of Miiller, but there is some diversity of opinion

as to the origin of this duct, and it is generally felt

that it is to the orijiin of this duct that we must iro to

find an explanation of the variations enumerated above.

It is agreed that the ducts of Miiller arise in the

neighborhood of the Wolllian ducts, one on each side

of the median line ; that these Miillerian ducts con-

verge and grow backward, uniting in their middle and
louei' portions to form the uterus and vagina, but that

they remain separate in their upper ])ortions, forming
the Fallopian tubes. Tin; diverging views are as to the

mode of origin. Hriefiy stated, according to one
gi'oup of enibryologists, the Miillerian duct first ap-

pears as a groove which closes in to form a closed

tube, and later opens again at its outer portion to

communicate with the peritoneal cavity, the edges of

this secondary fissure developing fiinbriic. According
to this theory, supernumerary ostia are due to a faulty

closure of the edges of the secondary fissure. Doran
adopts this theory and explains the blind accessory

tube as probably developed through an eversion and
prolongation of one of the edges of the primitive

groove of the Miilleiian duct. He does not suggest

how the fimbria; would then be added.

The majority of end)ryologists, however, claim that

in all amniota the epithelial covering of the Wolllian

bodies, where these latter project into the ])leuroperi-

toneal cavity, proliferates, and that a triangular area

of this epithelium then becomes invaginated, forming

an oblique funnel with a closed, tapering apex, the

mouth of the funnel being open and corresponding to

the abdominal opening of the Fallopian tube. The
closed point of the funnel grows rapidly backward,

elongating as a solid cord which becomes a canal by

the gradual backward extension of the lumen of the

funnel into the cord.® It is at once evident that any

variations in the abdominal end of the Fallopian tube

occur at the very beginning of the development of this

duct of jNIijller.

I have seen no hypothesis as to the formation

of supenmmerary ostia according to this mode of ori-

gin of the Miillerian duct, and I now venture to a'l-

vance one. In studying the comparative embryology

of the development of the Fallopian tube, I have

been impressed with the resemblance between the

normal development of this organ in birds (espe-

cially in the fowl) and the types of abnormal de-

velopment which have been enumerated in this pa-

per. In addition to this, all emlryologists have

been impressed l)y the fact that the early stages in

the development of the embryo in mammals closely

resemble those of birds. As a further evidence of the

relationship existing between man and the fowl, I

might call attention to the fact that the occasional

atrophy of one ]\Iiillerian duct, and the conse<]uent oc-

currence of a one-horned uterus, is an abnormality in

man corresponding to the normal state in the fowl,

where one Miillerian duct habitually atro})hies, leav-

ing only one side functionating.

In the development of the Fallopian tube (oviduct)

in birds, both groups of enibryologists agree that the

abdominal end is more or less multiple. On the one

side, it is said, " The invagination [of the mesothelium]

is somewhat irregular, so that there may be more or

less marked modifications of from one to even three or

four invaginations." The other side says, " In the

fowl, Sedgwick and Balfour have shown that the an-

terior end of the Miillerian duct arises as three grooves

connected by an internal thickening of the jjeritoneum

of that region. The thickening separates as a solid

« Minot : Human P^mbryology, 1897, p. 245.
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rod of crlU wliicli hcloic loii;,' ac(|uircH a cciilral hi-

iiu II. 'I'lif wIkWi- .sLincliiic now coii-iHts of ii hlioit,

tul)f ()|t(iiiii]L,f iiiit('ri(;rly into tin- lioily cavity l>y iIiimh;

ductules. . . . 'I'Ik! permanent al)il()Uiiual opciiiii;^ [of

the ovuluii ]
or (inil)riateil extrt-inity correspond.s willi

i\\{\ anterior of llie lliiecr "grooves, tin- two posterior

(liNapju'arini^. . . . The liythitid [of Mor^^a^ni] is

prohahly a (le^^raded remnant of a primitivj; tuhtih-."'

It is not out of accord with similar occurrences in

the devcdopm nt of the cmhryo to think that occasion-

ally the evolution of tlit; embryo halts in this particu-

lar point, att(Mnpts to revert to an earli(!r type, tiien

impelK'd to advance hi<,dier in the scale, responds to

till- impulse, hut does not (juite succeed in remo\ini;' all

traces of its momentai^y faltering.

The only missini^ link in the spc^cimens reported is

the intermediate form of an accessory tul)ule not oidy

crowned with fimbria! but 0{)(!nin<r also into the perito-

neal cavity. Bovee ^ recenily reported tlie case of a

Fallopian tube with two fimbriated extremities, one of

which led into the normal canal of the tube ; the otiier

opened from the peritoneal cavity into a canal about

two inches long; beyond this point the probe would

not pass. As the tube was not removed, a dissection

could not be made. Possibly this is my missing link.

Description of tube shown by writer.— Both tubes,

with large cystic ovaries, were removed from a pro-

foundly anemic adult who suffered from uncontrollable

menorrhagia.

The abnormal tube is six centimetres long (one cen-

timetre longer than the tube on the other side) and

both tubes seem more slender than usual. Nothing

noteworthy about the fimbriated extremity, which is

similar to that on the other side. On the upper sur-

face of the tube, about five millimetres internal to the

fimbriated extremity, is a second ostium, similar in

every respect to the terminal one, but about five milli-

metres across its base. It communicates with the

canal of the tube and with the terminal ostium. About
four millimetres internal to this second ostium is a

small tuft of fimbricC, one and a half millimetres across

the base, apparently growing directly from the wall of

the tube. Just internal to this, sei)arated by about

one and one-half millimetres, is a small blind pouch,

lik a sacculation of the wall of the tube. It measures

six millimetres across the base and projects about five

millimetres beyond the surface of the tube ; it opens

freely from the canal, and it sliows no trace of fimbria'.

About two millimetres internal to this is an appar-

ently solid projection from the wall of the tube, meas-

uring three millimetres across the base and projecting

about three millimetres beyond the surface of the tube.

Its summit is crowned by a tuft of fimbriie. App.ar-

ently it has no communication with the canal of the

tube, or with the peritoneal cavity.

txeporfjiJ of ^Qiuiufi.

Heu IIaik a Woman's Glouy. — A young woman
has brought suit for $10,000 damages against the Met-

ropolitan St. Railway Co. of New York, for the loss of

her hair. While alighting from a car she was thrown to

the ground and received injuries to her head which

rendered her unconscious. She was taken to the

J. Hood Wright Memorial IIosi)ital, where her hair had

to be removed for the treatment of her wound.

' Haddon : An Introduction to the Study of Embryology, London,
1887, p. 251.

« National Medical Review, July, 1899.

SIJKIOLK DlSllilCr MKDICAL .SOCIKIV.

SKCTION Foil CLI.NICAI. MKI>i(:i.\E, I'ATIIO-
LCXiY AND liy(;iKNK.

J. IIEUOKN OODKX, M.U,, HK' UKTA llY.

RKfillLAit meeting, We^hiesday, .January 17, 1900,

I)|{, 11. K. X'irKKltY in th(; <hair.

Dk. 11. i'. IIkwkh read a pa[)er entith.l

A STi;i)V Ol" Till'. NATIMtK A .V I> .SIGNIFIC ANOK OK
TIIK .SVMITOMS IN l)l>OIM>i;US itV IIIK S I O >t

ACII.'

I)u. Ci;tli;u : 1 am very much interested to lie:ir

Dr. Ilewes's [taper, but I am surprised at some of the

tigur(!S he gives. Althongii I never tabulated what

cases I have had, I had sup))Osed that the disea-sed

condition could be ma<h; out from the symptomatology

a little more frecjuently than he has given in his sta-

tistics. 1 should say his estimate in his last statement

that in 50 per cent, of cases the chemical examinj*-

tion is of service is rather a conservative one, which

shows how misleading general impressions may he. 1

should have supposed that its service was a goo<l deal

more than that. The especial value, I think, of his

inv(!Stigation is that it occurs here amongst patients

such as we all of us meet. We do not have to coni-

pare our findings with those of some foreign sourrje or

another city. I was rather surprised at the small num-
ber of cases of uicreased acidity he found. I should

have supposed it would have been a good deal more
than 84 out of 250 cases. I feel convinced that this

method of research is one which is going to be of

very great value to us, and it is the only way we can

make our knowledge of service.

Dr. Joslin : The paper is especially interesting

because it illustrates how little value can be attached

to the examination of the chemical contents alone.

Forty-eight per cent, of these .cases showed normu^l

condition of IICl, but did not have normal digestion.

This is not strange. The amount of acid in the stom-

ach does not correspond more closely to the symptoms,

because the symptoms of which the patients complain

are the average of their symptoms for the last day,

week, month or even years. The examination of the

stomach, on the other hand, is at one special hour, and

that when patients are under considerable nervous

strain. In the next place, symptoms of hyperacidity

occur late in the morning, several hours after meals,

but the test breakfasts are given early and on an

empty stomach. At that time the mild cases have

no symptoms of hy])eraci(lity. It is more surprising

to me that 72 did show the IIC'l increased under such

conditions than that some others did not.

The amount of hydrochloric acid is a variable fac-

tor anyway, and Rosenheim has pointed out that in

cases of nervous dyspepsia on one day the acid in the

stomach is increased, on another day normal, and on

still another diminished. Riegel - has lately calltd

attention to another influence which must be consitl-

ered. It is known that HC'l is secreted if one simply

chews bread, and that a greater amount is formed if.

instead of bread, meat is chewed. Riegel examined a

cook with this in view, but found that neither bread

' See page 501 of tlie Journal.
» MUuch. nied. Wocb., 18i>9, No. 45.
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nor meat led to tlie i)Ouriu<>' out of the aeid. An
Ewakl test breakfast also failed and it was only after

tlie mechanical irritation of meat on the stomach wall

itself tiiat the acid appeai-ed. Here was a case which

ordinarily would pass for achlorhydria, hut in r(;ality

was not.

As to the normal standard of acidity in Boston, Dr.

Hewes's statistics are most suj^gestive. It is certainly

a very good idea to form a standard of our own, and

all shonid contribute, that we may have many cases on

vv.hich to form an average. We must lemember, how-
Viycr, that ulcer of the stomach in Boston is more com-

ttion than in many other cities and possibly this may
be due to the greater acidity of our stomachs. Thus,

after all, our standard of acidity may be a diseased

standard.

i
In Eccles's book on " Difhcult Digestion" no men-

ktion is made of the strength of the acidity of the stom-

ach. This is but one of the faults of this very read-

able little book, but it illustrates how easy it is to let

;one single symptom dominate the wdiole clinical pict-

>U"e. When a diagnosis of gastric disease is made, it

Jtnust be based, as far as the examination of the stom-

jJiCh is concerned, on its chemical condition, its posi-

jtlon and, much more, its motility. Only when these

,,three are combined are satisfactory i-esuits obtained.

Dk. Sjiitiiwick : I have been very much interes-

ted in Dr. Hewes's paper. In a general way I should

/agree. I have examined about 150 cases carefully in

.t)ie last year and a half, and it seems to me that only

j-^n a small proportion of the cases can you get an ac-

curate idea of the stomach from the symptoms. Dr.

..iJoslin's remark about the prevalence of ulcer in this

• vicinity affecting the standard for normal acidity as

determined by Dr. Hewes recalls a case that I exam-
ined in the Out-Patient Department of the City Hos-

, jpital. By the way, 1 would say I think the point he

i"fnade was ingenious, but a little bit overdrawn ; still,

this case might emphasize the liability of overlooking

I
Milcer even in the jjresence of symptoms. A nervous,

,i)ut healthj^-looking girl, with varied symptoms, a

,<ase of J3r. H. D. Arnold's, was observed two weeks

»ATid several analyses made. We were unable to come
•tb a conclusion as to what was the matter, the pa-

. tient's untruthfulness casting suspicion on all of her

statements. At last Dr. vVrnold recommended her to

t tL(! house for constant observation. Soon after ad-

., mission to Dr. Buckingham's service she vomited a

ttarge quantity of Itlood. This occurred two or three

..£ijn(;s. Before admission the acidity was a low nor-

,
inal.

What Dr. H(^\ves has said about cases of low acid-

.. itv showing all the symptoms of high acidity is quite

.• couunoidy seen, and 1 think that is especially notice-

able in the cases of by perch lorliydria, which tempora-

, rily have a remission. I can recall six cases exam-
^ined recently where the free HCl and total acidity

"Were both at a low normal, and where successive

examinations proved a hyperchlorhydria later; pei'-

;
haps the sixth or seventh examination would show a

;
marked hyperchlorhydria. My most marked case of

•hyperacidity as judged by symptoms was one of con-

: tiiiuous secretion where there was hyjjochlorhydria.

fin this case 1 examined both in the morning and in

, the aftcrrnoon and after different test meals. What
Dr. .loslin has said about the test usually lieing made
in the morning C(;rtainly has some truth in it, but in

the marked cases of hyperchlorhydria successive exam-

inations will usually bring it out. If I suspect it I

always make an examination in the forenoon.

I have done a careful digestive test in practically

every case, especially those examined for data, but am
not sure of how great practical value that is. Simon
seems to think that the estimation of i)epsin secretion

gives more exact evidence of the condition of the

stomach than the estimation of free HCl." Certainly

the pe})sin estimation often suggests a pathological

basis for symptoms that might otherwise be considered

imaginar}'. A good example was a case n^ported by
me at the October meeting. A girl who evid-ntly had
had gastric ulcer, treated in the hospital in Dr. Wil-

liams's service, later came to the out-patient with symp-
toms, to her, just like those of the previous attack, and
examination showed perhaps one part to 1,000 of free

HCl. Nobody doubted when she came that it was a

case of ulcer. The digestive test was delayed about
five hours. At that time we concluded that only gas-:-

tritis was proven, but the treatment was for ulcer, on
account of the symptoms. Several examinations at

intervals showed no blood and gradually the diges-

tive period shortened as the free HCl increased. I

think sometimes the digestive test will point out a

mild gastritis that otherwise you would miss if you
simply made the test for HCl.

Du. Prjno : If I may say one word on this sub-

ject, 1 would like to, because I would like to advance
a theory for the explanation of symptoms in cases of

this kind which seems to me to offer the best explana-

tion of them. Before doing so I would like to say

one or two words on some of the other points brought
up here, and, first, in reference to the one upon which
Dr. floslin anticiiiated me, namely, that of the fallacy

of test examinations made in the morning. Looking
at it pui'ely from a clinical point of view we ; r.;

well aware that many patients can digest witl.out

discomfort in the morning and cannot digest at other

times of the day ; some digest in the middle of the da}'

and cannot in the morning, some at night, etc. ; there-

fore whatever may b-; the results of an examination

after any given meal these do not, it seems to me,
necessarily give us an insight into the condition of the

stomach at other periorls of the day. When 1 say do
not digest, I mean, of course, do not digest without

ditnculty. I think a most common condition for dys-

peptics is to be able to digest a light meal, such as is

the ordinary test meal in the morning, although they

cannot digest except with the greatest ditliculty their

lunch or the evening meal, so that it has always

seemed to me that the inferences on which these

tilings are based have certain fallacies. However
that may be, this cpiestion of motility of the stomach

is one of the most important of those connected with

the symptomatology of functional diseases of the stom-

ach, for inasmuch as the expulsion of the contents is

essential to perfect digestion, if that is disturbed the

symptoms are quite as likely due to it as to primary

chemical changes in the contents.

I have been very much impressed by the results

obtained by Dr. Hewes in this very thorough and sys-

tematic series of observations. It seems to me, on the

whole, one of the most valuable contributions which

has been given to us upon the subject. It is good
work, a real contribution to medical science.

Regarding his theory of irritation in ex])lanation of

the symptoms, it seems to me that it is a verj' ])lausi-

3 Simon's Clinical I)iagi"^>ii8, p. 143.
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\\\i' tliforv, hikI hits iii(i(;h to br Huid in itH fiivor. It

(iiTlaiiil}' iw H far Ixatn- (txpliiiiutioii than tliat hasnl

U|i(»ii tilt' cliciiiical coiiU-ntH, and yet an olijiction

nan Ik- niadf to it wliich I think Inis sonic sij,fiiili-

cancc. ^'ct it docs not Hccni to inc that initatioii is

(jiiitc a satisl'aclorv explanation, hccansc, as he liimsflt'

has already told ns, there an; eases ol' hypoacidity which

were relieved i)y an alkali. Now unless he assumes

that the irritation was atterwanls due to lati^r second-

ary acid I'orniation it w(Mild hardly s(H!in there could

be any irritation from the absence of IICl, yet at the

sanu^ time be ndieved by an alkali. Fuitherinore, we
know most intense gastric .symptoms octair before it is

possible to have any secondary clianii(!.s, and at a time

wlu'ii the food must be substantially nnchan<fed in the

stonuuih. The explanation which I would like to

otter, which has seemed to me from thinking upon the

subject is the most probable explanation of the symp-
toms, is this: I think wt; ought to take a broader view

and look at it from a biological standpoint. I mean
this : We ought to look at it from analogy with other

organs the functioning of which is better known.
Take tlui eye, for instance. It is a {)hysiological law

that when any organ of the body performs its func-

tions with dilticulty the j)erformance of its functions

is always accompanied with pain or its etjuivalent.

Tlui hypermetropic eye, as a rule, cannot see with-

out pain. The eye performs its function perfectly

or may perform it perfectly ; it does see, and is able

to do its work, but the doing is accompanied by pain

or its equivalent. Take the lieart ; in cases of in-

terstitial myocarditis, where the heart structure is

weakened, a most common symptom is pain extending

down the arm ; not only pain in the precordia, but

extending down the arm. There we have again an

organ doing its work with difiiculty and accompanied

by an " associated pain " or its equivalent. Take the

bladder ; whenever the bladder finds a difficulty in

holding or expelling its contents it is accompanied by
pain, whether that difficulty be functional or organic.

1 have seen most distressing symptoms of a purely

functional nature referable to the bladder and due en-

tirely to a functional difficulty of holding or expelling

the urine. Take the ear ; Erb has reported cases in

which hearing was accompanied by pain. The pain

and other disagreeable symptoms accompanying func-

tional uterine trouble is classical. We all know it is

sometimes absolutely impossible to explain the pain

accompanying menstruation by any of the anatomical

facts that are found. Even in the muscles there is a

disagreeable symptom known as akinesia algera. Any
attempt to use the muscles when they are weakened by
functional disease, especially in neurasthenia, is accom-
panied by pain. So we find that the functioning of

the e^-e, the ear, the heart, the bladder, the uterus,

when performed with difficulty is accompanied by pain

or its equivalent, as a physiological law, even where
there is no irritation whatever. Now, if we apply the

same law, which certainly is true of all the organs of

the body of which we have any complete know ledge,

to the stomach, I think we may liave a probable

explanation of the sym})toms accompanying these

functional diseases of the stomach ; in other words, I

would look upon pain and the other distressing symji-

toms as simply associated phenomena. They are as-

sociation symptoms of that kind which follow as a

biological law. When we are asked what is the cause

of these associated symptoms I think it is not difficult

to find it in the law of the difTiiHion of HiuT^y. It in

not necesKary at this time to go ijeeper into the <jii»'*-

tion of the pathology for the piirpOKi-H of the h\|iotli-

esis, for I am fhaliiig with general principlen. I'.ui t4i

illuslnite what I mean I may say that, undonbtedlv,
the pains in the head and eye which accompany v.yv.

strain are due not to any real irritation of the «;y«,

but to the dill'iision of the n<TVOiis energv which 'm

retpiired for the increased Ktruin to hold the muxcleH
of tin; eye at that U-nsion which is neccHsary for

proper vision ; tlie iKirvons energy is ditt'iiHed U) the

.sensory cv.utntH as well as to tin; miiscnlar centrcH. It

is probably tin; same law which holds in all the vari-

ous organs of the body. That at least Heems to me,
from long speculation on this subject, as the most
likely hypothesis. It certainly is mon; in harmony
with th(! clinical facts as brought out; for, as I)r.

Ilewes has pointed out, W(; find the same symptoniH
whei-e there is very little acidity and wh<'re there is a

great di^al of acidity, and I think if we take a bn>ader
view of it, that so far as treatment is r-oncerned we are

much more likely to get at successful results than if

we take the narrow view^ and look for the .sympt<jms

of changes in tin; chemical secretions alone.

I want to say in closing I have rarely listened to a

paper which has impressed me so strongly as tliis

paper to-night by Dr. Ilewes, and I think he has done
much to clear up a great deal of hazy knowledge
which .some of us at least have had in our mind-s on
this subject.

Dr. Vickery: It occurs to me that we have etiol-

ogy as one important guide in the treatment of

stomach cases, perhaps a comfort to us to bear in

mind, considering the uncertainties of symptoms and
the as yet unsettled questions about chemical and
other attempts at accurate analysis of the physical con-
dition. Patients treated according to the etiology of

their cases will pretty often respond favorably. I

would like to ask Dr. Hewes whether treatment
adapted to the chemical reactions independently of the

symptomatology of the cases is' almost always satis-

factory in its results.

Dr. JosLix : I should like to ask Dr. Hewes how
close a connection he has found to exist between the
condition of the tongue and hyperacidity.

Dr. Hewes : I did not mean to imph", as Dr.
Cutler apparently understood it, that the analysis of

the contents was useful in only one-half the cases.

I said that it gave evidence- of abnormality of the

secretion in this per cent, of cases. The finding of

a normal condition, as in the other half of the cases, is

also of use towards our understanding of the case.

In ans\ver to Dr. Yickery's question I should say
that the treatment of the cases upon the lines of the
findings by analysis gives very satisfactory results,

curative results in at least 75 per cent, of the cases in

which abnormality of a chemical nature is present.

Treatment along these lines is in my experience alx)Ut

twice as successful by this method, if we consider

rapidity of relief, as that instituted without analysis

of the contents. The proper treatment is now as a
rule instituted at the start. Formerly we had to ex-
periment with treatment to reach our conclusion in

regard to diagnosis.

I should not agree with Dr. Joslin's suggestion that
the facts that the average acidity of the stomach in

Boston determined in this way was higher than in

other places, and that gastric ulcer was more common
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in Boston than elsewhei'e, indicated that the average

stomacli was abnormal in its secretions. The asso-

ciation of these facts may indicate wliy gastric ulcer is

more common ; that is, it may serve as a suggestion of

the causative connection of high secretion of hydro-

chloric acid and gastric ulcer.

It is quite true, as several of the speakers have sug-

gested, that the cliemical findings at a given time are

not necessarily representative of the findings at other

periods. Our patient with a finding of normal acidity

at the time of examination may suffer from his hy-

peracidity at a later period of the day than that at

which we obtained the contents. A negative finding

does not in all cases rule out the existence of some
chemical abnormality as a cause of symptoms. Where
a positive finding exists with symptoms, however, we
are justilied in tri'ating our case according to the in-

dication of the analysis and shall if we follow this

rule, have a much clearer understanding of our

stomach cases and a much greater success in their

treatment than if we relied upon our symptoms.
For these, as we have seen, give no indications of a

positive nature in two-thirds of our cases.

I wish to say in closing that this paper is not in-

tended as an exact consideration of the usefulness of the

method of analysis of the gastric contents as an aid

in clinical work. Such a presentation would include

the records of the study of individual cases over long

periods, and of the results of treatment, etc., and other

control data in reference to the accuracy of our find-

ings by tills method. I have merely given you the

results of some observations, in which by the use of

these methods, we have succeeded in gaining some
knowledge of value to the understanding of the dis-

orders of the stomach.

In regard to what Dr. Prince has said in connection

with the theory of the nature of symptoms, I meant
my explanation to convey much of the same idea as

his hyjjothesis. I spoke of irritation or hyperesthesia

merely as examples of causative factors in some cases.

Dr. Prince's explanation is, however, much more com-

plete and clear than mine and my observations would
lead me to adopt it as the most probable hypothesis of

the nature of those symptoms which are constant in all

or most of the disorders studied.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES

OF WOMEN.
C. H. HABE, M.D., SECRETAKY.

Regular meeting, Wednesda}-, January 24, 1900,

Dr. R. a. Kingman in the chair.

Dr. Agnes C. Vietor read a paper on

THE QUESTION OF SUPERNUMERARY FALLOPIAN
TUBES, WITH SPECIMENS OK FALLOPIAN TUBES
WITH SUPERNUMERARY OSTIA.^

Dr. C. II. Winn reported a case of

BICORNATE UTERUS, WITH TWIN PRE(;NANCV ; A150R-

TION FROM ONE HORN.'^

Dr. Breck : Has the ut(;rus been examined since

the labor?

Dr. Winn : No, it has not.

> See page 513 of the Journal.
' See page 511 of the Journal.

Dr. Kingman : That is a point I had in mind, and
I am sorry I did not ask Dr. Winn to urge her to allow
another examination.

It occurred to me while Dr. Winn was reading the

paper that this case is instructive in connection with
the paper to follow. 1 doubt not we shall hear
something about the Copeman treatment by dilating

the cervix. If dilatation of the cervix is of any
value in the treatment of vomiting of pregnancy this

ought to have been a case in which to note benefit, be-

cause the cervix was dilated so as to admit the finger

and curette, to allow the fetus to pass out and the

gauze packing to be put in. and yet the vomiting was
extreme from the day of the operation, more so than
before. I believ*' it is very common in tlit; ordinary
normal utesrus for pregnancy to begin in and develop
from one horn.

Dr. Vietor : I want to ask the Chairman how he
was able to make that diagnosis, excluding fibroid of

the uterus, for example, and whether he felt the de-

pression between the two horns on which the books
lay so much stress. I have not met a case of any of

the varieties of double uterus myself, but I have a pa-

tient now under observation who suggests to me the

possibility of a double uterus because 1 find an unsym-
metrical contour which I am not able to explain. The
right horn of the uterus feels noiunal, the left one ap-

pears to be flattened and, if I might express it so, as

if it extended into the tube, were elongated, as we see

in the pictures of the uterus unicornis ; it suggests

one of those pictures, but I distinctly feel the right

horn and I have not been able to make out any de-

pression near the fundus. I would like to know of

how much practical value that symptom is. There
are complications in this case that I think may make
a celiotomy necessary and I shall be able to verify the

diagnosis later.

Dr. Kingman : So far as I know, she has never

been examined except during the })regnant state, so

that the exact contour of the uterus is not known, but

at the time T examined her there was a typical normal

pregnancy, and upon that was this mass that has been

referred to, which did not have the ordinary feel of a

fibroid, but a soft elasticity which comes from the soft-

ening of the uterus during pregnancy. The further

fact that Dr. Winn, while treating her during the

abortion a year or two previous, when he gave her

several intra-uterine douches and examined thor-

oughly, found no suggestion of any tumor, and the

absence of any subsecpient indications of tumor,

would tend to confirm the diagnosis. It is only a

matter of inference, not given as a positive diagno-

sis. The suggestion is very well made by Dr. Vietor.

Dr. E. L. Twombly reported

A case of pernicious vomiting .OF pregnancy.'

Dr. II. S. Knujht, of Worcester, also reported

A CASE OF pernicious VOMITING OF PRECJNANCY.*

Dr. Boland : I have been very much interested

in the papers and hope to profit by what the}'

teach. I am not w'illing to accept it as all due to

malposition of the uterus, because it cannot explain

the persistence of vomiting ; after four months the

uterus rises out of the jjclvis and there is no further

possibility of flexion or malposition. I have jjatients

» See page 510 of the Jonrnal.
* See page 512 of the Journal.
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I h.avo cunicd tlii()iii;li scvciiil HU<'<;c.H.sivc |)n';,Mi.iii(ic.s

who Vdiiiitcil ii|> to the delivery, ami who ilieiul pii j.'-

iKiticy iiol Iroiii (lie liiixtr Itut Iroiii the nine months of

iiuuseii and misery. I have h(!en hhindeiin;^ al<»n<^

(»aintin<,f th(! cervix vvilh nitrate of silver and possihly

doin^j; some (rorrecitions of malpositions with the old

Fer<rus()n spectdtim. In the last twelve years I have-

never s(!(!n a fatiil ease and n(!ver had but om<! cast; in

vvhieh an ahortioii had to he inducted. There is one
ohjeetionahht point in regard to the treatment, and
that is pa(;kinjj; the cervix. We are tau<rht to do that

to i)ringou labor, and I remember one poor woman I

did not do very much for and she called sonu; one fiom
the dispensary and he piomptly packed her and she

promptly miscarried. I should like; to ask how von
would avoid a possible miscarriage! in conseiiuence of

packing?
Dit. \'iKTOi{: I have had no experience; with the

pernicious vomiting, but, in common with all physi

cians, I am troubled by the; vomiting of my pregnant
patients. In some cases I am able to relieve it; in

sonu! cases I am not. 1 was rather ski^ptical at first,

but I have had some very good results from the

method mentioned by the last speaker ; that is, paint-

ing the cervix and cervical canal with nitrate of silver.

I began by doing it really as a matter of the last re-

sort and was surprised to find occasionally I have had
very good results from it. Then I have used the

same remedy with a definite purpose in cases wliere I

had reason to suspect a gonorrheal infection. In

several such cases I have found the nausea and vomit-

ing, as well as tlie local symptoms, relieved. I ha\'e

also corrected the malpositions of the uterus, and have
used tanapons, pessaries and postural treatment ; and
then I think I am perhaps inclined to lay a great deal

of stress upon the general treatment of the patii^nt.

1 am not satisfied that the cause is always a local one.

Indeed, I question whether a changed metabolism may
not really be at the bottom of it. It has seemed to

me in many cases that at least the predisposing cause

was in other jiortions of the body, for instance, in the

digestive tract. In one case I had the patient ride a

bicycle. She had been riding a bicycle a long time,

but had discontinued it and thought her vomiting was
progressively worse. I had her try it again under
my supervision ; in less than a week the vomiting
stopped. The patient was a skilled and careful rider

;

she continued to ride till the seventh month and re-

mained in perfect health.

Du. Fay : This subject is of particular interest to

me on account of a case to which I was called as being
probably a case of pernicious vomiting. There was a

history of two pi'evious abortions, the last at any rate,

and I am not sure but the first, to save life, the belief

being that vomiting could not otherwise be stopped.

This was about the third month of the third j)ri'gnancy.

The j)atient was of good physique and otherwise in

good health, but could not rise from her bed without
a good deal of vertigo. There was persistent vomit-
ing some ten days before I saw her. I tried the usual
remedies, such as oxalate of cereum and bismuth, for a

day or two with no result, painted the cervix of the

uterus with nitrate of silver with no direct i-esult. I

noticed one thing on account of which I speak of the
case, not knowing how common it is. The vomitus
seemed to be a very large quantity of clear, limpid mucus
very much like salivary fluid, as though it was secre-

tion from the salivary glands that passed into the

stomiich. I have Imd u putient witli very inurkird

Malivation during every pregnancy without the vomit-
ing being \v\\ persiste-nt, with whi<:h I loinpare it,

and it seemed to me in this case there Wiw perHi.Htenl

swallowing.

The patient was partially conscious of NWallowing,
until the stomach seemed to be loaded and then this

came up. Aft<-r further vomiting it appeared a green-
ish, tliin fluid. Finally, whih; Uiking fractions of a

drop of iodine improveirmnt began and the condition

passed to a condition of reasonalile comfort.

I)i{. IJkkck : I recall three- eases. The- first was a
laely in whom pe-rnie-ious vomiting re;e;urre;d se-veral

time-s. I saw her with the; late- Dr. Doe-. She- Iia<l

abe)rtion pe-rforme-d at that time, anel she has ha<l it

also twe) other time-s. I think, with re-lie;f. The se^conel

e-ase was a patie-nt of the; lenve-r ranks of soe;ie;ty wh«)

hael vomiting wliie-h I think (;oulel fairly be e;alle-e|

pe-rnicious, lasting vve-e-ks anel weeks. No local cause;

was appare-nt, me;elical tre;atme-nt was given aiul

e;ervi(.-al applie;ations ; finally recovered. The; third csis«;

was a fatal one which I saw in the country, almost in

the backwoods, witli a physician who hael not recog-
nized the pregiumcy, thinking the case one of tumor,
and in that case at the time 1 saw the patient she was
in extremis. The pregnancy must have been about
five months advanced, yet the vomiting hael continueel.

We deliver(;el the fetus, but the- patient elie;el within a

few hours. It is reasonable to sujjpose if that case
Jiad been operated on as Dr. Twombly advises the
patient might have been saved. I think it is a fact

that even induction of labor does not always relieve.

As to the cause of the vomiting, this question of
anteflexion has interested me. I elo not exactly uneler-

stand the way in whicli it is supposed to cause vomit-
ing. I feel sure that in many of those cases some
other cause is at work. AVe know that where vomit-
ing persists with retroversion and sensitive uterus,
evidently a congested one, if we replace that and re-

lieve the congestion vomiting ceases as a rule, and I

also suspect that in many of those cases the congested
condition exists from prolapse or some other cause,
and the packing and treatment such as has been ele-

scribed may relieve not by relieving the anteflexion,
but by relieving the uterine congestion which exists.

I simply throw that out as a suggestion.
Dk. Kixomax : 1 have been thinking much upon

this matter during the past dozen years and have
elefinite ideas with which you may not agree. I would
assert that those who treat vomiting of pregnancv on
scientific lines with a definite theory at the bottom of
their method will get much better results than the)se

who treat empirically. Why one should treat the
stomach for vomiting caused by trouble in the pelvis
is more than I can understand. In many cases there
is disturbance in the stomach or intestinal tract that

wants attention, just as one should attend to the teeth
or skin or any other part of the body that is affected.

But I want distinctly to draw the line between the
vomiting of pregnancy and the vomiting in preg-
nancy. They are two different things." Vomitiiig
may occur from gastritis, cancer of the stomach or
obstruction of the bowel, but that has nothing to do
with the pregnancy. AVe are talking now of the
vomiting of pregnancy, that is. vomiting directly and
distinctly and only caused by the pregnancy. I de-
sire to state as my belief that there is absolutely no
•liffereuce whatever, except in degree, l)etweeu the
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ordinary so-called physiological vomiting of pregnancy

and the pernicious vomiting of pregnancy. People

take it for granted that the ordinary vomiting of preg-

nancy is a thing to be expected. Patients are told

that it comes to every one. It does not come to every

one. A woman who has a healthy uterus and pelvis

and cervix does not vomit and this exemption I have

been able to predict. Now, believing that there is a

definite cause for the vomiting of pregnancy and that

the cause resides in the pelvis, I want to urge upon

you, and upon any one to whom this word may come,

the imj)ortance of ascertaining definitely wdiat the

cause of vomiting is in severe cases and of possessing

a good theory for the probable cause in the mild cases

wliich do not necessitate examination. Treatment

can then be instituted on an intelligent basis. Believ-

ing, then, that there is a local cause, and believing

that the cause ordinarily pre-exists before the preg-

nancy, I believe that we ought to look out for prophy-

laxis. I have operated upon many patients in the

past few years who would, I believe, were they to be-

come pregnant, be subject to pernicious vomiting of

pregnancy. Such patients have an extreme ante-

flexion of body and cervix, the uterus being held back

firmly against the sacrum by contracted uterosacral

ligaments. We do not cure these cases. Ask the

gynecologist how many cases of extreme anteflexion

he has cured, and he will tell you, very few.

Now with regard to the cause, Dr. Boland has

questioned whether it is alwa3-s anteflexion. I do not

believe it is ; nor do I believe it is always displace-

ment of the uterus. I would agree with Graily

Hewitt in his statement that the vomiting of preg-

nancy is due in almost all cases to an irritation of the

nerve fibres situated in the cervix uteri, chiefly of

those fibres about the internal os. It may be that the

irritation of the cervix is caused by retroversion or

retroflexion. As the uterus dilates that cervix is

pushed upwards against the anterior vaginal wall and

flexion necessarily occurs. In the case of anteflexion

the moment the uterus begins to enlarge and descend

in the pelvis the cervix has still more compression.

It is not oidy flexion, but compression of that cervix,

and Hewitt's theory is that the irritation of those

fibres is caused by anything which interferes with the

normal expansion of the cervix. The body of the

uterus expands with the developing ovum, the cervix is

compressed, restricted, cannot expand. I have seen

one fatal case, in which case there was no displacement,

no flexion, but that patient had a tear of the cervix up

to the internal os, which had been neglected. The
whole cervix was to all intents and purposes a piece

of cicatricial tissue. That cervix could not expand,

could not yield to the expanding uterus, and had that

patient lived she would probably have vomited to the

end of pregnancy.

I would like to say with regard to the treatment of

the simple forms of vomiting that mechanical means

ar(! better than stomach medication. As a routine

treatment prescril)e the knee-chest position, l)ut be

sure that it is properly used and that air is admitted to

the vagina.

C'opcman's method of dilating the cervix is simply

a treatment of flexion of the cervix. In cases where

the cervix will not yield to simpler methods it may be

well to dilate, but I believe that if cases are properly

treated in time it is never necessary to dilate, unless to

produce abortion.

In closing I want to urge once more that you treat

cases of vomiting of pregnancy from some scientific

standpoint and not empirically. Do not pin your
faith upon stomach medication, or Copeman method,
or packing, or any other one thing, but find out the

cause of the vomiting and treat it, considerinjj the

ordmary cases of ever3day mornmg sickness as vomit-
ing of pregnancy just as certainly as pronounced cases

and not permitting patients to go on suffering three or

four months until nature comes to their relief.

Dr. Boland spoke of a case that went to the dis-

pensary and was packed and came back and al)orted.

I remember packing one case at the Boston Dispeu-

sary ten years ago with subsc^quent abortion. That
was a case of incarcerated retroverted uterus, where
the patient would in one week probably have been in

mortal danger had the uterus not been gotten out of

the pelvis. There is scarcely a more dangerous pre-

dicament for a woman than incarcerated retroverted

uterus, and I do not believe the packing was as much
responsible for the abortion as the disease that called

foi" the packing.

Dk. Tavo.mbly : In reading my paj^er I purjjosely

limited the discussion to the facts coiniected with

the early months of pregnancy. We know that vomit-

ing will sometimes continue into the late months. I

purposely wished to limit my paper in the first j)oint

I made, namely, that the displacements and faulty

positions of the uterus are more often the causes of

excessive vomiting than has been generally supposed.

I did not say that they were the only causes, but
" more often than has generally been supposed," and
that a careful, intelligent raising of the uterus, if it

is displaced, and straightening out the cervix, will

accomplish much. As Dr. Kingman has said, there

is the vomiting in pregnancy and the vomiting of
pregnancy and jjerhaps we should drop that term
" pernicious " and say " excessive vomiting of preg-

nanc3\ " I must second Dr. Kingman in his belief

that the cause is in the cervix near the internal os

Whether the nerve centres are within or near it is

impossible to state, and I think no examinations post

mortem have yet \>vo\i'A any pathological condition

there. At the same time we know how sensitive the

internal os is when we try to dilate, and we know the

external os is comparatively not sensitive, and there

are a great many cases in ))oint where the cervix is

bent and compressed, from which we get the symptoms
reflex of vomiting. I cannot but think that the cause

of much vomiting, as Graily Hewitt states, and as I

asserted in my paper, is the compression of those

nerves in the cervical tissue which are associated with

this bent and indurated condition, and there is inter-

ference of the natural plial)ility and expansibility of

the tissues. I shoiild not agree entirely with Dr.

Kingman when he says that Copeman's method of

dilatation of the cervix need not be employed. It

seems to me useful and it seems to me it is not likely

to j)roduce abortion if carc^fully employed. Certainly

where we cannot entirely rectify a mali)osition of the

uterus, we can gain a great deal by straightening the

cervix by dilating so that the compression is taken off

for a while. It gives tc^mporary relief and allows

those tissues in the natural cervix at least a chance to

recover their tone and allow the growth of the fetus to

go on. As regards packing, we do not pack tlu; whole

vagina. The packing is used to take the place of a

pessary, to elevate in retroversion, or to push back in
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aiitciVcrHloii and T hav«i never seen [mrkiiij.' vm\m'

alxu'tioii.

I wIhIi llicir iiii;;lit liiivc Imm'Ii iiion- (lisciisNiuii mi

the .s('<roii(l poiiif, vvIhtc we liiivi- IoiiikI lliul :ill tll'Mi-tH

<io not avail, nanu^ly, tlie induction oT ahortion iiiiiiK-di-

ately, rather than waiting until the patiiuit has hist lier

strenytli and health, vi^^or and vitality. The j^eiieral

opinion is delay, and dcl.iy to my mind is fatal, the

lon<^-(;()iitinu(Ml delay sucli iis practitioners are apt to

advise in their (uises. Althon^h we do take a risk in

emptyin<f the uterus early, yet we have a much littter

chance to save the woman's life.

|)l{. Uokand: I have thouu;ht that the ;;(ttini;up
in the mornin<^ mi<rht intensify th(r Hexion or malposi-

tion. We have to remendx'!' that tin; stomach is an

oriiMU of uncertain ('(piilibrium and its tim(! of jfreat-

est lack of eipiilihriiim is in the mornin<r. The t()|)er

vomits in the niornini>'. The intractable vomiting of

pre<;nancy, as J have seen it, has continued tliiough-

out tin; <lay, as much after each meal as after l»reak-

fast. While I feel I have got some points to-ni^hl

and shall try to put them in practice, I am not con-

vinced but what there are some other factors than

malposition in certain cases.

Dr. liuKCK : While the dictum has been given that

the vomiting comes from the nerves about the internal

OS, I have not heard any direct proof whatever that

such is the case.

Dr. Kingman : I do not think any proof has been

given, but rather evidence gained in treating these

cases and in watching the causes that apparently oper-

ate. There is also the self-evident fact that the vomit-

ing is due to [)regnancy and is present only in cases

where an actual departure from the normal is found in

that spot and nowhere else in the pelvis. It is a mat-

ter of inference, not a matter of scientific demonstra-

tion.

Dr. 1>ki;ck : Would you regard the matter of ten-

derness important ?

Dr. Kingman : Not at all.

Dr. Breck : You expect to find ttaiderness where
there is irritation ?

Dk. Brkck : The body of the uterus very often is

tender in retroversion, and the tenderness relieved by
correction suggests the possible relation between re-

lief of tenderness and relief of vomiting.

Dk. Kingman: A patient in my office this after-

noon was severely nauseated when I touched a tear of

the cervix, there being no tenderness whatever. The
tear had been for some months a cause of nausea.

Another case under my care two months, not preg-

nant, has had up to the time of ti-eatment constant

nausea from a flexion. You may have a reflex vomit-
ing from a local disease without tenderness. I do not

think tenderness is necessarily a part of it at all.

iSecent Uiterature.

A Text-Book of Physiology. By Winkikld S. Hall,
Ph.D. (Leipzig), m!d. (Leipzig), Professor of

Physiology in the Xorthwestern University Medical
School, Chicago, etc. New York: Lea Brothers
& Co. 1899.^

The main fault with this book is that in it too much
has been attempted and not enough accomplished —

priiicipully, it would appear, from la^k of Hpac«. To
write a book on general, coiiifiarative and clK-mical

plivsiology, one would think \v(Mild re(|uire tin- work
of a lifetime, and a good-ni/ed library to liohi tin- n-
Hult, yt here we have an attempt in (lOO odd pagen.

True enough, these subject.M are all inlerenting, imt for

the iuHtruction of a student is it not U-Ht U> keep ea<h

of th(!He Htu<lieH separate-' The lavinh expen«]ilure

throughout the work of fornuihi-, chetnical synd^dn

and reactions is uncalled for — certainly an expert

mathematician and chemist is rerpnred to understand

them. Th(! principal aim of the book seems to be that

everything shoidd be very «;oncise, and in some fasen

it is carrie<l to an unpleasant (rxtrem* the physiol-

ogy of " nerv(! muscle" could r-asily be benefited by

a fuller d<!Scription.

It may be notified on p. 33."», wher<t the digestif>n of

milk is discusseil, that tin; statement is made that the
" ]»r()teid pellicles which surround the (»il globule^ are

digested off and the oil escapes." Is it known that

the oil globules in milk possess a proteid envelojie ?

Surely this is a very definite statement settling, ac-

cording to Ilammerska, a very doubtful and ditlicult

problem. The less said about the chapter on internal

secretion the better. Cyon's work settles the physi-

ology of the thyroid, and according to the author
" other investigators confirm these theories of Gley
and Cyon." In our judgment many other investi-

gators do not.

The book is beautifully illustrated throughout, al-

though on p. ()1, Fig. 21, the drawing of a Pohl c<»m-

mutator is uni(jue. Let us trust that some day it will

be corrected. The figun; illustrating the inter-rela-

tion of the food stuffs is excellent (p. ^\H2). The let-

terj)ress and j)aper is of the best and the binding good.

In conclusion, it may be said that the reviewer,

even after carefully reading the preface, is doubtful

for what class of readers the book is intended, and to

what class it will be the most beneficial,— to the un-

fortunate student, the hard-tlriven practitioner or to

that peculiar class of people who wish to learn the

science of physiology for curiosity's sake, and learn

it (? to their own satisfaction) by reading one book—
usually a tiny one— looking at the illustrations and
reading the titles of many others ?

Ringworm and Some Other Scalp Affections : Their

Cause and Cure. By Haydn Brown. L.R.C.P..
etc. Edinburgh and London : J. and A. Churchill.

This well-printed book of 1G9 pages serves to pro-

claim its Avriter's belief that in ringworm, alopecia

areata, favus and impetigo, a so-called fungous dys-

crasia exists, without which the parasite cannot take
root. Very little that is logical is to be found in this

production, a constant repetition of the word dyscrasia.

with rather sarcastic comments on the prevalent scien-

tific views, being about all tlnit one remembers at the

close. Very little support is given to his dyscrasic

theory beyond the fact that some people contract

ringworm when exposed to it and others do not,

just as is the case with every known contagious
disease. The author claims to have had unusual suc-

cess with his method of treatment, which is hygiene
and a simple tonic : but no figures are >jiven, no
comparisons with other modes of treatment have appar-
ently been essayed, and he always combines his treat-

ment of the " dyscrasia " with some external applica-

tion.
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Venereal Diseases. By Edward L. Keyes, M.D.,

and Charles H. Chetwood, M.D. New York:

William Wood & Co. 1900.

The name of the senior author of this work is a

guarantee of tlie excellence of any publication that

bears it, and in choosing Dr. Chetwood as a collabo-

rator he has not impaired the (juality by which his

own writings have been made notable.

Dr. Keyes has confined his part of the work chiefly

to its latter half, which deals with sypliilis and chan-

croid. Of this it is unnecessary to say more than that

it deals with these subjects in a concise, practical and

lucid manner. Its teachings are, in our judgment,

sound throughout, and it is perhaps as good a guide

for the young practitioner and student to follow as

any in the English language with which we are ac-

quainted.

The first portion of the volume is devoted to

the consideration of acute and chronic urethritis, com
plications and sequehe, including non-specific as well

as specific urethritis, and while retaining the gen

eral plan of a former work of Dr. Keyes, has been

brought up to date by Dr. Chetwood and contains

much new material, conspicuously in the matter of

the bacteriological study of urethritis. The various

methods of distinguishing the gonococcus from the

numerous other forms of diplococci found in the urine

and discharges and secretions of the genitals are well

set forth in the first chapter. The judicious use of

solutions of permanganate of potash and silver nitrate

or i)rotargol for urethral irrigations, the first in the

acute stage in weak solutions and the two last in the

later stages of the disease, are given the first place in

the treatment of gonorrhea, but the medicinal and hy-

gienic treatments are not neglected in the chapter

dealing with this subject. Both the acute and the

chronic forms of gonorrheal urethritis are well pre-

sented and illustrated, the various contrivances for ir-

rio-ation of the urethra and bladder and also some of

the endoscopic instruments being acceptably shown by

accompanying figures.

That part of the work with which we are least in

accord, and which perhaps on this account seems most

open to criticism, is that concerned with stricture and

its treatment. We do not concur, for instance, in the

author's api)roval, even in its limited application, of

the practice of continuous dilatation in cases in which,

beginninii with a filiform bougie in the surgeon's

ot1i(;c, the patient is sent home and told " to keep

quietly about the house " for a week or more, during

which gradually increasing sizes of instruments are

passed, being of the opinion that this treatment should

be frankly condemned.

Again, while sharing the author's view, which does

not accept the more extreme teachings of Otis, with

regard to urethral calibre, we do not find in the su!)-

stitute proposed in the place of Otis's standard of

measurements— namely, the adoption of a slightly

smaller size as the normal one— any ground pr(!-

sented for thinking it more correct, and with regard

to internal urethrotomy the adoption of the normal

meatus — stated, as it seems to us, erroneously as

80 French — for a guide in internal urethrotomy has

nothing to recommend it.

The volume is fairly well illustrated and admirably

planned in its arrangement, and may be recommended

especially, as it seems to us, for students.
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HOSPITAL ENDOWMENT AND HOSPITAL
ABUSE.

With the gradual but inevitable disappearance of

prejudice regarding treatment in hospitals for all

classes in the community, it is becoming clear that

new possibilities for abuse are more and more immi-

nent. Not many 3'ears ago a person of means, ill

with an acute disease or suffering from a surgical af-

fection requiring operation, would have considered a

long time before entering a hospital, if he could possi-

bly be cared for at home. Now all this has changed ;

prejudice has been laid aside in great measure, and

persons quite free from the implication of poverty are

continually seeking admission to our hospitals, confi-

dent that there they will receive the most skilled care

under the very best surroundings for ultimate benefit.

This somewhat anomalous state of affairs has been

met by various hospitals in various ways. Probably

all hospitals of any considerable size now have so-

called private wards, access to which means the pay-

ment of a varying sum, and often a large one, into the

general hospital treasury, for the su{)posed privilege of

occupying such a private ward or room. In some of

the more conservative institutions any added pay-

ment for medical services is absolutely discountenanced.

The rule is stringent that no physician connected with

such a hospital is permitted to accept any fee from a

patient while under treatment in the hospital. Other

institutions assume the justifiability of charging extra

amounts for certain special privileges and also of per-

mitting the attending physician to make his own in-

dependent charge for services rendered, this fee to be

regulated presumably by his cajH'ice rather than by

any standard fixed by the hospital. This has been the

entering wedge for the reception of private patients

into wards controlled by the physicians of such pa-

tients ; in other words, a system of special privileges

has been accorded men who are usually eminent in

their profession, and who likewise hold hospital ap-

pointments ; the hospital is, therefore, made directly

to subserve the private interests of individual physi-
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ciiiiis. 'I'liiw position of tli<! lioKpitsiI ih hy no hhjims

miiv(!isal us yet; on tlic contrary il is latlicr ixnp-

tionul, but it lias \n'.M\ udoptcid l)y ones at liiast, of tin;

most inlincntial Now York institutions, and tlicre is

c)V»!ry nnison to suppose; that others will follow its (!X-

auiplc. Wc have, for e.\'ain[)l<!, rcecMitiy had occasion

to note in these columns tin; (h^tails of a hecpuist to

Mt. Sinai IlospiUil, in which provision is distincttly

nnide for an increase of facilities for treatinif private;

contributiM«; patients. The tendency is, in fact, ev(;ry-

whc;r(; apparent, and is c(;rtainly one to l)e seriously

considered in aiiti(;ipation of tlu; d(;v(;lopinents of tin;

future. Tin; <piestion which dire(;tly fac(;s us is :

Siiould hospitals, founded and maintained as charitable;

institutions, brj so far diverted from their original ust;s

as to lead to the direct financial benefit of the medical

staff? Like many other matters, this is evidently a

question which future tendencies in medicine must de-

cide. No aphorism is truer than that " to him who

hath shall be given," and in medical practice the applica-

tion is especially apparent. It is, however, equally cer-

tain that the many who are not so favored are likely to

raise an increasingly vigorous protest against the in-

justice of the whole hospital system, if it encourages

the well-to do as well as the poor to take advantage

of its offices. The small private hospital is, no doubt,

a necessary and desirable adjunct to modern practice,

particularly of a surgical character, and has no objec-

tions on the ground of favoritism, since it permits any

reputable physician to treat his patient in its wards.

The matter assumes, however, an entirely different as-

pect when such privileges are extended to the very few

to the absolute exclusion of all others, as must clearly

be the case in any large hospital, the chief function of

which is the wise bestowal of medical charity. A con-

servatism here is certainly justified, and we should be

glad to see a stop put to such tendencies in all of our

large institutions. The use of money to advance the

interests of individual physicians to the manifest detri-

ment of their colleagues is not consistent with the

ethics upon which hospital foundations are made, nor

with the spirit of fairness which should prevail among
medical men. To add to the advantages which a hos-

pital appointment already gives, the possibility of

money rewards is clearly a step fraught with many
dangers.

As the President's Address before the Association of

American Physicians in 1898, Dr. F. C. Shattuck

read a paper on " Some Remarks on Hospital Abuse,"

in which he drew attention to certain of the facts to

which we have alluded. Writing of the admission of

well-to-do patients to charity hospitals, he said in part:

" It seems to me that injustice to somebody is in-

evitable when well-to-do patients are admitted to hos-

pitals designed for the sick poor. If the staff' is al-

lowed to receive fees for attendance on such patients,

its members are given an unfair advantage over those

members of the profession without hospital appoint-

ments, and the hospital becomes a sort of medical

trust. The indirect benefits of hospital service are

(piite KuflTlcictil. If iIm- tnfinhers of lb<- nlaff an- not

allowed (o laki- f<<-M, lli<; w<-ll-t'Mlo patit-nt In injured

by receiving gratis serviccK for which he in abh; U} pay

and should pay ; the time; and skill oi the uttendaiit itt

diverted from the sick |ioor or froiri such UHe an he

might wish to maki; of tin-in, and tin; sum of profen-

sional earnings, now none too large, is unfairly diinin-

ish(;d. (.'omm<;rcialism tends to degrade the medical

profeKsion, ami if well-to-do jiatients an; to be cared for

in our great hospitals, it seems to me that the evils of

fr(;e are less than those of paid professir>nal service."

Since; this was writte-n the te'nde;ncy which Dr. Shat-

tuck ele;j)re;cates has gre)vvn to ominous proportions, anel

we may well pause to ce)nsiele;r wliithe;r it is le;adin",

and the possible consequences it will bring in its train,

however discouraging the attempt to cluck the ten-

elency may be.

THE FII/rERING POWER OK THE SOIL AND
THE CONVEYANCE OF BACTERIA BY MEANS
OF SUBSOIL WATER.

At the instance of the Town Council of Turin, in

conjunction with the waterworks company, a com-
mission was appointed in March and April, 189G,

comprising authorities in hygiene, bacteriology, chem-

istry, engineering and geology, to study and report

upon the character of the soil above and on either side

of the intake of the filter galleries connected with the

waterworks of Valsangone, and Drs. F. Abba, E.

Orlandi and A. Roudelli were placed in charge of the

bacteriological researches connected with the inquiry.*

The principal matters they were called upon to in-

vestigate were the nature of the soil anel its suitabilitv

for filtering purposes, also the extent to which bacteria

derived from the upper layers were capable of pene-

trating into this subsoil, and the. effect of surface pol-

lution upoji the quality of the water entering the filter

galleries. It was obvious that for this purpose it

would be necessary to employ pure cultures of some
non-pathogenic micro-organism, not of common occur-

rence in the Turin water supply ; one, moreover, of

ready and rapid growth in ordinary nutritive media,

and capable of easy recognition by some well-marked

property, such as the production of coloring matter.

Nothing could be more suitable for the purpose than

the bacillus prodigiosus, which was used in these

tests.

An account also is given of the method of cultiva-

tion adopted of the mode of adapting the area of land

selected for the experiments, and of preparing and in-

troducing the water impregnated with the cultures.

The water employed was in certain cases intensely

colored either with methyl eosin or with uranin, which

had been found by means of previous tests to have no

injurious effects upon the bacteria. A plan is given

to explain the relative positions of the experimental

area, the filter galleries and the testing-stations. The
numerous experiments are set forth in tables, each of

' Zeitsclirift fiir Hygieue, vol. xxxi, 1899, p. 66.
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wliicli is followed by a statement of the conclusions to

vvliich tlie authors were led in consequence of the

same. Thus from the first set of tests it was ascer-

tained that the bacillus prodiifiosus penetrated through

the soil above the right-hand filter galli-ry in one and

one-quarter hours, while it took seven hours to perco-

late to the left gallery. Under other conditions the

test bacillus took in both cases seven hours to reach

the filtering galleries. Again, when colored water

tests were emi)loyed, the prodigiosus took forty-two

hours to attain the gallery, while the coloring matter

needed seventy-five hours to traverse the same dis-

stance through the same soil. It was further ascer-

tained in connection with these experiments that the

test bacillus remained for two months in the soil and

was then still capable of further cultivation. It was

also present in considerable numbers in the deeper

layers of the subsoil. The bacillus prodigiosus, more-

over, occurred two years later in the Turin water sup-

ply, which would seem to prove that it remained in the

soil for an additional period of two years.

The authors, in conclusion, compare the results of

their investigations with those of a similar kind under-

taken in 1807 by Pfuhl, and claim the priority for

their researches.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Bill for the Rklief of Acting Assistant

Surgeons, U. S. A.— We are in receipt of a bill

and brief of Senate Bill 4,323, being House of Rep-

resentatives Bill 11,077, providing for the relief of

acting assistant surgeons of the United States Army.

Among other provisions the bill provides that acting

assistant surgeons are and shall hereafter be entitled

to admission to, and to the privileges of other inmates

of, the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers

in any of its branches, in like manner and upon the

same conditions as all other inmates of said Home.

Fiftieth Anniversary of tiik Woman's Mfdi-

CAL College of Pennsylvania. — Exercises com-

memorative of the fiftieth anniversary of the Woman's
Medical College of Pennsylvania were begun May
16th, in connection with the annual commencement.

Dr. Mary Putnam Jacobi addressed the graduating

class, and remarks were made by the Chinese minister.

Bequests to Hospitals. — Prof. David Edward
Hughes, the physicist, has left the greater part of his

estate to four London hospitals, which will receive ul-

timately between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000. Other

bequests were made for various scientific objects.

First International Congress of the Medi-

cal Press. — An International Congress of the Medi-

cal Press will be held at Paris, on the 26tli of July,

in connection with the general Exposition.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, May 10, 1!)00, there were re-

ported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 1 00, scar-

latina 37, measles 111, typhoid fever 10, small-pox 2.

Officers of the Norfolk District Medical
Society.— At the recent meeting of this Society the

following officers were elected : President, Dr. F. W.
Goss ; Vice-President, Dr. C. F. Witliington ; Secre-

tary and Librarian, Dr. James C. D. Pigeon ; Treas-

urer, Dr. Edward G. Morse ; Commissioner of Trials,

Dr. W. V. Pierce ; Nominating Councillors, Dr. C. A.

Cheever, Dr. J. J. Sewall ; Censor, Dr. H. M. Cutts

;

Supervisors, Dr. G. B. Stevens, Dr. C. G. Dewey,
Dr. G. II. Francis, Dr. II. R. Hitchcock ; Council-

lors, Dr. H. D. Arnold and twenty-seven others.

Nkvv^ Rules for Ice Dealers and Bakreus. —
The Board of Health has recently issued orders to

further protect the community against impure ice.

The ice companies and dealers will hereafter be re-

quired to fill out a blank giving details of the source,

kind, method of storing, etc., of all ice sold. The
barbers have also come under the notice of the Board,

and will hereafter be required to sterilize all imple-

ments used, and to dispense entirely with certain ac-

cessories, as, for example, jiowder puffs and sponges.

Death of Abuaiiam Parsons, the " Bunter."
— Abraham Parsons, a negro popularly known as the

" bunter," because of the use to which he was accus-

tomed to put his head, has recently died at North

Adams, Mass. The autopsy revealed a skull one and

one-half times as thick as that of an ordinary person.

The frontal region was three-fourths of an inch in

thickness. He is said to have died of old age, not of

any injuries inflicted during his bunting days.

A Centenarian. — Mrs. Sally Baker has recently

died at Marshfield, Mass., at the age of one hundred

and one years and eleven months. She was the only

pensioner of the War of 1812 in this part of the coun-

try.

New Medical School Building for Yale. —
The Yale University authorities are now likely to pur-

chase land for a new medical school, adjacent to the

New Haven Hospital, at an estimated cost of about

$75,000.

Reafi'Ointment of Dr. H. P. Walcott. — Dr.

H. P. Walcott, of Boston, has been reappointed a

member of the State Board of Health. He has been

ollicially connected with the Board for twenty years.

A Case of Small-i*ox in Portland, Maine.—
A case, for a time simulating measles, and later con-

sidered sma'1-pox, has been reported from Portland,

Me. Quarantine precautions have been taken.

A Salem School Closed.—The Board of Health

of Salem has closed the Pickman School in North

Salem, in order that it may be disinfected, because of

the prevalence of diphtheria.

NKW YORK.

Missionaries and Medicine.— Dr. 1). B. St.

John Roosa, of New York, presided at a meeting of
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tlui Mcimn'iiical IMissioiiary ( 'oiifi rcii(!<' on May 1st.

Olio of tlio H|i(!ak(^rH wan Dr. Kolx-rt, Mrchc, ol Nan-

kin, President of lln' Mi'dicral Missionary Society of

China, who in discussing the (nicstioii as to vvhctin-r,

wiicn nictiical work is projcctt'd, it slioiild Ih; (hmc l»y

means of hospitals or disponsarioH, or both, advocated

tlie eslalilisliment of both a liospital and dispensary

sininltaneously, wherever this is practicalde. On ac-

count of the lar<;e amount of work falling; upon the

plivsicians of mission hospitals it is necessary to have

native assistants, and it is also very d(!sirabh! to liavo

at least one trained nurse for every such institution,

especially for the purpose of training native women
as helpers in tlie wards. Dr. John Cross, of .\niov,

China, was very emphatic! in bis condemnation of

(juackery in mission work : "Medical (juacks in China,"

said be, " consisting of missionaries who have very

little or perhaps no training at all and finding tbciir

work somewhat un{)roductive and unattractive, take to

distributing (piinine, pouring oil on sores with hen's

feathers, and pray over those they are helping to die,

must be an abomination to God. I emphatically do

not believe in half doctors, and I do not think you are

wise in subscribing one cent that pretends to produce

such. What China needs to-day is an army of well-

e(iui[)ped, liberally supported, unsectarian surgeons.

It is not witb the point of the bayonet but with the

point of the lancet that we are to Christianize China."

Dr. William H. Thomson, of New York, also thought

that the training received should be the best that can

be obtained, and said he had no patif-nce with any sys*

tem that would make it easier for a man to become a

medical missionary than to become a practitioner in

this country.

MissiONAUiKS AND Lei'ROSY.— At another meet-

ing held on the same day the work among Oriental

lepers was related in a paper by Wellesley C. Bailey,

Secretary and Superintendent of the Mission to Lep-

ers in India and the East. There were, he said, fully

one million and a half of these unfortunate creatures,

whose condition, notwithstanding all that has been

done for them, is scarcely less terrible than in the most

barbarous ages of the world's histor}-. Onl\' a few

months ago a missionary reported the burning alive

of a number of lepers in Sumatra, and all through the

East the piteous cases of the victims of this disease are

the very quintessence of human misery. Having given

some account of the relief work by missions among
lepers since the beginning of the century, he spoke of

that by his own society, which was organized in 1874

and is now operating 56 centres in India, Burmah,

Ceylon, China and Japan, while it has in contempla-

tion an extension of its work into Korea and Sumatra.

It has 24 asylums or homes for lepers and 14 homes
for untainted children of lepers, and it aids 15 other in-

stitutions. A Christian leper asylum, he said, is a

sermon in itself, which has a wonderful effect upon the

surrounding heathen.

Tenejient Housk Com.mission.— The Governor
is to be congratulated on the excellent selection he

IniH made for meinberH of tlio new T<;iiein<'iit House
Commission. In onl(!r lo get ull the diffirreiit nidcH of

the proldeni involved properly crjuniden-d, he widely

deemed a large coinmishion advisalde, antl therefore

made it to (consist of fifteen. It containH |>liyHicianH,

archit«!ct8, builders, lawyers who have paid Hpecial at-

tention to the fjueHtionH concernrrd. and n-presentaliveH

of both the t(;nantK of t(;nement hrMises and the own-

ers of reformed tenement hf)UseH wlio have ni.inaged

to make such buihlings nununerative. Among the

meml)erH of the Commission are Dr. George I J. Fow-
ler, I*resid(!nt of the Medical Society of the County of

Xew York, who served as a Commissioner of the

Hoard of II(;alth at the, time when Governor Roose-

velt, as President of I'olice Department, was also a

member of the Board ; Dr. K. K. L. (ioidd. I'resi-

d(!nt of the Suburban Homes Company; Hugh B<mi-

ner, Ex-Chief of the Fire Department of New York

City ; James B. Reynolds, head worker of the New
York University Settlement; Alfreil T. AVhite, Presi-

dent of the Brooklyn Bureau of Charities, and Robert

W. De Forest, President of the New York Charity

Organization Society. At the first meeting of the

Commission, which was held on April 20tli. Mi'. I)e

Forest was elected chairman.

A Miscarriage of Justick.—Justice Hatch, of

the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, on

May 11th rendered a decision, concurred in by all his

fellow-justices, setting aside the verdict of six cents

damages, awarded to Charles B. Morris against the

Metropolitan Street Railway Company for the death

of his son. Young Morris, in December, 1898, re-

ceived fatal injuries from the collision of the brougham
in which he was riding with a trolley car, and his father,

as administrator, sued the railway company for S25,U0U

damages. The case was tried before Justice McAdam
in the Su})reme Court in June, 1899, and the foreman

of the jury afterward explained to the plaintiff's at-

torney that so small a sum was given because the

father was rich and the verdict carried the costs,

amounting to $134. Justice McAdam denied a mo-
tion for a new trial, and an appeal was taken to the

Appellate Division. Justice Hatch, in his opinion, ar-

gued that the jury failed fairly to comprehend the ele-

ments of damage which the case necessarily presented,

and that they erred in awarding nominal damages.

The case is now to be retried in the Supreme Court.

Training Schools for Nurses.— The Society

of Superintendents of Training Schools for Nurses, a

body of more than 300 women representing the largest

hospitals in the country, held a three days' meetini; in

New York, on April 30th and ]May 1st and 2d.

Among the subjects discussed were the extension of

the course of training from two years to three (a

measure that has already been adopted in 50 hospi-

tals), and the practicability of giving up the monthlv

stipend to pupil nurses. In lieu of this it was pro-

posed to furnish the latter with uniforms and text-

books (expenses which the salary w;is designed to

,
meet), a plan which would result in a considerable
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saving of money, which might be used for enlarging

tlie work of the schools, etc. The following resolu-

tion in regard to the Army Nursing Bill, which failed

to pass in the United States Senate by one vote, was

unanimously adopted : Resohed, That this Society

strongly indorses the principles set forth in the Army
Nursing Bill recently brought before Congress, and

pledges itself to use every effort to further the objects

therein set forth.

Preskxtation to Dr. Jacobi. — On Sunday, May
6th, Dr. .lacobi was presented with a silver tankard, on

which was engraved an inscription reading :
" To Dr.

Abraham Jacobi, on the seventieth anniversary of his

birthday, from the Mount Sinai Hospital, in grateful

recognition of forty years of devotion and fidelity,

May 6, 11)00." The ceremony took place at Mount
Sinai, in the presence of the Medical Board and the

Managers, and the presentation address was made by

Isaac Wallach, President of the Board of Managers.

The tankard is nearly two feet high, and is decorated

with the figure of a child touching the rod of Escu-

lapius, and other designs emblematic of Dr. .Tacobi's

life work in the field of diseases of children.

Mekting of the Tenkment House Commission.
— At a meeting of the Tenement House Commission

recently appointed by the Governor, held April 2Gth,

Laurence Vieller, the Secretary of the Tenement

House Committee of the Charity Organization Com-
mittee, was elected Secretary of the Commission, and

it was decided that the members of the Commission

should begin a series of personal inspection tours

through the tenement districts on May 2d.

Gifts to St, John's Guild.— Mrs. Augustus

Juillard, who last year presented a complete new

floating hospital to St. John's Guild, has now contrib-

uted $50,000, the interest on which is to be used to

defray the expenses of operating the boat. Mrs.

Frederic E. Lewis, in memory of a deceased son, has

arranged for the erection, at a cost of $10,000, of a

new cottage hospital on the Guild's grounds.

Sevextiktii Annivkrsary, College of Phar-

macy.— The seventieth annual commencement of the

New York College of Pharmacy was held at Carnegie

Hall on May 2d, when there were 105 graduates,

including seven women. The valedictorian of the

class was Miss Frances Blair, of the Borough of Rich-

mond.

The Tubkrculosis Hospital Vftokh. — Mayor
Van Wyck has seen fit to veto the bill passed by the

Legislature providing for a tuberculosis hospital for

New York City. It is somewhat difficult to under-

stand just wh}' he should have done this, as there was

apparently no opposition to the measure.

AiTOiXTMKNTS. — At the annual meeting of the

State Board of Health, held at Albany, May 11th,

Dr. Daniel Lewis, of New York City, was re-elected

I)resident. A commission on tuberculosis was ap-

pointed, and also a committee to report on the best

system of refuse disposal plants.

Tknement Houses.— In order to become familiar

with the problems which they are to endeavor to solve

as far as may be found practicable, the new Tenement
House Commission is now making a series of j^ersonal

inspection tours through the tenement districts of the

city.

:^ij^ceildnp«

MEASUREMENTS OF BOSTON SCHOOL CHIL-
DREN.

The following extracts from the records of the
School Committee meeting, April 24, 1900, will be of

interest to those interested in physical education :

" Mr. Calderwood, for the Committee on Hygiene
and Physical Training, to whom was referred, Febru-
ary 27th, a communication from the Boston Society
for the Advancement of Physical Education, request>-

ing permission to make a series of measurements of

the lieight and weight of the Boston school children,

beginning with the primary grades and continuing
through the period of growth, reported that they have
granted a hearing to representatives of the Society,

and have very carefully considered the matter. Your
committee fully agree with the statement that obser-

vations of this sort on the same individual at succes-

sive periods would be of great practical value from an
educational as well as a physiological standpoint, and
welcome the advice and co-operation of the Boston
Society for the Advancement of Physical Education,
^\;hich they are assured will be willingly rendered,

with respect to the manner in whi(!h the ])lan should
be carried into effect, and in the arrang(>uu'nt and
study of the facts to be collated, but feel that the ac-

tual measurements should be made under their own
sui)ervision by the Director of IMiysical Training, who
is directly resi)onsible to this board. Furthermore, as

the value of observations of the nature under consid-

eration will depend upon their continuance during a

series of years, in a systematic and definite manner,
your committee recommend the adoption of an amend-
ment to the rules, the passage of which w'ill be suf-

ficient to ensure the successful carrying out of sugges-

tions made bv the memorialists."

MR. TREVES'S ESTIMATE OF WOMEN AT
THE SEAT OF WAR.

At a dinner given by the Reform Club to Sir

William MacCormac and Mr. Frederick Treves, re-

cently returned from the South African War, Mr.
Treves is reported in the British Medical Journal as

saying, among other things :
" So far as the sick were

concerned there were two plagues in South Africa—
th(! plague of files and the plague of woukmi. The
flies could be got rid of by means of horsehair wisps,

gauze and other appliances, and the files disaj)peared

at night. P>ut the women mentioned in Sir Alfred

Milner's jiroclamation were absolutely a terror. They
came out in the guise of amateur nurses, having ex-

hausted every other form of excitement ; they took up
the time of the officers, and, in fact, had the camp to

themselves. Considering the kind of M'ar in which we
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were onf;aj:[«*tl iiml ilir nnnilxr ol' livt-s lost, tin- pictiin-

(»t" 11 iuiiiiImt ol' (l;il)<)i!ilclv-<lrcssc(l liidics iii;i><|iiiiiiil-

iii;; ill siiiiiiiK r toili'ts iiiid iirriiiij^iii^ |iifiiic,s iilxmt

(';i|n'l()Uii was a lilol on tlic (•aiii|tiii^ii."

(©bitunrp.

LANDON CARTKR (illAY, M.D.

Dk. Landon Caktkk CitAV, till! eiiiiiient ncuroiof^isl,

(lied at his lioiiit! in New York on May Htli, from lirij^lit's

di.soa^^•. He was of an old Viif;;iiiian family, ami was
born in 1S5(). lie entered Columbia, hut, on account of

ill health, was not able to complete hiscollef^iato education.

Later, however, ho received the (le<rree of A.M. from
Columbia. lie studii'd for a considerable time in (ier-

niatiy, and in 1873 was graduated from Hellevue Hospital

Medical College. For a number of years he practised in

Brooklyn, devoting himself more and more to neurological

work, and afterwards removed to New York, where he

was soon in much demand as a consultant and as an exjjert

in the courts. In addition to numerous monographs, he

wrote a general text-book on diseases of the nervous sys-

tem whii h is greatly esteemed. At different times he was
President of the New York County Medical Society, the

Society of Medical Jurisprudence, the New York Neuro-
logical Society, and the American Neurological Associa-

tion, and he was also one of the charter members of the

Medical Association of the greater City of New York,
incorporated in 1899.

<Correje^ponDence«

DEATH IN THE DENTAL CHAIR.

Dover, N. H., April 27, 1900.

Mr. Editor: — On April 25, 1900, Mrs. E. P., of

Dover, N. H., American, age thirty-two, in apparent good
health, entered a dental office for the purpose of having a
tooth extracted.

The operator injected the gum at two points on the

palatal side and at one point on the labial side of the tooth,

with "thymene." He then extracted the tooth and for

live minutes afterwards the patient conversed with him
;

she then began to complain of a " queer feeling" in the

head and commenced to rub it vigorously ; a few minutes
later she had a sighing respiration which was soon followed

by convulsive movements of the arms, and in ten minutes
after the extraction of the tooth she was in a state of

coma.
At this point two physicians wiio were near were called,

and found the respiration had ceased, but that the heart's

action was still good ; the pupils were contracted to a mere
point, but before death they relaxed irregularly. Arti-

ficial respiration was established, atropine was injected

subcutaneonsly, and other remedies were used, but the
heart beat became weaker and weaker and death ensued
in about thirty minutes after the "thymene" was injected.

I saw the body fifteen minutes after death, ami found
the face, ears, neck, fingers and surface of the body were
deeply cyanotic. I drew off the urine with the catheter
and on testing it found it to be heavily loaded with albu-

min ; heat and nitric acid rendered it so solid that it would
not flow out of the inverted test tube. An autopsy showed
cirrhotic kidneys, less than one half natural size, and hyper-
trophy of left ventricle of the heart, with deficient mitral
valve.

This woman, with the exception of slight dyspeptic
attacks, considered herself well, her family shared this

opinion with her, and she was doing the work of her
household on a farm.

"Tliymene, " Ih a proprietary article made bv the
•' 'I'hymeiie Mfg. ('o.," 2.'r2 Tremont .Street, lUjnlou, .Sla*«.,

and while ihe conHlituentH are not divulged U) (he dental

profeH.Hion, In Maid to (-otitain lhree-({iiar(erii of one per

(;ent. of eiieaine in an alkaline xolulion.

Another fact has come to my knowledge, namely, t-a/di

bottle of "thymene" ha» a copy of a certificate from iL

L. Howker, .State y\!i.Hayer of .MassachusetfH, dalefj .June

i;j, 1H9I, in which he says the ndxture thymene " contain)*

no cocaine or < hloral hydrate, and is free from poixonouii

or injurious substances."

As I understand the matter, eucaine wan not brought to

till! notiie of the medical profession till the summer of

1«9() ; but I have a letter from the TliMnene Mfg. (.'o., in

which they state that thymene 'UJepends for itn aueKthelic

jirtiperlics on eucaine in three-fourths of one per cent, in an
alkaline solution."

If I am corre<tly informed as to the di-scovery or intn>-

duction of eucaine in lH'.)i>, what shall be said of the

honesty of a firm that puts on this mixture the certificiite of

analysis from the State Assayer dated June 13, iH'JA'i

If I am correctly informed there could have been no
eucaine in the thymene analyzed June 13, 1894, the

makers seem to have substituted a deadly drug since l>i96

and to be dishonestly using the old certificate of anal\sis.

Yours truly, John R. Ha.m, .NI.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Saturday, May 5, 1900.
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Baltimore, Providence, Cambridge and Salem 1 each. From
scarlet fever New York 13, Boston (5, Pittsburg, Worcester
and Melrose 1 each. From typhoid fever Pittsburg 11, New
York, Boston and Baltimore 2 each, Newton and Taunton 1

each. From erysipelas New York 12, Boston and Baltimore 2
each, Springfield 1. From cerebrospinal meningitis New York
4, Boston 3, Baltimore 2, Worcester 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of ll,(il0,2!»6, for the week ending
April 21st, the death-rate was 20.3. Deaths reported 4,509:
acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 411, measles
168, whooping-cough 132, diphtheria 54, diarrhea 44. scarlet fever
34, fever 34, sraall-pox (Liverpool 4, Loudon and Cardiff 1 each) (!.

The death-rates ranged from 12.9 in Birkenhead to 30.8 in

Wolverhampton: Birmini>ham 23.(i, Bradford 20.4, Cardiff 20.4,

Gateshead 20.0, Hull 17.3, Leeds 23.2, Liverpool 2ti.O, London
19.(), Manchester 2(5.1, Newcastle-on-Tyne 14.0, Nottingham 18.0,

Portsmouth 24.5, Saltord 21.7, Sheffield 22.2, Swansea 16.3, West
Ham 15.().

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending May 5th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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31lDDre;tfjef.

SOMK THOUGHTS ON MKDICAL KDUCATION.'

IIV h'l(I':i>KIU('K <. .SIlATrlICK, M.I)., IIOHTON.

Mk. DkAN, MiCMI'.KKS ok TIIK (iuADIATINc;

Class in Micdkmnk <!•' Wasiiinoton Um vkksiiy,

Ladiks and (Ikntlicmkn :— Wliiit evil niicrolx; or

siihtic toxin upset, the haluuee l)etvv(!eii heart, and head

lor wiiich my old friend, yonr dean, is noted I know
not ; hut his iieart did '^vX tlie h(!tter of his head some
two months a^o, when he did nie the; honor to invite

WW, to ad(lr(!ss you on this occasion. If haply in any
small measure, your kindness may think this selection

instilled, I want tlu; credit and beg that you charge

off against him all my short<;omings. II« graciously

left th(! choice of a suhjc^ct to me, and, in viinv of the

active fermentation now at work in medical teaching

and its methods, I venture to lay before you some
thoughts on medical education.

Is medical education making reasonable progress in

this country ? What are its lines of progress ? What
can we do to encourage and foster healthy growth ?

These are questions which every physician who cares

for his profession must ask himself from time to time,

and which constantly rise unbidden in the minds of

those whose privilege it is to be connected with a

teaching body. You, gentlemen of the graduating

class in medicine of Washington University, have
doubtless thought a good deal on these questions or

some of them from the point of view of the student,

anxious to acquire the best possible e(;[uipment for his

life work. Your point of view is about to change
somewhat, and to enlarge much with time, as you get

into practice and become teachers yourselves, as doubtr

less some of you will. In no way does one learn so

much one's self as in trying to teach others. Nothing
so clarifies one's knowledge and defines its limitations

as the necessity for accurate and terse statement.

These advantages accrue especially to the young
teacher. The older man crystallizes more slowly and
defers anchylosis of his brain cells by contact with

younger minds, by the influence of their enthusiasm
and by the greater incentive for keeping abreast of the

times afforded by the demands of the teaching posi-

tion. In the history of your own school there is no
lack of inspiring examples.

But to return to our first question : Is medical edu-

cation making reasonable progress in this country ?

The adjective " reasonable," I employ advisedly, be-

cause the question before us is not an abstract one.

Its answer implies a consideration of our circum-
stances, of the conditions which obtain in this country
and under which we must work. Some of these con-

ditions are adverse ; some the opposite. All must be
kept in mind wdien we compare medical education in

this with that of other countries.

On the E^uropean Continent are ancient civilizations,

centuries old civic aijsireoation and orsanization, cen-

tralized paternal, and relatively despotic, government.
The influence and power of the State is all-pervasive.

It protects and watches over the higher as well as the

lower education. In P'rance, indeed, the clergy of all

denominations are i)aid by the State.

The hospital is primarily an outgrowth of city life.

Rural districts are not only sparsely inhabited, but the

» Deliwr^-I in St. Louis, April 26, before the Graduatiug Class In
Medlciue of Washington University.

l)(!opIe know one another uiul one aiiother'H necdfi

and alVord the help needed in the degree needed in

time of illncHM. In a city then; Im not the name rjun-

munity of interestH that there is in the rrountrv. The
very poor are in larger nuniberH and are very inade-

<|Uately kn()wn to <»ne another or to their more pros-

perouH neighbors. Hospitals, therefore, in ohl cities

were founded long ago mainly by religicniH ordern, and
were niady to the hand of the university as soon uh it

was njali/.ed that r;linical instruction inust form a part

of medical tea(;hing. The Suite t*jok over the ho.s|)i-

tals and the universities, of the medical faculties of

which tin; hosi)itals became practically an integral

part. Th(! universities have the ear of the StaU; and
demand lal)oratories with the means for maintaining

them. CircMimstances, centralization and the (ierman
character have thus put (iermany in tin; forefront of

scientific medical r(;search. Hack of the higher edu-

cation is the pul)lic purse ; back of that is a highly

trained and intelligent bureaucracy. Results are

hence promj)t and striking.

In Great Britain we have, as on the Continent, an-

cient cities with an aggregation of the sick poor, the

indispensable condition for hosjjital formation and
growth. But this is the only common factor. The
P^nglish theory of government is that of minimum
interference with private action. Hospitals were pro-

vided and are now maintained almost exclusively by
private benevolence, and the higher education is,

under the P^nglish theory, only indirectly fostered,

but in no way ruled or supported by the State. The
medical school is thus the direct outgrowth and an in-

tegral part of the hospital. The part played by Ox-
ford and Cambridge in medical education has been
trifling, mainly because they are situated in small

towns so near London that they could not compete
with the clinical facilities aft'orded by the great met-
ropolitan hospitals. We now see signs of awakening
of medical interest in these old universities, especially

in Cambridge, a result, doubtless, of the growth of

the laboratory side of medical progress. The degree

of Doctor of Medicine is still a purely university title

in England, is taken by very few medical men, and
carries with it no license to practise. The avenue to

j)ractice is through the examining boards of Apothe-
caries' Hall, the Royal College of Physicians and
the Royal College of Surgeons, before one or more
of which come the young men who have received

their training at Guy's, St. Thomas's, St. Batholo-

mew's, St. Mary's, the London Hospital Medical
School. We note that the hospital gives the name
to the school, and that the medical school is entirely

inde[)endent of the university — a notable contrast to

Continental conditions.

The absolute unity of the hospital and school makes
it possible to exact that every student must serve his

term as dresser in the surgical, and clinical clerk in the

medical, wards, coming thus, while still a student, into

intimate touch with the sick, training his senses and
his hands, and actually employing himself the methods
of investigation and diagnosis which have been de-

scribed to him. Among the disadvantages of the Eng-
lish method may be mentioned the sc;ittering of first-

rate teachers among a multiplicity of teaching Ixnlies,

as contrasted with the opportunity for grouping them
aflorded by the Continental system. Again, the lack

of university connection has distinctly lowered the

dignity of the medical profession and would seem to
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be partly responsible for the widely dilfereiit social

rank accorded to the clergyman or to the barrister,

and to the doctor. Tntil very recent times the prac-

tice of medicine was not regarded as a proper career

for a " gentleman " in England. To become a wine

merchant was less lowering. Thirdly, the increasing

necessity for laboratories for teaching as well as for

research must complicate the work of the London
schools, which have at present little money and less

land available for the purpose. It would lead us too

far to consider the Edinburgh and Dublin schools and

their points of diiference fron) tlie London schools
;

but in passing I cannot help alluding to the extramu-

ral school in Edinburgh, the stimulus it aifords to the

professors in the university, and the chance of selec-

tion which it gives when a chair in the university is

vacant. Training may do as much for a teacher as

for a student.

Having thus briefly and imperfectly sketched the

growth of medical education in Europe and England

and contrasted them, permit me to turn to our own
country. With us the growth of large cities and

the enormous immigration on which it is partly de-

pendent is, roughly speaking, a matter of fifty years.

Even in the centres of population before this time,

there was relative uniformity of race as well as of

fortune. The number of poor who could not get

along at home with neighborly aid in illness was

small, while anesthesia and cleanly surgery had not

infinitely extended the bounds of medical activity.

Tartar emetic, calomel and opium could be given he-

roically at home, where also the lancet could be plied.

Before and for some time after the Revolution a real

medical education was not to be had in this country.

Clinical and practical knowledge were gained by

watching and assisting in the work of a busy practi-

tioner ; while the foundations of medicine and its prin-

ciples were derived from the few months' course of

lectures delivered by a few men who associated them-

selves into a so-called medical school, practically

purely proprietary in character. The Harvard School

is now in its one hundred and seventeenth year, but

started with three professors, and did not become really

a department of Harvard University until 1872. Up to

this time the university merely conferred the degrees on

those recommended by a self-appointed medical faculty,

which collected the fees from the students, paid its run-

ning expenses and divided the balance, if there was any.

Your own school was founded in 1841, and in 1891

formed its university connection. In an enormous,

undeveloped and, even in its older parts, thinly set>

tied country, the medical school preceded the hospi-

tal. The two then grew up entirely independent of

one another, instead of l)eing indissolubly connected,

as in Europe and PvUgland. We inherited the Eng-

lish theory of the minimum interference of govern-

ment, and, like the English, our medical schools were

not parts of the universities, but, unlike the English,

our schools had no or but very scanty clinical facili-

ties. A hospital and a university botli have continu-

ity of life and afford a guarantee of permanent unself-

ish benevolence to which a proprietary medical school

can lay no claim. There is but small temptation to

the successful layman who wishes to return to the

public a portion of the wealth which the laws and in-

stitutions of thf! country have aided his own efforts

and abilities to acquire ; to such there is small temp-

tation to bestow either his surplus money or energy

on private enterprises such as our medical schools

have been until recently.

As hospitals were founded, grew and multiplied,

the schools were not slow to form such connection
with them as they could, and the clinical lecture ap-

peared, the thin edge of the wedge in the dislodgment
of the didactic lecture. Among the motives for the

establishment of hospitals, the overshadowing one was
the alleviation of suffering, the care of the sick poor
of the neighborhood. The t(!aching function of the

hospital, which even many laymen to-day realize as

on a par with its curing function, was but dimly felt.

In order to unite the medical profession of the town
and enlist the general interest of the community, the

broken service came about and has persisted to the

present day. Many a busy practitioner is glad to

have hospital wards two to four months in a year,

and so fascinating is the work he may be led to hold

on to his service even after it has ceased to be of any
direct advantage to him. To the clinical teacher

wards are a necessity ; hence, a school in filling a

clinical chair must consider not simply the qualities

of the candidate, but his dowry, les beaux yeux de sa

cassette, as the Erench say. It may be necessary to

pass over the young, enthusiastic, and, in the long

run, sujierior man for the inferior man who has the

command of indispensable material. The teaching

body rarely has any say as to appointments on the

hospital staff, among whose qualifications for the po-

sition an interest in and capacity for medical edu-

cation are seldom considered. Influence may count

for more than merit in these appointments. To meet
the demands for clinical material and to control its

use, some schools set up outdoor clinics of their own ;

a few schools own hospitals with beds. Whether such

hospitals command the full confidence of the commu-
nity and receive support and endowment from it de-

pends much upon their mode of management. Doc-
tors are proverbially poor business men, and a strong

and active body of lay trustees to manage the funds

and to administer the hospital is generally felt to be

necessary. A modern hospital of any size is so ex-

pensive that it is nearly impossible for a school to run

it without much outside aid, and this aid is not likely

to be afforded unless the school has close university

connection. In a teaching hospital the teaching body
requires initiative and virtual control in two })oints

alone : appointment to the staff and regulation of the

term of service. There are other points in which

the lay trustees will frequently want the advice of the

professional body, but the main responsibility should

rest on the trustees. This seems much to ask ; but

experience shows that those who are willing and com-

petent to assume it are not lacking. The Johns Ho|>
kins Medical School occupies a seemingly ideal and-

unique position in this country. The University, the

Medical School and the hosjjital have just the right

relation to each other. The best citizens are ready

to do their full duty as trustees of the University and

of the hospital, the two boards working in harmony.

The professors of medicine and surgery are the phy-

sician and surgeon in chief of the hospital. Each of

the other great departments of medicine has a single

head with full responsibility. The size of the original

endowment, the freedom from traditions and make-
shift expedients which have grown uj) about and may
hamper an old institution of slow growth, and the

wide discretion allowed a judiciously selected board
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ol" trustees who \\:y\v :im|»ly jiistilie<l tlicir Holdction,

liiiide tlie rcHiilt po.ssihle. 'I'lie iiifllieiuu! on inediejil

education wlii(;li the .loliiis Hopkins lias exerteil is al-

ready notai)l(! though so recent.

We thus see that tin; independent growth ol' the

hospital and the medical school and tin; lack of close

alliliation of medical school and univ(!rsity have re-

tarded proi^ress in the past. Uut we see, (ispettially

within the past twenty yciars or so, one school after

another «;-ettin!z; under the wiuifs of a university,

wh(!r(> alone is salvation to he found. We, s<'e the

gradual extension of the graded course lasting eight

or nine months in the year, an increase; in tin; dura-

tion of tlu; course from two to three and then to four

years, the gain of clinical on didactic teaching, tin;

ditt'usion of the idea throughout the general commu-
nity that no large hospital can keep in the front rank

if it excludes teaching from its wards, an increasing

disposition on the part of rich men to give to medical

objects. These are all most encouraging signs of the

times and, as it seems to me, allow an unhesitating

alHrmative answer to the question : Is medical educa-

tion making reasonable progr(^ss in this country ?

We cannot go so fast under our system and theory of

government as can a country with a more centralized

government. But we Americans modestly believe

that the best is none too good for us, we are (juick-

witted, not afraid of innovation, and our wealth in-

creases enormously, much of it being in the hands of

men who recognize their stewardship. I am no ad-

mirer of spreadeagleism ; but I am firmly convinced

that we shall go far, as far or farther than countries

now ahead of us in the scientific race. And I be-

lieve that our slower progress is and will be amply

compensated for by the education which comes from

doing for ourselves instead of being passively done

for. In a democratic country like ours, with almost

unlimited opportunities for the amassing of wealth, it

seems to me of the last importance that every public

outlet for such wealth should be widely opened. It

seems to me a much healthier state of affairs that we
should each and all, in our several spheres and in

proportion to our power, feel the direct responsibility

for providing, maintaining and constantly improving

the higher education, and for promoting the general

well-being of the community, than that we should

rely on even a government which we choose ourselves

to do those things for us. A wise and public-spirited

use of wealth best inhibits the growth of the noxious

germs of envy and jealousy arising from inequality in

wealth. Inequality in opportunity is probably less in

this than in any^ country.

The second question is : What are the lines of fut-

ure progress and how are we to encourage and foster

healthv growth ? Some points bearing on this ques-

tion have been indicated or dwelt upon already. The
l)roblem which confronts most of us is not that which

confronted the first trustees of the John Hopkins.

We must take things as we find them and be content

gradually to struggle towards an ideal more or less

clearly defined in our own minds. Ohne Hast ohne

Rast is a good motto. Place and circumstance do not

alter the main features of the ideal medical school,

though they must be reckoned with in details. We
must often be satisfied with contributing towards the

attainment of our ideal, much as we should like our-

selves to see it in full operation. Moreover, our

ideal is apt to change with progress, as the nearer

siiid lower liidcH the more diHtant and higher nioiiiitain

peak.

The main re(|inHiteH for a modern medical school in

this country an^ university connection ; the control of

sullii-ient clinical material in hospitJils ; scieiitific laUv

ratories, (;ach inider tli*; chargf; of a conipeU-nt head

nndistracted by the demands of privaU; practice, and

a cor|)S of enthusiastic teaclu^rs who care more for the

work than for its imniediat*! money return. IJniverHity

connection and a body of competent and devot«rf|

teachers in th<', so-called pradical l)raiwhes are com-

paratively (!asy to s(;cure in the larger and older cen-

tres of population. In these centres clinical matf^rial

is <r(!n(;rally anq)le, more; amj)le, unfortunaUdy, than it

is available, for reasons already indicated. V^ery few-

schools in this country can call an insi)iring teacher in

any clinical branch from another school and give hirn

siich facilities for his work as he ai)Solute!y needs.

The lack of hospital control may thus tie hands which

but for that were free. Too exclusive dependence on

home talent involves the dangers of narrowness of

view and of complacent inertia. In a sense we are

worse off than were our presdecessors of a half cen-

turv ago, when the lecture term was short and a course

of lectures with a charter constituted a medical

school. A brilliant lecturer could travel al)Out and

ofive several courses of lectures in different places in

the same year. We see the remains of this to-day in

the Dartmouth School, for instance. Here a summer
course gives the chance to round out medical teaching

by city specialists, as would otherwise be impossible in

a small country and essentially university town. But

the light is unquestionably breaking. We see the

continuous service appearing here and there, not only

in newly established, but even in the older hospitals.

We see a greater recognition on the part of the public

of the teaching function of the hospital.

Hospitals we find ready to our hand. Laboratories

worthy of the name, centres alike of teaching and of

research, have only recently become necessary parts of

a medical school. They greatly enhance the expense

of medical teaching so that it can no longer be self-

supporting. If there is any branch of human knowl-

edge which recjuires so much outlay for instruction as

does medicine to-day I know not what it is. I believe

twenty millions to be a conservative estimate of the

sum which could be economically used as a building

and endowment fund for a comi)lete medical school,

with a hospital of, say, four hundred beds, all started

de noi^o. Given the hospital, and we can cut the sum
required in half. The salaries of the heads of clin-

ical departments need not be large, but the heads of

departments and laboratories, who should not do

private practice and who get little or no indirect pecu-

niary reward, ought to be well paid, especially in a

country like ours, wdiere the pecuniary is too often the

sole standard of success. In addition to laboratories

of physiology, anatomy, and pathology, human and

comparative, w^e should have those also of biologi-

cal chemistry, hygiene and experimental pharmacology.

General chemistry belongs rather to preparatory than

strictly medical study. It is only by gifts, and mainly

large gifts, from the public that our aim can be real-

ized. We know what is needed and it is our duty to

make the needs known. The needs are not ours,

except in so far as we are members of the community.

So clear is the need, so sure the return to humanity,

so small the chance of doing harm, that the public-
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spirited, iutellijfeiit citizen cannot but see what tlie

opportunity is when it is properly set before him. I

firmly believe that the next quarter century will see

great sums flowing toward the prevention and allevia-

tion of human suffering through investigation into the

causes of disease. The antitoxin of (liphtheria, like

every other discovery in medicine, is unpatented, is

equally within the reach of poor and rich. AVhat an

illustration it affords of the blessings and of the pos-

sibilities of medicine I How can a rich man so well

spend a portion of his wealth as by helping to convert

these possibilities into facts ? Every gain is a gain

for all time as well as for all humanity; indeed, it

extends beyond humanity, and may be conceived as

reaching all forms of life. Those who are not physi-

cians and who are immersed in their own interests and

affairs cannot be expected to see these things of them-

selves. I repeat that it is our duty to present the

facts and the needs. If these needs are not gradually

yet surely filled it will be the fault of the medical

profession, not of the public. The pathology of the

public is that of the medical profession x years ago.

On our own ground we are and must be in the lead.

What we ask is not for ourselves. If here and there

selfish use is made of what we receive, such selfish use

is transitory. What is the life of one man or set of

men to the life of man ? We shall get what we
deserve, and our desert will be in direct proportion to

our freedom from self-seeking. Physicians have

better opportunities than even lawyers to influence

gifts and bequests. It is true we are not so often

consulted with reference to these points, but it is not

necessary to wait to be consulted. Sooner or later all

the world passes through our hands. There is

nothing unbecoming in setting forth the needs of

medical education and the opportunities which medical

education in the broader sense offers for the welfare

of mankind. It is interesting to note that one-half the

funded endowment of the Harvard Medical School has

come directly from physicians. Another quarter has

come from the families of physicians. A son endows

a professorship in memory of his father who was a

physician ;
2)arents endow another in memory of their

son who was a physician. Scholarships are similarly

founded. The very large proportion of all these

gifts dates from the intimate union of the medical

school with the university. These facts seem to me
very significant. The medical profession does not

lead to the winning of large fortunes. No other class

of men is so competent to estimate the needs and the

opportunities of medical education as are physicians,

and see how they have led the way. The formation

of your Medical Fund through the self-denial of your

professors who took no salaries is a striking case in

point. So genuine and urgent are the claims of

medical education that the corporation of Harvard

University has lately appropriated several hundred

thousand dollars, derived from unrestricted bequests,

for scientific medicine. This is the first time in the

history of the University tliat the Medical School has

shared in the general University fund, and it is a

most encouraging sign of the times. The general

public will not be slow to do its share if the matter

is properly and widely presented, unless I greatly

overrate the intelligence and public spirit of the

American people. And my confidence in the ultimate

wisdom of the peoj)le is not shak(;n (;ven by the

failure of Congress to exempt in the War Revenue

Bill legacies to charitable, educational and religious

institutions from the succession tax. France and
Oermany, which sup])ort universities :ind hospitals out
of the public funds, can properly lay heavy legacy

taxes and thus force liberal contribution from large

estates toward high j)ui-])()S('s. Our principle has

always been to entrust the provision and maintenance
of the higher education to private benevolence. The
real estate of educational and charitable institutions,

used for the purposes of the institutions, is ordinarily

free from taxation, and in so far the State fosters

them.^ And then Congress deliberately discourages

those who are disposed to leave money in their wills

for public purposes. Had Johns Hopkins died in the

past year, all provisions of his will remaining the

same, from the seven millions left the University and
hospital, more than one million would have gone to

the United States Government, which extracts fifteen

per cent, of estates of a million or more. Is this not

monstrous stupidity ? It is true that any man can
avoid the tax by giving in his lifetime ; but most men
will not. We must take human nature as we find it.

The average man at present will give more freely

from what he leaves than from what he has. Not
many will imitate the examj)le of a gentleman I have
heard of, who had left a generous sum in his will to

an object which interested him. On the passage of

the War Revenue Bill he borrowed the money and
gave it away, making the debt a lien on his estate, and
thus making sure that all his money went where he
wished it to go. Every one of us who has any in-

terest with a member of Congress should make it his

business to exert his utmost influence toward the

repeal of this un-American provision of law. I find

it hard to understand how we have submitted so

tamely and made so little protest. Among the

methods of reducing taxation, which seems to be

admittedly unduly large, I have seen no suggestion of

this obvious one.

Some standard of preliminary education and four

full years of medical study are now prerequisites for

those seeking to obtain the degree of doctor of medi-

cine from the leading schools of the country. No uni-

form standard is possible or desirable in a country so

large as ours, presenting so many and so widely vary-

ing conditions. Medicine has and always will have
its commercial side. It never has had and never will

have a purely commercial basis. The small bank and
small store are all-sufficient to the needs of, a small

community. Not so the small doctor. The small

community may or may not get the best medical skill,

but it needs it just as much as the larger. The ail-

ments and the means of relief are in the main the

same in rich and poor alike ; hence the foundation of

hospitals, in which oftentimes the poor get better

medical care than does the millionaire, who may exer-

cise less judgment in the selection of his physician

than in that of subordinates in his business, who may
care for his dollars more shrewdly than he does for

his health. Hence the laws for the regulation of the

practice of medicine in force in so many States.

Of course, as a general rule, ambitious men, those

conscious of power, and those who have made the

largest investment of capital in their education, will

seek the centres of poj)ulation and the varied advan-

tages which these offer. We do see men otherwise

2 Since coming here I have learned that all the property of Wash-
ington University is exempt from taxation.
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(|ii!ilili(!(l for HucwsH iiiiywhero sottlc in small rotn-

iiuiiiitics, Homctiincs IxiCiiiisr tlit-y prclcr to do so, ofti-ii

1m'c;uis(! tlu'V ii('(!(l ii morc! iiuiiicdiaUr support, trom

tlicir pn)l\'ssi(Hi tluiii ciiii onliiiarily Ix' tiiinicd in lariic

citios. It. Iiiis \)vv\\ my t'ortiiiic to lisivo H(!(!n sonicLliiii^f

ol" the pra(!ti(!(! ol" many pliysiciaiis over a coiisid* rahlr

{)ortioii of New Kii^laiid, and it is a ph^asun^ to t(^s-

tify to its jfoncral lii,<j;ii ciiaractcr. In small pla(;cs I

nuiot nuui whose character, inttillijfcncc!, professional

kuowledi^e and skill excite my admiration and respect.

But I think it will Ix; many yc^ars lud'ore tlu; country

as a whole can <>et aloii<f without three-year schools

with low or lax admission re(piirements. There are

men whom neither the community nor the profession

can afford to lose, who simply cannot afford a longer

or more expensive undergraduate trainin<^. I should

not l)e surprised to se(! a few schools before many
years pass extend their recjuirements to five years;

but I should be surpris(!d to see many schools take

this stand, unless a service in hospital wards similar to

that customary in the Lon(h)n hospitals is included in

the five-year term. No small number of men now
spend five and even six years in professional study be-

fore entering private practice, serving one or two

years as hospital interne after graduating in medicine.

To this a few add a year or more in pjuropean schools

and men are nearly or quite thirty before they engage

in practice. There was a time when European study

was almost necessary to the American who wished a

complete medical education. From a purely profes-

sional standpoint I do not believe it to be so now. A
year or so judiciously spent on the other side of the

water and a working intimacy with one or more for-

eign languages still make and will long make for

mental enlargement and development. But first rate

opportunities are now offered in one or another place

in this country for the thorough prosecution of any
and every branch of medical study. Now that we
have our four years of graded study, so often followed

by hospital internship, it seems to me that the urgent

problem for the present is to make these years tell to

their utmost limit, by (1) encouraging a better pre-

liminary training for medical study than is now com-
mon or commonly enforced ; by (2) most careful

economy of the student's time through sequence and
organization of his work, and (3) by a wise discrimi-

nation as to the dividing limits of required undergrad-

uate and optional post-graduate study necessitated by
the development of special knowledge and skill along
many lines. It is absolutely impossible to go over

the whole ground thoroughly in four, or even in five

years for that matter. Medical teachers must train

their sense of proportion, or of value, as the artists

say. Those who settle in or near large cities have in

their earlier years of practice time enough to take

post-gradmxte courses. Many of those who settle in

smaller places find a month or so in the year for study

in a post-graduate school, and more will find that they

also can do so. Undergraduate study is after all only
a foundation. The physician is and must be a student

all his life, and can learn something from every case

which comes under his observation. If in the medi-
cal school a man learns the leading- principles of medi-
cine as a science, becomes ac({uainted with the methods
of examination and cross-examination which the inves-

tigation of disease demands, and becomes imbued with
the truth that more mistakes arise from not looking
than not knowing— imbued with the principle of

thoroughiHMH— liiH Alniu Mater will have Hmall cau>»e

to be UKliamtMl of him. The rings of annual growth
may he even broader in practising than in hcIkjoI davH.
In the apjilication of our knowledge we com<; to know
its limits and defects — and ourselves. It is not until

W(! come into actual practice that we can aj)ply our
knowledge fully, be(;ause it is not till then that the un-
(livid(!d r(!sponsii)ility for our action rests ujjou uh.

No course of study in a nieilirial school (;an ever make
th(! finishe<l physician.

Much thought is Ix-ing (IcvoUmI U) medical educa-
tion at the |)res(!nt time. We are tohl on high au-
thority that the medical education of the j»ast has iMieii

all wrong, that the didac-tic lecture has no place in a
proper curriculum, that \\\v. clinical l<;cture isonlv less

had, that the only method is one which forces the stu-

dent to do and think for himself, the gui^lance of the
teacher being reduced to a minimum, his inspiration

raised to the maximum. That good practitioners

abound, that the more sci(!ntific branches of medicine
ar(! taught and practised by men trained under the old
methods, is neither proof that the methods cannot l)e

improved, nor is it adecpiate argument against doing
all we can to imj)rove them. Claude Bernard, in his

early days in Paris, and Ilelmholtz in Konigsberg ha<l

small facilities ; but true genius cannot be kept down
and is apt to make its own opportunities. It is the
average man who must mainly be considered in any
scheme of medical education. To him opportunity
and inspiring example may make all the difference be-
tween full and stunted growth.
Somewhat radical changes in method have been in-

troduced for the first two years of the Harvard
School and are now on trial. The firsts half year is

devoted to anatomy and histology, the second half to

physiology and physiological chemistry. The first

half of the second year is given to pathology and
bacteriology. Clinical work begins witli and occupies
much of the second half of the second year, with
medical chemistry and materia medica. In reorgani-
zation of the third and fourth years section work will

occupy a more prominent place than it ever has be-
fore, doubtless with great advantage to the student,

who must get more from what he sees, feels does
and thinks for himself than merely from what is told

him. At the same time he must be told something.
It seems to me that the systematic or didactic lecture

has a very small place in the teaching of practical

medicine and surgery. There are some important dis-

eases it is difficult or impossible to illustrate ade-

(piately on the living subject. Among the medical
diseases coming under this class, the contagious eru})-

tive diseases may be mentioned, as also yellow fever,

dengue and actinomycosis. In obstetrics the nature
of the subject will ahvays call for a number of pure
lectures in preparation for practical work, except pos-

sibly in some small schools with unusual clinical

facilities. The general principles of therapeutics and
their application to the more common important dis-

eases are probably best taught by lectures. The
place of the clinical lecture seems to me larger and
more permanent. The spoken is apt to be more vital

than the written word. The actual illustration of a
disease strikes deeper into the mind than does any
description in the text-book, which is ajit, moreover,
to lead the student to think that the typical is the
usual instead of being, as is really the fact, the rare
case, A lecturer of large experience, clear head and
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good judgment can with well-chosen illustrations teach

what can be taught in no other way to a large class.

The power of conducting a recitation in such a way
as to keep alive the general interest and really

profit a considerable class 1 believe to be a rare one,

much more rare than the power to get good results

from the clinical or didactic lecture. A combination

of methods is useful, for different men learn in dif-

ferent ways. So also it seems to me wise that more
than one teacher should give, let us say, clinical lect^

ures on the same class of subjects. No two minds

work exa(;tly alike and the combined merits and de-

fects of two or more teachers may well yield a larger

result than can only one personality, unless a very

great one.

A method of teaching by the printed statement of

cases furnished to each member of the class and dis-

cussed by the members under the guidance of an in-

structor has been introduced into the Harvard and,

I believe, some other schools. I think it likely to

prove of high value in every school to a greater or

less extent ; to a greater extent the less the clinical

facilities which a school may happen to enjoy. This

method tends to train especially the reasoning facul-

ties ; but affords a direct stimulus to profitable text-

book study, inasmuch as the purpose of such study

becomes specific rather than general. It is a pleasant

duty to state that the suggestion of this method is

practically due to a member of the present fourth

class of the Harvard Medical School, Mr. W. B.

Cannon, to whose admirable statement of the method *

I w^ould refer those interested.

The lantern will play a larger part in the medical

education of -the future. All the special senses as

well as the reasoning power of the student must be

trained and appealed to in every possible vv^ay. I am
sure that much can be gained by inviting the friendly

criticism of the best students. As we grow older we
are apt to grow lazy and averse to innovation. What
was good enough for us we are liable to think good

enough for our successors. The point of view of the

young student is different from that of the old teacher

and it is well to look at things from all sides. " Out
of the mouths of babes and sucklings Thou hast or-

dained strength,"— strength, not all strength. I well

remember how, in my student days, we packed the

lecture-room of a brilliant lecturer on therapeutics at

eight o'clock winter mornings. But to-day I am not

alone in feeling that we were not getting as much as

we thought we were getting. A¥e were carried away
by the personality of the teacher, a very able and im-

pressive man, who knew how suggestion may be made
to enhance the desired effect of a remedial agent as do

few practitioners.

The main lines of progress then for the near future,

as it seems to me, are the training of the student, as

far as is possible, as an individual, rather than merely

as a member of a class, and such a wise organization

of his work as will conduce to economy of tim<' and

effort. This means a great expenditure of thought

and (energy on the part of a very busy class of men ;

but unless that expenditure be made, and I have no
(|uestion that it will be, medical education will not

progress as it should. It involves also the aid of the

pu])lic, which should be taken into our confidence and

will certainly provide the means. As the scope of

medicine includes more and more the prevention of

* IJoston Medical and Surgical Journal, No. 1, p. 31, 1900.

disease in general, rather than merely the alleviation

and cure of individual cases of disease ; as the train-

ing of the physician for the performance of his high
functions becomes more and more complete, the in-

fiuence of the medical j^rofession cannot fail to in-

crease. Physicians have for some time sat in the

House of Commons. Lord Lister is the first medical
man to be raised to the peerage in England ; he will

not be the last. The rapid advance in medical knowl-
edge tends to bring to the front more and more legis-

lative questions towards the solution of wdiich the

wise physician can contribute indispensable aid, and
the broad training of the modern physician must
sti'engthen his mind and increase his power of dealing

with large questions.

In conclusion, (ientlemen of the Graduating Class,

may I venture on one word of advice ? You have
been undergraduate students. You are about to enter

on a lifelong period of post-graduate study. Remem-
ber that you are, every one of you, debtors to the

medical school, debtors even in the lower and pecuni-

ary sense of the term, in that the fees you have paid

for your instruction do not nearly represent its cost.

You are, therefore, under obligation to so conduct

yourselves as men, as citizens, as physicians that you
may reflect credit on the school. The exemption you
enjoy from jury dut}' makes it the more incumbent
upon you to do your share of service on Boards of

Ilealth, School Boards, and the like. If you make
and carry out the inflexible rule of doing each piece

of work, whether public or private, that comes to you,

just as well as you possibly can, you will satisfy your
Alma Mater and justify your existence. In as far as

genius consists in the capacity for taking infinite

pains, we are all potential geniuses.

I thank you for the patience \vith which you have
listened to me, and wish you one and all the attain-

ment of your heart's desire.

(0ngiiial %ttit\t^.

THE IDEAL RATION FOR AN ARMY IN THE
TROPICS.*

BY EDWARD L. MUNSON, M.A., M.D.,

Captain and Assistant Surr/eon, United States Army, Washington
Barracks, D. C.

(Concluded from No. 20, p. 604.)

Fats.— In hot climates, where the human organism

instinctively feels the need of a loss of heat rather

than its creation, the consumption of fat— a heating

food of the highest degree— should be reduced to the

minimum and largely replaced by that of sugars and
starches. Rubner ^'^ calculated that 100 parts of fat

burned within the body yield as much heat as 232

parts of starch or cane sugar ; and the distaste for fats

in any considerable (juantity, so early acquired in the

tropics and so noticeable during the summer weather

of tem2)erate climates, may b(» considered as evidence

of an unconscious but instinctive recognition of the

fact that a dietary of decreased caloric value is suffi-

cient for the needs of the organism exposed to high

* This essay was unanimously awarded the prize of $100, ofifered by
Dr. Louis L. Seaman, late jNTajor and Surgeon First United States
Volunteer Engineers, through the Military Service Institution, Gov-
ernor's Island, N. Y., for the best discussion of the above subject.

The judges were Col. John F. Weston, Acting Commissary-(ieneral,
U. S. Army, Lleut.-Col. Charles Smart, Deputy Surgeon-General, U. S.

Army, and Lieut.-Col. William E. Dougherty, 7th U. S, Infantry.
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tt'iu|)<'r:iliii'('s, tlu' more (MHicciitnitcd heat prndiicci-H

bciiiij r('j<-ctc(l, wliilc flic «lt'slr((l distfiilioii ol' llir

slomacli is H(>curt'(l by bulky vcuclublc foods ol loun-

potciitiiil vidiif. 'IMiis dislikt^ ol' f:it iiiidcr coiiditioiis

of lii^li t('ini)criit.iir(! is too tully iipprt'ciatcd U) rc-

(luiru tiu- production ol' evidence; on tins [loiiit. It

18 of intc^rcst, however, to recall tin; aversion with

which the ration of bacon was rej^arded by troops in

Cuba and I'orto Rico durinjr tlici war with Spuin ;

while ('ardwell *'' reported from Manila that " tlu; salt

meat (bacon) was in great i)art wasted and nc^ed not

have been issued e.xcept in sullicient quantity to pro-

vide cooking fat."

As compared with carbohydrates, fats, as a whole,

are notably less digestible and thus increase the evolu-

tion of heat through the more active chemical proces-

ses in the intestines. Furthermore, they are burned

with more dilHculty within the organism, since there

is sullicient oxygcni in the carbohydrate itself to form

water with tlu; hydrogen present, while fats require

additional oxygen to combine with their hydrogen for

their combination and elimination. Hence, in lierbi-

vora, according to Foster,*^^ a larger proportion of the

oxygen consumed reappears in the form of carbonic

acid than is the case with carnivora, subsisting chiefly

on proteid and fat. That this difference is by no

means small is shown by the fact that the so-called

respiratory quotient, obtained by dividing the excre-

tion of carbonic acid by the consumption of oxygen,

by volumes, is about .9 in herbivora, and about .7 in

carnivora ; a difference of 22 per cent. In the trop-

ics, however, it has already been shown that there is a

greatly diminished value, as regards oxygenation, to

the respiratory act ; and under such circumstances the

amount of oxygen, already small, available for the

needs of the oi'ganism as regards the elimination of

carbon would be seriously encroached upon in the

oxidation of a diet largely composed of fatty material.

Furthermore, an excess of hydrocarbons in the food

calls for increased hepatic action in the production of

bile, since it has been abundantly demonstrated that

the latter is a prominent factor in the digestion of fats,

as shown by the fatty stools which follow obstruction

or ligature of the bile ducts.

That this hyperstimulation of the liver— wdth its

many evil results, elsewhere discussed— actually does

occur in the tropics where more fats are introduced

into the system than can be readily utilized, is shown by

the bilious diathesis so common among high livers in

warm climates, as characterized by excessive bile i)ro-

duction and later by hepatic congestion. Fats and
carbohydrates are much more akin to each other than

is either to proteid ; and if, as stated by Foster,'^''' fat

may be converted into sugar either when about to be

incorporated into the organism or when being decom-
posed into its ultimate products, it might reasonably

be expected that carbohydrates and proteid, with little

or no fat, would form a satisfactory diet. That this

conclusion is, in practice, largely borne out by facts is

shown by reference to the foregoing tables, in which
the fatty constituents of the vegetables ordinarily com-
posing the diet of the native of the West Indies is

only .32 per cent, while the corresponding part of

the diet in temperate climates contains 2.23 per cent.,

or an amount seven-fold greater. On this point,

however, experience is probably to be trusted. Na-
tives of hot countries, when they can afford it, gener-

ally use a small amount of fats as such— as the clari-

fied butter of India, the salt |)ork of tropiciil Ameriea,
the olive oil of the .Miilif<rrane;iti districtn and the

palm oil of e<|uatorial Africa — and it is probable that

a small (|Uiintity of such material, togiih<r with the

proteid and carbohydrat(!S, assures a belter use of tin-

alimentary princi|)les and reduc<;H to a minimum the

(|uantity of ea(;h which should be ingr-sted. VVIiile it

may, then, be eon(rede«l that a certain quantity of fatty

food is a d(!sirable component of the «li«rt in wann
climat<;s it is cc^rtainly true that tin; amount so taken

should b(! relatively small, and that the i)roportion

commonly maintained in temperati; climates is far in

exc(;ss of th(! iHjeds of the; organism in the tropics.

This fact is demonstrated beyond the possibility of

((uestion l)y ref<!rring to the average dietary for men
at hard work in tin- north temperate; region and tliat

for the corresponding class in the tro|tics, as given

elsewhere ; the; fats and carbohydrates being seen to

exist in the ratio of 1 : o..") in the cold climates, while

in the tropical dietary the relative proportion is 1 : 14
for men of the same weight. With such wirle varia-

tion in the relation of these proximate principles, and
in view of the fact that a considerable diminution in

protein has also been shown to be desirabh;, it is evi-

dent that a sudden reduction of fat in the ration to

the low standard of the tropical dietary might readily

provoke such alteration of metabolic function and such
interference with existing processes of digestion as

would result in serious discomfort and positive detri-

ment to the individual. The dietetic customs of a

lifetime cannot be entirely changed in a day, and a
stomach accustomed to rich and concentrated food
would undoubtedly find difficulty in at once properly
digesting a far more bulky and less nutritious diet

composed chiefly of vegetable material. For the new
comer in the tropics, habit as well as climate must be
given consideration in the selection of diet ; and it is

therefore probable that no smaller proportion than
that of one part of fats to ten of carbohydrates would
be to the best interests of the United States soldier.

Carbohydrates and carbon.— Carbohydrates are

justly regarded as the chief source of carbon sup-

plied to the organism in the production of energy.

This, ho\vever, is due rather to the much greater

quantity of carbohydrates ingested, as compared with
the fat and protein constituents of the ordinarv diet,

than to a high proportion of this element in the car-

bohydrate itself, for the amount of carbon in starch

and sugar is relatively low. Notter and Firth *^ state

that carbohydrate contains only 44 per cent, of car-

bon, where fat contains 70.5 per cent, and even pro-

tein contains 53 per cent. Through the considerable

(piantity of ])rotein which enters into the diet, it is

evident that the latter plays no small part in deter-

mining the carbon intake, as utilized for the creation

of energy. The urea of the urine practically repre-

sents the w'hole of the nitrogen which passes from the

body, and in any given quantity of urea the amount
of carbon is far less than that found in the quantity of

protein containing the same amount of nitrogen. Fos-
ter ^^ states that the percentage composition of the two
is as follows :
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It is thus readily seen that 100 grammes of protein,

which have been sug<rested as furnishing about the

amount of nitrogen desirabk' for the daily allowance

of the United States soldier in the tropics, contains as

much nitrogen as 33.3 grammes of urea; but the 100
grammes of jJi'otein contain 40.4 grammes more car-

bon than do the 100 grammes of urea (53: G.GG, or

about the proportion of 8:1). Hence the daily al-

lowance of protein for tropical service in passing

through the body and giving rise to urea, would
leave behind 4().4 grammes of carbon to combine
with oxygen and undergo elimination as carbon diox-

ide. It has been shown that the average diet of la-

boring men at hard muscular work in the cooler por-

tion of the temperate zone contains 152 gi-ammes of

protein, and reduction in this respect to 100 grammes,
the proposed standard for the tropics, implies a loss of

24.12 grammes of carbon previously available for pur-

poses of energy. It is true that a certain amount of

protein taken in as food, as shown by Mallet,^" is not

directly decomposed to the comparatively simjjle

forms of urea and carbon dioxide, but, retaining a

greater proportion of carbon, is excreted as creatiniu

or uric acid— bodies which, intermediate between pro-

tein and urea, form a series in which the proportion of

nitrogen becomes larger and the carbon smaller— and
it is probable that the amount of these substances is

considerably inci-eased in the tropics through the de-

ficiency of oxygen available for the metabolic pro-

cesses of the organism. In quantity, however, they

are undoubtedly at all times so small as to be safely

disregarded for the pui'jjoses of the present calculation.

As regards fats, as stated above, carbon enters into

their composition to the amount of 76.5 per cent, and
it has been shown that for the tropics the propoi'tion

of one part of fats to ten of carbohydrates in the; diet-

ary probably redounds to the best interests of the

American soldier. On referring to the table giving

tlie proximate composition of the average diets of

hard-working men in the cooler portion of the tem-

perate zone, it is seen that the amount of fats in-

gested by this class, 119.5 grammes, would be re-

duced, according to the above proportion, to 66.6

grammes ; or, in round ruimbers, to a daily allowance

of about 65 grammes in hot climates. This amounts
to a reduction of 54.5 grammes of fats and 41.69

grammes of carbon ; making the loss in carbon, due

to diminution in the fat and protein constituents,

amount to 65.81 grammes daily. The average work-

ing diet for cool climates, just referred to, contains

453.39 grammes of carbon available for the mainte-

nance of body heat and the performance of external

muscular work ; this quantity, on subtracting the

65.81 grammes of this element withdrawn from the

same diet through pro})Osed reduction in fat and pro-

tein, being reduced to 387.58 grammes. But it has

been shown that the native of the tropics performs

hard labor on a diet which, even when proportioned

for an average weight of 145 pounds, yi(Ods only

319.1 () grammes of carbon presumably available for

purposes of energy. It is undoubtedly true that this

relatively small amount of carbon required by the

natives of the tropics expresses to a considerable

degree the lessened amount of energy necessary in

the maintenance of body heat in hot climates ; and
hence apj)roximation to the carbonaceous level of the

native di(!tary would undoubtcidly be desirable if the

nutrient allowance for the soldier could be based

upon requirements as to energy which, even if con-

siderable, are at least fairly uniform. ITnfortunately,

however, for dietetic ideals, and undoubtedly, also,

for the physical welfare of troops on duty in the
tropics, a single fixed nutrient standard, as has al-

ready been advanced, must be determined with refer-

ence to the excessive requirements of infre(iuent

emergency rather than by the ordinary conditions of

military service. It has been stated that a greater
part of the carbon oxidized within the organism is

derived from carbohydrates, the lattei- being regarded
purely as a force food and as the chief source of en-

ergy within the body. Carbohydratic material is ca-

pable of largely replacing fat in the dietary, dimin-
ishes nitrogenous metabolism, yields no end jjroducts

to be excreted by the kidneys, is readily assimilated

and, when in excess, is largely stored up within the

organism as glycogen and adipose tissue. The inges-

tion of carbohydrates, thert^fore, in quantities greater

than are recpiired for the immediate needs of the econ-

omy, while not without certain untoward effects upon
the system, is undoul)tedly far less inimical to health
than where there is an excess of protein or fat in the

dietar}^ for the tropics. It is probable, therefore, that

further reduction in- carbon for the proposed tropical

ration need not be great, as far as any seriously un-

favorable effect upon the organism is concerned ; con-

sidering at the same time that a certain carbonace-

ous excess in the tropical ration, as compared with
native standards, may justly be regarded as a reserve

of energy upon which the soldier may draw at such
time as the routine duties of garrison are exchanged
for the arduous labors of campaign. For this reason,

it may be accepted that the tropical ration should be

capable of sujiplying about 380 grammes of carbon

available for jjurposes of energy, not including the

carbon required in the formation of urea. This (juan-

tity is yielded by the proximate princijdes of the sub-

jacent dietary.

The tropical ration. — From what has been ad-

vanced it is seen that the proportionate composition

and fuel value of the proposed standard dietary for

United States troops serving in the tropics is as follows :

If
la
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iiiiiKul— iis <fiv(!n ('lH(!wl»(!r(',— mid Iicikh! \\w. iimttcr

rcsolvcH itHcrll' into the simple |)n)l)I('m of ho propor-

tioiiiii^ tlic (pi!intiti(!H of the iiutriciit articles iilready

provided tliut, vvIkmi l)roii<r|it together in viiryiiij; eoiii-

liiiiatioii, tli<^ resulting dietary will in each case ap-

proach th(! theoretical standard to a reasoiiahh; de<;ree.

It is not, hovvovcM", int(;nded that the daily intake of

the s(!veral proximate principles shall exa(;tly (torre-

spond with the (piantities laid down tlierciin, for this is

manifestly impracticable for the military scsrvice, and
(^veii if its accom[)lishnumt were securiid it is more
than doubtful if there would be any resultinir advan-

tage. The economy readily adapts itself, in the matter

of food, to present necessity, and slij^ht (hiliciency in

any nutritive principle is readily made good, particu-

larly in the matter of fats and carbohydrates, from the

reserve of these materials stored up within the organ-

ism — small systemic losses being subsetpiently (com-

pensated for by corresponding excess. It is true, also,

that the needs of the economy, as shown by appetite,

are subject to wide variation ; and hence it may l)e

acce[)ted that slight but carefully considered alterations

in the constituents of the daily dietary, far from being

detrimental, are productive of actual benefit. It is ob-

vious, also, that the soldier will require less nutriment

in garrison than is necessary to furnish the energy for

the greater labors of campaign, and hence th(! several

conqjonents of the ration should be so proportioned

as to furnish dietaries properly varying in potential

and nitrogenous value. It is believed that this is ac-

complished in the following modifications of the diet-

aries already shown to be most commonly used by the

United States soldier in temperate climates ; the sub-

joined table showing the nutrient value of a proposed
dietary for the tropics, containing the greatest amount
of food material which can be drawn by the soldier

:

Tropical Dietary I.

Articles.

Fresh beet'

Flour .

Beans
Potatoes
Dried fruit
Sagar

Total

10
18
2.4

16
3
3.5

52.9

§28

380.46
40.18
81.70
33.80
94.25

630.39

si

41.68
55.08
15.16

9.50

1.77

' 4)

o S

The iiutrifiiit value of the ordinary dietary hm pro-

|>OHed for garrison duty in the tropics in aH ff>IlowH :

'ritOl-ICA r, DlKTAItV III.
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Ill and IV are each employed but once,

suits of this change are as follows :

The re-
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Tho i«l(»il ration for an Army of llniUid Staten

soldiers on duty in tin; tropics is tlien-fore suff^rHK'-d

as Ixiing of tin; forcgoinj,^ coniitosition.
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ON ISCHEMIC PARALYSIS AND CONTKAC-
TURE OK MUSCLES.'

IIV At/OUBTIIK CHAKI.Kn ItlCK.VAVH, A.M., M.I).. M.K.'.M.,
HI'. I,OC;lH, MO.,

Firit Vice-l'retutent Wf»Um Surgical tirul Oynerolorju^al AiBorin-
turn; lAfe-Memher German Surgical Society of Urrlin, etc.

At long intervals the lit^^rature of me<licine i»

adorned by a contribution from thi; ma«t<ir hand which
not only marks an advance iu our science, but which
also is a work of art from a literary Ht^*indj)oint.

Papers of this kind an; som(;times epoch making.
Others, because they are complete and leave no room
for discussion, do not mark an epoch in the literature

of medicine, but become no less potent in their final

influence upon the actions and views of physicians and
surgeons.

A paper of this latter kind is the wonderful mem-
oir of Prof. E. Leser, which was first published in

Volkmann's klinische Vortrdge, Surgical Series, No.
77, whole No. 24!), under the title of "Untersuchun-
gen iiber ischemische Muskellahmungen und Muskel-
contracturen." It is my intention to give in this

paper a short resume of this subject in a historical

way and then to add my own observations and con-

clusions. In the introduction I will follow Leser, as

he has looked up the subject thoroughly. I desire to

say that this subject is of the greatest practical impor-
tance to all surgeons because it explains fully and in

a satisfactory manner the bad results which often fol-

low the treatment of fractures by means of hard and
tight splints or unyielding plaster-of-Paris bandages
which have been improperly applied.

The fact that muscles become jiaralyzed and stiff in

consequence of interruption of the blood supply is

one which has long been known to physiologists. In
his work, " Elementa Physiological" ^ Allirecht von
Haller states that Stenson was the first to make the

experiment of tying the abdominal aorta in a warm-
blooded animal. Stenson observed that the posterior

extremities were paralyzed a very short time after the

ligation. Shipper and many other physiologists have
found that this experiment was faulty because it also

cut off the blood supply from the spinal cord below
the point of ligation. If the ligature was loosened

soon afterwards mobility returned to the muscles, but

if permitted to remain in situ perfect stiffness of the

muscles followed inevitably. The muscles become
rigid and hard and remain so. I varied this experi-

ment slightly by ligating both common iliacs and ligat-

ing the aorta itself a short distance below the bifur-

cation where in tailless animals it is called sacralis

media. The effect was the same and has been found
similar by many experimenters when ligating the ves-

sels supplying solitiiry muscles. The result which
Kuhne arrived at may be stated as follows : The loss

of irritability, the paralysis of the muscle, finally the

rigor of the muscle is a consequence of the inhibited

nutrition ; the latter is caused by the interference

with the circulation.'

' Head b'-fiirn the Tri-StatH M-^dirxl S<ic ei\ of I.m . 11 ium i

Missouri, .\prll 4, li-O". sit St loirs', M
' I.ui-'Hiiti^, 17i>6, I'. 544.
' ^V. Kiihne :

" On the .Moveinems and Changes <>t the Contract. le

Substances," in the Archives for Aaatomy, Physiology, etc., edited
by Reichert and Du Bois-Reymond.
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Richard Volkmaun, the great surgeon and the first

apostle of Lister in Germany, sought to elicit the in-

terest of practitioners in these remarkable observa-

tions made by physiologists. He was the first who
saw that the restricted circulation is the cause of the

grave contractures and paralyses of the hand and

fingers which are sometimes seen after the application

of firm, unyielding bandages and splints to the fore-

arm.
The first remark on the subject in literature is

found in Volkmann's book on the diseases of the or-

gans of locomotion.'* I quote him literally, that is, T

translate

:

" The severe contractures of the hand after the ap-

plication of too tight bandages upon the forearm in

cases of fracture depend largely upon an inflamma-

tory contraction of muscles and not upon primary

nerve paralysis, the result of pressure. We know
that these cases of Greifenklaue {main en grijfe),

claw-like stiffness of the fingers, offer a most hopeless

prognosis. The flexed contracture of the fingers

and of the wrist persists in spite of all imaginable

ett'orts, such as electrical treatment, passive motions

and forced extensions under anesthesia; even ampu-

tation has been resorted to in extreme cases. I have

never seen a complete cure and not even a satisfac-

tory improvement, and once only a slight ameliora-

tion of the stifi'ness was achieved after long-continued

painstaking exertions on my part. The contracture

in these cases occurs rapidly and in a few weeks has

reached the highest degree, which may cause ulcerat-

ing gangrene in the {)alm of the hand from the press-

ure of the finger-nails. In cases of paralytic contrac-

tures following apoplexy or nerve lesions, contracture

is never observed in so short a time. In sjjite of

these facts, the physician who has the misfortune to

apply too tight a bandage very commonly resorts to

all kinds of passive movements and attempts at ex-

tension of the contracted fingers upon all kinds of

splints. In cases of interference with the nerve sup-

ply theses manipulations always suffice to prevent the

contracture."

In a very similar strain, a few years later, Volkmann ^

says: "The inflammatory or cicatrical contracture

seems to be characterized by the rapidity with which

it is developed, by the enormity of mechanical eft'ects

which are produced by it, and by the extraordinary

resistances which it otters to our endeavors to remove

the deformities, almost immediately after the inception.

Many of the contractures which follow injuries, and

whic:h have heretofore been looked upon as contrac-

tures of nervous origin, depend upon inflammatory

processes in the muscles, which are followed by

shrinkage and cicatricial changes of the muscle tis-

sues."

In a still more emphatic and unmistakable manner

does this great surgeon express his conclusions about

the etiology of paralyses and contractures in an article

publislu^d in the Centralblatt fiir Ghirurgie in 1881,

No. 51 :

" The paralyses and contractures occurring on the

forearm and hand, in rarer cases also in the lower ex-

tremities, after the application of tight bandages, must

be called ischemic. They arise after a prolonged

pressure, which prevents the afflux of the arterial

blood ; the venous hyperemia which no doubt is very

< Pitha-Billrotb System of Surgery, vol. ii,

6 (;ontril)Ulionsi to Surgery, p. 129,

commonly present only seems to hasten the paralysis

and stiffness. The paralysis is caused by the death of
the primitive muscle fibres which have been deprived
of oxygen. The contractile substance coagulates, falls

into pieces, and is afterwards absorbed. The follow-

ing contracture may be considered simply as a condi-

tion closely akin to rigor mortis, and indeed the limbs,

if, as is usually the case, all the muscles of a part are

equally affected by the ischemia, assume the well-

known position as after death. It is characteristic of

this affection that the paralysis and the contracture

are simultaneous or follow closely upon one another,

while in nerve lesions of the extremities the contrac-

ture is always of slow and gradual development, and
often very tardy. Months and years pass before a
contraction which is not easily reduced by manual
pressure is found. The ischemic contracture, how-
ever, is recognized by the power of resistance which it

opposes to any attempt at reduction from the very
moment of its inception. The affected muscles have
lost their elasticity and become unyielding and stiff,

as in rigor mortis, even in fresh cases of ischemic

paralysis. The reactive and regenerative processes

which follow the death and disintegration of the con-

tractile substances, which are unfortunately very im-

perfect in man and the warm-blooded animals, make
the affe(!ted muscles more unyielding and stift'er and
still further increase the atrophy by cicatricial contrac-

tion. Ischemic contracture and paralyses are some-
times observed in other cases than those following too

tight bandaging. In cases of prolonged use of the

Esmarch constriction of the limbs and after ligations,

lacerations and contusions of large vessels, possibly

also after prolonged freezing, these affections may
occur, and it is possible that a part of the so-called

rheumatic contractions are of an ischemic origin."

I have given these quotations from Volkmann's
writings in full because they represent all that was
known on these grave and eminently 2)ractical matters

up to that time. Leser says that he is really astounded

and surprised that not more can be found in medical

literature on these most interesting and serious troubles,

because they are not nearly so rare as might be sup-

posed. I can say that I have never failed to illustrate

the subject clinically during the past eleven years by

a number of striking instances to my hearers at the

college during each winter course.

Besides the grave and extreme cases there are a

large number of l(;ss pronounced lesions of the muscles

which are found after removing tight bandages, which

no doubt are also due to ischemia of single muscles or

groups of mus(;les. These peculiar aff(!ctions have

never been correctly explained, nor have they been

carefully reported, though I think every surgeon

must have met with them. The various degrees of

stiffness and lack of motion in the fingers, which are

so fre(juently found lasting for months after the re-

moval of a s])lint or plaster-of-Paris bandage from a

fractured limb, must no doubt also be classified under

this head.

I desire to add that Carl Ludwig, the great German
l)hysiologist, proved by experiments that rigor mortis,

death of the muscular tissues, takes place just as

rapidly when blood free from oxygen is conducted

through the muscle as when no circulation at all exists.

On the other hand, Ludwig was able to show that

when oxygenated blood was conducted through the

vessels of un extirpated, isolated muscle the rigor of
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the tnuHcle could Im' ilrl.iy<'<l l<ii" ;i Ion;; lime Itrnwii-

St''(|iiiir(l Hin'ccctlcil ill in.'ikin;,' iiuisclcs in the liiiiuaii

ciiduvt r coiitnictilt' uiid even irritaldc Ity electric ciir-

reiits us loii^f us lour hours utter deulli, wlieu iinlecd

the (irst. stu^e of ri^or mortis hud i)eiruii, l»y inject in;,'

()xy;,'enuted iilocxi.

'I'hese |)livsiolo;ricul experinu'nts prove >uHi(ieMtl\

well the ell'ect ol oxy^feuuteil lilood u|)on the condi-

tion of the muscles, und estul)!ishes lieyond u donl)t

thut interruption of the circidution within a nniscle

must |)rodu(;e <i^ruve dumu^fes to tli(^ contructile sul)-

stunce, und must inevituhly produce ri;ijor mortis if

continued longer thun u few hours. Ivruske" hus

shown thut the muscles of unimuls cunnot stund tlu^

com{)lete uhsence of the arteriul blood current for six

hours. I know of one case where a lon<f-continued

use of the Esmurch constricting rubber bund caused

loss of mobility, and several similar cases have knl to

damage suits, both in this country and in Euro{)e.

Ischemic paralysis and contracture from this cause

will produce a most aggravated lesion, because all the

muscles of the atiected limb distal to the constricting

band will be ruined. This is not usually the case

after tight bandaging. In these cases the ischemia

is not complete and the amount of injury will (le{)end

upon the number of muscular fibres which become
bloodless by the pressure. I have known cases where

an entire muscle escaped. The case above referred

to where a constricting Esmarch bandage caused

ischemia and death of the muscles was not in a surgi-

cal case, but it concerned a case of placenta previa.

The attending physicians, seeing their patient collapsed

from acute anemia, resoi'ted to the process known as

autotransfusion. Both lower extremities were raised

high up and a rubber bandage applied, beginning at

the toes, thus forcing all the blood into the trunk and

leaving the limbs bloodless. A strong rubber tourni-

quet was left around the middle of the thighs or a little

below from about midnight until morning, and ether

and whiskey were freely injected during this time. I

imagine that these remedies deadened the sensibilities

so much that the pain from the constriction was borne

as long as it was— about eight or nine hours. The
effect of the auto-infusion was satisfactory, Imt the

patient's limbs were entirely motionless, hard and

swollen below the middle of the thigh until she died

from " prolonged shock " on the third day after her

delivery.

The liistological changes which are found in ischemic

contractures of the muscles have been thoroughly in-

vestigated and described by three authors. The first

experiments and histological examinations were made
by Heidelberg, who published his paper in the Ar-

chives of Experimental Pathology and Pharmacy,
Vol. VIII. The next work was by Kraske and is

entitled, " Experimental Researches on the Regenera-
tion of Striated Muscle Fibres," published in Halle,

1878. The third paper is the classical paper by
Leser, published in 1884, in the same publication.

Besides these, many examinations have been made of

the muscles of limbs which were umputated because
they were entirely atrophied and useless, or had be-

come partially gangrenous. These examinations have
completely corroborated the results of the experimental
researches. I have made a small number of micro-

scopical investigations, both experimental and clinical,

and I j)refer to report what I found to quoting from

• Centralblatt flir Chirurgle, 1879, No. 12.

otherH, Hlthoiigh there iH no eHHential or iniiK>rtant cJif-

fereiKre.

I must begin Ity ntuting that a limb which han un-

dergone i.Hchemiu UH a result of tight bandaging will

usually show all sUiges of the liiHtological rharig«;H,

from complete fibrous or r-icatri(;ial tissue Ut the or-

dinary lumpy disintegration of the contractile Huf)-

statice within tlur sarcolenima, as we find it in mun-
cles which hav(! become, rigid after death. To the

naked eye the slightly affected musr-les will appear

somewhat (edematous and will be harder than normal,

and may \h' paler ami appear almost as if boiled.

Th(! most severely ischcmiic parts will Ix; almoHt

white and infiltrated with young gelatinous tissue.

Microscopical examination will show the fibres in

an irregular arrangeiufuit, of une(pial thi<;kness. Some
will be twice as thi(;k as others, and I reganl these

as being pseudohypertrophied, which conditioFi leads

to atrophy in the end. Some of the fibres appear to

have vacuoles, but the most characteristic change is

the absence of nuclei or their very scant pnrsence in

the primitive fibres This decrease in the number of

nmscle nuclei is striking and oftentimes I saw a little

granular detritus in the jtlace of the nuclei, or only a

few nuclei scattered alongside of the bundles of fibres.

Whenever the fibres appear broadened, no trace of the

transverse striation can be found. The exitlunation of

this histological picture as given by Heidelberg is that

the nutrition and life of the nuclei are destroyed by
the lack of blood circulation, and that afterwards

when a new circulation is built up again the dead

nuclei are absorbed and carried away. In more ad-

vanced portions of the tissue leucocytes abound be-

tween the fibres ; we have the picture of small round-

cell infiltration. This inflammatory condition of the

intermuscular tissue soon changes it into young con-

nective tissue, which eventually undergoes cicatricial

contraction and assumes the structure of fibrous or

tendon tissue. The muscle fibres and remnants of

these finally become atrophic, fall to pieces and are

absorbed. Thus as a final result of the disintegra-

tion and absorption of the muscular elements, to-

gether with the new formation of fibrous tissue^

which shrinks into a cicatricial mass, we find the bel-

lies of the muscles changed into hard fibrous and in-

elastic cords.

It is impossible to report cases, as each report

could be made the basis of a damage suit against a

surgeon, because the terrible condition in which the

unfortunate patients are left is clearly due to tight

bandaging, and the trouble thereby induced could

have been avoided.

The recognition of ischemia produced by tight

bandaging, as the cause of these damaging results,

will prevent them in future. Therefore, the publica-

tion of these observations and their careful study by
the members of our profession is, in the opinion of the

writer, a most timely warning to those who have not

devoted the time and attention demanded by the im-

portance of the subject. It has been customary to

teach that pain, after the setting and fixing of a fract-

ure in a splint or cast of any kind, was an imperative

indication to remove and loosen the whole dressing.

This rule was the result of experience. The reason

was unknown. In other words, it was a purely em-
pirical rule of action. The scientific basis and true

reason for the adoption of this rule has been given

above. Nearly every physician and surgeon of any
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coiisidtJiable experience will not only ;ipj)reciute the

truth of what has been said, but if he be honest will

reeoirnize wlierein he lias erred and fully appreciate

the wrongs he has unwittingly done. I say this from
having experit'uced the pangs of remorse and self-ac-

cusation in two cases in which loss of the use of a

limb is only ascril)able to my own ignorance of the

facts I have set forth above.

Among tliose who have seen and reported more
tlian three cases may be mentioned :

(1) Leser.'' Seven cases. (1884, Leipzig.)

(2) Bardenheuer. (Traumatisms of the upper ex-

tremity.) 188S. Four cases.

(.'}) Helferich. ((Jriefswald, 189;3.) Three cases.

(4) Kiuiig. ((iottingen, 18'.).'5.) Seven cases.

These names of celebrated surgeons who have ob-

served and written upon the subject would seem to

show that the peculiarly interesting condition is well

known and that further observations are unnecessary.

As an apology for this report, I may be permitted to

call attention to the fact that I can find no allusion to

this subject in any of the new and comprehensive
text-books or systems of surgery jmblished recently.

When it is further remembered tliat the subject was
made a special order of discussion at the annual session

of the (lerman Society of Surgeons in 1888 in Berlin^

and that its practical importance can hardly be over-

estimated, I feel that my work in reporting the mat-
ter in this manner will be productive of good.

The only operation or therapeutic measure that

promises any real benefit that suggests itself to my
mind, and which 1 intend to try on a suitable case, is

the excision of a transverse section of the radius and
ulna. The piece to be resected should be from two to

four centimetres in length, and both long bones would
be shortened just that much— the contracted muscles
and their tendons could then possibly exert a greater

play upon the wrist and fingers.

It is clear that the muscular tissue in the forearm
would not be increased by this oj^eration, as indeed it

.cannot be by any possible surgical proceeding. The
effect of the ojieration would be to give such remnants
of contractile substance as may be in existence a

chance to exercise their power to a greater advantage.

The function of the fingers would thus be more or less

inii)roved, and the usefulness of the crippled hand in-

creased.

l£leport;ei of Jbotittit^.

THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSI-
CIANS.

Held in Washington, D. C, May 1, 2 and .3, 1900.

first day.

TiiK President, Du. E. (i. .Janeway, opened the

meeting with the following brief address:

For the fifteenth time it devolves upon the Presi-

dent to welcome the meml)ers of the Association to

that gathering whi(;h has its chief interest in meeting
those engaged in like work. We will hear from them
that which, during the ])ast year has seemecl of all

' l"he Archives for Kxperiinental Pathology anil Pbariiiacv, vol.
lii.

» See llie Traiisactlong, vol. xi, l^-S"*, Berlin, A. Hirschwald.

that they have met and observed the most fit to bring
before colleagues interested in learning some new fact

as regards the old diseases, or some new interpreta-

tion of the j)lienomena of those maladies. Fortu-
nately we also have amongst our members those who
are able to give themselves up to the study of pathol-

ogy, and from whom, in the past, we have learned
much of the pathological processes which underlie dis-

eases, who will at this meeting continue their good
work. Of late we have also been fortunate in having
members who have given anxious thought to the chem-
ical side of the study of the alterations of disease and
who will again strive to enlighten us on this, the most
difficult of the (juestions with which we have to do.

Each of us who have attended the past meetings must
admit of having received nmch of benefit from the

presentations and the discussion of our associates.

Your President of this year looks back with regret

at certain of the opportunities which he wasted in the

past, under the stress of his professional work, and he
only alludes to it in passing that he may stimulate the

younger members to so arrange the year that they
may find the time to both give and receive knowledge,
thus making the meetings of this Association more
valuable with each passing year. Let us endeavor to

make this Association, so far as in us lies, as regards

those matters which it falls under your province to

consider, the ecjual of any throughout the world. If

we are each i)Ossessed by such a noble spirit of rivalry,

I am sure that our Association will not only maintain,

but will surpass in the future that high regard in

which it has been held.

Y'our President, in the fear that not enough of the

members would bring material, sent out, as you know,
two appeals. Results show that he was not sufficiently

aware of the deep interest which you had in the suc-

cess of our meeting on this year of the Medical Con-
gress. The calendar, as you have read, is more than

full, and in so far as he may have been responsible for

this, the motto that " brevity is the soul of wit " is

forced home upon his inner consciousness. It is his

duty, as well as his privilege, to so allot the time that

each member may be heard, and not himself to con-

sume such time by his general introductory remarks

as to infringe upon that which is the moral right of

the member under the circumstances. But for this he

would have been tempted to touch upon the theme—
truth in medicine. This could have been handled un-

der such heads as truth in statistics ; truth in diagno-

sis ; truth in therapeutics ; truth in pathology.

Any society which has its annual meeting in the

City of Washington, a city named after a man whose
name could stand as a synonym for truth, should, so

far as its members are concerned, need no other re-

minder of the value of truth ; nor do I think that the

members of this Association need even this reminder,

for I take it we arc; all seekers after truth. Would
that all who come to Washington could be so impressed

by his name that only truth should be spoken in this

city, or only honest methods followed in the pursuit

of power, place and gain.

We mourn this year that two of our old associates

cat) no more ])artici])ate in these meetings ; each has

been conquered by death, whose ravages they have so

long attempted to avert from others. I allude to our

original member, .}. E. (Jraham, of Toronto, Canada,

and to D. W. Prentiss, of Washington, D. C, who
joined in 1888.
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Dr. Jamks B. Hkiiuick, of Cliicugo, ri-ml a jmixr

entitled

NOTK.S ON DIAHKTICa: (I) ON TIIK OCCASIONAI,

I.OW SI'IHMI'IC (iKAVITY OK DIAUKTIC MACt'llAU-

INKrUINK; (2) ON CAST.S IN THK I KINK lHltlMi

DlAIU/riC COMA.

'i'lic .iiitlior lias iiolt'd tli(! low .sitccilic j^ravilv of

saccIuiriiK! (lialu;li<; urine, in souk; cases evc^n l)elow

that of till' normal urine. At any time in tin; course

of the disease an interstitial iiepliritiH may hef^in and

the specific i,n-avity niay then fall. Conse(iuently, if

in a cast- of dial»etes \\w spe('ific gravity becomes low

this condition should he looked for. Again, the drink-

ing of large quantities of water will lower the sp(;cific

gravity ; in one case the uriuometer showed as low

a reading as 1.004, One patient who had been drink-

ing beer and was partially intoxicated also presented a

specific gravity of 1.004. Cases have been reported

in which urine containing sugar showed as low a spe-

cific gravity as 1.002. These facts show that it is not

safe to exclude the occurrence of sugar from a given

specimen of urine because the specific gravity is low.

The only plan is to examine all urines for sugar if

there is any possibility that this abnormal ingredient

is present.

Casts are common in many cases of diabetes melli-

tus when there is an accompanying nephritis. But

casts may also occur just at the time of development

of coma in diabetic patients. The author has seen this

phenomenon in three cases in which it has been sought

for. The sediment found in cases of diabetic coma is

composed almost entirely of casts, which are short,

broad and granular. They may appear long enough

before the occurrence of coma to warrant preventive

treatment. The first case occurred in a man, age

sixty-five, in whom coma was advancing. The urine,

obtained by catheter, contained a sediment composed
almost entirely of finely granular " coma casts "

; there

was also a trace of albumin. The second case was in

a woman, age eighty-four, who complained of sleepless-

ness and mental depression. The urine contained

sugar and coma casts. The third patient was a woman,
age sixty^ Sugar had been present in the urine for

three years and finally coma developed, which resulted

in death. The urine at the time of the development

of the coma was loaded with sugar and albumin and

contained casts. The pathologic conditions causing

the appearance of casts are unknown. The author

expressed himself as believing that the condition might

be due to toxic substances acting on the kidneys.

Dr. James J. Putnam, of Boston, read in behalf

of himself and Du. F. Pfaff

A COMMUNICATION ON THE RELATION OF URIC-ACID

SECRETION TO EPILEl'TIC ATTACKS.

They think that the toxic theory of the neuroses

and the psychoses is not well proved and that further

search for anatomic changes should be nKuU;. They
made twenty-four examinations of urine from three pa-

tients in the Massachusetts State Hospital for F/pileptics.

The results of these examinations do not bear out the

statements that have been made that uric acid is below

the normal for two or three days before the attack,

then normal just before the attack, and above normal
just after the attack.

Dr. Charles G. Stockton, of Bufi'alo, read the

UKrOKT OK a cask OK AC(TK Anf:KMHN<i I'AKAI.r-

MIM, »IIOWIN<; MI.MA lOI'Olcl'II VltIM ItU.

The patient was a woman, age twenty-Heven, u do-

lueHtic by occupation. For two yj^arn before )»he wiui

taken ill she had been overworked. She, ha<l h>»tt

weight but had no <letiiiite diseaHe. She had \it-M\

constipat<'d for fourteen days, was irribible, anemic,

restless at night; the appetite was good, the JHiweU

regular. The urine was dark in color, acid in reac-

ti(»n, and free fr(»m sugar and albumin. LaU^r Bhe

d(!velope(l pain in the; back and insomnia, for which

sulfonal and trional were given. Both these drugs

were vomited, however. The symjitoms continiuid

and the urine became claret colored, 1.02;"; in specific

gravity, acid in reaction, contained neither albumin

nor sugar, but showed a trace of indican. PhyHif;al

examination showed areas of prolonged expiration in

the supra- and the infra-scapular regions. The but/-

tocks became anesthetic and the feces and the urine

were pa.ssed involuntarily. 'Inhere was weakness in

the legs, with some shooting pains, and later the deep

as well as the superficial reHexes were abolislie<I, there

was no response to electric stimulation of the muscles

of the legs, and still later both the legs and the arms

became paralyzed. The temperature rose as high as

100° and the pulse was 13o per minute. Just before

death the patient was practically without sensation

except in the head. The consciousness was perfect

up to the time of death. The treatment was by hypo-

dermoclysis, diaphoresis by hot baths, and the admin-

istration of codeine for the restlessness. The claret

color of the urine was found to be due to the presence

of hematoporphyrin. The author believes that there

must be some relation between irritation of the nerve

roots and the appearance of hematoporphyrin in the

urine.

Dr. James J. Putnaji said that he had seen a case

of similar character. The patient was debilitated from

accident and from chronic disturbance of nutrition

from the use of morphine. lie had numbness in the

extremities, paralysis, tenderness of the muscles and

emaciation. The patient died from failure of the

respiration and of the circulation. The urine in this

case was claret color. Sulfonal and trional had both

been used. At autopsy there was no change in the

cord, but the lesions of degenerative neuritis were

found.

Dr. E. G. Jan

k

WAV had seen a woman who was

an invalid from dyspepsia, to whom 10 to 20 grains

of sulfonal had been given at night. Nausea and
vomiting developed, the urine became claret colored,

paralysis developed, and the murmur of mitral insuf-

ticiency developed. This patient recovered in one and

one-fourth years. The speaker believed the case to

be one of multiple neuritis.

Dr. a. C. AimoTT, of Philadelphia, rt-ad a paper

on the

rklative infrequency of acute transmissible
diseases during the first year of childhood,
WITH A discussion OF THE PUOBABLE REASONS
FOR THE SAME.

He presented charts showing the mortality from
measles, scarlet fever and diphtheria in children under
one year old, in children between one and five years,

and in children between five and ten years of age.

The tables show that the death-rate is greatest be-
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tweeu the ages of one aud live years, that from
measles being (i4.8 per cent., from scarlet fever ()3.9

per cent., and from diphtheria (53.6 per cent. British

statistics divide the mortality periods in the first year

of life into three classes : between one day and three

months, between three and six months, and from six

to twelve months. The following death-rate is seen

in these periods, given in order : measles, 2.7, 7.7

and 8i).() per cent. ; scarlet fever, 7.6, 12.3 and 80.1 per

per cent. ; diplitheria, 8.3, 13.3 and 28.8 per cent. It

will thus be seen that there is a great increase in the

death-rate in the third period. The author believes

that the mother transmits something to the child with

the milk during the nursing period that acts as an im-

munizing agent and prevents infection. He quoted

Ehrlich's experiments with mice, in which he was able

to show the transmission of immunity to certain micro-

organisms from the mother to the nurslings through

the milk, in support of his hypothesis.

Dr. E. L. TuiDKAf referred to the fact of the pos-

sibility of the inoculation of young animals with tuber-

culosis in spite of the assertion by some authorities

that young animals could not be infected.

Du. Gkouge B. Shattlck suggested that the num-
ber of mothers who had had diphtheria was compara-
tively few, that immunization against this disease was
comparatively for a brief period, and that some other

explanation must therefore be sought in this disease.

Dr. J. B. C. Griffith, of Philadelphia, read a

paper on

RECURRENT VOMITING IN CHILDREN.

He had seen four cases. The attacks were charac-

terized by severe vomiting, which was grave and con-

tinuous, by which everything was ejected from the

stomach and which frequently continued when nothing

was put into the stomach. The bowels were obsti-

nately constipated, but even after relief the vomiting

continued. The patient was restless, the respiration

was of a sighing character, the urine was diminished

in quantity. Two of the cases died. In one, autopsy

showed an extensive degeneration of the epithelium

of the stomach and of the intestine, parenchymatous
changes in the pancreas, and the lesions of glomerulo-

nephritis. The condition usually begins suddenly,

without gastro-intestinal disturbance, and the vomiting

is continuous. Constipation is present, relief of which
does not stop the vomiting. Sighing respiration,

which is noted, may be due to toxic action on the me-
dulla or to weakness. Recovery begins from no appar-

ent reason and convalescence is rapid. The attacks

occur in from one to eleven days, but there is no dis-

tinct periodicity. Holt's theory that the cases are due

to a change in the relation of the uric acid to urea is

not confirmed by these cases. If it is a neurosis it is

probably a toxic manifestation. The treatment is un-

satisfactory ; morphine sometimes does good and at

times is of no use.

Dr. Charles G. Stockton said that in a case that

he had seen the vomitus consisted of almost pure gas-

tric juice. When tlie improvement began in his case

the hydrochloric acid disappeared from the vomitus.

He had noted a periodicity. He believed the condi-

tion to be a neurosis.

Du. W. W. JoHNSTOX had seen a patient suffering

from the disease who had vomited blood. The blood

was usually altered, although it was at times bright

red. He had noted the rapid development of great

prostration with cyanosis. All the children that he
had seen were the offspring of nervous parents and
were precocious and the victims of child-neurasthenia

themselves. There seems to the speaker to be some
connection between precocity and the occurrence of

the disease. In one patient i\w. attacks ceased sud-

denly after an attack of scarlet fever at the age of thir-

teen years. One of his cases had improved under rest

and diet. The prostration was best treated by entero-

clysis and hypodermoclysis. He believes that the de-

velopment of a toxin, which may be the same as that

concerned in the causation of neurasthenia in general,

may be the cause of the disease.

Dr. Kinnici'TT agreed with Dr. Johnston in the

use of hypodermoclysis and enteroclysis. He always
had the fliud injected at a high temperature.

Dr. Forchheimku had seen several cases of peri-

odic vomiting in children who were constipated and
neurotic. These children had the anatomic basis of

constipation, the exaggerated development of the de-

scending colon. He thinks the toxins might be ab-

sorbed from the fecal matter contained in this dilated

colon. Toxins thus absorbed are eliminated by the

stomach. He thinks the treatment should be between
the attacks.

Dr. F. C. Shattuck had seen one fatal case in a

neurotic and precocious child. The autopsy showed
extensive fatty degeneration of the liver, kidneys and
heart, which was recent and which suggested toxemic
origin.

Dr Griffith thought that the vomitus should be

more carefully studied. He believes in hypodermo-
clysis and enteroclysis and has observed the neurotic

tendency in the subjects of the disorder.

Dr. E. L. Trudeau, of Saranac Lake, read a paper

on

sanitarium treatment of pulmonary tubercu-
losis, AND ITS results.

For him the pretuberculous stage of pulmonary tu-

berculosis is the first stage of the disease, before the

physical signs have developed. He uses the x-ray ap-

paratus and the tuberculin test before the physical signs

have appeared in suspected cases. By the x-ray ap-

paratus the diaphragm may be seen to be higher or to

be limited in its excursions on the affected side. The
tuberculin test had not resulted in injury to any of his

patients. In the treatment rest is essential, especially

when taken in the open air. The patients at rest di-

gest well although taking no exercise. Tuberculin as

treatment is injurious whenever the process is progress-

ing. It should be used only in apyretic cases and

should be given in small and frequently repeated

doses, watching carefully the nutrition and the tem-

perature. The remedy probably stimulates the forma-

tion of fibrous tissue. During the past fifteen years,

of the 1,176 patients discharged alive, one-half are

living, and one-half of these are perfectly well.

Dr. Norman Bridge thinks that when we begin

to use sera Ave are apt to neglect the sanitary and

hygienic measures that are so useful. He is an advo-

cate of absolute quiet, full and free feeding, and fresh

air. It may at times be necessary to wash the stom-

ach and the large intestine.

Dr. S. S. Cohen asked Dr. Trudeau what method
of diagnosis he employed before the disease was far

enough advanced to give results by x-ray examina/-

tion ; and whether under the term rest he included
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local niHt of the. Itm;;, !is well iis g(Mif»ral refit of i\w

body.

I)i{. Tkudkaii sai<l that lin inadr tlio dia^iioHiH in

<>arlv sta<^«(s of tiilxirculosis by tlio tcnnpciatiirti record.

If tlui f^vcniii^' tciii|»«Tatiin' is bctwtMUj !)'.>.;')" and 100°

and tluTo is a sli^iit disturbaiuM! of hraltb li(( makes
the dia<^iio.siH. 'I'uli(>rcuiiii nlioidd Ih; used only when
lUHHvssary. KxpcriiiuMitK with corneal h^Hioiis in ral>-

bits artilicially |)rodn(;<!d show that tubcfrcnlin does not

cause the spn'ad of th<! lesion. Ih; procures rest of

the lun^ by rest of the. individual.

The Secretary read a paper for I)k. C. A. Hkk ri'.it,

of New York, on work doiK! in his laboratory by Dr.

HehMi Baldwin, on

TIIK OKKilN OF OXAI.UKIA KKOM KKRMENTA Tl( ».\ IN

TiiK <;astro-intkstinai- tract.

The author concludes that in health there is no ox-

alic acid formed in the. body, but that it is iiifrested

with the food. In morbid conditions, on the other

hand, particularly those associated with the absence

of fnu! hydr()(;hloric acid in the gastric juice, oxalic

acid may b(! formed in the stomach, possibly by a fer-

ment.

1)k. Jamks Tyson stated that he had studied urines

c(Mitaining deposits of oxalate of lime. As many
healthy jjcrsons hav^e oxaluria as those who are old

and diseased. In tliose who present the condition the

oxalate of calcium is present at all times. Milk is

the only food that will cause total disappearance of

the oxalate of calcium clinically.

Dr. F. p. Kinnicltt, of New York, showed the

specimen from a case of

ACUTK PHLEGMONOUS GASTRITIS.

The patient was a male, age forty-one years. There
was no history of syphilis, but the patient was an al-

coholic. Tlu! disease followed a drinking spell and
was ushered in by vomiting, first of food and later of

a brownish fluid. There was abdominal pain, consti-

pation, dry tongue, shallow respiration, 48 per minute,

regular pulse, 108 per minute, restlessness, and an anx-

ious e\))ression. The temperature was 101° by rectum.

The physical examination was negative except for a

slight hypertrophy of the left ventricle. The abdominal

walls were rigid and deep palpation was sensitive in

the epigastric and left hypochondriac regions. There
was crepitation beneath the left costal cartilages. The
urine contained casts. The patient grew progressively

worse and surgical intervention was deemed inadvis-

able. At the necropsy the organs were normal ex-

cept for the hypertrophy of the left ventricle of the

heart, before alluded to. The peritoneum presented

a slight serofibrinous exudate. The stomach wall was
thick, especially at the pyloric end. The thickening

was due to a purulent infiltration of the submucous
coat, with a yellowish exudate. There was a linear

cicatrix on the posterior wall of the stomach, near the

]\vlorus, on which was a necrotic area. The endo-

thelium was desquamated on the serous coat. The
muscle was invaded by mononuclear leucocytes. The
submucosa was swelled to four or five times its nor-

mal thickness, and contained leucocytes and micro-

organisms. The lymphatics contained bacteria. The
necrotic area in the scar had nearly exposed the

submucosa and was possibly the point of infection.

The streptococcus was found throughout the stomach.

Tlin bacilli in thf lymphaticH were pOHnihly of poiit-

mortem origin.

Dr. Wii.MA.M II. Wki.cii HtaUrd that he ha/I nefii

a Hiinilar <;aH<; in which there was a tibrin-purulent \t*T-

itonitis. The patient wan an aholndic. The puM wax
found principally in the subinucous coat of thcHtomach.

Dr. K. (i. .Jankwav had seen three firimary caH«*j*

and two secondary cases. One of the patientn wan
not a drinking man, and the two seciondary caseH fol-

lowfid sejjsis and w«;re local in their areas of involve-

ment.

SECOND DAY.

Dr. .1. H. VYrkmit, of Boston, reafl a paper on

TIIK ORCiANISM AND LESIONS Ol' ATTINOMYCOSIS.

The author believes that the disease is frequently

unrecognized, and that it is much more common than
is ordinarily supposed. lie gave a lantern df-monstra-

tion of the lesions produced by the organism. In the

liver of a fatal case there were dark areas that repre-

sented colonies of the organism, which grows a8

masses of radially disposed filaments, which are sit-

uated in the middle of an abscess, which, in turn, is

surrounded by fibrous tissue so that it is walled oil

from the surrounding liver tissue. Within the colony
th(! individual filaments are seen to be separated from
each other by masses of hyaline substance which rep-

resents masses of dead filaments. Sometimes the cen-

tral portion of the colony is composed entirely of this

hyaline substance with the living filaments surround-
ing it at the periphery in a radiating manner. Some
(jf the filaments have clubbed ends, and, again, in the

periphery of the colony there is a zone of rays or

clubs which represent degen(;rations in the filaments.

This latter form is seen particularly in chronic forms
of the disease. The specimens were taken from a
case in which the liver, the lung, the kidney, the foot

and the abdominal wall were involved. The primary
involvement was in the dorsal region, the abscess per-

forating the pleura. There was an abscess in the wall
of the heart that project(>d into the left ventricle.

Macroscopically, the pus from these abscesses contains

pearly granules that are composed of filaments. Cover-
glass preparations made from these granules, after they
have been crushed, show the filaments and their char-

acteristic branching. A certain diagnosis is to be
made oidy after having examined both the crushed
and unstained granules and the stained specimens.
Culture of the actinomyces is difficult on account of

the secondary infections which are so likely to occur.

The organism is anerobic, and in a bouillon culture

is seen as a granular deposit on the bottom and sides

of the tube. It will also grow on agar-agar and on
blood serum. It is, in all probability, a streptothrix.

Dr. J. M. Da Costa called attention to the fact

that large doses of potassium iodide give remarkable
results in the treatment of the disease, even producing
cure in some cases.

Dr. L. Hektoen, of Chicago, read a paper on

A NEW pathogenic FUNGUS (SPOROTIIRIX SCIIENCK).

The patient who furnished the text for the paper
was a boy who jiresented multiple refractory abscesses
on the arm as the result of an injury to the hand with
a hammer. The disease was of three months' dura-
tion and twenty-four operations had been done. The
abscesses contained a thick, viscid pus, culture of which
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resulted in the growth of a fungus. These cultures

became brownish as they grew old. Plate cultures

show a central mass of mycelium, and radiatmg from

the periphery of the central portion masses of spore-

bearing threads. The organism is pathogenic for mice

and wliite rats, producing chronic suppurative pro-

cesses. After peritoneal inoculation tuberculous nod-

ules develop that contain at first masses of coagula-

tion necrosis, with fibrin, and later thick pus filled

with spores, but no threads.

Dr. Simon Flkxner said that he had no doubt

but that this fungus and the organism of Schenck
were identical. He called attention to the fact that

in small animals the organism of Schenck produced a

septicemia, with enlarged lymphatic glands, the latter

containing micro-organisms.

Du. Hektokn said that he had not been able to

produce a septicemia in mice, and that that was the

only difference between this organism and the fungus

of Schenck.

Dr. Richard C. Cabot, of Boston, read a paper on

SOME OF THE CONCLUSIONS ARRIVED AT AFTER A
STUDY OF 110 CASES OF PERNICIOUS ANEMIA.

Of the 110 cases reported 57 were males and 53

were females. Of the cases occurring in the female

subject four followed parturition and in one of these,

in which an autopsy was had, there was leucocytosis

and diphtheritic endometritis. The diseases is one of

late middle life. He had seen all the cases within

seven years and thinks that the disease must be com-

mon in New England. Not a few of the cases in the

series were originally diagnosed as general tuberculo-

sis. Fourteen cases occurred at about the time of the

menopause. Hemorrhage is probably a symptom and
not a cause of the disease ; it has been observed from
the bowels, the nose, the gums, the stomach and the

ear. The symptoms are constant ; in certain cases

they are very mild ; there is a lack of relation between

the severity of the blood lesions and the severity of

the symptoms, and it is not the lack of the corpuscles

only that causes the symptoms. Muscular weakness,

dyspnea, gastro-intestinal symptoms, such as vomiting

and diarrhea, are seen. The latter train of symptoms is

often paroxysmal. This fact is evidence against the

hypothesis that atrophy of the gastric tubules is a

cause of the disease. Hemic murmurs are always

heard and occasionally a true regurgitant murmur is

to be made out. The liver was enlargiid in 30 cases,

the sphicn was enlarged in 13 cases. There were
hemorrhages into the retina in 36 cases and 15 eye

grounds were normal. In ()6^ per cent, of the cases

fever bcitween 99° and 100° was noted. The urine

was usually pale. The urine was normal in 53 cases.

In other cases albumin, with hyaline and granular

casts, was seen. There were nervous symptoms in

one-third of the cases ; but this must not be construed

as representing the total numlxu- of nervous lesions,

because lesions may occur witliout giving rise to

symptoms. In 100 cases the red blood corpuscles

were b(^low 2,000,000 and in four they were above
that figun;. The leucocytes in 72 cases were below

5,000, and in 38 cases they were above that figure.

The hemoglobin in 79 cases was high and in 31 cases

normal or low. The red cells were usually increased

in size and megaloblasts were found at some time in

107 of the cases. In the three cases in which they

were not found the blood was examined only once.

The percentage of lymphocytes on differential count
of the leucocytes was high, but the explanation of this

result is that the lymphocytes were in reality normal,
and the polymorphonuclear leucocytes were decreased.

Myelocytes were present frequently. In the periods

of remission of the disease the red corpuscles usually

rise and the hemoglobin falls, resulting in a condition

that resembles chlorosis. The leucocytes also increase

during this period, the additional number of cells being
polymorphonuclears. The megaloblasts disappear,

normoblasts take their place, to disappear in turn.

The symptomatology and course of the disease, as

well as the result of the blood examination, are not at

all like those of secondary anemia. In those cases in

which latent carcinoma has been found the carcinoma
is not necessarily the cause of the pernicious anemia.
No case recovers. In mild cases diarrhea is common.
Twenty cases were progressive, in 69 cases one or

more remissions were seen and 21 of the patients

went to work. Remissions may take place in from 10
to 14 days. In 76 cases the duration of the disease

was from one to three years. Treatment is hopeless ;

arsenic and bone marrow have no effect, but in some
cases laxative treatment seems to have done some
good. This bears out Hunter's idea that the disease

is a toxemia.

Dr. F'rank BiLLiNdS, of Chicago, showed charts

to illustrate

A REPORT OF CASES OF PERNICIOUS ANEMIA, WITH
A SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE BLOOD FIND-

INGS.

In all 19 cases were reported, 11 in males and eight

in females. The average age of the patients was
forty-six years. No exciting cause could be deter-

mined except syphilis in one case. The symj)toms

were muscular weakness, dyspnea, palpitation, gastro-

intestinal symptoms, and diarrhea, as a rule. Nervous
symptoms were frequent, particularly paresthesia of

the lower extremities. The lemon-yellow tint was
constant, the body-weight was preserved, cardiovascu-

lar symptoms were common, the spleen was enlarged

in four and the liver in three cases. The stools were
negative in all cases except one, and in that one in-

fusoria were present. The disease, as a rule, pro-

gressed rapidly. Hemorrhages were frequent, retinal

in three cases. The hemoglobin varied from 15 per

cent, to 74 per cent. ; the red blood corpuscles varied

between 150,000 and 4,000,000; the color index was
above normal in 53 out of 66 examinations, sometimes

it was low. The leucocytes were usually below the

normal. The color index diminished during the re-

mission and increased during the exacerbation, as does

the number of nucleated red corpuscles. Direct in-

fusion of blood produced, in one case, very little effect.

The myelocytes were most abundant when the patient

was at the lowest ebb. The occurrence of megalo-

blasts are of importance in the diagnosis and when the

nucleus of the cells is irregular it indicates an in-

creased degenerative change.

Dr. Frederick P. Henry, of Philadelphia, re-

ported five cases of pernicious anemia in a paper en-

titled

CLINICAL NOTES ON CASES OV PKRNICIOl'S ANEMIA.

In one of the cases the transfusion of blood from an

epileptic patient was followed in ten days by convul-

sions. One case has been under observation six years
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and wiiH (lomplcti'ly roHtored to healtli. In tliiH pii-

tieiit iia|»litli!iliiu', hisimitli salif^ylaU', Kowlcr'n .solu-

tion, cod-liver oil, and caloiiud wen; tlic, dni^H used.

Tlif autlior thinks that |)ati«'iits .suflcriii^ from pcrni-

cioiis aiiciuia ot't«!U pr(\s«;nt pcriplu-ral iitiuriliK. He
also thinks that the (lis«!as»^ is liktdy to \\v, (•oniplicatrd

by orysipclas. lie has iievca* s(!en a case of <^astrie

carcinoma in which tlu; red blood corpnscrlcs wen; rc-

dn(;cd below .')() p<!r cent, and he thinks that a re<luc-

tion in the number of red (;ells below this liifure is a

<lia<^nosti(5 feature in pernicious anemia. II(! is of the

impn^ssion that the muscular system preserves its

povvtM-. lie believes that tin; corpuscles seen in the

blood in this disease are reversions to tin; type of

those seen in tlu^ cold-blooded animals.

Dr. Ru'IIAUD C. Caijot said that In; did not con-

sid(U- the case that Dr. Henry reported as having re-

covered to be a case of pernicious anemia ; he should

consider it a case of grave secondary anemia of un-

known cause.

Dk. Kinnicutt thought that one of the most im-

portant points elicited by the papers was that bearing

on the prognosis. He hopes that some means will be

found to benefit the condition.

Du. HoHART A. Hark said that he believed that

the diseasi? is more common than the text-books teach.

The majority of patients that he has seen suffering

from the condition were from the country. The
duration is at times long. He believes that arsenic

causes improvement and that transfusion is futile.

He said that he thought that the changes of the

blood in health should be more thoroughly studied

and that the knowledge of the changes in the normal
blood is one of the weakest points in hematology.

Dr. W. H. Thomson referred to a case of perni-

cious anemia in which the roots of the teeth and the

gums were the seat of a purulent disease. He re-

ferred to the theory of Hunter, that in such conditions

the constant swallowing of pus containing strepto-

cocci might give rise to lesions in the gastro-intestinal

tract that, in turn, might lead to pernicious anemia.

Dr. a. McPhedran reported two cases of perma-
nent recovery from pernicious anemia. He believes

in saline infusion as a method of treatment. In one
case he administered antidiphtheritic serum because
there was no other serum obtainable. The patient so

treated remained well for one and one-half years, but
then died. Other patients have received blood serum.
He has looked for diseased teeth and gums in many
of his patients and all have healthy gums except one.

In the excepted case the gum condition gets worse
with the exacerbations of the disease.

Dr. S. Wkir Mitchell said that all blood counts
were relative and not absolute. He called attention

to the work of Dr. J. K. Mitchell on the influence of

massage on the blood count. After one-half or one
hour of massage the red cells increase 500,000. He
thinks that the stagnation of the red blood corpuscles
in various parts of the body is greater in disease than
in health, and he is of the opinion that disturbing
these reserve corpuscles by massage would greatly
change the blood comat.

Dr. Charles G. Stockton said that he had al-

ways found that the gastric secretion in pernicious
anemia was different from that obtained from cases

sufifering from secondary anemia. In the former dis-

ease the hydrochloric acid always disappears during
the exacerbations and returns during the remissions.

Du. W. S, 'luAVKit said that he liad Men caj»<!|| of
gaHtric canrinoma in which the red bloo<i corpuHcli;ii

were lower than l,'iOO,00(j; in «>ne cjuie, inde«-d, the
ntd ci'll count was below ;'<00,000. The l>loo«l count
alone is insullicient for diagnosis. The most im|)orL'int

(•(ills are the large ovoid cells, two <ir three timcH vm

large as the red blood corjtuscles and with pale stain-

ing nu<!lei. In r»ne case that had been diagnoserl a*
|ternicious anemia, carcinoma of the pvhjrus .subse-

(piently devcdoped.

Dit. J. M. Da Costa called attention t/> the fa<:t

that the remissions wen; at times very long, in one
cas(i lasting for (devjui months. The fever sometimes
resembles the high fev<;r of typhoid and is more
marked than in other grave bloo<I diseases.

Dr. James B. Hkrrkjk said that the imj»rovement
of the patients depends, apparently, upon a relative

increase of red cells and hemoglobin and not on an
absolute increase to normal.

Dr. Richard C. Cabot said that systematic mas-
sage had been given to four cases of pernicious ane-
mia after Dr. Mitchell's paper had appeared, and that
in these patients there had been less increase in the
number of corpuscles after the massage than in per-
fectly normal persons. The lagging corpuscles, there-
fore, in cases of anemia seem to be less in number
than in health. He does not consider the splenization

of the bone marrow characteristic of pernicious anemia,
because any secondary anemia may show the condition
if it is severe enough. He thinks the large-sized cor-

puscles with the pale staining nuclei to be character-
istic. Transfusion may produce nephritis and is,

therefore, not advisable. Since spontaneous improve-
ment occurs when arsenic is not used, arsenic cannot
be thought to be the cause of improvement. He was
in accord with Dr. Da Costa concerning the occurrence
of fever. Since all patients in the medical wards of
the Massachusetts General Hospital have systematic
blood examinations made, he thinks that the normal
condition of the blood is well understood.

Dr. Henry repeated his statement that he had
never seen a case of gastric carcinoma in which the
red blood corpuscles were reduced below 30 per cent.

Dr. F. B. Mallory, of Boston, read a paper on

proliferation and phagocytosis.

As a result of the action of toxins we find four
processes: (1) Degeneration of cells ; (2) exudation
from the vessels ; (3) proliferation of cells ; and (4)
phagocytosis. Strong toxins cause degeneration and
exudation, while weak toxins cause proliferation and
phagocytosis. The pneumococcus produces prolifera-
tion of the cells lining the pleura, and the cells in the
lymphatic vessels, and in the lymphnodes of the lung

;

these cells are phagocytic. The toxins that are elimi-
nated by the kidney produce proliferation of the cells

of the glomerulus and of the epithelium at the begin-
ning of the uriniferous tubules. The typhoid bacillus
usually produces a mild toxin that causes proliferation
of the lymph cells and of the endothelial cells in the
digestive tract and in its neighborhood. The majority
of these cells are phagocytic. The phagocytic cells

block up the blood and" the lymph channels "and may
also pass into some tubular structure and do harm by
pressure. In tuberculosis there is sometimes prolif-

eration of cells and sometimes exudation. When
polymorphonuclear leucocytes, lymphoid cells, myelo-
cytes or red blood corpuscles are included within the
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phagocytes their nuclei disappear, showing that they

are undergoing degeneration. The phagogytic cells

are possessed of ameboid motion. When epithelium

takes on phagocytic properties it is usually epithelium

of an undifferentiated type, such as that in the lung.

In the kidney the phagocytic cells are found in the

tubules and in the connective tissue between the tub-

ules. Some of the cells contain structures that resem-

ble the colon bacillus. These cells possibly originate

in the connective tissue and pass through the walls of

the tubules. In the epididymis phagocytic cells were
found that were digesting the spermatic filaments.

They were j)robably endothelial cells. In a case that

was thought to be one of pajjillomata of the bladder

the tumors were found to be composed entirely of

phagocytic cells contiiining what were probably colon

bacilli. Cells that have proliferated under the action

of a toxin degenerate when the toxin disappears. The
proliferated cells are not reparative and may work
harm.

Dk. William H. Welch said that toxins and
bacteria appear to cause proliferation of the cells pri-

marily ; but Weigert assumes some pre-existing dam-
age to the cells. He thinks that an important function

of toxins is to excite necrosis, and that the plugging

up of the vessels is not the entire extent of the dam-
age done. He believes that the large cells containing

leucocytes and lymphoid cells are cells of low resist-

ing power and that they are being attacked by the

leucocytes.

Dr. Mallory said that bethought that the passive

cell in the phagocytic j)rocess was the one that degen-

erated. The included cells, lymphoid cells and leuco-

cytes show degeneration of the nuclei.

Dr. W. S. Thayer, of Baltimore, read a report of

cases of diarrhea associated with the pres-

ence OF STRONGYLUS INTESTINALIS IN THE
STOOLS.

He reported two cases. The relation of the para-

sites to the diarrhea is questionable. One of the

patients had lived in Austria and then six years in

Baltimore ; the other patient had lived all his life in

V^irginia. He believes the worm to be more common
in this country than is supposed. He made a plea for

more frequent fecal examination.

Dr. Stiles, of the Bureau of Animal Industry,

said that when the farmers had cases of obscure dis-

ease develop in their cattle feces are always sent for,

and that a diagnosis could often be made from the

examination of this material. He thinks that troops

returning from the tropics will bring back worms. The
forms found in these patients are found in the lungs of

the frog. Male fern has given good results thera-

peutically.

third day.

Dr. W. T. Councilman, of Boston, reported for

Drs. Lothrop and Pratt

A case of filaria, with specimens of the
ADULT parasite.

The patient was a male, age twenty-two years, who
had resided for some time in the Barbadoes. He com-
plained of pain and swelling in the groin of one
month's duration. A plexus of dilated lymphatic
vessels was removed from the groin, and two weeks
later the left tunica vaginalis became swollen, and a

fluid that contained filaria embryos was withdrawn.
The blood examination showed the presence of the
adult filaria at night. The left testicle was removed
and worms were found in the substance of the gland
near the e])ididymis. The author then described the
morphologic characteristics of the worm and of the
embryos. A brother of the patient, apjiarently in

good health, had filaria^ in his blood at night. Dr.
Councilman showed specimens of the adult female
worm and drawings of th(! adult worms of both sexes,

as well as of the embryos.
Dr. William H. Park, of New York, read a

paper on

THE ELIMINATION OF DELETKRIOUS SUBSTANCES
FROM ANTITOXIC SERA.

That the antidiphtheritic sera contain some deleteri-

ous substance is shown by the development of rash,

fever, and joint sym|)toms after its use in certain

cases. Filtering an antitoxin serum has no effect on
these substances. Heat has no effect upon them.
Bleeding from some horses has given rise to sera that

produce far less complications than bleeding from
other horses, and bleeding from the same animal gives

rise to sera of varying deleterious contents at different

times. P^xperiments show that chemically antitoxin

is either a globulin or a globulin-like substance, and
that it is inseparably attached to the globulins. A
dried globulin, prodyced by precipitation and used
after being dissolved in water, showed that the anti-

toxic strength was the same as that of the serum, but

it was slightly more irritating locally. The best

method of producing sera that shall be devoid of

deleterious substances is to select the horse the serum
from which produces the least complications, and to put

serum from that animal on the market.

Dr. George L. Peabody said that he had divided

one bottle of antitoxic serum between three people

for purposes of immunization. Two of the patients

injected had no symptoms, while the third developed

joint symptoms, urticaria and fever.

Dr. Meltzer inquired whether one could be im-

munized against the occurrence of rashes by the

repeated injection of the same serum.

Dr. Park said in one individual repeated injections

were not likely to produce repeated rashes.

Dr. F. F. Westbrook read a paper for himself

and Drs. Wilson and Mc Daniel entitled

varieties of THE DIPHTHERIA BACILLUS.

The classification of the diphtheria bacillus is based

on the morphology of the individual bacilli. Three
classes are recognized: (1) Granular forms with

granules in the body of the organism that are meta-

chromatic ; (2) barred forms ; ('3) solid color forms,

including those that look like diplobacilli. In pure

cultures all three forms may be found.

Dr. Abbott said that the great difficulty in classi-

fying the diphtheria bacillus is that we do not know
its normal morphology. In fact, we are not sure that

the organism is a bacillus. He believes that by alter-

ing the environment of the different forms they

are interchangeable. The original descriptions of the

characters of the organism are more satisfactory than

the later descri])tions. Tlie difference in the prepara-

tion of the medium, which gives us a hard, leathery

serum instead of a granular, soft mass, may account

for the discrepancy in the descriptions. The third
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i^nmp tliiit is (Icscrilx'd in j)n)i>!i1)ly <!oni|K)H«'il of itivolti-

lioii t'oniis.

|)|{. I'akk Huid lli.it tin- a|»|M':ir:iini' of the iiiicro-

oriiiiiiisiiis (Iocs iKtt iiidiciiU' their vinilciicc In mi

iiislitiitioii tliiit lie knew of, iiiciislcs wiis jilwiiys fol-

lo\v»'«l hv (li|)!itlici-i;i ; l)ut now the odiccrH ^ivf an

ininiiiiii/.ini; dose of uiititoxif scniiii to ull patients

tliat dcvtlop inc^aslcs, and no diplitlicria c'lscs (l<'vclo|).

l)u. Wksthkook said tiiat the alteration in the

(Mivironnu'iit of the niiero-ori^anisnis had i)een studied.

The organisms in tlu; third class had always heen

found in conneetioii witli tiioso of other classes, and

not in pure culture.

I)k. W. W. JoiiN.sTON, of Washington, pr(isente(l a

CASK OK Addison's diskask undkr tukatmknt
WITH SKl'KAKKNAL EXTUACT.

The patient was a male, a farmer, in whom tlu;

symptoms had appeared suddenly with loss of Hesh,

weakness, and gastro-intestinal symptoms. PigUKnita-

tion appeared later, and was accompanied by exhaus-

tion, vomiting, purgation, and was progressive. The
blood was apparently normal. The symptoms became
worse in the sununer and improvement was noted in

the winter. The patient is being treated with su[)ra-

renal extract, with rapid im[)rovement. The author

has collected 43 cases of the disease that have been

treated with suprarenal extract; of these, 1.3 were

improved, nine recovered, 11 died, three showed no

improvement, and the result was not recorded in

seven. In answer to a question by Dr. Kinnicutt, Dr.

.lohnston stated that there had been slight enlargement

of the liver, but no glycosuria. In answer to Dr. S.

"Weir IMitchell, he said that the temperature had been

subnormal and that he had used nine grains of the

suprarenal extract, three times a day. In answer to

Dr. McPhedran, he said that at first the heart beat

had been feeble and the tension low, but that later the

heart beat had been stronger and the tension higher.

Dr. William H. Welch, of Baltimore, read a

paper entitled

VENOl'S THROMBOSIS AS A COMPLICATION OF CAR-
DIAC DISEASE.

Distinct venous thrombosis is not usually recognized

as a complication of cardiac disease. He recorded

four personal observations. In the first the [)atient

was a woman, age seventeen years. She had aortic

and mitral insufficiency. During the course of the

disease hard edema of the left arm developed, and at

autopsy adherent pericardium was noted and throm-

bosis of the innomhiate, the internal jugular, the

external jugidar, the subclavian, and the axillary

veins of the left side. The oldest part of the throm-

bus was in the lower part of the internal jugular vein

and in the innominate vein. Cultures from the body
of this patient were sterile, except those made from
the lung and the thrombus ; these gave the strepto-

coccus pyogenes. The second case was in the person

of a woman, age thirty-five years, who was suffering

from mitral stenosis. The left side of the neck be-

came swollen in the line of the internal and exter-

nal jugular veins ; later the left arm also became
swollen and a thrombosed axillary v(>in could be

felt. The collateral circulation was established and
the symptoms disappeared. Later the patient had an

embolus lodge in the po})liteal artery, from which she

also recovered. The third case was that of a boy,

ujTtt HJxtiten yesirM, who had mitral and aortic iriNuffi-

cieney. The left arm becime tiiarkedly «-deifiut/>iiM,

:ind worse tliaii the right, wiiicli wjih uImo hwoINti.

Tint left a.xillary vein was thrombosed, uh well an the

lower part of the internal jugular vein. The Injy

died, but then; waH no aut<jpHy. In the fourth wuje

the patient was a man, age seventy-^-iglit yearn. He
had mitral insulliciency, with throndHtsis of the left

femoral viiin, and recovered. Dr. \Veh:h has collecU^d

from the literatun; 2.'> additional ca.4es. The hnration

of the thrombus was in the v(;ins of the neck and the

upper (ixtremities in tlu' in.ajorily of in.stiinces. In i'i

cases in which the thrombosis affected the veins of the

upper part of tin; body, 17 were in females, four were
in mal(;s, in two the sex was not stated. The heart

(condition in 20 cases was a complication of mitral dis-

ease, and, since this form of heart di.sease is more
common in females than in males, the preponderance of

female patients in whom this coinj)lication occurred

may be explaiimd. The age at which the majority of

cases occurred was between fifteen and thirty. Rheu-
matism, while the underlying cause of the heart dis-

ease, was probably not the cause of the thrombo.sis.

In the majority of cases the thrombosis appeared dur-

ing the failure of compensation. The veins of the

left side were affected in 21 out of 23 cases. Usually

the veins of both the neck and the arm were throm-

bosed. The case reported by the author is the only

one in which micro-organisms were found. In one case,

rei)orted by Dr. Helen Baldwin, the mouth temper-

ature was seven degrees lower than the rectal tem-

perature. The prognosis is grave, mainly on account
of the gravity of the cardiac condition. The more fre-

(pient occurrence of the thrombus in the left side may
be explained by the anatomic condition of the veins,

blood coming into a common receptacle from various

angles, valves in the jugular veins that are frequently

delicient, and the regurgitation of the blood into the

great veins causing the whirlmg motion that favors

clotting. The thrombus is probably of micro-organ-

ismal origin.

Di{. Kinnicutt spoke of a similar case.

Dr. Cary thought that dilatation of the left auricle

might have an etiologic significance.

Dr. Biggs spoke of a similar case.

Dr. Welch said that a dilated left auricle would
undoubtedly assist in determining the coagulation.

Dilated pulmonary vessels, also, might have an etiologic

significance.

Dr. Simon Flexner, of Philadelphia, read a
paper on

THE NATURE OF THE NEW TISSUE IN CIRRHOSIS OF
THE LIVER, AND ITS DISTRIBUTION.

Much of the new* tissue in cases of cirrhosis of the

liver is of the elastic variety. By digestion of sec-

tions with pancreatin, by which the cells and the elas-

tic tissue are digested out, much new tissue, of the

white fibrous variety, together with reticulum, is foimd.
If the connective tissue and the reticulum are digested

out the elastica may be left behind. In cases of

atrophic cirrhosis the elastica is usually seen in the

periphery of the lobules, although there is some
slight extension into the h)bule. In the hypertrophic
form it follows along the capillaries into the lobule.

The elastica appears to be developed from the other
tissues and seems to come from the adventitia of the

blood-vessels.
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Dr. F. C. Shattuck said that tlie i)athologic find-

ings do not seem to agree with the clinical features of

the disease, because, clinically, there is one form in

which the disease is seen in the portal spaces, atrophic

form, and another in which the disease seems to be

around the bile-ducts, hyjjertrophic form or cirrhosis

with icterus, of the Fn'uch.

Dr. H. II. FiTz, of Boston, reported a

CASE OF CYSTOMA OF THK I'ANCKKAS.

The tumor was a multilocular cyst of the pancreas.

It seemed to be due to the formation of new fibrous

tissue and the dilatation of the ducts with the produc-

tion of new epithelium, both of the kind seen in the

ducts and that seen in the acini of the gland. The
CN'st was removed and the patient is doing well.

Du. CiiAKLEs Cahy, of Buffalo, reported a case

of

DEGENERATKI) ECIIINOCOCCLS CYST OK THE PLEURA.

The patient had what seemed to be chronic pleuri-

tis. He had always lived with dogs until the age of

twenty-one years, but he had never been out of the

United States. Palpation of the thorax revealed a

rough, vibrating friction, and friction was heard on

inspiration. Exploratory puncture brought a fluid

containing cholesterin, albumin and sugar. Aspira-

tion later brought one-half litre of fluid. At opera-

tion, a soft mass of collapsed cysts was removed,
which proved to be degenerated echinococcus cysts.

At first no booklets were found, but later two hook-

lets were seen.

Dr. Alfred Stengel, of Philadelphia, reported

a case of

ANEURISM OF THE AORTA WITH RUPTURE INTO THE
SUPERIOR VENA CAVA, RECOGNIZED DURING LIFE.

The patient was a man, age thirty years, who de-

veloped a murmur sinailar to that already reported in

a similar case. The patient lived for twenty-four

days and finally died in a convulsion. It is not be-

yond the range of possibility that recovery might en-

sue in such a case. Venesection may do as much
harm as good in a similar case, because the overfilling

of the vena cava and the equalizing of pressure on
the two sides might allow the formation of a clot in

the aneurism.

Dr. Beverly Hoijinson, of New York, read a

paper entitled

MINOR FORMS OF CARDIAC DILATATION.

Two classes of patients, particularly, are likely to

present mild attacks of cardiac dilatation : (1) anemic
girls just past the age of puberty, and (2) obese
women, mari-ied or unmarried, between forty and fifty

years of age.

Dr. W. II. Thomson, of New York, read a paper
entitled

(tRAVES'S DISEASE WITHOUT EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE.

The spccilic symptoms of Graves's disease are (1)
tachycardia, wiiich is persistent and above 100.

This symptom was absent in only two out of
07 cases

; (2) nervous symptoms both sensory and
motor

; (3) gastric symptoms
; (4) intestinal symp-

toms ;
(.">) nutritive disorders ; (0) death by syncope.

Exoi)hthalmos and goitre are not essential symptoms.
The author thinks the source of the symptoms is not

in the thyroid body, but rather that we should look
for it in the alimentary canal.

Dr. Edes said that one symptom that he had noted
in Graves's disease was an uncomfortable sensation of

heat.

Dr. McPhedran called attention to the lack of

sinking of the eyes with emaciation as indicating some
slight exophthalmos.

Dr. W. II. Thomson had not noted the lack of

relation between the emaciation and the sinking of the

eyes.

Dr. M. Howard Fussell, of Philadelphia, read
a paper on

PERICHONDRITIS OF THE LARYNX IN TYPHOID FEVER,
WITH EXHIBITION OF A PATIENT AND A SPECIMEN.

He showed the specimen from a fatal case and ex-

hibited a patient who recovered after tracheotomy.
This patient wore the tube for six months. The cri-

co-aretenoid joint in this j)atient is anchylosed. The
complication is rare.

Dr. H. a. Hare, of Philadelphia, read a paper
entitled

THE ATTITUDE OF THE PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
TO APPENDICULAR SYMPTOMS COMPLICATING TY-

PHOID FEVER.

There is great difficulty, in the early stages of acute

disease in which there are symptoms that refer to the

appendicular region, in diagnosing between appendici-

tis and tyjDhoid fever. The author thinks that the

absence of leucocytosis is an indication that a given

case is not one of appendicitis. The absence of leu-

cocytosis, however, is not pathognomonic.
Dr. Ira Van Gieson, of New York, read a paper

entitled

OBSERVATIONS ON APPENDICITIS.

He thinks that the tortuous blood supply of the ap-

pendix predisposes it to undergo retrograde and ob-

literative changes. He thinks that the attacks of ap-

pendicitis are the result of the evolution of the species,

providing for a race in which the ap2)endix w'ill be

absent. Attacks of appendicitis are predis2)0sed to

by these obliterative changes. Acute api)endicitis is

not an accident but is a factor in natural selection.

If the appendix was to be removed as soon after

birth as is safe, the individual would probably be ben-

eflted, but the process of natural selection would be

delayed.

Dr. Norman Bridge, of Los Angeles, read a paper

entitled

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON HUMAN TEMPERATURE IN

DISEASE.

He thinks that a temperature of 102° is not dan-

gerous. Free catharsis at the beginning of a fever

may relieve the gut of ptomaines and thus benefit the

condition ; but it is doubtful that it reduces fever.

He does not believe in the use of antipyretics or of

aconite to reduce temperature, but thinks that the

secret of treatment is pointed to by the results of

the injection of antidiphtheritic serum.

Dr. J. K. Mitchell read a

STUDY OF A MUMMY AFFECTED WITH INFANTILE
PARALYSIS.

The mummy had one leg shorter than the other

with no sign of fracture. The pelvis was perfectly
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lormcd uml tlir vrrlcl)i-;il coliiiini |)n'H(iiit(Hl no Hi^n

ol ((iiiiptMisiitorv scoliosis. The aiitlior tiiiiiks tiiiit,

this indicjitfs tlu^ wcai'iiiji of !i lii;;li-solfil s;iinl;il.

I!.' llioiii;iit tliiit tlu! (Idfcct ill tiic (lovclo|iiiiciit, u ;is

due (() ;i poliomyelitis, tliat iiiiLjlit, li:iV(! hccii iiilni-

iitcrinc.

|)k. lior.Kur i'. Ki>ks, of .I;iMi;ii(;;i I'hiiii, sliowid ii

NKW MODII'IIOI) Sl'IIV(i.M<)(;UAl'll.

'i'lic i'ollowiiii;- iiapcrs wcrt^ read by titlo: "Tlic V.\-

isUMicc of liactcria in tlit^ Normal Tissuos," Dr. (i. J.

Adami, for Dr. W. Ford, of Montreal; "Subpectoral

Abscess," Dr.. I. II. ]Miiss(>r, of lMiiladeli)liia ; "Stone

in the Kidnc^y and Conditions Simnlatini^- It," Dr. I).

D.Stewart, of IMiiladelpliia ; "The Circuhir Fibres

of the Heart (Mitral Sphincter) as a Fa(;tor in Func-

tional Disturbances of tlu^ Heart with INIitral Insuili-

cieiicy," Dr. Morton Prince, of Boston ;
" Clinical

Types of llric-Acid Diathesis ; Treatment ; Comple-

tion of Paper," Dr. .1. N, Danforth, of Chicaifo
;

"Sarcoma of the Stomach," Dr. George Dock, of Ann
Arbor ;

" A Case of Multiph^ Fibromas of the Nerves

with Arthritis Deformans," Drs. L. Ilektoen and R.

B. Preble, of Chicago ; "Multiple Myeloma," Dr. J.

H. Wright, of Boston ;
" The Urea Content of the

Blood in Cases of Nephritis," Dr. J. S. Thacher, of

New York ; " A Study of 24 Cases of Typhoid Fever

with Symptoms of Peritoneal Infection ; J^aparo-

tomy," Dr. (leorge B. Shattuck, of Boston, for Drs.

George B. Shattuck, J. Collins Warren, and Farrar

Cobb, Committee of the Boston Society for Medical

Improvement.

Iflecent Utterature.

A Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Skin, for the

Use of Students and Practitioners. By James
Nevins Hyde, A.M., M.D., and Frank Hugh
Montgomery, M.D. Fifth and revised edition.

Illustrated with 111 engravings and "24 plates in

colors and monochrome. Philadelphia and New
York: Lea Bros. & Co. 1900.

This well-known American text-book has now
reached its fifth edition. New chapters have been

added on porokeratosis and blastomycetic dermatitis,

and a great many of the subjects have been care-

fully revised. Also twelve plates and two engravings

have been added. The popularity of this excel-

lent text-book is indicated by the fact that the jirevi-

ous edition was exhausted in less than two years.

International Clinics. A Quarterly of Clinical Lect-

ures and Especially Prepared Articles in JNIedicine,

Neurology, Surgery, Therapeutics, etc. By lead-

ing members of the medical profession throughout

the world. Edited by Henry W. Cattell, A.M.,
M.D. Volume I. Tenth Series. Philadelphia:

J. B, Lippincott Co. 1900.

This volume of this now well-known publication has

so far altered in policy as to devote special attention

to the more generally practical sides of medicine,

rather than to lay stress merely on the unusual.

The editorial staff has also undergone changes. The
latter part of the volume is taken up with an epitome
of the progress of medicine during 1899, and tliough,

of course, not complete, is of distinct value.
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FIRST REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
STATE BOARD OF INSANITY.

The first annual report of this State Board, which

was organized for official business October 1, 1898, is

a noteworthy document, which will, no doubt, have a

wide bearing on the future policy of the State towards

its insane. The first year of the Board's work was an

arduous one, requiring a large number of meetings, and

a painstaking investigation of institutions throughout the

State, with the supervision of the twenty-four State, mu-

nicipal and private institutions for the insane, feeble-

minded, epileptic, dipsomaniac and inebriate. Among
many reforms and suggestions, one of practical use to

others as well as to those particularly concerned with

the problems of insanity is the provision for uniform

certificates for the commitment of the insane, the dip-

somaniac or inebriate. These blanks, now in general

use by the courts are printed and distributed at the ex-

pense of the Board. There is a concise discussion of

the important matters regarding the relations of cura-

ble and incurable cases, and their separate treatment,

and also of the question of the colony system for the

chronic insane. The report makes a number of recom-

mendations which we quote :

(1) Such legislation as will provide that all insane per-

sons who are now, or may hereafter become, public charges

shall be supported at the expense of the Commonwealth on

and after January 1, 1904.

(2) That all such insane poor shall be committed accord-

ing to the laws for the commitment of the insane to the cus-

tody and control of the authorities of the Commonwealth as

soon after January 1, 1904, and in such a manner as may
be deemed advisable by the State Board of Insanity.

(3) That all such insane poor shall be cared for in build-

ings which shall be owned or controlled by the Common-
wealth.

(4) Such leixislation as may be necessary to actpiire for

the State the land, the buildings and equipment in use by

the Boston Insane Hospital.

(5) That a colony for the chronic insane should be es-

tablished, according to the general plan outlined in this re-

port.

(6) That the Legislature appropriate a sum not exceed-
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ing $25,000, to be expended under the direction of the

State Board of Insanity for the purchase of not less than

2,000 acres of land for such a colony.

(7) Tliat the Legislature appropriate a sum not exceed-

ing S50,000, to be expended under the direction of a board

of trustees for the proper organization of such a colony,

and toward the construction of buildings and the procuring

of other equipment necessary for that purpose.

A large part of the voliuiie is taken up with a series

of brief reports from the various hospitals, and valu-

able statistical tables of the details of management.

We repeatedly notice allusions to the good work being

done by the pathologists, the greater care taken in the

study and classification of disease, and the introduc-

tion of accurate hospital methods in place of methods

which have too long characterized the medical work of

institutions for the insane. There is ample evidence

to show that this " asylum " period is past, and that

our great insane hospitals, aided by a liberal-minded

board of directors, will, in the near future, accomplish

results commensurate with these possibilities.

THE TRANSMISSION OF SYPHILIS TO THE
LOWER ANIMALS.

Thk difficulty which has persistently stood in the

way of an accurate knowledge of syphilis has been

the impossibility of transmitting the disease to animals

experimentally. Why this should be, when so many
diseases of man may be with ease reproduced in ani-

mals, affords a problem which remains for the future

to decide. For the present we must experiment with

such means as we have at our disposal, in the hope

that repeated investigation may lead to results of sig-

nificance. It should, in such work, always be i*emem-

bered that negative evidence is never worthless, and

that through negative evidence not infrequently gen-

eralizations of importance may be made.

We have before us an interesting paper by Dr.

Mazyck P. Ravenel, of Philadelphia, recently pub-

lished in the American Journal of the Medical Sci-

ences, in which the writer describes two very carefully

conducted experiments on calves. As Ravenel says,

the interest of such inoculation experiments lies not

only in the scientific evidence they may bring regard-

ing the main problem, but also as setting at ease the

minds of those often well-meaning but misinformed

persons who apprehend dangers from syphilitic infec-

tion in the operation of vaccination. In fact the

agitation against vaccination in Philadeljihia and

Pennsylvania, and the unwarranted assertions of

certain physicians regarding the dangers of syphil-

itic infection from animals used in the preparation of

the virus, led to the work under discussion.

It has been claimed that certain of the lower ani-

mals, especially the domesticated animals and monkeys,

have been successfully inoculated, claims which need,

however, further substantiation. Of seventy inocu-

lations, in wliich rabbits, dogs, guinea-pigs and apes

were used, Duplan in 18H1 had absolutely negative

results with the exception of two rabbits, in which

there is considerable evidence to show that the trans-

mitted disease was tuberculosis and not syphilis.

The recent experiments done by Ravenel were with

two calves, a species of animal in which no claims

for successful inoculation have been made. The
material for the inoculations was obtained from a

mucous patch on the lip and a sore about the genitals

of a venereal patient, the case being in an early sec-

ondary stage. The inoculations were made two and

a half hours after the material from the sore was ob-

tained. The technique of inoculation is given in the

words of the author as follows :
" The area selected

was shaved, washed thoroughly with soap and water,

and well rinsed with sterile water, after which a sur-

face about the size of a silver half-dollar was scraped

with a sharp scalpel* until a slightly bloody serum be-

gan to exude. It was next scarified with the ordinary

scarifier used in vaccination, in two directions at right

angles to each other, and into this the syphilitic mate-

rial was rubbed for not less than five minutes. A sec-

ond scarification Avas then done, and the animals kept

down until the surface had dried."

The following day the scarified areas were covered

with a thin scab, surrounded by a small inflammatory

zone. By the fifth day the scabs had dropped off and

the animals showed no signs of discomfort whatever.

At the autopsies, made respectively fifty-four and one

hundred and thirty-eight days after inoculation, abso-

lutely nothing was found pointing to syphilis, even

the areas of inoculation being no longer discoverable.

The animals were, however, slightly tuberculous, which

in no way vitiates the significance of the experiment,

but rather adds to its value, since the presence of tu-

berculosis is thought to increase the susceptibility to

syphilis. The nervous system likewise showed no

alterations. As a result of his work Ravenel is in-

clined to the opinion, already expressed by Neumann,
that it is impossible to transmit syphilis to the lower

animals, a fact which should do much to relieve the

solicitude of the opponents of vaccination.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Plague in San Fkancisco. — It has been defi-

nitely determined by the San Francisco Board of

Health that bubonic plague exists in the Chinese

quarter, and measures are being taken to prevent its

spread. A strict quarantine has been instituted and

both prophylactic and curative serum employed. On
March 8th Surgeon Kenyon reported that a suspicious

case had died in Chinatown, and on March II th that

he had found plague bacilli. On April 27th another

case occurred, verified by bacteriological examination,

and so reported on May 2d. On May loth there

were two deaths from plague. May 16th another case

was reported. There have been six deaths, and, so

far as known, the disease has appeared only among the

Chinese. Dr. W. II. Kellogg, City Bacteriologist of
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San Knincisco, writes uh follows in tlii! JouriKil of tin;

Ameriain Medical Association: " 1 aiii ol lli<- opinion

lliat tlu! (lioron^Ii disinfection and cleaning; np of lli<-

Moni,'oliiin (inartcr, wliicii tin; San P'rancisco Board of

Health has In-tui carryinif ont with considcrahh! vii,'or,

has been of invalual)l(! scn-vico in chcckin;^ the spn ad

of the disease before it had fairly grained a foothold.

Viifilance shonld not yot bo relaxed in the least, for it

wonld not be surprisin<r if other cases were discovered

in the near future!. In such (ivent tlu; measures taken

will have to be most radical, for the; reappc^arance of

the pest will be evidence that a focus of infection has

been established which nothing short of fire will ob-

literate."

TiiK PROFESSOusniP OF Medicine in Kdin-

nuR(iii,— Dr. John Wylie was elected to the chair of

medicine in pAliuburgli University, May 4th. lie; is

fifty-sixy ears of age, and has had a wide experience in

teaching. In 1897 he received the degree of LL.I).

from the University of Edinburgh. During the ill-

ness of the late Sir Thomas Grainger Stewart, Dr.

Wylie was appointed to discharge the duties of the

chair. His chief publication is a book entitled "The
Disorders of Speech," which appeared in 1894.

Admission to the Paris Exposition for Mem-
bers OF THE Medical Congress. — Dr. H. B. Ja-

cobs, Secretary of the American National Committee

of the Thirteenth International Medical Congress, in-

forms us that during the week of the International

Medical Congress, August 2d to 9tli, free admission to

the Paris Exposition will be granted to members of

the Congress. To secure this, members will receive a

special card by applying to the office of the Congress,

21 Rue de I'ficole de Medecine.

Dedication of New Library Building of the

Medical Society of the County of Kings.— The

dedication of the new library building of the Medi-

cal Society of the County of Kings was held at 1313

Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., Saturday, May 19,

1900. Addresses were made by Drs. George M.

Gould, James R. Chadwick and Abraham Jacobi, fol-

lowed by the formal transference of the building to the

Society.

No Yellow Fever in Manila during April.

— A report from Major W. C. Gergar, of the medical

corps, chief sanitary officer of Manila, states that while

the death-rate for April was 482, there were no deaths

from yellow fever, the first month so favored since

May, 1899, and the only month when there were no

deaths from this disease during the past ten years with

two exceptions, February and May, 1899.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon. May 23, 1900, there were re-

ported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 74, scar-

latina 58, measles 114, typhoid fever 17.

KriDBMtt; OK Tvi'iioiD Kkvkic at Fokkhtvillk,

Conn.— III the, MdiiIIiIi/ liiillrliii of tlif^ State Hoard

of Health of Connecticut for Ajiril, Dr. ('. A. Liiid-

Hley, Secretary of tin; Board, \(\\i'M the following pre-

liminary account of the Hucccrssful Hearch for the cause

of the r(!C(!nt (;pid(!inic of typhoid fever at ForeHtville :

"Tim water supply common to all the f)atientH is a

sprin**^ from which the waUrr is pumped an«l distributed

to the people of the village. A small river separateH

th(! spring from the pumping station, and two supply

pipes are laid in tlu; river through which the [tumj)

draws the water to discharge; through the distributinf,'

pipes. Gn examination. Dr. Smith, the investigating

officer, found that one of these supply pipes had been

a(;cidently broken quite in two, probably by collision

with some floating object in the freshet of March 1st,

so that the water pumped through it was wholly river

water. In consequence of this, the pump was deliver-

ing to the distributing pipes a mixture of spring and

river water. This fact was discovered by working the

punq) after closing the connection with the spring, and

afterwards finding the fractured ends of the pipe.

Samples of water were taken from the three sources,

the spring, the distributing pipes, or mixed water, and

the river water as pumped through the broken pipe.

Analyses of each have been made. The river water

is of course polluted more than the others, but that

from the distributing pipes showed sewage contamina-

tion by chemical tests, and bacteriologically, by the

presence of intestinal microbes. The source of this

contamination was not far to find. About 300 feet

above the broken pipe is situated a factory, employing

about 200 operatives. In this factory are twenty-six

water closets and six urinals, discharging mto this river.

Reports of 35 cases, six of which were fatal, have

been received at this date."

Changes in Regulations ok the Boston Board
OF Health, — After May loth the following changes

took effect: (1) Pulmonary and laryngeal tuberculo-

sis are now included in the list of diseases of which

compulsory notification is required. After removal

or death of the patient, the Board of Health will

disinfect the premises. (2) Release of diphtheria

cases from isolation is now granted only on receipt

of two consecutive negative cultures from the nose

and two consecutive negative cultures from the throat

of each patient ; a culture from the throat for release

must always be accompanied by a culture from the

nose, and vice versa, until release is granted. (3) Free

examinations are made at the Laboratory of the Board

of Health (G07 Sudbury Building, corner of Sudbury

and Hawkhis Streets, Boston) for physicians in the

following : Tuberculosis, diphtheria, typhoid fever, in-

fluenza and other bacterial diseases and malaria. For

veterinarians, free examinations in glanders and rabies

are made. Outfits for tuberculosis, diphtheria, typhoid

fever and glanders may be obtained at a large number

of drug stores throughout the city and environs.

Boston Society of Medical Sciences. — At a

meeting of the 'Society held May 15th papers and
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coinmuiiicutioiis were prt'seiited as follows : Dr. R. W.
Lovett spoke on " Movements of the Normal Spine in

their Relation to Scoliosis," being the general results

of an experimental investigation. Dr. F. P. Graham
described a numbed" of improvements in laboratory

methods. Mr. W. R. Brinkerhoff and Dr. A. W.
Balch reported an investigation on the pathology and

probable canse of azoturia, the preliminary conclusion

being that lead is the probable etiological factor. Dr.

Allen Cleghorn read a paper on " The Physiological

Effects and the Nature of p]xtracts of Sympathetic

Ganglia."

An Important Lkcjal Decision.— A plaintifl'

seeking damages for personal injuries has recently

claimed that much of his disabilit}^ was due to the

effect of the medical examination made by the corpor-

ation physician. The full bench of the Supreme

Court in returning a verdict for the defendant held that

even if the act of the physician did cause trouble, it

did not render the railway company liable, the physi-

cian being an independent contractor, for whose acts

defendant was not responsible.

Nkw Surgical Building for Nkw England
Hospital. — Appropriate exercises were held Satur-

day, May 19 th, at the New England Hospital for

Women and Children, Dimock St., Roxbury, on the

occasion of the opening of the new surgical building,

the corner stone of which was laid June 27, 1899.

Bequests to Hospitals.— By the wills of the

late J. N. and Harold Brown bequests are made,

among others, to the following institutions : Rhode
Island Hospital, $r)4,000 ; Butler Hospital, $50,000

;

Newport Hospital, $33,000.

A Cask of Small-Pox in Boston. — Another

case of small-pox has been reported from a house in

which two cases have already occurred. Strict pre-

cautions are being taken to prevent any possible

spread of the disease.

Indictment of Francis Truth.— Francis Truth,

the so-called " divine healer," whose arrest we noted

some weeks ago, has been indicted by the grand

jury on twenty counts.

A Centenarian.— Mrs. J.iucy Davis, of Auburn,

Me., has recently died at the reputed age of one

hundred and six. It is claimed that her mother at-

tained an equal age.

NEAV YORK.

Mortality Statistics. — In comparing the mor-

tality of the city for the four weeks ending April

28th with that of the four weeks ending March 31st,

it is found that the death-rate in April was 22.87,

against 2 1.09 in March. There was, indeed, a grati-

fying and progressive decrease in the death-rate from

the week ending March 10th, when it reached the

high figure of 2o.31, to the week ending April 28th,

when it was 21.96. Still, tliroughout the present

year, the death-rate has been considerably higher than

in 1899, when the mortality was exceptionally small.

Thus, in the corresponding weeks of March and April

last year the deatli-rate was only 18.01 and 18.88 re-

spectively. One very important element in the in-

creased mortality of the present year has been the

excessive fatality of pneumonia, which in the first

quarter is credited with 2,48G deaths, against 1,6.54 in

the first three months of last year. At the same time

the number of deaths from influenza, aside from pneu-

monia, in the first quarter of 1900 was only 221,

against 267 in the corresponding period of 1899. The
climax in the mortality from pneumonia was reached

in the week ending March 10, 1900, when it caused

455 deaths, or more than one-fourth of the total mor-

tality of the city. In April of the present year the

weekly average of deaths from pneumonia was 359,

against 394.5 in March. The weekly average of

deaths from influenza declined from 49.75 in March
to 36.75 in April, and the deaths from bronchitis,

from 68.75 in March to 58 in April. There was but

little change in the number of deaths from diphtheria,

scarlet fever, measles, whooping-cough and typhoid

fever, but the weekly average of deaths from pul-

monary tuberculosis increased from 178.5 in March to

193 in April. Excluding the Borough of the Bronx,

in which the mortality is usually disproportionately

high, on account of the large institutions located

there, we find that the largest mortality reported in

any of the boroughs during April was in Richmond,

in the week ending April 7th, when it represented an

annual death-rate of 27.12. The smallest was in the

same week in the Borough of Queens, where the

death-rate was 20.25.

A Verdict for Neglect. — Miss Helen D.

Ward, a sister-in-law of Judge Henry E. Howland,

at a third trial in Supreme Court, has just obtained a

verdict for $10,000 in a suit for $30,000 damages

against St. Vincent's Hospital which was commenced

several years ago. In February, 1894, she took a

private room at the hospital for one week, at the

rate of $25, with $3.00 a day additional for the ser-

vices of a skilled nurse. An operation was performed

on her right leg by the late Dr. Wm. T. Lusk, as-

sisted by Dr. Hughes, the house surgeon. In conse-

quence of a hot-water bag being left in contact with

the wound by the nurse in charge, while she was still

under ether, she suffered from burns which were not

healed for two years and which permanently disabled

her. The suit came to trial in the Supreme Court in

1898 before Judge Cohen, who directed a verdict for

the defendant, on the ground that the hospital was a

charitable institution, and, accordingly, not liable for

negligence of em]iloyes. This ground had been

taken in decisions handed down in Massachusetts and

Pennsylvania. They w^ere based on an I^nglish case

which, it is said, has since been reversed by the House

of Lords. Miss Ward appealed, and in April of last

year the Judges of the Appellate Division, in a unani-

mous opinion, ordered a new trial, holding that al-

though the hospital was in part a charitable iustitu-
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tioii, it had ulso u (ie|)ui-tin(!nt for \n\\ patiotits, uiid

that UH tho HCtioii was hrou;r||t not on tho ground of

ncfflif^ifiKu;, hut for ull(^<(od hniucli of cfjiilract, th«^ case,

should hav(! hv.vw tii(!d. A sccioml tiiiil was accord-

iiiyly h(ild in DcHtcnibcr last, and al, this lilal there

was a disagreciucnt of the; jury.

Mkdicai- Association ok iiik ('oi;nty ok Xi.w

VouK No LoN(iKir Ini)I".i'i;ni>kn r. — At a s|ic(;i;ii

meeting held May 11th, the Medical Association of

tho County of New York voted away its independcnci'

by adopting a resolution dictated by the Council of the

Stat(! M(Hiical Association, by which it is constituted

a subordinate county association of the State Asso-

ciation, and l)in(ls itself to obey the laws, rules and

regulations of the latter.

ARMY NOTES.

Association of Military Surgeons.— The com-

ing meeting of the Association of Military Surgeons

at New York City, May 31st to June 2d, presents an

interesting programme in spite of the fact that so large

a number of the members of the Association are now
serving at foreign posts and are not in position to

give this meeting their active support. A number of

papers have already been received by the secretary.

The headquarters of the Association will be at the

Murray Hill Hotel ; the meetings at the New Y'ork

Academy of Medicine. The social programme in-

cludes visits to the various army and navy stations

around New York, together with the usual dinner.

It is understood that the business meeting of the As-

sociation will be unusually interesting, through efforts

to be made to increase the membershij:) and value of

the society, especially through its official organ.

No Plague at Honolulu.— Surgeon-General

Sternberg has received a report from Major B. D.

Taylor, the chief medical officer of the Hawaiian

Islands, dated April 27th, in which he states that there

have been no cases of bubonic plague since March
31st, and that if none occurred in the interval the

quarantine at Honolulu would be raised April 30th.

Sanitary Affairs at Havana.— A recent issue

of the Havana Post compliments Major W. C. Gorgas,

Surgeon, United States Army, on his administration

of sanitary affairs in that city.

PRESERVATIVE QUALITIES OF HYDRO-
CHLORIC ACID.

During a discussion on " Internal Ajitisepsis " at a

meeting of the Medical Association of the Greater
City of New York, held INIay 14th, Dr. George B.

Fowler mentioned, as illustrating the remarkable
preservative (jualities of hydrochloric acid, that the

late Prof. John C. Dalton was accustomed for many-
years to exhibit before his class at the College of

IMiysieians and Surgeons the dig<-r,liv(; pf>wer of a
Hpeciineti of the gastric juice of tlif; dog which he
e.\tra(;t(;d in the yc-ar 18(;r>, In 18G8 Dr. Fowler
b(!cain(! his assistant, and for the ten yearn that hf;

remained in this position this was annually demon-
strated t(j th(! students. The original Hp(;<;ini(;n con-
sisted of eight ounces of gastric juice. Being Hornewliut

<:urious to know vvlnither this interesting sjiecimen

was still in existen(;e. Dr. Fowler rec(;ntly wroU;
to I'rof. .John G. Curtis, Dr. Dalton's siuteessor in the
chair of physiology at the College of Physiciaiifl and
Surgeons, and received the following reply:

New York, April 27, 1900.

Dkar Dr. Fowlkr : — I still sliow a hoWh'A Hpecimen
of (log's f^astric juice obtained by Dalton in ISG.O, as the
label, in his handwriting, siiows. This is dark brown and
has a sediment, but it is not decomposed. I have never
tested it in any way, but it does not change in its appear-
ance from ten years to ten years. Specimens I mvself
withdrew from dof^s over Iwoniy years ago are still acid.

I filter them from time to time, but they seem "sweet," al-

though what I supf)ose are cryptogamic growths of some
kind spring up in them. I have not tested the digestive
powers of these old specimens, but they do not change, as
specimens, except as indicated.

John G. Curtis.

CorreiBfponDcnce.

NOTE ON X-RAY EXAMINATIONS OF THE
LUNGS.

Boston, May 18, 1900.

Mr. Editor : — In making examinations of the thorax
with the x-rays I have observed in some patients that the
excursion of the diaphragm was limited and low down in
the chest on one or both sides, as in emphysema, and yet
the lungs were not unusually clear, as is the case in this
disease, but were of normal brightness or darker than nor-
mal. A second x-ray examination made after an interval
of some days showed that the lung or lungs were brighter
and that the excursion of the diaphragm had much in-

creased. The explanation of these appearances which
offers itself is partly suggested by the aj)pearances seen
in other patients where the conditions are known. For
instance, I have observed that the diaphragm was low
down in the chest, and that its excursion was limited in

cases where the passage of the air through a bronchus
was obstructed by a foreign body or by the pressure pro-
duced by a new growth upon the bronchus or the trachea.
In such cases there is more difEculty in getting a larce
part of the air out of the lungs than in getting air into the
lungs. It seems probable, therefore, that in the cases we
are considering the presence of considerable mucus had
obstructed the passage of the air through the smaller
air passages — abundant rales were noted as in bron-
chitis— and that this obstruction caused the diaphragm
to be lower down and more restricted in its movement
than normal ; and that the excessive secretion, accom-
panied probably by congestion, made the pulmonary area
less bright than in health. Or the excursion of the dia-

phragm might be temporarily increased by the expulsion
of the mucus from the lungs when the patient coughed,
and decreased as the mucus again collected. Naturally,
if this explanation is correct, as the conditions improved
the excursion of the diaphragm would increase, and the
pulmonary area would become brighter. Thus by observ-
ing the lungs and diaphragm we may get appearances that
have their cause in the air passages rather than in the
alveoli or the Fung itself.

Truly yours,

Francis H. Williams, M.D.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending May 12th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United

States Signal Corps :
—
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({Original ^Irticlf^.

rilK INDUCri'lVK METHOD
MEDICINE.'

Al'l'LIED I'O

IIV ('. \V. KMOT, M, I).,

President of Harvard Univenity

.

'I'll IS (lisciissioii is OIK! very iiitcnrstiii^ to inc. In

tlu; liist place, it carries me hack about thirty years to

the time when Professor Lan^dell lirst <rame to ( 'am-

bridjre to teach law. I had somethiii"; to do witli that

myself; it was largi^ly ovviii<f to the statements I iiad

iieard him make as to tlie {>ro[)er method of ttiaeiiin^

law. II (i desc^ribed that method in a way which in-

evitably commended it strongly to a man who had

been broui^ht u[) as a chemist. Professor Ames spoke

of it just now as the inductive method. That is ex-

actly what it is. It is the method of indu(!tive reason-

in<>; a{)plied to law; and that is what Mr. Cannon's

methotl is apj)lied to medicine. It is siiuj)ly the uni-

versal method of scientific indu(!tion. Professor Lan<;-

dell i^ot his facts from recorded cases, and tlien stud-

ied in those recorded cases the induced generali/ation

or pnnci[)le, which is [)recisely what a chemist does

when he experiments in the lal)oratory — he gets his

facts by accurate observation and record, and then en-

deavors to deduce the true principle therefrom. Now
that method of teaching law has absolutely come to

prevail in this country and is going to range wider and

wider,— and we shall shortly get some rather conspic-

uous demonstrations of that fact,— it is going to pre-

vail in the English speaking world. The reason is

that the method is of universal application. Now Mr.
Cannon advocates the use of cases in medicine in a

strictly analogous manner. The method he has de-

scribed seems to have a further recommendation. It

eual)les a vast number of cases to be utilized for the

instruction of students— not only those cases that are

to-day visible in the Massachusetts Hospital and the

City Hosj)ita], but all recorded cases of value for

teaching, just as the law reports enable a selection

from all recorded cases to be used for instruction in

the law. It is obvious, however, that in this

multitude of recorded cases the skilful teacher is go-

ing to make a careful selection. That is exactly what
Professor Langdell and Professor Ames have done
for the teaching of law ; they have selected the impor-

tant cases and put them in a just sequence ; and that,

I think, will be necessary in order to introduce suc-

cessfully the case method of teaching into medical

teaching— otherwise the instruction will not be sufli-

ciently systematic and comprehensive. The old-fash-

ioned lecture system might claim this advantage, that

in a defined course of lectures, a prescribed field could

in some measure be covered. It might be covered in

a condensed way, to be sure, but still something could
he said about every important topic within the field.

To be sure nobody may have listened to the lectures

or remembered what was said ; but the lecturer had at

least endeavored to make his instruction systematic
and comprehensive. That must be done in the case

method, or it will fail. Of course it can be easily

done ; it recjuires nothing more than the same insight
and good judgment which have been applied to the

compiling of select cases in law.
The method of medical teaching which has been

» Remarks at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ineut, March 5, 1900.

talked about to-night is aft^^r all nothing |Mr<Miliar U>

medicine. It is simply tiie nniver-ial elTort in ediica-

lion rightly directed. So far as I have Iwen able to

Me, education in general, beginning in the kindergar-

ten and ending in the university, eom|irehendH jimt

tliret! things. First, a<-ciirate observation. That in

the foundation of everything, and not in medicine p«--

ciiliarly, but in all training. All irxaet training mii.Ht

l)egin with (!xact observation. Nrnv primary school

education used to omit that altogether. "^I'here was
no training in accuraU; seeing, luiaring anri handling.

We get more and more of it of late, but not enough.
The next thing is an exact record. That i-* ab-<olute|y

essential in niediciiu!. It should be considered abso-

lutely (!SS(!ntial all the way along, beginning in the

kiiidergart<*n— to see straight and then to make an

accurate record of what you see. Every chiM should

I)(! taught that from the first moment it is rdd enough
to go to school. Next should come the exactly lim-

ited inference from recorded facts — the most impor-

tant thing in medicine, and a thing wlii<-h to most hu-

man beings is so unfamiliar as to be strange. Ilardlv

any of us really draw in most cases of observation and
record the really true limited inference. We gener-

ally draw a much wider inference than the observa-

tion and record justify. So this method in medical

teaching is the universal, the true method in all teach-

ing, which is a good reason for believing that it will

succeed in nnidicine.

We did not use to have much of it in medical teach-

ing. I think it was thirty-five years ago that I was a

lecturer in the Harvard Medical School for one win-

ter ; at that time lectures began in the school on North
Grove Street at eight o'clock in the morning and went
on steadily till two o'clock— six mortal hours, one
after the other, of lectures, without a question from the

professor, without the possibility of an observation by
the students, with no interchange of thought between
teacher and student, none whatever, just the lecture

to be listened to, and possibly to be taken notes of.

Some of the students could hardly write, so that the

taking of notes was difficult for them. Can you im-

agine such a misapplication of force as that? It

seems as if it must have been contrived before the in-

vention of printing; but it was still going on cen-

turies after that invention. We have got a good way
from that now ; and I would not have you supj>ose

that there were not some good doctors made in those

days. There wei'e, by a kind of miracle, and not in

the lecture-room.

But lectures have some function still. They linger

much more in the medical school than in any other

department of the university. There is a great deal

larger proportion of simple lecturing in the medical

school than in any other branch of the university.

You may say that there is no plain, unadulterated lect-

uring in the law school, or in the graduate school, and
hardly any in the college ; the lecture is mixed with

question and answer, with what is called conference—
that is, interchange of views between the instructor

and the students in small groups, or between his assis-

tants and the students— and with the writing of themes
and theses. But still the lecture has a function. It

may be useful in giving a preliminary sketch or out-

line of the subject, or information about a course

which is to go on in quite anotlu'r manner through
a year or half-year. It is useful sometimes in summing
up the impressions of fifty minutes in the last five
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minutes ; then, of course, it is but a short lecture. It

is useful when accompanied by active demonstration,

tlie teaclier showing the chiss something which he de-

scribes. The lecturt! therefore will remain, but in

much briefer forms and used to a nmch smaller de-

gree.

As to the small-group or section instruction, that

again is an immense improvement over any means of

instruction at the bedside or the operating table which

used to prevail in the school twenty and thirty years

ago. It is simply a means of enabling the individual

student to see and hear and touch for himself; and I

do not know how the medical art can be accpiired

without abundant opportunities to see, hear and touch

for one's self under the best possible scientific guid-

ance.

And now that I have an opportunity of talking to

a number of {physicians and students I will avail my-
self of it to express the belief that another improve-

ment should be made at once in preparatory medical

education. I look over what have been the recjuire-

ments for admission to the medical school, and I mar-

vel to see that no previous study of any animal has

ever been required. I look at the coming require-

ments, and see that degrees are required before ad-

mission to the medical school, and that care has been

taken to prescribe that any degree which admits to

the school without examination nuist cov(^r chemistry.

Now, is not it remarkable that no provision whatever

is made for zoology, that no provision is made that the

students shall have the least knowledge of any animal

whatever ? Is it not remarkable that medical students

as a rule begin to use the scalpel on the human body ?

I do not know how any systematic arrangement could

be less judicious than that, and yet it has been the

universal practice all the world over so far as I know.

Is it not strange that a man should be supposed to

have been educated well in medicine, and to be actu-

ally ready to practise on the human being, who never

has practised on an animal, and does not know any-

thing about the diseases of animals, except what he

may have picked up incidentally because he liked

horses or dogs ? I venture to say that this is the line

of gr(>atest possible improvement in medical education,

the previous study and the sinuiltaneous study of ani-

mals in health and disease. We have found out that

diseases are pretty well mixed up between animals

and man ; we know that the sources of some diseases

that afflict human beings are to be found in animals

;

and that sonu; diseases are transmitted through ani-

mals to man ; and also we know happily that we can

get treatmc-nt for some human diseases out of animals.

I cannot but think, therefore, that we should take im-

mediate steps to improve the training preliminary to

medicine in this respect, and that we should also do

well to secure to the medical student a comparative

study of medicine in other animals as well as in man.

1 think the changes lately made in the medical

school nuiy be said to have already proved that it is

best in medical study to treat the several subjects only

two at a time, and to have the instruction in those two

l)locked, that is, concentrated into half a year, five or

six times a week. A demonstration of the advantagt^s

of that method has already ])een given.

It is obvious that we need in medical edu(;ati()n to

make use; of every jKJssible means of inipi'oving our

iiistriKttion and condensing it into as short a period as

possible ; for the number and variety of things to be

learned is always increasing, and it looks as if the

four-year period for medical study would not long
suffice, unless we succeed in improving our methods
and condensing the instruction. Improved method, of

course, means a shorter time reipiired to acconiplish

the task before one, and condensation and improved
method may enable us to avoid the evil of re(piiring

more time for medical study. I am glad to believe

that tinu! is to be saved in the period which precedes

medical education. We have already a promising

outlook at Cambridge in that regard ; but we cannot

hope to reduce the time of medical study j)roper below
four years, and if we do not succeed in inij)r()ving our

methods, four years will not long suflicc. We need,

therefore, to ex(!rt ourselves in every direction to make
these improvements; and I am glad to think that our

medical school is pointing out the way.

THE COURSE IN PATHOLOGY AT THE HAR-
VARD MEDICAL SCHOOL.i

liY WILLIAM T. COUNCILMAN, A.M., M.l>., BOSTON,

Shattuck Professor of Pathological Anatomy.

At the beginning of the present school year certain

important changes were made in the arrangement of

studies in the Harvard Medical School. The entire

curriculum of studies in the first and second years was
rearranged and one of the large lecture-rooms on the

third floor of the school building was converted into a

laboratory. It was believed (1) that better results in

teaching would be secured by concentrating the atten-

tion of the student on one subject until proficiency in

that subject was attained
; (2) that there was a natu-

ral sequence in the primary fundamental medical

subjects which should be followed. It has been the

general experience of men engaged in sjjecial study

that the greatest progress is made by concentration.

The knowledge gained in one day's work is still fresh

when the work of the following day is taken u]), and

in every good system of education all new knowledge

is made dependent on that which has preceded. Lan-

guages are acquired with much greater facility by

the study of one language at a time. An object les-

son, showing the value of concentration in the study

of pathology was given in the success of the summer
course on this subject given by Dr. Mallory. In this

course the student gave his entire time to the subject

for seven weeks, and in that time seemed to gain muesli

more than the students in the ordinary course contin-

ued during the year. The experience in the summer
schools in Cambridge has been the same. Such a

system of concentration would probably not give the

best results in very narrow subjects of study, but the

fundamental medical subjects of anatomj', physiology

and pathology are broad and diversified. In anatomy

the student may divide his time between general anat-

omy, histology and embr3'ology; in physiology, be-

tw(!en general physiology and physiological chemistry;

and in patliology, between bacteriology and general and

sj)ecial i)atliology.

The projjcr sequence of study necessarily follows

the system of concentration. The student on first en-

tering the school studies anatomy, which gives him

the develoi)nu'nt, form and structure of the huinaii

body ; the eiitin; first term is devoted to this subject.

> Kead at a meetiug of the Bostou Society for Medical linitrovo-

ineiit, March 5, 1900.
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lMiVHiol(»<fy, or tlni Htiidy ol t'liiKitioii, follows aiitl occii-

|)i(^s \\\K\ .scconil tci'iii. In tlir tii'sl trriii ol' tlu* st'cori)!

yciir till- stiidciit slii<lifs patlioloj^fy aiiil l):icl.('ii(il()>,'v,

wliicli )(\\v. him llic jiltcrratioiis in I'oini .iikI strnctuic ;

tlic ;ii;»'ncifs wliicii produce llicsc (•li.in;,r«'s imd llic

lUHMiicr in which th(\v 'K'^i hikI the (!n'<'ct of these

<;hiini^('s or lesions on t'nnction. In the second Icrni

ol" the s(icond y«'iir the stndcnt takes up those studies,

such iis physicul diagnosis, nmdical laitoratory work,

etc., which have a direct hearing on the purely cliiiic.il

studies to wiiich tlu; third and fourth year an; devoteil.

The end attained by this system is that the stud(int is

not recpiired to memorize a number of facts, or sup-

posed facts, with little or no co-ordination between
them, but every subject is made dependent on that

whi<'h has |)rece(led ; this i^ives him as it were a series

of pei;"s on which to arrange and (!o-ordinat(! any new
knowlediic. The study of tlu' functions of organs is

directly dependent on a knowledge of their form,

structure and relations. It would l)e impossible! to

jrive any idea of the physioloiry of the brain without a

knowledge; of its anatomy. The study of the pathol-

ogy of the circulation is impossible without a knowl-

eds^e iu)t only of the form and structure of the heart

and blood vessels, but of the physiology of tlii' circu-

lation, including blood pressure, the (conditions inHu-

encing it, etc. lu the study of malformations and tu-

mors we have constantly to refer to embryology.

At first sight it miglit seem possible to carry such a

system of concentration and sequence to a still greater

extent, that the form, structure and function, and the

disorders of forn\, structure and function of a single

organ might be studied. Further consideration would
show that the anatomy of single organs cannot be un-

derstood without some general knowledge of the

architecture; of the body as a whole, nor can the

function of an organ be understood without a knowl-
edge' of the laws governing secretion, nor can special

pathology be tauglit without a preceding knowledge
of pathological processes.

The adoption of this ])rinciple of concentration is

one of the most important reforms attempted in edu-

cation. It must be considered an experiment which
can only be judged by its results, and which if success-

ful will be widely adopted, not only in medical but in

general education.

The manner in which anatomy, physiology and
pathology are taught has been necessarily modified to

a considerable degree. I shall speak only of the

changes which have been instituted in teaching pathol-

ogy and of the effect which these changes have had on
the students. The course as given in the past has ex-

tended over the entire second year. It consisted of

lectures, laboratory work, demonstrations, recitations

and attendance at autopsies. Owing to the lack of

space it was nec(;ssary to divide the class into two
sections for the laboratory work, "ivin"- to each sec-

tion tlurty-one exercises of two hours each. Lectures
were held twice during the week, and a demonstration
and recitation each once. Every student was further
obliged to present a card showing attendance at twelve
autopsies. The entire time devoted to the subject was
one hundred and eighty-six hours. It cannot be de-

nied that the course was not satisfactory. There could
be but little co-ordination in the teaching. TJie lect-

ures could not follow the laboratory work, chietiy

owing to the scant time devoted to the latter. In the

lectures an attempt w^as made to appeal to the visual

H(;nHe by ineans of Iutit4-rti Hlidt-H and (ila;;rariiH ; but
even by these means, coupled with the utinoHt etTortM

of the lecturer, the attention of the nliidenin v\a>< not
fully held. Nodding heads and listlesH exprcHsions of

face met the vi«.ir»M of tlie lecturer before the tradi-

tional fifty-live minutes had expired, lie had not
reached th.it desirable condition of mind and con-

science when such things were indilfereiit to him, ;uid

he freijuently left the I e<-tu re-room in a condition of

bodily, mental and sjtiritiial depression. OccaHii»nallv

when topii'H were r(;ached in vvhi<*h tin; lecturer was
acutely interested tliere was always the t4;niptatioii to

enlarge (»n the subject ami get some satisfaction out of

his own talk, tin; lecture being very similar Ui a game
of solitaire. In spite; of tlie-se elrawbacks the; lecturer

was generally re'garded by the; stude-nts as a gr»od |i-ct-

ure-r anel te'ae;he'r. Weekly r(;e;it4itions we-re e-ven nie)re

dise;e)Uiaging ; the' atte-nelanete; was poor; the;re- was ditli-

eidty in arriving at a corelial unele-rstanding with the

students; they answe-re'el epiestions we-arily anel aske-d

for no assistance out of the-ir diflicnlties. The ele-mon-

strations were always a failure-. They were he-Id in a

small room, and the- atte-mjjt was made to show anel

explain objects simultaneously to one hundred and
fifty men. In some ye-ars the class was elivided into

sections of twe-nty-five ; the specimens were arrange-d

in six groups, anel demonstrateel in turn to each grouj)

by six demonstrators. The students prol)ably received

more in this manner, but the effect on the demonstra-
tors was de])lorable. After repeating a rapid and
superficial demonstration six times in the hour, eacli

man felt, on leaving the room, that nervous prostra-

tion was staring him in the face. The elistribution of

the specimens among the demonstrators causeel great

dissatisfaction, anel the unfortunate heael of the depart-

ment usually had to content himself with a myoma.
The laboratory work was more satisfactory, but even
in this a very limited course only coulel be given,

and the impressions gaineel on Thurselay seemed ge-n-

erally lost before the next Tuesday.
At the end of the course an exarriination of tlire-e

hours' duration was given. Two hours were devoteel

to writing answers to a series of questions on general

subjects in pathology, and one to the description anel

diagnosis of mounted histological preparations. The
e-xamination was never a difficult one, but it showed
something of the results of the methoel of instruction.

In the last five years 23 per cent., or nearly one-fourth

of the entire class, yearly faileel to pass the .lune

examination. In the year 1895, 3o per cent, failed to

pass. Such a large number of rejections can only
point to insulH(;ie-ncy hi the methods of instruction.

The instructors in the de-partment worked honestly
and the intelligence of the classes was good. The
men who jjassed the best examinations were not
always those who had shown the greatest diligene-e

during the year, although this was usually the case.

Uneler the new system, the forenoons of October,
November anel December, and the afternoons of

Dee-e-mber are elevoted to pathology. The pure-ly

artificial elivision of the course into lectures, labora-

tory work and demonstrations was done away with.

Each student was given a place in one of the two
laboratories and provided with a microscope and other
necessary tools and reagents. The laboratories are
efficient, though in both artificial light is uecessarv for

a part of the time. The class was elivieled alphabet-

ically into groups of ten, which groups formed detinite
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units. The laboratory was the centre, the other parts

of the course calling grou^^s of ten temporarily from

the laboratory work. The; main work of the labora-

tory consisted in the study of histological specimens

representing the various pathological processes, which

were in part given out to the class as sections already

cut and stained, and in part were prepared by the

students themselves. A printed syllabus embracing

all the work taken up was sold the student at a price

to cover the cost of publication. In the syllabus only

general descriptions of the various processes were

given ; the students were expected to work out the

details from the specimens studied.

In addition to the material from autopsies and sur-

gical operations, animal experiments were used to

illustrate pathological processes. The work was begun

b\- the study on the web and mesentery of the frog

of the vascular changes produced by injury. Each
man in the class studied the alterations in the circula-

tion, and most of them were able to see and depict the

emigration of leucocytes. This was followed by the

study of the formation of the exudation in the ear of

the rabbit. The various degenerations and the most

important infectious diseases were studied in the same

wav, each group of ten having its own case.

From the very beginning of the course, single sec-

tions (ten men) were sent to every autopsy. They
were made acquainted with the technique of the

autopsy, and were required to examine the organs

microscopically in fresh sections, and to make bacte-

riological examinations and cultures. About three

hours were thus spent by a section at an autopsy. It

is difficult for more than ten men to see an autopsy

and have it properly explained to them. On the fol-

lowing day the organs from the autopsy were demon-

strateil at the school to single sections. Each demon-

stration lasted about thirty minutes, and the students

in most cases made microscopic examinations of the

tissues and stained slides for bacteria. The demon-

strations were held in various rooms in the building,

wherever space could be found. A section was sent

from the laboratory to the demonstration, and when it

returned the section next in order followed. Elach

student witnessed and assisted in four autopsies at the

hospitals, but the material from a great many more
was demonstrated to him in an elfectivc! manner.

After the men had become accustomed to the man-

ner of work, and understood what was required of

them, the greater portion of the time of the instructors

was taken up by these demonstrations. Often three

d(!monstrations were conducted simultaneously in differ-

ent rooms, so that thirty stiulents were in attendance.

Pathological material comes at random, and the

character of it cannot be made to conform to the

course of instruction. In most instances, however,

some of the processes which are being studied, or

have been studied, will be represented in the material,

and particular attention can be bestowed upon them.

All of the organs from an autopsy were demonstrated

together, and the interde[)endenc<! of the various

l(!sions pointed out. In the al)sence of fresh material,

the large supply of specimens in the AVarren iNIuscum,

many of them preserved in such a manner that the

color is retained, were used. This material was

demonstrated to sections in the same manner as the

fresh. It is practically impossible to demonstrate in

an effective manner to more than ten men, and the

small number has a further advantage in making the

demonstration less formal, so that men will ask ques-
tions. Such (piestions are of great assistance to the

demonstrator and often show him the best manner of

presentation. The demonstrations were varied by
having the students examine the organs and point out
the lesions in them. Such demonstrations are of

utmost value in a course in pathology.

The demonstrator must be a good teacher, and give

the students the fullest opportunity of learning by
their senses. He is often tempted to take up the time
with a discourse on the character of the lesions and
their association, pointing out various things as he
goes along. When he has repeated this to several

sections, he finds he is very weary and that the men
have learned nothing. The students must see, feel

and compare things, and it takes a long time for them
to appreciate what they see and feel. We often for-

get how familiar the objects are to us and how new to

them. The instruction is often tiresome to the teacher,

particularly at first, but now and then he is repaid by
leai'ning from tlu; studcuit a new point of view, or by
being shown something he has entirely overlooked.

In addition to these demonstrations, the sections made
a visit to each of the; pathological laboratories con-

nected with our larger hospitals and were shown the

general work of a pathological laboratory, in order
that they might understand the close relation between
such work and clinical medicine. On these visits,

which lasted three hours, they spent part of their

time in examining surgical specimens and culture

tubes, which were sent to the laboratoiy for diagnosis.

The essential principle in teaching pursued in the

laboratory work, consisted in reducing the instruction

given to the smallest possible amount. It was con-

sidered a great mistake to show or tell a student an}'-

thing which he coidd find out himself from the speci-

mens before him. It always seems hard to allow a

student to work for an hour over a matter which
could be explained in a few minutes, but in the one
case he acquires his knowledge by close observation

and deduction, and in the other he has been told.

Any one who has had much experience in teaching

and in study knows th<> difference.

The students were recpiired to draw the objects

they were studying. Drawing has a number of advan-

tages. It comj)e]s a man to observe more closely, for

he can only draw what he has clearly seen. It com-
])els him to study more slowly, and keeps his atten-

tion fixed on his work. No one without a long train-

ing can look into a microscope and comprehend the

complicated pictui'e presented there. But as the pict-

ure slowly grows under his hand and he puts down
one detail after another, resolving it into its simpler

components, he begins to understand it. The impor-

tance of this manner of work was soon realized by

the students. Those who from supposed inabilit}' to

draw, or from constitutional inertia, would not attempt

it soon saw they w(ire not advancing as rapidly as

the others.

Informal exj)lanati()nsof specimens were given from

time to tinu' to the (entire class, but never before they

had themselves studied the specimens and found out

the difficulties. The most interesting and satisfactory

part of the course was the evident change in the men
under this treatment. At first they seemed to grope

around in an luicertain manner ; they saw things with

difficulty and did not understand the relations of what

they saw. Then they gradually emerged into the
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li<{ht aiid Xw^iin to hcc uikI tJiiiik for the,niH(rIv(!S.

'riu'ii- study liiid tl'«' stiiimliis iiiid I'jisc.iiiatiou of itri;^!-

iiid rcsraicli, for it was larj,n'ly siurli. 'i'lif U acliiii;,'

was no loiiyi-r an attempt to ponr information into

passive minds, tn pump into buckets unwilliniily lieM

at tin- spout of knowled^^e or presentetl willi tlie cover

still on, but it was helping men to learn. Tlitie is no

weariness in tencliiuii ; the tea(;lu!r r(!ce.ives as mucli

stimulus and entiiusiasm from the stu(l(!nts as lu;

•fives out himself, and actually learns much from their

observation. Repeatedly the attention of the teachers

was called to conditions which had been entirely over-

looked. Explanations had to be <j;iven vei-y carefully

and had to \\i tlu^ conditions, or the inadecpuicy of

commonly accepted vic^ws confessed.

In the course, lectures played a very minor part.

At first it was tliou<j;ht necessary to lecture every day,

the lecture lasting tin; traditional iifty-live minutes.

Then they were held when it seemed necessary, and

there was no fixed time for the duration of the le(!t-

ure. Occasionally the entire class would adjourn to

the lecture-room for a demonstration by means of lan-

tern slides of some matter which was only imper-

fectly shown by the specimens at their command.
Occasionally two or three lectures were given on

topics which had a direct bearing on the processes

tliey were studying but which could not be repri;-

sented by specimens. It would seem possible in

another year, when the syllabus can be sulliciently

expanded, that the lectures might be omitted alto-

gether. The students themselves do not sufficiently

appreciate the inadequacy of the lecture system. It

seems so much easier to be told things than to learn

them. There is undoubtedly a place for the lecture,

but it must have the idea not of imparting knowledge

but of expanding knowledge already acquired. A
man with a knowledge of the farm can listen with

pleasure and profit to a lecture on other things ])er-

taining thereto, but a lecture can give a man no idea

of what the farm is.

On Saturday an oral recitation was held in each

laboratory. The object of this was not so much to

find out what the men knew as to explain the points

on which they were ignorant. The students were en-

couraged to ask questions themselves.

The afternoons of December were given to patho-

logical conferences. Each section was given the or-

gans of an autopsy. These were divided among
them, and they examined, weighed, measured and

described them. They made the necessary micro-

scopic, chemical and bacteriological examinations ini-

der some supervision, and were given certain articles

to read in connection with the work. They looked

up the clinical history and from all the data which
they could obtain the case was written up. When
they had gotten what they could in this way, the

material which they had collected was presented to an

instructor who went over it with them, cut out and
expanded and made the whole homogeneous. The
case was then rewritten by one man selected by the

others in the section. The case was then presented

to the class by the section, and the organs and micro-

scopic sections demonstrated. The exercises w-ere

rendered more valuable by the kindness of some of

the clinical men who came in and talked of the clini-

cal aspects of the case. The course was not as valu-

able as it might have been, owing to lack of room in

which the men could do this extra work.

Written recitationH wcnj hehl on an SLVcra^e onw«
a week. In tiieHe tlie HtudentH were retpiired t<» de-

scribe HpecimeuH, Home of which they ha<l Keen and
studied, but fretpiently the HjteciinenH were .strange to

them. A carelid, fidl, objective <le,Heription wan de-

manded of them. The books were marked and re-

turned to th(! stud(!nts and at the same time the rxtr-

rvx'A description of the sj)eeimeri logicallv arranged
was written on the board. 'I'ime was given tliem to

eompar(! tlnur descri])tion with that on the board iind

to examine their speeinn-ns. The marks given them
in thes(! r(!citations counted one-(pi;irter of their tot;il

mark for the course. Once a month or oftener there

was a systematic visit from man to man and mark8
w(!re given, based on tin; character of their work as

shown by th(;ir laboratory books and l)y questioidng

them. Improvement or tlie la(;k of it was brought
out in this way. The general character of their lal>-

oratory work coimted another fourth of their total

mark.
In such laboratory work there is no necessity for

and a positive disadvantage in having a large number
of instructors. We usually endeavored t^j keep one
instructor in each laboratory, but fre((uentlv when
there was plenty of material for demonstration, both

laboratories were in charge of one man, wlio alter-

nated between them. The presence of an instructor

did not seem to make much difference in their work.
There was never any confusion and l)ut little evident

loafing. Intellectual loafing could easil}' be detected

by the examination of the laboratory book and a few
sharp questions. The men are known individually

and can be assisted as individuals.

As the work progressed, it was found that the stu-

dents could not, with advantage to their work, remain
in the laboratory for four hours. One advantage of

the lecture was the break in the laboratory wcirk.

After the first month a recess of twenty minutes was
given from 10.40 to 11 ; the men were all turned out
of the laboratories and all the windows thrown open.

There was at first some difficulty in getting the men
away, but cold air finally accomplished it. They re-

turned to work at 11, in rooms in which the air had
been thoroughly renovated. The brief interval was
found to be fully as necessary for the instructors as

for the students.

Methods of examination are always a problem, and
almost any form is open to objections. A correct

system of marking should take into consideration the

effort of the student and his im.provement. That was
possible by the system adopted. In addition to the

examination which was contiimous through the course,

it seemed that some general examination was neces-

sary, in order to ascertain something of the general

knowledge of the candidate and what he had profited

by the course. This was divided into two parts: A
practical examination in gross and microscopical pathi>

logical anatomy, and a written examination covering
ten questions, chiefly on pathological processes ; the
practical and written counted each 2,") per cent. Such
a written examination has one serious fault. It can
be crammed for and is but little real test of a man's
power, except his power of passing examinations. It

is impossible to ask more than a certain number of

(piestions which will be fair to all. The enterprising

student collects the examination questions for a series

of years and uses them as a basis for his cram-
miug. I have repeatedly known men who never went
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to a lecture, or gave any attention to a subject save a

cram two weeks before examination, to receive a

liigher mark than one who had studied the subject

conscientiously. Some time ago I saw a great deal of

two men in tlie second class, both good students,

though they rarely went to lectures. They were once

discussing their marks in a certain subject ; X had

received an " A," Y only a " C." X explained the

matter by saying that Y was foolishly interested in

the subject, and had attended everytliing, while he,

X, had used his time intelligently for ten days before

the examination. A student once came to me very

much distressed about his mark. 1 recogni/cnl him at

once as one of the constant attendants at lectures.

He exj)lained that he had coached three men for the

examination, and, as it proved, only too well. One of

the men had received " B," the others " C," while he

had received only " D." I was obliged to acknowl-

edge that it was a very hard case.

The practical examination was partly oral and

partly written. The oral examination has much in its

favor, l)ut it is open to the objection that it gives a

(juick-witted man a great advantage, and it takes a

great deal of time to examine a large class. It is

very difficult to examine men orally with perfect

impartiality and mark them correctly. The written

practical examination consisted in the description of

microscopical specimens.

The most unsatisfactory part of the examination

was the oral examination in gross jiathology. The
men were given a specimen, usually a fresh one

;

fifteen to thirty minutes were allowed for the examina-

tion of it, and then they were questioned about it.

The whole plan of the examination was to ascertain if

the men really could see things, and if they could

draw the proper inferences from what they had seen.

Some of tiie men, generally those who in other ways
had shown themselves above the average, did extremely

well. The larger number were vague. They did not

seem to be sure of anything. A small number of men
were grossly ignorant. The general average of the

marks given was much below that in any other form
of examination. It is probable that the fault was in

our method of demonstration. There was too much
instruction given, and the method used in the labora-

tory, that of making the men do their own thinking

and reasoning, was not sufficiently carried out in the

demonstrations.

The highest general average was obtained from tlie

written examination. As a rule, the men who had
done the best work in the laboratory and in the j)rac-

tical examination received the higliest marks, but there

were some notable exceptions. One man, whose
laboratory work averaged 8.G on a scale of ten, and
whole practical examination gave 8.5, received only

four on the written. Several men received full marks
on the written whose laboratoiy and practical work
was below the average. Tliere is some disparity

between tlie results of marking from laboratory work
and examinations by written answers to (pu^stions, but

it is not so great as one would think. There is some
unfairness in marking in the written cixaminations,

because chirography and expression will always count
for sonietliing. One often overlooks inaccuracy of

statement if the matter written is legible and well

expressed. The writt<in examination pulled over

about ten men wlio would otlierwise have been
(h'oppi'd. It is possible that in aiKJthci' ycMr the writ-

ten examination will be dropped or the character of it

greatly changed. At the end of tlie strictly [)atliological

course there were sixteen men whose work had been
unsatisfactory. They were not allowed to take the

optional courses in January, but were advised to

review their work under the direction of instructors

who were assigned to them. A personal interview

was held by the head of the department with each
man and an attempt made to find out the reason for

his shortage. Most of them had the usual excuses of

dying relatives who required their care, or of general
ill healtii on tiieir own part. A few were honest and
said they had loafed. Eleven out of the sixteen men
worked hard during the month over their past work
and passed the examination, some of them receiving

good marks. Five failed, being the only ones out of

a total class of l-u . This represents about the pro-

portion of men who are absolutely hopeless. They
do not seem to be vicious, but are incapable of mental
exertion. They take no interest, and will sit for

hours with absolutely vacant minds. They are unfit

for medicine, or for any pursuit which recpiires intelli-

gent exertion.

During .January there were a number of optional

courses given, wliicli were designed to cover thoroughly
subjects which were only touched upon in tlie general

course in pathology, and which had a more direct

clinical bearing than the general work. These courses

were on surgical pathology, neuroj^athology, and the

infectious diseases due to the protozoa. In the course

on siM'gical pathology, clinical cases were seen for the

first time ; the various processes of inflammation,

infection and wound healing, which were studied in

the laboratory by lesions produced experimentally,

being illustrated by similar conditions in patients. A
clinic was given each morning, followed in the after-

noon by a laboratory exercise at which a variety of

specimens were studied illustrative of the lesions seen

at the clinic. In other words, the clinic each day set

the problems and aroused the attention of the stu-

dents ; the laboratory exercise furnished the solution.

The course on neuropathology was a very thoi'ough

one, and embraced a study of the various pathological

conditions of the brain and cord. The normal anat-

omy of the brain and cord was repeated with the

))atliological. The best way to understand the nerve

tracts of the brain and cord is by the study of tin; de-

generation following intcHTuptions of them caused by
pathological conditions. In the course on ])roto/oal

diseases the lesions produced by these organisms and

their life history was given. In all of these courses

the laboratory work was a prominent feature, writtcMi

recitations were given at intervals and an examination

held at the end. Although the men understood that

the courses were purely 0])tional and the work done
in them would not count for their degree, they were

attended by practically the entire class, some of the

sixteen even disregarding the prohibition laid upon

them, and the work was marked by the same zeal and

enthusiasm which characterized the work in pathology.

There are certain things which seem evident, and

which liave been prominently brought out in this

course

:

(1) That tlu^ mind of the student nnist be active

and not ])assiv(!. Tliat he can only ac(]uire knowledge

by his own })owers of ol)s('rvation and deduction : he

cannot actpiire it 1)V Ix'ing told things.

(2) That teaching slioiild l>e iiidividiial as I'ai' as
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poHHihlf. Tliiit \\w r«'iitnil i'lcii nliould Ik- to ;xiv(r

<»|»|iortiiiiilics to tlic student, iiml to assist liiiii in tin-

(^IVort, wliifli Ik- liiniscll' niakcs.

(.'{) Tliat. medical edneation slionlil not lie directed

solely to teacliiiiii tin- medical art, lint education in its

true stMise, the develo|inient of llie individual, ninst

not be lost .sii^lit of.

THE CASE SYSTEM IN MEDICINE.'

HY W. I«. CANNON, A.M., Hd.Sl'ON,

Student, Harvard Medwal School.

I WISH to speak liiMefly ot three; points concerned

in the use of clinical records in t(!a(thinif nuHlicint;:

The [)ractical)ility of the method ; its vahu! from the

point of view of tlui medical student; and what seems

to me its place in a medical curri<;ulnni.

V'lvst, -.ifi to practicabiliti/. One of the earliest ob-

jections niadc! to the use of case.s in teachiui^ medi-

cine was that the plan rested upon a false analogy

between the nature of cases in law and tlu; nature;

of eases in medicine. It was observed that historic

cases in law have had a dt^finite bearing on the d(!vel-

opment of legal doctrine. Certain decisions made
centuries ago have fixed the law for all subsecpient

cases of like nature, and from the study of selected

aspects of such cases the student can derive for him-

self the principles of legal practice. In medicine,

however, there is not this clear relation of particular

medical cases to the historical growth of medical art.

We look rather to our fundamental sciences— anat-

omy, physiology, pathology and therapeutics— for

our principles. This difference between the relation

of eases to medical doctrine on the one hand and to

legal doctrine on the other is at once admitted. But
the contention may be strongly held that this relation

is not pertinent to the argument in favor of the use

of the case system in medical schools. For the only

claim made in the argument is this,— that reipiiring

the student to do, so far as possible, the practical work
of the doctor while in the medical school is very much
like requiring a student to do the practical work of a

lawyer while in the law school. In both instances the

stu(lents deal with the problems presented by actual

cases, and in a most natural manner increase their

power by their own activity. It was this analogy be-

tween the possibilities of individual effort on the part

of the students that pointed to the applicability in

medical instruction of a method which has jiroved of

such great value in the teaching of law.

The idea of using printed records of cases as cen-

tres of interest in studying medicine occurred to me
some two years ago. Since that time I have been
watching carefully for every possible opportunity to

apply the method, and have tried to see all the objec-
tions which might be raised against the plan. It was
only when I was fully convinced that a study of real

histories could be made feasible in teaching medicine
that the scheme was brought forward. The first case
studied under the system was given out by Dr. G. L.
AValton to a small class in neurology last December,
and it revealed at once the usefulness of the plan. In
January Dr. J. J. Putnam gave out jirinted cases in

his course in neurology, and since then Dr. Richard
C. Cabot, Dr. J. WilHam White, of Philadelphia, and

» Reftd at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ment, March 5, 1900.

Dr. ('. K. liiggH, of tin; IJiiiverHity of MiniieHofi, have
put the method to test. .So far as I ;im able to learn,

there has not been the slightest diHicidty in applying
the plan, and its pr.aclicaliilitv in the study of medi-
cine can be stated, I believe, a-i fullv and HUccesHfuIlv

demonstrated.

The riihu; of the «;ase system in medicine |i;ih also

been nfinarkably demonstrated in the>,e last few weeks.

Many advantages over thedidactif! lecture and tli«! reci-

tiition Hyst(!m wv.rc. (daimed for the case riiethrKJ, hut

the pectdiar merits claim<!<l for it were th«; arousal of

student enthusiasm and interest, the easy possibility

of correlating the scnciiitific and clinical sifl(;s of medi-

cine;, and the; drilling of the mind in judging medical

data. Not only have these; claims been verified, but

n(;w merits, unforeseen, have pres(!nt<;d themsfdves.

In speaking of th(;s(; niatt(;rs I shall n;striet myself Ui

statements of personal experience in the exercises

conductetl by Dr. Richard Cabot, and to stu«Ient t«;s-

timony regarding these; exe-rcises. The interest which
the' application of the method has arouseel among the

meMubers e)f the present graeluating class in the Har-
vard Medical Sclieiol is e.specially gratifying. Th*; ex-

ercises at which these cases are discussed have the

largest regular attendance of all clinical exercises in

this last half of the fourth year. Again and again I

have heard students say, " Why could we not have
hael this way before ? " They attend the conferences

faithfully, tliey state to those who are engaged else-

where that they are missing much by not coming,
they dispute and question not oidy one another but their

instructor, they are kept alert and keen-minded through-

out the whole discussion. " Conference maketh the

ready man," and this is one of the chief characteris-

tics of a good physician— he is a reaely man. Yet
there is nothing in listening to lectures that tends in

any way to develop this valuable trait in the medical

student.

Another matter which the students are learning is

the judgment of clinical elata, the estimation of the

value of evidence. In the text-books symptom after

symptom is written down, without indication of impor-
tance or weight. In considering a i)articular case ami
discrinunating between the various diseases it might
represent the students first begin to see what may be
called the perspective of symptoms, and learn to dis-

tinguish between the important and the unimportant,
the common features and the more unique.

Among the new unforeseen merits characterizing

the case method is the discovery that the particular

instance may be stated so vividly that it will leave m
the mind a picture epiite as eletinite and lasting as the

sight of a real patient. This virtue suggests the es-

pecial use of the method in teaching the management
of acute, urgent conditions,— such as alarming hem-
orrhages, the agonizing distress of angina pectoris,

and the cutting, stabbing pains of biliary colic,— con-

ditions which we stuelents never see in the hospitals,

and which we may be called upon at any time to treat.

A simple case given out for discussion during the last

ten minutes of the hour, about a week ago, will illus-

trate the point.

A middle-aged man was seen writhing in intense

pain referred to the epigastrium. Vomiting of green-
ish fluid took place ; there were loose discharges from
the bowels, small in amount. This state of things

lasted, with only short remissions, for two days, until a

small dose of morphia, which, for special reasons,
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had been hitherto withheld though asked for, was ad-

uiiiiistered, after which there was complete relief for

many days. The pupils were dilated, the pulse i-egu-

lar and of normal character. Nothing special had

bei!n eaten or drunk to cause irritation of the stom-

ach. The abdominal walls were neither distended nor

retracted, no intra-abdominal tumor was to be detected,

nor was there any excessive tenderness on pressure. It

was afterwards learned that he had had several such at-

tacks, that for many months or years his legs had been

weak, that he had neuralgia and numbness in them,

that lie stumbled in walking and staggered with his

eyes shut.

Here we have a real and vivid description of a

gastric crisis in tabes, made so striking that it leaves

a deep and permanent impression in the memory.
This case also illustrated another of the unexpected

features of the case methotl, that of showing to the

students themselves and also to their instructor what
they do not know and wherein their knowledge is in-

accurate. At the end of this record of a gastric

crisis the question was asked, " What further exami-

nation would you make ? " This one question alone

showed about one-half the students present that they

were entirely wrong in tlieir memory of the Argyll-

Ilobertson })upil, an<l the (]uestion further showed that

a large number of the graduating class believed

that the knee-jerk was ordinarily increased in tabes.

These are merely instances of the state of affairs

among the students which the method is bringing to

light. They are going through their last year in the

school ignorant of their ignorance and complacent

in their false knowledge until meeting the actual con-

ditions of I'eal cases shows them their deficiencies. It

is not to be expected that the lecture system will re-

veal to the students their faults. How can it do so ?

The students sit passively listening to their instructor
;

the instructor does not know whether they have under-

stood, or learned, or are remembering ; his chief

knowledge of the students is derived from what they

write in a blue book after cramming their minds for

a few weeks with what he has told them during a

whole school year. In the complexity of medicine

what can such a test show ?

Another merit wliic-h the actual em[)loyraent of the

case system has developed is the training which stu-

dents get in being re([uired to adapt themselves to

a<;tual difficulties in practice. The first case presented

under this method was at the time in the private prac-

tice of tiie instructor, Dr. G. L. Walton. The diag-

nosis of cerebral hemorrhage was made by the stu-

dents and the probable site of the hemorrhage located.

The instructor then put the practical questions which

he had had to answer for the family : " Will you
allow the j)atient to sit up in bed ? Why will you
forbid him to sit up ? What will you give him to

eat? Does he need drugs? What will you do for

him? What is the prognosis with such a past his-

tory? His wife is a nervous, imaginative woman
who will worry herself to a wr(;ck if you are not care-

ful. What will you tell her about her husband ?
"

All of these (juestions the students were compelled to

answer and to give reasons for answering as tlu^y did.

Now, does it not seem reasonable to suppose that by
recjuiring such exercise of thought, and discrimination

and circumspection of all the data, students are trained

to greater power in studying their authorities ami in

increasing and applying their knowledge and in using

their judgment than could possibly be the result of

idly listenhig to lectures ?

Finally, I wish to state from the student's point of

view the apparently proper ])lace for such a method
in a medical curriculum. In the argument for the

ado})tion of the study of case histories in medicine, a
shar|) distinction w-as drawn between the two attitudes

of the physician. His first work is that of the ob-

server ; he must secure his data thoroughly and skil-

fully, and this work is fundamental. The only ade-

(puite training for such observation is actual contact
with human beings— a training which Dr. Went-
worth's plan of section teaching admirably provides.

But there is the other attitude of the physician, that

of the careful judge who regards his data on all sides,

relates it to his previous knowledge, makes his differ-

ential diagnosis, has his reasons for his prognosis and
applies his rational treatment. Now, it is just this

central position between the scientific work of the first

two years of medical training which provides princi-

ples and theories, and the practical work of dealing
with actual jjroblems that the study of data provided
in printed cases will have its greatest value. At the

clinics the students are drilled by their corrected

efforts to be thorough, and discriminating in their ob-

servation, and thus to secure reliable clinical data—
the emphasis here is on observation. At the clinics,

however, the time is not sufficient to consider these

cases in all their details. This defect the case method
makes good ; for with the printed records in their

hands the students are drilled by their corrected efforts

to judge with care exactly the same sort of reliable

data which their own observation has secured. The
cases can be so arranged as to develop naturally the

relations of the group of diseases under consideration,

and the similar diseases between Avhich distinction

must be made. To these cases the students can bring

all their knowledge of anatomy, physiology, pathology

and therapeutics, and these subjects, which are now
more like separate packets in the mind than related

parts of a single system, take on a new importance
and interest. The students thus fix their knowledge
by unifying it, by bringing the new information into

relation to that already secured. They learn the use

of their authorities as books of reference, and they

must study their matter from day to day, for judg-

ment and reasoning and skill in analysis cannot be

crammed in the few wcicks before an examination
;

and finally, all this discipline has a direct value for the

bedside instruction, j)ointing out to the student what
to watch for, showing him the importance of complete

examination, and teaching him how to interpret ob-

servations as they are made.
It seems to me that such a plan presents conditions

worthy of an instructor with the widest knowledge of

both medical science and medical practice, one who is

keen and ready and accurate. In his close relations

with the students in the conferences he occupies a

l)osition of far great(!r im[)ortance than lectures can

possibly give him in s(u"uring the knowledge and skill

and in determining the ideals of young men who are

looking forward to the work of the physician.

A New Invkstigation of Yki.low Fevkr.— It

is reported in the Philadelplda Aledical Journal that

the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine is soon to

send a commission to Brazil for the purpose of study-

ing yellow fever.
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A PERSONAL KXI'EIUKNCK IN THE TEACH
IN(i OK SUK(iERY.'

ii\ iii'Mciii i: r I.. iiricuKM., M.l>., iidniun.

\\'iii;n I w.is ill riiiliulclpliiii ill l''clirii:ir\ 1 limml

tliat Dr. .1. Williiim W'liitc, the professor of eliiiiciil

siiri;(iv ill llif I iiivcrsity of I't'imsylvuiiiii, IukI al-

icady pill iiilo use I\Ir. ('aiiiion's valiial)Ic sujfjfcslioii

of " llic y".\M' un'tliod of tcacliiiij; sysUMiiatic mcdiciiK'."

Dr. ^^'llit( very kindly i^ave iiic a set of his hypotlicti-

cal cases aii<l on my return I asked a ivw of the stu-

dents in the foiirth-y(;ar class to try tlu; method.

From even this short trial I am convinced of ilic

Valium of the system to the best students in llie class

and am confident that it is a method that will he an

advance in the teachin<; of surgery for the average

student when it is adopted :is a recpiired part of the

instruction. It is this average student that at present

is dissatisfied with his instruction in surgery at the

school and with whom I am not alone dissatisfied hnt

disheartened as to his progress in education. lie is

intelligent, painstaking, zealous in his work, but after

a short time is tired, receptive only to the uni(iue or

grotes(iue in surgery, and often regards the most ex-

traordinary diseases or conditions as simply of momen-
tary interest. As a student he is sure that he is not

getting what he wants, and as a teacher I am sure

that he is so tiresome that I am tein[)ted to give him
up.

^

For many years 1 have suspected that the method
I pursued was wrong. It was clearly not the fault of

the student, for when he first came to me he was
thirsting for knowledge, but in a short time he stayed

away or turned indifferently from what I hoped would
be an inexhaustible well of information. ]\Iy attitude

was wrong. The idea tliat 1 could furnish informa-

tion which would indefinitely supply a vigorous mind
.searching for truth is to me now^ absurd.

The true position of the teacher is first to guide the

pupil in the rudiments of the art or science, and then

to inspire him (largely by force of example) to do his

own work.

Even in the limited number of reports in " case tak-

ing" that have come to me from the students it is a

keen })leasure to see their mental growth. There are

naturally some students who object to using their

reason ; they believe that they are at school to be
taught, but if these students can once feel the j)leasure

of creative work they will quickly come into line, and
if they cannot be made to do so they will fall into

empiricism.

In the month of January of this year. Dr. E. II.

Nichols and I gave a course in surgical pathology.

The students of the second year had finished their

course in general pathology and elected this optional

course. I hoped to unite the clinic with the labora-

tory, and to make it obvious to the student that the

knowledge obtained in the laboratory was abstract

unless a{)plied to the living patient, and that tlie

knowledge obtained at a clinic was empirical unless

the laboratory furnished an explanation of the prin-

ciples of surgery. The course was arranged so that

a clinic was held every other morning and a labora-

tory exercise was held every afternoon.
Incised wounds were shown in the morning at the

clinics on January ,')d and atli, and laboratory deinou-

' Read at a meeting of the Hoston Society of Uledical linprove-
ineut, Mareli 5, lUOO.

stratioUH of pn;pared HpeciirieuH of inciM<;d wouikIm of

the rabltit's ear, the rabliil'h tongin-, an<l human in-

ii-.cd wounds, were ihown on Junuarv '-'A, tth and
.'.lb.

Dr. Nicii(d-. preparerl a -syllabus (»f surgical palli-

ology which was bought by the Htudent^. At the

(tlinics cases illustrating the different tyjies of the din-

ease or injury under consideration were carefully

planned for weeks ah(;ad. Dr. Nichols collected path-

ological material for *' slides" for months ahead. We
were thus able to show to the student the principal

foundation subjects of surgical pathology on the liv-

ing patient and in gross and mi(;roscopic jiathology.

The schedule on next page gives tin- arrangement.

At both the laboratory itnd tin; clinic the stiidentH

were, after a few wonis of explanation, given the

problems to work out thems(;lves. At the clinic this

was often diflicult, but usually, niUtr explaining a

series of cases for perhaps twenty-five niinut(!S, the

rest of the hour the students were allowed to (rxamine

the patients under the supervision of tin; liouse staff.

And here, to me, was the interestii^g point; the keen

interest, the searching (piestions, the self-reliant rea-

soning on the part of the students was something I

had never seen before in the average student. In

every class of students there are bright minds that

work out problems themselves, but here even the

average student was imbued with the principle; that

to learn one must actively ac(|uire, not passively

receive. To me this was very marked, and all of my
house staff said they wished they were back in the

school.

The total number that elected the course was 127;
tin; highest attendance was 122; the lowest attendance

was lOI ; the average attendance was 11."). The num-
ber of men who presented themselves for examina-
tion was 108, and this was remarkable because the

whole course was voluntary. The men seemed to

wish to test themselves to know what progress they
had ma<le. Had the examination been comjtulsory I

should have conditioned oidy four men.
Dr. Nichols conducted an examination on his lab-

oratory work and it was very satisfactory. I regret

that he is abroad and is not co-operating with me in

this report of our course in surgical pathology.

The secret of progress in these students was their

being given an opportunity to accpiire, not alone re-

ceive, knowledge.
As a matter of interest, I have tried the same

method of allowing students to acquire knowKdge
with some of the fourth-year class. I have had to

give it up, as it was clear that they had been what I

term " sj)oon fed." The average student in the pres-

ent fourth year is not mentally as self-reliant as the

average student in the present second year. This I

believe is due to the principle of teaching that has

been carried out in the course in pathology. It may
be said that this is impractical to carry out in the

teaching of surgery. It seems to me that, with certain

minor modifications dependent upon using human l)e-

ings instead of dead material, the general plan of mak-
ing the student accpiire knowledge instead of receiving

information is the great step that can and should l»e

taken in teaching surgery. This, however, is only a

part of the advance that should be made ; the required
knowledge should be sharply defined and made obliga-

tory. The elective [)art of surgery should be nunle
verv broad and elastic.
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If j)roper facilities are afforded students to acquire

knowledge, as has been so suggestively planned by Dr.

Wentworth, in sectional teaching they can be taught

to observe accurately and reason clearly in actual con-

tact with the patient. But to me the most suggestive

advance will be the use of the "case method" of

section work to continually go l)ack to the pi-inciples

in interpreting clinical phenomena. So that when a

practitioner treats a case of intestinal obstruction he
will revert to the foundation })rinciples of the anat-

om
He

ly, i>hysiology and pathology of the intestiiuil tract.

i will tlien be a })ractitioner whose knowledge

Date.
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t«u-iiti()ii ill tin; u|)|M>i'ti(>iiin(!iit of HitclioiiH, it would
ii(M'(;ssil:it(t lii*- :i|i|)oiiitiiiriit, of ('i<r|it udditioiial in-

structors in cliniciil nirdicinc It is iinccssury to liold

ill! :i|i|iointnu'nt in :i lios|iit:il in order to iitili/i; llic

ji.-ilicnts for purposes of instruction und it would ix-

dillicult, or pcriiiips inip(»ssii)lf, to liml ci^lit men with

hospital iippointnicnts wlio were (pudilicd to teach

(clinical niedicine. In addition to tiiis the question of

expense to tiie department would liavo to hv. consid-

er(Ml. Tliese dillicultii^s (!an be surmounted in a i^reat

measure hy niakiiifr alterations in the; assiiiuinent of

.sections. In onhtr to f;ivc a clear idea of the system

of rotation, it was necessary to make a provisional

ai)portionmeiit of the sections, and it was anticipated

that alterations would he made; in this arrangement.

One chan<>;(! which could be madc! would he to assign

four of till! eight sections in clinical medicine to neur-

ology and (U'rmatology. This would redmu; the num-
her of additional instructors in clinical medicine; to

four. It might he desirable or necessary to limit the

number of exercises to two or threes times a week
for the first year or two. These changes would not

aifect the system of rotation in any way.

(2) It has been suggested tliat section teadiiug,

su[»plemented by text-books, ought to be substituti-d

for clinical lectures. If this suggestion were ad()|)ted,

it would be a very important objection to section

teaching. In a two-hour course in clinical medicine,

or its branches, the student should be given three-

quarters of an hour in which to examine the cases

without any assistance from the instructors. Most of

the remaining time should be spent in correcting ol)-

servations ; in permitting the students to examine al>

normalities in tlie cases which they have not seen ;

and in discussing difl'erential diagnosis. In the few

minutes which are left the instructor can give but a

brief description of the diseases which have been diag-

nosticated. It is beyond the powers of an average

third-year student to obtain the requisite information

from text-books. It demands considerable })ractice

and knowledge of medicine to enable one to pick out

the essentials from a text-book. The students have

but a limited amount of time in which to study seve-

ral subjects and it requires a great deal of time merely

to read a text-book. Instruction is given in so many
subjects in the course of a year that it is only fair

to the students to help them to economize their time.

This cannot be accomplished by compelling them to

acquire their knowledge from books that are intended

for collateral reading. The professor should be <iuali-

tied through his reading and experience to prepare a

set of lectures that will supply the deficiencies of sec-

tion teaching. These lectures should be clear and
concise and should emphasize the essentials in a way
to impress the students. This result cannot be ol)-

tained by lectures that resemble monographs in com-
prehensiveness. Still another reason for giving lect-

ures is that a knowledge of diseases and of the results

of treatment derived solely from the study of hospital

patients is incomplete because of the variations which
are met with among patients of better social condition.

This knowledge can be supjjlied by the professor, to-

gether with many valuable suggestions about the treat-

ment of patients in private practice. The lectures

should be given in hospitals so that patients can be
utilized for purposes of illustration. The students
should take careful notes for future study.

(3) Another objection that has been suggested is

that Huch a syHt/cm of teaching might prove injurioun
to the patients. In answer to this it may be naid tliat

examinations id' jiatients by Htudents are always made
under the HUpervision of instructors ; that crilirul

cases are never assigncfd to students, but are shown l»v

tile instructors tiieniselv<'S ; that discomfort to the pa-
tients can be avoided by a few words of warning ; and
that only a limited number of stiulimts examine each
patient, whereas on ordinary ward visits a.s many us
twenty or thirty students examine the same ca«<;, of
course not so thoroughlv.

(I) The suggestion that a lack of clinical material
may inU-rfere with such a course cannot be reganlerl

as a serious objection when one considers the iiuiiiIkt

of patients that are treatcul annually in the wards and
out-patient departm<!nts of the various li«)spitals.

AI)VANTA«;i:s.

The chief aim in section teaching shouhl be to

oblig*! the students to do most of the work. Tliev
should learn syst<'matic methods of i)hysical examina-
tion and should \h\ nnpiired to stat<; the Hisultsof their

examinations. They ought to be able to make pro-
visional diagnoses from the results of these examina-
tions and to give their reasons for the same. The in-

structors should correct errors in examination and
should (criticise the deductions which are made. The
entire section should take part in the discussion.

The result of this method of teaching is that the
students learn systematic methods of examination and
acquire accuracy of observation. They are made to

think for themselves and to express their opinions
before other students. One of the best ways for gain-
ing a clear idea of a subject is to try and explain it

to some one else. It stimulates ideas and teaches ac-

curacy and clearness in description. The students
take the greatest interest in this sort of work and it

is surprising to see how rapidly they improve. If

the method of rotation which 1 have described were
adopted without any alteration in the apportionment
of sections, or in the number of exercises, each stu-

dent would examine 11)2 medical patients, 96 surgi-

cal patients, and 48 children, and would visit the con-
tagious wards eight times in an average school year
of thirty-two weeks. It would be difficult to overes-
timate the value of such a course when combined with
competent instruction.

ItleportiBf of ^ocietie^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STONE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Rkoii-AK meeting, Monday, INIarcli ."), 100(), Dr.
E. II. Bkadfoud in the chair.

The general subject discussed at this meeting was

SOME AUVANCKS IN MEDICAL INSTRUCTIOX.

l)u. William T. Councilman described

THE COl USE IN l"ATIIOLOr.V AT THE HARVARD MEDI-
CAL SCHOOL.^

ruESiDENT Eliot, of Harvard University, spoke
on

> See page 558 of the Journal.
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THK INDUCTIVK METHOD Al'l'LIKD TO MEDICINE/

Du. Hekbeui' L. Burrell i^ave

A PERSONAL EXrERIENCE IN THE TEACHING OK
SURGERY.^

Dr. Artiiui{ 11. Wentworth read a paper en-

titled

A consideration 01" THE PRINCIPAL Oli.IECTlONS

TO " SECTION TEACHING," TOGETHER WITH SOME
OF ITS advanta<;es.^

Mr. W. B. Cannon read a pai)er on

THE CASE SYSTEM IN MEDICINE.^

Prof. James B. Ames : When yom- President asked

nie to say sometliin<> about our method of legal educa-

tion at Cambridge I thought 1 could not do better than

read a few pages of a paper 1 pri'pared recently on

the subject of legal education and then add a few

words as to the history of the n(!W method, as it is

called, at Cambridge.

The gist of the whole matter, as we look at it at

Cambridge, is that the student should be made to do

his own thinking at the very outset. The first three

or four weeks with most students is pretty blind work
and very often the student gets a little discouraged,

but 1 think it is always very encouraging when he is

a little discouraged. It is very much like the convic-

tion of sin that ^^I'fcedes righteousness and almost al-

ways the man who has any real stuff in him gets over

his discouragement in the second or third month.

He is taught from the first to think for himself, to ac-

cept nothing from the professor on liis ipse dixit, but

to subject the professor's opinion to the test of his own
criticism. The student is encouraged to express his

views and I always consider those the most successful

hours in my classes in which I say the least. It is my
object to make the men talk, to discuss with each other,

to discuss with me.

Just a word as to our experience in the introduction

of the system. It was wholly original with Professor

Langdell. In one sense there is nothing new ; in

another sense it is very decidedly new. It is simply

the a})plication in a systematic way of the method
which a successful lawyer employs in dealing with his

actual cases in litigation. When he has a case he

goes to the original sources, the reports of previous

cases and studies those cases until he is satisfied he

has the principle. His work is necessarily sporadic;,

being determined by the cases that his clients hapi)en

to bring to him.

In the Law School we endeavor to deal with the

branches of law systematically. When the inductive

method, as applied to law, was first introduced by Pro-

fessor Langdell very few lawyers in Boston had any con-

fidence in its success. Very many were; outspoken in

opposition to it. I remember very well the first lioui-

of Professor Langdell's course. The whole school

was assembled. At the second lecture 1 think there

were not over a dozen ; the rest had seen all they

wanted of the case method ; the number dropped to

seven and we seven were opprobriously styled " Lang-
dell's freshmeiL" The class increased during the

year. Towards the (Jiid we had twenty-five to thirty.

' See page 55T of the JouniaL
» See page 505 of the .loiirnaL
* See page 56K of the .JouniaL
» See page 503 of the JouniaL

The next year the i)roj)ortion increased and at the end
of the third year the school was about equally divided
and there was a good deal of feeling among the stu-

j

dents. In 1873 Professor Langdell was reinforced
by another instructor who adopted his method and
for several years there were two j^i'ofessors teaching
his method and two teaching in the lecture way, and
on the whole during the next four or five years there
was a considerable gain among the students in favor
of the \w\\ method. And, finally, about twelve years
after Professor Langdell came, another one of his

pupils was apj)ointed who taught in his method and
from that time on the great majority of the students
had confidence in that method and not so nuich in the

other, and gradually tlu; two professors who had for-

merly taught in the old manner without any pressure
adopted the methods of Professor Langdell, and to-

day every one teaches in that way. I think it may be
said that in this community at least the lawyers have
come to believe also that that is the wisest way to

proceed. Most of the objections to-day spring, I

think, from misconception. Some persons still sup-

pose the case method to mean simply familiarizing

one's self with a certain number of adjudicated cases

so that one would be a case lawyer. But it is now
generally understood that the object of the inductive

method is to develop intellectual self-reliance by show-
ing the genesis and growth of the legal doctrines.

I was much interested in Mr. Cannon's paper.
You have, in the hospital records, reported cases

which (correspond very much to legal cases. As I un-
derstaiul those reported medical records you have all

the facts of the case and, what corresponds to our ad-

judication, the treatment of the case by the physician.

I do not see, therefore, why the study and discussion of

a wisely chosen collection of these medical cases should
not be followed by the eminently satisfactory results

which tli(! study of law cases has accomj)lished for the

law students.

Dr. F. C. SiiATTicK : The proverb says, "Blessed
is he who expects nothing, for he shall not be disap-

pointed." I think 1 must be twice blessed, for I came
to this meeting exjiecting something and have not been
disappointed. I have been greatly interested and in-

structed. The fermentation now going on in medical

education and its methods cannot fail to do much
good.

Dr. AVentworth and Mr. Cannon have so clearly

and frankly stated alike the advantages of and objec-

tions to section work and the case method that little

remains for me to say. The fact that the Harvard
Medical School has no hospital of its own, not even
an out-patient clinic, is an obtrusive fact. However
welconu!, the school is still a guest of the hospitals

and must adapt itself to rules and regulations which
are not necessarily unifornu How much can be put
into four years of undergraduate study ? What are

the limits in each branch of study of the essential and
non-essential ? AVhat is the relative value of each

branch and how should the time be most wisely ap-

portioned between them ? These are all questions

which are worthy of nuich careful study.

The case method is now in use in clinical medicine.

If it does nothing elsic it ought to prepare men to bet-

ter pass their examination in clinical medicine, the

j)ai)er consisting in the statement of three actual cases

precisely like those proposed by Mr. Cannon for

teaching purj)oses.
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Dr. Mokimli, Wvman, <»r ('!irnl)ri»luo : Somi- «>f

the tliiiiji's l)r()ii^lil oiil in this diMUssioii ;iic vnv iii-

tciTsliiii; (() inc. W illi irniiid Id iiH'diciil riliicilioii

in the |i.ist, ni\ instinclKC in nifilicinr (Dr. William

.lolinsdii Walkci-) was a nrjKlniilc of llai-vanl in IHIO;

a stinlrnt in tlic iMaHsacinisctts Medical Scliool, as it

was then callcti, and received tiic decree of .M.D.

from Harvard ('oile^e in IHI.'!; wliil(( yet, a medical

student liis " Dissertation on I'^pilcpsy " won tlu^

Hoylston Medical I'li/e. His post-i;radnate course

was pursued in I'aris at La Cliarite, in the clinical

ward of Corvisart, Napoleon's physician, wiio had

then recrently transhited and commeutateil ,\uenl)rui(-

ger's work, " The new method of recoi;ni/ini; the in-

ternal diseases of the chest by percussion of that

cavity." C'orvisart taught j)ercussioii and extended

it to the alxlomeu ; 1k^ went still further, he ur^ed

with yreat earnestness what he called ''the medical

education of the senses " as a necessity for success

;

he illustrated its importance in many practical ways.

Laennec was then lecturing at La Charite on patholo<i-

ical amitomy, in noble rivalry with Dupuytreii, then

lecturer on the same snbject at rH6t(;l-Dien, and col-

lecting specimens for his great museum of osteology.

Laennec was meanwhile listening at the chest and col-

lating what he heard with what he saw at the autopsy ;

six years later at the Necker Hospital he invented

auscultation ; it is hard to see how it could have been

done in any other way. IVfy instructor came home,
his mind tilled with the idea of this new method of

education so constantly urged upon him and which, as

I understand it, was what is now going on here, with

far better means and opportunities, and from which

much may be reasonably expected. He settled in

Charlestown, and offered himself as a physician and

surg(M)n, and also as a teacher. He became eminent
in all three departments ; as a teacher he probably had
more pnpils than any other physician in New England,

not connected with a hospital. After accjuiring a

high reputation, and after thirty years of laborious

service in his profession, he withdrew— as the Norse

sagas say, " he went out of the story." When he

next appeared it was in " political economy," which,

like medicine, may be viewed as a science and as an

art. " It teaches the production and accumulation of

wealth and also the distribution of it most favorable to

the liap})iness of mankind." Dr. Walker proved emi-

nent in both. What he accpiired he was very anxious

to nse for the purpose of increasing the proportion of

medical education of this particular kind, that is, " the

medical education of the senses," in the medical curric-

ulum. He applied to Harvard College to allow of

its introduction into the Medical School. This was
about 18(50. Harvard College did not see the way to

grant the application. Dr. Walker said, " I will make
over to you $i;jr),000, which is what remains of my
professional earnings, if j-ou can adopt this new sys-

tem." The scliool was then giving six lectures daily

to their students, w'ho were worn out with words with-

out receiving the instruction they most needed. The
college saw no way of altering this state of things.

Dr. Walker said he did not think that of the gentle-

men then in otlice all would Hud it agreeable to them
to carry out the change he wanted to make. The Col-

lege did not see how anything could be done then, but

in ten years could bring this change about. Dr.
Walker said :

" \'ery well, the offer shall stand open
for ten years." But the President said, rather tenta-

tively, " Would it not he well to make thin arrniigo-

meiit now, and ht us carry it out ten yearn \u-\\va-{"

The answer was charactr-riKtic :
" Voii coin*' where I

am. I shall be very glad to Hee you tln-n." In tlie

meantime Dr. Walker passed away and flic rnonev

went elsew here.

Dit. RiciiAKi) ('.Mior: Therr- i> (trie point not y<'t

emphasi/ed as much as it should be in regard to this

(;as(! system anil that is the jilnimire. of it. 'I'lie touch

with th(! men is delightful. They answer up in away
[ never heard them in any other course, lK-<;aiise «|iieH-

tioiis are thrown at tluMu so constantly that they niu.st

be wide awake and because they are vitally interested

in the story of the case. They want to know how it

is coming out. It is the easiest and jjleasanteHt

method of teaching I have known anything about.

Du. .1. .1. Putnam: The changes that have Ix-en

made and those suggested in the work of the Me(li<;al

School have been exceedingly fruitful, and this evening
is a very proper commemoration of them. I was
very glad to adopt as soon as 1 could the method sug-

gested by Mr. Cannon, and I should like to say a
single word about a modilieation of the recitation sys-

tem which I had adopted the previous term, and which
I think contains some of the merits of the case system.
This consists in the giving out of |)rinted questions
which are afterward discussed. The design in the

beginning was to cover a definite course as rapidlv as

possible, in order that the student should have a bird's-

eye view in a systematic way, and I therefore began
by making the questions correspond closely to the text

of Osier's " Practice of Medicine." More recently,

however, I have begun to arrange them so that they
call attention to particular points or groups of difficul-

ties, and I believe that in this way it is possible to

accomplish a great deal which one cannot accomplish
by simple recitations following strictly the pages of
the textrbook. It is true that the printed questions

have not the living interest that attaches to the descrip-

tions of actual cases, but in some- respects they are
better. I do not believe that the students appreciate
the value of these important changes nearly so much
as those of us who have striven conscientiouslv and at

the expenditure of much time to bring the rich and
varied material of our hospital services before the

stiuients, and have now to look back on much of our
labor as having been expended in vain. We have
brought much water to the students, but have often
failed to make them drink.

Dk. H. p. BowDiTcn : I should like to bespeak
the help of the gentlemen who believe in this new
method in doing missionary work amongst those who
do not. I think we have a little uphill work ahead of
us. It is not always as easy as might be imagined
from what we have heard this evening. Professor
Ames has told us what difficulties beset the introduc-

tion of the new system in the Law School. That there
is difficulty ahead of us. I think a letter I received
to-day will indicate. The writer has failed to compre-
hend what we are trying to do, and I have no doubt
other men are in the same situation. It is therefore
necessary, I think, for us all to see what we can do to

remove such misap})relu'nsion.

I wish I coidd speak of physiologv as Dr. Council-
man has of pathology, but we have not got far enough.
The first trial has lasted only about four weeks, but
so far everything has gone well. The men seem to be
very nuich interested in their work, and I have no
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doubt the system will work as well in physiology as in

j)athology and anatomy. The main advantage of the

system is that it teaches men to think for themselves.

I want to say one word about the possibility of teach-

ing men to think for themselves by other nietliods as

well as by case teaching. Dr. Weir Mitchell says the

true lecture is one which teaches men to think along

correct lines. A lecture is not simply a storehouse of

information to be imparted to students. In a recita-

tion, too, the pupils may be taught to think for them-

selves. I shall never forget the look of astonishment

that came over one of my students many years ago,

when, in the course of a recitation, he asked me some
(pu'stions, and I put the evidence before him as well as

I could and told him the pros and cons of the case. 1

then said : " On the whole, I think the weight of evi-

dence! is in favor of this view ; don't you think so ?
"

The idea that I, a professor, should ask him what he

thought about the question was a very salutary mental

sho(;k to liim. That sort of instruction is a very use-

ful thing for anybody. I am inclined to think that

teaching men to think is not an advantage exclusively

of the case method or any other method of instruc-

tion. It is the object aimed at by all good teachers,

whatever methods they employ, and men are more im-

j)ortant than methods.

Dr. C. M. (iREEN : It is a considerable satisfaction

to me to see the present interest in the case method
of teaching, because I have been using this method
for a number of years. In the year 1890 I obtained

permission of the Faculty to give, once a week, a vol-

untary exercise in the Medical School, to be known as

an obstetrical conference, to enable me to test and de-

vi'lop the methods I had gradually adopted in the

(;ours(! of my private summer teaching. The follow-

ing year the Faculty made this exercise a part of the

regular instruction in obstetrics ; and for the last five

years 1 have used the case method also in my gyne-

cological teaching. This method is very properly em-

ployed in a variety of ways according to the object in

view, and with reference; to the other forms of instruc-

tion in the same department. In the obstetrical

teaching at the Harvard School the case method is

used in three ways : (a) P^ach student is reejuired to

attend at least six cases in labor and convalescence,

and to make a full report of his cases ; (b) he is given

clinical instruction on at least one of his cases, and

generally he receives advice, assistance, or clinical

teaching on several of them ; (c) he has an opportu-

nity of attending once a week a conference at which

i-eports of cases that have been attended by himself

or by his classmates are read, discussed and criticistul.

The cases read at the conferences are s(dected with

a view to illustrating the principles previously taught

in the didactic lectures and recitations ; so that all the

students are presumably competent to understand and

discuss the cases, and some members of the class have

had similar cases and are able to contribute their ex-

periences. The reader is freely (|uestioned, made to

d(;fend his statements of fact and opinion, when they

m<!et with criticism, and asked to give his reasons for

the course pursued. The instructor presides as a

moderator, guides the discussion into useful channels,

(juestions the reader on points not drawn out by the

class, answers questions inade<piately answered by the

read(!r, (!lucidat(!S matters imperfectly understood by

the class, and finally gives a synopsis of the most im-

portant teachings of the cases presented. Effort is

constantly made by the instructor to avoid giving a

direct answer to cjuestions asked him by the class, and
to elicit the tlesired answer from the reader or from
some other member of the class by the Socratic

method of asking questions that will ultimately bring

out the wished-for information. This nuithod keeps
a class alert and interested, and makes the student

think. A conference thus conducted is both a lecture

and a recitation, with an actual case or cases for a

tc^xt, with this difference, however, that the leader

and the class chiefly do the talking, while the instruc-

tor guides, controls, assists. In my experience this

method of case teaching has proved very profitable.

It does not seem to me that it should take the place

of the didactic lecituri; and the recitation ; but 1 be-

lieve it to be a valuable adjuvant to the older methods
of teaching.

Dr. C. B. Porter : I have had no experience in

this case teaching as represent(;d to-night, but Presi-

dent Eliot spoke of the subject of section teaching.

In that, I have had experience some years. It has

seemed to me most valuable, and one I hope will be

introduced more fully in the future study of clinical

surgery. There is another exercise I have conducted

a number of years, which, it seems to me, is bringing

the students in direct contact with the patient; that is

what is called in the catalogue the diagnosis clinic.

A certain number of cases are selected and brought
into the amphitheatre and two or three or four stu-

dents are assigned to examine those cases with great

care, have nearly three-quarters of an hour to do it,

and the other students can see the cases. Then the

students to whom they have been assigned are asked

to give the history, diagnosis and treatment, and the

class are invited to criticise or ask questions, and I

finally tried to clear up any of the doubtfid points in

connection with the diagnosis. The one thing that

has been gratifying to me is that whereas in the

spring my conference dwindles somewhat in numbers,

this class always increases. Year after year when
the men are " cramming " for examinations, I say :

" Do you want another week ? " And they raise

their hands and say they will come, and that to my
mind has been the most satisfactory part of my teach-

ing for a number of years.

Dr. p. C. Knapp : I have a little fear that, in the

enthusiasm which this form of the method is exciting,

we may lose sight of the other most important factor.

As yet I have not adopted this form of the case sys-

tem, so that I cannot speak from experience of its

merits or demerits ; but we must first teach the stu-

dent how to observe, so that, by this method, there is

considerable danger of slighting the instruction in the

observation and the actual examination of the living

patient, in which, in my experience, I have found

the students of the fourth year, as they came to

me, sadly deficient. Men come with (piick, correct

knowledge, which they may derive from this case

system, in just what diseases we find the knee-jerk

is present or absent, or in just what diseases there is

reaction of degeneration, and yet these same men are

(|uite incapabh; of making any accurate ol)servation

of the knee-jerk or the electrical reactions. That is an

element in our tc^aching which must be acconq)lished

before the case teaching can l)e brought fully into

play.

Dr. G. L. AValton : The special form of confer-

ence suggested by Mr. Cannon appeals to me strongly.
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I :illiiilc to llic (lislriltiitioii anionic tint stinlciits of

KluKitM coiitaiiiiii^ tlif liistory <>f Ji" lu'tuul casf, witli

uiircHtricli'd o|i|)ortiiiiitv (o study tlir case; for perhaps

a week, followed liy a general del)ate. Tliis exercise

sliould suppleiiielit, liol supplant, the clinical li-cture,

and the practical instruction in pliysical dia^fuosis and

iiislors takiuLi- Its use is Ixsl adapted, perhaps, to

nil advanced period in the course, its ohjecL l»ein;^

to crystalli/i^ the knowledjre obtained tlirou;;h otiier

sources. The (clinical conference, us oidinarily prac-

tised, is a steji in the same dirc-ction, aixi serves to

make the student conduetin<f it thoroughly familiar

with his subject, but in this form of conlercnce then-

is a certain lack of interest and of stimulus to original

thouyht for the other students. The ex(!rcises of Dr.

(liHHUi have tlie decided advantages owv the usual va-

riety of conference that the case presented by iIk;

student is selected with special reference! to the famil-

iarity of tins other students with the subject. The
peculiar advantage of the specual method advocated

by Mr. Cannon is that the students have all become
familiar with the details of the same case, and have

the attitude rather of consulting physicians than that

of the physician whose opinion is asked upon a case

in the practice of another physician, a case which he

has neither seen nor luul opportunity to study.

Again, the student learns by this method to uses text-

books as they are really used in practice. The stu-

dent has learned, for example, that tumor of the brain

is accompanied by headache, vomiting, and a long list

of other symptoms, including optic neuritis ; he has

learned similarly the symi)toms of abscess of the brain,

with the statement that o[)tic neuritis is rarely pres-

ent ; this knowledge first becomes fixed in his mind
by the study of an actual case which suggests both

tumor and abscess, the symptom optic neuritis being

perhaps absent ; the text-book is now consulted witli

a new interest regarding the frequency of optic neuri-

tis in each of the diseases suspected.

It has been objected to this plan that the student

must depend upon another's physical examination and
history. This objection implies that such a confer-

ence is expected to replace instead of to supplement
other modes of instruction. President Eliot has re-

ferred to the three main aims of education: (1)

Training the observation ; (2) teaching how to record

observations, and (3) practice in drawing logical infer-

ences. It is to the third of tluise functions that this

method is especially adapted ; it assists perhaps also

in the second, and it is fair to add that the interest

stimulated leads to more careful observation in the next

.analogous case, thus indirectly strengthening the first.

In the single experience which I have had with this

method the interest in the subject Avas lively, and the

case was sifted more thoroughly than any other in

the course.

Du. A. II. Wkxtwoutii : From the remarks which
have been made this eveniii"- there seems to me to beo
a tendency to regard the case method as a substitute

for section teaching. As ]Mr. Cannon has said, the

case method of teaching can never replace the actual

examination of patients. It is simply intended to sup-

plement section teaching. The ability to make an ac-

curate physical examination can be obtained only by
long practice. The knowledge; thus gained is essen-

tial in order to make correct deductions. It is neces-

sary, therefore, that each studi'ut should have a great
many opportunities to examine jjutients. This i-an be

accompiiHhed only by iiicuiih of Hectioii U-a.v\i\\\yi^.

There can be no doul)t that the cuHe method of (j-urli*

ing will prove to be r)f the greaieMl value, but in my
opinion it should be taught in the fourth vear and not
in the third.

AMKUICAN CLIM.\'l(JL()(iIL'AL .\S^(JC1A'I KkN.

Skvkntkkntii Annijai, .Mkktino, iiki.h at Wa.hiiino-
TON, 1). C, May 1, 2 and :j, 1000.

IIKsj DAV.

TllK meetings of the Association were held in the

baiupiet room of tin; Arlington Hotel. The first 80«-

sion was called to order by the President of the Asso-
ciation, I)k. iViJHAiiAM Jacoiw, of New York, on
Tuesday, May 1st, at 10 a.m., who dedivered the

opening address on

HKAKT LK.SIONS IN I.MANCV.

He cited cases which had come under his (d»serva-

tion show'ing that functional heart murmurs do occur
in infants under two years, some noted authorities to

the contrary. Extracardial murmurs are very iiifre-

(juent under two years. When de])Osits are near in-

sertions of the valves, no murmur may Ix; heard at all.

Endocarditis is frequent at an earl}' age, but compen-
sation is (piite readily established.

The following })apers were read bv title

:

" The INIodern Physician's Duty to his Tuberculous
Patients," Dk. Fkkdkrick I. Knight, of Hoston.
"The Construction and iManageinent of Small Cot-

tage Sanatoria for Consumptives," Du. Aknoi.o C.
Klkhs, Chicago.

Dr. R. C. New'tox, of Montdair, X. .1., gave a

RKI'ORT or CKRTAIX CASKS OF TUBERCULOSIS
WHICH WERE APPARENTLY DUE TO THE NATURE
OE THE SOIL.

He gave a history of four families whose familv his-

tory showed no tuberculous taint, but who had several

cases of it in the family after living in damp houses,

or houses with damp cellars. The tubercle bacillus

may be found in healthy organisms, which can resist

it. Let the subject's vitality be lowered and his re-

sistance decreased, and he is much more susceptible

to infection ; damp places tend to do this, hence the
danger. It is far easier to remove the conditions
causing the disease than to cure it when it has a

start. The prol)lem is that of improving surround-
ings and sanitation, (iood drainage has been shown
by statistics to decrease tuberculosis ; no climate, how-
ever good, is proof against filthy soil. Houses shouM
havi' dry cellars and sandy subsoil, and l)e awav from
swamps.

Dr. Leonard Weber : In New York we tind it

is not so much the soil as the crowded condition of
the people and their unsanitary ways of living that
cause the spread of the disease by rendering the soil

of tlie body good for the attack of the bacilli. Damp-
ness does not increase danger of infection, but de-
creases powers of resistance. The paix-r showed the
necessity of getting rid of the overcrowded tenements.

Dr. N. S. Davis said that acepiired tul»erculosis is

most favored by poorly ventilated rooms and imper-
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feet exercise, aiul badly ventilated lungs, which need

ventilation as well as rooms.

Du. C. L. TiKNEU spoke of the great neglect of

proper hygienic and prophylactic measures among all

classes in this country, and urged that it was tli(^ duty

of the physician to look after his patients in these re-

spects wdiile they were well, as much as to attend

them when actually sick.

Dk. E. R. Baldwin : Moisture keeps the tubercle

bacillus alive, and drying kills it ; this may also enter

into the cause of tuberculosis among those living in

damp houses.

Dii. Ji'DSON Dalani) spoke of the recent a])p('ar-

ance and rapid spread of consumption in Iccdand, at-

tributing this to the dampness, fog and winds.

I)u. Newton ended the discussion by illustrating

from his own experience how moisture could collect

under the floor of a tent close to the ground, even in

a very dry locality.

Dr. Charles Denisox, of Denver, read a paper

entitled

EDICATIONAL AM) LEGISLATIVE CONTROL OF TU-

15ERCUL0SIS.

He discussed at some length the degenerative effects

of deficient ventilation and defective heredity, and
showed how this condition, by inducing delicient pul-

monary air and blood circulation, leads to auto-infec-

tion. He took a sample room, such as most persons

occupy, and j^ointed out the usual defects in ventila-

tion, then passed on to a discussion of what he termed

the " life of the air," which he said exists chiefly in

its motion, which, with its light, heat and electrical

pow(!r, (;omcs from the sun, and the force of which is

annulled by the imjirisonment of the air through de-

flective ventilation. Thus a gradual loss of vitality is

brought about. This is the unified predisposing cause,

anterior to the bacillus of tubercle, which will ex2)lain

alike the origination of tuberculosis in animals, fowls

and men. Dr. Denison closed by urging legislation

recpiiring proper ventilation, courses for the study of

methods of ventilation in all advanced schools and col-

leges, and governmental investigations as to the best

ways and proper and necessary limits to ventilation.

Dr. B. HonixsON spoke of women's long skirts

being an important factor in the spread of the tuber-

cle germs.

Dr. C E. Epson said that the bacillus alone,

dampness alone, or bad ventilation alone, would not

produce the disease.

Dr. W. F. R. Phillii's said that the changes in

the life of the air were attributed by some to increased

tem[)erature and humidity and presence of CO,,.

I)k. S. (i. BoNNEY, of Denver, read a paper on

some l-llASES OF THE TUBERCULOSIS I'ROIJLE.M IN

COLORADO.

In this paper the author pointed out the injustice

done to Colorado by statistics which apparently showed
an increase in the number of those becoming con-

sumptive in that State, and showed that the actual in-

(;reas(! was very slight. He noted tin; nuinl)er of tu-

berculous chihlren, and the comparative fnMpuMicy of

tnb(r(;ulous meningitis. The influx of consumj)tivcs

from otiier States complicates the problem.

I)i;. .1. C. Wilson said that oft(!n climatic treat-

niiiit was availabhe in the region where the individual

lived, without the risk and expense of a long trip.

SECOND DAY.

In the absence of Dr. Jacohi, Dr. Babcock, of

Chicago, opened the meeting.

Dr. Arnold C. Klebs, of Chicago, who was not

present at the flrst session, when his paper was due,

read a paper on

THE CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF SMALL
COTTAGE SANATORIA FOR CONSUMPTIVES.

He said that the chief purpose of small sanatoria

was to scatter institutions for consumptives through-

out the country, and their chief advantages the whole-

some, regulated diet, arrangements for an abundance
of fresh air, cheerful surroundings and proper exer-

cise. He advocated making the exercise of a useful

but mild character, like gardening. The sanatoiuum

should bi' located in the best possible spot, and near a

large city, where good markets are available. The
speaker then gave a sketch of how such cottage sana-

toria should l)e built, and showed diagrams of some
already in op(!ration. The usual plan is to have a

long building forming an obtuse angle, the part within

the angle forming a sheltered court with porches, and
suitable as a place for outdoor exercise for the pa-

tients, or two or three cottages connected by galleries

adapted to our double season, enclosed and sunny in

winter, and with removable sides and roof for sum-
mer. The management should be under one skilled

head, with authority over the patients, and the pa-

tients should have practical hygienic instruction.

Dk. H. p. Loomis called attention to the immense
expense of the plan suggested, which was all right for

people of means, but impracticable for the majority.

He further said there was no doubt as to the advan-

tages of the sanitarium treatment, and d(;plored the

fact that we in this country were so far behind other

countries in this respect.

Dr. C. F. McCiAIIAN advocated very small sana-

toria, where the doctor in charge can see each pa-

tient at least twice a day, and personally supervise

their haV)its and exercise. He said it could be done

for eight to nine dollars a week per capita.

Du. E. (). Otis believed that the future treatment

of tuberculosis would be by sanatoria, and stated that

a year ago Massachusetts voted ^175,000 for a sana-

torium, and had just recently voted $150,000 more to

build another.

Dr. Edson also objected to the plan proposed by

Dr. Klebs, on the ground of expense, and suggested

that every doctor could carry out the sanitarium prin-

ciple, by a one or two patient sanitarium, located in a

carefully selected house under proper management.

Dr. IJaldwin stated that at Saranac the expense

per capita was from seven to eight dollars a week, but

that Dr. Trucheau did not receive any comj)ensation

out of this.

Dr. Newton thought that it would be a good thing

for those of little means with incipient tuberculosis to

go on four or six weeks' tram])ing tours under a com-

p<"tent head, as this sort of outdoor life would stimu-

late the vital functions.

In rebuttal to the objections to his plan on the

ground of expense, Dr. Klebs said the project he pro-

posed was merely a cheap boarding-house, three cot-

tages connected by galleries and built with a sj)(>cial

view to their use.
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|)i;. II. r. l.ooMi«, of Now York, f^iivo

SOMI', n.ltSONAI. OKSKItVA IIONS ON TIIK KI'I'KCI' Ol

IN llfAn.l.l K \l. IN,li;<:iION Ol' NITKOCr.N liAS IN

Tl ItKKCt I.OSIS.

lie (IcscrilM'd liow, iit'tcr iiuiiHiioiis »'.\|icriiiiciils on

animals willi all sorts ol" iiiatfiials, lliiids and leases. In-

at last round idtn)j;«ui to l»c i\w only one that did not.

rapiillv altsorh, or cause sonic otiitr trouMc. Dr.

iiooinis claims lor llic iiictliod tlial the injection of

from .")() to 200 cubic, iin-lics of absolutely |>iirc <^-a^

will not be absorbed for from tlinie to six months, will

rapidly diminish (ixpectoration, improve; appt^tite, in-

crease weight, and above all stop lieinorrlia<ije, where

all otluu" methods fail, but it se(!ms to Iiav(i no marked

beiieli(!ial (illVct on the affected lunjf substance. It ar-

rests the further |)ro<^ress of the disease.

I)u. 11. L. Tayi.ok said that lie liad tried the

method in over a dozen cases, and had obtained ex-

actly ojiposite results from those i^iven by Dr. Loomis.

1)k. R. 11. B.VBCOCK expressed his surprise at Dr.

Taylor's results, and said that the results in the ma-
jority of cases treated in CMiit^ayo were good. He be-

lieved the treatment was of value in giving tlu! patient

an upward start to health.

Dk. Denisox asked if the same results could not

be attained by some other method, unattended by such

a shock, and referred to the successful us(! of strap-

ping plaster to stop hemorrhage.

Dk. Stubbeht said the nitrogen treatment was

only effective when the lung was absolutely com-

pressed, and stated that he also had used it with ad-

vantage to stop hemorrhage.

Dk. Boauuman Kickd, of rhiladel})hia, read a

paper on

STOMACH CONDITIONS IN EAKLY TUBEKCULOSIS.

He summarized his paper as follows : (1) In early

tuberculosis the secretion of llCl is very frequently

excessive, the peptic glands being in a condition of ir-

ritability which causes stimulating remedies of the

creosote class to disagree and act injuriously
; (2) oils

tend to depress the secretory function of the stomach

and in conse(juence cod-liver oil is likely to help the

cases which the creosote class of drugs hurt, but, on

the other hand, hurts the cases in which the gastric

secretion is inactive, and the other ones in which creo-

sote and its congeners often do good ;
{A) therefore it

ought to be the rule to ascertain the condition of the

secretory function of the stomach before pushing
either class of drug

; (4) when analysis of the gas-

tric contents cannot be made, it is safer to combine
creosote with cod-liver oil, so as to let one neutralize;

the other in its effect on the stomach ; (5) the motor
function is very generally depressed in tuberculosis,

and must be restored before a cure can be effected.

Drugs avail little in this direction, but diet, exercise,

especially in the open air, faradism and abdominal
massage, except where hyperchlorhydria complicates it,

are the most valuable means of effecting the result.

Dk. Andeks called attention to the variability of

llC'l in this disease, and said that gastric symjitoms de-

pended on functional disturbances.

Dk. J. EmvAKi) Stiuuekt, of New York, gave the

SlUSEQUKNT HISTORY OF PATIENTS AlU'AKENTLY
CURED BY ANTITUBERCLE SERUM.

He took up the cases he reported two years ago, and
said there had been no relapses, and marked im|)r^)^•e-

infMit in 78 per cent, of the ciuteN. Ilr llicn took each

case in detail aiirl gave the liJHtory "p to (hit*-. Dr.

Stubbert spoke of the diflicidty of treating patientM

climatiiall v, on ac<'onnl of the varying effect of the

serum in varied localities.

Dk. K. ('. Ci icriN, of I'hil.idelphia, read a paper

entitled

Tin; nii.i;i;ii IS oi ai)VAN(i.i. i'iiiiii^i>, wmi i:i,-

rOKT OK CASES OK l'lirill^l> I ol.l.dWIM, A I'.-

SCESSES OK THE HANI).

lie gave several instances of phbbiti^ following

tuberculosis, and (|not<Ml nnmerf)ns eases whe-re tiilM-r-

culosis followed blows and falls, noting especially the

prevalence; of tin; disease among prize; (ighte-rs.

Dk. NEWTe)N aske-d for statistie-s as U> phthisis, and

denied that the- pe-re-entage was at all large-.

Dk. Ciktin, Dk. Baiujock, Dk. Andkks anel Die.

BKiDejE all iiistane-e;el case-s of the same aiiel similar

e'onditioiis that hael come- unele-r their notice.

Dk. .1. yi. Andkks, oi I'liihulelphia, read ;i paper

on

THE DIAeJNOSTIC VAI.IE OK TflSEKe: t LIN IN TIUKK-
Cl'LOSIS.

He saiel that the value of the tuberculin test ele.--

peneled on the fact that it permits the recognition of

the disease in its latent as well as incipient forms, anel

if it were useel, more tuberculosis woulel not so ofttn

go unrecognized. Of over 2,000 sus])ected cases, 71.8

per cent, gave positive reaction, and of the uneloubted

cases the percentage was even higher. The two points

in its use are moderate doses anel its use in incipient

stages of the elisease. If this were done its use woulel

become more popular anel satisfactory.

SI'LENOMYELOGENOUS LEUKEMIA WITH l'LLMe>

NARY TUBEKCULOSIS ; REPORT OK A CASE.

This paper, by Dks. H, L. Elsner and Wm. A.
Gkoat, of New York, was rcael by title. Dr. Eisner

stated that the conelition was very rare, and showeel

charts illustrating the case.

At the business meeting which followeel, the follow-

ing officers were electeel for the ensuing year : Presi-

dent, Dr. R. H. Babcock, of Chicago ; First Vie^e-

President, Dr. A. C. Peale, of "Washington, D. C". ;

Seconel Vice-President, Dr. S. W. Langmaid, of Bos-

ton; Secretary and Tre-asurer, Dr. Guy Hinsdale', e)t

Philaelelphia. Dr. Abraham Jacobi was electeel a

member of the Council.

THIRD DAY.

On account of the numbe;r of papers still to be
re;ad, the meeting was calleel for at nine o'clock. The
session openeel with a eliscussie)n of Dr. Anelers's paper
on the diagnostic value of tuberculin, which closeel

Wediu'sday's session.

Dr. Bkann.\n openeel the discussion by asking what
the exact reaction of tuberculin was, besiele the
" grippy " symptoms it proeluced.

Dr. Charles Denison objected to the use of

tuberculin in large doses in aelvanced phthisis, on ac-

count of its elisuitegrating inffueiice on the affected

lung area, and said that the starting dose in the Berlin

Hospital was one-half milligramme. Tuberculin might
proeluce loe-al reaction even when there was no rise in

te^mperature, and in small doses it sometimes increases

the number ot rales.
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Dr. H. L. Taylor objected to tlie statement that

we should not use tuberculin as a tluTapeutic measure,
saying that it often had some therai)eutic value.

Dr. a. C. Kleijs em{)liasized tlie im})()rtance of a
uniform preparation of tuberculin, in order that the

results of dilferent observers might be compared with
some advantage. II(i said there was no danger to the

patient in cautious use of tuberculin, and that a begin-

ning dose could be as low as one-tenth milligramme.
Dr. Yi. O. Otis brought up the fact that syphilis

often gave the reaction when advanced tuberculosis

would not.

Dr. Baiscock asked why he could not always sus-

pect syphilis if tliat disease gave the reaction. He
said that dose might be from one-half to twelve milli-

grammes, and in the average case should be large.

Dr. Baldwin said that tuberculin was rarely nec-

essary for diagnostic purposes. Larger doses are

necessary for local tuberculosis in joints and other

parts of the body than in pulmonary cases. lie

called attention to the tuberculin reaction in syphilis

as a fruitful field for investigation.

Dr. J. H. Kellogg, of Michigan, read a 2>aper on

THE HYDRIATIC TREATMENT OF TL'BERCULOSIS.

lie urged the value of cold-water treatment, saying

that he had used it for over twenty-five years, with

good results and many recoveries. Out of l.')l cases

not(Hl more than 60 per cent, were permanently bene-

fited, and a good percentage cured. The tonic effect

of cold water is due to the action of the cold on the

sympathetic nerves in the skin, and increased cerebral

activity. The method of its use is very simple : first,

friction with hand or dry towel ; then sponge or

mohair glove wet with ice water and rubbed briskly

on neck, chest and arms, one part at a time, and
(piickly dried, and patient bandaged with wide three-

yard strip of cluHise cloth, and over this same-sized

flannel. In full bath start with moderate temperature
and gradually reduce to ^jo" or 45°. Dr. Kellogg
then gave a demonstration of his method on a snl)ject.

Dr. C L. Mi.Noif nrg(!d necessity of simplification

of methods, such tliut the patient could apply them
himself.

Dr. R. II. Bap.cociv protested against the use of

the term '' cured" as a result of the cold-water treats

ment, and Dr. Kellogg replied that water was not

claimed to be a panacea, but merely a valuable ad-

junct to other methods.

Dk. W. D. Robinson, of Philadelphia, read a paper
entitled

I'l: I nOLKl M OIL IX TIIK TREATMENT OF FirrillSIS.

He said that the best pr(!paration was a repnrilied

oleum petrolatum of the United States Pharmacopeia,
which is absolutely odorless, colorless and tasteless.

The oil passes through the intestine unchanged, but

has beneficial effects on nutrition. It has also the ef-

fect of rendering the intestine unfavorable to life of

micro-organisms by starving and stitt'ocating them, by
cutting off the avenues through which they have their

nourishment. The oil has l)eneficial effects in chronic

l)ronchitis and in phthisis, and there is more gain from
its use than from cod-liver oil, without any tax on di-

gestion, appetite or food assimilation. It is valual)le

as a solvent for many drugs and as a means of convey-

ing intestinal germicides.

Dr. a. N. Bell, of Brooklvn, read a paper en-
titled

STAMINA : THE SPECIAL BENEFIT OF FATS OF ONE
KIND OR ANOTHER AS A NECESSARY ARTICLE OF
DIET TO FORTIFY THE SYSTEM AGAINST TUBERCLE
BACILLI.

The speaker endeavored to show that, other condi-

tions being equal, tuberculous diseases are prevalent
in an inverse ratio to the use of fat of some kind as an
article of diet. It must, however, be remembered
that in [)ersons on the v(^rge of pulmonary consump-
tion inal)ility to digest fatty food is one of the most
prominent symptoms. The freedom of Iceland and
other cold countries from consumption he attributed

to the abundance of fat in one form or another that

the inhabitants consume, and the recent increase of

the disease in Norway he thought probably due to the

increased consumption of farinaceous food. Fat is

needful, and that kind most easil}^ digested is best.

Dr. S. Vj. Solly said he thought tubt;rcnlosis in

Iceland was due to its importation from Norway.
He agreed with the speaker that fat was a very de-

sirable article of food.

Dr. S. E. Solly, of Colorado Springs, read a
paper on

THE BLOOD CHANGES IN HIGH ALTITUDES.

He took statistics of blood counts from twenty-five

students as a basis, and showed that in people going
to Colorado the red cells and hemoglobin at once in-

creases (juite above that of the natives, but that in

those who have been thei'e for two years or more the

blood count shows an intei-mediate position, which
would seem to indicate that the climate soon loses its

marked beneficial effects on the blood.

Dr. R. C. Newton thought that the effect of tu-

berculosis on the blood was a good field for investiga-

tion.

Dr. Harold Williams, of Boston, reported

A CASE OF MURAL ENDOCARDITIS

in whi(;h the remarkable features wcu'e the absence of

pain, absence of murnuir, and peculiar grouping of

pathological lesions found at the autopsy held by Dr.

Leary.

Dr. Babcock said that a murmur was only a guide
post to point the way to the trouble, and is of compara-
tive unimportance in functional disease, where we
must rely on the secondary symptoms. The presence
or absence of murmurs in any given case will dei)end

on the size of the orifice.

Dr. J. Madison Taylor, of Philadelphia, read a

paper (iutitled

EXERCISES SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN SUFFERIN(}
FROM HEART DISEASE.

He said the embargo so often laid by the physician

on all kinds of exercise in cases of this sort was often

actually injurious, and showed how frequently when
these children have been allowed increasing amounts
of activity an actual benefit results. Carefully se-

lected exercises can be made to afford a large amount
of relief to many of the distressing symptoms which
accompany and follow upon disordered states of the

heart. The writer defines exercise as " the normal
use of the bodily parts, not merely of the muscular

system, but particularly the interrelation of the
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viHCHTii, iilMlomiiiiil .•mil tlionicii', iiml tlicif niuliial co-

opcriilioii." Dr. 'I'iiylor llicii fiii|)li!isizf(l llic mciv-,-

silv of stiiiuliii;; cn-cl, iiiul ol" propi!!- attitudtvs, iiml

tlu' value ol" ciit'orfccl IjiCHthiiijr Jii'ter ji ilfliniir

syslciii, tlif fiilcs of wliKili lit' j^avf. His cxpcriciHc

witli cliililrcii Iiiis coiiviiKH'd liiiii that, tlic most ic-

iiiaikahle results may soiiietinies Ik- obtained l)y the

siiii|>lest forms of exercise.

I)i£. A. .Iacoiu said that in hotli acute and chronic

cases of heart dis(vis(! rest in bed was good, hut that a

watch must he k((i)t that the rcist was not prolonged

too long. He agreed with the speaker as to the value

of passive movenuuits, and tliat th(! peripheral circula-

tion V'AW he fortified by some form of exercise. We
must renuMuber that in each individual there are from

thirteen to tifteen scpiaro feet of skin, and if the circu-

lation here is not attended to tho heart has to suffer.

Massage is a good treatment, but should only be done

by a doctor or one who knows the courses of the blood

and lymph channels.

Du. .luDSON Dai,AN I), of I'hiladelphia, read a

paper on

ANKUIUS.M ok IlKAUr; THUOMBOSIS OK LEKT COKO-
NAUY ARTERY.

The speakei" described a case of aneurism of the

heart, characteriz(>d by absence of angina pectoris, and
marked fibroid changes of septum of heart, with

endaiteritis of coronary arteries. The patient was a

man over fifty, and with a four-year history of heart

disease, thongh (juite well at the time of his fatal

attack, which lasted twenty hours.

Dk. R. G. Cuktin said cases of aneurism of the

heart die quite slowly. He had seen a case where
the sac would contain a pint of fluid.

Dk. J. M. Taylor spoke of a case where there

was a large sac, the treatment being gold wire and
electricity, which did some good, the patient finally

dying slowly from exhaustion.

Dr. R. H. Baucock said that sudden death in the

cases wliei'e fibroid changes of the heart septuju were
present was freipu'Ut.

The following papers were read by title :

" The lnad(Hpiacy of the Physical Signs as Indicat-

ing the Gravity of Pneumonia," Dr. Andrew II.

Smith, of Ni'w York.
"The Bath in Gout," Dr. Charles C. Ransom, of

New York.
" Prognosis in Disease of the Heart," Dr. .Iames

B. Walker, of Philadelphia.
" Some Thoughts on the Nervous System in Phthi-

sis as a Basis for Treatment," Dr. Thomas .1. Mays,
of Philadelphia.

l^eccnt Hiterature*

A Hand-Book for Nurses. \\\ .]. K. Watson, M.D.,
(Kdin.)., Late House Surgeon, Essex and Col-

chester Hospital, etc. American edition under the

supervision of A. A. Stevens, A.]\r., INI.D. Phila-

delphia: W. B. Saunders. 1900.

This is a compact, well-bound volume of 413 pages
on a familiar subject. The book is eminently practi-

cal and should certainly prove of use to the class of

readers for whom it is primarily intended. The prob-
lem of how much a nurse should be taught seems to

have been fairly met by the author.
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COMPULSORY NOTIFICATION OF
LOSIS.

TUHERCU-

Thk recent action of the Boston Board of Health, that

hereafter pulmonary and laryngeal tuberculosis shall

be included in the list of diseases of which compul-

sory notification is required, is a measure which de-

mands more than a passing notice. Tiie tendency of

the past few years with regard to the whole matter of

tuberculosis, and in accordance with scientific investi-

gation, has been to mark it out more and more as a

disease demanding the same rigid vigilance as other

infectious or contagious diseases, to prevent its trans-

mission to others not previously affected. This has

led to isolation hospitals, to scrupulous care regarding

sputum, excreta and personal hygiene, and in a few

instances to even more radical measures, as, for ex-

ample, the attempted exclusion of tuberculous persons

from certain States and cities. Much of this precau-

tion is absolutely demanded by the knowledge which

the last few years has given us, and it is most earnestly

to be hoped that the dissemination of information re-

garding the nature of the disease will in time tend to

render its victims in all walks of life conscious of the

menace they may be to their neighbors. This has al-

ready in a certain measure been accomplished, and

anything tending to bring about a deeper realization

of the lesson is to be regarded with favor. It is a

matter of education, which each physician who is

brought into contact with tuberculosis among the ig-

norant can do his share in developing.

On the other hand, it must be borne in mind tliat

over-enthusiasm in the prosecution of a plan for the

improvement of the i)ublic health may be misinter-

preted and thereby defeat the end to be attained.

The somewhat recent attempt to institute a quaran-

tine against tuberculous patients in some of the West-

ern States met with the condemnation which it was

the general opinion of the medical press it deserved.

In theor}'. it is no doubt highly desirable that tuber-

culosis should be blotted off the face of the earth ; in

practice, it at once appears that the rights of the in-

dividual cannot be infringed because he happens to
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be suffering from a disease which under proper pre-

cautions is not a real menace to his fellow-men. This

attempt at legislation marks the extreme of radicalism,

and undoubtedly, in the nature of the case, will never

meet with popular favor. Nor has such attempted ac-

tion been conducive to a more reasonable attitude on

the part of the laity, and one calculated to lead to the

ultimate extermination of the disease. An undue

fear of contagion is no doubt as deleterious as an

undue carelessness, and baseless fears are easily ex-

cited by the promulgation of general edicts, not care-

fully guarded by critical explanatory details. We
quote, for example, part of an editorial comment
which has recently appeared in one of the daily pa-

pers :

" A few towns, within twenty-five miles of Boston,

could be named which have become resorts for the vic-

tims of this disease (tuberculosis) in its earlier stages,

so that a fairly large proportion of the residents of

these towns should be subject to rule of sanitary pre-

caution. Yet the boards of health in these towns

have done little, if anything, to protect the rest of

the population. If a batch of scarlet-fever patients

should invade the same towns, probably something

like a panic would follow. Yet the chances are that

the danger of contagion to the general public would

be less, as scarlet-fever patients are not usuall}' allowed

to go wherever they please."

This is clearly an exaggerated statement of alarm,

based on insufficient knowledge of the nature of tuber-

culosis and the laws governing its contagiousness. It is

wholly misleading to compare tuberculosis with scarlet

fever, and surely the " danger of contagion to the gen-

eral public " is infinitely small in a healthy country

town.

This leads us to the recent action of the Boston

Board of Health with regard to the compulsory notifi-

cation of tuberculosis. In the first place, the general

agitation which has finally led in Boston to this result

has been going on for some years. As long ago as

1894 an editorial appeared in these columns in the

issue of March 24th, under the title, " The Registra-

tion of and Preventive Measures against Tuberculosis,"

apropos of similar contemplated action in Philadelphia.

The lapse of six years has not materially changed the

situation with regard to the general question, and we
are inclined to reiterate what we then said of a law

demanding compulsory notification. Our point of view

at that time we stated in the following words :
" A

law may be good in the abstract, but it is practical only

in so far as it secures the co-operation of the commu-
nity which it affects to such an extent as to permit

its enforcement without excessive annoyance and ex-

pense ; moreover, no law is good which causes more
harm to society than it cures. The same may be said

of the registration or notification of such a disease as

tuberculosis, and of the adoption of general preventive

measures against it. Nobody would advocate dealing

with tuberculosis as with leprosy."

It goes without saying that we are in complete sym-

path}^ with any action of our health boards which will

effectually lessen the mortality from any disease what-

ever, provided only that too great injustice be not done

to individuals. It is, however, clearly necessary to

recogni/e the difference in diseases, as regards course,

whether chronic or acute, whether extremely or only

very slightly contagious, and whether avoidable only by

rigid quarantine or by less extreme measures. As re-

gards tuberculosis, it must be remembered that it is a

disease usually of extremely slow course, liable to re-

missions and to cure in many cases, and also one about

which families and individuals are sensitive. It is

likely therefore, on the one hand, that a somewhat un-

due importance will be attached to the danger of con-

tagion, and. on the other, that concealment and evasion

of the regulation of notification will be practised to a

much greater extent than in other diseases. We shall

look forward with interest to the results of the new
regulation, and trust it may prove as efficacious as its

promoters hope ; at the same time we think there are

certain contingencies to be met which do not exist

in a similar regulation applied to other diseases.

PROPRIETARY MEDICINES AND THE PHAR-
MACOPEIA.

A PAPER of much general interest was read at a

recent meeting of the University of Pennsylvania

Medical Society by Dr. A. W. Miller on the subject

of " Proprietary Chemicals," and reported in abstract

in the University Medical Magazine.

In 1890 the pharmacopeial convention resolved that

" no substance which cannot be ])roduced otherwise

than under a patented process, or which is protected

by proprietary rights, shall be introduced into the

Pharmacopeia." This statement represented the con-

sensus of opinion of the j)harmacists and physicians

present with regard to the use of patented prepara-

tions. In spite of this fact the sale of such patented

articles continues, with small evidence of abatement.

No one questions that many of these preparations are

excellent, and are put out by highly reliable and trust-

worthy firms ; it is perhaps not so generally known
that many of the drugs and compounds which have

had and are having an extensive sale may be found in the

Pharmacopeia, under somewhatdifferent names, but still

corresponding entirely to proprietary drugs or mixtures

of drugs. The further point should also be borne in

mind that these same drugs, as found in the Pharma-

copeia, are, as a rule, very decidedly cheaper than

when put out under some proprietary name, a matter

which the practitioner is bound to consider. Cases of

interest in this connection are : Antipyrin, which was

oiiginally made under a patented process, and hence

was excluded from the Pharmacopeia of 1890. Later,

when it was generally manufactured, the price at

once fell, and with it, curiously enough, the con-

sumption, owing to lessened advertisement. Antife-

brin, which is identical with the official acetanilid, al-
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lii()ii;;li frii timts aw cxpriisivc, conliiiiKMl lo he sold

<'v(('iisivrl\ at loiiLC !i*< ailvcrliHcd. *• I)cnMjilnl" is

liisiimlli smIil;.iII.iIi', hiil as " <lcrmaN)I " llic |)iirc has

hct'ii kc|)t lii.i^li, aiid tlii' (li'ii;^ sold in lai^c amoiint-..

Aiislol lias had a liko cxiKiiiciKrc

Thcsi! uro soiiii' (»r l\w <\\am|)h's l>n)ii^ht to our

iiotitu! by Di'- MilltT. 'I'h»; ruakci-s ol" these sfwalled

pro{)riotarv |)re|)arati()ns are honest ; they depend npon

physicians in ^ood slandini; for i\\v ultimate sale of

tlitur products, and their preparations, many of them,

are yood. They ar(% however, usually expoiisive, a

fact which the physicrian often overlooks, or is igno-

rant of. As a matter of fact it too often hap|)ens thai

physicians do not know in (h^tail what they are pre-

s(!ril)in<f, and an^ often too busy, or too willing to

take tile testimony of others, to find out. IMiarma-

cology is a science of wliicli tlie specialist is alone a

master ; tlie preparation of drugs for the market is an

art to which the physician has neither the time nor

the desire to devote himself. The natural result is

tliat in his relative ii^norance he uses the products

of others who claim special skill, without furth(!r en-

(piiry. Hence the gentn'al acceptauce and wide em-

ployment of proprietary preparations coming from

reputable manufacturers. So far as we can see into

the future it appears that this situation will not be ma-

terially changed, however much it may be (le[)lored,

until the rank and file of physicians the country over

take it upon themselves to cultivate a knowledge of

pharmacology, which is now conspicuously lacking.

How far this is possible is an open question, upon

which we do not venture an opinion.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Pi,.V(;i'K.— There have recently been reported sev-

eral cases of suspected plague in Manila, occurring

among persons living in unhygienic buildings, wliich

will [)robably be burned. The feared outbreak of

pligiie at Durban has subsided, and danger of an epi-

demic is past. From Rio Janeiro reports come of

many cases. In one day there were 13.

Jai'anksh Photkst on Compulsory' Inocii.a-

TiON AOAixsT Plaguk.— Through its charge in

Wasldngton, the Japanese Government has joined the

Chinese Government in a protest against the compul-

sory inoculation of Japanese and Chinese in San

Francisco with antiplague serum, on the ground

that if such inoculation were necessary to prevent the

e.\tension of the plague, it cannot be contemplated

that any discrimination should be practised against

the Japanese and Chinese; the rule must be general,

and include Caucasians as well as yellow men.

BOSTON AND NKW KNGI.AND.

ACUTK InkKCTIOUS DiSIiASKS IN UoSTON. — For
the six days ending at noon. May 29, 1900, there were re-

ported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria (JO, scar-

latina 37, measles 91, typhoid fever 8.

1)1. A rii SrArrHTU-.s OK Homton, — The loul nnni-

ber of deatliH reported to the Board of Hi-aith for the

week ending May 2r.th wan 200, a^jiiuht 20.'i the r-t»r-

responiling week last yvar, making the deatli-rale for

the we(rk IS.M. Tin- deaths from coiiHumption were 21,

pneumonia, .'!l, heart i\m'.am-, 20, bronchitiH, 2, and
marasmus, C. There were I I «leaths from violent

caus(!s. 'I'lie iintrd)er of (;liildirtfi who died under one
year was .'>7, the number under fiv<! years, .'»9. The
number of persons who died over sixty years of a"e

was 19. Thcin; were 01 deaths in public institutioiiH.

A \i;w STKKNfJTii Ri;coKi). — Charles A Carver.

a \\i\v. student of the Class of 1900, has rec(rntly sur-

passed the strength record of his rival, (Jochems, of

Harvard, by making a total record of 2,07.'».2 points,

an increase of 263.3 points over his own previous

record.

NKW VOUK.

A Means of Kkdlcing Moktamtv Statistics.

— It is well known that the various private hospitals,

in order to keep their death-rate at as low a figure as

possible, are in the habit of sending their ambulance

cases in which the patient is likely to die to Bellevue

Hospital. An especially flagrant instance of this oc-

curred one day last week. An ambulance was sum-

moned from Roosevelt Hospital to the case of an old

woman who was in a dying condition from combined
renal and cardiac disease. The surgeon in attendance,

instead of taking her to his own hospital, which was
about half a mile distant, ordere 1 the ambulance

driven to Bellevue Hospital, more than two and a

half miles away, and before the hospital was reached

the patient was dead.

Cornerstone of Bktii Ishakl HosriTAi. Laid.
— The cornerstone of the new Beth Israel Hospital

was laid on May 27th, and among those who made ad-

dresses on the occasion were Drs. A. -Tacobi and Zins-

ler and Charities Commissioner Keller. This institu-

tion, which was founded in 1890, is at present located

on East Broadway. The new situation, at the corner

of Cherry and Jefferson Streets, is in the heart of the

East-Side tenement district, the most densely po[)ulated

locality in America. The building will be five stories

high and will haveacconmiodationsforover 100 patients,

in addition to ample dispensary facilities.

Confessions of Persons Charged ^VITII Caim-

TAL Crimes.— The Medico Le^al Society, on behalf

of its Psychological Section, recently gave a dinner to

Dr. Thomas Jay Hudson, of Washington, D. C,
who made an address in which he deprecated the ad-

mission by the courts of confessions of guilt on the

part of persons charged with capital crimes. By the

process of suggestion, made with sufficient vigor and
persistency, he said, it was just as easy to get a con-

fession from an innocent person as by the medieval

system of torture.

Death of the Dnvarf, McTague. — John Mc-
Tague. a dwarf fifty-one years old, recently died at
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tlie alinshouse on Blackvvell's Island, of which he had

been an inmate since 18G7. lie was only three feet

tall and weighed forty-five ponnds. He had been ac-

customed to do various little tricks for the amusement
of visitors to the institution, and the autopsy showed

that death was due to the lodgment in the intestine of

a penny which he had swallowed.

Sub-Committees of the Tenement House Com-
mission. — At a recent meeting of the Tenement
House Commission the following sub-committees were

appointed: (1) An executive conunittee
; (2) on tene-

ment house construction ; (3) on the moral and social

ndations of tenement house life ; (4) on tenement liouse

labor ;
(o) on tlie tenement house problem in Buffalo.

Annual Report of Roosevelt Hospital. —
The twenty-eighth annual report of the Roosevelt

Hospital has just been published. Of 2,752 patients

treated during the year only 411 were paying patients.

During the past twenty years five different depart-

ments have been added, and it has been necessary to

increase the number of employes from 59 to 200.

Bequests fou Medical Charity. — By the will

of the late Myrick Plummer, $5,000 is left to the

Presbyterian Hospital for the endowment of a me-

morial bed, and $10,000 to the New York Diet

Kitchen Association.

Death of a Ckntknarian. — Miss Sarah Pettit

died at Flemington, N. J., on May 21st, at the age

of one hundred years. She was born near the village

of F'lemiiiijton on March 5, 1800.

^a^ti^ceUanp*

BACTERIA AND THE BURIED ANIMAL BODY.

The Gcirman Government lias conducted experi-

ments with reference to the behavior of bacteria in

buried animal bodies, which are reported upon by
Professor Petri, and by Staff Surgeon Loseners in

th(! reports of the Imperial lioard of Health, and are

referred to in the Journal of February 27, 1896,
under the title of the " P^ffect of Cemeteries on
Health." Dr. Klein has conducted a series of experi-

niciits in England with a similar end in view, upon
which the chief medical ollicer comments as follows :

'

" The extent to which graviiyards and cemeteries

may, through the medium of the underground water
yielded by wells and springs in their neighborhood,

contribute dangerous contamination to water sujjplies,

has l)(!en an ever recurring subject of dispute. On
the one hand chemistry lias found that tlie water
draining below ground from graveyards is apt to con-

tain al)uiidantly in solution dead organic matter dc-

riv(!d from the corpses undergoing dissolution in the

superincumbent soil ; and as a conseipience the chem-
ist has been prone to condemn such water as a source

of domestic suj>ply. On the other hand bacteriology,

while showing abundance of bacteria in drainage

water from graveyards, has failed to afford evidence

• Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the Local Government Board
of England. Supplements. Rejwrt of Medical Officer for 1898-99.

that the micro-organisms derived from the grav(!vard
are at all commonly identifiable with microbes cajia-

ble of inducing in the human subject specific disease.

In the circuinstances it has been judged profitable to

subject, to bacterial t(!st actually buried bodies, in

order, in the first place, to ascertain the nature
(whether or not liarmful) of the bacteria proper to

graveyards, those, for instance, which prey, so to

speak, on coi-pses, and further, to ascertain the fate in

graveyards of |)athogenic niicrob(;s which, having mul-
tiplied in the animal Ixxly during life, are, after death
of that body, buried along with it in soils of different

sorts."

Dr. Klein gives an account in regard to rod(!nts bur-

ied by him in diverse ways in different soils, of the

bacteria, adventitious or other, which are cliiefiy con-
cerned in the disintegration and dissolution of the
dead animal body. Also he records, in reference to

similar experimentally buried animals, the ultimate

fate of certain pathogenic; bacteria, which, previous to

death, had been mad(! to iiiultij)ly in the animal bodit^s

in question.

Dr. Klein's observations in l)oth subject matters
are thus far reassuring. He does not find that disin-

tegration and dissolution of the animal body after

burial is brought about by microbes harmful to man,
by aerobic microbes, for instance, such as bacteria of

the coli and proteus groups, whi(;h are, on occasion,

pathogenic to the human subject, and which hereto-

fore have been regarded as the main agents in the

putrefaction of dead animal matter. As result of his

experiments, dissolution of corpses would seem to be
almost wholly an affair of anaerobiosis, and indeed
practically the work of a particular anaerobic bac-

terium that is, in his view, inherent in all buried
bodies and which Dr. Klein proposes to term bacillus

cadaveris sporogenes. Similarly, Dr. Klein finds that

under his conditions of burial, and in the presence

within the buried bodies of tlu; rajiidly multiplying

bacillus cadaveris, no single one; of a great variety of

pathogenic microbes, which during life had been made
to proliferate in experimental guinea-pigs, is capable

of maintaining its vitality in the decomposing of these

animals for a jieriod measured by more than a very

few weeks."

In summing uj) the results of his experiments Dr.

Klein makes the following statements:
" Direct experiment lends no confirmation to the

general and popular belief that the microbes of infec-

tious disease retain their vitality and power of mis-

chief within dead and buried bodies for indefinite

])eriods. On the contrary, tliese researches show
that, as far as the bodi(!s of the guinea-pig are con-

cerned, the vitality and infective power of these

microbes that have been made the subject of experi-

ment passes away in a comparatively short time

;

that in most cases a month is sufficient for this result,

that is to say, long before the coffins containing the

buried bodies have shown any indications of leakage.

A like result is, however, observed in the case of

bodies buried din^ctly (wrapped in a piece of fabric)

in earth or in sand. In this case it may be inferred

that tli(^ vitality and infectiveness of the pathogenic

microbes contained in the viscera has passed away
long before the outer skin has become ))ermeable by
them, and further, the operations of putrefactive

microbes effecting their destructive processes from

without would be likely to prove a powerful and per-
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liii|)H cllicit'iit l)arri(!r for such piissa^jc (tiitwiinl of

liiitli();;('iiic iiiicrolx's.

A (|ii»'st.i()ii of iiii|)oil:iiic»' vvlii('li is directly >.\v^-

•jcstcd l»y the results of this iiKHiiry is this: "What
is tln^ «'sseiiti.il cause or causes of this process of

rapid (h-stiiiclioii of tiie vitality and iiifectiveiiess of

pathoi^ciiic microhes in the interior of the dead liody ?

Is it that in the struif<f|(! the more favored i)acillus

cadaveris soon becomes id)i<|nitons and ousts the oth-

ers ; or is it that some chemical metabolic products

elaborated in otiier more favored microbes, in the

course of their growth and multiplication, operatic as

a poison on the |)athoi;enic microbes? These (pies-

tions can onh l>e answered, oi' be attempted to be an-

swered, i)\ further and pro|)erly devised experiments."

REPORTS OF PLAGUE IN CALIFORNIA
EXAGGERATED.

TiiK following stivtement, under date of May 22d,

from the Secretary of the California State; Board of

Health to the Secretary of the Massachusetts State

Board of Health has been given to the .Ioiknai, for

publication :

" Reports outside of this State of the existence of

bubonic plague here have been grtnitly exaggerated.

The State Board of Health of California has care-

fully in(|uired into the facts, and ollicially reports them

to you as follows : There have been nine deaths at

San Francisco on the following dates : First case,

March Oth ; second case, March loth; third case,

March 17th ; fourth case, March 10th ; fifth case,

April 24th ; sixth case, May 11th ; seventh case. May
11th; eighth case, May 14th; ninth case. May l")th.

All the cases wei'e Chinese, found dead in their un-

sanitary quarters known as Chinatown. That they

died of bubonic j)lague was established by bae^teriologi-

cal investigation by the City Board of Health, and
confirmed by Dr. Kinyoun, the United States cpiaran-

tine ollicer of the port of San Francisco.
" At this time there are no known cases of bubonic

plague in California. The Board of Health of the

city of San Francisco is taking every precaution to

prevent the recurrence of the disease, with every hope
of success. No other part of the State has been nor

is now affected. Should any further danger arise we
obligate ourselves to immediately notify you of it."

<©bituarp.

F. N. OTIS, M.U.

Dr. Fessenden Nott Otis, of New York, who was for

many years one of the best known syphilographers and
autthorities on genitourinary surgery in this country, died

in New Orleans on May 2-itli, in his seventy-sixth year.
lie was born at Ballston, N. Y., and was graduated from
the New York Medical College in 1852. From 18."j3 to

1S61 he was a surgeon on the United States Mail and
Pacific Mail steamers. In 1862 he was appointed a police

surgeon in New York City and from 1870 to 1872 was
President of the Board of Police Surgeons. For many
years he was connected with the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, the Medical Department of Columbia University,
first as clinical lecturer, then as professor, and finally as

emeritus professor, of genito-urinary diseases. From 1871

to 1873 lie waH President of the Medical Hoard of \.\w

SlrangerH* IFoMpital, and anions^ the oIImt lio'*plta!» at

whi(;li lie hctvcmI citlicr an attendini; or conniiltin;» (iiirj;<!on

wcrre St. Eli/.abcth'«, Skin and (dancer, .Manhattan Kv<'

and Ear, and Charity Ilospital on ISIackwcIl!) Inland.

Dr. OtJH invented a nuinhir of in<4triun<-ntH anrl a[i|ili-

ances in the line of lii.s »|)erial work and was al.no a [irr>-

lific writer on 8uhj('CtH connected witli genito-urinarv di»-

ease.s. In tht- tnatincnl of Hiricturc he was a dtreniioii*

advocate of the cnlaigciiH'iit of the meatus by free irii^i^ion,

a point on wliicli his vicw.s wen; rt;(arded as sorni^whaf

extreme by many of his collcagufs. In 18X0 ht; delivered

at the Collcj^c of Pliysicians and Sur'jeons a course of

clinical lectuies on the physioIo;ii( al [);illiolo;.'y and treat-

ment of syi)liilis. which were s|)((iHlly reporKid for ihi;

.loi'KNAl,. and which were; afterward hrongiit out, togt-lher

with his fasciculus of class room lessons covcrin;^ tiie initia-

tory period, in a handsome volume by Messrs. G. P. Put-
nam's Sons. He held that the uridttrlying conditions of

syjihilitic inanifestati(jns are attributable only to exccsj-ive

localized cell proliferation ami accumulation, and that the

lesions of the so called tertiary period of syjihilis are not
the results of the local action of a virus, but are cau>ed
through damage to lymph channels in the active period
of syphilis (the period of lymiihatic obstruction), which
finally results in their contraction, producing disturbance
of function and nutrition which will account philosophically

for all the losses of tissue by necrosis and fatty degenera-
tion which are known to occur in late syphilis.

In addition to his medical writings he puMislied " Les-
sons in Drawing, Studies of Animals and Landscapes,"
two volumes (1849-50), "Tropical Journex ings " (1850).
and " History of the Panama Railroad and its Commercial
Connections" (1860). lie always retained a warm love

of art, and he had an admirable collection of American
pictures, many of which were the personal gifts of their

painters.

A few years ago Dr. Otis retired from practice, and
since then has spent his time either at Ins country home at

Catskill or in extensive travelling. He is succeeded in his

special work by his son, Dr. William K. Otis.

Corre^eiponDcnce,

SWEDISH GYMNASTICS.

Boston, May 24, 1900.

Mr. Editor : — Your editorial notice (April 12th) of

Dr. Hough's brochure '"A Review of Swedi>h Gvmnas-
tics " overlooked one significant aspect of Dr. Housh's
treatment of the subject. To those who have watched the

progress of Swedish gymnastics since its somewhat dra-

matic entrance into Boston, about twelve years ago, and
who have noted the claims made by its exponents, it is of

the utmost interest to recognize that Dr. Ilougli bases its

special claim to recognition upon the superioritv of its

corrective work rather than upon its hygienic or educa-
tional values. He says, "Tiie most distinctive feature of

Swedish work is the fact that it never loses sight of the
corrective element. This is its primary purpose." etc.

Dr. Hough's caution to advocates of the Swedish svstem
not to put too much stress upon the socalled Swedish
physiology as a basis for the Swedish system is a frank
confession, which is as gratifying as it is unexpected. The
admissions of incompleteness in the Swedish system, of

the unscientific character of some of the most important
of its doctrines, and the essential limitation of its usefulness

to corrective work, are so sweeping and iconoclastic that I

am curious to learn whether they are endorsed by the
Swedes themselves. So far as I know they still remain
unchallenged. Do the advocates of the Swedish system
accept Dr. Hough's statements ?

Very sincerely yours,

G. W. Fitz, M.D.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending May 19th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United

States Signal Corps: —
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^btirei^ierejer.

CHAIRMAN'S ADDKIOSS HKFOKE THE SECTION
ON rilAC'llCE OF MEDICINE.'

IIV nBOKOIC DOCK, M.D., ANN AKIIUIt, MICH.

Wk meet ;i<(;iiu for IIk; consideration oi" a wcil-lillcd

pro^n-anunc. The nuinlxu* of papc^rs is considcraiily

lt;ss than hist year, but it is still so hir<;(! that, allow-

ing for the usual proportion of authors unavoidai)Iy

proviMitod from ap[)oarin<r, our time must Ik; economi-

cally used in order to <^et through. An effort has

been made to group papers on allied topics so that the

discussion may bo directed to the series, and re[)etition

avoided in that way. In most cases the topics for the

groups were arranged by the ollicers of the Section.

Other set discussions on chosen topics were projected,

but for various reasons could not be carried out as

planned. The officers of the Section take not a little

pride in the large number of abstracts and synopses

published in the programme. The utility of these in

preparing members of the Section for the best appreci-

ation of papers, in bringing out pertinent commcTits

and criticisms, seems obvious. For the benefit of

future programmes, attention may be called to the

advantage of making the abstracts as short as possible.

This can be done better by the author than the Sec-

tion officers or the editor. It would seem that about
one hundred words should be the limit.

The number of papers on our programme leads to

the question whether it is not advisable to form a new
section in order to take up part of the work, and
interest will naturally be directed to the unofficial

Section on Pathology, the existence of which you
already know. There are a number of thoughts in

this connection that may be expressed. In general it

seems better to have as few sections as possible in an

association made up, as this one is, largely of general

practitioners. Yet such is the amount of material

that specialization is certain to press its claims in

various directions. So far as the proposed section is

concerned, there is a doubt in the minds of some as to

the scope intended, due to the various meanings given

to the term pathology, and also to the activity of the

section officers. If we take away from the existing

sections on special pathology and therapeutics all

their papers devoted to pathological topics, and place

these in a group by themselves, we emasculate the

former. Perhaps there is no greater need, not only
in medicine, but also in surgery, gynecology and vari-

ous other branches, than the constant repetition of

the principles of pathology, the assertion of the ana-
tomic, physiologic and chemic bases of diseases and
the cultivation of positive standpoints in these branches.
For the specialist in pathology such a section might
doubtless be a source of much interest, but even he
might gain something by annual contact with the

clinical workers in hospital and general practice that
he would not find in a special section.

On the other hand, a section devoted to experi-
mental pathology might be useful, still more to a sec-

tion in which general pathologic problems might be
considered and where, in addition, specimens might
be exhibited, methods demonstrated, and apparatus
shown. So far as the exhibition of anatomic speci-

mens is concerned, it seems to the speaker that these

•Delivered at the Meeting of the Americiiii Medical Association,
Atlantic City, N. J., Jnua 5, 1900.

HJiould be Heiccted witli Hpcrial reference tf> their ifii-

portaiUM! in pathology or lo method of pre|)urution or

preH(!rvation. With energetic srictioii offie«;rH, hucIi an

were wisely selected for thiH year, the resiiltH would
be of great value. It might alHO be useful Ui limit

the source of such Hj>ecimenH each year to tlie Hection

of country in which the meeting is held. In iImh way
not only would the labor, ex|)enHe and risk of difttant

transportation be avoided, but a general cultivation of

anatomic work excited, and combined with a practical

exhibition of apparatus, a more rapid dilfu-iion of

methods of all kinds set up.

The chairman of a section in the year completing a

century should be pardoned if he falls into the moo<l

natural to such an (ipoch. At th<; end of this century,

nothing could be more agre(;able than to recount the

great discoveries that hav«; made it, in medicine, more
interesting than any that have gone before. Hut all

these things have been told and retold by more elo-

quent tongues, and tluire is another operation that is

often more useful though not so pleasant— the ex-

amination of the past with a view to facing the future

with more certain glance. Socrates held that an un-

examined life was not worth living. The same
thought might be applied to a profession, and although

I would not give the impression that, like Socrates,

I have a divine command to examine medicine, the

chair in which your favor has placed me may be held

responsible for any seeming impiety on my part for

attempting it.

Not long ago, in talking with a master of one of its

most successful technical subdivisions, my friend re-

marked that medicine was becoming daily more easy.

Against the word " easy " I had to protest, though re-

alizing what was meant. So far from growing easier,

the art as well as the science of medicine grows daily-

more difficult. It is njore certahi, more thorough,

more far-seeing and more far-reaching than ever be-

fore, but it requires of its votaries more knowledge,
more technical dexterity, greater expenditure of time

and greater lucidity of judgment than ever before.

We have only to point to any one of the commonest
diseases to make this clear. Take a case of typhoid

or malarial fever, or of pulmonary tuberculosis, and
consider the numerous things to be done and to be

thought about that twenty years ago were as far from
our minds as was Aristotle's treatise on the constitution

of Athens.

It is an interesting ami to some a discouraging fact

that, although medicine has made most remarkable
improvements in this century, its influence over the

layman seems less than before and waning rapidly.

While it is becoming more positive, more candid,

more accurate, the grossest delusions flourish. Not
only the plausible nostrum maker, but the palmist, the

astrologer and the ridiculous therapeutic chxims of

a dozen half-crazed brains have tln^ir believers by the

thousand. Not many years ago a favorite theme of

semi-scientific poets was the prediction of a rapidly ap-

proaching golden age, when the physician, trained in

biologic laws, should occupy the place once held by-

priests and augurs, but wield his authority only for

good ends. Failure in the consummation of this ideal

need not make us despair of human nature. In a
time of rapid advance it must happen that great dif-

ferences exist between the trained and the untrained.

Moreover, this is an age with little respect for author-

ity. Not only now as before " irrl der Mensc/i so
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lang er strebt," but it is perhaps well for medicine that

people no longer look on its real proficients with the

faith of the savage in his medicine-man. Healthy

skepticism can do us no harm, and we must remem-
ber that with all our advances we still have about us

some relics of medievalism. The subject, however,

is rather one for the psychologist than the physician,

and at this time may be passed over for the considera-

tion of one that affects us more directly, and we may
venture to raise the question whether we have used to

the best advantage the talents given us by this cen-

tury, and whether we are likely to be prepared as

well as possible for the revelation of the next. A few

examples may be considered.

In the first decade of our century Corvisart gave to

the world again what the preceding century had re-

jected. His translation of Auenbrugger's invention of

percussion, enriched by his own brilliant commentaries,

was soon enlarged and controlled by master minds in

every country. Far half a century this has been a

method of undisputed value in the determination of

the existence and extent of a large number of impor-

tant diseases.

In the second decade Laennec opened up a new
world with the stethoscope. This has been explored

by all the great physicians of the last seventy-five

years, in the face of argument and ridicule, and with

percussion has helped to call attention to the value of

inspection and other so-called physical methods of di-

agnosis, but how often do we see them all entirely

neglected or carelessly used ! Not only is the routine

examination of the body frecpiently left undone, but

even with marked symptoms on the part of the vari-

ous organs accessible by these methods, either no ex-

amination is made or it is made in a manner that

would be ludicrous if the results were not often most

serious. A striking example of neglect of physical

examination recently came to my notice. One of my
assistants found that a man who consulted him had a

complete transposition of the viscera. The manipula-

tions excited the patient's interest, and when he was

told the state of affairs, said he had been examined

seven times for life insurance and been treated once

for pleurisy in a large city hospital, without having

the condition discovered.

In the third decade Bright showed the relation of

albuminuria to kidney disease, and in the fifth, Henle

and others made clear the diagnostic importance of

tube casts. Though the actual value of these two dis-

coveries has often been exaggerated, they are still es-

sential in diagnosis, but how often are they neglected !

Perhaps few fail to make use of tests for albumin in

cases in which certain diseases are suspected, yet, as a

routine measure, they are often omitted. As to casts

and also other substances in the urine, such as blood,

pus and pathogenic bacteria, many physicians are as

if these things had jiever been.

It is not difficult to explain the reasons for this state

of affairs. One is indolence, but the most important

is that the methods have not been acquired at the

medical school ;
perhaps some of them have not even

been seen by the helpless student. Even if the meth-

ods have been learned, the student often has not the

fundamental knowledge that diagnosis means more
than the naming of a disease. Satisfied if he recog-

nizes, even vaguely, one clinical picture in a sick man,

he fails to nitain or acquire a mastery of diagnostic

measures. The condition depends in turn partly on

the absurdly large number of medical schools in the

country. "With from six to seven score of these the

obtaining of students must be a more important mat-
ter than their training. One of the most certain hopes
of the new century is that, comparatively early, many
of the suj)erfiuous schools will become extinct. Along
with concentration of labor in the schools and im-

provement in the previous preparation of students, we
can confidently exjject a notable change for the better

in methods of teaching, for there has probably never
been a time when teachers of medicine, as well as un-

dergraduate students, were so critical in regard to

methods as now.
Another topic worthy of examination is that relat

ing to the more instrumental part of diagnosis— a
thing that has within a short time assumed important

proportions, but the various relations of which are

often neglected. It is here especially that apparent

ease tempts to superficial examination of the sick.

The many manipulations included under the gen-

eral head of laboratory examinations vary so much in

difficulty, in certainty and in weight as evidence that

it is only natural mistakes occur, yet these mistakes

are so vital that those concerned should be constantly

on the alert to guard against them. How difficult to

measure the importance of each laboratory fact in it-

self is often illustrated in practice. Thus I have
known of a surgeon being told that in a certain case

an enlarged spleen was part of a leukemic process.

With the remark that he believed " clinical observa-

tion more trustworthy than instrumental diagnosis,"

he proceeded to open the abdomen. Another time

the report on a sputum examination for tubercle ba-

cilli is negative ; but now, instead of relying on the

clinical examination, too often sufficient, the patient is

allowed to go on as if the negative examination had
the same value in one case as a positive one in

another. How often is it forgotten that laboratory

methods must be learned as separately as any other

specialty. No one would think that ability to feel al-

terations in the pelvic organs gives facility in the

interpretation of ophthlamoscopic pictures, yet how
often is it taken for granted that one who can culti-

vate tubercle bacilli can, without practice, detect ma-

larial parasites, or that one who can see tube casts can

also be infallible in the microscopic distinction of pri-

mary and secondary anemias.

No doubt, the unprepared but ambitious laboratory

expert is partly responsible for the present state of af-

fairs, but it would seem that the physician who calls

on such an expert should select him with as much
thought as he would an operating specialist. Often,

too, the physician could control the work of the ex-

pert either by asking for the proof, or an explanation

of the steps followed. Some time ago a bottle of

specimens came to me, after making the rounds of half

a dozen microsco})ists. All the previous examiners

asserted the specimens were animal parasites, and

their appearance to the naked eye— small, black,

threadlike bodies as they were— made this seem

probable. A glance was enough to show that in fact

they were the well-known vegetable spirals, the cause

of error to so many microscopists in the last fifty

years. Some comparisons made it practically certain

the tissue came from bananas. Yet this discovery, so

easy to control, was ignored by those in charge. By a

curious coincidence, the patient herself came under my
observation many months later, and ou hearing my state-
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liuiiit iil)()ut tin- Hpctniiu'ii, inlinit,(c(| an (;xc<'Hh1v(^ vx)\\-

NUiiiptioii of l)iiimii:is, tlif ciiusc of so iiiucli tro(il)lc.

Wlicrii tilt' position and liniitiitions ol' llir liihoraloi y
worktsrs iiri! inori! ciciiily mulcrslood, liis rcniuiiiTa-

tioii will hi' better re<,'ulateil than now. In many

plu(!es lu! will be part of a hospital stalV, in a lal)<)ra-

tory eipiipped for all kinds of work. In others, he

will have his privat(! laboratory, and in still others,

wh<'r(i th(i Held is not so larg(!, he will have the less

brilliant, bnt not less nseful and p(!rhaps nion; int<!r-

estinii, position of assistant to a busy praetitioner of

broad \ lews. Into tin; dt'Uiils of the subject it is not

my intention to go.

An examination of the status of anothcu- "^reat divi-

sion of our art, that of therapeutics, is also well worth

whih; in tin; last days of the century. In matt^ria

mediea this century, (^specially in tin; latter part, has

been prodii^al if not discc^rning. The (ixtraordinary

activity in the production of new drugs, though it

may give us sonu; that far outrank poppy and man-

(h'agora, also makes more dillicult the judgment so

essential to rational practice. So confused are our

standards that it is often impossible to distinguish the

wares of the professor of chemistry or pharmacology

from those of the modern seekers after the philoso-

plun-'s stone. In addition to the products of syn-

thetic chemistry we have a new field in the long

unused animal kingdom. Here constant examination

is necessary. It is not easy for the busy man to see

how the so-called lymph of an alleged goat should not

be as potent as thyroid extract. Serum, too, is a

word that suggests potentialities of many kinds,

though so widely applied that Virchow's jocular defi-

nition, " Serum is any fluid that is not precisely

urine," seems peculiarly apt. One hopes that the end

is near when discoverers are driven to such names as

" hydrogogin " and " anusol," but the possibilities of

the prefix " eu " temper the hope considerably.

No doubt the commercialism of the day is partly

responsible for the present state of this branch of

medicine, but the medical profession has a heavy

load of guilt. I am credibly informed that in a large

factory of preparations used only by the profession

thirty clerks are kept busy answering letters from

doctors in regard to the treatment of particular cases

in practice. These clerks make no pretense to knowl-

edge of medicine or even of drugs. They have their

trade catalogues, from which they readily secure the

desired information. But will this tendency stop

with therapeutic problems ? Will not diagnostic and
pathologic questions also be given the manufacturing
pharmacist for solution, and will he be so blind to his

own interest as to remain silent ? We can gather

some idea of this in some recent literature on the im-

portant subject of vaccination, a subject strangely

neglected in medical schools and scientific laboratories.

In this we learn of " vaccinia sine eruptione " as a

satisfactory explanation of what would strike a critical

observer as a complete failure of the virus. No
wonder that " a boy living in the infected district"

who performs the operation is put forth as a witness

concerning a matter on which .Tenner himself might
not be competent to judge.

Therapeutic false prophets will last long into the

twentieth century, but the examined, criticised life

then, as ever since the days of Hippocrates, will be

but little influenced by them. To it " they come like

water and like wind they go."

THE ENDOWMENT OF MEDICAL COLLKfiKS.*

IIY W. W. KKR.V, Vl.lt., I.L.Li.,

Prt$ldtnt of the American Medical AuocUUion.

KNDOWMKNT OK MKI>If-AI. SCHOOLS.

Tt'KNiNO, now, from the; alTairs of the Assfwiiution, I

wish to say a few words in refenuu* U) a subject of

[)aramount importance which I am Huro will apfieal to

th(r sympathies of all prescrnt; namely, the need for

(sndowments for nntdical schools.

TIm! i\{\v. of charity in the United States has reached

a remarkabh; height. 'i"h(; Clncwfo Tribune publishes

an annual list showing that in !X'J4 the chariuible

gifts and becpujsts in tin; United States amounted in

round numbers to S20,00(),0()() ; in !«;).'>, u> s2i),000,-

000; in 18'.)G, to S;M,000,000 ; in \H'.)1 , U) S3 4,000,-

000 ; in 18!)8, to :?24,000,000 ; and in 180:>, to the

enormous sum of ncsarly S80,000,000.

But a small portion of this charity, however, has

be(!n bestowed upon medi(;al schools. It is mostly to

(;olleges, theological schools, hospitals, museums and

libraries that the principal amount has been given.

The cause for this, I think, has been chiefly the vicious

method in which all our medical schools were formerly

(;onducted. They were practically joint-stock compa-

nies organized for the benefit of the faculties. As
Professor Bowditch has said, one might as well expect

the public to endow a cotton-mill as to endow such a

school. The day of these private enterprises is now,

happily, nearly past. The respectable schools of

medicine are now conducted by trustees, a body of

men wholly apart from the facidties, who manage the

affairs of the medical school just as they would those

of a university, taking control of the income and

expenditures of the school, placing the professors ;ind

other teachers upon salaries and conducting the affairs

of the institution on broad lines of educational

progress. Partly as a result of this change, chiefly

through the medical faculties, and largely, I am glad

to say, as a result of the influence of the profession

exerted through this Association, the courses of study

at the medical schools of to-day, and, therefore, the

necessities of the student are so wholly different from

those of twenty-five years ago, that it may be well

termed a new era in medical education. As a conse-

(|uence of the broadening and lengthenmg of the

medical course of study, the cost of medical education

has enormously increased. The public at large do

not at all appreciate this changed condition and even

you, members of the profession itself who may have

graduated many years since, scarcely appreciate to its

full value the difference. As a consequence, the fees

of the students, which can scarcely be raised beyond

the present amount, are wholly inadequate for provid-

ing a proper medical education, and the medical school

appeals, as does the college and the theologicitl school

and the technical school, for wise and liberal endow-

ments in order to provide this suitable education.
*' There is no branch of education," says President

Eliot of Harvard, '' which more needs endowment.

Medical education is very expensive, because it has

become, in the main, individual instruction. Large

lectures and crowded clinics are seen to be of really

very limited application, so that year by year the

medical teaching becomes more and more costly."

• ADstract of the President's Address before the American Medi-
cal Asaociatlou in Atlantic City, X. J., June 5, 1900.
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What were the necessities of a medical scliool

twenty-five years ago? Two lecture-rooms, in which

seven professors talked, a dissecting-room, and, if

possible, a clinic, which was occasionally but rarely in

a college hospital. Practically the instruction which

the student obtained, with the exception of dissecting,

was limited to " book-knowledge " and " ear-knowl-

edge." The student was not brought into contact with

any patients or any concrete facts, observations or

experiments. lie only listened to what his teachers

said about them. Millions were given to hospitals in

which the sick were treated, but only sixpences to

medical schools, in which the men who are to care for

their future patients were trained. " Spain," says

Lyman Abbott, •' in the late war had nineteenth-cen-

tury guns and sixteenth-century men behind them.

We know what came." Our splendidly equipped

hospitals are the nineteenth-century guns. Insuffi-

ciently trained doctors are the sixteenth-century men.

The time has eminently come when the " men behind

the guns " must e(jual in efficiency the weapons with

which they do the fighting.

To perform a traclieotomy and rescue a child suffer-

ing from diphtheria is a dramatic occurrence which

appeals to every one. To conduct a long series of

experiments in the laboratory by means of which the

cause of diphtheria shall be found and the necessity

for a tracheotomy avoided appeals only to the educa-

ted few ; yet the service done by the operation is a

service only to the one patient who may be rescued

by the knife, while the other is a service to hundreds

and thousands of patients for all time who will escape

both the knife and the disease. Yet, such a series of

experiments in preventive medicine brings no reward
in money, a limited reward in fame, and only its

largest reward in the consciousness of giving a great

boon to humanity, for which it never can pay.

The era of the man who simply listened to what
his teachers had to tell him and then went on his way,

as a " rule of thumb " man, is happily past. This is

the era of the trained man and the trained woman,
and training means 0})portunity ])rovided by the com-
munity, and time, labor and money given by the man.

Let us look for a moment at what a medical school

now needs. It stands for two things : First, " thing-

knowledge," instead of " book-knowledge " and " ear-

knowledge," teaching the facts of modern science by
scientific methods ; that is to say, methods of precision.

But secondly, no medical school should be content

simply with imparting the knowledge that exists. It

should push ])a(;k the I)oundaries of ignorance and by
research add to existing knowledge.

In the accomplishment of the first duty of the

medical school, there are required, first, didactic lect-

ures. I am not one of those who believe that the

day of the didactic lecture is past. " Never," said

President Faunce, of Brown University, in his nota-

V)le inaugural, " never shall we be able to do without
the personality of the teacher fiaming with enthusiasm
for knowledge, pressing up the heights himself and
helping the stu<l(;iit on."

In the l."<<) medical schools in this country there are,

perhaps, over 1,;J00 members in their faculties. In all

of them are inspiring teachei-s flaming with enthusi-

asm, for a not inconsiderable proportion may properlv
be so described, and the influence of such enthusiastic

teachers is felt by the entire class. One or two such
men in every school make a good faculty. Beside the

didactic lectures, a good working library and a reading
or study room is a recpiisite. And it is a matter of no
little encouragement that in the reports of the Com-
missioner of Education for 1«1>8, 72 medical schools

reported l.')l,4;}3 volumes in their libraries.

Secondly.— The great difference between the mod-
ern method of teaching medicine and the older method
consists in laboratory instruction and clinical instruc-

tion, both of which nuist be individual. Laboi'atories

are very costly. They require buildings, equipment
and assistants. The number of laboratories required

in the present day in a fully equipped medical school

is astonishing. First, the dissecting-room, the ana-

tomical laboratory, and along \vith this a laboratory

of histology, and another which may be combined
with it, a laboratory of embryology. Next, a physi-

ological laboratory, in which each student will not be-

come an accomplished physiologist, but will become
familiar with physiological methods and be trained in

exact and careful observation ; a laboratory of chem-
istry and, combined with it, especially a laboratory of

physiological chemistry ; in the department of materia

medica, a laboratory of pharmacy, in which the student

will not become a good jyliarmacist, but will learn the

essentials of pharmacy, so that he will not make, at

least, gross mistakes, which otherwise would con-

stantly occur. Still more important is a laboratory of

pharmacology in which he will learn the action of

drugs and be prepared rightly to use them. In ob-

stetrics, a laboratory of practical obstetrics and ob-

stetrical operations is essential. In surgery, he needs

a laboratory in which he shall be taught all the ordi-

nary surgical operations. In pathology, he needs a

laboratory of morbid anatomy, a laboratory of bac-

teriology and a laboratory of hygiene. The mere
statement of this catalogue of thirteen laboratories

will enforce the fact that an enormous expense not

only for the installation, but also for the running ex-

penses will be required. To show what one university

abroad does, Professor Welch has stated ^ that the

Prussian Government expends outside of the salaries

of professors in the University of lierlin alone over

$50,000 annually ! What American medical school

can show anything approaching an endowment which

will provide such a sum ?

And what has not the laboratory done for us within

the last few years ? It has discovered the cause of

tuberculosis, tetanus, suppuration, cholera, diphtheria,

bubonic plague, typhoid fever, erysipelas, pneumonia,

glanders and a host of other diseases ; it has shown
us how to avoid all danger from trichina, so that our

entire commerce in hog-products is conditioned upon

the laboratory ; it has shown us how to banish suji-

puration, erysipelas, tetanus and pyemia from our hos-

pitals and reduce our death-rates after operations from

oO per cent, or 33 per cent., to 10 per cent., five per

cent., one per cent., and often even fractions of one

))er cent. ; it has given us a really scientific hygiene in

which we no longer guess but know ; it has shown us

the role of the mos(]uito in malaria, of the rat in

bubonic plague, of the fly in ty})lioid fever ; it has

given us the power to say to dij)htheria, " Thus far

shalt thou go and no farther " ; it will give us the

power to utter a i)a'an of victory over typhoid, chol-

era, bubonic plague, tuberculosis, yellow fever, cancer,

and other such implacable enemies of the human race

;

' Higher Medical Education and the Need for Its Endowment,
Medical News, July 21, 1894.
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— uiid yet thcro iiru tlioHo who would Htiiy IIiIh (iod-

givcii lllllld of llrlp !

i\\\i\ llic Ijiludiitoi'v lias liiid not only its <liv()tics

l)til lis hcrofs. Listen to tln^ story of ImM oik-. Dr.

Kraii/ IMiillcr, oi' Vienna, was one ol" those who in lii>,

investi^^ations of the huhonie pla^iu- in JH'.I? contracted

the drea(h'<l disease from the hacilli in his culture tuhes.

When he hecaine certain that he was infe(!te<l he iin-

niediafely locked hiins«df in an isolated room and posted

a messap' on the window paiur, reading- thus :

"
I am sufVerin^ from plaijue. I'leasc do not send

u doctor to me, as, in any event, my end will come in

four or liv(! days."

A number of his associates wcn'e anxious to attend

him, but he nd'used to admit them and died alone,

within the time he i)redicted. lie wroti; a fan^well

letter to his parents, placed it against tlu^ wiiitlow, so

it could be copied from the outside, iiud then burned the

oriyijial with his own hands, fearful lest it miifht Ik;

pres(>rved and carry the myst(!rious germ. Can you

Hud me a finer example of self-sacriHcing altruism ?

Was ever a Victoria Cross more bravely won ?

IJut the establishment of laboratories with their

attendant expenses is not the only improvement in our

medical curricidum. Every well-conducted medical

school requires a large hospital in connection with it.

Here must be installed again a fourteenth laboratory

of clinical medicine, in which all the excretions of the

body will be examined, tumors studied, cultures and

blood counts made, or else the patients in the hospital,

from the modern point of view, are neglected. It is

not too much to say that a patient requiring such

examinations, be he the poorest of the poor, has his

case more scientifically studied, more exactly meas-

ured, more precisely treated than most rich ])atients in

sumptuous homes.

Again, the individual instruction to which President

P^liot referred is now carried out in all our best medi-

cal school hospitals by the establishment of small

ward classes, by whom or before whom the patients

are examined, prescribed for and operated upon by a

professor or instructor, each student bearing a part

;

and so, by having his investigations directed, his

powers of observation cultivated, his mistakes pointed

out, his merits applauded, the student graduates from
the medical school equipped as none of us, alas, ever

had the opportunity for. All of these laboi-atory and
ward classes imply an enormous increase in the num-
ber of assistants, young men striving not only to per-

fect themselves, but by teaching, to forge to the front

so that the best men will win in the struggle for pre-

ferment.

Again, the course .of study has been prolonged from
two years, as it was until twenty or twenty-five years

ago, to four years, and in addition the terms have also

been lengthened. When I was a student the course

of study consisted of two sessions of about nineteen

weeks each, or thirty-eight weeks in all. Now the

course consists, as a rule, of four sessions of thirty-

two weeks each, or a total of one hundred and
twenty-eight weeks, an increase of ninety weeks,
nearly three and one-half times as much as twenty-
five years ago. In 1885, 103 schools had courses of

two years, and five schools courses of three years.

In 1800, two schools had courses of two years, 10 of

three years, and 141 of four years. (Monographs on
Education in the United States, No. 10, Professional
Education, James Russell Parsons, Jr., Department

of Kducation for the (Jiiit4'd Stat(;H ConiiiUHNion Ui the
I'aris Exposition of lIMjO, page J I).

It can he easily seen that from thJH adrjitional liinr

rerpiired .-mother source of expense has arisen in .'widi-

tion to the increased number of aHsislJirilH. The time

given to tcraching by metnl»ers of the facidtv, :ii a

ruh;, has been more than tripled, :ih compared with

tw(mty fiv«' years ago. In addition to this, jirofessorK

in charge? of lab()rat<»ries must practically give their

whoh; tiiiH! to tin; work, and are preclurh'rl, therefore,

from any income from practictr. These men intiHt

rciceive salari(!S sudicient for iIkmo to live upon.

Surcdy this statc^ment of th(; «lifTerenc«! between the

education given tw(!nty-flve years ago, which r<;<piired

but litth? expenditure of money and resulte«l in con-

sid(U"able incomes, and tin; modern nutthods of eduf;a^

tion in tlu; lal)oratory and the hospital, as well as the

hicture-room, which recpiire <'normous expenses, is an

ample n^ason for large- endowm(;nts.

Hut the fum-tion of the medical school, as I have
said, should not be limited merely to the imparting of

existing knowledge. No school is worthy of the

name that does not provide for greater or less research

work, by which substantial additions to our knowledge
may be made and the facilities and the results of the

healing art made more efficient for the welfare of man-
kind. Twenty-five years ago there were practically

few young men who were fitted for research work,

especially laboratory work. Now every well-Cfpiipped

school has attached to it one way or another a score or

more of youns men who are eager for work, lonjnng: for

the opportunity for usefulness and distinction if they can

only obtain a bare living. When in my own school I

look around me and see these young men thirsting for

opportunities for usefulness and distinction, I am often

heartsick at our want of facilities for this purpose,

and I long with an intense longing for some wise and
munificent friend of humanity who will endow post-

graduate scholarships, fellowships and laboratories for

just such an end. Our hospitals do a magnificent work
in charity, hel{)ing the sick and the forlorn, the weak
and the suffering in a way which appeals to the char-

itable instincts of our fellow countrymen, and to this

appeal they have responded most generously. But I
venture to say that the medical school which trained a
Lister, a Pasteur, a Koch, has done more for human-
ity than all the hospitals of this country combined.

The modest laboratory at AViirtzburg consisted chiefly

of a Rhunikorfi^ coil, and a Crooke's tube— and
Kbntgen. Other Rontgens and Listers we have
among us if we but knew it. These are the men who
are the world's real illustrious heroes.

It is especially in these days that in America we
need such researches, for our tropical possessions have
brought us face to face with new problems which we
can only justly meet by the most careful investiga-

tions. It is to our credit that several of our medical

colleges have already established schools of tropical

medicine, which show that the profession, as well as

the public, are rising to the level of our responsibili-

ties and duties.

It is also a cheerful sign of the times that at Har-
vard a School of Conqiarative ^ledicine has been
established, which will lead to other similar schools in

connection with our medical colleges for the broad
study of disease both in man and in the lower animals.

All such knowledge should be correlated, and we may
well learn from the diseases of animals how to care
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lor inau, us thus I'ur we have learned (;hiefly from the

diseases of man how to care for animals. The endow-

ment of this school with the modest sum of $100,000
is an omen of future good. So, too, the somewhat
similar school at Buffalo bids fair to add immensely

to our knowledge and therefore to our ability to heal.

What now has the American public done for the

medical school ? Let us contrast it with the endow-

ments in theology. Our academic institutions have

such an enormous sum total of endowments that 1 do

not even consider these. Let us, however, compare
theology and medicine, remembering that theology is

abnost wholly a literary study, dealing not with the

facts of nature, recjuiring no lal)oratories and no large

corps of assistants and therefore concbicted at a

minimum of cost. In 1898 (United States Education

Report) 8-1 theological schools reported endowments
of $18,000,000, and 71 schools do not report this

item ;
1'.) out of 151 medical schools report endow-

ments of $1,*.)OG,072. Five theological schools have

endown»ents of from $850,000 to $1,369,000 each.

Yet in 1899 there were only 8,000 students of theol-

ogy for whom this enormous endow ment was provided

as against 24,000 students of medicine. Each theo-

logical student had the income of an endowment of

$2,250 provided for his aid, each medical student the

income from $83. As against 171 endowed chairs of

theology, there are only five in medicine.

I do not grudge a dollar to the theologian, but I

plead for his medical brother, that, with a vastly

more expensive education, he shall have a reasonable

jH-ovision made for his training. I have already indi-

cated to some extent the direction which these endow-
ments of medical schools should take. They may be

. classed in three categories :

, (1) The endowment of professorships. By doing

! this the salary of the professor would be made avail-

- able for the other wants of tlie school. The endow-
- ment may well take the form of a memorial, either

;'of the generous donor, or, still better, of some distin-

guished former occupant of such a chair whose jiame

would always add luster to it.

(2) The endowment of the laboratories, which, as
' I have indicated, are so costly, both in their installa-

tion and in their yearly expenses.

(3) The endowment of postrgraduate scholarships

"and research fellovvshii)s, these being intended especi-

• ally for those who will devote their time to original

i research. Students cannot take much time for origi-

nal research ; their regular studies will absorb all

their energies. Research must be done cliieHy by
young graduates under the direction of stiniidating

• and energetic members of the faculty.

It is not, 1 trust, too nmch to hoj)e, if not now,
that in the near future the American Medical Associ-

ation will set a fruitful exam[)h! by giving each year
" scientific grants in aid of research." The first ob-

:
ject of the Association nmst be, necessarily, to place

itself on a strong financial iiasis. It should own its

own building, its printing and publishing plant, and,

as soon as possible, should have a reserve fund of

considerable proportions. Nothing conduces to the

stal)ility and conservativeness of any institution like a

good bank balance. The British Medical Association

iias to-<lay an excess of assets over liabilities of

. nearly $380,000, chiefly invested in its building at

429 Strand, London. The American Medical Asso-
ciation has made a fair start with a surplus of over

$27,000 hist January, and, with its large and, let us
hope, r;i])idly increasing niembershi}), it will before

long assume a rank second only to the British Medi-
cal Association. Last year * the Scientific Grants
Committee allotted £741, or somewhat more than

$3,500, for research work, distributetl to three re-

search scholarships, the holders of which were paid

$750 each a year, and 33 grants in aid of research
work, varying in amounts from $25 to $100. Among
those to whom grants were made occur i\\v. well-

known names of Beevor, Vaughan Ilarley, Kanthack,
Luff', Manson, Noel Payton and Risieh Russell. 1

should hope that the American Medical Association

might even now begin by a modest a])pr()priation, say

of $500 a year, which should be allotted by the

trustees, or by a special committee on scientific

grants, after a careful investigation of the merits and
the character of the person to whom such grants were
made. No grant should exceed $100, or possibly

even, at first, $50 in amount. The results of such
grants would be not only absolute additions to our
knowledge, but the cultivation of a scientific spirit

which would permeate the whole profession and ele-

vate its objects and aims.

In pleading for these endowments of medical

schools, it is but a plea for a return to the profession

of a tithe of what they have given. Two years ago
I carefully investigated the value of the services ren-

dered to the poor in the city of Philadelphia by the

medical staff of the Jefferson Medical College Hospi-

tal alone, and I found that 129 medical men were
then attached to the hospital, and their services, cal-

culated on a very moderate basis of the ordinary fees,

I valued at over $500,000. To a profession which
gives so freely of that which is most difficult to give,

its own life-blood, surely the public for its own pro-

tection may give rt^asonable endowments to its medi-

cal schools. It will be returned to the conununity

tenfold in better educated, better traine<l and more
successful doctors. More devoted, self-sacrificing men
and women they never can have.

GASTRIC HEMORRHAGE.!
BY W. L. RODMAN, M.D., PHILADELPHIA,

Professor of Principles of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, Medico-
Chirurgical College.

Permit me in the first place to express my pro-

foundest gratitude; to the Association for the distin-

guished honor conferred in placing the surgical oration

for 1900 in my hands. It is with more than diffidence

that I approach so great a responsibility, being keenly

alive to my own shortcomings, and having for the

nonce a quickened memory of the brilliant addresses

made upon former occasions by many of my illus-

trious jiredecessors.

Instead of reviewing the advances made in the

entire field of surgery during the past year— a task

which could, at best, be only cursorily done in the

time that 1 feel warranted in occupying— I have

chosen to consider the subject of hemon-hage from

the stomacli in its several phases as being more likely

to interest a mixed audience, such as we have, com-

• Address in Surgery before the American Medical Association,
Atlantic City. N. J., June 5-8, lilOO.

3 British Medical Journal, 1899, ii, p. 219.
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nrisiii;^ s|)<'(!iulists, ^('iicrjil practitioiicrH iiii«l HiirijcoiiH.

Furllicniiorr, tlu^ Ijick of iitUuition ^ivcii tlic .siil)j((!t

justifies tilt' st^icction.

(Jiistrif lu'iii()iiii:ii;c of u liatcvcr iiiitiirc \v:is, imlil

rccciitlv, looked upon iis st.ri<'tly :i ineilieal Jin'eetioii,

iiiid Wiis t.reiite(l ii|)(»ii tlu; saiiit; ireiieral priiKMples

iiiKleilviiii;- (li(^ treatment, of many other internal

liem(»rrliai;es. This is still true of many — indeed

most— cases of <fastrorrha<fia, hnl, as wv shall en-

deavor to show, is not the ease with others wliieli are

treattid by a combination of medical and snririeal

means, and others still wiiich shonld be met by prompt

operative procednre.

Onr purpose will be best subsia-ved by eiuimerat-

in<; the diflcrent varieties of <;astrorrhai;ias, showinir

how they ar<i to be diai^nosticated, and "giving the

treatment to be pursued in the more important varie-

ties.

Ihnnorrhay'e from tin; stomach may result from

ulcer of the stomach, duodenal ulcer, gastric carcinoma,

cirrhosis of the liver, vicarious menstruation, post-

operative hematemesis, purpura luimorrhagica, miliary

an(!urisms, aneurisms of the aorta and other vessels,

leukemia, typhoid, yellow, and other infectious fevers,

valvular disease of tlu; heart, and various kinds of

traumatism.

It will only be practicable to consider the most im-

portant and frequent causes of gastric hemorrhage.

(iastric ulcer is the most common disease of the

stomach producing hemori'hage — occurring in five

per cent, of the entire population, according to Evvald
'^

and others high in authority.

Hematemesis occurs in at least 50 per cent, of all

cases of gastric ulcer, and many authorities estimate

it as present in 80 per cent. It is, too, fatal in eight

per cent, of the cases in which it occurs, according to

the conservative estimate of Leube,^ and we cannot

question that it is indiiectly fatal in a much greatf^r

number of cases by anemia and its remote conse-

quences.

INIany authorities who may be (pioted place both

the frcqu(Uicy and mortality of hemorrhage higher

than Leube does, and very few as low. Therefore,

its prompt detection and proper treatment are of

the greatest importance. The recognition of gastric

hemorrhage resulting from ulcer is usually readily

made on account of the previous diagnosis in the case

;

but if the patient is seen at or subsequent to the

hemorrhage for tlu; first time its association with the

other classical symptoms of ulcer, particulai'ly })ain

and vomiting after eating, leave little room for doubt.

While there will be pain, vomiting and gastrorrhagia

in carcinoma of the stomach, the differences furnished

by the two diseases are so marked that doubtful or

border-line cases will be rare.

Pain, which is common to both, is more influenced

by the taking of food in idcer, and the local tender-

ness upon pressure is decidedly more circmnscribed,

so much so that the patient will point at it with the

tip of his finger, rather than with the entir(> hand.
This is a valuable sign, and is insisted upon by .1. ]M.

Da Costa.* It is usually felt with the greatest inten-

sity from one to two inches below the xiphoid cartilage,

and directly opposite, near the heads of the two last

ribs, will be found a second painful spot. The pain

of ulcer is often relie\e(l at once by emesis if it emp-
' EwRld : Diseases of Stomach.
3 Archives f. klin. Chir., 1897.
* Da Costa : Medical Diagnosis.

ties the HU)niach. TIiIh \h not the ruHe with tlie paiti

and vomiting of carrrinoma.

The clianieler anri amount of the ejected bhwKl,
how(!V«;r, will nsii.dly give prompt and positive evi-

detuu! of its source and the cau-^e underlving it, mak-
ing it n(M'dleMH t*) qu(!stion and [»liysi«;ally examine a
patient who should be kept (piiei during, an*! for noni*!

tiuK- after, a heuKjrrhage. Uleeding in carciuoina jn

rarely .so free as in uhrer; the amount f>f blood lont

being wun-v. fretjuent, in small (piantities, and of the
characteristic coffee-grounds apjiearance. It dr»es not
resend»le pure bloo«l as it does in ulcer, even though
mixed with food. The presenci; of liydro<;hlorie, acid— perhaps an excess of it, or hypercldorhydria— in

the ejectfid matter is as characteristic of ulcer as \\h

abs(!nce and the presence of lactic acid ar<; of carci-

noma. Ulcer is more frequent in females under forty,

whereas carcinoma occurs morecommonlv in men past
middle life.

Jf an e.\amination of the case is allowable, the jires-

ence of a palpal)le tumor will be more often encoun-
tered in carcinoma than in Ijenign nlct^r, but I woidd
emphasize the fact that a decided tumor may and «lid

exist in (juite a number of the forty benign ulcers

thus far excised. On account of the tumor all of the
operators thought that they were operating for malig-
nant disease, until tlu; microscope showed differentlv,

and in every instance the sub.sequent clinical history

has confirmed the verdict of the microscopist. (Jur

distinguisluid President, Dr. Keen,^ was one of the
first to do partial gastrectomy for a l>enign ulcer which
cau.sed quite a marked tumor through the abdominal
wall. The patient recovered promptly and is still —
ten years after the operation — in perfect health.

Others have had the same experience, as will f)e seen
by reference to my paper read before the American
Surgical A.s.sociation, May 1st, reporting all operated
cases up to date.

Treatment.— Formerly the treatment of hemor-
rhage from gastric ulcer was uniforndy by ice, astrin-

gents and opium, combined, of course, with rest.

This should properly be the treatment still for the

first hemorrhage in all cases ; for tJie second, possiblv;

but not for subsequent ones, for recurring hemorrhage,
like appendicitis, will sooner or later prove fatal, and
should, like that affection, be treated radically ; and to

carry the parallelism further, the best time to operate
is between attacks. With two hemorrhages coming
close together we may assume that, as in appendicitis,

there will be a third attack, and if anything is to lie

attempted surgically it should be done when the pa-
tient is in fairly good condition, and not in the col-

lapse of hemorrhage.
Hefore taking up operative procedures it might be

well to refer to the treatment of gastrorrhagia by co-

pious enemata of hot water, as advised and practised

with such happy effect seemingly by Tripier.^

In several cases which had resisted all the usual

medicinal and dietetic treatment, Tripier secured
prompt and abiding results by hot enemata repeated
twice and thrice daily. The water should be injected

at a temperature of" 112° F. to 120° F. There can
be no doubt, he says, that the hemorrhage came ivom
the stomach, duodenum, and points high uj) in the

alimentary tract. Hot water acts reflexly.

Tripier has also found that hot enemata promptly

•'• Cartwright Lectures, p. 82.
Seniaiiie Medicate, Paris, 1S08, vol. xviii, pp. 241-243.
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check intestinal hemorrliage in tyi)hoid fever, as it

will bleeding from the rectum, sigmoid and large

bowel. We use hot water to check external, uterine

and other hemorrhages ; and so superior is it to ice

that one rarely sees tlie latter used. It certainly

should be preferred in rectal and other intestinal hem-

orrhages where the water can couk^ promptly in con-

tact with the bleeding joints. We also know that,

with the patient in proi)er position, points higher up

in the alimentary canal may thus be reached, and the

bleeding capillaries or arterioles influenced directly

by the best of hemostatics— heat. There is also

evidence to show that it acts reflexly, and may in

this way control duodenal, even gastric hemorrhage.

Plunging the hands in hot water will at times quickly

arrest bh^eding at the nose, as will ice applied to the

head. This surely must be reflex. Another and good

reason for using hot water i)er rectum in the manner

advised by Tripi(!r is, that if nothing more is done,

shock is combated in the best possible way, as it is

easy to add salt to the water in proper proportion to

make normal salt solution. Hot water should also be

taken in small ipiantities by the stomach. It is my
belief that it will be both less likely to excite vomit-

ing and more certain in its hemostatic effects than

ice.

Favorably as 1 look upon the proposal to use hot

water in the ways indicated in both gastric and intes-

tinal lujmorrhage, anatomy and pathology must not be

forgotten, and it should be clearly understood that

hot water can do no more in internal hemorrhages

than is to be expected in external ones. If the bleed-

ing is capillary or the open arterioles of very small

size, prompt hemostasis may result; whereas if an

artery or vein of any size has been opened, we may
expect much less from any treatment which depends

for its success upon the formation of a firm clot in

the mouth of the bleeding vessel than we usually can

in external hemorrhage. In the latter we usually

have complete section of a blood-vessel which favors

retraction and contraction of its coats— nature's best

means of arresting hemorrhage, favoring as they do

tlu; formation of a clot.

In hemorrhage the result of disease, however, we
have very generally a lateral opening made into the

calibre of the blood-vessel, and tlu; ability of the lat-

ter to contract and retract within its sheath is no
grt^ater, but actuall}' less, than that of a vessel in-

completely cut across. Occasionally, it is true, ulcer-

ative action will as completely divide a blood-vessel as

if it were done by a knife, but such cases are excep-

tional, as will be shown by a careful study of 55 fatal

cases of gastric and duodenal hemorrhage collected

and reported by M. Savariaud ' in his very complete

thesis.

Of 55 autopsies co]h^ct('(l from various sources, and
reported by Savariaud (none were operated upon),

there were :

(Jlceratlona of the splenic artery 17 cases.
" " coronary artery 6 "
" " pancreaticoduodenal artery . . . 7 "
" " gfistric arterioles 10 "

Brandies of tlie coronary vein 2 "

Other veins 2 "

Vessel not determined 2 "

No vascular oriHce visible 4 "

Vessel not mentioned 4 "

Hematemesis frecjuently occurs as the result of duo-
denal ulcerations, and as it is at times impossible to

1 Tli^e de Paris, 18U8.

differentiate between gastric and duodenal hemor-
rhage, we have included the seven cases of duodenal
ulcer. Furthermore, gastric and duodenal ulcerations

frequently coexist and the treatment of both is essen-

tially the same.
The sjjlenic artery and vein have been opened by

the same ulcer as occurred in the case of Gaillard.^

Contrary to what might with nsason be ex2)ected,

there is no constant relation between the size of the

vessel and the amount of or rapidity with which the

blood is lost. It is impossible, therefore, to diagnosti-

cate with any degree of certainty the source of the

hemorrhage, and an opinion at best is only a guess

based upon probalulities anatomic and pathologic.

He who said " the end of all philosophy is a learned

doubt " must have been a medical man thinking of

gastric hemorrhage.
The subjoined table is also from Savariaud

:

Vessel.
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(nipilliu'ifs anil iiih riolcs in \\h\ ^iiHlric intK'Oiis imm-
briiiic, licnioriliii^i' troin such v«'sscl.s could lie icasdii-

ul>lv cxpcctcil Id yield lo iiiciiHiircs iinpolinl in tiic

presence nt" I)leedin<r tVoni ii coronary or splenic

urteiy. Uepresentinj^, as tliey do, less tiian 20 per

cent, ot tile fatal lienioi rlia^es, there is every reason

to helieve that hleedinj^ Ironi capillaries and arterioles

will constitute a very much lar<;er per cent., possihlv

a majority of non-fatal j^astrorilia^ias. I hav(! col-

lected, so far as I know, every pui)lislied case of

operation for l)leedin<f ulcer, and to them added
many reported to me in personal communications for

the lirst time. A careful study of my tables does not

enable me to say definitely the number of cases in

which the bleeding canu' from arterioles. It does,

however, justify the statement that it is a large per

cent.

Having exhaust<'d all of the ordinary medical

means for arresting hemorrhage, should such cast's

be treated as external hemorrhage, namely, the bleed-

ing vessels cut down upon and ligated r'

There are now a sullicient number of cases upon
record to justify the statement that better n^sults

will be secured by judicious interference than by a
policy of inaction hitherto invariably followed. liv

this 1 would not be understood as advocating the op-

posite plan of interftinaice in every case— far from
it.

Up to a certain j)oint tliere is substantial agree-

ment between physicians and surgeons, and I may
say here that the idea of arresting hemorrhage from
gastric ulc(;r by surgical means occurred to a physi-

cian and surgeon at the same time.

In all cases of small but frequent hemorrhages,
which slowly but almost surely^ destroy the patient,

recourse should be had to timely operation. If there

is at the same time gastrectasis, the indication for

operation is absolute, as dilatation stretches the ulcer,

prevents healing and favors bleeding. The results,

too, of operations for chronic hemorrhage have l)een

more than encouraging, and should, without (piestion,

lead to earlier and more frequent surgical interven-

tion.

There have been ;^1 operations for frequently re-

curring, or what might be called chronic hemorrhages,
with six deaths, or a mortality of 19.3 per cent.

This is, under the circumstances, an excellent show-
ing when it is remembered that it represents but little

more than the average mortality given in a large

number of operations upon the stomach for non-
hemorrhagic ulcers.

Mr. Robson^ reports 188 operations for gastric

ulcer (non-hemorrhagic and non-perforating) with a
mortality of 1().4 per cent., which is about the same
conclusion reached by Ileydenreich,^" Tricomi " and
others who have written upon the subject. lie later

on gives the mortality of operations for chronic hem-
orrhage as 10.;") percent. Manifestly gastro-enteros-

tomy, pyloroplasty, or other operations upon the

stomach should not give a better prognosis on ac-

count of the presence of hemorrhage as a symptom.
The good showing now madt; for recurring hemor-
rhage will be still better when physicians generally
recognize that if delayed operations are justifiable,

early ones are better, and should, therefore, be en-

s' Huiiterian Lectures, Lancet, March 10, 1900, p. 678.
" Seiiiaiiie Medicate, Paris, 1898, vol. xviii, p. 49.
" Riforiua Medica, Palermo, 1899, xv, pages 326, 339, 350.

couruged ut u time when the chaiiceH of MicAu-nti arv
corres|»on«lingly brighter.

Operations for acuU- hemorrhage in general Ad not
so imperatively call for surgiral intervention, Imt when
this is said, it is saying nothing more than is true of

external hemorrh.ige. In our present state ^)i knowl-
edge, we cannot say that operation should ever )»:

done during the first hemorrhage or the ensuing
sliock. Likewise;, if H(reii after the hemorrhage,
vvIk^ii the patient is successfully rallying from shock,

a poli(;y of non-intervention is not only permissible,

but best.

Dieulafoy '''advistrs surgical intervention afu^r the
first hemorrhage if as much as half a litre of blood is lost,

and insists upon operation if the bleeding is repeat<r<l

within twenty-four hours. Om; of Dieulafoy's cases

was succ(;ssfully operated iij)on by Cazin aft^tr the
first hemorrhage. There has Ixicn, however, a rather
general condemnation of too early operation bv sur-

geons, from Mikulicz, the first to operate for hemor-
rhage, in 1887, to Keen, Ilartmaii, Ileydeiireich and
Robson, none of whom have advised operations in

acute hemorrhage. Certainly surgeons cannot l>e

accused of too great alacrity in opc-rating for gastric

hemorrhage when none have been so radical as a
physician.

If the hemorrhage is repeated within a short time
the burning cjuestion will present itself to the physi-

cian first, to the surgeon next— shall a policy of
" masterly inactivity " be longer pursued ? To this

(juestion a majority would still answer " yes," believ-

ing that the chances offered by nature are better than
those given by surgery. T am satisfied that during a
second serious hemorrhage inaction should govern, or
that only medical means be used ; but as soon as

bleeding ceases, the patient has rallied from shock and
is in good condition, something should be done to pre-

vent what are reasonably certain— other hemor-
rhages. This is even less radical than what we should
do in external hemorrhage, and, as has been said,

nature has less chance to arrest spontaneously bleed-

ing from vessels opened by ulcerative action. I am
thoroughly convinced from a careful study of all

reported operative cases up to date that none were
oi)erated too early, but many too late.

It is certainly the duty of the physician to summon
surgical aid as soon as the second hemorrhage begins
if he has not already done so, that everything may be
in readiness to seize upon a propitious time for inter-

ference before a third attack. It is easy to believe

that several cases in my tables were lost by delaying
operation until after the third and fourth hemorrhage.
Per contra, there have been quite a number of success-

ful operations after the second and third hemorrhage,
operation having been done in a condition of extreme
anemia in all of them, as the cases of Roux. Robson,
Cazin, Andrews, and two of Armstrong's cases.

There have been 82 operations for acute hemor-
rhage, with i;J deaths, or 40.(5 per cent, mortality: a
much better showing than was made by Mr. Robson,
who reported a smaller number of cases, and included
also among them cases of vicarious menstruation and
post-operative hematemesis, neither of which has any
direct etiologic or other connection with gastric ulcer.

it will be seen from a glance at the tables '* herewith
appended, that many operative procedures have been

»» Presse M^dicale, 1898, p. 31.
" Tables omitted.
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carried out in the treatment of gastrorrhagia, and to

those siifficiently interested to study them, the symp-

toms, condition found at operation, method of opera-

tion and result of each case are given.

I wish liere to give full credit to my assistants, Drs.

W. llersi'v Tiionias and Stillvvell C. Burns, for most

valuable assistance rendered in the collection of data

and preparation of tables.

It will not be my purpose here to review the mei'its

of all of the many operative procedures that have

been undertaken for the arrest of gastric hemorrliage.

This would interest surgeons chiefly and tliey will lind

all information desired in the tables herewith pre-

sented, or in an analysis of them by the author in a

paper read before the American Surgical Association

on May 1st last. Of the dozen methods practised the

three best are pylorectomy, or partial gastrectomy,

according to site of ulcer, gastro-enterostomy, and

ligature en masse of the gastric mucosa. The first is

ideal surgery, preventing possible perforation and

malignant degeneration ; the second is practical and is

oftentimes the best surgery, stopping hemorrhage and

favoring cicatrization of the ulcer by putting the

stomach at rest; while the third is frequently the

most desirable way to end an exploratory gastrotomy

when the site of the bleeding vessel is unknown
until the stomach is opened. Each method has

given good results, but for many reasons the second

has been preferred in a majority of instances, and of

the many ways of performing gastro-enterostomy the

posterior or von Hacker's method with the Murphy
button has been and should be generally chosen.

Carcinoma. — While hemorrhage per se as a symp-

tom of gastric carcinoma has not, so far as I know,

led to an operation, there can be no doubt that in

certain cases it will be either so free or of such fre-

quent recurrence as to make one desirable. Resec-

tion, if practicable, is best, but gastro-enterostomy

would not only arrest the bleeding, but usually delay

the inevitable end, and bring about a decided ameli-

oration of all the distressing symptoms. Indicated as

it often is in advanced carcinoma without hemorrhage,

tlu; presence of the latter as a symptom should be an

additional reason for surgical intervention.

Cirrhosis. — Hemorrhage into the stomach is a fre-

quent symptom in cirrhosis of the liver, and death

resulting therefrom cannot be considered as rare.

Preble,^* of Chicago, has recently reported GO cases

of fatal hemorrhage, three in his own practice, one in

that of a colleagues, and 50 collected from litera-

ture. The diagnosis in all was verified by autopsy.

After a careful analysis of these cases, a full history

of each being given, he draws some interesting and

striking conclusions

:

(1) Fatal gastro-intestinal hemorrhage is an infre-

quent but not rare complication of cirrhosis of the

liver.

(2) In a great majority of the cases the cii-rhosis is

atrophic, but it may be hypertrophic.

(3) In one-third of the cases the first hemorrhage

is fatal ; in the other two-thirds the hemorrhages con-

tinue at intervals of over a period varying from a few

months to several years, the maxinuim given being

eleven years.

(4) In one-third of the cases the diagnosis can be

made at or before the time of the first hemorrhage.

In the <)th(;r cases the diagnosis cannot be made at all

" American Journal of Medical Sciences, March, 1900, p. 263.

It has been suggested that as eso-

or only after a few months or years, duiing which

time other symptoms of cirrhosis have developed.

(5) Esophageal varices are present in 80 per cent,

of the cases, and in more than one-half of the 80 per

cent, the varices show macroscopical ruptures, and it

is probable that many other ruptures would be found

if the varices were tested by injection of air or fluid.

(<j) Fatal hemorrhages occur in cas(!s which show
no esophageal varices, and they are probably due to

the sinudtaneous rupture of many capillaries of the

gastro-intestinal nnu-ous membrane.

(7) The hemorrhages in this class of cases are usu-

all}' preceded by other symptoms of cirrhosis, but the

first symptom may be a fatal hemorrhage.

(8) In six per cent, of the cases which show
esophageal vai'ices was the cirrhosis typical, that is,

showed ascites, enlarged sj)leen and subcutaneous ab-

dominal varices.

It is certainly interesting to learn that the diagnosis

of cirrhosis can be made in only one-third of the cases

at the time of the first hemorrhage. A study of

Preble's cases, along with those collected by Savar-

iaud, impress ^® one with the possibility of an unexpec-

ted and fatal gastric hemorrhage in the course of

either a latent gastric ulcer or cirrhosis.

I am also impressed with the belief that several of

the cases reported as having been operated upon for

diffused or capillary hemorrliage complicating ulcer

were really instances of venous hemorrhage into the

stomach on account of an obstructed portal circulation

due to cirrhosis. Such cases do not and cannot give

as good operative results as in ulcer

Treatment

phageal varices are the cause of a large per cent

of the gastorrhagias complicating cirrhosis, pressure

should be made iqion the ruptured varix or varices by

introducing a rubber bag into the esophagus and dis-

tending it with water or air. This suggestion, so far

as I know, has not been carried out. The objections

that one can urge against it are manifold :

(1) It is questionable if pressure can be sufficiently

protracted in this way to be of benefit.

(2) In only six per cent, of the cases showing eso-

phageal varices was the cirrhosis typical, and there-

fore easily diagnosticated. It is certainly unsafe to

formulate a treatment which at best has only a chance

to reach a comparatively small number of cases.

(y) The esophageal veins are part of the systemic,

while those returning blood from the gastric mucous
membrane are of the portal circulation. Therefore

it would seem apriori that dilatation of the esophageal

veins could not occur until there was primarily marked
dilatation of the venules of the gastric mucosa, and

secondarily enlarg(Mnent of the connecting veins be-

tween the two systems.

(4) Hemorrhage from the stomach may result

from so many causes that nothing in the way of sur-

gery short of gastrotomy, which discloses the source

of the hemorrhage, or gastro-enterostomy, which, by

draining the stomach and placing it at rest, may stop

the bleeding, would seem to be indicated.

There can be no reasonable doubt, however, that

operations for gastric hemorrhage in cirrhosis have a

less promising future than the same procedures in

bleeding ulcer ; for in tlu; former there is, in addi-

tion, that general hemorrhagic tendency that makes

bleeding from any situation most difficult to arrest.

•6 Thfese de Paris.
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VVc lijivr ,'ill rc;ili/,('«l Llii.H, iiiitl know ln»u liiinl il is to

|»criM.iiit'iitl V cDiitroI t.li<' cpistuxis of ;i cinliolir pa-

ticiil. Slill, while iiiiii(ll'iil of tilt! (lilliciiltii-N in tin-

W!iy of siu'Cfss, I iH'licVMi lliat with liniitiitions .siir;iiiiil

iiitcrvrntioM uuiy properly I"' eonsiih-rtMl. No opera-

tion has as yet, so far as I know, lieen <lelil)eratelv

performed \vher<^ \\\v diagnosis of cirrliosis has lieen

iiiiulc. Several of tlie cases rep()rt<'«l and operated as

luunorrha;;ic. ulcers may have i)eeii — proi»ai)ly were
— instances of cirrliosis.

A study of l'rel)le's cas(!s makes it siitlicienlly clear

that in many instances it is simply imp()ssii)le to

(liu<fii()sti(^at<' between the h(>matemes(!s of ulcer ami

cirrhosis. One of I hem. Case XWVI, a youni^

woman in her usual health, suddenly vomits a lar^e

amount of hlood. A diajLjiiosis of ulcus veiitri(!idi

was made without reservation. At autopsy it was
found to be a marked case of cirrhosis, and no (evi-

dence whatsoever of ulcer could be discovered. The
opposite error can as easily be made, as evidenced by

Preble's report of two cases seen at the Cook Countv
Hospital with Drs. Walker and ()clisn(!r. " Hoth
were men between forty and fifty years, hard drinkeis

for many years. Both vomited a hirge amount of

blood wliile at their usual work and in their usual

health. Neither had any ijjastric disturbances other

than could be referred to the chronic alcoholism. In

both the physical examination was negative. 'J'herc!

was no change in the hepatic dulness, no splt^nic

tumor, no ascites, no superficial varices, no localized

or diffused epigastric tend(!rness. The hematemesis

continued over a few da^s to death. Were they cases

of gastric ulcer or obscured cirrhosis of the liver ?

The general condition of the p;itients was so good as

almost to exclude any thought of carcinoma. The
age, sex and lack of gastric symjitoms spoke against

ulcer. The negative physical examination spoke

against cirrhosis. Fatal hemorrhage from either

cause is rare. The post-mortem examination showe<l

that both were cases of gastric ulcer, and the eroded

vessel (;()uld be seen on the base of the ulcer. There
was no suggestion of any change in the liver."

Vicarious menstruation.— There has been a more
or less general sentiment, if not positive conviction,

on the part of a majority of the profession, that vi-

carious menstruation may manifest itself in the way
of hematemesis. Such was, too, until recently, the

general teaching, and there are not wantmg those who
still believe in the possibility of such an occurrence.

If it does happen one would naturally think that it

should do so in young women whos(e ovaries and
tubes have been removed, or in women submitted to

hysterectomy, the appendages being left, and w ho can-

not therefore menstruate in the natural w ay. I have
written to fifty prominent gynecologists and surgeons

to learn if they had seen, and if so how frecpu'ntly,

instances of vicarious menstruation showing itself by
hematemesis following removal of the appendages,
uterus, or both.

Nearly all have answered, and it is a significant

fact that only two have rei)orted (each a single case)

alUrmatively. Yet these operations are very com-
mon, one of them having been for many years prol>-

ably the most fre(]uently practised surgi(;al procedure.
Many of the writiM-s have expressed a positive con-

viction that vicarious menstruation does not occur.

It would seem, therefore, that what has hitherto

been a vague impression with most of us is not corro-

l)oraled by a careful exuniiMutioM of ii lur^e niiiiibrsr

of canes where it should if it ever orriirH.

Pont-oin'TulivK hi'miiinne»is. — I cannot firi«I in any
of the text-books on surgery at my conmiand refer-

ence to poHt-o|)erative liematenieNiH. It inust, thero
fore, be rare.

Mayo Kobson,"' in lii> llwiiliiian LectureH, Htiitr;ii

that he has encountered it in seven c.-lsch of his own
two being fatal, and reftM'H to a similar experience of
Kisellx-rg, who n-ported to the Surgical Society in

Berlin tin; detjiils of six cases. It is significant that

nearly .all of the; cases reported by Kobson and Kisel-

berg vv(;re instanccrs of operations upon the intestines,

omentum and structur<!S adjacent to the stomach.
The an(!sthetic could not have been responsible for

the vomiting of blood, for in one of Mr. Kobson's
cases cocaine was used, ami a cholecystotonn- for car-

cinoma of the bile-<lucts complet<-d in fift<;en minutes.
In several other cases then; was no vomiting after

the opciration. Robson stat(!S that in six of the ca-ses

the omentum was ligated, and in another it was prol>-

ably contused. He also says that "in an experiment
on an animal multiple hemorrhages into the stomach
followed twisting of the omentum."

Mr. Robson has also kindly given me, in a letter,

details of a case of stab-wound of the abdomen. He
says :

" I explored the abdouKMi for a staI)-wound, aiifl

as the patient was vomiting blood, I expected to find

a wound of the stomach, but discovered no perfora-
tion of the stomach walls, though I had to ligate the
superior mesenteric vein, the patient making a satis-

factory recovery. The hemorrhage was doubtless due
to bruising of the mucous membrane without rupture
of the peritoneal coat." The explanation given of
the hematemesis in this patient is satisfactory and
rational, and could not well have resulted in any other
way. I do not, however, understand why operations
upon the omentum should cause post-operative hemate-
mesis, as I can see no anatomical explanation for it.

At first it would seem theoretically that twisting the
omentum might force into the venules of the mucous
membrane an amount of blood whicth they could not
acconmiodate, and some weak vessel give wav, causing
hemorrhage into the stomach, notwithstanding the
great capacity of veins to undergo enormous dilatation

without rupture.

I have, with the assistance of Drs. Burns and
Woody, experimented upon four dogs, endeavoring to,

if possible, cause hemorrhage into the stomach hv
rapid and severe traumatism not applied to the stom-
ach itself. In the first experiment a large dog was
chloroformed, the omentum twisted into a rope,

ligated high up and then resected. The stomach was
at once cut into, and there was no suggestion of even
hypermia from cardia to pylorus. The stomach was
then removed, tacked upon a board, and photographe<l
at once by Dr. Kassabian. who was present for that

purpose. In expt'riment No. 2 a medium-sized young
dog was chloroformed, the omentum twisted rapi<ilv

into a rope, and ligate<l high up. In addition I

squeezed the spleen and pancreas so forciblv that I

ruptured the former to a slight extent, hoping by the
compression to force enough blood from these orijans,

whose blood supply is so intimately connectetl with
that of the stomach, into the gastric mucosa to cause
rupture of some of its vessels. The stomach was
immediately opened and found to be perfectly normal

'« Lancet, March 10, 1900, p. 679.
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in every respect, quite as much so as in case No. 1.

In experiment No. 3 the dog was chloroformed, the

omentum twisted into a rope, and the small intestines

were compressed and squeezed for more than would

or could be done in any operative procedure, Dr.

Burns at the same time compressing the liver so as to

interfere with the portal circulation. The stomach

was then rapidly opened and found perfectly normal.

The dogs were not allowed to come from under the

anesthetic, and in all the stomach was (juite empty,

food having been withheld for some hours. In experi-

ment No. 4 a medium-sized dog (female) was chloro-

formed, the omentum twisted into a rope, ligated high

up and resected. The wound was then closed with

ordinary aseptic precautions, and the animal made a

rapid and painless recovery. There was no vomiting

of blood or blood in the feces at any time during the

three w(ieks that the dog was kept under close obser-

vation in the laboratory. It ate well soon after coming

from under the chloroform, and never had a bad

symptom.
Of the fifty surgeons written to only nine have

seen post-operative hematemesis. Three operators,

Johnston, of Richmond, Parrish, of Philadelphia,

and Watlien, of Louisville, have each had one case of

gastrorrhagia following hysterectomy. All occurred

within a week after operation, one being fatal. Clarke

and Noble, of Philadelphia, have each seen fatal

hemorrhage from duodenal ulcers after operation.

The former does not give the exact nature of the

operation, but it was intrapelvic. Noble states that

his patient was a woman, about sixty, operated on for

ventral hernia. Hemorrhage that was quickly fatal

occurred on the tenth day after operation. Autopsy

showed a marked duodtnial ulceration. Noble and

Wathen have each had a fatal case of hemorrhage

after nephrorraphy. Noble operated ujjon both kid-

neys in a young woman. Death occurred on the

twelfth day as a result of hemorrhage from the stom-

ach and bowels. No autopsy was allowed. A¥athen's

patient was a highly neurotic young woman. She

began vomiting blood moi-e than a week after opera-

tion, and died two or three days later. No autopsy.

Johnston has also reported cases of hematemesis fol-

lowing operations for ovarian tumor with a twisted

pedicle, suppurating ovarian cyst, strangulated hernia,

and extra-uterine pregnancy. The first three were

fatal and accompanied with general peritonitis ; the

last recovered. Three others have seen postropera-

tive hematem<\sis, but it followed operations upon the

stomach itself; these were apparently cases of sec-

ondary hemorrhage and are, therefore, excluded.

I have been particular to make in(piiries as to the

frecpiency of hematemesis after hernia operations, as

Robson and Eiselberg have both seen it. Of the

fifty surgeons written to only two have encountered

it and one of the cases was a strangulated hernia with

general peritonitis. The other was the case operated

for ventral hernia, and who died from a demonstrated

duodenal ulcer. In more than 100 herniotomies—
strangulated and non-strangulated cases—1 have never

encountered it. It is possible to quote from only a

few of the many surgeons communicated with.

W. T. Bull, of New York, writes :
" I have never

seen hematemesis after any operation. I fancy I have

had OoO herniotomies."

W. B. de (Jarmo, of New York, writes :
" I have

never seen in any of my own cases one of hemateme-

sis following operation. In replying to your second
question I would say, I have done 653 herniotomies

;

of these 573 have been by the Bassini method for the

cure of inguinal hernia."

W. B. Coley, of New York, says :
" I have never

seen a case of post-operative hematemesis. I cannot
tell in how many cases I have removed omentum, but
in a large nundjer. You could say that in over 700
cases of hernia oj)erations I have never seen it."

J. M. T. Finney, of Baltimoi-e, writes: "In my
own personal experience, I cannot recall an instance

of j)ost-opei-ative hematemesis following hernia, or any
other ojx^ration in which the omentum was involved,

nor have I known of any taking place in the Hopkins
Hospital."

The sum total of all the hernia opcu'ations done by
the fifty surgeons to whom I have written must be
many thousands, and yet but two cases of post-opera-

tive hematemesis are rejjorted, and each has been
satisfactorily explained, ont; <lying of general peritoni-

tis, following strangulated hernia, the other from a

duodenal ulcer demonstrated at autopsy. All of the

cases seen by Robson and Eiselberg followed intra-ab-

dominal operations, such being also the case with all

post-operative hematemeses reported by American sui"-

geons, excepting two cases, where nephrorraphy had
been done. In doing nephrorraphy, the i)eritoneuin

may, in the first place, be incautiously op(!ned by the

most careful operator, and secondly, there is always a

considerable amount of traumatism necessary to force

the kidney into the lumbar incision. It is not, there-

fore;, difficult to understand how a hematoma may
easily be produced by the great abdominal pressure

oftentimes necessary to bring the kidney into view, and
how, furthermore, this extravasation may occasionally

cause sapremia, sejiticemia, or peritonitis, a(!cording to

circumstances. All septic conditions favor disintegra-

tion of the blood corpuscles, and predispose to hemor-

rhage from mucous surfaces. The gastric mucosa is

particularly liable to congestion in conditions of sep-

sis, both on account of the marked tendency of the

thin and more or less disintegrated blood to settle in

the internal organs, and the vomiting and retching so

frequently present. We have, I think, in this a satis-

factory explanation of the rare hematemeses follow-

ing abdominal operations, and have shown that even
violent traumatism to the omentum, intestines, spleen,

pancreas and liver did not 2)roduce immediate hem-
orrhage into the stomach in any of the dogs experi-

mented upon, and it does not seem unreasonable to

suppose that delayed hematemesis will usually dejjend

upon disintegration of the blood due to sepsis.

CLINICAL REPORT OF CASES OF INFECTION
DUE TO THE BACILLUS AEROGENES CAP-

. SULATUS OF WELCH.
nv PAUL THOKNDIKK, M.D.,

Assistant Surgeon, Boston Ctly Hospital.

With Pathological Reports by Mr. Preston Kyes, of the Johns
Hopkin.s Medical School; Dr. H. C. Low, Assistant in Path-
oloK.v, Boston City Hospital, and Dr. F. T. Fulton, Pathologi-
cal House Offlcer,' Boston City Hospital.

EvKRY surgeon is familiar with the severer forms

of septic infection which take possession of the indi-

vidual, completely conquer his powers of resistance
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mid rcacli ii fiiUil tmniiiiition in u few hoiiPH or diiyH.

SoiiH' of tln'.sc iiilVctioiis ill vvliicli f»i<'iiiii ol' tlic

iiil'crlcd tis.siic.s :iiid tlic I'orin.-itioii of ;;:(s in tlicin

prior to dtiilli liiivc Im'cii noticcahly pioiniiiciif, liuvi-

prcsciiti'd cliiiicid pictures dcliiiitc ciioii^li in cliariirti-r

to merit .special ([(ascription. Siicii ca.ses hav(! itecii

dctscrilied by various writers under the titles of

" plile^inonous faii'^rene," " malignant edema," " <;an-

icreiious emphysema," and " empliysematous ^^an-

•^reiie," the confusion of nanus l»eini,f din; to tlu^ fact

that the ()r<;anisins wliich caused tliese infections iiad

been imperfectly isolated and identified. Then came
Koch's discovery of the so-called " bacillus edcniatis

niali^ni '" and its <ras produciiiif capacity. This organ-

ism was considercMl to be the cause; of all empliyseinas

due to infection, and the term "mali<inant edema"
was thus made a ijeneral term (mibracin^ all cases of

this virulent infection associated with emphysema.
Later it was realized that all such emphysematous
infections were not due to this bacillus, so that the

term "maliiiiiant edema" was restricted and came to

be used only for those cases in which this bacillus was
demonstrated. So the matter .stands at i)resent, and

the term '* malignant edema " is associated with the

Koch bacillus only.

Malignant edema is described by Roswell Park as

follows

:

The characteristic feature of the di.sease is the rapidity

of its spread, the 8ei)tic character of the inHaminatory

proiUict, and the speedy formation of gas. A dirty,

brownish-reddish skin, mottled witli blue, whose veins are

filled with stagnant blood, covers the affected areas. The
underlying tissues are sodden with fluid and distended

with gaseous products of decomposition, so that the finger

feels a fine crepitus, as is common in subcutaneous emphy-
sema. P^rom the wound, if there be one, flows a thin,

foul-smelling secretion, which may also be expressed from
the deeper layers. That the neighboring lymph spaces,

vessels and glands are actively participating in the trans-

mission of septic products is evident from the enormous
swelling which the latter present and from the general
condition of the patient. The rapid elevation of tempera-
ture, with but trifling remission, remains constant until

shortly before death. The tongue early becomes dry,

cleaves to the palate, its surface covered with thick, foul

fur. Consciousness is early lost, and patients become
peculiarly apathetic, complaining only of pain and burning
thirst. Sometimes they are delirious instead of apathetic.

Coma, incontinence, frequent and su[)erficial breathing, and
dilatation of the pupil are the precursors of death, which
may occur in from fifteen to thirty hours.

After death the cadaver bloats quickly and putrefaction

goes on with singular rapidity. At the seat of the lesion

muscles and tendons will be found macerated, the bone
denuded, surrounded by a putrid fluid, and the entire

region presenting a notable swelling and enfiltration of the

soft parts, with a reddish fluid and stinking gases.

Several other organisms, however, produce gas and
necrosis in the human tissues during life, and chief

among these is the bacillus aiirogenes capsulatus, de-

scribed by Welch in 1891 and described independently
by E. Fraenkel in 1893. Since that time the reports

of cases by ^Yelch, Nuttall, Fraenkel, Flexner, P.
Ernst, Levy, Bloodgood and others indicate its wide
distribution and its [)r()minence in the list of ga.s-pro-

dncing organisms.

The following is the report of two cases of infec-

tion by this organism. The cases are reported because
of the rarity of reported cases where the Welch
bacillus has been demonstrated before death, and
because there are one or two points in connection

with the Hurgi«'iil treiilment of the«e cascH whidi th#!

writerH (loiisider important and worthy of inerition.

(',\sK I. Man, age f<»rty-<ive, carpenter, f<dl from

a staging Uy the ground, a distance of ten feet, strik-

ing his arm ; walked to the liospit:il, where it wuh
found his injury was a compound fra'rtiire of Ixitli

bones of the right forearm, two and one-half inches

abov(! the wrist. TInr wound was on the palmar sur-

face directly over the seat of fracture. Operation

under etli<;r consisted of a most tIior(»ugli cleaning of

the seat of injury with corrosive sublimate, sterile

dressing and plaster of Paris. At the (riid of the

first day plaster was split on account f)f pain ; ther«-

was semi-delirium, and the tem|)erature was 102°.

S(!Coiid day there was much pain, cyanosis of the fin-

gers, great sw(dling of the forearm. Tin; pl:ist«'r was
riMiioved, and emphysema was (pjite noticeable.

Third day he failed markedly and the (;mpliysema

extended beyond the shoulder W(dl on to the chest and
even to the clavicle. He was seen by many surgeons

in consultation ; amputation was advised and rapidly

jierformed, the arm being removed at the shoulder

joint. Both fiaj)S were emphysematous. Rallied w(dl

during the following twenty-four hours ; his mind wa.s

clear, and his pulse dropjied to 90 and was regu-

lar ; no pain. Thirty-six hours after operation septic

symptoms returned ; man gradually sank and died

two days after operation.

]Mr. Preston Kyes, at that time a surgical dresser

at the hospital, rejjorts on the specimen as follows :

The pathological findings in the case reported above
were definite in confirming the provisional clinical diag-

nosis of emphysematous gangrene due to the bacillus

aerogenes capsulatus. They were based upon a study of

tiie amputated limb, the internal organs, and the causal

bacillus. They are here reported in that order.

The affected arm was examined immediately following

its amputation. It was much swollen, the normal outlines

being lost at the wrist and elbow joints, and the overlying

skin everywhere tense and glistening. The color of the

upper arm was little changed, but the entire forearm was
of a deep plum color, and the hand and fingers a dusky
red. Bullae, varying from 5 to 2.5 millimetres in diameter
and filled with a clear serum, were irregularly distributed

over the forearm. Emphysema was extreme. Every-
where below the elbow the tissues were "cushiony" to the

touch and slightest ])ressure produced audible crackling.

This crackling was also present in the upper arm along the

course of the brachial trunks.

From a puncture into the forearm there escaped much
frothy serum, and on laying open the tissues there was a

general outpouring of serum and gas. This exudate came
from all interstices of the tissue, and there were no definite

cavity formations. The cut surfaces were gelatinous, soft

to the touch, and in areas semi-dilHuent. There was, how-
ever, no offensive odor, and the several structures were
easily differentiated. Incision into the upper arm liberated

much gas from the tissue immediately surrounding the

great vessels, and exposed a single focus of pus about the

ulnar nerve in the course posterior to the internal condyle
of the humerus. Dissection excluded thrombosis or con-

striction of the larger vessels, and the removal of the soft

parts showed comminuted fracture of both bones of the

forearm witldn five centimetres of tlieir distal extremities.

Cover-slip smears and frozen sections from several areas

in the forearm showed its invasion by a long bacillus with
rounded ends, a capsule, and staining by Gram. The
complettness of this invasion was most marked. Lymph
channels and intercellular spaces were choked with masses
of the organism in pure growth. This rapid multiplica-

tion, extension and gas production of the organism in liv-

ing tissues was the feature of the infection, as shown in

the arm. (Fig. 1.)
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Of the organs obtained at autopsy the heart and kidneys

were negative, both to gross and microscopic examination.

The spleen was dark in color, somewhat enlarged, but of

normal consistency. On microscopic examination there

were seen several minute and widely separated foci of the

ri
--\^

Fig. 1.

bacilli above mentioned. Surrounding each focus was a

considerable zone of necrotic cells, deeply staining with

eosin, and lacking demonstrable nuclei. The organ was

much congested and showed a moderate grade of chronic

interstitial splenitis.

The liver presented striking gross and microscopic

lesions. (Fig. 2.) The entire organ was honeycombed with

countless small cavities varying in diameter from .3 to

two millimetres, and filled with gas and serum. These

cavities were uniformly distributed throughout the liver,

but showed no constant relation to a unit of liver structure.

The lobules were ill-defined and the entire organ dark in

color and somewhat flabby. Its cut surfaces were moist

with frothy serum, and from them gas was expressed in

great quantity. jSIicroscopically the lesions were equally

definite. The above-described cavities appeared in section

as sharply defined circular vacuoles, lined by a ring of

closely packed bacilli. The centre of many of these

vacuoles was filled with a small amount of coagulated albu-

min containing a few bacilli, but the chief distribution of

the organism was in the lining lamella above described.

Surrounding each vacuole was a concentric area of necrotic

tissue. The liver cells within this area were compressed,

granular and siained deeply with eosin. Bacilli were seen

within the capillaries separating these necrotic liver cells.

Many veins both inter- and intra-lobular contained the

bacilli in great numbers, the lumen often being occluded.

The condition was typically that first described by Ernst ^

as " Schaumleber," and now recognized as characteristic

of the action of the bacillus aerogenes capsulatus.

Previous to its mutilation, cultures were made from

several areas of the affected arm. Inoculations of blood

serum, litmus milk, bouillon, potato and glucose agar were
incubated aerobically and anaerobically. No growth was ob-

tained on the media exposed to oxygen, whereas those

within Huchner jars were in all cases positive. On blood

serum at twenty-four iiunrs there was a diffuse moist

growth, ill-defined and grayish -white in color. At forty-

eight hours there was the same growth somewhat increased

in amount. Litmus milk at twenty-four hours showed a

decrease in the intensity of the blue, and at forty-eight

hours a pink tint with a white coagulum below. At ninety-

six hours the median was nearly colorless, with the much
shrunken coagulum below. Bouillon at twenty-four hours

showed no change, but at forty-eight hours a diffuse cloudi-

ness. At ninety-six hours this cloudiness had cleared and

there was at the bottom of the tube a fairly abundant
grayish-white precipitate. On potato there was no visible

> Virchow'B Arc)i., cxxxiii.

growth. Cover-slips, however, showed the presence of the

organism. On glucose agar slant at twenty-four hours
there appeared a scant white line bordered by pin point

colonies. At forty eight hours this growth was more abun-
dant, with the discrete marginal colonies increased in num*
ber and averaging .5 millimetre in diameter. These
colonies were raised, sharply outlined, and centred with a
minute brown dot. In glucose agar stab at twenty-four

hours a few bubbles of gas were present. These were
increased at forty-eight hours, and the medium somewhat
riddled at ninety-six hours.

The clouding of bouillon, the coagulation of milk, and
production of gas in glucose agar, were sufficient, together

with the morphology and staining reaction of the organism,
to reasonably identify it as the bacillus aerogenes capsula-

tus. The amount of the gas formation was not, however,
so marked as usually seen with that bacillus and growth on
all media was meagre, a second transplantation being un-

successful. To recover the organism in characteristic

growth and to further determine its gas production, animal
experimentation as indicated by Welch and Nuttall,^ was
employed.

One-half of one cubic centimetre of the ten-day bouillon

culture was inoculated into the ear vein of a rabbit, and
the animal killed. The cadaver was placed at 34° C. for

ten hours and then exposed to room temperature for twelve

hours. At autopsy, inspection showed but slight abdominal
distention. The general inflation of the cadaver usually

obtained by such experimentation was lacking. Incision,

however, showed a definite subcutaneous collection of gas

in the right groin. Cover-slip smears from this area showed
the bacillus aerogenes capsulatus in great numbers. Punct-

ure into the peritoneal cavity liberated sufficient gas to

ignite with a report but not to continue a flame. Within
the peritoneal cavity was a small amount of chocolate-

brown fluid containing the bacillus in pure culture. The
liver was riddled with minute cavities filled with gas and
serum, and from cut surfaces much frothy exudate was
expressed. The stomach and intestines were normal ex-

cept for slight digestion of the stomach wall. There was
no putrefactive odor. The kidneys were normal in gross

appearance and from their cut surfaces no gas could be

expressed. Much gas was present within the pericardium,

the heart cavities, the jugular, portal and renal veins, and
the venae cavae. Cultures from the liver, kidneys, pericar-

dium, heart's blood and peritoneal fluid gave the bacillus in

pure growth. Similar inoculation of a second rabbit dupli-

cated these findings.

The organism as recovered by animal inoculation grew
typically on all media, the gas production being marked.

' Welch and Nuttall : Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin, July-
August, 1892.
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Bouillon W118 ((iiickly cloiidod and later cleared, Utavinj; a
hiiavy Ht!(liini!nt at llie bottom of thcj tiilMi. Hen), hm in tli«

other li(iiiid niixlia, l)ul)l)U'H of j^as wen; constiinily riiin;^

to tiie Biirfacn. Milk wiih a<iili(itMl and (;oii^ui;itcii. On
potato there waH a visiiile ^rowlii wi(h ;^a.s hlebs about the

sides of tlie tiil)c, while {glucose aj^ar was rtliiitteied by the

abiiiidaiit ^as foiniid. The.se eharacteiJHtic j^rowtliB com-
pleted tlic identification of the bacillus.

From a l)aeteriolo<;ical standpoint the ehief inten-st in

this case is the .scarcity of the j;n)wth of the orj^anisni as

first recovered on arlificial media. Although obtained in

abundant and pnre culture from the tissues of a rajiidly

fatal case, the ori^anism grew but feebly under conditions

usually producing its rapid niultii)lication. Attempts at

second transplantation failed in all media excej)t bouillon,

and in this the organism showed distinct variation in size

and staining properties. In addition to the bacilli staining

intensely by Gram were many unevenly stained and still

others evenly but feebly stained. Inoculation of these

atypical forms produced the characteristic condition in

rabbits and from these animals the bacillus was recovered

in typical form with its normal staining reaction. A second

point of interest is the fact that no spores were produced
on blood serum. The phenomenon of spori; formation has

been described as a cultural characteristic,^ but repeated

failures to produce it in the above cultivation lead us to

agree with Fraenkel * in his statement that the spore for-

mation is inconstant and determined by influences at pres-

ent unknown.
From a surgical standpoint the feature of the case is the

emphasis it adds to the necessity of early diagnosis and
immediate treatment. The rapid multiplication and exten-

sion of the gas bacillus as shown in the tissues of the

arm, its final distribution to tlie internal organs, and the

rapidly fatal termination, indicate the necessity of early

surgical interference in infections with this organism.

From this and previously reported cases we are led to be-

lieve that the isolation from an emphysematous wound of

a large anaerobic, gas-producing bacillus with rounded
ends, a capsule, and staining by Gram, is an indication for

immediate multiple incision or amputation, depending upon
the location and extent of the process.

Case II. This c;isc was admitted to the Boston

City Hospital in tlie service of Dr. W. P. BoHcs and

was operated \\\im\ by Dr. J. T. Bottoinley. Tlirouiili

the kindness of these gentleineii I am enabled to re-

port the ease. Man, thirty-three years old, injured

by the fall of a heavy truss upon his le<^. A com-
pound fracture of both bones of the right leg below
the knee resxdted. Shock was so extreme that o^)era-

tion was dehiyed six hours. Then ether was given,

the wound thoroughly cleaned with corrosive subli-

mate, a sterile dressing was apjilied, with a jjosterior

wire splint. At the end of the operation there was
great shock, and much stimulation was necessary.

On the n(\\t day there was much pain, some vomit-

ing, no chill. On the third day toes and foot cyano-

tic, much pain, still no chill. Bluish, mottled spots

on the leg were beginning to appear. On the fourth

day leg was covered with blebs and there was a foul

discharge from the wound. Emphysema of the tis-

sues had appeared and had extended above the middle
of the thigh. Amputation performed at once at the

michlle of the thigh through diseased tissue, and free

drainaf-e was h'ft for the stump. The next day, the

fifth alter the injury, emphysema was still extending.
On the s(>venth day emphysema had reached Pou-
part's ligament. Ether was given and five long iiu-i-

sions were made in the crepitating area. From that

time the disease stopped extending, the patient made

5 Dunham, E. K. : Loc. cit., vol. viii, April, 1897.
« Fraewkel, E. : MUacliener med, AVochenscUrift, No. 43, 1899, p.

1421.

an uiiiiit<!rruptc<l n^iovery uiid wan »liM«:liarj/wl in ex-
rellrtit condition at the < iid of the third \v<;ek i\\U'.T

his injury.

The pathologist's report on the amputiited \ft wan
made by Dr. II. ('. Low, and is :i-, follows:

Specimen conHists of right lower extremity amputaled
2f; centimetres above external condyle of femur. Anterior
skin tlaj) taken four centimetres above upj»er ix^nler of
patella, posterior flap 12 <;entimetreH above. Sawn end of
femur t^xtends two centimtitres above the circular incision
of the muscle.

External wound due to injury. On posterior surface of
calf of leg is an open wound 12 centimetres in length, five

centimetres in breadth ; lance-shai><;d with point down-
ward, long diameter almost coinciding with tin; long axis
of leg. Edges of wound are clean cut throughout, most of
its border shari)ly defined and slightly everted. The en-
tire wound is filled with {)rojecting muscle tissue ; that at
upper end is brownish red, firm and fairly normal in aj)-

pearance. In the centre of the wound it is dirty brown,
soft, easily torn ; can be drawn out in short small filaments,
which are easily broken. At the lower end of the wound
the muscle is better preserved than in the middle but not
as well as that at the upper end. A thin brownish-red
fluid containing oil droplets escajjcs from the central i)or-

tion of the wound. Near the middle point is a sinus ex-
tending seven centimetres into the leg, about one centi-
metre in diameter at the beginning, gradually disap[)earin"
in the lacerated tissues. Walls appear to have a yellow"
ish-red deposit on the surface. Fat tissue at edge of
wound one centimetre in thickness, firm, slightly discolored,
greenish yellow. The entire limb is considerably swol-
len. The swelling is diffuse, but most marked below the
knee, especially over the dorsum of foot. Circumference
of calf, 40 centimetres.

Sole of foot, ends of toes and heel are pur[)lish in color.
Dorsum of foot light blue with irregular purplish mark-
ings. The entire inner aspect of the leg below the knee
shows various shades of purple extending around poste-
riorly and gradually fading on the external surface. An-
teriorly the purple has a greenish tinge over the lower
portion of the leg, while just below the knee anteriorly
the skin is a light brown, presenting the appearance of
having been slightly scorched. The same appearance is

seen above the knee on the inner, outer, and posterior sur-

faces. This brownish discoloration appears superficial,

while subcutaneously, irregular purplish patches are seen.
Anteriorly, above the knee, the skin is normal. The dis-

coloration reaches on the outer and to a less extent on the
inner aspect to the edge of the skin Hap.

On inner side of leg in region of internal malleolus, ex-
tending as high as the junction of middle and upper thirds,

are a number of blebs varying in size, the smallest being
pin-head size, the largest measuring four centimetres in

length. They are very irregular in shape, elevated one-
half millimetre

; epidermis not tense, sometimes slightly

wrinkled. Some are purplish red, others almost colorless.
They contain a thin watery fiuid corresponding in color
to the color of bleb. On outer side of leg near external
wound are a few blebs similar to those just described. A
slight subcutaneous crepitus can be felt quite generally
over surface of leg, most marked anteriorly in the middle
third. The skin in general over leg and foot is dense. It

pits slightly over dorsum of foot and over leg.

Muscles at site of operation appear normal in color and
consistence. Underneath the skin remaining over the
outer, inner and posterior aspects of thi^b. corresponding
to the area of discoloration described, the subcutaneous
tissues are thoroughly infiltrated with blood, giving them
a very dark, almost homogeneous, glistening appearance.
A thin, bloody fluid containing fat droplets slowly exudes.
This infiltration extends completely to the skin incision.

Over the area corresponding to the popliteal space "as
bubbles escape on pressure. The muscles themselves and
the intermuscular tissue are not infiltrated, although alone
the popliteal artery the tissues are slightly edematous.
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Just above and external to the wound the tissues are

undermined, forming a fairly localized area, four-fifths

centimetre in diameter, irregular in shape, containing

a grayish-yellow mucopurulent material. Internal to the

wound the subcutaneous tissues as far as the internal mal-

leolus are infiltrated with an abundant thin, bloody fluid

everywhere containing fat droplets. There are many
large areas of localized blood clot. This infiltration is

limited chiefly to the subcutaneous tissues and to the course

of the posterior tibial vessels. Anteriorly, along the tibia

over the middle third, the tissues are easily stripped off,

being separated by the fluid and gas.

Popliteal artery is intact to point of bifurcation. About

one centimetre below this the posterior tibial has been

divided and ligated. The posterior tibial and peroneal

below this are dilated, dark red and filled with blood clots.

Posterior tibial vein is intact. Several smaller vessels at

wound are lacerated.

The tissues within the wound are all much macerated,

dirty brown, friable, so that a probe can be easily pushed

in at any point. The macerated tissue is fairly well de-

fined from the tissue closely surrounding it, which, though

much firmer, is quite friable and brownish yellow, lacking

the redness and toughness of normal muscle. The mus-

cles below the wound are pale, almost yellowish, and fairly

firm. The subcutaneous tissue is everywhere edematous

and in places hemorrhagic. Tissues over dorsum of foot

are especially edematous, having a gelatinous, transluscent

appearance. No hemorrhagic areas.

The tibia, about six centimetres below the articulating

surface, is badly comminuted, there being seven distinct

fragments besides smaller bits of bone among the tissues.

The fibula, at a corresponding point, shows a transverse,

irregular fracture with no comminution. The anterior

tibial artery, just after passing through the interosseous

septum, contains a grayish red, rather firm plug for a dis-

tance of eight centimetres.

BACTKKIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION.

The examination of the pus about the fracture showed

cocci in clumps and in short chains, and great numbers of

large bacilli which stain by Gram's method. With Welch's

stain the capsules of these bacilli were demonstrated. In

the blood of the femoral artery and the muscular tissue at

the point of amputation these capsulated bacilli were also

present, but not in the blebs nor the tissues of the lower

half of the leg.

In cultures taken from the pus on blood serum grown
aerobically at 37° C. the streptococcus pyogenes, staphylo-

coccus pyogenes aureus and albus were isolated. There

were very few of these large bacilli present in the water

of the first plants. From various parts of the leg cult-

tures were made on jrlucose agar, blood serum, glucose

bouillon, milk and potato, and were grown at 37° C. in

Buchner jars. Only those from the pus about the fract-

ure showed a growth of this bacillus and there were many
other organisms present. After three generations a cult-

ure on agar was obtained with several colonies of these

bacilli. With several of these colonies a suspension was
made in one cubic centimetre of bouillon, which was then

inoculated in the ear vein of a rabbit. The rabbit was

killed in ten minutes and placed in the thermostat at 20° C.

for thirty hours. At autopsy the abdomen was found

slightly distended with gas, which, escaping through a

trocar, burned with a blue flame. The liver showed a few

gas blebs, but the other organs were not emphysematous.
Gas bubbles were present in the blood of the larger ves-

sels, fluid in the peritoneum and the retroperitoneal tissue.

In smears from the liver and peritoneum large capsulated

bacilli were found. Pure cultures of these bacilli were
grown anaerobically from the heart, liver and peritoneum.

In over 200 cultures the growth of this bacillus was studied

and found to be almost identical with that of the bacillus

capsulatus aerogenes as described by Welch and Nut-
tall.

These bacilli were generally about the thickness of the

bacillus anthracis, but varied much in length. In shape

they were irregular, being more often straight and rarely

much curved. Their ends were slightly rounded, some-
times square, and they occurred singly, in pairs or not un-

commonly in short chains. In some old cultures there
were (juite long threads and the bacilli had nearly scjuare

ends. 1 hey stained with the ordinary aniline dyes and by
Gram's method, and often showed irregular unstained spots,

especially with methylene blue. In cultures that had been
exposed to the air several days a great number of the

bacilli decolorized by Gram's method. Rarely capsulated
forms occurred in cultures. The bacilli were non-motile.

In Buchner jars at ;^7° C. they grew readily in nearly
all media, but especially well in agar, milk, potato and
blood serum. They did not develop aerobically except that

in deep stab cultures or those already started in Buchner
jars there was a slow growth.

On agar at the end of twenty hours there were numer-
ous slightly elevated colonies, varying from pin-point to

pin-head size. These were almost colorless by direct light

and white by transmitted light. After three days' growth
the colonies were one to two millimetres in diameter,

opa([ue except at the thinner edges, and often grayish
white with a dark centre. Beneath the surface the colo-

nies were oval or elliptical, generally with clear-cut edges,

but often feathery.

In all glucose media gas was formed. In no case were
spores demonstrated although many plants on blood serum
were made. In glucose bouillon the bacillus only grew
well when the media was neutral or alkaline. In all acid

media the growth was poor. In glucose-free bouillon no
indol was produced. Milk was soon acidified and a firm

coagulum filled with gas bubbles floated on the clear fluid.

On potato gas was formed in the water and a thin, moist,

whitish growth appeared on the second or third day.

None of the gelatine cultures were licjuefied.

MICKOSCOPICAL EXAMINATION.

A section from the periosteum just below the wound
consists of fat and fibrous tissue. The tissue is markedly
infiltrated with leucocytes, red blood corpuscles and fibrin,

and with many large bacilli and numerous cocci. The
cocci in some places are in clumps, in others in short

chains. There is an active emigration of leucocytes

through the walls of the blood-vessels.

The muscle bordering on the abscess near the external

wound is very edematous. The spaces between the muscle
fibres contain fibrin, a moderate number of well-preserved

leucocytes and some red blood corpuscles. The fibres

themselves are much degenerated, both the cross and longi-

tudinal striations being to a great extent lost. Some indi-

vidual fibres have become hyaline. The smaller vessels in

places are plugged with leucocytes. The muscle just be-

low the wound is, on the whole, very well preserved histo-

logically. Even where the fibres are completely sur-

rounded by myriads of bacilli the striations are. perfect,

though the nuclei of the fibres are lost. There is some
edema but no infiltration with leucocytes where the bacilli

are not associated with other organisms.

The lumen of the anterior tibial artery is filled with fi-

brin intimately attached to the vessel wall and containing

leucocytes in its meshes. No organisms can be demon-
strated within the vessel. There is some necrosis and
much infiltration with leucocytes around the vessel, where
the bacilli and cocci are very abundant.

Tissues from dorsum of foot show much edema but no
organisms and no cellular exudate. The tissues at point

of amputation show no histological changes.

Now let us coiiipare these cases with those which
occurred prior to our knowledge of the AVelch bacil-

lus.

Case III. lioy, twelve years old, fell from a tree

with a ntsultiug compound fracture of both bones of

the left forearm three inches above; the wrist. Ether,

thorough cleaning of the wound, sterile dressing, ])las-

ter of Paris. At the end of one day delirium in the
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ov(!iiin^, tcinpt'niturc 10U°, upper arm Uuidtr uiid

slij^litly (lisrolort'd. At tlic ciid of tlic sciioiiil dav
dcliriuin iiiciciiscd, swilliii;; iiiid discoloration iiiin-li

j^rc^aU^r. ()ii tlic lliird day ciiipliyscma <!.vlfiidi-d over

the wholes anil and out onto tin; clu;st. Amputation
just Ixdow shoulder-joint tlirouj^li distsascMl tissue, JMitli

flaps crepitate, stump left opi^n without stitches. ( 'om-

pl(>te convalescence in one month without interruj)-

tioii. I'atholoiiist reports no emholi or thrmnhi in

tho vessels of the arm.

II(!re, then, is another cas*- identical in all ways ex-

cept that the Welch hac^illus was not known or sou;;ht

for.

in tile IVh'dical and Surgical I\(;p()rts of tiie IJoston

City Hospital, seventh series, ISDCi, Dr. Ahner Post

reports three similar eas(!s in an artieh^ eiitith'd

" l*seudo-M aliquant Kdema." In presentin^ his eases

he says

:

The cases to which I refer were distinguished hy numer-
ous blebs, raj)id swelling, and a discoloration which ex-

tended far in advance of the actual gangrene, and by the

presence of gas, more or less imperfectly recognized in the

tissues about the wound, and in the dark-colored fluid

which flowed from it. The cases often followed injuries of

slight moment wliich promised at first sight to do well, but

which in their rapidly fatal course were really due to a

poison over which the surgeon has as little control as over
tetanus. Occurring infrequently, the disease has been
looked upon simply as a rapid form of septicemia and has
hardly gained a separate place in our nosology.

It is said to have been observed 29 times during the

Crimean War by Sallaron. I have not been able to iden-

tify it among the recorded fatalities of our Civil War,
though I have reason to think that it may have occurred
occasionally among the cases characterized as hospital

gangrene. It is not mentioned by name in the medical
and surgical history of the war so far as I can find.

The cases may be summarized as follows

:

Case I. Boy, fifteen years ohl, fell olt" Stony Brook
bridge, sustaining a compound fracture of the riglit

wrist. Ether, thorough scrubbing of the seat of in-

jury with corrosive! sublimate, sterile dressing, plaster

of Paris. On the third day great pain, swelling,

ti'mperature 10-4°, plaster split. On the fourth day
tenderness of the axilla, plaster removed, arm covered
with blebs, patient (h'lirious. On the fifth day discol-

( ration over the axilla and onto the breast. At the

end of five days, death without operation, the patient
liaving refused it.

In commenting on this ease, Dr. Post says :

It was something of a shock to find that in spite of the
most careful antiseptic precautions one of the most un-
pleasant forms of septic infection bad taken place. It was
evident that we were face to face with something of an un-
usual nature. That the infection was one that in some
way set at naught antiseptic precautions was, I believe,

the opinion of those of the surgical staff who saw it.

Case II. Man, twenty-seven years old, cut his

left arm in attempt to commit suicide. He then
crawl(>d along the dirt floor of the cellar in which he
was lying and was brought to the hospital six or
seven hours later, his wound having been dressed by
a physician in the interval. Ether, sutures removed
from the wound, thorough scrubbing with corrosive
sublimates aseptic dressing, plaster-of- Paris. One day
later slight delirium, a discolored hand, some odor,
dressing changed, slight discharge from the wound.
Two days later delirium increased ; incontinence of

urine. Died in iowt than fortv-<-ii.'lii \\tmrs from thr-

time of injury.

AUroi'HY DIAONOHIH, HKI'TICKMI A.

Autopfty by Dr. IJwiglit eight bourn aft«;r death. \UAy
well developed and noiirithed. Warm. Kigor rnortin

|)re.sent. Left arm, shoulder and left chest xwollfu, di(«o|-

ored, and large amount of einplivNema extending into

right clavicular region. Several large blebH on flexor lur-

fa(;e of left arm. About two inchcH below b<-nd of eltxjw

incised wound five inclies long. Kdges separated by h well-

ing from within, with [jrotrusiona from its lower end of

bloo<l clots and muscular substance. On pressure anywhere
in vicinity large amount of frothy fluid can be expressed.
Foul odor and discharge.

Head. — No sign of injury. .Skull normal thi(;knes».

Meninges adherent to skull over both frontal and right

parietal regions. Meninges injected. lirain substance
rather soft, and vessels injected, otherwise normal.

Cheat. — Kach pleural cavity contained small amount of
reddish fluid, emphysema of precordial tissues.

Luutja. — Entirely free, inflated, emphysematous, consid-
erable amount of watery edema.

Heart.— Pericardium contains about one ounce of clear
fluid. Heart muscles somewhat soft and opatpie. Size
normal. Valves normal. Right side of heart and both
auricles contain large amount of clotted blood, with con-
siderable emphysema.

Liver. — Normal in size, soft and somewhat injected.

Spleen.— Considerably enlarged, dark red, soft and
pulpy.

Kidneys. — Normal size, considerably injected. Capsule
not adherent. Adrenal glands enlarged, firm and red.

Bladder. — Contained considerable quantity of clear
urine.

Mesenteric and post-peritoneal glands considerably en-
larged, soft and red.

Intestines. — Large, has large amount of soft, unformed,
yellow fecal matter. Small intestine, about a foot and a
half above iliocecal valve, was somewhat injected, and in this

region the Peyer's patches and follicles were moderately
enlarged.

Aorta and great vessels normal.
Cultures were taken from urine, heart, chest walls, etc.

DIAGNOSIS.

Infected wound of arm, septicemia, acute congest iun of
liver and kidneys and spleen, enlargement and congestion
of mesenteric and post-peritoneal glands, granular degen-
eration of heart, congestion and edema of lungs, chronic
adhesive meningitis.

Some earth from the spot where the accident took
place was obtained and was examined bacteriologically

by Dr. E. "W. Dwight. It contained many "bacilli

resembling the Koch bacillus of malignant edema,
but it was not that bacillus.

In the absence of the regidar pathologist, I attempted to
demonstrate the organisms present in this case. Culiures
from the liver, lungs, and urine were negative. Sections of
muscular tissue from the edges of the wound \i\ arm showed
numerous staphylococci and large bacilli in chains of three
or four elements. Cultures from wound, spleen, and heart's
blood showed staphUococcus pyogenes aureus, and the
above bacillus in great numbers. In cultures from the
chest wall the aureus was absent, but the bacillus present
resembled in appearance and biological characteristics tlie

bacillus of malignant edema. This was not the bacillus
edematis maligni, because of its failure to liipiefy gt-latine,

and its not being strictly anaerobic. Its growth, spore,
and gas formation were very rapid, and in bouillon, under
hydrogen, the chains were much larger, often containino-
eight or ten elements. In earth frouMhe cellar wliere the
injury was inflicted a similar organism was demonstrated
in great numbers. This would seem to be a mixed infec-
tion, in which, if the bacillus reported was not the direct
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cause of death, it certainly influenced materially the prog-

ress of the infection.

These cultures were seen by Di'- F. B. Mallory,

assisUint pathologist at the Boston City Hos])ital, who
confirmed Dr. Dwight's description.

In commenting upon this case Dr. Post says :

This case presented in a striking manner the character-

istics of malignant edema. The autopsy seemed to con-

firm that diagnosis. It was a disappointment to find that

the bacteriological examination failed to disclose the exist-

ence of the bacillus of malignant edema.

Case III. Man, thirty-five years old, was thrown

from a wagon, sustaining a compound fracture of both

bones of the right leg. He then crawled one hundred

yards in the dirt, was pi(;ked up and brought to the

hospital in an ambulance. Ether, the usual careful

scrubbing with corrosi\e sublimate, sterile dressing,

plaster-of-Paris bandage. First day, patient restless

and in great pain. Third day, delirium marked;

thought to be alcoholic. Fourth day, plaster and

dressing removed ; no pus, but a slight sloughing of

the edges of the wound. Nothing to account for the

general condition of the patient. Sixth day, patient

failing, temperature high, marked edema, leg covered

with blebs and cyanotic. Patient died seventh day

after injury without operation. After death a large

amount of thin, frothy, non-purulent discharge with a

bad odor came from the wound. No autopsy allowed.

Specimens from the vicinity of the wound were exam-
ined by Dr. J. H. Wright and showed streptO(^occi

and a bacillus with rounded ends, which Dr. Wright,

after careful study, decided was not the bacillus of

malignant edema and that its identity was uncertain.

Sears Pathological Laboratory, Harvard
Medical School, December 6, 1894.

Report of the bacteriological examination of Dr. Post's

case of peculiar cellulitis of the leg following a compound
fracture, Boston City Hospital, November, 1894 :

The material examined was the seropurulent exudate in

the deep subcutaneous tissue not far from the wound.
Direct examination with the microscoj)e showed the pres-

ence of numerous leucocytes and numerous bacteria of two
kinds, namely, streptococci, and large numbers of a rather

large bacillus, with rounded ends and one or two clear, un-

stained areas in its protoplasm. This bacillus was appar-

ently present in somewhat greater numbers than the strep-

tococci. Gelatine cultures, made after the manner of

Liborius for anaerobic cultivation, showed very numerous
colonies throughout the medium after twenty-four hours.

After forty-eight hours these colonies had increased in size,

attaining a diameter of two or three millimetres. They
were all alike. None of the colonies of the streptococci

(which grows only feebly on gelatine) were to be made out.

To the naked eye the colonies appear as hazy, cloudy,

spherical spots two or three millimetres in diameter, with a
faintly radiate structure and denser centre. Under the

low power of the microscope the colony is seen to consist

of a dense spherical centre from which radiate in all direc-

tions bizarre, contorted, elongated (sometimes corkscrew-

shaped) daughter colonies. Tliese are very small and very
numerous, more numerous near the central mass, but becom-
ing progressively fewer in number toward the periphery.

These small daughter colonies constitute the hazy, faintly

radiate ap[)earance noted with the naked eye. Tliey may be
observed witli the microscope in .'imall uumber.«, far beyond
the micrus'jopic limits of the colony, and having no visible

connection with it. The devel()[)nn'nt of the colonics in the

deeper portions of the gelatine, where the oxygen of the

air does not penetrate, is apjjarently lietter than on or near
the surface, but growth does occur in the latter situations,

00 that the organism is not a strict anaerobe. The gelatine

is not liquefied. In sugar gelatine an abundant develop-
ment of gas occurs.

Microscopical examination shows the colonies above de-
scribed to be composed of the same bacillus observed in the
direct examination of the exudate. The bacillus is slightly

above the medium size, rather plump, with rounded ends.
It is somewhat variable in length, but may be said to be
about three times as long as broad. In its protoplasm one
or two clear spaces may be seen centrally. In some cases
in the centre of a rather short, plump rod a large and dis-

tinctly refracting, unstained oval body was to be seen,
which was considered to be a spore. The bacillus is motile,
occurs frequently in pairs, but not in chains, and is de-
colorized when subjected to the staining method of Gram.

Inoculations of a mouse and a guinea-pig subcutaneously
with the material, and a guinea-pig subcutaneously with the
culture, were made without any marked effect on the
animals.

The identity of this bacillus is uncertain. It is clearly
not the so-called" bacillus of malignant edema."

James H. Wright, M.D.

Here again was a case of clinical malignant edema
with a similar but not identical bacillus.

Here are four cases, three of Dr. Post's, and one
of my own, which were, clinically sjieaking, cases of

malignant edema ; in two of them it was definitely

demonstrated that the bacillus present was not the
Koch bacillus, although similar to it. Were not these

cases, in all human jirobaljility, cases of infection due
to the above-described bacillus of Welch ?

In ending this very interesting article Dr. Post
says

:

In view of the foregoing I dare to draw the following

conclusions: (1) Spores may find entrance to the human
body and flourish there without the power of antiseptics to

kill them ; they must be mechanically removed if at all.

(2) The symptoms of malignant edema may be caused by
other spore-bearing, gas-producing organisms equally well

as by the bacillus now known as the bacillus of malignant
edema.

That the record of Dr. Post's conclusions was a

true one Professor Welch has proven, and the two
cases rejjorted to-night serve to illustrate the fact and
to call it again to our attention.

Now as to the lesson to be learned from these cases

it seems to me to be this : Operate as early as possible,

but operate even after the time when the whole of

the diseased tissue can be removed if earlier oj)eration

is possible. In Case 1 the amputation was performed
on the third day, but twenty-four hours later than the

writer now believes it should have been done. The
disease had already extended to the chest wall and
the man died two days after operation, having in the

interval shoived a marked remission in the severity of

his sej)tic symptoms prior to death. In Case II the

amputation was performed on the fourth da}' through

diseased tissue. The disease nuide a last vain effort

to progress after the operation, the emj)hysema ex-

tending as far as Poupart's ligament, but tlu; opc^ration

removed th(! bidk of the disease and enabled the pa-

tient to take care of the remainder. Recovery fol-

lowed. In Case III amputation just below the

shoulder-joint was performed on the third day, at a

time when tli(' infection had extended over the shoul-

der and chest to the sternum. Both flaps were very

ein|)hysematous. The boy recovered.

In the face of such evidence it is hard to see how
any surgeon can refrain from operating even if he

fails to get the case at a time when his operation cau

remove all the diseased tissue.
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KErORT OF CASES IN WHICH THE HACILMIS

AEK()(JENES CAPSULATL'S WAS FOUND.

IIV .roHlcril II. l'll,\IT, M.I)., AND I'ltANK T. IIII.IO.N, M.I).,

From the I'dthologiral lAtlmratory of tht /loxton Cily /lon/jttnl.

I.N N()Vfinl)cr, 1«'.M, Dr. Wt-lcli rcpoiU'd tin- ilis-

coV(!rv <>l !i •i;!is-|)i()(liiciii;; hjicillii.s in tlu; Mood mnl

lis.siKf.s of ii iiiiiii wlio (lied :it't('r tlic niptiin' of an

iinciiri.sin of the iiortii. In 1H'.)2, Wtdcli iind Niiltall '

|Hil»li.slicd a caicfnl .study of tliis or^anLsni, wliidi tlii'^

nanu'd tlic bacillii.s acroj^i'iics cap.snlatus. Tluiir <!••-

sci'iption was .so coiiiplcU; that litthi has been ad<li'd

by suKsccpu'iit investigators. Dunham,^ in IH'.»7,

showed that th(! bacillus aerogene.s capsulatus pio-

<luc(>d spores on blood scrum. Hut even this is not a

constant featun-, and spoic production has not been

observed in any of our cases. In IH9.'5, K. Fraenkel *

demonstrated that the organism was the cause of gas-

eous phlegmons. In 1S1)(>, W('lch and Fle.xner,* in an

elaborate paper, showed that the organism had marked
pathogenic properties and was the cause of a variety

of pathological processes. Doubtless the gas l)acillus

is a mort' connnoii and widespread infectious agent

than is generally supposed. Hloodgood '' has recently

collected 22 cases of emphy.sematous phlegmon due

to this organism.

Five * cases of invasion of the body by the bacillus

aiirogenes capsulatus have been observed at the Bos-

ton City Hospital during the past eighteen months.

Two of these were surgical infections and are reported

by Dr. Thorndike in this number of the Journal. In

the remaining three cases the micro-organism was
found at autopsy, (1) in the blood and ti-ssues of a

man whose liver was ruptured by a fall ; (2) in the

pus of multiple abscesses of the liver
; (8) in the

fibrino{)urulent exudate in a case of general periton-

itis.

CASE I. RUPTURE OF LIVKR ; DEATH IN TWELVE HOURS;
BACILLUS AIIROGENES CAPSULATUS IN BLOOD AND EM-
PHYSEMATOUS TISSUES.

Foster C, age twenty-six years. Admitted to Dr. Bur-
rell's service at the Boston City Hospital, January 5, 1899,

in a state of shock. Early that morning he had fallen the

distance of two stories, striking on his left side and abdo-
men. It was found that he had fractured three ribs. Inter-

nal injuries were suspected. The bladder was irrigated with
boracic acid. The fluid came back clear. He went into a
condition of collapse, and, although stimulated, failed to

rally, and died the same day at 6 p. m.
Autopsy (99.3) by Dr. Mallory, sixteen hours after

death. Body 169 centimetres long; very stoutly built;

rigor mortis marked. Lividity of face, neck, upper part
of thorax, and dependent portions of body. Subcutaneous
tissues of neck, upper part of thorax and lower portions of

abdomen emphysematous. No evidence of post-mortem
decomposition. Peritoneal cavity contains about 300
cubic centimetres of fluid and clotted blood. Peritoneum
covering intestine beaded with small vesicles containing
gas. Pleural cavities free from adhesions except over right
apex, where several old fibrous adhesions are present. Peri-

cardial cavity contains an excess of fluid; the serosa is

stained red due to diffuse inhibition of blood coloring
matter. Surface of heart shows everywliere beneath the

pericardium minute bubbles of gas. Lungs are congested.

* Since this paper left our hands anotlier case has occurred. At
autopsy, in a patient dead of cerebral hemorrhage, on section of
the liver some bubbles of gas escaped from the blood-vessels. Cover-
sllps showed an organism identical morphologically with the gas
bacillus. There were no gas blebs in the liver. Some of the blood
was inoeulated into a rabbit and typical emphysema developed. A
capsulated bacillus was recovered from Its blood in pure culture
which possessed the characteristics of the bacillus aerogenes cap-
sulatus.

A fuw interHtitinl blebx pn-mMil. No evident:*: of any in-

jury fo lung. Heart: Weight, .'iiO (^ramiiKiii. Valvt;* and
cavitieM normal. Many biibbU-.H of ^as of varioun n\/.f;n l>e-

nciitli endocardium, cHpcciiilly of lelt vcnlriclt-. No ga* in

the hcart'M cavilicH or in llic blood-vefifieJM. S|)h;fri : Wfri-'hl,

'.ilO grainmi'S. Rather (iiin ; on section lyriipli nrxluleii

fairly distinct; pul[) dark in color. Oattro inii-Mtinal

tract: Stomach einjity. Nothing unusual found in inu-

couH iiieml)ran(; of intestine.

Liver : Weight, 2J>('iO grammes. In the left lobe in a
long curved (issiin; Ixjgiiming at the inMcrtiori of the round
ligament and running parallel witli the anterior border of

the left lobe for a distance of 10 centimetres, and from
three to four centimcrtres above it. In the right IoIh; is a
similar fracture running parallel to tiie right border and
(ivecentiinetres from it. It begins six and a half centimetres
from the anterior cd^e of the liver ami run.s backward nine
centimetres, and then extends at right angh^.s and reaches
almost to the right edge of tiie liver. The fracture of tbe

left lobe extends through to the capsule on the under sur-

face. There is another extensive! fracture on the un<ier sur-

face of the left lobe running from before backwards a<toss
the middle. It begins near the anterior edge and runs
back 14 centimetres, and thyn extends three centimetres
towards the lower border of the liver. There is another
extensive fracture beginning near the angle formed by the
fracture just described and extending five centimetres, just

uj) to the point of entrance of the j)ortal vein. Still an-

other fracture extends posteriorly from the j)ortal vessels

almost to the attachment of the diaphragm. On section,

liver substance yellowish; lobules made out with difficulty.

Kidneys : Combined weight, 300 grammes. Apparently
perfectly normal. Bladder empty beyond about two cubic
centimetres of a turbid secretion evidently due to desqua-
mation of epithelial cells. Testicles normal ; adrenals nor-
mal. Pancreas large ; small tear in the upper surface
near the head, filled with small amount of clotted blood.
Brain could not be examined. Organs of neck normal be-

yond some emphysema of the connective tissues. The
seventh, eighth and ninth ribs on the left side, in the
axillary line, are fractured. Aorta : A few slightly ele-

vated yellowish streaks along posterior wall. Intima of

aorta stained red with blood coloring matter. Subpericar-
dial tissues where the gas bubbles are present and the em-
physematous tissue over upper portion of thorax show the
presence of numerous large bacilli, morphologically identi-

cal with the gas bacillus of Welch. They stain by Gram's
method.

Anatomical diagnosis.— Multiple fractures of liver with
hemorrhage into abdominal cavit\ ; fracture of pancreas,
fracture of seventh, eighth and ninth ribs on left side ; ex-
tensive emphysema due to the bacillus aerogenes capsula-
tus ; fatty infiltration of liver ; fragmentation of the myocar-
dium.

Bacteriological examination.— Twelve anaerobic cultures
were made on various media from different parts of the
body. In these there was a scanty growth, if any at all, of
the large bacillus present in the cover-slip preparations.
In none of the tubes was it found in pure culture. At-
tempts to grow it by transplanting from the original cult-

ures and by animal inoculation failed. Some gas blebs ap-
peared in a glucose agar tube inoculated with blood from
the liver. A cover-slip preparation showed the bacillus in
small numbers, and a variety of other organisms. There
was no gas formation in glucose bouillon, contained in a
Smith fermentation tube, nor in a gelatine stab culture
inoculated with blood from the heart.
Tbe organism was found in the original cultures from the

following situations : Heart's blood, spleen, liver, lung,
trachea, intestinal contents, subcutaneous fat over thorax,
pectoralis major muscle. Aerobic cultures upon blood
serum were made from the heart's blood, spleen, liver and
kidney. In all the streptococcus pyogenes was present,
and in addition a growth of a white staphylococcus was
obtained from the liver and heart's blood. In the water
of condensation of each tube were large bacilli, staining
by Gram, and morphologically identical with those pres-
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ent in the anaerobic cultures. These bacilli were not

present on the surface growth of any of the aerobic tubes.

As the blood contained vast numbers of the bacillus, it is

not improbable that those found in the cultures were

simply transferred from the tissues, and that no multipli-

cation occurred upon the artificial media.

Microscopical examination.— Tissues were fixed in

Zenker's fluid, imbedded in paraffine, and then stained

with eosin followed by Unna's alkaline methylene blue.

Heart: There is a marked fragmentation of many of the

muscle cells. Often there is a space of twenty or thirty

microns between the broken ends. Sometimes the fracture

is near the end of a cell, sometimes near the centre. There

are no areas of necrosis. The striae of the muscle cells

are ' well shown. The capillaries are congested. They
contain a very few large bacilli. There are none of the or-

ganisms in the tissue outside of the blood vessels. Blood

clot from the heart shows large masses of the bacilli.

They are also scattered diffusely throughout the fibrin in

great number. Pectoralis major muscle : The muscle

fibres appear normal. The veins are distended and con-

tain a great number of the bacilli. Some vessels are ap-

parently completely occluded by them. Here and there in

the connective-tissue septa are large masses of the organ-

isms ; no other forms of bacteria are seen.

Lung : There is a serous exudate and some hemorrhage

into the alveoli. The blood-vessels are congested ; they

contain great masses of bacilli ; the alveoli also contain

them, but in less number. No organisms are present in

the bronchial tubes. Spleen : Contains much blood and

there are large numbers of bacilli in the splenic pulp.

Some of the cells of the lymph nodules show degenerative

changes. In the lumina of the larger veins are a great

many of the organisms.

Liver : Marked fatty infiltration. No bacilli in bile-

ducts ; fairly numerous in portal vein.

Kidney : The epithelium of many of the convoluted and

straight tubules takes the stain poorly or not at all. The
blood-vessels are moderately congested and contain the

bacilli. The bacterium found in all the organs is a large,

thick bacillus with scjuare or slightly rounded ends ; occa-

sionally leptothrix-like forms are seen. It stains some-

what irregularly with methylene blue and also with ani-

line-gentian violet. It is not decolorized by Gram's
method. No spores are demonstrable.

This case presents a puzzling but interesting feat-

ure. Tliere was marked subcutaneous emphysema
associated with the; presence of a bacillus morpliolog-

ically identical with the bacillus aiJrogenes capsulatus.

Cover-slip preparations and tissues from various parts

of the body sliow that this organism was present in

great number, yet it was not possible to grow it upon
artificial media. That the bacilli were dead when the

autopsy was j)erforine(l is, we think, the true explana-

tion of these facts. Immediately after death tlui body

was placed in the cold-storage room of tlie mortuary,

where the temperature is usually maintained in winter

a few degrees above the freezing point, but frequently

falls, especially at niglit, to 26° F. The body was in

the cold chamber sixteen hours. Of course some
time elapsed before the deep(;r jjortions were cooled to

the temperature of the refrigerator.

That the vitality of the gas bacillus is (juickly

destroyed by cold was recognized by Welcii and Flex-

ner. They record the following observations : In a

case of inflammation of the urinary tract, " cover-slij)s

from renal abscesses, renal pelvis, ureters, bladder,

and perineal wound, showed a large number of bacilli

with the morphology of the gas l)acillus. . . . Con-

trary to our custom, cultures were not made at the

time of the autoj)sy, but the organs, wrapped in wet
cloths, were put on ic<!. Culture tubes inoculated the

following day did not show the gas bacillus." In

another case, " Dr. Blumer cultivated the gas bacillus

from the kidney at the autopsy, and the following day
failed to obtain it in cultures from the same organ,

which had remained during twenty-four hours wrajijjcd

in wet cloths on ice."

The portal of invasion in our case is doubtful, but

as the organism was found in the intestinal contents,

it is not imj)robable that in the fall the walls of the

intestine were so injured that the gas bacilli were able

to j)ass into the circulation. The widespread distribu-

tion of the gas bacillus would indicate that it entered

the circulation during life, but its multiplication was
probably chiefly post mortem, before the body was
sufficiently cooled to inhibit its growth.

CASE II. CAKCINOMA OF COMMON lULK-DUCT ; CHOLO-
TOMY; multiple abscesses OF LIVKR, KKOM WHICH
THE BACILLUS AlhiOGENES CAPSULATUS WAS ISO-

LATED.

Nathaniel K., age sixty-three years ; rope maker. Ad-
mitted to the service of Dr. Thorndike, September 10,

1899. Family history negative. Personal history nega-

tive. Present illness began two weeks ago, with an attack

of sharp pain localized in the epigastrium. This was fol-

lowed by nausea, vomiting, and a severe chill. Since that

time the patient has been constipated and has had no
appetite. One week ago his urine became dark-colored,

and at about the same time he became jaundiced. The
diagnosis of obstruction of the common duct was made.
At operation, eight days later, the gall-bladder was found

considerably distended with bile and surrounded by adhe-

sions. It contained two pea-sized black concretions. The
obstruction was not located. The gall-bladder was sutured

to the abdominal wall and drained with iodoform gauze.

The patient appeared to improve until the fourth day,

when vomiting set in, with considerable epigastric pain.

Inability to retain anything taken by mouth continued until

the patient's death, seven days after the operation.

Autopsy (99.156) by Dr. Fulton, thirteen hours post

mortem. Body of a man sixty-three years of age, fairly

well developed, but poorly nourished. Length, 172 centi-

metres. Marked rigor mortis. Much lividity of dependent
parts. A marked general jaundice. No subcutaneous

edema. No caput medusae. No dilatation of superficial

vessels. No enlargement of the axillary lymph nodes.

About six centimetres to the right of the median line and
on a level with the umbilicus is a closed linear incision,

seven centimetres in length, extending upward and out-

ward. Peritoneum smooth. Appendix vermiformis 11

centimetres in length, free, extends down into the pelvis.

Its lumen is patent throughout. Mesenteric lymph nodes

not enlarged. Pleural cavities : Lungs are adherent in

many places by strong fibrous bands. Pericardial cavity

smooth, contains a few cubic centimetres of straw-colored

fluid. Heart: Weight, 315 grammes. The muscle is

soft, brown, and on section shows a number of small, firm,

whitish, irregular areas, some of them three to four milli-

metres in diameter. Coronary arteries smooth ; valves

normal. Frozen section shows very slight amount of fat

and an abundance of brown pigment.

Lungs : Voluminous ; the right larger than the left. Pos-

terior portions are dark-colored and on section are moist,

exuding a frothy fluid on pressure. Anterior portions are

dry on section and in general deeply pigmented. Bronchial

mucosa is deeply congested and covered with a thick layer

of mucus. Bronchial lymph nodes are much enlarged,

very black, some of them calcified. Spleen : Weight, 230

grammes. Capsule is smooth for the most part, but is ad-

herent over its posterior portion. It is firm, and on section

is grayish red. Malpighian bodies are prominent and
trabeculae easily seen. There is no increase in pulp.

Stomach normal. Intestines : Small intestine contains a

slimy, dark, greenish material. The colon is filled with

light, clay-colored feces.

Liver : Weight, 200 grammes ; dark red ; friable ; mark-
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iiif^H (liHtinct. Hm(! and tlni c .)v, i iK.- mhI.i.c ,,i. Hinall

whitiHli areas, tlif lurj^fHi tlirm! l)y four milliimaroc, whicli,

wlit'ii cut into, cxuiK; a {^rayisli wliito puruU-nt inatrrial.

A HHiuar from this hIiowh many puH ccIIh and numnrouH

lar<i« bacilli, with rounded ends, wtainini^ by (Jram'M

method. On section tliese areas are seen in cunsiderahle

iiumbers throuiihoiit tlie liver. '\'\w. walls of these ab-

scesses are fairly well defined and liave a greenish, lians-

luetfiit a|)i)earan(:e. Tlu; j^ali bladder is tin; seat of an

operation. I'lie intestines are closely adlarrent lo it and

to each other in this region. It has bc^en incised and con-

tains no biU;. The incision contains two small pieces of

•'auze draina<^e. The common duct is dilated tiirou<»hout

its lenj^th, the circumference l)ein<; 4 5 (leiuimelres. Just

beneath the pa[)illa biliaria is a small, firm nodule about

one centimetre in diameter, which is freely movable be-

neath the mucosa, and is not attached to the pancreas.

The gastrohepatic lymph nodes are enlarged, some meas-

uring 1..") centimetres in length. The opening of the com-

mon duct admits a i)robe with some difficulty. The j)an-

creatic duct is dilated, having a lumen of about three to

four millimetres, from which a dear Muid dio|)s on section.

I lie inferior |)ortion of the pancreas is hard and nodular,

and, for the most part, pale and homogeneous on section,

but shows one small yellow patch about two millimetres in

diameter. Retroperitoneal lymph nodes enlarged and very

firm ; the largest measure about two centimetres in length.

On section they are pale, dry and homogeneous.
Kidneys : Weight, 290 grammes. Capsule slightly ad-

herent, leaving a granular surface when stripped off.

Tissue j)ale red ; diminished consistence. Cortex meas-

ures three to four millimetres. On section, surface

pale ; the glomeruli appear as minute red points, and the

cortex and the pyramids are not well differentiated. Some
fat in the cells of the tubules. Adrenals normal. Bladder
normal. Genitalia normal. Aorta : A few scattered,

irregular, white, raised patches on the intima. In the

thoracic portion is a small patch of calcification, measuring
about one centimetre in diameter. Thyroid normal.

Tracheal lymph nodes slightly enlarged.

Anatomical diagnosis. — Carcinoma of the common bile-

duct with involvement of pancreas and retroperitoneal

lymph nodes; multiple abscesses of liver; dilatation of

pancreatic and common bile-ducts ; chronic diffuse nephri-

tis ; chronic fibrous myocarditis ; chronic fibrous pleuritis
;

chronic localized fibrous peritonitis; brown atrophy of

heart
;
jaundice ; cholecystotomy.

Bacteriological examination.— Smears from the liver ab-

scesses stained by Gram's method show many well-pre-

served pus cells, large numbers of large bacilli, straight

with rounded ends, staining deeply. A good many me-
dium-sized bacilli with rounded ends, which decoloiize, and
a few scattered cocci occasionally in pairs retaining the

stain. A few of those, morphologically like the large ones,

decolorize. Anaerobic cultures in milk, agar, and bouillon

all showed the three forms above mentioned. Two loop-

fulls from the surface of an agar culture were suspended in

about one centimetre of bouillon, and injected into the ear
vein of a rabbit which was killed in fifteen minutes, put
in the thermostat at a temperature of 36°, and left for

twenty hours.

Autopsy. — Abdomen of the animal greatly distended;
marked general subcutaneous emj)hysema, particularly over
thorax and inner side of thighs. Abdomen punctured
with a trocar. The escaping gas burns with a blue, ex-

tremely hot flame for one minute. Smears from the sub-

cutaneous tissues show the large bacilli in considerable
numbers. Gas blebs abundant in the subcutaneous connec-
tive tissues. Small amount of serosanguinous fluid con-

taining oil droplets in the peritoneal cavity. Fundus of

stomach and spleen congested. Thorax contains miicli

gas. Lungs greatly collapsed. Heart and large artefies

and veins contain gas. Heart's blood contains many char-

acteristic large bacilli. Lungs contain many bacilli. Liver
very friable, a few gas blebs seen on surface and bubbles
can be squeezed from it. Gall-bladder shows bacilli in

smears. Kidney pale, granular and friable, containing no

gas but many bacilli. CiiItureR ma<le from heftrt'a blood,

peritoneum anrl liver. In moMt of the cullun-H ih« thre*;

orgatiismn are found. In the (cultures from the |M;ritori«rijin

the large l»acilliiH i)rcdoininate'(. There is mucli gai* (»ro-

duced in the water (if condensation and in tin- a^^ar. .Milk

is coagulated, dec(jlori/.cd, and digested. The or'/aiii>ini

produccH ciiaracteristic colonies on blood serum. The
medium-sized bacillus which rh-colorizcd by (iram'^ methrnl

ii4 motile in twenty-four-hour cultures, acidifies tfiilk, grown

diffusely on |)otato, jiroduces gas in glucoHe Ujuillon,

forms indol in glucose-free bouilh^n and does n<jt lirjuefy

gelatine. It is the bacillus coli communis. The lanco-

late coccus is ohvn in [)airs, forms minute [lin jjoint

translucent colonies on blooti serum, shows a very -light

growth on j)Otato, coagulates and (htcolori/.es milk,

produces no gas and no indol. In ten days gelatine; is

licpiefied along the stab and also over the entire surface to

the dejith of one centimetre. A guinea-[)ig, wcigiiing

100 grammes, was inoculated subcutaneously with one cu-

bic centimetre of a twenty-four-hour culture ; no synifttoms

(h^veloped. It is a non-pathogenic organism not identified.

(Cultures from heart's blood and s[)le(;n negative. Kidney
and lung contain a dij)lococcus, with the same character-

istics as that in the liver, and the colon bacillus.

Microscopical examination.— Tissues were fixed in Zen-
ker's Muid, imbedded in paraffine, and stained with eosin

followed by Unna's methylene blue. Sections of the liver

show a slight cirrhosis, but the chief interest is in the ab-

scess formation. In each of these is an area of necrotic,

structureless material, portions of it hyaline, staining

dee|)ly with eosin, portions finely granular, staining with

methylene blue. Immediately surrounding this are numer-
ous poorly preserved j)oIynucIear leucocytes and some pha-

gocytic cells. Surrounding the abscess is an ill-defined

wall composed of connective tissue containing a few liver

cells and infiltrated with leucocytes and many eosinophiles.

Beginning abscesses are seen in connection with the bile-

ducts. In some cases the ducts are simply dilated with

leucocytes, while the epithelium remains intact. In others,

farther advanced, the epithelial wall remains on only one
side of the abscess. About the ducts the tissue contains
many plasma cells and numerous eosinophiles. From these

appearances, it seems fair to assume that the infection en-

tered by way of the bile passages. No bacteria are found
in the sections except some which are morphologically and
in staining reaction like the gas bacillus. Kven these are

not very abundant. They are found in connection with the

abscesses and some are within the bile-ducts.

This case rest'inblcs closely that reported by Larkiii *

in which there was obstruction of the conimou duct

and multiple hepatic abscesses. In connection with
the fact that no gas formation took place in the liver,

two of the cases mentioned by Bloodgood * are of in-

terest. One was a laceration of the scrotum in which
the gas bacillus was found in the tissues but was un-

accompanied by emphysema. The other was a ca.se

of infection after ligation of the femoral artery for a

popliteal aneurism, (iangrene of the leg followed the

up<>ration. Symptoms of infection accompanied by
emphysema of the tissui-s appeared on the tenth day.

The gas bacillus was found and the leg was am])utated.

Two months later a second amputation was done for

the granulating stump. The bacillus aerogenes cajv

sulatus was again found in a >mall subcutaneous ab-

scess, but then; was no gas. In a unitjue case reported
by (iwyn," in which he repeatedly isolated the organ-
ism from the blood during life, there was also no for-

nuition of gas.

CASE III. PKRFORATING GASTRIC UI.CER ; GEXHRAL
PERITONITIS, IX WHICH THE HACILLTS AKROGEXES
CAPSULATUS WAS THE PREDOMINATIXG ORGANISM.

John D., age twenty-three years. Shipping clerk. Ad-
mitted to the service of Dr. Monks. November 25, 1899.
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Family history negative. Personal history of no impor-

tance, except that for the last two weeks the patient has

been indisposed and has lost weight. Has complained of

distress after eating; no vomiting; no hematemesis. No-

vember 25th, in the afternoon, the patient was suddenly

taken with cramp-like pains all over the abdomen. Pain

continued until admission twenty-four hours later. No
vomiting until after admission. On admission, patient was
in much pain, pale and anxious. Pulse 130 and weak.

Abdomen immensely distended, tender, tympanitic except

in flanks, where there is some movable dulness.

Operation. — The abdomen was opened, and a dirty

brownish fluid with much fibrin and gas escaped. Perito-

neum red and roughened. The patient failed rapidly and
the operation had to be abandoned before the perforation

was found. Death occurred two hours later.

Autopxy (U. 99.3C) by Dr. Fulton, sixteen hours post

mortem, at the undertaker's, in the presence of friends.

Partial autopsy only permitted. Organs not removed.

Peritoneal cavity filled with a dirty brown fluid. Some
gas escaped on opening. Peritoneum covered with scat-

tered flakes of fibrin. Intestines much congested. Iltfre

and there are dark areas about one centimetre and

less in diameter, apparently hemorrhages into the intesti-

nal wall. IMesenteric lymph nodes enlarged. Appendix
normal. Spleen somewhat increased in size and quite

soft. Stomach : On the anterior surface is a round open-

ing measuring seven millimetres in diameter, through which

gas and stomach contents escape. Stomach much dilated.

Permission obtained to remove stomach. The opening

mentioned is two centimetres below the lesser curvature;

six centimetres from the esophageal opening, and 11 centi-

metres from the pylorus. Ovt r an area, five by six centi-

metres, surrounding the opening the peritoneal surface is

whiti-h, opaque, with evidence of slight recent adhesions.

From the inner surface the perforation is seen to be fun-

nel-shaped, the inner orifice being 1.75 centimetres in

diameter. The walls are very sharply defined, giving the

ai)pearance of having been punched out, except that they

are slightly terraced, indicating the different coats of the

stomach. The wall at this point measures one centimetre

thick, thinning gradually for a distance of two to three

centimetres from the ulcer. Posterior surface is slightly

congested. No other ulceration.

Anafi>mical diagnosis.— Simple perforating ulcer of the

stomach ; acute general fibrinopurulent peritonitis ; hemor-

rhages into intestinal wall ; hyperplasia of mesenteric lymph

nodes.

Bacteriological examination. — A smear from the perito-

neal exudate shows vast numbers of large, thick bacilli

which resemble mori)hologically the bacillus aerogenes

capsuiatus and stain deeply by Gram's method ; a moder-

ate number of medium-sized bacilli, and a very few slender

bacilli, both of which decolorize by Gram, and a few

lanced-shaped cocci or short bacilli, often in pairs, not de-

colorizing. One culture made from the peritoneal cavity.

The medium bacillus noted in the smears gives the cultu-

ral characteristics of the bacillus coli communis. After

the smear was examined and the large bacillus noted, the

tube was cultivated anaerobically (in a Buchner jar). A
few large, thick bacilli were f;.und in the water of conden-

sation. This was inoculated into the ear vein of a rabbit,

which was killed in fifteen minutes and placed in the ther-

mostat over night. Autopsy the next morning. Animal

much swollen and gives off an offensive odor. Peritoneum

i)unctured and gas allowed to es(;ape but cannot be demon-

strated definitely to burn. Much subcutaneous emphysema.

(ias and a chocolate-brown, oily fluid in the peritoneal cav-

ity. (Jas in pleural cavities and large blood-vessels; none

in the pericardium. Smears from the subcutaneous tissue,

heart's blood, liver and peritoneal cavity show many large,

thick bacilli not decolorizing by Gram's method, and with

an easily deuionstrahli! capsule. Cultures show the bacil-

lus aerogenes capsuiatus, the bacillus coli communis, and an

unidentified small bacillus.

In this case of ucutc general peritonitis the gas

bacillus was the predominating organism in the exu-

date. It has already l)een well recognized as at least

a contributing cause of peritonitis, and Welch and
Flexner^ re])ort a case of peritonitis due to perforat-

ing cancerous ulcer of the duodeiunii in which the

organism was obtained in pure culture. They also re-

port three cases of peritonitis due to the perforation

of typhoid ulcers in which the gas bacillus was pres-

ent, but in association with other organisms. They
also mention a ease of jjerforating gastric ulcer in one
of their stock rabbits in which the [)eritoneal exudate
contained the gas bacillus.

CONCLUSIONS.

Only one of our five castas (Dr. Thorndike's first

case) was a pure infection with the gas bacillus. This
case shows what marked pyogenic properties the gas

bacillus may possess. In three cases the organism ap-

peared to gain entry into the tissues from the gastro-

intestinal tract. In two, infection was probably refer-

able to dirt containing th(! gas bacillus which gained

aceess into the body tlirough wounds of the skin.

Our first case shows how readily the organism may
be destroyed by cold.

The lesions produced l)y the gas bacillus on muscle

tissue are most remarkable. This was shown in both

the cases of emphysematous gangrene reported by Dr.

Thorndike. In some places the muscle fibres were
broken into small pieces, varying in size and shape.

The fragments were separated one from another and
laid in different planes. Their torn edges were dis-

tinct ; their stria; well preserved. The appearance

was of debris thrown about by an explosion. In

other places degeneration and digestion of the muscle

fibres appeared to have taken place. This digestion

is shown by the soft, mushy consistence of the muscle

fibres, which can be teased apart with the greatest ease.
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Cliuical department.

A NEW METHOD OF INTRA-ABDOMINAL
OPERATION FOR RETROVERTED UTERI.

HV (JKOKOK ^V. KAAN, M.D.,

Assistant Surgeon, Free Hospital for Women; Instructor in Clinical
Oyriecoloyy, Tufts College Medical School, JSoston.

The i)resent methods for holding the uterus in

position, in cases where tlu; abdomen has been opened,

are practically three; namely, folding the round liga-

ment upon itself and stitching the folds together

;

drawing the two round ligaments into apposition ante-
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ridi' Id llir iilrriis :iiiil >iiliiriiiL; iIhiii llin-r; uikI lin:illv,

Vfiiliiil lixalioii or siis|itii.si(tii. Ilu- o|MT;iti(»iiN ii|iiiii

tlif round liiiiUiiciits have not iin-t willi |)()|iiilur Favor,

ati<l appait'iilly most operators prclcr soiih' I'oriii of

ventral siis|ieiisioii or fixation, even while feelinj^ that

it is not the ideal opei'ation.

l''i\alion of the uterus hrin^s it into jierMiain nl

ajiposilion with the altdoniinai wall and into an alt-

normal p(»siti()n, perhaps not so had as rirtroversion,

vet had enownh to he prodnetiv(^ of many <lisaureeahle

syin|)tonis, and a daniicrons position for snhseipient

pregnancy.

Suspension of the nterus hrinys it into temporary

ahnorinal ap|)osition with the ahdominal wall, and is

intended to he followed hy tlu! formation of Itands of

adiu'sion, of uncertain length and strength, extendiiii^

from the fundus to the anterior abdominal wall. Tlie

results are not always satisfactory ; the uterus may he

attached too high or too low on the abdominal wall,

and the adhesion bands may stretch enough to allow

the uterus to return to its retroverted position. Fur-

tluM'more, cases have been mentioned of fatal intestinal

obstruction due to these bands.

In view of my experience and that of others with

the above o[)eratioiis, I have lately tried a new method,

to which as yet I can see no objectionable feature,

and which leaves the uterus in a more normal posi-

tion, with natural unimpaired mobility from the start.

In all cases of retroverted uteri the round liga-

ments, with the peritoneal covering, are elongated, and

my method consists simply in puckering them upon a

gathering siring, and so shortening them that the

uterus is brought into normal position. In the cases I

have operated upon this is exactly what has happened.

I have picked up the round ligament and perito-

neum together with a doubh; hook, about midway
between the cornu of the uterus and the internal

abdominal ring ; then passed a suture of silk subperi-

toneally from the uterus as far outward along the

round ligament as seemed necessary. The tissue is

puckered along this suture, the two ends of which are

then titxl togetlu^r witli moderate traction. To avoid

its cutting through, the silk used is of medium size,

and is passed into the tissue of the fundus at its point

of entrance, and through ligamentous tissue at its exit.

The strain on this stitch, however, is not nearly so

great as upon the stitches of a ventral suspension,

which drags the uterus out of position.

I have had this operation in mind for some time,

but have tried it only lately. It surely avoids the

defects of other operations, but its value must be

determined by extended trial, and I submit it to the

profession, hoping it may be tried by others.

l^ctD 3Pn]0itrument.

A NEW NASAL SCISSORS FOR TFIE REMOVAL
OF THE LOWER TURBINATE.

I5Y CAROLUS M. COBB, M.D., BOSTON.

In removing the whole or a part of the lower tur-

binate bone, I have found a pair of scissors, which
Codman & Shurtleif, of Boston, made for me, to be of

very great advantage. The accompanying cut gives

a very good idea of the instruuu'nt. It is nuu-h more
convenient to use than the turbinate saw and leaves a

chtaiicr cut than (loeH th(; muw. Thft fault with rnoHt

nuHal HcisMiMs is that the blades iire not Mriii <'nou"ti

to cut through the body of the turbinate ; the bla<le><

either slip by each other or one !>, not able to put
force enough onto the hamlhs to make the points cut

anvth iiLT more than the niiicou- inembran'-. IIk-

blades of this instrument are short and the whole so

strong that the blades will cut through any part of
the lower turbinate. The shape of the instrument
allows the operator to reach any part of the lower
turbinate that can be reached by the saw or by any
other instrument except the cold wire snare.

Heporti0f of J>ocietiejff.

AMERICAN SURGICAL ASSOCIATION.
TwKNTY-FlRST ANNUAL MEETING, HELD AT WASH-

INGTON, D. C, May 1, 2 and ;i, 1900,

FIRST DAY.

After the announcements of the Committee of Ar-
rangements and executive session. Dr. Kobert F.
Weir, of New York, gave the Presidential Address on

I'ERFORATIXG ULCER OK THE DUODENU-M.^

The perforation usually is located within one and
one-half inches of the pylorus, more commonly on the
anterior wall ; in 80 per cent, of the cases the ulcer is

single, in eight per cent, it is double, while in the re-

maining cases more numerous perforations occur. The
cause of ulceration is ditlicult to determine ; it has
been attributed to habits t)f life, to circulatory disturb-
ances, to the naturally delicate condition of the mu-
cous membrane, to sepsis, burns, etc. Lockwood has
collected 138 cases of burns treated by modern meth-
ods, and duodenal ulcer occurred in only one case.
The affection is comparatively rare, occurring in alx)ut

two per cent, of all uecroi)sies. Patients are of all

ages, but it is more common between twenty and fifty.

In many cases healing occurs w ithout serious results,

but in some cases cicatricial contraction results. The
symptoms are often vague, and may be entirely
wanting. The patient's previous history is of great
importance ; there is usually pain, tenderness and vom-
iting ; hematemesis, blood in the stools and jaundice
may be present. Pain usually follows some time after
eating ; hematemesis is less frequent than with gastric
ulcer ; vomiting is of importance if combined with

» See No. 18, p. 445, of the Journal.
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other symptoms ; jaundice rarely follows cicatricial

contraction. Blood in the stools generally gives them
a tarry appearance, but in some cases the blood may
be bright red. (ireat advances have been made in the

diagnosis of such conditions of late, and Weir believes

that the differentiation from gastric ulcer is not im-

possible. The symptoms of perforation are sudden
acute pain, vomiting, shock. Later the symptoms
of localized or general peritonitis supervene. The ob-

literation of liver dulness is not of much value, as

resonance may result from a distended colon. As in

perforating gastric ulcer, the mortality depends much
upon the time elapsing between perforation and opera-

tion. Of 13 cases operated upon over thirty hours
after perforation all died. In the earlier cases the

perforation was often not found or sutured, but among
later cases the perforation has been found and closed

in 3o per cent, of the cases, and there is much less

confusion of the diagnosis with various forms of intes-

tinal obstruction, appendicitis, etc.

The treatment of non-perforating duodenal ulcer is

seldom surgical, although in some cases gastro-cnteros-

tomy may be considered. In operating. Weir advises

a long incision along the edge of the rectus muscle,

then the fascia is cut transversely. If the perforation

is not discovered on the anterior wall after wiping
away the exudate the posterior wall should be exam-
ined. Methylene blue taken by the mouth may aid in

the diagnosis. The perforation is closed by two or

three rows of sutures. PLxcision of the ulcer is un-

necessary. Closing of the perforation is biit half the

battle ; the careful cleansing of the peritoneum is of

the highest importance. If dilatation of the stomach
or obstruction to the flow of bile results from cicatri-

cial contraction, gastro-enterostomy may be performed.

Weir has prepared a synopsis of 51 cases, including

one case in which he personally oj^erated, upon which
he based his paper.

Dr. William L. Rodaiax, of Philadelphia, read a

paper on

GASTRIC ULCKR, NON-PICRKORATIN<i ; HEMOnRHA(iE.

Th(> paper was based upon an exhaustive study of

the statistics, and Dr. Hodman devoted his attention

maiidy to the treatment, lie showed the fallacies of the

statistics on this subject by Mayo Rol)son. The various

opei-ations which have been practised for hemorrhage
were discussed. Gastro-enterostomy has been most
commonly performed, and probably will continue to

be because of the difficulty in locating the ulcerated

vessels. In 55 necropsies the splenic artery was
found to be ulcerated 17 times. Excision of the ul-

cer is the ideal operation unless there are strong ad-

hesions, and the mortality in those cases in which this

operation has l)een ))erformed is less than that of gas-

tro-enterostomy. Operation for acMite hemorrhage is

a/lvised, with limitations, but operation for chronic

hemorrliag<! is always indicated.

I)i{. J. M. T. FiNN'KY, of Baltimore, read a paper
on

I'l.KIOK A TIN*; I LCKIl OF THK STOMACH.

Finn(!y mentioned the great interest which has

been taken in this subject of late, the increased num-
b<;r of operations and the many exhaustive paj)ers

which have recently been j)ul)lished. It was not until

twelve years after Mikulicz first operated, in 1880,

that the first successful case was reported by Kriege.

During the first sixteen years only 78 cases have
been reported, but since then the number has rapidly
increased until, with Finiuiy's own recent tabulation,

the number up to date is '208 cases. Of 35 patients

that have been treated in tlie wards of .lohns Hop-
kins Hospital for gastric ulcer, })erforation has oc-

curred in but one case, and death resulted before
operation could be comi)leted. The affection is most
frequently met in young women of the lower walks
of life ; in men it usually occurs after forty years of
age.^

The site of the ulcer is more commonly on the an-
terior wall of cardia, next most freciuently the ])ylo-

rus, then along the lesser curvature, and, finally, the

posterior wall. In about 20 per cent, of the cases

there is more than one perforation. The severity of

the symptoms arising depends on the size of the per-

foration, the amount and character of gastric contents,

the variety and number of bacteria present. If the

stomach be empty the chances for recovery are much
more favorable. The stomach is ca])able of sterilizing

itself, as the acid gastric juice; kills many bacteria, but
many may persist buried deeply in the mucosa. There
are no symptoms of imi)ending perfoi'ation, but Fin-

ney believes that tin; V)lood count and the finding of

leucocytosis is of gi'eat diagnostic value. It is imj)rob-

able that over five j)er cent, of j)atients with perforation

recover without operation, and if operation is delayed
septic peritonitis will supervene in case no limiting

adhesions form. The less opium given the better in

these cases. Operation should not be delayed until

the patient has recovered from shock, but the sooner

performed the better will be the results. Early ex-

ploratory operation is urged in case there is doubt as

to the diagnosis. Cocaine anesthesia is sufficient in

such cases ; cover-slip j)re])arations and cultures may
be taken and the abdomen closed, provided no lesion

is found. If necessary to continue the 0})eration a

general anesthetic may be administered. The cause
of death in these cases is usually sepsis, but there has

been much improvement in the I'esults of late. While
the percentage of recoveries, which is now placed at

87 per cent., may be somewhat too high, it is a great

improvement over the five per cent, of recoveries

which follow without operation.

Wm. J. Mayo, of Rochester, Minn., read a paper
on

MALIGNANT DISEASES OF THE STOMACH AND PY-

LORUS.

Mayo considers carcinoma of the stomach a strictly

surgical disease. Pearly diagnosis is of the highest

importance, and the surgeon should not wait to have
the physician make it for him. Exploratory incision

is as justifiable as in the case of the breast and uterus.

The curability of malignant disease (h^pcuids upon the

histologic structure of the growth, its lo(;ation, exten-

sion to neighboring tissues, glandular involvement and
the general condition of the patient. If the tumor has

a large amount of stroma its growtli will be slow, and
the reverse. Disease of the cai'dia is generally easily

diagnosed, l)ut radical intervention is likely to be im-

j)Ossible, and whiU' rliagnosis of disease of the pylorus

is difficult the prognosis is nuich better. Infe(;tion of

the lymphatic glands is not as common as in malignant

disease of some other organs, and if present radical

operation will probably l)e impossible.

In the beginning each operation is an exploratory
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iiK^isioii for incthodiciil rxHininiition, liuvin^ in vifw

the (|iicsli()ii of nidiciil ()|M'niti()ii, |)iiHiatioii or tlif in-

lulvisaliility ol' attcmj)! iit, n-lirt'. I*)vcn jil'tcr tin- alxlo-

iiicii is (ipfiicd it is often (iilliciilL to tlctninini' wIicIIht

tilt' j^nowtli \iv niiili<fnant. .Mavo Itclii'vcs liial in tin-

I'ntnic tlu' more radical operation of ^gastrectomy will

l)e more fre(inently performed. \U\ points with pride

to the fact tliat th(i first total "gastrectomy was per-

formed hy Connors, an American; wliile Schlatter

was snceessful, lie was not ori;;iiial. In tlie ease of

more localized growths pylorectomy hy Kocher's

nu'thod is preferred. Operation in two stages: lirst

ijastro-enterostomy and some weeks later pylorectomy

shock the patient less and give opportunity for him

to ffain strength before the final operation, but then; is

likely to be sonu! trouble with adhesions if this method
is followed. Curetting or tlu^ us(i of the cautery as a

palliative measure is not favored. Gastro-enteros-

tomv is th(! most generally useful [)alliative operation.

\Vh(>tlier it be performed by suture will depend on

individual preference and experience. Mayo us(;s

the IMiuphy button without suture. He (juestions tln^

sup|)ose(l advantages of posterior gastro-enterostomy

by von Hacker's method, and personally prefers the

anterior operation. If the anastomosis between stom-

ach and intestine be made about an inch above the

lower border of the stomach regurgitation of intestinal

contents and vomiting of bile will be unc'ominon.

Entero-enterostomy in addition to gastro-enterostomy

is usually but an unnecessary complication of the

operation.

SKCONI) DAY.

I)k. Fhkdkkick Kammkuer, of New York, read a

paper entitled

BEN'IOX OHSTRtCTION OF Till': rVLOKlS.

Obstruction of the pylorus may be either congenital

or acquired : there may be acute stenosis at birth as

the result of fetal peritonitis, or congenital hypertro-

phy may exist.

Acquired stenosis most commonly is an after result

of gastric ulcer ; it may result from occlusion by be-

nign tumors, from syphilitic gumma, from gall-stones

obstructing the pylorus, from spastic contraction from
hyperchlorhydria. If medical treatment fails, daily

lavage, rest and careful diet, surgical treatment is in-

dicated. Kammerer mentioned surgical treatment by^

dilatation of the stricture, simple division of adhesions

and resection of the pylorus, but he devoted most of

his paper to the discussion of })yloroplasty and gastro-

enterostomy. Study of a large collection of statistics

shows the present mortality of pyloroplasty to be 15

per cent., while that of gastro-enterostomy is 17 per

cent., but the mortality of the latter operation is much
lessened now and it is doubtful if it is really higher

than that of pyloroplasty. The mortality of resection

of the pylorus is about 28 per cent., according to Mik-
ulicz ; that of Loretta's operation is also great and both

these procedures have practically passed out of use.

Adhesions may rijform after pyl()ro])lasty, causing re-

turn of obstruction, but not after gastro-enterostomy.

(iastro-enterostomy is likely to be followed liy regur-

gitation of Huids from the intestine, perhajis as the

result of the formation of spurs, kinks or twists. An-
terior gastro-enterostomy does not empty the stomach
so freely in the recumbent position, and in some cases

complications arise from the small intestine encircling

th« colon, hence posterior guHtrrMtnUrroHtfiiny '\n jirft-

fern'd. Kammerer has performed eh-veii posterior j»iu*-

tHM-nterostoinies with .Murphy'rt button, with omr
death from i;.\liauHtion and one from pneumoniu. In

the remaining cases the after renultH were excellent

;

there was no diirKiilty from spur formation or regur-

gitation. As to the after results from thee <»|>era-

tions, the motor fun<'tif»n is generally increased and
there is reduction in tin; size of the stomach, but never

to normal. There is no reflux (»f bib; and intestinal

lluids after pylorofilasty, but there is less redin;tion in

the size of tin; stomach than after ga.-itro-«!nt<-rostoniv,

and there is the possibility of recon traction from in-

flammatory thickening or r(;formation of adhesirjus.

Th(! fact that tin; results are always as good aft<;r

gastro-<3nterostomy, and sometimes much li<;tt(;r, makeg
this the operation of choice in such cases.

I)k. B. F. Ci utis, of New York, read a paper on

CASTinC DII.ATATrON <;asi I'.oi'Tosis.

In a tliscussion of the anatomy of the stomach Dr.

Curtis called attention to the fact that under normal
conditions the pylorus can scarcely be palj>ated and
the lesser curvature not at all. Dilatation may arise

from obstruction to the outlet of the stomacli from
benign or malignant tumors or from atony of the

stomach walls, or from a combination of these causi^s.

Atony of tin; stomacli walls in its turn may result

from some constitutional disease or from repeater!

overloading. The prognosis in atonic dilatation under
nuidical treatment is unfavorable and operation is in-

dicated when the patient is losing ground under systt>

matic lavage and dietetic and medical treatment. The
mortality of the operation of gastroplication is low
and in properly selected cases the results are good

;

the choice of cases is difficult, however.
The details of the operation have been variously

modified from the simple folding and suture first pro-

posed by Bircher. Dr. Curtis favors Weir's method,
using several rows of sutures. Gastroptosis may l)e

of three varieties ; there may be simply fixation of the

cardia and sagging of the pyloric en(l ; this may be so

extensive that we have to deal with a vertical stomach,
or both cardia and pylorus may be fixed and the

stomach sag in a U-shape. Dr. Curtis mentioned
five operations without any accidents: improvement is

not difficult to obtain whatever method of operation be
adopted.

Dr. F. S. Watson, of Boston, read a paj)er on

HOUR-GLASS COXTRACTION OF TIIIC STOMACH.

Hour-glass contraction of the stomach has existed

as a surgical aflfection for only ten years and during
that time ."^o cases have been operated upon. The meth-
ods employed have been gastro-enterostomy. plastic-

operation and gastro-anastomosis by V\'oltler's and
Watson's own method. Dr. Watson first folds the

stomacli with the constricted part as a hinge ; the sac

nearest the pylorus is then fastened to the cardiac por-

tion by four stay sutures and then the two sacs are
securely sutured before opening the stomacli ; a longi-

tudinal opening is then made in the stomach wall and
the double partition between the two sacs is excised.

The first patient upon whom Dr. Watson operated
gained forty-two pounds in the year after the opera-

tion ; she remains well and is doing her work live

years after the operation. In a second case, a woman
who had a long historv of gastric ulcer was taken
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witli symptoms of perforation. Operation was per-

formed and the perforation was sutured. Tlie ab-

dominal cavity and pelvis were infected at the time of

operation, and the patient died four days later. At
the necropsy the stomach was found to have an hour-

glass shape, a fact that was not recognized at the time

of operation because of adhesions. The pyloric end
was also pulled up and attached to the lesser curva-

ture by adhesions. As regards the choice of opera-

tion. Dr. Watson believes that gastro-enterostomy

should not usually be performed in such cases, be-

cause the digestive function of the second sac is lost;

after plastic operation there is danger of recontraction

of the op(Miing and the operation is not applicable if

the opening betwcH'U the two pouches is small. Under
favorable conditions gastro-anastomosis is the prefer-

able ojieration ; if adhesions exist they should be

freed if the patient's condition permits.

l)i{. .loiix C'. IIkmmetkk, of Baltimore, read a

paper on

DlACiNOSlS OF CANCER OF THE STOMACH.

The only diagnosis of carcinoma that is of interest

to the surgeon is the early diagnosis, and as there is a

period of three months before any definite signs ap-

pear, this is very difHcult. The first symptoms re-

semble those of nervous dyspepsia or chronic gastritis.

The methods necessary for chemical and microscopical

investigation are time robbing and not generally suited

for general practice. Such symptoms as pain, dys-

pepsia and the a])pearance of blood are of little value,

because found in other conditions. The absence of free

HCl is an important symptom, but it may not be pres-

ent, even at the end of the disease. The presence of

lactic acid is a sign of stagnation and is not 2)resent

till there is pyloric obstruction. It is present in

about 84 per cent, of the cases of cancer. The ()p-

pler-Boas bacillus is present in /iS out of 55 cases of

carcinoma, but, like lactic acid, it may be present with

benign growths. There is little hope of a diagnosis

from gastroscopic examination and it is not without

considerable danger. The use of the x-rays is futile

and electrodiaphany is of no value until there is

great thickening. Curetting the stomach by the stom-

ach tube gives positive evidence of carcinoma if the

growth has disintegrated. The a})pearance of atypi-

cal and asymmetrical mitoses in tlie cells of the tis-

sue undergoing transformation if ^n'csent is highly sug-

gestive.

Until we gain a knowledge of the true nature of

th(! disease, early diagnosis and successful treatment

will be impossible and gastric surgery can be only

palliative. In all cases of nervous dyspepsia or

chronic gastritis, if there is no benefit I'esulting after

four weeks' medical treatment, if there is lessened

peristalsis and no free HCl, if atypical mitoses are

found, exploration is indicated.

Dit. A. T. Cabot, of Boston, read a paper on

ADHESIONS OF THE STOMACH.

Ulcer of the stomach or duodenum and inflamma-

tory conditions of the gall-bladder most freijuently

give rise to adhesions. The symptoms, if mild, often

remain unrecognized, and may simulate biliary colic.

Pain may be a marked symptom or it may be moder-

ate and pass unnoticed ; it does not radiate to the

shoulder and is not spasmodic. In cases in which

there is a history of ulcer, or the sym2)toras of stone

in the gall-bladder. Dr. Cabot believes that operation
for the freeing of adhesions is often advisable, even if

the pain be not severe. His results, after such opera-
tions, have been very favorable.

GASTRIC FUNCTIONS BEFORE AND AFTER GASTRO-
ENTEROSTOMY.

Dr. C. S. Fischer, who read this paper, believes

that the results of (ierman investigators who have
studied this subj(K;t are of little value because of the

short time that their patients were under observation.

He reports a case that was under observation for four
years for disturbance of motor function and hyper-
acidity before operation. This patient remains un-
der observation two years after operation ; the hyper-
acidity continues and has been progressive, the

dilatation is less and the motor function is improved.
In another case the hyperacidity was rcnluced, but
becom(!s ))ronounced after emotional disturbances.

Fischer believes that structural changes begun before

operation are likely to continue after operation ; in

general, the motor function is improved and the in-

testinal function is also im2)roved.

STRICTURE OF THE ESOPHAGUS FOEhOWING TY-

PHOID FEVER ; GASTROSTOMY.

Dr. Frederic S. Dennis, of New York, presented

this paper. A man of thirty-five was shown before

the society, and in Dr. Deiniis's absence his paper was
read by the Secretary. During the latter part of an
attack of typhoid fever of three months' duration, the

patient was taken with a burning sensation in the

lower part of the esophagus, and later difficulty of de-

glutition followed. He was treatcnl by dilatation

with bougies for three months, but his condition be-

came progressively worse. Rectal feeding was re-

sorted to, but the patient became bedridden from
exhaustion; he lost flesh until he weighed but 100
pounds, he was cyanotic-, almost puls(;l(;ss, and in such

constant agony that he begged for any form of relief.

At the time of operation he had taken no food by the

stomach for three months. Gastrostomy was per-

formed and since then the patient's condition has pro-

gressively improved; he now works hard, weighs 180

pounds and is able to enjoy life in spite of this method
of feeding.

DISLOCATIONS OK THE HIP ; DEAHJXSTRATIONS ON
THE CADAVER ILLISTRATIVE OF THEIR :SIECHAN-

ISM.

Dr. Oscar H. Allis. of Philadelphia, presented

this paper. He called special attention to the value

of this method for j)urposes of demonstration before

classes. lie demonstrated on the cadaver the method
of 2>roducing different dislocations, their signs and the

method of reduction, verifying his statements by in(;i-

sions. He laid special stress on the necessity for fixa-

tion of the pelvis during reduction, the fii<;t that the

most important factor in reduction is to find the oi)en-

ing in the capsule from whi(;h the head escaped and
that by traction tiu! head may be drawn up on the

acetabulum and then pushed in by an assistant. By
this method reduction can be accomplished even if the

bone be divided.

THIRD DAY.

Dr. W. AV. Keen, of Philadelphia, opened the dis-

cussion on
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SlIUCKIfV OK IIIK Sl<>\l\( II.

Miilinii.iiil (lisciisf 1)1' Llif stomurli is nl' luorc im|((»r-

Uiiicc !il the prcsciil lliiiii ii()ii-iii:ili',Mi:iiit (lisciisf, Itc-

ciiiisc (»r its iriTjitcr rrc(|U('iicv iiml Ixiciuisc of llic

•M'cat (liirK'iillics ill diagnosis. Diiriiiif tlic pti.st lew

years (lie spcc-ialisl on gastric diseases lias ;^iveii llie

siir^foii ureal aid in tlie diajiiiosis. I leniincter lias

ealied attention to llie tact tliat if operation is to Uc

successful it must lie performed within the lirst three

months of the disease, and if the specialist linds aiiv

prohahility or even a possibility of this dis(!aso «;.\-

ploratory operation is iiidic^ated. There is littlt;

danj^er in exploratory incision, hut there is dan^c^r in

late o[)eratioii that we shall l)e able to accomplish

nothing. If a palpable tumor is [)resent recurrence is

almost inevitable.

I)i{. M. II. RiciiAKDSON, of Boston, believes that

all methods of diaj^nosis shouhl be (^\hausted before

we resort to exploratory ojieration, but in case of

doubt open the abdomen as soon as possible in all sur-

i>ical ali'ections of the stomach. In case of hemor-

rhage operation is not advisable unless medical means

have failed. Perforation demands immediate opera-

tion, but the diagnosis is sometimes dillicult. In case

of carcinoma the time for operation is before tlu;

tumor is felt, but not one case in fifty is suitable for

operation at the time it comes to the surgeon. Total

extirpation probably has a more limited field than

was at first believed.

Dr. T. a. McGraw, of Detroit, described a

method of performing gastro-enterostomy by means of

an elastic ligature, which he introduced some years

ago, but abandoned for Murphy's button. He gave

the details of a case in which he performed anastomo-

sis in this way, but the patient died of inanition fifteen

days later ; at the necropsy it was found that the

stomach was united to the ileum only about three feet

above the ileocecal valve. The method of anastomo-

sis is to pass the needle through about an inch of

stomach and intestine and tie firmly. It takes about

three or four days for the ligature to cut through.

Du. DiDLEY P. Allex, of Cleveland, reported a

case in which he operated on a patient that was ap-

parently moribund. A perforation was found low-

down on the posterior wall ; gauze was packed down
to the perforation and recovery followed. Cultures

taken from the abdomen at the time of operation

failed to demonstrate the presence of any bacteria and

possibly that accounted for the favorable result. In

another case in which he operated for gall-stones the

patient died seventeen days later from hemorrhage
from a gastric ulcer. In a third case a patient who
had vomited blood and passed blood by the rectum

was found to have an ulcer connecting the stomach

with the colon. Dr. Joseph Ransohotf, of Cincinnati,

advises operation for malignant diseases of the stom-

ach in two stages : preliminary gastro-enterostomy,

then, about two w'eeks later, pylorectomy.
Dr. Charles B. Nancrkde, of Ann Arbor,

Mich., reported a series of experiments which show
that infection with the colon bacillus is not ordinarily

the cause of death, but if morphine is administered,

a fatal result is likely to follow. He emphasized the

desirability of statistics as to the results of pylorecto-

mies by the members of the Association. He does not

believe there is 90 per cent, mortality after this oper-

ation ; if so, it is not a justifiable procedure.

l)i;. .Iami.s I']. MoouK, of .MiiineupoliH, riK-ntioiiMl

a <a.sc that was rifirred to him by a HpecialJHt on

Hl^)!na(;h diseases. There had been previouH ^(hmI

health till within three; weeks, then the only Hyiii|»-

tom was pain ami abMen<;e of free IICI. On opening

the alxloinen the disease was found too extennivir for

removal. In case; of hemorrhage from gastric idci-r the

ulcer would often be; found if exploration «ere con-

tinued to tin; duodenum.

Du. S. II. Weeks, of Portland, .Maine, states that

operations for carcinoma up to the present time have

not i)roved curative, and In; advocates gastro-<-nU;ro»-

tomv in such cases. He favors operation with the

use of sutures rather than by Muiphy's button. He
us(!s catgut st(^rilized l)y boiling in juniper oil a-s a

suture material.

Dr. L. C. Tii'KANV, of lialtimon-, lielieves that

pylorectomy is justifiable only in rare ca.ses. He has

operated in a nundier of cases referred to him by

Ih-mmeter and invaria])ly found enlarged glands

which precluded further intervention. As in the case

of oophonictomy and api)eudectomy, the pendulum

will probal)ly swing in the direction of useless explor-

atory intervention, until we learn by experience, by

actual handling of cases, thi' real conditions and indi-

cations for oi)eration.

Dr. R. F. Weir, of New York : While a diagno-

sis is imj)0ssible, we operate for the relief of such

symptoms as pain, hemorrhage and dilatation. As
yet it is not definitely settled what operations and

what methods are most desirable. Weir personally

prefers posterior gastro-enterostomy in combination

with entero-enterostomy, using Murphy's button. Dur-

ing the past year he has operated upon 11 caess with

no deaths. In exploratory operations cocaine anes-

thesia might be much more frequently used.

Dr. Armstroxo, of Montreal, considers many'

cases of gastric hemorrhage, such as capillary bleeding,

amenable to medical treatment, but the severe hemor-
rhage which arises from deep ulceration generally

requires operative treatment. Repeated hemorrhages

of considerable amount also demand operative treat-

ment. In operating, a large opening should be made
near the middle of the anterior wall of the stomach

to give plenty of room for exploration.

Dr. L. M. Tiffany, of Baltimore, called attention

to the fact that by incising the gastrocolic omentum
and passing the hand up behind the stomach, it is

possible to turn the stomach practically inside out in

examining the mucous membrane for ulcer.

the methods of closing abdominal incisions.

Dr. M. H. Richardson, of Boston, read this

paper. He advocates through-and-through suture as

(pucker, more convenient, less likely to leave dead

spaces which till with blood and tend to produce in-

fection, and he believes that there is no more tend-

ency to hernia. After using various materials for

suture he has adopted silkworm gut for closing the

abdominal wall and silk for all other ligatures and

sutures. It is questionable whether union is any

more seciire after suturing like tissues than if perito-

neum be sutured to fascia, and fascia to muscles.

The number of hernias through the scars of alxlomi-

nal incisions is insignificant. In five years only nine

such cases have come to the Massachusetts General

Hospital, though over 1,500 abdominal operations

have been performed. In some cases interrupted
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buried sutures of the fascia may be inserted with ad-

vanta<ro after through-and-through sutures have been

first inserted before' they are tiglitened and tied. It

is well to first thread both ends of the suture with a

necvUe, and the needles arc- then passed through the

abdominal walls on each side from within outward.

I)u. J. B. Deavku, of riiiladelphia, stated tliat he

agreed with Hichardson entirely. He confines his

incisions to the muscular wall of the abdomen, prefer-

ably through the rectus nmscle, not through the linea

alba or linea semilunaris. He also uses silkworm gut

and silk as suture material ; never catgut.

Du. AVkir, of New York, believes that there is

good in both methods. He uses the layer suture.

The suture should not be drawn too tight so as to

strangle the tissue and interfere with repair. He
thinks that the percentage of ventral hernias is greater

than estimated by some ))revious sjieakers.

Dk. (I. R. Fowler, of Brooklyn, thought that

when experts disagree on matters in which they have

liad wide experience, the middle course is usually the

safest. Fowler uses what he calls the crossed suture,

a kind of double figure of eight, which crosses twice

in the tissues. The suture is easily inserted, easily

removed and efHcient. The skin ends are farther

apart from the edge of the incision, and they are

passed througli a bolster of thick rubber tubing.

1)k. Coley, of New York, favors tlie layer suture,

and has used catgut for the buried suture material for

nine years. Out of loO hernia operations since he

began using gloves he has had but one infection, and

that could be traced to imperfect sterilization of the

skin. He has seen many sinuses resulting from the

use of silk.

Dk. S. J. iVIixTEK, of Boston, does not use either

method exclusively. There are great differences in

the way in which sutures are inserted. If through-

and-through sutures are used the different layers

should be picked up with care and they should not be

drawn too tightly.

I)i{. (iEOKOE B. Johnson, of Richmond, Va., after

extensive trial of both methods prefers through-and-

through suture, as it destroys dead spaces and does

not leave weak places in the abdominal wall.

\)ii. Xaxckepe, of Ann Arbor, Mich. : The man
who uses one metliod accpiii-es (kixterity with it, and

can use it with better advantage. By repeated ex-

periment it has been proven that catgut can be reli-

ably sterilized by boiling in cumol, and if germs are

found on the ends of it they are the same as those on

the operator's hands.

Dr. Carson, of St. Louis, prefers catgut as a sut-

ure material.

Dr. Ransoiiofe, of Cincinnati, uses continuous sut-

ures in layers and fastens by the use of perforated

shot.

Dr. RiciiARnsoN stated that his objection to cat^

gut is not that it cannot be sterilized but it does not

tie well and is not permanent enough. Silk never

gives trouble in ase])tic wounds.

STRANtiULATEI) HERNIA THKOl (;H A TRAUMATIC
RUTTUKK OK THE I)IA1>HRA<;M ; LAPAROTOMY;
RECOVEKV.

Dk. E W. AValker, of Cincinnati, read this ])aper.

A man of twenty-nine was struck by a falling tree

and was only pn!vented from being completely crushed

by one of the brandies. Pain in the chest, nausea

and vomiting, constipation and extreme shock resulted.

After a time the vomiting became stercoraceous.

The bowel was pulled down, relieving the obstruc-

tion, and an attempt was made to suture the dia-

phhragm. Rapid recovery followed and the patient

has been in good condition since the injury.

Dr. S. .1. MiXTER, of Boston, reported a case in

which a man was taken with severe pain near the um-
bilicus while pumping a hand-engine. On opening
the abdomen it was found that the intestines were pro-

tnuled into the thoracic cavity through a rent in the

diaphragm. The thoracic and peritoneal cavities were
both contaminated with feces and death followed a

shoi't time latei'.

Dr. R. Matas, of New Orleans, considers the trans-

pleural route most favorable in such cases ; this is the

opinion of Italian surgeons who have had most exjieri-

ence in these o])erations following stab wounds.

a case of subpuhic hernia of the uladder
through the pelvic floor; operation.

Dr. F. B. Harrington, of Boston, reported this

case. A woman of forty-six, who had a large tumor of

the labium majus, was taken suddenly with retention

of urine. Several years previously she had been»op-

erated upon for a large edematous fibroid of this

region ; the fibroid had recurred and pulled down the

bladder. Catheterization reduced the size of the tu-

mor considerabl}', but all efforts at reduction were
unavailing. O])eration was performed, reducing the

hernia, and recovery followed.

Dr. W. W. Keen, of Philadelphia, read a paper

entitled

extirpation of a very large aneurism of the
renal artery.

Dr. M. H. Richardson, of Boston, read a paper

on

A case of acute tuberculosis of the mesen-
teric GLANDS OF THE ILEOCECAL COIL ; RE-

MOVAL ; PERMANENT RECOVERY.

Dr. De Forest Willard, of Philadelphia, read

a paper entitled

CONGENITAL CYSTIC TUMOR OF THE PELVIS.

A neurotic man had for several years had severe

pain extenduig down his leg, and his physicians had

made a diagnosis of neuritis. The pain did not follow

the course of any nerve and it was not continuous.

Later on a tumor appeared in the region of the

groin. Various diagnoses were made, including malig-

nant disease of the inguinal glands or of the ileum.

On operating it was found that the tumor came out of

the pelvis, passing over Poupart's ligament and form-

ing a sausage-shaped mass in the groin. Hundreds of

yellowish bodies, somewhat beaii-shai)ed, were removed ;

they were laminated and in color resembled fat. The
cyst which contained them was so intimat(dy connected

with the iliac and femoral arteries that it was impossible

to remove it, and the cavity was packed with gauze.

The specimen was examined by a nund)er of compe-

tent pathologists, but as yet none of them have been

willing to express an opinion as to the character of

the growth. The patient died a short time later from

nephritis, from which he had bcM-n suffering for some

time.
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I)i{. lii.oNAKi) I'"ki;i;man, <)l Diiivir, iciul :i |t.i|)i r

UNION ioi.i.owim; rATiioi.o(;i('Ai. iuaciiri; oi

Tin; I KMlIt DIIK TO .SKCONDAItV CAIK'INOMA ;

sroNIANKOI S DISAIM'KAUANCK OK CAUCINOMA OK
IIIK I.M".

A woiiiaii of thirty-five, wlio had had :i hard

canriuoinatoiis nochdc of tlic breast removed .some

time previously, fractured her fcMimr vvhih; turning

in bed. Kxfeiision apparatus was applied, althouj^^h

jMiiou was not expected. After four vvcieks it was
found that firm union had resulted. Microscopic

examination of a spccimini removed aft(T the woman's
death showed it to bo carcinoma, which had invaded

the bone through tlu^ Haversian canals. In a s«!cond

case, a man had had an appanuitly typical epithelioma

of tlm lip whi(;li disappeared. Later tlu! submaxillary

glands became enlar<red and were removed. Micro-

scopic examination showcid the growth to be carcino-

matous.

The following oilicers w<'re elected for the ensuing

year: President, Hoswell Park, of Uuffalo ; First

N'ice-President, John E. Owens, of Chicago ; Second
Vice-President, Clayton Parkhill, of D(;nver ; Secre-

tary, Herbert L. Burrell, of Boston ; Treasurer, (t.

K. Fowler, of Brooklyn ; Recorder, De Forest AVil-

lard, of Philadelphia ; Member of the Council, Robert
F. Weir, of New York ; Members on Committee of

Arrangements, W. S. Halsted, of Baltimore, and W.
J. Mayo, of Rochester, Minn. Next annual meet-

ing to "be held in Baltimore, May 7, 8 and I), 1901.

i^ecent ^literature.

The Irrigation Treatment of Gonorrhea, its Local
Complications and Sequelce. By Ferd C Val-
entin k, M.l). Profusely illustrated. New York:
William Wood tt Co.

This book of 2 1 2 pages and a carefully prepared index,

is written for the instruction of the general practitioner

of medicine, by a man whose knowledge of and experi-

ence in the treatment of gonorrhea make his opinions

of value. The ground covered by the author is consid-

erably greater than the title of the book indicates, for

the subjects of acute and chronic gonorrhea are con-

sidered at some length and always from a most practi-

cal point of view. The irrigation treatment, with which
th(^ author's name is so prominently associated, is, as one
would expect, given great prominence in the consid-

eration of various methods of treatment, and it is de-

scribed with the greatest care and attention to the

smallest details. Short chapters on The Proofs of

Cure of Gonorrhea, and The Marriage of Gonor-
rheics bring to an end a most concise summary of

the present-day knowledge of the disease. If one
had a criticism to offer it would be that certain

methods of treatment, notably treatment by the aid

of urethroscopy, are so simply and practically de-

scribed as to unduly encourage their use by men of

inadequate skill and experience. The book is at-

tractively printed and the illustrations are numerous
and adequate.
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THE TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF
THE LOCAL G0VERNMP:NT HOARD OF ENG-
LAND (lH!)8-f)9) ; SUPPLEMENT. REPORT OF
THE MEDICAL OFFICER.

This report embraces the operations of the Medical

Department of the Local Government Board of Eng-

land (practically the general Board of Health) and

contains much matter of interest to physicians and to

sanitary authorities.

The report contains the latest digest of the vaccina-

tion returns of England, those of 1896, which shows

that out of 914,20') births registered in that year,

after deducting those who had died during the year,

and others whose vaccination had been postponed by

medical certificate, there still remained 25.6 per cent,

who were unaccounted for. The percentage in Lon-

don unaccounted for was 26.4 and that of the rest of

England was 22.3. These percentages were larger

than those of any previous year since records were

begun in 1872, having increased from 8.8 per cent,

in London to 26.4 per cent., and from 4.5 per cent, in

the rest of England to 22.3 per cent. The report fur

ther states that 110,728 consecutive primary vaccina-

tions had been performed under the Board's auspices,

without the occurrence of a single case of so-called in-

susceptibility.

Under the amended vaccination acts of 1898, the

Board was authorized to offer to vaccinate *• with

glycerinated calf lymph, or such other lymph as may
be issued by the Board." The Board, therefore, es-

tablished laboratories for the production of such lymph,

appointing Dr. Frank R. Blaxall as bacteriologist with

several assistiints. The demand for this lymph proved

to be in excess of the supply, the number of tubes is-

sued in the first three months of 1899 being 126.-

038.

The operations of this establishment summarized

were as follows : (1) The selection of healthy calves

from three to six months old ; (2) their supervision

as to healthfulness ; (3) vaccination of the calves and

subsequent collection of the lymph at the animal vaccine

establishment
; (4) preparation of the glycerinated
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emulsion
; (5) testing of the emulsion by culture and

otherwise to ensure its freedom from harmful organ-

isms ; (6) transference of the emulsion to capillary

tubes ; (7) compilation of the records received from

public vaccinators. Each calf is slaughtered under

supervision of a qualified veterinary surgeon. No
lympli is sent out till a certificate has been received

to the effect that the animal was healthy. In the first

three months only one calf was found to be diseased,

some tubercular lesions being found. None of the

lymph of this animal was issued, although careful in-

vestigation failed to reveal any tubercle bacilli in it.

Several of the valuable appendices to the report

contain the statements of medical inspectors relative

to local inspections, hospital accommodation, sewage

disposal, water supply, and the housing of the work-

ing classes.

The inspection of an unusual outbi'eak of measles at

Burton-on-Trent, by Dr. Theodore Thomson, gave rise

to the following comments of the Board :

" In order to successfully control measles in a bor-

ough of this description, where children suffering from

the early stages of and incubating that disease are

constantly liable to come into contact, the measures

that are most likely to avail are isolation in hospital of

the children first attacked, and the strict exclusion

from school of all children living in houses where the

disease prevails, to be followed, if need be, by actual

closure of the schools. To attain the desired end with

the least interference with the system of elementary

education, it is as necessary for the school officials

daily to seek the required information from their schol-

ars and to transmit it to the sanitary officers as it is

for the sanitary officers to transmit to the school offi-

cials information gained from the notification returns.

And, above all, the time when these measures have

most chance of success is at the very onset of the out-

break. Indeed, not only can no sanitary authority be

expected to maintain in readiness means of isolation

for more than a limited number of cases of measles,

but the value of hospital isolation for preventing the

extension of this disease is generally limited to quite

the initial period of an outbreak."

A considerable part of the volume is occupied with

reports of inspection of distant parts of the British

P^mpire invaded by the plague and of the measures

taken to prevent its entrance into England. These

measures are summarized by the Board as follows :

" Briefly stated, the system adopted in this country

in such cases is the medical examination of all persons

on board ; the removal to hospital of any person either

suffering from plague or suspected to be so suffering

;

the disinfection of articles believed to have had oppor-

tunity of becoming infected, and of those portions of

the vessel occupied by the sick ; the registering on

board of the names and addresses of all the remain-

ing persons, including the crew, such persons being

then free to leave the ship and to go to the addresses

given ; and lastly, the transmission to the sanitary

authorities of the names and places of residence of

persons leaving the vessel for their respective districts,

with a view to such persons being maintained under

supervision of the medical officer of health during the

ten days which have been determined on as represent-

ing, in so far as administrative purposes are con-

cerned, the period of incubation of plague. The
system embodied in these measures is that which P^ng-

land has now for a long period adopted with regard to

exotic diseases ; it aims at arresting at our ports actual

cases of foreign disease, plague, cholera and yellow

fever, and of securing the disinfection of articles which

may reasonably be held to have incurred risk of infec-

tion. For the rest it imposes no restrictions on either

individuals or articles imported ; but it relies on the

internal sanitary administration of the country to con-

trol at the onset any infection which may perchance

evade the precautions adopted at our ports. Thus far

it has been singularly successful, as regards all the

three diseases to which it has been applied, and the re-

sponsibility which devolves under it on local sanitary

authorities so to organize their local public health de-

partments that they shall be always prepared effectu-

ally to deal with any chance infection which may reach

them from abroad has had the inestimable advantage of

helping to secure at the same time a standard of health

at home which has resulted in an immense saving of

life."

With reference to the part played by merchandise

in the transmission of infection, the Board continues

as follows :
" Some nations and persons have, in sheer

panic, attempted to impose almost universal prohibi-

tion on the importation of all articles from countries

where plague j)revails ; and in their most pronounced

form these attempts have, in so far as the interests of

this country are concerned, culminated in occasional

suggestions to prohibit the export of grain from

plague-infected ports, or to destroy cargoes of grain,

such as corn and rice, when carried by a vessel on

which one or more cases of plague have occurred.

With regard to such proposals, I have taken the re-

sponsibility of advising that no prohibition either as to

exportation or importation, under the circumstances

referred to, was called for ; and further, that no futile

attempts at the disinfection of cargoes such as those

of grain were justfiable, except in so far as the local

medical officer of health had evidence that any indi-

vidual sack or sacks of grain had had opportunity of

becoming infected, or afforded indication of having

been soiled by, or of having been eaten into by rats

whose dead bodies gave evidence of the occurrence of

the disease in them. Thus far, my action, which has

often been followed by the use for food of the cargoes

concerned, has been fully justified by the results.

In taking this attitude as regards the importation

and exportation of articles of commerce in general,

I have been influenced by the following considera-

tions : Firstly, as regards grain cargoes, there is an

absence of anything that can be regarded as evidence

to show that plague is communicable to man by means

of an article of diet, and there is, further, evidence
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wliich f;ooH to sliow that ovuii wluni {(rain is piir-

poHoIy iiif(!ctc(l with tho phij^uo liacilhis, thiit oi;(;iniMiii

(li(!H ill 11 f(!w days when thu grain in dry, aH when

|)!i(;k('(l for transit. Secondly, there is ovcrwluilniinf,'

t!vi(I«!nc(i to th«^ (;IT(!ct that car<;o<'H from iiif»u;t(Hl v<;h-

Hi'ls have failfd to coninnniicatc th(! infection of

plamie, even under circuniHtanceH when nearly every

condition present seemed to favor such communication."

He further cites the fact that in 183;") plague pn;-

vaih;d as an epidemic among th(! employes of every

grade who were engaged in the war(!hous(>s of the

Kgyptian (iovernmcint. Notwithstanding this, bales

of cotton handled by these laborers were transmitted

to the principal porta of Europe^ to the numlxT of

nearly 100,000 bales, without a single case of plague

resulting. No precautions whatever were taken by

way of disinfection.

" Having regard," the medical officer continues, " to

our present knowledge concerning the etiology of

bubonic plague, I feel justified in holding the view

that, in so far as danger of the introduction of that

disease into this country is concerned, the first and

most important point to be held in view in our port

sanitary administration is such strict medical inspec-

tion of persons arriving from infected countries as

shall go to secure the detection and immediate isola-

tion of those mild attacks which are mainly identified

with slight or indolent bubonic enlargements and indi-

cations of general malaise. Next to this, and always

to be observed, is the disinfection of all articles of

clothing, etc., which have had opportunity of becom-

ing infected, either before they were packed for the

journey or since. Thirdly, comes the disinfection of

those portions of the vessel which may have been used

by patients suffering from or suspected to have had

the plague. And, lastly, measures should be adopted

to prevent the conveyance of the disease to the shore

from an infected ship by means of rats, which are pe-

culiarly susceptible to the plague infection.

" But no system of inspection or other restriction is

perfect, and hence, for the rest, we must trust to such

local sanitary administration of our towns, villages and

hamlets as will deprive a disease such as plague of

the means of diffusing itself should a chance case

make its way inland."

HOSPITAL STATISTICS.

"We have from time to time taken occasion to allude

to and criticise the disease statistics commonly pub-

lished in hospital reports. Statistics at best are pro-

verbially fallacious, and it is clear to one reading over

the lists of diseases as they occur in the various de-

partments of a large hospital and are finally published

in the hospital reports that the standard of classifica-

tion is usually wholly vague, that no proper distinc-

tion is made between disease processes and prominent

symptoms, and that diseases are not, as a rule, properly

grouped. The result of this is the narration of a

HuricB of conditionH whicli lack ntatiHtical value bo-

(;auH<! of the arbitrary and fortuitouH way in which

they are claHsified. It must, however, Ix; recogni/e«l

and admitt«!d that owing to the fact that many %o-

called (liseaseH are known only by their prominent

sym|)tom, and that our knowledgi; Ih on many Hide»

incom|)lete, a scientilic elasiification \n a matter of

•M-eat dilliculty. The (piestion at once arises, for in-

stance, as to whether we shall classify by etiology or

by pathological anatomy or by symptfjmatology. \i

we look over a hospiUil report we usually find that no

one of tlujse methods is exclusively used. We Hp«;ak

now of tuberculosis and not of phthisis, of nephritis

rather than Bright's disease, of appendicitis rather

than of the various inflammatory affections of that

Higion which used to confuse the nomenclature. As

our knowledge advances on the etiological and patho-

logical side we are able to classify with more and more

accuracy. There is, however, a great field where no

such accurate knowledge exists, and tlien we fall into

the error of classifying merely by symptoms, and giv-

ing to certain symptoms, for example, hemorrhage,

hemiplegia, vertigo, a significance which in no way

belongs to them. The inevitable result is a confusion

and repetition under different names, which does little

toward making statistics of value.

The faults, therefore, which we find in hospital case

statistics are inherent in the nature of the subject

and are certainly not peculiar to any one institution.

In editorial comment on the last report of the Boston

City Hospital we said in part, in our issue of Septem-

ber 21, 1809 : "In the report before us, we find in

one place apoplexj-, cerebral hemorrhage and hemi-

plegia classed as separate diseases ; in another we see

multiple sclerosis and disseminated sclerosis given as

distinct from one another. Under unclassified gyne-

cological diseases are named the following conditions

:

Bursitis, caries of vesicle, debility, hepatic colic, in-

fancy. Under surgical diseases, among hiany others

equally extraordinary, are apoplexy, hysteria, delirium

tremens, premature birth, general paralysis. Since so

much work is necessarily put upon this portion of

hospital reports in general, it is unfortunate that a

classification is not agreed upon by the various de-

partments, that some sort of order may be brought out

of the chaos, and such statistics rendered really service-

able. We simply take this report as an example of

an almost universal failing."

In a more recent review of the last Massachusetts

General Hospital report, we said in speaking of the

disease statistics :
" The diseases are not carefully

tabulated and are of small value as statistics or for

purposes of reference. Dementia, neurasthenia and

hysteria, for example, are classified as surgical dis-

eases, as is also miscarriage. As we have before had

occasion to say, such statistics are worthless unless pre-

pared with scrupulous care. The difficulty seems in-

herent in the system, and is by no means peculiar to

the Massachusetts Hospital." Certain persons have

felt that some of the foregoing assertions are unjust.
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tliat such statistics are not useless, and that the tabula-

tion is far better than we were inclined to allow.

That they have a certain interest to those wishing to

get a general outline of the amount of work done at a

hospital we are quite willing to admit, but we are

equally sure that it is unjustifiable to regard any statis-

tics of value, as statistics, which do not strictly

conform to some fixed standard of classification. A
reform of some sort is definitely needed, and as a sug-

gestion we should say that the value of such tabulations

will be in proportion to the simplicity of the classifica-

tion. In the second place, it is highly desirable that a

somewhat uniform system be adopted in our large in-

stitutions, to the end that comparisons of accuracy

may be made. The over-refinement of detail which

is so conspicuous a feature of the ordinary tables

should be abolished to give place to a rational system

which will at least have the merit of being logical and

correct as far as it goes. We find precisely the oppo-

site tendency in the long-drawn-out narration of minor

symptoms, masquerading as diseases, which have no

claim to be regarded as disease processes and which

can fill no logical place in a rational system of classi-

fication designed to be of statistical value. We i^lead

merely for a simple and logical method of tabulation

based on what knowledge we have of disease. If this

could be done, this portion of the conventional hospital

report would be converted to a useful end.

MEDICAL NOTES.

American Nurses in Paris.— Physicians hav-

ing patients who are to visit Paris this summer may
be interested to know that a number of American

graduate nurses may be obtained in that city. They

are graduates of St. Luke's and the Presbyterian Hos-

pitals of New York, and are women of experience and

character. They are under the charge of Mrs. Emma
Keith Borth, 102 Rue Vangirard, who refers to some

of the most prominent physicians of New York.

Recei'tion by the Medical Club of Phila-

delphia.— The Medical Club of Philadelphia will

hold a reception at the Hotel Bellevue on Saturday

evening, June Dth, in honor of Drs. Abraham Jacobi,

of New York, Alonzo Garcelon, of Maine, George H.

Simmons, Secretary of the American Medical Associa-

tion, James Morrison Bodine, of Louisville, Frank
Billings, of Chicago, and the President-elect of the

American Medical Association.

BOSTON and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, .June G, 1900, there were re-

ported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 80, scar-

latina o4, measles 91, typhoid fever 21.

NEW YORK.

"Effect of Summer Heat upon the Public
Health."— On May 2Hth, Dr. Henry D. Chajnii

read a paper on " The Effect of Summer Heat upon

the Public Health." In the course of it he remarked,

"It is estimated that there are 14G,C00 children under

the age of three years now living in the Boroughs of

Manhattan and the Bronx. This immense number
subsists principally upon milk. Recent studies show

that if cow's milk can be properly cooled, it will

keep a considerable time, and this is much better

than relying too largely upon superheating. Here

is where the subject of ice comes properly under the

physician's notice. Any difficulty in the free procur-

ing of ice by the poor during the heated months,

whether from a natural scarcity of that article or

from a cornering of it by commercial greed, is a pub-

lic calamity." In the discussion of the paper Dr. A.

Jacobi also attacked the ice trust, saying, " Commer-
cial enterprise should not be disturbed, but when it

goes to the length of destroying life, some check

ought to be put to it. We punish men for erecting

bad buildings, and when a wall tumbles down and

kills a person a great hue and cry is raised, and new
and more stringent laws are made. When commer-

cial enterprise is sure to kill thousands of children

and adults, should it not be interfered with ? Physi-

cians should certainly take a lively interest in this

matter."

A Death from Scaldino at an Insane Hospi-

tal. — Kate Donnelly, a patient in the female depart-

ment of the Manhattan State Hospital for the Insane

on Ward's Island, was recently scalded to death by

another patient, Mary Brennan. It seems that two of

the attendants carried the former to a bathroom and

placed her in the tub, and while they were bending

over the tub the Brennan woman, who has a mania

for playing with water, entered and turned on the

hot-water faucet. To preclude the possibility of

patients handling the faucets themselves while bath-

ing, the water is turned on and off by an arrange-

ment several feet distant from the tub, and it was

thus that the precaution taken to guard the patient

proved the very means of disaster in this case. The

instant that the hot water was turned on one of the

attendants started to turn off the faucet and the other

to secure the Brennan woman, but in the meanwhile

the helpless patient in the tub was so severely scalded

that the injuries resulted in death. The two attend-

ants, who were students in the junior class of the

Training School for Nurses, have since been discharged.

Basket Ball among the Insane.— At the wo-

men's games on the grounds of the Manhattan State

Hospital for the Insane at Ward's Island on Memorial

Day, which were refereed by Dr. Archibald Campbell,

a spirited basket-ball match was played by a team of

"chronics," dressed in brown, and one of " acutes," in

blue. Over eight hundred patients, seated on two

sides of the lawn, watched the contest with intense

interest.

Meeting of National Volunteer Emergency
Service Medical Corps.— The first meeting of the

founders of the " National Volunteer Emergency
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Scrvict! IMi'iMcmI Corps," \v;iH Ik'I'I <>ii .Ihiu- "JiI. 'I'lir

purposes uikI phiii ol orjiiiiii/iitioii ot lliis new liody,

(he (l('si",Mi of wliicli is to provi<li' proiiii)! mid cllicicnt

medical or Kiirf^'ic^al scivit;c, with skilled niirsiii",', in

case of sudden war, riots, epidemi(!s or puhlic- disas-

ters of any kind, are to be I'ully explained by its ori;,n-

nator, Dr. .1. Ad(!lplii (ioltliel), of New York, in a

paper before the Section on State Medicine of llie

American Medical Association at tht; Atlantic City

ineetinju.

Hkcukation PiF.its. — 'I'lie six recnialion piers of

Miiidiattan, tliroe on the Hudson and three on the

East River, were thrown opcMi for the season on May
2()tli, and on May 'i-Sth a n(!vv one on the East River,

in front of Williainsbur<;h, Borough of Brooklyn, was

opened with ap[)ropriate ceremonies. On June 1st

the new Ilamillon Fish Park, a small East-Side j)ark

on Houston Street, was opened in the presence of

nearly ten thousand children of the tenements. It

contains an ani})le playground, a gymnasium, a bath-

ing-house, and two fountains.

A Ckntknaki.vn. — ]Mrs. Hannah Kennedy died at

her home on Columbus Avenue on dune 1st, at the

age of one hundred and one years. She was born in

Ireland and came to this country after the death of her

husband, thirty-seven years ago She leaves six children,

seventeen "-randchildi-en and five great-grandchildren.

fll^ij^ccUanp.

MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION OF MILI-
TARY SURGEONS.

TiiK ninth annual meeting of the Association of

Military Surgeons of the United States was held at

the New York Academy of Medicine on May 31st

and June 1st and 2d, with Col. Charles H. Alden,

Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A., presiding. The fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year :

President, Hrig.-(ien. A. J. Stone, Minnesota ; First

\'ice-President, Medical Inspector John C. Wise,

AVashington, D. C. ; Second Vice-President, Brig.-

(ien. J. F. Calef, Connecticut ; Seci'etary, Lieut.-

Col. Charles Adams, Illinois ; Treasurer, Lieut.

Herbert A. Arnold, Pennsylvania. In his annual

address, the President stated that over one hundred
and fifty members of the Association, nearly one-half

its active membership, were selected for commissions

in the United States or volunteer services during

the Spanish-American War. This war, he said, has

already had the effect of attracting attention to the

need of our National Guard and the importance of a

more intimate luiion between the United States and
the State military forces. The present Congress, he

belit^ved, would providt; nu)re liberally than formerly

for the needs of the State military, and further stej)S

would probably soon be taken to unify the military

resources of the nation. At the conclusion of the

address a conunittee was apj)ointed to take steps

towards the establishment of a military medical

journal. It consisted of the following nuMnl)ers : Drs.

A. J. Stone, Charles Adams, W. C. Borden. C. P.

Werlenliaker and .lohn C. \\"w. ( f)lonel (iritlith

then announced that the gohl medal (jfTen-d l»y l>r.

I'lno San«ler, of St. Louis, for the \h-mI chwiy on " .Mili-

tary Surgery," had been won l»y Capt. \V. (
'. Borden,

Assistant Surgeon, \ . S. A., W ashingtiMi, 1). C.

In a paper on " What Should be the Standard of

N'ision Reipiired of Eidisted Men in tin; Uniu-d StJiUrs

Army ? " l)r. Myles Standish called attention to the

fact that in European countries <!nliste<l men are p<rr-

niitted to wvmy glasses, while they are not in thfj

Cnited States. In a great many instances lie thought

an injustice was done to applicants for adruission

both to the army ami to W(!st Point, who were

reje(;ted without ade<)uate reason. In a paper on

" Field Work in the Philippines," Dr. F. W. Kemj*

stated that, in his exp<;rience, nine-tenth.s of the

deaths on the field of battle were the result of

wounds which are not necessarily fatal if the flow of

itlood is stopped at once. For this n;a8on he re-

garded the first-aid packet as of incalculalile value,

and he urfcd a thorough instruction of ollicers and

men in first aid. He also advocated the employment

of Chinamen as litter-bearers, instead of Americans,

in tropical countries ; stating that he had used thtmi

for this purpose in the Philippines, and had found

them absolutely tireless and totally without fear

under fire. In a paper on " The Utilization of

Native Troops in Colonial Possessions," Dr. L. L.

Seaman also advocated the use of the Chinese.

Among their recommendations as soldiers were, first,

their temperance, and, second, their cheapness. The
Chinese soldiers cost Great Britain alxjut five dol-

lars in gold per month, this amount including both

l)ay and rations. In the Philippines, he said, there

are at present twenty-five regiments of volunteers

whose term of service expires in June, 1901, and he

recommended that as the ranks of these regiments

become depleted the battalions be reformed so that

there will be in each regiment tw^o battalions of

Americans and one battalion of Chinese or Filipinos,

the full complement of American officers being

retained. Among the other papers read and dis-

cussed were the following :
" The Value of the Schum-

burg Method of I'urification of AVater for Military

Purposes," by Dr. J. II. Iluddleston, of New Y'ork

;

" Method of Transportation of Wounded on Ships of

AVar," by Dr. John C. AVise, U. S. N. ; and " The
Management of (^uarantinable Diseases and Cordons,"

by Dr. C. P. AVertenbaker, of the U. S. Marine-Hos-

pital Service. The annual dinner of the Association

was held at the Murray Hill Hotel on the evening of

June 1st.

DEATH CERTIFICATES IN RURAL DISTRICTS.

The town clerks in the rural districts of the State

of Massachusetts are undoubtedly not responsible for

all the statements as to the cause of death which they

annually publish in the reports of their respective

bailiwicks. Bad spelling and bad chirography are not

confined to prescription writing. Certificates of death

come in for their share, and when State documents

continue to be crammed with errors it is hardly rea-

sonable to expect more of town reports.

The following curiosities are to be found in the

reports of a dozen town officials in their reports of

l<S'j;», as causes of death : Intra menruged hemorrhage,

athenma, focal impostin, cataubalis epidemicus, mul-
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tiple <iur;im!iti, fiubali'sue, septic eiulufudtis, osteo

myelitis of ilicium, puerferal ecliinii)rice, intescrautal

tumor, condylainotor, chronic cyiulocarolitis, iliacu-

litis, hypithiticial suicide, spina bcfoilo.

<©Bituarp»

E. O. SHAKESPEARE, M.D.

Dr. E. O. Shakkspeauk, of Philadelphia, died sud-

denly June 1st at the age of fifty-four. He studied medi-

cine at the University of Pennsylvania and was graduated

from that institution in 18G9. He was later connected

with the Medical I)ej)artnient of the University as assistant

at the Eye Clinic and Lecturer on Operative Eye Sur-

gery. He was also during his life, j)resident of the Patho-

logical Society of Philadelphia, pathological and ophthal

mic surgeon to the Philadelphia Hospital, a member of

the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, of the American
Medical Association and was president of the Section of

Pathology in the International Medical Congress.

In 1885 he was commissioned by President Cleveland to

investigate Asiatic cholera in P^urope and India, and he

spent a year in that work. During the war with Spain,

Dr. Shakespeare was appointed a brigade-surgeon, with

the rank of major of volunteers, and at the time of his

death he was acting as a member of the commission at-

tached to the oflice of the Surgeon-General at Washington
to investigate the causes of typhoid fever in the United
States Army.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Saturday, May 26, IflOO.
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KKAI.ISM IN MEDICINE.'

HY A. T. CAlun', A.M., M.I)., IIOHTON,

Suryron to the MaBsachxuetti General Hoipilal.

Mit. Pkksidknt and Fkllovvs ok Till, Mass.v-

cmJSKT'r.s Mkdicai. Socikty : — When I rcccivt-d

the compliincnt of an invitation to address you to-day

I lirst tli()iii;lit that here, was an opportunity to [)r('sent

some surgical subject that wouhl have a <fen(;ral in-

terest. Ik'forc I had settled on a theme, liowever, I

reniemhered that tliis was tlie year 11)00, and I felt

that it wouhl Ik; plainly unfitting, at our last ineetin;f

in the iiinet(;enth century, to ask you to eonfiiu! your

thoughts to any narrow field of research. For we are

just finishing tiie hundnid years in which medicine

and UKidical study have done more for the world than

had been accomplished by the disciples of Esculapius

in all pi'evious time.

Wallace, in his recent book entitled " The Wonder-
ful Century," draws a striking comparison between the

achievements of human endeavor in the nineteenth

century and in all preceding ages. He takes account

of the discoveries which have been of suflicient

weight to turn the current of thought or to profoundly

modify the lives of men. In parallel columns he

places these lists of notable events ; on one side those

which preceded the year 1800, and on the other those

which followed it. Certainly he is justified in calling

this a wonderful century, for twenty-four important

discoveries are credited to it, while he has found but

fifteen discoveries of similar magnitude in all past

time.

However we may differ with Wallace in some of

his estimates, we must agree, I think, that this com-

parison is substantially a fair one, and must recog-

nize that, measured by such tests as we can apply,

the world and the conditions of life upon it have been

more altered by man in the past century than in all

time that had gone before.

In no realm of human thought has this recent ad-

vance been more rapid than in that of medicine, and

in none other has it been of such wide and lasting ben-

efit to humanity.

When we name surgical anesthesia, cellular physi-

ology and pathology, antiseptic surgery, and the germ
theory of disease, we have an array of gifts for which

the human race may well feel grateful to the medical

men of the nineteenth century. Looking back

through all past time, we find that in the seventeenth

century Harvey discovered the circulation of the

blood, and that in the eighteenth century Jenner in-

troduced vaccination. Here the list of medical con-

tributions of the first rank ends, four in the present,

two in all past centuries. And of these two, vacci-

nation, while working great good, did not admit of

scientific explanation or understanding until the investi-

gations arising out of the germ theory opened our

eyes to the significance of acquired immunity.

It would be manifestly imi)ossible in the time at

our disposal to review in any detail the progress of

medical science in the three generations just past, and

I do not mean to task your patience with an attempt

at such recital. But I think it may be well worth our

while to take note of the discoveries which mark epochs

< The Auiiual Discourse read before the Massactaasetts Medical So-
ciety, June 13, 1900.

in iiM'diial prognths and which hav»r occurnd witliiu

the memory of many of tho.se h(;re pn!Heiii. .\ lou-

sideration of the direction of the research or ntudy

wliich led to fhein may help uh to draw from thfui

lessons, or dcdu<!e from tlniii curves of thought which

will guide us along the b«;Ht lines in the century that

we arc; just entering.

A brief (consideration of the hi.-»tory of medicine

shows that it may, for purp(js«;8 of study, l»e dividi-d

into two jjcriods. Of these the first is that long p«;-

riod from tin; birth of known time up to the lM;giniiing

of this century, during which idealism prevailed an<l

theory succeeded theory only to be in it.s turn super-

.seded by some newer invention of a more ingenious

think<!r. The second period is that of realism, in

whi<;h theories are not allowed to stand unless they

can be shown to rest on demonstrable facts. It is not

claimed that this, the inductive method, had not b(;eii

used in medicine prior to the present century. Far

fnmi it, for the two already mentioned achievements

of the past, namely, the discovery of the circulation of

the blood and vaccination, were both obtained by men
following realistic methods, searching for facts and

basing their theories on these facts only after they

had been thoroughly tested.

It can be fairly asserted, however, that it is only

within the past hundred years that inductive reason-

ing has become the prevailing influence in medicine,

and that abstract ideas have come to be discredited.

Now and then, even in the remotest times, men who
were born observers attained some insight into the

realities of things. Such men often solved the prac-

tical difficulties that were presented to them in the

best manner and introduced rational methods of treat-

ment which did much to keep medicine out of dis-

repute during that long period when error mascjuer-

aded in the cloak of philosophy. The questions that

were intelligently handled in those early times were

mostly anatomical or surgical, and dealt with the vis-

ible or easily accessible parts of the body. The mo-
ment that obscure functions or the liidden causes of

disease came under discussion, then the all-pervading

idealism resumed its sw^ay and the wildest speculation

and theorizinij prevailed.

Thus at the time when surgeons met the serious

difficulties of an operation for stone in the bladder in

a rational and enlightened manner, their medical breth-

ren were treating pneumonia, typhoid fever and other

diseases that taxed the endurance of their patients to

the utmost, by bleeding and other methods of deple-

tion, wliich still further reduced the strength so

greatly needed.

It is true then of all time that medicine has owed
its successes to its use of inductive methods. It has

reached lasting results only when it has rested its

theories on accurately observed facts. We recognize

the human senses as being, on the whole, reliable ol>-

servers, worthy of acceptance as witnesses to the facts.

No one would for a moment deny that our senses

are fallible and often deceived ; but they are the only

witnesses we have and we must make the best of

them. They must not be easily trusted and their olv

servations must be consti^ntly verified by independent

investigations. This constant re-examination and veri-

fication or disproval of work done has been a marked
feature of medical progress in this century.

Louis, the great clinician, who was active at the

time when idealism was losms its hold and realism
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was coming to the front, said :
" As often as I have

formed an a priori idea and had afterward opportu-

nity to prove the tacts, I have invariably found that

my idea was false." Here is tlie testimony of an hon-

est man, striving after the truth and forced to recog-

nize the fallibility of the human mind when acting

without th& constant control of the observant senses.

The present, consistent and ever advancing progress

of medicine toward a solid and enduring position

among the arts and sciences of the world dates from

the time when medical men came to Louis's way of

thinking, and ceasing to be content with the so-called

systems of medicine which had their origin in the

minds of ingenious closet naturalists, sought to estab-

lish a foundation of fact for the superstructure of their

thought.

It was then that they ceased to be animists, vitalists,

Brunonians or animal magnetists and began to be

scientific investigators, searching after the truth with

the best powers of observation that nature had put at

their disposal.

They w^ere no longer content with the pleasing and

fleeting shows of the imagination, but when they

found a fact which kept its integrity through all the

tests that their ingenuity could apply, they duly prized

it and put it by, to use when tliey could make it ap-

plicable. Such tested facts and the beliefs founded

on them were kept under constant scrutiny, and if an

improved method of investigation was discovered, the

previously trusted facts were re-examined and rejected

if found wanting.

The scientific spirit is one of skepticism, hard to

convhice and very annoying to the intuitive thinker.

But the nineteenth century has shown us that this

patient piling of fact upon fact builds up structures of

an interest and beauty before which the wildest dream

of the idealist pales and with a quality of durability

which is in strong contrast to the ever changing be-

liefs of the past.

The history of surgery affords, perhaps, as good an

illustration as is possible of the triumph of the ma-

terialistic, the modern scientific method over the old

idealism.

Who can tell us better the aspirations and hopes

which seemed justified under the old regime than Am-
broise Pare ? No one better represents the high

ideals of the surgical art in the past than he. In 1575

he said : " God is my witness, and nn^n are not ignor

ant of it, that 1 have labored more than forty years to

throw light on the art of surgery and bring it to per-

fection. And in this labor 1 have striven so hard to

attain my end that the ancients have nought wherein

to excel us, save the discovery of first principles ; and

posterity will not be able to surpass us (be it said with-

out malice or offence), save by some additions such as

are easily made to things already discovered."

To-day this prophecy sounds ludicrously shortr

sighted ; yet it remained true for almost three centuries

and forecast with considerable accuracy the course of

surgery up to the time of the scientific uj)heaval which

realism brought about. Could Pare come back to

earth at this time, what joy he would take in the

triumphs of modern surgery, for he loved his art

truly anrl disinterestedly, and \w would freely forgive

the manner in which his prophecy has been belied.

Not the least part of his pleasure would be in finding

that with all the extraordinary advances that surgeons

have made, they still hold fast to the ligatures that he

gave them for the control of hemorrhage. Pare was
the great realist of that day. He delighted in close

observation and dared to follow what he saw.

To trace a little in detail now the paths along which
the modern advances have been made, we find that at

the beginning of the century the human senses, while

recognized as credibh; witnesses and depended upon in

a measure for the investigation of truth, were found

to lack the acuteness necessary for penetrating many
of the secrets of nature ; and human ingenuity began
to be turned to efforts to assist the perceptions and to

widen their scope.

The jiower of the eye had for a long time been in-

creased by the use of lenses, and the wish to aid its

penetration into the depths of the body led to the in-

vention of the oi)hthalmoscope, the laryngoscope, the

cystoscope and other combinations of mirrors and
lenses which brought the various cavities of the body
within the reach of direct observation. Efforts in this

direction will not pause till man ceases to be an in-

quisitive animal. Every year sees improvement in

all such methods of investigation and a consequent

widening of our knowledge of the hollow organs. Fi-

nally, at the end of the century, the remarkable dis-

covery of Rontgen has enabled the vision to penetrate

and discover the secrets hid in solid tissues.

In the meantime, the sense of hearing was not

neglected. Something was known of percussion in

the seventeenth century and a rude auscultation of the

borborygmi in the bowels had been practised before

that ; but the thorough and efficient use of these

methods of diagnosis waited for Laennec, who, in the

first half of this century, by his invention of the

stethoscope, greatly aided the sense of hearing and
opened the way for the modern practice of auscultation

and percussion, which has reached such perfection that

the relative positions of deeply lying organs can be

accurately made out ; and the lightest whisper in lung

or artery is heard and understood.

Even the sense of touch has had its range of useful-

ness widened. For modern surgery affords so many
opportunities for the correction of ideas gained through

palpation that the accuracy of deductions drawn from
what it is possible to feel has been greatly increased,

and a modern abdominal or pelvic examination is as

great an advance on the less assured methods of a

century ago as are the modern means of locomotion

over the old stage coach.

Extraordinary as have been these advances in the

investigation of living conditions under the earnest

and constant pressure of clinical workers, it is when
we turn to regard what has been accomplished by the

post-mortem study of tissues healthy and diseased

that we approach that part of achievement in medicine

which will make this century memorable.

Much had been done in the way of accurate obser-

vation of morbid conditions prior to the present cen-

tury, but it was after the improved lenses of the

modern microscope made possible the close study of

the individual cells that medicine made the forward

stride which placed it in the ranks of exact science.

Many men contributed to this result ; for with the

awakening of interest in the objective study of medi-

cine, the laboratories, where such existed, were

thronged with eager investigators, and if the time

served, many of these might be mentioned with honor

and reverence, for they advanced nearly abreast into

the newly opened regions of cellular pathology.
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It is iiuit()ssil)l»', li(»vv<!vcr, to Hpcuk of tliiw iiiov<!-

iiuiiit witliout iiHiiitionin^ tli»! luune of Rudolph Vir-

(•Iiow, wlio will (;v(M" l)c n'rnciiilMTcd iis tli(^ oiio who
Nt((|tp('»l foiwiiid from th(! niiik.s and hid this iidviincc

I well niiiciiiiu'r my first impnissioii of Vinhow
when 1 vviMit to Merlin in 187(1 to study in his hiltoni-

torv. lit' w:is not ;it first sii^ht an imposing linure,

and one would not have picked him from a crowd as

i\u\ foremost medical tliink<M- of the time. Any sense

of disappointment on this score was, howev(!r, soon

dispelled wIhmi he was seen at work. If I had

brought no other impression from my foreij:;n study I

should have felt anii)ly nnvarded hy the opportunity

of seeing that trained intcdlect, hacked hy unrivalled

powers of observation, leading i\w way through the

most complicat(ul j)athologieal problems and making
that way so clear that we wondered we had not seen

it for ourselves. His eye seemed to penetrate to the

centre of the organ he was examining, and we stu-

dents used to say it was as good as a No. 7 Hartnak
objective. One might well feel that to have been as-

sociated with him was a liberal education in medicine.

The habit of verifying with the microscope ap-

pearances dimly seen with the naked eye, and study-

ing out the cellular changes involved, laid the founda-

tions of modern pathology. At the same time, the

optical instrument makers were constantly improving

the lenses and methods of illumimition in the micro-

scope, so that it was })ossible from year to year to get

a more and more accurate idea of the cells and of the

changes that occuirred in them as the result of morbid

processes. Embr3'ology, too, threw much needed light

on the life history of the cell and upon the character-

istics of different tissues.

This patient work of investigation recjuired for its

proper prosecution institutions devoted to the scientific

study of medical problems, and it also required ade-

quate means for the support of the investigators.

Such institutions and the necessary endowments
hardly existed in this country until the last (juarter of

this century, so that the earlier American students

who wished to be properly instructed in these higher

methods of research were forced to go abroad to seek

the opportunity. Especially in Germany, they found

good laboratories and ins|)irhig teachers, and they

came back after their probation inoculated with the

skeptical, investigating Teuton habit. Even if they

were soon plugned in the everyday work of their

profession, and found but little time for the further

prosecution of purely scientific work, still this habit of

inquiry and of constant scrutiny of conditions passing

under their eyes clung to them, and was of the great-

est service in their practice and in such study of their

cases as they could make.
A man with his standard of work thus raised was

no longer content with a name as the explanation of a

set of symptoms, but felt driven to seek out and
understand the morbi<l process which caused the ob-

served ])henomena, and, if possible, to learn the

cause of that morbid process. He had thus ceased to

he an empiric and had become a scientific practi-

tioner of his art.

The arousing of this spirit throughout the medical

world has been perhaps the best gift of this century to

medicine. The establishment of the cellular histology

and pathology marks one goal reached by this move-
ment, which is pressing on with a still accelerating

speed.

We now (ronie U) speak of the HefX)nd i^reat c/^iitri-

bution whitth this seientitic spirit has made to the (cen-

tury. I refer to the genu theory of diHease. 'I'he,

manner in which this discovery was made un<l in

which the fads thus far established have been reached
is most encouraging, and awakcMis inspiring hope fr)r

tli(! future. For it was not revealed bv anv fiasli of
inspiration to a closet thinker, nr>r was it aecidenUlly
stundded upon by an erratic investigator groping far

ahead of his time. On the contrary, it came as the

logi(!aI result of concerted human c^fTort, st<'j)j)ing for-

ward constantly from fa(;t to fact. It was the most
complete; possible demonstration of the wortli of this

sort of study. There; could be no more convincing
proof of the value of laboratory work tlian this.

\Vh(!n the cause of a disease is discovered hy such
investigation, and its auth(;nticity is shown by its

power to reproduce tlie same disease, we at once feel

that we have here solid ground frf)m which to start

for further researches.

It was this achievement, perhaps, more than any
other, that informed the world that at last medicine
was ceasing to be merely an art, and was taking its

place among the exact sciences.

We cannot speak of the germ theory without think-

ing of certain illustrious men. The names of Pasteur
and of Lister will at once occur to you all. We must
not forget, howevei", that long before Pasteur's dis-

covery of the intluenee of miero-organisTns in produc-
ing fermentations, important work had been done by
Vogel, Davaine, Schulze, Chevreuil and many others.

It remained for Pasteur to so illuminate the facts that

thenceforward no one could doubt that the minute
organisms associated with putrefaction and other fer-

mentative changes were really the cause of those

changes, and not an accidental accompaniment or

result of them.

Lister was deeply impressed by thes(» discoveries.

It had long been observed that subcutaneous injuries

were quick to heal and followed a usually afebrile

course, in marked contrast to the suppurations and
fevers that accompanied the healing of open wounds.
He was at once struck by the important bearing that

Pasteur's discovery had upon this hitherto unexplained
fact, and conceived the idea that the putrefaction pro-

duced in animal fluids by the action of organisms
might be resjjonsible for the unfavorable course of

healing in wounds exposed to the air. To test the

correctness of this hypothesis he devised means of

excluding organisms from wounds. The success of his

efforts in this direction compelled the attention of

surgeons, and led by rapid steps tlu'ough antiseptic to

the aseptic surgery of the present day.

The discovery of this application of the gexra

theory threw the door wide open for the surgeon to

enter safely into the inner recesses of the body, and to

interest himself in the functions and disturbances of

organs that had before been as sealed books to him.
The triumphs of the new surgery might well fill a

discourse. It is with dilHculty that I turn away from
so fascinating a subject. To one whose surgical

activity began with the introduction of antiseptic

l)rinciples and who has grown up with the growth of

modern surgery, it might well be forgiven if he dilated

somewhat upon the triumphs of this golden age in

which the power wielded by the surgeon has so won-
derfully grown year by year. We are constantly

urged forward b^' the encouragement, Be bold; be
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bold, and but rarely are checked by the admonition,

Be not too bold.

I cannot, however, allow myself the pleasure of

such a digression, but must be content to point out

that all this splendid achievement is one step in the

onward progress of medical science, and that we owe

it to the patient, plodding work of investigation that

had gone before.

The interest of every laboratory, and indeed almost

every microscope, was now turned to the scrutiny of

fluids and tissues, for the purpose of discovering the

individual organisms which caused each disturbance.

One after another the bacilli, streptococci and staphylo-

cocci were ferretted out and classified, and with the

aid of solid gelatine media, they w^ere presently

ol)tained in pure cultures and their individual charac-

teristics were made demonstrable.

It was now found that special organisms produced

special diseases with such certainty that in cases of

doubt the detection of the microbe involved in a mor-

bid process at once settled the character of that pro-

cess. Thus a malignant pustule could be at once dis-

tinguished from an ordinary furuncle or carbuncle

and the appropriate treatment could be adopted early.

In the presence of such exact knowledge the nomen-

clature of disease improved, and instead of speaking

of erysipelas, lymphangitis or cellulitis, it now became

usual to say, a streptococcus infection of such and

such an extent. We ceased to use the terms scrofula

or consumption, but began to speak of tuberculosis of

this or that organ, and to demand a demonstration of

the correctness of our diagnosis by the recognition

of the bacilli.

These well-known instances of our changed concep-

tions of familiar diseases are selected as illustrations

of the fundamental alteration of our habits of thought

wrought by these newly learned facts.

The next natural step in the investigation of the

action of micro-organisms within the body was the

study of the effects of these organisms on the tissues

and of the provisions that nature made to resist their

deleterious action and to limit their growth. Consid-

erable progress has been made in this research.

It has been shown that the blood serum has a cer-

tain amount of destructive power and that the white

Ijlood cells are active in the attack upon them. It

has also been found, in the case of certain germs,

that their growth in the body produces a future im-

munity of greater or less duration, and in the case of

the Klebs-LoHler bacillus this immunity has been

traced to the blood serum, which acquires, under the

influence of the organisms, a positively antidotal

power.

The action of the antitoxic serum obtained from

horses treated with the diphtheritic poison is so well

known to you all that it would be both superfluous

and tedious to dwell upon it here. It is, however,

p(n-haj)s th(! high-wat<!r mark reached by this modern
investigation of disease. To learn the ultimate cause

of a disease and then, by a study of this cause, to ol)-

tain the knowledge which enables us to meet and van-

(|iiisli the morbid elenuMits after they have ol)tained a

I'oothuhl in the body, is certainly an acliievement to be

proud of.

It is natural that other organisms should have been

studied with the object of discovering similar antitox-

ins. Efforts in this direction with the tetanus bacil-

lus have yielded results that are decidedly hopeful.

And the organisms of relapsing fever, cholera, the

plague and tuberculosis have also yielded sera which
seem to have some power in either checking or pro-

tecting against the parent disease. These are results

most encouraging in view of the comparatively short

time during which investigations in this du'ection have
been under way. Much, however, remains to be done.

I now wish to turn aside for a moment to speak of

an achievement which has been of incalculable benefit

to medicine and mankind, but which lay out of the

line of the regular advance of scientific medicine and
stands by itself as a gift made by empiricism. I allude

to the discovery of surgical anesthesia. No con-

sistent, experimental study preceded and led gradu-

ally up to the final triumph. To be sure, an uncon-

sciousness which, if not too dc^ep, could be recovered

from had been produced by carbonic dioxide, and as

early as the year 1800 it became known that nitrous

oxide gas would produce a temporary unconsciousness

to pain, but even this latter agent, which has since

been shown to have some degree of efficiency, was at

that time deemed so unsatisfactory that it attracted lit-

tle attention.

At this time, when the world was unprepared for

such good fortune, the knowledge of the anesthetic

properties of sulphuric ether was given to Thomas
G. Morton, a Boston dentist, who was without scien-

tific training, but who was possessed of the idea that

surgical anesthesia was possible and who, in his effort

to compass it, was ready to take any hint that came
to his ears as to an agent by which it might be ol>

tained. His good luck led him to hear that sulphuric

ether, when inhaled, produced a temporary unconscious-

ness. Knowing no more than this, ignorant of the

possible dangers of the drug, he risked his reputation

and future peace of mind by trying it. Had ether

possessed dangerous (jualities and caused the death of

the first patient, or had that patient been so unfortu-

nate as to die from asphyxia, a mishap that might well

have happened with the then incomplete knowledge of

proper methods of etherization, Morton would have

probably gone to jail and later to a dishonored grave.

He took those risks and Fortune smiled on the brave,

albeit reckless, man. His was the venture and his is

the honor.

Surgical anesthesia was thus discovered, as it were,

by accident. It came as a revelation rather than as a

result of consecutive steps leading to that goal.

It is interesting to notice, too, that it was revealed

at the very time when experimentation upon animals

was beginning to be necessary to medical research. It

seems to have been pre-arranged that when man's de-

velopment reached the point of needing to study the

phenomena of life u{)on the living, then his intelli-

gence should com})ass the relief of paiji.

This discovery, as I have said, lay to one side of

the line along which scientific medicine was advanc-

ing ; but it lias been of incalculable aid to that ad-

vance. How greatly the triumphs of aseptic surgery

would have been curtailed if surgical anesthesia had

not been attained. And in exj)erimental medicine it

has done far more than to alleviate the pain of neces-

sary operations. Without it, many of the most im-

portant investigations would have been impossible.

For the delicate dissections and manipulations neces-

sary in physiological research could not have been

made on iuiimals conscious and struggling,

{To be continued.)
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TLOSINC; STATIOMKNT FOR THE KKMOX-
SrilANTS TO rilE MASSACHUSETTS IIOISE
HILI. NO. 917. KNTI'ILKI) " AN ACT FOIl'lill.;

I'TJIITHKK I'KKVEN'nOxN OF ClUJEI/I'Y TO
ANIMALS," HEFOKE DIE JOIN T COMMI I TEE
ON I'ROHATE AND INSOLVENCY, MARCH
15, 1900.

IIV IIAItol.I) C. KRNST, A.M., .M.I>., II08T0N,

Professor of liacterioloyy in the Harvard Medical School ; /'resident

of the lioston Society o/' Medictil Sciences.

Mil. ClIAIUMAN AND (JeNTI.KMKN OK TMK (.'OM-

.AUTi'Ki; : — We lire <;l;i(l to hear the counsel for tlie

petitioners aeknowl(ul<re this morning that all tin; e.\-

jK-rts are on our side in this matter, for that is, of

course, where we think they are, and I have to say

for myself that 1 need so much more time for the

" summing up " for the remonstrants than the peti-

tioners will take, for the reason that there seems to

be so much more to say on our side of this question.

In beginning what I have to say for the remon-

strants to the bill before you, I should like to pre-

sent for your consideration the following extract

from one of the clearest writers of the day.^

" The insidious growth of selHshness is a disease

against which men should be most on their guard ;

but it is a grave though a common error to suppose

that the unselfish instincts may be gratified without

restraint. .
." (Page 41.) "The fatal vice of ill-con-

sidered benevolence is that it looks only to proximate

and immediate results without considering either al-

ternatives or distant and indirect consequences. A
large and highly respectable form of benevolence is

that connected with the animal world, and in Eng-
land it is carried in some respects to a point which is

unknown on the Continent. But what a strange form

of compassion is that which long made it impossible

to establish a Pasteur institution in England, oblig-

ing patients threatened with one of the most horrible

diseases that can afHict mankind to go — as they are

always ready to do — to Paris, in order to undergo a

treatment which what is called the humane senti-

ment of Englishmen forbids them to receive at home !

What a strange form of benevolence is that whic;h,

in a country where field sports are the habitual amuse-

ment of the higher ranks of society, denounces as

criminal even the most carefully limited and super-

vised experiments on living animals, and would thus

close the best hope of finding remedies for some of

the worst forms of human suffering, the one sure

method of testing the supposed remedies, which may
be fatal or which may be of incalculable benefit to

mankind !
^

. . .

" It is melancholy to observe how oft(>n sensitive

women, wlio object to field sports, and who denounce
all experiments on living animals, will be found su])-

porting with perfect callousness fashions that are lead-

ing to the wholesale destruction of some of the most
beautifxd species of birds, and ai"e in some cases de-

pendent upon acts of very aggravated cruelty."

That we are obliged to fight against exaggerated

statements will, I think, be evident to you from this,

which is taken from the New Eiiyland Antivivisection

Society Monthly, October, 1891): "What is vivisec-

' Lecky, W. E. H. : The Map of Life, 1899, pp. 36 and 41.
» See also Seton-Tliompson iii the current Century Magazine.

lion, :nid wIkiI can I du to h'lp the (TiiHadi; :i;'aiiiHt

il ? An^wfi- : Vivisection i-t the rniitijating, ciiftin;^

and burning of living animaln; they are fW^t-cUA,

roasted, boiled and skinned, when alive and in ftdl

possession of their facidtie-s. Neryes ure «li«.Hect«rd

out, laid ban! and connected with the polcrs of a
powerful i)attery from which currents of (riectricity

an; passed over tlies*; nerves ; this prol»ably raiiHes

the greatest agony of which sentient beings are caj»a-

ble. At the present time, the only way to attack this

horrible (;rime is by printing and circidatitig inf«<rma-

tion so as to l(;t the pul)lic know jn>t what vivisection

is, and how nun^h it is done.
" The N(!W England Antivivis(;ction Society has

been organized and inc(;rj)orated for this j»urj)Ose. In

order to accomplish its ol)ject it must have money to

pay its olHc(! rent, and for printing and postiige ; every
additional member increases its influence, apart from
the income! from membership. At present it has sev-

eral hundred members, and it wants to have several

thousand before; the end of another month " (a hope
evidently disappointed, for at the hearing the treas-

urer testified that the membersliip of this Societv was
"several hundred"); "every dollar given aids the
work directly ; all of its officers serve without pay, a
thing that can be said of no other society of its kind
in this State ; annual membership is five dollars

;

associate membership is one dollar, which does not
give the right to vote ; life mem])ership is one hun-
dred dollars. The New P>ngland Antivivisection

Society opposes vivisection, (1) because the number
of animals vivisected, with unknown and inconceiv-

able agony to each one, is probably several thousand
each day ; (2) because anesthetics are very seldom
efiiciently used ; (3) because the results of vivisec-

tion are as near to absolute worthlessness as it is easy
to get, in fact cause great and absolute harm

; (4)
because, as recent revelations in the Transcript and
other papers abundantly show, vivisectors of promi-
nence and supposed character are, almost without ex-

ception, untruthful, and cannot be relied upon to

speak the truth about their own acts," and so on.

These statements are so positive, and if true would
be so overwhelming, that it is hardly conceivable

that they would have been put forth with no better

evidence to support them than has been offered here,

and of this evidence and by whom given I shall

speak later.

At the outset it should be stated that viA-isection in-

cludes not merely the dissection of anesthetized ani-

mals, but all the great series of inoculation experi-

ments that have been mentioned to you — those
made for purposes of diagnosis, for the preparation of

toxins and antitoxins of various kinds, as well as

for the purpose of securing further light on our
knowledge of the causation of disease. As an illus-

tration, it may be said that the passage of such a bill

as is before you would })revent all studies upon bu-
bonic plague, which is now threatening our shores.

To show that we are here voicing the senti-

ment of the medical and scientific workers of the

country, as well as those of this State, I beg to pre-

sent the following votes of the most imj)ortant scien-

tific bodies of the country.* There are sixty-nine

such societies here represented, and others have voted
unce that time, as did these, in opposition to the re-

strictive legislation such as is here proposed.

' Senate Document No. 31, 54th Congress, Second Session.
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I am indebted for much of the next following legal

statement to the report of the hearing held before the

Legislature on this same subject four years ago

:

"There are probably three things, Mr. Chairman, in

regard to which you and your Committee wish to be

satisfied: Whether vivisection is useful, productive of

valuable results ; whether there are abuses w^ithin

this State which you ought to regulate ; whether there

is such secrecy in the practice of it that you cannot

find out whether there are abuses or not. As to

its usefulness, that is a matter of expert opinion. The
medical profession is a very large one and contains

men of all sorts of training and all sorts of opinions.

It is possible to select, as the proposers of this bill

have done, certain names of physicians who are op-

posed to vivisection — or who were opposed to it, for

it is noticeable that almost all the opinions quoted are

old opinions, not based on facts which correspond with

the practice of vivisection as it exists to-day. Speak-

ing generally, however, it is possible to say that the

great consensus of medical opinion— trustworthy,

authoritative opinion throughout the world— is in

favor of vivisection, as productive of the very highest

good, and as being actually indis})ensable to the

progress of nuidicine. A few years ago, this question

w^as submitted by the Government of Germany,

through the Minister of Public Instruction at Berlin,

to tli'e universities. Among other cpiestions asked

was : Whether the Faculty considered vivisection an

indispensable method of research, which medical

science could not possibly give up without positive

damage to itself. The University of Berlin, among
others, answered the questions, and the Faculty were

unanimous in their opinion that vivisection is indis-

pensable to the progress of medical science, and that

the renunciation of the practice would not only do

positive damage, but would cause an absolute paralysis

of medical science, and would bring about the annihil-

ation of its further progress. The same questions

were put to the other great universities in Germany,

and they returned answers to the same effect.

" The second jioint is as to the existence of any

abuses that this law can correct or influence in the

slightest degree more than that already on the statute

books, and we submit that there is no evidence of the

existence of any. No such evidence has been sub-

mitted by the supporters of this bill as existing in this

State, aiid we have had representatives of the men
engaged in research upon animals here, from whom it

has not been possible to gain any knowledge of such

abuses ; they have all testified, or would have testified

if the specific question had been asked of them, that

none such exists to their knowledge.
" Finally, as to the point of secrecy, there is no

secrecy in the laboratories of any of the men who
have testified here, and none in those of others, so far

as we know. Any properly minded person can obtain

admission to any one of these laboratories at any

time, so far as a desire to conceal what is going on is

concerned. It may of course be conceivable that at

the time of application there may l)e some specially

delicate operation in progress which might delay the

freest admission for a few moments ; and, of course,

what goes on in the Medical School is not open to the

promiscuous j)ul)lic and should not be, and proj)crly

so. An irresponsible person, coming there without

credentials, and with the fix(!d i)ur])os(! (:ilthough this

might not be known) of obtaining evidence that

might be used to excite the public mind and cause agi-

tation, should not be admitted ; but nobody in the

community who will take proper pains to be intro-

duced, and who will come to the Medical School in an

open manner, will be excluded."

I want to call the attention of the Committee to the

present provision of tlie law, for if it is pro2)Osed to

alter the law, it is pretty important to know what the

law is now. We have * a law against cruelty : " Who-
ever overloads, oviu'drives or overworks, or deprives

of necessary sustenance, or cruelly beats or mutilates

an animal, or procures this to be done to any animal

;

or having charge or being in custody of any animal,

infiicts unnecessary cruelty upon it, etc., is punishable

by imprisonment in a jail for a period not exceeding

one year, or by a fine not exceeding two hundred and
fifty dollars, or both " (a punishment more severe than

expressed in the bill before you). "A corporation

which violates this provision is punishable by fine and
is responsible for the knowledge and acts of its agents

or servants. Officers are authorized to arrest, without

a warrant, jiersons who are suspected of being guilty of

this act, and, finally, there is a most stringent and un-

usual provision to the effect that when a complaint is

made to a court or magistrate, and when the complain-

ant believes, and has reasonable cause for believing, that

this law is being violated in any particular building or

place, and tlu; magistrate or court is satisfied that

there is reasonable cause, he may issue a search war-

rant to search the building. There is, therefore, in

Massachusetts a law, applicable to vivisection, of the

most extreme kind, which would enable any person

who could satisfy a court that he has reasonable cause

to sus})ect that cruelty was being practised in a INIassa-

chusetts medical school, or elsewhere, to procure a

search warrant to search the premises and discover the

animal and the jjiirtiiis cruelly treating it, and to

cause the arrest without a warrant of the persons who
are suspected of jjractising the cruelty. There is also

a later act, passed in 1894, which absolutely prohibits

the practise of vivisection in all public schools in this

Commonwealth, and prohibits the exhibition of the

body of an animal on which vivisection has been prac-

tised ; so that this agitation is directed, as indeed has

already been practically acknowledged, against the

professional schools, for vivisection is not practised in

any other schools in tliis Commonwealth."
We are constantly hearing quoted in such agitations

as the present Dr. Parvin's opinion in regard to the

usefulness or not of the study of vivisection. So im-

portant has this opinion been thought that the Ameri-

can Humane Society has seen fit to print for distribu-

tion " excerpts " of the address,— italicizing here and

there,— and these excerpts have been made use of in

all agitations of the nature of this bill, but not with—
what shall it be called ? — a quite fair presentation of

the author's statements ; as, for example, in the pam-
phlet of the American Humane Society, page 15, we
read :

" Should the law restrict the performance of

vivisection ? I think it ought, chiefiy as an expression

of public sentiment and for moral effect."

But the publishers of this pamphlet do not give the

remainder of this sentence, which in the original runs

on as follows

:

" For violations of its jjrovisions could usually only

be discovered l)y a system of espionage, by tin; em-

ployment of detectives, of sj)i('s and informers, utterly

* Public Statutes, Chap. 207, paragraph 52.
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jilifii to our system of ^(»Vfniiii(iit, ;iiiil wlio ,iif, ;is a

rule, :ii)oiiiiii:il)lt'."

W'cstcott '^' Hiiys ;
'* IT we Ii.kI (lt|irii(l((| ii|ioii iIh' i<'-

sultsol" ('\|»criiiiciitH oil liviiii; !iiiiiii;ils I'or llit; introtliic-

tioii of clilorofoiin or ctlu^r into surgical ]»r;ictirc, we
mi^rlit never li!iv<' Iiiul those hlessiii^^s." In contrast, to

tIiis,W. II. Welch,'' in his address on " Thi; Inlhiencteof

Aneslliesia upon Medical Science," says; "The op-

ponents of animal experinu'iitation have; endeavored to

utilize for their purposes tlie alleged al>senc(i of experi-

nu!uts upon animals as tlu^ basis of this discovery.

As a matter of fact, even leavini;' out of account the

pionc(;r experiments upon animals by Humphrey
Davy with nitrous oxide, the first siicc(!ssful trial of

ether us a <feueral anesthetic for huiuau beings by

Morton was preceded by his demonstration of the

power of this aj^ent to produce in dogs unconscious-

ness and ins(Misibility to pain. It would be strange,

indeed, if these striking results of experiments upon
animals had no influence in inducing him to test their

a[)plicability to human beings. It must, however, be

admitted that the |)ro(luction of anesthesia in man by

inhalation of ether was not preceded by such numer-

ous and poperly conducted experiments on animals as

were required to ad'ord any adinjuate conception of its

effects or its possibilities of danger." In other words.

Dr. Morton took a vci'y serious risk in his experi-

ments at the Massachusetts CJeneral IIos[)ital— with-

out, as we should think to-day, having made the nec-

essary preliminary experiments upon aninuils to fully

study the effects of the agent he proi)Osed to use.

We have been told here that the results of vivisec-

tion are uselesss in advancing our knowledge of dis-

ease. Such statements can be made only by those

who are helplessly or wilfully ignorant of the facts,

and as illustrations in point, I present to you these

plates of the results of the treatment of cretinism

with injections of thyroid extract, and the colored rep-

resentations of the behavior of the diphtheritic mem-
brane after the administration of diphtheria antitoxin ;

the latter can be seen any day of the year at the South
Department of the Boston City Hospital. It seems to

me, gentlemen, that the change represented in the

condition of one such child as is pictured among the

cretins is a justification for the work that we are

defending.

One of the witnesses for the bill in one of his com-
munications to the public press takes ground that I

believe to have been quite unintentional. Because

Dr. Joseph Winters, of New York, has not been in

accord with the general feeling in regard to the speci-

fic nature and value of the antitoxin of diphtheria,

his name has been used to give implied added weight

to the assertions against the value of animal experi-

mentation in medicine. The following letter of Dr.

Winters will demonstrate that his name must be abso-

lutely excluded from any arguments against this

method of investigation in the future.

New York City, March 1, 1900.

My Dear Dr. Ernst :— Your letter to Dr. Park
has been referred to me by him. I cannot under-

stand how my attitude on animal vivisection could have

been called in question. Vivisection has done so much for

localization of disease processes of the nerve centres that

every well-read medical man must feel it imperative that

he should favor this valuable guidance for the surgeon in

the relief of diseases of the nervous system. But for ani-

• Boston Transcript, March 1, 1900.
Tbe •eml-oenteuuial of anesthesia, Boston, 1897.

mnl viviNoclion there could nt-.vv.r have Ixren a (^'laudi!

Hcrnard, a ('liarcf)(, a Kcrricr, and hoMtft of oiIhth equally
well known, and viiiijalili; work«rr»( in <liM<;a(M;!i of the ri«r-

voiiH MyHt(!in. All that tlitiy havt- done for thf- tin-dical [iro

U:nmm and for maiikitid tln-oii<{hrjnt the worhi iian had an

its biiHlM the rcHultH of vivi.Miectirjn. In every rlcpartriient

of nKMJiciiie every wcll-traini-d clirdcal phyHJoiiid r<:ali/.):i

the di;t)t he owi-h to tin; wriiingM of tliosc who have so
piiticiitly conducted ex[)erinir;ntH on animals in the |>liyfii-

ological laboratory. All they have done i.i a tliankleHU

task. Very h'.vt j)hyHiciaiiH there are in the world who
woidd be willing to relinqinsh the faHcinatiouB of pra<;ti-

cal medicine for the tliankleHH task of the experi-

mental |)liyHiologist. It grieves me to think that the

value of this work shonlil be (piestioned by intelligent,

tlioughlful and rational [>eo[)le, wliere the enthimiastic

aiUiviviscetionists arc to be classed. Would that they

could realize how much their miRguirle<l efforts are in-

terfering with the well-gnided, humane efforts of the

vivisectionist. It seems to me that the antivivisectionist

should visit the laboratory of tlie vivisectionist, and see

how humanely he conducts his work, before he raises his

voice or takes his pen in hand. One visit to any well-

directed laboratory would still his voice. Again, he should

know that a large part of the success for the relief of the

suffering of mankind by medical men is due to the dis-

coveries made in the physiological laboratory by the vivi-

sectionist. The most advanced of sympathetic practitioners

of to-day would, I believe, relinquish that which is dearer
to them than their own lives, namely, their efforts to

relieve the sufferings of their fellow beings, were they
deprived of the inspirations afforded them by the results

of experiments on animals.

Excuse me, dear doctor, for this lengthy communication,
but I am deeply grieved and chagrined that my name
could be used by one who opposes the value to mankind of

animal vivisection.

Sincerely yours,

Joseph E. Winters.

Certain representatives of the clergy and others

who have experienced the benefits of the antitoxin of

diphtheria have appeared before you to state their

feelings in regard to the effectiveness of this treatment
as it has appeared in their own experience, and with
their testimony, the following letter should be sul>-

mitted for your consideration :

Oak Park, III., March 9, 1900.

My Dear Dr. Stone :— I shrink, as I suppose every
humane man does, from the infliction of needless pain upon
any living creature. So far forth I hold with the most in-

tense antivivisectionists. But I am persuaded that it is some-
times necessary to cause pain that pain may be prevented.
I do not doubt that some vivisection has been performed
with needless cruelty ; on the other hand, I know some
men who constantly perform it, and who are most tender-
hearted, high-minded men. I favor such restrictions as

put a check upon cruelty without restricting the progress
of science.

I was often at the Medical School Laboratory four
years ago when my children were sick with diphtheria,
and saw much there and at the Boston City Hospital of

the preparation and use of antitoxin. Just ia proportion
as I love my own children I am willing that certain guinea-
pigs should be experimented upon if necessary for their

sakes. I am not willing that a single guinea-pig should be
tortured needlessly, but I want the man who takes the
life of my child in band to do no needless experimenting
upon the child in order to save guinea-pigs. My own im-
pression is that vivisection is sufficiently restricted in Massa-
chusetts. If further restrictions are to be made, it ought
to be done with the approval of the more intelligent

physicians.

Yours very truly,

W. E. Barton.
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It has been said here that the antitoxin of diphthe-

ria does no good, and when the statistics are (^noted,

the reply is "that tht-y are falsified, and that the per-

centage of mortality is brought down by adding cases

that are not diphtiieria, that are diphtheria only be-

cause the diphtheria bacillus is present in them Avith-

out symptoms, or that moribund cases are excluded in

making up the returns. The only place of convenient

access that I know where a record is kept of cases

treated with and without antitoxin of diphtheria is

Lawrence, IVlass., and I liave here the mortality sta-

tistics of that city for the thirteen months from Janu-

ary 1, 1881), to February 1, 1900. The total cases of

diphtheria there reported is 393. Of this number

there were treated with diphtheria antitoxin 274, with

a mortality of 10.2 per cent. There were 119 cases

treated without antitoxin, with a mortality of 2G per

cent. If antitoxin was accessible in these latter cases,

a very serious responsibility lies on the shoulders of

the physicians of those patients who were allowed to

die without trying its beneficial effects.

The antitoxin of diphtheria is j)repared by the in-

jection of horses, and the use of their blood serum.

The horses are bled at more or less fre<pient intervals,

and that the treatment is not cruel may be seen by

the i)hotograi)hs I present to you, which show that

the animals are fat and healthy looking (having been

used for the production of antitoxin for from two to

four years, and constantly bled in that time), and by

the assertions that I am able to make in regard to

these animals, that the bleeding was not attended by

any pain, as was constantly shown by the fact that

they would eat from the hand while being bled, and

that the trocar could be introduced in many cases

without any restraint whatever, and never with more
than a " twitch " lightly applied.

In their abstract of the bill before this Committee,

the petitioners liave summarized matters as follows :

KESTKICTIONS.

(1) "All experiments on living animals must be

performed with a view to the advancement of knowl-

edge by new discovery." This will prevent the daily ap-

plication of methods of recognizing and preventing dis-

ease that have become matters of routine, such as the

recognizing of hydrophobia, always made by inoculation

experiments, and the preparation of vaccine virus, now
always made upon calves, the preparation of the anti-

toxin of diphtheria, and other diseases attacking man
and the animals themselves, or the utilization of any

new discoveries that may be made in this direction,

if indeed any are made under such a restrictive meas-

ure.

(2) " Any one performing an experiment must pre-

viously obtain a license from the Secretary of State."

This is practically a prohibitory measure, for the bill

requires that a license shall be obtained for each ex-

periment, and no worker has the time to secure per-

mission for each experiment he may be called upon to

carry on, notal)ly in the direction of diagnostic or cura-

tive procedures, which must lie att(!nded to at the time,

and will not permit of delay (illustrated by Dr. Bur-

rell's case of anthrax in his testimony).

(3) " All pain to the animal must be prevented by

the use of chloroform or ether," which seems to us to

be al)surd, for it practically j)r(!vents the use of any
otlier means for deadening pain, or any possibility of

the discovery of any new agent for the suppression of

pain in the future, such as chlorotone, now being
tried.

(4) " If pain is likely to continue after the effect

of the chloroform or ether has ceased, the animal
must be killed before recovering therefrom;" in other

words, no physician is to be allowed to take advantage
of what most of us are sure is the most certain means
of helping his patient in diphtheria and other like

diseases ; no one anxious to help the cause of suffer-

ing humanity is to be allowed to do so except in the

line of what can be accomplished in the course of an
hour or two, and by what practically amount to ana-

tomical studies.

( To be contbuied.)

THE MECHANICS OF LATERAL CURVATURE
OF THE SPINE.i

BY ROBERT W. LOVETT, M.D., BOSTON,
Assistant Surgeon to the Children's Hospital.

The present pajier is a preliminary one, and
reports a series of observations made on the normal
movements of the spine in the cadaver, and the living

model, studied es})ecially with reference to the mech-
anism of scoliosis. The subject is so extensive and
the problems involved are so intricate that it is not
possible for the writer to do more at present than to

call attention to certain demonstrable facts and to cer-

tain deductions to be drawn from them.

It is a well-recognized fact that in lateral curvature

of the sjjine, at least in cases of moderate grade, the

lateral bending is associated with a twisting of the ver-

tebrae in the long axis of the spine. To the latter

phenomenon the word rotation is applied by common
consent.

A large amount of literature has been accumulated
in the attempt to explain the mechanism of scoliosis,

especially to account for the existence of the rotation,

but among the theories dealing with the subject there

is no one wholly satisfactory. For the most part

they are very complicated ; they differ widely from
each other, and no one meets with general acceptance.

It is perhaps hardly worth while to enumerate them,

as they may be found in such books as Hoffa and
Lorenz.^

These theories have for the most part been formu-
lated either from purely theoretical considerations or

by reasoning back from the pathological changes

found in more or less advanced cases. As neither of

these methods has so far yielded satisfactory results,

it may be advisable to turn to the study of the normal
movements of the spine to see if in them is to be

found any explanation of the phenomena observed in

scoliosis.

Bradford's experiment.— One ))revious attempt

has been made and puhlished in this line of investi-

gation by Bradford, wlio demonstrated that in the

cadaver a rotary lateral curvature of the type seen in

life might be produced by superincumbent weight

coming ol)li(|uely upon the spinal column. This im-

portant ex{)eriment demonstrated that in the normal
spine of the cadav(!r exist conditions capable of pro-

ducing the phenomena found in scoliosis when suj)er-

i Rea<l before the American Orthopedic Association at Washing-
ton, May 1, 1900.

2 lloffa : I^ehrbucli der orth. (^hir., 1808, p. 370 ; I.orenz : Path. Und
Ther. der Seltl. Kuckgratverkrumniungen, 188C, p. 17.
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iiicuinlM^nt vvtught I'iiIIh ol)Ii(|iuOy tipoii i\\v column.'

Some siiniliir work on tin; cudjivcr \v;is done by Dr.

K. (i. Unickctt, hut was never |)ul)IiHlu'(l.

TIh! experiments descirihed in tin; present piiper

w«n'e mude l)y tin' writer durin<r the past six inontlis,

in part at the Harvard iMedieal School hy tlie' courtesy

of Prof. Thomas I)vvi<;ht, to whose supervision and
si|o;n(.stions lie is greatly indebted. The work was

undertaken with a hope of contributin<f s()methin<r to

the present knovvl<ul<re of the normal movements of

the spine without especial referi-ncx! to scoliosis, but

early in the investigation certain plmnomena bearin*;

so closely on the causation of scoliosis were observed

that the rest of the investi<iation was deferred and the

time devoted wholly to tlu^ (juestion of the causation

of rotary lateral curvature. It is the hope of the

writer to pursue the rest of the inv(!stigatioii at some
future time.

Movements of spine. — The movements of the spine

are generally accepted as being four in nuujber :

*

(1) Flexion (forward bending).

(2) Extension backward bending).

(3) Lateral bending (side bending).

(4) Torsion.

Although this chissification is usually found in the

books it has been often recognized that torsion is in

some way associated with lateral bending. That lat-

eral flexion probably does not exist as a pure move-
ment has for some time been recognized by sonu; if

not all anatomists, and has been taught for some years

by Professor Dwight. As long ago as 1844 Ilenry

J. Bigelow ^ wrote: "The principle of torsion is

illustrated by bending a flat blade of grass or a flat,

flexible stick in the direction of its width. The
centre immediately rotates upon its longitudinal axis

to bend flatwise in the direction of its thickness. In

the same way the spine, laterally flexed, turns upon
its vertical axis to yield in its shortest or antero-

posterior diameter." Occasional references are found

to the association of torsion with lateral flexion,*' but

no definite recognition of the relation between the two

seems to exist.

It is the purpose of this paper to show that lateral

flexion and torsion of the spine are associated parts of

one compound movement and that neither can exist

without the other. That, however, in side bending

from the fiexed position the torsion is diametrically

opposite from what it is in the extended position and

that the spine follows the laws governing fiexible rods

in this regard.

(1) Flexion apparently exists as a pure forward

movement and its amount varies greatly with the

flexibility of the individual.

(2) Extension apparently exists as a pure back-

ward movement and its amount varies greatly with

the flexibility of the individual.

(3) Lateral flexion of the spine apparently does

not exist as a pure movement. Something very like

a pure lateral flexion is found experimentally in one

position of the trunk, but owing to the com|)lex con-

ditions existing it is not possible to measure it with

sufficient accuracy to say how pure the movement is

' Bradford and Lovett : Orthopedic Surgery, 2d Eil., 1809, p. !'l.

* Poirieret Preiiaut : Traited'Aiiat. Hun\., i,744 ; Gray's Anatomy;
Lauderer : Mechanotlicrapie, 1894, p 217, etc.

^ Orthopedic Surgery. Boylstou Prize Essay for 1844, Boston, 1845,

p. 168.
« Hoffa : Lehrbuch der orth. Chir., 1898, p. 372 ; Henke : Handbuch

der Anat. und Mech. der Gelenke, p. 66 ; v. Meyer: Virch. Arch.,
XXXV, p. 225 ; Tubby : Orthopedic Surgery, London, 1896, p. 143; W.
A. Lane : Guy's Hospital Keports, xxix, p. 293.

or with how much t^)rHion it in usHociated. In^«Mi<Tal,

lateral flexion in any position of tin- trunk Ih umhoci-

ated with torsion.

Tiie cadavers use*! in tlmne experimeritM were hIx in

nuiid)er ami had previously been used in the (Whm-c.I-

ing-room. The stitrniim and contents of the cheHt

and abdoin(;n, as well us the arms and scapula-, had
been niinoved, as well as the alMlominal and moHt of

the back muscles.

Experiment, cadaver: Flexion. — If the pelviH of

a normal cadaver is fix(rd in a vicr; ami the upright

spine flexed, and by a cord attached to the atlas pulbd
to the left side, a very marked torsion occurs through

the whole column, and each vertei)ra appears t<^> change

its relation to tlu^ one Ix-lovv it, not only in the lateral

movement that it makes, l)ut by torsion arcnind thr;

long axis of the sj)ine. And this t<^)rsion always oc^

curs in one direction in flexion, the bodies of the

vertebra; turning toward the convexity of the curve

and the spinous process toward the concavity. Each
vertebra twists upon the one below it in the long axis

of the spine, the body turning in one direction and
the spinous process in the other. In the cadavers

experimented upon the torsion of the cervical ver-

tebne upon the last lumbar in side bending amounted
to perhaps forty-five degrees in flexion. This torsion

is slight in the lumbar region and marked in the

dorsal region, especially between the fourth and
twelfth dorsal vertebra'.

In the photograph (Fig. 1) thin boards are shown
fastened to the chest and pelvis to mark the lateral

plane of each, and hat pins were driven into the

spinous processes of the first sacral, one of the lower

dor.sal, one of the upper dorsal, and one of the lower

cervical vertebra^, to mark the anteroposterior axis

of each vertebra-. By having both of these modes of

measurement at the same time, it may be shown that

the variation of the boards corresponds to the torsion

of the vertebra^— as represented by the pins driven

into them.

Model: Flexion. — The same experiment was then

made upon two models. Both were young women,
professional models and markedly flexible ; one had
been upon the stage as a dancer, and the other kept

herself flexible by exercises to enable her to take

difficult poses without lameness. If the model bends

forward and flexes her spine to the left the same
phenomenon occurs that is seen in the cadaver. The
spinous processes turn to the concavity of the curve ;

that is, to the left, which means that the vertebral

bodies turn to the convexity and the right side of the

chest becomes more prominent behind ; that is, the

rotation is backward on the convex side of the curve,

as in the rotation of scoliosis. In the experiments

the models were ignorant of the purpose of the experi-

ment and were told to bend to the left without twist-

ing.

Fig. 2 shows Model 1 with boards fastened to

pelvis and chest in a similar position to that of the

cadaver in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows Model 2 in the

same position as that of the cadaver in Fig. 1 with

cardboard indicators fastened over the spinous pro-

cesses by sticking plaster. The rotation backward
of the chest on the convexity of the curve may l>e

seen in both Figs. 2 and 3.

In reply to a possible criticism of the experiment,

that the scapula', ribs and muscles cause an apparent

rotation of the boards in the living: model which does
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n6t exist, it may be said that the direction of the

boards and indicators have been shown to correspond

to each other in the cadaver, and each one of these

taken separately behaves in the model as it does in

the cadaver. Moreover, the rotation of the spinous

processes of the vertebne in the live model can be

easily appreciated by the fingers, showing that it is a

real torsion and not an apparent one.

Lateral bending, then, in both cadaver and model

in positions of marked flexion is accompanied by

torsion, and this torsion is in this position always in

one direction, and is of the same type as the rotation

seen in scoliosis ; that is, backward on the convexity

of the curve, or, in other language, the bodies of the

vertebrae turn toward the convexity of the lateral

curve. Various attempts were made to reverse this

torsion while making side bendings in the flexed posi-

tion by pulling the vertebrie apart, pressing them to-

gether, etc., but in all cases in both cadaver and model

the type of torsion described above persisted.

Cadaver : Extension. — If the spine of a cadaver

is fixed in an upright position in a vice which clamps

the sacrum, and if this spine is hyperextended (bent

backward) and pulled to the left in this extended posi-

tion by a cord attached to the atlas, a torsion takes place,

but this torsion is exactly the reverse of the one oc-

curring in the similar pull to the left made in the

flexed position. The spinous processes rotate toward

the concavity of the curve and the type of the rotation

is the reverse of that usually seen in scoliosis in life

(Fig. 4). This torsion occurs less in the lower dor-

sal and lumbar region than does the one described in

speaking of flexion, and is located higher in the

column. The method of observation was by boards

and pins, as in the flexion experiment.

Model : Extension.— If, now, a model is asked to

extend her spine and then to bend to the left, it is

noticed that the board marking the lateral plane of the

chest turns backward on the side of the concavity of

the curve, which is the reverse of the condition found

in side bending in flexed positions ; that is, in the

model the rotation of the vertebral bodies must be

toward the side of the concavity. This type of torsion

is constant in all side bendings in the extended posi-

tions as observed in models and in patients.

Fig. 5 shows the Model 1 bending to the left with

backward rotation of the chest on the left side.

Fig. 6 shows Model 2 bending to the left in an

extended position, with cardboard indicatoi's fastened

to the skin over the sacrum, the upper lumbar, the

middle dorsal, and the lower cervical region. It will

be seen that the indicators show a marked rotation of

the spinous processes in the dorsal region toward the

convexity of the curve, and th(! bodies must rotate

toward the concavity. Compared with Fig. 4 it will

be seen that the indicators point in the same direction

as in the cadaver placed in the same position, and

compared with Fig. 3, a photograph of the same

model bending to tlie left in the flexed position, it will

be seen that the indicators point in the opposite direc-

tion.

In the intact spine of the cadaver, therefore, and in

the model, side bending in the extended position is

accompanied l)y torsion of the vertebral bodies toward

the concavity of the curve ; in other words, the rota-

tion is backward on the concavity of the curve, which

is the reverse of the condition ordinarily seen in life in

scoliosis.

Experiment, cadaver : Flexion and extension.— As
the complicated movements of the spine in these ex-

periments introduced an element of mixed planes

most confusing to the observer, the following experi-

ment was undertaken by Professor Dwight and the

writer at the suggestion of the former, in order to ob-

tain a graphic record of the torsion : A spine was
placed upright in a vice at the edge of a table three

feet from the floor ; a hole was bored through the

eleventh dorsal vertebra from behind forward ; that is,

in the median plane of the body. Tlirough this hole

was passed a brass rod five feet in length, which pro-

jected three feet behind the spine and a short distance

in front of it. This rod, of course, represented the

anteroposterior axis of the vertebrae By means of a

plumb line, dropped from the rod, the direction in

which this rod pointed could be projected upon the

floor and its variations in the horizontal plane re-

corded graphically. This eliminated any element of

confusion on the part of the observer by giving a per-

manent and accurate record. The spine was then

flexed, and before being bent to either side, the direc-

tion of the indicator was projected. The spine was
then bent sideways to the right and to the left in the

flexed position and the direction of the indicator re-

corded in those positions. It was then extended and
bent to the right and left in the extended position and
a diagram was obtained (Fig. 7). The crossing of

the two lines to the right of the median plane, one

for right flexion and one for right extension, shows
plainly enough that there exists one type of torsion

for side bending in flexion and another for bending to

the same side in extension.

Pure lateral jiexion. — If one type of torsion

changes to the other type in going from flexion to ex-

tension, there must be a position between marked
flexion and marked extension where the planes cross,

and in this position, if anywhere, the purest lateral

flexion must exist. By experiment in both cadaver

and model this plane was found to be in slight flexion

of the spine in the upright position, perhaps fifteen de-

grees in front of perpendicular. In the sitting posi-

tion in the model, this plane exists in a slightly more
extended position than when standing upright. In the

upright position of the soldier, side bending is accom-

panied by the extension type of torsion.

Reasons for torsion.— It is obvious from these

experiments that there must be some fundamental

reason for the constant occurrence of one type of tor-

sion for side bendings in flexion and the occurrence

of another type in extension, as well as for the con-

stant association of torsion with side bending. The
vertebi'al column is a flexible rod capable of bearing

great weight. It is not equally flexible in all direc-

tions, but it is of course capable of some movement
in all planes, and as such, should come under the con-

trol of the laws governing flexible rods in general.

The extent of any of the movements of the spine

are, of course, greatly influenced by the shape of

the vertebral bodies, the curves of the spine, the char-

acter of the articular processes, the resistance of the

ligaments and the relative strength of the muscles.

But in spite of these complicating elements, it seemed

worth while to investigate the behavior of flexible

rods in general under similar conditions. Professor

Dwight suggested that this line of investigation might

be of use.

To Professor Ilollis, of Harvard University, the



Firt. 1. Spine fixed in vice, Hexed and bent to the left. Tlie boards
mark tlie plane ol the pelvis and clu'st. The hat pins are driven into
the spinous processes. The torsion of tlie spine is shown by botli
boards and pins, tlie bodies turning to the right.

Fig. 3. Model flexed and bent to the left.

cators have turned to the left.

The cardboard Indi-

FiG. 2. Model with spine flexed and bent to the left,
the boards show the planes of chest and pelvis. The
board marking the chest has rotated backward on the
convex side of the curve.

VKi. 4. Spine rtxed in vice, hyperextended and l>ent to the
left. J'he boards mark the plane of the pelvis and chest
The pins are driven into the spinous processes. The pins hav<
turned to the right, showing that the vertebral boiiies hav«
twisted to the left ; that is, toward the coucavity of the latera
curve.

Fig. ,"). Afodel with spine oxteudod bending to the left. The board
marking the plane of the chest has rotated backward on the left side.
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Fig. 7. Diagram of position of brass rod iu right flexion and
tension of spine of cadaver.

^ y

''Id. 8. Spine without vertebral bodies extended and bent to
left. The rod marking tlie idane of the chest has rotated back-
d on the left. (Compare Fig. 4.)

Fic. 10. Model twisting to the left, showing
consequent lateral deviation of the spine

Fig. 6. Model with spine extended bending
to the left. The cardboard indicators show
that the spinous processes have turned to the
right and the bodies to the left.

r;. 9. S|.ine without bodies flexed and bent to the left. The rod
ting the plane of the chest has rotated backward on the left,
ipare r ig. 1.)

Fi«;. U. Model sitting on an Inclined seat. T
cardboard indicators show tliat the bodies of t

vertebra- have rotated to the left ; that is, towa
the convexity of the lateral curve.
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writor is iiidchti^l for rmi<;li iiiforniiitioii on tli*! iiu!-

cliJiriical side ol" the (|m'stioii.

From tli(! iiuicli.iiiir.il point, ol vifvv, torsion icsnlts

from any motion in wiiirii id! the piirticlcs of :i st,r;ii;4lit,

fl(^\il)l(> rod do not mov(! in piinillcl phmcrs. (vonsc-

(jncntly, if «ih;1i a rod is hrnt in two pluiics iit tlic

siiiud time, torsion must intivituhly occur. Tiu! vert<;-

bral column is not a straij^ht fl('xil)l(! rod, hut one

bent in the ant(!ro|)ost(!rior plane i)y a series of jrcnth^

curves ; side hendinjf must therefon; inevital)ly h-ad

to torsion, because it nuians bendin<r in two plan(!s.

Nor does the fact tliat the interv<'rtebral discs permit

motion in all directions affect the (piestion, because

from a mechanical point of view the vertebral column
b(^haves in m'lieral as it would if it wen; a homo-
goneons llexible rod, and one does not have to wait

for torsion to oc(;ur until tlu; intervertebral discs an;

compressed and the edi^es of the vertebra; come into

contact, for. from a mechanical point of vi(;w, the

torsion begins with tlu; beginning of the side bending.

It therefore seems very uidikely that pure lateral

flexion of the spine ever exists.

A strip of sponge rubber, half an inch in diameter and
fourteen inches long, rotates in the same way that the

vertel)ral column does in the same position. It rotates

in one direction for side bending when bent forward and
in the opposite direction for side bending when bent

backward, and tlie rotation follows the same rule ob-

served in the vertebral column in the cadaver and in

life. A lateral curvature, in what corresponds to the

flexed })Osition of the spine, may be produced in the

rubber strip following the same rule of rotation seen

in life ; that is, the front of the rod turns towards the

convexity of the lateral curve. An artificial lateral

curvature in the rubber strip, nuxde in what corre-

sponds to the extended position of the spine, results in

a reverse rotation to that from the rotation of the

fiexed i)osition. A piece of rattan, a gum-elastic

catheter, a piece of rubber tubing, or a strip of sponge
rubber, round or square, behave all in the same way,
and rotate in the same direction as does the spine

when placed in a similar position to those described

in the experiments on the model and cadaver except

that they allow pure side bending in the lateral

plane.

For side bendings, when bent forward, the flexible

rod rotates one way, and when bent back and to the

same side it rotates the other way. So far as this

analogy goes, the spine, therefore, in its rotations

does no more than to follow certain laws governing-

flexible rods, and the elaborate theories to account

for the occurrence of rotation in scoliosis may be re-

{)laced b}"^ the statement that the spine behaves in

general as any flexible rod would under similar condi-

tion so far as rotation is concerned.

Articular processes.— Although it is easy to under-

stand that the column of vertebral bodies by itself

might (easily behave as a flexible rod, yet the articular

processes cannot be left out of account. They must
be an important factor in determining torsion, and
they must do one of two things. Either they must
fall in with the behavior of the flexible column of

bodies and serve to carry out the rotation which
would occur without them, or they must obstruct

or reverse the rotation whic;h would occur in the col-

umn of vertebral bodies alone.

-Experiments, cadaver: Spine without itertehral bodies.

— The experiments to be given seem to show that

wh(;n the iirticuiur pnx^eHHeH are in contiurt th*;y

merely servf; to acc«;ntuate tlio Mume robition that
would be present if the column of vcrti-bral iKMiicM

vvtire by itself.

Two vertebral column's, which h;ul been previ(»UHly

used and which had conformed to the usual ruh;, were
prepanrd for experiment by removing the r^olunui of
l)odi(;s by cutting through the pedicles. 'I'he (M>lumiiH

experimented upon tlw-n (;onsister| of lamina- an«l ar-

ti(Mdar processes with their ligaments. 'I'he ribs were
not remov(;d from these columns. Thes*; (tould no
longer be regarded as flexible rods, and were only
anatoini<!al pn!j)arations to demonstrate- just what part
in rotation tin; articular pro(-esses would play if left

to themselv(!s.

Each of these spines was then j)laced in a vice as in

the experimcuits (h^scrilxjd above; and pulled t/j tlie

side in the same way. Wh(-n the spine was extended
and pulled to thi; left rotation occurn-d of the same
type as in the intact column in th(! similar position, a
rotation of the ribs backward on the side of the con-
cavity. That is, th(! articular processes alone do the
same thing in side bending in the extended position

that the intact column doe-s (Fig. 8).

In side bending from the flexed position, however
(Fig. 9), the spine without bodies rotates in just the

reverse direction from that of the intact spine in the

same position, the rotation of the ril)s being backward
on the side of the concavity. This, of course, sug-

gests that in side bending in the extendfid position the

articular processes are active, but that in flexed posi-

tions they are not.

To see if this state of affairs really existed, a spine

which had been used and which had followed the rule

was sawed longitudinally in such a way as to divide

each articular process in the long axis of the spine.

The portion on the outer side of this cleft was re-

moved, giving a view of each articulation. The spine

was then flexed, and it was found that as moderate
flexion began the articular joint surfaces in the dorsal

region, which was the particular field observed, began
to separate, and in extreme flexion were separated by
an interval of perhaps one thirty-second of an inch.

As the sjjine was extended they seemed to come into

close contact at about the point where the flexion ro-

tation changes to the extension rotation. In marked
extension they were firmly in contact.

The conclusion from this is that the column of ver-

tebral bodies alone, without articular processes, would
rotate in just the same way in side bending in fiexion

and extension that the column does with articular

{)rocesses present. That in flexion they are not suffi-

ciently in contact to determine the rotation, but that

in extension they are in contact, and are the active

factors in determining the rotation which occurs in

extension. That rotation is, however, in the same
direction that it would be if the column consisted of

vertebral bodies alone. They apparently serve to

accentuate and carry out the behavior of a flexible

rod in general, although they undoubtedly aid in pre-

venting pure lateral fiexion of the spine.

Leaving for a moment out of consideration the be-

havior of the colunni without vertebral bodies, and
confining ourselves to the intact column in the cadaver
and the model, it is shown by the experiments that

there is one torsion for side bending in fiexion and a

diametrically opposite, one for side bending iu exten-

sion, and that the type of torsion seen in scoliosis iu
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life is the one occurring in side bendings in flexion

where, in orthopedic terms, the rotation is backward

on the side of the convexity of the curve.

(4) Rotation.— The fourth motion of the spine

mentioned at the beginning of the \YA\wr must now re-

ceive attention. If lateral flexion is associated always

with rotation, if the two are component parts of one

composite movement, one would expect as a corollary

to what has gone before that rotation could not ex-

ist without caushig lateral flexion.

An experiment was made on the cadaver, which was

fixed as described above and the atlas sharply rotated

to one side. A well-marked lateral deviation of the

spine took place.

Model No. 1, seated on a stool, was told to twist

to one side but not to bend laterally in so doing;

Fig. 1 shows that a well-marked lateral deviation of

the spine occurred in this experiment. A similar

photograph was taken of model No. 2, showing

exactly the same condition. It therefore seems as if

torsion of the trunk could not occur without lateral

deviation.

Accepting the fact that in the spine lateral flexion

cannot exist without torsion, it is plain why rotation

should accompany any degree of lateral deviation of

the spine ; they are two parts of one movement and

neither can exist alone.

Causes of lateral deviation oj the spine in life.—
To account for the phenomena found in rotary lateral

curvature one has then only to formulate the factors

which will cause the spine to be held to one side of

the perpendicular ; compensatory lateral deviation must

occur and with it rotation. Such causes are manifold

and well recognized, for asymmetry is the rule rather

than the exception. Neither the head nor the pelvis

can vary from their normal relation without producing

some degree of compensatory lateral deviation some-

where in the spine.

Asymmetry of the head is a factor not often taken

into account. Asymmetrical position of the head is

favored by the fact that in most cases the condyles of

the occiput are not in their best contact with the su-

perior articular surfaces on the atlas when the head is

held straight ; a closer and better contact is generally

obtained by a slight twisting of the head. This fact

was pointed out to the writer by Professor Dwight.

Ocular defects causing improper balance of the head

are an obvious cause. One has only to observe the

faulty carriage of the head in many cases of scoliosis

to see that here is a condition of importance and often

too marked a condition to be accounted a result of the

scoliosis. Asymmetry of the pelvis as described by

Barwell must be accounted as a not infre<iuent cause

of asymmetrical positions. Asymmetry of the spine

itself and unequal thickness of the vert(!bral bodies on

the right side as constrasted with the left must be re-

membered as a demonstrated condition.'' Shortening

of one leg is so common that it fails to attract the at-

tention that it deserves.*

All these defects of conformation must lead to

some lateral deviation of the spine. It depends upon

the individual whether these are taken care of by

nature in some compensatory way, or whether they

' Hertli : Zeituch. f. ortli. Chir., 1802, i p. 24(! ; Scliulthess : Zeilscb.

f. orlli. (.'hir.. IHIO, vi. p. 1.

• Hunt: AiiiericHii .Journal Medical Sciences, .January, 1879; Phila-
delphia Medical Tiniei, AnKUBt 3, 1X78; T. Dwight : .Journal of Anat-
omy and Physiology, xiii, 1879, p. 502; Morton : Philadelphia Medical
Times, .July 10, 1886 ; Bradford aod Lovett : Orthopedic Surgery,
1899, 2d Ed., p. 595.

cause a deviation notable enough to be classed as a
deformity.

Aside from the structural defects causing asymmetry
and consequent lateral deviation, are to be found the

vicious postures resulting from attitude and occupa-

tion, which must be accounted another important
factor in producing scoliosis.

Type of rotation in scoliosis.— In flexion it may
be repeated that side bending of any part of the spine

must be accompanied by rotation of the vertebral

bodies towanl the convexity of the curve. Inasmuch
as the great majority of cases of scoliosis show this

type of rotation, it is evident that such scoliosis must
have had its beginning during flexed positions of the

spine. It is a well-known fact that many cases of

scoliosis are i)roduced by round shoulders, and the

muscular develoi)ment of patients with scoliosis is as

a rule below the average. Poor muscular develop-

ment of course predisposes to a flexed position of the

trunk.

It seems likely that the l)eginning of scoliosis is

much moi'e often acquired by children in the sitting

than in the standing })osition, because the sitting posi-

tion makes flexion of the spine more easy than does

the standing position.

An experimental scoliosis with rotation is shown in

Fig. 11, in which the Model 2 was asked to its

squarely, but at ease, on an inclined seat. The indi-

cators on the skin over the spinous processes show
that the bodies of the vertebrai have rotated toward
the convexity of the lateral curve.

Reverse rotation.— The " reverse rotation," where
the rotation of the vertebral bodies is backward on
the side of the concavity of the curve, has been de-

scribed as occurring in life, and has been somewhat
discussed." Although the writer is not yet prepared

to accept the fact that this apparent type of rotation

is anything more than a slight lateral deviation with

excessive rotation, yet the experiments above related

show how the so-called "reverse curve" in scoliosis

might occur from an anatomical point of view. If a

column is curved laterally in the extended position

this type of rotation must be found. One has only to

examine a dried vertebral column to see that lateral

motion between the dorsal vertebra^ when their articu-

lar processes are in contact must result in the rotation

of the bodies toward the concavity of the lateral

curve. Moreover, such a type of rotation is an

intrinsic property of any flexible column bent to the

side in the extended position.

School furniture.— In the prophylaxis of scolio-

sis, fi'om this point of view, correct school furniture

seems to be of the greatest importance. Sitting to

one side in the flexed position is to be avoided on

anatomical grounds, and it is interesting to note that

the weight of opinion has inclined to the style of

chair and desk in which the edge of the desk over-

hangs the edge of tlie chair, the so-called "minus dis-

tance." It is easy to see that an arrangement of

school furniture which allows a growing child to sit for

hours with a flexed position of the spine, with muscles

tired and stretched, is one which predisposes to a

deformity which is associated with the flexed position.

Inasmuch as we have seen that torsion causes of

itself lateral deviation of the spine, the twisted posi-

" ,Jach : Zeltsch. f orth. Chir., 1892, i, p. 252; Steiner and Schul-
thess : Zeitsoh. f./irth. Chir., 189G, v ; Kirniisson and Sainton : Kevu«
d'()rthop(5die, 1895, iii ; Vulpius : Zeltsch. f, orth. Chir., 189G, iv,

p. e;!.
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tioii (liiit cliildifii iisHiiuic ill wriliii;;, cHiH-ciully in coii-

iifclioii uitli lU'xioii, must ul" ilsrll" \)v, iu^foiiiitcd ;i

(lin-ct cause of scoliosi.s, uia,siiui(;li uh it causcH lateral

deviation of tlu; spine. It Iihh been deuionstrated '"

that eliildren who sit s<iu!ir«dy Jit \\\v\v writin^f, and

who learn tlu; npri^ht style of writin;;, show a smaller

|)«'r(renta;;e of scoliosis than children who learn the

slanting hand, ii fact easily explained from this point

of view.

Tredtment.— Of course, theoj-etical coiKlitioiis such

as those <;iven above are of value only in so far as

they may influi'iice prophylaxis and treatment. Scoli-

osis on this supposition may be assumed to b«'. a

deformity arising from superincumbent wcright, coming
obrupu'ly upon a spinal column in the Hexed posi-

tion. The correction, so far as possible, of asymmet-

rical attitudes and the i)revention of undue; flexion

of the spine would st^em to constitute; the prophy-

laxis.

In tlu; treatment of the condition when it exists, on

this supposition, much emphasis must be laid on the

detection and correction where practicable of the

causes of asymmetrical attitudes. It is not always

possible to do this. A short leg can be compensated

for by a thicker sole, but au asymmetrical pelvis

cannot be rectified.

The second and more important deduction to be

made from the experiments is the importance of secur-

ing and maintaining the s])ine in a position of extension

at the seat of the deformity. If the rotation of the

extended position is the reverse of that of the flexi;d

position, the use of extension as a means of treatment

deserves a much more important place than it has

received.

It is easy to see from this point of view why sym-

metrical gymnastics, cultivating the extensor muscles,

such as those described by Teschner," are of so much
value ; and it also explains what many of us have

found out empirically, that it is desirable to hold and

exercise the spine in positions of extension.

The problem seems to be, from an anatomical point

of view, to bring the articular processes into firm con-

tact, and to get their influence in counteracting the

rotation acquired during fiexion, as well as to call

upon the intrinsic property of the s])ine as a flexible

rod to reverse in extended positions the rotation

acquired in the flexed positions. In a case of dorsal

lateral curvature it is not enough to give backward

flexions which shall take place chiefly in the lumbar

region; such backward flexions must be made so far

as possible to take effect in the region where the

lateral deviation exists. It is the extended position

of the deviated region that one wishes to bring-

about.

Given a fairly movable spine with a primary curve

to the right in the dorsal region, and a rotation back-

ward on the right side of the curve, the correction of

such a rotation must be most easily made by exercises

given to induce extension of the dorsal part of the spine

where the deviation exists. By calling upon the in-

trinsic property of the spine to reverse in extended

positions the rotation acquired in flexed jiositions, it

would seem that we were pursuing the most rational

course. It would seem also that forcible correction

should also be made in the position of extension of

'» Buichard : Zeitsch. f . orth. Chir., 1892, li, p. 1 ; Kotehuanu :

Scbool Hygiene, p. 315.
" TescUner: Trausactions American Orthopedic Association, vol.

ix, p. lU.

the Hpint^ and that a forward thrust at the Heat of the

hiU-ral deviation shouM diminish the rotation.

When, however, it conies to the (pieritioii of

lix«;d curvcH and deforiiied vertebra-, the ijiieHtiuii in

one of Hiich complexity and tlitliciilty that it Im im-

possible from these; exjieriiiK^ntH to Hpeuk at preMMit

as definitely as one can in r-iiHes more nearly nor-

mal.

The use of symmetrical extension exercises and
of side; bendiiigs in the exUuided position i.s, there-

fore, from an aiiatomictal point of view, mo.st impor-

tant.

Gi/i/iiKistics. — It must be evident fnun what ha.H

been said that simple gymnastic (exercises are safer

than complicated ones. Many persons prescrilx; ex-

ercises of such complexity and intricacy that no one
can possibly judge just what he is doing. If sidebend-

ings inevitably cause torsion and torsion lateral devia-

tion, they are dangerous gymnastic elements to intrf>-

duce into a problem already diflicult (enough. Safety

lies in prescribing only exercises of which one can es-

timate the anatomical effect.

The writer is fully aware that this |)aper leaves out

of consideration the subdivision of lateral curvature

into the varieties according to their etiological types

as well as the various types of curves. Given, as we
have in the spine, the mechanism ready to produce a

scoliosis and a superincumbent weight coming obliquely

upon the coliunn from some of the causes mentioned
above, the column will yield where it is weakest ; it

may be in the lumbar region or in the dorsal. Com-
jiensatory curves will occur, bony deformity will re-

sult if the condition continues, and the comjjlicated

structure of the parts involved will allow of almost

infinite variety in the location and the character of

the curve. The ribs, of cour.se, follow the rotation

of the vertebra? to which they are attached. The
writer has endeavored to deal only with the broader

aspects of the question and to avoid generalizations

from clinical experience.

SUMMARY.

This paper may be summed up in a few words as

follows

:

Torsion and side flexion of the spine are parts of

one comi)Ound movement and neither exists to any ex-

tent alone. Lateral deviation of any part of the

spinal column is therefore necessarily associated with

torsion (rotation) at the seat of the deviation.

In flexed positions bending is associated with tor-

sion in one direction, in extended positions by torsion

in the opposite direction. In this it follows simply
the mechanical law governing flexible rods, which ro-

tate in general in the same way in corresponding posi-

tions. From the kind of torsion observed in scoliosis

it is obvious that the deformity originates in the

flexed position of the spine. The correction of the

roUition would therefore seem to be logically made by
throwing the spine into extended positions and in tak-

ing side bendings from extended positions.

Sittting in the flexed position by school children is

likely to be harmful, and sitting in a twisted position

of necessity induces lateral deviation temporarily.

The immediate cause of lateral deviation is, as a

rule, to be found in some asymmetry of develojv
ment or posture which leads to an oblique direction

of superincumbent weight, causing the spine to devi-

ate from the middle line.
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MALARIA AND MOSQUITOES.
HV IRVING C. ROSSE, M.D., F.B.G.S., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Much that has lately appeared in the journals

relative to malaria and nios(juitoes is at variance with

the medical experience and personal observation of

myself and others. The mention of a few facts of a

different nature, which seem inconsistent with the

allegations of tropical medicine that the mosquito is

an agency in the spread of malaria, may therefore be

in order.

More than usual experience as a traveller in such

latitudes as tropical America, Africa, the vicinity of

the North Pole, and many out-of-the-way islands

never visited by the globe-trotter, has brought me
into much practical contact with the question. Med-
ical geography, however, does not explain such in-

congruities as the observance of malarial fever in

mountainous places like the Island of Mauritius, the

high Sierras of Spain, or in certain parts of Japan
and Alaska, while there is almost exemption, for in-

stance, in the marshes around the city of Mexico and
in certain islands wanting in altitude, as Saint Helena
and Bermuda. IMoreover, the very old modern no-

tion which attributed to living organisms the produc-

tion of malaria, has been more labored than advanced
since the days of Vitruvius and Columelle, who be-

lieved paludism owing to insects that inhabited

marshy regions. The question as to the nature of

malaria has varied according to the epoch, and
although of late years its investigation has assumed
more scientific direction and development, many vague
generalities still prevail both among the people and
physicians. For instance, all the common affections

incident to atmospheric vicissitudes, bad cooking and
general irregularity of living that obtain in Wash-
ington are called malaria. I have known Bright's

disease, cancer of the stomach, and even basilar men-
ingitis, chronic alcoholism, dorsal tabes, and other

nervous affections to be mistaken for malaria and
treated as such. Some of the veriest nonsense has

been written as to the notions concerning malaria ; on
the one hand, the metaphysical hy2)Othesis of the

marsh acting as an occult power, on the other, that of

living organisms being concerned in its production.

In the present development of the subject an order of

mind not content with studying phenomena only

seems to be satisfied with the sensuous notion con-

veyed by the bacillus malaria^, and its transmission by
the genus anopheles.

It is claimed that a single mos(]uito may infect an
individual, or, in fact, several individuals, for the in-

vestigators have found numerous parasites in the sal-

ivary glands of mosquitoes by whose bites they aver

they have experimentally produced malaria in healthy

subjects. Two Italians want us to believe that

nearly all of forty-two harvesters near Rome had be-

come affected with malaria at the end of July or

early in August from mos(iuito bites, while a ph3'si-

cian from the London School of Tropical INIedicine

has erected a bungalow in the most malarial part of

the Roman Campagna to collect and send mosquitoes

to England to bite healthy persons and thereby pro-

duce experinnuital int(?rmittt;nt fever. If experience

counts for anything, it is safe to say that the persons

volunteering for the test will never have the fever.

I am not aware that Arctic voyagers have ever suf-

fered from any form of malaria after encountering

mosquitoes, which have caused great annoyance to ex-

plorers as far nortfi as man has penetrated. INIyri-

ads of moscjuitoes make life almost unendurable in

northern Siberia, and Arctic mosquitoes as encountered
during the cruise of the United States steamer Corwin
in the Arctic Ocean surpassed anything of the kind
I ever experienced elsewhere. So annoying were
they at times that it was almost impossible to use in-

struments in taking observations when the position of

a spot on shore was to be determined On one occa-

sion at a desolate spot on the top of Chamisso Island,

about two hundred feet above the sea, we found an
astronomical station that had been established by the

English in search of Sir John Franklin, and near it

was a notice telling of a bottle with information

buried so many feet to the magnetic north. Curios-

ity, of course, prompted to get it by all means, but the

mosquitoes coining in such myriads actually caused the

search to be abandoned. Many of the Corwin's

crew were seriously incommoded by their bites and
stings on exposed parts of the body, one man's neck
and face being so swollen from this cause as to result

in temporary loss of eyesight. Yet not a single trace

of malaria occurred in any of the crew, except in the

case of a man who had come from the Chagres River
a few weeks before. Perhaps the mosquitoes were not

anopheles, although their bite and venom was as

sharp as that of their southern congeners.

On another occasion when surgeon to a training

ship with a healthy crew from a New England port,

a stay of several days was made at the Delaware
breakwater. Sleep was impossible during the sev-

eral days of acute misery spent there, owing to ex-

treme annoyance of the mosquitoes. No one questions

the notorious reputation of the Chesapeake pen-

insula for malaria and anopheles, and if there be any-

thing in the alleged transmission, an epidemic of

malarial fever should have occurred. But such was
not the case. Many months afterward not the slight-

est trace of paludism had appeared in any of the

crew.

I may also cite similar instances where healthy

people from the North have been temporarily exposed
to bites in the vicinity of Norfolk, Va., at Tybee
Island, Ga., the New Orleans quarantine, and on the

Rio Grande River, all points at which anopheles pre-

vail— yet not one of whom has been affected by
malaria.

During a considerable residence in southern France

and in Italy, I had frequent occasion to study this

question. Monte Carlo is most prominently associ-

ated in my mind with broken sleep caused by mos-

quitoes during an autumnal visit. Yet among those of

my personal acquaintance with the same experience

none has since showed the slightest trace of malaria.

A similar remark applit^s to Leghorn and to Rome,
where, owing to the most important changes in public

hygiene that P2urope has ever witnessed, malarial

fever is seldom seen excejit among the poorer classes.

Englishmen and Americans, who constitute two-

thirds of the foreigners in Rome, now reside there for

years without an attack of malaria, in spite of mos-

(juitoes and of what tin; Italians consider their eccen-

tric and imprudent habits. I am aware that the

books written on the climate of Rome and the Cam-
pagna would alone make a library of more than one

thousand volumes ; hence, further digression would be

almost as extensive as the decayed gi-andeurs of the
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classic city itsiilf. The old tradition of applying to

every ailiiu'iit from a cold to enteric fever the ^reneri<;

term " Roman f(!ver," a va^ue discuise that has no place

on tln! nosolo<^it!aI table, has created a prevailin;^ no-

tion hard to corre<;t. As a matter of fact, the stndv

of mortuary statistics and the sanitary condition of

Home, whtin; I spc^nt souk^ time as sanitary inspector

for the (lovernment, show that with th(! exception of

London, it is tlu! best watered, tin; lu'st drained and
healthiest capital in Europe, and that a Kuropean or

a native of New Kn^land runs greater risk, of con-

tracting malarial fever in Washini^ton, where it is

more prevalent and where anopheles an; e({ually a<^-

gressive. The latest medical information from South
Africa shows the entire absence of malaria in many
localities where mos<iuitoes are most troublesome.

An old and e.\})erienced practitioner of New Orleans

tells me that the same is true of Louisiana, notal)ly

among residents of the salt marshes extending from

six to fifteen miles inland from the Gulf. On the

other hand, I am told that malarial fevers ari; common
in the foot-hills of Virginia, as at Charlottesville,

where moscpiitoes are such a negligible quantity as to

be almost unknown.
Perhaps the foregoing remarks lack the more la-

bored details of " malarial parasitology" and the con-

cinnity of scientific observers, who may place different

interpretations upon an unsettled question. Accoi'd-

ing to the best entomological authority, the gnats

herewith mentioned were in most instances of tlu^

genus anopheles. The facts relative thereto are

honestly submitted for what they are worth without

inclination or bias, and speculation is left to the

reader.

Keportje( of j&octetie^«

AMERICAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION.

Fourteenth Annual Meeting, held in Washing-
ton, D. C, May 1, 2 and 3, 1900, Harry M. Sher-
man, M.D., OF San Francisco, President.

FIRST DAY.

Dr. V. P. Gibney presented a paper entitled

THE SIMPLE and EFFICIENT TREATMENT OF CAL-
CANEUS PARALYTICUS IN YOUNG CHILDREN,

in which he advocated treatment by means of plaster

of Paris in complete extension, changing the plaster

every three or four months.
Dr. L. a. "VVeigel, of Rochester, spoke of the

danger of excoriation, and referred to a case in which
the foot was still in the calcaneous position because

there was no form of dressing which could be applied

to such a case without risk of producing gangrenous
ulceration.

Dr. John Ridlon, of Chicago, remarked that the

idea of improving the function by prolonged and con-

stant retention in an appropriate position was not

new, for Mr. Hugh Owen Thomas had practised this

method systematically in a large number of cases.

The object was to keep up a state of tension, and for

this purpose he used a shoe with a wedge sole, two
and one-half inches thick at the heel and thin in

front, reinforced by a bar extending two-thirds of the

length of the shoe and up the back of the leg to the

calf.

Du. H. P. II. (jIallowav, of Toronto, nf«-rr<ui Ui

a clasH of caH(;H in which, he Huid, the Hhort^siiing of

the tendo Achillis caused either Hiipination or [>rotia-

tion according to the din;ction the foot happens to ix:

givc^n.

Di{. A. H. -luDSON, of Now York, Baid he ha<l abol-

ished the joint at tin; ankh;. The first effect of ilie

apparatus was to transfer the weight of the bo«ly from

the anterior part of the foot to the anterior hi<lf of

the upi)er part of the skin. In cases of extreme cal-

caneus the gait could be made absolutely perfect if

managed in this way.

A FINAL RKl'OUT ON THE USE OF I'lRK CARBOLIC
ACID IN THE TREATMENT OF TII'.ERCL'LAR AND
PURULENT DISEASES OF JOINTS AND BONES.

Dr. a. M. Phelps, of New York, read this report.

His plan is to lay open the capsule for about two-

thirds of its extent, irrigate the joint cavity with

1-1,000 bichloride of mercury solution; then fill it

with pure carbolic acid, and after this had been al-

lowed to remain for just one minute, wash it out first

with strong alcohol, and afterward with a two-per-

cent, solution of carbolic acid. In the last eighteen

months he had operated upon 70 cases. The results

had been very satisfactory, and, on an average, the

cases of excision had been discharged from the hospi-

tal at the end of three weeks.

Dr. Robert W. Lovett, of Boston, said that at

the Children's Hospital in his city they had endeavored

to prevent abscesses by putting the patients to bed

whenever there was irritative muscular action about

the joints. When an abscess had formed, the joint

was freely opened, irrigated with bichloride and
drained.

the MECHANICS OF LATERAL CURVATURE OF THE
SPINE.^

Dr. Robert W. Lovett, of Boston, read this paper.

SOME of THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF LATERAL CURVATURE OF THE SPINE.

Dr. Newton M. Shaffer, of New York, described

by means of diagrams his conception of the mechani-

cal principles involved, and stated that he had arrived

at practically the same conclusion as had Dr. Lovett

THE RELATION OF DEFORMITY OF THE PELVIS TO
LATERAL CURVATURE OF THE SPINE.

Dr. H. p. H. Galloway, of Toronto, read this

paper. He said that many writers had considered

pelvic distortion to be the effect of the lateral curva-

ture, but personally he was inclined to believe it was

the cause. It seemed more logical to look for the

faulty construction in the foundation than in the

superstructure.

SPASMODIC LATERAL CURVATURE OF THE SPINE.

Dr. Arthur J. Gillette, of St. Paul, presented

in this communication a report of several cases of

hysterical curvature.

THE RESULTS OF MY OBSERVATIONS IN LATERAL
CURVATURE OF THE SPINE, CLINICALLY, MECHANI-
CALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY.

Dr. a. M. Phelps, of New" York, gave in this

paper a description of a post-mortem study on a severe

* See page ^i <il the JournaL
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case of rotary lateral curvature. The subject was

forty-five years of age. Tliroui^hout the whole region

of curvature he had found extensive degeneration of

muscles, more marked on the convex side. The inter-

vertebral cartilages on the concave side were totally

destroyed. He concluded from this study that it was

futile to expect to cure lateral curvature of the spine

after changes in the bone had taken place. lie was

of the opinion that all the machines for forcible cor-

rection now in use are of but little value.

Dr. E. H. Bradford, of Boston, insisted that

there were certainly some cases in growing children

that were benefited by treatment.

Dr. L. a. Weigel said that he had frequently

seen the most rigid muscles relax thoroughly after

forcible correction, and even this degree of improve-

ment was worth striving after.

Dr. Shafkkr said he felt firmly convinced that

lateral curvature of the spine is dependent primarily

on changes in the muscles, though (piite probably an

underlying cause was to be found in the nervous

system.

Dr. H. Augustus Wilson, of Philadelphia, sug-

gested that lateral curvature might sometimes result

from an asymmetrical hip action in apparently normal

subjects.

Dr. Phelps replied that only the physiological

curve could be cured. It was not necessary to do

myotomy in mild cases in young children, yet at the

present time he was cutting more than one-third of his

cases of lateral curvature.

Dr. a. B. Judson spoke in admiration of Dr.

Lovett's ingenious and convincing model, and added

that in 1876 he had himself advocated, and in one

case practised, the application of a spinal brace for

the production of extreme lordosis in cases of lateral

curvature, on the ground that as in rotation the anterior

part of the column was affected by deviation from the

median line, it was good practice to shift the weight of

the body from the anterior to the posterior part of the

column. Had he then looked as far ahead as Dr.

Lovett had done, he would, in all probability, have

thought even more favorably of the method. He now
believed that it promised many advantages.

anterior support supplementing the TAYLOR
BRACE IN pott's DISEASE.

Dr. George B. Packard, of Denver, the author

of this communication, spoke of the advantages of

anterior support, and the carrying forward of the ribs

which resulted from the sinking forward of the upper

dorsal spine.

A SUSPENSION PRESSURE CHAIR FOR SCOLIOSIS.

Dr. Philip Hoffmann, of St. Louis, described this

inexpensive apparatus. It is the pressure chair de-

scribed by Dr. Bradford, to which has been added

lateral steel bars, four feet and a half high, which meet

in an arch overhead. To the arch is attached an ap-

paratus consisting of a system of compound pulleys.

It is intended as an accessory gymnastic apparatus.

RESULTS OF TREATMENT OF CONGENITAL DISLOCA-
TION OF THE HIP.

Dr. E. II. Bradford, of Boston, made some re-

marks on this subject, and presented a pathological

specimen illustrating both the operative and the blood-

less method of ejecting reduction. He advocated ex-

posing and incising the portion of the capsule which
covers the acetabulum, and thus constitutes one of the

obstacles to successful treatment. By suture of the

capsule after reduction one could, in a large measure,

prevent relapse.

Dr. Gibney heartily commended his suggestion.

Dr. Ridlon thought it was possible in young pa-

tients in whom the head and neck of the femur were
fairly developed, to replace the bone by the bloodless

method, but in order to get a permanently good result

it was necessary to make and maintain considerable

abduction. Failure was not infrequently due to a

neglect to prevent flexion of the leg.

Dr. Harry Sherman, of San Francisco, said that

he had tried, in one or two instances, Dr. Bradford's

method of suturing, but had become convinced that if

the head were placed in between the two lateral halves

of the pocket, it would be quite as stable as if it had

been sutured. This pocket was a very definite obsta-

cle which could be appreciated in an open operation.

Dr. Bradford said that he had seen a few cases

that had relapsed after a year. He characterized the

bloodless method as one which sacrificed precision to

the timidity of the patient. Before operating by the

cutting operation all the contractions of the soft parts

should be overcome, either by stretching or by open

incision and myotomy. He did not feel that he could

operate successfully on patients over six years old.

A NEW BACK BRACE FOR POTT's DISEASE.

Dr. John Dane, of Boston, exhibited this brace,

the object of which was to combine the advantages of

a plaster-of-Paris jacket with those of an anteropos-

terior brace. The usual apron is dispensed with, and

there is a high cross piece with straps passing around

under the arms.

TENDON TRANSPLANTATION IN THE TREATMENT OF
PARALYTIC DEFORMITIES.

Dr. W. R. Towns end, of New York, presented

this paper. He declared that in many patients suf-

fering from drop-wrist the function could be more or

less restored by tendon transplantation. Among the

cases cited was one of his own, a case of right hemi-

plegia, pes equinus and drop-wrist. Here the tendon

had been shortened by lapping one portion over the

other, fastening it by the method previously described

by Dr. Joel Pj. Goldthwait.

A CASE of congenital DISLOCATION OF THE
SHOULDER, WITH RADIOGRAPH.

Dr. John L. Porter, of Chicago, present by invi-

tation, reported this case.

Dr. Joel E. Goldthwait approved of the method

pursued by Dr. Townsend in his case, that is, going

directly through the interosseous membrane, because

in the foot where the anterior tendons had been made
posterior tendons and carried around the leg the re-

sults had not been very satisfactory. In some of his

own cases of tendon transplantation the results had

been surprisingly good.

Dr. Weigel thought it was absolutely essential in

certain cases to completely divide the tendon, and cited

a case in illustration.

Dr. Bradford said that in some cases he had

taken special pains not to comjdetely divide the ten-

don, believing that this secured a more powerful mus-

cle. He had operated on one hand by the method de-
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Hcrihcd hy Dr. TowiihcikI, and vvIk^m last srcii tlic cliiM

Ht'«'lll('(l to luiv«! <;!lill('(l.

A CASK OK TUUKKCUI.03IS OP TlIK A.STUAdAMJS
WITH ANCHYLOSIS AND SUHSKQUKNT AMI'lJ TATIO.N.

Du. V. P. GiHNKV, of Now York, reported tliis

caso, occiirriiisi; in a ^irl of sixteen who Iia<l s|)raiiit!(l

her aiikl(^ At first the eas(! had seemed to l)e one of

RV'iovial tuberculosis. Slui had Ixieii tn^ated by l)races

for about twtdve years, but had recently returned

with ext(Misive tubcn'culous disease of the astragalus.

R<MnovaI of the astragalus had not proved suilicient,

and, after consultation, the foot had been amputated.

The 8j)eciMieiis were exhibited.

Dr. Gom)THWAIT showed in this connection a

water-color drawing of a case of excision of the

knee, in which the tissues about this joint liad been
found infiltrated with tuberculous material, and some
of the friujres hangin<^ down two inches or more.

No central tuberculosis could bo detected.

{To be continued).

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Fifty-First Annual Meeting, held at Atlantic
City, N. J., June 5-8, 1900.

General Sessions.

first day.

The general sessions of the American Medical As-
sociation were held in the Marine Hall of Young's
Pier, Dr. W. W. Keen, of Philadelphia, presiding.

Governor Voorhees was to have delivered the first

address, but was absent, and the Acting Governor of

the State and President of the State Senate, Hon.
H. M. Johnson, welcomed the Association. Mayor
H. P. Stoy and Dr. Thomas S. Reed, of Atlantic

City, also made brief addresses of welcome.
Dr. Philip Marvel, of Atlantic City, read the

report of the Committee of Arrangements, and Dk.
Wm. J. Herdman, of Ann Arbor, Mich., in his re-

port of the General Business Committee, presented

several resolutions relating to the workings of the

Association, which were adopted. The text of the

Annual Address of the President of the Association,

Dr. W. W. Keen, which was delivered at this time,

appeared in the last issue of the Journal.
The report of the Treasurer, Dr. Henry P. Neav^-

MAN, of Chicago, showed a gratifying increase in

membership and receipts. The receipts for the year

ending December 31, 1899, were over $39,000. The
cash now on hand amounts to $13,556.o6, and this,

together with a loan of $3,000 and $10,000 in Gov-
ernment bonds, gives a total of assets of $27,396.86.

The Secretary, Dr. Geo. H. Simmons, of Chicago,

reported that a copy of the Code of Ethics had been
given to every medical student gradiuited this year.

He recommended the general adoption of the metric

system. A letter from the Secretary of the Wayne
County (Mich.) JNIedical Society, urging interstate

reciprocity in the matter of licenses to practise medi-

cine, was read.

Dr. U. (). B. "WiNGATE, of Milwaukee, n^ported

for the Committee on Department of Public Health,

that the main work of the Committee had b»'en in

reference to quarantine regulations and legislation.

Dk. H. L. Vj. Johnson, of WaMhington, D. (.'., re-

ported for the Coinrnitti^- on .N'ation.-il LegiMhition,

mentioning a nundter of Itills rec-ently preHented to

Congr(!HH, which the Committee liad favored.

Dl{. K. I'^I.IOT HaICRIS reported for tin; Spe«i;il

Committee on Revision of the ( 'on-<titutir»n and l>y-

Laws.

Dr. Reynoli>s, of Kentucky, marh- a motion that

two mend)ers from ea(di of tiie various Hectif>ns and

th»^ army and navy corps b«! appointed for the third

l*an-Am»u-ican Medical Congress, to Ix; held in ( uba

this year.

By resolution offered by Dr. Wm. J. Hkrdman,
and adopted, the name of the (ieneral Business Com-
mitt<'<( was changtid to (ieneral Executiv(; Committee.

Dr. Edward Jackson, of Denver, Col., was

elected on the Committee; of Prize f^ssays for ensu-

ing year. Tin; Executive Committee urged a de-

crease in the number of papers on section programmes,
which are often so overtTowded.

After some further routine business and announce-

ments the meeting adjourned.

second day.

Dr. W. L. Rodman, of Philadelphia, delivered

the

oration on surgery.

The text of this appeared in the last issue.

Dr. Victor C. Vaugiian, of Michigan, delivered

the

oration on state medicine.

After the report of the General Executive Com-
mittee, Dr. T. J. Happel, of Tennessee, read the

report of the Board of Trustees. This report showed
the finances of the Association to be in an excellent

condition. The receipts for the year ended December
31, 1899, were $109,llo.33; the total expenditures

were $93,609.40, of which $77,641.01 was for the

Journal of the Association. The total amount in-

vested in United States bonds and the Indianapolis

loan is $13,812.50, and the total cash on hand is

$14,355.51, making an aggregate of $28,168.01 in

the Treasurer's hands January 1, 1900. Recent ex-

penditures leave a real balance at present of $4,131.36
available for debts.

The report of the Committee on the American
Medical Association Medal was read by Dr. Geor<;e
M. Gould, of Philadelphia. Six essays were sub-

mitted to the Committee, and the one recommended by
the Committee was entitled " Quantitative Tests for

Proteolysis," by A. L. Benedict, A.I\I.. M.D., of Buf-
falo, N. Y. The Association accepted the Committee's
report. Dr. Jackson was appointed on the Commit-
tee for the ensuing year.

The report of the award of the N. Senn gold

medal was next read by Dr. W. S. Rodman, of

Philadelphia. The winner was the author of the

essay entitled '' Exstrophy of the Bladder," by Dr. E.

Frederick Connell, of Chicago.

The Committee on the Reorganization of the Army
and Navy ]\Iedical Corps, of which Dr. Thomas H.
Fenton, of Philadelphia, is chairman, failed to report.

Dr. J. C. Wilson, of Philadelphia, chairman of

the Rush Fund, reported new contributions during
the year, from various medical societies, of $938.01,
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and a total on hand of $11,330.05. After the report

of special committees, and the transaction of miscel-

laneous business, the meetin<r adjourned.

TIIIHU DAY.

After reading of the minutes and announcements by
Dk. Marvkl, of the Committee of Arrangements,
Du. J. INI. Allkx, the Third V^ice-President, took the

chair. 1)k. Joiix A. "WrniKRsroON', of Nashville,

Tenn., delivered the " Oration on Medicine."

The Secretivry of the (ieneral Executive Commit-
tee next reported.

The resolution of Du. L. B. Tickeioian, that the

National Legislative Committee, in conjunction with

the Special Committee on the Reorganization of the

Army and Navy Medical Corps, cause to be drafted a

bill providing for adecpiate instruction in h^'giene and
sanitation in the national military and naval academies,

was adojjted.

The matter of selecting a place of meeting for next

year was referred to the General Executive Com-
mittee.

The recommendation that the prize medal be open
for competition to members of the Association only

was adopted.

The Committee endorsed the action of the Prize

Medal Committee, and accepted the medal offered as

a model for future medals. It was resolved to appro-

priate SoOO annually for the encouragement of scien-

tific research, provided no one individual prize exceed
$100.

The name of the Section on Neurology and Medi-
cal Jurisprudence was changed to Section on Nervous
and Mental Diseases.

Dn. Stone, of Minnesota, read the

REI'ORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

It was unanimously adopted, and the following offi-

cers were declared elected for the ensuing year

:

President, Dr. Charles A. L. Reed, of Ohio ; First

Vice-President, Dr. A. W. Calhoun, of Georgia ; Sec-

ond Vice-President, Colonel AVoodhull, of Maryland,
U. S. Navy ; Third Vice-President, Dr. Philip Mar-
vel, of New Jersey ; Fourth Vice-President, Dr. W.
¥j. (^uine, of Illinois ; Treasurer, Dr. Henry P.
Newman, of Illinois ; Secretary, Dr. Geo. H. Sim-
mons, of Illinois ; Assistant Secretary, Dr. Wm.
Davis, of St. Paul ; Librarian, Dr. Geo. Webster, of

Illinois.

Hoard of Trustees.— Dr. Miles F. Porter, of In-

diana ; Dr. Vj. Fletcher Ingals, of Illinois ; Dr. W.
L. Rodman, of Pennsylvania ; to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Dr. Charles A. L. Reed,
Dr. James M. Matthews, of Kentucky.

Judicial Council.— Dr. .James R. (iuthrie, of Iowa ;

Dr. G. B. Gillespie, of Tennessee; ; Dr. R. C. Moore,
of Nebraska: Dr. Ida J. Ileiberger, of District of

Columbia ; Dr. John B. Roberts, of Pennsylvania

:

Dr. Charles L. Ro<lmaii, of Connecticut; Dr. L. L.
Jepson, of West Virginia.

Tlip, Address on Surycry.— Dr. John A. "W^yeth. of

New York.

The Address on State Medicine.— Dr. John M.
Koltcr, of th(! District of Colunil)ia.

The Address on Medicine. — Dr. N. S. Davis, Jr.,

of Illinois.

I^lace of Meetiny.— St. Paul, Minn.

Committee of Ai-ranyements.— Dr. John F. Fulton,
Chairman, of St. Paul.

The newly-elected President, Dr. Reed, having been
called away by telegram, was now installed, and made
a short address of acceptance. The special commit-
tees followed. The Connnittee on Revision of Con-
stitution and By-Laws re])()rted. The resolution that

men graduating from four-year medical schools only
should be eligible for membership to the Association

after 1901 was adopted. Under miscellaneous business

Dr. Denslow Lewis, of Chicago, brought before the As-
sociation the matter of the publication of his paper, read
at Columbus last year, and made a motion that the

Association should vote a special order for its publica-

tion in the Journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion. The matter was referrcid to the General Exec-
utive Committee to be reported Friday.

FOURTH DAY.

After the reading of the minutes of Thursday's
session, and report of the Connnittee of Arrangements,
the elections of officers of sections was announced as

follows

:

Diseases of Children. — Chairman, Samuel W.
Kelley, Cleveland ; Secretary, William E. Darnell,

Atlantic City.

Diseases of Women.— Chairman, Harry P. Neu-
man, Chicago ; Secretary, C. S. Bonnifield, Cincin-

nati.

Suryical. — Chairman, A. J. Ochsner, Chicago
;

Secretary, Martin B. Tinker, Philadelphia.

Neurohyy.— Chairman, W. P. Tonilinson, St.

Peter, Minn. ; Secretary, F. S. Pearce, Philadelijhia.

Ophthabnoloyy. — Chairman, J. A. Lippincott,

Pittsburg, Pa. ; Secretary, E. C. P^llett, Memphis,
Tenn.

Materia Medica.— Chairman, N. S. Davis, Jr.,

Chicago ; Secretary, J. N. Upshur, Richmond.
Larynyoloyy.— Chairman, John Naliand Macken-

zie, Baltimore ; Secretary, George C. Stout, Philadel-

phia.

Cutaneous Medicine.— Chairman, W. L. Baum,
Chicago ; Secretary, R. R. CaTupbell, Chicago.

Stomatology. — Chairman, R. R. Andrews, Cam-
bridge, Mass. ; Secretary, Eugene S. Talbot, Chicago.

Practice of Medicine.— Chairman, J. M. Anders,
Philadelphia ; Secretary, W. Britt, Philadelphia.

Business Committee. — A. E. Baldwin, Chicago ; G.
V. I. Brown, Milwaukee ; M. H. Fletcher, Cincin-

nati.

Physioloyy and Dietetics.— Chairman, Elmer Lea,

New York City ; Secretary, R. Harvey Cook, Ox-
ford, O.

State Medicine.— Chairman, Ernest Wende, Buf-

falo, N. Y"^. ; Secretary, J. II. Ilurty, Indianapolis, Ind.

Dr. Denslo\v Lewis, of Chicago, brought up the

matter of the publication of his article on " Gyneco-
logic Consideration of the Sexual Act." The Execu-
tive Committee reported against the jjublication of the

article, which report, after considerable discussion, was
adopted. The Committee also reported in favor of

continuing the pathologic exhibit from year to year,

under charge of the newly-formed pathologic section,

and that SoOO be apj)r()priated for the exhibit. The
resolution was adopted.

The pathologic (jxhibit was one of the features of

the meeting. It comj)rised over 1,500 specimens and
photogi'aphs, under the direction of Dr. Frank B.
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\V\tiii, ol Iiiili.iii;i|(()lis, sccrctiii'V nt' llir iiiioHici.'il

('oniiiiillcc on piitliolo^L^i*; oxiiiltit., and ol iIk; provi-

sioiiiil piitliolo^ficr section. The idea oi i^^inatrd three

years ai^o with the Indiana State; INIedieal Society, :ind

was this year, for th(! first time, niacU; part of the work

of the Convenlioii, tlioii;;li uuollieially. and will henr-

ufter he a p(M-inanent part of tiu; work, unch-r tin;

newly-formed pathoh)i,dc section. Tlie exhibition is

inten(h'd as a practical, inten'stin<f and instructive ol)-

ject h^sson to tlu! members of tlu; vVssociation, and

embraces a Iar<fe number of specinuMis of ahnost (ivery

pathologic, condition. The, chief features were; the

collection of i^ross specimens of the lunj^s, heart, liver,

kidnins, intestines, etc. ; the i>o specimens of diseased

meats, showiuii' trichinosis, actinomy(;osis, cholera, etc.

;

and a lar<r(! <H)llection of photo<;raphs and skiagraphs,

the microscopic and bacteri()lo<>ic exhil)it, and the sani-

tary exhibit of the Marine Hospital. The specimens

were furnished by colleg(!s and specialists from all

over the country.

The work of the National Committee on Legisla-

tion was approved. This committee has recommended
a number of bills lately before the Senate, and sug-

gested a number of new bills regarding national medi-

cal affairs.

Section on Surgery and Anatomy,

first day.

The meeting was called to order by the Chairman,

Dr. II. O. Walker, of Detroit, who delivered the

Annual Address, entitled

A RETROSPECT OF SURGERY OF THE STOMACH.

In the two decades since Billroth gave the first im-

petus to gastric surgery great progress has been made.
Operative measures may be divided into two great

classes : those for benign affections and those for

malignant disease. Among the benign affections was
mentioned stenosis of the pylorus. For the relief of

this condition he prefers the operation of pyloroplasty,

provided the pylorus is not greatly hypertrophied or

bound down by adhesions ; in such cases gastro-enter-

ostomy is the operation of choice. For the relief of

gastroptosis the operation of gastroplication has given

good results ; operations shortening the ligaments are

of double value ; gastropexy may be indicated in cer-

tain cases. He has operated in two cases for hour-

glass contraction of the stomach. The first patient

was a woman of thirty-seven who had suffered with

digestive difficulties ; a tumor could be felt in the epi-

gastric region. On opening the abdomen a constric-

tion was found near the middle of the stomach giving

it an hour-glass form. Partial resection was per-

formed. The patient died on the seventh day follow-

ing operation. Partial resection was performed on a

man of fifty-seven for the relief of a similar condition ;

death followed on the fifth day from giving way of the

sutures. Early diagnosis is highly important in the

case of malignant disease, and the stomach specialists

have given surgeons much aid in this respect of late

years. Pylorectomy is advocated in tlie case of

freely movable tumors. Dr. Walker has previously re-

ported a successful pylorectomy ; in two other cases his

patients died as a result of the operation. If the dis-

ease is more extensive gastro-enterostomy is indicated.

He has used Senn's plates, Murphy's Initton, and
simple suture with equally good results. The mortal-

ity of this operation has been growing Nhs. In the

|)reparation for operation he advises preliniinary free

purgation, careful attention to aHepMis and care in

manipulation. It is lM;tt«-r to ligate lirst and then cut

than to cut and then ligate, as is the uhuuI euntom ;

th(! aj)proximating sutures shouhl not In; drawn too

tight so as to cause d«;ath of the Ixhhwh. Th<! opera-

tion of total gastrectomy is yet under judgment. He
has expcrrimented with the opcfration <»n <logH. Of \1

operated upon (nw, died on the Uiiile and the others

died in from thre(! to forty-<'ight hours after the o|)era-

tion ; two from sepis and niiu; from hemorrhage and

shock. In closing Dr. Walker advised exploratory

operation in all obs(;ur(! cas(;s.

Dr. W. L. Rodman, of Phihuhdphia, read a paper

entitled

NON-l'ERFORATINO GASTRIC ULCER WITH AM) WITH-

OUT HEMORRHAfiK.'

Dr. Turck, of Chicago, mentioned the spasmodic

contraction of the pylorus which may occur specially

with hyperchlorhdria as a form of pyloric obstruction

in which operation is not indicated. In gastric myes-

thenia medical means may fail to restore muscular

power. Accumulation of mucus which decomposes

and causes septic conditions may occur. The pyloric

sound was mentioned as a means for more exact diag-

nosis. X-ray photographs were shown showing that

the sound had passed through the pylorus into the in-

testine. The general condition of the patient is not

alway thought of in considering the contraindications

for operation ; this is the reason why many patients

die four or five days after operation from such causes

as renal insufficiency or auto-intoxication. The im-

portance of skill and perfected technic on the part of

the surgeon was emphasized.

Dr. Fenger, of Chicago, thought that he had dis-

covered a method to avoid the constant vomiting

which often follows gastro-enterostomy, but vomiting

occurred in the fourth patient operated upon by this

method, and he finds himself as far from this desirable

resvdt as ever. Instead of presenting a pajjcr on this

subject, as he originally intended, he demonstrated

from a series of drawings the position of the palate,

epiglottis, etc., during anesthesia. In certain cases in

which there is danger of suffocation from the tongue

falling back he passes a silk thread around the hyoid

bone with which to draw it forward, and he showed
that this would give more room for breathing than

any other method.

THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CHOLELITHIASIS.

Dr. W. J. Means, of Columbus, O., reported 20
cases that had come under his observation in which
the diagnosis of cholelithiasis was made. He operated

in 10 of these cases without any mortality. Death
resulted in three of the 10 remaining cases in which
operation was not performed. Gall-stones were found

at the time of operation in every case but one. In

four cases the affection followed typhoid fever. The
importance of the following symptoms was empha-
sized : pain, nausea and vomiting, jaundice, clay-col-

ored stools, high-colored urine, pruritus and tenderness

over the gall-bladder. In making the diagnosis it

should not be forgotten that the disease almost always
occurs in patients over thirty years old. Operation

in uncomplicated cases is almost free from danger and
> See No. 23, page 5?0, of the JournaL
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Dr. Means believes that early operation will reduce

the mortality almost as much as early o})eration lor

appendicitis.

ClIOLECVSTECTOMY WITH Sl'KCIAl, KEFERENCE TO
BEMOVAL OF THE MUCOUS MEMIJKANE 01" THE
<JALL-BLADI)ER IN CERTAIN CASES AS A SUI'.STI-

TUTE.

Dr. AV. J. ^Mavo, of Rochester, Minn., read this

paper. ToUil removal of the gall-bladder is indicated

in most cases of severe traumatic; injury, gangrene,

phlegmonous processes and in malignant disease. In

cases of chronic suppuration or prolonged mucous
discharge he recommends removal of the mucous
membrane as a substitute for cholecystectomy. The
operation is easily performed, it is less dangerous and
the results in seven cases which he has operated upon
by this method are excellent. The method of operatr

ing in cases in which the gall-bladder has been pre-

viously drained was also given.

Tin; l.MI'ORTAXCE of early operation for MILI-

ARY CALCULI.

Dr. M. H. Richardson, of Boston, read this

paper. He believes that gall-stones should be re-

moved by operation as soon as the diagnosis is rea-

sonably certain, unless some lesion of some other

organ of the body makes operation more hazardous
than leaving the stones. His own experience has led

him more and more to favor early operation. Early
operation is attended by almost no mortality ; it is

l)ut little more dangerous than the operation for ap-

pendicitis in the interval. The dangerous cases are

those in which cholemia is present ; in these cases the

danger is as great as in operating for acute appendici-

tis. He has had 13 deaths and about 100 recoveries

following operations on the biliary passages ; in but
few cases was the operation undertaken early in the

attack. All his operations on the common duct were
successful. In one case death followed later from
malignant disease of the liver. The frequency with
which malignant disease of the liver follows inflam-

matory affections seems to favor early operation. He
gave brief notes of his fatal cases. All the patients

had suffered from the prolonged mechanical effects of

gall-stones ; in many cas«\s operation was undertaken
as a forlorn hoi)e ; in others there were severe compli-
cating diseases ; several of the patients were of an
advanced age. Among conditions indicating operation
are mentioned : a single attack of biliary colic in case
a facetted stone appears in the stools (if the stone
be smooth oj)eration is not indicated) ; successive at^

tacks of colic even if of moderate severity.

Dr. Wveth, of New York, endorsed Dr. Richard-
son's views entirely.

Dk. Mvnter, of Buffalo, commended Dr. Richard-
son for calling attention to his fatal cases ; these cases
are often the most instructive. He mentioned a case
in which he removed .">Orj stones from the gall-bladder.

One of his patients died from capillary hemorrhage

;

one died after operation on the common duct. Jaun-
dice is not as important a symptom as some speakers
would lead us to believe ; it does not appear while
stoiHis remain in the gall-bladd(;r, but only when they
are being f)assed. Dr. Mynter considers intermittent
pain and U-nderuess the most important symptoms,
and when these are present he operates. As illustrat-

ing the difficulties of diagnosis he mentioned two cases :

in one of these he operated for appendicitis and found
the gall-bladder distended with stones ; in the second
case he operated for gall-stones and found the inflamed

appendix adherent to the gall-bladder.

Dr. Senn, of Chicago, believes that in the x-rays,

in the hands of experts, we have a certain means of

diagnosis of gall-stones. Dr. Senn considers the re-

moval of the mucous membrane of the gall-bladder, as

suggested by INIayo, ditlicult to accomplish, and infected

mucous membrane is likely to be left behind. He pro-

tests against the extreme views that had been pre-

sented with regard to operation in all cases of gall-

stones as soon as the diagnosis is made, and believes

that we should operate only in cases in which there is

danger to life from the symptoms caused by stone.

Dr. Gray, of Jersey City, reported an operation

for the removal of several large stones.

Dr. Marcy, of Boston, mentioned a case in which
biliary colic had recurred three years after operation,

and a gall-stone was passed in the stools. He favors

Dr. Richardson's views as to early operations. In
doubtful cases surgeons fail in performing their duty

by not oi)erating.

Dr. Deaver, of Philadelphia, believes that ultra-

conservatism is a dangerous doctrine ; late operation

will not save lives. He has never yet been successful

in diagnosing gall-stones by means of the x-rays. In

uncomplicated cases he finds o^ierations on the gall-

passages easy.

Dr. Wyman, of Detroit, believes that the remedial

power in cholecystostomy is not generally appreci-

ated.

Dr. Ricketts, of Cincinnati, approves of all that

Richardson said as regards early operation. The
early operation is usually one of the easiest in sur-

gery ; late operation with a contracted gall-bladder is

one of the most difficult.

Dr. Ociisnei{, of Chicago: In every case of death

mentioned the fatal result was due, not to the opera-

tion, but to the delay. Pearly operation is compara-

tively harmless, because jJi'^ictically extraperitoneal,

and because the contents of the gall-bladder are asej)-

tic. Symptoms referred to the stomach are among
the earliest usually mentioned. Mayo's operation of

the mucous membrane is theoretically difficult but

practically very easy, and gives satisfactory results.

Dr. Bevan, of Chicago, does not agree that all cases

should be subjected to operation as soon as a diagnosis

is made. In his dissecting-room experience he found

gall-stones in 10 per cent, of all subjects, and in the

post-mortem room stones are found in 25 per cent,

of the j)atients over sixty years old, yet by no means
all of these needed operation for gall-stones.

Dr. Grant, of Louisville, considers it unwise to

operate for conditions which are producing no symp-
toms. He has not found the x-rays of any value in

diagnosis.

Dr. Summers, of Omaha, Neb., advises passing the

finger through the foramen of Winslow when using the

Murphy button.

Dr. Means, in closing, stated that he had found

the x-rays of no helj) in cases in which the presence

of stone was later demonstrated at the post-mortem or

at operation. He does not agree with the ultra-con-

servative views that were expressed, and does not be-

lieve that stones exist any considerable length of time

without producing symptoms.

I
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l)|j. Ma Yo stjit('<l tliiit lie (lid not advocate oiiiTiition

ill two hUi^^cs, aM Hoiiir had understood liiiii, hut reinov«;H

the mucous nieiiil)raue from tlnr hhidder in cu.seH in

whi(!li clioUuiystotomy Inis tuilcid to cuni.

l)i{. IlKMiAKitsON Ixdicves that there is Uw ^nrjit ii

ttMiih'ncy to eonservatisn) ainoti<r most jiractitioners ;

tlii^y do not hring their (;ases to the surj^eon until too

lat<' to l)(^ heiiefited, and it is necessary to call alten-

tion to the need for earli(!r inU'rvention.

SKCONU DAY.

Tlir, I'UKSKNT STATIS OF Til K M 1 Itl'in IUI!i»\,

by J. B. MuuiMiY, of Chicaiijo. In Dr. Murplis's

al)senc(! his paper was n^ad by Dii. Evans. It is now
eiyht years siiuu; the anastomosis button was lirst used
in <)p(!ratin«f on a human bein<^. Murphy states that

h(! has been so freciuently mis(iuoted and misunder-

stood, and the button has been so frecjuently improp-

erly eonstrueted and incorrectly used that it is time

to eonsider the actual results which have been attained.

Up to April 1, 11)00, one of ]\Iur])hy'.s assistants has

collected 1,(520 eases in which tin; button has been

used, not including 111 cases collected by Murphy in

1895. The mortality has been reduced to 20 per

cent., and should not be over 10 per cent. Seven hun-

dred cases of gastro-enterostomy by Murphy's button

have been collected, with a mortality of li) per e(Mit.

;

in 1G() non-malignant cases there were 97.7 per cent,

of recoveries. Kntero-enterostoni}- has been performed
in ToO cases, with a mortality of about H) per cent., and
in non-malignant cases it has been only 14.4 per cent.

In no cases is the button of greater value than in cases

of strangulation and gangrene recpiiring resection.

Choleeystenterostomy had been performed in but 1

1

cases previous to the invention of the button, and it

was primarily devised for use in this operation. Of late

years he has used the button only in cases of irremov-

able obstruction, but probably it might better be used

in many other cases rather than to undertake more ex-

tensive operative measures. Considering the fact that

operations have been performed in all })arts of the

world, in many cases by unskilful operators, often in

the case of })atients in extremis and with imperfectly

constructed buttons, it is strange that the results are so

good as they are.

A historical review was then given of the various

mechanical devices which were in use previous to

the discovery of the button. Among the advantages

of the use of the button which were mentioned

wert^ the fact that sutures are not needed, which

shortens the time of operation, the ideal approxima-

tion which is obtained, the fact that cicatricial contrac-

tion is less likely to occur than after other methods,

and that the physiologic function of the intestine is

not int(;rfered with. To use the button successfully a

considerable knowledge of surgery is necessary, and

most of the unfavorable results are from lack of skill

of the operator. The objections to the use of the

button are the danger of the opening becoming

occluded, and that it may be retained for a long time.

In all the cases collected but 11 cases of occlusion are

reported, with only three deaths. This danger may be

easily avoided by careful attention to diet. In many
cases in which it has been thought that the button wsis

not passed it has been found later not to be in the

body, even in some cases in which operations were

undertaken for its removal.

COI.OHTOMr I OK IM.UMAVKST VV.f.M. KlHTII.A.

I)lt. J. A. Wyktm, of .New York, dcKcrilH-*! :i

method of operating for u thoroujih underHtiinding of

which the drawing tliaJ wan preHented would In- necej^

Hury. The essential feature is the pulling up of the

shu-k of iiit<-stiiie formed by the Higiiioid flexure from
below to the region above the point at which it in de-

sire<| to form the artiiicial aiiUH. This given storage

room for fecal matter, so that it mav !»<• retained for

some time, antl that the patient will not Im- troubi^^l

with in(u>ntinen(;e of feces.

TIIK TKKATMKNT OK OI5STINATK (ON.STII'ATION

ItASKI) ON NKW i'OINTS IN TICK ANATOMY ANI>

IIISTOLOOY OF TIIK KKCTI.M ANO COLON.

I)k. .1. R. rKXNiN(;roN, of Chicago, «lis<Mis.sed the

aii.-itomy of the sigmoid Hexiire ami nvtum at some
length and deinonstrat«'d a large numlM-r of carefully

prepared Hpe(;imens ami drawings illustrating the

points brought out in his paper. lie showed that llie

sigmoid flexure is not confined to the left iliac fossa, a.s

is usually stated in text-books, but it mav o<-cupv the

pelvis or extend into the right iliac fossa. Tin; re-

sults of a series of careful histologic examinations liy

Dr. Evans, of the University of Illinois, of numerous
specimens of the rectal valves were given. These ex-

aminations show that the valves may eonUiin nmcosa,
muscular layer and serous coat, or only part of the

normal intestinal wall may be present. An abnormal
position of the sigmoid flexure or large rectal valves

may give rise to constipation. To relieve this, Pen-
nington has divided the valve with a knife, in oneca.se

with resulting peritonitis ; he has also used tlie cautery
and the results were not entirely satisfactory. He
called attention to an instrument which he calls the

valve clip, designed to cut a section out of the valve,

and demonstrated a table which is a modification of

one devised by IMartin.

Dr. Tuttlf., of New York, mentioned five cases

in which Murphy's button had not been observed to

pass, but no harm had resulted. He criticised Wyeth
for using the term fistula, and considers the term arti-

ficial anus more suitable to designate fistulas established

by operative measures. He believes that in his

method Wyeth has struck the keynote in preventing
constant and uncontrollable fecal discharge. Tattle
commends Pennington's work.

Dr. Finlavsox, of Iowa, reported a case of obsti-

nate constipation in which he found the sigmoid flex-

ure entirely on the right side.

Dr. Martin, of Cleveland, stated that six years
ago he made the researches and em])loyed the meth-
ods rejiorted by Pennington as his original work.
Xelaton in 18")0 and Jacobi in iSfVJ called attention

to the fact that the sigmoid flexure may be located on
the right side. Most cases of stricture of the rectum
are really hypertrophy of the rectal valve. All cases

of idiopathic dilatation of the colon should be exam-
ined carefully to make certain that they do not arise

from this cause. There is no danger in valvotomy if

the proctoscope is used, for then we can see what we
are doing.

Dr. Pknmncton. in closing, expressed the Indief

that operation as proposed by Martin is dangerous.

KKl'AIR AKTK.U KESF.CTION OK TIIK INTRS.T1NE.

Dr. W. a. Evans, of Chicago: The fact that no
cases of stricture are reported following operation, iu
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view of the mun(>rous operations of tlie past ten

years, seems good evidence that such trouble is un-

usual. Evans has found the amount of scar tissue

that results from such operation to be unusually

small ; the fibres which give rise to strictui-e are cir-

cular, and these circular fibres are not found in the

connective tissue. This is probably due to the fact

that in scar tissue the fibres form in the direction of

the tension. In cases oj)erate(l upon some time pre-

viously it is difficult to even find the site of anasto-

mosis. AVe may conclude from these studies that the

dangers of stricture are not great enough to make it

necessary for us to consider some other procedure as

a substitutt^ for end-to-end anastomosis.

Dk. Wiggin, of New York, in his experience has

found no difficulty as to stricture following end-to-end

anastomosis and he prefers this method of operating.

In experiments on animals he lias found it difficult to

locate the site of union. He prefers to use horse-

hair as a suture material, as it is elastic and prevents

bad results which may result from swelling. Evans

in closing stated that in a number of text^books

the dangers of stricture following end-to-end anas-

tomosis are emphasized, and this led him to make
this series of investigations. The dangers are cer-

tainly not great.

APPKXDICITIS ; COMTIS AS AN ETIOLOGIC FACTOR;
THE QUESTION OF KEMOVAL OF THE APPENDIX
IN ALL CASES OPERATED UPON.

Du. Miles S. Porteij, of Fort Wayne, Ind.,

mentioned a case in which appendicitis began with

colitis and stated that since then he had seen a num-
ber of other cases in which the ajipendicitis seemed

to take its origin in an inflammatory condition in the

colon. lie believes that a knowledge of this etiologic

relation is important as to the prophylaxis of certain

cases of appendicitis. In certain cases of appendi-

citis the patients, if subjected to excision of the ap-

pendix, will die, l)ut if simply incision and drainage

is practised they will recover. The number of cases

of recurrence after incision and drainage without re-

moval of the appendix is comparatively small.

appendiceal fistula.

Dr. J. B. Deaver, of Philadelphia, read this pa-

per. He considers fistula one of the most important

sequels of appendicitis. Such fistulas are of two
types, external and internal. Pvxternal fistulas are of

two kinds : those leading to abscess cavities which
are only suppurating sinews and tend to spontaneous
recovery, and thos(^ communicating with the lumen of

the intestine in which there is fecal discharge. Inter-

nal fistulas communicate with some of the surround-

ing viscera. Among the causes mentioned were th(!

cutting out of sutures, particularly in cases in which
the cecum is much inflamed, the continued use of the

drainage tube, and particularly a gangrenous condi-

tion in cases in which operation has been too long

postponed. He l>elieves that many cases of peri-

nephritic abscess arise from abscess of tVie appendix
behind the colon. He mentioned cases in which he
had found a])pcndiceal abscesses emptying into the

lung, the bladder and the ureter. The most favorable

intf-rnal fistulas are those which break into the as-

cending colon or cecum. The treatm(!nt of these

cases will vary with condition of the patient. As a

rule they close spontaneously ; they should be kept

clean, irritation by syringing, etc., should be avoided
and if they persist, operation should be performed.
If an abscess cavity is present the mouth of the sinus

should be opened widely, in some cases it may be
scraped, and it should be packed with gauze. For the

cure of internal fistula it may be necessary to open
the peritoneum, and remove the appendix ; in some
cases resection and end-to-end suture must be per-

formed. Great stress was laid on importance of the

avoidance of fistula by early operation.

Dr. Senn, of Chicago, has seen more fistulas fol-

lowing operation than without oj)eration, and he does
not believe in operation as a preventive of fistula.

Operation in all cases as soon as a diagnosis is made
is extreme, and extremes in surgery are dangerous.
Ordinary expectant treatment will bring about recov-

ery in 80 per cent, of all cases of apjiendicitis. The
operation for fistula is usually dangerous and he is

conservative about advising it in such cases in which
it seems j)robable from the history that the fistula

leads into the cecum.

Dr. M. Price, of Philadelphia, endorses Dr. Dea-
ver's views. In 125 operations performed as soon as

the diagnosis was made he found pus in all but two
cases. He advises the use of gauze instead of a tube

for drainage. The statement that 80 per cent, of all

cases recover without operation he believes incorrect

and dangerous.

Dr. Dawbarn, of New York, entirely agrees with

Dr. Deaver that we cannot be too radical in dealing

with the appendix. It is so generally possible to pre-

vent fistula that when it occurs it may be usually as-

cribed to faulty technic. He advises the insertion

of a purse-string suture about necrotic areas in the ce-

cum which seem likely to give rise to fistulas.

Dr. Hamilton, of Columbus, believes that most
fistulas will recover if a nourishing liquid diet and
tonics are given together with massage and care as to

cleanliness.

Dr. Mynter, of Buffalo, favors the position taken

by Dr. Deaver. When pathologic conditions are

present such as are found in appendicitis medical

treatment can do no good. He agrees with Dr. Por-

ter that in the case of large abscesses after the fifth

day it is best simply to incise and drain. He has

found periphlebitis a more important sequel of appen-

dicitis than fistula.

Dr. Keen, of Philadelphia, called attention to the

discussion on the sul)ject of appendicitis which oc-

curred at the meeting of the American Surgical As-

sociation thirteen months ago. Two (juestions were
considered : Shall all cases of appendicitis be operated

upon as soon as the diagnosis is made? And shall we
remove the appendix in every case? Both of the

questions were decided in the negative by all present,

except Drs. Deaver and Hart. In 300 necropsies on

patients that had died from causes other than appendi-

citis Dr. Hektoen found that the appendix had been at

some time inflamed in 100 cases, yet these recovered

and died from other causes. Each case of appendicitis

should be considered by itself, and not only the con-

dition of the patient, but the skill of the surgeon who
is to operate should be considered. A surgeon who
operates only once in three months should not under-

take it unless absolutely demanded. As general rules

may be stated that no case shoidd pass the second

attack without operation ; all cases of considerable

gravity should be operated upon and in most cases
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the ii|)|U'ii<lix should In^ rcinovcd. It is niic ihiil IVral

fistiihi (Iocs not hciil spoiitaiH-oiisly. In opcnitin;; for

tistuhi Dr. Kitcn usually makes tht; alxloiiiiiial o|H;iiiii^

ut one sidi! ot" tin; listula, cxciscH, inverts, (tioses with

L(!nil)(Ut sutures, and packs with ^auze.

l)u. McHak, of Atlanta, said proiiaidy in 7.") per

c(^nt. of all cases recurrence follows if the a|>|ien<lix is

not removed. To hreak up adliesions in cvt;ry case; in

which suppuration is prescmt, as sn^^csted l)y Price,

he believes is dauiicrous. In operations durin;:^ acuite

attacks he considers the greatest danger to he vtiiitral

hernia, and not fistula, as stated by Deaver. Most
fistidas close spontaneously. (Jau/.(! drainage he pre-

fers to use of the tube.

1)k. JMriii'iiv, of Chicago, congratulated Deaver on
his suc^cesses in repairing the defective work of otluM-s

and his labors to prevent such defective work, (irant-

ing that 80 {)er cent, of all patients with ap[)endicitis

recover without operation, the results are not as good
as after early operation, for probably all but about

two per cent, recover from such operations. This is a

saving of 18 per cent, of lives over the conservative

methods of treatment. The diagnosis is easy in every

case within twenty-four liours, and there are few
towns so small that good surgical skill is not available

witliin a few hours. The mortality of early opera-

tion is probably not over one per cent, and that is

from primary perforative peritonitis. Dr. ]Mur[ihy has

not lost a case that was operated on within the first

twenty-four hours. He believes that we should r(!fuse

operation in those cases in which suppurative peritoni-

tis is present ; the responsibility for death should then

rest with the physician who has allowed the j)atient to

reach such a condition.

Dr. Gray, of Jersey City, believes in operation as

soon as a diagnosis is made. Any surgeon with com-
mon sense and ordinary skill can perform the opera-

tion. He pleads for operation in cases of general

peritonitis ; we should eviscerate on hot towels, sponge

the intestines, peel off patches of adherent lymph,
wash with salt solution and drain freely in such cases.

He has saved a number of patients by such treatment.

Dr. Hall, of Cincinnati, believes that we shoidd

give the desperate cases a chance.

Dr. Bolt, of New York, operates upon every case,

if not moribund. If there is recovery from the first

attack there is danger of a second attack, and danger

froni immediate perforation.

Dr. FicNGER, of Chicago, considers the question of

first importance, " How shall we get the patient out

of the attack alive ? " This is not always best accom-

plished by operation. Operation in the interval is

safest, hence it is best not to operate as soon as the

diagnosis is made, if there seems to be a possibility of

recovery from the attack. The patient is put in a

hospital and carefully watched, and if the symptoms
increase in severity operation is performed.

Dr. Asiiton, of Philadelphia, agrees with Deaver
as to the advisability of early operation ; it is never

possible to tell what the patient's condition will be

the next day.

Dr. Lai'lace, of Philadelphia, thought the mortal-

ity too high in appendicitis ; every case could be saved

at some stage by operation, and this is usually early

in the attack. It is never possible to tell whether the

infection is caused by a mild or virulent germ, and the

only safety lies in early operation.

Dr. Ochsner, of Chicago, advises withholding alv

'solutelyall forxl and cathartics, thus avoiding nearly

all perisbilsis, which tends to pull away the protectiiif^

omentum. If thin treatment is followed abncess for-

mation will not occur in some cases, and if it doen
occur it will be localized and readily su«.'cesfully

treat<'d. The mortality of operations during the in-

terval is much less than if peifoinnd during the al^

ta<-k.

Dr. I'oitTKU, in chjsing the <liscii-,Nion. st;ited that

h(! is absolutely oppos(rd to breaking up .adhesions in

case of abscess formation as suggeste<I by Price. He
floes not beli<!ve that n-current attacks follow in 7."*

per cent, of the cases in case the ap])endix is left.

Murphy gave a wrong impression when he stated that

he would not operate in case of septir- peritonitis. We
should give every num a chance for recov(;ry, no mat-
ter Iiow desperate; the case.

Dr. Djcavrr, in closing, stated that he was w^rtain

of only two things in connection with the suVjject of

apjxjndicitis : the method of making a diagnosis, and
that all cases should be operatecl upon as soon as a
diagnosis is made.

Officers. — The officers of the Section chosen for

the ensuing year were: Chairman, Dr. A. J. Ochsner,
of Chicago ; Secretary, Dr. Martin B. Tinker, of

Philadelphia.
(To be continued.)

Section on the Practice of Medicine.

FIRST day.

The Chairman, Dr. Grorcje Dock, of Ann
Arbor, delivered the Chairman's Address.^

Dr. George M. Goild, of Philadelphia, read a

paper entitled

A SYSTEM OF PERSONAL HIOLOGIC EXAMINATIONS
THE CONDITION OF ADEQUATE MEDICAL AND
SCIENTIFIC CONDUCT OF LIFE.

Dr. C. N. B. Camac, of New York, read a paper
entitled

HOSPITAL AND WARD CLINICAL LABORATORIES.

Rarely is any one finding in medical science the open
sesame to the secrets of disease. The clinical lalxir-

atory makes no claim other than that it may add its

fraction to the whole in the estimation of the changes
in disease processes. The workshop of the clinical

diagnostician is the sick-room, the bedside, and the
ward. Those who object to the establishment of

clinical laboratories do so on one of the following
grounds : (1) Diagnosis is satisfactorily made with-
out these tests ; (2) the laboratories require too much
space. But it is found that an area of 6xG feet or
at most 10x10 feet is ample and all that is requisite

is a table and a window. Gas and running water are
helps ; but the alcohol lamp and the ordinary wash-
bottle can be made to do ; (3) the cost of establish-

ment and maintenance is too great. Three hundred
dollars will fully equip one of these ward laboratories,

including a microscope with an oil-immersion lens and
a cabinet for instruments and reagents. This labora-
tory should be kept clean on account of its proximity
to the beds of the patients. Fifty dollars per year is

ample to cover the running expenses ; (4) the tests

recjuire too much time and are too difficult. In order
to overcome this objection internes should be appoin-

> See No. 28, page 581, of the Jouraal.
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ted to all hospitals, whose sole duty it should he to

attend to this side of ward work. Among the advan-

tages of this method of laboratory work may be

mentioned: (1) The increase in the number of com-

petent observers that such routine work would de-

velop ; ("2) the production of accuracy in diagnosis

and in treatment ; (3) the accurate taking of records.

Such a method may, with i)rofif, be applied to dispen-

saries. In this way clinical pathology will become

the link between the clinician and the pathologist.

Dr. M. Howard Fusskll, of Philadelphia, read

a paper entitled

KXAMIXATIOX OF THE IJLOOD, ITS VALUE TO THE
GENERAL TRACTITIONER.

The vast majority of physicians do not make blood

examinations unless they are suggested by the consults

ant. In some cases the blood examination is as im-

portant and in other cases it is more important than

the examination of the urine, and it is already ac-

knowledged that an examination of the urine is neces-

sary in evtiry case. As a general practitioner, the

author examines the l)lo()d in all obscure cases. As a

result of such an examination : (1) The physician will

avoid administering iron to a patient because the face

is palt!, since all pale peo[)le are not anemic ; (2) it

will be found that patients with flushed faces often

have decided reduction of the hemoglobin and of the

number of red blood corpuscles; (3) patients with

cardiac and pulmonary symptoms are sometimes diag-

nosed as cases of organic disease, when a blood exam-

ination would reveal chlorosis
; (4) blood examination

will positively indicate the presence or absence of

malaria ; (5) the diagnosis between leukemia and

other organic conditions, such as tuberculosis and car-

cinoma of the stomach, may be made; (6) the blood

examination combined with the Widal test will diag-

nose between typhoid fever and malaria, or, possibly,

show a combination of the two diseases
; (7) counting

the leucocytes will often give satisfactory results in

clearing up obscure conditions. The physician does

not need to take a microscope to the bedside of the

patient ; if the diluting tube is surrounded by a rubber

band the blood may be preserved for a long time and

the counting done at leisure.

I)k. William Osleu, of Baltimore, said that he

had been impressed by the value of the ward labora-

tories. They are essential to the hospital and to the

dispensary. The benefit of a clinical laboratory to

the patient in the disj)ensary, where the diagnosis

should be made, is inestimable.

Dr. Simon Flexner, of Philadelphia, read a

paper entitled

dv.sknterv.

The paper treated of the results of the study of

cases of dysentery made in the army hospitals in Ma-
nila during the summfu- of 181)1). The dysentery in

the tropics does not conform to a single type. It is a

mistake to think that tropical dysentery is always
amebic in origin. Thr(;e groups of organisms have
been thought to be the cause of the disease: (1) The
pyogenic cocci ; (2) the bacillus coli conununis, and
(.'}) th«! ameba coli. Amebic dysentery is not con-

fined to the tropics, and the status of the anuiba coli in

the production of th<; disease has undergone a change
1>ecause the organism can l)e found in the normal
stools. Tropical dysenteries occur in which the

ameba coli is not present. These cases are acute in

character, lasting from six to eight days, or they may
run into a chronic form. Secondary lesions, such as

abscess of the lungs and liver, are rare. A bacillus

was found in these cases which was not the bacillus

coli communis. This organism is not found in the

normal intestine and a blood serum from a patient

with the acute form of the disease agglutinates a pure
culture of the organism. \n the early stages of the

disease the organism is present in large numbers ; but
as the disease becomes more chronic it diminishes in

number, and later may disappear entirely. The ba-

cillus agrees with a micro-organism obtained from the

stools of patients suffering from dysentery in Japan by
Shiga, the bacillus dysenteriie. The lesions of the

acute form of dysentery are different from those of

the ordinary amebic dysentery. Small animals may
be rendered immune and animals that were immunized
in November last are still alive. It seems to be pos-

sible to produce a preventive serum.

Dr. John H. Musskr, of Philadelphia, read a

note on tropical dysentery.

A soldier, age thirty-two years, had been in Puerto
Rico for fifteen months, and for eight months of that

time had had dysentery. The disease was character-

ized by colitis and proctitis, prostration and emacia-

tion, pigmentation of irregular degree but of uniform

extent. The skin presented many boils and purpura
was present. The stools contained no fresh blood

and but little mucus. The mouth had the appearance
of a malignant case of scorbutus. There was no
periodicity in the intestinal symptoms. The blood of

this patient agglutinated a pure culture of the bacillus

of Shiga, which was brought by Dr. Flexner from Ma-
nila. The patient died and at autopsy it was found
that the anatomic changes in the intestine were very
slight.

Dr. William Osler, of Baltimore, had also seen

a case in the person of a soldier from Puerto Rico.

The blood of this patient also agglutinated the bacil-

lus of Shiga. An attempt was made to agglutinate

this organism with blood serum from cases of amebic
dysentery without result. This seems to indicate that

there are two types of dysentery. He thought that

the epidemic of dysentery that is at present raging in

Japan might be like those epidemics that are seen in

jails and hospitals in this country occasionally.

Dr. Norman Bridge, of Los Angeles, asked Dr.

Flexner whether typhoid fever might not occur coin-

cidentally with this form of dysentery. Or, if this

does not occur, will the blood of the dysenti'ic patient

agglutinate the typhoid bacillus ? He had seen a pa-

tient from Cuba with symptoms like those of Dr.

Musser's patient, whose blood gave a perfect Widal
reaction. The blood of another patient with similar

symptoms failed to give the reactioiL

Dr. Hunter, of Minneapolis, had seen two cases of

dysentery, in one of which the ameba coli was found

an<l in the other of which no auuiba^ were found.

The symptoms were similar to those; of Dr. Musser's

patient.

Dr. Woodiiull, of the I'nitiid States Army, said

that it was tlu; policy of the army surgeons to return

dysenteric patients to the Ihiited States as soon as

possible, because they did not convalesce rapidly in

the Philippines.

Dr. Murphy, of Missouri, had seen three cases of
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MiiK'liic (Ivsciilcrv ill |i:itii'iils wlm liad not lirni .iwav

Iroiii tlif I'liilcd Slalt's.

I)|{. N'lcioii ('. VAr(iiiAN, ol' Ann Alitor, hail

stii<lit'(l cases of (lysi'iitci'v l)jictcrioI()^i<'iilly, .'UhI lia<l

only fouinl the iKicilliis coll comiiiiiiiiH, altlioii^Ii tlicsc;

studies were miidc when tecliiiic was not iis exact as

at present. In tlw camps in tlu^ Southern States ihir-

iiii,r the Spanish War thoro wen; cases of dysentery

characterized hy th(! passa<fc of fresh hlood. 'I'lu;

miinher of chronic cases, how(n'(>r, was small. Dnr-

iiii;' the Saiitiaii'o canipaii;n, the dysenteric patients

did not pass fresh hlood. These! (lascis were appar-

ently beiielited by strychnine hypodermically.

J)u. Wilson, of Pennsylvania, had seen two cases

in soldiers of the 'reiith Pennsylvania Volunteers.

The patients did not pass blood and did not have
fever. The; disease in one lasted for six months.

I)u. Fi.KXNKK said that the epid<'mics in jails and
hospitals may be identical with the disease that he

had seen in ^lanila. It is important that in every
e[)idemic now, no matter how small, bacteriologic ex-

amination should be made and the agglutinating prop-

erties of the blood be studied. He oifered to give

cultures of the bacillus of Shiga to any one who was
interested in the work. The organism looks very

much like the bacillus typhosus. There is no reason

why typhoid fever and dysentery might not exist at

the same time. There is undoubtedly more than one
kind of tropical dysentery. In the type of the dis-

ease under discussion liver complications are uncom-
mon, while they are very common in the amebic
form. The bacillus coli communis can do damage to

the intestines, but it is probably not responsible for

epidemics of dysentery.

Dr. Mi'SSEii said that the cases of tropical dysen-

tery under his care were afebrile.

I)r. J. C. Wilson, of Philadeljihia, read a paper

entitled

SERUM THERAPY IN CROUPOUS PNEUMONIA.

Croupous pneumonia is due to infection with the

pneumococcus through the respiratory tract. Toxins
may enter the circulation and produce a septicemia.

The sera produced up to the present are anti-infec-

tious, although it is hoped by Dr. Macfarland that

in time a serum will be found that will benefit the

symptoms. In the (ierman Hospital, in Philadelphia,

the antipneumococcic serum was used in 18 cases of

croupous pneumonia, but it was not used to the ex-

clusion of other treatment. The injections were given

in the majority of instances immediatelv after admis-

sion to the ward. There were two women and 10

men in whom the treatment by injections of serum
was used. They varied in age from fifteen to forty-

eight years. They were admitted to the ward from
the first to the sixth day of the disease. The temper-

atures ranged from 101.2° to 105°; the pulse-rate

varied between 00 and 128. Albumin was present

in 15 cases, casts in nine, and blood in one. There
was leucocytosis in 13 cases. The pneumococcus was
found in 15 of the cases. The serum, which varied

between seven and fifty-three days in age, was given

hypodermically over periods varying from six hours

to eight days. Total doses of from 22 cubic centi-

metres to 4()0 cubic centimetres were given. The ef-

fects seemed to be better when a recent serum was

used. After the injections the temperature became

lower, the pulse slower, the pain less, and the palirnt

felt belter. Four of the patients died. Defervi-M

ceiice occurred by crisis or by rapid IvhIh. The diirji-

tion of the attack di<l not seem to be leMHened or llie

defervescence haHt<'ned. In a neries of 20 cjim-h

treated at the Pennsylvania Hospital at the Hiirn**

time without senim four died.

I)k. a. (). .1. Kkli.v, of Philadilphia, report«'d the

case of a man, an alcoholic, age thirty-five yearn, who
was admitted on the fourth day of an attack of pneu-

monia of the right lower Iribe. On the day after ad-

mission the left lower lobe become (ronsolidated, ami

20 cubic centimetres of antipneuinonic serum were

given every thre(i hours for seven doses. The leucf>-

cytes were at first diminished, but later increaH»-d.

The autopsy confirmed the clini<al findings. The
serum was of no avail in this <;ase.

Dr. Rochester, of Uutfalo, gave scjrum from a

blister on a patient that was convalescent from pneu-

monia to a j)atient ill with the disease. There was

improvement for twenty-four hours. He thinks that

the evidence points to the future development of a

therapeutic agent of value.

Dr. Newton, of Montclair, N. .T., asked f(jr the

details of preparation of the serum.

Dr. .Iosepii Macfarland, of Philadelphia, said

that he regretted that up to the present time there is

no method of measuring the strength of the serum.

The serum is prepared by administering live cultures

of the pneumococcus to horses. The organism is

dillicult to grow, and the measure of the toxin is not

accurate. The organism is kept virulent by growing
it alternately on artificial culture media and in the

rabbit. The nature of the serum is nncertain ; it

may be antitoxic or it may be antimicrobic, possibly

the latter. It is probable that the serum may be used

for other micro-organisms than the jjiieumococcus.

He believes that the use of serum from convalescents

is unreliable. It is possible that the serum should l>e

injected into the blood-vessels in order to produce the

desired result.

Dr. W. Blair Stewart, of Atlantic City, N. .1.,

read a paper entitled

THE influence OF SEA-AIR AND SEA-WATER ON
DISEASE.

The purest air is on the sea. The presence of iodine

is doubtful, but ozone is surely present. Atlantic

City is on an island of pure sand, five miles from the

mainland and twenty miles from tidewater. The
Gulf Stream makes a difference of from 10" to 20° in

the temperature as compared with other jdaces in the

country. The great effects of the air are seen on tlie

nervous system and on the digestion. The author

spoke of the class of patients that are benefited by
residence in such a place. Salt-water baths are in

reality medicated baths and should only be used in an
intelligent manner, and, for patients, under the direc-

tion of a physician. He spoke of the physiologic

effects of surf-bathing. The least exhausting form is

to lie in the water between the shore and the point of

breaking of the waves. A person should leave the

bath when the exhilaration is at its height. Surf-

baths should be taken three hours after eating, and a
meal should not follow until reaction is complete.

Warm salt-water baths should be taken in a warm
room and should not last louirer than ten minutt^s.
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SECOND DAY.

Dk. T. J. II.vrrEL, of Trenton, Tenn., read a i)aper

entitled

PSElDO(?) OR MODIFIED (?) SMALL-POX.

The paper was based on the personal observation of

200 cases and on the inspection of 100 additional cases

as county health oflicer. In the first cases seen none

of the patients had been vaccinated. The premonitory

symptoms of backache, headache and fever were pres-

ent ; but as soon as the eruption appeared the fever

disappeared and the patients felt perfectly well except

for some slight discomfort caused by the presence of

the eruption, which in some of the cases was confluent

in character. All patients that were exposed were

vaccinated ; but only two escaped the infection. Pa-

tients that were vaccinated in childhood also contracted

the disease. The pustular stage of true small-pox was

absent ; there was no itching ; there were no crusts,

no scars, and no mortality. The author considered

the disease not to be true small-jjox.

Dk. James J. Walsh, of New York, called atten-

tion to the fact that Senator and his pupils believed in

the existence of a disease that is intermediate between

varicella and variola. He thought that these cases

might correspond to such an intermediate stage.

Dr. -James, of Missouri, had seen similar cases, but

in them he was able to demonstrate the efficiency of

vaccination in preventing the contraction of the infec-

tion.

Dr. Chapman, of Ohio, said that he had seen the

disease. According to his experience, the majority of

the patients were adults and the majority had been

vaccinated during childhood, Imt not since. He does

not think the disease is varicella and is of the opinion

that, unless vaccination is systematically carried out,

the country will experience a severe epidemic of small-

pox.

Dr. Coklett, of Ohio, believes that chicken-pox

and small-pox are distinct diseases and that there is no

intermediate stage.

Dr. Woodworth, of Ohio, said that vaccination

protected in the cases seen by him. He called atten-

tion to the fact that cases of small-pox following vac-

cination often resemble varicella.

Dr. Stewart, of Philadelphia, said that he consid-

ered that the cases re])orted by Dr. Happel were not

cases of small-pox, nor were they cases of chicken-

pox ; but that they should be classed as some form of

vesicular exanthem.

Dr. Happel said in closing that none of the cases

presented the typical appearance of small-pox. He
wished to go on record as a thorough believer in the

efficiency of vaccination as a preventive measure against

small-pox.

Dr. P^uoene Wasdin, of the United States Mar-
ine-IIos])ital Service, read a paper on

yellow fever, its nature and causes.

He believes that the bacillus icteroides is the cause

of yellow fever. The infection takes place through

the respiratory tract and secondary infection may then

soon arise. The toxin produc(;d by the growth of

the bacillus has a marked potfiiicy and a preventive

serum is i)robably possible. The bacillus icteroides

was present in 8o.7 p(!r cent, of autopsy cases. The
bacillus produced the disease in the lower animals.

The bacillus X of Sternberg and the bacillus icteroides

are distinct micro-organisms ; the former being, prob-

ably, a member of the colon group. The domestic
animals may be a factor in the spread of the disease,

since it has been carried spontaneously from inocu-

lated to non-inoculated animals. The bacillus icteroi-

des is an artificially ])athogenic organism ; it is pro-

foundly influenced b}^ temi)eratures at or below the

frost-mark, and at such temperatures loses its toxic,

septic and specifi<' properties. This exj)lains the ces-

sation of the disease on the ap})earance of frost. The
disease is air-borne, it first attacks the respiratory

tract and the resulting intoxication j)roduces the first

symptoms. The organism may then pass into the cir-

culation and develop its septicity. The fulminating

cases are sterile because the bacillus has not passed
into the blood. The guinea-pig is resistant to the in-

f(!Ction, but other rodents, particularly rats, are suscep-

tible. These animals may be active in the propaga-
tion of the disease.

Dk. Flexner, of Philadelphia, said that while the

facts expressed in the pa2)er seem to be well authenti-

cated, before they can l)e accepted as undoul)ted they

must be confirmed by future observations. The prop-

agation of th(! disease by the lower animals is at

present merely an hypothesis. Animal experiments do
not actually rejiroduce the normal conditions pertain-

ing to an infectious disease, because the animals are

overwhelmed by huge doses of the organisms. The
effect of the natural method of spread of the disease

should be studied on the lower animals.

Dr. Wasdin said that in his work the animals had
been infected by the insufflation of lycopodium pow-
der containing small quantities of bouillon culture of

the organism, so that the conditions were as near nor-

mal as possible. Animals in an adjoining room to the

one in which the insufilation experiments had been
made took the infection and died, the organisms hav-

ing undoubtedly reached them through the air. In

answer to Dr. Gerry, of Boston, he said that one at-

tack of yellow fever does not necessarily protect

against a second attack of the disease. Undoubted in-

stances of second attacks of yellow fever are on rec-

ord.

Dr. William Osler, of Baltimore, offered a reso-

lution of regret for the death of Dr. James T. Whit-
taker, of Cincinnati, which was adopted.

The following j)ai)ers were read by title :
" Pro-

longed Fevers of Obscure Origin," Dr. Robert B.

Preble, of Chicago ;
" Some Interesting Cases of In-

fectious Diseases," Dr. DeLancey Rochester, of Buf-

falo, N. Y. ;
" Certain Clinical Features of Influenza

Recently Epidemic," Dr. II. S. Anders, of Philadel-

phia ;
" Influenza with Four Distinct Pneumonic At-

tacks Accompanied by Otitis Media Purulenta, Cere-

bral Hyperemia, Colitis, Marasmus, Recovery," Dr.

•Julius Ullman, of Buffalo, N. Y. ;
" Observations on

Direct Antiseptic Treatment of Infectious Diseases,"

Dr. C. am P^nde, of New York City.

third day.

A paper by Du. Jesse W. Lazear, of the United

States Army, entitled

pathology of malarial fevers ; STRUCTURE OF
THE PARASITES AND CHANGES IN THE TISSUES,

was read by the Secretary, Dr. Futcher. The
author described the method of making cover-slip
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|)i'c|iiiriiti()iis of tlic blood for tlir Hliidy of tin- iiiitlti-

liiil oi';^;iiiisiiis. lie tlu'ii procccdt'd to (It'Hcrilir lli<!

iiiicros('o|»ic iippcjiriiiiccH of tlic tcrliuii, <|ii!irtaii, mid
i'stivo-;iiiMiiiiii;d |»:ii!i.Hit('S tliroii<(lioiil tlii-ir cycles of dc-

vclopint'iil.. Ill till' lutttT type of or<fiiiii.siii tlicrc is a

Hexiial dcvclopinciit ; the male form is funiislii-d witli

a (la<;('lliiiii, while tlu* f(!iuale form is devoid of any
siK^h appendage. Observers liav»! sc»ui tlu; mab; form
penetrate, the femab^ parasite.

l)u. W. S. TiiAYKiJ, of Hallimore, .Md., ic.id u

paper entitled

lOTlOLiXiV OV M.VI.AUIA \yiTII SI'KCIAI. KKI'KKKNC K

TO MOSQUITOES.

The author read a summary of the nnxnit work <leal-

iiii>' witli tlH> mos(piito as an agent in the transmission

of malaria. This work shows that the moscpiito is

able to remove the parasite from the human body,

that the parasites develop by st^xual methods in the

stomach wall of this host, that thence, passim^ into

the veuomosalivary <fland, the parasite, in the form of

sporozoids, may be inoculated into uninfected individ-

uals and produce the disease. These results have
been confirmed by the author and his associates in

Baltimore. The parasite undergoes an asexual cycle

of development in the human body and a sexual cycle

in the body of the mos(juito of the genus anopheles.

The author thinks that the investigations will finally

show that the moscpiito bites are the only means by

which the disease can be transmitted. Investigations

seem to show that moscjuitoes are always present in a

malarial district, or else the cases occurring in such a

district are imported. Further, the observations seem
to show that the mosquito acquires the i)arasite oidy

from man. The early spring cases are all relapses,

which decrease in number in -June, and the new cases

begin in July, when the anopheles begin to bite. Pro-
phylaxis requires that patients be isolated under

mos(iuito netting and that the mosi^uito larv;e be

killed.

Dr. L. O. Howard, of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, gave a lantern demonstration of

STRLCTirRAL AND OTHER DIFFERENCES liETW'EEX

THE SEVERAL MOSQUITOES OF NORTH AMERICA.

The slides shown illustrated the life history of

the genus culex, the life history of the genus
anopheles and the biologic difference between the

two genera. The eggs of the culex are deposited

in a raft-shaped clump, while those of the anopheles

are distinct. The larva of anopheles is dark, while

that of culex is light. The respiratory siphon of the

anopheles is short, while that of culex is long. The
larva of culex has a big head and a small body, while

that of anoiiheles has a small head in proportion to

the size of the body. The anopheles larva feeds at

the surface of the water, while the larva of culex

feeds on the bottom, coming to the top of the water

])eriodically to breathe. The note of culex is high

l)itched, while that of anojiheles is about four tones

lower. The genera megarinus and psorofora should

be investigated.
{To be continued.)

Cancer in Gkrmany. — Drs. von Leyden and
Kirchner are })residents. and George IMeyer secretary

of a committee for collective investigation of cancer

in Germany.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

The one hundred and nineteenth annual meeting

of the Massachusetts Medical Society has just been

held. This meeting, like its predecessors, has brought

together practitioners from every section of the .State,

who, no doubt, have imbibed certain added knowledge

from contact with their fellows and from attendance

at the section meetings, and more important than this,

have renewed old acquaintanceship, and deepened, to

a certain extent, the social relationships which, in the

activity of practice, are apt to languish. For after

all, while we make a bold front to present at our

annual medical gatherings certain of the results of

the progress of medicine, it is not to be denied that

the predominating attraction is the social element,

accompanied by the relaxation and professional com-
panionship whicli is the just reward for a year of work.

This is as it should be.

However valuable papers may be enshrined in a

volume of P^-oceedings, it is not to be expected that

they should awaken an extreme degree of enthusiasm

on an exceedingly hot day, as days are apt to be in

June, particularly when those same papers are later

to be published in full. This portends no lack of

scientific enthusiasm, but simply a weakness of hu-

man nature which demands recognition and respect.

This general fact has been more and more realized by
the Committee of Arrangements of the Massachusetts

Medical Society, with the gratifying result that the

programme of the meetings grows simpler year bv
year rather than more complex, in spite of the ever-

widening range of possible subjects for discussion.

For example, this year there were presented at the

various sections but three general topics— pneu-
monia, the diseases of joints, and a discussion of

uterine displacements, with but two added communi-
cations. There is not the slightest doubt that this

method is a good one, and one designed to give the

maximum of instruction with the minimum of intel-

lectual effort on the part of the listeners. A few
subjects discussed thoroughly and from various points

of view is much to be preferred to the superficial rela-
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tion of personal experiences, to which the medical

meeting, without strict watchfulness, is apt to degen-

erate. The success of this latest meeting of the

^Massachusetts Medical Society and the evident in-

terest taken in the scientific communications is sufH-

cient proof of the correctness of our position. Dr.

Wm. II. Welch's Shattuck Lecture on " Diseases

Caused by Bacillus Aerogenes Capsulatus " was pecu-

liarly timely because of the recent interest aroused in

this subject in Boston, through the researches of Thorn-

dike and others. The Annual Discourse, delivered by

Dr. A. T. Cabot, was an able and fitting literary termi-

nation to a century of usefulness and progress.

THE DEATH-RATE OF CHICAGO.

I? EC H NT quotations from certain statements in the

monthly bulletin of the Health Commissioner of Chi-

cago, in regard to the death-rate of that city, which

have very much the usual Western flavor and can

hardly be regarded as reliable, have attracted our at-

tention. The following fallacies in the Chicago fig-

ures are worthy of notice :

(1) All death-rates depend upon two factors, the

number of the population and the number of deaths

occurring in such population in a given time or period.

An error in either produces an error in the result

Now, the number of the population is obtained at the

taking of a census and the liability of error increases

greatly in proportion to the time which has elapsed

since the taking of the census. In this instance eight

years had elapsed since the taking of the census, and

the growth of all Western cities has been exceedingly

irregular in intercensal periods. Very little reliance

can be placed in any local census made by the school

or police or other local officials.

(2) The average age at death is not an index of

sanitary conditions, but depends chiefly upon the age

distribution of the population, and the fact that the

average age of decedents has doubled in Chicago is not

necessarily an indication of increased length of life.

To illustrate : The average age at death in a certain

infant asylum is two years and six months ; that of a

neighboring old ladies' home is seventy-five years. We
are not, therefore, to infer that the health of the old la-

dies' home is thirty times as good as that of the infant

asylum. This, to be sure, is an exaggerated instance,

but the illustration applies equally well to cities and

towns. In tJie two towns of Yarmouth and Winthrop

in Massachusetts, each situated in healthy locations on

theseacoast, the average age at death in 1 885 was respec-

tively sixty-seven years and six months, and seventeen

years and four months. This cannot be interpreted as

meaning that the sanitary condition of Yarmouth was

fourfold better than that of Winthrop. The explana-

tion, as in the other instance, is that Yarmouth, like

most of the Cape Cod towns, lias a scarcity of young
cliildren, while Winthrop has a corresponding dearth

of old people. Almost any populous Western city has

an unusually large proportion of young and healthy

people between the ages of fifteen and thirty years,

an age at which the death-rate is very low, not over

seven or eight per thousand. Hence it is that in Eng-
land, when comparing death-rates, the custom has

arisen of correcting them, and of referring them to a

standard population, such as that of the country at

large, or to that of some unusually healthy country

like Sweden, which has always had a low death-rate.

There is, therefore, a manifest fallacy in comparing

the death-rate of Chicago with that of any foreign

country, without making the proper correction due to

the difl^erence in the constitution of the population.

(3) The health commissioner has adopted an expe-

dient which among sanitary authorities can hardly be

considered as a fair method of representation, that of

comparing extremes instead of means. The year 1872,

as is well known, was throughout the United States

the most unhealthy year of the last half century. In

every large city where records were kept the death-

rate was at its maximum. Almost every known in-

fectious disease seemed to run riot in that year, while,

on the other hand, 1898 was a year of unusual health,

the death-rate throughout the country being exception-

ally low. The only fair method of comparison would

have been to compare the means of two five- or ten-

year periods, as, for example, 1871 to 1875 with 1891

to 1895, or 1894 to 1898.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thr last meeting of this growing Association has

just been held under more favorable weather condi-

tions than are ordinarily to be expected at this time of

year. The gathering was an enthusiastic one, as at-

tested by the fact that upwards of 2,000 members

were present. Corresponding with this attendance

was a programme which has rarely been equalled in

the number and variety of communications presented.

Of quantity, therefore, there was certainly no lack, but

we are inclined to feel that in these days of excessive

literary zeal in medical writing a certain censorship,

tending to an improvement of the quality and the

arrangement of the subject matter, would not be

amiss. Sporadic papers on such occasions are of com-

paratively small value, and serve rather as a personal

advertisement than as a substantial addition to medical

progress. It is to be hoped that this representative

Association will make a virtue of necessity and bring

its programmes in the future within reasonable limits.

Science would not suffer, and the responsibilities

placed upon the broad shoulders of the medical editor

would be visibly lightened. We are, therefore, quite

in accord with our contemporary, the P/nladelp/na

Medical Journal, when it comments editorially on the

recent meeting :
'* There was the same plethora of

papers offered, again proving how necessary it is that

the officers of sections should weed and choose and

limit according to their judgment and conscience, and

regardless of personal iniiuences."
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IMKDICAL NOTKS.

Intkknational Mr,i>i<;AL (.'oNouicas. — At iho

ro(|ii((st of Ilt!iirv 15. .lucohs, M.I)., S«!(;n!f.iirv, Aiiicri-

ciiu N:i(.i()iiiil Commiltct! of \\w Iiitciiiiitioii;il IMcdical

Congress, tli«! l'ollovviii;f olliciiil sUitciiiciit is iiiiidc :

According to instructions from Dr. A. ( 'li,iiilV;inl,

Sccn^tiiry-Goiieral of the Thirteenth Int(!rn!ili((ii!il

M<!(li(;;il Conirrcss, no subscriptions to the Congress

will he received after tlu! 1 ")th of duly, and the name

of no subscriber will appear in the odicial programme

whose subscription is not received before the 1 ")lh of

June. The publications of the Congress will consist

of seventeen volumes, one of which will be sent

gratuitously to each subscriber ; that is, the volume

containing the papers of the section under which he

lias inscribed liimself. The other sixteen volumes

may be purchased at a price of four francs per

volume, or forty-five francs for the series.

Philippine Association of Acting Assistant

SuR(i ICONS, United States Army.— The first annual

meeting and dinner of the Philippine Association of

Acting Assistant Surgeons was held in Manila, May
8d. The Association was formed April 28, P.)00, on

board the United States Army transport Grant, on

which seventeen of the members of the Society came

over to the Philippines to care for sick and wounded

soldiers. The following were elected officers of the

Association: President, II. W. Beal ; Vice-President,

LI. Morell ; Corresponding Secretary, R. M. Inglish ;

Recorder, H. M. Stromberger. It is the intention of

the Association to enroll as members all the acting as-

sistant surgeons in the Philippine Islands and hold a

meeting and banquet on "Dewey Day" (May 1st)

every year in the future.

PUIVILE(}ES FOR MeMBEKS OF THE IXTEU-

national Congress.— The following special privi-

leges are to be accorded to the members of the Con-

gress : The right to participate in the proceedings of

all the sections ; invitation to all festivities ; entrance

free of charge to the P^xposition during the session of

the Congress, August 2d to 9th ; a badge engraved for

the Congress by M. Vernon ; reduction in railway and

other fares ; facilities for securing lodgings.

Cholera in Bombay. — A serious epidemic of

cholera is reported from the northern districts of Bom-
bay. The sufferers from famine fall an easy prey to

this disease. The Government has made a special

appropriation of £1,000 for immediate cremation of

the dead.

Deaths Abroad.— The following deaths of dis-

tinguished physicians are announced : Dr. A. Milne

Edwards, Paris ; Dr. Apostoli, Paris ; George ^'iner

Ellis, F.R.C.S., London.

BOSTON AND NEAV ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, June 13, 1900, there were re-

ported^to^the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cafleo of acute infectiouH diHeaHCH: r]iphth«Tia 0], H/;ar-

lutina ."M, nx-ash-H 8'.l, typhoid fever I'J,

MoUTAi.iTY Kki'oui oi Hohton. — The iiuin(M;r

of deatliH rcporletl to the Hoard of Health for the

week ending .luuf 9th wan 2I'», as agaiiint 20H ihir

corniHponding week last year, showing an in<:r<aHe of

7 deaths, and making tlie d«;ath-rate for the we«'k

20.2. The deaths from conHumption were 2.0
; pneu-

monia, 27 ; whooping cough, 1 ; heart diHcase, 22 ;

bronchitis, ; marasnms, 7. There were H deaths

from violent causes. The number of children who

died under one y<!ar was 3.0 ; under five yf^ars, 07 ;

persons more than sixty years, 40; deaths in public

institutions, 63.

Apj'OINTMENTS at the IIakvakd Mi.dical

School. — Franz Pfaff, M.D., has been appointfMl

assistant professor of pharmacology and therajteutics

for live years. Dr. F. II. Davenport has been rea|>-

pointed assistant professor of gynecology.

President of the Massachusetts Medical
Society. — Dr. F. W. Draper, of Boston, has iK-en

elected President of the Massachusetts Medical Society.

Diphtheria in Watertowx, Mass. — Several

new cases have recently been reported to the Water-

town Board of Health.

NEW YORK.

Statistics of "Wounds in AVar.— In a paper

read by Capt. \V. C. Borden, U. S. A., on the last day

of the recent meeting of tlu; Association of ^Military

Surgeons, on " The Mortality of War Wounds, with

Tentative Conclusions Relative to Modern Weapons
and Surgical Methods," the following statistics were

given: In the American Civil War out of every 100

persons struck by a bullet l-") percent, died on the fiehl

of battle; in the Kusso-Turkish War, 21 percent.; in

the Spanish-American War, 17 percent. Of the 100,

40 received wounds of the head, "29 wounds of the al>

domen, 26 wounds of the chest, and three wounds of the

extremities. Of the men wounded and carried from

the field of battle during the Civil War, 10.9 percent,

died ; in the Spanish-American War, seven per cent.

;

in the Boer War, four and a half per cent. ; in the

Philippine War, six per cent. IIa\'ing given the sta-

tistics of wounds in different parts of the body in the

several wars mentioned, Dr. Borden stated that the

data he had collected showed that so far as the modern

armament in deatlwlealing weapons is concerned, the

modern weapon seems to be as destructive as those of

earlier years, as regards wounds in the head, chest

and abdomen, on the field of battle. The fact that

there was a smaller percentage of deaths from wounds
in other portions of the body showed the improvement

in surgery and the care of the wounded. In the Boer

War two-thirds of the British sohliers who were

wounded and attended in the hospitals were able to re-

turn to the field. The reason for this was not so much
the lessening of the destructive power of the rifle as

the great progress made in surgery and hospital care.
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Dkstruction ok Gauba(;e.— Capt. F. M. Gib-

son, Deputy Commissioner of Street Cleaning, has

advertised for proposals for tlie erection of a plant, or

plants, for the destruction of the city garbage, to re-

place the works on IJarren Island, which, under an

act passed by the last Legislature, must be removed

within a year. Among those desirous to undertake

the work, it is said, is tlie Ilorsfal Company, an Eng-

lish corporation, whicli cremates the garbage of Liver-

pool, Leeds and a number of other British cities. In

the meanwhile, the department has been notified by

the present contractors that they {)urpose testing the

constitutionality of the new law.

BiOLO(;iCAL Laboratory for Vassar College.
— Announcement has been made of the completion of

the fund of $50,000 for the construction and equip-

ment of a biological laboratory at Vassar College.

Over a year ago a friend of the College residing in

New England, whose name was not made public, of-

fered to subscribe $2o,000 for this purpose, on condi-

tion that the additional S2;),000 required could be

raised. The hope was expressed that all tlu; money
might come from New England, and it is said that the

entire sum has been secured through the efforts of

the Boston branch of the Vassar Alumna?.

Commencement, Medical Department of Cor-

nell University.— The annual commencement of

the Medical Department of Cornell University was

held at Carnegie Music Hall on June Gth. There

were fifty-three graduates, twenty-one of whom were

women. On the roll of honor, which comprised ten

names, there was one woman. I'resident Schurman
announced that of the entire immber of graduates

thirty-four have already received appointments in

hospitals in New York and adjoining cities. The
address to the graduating class was made by the Rev.

Dr. \"and('rwater.

Ari'OINTMEXTS AT THE COLLEGE OF PlIYSICIANS

AND Slr<;eons.— At a meeting of the Trustees of

Colund)ia University, held June 4th, the following ap-

[)ointraents in the Medical Department (the College

of Physicians and Surgeons) were announced : Dr.

Frank Hartley, professor of clinical surgery and in-

structor in operative surgery ; Dr. Francis II. Mar-

koe, professor of clinical surgery at the New York
Hospital ; Dr. Bern B. Gallaudet, demonstrator of

anatomy ; Drs. Robert A, Budington and Nathan
\y. C)rr(;ene, assistant demonstrators in anatomy.

Regulations Regardin(; Tuberculosis in New
Jersey.— The Board of Health of Trenton, N. J.,

with the backing of the State Board, has recently

adopted an aniciulment to the Health Code, placing

consum])tion among the contagious and infectious dis-

eases. It provides fines and imprisonment for physi-

cians who fail to report cases of consumption within

thirty days after they are diagnosticated. Hospitals

are not exempted from the general provisions.

Commenchment of the University of the

City of New York.— At the sixty-eighth annual

commencement of the University of the City of New
York, which was held at the Metropolitan Opera
House on June 7th, there were thirty-eight graduates

in the Medical Department (University and Bellevue

Hospital and INIedical College), and eight graduates in

the Department of \''eterinary Surgery.

Committee of One Hundred on India Famine
Relief.— A committee of one hundred representa-

tive citizens of New York, under the chairmanship of

Wm. E. Dodg(% has recently been formed to the end
of sending relief for India famine sufferers. The
committee will constantly study the conditions of the

famine itself, and make every effort to choose the best

method of relief.

ARMY NOTE.

Investigation of Disease by Army Medical
Officers.— A board of medical officers has been

appointed to meet at Camp Columbia, Quemados,

Cuba, for the purpose of pursuing scientific investiga-

tions with reference to the infectious diseases preva-

lent on the island of Cuba. The board will act under

instructions from the Surgeon-General of the Army.
The detail for the board consists of Major Walter

Reid, Surgeon U. S. A., and Acting Assistant Sur-

geons James Carroll, Aristides Agramonte and

Jesse W. Lazear. It is understood that the board

will chiefly devote attention to the investigation of

yellow fever. Dr. Agramonte has been studying this

disease in Havana for the past eighteen months, while

Major Reid and Dr. Carroll, at the Army Medical

Museum in AYashington, have been engaged in an

exhaustive study of Sanarelli's bacillus and serum,

the results of which have already been made public.

The work of the board will be done in the army lab-

oratory at (Quemados. As mentioned in a previous

issue, the systematic investigation of disease by army

medical officers in Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philip-

pines has already been of great value to medical sci-

ence. From the organized investigations now going

on, much may be expected.

^i^ttWan^,

HORSEFLESH AS A FOOD.

In view of the fact that horseflesh is being used

more and more as a food in Germany, and through

force of necessity, as in the South African War, must

at times be eaten in li(;u of otiier meat, it becomes a

matter of importance to determine! its efl'ects upon the

body. This Professor Pflugcr has done, his results

being published in tlie Arcliir fiir Physiolofjie, and ab-

stracted in a recent numl)er of the Lancet. The ex-

periments went to show that the known deleterious

('fleet of horseflesh, charactifrized chiefly by excessive

diarrhea, is due to a toxin, probably consisting of

neurin or some modificatiou of tluvt poisonous agent.
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TIk- ]»;i|M'f (•(iiicIikIcs with some siim;fst,i(»iis lor cooks

ill Itclciii^iicrcd ^r.irrisoiiH wlio urc iVMlufu-d to liorscllcsh

;i,s food, wliicli, coiiiiiii; from tlic pciii of one of tin- most
(listiii<(iiislicd liviiii; piiysioloj^ists, (Ujhci'vc coiisidcni-

tioii. Ill oiif mod*- of dn^Hsiiii^ tli(! Iiorscfli^li is con-

verted into !i liulp, Jiiid for every two pounds ;il)oiit

tlmMMjuarterH of iiii ouiicu' of ox fiit or imitloii f;il

tiik(Mi from tli(^ region of the kidneys is served up with

ii suuc(> of meiil :is a hush. Aiiotlier is to cut it into

coUops, boil it in vv;it(!r, throw away th(! l)roth, and
serve it with a fat sauce. li(^er, win*;, tea or colVee

may be taken with it. A third is to convcn't it into a

pulp, add a tenth of its weight of rice and a fortieth

of its vvei<fht of fat, and cook by st(iamiii<f ; or, histiy,

it may b(^ b(>at(!n up witii ph'iity of fat and eaten witli

an oily s;iuce.

4^bituarp.

PAUL GIBIER, M.D.

Dr. Paul Gxbier, of New York, died June 9tli, from
injuries intlicted by an accident. He was born in France
in 1851, and was at one time a pupil of Pasteur. In 1H8K

he was commissioned by the French Government to make
an investigation of yellow fever, in Havana and Florida,

and on his way back to Paris, while in New York, con-

ceived the idea of establishintr an institute in the latter

city for the treatment of hydrophobia. With this work
he was closely identified until his death.

€orrei^ponDence«

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON INVESTIGATIONS
IN THE B.\CTERIOLOGY OF SCARLET FEVER
IN THE SCARLET- FEVER WARDS OF THE
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, BERLIN.

Berlin, May 18, 1900.

Mr. Editor:— The work described below is according

to plans I formed some eighteen months ago, at which time

I lacked proper opportunities for carrying them out. Un-
der strict aseptic precautions I have lately collected,

through a canula into sterile test tubes, hydrocele fluid

from a healthy child of nine months who has never bad
any of the contagious diseases or even been vaccinated.

Specimens of this material remained sterile after a number
of days at body temperature. Into this media I made in-

oculations from the blood of several patients in the early

eruptive stage of scarlet fever, observing rigid asepsis.

Cultures were similarly prepared on coagulated ascitic

fluid, bouillon, agar-agar and milk. All were kept at

body temperature for about thirty-six hours. Examination
then showed no development in any but the hydrocele

fluid, in which appeared a feeble growth of a capsulated

diplococcus in pure culture. It grew thus from the blood

of each case, and while probably the same organism often

described in connection with scarlet fever as the diplococ-

cus pneumoniffi cruposte, it may be but a variety of that

germ. On re-inoculation of this into agar-agar, gelatine,

blood serum and hydrocele fluid, a luxuriant growth now
appeared in each within twenty-four hours. In the latter

media the bacteria developed very rarely in anything but

pairs. The ends of these oval cocci always pointed away
from each other, and unstained preparations seemed to

show dark granules in the protoplasm. The growths on
the blood serum and agar appeared as frosty, granular,

grayish-white streaks limited to the path of the inoculat-

ing needle. The stab culture in gelatine was similar and

no li(piefacti<in attended if (.'over <!ipi! preimrcd frum
thet<e look the iiiethyjirie blue utain irreKuIarly. No
change in rea(:li<»ii accompanied the growth on the media.

On invcHtigatiiig as to why I diil not nucceed in inoculat-

ing the artificial media from llie [)atienl'« b!oo<l, and why
the (jrigiiial ciillurcH in hydrocele fhiiil were hindered in

developing, my cxperimentH showed a rea<,tive jjowftr in

llu^ blood of Hcarht-fever palieiil.M against \\\\^ diplfxfx-<:ijp<.

I found that in haiigiiig-dro[( i)reparation« from the necond
g«Mit!ratii)n in hydrocele fluid the f)rganifim» when placed

simply in normal salt, solution remained scattered through-

out the droplet in pairs anil ki-pt their slight motility for

hours. A similar ilrop in salt solution to wliich some
blood from a patient convalescent from this fever was
added gave (piite a difTerent a[)[)earanc(! after some min-

utes. The bacteria were then found only at the edge of

the drop, had become quiet and often af>j)eared in groups.

However, when hanging-drop pre[)arations were treated

sim|)ly with blood from a child wliicli has never had scar-

let fever the cocci gave the same appearance as wiien only

ill normal salt solution.

From a culture of the streptococcus which I prepared
on blood serum from the throat of one of the patients (as

I did not meet with it in the several cultures from the

blood) I inoculated a colony into the hydrocele fluid and
also into the latter media after coagulation. No growth
developed in the former and only three or four colonies

in the latter, but numerous colonies of streptococci were
found after I caused the difilococcus to grow on the media.

From the heart blood of one of the cases which proved
fatal I did not succeed in growing the diplococcus.

My experiments as to the power existing in the blood of

convalescents from scarlet fever to hinder the growth of

the diplococcus when already developing on media are not

yet complete. The inability to gather sufficient supply of

suitable hydrocele fluid while at work in the contagious
wards has as yet prevented my carrying the investigation

out on a more extensive scale or to definite conclusions.

Up to this time I have not experimented with hydrocele
fluid in the other contagious diseases, nor can I say how
the germs mentioned will act on the hydrocele fluid from
those children believed to be immune to scarlet fever.

I injected half a cubic centimetre of the vigorous
growth in hydrocele fluid into the peritoneal cavity of a

kitten and no symptoms whatever followed.

The results of my examinations thus far would seem to

justify the following inferences :

(1) The early presence of this diplococcus in the blood
of many if not all scarlet-fever patients, and the absence in

the blood at this time of the streptococcus.

(2) That hydrocele fluid from a child who has not had a
contagious disease may possess qualities better suited for

investigating that disease than the artificial media or serum
changed by heat.

(3) That the blood of those who have been infected
with this diplococcus a short time shows a reactive power
against it.

(4) That the doings of this " happy pair " seem to open
the way for the serpent of streptococcus to bring evil into

the Eden of childhood.

Very truly yours,

W. F. DOOLITTLE, M.D.,
of Cleveland, Ohio.

FOREIGN BODY IN THE RECTUM.

WixcHENDON, Mass., June 4, 1900.

Mr. Editor: — A man, age sixty, recently consulted
me at my office for what he termed " a little trouble with
his rectum." On enquiring the nature of the trouble, be
said he thought there was a " small vial " in it. He said
he had inserted it about thirty-six hours previously ; had
consulted his doctor at home, who did not examine him but
gave a cathartic. On examination 1 found what seemed to

be a bottle of considerable size, well inside the sphincter,

with the neck down. It was firmly impacted and I was
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soon convinced that its removal would be a matter of difii

cully. He was havinjj a good deal of pain and the ab-

domen was considerably distended and tympanitic. With

the assistance of Dr. Thorninw, he was thoroughly anesthe-

tized and by grasping the neck of the bottle with two pairs

of heavy tooth forceps, having the jaws well guarded with

comi)resses, after a difficult and disagreeable labor we suc-

ceeded" in delivering the vial. It i)roved to be a round

bottle, fortunately of very heavy glass, and with quite a

rim at the neck which afforded an excellent hold for the

forceps. It was of the following dimensions : Length five

and one half inches, circumference of neck five and one

fourth inches, of shoulder eight and one fourth inches, of

base six and three-fourths inches.

By diligent questioning, I obtained the following scanty

history. Of vigorous physique, he had always enjoyed ex-

cellent health, and had for many years been employed in

a shop. Was married, and till within a year or two his

relations with his wife had been pleasant, but for a year

or two they had occupied separate beds, and his wife had

accused him of improper relations with other women.

Admitted that he was cjuite amorous, and that he had^ on

one or two previous occasions introduced something into

his rectum.
Very truly vours,

J. G. Henry, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Saturday, June 2, 1900.
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REALISM IN MEDICINE.!

BY A. T. CAIlOr, A.M., M.I)., IIOHTOV,

Surgemi to the Mataachuseltt General Hon/iitul.

(Coiioludud from No. 121, !>. 618.)

I iiWK picsciitcd to you this hricl' ;iii(l iii('oiii|il(tc

sUctcIi t)l" (lie i;r»':it inoviiiiK'Ut of incdiciim uiidt'i- llic

miidaiice of rcidisiii, to show how it li;is st(^;idil\' pio-

ciHuUid aloni;- a path witlioiit a break, or rath(!r the

progress has been more likt! that of an army peiietrat-

iiii;- an enemy's country, wlu^rc; dilfenMit cohinins,

nuitually sui)i)orting each other, advancH! alon<^ par-

allel lines, meeting success now here, now there.

Cellular pathology put us in a position to appreciate

and nnd(u\stand the action of germs, and the; work in

bacteriology opened ways in which the stuihuit of tin;

cell could make still further conquests.

I have not tried to do more than point out the

grand strategy of the forward movement and the im-

portant places that have been taken. Many of the

lesser achievements in this advance have, liow(!ver,

been essential to the success of the greater.

Physiology, physiological chemistry, pathology,

bacteriology, embryology, anatomy, clinical medicine

and surgery, have all, within their own fields of action

kept abreast of the general movement. Men trained

in science, skilled investigators, have occupied the

firing line, constantly pushing forward, and as fast as

they have gained new territory the practitioners of

medicine have moved in like settlers and made it

their own.
After this hasty review of the general course of

medicine in this century, it should be of especial in-

terest to us to study the part which America has

played in promoting and in kee23ing step with the ad-

vances that have been made.

At the beginning of the century the main idea that

an American student had in entering upon the study

of medicine was to learn what he could of the care

and treatment of the sick, with so much understanding

of anatomy, physiology and pathology as could be made
of service in his practical work. The teaching in the

scientific branches of medicine was, as I have said,

very meagre in this country, so that a young man,

wishing to be thoroughly abreast of the times, was
forced to seek instruction in the laboratories of

Europe. The result of this was that a well-ti"ained

American physician had usually passed two years

abroad acquainting himself with the methods of the

best teachers of the world.

The lack of opportunity at home, forcing men to

travel, had its partial recompense. For the young
American, travelling from teacher to teacher, going

for each part of his education to the place where that

was best taught, learned to look at things in a broader

way than would have been the case had he found all

that he required in one school.

This increased breadth of view was at once reflected

in the medical practice of the men so trained, and long

before American physicians began to take their proper

place as scientific investigators, they developed in their

ranks some of the best practitioners in the world.

Many nven came back from their foreign travel

filled with a desire for research ; but the absence of

• The Aiiuual Discourse read before tbe Massachusetts Medical So-
ciety, June 13, 1900.

lahoratorieH and lUv. need ff»r Helf support »»tunt<;d thftir

aspiratioiiH in hucU (hrc.cXinuH. It waM not until the laiit

quarter of the (teiitury that the uwe of laborutori«-H )h:-

came ho rnanifcHt that they began to spring u[i and U)

receive ade(|u:ite .support in thiH<;ountry. I (iinnot, even

ill .so (;ondeiis(Ml a review of this movement, forlK-ur to

ipe.ik of the pioneer work doiMt at the .IoImih IJo|>-

kiiis Hospital iiinlcr the inspiring lead of our guest,

I'rof. William 11. Weh-li. The wis«^ jirovisionH of

tli.it foundation gave; the Johns lIopkiiiK M<'dical Fac-

ulty the almost uiiiiiiic opj)ortuiiity of putting their

school on the right line from the stiirt. And, ihank.s

to th(! wi.sdom and energy of I'rotessor Welch and hi.s

co-workers, the scientilic investigation of <lis«;aHe at

onc(! took its proper place in that institution. Simn;

that tiuK! th(! constant help that laboratory investiga-

tion gives to the clinical study of diseas(; has appealed

so strongly to the jjractical American rnind that patho-

logical laboratories have sprung up in every direction

and are still constantly on the increa.se. These have
been of the greatest value in raising the .scientific

(piality of the work in many of our communities.

Such laboratories have given men inclined to research

opportunity for pursuing their studies, and have al.so

enabled many clinical workers to acquire a knowledge
and facility in scientific methods. This training has

been of great service in their practice. They have

gained a clearer understanding of morbid processes

and have come to have a personal acquaintance with

the germs against wliich they are constantly waging
war. When a man thus trained speaks of a bacillus,

he has in his mind a distinct picture of its appearance

and its characteristics. He knows where to look for

it and what effects to expect. If it is a pneumococcus
he watches the serous membranes and earl}- detects

its migration to them. His horizon has become wider

and his vision more acute.

With the appearance of laboratories the need of

endowments for pathological and other scientific work
has been brought home to our people. Practical

business men see that the researches in the higher

branches of medicine bear tangible and most valuable

results ; that by them the health of the community
is improved and protected. They are thus encouraged

to invest in a movement which has such evident good
effects in the present and that holds forth still brighter

promises for the future. Considerable sums of money
have been drawn into these enterprises and have al-

ready done much good. They have, however, been

but as a drop in the bucket which we wish to see

filled. This work, by its interest attracts the best

minds and the world should discharge its proper obli-

gation to them and should see that they are adequately

cared for.

The admmistration of laboratories and the prosecu-

tion of complicated investigations is expensive.

At present I see no direction m ^vhich charity to

the human race can better expend itself, with full

assurance of lasting good, than in assisting the prose-

cution of such studies, whose benefits are shared by all

peoples and go down to remotest posterity.

The perfecting of a system under which the scienti-

fic investigation of disease may fiourish should be the

constant aim of all American physicians. The pro-

fession of this Commonwealth have already t;ikeu

steps in this direction, of which mention may be here

appropriate. A (juarter of a century ago we had at

the Harvard Medical School, a chemical laboratorv, a
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physiological laboratory, a dissecting-room and a small

jjutliological laboratory. Students had fairly good

opportunities for the study of chemistry and anatomy,

but they had no regular laboratory instruction in

either physiology or pathology. Both of these im-

portant branches were taught by lectures to large

classes in which each individual had but little per-

sonal contact with the professor, or with the plieno-

mena described. The pathological instruction up to

that time and till a considerably later period, was

given by men who depended on clinical practice for

their support and gave what time they could spare

from this to their own scientific studies and to the in-

struction of the students.

It would take too long to describe in any detail

the gradual changes by which this condition of things

grew and expanded into that which exists to-day ; but

a statement of the present provisions for research and

teaching in the Harvard School will give an idea of

the rapidity with which this movement has advanced.

The physiological laboratory, with a professor, an

associate professor and a greatly increased corps of

teachers, is now thrown ojjcn to the students, who re-

ceive personal instruction in small classes. There is

a laboratory for embryology and histology, where the

development and the finer anatomy of the tissues is

taught to small classes by the professor, the assistant

professor and other assistants.

There is a good-sized pathological laboratory under

the direction of a professor who gives his whole time

to study and teaching, and he has in addition to this

the control of the clinical laboratory at the City Hos-

pital, which is under the supervision of the assistant

j)rofessor.

The clinical laboratory at the Massachusetts Hos-

pital is also available for teaching purposes, and being

under the direction of one of the instructors in patho-

logy, makes very substantial contribution to the op-

portunities that students have in this branch.

Surgical i)athology has a special demonstrator and

the curator of the anatomical museum, having control

of the surgical material obtained at the Massachu-

chusetts Hospital, is able to give special instruction in

it. In the new buildings now neariug completion, he

will have a large room devoted to his dejjartment and

will have ample accommodation for small classes in this

s{)ecialty. The surgical department, too, have taken

steps towards the establishment of a special laboratory

in the Medical School for surgical pathology.

Even this list does not complete the recital of what

the Harvard Medical School is doing for pathology,

for at the Bussey Building in West Roxbury the

professor of comjiarative j)athology has his laboratory

and is constantly at work on the pathological ques-

tions suggested by the diseases of animals and has done

much in tracing out their connections with human
diseases. The limitations of the laboratory space at

his disposal prevents his accommodating students, but

his own original researches are making constant valu-

able contributions to our knowledge of microbic dis-

eases.

In addition to these laboratories and teachers

devoted to the study of pathology, the nunlical school

has also a large and well ecjuipped laboratory devoted

to bacteriology, and a [)rofessor with a corps of assis-

tants devoted to the study of the life history of micro-

organisms. Besides the instruction and research work
done there, great assistance is rendered to private

practitioners by the systematic examination of mat-
erial submitted. Thus this department acts in a

measure as a clinical laboratory for the profession

outside of tin; hospitals.

A considerable enlargement of the chemical labora-

tory and its staff, the establishment of a laboratory

for physiological chemistry under able direction, a

laboratory of pharmacology and a laboratory of hy-
giene, with an assistant professor, who, besides his re-

search and teaching, gives aid to ^practitioners by ex-

aminations made for them, complete this rehearsal of

the present provisions and opjiortunities for scientific

training.

Certainly the contrast betw(?en the conditions of

twenty-five years ago and those of to-day indicates

that our medical teachers are fully awake to and
mindful of the demands of modern science. Indeed,

despite all the recent improvements that I have im-

perfectly recounted, the College is, at this moment,
considering a plan for tlie very great enlargement of

the Medical School accommodations. They are driven

to this by the need for still more laboratory space to

meet the recjuirements of modern medical education.

I have selected the Harvard Medical School to

serve as an illustration of the recent advances in

American methods of study, because it is the institu-

tion with which we are most familiar. Similar changes

have been going on in greater or less degree in all our

centres of medical study, and as a result of this awak-
ening of interest in scientific investigation and teach-

ing, we have already reached the point where it is no
longer necessary for American practitioners to go
abroad to complete their training in the higher branches

of medicine. Ample opportunities now exist in this

country for the attainment of an education wholly up
to the modern requirements of practice.

It is still wise for a man who can spare the time

to travel and learn what he can of other points of

view and methods of work. I am inclined to think

that the time is near, if not already here, when our
foreign confreres might learn something by coming to

this country.

An acquaintance with the literature of a subject

does not widen a man's field of view in the way that

an acquaintance with the makers of that literature

does.

To return from this digression and to continue our

consideration of home matters, we find that this move-
ment towards scientific and accurate methods is not

confined to the teachers of medicine. If the time

served, it would be a congenial task to say a few
words of deserved praise of our boards of health.

The executives of State and city have been fortu-

nate in selecting competent, sagacious men to guide

the public in matters of sanitation. We are not sur-

prised, therefore, to find that tlusy have been fully

alive to the forward movement in medicine, and have
established lal)oratories for the study of sanitary ques-

tions. Here are made the many tests necessary in the

selection of cases for isolation. Antitoxin is here

carefully preparcid for distril)ution, and all possible aid

is given to jiractitioners in the application of labora-

tory methods to the study of their cases.

We an; thus entering the twenti(;th century with an

enthusiasm and a ])romise for the future which are

well justified by what has already been accomplished.

We have many unfinished tasks on our hands. Im-

portant principles have been established in the nine-
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ti'ditli (•(•iiturv tlu! (Ift.iil of wliicli riiii.iiiis tu lie

worked out.

There WW lUiiiiy ilileelious diseiises ;iinl otiieis l»e-

liev«'«l to Ik* pjinisitic in oii^fiii, ol' wliicli tin; iiii< rol»ic

c:uis(;s reiuiiin to be diseovered.

Our knowledge ol" tlu; action ol mirrohes in (lie

l)odv and of tlieir elTeets upon the tissues is in its in-

t'ancy.

What we know of tlie action of th(! tissues in pro-

tectin<ij tiieinselves from tlie nuero-orffanisnis and tiieir

products is as notiiinjf to what remains to he; known.
Klficient antitoxic sera are as yet few, hut the list

is slowly i;rowiu<i^.

Thoso are all (juestions which bear directly on tin*

successful treatment of disease. We wish, however,
to aim hiiijluM' than this and to learn how to prevent

disease.

Our exjx'rience witli small-po.x and diphtheria

shows that for some diseases, at least, the body may
be made resistant by producing alterations in its

fluids or tissues. Lister has shown us, too, how other

diseases may be prevented by intercepting the mi-

crobes and preventing their entrance into the body.

This is comparativcdy easy in surgery, where we have
full control of the conditions ; can we not protect

the body from other infections ? Our methods of <lis-

infection of dwellings and public places are constantly

improving, but they are still lamentably inadeipiate.

Our boards of health have accomplished something
by the isolation of cases of infectious disease and by

the extensive use of disinfectants to cleanse the habi-

tations of the sick. The street cars are adorned with

signs warning against expectoration, in- the hope of

thus limiting the spread of tuberculosis, the germs
of which are contained so abundantly in the sputa of

those afflicted.

May we not hope that further knowledge of the

life history of micro-organisms and a more widely

spread habit of seeking them out may make their

destruction more generally attempted and more thor-

ough ?

If every public hall and school-room could be

safely and quickly disinfected during the night hours

while it is empty, is there any doubt that the public

health would be greatly benefited thereby? Sani-

tary engineering may make this possible, in which case

every enlightened community will make it obligatory.

Unfortunately, there is a force constantly contending
against the efforts of our sanitarians and this is the

vei*y steady increase in the numbers and consequent

crowding of our populations. For germs flourish in

a crowd.

It is to be hoped that the efficiency of our methods
of sanitation will be so greatly added to in the near

future as to enable us to meet and overcome these in-

creasing difficulties.

There is another nut that the nineteenth century

leaves for the twentieth century to crack, if it can.

It is the question of the cause and nature of malignant

growths. With all the knowledge of them that we
have gained through cellular pathology and embryol-

ogy, we are still left much in the chirk with regard to

their causation. Bearing considerable resemblance,

as some of them do, to processes that are known to

have a microbic cause, it is natural that attempts

should have been made to convict them of a parasitic

origin. Without going into the arguments or a mi-

nute consideration of the evidence advanced, I think

that I Miiall be in .'ircord with the IntHt prencnl ofiiiiioii

if I bring in a verdict of " not proven."

DiseaHCH (»f this Mort, CHpecially the carcinoinata,

are apparently on the increuse. So prevalent •at*'.

they and ho much to be dreaded that were it poHHihIe

to choose in advantre the next great jnedical achieve-

nient, the world's vote would probalily be for the tW^^

covery of a cure for <'ancer.

It will then, |)erhaps, Im- intercMliiig for you U*

know that provisions have been recently made in this

connnunity looking to systematic research inUj the

cancer (pmstion, and I am sure you will In; ghul t«

h(!ar what steps an; being already taken in this direc-

tion. Last year a sum of money was put at the dis-

[)osal of Harvard College for the investigation of thiH

(piestion. The donor, Mrs. Caroline IJrewer Croft,

left by will, S1()(),()0() for this purp«)se, an«l after de-

du(;ting the exceedingly liberal l<;gacy Uix which Kiig-

land exacts, a still considerable sum is left for the

furtherance of the wishes of the U-statrix. The in-

come of this fund, with some substantial additional

gifts obtained by the professor of surgery for the

same ol)j(!ct, are now available for these researches.

The investigations under the direction of a committee

a])pointed by the corporation of the college have been

put in charge of the department of surgery, and the

instructor in surgical i)athology has been selected to

especially devote himself to a study of the pathological

side of the subject. The co-operation of the labora-

tories of the Boston City Hospital and of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital has been obtained, and
workers in these laboratories have been selected to

devote their time to this object. All of these men
are in close touch with each other and will have the

control of a large amount of material.

At first it is proposed to examine the present the-

ories of cancer production. The question of the rela-

tion of germs or parasites to these growths will re-

ceive minute and exhaustive attention. Incidental to

this examination, the inoculability and infectiousness

of malignant growths will be studied.

Besides this study of the pathological side of the

subject, attention will be given to the general question

of whether the imjjression that malignant growths are

on the increase is well founded. Statistics aretilready

being collected with a view to getting information

upon this point as well as ascertaining the conditions

of life which favor the development of these neo-

plasms, and it is hoped that by a long persistent effort

in this direction, light may be thrown on the etiolog-

ical side of the cpiestion.

Something may also be hoped from a patient inves-

tigation of remedial agents. In syphilis and in some
skin affections we have new growths of tissue which
are caused to disappear by the constitutional use of

drugs. The effect of arsenic in so-called sarcoma of

the skin, and the fact that this same drug has. in some
cases, effected or seemed to effect the disappearance of

a sarcoma which had invaded the lymph glands, offers

some encouragement in this direction.

Such is the beginning of this enterprise. The funds
are barely sufficient for a good start, but for so good
an object it is to be hoped that others will be forth-

coming. In the neighboring State of New York a

liberal appropriation has been made by the Legislature

for similar researches. So much earnest etfort can-

not be without avail, and it is satisfactory to us all to

feel that America is lending her hand to the investiga-
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tion of this burning question. Whatever comes of it

we may be sure the labor will not be wasted.

Most of us here are practitioners of medicine, men so

occupied in the care of the sick that but little strength

or time is left for the pursuit of purely scientific stud-

ies. Are we tlien mere spectators of this forward

movement? 1 do not think so; and I wish to close

this rather rand)ling discourse by pointing out a few

of the ways in which the busy profession at large may
substantially assist their brethren who are devoting

themselves to research.

The mere moral support of feeling that the profes-

sion are backing them up and are appreciative of their

labors and (piick to prolit by them is of great imjjor-

tance to the investigators.

The intelligence of the audience has a stimulating

effect upon the teacher, and if we take an active inter-

est in this work and keep ourselves informed of the

steps gained, we shall lend the encouragement of our

interest to the men working in laboratories. We
shall, at the same time, fit ourselves to properly judge

new ideas and shall be stimulated to accurately ob-

serve and record phenomena which pass under our

eyes. It must act as an incentive to the men who are

working out the higher problems of medicine to feel

that any hint they are able to obtain will be at once

made of practical value, or will at least be fairly

tested and its value determined.

A profession thus made up of men who are in the

habit of applying all known scientific methods to the

study of their cases and who demand that every pa-

tient shall have the adyantage of as minute an investi-

gation as is possible, will keep the scientists supplied

with material for their studies and by bringing them
in contact with patients will make them in a measure
sharers in the emoluments of practice.

This last consideration is no small matter, for in

this country where government does not support its

investigators, they must be provided for in other ways.

The medical colleges supply places and salaries to a

certain number, but there are manj' men of scientific

bent who are unable to follow their inclinations be-

cause they must be sure of adequate support for

themselves and families. If an enlightened profes-

sion demands the services of such men, we may be

sure the supply will ecjual the demand. The army of

investigators will not lack recruits. Many a good
man will be enabled to s])end his life in congenial re-

search instead of seeking his livelihood in the routine

of practice, for which perhaps he is ill fitted.

I)o not understand me to disparage the practice of

healing the sick or to imply that any other j)ursuit is

higher. I only wish to point out that a man loving

th(! lalxji'atory may if driven into general practice

prove to be a scpuire p(!g in a round hole.

Lastly, it is important that the profession at large,

who come in close contact with the people, should

keep the community informed of the importance and
magnitude of scientific work. In this way only can

the proper interest b(! aroused and necessary endow-
ment and support be obtain(;d.

These are a few of the many duties devolving upon
us as we enter the twentieth century. We are in the

middle of the stream of medical progress and the cur-

rent shows no sign of slowing. Let us do our utmost

to ensure that it flows on with increasing tide and that

there are no back eddies or slack water on the Amer-
ican side.

Original %tt\tW.

CLOSING STATEMENT FOR THE REMON-
STRANTS TO THE MASSACHUSETTS HOUSE
BILL NO. 917, ENTITLED " AN ACT FOR THE
FURTHER PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO
ANIMALS," BEFORE THE JOINT COMMITTEE
ON PROBATE AND INSOLVENCY, MARCH
15, 1900.

BY HAROLD C. ERNST, A.M., M.U., BOSTON,
Professor of Bacteriology in the Harvard Medical School ; President

of the Boston Society of Medical Sciences,

(Concluded from No. 24, p. 622.)

Thic Committee must remember that this bill is not

aimed alone at the studies of nornuil and abnormal
processes in the physiological laboratories, but at all

inoculation experiments as well, and that these may
last over a series of days, weeks or sometimes months.
These inoculation ex])eriments include all studies ui^on

the etiology (causation) of the infectious diseases, and
cannot be studied in the time that an animal will sur-

vive under ether or chloroform. Upon these experi-

ments are based practically all the advances that have
been made in sanitation of the infectious diseases,

much of their treatment and the great triumphs of

modern surgery in the way of safe operative proced-

ures unattended with the risks of blood-poisoning and
pus formation. Perhaps the best examples of the re-

sults obtained are the disappearance of hospital gan-

grene, that curse of the hospitals of the Civil War, and
of puerperal fever, the fear at one time of every

mother in childbirth. I believe it to be true that

these two infectious processes have so completely dis-

appeared that it is now not possible to give instruction

in either of them, by actual demonstration, to the stu-

dents of medicine of the day. Tuberculosis, another

great curse, perhaps the greatest, of civilized commu-
nities is disappearing— without question as the result

of the knowledge gained in regard to its infectious

nature within the past thirty-five years by direct ex-

perimentation upon animals.

The j)rovisions of the bill are summarized as follows :

(a) " The Secretary of State shall have power to

grant and revoke licenses, and (b) all places where
experiments are performed shall be registered and a

detailed report of every experiment shall be trans-

mitted to the Secretary of State." The Secretary is

ready to appear before you and give you his feeling

in regard to this provision; its irksome nature, in bear-

ing heavily upon the energies of those whose time

may be better occupied than in clerical work, is so

manifest that it seems hardly necessary to lay stress

upon it.

(c) " All persons licensed to experiment upon liv-

ing animals must be vouched for by competent medi-

cal authorities." The bill itself specifies that tlu;

a[)plication for license must be signed by three phy-

sicians duly licensed to practise, and actually engaged

in practising medicine in the State of Massachusetts,

and also by a ])rofessor of physiology, medicine, anat-

omy, medical jurisprudence, materia medica or sur-

gery, leaving it out of the power of any professor of

j)atliology, bacteriology or hygiene to have any voice

in the procuring of licenses for the workers in his

special department. I fanc}' that the heads of such

dej)artments as these, and of biology in general, or

the many departments of that study, would protest

most vigorously against this absurd discrimination.
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(cf)
"

'rii«^ :iiitli()i'i/,c(l !i<rciitH of Imiiiihik; Hocit'ticH in

Miissjiclmsctts slijill 1)(' pcniiillcd tn visit miy rc;(iH-

Icifd pljKM! lit. iiiiy tiiuf iiii<l willioiit iirtrvious notice."

Tlif itill sjiy.s "of iiny so<',i('ty for the |ircv<ntion of

cruflty to iiniinal.s in tin- Stiitc of Miissuchusclls." So
far as we know, this places tin* p()W(!i' of inspection in

the hands of tlie only two so(!ii^ties orj^ani/ed for the

pnrpose of the prevention of cnu^lty to animals now
existini;' in the State — the Massat^hnstitts Society for

the i'revention of Cruelty to Animals, and the Ani-

mal Res(um Lea<>ue. The jjresident of the latter has

already refused to si<fn the petition for this Itill, and
no representative of the former has appeared here in

its support. If this wcu'e allowed, what sort of re-

j)orts would he fortheomini^ ? Can it be expected that

they would he such as would tend to allay puhlii; sus-

j)icion, or rather re|)orts in which tlu^ inspector would
be put to his utmost endc^avors to detect for his em-
ployers some sort of sensational incident, sonu; sort of

impression which could \w. us(mI (hither in tlu^ir weekly
paper or in the (hiily press, to promote the objects of

the society? There could not possibly \w. a more ill-

advised or dangerous nu^thod of inspecting this work,

and we object fundamentally to anything of the sort.

These objections would hold against the New
England Antivivisection Society, but that their treas-

urer— the only olHcer we have seen— has stated that

the Society is " not to prosecute, but to disseminate a

knowledge on vivisection." It is hardly possible that

such important matters couhl be j)ut in the charge of

a body that conducts its avowed work as loosely as

has been shown to be the case with this one.

We are told that there is a large number of people

demanding this legislation, and that there are many
ready to appear in its favor. As a matter of fact, the

petitioners have been represented at these hearings by

their counsel, and by three witnesses only, whose tes-

timony may be summarized about as follows :

The first witness for the bill was Herbert D. Ward,
but such a witness is hardly worth attention, for how
can a man be worth belief who will allow himself

to make the statement which closed his testimony :

" I do not consider it necessary to go into a labora-

tory in order to find out what is going on there " ?

If this is what the petitioners want, to be allowed

to judge of what goes on at any given time by what
has gone on in some other place at some other time, it

would hardly have been necessary for the remon-

strants to have taken up the time of the Committee in

listening to them.

This witness brought forward certain cases of the

effects of vivisection upon the " finer feelings "
; this

at Cornell and at Matteawan. We have not at-

tempted to find out the state of the case at Cornell,

but if it is the same as at Matteawan, it would hardly

be necessary.

The witness stated :
" At Matteawan, a public

school teacher dissected a cat. The animal was not

under extreme anesthesia, the feelings only partly

dead, and the parents of the children of that school

made such a fuss that the teacher was obliged to

withdraw."

One of the students at the Harvard Medical School

heard this testimony given, and as he was born in

Matteawan, and knew something of the place, was
sufficiently interested to make some inquiries on this

matter. I beg to present to you the following letters

in regard to tlie Matteawan matter, brought forward

by tliiK perNon — permit ine to reiiiiiid you

—

uh an
authentic innlance of the elfert of viviHe«aion fllie «li»-

Hei'tion of llrimi uiiimalK) on th*- pupiU :

HoHTo.s. Mahh., .Nfarcrh ft, 1J)')0.

SlIl'KKINTK.NDK.NT OK ScilOOI.H, M A T'l KA WA N, N. Y.,

Dear Sir: — At a hearing hi-fon; the M;i"('4a<hii»i(;tti

Lej^i.sltttiir*! on a bill " For lh<: fiirlln;r prf^vpiition of

criu'lty to aiiiiiiiilH in MaH^a<hiiMftt.M," introdu<;«'(l hy the

Ni!w Kn<^lainl Aiitivivi.sectioii Society, 1 was durpriserl to

hear the foiiowiiij; (itatfnu;ritt made :
" Al .Maticawan a

[)iil)lic M(;hooi teacher dissected a cat ; llit; animal wan not

under extreme anesthesda, the feejiti^s only partly dea<l."

The hiHi time tliat I was at home 1 heard of thlH cas«-, Imt

if mv memory scrveH me the cat was dead. I !«hoiild \>e

very nuich obliged if you will write me a brief statement of

the facts.

Yours truly,

Waltek II. Hrinckkrhokk.

Mattkawan, N. Y., March «, 1900.

Wai/fkk R. Bkinckkiuiokk,
Dear Sir : — Three years ago a cat was dissected before

a class of High Scliool pupils in Matteawan. The cat was
complelehj and thoroughly dead before it was taken to the

class-room.

Very truly,

G. K. Miller.

Boston, March s, 1900.

Mr. G. R. Miller,
Dear Sir: — Your letter about the Matteawan cat case

received. Do you know of any other occurrence that

could have given rise to the statements that I quoted in

my last letter V

Thanking you for prompt answer to my letter, I remaiD
Yours truly,

Walter R. Brinckerhoff.

Mattkawan, N. Y., March 9, 1900.

Mr. Walter R. Brinckerhoff,
Dear Sir:— No dissection of a cat or of any other

animal has ever taken place in the schools of Matteawan,
except in the one case referred to.

It has always been our custom to bring before our
classes some parts or organs of animals for the inspection

of the class. This is a common practice in schools. The
parts usually taken before the class are those that can be
commonly obtained at any meat market.

There is only one case, aside from the one cited, from
which any idea such as stated in your first letter could be
obtained. It was as follows : One year after the dissec-

tion in the school, the teacher of science dissected a cat

at her own home and brought the vital organs before her
class in school on the following day. These are the plain

facts. Any other statements are either distortions or

falsehoods.

Appreciating your interest in the case, and hoping to

learn the results of your efforts, I remain
Very truly,

G.'R. MiiXKR.

Following this witness, whose testimony was closed

by the remarkable statement given above, that he did

not need to be an eye-witness to know what was going
on, came the treasurer of the New England Antivivi-

section Society, J. M. Greene, the only othcer of the

Society we have yet seen. The testimony of this

witness has been shown to be inaccurate by many of

the gentlemen who have appeared here to remonstrate
against the proposed legislation, but I should be glad
to add something to that testimony. He begins by
saying that he has no personal knowledge of experi-

ment;il laboratories, but goes on to say that personal
evidence is impossible. This has been shown not to be
the case to any properly ([ualified ]n'rson. The wit-
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ness made the same charges of cruelty in regard to

the experiments on animals that have been Hung

about so freely in this and other antivivisection agi-

tations. Now cruelty in law means an act inflicting

severe pain and done with wilfulness and malice. 1

can assure the witness that the remonstrants listened

with much interest to hear the specific instances of

cruelty that he would support with evidence, but none

were forthcoming, aiul perliaps the Connnittee will re-

member that wiien Dr. Porter asked this witness

whether the experiments he referred to of Dr. Por-

ter's were meant by him (tlie witness) to be specific

instances of cruelty, and whether the witness so

charged, the answer of the witness to this specific

question was not secured. 1 wish to point out that

such a specific answer in regard to a specific case

would l)e a more serious matter than general state-

ments. This witness repeated the old charge that

animals are not anesthetized, which has been suffi-

ciently answered already, and reiterates the old as-

sertion that chloral is in no sense an anesthetic. An-
esthetics and narcotics both attain the desired end, the

doing away with the sensibility to pain ; chloral will do

this as effectively as ether, as has been stated many
times.

That I have not said this first is evidenced by the

following from Anesthesia •? " I trust that I may be

pardoned if I pause here for a moment to correct a

misconception which does not exist among well-in-

formed medical men, least of all among practitioners

of medicine, but which plays a considerable part in

antivivisection literature. I refer to the distinction

there made between the use of anesthetics and that of

narcotics for the purpose of rendering animals insensi-

ble to pain. So far as the point in question is in-

volved, this distinction is ridiculous, and seems to be

based upon a misunderstanding of some old physiolo-

gical experiments. For prolonged ex})eriments, it is

often advantageous to place the animal in the sleep

induced by morphine or chloral, instead of that of ether

or chloroform. These drugs are administered in much
larger doses and often in different ways than is cus-

tomary in human beings. That under these circum-

stances the animal is rendered insensible to pain is a'

fact the knowledge of which might have been gained

from ordinary medical experience."

The witnesses' more general statements that vivi-

section is of slight use, or that the medical profes-

sion should not be allowed to control it, would seem

to have been sufficiently answered. Certainly in

the last case,— an unscientific body of ill-informed

agents are not the persons to entrust its management
to. The witness's further assertions that the present

laws do not cover the case, that the advance of medi-

cin(> of late years is not real, that serum medication

has failed, and that the study of bacteriology has done

nothing have been considered by other speakers or

myself.

So, too, after what has been said, it seems hardly

necessary to refer again to his statements in regard to

the antitoxin of dipiitheria, but it would really seem

to be advisable for the witness to take some other

than the Medical Brief ior his authority before mak-
ing the statement that it is the carbolic acid in the

diphtheria antitoxin that does the benefit, when this

is a statement that he could have at any time known
to be untrue so far as this State is concerned, by a

< Welch, p. G6.

simjjlc iii(|uiry, which would have told him that no
carbolic acid has ever been used in such antitoxin,

made either by the Boston Board of Health or the
State Board. Such incpiiries might also have kept
him from the insult offered to the State Board of

Health in the implication that their efforts to se-

cure a cheap and reliable product of this material

were due to their desire to be on the side of the latest

fad.

In other words, this witness takes the very easy
ground that when his opponcuits bring forward evi-

dence that is not to be pushed out of sight or dis-

proved, the oidy answer that is to be made is a charge
of false witness, which may be a temporarily happy
frame of mind, but is an exceedingly dangerous one.

Finally, gentlemen of the Connnittee, we come to

the testimony of the last successful witness for the

supporters of the bill, A. Westcott, a professional agi-

tator according to his own admission ; one who has

been for eight years doing nothing but getting up such
evidence as he could on the subject of vivisection,

under salary all the time ; a non-resident, not a citi-

zen of this Commonwealth or country, and not even a

man with a scientific training ; one who calls Charcot
a brain surgeon. It was no evidence that this witness

offered, but an oration that was evidently well in

hand until the Committee itself felt it necessary to

disturb its smooth-fiowing sentences, that withal

sounded strange and somewhat uncouth to our unac-

customed ears. This witness asserted that nine-tenths

of the experiments were made in a spirit of " curios-

ity." A closer acquaintance with the definitions of

the word would assure him that one of them is as fol-

lows :
" The desire to see or learn something that is

new, strange, or unknown ; " so that after all he came
nearer the truth than perhaps he intended, that the

desire of all ex])erimentation in a new field is to see

or learn something new, strange, or unknown, but o(

value to the human race.

To such a witness it would do no good to say that

anesthetics (or narcotics) are usually used in experi-

mentation on animals, as has been here testified, nor
would it be of value to refute his statement that the

facts learned have no beai'ing in man, but it will be of

value to remind the Committee that this is not the

case, and that many processes are the same in man
and some of the lower animals, or very similar, so

that close analogies can be readily drawn by the

study of these processes in animals. Does not the

witness know of, or does he mean to deny, the trans-

mission of various infectious diseases from animals to .

man or to each otiier. What about rabies, by the

bite of a dog (usually); diphtheria, from pet animals;

tuberculosis, in cattle
;

plague, by rats and other

house vermin and insects, files, etc. ; anthrax (in

man called malignant pustule, woolsorter's disease,

and so on) ;
glanders, in the groom from an infected

horse ; actinomycosis, from infected grain, and possi-

bly meat and milk ; malaria, undoubtedly carried by
mosquitoes ; tyj)h()id, by fiies at Chickamauga, and

hog cholera, foot and mouth disease, l)acillus typhi

murium and the experiments in Thessaly ? Of
course if all these great epochal studies are to be

called '* nothing," then " nothing " is of value to some
of us, but argument is useless.

The object of tin; petitioners is said by this witness

to be not to retard " science " but to eliminate bar-

barities, so that tluMi the experimenter may devote
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hiinstiir to " true science," wluitever tlmy iiuiy iiieiiii

hy that. I would a^uiii ("iill tlie iitteiitioii of tlie vvit-

iK^Hs to tlit^ (iefiiiitioii of words, iiiid iiil'onn liiiii that

(1) " scioiKU! " means kiiowh^l^e, coinpicheiision, or

uii(h'rstaii(liii<f of facts or principles, and (2) knowl-
ed^(^ gained by systematic ol)s(n'vatioM, experiment

and r<'asuninii. I ni^ret I (;annot trust ids judi;-

ment to answer tiie ((uestion, hut perini|)s tlie Com-
mitte(i will tell us what hijrh<>r or truer s(;ience tlnre

is than that which benefits the iinman race.

I should like to briiii^ to tlu^ attention of the Com-
mittee an editorial from the Boston Ilcrold of Thurs-

day, March H, li)0(), the authorship of which is en-

tirely unknown to me, aiul from which I will (|Uote

the last parai^raph :
'' W(! must take th(! universe as

we (ind it. It is one in which life is constantly de-

stroyed, doubtless for the Ixuielit of other lives. As
the highest tyi)e of the animal sfx'cies, we at least

need not be consciously cruel, but we should be blind

to the teachings of nature and invite race destruction

if we did not seek to strengthen our species by en-

deavoring in every way to provide for it safeguards

against the ravages of the lower types of life."

I wish before closing, gentlemen, to contrast the

character of the evidence brought forward, and by

whom j)resented. On the one hand the three indi-

viduals whose testimony for the bill I have just

spoken of ; on the other, against the bill, the words of

experts, actually engaged in the work of which tlusy

speak, of practitioners of medicine using the results

of. that work, of the greatest edu(;ational force this

country has known, of the clergy, both from tin; gen-

eral point of view, and from the results seen in their

own daily life, and of members of the community who
have experienced the benefits of the results of animal

experimentation, and also knew what was being «lone

for them. It seems to us that we are justified in our

protest against this bill as unnecessary and unjust.

I thank you, gentlemen, for the courtesy you have

extended to me.
(In opposition to this bill there appeared : Dr. II.

P. Bowditch, ijrofessor of physiology in the Harvard
Medical iSchool ; Dr. W. T. Sedgwick, professor of

biology in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ;

Dr. W. T. Porter, associate professor of physiology

in the Harvard Medical School ; Dr. Theobald Smith,

professor of comparative pathology in the Harvard
Medical School ; Dr. W. T. Councilman, professor of

pathological anatomy in the Harvard Medical School

;

Dr. .lohn H. McCollom, superintendent of the South

Department of the Boston City Hospital ; Mr. and

Mrs. Arthur Astor Carey, the Rev. A. A. Berle, A.

Parker Browne, Esq., to relate personal experiences

;

Dr. J. C. Warren, professor of surgery in the Harvard
Medical School ; Dr. H. L. Burrell, assistant professor

of clinical surgery in the Harvard Medical School

;

Dr. James J. Putnam, professor of diseases of the ner-

vous system in the Harvard Medical School; Charles

W. Eliot, President of Harvard University ; William

Lawrence, Bishop of Massachusetts ; Professor \\\\-

cox, of AVellesley College ; Prof. J. S. Kingsley, of

Tufts College.)

An Automobile Ambulance.— The new automo-
bile ambulance of St. Vincent's Hospital. New York,
the first of its kind in the city, made its first regular

trip on June 13th. It cost $3,000, and is the gift of

Mr. Edward Kelly.

THK LAW OK DYINC; DPXf.ARATIONS.J

I'liK rules of evideri(;e relating to the compeii-ncy

of sUitenients of dying persons are a branch of the law
with which physicians are frecpiently called upon to

<l<'al. A brief re<'ital of some phases of thin branch of

the law, the scr)pe of which has recently In-en extended
ii\ statutory enactment, is here atti-mpted.

It is a general rule of law that statements made liy

third persons are not a<lmissible in evidence, but are

within the (rlass of hearsay eviden(;e, and are usually

ex(;luded. To the ruh; (ixclurling hearsay evidence
there are sonu; (!Xce{)tions ; among tlieni an; dying
decrlarations. Dying d(!clarations an; statements of

mattirial facts concerning the cause; an<l circumstances

of a homicide \\\m\v. by tin; victim, under the solemn
conviction of impending dcrath.

Then; are certain other declarations of dying per-

sons which may not be admissible under the <lving

declaration rule, but which may be (;ompetent as i)art

of the res gestce (which are the circumstances of the

transaction) on the ground of their natural, f^ontem-

poraneous and explanatory connection with the main
transaction. To be admissible under the latter rule,

the declarations must be so nearly contemporaneous
with the main fact as to be part of the res gestce, but
need not have been made under a conviction of im-

pending death. On tin; other hand, to be admissil)le

under the dying declaration rule, the declaration need
not be part of the res gestee, but must have been made
in the consciousness and expectation of immediately
approaching death.

Certain declarations made in the presence of the

d(!fendant are also competent for the purpose of show-
ing defendant's response, when charged with causing
the injury done to the deceased ; the admissibility of

this class of evidence depends upon the conduct,

presence and response of the defendant. It is not

necessary to the admissil)ility of dyhig declarations

that the defendant should be present when they are

made. Confessions, admissions and declarations are

words frequently used interchangeably, but are each
technical terms of distinct significance. A confession

is a statement by a person of his agency or particijia-

tion in a crime. An admission is an acknowledgment
by a party to a suit of the truth of some incideTital

fact or facts. Confessions and admissions are made by
j)arties to the indictment or suit ; declarations are made
by third parties.

An examination of the law of personal statements
generally would involve a broad inquiry of no special

interest from a medico-legal standpoint and will not
here be attempted ; but that branch of this law which
relates to dying declarations is alone considered.

A fuller statement of the rule relating to dying
declarations than the one hereinbefore given is this

:

Where a defendant is on trial for homicide, the
declaration of the person whom he is charged with
having killed, if made vvhile in extrenu's imd under the

solemnity of a conviction that he was at the point of

death, and relating to matters of fact concerning the

homicide which passed under his own observation,

may be given in evidence.

The reason for the rule excepting dying declarations

from the rule against hearsay evidence is that the

• Head before the Massachusetts Medico-L«gal Society, February
7, 1900.
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solemnity of the circumstances under which such

(lechirations arc ma(h\ naturally constitutes a guarantee

of their truth eijual to that wiiich is afforded by the

customary oath.

The furtlun- reason for the rule is in the necessity

of the case ; the victim of the homicide having passed

away, and as there may be no other witness to the

transaction, in order that the malefactor may not go

\inpunished, the strongest reasons of public policy re-

(piire the admission of this testimony.'- It was ob-

jected that the admission of this testimony contravened

the constitutional provision that the accused should

be confronted by his witnesses face to face, but Chief

Justice Shaw declared that dying declarations are

admissible notwithstanding the Twelfth Article of the

Declaration of Rights, that every subject shall have

the right to meet the witnesses against him face to

face, and this rule has been affirmed so often that the

(piestion is no longer open.*

In order that a dying declaration may be given in

evidence the following conditions must be shown

:

That the declarant must have been conscious of im-

])ending death ; that death must have occurred ; that

the statement must relate to the crime and be a de-

scription of the crime itself, and its manner of com-

mission and of the person who committed it.

J^ven if the death was impending, if the declarant

did not so believe, the declaration would not be com-

petent ; all hope of recovery must have been abandoned,

and the declarant must be without hope or expectation

of recovery.*

It is not necessary that declarant should be actually

breathing his last; even though he lived some time,

the declaration is competent if made under a sense of

impending death.

It has been held that statements made by the de-

ceased while he yet entertained hopes of recovery are

admissible if they were reaffirmed by him after he lost

all hope.

FORM AX1> MAXNKU OF GIVING DECLARATIONS.

The form of the declaration is immaterial ; it may
be made orally or in writing. It is not necessary that

a declaration should be expressed in words ; it may be

communicated by signs. It was said by Chief Justice

Shaw, in Commonwealth v. Casey cited above, that

<'If the injured party had but the action of a single

finger, and with that finger pointed to the words ' yes
'

and ' no, ' in answer to (juestions, in such a maimer as

to render it probable that she understood, and was at

the same time conscious that she could not recover,

then it is admissible evidence."

It will be sutlicient if the declaration is taken down
in writing by a bystander, and the writing then read

over to the deceased, who assents to its terms and

affixes his signature. But it is not essential that it be

taken down in writing or that it be signed, but it will

be useful so to do to preserve the evidence.

If the statement is car(;fully drawn and is a fair

reciUil of the declarant's statement, it is not fatal to its

competency if the exact words of the account of the

case are not used. The declaration is admissible even

if brought out by means of (piestions. It is not

necessary that the declarant should be sworn. Dying
declarations are admissible in favor of the accused as

2 Coiniiionweallli v. (Jasey, 11 Cuahing, 421,

3 (;oniiiioii\veiilili V. Casey, 12 (.'ushiiig, 246.

* Coiuiuouweallh v. Bishop, 165 Mass., 148.

well as in favor of the Commonwealth.^ But in each
case the declarant must be the ])erson who was the

victim of the homicide.

CASES IN WHICH DYING DECLARATIONS ARE ADMIS-

SIBLE.

They are admissible only in cases of homicide,

and in such additional cases as have been provided
for by statute.'' By statute, abortion cases have
been included.' Ikying declarations are admissible

only where the death of the declarant is the subject

of the inquiry ; they are not admissible to prove any
other death. On an indictment for murder it is not

competent to introduce the statements of another
person that he killed the deceased.* Defendant in a

case tried in New York offered to introduce a letter

which might be regarded as containing a confession of

another person that he had committed the murder

;

the evidence was excluded."

Where three persons are jointly indicted for mur-
der, and one of them is tried separately, it is not com-
petent for him to give in evidence a conversation

between the other two when they were alone, incul-

pating themselves, and excul{)ating him from all parti-

cipation in the crime. ^°

On an indictment for an assault with intent to mur-
der, it was held that although the accused might ex-

culpate himself by showing that another was guilty,

yet this rule goes no farther in favor of the accused

than to allow him to show another's guilt by some
appropriate evidence directly connecting that person

with the corpus delicti. Therefore mere disconnected

threats and declarations of third persons are inadmis-

sible."

Where the defence of a criminal charge is that a

third person committed the offence, the confession of

such third person, made after the offence and not part

of the res gestce is not admissible in evidence. ^^

The testimony of the declarant may be discredited

as that of a witness taking the witness stand and testi-

fying. It may be shown that the declarant was not

mentally capal)le of making a statement, that his repu-

tation for truth was bad. The statement of the dying

person must be of matter competent; it must not be

merely an expression of oj^inion, it must be a state-

ment of facts which could be testified to if the declar-

ant lived and was a witness at the trial.

It is competent for the defendant to introduce testi-

mony to show that the deceased has made contradic-

tory statments, and it is competent for the govern-

ment to introduce testimony corroborative oi the

dying declaration.

In passing upon the weight to be given to dying

declarations the jury hkve a right to consider all the

circumstances under which it was made, and all the

conditions by which the dying jjerson was surrounded,

and the state of mind of declarant, as shown by all

that was said and done. Conduct, deportment, con-

dition, all should be noted by the person who is to be

a witness. Declarant's conduct in saying farewell to

his relatives, in making such provision as is made by
persons about to die ; if the declarant is a Catholic, if

5 Coniinonwealth v. Bishop, IGT) Mass., 148.
8 ConiiiionwealUi v. Tboin|>soii, 159 Mass., 56.
' Statute of 18S!), cba|)ter 100, Laws of Massachusetts.
8 Wliarton on Homicide, Section G03.
" Greenfield v. People, 85 New York, 75.
>o United Stales v. Dongliis et al.. 2 Blatchford, 207.
" State V. Baudet. 53 Cl., 536 ; West v. State, 76 Ala.
" Peck V. State, 86 Tennessee, 269.
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h(! nuMUVcs cxtrcinc- miction, this is of in»[)<)it;iiir<! as

iii(lic:itiiitr tint stiitc of iniixl. It will lie found a most

useful practic^al ruU; in these (;as(!s first to ascertain

tiie state of mind of the 'lyin^ person, an<l after that

an expression hy him that \w has no iiope of recovery,

then to listen to a recital of tlu! story of the (;rime.

It is l)((caus(! of a failure to proeec^d in this way
that {)hysieians fr(!(juently ohtaiu an account of a

crime which cannot he used in evidence, and it is

more oftcMi hecause of inadvertence! than want of

kno\vh!d<^e ; hut the r(!sult is iMpially disastrous so far

as a succ(!ssful proseM-iition is concerned. Particularly

is this true in ahortion (;ases, in many of whie^h, apart

from the evidence ohtained at the autopsy, there is no

testimony save the dying statement of the person

operat(!d upon, which by reason of the carelessness or

ignorance of the person hearing the statement is

worthless as evidence.

Another form of declaration of deceased persons

made competent evidence by a recent statute which

will be likely to call {)hysiciaus into court to some
extent hereafter is the law passed in 1898, C!hapt(!r

535 of Massachusetts Laws ; this will be used in civil

cases only ; it is entitled, " An Act Relative to thf^

Declarations of Deceased Persons." It reads :
" No

declaration of a deceased person shall be excluded as

evidence on the ground of its being hearsay, if it

appears to the satisfaction of the judge to have been

made in good faith before the beginning of the suit

and upon the personal knowledge of the declarant."

In closing this paper it is proper, perhaps, to say

that in speaking on the occasional failure of some per-

son to comply with the exact legal requirement of

the particular situation, it is with no desire to criticise,

but on the contrary with a full recognition of the

aid received from physicians and also of the fact

that in most instances every requirement of the

rules of evidence is complied with. The abortion-

ist, the poisoner and the murderer would often have
very little to fear from the best efforts of lawyers

seeking to prevent crime were it not for the skill, the

watchfulness and the fearlessness of the trained

minds which trace the evidence of subtle })oison or the

course of the murderer's bullet. Without this assis-

tance, in many instances the law would be helpless,

and the fact that detection is made certain by the

attainments of these scientific men restrains the

criminal by bringing close to him the certainty of

detection.

A CASE OF EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY.^
BY FRANK HOL.YOKE, M.D., HOLYOKE, MASS.

On December 5th, at 2 a. ji., I was summoned from

police headquarters to view the dead body of a woman
who, though unmarried, called herself Mrs. P^ugene

S., of Boston. She had been visiting a friend in Hol-

yoke for the previous tlu'ee days. Her history and

habits for the past sixteen years had not been a credit

to her sex. The friend whom she was visiting stated

that the deceased had visited her on the 6th of last

July and again on the 15th of September, on each oc-

casion complaining of considerable abdominal pain.

On this her last visit, she reached her friend's house

December 1st, at 11.20 p. m. On the second day she

went out in the morning and did not return until

• Read before the Massachusetts Medico-Legal Society, February 7,

1900.

ev«'ning; on the thirfl v\m: lay down tuont of th*- day,

and on the fourth she went out aft«T dinner and carne

iiack at 1 I". M., conq)laining of terribly »evere pain in

the bellv. At K o'clrjctk she be^^an to grow weak, very

r<;stless and pale, calling for water continually. She
was conscious until near the end ; refuiing to Hi-e the

priest or physician. She «lied at 1.15 a. m., threr;-

fpiarters of an hour before I viewed tin; Ixnly. Th«
body was still warm. There was at thii time no
rigor mortis.

On making a vaginal (examination I was unable Ut

rivM'\\ the OS, but through the anterior vaginal wall,

which protrudcid forcil)ly into the vagina, I crjuld very

readily feel ballottiMuent of a floating Ixnly of a size

which would indicat*; that she; was at least fiv<! monthn
priignant. The posterior cul-<Je-sac bulged prominently

as though fille<l with fluid. There was no trace of

blood in the vagina nor history of hemorrhage.
Through the very thick abdominal wall a tumor could

b(! felt rising from the pelvic cavity as high as the

umbilicus.

The body was remov(;d to an undertaker's ware-

room, where, nine hours and a quarter after death, the

autopsy was made. The body was that of a woman
thirty-six years of age, weighing about one hundred
and sixty pounds ; the skin surface was pale ; there

was marked absence of livid spots ; the belly was much
distended. The abdominal walls were very fatty.

Large, black, tarry clots covered the omentum, and the

abdominal cavity was filled with clots and serum. Be-

neath the omentum there was found what looked, at

first sight, like a large, ruptured ovarian cyst with a

very vascular wall, to which the omentum and intes-

tines were extensively and firmly adherent. This cyst

lay between the folds of the right broad ligament.

It reached as high as the umbilicus. The cyst wall

was ruptured in the upper anterior part.

The uterus was pressed high up out of the pelvic

cavity to the left, which accounts for my inability to

find the os by vaginal examination before the autopsy.

This abnormal position of the uterus was produced by
the combined pressure of extravasated blood in the

posterior cul-de-sac and the forcible bulging of the

tumor anteriorly. I doubt if the uterus was so hard

to reach prior to the rupture. The uterus was six

inches long, the cervix softened and filled with mucus.
The body of the uterus was soft and thickened pro-

portionately to its size, though the enlargement was
more in the long axis. The lining of the uterus was
softened and very pale.

The tumor was ruptured at the site of the placenta.

In breaking up adhesions the sac wall tore reatiily,

showing, beneath, the amnion, unbroken and adherent
throughout to its covering, which was composed of the

anterior and posterior layers of the broad ligament

;

the pregnancy being tubal in origin, and primary rupt-

ure having occurred in the early months. The am-
nion contained a six months fetus, lying transversely

with its breech toward the right ilium.

I could find no hematoma or other evidence of earlier

hemorrhage, though such probal)ly took place to some
degree at the time of the primary rupture of the tube

into the broad ligament ; in such a case the hemor-
rhage is usually less than when it occurs in the al>-

dominal cavity, and the fetus is more likely to live and
to continue developing until destroyed by secondary
heuiorrhage into the placenta, or into the general peri-

toneal cavity by a secondary rupture of the sac.
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The pelvis of the right kidney was very much dis-

tended, as was also the ureter, and tliis was caused by

pressure of the tumor and its firm adhesions. The
lungs were perfectly healthy. The gall-bladder con-

tained one calculus. All other organs of the body

showed a tendency to fatty degeneration.

She had been treated last September for what was

pronounced as rheumatism in the right buttock and

thigh, which, however, was probably a mistaken diag-

nosis, as her regular physician tells me that she had

never suffered with rheumatism before. But many of

these cases of extra-uterine pregnancy complain of in-

tense pain following along the course of the sacral-

plexus distribution.

With aj)ology, I add to my report of this case a few

notes from some of the latest literature on the subject,

which, being of interest to me, will, I hope, not weary

my listeners ; for, witli tlie exception of appendicitis,

nothing seems to have interested the surgeon and

gynecologist more than this subject during the past

few years ; and while they are discussing the treat-

ment and i)roper time for operation it behooves us to

consider the subject from its medico-legal side, if in a

hasty review of a few of the peculiar anomalies which

interest us, we can find some facts or theories to work

from which may increase the importance of this sul>

ject in forensic medicine.

Most writers believe that it has l)een proved that

the normal place of impregnation is in the tube. How
much, then, may we be lielped by a review of the sup-

posed causes of the occurrence of tubal pregnancy?

Some authors think that the larger percentage of tliese

cases occurs among the lower classes, attributed chiefly

to their malnutrition ; while others believe that the hard

work or straining at heavy lifting is a chief cause of

arresting the ovum in the Fallopian tube. But we
read that other possible causes are fright or shock

;

and that catarrhal or other inflammatory diseases of

the tube, or any diminution of its lining epithelium,

or any mechanical obstruction in the nature of new
growths within the tube, or pressure from abdominal

or pelvic tumors, have also been demonstrated as

causes of the arrest of the ovum in the tube.

Dr. T. A. Stoddard,'^ however, presents the history

of a few cases to illustrate what he considers a plausi-

ble theory, that the large majority of cases of tubal

pregnancy, if not all, are iini)regnated just prior to a

menstrual period.

It has been considered that, as a rule, tubal preg-

nancy follows a sterility of some years, but to this

rule there are many exceptions. It occurs both in

multiparic and in those who have never given birth,

and with many complications.

We find, for examples, cases of tubal pregancy oc-

curring two or three tim(!s in the same individual.

Tul)al twin gestation has also been reported. A num-
ber of cases have been collected of ovarian or tubal

jjregnancy together with normal uterine pregnancy
;

"the mother, in one case, Ix'ing delivered at full term

of two healthy, well-developed children." '

In fact, extra-uterine fetation carried to maturity is

not exceptional, and lajjarotomies performed near the

(uid of irestation with living extra-uterine; child are no

long(!r rare, but " the fruit is not only short-lived but

deficient in development,* both physical and mental."

* American Gyiiecolo^icAl and Obstetrical .Journal, January, 1897.
» H. Ludwig : Wien. klin. \V<x;lienscli., July 2, 1896.

* L. K. Frankuntlial : Americau Gynecological and Obstetrical
Journal, September, 1896.

I would say that if our old and beloved instructor in

anatomy were among us, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
he might explain a reason for this deficient develop-
ment of these record-breakers of our genealogical tree,

for I well remember in one of his lectures, in referring

to the calibre of the Fallopian tube, he straightened

himself up to his full heiglit, which was indeed ma-
jestic, when he spoke with emi)hasis, and looking very
seriously at the class said :

" Just here, gentlemen, I

want you to understand that not one of you is any
better than I am, for we have all passed through the

sixteenth of an inch."

The diagnosis is often very difficult, but has been
made before operation as early as the second week, al

though for a diagnosis to be made before the fourth or

fifth week is very unusual, even for the most expert
gynecologist. Primary ru[)tur(; occurs more often

within the first three, months, most fre(piently in the

second and third. However, it may take place in any
month.

Cessation of menstruation is not always a symptom
of extra-uterine pregnancy ; but the menstrual irregu-

larities may induce us to suspect the possil)i]ity of its

existence. In case of rupture and the throwing off of

the decidua from the uterus, we have symptoms which
closely resemble a miscarriage. It is advisable that

the physician examine the jiatient with the possibility

of finding a tubal pregnancy. In a case of hematocele
this also becomes our duty. Hemorrhage may occur

by rupture of distended vessels upon the surface of

the sac
This completes the few points which occur to me as

of special interest to the medical examiner in connec-

tion with a report of the specimen. But I ask myself

of what immediate value, medico-legally, is the autopsy

of a case where the history and view, together with

external and vaginal examination, all })oint to rupture

of an ectopic sac, unless we may thereby help to solve

some question connected with the administration of

justice? IMay we not expect to discover approximately

at what time she conceived ? Can we not help to

prove or disprove an attempted abortion ? Or may
we not be the means of freeing a fellow-practitioner

from suspicion of mali)ractice, as did Dr. Flavian

Krug in an interesting case where the physician in

charge was believed to have given poison by mistake ;

the death of the j)atient from rupture of the sac un-

fortunately following his hypodermic almost instantly i

Such and possibly other (juestions may arise in a

given case. But the most valuable notes on tliis speci-

men you will now have the pleasure of listening to

from Dr. F. AV. Whitney, who has carefully examined
and prepared it for the Warren Museum, as a pecu-

liarly interesting addition to the study of this subject.

ANATOMICAL UKPOUT l\\ DK. W. V. WHITNEY.

The specimen consists of the uterus and adnexa.

The uterus is enlarged, the extreme length 14 centi-

metres. The wall is thickened, the cervical ])ortion

measures one centimetre, tlie fundus measures three

and a half centimetres, and the breadth of the fundus

is eight centimetres. Tlie interior of the uterus is

lined with a soft, slightly shaggy and irregular mem-
brane varying in thickness from two to four milli-

metres and was somewhat folded. The cin'vix is di-

lated and filled with tough mucus, tiie glands about

the orifice l^eing large and distended with the same
material.
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Oil (lie l(!l'L si{|(! tlif oviiry Jiiid tul»t' iin; iioniiul. On
the I'mlit side the tiilx^ is iionmil lor ji distiincc of h

IVw (•(•iitiiut'trcs hikI tlioii is lost on llif Hiiil'iicr ol' ;i sac

^l\\ (•(•iitiiutttrcs ill (liaiiictcr.

'IMicrc arc no adlicHioiiH l)('tw(!cii the uterus and the

tumor, vvliich is cystic in charactiu* and lies itetvveen

th(r folds of th(! Itroad li<iiunent. On tlie upper part

th(! covering is more or less torn and rttveals a sha;,'ify

mass which is divided into two parts— one measiirini;

al)out seven centimetrtis, in which is a consideral)l(!

hemorrhage; and the other ahout live centinictres in

dianiett'r, which is pale and bloodless, 'i'his shai^^jv

coat is partly lifted up and reveals a fetus of appan'iitly

about the sixth month, lyiiiii in an unruptured amni-

otic sac. The fluid surrounding the fetus is of a dark
bluish-red color. No ovary could be detected on this

side.

The diagnosis is a retroperitoneal pregnancy orii,dn-

atinji in the tube, and apparently about the sixtli month.

A decidua was present in the uterus.

THE MARKS PRODUCED BY PISTOL SIIOTS.i

HV G. DK N. HOUOir, M.D., NKW liKDKOKD, MASS.

Thk object of this research was to ascertain what
inferences could be drawn as to calibre of weapon
and distance from which it had been fired from the

marks produced on the skin or clothing.

The material used was as follows : One .22-calibre

revolver of unknown make capable of using either

lonfif or short cartridijes. With this I used Winches-

ter Co.'s .22 short cartridge containing 3 grains of

powder and 30 grains of bullet ; the same make
smokeless cartridge containing 1-^ grains powder and

30 grains bullet ; the Union Metallic Cartridge Co's.

.22 short and .22 long cartridge whose exact contents

of powder and bullet J was unable to learn. All .22

cartridges are rim fire, and it is not probable that the

I'nion Co's. differs much in charge from the Wincluis-

ter's. Judging from the mark, however, the former

uses a coarser grained powder. In .32 calibre I had

several pistols : (1) A Young America, double action,

centre fire, with a 2-inch barrel firing a short .32

U. M. C. Co.'s cartridge with 10 grains of powder

and 88 grains of bullet ; (2) Hopkhis & Allen's Mfg.

Co.'s Dictator, single action, rim fire, 3-inch barrel,

with a AVinchester .32 short cartridge, containing 9

grains of powder and 82 grains of bullet ; (3) Hop-
kins & Allen Co.'s X. L., double action, rim fire,

3-inch barrel, with Winchester .32 short, containing 9

grains of powder and '^'1 grains of bullet, and U. M. C.

Co.'s .32 long, containing probably 13 grains of pow-

der and 90 grains of bullet (this is what their long

centre fire, .32 and W. Co.'s long rim fire .32 con-

tain) ; (4) Iver-Johnson Arms & Cycle Works, double

action, tip up, automatic ejector, centre fire, 3-inch

barrel, with U. M. C. Co 's .32 short, containing 10

grains of powder and 88 grains of bullet, and also

with the IT. M. C. Co.'s .32 short smokeless, contain-

ing about 4 grains of powder and 90 grains of bul-

let. In .38 "calibre 1 had: (1) American Hull-dog,

double action centre fire, 2^-inch barrel with U. M. C.

Co.'s short .38, containing 15 grains powder and 14(i

grains bullet ; (2) a Belgian imitation of Smith and

Wesson's Automatic Ejector, double action, 3^inch

' Read before the Massachusetts Medico-Legal Society, February
7, 1900.

barrel, with same (tartridge as in pn-vioim pistiil, aUo
with the ,.3H central lire S. ik W. <-urtridge of ihi;

I'nited StaU-s Co., (»f Lowell; (.}) a Coll'n Hingle

a<ttioii, 7j-iii<;li barrel with V,. M. C. Co.'h .3« lonj^

('<»lt'H, centre-lire cartridge, coiiLaining IX graiiix of

powder and L'>0 of biilh-t. I had linally an old-fiiAh-

ioned Derringer of .11 calibre and 2'4-in<;h barn-l re-

(piiring a .11 short, rim-lire cartridge, I had great

(lilliciilty in oiiLiining ammunition for this pistol, and
th.it which I did get was without labcd on tlie Im».v, so

I cannot tell by whom it was made. The W. ( rj.'s

cartridge of this size conUiins \'<\ grains p(»wd«;r and
l."5() of bullet. It is probable that the cartridges I

obtained contain alM)Ut the same charge, I regret

very much that I was unaljle to procure; any |)istols

of larger (lalibre ami that my outlit was so limited,

and I wish to point out henr, once; for all, that my
conclusions are based on experiments with the above-

mentioned wea|)ons and ammunition, and refer only

to th(! marks produced by them. Whether any modi-

fication of my conclu.sions will ije rendered necessary

l)y experiments with other calibres and ammunition,
I of course cannot say.

Method of espcrimentation. — I had an a[)paratu8

constructed which would enable me to measure the

distance of the muzzle of the pistol from the target

within one-eighth of an inch and at the same time

hold the pistol securely while not preventing tht; re-

coil or the upward jump of the muzzle at the instiint

of firing. As targets, 1 used a variety of things —
various sorts of leather, cloth and paper. Whatever
material I used, the character of the mark was the

same. I used white blotting paper most extensively

because the mark could more easily be seen, and be-

cause it was my opinion that powder grains would
embed themselves in it about as easily as in the

human skin. Now while the character of the mark
is the same, its appearance varies much with the dif-

ferent materials, so that, given a powder mark on a

piece of clothing, I should consider it extremely ad-

visable to confirm one's opinion as to the w'eapon and
the range by actual experiment with similar pieces of

cloth.

Results.— The same pistol at the same range with

similar ammunition produces the same mark. The
mark consists of (1) the bullet hole; (2) the burn;

(3) the smut; (4) the tattoo. Beyond a certain dis-

tance, a pistol mark consists only of the bullet hole.

This distance depends upon the calibre of the weapon
and the size of the j)owder charge. Thus for a .38

long Colt, central fire, which is loaded with 18 grains

of powder and 1")0 grains of lead, fired from a Colt's

revolver of 7^-inch length of barrel, 1 could get no
mark except the bullet hole at a dist;ince of anything
over 11 feet. As we approach the target, the tattoo

begins to develop. This consists of unburned pow-
der grains and droplets of the grease with which the

bullet is lubricated. With the pistol and ammunition
above mentioned the tattoo is well defined at a range
of 7 feet, but the individual grains are widely scat-

tered. Further diminution of the range results in a

condensation of the tattoo, the individual grains get-

ting closer together, the whole mark covering a

smaller area, and there being a larger and larger

number of the grains close to the bullet hole. It oc-

curred to me to count the grains in the marks by
means of the device which I now show you. In gen-
eral it is undoubtedly true that there are more grains
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between the centre and the 1-inch circle than be-

tween the 1-inch circle and 2-inch circle, and more

between the 1-inch and 2-inch than between the

2-inch and ."i-inch, and so forth. The progressive

condensation at progressively siiorter ranges is still

more strongly brought out by counting the number

of grains in equal areas, situated half an inch, an

inch, etc., from the centre.

I hoped that the nund)ers found might enable one

to determine definitely the distance at which the shot

had been Hred, but the variation in size of the grains

is too great and there are other difficulties which seem

to me insurmountable at present. Arriving at a cer-

tain distance, which with the pistol and ammunition

above mentioned is 1.") to IH inches, the aggregation

of powder grains immediately about the bullet hole has

become so dense that the mark has a distinct black

spot at its centre which I call the smut. At the same
time the burn becomes visible. Continuing to dimin-

ish the range the smut and burn become larger and

larger and the visible tattoo smaller and smaller, until

finally there is nothing but the smut and burn to be

seen. At the same time the form of the mark becomes

more and more perfectly circular, until with the muz-

zle of the weapon in actual contact with the target

we have nothing but a round black mark.

As long as we use ordinary powder, this is the

series of changes which the mark undergoes, no matr

ter what the weapon or ammunition may be. The
variable parts of the mark (smut, burn and tattoo)

are produced by that portion of the powder charge

which is not completely burned and one would natur-

ally expect that with any one pistol the size of the

mark would depend upon the quantity of powder in

the charge and that the distance at which a certain

kind of mark is produced would depend upon the same
element. This is not true, however, as is shown by
a comparison of the series of marks produced by short

and long .22 or .32 cartridges ; at any rate when the

difference between the charges is as little as in these

instances no difference in the mark is manifest.

In the case of the long and short .22, there is a

difference of 40 per cent, in the respective charges of

powder and in the case of the .32 the difference is

44 per cent.

The difference in the mark produced by pistols of

different calibre is very noticeable, the size of the

mark increasing with increase of calibre and the range

at which the different elements of the mark are de-

veloped differing considerably. With pistols of the

same calibre but different length of barrel different

marks are produced at the same distances but the

differences are by no means as great as one would
suppose, as may be seen by a comparison of the marks
produced by the .38 Colt with 7^-inch barrel with

those of a .38 American Bull-dog with 2^-inch barrel.

There are about 12 different calibres in use, vary-

ing from .22 up to .50. Some of these, namely, .22,

.32 and .38 can be obtained in almost any city or

town, the others, except by accident, only in large

cities unless they are specially ordered. The possi-

bility, however, of one of these unusual calibres being

used in any case can never be excluded and
neither can we say beforehand that an assailant may
not have somehow come into possession of one of

the many forms of obsolete muzzle-loading pistols,

though the latter can hardly be found, that is, if you
want one, except in a museum.

1 regret to say that it is not possible to determine

I

with absolute accuracy, from the mark alone, what
was the calibre of the weapon used or the distance

from which it was fired. Still these points can be
determined within certain limits, the calibre from the

size of the mark and the distance from its character.

In my experiments, if the mark is wholly a smut,
with no tattoo zone, the shot was fired at a distance

of not over inches. If the mark consists of a
tattoo with a distinct smut at the centre, then the

distance at which the shot was fired was not over 2

feet. If the mark consists of the bullet hole alone,

then the range was not less than 4 to 6 feet if a .22

calibre was used, 7 to 9 feet if a .32, and 9 to 12
feet if a.38 or 41.

For practical purposes one must have a library of

experimentally produced marks as standards, and by
comparison of the mark actually found with these

standards, helped in some cases by a little additional

experimenting, a sufficiently close approximation to

the calibre and range of the weapon used can ordi-

narily be made.

%lepott^ of ^atittit^.

MASSACHUSETTS MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY.

JULIAN A. MEAD, M.W., SECRETARY,

The Society met in Boston, February 7, 1900, with
a full attendance of members, and the President, Dr.
B. H. Hartwell, in the chair.

After the transaction of routine business, M. J.

SuGHRUE, Esq., of Boston, read a paper on

THE LAW OF DYING DECLARATIONS.^

Dr. Whitney : I should like to ask if in the case

of a dying declaration which has been made before

the person admits his belief that he is in this extreme
condition, he then reaffirms the story, after his convic-

tion is expressed, would this be sufficient?

Mr. Sughrue: Quite so ; if the reaffirmation is made
with sufficient distinctness, and it is a part of the state-

ment. The danger is in the strict recjuirement to con-

form to the rule of law. The objecting lawyer might
say that the reaffirmation did not reaffirm that the

statement was sufficiently covered : but that would
never occur when the sequence follows, as suggested

in the paper ; it would be perfectly good, if complete,

under the rule of law.

Dr. Mead : I should like to ask if it adds strength

to the declaration to have the defendant at the bedside

when the declaration is taken.

Mr. Sughrue : Not to the declaration ; but it makes
it not only a declaration, but another kind of evidence.

It is very frequently the case that when the defendant

is present, and a statement is made inculpating him,

he makes some answer that is apart from the dying

declaration ; it then becomes subject to the ordinary

rule of evidence, and competent to be used against

him.

Dr. Mead : Is it advisable to have the defendant

there ?

Mr. Sughrue : It would be a (juestion of expedi-

ency rather than otherwise, having in mind the tem-

perament of the person whose declaration was sought.

> See page 653 of the JouniaL
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I)u. Hotuiii : I would Iik(! to usk if it in rxtniinrly

umisuiil to liud that u (lyiii;^ dcM-lanitioii in false ?

Mk. SiMiHitiJK: I think that it i.s. Morti can h(5 Huid

in favor of it than of any kind of testimony. It is

arfjiH'd that liere is a jMirwon who has evctry reason to

tell tlu! truth; who i.s beyond any (ixpeetation of any
int(!rest to serve; him ; wlio is, ordinarily, under re-

ligious injunetion to t(dl the truth, and whose condi-

tion is th(! l)(!st saf(!<(uard of tlu; truth itself; ;ind I

thiid< that it is ^encrrally accepteid hy juri(!s as the

very best kind of (!viden(!(! and as b(iin^ mueh more
infallible than any other.

Dr. IIoiMJii : I would like to mention a ease; that

has come und(n- my observation. An injurtMl man,
being informed by a physician that he was surely

about to die, having received extreme unction, he be-

ing a Catholic, in tlu; presence of the priest and the

attending physician, and in the presence of the defenil-

ant, whom \w identifi<'.(l, told an absolutely false story

of the crime. The hearing in tlic^ district court found

the defendant to be unimpeachable, and the testimony

went to show that the homicide was in seltVlefence,

and the defendant was not even brouglit before a

grand jury, the evidence was so strong in his favor.

Dk. Buck: I would like to add another case— a

case of abortion, where the victim fully expected

death and received extreme unction, and her dying
declaration was taken down. vShe did recover, how-
ever, but that declaration was false. The case was
never brought before the court, yet, if it had been, if

the victim had died, and there had been occasion, the

declaration would have been found false.

I should also like to ask whether it is advisable to

multiply the witnesses, whether it would be well to

have more than the physician, or more than tw'O wit-

nesses, when a dying declaration is made.

Mr. Sugiihue : I should say have no additional

witnesses usually. If the statements are taken down
in writing, it would be well to have any number of

witnesses to testify to the fact that these were the

statements made. If the statements were not written,

if the declarations were oral, every witness would re-

member the facts somewhat differently from every

other, either adding something to, or taking something

from, the statement itself, and in that case it would

not be advisable to have a number present. Two are

(juite enough, and in many cases two witnesses are

one too many in an oral declaration. liut if the

statement is taken down in writing, then simply mul-

tiply the number present to give evidence to the fact

that the statement was made.
Dr. Buck : Is it better to have the declaration

written and signed ?

Mr. Su(iHRUE : It adds something to your testi-

mony. You have then the material fact, something

besides the recollection of the witnesses ;
you have the

material fact in writing.

Dr. Buck : I should like to ask another question.

Is it essential that a physician should receive this

statement in order that he may testify as to the cer-

tainty of death in the mind of the person, or would a

layman's opinion be sufficient ?

Mr. SuciHKUE: That is purely a practical (piestion.

The testimony coming from a physician, if the jdiysi-

cian had stated to the declarant his opinion as to death

and received a response, would come more fittingly

and more convincingly from him than from a layman.

There would be no difference in the testimony except

for that reaHon, that the derlarant would b<- more apt

to have tliat sort of a converMation with a medical

man.
Dk. 1'kukins: I have a ca«<; now coming up

which I expect to lie tliniwn out through a failure

in the dying <le(;Iaration. The trouble with it in that

when w(! come to look it over carefully in different

parts of the stjitement, the declarant has a|»i)arently

contradicated herself; it is not of mu<h ini|)ortnh(-e in

itself, and only a small part of the d(;claratioTi ; but

the fact that she <',ontradicated herself was thought an

important matter, and the court might properly throw

the case out before it comes to graml jury.

Mr. Si(;nRi k : I do not think that it would Ix;

thrown out. Th(! fa<'t tliat part> of the statement are

contradictory would affect the story, but not the com-
petence' of the de<larant.

Dk. Pkkkins: TIk; contradiction was only a

small j)art of tin; statement. 'I'ln- case was one wliere

a man was arrested for killing his wife, and she said

in her declaration that he threw an oil stove at her,

and later she stated that as she stooped to pick it up
he kicked it at her. This contra«liction was not

noticed at first, but appeared afterwards when it

was read over, and we expected that the declaration

would be thrown out.

Mr. Sugiirue: Perhaps as important a thing as I

can say in conclusion is this. It is, unfortunately,

frequently the case that a physician will hear the

story of the dying person, and get a full recital of the

case, of the crime and of the criminal, and then will

ask the person if he is conscious that he cannot re-

cover, and if he says that he is conscious, and makes no
further statement, but rests there, that declaration can-

not be used. That is a condition with which prose-

cuting officers are confronted. Physicians should

remember that it is extremely important that they

should first obtain from the declarant the conviction on
his part that there is no hope of recovery, and then

obtain the recital ; then there is no trouble when the

evidence comes in, otherwise it is of no importance,

and the testimony can never be used.

Dr. G. De N. Hough read a paper entitled

THE MARKS PRODUCED BY PISTOL SHOTS.^

Dr. Draper said that he deemed it very impor-
tant in making experimental shots in preparation for a

homicide trial that the same weapon should be used as

was used in the homicide, and that ammunition of iden-

tical kind and calibre with those which the accused had
emjiloyed should be taken. In cases where a defend-

ant's liberty or life is at issue, the expert should avoid
guessing as well as dogmatism in his opinions and the

nearer a medical witness can come in his experiments
to the same conditions as those of the crime the more
trustworthy his conclusions will be. Observations
like those reported by the reader have a distinct value,

but they suffer an obvious loss in trustworthiness as

(latii because an attempt is made to establish a st;ind-

ard by means of shots from revolvers chosen for the

purpose without reference to those used in the crime
itself. Better evidence would seem to be afforded In'

photographs of the bullet wound found upon the vic-

tim of the crime; such photographic representations

tell their own story much more graphically than could
be accomplished in any other way.

Dk. Hough : I want to state that the object of my
> Sm page 657 of the Journal.
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iuvrstigatioii was to discover what, if anything, we
conld tell from the mark ; if we have the wea})on that

was used, it simpliiies the j)rohleni very much indeed.

I think that if we liave the weapon and know the

amiuuuition th;it was used, we can say that the prob-

lem is practi(;ally no problem ; and I stated in my
paper that marks pro(hiced on different sorts of ma-
terial are different in appearance, although the same in

character, and 1 further stated that it was extremely

advisable in experiments in any given case that the

same material be used on which the mark has been
made. 1 cpiite agree with Dr. Drajjcr in what he
says. I simply wish to call attention to the fact that

I was aware of these objections he makes, and I

tlKMight that I brought that out strong in ni}' paper,

though not strong enough apparently. 1 would not

for a moment go into (!0urt and testify as to the cali-

bre and distance at which a weapon was fired, with

nothing to guide me except these thhigs, unless I

made considerable reservation. But you can see from
these papers how the difference in the mark is pro-

duced at a small difference in range, and I think that

it is important, and that it shows us that we can tell

very closely, if we take sufficient pains, the calibre and
distance! from which a weapon was fired by the

mark found.

Du. Mkad: I think that the legal profession are
fully aware of the importance of having the same
powder and the same material in experimenting. In
a case in which I was interested, the man being
killed, Attorney-General Knowlton insisted that the

experiments with the revolver be made on a leather

ja<;ket, same as the one worn by the dead man ; not
the same jacket, but another one similar, and they
took this pains to get it. The police failed to get this

leather jacket at one of the city stables, where it was
thought that the men all wore leather jackets, for it

was found that they were all using canvas. A man
was then postcid on the old Mill Dam Road, and stopped
somewhen; from twenty to thirty milkmen, until he
found two leather jackets that were like the one the

deceased had worn when he was shot, and he sj)ent

all night getting that jacket to bring it out to Water-
town to me to make exi)ei-iments in the morning.
And that taught me a lesson of the importance of

getting the same material, if these experiments are
rtiade ; and I think it is one of the lessons to carry

away from the reading— to experiment with the

same powder and same weapon, and to make the

experiment as near as possible on the same material

as that of the homicidal act.

Mr. SrcniuuE : This has all been very interesting

to mv.. It seems to me that the prosecuting officer

could, and would, receive very great assistance from
such experiments as have been made here. The diffi-

culty that has been suggested in reference to experi-
ments upon the same coat or upon the same substance
is ordinarily one that is not of great importance, l)e-

cause it is not competent to introduce evidence of ex-
periments. The court will not permit you to make
experiments in court, and the only use of such experi-
ment as this is as illustrations. The (expert comes in

and states his opinion, and the importance of his opin-
ion dejjends upon that upon which it is based, and the
danger of such testimony is that if it is not accur-
ate, if the exjMTt can be attacked, if there is a wide
range l)etween the experiments, and if it is shown that
t is not exact and that his testimony is based upon a

foundation that is not very secure, it is very bad.

But I can conceive that such experiments as have
been made here would bi' of very great value in a
trial for homicide by shooting or intent to murder ; if

it can be said, within given limits, that certain things

mean certain other things, it is going to be of very-

great importance, and I can conceive that this would
result from such experiments as Dr. Hough has
made, and would be of very great importance in the

trial of cases.

Dk. Peukixs : In the case that I reported at the

last meeting something came up in regard to the

mark made by the shot which did not play any im-

I)ortant part, but was of some interest. The woman
shot at had on a blanket wrapper, and as I was not
certain in regard to the distance at which the weapon
was held, I made; experiments. I obtained material

the same as that worn in the blanket wrapper, by go-

ing to several of the wholesale houses ; I also used the

same revolver, although I could not get the same am-
munition, and I found by the burns that the revolvei-

had to be within twelve inches of the burned blanket

wrajiper. But another thing in riigard to these

burns which I found out was th(; care which should

be taken in preserving the material burned. In that

case I transf(!rred the garment to the police, and as it

was some distance to the station, the man took it to his

home ; when he got it again, he found that the ser-

vants had carefully washed it, and as a result the evi-

dence of the burn had been destroyed. As this was
an insanity case, it made no difference, but in another

case it might be of great importance.

Dr. Hough : I want to sjK^ak of a case where this

was of some importance. The weapon and ammuni-
tion were unknown, and from the mark, I told the ofli-

cers that it had probably been made with a .32-calibre,

and the distajice, as I figured it, had probably been

not more than two inches. The man pleaded guilty

when the case came into court. But the oilicers

found the pistol which he might have used, and the

ammunition which he might have used, and which
they believed he did use, and it was found they corre-

sponded with my suggestion.

Another point which I did not mention, because it

did not amount to anything, was, I was in hopes that

marks in cloth, for instance, that of a black coat,

might be brought out by the x-ray photograph, but

t\w cross light coming through carbon prevented sat-

isfactory rcisults.

Dr. F^hank Holvoke reported

A CASE OK EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY.^

THE MASSACHUSKTTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.
COUNCILLORS' MEETING.

The annual meeting was held at Mechanics Build-

ing, Boston, on Tuesday, June 12, 1900.

The meeting was called to order at 5 i*. .m. by the

President, Dr. Edwin B. Harvey. One hundred and
twelve Councillors wove present.

The Secretary read the names of 1 GO Fellows ad-

mitted since the last annual meeting, and of 29 whose
deaths had been recorded.

It was voted, on recommendation of the Committee
on Membership and Finance, that S3,r)00 of the sur-

> See page 655 of tbe Journal.
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])lu.s ill the t.rcjisiiry Ix- (lisliilnilcd anion;,' tlir diHtricl

Kocictics.

'I'lic ( uiiiinittiM! (Ill l'ul)li<!;itit)iis it|ioilr(| iliai |)r.

William F. Wliitiicy, of HosLoii, lius iiccii iippoinicd to

ticlivcr the Sliuttiick Lcctiirci iit tlu! :iiiiiii:il iiici-tiii;^

of the Society in UN)!.

Tlic ('oininittci' (HI Noiimiatioiis rc|)(irt<il, and the

foUowiiii;- were clioscii olliccrs of the Society for the

eiisiiiiiii, year: I'resideiit, Dr. Fruiik W. Draper, of

Hostoii ; N'ice-rresident, Dr. William W. Katoii, of

Daiiveis ; Treasurer, Dr. Edward M. l{uckiiii;liam,

of Hostoii ; ('orres|toiidiiiif S(u;ret;iry, Dr. Charhis W.
Swan, of lirookliiie ; i{ecordiii<^ Secretary, Dr. Fran-
cis W. Goss, of Uoxlmry; Librarian, Dr. Fdwin il.

Hri<;liiim, of Hrookline. Dr. diaries F. Folsoin, of

Hoston, was chosen orator of the annual meetin^f of the

Society i" li'Ol.

Voted, That the next annual meeting of the Society

he held in Boston on the second Wednesday in June,
11)01.

The following standing committees were appointed :

On Arranf/emeuts.— Drs. M. Storer, S. C'rowell,

W. IL Trescott, F. G. Balch, ,1. C. Hubbard, Farrar

Cobb.
On Publications.— Drs. O. F. Wadsworth, (x. B.

Shattuck, IL L. liurrell.

On Membership and Finances— Drs. E. G. Cutler,

L. R. Stone, F. W. (toss, W. Ela, C. M. Green.

To Procure Scientific Papers.— Drs. H. L. liur-

rell, A. K. Stone, F. H. Thompson, (i. de N. Hough,
LL \V. Van Allen.

On Ethics and Discipline. — Drs. G. E. Francis,

Y. C. Shattnck, C. G. Carleton, ¥j. Cowles, J. F. A.
Adams.

On Medical Diplomas.— Drs. H. E. INIarion, E. N.
Whittier, O. F. Rogers.

On State and National Legislation.— Drs. F. W.
Draper, LL l\ Bowditch, S. D. Presbrey, S. W.
Abbott, B. H. Hartwell.

ANNUAL DINNKK.

The annual dinner of the Society was held at one

o'clock, June LJth, Dr. Edwin B. Hauvky, the

President, presiding.

The literary exercises were opened by prayer by

the Rev. Dr. Vj. L. Clark. In his introductory re-

marks the President spoke of the prosperity of the

Society at large and the success of the meeting just

terminated. After formally committing the conduct

of the Society to the newly elected officers, he intro-

duced as the iirst speaker Dr. W. H. Wklcii, of

Johns Hopkins. LTniversity.

Dr. Wklcii referred felicitously to his Shattuck

Lecture, which had concerned itself with gas sepsis,

and expressed the hope that his remarks might not be

a psychical variety thereof. Speaking on the toast of

the " Medical Profession," he felt that he had never

before been in the presence of a body of men where

such a theme should inspire better thoughts, that high

medical ideals had always prevailed in JNLissachusetts

and that it had offered more contributions to medical

science than any other section of the country. The
expectation which he had formed of standing in the

presence of exceptionally intelligent men had been

more than met, as he faced his audience. He felt

that the medicine of to-day offers intellectual pleas-

ures as never before ; it now has all the attraction of

a natural science, such as before belonged only to

phynif^H, geology and kindred Miibjertx. The Huiiur in-

U'llectuiil pleiiMiire is now t») b*- had, whether Htudy Ih

conducted in the lulK)ralory or at the beilxidir, and \}u:

term " scieiitilii" " is to Im* applied to the one no inorrj

than to the other. There is a growing Holirlurily of all

workers in niedieine, and the one aim of prevention

and cure of disease is common to tlu; laboratory work-

ers and to those engaged in the practice of medicine.

However seeminglv remote the prol»lenis of liie path-

ologist and bacteriologist may appear, the fact remaiiiH

that all knowledge, however gained, must finally be of

pra<;tical use, ami the distinction at times madi; Ik>

tvvtien tin; laboratory and the practi<;al man is wholly

false. Dr. Weh^h, in (toncliidiiig his nunarks, thanked

the Society for the corilial reception accorded him,

and liiought the greetings of the Merlical and Chirur-

gical Faculty of Maryland, which is oim; of the oMest

State societies in the country. He felt that the bond

of sympathy between the States of Massachusetts and

INLiryland was continually growing closer.

Dr. Harvkv, introducing the next speak»;r, Attor-
nky-Genkral Ho.ska M. Knowlton, spoke of the

age of the Massachusetts Medical Society and of its

relations during the nearly one and a quarter centur-

ies of its existence to the Commonwealth. Attorney-

General Knowlton spoke at considerable length ; he

said in part : There is a definite relationship between

the Commonwealth and the medical profession which

it is my desire in part to elucidate. The medical

profession is a company of artists, and by an artist

I mean a man who knows how to do something useful

to mankind better than the ordinary man. Physi-

cians live to educate themselves and to benefit the world

by their education. In general the government of

the Commonwealth has in common with you a desire

to protect its citizens from imposture, quackery and

swindling. This is a ground of agreement. A differ-

ence is that the Commonwealth is not intolerant. It

was founded on the principle of tolerance, that every

man could do, say and think what he pleased. You
have at times wanted to interfere with that doctrine ;

you may have attempted to regulate the practice of

medicine by legislation. The Commonwealth cannot

do that ; it permits entire liberty of action to its citi-

zens ; it has not the right to prevent a man from

employing any means of cure he may choose, but we
have required that a man shall know something alxiut

this frame of ours before he calls himself " doctor."

The less you undertake to regulate private conduct

the better off you will be.

The time, however, is not far oif when parents even

should not be allowed to substitute humbug for medi-

cal science in the treatment of minors. In the second

place, while any man may do as he pleases as concerns

himself, no man has a right to communicate disease.

Tilings are settled in the law ; our work is finite

:

yours to a certain extent is infinite. Appreciate the fact

that no one knows everything ; that every sect has

given you something. Let false dogmas expose them-

selves.

^Ir. Knowlton concluded his remarks by a humor-
ous allusion to Christian Science, which he had been

reading and trying to understand, but without success.

He felt that medicine as practised by its devoted

students the world over was the true " Christian

Science."

Dr. Harvky then introduced ^Ik. Henry L. Hig-
GINSON, " whom if we have not met we all know."
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Mr. Iliggiiisou eulogized the medical profession and
saw great hope for the future in the broader education

which it would be the function of the physician to in-

culcate among the people.

Tlie (iraduate Glee Club, under the leadership of

Dr. Kichard C. Cabot, rendered a number of admir-

able songs during the course of the dinner.

AMERICAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION.
FOURTIMCNTH ANNUAL MEETING, HELD IN WASHING-

TON, D. C, May 1, 2 and 3, 1900, Harky M. Sher-
man, M.D., OF San Francisco, President.

(Concluded from No. 24, p. 631.)

SECOND DAY.

THE RECUMBENT KYrHOTONE, AND A SIMPLE DE-
VICE FOR APPLYING PLASTER JACKETS FOR THE
CORRECTION OF THE DEFORMITY OF POTT's DIS-

EASE.

Dr. R. Tunstall Taylor, of Baltimore, exhib-

ited both of these devices.

FORCIBLE CORRECTION OF SPINAL CURVATURE FOL-
LOWED BY PARALYSIS.

Dr. H. Augustus Wilson, of Philadelphia, re-

ported this case. The kyphosis had been noted only
a few weeks before coming under observation, and
there was good reason for believing that it was of

very recent development. Two attempts to reduce
the deformity forcibly under profound anesthesia
had resulted in an audible snap but in only slight im-
provement in the deformity. The operation had been
followed by fever, lasting two weeks, and by sloughing
of the soft parts. At the end of nine weeks the pa-
tient had been able to move around feebly, but had re-

turned in forty days with an almost complete spastic

paraplegia.

Dr. a. M. Phelps remarked that this case seemed
to be a typical one of pressure myelitis from invasion
of the cord, the forcible correction having nothing to

do with the paralysis.

Dr. Ridlon concurred in this opinion.

Dr. R. W. Lovett, commenting upon the brace
presented by Dr. Dane, said that this apparatus was
interesting in that it aimed to produce torsion. His
own studies in lateral curvature had taught him that
it was important to throw the weight backward on the
articular processes, though not necessarily by produc-
ing lordosis. The problem was to determine in just
wliat position of the spine the weight could be thus
thrown on the articular processes to the best advan-
tage.

Dr. Phelps said that it was only when the spine
was bent backward considerably that any pressure is

made on tlu! articular proces.ses, and that if there was
any lateral deviation present, the application of an an-
teroposterior brace would aggravate this.

Dr. Lovett contended that this statement was er-
roneous, because exj)eriment had shown that the artic-

ular processes come in contact at a point about fifteen
degrees in front of the erect position.

A CASE of SCORBUTIC SPINE.

Dr. John Ridlon, of Chicago, reported an inter-
esting case of this kind in an infant of one year. The

symptoms had developed so suddenly as to lead to the

belief that the knee had been injured. The child was
large and fat, with a rough and muddy skin. The
spine was arched forward and rigid. The gums were
dusky. Dr. Ridlon had ordered the child fed on un-

sterilized milk, raw meat and orange juice, and in

two weeks the boy was well. In making the diagno-

sis one was called upon to differentiate scorbutus from
rheumatism of the acute articular variety, infantile

paralysis and rickets. In rickets the onset was
gradual, and the spine was bent backward or later-

ally, and did not become stiff and painful without evi-

dence of the disease.

Dr. R. H. Sayre said that he had put these chil-

dren on a pillow with a shirt-board inside of it, and
had then bandaged the child to the pillow. In addi-

tion, the diet had been appropriately regulated. All

these scorbutic children that he had seen had been fed

on sterilized milk or on some patent infant food.

Dr. Hoffman spoke of a case of scorbutic spine

that he had seen in a child of fourteen months, 'i'he

kyphosis had been sharj)er than ordinarily seen in rick-

ets. The infant had made a satisfactory recovery on

a recumbency splint, being wet-nursed and fed with

orange juice.

Dr. Henry Ling Taylor, of New York, said that

he had reported to this Association one of the earliest

cases noted in this country. In these cases there was
not true paralysis, but the limbs were kept quiet be-

cause motion caused extreme pain.

Dr. Stewart L. McCurdv, of Pittsburg, said

that he had seen and reported several such cases. In

none of them had there been bleeding from the gums.

The absence of pain, fever and fretfulness enabled one

to differentiate between scorbutus and rickets.

Dr. R. H. Sayre did not see how the paralysis in

his case could be looked upon as only apparent, for

when pins had been stuck into the feet, the child had

made no effort to retract the part, and when the limbs

had been lifted, they had fallen as though lifeless. He
was inclined to believe that acute rickets was as good
a term as scurvy.

Dr. Taylor thought it unfortunate to confuse

rickets and scurvy. Several cases had been recently

reported in which there had been absolutely no

rickets.

KNEE-.JOINT SURGERY FOR OTHER THAN TUBERCU-
LAR PROCESSES.

Dr. Joel E. Goldthwait, of Boston, read a

paper with this title. The puperwas based on a study

of 27 patients and ^5.'} operations. One of these opera-

tions had been for the removal of loose pieces of car-

tilage from the knee-joint in a woman of sixty-five.

Another case was an irreducible dislocation of the

patella of many years' duration. Eight of the opera-

tions had been because of the presence of loose carti-

lages. Apparently a relaxed condition of the joint

had favored the crushing and tearing of the inner

edge of the cartilage. The point usually contused was
the inner thin edge. The best treatment was the re-

moval of the cartilage, and this method had the advan-

tage of extending only over a period of three weeks.

There was danger of over-treatment. Where there

were marked fringes, they should be removed, as they

usually act as foreign bodies, excite frequent attacks

of synovitis, and in cours*; of time largo coagula form

in the joint.
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I)|{. W. R. ToWNSKNl) cited :iH !iii iiiHtuiu;*; of tint

iiii|)oiliiiic<' of (;iily exploratory iiiciHioii ii cuh*' in

vvliich two vvell-knovvii Hurf^tJOiiH liiui coiifiniiid his

«li!i<fii()sis of tiil)eiciil:u- (liHcasc of the knee, mid vet ex-

|»lor;itor\' incision ii;id proved tlie trni' condition to l)e

siirconiii.

1)k. (Joi.DTiiWAlT said that the object of his paper

was to remove tin; (h'l'ad of many snr<(eoiis havt; of in-

vadin<r tlie kii<>e-joint. He believed it was just as safe

to enter th(! knee as the peritoneal cavity. In

the cartihigo cases he had made us(! of a straight in-

cision, about one inch and a half lon<^, inside of the

patellar tendon. For ex[)loration of the joint he

made un incision, three inches long, on either side of

the kne(\ and about one inch outside of the patella.

He sutured the capsuU^ separately when closing the

wound.

THE TREATMKNT OF VKKTEBRAL TUBKKCUI.OSIS WITH
REFEKENCK TO THE FORCIBLE CORRECTION OF
THE DEFORMITY.

Dr. John Ridlon opened this discussion. In the

past three years he had straightened two cases of

rheumatoid stiffening of the spine, and had operated

upon eight lateral curvatures under ether, and more
than 35 cases of Pott's disease. In the worst cases

that he had treated he had gained at first one and one-

fourth inches in height, and at the second attempt,

three-fourths of an inch. In all of the cases of lateral

curvature almost all that had been gained had been

subsequently lost; hence he no longer favored straight-

ening such cases under ether. In a case of rhachitic

curvature lie had gained nothing by the method. He
had operated upon both old and recent cases of Pott's

disease, and those with and without abscess. There
had been two fatalities. One of these, a case whose

f)revious and personal history had not been sufficiently

studied, died of tuberculosis two months after opera-

tion. The other fatal case was one having an abscess

at the time of operation. The child had done well for

six or eight months ; then two or three abscesses had

developed, and death had finally taken place as a re-

sult of the exhaustion consequent upon the prolonged

suppuration. The operation seemed to him a reason-

ablv safe one if done with proper care. In many cases

he had used almost no pressure with his hands ; in other

cases the force had been very considerable, and excep-

tionally he had made use of as much force as he could

exert with both hands. There had always been some
crunching of the bones. In none had paralysis subse-

quently developed, while some, paraplegic at the

time of the forcible correction, had improved as re-

gards the {)aralysis. In the earlier cases he had hung
his patients up by the heels ; later he had tried sup-

porting the head and pelvis, with the face down, while

the plaster was applied. More recently he had

made use of the Goldthwait frame, and had since then

never included the head in the plaster. The shortest

case had been four weeks in bed ; the longest case had

been in bed for about one year. His aim had been to

keep them in bed for six or eight months, allowing

them to lie on the face, back or side. In a few in-

stances there had been no return of the deformity ;

about half a dozen had gone for a year without sup-

port or return of the deformity. In the majority of

cases he had succeeded in keeping the deformity re-

duced to about half of what it had been before the

operation.

I)u. GoLMTIIWAir Haid that in l\\t: pant two yearn

or tiiore it had been a cotiinmn practice Ht tlieChil-

dren's Hospital in l>OHton to apjdy an upparatuH in the

hyperextended position, for the niOMt part willirnu

ether. He then exhibited a nutnl»er of tracingw that

had been taken during the period in which the hv|)er-

extension treatment ha<l been in use. Tliev showed,

in general, that the deformity had not increased

,

tiiough in some instJinceH tln;re had be<rn an increase

in th<! compi.-nsatory curve. As a residt of the work
of the last two years he would hesitate to forcibly cor-

rect any s[)inal deformity resulting from tuberculosiH

unless it was associated with a parajjlegia that had re-

sisted other methods of treatment. He did not think

the mortality had been mat(!rially increased by the

use of forcible correction.

Dr. W. R. To\vnsi;m) said that he had predicted

that this treatment would ordinarily be followed by a

recurrenc(! of tlu; deformity. There had been no
deaths from forcible correction in the Hos})ital for

Ruptured and Crippled. There the Goldthwait frame
was employed without anesthesia.

Dr. Die F'oREST Wii.lard, of Philadelphia, said

that this treatment had always seemed to him illogical

and unsurgical, and conseqently he had only made use

of it in one case of total paralysis, which was at the

time in a desperate state. The child had been able to

walk about quite well at the end of six months. In a
few selected old paraplegics this operation seemed to

him justifiable.

Dr. R. H. Sayre said he believed many cases of

severe lateral curvature could be benefited by great

force applied under anesthesia.

Dr. T. Halsted Myers, of New York, said that

his experience with forcible correction had been lim-

ited to four cases, but in all these it had been unfor-

tunate.

Dr. Galloway said that while he had always re-

garded forcible correction as unscientific, he had held

it in reserve for the first case of Pott's paraplegia in-

curable by other methods. Such a case had not yet

presented itself.

Dr. McCurdy said he was accustomed to classify

these cases into three groups, namely: (1) Old cases

which require an anesthetic and considerable force for

correction
; (2) cases of paraplegia in which forcible

correction may be beneficial, and (3) cases under ac-

tive treatment in which there is a beginning kyphosis
which gradual but forcible correction seems to im-
prove.

Dr. Weigel thought the reports just presented in-

dicated that the mechanical support used after the

forcible correction had been inefficient.

Dr. R. Tunstall Taylor, of Baltimore, had not
been favorably impressed with his trial of the method,
and he was of the opinion that the older mechanical
methods were safer and more accurate.

Dr. Hoffmann said that great stress had lieen laid

upon the use of forcible correction in cases of Pott's

paralysis, yet he had never seen a case of this kind
that had not recovered if the spine had been rigidly

immobilized and the patient kept on the back.
Dr. John L. Porter, of Chicago, said that from

his observation of Dr. Ridlon's cases he felt positive

that fully 50 per cent, of those straightened under
anesthesia continued to show an improvement in the

deformity.

Dr. Ridlon said that ho would certainly try to
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straighten every paraplegic case. Since seeing Dr.

Goldthwait's tracings he had formed a better opinion

of the value of the correction method with the aid of

anesthesia.

Dr. Goldtiiwait remarked that he had purposely

not brought tracings of the cases treated under anes-

thesia because they were not better than those already

exhibited. He was not in favor of using much trac-

tion or other force in securing correction.

THIRD DAY.

BRACE FOR LATERAL CURVATURE OF THE SPINE.

Dr. Gwilym G. Davis, of Philadelpliia, exhibited

a new lateral curvature brace liaving a hip band and

both anterior and posterior uprights. A shoulder

piece encircles the high shoulder. From the j)osterior

upright a band j)asses over the lump and underneath

the arm of the affected side. The two points of sup-

port are on the arm above and the hip below.

Dr. R. li. Sayue was of the opinion that if the

pressure were made on the large side, as it would be

with this brace, the peak of the arch would become

more arched.

Dr. Weigel remarked that simply keeping the

high shoulder down could have no special corrective

influence on the deformity.

Dr. Davis replied that he believed that the brace

exerted a twisting force as well as a direct pressure.

retardation of growth as a cause of short-

ening after coxitis.

Dr. Henry Ling Taylor, of New York, read a

paper on this subject. He said that measurements of

some .'30 cases of long-standing coxitis in children

had shown that the tibia and foot of the affected side,

as well as the femur, were considerably shorter than

on the sound side. A comparison of a group of 10

cases of old unilateral poliomyelitis with a similar

group of hip cases showed about the same amount of

bone shortening. Retardation of growth was also

found in the affections of childhood which disable one

limb, and somewhat in proportion to the amount and

duration of the disability and restraint imj)0sed.

developmental shortening in tubercular
bone disease.

Dr. Stkw'art L. McCurdy, of Pittsburg, presen-

ted in this paper several cases going to confirm some
of the statements made in the paper just preceding.

Dr. R. H. Sayre said that in cases in which ap-

paratus had been removed from one limb a consider-

able time before removal from the other he had noted

the greater growth in the limb first liberated.

Dr. Goldthavait said that by measurements and
skiagraphs he had demonstrated in a series of hip-joint

cases under treatment that the shortening took place

below the knee.

Dr. Gibnky said that in tubercular disease of the

knee tlie limb actually lengthens. Some of the dry

cases which go on so well at first sometimes show after

a few years a sudden and alarming degree of shortening.

Dr. H. ArcjisTUS Wilson, of Philadelphia, said

that according to Dr. Hurd's observations in China,

after the use of the muscles of the feet in Chinese
women had been partially restored there is evidence of

increasf; in the diameter and length of the bones.

Dr. PiiELi'S thought the shrinkage of the muscles

was largely owing to a neurotic influence.

Dk. Nkwton M. Shaffer, of New York, said

that where the nervous phenomena are most marked
the shortening is apt to be proportionately great.

REPORT OF SOME STUDIES UPON THE ARTICULA-
TIONS OF THE FOOT.

Dr. John Dane, of Boston, j)resented this report,

illustrating, by means of anatomical specimens, the

more common anomalies of articulation.

OBSKRVATION ON CERTAIN PAINFUL AFKKCTIONS OF
THE FEF.T.

Dr. Louis A. "Weigel, of Rochester, made some
remarks on this subject, illustrating them freely with

skiagraphs.

investigations as TO THK TRKATMKNT OF FLAT-

FOOT.

Dr. E. H. Bradford, of Boston, sent a communi-
cation on this subject, but was unable to be present to

read it.

A case of congenital dislocation of THE
"WRIST.

Dr. Philip Hoffmann, of St. Louis, reported this

case, and Dr. Gibney then showed a second example
of this dislocation, occurring in the pei'son of one of

the audience.

A CASE OF CONGKNITAL DISLOCATION OF THE
SHOULDER.

Dr. John L. Porter, of Chicago, read the report

of this case by invitation.

Dr. Phelps said that he had had eight cases of

this dislocation, and had 0})erated on four of them. In

the latter he had invariably found fracture of the pos-

terior border of the glenoid cavity. He now believed

that the cause of the condition was always trauma.

Dr. Gibney remarked that many of these cases were

classified in the neurological clinics as examples of

Erb's paralysis.

RAPID osteoclasis FOR THK CORRKCTION OF

RHACHITIC DEFORMITIES OF .THE LEGS.

Dr. Wallace Blanchard, of Chicago, advocated

in this paper a method of osteoclasis occupying not

over eight seconds. The advantage claimed was that

when operating so rapidly the circulation of the part

was not impaired, and, as compared with supracondy-

loid osteotomy, the limb was -ncreased in length in-

stead of shortened. After the osteoclasis he exagger-

ates the correction of the curve. A long experience

with the Grattan osteoclast in its original form had

led him to think very highly of this instrument, which

did not slip or cause splintering.

Dr. T. Halsted Myers said that he had employed

osteoclasis a good deal in the New York Foundling

Hospital, and had found that if the pressure bar were

applied on the inner side the bone could be fractured

much more easily than if applied on the outer side.

an operation for ununited INTRACAPSILAR
FRACTURE OF THE HIP.

Dr. Gwilym G. Davis, of Philadelphia, described

in this paper a method of uniting the fracture by

the insertion of ivory pins through an anterior incision

after having freshened the edges of the fragments.

The following officers were elected : President, Dr.
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Arthur .1. ( lilhittc, of Si. I'jiul ; Kii-Ht Vict-Pn-Kidonf,

Dr. \\. IM(;Ki!ii/i(.!, ol" 'roronto ; S(!(:oiid Vicorrcsidcnf,,

Dr. Louis A. VV(ii^ol,of Kochost(!r ; TrcuHunM-, Dr. V,.

G. Hnicktitt, of Hostou ; S(!cr(!tiiry, Dr. .lolin liidlon,

of ('Iiicaj^o.

Th(! next anmiiil nicctiu^ will hv, lu-ld at iN'iugara

Falls, in May, 1901.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

FiFTY-FiKST Annual Mkktino, hkld at Atlantic
City, N. J., Junk 5-8, 1900.

SiCCTION ON SuK<iKHY AND AnATOMY.

(Continued from No. 24, p. 637.)

Tlllltl) DAY.

TIIK TUI'.ATMKNT OK IIKKNIA IX ('IIII.DK K\,

by A. .1. OciisNKH, of Chicago. He gave as predis-

posing factors of hernia tlie existence of \\\v opening
of the inguinal canal, weakness of the abdonnnal wall

and hereditary tendency ; the influence of a long

mesentery is of doubtful importance. Among the ex-

citing causes increased intra-abdominal pressure is of

gr(>at importance ; this may be partly due to indiges-

tion and distention of the intestines with gas as a

result of improper feeding; the digestive troubles often

causes the child to cry, thus aggravating the condition
;

pressure may also be increased by straining at stool as

a result of constipation, straining because of phimosis,

and as a result of coughing. These conditions are much
more common among the poor ; the children are

usually badly nourished, and their tissues abnormally
lax and soft. Li children, if the hernial sac is kept

empty, and the abdominal pressure is removed, the

majority are cured spontaneously. To keep the hernial

sac empty, i)ut the child in bed with the foot of the

bed elevated. Remove digestive disturbances by car(>-

ful attention to diet, and treat constipation, phimosis,

coughing or other causes of intra-abdominal pressure.

The child is thus relieved of its discomfort, is con-

tented and sleeps most of the time. In this way the

majority of cases of hernia can be cured. Operation

is indicated if the hernia becomes strangulated, in case

of irreducible hernia which becomes adherent to the

sac, if the hernial opening is large and it cannot be

retained with a truss, and if accompanied by hydrocele.

The operation consists in dissecting out the sac, ligat-

ing it, and cutting it away, after which the stump is

allowed to retract into the abdomen, and the opening

is simply sutured.

TREATMENT OF VENTUAL IIEHNIA.

Dk. M. M. Johnson, of Hartford, Conn., believes

that ventral hernia occurs in nearly 10 per cent, of

cases after abdominal operations. Factors influential

in its causation are drainage and granulating wounds,

stitch abscesses, division of the motor nerves, lowered

vitality and hereditary diseases. Dr. Johnson de-

scribed his method of operating, in which he uses

buried kangaroo-tendon sutures with (juilled stay

sutures of silver wire. He reported two bad cases in

which he had operated successfully.

CURE OF INGUINAL HERNIA IN THE MALE.

Dr. H. O. Marcy, of Boston, said it is scarcely ten

vears'since the radical cure for hernia has become a

re(;ognized ojtenilioii. The varioun tnt-tlxxlM of oiicrat^

ing nee<l not be <-onHidered in detail, but oidy the es-

sential poinlM of any HiicceHsful operation. In moHt
lierniaH except the inginnal variety there Ih a Himph;
opening, and its chmure will give rise U> cure of the

hernia. The essential point of difTereiKte in inguinal

hernia is prodin^ed by the passage of (he cord through
the inguinal canal. Under normal ronditions .Marcty

does not Ixdieve that a funiKd-sbaped process of the

peritoneum such as is describe*! by many wHuth exittLH.

SuirK;ient attention has not bcsen called U) the inij)or-

tan(!(! of closure of the internal ring in the cure ni

hernia. C)perations in which tin; corrl is pa-sned di-

niritly through the ab«lominal wall anrl transplanU^d

under the skin are not follow*;*! by the Ixjst n-sultx, im

the obli*piity of th*- inginnal *-anal is a natural prot<;c-

tion against protrusi*)n of th*r alxloniinal cont*;nt.s.

Among the *!ssentials of su*;cessful *)perati*)n were
mention(Ml fr(!*% careful «!issection. j)r*)per disposition

of the hernial conUiUts, caniful att<;ntion toa-sepsis, tint

use of buri(!d animal sutures, closure of the wound
without *lrainag(;, and sealing the wound without
further dressing.

Dr. W. H. l)E(iAi{Ai*), of New York, considers some
defect of tin; abdominal wall the most important pre-

disposing cause of hernia, while constipation is (;*)nsi*l-

(^•(^d the most important exciting cause. He liesitates

to operate upon children un*ler five years old, for he
believes that Do ptircent. of them can Ik; cured by the

use of a truss. Hi; does not endorse the plan of treat-

ment by putting the child in bed, for this prevents it-s

(hfvelopment. Tlu; method of operating first descriljed

by Marcy and now generally known as Bassini's

method he considers the best.

Dr. Ferguson, of Chicago, *;onsi*lers fleficiency of

the internal oblitpie muscle at Poupart's ligament the
most important etiological factor in inguinal hernia.

The honor of proposing the method for the cure of in-

guinal hernia belongs to Marcy.
Dr. Mayo, of Rochester, Minn., believes that the

majority of hernias occurring in children can be cured
by the method suggeste*! by Ochsner. The most im-
portant factor which tends to give permanent cure hi

operations by Bassini's method is the fact that the scar
tissue is divided into two lines, the hrst line protected
by Poupart's ligament, the second by the thick abdomi-
nal muscles. Scar tissue is always weak and this di-

vision is conse(piently of great value.

Dr. Ochsner said that Dr. DeGarmo's objectiou
to his method of treatment in bed does not hold, as it

is continued only six weeks.
Dr. Marcy said that ventral hernia may usually

be avoided. He has not ha*l a single hernia in non-
suppurative cases after over 1,000 abdominal opera-
tions.

Dr. T\^ L. AVii.ls, of Los Angeles, Cal., read a
paper on

EXTERNAL DRAINAGE OF SUrERFICIAL LUNG CAVI-
TIES, WITH REPORT OF TWO SUCCESSFUL CASES.

It is dilhcult to explain why suppurating tubercu-
lous cavities of the lung are allowed to go on to in-

fect the other lung and to pro<luce pyemic conditions,
when surgeons would feel justilied in operatmg for
such suppuration in any other part of the body. SVills
advocates external drainage in such cases, but finds it

(lifHcalt to get the consent of patients to the opera-
tion. He reported the case of a man of forty-five,
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who had been losing strength and weight and who
liad all signs of a tuberculous cavity of the lower

part of the left lung. Tubercle bacilli and elastic

fibres had been found in the sputum. Under medical

treatment he improved, and refused operation, but re-

turned and consented to operation after his condition

became much worse, three months later. An incision

was made in the anterior axillary line and the sev-

enth rib was resected ; no pus was found in the pleural

cavity, but a drainage tube was inserted. A gush of

pus came, nine days later, simultaneously from the

trachea and tlu; wound. After this the temperature

fell to normal, and there was free, foul discharge.

The patient k'ft the hospital with several discharging

sinuses, and when seen about a year later, his sinuses

had closed, he had gained seventy-five pounds in

weight and was working hard. Special attention was

called to the fact that strong solutions of mercuric

chloride were used for irrigation without poisonous

effect, and these were thought to have had something

to do with the cure. [Wills has evidently lost sight

of the fact that absorption does not take place from

granulating surfaces, such as the walls of abscess

cavities.] A second operation was reported, which

was performed by a colleague of the speaker, A
slight-built, emaciated man with signs of tuberculous

cavity was subjected to resection of the rib, and three

days later free discharge appeared and the tempera-

ture fell to normal. After eight days the patient left

for home much improved in health. Both patients took

the anesthetic very poorly.

l)i{. MruiMiy, of Chicago : If no adhesions of the

])leura to the chest wall are present there is danger

in opening the thorax. Puncture with a needle, ad-

milting air, is not dangerous, and the air will {)roduce

compression of the lung and evacuation of the alj-

scess cavity through the bronchi. If adhesions exist

the lung should be directly incised instead of being

opcnied with cautery.

Dr. Wills, in closing, mentioned the advantages

of California climate for such patients, and the impor-

tance of getting them out into the air soon after opera-

tion.

SriUilCAL EKUORS OF SKIAGKAl'IIY.

Dk Caul Bkok, of New York, reported a case of

fracture of the tibia, showing the necessity of two or

more skiagraphs in the diagnosis of fractures. In this

case of ol)lique fracture it was impossible to see any
break by a skiagraph taken in the frontal plane, but

it was clearly seen in one taken from one side. Un-
less the normal epiphyses are understood they may be

taken for fracture, as may also the os intermedium
pcidis. Several skiagraphs were exhibited.

DIAGNOSIS OF CALCULOf.S DISKASK OK KIDNEY,
UKETEHS AND HLADDEK BY THIC X-KAYS.

I)ii. C. L. Leonard, of Philadelphia, read this

paper. If skilfully uscul the diagnosis by the x-rays

is ai)so]utely accurate. He reports 20 cases in whicli

the diagnosis of calculus was confirmed by operation,

necropsy, or passage of the stone. Not only is posi-

tive diagnosis possible but a negative diagnosis may be

made, thus avoiding unnecessary o|)eration. The x ray
diagnosis is pn^fcrable to exploratory operation. YaV-

rors an; only possible from faulty technic or lack of

ekill in reading the negatives.

TREATMENT OF INJURIES OF THE URETER.

Dr. B. B. Davis, of Omaha, Neb., described a
method of ureteral anastomosis which he employed
in uniting the ureter in a case in which it was divided
while removing an intraligamentous cyst. The lower
end of the duct was split for about one centimetre,

threaded needles were passed through the walls of

the upper end, then through the lower end, and on
drawing on the sutures the upper end was drawn
down and invaginated into the lower end. Later ex-

aminations proved that the ureter remained patulous.

This method is quicker, simi)ler and sacrifices less tis-

sue than that of Van Hook.
Dr. Kelly, of Baltimore, commended Leonard's

work with the x-rays ; in several cases in which he
had been unable to locate ureteral stone with wax-
tipped bougies, a diagnosis was made by Leonard
with the x-rays. He briefly described his method of

end-to-end anastomosis of the ureter with a guide,

and reported a case in which he freed the bladder

from its attachments and sutured it to the psoas mus-
cle in order to get it high enough to anastomose with

a short ureter.

Dr. Bevan, of Chicago, mentioned a case in which
two stones in the pelvis of the kidney and one in the

kidney substance were locited by the x-rays. The
third stone was found only after some needling, and
would not have been discovered had it not been previ-

ously located by the x-rays. He considers the x-rays

a most valuable mt^ans of diagnosis.

Dr. Bovee, of Washington, D. C, considers anas-

tomosis usually the best method of dealing with a

severed ureter. Implantation into the bowel is the

next best procedure. Over eighty operations of this

kind have been reported with a large number of suc-

cesses. He believes that the dangers of ureteral an-

astomosis have been overestimated ; the function of

the ureter is usually completely restored. Out of 21

cases thus far reported an unfavorable result fol-

lowed in but one case.

Dr. (tOODhue, of Dayton, O., re})orts a case of

ureteral anastomosis by Van Hook's method.

Dr. Winslow, of Baltimore, I'eported having op-

erated ou a case several years ago, by a method simi-

lar to that described by Davis.

Dr. Beck, in closing, expressed liis belief that the

importance of a negative x-ray diagnosis is not suffi-

ciently api)reciated. To make such a diagnosis three

or four skiagraphs are necessary.

Dr. McArtiiur, of Chicago, called attention to

the different intensity of shadows produced by cal-

culi of various chemical compositions.

Dr. Summers, of Omaha, Neb , mentioned a case

in which he found double ureter present at the time

of operation.

Dr. Carpenter, of San Francisco, in removing an

intraligamentous cyst cut out a section about two
inches long from the ureter ; he performed implanta-

tion into tlie bladder and showed a button, devised on

the j)lan of Murphy's button, which liad been devised

for such op(^rations.

Dr. Leonard, in closing, emphasized the impor-

tances of using a low vacuum tul)e in diagnosing renal

calculi by means of the x-rays, and the necessity for

skilful techni(iue.

Dr. Davis, in closing, called attention to the fact

that the ureter is apt to be divided in severe, long
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opcriitioiis :iii(l Ikhkm! (lie necessity for !i nipid metliuil

(>r rep.'iir siieli us Ik; imd deserilird ; tlie ()|ier:ili()ii

could l)c |»ert()niied in live iniiiiite.-,.

I)i{. IVIoiMJAN \'an('K, of Louisville, Ky., n;id :i

|>:i|)e|- enlitlecl

I'.xsiitoeii V oi' I'lii: iu,aih)i:i!, w ri m imiiiw i ion
Oh A (ASK.

A boy of sevciiteeu cjinic under olisorv:ition for

exstrophy of the hliidder ;ind liypospiidias with ;ill the

dis;ii;ree;il)le cons(((|uen(H's, Operation wiis p«rrfornied

by sliding triaiiifiilar (laps from tlie iliac re<fion witli-

ont inverting' the skin, and after seven operations at

did'iM-ent times extendin<j; ov(ir a period of two yi^ars a

snccessfnl result was obtained. TIk! patient was pres-

ent for examination.

I)h. I)k Fokkst WiLLAKi), of riiiiadelpliia, con-

sidered tlu! result in this case one of the most admir-

able lu! had ever seen. In most cases succ(!ss is not

obtained even after repi^ated opcM-ations. If the skin

is turned in, concretions form and give rise to i»aiii and
discomfort, sometimes making it necessary to n-open

the bladder. He believes that the most satisfactory

treatment in these cases is to transplant the ureters

into the colon above the sigmoid flexure, thus prevent-

ing incontinence of urine. It is best to remove a sec-

tion of bladchu- wall with the ends of tlu; ureters, for

in this way the best possible valve is obtained.

Dk. Kklly, of Baltimore, agreed with Willard that

transplanting the ureters into the bowel was the most
successful operation. In one case he loosened the

sacro-iliac joint as had been done by Trendelenburg to

aid in approximation. Vance's operation had the ad-

vantage of giving a functioning penis.

Du. Means, of Columbus, has a case similar to

Vance's under treatment.

Dr. IIeuzel, of Chicago, has been favorably im-

pressed with the operation of anastomosing the intes-

tine and bladder in such cases.

Dk. Eastman, of Indianapolis, Ind., mentioned a

case in which he did nephrectomy on one side and
sutured the ureter into the groove of a hypospadiac

penis on the other for the relief of exstrophy. The
patient is still in excellent health.

Dr. SuJiMERS, of Omaha, Neb., mentioned a case

occurring in a female in which he performed anas-

tomosis between bladder and vagina, thus obtaining a

narrower opening from which to collect the urine.

Dr. Vance, in closing, expressed his belief that the

case presented was as bad as any case could be and
that a similar result could be obtained in an}' case by

perseverance and boldness in dragging on the tissues.

SURGICAL ASEPSIS OF THE URETHRA AND BLADDER.

Dr. Ferd C. Valentine, of New York, read this

paper. Attention was called to the difficulties of obtain-

ing anything like a sterile condition of the urinary

tract; urinary diluents, antiseptic drugs taken inter-

nally and injections with the piston-syringe are evanes-

cent in their effects and give only an approach to

asepsis. Valentine demonstrated an apparatus which

he devised seven years ago for copious flushing of the

urethra. During that time lie has invariably practised

such irrigation before and after all instrumentation of

the urethra and he has not had a single case of ure-

thral fever. lie advises auto-irrigation by the use of

the apparatus also in cases of gonorrhea in which the

patient cannot visit the physician regularly and for

thos<! obligt'd to UMc the r atlHtcr tli<tnHeIv»r« f«>r en-

larged prostate, etc.

mm; lUKATMKNr oi- I'ltonrA 1 1(, in i-i.iti Koi-ii V.

Du. 1'akkkk SvMrt, of New V(»rk, denr:rilM<l the

pathologic coiiditioMH found in theHe cu^teH und the well-

known serieM of Hym[)tom.s prodm-ed. F«)r the opera-

tive rtdief of this condition, lioltini'H operation iitid

prostatectomy are tin; only procefhires which merit

discussion. 'I'Ih; former operation he has not per-

formed, but he thinks favorably r>f it; the latter opi-r-

ation he considers on(; of the greatest achievement-* of

modern surgery. Tin; deatli-rat(! has been high, nr)t

because of the dangers of operation, but lM;f^'iiise «>per-

ati(jn was left as a last n!S(»rt and undertaken when
tin; pati<'nt was unfit for any opr-ralion. Operation,

to b(! succ(;ssful, should be undertaken before the a|>-

pearance of pain, infection and cystitis. It should not

l)e un(h!rtaken on m(;n with atheromatous arteries, un-

lit for any operation. He advises the perineal opera-

tion without suprapubic incision, and he show«;d a built

which he has d(!vised which can be introduced into the

l)la<hler in a collapse<l condition and then filled with

air to force the prostate down, so that it is readily

accessible for operation.

Dr. C. C. Thaver, of Clifton Springs, N. Y., com-
mended Valentine's apparatus, but believed a fountain-

syringe might be substituted for it. Local applications

offer the best hope in the treatment of urethral affec-

tions.

Dr. Glenn, of Alabama, believes that ^'alentine is

over-enthusiastic in using irrigation, and that it is un-

necessary except when there is urethral discharge.

Dr. Youn(;, of Baltimore, has performed the Bottini

operation successfully in several cases and considers it

a very valuable method.
Dr. Chismore, of San Francisco: The method of

complete enucleation of the })rostate commends itself

to him as a great advance in the treatment of prostatic

hy[)ertrophy.

Dr. Beck, of New York, agrees with Valentine that

irrigation is advisable in all cases of instrumentation

of the urethra.

Dr. Robbixs, of Detroit, considers urotropin the

only internal urinary antiseptic of any value, and con-
siders copious irrigation a valuable procedure.

Dr. Eastman, of Indianapolis, credits Valentine
with the introduction of Janet's irrigation method in

America. He believes that a large piston-syringe is

more easily sterilized, more convenient, and in skilful

hands may be more accurately used than the fountain-

syringe.

Dr. Bullitt, of Louisville, Ky., considers Valen-
tine's apparatus unnecessarily comjilicated ; the shield

is an advantage. It is impossible to gauge pressure liy

the piston-syringe and it is not easily sterilized.

Dk. Okay, of Jersey City, thinks more favorably of

prostatectomy than of Bottini's operation.

Dr. (Juiteras, of New York, believes that irrigat-

ing the urethra and bhulder always improves their con-
dition. Auto-irrigation should not be advised if there

is any obstruction, and irrigation should always be dis-

continued as soon as there is any discA)mfort felt. An
enlarged prostate should not be enucleated if there is

pyelonephritis or arterial disease. The Bottini opera-
tion is suited to cases in which there is not great en-

largement and in which the obstruction is maitdy
caused by the middle lol>e. The mortality has been
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placed too high by some writers : in the hands of

skilled operators it should not be over live per cent.,

while the mortality of enucleation is never less than

20 per cent.

( To be continued.)

Section ox the Practice ok ^Iedicine.

(Continned from Xo. 24, p. 641.)

Dr. a. E. Woldert. of Philadelphia, read a

paper entitled

IXOCILATIOX OE MALARIAL KEVEK THROUGH THE

A(;EXCY ok the MOSQLITO, with some SEC-

TIONS AXD DISSECTIONS OK THE MOSQIITO.

ETIOLOGY OK MALARIAL KEVER AND SOME OB-

SERVATIONS MADE IN THE SOITH SEVERAL YEARS

At;o.

The paper dealt with the varieties and the anatomy

of mosipiitoes. Among the agents for destroying

mostjuito larva* it was found that a solution of to-

bacco in kerosene oil was the most etticieut.

A paper by Dr. Charles F. Craig, of the United

Stiites Army, entitled

SOME TVriCAL CASES OK ESTI VO-AITIMNA L AND
TERTIAN MALARIAL KEVERS, WITH A STIDV OK

THE I'ARASITES OBSERVED IN THE BLOOD,

was read by the Secretary of the Section, Dr. Futcher.
The paper described the symptoms, temperature curves,

and course of cases of quotidian and of tertian estivo-

autumnal malaria. Small doses of quinine will cause

the temperature curve and the symptoms to become so

changed that the disease cannot be recognized as ma-

laria. The infection by two forms of parasite will

also produce abnormal temperature curves. The
paper described the dift'ereuces in the microscopic ai>

pearances of the two forms of parasite.

A paper by Dr. Goltman, of Memphis, Tenn.,

EXPERIENCES WITH SOME OK THE PERNICIOUS

KORMS OK MALARIA,

was read by title.

Dr. P'rank a. Jones, of Memphis, Tenn., read a

j)a})er entitled

CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS IN MALARIA.

In the Mississippi swamps the doctor frequently

sees cases of malaria that are chronic from the start.

When the patient who has this form of malaria goes

to a non-malarial <listrict chills will develop in from

twt-nty-four to forty-eight hours. A patient coming
from a non-malarial into a malarial district often puts

on fat and suffers from boils in winter, which the author

thinks is due to the malarial poison. In the swampy
regions pneumonia is common and the attacks are ir-

regular and fatiil. Cases of pernicious malaria are

common. The negro seems to be immune to malarial

jjaroxysms. Hemoglobinuria is the end product of

neglected malaria ; it is more frequent after the oc-

currence of the tirst frost, and at that season of the

year it is more fatal than at other seasons. In cases

of hemoglobinuria paresis of the bowels is common.
Quinine is dangerous in such attacks. The author

believes that attacks of true splenic leukemia are due
to malaria.

Dr. Wm. Hritt lU rns, of Deckerville, Ark., read

a jiaper entitled

malarial hemoglobixuria.

The author has found estivo-autumnal parasites in

the blood in all cases of malarial hemoglobinuria that

he has seen. lt> in number. He is an advocate of the

use of quinine in the disease. He has seen it in full-

blooiled negroes.

In the discussion that followed the reading of these

papers. Dr. William Kracss, of Memphis. Tenn.,

said that in his opinion hemoglobinuria following

malaria is a syndrome if not a ilistinct disease, and
that it is not a mere symptom. The condition is not a

toxic one. There must be some substance in the

blood that allows quinine to produce the condition,

since that drug sometimes will, and again will fail to,

produce it. The attack of hemoglobinuria usually

kills the parasites in the blood, which accounts for the

fact that they are seldom found. There luis never

been a malarial toxin described. The determining

factors in the production of the condition are: (1)

Neglect of an old malaria ; (2) the superposition of

a new attack of the disease ; (3) some indiscretion

;

(4) constii)ation and hepatic stasis ; and (5) change

to a non-malarial climate. The speaker had never

found the parasite in the tissues of a patient dead of

the disease.

Dr. Thayer, of Baltimore, said that Romanowsky's
stain is an important advance in clinical hematology.

He has not lieen able to tind a quotidian estivo-autum-

nal parasite. Nephritis and pneumonia are common
in malarial negro patients. In some cases of malarial

hemoglobinuria quinine does harm, while in other

cases it does good. A rule is suggested for the ad-

ministration of the drug : when the parasite is found

active in the blood of the sick patient, give (juiniue ;

when the plasmodium is not found, do not give it.

Dr. "Wesley, of Chicago, said that he had seen

chronic malaria in the negro soldiers who had re-

turned from Santiago.

Dr. Davis, of Chicago, asked whether the anophe-

les migrated. If this insect does not migrate, how
can the disappearance of the disease and its reappear-

ance in a given locality be accounted for ?

In answer to this question Dr. Howard said that

there was no e^idence that the anopheles migrated by

itself, but that it was frequently carried from place to

place in public conveyances. Finding a suitable place

for breeding in a new locality it would then become a

resident. The anopheles has been found from 1,500

to 2,000 feet above the level of the sea.

Dr. Robert B. Preble, of Chicago, read a paper

entitled

prolonged kevers ok obscure origin.

The author is of the opinion that many continued

fevers are manifestations of sepsis and that they may
be due to the pus cocci, the pneumococcus, the gono-

coccus, or the bacillus pyocyaneus. The cases may
be either systemic or focal. They may be classed as

cardiac, pulmonary, gastro-intestinal, hepatic, renal,

osteo-arthritic, hematolytic and nervous. The author

then gave a descrijuion of the symptoms of the various

forms of the cases as classified above. Such cases

were formerly diagnosed typhoid fever or typho-

malaria. The differential diagnosis is best made by

blood examination. He believes that the aises of so-

called malignant endocarditis may be a manifestation

of sepsis. Many of the joint diseases that are now
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(Uii<;nose(I ns rluMiniiitU' aiul tin- coiulitiou known an

poliosis rlicuinalicii un* |)rt)l>:il>ly also srptic iiiuiiifrH-

tatioiis. I'lu- trcatnuMit shoulil Ik' svinptoiiiatic ami
sii|ipt>rtiiii;.

Dk. Kokkims, of Syracuse, aski'd whttlicr tin-

rt'ath'i- would fxcludr typhoid ivvvv il' tlir NVid;iI ;iiul

tlu' dia/o rcat'tious witc ali.M'Ut ^

1)|{. Hisiioi'. of Now York City, said that lie was
of thi> opinion tliat sonio of those ohsouro oasos niiiiht

l)»' atypioal oasos of typhi)id fovor. If they woro it

wouKI 1)0 possibU' to dotorinino ih'tinitoly hy rosort to

serutu diai;nosis.

Dk. Davis, of C'hioago, advisod thoso that liad to

do with all t\)rnis of fobrilo disoase to watoh for ondo-

oanlitis, ospeoially in thoso atypiojil soptio conditions.

Many oasos of malignant endocarditis havo not boon
such from tho start, but aro instances of endocarditis

euiirafti'd upon some soptio disoase.

Dk. PuEHi.K said that ho would not make a diayno-

sis on the presenoo or absence of tho Widal rt>action

alon«'. A huiio number of those cases recover. He
would wot exchuU' tho terms rheumatism, purpura,

etc., from the nou\enolature. but would instruot stu-

dents that thoso conditions are jirobably not entities

but sym{)toms of septic conditions.

Dk. Kkaiss, of MiMuphis. Tonn.. and Dk. Favii.i,,

of C'hicuiio, also took part in the discussion.

rATUOl.OGY OF KllF.lMATlSM.

Dk. Daviu Kiesmax, of Philadelphia, says that

tho facts pointing to the infectious origin of the dis-

ejiso aro: (1) The fever; (2) tho chill ; (o) the occa-

sional epidemic outbreaks : (4) the seasonal and
climatic intiuence : (o) the character of the complica-

tions, which are those of the infectious diseases: ((>) a

demonstrable portal of entry for tho virus in many
cases, such as the tonsils, otitis media, operation in

the nose, felon, furuncles, ristula in ano and vaccina-

tion : (7) the occurrence of acute endocarditis; and

(8) the direct transmission of the disease from the

mother to the fetus. Racteriologic examinations
seem to load to the conclusion that acute polyarthritis

is an entity caused by a single agent as yet to be dis-

covered. Tho anaorohio bacillus of Achalme seems to

be tho most promising of tho organisms yet isolated

from the diseased tissues. The joint changes found
in the patients dead of acute articular rheumatism
resemble those seen in other acute infectious pro-

cesses. The early changes in tho heart valves, aooonl-

ing to the investigations of Achalme, are swelling and
edema with the occurrence of mast cells in the tissue

of the valve.

KHElMAnSM AXn THE rRKVEXTION OK llEAKT
COMPLIOAriOXS.

Dk. -Iajies .1. Walsh, of New York City, thinks

rheumatism includes a series of closely allied pro-

cesses. It is possible that the acid reaction of the

blood is a protective process on the part of nature.

Tho disease is one of low mortality. Tho use of the

salicylates has reduced the severity of the symjuoms.
but does not seem to lessen the fre(|nenco of the oc-

currence of heart comi>lications. Tho salicylates are

not speoitics, and the (Tormau school holds that anti-

pyrin lessens the frequence of the heart complicatit>ns.

Kest is tho most important element both in the pre-

vention and ill the treatment of the cardiac complica-

tions. Potassium iodide has some intiuence for good

on tho valvuliir htninnH in their inoipienoy. Kndocar-
ditin in one of the essenlial i-lcmi-nli of the conditioii,

not a true complication.

IIIK KKI.A 1 IONS <tl MliiUI. \ ami Kill I M V I mm.

Dk. Ciiaki.ES W. Ut KK, of Phihid.lpbi.i, rmd ihin

pap«'r. There is freipieiitly a hi.stnr\ of rliiuniatinui

in cases of rhoren. More fretpiently there is a liiMtory

of joint or of general pain. Karelv clmreu o<-<-ur)t

during an attack of acute rheumatism. Children who
have had chorea aro more apt, in udnlt life, to liave

acute rhe»iinatic fever than tliose that have not had
<'horeii. -Vt autopsy in subjects dead of ohon-a the

on*' lesion that is invariably found is valvulitis.

Rlunimatic angina frequently precedes chorea. The
coinoidenco of the diseases is not so frequent Jis to jus-

tify saying that choroji is a rheumatic disease. Uheu-
matic affections nuty possibly predispose to chorea.

IIKAKT IN Klll-.t MATISM.

Dr. DeLaxcv Hocm-.srKR, of Buffalo, thinks
rheumatism is undoubtedly an acute inf«'ctious process.

Kndocarditis is seen in (U) per cent, ami pericarditis in

10 per cent, of all cases. Myocarditis occurs in all

cases of pericarditis, often in c;ises of endocarditis,

and is sometimes foun<l to exist alone. In mvocardi-
tis complicating rheumatic affections the papillary

muscles are the first structures to become iiivolveij.

The soft systolic murmur lu>ard at the apex and over
the body of the ventricle and not transmitted verv far

toward the axilla is probably due to the involvement
of the muscular papillares. Tlu> occurrence of endo-
carditis or of porioarditis is no contraindication to the
sal icylie-acid treatmen t

.

rATHOO.EXESIS AXO rMXIOAL KEATl RES OF
ARTHRITIS DEFORMAXS.

Dr. a. O. J. Keli.y. of Philadelphia, said the dis-

ease presents joint, muscle and constitutional lesions.

The nervous and the bacterial theories aro the most
important and reasonable yet advanced to account for

the symptoms, but neither entirely oovers the ease,

although it is probable there is a germ of truth in eaclu
Arthritis deformans is an infeotious tro[)honourosis.

Phe bat'toria. which [»robably jjossess a soU'ctive ten-

dency to affect certain joints, lu'como hxlged there,

producing local lesions and elaborating toxins that
are taken up by the blood and produce the other
symptoms of the dise:u>e. The acute oases of tho dis-

ease are decidedly infeotious in type clinioallv.

Dr. F. A. Paokaro, of Philadelphia, said that
rheumatism now covers many diagnostic sins, just as
dropsy did at one time. Hheumatism is not a local

disease. Arthritis, endocarditis, etc., are not rheuma-
tism. Acute articular rheum;itism is a woll-^lofinod

series of signs and symptoms produced by an unknown
etiologic factor, with a groat tendency to attack the
serous membranes, notably tho endocardium. Arthri-
tic dise;isos may be elassitied as (I) acute artioular

rheumatism ; (2) acute infectious arthritis, seen in

gonorrhea and in scarlet fever; (o) ohronio infective

arthritis, seen in ohildren ; (4) rheumatoid arthritis:

(a) the spinal arthropathies, and ((>) the arthritis of
gout. The endocarditis that presents growing pains
in the history should not be called rheumatic endocar-
ditis. The term rheumatic pleurisy is a mistake, since
the condition is not always rheumatic. Hheumatism
is not a nervous tliseaso. The lactic-acid theory is not
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tenable. Articular rheumatism is an infectious pro-

cess that may he caused by one of various micro-

organisms entering the system, often from the throat.

Dk. John II. Mussicu, of Philadelphia, said that

acute articular rheumatism is undoubtedly an infectious

])rocess. Many joint cases are of toxic origin. In

many cases skin lesions, which may be of gastro-

intestinal toxic origin, are associated with joint

lesions.

Dr. J. M. Anders, of Philadelphia, said acute

articular rheumatism is not an arthritic disease ; it is

uncjuestionably infectious. The cardiac complications

are always infectious and will be found to be due to a

toxin. Chorea and rlieumatism are not etiologically

related. The endo(;arditis of chorea is not necessarily

I'heumatic endocarditis. It is going too far to think

that all murmurs in chorea are organic ; they may be

functional. If in the course of chorea a murmur de-

velops accompanied by fever, he would say that that

murmur was organic. Rheumatism is a febrile disease.

Cases of secondary acute articular rheumatism are

rare, and if such cases do occur, the primary affection

should be carefully noted. The differentiation of

acute articular rheumatism and osteomyelitis is impor-

tant. To prevent the cardiac complications, he com-

bines the salicylic acid and the alkaline treatments.

Charles G. Stockton, of Buffalo, considered

acute articular rheumatism to be an infection. The
infectious neurotrojjhic theory of arthritis deformans

is very reasonable. There are undoubtedly inherent

conditions in certain individuals that invite the localiz-

ation of the disease process.

Dr. L. F. Bishop, of New York City, believes that

there is a disorder of the chemistry of the body, a dis-

order of the processes of nutrition, as well as an in-

fectious aspect in the development of joint diseases.

We obtain better results by classifying these diseases

according to this system: (I) Infectious arthritis, as

acute articular rheumatism; (2) arthritis due to

chemic changes, as gouty ; and (8) arthritis due to

nutritional changes, as arthritis deformans. These

three classes of changes may exist in the body coinci-

dently. Chorea has been too definitely defined ; cho-

rea major is a different disease from Sydenham's

chorea. Very few of the murmurs of the cases of

chorea that he has seen are organic. Chorea may be

complicated by infectious processes and it is these

cases with the infectious element that develop cardiac

lesions.

Dr. H. B. Favikl, of Chicago, said acute articular

rheumatism has both a toxic and an infectious side.

The confusion of classification is due to the endeavor

to group different conditions under one head.

Dr. Birnie, of Maryland, said that, in his experi-

ence, no drug had any influence on the course of

acute articular rheumatism. Rest in bed, hygiene

and nursing are the best methods for the prevention of

cardiac complications. Potassium iodide and iron are

useful.

Dr. McCaskey, of Fort Wayne, Ind., considt^red

rheumatoid arthritis to be a toxemia of unknown
origin, possibly from the gastro-intestinal tract. lie

has used potassium iodide by cataphoresis with satisfac-

tory symptomatic results. It may be more proper to

use some antiseptic solution by cataphoresis.

Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, of Philadelphia, said acute

cas(!s of rheumatoid arthritis affect the large joints,

while the chronic cases affect the small ones. In the

latter group of cases the joints may be spindle-shaped,

or they may present lateral deformity. The infectious

element is more probable in the acute than in the

chronic forms. Tlie definition advanced by Dr. Kelly

would better be that the disease is a toxic trophoneu-

rosis. The tincture of ferric chloride in arthritic cases

may be combined with salicylic-acid preparations, and
seems to prevent heart complications. Alkaline treat-

ment is also valuable.

Dr. David Reisman said that he had used exten-

sion in rheumatoid arthritis to prevent the occurrence

of deformity in the large joints. In acute articular

heumatism he uses a combination of salicylates and
alkalies

; gives a milk diet with lemonade, and has the

patient sleep between blankets.

Dr. J. J. Walsh said that if the bacillus of rheu-

matism should be found to be aerobic, after passing

through the lungs it would be more virulent, and thus

the freipiency of left-sided heart disease in the condi-

tion might be explained. He believes that in com-
plicated cases the following is the course of events,—
rheumatism first, then chorea from a lessened blood

supply to the brain, then rheumatism again.

Dr. Rochester said that the patient should be
kept in bed for from six to eight weeks in every case.

The bowels should be kept freely open by the use of

rochelle salt. Large doses of sodium salicylate, fre-

quently repeated, should be employed ; 30 grains

every three hours for three days has failed, in his

hands, to produce a deleterious influence on the heart.

Iron is of great importance in the treatment of the

accompanying anemia. He advises the use of 30

minims of the tincture of ferric chloride or l.T grains of

the pyrophosphate. He believes that no treatment by
drugs will prevent the occurrence of cardiac complica-

tions. Strychnine is of great value.

Dr. Kelly referred to the use of superheated dry

air during a long period of time as being beneficial in

cases of rheumatoid arthritis. He thinks strontium

salicylate better than sodium salicylate because it is

less likely to upset the stomach. Pure salicylic acid

is also a convenient and satisfactory form in which to

administer the remedy.

a case of malignant endocarditis with
recovery.

Dr. N. S. Davis, Jr., of Chicago, read this paper.

The patient was a locomotive fireman, age twenty-five.

The condition was at first diagnosed gastro-enteritis,

then typhoid fever, and later malignant endocarditis.

The latter diagnosis was made on account of the persist-

ent cardiac murmur, the absence of the plasmodium mala-

ri;B, the absence of the Widal reaction, the septic type

of the fever with chills and sweats. The chronic gas-

tritis may have been the ])ortal of entrance for the

infection. The diazo reaction was present. The
author cited recorded cases of recovery from the

disease.

( To be continued).

Appointments at the University of Pennsyl-
vania.— The following appointments have recently

been made : Dr J. William White, Rhea Barton Pro-

fessor of Surgery ; Drs. P^dward Martin and C. H
Frazier, clinical professors of surgery ; Dr. R. M.
Pearce, of Boston, demonstrator of pathology ; Drs.

W. F. Hendrickson and F. 11. Howard, assistant

demonstrators of pathology.
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THREE NOTABLE VOLUMES.

Mkdical teaching in America up to witliin a few

years lias occupied relatively so subordinate a place as

compared with medical practice that few men of emi-

nence are remembered because they have been prima-

rily great teachers. It is one of the best possible

signs of the times that a change in this respect is

everywhere observable. We are coming to see that

the teaching of medicine is as worthy a profession as

teaching Latin or Greek or science in any of its

special departments. The result of this changed at-

titude is that the medical teacher as an individual is

coming more and more into prominence, becaust; he is

a teacher and not because he is successful merely on

the practical side of his profession. Teaching in

medicine, as in everything else, must be an end in it-

self, and not merely a means, if the dignity of medi-

cal instruction is to be maintained and enlarged. In

certain sections of the country, at least, this fact is

being clearly recognized, with the natural result that

medical education is rapidly progressing toward that

position of respect to which it should long ago have

been elevated.

Germany, on the contrary, is a country where the

teacher in medicine, as in other branches of learning, has

for many years been accorded the greatest measure of

respect. This has led to the public recognition of his

services on the part of his students and colleagues in

the so-called "jubilees," functions of much solemnity

as well as hilarity. That this particular form of rec-

ognition could ever be transferred from German to

American soil is doubtful, and even were it possible

it is extremely questionable whether it would be de-

sirable. The spirit, however, which animates such

gatherings up to a pitch often of extreme enthusiasm,

as in the " Fest Kommers " given Ilelmholtz and

Virchow some years ago, is quite possible of repro-

duction here. If we have the men capable of calling

out the enthusiasm of their colleagues, the particular

form which that enthusiasm takes is a matter of small

consequence.

ItHtTins to us, therefore, of no lillle iiit4;r«;«t that

very ni'ftilly two iu<-n in Arntrrica Hhould ho hav; im-

l»ii--,fd ihcrnHelvtiH upon their lime and ^eri'-ration

that almost simultaneously their Htiidents and .1

atcs should have plaiiiifd to rerognizf piiblich

scrviccH to the causr of medical pro);n-.H.s. We ref«;r,

of courH«', to Pr(if. Win. II. Welch, of Baltimore, and

I'rof. Abraham .lacolji, of New York, two men who
in very dilferent ways will statid pre-eminent in the

history of Amcirican medicine. I>r. Welch tv[»ifieH

the teacher, a man whose (hivotion to th(r study of the

problems of disease, both by his own researches and

indirectly through his pupils, has done much to deepen

our conceptions of the true significance of medical

teaching. The recognition of this work has recently

ap[)eared in a m(;morial volume published by his

students, which bears on its title-page the following

words : " Contributions to the Science of Medicine,

dedicated by his pupils to William Henry Welch, on

the twenty-fifth anniversary of his Doctorate." There

is no preface or introductory note ; no doubt, a designed

omission. The volume contains thirty-eight articles,

by forty contributors. Dr. Welch's former and present

pupils, on various subjects connected mainly with

pathological anatomy, filling, with the index, 1,0G<>

pages. Many of the papers are of great scientific

value and none are trivial. The general appearance

and workmanship of the book are quite beyond criti-

cism. It is profusely illustrated, largely with heliotype

plates, and, as its frontispiece, has an admirable helio-

type of Dr. Welch. Perfect as the volume is as a speci-

men of the bookmaker's art, it goes without saying that

its chief interest lies in the fact that it represents the in-

fluence of one man on the professional life of his time,

and stands unique in America as a public recognition

of the debt which students owe to a great teacher.

Almost coincidently with the formal exercises at-

tending the presentation of this volume to Dr. Welch
in Baltimore, a similar ceremony was taking place in

New York in commemoration of the seventieth anni-

versary of the birth of Dr. Abraham Jacobi. We
have, in a previous issue, referred at length to the

complimentary dinner given Dr. Jacobi, and to the ex-

ercises of that occasion. As a more permanent me-

morial of the appreciation in which Dr. Jacobi is held

by his colleagues a " Festschrift " has been prepared,

somewhat less elaborate than the volume to Dr. Welch,

but of hardly less interest. This volume was pre-

sented to Dr. Jacobi at the dinner given in his honor.

May 7th. It contains papers from the pens of fifty

contributors both in America and Europe, men emi-

nent not only in pediatrics, but also in other depart-

ments of medical investigation. In a short preface

the outline of Dr. Jacobi's eventful pi'ofessional and

political life is given, which is epitomized in the fol-

lowing words, which we quote : " Dr. Jacobi's fame
does not rest alone upon his greatness as a teacher and

writer. He has taken an active interest in all that is

best in medicine and has, withal, been an active and

j)ublic-spirited citizen. As author, practitioner, hospi-
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tal physician and society worker, he has ever been in

the harness. In all these various departments of pro-

fessional endeavor, he has been a leader and has never

been content to be a servile follower."

"Within a few days still a third volume has come to

our hands, which, while not precisely in the same cate-

gory as those just mentioned, deserves much more

than a passing notice. It is a volume of contributions

from the William Pepper Laboratory of Clinical

Medicine, University ot Pennsylvania, in memoriam of

the late William Pepper. The volume is in admirable

taste, entirely in accord with the dignity of the object

for which it is designed, and contains a number of

papers of great scientific value.

The custom which has this year been so auspiciously

inaugurated of recognizing in such substantial and ap-

propriate ways the services of our distinguished medi-

cal men, Ave sincerely hope may continue to grow into

a fixed custom of the country. Such recognition, al-

ways bestowed with care, can have no other effect than

to elevate the dignity of the profession of medicine,

by granting such honors where they justly belong, to

those men only who have done their share in mater-

ially advancing the cause of medical education and re-

search.

ALCOHOL IN THE TROPICS.

A STATKMKNT recently made by a writer in one of our

contemporaries ^ to the eifect that the use of alcohol is

a physiological requirement in the tropics api)ears to

have attracted considerable attention in the lay press—
far more than would seem to be warranted by the cir-

cumstances. No fact has been more definitely settled

through the efforts of the white race to colonize the

tropics than that the use of alcohol, always undesir-

able, is here a source of positive danger. Medical

men of ability and long residence in hot climates are

well agreed upon this point. This fact is so well

known to the laity that much of the interest attaching

to the statement mentioned above— outside of the op-

position at once excited among the temperance ele-

ment— is undoubtedly due to the audacity of the prop-

osition to brush aside the results gained by bitter

experience during the past centuries.

The writer above referred to makes little effort to

sustain his views by the opinions of others, and it is

more than doubtful if he could find scientific support

for the attitude taken. He does, however, make the

claim that " Experience has demonstrated that in a

hot climate the moderate use of intoxicating drink is

essential to health and efficiency." To this claim we
take decided issue.

Beginning with the admirably conducted expedition

against the Ashantis in 1873, the British soldier has

rarely been allowed the ration of spirits when on

campaign in the tropics to which he is entitled on

field service in temperate climates. This deprivation

was the result of earnest representations on the part

> Philadelphia Medical Journal, April 7, 1900.

of observing oificers, both line and medical ; and the

reports of the medical officers accompanying subse-

quent expeditions have been uniformly enthusiastic in

favor of the substitution of tea for alcoholics. Their

reports are, however, expressions of opinion merely,

and it is extremely interesting to see how the position

assumed by them is fortified by figures. The British

army is stationed at points all over the world in the

temperate zone and in the tropics. The medical sta-

tistics of the British Army are presumably accurate

and the use of alcoholics by the British soldier, as

he changes from station to station, is presumably the

same. According to the article above referred to, the

amount of drunkenness, death and constant inefficiency

in the British Army due to the use of alcohol should

be greater in the temperate zone than in the tropics.

On referring to the British Army Medical Depart-

ment Report for 181)7 it is seen that quite the opposite

is the case. The figures given for alcoholism and its

results in this report are as follows :
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8orviiii,f in tlx! fropicH jukI iit homo stiitioiis iirc, not as

ycit uviiiliiblc ; hnt tlic niport of tlio Snri^<"on-(«<'n(!i-al

of tli(! United Sl:lt(^s Army for IMD'J, vvliic^h nnniioiiH

doatlis alone;, sIiowh tlial (lurin^^ tin; pciriod May, IH'JH,

to .lune, IHDl), inclusive, tlio doath-ratc from alcoliol-

ism was .11 prr thousand amoni; troops sm-vinj; in the

llnitcul States and .2'J(> for lroo|is siu'ving in Cnha,

Puerto liieo and the Islands of tin; Pacific — or more

than twice as lar^e in tlu; tropics as in temperate

regions.

If it b(! ol)j(!eted that soldiers actually drink less in

the tropics, tluui the above liirurcis for the troops of

(Jreat Britain and the United States should obviously

be increased to correspond with the deficiency in the

alcohol used ; if the soldier is said to drink more liquor

in the tropics than in a cool climate, the evil results of

such exc(!ssive drinking are shown by the above fig-

ures. In either instance the claim that the use of al-

cohol is desirable in the tropics is refuted beyond the

possibility of discussion. In the light of such figures

it is apparent that if the claim above mentioned posses-

ses any value it is merely such as might attach to the

personal opinion of a single observer.

It is furthermore to be borne in mind that under

conditions of physical discomfort such as must prevail

in the tropics, moderation in the use of alcohol is a

matter of extreme difficulty. It is easy to conceive

that a man temperate in a more northern region might

easily fall into habits of extreme intemperance in the

tropics, were he permitted to take the first step.

ADJUSTABLE SCHOOL FURNITURE.

At a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical

Improvement held April 2d, the subject for consid-

eration was, " The Proper Seating of School Chil-

dren." The subject aroused an active discussion,

and led to the appointment of a committee, consist-

ing of Drs. John G. Blake, Chairman ; Edward IM.

Hartwell, Wm. M. Couant, Myles Standish and Rob-

ert W. Lovett, to investigate and report upon the sub-

ject of adjustable school furniture. The following-

propositions were suggested by this committee and

submitted to the Boston School Board

:

(a) That it is desirable to have all the new school build-

ings provided with the most approved form of adjustable

school furniture.

{V) That such children as are now in schools supplied

with fixed furniture who are found, upon medical examina-

tion, to require adjustable furniture, shall be supplied with

such desks and seats.

(c) That when it is necessary to replace the worn-out

furniture of fixed pattern in the old schoolhouses it shall

be done by adjustable furniture.

After careful examination of the seats submitted by the

various manufacturers, which we believe comprised the

best to be obtained, and comparison of the different

varieties of seats, the Committee are unanimously of the

opinion that the Miller chair combines more completely the

d»'f(iriibl« ft'atur«-« of a (K;ienlifically roniitructed chair than

do (iny of llio otIurrH.

Willi Pf^ard to th«; (hink, th«! ('otnrnilUjt' ar»- aino unant-

moui^ly of tlie ij|iiiii()n tliat tint HoHlori Sdirjol l>KNk with

top HdjuMtiibit! for (listaiiceM and hoij^ht, ma/li; by the

(Miiindler Company, pom,h(!mhi-h advantaj^WM for rt^adintj and

wrilin^^ not <-(|ualled by any other dexic Hiibmitted to the

Committee. Your Committee feel thai the additional cost

of eighty-five cents more for Heat and deBk combined, of

the pattern mentioned above, is not worth taking into ac-

count in considering the great benefitH which the pupiln

would derive from the use of these forma of school furni-

ture. The small incrrease in the cost of the seat, fifty

(•(tnts, is made possible by Professor Miller's refusal to

[latent his chair, for which he deserves and should receive

the commendation of all school authorities as well as of the

medical profession.

The Committee earnestly hope that the school authori-

ties will give earnest, immediate and, if possible, favorable

consideration to these recommendations.

The foregoing recommendations were referred to a

sub-committee of the School Board on hygiene and

physical training, which has recently reported on the

matter. We (luote the report in part, signed by S. H.

Calderwood, Chairman :

The Committee on Hygiene and Physical Training, to

whom was referred. May 22d, a communication from Dr.

John G. Blake, chairman of a committee appointed by

the Boston Society for Medical Improvement on the subject

of adjustable school furniture, report that they have

granted a hearing upon this matter, and have very care-

fully considered the recommendations and views ex-

pressed by those present, many of whom have devoted

much time and thought to the question of providing scien-

tifically constructed furniture for the use of school children.

Your Committee believe that the time has arrived for

the general adoption in the public schools in Boston of the

most approved form of adjustable furniture, and that the

old-style furniture of fixed pattern that is now in use

should be gradually displaced as opportunity serves and

means permit. Your Committee have also considered this

matter in conjunction with the Committee on Schoolhouses

and the joint Committee have given expression to their con-

clusions by recommending the passage of an order presen-

ted at this meeting of the Board. Your Committee desire

to express their indebtedness to the Boston Society for

Medical Improvement for its interest in this important

matter and return their thanks for the valuable suggestions

and recommendations which it has submitted.

It is much to be hoped that this most recent effort

at reform may show some definite result in the near

future. The matter was vigorously agitated a number
of years ago by the medical profession without notice-

able effect ; in fact it is hard to see how physicians

can do more than they have already done in impress-

ing the importance of proper school furniture. The
accomplishment of any far-reaching reform must natu-

rally rest with the school authorities. The plan of a

gradual substitution of new chairs of improved type

as the need of them arises would certiiinly do much
toward reducing the expense of such an innovation,

and at the same time would gradually lead to the

proper seating of all school children.
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MEDICAL N0TP:S.

Meeting of Association of American Medical

CoLLECxES. — The Association of American Medical

Colleges had an interesting and profitable meeting at

Atlantic City, June -Ith and 5th, at which several ed-

ucational papers were read and vigorously discussed.

Fifty-six colleges were represented. Such amend-

ments as would exclude " Sun-down " medical colleges

were adopted to take effect in July, 1901. Dr. Albert

\\. Baker, of Cleveland, Avas elected President ; Thos.

II. Hawkins, of Denver, First Vice-President; W.
II. Earles, of Milwaukee, Second Vice-President.

Drs. Parks Ritchie, W. W. Keen and J. M. Dodson

were added to the Judicial Council. The Cooper

IVIedical College, of San Francisco, the Medical De-

{)artineiit of the University of Kansas and the Ameri-

can Medical INIissionary College, of Chicago, were

elected to membership. A committee was appointed

at the request of the Federation of State Examining

Boards to co-operate with a similar committee ap-

pointed by them to consider common interests. This

committee consisted of Drs. W. J. Holland, Dudley S.

Reynolds, Wm. E. Quine, W. J. Means and Parks

Ritchie. The papers and proceedings of the Associa-

tion are published in the Bulletin of the American

Academy of Medicine.

Dentists at the International Medical Con-

gress. — In response to numerous requests, the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the Thirteenth International

M(!dical Congress has decided that dentists who are

not doctors of medicine, but who have a State diploma

either French or foreign, may be registered as mem-

bers of the Congress in the Section on Stomatology.

Names should be sent to the officers of the Congress,

21 Rue de I'ficole de Medeciue, Paris.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, June 20, 1900, there were re-

ported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases: diphtheria 71, scar-

latina 24, measles 121, typhoid fever 24.

Boston Society of Medical Sciences.— At
the request of the President of the Massachusetts

Medical Society, a meeting of the Society of Medical

Sciences was held at the Harvard Medical School, on

Tuesday, June 12, 1900, in connection with the Mas-

sachusetts Medical Society. Papers were read as

follows: Dr. W. II. Robey, "Methods of Staining

Flagella " ; Dr. Franz Pfaff and Mr. Vejux-Tyrode,
" On the Influence of Defibrination on the Secretion

of the Kidney " ; Dr. Eugene L. Opie (Johns Hop-

kins Hospital), " Pathological Changes Affecting the

Islands of Langerhans " ; Dr. Charles Harrington,

"The Action of Drinking Water on Metals"; Mr.

Ernest L. Walker, "A New Method for Distinguish-

ing Human from other Mammalian Blood, in Medico-

legal Cases."

Long Isr.ANi) Tkaimng School ioi; Nikses.—
The second class of nurses from the training; school at

the Long Island Hospital, Boston Harbor, was gradu-

ated June 11th, with appropriate exercises. Remarks
were made by the Chairman of the Board of Trustees

and members of the visiting staff.

Death ok Two Physicians from Septicemia.—
It is reported that Dr. Elbridge K. Leonard, of

Rockville, Conn., and Dr. Melanchthon Storrs, of

Hartford, have both died of septicemia resulting from
infection at an operation on abscess of the liver.

new YORK.

Mortality Statistics.— The reports of the Bu-
reau of Vital Statistics for the month of May show a

gratifying decrease in the mortality of the city. For
tlie four weeks ending June 2d, the mortality repre-

sents an annual death-rate of 18.83, against 22.87 for

four weeks in April. This is still ,somewhat higher

than the death-rate for the corresponding four weeks
in 1899, but it is noticeable that the rate for the week
ending June 2d is lower than that for the correspond-

ing week of last year ; the figures being respectively

16.63 and 17.67. This is the first time since the be-

ginning of the present year that the death-rate has

been lower than at the same period of 1899. The
greatest reduction is in pneumonia, the weekly aver-

age of deaths from which was 215, against 359 for

four weeks in April. The weekly average of deaths

from influenza, aside from pneumonia, declined from
36.75 to 7.5 ; scarlet fever, from 16.75 to 11.5 ; mea-

sles, from 26.75 to 18.75 ; whooping cough, from 18.5

to 14.5 ; bronchitis, from 58 to 35.25, and pulmonary

tuberculosis, from 193 to 174.5. It will be seen,

however, that pneumonia is still causing considerably

more deaths than phthisis. There is but little change

in the mortality from diphtheria and from typhoid

fever, the latter being, as usual, very small. There

was one death from small-pox in April, as there was

in May.

State Hospital for Crippled and Deformed
Children.— At a meeting of the Board of Managers

of the New York State Hospital for the Care of Crip-

pled and Deformed Children, created by the last Legis-

lature, which was held at the residence of the Presi-

dent, Bishop Potter, on June 14th, the Committee on

Site reported that it had leased a house and grounds

at Tarrytown, on the Hudson, and that the changes

required for equipping the premises for hospital use

would be completed early in the autumn. The follow-

ing were elected members of the consulting medical

board: Drs. Francis Delafield, Robert F. Weir, N.

Gilman Thompson, Joseph D. Bryant, Lewis A. Stim-

son, A. Alexander Smith and Reginald H. Sayre, of

New York ; Roswell Park, of Buffalo, and L. A. Wei-

gel of Rochester.

Commencement at Columbia University.— At

the one hundred and forty-sixth annual commencement

of Columbia University, which was held on June 13th,

the degree of M.D. was conferred ui)on 167 graduates,

the largest class ever graduated from the College of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons. The degree of LL.D. was con-
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foiled on Prof. Abraham .lacol)!. Tin- Sti'v<-iiH Trifii-

iiial I'li/ti for l\w. IkjhI, essay sliovviiij; results of ori;;iiial

riisearcli was awardcid to Dr. .laincH I). Voorliees, tlio

Alumni AHsociation l*ri/(! to Dr. David Hovaird, Jr.,

and the Alonzo Clark Scliolarshij) to promote tlie (Hh-

covory of n(!vv facts in nutdicai sciencu; to Dr. Auj^tis-

tus .1. Larti<(an.

SM.\i,i,-rox IN Coi.i.MiuA CoDNTY. — All out-

break of siiiall-|)()x has occiirriid amonj; .")()() negroes

em|)loyed in hric^kyards at Stockport, ('olumbia ('oiiiity,

and on .June loth it bec^aine necessary to call out tlu;

Hudson Company of militia to aid in enforcin;; \\w.

quarantine regulations of the State Board of Health

against a number of laborers who refused to be vac-

cinated.

Nkw C'ottack Hospital kou Infants.— The
corner-stone of the new cottage hosj)ital for very ill

infants, in connection with the Seaside Hospital of St.

John's Guild at New Dorp, Staten Island, which is to

be the gift of Mrs. Frederic Lewis, was laid on June

12th. One of the addresses on the occasion was made
by Dr. Abraham Jacobi.

Death From Chloroform Anksthksia.— It is

reported from New York that a patient about to be

operated upon for appendicitis died during the admin-

istration of the anesthetic, which was chloroform.

The heart had shown no abnormality preceding the

anesthesia.

Correje^pondence*

LITHIASIS PREPUTIALIS.

Boston, Mass., June 3, 1900.

Mr. Editor: — In the Allg. Wiener medicinische Zeit-

ung, September 12, 1899, is reported a case of lithiasis

preputialis, first published in La Grece Mfdicale, No. 7,

1899.

The case is communicated by Dr. Alex. Louis, of Vel-

essa, Macedonia. I have made a translation of the article,

and wish to add a similar case observed by myself. The
case of Dr. Louis is as follows :

Lithiasis of the prepuce is extremely rare, and even in

medical works only few cases are recorded. M. G., age
forty-five years, is the father of three children. He con-

cealed his condition from motives of false modesty, until

his sufferings became so great that this was no longer pos-

sible, and forced him to seek medical aid. The condition

had lasted seven years. At first the pain was slight, but

has continually increased to the present time. After some
hesitation he allowed an examination, in which the follow-

ing condition was disclosed : The prepuce had externally

the form of a pear, and the entire penis that of a clock

pendulum. The circumference was 25 centimetres. The
organ was painful to the touch, the feeling to the finger

being that of a bag full of sand. From the preputial ori-

fice issued a constant flow of a mucopurulent fluid of

fetid amraoniacal odor. The urethral orifice was red, and
barely visible at the bottom of the preputial opening. A
sound introduced beneath the prepuce at once came in con-

tact with a large dej)osit of stones, which it was impossible

to remove on account of the phimosis. The prepuce was
incised to the extent of four centimetres, and the stones

removed and the glans and prepuce carefully cleansed.

The glans was deeply indented frpm the pressure of the

calculi. Healing wan rapid and <'om]>\clf.. The numU^r
of Ntoneii, not rr<'koiiing the nuwly di-triiiifi, wan 110, of

wliicli .'(0 r«;a<-hed the ^i/.e and diam)-t«r of a ]n:m, the

otIierH dimininliing to that of a grap<-H(»-d. It in of int4fr.

eHt to note that tin- i)ati<'ht during the whole timi; of hii

diHi-aH<; fulfil!e<i \i\h marital diitieH until very Hhortly l>«-

foru the ojicration, when the increasing pain prevented

coitus.

My own case: A. B. age twenty-two yearn, oingle, of neu-

rotic anccHtry on mother's wide, and pre.tenling certain

Htigmata of degeneration, consulted me on aci;ountof a con-

diti(jn which troubled and })U/zIed him. II*: has alwayo
led a strictly moral life. At the age of eighteen, he was
placed in an asylum on account of an onset of yb/iV; tie iloute

accompanying, or closely following, puberty. He recov-

ered after some months and has since attended to business

in a large commercial firm. After much hesitation and
with great mental perturbation he told iiie his trouble and
consented to an examination. There was extreme phi-

mosis of a greatly elongated jjrepuce. It was fpiite impos-

sible to retract the foreskin to such a degree as to expose
any part of the glans penis. The entire organ was small

in relation to the development of tiie jiatient, and its proxi-

mal portion presented nothing i)eculiar. Its distal j)ortion,

however, was greatly enlarged, elongated and pendulous,

presenting roughly the appearance of a small pear, over

which the prepuce was tiglitly extended, and at the end of

which it was so contracted as to form only a narrow j>urse-

like opening, perhaps half an inch in length. The open-

ing was directed to one side, and on urination the stream
was discharged at an angle from the jienis, soiling the

clothing of the j)atient. The swelling was very hard, un-

yielding, and pressure upon it caused much fiain. .\

greenish, puriform discharge constantly issued from the

opening, which was excoriated and painful. The discharge

was ammoniacal and very offensive in odor. No cause
could be assigned for the condition. The effect upon the

patient was most depressing and was rapidly inducing

threatening mental symptoms, similar to those for which he
had been previously under my care. Ofieration was
advised, and at once accepted by the patient. The pre-

puce was laid open upon a director, and disclosed a per-

fect collar around the base of the glans, filling the sulcus,

except at the location of the frenum, and prolonged upon
the surface of the glans toward the meatus. This calcare-

ous collar was perfect at the time of operation, but was un-

fortunately broken in removal. A suitable portion of the

stretched and redundant prepuce was removed on either

side, the flaps sutured, and treated with antiseptic lotions.

Healing was (juite uneventful and perfect.

The rarity of this condition leads me to desire that this

case should be placed on record.

Yours respectfully,

Albert N. Blodgett, M.D.

THE RECENT MEETING OF THE MASSACHU-
SETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Boston, June 14, 1900.

Mr. Editor :— The annual meeting of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society which this day marked the end of

another year in the history of this ancient and honorable
association will certainly take rank as one of the grandest
and most successful events in the history of this Society.

I think that the Society has never been so fully rei)resented

on such an occasion, and the quality of the work done has

seldom been ecpiailed. The provisions for the comfort and
convenience of the mciubers were ample, and though there

was an unexpected increase in the numVier of those pres-

ent at the bancpiet, all were amply cared for. I think the

Society has been extremely fortunate in the selection of

its Executive Committee, to whose efforts the excellent

arrangements were due, and who have labored assiduously

to ensure the successful accomplishment of their undertak-

ing, The annual dinner was an especially attractive
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feature, when more than a thousand members were assem-

bled at table, and all were served with promptness and

ease. It is easy to find fault upon an occat^ion of this kind,

and to some extent this may be justified at times, but the

arrangements for the meeting just ended were so judiciously

made, and so perfectly carried out, that the thanks of the

Society are certainly due to the committee in charge, for

their unwearied and painstaking efforts.

Yours truly,

X. Y. Z.

EXPERIENCE WITH TUBERCULIN.

Pomona, Cal., June 7, 1900.

Mr. Editor : — On June 23, 1898, I reported in your

Journal the use of Koch's new tuberculin on two con-

sumptives. The conclusion drawn from its use was that

the patients were benefited by it. About a year after its

first use I again used it on these same patients with as near

as may be the same results ; their weight, strength and

appetite were all increased. Subsequent events have,

however, shown that they were not cured by it.

Truly yours,

C. D. Nelson, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Saturday, June 9, 1900.

Cities

00
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A STUDY OK iVVKNTY- KOlIll CASKS OK TY-
rHOIl) KKVKK WITH SYMl'IOMS OK I'KKI-
I'ONKAI. INKKCnON; LAl'A KO I'O.M Y.'

SUMMAIIY.

—

SkVENTKKN Ca8K.S OK I'kUKOK ATION OK
Intkhtink ; Two Casks ok Puki-kiikoiiativk Nk-
ciiOTio AuKAs; Onk Cask ok IIim'tukkd Mkskn-
TKuic (Jlani) ; TmucK Casks Cauhk ok Symptoms
Undetkuminki), Diagnosis not Conkikmku.

GiiouriNo AND Analysis ok Casks;

Grnkral Conclusions ; Dktailp:d Repokt ok
Casks.

RKrORTUn KY OKdROK It. SHATTIICK, M.I)., J. COM.INS
WARKKN, M.l)., FARUAR COUIt, M.l).,

Committee of the Boston Society for Medical Improvement.

The whole number of cases studied by this Couiuiit-

tee is 27, all coining in the years between 181).") and
11)00; 9 cases from the Massac^husetts (Jeneral Hospi-

tal ; 1() cases from the Boston City Hospital; 1 case

from St. Elizabeth's Hospital, and 1 case from the

Boston Children's Hospital.

Ill the year 18i)5 there are 3 cases, but only one of

them will bear analysis as a case of genuine typhoid

fever ; 1 case in 1896, 4 cases in 1897, 5 cases in

1898, and 14 cases in 1899.

This is a striking illustration of the increase in the

operative tendency. The data from which this analyt-

ical report has been made are the corapUite medical,

surgical and })ost^mortem records of the several hospi-

tals, together with the summarized statements and
opinions sent in by the physicians and surgeons in at-

tendance. From this available material a concise

view of each case has been made with reference to all

the important points bearing in any way on the diag-

nosis and treatment of peritoneal infection in typhoid

fever.

The Committee would deprecate its critical com-

ments of to-day being interpreted as fault-finding with

the practice of earlier years ; neither does the Commit-
tee forget that the ideal is not always, or under all

conditions, to be realized in practice. Doubtless a

nearer approach to the ideal should be aimed at and

would now be possible than is found in most of the

cases here reported. And the Committee is still fur-

ther quite aware that the ideal itself— for example,

in regard to such a matter as the value and api)lica-

tion of the white blood count— is subject to further

changes ; the value of pain as a warning symptom also

merits further study.

Of the 27 cases A, B and C must be thrown out

of our consideration, because of no proof that they

were genuine cases of typhoid. Cases B and C were
both cases of advanced general peritonitis when first

seen, and in both of them there was no proof that ty-

phoid was the origin of the peritonitis.

Case A was brought to the City Hospital in a mori-

bund condition, and showed general peritonitis at the

operation. Cultures from the interior of the gall-

bladder showed the presence of the bacillus typhosus.

This, however, cannot be accepted as conclusive proof

that the case was one of typhoid peritonitis. Cultures

from the i)eritoueal fluid showed only the staphylococ-

cus albus. It is an accepted fact that tyi)hoid bacilli

can and do remain active in the gall-bladder for

> Report presented at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical
Improvement, April 16, 1900.

inonlhH and yearH aft^'r an ultark of lypliuid f<rv«T.

l*'or example, Miller' Iium reported a cuhi; in wliii-h

the i)acilluH ty|>ho.HUH wuh frtund in the ^ull-l>lu<ld<:r

seven years after an attack of typhoid feviT. There
is no proof, therefore, that the peritonitis in Cu^e A
might not have been of other origin than typhoid

fever, and, therefore, it cannot be in<.lude<i in our li^t

of cases for study. This .series, then, enibru<-«;H 24

(rases, which are all undeniabh- c.-ises of typhoid ; there

can be no controversy on this point.

ljght<ren cases had a po.sitive Wirlal serum reaction

in addition to tlu.' evidr-nce furnished by the cliriicul

course of \\\i\ casj; and tiie positive pathologic.ul evi-

dence furnished by the operation or post-morUim ex-

amination. In 3 cases the Widal test was not

made ; in 3 cases the Wi«lal test was negative.

Two of the cases in which it was not made occurred

in the years 189o and 1890, a period of time Im;-

forc! the use of the test.

Oi the (> ca.ses in wliich the Widal t<;st w:i8 not

made or was negative there can be no «loubt of the

diagnosis of typhoid, because of the findings at the

operation or the j)ost-mortem which fully corrobora-

t(!(l the clinical diagnosis. In 2 of the ca.ses in

which the Widal test was not made the diazo test

was positive.

All of the 24 cases had symptoms uj)on which a

diagnosis of intestinal perforation was made and for

which an operation was performed.

Three of the cases (XXII, XXIII and XXIV)
presented symptoms strongly suggestive of intra-

abdominal infection, and accordingly were operated
upon with a diagnosis of intestinal perforation, but at

the operation no j^ositive cause for the symptoms was
found. Two cases recovered from this exploratory
operation, and 1 died. These cases are of the great-

est importance from the diagnostic point of view,

and will be considered carefully when the subject of

"Symptoms and Diagnosis" is tjiken up.

Case XIX had characteristic symptoms of acute
sudden peritoneal infection, and ojjeratiou discovered

a general septic peritonitis, but did not determine the

cause ; therefore this case should not be classed with
those in which the cause of the peritonitis is certain,

although it certainly seems rational, on considering
the history and the symptoms and the fact that sev-

eral different thin places in the intestinal wall were
found at operation, to consider it a case of perfora-

tion.

In Cases II and XVI the classic severe symptoms of

perforation were simulated, but operation discovered
the cause of the symptoms to be a general septic peri-

tonitis originating in damaged and necrosed areas of

peritoneum over the bases of one or more tyj)hoid

ulcers. These cases might be called cases of progres-

sive peritoneal infection from threatened perforation.

In Case XXI the symptoms amply justified the di-

agnosis of intestinal perforation, but operation proved
that the symptoms, which were identical with the

usually accepted symptoms of perforation of the Iwwel,
were due to a general septic peritonitis arising from a
ruptured mesenteric gland.

So that out of the 24 cases of true typhoid only 17

were cases of peritoneal infection from actual perfora-

tion of the intestinal wall. Two Ci\ses were of ueii-

eral infection from threatened perforations or areas of

necrotic peritoneum ; 1 c^ase of general infection from
> Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin, May, 189S.
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a ruptured mesenteric gland ; 1 case of general infec-

tion from an unknown cause, j)resunial)ly intestinal

perforation ; 'A cases had no certain cause for the

syni|)tonis which demanded ojxn'ative interference.

Since it will he shown that in many cases no differ-

entiation hetween the usually accepted symi)tonis of

actual perforation and the symptoms of general septic

peritonitis can Ix^ made, this scries of 24 cases gives

us, for further study, 21 cases of grave peritoneal in-

fection in tyi)hoid fever and 3 cases of mistaken diag-

nosis, hut with sym])toms of peritoneal infection.

Diagnostically and from the point of view of treat-

ment all of these cases should go in under the head of

acute peritoneal infection in the course of typhoid

fever. It may he well, however, to analyze the two

groups of cases separately, dividing the perforations

from the other cases.

Of the 24 cases presenting acute abdominal symp-

toms, with or without discoverable cause, 18 were

males and G were females. Of the 18 males lo were

under thirty years ; 1 was forty-five yeai's ; 1 was
thirty-eight years ; 1 was thirty-two years ; 14 cases

were between the years of nineteen and thirty and 1

case was sixteen years. Of the females, O in nundier,

4 were between twenty and twenty-six years, 1 was

forty years and 1 was sixteen years.

The total nund)er of cases shows, therefore, that

acute abdominal infection occurs most often in young
adults between the ages of eighteen and thirty years ;

that it is most frecpient in men; that it is rare in

children. It is noteworthy that 2 of the cases pre-

senting acute abdominal symptoms without discover-

able cause occurred in young women, aged twenty

and sixteen years, respectively.

These facts in regard to age and sex are in gen-

eral accord with the investigations of Dr. K. H. Fitz

and others, although the percentage of those under

thirty years of age happens to be somewhat larger

than in Dr. Fitz's taldes.^

As to the (piestion of typhoid 2)erforation in chil-

dren under twelve years of age, we have been able to

find but 4 cases of operation for perforation in chil-

dren under that age in all the cases reported in litera-

ture.

Cushing:* Uoy, nine years old, on which case ?>

laparotomies were done ; the case recovered. Three
cases are given in Keen's '" tables of cases of operation

for typhoid perforation.

All the cases but one were white in color. This

proportion of blacks to whites would very likely be

different in other parts of the country, where the pro-

portion of the colored population to the white is

greater.

In 18 of the 24 cases the clinical nature and course

of the typhoid was mild, and in lo of these 18 mild

cases p<'rforation or general septic peritonitis was pre-

sent. The 3 cases which presented symptoms without

certain cause were mild cases.

One case, XVII, was a "walking typhoid"; G

cases, II, VI, VIII, XII, XIV and XX, were severely

sick typhoids. All of these G cases had general septic

peritonitis from actual or threatened perforation, and
all died.

These facts are in acc^ord with tlu; hitherto accepted

knowh'flge that intestinal perforation in typhoid fre-

3 TraiiRacti')n9 of tbe Association of American Physicians, vol, vi,

p. 2W.
* .lulins II<>|>l<infl H<>8]>ital Bnllutin, UOg.
' Surgical <;oini)Ucation8 and Sequels of Typhoid Fever.

quently occurs in those cases of a mild type, or, in

other words, there is no relation between the severity

of the course of the fever and the likelihood of intes-

tinal perforation.

The (liHiculty of the diagnosis of the peritoneal in-

fection in cases of the severe tj'pe will be touched
u})on later.

The sudden fulminating symptoms in the severely

sick cases will be found in the majority of instances to

be due to a general septic peritonitis, which was often

unsuspected and had slowly progressed. On the

other hand, a sudden, acute onset in the mdd type
more often meant sudden intestinal perforation with

extravasation. In certain of the severely sick cases

in this series it would seem as if a diagnosis of the

onset of the peritoneal infection was practically im-
possible.

The organic complications were very few : Three
cases had mitral regurgitation amply compensated ; 1

case in whi(;h operation discovered no cause for the

symptoms had an es))ecially feeble heart, with mitral

regurgitation, yet this case recovered from the explo-

ration ; in y cases int(!stinal hemoi-rhages are noted
;

in 2 cas(!s it occurred three weeks before the severe

symptoms of i)erforation aj)peared ; in 2 cases it oc-

curred forty-eight hours before the severe abdominal
symptoms, but there was a distinctly comfortable

period b(!tw(!en the occurrence of these hemorrhages
and the sudden onset of abdominal pain. In 3 cases

intestinal henioirhages preceded and coincided with

the beginning of peritoneal infection. Case XIX
had daily intestinal hemorrhages for three days before

sudden abdominal symptoms. Case XII had a severe

hemorrhage five days before the symptoms for which
operation was done ; but this case was so sick and
stupid as to justify the sujiposition that perforation

probably took place long before the foul and evidently

long-established general peritonitis was diagnosed.

Case VI had two severe hemorrhages just j^i'eceding

and coincident with the perforation. In 2 cases in-

testiiuil hemorrhages are noted after the operation.

In Case I a severe hemorrhage five days after the

operation was undoubtedly the cause of death.

Intestinal hemorrhage, inasmuch as it must come
through extensive ulceration of the intestinal wall,

and since this may mean proximity to the peritoneal

coat of the intestine, must be to a large extent a"

danger signal of jx^rforation. The occurrence of

intestinal hemorrhages, therefore, should properly de-

mand a close watch for the symptoms of beginning

peritoneal infection, frequent examination of the abdo-

men to detect tend(!rn(!ss or abnormal rigidity and
muscular spasm, associated with frequent leucocyte

counts. The occurrtiuce of acute abdominal pain fol-

lowing and coincident with intestinal hemorrhage
should lead to the suspicion of peritoneal infection.

TIIK WEKK IN TIIIC DISEASK IN WHICH PEUITONKAL
INFECTION TOOK PLACE.

Of the cases in which perforation and general peri-

tonitis existed the acute abdominal syni{)toms appeared

at the following times: In ') cases at the end of the

second or first of the third week ; 8 cases at the (jnd

of the third week; 1 case during the fourth week ; 4

cases during the fifth week ; 1 case during the sixth

week ; 1 case during the ninth week ; 1 case during

tin; el{!V(!nth w(!ek in a relapse.

Of the cases o})erated upon under a mistaken diag-
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liosis 1 \v;is ill tlic loiiitli week, 1 in tilc lil'lli week
hihI I ill llu' sixtli week. Ilic (iiHiiiiostic Hyiii|»l<iiii^ ol

iii|i'stiii;il |)crfor;i(i()ii in ty|»li<>iil .is tiny :irr iisiinlh

uiidt'i'slodil, naiiii-ly, siidiit'ii :il)(l<iiiiiii:il |i:iiii, t':il| ol

Icinpcnitiin', nill;i|»s(!, <;cncr;il al)il(iiiiin:il ri^idits ami
tciKltTiH's.s, with or witliDiil voniilin^, an .\ ions t'a<i<-s,

coiiiiiiii' on witiioiit waniiiiif, do not |H('scnl, tlii'insclvcs

as a coinplctc picture in any one ol" tliis serifs ol'

cases. The majority of the cases sliow records of

deliiiite wariiin<^ symptoms, or, in othi^r wonU, pri--

seiit evith'iices ol' a i;ra(liial onset ol' peritoneal in lec-

tion.

It is, in ta<'t, rational to conclude I'l-oni a slnd\ ol'

the symptoms in tlies(( cases, to<4etlier with llie liiid-

iims iit operation, that the S(^V(U'e symptoms (;one-

spondiiiii' to i\\v ordinary te.xt-book picture of intestin.al

perforation in typhoid were, in the majority of cases,

caused by tlu; ifencral sejjtic jx-ritonitis rcsnltini,^

from a |)erl'()ratioii or a threatened perforation, the

occurrence of wliicli (the perforation or local area of

infection) was indicated more or less plainly hy symp-
toms of less seyerity, which antedated tlu; severe or

so-called diagnostic .symptoms by a delinite number of

hours.

If it is one thiiiii' to operate for intestinal pi'rfora-

tion, and a decidedly dill'ereiit thing to operate for a

septic peritonitis resulting from a perforation, the

fact should be thoroughly understood that the severe

and usual diagnostic symptoms in this class of cases

meant that septic peritonitis liad already existed for

some time, and that the perforation took place at a

previous time and was evidenced by milder and more
localized symptoms. It is a fact that in the major-

ity of these cases definite [iremonitory symptoms are

recorded at a time more or less remote from tlu'

severe symptoms which first led to the diagnosis, and
for which the physician called tlu^ surgeon in con-

sultation.

Seven cases of the 21 in which operation found

cause for the .symptoms, nanu^ly, I to VII, inclusive,

presented a sudden, acute picture of grave abdominal
infection without any premonitory .symptoms. Of
these 7 cases .5 (I, III, IV, V and VII) were mild

typhoids, whose general and mental condition was
favorable to the noting of abdominal pain. Two cases

(II and VI) were very sick, stui)id and semi-con-

scious ; a class of cases in which the occurrence of con-

siderable localized abdominal pain might not be noted.

In Case II the symptoms, sudden though they were,

were due to a general peritonitis from the damaged
peritoneum over the base of one or more ulcers, and
not due to a sudden perforation. In Case VI the

sudden symptoms were caused by the presence of a

general peritonitis which had extench'd from a local-

ized abscess originating from the intestinal perforation

which at its appearance had given no symptoms, so

that of the 7 cases Avliich presented fulminating symp-
toms and which most closely conformed to tlie hith-

erto established idea of the symptoms of intestinal

perforation only 5 proved to be due to actual sudden

perforation, while 1 was not a case of perforation at

all, and in the other the perforation and progress of

the localized peritonitis with abscess formation did

not cause any symptoms.
The sudden onset in these 7 cases presents a dill'er-

ent picture in the 5 cases in which the symptoms
were proved to be due to actual perforation. In these

cases we have the symptoms of sudden severe pain

coming on without warning, more or Icnn locali/i-<| in

the right iliac region, accompanied by locali/i-d iiiihcIi;

Hp.asiii and tendenicHs, with the varying .iniount of
shock. In the 2 caseM in which tin- Hyin|)l<jni.H wer«;

due to general peritonitis, we have a picture Hiiggenl-

iiig general peritonitis, marked collapse, great diNten.

tioii, and general tenderness and rigidity. It might
be conc|ii(h-d from a study of these 7 cjweH thai in

iiiihi ty|)hoids the appearanc(;of Niidfh'ii sitvere iilMiotiii-

iial symptomH without any previous alxlomin.il pain

or tenderness may most often mean sudden intestinal

perforation with irxtravasatioii \\\U) the general p«Tito-

iieal cavity. :iiid that the symptoms may vary, the

chief .symptoms being sudden p.-iiii, tenderiie.s.H and
muscular spasm localized, attended with more or less

marked shock ; but in very sick and lethargic ciLses

the appearance of scnere aixlomiiial symptoms witli-

out warning most often means tin; jiresence of general

sceptic [)eritoiiitis originating in sf)me one of the pos-

sible sour<!es of peritonitis in typhoid, the gradual

onset of which it has been impossible to diagnose

i)ecause of the sick and stupid condition of the patient.

It has been stated that in th»^ above 7 ca.ses there

were no warning .symptoms. Hy this is m<;ant dir<;<-t

abdominal .symptoms — pain, t(!iiderness and muscular
spasm. It should be stated, for the sakt; of complete-

ness, that 3 ca.ses had one or more intestinal hemor-
rhages on the two days preceding the acute alMlominal

symptoms. One case had several hard chills without
hemorrhage during the twenty-four hours preceding

the onset of the peritoneal symptoms. The occurrence

of chills as a symptom of peritoneal infection in

tyjihoid is probably rare. It can only be a symp-
tom leading to suspicion of infection when it is un
associated with hemorrhage.

J. F. R. Gairdner*^ states that rigor as an initial

symptom of peritoneal infection in typhoid is uncom-
mon. He noted it in only 2 ca.ses out of 47 stuilied

l)y him. It is noteworthy that in 1 of his cases and
in the case of Jenner the peritonitis ushered in l)y

rigors was due to the rui)ture of a softened mesenteric

gland. In Case XXI, the only case of our series of

peritonitis from the same cause, no chill occurred. In

the absence of intestinal hemorrhage to account for

rigors it might not be irrational to suppose that it

might occasionally be present in the early stages of

peritoneal infection.

In those 3 cases in which no cause for the symptoms
was found at operation the onset of the same was
gradual. These cases will be referred to again in the

subject headed " Symptoms and Diagnosis."

We have 14 cases, namely. Cases VIII to XXI, in-

clusive, with more or less gradual onset of the

abdominal symptoms. Eleven of these are c;ises of

intestinal jjerforation and resultant general septic per-

itonitis ; 2 are cases of general peritonitis without

perforation : 1 a case of general septic peritonitis of

unknown origin, though probably due to a perforation.

One of the pi'rforative ca.ses (Case XVII) was a
*' walking typhoid," and had probably had general

peritonitis for at least thirty-six hours before entering

the Massachu.setts (Jeneral Hospital.

In all of these 14 cases distinct icarnimj symptoms
antedated etpuvlly distinct severe and diagnostic sym|v
toms. The milder symptoms, which we must con-

clude marked the beginning of the peritoneal infection,

were diiefiy various degrees of abdominal pain and

• Glasgow Aledioal Journal, 1897, vol. xlrii, p. 103.
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tendoriiess, either localized or general, complained of

by the patient. All of these 14 cases were mild types

except 4. In only 1 of the 14 cases was any com-

plaint recorded of abdominal pain nntil the complaint

nsheriiiif in the severe symj)toms, and in the single

exception to this the complaint of abdominal pain an-

tedated the actual perforation by some weeks.

In 4 cases abdominal distention throughout the

course of the fever is noted. In 9 cases there is no

record of any abdominal complaint or abnormality

until the peritoneal infection was under way. In

every one of these cases recorded complaint by the

patient ofabdominalpain was followed by i)eritoneal

infection. The severe symptoms followed these

warning symptoms at various intervals in every case,

and there can be little doubt that the severe symptoms,

when they appeared, meant that the peritoneal infec-

tion had become general and alarming.

An analysis of these premonitory symptoms shows

that in G cases the pain complained of was general

abdominal pain ; in 3 cases localized in the left iliac

region ; in 4 cases in the right iliac region ; in 1

case in the lower abdomen ; in 1 case general abdomi-

nal pain, and also pain in the rectum and bladder ; in

1 case the pain began in the epigastriuu) and later be-

came marked in the right iliac region. It is much to

be regretted that the importance of this abdominal

pain was api)arently not appreciated, as shown by the

case records.

In 3 cases comparatively complete physical examina-

tion is recorded as made at the time. In no case was

there a record of as careful an examination of the

[jatient in every detail as the importance of the symp-

toms demanded, so that our knowledge of the accom-

panying conditions of tenderness, muscular spasm,

leucocytosis, pulse and temperature is insullicient.

In 2 cases the complaint of ])ain was jireceded by

vomiting. In only 2 cases was the record of a leuco-

cyte count made, and in these cases it appears that the

blood count was only done once. As will be shown
under the head of " Leucocytosis as a Symj)tom,",an

isolated i)lood count is of little or no value. In 1 case

general abdominal tenderness and rigidity were noted,

and in 2 cases there was general tenderness. In 4

cases there is no record of any physical examination,

but a record that morphine was given. In 3 cases it

is noted that tlu; ])ulse and temperature were rising.

This warning abdominal pain preceded the severe

symptoms by hours and days ; it ai)}ieared in 1 case

sixty hours before; 1 case forty-eight hours before; 1

case twenty-four hours before (Case XVII) ; 4 cases

twelve to fifteen hours before ; 4 cases eight hours

i)efore ; 3 cases three to five hours before. It is note-

worthy that the 2 cases in which no actual perforation

but general peritonitis from other causes existed had
equally marked advanced 2)ain.

Cases XVT and XXI, where the severe symptoms
followed just as in the cases of perforation, point

j)lainly to the reasoning that the early pain in these

cases was due to local peritoneal infection, and that

the severe symptoms were due to the establishment of

a general infection.

The severe abdominal symptoms in every case de-

termined the diagnosis and the decision to oj)erate. In

general these symj)toms were those of gen(!ral septic

peritonitis, namely, general abdominal ])ain, severe

;

general tenderness and rigidity, witii distention, col-

lapse, ])oor pulse and anxious fucies.

In only 3 of the cases was there any vomiting.
The classical sudden fall of temperature is not j)res-

ent in many of the cases. The temperature fell some-
what in a f(!w cases. In 2 cases it fell to normal, and
began at once to rise ; in 1 case it fell to and remained
subnormal ; in 3 cases a slight drop of temperature is

noted ; in (! cas(;s there was no fall of tem])erature,

and in 3 (tases it is recorded as rising.

In 8 cases a leucocyte count was taken at a time

corriisponding to these severe 8ym])toms ; in 4 cases it

showed leucocytosis ; in 4 cases it showed no leucocy-

tosis. The leucocyte counts are, however, of only
relative value, as will be considered later under the

heading of " Leucocytosis as a Symptom."
In only 2 cases was a record of obliterated liver

dulness made.
The constant symptoms in every case are abdominal

pain, general tenderness and rigidity, with distention,

associated with collapse and rapid, feelde pulse.

A comparison of the severe abdominal symptoms in

the two classes of cases— the 7 cases where warning
S3'mptoms were not ])resent and the 14 cases with

warning symptoms— shows distinct differences in the

severe symptoms in those in which the sudden intesti-

nal perforation and extravasation came on without

warning. As has been stated, the severe pain, more
or less localized, witli shock and muscular spasm and
tenderness, characterized the lirst set of cases, and the

shock varied in the different cases. In 1 case the

pulse was not over 100. There was no vomiting, no
general abdominal tenderness or rigidity, and no dis

tention in any case.

Contrasted with this first set of cases, the severe

symptoms in the second set present a much graver

picture. It is noteworthy that in the 2 cases in the

first set, in which general peritonitis was the cause of

the symptoms and not intestinal perforation, the picture

corresponds to the severe picture in the second class

of cases.

It should be noted that if the signs of actual pei*-

foration with extravasation are lo(;al to a great extent,

as in the a cases of our lirst set, a careful examination

of all cases at the warning complaint of pain might in

many of them give us definite diagnostic signs, as in

Case III, for example.

A comparison of these two sets of cases— the 7

with sudden symptoms without j)erforation and the 14

cases with severe symptoms following premonitory

pain— bears out the point that in most of them no

positive diagnosis of j)erforation was made, but only a

diagnosis of the general peritonitis resulting from the

perforation.

Tin-: TniK OF OriCKATION AFTER SYMPTOMS
APPEARED.

In the 7 cases with no warning symptoms operation

was done within twelve hours in every case ; 1 case

within an hour and a half; 3 cases within four hours;

1 case within seven hours ; 1 case within eight hours

;

1 case within twelve hours.

At the operation general septic peritonitis was not

evident to the eye in Cases I, III and VII. In Case

V it is noted as just beginning and not far advanced.

In Case IV the perforation was protected by weak
adhesions, and no general infection had taken place

up to the date of o])eration. In Cases II and \'I gen-

I'l'al ])eritonitis was farther advanced and was ((vidently

the cause of the sudden symptoms, so that only 5
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oponilioiis vww hr said tu havo bren for ixirforatioii

itscli' uikI not for general iicritoniriH ; aii<l «)f iIicho .I

(•as«'s '1 cascH, iiaiiicly, ('a.scs I and IV, may lie said to

have recovered from tin; operation, alllioii^li (aHu I

(li(Ml at tluf end of live days from excessive intestinal

hemorrliaffe. Of tlu^ 11 cases vvliicli had waridn^^

symptoms 1) wen; operated n|ion u itiiin live lionrs from

the severe symptoms, or from the tinu; of positive di-

agnosis of perfoialion ; 1 cas(; within (^ij^ht honrs; I

(;ase williiii nine honrs; .'5 cases within twenty-four

honrs ;
.'{ cases, Iiowcncr, were not opcrat«'d upon for

twenty-four hours alter neneiai peritonitis was plainly

evident.

Reference to the annexed table will show that the

averaj^e time of the operation after tlw early warnin;^

symptoms was twenty-three hours.

NllMliKR ()!• IlOUItS Kl.ArsiNO liKKOltK Ol'EUATION IN THK II

OASI;s with I'RKMONM'ORV SVMfTOMS.

After lliBt piiin and wiiniiiifi syiuptoins . . .20 hours.
" " " ... 12

"... 18
"

« <( .1 .. ... 11
"

" " " " ... I.') "
" " " " ... 24 "
" " " " ... 20 "
« .. .< .. ... 12 "
«' " " " ... CO "

" " " " ... 8 "
t< .< .. .. ... 48 "
ti >. .< .< ... () '<... 12 "

Case of Bloom, XVII ?

After severe syinptoms 3} hours.
" " " 8 "

" 24 "
" " "

.{
"

" " " 3 "

9
"

5 "

3i
"

24 "
" " " 3 "
" " " 4 "
" " " 2 "

3.V
"

Case of Uloom, XVII ? "

If it is granted that the early i)ain, etc., meant per-

foration or h('i;iiiiiiiig" peritoneal infection, and the se-

vere symptoms meant general septic peritonitis, then it

must be granted that operation took place from six to

sixty hours after it was lirst indicated.

In all of these 14 cases the operation should be con-

sidered as primarily directed against the septic perito-

nitis and not the intestinal perforation. The recoveries

from the operations in this class of cases are Cases

XVI and XVII. Case IX is reported to have recov-

ered from the operation for one perforation and to

have lived eight days, until a second perforation ne-

cessitated a second 0[)eration, followed by death. It

has been seen in the analytical repcn't of this case that

such a view of it cannot be j)ermitted. It seems just

to decide that this case did well after the first oj)era-

tion, until the extensive necrotic changes in the cecum
involved the first sutured area and caused giving way
of the sutures and a second extravasation.

SITUATION OK THE PhRFOUATION AND SITUATION
OK THE DAMACKl) AREAS.

We have in this series of cases 17 cases of true in-

testinal perforation and 2 cases of threatened i)erfora-

tion, with damaged and necrosed peritoneum. In

every case the perforation or impending perforation

was in the ileum.

In 7 cases it was within one foot of the cecum : in

4 cases it is noted as close to the cecum ; in 1 case two
feet from the cecum ; in 1 case three feet from the

cecum ; in 1 case four feet from the cecum ; in T) cases

tho Hit4) Ih nut recordt!*! ; in •'{ c^MeH it lit reconliul to

have been the size of u " pin'w head "
; in 2 ca>»e(» tliM

" Hi/.e of a dime "
; in I ea.se tlie ni/.e of a " Hplii jwu "

;

ill 1 cane to have been a large, irregular hole; in 1

cane two perforations do.se together, near the (m;cuiii.

In only I ease (( ase XV') wu.h h Mecoiid perforation

found at the post-mortem.

In {'a.se X I
\' the perforated «:oil of intentiiKr wa«

found situated low down in the |)olviH, and in this ciiMi;

the initial pain coiii|ilaiiied of wa.s referred U) the ro
gion of the re<;tuin and the bladder.

The method of closure of the perforation in ivery

ca.s(! but one consisUid r>f inversion of the hole with

silk sutures. In 1 case; (Case XI) the ulcer wum n>
secte«i by a V^-shaped in<;isioii. In Case X two rows
of silk Lembert sutun-s were u.-,ed, causing extreme
inversion of the intestinal wall. This case died within

thirty-six hours, with extrein*; abdoniin.il distention

and obstinate vomiting. At the autopsy it was found

that the u.se of the two rows of sutures ha«l reduced

the lumen of tin; intestine to such an extent that it

only took the top of the little finger, and that it was
obstructed by a motlerate amount of hard fecal matter.

It seems legitimate to rai.se a (piery as to whether this

cast! died from peritoneal infection or from intestinal

obstruction, from the great inversion of tin- wall of

the gut.

In 3 cases, in ad<lition to suturing perforations or

threatened perforations, additional suspicious thin

places in the intestinal wall were inverted. This
procedure, provided the condition of the j)atient justi-

fies the expenditure of the extra time, is certainly

advisable in all operations for typhoid perforation.

It has been advocated by Sifton '' and also by Hill in

a case reported by Keen.^
In 7 cases out of the 21 the abdominal incision was

median; in 2 cases the incision is not recorded ; in 12

cases the primary incision was in the right iliac region.

In only 2 cases are counter openings for irrigation and
drains noted. The right iliac incision proved most
capable of allowing speedy access to the infecting

lesion. In 2 of the cases where the median incision

was used it is especially recorded that long overhaul-
ing of the intestines was needed before the perforation

was found. In 1 of the cases in which the median
incision was used the time of operation is recorded as

one and a half hours. Cert:iinly the site of the in-

fected areas in this series of cases points to the routine

employment of a right lateral incision.

PERITONITIS: KIND, AMOUNT, WITH THK r.A( IKRI-

OLOGICAL FINDINGS.

Unfortunately, the value of this series of cases is

much impairt (1 by the lack of bacteriological data con-

cerning the nature of the general infection. If this

series of cases furnished complete records of a careful

physical examination at the appearance of the first

symptoms in every case, and also complete bacterio-

logical evidence concerning the virulence of the peri-

tonitis resulting from the initial infection, we should
be much better etpiipped to arrive at some definite

statistical basis for establishing an approximate prog-
nosis in such cases.

Three cases, namely. Cases I, III and VII, oper-
ated on one and a half, three and eight hours after

the sudden onset of the perforation, had no visible

T Chicago Clinical Review, vol. iv, p. 3GS.
» Surgical Complications iind Seqiieb of Typhoi.l Fever.
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macroscopical signs of general peritonitis. Case I

lived nearly a week, and died from intestinal hemor-

rhage, and the autojjsy showed no general peritonitis.

Cases III and VII both died within sixty honrs, one

with the symptoms of general peritonitis and the other

without such symptoms. There were, however, no

bacteriological studies of the peritoneal infection in

these 3 cases at the time of operation. Two of the

cases may very prol)ably have died from a virulent

infection, which did not cause any visible signs.

N'incent'-' experimentally has called attention to the

fact that a streptococcus peritoneal infection in typhoid

is usually a fatal complication. Vincent's studies have

been corroborated by.Flexner and Fraenkel.^" Cush-

ing " reports a case in which operation was done

within an hour or two after perforation, and at the

operation no visible signs of general peritonitis were

present. Cultures and cover-slip ])reparations from

the fecal fluid pouring out of the perforation in the

intestinal wall showed large (piantities of streptococci,

and the case died of streptococcus peritonitis.

It is perfectly within reasonable bounds to believe

that one or more of the supposedly favorable cases in

our series may have had a streptococcus infection.

Certainly we have no evidence to the contrary.

Cases II and V show a beginning general peritoni-

tis, as evidenced by gas and serous fluid free in the

abdominal cavity, but indicated no injection of the

peritoneal coat of the intestines, liotli of these cases,

so far as the macroscojiical appearance went, seemed

favorable, yet both died. Cultures taken in Case V
showed a pure infection of the bacillus typhosus.

Case IV had no general peritonitis, as has been

stated. Case XVI was one of general peritonitis

arising from the same cause as in Case II, namely,

damaged peritoneum ; yet in Case XVI peritonitis

was much more extensive macroscopically than in

Case II, being evidenced by seroturbid fluid with

fibrin flakes and with grc^en fibrin patches on the in-

testines. Case XVI recovered ; Case II died. Al-

though Case II was a more severe typhoid, i)resuma-

bly the general peritonitis in one case was caused by a

virulent infection, and in the other by a non-virulent

;

yet no bacteriological proof is available in either case.

General septic peritonitis in typhoid arising from

threatened intestinal perforation from the necrosed

and damaged areas of [jcritoneum over the base of

ulcers must be accepted as a not very uncommon oc-

currence. J. F. R. Gairdner ^^ has reported 5 such

cases.

To sum u|) in regard to our first class of cases,

namely, 7 with sudden onset of symptoms, 3 had no

general peritonitis (ivident to the eye ; 1 case had

limiting adhesions around the perforation, with no

general jx'.ritonitis ; 2 cases had slight evidence of

general peritonitis. These are all of them the most

favorable cases for operation, for it must be said of

them that operation was actually directed against the

infecting cause and not against the resulting general

infection. The bacteriology was studied in only one

of these cases, and in this one a pure culture of the

typhoid bacillus was found.

It is a fact that the typlioid liacillus has been very

rarely found in the peritonitis of typhoid fever,

possibly because, through delayed operation, cultures

» AnnalcB de I'lnstitut Pasteur, vol. vii, p. 141.

'" .Johns Ilopkiim Hosiiital Keports, 1895, vol. i.

" l*liil;i(l(;li.liia .Medical Journal, March 3, 1900.
" Glasgow Medical .lournal, vol. xlvii, p. 97.

{

have not been taken until the typhoid bacillus was
overgrown.

It is possible, and probable, that the others of
these early and seemingly favorable cases for opera-
tion may have had a general virulent infection either

with typhoid bacilli or streptococci. It is past contro-

versy that fatal peritoneal infection can have taken

place without causing visible macroscopical signs at

op(!ration or autopsy. Of the 14 cases of gradual
onset or with early warning symptoms, in every one
visible peritonitis was found at operation, and in the

majority of cases it was evidently of comparatively
long standing.

Comparing the two sets of cases, namely, the 7

cases with sudden onset and the 14 with gradual

onset, we find that in operations done on the cases of

sudden perforation within one to eight hours after the

first symptoms there was found no general j)eritonitis,

but at most a very slight b(!giniiing i)eritonitis ; but

operation done on thos(; of gradual onset, within one
to eight hours after the severe or diagnostic symptoms,
found extensive general peritonitis— so extensive

that in several cases the operator noted tliat this

peritonitis must have existed many hours longer than

the symptoms would lead one to suppose. The con-

clusion is plain that in these cases the perforation or

the beginning peritoneal infection took place at a time

more or less remote from the severe and diagnostic

symptoms.
These 14 eases are cases of oijeration for general

peritonitis which had existed for a longer or shorter

time— in 1 case originating in a ruptured mesenteric

gland ; in another, threatened perforation ; in 1

from an unknown cause ; in 11 from intestinal perfo-

ration.

The prevailing type of peritonitis noted was the

seropurulent, with fibrin flakes in the turbid fluid and
adherent fibrin ])atclies on the intestine. Nine cases

are noted that had feces or fluid fecal matter in the

intestinal cavity or fluid with a fecal odor. All of

these cases were intestinal perforations. Two cases

of intestinal jjcrforation note a cloudy, turbid fluid

without fecal odor.

Case XXI was a case of general seropurulent

peritonitis originating in a ru[)tured mesenteric gland.

Cultures showed this to be a pure infection of bacillus

typhosus. In Case XVII punctate hemorrhages on

the intestinal Avail are noted, and brownish fluid in the

peritoneal cavity without odor.

It is greatly to be regretted that in only 4 of these 14

cases were any bacterial cultures taken, and in certain

of these the (piestion arises as to their value, because

of our incomplete knowledge as to how tliey were

taken and because of incomplete repoi'ts of the differ-

entiation of the various bactta'ia found. Flexner '^

and Cushing" dwell upon the necessity of making
cover-slip preparations as well as plate cultures at the

oj)eration from the abdominal contents in cases of

peritonitis, because of the well-known fact that the

bacillus coli communis overgrows the other organisms

in the mixed infection. Cushing says :
" IJndoubtedh'

the colon bacilli, being more in evidence, were fre-

quently held responsible for peritoneal infection due

to more virulent but culturally less active organisms."

Case XIV is recordc'd as showing an infection with

colon bacilli and " other varieties of bacteria." Case

'3 Johns Hopkins Hospital Reports, 18!>.'j, vol. i.

" Philadelphia Medical Journal, March 3, 19U0.
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XX is recorded its Iiiiviii<( tiirltid |K!ritoiieiil fluid with

liliriii Hakes, iiil'e<'tiim willi eoloii l)a<'illi. Case XXI,
resiilLiliii IVidii !i niptiireil iiieseiilerie ;;laiid, ;;ave a

pure culture of hacillus typhosus. (!iis(! XV is le-

porlcil to have heen a specially fouI-appc^ariMi^f ;,"ii-

eral perilonilis. in which tlu^ iMfection was colon

hacilli, and " niau}^ (tthers not. dilVerent,ial.ed." 'I'he

2 cases (Cases V^ and XXI) in which the periloinlis

was found to I)e «lue lo a pure infection ol' liaciilns

tvpliosus di(!d— 1 wiliiin twelve hours and 1 on tin-

fourth day.

The hndiuii, of the itacillus typliosus as tin; infiictin;;

organism in eases of peritonitis is exci^cdingly rare.

At most, hut ."> cases, includin<f tho 2 cas(;s reported

in this serii^s, have heen puhlished. It may he

suspected, ri^asoniui;- from tin; evidence furnished hy

C'ase V an<I (^ase XXI, that when it floes occur it is

prohahly virulent and fatal.

DIACNOSIS.

The diagnosis of tlu; peritoneal infei^tion within a

sullieienlly reusonahle tinu; from its l)eginning is a

(piestion of tlu; greatest importancu! to [)hysicians and
surgeons. So far, our study of tluise cases has shown
us that tli(! diagnosis in 11 cases out of 24 was ap-

parently made later than it might have been, and in

7 cases only once was it made as soon as possihie, and
that in 3 cases a mistaken diagnosis was made.

It seems fair to su|){>ose that the majority of cases

of intestinal perforation [)resent a slow intestinal in-

fection or a gradual onset, or that actual perforation

may take place without fulminating symptoms. Cusli-

iug has referred to what he calls a " preperforative

stage," or a " pre-extravasatiou stage," and has at-

tributed the early complaints of pain to a slight in-

volvement of the serosa and possibl}' to omental ad-

hesions. He understands by his " [)reperforative

stage" the " wliole period between the first involve-

ment of the serosa, with the formation of customary

adhesions at this point, until these adhesions (whic^h

may for a time constitute the floor of the ulcer after

the serosa has given way) have themselves become
broken down, and general peritonitis has taken place."

This condition of things is well illustrated in our Case

IV, which is a, typical case of pre-e.vtravasation, be-

cause of delicate prot<,'cting adhesions.

It would seem, however, from a study of our cases,

that the formation of protecting adhesions in perfora-

tion or threatened perforation of the ileum is exceed-

ingly rare. Monad and Van Verts ^^ state that in

their study^ of this condition, adhesions, however
slight, almost never occur when the perforation is

situated in the ileum, and they further state that

peritoneal infection is not always a rapid fulminat-

ing affair ; that it may occur slowly from what they

call " propagation "— that is, migration of the bac-

teria througli the necrosed and damaged intestinal

coats— and that this form of infection is no less worthy
of consideration than the rapid infection from sud-

den intestinal rupture and extravasation of intesti-

nal contents.

Intestinal ulcers certainly may haye a preperfora-

tive stage, and by this we mean a stage of local peri-

toneal infection and bacterial involvement of the

peritoneal coat— whether or not adhesions exist.

This local infection may cause general infection with-

out adhesion formation and \vithout perforation. The
Vi Revue de Chirurgie, 1897, p. 169.

pre-extnivuMutioii Mtaye jiro|MrrIy uk^uiim n \f-r'uA of

time lifter local peritoiiitiH hai t.tken place in which
there is no extrava.Mulion of intcHlinal conl4-ntM, eiilicr

because of the necrosed portirin of the int'-Htinal wull

remaining in place without drop|iihg ruit, um in ('a^-

XVI or in CaHc II of (tiir serien, or because of iwllie-

sioiis, as in Can*! IV of our series. Local infection of

the peritoneum causes |*ain of greater or 1i;m.h severity.

This |)aiii may not be appreciaU;d ami complained of

in very sick and stupid typhoids, but in mild cjiHeH

may be just as prominent a feature as the pain from
i\\v. hx-al peritoneal infection of ajtiiendicitis Ix-fore

perforation has taken place.

Our series of cases shows that this early pain wa.H

abstuit in only 7 ciises out of 21 ; •> of these 7 cases

were mild cases, in which su<Id<Mi rujjtnre of the

serosa and (extravasation took place ; 2 cases with

('(pially sudden sym[)t«)ms had a septic peritonitis al-

n^ady under way. which eases wv.nt so sick and stupifl

that it was impossible to diagnose the beginning of

the general infection.

Fourteen cases, as has ])e(!n se«!n, Inul early w.irn-

ing pain, earlier by a dehnite numlxir of hours tlian

the sev(Te symptoms, and all these cases weri; found

to be far advanced in general peritonitis at the time of

operation. These early symjttoms undoubtedly meant
beginning peritoneal infection, as is shown by the

after development, and the severe symptoms meant
general septic peritonitis then existing. Whether
these early^ sy'mptoms meant a necrosed serosa with-

out perforation, or a pin-point perforation protected

or not protected by delicate ahesions, it is positive

that general septic peritoneal infection started at a
time coincid(!nt with these early symptoms and not

coincident with these severe ones.

It must be admitted that these 14 cases had ad-

vanced general peritonitis at the time of operation ;

that they had signs and symptoms antedating the

symptoms of peritoiutis ; that the severe symptoms in

the cases of actual perforation differed in no way from
the severe symptoms in the cases of general peritonitis

from other causes of infection ; and if this statement
is true, then the diagnosis of these cases should have
been made before these severe symptoms set in, and-,

therefore, a decision as to what symptoms ai*e of im-

portance in making a sufficiently early diagnosis of

peritoneal infection in these cases is of the utmost
necessity.

From a study of these cases and also of the cases

reported by Cushing it would seem that com|)laints of

abdominal pain in any typhoid case, especially if lo-

calized, and especially in cases of mild type, should
be regarded as serious danger signals. We have al-

ready seen that in our sick and septic cases the condi-

tion of the patient may be such that moderate pain

may not be noted, and that therefore a complaint of

abdominal pain on the part of such a sick case may
mean an established general peritonitis. (See Cases
IT and VI.)

In the mild cases of typhoid complaint of alMlomi-

nal [)ain should lead to a strong suspicion of begin-

ning peritoneal infection through a preperforative

stage, or of a slow peritoneal infection through per-

foration, with or without temporary adhesions ; or of

a beginning infection from some other source than
the intestine, as in Case XXI. This plan may varv
in severity and locality. It is most frequent in the
right iliac region, and is most often associated with
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localized tenderness and spasm. To confirm the sus-

picion of beginning peritoneal infection a leucocyto-

sis, steadily rising, during a few hourly counts, at

least, sliould accompany tins pain. Vomiting is rare.

The temperature generally rises and the pulse also.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that abdomi-

nal pain, especially if localized, complained of by the

patient in the mild or moderately severe typhoids, is

not a frequent occurrence unless it means peritoneal

infection, localized or general. By pain we do not

mean the discomfort or uneasiness accompanying

meteorism or distention by gas.

We have made a study, bearing upon this point, of

70 cases of typlioid fever at the Massachusetts Gen-

eral Hospital occurring in the last two years, and have

found, according to the records, that in the majority

of cases of tlie mild and moderately severe typhoid no

genuine abdominal i)ain whatever was complained of,

even in the presence of distention, diarrhea and hem-

orrhage. Seventy cases : 20 severe typhoids and 50

mild ; 7 cases died. In only 8 cases was any abdomi-

nal pain recorded as a complaint (11.4 per cent.), and

1 of these cases died (1 case with probable certain

perforation or jieritonitis, 1 of pneumonia, and 2 cases

with suspicious symptoms of peritonitis). The other

4 cases had slight and transient abdominal pain, and

recovered. Abdominal distention of more or less ex-

tent was noted in 10 cases, without any pain. Intes-

tinal heinorrhages are noted in 8 cases, but pain ac-

coinpaniud these in only 1 case. Diarrhea is recorded

as marked in 3 cases, but in only 1 was any pain, and

in this slight.

With refeniuce to this same point the records of the

Boston City Hospital have l)een gone over for a year.

Pain is recorded as complained of in '2.2 cases out of

a total of IGO cases; of these 22 cases 5 are included

among those operated on, which leaves 17 cases with

pain, or about 10.6 per cent, of the total.

Localized muscular spasm and localized tenderness

are diagnostic signs of the utmost importance associ-

ated with pain and leucocytosis.

The question as to whether the site of the perfora-

tion or the region of the beginning peritoneal infection

materially affects the j)rognosis both of unoperated

and operated cases is one that needs discussion. The
fact that the appendix may Ik; the seat of the ty])hoid

perforation was first noted by Dr. R. H. Fitz, and the

relation of this fact to the jjrognosis in cases of typhoid

perforation was thus stated l)y him :
" The probal)iI-

ity of its occurrence (perforative api)endicitis) fur-

nishes the best solution to the prognosis of intestinal

perforation in the latter disease (tyj)hoid fever).

Most cases of recovery from symptoms of perfora-

tion of the bowel in typhoid fever are those in which

an attack of appendicitis is most closely simulated,

while the fatal cases of perforation of the bowel in

typhoi<l fever are, in the great majority of instances,

those in which other parts of the bowel than the ap-

pendix are the seat of tlie j)eri'oration."

This set of cases does not furnish any case in which

the perforation was appendicular. Fitz found this

variety of perforation in 2 per cent, of 107 cases.

In a series of cases operated upon — that is, our own
set, 24 ; Cushing's, 8, and Finney's, '6

; .35 in all —
no instance occurs. Gairdner's ^'' 47 cases included

oidy one of perforated appendix. Perforation in tlie

aj)p(ndi.\ can only have a more favorable prognosis

i< Ulatigow Medical Journal, 1897| vol. xlvii.

because of its occurrence in a fixed portion of the
bowel in a remote region where the chances of the

peritoneal infection being shut up by protecting and
life-saving adh(;sions prevail.

It is certainly misleading to state that most cases of

recovery from symptoms of perforation are those in

which an attack of app(Midicitis is closel}' simulated,

])ecause— as can be plainly seen from a study of our
list of cases— many of them had beginning symptoms
which suggested appendicitis, and yet the perforation

was in the ileum, and the; j)eritoneal infection became
general and fatal. It is im])erativ(! that we sliould

not be prevailed upon to wait operation in the hope
that the perforation may be in the appendix, consider-

ing that the chance of localizing the infection by delay

offers more hope to the j)ati('nt than sp(;edy operation,

because the attack began with right iliac pain and
tenderness and muscular spasui. The better teaching

is that perforation of the appendix may occur in

typhoid, although rarely; that when it does occur the

infection may be localiztnl, as in any cases of perforat-

ing appendicitis ; but the great majorit}' of cases of

perforation of the bowel in typhoid fever may simulate

an acute appendicitis.

A study of our whole list of 27 cases shows the

following : J21even cases had initial symptoms referred

to the right iliac region, with one or more of the symp-
toms of localized pain, tenderness and spasm. Any
one of these cases might have been susj)ected as the

appendicular variet)', and delay counselled because of

the apparent localization of the signs ; but 9 cases

were perforations of the ileum, followed in all but 1

by general infection, and 2 had no cause for symp-
toms. In only 3 cases pain and tenderness, etc., were
initial in tlu; left iliac region. One was a case of gen-

eral peritonitis from a sujipurating gland, and the

other 2 cases were very sick cases, in which the

peritonitis had become extensive and general before

any symjjtoms were noted. In 7 cases the {)ain and

tenderness with rigidity were general. In 1 case

locality of pain is not given. Therefore, we may
conchule tlnit the majority of cases of perforation have

initial symptoms referred to the right iliac region

;

that in a very small percentage of all such cases is

the perforation in the appendix; that general abdomi-

nal pain and sym])toms, or symptoms and signs re-

ferred to the left side, point to the existence of a gen-

eral peritonitis, the onset of which has been gradual

and not d(!finitely noted.

LEUCOCYTOSIS AS A DIAGNOSTIC SYMPTOII.

A careful comparativ'e white blood count at frecpient

intervals in the presence of ai)dominal pain in typhoid

may furnisji the most valuable evidence of beginning

peritoneal infection. A full and complete knowledge

of leucocytosis in typlioid p{;ritonitis has not been

reached. Thayer, in 1S92, first showed that in

typhoid fevc^r the white blood corpuscles are less than

normal, or, in other words, that a condition of hypo-

leucocytosis exists, and that the smallest number of

leucocytes is usually found at a period of time corre-

sponding to the height of the fever. Cabot, in 1897,

reiterated these facts and pointed out that a low leuco-

cyte count in typhoid meant freedom from septic com-

plications. Our study of 70 typhoid cases at the

Massachusetts (ieneral Hosj)ital is merely corrobora-

tive of the statements of Cabot and Thay(!r. The
majority of cases at entrance had a hypoleucocytosis
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of about 4,000 ; t.li(! lowest (;ouiit ill uii Ulicoiii|iIir!tt«'<l

(!!is»' was l,.S()(). Septic (loiiiplicatioiiH, as |)iiifliitiH

and otitis iiu^dia, caused a leueocytosiH. In nearly

all tli(^ cases, lio\v(!V(fr, only om; white count— the

one at entrance! — is reconh^d ; and (sveii wln^n this

early count was iii«(h — ovc^r '.),000— no other record

is availahlt!. ('(irtainly inorti lre(|nent (;ounts should

he made in the future. 'I'Ik^ fact that hiucocytosis in

t\|>li()id means inflanimatory complications in the

majority of instances, and that leiicocytosis was pres-

ent in jieritoneal infection, was noted by ("abot

(IH97) ; and Finney, in liis paper on "Typhoid Per-

foration" (lHi)7), consi(l(!red tlu^ most imporUmi
symptoms of perforatin<f typhoid n\vA'.v to be " marked
increase in tlu^ numluu' of white blood corpus(des in

association with continued abdominal pain." It does

not apfiear that a full realization of the importance of

a falliiii;' leucocyte count or the absence of leucocvto-

sis in general pen-itoneal infection is held by a major-

ity of medical men. Cabot stated that certain cases

of general peritonitis would show no leucocytosis

because of their being too sick to react against tin;

infection.

Cushing, in his two papers on this subject, seems
to have most carefully studicMl leucocytosis as a

symptom, and his work strongly suggests that a white

blood count, steadily rising from the first complaint

of abdominal pain (which is confessedly the first

warning of local or general infection), with certain

fluctuations, reaches a maximum point, and then as

steadily falls. This he aptly calls the wave of leuco-

cytosis, and raises the question as to whether a falling

count or an absence of leucocytosis (other symptoms
being present) may not be diagnostic of a well-estab-

lished general septic peritonitis. He considenid it

rational to suppose that the enormous migration of

leucocytes to enter into the seropurulent exudation

was a sufficient reason for the falling or deficient white

blood count in general peritonitis. This point is a very

important one to settle, for diagnostic reasons. Cush-

ing's conclusions from a careful study of leucocytosis

in his cases are here given :

" If this septic complication, namely, complication

causing leucocytosis, is a peritonitis which remains

localized, associated possibly with a preperforati\e

stage of ulceration or with a circumscribed, slowly

forming peritonitis after a perforation, it may be and
usually is signalized by an increase of leucocytes in

the peripheral circulation. If, however, a general

septic peritonitis follows, the leucocytosis may be

transitory and overlooked, as it disappears concomi-

tantly with the great outpouring of leucocytes into

the general peritoneal cavity.

" In order that the white blood count be of any
diagnostic value whatever in the presence of abdomi-

nal symjitoms it is essential that, for the purpost* of

comparison, previous counts have been made. Xw
individual count at such a critical time may be mis-

leading— in the first place, because a condition of

hypoleucocytosis often is a characteristic of the fever,

and a count comparatively within normal limits, of

from 8,000 to 10,000, may actually represent a double

increase in the number. Secondly, because by a sin-

gle count the transient wave of leucocytosis may en-

tirely escape notice.

" The flood-tide of this increase is a transient affair,

lasting but a few hours in some cases, and may in con-

sequence entirely escape observation, since there

ordinarily in a following rapid diminiition in niiinliHr,

(;orresp(»iidiiig to the Mpreiid of peritoneal infr-ction.

In Home iiistJinceH, wiien the procenn for ihe lime n;-

maiiis localized, and in cases in which the preperfora-

tiv(! stage exists, the leiu'oc;ytOHiH may In- of longer

duration, the condition being aiialogr>iH to that antoci-

ated with acute appeiidiiitiH (typhoid (jr otherwine^

before perforative peritonitis has occurred. Siipjuira-

tiv(! complications of typhoid, here or in other situa-

tions whtrre they remain localized processes, have
ordinarily a persisting Ieucocyt<isis, a« is well known."

These conclusions of Cushing are reinforced by
careful observations, and seem to give the best int<ir-

pretation of leucocytosis in this class of faise.s.

Whether absence of leucocytosis in the face of Bymj)-

toiiis of peritonitis m(!ans w(dl-a<lvanced general peri-

tonitis in (rvery case has not been |»roveii alHoliitelv.

Ci'rLiinly one sun; thing is that a single isolated

blood (;ount on tin; appearaiicf; of alxlominal symp-
toms may be of little or no value. In one of Cushing's

cases of perforation an hourly blood count showed
that the white corpuscles rose in two hours from
4,800 to 10,400, and in an hour and a half later

dropped to 7,000. In another of Cushing's cases of

intestinal perforation a drop of 20,000 in three hours
after the probable time of perforation is noted. The
appearance of leucocytosis in the presence of abdomi-
nal pain may, however, be misleading as a diagnostic

symptom of peritoneal infection.

As is well known, the existence of a septic focus,

an abscess, or a septic phlebitis elsewhere might fur-

nish cause for the leucocytosis coincident with abdomi-
nal symptoms. One or more cases have been reported

in which the symptoms of peritoneal infection, includ-

ing leucocytosis, led to an exploratory laparotomy,
with negative findings. Cushing has had such a case.

Case XXIII in our series is also such a one. Finney
has been led to an exploratory laparotomy in which
the symptoms suggesting intestinal perforation, includ-

ing a leucocytosis, were probably due to an iliac

thrombophlebitis. This case recovered. It has been
found by Cushing that a post-operative leucocytosis

occurs after all abdominal operations.

With these facts and theories in mind as repre-

senting the latest opinions in regard to leucocytosis

as a symptom, reference to our series of cases with a
view to find corroboration of these facts furnishes

very little of value because of the lack of comparative
counts. In almost all of the cases only one blood-

count was made.
To take our cases in detail, the leucocyte count is

only recorded in 11 cases of the 21 in which perforation

or peritonitis was found. In the first set of cases,

namely, those without warning symptoms, the leucocyte

count is recorded in 4 cases. In Case IV (the case of

perforation protected by local adhesions) a leucocytosis

of 14,300 was found at an unknown number of hours
after the onset of abdominal symptoms. No other

count is recorded. In Case V one count at the onset

of symptoms showed (5,000 ; no other count. Case VI
showed a leucocytosis of 13,200. This case was one
in which perforation and localized abscess formation
took place without any diagnostic symptoms at a time
probably remotely preceding the severe symptoms
which demanded operation. Occasioiial comparative
leucocyte counts as a matter of medical routine might
have led to the suspicion of a septic complication.

Case VII showed a white count of 8,600 at the onset
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of the symptoms ; no other count is recorded. The
other 3 cases of our first set have no record of any

leucocyte count.

Taking our second set of cases, namely the 14 in

which premonitory symptoms existed, as we have

seen, it would have been of the greatest importance

diagnosticully to have known what the white blood

count had been for several daj's before the symptoms,
and also to have known what the white blood count

at early intervals after the occurrence of abdominal

pain was ; yet in only 2 cases was there any leu-

cocyte count taken at this time, and then only one

isolated count in each case is recorded.

Case XVI had a white blood count of 6,900 two
days before he complained of abdominal pain ; at

the first complaint of pain a count of 8,000. Then no
further leucocyte count was taken for twenty-four

hours ; but when severe symptoms (which meant gen-

eral peritonitis) set in a white count equalled 17,200.

Certainly in this case frequent and comparative

blood counts might have contributed much to our

knowledge of a rising and falling count. Case XV,
seen after the warning complaint of pain, had a white

blood count of 31,000. Twenty-four hours after,

when general peritonitis had set in, the white count

had dropped to 2;},000 and 17,000. Only these

three counts are recorded.

It is much to be regretted that in this series of

cases in which 14 had premonitory symptoms, such

slight knowledge in regard to the diagnostic value of

the white l)lood count is available. In Case XIV the

blood count at the time of the first abdominal symp-
toms showed 10,000 whites, but no other count was
taken. Six cases of the 14 record no blood count at

the occurrence of either mild or severe symptoms
In T) cases the only blood count was made when severe

symptoms appeared. In Case XII, a case of exten-

sive peritonitis at operation, the white cells were
3,800. In Case XIII, also a case of extensive peri-

tonitis, the white cells were 5,400. In Case VIII, also

a case of general peritonitis, the white cells were
7,300. In Case II they were 8,000 just before op-

eration.

Here are 4 cases in which an isolated blood

count, taken when peritonitis had become general,

showed no leucocytosis. Whether a previous leuco-

cytosis had existed, and whether the absence of leuco-

cytosis in the presence of general peritonitis is a

diagnostic sign, cannot be determined because of the

absence of comparative counts in all of these cases.

Case IX had a leucocytosis of 10,000 after general

peritonitis was evident. Ten days before the count

was 14,000. No interval counts are recorded.

Case X had a white count of 14,000 with the symp-
toms of general peritonitis. At entrance to the hos-

pital, ten days before, his white count was 6,500.

No other counts are noted.

It is not possible to establish anything new and
valuable in regard to leucocytosis as a symptom from
the study of these cases, because of the lack of suffi-

cient data. The one conclusion is that the leucocyte

counts in tyjdioid cases should be sufficiently frequent

Ui be of comparative value ; that any complaint of

alxlominal pain or the appearance of abdominal symp-
toms demand fre(jU(!nt counts.

The question of diagnosis and the relative value of

alnlominal symptoms and leucocytosis as deciding for

operation is illustrated in a negative way in Cases

XXII, XXI II and XXIV. Cases XXII and XXIII
were mild or moderately severe typhoids, practically

convalescent in the fourth and sixth weeks of the
disease. Case XXII had no leucocyte count, and it

seems questionabh; whether it would be justifiable to

operate upon a case with such al)dominal symptoms
without the corroborative evidence of a leucocyte
count. It has been done;, however, in other cases (the

case reported by Ilerrington and Bovvlby"). Case
XXIII had practically the same abdominal signs and
symptoms as Case XXII, except that there is no
record of the temperature at this time, which in Case
XXII was rising from a normal curve, and Case
XXIII had also a leucocytosis of 12,000 one
hour before the operation. While this leucocytosis is

not large, the white count had risen from 9,000
twelve hours before the operation. Neither of these

2 cases seems to have been very sick or to have
had any great amount of shock. Case XXIV seems
to have been a case of typhoid septicemia, in which
no certain cause for the abdominal symptoms was
found. No leucocyte count and no bacteriological

cultures are recorded in this case. Probably he died

from typhoid fever, although the presence of a green,

necrotic fibrin patch found on a loop of the intestines

at the operation leaves room for the thought that the

abdominal symptoms and death may have been caused
by a virulent peritoneal infection.

Of the 21 cases in which the local or general peri-

toneal infection was found at operation 3 cases recov-

ered absolutely— th.at is, 14.3 per cent, recovered.

In Case IV— a case of operation in the pre-extravasa-

tion stage— it is noted by Dr. F. S. Watson that the

protecting adhesions were very slight and delicate, and
that in Dr. Watson's opinion they would not have
long resisted fecal extravasation.

The 2 other cases which completely recovered are

Cases XVI and XVII, both cases of general septic

peritonitis. Together with Abbe's** case they prove

that it is not impossible to save cases of general peri-

tonitis in typhoid fever. The bacterial infection, how-
ever, in both of these cases, as well as in the case of

Abbe's, was not determined.

Case I properly should be classed as a recovery

from an operation for intestinal perforation in ty-

phoid, for death occurred from intestinal hemorrhage
five days after the operation, and the autopsy showed
the suture tight and no general peritonitis. If this

case can be classed as a recovery, we have four recov-

eries from operation from acute peritoneal infection

in typhoid, or 19 per cent.

Case IX cannot be considered as recovering, but it

is a case of death caused by giving way of the intesti-

nal sutures put in at the first operation.

Taking our 24 cases of typhoid fever which were
operated on, 21 with abdominal infection and 3 with

no infection found at operation, we have 6 cases of

recovery from laparotomy in typhoid fever, or 25 per

cent.

Cases XXII and XXIII are noteworthy as show-

ing that the mere abdominal operation in a slight or

moderately severe typhoid is not a very fatal thing

when no peritoneal infection is present. Case XXIII
was also not a very favorable subject for any opera-

" MedicoChirurglcal Trangactions, London, vol. Ixzz, p. 127.

u Medical Record, 1895, vol. xlvii, p. 1.
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tion, IxKrimso of cardiac and roiial complicatioiiH, ynt

both tlicso cases mado iiiM'vcntt'iil roc(»v(iri(;s froin tlic

operation. In ("ase XXII an appcndecttoniy was
donti for an old crhronic. proc(!SH in tlio appendix. In

Case XXIII th(! operation was simply (sxploratory.

Two of (Jushin^f's n-ported cascis further show that an
exploratory laparotomy or a simple apfXMidectomv in

a mild or moderate typhoid is usually well home. We
liave s(HMi that the .'') erases ((Jasos I, III, IV, V and
VII)vv(M-e (^specially favorable cases for opcTation.

Three of these died, and they were all cases that (tould

have stood laparotomy just as widl as C/ase XXII or

Cas(!XXIlI had it not IxM-n for tluiperitomial infection,

the nature of which was undtitermiufMl in 2 (!as(!s and

found to 1)(! the l)acillus typhosus in 1. These .'5 ftital

favorabh; cas(\s point to the facrt that a fatal peritonitis

may set in within from one to two hours after |)erfora-

tion. Of these 3 cases C'ase III died on the third day,

Case V on the fourth day and Case VII on the second

day.

Of the 14 cases in our second set, in all of which

operation found more or less extensive [)eritonitis, and
in regard to which it may be said that the operation

was directed against the peritonitis primarily, 12

died ; 1 lived eight days and died from secondary ex-

travasation. All the others died within fifty hours

after the operation ; 2 within six hours, 7 within thirty-

six hours, and 1 on the operating-table.

If we grant, for the sake of argument, that the sick

typhoids, 6 in number, might have died from their

typhoidal condition complicated by an abdominal op-

eration, even if peritonitis had not been present, we
still have 8 mild cases in which the cause of death was

probably a peritoneal infection, and not the operation

itself.

Calculating statistics of the operative treatment of

general peritonitis from any cause is foolish business.

The chances for success in such treatment depend on

so many factors : the amount and virulence of the

infection, the condition and resisting powers of the

patient, the differing operative technique of different

men, the time of operation, the kind and amount of

anesthetic used, etc. In trying to find out why some
of these cases lived and some died it would be well to

take only the 15 mild cases, throwing out for the time

being the (5 severely sick typhoids as doubtful cases for

standing the shock of the abdominal operation, leav-

ing ourselves 15 mild typhoids for consideration. Of
these, 5 had perforation without any warning symp-

toms, and were operated upon very speedily thereafter ;

2 recovered, 1 because the operation was done in

the pre-extravasation stage— a rare event; 3 died

from peritoneal infection from the intestinal extrava-

sation, although no macroscopical signs — or, at most,

slight signs — of general peritonitis were present at

the operation. Ten of these mild cases had general

septic peritonitis at the time of operation ; 2 recovered.

When we consider the reasons for the recovery of

2 of these cases and the death of 8 we are brought

face to face again with insutflcient recorded data. The
time of operation is recorded in only 3 of the fatal

cases : 1 case, thirty minutes ; 1 case, thirty-five min-

utes ; 1 case, one and a half hours.

The time of operation in the cases that recovered is

not noted. The kind of bacterial infection in the

cases that recovered is unknown. In 1 case that died

it was an infection of bacillus typhosus ; in 1 case infec-

tion of the colon bacillus aud other doubtful bacteria.

Kther wa.-> the anesLlMrtic in r-very naM; ; bat the
amount given, and the time the patient wa«t kept
tinder it, and the tdfect on the puine are in no cane x*y

cord I'd.

Cushing has enthusiastically endorsed the iih«j of
cocaine an(;stlH;sia in «;xplorat<jry laparotomien in

acute abdominal infection in typhoid. He, huH not,

however, proved in his artitde that the majority of hin

cases wen; any better otf than the cases operatexl ufKjn

under eth(!r. It is not the f«^eling of this ('ornmitte«

that op(;ration undt^r cocaine anesthesia is advisable in

cases of mild typhoid whosf; general condition of mind
and body is fairly good, bf^caiise rationally the shock
to th<! mental and physical organism from an alxlomi-

nal operation, with all its attendant maiiipidation, to a
conscious patient nmst be greater than tin; judicious

administration of (!th<M-. In certain cases of advancwl
[)eritonitis in which the patient is sick or nearly mori-
bund, stupid and unint«!lligent, the use of local anes-
thesia may be advantageous.

Irrigation of the peritoneal cavity with hotsalt solution

or hot sterile water was practised in every case of gen-
eral peritonitis but 1, namely, Case XVI. In this

case careful wiping out of the cavity with gauze was
done. Drainage with gauze or with tube and ^auze
was used in every case but 2, both of which died.

It does not api)ear from available data that these

variations in technicjue affected the result. The sur-

gical opinion is practically unanimous the world over,

that the operation for septic peritonitis must include
free incisions, careful cleaning of the abdominal cavity

by wiping, irrigation and free drainage.

It is impossible to work out by percentages the
chances of recovery in cases of intestinal perforation
and peritoneal infection in typhoid fever. It is a
question of peritoneal infection (kind, amount and
virulence), together with the condition and resisting

powers of the patient, who has already contended
with another disease. It is not the mere fact of op-
erating in these cases that kills them, and it cannot be
said that the typhoidal condition forbids an ojieration.

It has been shown that a majority of the cases of per-

foration and infection are mild typhoids, and it has also

been shown that abdominal operation in the absence of

infection is not necessarily fatal, but, on the contrary,
is well borne. The peritoneal infection is the thing
that kills in the majority of eases.

A peritonitis from a perforation of the intestine in

typhoid may be caused by virulent or non-virulent
organisms just as in any other perforation of the

bowel. ]\Iost of the typhoid perforations oi>erated

upon in this series of cases and all cases hitherto pub-
lished have had a general peritonitis that would kill a
majority of the men who had contracted it from other
causes than typhoid, namely, perforated appendix or
wounds. General peritonitis of the intestinal variety
in a strong man, without typhoid fever, is a very fauil

affair, and the chances of a recovery from operation in

any case cannot be established by statistics except in

a general way.

COXCLL'SIONS.

This series, unfortunately, leaves much to be desired
in the way of accurate and carefully reported study of
many of the cases in the light of the most recent ex-
perience ; but from the foregoing analysis of the
material we can definitely conclude that

:

(1) In many very sick typhoids perforation or
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peritoneal infection cannot be diagnosed until the re-

sults are already widespread and of fatal extent

The chances of a' fatal issue from an abdominal opera-

tion in sucli cases are overwhelming.

(2) In mild typhoids of fair general condition an

abdominal operation is readily borne, provided no

peritoneal infection is present.

(3) A small number of mild typhoids may have

sudden perforation with free extravasation. In these

the symptoms are fulminant, but localized to a great

extent, and in these

(4) Operation must be done at once, for general in-

fection may become past relief in from one to five

hours, and walling off of the perforation by protecting

adhesions is so rare as not to be counted upon.

(5) In the majority of mild cases, beginning infec-

tion (whether from perforation or not) is marked by

comparatively slight symptoms — local pain, tender-

ness, spasm and leucocytosis. The severe following

symptoms mean general peritonitis.
*

(6) These warning symptoms demand serious con-

sideration and study, but in many cases are either not

rightly understood or not acted upon.

(7) Complaint of abdominal pain in a case of

typhoid should always lead to a suspicion of beginning

peritoneal infection.

(8) Frequent leucocyte counts are needed in every

case of typhoid. In the presence of abdominal pain

an hourly count is necessary.

(9) Pain associated with local tenderness and

muscular spasm and a rising white blood count points

in most cases to an operation ; in all cases to a surgi-

cal consultation.

(10) In not a few of this series of cases operation

was imperative a varying number of hours before it

was done.

If it can be appreciated that the severe symptoms

more often mean general peritonitis, it must be under-

stood that the milder and earlier symptoms are the im-

portant ones.

REPORT OF CASES.

Case I. Seeley, male, age thirty-two years, white.

Drs. Bowditch and Thorndike, Boston City Hospital, Sep-

tember, 1899. Sudden perforation. Operation within

three hours from first symptoms. No general peritonitis.

Death five days after from intestinal hemorrhage. Un-

eventful until the sudden abdominal symptoms. Mild

course. VVidal positive. Diazo (?). No complications. No
abdominal complaints. Not a sick man. End of sixth

week, forty-second day, operation. Ether. Time not

known. Incision, right iliac. Irrigation. Gauze drain-

age. Sudden intense abdominal pain, not localized.

Rlarked shock. Pulse 150. Temperature 102.6°. No
leucocyte count recorded. No fall of temperature. No
vomiting. Operation three hours after. No general peri-

tonitis. Intestinal contents in abdominal cavity; fluid

fecal matter. Perforation in ileum, two feet from cecum.

Closed with silk. No cultures. Excellent result for five

days. Operation for the perforation successful. Five

days after, excessive intestinal hemorrhage causing death.

The autopsy showed that the operation was a success.

No general peritonitis. The suture was intact and pro-

tected by adherent intestines with slight local peritonitis,

from which the colon hacillus and staphylococcus albus

were grown. Cultures from rest of abdominal cavity nega-

tive.

Case II. Bowler, male, age twenty-five years, negro.

Drs. G. B. Shattuck and F. B. Lund. Boston City Hospi-

tal, October, 1899. A case of general septic peritonitis

from necrosed patches of jjcritoneum, without perforation.

Symptoms of per/oration, however. Moribund at opera-

tion. Death. Severe course. Widal positive. Diazo (?).

Abdominal pain constant. Fourth week, twenty-second
day. Operation. Ether. Time (?). Incision, right iliac.

Irrigation and drainage. Very sick case. Temperature
high. Delirious. Abdominal pain and tympanites at fre-

quent intervals. Two intestinal hemorrhages before oper-

ation (two days before). Sudden chill, shock, collapse,

rising temperature and pulse. Distention. No vomiting.

Operated on seven hours after, when in moribund condi-

tion. No leucocyte count. No perforation. Two ne-

crosed patches in wall of ileum over ulcers. General
peritonitis. No cultures made. Gas and serous fluid es-

caped. Intestines clean and not injected. Several necro-

tic areas. Necrosed places, inverted with silk. Death in

eighteen hours. Cause, peritoneal infection and typhoidal

state. Compare this case to Case XVI. This case had
sudden severe symptoms from peritonitis without perfora-

tion. An unfavorable case from all points of view. Peri-

toneal infection from necrosed patches, probably virulent,

whereas in Scappacci's case infection from necrosed

patches probably non-purulent, with the abdominal pain

and distention marked. Specially associated with hemor-
rhages. Careful white blood count at frequent intervals

might have been suggestive.

Case III. McCann, male, age thirty years, white. Dr.

F. C. Shattuck and Dr. Warren. Massachusetts General

Hospital, January, 1899. Sudden perforation without

warning. Operation within two hours. Death in three

days. Mild course. Widal positive. Diazo positive.

Bronchitis. No abdominal complaints. Fifth week, thir-

tieth day, incision, right ihac. Irrigation. Drainage,

gauze. Ether. Time of operation (?). Mild fever com-

plicated by hemorrhagic bronchitis. Intestinal hemor-
rhage two days before perforation. No warning. Patient

comfortable, when sudden sharp pain in right iliac region

with great tenderness and muscular spasm. No white

count at this time. White count two days before 3,800.

White count at entrance, ten days earlier, 10,000. No
vomiting. Temperature subnormal, but began soon to

rise. Pulse below 100. Operation one and a half hours

after. Perforation in ileum, site not mentioned. No gen-

eral peritonitis. Some free fluid. No bacteriology. Death
on third day, in sixty hours, with symptoms of general

peritonitis. No autopsy.

Case IV. Scott, male, age twenty-eight years, white.

Drs. Withington and Watson. August and September,

1895. Perforation. Localized peritonitis. Operation in

pre-extravasation stage. Recovery. Mild course. No
Widal test made. Diazo positive. Rose spots. Eleventh

week in a relapse. Operation. Ether. Time (?). In-

cision right iliac over induration. No irrigation. No
drainage. Long course, one or two relapses. No special

complications. Twenty-three days before perforation, two

or three hemorrhages. No abdominal pain recorded, but

some tympanites. Without warning suddeji severe pain in

right iliac region at 2 A. M. Temperature did not fall,

but rose. Pain steadily worse. Pulse rapid and weak.

Some cyanosis and prostration. Muscle spasm on right

side of abdomen. Dulness and indurated feeling to right

of umbilicus, " size of hand." No distention. No vomit-

ing. " The symptoms of local pain and rigidity increased

while patient's general condition improved." Leucocytosis

14,350. Operation twelve hours after first pain. A loop

of ileum adherent to parietal peritoneum around a per-

foration size of a dime ; well-defined area of local peri-

tonitis. Limiting adhesions delicate. " Every probability

that these adhesions would not have resisted fecal extra-

vasation long and that a general peritonitis would have

resulted if case was left to itself." (Watson.) Perforation

closed. Recovery uneventful. No cultures.

Case V. Dolan, female, age twenty-five years, white.

Drs. George B. Shattuck and Lund. Boston City Hospi-

tal, November, 1H99. Perforation. Beginning general

infection with typhoid bacillus. No definite warning

symptoms. Death. Mild course. Widal positive. No
complications. No abdominal complaints. In second

week, twelfth day. Operation. Ether. Time, thirty min-
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iitoH. IiuMHion, iiuMlian. Irri<jiition. I)rainii(r(*. Un«'V('nt-

fiil tilt tw(;iily-t4ix liuiirs bc-furu oiicralioii, llii-ii liiinl cliill

(mo olluir rtrcord ill. tliis liiiur). N«'xt, a. m. (twclvu Imxu-h

aftirr) Hcveiul cIi'iIIh. Twenty-lwo liours iiflor fipMl cliill

atiil four liotirs hcForu upcrulioii alxloiiiiiiiil [liiin aliovi^

jjuhcs. 'r»'n(l('rii('ss anil HpaHin (more on ri^lil). 'Icin-

peraliirt'. fell to 9H", hut roHu at once. No diHttiiition.

I'lilsc 120. No vomiting. Nausea. Leufocryte coiuit, it!-

croi'ded as taken wIkmi jiain coiiiplaiiicd of, (),000. No otiier

(!()imt. Perforation ei^lit inches from cecum in ileum,

(jas and turliid fluid in <;enei'al abdominal cavity, (ien-

eral peritonitis not far advanceil. Infeirtion, pure; tyjihoid

bacillus. I'ci'foration dosed with silk, also two thin places

enfolded. Death on fourth day, with symptoms of j^eneral

peritonitis. Perforated coil of intestine was lyin<; low

down in pelvis. (Note locality of pain above pubes.)

Perforation probably when pain was first noted. Opera-
tion reasonably soon. Typhoid infection, probably a viru-

lent one. The general peritonitis was not far advanced
at operation, yet was undeniably a general infection.

Cask VI. Devlin, male, age twenty-four years, white.

Drs. K. II. Williams and iMunro. Hoston City Hospital,

November, 1891). Perforation anil local abscess forma-
tion, with no diagnostic symptoms, followed by general

peritonitis with severe symptoms. Death. Severe course.

Widal negative. Rose spots. Large spleen. No comi)li-

cations. In fourth week, twenty-sixth day, operation.

Ether. Time (V). Incision, right iliac. Irrigation. Drain-

age. Case stupid and sick. Fever high. No abdominal
complaints till special ones. Two severe intestinal hemor-
rhages on day before in a. m. and p. M., accomparned by
hard chill and collapse. Very near death at this time.

Unconscious twenty-four hours after this. Abdominal
pain. Tenderness, mainly right iliac. Distention. Rig-

idity. No vomiting. Leucocytes i;^,200. Temperature (Vj.

Operation twenty-eight hours after hemorrhage. Oj)era-

tion four hours after pain, etc. General peritonitis with

cloudy fluid
; i)us and feces in left pelvis free. In right

iliac region an abscess cavity walled off by fairly strong

adhesions, filled with pus, blood and feces ; large ragged
hole in ileum near cecum. No cultures recorded. I'er-

foratiou closed. Death in forty-eight hours from general

peritonitis. No autopsy. This case was one of perfora-

tion and forming of a walledofl' abscess with no symptoms
complained of by a very stupid, sick man. Time of e.\.ten-

sion to a general peritoneal infection doubtful. No cidt-

ures from general peritoneal fluid, as well as from local

abscess, were taken.

Cask VII. Marchiono, male, age thirty years, white.

Drs. Henry Jackson and Munro. Boston City Hospi-

tal, July, 1898. Perforation. Sudden onset. Peritoneal

infection not known. Quick operation. Death. INIild

case. Widal i)ositive. Diazo (?). No complications. No
abdominal couiplainJs. In third week, twentieth day,

operation. Ether. Timt5, one-half hour. Incision, right

iliac. Irrigation. Drainage. Ten a. m. jjain complained
of in abdomen, with no sjjecial tenderness, nothing local-

ized. No spasm. Leucocyte count then .s,()40, not taken

again (?) ; 1.30 \\ m. severe i)ain and chill, collapse. Ab-
donieu everywhere tender ami rigid, but especially on right

side. Fall of temperature recorded to 98°, rising soon to

105°. No vomiting. Operation eight hours after first

pain, five hours after collajise. One jjerforation in ileum

ten inches from cecum. No free fluid. " No e.xtensive

signs of peritonitis." Perforation close<l. No cultures re-

corded. Death in forty-eight hours without symptoms of

peritonitis. Partial auto[)sy through wound. Slight mi-

eroscojjic signs of general j)eritonitis, but no bacteriology.

Cause of death (?). infection not known. In thi^ case

quick operation after first symptoms. Beginning perito-

nitis.

Case VI II. Schick, male, age sixteen years, white.

Dr. (Jannett and Dr. IMixler. Massachusetts (Jeneral

Hospital, August, 1897. Case of perforation. Symptcms
of peritonitis. Perforation probably took place some
hours before first symptoms. Death. Severe course.

Widal positive. Diazo positive. End of third week, tweu-

ty-fimt day, oneratlon. Kther. Timw (f). IncUion, me-
dian. Irrigation. Drainage, ^au/.e. Albumin, a Irnce io

urimi. Mitral reguruilatirjii. ('(iiiqienNUtt-d. White count

on entriince 1,000. High temperature and great abdominal
distention all the time in the lionpital, but no pain till

August 20lii (tiie d.iy befon; Hevtire Hyinjilonm) — ihat i»i,

twenty lioiirH bidore operation Hliarp pain in the left iliwj

region. N«j wliite i;ount. Temperature falling gradually

to 99.4° the f<j|lowing evening. No record of (done watch

of cast;. Next A. M. severe Hym[)tomii. Very great |iain.

(ireat dlHtention, " board like abdomen, most tendernenH

left iliac," had [)idse, anxious facies, no vomiting. White
count 7,300. Perforation eight inches from cecum in ileum.

\'irul»Mit general jn-ritonitis, [)uh ami feces. Intestines

coverefl with fibrin. No cultures. " PeritonitiH of longer

standing than twenty hours." Death in fifty Ikjui'm. Peri-

tonitis, spreailing frcjin a local area of infection or from i)er-

foration whicdi took place without being noted. Small

leucocyte count, jmssibly due to extensive purulent peri-

tonitis. No comparative counts excejit one at entrance.

Cask IX. Hanahan, male, age twenty-seven years,

white. Drs. Fitz and Beach. Alassachusetts General

Hospital, November, 1897. Perforation. General peritfj-

nitis. Operation. " Second perforation " or giving way
of sutured area eight days after second operation. Death.

Mild course. W^idal positive. Diazo {)0sitive. First of

third week, operation. Ether. Time, thirty minutes. In-

cision, median. Irrigation. No drainage. Slight bron-

chitis. Trace of albumin and hyaline and granular casts

in the urine. Nothing pointing to the abdomen save a

little distention. No intestinal hemorrhages till after

the first o[)eration. December 6th, distention and tender-

ness to the right of the umbilicus. Temperature rising,

[)ulse steady, no white count then. Leucocytosis at en-

trance, November •27th, 14,100; November 29tb, 14,200;
December 8th, 16,000. December 7th, tenderness increas-

ing and temper.iture rising. No white count. December
8tli, gradually falling lem[)erature and great increase in

tenderness and distention of abilomen. Livir didnt-ss

obliterated. White count 16,000. (ieneral tendernt-ss,

pulse 130, temperature 104°. No vomiting. Nocom[)laint
of pain. Operation next day (December 9th), about sixty-

hours after first warnings and after twenty-four iiours after

symptoms of general peritonitis. The infection was a

slowly spreading one ; the severe symjitoms on December
8tli were j)robably due to the general peritonitis. The
condition on December 6th and 7th strongly suggests a pre-

extravasation stage, but comparative blood counts are not

recorded. Operation would certainly would have been
justified by these symptoms of peritonitis fully fifteen hours
i)efore it was actually performed. Perforation one-eighth

inch in diameter, one inch from cecum in ileum (Beach).
Closed. Foul gas and fecal fluid in belly. Yellow fibrin

on intestines. No bacteriology. Did well after operation

save for the continuation of typhoid temperature, averaging
102°, and three or four moderate intestinal hemorrhages.
Some distention. Eight days after first operation pain all

over belly, followed in three hours by collapse. Second o\>-

eration found large necrotic area and ragged hole in the

cecum which was, for a great space around ulcer, soft and
gangrenous— "shows patches of necrosis." Peritoneal

cavity contained much dark fluid, feces and blood. Died
(w^ hours after. Autopsy : Much foul fluid in the perito-

neal cavity. Many ulcers in last three feet of ileum and
in ascen(iing colon. In cecum large necrotic areas,

two small i)erforations, and two ragged large openings. In
ileum no ulcer through to jieritoneal coat, and no sutures

found. Although this case has been considered a case of

second perforation after recovery from the first perfora-

tion, the facts do not permit this view of it. Tlie first per-

foration was said to be one inch from the cecum ; the

second operation and the autopsy found great necrotic

softening and ragged holes in the cecum, ami the autopsy
found no ulcers in tlie ileum which were through to the

peritoneal coat, and no trace of the silk sutures. The lo-

calities are practically coincident. It seems just to add
that the case did well after the first operation until the
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extensive necrotic changes in the cecum involving the

sutured area caused giving way of sutures and second ex-

travasation. Certainly eight days is too short a time in

which a sutured ulcer could heal and vanish, and the silk

sutures would not have disajjpeared.

Cask X. Iloyt, male, age nineteen years, white. Drs.

F. C. Shattuck and C. B. Porter. Massachusetts General

Hospital. October, 1896. Perforation. General perito-

nitis. No full study of early and warning symptoms re-

corded. Death. Mild course. No Widal test made.

Diazo. No complications. No abdominal complaints.

Thirteenth day, last of second week, operation. Ether.

Time (?). Inci.sion, median. No irrigation. Wiping.

Gauze drains. No hemorrhages. Uneventful till October

2()th. Pain in abdomen growing steadily worse. No col-

lapse, no fall iu temperature then. Pain steadily increas-

ing. Legs drawn up. No records of any examination for

spasm, etc., but records of morphine given. No white

count. Eight hours after pain first noted symptoms of

general peritonitis. Pulse l\2, sweating, temperature

down somewhat, pinched face, belly rigid, tenderness gen-

eral. Liver dulness not obscured. No vomiting. White
count 14,700. Operation eleven hours after first symptoms.

Perforation in ileum " near cecum."* This is called in

record " a sloughing area from which gas was escaping, but

no fecal matter." General peritonitis, seroturbid fluid of

fecal odor. No bacteriology. Perforation infolded with

two rows of sutures. Death in thirty-six hours after great

distention with obstinate vomiting. The autopsy raises a

speculation as to the cause of death — whether due to ob-

struction from too much infolding of intestines by the two
rows of sutures. The lumen of intestine at the point of

suture admitted the little finger-tip, but was obstructed by
a hard, impacted mass of feces. Whites at entrance

C500. Eight hours after first pain 14,700.

Cask XI. Presnahan, female, age forty years, white.

Dr. C. A. Porter and Dr. Thompson. St. Elizabeth's Hos-

pital, August, 1899. Perforation. Definite early symp-
toms, which were not considered important. Operation
six hours after .severe symptoms. Death. Mild type and
course. No Widal test made. No diazo. Rose spots,

etc. No complications. No abdominal complaints. In

third week, oi)eration. Ether. Thirty-five minutes. In-

cision, right. No second incision. Irrigation. Drained
with gauze. Uneventful case. No intestinal hemorrhages.
Twenty hours before operation, pain in abdomen with

some tenderness. No white count. No examination
through the day. Six and one-half hours before operation

pain severe, pulse 135. Three and one-half hours before

operation — that is, sixteen and one-half hours after first

complaint of pain — symptoms of collaj)se (general perito-

nitis). Temperature 106°. INIuscle spasm and tenderness

in right iliac region. No vomiting. Leucocytes 8,000.

One i)erforation six inches from cecum in ileum. V-shaped
resection, silk sutures, one thin place invtrted. General
jjcritonitis. Free fluid of fecal odor. Injected intestines,

with fibrin flakes. No cultures taken. Infection unknown.
Death thirty-seven hours after. Partial autOf)sy through
wound. Existence of other perforations unknown. Cause
of death, peritoneal infection. Beginning infection prob-

ably when first pain, twenty hours before operation. No
imj)ortance attached to early synij)toms. Severe symptoms
due to general peritoneal infection.

Cask XII. McDonald, femali', age twenty-six years,

white. Drs. Buckingham and Munro. Boston City Hos-
l)ital, September, 1899. Case of perforation with excessive
general peritonitis. Perforation and j)eritonitis much
earlier than <ilagnosed. No symptoms save of general
j)eritonitis. Death. Severe course. ^V'idal positive.

Diazo (?). No complications. No abdominal comjjlaint.

First of fifth week, thirtieth day, operation. Ether. Time
of operation {''.). Incision (V). Entered tlie Boston City
Hospital in the fourth week. Two intestinal hemorrhages
five days before '• |)erforation." After these very sick,

stupid. Pulse and tcnifwrature high. Some abdominal
distention. No abdominal pain until the morning of

September 18th, then pain and tenderness, requiring mor-

phine. Four hours after this great distention, general ten-

derness, chill, collapse, poor pulse, temperature fell to

normal, but began at once to rise. No vomiting. Leuco-
cytes 3,800 (note, general peritonitis with excess of fluid).

No other count recorded, and no time of this given.

Operation six hours after pain, two after collapse. Case
" moribund " at operation. Perforation site not recorded.
" Excessive general peritonitis, evidently of long standing;

appearance of intestines and abdominal cavity showed
general peritonitis of much longer standing than six hours "

(Munro). No bacteriology. Death on operating table.

No post-mortem. This case was " stupid " and sick, and
illustrates that perforation and general peritonitis may be
gradual, and in a sick and stupid patient unnoticed until

extreme septic infection.

Cask XIII. Starnar, male, age twenty-five years, white.

Drs. Gannett and C. B. Porter. Massachusetts General
Hospital, October, 1899. Perforation gradual. General
peritonitis of long duration. No very definite diagnostic

symptoms. Death in two hours. Mild case. Widal pos-

itive. Diazo positive. No complications. First of fourth

week or end of third, operation. Ether. Time, one
and one-half hours. Incision, median. Irrigation. No
drainage. In the hospital ten days before operation. Ab-
domen distended most of the time, but no pain. Patient

dull and stupid. Temperature high, pulse good. Four
A. M. intense pain, abdominal distention. No examination.

Eight A. M., September 13th, sudden vomiting. No pain

complained of, but abdomen much distended and knees
drawn up, face anxious, general rigidity, abdominal and
general tenderness. No fall of temperature recorded.

White count, 8.30 A. M., .'i,40(> ; 10 a.m., 4,400; 2 i'. M.,

6,300. Operation twelve hours after first pain. General
l)eritonitis, cloudy fluid, gas in large amounts. Intestines

much injected, distended, covered with fibrin. Perforation

just above ileocecal valve in ileum, "pin-head," closed.

No culture. " Condition on leaving table very bad."

Death in two hours. No autojisy.

Case XIV. McKenna, male, age thirty-ei!4ht years,

white. Drs. (ieorge B. Shattuck and F. B. Lund. Bos-

ton City Hospital, December, 1898. Perforation. General
peritonitis. Definite warning symptoms. Death. Severe

course. Widal positive. Diazo (?). No complications.

No abdominal complaints. End of third week, twenty-first

day. Ether. Time (?). First incision in right iliac, sec-

ond in left. Irrigation. Drainage, gauze and tubes. Seven
p. M. of the day before operation general abdominal pain,

also pain in rectum and bladder. General abdominal ten-

derness and rigidity. No cliange in pulse and tempera-

ture. Leucocyte count 10,000. Query as to why this

was not repeated. No record of any observation of case

till next day. The next morning (twelve hours after warn-

ing) sym[)toms of peritonitis recorded, namely, distention,

anxious facies, vomiting, no fall of temperature, pulse ris-

ing to 120. Operation fifteen hours after first symi)tom.

Perforation in ileum one foot from cecuu). Closed. Sero-

purulent general jjcritonilis, j)us and feces, fibrin. Infec-

tion, colon bacillus and other bacteria. Death in forty-two

hours. Autopsy showed general peritonitis. No other

perforations. Beginning of infection when first pain, fif-

teen hours before operation. Definite warning. No record

of case for twelve hours. Leucocyte count day before,

when suggestive symptoms ap{)eared.

Case XV. Mahr, male, age thirty years, white. Drs.

Bowditch and Watson. Boston City Hospital, February,

1898. Perforations. General peritonitis. Early symp-
toms definite. Operation delayed forty-eight hours. Deatl

Mild course. No Widal. No diazo. Post-mortem proof.

ICnd of third week, operation. Ether. Time (?). Incision,

median, and two counter incisions in flanks. Irrigation.

Drainage tubes and gauze. No special comj)lications.

Tem{)erature normal for two days. No abdominal com-

plaints till last. September 15th, a. m., vomited and
complained of sudden ])ain, first in epigastrium, then all

over abdomen and shooting into testicle. Tenderness in

abdomen general but most marked iti right lower region

and in epigastrium. " Shock not marked." Temperature
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roH(! from iionniil to 102°. Pulse 150. In a few liourii

riffidity of iilidomeii anil tyinpiinitoH. LeucocytcH on Sep.

U"ml)iT l.")lli, ;tl, ;".:)(); lUixt day, 17,000 lo 'i.'i.OOd (S.-pii-ni-

luir KJtli). In .spiti! of tiicso marked warniiij; MymploinH
"no optTiition for forty liii^ht hours. Tlicri MymplDins of

filial pcritoiiiti.s, casti nearly moribund, tcmpcraliird Hub-

nonnal, cold (xtrt'mili(^M, markt^l [jrost.ralion, cyanoHiM,

marked distention and rij^idit.y. ()|)crati()n found pisrfora-

tion in ileum near (^eciun, .size, of "split, pea." Found j^en-

eral peritonitis, pus, fecal fluid, dirty-<^ray lynipii, coils

adherent, pelvis full of turbid fluid, perforated coil

fastened in alxlominal wound. Infection, colon bacillus

and j^roat variety of other bacteria (V). l^eath in si.x

hours. Autopsy : Nunu^rous typhoid ulcers in lower ileum.

A second perforation (pin-j)oint) close to valve;, (ieneral

peritonitis. A repeated white count in this mi<;ht havt;

contributed much to the knowledge of a falling count in

peritonitis.

Cask XVI. Scappacci, male, age nineteen years, white.

I)rs. Cutler and Klliot. Massachusetts (ieneral Hospital,

.June, 1S!)9. (ieneral peritoneal infection from a necrost'd

and gangrenous j)atch over an ulcer. Threatened perfora-

tion. Definite warning symptoms of infection. Recover<'d.

iMild course. Widal positive. No complications. No
abdominal complaints. Last of second week, operation.

Ether. Time (?). Incision, median. No irrigation, but

wiping. Gauze drainage. Uneventful till June 4th, then

pain in lower abdomen with general tenderness. Leu-
cocytes .June 2d, 6,!t00

; June 4th, 8,000. No complaints

or examination recorded for June 5th. June 6th, severe

pain, abdomen tender and rigid, but more on right side
;

tympany, anxious facies, pulse 120, fall of temperature.

Leucocytes 12,200. No vomiting. Operation two days

after first abdominal pain. Four hours after, symptoms
severe. Four feet from cecum a necrotic patch of perito-

neum, the base of intestinal ulcer. General peritonitis,

seroturbid, purulent fluid and fibrin flakes. Intestines in-

jected, with green fibrin patches occasional. No cultures.

Patch inverted. Recovery after relapse of typhoid. In-

fection not determined. A case of perineal infection from

ulcer not yet perforated. Symptoms of perforation all

present. Infection probably non-virulent (?). Compare
Case XXI.
Cask XVII. Bloom, male, age forty-five years, white.

Dr. Brooks. Massachusetts General Hospital, September,
1898. Extensive general peritonitis from perforation in

walking typhoid. Infection not determined. Recovery.

Widal positive. Ambulatory case. In second week, oj)er-

ation. Ether. T^ime (?). Incision, right iliac. Irriga-

tion. Drainage, gauze. Case of typhoid as shown by

Widal and by finding of typical ulcer indurations in ileum.

Had been sick for a week or ten days, with pains in abdo-

men. Up and about out of bed most of time (walking

typhoid). Brought to accident-room 3 A. M. in bad condi-

tion. Temperature 10,3.4°, pulse 134, respiration (iO.

History of pain in region of appendix, severe for two days,

with nausea. Operation found brown, purulent fluid in

general peritoneal cavity, with no odor
;
portions of small

intestine covered with hemorrhagic spots, " size head of

tack." Perforation found one foot from cecum. "Indu-

rated area, size of quarter, in centre of which pin-point

opening." The appendix removed, incidentally, for old

thickening. No active process in it. Perforation took

place two days at least (?) before entrance. No white

count. Recovered. No return of typhoid state, tliough

Widal positive after operation. Discharged, well, in six

weeks. No bacteriology.

Case XVIII. Mc(Jarron, male, age thirty years, white.

Drs. Bowditcli and Thorndike. Boston City Hospital,

October, 1899. Perforation. Beginning general perito-

nitis. Operation eight hours after first symptoms. Death.

Mild course. Widal positive. Diazo (?). No abdominal

complaints. In the fifth week, thirty-third day, operation.

Ether. Time(?). Incision, right iliac. Irrigation. Drain-

age, tubes and gauze. Cardiac murmur, systolic, not affect-

ing compensation. No other complications. Early warn-

ing symptoms : 2 A. M., sudden, sharp pain in right iliac

region. No fall of temperature, grxxl pulm;. Vomited.
No hlood count in ihin r-aHe. Seven A. M. (fivi; houri
after) Movere Nyinfitonut. General wvere abdominal paina
and rigiility, cMpecialiy riyht iliar:. Pulne 120. Vomiting.
Operation eight hours after firHt pain. 0[M;ration three
hour« after severe Hymjjtomx. IVrforaiion in ileum three
feet from (!ecinn. Perforation closed with !iilk. Straw-
colored fluid and fecal matter in al>dominal cavity. Intc»-

lincH injecteil and fibrin flaked — that is, beginning general
[)eritonitis. No cultures reconled. Death eighteen hours
after. No auto|isy. This case perforate<l eight hourit

before operation, whi;n [lain noted. If the caxe had been
carefully watched with hourly blood countn between the

houTH of 2 A. M. and 7 a. .m. operation possibly could have
been deci<led on three or four hours sooner. .Severe svmj^
toins at 7 a. m. due to general s|)reading infection.

Ca.se XIX. lOllam, female, age twenty-one years, while.

Drs. Townsend and Burrell. Children's Ilospital, October,
1899. (ieneral peritonitis. No perforation found. Symf>-
toms of perforation or of jjeritoriitis. Warning pain sud-

den and not rei)orted. Death. .Moderat<dy severe. Widal
[)ositive. No complications. No abdonnnal complaints.

Fifth week, thirtieth day, incision, right iliac region. Irri-

gation, (iauze and tubedraiuage. Intestinal hemorrhages
daily from three days precedmg severe symi)foms. No
abdominal pain with them. Sudden sharp abdominal pain
in the middle of the night; no examination. At 9 a. .M.

(eight hours after) severe pain, abdominal tenderness
and resistance, marked in right upfier rpjadrant, slight dis-

tention. No leucocyte count recorded. No vomiting.

Pulse 130. No fall in temperature noted, but rise to 104°

at 9 A. M. May have fallen in the night. Operation
eleven and one-half hours after pain, (ieneral jteritonitis.

Injected fibrin flaked intestines. No j)erforation found.
" ihin j)lace," but not necrosed ; turned in. " Condition
forbade search " for cause of j)eritonitis. No bacteriology.

Death in twelve hours. No auto|)sy. This case could
have been operated sooner. Severe symj)tom3 came sud-

suddenly and were not reported for seven or eight hours.

Cask XX. Buckley, male, age thirty-four years, white.

Drs. Jackson and Munro. Boston City Ilospital, Sefi-

tember, 1899. Signs suggestive of perforation in third

week. Very sick after this. Perforations in ninth week.
General peritonitis. Early warning symptoms. Death.
Severe course. No Widal. No diazo. Rose spots. Cardiac
enlargement. Systolic murmur. In ninth week, fifty-ninth

day, operation. Pother. Time (V). Two incisions, first

median ; second right flank. Irrigation. Drainage, gauze
and tube. In the third week, while pulse and tem[)erature

were high, sudden fall of temperature. Collapse. Dis-

tended abdomen. Operation advised and refu.-^ed. Leu-
cocyte count then 6,8()0. No other count recorded. From
this attack very sick until ninth week. Alxlomen dis-

tended. Pulse and temperature high. One small intes-

tinal hemorrhage in fourth week. Twenty-four hours
before operation abdominal pain, especially on left side.

Pulse and temperature rising still higher. Twelve to

fifteen hours after pain general and severe. Vomiting.
Temperature subnormal. Two perforations in ileum three

inches apart (where?). Also in ileum (site ?). "Recent
scar, possibly healed perforation of third week." Per-

forations closed. General peritonitis, cloudy tluid with
fibrin flakes. Infection, colon bacillus. Death ten days
after. No autopsy. A frei[uent leucocyte count would
have been very valuable.

Case XXI. Powell, male, age twenty seven years,

white. Drs. Ames and Munro. Boston City Hospital.

September, 1899. No perforation. General peritonitis

from ruptured mesenteric glands. Symptoms of perfora-

tion exactly simulated. Infection, pure typhoid bacillus.

Death. Mild course. Widal positive. Diazo (?). No
complications. No abdominal complaints. Last of third

week, twenty-first day, operation. Ether. Time (?). In-

cision, median. Irrigation. Drainage. Pain, abdominal,
more on left side at 11 p.m. This required morphine.
No further record till 7.30 a. m. (eight and one-half hours
later), when collapse, anxious facies, tympanites, general
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abdominal tenderness, and rigidity. Temperature rising.

(Tenii)erature had been normal for twenty-four hours.)

No vomiting. No leucocyte count. Operation twelve

hours after pain. No perforations. Two susy)icious tliin

places of inllauu'd peritoneum over ulcers. Seropurulent

general periionitis. Infection, pure tyj)hoid bacillus. Death

in twelve hours. Autopsy : No perforations. General

peritonitis from two softened and ruptured mesenteric

glands. This case strongly suggests the idea that symp-

toms of general peritonitis are identical with the " sup-

posed symptoms " of perforation, and suggests the viru-

lence of bacillus typhosus in peritonitis.

Cask XXII. Sawyer, female, age sixteen years, white.

Dps. G. \^. Shattuck and Watson. Boston City Hospital,

December, 1.S9 7. No perforation. Nothing to account

for symptoms of infection. Leucocyte count not taken.

Recovered. ]\lild course. Widal positive. Diazo (V).

No com{)lications. No abdominal complaints. In sixth

week, thirty-sixth day, operation. Ether. Time (V). In-

cision, right iliac. No irrigation. No drainage. Un-

eventful case. Temperature falling steadily. At no time

especially sick. The afternoon before operation, severe

abdominal pain and tenderness in right iliac. Temperature

rising to 104°. Pain local in " lower abdomen," gradually

increasing, not sudden. Next morning pain and tenderness

general, but more on right side. Temperature 102°. pulse

128. No vomiting. Abdominal muscles rigid. No dis-

tention. No leucocyte count. " Absence of marked
shock." Operation seventeen to eighteen hours after first

symptoms. No perforations. No peritonitis. Appendix
not actively inflamed, but bound by old adhesions ; removed.

Recovery uneventful. Important ease from diagnostic

side. Pain, tenderness, rigidity, rise in temperature and

pulse. No great shock. No vomiting. The leucocyte

count is ail important, but is not recorded.

Case XXIII. Eagles, female, age twenty years, white.

Drs. Vickery and Mixter. Massachusetts General Hospi-

tal, August, 1898. No perforation found at operation.

No cause for symptoms of perforation, which were definite.

Recovered. INIoderately severe. Widal positive. Com-
plications, cardiac and renal. Abdominal complaints fre-

quent. Fourth week, operation. Ether. Time (?). In-

cision. No irrigation. No drainage. Moderately severe

case. Complicated by mitral regurgitation, with poor

compensation and by acute renal congestion. Both cardiac

and renal complications improved in hospital. Frequent
complaints of moderate abdominal pain, which was due to

retention of urine and relieved by catheter. Probably

cystitis. Temperature lower and sitting up in bed in fourth

week, when pain in abdomen complained of ; white count

at this time i),200. Leucocyte count at entrance 4,200;

twelve hours before operation !),200, when ])ain first com
plained of ; one hour before operation 1 2,000. Twelve
hours before operation, pain, abdominal tenderness and
sjjasm, mainly on the right side; slight distention

;
pulse

118. Temperature (?) No vomiting. Operation twenty-

four hours after j)ain first noted. Nothing found. Re-

covery. Symptoms of gradual perforation, including some
leucocytosis. No marked shock recorded. Query as to

how to account for leucocyte count. Compare this case

with Sawyer, Case XXIL Same symptoms, but in Saw-
yer's case no leucocyte count. The comparative value of

leucocyte count in this case is questionable.

Case XXIV. Seile, male, age twenty-seven years,

white. Dr. Balch. Massachusetts General Hospital,

September, 1897. Symptoms of peritonitis of gradual

onset. Operation found necrosed patch, but no microscopic

general peritonitis. No leucocyte count. No cultures.

Death. Mild course. Widal positive. No complications.

Fifth week, operation. Ether. Time (?). Incision,

median. Irrigation. No drainage. Slight intestinal hem-
orrhages at intervals for three weeks before operation.

Ten days before, abdominal distention, but no pain or

rigidity. Temperature rising. Distention only transient,

none two days before operation. September 2.5th, at

noon, pulse 140; some sweating in the afternoon. Pain
below and to left of umbilicus. Abdomen distended (spasm,

vomiting and white count not recorded). (Temperature
not recorded.) September 26th, picture of peritonitis,

anxious face, pain, restlessness. Liver dulness obliterated.

Operation twenty-four hours after first symptoms. No
perforation, one Peyer's patch, one and one-half feet from"

cecum, threatening j)erforati()n, with fibrin area on intes-

tine, "green, necrotic area," this inverted. No extravasa-
tion in peritoneal cavitv. No bacteriology. Death in ten

hours. Autopsy showed no general peritonitis. Only local

necrotic patch. Death from ty[)lioi(l.

Ca.'^e a. Eladed, male, age fifteen years, white. Drs.

Bowditch and Munro. 1899. Case of general peritonitis.

No perforations. (iall-bladder infected witli typhoid
bacilli. Cause of peritonitis unknown. Sick case. Widal
negative. Diazo negative. Large spleen. Sick for four

weeks. Came into hospital with general peritonitis.

" Nearly moribund at entrance" (Bowditch). Delirious;

distended belly; distended, rigid muscles; teirperature
104°

;
pulse 120. Leucocytes .5.200 (note, purulent perito-

nitis of long standing). No symptoms of perforation. At
operation for general peritonitis no j)erforations found.

Gall-bladder opened, but no evidence of origin of i)eritonitis.

Cultures of free peritoneal fluid, staphylococcus albus.

Cultures from gall-bladder, bacillus typhosus. Explora-
tion only half satisfactory (Munro). No anatomical evi-

dence of tyj)boid found. Death in twenty-four hours. No
autopsy. No conclusive })roof that this was a case of

general peritonitis during typhoid. Moribund case of gen-
eral peritonitis, cause of which doubtful. Should not be
counted with other cases.

Case B. Collins, male, age twenty-five years, white.

Drs. Jackson and Gavin. Boston City Hospital, September,
1895. Case of general peritonitis. No evidence of

typhoid fever. No Widal. No rose spots. No spleen.

Case of no value. This case had general peritonitis,

was operated on and died. No reason to call it typhoid.

No post-mortem. Leucocytes ."52,000 before operation.

Case C. James, male, age (?). Dr. Munro. Boston
City Hospital, 1895. Case of general peritonitis. No
evidence of typhoid or of perforation. Case of no value.

Case entered the Boston City Hospital with general peri-

tonitis. Operated on and died. No cause for peritonitis

found. No autopsy.

SEPARATION OF THE EPIPHYSIS OF THE
OLECRANON.

BY F. ,7. COTTON, M.I)., BOSTON.

Separation of the epiphysis of the olecranon is

classified as one of the rarest of the e])iphyseal separa-

tions. Poland, in his recent hook, gives no instance

of this separation save as a complication of other in-

juries of the eli)ow, unless one accepts a doubtful

case by Bryant, and a case of Hamilton's where lie

produced the injury hy forced flexion in attempting

to reduce an old dislocation of the elbow. Nor has

the writer, in a short search of the literature, found

any case recorded where this separation occurred with-

out other injury.

There is experimental evidence enough (Poland,

Gueretin and Salmon) to show the possibility and
ease of separating this epijdiysis, hut curiously enough,

all the experimenters seem to have used forced hyper-

extension to produce it. Muscular action in resisting

flexion, the apparent cause in the following cases,

cannot, of course, readily be imitated on the cadaver.

lioth the cases here reported came under the care

of the writer while he was acting out-patient surgeon

to the City Hospital.

The first case was in a naval ai)prentice, a lad of

sixteen years. He gave a history of h:iving had a

fall on the hand without any blow on the; elbow.
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This fall had been followiid hy iiuukcd rliHal>ility of

i\w arm, iiiiil Dr. Siiuiidfrs, tho ship Hiir^rcdii, rc(-o;r-

iii/.iiili !iti injury to th(( olccrjUHtn, liiid put the nriri up
on a .strai<i;hl splint.

When thd hoy was rctornul to tln^ hospital, .ihoiit two
months Iiit(M', \w was still w(!arin<r a short splint. The
arm showed no disturhancc; in thr relation of the honv
landmarks, save a loss of proinincnc*^ of tin; tip of tlie

olecranon. On careful palpation a frajjment could he

felt just ahove whatscH'Uied to he the end of tin- idna;

this was, as nearly as could he estimated, one-half to

three-fourths iiudi in either diam(>ter, and not over one-

fourth to one-third in(;h in thickniiss, pt^rliaps lesp. It

was freely niovahh^ oviu* a short ranj^e lat(!rally Imt

not movahle, to an appr(M;iahle extent. verti<!allv.

'J'he displacement was upward and forward, the inter-

val of st^paration about one-third inch. A skiajfraph

was taken, and showed above the outline of the ole-

cranon an outline (evidently representing the cap of

the separated epij)hysis, displaced upward and for-

Fjc. 1. (a) Posterior line of olecranon epiphysis.

ward. The gap we should expect to see left in the

place of the epiphysis is not obvious in the skiagraph,

but on palpation, comparing the two arms at a like

angle of flexion, the shortening of the olecranon was
very definite, though not great.

The comparatively slight showing of the shadow of

the epiphysis, despite the patient's age (sixteen years),

will be referred to later.

When first seen the elbow could be flexed only

about 20 degrees. There was no sign of union of the

epiidiysis to the ulnar shaft, but on the other hand
there was in flexion no apparent tendency of the tri-

ceps to cause further separation. A week later the

fragment was less movable. Massage was then be-

gun. After another week or ten days fibrous union

of the fragment to the olecranon could be clearly made
out ; the interval of separation was now one-third to

one-half inch The joint was freely movable from
an angle of l.'if) degrees to one of 170 degrees (that

is, within 10 degrees of the straight line). The arm

wiw ntill ki»pt on a nhort ohtuHivan^^ifHl uplint and
iiiaHHUf^ed re^idarly three timcH a w»?«'k, witli very

gcmth? poHsive motion.

At the end of six weeks, union of the frajfrnijnt

being firm, the splint was otnitted and thi- arm simply

put in a sling ho as to allow of [»artial flexion. F'h-x-

ion of about (iO degrecrs was then possible, and the

range of motion was slowly hut steadily increasing.

The arm was painless and was already usefid Ut some
extent. From this point on the patient was not seen

again, but he is saifl to have shipped later on a mer-

chant lin(!r, so presumably the arm is doing gofwJ ser-

vice.'

The second case; was in a l»oy of eleven years.

Here again there was a <lefinite hist<jry of a fall on

tin- hand without dinict violence to the <dl»ow. The
patient had Ihmmi dressfnl in the a<-cident-room soon

after tin; injury and came in wearing a splint which
fixed the arm at a very obtuse angle. There was at

this time some swelling and a slight ecchymosis on

the outcT side of th(^ arm ahove the elbow. The bony
landmarks of the elbow wc^re in normal relation, but

on careful palpation a small mass was to be felt, appar-

ently about one-half inch in diameter either way, and
about on(;-<piart«!r inch in thickness vertically. This

was separated from the ulna by an interval of not over

one-eighth inch ; the slight displacement was upward
and forward. The fragment was loose and could

readily he rocked under the fingers, but was movable
only from side to side, and that very slightly. On
attempted flexion there was only a very slight increase

in the distance of the separation.

The x-ray taken in this case shows a distinct and
typical nucleus of ossification at the site of the epiphy-

sis ; the displacement is not notable in this view ; the

ossified bone is intact.

The arm was put up on a splint at an angle of 15

or 20 degrees less than full extension.

Three weeks later the fragment was still movable,

but there was no tendency to an increase of the inter-

val of separation ; massage and cautious passive motion
were begun. Five days later motion was possible from
an angle of 135 degrees to within 10 degrees of full

extension. A month from the time of the injury the

splint was omitted. There was then a possible flexion

of only 40 degrees and the fragment was not yet firmly

fixed in place on the ulna, but there was no increase

of the separation interval.

Three months from the date of the accident the

elbow was examined again. The epiphysis was then

very slightly displaced forward and was no longer

movable. The motions of the elbow were all normal
save for a 10- or 15-degree limitation of extreme flex-

ion. There was no pain and the joint was functionally

perfect.

It would seem that both these cases were separa-

tions of the olecranon epiphysis from muscular action

alone. The insertion of the triceps is largely on the

epiphysis, but it is undoubtedly due to the fact that the

insertion and the tendinous expansions run beyond
the epiphyseal line that there was no more consider-

able separation in these cases : evidently the triceps

fibres running beyond the epiphyseal junction with-

stood the strain after the junction itself had given way.
The same thing may occur, according to vStimson, in

> Sinon the Hbove was written the patient wa« 8e«>n agnin. Func-
tion is normal, deformity trifling. Flexion stiU ahont 'JO degrees,
extension 25 degrees short of normal, but still improving.
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fractures of the olecranon from muscular violence.

In a youno^er child, where the epiphysis is relatively

larger, this safrgiiard against separation would prob-

ably not hold good, hut, on tin- other hand, in such

young children sutruueutly vigorous nuiscular action to

wrench off the epiphysis in this way would hardly be

possible.

Why the sejtaration of this epiphysis should not

occur clinically as a result of violent hyperextension,

m the way that it lias been produced experimentally,

is not clear
; perhaj)s the cases are not recognized,

though this seems hardly likely.

In regard to treatment in tliese cases j)robably the

second, rather than the first of the two reported, ap-

proximates the period of fixation and the treatment

which should ordinarily sutllce for good results,

though some allowance would have to be made for

the difference in age of the patients. At all events,

given a short interval of separation, six or seven

weeks, at most, of fixation in partial extension with

Fig. 2. («) Kpipliysis of olecranon; (b) of capitelluni
; (c) of tro-

chlea; (d) of radial head.

massage, followed by cautious passive and active

motion, would seem to bf; the indication. In the

second case consolidation began early and it was 2)os-

sible to shorten the period of treatment.

One point in relation to the diagnosis of such cases,

especially by means of the skiagraph, should be
brought out, and that is the dittercuit forms presented
by the olecranon ej)iphysis in different individuals.

According to Poland, tiu; epij)iiy.sis at ten years in-

cludes about a third of the olecranon, at fourteen and
one-half years it is about three-eighths inch in vertical

diameter, and at fifte(;n years it includes one-third of
the articular surface and but one-fourth inch of the
posterior surface. This does not seem to apply to all

cases. There is, for instance, one specimen in tlu;

Warren Museum (No. ;j.'57, age fifteen years) which
corresponds to this description, as do others (o;")3,

334 and an unnumbered specimen) of seven, ei<rht

and ten years, but in spticimen \o. 417, ag(! eightcHJii,

the epiphysis, still distinct, is not much more than a

scale at the posterior angle of the olecranon. No.
457, age seventeen years, partly united, seems to

show a similar line of junction, and in still another
(an unnumbered specimen without data, but appar-

ently from a child of about nine or ten years) the

same form of ejjiphysis is to be seen ; the epiphysis

is thicker, but the line of junction runs upward and
forward and none of the articular surface is formed
by the epiphysis.

It would seem, then, that there is more than one
form for this epiphysis. The first of the foregoing

cases seems, from the evidence of the skiagraph and
the examination, to represent this thirmer, scale-like

form of epiphysis just described, while the second

presents the more usual form, an epiphysis of some
thickness with a centre of ossification of some con-

siderable size.

As to the clinical importance of these separations

of the olecranon epiphysis, it seems noteworthy only

that the separation may occur without other injury,

apparently from muscular action ; that little reaction

in the joint results from the injury ; that the separated

epiphysis does not tcnid to become w^idely separated,

and that union with the shaft and entire restoration of

function are to be aimed at, seemingly with some con-

fidence of success.

I^eh) ^n^tiwrntnu

A MODIFICATION OF THE SPHYGMOGRAPH.i
BY KOBEET T. EDES, M.D., BOSTON.

The sjihygmograph is an instrument which, I be-

lieve, has never been held in high respect by the phy-

siologists. It is unnecessary to analyze all its defects

and inaccuracies in the various forms in which it has

appeared. This has been very thoroughly done b}^

Baumgarten in " Wood's Reference Handbook."
But notwithstanding these it has always had a cer-

tain attraction for the clinician because it gives a

record more compact and less subject to personal

error, if not more delicate, than even the well-trained

finger. It is useless to expect from it pathognomonic
indications of valvular disease, but, with care, it can

be made to show certain conditions of the blood press-

ure that are, if not more easily detectable, at least

more easily demonstrable in this way and which are

very useful in studying and recording diseases, dis-

orders and the action of remedies, especially such as

involve the vasomotor system.

A clinical sj)hygmograph must be convenient and
not recjuire a tedious adjustnuMit of pads, straps and
support, and it is this virtue which has made the
" Pond " instrument, when used without the arm
rest, so popular in this country. But it is defective

in the following points. The resistance to the ten-

sion of the artery should be, so far as possible, by a

spring and not by weight, because the error due to

vis inertice is less, and also because unless the instru-

ment is held exactly ujjright, which is not always

easy at the luulside, tlu^ levers are not working at all

times under the same conditions. The spring should

be a metal one. Rubber springs are constantly chang-

ing by time and r(;adjustmeiit. The pressure used

1 Read in abstract at the ASBOciation of American Physicians,
May 3, 1900.
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should be simply tho preHsiin; of i\w pad on tlio

iirtciy, or ;is iiciirly so as possil)l«i and not tlnr pn-sHurr

of (lie l)iisc ol' tlif instrunicnt on tli(! JMljaf'cnt lissiirs.

Of (;ours«' no spliynioj^iapli to l»c usi^d on tlir human
suhject can l)c free from tli<^ modifyinjf «'il"ccts of tin-

tissues superjacent to tin; artery \vlii<:li mav, e(piallv

of (bourse, vary a j^ood deal with the elasticity of tin-

skin and i\\v amount of conne(;tive tissue present.

'I'he l)ase of the " I'ond " is so broad that wln-n the

little UH'tal disk within the rulti)er cap is pressed
down on to the radial, the graduation on its st<'m in-

dicates not the i)ressure over tin; artery hut tlnit of

the metal <;ap upon tho ed<fe of the ra<lius, the flexor

carpi radialis, or hoth. It is also very (hisirahh; that

tlu' tracing shouhl its(df be a record of the pn^ssure

at which it is made. This rou<fhly made instrunumt
indicates, I think, how some of these defects can be
remedied.

^^J^^^3«W}

Some years ago I made and publislied a short ac-

count of a sphygmograph with a single lever, in which

the tracing taken, which of course was only slightly

multiplied, could be further enlarged by the use of a

cylindrical lens.'' As one might say, the amplifica-

tion usually accomplished by a second lever is here

done by a beam of light. The objection to this was
that the tracing could not be used for demonstration

without the lens and could not easily be recorded for

convenient use. This slightly magnified tracing,

however (only two and a half or three times), when
taken on the same slip with the usual more highly

magnified one is useful for comparison with it. It

throws out a certain amount of instrumental error de-

pendent on looseness of joints and on acquired veloc-

ity of the most rapidly moving parts. A too delicate

action of rapidly moving levers carries the writing

point beyond its proper mark in each direction. A
very beautifully constructed instrument shown me
some years ago by Dr. Hopkins, of Buffalo, was open

to this objection in the highest degree and gave tracings

which indicated an amplitude of movement consider-

ably beyond that of the arterial wall. Elasticity and

want of rigidity in the levers have very much the same
effect. If a very long lever multiplying the necessary

number of times (say twenty) could be made abso-

lutely rigid and extremely light, then a sphygmograph
of only one lever, but using a slip of paper wide

enough to register all pressures, would be the ideal.

In the modification which I now present I have en-

deavored to combine these essential points : magnifica-

tion sufficient to be read without a glass, the easy and

convenient applicability of the " Pond," the observa-

tion and recording of actual pressure over the artery

alone, and the diminution of some instrumental errors.

It consists of a bent lever of which one end rests on

the artery and the other carries a writing needle. It

^ Jonroal American Medical Association.

IH held by a spiral spring. PreHHure upon the art*Ty

is made and changed ^^impl\ by the amount of fon*
employed by the hand whi«di holds the instrument, the

pressure uj»on the other tissues of the wrinf having no
eflect upon the fra<*ing except through the lever.

The sphygmograph is held between the tlnwnb and
first two fingers, the other two or idge of the hand
supporting tliems<dves on the wrist. This slightly

magnified trace indi<-ates by its position on the slip the

amount of pressure on the end of the lever placed

upon \\w artery ; and the amount of movement is sufli-

cient to allow the amplitud)- of the wavr; tr> Im; esti-

mated, and th(! best pnssure for devrlopment to Iwr

sele(;ted. It can b(! made more distinct by the use of

the cylindrical glass. The range of pressures with

the sj)ring now on tin; ijistrument, on a slip <jf the

usual width, is from 7;"> to 2;"*0 grammes. Tlie second

lever, multiplying consiflerably more, does not have a

fixed connection with the first, but by means of a

notched arm is attached to it when the degree of

pressure at which the tracing is to be taken has been
determined. The pressure can be varied a little even
after the two levers are connecte<l, without throwing
the writing point off the smoked slip. We have, then,

on the slip two tracings, one magnified three times,

showing exactly the pressure and the amplitu«le at

that pressure and free from exaggeration ; and the

second corresponding to the only one given by the

usual form of sphygmograph which brings out the mi-

nuter peculiarities of the pulse wave.

As I am now presenting this t-ombination rather as

a suggestion than as a finished instrument. I can si)eak
of some points which might be improved in the hands
of a better worknum than 1 am. I overheard a hard-
ware salesman say with considerable emphasis to a
customer who thought he could buy a sj)ring to suit

him ready made, " Making a spring is an art.'^ It is

one which 1 do not })ossess either in theory or pracv
tice. Although the spiral spring which I have here
covers, I think, most ordinary ranges of pressure, yet
I presume it would be possible to temper a steel
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spring so as to do much better and make a paper of

the ordinary width record a range from nearer zero

to a considerahly higher point than this. But that

which I found most ditHcult to arrange satisfactorily

looks at tirst sight so exceedingly simple that it seems

almost silly to speak of it ; that' is, the catch between

the two levers, which should be very light, very easy

and (piick of adjustment, without any slip, and on the

other luind without friction or stiifness.

t^eportjSi of 4>ociette^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STONE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regllak meeting Monday, April IG, 1900, Dr.

E. H. Bradford in the chair.

Dr. G. B. Shattuck presented a paper entitled

A STUDY OF TWENTY-FOUR CASES OF TYPHOID

FEVER AVITH SYMPTOMS OF PERITONEAl- INFEC-

TION ; LAPAROTOMY.^

Before the presentation of the report itself I will

make in behalf of the Committee a very brief state-

ment. This is a report upon the cases and such dis-

cussion as there was at a preceding meeting of this

Society. I would like to say that a great deal of

labor lias been expended upon the r(;port. The re-

port itself is divided into two parts : The concise

presentation of each case, which is the result of as

careful an investigation of each case as it was possi-

ble to make ; this is preceded by an analysis of the

cases from different points of view and the general

remarks and conclusions which the Committee derive

therefrom. I do not know whether all the gentlemen

who have submitted cases will agree with all our state-

ments in regard to the cases themselves, or whether

they will agree with regard to all our conclusions,

but whether they agi-ee or do not agree, whether

they should be right and we should be wrong, it will

not \w. because we have not given the utmost pains

and tiiken much time in order to be right. The
general results may be summed up in a word as far

as we draw conclusions from these cases, that they

point to th(! importance of an early diagnosis, and we
state what considerations we think are especially im-

portant in order that this early diagnosis may be

made ; especial stress is laid upon the recognition of

pain— not mere discomfort— and upon the question

of the use of the white blood count and its proper

use in aiding in this early diagnosis. Then the other

point around which the conclusions turn is the char-

acter of the infection, which undoubtedly varies in

diff»!rent cases, and emphasis is laid upon the point

that the perforation is one thing and the later perito-

neal infection is another thing. These should be

kept distinct. As I have said, a great deal of work
has been expended upon the report ; much of this

work has been done by Dr. Farrar Cobb, and the

Committee desire that he should read the paper.

Dr. Fitz : It seems to me the Committee deserve

the highest credit for the work they have done and
the thoroughness with which the results have been

> See page C77 of the Journal.

prepared and the force and vigor with which they

have been presented. Certainly the paper is the

most intelligent, careful and comprehensive consid-

eration of the subject that 1 know of. The Com-
mittee wish the paper to be criticised, but it is impos-

sible for any attempt to be made to carefully criticise

it at such short notice. One simply admires and that

is about all there is to be said. The one general

thought that came to my mind as the paper was being

read was that what was needed in the first instance

was control with a larger series of cases than is here

collected. For instance, with reference to the (jues-

tion of pain, it may be that the next 100 cases, more
or less, will show a still higher j)ercentage of pain,

proving to be insignificant so far as its relation to

perforation is concerned.

The next thought that occurred to me was that the

report suggested very emphatically the kind of work
that had to be done, and that so far as hopefulness

from the experience of the past is concerned, we
were not after all very much better off with regard

to the results of operation in this most modern time

than we have been for some time previous, and that

in cases even with no evidence of peritonitis and with

appearances at the time of the operation suggesting

that a favorable result was likely to follow, it is evi-

dent that the prognosis must still be held in abey-

ance and the probal)ility is that the patient will die

whatever is done for him.

There is only one word 1 have to say in what might

be called self-defence and that is with reference to the

question of the prognosis being the more favorable

the more the condition resembles that of appendicitis.

It was not my thought in making that observation to

suggest that cases of appendicitis were common in

typhoid fever. The jioint was that the simulation of

appendicitis meant a more circumscribed peritonitis

and the more circumscribed the inflammatory process

at the time of the operation the more likely the latr

ter was to prove successful. This statement was
based on an analysis of operations done years before

and seemed to be confirmed by evidence collected at

the time, but I do not undertake at present to defend

very warmly a paper written seven or eight years ago

upon a subject which is so rapidly growing in interest,

and in which experience is constantly increasing.

Dr. Munro: I have nothing special to say except

to heartily endorse everything that 1 could grasp in

hearing the i)aj)er read to-night. It establishes a

much better basis for the treatment of these cases

than we have had heretofore. 1 am sure, in the

cases I have watched in my own practice and in the

practice of others, that one finds as serious a condition

from necrosis without actual perforation as from actual

perforation. In almost all the cases that came under

my own care 1 found by careful questioning that

there had been antedating symptoms of a preperfora-

tive stage which had escaped the observation of the

medical house officer. This was so fixed in my mind

that I had previously spoken of it to several of my
colleagues. As to the (piestion of an anesthetic, I am
positive that Cushing, of Baltimore, lays too much
stress on the value of cocaine. I am positive as I

can be of anything in surgery that ether properly

given, given certainly as we give it at the City Hospi-

tal, in the cases of typhoid perforation that have not

developed acute general peritonitis, does no harm, and

that the operation can be done more rapidly and safely
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lli.-iii iiiiilt't- lociil nricNthcHia. I loHt, to l)(> hiii-)>, oim^

I'Msc on llir lalilr uluiiT l.lic putiriit voiiiitcil into her
own Iniclicii, :iii iiiipiiriioiiuhlc iU'cidcnt. It was, liovv-

(;vor, ii ('iis(; of operation in (^ollapsi; and wan onVrcd
only us u lust njsort. Sotting iiHide tliosc Ht^vcrc caHeH

as you set aside the scvcro cases of straii;^nlatcd licr-

Ilia or general peritonitis from otli(;r causes, I am
sure that ether is harmless in early cas(!s of pcu-fora-

tion or in th(! preperforative staj^e. Th(! operation

also, I believe, is well hoine except in cas<;s of acute ;^eii-

eral purulent peritonitis. There is practically no shock,

when the operation is done in twenty to thirty min-
utes, certainly not shock enough to warrant delay or

hesitation. When, on the other hand, the abdonu-n is

the s(!at of an a(uit(5 purulent peritonitis, any opcira-

tion is serious or fatal, and it is to avoid operatin<r at

this stage that we must use every available! means,
not least of which is tlu^ light given us by this in-

valuable paper read to-night.

I)k, Eli-iot: I think this most admirable paper
deserves some discussion. The thing that has oc-

curred to me in listening to the paper is that a very
sharp line is drawn between the operations that were
done for the perforation itself and those done for the

septic general peritonitis. It seems to me that while

theoretically that may be a good point to make, prac-

tically the vast majority of operations must be done
for a more or less extensive septic j)eritonitis. A few
years ago there was a great deal of talk about whether
an ap[)eiidix had been perforated or not, but after we
had had a little more experience, we found it did not

make any difference whether it was perforated or not

;

there was apt to be septic peritonitis around the

appendix before it was perforated. It seems to me
these preperforative cases of ulcer suggest the key to

the situation. The report would maintain this point

by saying that in certain cases the ulcer sloughs out

suddenly and leaves a hole, but the chance of success-

fully closing such a hole would be very rare indeed.

We know that actual fecal extravasation is very fatal

in spite of early operations. 1 think, as is maintained

in the latter part of the paper, we must watch for be-

ginning septic peritonitis. That is the only chance

we have for saving these cases. Such a peritonitis as

comes just before the ulcer perforates, or from an

ulcer partly closed by adhesions, will give a fair

chance for operation. And apropos of the leucocy-

tosis, although 1 should not like to give or assume to

have an opinion on leucocytosis above scientific men,

yet 1 think this account of these cases is a pretty

strong argument against leucocytosis being of any

great value in operating. In the first place, the only

man who has a theory which would account for the

varying leucocytosis is Cushing, and Cushing and

Finney have both done operations, according to this

account, on the basis that leucocytosis was a diagnos-

tic symptom where they found no perforation. That
in itself is a pretty severe setback for the leucocytosis

theory. Then, in the reader's cases where the leuco-

cytosis was given there appears to be no certainty

that the white corjiuscles are increased. At a meet-

ing of the Surgical Section we went over all the cases

of peritonitis in which the leucocytosis was given in

the hospital records. In half the cases there was leu-

cocytosis and in half the cases there was not leuco-

cytosis, and the same variation appears in this report.

I think at present it is clear we cannot be guided by

leucocytosis in the least in operating for general peri-

toiiitiH. ft WHH Hiiid at that in<'«-ting that it iit a (^<'at

comforl if you are going to do an operation for yii-

imil peritonitis to (ind there ih a Ieu('o<-yt/)HiM. It may
be, but the crucial lent it*, would you operate if every-

thing else wttH even ; if you were in great doubt, would
you let a leucocytosis Iea«l you into an o|>eralion ? I

think I am not prepanrd to f>perate on a blood count

from the evi<len<"e as given in the report before uh.

I)u. lii.ACil : I am grateful for the re|)f»rt of the

Committee and apprecnitive of tin; fornndii- \vhi<'h the

conclusions give as a working basis for future refen*nce

and operations. I'pon the <juestion of anesthesia, my
(;onvi(;tion remains in favor of the advantages supplied

by i\\v judicious administratittn of ether, in the avoid-

ance of shock and nninUil disturbance.

It is inevitable that some patients while conscious

shoidd suffer permanent damage from the unavoidable

routine of an abdominal section, and triu; that other->

could be indifferent to it, although the pain in both

classes should be wholly controlled by local anesthesia.

In patients whose vital forces have been already

lowered by continued fever, hemorrhage or beginning

peritonitis the question of adding the unc(;rtain degree

of nervous tension and <'xcitement commonly associ-

ated with a considerable operation without anesthesia

becomes serious and deserves careful consideration.

After-treatment. — For my own part, the results in

these cases are so dependent upon the general treat-

ment to which they are subject after any operation,

that I hoped for its discussion in the masterly rej)ort

of the Committee. It is not diflicult to understand,

however, that this side of the investigation couhl be

better left for the accumulation of additional and im-

portant evidence, necessary for the establishment of

safe and reliable methods.

^leantime the surgeon must admit that abdominal
section will be recjuired in cases, without the prepara-

tion by catharsis commonly employed before laparoto-

mies. After operation, where the intestine is softened

and much inflamed, the usual measures- may provoke in-

creased perforation and hemorrhage. ()n the other

hand, an expectant treatment may by followed by in-

testinal obstruction, great distention with rupture of

sutured ulcerations and fecal yomiting. The retpiire-

ments of individual cases will modify more or less

diet and remedies in satisfactory use at the time of

operation.

Dr. Shattuck : It seems to me the report covers

one of the points made by Dr. Elliot. I think the

report acknowledges a similarity of symptoms and
conditions between the cases in which necrotic areas

exist which are those of the preperforative stage and
the cases of actual perforation with larger or less

destruction of tissue.

As to the question of leucocytosis, the Committee
thought it was extremely desiralde to find something
which would ameliorate the difiiculties of the physician

in making an early diagnosis. The surgeons say : " We
have done our best. If you cannot turn these cases

in to us more promptly or in better condition, you
can hardly ask more of us than you do now." and that

is about what you come up against in considering this

question. It was the extreme desire of the Committ«'e
to find something which would alleviate the hanl posi-

tion of what the report Avould call the diagnosing
physician, and it was in hopes merely that the study
of leucocytosis might offer some such help that the

Committee went into it as much as tliev have. I think
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that our position in regard to it is carefully guarded.

We think that du(; justice has not been done in the

past to its j)Ossil)ilities of usefulness ; the future may
change the views which are at present propounded,

but these at least deserve more careful and extended

application to j)ractice. The indications of pain as a

warning, (^specially in conjunction with spasm and

tenderness and tlie white count, merit more careful

attention.

Dk. Elliot : ]\Iy remarks were simply directed to

the regrets expressed that we could not get at the

ulcer when it first perforated and that we had to oper-

ate with peritonitis, and it seemed to me that such would

always be the case. And also the report deplores that

we had not more datji on leucocytosis. It seems to

me it was pretty well proven that leucocytosis is not

of anv very great value in these cases.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Fifty-First Annual Meeting, held at Atlantic
City, N. J., June 5-8, 1900.

Section on Surgery and Anatomy.

(CoDtinued from No. 25, p. 668.)

FOURTH DAY.

THE TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS OF THE KNEE-
JOINT.

Du. WiSNER TowNSENU, of New York, read this

paper. The treatment of tuberculosis should be both

constitutional and local. The former is too generally

ne'dected ; it should consist in careful attention to

diet, the use of creosote and general tonics, out-of-

door life, and careful attention to the general health.

Rest is indicated if the exercise gives no benefit. In

the local treatment the joint should be protected from

every slight jar. This is best accomplished by the

use of the Thomas knee-splint with a high-soled shoe

for the opposite side. Plaster of Paris or silicate of

soda may be sometimes used. In any measures to

overcome deformity, force should be avoided. Exci-

sion in children should not be performed if any other

treatment can be substituted on account of the inter-

ference with the normal growth of the limb ; in adults

excision should be performed in the nuijority of cases.

Complicating abscesses should be evacuated and si-

nuses dissected out or treated by stinmlating injections.

The limb should be given complete protection for at

least two years.

Dr. Ochsner, of Chicago, considers constitutional

treatment of great imi)ortance. After operating on

patients who come from a part of Chicago known as

" Little Hell," if they return to that section of the

city to live the disease often recurs in some part of the

body, while if their residence is changed to " Lake
View," another part of the city, which is high and dry,

though also inhabited by working people, the patient

usually n^covers permanently.

Dr. liuLLiTT, of Louisville, Ky., believes that i)ro-

tective treatment gives better results than operations

in th(!se cases.

Dr. Sullivan, of Chicago, emphasized the imjtor-

tance of early diagnosis. If an early diagnosis is

ma(hi and suitable general and h)cal treatment institu-

ted, excision will be rei^uired in but few cases.

FRACTURES OF THE PATELLA,

by Dr. ,T. M. Uarton, of Philadelphia. The re-

sults of the methods of treatment of fracture of the

patella which have been in vogue in the past are far

from satisfactory, and surgeons now generally prefer

to operate in case of this injury. Operation is usually

deferred to the tenth day after injury on account of

the lessened danger of infection, and it may well be
undertaken much later. The prepatellar tissues gen-

erally get interposed between the bony fragments and
it is this that gives rise to non-union. Asepsis is the

point of greatest importance in successful operation ;

after opening the joint the prepatellar tissues are re-

moved from between the bony fragments, clots are

removed and the joint cavity is irrigated with sterile

water, never with an antiseptic solution. The frag-

ments are then united with silver wire, drainage is in-

serted for twenty-four hours, and a fixation dressing is

applied. Rapid bony union follows.

UNREDUCED AND IRREDUCIBLE DISLOCATIONS.

Dr. Arthur D. Bevan, of Chicago, based his

paper on three dislocations of the elbow-joint, one dis-

location of the ulna at the wrist, one dorsal disloca-

tion of the hip-joint, and three others not operated

upon, and one dislocation of the astragalus. In two
of the cases of backward dislocation of the elbow a

fragment of bone was found in the joint, which pre-

vented reduction. In the third case no such bony frag-

ment was found. From his observation of these

cases Bevan concludes that operation for reduction of

irreducible dislocations of the elbow-joint are justifi-

able if carried out aseptically ; there is generally a

fragment of bone in the joint. He prefers double

lateral incisions with no drainage ; he dresses in a

semiflexed position and uses passive motion early.

The mortality is less than five per cent. In some
very old cases it is possibly best to remove the lower

end of the humerus. Within the past year, Bevan
has had five cases of irreducible dislocations of the

hip under observation ; three of these were accom-

panied with fracture of the edge of the acetabulum.

He considers the avoidance of drainage very impor-

tant, and in one case he got union by first intention.

In another case an engineer was thrown from his

cab, injuring his ankle ; the astragalus was twisted to

an angle of ninety degrees, and remained so for

three weeks ; operation was performed, and a useful

joint resulted. Points especially emphasized were :

The necessity for the use of the x-rays in diagnosis,

the frequency of accompanying fracture, and the im-

portance of not using drainage.

Dr. McLean, of Detroit, called attention to the

great changes which had been recently made in our

methods of treating fractures and dislocations. It is

a matter of small importance whether a fracture or

dislocation is compound or not as long as the wound
of operation is aseptic.

Dr. Blake, of Baltimore, agrees with Barton as

to the necessity for j)erfect asepsis in operations for

suture of the patella. He prefers not to use drainage

and not to use the linger in the wound.
Du. Tinker, of Philadelphia, called attention to

the aluminium bronze as a material for wiring the pa-

tella. This was introduced by (Jerman operators, and

is now in almost universal use in Germany instead of

silver wire. Tin; advantage of this material is that it

is gradually absorbed, the aluminium being acted upon
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by tlio noriiial body fliiidH. It in (U)tii|)OHi;(l of aluinin-

iiiin witb II siuiill |>i()|n>i'ti()ii ol" (m»|i|mt U) ;;ivf it siiHi-

cifiit tt'iisib- strciii,f|li. X-r;iy |ii(lnrc.s hiivc^ sliowii

tbat tin- wire rciiiiiiiis lor ;il Inist :i year, l)nt ( Jrniiati

operators claim tliat it is cvciitiially alMorlxMl.

I)f{. OcilSNKU, of ('bica;:;o, prefers to operate im-

inediately, as tli(! patient thus avoifls b)ss of time.

lie |)refers a transverse iiieision, and us(!S elironiiei/ed

•^ut as a suture, material. The patients are ;ililc lo

walk aliout three, weeks after opc^ration.

I)i:. iMkans, of (y'olundtus, ()., has op(!ratei| upon
niiio cas(!s of fracture of the patella by wiring and h.rs

had (H)mple,t(! recoveries in all of tlicm.

Dr. Winslow, of Baltimore, has found il neces-

sary to divide tlie triceps tendon in several cases in

order to reduc(! dislocration of the elbow-joint; |ier-

baps this mi<;ht be avoided by usinjj doul)le lateral

incisions, as I5evan sui^i^ested.

Du. ILviiT, of China, has performed a number of

operations for wiriuijj the. ])atella and for reducing dis-

locations. II(>. described the diirurulties (mcountcred

in restrainiui; the unintelligent Chinese patients.

I)u. MoFahland, of Pittsburg, does not agree

that all cases of fracture of the patella should be

treated by wiring.

I)k. Hakton, in closing, stated that as he wears
rubber gloves tliere can be no great disadvantage in

introducing tl>e finger into the wound. II(^ prefers to

use non-absorbable suture material, for in many cases

the joint is used before complete bony union has

occurred.

I)k. Hevan, in closing, stated tliat be does not usu-

ally advise operation for fracture of the patella, for he

has obtained good results without it. In two cas(!s

treated by conservative methods the x-rays demon-
strated that bony union had occurred with a function-

ally perfect result. He has seen one death and
several cases of sepsis following this operation, and

believes that no man in general practice should open
any joint.

TETANUS TREATED WITH ANTITETANIC SERUM.

Dr. J. D. Blake, of Baltimore, believes that the

essentials in the treatment of tetanus ai'e seeing pa-

tients early and using the serum freely. He has

treated five consecutive cases with but one death, nnich

better results than he formerly obtained by other

methods of treatment. The amount of serum used

was 50, 60 and 70 centimetres in the cases which re-

covered, and 40 centimetres in a case that died. The
specific organism was found in but two cases.

Dr. Wiiit.more, of New York, mentioned nine

cases which were treated at the Roosevelt Hospital by

trephining and injecting the serum, with seven deaths.

Dk. Blake, in closing, expresse<l his belief that the

unfavorable results are usually due to the fact that

the serum is not used early enough.

r.ROAVTHS IN the FRONTAL SINUS,

by Dk. W. D. Hamilton, of Columbus, (). The
diagnosis of these cases is dilhcult and usually impos-

sible until late ; a mortality of o3 per cent has been

given. Dr. Hamilton reported two cases of osteoma,

which he removed from the frontal sinuses. In one

case the bony growth removed weighed four and one-

half ounces, and was exceedingly dense. The second

osteoma was considerably softer and was complicated

by extensive empyema.

Dit. Dawhaun, of Nnw York, udviHi-M th«- uw of a
round Hewing needle, hh an ai<l in the early difi^iirroiji

of liony growth.^. Malignant diHeaHe r;uuM«;H n*>\u-\\\\\^

and decalcification, and in th<;He canirrt the needle can

be pushed in easily, which Ih not lli«; ruMe in ordinary

bone tisMiie. It is best not to cruih tlirongli the m-[>-

tuni into the sinu.teH for drainage ; by curving a prolm

a drainage tulie can be itiHerUtd through the natural

passages.

iN.n uiKS OK the skill am> its contents.

Dk. W. H. Earles, of Milwaukee, «piot<*d Sir AhU
ley Cooper that " no injury to the skull is t<K> .slight to

be despised or too severe to b«; tlespaired of." He Ix;-

li(!ves that int(!rv»;ntion is more fre<juently indicaUid

than is generally Ijelifived in the eases of fracture of

th(i skull, and specially if there is laceration of the

soft tissiuis and th(! depression, operation is justifiable.

LAMINECTOMY' lOK DISEASES .WD 1 N.I 1 I: ll.s Ol I II K

SflNAL COKD.

Dk. Samiel Llovd, of New York, reports \h

ca.ses in which he has op(!rated for parajdegia resultr

ing from I'ott's disease of the spine. In all, 118 o[>-

(srations have be<m performed. Operation of itself is

not so dangerous, l)ut death usually results later from
the tuberculous process. In advanced cases operation

is of little advantage unless the abscess is located po.s-

teriorly. Non-operative treatment should Ik- thor-

oughly tried, and if not succressful, operation sliouhl

be performed (?arly without waiting for a.scending or

descending myelitis. Pressure is usually caused by
tuberculous debris. Operations in the lower part of

the spine show the most favorable results. Cliipault

has collected 22 laminectomies for tumors, with Ifi

recoveries. Permanent cure is generally not to lie

expected, because the growths are usually malignant.

In case of fracture there is no hope if the function of

the cord is destroyed by pulpification. Obliteration

of the deep reflexes generally contraindicates opera-

tion. We should wait until shock is passed and then

operate if there is not complete destruction ; if hemor-
rhage is producing extension of the symptoms ; if

there is improvement at first and the symptoms be-

come worse later ; or if there is full recovery, with

paraplegia and symptoms developing later, prol)ably

from the formation of callus. The mortality of oper-

ation is now about TjO per cent., but we should give the

patients what little chance there is of recovery.

Dr. Dawbarn, of New York City, had no criti-

cism to make, but only desired to emphasize the im-

portance of early operation. He mentioned the case

of a girl who fell from a window, breaking her back ;

two hours later operation was perfornu'd and a spicule

of bone was removed, which was sticking into the cord

from in front. Terrific hemorrhage was controlled

by gauze packing, and good recovery resulted : he
urges that these cases are in the same i-ategory as

fracture of the skull, and we shouhl not wait for ojh

eration.

Dr. IIoriiH, of New Bt-dford. ^lass., reported a

case in which lu' removed the lamina^ of the sixth and
seventh cerebral vertebra* for injury. A slight paral-

ysis of the right arm persists, otherwise recovery is

perfect.

Dr. Lloyd, in closing, emphasized the importance
of early operation. AVe should not cease removing
bone until the cord pulsates ; if the dura is cyanotic
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from the presence of blood clot it should be opened

and evacuated.

OrUJATIONS FOK INMUUIKS OF THK MEDIAN AND
ILNAR NERVES.

Dr. 15. li. Kads, of Chicago, reported one case in

which lie operated to free the ulnar nerves from a

cicatrix and four cases in which he performed nerve

suture. The results of these operations are encour-

aging.

KESILT OK SIRGERY IN THE AGED.

Dr. J. p. Ti TTi.E, of New York, read this paper.

Old people stand operations better than is generally

supposed ; Dr. Tuttle has operated on 133 patients

over sixty years of age ; the average age was sixty-

nine. There were only three deatlis, all following

operations for hernia ; two resulted from pntnunonia

and in the third case operation was performed by mis-

take on a patient with contracted kidney. Most of

the operations were major ones ; 38 of them were for

hernias, 36 for hemorrhoids. Ether was used as an

anesthetic in the majority of cases, chloroform was

used in 13 cases and cocaine in 30 cases. Albumin
in the urine is not a contraindication to operation un-

less then; be fatty or epitlu^lial casts. Celerity in op-

erating is important ; the mortality is less than three

per cent.

Dr. Da\vi'.arn, of New York, believes that the

greatest danger is from sepsis in such operations.

Old people do not light suppurative processes well.

Dr. Hart, of China, finds that a man of seventy-

five in China is as old as a man of ninety-five in

America. The lower classes of Chinese stand opera-

tions well, probably as a result of their simple meth-

ods of living ; aristocrats do not bear operation well.

Dr. Tittle, in closing, stated that he agreed with

Dr. Dawbarn's suggestion that the old do not bear

suppurative processes well ; in his cases those which

suppurated required a long time for recovery.

Dr. C. Van Zwalenberg, of Riverside, Cal.,

read a paper entitled

sarcoma of the intestines.

Of 13,000 necropsies at the (iermaii University of

Prague during fifteen years there were only 13 cases

of sarcoma of the intestine, showing that the condition

is relatively very rare. He reports a case in a boy of

five, both of whose parents had di(!d from carcinoma.

There was a history of abdominal injury followed by

declining h(;alth with no discernible cause but diges-

tive symptoms. A rapidly growing tumor was soon

felt in the alxlomcii ; a grave prognosis was given, but

exploratory op<'ration was advised. On opening the

abdomi'ii two growths were found involving ileum

and colon near the ileocecal valve ; there was intus-

susception of three or four inches of intestine. The
ascending colon, which was affected, and a part of the

ilfiim were excised and end-to-(!n(l anastomosis by
Murphy's button was performed ; after twenty-four

hours the j)atieiit's condition was good, and now six

months later he is well ainl has gained seventeen

pounds. A microscopic examination proved the growth

a round-<^elled sarcoma. Dr. Zwalenberg has tabula-

ted lo cases, all he was able to find in literature. Of
these cases of intestinal sarcoma, 10 affected the small

intestine ; nine patients were males and five females ;

the ages ranged from one and a half to fifty-one years;

be finds that stenosis of the intestine, which is com-

monly reported as a symptom of the affection, is

rarely present ; on the contrary there is general dilata-

tion ; the diagnosis is difficult and resection is the only

proper treatment.

THE advantages OK RETAINED CATHETER.

Dr. J. R. Eastman, of Indianapolis, Ind., finds re-

tained catheter often the best method of dealing with

cases of retention of urine, ])articularly if the urethra

is sensitive. He advises using a large soft-rubber

catheter, which is retaincnl with remarkable tolerance.

In one case of traumatic stricture of thirtcMsn years'

standing with urinary fistula the catheter was retained

without disturbance ; the fistula healed permanently
in twelve days ; in another case the catheter was re-

tained seventeen days ; in a third case of perineal fis-

tula it was retained sixty-five days with occasional re-

moval and cleansing. The dangers of cystitis from
retained catheter have been much overestimated.

Dr. ¥j. W. Holmes, of Philadelphia, agrees with

Dr. Eastman as to the value of retained catheter. He
reported a case of su})rai)ubic cystotomy for the re-

moval of vesical calculus in which a soft catheter was
retained for twenty-one days.

Dr. Lord, of Omaha, Neb., believes that the re-

tained catheter is contraindicated in case infective pro-

cesses are present.

Dr. GriTERAS, of New Y''ork, always uses the re-

tained catheter for a few days after external urethro-

tomy if the urethra is tortuous. He has used the

catheter in such cases as long as two weeks. It may
be used with advantage in case of spasmodic stricture,

acute prostatitis, or seminal vesiculitis ; it is also use-

ful in cases in which the patient is being broken into

catheter life if there is spasm of the urethra with re-

sulting trauma on passing the catheter, but in these

cases the catheter may be plugged until tln^re is a feel-

ing of distention of the bladder. He has also used re-

tained catheter in severe febrile conditions.

Dr. I^astman, in closing, noted that it is often

easy to pass a large catheter in cases where it is im-

possible to pass a small on(!.

NEPHRO-URETEROCVSTECTOMy.

Dr. Howard A. Kellv, of Baltimore, reports a

case of tuberculosis of the left kidney, ureter and the

adjacent portion of the bladder, in which he removed
kidney, ureter and the diseased part of the bladder

wall ; the specimen was demonstrated. The opera-

tion was performed through two incisions ; one in the

loin, the other median. The patient made a good re-

covery from the oj)eration, but from a mistake of a

house physician in charge, the bladder became dis-

t(!nded and ruptured, causing fatal p(u-itonitis. Dr.

Kelly believes that it is possil)le to do far more exten-

sive operations for tuber<;ulons processes than has been

supposed ; removal of the entire disease is essential.

Dr. E. W. Holmes, of Philadelphia, gave an ab-

stract of a jiaper on the

ANATOMY OF IIANGIN<;,

which was reported in full to the Section on Neu-

rology and Medical Jurisprudence.

Dr. IMcLean, of Detroit, expressed the belief that

from a humanitarian standjioint we are not justified in

executing fellow human beings, no matter what their

crime may have been.

( To be contiimed).
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Kccrnt llitnatiire. rilK I'.OS'ION

Tin' Diseases of ('liililrrn, Mnllciil timl Sini/inil.

My IIkmcv Asiimv, M.I). (I''>"<I), I'Mf.CI'., IMivHi-

cijiii to the (IcinTuI llDspital lor Sick ( liildicii,

[Miiiiclicslcr ; l.ccliiitr mikI lv\!imiiifr in DisciinrH

of Cliildrcii ill llic Nirloiin I iiivcr.sit y ; L(!(Miim-

ill IMiysiolony in the Owens ('olli-^fi; iiml in iUv

Ijivrrpool Sclmol ol' Mc(liciiic, aiwl (i. A. WicMiin,

l',.A. and .M.l'.. ^Oxon.), F.U.C.S. (lOn-;-.), As-

sistant Siii-L;r()ii to tiic Maiiclifsfci- lioyal Inlinii-

arv, and Suri;ron to tlic ( 'liildr(!irs Hospital;

Lecturer on I'ractical Surgery in tli(! ()\v<:ns Col-

lei;(>. l^'oiirtli edition. Kditcd tor Ainericiaii students

by Wii.i.iAM ri;RUV Noiriiiiti i', A.M., M.l)., I'ro-

I'essor oi' Pediatrics, the liiiivcu'sity and IJellevue

Hospital Medical ("olle^c; Attendinii I'liysician

New York Koundliny;, William I'arkei- and I'res-

hyteriaii Hospitals. liondon and I'xmdiay : Loni;-

iiians, (Jieen & Co. IIMXI.

This now deservedly well-known work on cliildreii

has, in its fourth edition, added to its t(!xt about (it)

pai^es ; 25 new photograpiis and 14 plates have also

been added. The suri^ical jiart of the work has been

made still more attractive by a number of (ixcelleiit

skiayrains. It would seem that in the differential

diajiuosis of meningitis mention should at least be

made of lumbar puncture, but we fail to find such

mention anywhere. Tt would seem that the Widal re-

action should deserve more than the very inconiplet(!

reference which is made to it. The American editor,

Dr. William P. Northrup, has thought l)est to leave

the body of the book intact, stating that the same dis-

ease differs but little in its course in America and

England. He, therefore, notes such differences in

theory and in treatment as would seem to bring the

book into accord with the present American practice.

He has done this by means of the appendix, carefully

referi'ing supi)lementary matter to its proper comiec-

tion in the main work by page reference and by addi-

tions to the index. The formula; on page Hi')i> have

been entirely rewritten to conform to the United

States Pharmacopeia.

Our Baby. For Mothers and Nurses. By Mits.

LAN(iTON IIew'KK, diplomee Obstetrical Society,

London ; late hospital ward sister ; author of

"Antiseptics: a IIand-l>ook for Nurses.'' Sixth

edition, revised. l>ristol : .lolin AV'right & Co.

London : Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent *fc

Co., Ltd. 1899.

Although this book has been carefully written it

might lie one which would do a great deal of harm in

the hands of an inexperienced person. Thus it is

manifest that the treatment of diarrhea and vomiting

should not be placed in the hands of a nurse or

mother, nor should such drugs as calomel and bro-

mide of potash be ordered by any one but a i)hysi-

cian. These are only instances of what may lie met

with throuahout the w hole book.

IHcDtcal auD ^uvgical JouruaL

Thursday, June 28,1900.

FoKEST Sanatoriums for the Tuberculous.—
According to the Phihidelphia Medical Journal, the

Commissioner of Forestry of Pennsylvania is in favor

of throwing open to consumptives the forest lands

owned by the State. They are the property of the

people and were pledged to the maintenance of public

health.

A JoHrniit of StfiVtrinr, Niinirrif unit Atlird Srirnrm, puhtiihnl at

lliinlim, wrrklji, liy thr uiitl<r»if/iiril.

SriWitirrioN Tkiim.h: f.'..IMI ;»r //r//r, in ailrmirr, j/nnlni/r jmiil,

fur the I'liitril .SliitiH, CiiHiiilii mill Afrxiro ; tC<SA per yritr/or nilfoT-

i-ii/n roHlilrifH hrloiiflilii/ to l/ir /'onlnl t'liitm.

.Ill roinmuniinlioiin/or tint /alitor, and rtll tjooL-ji f<ir rerirw, tlmitlil

hr iKlilrrHsrd tollii- F.ilitor of the. Honlon A/vflirttl tiinl SiirfficalJoum/ll

,

28;t H'Huhitxiton Strrrt, Jtonlon.

All Iftti'i-H rontniniiif/ huKinmit rommunlcntioni , or rr/rrrintf to Ihr

iiiililiriitioii, Hiilisrriiitloii or 'iilrrrtiiiinf/ di'pnrtmmt nf Ihit Journal

skiinlil hi' iiihlnnnril to thi- uiiilirni()ned.

ItimittiinriH Mhoiild In- inadi: hij mont'i/-ordi:r, draft or reyi»terrd

liltir, niiiinhlr In
DAMKEM, St UPHAM,

283 WASiiiNorojf Stkekt, JJosio.v, Mash.

THE SCIKNTIFIC rHY.SICIAN.

Thk development of medicine in America lias been

erratic in many respects, but in none more so than in

tlu! peculiar stress laid iroin tinie to time on certain

phases of progress. Without entering into details re-

garding this sufficiently self-evident fact, it is clear

that the present wave of enthusiasm is concerning it-

self with what is popularly known as " scientific re-

search." This is due, no doubt, in great measure to

natural and inevitable tendencies, and also to the in-

fluence of certain men of strong intellect and fixed

convictions, who have consistently maintained that the

laboratory side of medical science must be cultivated

as a foundation for the whole superstructure of more

or less empirical clinical facts. As we have repeat-

edly found occasion to say in these columns, this ten-

dency, which is now definitely materialized in the

form of innumerable laboratories, stands as the most

important advance of the past few 3ears. Upon its

continuance and growth must depend the future of

medicine as a science worthy of cultivation by intelli-

gent men. This general proposition has been dis-

cussed at length by Dr. A. T. Cabot in his annual

address before the IMassacliusetts Medical Societv,

recently published in this doURXAi,.

It is of interest to an unprejudiced onlooker to ob-

serve the effect of this zeal for accurate observation

and experiment on the practice of medicine at large.

In the first place, it has unquestionably tended toward

the establislnnent of more systematic methods through-

out the whole field of medical practice. Each and

ever}' man who now practises medicine is feeling the

effects of the general movement, however far removed

he may be from the centres of laboratory research,

and however little he may himself have employed so-

called laboratory methods. In the second place, and

it is to this that we desire to call special attention, the

laboratory, and particularly the use of the word

"scientific " in a narrow sense as applied to laboratory

work, has done nmch to arouse prejudice and estalv

lish false standards. By degrees there has grown up

a distiuction, which is now heard on every hand, be-
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tween what is termed " scientific medicine," and

" practical medicine," naturally with the implication

that practical medicine as personified in the practi-

tioner is not scientific. In other words "scientific"

as popularly used in medical writing and discourse

demands a laboratory and the accessories which a lab-

oratory implies, whereas the man who is examining

his patients from day to day in most painstaking and

accurate fashion is looked upon perhaps as a faithful

and conscientious practitioner, but not as a scientific

investigator. So deeply has the laboratory impressed

itself upon the uncritical thought of the time, that he

who often aimlessly looks through a microscope, or

with narrow vision describes a lesion, is placed upon

a pedestal as a man of " scientific " tendencies, while

his colleague who faithfully describes a symptom is

denied any such distinction.

The reason for this anomalous state of affairs is cer-

tainly not far to seek. It lies in the fact that accuracy

and hence knowledge have, in great measure, come by

way of the laboratory. The insistence on the neces-

sity of exact observation and description has certainly

not had its origin with any one set of investigators

in the general field of medicine. The laboratory

worker deals with problems of the most complex

sort, and on the other hand with facts which may be

easily and accurately described. I lis claim to dis-

tinction as a scientific man does not, however, lie in

his description of isolated facts, but wholly upon his

attitude toward the problems, the solution of which

depends upon the proper interpretation of those facts.

Certainly nothing is simpler than to go into a labora-

tory and to describe at any length what one sees under

a microscope. This is, however, not science, however

often the results may masquerade as such, nor does

the mere accomplishment of such work constitute a

scientific man. But to go into a laboratory, to study

facts laboriously, and then to appreciate clearly the

meaning of those facts for the sum total of knowledge

and to make generalizations therefrom is, properly-

speaking, " scientific." Men who do this are rare,

whether within or without laboratories. When we

turn to the great mass of empirical facts which con-

stitute the body of what we speak of as clinical

medicine we see why progress has been slow. Until

the laboratory came to the rescue there was no ade-

quate standard of classification ; the facts themselves

were extremely difficult of interpretation, and in con-

sequence a certain superficiality of observation was de-

veloped, which is still the bane of much of the work

on the observation of clinical phenomena. This the

laboratory, with its peculiar methods, has certainly

gone far to rectify, and the natural result has been

that in the popular mind all that is accurate and

"scientific" has come to be regarded as a product of

laboratory methods. Hence has arisen the unfortu-

nate distinction, which has at times created a certain

amount of personal feeling between men equally earn-

est in the pursuit of truth, between "scientific" and

"practical" medicine. Clearly the difficulty is one

of words merely, arising from a too narrow concep-

tion of the significance of the term "scientific."

The kind of facts with which we deal evidently has

nothing to do with the definition. A cell, as seen

under a microscope, is no more an object of scientific

investigation than a cough or a chill. Whether we
are properly to be called scientific or not depends

wholly upon the methods of investigation we employ.

What we need to do is to cultivate the scientific

method whether our work lies in the laboratory or in

the observation of the most commonplace diseases.

If this be faithfully done we may be sure that the

distinction now so often and so superficially made be-

tween the scientific and the practical physician will be

laid at rest forever. The first definition of " scien-

tific " as given in the Century Dictionary is :
" Con-

cerned with the acquisition of accurate and syste-

matic knowledge of principles by observation and

deduction : as scientijic investigation." Evidently the

laboratory can claim no exclusive privilege in the ac-

quisition of knowledge by this means, however much
it may have furthered the general principle involved.

In Dr. Wm. H. Welch's recent brief remarks at the

annual dinner of the Massachusetts Medical Society,

he laid stress upon the fact that the time had come

when the same intellectual pleasure might be obtained

from study at the bedside as from study in the labora-

tory, that the solidarity of the whole medical jjrofes-

sion towards the one aim of the prevention and cure

of disease was much to be desired, and that the present

distinction between the scientific and practical physi-

cian was wholly false. It is certainly very much to

be hoped that the superficial lines of demarcation

which the progress of medicine in this country have

temporarily rendered inevitable may in the near fut-

ure be merged in a more reasonable conception which

will clearly recognize the fact that the " scientific
"

physician is he who obscn-ves facts in a scientific man-

ner, under whatever form those facts may be presented,

and not he alone who observes a special series of facts

in a special way. Unquestionably the next advance

will be, as Dr. Welch suggested, a united body of men

all working toward the same end by the same exact

methods, whether the field of investigation be such as

appeals to the laboratory worker or to the i)ractitioner.

The clinician will come to respect more and more the

work of the laboratory, and the laboratory student will

likewise come to see that the clinician is using pre-

cisely the same methods that he employs, and to sim-

ilar ends. Petty antagonisms will then, no doubt,

give jdace to an attitude of complete mutual helpful-

ness.

ADJUSTABLE FURNITURE FOR SCHOOLS.

In our issue of June 21, we commented editorially

on the recent agitation regarding improved furniture for

Boston's schools. We at that time made the statement

that the accomplishmentof any far-reaching reform must

rest with the school authoiities. There has just come
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into our luiiids jiii order, sifjnod by tho SccMct.n y of Iho

Hostou School ComiiiitltM', \vlii<;li reads :
" Ordered, iliut

lien'iilter all seliool l'uriiilui(! purcliiised for new per-

iiiiiiuMit sclioolliouses sliall l)e adjustiilde." This evi-

dtMilIy does not imply that desks and cdiairs now in

use will be, nunovcid to unikc! way for those; of im-

proved pattern, hut it nuvtirtlieless moots tht; chief

recpiirenu'Ut that as th(i school system (^\pands in

the future new buildings will bo properly (!(piipped.

This reform has boon long in comin<r, but now that it

has come it is not likely that it will fail of (ixecution,

and th(! medical prof(!ssion may woU take to itself a

•goodly share of the credit for its nltimali; accompli^h-

moat.

MEDICAL NOT^S.

Ukcknt Dkatiis in Euuoi'K.— The followiiiLj well-

known physicians have recently^ died : George Kd-

ward Williamson, F.R.C'.S. lie had for many years

devoted himself to ophthalmology, and was held in

high esteem by his colleagues. Thomas Fitz-Patrick,

M.I)., M.A. (Dublin), M.D. (Cantab.), M.K.CM*.

(Loud.). lie practised medicine in London, and

beyond his talisnt as a physician was a man of unusual

general culture. Julius Althaus, M.D. (lierlin),

M.R.C.P. (liond.). Dr. Althaus was a voluminous

writer, chiefly on electrical treatment and disorders of

the nervous system. Dr. Ileinrich J^audahn, director

of the Lindenburg Asylum, Cologne. Dr. Leopold

Grossmaun, tlm doyen of Hungarian oi)hthalmologists,

at the age of seventy-nine years. Dr. Korsakoil",

[)rofessor of mental diseases in the University of

Moscow.

Plaguk L.vbokatohiks in GEKjrANY. — The
Government of Baden, it is stated by the British Medi-

cal Journal profioses to establish plague laboratories at

Freiburg and Heidelberg for the diagnosis of any

suspicious cases, and for the prosecution of researches

as to the cause of the disease. The laboratories are to

be in connection with the hygienic institutions of both

the universities. The cost of each is estimated at

10,000 marks and the ecpiipment at 8,000 marks.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseasks in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, June 27, 1900, there were re-

ported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 7'.), scar-

latina 37, measles 63, typhoid fever 22.

Wm. H. Welch, M.D., LL.D. —The honorary ib:-

gree of LL.D. was conferred upon Prof. AVilliam U.

Welch, of the Johns Hopkins University, by Harvard

University at its Annual Commencement, on June

27th. The degree was conferred by President Eliot

with the following words: ''William Henry AV^elch,

professor of pathology in Johns Hopkins University,

who holds first place in the medical profession of the

United States as teacher, pathologist, and organizer of

medical progress."

ArPOINTMKNT Ol- |)l[. 1 UANKI.IN DrXTKK.

—

Franklin Dexter. M.i)., han been appointed n<tH(>ciaUr

profoKHor of analoiny ;il Harvard Nf'dical Sch'MiI.

NKW roKK.

Oki KKKs IK lilt: Ni;w YoKK CoiNTV .Mki>ical

Ahsociation.— At the annual election of tli»r N«w
York County Mcidical AHSocialion. held .Fuiio 18th,

the following oMicers wore clecU;d : Pre.sidont, Dr.

Parker Syms ; First Vice-PreHirji-nt, Dr. J. Hir|»||(!

(iolTo; Se(;ond Vice-President. I)r. Kinil Mayer; !{<•-

(;ording Secretary, Dr. Ogdeii ('. Ludlow ; CorreH|H»tid-

ing and Statistical Secretary, Dr. J. W. Dra[w;r

Maury ; Treasurer, Dr. Charles K, Denison ; Mendnir

of tlu! Hxocutive (^onnnittee, Dr. F. If. Wii.'gin.

Rkinstatemknt ok Dk. Fkanci.-. M. Banta. —
Dr. Francis M. Banta has resumed duty as a medical

oilicer of the Fire Department. Dr. I>anla, who wa.s

appointed by the Republican Fire Boanl, in place of

a physician appointed by the previous Democratic

Hoard, was in turn removed by the present Fire Com-
missioner, Scannell. He applied to the courts, and

the Supreme Court ordered his reinstatement. An
appeal was taken, and the Appellate Division of the

court allirmed the finding of liie lower tiibunal.

CiiiiiSTiAN Scientists as an Insi kance Risk.

— At Buffalo recently the Suj)reme J^odge of the

Ivnights of Honor, one of the largest of the mutual

benefit societies, which has branches in many parts of

the country, decided after a full discussion that Chris-

tian Scientists and other faith curists, because of their

rejection of the aid of medical science when ill. are the

most dangerous of risks from an insurance standpoint,

and that hereafter they shall not be admitted to

membership in the order.

A Gift to the Phksbvterian Hosimtal. — At
the last meeting of the Board of Managers of the

Presbyterian Hospital it was announced that a gift of

8200,000 had b^en received from a donor who de-

sired his name withheld, for the erection of a new
building for the accommodation of the house staff and

nurses. By this arrangement room will be made for

one hundred additional beds in the present buildings,

thus increasing the capacity of the hospital one-third.

Insanity and Mukdkk.— ]Mrs. Grace Ramsey,

who murdered her husband by cutting his throat

while he was asleep in bed a year ago, and who was

acquitted on the "round of insanity and sent to the

State Hospital for Insane Criminals at iMatteawan.

has now been declared sane and set at liberty. Her
insanity was regarded as being due to pregnaiu^y. and

during her confinement in the hospital she gave birth

to a child.

Alumni Association of St. Vincent's Hospital
— The Alumni Association of St. Vincent's Hospita.

was organized on June 18tli. The otricers choseu

were: President. Dr. Charles H. Lewis; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. Charles L. Weeks; Seoretarv, Dr. Joseph

A. Dillon.
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(Dbttuarp.

BENJAMIN DOUGLAS HOWARD, M.D.

Dr. Ukniamin Douglas Howard died at the summer

residence of Dr. Andrew H. Smith, at Elberon, N. J., on

June -ilst, at the age of sixty-three. He was born iii

England, and was graduated from the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, New York, in 1S58. He served with

distinction in tlie Medical Department of the United States

Armv during a considerable portion of the Civil War,

and was espet-ially identified with the antiseptic treatment

of gunshot wounds of the chest by hermetical sealing. He
also invented an army ambulance wagon whicli was

awarded the first i)rize at the Paris International Exposi-

tion. After studying for some time abroad he returned to

New York to practise, and was aj)i)ointed professor of

operative surgery in the Medical J)epartment of the

University of°the City of New York. At various times

he also held the position of jjrofessor of surgery in the

Long Island College Hospital, the University of Vermont,

and "the Medical Colle<:e at Cincinnati. He was also a

Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, London. The

last years of his life were spent in jjrison investigation.

Drs. Andrew H. Smith and D. B. St. John Roosa are his

literary executors.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

FoK THB Week ending Saturday, June 16, 1900.

From typhoid fever New York 12, Boston, Baltimore, Pitts-

burg, Providence and Charleston 2 each, Fall River and Law-
rence 1 each. From whoopin}<-cough New York 10, Bostou 4,

Baltimore 3, Washiugtou 2, Pittsburg and Fall River 1 each.
From scarlet fever New York !•, Boston aud Salem 2 each,
Worcester 1. From cerebrospinal meningitis New York 4,

Worcester 3, Baltimore, Lynn and Gloucester 1 each. From
erysipelas New York 7, Boston 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
au estimated population of 11,()10,2!)(), for the week ending
June 2d, the death-rate was 17.7. Deaths reported 3,951;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 2()ti, measles
142, whooping-cough 115, diphtheria 77, diarrhea 34, scarlet fever

29, fever 2fi.

The death-rates ranged from 11.0 in Gateshead to 25.5 in Plym-
outh: Birmingham 19.3, Bradford 18.4, Cardiff 15.(5, Hull 14.6,

Leeds 19.1, Liverpool 21.4, London 17.0, Rlanchester 2L5, New-
castle-ou-Tyne 17.6, Nottingham 15.3, Portsmouth 14.2, Salford
21.0, Sheffield 21.7. Sunderland 18.0, West Ham 15.4.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 11,()10,296, for the week ending
June 9th, the death-rate was 16.8. Deaths reported 3,748:

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 268, measles
128, whooping-cough 111, diphtheria 65, scarlet fever 30, diar-

rhea 27, fever 24, small-pox (Oldham) 1.

The death-rates ranjied from 8.U in Birkenhead to 24.8 in

Liverpool: Bradford 15.9, Cardiff 15.0, Gateshead 15.3, Hudders-
field 17.5, Leeds 18.0, London 15.9, Manchester 23.1, Newcastle-
on-Tyne 17.8, Nottingham 18.3, Portsmouth 13.4, Sheffield 19.9,

Swansea 11.4, West Ham 14.1.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending June 16th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —

Cities 3 >

New York . .

(JUicaj^o . . .

IMiilailclphia .

St. Louis . . .

Bosion . . •

Baltiiiiore . .

GiiiciniiHti . .

Olevuland . .

]'itl8burg . .

WasliiiiRloii .

Milwaukee. .

Providence

.

.

Nashvillf . .

ClKirl.sloii . .

Worcester . .

Kail lliver . .

Canitirlilge . .

lx>well . . .

New Bedford .

Lyiiii . . . .

Soiii«rviUe . .

Lawrence . .

Springfield . .

Holyoke . . .

Brocklou . .

Salem . . . .

Maiden . . .

CUel.-iea . . .

Haverhill . .

(iloucesler . .

Filclil)urg . .

Newton . . .

Taunton . . .

Everett . . .

Qiiincy . . .

Pilistield . .

Waltliam . .

North Adams .

Chicopee . .

Me-lford . . .

Newburyport .

Melrose . . .

3,654.5!'4

l,619,r26

1 ,'J{i6,83Vi

623,(M10

539,416
506.389
405.11(10

3.511,000

30.5.000

I'TT.OUO

275,0(XJ

1.50,000
8T,7.54

f..5,165

111,732
1113,14-2

'.••2,.520

90,114
70..511

68 -218

64,3H4

.5!',U72

5s,-.;G6

4t..510

3s ,7.59

37,7-23

36,421

34,233
32,6.51

31,4-26

30,523
:iO,401

2S,.527

28,102
24,.578

'23,4a
'2-2,7;il

21,583
|s,3l6

17,190
I5."36

14,721

Percentage of deaths from

O to

^5

2648

25.83

17.70

27.90

25.73

22.00

27.00
39.15
31.30

47.04
24.96
5.2ti

1.5.78

17.64
31.2.5

13 33
33.33

28..56

16.66

40.00
14.28

20.00

13.60

17.60

10.62

ci-3

.5 O.

» o

q5

4.40
4.13

5 40 9.60

7.47 12.45

16.00

30.45
9.09

11.76

4.16
5.26

10..52

17.64

18.75
13.33

11.11

7.14

33.33

14.2S

2.00

5.40

12.12

8.32

7.14

3.84

4.95

.59

1.36

6.30

1.66

7.14

16.66

10.00

20.00

16.66

33.33

20.00

11.28

11.76

5.26

6.66

S...10
M..n
T...1
W..13
T...14
F...15
S...16

Baro-
meter

Ther- Relative
mometer. humidity.

30.18
29.96
30.09

30.21

30.00
30.01

29.96

Direction
of wind.

Velocity
of wind.

62' N.'E.
72' S.W.
62 N.W.
70 ; K.
J<5i S.W.
49|N.W.
48 W

S.

S.W,
S.K.
S.K.
W.
N.
W.

We'th'r.

9
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(Original ^Urtirlri^.

RKMAKKS ON IIIK SlIIUJKRY OF UrKRINK
FIHKOIDS, Willi KSI'IUM AL IlKFKltKNCK lO
THE IMroK'IANCK OK KARLY RKMOVAI.
IN IIIK Y()IIN(J.'

IIV MAl'KIli: II. Itl< II AllUSIlN, M.l)., IIOSrilN.

TilK siil)jt!(rt of uterine libroid.s lius, willi Idoadeii-

iiiff e.\j)eri(>ii(;e, !ic(|uin'(l lor nu; a renewed im|)ort;uice

and interest. It has seeim^d nior(! important hcreaust;

1 have l)ec()in(! (tonvinetid that th(^ j^ravity ot" th(! tumor
is <>ent'rally lUKk^restimated ; more interi^stinff because

I have beconui impressed by tiu; splendid results of

early oi)eration under our present nu'tliods of dissee-

tion and of asepsis. The uterine libroid is commonly
regarded as an unimportant lesion, unk^ss it impairs

health or threatens life, or uid(!ss l)y its rapid growth

it is liktdy soon to (h) so.

I hav(^ thus far relied upon hemorrhage, pain, pr<!ss-

iire or rapid growth to justify tin; dangers and disad-

vantages of surgical measures, for until recent years

the dangers and disadvantages have bt'en great. In-

tervention has been a remedy for harm already done

—

the substitution of a lesser for a greater evil. Has not

the time come when, by early operation, we may avoid

the cue and, at the same time, diminish the other ?

Can we not, in a word, operate before the tumor has

become a great evil— at a time when the operation is

comparatively devoid of risk ? Ought we not to

remove from young women fibroids which cause no

ti'ouble, or very little, at a time when unimpaired vital-

ity may permit enucleation without sacrifice of eitlua-

uterus or ovaries?

Though the fibroid may have given rise to neither

disability nor danger, it may, nevertheless, suddenly

cause symptoms of such grave importance as to de-

mand operation at a time when the prognosis will be

unfavorable. Even if the appearance of grave symp-

toms is gradual, the patient too often is brought to a

realization of their gravity only after the loss of ])re-

ciouj time ; for she is only too much inclined to rely

upon that opinion, expressed perhaps early in the his-

tory of her case, that no surgical treatment is neces-

sary or likely to become necessary.

I have seen many cases of this kind. , Patients hav-

ing small fibroids which, though perhaps low in the

pelvis, caused no symptoms, have been advised to

await later symptoms, and have not only waited for

them to appear, but have waited until they have be-

come actually threatening to life. Others, having

comparatively large fibroids which, high out of the

pelvis, have caused little if any trouble— they, too,

have waited far beyond the period of safe extirpation.

In not a few cases the symptoms seriously threatening

health and life have arisen with comparative sudden-

ness, and have demanded relief at a time when that

relief was possible only at a considerable danger to

life.

Among the emergencies that I have seen are the

sudden first occurrence of severe hemorrhage, symp-

toms of incarceration, of twisted pedicle, of suppura-

tion, of localized peritonitis, of sloughing.

Until recently the great success of surgical inter-

vention has not been widely known. The dangers of

the operation have been greatly overestimated, and its

disadvantages greatly exaggerated. IMoreover, the

> Read before the Obstetrioal Society of Boston, February 20, 1900.

feaNiliilily of Having ovarien in praciieiilly all cjinen

and the posMibility of having the uI^.tum in many hav«
been overlooked.

The t<-n<leney haH been on the one hand toward

a fuller realization of the po.s«ibililieH of danger in

the uterine fibroid; on the other, Upward exlruordi-

narv HUceeHH in early intervention. The inevitiible

result of HU(;h obHervations iH Ui make the ulmerver

radi<uil ratlnrr than <'onHervative in the treatment of

libroidH.

Furthermore, with increased exjjerienee in the ex-

ploration of supposed fibroids, one cannot but Ix-conie

impressed by tht; frcfpient errors in iliagnosis. The
observer is too often eonfouiideil by finding on (explo-

ration that supposed fibroids have been tumors of the

most insidious and lethal nature— malignant aileno-

mata of tin; uterus, dt^rmoid cysts of the ovary, ovarian

achMiocarcinomata, ovarian tumors with twisted jjedi-

cles, and (n'en extra-uterine pnjgnaniies.

Such errors in diagnosis may be uncommon, — they

are uncommon, — but no man, however <;xperienced

and skilful, can always avoid them. I have already

reported such errors in diagnosis in papers published

upon extra-uterine pregnancy, upon ovarian tumors

and ujjon other subjects. Though I have in many
cases been mistaken as to the exact diagnosis, tlie symj)-

toms have not called in vain for relief, and explora-

tion, based upon the arguments herewith advanced,

has revealed the truth in time for complete suc-

cess.

On the other hand, it must be said that errors in

diagnosis may lead one into an unnecessary operation
— the error, for instance, of calling a simple, unof-

fending fibroid an extra-uterine pregnancy, and of

exploring the abdomen or the uterus ; the error of

mistaking a simple pregnancy for a fibroid uterus

or an extra-uterine i)regnancy, and of making an ex-

ploration which, if justifiable, is certiiinly untimely

;

the error of calling a simple pregnant uterus a diti'used

fibroid. A few such errors lead one to extreme care

in performing operations whenever there is the least

(piestion of pregnancy. And yet the surgeon must be

just as careful lest he overlook, in fear of pregnancy,

a lesion which, for the safety of the patient, must be

repaired at the earliest possible moment— such a

lesion, for example, as a malignant adenoma of the

uterine body, or even an ectopic gestation.

These remarks suggest themselves to me in intro-

ducing my subject because they illustrate the extreme
difficulties that sometimes arise in connection with it.

They are difficulties, moreover, which can be appre-

ciated only by those who have encountered them, and
one may encounter them for the first time after so

long an experience with fortunate cases that he may
have been led to believe the dangers fancied rather

than real.

There is a time in the history of all fibroids when
mistakes are the least likely to be made, and when
all means of differentiation are safe. That time is

when no (juestion of pregnancy prevents examination
of the uterine cavity, and when the most thorough ex-

aminations, under ether, can be made without danger
of causing abortion.

Even at such a time the diagnosis may be difficult,

or it may be wrong. In one inst^ince the most pains-

taking examination, under ether, by three men expe-
rienced in such things, resulted in the unanimous
diagnosis of an unoffending uterine fibroid. A larsje
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dermoid cyst of the ovary was later removed by a

more accurate diagnostician

!

The beauty of operations for the removal of fibroids

has long impressed me. Though the operation is, in

my opinion, one of the greatest in surgery, insepara-

ble as it ever must be from possibilities of grave disas-

ter, yet it is now one of the most successful. Its

success is dependent u[)on rapid, accurate and intelli-

gent dissection, upon preliminary aseptic details, upon

absolute ojierative asepsis, and upon perfect avoidance

of wound contamination from the vagina and from the

uterine canal.

The results seem about as perfect as those of any

operation can be. With my present methods— which

I do not intend here to discuss— the removal of

uterine libromata in i)atients not rtuluced by prolonged

hemorrhage, and not suffering from other diseases, is

attended by a success which ten or even five years

ago seemed too much to hope for. P^xcepting such

unavoidable comi)lications as pulmonary embolism,

uremia, and the like, it really seems as if the time had

come when this great life-saving operation, skilfully

j)erformed upon the strong, is practically devoid of

risk.

Yet the experience upon which this optimistic view

is based does not include only the selected and favora-

ble cases ; it includes also the cases in which the i)a-

tients have bec^n forced to operations in the face of

admittedly grave dangers, operations which have been
jjerfornu'd in many instances as a last resort— patients

who by j)rolonged suffering have been brought to

choose the lesser of two great evils. This experience

has included some deplorable cases, but those cases

have not been without their lesson. My mortality has

been gradually reduced, by the elimination of avoida-

ble sepsis, to a point where, excluding the complica-

tions already mentioned, it is practically nothing.

With such an experience, it is perhaps 'but natural for

one to become more radical in the treatment of fibroids,

seeing as he does that the chief danger lies in the late-

ness of the operation, rather than in the dangers of

the operation itself.

One is led, therefore, to consider other questions

than thos(! of technical methods, operative skill, mor-
tality, and the like,— questions of the preservation of

sex, of the possibilities of child-bearing, and of the

powers of enjoying life. The preservation of these

things, it must be admitted, cannot but emphasize the

importance of the early treatment of uterine fibroids in

the young.

My attention was directed particularly to this ques-

tion by the following case:

I first saw Miss March 10, 1898. There had
always been great irregularity in the periods, four

months often intervening. The flow would at times

be excessive, though not enough to produce a lasting

anemia. In April, 18!)8, she had noticed a hardness
in the abdomen. There was little if any pain, and
that was of an indefinite general character. Though
she was somewhat pah;, her general appearance was
tliat of a well-nourished and strong girl. There had
been no loss of weight. Under ether I discovered a
fibroma of the uterus about as large as a cocoanut.

The tumor was smooth, spherical, symmetrical and
movable. I advised her to j)resent herself frequently

to her physician for obsi^rvation, with a view to opera-
tion if Ikt symptoms should increase enough to de-

mand it. At tins time the symptoms were indefinite

the flow was not excessive, there was no discomfort
from pressure. It was uncertain whether the tumor
was growing rapidly. The patient's circumstances
permitted everything necessary. It seemed best,

therefore, to watch the tumor carefully, to get an idea

of the rapidity of its growth, to try the effect of rest

and hygiene.

The patient went south for a time, and then abroad.

For six months there was no menstruation, and then
a profuse How began and lasted some six weeks. She
became excessively exsanguinated ; she was pale,

chlorotic and "frightfully out of breath." The tumor
rapidly increased in size. There was still no pain.

On November 1, 1899, I found her absolutely with-

out color. The lips were blue and the respirations

rafiid, though she had not flowed for some weeks.
The tumor had risen to the umbilicus. It was, as be-

fore, symmetrical and smooth. The ovaries could be
felt on its sides. The patient's condition was alarm-
ing ; it was clear that she could not long survive the

great drain from her veins. I sent her home to remain
in bed as long as there should be no flowing ; to be
nourished and stimulated; in a word, to gain all the

blood and strength possible in preparation for the

operation.

By December 0, 1899, she had gained enough in

blood and strength to justify operation. There was
no doubt as to the urgency of intervention. So severe

had been the exsanguination that it would not have
been surprising if she had succumbed to any additional

loss of blood, small though it might be. We were
ready, however, to operate at the very first appearance
of hemorrhage. In the meantime she was kejjt in

bed, absolutely (juiet, and was strengthened in every

possible way.
On December 6th I opened the abdomen and deliv-

ered the tumor. Her condition was then much better

than on November 1st, but it was not even then good
enough to make the prognosis anything but serious.

Thougli the tumor was evidentlj' a submucous one,

enucleation was technically possible. In a strong,

full-blooded girl it could, I am sure, have been success-

fully performed. Such an operation, however, would
have been a bloody one, for the venous sinuses were
abundant and large, and simple incision down to the

tumor could not have been accomplished without a con-

siderable hemorrhage. Enucleation seemed so desirable

in this case, and, moreover, it seemed so feasible, that I

made a short incision through the uterine wall to see

how it would probably work. The hemorrhage which
immediately started from the short incision was so

severe that I was glad to be able to close it immedi-

ately by hemostatic forceps, and to go on to a bloodless

hysterectomy. None who were present doubted that

enucleation— no .matter how rapidly performed—
would have been fatal. The uterus was amputated

from the cervix without loss of blood, and tlu; patient

made a most satisfactory recovery.

The j)ossibility of myomectomy was demonstrated

upon the tumor. Separation was comj)arativel}' easy,

but many aud large sinuses were opened in making it.

The point which I wish to emphasize in this case is

that an early operation would have enabled me to

remov(! the tumor without sacrificing the uterus.

Without going into details of similar operations per-

formed under the stress of im])ending death, I would
mention the comparative frequency of such cases. I

would at the same time lay stress upon the fact that
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it is ninoii^ hjkiIi cuscis tlmt tlio niDitality ol' hyHtcn^o
torny lioH. Siiic(! .Iiimmry I, If^'.*'.*, I luivt! Iiud 2 di-uiliH

ill my priviiU) opcnitioiis tor iit(!riii»' lihroid ; tli<! rrcov-

ori(!s liuvc Ix'cii 2(i. Tlic lirst liitul ciiso was in u

vvuinuii of forty-lour, uitii a history of our v<'ar'H

tumor, accompaiiit'cl l»y cxci^ssivc (lowiu^f. 'I'lie ;;rowtii

of tlu( tumor was rapid, tlu; llowiii*; (!XCi'Hsiv(!, tliii pain

and distress unl)caral)ii'. 'Ww tumor was lar^c and
multiplt^ ; it was sessile and attaelied to cvervtliin;,'

in tlu- pcdvis and to the hir<>(! intestiiu;. The l)h)od

sui)ply was extensive and tlie v(;ss(!ls hir<fe. I was
temj)ted to abandon tlie operation when 1 realized its

extent, danycrs and dilliculties, hut enucleation, once
be<fun, had to he; finished, th()ii<fh the diHiculti(!S

seemed really insurmountable. liy removal of the

tumor broad areas of oo/in*;' capillaries wen; left un-

covercid by p(M-itoneum. Hemorrhage was controlled

only by abundant gauze packing. The patient rallied

from tlie 0{)eration, but died of exhaustion at tlu; end
of one week.

In this case operation was undertaken at a comj)ara-

tively early period, but not until the tumor was very
large. There was the strongest indication for opera-

tion at the time it was performed; but thert; had been

for many months sulliciently strong indications. Who
can deny that the chances of recovery in this case

w^ere compromised by delay ? Had the tumor been

removed when first discovered, there is every reason

to believe that the operation would have been suc-

cessful.

So in the case of Mrs. C, age fifty, a jjatient of

Dr. Crocker, of Cambridge. She had had for two
years excessive flowing and had been advised to sul)-

mit to operation for a uterine fibroid the size of an

orange. She had become white and waxy with re-

peated hemorrhages. She had been tamponed and
curetted with temporary benefit. She finally was
driven to operation by increasing flow and failing

strength. The operation was bloodless, convalescence

had become well established and all anxiety was over,

when she died instantly from a pulmonary embolism
starting from the superior vena cava. The pelvic field

was perfect.

Death from pulmonary embolism must always be
considered in serious lesions, whether medical or sur-

gical. Yet, as 1 have observed it, it is more likely

to occur after extensive operations upon the blood-

less, in whose veins hemostatic clots are rapid of for-

mation but easy of detachment. I can recall one
other sudden death from this cause after hysterec-

tomy, the patient falling dead while being fitted with

an abdominal sup2iorter.

In all my other operations for fibroid in 18'.)".), and
so far in 1900 (26 cases), there has been a rapid and
satisfactory recovery, though many have presented

great technical difficulties. In the whole list there has

not been a simple, easy operation. Indeed, I have
not included trivial myomectomies performed during

operations for other abdominal conditions. The pa-

tients, before consulting me, have in most instances

waited imtil they were driven to it by hemorrhage,
discomfort, pain, or rapid increase in the size of the

tumor. It seems to me safe to say that, when per-

formed early, myomectomy or hysterectomy has a very

low mortality.

The chief point of my paper is the advisability of

early operations in the young, in order that the uterus

may be saved by limiting the opei-ation to removal of

\\w tumor itself. I iiave Hhowii— at leatt to my own
Hatinfaetion — that larly operafioiiH permit tlie cntirlfti-

lion of HHiall libromata in u large percentage of c.-uifN

;

indeed, that this operation iH oft^-n poHsibh- in large

libromata. .Moreover, I am convinced that th<- rliingcnt

of myomectomy, when it is feasibhr, are even lesH than
those of hysterectomy, for all my niyomeet'imieM have
recovcired. Many have been for comparativelv Hinall

tumors, but many have Ixjen fr)r very large ones. In

all myome<:toniieH one important and unavoirlable

source of sepsis is eliminated— that of cutting across

the uteriiKf canal. 'I'he dangers of infection from this

sourc(! art! gnrat, as Homans has always maintained.

In at least o\w. case of the past year cultures of the

streptococcus j)yogenes were obtained from tin; uterine

canal. This danger seems to be overcome by the use

of the cautery in cutting across the; cervical canal, for

I have had no inf(!Ctions since using this method. It

seems also clear to me that the smaller the tumor and
the easier the operation, the less the risk.

The only objection to early operation in fibroids

which possess litth; pathological significance is that

they are not at the time necessary. But can it be said

that even tlu; most insignificant fibroid will not at

some time assume attributes of grave significance? It

certainly cannot. If the tumor can be controlled, so

to speak, if it can be kept under frequent and intelli-

gent observation, little can be said in favor of univer-

sal extirpation ; but every ol)server knows that the pa-

tient once dismissed with the assurance that there is no
need of operation is but too likely to keep her tumor
to herself until perhaps the period of easy and safe

extirpation is long j)assed. She [)resents herself again
only when she is compelled to do so by the strongest

symptoms of suffering or of danger.

Even when under intelligent observation, however,
the fibroid may suddenly assume grave attributes. The
first hemorrhage may bring the patient to death's door,

as in the first case mentioned. Such instances are by
no means infrequent. Furthermore, it is by no
means unheard of for fibroids to suppurate, to be asso-

ciated with a pelvic peritonitis, or even with abscess,— a complication of the gravest nature, which de-

mands a heavy toll in disaster.

When the fibroids are extramural, with long pedi-

cles, the pedicles may become twisted. Among the
insidious complications must be mentioned the gradual
effect of pressure upon the ureters and consequent
hydronephrosis. In a word, the fibroid, though often
innocuous, possesses possibilities of danger to life and
health which I am convinced are underestimated.
On the other hand, the dangers of intervention

must not be underestimated. Though my mortality
in favorable cases has been so small, yet it is possible
that the next series of cases may include some of those
disasters which occur so inexplicably. Even in the
class under consideration operation should not be per-

formed without the most careful study ; and it should
be proposed only in those cases in which situation,

size, rapidity of growth, or hemorrhage, indicate tlu'

possibility of future trouble.

If the truth of these remarks is admitted with ref-

erence to fibroids in general, the importance of them
seems especially great with reference to youn<r women,
for to them early operations mean not only the
removal of a fibroid, which if not actually offending
may become so, but the possibility of preserving the
uterus itself and the power of bearing children.
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THE USE OF THE ANGIOTRIHE.»

BY V. H. DAVENl'OKT, M.D., IIOSTON,

AsHislant Profetsor of Gynecology, Harvard Medical School.

Any new ])ro('edure in surgery has to pass through

a period of trial before it is accepted by the profession

as an advance. Tlie angiotribe is now passing

through such a critical period, and it is with the idea

of giving my experience with it that I present this

paper.

The angiotribe, as its name implies, is an instru-

ment devised to control hemorrhage by powerfully

compressing the blood-vessels, and its chief object is

to do away with the use of clamps and ligatures for

this puri)ose. Its use was first advocated, as far as I

can learn, by Doyen, of Paris, and was followed by

Thumin, of Berlin, who modified Doyen's original in-

strument. Later Tutlier, of Paris, brought out a new
instrument, which is the one I show here to-night. A
little more than a year ago it began to be used in New
York by Cleveland, and independently by Newman,
of Chicago, and it has since then found a wider field

in the hands of a good many surgeons. At the meet-

ing of the American Gynecological Society in Phila-

delj)hia in May, 1891), Cleveland reported 26 cases,

Newman 16, and Stone, of Washington, 11, where

this instrument had been used most satisfactorily.

It is essentially a powerful clamp, consisting of two

heavy blades, which are approximated by pressure

j)roduced by means of a screw which is worked by a

wheel. With this instrument it is claimed that a

pressure of three thousand pounds to the square inch

can be obtained. The broad surfaces of the blades

are roughened, and there is a longitudinal groove

down the centre of each. A small pin at the end of

one blade fits into a corresponding depression in the

other, as an additional guard against any possible slip-

In vaginal hysterectomy, the operation m which

the use of this instrument seems peculiarly indicated,

my mode of procedure is as follows : Having seized

the cervix with the vvdsellum I divide the tissues in

the posterior cul-de-sac at the junction of the vaginal

wall with the cervix, with the Paquelin cautery

heated to a red heat. The point of the blade is kept

close to the tissues, and the whole breadth of the cul-

de-sac is divided. The same is done on the anterior

surface of the cervix, and the vagina is divided in the

lateral cul-de-sacs as well, but to a moderate depth

only. The tissues are then pushed up front and back

with the fingers, separating the attachments between

the uterus, and the bladder and rectum, until the peri-

toneum is reached. If there are no adhesions and the

uterus is small, the peritoneum is then opened and the

anterior and posterior surfaces of the uterus freed.

The blades of the angiotribe are then introduced on

the left side under the guidance of the fingers, includ-

ing as much of the broad ligament as they will grasp

and close to the uterus. Care should be taken that

the ends of the blades do not include bowel or omen-
tum. The blades are then screwed together tightly,

and the clamp allowed to remain for two minutes.

The tissues are then divided on the uterine side, leav-

ing a little margin of tissue on the outside of the

damp. When the clamp is carefully removed the

»'dg(; of the broad ligament will be seen to be a flat

ribbon as thin as paper, which is completely dry. The

> Head before the Obstetrical Society of Boeton, February 20, 1900.

same is then done on the other side. If the uterus is

small the fundus may be turned out anteriorly, and
the upper part of one broad ligament, including the

tube and round ligament and the ovarian artery

clamped from above, compressed for two minutes,

then severed, the same done on the other side, and the

uterus removed. In case of a large uterus, after the

uterine arteries have been comi)ressed, the uterus may
be bisected and each half removed separately. A
plug of gauze is then inserted between the stumps of

the broad ligaments and the operation is complete.

The operation as done with the aid of this instru-

ment is very satisfactory. It is as near bloodless as

it can be made. The use of the cautery limits bleed-

ing from the edges of the vaginal opening, and there

is practically no loss of blood from the stumps of the

broad ligament. The necessary manipulation during

the later stages of the operation does not start up
any oozing. It also shortens the time of the opera-

tion. I had long ago given up ligatures, both from the

difficulty of applying them and because if silk is used

they become infected and keep up a discharge until

they come away, often only after an interval of

months.

Leaving a number of clamps from twenty-four to

forty-eight hours is very painful for the patient, as is

also their removal. Following the use of the angio-

tribe there is almost no pain, practically no bleeding,

and the convalescence is easy and rapid.

In abdominal operations the results are equally

satisfactory, though the advantages from using the

angiotribe are less obvious. It can with perfect safety

be used for clamping off the appendages. In two
classes of cases it seems to me indicated : first, in septic

cases where there is danger of any ligatures becoming
infected, and for cases of secondary operation where
there have been disturbances from the stump left

after a primary operation. Here it would seem to

me to lessen the chance of subsequent irritation if no

ligatures were used.

From my experience in 5 cases (a limited num-
ber to be sure, but embracing both abdominal and
vaginal), I consider the angiotribe an advance in

technicjue. Some objection has been made to the size

of the instrument and its apparent clumsiness, but I

have not found that a practical objection. It can he.

adjusted in a narrow vagina, and after having been

used is removed, and the field of operation is not ol)-

structed, as is the case when clamps are left on. I

understand a somewhat lighter instrument has been

devised by Dr. Bissell, of New York, which is giving

satisfaction. If sufficient pressure can be secured with

a smaller instrument, it might be an advantage in the

way of being more easily kept absolutely still while

exerting the pressure. Dragging on, or twisting the

angiotribe while it is clamped, might possibly inter-

fere with perfect hemostasis.

The compressed tissues are not devitalized. The
course of the convalescence in the abdominal cases is

uneventful, and in the vaginal cases there is compara-

tively little discharge. The effect upon the tissues

has been studied microscopically by Thumin, of Berlin,

who says: "The result was, that, contrary to what
might have been expected from such a complete thin-

ning out, the tissues were by no means bruised out of

shape. The effect of the instrument is nothing more
than a complete compression of the interstitial connec-

tive tissue, with all its lym])h spaces. All the other
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elonioiits, niusclo cells and (dastic! fibros aro prcHHtid

close to fiicli other, and show hy th<'ir colorution and
retained sh!i|)(! that their iiijm y is sli^iit."

Similar iiivesti^^atioiis hy Hissell, ol' New York,

show how eoinph^te is the hemostasis. A clot I'oniiH

on tli(! side of tlu! elanip wluirt! tlu! artcu'y (inters, and
a second one in tlie central <jro<)ve of tin; blades. If

a little tissue is left next to the bhuhr when (luttin^ the

uterus away, tliere is a third barrier. Microscopicallv

he has shown that tin; musctdar coats of the art(!riesare

cut and retract and curl inwards, adding to the elli(a(;v

of th(^ blo()<l stasis. From this it will Ix; secrn that

the (lan<>er of secondary lu'niorrha<,n' is slight, and tin-

reports of cases corroborate this vi(!\v.

My conclusion with reirard to the an^iotribe, there-

fores is that it is a safe and elHcient incians of (lontrol-

liui; hemorrhage, renders the oj)eration easier for the

op(!rator and nuich nion; comfortable for the patient,

and is distinctly an advance, and has conu; to stay.

Clmicai department.

A CASE OF ^lORBID FEAR.

BY J. W. COURTNKV, M.D., BOSTON,

From the Nervous Clinic of the Boston City Hospital.

Of all the varied and widely diversified symptoms
that arise in connection with that adynamic condition

of the nervous system which we designate neuras-

thenia, none are more interesting than the morbid

fears which are prone to fasten upon its victims. It

is not in the least surprising that a nervously weak
person should be assailed by fears— since fear is the

almost inevitable outcome of weakness— but the

curious forms which such fears at times invest and
the psychopathic effects to which they may give rise

are always worthy of serious attention.

An attempt has been made to give certain forms of

these fears specific names, but the result of this at-

tempt is undesirable for two reasons : (1) Because it

leads us to suppose that all of these forms are intrin-

sically different from one another; and (2) because

the designations selected are, for the most part, of the

usual polysyllabic type with which the nomenclature

of nervous diseases is already sadly overburdened.

Pjxactly what to call the variety under which the

case to be reported comes is somewhat puzzling. As
its basis was a fear of death, it may be considered,

primai'ily, one of " thanatophobia." In its evolution,

however, its primary identity became so much en-

croached upon by other morbid factors that the term

selected cannot be said ultimately to entirely cover the

condition. At all events, call the case what we may,

it was certainly the .most dithcult, of the kind, to treat

that has ever come under my observation, and I doubt

seriously my ability to give in words even the faint-

est idea of the horrible mental torture endured by the

patient.

The case was that of an unmarried woman of twenty-

two years, American-born, of mixed Yankee and Irish

stock. Her father was distinctly neuropathic and

finally died suddenly, near sixty, of coronary sclerosis.

Her mother is alive and well, but of nervous tempera-

ment. Her eldest brother is nervous and high-strung

and at one time was prevented from pursuing his busi-

ness for an entire vear through fear of heart disease.

Another brother, younger than tho other, \h mow un-

der my ear<! with very marked iieuraith*iiiu, and Huf-

fern Heverely from numerous imperative eonceptit.

There are thnre other children in the family, all of

whom are of nervous t4-mperam<'nt and of marked
noHOphobic tendency.

The previous history of this |»atient contaiiiH noth-

ing worthy of special note. Iler present complaint

dated back to her father's death some sev*-!! years

ago. This, as I have said, occurred sud'h^nly. and
immediately afterward the patient sufTererl fnun se-

vere nervous chills, which persisted for upwards of a

month. Recovering from thesr-, she remained in a

mor(! or less nervous condition — whi(;h had no defi-

nite UKUital expression — up to a year ago last spring,

wluMi two other deaths oceurrerl— one in her own
family — which completely upset her. The fear of

death th(;n took (complete possession of her and she

b(!gan to imagine every one she kixtw in caskets.

She also became very emotional and cried a good deal

of tlu! time. Sin; feared death from typhoid, from
lightning-stroke, from heart disease and from surgical

operation. Her visualizing powers developed to a

higli degree and she could see herself in the agony,

with the family, the nurse and the doctor standing at

the bedside. To this general picture the finer detiiils

of her demise were finally added with torturing vivid-

ness, and she could see herself drawing her last breath

and her eyes closing. In addition she could actually

feel the death chill creep over her. Among other

things in reference to her taking off she worried as to

whether this should occur on a hot or cold day, a

stormy or a fair one.

All this time she was doing her work— that of a

stenographer— in a purely mechanical but satisfac-

tory way, and insisted to me that she did not in the

least foster the above ideas and fears, but that they
surged through her brain at all times and under all

circumstances. Her entire family were kept in a

continual state of anxiety over her condition and were
naturally fearful as to the ultimate results upon her

mental stability.

On my first examination, about a year and a half

ago, her physicial condition, except for some im-

poverishment of the blood, was found to be good,

the only physiciil signs being a slight hemic murmur
over the pulmoiuc area of the heart and a trifling in-

equality of the pupils. The eyes had been examined
by an oculist and no refractive error made out.

The question of treatment presented exceptional

difficulties, as may readily be imagined. The patient

was already goaded to desperation by solicitous friends

and others who insisted that her sufferings were con-

trollable and urged her to busy herself with various

things which would enable her— they thought— to

forget them. She insisted that no one could possibly

form any idea of how hard and how variously she had
struggled to rid herself of her morbidness, but without
the slightest avail.

The course of treatment I pursued was somewhat
as follows : I began by explaining to the patient in

some detail— she was intelligent, had had a high
school education— the nature of the general nervous
condition upon which the mental symptoms were
based, and showed her how necessary I considered it

to direct our combined attention to the nervous svstem
in ge'.'.eral, without regard primarily to such specific

I

manifestations as the fears. To accomplish this the
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ohIv drug used was iron. For the rest I insisted

upon forced feeding, graduated exercises done in class

work, and moderate bicycling, which she had formerly

enjoyed.

For a long time it was terribly discouraging for

both of us. She returned at intervals, and always

with the story that she was worse. In addition, she

complained that her stomach had gone back on her

and that she had a constant "bad feeling" extending

from the left hypochondrium to the umbilicus. To
account for this she expressed the fear that there were

j)robably tinger-nails in her stomach— she was an in-

vtteratf nail-bitiT— wliich she had swallowed; she

had heard of a girl dying from such a cause.

1 insisted that the prescribed treatment should be

rigidly adhered to in every particular, and within thrc^e

months she gained sixteen pounds. I then began to

use suggestion without hypnosis, going, however,

through the maneuvres which are ordinaril}' em-
ployed to produce the first stage of the latter. This

was done, at first, as often as three times a week.

My only success was in substituting a different—
though no more desirable— mental condition. Every-

thing began to seem strange to her. As she herself

said: " It seems queer to think of living; of having

definite work to accomplish ; to hear people planning

to do things at some future time." The most common-
place acts of life assumed a character liitherto un-

dreamed of by her, and she grew so discouraged at her

condition and her impotency to rid herself of her

horrid incubus that she threatened on two occasions to

drown herself.

I continued my pseudohypnotic seances and set her

definite tasks— such as memorizing passages from prose

and poetic works, which was not congenial and con-

sequently requii'ed considerable mental concentration
— to do in the interim between visits. I also used

the static breeze to the head, but merely to aid the

suggestive measures. I never allowed her to abandon
her work for even a day at a time and was finally re-

warded— after many relapses— with what may prac-

tically be termed a complete cure. She now does not

care to have the old fears or the queer thoughts men-
tioned at all. If they are spoken of, she changes

color and turns the conversation into other channels.

COLOSTOMY FOR OBSTRUCTION DUE TO MA-
LIGNANT DISEASE.

BY J. B. BLAKK, M.D., BOSTON.

TiiK abdominal viscera from a case of extensive

malignant disease were recently shown at the Surgical

Section. The case seemed of sufficient interest to

warrant a description. The patient was an Italian

woman, age fifty. She had irregular and profuse;

menstruation until four months before entrance.

Since then flowing liad ci^ased, but the abdomen had
increased steadily in size. In bed five weeks before

coming to hospital. During this period her bowels

moved only six times. She entered March 2G, li)0O.

She was poorly nourished and cachectic. No nodules

in breast, but some in left supraclavicular region. A\y
domen considerably distended and tympanitic, except

in right iliac region. Intestinal peristalsis visible.

Uterus fixed in pelvis, and an ulcerated crater replaced

the OS. Rectal examination showed anteriorly a hard,

nodular, immovable tumor mass. Enemata gave but

little results. No radical o])eration was advisable.

Operation.— A left inguinal colostomy was ad-

vised and accepted. After opening the abdomen in

the usual position it was impossible to find either the

sigmoid flexure or the lower descending colon. After

some troubU; the splenic flexure was found and brought
into the wound, and opened sctven hours later. A
small amount of feces escapf<l, and the patient was re-

lieved for a few hours only. Slu; died four days later.

Autopsy.— Nothing of importance in head. Peri-

toneal cavity : Small intestines and stomach greatly

distended ; adjacent coils bouiul together by an al-

most black, sticky, mucoid-like material. Portion

of intestine forming the borders of the surfaces

in juxtaposition injected. No free fluid in perito-

neum. Surface of intestine pale except the lines of

injection along the contiguous surfaces. In S})lenic

flexur(! is an opening 5 centimetres in size, edges

swollen, reddened ; surrounding mucosa dark. There
is an adjacent pedunculated mass of fat, deep red,

moist. Descending colon passes directly backward
from splenic flexure for a distance of 12 centimetres.

In the remainder of its course it is firmly bound
down to the posterior wall of the abdomen. The pel-

vis is filled with a dense, firm mass ; the anterior por-

tion of the superior surface being formed by the

wall of the bladder, which is covered with hard, irregu-

lar, grayish-white, ojiaque nodules 1 centimetre and
more in size. A coil of small intestine is firmly

bound down to this pelvic mass, and the sigmoid flex-

ure is lost in it. Anatomical landmarks are com-
pletely obliterated in the pelvis. In the right posterior

portion is a small, thin-walled cyst resembling in ap-

pearance a simple ovarian cyst, but no other evidence

of the tubes or ovaries or of the outlines of the

uterus can be discerned. The lumen of the loop of

small intestine appears constricted, although its distal

as well as its proximal end of the U-shaped figure

is dilated. The cecum is bound down to the pelvic

mass and the lumen of the ileum near the ileocecal

valve appears occluded. The intestine here is bound
down ])Osteriorly and is apparently converted into a

large cord. Beyond this point the intestine is col-

lapsed. No trace of appendix is found. It is evi-

dently buried in the mass of fibrous tissue about the

cecum. Here and there over the serosa of the intes-

tine and mesentery are firm, granular appearing,

whitish nodules, .5 centimeti'e to 1 centimetre in

size. (July three or four of these bodies w^ere found.

Similar nodular masses bound the sigmoid flexure to

the pelvic wall, (nlall-bladder distended ; united to

hepatic flexure by fil)rous bands. Diaphragm fifth

interspace left side ; fourth sj)ace right side. In the

upper part of the anterior mediastinum the tissue is

indurated and a small dense area found, which on
section shows a fibrous structure beset with white

opaque spots, giving it a rough, granular appearance.

Anatomical diagnosis.— C'ancer of bladder and va-

gina with direct extension into pelvic organs. Metas-

tases in retroperitoneal, bronchial and mediastinal

lymph nodes. Stricture of ureters ; hydrone{)hrosis of

right kidney ; obstruction of intestine at ileocecal

valve ; edema of lungs ; chronic fibrous peritonitis

;

chronic fibrous pleurisy.

The case offers two points of interest: (1) The re-

markable extent of the growth and the rapidity of its

development ; (2) an unusual complication in the
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roinpjirutivcly Hiiiiplf? oporiitioii of iii^uiiiul (^oloHtoiiiy.

The (listciidcd siiiiill iiitcsliiif liiil^cd into tin' wmhikI

:iii(l \v;i.s rcliinicd to llic Mlnloiii'm.il cuvity with dilli-

(!»lty. Till' iippui'ciit jilwciicc ol' dcs<!ciidiii;i colon was
very pu//lin<4 lor sonic time and tlic picsciicc ol' the

oiiiciitnmal llic .s|)lriiic (IcxMrc made it nion; dillicnlt

to hiiiii; tli(! iiitfstinc properly into llic vvoiiiid. 'Ilif

operation ji^Jive no peniianeiit relief, lK)(;ause llnr small

intestine was o(relude(l at the ileo(H!C!il valve. In

|)alliative operations, then^fori!, for the ndicd" of more
or less complete intestinal obstrnction diu^ to iiitra-

alulomiiial maliiiiiant j^rovvths, it is well to hear in

mind that the rii^ht as well as the left ini;ninal region

may lu; the seat of the stricture ; and it is possible

that in tlies(> cas(!S a median incision and an explora-

tory operation, as a preliminary, would he advisable.

If the condition of tln^ ease demanded, an arlilicial

anus raiij^ht be made at this opening. There was no

indication of tlu" hydronephrosis before death.

%reporti0f of J>ocietif^.

AMERICAN DERMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Fourth Annual Meeting, hkld in Wash-
ington, D. C, May, 1, 2 and 3, 1900.

I'IRST DAY. MOliNING SESSION.

The President, Dii. IIknkv W. Stelavagox, of

Philadelphia, read the

AXNIAL AUDRi:SS.

Our ultimate aim, he said, is the diminution of

suffering and the cure of disease. It is well to re-

member that this end is not attained by the clinician

alone, nor by the therapeutist alone, nor by the patho-

logist, nor by the bacteriologist, but by these investi-

gators going hand in hand, each having an important

and necessary share in the final result. Bacteriology

especially must be persistently cultivated. At the

same time, the hereditary receptivity, the family vul-

nerability, the environment, and the state of the

general liealth, are factors of moment in many cases,

and their removal or modification by hygienic and

constitutional treatment will often render the mi-

crobic invasion less calamitous, and be of aid in re-

moving the disease.

The I'eader referred to the teaching of dermatology

in the medical colleges, and the increased importance

attached thereto and the great advances therein. He
spoke of leprosy as a disease which must as yet be

considered from the standpoint of prevention, and the

necessity that the matter should be handled by the

national authorities.

BULLOUS dermatitis (oermatitis iierpetifor-

Mis) IX children.

Dr. J. T. BoAVEN, of Boston, detailed 5 cases

following vaccination and exhibited photographs.

lie referred to the ease and fre(][uency with which the

laity ascribe any succeeding ill to vaccination. Of
these 5 cases, in 3 the eruption appeared within two

weeks after vaccination, in 1 within a week, while in

another it did not show itself until after the lapse of

a month. In 4 of the cases there ai)peared to be

ground for the assumption that the vaccination in

Home way influenced the appeuruiico of the eruption.

In uttempling to rlaHnify the <;aHeH, eerUiin ehanujter-

islies that have not been einpiiu.si/ed uh iimiul fi-utunm

of tlermatitis herpetiformis force thernM-lveH ii|>oii our

notice. The locali/.ati<in (»f the leHJoiiM wan Htrikiti^,

UH then; was a markr-d tendency Ut grouping uUiUt

the mouth, (;hin, nose aiul ears, and upon the baekH of

the hands and feet. Besiiles this, tin; exteiiHor a.spectH

of the extremities were in general more promitiently

alVected. In all tin; (rases the trunk was afTeeU-d but

slightly as compared with the other regions r»f the

bo(ly. TIk! itching was not very i)roiiounced. In the

present sUite of our knowledgt; of the bullous derrn:i-

toses it is wise Uj go slowly an«l imprudent to draw

deductions from any but a large number of carefully

reported cas(!s.

I)i{. (>e<)R(;e T. .Iackson, of New York, read a

paper on
LOSS OF hair.

This was a study of 300 private cases. Klaboratfj

statistical tables were presented. His conclusions

were as follows : Loss of hair is far more freijuent

amonsr men than amon<i women. Neither the un-

married nor the married state exerts any infiuence on
the hair. Intellectual occupations and worry and strain

are predisposing causes. Sixtj'-six per cent, of the

cases begin before thirty years of age. In women gen-

eral thinning of the hair is the most common form,

while the receding forehead is uncommon. In men
the whole top of the head is most often affected, and
the receding temple is common. The great predis-

posing cause of loss of hair is heredity. Most of the

women who lose their hair show a well-marked his-

tory on the maternal side ; the men show it on the

paternal side. All disorders of the general nutrition

of the body are predisposing causes. The greatest

exciting cause is dandruft", a term used to include

seborrhea sicca, pityriasis, seborrheal eczema or der-

matitis. As to treatment, the best drugs are sulphur,

resorcin and the mercurials. The only stimulant

worth mentioning is massage, and this should not be

employed until the dandrutf is checked.

The paper was generally discussed by Dr. A.
Ravogli, Dr. Isadore Dyer, Dr. J. N. Hyde, Dr.
Joseph Zeisler, Dr. T. C. Gilchrist, Dr. Wm. A.
llardaway. Dr. Samuel Sherwell, Dr. .loseph Grin-

don, Dr. Henry W. Stelwagon, and Dr. George
Thomas flackson.

AN UNUSUAL PHENOMENON OK SYPHILIS : OTHE-

MATOMA.

Dr. Joseph Zeisler, of Chicago, read this paper.

Othematoma consists in a rather suddenly appearing
effusion of blood between the cartilage of the auricle

and the perichondrium, separating this latter from
the former. It is situated on the upper half of the

anterior aspect of the organ, and the swelling is con-

siderable. The chief occurrence of othematoma after

traumatism is well established. The writer carefully

searched the authorities as to the possible connection
of othematoma with syphilis, and the only reference

he could find to it was by Bouvier, in 1889.^ Dr.
Zeisler's attention was called to this possibility by the

following case : Dr. X, about forty years old, had a
small wart-like lesion on his right thumb, which was
removed by excision and cauterization w ith nitric acid.

* Archive for Dermatology aud Sypliilis, vol. ix, 1^90.
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The glands of the axilla became much enlarged. Six

weeks after the operation on the thumb, a generalized,

copious roseola made its appearance. Mercurial in-

jections, inunctions, etc., were given. About a year

later an othematoma appeared on the right auricle.

Tiider a liberal administration of iodide of potassium

the othenuUoma promptly disapi)eared, never to retuiu

again. The most natural explanation of the case is

on the basis of perichondritis due to syphilis.

EVEMN(i SESSION.

A CASE OF imOCQ's EKYTHKODKKMIE PITYUIASIQUE

EN PLAQUES DLSSKMINEES.

Du. .1. C. White, of Boston, reported this case.

Tlie patient was a healthy Irishman, with a n(^gative

family history, who about twelve years ago noticed red

sjjots of considerable size on his lower leg which dis-

api)eared in the spring, and reappeared each autumn,

invading more and more the general surface until the

entire surface was almost covered. They showed

themselves every year at the beginning of cold

weather, remained unchanged throughout the winter,

and vanished in April. They had never given rise to

any subjective symptoms. On inspection his face and

neck were largely occupied by bright red areas of

irregularly circular outline, varying in size from one-

half inch to two inches in diameter. They were

mostly smooth, not at all elevated even at the margin,

and were not thicker than the normal skin.

Another case was seen about the same time by Dr.

Charles J. White, in a young German, age twenty-six.

The two cases bore a strong resemblance to each other

in the general apjiearances, but were far from identi-

cal, the second one covering much larger individual

areas uniformly and being more scaly, as in Brocq's

case. It also lacked the peculiar brownish tint of the

first case.

Dh. Pkince a. Mokkow, of New York, read a

paj)er entitled

THE I'UOPIIVLAXIS AND CONTROL OF LEPROSY IN

THIS COUNTRY.

The reader referred to the growing likelihood of

contagion from our recently acquired possessions in

the Philipj)ines and Hawaii, and the necessity for na-

tional action in order to prevent the spread of the

disease. He suggested the employment of skilled ex-

perts as quarantine inspectors. He deprecated the

medieval conception of the horror and virulence of

the disease, which is now known to be no more con-

tagious than tuberculosis. Isolation or segregation

undoubtedly are the most effective means known to

sanitary science for the control of this and other con-

tagious diseases. Homes or asylums with suitable

hygienic surroundings should be provided by the na-

tional government for the care and maintenance of

lepers. Such asylums should be made comfortable

and attractive and arranged with especial adaptation

to the requirements and peculiar needs of its in-

mates. In view of the chronicity of the disease,

lepers should not be condemned to close confinement

in inactivity, but should be provided with interests,

means of employment and recreation. As a large

proportion of lepers are able to engage in some
kind of industry, such institutions might be made
partly or wholly self-sustaining from the proceeds of

these industries.

THE PREVALENCE OF PARASITIC DISEASES OF THE
SKIN AND MEASURES NECESSARY TO LIMIT THEIR
SPREAD.

Dr. William Thomas Corlett, of Cleveland,

read this paper. The frequency of diseases of the

skin due to animal and vegetable parasites as reported

by this association show that, next to eczema, epizoic

dermatoses are the most prevalent of all skin affec-

tions in this country, being met with 95 times in

1,000 cases of skin disease, or 9.529%. Favus in

this country is almost wholly an imjjorted disease.

The fre(juency as well as the severity of ringworm
differs in different countries : in lowlands it thrives

and is virulent. The principal sources of infection

are asylums and similar institutions where children

are often accepted and congregated without due re-

gard to their contagious condition ; kindergartens

and schools ; the poor or slum districts where chil-

dren are crowded together in uncleanly tenement
houses, and domestic animals, especially horses,

cows, dogs and possibly poultry. The habit of using

the same barber's utensils without previous cleansing

for different persons should not be tolerated. The
hanging of roller towels in hotels is a dangerous cus-

tom. Barber shops should be under the supervision

of boards of health. Treatment of parasitic derma-

toses should be prolonged until the disease is wholly

eradicated, and a certificate to this effect given by the

medical attendant before the person is admitted in

close communion with others.

Dr. Henry W. Stelavagon, Philadelphia, re-

ported

TWO CASES OF PERSISTENT EXFOLIATION OF THE
LIPS.

The first case was in a young woman, about eigh-

teen. The urine showed considerable deposit of

urates. The condition was limited to the vermilion

of the li])s, neither overstepping the mucous portion

of the moutli nor the cutaneous integument. The
lips when free from the scale or crust formation ap-

peared normal, at times showing scattered points of

superficial abrasion. The first stage in the formation

of an exfoliating film consisted of slight but scarcely

perceptible thickening. In a short time, from two to

five days, the affected parts would break up into

plaques, by a breaking through of the film, and the

edges of the plaques would gradually become
everted, and slowly loosen and detach themselves.

If pulled off' or forc-ibly detached the lips would be

red, slightly abraded and somewhat tender. The ex-

foliative process went on unceasingl}^ The disease is

still persistent but no longer under the reader's care.

The second case was in a woman aged thirty. The
patient was profoundly neurasthenic. Both lips were

to a great extent involved, although the central parts

were most markedly affected. There was slight

seborrhea capitis in both cases. The reader was in-

clined to consider the disease as allied to eczema
seborrheicum.

THE eti<)i,()(;y and pathology of cutaneous
CANCER.

Dr. a. Ravogli, Cincinnati, who read this paper,

said that from the greatest anti([uity the clinical con-

ception of cancer has l)een an ulcer, especially of the

skin and glands, with exuberant growth of granula-
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tioiis, which when removed h:iH ;i tfii(h>ii(;y to r«)la|>H<!,

^ra(hi:illy sprcudiiif; .hkI iiiuNt miiiaiitic: corKlilinii.s

ciiiisiii^ (h'iitli. 'I'hc true ctioloi^y wus lirst ;;ivrii hy

Billroth, who coiisidcw-cd us ciirciiioiiia only thosi- new
growths wliich rrsult from epithelial prochietioii, to-

*reth(;l' with an iiililtratioii in th(; coniie(;tiv(; tiHHiieH.

It is (|uite natiiiiil that the masses of epitludial eells,

crowdinj^ themselves into the midst ot th(! eonneetivt!

tissues, must produce an irritation whic-h eaus<!s a pro-

lil"(M*atioii of the eonnectivcvtissue eorpuschis. Tiiese

corpuscles, which have the task of providinj; for tlie

nutrition of tlu; conne(!tive-tissue fihriis, an; jrreatly

developed in the embryonic sta;ire. In adult life

tlu^y arc! very mu(;h smalhu', but on account of some
inflammatory exudation, they return to their em-
bryonic stai;(! ; increasiu<^ in their volume, their

nuclei proliferate, they increase in (pumtity, prodnc-

inif hypertrophy of the, connective tissues, until they

reach the form of papillary i^rowths. In carcinoma

the presence of sharp epithelial cells crowdiiii; down
upon the delicate stru(;ture of the conuective-tissui!

fibres, causes the connective-tissue corpusch^s to take

part in the proliferation, hence carcinoma is a inalijf-

nant production consisting of masses of epithelial cells

imbedded in a connective-tissue structure, inflamed and

infiltrated.

SECOND DAY. moiininm; session.

The general subject discussed at the meeting was

MALIGNANT DISEASES OE THE SKIN.

(a) THEIR CLASSIFICATION AND CLINICAL FEAT-
URES.

Dr. JC. B. Bronson read this paper. The im])ort

of the epithet malignant as applied to disease varies

according to the circumstances under which it is em-
ployed. As most generally used the term implies a

rapid, destructive course, tending to a fatal issue. It

is thus used to designate certain forms or varieties of

a disease of a severe and dangerous type, in contra-

distinction to other forms of the same disease that

pursue a relatively milder or " benigner " course.

Thus we have malignant and benign form of syjjhilis

and tuberculosis. Pernicious cell growths may origi-

nate either in the epithelial structures or in the con-

nective tissue. In the one case the resulting disease

is carcinoma, in the other sarcoma. All known " ma-
lignant " growths pertain to one or the other of these

two diseases. An epithelioma, though, in the com-

mon acceptation of the term, a skin cancer, is not

necessarily a malignant growth, only potentially so.

A promising field for the study of malignancy in dis-

eases of the skin and of the conditions relating to it

is found in those diseases that, beginning as an inflam-

mation or simple perversion of growth, end in malig-

nant cancer. The epitheliomas that develop on old

syphilitic lesions, on lupus, or from some indifferent

local irritation of the skin, are common instances.

Dr. M. B. Hartzell spoke on

(J) THEIR etiology AND PATHOLOGY.

Heredity, age, traumatism and long-continued slight

irritations have long been considered as predisposing,

in greater or less degree, to the occurrence of cancer.

While heredity is no longer believed to play the im-

portant role formerly attributed to it, yet it is appar-

ently well settled that cancer is apt to occur in suc-

(MtHHive p'lierutioiiH of Hoine fuinilieH, due, \vk i* now
believiMl, not to tlie inlieritaiice of the diHeuAe, but Ut

an inherited Hiisceptibility. The influence of a^e u|K>n

the ap|)earance of <;areiiioMui Ih ho very evident that it

is no longer a matter for debate; in the g^real majority

of raMes the patient with «uic«-r it* paHt fr»rty yearn of

age, the (•xceptions to this rule being in niOHt ciuiCM

examphjH of rodent ule<;r. Kibbert produced numer-
ous tumorH in the abdomen, ut4-ruH, diapliragm and

pleura of an animal (a rabbit) by allowing free epithe-

lial cells to diffuse through the peritoneal cavity, (.'aii-

cer possesses a considerable number of featun-H,clirMcal

and pathological, which suggest the possibility of its

being an infection, although other explanations are not

altsolutely precluded. We may regard it fairly well

demonstrated that this neoj)lasm results from a pro-

fonnfl and more or less permanent alteration of the

mechanism of cell division. This alteration may re-

sidt from long-continued irritation of a me<;haniral or

(•hemi(;al kind. The immediate caus('s are tlu-n-fore

multiph^ In cases of xerrxlerma pigmentosum it may
l)e assumed that some inborn defe<'t of the skin exists.

Dr. F. J. Shepherd, of Montreal, considered

(r) THEIR TREATMENT.

As a surgeon who had to treat all kinds of malig-

nant disease, wherever situated, excision of the growth
and the adjacent lymphatic channels and glands seemed
the most scientific procedure in the majority of cases.

He said that all now believed in the local origin of

cancer, and also that whenever found it should be

quickly and completely removed. The disease being

local, only local treatment was curative. Constitu-

tional treatment was of no avail.

There are two forms of local treatment, removal
by knife and removal by caustics. Surgeons favor

the former and dermatologists the latter. The weak
point in the treatment of malignant disease of the skin

l)y caustics is that it postponed the removal of the

neighboring lymphatic tissue and glaiuls. Dr. Shep-

herd held that there may be malignant disease of the

glands and yet they cannot be always told, as in the

axilla and submaxillary region. P2ven the microscope

would fail to detect the disease in the glands, the can-

cer cells in the very early stage being so few and far

between. He instanced the magnificent results of the

removal of mammary cancer by modern methods of

very extensive operations. In Paget's disease of the

nipple he advocated removal of the whole breast. In

cancer of the lips, scrotum, penis, vulva and whenever
the skin was loose, removal by excision was advocated.

Certain malignant ulcerations of the skin he admitted

might be successfully treated by caustics, especially

rodent ulcer and those slow-growing forms of epithe-

lium situated in regions somewhat removed from
glands, as the nose, forehead, temples, cheeks, hands
and where the glands are not early affected. He had
successfully employed free curetting and the after a|>-

jilication of caustics in such cases. The best caustics

were arsenic, chloride of zinc and caustic potash.

Some hold that arsenic has a selective action ; that is,

an inflammation may be produced which will destroy

cancer cells but not normal tissue. Before employing
arsenic the ulceration should be curetted, or the epi-

dermis over it should be destroyed by caustic potash.

Several other methods of treatment were alluded to.

such as the parenchymatous injections of alcohol, ni-

trate of silver, chloride of zinc, electrolysis, aniline
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ilyes and the injection of toxins. Coley's treatment

is more suited to sarcoma than carcinoma. In sar-

coma of the skin early and complete removal was the

best treatment if tlie growth were local. When gen-

eral, some cases have been successfully treated by the

injection of a solution of arsenic. The injection of

toxins liad not proved successful in Dr. Shepherd's

hands.

Dh. PoLi.iTZKU, of New York, read a paper on

A CASE OF XEVUS CANCER; METASTASIS; OPERA-
TION ; CURE.

The patient was thirty years old when a small,

slightly i)igmented mole on the back, about an inch to

tlu' left of the eighth dorsal vertebra, began to ulcer-

ate. During six years of treatment the ulcer never

healed, and finally began to exceed the limits of the

original mole. It was then excised, the skin stitched

up, and the wound healed well, producing a linear

scar. Six months later the skin in the neighborhood

of the scar became raised, red, glistening over an ir-

regular area about two inches in diameter, and broke

down at two points, producing small ulcers. Soon

after the patient consulted the writer. There was

then, in addition to the condition described, a small,

hard, round tumor clearly below the skin, and an inch

and a half from the edge of the red, glistening patch.

The i)atch, including the scar and a large extent of

healthy skin, was excised, the subcutaneous tumor was

found within the substance of the trapezius muscle,

and the latter was stripped up from its attachments to

the spines of the ninth to twelfth dorsal vertebrae and

cut out to an extent that included the tumor. Micro-

scopic examination showed the cutis throughout the

red, glistening area to be filled with round, oval and

irregular tracts of cancer cells, without connection

with the surface epithelium. Examination of the tu-

mor in the muscle showed it to be made up of large

nests of cancer cells separated by dense masses of con-

nective tissue, w^hich had replaced the muscle fibres.

Six years have elapsed since i\w. oj)eration, and the

j)atient is entirely free from any sign of a recurrence.

Cases of nevus cancer are usually of such striking

malignancy that the favorabh; result in this case, in

which a metastatic deposit had already occurred, makes
it worthy of record.

SYPHILITIC LESIONS OF THE " WHEAL " TYPE.

Dk. II. G. Klotz, of New York, described an un-

usual eruption observed during the early period of

secondary syphilis, and quoted similar descriptions

from Taylor and Langehert. The lesions resemble

wheals, except for the absence of itching and other

sensory symptoms, and for their long duration. Nev-
ertheless he believes it justifiable to accept the lesions

as wheals, especially as the conditions found in the

wheal of urticaria by several authors would fully ac-

count for the clinical features. Dr. Klotz called atten-

tion to the want of actual knowledge in regard to

angioneurosis, and mentioned a recent paper by Bril-

lippsoro, which attempts to estaljlish the origin of the

so-called angioneurosis from end)olism.

Dk. .Joseph Zkisleu said he had never had his

attention called to this distinct syphiloderm as an inde-

pendent form, but he had se(;ii a case much like that

descril)ed by Dr. Klotz.

Dk. James Nevins JIvde, of Chicago, saw no
reason why the introduction of a poison such as syph-

ilis into the system should not bring about a series of

changes in the skin.

Dk. Joseph Grindon, of St. Louis, said we should

expect, reasoning a priori, to see such eruj)tions in

syphilis.

Dr. Klotz stated that he was inclined to consider

it a syphilitic eruption, different from the erythema
and similar affections.

endothelioma of the skin developing in the
scar tissue of lupus vulgaris; angiosar-
coma OF THE SKIN.

Dr. John A. Fordvce reported the case of a

patient, the subject for a number of years of a lupus

vulgaris of the forearm. A nodular growth de-

veloped in the scar tissue which followed various op-

erative procedures on the lupous tissue. The tumor
was excised and ])i'oved microscoj)ically to be an en-

dothelioma, probably starting in the perivascular lymph
spaces surrounding the smaller vessels. From the

size and appearance of the cells alone, as well as from
the general conformation of the cell collections in the

connective-tissue spaces, it would be impossible to dif-

ferentiate the growth in question from a small-celled

epithelioma. The grouping of the cells about the

dilated blood spaces, together with the absence of

other possible points of origin, enabled a diagnosis of

endothelioma to be made. Although epitheliomas

springing from lupous tissues have not infrequently

been reported, the writer believed the case in cjuestion

to be a unique one in which an endothelioma has been

found in such a connection.

Several instances of angiosarcoma were referred to

in which single tumors had been found which were

identical in structure with the so-called idiopathic pig-

mented sarcoma of Kaposi. These growths start

from the connective-tissue covering of the vessels and

are histologically to be differentiated from the true

endotheliomas.

TWO CASES OF KHINOSCLEROM A.

Dr. C. W. Allen, of New Y^ork, presented with

colored drawings and photographs 2 cases of rhino-

scleroma, one of whi(;h had been under his observation

since 1889, the other for about three months. Both

are already known to literature. In the first case the

portion of the growth involving the centre of the

upper lip, gum and inferior portions of the nose broke

down in a gangrenous suppuration, and within the

period of a fortnight was completely thrown off, leav-

ing the bones denuded. These subsequently became
covered over with a reproduction of the new growth, so

that eating, breathing, sleeping, etc., became more natu-

ral and life was prolonged after it had been despaired

of. In the case of the man, whose affection had ex-

isted for nineteen years at least, there was enormous

enlargement of the external nose, dilatation of the

nostrils, which were also practically occluded. For nine

years a tracheotomy tube had alone made breathing

possible, and the stenosis extended the whole length

of the pharynx, shutting off the posterior nares by

bands and masses of fibrous tissue. Despite the sev-

erity of th(! condition present in both cases, there had

been recent imi)rovement in the general health.

AN UNUSUAL FORM Ol' TUMOR OF THE SCALP.

Dr. Allen presented a colored painting, gross

specimen and microscopic preparation. The tumor,
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which lijid Im!«'ii of slow <^n)\vtli upon tlir H(ral|) of a
vv()iii:m iidvanccd in yt'iirs, liiul hccii widi-ly (•.xciscd

iiftrr tli(^ diai^Miosis of prolialiic (•.•mMiioiiia wuh iimdc
The (rliiff (linical ffaliirc of tli<- liiiiioi' was ilH t-.vlrciiw!

hanliM'ss, almost like that of ivory. This was due to

ii <;«:iitral ciicapsidatcd inasH which had iiiidrr;^oiic

liyaliiic or colloid (h^irciicnition. S(!ctioii.s made liy

I)r. Martin Wart^, to whom the reporter is indihtid

for a description of the appearances, showed an alve-

olar arrani^cment of polyliedral cells, <ri-owin^ in a

very atypical niannei-. Theses cells are arrani(<'d

ahont a central canal, indicatinjf that the i^rowth <'m-

anates from glandular strnclnrc!, thither sebaceous or

sweat inland. The cells do not take the hematoxilin

and eosin stain W(dl, hectanse of the defeneration thcv

have underi>-one.

Dus. S. SiiKiiwioi.i. and .1. C. .Iohnston rciported

A CASK OK XANTHOMA TllUsKCL'LATUM DIAIII.II-

CORIJM, SIlOWlNCi ItAI'II) DISAl'FEAKANCl': Ol

LKSIONS UNUKU A NTIDI AI'.ICTIC RKc; I.MKN AM)
TKKATMKNT.

As long ago as 1890 Dr. Sherwell sent one of these

cases to Dr. A. R. liobinson. The patient in the pres-

ent case was a woman, age forty, somewhat plethoric,

apparently well nourished, who was first seen on .Jan-

uary 8, 1900. The urine was full of sugar. The
lesions were first noticed between five and six years

ago, most marked on the arms, elbows, knees and
nates, and are less noticeable during the summer
mouths. Last winter the symptoms became so dis-

tressing that she could obtain no r(;lief by night or

day. Jt would seem that from the first she had had

classic symptoms of glycosuria. The appearance was
such that, roughly speaking, at the distance of the

width of a room the eruption might have been taken

for a case of variola at the height of the pustular and

confiuent stage. She was put upon antidiabetic regimen

and diet, together with mild laxative alkaline treat-

ment, and rapidly improved. The papular and tu-

bercular masses flattened, the infiammatory lialos en-

tirely disappeared. At present there is scarcely even

a pigmented spot to mark where the original lesions ex-

isted. The glycosuria is cpxite slight. So far only

about 30 such cases have been reported.

Yiw. .Ia>[p:s Clark White inquired whether the

blood had been examined.

Dr. .Iajiics Nkvins Hyde said he had seen at

least 2 such cases.

Dr. Sherwell, replying to Dr. White, stated that

the blood had not been examined. The lesions were

not compressible, looking almost like a pus formation

or a conical furuncle. The patient felt as if there

were crumbs in the bed.

BLASTOMYCETIC DERMATITIS AND ITS RELATION
TO YAWS.

Dr. Isadore Dyer, of New Orleans, read this

paper. In many particulars the case fulfilled tho

clinical characteristics of yaws. Dr. Dyer examined

specimens and confirmed the diagnosis of blastomycetic

dermatitis. Under the iodide treatment the improve-

ment was rapid, the lesions fiattened, the exudate

diminished. Finally mercurial plasters were applied

to all of the lesions, successfully reducing the granula-

tions. At the present time the face shows a smooth,

glossy area, marked here and there by a fibrous tab,

and with a large, branching, somewhat keloidal sear

in the l«>wer part of the ureii. Over ull then- i* a

Hue linear network of scurH, Hoft but marked.

TiiKKi; < A.ii'.s OK isi.a.stomvcktk; i.nkk<;ti<»n ok
TIIK SKIN, ONK OK TIIKM I'lJOUl ( l\(; A "TIMOIc"
OK MM l.oWKIC Ml-.

Die. !•". II. iMoNT<;oMKKV and Di;. II. I. Hi< kkt»
reported thestf ciwes.

Dr. .1. N. IIvDK, of Chicago, gave

A in:\lKW OK TIIK HirB.IKCT OK HI. A HTOM VCKTIC
inke<;tion ok the hkin, wirii a kki-okt ok

TW«) NEW CASKS.

'I'he subject of blastoinycetes was discussed by
Dr. .lames (". White, lioston ; Dr. William A. Pu.sey,

Chi(!ago; Dr. .John T. liowen, IJoston ; Dr. II. 0.

K lot/.. New York; Dr. Sammd Sherwell, IJrooklvn ;

Dr. M. H. Hart/ell, rhila(leli)hia ; Dr. .Toseph Zei.sier,

Chicago; Dr. .John A. Fordyc<', New York; Dr.

•lames C. .Johnston, New York ; Dr. T. C. (iilchrist,

Haltimon; ; Dr. Frank Hugh Montgom(;ry, ("hicago ;

and Dr. .James Nevins Ilyd*', Chicago.

A CASK of ERYTHKMA ELEVATI M DIITINIM (?)

was rei)orted by Dr. T. C. Gilchrist, of Baltimore,

who said that the case did not recall the diagnosis of

lichen j)lanus, and did not at all resemble Galloway's

(;ase of ringed eruption.

Dr. .J. N. Hyde said he had seen a case which was

almost identical with (ialloway's case.

A vote of thanks was tendered to the retiring pres-

ident. Dr. Henry W. Stelwagon, of Philadelphia,

and Dr. Francis .John Shepherd, of Montreal, the

newly-elected president of the association, was in-

ducted into his office. This was followed by ad-

journment.

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.

Meeting of February 20, 1900, the President, Dr.
A. Worcestkr, in the chair.

Dr. F. II. Davenport read a paper entitled

THE USE OF the ANGIOTRIBE.'

Dr. G. W. Washhurn : I am rather impressed by
the apparent clumsiness of the instrument, and would

fear that there would be more or less dragging upon

the tissues. The danger of secondary hemorrhage is

not, it seems, as great as one would fear.

Dr. W. L. Burrage : I have seen the instrument

used in only one case, and was not especially im-

pressed with it then, as it seemed clumsy and heavy.

A separate assistant is needed on account of the dan-

"er of dra'T<rin<r upon the tissues. I have noticed that

some men after using the angiotribe cauterize as well,

as if suspicious of the absolute safety of the instru-

ment, which seems to me rather a return to methods

discarded years ago. I have been fairly well satisfied

with the use of animal ligatures in abdominal work,

and would not feel inclined to use it there. Its best

field would be in vaginal hysterectomies, where vaginal

ligatures are apt to become infected and clamps are

greatly in the way. Its clumsiness seems to me rather

a disadvantage for use within the abdominal cavity.

The feeling of lack of security of which I have spoken

makes me feel rather sceptical as regards its use in

the future.

> See page 4 of the .Touriial.
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Du. J. G. Blakk : Theoretically vaginal hysterec-

tomy would seem to offer a very good field for the in-

strument. It is a great disadvantage to obstruct the

view with many clamps, which are also very annoying

to the patient afterwards, for forty-eight hours very

likely. If this instrument can be modified so as to

become lighter and yet retain its crushing power I

should regard it as a great addition to our armamenta-

rium.

Du. J. C. MuNUO : I should like to ask how many
cases of intermediary hemorrhage have been reported

wliere this instrument was used ?

Du. Davkntort : I could not find a single case out

of the 200 or so I examined in which any such hemor-

rhage was due to the instrument. In one case there

was a hemorrhage, but it was thought to be due to an

improperly made instrument, the edges of the blades

being too sharp. Another case of supposed secondary

hemorrhage was in reality bleeding from the cut edges

of the vagina and not from the tissues crushed by the

angiotribe.

Du. Ml'nuo : Though this instrument may be of

use in the vagina I am sure that in the abdominal

cavity 1 should stick to silk or some such approved

method.

Du. Davenport : Dr. Burrage has spoken of some
operators using the cautery after the angiotribe. I

hardly think it was used so much with the idea of

cauterization and so preventing a hemorrhage as to

avoid adhesions. Skene showed here some two years

ago his electrical clamp, wliicli cooked the parts be-

tween its blades. The objection to that is that it

requires special apparatus, and can hardly be used at

private operations away from a large hospital.

I agree with the speakers that the main use of the

instrument will be in vaginal work. In abdominal

work I would limit it to septic cases or others where I

wished to avoid ligatures. In the case in which I used it

in the abdominal cavity I was doing a secondary lapar-

otomy to relieve a tender stump, caused, it was thought,

by an infected ligature. Here the use of the angio-

tribe was very satisfactory. I think if a smaller in-

strument doing the same work has been perfected it

may be an advantage, but this one is not practically

nearly as clumsy as it looks.

Du. M. H. Richardson read a paper entitled

REMARKS ON THE SURGERY OF UTERINE FIBROIDS,

WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE IMPORTANCE
OF EARLY REMOVAL IN THE YOUNG.*^

Dr. F. B. Harrington : The many cases I have
seen in which enucleation was quite easy and satisfac-

tory make me feel more and more the importance of

saving th(! uterus when it can be done. I still feel

that hysterectomy is almost the most serious operation

with which I am called to deal, and I still have a cer-

tain hesitation about advising an operation in cases in

which the symptoms are not severe, especially cases

where I have a chance to watch the patient myself, or

where I know she is in good hands. Possibly think-

ing over this paper will convince me of the need of

earlier oj)eration, but at present I am inclined not to

be too hasty about urging it.

Dr. W. F. Whitney: There are many points of

interest from a pathologist's stand, bearing upon the

views advanced by Dr. Richardson.

Against einicleation, the fact of the frequent multi-

* See page 1 of the Jourual.

plicity of small growths which cannot be detected in

the thickened wall and may subsequently develop
into large and dangerous ones must be borne in mind.
More precise knowledge is needed on the subsequent
history of those that are left behind— whether their

growth is accelerated or retarded by enucleation of

some of them.

Another question which has yet to be answered is

whether enucleation will restore the atrophied or hy-

pertrophied mucosa to its normal condition again, and
so prevent recurrence of hemorrhage.
The suppuration is due to infection supervening

upon the anemic necrosis to which these growths are

very liable. But if this does not happen partial ab-

sorption and calcification may be looked for as a favor-

able result, which, with the associated shrinkage, may
account for some of the cases of spontaneous cure.

I have never seen a case of a direct change of a
fibroid into a malignant growth ; but have frequently

seen associated malignant disease, usually cancer, and
once or twice sarcoma.

Dr. W. L. Burrage : I agree with Dr. Richardson
in early diagnosis and operation. Many cases are al-

lowed to go on too far, especially the hemorrhagic
ones. Tliere is one method of investigation that is

too often neglected, that of using the finger within the

uterine cavity. Submucous fibroids can be made out

in this way and often removed without sacrificing the

uterus ; if necessai'y, the uterus can be split in the me-
dian line and then closed again after removing the

tumor. A large amount of the uterus can be removed
and yet enough mucous membrane left to line the cav-

ity. The hemorrhage in this operation can be con-

trolled very easily by an assistant grasping the uterus

from above. I would always leave the uterus in young
women when possible. As to the danger of the de-

velopment of other tumors after enucleation we can
warn the woman of the possibility, and then operate a

second time if necessary, but the chances of such a

recurrence are very small. Presei-ve the organ if you
can. Diagnose early and operate early and many
women will be saved from later disaster. I agree

most cordially with what has been said by Dr. Rich-

ardson about the importance of careful preparation.

Every drop of blood is of importance. In some cases

the patient should be kept in bed for a long time be-

fore the operation, and given ergot or hydrastis or

stypticin, etc.

I am glad that Dr. Richardson has taken this ground
about the importance of the early removal of fibroids.

It is time that this teaching should be preached.

Dr. Blake : In the course of the last thirty years

I have had a chance to watch the change in the views

held by the profession as to the proper treatment of

fibroids and am not yet ready to accept the doctrine

of indiscriminate operation. Of course we have all

known many cases of women carrying for years large

fibroids in comparative comfort, and we also have all

had cases in which the hysterectomy we urged was
followed by untoward results and cut short lives that

might otherwise have continued for years. Colored

people are especially apt to have fibroids, as we know,

yet many of them get along perfectly well without

much suffering. We should in every case consider

very carefully whether the gravity of the symptoms
justifies so serious an operation.

Dr. Davenport : I feel strongly the importance of

early operation. The dangers a tumor is liable to
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givo riHo to aro nunuMous uiid muHt not bo forgotton.

Ah r(!g;inls tlu! dcfvcloinnciit of oilier liiiiiorH iift»!r o\\*t

hiis l)(-«>ii (;iuu;lfiit('(l, I liHidly 1Vh>I tliiit vvit c.-iii ho

lii^litly say aiiotluir opcnitioii ciiii iImmi Im- (Ioim;.

Myomectomy is so .stirioiis un oporatioii that I iliink

W(! ou<;lit to lay the; possibility bel'oro tin; pati«:iii and
let lier decide lor herseli", vvlu!tli<;r kIio wants lo run
tbt! risk or not of a H(H;on(lary operation. The (pies-

tion of optiration would also be d(;t(;rmined for me by
my relations with the patient. If tlu; puti(;nt were
one that I could follow or was under the care of some
one in whom I had confidence I mi<rlit wait. It is

surprising how large a tumor can be enucleatcul yet

the uterus be but little mutilated. I am getting more
and more inclined to remove small tumors and in my
eyes tlie whole question hinges upon the comparative
safety of the operation as now done. A fibroid is a

pathological condition and operation in the early stages

is almost always successful. The patient has the

right to be relieved of possible future danger. As to

building up, the method I have found best to avoid

loss of blood is whenever the patient is bleeding to

pack the vagina tightly, changing the packing when-
ever needed. This method may be kept up for weeks
or months and is much more effective tlian any drugs.

Dit. J. L. iliLDUETii : In the past I have many
times asked myself what the prognosis was to be in a

given case, and now I know no better way of telling

than I did then. I wish we could have some tangibh;

principles to work upon, but there are none as far as I

know.
Dr. G. J. Engelmann : I do not think it is as rare

to see these tumors disappear as would seem to be the

case from what has been said here to-night. The man
in general practice is more apt to see such cases than

the surgeon, who very likely sees the patient only

when she is Ijrought to him to be operated upon. I

have five such cases vividly in mind, cases vpith large,

easily bleeding tumors which disappeared in time.

Years ago in post-mortem work I saw many cases in

which unsuspected fibroids were discovered. I have
also seen many cases where treatment has succeeded

in keeping the patient along in good health. The
question of operation all depends upon the conditions

present, whether we can keep the patient under close

observation or not. My feeling is to wait till symp-
toms develop and then operate only when other

methods have failed. Rapid growth would indicate

operation. I see no way to determine in a given case

what the future is to bring forth. I have seen cases

where puncture seemed to hasten changes for the

worse. Preservation rather than removal is the s])irit

of modern surgery. I do not believe in the principle

of early operation if that means the removal of small

tumors before there are any symptoms.
Dr. Malcolm Stoker : If symptoms are waited

for it will often be found that operation presents many
difficulties. The removal of a small fibroid by enucle-

ation before there have been any inflammatory pro-

cesses to complicate matters is so simple an operation

that to me its dangers are far less than those coming
from the practice of waiting for symptoms to develop.

Dr. Richardson : I would reply to all that has

been said by various members about not operating

until other treatment is exhausted by quoting from my
paper that if the tumor can be controlled we should

not operate. I confess to a certain scepticism as to

the disappearance of fibroids without operation. All

that I have seen diiiappear havn h<;«ti throagh tbe
activity of Home surgeon. Of cournf I have under my
can*, aH has every man, more or lewH fibroidx that I do
not operate upon but keep under obHervalion. Theiti!

cuHes are <|uite dill'ereiiL from cuhcm Hueii ax 1 M-e them
at thu hoHpitul.

AMKKICAN MKDICAL AS.SOCIATION.

FiKTY-Kiu»T Annual Mkktino, iiklo at Atlantic
CiTV, N. J., Junk 5-8, 1900.

Section on tiik Practice ok Meihcink.

(UonolutloU from Vol. CXLII, No. 'i!,, p. C70.)

Dr. Solomon Solis-Cohkn, of Philadelphia, read

a paper entitled

THE relative IMPORTANCE Ol- VALVI I.AR A M>
MUSCLLAR LESIONS OK THE HEART.

The e.xact site and nature of tbe valvular lesions

are of less importance therapeutically and prognosti-

cally than the state of the cardiac muscle. Mitral ste-

nosis with great narrowing is an exception to this gen-

eral rule. Aconite is often used in this condition to

reduce the excessive muscular effort. The symptoms
and physical signs of cardiac myopathy are inconstant,

and in the early history of the case may be slight. In

the absence of valvular lesions, intermittence or irreg-

ularities of the pulse or apex beat, disturbance of rate

or rhythm by slight causes, and recurrent pain re-

ferred to the pericardium in non-hysteric and non-

neurasthenic subjects, are the principal local symptoms
calling attention to the disease of the cardiac muscle.

Tinnitus, vertigo, dyspnea, venous ectases, visceral

congestion, edema and other evidences of circulatory

disturbance may be slight and escape attention until

sought for. There is usually impurity or weakness of

the first sound of the heart, w^ith approximation of the

two sounds in quality or relative accentuation of the

second sound ; later embryocardia and gallop-rhythm

may develop. Gout, syphilis, alcohol and tobacco,

lead-poisoning, tea and coffee, sexual excesses, mental
strain and physical overwork, either in serious pursuits

or sports, are among the chief provocatives of disease

of the myocardium, apart from those lesions secondary
to the acute infections or consecutive to nephritis or

valvular disease. Among the acute infections, influ-

enza is a frequent cause of cardiac muscle disease.

The diagnosis between neurasthenia of the heart and
disease of the myocardium may be difficult. The
chief importance of the subject lies in the avoidance
of error in the prognosis and treatment of valvular

disease, which may be overtreated or undertreated
through failure to estimate properly the condition of

the muscle ; in the recognition of serious lesion of the

musclar structure of the heart in cases that have been
supposed to be normal because of the absence of val-

vular murmurs ; in the distinction l>etween organic
and muscular lesions and functional disturbance, and
in the realization of the fact that the latter may lead

to the former. In treatment, judicious regulation of

diet, rest and exercise, avoidance of exciting c^tuses,

and excesses of any kind, the good functional condi-

tion of the skin and eliminative organs are of the first

importance. Warm, saline, carbonated baths, and, in

some cases, gentle massage and resistance exercises

carefully adapted to the individual case are of great
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benefit. Nitroglycerin is tlie most nseful single agent

of the materia niedica. Strychnine, digitalis, adonis,

oactus, stropluinthns and spartein have their usefulness

in individual eases. Arsenic, gold and sodium chloride

and iron are useful tonics. Potassium iodide and mer-

curials sometimes have special indication. Venesec-

tion should be made {)romptly and sutticiently early in

the case of sudden and urgent symptoms of cardiac

failure.

A CLINICAL STUDY OV MYOCARDITIS.

Dr. Louis Faugeres Bishop, of New York City,

read this paper. Valvular and arterial disease are

modified ajjpreciably by myocarditis. The myocar-

dium is as important as the endocardium or the peri-

cardium in cardiac disease. Myocarditis is eminently

a clinical diseases Syphilitic cases are the most acute

and often result fatally in young persons. There are

two clinical groups of the disease: (1) Myocarditis

due to infectious diseases and (2) myocarditis due to

disease of the blood-vessels. The significance of pain

in the left shoulder and left breast is diificult to deter-

mine, but in persons past middle life it should lead

one to suspect myocardial disease. The chief symptom

of the condition is the lack of power of the heart to

respond to extra work. The earliest symptom is ir-

regularity in the force and rhythm of the pulse. The
disease is very common in the negro race, probably

owing to tlie tendency of mixed races to degenerative

changes. Complete physical rest is important in the

treatment of cases of myocarditis. It may be caused

by the intemperate use of alcohol, disuse of the mus-

cular system in general, overwork, worry and infec-

tious diseases.

A plea for a more rational prognosis in car-

diac AFFECTIONS,

])y 1)k. .1. .1. MoRRissEY, of New York City.

Diagnosis should not be based solely upon physical

signs, but on a consideration of the cardiac efficiency,

the presence of hypertroi)hy and of the condition of

organs far removed from the thoracic cavity, whose

relations, while not intimate, yet are closely affiliated

with the results arising from an interference with the

circulatory system, in consequence of the cardiac dis-

ease. Obtain an accurate and comprehensive history

of the causation. Closely consider any special feat-

ures characterizing the case. When a heart murmur
is discov(!red, do not give a gloomy prognosis upon

that fact alone ; consider the condition of the cardiac

walls, the probable length of time the lesion has ex-

isted, th<! presence of dilatation or hypertrophy, or

lx>th combined. The occupation and temjK'rament of

the patient are very essential factors in the i)rognosis.

Murmurs do not invariably mean endocarditis, and a

prognosis based simply on the presence of a murmur
would be rank injustice to the patient, and demon-

strate incai)acity upon the part of the physician. A
presystolic murmur does not always indicate a mitral

stenosis, nor has a so-called musical apex murmur any

particidar significance in prognosis, indicating, as it

does, tlie passage of a stream of blood through a small

aperture in the segment of a valve. From the stand-

point of longevity aortic stenosis is a favorable lesion.

It is usually found in that period when a man should

be at the liighest point of physical capability, between

thirty and fifty. It is frecjuently present as a part of

a general decay, and then develops in consequence of

atheromatous changes taking place throughout the

system, but it is more frequently present than has

hitherto been suspected without such pathological

manifestations being present. Do not inform a young
man between eighteen and twenty-five that he has

heart disease, because you discover some hypertrophy,

with no complication, the result in most instances of

active exercise. Never hesitate to ask a j)atient to re-

turn for further examination, as the condition then may
be entirely different from the original investigation.

There are more snap " diagnoses " made in the realm

of cardiac affections than in the study of diseases in

any other portion of tin; body.

Dr. Frank Billings, of Chicago, said that acute

ulcerative endocarditis might result in sudden death.

In atypical cases it may not present the classic symp-

toms ; emboli may or may not be present. It is diffi-

cult to diagnose ; but among the symj)toms of impor-

tance are low blood pressure and anemia. Myocarditis

frequently is due to chronic toxemias. The disease

gives rise to nervous symptoms ; gastro-intestinal symp-
toms may arise ; then dys{)nea and oppression super-

vene, the pulse changes in character and there is evi-

dence- of malnutrition. Myocai'ditis recjuires early

attention.

Dk. DeLancey Rochester said that acute ulcera-

tive endocarditis is very difficult to recognize. Leuco-

cytosis is often very marked, and when there is no

evidence of a localized collection of pus the occur-

rence of this phenomenon should lead to- a suspicion

of the disease. He spoke of a case in which the ul-

cerative process had perforated the interventricular

septum without protlucing a murmur. The changes

in myocarditis are the most serious of any heart lesions

and are frecpiently overlooked. Of the valvular le-

sions, aortic insufficiency is most dangerous. The
presystolic murmur is of less serious prognostic im-

port in cases of mitral obstruction than the diastolic

murmur. The condition of the general circulation is

very important, since changes in the arteries of the

body indicate changes in the coronary arteries. The
disappearance of a murmur that has existed for a

number of years is serious, because it indicates

marked changes in the muscle.

Dr. James B. Ukrrick, of Chicago, said that the

present tendency was to lay more stress on the heart

muscle than on the valve. The time has passed when
a diagnosis of a cardiac condition can be made merely

from the presence of a murmur. Besides making a

definite diagnosis of a valvular lesion we must go

farther and determine the condition of the muscle, be-

cause patients with valvular disease can live a long

time if the muscle is intact. In cases of acute artic-

ular rheumatism it is diilicult to speak of the condi-

tion of the myocardium. The significance of a mur-

mur ap[)earing in the course of rheumatism is doubtful ;

it may indicate myocarditis, endocarditis, or hemic

change. In the treatment of myocarditis rest is of

the greatest importance. When dilatation has occurred

and death is imminent, bleeding is of value.

Dr. .IiDSON Da LAND, of Philadelphia, spoke of a

case of acute ulcerative endocarditis in which there

was leucocytosis and said he thought that the sign

was of no great value. He spoke of a second case in

which antistre])tococcus serum was used, and in which

alarming symptoms developed in consequence.

Dr. Howard M. Fussell, of Philadelphia, spoke

of the importance of other signs than murmurs in
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iiiiikinir tlu! diiiiiiiosis of tlir condition of a hnirt.

\\v. spoke of loiiil systolic iininiuii'H ill the Ikisc nf (In;

iH'iUt, fliiil were tniiismitli'd into the vessels of ilic

iMick tli.'it were not necessiirily indi<'!itive of uoitic

stenosis. Heart h'sions, on the otiier hand, may
exist without llic apix^aranee of a iniiriniii'. 'I'he

treatment shonid he l)ased on the eondition of tht;

pulse, tlie size of th(i lieart, the clianicter of the lirst

sound, and the absent or f(Hd)h! apex heat. He does

not think that th(( (;ostul friii<>(^ is a si^n of i;rr;it im-

portance in cardiac disease.

Dr. Hahcock, of Denver, said that niyocanlial

chan<i;es in rheuniatisui in chihh'eii wen^ conunou.
lie thinks that tlie niyo(;ardiuin is tlu^ most important
factor in the prognosis of a heart lesion.

Dk. an rriii;i{.sp()()N, of Nashville, Tenn., said that

in his ex])eriene(! death in cases of aortic stenosis was
due to the condition of the blood-vessels, particularly

those of the brain. A heart that is compensated needs

no treatment.

Dk. S. Soi.is-Coiikn said that the costal fringe is

an evidence that myocardial change is possible if not

probable. Organic murmurs do not solely mean
valvular disease, but may indicate disease of the papil-

lary muscles, etc. Hemic murmurs should be differ-

entiated ; they may be vascular or muscular as well as

hemic. He is an advocate of venesection in cases of

threateued cardiac collapse.

Dk. L. F. BisHOi' said that loud murmurs are often

due to dilatation of the heart.

Dr. McMtHissKY said that he thinks that tachycardia

and bradycardia are not distinct entities. It is difficult

to diagnose between dilatatiou, fatty degeneration

and myocarditis.

m WIIAT RELATION DOES OCCUPATION STAND TO
TUBERCULOSIS ?

Dr. W. Frkudenthal, of New York City, read

this paper. In 1,.")00 cases of tuberculosis tailors

were the most frequently affected, those who work in

sweat-shops and who live in dark, unventilated rooms
particularly. Tuberculosis is a tro})honeurosis com-

bined with a vascular insuiiiciency which produces a

favorable seat for the growth of the micro-organism.

Such favorable soil is frecjuently produced in the re-

tropharyngeal space.

Dr. J. M. Anders, of Philadelphia, read a paper

eutitled

DIAGNOSIS and TREATMENT OF THE rRElJAClKLAK

V

STAGE OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

The prebacillary stage is of long duration and

signifies the entire time before the bacilli are found in

the sputum. During this period the diagnosis is to be

made by (1) the use of the x-rays, (2) the application

of the tuberculin test, (3) a careful study of history,

symptoms and physical sigus ; among the most im-

portant of the symptoms is a two-hour temperature

record. This will show an elevation of temperaturi"

at a given time daily.

THE IMPORTANCE OF REST IN PULMONARY rUBER-

CULOSIS,

by Dr. Carroll E. Edson, of Denver, Col. The
indications for rest in pulmonary tuberculosis are the

same as those for rest in joint and bone tuberculosis.

Local tissue rest is very essential, although the obtain-

ing of absolute rest of the luuir is dillicult. When the

l)ody i« at rrnt tho rcrnpiratory and rardiar ai-tion ia

loHKened atnl ti-mperatiire Im low<Te«|. Tin- re»t may
hf taken in the open air and Hlioidd be contiiiiKMl for

a long lime.

pi;lmonauv ti bki{( I i.<»?^i.'' ; puemk.nt (;o.\Drri«».\ ok
CA.«+KH TRKAIKD Dl KING 1 M'.IH AND UKI'UKTK.I)

LAST ^ I.Alt \l INK COLIMISI S MI-.KTIS'.,

by Die. C. 1'. .\mi;i.|-.I(. CaseH of pulmonary tuU-r-

culosiH should not be reported cunrd until a long time

had (dapsed. Of 4(') cases called class " A," Xt were

appar(;ittly cun^d, nine; were greatly impn»ved, and one

was stationary. Of '!>*> (^ases called class '• IJ," six

were apparently (Mired, l.{ were gn-atly improved,

eight were im|)roved, and one di<-d. Of '.VI (ui.se«

called class " C," inne were greatly imjiroved, five wj-re

improvc^d, six wfin; stationary, 11 were worse, and one

died. The treatment was (1) i)y hygienic; supervision,

(2) by climatic inthiences, (.'>) by medication, (4) by

serum therapy. Cases apparently cured under Kerum

therapy are less liable to relapse.

TUBERCULOSIS OF THE LUNGS.

Dr. a. F. Lemke, of Chicago, said tubercuh>us

lesions probably never heal by resolution — always by

cicatrization ; henct; in attacking them it is rational to

further the natural tendency to cicatrization. Healing

of a focus of tuberculosis in the lung is jirobably al-

ways altogether the result of tissue changes which

diminish or inhibit the absorption of ju'oteins derived

from the bodies of tubercle bacilli. Ciood efiects of

compression, locally, are brought about by the limita-

tion of areas of disease already existing by favoring

fibrosis in and about these areas ; by occluding the

avenues of dessemination of the virus, and by com-

prt?ssing cavities to enable them to heal mechanically.

()ther effects of compression are due to rest to the or-

gan as a whole, emptying of secretions, prevention or

diminution of absorption of toxic bodies, prevention of

secondary infections, and the diminished tendency to

hemorrhage. There is no evidence that fresh tubercles

can develop in a compressed lung. The average quan-

tity of nitrogen which may be introduced into a pleural

cavity without untoward effects is 120 cubic inches.

Healthy lung tissue may be comi)ressed for a year or

more and retain its capacity for expansion upon the

removal of pressure. Uses of intrapleural injections of

nitrogen : (1) Curative in pulmonary tuberculosis ; (2)

palliative— to prolong life for weeks or months,

though the disease be too extensive to make recovery

|)robable ; to diminish fever and expectoration ; (3)

to check pulmonary hemorrhage : (4) to compress

cavities. tul)erculous and others, and establish mechan-
ical conditions that will })ermit their healing, and (•>)

to couipi'ess the lung just prior to surgital operations.

Dk. Thomas J. ^Iays, of Philadelphia, read a

paper entitled

SILVER INJECTION TREATMENT OK PUL:M0NARY
CONSUMPTION.

In discuss'iou Dk. Vutoij C. Vaughan, of Ann
Arbor, Mich., said that tuberculosis should be diag-

nosed in the prebacillary stage, if possibh', if anything

is to be accomjdished in the way of treatment. He
believes that the temperature of tuberculosis is more
characteristic than that of tyjihoid fever : hut many
things cause it to vary. Rest is one of the great In-ue-

fits of sanatoriuui treatment. When the temperature
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is not high a moderate amount of outdoor exercise
|

may be indulged in. Many patients siitfering from

argyria as a result of the use of silver in the treatment

of epilepsy developed tuberculosis.

Dr. DkLanoey Rochkster, of Buffalo, thinks

that the spread of the disease may be in a measure ac-

counted for by the habit that tailors and sewing

women have of wetting the thread that they use in the

making of clothes.

Dk. S. Solis-Cohkn, of Philadelphia, said that

there is a disease before the bacillus gets into the tis-

sues ; when the bacillus arrives there is a certain tox-

emia set up, and then there follows a secondary infec-

tion with pus cocci. In tuberculous patients between

12 noon and 2 i'. M. is the time of highest temperature

in the incipient cases, except in those cases of inverse

temperatures. In cases of reported recovery it is es-

sential to state the time that has elapsed since the ces-

sation of symptoms.

Dr. Knotf, of New York City, is glad to know that

the idea of a specific climate for tuberculosis had been

abandoned. A class of persons almost as freciuently

affected with tuberculosis as the tailors is that class

that are engaged in assorting the soiled clothes in

laundries and those that assort rags. The rest cure

should be alternated with gentle exercise or with mas-

sage. In order to improve and lessen the number of

tuberculous cases it is necessary to improve the hous-

ing of the poor by doing away with the present class

of tenement houses and replacing them by sanitary

dwellings. It is necessary to have special hospitals in

every city for the consumptive poor, so that to their

tuberculosis they may not have nostalgia added by be-

ing sent away from home.

Dr. Nkwton, of New Jersey, cited a case that

seemed to show that certain cases of anemia presented

an evening rise of temperature, similar to that seen in

tuberculosis.

FOURTH DAY.

CONTINUATION' OF THE DISCUSSION ON TUBERCU-
LOSIS.

Dr. C. p. Ambler said that he was not connected

with any sanitarium and that the cases that he reported

were cases in private practice.

Dr. Mays said that he thought that the doses of

silver nitrate that he uses would not produce argyria.

He has never seen toxic effects. He believes that no

tulM!rculous patient would throw oft' the liability to the

disease no matter how long he should live, but if a

tuberculous patient is relieved of his symptoms for a

year he is practically well.

Dr. Lemke said cases of pneumothorax end fatally

either because too large an amount of air is forced

into the pleural cavity or because there is an infection.

DIAGNOSIS OF DIABETES.

Dr. James li. IIerrick. of Chicago, said the crucial

test for the existence of diabetes is the finding of sugar

in the urine and determination of the permanence or

transitory nature of th<' glycosuria. He spoke of cer-

tain symptoms that would lead one to s\ippose that

sugar would be found in the urine. Impotence and

psychic disturbance are often early symptoms. Cases

are overlooked because there is an error in the technic ;

the urine may not be examined for sugar, or the sugar

may not be present. Casts are frequently found in

diabetic urine and usually indicate the development

of coma. Such a condition may lead to the diagno-
sis of uremia. Urines of low specific gravity may
contain sugar, and, conse(iuently, every specimen
should be examined for glucose. It is important to

recognize the form of the diabetes. A convenient

classification is into (1) mild, (2) severe, and (8)
malignant.

MORTALITY FROM DIABETES MELLITIS IN THE CITY
OF NEW YORK DURING THE DECADE 1889-99.

Dr. Heinrich Stern, of New York: In 1860, of

the deaths from diabetes, nearly 50 were in females.

The number of deaths from diabetes has been in-

creasing since 1H94. The mortality from diabetes is

greatest in October and least in November. The
greatest mortality is between the forty-fifth and fifty-

fourth years. The mortality in females, 64, after the

forty-fifth year, is possibly explained by the degenera-

tive changes following the menoi)ause. In childhood

and adolescence diabetes is rare. In the colored

population during this period there were only 15

deaths.

CUTANEOUS DISEASES ACCOMPANYING DIABETES.

Dr. Milton B. Hartzell, of Philadelphia, called

attention to the fact that in many instances the skin

presents pathologic changes accompanying diabetes.

The greater number of skin lesions are inflammatory

in character. There may be desquamation from defi-

cient secretion of sweat and serum, accompanied by
changes in the hair and nails, and by pruritus. Ery-
thema, urticaria, eczema of the genitalia, acne cachec-

ticorum, crops of boils, carbuncle, papillomatosis

diabetica, gangrene of the skin, bullous serpiginous

gangrene and exanthema diabeticorum are common
lesions. Psoriasis dermatitis herpetiformis, abnormal
deposits of pigment and purpura are rare. Local

treatment is the same as that of similar conditions in

non-diabetics, but the treatment of the underlying

cause is the most important.

Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, of Philadelphia, dwelt upon
the imj)ortance of examination of the urine in every

case ; but every case of glycosuria is not diabetes. A
usually unrecognized symptom of diabetes mellitus is

bilateral sciatica.

Dr. James J. Walsh, of New York City, called

attention to the fact that diseases that were formerly

considered rare are in reality more frequent. The
common occurrence of tuberculosis and nephritis in

such cases often leads to an error in diagnosis.

Dr. Watkins, of New York City, spoke of the in-

crease of the biconcavity of the red blood corpuscles

in advanced cases of diabetes.

Dr. Morrissey, of New York City, said that it

was necessary to treat the patient and not the disease.

In life insurance examinations he finds a large num-
ber of alimentary glycosurias. Opium is still the

standby in the treatment.

Dr. Wahrer, of Iowa, said that it was easier to

diagnose the disease than to trc^at it. He does not be-

lieve in a rigid diet without sugar.

Dr. a. E. Roussell, of Philadelphia, said glyco-

suria is sometimes an indication of myxedema, which

would b(^ benefited by thyroid treatment. He is of

the oi)inion that the diets as laid down are too rigid.

Dr. Osborne, of New Haven, Conn., called atten-

tion to the relation between pancreatic disease, myxe-
dema, nervous disease, exophthalmic goitre and dia-
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hetos. 11(1 also UiiiikH thc! diet should not Im! too
rinjid.

Du. liKUincK said llial llif :i|i|iiirt'iil, iiiiniiiiiit \ nt

the colored nu'v lui^lil he diK! to tli(! iiiaiiiiiT of liviii;,'

ol' that race, lie <"dh'd attnition to th(! rarity of ihi-

disease in hospital |tati(Mits and its fre<|ue,iicv in |iri-

vute pructict^ as confirmatory (rvidenctM)f this intlnence

of livin<f on the disease. He does not Ix'lirve in the

too ri<;id (^iforeeinent of diet.

Du. Stkun said 70 pur cent, of (hiaths from dia-

betes occurrcMJ in tho tentnnont houses, lo pt^r cent, in

hospitals, and 15 per cent, in private practice. It

is (H)ininon in the Irish population. He divi(U!s the

dis(uise into the preglyeosuric stage, the sUige called

diabetes mellitns, and tlui post<fIycosnric .sta<i;e. Dia-

betes is ji plasniolysis ; lu; recoifiiizes it by an increased

output of nitroy-en in addition to the; frlu(;ose. The
oxybutyric acid is the result of a diet of fat and meat.
The existen(;e of Kussmaul's breathinij' is ncicessary to

the diagnosis of diabetic coma.

KXOI'IITIIAI.MIC (iOlTHE.

Dr. O. T. OsHoitNK, of New Haven, Conn., is of

the opinion that the name is a misnomer and suggests

the name of Graves's thyroid disease. Of the cases

80 per cent, occur in women during the most acute

period of their sexual life. He believes that the

symptoms are due to hypersecretion of the thyroid

body. The course of the disease is divided into (1)
prethyroid period ; (2) period of incipient symptoms ;

(3) period of active symptoms ; (4) defervescence or

stage of coin{)licatious resulting in death. The treat-

ment should be such as to lessen the secretion of the

gland. He recommends absolute rest in bed. There
is no question of the advisability of removing parts of

the gland when pathologic conditions are present.

He doubts the value of suprarenal extract, but thinks

that thymus gland extract is better.

Dr. Jamks B. Herrick, of Chicago, said that

there were undoubtedly many patients that have the

symptoms of the disease before they consult a physician

and before the symptoms fully develop. He is of the

opinion that he has seen a patient that was benefited

by the increase of fibroids of the gland following the

opening of a cyst of the thyroid.

Dk. S. Solis-Cohen, of Philadelphia, believes that

there is something more than hyperthyroidation in

the etiology of this disease. After rest he believes

that the best treatment is by extract of suprarenal

body. Digitalis is not to be given in every case.

Good results have followed the use of ^^^ grains of

hyoscin hydrobromate over long periods of time and

^ or ^jj grain of picrotoxin. P^rgot has been found
useful.

Dr. Osijorne said that the affection properly be-

longed under the head of functional disturbance.

TREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEVER WITH BACTERIAL
IN CONNECTION WITH OTHER AGENTS.

Dr. James M. Peck, of Arlington, Ky., thinks

that in private practice the nearer that the physician

can reach the conditions of the Brand method tin'

better will be the results. He uses calomel and chlo-

rine, followed by washing the bowel with sterile water.

He believes that intestinal antisepsis strengthens the

wall of the bowel and prevents sloughing. He re-

ported 77 cases in which the treatment was used, with

recovery in evex'y case.

Dit. Klwjknk Wasuin, of the I'niu-d Stiit^H MariiKv
Hospital CorfH, H.-iid that it wum uiidoubt4-dly a fa^rt

that the bacillus of KJMTth canned the diHeaJii;.

Tvphoiil fever is no more a local diheiiMe of the ititi;»-

tines than stnall-pox is a hxal diHeane of the Hkin. All

the a<Mite infectious diseases are ])roduced by ayenl*

that are toxic on the one hand and neptic on the other

hand. Met ween these extremcH tliere are all gra»la-

tions. The typhoid bacillus has little t^ixicity but Im

extremely septic, and tyjthoid fever is a Hepticeniia.

He believes that the porud of entry of the typhoid in-

fection is, in the majority of cases, through the respira-

tory tract.

LESIONS OK rilK CAIDA i;<Jl IXA AM> COM .S

MKDII.I.AUI.S,

by Dr. Bertram W. Summ, of Chicago. When
lesions of the conns medullaris exist sensation will \ni

impaired in the integument of the pelvis, the dorsal

surface; of the scrotum, the perineum, the anus, the

inner aspect of tlu; butto(;ks, the posterior surface of

the thighs. He reported 7 cases, of which 1 came to

autopsy. He called attention to slipper anesthesia

as an indication of these lesions.

.MOVABLE kidney FROM THE STAND1'<)INT OK THE
GENERAL PRACTITIONKli.

Dr. a. Marcy, .Ir., of Riverton, N. .1., read this

paper.

The most important etiologic factor in the produc-
tion of movable kidney is the al)sorption of the i)erire-

nal fat. He prefers to examine for this condition

when the patient is in the upright position. Tht; ideal

treatment is surgical and nephrorrhaphy in his ex-

perience is the most satisfactory operation.

Dr. Cleveland, of Cincinnati said that in his ex-

perience movable kidney is almost alwavs associated

with enteroptosis or gastroptosis and should ha
classed as a general abdominal condition. He thought
that operation would hardly be efficient.

THE ANTISEPTIC TREAT^IENT OF DIPHTHERIA.

Dr. D. Benjamin, of Camden, who read this paper,

advocates the local application of antiseptics to the

false membrane in the throat.

Dr. Wm. M. AVelch, of Philadelphia, said that it

is well known that local applications do not kill the

organisms in the false membrane.

THE CLIMATOLOGY OF ARIZONA.

Dr. William Duffield, of Phoenix, said that

Arizona is a territory 400 by 350 miles in extent
containing almost every j)hysical feature and varietv

of climate known. The mean temperature varies

from 50.7° to (54° in the different parts of tin* State.

There is very little vegetation exce})t in the irrigated

districts. On the plain the mean temperature is 70°
;

total precipitation is 5.11) inches ; mean relative humid-
ity 4!l per cent. There were 245 clear days in an aver-
age year. The climate has a maximum of sunshine,
a minimum of humidity and a possibility of constant
outdoor life.

Dr. Howard S. Anders, of Philadelphia, read a
paper entitled

CERTAIN I I.INICAL FEATURES OF INKLIENZA RE-
CENTLY EPIDEMIC.

The paper was based on a study of 128 cases.
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I£lecent Uitcraturc.

The Treatment of Diseases of the Nervous System.

By JoSKi'ii Collins, M.D. 8vo. Pp. xiv, (502,

with 23 illustrations. New York : William Wood
and Co. 1900.

In view of the fact that many of the methods of

treatment employed in nervous affections are of a

special and somewhat technical character, it is some-

what singular that we have had to wait so long for a

comprehensive treatise on the whole subject, giving a

full account of these various methods and assigning

to each its relative position mon^ j"'^tb' t''^" ^^^^

hand-books devoted to any single method are apt to do.

The need of such a treatise has been apparent to all

save those who still believe that diagnosis and not

therapeutics is the goal of all neurological study.

The volume before us meets that ni^ed in admirable

fashion. It treats the subject thoroughly and com-

j)letely, it recognizes the limits of our therapcaitic re-

sources, but it presents those resources in abundant

detail and it is in the main a judicious and trustworthy

guide to the practitioner. The first part of the work
deals w'ith the causes, origin and prevention of dis-

eases of the nervous system ; chapters of marked in-

terest which may be read with profit by every physi-

cian. Of the various causes, more stress is laid upon

syphilis than any other, and the writer, recognizing

that syphilitic lesions in the nervous system may do

irreparable damage before treatment can modify them,

and that treatment is often ineffective when syphilis

involves the nervous system, urges energetic and per-

sistent treatment of the disease as soon as it is recog-

nized, even in its "primary" stage— advice which

must commend itself to all who are familiar with the

course of syphilitic nervous affections. In dealing

with other important questions in the causation and

prophylaxis of nervous disease, education, temperance,

sexual indulgence, the marriage of the neurotic and the

like, he takes in the main safe and conservative ground.

In the second part the author discusses various meth-

ods of treatment— drugs, hydrotherapy, electrother-

apy, massage, exercise, rest, occupation, diet and

])sychotherapy. Certain of these methods have in the

past been somewhat unduly extolled as panaceas by

unwise advocates. In the present volume they are

given their just position, the technicpie of their use is

fully described, and the physician can learn just what
benefit is likely to be derived from them. The main

portion of th(! book deals with the treatment of vari-

ous diseases and morbid states. Of necessity each

chapter begins with a brief account of the causes and

symptoms of the disease of which it treats, and this is

followed by a detailed account of the methods to be

employed in tin; triiatment. Of this part we can l)ut

repeat our previous commendation, that the author in

the main is a safe guide. In many instances, of

course, there is room for differences of oi)inion in re-

gard to treatment, based upon the differences of indi-

vidual belief and experience; for example, certain dis-

tressing cases of th(! morphine habit forbid us to

accej)t his dictum that there is no danger of forming a

habit by using morphine in the crises of tabes ; we be-

lieve that he undervalues the efficacy of large doses of

potassic iodide in the treatment of non-syphilitic tic

douloureux ; and liis hope of benefit from trephining

in traumatic epilepsy and cerebral tumor seems un-

duly exaggerated. One imj)ortant omission is to be

noted. The author deals all too briefly w'ith the sub-

ject of laminectomy, and in dealing with spinal injur-

ies sums up by stating that " fracture of a vertebra

followed by symptoms of compression reijuires (ex-

ploratory tr(!pannatioii (s^c) in every instance." Al-

though, in the strict sense of the words, this is true,

yet to the ordinary reader it would seem to recommend
laminectomy in nearly every case of fracture. In
the vast majority of cases, however, the fracture is atr

tended with contusion or crushing of the cord instead

of simple compression, which is only hi the rarest

instances the result of fracture. In such cases

of crush laminectoni}^ is, of course, unwarranted,

and the author ought to have made the distinction

clear. Certain over-statements as to the relative fre-

quency of cerebral abscess, multiple sclerosis, etc.,

impair the value of the book by exciting an unwar-
ranted suspicion of inaccuracy. A certain over-em-

phasis of statement in regard to various subjects, as,

for instance, in his justifiable condemnation of opera-

tions for so-called " reflex " disturbances, such as need-

less gynecological interference in hysteria, tends to

weaken the force of his criticism and thus unfairly to

depreciate a most excellent work.

Le Lesioni Traumatiche dei Centri NervosL By
Salvatore Salinari. 8vo. Pp. iv, 320. Rome:
Press of the Giornale Medico del Regio Esercito.

1900.

This monograi)h on the traumatic lesions of the ner-

vous centres was awarded the Riberi prize in 1898.

The work is divided into two parts, the first treating of

traumatic lesions of the brain and its membranes, and

the second the lesions of the cord. The direct trau-

matic lesions of the brain are classed as commotion,
compression, contusions and wounds. Commotion is

retained as a convenient clinical term for the cases of

rapid and complete suspension of all the cerebral

functions, from which the patient may rapidly or

slowly recover, or which may prove fatal without

discoverable lesion of the brain. These latter cases,

however, the writer admits might be more properly

classed as cases of contusion, since minute hemor-

rhages are sometimes found. Indeed the writer

hardly goes far enough in this regard, for he does

not lay sufHcient stress upon the fact that fatal cases

of cerebral injury without discoverable lesion are for

the most part of ancient date and that modern authori-

ties lik(e Phelps refuse to consider them. In cases of

compression he inclines toward ojjcrative removal of

the compressing substance in every case. The dis-

tinction between compression and contusion, however,

is not easy ; lu; lays most stress upon the presence or

absence of general symptoms of pressure, but he

recognizes that both conditions may co-exist. In

the majority of cases of open wounds and bullet

wounds, he advises against operative interference.

As complications of the original lesion, he considers

foreign bodies, blood clots, meningo-encephalitis,

hernia and abscess. Serous meningitis and edema
are not considered. Chapters on the localization of

symptoms and on the techniciue of operations con-

clude this part. The question of the seat and nature

of the lesion is first considered in dealing with injur-

ies of the s])inal cord. This chapter is far from satis-

factory ; the inqjortance of the syringomyelic disso-

ciation of sensibility (that is, the loss of sensibility to
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pain and t<^ni|HM':itunt, with rotuiiierl HoiiNihility to

toiicli) is ignored, uiid tlic st-iiHory mid molor urciiH of

the dinVn'tit spinal sc^rniciits, so cssciilial in locali/u-

tioii, ai'(> not well dcscM'iiM-d. lie admits tin- I'xistcnc**

ol a spinal as well as a ((M'chral coniinotion, liut his

illustrative case of the severer t\ pt; showed positive

sijfns of heinorrhaife at the autopsy. In cases of

compression and contusion, which are of course verv

diflicult to dilTerentiate, and for the possihhr dilTeren-

tiatiou of which he omits (pertain important symptoms,
such as syringomyelic! dissociation, \\v. inclines stronj^ly

toward operative interference. Tlie proi^nosis in open
wounds of the s|)ine is of course much more serious,

and op(M-ative interference! seldom affords much chance

of relief. The late effects of injury, tahes, multiple

sclerosis, progressive muscular atrophy, epilepsy and
the traumatic neuroses are very hriefly touched u|)on,

and a chapter on surgical techni(iue concludes the

work. The work, as a whole, is a careful study of

the subject, from the standpoint of the military siw-

geon, but tlu; benefits of operative interference are

viewed somewhat too optimistically, and in pathology

and symptomatology the results of more recent work
are not sulliciently takiui into account.

Diseases of Children. By (iEOU(;E IM. TiTri.r,,

M.D., Attending Physician, St. Luke's Hospital;

Martha Parsons Hospital for Children, and Hefli-

esda Foundling Asylum, St. Louis. Lea's Series

of Pocket Text-Books. Series edited by Bkun B.

Gallaudet, M.D. Illustrated with five plates in

colors and monochrome. Philadelphia and New
York: Lea Brothers & Co. 1899,

The author states that in preparing this manual for

publication he especially has in vicnv the recjuire-

ments of the beginner in the study of pediatrics. He
has endeavored to cover the subject fully, yc^t in a

concise form, and does not profess that there is any

originality in his work, but makes free reference to the

standard text-books on pediatrics. hi the early part

of the work, where he is dealing with the anatomy
and physiology of the infant, the statements are in the

main correct and to be depended upon, but when he

approaches th(» subject of feeding he. shows a lack of

proper appreciation of the vital principles of this

important subject, namely, in the small amount of

space which is given to it. The difficulty in writing

a book of this kind is that the writer is so apt to

misinterpret what he is practically copying out of the

larger text-books, and that in attempting to condense

the statements of other authors the real opinion of

these authors on different subjects is lost sight of.

The part of the book which is devoted to gastro-

enteric diseases is insutHcient for practical purposes,

even if a treatise of this kind is desired, and in some
parts a student, or one who was not actually familiar

with the disease which is spoken of, might do much
harm by following the treatment indicated. Thus, in

speaking of the treatment of intussusception, the

danger of both inflation and hydrostatic pressure is

not sufficiently emphasized. In reviewing a work of

this kind, however, we should consider exactly what

is intended to be accomplished in such a small space.

and certainly in comparison with other books which

have dealt in this way with so large a subject as pedi-

atrics this book of Dr. Tuttle's can be spoken of

favorably. It would be well, however, if the author

had been a little more careful in regard to what he

HiiyH about the coiiLt;{iouH iUm-um-h, hh, for ini4t;inc«-,

where he NpeakH of one attack of ineaMJeH regularly

protecting from a Hulweipient one. Thin it wtdl

known not t«) Ite the caHe, an iindoiilited attu<!kM of

me;iNleH occur in the same iiidivi<ln:il twice, arid even

oftener. The prodromal .symptom"* which are given

in nieaslcH are not such as are iHually >>ech in that

disease, the headache, vomiting and prostration Iwing

more sigiiilicant of scarlet fc\er than of meanles.

Neri'DUS mid Mi-nhd Diseases. A Manual for .Stu-

dents and Practitioners. By CliAUi.Ks S. I'ott»,

M.I). Small Hvo. Pp. I')'*, witli HH engravin/^H.

Philadeljihia: Lea Brothers & Co. 1900.

Brief manuals, written to order as part of a wries,

are seldom of value and still less frequently of inter-

est. If they present the main facts of a subject

ch'arly and correctly they fulfil tlieir mission. The
present volume, in a series of pocket text-books edited

by Dr. (Jallaudet, is unusually successful in this re-

spect and is far superior to the ordinary work of its

class. The author has succeech^d in the opening chaj>-

ters in impressing the l)road outlines of the structure

and functions of the nervous system so simply and so

comprehensively, with the aid of a few well-selected

diagrams, as to make it comj)aratively easy for the

stu(U*nt to understand the essential plan of his future

study. The succeeding chapters on the various <lis-

eases, although exceedingly condensed, are reasonably

accurate and up to date, and give in a few words the

most important facts. The grouping of the various

systemic diseases into one chapter as an introduction

to the chapters on the general diseases of the brain

and cord is a useful innovation and is well calculated

to help the beginner by emphasizing again the impor-

tance of the chief tracts in the projection system. The
section on mental diseases is j)ut by itself and not in-

corporated with the other diseases of the brain. It

follows the conventional and somewhat antiquated

lines of the average treatises in English, paying slight

attention to the more modern views of mental dis-

ease.

The Nervous System of the Child ; its Growth and
Health in Education. Bv Fkancis Waunkh,
M.D., F.K.C.P. 12mo. Pp. xvii, 2;3;3, with one
plate. New York : The Macmillan Co. 1900.

The present volume is addressed rather to the teacher

than to the physician. It presents the rudiments of cere-

bral physiology and the development of the mental fac-

ulties in a simple way, with clear directions for observ-

ing the normal and abnormal phenomena of speech and
action manifested by the child in his early ye;irs.

For the physician the treatment is too element«iry and
too incomplete, although he may occasionally find

some useful suggestions in it. For tlie teacher, how-
ever, it forms a useful and fairly trustworthy intro-

duction to the study of the mental development of the

child and his proper education.

A Wiioopixr.-CouGii Party. — A little girl of

Huntington, S. I., recently gave a "whooping-cough
party." She was a sufferer from whooj)ing-cough at

the time of her birthday, when she was accustonieil

to entertain her young friends, and her mother solved

the difficulty by inviting only such children .is were
known to have the disease, which was prevalent in

the viiiage. or to have recent! v recovered from it.
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THE POLLUTION OF WATER SUPPLIES.

With our continually increasing knowledge of the

sources of disease and the means of their dissemina-

tion has come a corresponding ability to prevent their

spread. At the same time, if the efforts of health boards

are at times fruitless, it must be always borne in mind

that the problem of prophylaxis is becoming constantly

more complex, as the evils to be contended against

grow with the increase of population and the multipli-

cation of industries in localities menacing the public

health. We refer particularly to the pollution of

water supplies, the danger of which evidently increases

in proportion to the proximity of man. The question,

therefore, of the prevention of certain forms of disease,

notably typhoid fever, is resolving itself into a far-

reaching scrutiny of all water used by communities of

considerable size.

AVe are in receipt of an interesting discussion on

methods of filtration, and on the pollution of streams

and the purification of public water supplies, from the

pen of Prof. George M. Kober, of Washington, D. C.

Rivers are always purer nearer their source. It is

stated, for example, that the Mississippi River at Min-

neapolis contains only 18.6 total solids per 100,000,

whereas at St. Louis it contains 244.3 per 100,000. It

is to be borne in mind that water containing a rela-

tively large amount of mineral matter is unfit for

drinking purposes because of its irritating effect upon

the intestinal tract. Refuse discharged into a river is

also to be considered ; for example, one paper mill dis-

charges into the Potomac River over 100,000 gallons

of liquid each day, heavily laden with sulphuric and

tannic acids. Important as such pollutions may be

in certain cases, they are of less interest than pollution

with organic matter, especially sewage contamination

derived largely from surface drainage. This applies

with force to the Potomac River, in connection with

which Dr. Kober has made special studies, although

the conditions described are not to be regarded as pe-

culiar to that river. An investigation for bacteria

made by various observers revealed the facts that in-

testinal organisms were found in over 90 per cent, of

the samples. The number of bacteria varied from 150

to 20,000 per cubic centimetre, with an average of

something over 1,000. More recent examinations

show a minimum per cubic centimetre of 48 in July

and a maximum of .01,000 for January, 1900, with an

average of 3,761 per cubic centimetre. Of the speci-

mens taken on about two hundred different days, 50

per cent., or one-half, revealed the presence of the

bacillus coli communis. It has likewise been shown

by Theobald Smith and others that the turbidity of

Potomac water is accompanied by an increased amount

of organic matter and bacteria and that fecal matter

and turbidity are coincident. If intestinal bacteria

are found, it is evidence that there has been pollution

by fecal matter of man or animals, and suggests the

possibility of infection with typhoid bacilli. Judging

from an epidemic of typhoid fever some years ago

which occurred at a distance of one hundred and thir-

ty-four miles from Washington, Dr. Kober concludes

that a simultaneous outbreak of the disease in Wash-
ington was due to Potomac River pollution, the infec-

tion having been carried that distance without loss of

virulence.

Dr Kober goes on to say : " What has been said of

the Potomac River is equally applicable to the Ohio,

Mississippi, Merrimac, Connecticut, Missouri and

other American rivers, because they are the sewers

and at the same time the source of water supply for

nearly all the cities located upon their banks, and

these cities, as shown by the statistics collected by the

Marine-Hospital Service, show, moreover, a marked

prevalence of typhoid fever, thus confirming what has

been observed over and over again, that this disease,

as also cholera, dysentery and diarrheal diseases, can

be carried from one town or city to another by means

of a watercourse. About three years ago Surgeon-

General Wyman estimated, from statistics received in

his office, that every year there are no fewer than 45,-

000 deaths caused by typhoid fever alone throughout

the United States. This number has now reached,

very likely, 50,000, and, based upon an estimated mor-

tality of 10 per cent., it is within reason to assume a

yearl}' prevalence of 500.000 cases of this disease."

Dr. Kober scouts the idea that rivers can purify

themselves, as was at one time maintained. What is

true of typhoid fever applies equally to cholera,

dysentery, diarrheal disorders and various parasitic

diseases. The cholera epidemic of 1892 in Hamburg
is quoted, which resulted in 17,020 cases, with 8,605

deaths. It was caused by a band of gypsies camped

on the banks of the River Elbe, and the discharges of

one of its members suffering from cholera were

emptied into the river, which at that time was served

to the inhabitants of Hamburg without filtration. The

epidemic spared the adjoining city of Altona, which

derives its water from the same river after receiving

the sewage of Hamburg, with its 800,000 people, but

Altona filtered its water and Hamburg did not.

From these various facts it becomes evident that
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tlid study of river pollution iH u nmtt(!i' of grtjut iiiid

<^n)\viti]ij^ iin|)<)rt:iii(;c, and tliat it w fSKcntitil tliat tidt--

(|Uiit(t incaiiN of piirilicalioM hi! found, Hiticc the soiiirc

of conlainiiialioii can iirNcr Ix- ahsohihily (;oiit.rollt>d.

A system wliieh lias Ixicii in use in eci-tain Kuropean
cities for many years is the nlili/ation of se\va;;e and
noxious waste wattir for irrii;;ation on so-called se\va<'e

farms, the purilied watcu- heini; returned to tin; stream.

Witliin the past ten or twelve years over one; hundred

eommunities in tlu^ Unitcul States liave estahlished

plants for ihe disposal of s(!vva;f('. A po88il)le dau;;(;r

to which attiMition has of late been called is tin; pollu-

tion c!ven of rivers alfected by tide waters. Oysters,

for example, may retain typhoid-fever <rernis in a

viable state from fourteiui to thirty days.

It is Dr. Kober's opinion that the disposal of sewage
by means of irrigation alone should not be relied upon,

and that the prc^vcuition of the evil eft'ects of river

pollution should b(! supphMuented by filtration of the

water supply on a large scale. The English method

by sand filtration he regards as decidedly the most

efiicacious, as shown by statistics, both in America and

Euroi)e. As we stated at the outset, the whole matter

is one of growing importance, and it is to be hoped

that the near future will see all precautions taken

tending to ensure exemption from this decided menace

to public health.

THE BOSTON FLOATING HOSPITAL.

We are glad to call attention to the fact that an in-

stitution now well known in Boston, the floating Hos-

pital, is about to resume the work which has been so

successfully carried on in previous years. There can

be no (juestion that this hospital fulfils a very definite

need during the summer months, and it is a gratifica-

tion to note that year by year there is an expansion of

the work which renders possible the treatment of a

constantly increasing number of permanent patients.

However valuable a tri[) down the harbor may be to

young children and to their mothers, it is evident that

the real development of this charity on a hospital

basis demands a more permanent care than is per-

mitted by one or several days' harbor excursion.

This fact the management has clearly recognized, and

has, iu consequence, developed what may be termed

the " permanent department." In this department

there are now available three wards, with a capacity

of forty-five beds. In addition to these patients, it

will also be possible to care for all the day patients

that may be sent. The Chairman of the Board of

Managers urges upon physicians the necessity of safe-

guarding the hospital against contagious diseases, by

using every precaution in sending patients for treat-

ment. It is clear that a neglect of tliis advice might

result in a serious ci-ippling of the summer's work.

Physicians are also warned to caution mothers of day

patients against taking any food, since an ample noon

meal is provided for the mothers and modified milk for

the children. The trips will be made down the harbor

daily, providiwl the wealh«r ih favoraljh;, <rx«Mr|iiinjj

Sumhiy, from .Iidy .'*lh to Sejitendntr IhI, inrluMivf.

AdmiKhion canls are printed anr| will be nvui to \t\\y.

sicifiUH on applieafiiin to KnfuH B. 'lofx-y, rhairmaii,
17k Devonshire Street. \Ve would refer our reader*

to another colnmn, page 22, for further deraiU re-

ganling the hospital, the terms of admission and the

plact! of sailing of the boat. Ah we liave previouMly

taken occaHi(»n to say, we regard thJH an one of the

most beneficent and reasonable of the summer ehari-

ties, and sincerely wish for it another season of com-
plete success.

rnK FOLinii ok jlly amj tetanus.
TnK patriotism which finds expression in noise has

no doubt seemed as active this year as in all precedin"

years. Nevertheless there has been a difference, for

Fire Commissioner Russell has, we learn, forbidden

the sale of cannon crackers, which has had the double
advantage of reducing the amount of noise to a certain

limited extent, and, more important, has, we may be
sure, i)revented some cases of that most dreaded ac-

companiment of the Fourth of July, tetanus. P^x-

perience has, however, shown that there are other
means than cannon crackers, which after all are
usually beyond the resources of the ordinary small

'>oy, by which tetanus may be acquired. I,ast week
four deaths from tetanus are reported to have occurred
in Boston in young men and boys, all traceable to

the patriotic enthusiasm inculcated by the 17th of
June. One of these deaths resulted from the careless

discharge of a cannon cracker, and the others from
blank cartridges, which are even a greater source of

danger. In each of these cases the wound was made
on the hand. It is much to be desired that the toy
pistol may go the way of the cannon cracker, for to it,

if we are not misinformed, the greater number of

deaths from tetanus are due. A certain sacrifice of
life must, no doubt, always occur on these occasions

of national rejoicing, but it is clearly the duty of those
in authority to reduce this death-rate to the lowest
possible limit, however unpopular the enforcement of

the regulations may be.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Pro(;kammI'; of Entkrtainmknts to iVIkmukks
OF TiiK Intkuxatioxal Mkdical Coxgkkss.
On August 2d, the day of opening of the congress, an
evening entertainment will be given by the president
of the council in the name of the French Government.
August 3d an evening entertainment, by invitation,

will be given by tli,e president of the congress.
August oth an evening reception to members of the

congress by the President of France at the Palais de
I'Elysee. August Sth an evening entertainment iu

the Palais du vSenat and the Luxen>bour4 Garden,
given to members of the congress by the bureau aud
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the committees of organization of tlu; congress. Tlie

Municii)al Council of Paris will give an entertainment

at the Hotel de Ville ou the evening of August 7th.

In addition, special entertainments will be organized

by the various sections. Women are invited to all the

festivities. A committee of women has been organized

for the reception of the families of members under the

presidency of Madame Lannelongue and Madame

Brouardel.

Appendix to thk Inti:knational Dirkctokv of

Laryngolocists and Otologists. — An appendix

to the International Directory of Laryngologists and

Otologists, compiled by Mr. Richard Lake, is in

course of preparation, under the auspices of the

Journal of Lurj/iigoJo(pj, Rliinology and Otology. It

is hoped that ail engaged in the practice of laryngology,

rhinology and otology will assist as far as possible in

making the index complete, by sending their names

and addresses to the editor. International Directory of

Laryngologists and Otologists, 129 Shaftesbury Ave.,

London, W. C.

The "Goutte de Lait "Society.— The new
" Goutte de Lait " Society, according to the Medi-

cal Record, is an organization established recently at

Rouen, France, with the object of furthering a ra-

tional infant feeding. Every effort is made to in-

duce mothers to nurse their own infants, but when

this is impossible, the society furnishes a specially

prepared and sterilized milk in suitable quantity for

one or two sous a day.

College of Physicians of Piiiladefhia. —
At a meeting held June 18th, Dr W. W. Keen an-

nounced the completion of the $50,000 library endow-

ment fund.

HONOKAKY DE<iREES FOR SlR W.M. MacCoRMAC.
— Sir William MacCormac has received the degrees of

M.D., M.Ch., honoris causa, in the University of Dub-

lin.

Bubonic Plague.— It is reported that 74 cases

of bubonic plague occurred in Ceylon, with G4 deaths,

during one week in tiie early part of June.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the six days ending at noon, July 3, 1900, there were re-

ported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria .')2, scar-

latina 22, measles 43, typhoid fever 14.

Boston Mortality Statistics.— The total num-

ber of deaths reported to the Board of Health for the

week ending at noon June 30 was 156, against 193

the corresponding week last year, showing a decrease

of 37 deaths, and making the death-rate for the week

14.00. Of this number 73 were males and 83 were

females ; 149 were white and 7 colored ; 93 were born

in the United States, 59 in foreign countries, and 4

unknown ; 28 were of American parentage. 111 of for-

eign parentage and 17 unknown. There were 13

deaths from vioUiiit causes. The number of children

who died under one year was 27, the number under

five years 41. The number of {)ersons who died over

sixty years of age was 28. The deaths in public in-

stitutions were 44, There were also 2 deaths on ac-

count of the heat.

The Boston Floating Hospital.— By the cour-

tesy of the authorities the Floating Hospital is to have

the privileges of the City Wharf at Eastern Avenue,

foot of Fleet Street (South Ferry). The boat will

start at 9 a.m., and returning will land day patients at

the same place at 4 p.m. Throughout the rest of the

twenty-four hours and on Sunday it will be moored at

the wharf of L. Pickert & Co., near the North Ferry,

East Boston. Day patients will be received for the

trips between 8 and 9 a. m. Permanent patients will

be received at any hour, when the boat is at either

City Wharf or Pickert's Wharf, East Boston. The

age of patients is limited to six years. The demonstra-

tions in sterilization of milk, the preparation of food

and the hygiene of children will be continued.

C. S. MiNOT, LL.D., President of the Amkri-

CAN Association for the Advancement of

Science. — At the recent meeting of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, Prof. C.

S. Minot, of the Harvard Medical School, was elected

president of the association.

A Centenarian. — Mrs. Almira Milligan, of Al-

ford, Mass., died June 23d, at the age of one hundred

and two years.

NEW YORK.

Appropriation FOR THE Board of Health.—
The Board of Estimate and Apportionment, at a

meeting held June 27th, appropriated the sum of

$20,000 for the use of the Board of Health, under

the provisions of the emergency law of 1895. The

money is to be devoted to improving the sanitary con-

dition of the city and increasing the resources of the

Health Department in case of the possible appearance

of bubonic plague, Asiatic cholera, or other serious

infectious disease during the summer. It is said that

a considerable portion of the appropriation will be

used in the more thorough equipment of the hospitals

for contagious diseases, the North Brother Island, the

Willard Parker, and the Kingston Avenue, Brooklyn,

Hospitals, and that some of it will also be expended

on the study and development of bubonic jJague cult-

ures in the bacteriological laboratory of the depart-

ment.

Suicide and Life Insurance.— In the suit of

the administrator of Frank M. Brady against the

Equitable Life Assurance Society to recover $100,000,

the amount of an insurance policy on the life of Brady,

taken out by him a month before his death by suicide

last autumn, a jury in the Supreme Court, Brooklyn,

on June 27th handed in a verdict in favor of the

defendant. The latter contended that no payment

should be had on the policy, as there was a clause

in it to the effect that if Brady should commit sui-

cide, whether sane or insane, within one year after it
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was taken out, tho Ixinofioiary slioultl not r«'c<!iv(! tlin

inoiKiy. TIki |iIiiiiitilV coiitoiuliMl lliat the Ixinlin of

proof was on tin! (hifiintlaiit to hIiovv that Hrail\ rcjilly

(;oiiiniitt(;(l suicide, and this was apjiaruntly doiu; to the

satisfiiction of tlit; jury.

Amkimcan As.sociation koh tuk Advanckmknt
OK SciKNCic.— Tilt) American Association for tin-

Advaiicfincnt of Science, which is composed of six-

t(!en iilliliated sooieti(!s, held its forty-niiitli annual

meeting at Columbia llniv(!rsity during the past

week. About aUO of the 1,83.') members of the as-

sociation were in attendance, and on the recommenda-
tion of the council, a section on physiology and ex-

perimental medicine was established.

Damages fou Pkusonal Injuries.— The Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey has paid H. B. Park, a

student at one of the New York medical colleges,

$10,000 in settlement for injuries sustained by him

at the Plainlield station of the company in January

last. Young Park, having alighted from a local

train, was crossing the tracks to the depot, when he

was struck by an express train running at a high rate

of speed and seriously injured.

New York School of Cmnical Medicink to
BE Closed. — At a meeting of the corps of teachers

of the New Y'"ork Scliool of Clinical Medicine, held at

the Academy of Medicine, June 21, 1900, it was de-

cided to wind up the affairs of the school and close it

permanently. This action was taken in consequence

of friction between the staff and the lay board of

trustees in the management of the affairs of the

school.

Lewis A. Stimson, LL.D. — At the recent Com-
mencement of Y'ale University, the degree of LL.D.
was conferred on Dr. Lewis A. Stimson, professor of

surgery in the Cornell Medical School.

^ii^cellanp.

CHOREA AS A PYOGENIC DISEASE.

A tendency has arisen of late to consider chorea

as a infectious disease, although such evidence as ex-

ists in favor of this view is circumstantautial, rather

than direct, and the chain is yet incomplete. A point

to which some significance can be attached is the

probability that acute rheimiatism, with which chorea

exhibits certain relations, is also of infectious, though
perhaps of multiple, origin. In support of the infee-

tious origin of chorea is the report by Westphal,
AVassermann and IVIalkoft"* of a case of acute articular

rheumatism, followed by chorea, and complicated by

endocarditis and nephritis, in which they succeeded in

isolating from the blood, the brain and the endo-

cardial vegetation a streptococcus capable of iiulueing

polyarthritis in lower aninuils. The pyogenic nature

of both polyarticular rheumatism and chorea had

previously been suggested by other observers, one of

whom, Mircoli,''' now reviews his earlier investigations

' Berliner klinischo Wochenschrift, 1899, No. 29.
» Loc. cit., 1900, No. 14, p. 303.

on thiH Huhje<:t. Ani«>n)( 17 ripMtH of rhfiimatic
(•liorea, pyogenic corri wf-re found in the jointM in 14,
Htuphylo«;ocri preponderating, while in .'J the dijilo-

coctMiH lanceolatUH wuh preHent um the etiolomral
ng«*nt. From a number of conHiderutiotiH, anite rlieu-

matiHm is looked upon uh a variety «if pyemia, but
without suppuration ; and ehoreu an a nianifi-itatioii

of the cerebral hwalizalion of the pathcjgenic agi-ncy.— Mftliiiil lii'iuinl.

Corrr^pouDfuce.

METHOD OK STAFNIXC; IHK ELASTIC KII'.KES
OK THE hKIN.

ViKNNA, .June 1.'*, 1900.

Mu. Editoij :

—
'Till! majority of tlie Htnininj: methodn

used for the demonstration of the eiiistic fibres of ilie skin
are extremely (•oin[)licatf(l arnl re(piire a <;reat expenditure
of time. It has been uiy desire in |)erforminj; thi> work to
find a method which would combine tliri-e desirable things,
simplicity, rajjidity and certainty of results.

In considerin<!; former methods, one naturally thinks of
Taenzer's ; he used the following solution :

'

Orcein q.S
Aqua! (lest uo
Spirit ; 40.0
Acid nit gtt xx

The section remains in this solution for from twelve to
twenty-four hours, and then is decolorized with alcohol.
A great deal of time is recjuired for this method, which
Unna attempted to obviate in the following manner, by
using ^

Orcein i.o
Acid hydrochloric i]o
Alcohol abs 10o!o

The section remains about fifteen minutes in this solu-
tion and is heated to about 30°. He claims that by doing
this the solution becomes more concentrated. If this is the
case, one might suggest that a stronger solution of orcein
might be used in the first place.

In the case of very thin sections the heating of the
orcein affects them seriously, in thicker sections the con-
nection between the individual tissues becomes loosened,
and in any and all cases, with a little too much or too
little heat, the desired result is not obtained.

Gutentag's method gives no advantage over former
ones.^

Welgert's method gives very good results, but, like the
others, it is also complicated and requires a great deal of
time.

I have experimented with a large number of coloring
materials, thinking to find one to replace orcein, but the
results were all unsatisfactory, orcein, in fact, being the
only one which acted on the fibres in a directly specific
manner.

After having arrived at this conclusion, I attempted to
modify the application of the orcein, that the result might
be obtained more (pnckly. I found that if one allows
H„(K to work on the section, the elastic fibres become
plainly visible, without the remaining tissues being in the
slightest degree injured. That caustic potash has'a simi-
lar effect need not be emphasized Ifre.*

Balzer recommends it for the demonstration of elastic
fibres of the skin after staining with eosin, but bv doing
this the rest of tho tissue swells up intens. ly ; even by the
application of a very diluted solution, an alteration of the

' Unna: NotizbetreffenddieTaenzeroheii Meth.nle. Monauschrift
fUr praktische Derniatologle, Bd. ii, 1S90, pp. 36(;-7tiO.

' Unna: Monatsscbrift fiir praktische Dei matoloKie. Bd. xix. 1894.
p. 597.

« Gutentag: Ueber <las Verhalten der Klastisohen fasern in den
Hautnarben. Archiv fiir Dorniatologie und Syphilis. Bd. xxvii, H. 2,

* Bai/.er: Recherches techniques sur le tissue elastiqne. Archive
de Phyeiologie, 14, ix, 1882.
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remaining tissues cannot be avoided. This is by no means

the case with ILOo. Various concentrations of alcohol,

orcein and II,,()..' were tried and the following solution

proved to be the best :

Orcein 3.0

Alcohol abs 200.0

H,02 -lOO

The sections came directly out of stron<i; alcohol into

tliis solution. If a thin section is used tluie minutes suf-

fices for staining; the whole then appears a brownish red,

the clastic fibres being considerably darker than the rest of

the tissue, so that they distinctly contrast with the Kol-

lagane even in the case of low power. For differentiation,

the same solution is used that the orcein was dissolved in,

Alcohol 100.0

II2O2 40.0

For thin sections one minute suffices ; the elastic fibres are

then shown very clearly, while the rest of the tissue is

lightly stained.

If "somewliat thicker sections are used, the orcein is al-

lowed to work for about five minutes, differentiating for

from two to three minutes ; absolute alcohol may be used for

differentiation and requires no longer than the above-men-

tioned solution.

Truly yours,

Edith R. Meek, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

Fob thk Week ending Saturday, June 23, 1900.
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A UKVIKW OK RI<:('10N»I' S'I'UDIKS ON 'IlIK

NA'IURK AND ORKilN OF CANCKK.'
IIV .1. COl.LINH WAKKKN, ,M.I> 11.

, IIOHTON.

In sclcctiiii; ;i suhjcct upon vvliiitli to iul(lr»;s.s you
this cvi'iiiiiij, I I'clt I could not choose one of ^rc;it(r

interest to |ir;ictisinii physicians, who have in your
hands the health ol" a lai'ife and important section of

the country, tiian tiiat which (h-alt with an in(|iiiiv

into the nature of cancer.

'I'his is a (iiseas(! thc^ ravages of which art; constantly

spreading into a wider circh^ and hefort^ which, in the

majority of cases, in spite of \\\(\ wonderful advances
of surgery, we still feel ourselves almost j)()werless.

The knife has undouhtedly acc;om|)lished much for

which we are to he thankful, and the nuniher of those

who have been rescued from what was at one time

supposed to be an uicurahle disease is constantly

growing. These successes should not, howev«!r, lull

us into a sense of security, hut should rather stimulate

us to further effort; for, although we do not now look

upon every case as hopeless, as our fathers did, there

seems to be but little (h)ubt that tin; disease is on the

increase, and that it still remains— as it has ever been
— one of the scourges of the human race.

It is hardly necessary to remind you that we are

living in a wonderful period of progress in medical

science, and that this branch of medicine, still perhaps

looked upon as theoretical by many of you, has ac-

complished tasks of the highest practical value not

only to the physician and surgeon in his practice, but

for the well-being of civilized communities.

I have intimated that this disease is on the increase,

and one of the first (juestions which naturally presents

itself to the inquirer relates to the accuracy of this

statement. I will, therefore, take the liberty of call-

ing your attention to the study of the geogra[)hical

distribution of cancel", and to the probabilities of the

disease having increased in frequency in some of its

favorite localities. ITnlike tuberculosis, which seems

to be spread pretty evenly throughout the globe,

sparing no races, cancer appears to be confined to

certain tolerably well-defined regions of the earth's

surface.

It appears to be almost unknown in the far north,

including the northern coast line of Europe and Asia,

and in tlie tropics it is also exceedingly^ rare.

The disease appears to abound and to be pretty

evenly distributed throughout the larger part of

middle and southern Europe. The northern border

of this region extends as far north as Norway, where
we find that in 1893 0.39 deaths occurred to 10,000

living persons ; and Sweden, where in 1894 the rate

was 8.5 deaths to 10,000 livhig persons. Coming
farther south to Denmark, we find the rate comi)uted

for five years (1890-95) as 11.9 to 10,000. In Hol-

land it is said to be as high as in any country of

Europe. The above figures give what was probably

the average of deaths from cancer in middle Europe
from this disease during the last decade.

On the other hand, in Greenland, Iceland, the

Faroes, Hebrides and Shetland, it is an extremely rare

disease. Lange saw no cancer in Greenland, and

Panum had but one case to report in the Faroe

Islands.

> Kead at the Annual Meeting of the IMaiue Medical Association,
June H, 1900.

Again, in purtsof noiitiiern l^iiropc, tuch a-« Gr«ref%
an<l particularly 'I'urkey, we hear little of cancer.
'I'he commoneHt forms of (rancer, miicIi u« thone of th«?

uterus and breast, are very rare in the hitter froimtry.

\ female pliysiiiian having an exti-n.sive practice in

Coiislantinople during nine years Haw but 20 cawen of
uterine cancer, aiitl ."M of can<'er of the breunt.. In
tlie otiier portions of southern Europe, such as Spain
and Italy, it maintains a high averagi-.

In northern Asia, in Siberia, according to iJi-hla,

canc(!r is almost unknown and only f)b«ierved sporadi-
(Villy in southern Asia. Thus we find it rare in

I'ersia, Arabia and India, except in tiie weHt«Tn and
sr)uthern portions of tin; latter country. In northern
China and .lapan tlie disease, is more; on a [)ar with
that in Europe. In soutluirn China, and in fact in

the greater part of that country, the inhabit^ints <lo

not appear to be su.sceptible to the disease, althou<'h

those who come to tliis country are said to lose thi«

imnuuiity.

Turning to Africa, we find Egypt and Abyssinia
almost exempt. In Algiers and in Madeira the dis-

ease is more fre(|uent. In western and central

Africa, according to Livingstone, the disea.se was in his

time almost unknown.
1 need hardly tell you that cancer is common in

Great liritain, though the mortality appears to be
lower in Ireland than in other parts of the I'nited

Kingdom. Coming west to North America, we find

the disease is found all over the United States and
Canada, but in the more northern portions of the
continent, such as Alaska and the most northerly parts

of British North America, the disease is rare.

In New York State in 1895 there were 5.3 deaths
to 10,000 inhabitants, and in INIassachusetts the rate

was 6.4 to 10,000 inhabitants : and in San Francisco
it is quoted as high as 7.9 to 10,000 inhabitants. In
the tropics of America it is absent, and it is little

known in the lowlands of Mexico ; but in the high
tablelands of that country it is common. In South
America it is said to be most common in Peru, but in

lirazil and the more southern portions it is said to be
extraordinarily rare.

In Australia the disease is said to be quite common,
In Queensland in 1891 the rate was 2.(;0 to 10.000
living persons, and in 1895 this rate had risen to

3.G7. In New South Wales in 189(1 it took third

jdace in the mortality list. In New Zealand the rate

in 1895 was 5.53 to 10,000 (Behla).

Bearing these data in mind, a glance at the map of

the Eastern Hemisphere will show a dark belt ex-
tending across Europe and Asia from the Atlantic to

the Pacific. This belt is widest at its western end,
taking in as it does the whole of the Atlantic coast
line of J^urope. It gradually narrows towards its

eastern extremity, which includes .lapan. The breadth
of the cancer belt in the "Western Hemisphere is some-
what greater than the average of that of Europe ; but,

like the latter, it is situated in the temperate zone.
This does not hold true of the Southern Ilemisphere,
however, for we find it there encroaching more exten-
sively upon the tropics. Much, however, remains to

be worked out as to the geography of the disease in

this region of the world.

In connection with mention of the tropics it is

worth noting that malaria and cancer are said to l>e

in an inverse ratio to one another ; where malaria is

common, as in Jamaica and the east coast of Africa,
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cancer is rare. On the other hand, in Holland ma-

hiria and cancer are both common, and— as we
shall see presently— cancer is ol'ten found in low-

lying marshy districts where one would expect to find

malaria.

This brin<;s us to the study of localities in diil'erent

countries, and we find that certain portions of many
countries are much more favored by tlie disease than

othei-s. llavihind's work has been much quoted, but is

worth repeating in this connection. A glance at his

map shows that the southwest portion of England and

"Wales is a region where there is a low mortality from

cancer. Tiiis section belongs geologically to the

oldest formations, siluriau and carboniferous, and in-

cludes the higliest and best drained mountainous dis-

tricts of the country. lie found a low mortality

from this disease in the chalk hills and the red sand-

stone districts ; in otlier words, in the elevated dis-

tricts of J^ngland which form the sources of the rivers

which drain the country. The high mortality, on the

other hand, is to be found near those portions of the

rivers where they have reached their full formation in

the low-lying level districts and regions liable to

serious floods ; and these regions are composed of

more recent geological formations in which clays of

different ages predominate. In a certain region

where the river frequently overflows its banks, the

mortality for women rose as high as 8.1 to every

10,000 living. In Liverpool the cancer death-rate at

the same time was only 4.1 to (!very 10,000 females

living. In Norway, on the other hand, the disease

is more frequent on the highlands and less on the

coast.

Coming now to the condition of certain localities,

we find a state of things which might almost justify

one in the assumption that cancer was endemic.

D'Arcy Power describes a district in England, the

condition of soil being identical with those described

by Haviland, a flat country covering GO square miles

and consisting of gravel overlaying boulder clay. It

has many streams and fens. The population is about

12,000. From 1872 to 1898 there were 173 cases of

cancer under observation of the local physicians. In

a village of 1,030 inhabitants in this district there

were 42 cases of cancer during the same period.

]\Iany used water from the same well, but in many
cases there was no common source of contagion of

this kind. Seventy-one cases were cancers of the ali-

mentary canal or organs suggesting water as an in-

fecting agent. Behla, a practising physician for

twenty-two and one-half years in Luckau, a town in

(iermany of 5,000 inhabitants, describes a remarkable

increase of cancer in one of the suburbs of this town
containing about 1,000 inhabitants, while in the ad-

jacent district of the same size tlu^re was hardly a

case of the disease. From October 1, 1875, to 7V[)ril

1, 1898, there were 0(53 deaths, of which 73 were
cancer (mostly of the stomach and liver) ; that is, 1

in 9 deaths were from cancer ; whereas in Prussia in

general the rate is only 1 in 40 deaths. The majority

of the houses in this district had had cancer cases in

them, and on a certain side of a certain street every
house had been infected, and in certain houses 3

or 4 cases of cancer had occurred. In a little over
one year's time 10 men died of cancer in this district.

Such a region seems fairly to have earned the name
of " Cancer V^illage." In many of the n(;ighl)oring

villaijes there had been no deaths from cancer for

twenty-five years. Similar experiences are cited by
Behrens, Pfeiffer and others in different parts of

Germany ; Espine reporting that in the canton of

Geneva in Switzerland uiere are villages where can-

cer is extraordinarily prevalent, particularly cancer of

the stomach.

I have already mentioned an example of a cancer

street. Amaudet describes such a street in Corneilles

in Normandy, in which out of fifty-four houses seven-

teen had contained cases of the disease. These houses

are near the middle of the street, and occupied both

sides ; many of them having 2 cases.

Examjjles of "cancer houses" could be given in

great number, but one or two will suffice. The fol-

lowing case reported b)^ Power, is perhaps as strik-

ing as any :

Mrs. A., forty-five years of age, lived in a certain

house for thirteen years, and then died of cancer of

the stomach. Mrs. B., forty-seven years of age, suc-

ceeded to her place, and occupied her bedroom. She
lived in the house for twenty years and died of cancer

of the liver. Mrs. C, sixty-seven years old, who had
lived in the house for eight years, succeeded to the

position previously held by the other two women, and
to their bedroom, and died of cancer of the breast

eight years after the death of Mrs. B.

Webb rejiorts in the Birmingham Medical Review,'^

several cases of cancer houses in the village near his

residence. In two houses built as one building there

were (3 cases following one another at regular inter-

vals during a period of twenty-six years. None of

the individuals were blood relations. Two were cases

of cancer of the rectum ; 2, cancer of the stomach ;

1, cancer of the uterus, and 1, cancer of the breast.

The drain and water supply were common to both.

In another group of cottages there were 9 cases in

fifteen years. All the inhabitants used water from a

certain pump by the roadside and close to a very

filthy hovel.

Mollier reports 4 cases of cancer occurring in ten

years' time in a house in Lyons on the banks of the

Saone. Three of these were cases of cancer of the

stomach.

Fissinger lays stress upon solitude. A house near

a wood with bushes and swamps near the banks of a

river are conditions which appear to be favorable for

the development of the disease. Noel calls attention

to the fact that excise officers in England, whose duty

it is to traverse the woods, often suffer from cancer,

as do also the country laborers who work in the

woods.

Coming now to the question of the increase of can-

cer, we find a pretty general expression of opinion

that there has been a marked increase in the amount
of the disease during the past fifty years, a period

of time during which sufficiently careful statistics

have been kept to enable an accurate estimate to be

made.
It is true that some have objected, like Payne and

Neusliolme, two able English observers, that these ob-

servations were fallacious. Payne attributes the in-

crease of cancer to the diminished mortality from
phthisis and other infectious diseases ; a larger num-
ber of persons therefore surviving to beconu^ the vic-

tims of cancer later. Neusliolme regards the increased

figure as due to more accurate diagnosis and careful

autojisy records. Andrews, of Chicago, shares these

» No. 32, 1892, p. 342.
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vidws. Ni'vcrtli(0('.s,s, tlic iimss of cvidciirM! hcciiih

strongly to I'livoi- u serious iiK'n-asc ol (•;iiicir (lurin;;

the period ineiitioiietl. For instance, Neiislioliiie liim-

s(df shows that in the period iHlii; to IHIlH, there weri-

in I"lni;I:uid and Wales 2."),")(>7 deaths from eaiieer,

and in the period ISKI to IHDC. th(ir(! were (;7,«SS

deaths from tiie discsase. In otiier words, (hirin;,'

twenty years the (h;aths from can(H'r had more than

donhh'd. Cancer is no new disease or one which has

heen set asi(U' from a more comprehensive! one, as ap-

pendicitis from peritonitis, so that increased accnracv

of diagnosis would probably elimimito as mu(!h as it

added. Many cases of tuberculosis and sypiiilis for-

merly supposed to be cancer arc now reco<rniz(Ml not

to be such, and would oiVset the additional cases of

cancer now handed in in the reports of more accurate

dia<jnosticians and pathologists.

The more recent studies of Ilaviland in (ireat

Britain show an enormous increase of cancer in that

country. In the period of 18a7 to 18 (JO the death

rate of England and Wales for males was 1.94 to

10,000 living, and for females 4.33 to 10,000. In

1881 to 18i)6, the death-rate for males was 4.30. and

for females 7.38. In other words, during an inter-

val of a little over twenty years, the rate has more
than doubled for males, and not quite doubled for

femaU^s.

Taking now two specimen low mortality areas,

such as York and Gloucester, we find that the low

mortality groups are still found in the same districts,

although the standard death-rate has been raised

from 4.3 to 7.4. The same may be said of the high

mortality groups. In the Thames Valley district the

death-rate for females above thirtv-five years of age

from 18;)! to 18(50 was 13, and from 1881 to 18i)0

was 23 to 10,000 living persons.

In other words, cancer is still comparatively low

and still comparatively high under the conditions

which existed in 18ol to 18(>0, but the rate in all

these districts lias been increased after the interval of

twenty years.

In Ireland in 18(54 there were 1,498 deaths from

cancer with a population of 5,(578,307. In Ireland

in 1884 there were 1,947 deaths with a population

of 4,902,(593. In Scotland in 18(54 there were 1,300

deaths from cancer with a population of 3,118,701.

In Scotland in 1884 there were 2,110 cases of can-

cer with a slight increase in population.

Finkelnburg, in 1894, shows from a careful study

of the distribution and frequency of cancer in Prus-

sia that there has been a considerable increase in the

mortality of carcinoma, although the general mortal-

ity rate was lowered during that period. The mor-

tality was much greater in the cities than in the coun-

try, in large and well-cared-for cities especially. In

Berlin the death-rate for cancer was 62.3 per 100,000

living persons. This increased mortality in the

cities is attributed to the increased mortality among
women.

Although Andrews doubts the accuracy of our

population hgnres, Massey claims that our statistics

are sufficiently accurate to show that the ratio of

deaths from cancer to 100,000 living persons in the

United States is on the increase. Massey's interest-

ing tables arranged for seven of our princijial cities

show also the ratio of deaths from cancer to each

1,000 of all deaths ineachcity. He points out that, while

it is evident that a lessened number of deaths from

preventable diHeHMCH of early life will j(iv«f riw to an
artiliiial increase in the [)roportioii of diMcuMe of laU;r

life which has not ber-n |(n'vented ur cured, the chartx

do not show the result which shrinld be expected from

this line of ri-asoning. If this argument were correct,

the ratio of cancer deaths to the total deaths ought to

be greater than that compared with the living popula-

tion, whereas the charts show this ratio is less in all

cases. The (conviction is warranted. In; sayw, that

there is a widespread increase in the causes of this

disease throughout the c!ountry.

The greatest increase has o(,-curred in Sai» Fran-

cisco. II(!re the ratio has crept from 1H()(» to 1H9H

from in.,'} to 103.(5 cases to 100,000. Here we have

th<! enormous increase of more than sixfold in thirty-

two years. In Boston th(! ratio has almost trebh-d

Ix'tween 18(53 and 1887. After the latter date there

was a temporary decrease! followed by a tendency t«)

increase uj) to the present time. In seven American
cities in 1870 then; were 999 deaths from cancer, or

3.").4 per 100,000 living persons. In 1898 the death-

rate was (5(5.4 per 100,000. The ratio has therefore

almost doubled in twenty-eight years. At this rate in

1900 there would be an average of 80 deaths in each

city to every 100,000 living persons. Massey calcu-

lates that there must have been about 4!>,800 deaths

from cancer in the United States in 1898, and that

there must be at the present time 100,000 victims of

the disease within our borders. These figures give-

color to the startling statement made by Roswell

Park a year or two ago that in 1909 there will jirob

ably be more deaths in the United States from cancer

than from consumption, small-pox and typoid fever com-
bined. This author shows that in New York State

cancer is the only disease tabulated which shows a

progressive and steady increment. In 1887 there

were 2,3(53 deaths from cancer, and 11,609 deaths

from consum])tion. In 1898 there were 4,4.56 deaths

from cancer and 12,o.")2 deaths from consumption. In

Roswell Park's own city and neighborhood the deaths

from this disease exceed in ratio that of almost any
other section of the country. It is, as he justly says,

a veritable " Tropic of Cancer." It is difficult, under

these circumstances, to avoid asking one's self the

question whether cancer is or is not an infectious dis-

ease.

The endemic character of cancer and the steady in-

crease of the disease, and the fact that in certain lo-

calities there is a sudden invasion of this disease, all

suggest strongly a local cause. To search for this re-

quires special knowledge of the most diverse character.

As Park suggests, a combination of the zoologist and
the botanist and the veterinarian is needed for such

an investigation.

The work of Behla again merits notice in this con-

nection. After a carefid study of the meteorological

condition of his native tow'n, of its water aiul other

possible sources of infection, he turned his attention

to the food supply — practically those forms which
were eaten uncooked. The gardens containing let-

tuce, radishes, berries, apples, etc., were watered with

water from the trench which surrounded the district.

The water remaining in this trench was very foul an<l

contained (piantities of vegetable and animal organ-

isms. The fresh lettuce was rinsed out in these dirty

pools, and the water was also used to wash the

kitchen utensils and the towels This stream did not

I

touch any other portion of the town. In many other
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villages of Germany where cancer prevails Behla was

able to obtain the same history of the use of foul

water for domestic i)ur|)Oses.

Foul and stagnant water, sluggish streams with

wooded banks which are often overflowed appear thus

to be favorable conditions. It is well known that

trees are subject to xylomata, or wood tumors, which

are destructive. These affections of trees appear to

be contagious, as neighboring trees are usually af-

fected. A form of ameba (plasmodioj)hora Wassicie)

grows on certain cabbages and othei- vegetables, form-

ing large tumors. It is possible that the seeds of

disease shed from trees or j)lants may float upon the

water used for washing and drinking purpos(!s, and

thus be conveyed to tiie human organism. Pfeilfer

has suggested that the micro organisms may be (con-

veyed by an intermediate host, and has carefully studied

the sporozoa and other protozoa forms found in insects

with the hope of discovering the cause of the disease.

AN'e have but recently been made familiar with the

mt)S(|uito as an active agent in the spread of malaria,

and in a like manner wasj)s have been suggested as

the carriers of disease from tree to tree and plant to

plant, as on these insects both protozoa and fungi

abound, and perhaps also to human food. It can

readily be seen that if such articles of food and drink

were infectious, they would, if handled b}'^ man, convey
the poison to the nose, lips or tongue, and if swallowed
could transport the disease to the stomach, intestines

or internal organs. We can easily imagine that a

micro-organism could, under the circumstances, attach

itself to a break in the epidermal or epithelial cover-

ings of the body, or when these cells were by age or

a blow or chronic irritation rendered less resistant to

morbid influences. In this way a single cell may be-

come the point of entrance of the disease into the

body. Behla suggests that summer is the season of

the year when infection is more likely to occur, but

unfortunately there is no known period to guide us.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the

dog, an aninuil wdiich comes in contact with earth and
water so freely, does not have cancer in the regions so

often found diseased in man, but more upon the sur-

face; of the body, as on the ears, the tail, the scrotum,

pn^puce, vulva and anus. Observations on the food
of man have not as yet brought out any suggestive

data. Bencke has noted that cancer is rare in j)ris-

ons where animal food is not freely furnished and
work is hard. Certain monk orders are said to be
exempt from cancer, but there are no facts to show
that vegetarians as a class are less liable than meat
eaters, although Paget thinks that meat eaters are

more liable.

In Normandy the cider made from very foul water
has been blamed for the increase of cancer. Those
addicted to alcohol have been said to be more liable.

These are .|)rol)al)ly only predisposing causes which
favor irritation of the stomach or intestines.

A study of the health of a locality before and after

the introduction of a pure water supply might throw
light upon this question.

8o far as animals are concerned, the disease is

fouiul in herbivorous as well as carnivorous. It is

niorc! comniou among mannnals and is rare in birds.

In cold-blooded animals it is not seen. The disease is

rare in the digestive tract, but, as we hav(; already

seen, is more common on the outer skin and urogeni-

tal tracts. Cancer is not observed in dogs under two

years of age, and it is well to remember that if ani-

mals should be used for experimental purposes they
should be taken at an age when they are more liable

to cancer.

Of 4i) cases of carcinoma collected by Fadyean, ^5
were in the horse, 1 in the dog, 5 in the ox, 2 in the

cat and 1 in the sheep. It appears to be extremely
rare in pigs. Several cases of cancer of the stomach
in horses are reported by this writer, although this is

a very rare seat of the disease in animals. There are

no statistics to show whether animals have cancer in

the specially infected districts. One observer has

stated that cattle in low-lying pastures are more liable

to cancer than thost; in higher and drier grazing conn-

try.

The data which have thus far been brought forward

are in some cases strongly suggestive of the communi-
cability of cancer from one individual to another. Is

there any clinical evidence bearing upon this point ?

Cancer of the base of the tongue is reported by
Scott in American trout transported to New Zealand.

Roswell Park cites a number of interesting cases

collected from literatun;. Thus Kuhn reports the

case of a woman contracting an cnce{)haloid cancer of

the finger while caring for a cancerous cow. Jiirgens

reports the inoculation of an epithelioma from a

fqwl to the thumb. Budd reports the case of a pet

dog contracting cancer of the tongue from licking the

cancerous lip of his master. A London surgeon was
affected with cancer of the tongue after having taken

into his mouth some of the discharge from a cancerous

breast. A physician inoculated an acne pustule on
his face while scraping a cancerous uterus. Budd
mentions five French hospital surgeons who have died

of cancer, one eight months after receiving a wound
while operating on a cancerous ])atient.

The situation of cancer in the human body certainly

is suggestive of inoculation. Thus Andrews has stud-

ied the locality of 7,881 cases of cancer and endeavors

to show that primary cancer is more common on ex-

posed surfaces, such as the lip, the face and the hands,

and in such situations in the digestive tract where a

microbe would lodge easily and not be swept away.
ICstimating according to area and placing the intestine,

which has a large area but small percentage of cancer,

as one, we find the lip stands at the head of the list;

the other portions of the digestive tract follow in the

order we might expect, as the tongue, the stomach,

rectum, mouth, esophagus, etc.

Now that attention is being brought to the possi-

bility of contagion, practitioners will doubtless begin

to report examples which they have observed in their

practice. We all remember how improbable the theory

of the contagiousness of tubercle seemed when it was
first brought forward. In my own experience, par-

ticularly with cancer of the breast, I have noticed of

late years the frequency with which the husband is

affected with keratosis senilis or the early stages of

I'odent ulcer. The milder forms of this affection often

pass unnoticed, but may be none the less a jjossible

source of contagion. Coming as they do on exposed

parts of the body, they could easily be communicated
from Imsband to wife and find a lodgment in an organ

which is suscej)til)]e to the disease.

Cases of inoculation are so striking when they do

occur as not to j)ass uiinotic(Ml. I have seciu cancer of

the j)repucc clearly communicated from the glans penis

by contact and not by extension. In the same way
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caiicor Ims Ixhmi known to jump from the toiifjiic to

tlui clu'ck. ('jiiuKU- IiiiH Io11(»\v(h1 till! track ol the

trocar, the piiii(;li, or of tlu; (ixploratory opcraliii"

woiiidI. It is my iia1)it in opctratioiis for cancer of tlic

breast to iivoid toiicliiiiii' tlie diseaHc with the knife

blade jiikI to keep all poitioiis of tiu! wound <'ai'ei'idl\

prolecti'd with ^auz(( held in pla(!c by catch foii'i|(s

until tlu! last trace of can(H'r has \w\',\\ removed.
('omin<r now to (^\p(!rinu!ntal inoculation, w(! lind

that well antlienticat{!(I cases arc cx(;eedinnly rare even
in animals. C'ornil reports a (;asc of sarcoma of the

breast in whicii the sur^cions inserted a snndl fragment
of \\\(\ yrovvth benc^ath the skin of tin; breast of the

opposite side;. The small wound healed by first in-

tention, but two months later a nodidc^ of sarcoma
formed at the siti' of the iiH)culation. Ilahn reports a

similar case. Hose cites 3 cases of inoculation of

cancer from man to man. Alibert, who derided the

theory of conta<^ion, is said to have inoculated himscdf

with cancer juice and subsequently to have died of

carcinoma.

Inoculations have been made into dogs, cats and
rats from carcinoma of man ; various organs have been
inoculated, and also the peritoneum and the circulating

blood. In very few cases has there been any result,

and these have been regarded rather as transplantations

and independent growths of the inoculated or grafted

tissues rather than as growths of the local tissue as the

result of an infection.

This does not prove by any means that the cancer

germ, if there be such, is not iuoculable. Doubtless
nature fails continually to infect the human organism.

It is possible that there may be a certain stage in the

life history of the micro-organism in which it is capa-

ble of being inoculated and other periods in which it

is inert.

One of the earliest of the modern attempts at ex-

perimental inoculation was by Langenbeck, who made
an emulsion of an encephaloid cancer and mixed it

with the detibrhiated blood of a 'dog and injected it

into the femoral vein of a dog. Two months later

nodules were found in the lung. In 1888 Ilaiiau

transplanted into the tunica vaginalis of the testicle of

two rats materials derived from non-ulcerated meta-
static glands following a cancer of the vulva. One of

the rats died seven weeks later with nodular cancer

involvhig the peritoneum. As the inguinal canal in

the rat is not obliterated, this appears to be a direct

extension of the disease from the point of inoculation.

The inoculation was also successful in the second rat

and material taken from this rat and inoculated into a

third rat also proved to be successful.

Inoculation from animals into animals of the same
species seems to be more successful than into animals

of a different species.

Wehr has implanted malignant tumors of the pre-

puce and vagina of dogs and has succeeded in produc-

ing a fatal carcinomatosis. Klencke has also succeeded
in transmitting melanosarcomata of horses. In this

connection the most interesting experiment of Lock
cannot be passed by. This investigator believes that

cancer is due to the entrance of normal epithelium

into the lymph vessels with continuation of growth.
Hence he opened the peritoneum of a rabbit and
scraped the epithelium of the ovaries. The animal
was killed after fourteen months. The animal showed
cancerous nodules in the mesentery ; white areas in

the liver ; a small mass on the wall of the uterus and

nil inflltrntioii of th« fliaphragm. Cana-r '\% un *x-
tremely rare (liHeuMc in rabbiu; liene*; Lo<-k concludfil
that his operation |irodneed the diHcjiMi;.

Moran was able to transmit cancer in wliiti; inic4; in

H out of 10 cases. He also p«Tforiiie(I un experimeiii
which is interesting an HUggesting the ponsibilily of the
theijry of an intermediate host at* the (^rrier of the
virus. Placing healthy mice in cages over a vapor of
turpintine anil camphor to protect them from ins«'CtM,

they remained in jierfect health. In other r;age» he
placed mi<;e with bed i)Ugs t^iken from tin; cages of
cancerous mice, an<l observed after a few njonlhs that
all the animals infested by these insects wen; suflfering

from cancer.

Irritation seems to play an imporUint role in the
production of cancer; cancer of tin; breast, lip ami
scrotum ofti;n have a history which suggests irritiition

or a traumatic origin, but attempts to prorluct; cancer
by trauma in animals have not succeeded.

The (juestion of heredity, as a factor in the causation
of the disease, is one about which statisticians differ

greatly ; it has been placed below 10% by some and as
high as .'iO% by others. How often do we hear a pa-
tient exclaim, when informed of the diagnosis, that
they have never heard of an instance of the disease in

the family for generations. Yet, in some instances,
we hear of very striking examples of family suscepti-

bility to the disease. Space does not permit me to

cite more than one, which I have selected as showing
at the same time a remarkable susceptibility of a cer-
tain organ. Power ^ reports a case of cancer of the
breast with the following family history : The father
died at forty-six with cancer of the breast ; a brother
died at sixty-five with cancer of the throat; a second
brother died at twenty-five with cancer under left arm.
First sister died at sixty-three with cancer of the breast

;

second sister died at forty-six with cancer of both
breasts ; third sister died at forty with cancer of both
breasts ; fourth sister died at fifty-four with cancer
of breast; fifth and sixth sisters now living with can-
cer of the breast.

A consideration of the so-called parasites of cancer
brings us to a new and the latest phase of the tpies-

tion of the nature and origin of carcinoma.
AVhen the anatomical nature of the disease was

better understood and the scientific world realized
the active part played in the development of the
growth of epithelial cells, attempts were made to
recognize a specific cell, by Lebert and others, which
could be regarded as the typical cancer cell. The
attention of investigators being concentrated on the
behavior of the epithelium brought out theories like
those of Tiersch and Conheim. Ticrsch assumed
that an antagonism was brought about between the
epithelium and the surrounding connective tissue and,
the resisting power of the latter having been weakened,
an ingrowth of epithelium had to follow.

Conheim's ingenious theory of the isolation of
fragments of embryonic tissue, which for a time
remained latent and subsequently developed into
tumors, aroused great interest by the skilful manner
in which it was presented. It accounted, undoubtedlv,
for certain forms of growth, but did not succeed in
maintaining its ground as a potent factor in the
(levelopment of cancer. Pippert believes that the
first change takes place in the connective tissue as
the result of some chronic inflammatory process, and

• British Medical Journal, 189S, vol. i, p. 154.
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a portion of the epithelial tissue is thus isolated from

its surrouiulin<;s. Wlien thus put uuder abnormal

conditions the epithelial cell accpiires great productive

power, which is characteristic of cancer.

llaiisemann's theory places the primary change in

the epithelium itself. As a result of this new influence

the epithelium undergoes a change known as anajdasia,

or an increase in reproductive and regenerative power

and a loss of differentiation for the function for which

it was originally intended. It is a change backward

toward the embryonic state.

Many of these theories receive an apjjarent justifi-

cation in the experiment of Lock in the epithelium of

the ovary above described.

Virchow was the first to call attention to the change

in the interior of the cell and the presence of bodies

having a well-defined outline ; he called them physa-

lides. It was in 1881) that Thoma first ascribed a

parasitic origin to the nucleated bodies found in

cancer. Darier also about this time observed or-

ganisms in a disease described simultaneously by

Podwyssosski as psorospermose folliculaire vegetante,

and by White as keratosis follicularis, and assumed

that tiiey belonged to the family of coccidia. This

organism consists of a granular mass of protoplasm,

with a nucleus not easily seen and without an envelop-

ing membrane during its period of growth, while it

inhabits an epithelial cell. It finally breaks away
from its host and segmentation and sporulation take

place. These organisms are very common in the

livers of rabbits— an animal, by the way, in which

cancer is extremely rare. A more careful study of

these cell inclusions with fuchsin gave to Russell

the suggestion that they might be vegetable organisms

belonging to the family of yeasts, but the general

o})inion prevailing at that time was that they were

some form of protozoa. Opinion has now veered

round to the view that they are vegetable rather than

animal organisms and belong to a class of fungi,

known as blastomycetes, or a variety of yeast. It

was not then known that this plant 2>roduced lesions

very similar to the so-called protozoa ; that is, that it

produced infiammatory reaction in the tissues into

which cultures of this organism were injected. When
examined under suitable staining all these so-called

protozoa forms can be simulated by the blastomyces.

When inoculated into guinea-pigs this organism has its

proper membrane, which is filled with protoplasm

and contains a body resembling a nucleus. The cell

averages 8 to 10 ju in diameter. It grows by budding

and in the process the parent cell may give rise to

several buds. Under certain circumstances spore for-

mation may also take place. It grows in strongly

acid media and can thus be separated from many of

the forms of bacteria.

The parasitic bodies seen in the tissues and cells of

a growing carcinoma are thus described by Plimmer

:

They are from .004 to .04 millimetre in diameter.

There is a central portion which represents a nucleus,

around which is a j)rotoi)lasm surrounded by a cap-

sule. The nucleus differs in its reaction from the

ordinary cell nucleus. The protoplasm is generally

homogeneous and the capsule is very strongly marked
in outline. It multiplies by division into two by
budding, or the nucleus divides first and the proto-

plasm afterwards undergoes segmentation. These
organisms stain usually with protoplasm and not with

nuclear staius and thus distinguish themselves from

ordinary cell formations seen in neoplasms. I quote
Plimmer's description, as he has studied them with

Huft'er and has reported having examined 1,278 cases

of cancer and found these bodies in 1,180. lie found
them at the growing edge and not in the degenerated
parts. In ordinary cancers they are found only in

small numbers, but in very malignant growths they

are exceedingly numerous. Ruffer and Plimmer
believe that the parasite can be seen alive if teased in

salt solution, and changes in the shape of the nucleus

have been observed. They are now generally recog-

nized as a frequent occurrence in the cells of a grow-
ing carcinoma. Dean, however, shows that they

sometimes take a nuclear stain, which he thinks throws
some doubt upon the i)arasitic theory. AVheii kept

under cover-glass their reproduction by budding has

been observed. These structures have none of the

reaction of any known degeneration. The organism,

as it ai)pears in culture, differs materially from that

observed in the tissues. Many of these appearances

are simply degenerated forms of the organism and it

is undoubtedly the case that other cell d(;generations

have been mistaken for it, thus giving rise to much
confusion.

I have endeavored to describe these organisms
under the varying conditions under which they are

examined by the pathologist, as they seem to have
the property shared by many bacteria, to which they

stand next in the scale of plant life, of changing their

character in accordance with the nutrient material in

which they happen to grow, and this may account for

the varying appearance in cell inclusions which
we find in carcinoma. They have a chemistry of

their own and they are capable, though harmless

at first, of being raised in virulence by cultivation

from one animal to another until they become ex-

tremely pathogenic to the same species of animal.

Their classification is quite unsettled, some, appar-

ently, being only stages in the life history of higher

fungi.

Busse was one of the first observers to recognize

the blastomyces as a pathogenic organism and suc-

ceeded in obtaining a culture of it from the sarcoma
of the tibia in a woman. Romer, in 1891, first

studied experimentally its pathogenic qualities. At-

tempts were now made by Sanfelice, Plimmer and
others to obtain cultures from human cancers, but

great difficulty has been found in accomplishing this.

Kahane obtained the organism from a cancer of

the uterus. Curtis obtained it from a tunior of the

back. Corselli and Prioco isolated blastomyces and
found the organisms thus obtained pathogenic in

animals. Boiiome cultivated the organisms 7 times

from malignant growths, in 1 case of sarcoma and G

cases of cancer, out of 20 cases.

Sanfelice succeeded in isolating an organism, but

could make it live but a short time, and got no
satisfactory pathogenic action in animals. He then

took an organism obtained from the skin of a lemon,

cultivated it on vegetable culture media, and succeeded

in obtaining a distinctly pathogenic action in guinea^

pigs and other animals. He was able to produce in-

flammatory reaction in the shajjc of tumor-like growths

and infection of the lymphatic glands. Busse and
other investigators have also succeeded in producing

there inflammatory growths and even septicemia. In-

vestigations now began to follow two general lines.

Systematic attempts were made to isolate and culti-
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vat(! from ciuiccr In man an or^aniHin wlildi wln-ii

iiijccfcd into aninialw wouM inoducr ty|ii<;il cancer.

Inoculation (if Itlastoinyrts were also niado into Huit-

al)l(; animals in onlcr to prodnru a tumor in stnict-

urc and development similar to cancer.

'I'he saccliai'omyct'S neol'onnans, as SanlVlicc cjilU

it, occurs in two I'orms : in one it posscis.ses a capside

and can be cultivated in artificial media; in tlu; otlier

it has no capsule and n^semhles the t'uclisin bodies of

Russell, and cannot be cultivatiul in artificial me(li,i.

This second form is only observtMl when the parasite

has be<'n in the organism for a lon^ time. Sanfc-lice

found that in order to make tln^sc orj^anisms grow in

the nunlia, they must be obtained in the form usually

found in infections runnin<i; a rapid course, and that in

those running a more j)roIonged course it could but

seldom Im; obtained. He was able to pass the actively

growing organisms through several animals by intro-

ducing it into the peritoneal cavity, and recovering it

from the lym})h glands, liy repeated inoculations in

this way into guinea-pigs the faculty of further growth
in artitic'ial culture media was lost, but at the same
time the organism appeared to have changed its char-

acter, and was now ca{)able, not of continuing to cause

inflammatory foci, but of producing a malignant growth.

This diminishing power of being cultivated which

e-xists in the organism after going in inoculated ani-

mals is suggestive of the difficulty of obtaining cult-

ures from human cancer, and may be due to souu'

change in its physical structure as I have just indi-

cated.

Sanfelice's inoculations were made on guinea-pigs,

mice, rats, rabbits and hens. The organisms were ob-

tained either from original cultures of blastomyces or

from carcinomata. Local reaction of an inflammatory

nature followed in all cases, but in from six to twelve

months a " tumor " formation occurred at this point.

Although this growth was accompanied by alteration

of the adjacent l3mph glands, and some of the tumors

bore a resemblance to sarcoma, they appeared to con-

sist histologically of inflammatory tissue, and, as a

rule, eventually disappeared. These granulation tu-

mors, as they might fairly be called, contained the

blastomyces, although there was a decided change in

its appearance from that observed in the cultures, and
this seemed to be constant, the organisms in these arti-

ficially })roduced growths resembling those seen in the

cells of cancer.

Up to 1898 Sanfelice had inoculated 59 dogs, but

in only 3 cases was there a result which resembled

a malignant growth. In the first of these the appear-

ance was that of " sarcoma," to which I have already

referred. The second was that of a bitch whose breast

gland had been inoculated with one of the cultures

passed through several animals. There followed a

local reaction for a few days, which disappeared. Af-

ter a month's interval signs of a growth were observed.

There was a gradual increase in the size of the gland,

with cachexia and death in ten months, and at the

autopsy a tumor was observed, about one-half the size

of an egg, in the left posterior milk gland ; the nipple

was retracted and the skin adherent ; the glands in the

groin were enlarged. Sections of the tumor and of

the adjacent glands showed them to be adenocarci-

noma. Cultures were negative. The organisms were
round in the sections studied. The third positive re-

sult was in a dog inoculated with the saccharomyces
neoformans passed through several animals. The testi-

cle waH the part inociilat^'d, and five monthft latfr sev-

eral iiodideH were foun<l in the organ, and in mix

niontliH the aidmal died, apparently from noine a<:ei-

deiital cause. An adeiiocaninf»ma was found in the

testicle, but hot in the adjacent glands. lilaHtoniyceH

bodies wttre numerous. Inrxulation of flogs and cjitit

in the veins produced only connective-tisHue prolifera-

tion.

I'limmer's experiments wen; madf; into a culture

medium oi)tained from a can<;er of the breast. .Small

fragments of the growth were placed in this and were

snl)je(;t<!d to anaeroi)ic (conditions. Organisms were

obtained by him in this way, ainl w<'re used for incicu-

lations of animals. In some cases the result was nega-

tive, but in others a new growth was ol)tain(;d. A
rabbit cornea thus treated showed masses of epithelial

c(!lls between the layers of the cornea. In guinea-

pigs, which die in from thirteen to thirty days, I'iim-

iner found small, transj)arent nodules, which he

describes as endothelial growths surrounded by round-

cell infiltration. In one case the growth resembled

the growing edges of a human cancer. The inocula-

tions were made intraperitoneally and subcutaneously.

Among the numerous experiments in this direction

we may m(;ntion Podwyssosski, who inoculated aid-

nials with fragments of a parasitic tumor-like growth

on cabbage and similar plants. The resulting growths

resembled sarcoma. Spores of the parasite were found

in the cells of the new formation. These growths

were, however, evanescent.

Nils Sjobring obtained cultures from a cancer in

an ascitic fluid and pepton gelatine. In a hanging

drop he found ameboid, rhizopodal and involution

forms of the organism. lie produced in animals sev-

eral tumors having epithelial structures in them, and
one which had the appearance of a cylinder-cell car-

cinoma. There was, however, no metastasis.

A review of this subject would not be complete

withoixt reference to the role played by these organ-

isms in certain forms of skin disease. Protozoa have

been seen in herpes zoster, varicella, psorospermosis

follicularis and molluscum contagiosum.

Cases of blastomyces dermatitis have been reported

recently by Rixford, Hessler, Wells, Gilchrist and
Ilektoen. Some of these cases resembled scrofulo-

derma of a severe type, and were characterized by
extensive inflammatory infiltrations of the skin, with

ulceration. One case died of what might be called an
" acute protozoan infection." Another case resem-

bled clinically chronic pyemia.

It is interesting to observe that some of these forms

of dermatitis, particularly one described by Hektoen,

was characterized by a marked epithelial hyperplasia ;

but the dominating feature was inflammatory and
sometimes even suppurative. Cultures were obtained

from these lesions, and carefully studied by Ilektoen,

and found to be pathogenic to animals ; but a compar-
ison of the different cases of this blastomycetic derma-
titis shows that it may be produced by organisms

which differ so much in certain cultural and patluv

genic characteristics that they must be regarded as

separate though closely allied varieties.

I have thus endeavored to place before you a re-

view of the literature of this questiop as it stands to-

day. From a statistical and clinical point of view
there is much that is suggestive. The attention of

the profession has been aroused to a new study of

cancer. There are many datii accumulated that would
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seem to tlirow a new light upon this problem. There

seems to be but little doubt that cancer is increas-

ing. Although many good authorities attribute the

apparent change to better sanitation for the young,

and improved diagnosis, it seems highly improbable

that the statistics of Massey, Ilaviland and others

are wholly fallacious. The histories of villages,

streets and even houses are— to say the least—
strongly suggestive ; and purely clinical evidence,

when it shall have been accumulated in a more con-

vincing mass, will, I think, tend only to strengthen

tlie feeling that carcinoma is an infectious disease.

We must remember, however, that Koch has laid

down as a crucial test that certain conditions must be

fidlilled before it can positively be asserted that a

given organism is the specific cause of a disease.

These are : It must be found in all cases of that dis-

ease ; it must be found in no other disease ; and it

must appear in such quantity and be so distributed

that symptoms can be accounted for by its presence ;

also, that the organism nmst be capable of being iso-

lated from diseased tissues and be grown upon some

artificial culture media, and when injected into an

animal must be capable of reproducing the disease.

As a corollary to this we may add that it should be

possible to recover the organism in culture from the

artificially produced disease. A glance only at the

work of the leading investigators in this disease is

sufficient to show that these conditions are still far

from being complied with.

Of all the experimental work which 1 have quoted

there are but two instances in which a genuine carci-

noma has been produced by inoculating an animal

with a culture of the so-called parasite of cancer, and

in each of these the final requirement of the Koch
law has not been met, namely, that cultures taken

from these tumors should rcjproduce their kind.

Foulerton, of the Middlesex Hospital, London,

says :
" From evidence available, one can only say

that it is not improbable that some, at any rate, of the

cases which are now on clinical and histological

grounds classified amongst sarcoma may prove to be

really cases of yeast infection. But as to the exact

causation of carcinoma we are still absolutely ig-

norant.''

It is true that the organisms are found more fre-

quently, as our histological technique has informed us,

but it is not possible to bring under one heading and

classification the numerous bodies which have been

described, for it can hardly be impossible that all ob-

S(!rvers are describing the same organism. A glance

only at a few of the sections which have been pre-

pared by the best laboratory workers would convince

one that either the organism is capable of assuming

tlie most diverse appearance under varying conditions,

or that we have here many different organisms with

vvhicli to deal.

InU'resting as the outlook is at present, and en-

couraging as is the situation, the facts at pi'esent

brought forward by the highest authorities do not

justify us in any better verdict than "not proven."

It is partly as an object lesson that I have brought

this subject to your attention this evening, for no one

who is conversant with the work that is now going on

to solve this (piestion can ignore the prominent part

taken by Americans in the line of research. The or-

ganization of a laboratory at Buffalo by Roswell

Park for the study of cancer, and its endowment by

the government of the State of New York, is not
only a new departure from the American point of

view, but is actually the first instance of an organiza-

tion for this purpose in any country. Although as

yet no official announcement has emanated from this

scource, I am in the position to state that investiga-

tions of the most scientific and accurate character have
been carried on there during the past two years,

and that much strongly confirmatory evidence has

been produced to strengthen Sanfelice's statement.

Through the benevolence and public spirit of a Boston
lady, the Caroline Brewer Croft Fund has been be-

queathed to the Surgical Dejjartment of Harvard
University, and under the provisions of th(! becjuest

work has Ix^gun in the surgical laboratory of the

JMedical School. Under the supervision of Dr. E. II.

Nichols, who has lately returned from a tour of in-

spection abroad, investigations are being carried on in

a manner that ensures a critical analysis of all that

has thus far been done along the various lines of in-

vestigation.

In planning the work for the future, we are en-

deavoring to approach this subject from every possible

point of view. If a parasite exists, does it belong to

the animal or vegetable kingdom? Will a study of

the disease in animals— fishes, for example,— give

us valuable information ? Is it possible that the sub-

ject must be approached again from a bacteriological

point of view ? I have not even mentioned bacteria,

as there is no evidence at the present time to show
that bacteria play any part in the origin of the dis-

ease. It is possible, however, that the microbe of

cancer exists, but that it is too small to be visible

with our most powerful lenses. We know there are

many diseases regarded as infective in which no bac-

teria have as yet been demonstrated, and yet we have
proof of the material character of the organisms

which ])roduce them, for filters exist which are fine

enough to prevent their passage.

It is only by long and patient research that we
may hope to unlock the secret of this as well as

many another enemy of our race, and it is a matter

of congratulation that American teachers are now
recognizing the value of scientific work as one of the

proper functions of a medical school, and are pre-

pared to take their place with those of other nations

in the development of the future of medicine.
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Addkkssks of Conkkderatk Sukokoxs Wanted.
— We are rcijuested to ])ublish the following notice:

All surgeons, assistant surgeons, acting assistant sur-

geons or contract surgeons, and hospital stewards, who
served in the army or navy of the late Confederate

States, will please send their post-oflice address to

DeeringJ. Roberts, M. I). , Secretary Surgeons' Associ-

ation, C. S. A., Nashville, Tenn.
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A CASE OK MIJRAI. KNDOCARDI TISJ

IIV IIAICOI.I) WILLIAMS, M.l>., IKIH'I'ON,

I'vofi'snor of Theory and I'nirtirr of Atfilicine, TiiJ'tt Colhi/r Afnlt-
cal School;

With I'atiiolooical Rki'okt

HV r. LICAKY, M.I)., H08T0N,

Proffssor of I'atholoyy, Tufts Cotleye Medical School.

TiiK lollowiiii;- ciisc is rcportcti licrausc of tlic rarity

of (lie iiatiioloyical lesion and hceaiise of tin; al)scnc<'

of nuinnurs in spite of tlu^ extensive diseas*; of the

mitral valve. 'I'lu; |)atient, a lady sonu-wliat inclined

to obesity, (ifty-foiir ytnirs of a<;e, the \vif(^ of a physi-

cian, was eared for by her luisbaiid ; by Dr. K. H. Fitz,

who saw her oiiee or twice a week throuifhoiit her en-

tire illness, and by nie. The autopsy was made liv

Dr. Leary.

The first symptoms began on the 2'2d of Deec^inlicr,

when, after a short walk, she was seized with an at-

tack of angina pectoris with dyspnea and with pain.

She with ditlieulty reached her house and was put to

bed, where she remained until her death, March loth.

I first saw her on the evening of February 9th. ( )n

this occasion she was in a condition of collapse, occur-

ring after one of the attacks of dyspnea, from which
she had suffered at intervals since December. This
(collapse was almost complete; the face was ashen, the

temperature subnormal, the body bathed in sweat.

No pulse could be felt at the wrist. The heart sounds

were faintly audible. She was breathing in short

gasps. She was taking ether by inhalation. A sul)-

cutaneous injection of morphia was given and reaction

set in. On the following day a careful physical ex-

amination of the chest was made as follows : Patient

was lyiug on her left side ; no orthopnea ; breathing

was shallow and labored ; there was retraction of in-

tercostal spaces and also of interclavicular space. Per-

cussion, flatness of both sides of chest, below sixth rib

behind. Dulness over lower lobe of left lung. Aus-
cultation, numerous sonorous and sibilant rales over

entire back, subcrepitant I'ales over area of dulness at

the left lower base.

Heart: Action feeble, apex pulsation not visible, no

abnormal pulsation, no thrills. Percussion, cardiac

area of dulness enlarged slightly to left. Ausculta-

tion, heart sounds feeble, rhythm disturbed, no mur-

murs, no accentuation of pulmonic second sound.

The subsequent history of the case was a history of

fre(juently occurring attacks of dyspnea. These at-

tacks were always without pain, and nearly always

were predicted by patient. They began usually with

a quickening of the pulse, w'hich soon became trigem-

inal and w(>aker until it was lost at the wrist. The
dyspnea was intense. It consisted of a rapid series of

gasj)s accompanied by a rhythmical movement of the

right arm. Consciousness was retained throughout

the attack. The suffering in these attacks was in-

tense ; they were precipitated by the least movement

;

by examination of the chest; by conversation ; by the

most trifling emotional causes. They were but slightly

amenable to the usual remedies, each drug relieving

for a limited time, as if the reserve force aroused by

its especial agency was quickly exhausted. Finally,

the attacks became almost continuous ; the decubitus

changed from the left to the right side and the patient

' Read before the American Climatological Society, Washington,
D. C, May 3d.

Hiicciiini)ed .March loth. At ho tiinc were iniirmiirit

(h'U'cted by any of the phvHiciaiiH in utt<-ndun('«'. The
apprehension of the patient and the Hiipervcntioii of

paroxyHMiN of dyHpnea ii|)oii the leant change of [xmi-

tioii precluded extended exainiiiution, liiit tin- diagtiiMiN

was made as follows : Fatty heart, with McleroNiM of

coronary arteries ; hypostutic pneumonia, lower IoIk;

of left lung ; hy<lrothorax.

Antapsi/.— 'riie d(;seriptioii r»f leHioiiH in or^^ann

other than the heart, arU'ries and lung.H is piir|>oHely

omitted. The clianges in other tisHUCH were all do-

pendent upon the (tardiac lesion, and wen; in no way
remarkable. Left pleural cavity contJiiiiH a larj^fi

amount of clear serous fluid. Lung everywhere com-
pressed, particidarly lower lobe, whose tissue is denHe

and contains no air. In upper anterior portion of

lower lob(! is a dark-red, wi'ilge-shaped area of con-

solidation with its base 2 centimetres in diameter on
the pleura. At its apex was found a firm, red clot

filling a branch of pulmonary artery. Right pleural

cavity contains a smalUjr amount of fluid, an<l lung
shows no gross signs of compression. In upper lolxi

of lung is a consolidated area, which occupies the

gr<'ater part of ujiper portion of lobe. This area is

discolored dark blue and projects above surroumling
lung substance. On section, lung shows a diffuse,

very firm consolidation. Cut surface is bluish black

and much blood may be scraped from it. At apex of

consolidated area is found a long, firm, red clot, plug-

ging one of the primary divisions of the branch of

pulmonary artery sup()lying the lobe. Sections of left

lung show edema and compression of alveoli. Some
evidences of chronic passive congestion are shown by
alveolar epithelial cells containing pigment granules,

although the vessels of the alveolar walls do not in

most cases contain blood. Sections of right lung at

base show a condition of marked chronic, pa-ssive con-

gestion with bronchopneumonia. No adhesions in

either pleural cavity. Pericardium contains no fluid,

surface smooth.

Heart, 40.) grammes (normal 2.")0) found in diastole.

All cavities dilated contain recent clots and fluid

blood. Heart muscle dark; cut surface dull. Left
ventricle: The mitral orifice measured 10.,") centime-

tres (normal 10.4 centimetres). Valve flaps show
slight diffuse thickening. The chorda' tendine;v were
generally thickened and shortened in such a manner
as to absolutely preclude closure of the mitral valves.

The papillary muscles are thickened and opaque at

their apices, and several of the chorda* tondinea' are

interadherent. Attempts to fold back the walls of

the ventricle in order to inspect the interior met with

considerable resistance, on account of the tension of

mitral segments. The endocardial surface of ventric-

ular wall over triangular area, having for its base the

posterior flap of the mitral and bounded by lines con-

verging to the apex, is thickened, white and very
opaque. On s(>ction into muscle, a superficial layer,

varying in thickness from .1 to .3 centimetre, white,

firm and fibrous, could be readily moved about on the

underlying muscle substance, to which it was uni-

ted by loose attachments. This layer, in places,

includes one-half the thickness of heart wall. In the

lower portion of this area are two small, firm, dry,

dull-white clots, which are attached to the endocar-
dium, tilling folds between the colummv. Elsewhere
the endocardium is translucent and its outline cannot
be distinguished on section of muscle. Ventricular
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wall : Left ventricle .8 to 1.3 cubic centimetres in

thickness (normal 1.1 to 1.4). Under area of endo-

carditis varies from .4 to .0 centimetres. Eight ven-

tricle dihited. Tricuspid orifice 12.5 centimetres

(normal 12 centimetres). Walls .2 to .4 centimetre

thick (normal .5 to .7?). Endocardium smooth,

translucent. Valves show nothini>- abnormal. Both

auricles dilated and walls thickened. In right auricle

are two old red clots in the folds of the pectinate

muscle. The left coronary shows nodular projections

throughout its course. Some of the areas are opaque,

but none show calcification. The lumen of the right

coronary at about 2.5 centimetres from its origin

shows a sudden diminution in size, and is transformed

into a fibrous chord, through which the canal could

not be followed. This constriction extends for 1.2

centimetres and suddenly stops— the lumen of the

vessel immediately beyond being larger than the

proximal portion. Except for this area of constric-

tion the vessel shows a less degree of sclerotic change

than does the left coronary.

Microscopical examination of branches of the

coronary arteries shows arteriosclerotic areas, many
of which are in the proliferative stage, while most
show degenerative changes in the new tissue. Micro-

scopical examination of the affected area in wall of

left ventricle shows a proliferative endomyocarditis.

Most of the inner layer of heart muscle has been re-

placed by dense fibrous tissue, and the opaque endo-

cardial layer described is made up of this tissue, with

few islands of muscle substance. The muscle fibres

show hyaline degeneration and many exhibit a separa-

tion of the primary fibrilhe. In the longitudinal sec-

tions segmentation of fibres, oftentimes with considera-

ble displacement, is everywhere present. This change
is more marked in the comparatively normal muscle

fibres than in those imbedded in the inflammatory

tissue. Sections of ventricular wall, from other

areas, show a slight diffuse chronic myocarditis with

muscular segmentation. Aorta shows nodular arterio-

sclerosis affecting principally the arch. Nodules are

discrete and become fewer in number below the arch.

One focus at commencement of thoracic aorta is cov-

ered with a calcar(!Ous plate. Vessel has lost little

of its elasticity, judged by gross tests. Microscopical

examination shows an arteriosclerosis, which in most
nodules is in the late stage of proliferation, with hya-

line degeneration of new tissue. Few patches show
complete fatty metamorphosis beneath the endothe-

lium. Splenic artery is tortuous and generally thick-

ened, with no prominent nodules. Endothelial coat

granular. R(;nal arteries show nodular thickenings

;

endothelium smooth.

CONCLUSIONS.

We have to do with a generalized arteriosclerosis,

affecting vessels of medium and small size particu-

The localization of the extreme j)rocess in a por-

tion of the wall of left ventricle is undoubtedly de-

j)endent upon the obliteration of the right coronary

artery, the area affected representing the distril)ution

of the t(;rminal branch(!S of that v(;ssel.

The muscular s(;gmentation, which was found gen-

erally throughout heart muscle has rarely been de-

scribed except in connection with acute diseases. It

has always l)f;en a question whether tin; process was
not a post-mortem change. In this case the autopsy

was performed only twenty hours post mortem and
the tissues immediately placed in fixing fluids.

The absence of cardiac murmurs is remarkable, as,

judging from the post-mortem picture, it would have
been impossible for the flaps of the mitral valve to

meet unless systole were accompanied by extreme
distortion of the left ventricle. The absence of pain
is also a remarkable feature.

Clinical ^Department.

CYSTS IN THE ABDOMINAL WALL STRUCT-
URALLY iup:ntical with ovarian cysts.

BY JOHN ROMANS, M.D., BOSTON,

Lecturer in Harvard College on Ovarian Tumors.

I WAS much surprised while operating in June,

1899, on a very old-standing enormous adherent ova-

rian cyst, weighing 102 pounds, to find a large cyst in

the abdominal walls in the epigastric regions, entirely

distinct from the ovarian tumor but of the same char-

acter. The universal dense adhesions complicated

the relations of the ovarian tumor so mtich that this

independent cyst merely attracted my attention and
surjirise. I did not investigate the relations of the

extraneous cyst, as the operation was a laborious and
difficult one demanding my whole attention.

When, however, I saw the jjatient again in August,

1899, I was astonished to see various cysts, entirely

independent of one another and of the abdominal con-

tents, scattered about in the abdominal walls. This
appearance was something entirely unique in my ex-

perience. There were at least four cysts in the abdom-
inal parieties, varying in size from that of a horse

chestnut to that of an orange. One of these cysts I

cut out and sent to the pathological department of

Harvard College and received the following report

from Dr. R. B. Greenough, who was taking the place

of Dr. W. F. Whitney :
" Of abdominal walls, micro-

scope shows a dense fibrous tissue and fat and muscle,

with a small area of more cellular fibrous tissue in

which there a])pear epithelial structures of the type of

ovarian cystadenomata ; a single layer of cylindrical

cells forming irregular gland acini. Malignant cyst-

adenomata of ovary." Olshausen ^ mentions a similar

case in which the anatomical structure closely resem-

bled a glandular ovarian c^'st, and in his case, as in

mine, the abdomen also contained an ovarian cyst.

The clinical features of the case, which are inter-

esting from the enormous size of the tumor and its

slow growth, are as follows: Mrs. (i., thirty-nine

years old, when she first consulted me on January 15,

1889, had a large ovarian tumor. By March 9, 1892,

the tumor was still larger and her umbilical girth

was 51 inches. I estimated the weight of the tumor
at about (55 pounds. I saw her again November 20,

1895. Her umbilical girth was 5o^ inches. She
moved about easily, although somewhat embarrassed

by the weight of the tumor. She had not emaciated

notably in tln^ clavicular, facial or humeral regions.

Her weight was 209 pounds, and she was much taller

thai) the average woman. In June, 1899, she canu; to

my office again, and her size was so great that the

front of her abdomen almost touched tlie front of the

' Zeit. f. Gel), u. (iyn., Bd. Ixi, 42, and American Journal of Ob-
stetrics, January, 1000, p. 124.
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(roiipi' ill wliicli hIu! Kill. I rcinoviil the oviiriiui tiiiuur

on .IiiiK^ II, IHKi), iiiid will simply suy tliiiL llif lu-

iiior uiid its coiitciitH \v('i^lif<l 1(J2 |m)iiii(1,s, tli:il ii was
very adlK^n'iit and that, tlicif was an iiidc^pcndcnl, cssi,

in tlic epigastric rc<;i(»n distinct IVoiii tlic ovarian lu-

niiir and iinltcddcd in the alidoiiiinal parictics. She
re(!overed rapidly, and went hoint! well .Inly 12, ISIC.I.

Dr. Whitney re[)orted the tumor to he a c\stade-

iioiiia ol" th(! ovary.

On August "iHth I saw her a^^ain. She was enor-

mously distended and in <rroiit distress, cryiiij; out with

pain and dis(u)mfort. Ahout .'50 pounds ol" asciti<! fluid

wore removed by an incision throii;yfh the old scar. 'I'lu!

intestines were chronically inflamed, xcA and thick-

ened. Several cysts wen; found in the abdominal

walls ; one to the ri^lit of the umbilicus was emptieil

of its thick, ovarian-like fluid and its smoothly-lined

cavity was packtid with gauze in hopes of oblitiaatinii

it. There was another one near the umbilicus the

size! of a butternut, and at least one or two others

larger. One cyst removed for examination was sent

to the Medical College. The report of its character

has been givcMi above. The pati(nit was relieved of

her pain and distress and bid fair to recover, but died

oil September 1st rather suddcuily, apparently from a

thrombus. No autopsy was allowed. From this case

and that of Olshauseu it seems that persons with ova-

rian tumors within the abdomen may have others like

them developed in the abdominal walls.

A CASE OF CESAREAN SECTION.^

BY THOMAS KITTKEDGE, M.D., SALEM, MASS.

Mrs. M. M., twenty-eight years old, was sent to the

Salem Hospital at seven o'clock in the morning of

January 31, 1900, by Drs. Mignault and Daniel H.

Brown. She had been in labor twenty four hours ;

the pelvis was very narrow, the head would not en-

gage, and couhl not be reached by forceps. The
woman was in excellent condition, having a normal

temperature, and pulse of less than 100. She was
immediately prepared for abdominal section. She

was given a hasty surgical bath ; the abdomen was

scrubbed ; permanganate of potash and oxalic acid

were applied, also ether and absolute alcohol. The
abdomen was then covered with towels wrung out in

1-2,000 bichloride solution. She was given one-thir-

tieth grain of strychnia, hypodermically, and catheter-

ized. The vagina was rendered antiseptic by soap

and water, and a 1-2,000 bichloride solution.

Instruments, dressings and all the accessories of an

abdominal operation were sterilized in the usual way
by steaming and boiling, and the hands and arms of

the operator and assistants rendered antiseptic by

scrubbing and rinsing, and then treating with chloi'ide

of lime and carbonate of soda.

With Dr. Elliot, house officer at the Salem Hos{)i-

tal, to assist me in the operation, Dr. Edward L. Pier-

sou to hold the broad ligaments, and Dr. Ara N.

Sargent to take the child, the patient was anesthe-

tized, and the operation began at a little after eight

o'clock. A median incision was nnide, from three

inches above the symphysis pubis to half-way between

the umbilicus and ensiform cartilage (about ten inches),

• Read before the Essex South District ^ledical Society, April 10.

1900.

lUid even tliiri Ion;; inciHJon made uii openiii;; barely
large enough to deliver the iileruH. The iii4:ruM wa*
lifted out of the ubdominal cavity and Hurroiindcd by
wiirin iiioiht towels ; nterile gauze htrijih were then
liai^ked into the ubdominal wound to prevent the en-

trance of blood and meconium, while Dr. I'ierHon

gr.'ispeil the broad ligaments fnMii behind. An incinion

in the uterine wall was made, ext<;iniing from ju«l lie-

low the fundus to near the junction of the cervix and
the body of the uterus. As the musftiilur tisHue Ha*
cut i)y th(! scalpel it retracted immediat«dy, leaving

bevelled edges to the wound in tin; uterine wall, an«I

this bevelling of the edg(;8 caused some ditlicnlty in

dosing the incision lattsr on. At a point just alxive

the jumaion of the cervix a vessel of considerable size

was cut (probably one of tin; uterine sinus<;s), from
which there was, for a moment, a considerable hf;inor-

rliage. An attempt to control it with the artery for-

ceps failed, probably from retraction within the mus-
cular tissue ; but while the attempt was being made,
it ceased and did not recur. The l<;ft shoulder of the
child presente<l in the wound (the head being in the
right upper part of the uterus, with face to the back),
and with some little diHiculty the child was lifted out
through the incision, which was barelv long enou<'h,

although as long as it could be made with safety. It

was immediately handed to Dr. Sargent; the finger

was easily passed beneath the placenta, which was
attached to the left posterior wall of the uterus ; the

placenta was carefully peeled off, and the child, with
placenta attached, taken by Dr. Sargent, who suc-

ceeded, with little difficulty, in establishing respiration

and making the child cry. The child, a male, weighed
eight and one-half pounds, was well nourished, and in

normal condition.

By the time the child and placenta had been taken
away, the uterus had contracted to the size of a cocoa-
nut, and was hard and firm. The uterus was flushed
with normal salt solution, both within the bodv and
through the os into the vagina. There was practi-

cally no bleeding from the cavity of the uterus or
from the wound. As no kangaroo tendon of sufficient

size was at hand, four interrupted silkworm-gut sut-

ures (boiled until they were as soft as ordinary silk)

were passed through the muscular wall of the uterus,

and the edges of the wound brought into apposition.

Owing to the bevelled edges previously spoken of,

there was some separation of the superficial part of the
incision, which necessitated numerous sutures in the
peritoneal coat. These last sutures were of fine intes-

tinal silk, and were interrupted.

The whole uterus was fiushed with normal salt so-

lution and dropped back into the abdomen. "When
the deep sutures were in place, but before they were
tied, thirty minims of ergotol were given hypodermi-
cally. The abdominal wound was closed with in-

terrupted silkworm-gut sutures, the abdomen bathed
with sterile water, and the usual sterile alKlominal
dressing ap[)lied. The pulse was strong and full

throughout the operation, and rose but tittle aI>ove
SO. There w\as absolutely no shock. The patient
was jdaced in bed, with a pillow beneath the knees,
and the foot of the bed raised. At the end of a few
hours the foot of the bed was lowered to its natural
level, in order not to interfere with the drainage from
the vagina.

There was rapid recovery from the ether, and there
was no vomiting. The patient was given hot water.
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in small quantities, at short intervals during the first

twenty hours, and then gradually given the usual liquid

diet. The bowels were moved by a saline enema (to

avoid distention with gas) on the next morning after

the operation, and she had to be catheterized but a

few times.

On the third day, during the temporary absence of

the nurse from the room, the child began to cry, the

patient got out of her bed, walked across the room,

took the baby from its crib, and carried it back to her

own bed. The patient made an uninterrupted recov-

ery. The sutures in the abdominal wound were re-

moved on the fourteenth day, and she was ready to go

liome at the end of three weeks.

The baby did well ; was put to the breast at the

usual time, and the mother continued to nurse it.

There was rather less lochia than after a normal

delivery. No gauze was placed through the os before

closing the uterine wound, as I Mi that drainage from

the cavity of the uterus would be better without it.

I rc'Tetted very much not having absorbable suture

material to close the muscular wall of the uterus, and

considered silkworm gut safer than the large silk

which I should have been obliged to use. On another

occasion, having to deal with bevelled edges to the

uterine wound, as in this case, 1 think 1 should not

attempt to bury the deep sutures, but should pass

them through the muscular wall and peritoneum, with

the exit of the sutures some little distance from the

line of incision. This, it seems to me, would bring

the surface of the wound into closer apposition, and

put less strain upon the sutures in the peritoneal coat,

and perhaps obviate the necessity for them.

I have neglected to state that careful pelvimetry

revealed a pelvis shortened in all its diameters, the

anteroposterior being less than three inches, with a

very oblique superior strait. After the operation the

patient was recognized as a woman who had been

delivered, one year previously, of a dead and maimed

child, with great difficulty and after a long struggle,

by three members of the hospital staff.

laeportjef of ^Mttitfi.

TENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE HAR-
VARD MEDICAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

The tenth annual meeting was held at the Hai*-

vard Medical School building at noon on Tuesday,

June 26, 1900. Dr. David W. Cheever, the presi-

dent, presided. About forty members were present.

The secretary's report was read and approved. It

showed a meml:)ership of 1,232.

The treasurer's report was read and accept(!d. It

showed a balance on hand of $2,504.01. The duos

for 11)00 do not appear in this report. The least

sum recfiived in any previous year has been $()00,

which added to the amount on hand makes $3,104.01.

The following officers w(!re then elected, for three

years: President, Clarence .John Blake, M.J3., 18().o,

Boston, Mass. ; Vice-Presidents, .James Forster Al-

leyne Adams, M.I)., IH^O, Pittsfield, Mass. ; Wooster

Parker Giddings, M.D., 1871, Gardiner, Maine;

John Winters Brannan, M.D., 1878, New York,

N.Y. ; William Wotkyns Seymour, M.D., 1878,

Troy, N.Y. ; Oscar Joseph Pfeiffer, M.D., 1884, Den-

ver, Col.; Leonard Wood, M.D., 1884, Havana,

Cuba; James Woods Babcock, M.D., 188(;, Columbia,

S. C. ; George William Perkins, M.D., 188G, Ogdcn,

Utah; William Barnes, M.D., 1887, Decatur, 111.,

William Sydney Tliayer, M.D., 1889, Baltimore, Md.

;

Secretary, George Shattuck AVhiteside, M.D., 1897,

Boston, Mass. ; Treasurer, William Herbert Pres-

cott, M.D., 1888, Boston, Mass. ; Councillors for the

term ending 1904, Walter Prentice Bowers, M.D.,,

1879, Clinton, Mass.; .John Baldwin Walker, M.D.,,

1888, :New York, N.Y. ; William Henry Robey, .Jr.,

M.D., 1895, Roxbury, Mass. Dr. D. I). Gilbert, of

Dorchester, a graduate of Harvard College but not

of the Harvard Medical School, was elected to honor-

ary membership.
On motion of Du. Bi-orxiETX, the following resolu-

tion was unanimously passed, tendering the thanks of

the association to Di-. Walter Ela at the close of his

ten years of service as treasurer :

Resolved, That this association desires to jilace on

record its sense of apj)reciation of the able manner,

the untiring zeal, faithful devotion and uniform cour-

tesy with which Dr. Ela has so long adnunistered the

financial aft'airs of the association, with the expression

of its sincere regret that he feels himself obliged to

decline re-election.

On motion of Dr. Folsom, it was voted that Dr.

Stone receive the thanks of the association for the

duties he has discharged in the last three years.

ANNUAL DINNER.

The tenth annual dinner was at the Vendome at

one o'clock. Drs. William T. Councilman and

James R. Chadwick were present by invitation and

spoke. The graduating class were also invited. One
hundred and fifty-six were present.

The President said in Ids address : Since the last

meeting we have received 119 new members. There

are now 1,232 members. Of those who have just

come in, 3 are life members and we have altogether

now 59 life members. The fact of life membership

does not mean only that we have received temporarily

a larger sum of money, but it means that that money
is set apart as a permanent fund and not used in the

annual expenses, and W(; hope to have it accumulate

until we can get by and by sufficient money to make
some important endowment ; this is the advantage of

life membership, and \N\\y we always desire those who
can afford to do so to become life members.

We have lost 17 members by death: Enoch
Adams, 1851, of Litchfield, Maine; Arthur Appleton

Beebe, 1898, of Boston ; George M. French, 1884, of

Maiden; Jolm Henry Gilbert, 1853, of Quincy ; W.
H. H. Hastings, 18(58, of Boston; Thomas L. Jenks,

1854, of Boston ; Lawrence G. Kemble, 1883, of

Salem; Alfred II. Lindstrom, 1894, of Boston ; J, W.
Merriam, 1892, of Iquicjue, Chile ; G. C. Pierce, 1866,

of Ashland; E. A. Perkins, 1854, of Boston; J. K.
Phillips, 1885, of Bangor, Maine; Samuel Q.Robin-
son, 1876, of Boston ;' F. 1). Stackpole, 1878, of Rox-

bury; Russell Sturgis, .Jr., 1881, of Boston; 1. T.

Talbot, 1854, of Boston; .James J. Tucker, 1867, of

Chicago, 111.

Our scliool has been prosperous. The classes have

been large and we think the scholarship has been

creditable. We are crowded for room, owing to the

increasing need of laboratories. The future will re-

quire a new site, and many of us think that one which
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lius l)C(!ii looked iit for us is ull tliiit could Ix- dcHircd.

lint I :uii ;iW!in! it is not Iroin the president you wisli

to liciir, l)\it from others. I'^irst I will call lor llic

rci^uliir report on tin; Medieul School, which will he

read hy Dr. (Ji;(»i{<;k M. (Jaulam), of Hoston.

iM'.eoitr oi' iiiK coMMrri'KK on iiii; ii\i;\ai;|)

MKDICAI, SCIIOOI..

Tlie conunitte(! would lirst noti(!(! and speak of the

fact that the school is one ci'ntn; of the nu)st prot'onml

enthusiasm. Every man is not only radiant ai)out

what has heen done, hut is heaming with the hope and
promise of what the school intends to do — a most
ho})eful condition. And as it is true that all radiant

force is more effective as it is focuss(!d on one c(nitr(>,

it seemed to me that the radiant energy of our school

was hrilliantly focussed in our worthy dean. In heal-

ing the account of all that the faculty have heen doing

and of all that is laid out for the future, I w'as reminded

of the story of a young Texan who recently came to

Boston to have his appendix removed. On the second

day after the operation the doctor found him sitting

up and reproved him for his recklessness. lie replied,

" Why, Mr. Doctor, you don't seem to understand tlu;

situation. I came on here from Texas to get rid of

my appendix, do up your blooming little town, have

my life insured and get marrit'd, and 1 have only a

month to do it in."

My predecessors have told you about the changes

in the methods of teaching in the last year or two, —
the concentration of study, the regulation of the

sequence of topics and one or two other measures

which have come into vogue in the school. More
than that, a series of articles have recently appeared

in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal from

different members of the faculty, one of which by

Professor Councilman has portrayed most vividly and

instructively the great change in the methods of study

and the greater necessities and obligations brought

upon the professors of the different departments,

especially his own department of pathology. Another
article by Professor Bowditcli — his address before

the Fifth Medical Congress in Washington — outlines

the immediate future and the prospect of medical educa-

tion in this country. His conclusions I take the

liberty to read :
" If the views here presented are

well founded we may expect that a medical school of

the first rank will in the immediate future be organ-

ized and administered somewdiat as follows : (1) It

will be connected with a university, but will be so far

independent of university control that the faculty will

practically decide all questions relating to methods of

instruction and the personnel of the teaching body ;

(2) it will offer advanced instruction in every depart-

ment of medicine and will therefore necessarily adopt

an elective system of some sort, since the amount of

instruction provided will be far more than any one

student can follow ; (3) the laboratory method of in-

struction will be greatly extended and students will

be trained to get their knowledge, as far as possible,

by the direct study of nature, but the didactic lecture,

though reduced in importance, will not be displaced

from its position as an educational agency ; (4) the

work of the students will probably be so arranged

that their attention will be concentrated upon on*'

principal subject at a time and these subjects will

follow each other in a natural order; (5) examina-

tions will be so conducted as to afford a test of both

the faithfidncHH with wliich ii xtudent |i«TfonnN hin

daily work and of bin perniuiient acqui'^ition of medi-
cal knowledge (itting him to pracline IiIh profcMHirMi."

Other articles of interest are fine by Mr, (aiinoii on
"The Case Methorl of Study," and one by I>r. liur-

rell on his experience with this method in Hiirgical

teaching— a method u«erl elsewhere with gratifying

results. Mr. Cannon has by very able dinciissiori of

this (piestir)n brought it into notice uh a prar-tieal,

prolitabhi nutans of training students along one line f»f

study. TIh^ only objection I have- heani to l\\'\^

method was that it did not sudiciently train to individ-

ual observation. Now, it is not a fair criti*;ism of

any method to say it does not do something else. If

it does well the work itit(;nd(!d it is a profitable

measure to employ. I am glad it is receiving so

much attention not oidy in our own school, but in

other schools and being received with so much a|»-

proval. It is not intended as a method to teach inde-

pendent and individual observation ; it is merely
intended as an auxiliary to such indivi<lual and
independent observation.

We stand to-day at the beginning of a new epoch.

Before speaking of that in detail I want to look Inick

for a few minutes to another epoch which occurred

in our school in 1H71. Tin; essentials of the change
at that time were the estal)lishment of a three years'

course, with a graded sequence in subjects. At that

time also the didactic lecture was losing promi-
nence and the so-called introductory lecture passed

for good and all. ]\Iy class were gathered together to

listen to an introductory lecture by our honored chair-

man of to-flay, Dr. Cheever. If I do not mistake,

Mr. Chairman, it was the last introductor}- lecture of

the Harvard Medical School. The president of our
university the other day apologized for the way he
and his associates had imposed ujion the students. He
speaks of the six mortiil hours of talk every day of

the week thirty-five years ago. Twenty-nine years
ago began the changes. We had Bowditcli back fresh

from Eur02)e from Ludwig's laboratory, with his own
laboratory well eipiipped for original investigation

and for teaching the students to look into nature
rather than into books. We had AVood just start-

ing the chemical laboratory ; Ellis, with his clinical

method of investigation where the student was put in

direct contact w'ith the patient. AVe had the begin-

ning of the district work in obstetrical practice under
Dr. Richardson's guidance. The good work of in-

structing the students directly from nature itself was
nobly begun at that time. The chief epoch which
faces us to-tlay is the merging of the faculties of the

Medical, Dental and Veterinary Schools into one
faculty. There will be one faculty with one dean, and
each school will be represented by administrative

boards which will carry on the individual work of its

department.

It is interesting to contrast the condition of affairs

in 1871 at the beginning of the old epoch and the
state of the school at the present epoch. In 1871
there were 84 members on the faculty, o other in-

structors, and 196 students. In 1800 there were 40
members of the faculty, 101 other instructors and
5,)8 students. Such an increase of teachers and
students and the immense ramification of laboratory
work in place of didactic talk in the lecture-room has
})roven the inadequacy of our present medical build-

ing. Steps have been taken for the securing of larger
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accommodations. A syndicate of gentlemen have

purchased twenty-six acres of land situated between

Huntington Avenue, Francis Street and Longwood
Avenue, known as the old Francis Estate. Gradu-

ally as funds are accumulated the various buildings

of the different dei)artnu'nts of the Medical, Dental

and Veterinary Schools will be erected on that

site.

This is also the last year in which students will l)e

admitted by entrance examination. Hereafter a uni-

versity degree will be recjuired. Hereafter the degree

of cum laude will be given only to those who obtain

an average of 80% during the whole course. H(!r(;-

tofore this distinction has been conferred upon the ob-

taining of 7")%.

The income of a fund received from the late Benja-

min E. Cottiug will next year become available and

be given to such students as the medical faculty may
select, having regard to the pecuniary needs, intellec-

tual capacity and faithfulness of the student rather

than the highest scholarship. Next year, also, two

fellowships in surgical pathology of $500 each will be

awarded from the income of the Austin Fund and a

second Hilton Scholarship will be available.

Next year we lose Dr. Schaper, assistant professor

of histology, who returns to Europe. Prof. Wm. T.

Porter will go on his sabattical year. Dr. Franklin

Dexter has been appointed associate professor of anat-

omy. Dr. Franz Pfatf has been appointed assistant

professor of {)harmacology and therapeutics.

This year 153 men applied for a degree ; 18 failed

to get it; 84 received the degree, and 51 the degree

cum laude.

I noticed in my conversation with members of the

faculty the greatest readiness in giving me informa-

tion, and also an evident respect for your opinion,

your good word and your good service. In this mat-

ter of the progress of our school we as the general

profession have a work to perform. The school al-

ways needs money. It is our duty and privilege to

hunt out such people as can give money and tell them

where they can put their money to good uses.

Dr. Keen in a recent address reported these fig-

ures : "In 18'J8 84 theological schools reported en-

dowments of $18,000,000, and 71 schools do not re-

port this item; 19 out of 151 medical schools report

endowments of 81,90(1,072. Five theological schools

have endowments of from $850,000 to $1,3(;9,000

each. Yet in 1899 there were only 8,000 students of

theology for whom this enormous endowment was ])ro-

vided, as against 24,000 students of medicine. Each

theological student had the income of an endowment
of $2,250 provided for his aid, each medieval student

the income from $83. As against 171 endowed chairs

of theology there are only 5 in medicine." He con-

tinued :
" I do not grudge a dollar to the theologian,

but 1 plead for his medical brother, that, with a vastly

more expensive education, he shall have a reasonable

provision made for his training.

"The tide of charity in the United States has reached

a remarkable lieight. The Chicaf/o Tribune publishes

an annual list showing that in 1894 the charitable

gifts and IxMpu^sts in the United States amounted in

round numbers to $20,000,000, in 1895, to $29,000,-

000; in 1890, to $34,000,000; in 1897, to $34,000,-

000; in 1898, to $24,000,000; and in 1899 to the

enormous sum of nearly $80,000,000. I hope that

we may be able as ministering angels throughout the

community to convert some of the people and some of

this money to medical uses."

In conclusion, I have one other piece of cheering

information, the message of the ])residing genius of the

Christian Science Convention, warning her followers

not to be too hard on our jjrofession, not to believe all

that is said against us, and that on the whole we are

doing as well as we know how. In an atmosphere of

such kindliness it was cheering to know that we are

doing our best and are not wholly as bad as we seem.

The President then introduced one who may be

called the aposth; of the new method of education.

Professor Councilman.

\^K. Councilman: In the first place, I wish to

thank you for the honor you have done me in making

me, several years ago, an honorary member of your

association, and again for asking me to address you

to-day. I have now been connected with the Medical

School of Harvard University for eight years ; and it

may be permitted me to give some retrospect of those

years, to briefly review what has been done, and as

briefly to speak of the future.

I can speak of the progress which has been made in

pathology with perfect propriety, for it has been due

to a numb(!r of circumstances with which I had but

little to do. The important j)Osition which pathology

now holds in medicine is due primarily to the recogni-

tion of the importance of the knowledge of the causes

of disease. It is felt that the knowledge which is

gained from the study of pathological processes, their

causes, the character of the lesion, is of immediate

importance in the treatment of disease. The early

recognition of the character of an infection influences

the treatment, and may make a difference between life

and death for the patient. It is the recognition of

this, which may be called the practical side of patho-

logy, which has led to the creation of laboratories in

connection with our hospitals. In these laboratories

all the appliances and facilities for work are found

;

and they are immediately directed by men for whose

services the hospital pays, and regards the money
as well spent. Boston was almost the first city in

the country to recognize the imjiortant part which

the laboratory i)lays in furthering the work of the

hospital, and the laboratories in connection with her

great hospitals are models for the other cities to imitate.

These laboratories are so well known that inquiries

concerning their organization come from all parts of

this and from other countries, and the nund)er of

medical visitors leads us sometimes to wish that their

importance was not so generally recognized. Not
only do the laboratories serve the important practical

end of directly assisting in the treatment of the sick,

but they serve an ecjually important end in contribut-

ing to the advances of knowledge by original research,

and to the extension of knowledge by teaching. It is

necessary for the eflicient conduct of the l;il)oratory

that research work and teaching should be prominent

;

for no man can preserve his intellectual vigor and

spend all his time in making the routine examinations

required by the clinic. It is well that he should have

done such work and that he continues to do a certain

amount of it, but ev(^n the routine work will not be

so satisfactory if his faculties of observation and de-

duction are not continually sharpened by research.

The laboratory must also serve to stimulate research

in the hospital, for investigation and teaching are just

as necessary in the wards of the hospital as in the
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liihonitory. Thon! Hhould hv. porfrct unity iM'twfcii

tli(' wards ami (lie laljoratory. I'lacli >>lioiiI(l IiiiiIhi-

and assist tin- work ol" tlic other.

llnd(!r the pn^sitnt (conditions t,li<; liiboratorics in the

liospitals arc connccitcd tlirouj^li the nuMi in tlicrn willi

the lal)orat(>ry at the Medical Scliool, and an inipor-

tant part ol" the tcachin<f of patholo<;y is carried on
in the hospital laboratories. It is best for the labora-

tories and the school that this should be the case.

Throu<j;h their conn(!ction with the Medical School the

men in the laboratories are brou<flit in (!onta<'t with

nuni in otlnir departnuuits and followin<f other lines of

investigation, and the introduction of students into

the hospital laborutori(!s widens their influence.

It has bei'n the aim of the department of |)atboloirv

to have jHirfecct acciord between tin; hospital labora-

tories and the pathol()i;ical laboratory at the scliool.

A most important function of the school laboratory

must be the teaching of undergraduates, for the large

spaces reipnred for class teaching arc found there.

The school laboratory also serves an important place

in connecting pathology with physiology, anatomy,

and bacteriology, standing in much the same relation

to these branches as tlu; hospital laboi'atories to clini-

cal medicine. Research is, of course, carried on in

the laboratory of the school.

A great change has been effected in teaching patho-

logy to undergraduates. This consists primarily in

concentrating the instruction in pathology and the

allied subject of bacteriology. The entire time of the

student in the first half of tlie second year is given to

these subjects. The instruction at the same time has

been made much more practical, much less time being

devoted to lectures and more to laboratory work and

demonstrations to small classes. A printed syllabus

giving a concise account of the various processes

studied has, to a great extent, taken the place of lect-

ures. The belief has gradiudly be(;ome very strong

with me that students learn but little from being told.

They must above all learn to see clearly and to inter-

pret clearly what they see. It is the power of being

able to do this which we wish to give our students.

In accordance with this idea, even instruction has been

cut down. It was formerly considered that an ideal

state of instruction would be reached when one in-

structor would have not more than 10 students, who
could always turn to him for any question and have

him always at their side for help. In the laboratories

I frecjuently left 75 men for an hour or two without

any instruction save the syllabus and the specimens

they were studying, and have seen no lack of eithei-

industry or interest. For certain sorts of instruction

vei-y small classes are the best ; and for this purpose

the entire class is divided into groups of 10, which

groups go sepai'ately to auto})sies at the hospitals and

to demonstrations which are given in separate rooms.

The rcisult of one year's experience in this mode of

teaching has been most gratifying, and has fully justi-

fied the experiment. Men have been thrown on tlu-ir

own resources. The)' have felt that what they ac-

quired was by their own efforts. The work has been

made more interesting, and there has been much closer

sympathy between student and teacher. The results

of the examination have also shown the elHciency of

the plan. The percentage of rejections in pathology

since 1 have been at the school has previously been

from 20-33%. This year, with a much more dith-

cult examination and one more varied in its character.

but '^ out of u chiMs of 1 54 weru rejiictiMl. laiiialMi

sure that the men have gotU-n inon; out of tlie Hiibjcct

than any class in pathology ever did In-fore. With
\\w view of enabling the student to continue his int4'r-

(!Ht in pathology and to overcome a HcriouM «lef«'«;t

neccHHarily «!onne(;t<'d with \\w nhort courHe, w«M;kly

demonstrations in gross pathology will Im- given at th«!

hospitals during the time of the year when the rourwr

is n(»t given at the Medical School, and which can Ih*

attend<'d by students from all classes.

I should not ondt to speak of a most important aK-

p(!ct of the tea<'hing. In (jrdei* that the student may
understand the vital connection lietween pathology

and the clinic, courses are given in surgical pathology

and in neuropathology, 'i'hese courses are optional,

but they liavfr been so well giv(!n that they are at-

tended by practically the entire clas>. In these

courses the student studies his pathology in direct con-

nection with the vital |)henom(;na of disease. A part

of the course in the theory and practice of merliciiie

as given by Dr. Fitz is very sindlar to these courses.

When we look toward the future, it seems to me
that there are several well-<lefined ways in which we
must advance. The increase of our know ledge, and
with that the opening of new paths of research, has

become so vast that no man can master all that per-

tains to any of the great 6ul)jects in medicine. It

would be impossible for any one to even control the

literature in pathology, to know what is being done in

all subjects pertaining to this. At the same time the

close union which exists between pathology and
clinical medicine and surgery has opened paths of re-

search which 2ierhaj)s are better approached from the

clinical side. This has been recognized in Harvard
by the creation of the surgical laboratory, in which
questions more inmiediately connected with surgery
will be studied. The same thing is eminently true of

certain branches of internal medicine, especially neur-

ology. So great has been the recent advance of our
knowledge of the anatomy, physiology and pathology
of the nervous system that it is impossible that the

questions in connection with it can be adequately
treated from the side of anatomy, physiology and
pathology alone. Moreover, in no department in

medicine are these so intimately connected with one
another and with the clinic. Our knowledge of the

nerve tracts in the brain and cord has been gained by
a study of embryonic development and by the patho
logical degenerations which take ])lace. The physi-

ology also of the nervous system has received its most
importjint aid from a study of the effect of degenera-
tion or injury of certain parts. We hope to see a de-

l)artment of neurology with a laboratory in which all

(piestions connected with the nervous system can be
studied from an anatomical, physiological, pathologi-

cal and clinical point of view. A neurological clinic

with a small but well-selected number of cases must
form an important part of such a department. Only
a small part of the energies of the department should
be expended in teaching. Its real work should l>e

directed to an increase of knowledge by research.

While, undoubtedly, progress in teaching has been
made, it must be confessed that progress in other di-

rections is a little disappointing. The work which
we accomplish is not commensurate with our oppor-
tunities. The iNIedical School should be one of the
crowning glories of the university. We should add to

its lustre, but we are living in its liiiht. We have not
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(lone, we are not doing, our share in advancing knowl-

edge, and that, too, witli the fullest opportunities be-

fore us. One of the reasons that the Medical School

has not advanced with the university is that we are

still, in a great measure, under the influence of the

grannnar-sc-hool idea of education — very much in the

condition that the American college was in the old

days wlien a fixed college course was supposed to

cover the entire field of wliat could be known. ^Ve

have endeavored in the same way to teach to the stu-

dent the medical art ; if not to give him all that was

known, certainly to give him the most that could be

useful to liim. We have scarcely realized how broad

medicine has become. The Medical School must not

only be a real part of the university and imbued with

the university spirit, but in the number of its depart-

ments and in the development of which each is capa-

ble is almost a university in itself.

Teaching must certainly be regarded as one of the

chief functions of a university, and there has been a

gi-adual evolution, a change for the better in methods

of instruction in all departments ; but the progress in

this direction has been much slower in medical than in

otlier departments. Harvard probably owes her pre-

eminence among other educational institutions more to

the introduction and the wide extension of the elective

system than to any other factor, and this has been

gradually extended to the Medical School. In the

elective system we recognize that certain studies are

essential. In these essential studies again thei'e is a

choice. On certain of them a great deal of stress

should be laid, and a corresponding amount of time

should be devoted to them. Outside of these a certain

amount of choice is given the student. He can take

certain special courses, the importance of which is es-

timated by the amount of time given to them ; and on

this the time devoted to examination is reckoned,

which time counts in the total number of hours de-

voted to examination.

Oj)l)ortunity should be given the student to choose

tlie kind of instruction which will most appeal to him
and under which he will make the greatest progress.

He should have the same subject presented to him in

a great many different ways. We should remember
that we are not teaching boys of the grammar-school
age, but intelligent men from twenty-two to twenty-

seven years, who know, as a rule, under what kind of

instruction they will make the most progress much
better than we do. In order to give this greater

amount of freedom to the student, the first thing

would be a better organization of the various depart-

ments in the Medical School. The number of departs

ments could be greatly restricted and the various

specialties included under the head of either medicine
or surgery.

Under tlie present system wliicli prevails in almost

every American medical school tlu; scheme of instruc-

tion in every dej)artment is fixed. Tliere are so many
hours devoted to lectures, so many to laboratory work,
so many to the clinic; and these hours are so arranged
that the various sorts of instruction will not occupy
the same hours, and will interfere least with the office

hours of the instructor. The head of the department
determines everything— the amount and character of

the instruction and the manner in which it is given.

He also chooses the men wlio are to give the instruc-

tion, and it cannot l>e otherwise but that he chooses
men who are in sympathy with him and believe in

his methods. In the first place, this does not give

sufficient freedom to the student, enabling him to

develop in the way which is best suited to him ; but
it equally restricts the instructor and interferes with
his development. Both the instructor and student are

in a narrow way, and must walk between the high

walls on either side. The instructor knows that the

head of the department obtained his present position

by following in the footsteps of his predecessor ; and
the instructor's b(;st prospect for success is by continu-

ing in the same direction, and assisting the chief in

carrying out his jjolicy. The power of the head of

the department, the one man, is almost absolute. He
is only controlled by the faculty as a whole, and in

most cases they are interested in continuing the sys-

tem. One might compare such a system with the or-

ganization of a great dejiartment store or army, where
it is the only system that will work ; but the conditions

in educational work are different. In the department
store or army it is easy to determine what constitutes

success, and the chief pays the penalty of failure.

But how can that be determined in educational work ?

If we judged the work of an honest man by our own
views of the importance and truth of his work, it

would often interfere with the accomplishment of

every reform. In the university the reasons for the

dismissal of a man from his position should be very

few.

The organization of the department could be very

simple. It should have an official head chosen by
the dejmrtment, who should represent it; but all

measures affecting the department should come from

the department as a whole. The department should

include all those connected with it. Within the

department every individual should be absolutely free

to teach what he chooses, how he chooses, and when
he chooses. The value of the instruction which is

offered will be judged by the men who are most in-

terested and the only men who are capable of passing

the proper judgment upon it, the students.

Every facility for instruction, and for the particular

sort of instruction which a man wishes to give, should

be granted. The more varied the instruction the

better; for certain ways of presenting the subject will

appeal to some men, other ways to other men. Some
men would feel that they could best lecture upon a

subject. Give them a room, and let them lecture.

Others might prefer to give their instruction to small

classes by questions and explanatory answers, some
by laboratory work, some by clinics. A man might

consider himself especially gifted in the use of drugs,

and capable of demonstrating their efficiency in dis-

ease. He could teach from this point of view. Each
man should receive the reward of his work, and in

this way come into competition with his fellow-in-

structors. He should receive all the money which

the students pay for instruction less a c(!rtain amount
which goes to the university. His pay will be ac-

cording to the value of the instruction he gives, and

this wijl be determined by the body of men most
capable of judging. This leaves it perfectly free for

every man to develop how he will, to the greatest

extent he will, and as early as he will. The latter is

most important, for it secures the services of men at

the age when they are at their best. There will be

sufficient reward to stimulate every man to do his

best ; for there is not only the pecuniar}^ reward which

comes from successful teaching, but the rtiward which
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coincH I'roin wide nspiitHtioii. 1 1 is ruvvani dot^H not
(Icpciid u|M)ii liny t'orttiitouH cinnimsliincrH, l»ut ii|)Oii

\vli:il lie (Iocs; ,'iii<l li<> will seek lo ii<l<l to his i')'|Milii-

tion i)y oiiiiinal work. yXdinission into siicli w. di--

> |i:irlint'iit sliouhl lu' ubsolntrly tier, tlif oidy <-ondition

Ix'in^ tliiit a ni:in slioidd show |>riiol of the, ciirncst^

ncss ol" his pnrpost! and his ahility. 'I'Ik; only way he
can sliow this is hy \\w work he has done; and tins

would I'liitiicr increase; ori;riiml investij^ation, and
further the realization of the univ«!rsity ideal. A
man's ahility to teach cannot he; d(!tern)ined hefoie-

liand : oidy competition with otluirs will determine that.

The department would prohahly include men who
were not i^ood instructors in the narrow sense, hut
wiio are yood investigators themselves, and capable

of directiny' investiiiation. Every investi<^ator is

really a teaiiher of hi<;h (piality, for the; influence ex-

erted hy the honest work of a man is often of more
value than any direct instruction he coidd give. The
character of the instruction which each man gives

would to a large extent he determined by the facilities

for instruction which he possesses. A man with a

hospital position would prohahly give clinical in-

struction, hut there is a gn^at deal of instruction in

both medicine and surgery which is not inmiediately

di'j)endtint upon the use of clinical material. There
could be courses, for instance, in the special pathology

of the organs, working back to the clinical features

from the point of view of the lesions, instead of the

other way. Such a system would also enable a medi-

cal school to draw into its teaching force men from
adjacent cities who have good opportunities to teach.

Students from such cities would probably find it to

their advantage to take certain branches of instruc-

tion there. The student should be allowed to take

up a subject when he chooses and spend as much
time upon it as he chooses. It would be better to

strongly advise students to complete certain branches

before entering the clinical studies, and the student

would soon find that it was to his advantage to do so ;

but in ordinary life there is no restriction to a man's
beginning his dinner with a cigar and following with

coffee and pie, yet few choose this method.
In such a system the examinations are of the greatest

importance. The character of the examination should

be determined not by one man, but by a committee of

the department. It should be made as thorough as

possible and as practical as possible. A man should

be required to show not what he has memorized, but

what he can do. The examination should do away
absolutely with the time and brain consuming practice

of cramming, and should be a real test of a man's

ability. Examinations on a subject could be held

much oftener than they are, probably four times in

the course of the year instead of once ; and a man
could present himself for examination in a subject

when he is ready. When the requirements had all

been fulfilled, he should obtain his degree. Why is

it necessary to have a fixed time for medical study 'l

It would be perfectly possible for one man to accom-

plish in three years what another man requires five

years for. The adoption of the system would un-

doubtedly enormously increase the amount of post-

graduate teaching, and men would gladly avail them-

selves of the exceptional opportunities for instruction

which they could find in the summer. There is

nothing new in this, it is not an untried system : it is

but the Lehr mid Lent Freiheit— the freedom of

Htudy, tlie freedom of ti^whiiig, which Im tlie fiinduiiii'ii-

tal hanis of the (Jerman university. It is the MVHti-iii

under which the I'niveisity of EiJinhurgh han uiid'-r-

i;one su<'h an enormous dive|()|)iiient ; and tliere Im no
doid)t that its adoption would place the Medical .School

in the position, as compared with other medical Hch(H>lH,

which Harvard I'niversity holds among other iiiHliiu-

tioiiH of learning. It would enable u.s to develop not
only students, hut U-achers, who would go out from uh,

and widtdy extend our infiuence. I'nder our present

system it has not seeme«l to me that there is an extra-

ordinary demand for our men from other hcIiooIh.

The syst«'m would enable uh to utilize the local

conditions to the fullest (extent, hut more is reipiired.

W(; must hav(! a university hosj»ital, the a|)point-

UH-nts to which are contndled by the uidversity.

Without this we must al»vays he limited to the locus.

I'nder the present system the surest way for a man
to obtain a position in the uidversity is Ui connect
himself with a hospital an<l gain possession of (dinical

material. A man enters a hosj)ital in the lowest posi-

tion, and gradually ascends by a system of promotion.
There is no reason to believe that the Iwsst men al-

ways secure the positions in the first place. There is

no [)ossibility of telling how a man will develop in the

course of ten years ; and once in the hospital his pro-

motion is sure, provided he is careful not to violate

traditions and to do what the hospital requires of him.
His promotion does not depend at all upon his de-

velopment, upon the reputation he has made. In
seeking a reputation, he is again confined to the locus.

He does not appeal to the world; for it is the local,

and not the general, reputation which will help him.
The two sorts of reputation are not alwa3-s synony-
mous. There are plenty of insUmces of men with
a high local reputation who are scarcely known out-

side of the locus, and I have known at least one in-

stance of a man whose work was known throughout
the world, and who had made most important contri-

butions to knowledge, being refused the lowest posi-

tion in a hospital.

Under the system of promotion, advance, though
sure, is slow ; and a man usually has passed beyond
his best years and has become too thoroughly moulded
into the prevalent local form to advance when the
chance comes to him. With a university hospital it

would be possible to call men to the highest clinical

j)Ositions from any place in the world, and give them
the best opportunities. The services in the hospital

could be made continuous, for the short services in-

terfere in the most serious way with the best develo[>-

ment of the hospital and of the school. The hospitiil

need not be large. Thirty-five medical and thirty-five

surgical beds and a large out-patient department from
which to select the most suitable cases would be suffi-

cient, certainly in the beginning. The expense for

the maintenance and construction of such a hospital

need not be very great. I have every confidence that
we shall have such a hospital. When anything is

greatly needed, means will generally be found to pri>-

vide it, and I know of no more pressing need for this

community than the creation of a university hospital.

Nothing has interfered more with the advance of medi-
cine in this country than the relation which exists in

most places between the scliools and the hospitals.

We know certainly of one conspicuous example where
there is the closest union between the school and
the hospital, where the hospital is recognized as a
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department of the university, in the same way as the

chemical or physical department, and where, in conse-

quence of this, the school has in a few years attained

a world-wide reputation.

The university ideal— which seeks, above all, the

advancement of knowledge, and in its teaching the

develoi)ment of the best in the individual— must
prevail in all the departments of the university, in

the clinical as well as in the scientific departments of

the Medical School. The reputation of the school

can only be formed from the work it does, from the

character of the men it sends out. The reputation

must be general ; it must attract the best men from all

parts of the country. Our medical students come
from a more limited area than do the students from
any other dejjartment of the university. With the in-

troduction of the new recjuirements for admission the

territory from which we have drawn our students will

not furnish us with sufficient men. We must attract

the best men, because only in this way can we turn

out the best. We must train men in the things which
are necessary for the successful practice of their pro-

fession ; but we must also do what we can to develop
the man, to bring out the best that is in him. If he
thinks that there is something higher than a position

of social respectability, with a practice sufficient to en-

able him to keep up such a position, we must do what
we can to enable him to carry out his aspirations.

The President then called attention to the fact that

the Medical School and the hospital are not everything
in regard to medical education in Boston, and that a
few minutes were to be devoted to considering the

great scheme of founding a superb medical library,

and introduced as the father of that library Dr. James
R. Chadwick.
Dr. Chadwick said in brief: I was going to pre-

lude my description of the building which we are erect-

ing for the medical library with a contrast between
the collections of medical books at the beginning of

this century and those that existed when our present
medical library was founded twenty-five years ago, but
the tinu! is too short. Twenty-five years ago the books
doctors had to consult were scattered all over the city.

The Treadwell Library at the Massachusetts Hospital
had 4,000 or 5,000 volumes, the Medical Observation
Society had 1,000 volumes, the Medical Improve-
ment Society 500 volumes and the Public Library
10,000 volumes, and there were various other small

collections. A man had to go about the city for

hours and days to get at the books he wanted, and
then found the files of periodicals very imperfect.

We decided to unite as many of these colkictions as

possible, and succeeded so well that in a year or two
we had collected 4,000 or 5,000 volumes in Hamilton
Place. In 187H we bought the house in Boylston
Place, and have there developed the library until at

the present day we have 32,000 volumes, about 28,000
pamphlets and a large number of portraits. We
bought last spring a lot of land on the Fenway, 75
feet wide by 100 feet deep, bedsides the grass plot in

front, at an expense of $42,000 and have contracted
for a building, which, furnished, will cost about $110,-
000, in all expending between $150,000 and $160,000.
The Iniilding is of gray stone and brick, 75 feet front

and an L running back to the alley in the rear 100
feet.

On the ground floor we have the usual cellars, fur-

naces, janitor's room, vault for articles, a room to un-

pack and pile up the boxes, arrange the books and
put them on a dumb waiter that will go up to the

stacks. On the next story one enters on the front

into an octagonal hall with an entrance from the vesti-

bule into the directory for nurses ; next to that a sit-

ting-room for nurses ; in the rear a chamber for the

registrar for nurses and bath-rooms in the rear of that.

Across the hallway we have a large cloak-room ; be-

yond that a lecture-room opening into the hall for

meetings, which is 32 by 28 feet and will accommodate
from 75 to 95 people, a hall large enough for the or-

dinary section meetings of the medical societies, with

a cloak-room and every accommodation. We have
had a donation of $5,000 from Congressman Sprague
and his mother to dedicate this hall to the memory of

Dr. Richard Sprague, who died about five years ago.

He has recently given in addition to that three hand-

some carved oak chairs to be put on the platform.

There is an elevator. You go upstairs— not quite

a high story— and enter into what we call Holmes
Hall ; a portrait of Dr. Holmes at one end and a rep-

lica of the bronze bust in the Public Library at the

other end. There will be alcoves of books and in

each will be a little square table, a place for a man to

sit and do his work. On the shelves will be the books
most in demand. The room is 72 feet long by 32
deep, beautifully lighted with big windows overlook-

ing the Fenway. To the rear is the librarian's room.
The stack-room has five stories of stacks taking about

10,000 volumes. In the rear is the cataloguer's room
and a room in which the current periodicals will be
exposed. Half a story up are toilet-rooms, cloak-

rooms, a room for medical students and another for

committee meetings. On the next story we have a

hall that will seat 300 to 350 men. Therefore we
shall have accommodations for all large meetings,

and in the rear is another hall the same size as

Sprague Hall for section meetings. I am assured that

the collection of medals of Dr. Storer is to be given

to us. We have a great many portraits by some of

the best portrait painters of the day that have had to

be stored in the Art Museum for fear of fire.

There is one thing more. We are going to pay
$150,000 to $160,000 for this. The question is of

paying for it. We want you to do it. We have
raised withm a year in cash $70,000. We have as a

result of former investments, selling our present

building and a lot on which we expected to build—
that is, not sold yet, but assessed for $25,000 and un-

doubtedly will sell for that within a few months— we
have got about $110,000 toward this $150,000 or

$160,000 we need. The young men who really en-

couraged us to start on this great movement could not

subscribe large sums to the general fund, but came
forward in the beginning and offered to pay the inter-

est on a mortgage of $25,000 for five years. We
need $15,000 more to pay oft" all indebtedness and enter

upon that place without dc^bt. I hope all who have not

had an opjwrtunity to put tlunr names down on the

little books will apply for the privilege, and they will

get it.

Dr. George S. Deruy, the prendent of the grad-

uating class, spoke briefly of the justifiable pride felt

by the class in having successfully finished the four

years of study, mingled with regret at the thought of

opportunities not accepted. Plans for the future are,

of course, uppermost in the minds of his classmates,

many hoping to lead busy, useful lives in the service of
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tli(! coiiiinuiiitit's in wliicli thoy live, somo lookiti;j for-

vviird to liclpiiiii in the jidviiiico of tlu! sciciitifu; Hide of

medicine, ;i {v.w of the more coiieeiled even lookin"

foiwiird to m:ikin<j; ii livinj; out of pructice.

Tile deepest feelilijf, however, is ^^nititiide, for wliicli

tliere ;ire many ("luses. Tlu; thorough f^roimdin;^ in

the tlieory and practice of medicine, th<; henelits of

moih'i-ii hihoratory uiid (clinical methoils, the use of

the case system, maki' all ^lad that they are entctriiii,'

on their active (careers at the l)ei;innini; of th(; twenti-

eth rather than at the l)(^<finuin<; of th(! nineteenth

century, that they have accpiired easily the accumula-
ted kuowled<>(! of the (H'utury just closiii;i;-, thoiiijli

lookiui; forward confidently to eveu j^reater triumphs
in the century just dawniui;. The class are grateful to

their teachers for theirconscieutious work and inspiring

example, yratefid to the profession for the hi^h standard

of skill, imlustry and self-sacri(i(M' always maintained,

yet humble to think of calling themselves doctors.

Finally, there is the feeling of gratitude for having
studied medicine in spite of all obstacles and a greater

gratitude for having studied medicine at Harvard.

In conclusion, Du. Clauknck J. BLAKic,the newly
elected president, was introduced. He said in brief

:

Mr. President: It is an honor to be your successor,

as it has been always a pleasure and an honor to have
been your pupil. A membei* of the IMassachusetts

Medical Society recently found it necessary to (pialify

in an adjoining State. He was asked, " How long-

have you studied medicine?" His answer was:
" Forty-tw'o years." Those of us who are graduates

in nK^dicine, all of us, appreciate the truth underlying

that remark, and therefore understand better the mean-
ing and the possibility of such associations as this, be-

cause of that study of medicine after graduation which

is the sterner curriculum, since its examinations are

held every day and its tests are made in our contact

with the individual patient. In the graduate study of

medicine we find it worth while to circumscribe our

work, carrying it in one direction between two lines ;

those lines are honor and service, between them flow

all the possibilities of the medical profession. In

thanking you for this reception, in thanking you for

giving me the opportunity to join you as presiding

officer, in thanking you for the honor, I cannot but

think also of the service which this implies. I will

honestly try to render that service, to keep the two
lines parallel, and so in response to your greeting, let

me use a word which those of us who have studied in

Vienna remember as the greeting of the medical stu-

dents of the Joseplienum, a greeting always extended

and always responded to whenever and wherever met

:

Gentlemen, " Servus.''

On Wednesday, Commencement Day, the associa-

tion had a spread at 21 Thayer Hall, where between

two and three hundred were entertained.

i£leceiit Hiterature,

System of Diseases of the Eye. By American, Brit-

ish, French, Dutch, German and Spanish authors.

F^dited bv William E. Norris, A.M., M.D., and

Charles A. Oliver, A.M., M.D. Vol. IV, Pp.

949. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Co. 1900.

With the appearance of the final volume of this

System of Diseases of the Eye the labors of Dr. Nor-

tIh and Dr. Olivor have, an f!cHtorM of the vnrioun

inonogriiphH thenun preHented, reached n Matiitftu-Uirv

conclusion. The high Htjindard already creut'-d by
what have preceded is maintained and |M)MHiblv i)i«:

Hid)je(l matter Ih (!ven more intereMting, In-ing, Lakni
rather broadly, a diHr-ussion having iK-iiring u[N>n

Anomalies of the Motor Apparatus, I)iHea'«eH of the

Cornea and Lens, Ametropi:i and .Medical Ophthal-
mology in the guise of sixteen papers prepared in

most cases by indiviiluals who by predilection or en-

vironment seem to b(! very well litted to cAirry on in-

vestigation in some particular direction. Mr. .Swaii-

zy's paper, Ky(; Diseases and Eye .Symptoms in their

Relation to Orgaidc Diseases of the Br.iin and .Spinal

Cord ; that of Dr. Lawford, Ocular Lesions Dependetit

upon Disorders of tin; Secretory and Excretr^ry Or-
gans; Mr. Story's paper entitled, 0(;ular Lesions in

Variola, Rubiola, ^lorbilli. Scarlatina, Erysipela.-* an«I

Diphtheritis ; and that by the younger Hutchinson,

Eye Affections due to (iraves's Disease and Herpes
Zoster, come to us at first hand from British writers

and leave but little to be desirecl either as regards

thoroughness in preparation or method of treatment.

The chapters prepared by American writers are a.s

follows: Diseases of the Lens, l)y Dr. Norris; Ame-
tropia, by Dr. Oliver; Motor C'hanges Associated

with P'unctional Neuroses, by Dr. Standish, and Toxic
Amblyopias, by Dr. de Schweinitz. Those papers
which have passed through the vicissitudes of transla-

tion certainly have lost none of the excellent features

of the original, a flattering commentary upon the lin-

guistic attainments of the various gentlemen to whom
this very imjiortant duty had been delegated. The
papers by foreign writers are : Anomalies of the

Motor Apparatus, by Dr. Landolt ; Diseases of the

Cornea, by Dr. Nuel ; The Ocular Lesions of Influ-

enza, D^'sentery, Cholera, Malarial Fever, Dengue
and Yellow Fever, by Dr. Santos-Fernandez ; Hys-
teria, by Dr. Parinaud ; The Entozoa of the Human
Eye, by Dr. Salzmann ; Simulated Blindness, by Dr.

Baudry, and The Ocular Signs of Death, by Dr.
(layet. It is unfortunate that the limited space at

command renders it impossible to review in detail the

different papers which go to make up this valuable

book and prevents more than the mere mention of the

fact that it contains 949 pages, including a complete in-

dex, 51 full-page plates and 211 text illustrations;

that it is a flne example of press work and binding,

and must sooner or later, with the other three volumes
that have preceded it, be considered by ophthalmolo-
gists generally as a highly prized standard of refer-

ence.

Introduction to the Outlines of the Principles of Differ-
ential Diagnosis, with Clinical Memoranda. Bv
Fred J. Smith, M.A., M.D., (^Oxon.), F.H.C.P",
(Lond.) ; Physician (with care of out-patients)

and Senior Pathologist to the London Hospital.

Pp. ix, 353. New York: The Macmillan Co.
1899.

In this volume of 341 text pages is gathere<l a

large amount of information, succinctly expressed.

The author does not claim originality for his work,
but he does believe that he has arranged the *' old

phenomena of disease in such a way as to show more
clearly their fundamental meanings and relationships."

To accomplish this end the parallel column has been
frequently used, in general with good effect, and brief
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statement everywhere takes the place of extended

exposition. We cannot but feel that this method has

bt-eii overdone in places ; for example, a tabular view

of the anatomy of the nervous system conijjressed

into a few pages may liardly be expected to give any

sort of an accurate' or helpful idea of that intricate

subject. A complete omission is more desirable than

such a necessarily imperfect statement. As a book of

ready reference we should heartily commend the

volume to the attention of our readers. As a text-

l)()ok for students we think such a compendium is of

doiil)tful value, as laying stress by its very form on

details, to the exclusion of the fundamental i)rinciples

underlying those details. No doubt this d(;pends

sonu'what upon the constitution of the individual

mind, but we suspect that the author's hope that he

has sliown the " fundamental meanings and relation-

ships " of disease by this condensed and over-tabulated

form of exposition will not be shared, at least, by all

his readers. The book is satisfactorily printed and

bound, has an index and is of convenient size.

Manuel Complet de Gynecologie Medicale et Chirurgi-

cale. Par A. LrxAiii), Professeur libre de Gyne-

cologic, jNIedecin adjoint de Saint-Lazare. Nou-

velle edition, entierement refondue, contenant la

technicpie opiiratoire complete et (507 figures dans

le texte. Paris : A. Maloine, Editeur. 1900.

The fourth edition of this work has been greatly

enlarged and extended as compared to the earlier

editions, and the publisher's work is, as a whole, good.

It is profusely illustrated with very good cuts. Its

chief interest lies in the admirable opportunity which

it presents of comparing French practice with that

with which we are familiar ; in this respect an es-

pecially striking feature is the profusion of instru-

ments and machinei'y which are figured and described,

and the exceedingly free use of compression forceps,

in which the author follows Pean, whose pupil he

was in earlier life. In the comparison between the

vaginal and abdominal route for operating it is

very fair, and the vaginal route is less strongly empha-

sized than would be the case with most French

authors.

Paralytic Deformities of the Lower Extremities. By
E. Noble Smith, M.D. London : Smith, Elder

& Co. 1900.

Mr. Smith's monograph on the subject of infantile

paralysis presents an evidence of improvement and

advance in the method of treatment of paralytic de-

formity. Comparison of this with the work of Holfa,

however, indicates that the German surgeon has pre-

sented a more thorough monograph on tlu; subject.

INIr. Smith has improved in his illustration from his

previous works and has given the medical 2>rofession

an interesting account of what is being done in this

branch of ortliopedic surgery.

Congenital Dislocation of the Hip. By Dr. Max
SciiKDK. Hamburg: Graefe Sillem. 1900.

Dr. Schedt!, whose work on congenital disloca-

tion has been of gr(!at value, reports with excellent

skiagrapli reproduction the results of his experience

in treating this deformity. Dr. Schede is an advocate

of the bloodless method of treatment and shows

the results of the reduction by this method. The
monograph is a valuable contribution to the sub-

ject.
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THE HARVARD MEDICAL ALUMNI ASSOCIA-
TION.

The tenth annual meeting of the Harvard Medical

Alumni Association, of which we publish a full re-

port in another part of this issue, has recently been

held. Young as the association still is, it has already

risen to a place of usefulness and power in the medi-

cal community, and so indirectly in the community at

large. We are not disappointed each year as we read

the speeches given at the annual dinner to find ex-

pressed sentiments which look forward with confidence

to the constantly increasing improvement of medical

education in the broadest sense. This year was cer-

tainly no exception to this rule. In various ways the

past yea.r has seen developments which bid fair in the

immediate future to elevate medicine to the position

of complete dignity which it has, for diverse causes,

been slow in attaining. It is always to be borne in

mind, as the incoming president of the association.

Dr. C. J. Blake, said in his introductory remarks, that

much of the serious study of medicine comes after

graduation rather than before. One of the most im-

portant schools at which such study may be presented

is a suitable library building with an adequate supply

of books. This need, which has been growing year

by year, has finally been realized by the building,

which is now nearing completion, of the Boston Medi-

cal Library, which for a long time to come it is hoped

will prove a sufficiently commodious repository for

the books and other possessions of the Library Associa-

tion, and at the same time serve as an adequate meet-

ing place for the various medical societies. Dr.

Chadwick, the librarian, said, in speaking of the

library and its growth, that twenty-five years ago the

books of reference in Boston were scattered so widely

that the difficulties of the reader were enormously in-

creased. The concentration which has gone on since

that time has finally resulted in a library which, in its

new quarters, will be convenient for use and really of

service to the student even in the highly specialized
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mono and more cotivince<l that thn j(rowin;» tftuXnncy

of tlm fiitiin! will hu a c\tm-.r union h«rtw«-«h \in-(\u'\iu'.

UH tjiii;,'lit in tlin laboratory and ni«-«lirini; hm tau^jhl by
till! bc(|Mi(lr. ('onH(;ifntioiiM cJinirianH will Im; wd-
conn'd in laboratori<-H just as laboratory workirrn ar«j

wolconicd in the wanl.s of a hoHpital. Sci«'nc«, w«
arc; convinced, will not HufTtir tln;r<;by, an Home H<;«:m

inclined to think. Finally, Dr. Councilman believes

in the di;4nity of medicine an a branch of knowledge,
and he thinks it lies with physicians Ut di;;nifv it.

'* The work," he says, " which we aecouiplish is not

(rommensurate with our o|)|)ortunities. The Me<lical

School should be one of the crownin<,' (glories of the

university. We should add to its lustre, but we are

livin<( in its lijjht."

We do no justice to this address by these brief com-
ments. We would urge our readers to atone for thi.s

deficiency by a readini; of the full report. However
opinions may differ as to detail, the broad-niinde-d and
liberal point of view and absolute frecnlom from petti-

ness must impress the most thorough-going conserva-
tive.

fi(!lds of medical nisearch. At the same time it must
b(^ rememb(ir(!(l lliat new Ixjoks arc app<!aring at an

unprecedented rate, .'iiid that scienlilic, periodicals of

valu(! arc niiiltiplyiim in c(|ii:il proportion. Tliis

means a constant and no doubt increasing outlay in

tlu! future, a demand wliic^h iiuist Ix; met if the liltrarv

is to fiiiti! completely its object. There can, liowcvci',

be small rctason to doubt that this demand will meet

with a ready response, when the necessities of the case

are clearly set forth. The influence of this library

should extend far b(!yond the confines of IJoston, and

be a source of education to physicians tlirougliout the

State.

A dinner of the Alumni Association rarely passes

without allusion to tlu; progress of medical education,

a topic much discussed of late, and one about which

it might seem the last word, for several years at least,

had been said. That such is decidedly not the case,

a reading of Dr. W. T. Councilman's speech, which

we publish in full, will prove. Whether we are radi-

cal or conservative in our views of these questions, no

one, we venture to think, can fail to derive a stimulus

and renewed enthusiasm from his views and opinions.

There are several points which strike us with special

force, to which we beg leave to draw particular atten-

tion. Dr. Councilman, in the first place, believes in

the individual and not in the various extraneous cir-

cumstances of that individual's life and education,

which have tended to mould him into a certain

stereotyped form. Give men an opportunity, let them
do, in great measure, what they wish to do, and see if

they can do it well. Let every man be encouraged in

his independence of thought, and not forced into a

groove which others have followed for generations.

By this means teachers are developed and research is

stimulated. As Dr. Councilman says, " This leaves

it perfectly free for every man to develop how he will,

to the greatest extent he will, and as earl}- as he will."

To his early development particular importance is to

be attached, that he may be of use before age has

sapped his enthusiasm. This sort of advice we need,

and particularly should it be impressed upon the

young men whose future is yet unformed, for the time

is rapidly coming when the beaten track traversed so

long by men of note will be found to lead to no profit-

able end. Again, Dr. Councilman is eager to recog-

nize the close relationship between clinical and labora-

tory teaching. With the necessary growth of spe-

cialism, he sees a new possibility of more adequate

teaching through a combined knowledge on the part of

the instructor of the pathological anatomy as well as the

symptomatology of disease, and urges that the student's

mind should be directed to the whole subject and not

to one of its aspects merely. There is absolutely no

evidence throughout his remarks that he looks with

favor upon the separation of the laboratory from the

clinic, a charge at times made against laboratory stu-

dents and departments primarily concerned with the

theory of medicine. As we have observed the trend tions taken may have done a irood work in avertin-x

of events in the teaching of medicine, we have become |
this added menace to life.

THE PENALTIES OF THE FOURTH OF .JULY.

It was reported several days ago that one result

of Philadelphia's Fourth of .July was " Ten dead and
three hundred in the hospitals." This reads like the
war news with which the last year or two has airain

made us familiar, rather than as the record of a day
of national rejoicing. We have no doubt that other
cities have suffered in proportionate measure, and the

query naturally arises whether we are to continue com-
placently to look on at this destruction of life and limb
without an organized protest which will really prove
efficacious. It may be our imagination or the fact that

we have sought a place of retirement during the cele-

bration of the holiday, but it seems as if the conven-
tional noise were decreasing year by year. This, how-
ever, evidently does not mean that the element of

danger is thereby removed. There is a[)parentlv a
growing tendency, on the contrary, to use the more
powerful explosives, as, for example, dynamite, in the

construction of Fourth of July toys. The accident in

Philadelphia which led to the death of a number of

children and the injuring of twenty or thirty more,
was said to have been due to the explosion of dyna-
mite, this dynamite being publicly exposed for sale on
a crowded street. We learn also that the authorities

at once arrested the vender of these wares, and were
inclined to mete out summary punishment. But why
not be forehanded in such matters and prevent the

sale of such articles entirely, except by properly
licensed persons ? Clearly something radical needs
to be done in spite of the fact that the glorious day
comes but once a year. Thus far we have not heard
nuich of tetanus ; it is to be hoped that the precau-
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OLD AGE AS A CAUSE OF DEATH.

In a recent number of the Bulletin of the Neiv

York State Board of Health, some pertinent statis-

tics and remarks are made on the subject of "Old

Age as a Cause of Death." The question is brought

up as to whetiier senility in itself is ever to be re-

garded as a sufHcient cause of death. Inasmuch as

the very onset of old age in a physical sense is due to

certain organic changes in more or less vital organs,

this should be regarded as doubtful. The well-worn

saying that a man is as old as his arteries is applica-

ble here, but a man of sixty dying of conditions inci-

dental to pathological changes in his arteries would

not be classed as a death from old age. A man of

eighty, on the contrary, with wholly similar altera-

tions would, in most statistical returns, be placed in

that category. It is clear that there is absolutely no

accuracy in such classification. We are too apt to put

down vague symptoms, the explanation of which is

obscure, coming on in late life as a part of inevitable

physical decay, and group them under the misleading

but convenient heading of senility. Whether death

occurs at thirty or ninety, there must evidently al-

ways be a perfectly definite cause, but our tendency,

engendered no doubt by the practical demands of the

situation, is to study the diseases of youth and middle

life in a much more conscientious way than we are

inclined to do those of age. AVe have long felt that

a valuable research would be an investigation into the

causes of senility in more detailed fashion than has

yet been attempted. The following statistics from

the publication we have mentioned are of considera-

ble interest as showing the lack of accuracy in the

tabulation of returns :

Of the 435 deaths noted in May of this year 170 were

certified as from old a(je without other causes being given.

I'he ages of these were sixty -three to one hundred ; 4

were in the decade of the sixties ; 45 in the seventies ; 113

in the eighties, and 22 were over ninety. The phrases

used were old age, senility, senile debility or decay or

marasmus or atrophy or exhaustion. There were 80 deaths

placed in this class of which grippe was returned as the

cau.>-e, all of them occurring at advanced age, and with old

age as a contributing cause. Sixty-eight were over seventy-

five years of age, 6 being past ninety. Grippe has no

separate place in the Bulletin, and is either registered

under the class of local diseases or in the unclassified

group, save those in which the element of senility was

placed as the chief or contributory cause of death. There

were probably 1,300 deaths in all from grippe during the

month in the part of the State represented by these

80 occurring in old age. Sixty-five of the deaths classed

as from old age were reported as heart failure, heart

atrophy and the like, with or without old age as contribu-

tory. The average age was seventy-nine. Heart failure,

a justifiable term, though an unfrequent cause of death,

and generally misused on death certificates, when reported

at advanced age without definition as to the condition of

the heart except its enfeebleinent of action, can no doubt

be interpreted as due to suspension of vital forces incident

to old age. One-eighth of the deaths as from old age were

reported as heart failure past the age of seventy-five.

There were 26 certificates on which the cause of death was

given as general debility, 14 as exhaustion, 10 as asthenia
and inanition, 3 as paralysis of the vital nerve centres, and
11 as other indefinite conditions, such as nervous prostra-

tion
; all occurring at advanced age. These are undoubt-

edly phrases used by the reporter which could have been
replaced by senility, where they should be classed instead

of swelling the unclassified group.

The writer of the above report is of the opinion

that unclassified groups should not be enlarged, and

that a general term, senility, is far ])referable to a

multiplication of inaccurate subheadings. True as

this may be in the present state of our knowledge, it

simply adds weight to our proposition that we decidedly

need more scientific study of this class of senile

changes to the end of an ultimate adetjuate classifica-

tion.-

MEDICAL NOTES.

AlTOINTMKNTS AT JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.
— Dr. F. S. CuUen and Dr. W. W. Russell have been

appointed professors of gynecology at the Johns Hop-
kins Medical School.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseasks in Boston. — For

the eight days ending at noon, duly 1 1 , 1900, there were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 72, scar-

latina 17, measles 65, typhoid fever 23.

Boston Mortality Statistics.— The total num-

ber of deaths reported to the Board of Health for the

week ending at noon, July 7th, was 204, against 195

the corresponding week last year, showing an increase

of 9 deaths, and making the death-rate for the week

19.17. Of this number 122 were males and 82 were

females ; 200 were white and 4 colored ; 133 were

born in the United States, 68 in foreign countries, and

3 unknown ; 54 were of American parentage, 134 of

foreign parentage, and 10 unknown. The deaths

from consumption were 23, pneumonia 13, whooping-

cough 2, heart disease 19, bronchitis 6, and marasmus 3.

There were 15 deaths from violent causes. The num-

ber of children who died under one year was 38, the

number under five 3ears 65. The number of persons

who died over sixty years of age was 47. The deaths

in public institutions were 65.

Cuban Teachers and the Floating Hospital.
— A contingent of the Cuban teachers, now studying

in Cambridge, was given this week an opportunity to

study practical philanthropy by a trip down the harbor

with the Floating Hospital.

NEW Y'ORK.

National Volunteer Emergency Service Med-
ical Corps.—The first annual meeting of the National

Volunteer Emergency Service Medical Corps was held

at the New York Academy of Medicine on July 3d.

Among the founders of the association, besides ])hysi-

cians, lawyers and business men, are a considerable
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mmihor of prominent clci-f^ytncn of variouH churclicH

and (Icnoiiiiiijitioii.s. Tho first hoiinl of diroctorH was

HU|)(!r,sc(l(!(l l)y a provisional board of adniiniKtralinn,

p(Midin<^ the ap|)()inttn('nt of a pcrniancMit hoard. In

Iii.s address llic diniclor-ijcincral, Dr. (lottlfil), dcHcrihcd

tli(^ l^dncral object and s(!()p(^ of th(! ori^ani/atioii as

follows :
" Wliil(! W(! all apprecint(! tho noblo work a<-

coniplislied by the varions Red Cross societies, tli<' lime

lias coino when these must give way to later ami iiuirc

improved nw^thods. This can b(!st be don(! by a tlior-

on<>lily traintid and disciplined corps, with all the

advantai^es of re<;ular drills, routiiu; emori^csncy work,

and the resulting comradeship of its members, with a

staff corps enrolled from among the foremost men of

the nation. From such a body the gov(!rnment could

draw mat(M-ial in case of need. Within the past few-

years we have all become painfully cognizant of the

numerous local and national disasters in which the

hands of both civic and military authorities have been

tied for various reasons, such as time required for the

course necessary foroflicial sanction, unavailable funds,

inability to procure immediate equipment, and lack of

expert service. I would have an organization capa-

ble of dealing with such catastrophies as are occasioned

by floods, hurricanes, epidemics, riots, railroad acci-

dents and war."

Clkaning OF Tenement Housks.— The Health

Department expended a portion of the $20,000 emer-

gency fund recently allotted it in the thorough cleans-

ing and disinfection of the courtyards and cellars of

about a thousand downtown tenement houses on July

Gth, under the direction of Sanitary Inspector Blau-

velt. Other sections of the city will be disinfected in

turn, the object being to keep down the mortality in-

cidental to hot weather.

Biological Laboratory of Brooklyn Insti-

tute OF Arts and Sciences. — The biological labo-

ratory of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences

began the regular class work of its eleventh season on

July 5th. The number of instructors has been in-

creased since last year by the addition of W. L. Tower,

of Harvard University, Dr. Henry A. Kelly, of New
York, and Dr. H. C. Cowles, of the University of

Chicago.

Nkw York School of Clinical Medicink.—
"We learn from Dr. Thomas H. Manley, professor of

surgery at the New York School of Clinical Medicine,

that the school, erroneously announced last week as

about to be closed, is to continue its sessions. Only

six of the teaching staff have resigned.

#tiituarp.

country wlH*n nineteen yearit old, Hn<l ulinlicd firat «t ihu
llnivcrHllv of .Micliiijan iiml aftcrwanlit at the Lon;,' Inland
Coilcj»«! Ilo«[)il;il, Urooklyn. Ix-inu (friulnati'd from flin

liiller in 1H(;.'L After Hcrviri'^ wiili diHrinction a* a nur-

Heoti it) the (.'ivil Wiir lie wuh ii[i|(oiiile(| adjurw t |irofi-ii)ior

lit tlie Loiii^ InIhikI C'ollei^i; IIoN|iit.ii!, ami nxiu a^'liifved a
liij^li re|iiil.iitioii hh an o^ieratiii^ hihI (r)n)iiiltin(; (;vnecolo-

gJHt. His work on " DiHeaHes of Woinf-n," [iul>li«lie<| in

IMH,*}, (jave liiin an intrmalional nanH-. For many vi-arn

lit! was jirofenHor of y^yuriolo'^y at the Loojj Inlaml Colli-ire

lIoHpilal, HM wfll as dfiin of liit; faciiliv. Alwjiit. a vt-ar

a^o li(! re-iij^ned both tlurse [lottitions in or<ler to take f har^e
of the or^^aiiization and eslahlJMliment of a cliaritalde lios-

pital for women. It was to he known as the .Skene IIo<<|ii-

tal for Sf!f-Sti[)portin<j Women, and he liojiefl to »>j)en

it diirinfj the cominj; autumn. It is prohahle that th«
jiroject will now he carried forward to oonqiletion a.s a
memorial to Dr. Skene. Anion*^ tlie soiieties of whieh lie

was |)re8ident at different times were the American Gvne-
col()<_'ical Society, the New York Ohsietrical Society and
tlie Kin<j's County Medical Society. A.'<ide from big emi-
nence in the medical [irofestiion, I)r. Skene was one of the
most liif^hly esteemed citizens of Hrooklyn. lb; was also a
great lover of art, and was himself a sculptor of ability.

Cocre^efponDcnce.

ALEXANDER J. C. SKENE, M.D.

Dr. Alexander J. C. Skene, of Brooklyn, New York,

died at his summer home in the Catskills on July 4th.
|

He came of a noted Scotch family, and was born in 1838

in the Parish of Fyrth, Aberdeenshire. He came to this
|

"THE NEW METHOD OF INDUCING SLEEP
WITHOUT DRUGS." ONE HUNDRED DOL-
LAR PRIZE.

Northampton, Mass., July 5, 1900.

Mr. Editor: — The new method of inducing sleep
without drugs consists in bringing under will power tlie

functions of organic life immediately on retiring. The
organs of respiration and circulation respond to our bid-
ding. Certain other groups of muscle, by contraction and
relaxation are made accessory in directing the arterial and
vital currents away from the gray matter of the brain.
As a result, automatic thinking, which is the immediate
cause of sleep's delay in the case of the average brain-
working business man, is absolutely shut out, and normal
sleep is inevitable.

Believing that the medical profession has power to turn
the attention of suffering humanity from the mv.^terious
chimerical and damaging drug agents they now depend
upon, and that it is our duty to shed light rather than
darkness, 1 offer a jirize of one hundred dollars for an
essay which shall describe any method of extem{)orizing
sleep immediately on retiring for the brain-working classes
that will equal or surpass the new method above referred
to.

The principle employed is that of withholding power.
The belts turned off, automatic thinking ceases. An
equilibrium of circulation is established, and the normal
conditions that precede and invite ."leep prevail. Dr. H.
O. Marcy, of Boston, says :

" Every night I waft myself to
gentle slumbers by the use of your ' method.' Long may
you live to help suffering humanity."
To give the technicjue in full would require more space

than can be allotted here. Suffice it that mental and
physical conditions, positions and changes, extemporized
and controlled by will power in the horizontal position,
with suitable temperature and ventilation of body surface
as well as lungs, are the sheet anchor of the new method.
Time allotted for preparing essays, from June to Decem-

ber of the present year. Length of essay must not exceed
five thousand words; to be in jirint or typewritten, with-
out the name of writer. Judges of the merits of essavs
shall be representative men of scientific medicine. Tiii'ie

for awarding prize, January 1, 1901. Results will be
anncnced in this Journ.\l.

'

J. B. Learnkd. M.D.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending June 3()th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United

States Signal Corps :
—
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MII.K; ITS IMtODUCTlON, ITS CAKK, ITS IJSK.'

IIV r. M. KOi'CII, M.l>., IIOHI'ON.

lMl{. ClIAlUMAN ANK ( J KNII.KM KN OK TIIK CoN-
i'i;i{KN(;i'. : — 'I'lir niiiarks of i\u> <^<'iitl('m(!ii who
luivi! just, spoken icyardiiiij; milk iiiid its prodiKtioii

are V(M'y pcrtiiu'iit to the siiltjrct, jiiid indeed pciilinent

ill tlu! sense of tli(! extreme; importance of the suhject.

Physicians hiive lon^- reconni/.ed wliat ;i danjferons

food milk may he under certain conditions. It i>

probably the most dangerous food that we can supply

to the people at larjre, and yet it is tin; food tiiat is

evidently demanded by people all ovc^r the world,

and has been for (u-nturies ; that is, the milk ([uestion

has existed for many centuries. It dates back to the

time of the K<fyptians, and in their hieroglypiiics we
see what a change took place in rtigard to the |)roduc-

tion of milk as time went on throui!;h the different

dynasties ; that is, in the earliest times before the

value of milk as a food was recognized. From these

records found on the pyramids, and traced from
century to century, it is evident that the cow at first

was neither developed lor nor used as a food pro-

ducer. In the beginning the udders were small, and
knowing how extremely realistic the Kj^ptians were
in their representations, we are led to bcdieve that

what is seen on the pyramids and in the hieroglyphics

is a true record. This is interesting to us as physi

cians, and also must be interesting to you health

oHicers throughout the State and throughout the

country ; in fact, throughout the world.

The cow was not originally a food producer for

the people, but simi)ly gave sullicient milk for a

limited time, and was not intended to ])roduce milk

throughout the year. As time went on the value of

milk as a food was recognized. Later it came into

use as a medicine by physicians, and soon became an

important artich; of food for the table of the rich and

of the poor. In order to obtain a sutliedent amount of

this food the cow had to be developed in some way,

and gradually, as the hieroglyphics show, the udders

vv(!re ilej)icted as being larger and larger until finally

the udder was fully developed and th<' cow became an

animal directly connected with the food supply.

Although at different periods statements have been

made that milk is not a good food, yet it has contiimed

to be used, and its dangers being recognized, the

peo|)le are now demanding a safe milk and are sup-

porting the health ottieers in the measures which they

take to get it. The physician is continually meeting

with cases of sickness which arise from milk, and it

is the duty of the health officers to aid the physician

by such regulation of the milk supply as to prevent

this transmission of disease by milk. Milk, is such

a good culture ground for all forms of pathogenic

organisms that it becomes a source of the greatest

danger to, and one of the causes of the great mor-

tality among, infants and young children. It is true

that the health ofhcers have been somewhat hampered
in their efforts by the ignorance of certain physicians

who are dealing with the diseases, but have no idea

of the source of such diseases. The health oflicer

who is dealing directly with the milk well knows it

is dangerous, and therefore it is extremely impor-

» An address delivered before the Health Officers of the State of

Michigan, at Grand Kapids, Octoher, 1899.

tunt that when you liealtli olHcerH ure tViM-xuHiu^t thU
Nubject you Nlioidd im[)reMH ufioii the pliyHieiaiiM thai
they Hliould by their infliir:iice with the public Mii(>p<jrt

what the health otlicei-M do. The health oflicer layn

down (certain laws and in doing mo the milk deuIerH
tin<I that in order to conform to tlicHe law.s they miiitt

raise the jtrice of their milk, and the peo|»Ie are very
apt to refuse to pay the high price which in givinfr

them the best milk. The physician should therefoH!

comt; forward and insist that iht^ health oflicer ih

right, and in this way the physician and health oHic«!r

w(»rking together will be able in the futun; to make
milk a safe food, and in doing so will give to tbe
|)ublic a gooil food. Then; is no doubt that milk is

the ideal food if it is good and if it is safe.

You would perhaps like to hear a little about the
way in which the milk is produced and care«I for by
sonn; of the farms in the East. I have alwavs been
thankful to the health oflicers for what I have- learned
from them and to the expert farmers for what they
have taught me. The physician is too apt to turn
aside from them and not obtain valuable knowledge
which is ready to be given to him if he is ready to

take it. I have been very much impressed with this,

and have felt that I was often so powerless in curiu"
infants and children after the disease transmitted by
the milk had once begun, that it became very evi-

dent to me that we should turn our attention especially

to the prophylaxis of these diseases.

In attempting to get good milk, that is, safe milk,
for children, my attention was first called to the
farmers, and I at once made up my mind that the cry
of cheaj) food for the people was one w hich should be
strenuously put down by the health officer, by the
physician, and through them by the intelligent public.

The cry of cheap food and cheap milk is a dangerous
one, and one which of course is heard all over the
world, but, as is true of everything which has to be
produced in the world, you cannot get what is good
cheaply, and you cannot product; and deliver milk for
four or five cents a quart in the best way. It must cost

more and the people must learn that it must. I do
not believe that it is the poor people who will suffer,

nor is it the people in moderate circumstances that will

suffer when paying a higher price for their milk. I

have had quite a large experience in inducing people
to buy what I believed to be safe milk and safe pre-
parations of milk, rather than cheap preparations, and
I have found in the East, and I think the same ex-
perience will be met with all over the country, that it

is not the poor peoj)le nor the people of moderate
means who object to the price ; it is the rich people,
the millionaires, who find the most fault if you ask
them to pay ten or twelve cents a quart for their
milk. This is simply one phase of human nature.
The millionaire has often been a smart business man
who has been trying to get the most for his money all

his life, and he is not half the time intelligent enough
to look into such a complicated problem as milk. He
therefore finds fault with the cost of it. The poor
man, however, has it practically brought before him
every day. He sees his children sick and often
dying with diseases evidently caused by cheap milk
which he has been in the habit of giving them. As
soon as he appreciates this he does not grumble aV>out
the price, but he saves in other ways and gives his
children safe milk and one of higher price. In metli-
ciue, antitoxin, which preserves so many lives when
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people are attacked with diphtheria, is expensive, but

the poor get it. The best apparatus in surgical cases

is used and a high price is paid for it. in like manner

it is of great importance that good milk should be

obtained and paid for, and tliat millionaires and the

fortunes of the millionaires, and that the riches of

the country should be turned in this direction to aid

the health ofHcers in bringing about a change and

making it understood that good things cost. Then

after a time, when the milk has been made good, as

hap])ens in all commodities, cheaper methods of mak-

ing it good will be discovered and the milk itself will

become cheaper. I have been much impressed with

this principle, which I believe is at the root of obtain-

ing all good things, and therefore also good milk.

Those who are engaged in the production of milk

should not consider in the beginning to too great an

extent the expense. They should be willing to pay

a sufficient amount of money in getting good milk for

the people, and they will then find that after a time

they will receive a fair return for it and that it will be

in the end a good business transaction. This has been

jiroven in a number of places in our large cities in the

East, and I think it will be proven here in the West
in the same way. It has resulted in this way in

New York, in Boston and in Philadelphia, where

milk is by certain companies produced and delivered

in what we consider the best way. For instance, in

supplying New York and Philadelphia, a farm has

been started in New^ .Jersey midway between Phila-

delphia and New York, so that the milk can be

brought in a couple of hours to either city.

In arranging for a milk supply, there is no part of it

which is too insigniticant to be attended to. It means

that the water that the cows drink should be fresh

water, that the milk should be as free from dirt as

possible, that those who milk the cows should not

have the care of the cows, and should not be in the

position of farm hands. On these farms which 1 have

just referred to, the milkers are a set of intelligent

young men trained for this purpose, and being trained

as a milker means to b(i trained to take antiseptic

precautions as a surgeon is trained ; and just as in

surgery the operations in the last decade have l)een

more successful on account of antiseptic precautions,

which j)ractically means absolute cleanliness, so should

it be in the milking of the; cows ; the clothes of the

milker should be clean, and such as can be boiled or

steamed before being used again. The superintend-

(;nt of a farm of this kind should be a man who is

educated in such a way as to undcu-stand the laws of

hygiene. Tin; milkers should be under the supervi-

sion of a physician, for a milker when suffering from

disease can infe(!t tlu^ milk which he is drawing from

the cow. All thest; factors of the problem have to be

taken into consideration. The physician should ex-

amine the milkers from time to time and see that they

an; liealthy. I have had an instance brought to my
notice where a milker who came from Pennsylvania

and went to a farm in Baltimore had some disease on

his finger which he transmitted to a cow, and the milk

of tliat cow whicli was used to supply milk for a

boarding-school caused a violent form of diarrhea in

70 of the scholars, the disease being directly traced

bartk to the man who milked the cows.

Tiiese pathogcuiic organisms which cause disease

can g<^t into the milk in a variety of ways and we
should in every possible way shut out all means of

entrance. The milkers should never be allowed to go
into the milk house, one man being especially detailed

to take charge of the milk house. The milk house

should be kept completely antiseptic and absolutely

clean, and the milk should be quickly bottled in steril-

ized glass jars with a sealed top, and then be de-

livered immediately to the people. It is extremely

important that as clean a stable as possible should be

used for the cows, and that special men should be em-
ployed to take away the manure as fast as it accumu-
lates. Dust as far as possible should be prevented

from entering the stalls of the cows, and for this

reason the hay and other food of the cow should not

be kept in the same stable as the cows are. When all

these precautions are taken, those who are engaged in

the production of milk in this way will soon get the

reputation with the public that they are providing a

milk that is not a dangerous milk, and when the

public has been made to understand by physicians

that milk is a very dangerous food unless it is pro-

duced and looked after in this way, these are the men
who will have a monopoly of the trade and will

eventually deservedly obtain a good profit. There is

no question that these men will succeed, but they

must have the ability and business insight to take up
the question in this way and to carry it out.

The genial care of the cow, of course, is very im-

portant. You gentlemen know a great deal more
about it than I do as a physician. They should have

running water in the stalls and the troughs should be

arranged so that live steam can be turned into them
from time to time, so that they can be kept as anti-

septic as possible. On these farms to which I am
referring, the water which the cows drink comes from

a well that is a hundred yards away from any build-

ing and which is protected so that nothing can filter

into it. It is cemented up to the water line with a

double wall around it, so that no one but the superin-

tendent of the farm can get at it. In fact, what is

most needed in the production of a safe milk is that

the cow should have pure water to drink and should

be surrounded with absolute cleanliness. In regard to

the actual care of the cow, it is found that care should

be taken not to brush or wash the udder too much, as

the udder of the cow is very sensitive and this will

often produce sufficient irritation to interfere with the

different components of the milk.

The milk, besides being tested as to its quality,

should be examined by a bacteriologist, Avho should be

paid to give a careful report of its condition from

day to day. The milk from one of the farms to which

I have referred has been examined for each day of the

year and in certain months the number of bacteria in

the cubic centimetr(; was found to be under 2,000, which

is an extremely good record when we consider that

10,000 has been given as the limit for good milk.

One of the gentlemen has referred to the use of the

separator in the j)roduction of milk. There is no

question but that by its centrifugal actioTi it removes

a large amount of filth from the milk, and it has also

been found that large numbers of bacteria have been

separated by the action of the centrifugal machine and

removed in this way, so that there are nmch fewer

bacteria in milk that has been passed through the

separator.

There are, of course, many other points which

could be spoken of in treating this subject. Cer-

tain principles however must be insisted on in the
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prodiicfioii of j^ood milk: (1) That it niiiHt bn

ohtaiiiitl liDiii lit'allliy cows in tiit- iiioHt chianly and
aiitiscplic ways known ; (2) that it slioiiM h<- takt-n

care of under tiic most strict prcciaiitions, anti (.!) that

it siiould he delivered to th(! consnmer as ipiiiklv as

possilih'. This cannot he don(! at |)r<!sent clieaiils,

and yon as liealtli o(Iic<'rs mnst insist that the people

shonid liavc! <food milk ami safe milk, no matter

what it costs.

ODriffinal %xtit\t^,

GENERAL KEMARKS ON THE 1>ATII()L()(;Y
AN!) SYMrrOMA'I'OLOGY OF ACIJ'IE TELVK;
SUrrURATIVE PROCESSES IN THE KEMAi,E
AND THEIR TREATMENT IJY POSTERIOR
COLPOrOMY.'

BV (HIAKLKS GREENE OUMSTON, M.I)., BOSTON.

Bkkouk considering the pathology of acute pelvic

suppuration as it occurs in the, female, we would first

give our views on the etiology. It is our firm con-

viction that all forms of suppurating salpingitis and
oophoritis are the result of the direct ext(!nsion of an

intlammatory process in the endometrium, the infec-

tion being propagated by the mucosa of the uterus to

that of the tubes, and in some instances by means of

the lymphatics, (ionorrheal infection and puerperal

infection are the only processes that can give rise to

pus in the pelvis with the exception of appendicitis.

As to abscess of the broad ligament, it may be

said that, with very few exceptions, this lesion is al-

ways due to puerperal infection, and that the process

extends from the uterus to the broad ligament by

either the lymphatic or venous circulation. We do

not believe that auto-infection in the virgin or malfor-

mations of the uterus can ever give rise to acute

sujjpurating salpingitis. Catarrhal salpingitis in the

nuUiparous female may give rise to a suppurating

salpingitis if later during labor a slight infection oc-

curs, as has been observed in one or two instances in

our practice.

There are three distinct varieties of peri-uterine

suppuration, namely, salpingo-oophoritis, pelviperi-

tonitis and absc(iss of the broad ligament, and a few

words regarding the pathology of these conditions

will, perhaps, aid us in demonstrating why, in a

large number of cases, the vaginal incision is supe-

rior to the abdominal route.

Inflammatory lesions of the tubes cannot be de-

scribed separately from those occurring in the ovary,

because the two lesions are so intermingled that usu-

ally it is impossible to separate them one from the

other. All the classifications given in the text-books

up to the present time are more or less imperfect, and

Bouilly has very aptly said that the primary affection

is always identical, and according to the virulence of

the infectious agent, the nature of the soil and the

method of treatment emjiloyed, it ultimately results

in various lesions which only represent certain de-

grees or complications of the primary lesion in the

uterus.

Acute catarrhal salpingitis is the first stage of in-

flammation of the tubes ; the tube is red, swollen and

has a cylindrical form which may reach the size of the

little finger or even more. The fringes of the pavil-

' Read before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Women, February 28, 1900.

ion tirfi agglutinated, hut mirro»ir«^)pi<ailly only a iilight

livpertro[»hy of itK c«dl elemcMitH «:un Im? found. At •
more advanced sLige tlnr tuiie pn-HeiitM tin; lenioriH of

an acute purulent salpingitiH. The pavilion liaM Uv
come occlud<;d, but an important fa<tt to \n: retnein>

bered is that the uterine orifice Htill reiiiiiiiiH [iaU;nt

and the pus escapes into the uUrrine cavity \ut\U:u,i\ of

becoming collected in the tuln!. Later on the ut<;riiH:

ostium itecomes cxutluded in iu turn.

A word now as to n(u-mal prisition of the tubes and
ovaries. In a normal condition the tid)e forms a

curve; in such a manner that the amjtulla is in direct

relation to the posterior layer of the broad ligament

and is susp(;nded abov<! the retro-ovarian fossa, or

Douglas's cul-de-sa<;. Now, wlnai the organ ih the

seat of an infiammatory process and becomes heavy

bv the occurreiuie of a more or less large amount of

serous exudate in it.s meshes, it naturally t<!nds to fall

into the retro-ovarian fossa behind the uterus an<l it is

in this region that it will usually be found on ex-

amination. Hut this position is not always the same
in every case, for th(! simple reason that the tul)e,

being a movable organ, may contract a<lhesions very

rapidlv after inflammation has occurre<l and may con-

secpu'iitly be glue<l down at most any point. Another
condition may also occur, namely, the tubt; itself is

healthy, but anoth(;r organ in the neighborhood, the

seat of an inflammatory process, may contract adhi;-

sions with the tube which will give it an entirely «lif-

ferent position in the pelvis.

This varying position of the tubes has certainly a

very great importan(!e, both in the diagnosis of pelvic

lesions and their treatment.

Pelviperitonitis, which is, as we understand it, an

inflammation of the peritoneal pelvic tissues, has been,

we think, absolutely demonstrated, and is admitted a

rather frequent lesion by the larger number of authori-

ties who have written on this subject. If we leave

aside the accidents produced by appendicitis it may'

be said that inflammation of the pelvic peritoneum is

always due to acute suppurating lesions of the inter-

nal genital organs. There are few cases of salpin-

gitis or ovarian abscess which do not bring about more
or less extensive changes in the peritoneum, some-
times of very serious character. Pelviperitonitis is

I'arely met with as a unique lesion, excepting when it

occurs in puerperal infection.

There are two types of pelviperitonitis, the first

being those instances where the infection extends to

the healthy peritoneum, in which case the collection

will, in the large majority of cases, be found filling

Douglas's cul-tle-sac. It is just in these cases that the

lesion is suited for posterior colpotomy. The second

type is represented by those cases where the collec-

tion is seated in variable regions, and when Douglas's

cul-de-sac is divided up into pockets.

An intraperitoneal collection forms very rapidly,

sometimes as quickly as three or four hours, but

when seen in this early stage it cannot be distin-

guished by jialpation because it has not become en-

cysted, and the sensation that one get* by the finger in

no way differs from that obtained before its formation,

this being due to the mobility of the coils of intes-

tine. It is only a few days after that false mem-
branes are tlu'own out and wall off the collection.

This collection usually forms behind the uterus in

Douglas's cul-de-sac and there becomes encysted ; it

then undergoes a purulent transformation, excepting
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in thoso cases where it remains serous. Adhesions

are thrown off between the tubes and coils of the in-

testine, the omentum, the top of the uterus, broad

liifaments, rectum and pelvic wall.

Sometimes the jius extends upwards into the an-

terior cul-<le-sac and adhesions are thrown out be-

tween the pubis and the sacrum, in which case the

ut«'rus floats, so to speak, in a well of pus.

Now the reason why the pus nearly always collects

in tiie cul-de-sac of Douglas is explained very well by

Delbet as follows: "The part of the peritoneum

which is first diseased is always that wlii<rh is situated

behind the uterus ; it becomes infected nearly always

by means of the tube whose pavilion is behind the

broad ligaments, nearly above the cul-de-sac of Doug-
las. When the tubes are healthy the uterus itself al-

ways contracts adhesions with the rectum on account

of the disposition of the lymi)hatics."

When once the collection has formed, adhesions

wall it off and the pressure within increases and

cjiuses Douglas's pouch to bulge into the vagina.

This pocket hardly ever extends above the top of the

uterus, but there are cases on record where it has ex-

tended upwards to the umbilicus, burrowing under-

neath tile omentum, which forms a vault over it.

In tlu; beginning the coll(!ction is serous, of a yel-

lowisli color, wlii(^li is more or hiss tinted red by the

admixture of blood, but it is always transparent. It

may remain in this condition, l)ut most always it un-

dergoes a purulent transformation. When once pus
is formed it may become absorbed when it is not pres-

ent in any large amount, but in practice we should

never count upon such an outcome.
The ])us has always a tendency to make its exit

through diflerent organs in the neighborhood, which
at first ulcerate, and the intestine and more particu-

larly the rectum are its favorite points of exit, but all

abscesses have not the same tendency to open out^

wards, and there are certain cases where they become
encapsulated by neoformed membranes which line the

pocket and whose walls become extremely dense ; a

most important condition for the treatment which we
recommend, because; they are rigid and almost scle-

rotic. Th(! inflammation and induration of the sub-

peritoneal cellular tissue contributes also to this condi-

tion, and when these cases are examined bimanually,

they fefd like hard cartilaginous masses. In this case

an incision in the posterior cul-de-sac is quite insuffi-

cient, liecause the pocket, if it is single, will be emptied,

but its rigid and resisting walls will not collapse and
come tog(;ther, and sometimes an enormous cavity is

thus formed which will prevent healing from taking

place. But these cases are intmpujnt, and what causes

the gnsat danger in pelvijjcritonitis are the adhesions

which are thrown off, and these are not only the

source of persistent pain, but from the malposition

that they produce in the genital organs will nearly

always render tin; j)atient sterile.

When the inflaumiatory process has extended to the

subj)eriton(!al tissue, tin; damage done is so important

that a vaginal incision is more than insufficient, as

well as in the case of multiple collections which are

(•omposed of secondary pockets independent of the

first in which the infectious organism has had its

starting point.

We would now like to say a few words on the

pathology of suppurative proeessc^s in the cellular tis-

sue of the pelvis, and we would here point out that

there are two distinct regions in which this lesion oc-

curs, and which naturally give rise to two forms of

abscess, namely, the cellular tissue of the broad liga-

ments and that present in the sheath of the hypogas-
tric artery.

It is the inflammation of the connective tissue which
is found along the vessels irrigating the pelvic organs
that gives rise to abscess of the broad ligament. These
vessels are the utero-ovarian artery and the lymphat-
ics of the fundus uteri, tube and ovary. The tojiog-

raphy of these abscesses is most interesting on account
of their treatment. On their inner aspect abscesses of

the broad ligament are in relation with the side of the

uterus, which organ they push more or less to the op-

posite side, and they may even raise up the peritoneum
on the anterior and j)Osterior surfaces of the uterus,

but only in the neighborhood of its borders. They
have a tendency to extend towards the iliac fossa,

where they form rounded tumors of varying size and
which are perfectly independent of the abdominal wall.

When once they have reached the iliac fossa they
may extend in two different directions : (1) In some
cases they extend upwards under the peritoneum
towards the lumbar region, sometimes as far as the

diaphragm
; (2) in other cases the abscess descends

towai'ds the abdominal wall raising up the j)eritoneum

in the vicinity of the ligament of P\dlopius and is then

in direct I'elation with the abdominal wall.

A typical abscess of the broad ligament does not

come very near the vaginal cul-de-sac, from which it is

separated by about two centimetres of tissue, in which
is contained numerous vessels of fair size and some-
times the ureter. It is on account of the immediate
neighborhood of these vessels that curettement of these

abscesses is extremely imprudent, if not to say dan-

gerous.

In the commencement of an inflammatory process

there is only an edema, or serous infiltration, but little

by little the meshes of the cellular tissue become dis-

tended by a serous licjnid, which is thick and of a h^mon
color, and the pathologic process continuing its i)rog-

ress transforms this liquid into small foci of pus. The
character of this pus has a very great bearing from
the point of view of treatment, and one can readily

understand that an incision is more proper in a case

where the })us is whitish in color and of a bland odor

than when the collection is greenish in color and pn;-

sents a fetid odor.

A hyj)Ogastric abscess simply means an intlamnia-

tion of the cellular tissue surrounding the internal

iliac artery and the lymphatics of the cervix uteri and
the upper part of the vagina. There is little to be

said regarding these; abscesses excepting that they are

rather frecjuent in occurrence. The pathological pro-

cess is the same as in the case of abscess of the broad
ligament, and only differs from the latter by its seat.

An important fact to be mentioned, and which applies

to all purulent collections whether in the tube or the

broad ligament, is that their upi)er wall is formed by
the visceral peritoneum, which has become thickened

and has lost its normal resistance, so that an irrigation

made with any force whatsoever may break through it

and enter the gciueral peritoneal cavity.

The following five figun^s r(;present diagranunati-

cally what could be telt by palpation in some of our

cases, all of which were operated on by posterior col-

potomy and made; eventful recoveries. I have se-

lected these five drawings from many others that I
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li;ivc iiiinlc ..I ,1 . mI |hi ill the pelvJH IxicauHo tlmy
vciv well (Itiiioristiiitc tlic (liirorcnt posifioiiH tliiit tlif

piinilciit, collfctioiiH iiiiiy have in tlic; ptilviK.

^>. z^

TT

'^'^. v:

In considering the symptomatology we first wish to
point out the extreme frecjuenc-y of purulent or serous
l)eri-uterine collections, and at the .same time the fact
that in many instances they are very latent, if I may
l)e allowed to use the expression. I have known of
cases where from 25 to 100 <frammes of pus have re-
mained pent up in a pocket situated somewhere in the
neighborhood of the uterus, and the patients did not
have a rise in temperature for years; until suddenly
some intervening cause exaggerated the local condi-
tion and then all the symptoms of the presence of pus
occurred.

In the case of salpingitis and oophoritis the patient*
usually come to the surgeon complaining of more or less
distress in the lower abdomen which has been present
for a certain time, and it is very ditlicult in these cases
to estimate the exact time at which the adnexa were in-
vaded by the inflammatory process, because the consti-
tutional make-up of the patients varies very f^reatlv
from this point of view. There is, however, a fairlV
good classification which simply divides those cases
which present very acute onset and those where the
affection develops insidiously. In the first case a pa-
tient will seek relief for more or less severe abdominal
pains which have come on after being exposed to cold
or after overwork. The commencement of the symp-
toms is in most cases very sudden, and generallv coin-
cides with menstruation. In other cases the patient
suddenly presents serious symptoms of .in acute
peritonitis, but these instances are usuallv met with
after a normal labor, a miscarriage or durinsj an acute
gonorrhea. The inflammatory process appears to in-
vade all the tissues of the pelvis and only becomes
localized later on. and when the acute "attack has
blown over bimanual examination will reveal the
formation of pus tubes.
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Til the second class of cases the lesions are exactly

the same as in the first, but they undergo their evohi-

tioii sih'iitly. The various symptoms which hiter on

will form the picture of sali)ino;itis appear one after

the other ; they may be only slightly marked or they

may give rise to considerable trouble, but they always

appear separately. We thus get in the first jilace pain,

which is sometimes complained of on one side, in

other cases it is bilateral ; then disturbances in the

menstruation arise and so the disease continues its

progress. Of course the division into acute cases

and insidious cases is entirely artificial, and between
the two extremes there are very numerous intermedi-

ary conditions.

The first symptom is pain in the region of the

adnexa, usually on both sides, but perhaps more
especially on the left. It sometimes reaches a very

extreme acuteness and never is present in any con-

stant type, excepting that it is increased when the pa-

tient gets tin^d and usually becomes better when the

patient remains quiet in the horizontal position. The
pain increases sometimes a few days before menstrua-

tion occurs and diminishes after the blood makes its

appearance, but in other instances I have found that

it began during the flow and in infrequent cases it did

not appear until after menstruation was finished.

Menstruation itself is nearly always disturbed,

the most marked derangement being frequent and
repeated periods of flowing, with the loss of consider-

able blood. On the other hand, amenorrhea is in-

frequent in these cases. The blood appears every

fifteen or twenty days and the flow may last a week
or more, which is the cause of the anemia almost always

noted in these cases. The concomitant metritis gives

rise to a more or less 23urulent discharge during the

interval between the metrorrhagias, and this leucor-

rhea is sometimes accompanied by pains of a colicky

nature. It has been thought that these colics have
their starting point and their maximum of violence in

the adnexa, and that they coincide with the evacua-

tion of pus, but as the internal orifice in the tube has

in these advancfid cases become obliterated by the in-

flammatory process, it is very probable that the pus
cannot make its exit, and that the uterus, which is

always very greatly diseased, is the source of tlie

purulent discharge. For that matter we all have had
cases where a severe mucopurulent discharge was
present due to an infectious metritis, but where the

tubes were perfectly healthy.

Disturbances in the digestion nearly always com-
plicate these purulent lesions, and have a very notable

influence for the worse on the patient's general condi-

tion.

If the j)atieiit recovers from her first acute attack

she is apt to think that she is well, bc^cause the pains

have disappeared and have only left behind them a
feeling of weight in the pelvis, but suddenly the acute
symptoms will return, usually at about the time of

menstruation, after the patient has taken cold or has
become fatigued. In one or two instances in which a
pain was complained of in the region of Mcliurney's
point I was able to demonstrate at the oix'ration that

it was due to an adhesive inflammation which had
arisen b(!tween the appendix and the diseased adnexa.

Inspection of the abdomen usually does not show
anything in particular. Vaginal examination gives a
very incomplete idea of the condition present, l)ut by
bimanual palpation a very good idea of the exact con-

dition of affairs may be obtained. In cases of catarrhal

salpingitis the tubes feel like little hard, irregular

cords, pointed at their uterine end, swollen at the

other. The anatomical relationship of the tubes has

become changed and on account of the thickening
they have undergone they become heavy and fall

down behind the uterus into Douglas's cul-de-sac.

Cystic salpingitis feels like an oval, hard and irregular

mass which gives rise to the sensation of fluctuation

in certain points. In all these tumors we can find a
distinct separation from the uterus and they are united

to the cornua by a kind of pedicle. The uterus is

pushed to the opposite side if the lesion is on one side

only, but when the latter is bilateral the uterus is

more frequently pushed forwards towards the pubis.

Acute secondary pelviperitonitis is practically only
a complication of acute purulent salpingitis, and is

consequently preceded by the latter affection. It dis-

appears in a few days if the patient is kept quietly in

bed, but it usually leaves the adnexa more or less

bound down in a mass of exudate. In the beginning
there is a sharp pain in the hypogastric region, chills

and temperature reaching 39° C. to 40° C, nausea
and vomiting, in fact, all the signs of an ordinary

acute peritonitis, but what should be remembered is

that the secretion coming from the genital organs is

always increased in amount. At this time fluctuation

is difficult to make out, but in some cases the serum
infiltrates the vaginal walls, which become thick and
to which the French authorities have given the very
apt term of " cardl)oard vagina."

The serous fluid next transforms into pus and this

pus becomes encysted and then all the local symptoms
become more marked, Imt the general symptoms un-

dergo a decided improvement. The pelvic abscess

is thus composed, as I have already pointed out in

speaking of the pathology, and then its next move
is to make its exit. When the abscess discharges

through the rectum we have all the symptoms of an
acute proctitis, namely, a recurrence of the fever,

tenesmus and a very acute dysuria. When the al>

scess bursts through the vagina, the fact is simply

known by the jiresence of pus coming from the geni-

tal canal. If the abscess pocket should burst into the

general peritoneal cavity, a condition that my i^er-

sonal experience would lead me to believe as being

extremely infrequent, it would naturally give rise to

all the symptoms of an acute septic generalized peri-

tonitis.

Evacuation of pus may recur several times when
the abscess has been left alone because it cannot
thoroughly empty itself, and finally most rebellious

fistulas form, which may cause the patient's death by
general hectic.

As regards the diagnosis of the abscess of the

broad ligament, it has been pointed out that the con

dition presents alternatives of increase and decrease

in the size of the tumor, and it is a well-known fact

that the cellular tissue of the broad ligament may be

the seat of an infiammatory process which is very
long in its course and difficult to cure, liut which has

little tendency to undergo sujjpuration.

All pelvic inflammatory proc(!Sses have generally a

chronic evolution, and the acute or subacute cases

are in most instances simply a lighting up of a latent

focus. A jiyosalpinx, after having produced very

acute symptoms, may continue its evolution insidi-

ously, only giving rise to pain and disturbances of
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iii(!ii.strii;it,i()ii up to tim time, wlutn ji pfriiiKitritiH (Icvd-

<)|)s :iii(l tlicii ii pttlvic. (;()ll(i(;ti(>ii is loniitMl. If it, im.
(Icrj^ocs ;iii iiitrii|)<'ril()iii'!il inptiii(! tlio pro^fiiosis is

ulvvuys l»ii(l, liiit tilt! p()ck(!t iiiiiy open into no nuiltcr

wliat or^raii situiited in the nci^liltorliood, and out; or

more (istuhe are t'ormtfd. An !il)sc(!.s.s ol' tlu; l)ro:id

li<i!iment nuiy unchu'go resolution, i)ut UHuaily tin;

suppurative! process (!ontinu(!s and the pockc^t may
open into \\\(\ va«^iiui, the nictum, rarely through the

alxlominal wall and still more inl'retiuently into tin;

uterus or bladder. Alter tlu; pus has been voidtid

th(^ symptoms improve, but the collection will surelv

reform sooner or lat(!r and, as in the case of pyosal-

pinx, llstula formation will result.

After its sudden commeiiceme^nt and high elevation

of the temperature a pi^lviperitonitis will either pass

on to the (ihronic stat(^ or the licjuid collection will

beconu! absorbed or be evacuated into another organ.

In the puerperal form of i)elvic suj)puration tlu;

prognosis is extremely serious.

An experience of more than six years in vaginal

work has demonstrated to me the fact that posterior

colpotomy is a very innocent operation and in the

highest degree conservative. It may be performed
not only in cases of acute purulent lesions in the pel-

vis where it would be imprudent, not to say dangerous,

to perform laparotomy or vaginal hysterectomy, and
also in cases of chronic purulent pelvic lesions. Pos-

terior colpotomy should, in my opinion, be preferred

to laparotomy or vaginal hysterectomy in every case

where the patient is a young woman, when it is the

duty of the surgeon to preserve the adnexa at any cost,

and I know of patients who have had their pelves full

of pus which was removed by vaginal incision and
who afterw'ards became mothers. This conservative

operation in no way compromises the result if any
more radical operation should be deemed necessary

later on, and 1 have never seen a fistula follow in

any of my patients, whose number is already fairly

considerable. To sum up, I may say before describ-

ing the technique and indications and contraindica-

tions of the operation, that every suppurating pelvic

collection that is accessible by Douglas's cul-de-sac is

suited for posterior colpotomy and drainage, the tech-

ni(jue of which I will now describe.

In practice the operation may be considered in

most cases one of emergency, and consecjuently no

very elaborate preparations can be nuide, but if one

has a day or two at his disposal the ordinary prep-

aration as used in any abdominal operation should be

em})loyed, and particular care should be given to com-

pletely' empty the intestines.

The instruments necessary are few and simple.

Two ordinary hysterectomy valves, a few artery for-

ceps, two stout tenaculum forceps, a long and stout

])air of curved scissors, two large glass or rubber

drainage tubes and an irrigator are all that are neces-

sary. To operate easily in the vagina dei)ends

entirely upon the valves used and none have given

me such perfect satisfaction both in simplicity and ef-

fectiveness as those devised by Segond, of Paris. ^^ e

believe that the operators who speak of the vaginal

route as a blind method do so because their vaginal

retractors are improperly constructed and are insutli-

cient, and it is for this reason that I have insisted on

this point.

Another thing that is essential in vaginal work, in

prder to do it properly, is the right kind of au operat-

ing table, one in which mi exaggiTale<| 'l'n'iid<-l<-nbiir{(

position can be obLiined wheu the palK-nt it in the

lithotomy position, and a L'lble (hat fidtiU ihin to |X'r-

fection and which is reniarkabh; by its great Mtn-ngUi

and perfect simplicity is the one invented by Pryor, of

New York. This table has given me entire HatiHftuv

tion, and it is particularly useful in houHe-tr>-liouH4;

operating, as it can be folded up into very fairly

small dimensions.

After having seized the cervix with the two .strong

tenaculum forc«'ps, oik; retractor is placed on the pon-

terior vaginal wall, and the cervix is rlrawn upwanlx
towards the pubis until it raiinot be drawn any farther

by a g(!ntle traction. With the stout curved scishors

a transverse incision varying from four to six centi-

metres in length is ma<le in the vaginal mucouH
mend)ran(! at tlie point where it joins the cervix. The
mucosa should Ix; boldly cut through with one cut of

the scissors, and then introducing the finger through

the incision the adhesions are rapidly Itroken down,
th(! peritoiKMim is felt, and then guiding the scissofH

along th(! finger introdu((;d into the wound the sur-

geon incises the peritoneum, keeping close to the pos-

terior aspect of the uterus. In very pronounced cases

the purulent collection may proie<;t so distinctly into

the cul-<le-sac that the abscess pocket is oj)ened at the

same time that the incision into the mucous membrane
is made. I would here say that occasionally consider-

able hemorrhage may arise from the vaginal incision,

and if it is very considerable I think it is better to

immediately ligate the vessel or vessels giving rise to

the blood before proceeding, because in one case

recently ojierated on (piite a serious post-operative

hemorrhage ensued, which was only arrested after

considerable difficulty. I will say, however, that this

case was simply the removal of the adnexa through
the vagina, and not a pus case, and that the clamps
placed upon the ovarian artery held well and the

pedicle was carefully inspected and no oozing came
from it, and after considerable trouble the lileeding

point was located in the right-hand angle of the vagi-

nal incision. This is, however, the oidy case where
the vaginal arteries have ever given me any trouble.

After the sac has been incised the pus flows out freely,

and then the cavity should be explored with the

finger in order to ascertain if other pockets exist, and
if so they should be broken down and emptied. On
several occasions I have found large jnis tubes on both
sides present, and in these cases, having made sure by
digital examination that the general peritoneal cavity

was protected by the formation of adhesions, I have
opened these pockets with the scissors and inserted a

large drainage tube in each tube with very happy
results.

After the pocket or pockets have been thoroughly
evacuated the cavity is carefully irrigated with a

1-2,000 solution of cyanide of mercury or a l-^>,000

solution of citrate of silver.

If the pocket is very small, a wick of iodoform
gauze may be sufficient, but it is better practice to

obtain a free drainage and for this purpose two gla.ss

drainage tubes or two red rubber drains should be in-

troduced well up into the cavity. The vagina is next
carefully packed with gauze, and an ordinary aseptic

dressing is placed over the vulva and held in place by
a T bandage. The next day the pocket is carefully

cleaned out with ])eroxide injected into one drainage

tube, and after a couple of days the vagiuiU packing
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is removed and renewed. As the pocket retracts it

forces tlie tubes downward and after a few days usu-

ally they may be changed for on(!s of smaller calibre.

Posterior colpotoniy has been more particularly ad-

vised in cases of pelvic suppuration and the so-called

retro-uterine hematocele. This latter condition does

not come into the province of this paper, but I would

like to say one or two things regarding its treatment

by the vaginal incision. As we all know, hematocele

is due to the rupture of an ectopic gestation in a large

majority of cases, and when it results in a large col-

lection of blood and all evidences of hemorrhage have

ceased, posterior colpotoniy is, in our opinion, by far

the better method to adopt under these circumstances.

Lai)arotomy is always a very serious operation when

dealing witli a hematocele, and is always attended by

many difficulties, and ijjosterior colpotoniy should be

preferred to the abdominal route because it is a more

simple operation, far less dangerous, and just as effi-

cacious if not more so than the abdominal incision.

In cases of hematocele tlu; adiiexa can be explored

with as much ease through the vaginal incision as

through the abdomen and tlu^ can be removed with

just as much east; through the vagina if it is deemed
necessary to do so. A¥e believe that there is less lia-

bility of infecting the cavity after the blood has been

removed when posterior colpotomy is done, because we
get a natural and easy drainage and it can be treated

more directly than tlirough the abdomen.

Posterior colj)otomy may also be used as a prepara-

tory step towards vaginal or abdominal hysterectomy,

and after the purulent pockets have been emptied

and drained they diminish in size, the patient's gen-

eral septic condition can be improved, and then if total

hysterectomy is deemed necessary, it can be done

under far more advantageous conditions.

In principle, all cases of pelvic suppuration should

be treated by incision and drainage, and this having

been said we should examine more closely what should

be our conduct in the jiresence of primary or second-

ary pelvic suppuration, be it either acute or chronic.

In those cases where the purulent collection is local-

ized within the pelvis and when it is not comjiosed of

a large number of jiockets, posterior colpotomy is

proper. On the other hand, when dealing with

those cases where the purulent collection is so divided

into minute cavities that the mass forms a sponge full

of pus, so to speak, colpotomy is insufficient and vaginal

hysterectomy is, in our way of thinking, the proper

operation to select.

In doubtful cases vaginal incision can be performed,

the parts can be explored and will be no detriment to

the performance of vaginal hysterectomy if necessary.

When we are dealing with a peri-uterine collection

whi(;h j)rojects into the posterior cul-de-sac, vaginal

incision is indicated. Even in those cases where a

very prolonged inflammatory process has been pres-

<!nt and has changed the walls of the pocket so that

they have become scU^rous and adherent, vaginal col-

potomy may be indi("it(!d, [)rovided that the pocket is

a small one. Every time that the collection is situ-

ated high up in the pelvis, but is accessible to the

finger in the vagina, the vaginal incision is indicated.

When there are several pockets they may all be

opened one into tin; other through the vaginal

incision.

In those castas where the collection is situated high

up in the pelvis and cannot l)e reached by the finger

in the vagina, posterior colpotomy is contraindicated

and abdominal section should be resorted to. When
the purulent collection is very large and surrounds the

uterus, so that it floats, so to speak, in pus, vaginal in-

cision is proper, but on account of the multiplicity

of the pockets vaginal hysterectomy will have to be
resorted to, because in most instances drainage would
not be suflicient.

In this latter class of case it is practically useless to

endeavor to preserve the tubes and ovaries, because

the pus and false membranes which completely sur-

round these organs will progressively give rise to

their destruction.

When we are dealing with an acute suppurating sal-

pingitis or a puerjieral pelviperitonitis, the serious

general condition of the patient demands the evacua-

tion of the pus by posterior coljiotomy, because lap-

arotomy and hysterectomy are particularly grave under
these conditions.

In cases of acute gonorrheal salpingitis or pelvi-

peritonitis the general condition of the patient will

be the guide which will dictate to the surgeon how he

should act, but generally speaking, a large number of

these cases will recover perfectly after the pus has

been evacuated through the vagina unless the pocket
has become secondarily invaded by the streptococcus

or the staphylococcus. Abscess of the broad ligament

is subject to the same treatment.

In closing this paper I would say that posterior

colpotomy is, in my opinion, a justifiable procedure in

a large majority of cases, and, like everything else in

surgery, if we can cure a patient by a simple op-

eration, that is the one to be selected. I have endeav-

ored to point out that the operation in question will

not cure every case any more than will any other

one operation, but it certainly has a vast field of use-

fulness and in many cases a patient will be left with

all her organs of generation in a very fair state of

health, and we should always endeavor not to sacri-

fice these organs whenever the condition justifies.

PARTURITION COMPLICATED WITH SUPPU-
RATING FlBROIDS.i

BY E. H. STEVENS, M.D., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

When I accepted your secretary's kind invitation

to present a case of supjjurating uterine fibroid com-

plicating pregnancy, with an operation, I expected to

be able to refer to other cases of a similar nature

which had been reported. With the limited time at

my disposal for looking over files of medical journals

and books of reference, I have been unable to find a

single case. I presume there are many such cases

which have escaped my attcnition. I hope some one

will be able to refer me to such reports. Such cases

must be relatively rare and therefore all the more in-

terestuig.

The case which I shall report to-night occurred in

my practice in 1897. It has seemed to me of sufficient

interest to warrant my bringing it to the notice of this

society. In looking over the records of my obstetric

cases (something over 2,200), I find mention of 18

cases where uterine fibroids complicated labor. In

all of these cases tin; inotlun- recovered. In only

» Read before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for Ob»
stetricB aud Diseajieu ot Women, February 28, 1900.
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2 ciis(!s was tlu! child lost. 'I'liis docs not iiicliulr- the

ciisc iK'Idrc us.

Miiicli I, Ih;)7, I vviiH consulted by Mrs. 1'., a^c

tliii'ty-"""'- ^''" }?!ive tli(! following liiHtory : Tfii

yciirs inurricd ; miscarried at three months nine

years a<f<) ; not pre^^nant since. Health always ;;ood

u|i to nine months a;;o, wluin she hejfan to have a

bearing down in tin; ixdvis, with pain in tin; hack.

She consulted a IJoston physician, who said sin; had
an (Mdar<f(!d utiU'us. Was tn^ated by (dectricity for

s(!V»M'al months. Thinks tr(!atment nOie,v(!(l symp-
toms. Menstruation has hecMi rej^ular and normal in

anu)unt up to January 12, 1H'.)7, since which tinii! it

has not appeared ; sht^ has had dilliculty in passinj^

water tor two or three wcH'ks past. Kxpciriencied a

feeliiii;' of discomfort at the stomach — not amount-
in <f to nausea— for about the sanu^ leni^th of time.

(Ji-neral health i^ood. Vaifinal examination reveals a

mass whicli nearly tills tlu^ pelvis. This niass is con-

nected with the body of the uterus. The cervix,

which is soft and patulous, is well up behind the

pubes. The whole mass is movable, but cannot be

|)ushed uj) above the l)rim of the pelvis. Diaj^nosis :

Uterine tibroid, probably compli<'.ated by prei^nan(;y.

Patient consulted Dr. W. 11. Haker, who contirmed

the diagnosis and advised waiting developmcmts. On
two occasions it was found necessary to ust^ a catheter

to empty the bladder. On April lath a sudden at-

tack of pain lasting half an hour. An examination

made two hours later showed the pelvis free from the

mass which had tilled it; tlie cervix in its normal

position. In the abdomen a rounded tumor could

now be felt, which was quite freely movable.

From this time until October 2r)th, wIh'u she was
confined, her health was good. On the above dat«'

she was delivered of a healthy female child weighing

eight pounds. The first stage of labor lasted three

liours, second stage two hours. The delivery was in

every way normal. The uterus contracted quickly, a

very small amount of blood being lost. On my next

visit eight hours later, temperature 100°, pulse 80 ;

feeling perfectly comfortable. At five o'clock the

next morning, twenty hours after delivery, woke with

a severe chill. Temperature at this time 105°, pulse

130. When seen two hours later was complaining of

headache. Temperature 102°, {)ulse 110 ; no pain or

tenderness in the abdomen ; lochia free and in appear-

ance normal. A careful examination of the vagina

showed nothing wrong. The uterus was thoroughly

cleaned out and drained with iodoform gauze, ('riiis

was done as a matter of precaution.) At my next

visit, five hours later, temperature was 100°, pulse 80;

comfortable in every way. By evening, temperature

had risen to 102°, pulse 100; lochia free and normal

in ai)pearance. Drain removed and uterus carefully

cleaned ; passes urine freely.

Morning of second day. Nurse reports patient as

having a restless night with slight chill at 2 o'clock

A. M., temperature reaching 10.3.2°. Uterus and vagina

again carefully cleaned ; lochia perfectly free from

odor. Seen at 10 A. M. by Dr. W. H. Baker, tem-

perature 'J9^°, pulse 80. Appears perfectly com-

fortable. A thorough examination by Dr. Baker

failed to discover any tenderness. A few hours

later came a severe chill with high temperature and

pidse, which continued through the night.

INIorning of third day, 8.30. Again seen by Dr.

Baker. Breasts tilling ; lochia free from odor ;

uUtuh with tumor freuly movable, no t<nd<Tii«!M.

Dr. Haker adviscH free une of alcohol ; a coiitiiiu-

wwi' of the intrauterine d«)uche, with yenerr>ut4 U'*-A-

ing. At thiM time the (pie.stion of doing Mimt-lWiug

Hurgi<"allv was diHcuMsed and <lecided in th^ negativi;.

As the pulse and temperature ((>ntinued high with

oth(!r evidt-nces of general neptic infection, I decided

to use antistrepto«;oc<'us scrum. 'I'wenty cubic centi-

metres were injected at 4 r. M., temperature beinj;

104°. Four hours lat«'r tem|)erature had fallen Ut

100°, with free |)erspiration ; general condition goo<l.

iMorning of fourth day. Passed a f.iirly comfort-

able night, temperature I0."5°, pulse 120. Little milk

in bn^asts ; lochia Iwcoming less, entirely free from

odor. Second injection of 20 cubic centimetres of

serum given. Four liours later temperature 101°,

pulse 100; talking two ounc<'s of brandy every two
liours. Stomach retains food well. FA'eniiig t<*m-

perature 10.3°, puls<! 120.

Morning of fifth day. Passed a restless night,

pulse 112, temperature 102°. Dr. W. L. Richarrlson

in consultation. He agrees in diagnosis of general

septic inf<!Ction. Advises continuation of intrauter-

ine injedions and full doses of alcohol. The ques-

tion of hysterectomy was again discussed and de-

(iided negatively. Dr. Darling reports 7io growth

from blood tiiken the day l)efore. A culture taken

from the cervical canal shows a variety of ba(;teria but

no streptococci. The urine, which is fair in (pi.autity,

shows albumin for the first time.

Morning of sixth day. A severe (;hill during the

night, followed by high fever and great prostration.

Color beginning to be bad. At times has profuse

pers{)iration ; mind clear. Takes from 12 to 16

ounces of brandy every twenty-four hours. Bowels
have moved freely each day. From the sixth to thir-

teenth day, no chills. Has only a slight discharge

from vagina, which is tinged with blood and entirely

free from odor. All injections were discontinued.

Pulse and temperature continue high, with free per-

spiration. No tenderness or pain on pressure. Mind
clear when awake; sleeps a good deal.

Morning of fourteenth day. Had two chills since

yesterday, temperature reaching 10()^° after one of

them. Vomited for the tirst time this morning.
Mind wanders in sleep.

Sixteenth day. Seen by Drs. .1. Homans and
W. L. Richardson, who agree that the tumor is prob-

ably suppurating. They advise abdominal hysterec-

tomy as a last resort.

Seventeenth day. Tt'mperature 10."5°, pulse 120.

Slight chill during night: mind dull, but rouses and
talks about operation. A conqdete hysterectomy was
done by Dr. W. H. Baker. There were no adhesions,

the peritoneal cavity being perfectly normal in ap
pearance. The operation was quickly done and was
well borne. Very slight vomiting from ether. Six
hours after the pulse was 110, temperature 102°.

Very little pain.

Eighteenth day. Slept five hours ; had one-eighth
grain morphia subcutaneously. Alnlomeu very little

distended. Mind more clear than for two days. Has
not vomited since last evening. Pulse 110, tempera-
ture 102.V°. Takes brandy and champagne freely.

Evening temperature 103°, pidse 120.

Nineteenth day. Slept but little during night : was
kept -iwake by the incessant itching of a rash which
covers the entire body, in appearance like that seen
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after Jthe injection of diphtlieritic antitoxin. Has

vomited several times ; extremities cold ; several

loose dejections. Abdomen not tender ; very little

distention. Pulse 130, temperature 98°.

Twentieth day. Has slept only three hours of the

last twenty-four. Suffers very much from constant

irritation of skin. The rash, dark red in color, has

become confluent over the entire body. Face, hands

and leiis, swollen and tender to pressure ; abdomen

moderately distended ; no vomiting. Temperature

97°, pulse 140. Evening temperature 104°, pulse

140. Other conditions same as in morning.

Twenty-first day. Rash less red, and less swelling

about face. Almost constiint delirium. Pulse 150,

temperature 10G°. During the day she became coma-

tose and died about midnight, five and a half days

after the operation. No autopsy. The wound was

examined and found to be perfectly healed.

This most unfortunate case presents several points

of interest.

The first question which I have asked myself over

and over again is : Could anything more have been

done to prevent this tumor from becoming septic ?

The second (juestion which presents itself to my
mind is : Would the result have been different had an

operation been done within the first three days after

the first chill ?

The third important question is : Did the use of

antistreptococcus serum do harm ?

I n answer to the first question I can only say : The
surroundings were the very best. A carefully trained

nurse was in attendance. No pains were spared to

have everything used about the patient as aseptic as

possible, both before and after labor. At the first

warnin<r of trouble the vagina and uterus were care-

fully and thoroughly cleaned.

To the second question my answer is : Should

another similar case present itself to me I should not

hesitate to advise an early operation.

To the third question : Did the serum injected do

liarm ? It certainly did no good. The appearance of

the rash two days after the operation caused great dis-

comfort as well as great depression. My own opinion

is that it did do harm.
There was no evidence that the organism which

caused the trouble in this case was a streptococcus.

Jn fact, the clinical aspects of the case would be

against such a theory. I have used serum several

times since in non-puerperal cases, but have always

had ])ositive evidence of the presence of streptococcus,

<!ither from its presence in the blood or from the point

of infection. If antistreptococcus serum is expected

to be of service we should have a streptococcus in-

fection. Where such infection is known to exist we
are justified in resorting to almost any measures which

experience has shown may be of benefit.

Cltntcal ^Department.

Bkitish Losses in South Africa.— The total

losses, exclusive of sick and wounded, have been

29,706, of which the killed in action were 254 officers

and 2,40.'} non-commissioned officers and men ; died of

wounds, 70 officers and 610 non-commissioned officers

and men ; missing and prisoners, 65 officers and 2,624

non-commissioned officers and men ; died of disease,

133 officers and 4,204 non-commissioned officers and

men, and invalided home, 844 officers and 18,433 non-

commissioned officers and men.— Medical News.

GLANDULOPENILE HYPOSPADIAS; TWO URE-
THRAS, ONE EXTENDING TO THE BLAD-
DER, THE OTHER TWO AND ONE-HALF
INCHES LONG, AND TERMINATING IN A
BLIND POUCH.

BY J. COPLIN STINSON, M.D.. CM., SAN FRANCISCO.

M. B., age seventeen years. No history of malfor-

mations in other members of the family. The case is

reported more as an anomaly than for any other

reason. An aunt died of phthisis. As a boy he had
a tubercular knee-joint, which with local and constitu-

tional treatment got well. Since then his general

health has been fairly good. A couple of years ago
he was operated upon for a convergent strabismus,

with fair but not complete success. He is inclined to

be anemic, has smoked and inhaled cigarettes for a

number of years, using on an average one hundred
and twenty a week. About June, 1898, he became
infected with gonorrhea. No history of any opera-

tion of the urethra, penis, etc. Examination showed
a free, purulent discharge. His penis is above the

average size. The glans is well developed ; on its

under surface is a deep vertical groove which repre-

sents the glandular urethra. There is a depression at

the proximal (nearer his pelvis) end of glandular

groove which admits a small probe about one-eighth

of an inch. The proximal portion of glans for

about three-fourths of an inch is covered on its superior

surface and lateral aspects with prepuce, but the in-

ferior surface is free from covering. There are two
linear scars on the skin of the prepuce, one on each

side, extending in a semicircle around the prepuce.

The scars do not meet on the superior surface of

prepuce, but for about one-third of an inch in the

median line of the superior surface the skin is entirely

free from the scar tissue. Where each cicatrix

terminates the skin is heaped up into a mass of fine

scar tissue, each mass being about one-fifth of an

inch in diameter. The glans penis is drawn down-
ward and is fixed at about a right angle to the shaft

of the penis. This is probably due to adhesions,

contraction of scar tissues, and the loss of prepuce

and subcutaneous tissues on the under surface of

glans and penis. There are two urethras, one ex-

tending to the bladder, the other two and one-fourth

inches long passing parallel with the main tube, but

ending in a blind pouch. The external orifice of

urinary urethra is situated in the penile urethra

about one-half inch posterior to proximal portion

of glans ; the opening is small, admitting about a

16 French sound, and its edges are somewhat cicatri-

cial. It is situated slightly to the right side of median

line, and on inspection a small patch of mucous mem-
brane of urethra can be seen. The canal of urinary

urethra is apparently of normal calibre. The incom-

plete urethra is situated close to the left of the

urinary urethra, about in the median line. Its exter-

nal orifice is small, but readily admits the bulbous

end of a pocket-case probe, which passes downward
along the mtidian line for two and one-half inches,

where it terminates in a blind pouch whi(;h does not

communicate in any manner with the urinary urethra.

This I have tested in several ways, for example, by

prob(!S, small sounds and injections. He has no dis-

turbance with micturition or urination, except that
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tlu) stn;:iiii is iilxxit liiilf tii<t iioniiHl si/,*;, uinl passiH

(l()Wiivviii<l !it ri<;liL aii^his to tlm shaft, of tlin peniM.

('opiilatioii is not iiitorfrnid with. Then', was (((ii-

si(hMal)I(' (lis(rliar<f(; of pus from Itotii iinaliras. This

shows tliat th(! otu^ cudiii;' in a Idiiid pou(;h is also

lined with iiukuxis nicnd)ran(!. I had <;oiisid<;ral)li-

troiii)I(' ticaliiii^ th«^ short tulxi. I used daily mild

antiseptic solutions hut with lu) (piictk results. I tlnn

employed a|)plications and injections of earholic aciil

in tincture of iodine, one in t«(n, with a line proi)e and

a liypodennie syrin<^e with a fine l)ut hlunt needle.

With th(^ iodiiu'-(!arholi(; solution th(^ diseharj^e, ceased.

Altogi^ther four injections of carl>olic-iodin(; solutions

were made at two-day intervals with {\\i\ blunt-pointed

hypodermic syringe. The last injc^c^tion was made
July 28, 181)8. Since thou no discliarge at all has

been noted. No operation was done for the deformi-

ties.

%leport;0i of ^octetie^.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES

OF WOMEN.
C. H. HARE, M.D., 9ECRETAKY.

Regular meeting Wednesday, February 28, 1900,

Dr. R. a. Kingman in the chair.

Dr. C. (i. Cumston read a paper entitled

GENERAI, REMARKS ON THE PATHOLOGY AND SYMP-

TOMATOLOGY OF ACUTE PELVIC SUPPURATIVE
PROCESSES IN THE FEMALE AND THEIR TKEATMENT
BY POSTERIOR COLPOTOMY.^

Dr. Baker : I think the society is certainly in-

debted to Dr. Cumston for his very clear description

of th(! patliological process present in these cases,

which is too often overlooked by writers in general.

I tlunk the treatment l)y vaginal or abdominal route

in these cases must depend upon (1) the individual

case, as he has suggested ; (2) upon the experience of

the operator. For my own part I shouUl feel gener-

ally in such cases 1 can save more tubes and ovaries

by the abdominal route than I can by the vaginal.

After separating the adhesions, oftentimes opening

tlie tube, resection of the tube, washing it out, etc., I

think that 1 can save more tubes and ovaries by care-

ful work in the abdomen than I can by the vagina.

However, I think that the operator must be largely

guided by his own personal experience. I have been

very much interested indeed in Dr. Cumston's paper.

Dr. Stevens : I think that Dr. Cumston's conclu-

sions have been demonstrated in former times before

operations were done as much as they are at present.

It was not an uncommon thing to see a woman who
had a pelvic abscess, pelvic cellulitis, as it used to be

called, wdtli free discharge of pus into the vagina, or

into the rectum more commonly, make a perfect re-

covery and bear children. I can remember more than

one case where that has happened, and if that would

happen under those conditions where the thing was

left long enough to discharge, it certainly must l)e

very much more favorable when operation can be done

earlier and very much less destruction of tissue go on.

I have been very much interested in the doctor's

* See page 51 of the Journal.

piiper, and I should feel h ^(xhI dejil -^ I)r. llnlcHr

iloes that the experienc<3 of the operttti)r wouM havii

a goo<l deal to do with HuccesM in thJH o|>eratioii. It

seems t4) me desirable ulways tf> j^et the put out
through the vagina whi-n it can Ix- done, and the
|e<-hiiirpie that Dr. Cumston has pointed out I think

would be ;i help to all oi us in those eiu^es.

|)|{. liicKCK : I have very little to iwid exwtpt that I

beli«!ve, in the operation thoroughly and have done it

(piite a nuiid)er of times. It has iN-eii a source of Hat-

isfaetion in several eases with very large absceHJWjH

where I was obliged to explore aivity afu-r <avity bi-

manually, opc^ning one into another to Hee the thor-

ough r(n:overy whi(-h follrjwed. I should like to say a
word about one condition that is sometimes mistaken
for the ordinary pelvic su[)puration, and that is, for

instance, a case like this : A gonorrhea which is evi-

(huitly extending into the uterus and apparently int/>

the tubes, producing a mass t<» one side of the ut<;ru.s,

and you operate and relieve what you suppose Uj U: a
tube tilled with pus. A sinus remains o|)en (as in a
case which I operated upon this morning) for some
unexplained reason, and after dilating that opeiung
and curetting a few hairs come away, showing the nat-

ure of the case at once. I have had one or two of
those cases in which there was every reason to think
there was the ordinary pelvic suppuration, and in

which a small cyst has been found to be present,

showing one way in which the operator mav Ik^ de-

ceived.

Dr. Holand : The possibilities of the usefulness of

this operation in ectopic gestation are very suggestive,

but in the few cases I have seen (there was one or two
where there was great uncertainty, and one in whicli

the diagnosis lay between extra-uterine pregnancy and
twisted pedicle) the abdominal route was safer and
better. In the ectopic gestations I have had it was
not so much a question of getting rid of the l)lood as

of preventing further hemorrhage. Where vou have
no sepsis to deal with, the alKlominal route is safe un-
less the woman is terribly collapsed, and even then I

have seen them considerably collapsed and recover.
Dk. Dennett : I have seen Dr. Cumston remove

ovaries and tubes through the vagina. I believe one
objection urged against it is that you are working in

the dark. By his method you are not working in the
dark. I have seen him ttike down the ovaries and
tubes so that they are plainly visible with the instru-

ments that he uses. I believe that infection some-
times takes place when the ovaries and tubes are nor-
mal, and not through the lymphatic system by the
micro-organisms going through the uterus itself. I

think cases have been reported as such. I think Dr.
Cumston seems exceptionally successful through that
route, and I was surprised the first time I saw him
operate at the ease with which he did that work, lx>th

removal of the ovaries and tubes and uterus.

Dr. Kingman: I am glad Dr. Cumston has l)rought

up this matter, for many will agree with him in the
advisability of operating on this class of cases throu::h
the vagina who might have some ditlerence of opin-
ion when it came to some other forms of vaginal o|>-

erating. Personally I have been in favor of the vag-
inal route for these cases and operate by preference
by that method. I have a case for to-morrow at the
Carney Hospital, with a large accumulation of pus in

the pelvis extending upward, which I suppose will

be operated by that method. It seems to me it offers
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a favorable opportunity of saving organs which other-

wise might have to be sacrificed, and this is certainly

a consideration of value.

Dr. Cumston : I would like to give an instance

where vaginal colpotomy was the only thing that

saved the patient's life. *A young lady was confined

in August. Normal labor. ^Nothing went wrong for

the first two weeks, and about the oidy thing in her

previous history was that as a young girl she had

been in a private hospital for what was called an ab-

scess of the ovary, and a very excellent surgeon in

this city had charge of it at that time, but when I

questioned him on the subject he had only a faint

recollection of the condition. This patient went well

until two weeks after confinement, when the tempera-

ture began to go up. I found the uterus all right.

The temperature stayed up several days about ."58.5°

C. As it would not go down by douching, 1 went

over the endometrium carefully with the curette, with

the result that it dropped immediately after the opera-

tion, but only to remain a day or two, and went up

and continued to go up every day, until after watch-

ing that patient a fortnight I came to the conclusion

she was going downhill and would probably die from

sei)ticemia. In the meantime she complainc^d of pain

on the left side at the site of her former trouble. Pal-

pation revealed a mass. It was tender to pressure,

and it was hard to say what size it might have been,

but perhaps the size of a mandarin orange. On con-

sultation with the gentleman who had formerly taken

can; of her, we agnu'd that the proper thing was to

drain that pocket which was done through the va-

gina, but unfortunately for myself I considered the

pocket so small that I i)ut in gauze drainage and not

a tube, as is my habit. The patient simply went down-

hill until five days later she was almost moribund,

thoroughly septic. Consultation again with the same

surgeon. He thought she could not live and that

another operation was useless. I was not satisfied,

and with him I agreed to hav(! another gentleman in

consultjition. That gentleman decided in my favor

that a second operation was the proper thing. I

went in again, opt^ned up another small pocket, put in

two large drainage tubes and drained that cavity for

somewhat ov<!r four weeks. That patient is practi-

cally well to-day. She went out about the last of

November for the first time, and is now about and go-

ing out every day and in comparatively good condi-

tion. The only trouble she has is at the time of men-

struation ; she has some little pelvic pain on that side,

which I think is due to adhesions. I was perfectly

able to demonstrate the exact nature of the lesion on

palpation through the incision. I could demonstrate

to my entin^ satisfaction that all the trouble was on

tli<! left side. She was saved by the operation. It

was no case for hysterectomy. I have seen other

cas«rs when; perhaps the condition was not(piit(; so bad

as in this patient, but v(!ry serious, and if allowed to

go on as in this would hav(; presented the same symp-

toms.

There is ow, thing in reply to Dr. lioland 1 would

say. I mentioned in my paper in regard to pislvic

hematocehi that I shouhl not advise posterior colpot-

omv exc«!i)t in those cases where the collection of

blood had b(!come encysted and I was positive the

bleeding had stopped.

Dr. E. H. Stevens, of Cambridge, read a paper

on

PARTURITION COMPLICATED AVITH SUPPURATING
FIBROIDS.'*

Dr. Baker: This case is certaiidy a most unusual

and very instructive one. It seems to me that Dr.

Stevens has hardly laid stress (enough on the thorough

work that he did with this uterus during tlie puer-

perium. From the time of the first rise of tempera-

ture, which to his mind meant some infection, know-
ing the location of this to be probably inside the

uterus he began at once his work with the endo-

metrium, cleansing the cavity with the curette and en-

suring perfect drainage from the uterus. In going

over the case from time to time with Dr. Stevens it so

hap[)ened that the times that I saw her after the oper-

ation occurred just after he had done some such

thorough work as I have just described, the tempera-

ture had dropped and things looked very much more
favorable and as if things then were going on all

right, but we were led into error. I think the lessons

drawn from this case, unusual although it is, and the

only case, so far as my knowledge goes, where a like

condition has been present, is, that in such a case,

not yielding to the first curetting, and the first

thorough cleansing of the interior of the uterus, know-
ing the presence of a fibroid in the substance of the

uterus, we should proceed at once to hysterectomy

and not lose any more; time. My ex])erience of nearly

thirty years in the diagnosis, course of develojiment

and appropriate treatment of fibroids of the uterus

has been full of the greatest interest and importance.

Without enlarging the scope of the subject of the

paper of Dr. Stevens to too great an extent, 1 would
briefly say that as the result of that experience, in a

large majority of cases I have found the existence of

fibroids of the uterus in married women to be the cause

of sterility. In a small minority I have found preg-

nancy occur, and during the course of such pregnancy

to greatly increase in size, and with the subsequent

involution of the uterus after labor to find a corre-

sponding diminution in the size of the fibroid, even in

some cases its absolute disappearance. That the exist-

ence of a fibroid during pregnancy does complicate

matters to a somewhat sca'ious ext(!nt, I think no one

could question, but I feel unwilling to accept my fixed

rule of procedure to be applied to such cases in general,

and know of no subject the individuality of which

case must be more carefully considered than the ap-

propriate treatment of one belonging to the class de-

scribed by Dr. Stevens. Among the cases of this class

which come prominently to my mind is.tlie following :

Mrs. E. W. P., referred to "me by Dr. J. M. Smith,

of Barnstable, Mass., January 29, 1H82, was thirty-

two years of age. Had been married four years.

First noticed at the time of her marriage; an enlarge-

ment of the abdomen on the right side, whi(;h seemed

to her about tin; size of her fist, and which slowly but

steadily increased in size. This gave her no special

pain until about a year l)(;fore she consulted me. Then
it was noted that about the menstrual period it in-

creased much in size and became j)aintul. Being the

wife of a sea-captain she sailed with her husband

from Zanzibar for home, September 24, 1881, and

when she consulted nie slu; had had no menstruation

for five months. There was no special inconvenience

noticed except frecpiency of urination and constant

nausea. She was examined by a prominent authority

* See page 56 of the Jourual.
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ill riOiidoii in NovcMubcr, with i\w opinion Umt hIic

WHS not ]>n>*;inint and tliiit tin; iilmrnct; of licr incri-

st Illation was diui to tlni cliani^c. of cliinuti!. Alioiit a

inoiilli licforc! sIk^ (Hiiistiltcd iik; hIk; ft-it u dciridcd

(|iiickcnin^, and tliis inotioii had ;^rown stron;^cr in

th(^ last month. IMiysicral cxaiiiination shonrd thi-

ntcrns to lie ciiiar^i'd iin»'(|nallv . Thi- h-ff, half of ii

si'cincd soft to tlui feel, and thronj^li the. ahdoininal

walls I conld detect the motion of i\n\ fotus. 'l"hc

left half, liowcnor, felt hard and had risen to a point

ahont live inches ahovc; tlni umhilieus. Diajfiiosis of

pregnancy at tin; l)(^<fiiinin<; of the sixth month com-
plieatcMl with fibroid, int(!rstitial in ciiaracter. 1 rc-

fcirred the (^ase to Dr. (). \V. Doe for dflivery.

April 2'.)th Dr. Doe brought on labor at the (^ijflith

month, eonsidcM'ing it unwise to wait any longer for

natural delivery, on aeeount of the great size of the

jiatient. Wv- delivered her safely and her eonvales-

cene(! was uiuiventful. 1 saw the pati(!nt six months
aftcn-wards, tlu^ mother and ehild both lieing well, and
although I (U)uld still (U'tei^t the presence of the

fibroid, it had diminished two-thirds in si/e from that

which it was when I first saw her.

Other cases I have in mind, but am not able at this

monuMit to refer to the notes of them, where tin;

fibroid has entirely disappeared during the piier-

perinm. Some eight or t(!n years ago, the late Dr.

Francis Minot reported to the Obstetrical Society of

Boston one or more similar cases, and my remem-
brance of the discussion at the time was that his

jiaper brought out a number of illustrative cases

wh(!re fibroids had entirely disappeared after hd)or.

Dr. IJiiECK : I would like to show a specimen
which somewhat bears on the present discussion —
pregnancy with fibi'oid tumor in which hysterectomy

was done. Single woman, thirty-six, about five

months pregnant. She had a large tumor to the left

and above the uterus which reached high into the h^ft

hypochondriura and which was movable. The size of

the tumor was that of an average musk melon, and
that of the abdomen what might be expected at s(!ven

and one-half months' pregnancy. Thinking it was
probably ovarian 1 advised operation, and yesterday

morning operated with the assistance of Dr. Twombly.
We made an incision just below the umbilicus, and in-

troducing the hand found this tumor proceeding from

the left cornu of the uterus with a very large pedi-

cle. It showed the muscular fibres of the uterus so

distinctly that I thought at first it might be a uterus

bicornis, but further examination showed it was pro-

bably a fibroid. The question was whether to let the;

tumor alone or attempt removal. In manipulating

the uterus to see if he could get the pedicle, the (pies-

tion was deci<led by a very j)rofuse hemorrhage which

took place at the junction of the tumor with the uterus.

This could not be permanently controlled on account

of the friability of the uterine tissue. It Avas tempo-

rarily controlled by gauze pressure and the comjilete

operation done, the uterus being am[)utated above the

cervix. The patient has made* a complete recovery,

the convalescence having been a very smooth one.

Du. C'l'MSTOx : The <iuestion of complications due

to fibroids during pregnancy and the post jiartnin is

extremely important both to the general practitioner

and the surgeon, and is a vast subject. I think the

society is indebted to Dr. Stevens for his valuable

contribution to the subject,

s March 16, 1900.

Wf all know thf frequency of tm-tritiM in cjihi-* of
fibroi<l, and the Hcrioii.-i (u>iiipli<ationH whi<th may en-
sue from the IcMioiiH of the i-ndiuiictriniii ; we aUo
know of the renal coinpliciitionH due to thi-Me growthN,
such as pyelonephritis. Various fornn of eyxtitiH are
also met with. Hemorrhage complicating fibroid

growths of the iiteriiH is proliahiy the niont frequent
and one of the moHl Herioiis coinplicatioim »hie|i

may o<:cur, and is more fre»juently met with during
the post partum, although cases are reeonit^l where
loss of blood occurred during gestation, in which cane
the neoplasm was usually seated in the cervix.

Of these complications I will say nothing, and Hliall

confine my riMiiarks to the inflammatory and infectious

processes occurring in fibn)ids and which frequently

coinpli(;ate tin; post p:irtuiii. .Naturally their fre-

(pieiKry has considerably diminished sim-e the intro-

dudion of antiseptics. TIk; septic complications are
of two origins: They are (either produced in<lirectlv

by the fibroid, following obstetrical manij)iilations and
operations of all des(ri[)tions necessitatetl by the pres-

ence of tin- growth, and where jiroper surgic;il anti-

sepsis and asepsis have been improjierly carried out;
or the complications may be produced directly from
a necrosis of the growth which has been produced
by laceration or com{)ression that they have under-
gone during labor, or following a softeninj' of the
hlirous mass during pregnancy.

It is, however, nec(!ssary, in order that infection

shall take jilace, that an entrance has been given to

the pyogenic germs existing without, because it is

well known that a subperitoneal fibroid, for example,
which has lost all its connection with tlie uterus an<i

which is free in the abdominal cavity will never give
rise to any septic process. But even after a jierfectly

normal labor, numerous lesions can be produced in

the lymphatic and venous channels which allow an
easy access to pathogenic bacteria if strict surgical

cleanliness is not observed.

My experience with pregnancy coniplicateil bv fi-

liroids giving rise to septic conditions is limited to two,
and I will bri(;fly report these cases and (juote a few
others that have been reported in the general medical
literature.

Case I. We saw in consultation a young woman,
twenty-five years old, who had been delivered of her
first child four weeks jireviously. The labor, other
than being rather tedious and long, had been perfectly
normal^ Twenty-five days after the confinement the
patient had a chill and the temperature went up
to 3'J° C. At our visit we found the abdomen dis-

tended, the pulse 120, presenting the peritoneal tyi)e.

The urine contained a considerable amount of albu-
min, and indican was present. I'pon examination the
uterus was found to reach nearly to the umbilicus ;

the cervix' was soft and the uterine cavity, which was
greatly dilated, was found filled with a dirty, fetid pus.
In the right iliac fossa a large purulent jMicket was
found communicating with the cavity of the uterus.
This was opened l)y posterior eolpotomy and explored,
which resulted in removal of the debris of a fibroid

tumor about the size of an orange, which had U'come
compressed during labor and had undergone gangrene.
The bits of neo|)lastic tissue were removed, the cavity-

was irrigated and thoroughly drained, ami the patient
made an uneventful n-covery.

CasK II. The patient was a woman thirty-two
years of age, who had been married five years, during
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which time she had had four miscarriages, all occur-

ring about the second month. Wlien seen for the

first time a pregnancy of about four months, compli-

cated with a fibroid tumor, was diagnosticated. About

two weeks after seeing the patient, she developed all

the symptoms of a pelviperitonitis, and in a few days

gave issue to a fetus about five montlis old. About

ten days after the miscarriage the i)atient had a cliill,

the temperature reached 40° C. and the pulse was

rapid and intermittent. This condition did not change,

and as the symptoms of septicemia were rapidly in-

creasing, we decided to open the abdomen. Laparot-

omy was performed and we found a large subperito-

neal fibroid, which had contracted firm adhesions with

the ])arietal peritoneum, the omentum and intestine.

Palpation of this large tumor showed that in certain

spots it was fluctuating, and an incision was made over

the most proinint-nt point of fluctuation, which gave

issue to about a litre of yellowish, creamy pus. On
account of the great adhesions binding the growth,

which would necessitate a very long and tedious op-

eration for its removal, and could not be withstood by

the patient on account of her very poor general condi-

tion, we drained the pocket and closed the abdomen.

The patient, however, died in twelve hours after the

operation, but unfortunately no autopsy could be ob-

tained.

Here are a few other cases which I have found re-

ported. The first is that recorded by Ilegar of a pa-

tient three months pregnant, and who presented a

large uterine fibroid, which had become softened and

inflamed, reritonitis developed and laparotomy was

done, but the patient died three days afterwards.

Treub reports the case of a woman twenty-seven

years old, who for several years had presented an ab-

dominal tumor which extended up to the umbilicus,

but had never given rise to any pain. Menstruation

had always been regular, and when seen she had been

married for a year and was about three months preg-

nant. She then developed a peritonitis, and a mis-

carriage occurred five days later. There was a severe

hemorrhage following this, which was controlled by

ergot. There then developed a fetid vaginal dis-

charge, with fever and a poor general condition. The
tumor was found to extend above the umbilicus, and

curettement under narcosis was decided upon, and at

tlu! same time to make a complete examination. The
tumor was found to be solid, and no fluctuation could

be made out. The uterus could not be mapped out

from the tumor, so that in all probability it was a fi-

l)roi(l very intimately connected with the body of the

organ. Curettement brought away the debris of yel-

lowish tissue, and consecjuently the diagnosis of a

gangrenous fibroid was made. On the next day the

alxlomen was opened, but the adhesions attaching the

growth to the abdominal wall and intestine were so

thick and firm that it was considered dangerous to

break them down. A median incision was made, ex-

tending along the entire anterior wall of the uterus in

order to enuchsate the neoplasm, which was found free

in the uterine cavity. The tumor was removed, the

uterus and abdomen were sutured and the cavity of

the uterus tiglitly ])acked with gauze. The patient

recovered in spite of two ut(!ro-intestinal fistulaj. This

was a case of a fibroid tumor which had attained an

advanced degree; of necrobiosis.

Frommel's (;ase was a woman in the fifth month of

gestation. The fibroid, which was about the size of a

fetal head, was inflamed and softened ; peritonitis de-

veloped and myomectomy was done. She recovered,

and was delivered at term.

Croffard reports the case of a woman in the sixth

month of a pregnancy complicated with a uterine

fibroid. The neoplasm surrounded the cervix like a

cuff. Symptoms of infection arose and as the fetal

foot protruded it was seized and the child delivered.

Infection, however, continued and seventeen days later

the abdomen was opened. The neoplasm, which was
gangrenous, was so adherent that removal was impos-

sible. As much of it was removed as was possible by
the thermocautery and the tubes were removed. The
patieiit recovered.

Bonipiani has recorded a case of a thirty-five-year-

old primipara who had a fibrous tumor in the posterior

wall of the uterus. Artificial abortion w^as performed
during the sixth month, after which the patient de-

veloped a pelviperitonitis, but recovered.

There are a few rare instances of so-called spontan-

eous purulent disintegration taking place in fibroids

during pregnancy, which are in all probability due to

septic infection. 1 have only been able to find two,

one reported by Krukenberg, tlie other by Cappil.

In the first case the patient was suddenly taken with

chills and presented symptoms of severe peritonitis.

Miscarriage took place and six hours after this the pa-

tient died. Necropsy revealed pus in the broad ligament,

in the peritoneal cavity and uterine cavity. In the

second case there was an ovarian cyst and on the right

upper angle of the uterus was a fibroid with torsion

of the pedicle, which had resulted in gangrene of the

neoplasm. From this condition there had resulted a

local inflammatory change in the neighboring intesti-

nal coils, with the result that the intestinal bacteria

had invaded the growth and suppuration had resulted.

In some cases we get an edematous softening of the

fibroid which is followed by a necrobiotic disintegration.

The edematous condition is usually due to hemorrhage
into the neoplastic tissues resulting in cystic formation.

There results an engorgement of lymph and if any

chance for infection is offered after delivery the neo-

plasm becomes rapidly purulent.

Other complications due to fibroids may occur dur-

ing the post partum, such as phlebitis, inversion or pro-

lapsus of the uterus, all of which appear to be infre-

quent, and this also may be said of eclampsia and

rupture of the bladder, both of which are due to pro-

longed pressure by the growth. One case I ffnd

recorded long ago by Depaul, i.i which intestinal com-

pression occurred, the patient dying with all the symp-

toms of strangulation of the intestine.

Dr. BrI'X'k : Dr. Cumston has referred to myomec-
tomy during [)regnancy. If the conditions were any-

thing like what they were in my case I can hardly

consider it possible. The uterine tissue was friable

and the uterine vessels so dilated I do not see how
hemorrhage could be controlled.

Dr. Bakkr : I think as we get more and more ex-

perience in oi)erating upon fibroids that the cases are

very few in which myomectomy cannot be done to-day.

I have notes of cases of fibroids of the uterus where I

have persisted with the ojjcration and removed as

many as thirteen without removing the uterus or in-

terfering with the ovaries or tubes in any way, and

left the woman in a condition that I hope she may yet

be a happy mother.

Dr. Kingman : I am a strong believer in myomec-
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tomy. I luiv« a patient in St. Eli/.uheth'H lIoHpi-

tal from whom I n-movcd a tumor of ulioiit two
pounds' wci;flit, iiii intcr.stitial fil)roi(l protrudiii;^ .somc-

wliiit into tlu- (tavity of tin; utorus, ^^ivin;; rJMt; to pro-

fuse licmorrlisi^c in a youii<; married woman anxious

to have a family. 'I'lie tumor was very (iasily taken

out witli almost no liemorrha<r(;. It H(;(;mH to me it is

a i^riiat accomplislimcnt to he ahh) to save tin; uterus

and appendages, and not feel tliat in the laru;e major-

ity of cases we must saerilice them.

I)k. SrKVKNS : My (!.\|)(!rienc(! with uterine tii)roids

suhse(pu'nt to pregnancy would he in aec(jrd with Dr.

liaker's. Without any (piestion, in a nund)er of in-

stances the si/e of the tumor has V(!ry markedlv di-

minished duriui^ the involution of the uterus and in

two instances has [)racti(;ally entir(dy disappeared. In

regard to this })articular case I havt; reported, it may
seem a little strange that \\w (pu'stion of suppuration

of the tumor liad not been decided on tiarlier. It was
not tender in any particular, and it seemed to all of us

who saw it that with a su[)j)urating fibroid under those

conditions, which had acutely become septic, we nmst
get some localized tenderness. In regard to doing a

myomectomy in case of a suppurating iibroid suhse-

(juent to delivery, it seems to me that we should al-

ways bear in mind the chance of having a septic uterus

and that if we leave the uterus and take away the

tumor we may not remove all of our foci of sejjsis and
still have trouble. If a similar case should present it-

self to-day I should not hesitate to do a complete hys-

terectomy.

Dk. Boland : In regard to fibroids complicating

pregnancy, one case gave me a good deal of trouble in

delivery, which was a breecli. I found an intramural

fibroid as big as the fetal head. It was in the time of

the Apostoli treatment. I got the outfit and used it

faithfully. The tumor had disappeared very largely by

the end of about three months, and until Dr. Baker

spoke I supposed the reduction in size was due to the

electrical treatment. As she did not pay her bill she

has not i-eported since, so I cannot give the final re-

sult.

AMERICAN LARYNGOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Second Annual Congress, held at the
Hotel Arlington, in Washington, D. C, May
1, 2 and 3, 1900.

first day.

The President, Dr. Samuel Johnston, Balti-

more, Md., in delivering the opening address, re-

ferred to the increased attention which had been

given in recent years to aftections of the larynx and

their bearing on other complaints. A large amount

of credit for this was due to the association, whose

meetings had been annually increasing in interest.

At the last meeting in Chicago many important i)a-

pers were read, and he trusted that the present meet-

ing would be even more memorable. To attemj)t to

make a survey of the progress that was being made

even in this one branch of medical and surgical sci-

ence would involve a herculean task, which he

shrank from undertaking. He would therefore e(Mi-

fine himself to a few practical suggestions as to the

policy which should be followed by the association in

the future. Among the points on which he laid

moiit HtreM w(;ro extn;m<! care na to th«; (pialiflcA*

tioiiH of the new memlM^rH they udmitud uiid the

adoption of Hueh meaHuruH uh wt-nr de4;med monl eiFi-

eaeiouH for the purpose of induciii;^ old and exptjri-

enced mend)erH not only to retjiin the.ir memlxTHhip
iiut also to keep up an active intereHt in the aHMx.-io'

tion. lie next touched on the iiecehMity of ^rientitir:

research and clinical laryngology going hand in hand,

and in regard to the arrangement of programmen for

their meetings, he suggeste<l that it w<*uld Im- li«;tter

to have a few good j)apers with amj»le time for their

proper discussion than that they should have a great

array of pap<!rs, many of which could not \h: read,

much less discussed, for want of lime. He concluded

l»y suggesting the introduction of some sort c»f a cen-

sorship to pr(!vent theories which had nr)t storxl the

test of (;linical experience i)eing sup|)0?^ed to c^rry

with them the endorsement of the asso<;iation when
published in the Transactions of the association or

elsewhere.

laryn(;kal ikritation a caise ok asthmatic
tauoxysms.

This was the subject of the first jiaper on the pro-

gramme. The author, Dr. William C. (iLasgow,
St. Louis, Mo., being absent, the paper was read by
title.

Dr. Thomas Amory DkBlois, Boston, read a

paper on
fractures of the nose.

He stated (1) that a broken nose was generallv not

broken ; (2) that the subject could be divided accord-

ing to the degree of injury ; (^5) and also relatively to

the parts involved. By his first assertion he implied

that in most cases there was no fracture of the bone
itself. It might be more properly classed iis a disloca-

tion. The nasal bones became separated at their in-

ternal borders from the nasal processes of the superior

maxillaries ; this, although accompanied by more or

less violence, was not in itself a true fracture, and
this solution of bony continuity was by far the most
common variety of broken nose. Secondly, the in-

jury might not alone involve the small nasal bones
(for it was impossible to move one without the

other), but it might l>e more severe, and result in

fracture of the nasal process of the superior maxil-

lary or the zygomatic arch oi the malar, as from the

kick of a horse. The author exhibited drawings
showing examples of the different kinds of simple

fractures and dislocations which were commonly met
with, and then proceeding to deal with the subject of

treatment, said that in many cases where the patient

could be seen sutliciently often it Wiis found that appa-
ratus could be dispensed with. In cases where for

one reason or another apparatus of some sort was
considered advisable, he was in the habit of using soft-

rubber tubes, applied internally, for the purpose of

getting the nose back into its proper position and
shape. This was in cases where the same object

could not be effected by manipulation of the ringers.

In some cases he also used external splints, and these

he made of plaster of Paris. He understood that Dr.
Leland, of Boston, thought that splints ought to l>e

dispensed with altogether, but his own experience was
that they were necessary in some cases, though bv no
mean>J in all.

Dr. Emil Mayer, New York, in opening the dis-
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cussion on the paper, said he was opposed to the use of

the softrrubber tubes, because of their irritating

tendency. This was why vulcanite tubes were often

used.

Dr. DkHi.ois explained that he used the rubber

tubes not so much as splints as for the purpose of re-

storing the nasal organ to its natural shape. They
were never allowed to remain in the nostrils for any

length of time.

Du. Wi 1,1. 1 AM E. Casskliucuiiy, Chicago, said he

was afraid the rubber tnbes would cause unnecessary

pain. He advocated the giving of ether to patients

who iiad to b(! operated on for nasal fractures or dis-

locations.

Dk. .Jonathan Wright, Brooklyn, remarked that

the Greeks had frecpient occasion to deal with broken

noses in connection with their jiopular sports, and

they used practically all the methods that were used

now, together with some that might well be used.

lie advised those not familiar with it to study the

Hijjpocratic method of treatment. One thing par-

ticularly to be avoided was the introduction of ab-

sorbent material into the nostrils.

J)i{. .John O. Rok, Rochester, said he had found

aluminum a good material to use for external

sj)lints, one recommendation it had being its light-

ness.

Dr. II. L. Swain, New Haven, Conn., remarked
that useful hints as to the treatment of broken noses

w(U'e to be found in the work of an author less an-

cient than Hippocrates— he alluded to the work of

Dr. .Jonathan Wright, of Brooklyn, where he thought

some things would be found that were not known to

the Greeks.

Some remarks followed from Drs. F. C. Cobb and
.1. Payson Clauk, of Boston, both of whom urged

the avoidance of splints as much as possible.

Dr. Simpson, New York, having exhibited a splint

'which he recommended, Dr. DkBlois closed the dis-

cussion by replying to some of the criticisms.

Dr. .1. ¥j. Logan, Kansas City, read a paper on

atrophic rhinitis.

He protested against the multiplicity of terras that

were used to describe this disease, and said they were
as much in the dark as they were ten years ago as to

its etiology. While something was to be said in favor

of the g(!rm theory, the ex[)erim<jnts in the way of

inoculation so far failed to support it. He was dis-

posed to think that the disease had its origin in the

accessory sinus.

The view of the author of the paper received some
supj)ort from Dr. Clark, Boston, but was dissented

from l)y Dr. Wright, Brooklyn. The latter sug-

gested that a more probable source of the disease was
to be found in the occlusion of the connecting veins.

Dr. Wright also called attention to the fact that the

complaint was more common among broad-nosed peo-

ple, and referring to statistics (piottnl by the author to

show its greater fre(piency among women than among
m(;n, he suggested that the sexual life might also have
something to do with it. lie thought, howciver, that

the origin of the disease was not to be traced to a sin-

gle cause, J)ut to a combination of causes.

The discussion was continued by Drs. Swain and
Cas.sklbkrry.

Dr.. Kmii, Mayer, New York, contril>uted a paper

recurring membranous faucitis due to the
bacillus of friedlander,

at the same time reporting a case which showed all

the same symptoms as those reported in Europe.
His patient was a young woman who had recurring

membranous growths at intervals never exceeding a

fortnight, and yet never showed any constitutional ef-

fects.

The pai)er was discussed by Drs. J. E. Boylan, Cin-

cinnati ; A. W. De lioALDES, New Orleans; Swain
and Wri<;iit.

The secretary read a paper by Dr. T. R. French,
Brooklyn, on the

EMPLOYMENT OF THE UPRIGHT POSITION IN ETHER
OPERATIONS UPON THE NOSE, THROAT AND OTHER
PORTIONS OF THE HEAD,

with exhibition of a chair to facilitate such operations.

Several members said that they would have liked to

discuss the paper, but the chair ruled that it would be

irregular to do so in the absence of the author. The
secretary was instructed to request Dr. French to

bring the subject uj) at another meeting at which he

could be present.

The presentation of a number of instruments and

specimens closed the proceedings for the day.

SECOND DAY.

The second day's proceedings commenced with a

business meeting, at which reports were presented

from the secretary, the treasurer and other officials,

showing the alfairs of the association to be in a satis-

factory condition. The nomination of officers for the

ensuing year resulted as follows : President, Dr.

Henry L. Swain, New Haven, Conn. ; First Vice-

President, Dr. Henry L. Wagner, San PVancisco,

Cal. ; Second Vice-President, Dr. Arthur Ames Bliss,

Philadelphia, Pa. ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr.

James E. Newcomb, New York, N. Y. ; Librarian,

Dr. J. H. Bryan, Washington, D. C. ; Member of

Council, Dr. Samuel Johnston, Baltimore, Md.
A discussion on the subject of

THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF LARYNGEAL CANCER
AND THE TREATMENT

was introduced by Dr. John N. Mackenzie, of

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, who dealt with

the methods of diagnosis and general principles of

treatment. The subject he considered of such im-

portance that, as he mentioned, he had left a sick bed

in order to be ])resent and take part in the debate.

The present unsettled condition of the question led

him to confine himself to the statement of certain

views that were entertained on the subject, and the

submission of certain propositions, which some might

considitr either revolutionary or reactionary, but which

nevertheless he hoped would meet with some support.

Leaving out of account the possible existence of a

cancer bacillus, there remained three methods of

diagnosis, namely, (1) the naked eye, or diagnosis by

ocular examination ; (2) thyrotomy ; and (3) the

microscope. The second, of course, was often in-

cluded in and ancillary to the first. In his opinion,

it was impossible to exaggerate the importance of

examination by the naked eye. It was the most
practical of the three methods, and it was unfortunate

that it was so often relegatcid to a subordinate position.
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Kv(M'v n\H(mrc.(i of (tliiiictil work hIiouM Im) mtuln iih)>

of Ix-foro \\\{' rccMHirsc! vv:is li:ul to tlio mi<To.s(!0|»r.

It indeed slioiild l)e \\w very lust court of appeal.

'V\\v. literature of the day sliowtui that far too little

reliance was placed on cliiucal work, and far too much
on the niicroscope. Thert! was no solitary si;;n hy

which they could detect cancer. They must .i,M<>up all

the phenom(^na and form thinr (liai^noHis ac(;ordin;,dy.

Hut supposinj; tliey had vveii(lied all tho facts, and a

reasonahle doubt still existed, would they not tlnm Im;

justitied in removing- a portion of the frrowth for tlu!

purpos*! of sul>jectin<( it to microscopi(ral examination ?

In spite of all the authorities to the contrary, In; em-
phatically said, " No." The reasons he had for ohjc^ct-

in<f so strongly to the removal of any part of tin;

affected tissiu; w(>re that it (exposed i\\v, patient to auto-

iid'ection, stiimdated the growth of the cancer, if such

it proved to Ix;, and often led to misleading conclu-

sions. It was not to be forgotten that cancer was an

infectious process. He l)eli(^v(!d that sooner or later

its ba(ullus would be diseov(U'ed, and that then tin;

disease would cease to be treated surgically — the

place of the knife being taken by an antitoxin.

JNIeanwhile the cardinal fact that they had to face was
that tlu; surgical treatment of cancer had resulted in

failure because the methods had not been sufficiently

radical. They had not completely removed the dis-

ease. So long as they left the lymphatics to carry

infection to other parts, they were bound to fail, and
after painfnl experiences he had come to the conclu-

sion that the only hope of success lay in the total

extirpation of the organ and also the lymphatics.

Surgeons had ceased to trifle with cancer in other

parts of the body, and there was no reason why they

should continue to trifle with cancer in the larynx.

I)i{. I). H. Dki.avan, New York, who was down
on the programme to report on the

STATISTICS KELATING TO THE TUEATMENT OV
CANCER Br THE DIFFERENT METHODS,

said he was very much in the position of the author

who headed one of his chapters. Snakes in Ireland, and

then proceeded to say, " There are none." In regard

to cancer, it was not literally true that there were

none, but such as existed were of very little value,

principally because of the tendency on the part of

surgeons to report only their successes, and withhold

all mention of their failures. For this reason, in

collating such statistics as he had, he had found it

necessary to eliminate all the American operators.

Only a few European operators had reported both

failures and successes, and the statistics he had

gathered from their reports left the entire matter in a

very unsatisfactory condition. He suggested that

surgeons should be urged to practise greater frank-

ness. The spc^aker proceeded to give the meeting the

benefit of his researches for what they were worth.

Du. J. Soi-is-CoHEN, Philadelphia, spoke on the

surgical procedures connected with cancer. He re-

marked that Dr. Mackenzie had struck the keynote

of the matter, so far as surgery was concerned, when
he said that a mori; radical operation was necessary in

order to make sure that the whole of the infected area

was removed. As regarded the procedure, the lirst

danger to be guarded against was from the accumula-

tion of septic material and its passage into the lungs.

To avoid the latter, he operated with the head lower

than the shoulders, which was easily accomplished by

allowing it to hang over the tublt;. In Hoine ttuum it

might be found dcHirubh; to |MTf«;rin a |)re|iiiiiiiary

traitiieotomy, but if the pulieni wum in hiicIi a condi-

tion that he could not w.'iit for the ru«licul operation it

should be performed at once. In order to prevent

septic pniMinioni.i, it was neceHMary to shut off ail

commuiMcation from the mouth to the air pa-<sage«.

Another important point was to avoid all dressing,

and it was alsct essential to be carefid in the aft«rr

treatment, the patient being put iti a bed with the

foot-board raised, so a.s to ke<!p tlnr head low. The
operation reipiire(l the co-op«-rati(jn of the laryngeal

ndnd and tin; mind of the general Hurg(;on.

Dr. Swain said that in view of tlur discouraging

stjitistics it was desirable, if possible, to look on the

brighter sid(!, an<l with that end he related some of his

experieiK'cs at New Haven.

I)i{. C. ('. Kick, New York, said it was important

that the laryngologist should not turn f)ver his pa-

tients to the general surgeon until he was sure of his

diagnosis. He thought, too, that some laryngologist«

W(!re inclined to operate too early. Especially afU;r

hearing tin; discouraging statistics, he thought tlnry

would do wisely if they did iu)t come t^)o soon to the

conclusion that an operation was r(!(piired.

Di{. Em IK Mayer, New York, said the assistance

of a general surgeon was always desirable, Injcause

additional operations were sometimes found necessary

outside of the region of the larynx.

Dr. a. B. Thrasher, Cincinnati, thought the re-

moval of a small part of the growth with a view to

microscopical examination was sometimes justitial)le.

Dr. W. K. Simi'sox, New York, agreed with the

last speaker, and said he considered it would be very

unwise to extirpate the larynx without a previous

microscopical examination.

Dr. F. C. Cobb, Hoston, gave the results of some
of his experiences with thyrotomy.

The authors of the papers then replied on the de-

bate. Dr. Mackenzie stating in answer to (juestions

that his experiences with the entire extirpation of the

larynx without the removal of the lymphatics con-

sisted of three dismal failures. The plan he recom-
mended of including the lymphatics in the removal
had not yet been tried, so far as he knew.

Dr. Cohen said that in the next case in which he
was called on to 0})erate he would insist oti taking out

the entire larynx and the lynnihatics.

Other papers on the programme had to be post-

poned for lack of time.

third day.

A paper was presented by Dk. Autiiik Ames
Bi.iss, PhilMd('l])liia, on

SEVERE HE:M0RRHAGE after Ol'EKATIONS ON THE
THROAT AND NOSE, WITH A REPORT OF FIVE
CASES.

In the absence of the author it was read by title.

Dr. F. E. Hoi'Kixs. Springlield, introduced the

subject of

SECOXDAIJY HKMORKHAGE AFTER THE LSE OF SU-

PRARENAL EXTRACT.

He said that the universal use of suprarenal extract

had caused its value to be so fully recognized, and he
himself had been so strongly impressed with the fact
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that it enabled them to i)erforni bloodless operations

on the nose, and also to cut into the septum inter-

nasally, that he was unwilling to believe anything

against it. Yet he had been forced by experience to

acknowledge that there was a danger of secondary

hemorrhages occurring, and he thought it his duty to

call attention to this danger in ordcir that it might be

guarded against, and not at all from any wish to decry

the merits of suprarenal extract, or to advise against

its use. These secondary hemorrhages came on sev-

eral hours after the operations, and were often so pro-

fuse as to alarm the patient. At first he had supposed

that the hemorrhages might be due to the too early

removal of the packing, or to some exertion on the

part of the patient— to anything, in short, except the

trusted suprarenal extract ; but he had come reluc-

tiuitly to the conclusion that there was a likelihood of

having more profuse; secondary hcnnorrhages after the

use of cocaine and suprarenal extract than after the

use of cocaine alone. This oj)inion was confirmed by

the responses he had received to a circular letter he

had sent out to other specialists asking their experi-

ence. Indeed, so thoroughly was the danger of these

secondary hemorrhages recognizinl by some operators

that they always packed tlu; part carefully before dis-

missing their patient.

I)k. Swain said that while he had not noticed any
serious increase in hemorrhages after such operations

since suprarciud extract had come into use, he thought

it natural that the greater contraction caused by a

combination of cocaine and suprarenal extract shoidd

be followed by a correspondingly greater relaxation.

There must always be some after-hemorrhage whether

cocaine alone or a combination of cocaine and supra-

renal extract was used.

Dr. J. W. Farlow, Boston, said that he had heard

some of his assistants complain of these secondary

hemorrhages, but personally he had never had any
of the trouble describiid. The fact that so many
others encountered them made him think there must
l)e something in the way of the preparation of the ex-

tract or in the treatment to account for the different

results.

I)k. a. "W. Watson, Philadelphia, said he had
found cocaine just about as useful as suprarenal ex-

tract. The reason for the hemorrhages coming on
later after the use of th(! latter was evidently that its

action tcaided to defer the relaxation. He made it a

point after administering cocaine alwaj's to keep his

patients with him until the natural relaxation came
on.

I)u. Hopkins, in his reply, repeated that he did not

wish to discourage the use of suprarenal extract, but

only to show the necessity of greater care in its use.

A CASK OF (JZKNA OK PROBABLY SPHENOIDAL
ORIGIN

was reported by Dr. J. W. Farlo\v, Boston. The
patient, a young lady, suffc^red from nas^l discharge

and tli(r formation of offensive crusts. She had been
treat(;d without success l)y several physicians before

coming to th*; author of the paper. Dr. Farlow and
his assistant took great pains ov(!r the ease, which
proved to be one of a very obstinate character. Ulti-

mately by washing out the si)henoidal sinus such a

marked change was effected as to indicate that that

was the source of the trf)ul)le.

Dr. Looan said the case just reported coincided

with two he had liad, in which relief was given by
opening and draining the cells.

Dr. Samuel W. Langmaid, Boston, expressed the

belief that in the near future they would hear of many
more cases of sinus infiammation. No doubt infhi-

enza was the cause of much of tliis sinus troul)le, and
they would probably get cases of chronic sinus inflam-

mation as the result of recent epidemics of the com-
plaint referred to. They ought in all such cases to

ascertain the condition of the sinuses, and not be con-

tent with the superficial work of spraying the nose.

Drs. Watson and Farlow added some remarks
on the same lines.

Dr. J. B. Clark, Boston, contributed two pajiers

:

(1) bullous middle turbinates ; (2) TW'O CASES
OF BENKJN GROWTH OF THE LARYNX.

In regard to the first class of cases, he said that re-

moval of the growth was the one rational treatment.

Dr. a. B. Thrasher, Cincinnati, described a case

in which he had successfully removed a fibroma of the

larynx.

Dr. C. C. Rice, New York, reported two cases of

partial paralysis ok the vocal chords,

which, he suggested, were due to over or improper

use of the telephone.

Dr. a. W. De Roaldes, New Orleans, reported a

case of the

removal of a pin from the larynx

after it had been there two years, causing the child

who had swallowed it infinite suffering, and leading it

near to death's door before the parents brought it to

the reader of the paper for radical treatment. Imme-
diately after the operation the child began to improve,

and soon was quite well.

A conversation of some length followed on the re-

moval of pins by other operators, and also as to the

best way of removing them.

The report of Dr. D. B. Kyle, Philadelphia, on

A peculiar case of migratory foreign body,

with x-ray illustration, was discussed in the same con-

nection.

Dr. T. M. Murray, Washington, read a pa])er

on

tracheal injections in the treatment of pul-
monary TUBERCULOSIS.

In answer to criticisms, he said he did not mean to

convey the impression that tuberculosis could be cured

by the process indicated. He did maintain, however,
that it was a valuable aid to recognized methods of

cure, and particularly the climatic one, while it gave
the patient much immediate relief.

The other papers, several of which had to be read

by title, were :
" Correction of the Den'iation of the

Nasal Septum," by Dr. John O. Roe, Rochester

;

" Angioma Cysticum of the Nose," by Dr. H. L.

Wagner, San Francisco ;
" The Surgery of the Tur-

binal Bodies, with a New Method of Operating," by
Dr. Boylan, Cincinnati ;

" Dermoid Cysts of the

Nose," by Dr. II. S. Birkctt, Montreal ;
" Recur-

rent Tonsillar Tumors," by Dr. R. P. Lincoln, New
York ; and " Hemorrhage from a Peritonsillar Al)-

scess," by Dr. W. F. Chappell, New York,
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On Dinhetes Mrlllliis iiiid (ihicosurin. \\y IvMii.

Ki.KiA, iMi.l)., iM.l). l*|)." ;n;i. I'hii.ill.iiiiii.i !

1'. MlakisU.n's Son I't Co. 1!M»0.

Ill IS'.IH Naiiiiyii |)ul)lisli('(l tlio most coiiipriliciisivc

work OH (li.ihctcs wliicli has ever b(M!ii written. In

tlie sjiiiH^ yciir iippcannl the second (idition of Von
Noonlcn's work, based on an observation of .'{;'>,'{ pji-

tients and Williamson's treatise. In IH'.ll) the frieiirls

of Kiilz gave to tlu^ world the investigations of the late

scientist on 1,100 patients and jmblislied (>*,):i protocols

of his cases. These four volunuvs are standard works
and oni^ naturally looks at a new book on diabetes with

a critical eye. Does the author present the sum total

of the literatun; in a clearer manner, is tlu; wealtli ol

his matcn'ial greater, or has he hem mort; proiitic in

original work? Only when one or all of these speciti-

cations are fulfilhul is a new book justilied.

Dr. Kleeii published the jiresent volume in Swed-
ish ill ISIKS, and a few months ago its translation into

English was completed. It opens with the following

sentence :
" Under the name diabetes mellitus are in-

cluded diilerent pathologic conditions which, how(ner
imperfectly understood, undoubtcsdly in most cases af-

fect the central nervous system, and which are char-

acterized by a faulty metabolism, as a result of which,

under ordinary diet, there takes place the excretion in

the urine of an abnormally large amount of sugar."

It is only justice to the author and translator to say

that the latter {)art of the book reads more smoothlv.

The historical review of the subject contains no refer-

ence to Dobson's use of opium in the last century or

to Rollo's genius in pointing out a hundred years ago
that vegetable food should be excluded fi'om the dia-

betic's diet, which should consist of a restricted amount
of animal food and fat. As this is essentially our

treatment to-day, Dobson and Rollo deserve credit for

their discoveries.

There is a good chapter on the geographical dis-

tribution of the affection. " Among all people be-

yond the pale of culture, diabetes is very rare."

" With ... a moi'e intense culture ... we are

bound to find more diabetes mellitus." As to the

influence of diet in the etiology, he thinks " it is too

rich a diet, both as regards the mixed nutriment and

more especially as regards alcohol, . . . and that the

importance of large quantities of starch and sugar

has been exaggerated . . . laborers on sugar plan-

tations show no special disposition to glycosuria."

The chapter on glycosuria is simply a compilation

of the existing literature, to which the writer con-

tributes but rarely from his own experience. The
diiferences which he points out between simple glyco-

suria and mild diabetes are well drawn. On page 74

occurs the following sentence in reference to the amount
of sugar in the urine :

" Higgins and Ogden speak of

20%(?)." If the author had read the article of Hig-

gins and Ogden with even a moderate degree of care,

he would not have miscjuoted them and so found it

necessary to doubt their statement. They say nothing

about 20% of sugar in the urine.

Symptoms and complications occupy more than a

fourth of the book, but the chapter is remarkable by

the absence of statistics from the author's own cases.

He mentions 3 cases of recovery from diabetes.

WluMi th(^ patients came under observation they showed

tio Mii|;ar, but ittt prfM(;ii(;e ut uii eurlier dut4- wiim mtU-
liiMl by ndiable uiithoriticH. The fimt waM foljowinj^

iiitliien/a. Kiglit ami eight'tenthn Hiigur wa« fcmnd in

the urine, but six montliH liit<;r the iiij^eHtion of .'iOO

gramnieH of carbohydrates [jrovoked noglycoHuria. Th«
second develo|)ed aft«'r a violent blow on the forehea/I,

and the urine conUiined sugar a year and u lialf ufu;r

the injury, but six months and two yeaPH lut^^r reHp«;c-

tively was sugar free. The third wa.** a teacher in

whose uriiH! 7.")% sugar had l)een found, l»ut live

months lat<'r was aide to take 200 grammcK of carliohy-

drates a day without glycosuria. It would be of great

interest to know the condition of these patients after

th»! laps(( of a few years. The section clos(!s with an

ac<'()unt of 24 <"ases. We an; disappointed again here

to lind instead of scientific studies simply jdeasing nar-

ratives of patients. No data are offered regarding the

amount of ))rott!ids and fats in the jiatient's <liefs and
only scant records of the (;arboliydrates. Ammonia
and acetone arv never (piaiititated and IJ-<^xybutvric

acid is estimated but onc(! (piantitatively in the whole
book and then only imperfectly. The amount of urea
is but randy statttd, and in 3 of the cases there is no
record of the twenty-four hour amount of urin«!.

A chapter of seven pages is devoted to Diabetes In-

fantilis. That a fourth of even this short account is

taken up with the records of 2 cases in girls, fourteen

and nineteen years of age, respectively, shows the

rarity of the disease in early life. An excellent sum-
mary on diabetes following extirpation of the pancreas
follows. How conscientiously the author has studied

the literature is evident from his discussion of meta-
bolism and nutritive needs. The origin of acetone

and diacetic acid in B-oxybutyric acid is clearly

brought out. " Whenever I see a frank Gerhardt's
reaction with the urine of a patient receiving an
abundant supply of calories with his food— which
generally presupposes a certain amount of carbohv-

drates— I know at once that an exclusive diet on
meat and fat will not remove the glucose from his

urine." That this is not a universal experience the

following case, which was furnished us by Dr. Pfaff,

will show : A boy came under his care on August
21st. He was on a liberal diet, weighed 00 pounds,
and passed 6 to 7 litres of urine daily. The amount
of sugar was between o and G% and Gerhardt's reac-

tion was present. On the 2()th of October following
the weight of the boy was 98 pounds ; sugar and the

(icrhardt reaction were both absent.

The rules laid down for the investigation of a

case of diabetes are good. We feel that much is

learned by knowing the amount of urea, as this to a

great extent is the measure of the nitrogenous portion

of the patient's food. As a rule an excessive amount
of urea means neglect on the physician's part to pro-

vide his patient with an ade(piate supply of fat.

The chapter on treatment is disappointing and as

far as it relates to diet will we fear do more harm
than good. Without adducing a single experiment
in support of his position he says :

'* I have no doubt
that this dietetic principle (restriction of proteids) is

at present on its last legs." Unfortunately for the
writer's conclusion, Naunyn and Leune give facts to

support their position.

()ne finishes the chapter with the impression that

the treatment of diabetes is a laissez faire procedure,
while on the contrary if there is a disease which
taxes the ingenuity, the judgment, the enthusiasm and
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skill of the doctor, it is this. The writer lays so much
emphasis on the harm of an absolute diet that the

good results from such treatment in the prevention

and cure of complications, the general well-being of

the patient, and the gain in the power of assimilating

carbohydrates are not adequately presented. He
says :

" The disadvanUiges of the absolute diet, even

in mild cases, are unfortunately very great . . . they

almost invariably lose flesh." In our opinion, if a

mild cast; of diabetes loses flesh on a diet just strict

enough to keep the urine sugar-free, the fault is with

the doctor. He does not know how to feed his pa-

tient. The author so fears underfeeding his patients

and their death from coma that in severe cases,

though without li-oxybutyric acid, he allows 80 to 100

grannnes carbohydrates in twenty-four hours and in

the severest cases of all is forced to the conclusion

(not shared by Naunyn, von Noorden, Kiilz, Lenne,

Kbstein) that he promotes " best the interests of such

patients by allowing them a generous if not an un-

limited amount of bread and potatoes." A pint of

cream contains about four times as many calories with

only one-third as much sugar forming material as

bread, but, strange to say, cream is not mentioned in

the whole article on treatment. We agree with Dr.

Kleen in recommending ordinary bread instead of

diabetic breads and are glad to coincide in general

with his views on drugs.

Atlas and Epitome of Special Pathologic Histology.

By DocKNT Du. Hermann Durck, Assistant in

the Pathological Institute ; Prosector to the Muni-

cipal Hospital L. I. in Munich. Authorized trans-

lation from the German. Edited by Ludvig Hek-
TOEN, M.D., Professor of Pathology in Rush
Medical College, Chicago. Circulatory Organs,

Respiratory Organs, Gastro-Intestinal Tract. With
62 colored plates. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders

& Co. 1900.

This is a small book composed of 148 pages of text

and G2 colored lithographic plates made from micro-

scopical drawings. The volume deals with the spec-

ial pathological histology of the circulatory and respi-

ratory organs and of the gastro-intestinal tract. Most
of the plates have two figures. The lithographic

work has been excellently done. The drawing of

most of the plates is good. The text consists of short

descri])tions, in most instances facing the plates, and a

condensed discussion of the subjcicts with which the

book deals. The most important defect which we
have met with in looking over the book is the treatr

ment of the intestinal lesions in typhoid fever. The
plates illustrating these are among the most inferior

of the l)Ook. We think that the book will be of con-

siderable use to medical students as an aid in their

study of pathological histology.

The International Medical Annual Synoptical Index

to Remedies and Diseases. For the twelve years

1«87 to IH'JO. New York : E. B. Treat & Co. 1900.

This small volume of 391 text pages aims, as stated

in the preface, to " fulfil all the requirements of an

ordinary index, and at the same time contain in a very

condensed form those facts which are likely to be

wanted for reference in everyday practice." This idea

has been consistently carried, with the result that in

small compass is contained a large number of useful

therapeutic facts systematically arranged, which will

no doubt be of service to the practitioner.
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THE MEDICAL SITUATION IN CHINA.

It is evident that whatever the immediate outcome

of events in China may be, the world at large is likely

in the future to have a constantly increasing interest

in the customs and manners of the Chinese. This is

particularly true in matters pertaining to medicine,

for the state of medical science in any country is un-

doubtedly an excellent index of its progress toward

civilization. Medicine often runs counter to religious

observances, as shown by the jjrejudice even in our

own day in certain quarters against dissection and sim-

ilar means of studying the human body. If such pre-

judices have not been wholly overcome, even in com-

munities which boast the highest civilization, it is by

no means surprising that in China, where superstition

still dominates thought, medical practice is at a pe-

culiarly low ebb. In conversation with a medical

missionary some years ago, he said that the difficulties

of performing even the simplest mutilating surgical

operations were almost insuperable owing to the fanati-

cism of the Chinese, who were far more willing to die

than to enter a future existence cursed with a body

devoid of any of its physical attributes. It is clear

that for a nation about entering upon what is likely to

be a protracted war which will undoubtedly lead to

a great loss of life, the prospect is something appall-

ing from the medical point of view. We are unfor-

tunately familar enough with the fact that deaths from

disease in any long-continued campaign are always in

excess of the deaths from casualties in action. The

boon to modern armies of an efficient and properly

equipped medical service has done far more to mitigate

the horrors of war than all other means combined.

So far as we can learn, this is entirely lacking among

the Chinese. The wounded and the sick must die

without medical or surgical aid, in any modern sense

of the terra. To draw a still darker picture, it is alto-

gether depressing to think of the possible fate of pris-

oners of war whom the Chinese armies may from

time to time take. If present indications are to be
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trusted, this wiir will do iniicli to rcslon! coiiditioiis

under wliieli iirniics sullVrctd in tln! Middle Aj^es.

A rcHUMit ediloriiil in the Ldiirrt diseussiih in consid-

eriihle dc^tail tlx- present situation in China with re^^anl

to tlie condition of inudieal knowhidji^e. It appears

that in all China tluM-e, an; hut two schools at which

there is an att(unpt to tc^ach aystinnatie uuxhM-n nieiii-

cine and surj^(!ry, one at Tientsin and the other at

Hong-Kong. Iji Hung Chang has heen tin; patron of

the school at Tientsin, his idea being to providf; phy-

sicians trained in W(!stern ini^thods for his army and

navy. He is said to have stated that "he ho|)ed an-

atomy and chemistry would form a prominent part in

the training of the students, for he ludd these sci(Mices

to be the basis of all true medical knowledge." These

arc notable sentiments, no doubt shared by a certain

number of the better educated among the Chinese, but

how small an impression they have made in the coun-

try at large is sulliciently shown by the fact that but

two schools have been established at which such doc-

trine could, in any sense, be taught. AH tin; evidence

goes to show that practically throughout China the

sanu^ old su[)erstition and fanaticism regarding medi-

cal practice prevails as has prevailed for hundreds of

years.

However earnestly and conscientiously the mission-

ary enterprizes to the Chinese may have been carried

out, we are being forced to the conviction that tlusy

have failed, that no material part of the popidation

has been Christianized, and that the very missionar-

ies themselves are being exterminated. We have long

been convinced, and have previously expressed our

conviction in these columns, that the introduction of

modern medical methods into China, quite indepen-

dently of any creed of which they might be the ex-

|)ression, would accomplish far more than the insis-

tence upon the acceptance of this or that dogmatic

belief as a preliminary to scientific progress. In

other words, it is desirable that the teaching of the

facts of science, and particularly of medical science,

should precede the inculcation of doctrine. Recent

events appear to have proved the correctness of this

position, but the Lancet analyzes the situation still

further in a way which had not hitherto occurred to

us. We quote its conclusions :

The medical missionaries from Great Britain and the

United States of America have done a great deal of ex-

cellent hosjiital work in China ; but it is perlia[)s unfortu-

nate that the medical work has been accompanied in al-

most every instance by religious proselytising. 'J'here

seems little reason to doubt the fact that the p^og^e^s of

medicine and, what is still more important, the progre.-:s of

general education and science and even of civilization,

have been thwarted by the fact that the converts are in

most iu'^tances tinged with conversion to a new religion.

The young Chinese trained in medicine are almost all

Christians, and the fact is <leterrent to the advance of

medical science amongst the Chinese. AVe believe tliat

were science to be taught to the Chinese in a purely secular

way Christianity might follow, but it seems impossible to

civilize the Chinese by means of Christianity. The

iTafiKiiHiie havH tx'conM) rivili;;i'(l irrcniMrtivKlv of Chris-

tianity. Kiicourtigi! Hcc-nlar wi;Mti;rn fdiicnlion ami vnrier-

iiilly me<ji<al .Hcienci; in Chinn, Mend (,'hinamcn thiio trained

into every centra and town of Cliina, and a lifavrn will Im;

introduced and a difTuHion of knowledge uprpad through

the len;^tli and breadth of ('hina which will in thn near

future bring many good things in itn train — atnon;; olheri,

we truly Ixdii've, u considerable cMiverNion <»f Chinamen
to Christianity.

It is altogether irasy to conceive that with thedeeply

rooted prejudice against (^hristianitv, the Chincfle

physician, however skilled hr; might be, would bv the

very fact of his identificution with the hated foreign

religious teachers at once lose his inHuenco over his

countrymen. Sucli advice may be late, but we quite

agree with the Ldiicet that the proper method to

pursue is to demonstrate the results of Christian civili-

zation first, in the hope that the doctrine underlying

such civilization may ultimately be adopted by a suffi-

cient number of the natives to bring about radical

reforms. Experience at least has shown that the

other order of procedure has led to most unfortunate

results.

BRITISH MEDICAL AKKAXGP:MENTS IN SOUTH
AFRICA.

It is a common experience that when an investiga-

tion of whatsoever sort is instituted its promoters are

very apt to find a justification for their efforts. It is

scarcely human to be above criticism, and it appears,

on the other hand, always a difTicult matter for the

investigators to preserve a fair judicial attitude toward

the object of tiieir investigation. The criticism of the

liritish Army Medical Service in South Africa is a

case in point. It requires no reiteration here to recog-

nize clearly the fact that medical arrangements in time

of war, and particularly if that war is being conducted

ill a foreign country under highly disadvantageous

hygienic conditions, are likely to be imperfect, even to

the extent of positive danger. The dilRculties of the

situation must be admitted, and criticism made in a

spirit of fairness and with as complete a view as jx)s-

sible of all the facts. The last few weeks have made
us familiar with the scathing criticism which Mr. Bur-

dett-Coutts has seen fit to visit upon the British Medi-

cal Corps in their treatment of the sick during the

South African campaign. AVe have hitherto hesitated

to comment upon the matter, because we felt we were

not ill possession of information which would permit

a fair expression of opinion. It appears to be freely

admitted that in certain camps there has been a large

amount of typhoid fever and a crowding of the hospi-

tals and improvised shelters far beyond what any one
concerned would wish. This means added suffering,

no doubt, and very possibly what a critic might regard

as neglect. At the same time it must be remembered
that the difficulties of providing in all cases proper

sanitary arrangements are almost insuperable under

such circumstances. We are by no means disposed to

palliate faults which might have been corrected, but
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we are convinced that a charitable point of view will

bring us nearer a just estimate of the entire situation.

Tiie British Medical Journal comments on the

charges which have been made and publishes a letter

from Mr. Treves, which certainly should be given due

weight before we hastily attempt in our minds to fix

the blame :

There is no doubt, the writer says, that there has been a

great deal of typhoid fever in the army, especially among

the forces engaged north of the Orange River. Mr.

Frii)p, the chief surgeon of the Imperial Yeomanry Hos-

pital, in a letter dated June 4th, informs us that he had

shortly before visited Bloemfontein and Kroonstad. In

Bloemfontein there were at that time over 5,000 sick, most

of whom were suffering from enteric fever ; while in

Kroonstad the three hotels, the town hall, and the church

had been converted into hospitals, even the billiard tables

being reijuisitioned to accommodate cases of enteric fever.

He adds that as the railway had been opened, the surgeon-

general was engaged in rapidly pushing up adequate hos-

pital accommodation. The train in which Mr. Fripp re-

turned brought down 241 sick to Bloemfonteio, where they

were admitted into one of the general hospitals, bringing

the number of sick it contained " to the huge total of

1,800." Mr. Fripp describes the water supply all over the

country as extremely bad. " Water," he says, " in the

small streams at the bottom of the river beds is often very

muddy." Dead horses are generally to be seen in the

streams, and they are never above the strong suspicion of

being typhoid infected. It is impossible for all water that

is required for drinking purposes to be boiled; there is

not fuel enough.

Mr. Treves writes a very judicial letter, not how-

ever without feeling, at what he regards as the baseless

charges made by Mr. Burdett-Coutts. The exact

j)resent situation cannot be known to Mr. Treves

since he is now in England, but it seems inconceiva-

ble to him that a department which withstood so well

the trials of the Natal campaign should have sud-

denly collapsed as its critic implies. We quote some

of Mr. Treves's remarks :

My experience had induced me to think that the organi-

zation of the army medical service was sound and good,

that the general schi'me of work and of administration

was cfHcient, and that the lavish arrangements planned by

the director-general were carried out by his subordinates

in a liberal, thorough and business-like manner. I cannot

think that our sick have been treated witli " neglect " and
" inhumanity," as Mr. Burdett-Coutts asserts. Instead of

neglecting their patients the surgeons I met worked with

bean and soul, sparing themselves in no j)arlicular, and of

the untiring and unhclfish devotion of the nurses 1 have

already spoken. This war has been a war of surprises.

The casualties have been higher than the gloomiest ever

dreamt of, and there was no reason to anticipate that the

outbreak of enteric fever would assume the enormous

proportions it has as^umed. 1 left South Africa with the

imjtression tliat nothing more could have been done to

mitigate the sufferings of the sick and wounded than had

been done when a lenq)erate regard for the circumstances

of war was kept in mind. The army medical service can

lay no claim to the gift of prophecy, nor to the power of

aniicipaling the future, but so far as any reasonable fore-

sight can go the department seems to have done all that in

fairness could have been expected of it. Mr. Burdett-

Coutts will, no doubt, substantiate the points detailed in

his report, but his preliminary account is conveyed in

language which so savors of the theatrical that it fails to

carry with it an overwhelming conviction. INIobile field

hosj)itaIs, if they have to do the work they are intended to

do, cannot take beds with them. It is better for a typhoid

patient to lie upon a blanket and waterproof sheet on the

ground — as Mr. Burdett-Coutts describes — than to be

hurried helter-skelter to the base. No human being can
tell how the progress of an epidemic may proceed, nor how
the numbers of the sick will be distributed. Preparations

may be made for 1,000, and the admissions may not reach

10. It is impossible to avoid overcrowding at times, and
equally impossible to provide in every detail for emergen-

cies which no reasonable foresight could anticipate. The
seat of war is at least three weeks distant from the seat of

supplies, and in those three weeks a region free from dis-

ease may become the seat of a desperate epidemic. The
movements of the troops cannot be exactly foretold. It

would be better for the country to be flooded with doctors

and nurses rather than that the soldiers should suffer, but

it is(juite impossible that the medical arrangements can at

a time of war overthrow all those circumstances of trans-

port and supply upon which the conduct of the campaign
depends. Unfortunately in war the war comes first, but I

should imagine that in no campaign has there ever been

such solicitous and successful care for the sick.

This whole unfortunate matter must now, no doubt,

be sifted down to bottom facts, and we hope it may
result in future benefit. As we look at the question

from a necessarily superficial and distant point of

view, we cannot restrain the conviction that the de-

gree of inhumanity and neglect will be found to be

far less than Mr. Burdett-Coutts imagines, however

conscientiously he may think he has tabulated the

facts of his iuvesti<fation.

MEDICAL N0TP:S.

Small-Pox and Tyi'iioid Fkvek at Nome.— It

is reported that both of these diseases have appeared

at Cape Nome. Quarantine and sanitary arrange-

ments are very imperfect, and uidess stringent action

be taken considerable epidemics are feared.

Inteknational Congress of the Medical
Pkkss. — An International Congress of the iMedical

Press will be held in Paris, beginning July 26th, in

connection with the Exposition.

BOSTOM.

Acute Infectious Diskasks in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, duly 18, 1900, there were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria ;")?, scar-

latina 18, n-.easles 40, typhoid fever 8.

NKW YORK.

Mortality Statistics. — The Health Depart-

ment reports for the month of June show a still

further reduction in the mortality of the city. The
deaths recorded during the four weeks ending June
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30tli r(!|>i(!H(Uit ail Miiiiital dralli rati; of 17,41), iih

ajfaiiiHt 18.H;| lor tlu- lour woeks preceding. 'I'ln- mur-

tality is also less than in tho corrospoiKlmj^ four wt-cks

ol lasl yi'ar, when tlit; (Icalli-ralf was lIS.CiO. As In-,

fore, the dcallis from piiciiiuoiiia sliow tin; ;,'n'at<'st de-

crease, tlie weekly av(M'a<(<! from tliis diseaso iMiiiif

I.'il*..'), against 21;') in May. TIk; weekly avora^^n of

(leallis from pulmonary tuherculosiscleeliiied from I7t..'>

to 142.")
; from bronchitis, from .'50.2;') to 21.2">; from

wlioopiiiii' eoMijli, from 14.;') to 8.7.")
; from scarlet fe-

ver, from 1 1./) to 7 ; and from iiiliuenza, asidt; from

pniuimoiiia, from 7.5 to 4. The mortality from dipli-

thoria, measles and typhoid fever remains about the

same. On the other hand, with the advance of warm
weather, there has been a considerable increase in tlu;

number of deaths from diarrheal diseases, the vvec^kly

averaj^e for the four weeks in June being 73, against

17.5 in May. In the week ending June 9th there

were only 16 deaths from this cause, but in that end-

ing June 30th the number amounted to 171, MU) of

which were in children under five years of age.

Vacation Schools. — The attendance at the

opening of the vacation schools of Manhattan on July

8th showed an increased interest in the movement,

tlu! number of applicants at most of the schoolhouses

being about twice as large as there were accommoda-

tions for. There are ten of these vacation schools,

ea(;h accommodating six hundred, and they are all sit-

uated in the crowded tenement-house districts on the

lower East Side. Tbe small children are given kinder-

garten instruction, and for the larger ones are courses

in drawing, cooking, dressmaking and manual training

of various kinds. The hours are from 9 to 12, and

there are frequent trips to Central Park and the large

suburban parks. In addition, the playgrounds of the

schools are open every afternoon, and instruction is

given then in gymnastics and games.

New Hospital of Nassau Hospital Associa-

tion.— The new hospital established by the Nassau

Hospital Association in Mineola, Long Island, was

opened with appropriate ceremonies on June 30th, and

among those who made addresses were Ur. Walter H.

James, of New York, and Superintendent C. Irving

Fisher, of the Presbyterian Hospital, New York. The
hospital, which is a large frame building, with wings

on either side and an operating pavilion in the rear,

standing on a plat of five acres, is designed to supply

the needs of the new Nassau County, which consists

of that portion of Leeds County which was not in-

cluded in the limits of Greater New Y''ork.

Decision in the Fayerweather Will Cask. —
The final decision in the noted Fayerweather will case

was handed down by Judge Lacombe in the United

States Circuit Court on July 12th. By the terms of

the will, which has now been declared valid, $210,000

is bequeathed to the Woman's Hospital, $50,000 each

to St. Luke's and the Presbyterian Hospitals, and

$25,000 each to the Mount Sinai Hospital, the Meth-

odist Hospital, Brooklyn, the New York Cancer Hos-

pital, the MuiihntlHh Kyft and Kar Flonpital. ili. .N. w
York Kyo and Kar Infirmary, and the .Montcfiore

Home for Chronic Invalids. '

A IIkavv IFkakt. — In making the autopny at the

morgue, on .luly Hlh, of I lie body of an unknown man
who had died sndrlerdy on the Ktreet, Dr. Ilamilton

Williams, coroner's physician, found that tin; heart

weighed 'M\ ounces, which is believed to be the largeHt

on n-cord in America. The man's g(;iieral wel-dif wfi«

about 1 '.10 pounds.

Deaths kkom TrrAM s. — On .luly Mlh it wan re-

ported that four deaths had occurnrd in .\ew York
from tetanus, the result of Fourth of .July accidents,

which, with one; exception, wen; injuries to the hand
from pistols. On the previous day one death in N'ew
York and one in Hoboken were rfrporterl from the

samt! cause.

a9i;tfccUanp.

THE INSOLATION CATASTROPHE AT ALDEK-
SIIOT.

The Medical Press comments as follows on the re-

ec'ut unfortunate experience of the British troops at
Aldershot: The unprecedented disaster which befell
the troops in training at Aldershot a few days since
belongs, like so many of the disasters which have be-
fallen our troops in the field, to the eminently pre-
ventable variety. Hot days are not altogether un-
known in -fune, and the jirovision of suitable headgear
is precisely one of the things that a reasonable admin-
istration would have taken care to secure. The ar-
rangements as a whole seem to have been a hoj)eless
bungle, for not only were the men marched out re-
gardless of the overwhelming heat and tjie absence in

great part of proper covering for the head, but the
commissariat department apjiears to have miserably
failed to fulfil its functions. What can a sprinklintr of
medical officers do when suddenly confronted with
several hundred cases of insolation or heatstroke?
Obviously very little, for in such cases moments are
precious and instant refrigeration is as imperative as it

is unobtainable. Such an occurrence is disheartenino-,
and we trust that the responsibilities will be broujjht
home to the persons to whose want of foresight and
organizing capacity the disaster is directly attributa-
ble.

<©Iiituarp.

JOHN ASHURST, JR., M.D.

In the death of Dr. John Ashurst, which occurred July
7th, Philadelphia loses one of her best known practitioners,
and this country a man whose work has been (jenerallv and
favorably recognized. He was born in 1839 in Phila-
delphia, and in 18(50 was graduated at the Cniversitv of
Pennsylvania. He served during the Civil War as an assis-
tant surgeon. He liad also been connected with tlie medi-
cal department of the University of Pennsvlvauia as pro-
fessor since 1877. In that year he was made professor of
clinical surgery, and in 18S8 he was elected to the John
Rhea Barton Chair of Surgery, which he held up to last
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}car. Dr. AsLurst was a prolific writer on surgical topics,

and as a citizen apart from his jirofession was highly

esteemed in the community in which he lived.

ETHNOLOGY AND ARCHEOLOGY AT THE
PAN-AMEKICAN EXPOSITION.

Buffalo, N. Y., July 3, 1900.

Mk. Editor : — The Pan-American Exposition has seen

fit to entrust the care of the dei)artment of ethnology and

archeology to a practicing physician. 1 should be very

glad if you would allow me to reach your readers with the

following request for assistance.

Many members of the medical profession are interested

in the study of American ethnology and archeology, and

not a few have valuable collections of Indian relics and

skeletons from Indian graves. Those not directly inter-

ested in tills study are so circumstanced as to be aware of

the hobbies of their neighbors and could doubtless furnish

the address of collectors. I should be greatly obliged for

information and for the loan of collections for the use of

this flepartment of the exposition. Exiiibits which repre-

sent study in some special line of American ethnology and

archeology will be particularly suitable.

Veiy truly yours,

A, L. Benedict, M.D.,

Superintendent of Ethnology and Archeology.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For thk Week ending Saturday, July 7, 1900.
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Uccturc.

MORIill) CONDITIONS CAUSKI) WY nACIM.lIS
AKlKXiKNKS CAI'SULA TUS.'

TiiK SiiATii (;k liK(,"i't;itK.

IIV WII.I.IAM II. WKI.CII, M.I)., I,r,.I>.,

I'ro/eHsor of Pathology, Johns Hopkins University, llaltiinore.

Mh. I'kksidknt and Fki.i.ows ok TIIK Massa-
(MiiivSKTT.s Mkdicak Socikty: — Although tliti hiiIk

j(H!t wliicli I hiivc! chosen for tliis Icctiin; nslatcs lor

the most purt to iiil'nuiucnt iillecrtions, the s(;ieiitilic

and |iractical interest attaeiiiiif'- to them is consider-

al)l(! and varied. Many instan(H^s of the priisenci; of

fre(^ <;as in parts of the body wherci it (h)es not nor-

mally oecnr and in association with varions diseases

were recorded by writ(;rs of past eentin-i«!s and were
even then the subject of nuu^h speculation. Tin; dis-

(•ussion turned ifeniM-ally around tlie (picstioii \vheth(!r

the gas was atmospheric air or the result of putrefac-

tion— a question which in most cases could be solved

only by bacteriological examinations. The most
numerous and important of such examinations hav(!

been made during the last decade, and, although tliesi;

have left problems still unsolved, they have corrected

many current errors and have shed a flood of light

upon conditions which were formerly among tin- most
mysterious in pathology.

While it has been demonstrated that various

bacteria may b(^ concerned in producing gaseous aifec-

tions, it is now evident that the bacillus which I dis-

covered in 1S9I, and to which 1 gave the name
Bacillus aiirogenes capsulatus, is the one whose causa-

tive agency is b(^st established and most fre(]uentlv in

action. What I shall say will relate mainly to this

micro-organism and its pathogenic effects.

Historical.— As a certain amount of confusion con-

cerning the dates of the first publications "^ on this i)a-

cillus exists in foreign literature on this subj(!ct, it

may be well to state that I reported my observations

in November, 1891, to the Johns Hopkins Hospital

Medical Society and that the full report of these

observations and of the characters of the bacillus was
published in July-August, 1892, by Dr. Nuttall and
myself.* E. Fraenkel's first publication * was a short

preliminary one which appeared in January, 189;},

and was followed in the same year by his valuable

monograph on gaseous phlegmons.^ In August, 1893,

one year after the publication of the paper by Nut^

tall and myself, appeared simultaneously the interest-

ing articles of 1'. Ernst® and of Graham, Steward
and Baldwin.'' Early in 1894, Mann published from

my laboratory an observation of emphysematous
gangrene caused by Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus * and

in January, 189G, Dr. Flexner and I published an

extensive paper reporting 23 human cases, including

not only fi personal observations of emphysematous
gangrene but also examples of submucous gas cysts,

pneumoserositis, and various other pathogenic mani-

1 Delivei-ed before the Massachusetts Medical Society, June 12,

1900.
- Levy's description in 1891 (Deutsche Zeit. f. Chirurg., xxxii.t

of " kleine, feine " bacilli, cultivated from a gaseous abscess and
growing in long threads and chains only at body tenipoiature and
cultivable only in the tirst generation, without animal experiments.
cannot be accepted as an identitication of Bacillus aerogenes capsu-
latus, or indeed be readily reconciled with its characters.

'^ Bulletin of the .lohns Hopkins Hospital, 1892, iii, p. 81.
• Centralbl. f. Bakt., xiii, p. 13.
I"' Ueber Gasphlegnionen, Hamburg u. Leipzig, 1893.
• Virchow's Archiv., cxxxill, p. 308.
• (Columbus Medical Journal, xii, p. 55.
» Auuals of Surgery, six, p. 187.

fentiitionH of this biwiilluH.* In July, 189.'*, apf>f»ref|
(ioebrl'H preiiminury (romrnuiiicution '" and in ihi- fol-

lowing year his full paper on foamy orj^ann." Of tli«)

subseipient rectords the mont numerous and vuluabl»
have appeared in this country, although iIm-v ap|H-ar l<j

1)1' little known to most European writer«." I Hhall

have occaHi(»n to refer later to many of tlnjMe publica-
tioiiH.

Noiiipurlaliire.. — Dr. Fracnkel has kindly favore«l

m»^ with (ultiireH of the bacillus which he cultivat<j«l

from gaseous phlegmons and to which he gave th«5

WMW '' Hacillns phlegmones emphyheniatosa-." There
can be no (piestion whatevirr as to tin; i«Ientitv of iiiH

bacillus with our Hacillns aerog(;n(!s cipsulatus, a point
upon which we an; both agreed, and which is also
made certain by (lotibel's studies under Fraenki-l's

supervision. Ac(;onliiig to the generally accepted
principles of the nom(!nclature of /,ooh)gical and Iwitaiii-

cal species, the latt<-r name, a.s being the first one
applied, should be j)r(!ferred to the former. It is,

moreover, as pointed out by MuscaUdlo, not open to
the objection of implying exclusive ndationshij) to a
singh; disease, as is the case with Fraenkel's flesigna-

tion of the bacillus. As a matter of fact, tin; capacity
to produce gaseous phhrgmons is only one of many
pathogenic manifestations of liacillus aerogenes capsu-
latus. I'nfortunately J think that we lK>th erre^l

against the canons of botanical nomenclature in using
a trinomial rather than a binomial name for a species."

Characters of bacillus.— Since our first publica-
tion only one material addition has been made to
the extended description given by Nuttall and my.self
of tilt! morphological and cultural characters of Ba-
<illus aerogenes capsulatus, or the gas bacillus, as I

shall briefly call it.'^ Fraeiikel noted the presence of
spores in a few of the bacilli growing in one lot of
agar containing sodium formate and in 1897, Dun-
ham *^ observed spores in blood-serum cultures, but
not in other media.
Our further studies of the gas bacillus obtained

from different sources have shown a moderate range
of variation in some of its properties. This is true
especially of spore formation, rapidity of li(piefaction

of gelatine, presence of capsules, rett'iition of (iram's
stain, and virulence. "While some spt>cimens of the

» Journal of Experimental Medicine, 189G, i, p. 5.
•" Centralbl. f. allg. Path. u. path. Anat., vi, p. 465.
" Jahrb. d. Hamburg. Staatskrankenanstalten, iv.
'» Thus v. Hibler In 1899 (Centralbl. f. Bakt. xxv, p. 513, et seq.) in

an elaborate study of pathogenic anaerobes is entirely ignorant of
our work and that of other American investigators on Bacillus aero-
genes capsulatus. The Information of Hltschniann and Lindenthal
(Sitzungsb. d. k. Akad. d. Wiss., Math.-Naturw. CI., Wien. 18W) on
the American work is second-hand and both incomplete and inaccu-
rate, in these respects being in unfavorable contrast to that of Mus-
catello and Oangitano (Kiforma .Med., 1900, ii, p. 508, et seq.1 writing
also on the subject of eniphyeematous gangrene. Knowledge of
Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus, under the name "Bacillus perfrin-
gens." has begun to appear in France in the last two vears, but with-
out any evidence of acquaintance with the American publications,
hven allowing for the great ditticulties in keeping pace with the
literature of any subject in medicine, a deca»le would certainly seem
surticient for the light to penetrate even into dark places.

'' Migula, who, with consi.lerable success, has attempted to reform
bacteriological nomenclature, has given the binomial names "Bac-
terium Welchii" to Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus and "Bacterium
emphysematosum " to Bacillus phlegmones emphvsematoss (System
der Bakteiien. ii, pp. 3i''2 and 383, Jena, liXX^V He is, however, in
error in describing this organism under two ditferent names, as his
Bacterium Welchii and Bacieriuin emphysematosum are identical.

'< As regards these characters, it will suffice liere to say that the
micro-organism is a rather coarse, non-motile anaerobic bacillus
staining by Gram, growing on all of the ordinary culture media
under anaerobic conditions, best at body temperature, but also at
room temperature, forming spores inconstantly, according to the race
and the culture medium, and capable of forming gas not only bv
fermentation of sugars but also from proteids. The full description
of the characters may be found in Welch and Nuttall's paper. The
gas, according to Dunham's analyses, is conii>ose«l approximately of
B4% hyd.ogen. .'8% carbon dioxide and 8<;j, of a residual gas believed
to be mainly nitrogen. It has no foul odor.

"> Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, 189", viii, p. 68.
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bacillus seem never to form spores on any culture

medium, others, and these appear to be the more

common, do so occasionally, especially upon blood-

serum, in mannite bouillon, and on plain agar. In

animals inoculated with pure cultures we have not

observed spore-bearing bacilli.

As a rule the bacillus li(iuefies gelatine slowly, but

some specimens do so scarcely at all, and others with

fair rapidity."

As stated in our original articles, capsules are not

constantly present, but 1 have generally found no dif-

ficulty in demonstrating them in the situations and by

the method described by us, and, with the exception

of Ilitschmann and Li'ndenthal, most other investi-

gators bave been able to demonstrate capsules when

these are searched for by suitable methods.

While the bacillus "is to be ranked among those

which stain by Gram, it is sometimes rather notice-

able in cover-slips from cultures that among well

stained bacilli others are partly or wholly decolor-

ized, and this may be observed in members of a sin-

gle chain. In the tissues the bacilli stain well by

(4 ram. Differences in the viability of cultures were

pointed out in our first paper.

It sometimes happens that original cultures from

human beings show only a feeble growth, with rela-

tively weak power of gas production, while subse-

quent cultures, especially those obtained after passage

through the animal body, present the usual vigorous

growth and other typical characters. Pratt and

Fulton " from a typical case of foamy organs with gas

throughout the body were unable to cultivate the ba-

cillus at all, although twelve anaerobic culture tubes

containing various media were inoculated from differ-

ent parts of the body. This negative result they

attribute to the fact that the body had lain in a cold-

storage vault for sixteen hours after death, an ex-

planation which has some support in an observation

previously reported by Welch and Flexner, but still

seems hardly satisfactory, as under similar conditions

the bacillus has been often cultivated.

Lactose, glucose and saccharose are all fermented

by the gas bacillus, the first with the largest produc-

tion of gas and the last with the smallest. There is

api)arently no fermentation of mannite, at least the

gas is not apprecia])ly more than in sugar-free media.

The amount of hydrogen greatly preponderates over

that of carbon dioxide.

Yj. Fraenkel, in 1893, was the first to demonstrate

the etiological relation of the gas bacillus to gaseous

-phlegmons, our previous investigations being con-

cerned mainly with the so-called foamy organs

(Schaumorgane) and the presence of gas in the

blood, our results being confirmed a year later by

P. Ernst. Soon after Fraenkel's publication we
were able to confirm his discovery of the causation of

gaseous phlegmons by Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus,

and to repeat with like results his animal experiments.

Material or cultures fresh from the infected body

are usually highly virulent for guinea pigs, pigeons

and sparrows (E. Fraenkel), which succumb to a

rapidly spreading local necrosis of the tissues with

abundant development of gas, the bacilli invading

the blood during life only in small number or not at

" In our original communication we noted peptonization and
ROftening of tlie gelatine, bat tliia was so alow and slight with the
particular specimen stadied that we then preferred to class the ba-

oilluB among the non-liquetlers. Partlier experience has shown that
the bacillus is a licjuoflor, but generally a slow one.
" Boflton iM*dical and Surgical Journal, June 7, 1900, p. 599.

all. There is more or less bloody edema, but other-

wise little inflammatory reaction, leucocytes being

present usually only in small numbers in the exu-

date. Rabbits and mice, wbile not wholly immune,
are far less susceptible than guinea pigs and pigeons.

Dr. Lanier, in my laboratory in 1896, succeeded in

producing typical gaseous phlegmons around the fract-

ured bones of rabbits inoculated intravenously with

pure cultures, and Muscatello has obtained the same
results. Welch and Nuttall reported an instance of

death of a pregnant rabbit after intravenous inocula-

tion, the infection with the gas bacillus originating in

a dead fetus. There are considerable differences in

the degree of virulence of the bacillus, even in fresh

cultures, and old ones may be of slight virulence.

One of the most interesting and valuable tests of

the gas bacillus is its power of producing gas abund-

antly in the blood, organs and tissues of rabbits

killed a few minutes after intravenous injection, a

power not possesscul by colon bacilli. The differen-

tial value of this test is as great as that of cult-

ures in fermentation tubes. The blood and tissues

of the dead rabbit make the culture medium, the

body of the animal takes the place of the test tube,

the inoculation is an aseptic one, the bacteria are

spread by the blood-current and the conditions are

anaerobic. This procedure, which was introduced by
Nuttall and myself and has been fully described by
us, we have found useful in isolating the bacillus, in

separating it from other bacteria which may resem-

ble it, and in the demonstration of one of its most

fundamental characteristics, namely, the power to

produce gas from proteid material.

Among the points distinguishing the bacillus of ma-

lignant edema from Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus may
be mentioned the following : The malignant edema
bacillus is somewhat thinner, has greater tendency to

grow into filaments, is less readily stained by Gram,
produces spores regularly in culture media, is motile,

liquefies gelatine more rapidly, produces a foul odor,

produces less gas in lactose bouillon, peptonizes clotr

ted casein, generates little or no gas in rabbits in-

oculated intravenously and then killed, and by sub-

cutaneous inoculation in susceptible animals causes

spreading bloody edema with little or no development

of gas bubbles, and appears after death in filaments on

serous surfaces.

The bacillus to which Lindenthal ^^ has quite un-

necessarily given the name Bacillus emphysematis

vagina? is doubtless identical with Bacillus aerogenes

capsulatus. The same is true of Veillon and Zuber's *'

Bacillus perfringens found by them in appendicitis,

by Guillemot ^''' in gaseous gangrene, and by Soupault

and Guillemot ^®'' in gaseous abscesses, and of Buday's '^^

Bacillus cadaveris butyricus, found in foamy organs.

I am strongly inclined to the opinion that the anaerobic

bacillus isolated by Achalme and others from several

cases of acute articular rheumatism and found by

Savtchenko and Mielkich in the soil is likewise identi-

cal with our gas bacillus.*^

Distribution.— The surmise expresscid by Welch

and Nuttall that the gas bacillus is widely distributed

in nature has since \m\v\\ confirmed. The natural habi-

>« Wien. klin. Woch., 1897, p. 3, et aeq.
19 Arch, de ni(5d. <'xp., 1898, x, p. 639.

i»o (Joinpt. rend. ,S'>c. de Biol., 1898, 10. ».. . p. '017.

">6 Bull. e». mt'm. Soc. m<^d. d. h6p. de Paris 1900, 3. s., xvli, p. 216.
^o Centralbl. f. Bakt., 1«!»8, xxiv, p. M'i.
2' Achalme: Ann. de I'lnst. Pasteur, 1897, xl, p, 84,5; Pio and

Lesieur: Jour, de pliys. et de path. g('n., 1899, i. p. 1007. and Savt-

chenko and Mielkich: Arch, russes de path., 1899, Titi, p. 146.
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t;it of tile ()i'^;iiiisiii JH tlh' intestinal c-ukiI and tlir Hoil,

tlu; liouic (if so iniiny oIImt anai-ioiHc iiactt-ria. Wricli

:iii<l Kicxncr in IHDC) l»roni;lit evidence- of tlie pres-

\.'\\vv of tlie l)aeilluH in i)olli of the sitinit.ions nien-

tionetl. Clopton, of th(^ .l(»lins Hopkins Hospital, lias

foinid the liaeilliis tAvi<;(; in tlii! appendix v(;rniifoiiiiiN.

I loward '''" has r«>cciitly nsported Uk! presttiuie of inoi-

piiolo^ieally idtnitical hacilli in the iiit<!stintrs of 2'>

consecutive! human castas (>xatnined post mortem, and
in 10 of th(>se lie (l(Mnonstrat<Ml the hacillus Ity cnU
turos and inoculation of animals. TIk; sanu^ conclu-

sion has Ihm'u reached by Ilitschmann and Ivindenthal.

The <(as hacillus has been repeatc^dly cultivatetl from

th(! intestine in my laboratory, hut W(^ havt; maih; no
systematic study of the frecpumcy of its pnisence. I

have found the hacMllus also in the intestines of ral>-

bits, d()<;s and swine, and here it is int(!restin<f to note

the freciueiicy with which submucous jifaseous l)lelis

ar(! found in the piii's intestine at autopsy.

In IS'JC) Dr. Walker at the Johns Hopkins Hospital

succeeded in lindini;; tlu^gas bacillus in dust (collected by

sweeping; floors, proviu"' its preseiu:e both by cultures

and animal experiments. My assistant. Dr. Harris,

has cultivated the bacillus from tlu^ contents of an old

cesspool. I had previously reported in 18',)G the ist)-

lation of the bacillus from a bullet removed from the

head of the tibia in a case of gaseous phlegmon, ami
E. Fraenkel "^ has cultivated the gas bacillus from a

splinter of wood extracted from a wound in a case of

tetanus. These observations confirm the natural in-

ference to be drawn from the study of cases of trau-

matic emphysematous gangrene, in most of which

the source of infection is manifestly foreign material,

especially dirt, in wounds. In the light of these

demonstrations of the wide distribution of the g;is

bacillus in the outer world and in feces, the con-

clusion is warranted that it must occasionally be pres-

ent upon the human skin.

We are not informed whether there are differences

in the regional distribution of the gas bacillus. Tlu!

fact that during the last decade a larger number of cases

of emphysemtitous gangrene have been reported from

Baltimore than from any other single locality is due

probably to our interest in the subject and consequent

search for cases. The bacillus has been fomid not

only^ in America and Europe, but Dr. Flexner has

brought back reports of three infections with the gas

bacillus in Manila observed during a stay of three

months.

GAS BUBBLES IN THE BLOOD AND ORGANS.

We turn now to the consideration of the various

conditions in which the gas bacillus has been found in

human beings. W^e need not pause to consider i\w

presence of this bacillus in ordinary cadaveric decom-

position, a circumstance suHiciently explicable by the

occurrence of tliis organism in the healthy intestinal

canal.

Of an entirely different nature are the cases in

which gas bubbh^s are found in the blood and organs

within a few hours after death and without any trace

of ordinary putrefaction. Such a condition has been

recognized at autopsies as soon as one, two, three,

five, eight hours after death. It may occur not only

after death from gaseous phlegmon, when, however,

22 Contributions to tlio Science of Medicine, dedioated by lils Pupils

i
to William Henry Welch on the Tweuty-flfth Anniversary of ids

Doctorate, p. 461, Baltimore, 1000.
« MUnch. med. Woch., 1899, Xos. 42 and 43.

it in by no meauH rouMtunt, but nlw» afl<T detith from

the most varied cauHcs. It ban In-en olwerved r<;p<!at-

edly in autopsies on pregnant and puer|Mral woiiidii,

cHpecially after death from abortiini, operation for

placenta jirevia and acute Hepnirt. There \» *-\my

gradation from canes with u few biibbh-H of f^oii in

the l)lood or tisMueH U* thoHc with extenHive eruphy-

sema of the organs and tisHUCH. The U-rm " foamy

organs" (Schaiunorgane of tlie (Jermanj*) may \n:

applied to the latter confUtion. Th»' liver in the organ

most freipieiitly the seat of early and abundant dev»^l-

oi)ment of gas, but there is no definiti- rule um to the

distribution and amount of gas in different caniw. Ajj

will be explained lat«;r, the invasir)n in the majority of

(•ases is from the intestine. That the gan bubbles may
b(! dislocated from their original posili(»n in liipiid and

soft material in the Ixxly is self evident, but I have

not found them unassociated with gas bacilli.

Formerly this early preseiictr of free gas in the

heart and vessels, without evident post-mort4*m decom-

position, was very generally <'X plained by tin; assuraj)-

tion of (entrance of air into the circulation, even when

no portiil of entry could be found.-* The most extf;n-

sive application of this explanation was made in the

pregnant and puerperal cases. It is remarkable that

the first case of this nature to Ixi examined bacterio-

logically was that reported by me in 1H91. In this

and in all subsequent similar cases with satisfact<iry

bacteriological examination Bacillus aerogenes capsu

latus was found.

The main (piestions which arise concerning the in-

terpretation of these cases are whether the invasion

of the bacilli and whether the development of the gas

are ante-mortem or post-mortem phenomena.

Rabbits survive tlie introduction of larije numberii

of gas bacilli directly into the circulation, unless there

exists somewhere in the body necrotic or damaged tis-

sue otfering little or no vital resistance. If the animal

be killed within a few minutes after the intravenous

injection of the bacilli and kept in a warm place there

are abundant multiplication of the bacilli and large

development of gas throughout the dead body within

the space of six or eight hours ; whereas if the bacilli

be introduced at one point, as for example the right

heart, of a rabbit just killed, it takes a much longer

time, often twenty-four to forty-eight hours, for gas

and bacilli to make their appearance at points far

distant from the seat of inoculation. It seems justifi-

able to draw from these three groups of experiments,

which have been fully reported by Welch and Nuttall,

the conclusion that when bacilli and gas are found

within a few hours after death widely distributed in

the body, the gas bacilli have entered the circulation

during life, but probably in most cases only shortly

before d»'ath.

There is one factor, however, to l>e considered which

is absent in the experimental cases and may be pres-

ent in human beings, to wit, the quick (lis;ippe;wjujce

of the bactericidal }u)wer of the blood. This factor is

an important determinant of the rapidity of onset of

post-mortem decomposition. After death from certain

diseiises. and particularly from snake venom. b;icteria

may make their aj>pearance in the blood and organs

very soon after death. An explanation of these cases

is furnished by the experiments of Ewing and my-
self,'" which demonstrated that the blood of rabbits

>< Clesfl : Luft im Bluta, Stuttgart. 1854, and Gouty: These d*
Paris. 1875.

»* Lancet, 1894, i, i>. VIM.
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killed by rattU'snukc venom is practiciilly devoid of

bactericidal power, so tbat immediately after or even

shortly before death bacti-ria can start growing in the

body as they would in a tube of beef broth. But after

all due allowance has been made for the possible re-

duction or loss of bactericidal power of the blood, I

still consider that it is not possible to explain some of

the cases in which bacilli and gas have been found in

the heart, blood-vessels and organs very soon after

death, especially when the corpse has been kept in a

cold place, otherwise than upon the assumption of the

distribution of the bacilli by the circulating blood.

It is another (piestiou whether gas as well as bacilli

may be present in the circulating blood and internal

organs during life in the class of cases now under con-

sideration, and I regret to be unable to furnish a pos-

itive answer to this cpiestion. 1 do not see how an

affirmative answer can be obtained otherwise than by

the actual demonstration of gas in these situations

either during lite or immediately after death. Gas

bubbles and bacilli have been found in the heart and

vessels within an hour after death, but that is time

enough for bacilli which have already been introduced

to midtiply and begin to form gas. 1 at first thought

that absence of nuclear standing around the gas bub-

bles and masses of bacilli might serve as an indication

of their presence during life, and this view is advo-

cated by r. Ernst, but I have since learned from ex-

periments on rabbits that this is not a decisive crite-

rion, although often both in rabbits and human beings

there is no defect in nuclear staining around bacilli

and gas bubbles.

I know of no other pathogenic micro-organism which

offers such difficulties in determining whether its ef-

fects in the interior of the body have been produced

before or after death. The difficulty arises from the

circumstance that these effects in most cases and most

situations consist almost entirely in local necrosis and

formation of gas, whether the invasion and growth of

the bacilli be before or after death, and that unlike

most pathogenic bacteria the gas bacillus grows better

in the dead than the living body. Possibly some im-

portance in th(^ solution of the problem may attach to

the demonstration of emboli of liver cells and of bone-

marrow cells, which were in enormous numbers in the

])ulmonary vessels in a case of gaseous phlegmon of

the submammary tissues following infusion of salt so-

lution. At the autopsy made by Dr. Carroll the liver

and other organs were emphysematous. Further ob-

servations with reference to these emboli in this class

of cases are needed.

1 do not consider that there is any inherent improl>

ability in the supposition that gas bubbles may be in

the circulating blood during life without causing

speedy death from gaseous embolism. It is only

when a large volume of air is introduced (juickly into

the blood-current that sudden death results from air

embolism. Very exaggeratcjd ideas have prevailed

among physicians as to the dangers from the entrance

intfj the circulation of small quantities of air. Laborde

and Muron *® injected into the external jugular vein

of a dog 1,120 cubic centimetres of air in the space of

one hour and a half without causing death, and Jiirgen-

sen "^ into the left femoral artery of a narcotized dog

weighing 4.'{^ kilogrammes, 3,6o0 cubic centimetres in

thesjjace of two hours and twenty-five minutes with only

«« (;ompt. rend, de la Soc. de Hiol., 1873, v.

" Deutecli. Arcli. f. kliii. Med., 1882, xxxi, p. 468.

slight disturbance of the respiration and of the action

of the heart. Hare,'-'' likewise, on the basis of exper-

iments, controverts current beliefs in tin' dangers from
entrance of air into veins.

I have come across in the older literature from the

days when venesection was a common practice reports

of cases in which blood containing bubbles of gas es-

caped during venesection from veins of the arm."'^

In none of these was there evidence that air had
gained entrance to the circulation. Maisonneuve'" in

incising two gaseous phlegmons of the thigh following

compound fracture obstirved the escape of blood con-

taining gas bubbles from the cut veins, and was able to

trace the gas within the veins for a long distance.

It seems to me very improbable that an anaerobic

bacillus such as the gas bacillus can multiply in the

circulating blood, still this bacillus is less sensitive to

the presence of oxygen than many anaerobes, and we
do not know whether the loose combination in which

oxygen is present in the blood would necessarily pre-

vent its growth under all circumstances.

I see no reason why this bacillus might not multi-

ply in the liver, s})leeu and most other internal organs,

as we know it can do in parts open to inspection dur-

ing life. We have positive evidence in the cases re-

ported by Graham, Steward and Baldwin and by
Dunham that gas bacilli may be conveyed by the cir-

culation from an infected portal of entry— in the one

case the puerperal uterus and in the other a urethral

wound— to distant parts of the body and there produce

subcutaneous emphysema and necrosis. There is no

part of the body which offers such favorable conditions

for the post-mortem growth of the bacillus as the

liver, probably on account of its content of carbohy-

drate, and if the liver, like the integuments, were open

to inspection during life, I believe that we should find

evidence that in certain cases the emphysema of this

organ, which is such a conspicuous post-mortem phe-

nomenon in instances of invasion by the gas bacillus,

had begun during the life of the jjatient. Emphysema,
due to gas bacilli, of mucous membranes open to in-

spection we know can exist during life. This subject

will be considered subsequently.

In the great majority of instances, however, in

which gas bubbles are found in the blood and internal

organs at autopsy the evidence is in support of the

view that the development of the gas is a purely post-

mortem phenomenon. Certaiidy the greatest caution

should be exercised in the interpretation of any such

cases as vital processes, even in early autopsies with-

out ordinary putrefaction.

One thing which our investigations have established

is that the finding of gas bubbles in the blood-vessels

and heart within as short a time as one hour after

death furnishes in itself no proof of the entrance of air

into the circulation. I shall refer later to the (juestion

of gaseous embolism in cases of emphysematous gan-

grene and of physometra.

EMPHYSEMATOUS GANGRENE.

In a few instances we have found in wounds,

usually compound fractures or gunshot injuries, in

which dirt had gotten in. Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus

28 Therapeutic Gazette. 1889, 3 8., v, p. 606.
2» Marsliall's case reported by May, Trans. Path. Soc, London,

1858. Ix, p. 157 ; Diirand-Fardel's case also cited by May, and Piro-

goff's case iu hla Grundziige d. allg. Kriogscliirurgie, p. 1063, Leipzig,

1864.
»" Cited from Hitschinann and Lindenthal: Sitzungsb. d. k. Aliad.

d. Wiss., Math.-Naturw. <J1., Wlen, 1899.
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without the pri!Soncc of ^as or otlior evidence tliiit tht;

hacillus wiis pHxhiciiiir any «;hiir:ictcriHti(; flTccis."

Sii(;h ciiscs iiiivc always hc.eii waU-hcd Ity the sur;,'c(>iis

with aiixi(;ty aii<l it is prohahle that at least in komii'

the (!arly nHioj^niition of the haeillus, followed hy free

incisions and thoron^^h eleansin<; an<l disiiife(;tion, has

warded olT a snl)se(|uent <frav(! infection. In view of

tlu^ wide distriitntion of the <>as haeillus in the outer

world and in the intcistinal contents it is prohahh^ that

it must not so very infre(|uently gain ace(!ss to wounds
without securin<f a foothold. While this innocent

hehavior, with which we an; also familiar in the case

of the tetanus bacillus, may sonu'tinu's he due to

attcuiuated virnhMice of tlu^ bacillus, it is |)rol)ablv

oftener attributable to accessory circumstances, such

as the resistance of the patient, the condition of tin?

wound and surroundiui; tissues, and asso(;iation with

other micro-orifanisnis and with foreign sul)stan(!(!s.

It is as a cause of that most dreaded of wound com-

plications, emphysematous gangrene, that Bacillus

aerogenes caj)sulatus esi)ecially claims the interest of

surgeons. The classical clinical descriptions of this

disease we owe to Maisonneuve,** and to Pirogotl',**

the former giving to it the name " gangrene foudroy-

ante," and tlie latter designating it " primary mephitie

gangrene " or " acute gangrenous edema." Among
other more or less common designations are " em})hy-

sematous or gaseous gangrene," "gaseous phlegmon,"
"septic em[)hysema," "erysipele bron/e " (Velpeau),
" progressive gangr(!nous edema," " gangrenous septi-

cemia," and " emphysematous cellulitis."

This wound complication was more common in

pre-antiseptie times, especially in military surgery,

than it is to-day, but at least 70 cases have been

reported during the last quarter of a century. In pre-

bacterial days the affection was attributed by some
writers to the penetration of air into the tissues, but

by most to the dcicomposition of the tissues, {)articu-

larly of adipose tissue and bone-marrow, brought by
an injury into contact with the atmosphere.

Hottini *''' in 1871 was the first to demonstrate the

infective nature and transmissibility of emphysema-
tous gangrene. Later Gussenbauer also recognized

the disease as a definite infection and attributed it to

the bacteria of putrefaction. After Pasteur's dis-

covery in 1877 of his " vibrion septique," more com-
monly, since Koch and Gaffky's investigations, desig-

nated Bacillus ffidematis maligni, and especially after

C'hauveau and Arloing's *^ paper in 1884, cases of

emphysematous gangrene have been usually reported,

especially in France, as instances of Pasteur's gan-

grenous septicemia or Koch's malignant edema. W.
Koch's ^*' attempt to identify the disease with symp-

tomatic anthrax (Rauschbrand) was based on faulty

bacteriological studies and has met with no conlirma-

tion. In 1884 F. .1. Rosenbach *" reported finding in

cover-slip specimens from two cases of traumatic em-
physematous gangrene coarse bacilli, some of which

had terminal spores. These emphysema bacilli, as

he calls them, he was unable to cultivate, only ai-robic

s> Such cases have been reported by Bloodgood, of the Johns Hop-
kins Hospital, in Progressive Medicine, December, 1899, iv, p. 158.

32 Gaz. m^d. de Paris, 1853, p. 592.
" GruudzUge d. allg. Kriegschlrurgie, pp. 867 and lOOC, Leipzig,

18S4.
3^ Gior. d. r. Accad. dl med. di Torino, 1871, 3 8., x, pp. 1121 and

1138.
8» Bull, de I'Acad. de Mi^d. 1884, 2. 8., xiii, p. 604.
3" Deutsch. Chir., Lief., 9, Stuttgart, 1886.
" Die Mikro-Organismen bei den Wund-Infectionskrankheiten des

Menschen, p. 91, Wiesbaden, 1884.

inetliudH iN-inj; «;niploye(l. it iit prulmhle that I{om;ii-

bach saw Bacillus aerogt-ncH ca|mulatUM in lhe>te eiUM;«,

but without distiiiguinhing it from !utH04:iut4;d H|xiro-

bearing bacilli.

A critical examination of tin- n-eords of alleged rna>

lignunt ed(;nia in human being.s hIiowh that in very
few was the organism coixM-rned H:itiHfii4:torilv idt-nti-

fied iiH the genuine malignant edema bueilluH. Very
often it lias been simply assumed without more than a
mittroseopical examination that bacilli found in spre.-ui-

ing edematous conditions with or without gaM liave

luren thos(; of malignant edema, an<l even where eidt-

ures and animal experiments have b(;en employed the

(h'scriptions are frequently so meagre as to leave the

id(!ntity of the organism wholly in d(nibt. In I"' ranee
it is usually assumed without any discussion and even
without any bacteriological examination that gangrene
foiidroyante is malignant edema (Pasteur's s^\^y\vA'.-

niia),"'* and the .sann; ignoranc<!of the present status of

this subject is still sometimes encountere<l in KnglanrI,

(Jermany and el.sewherc!. Neverth(d(!ss, the investiga-

tions of the last seven years, beginning with those of
E. Fraenkel, and soon followed by observations of
myself and collaborators, have demonstrat*,'d that l)y

far the most common and important specific cause of

gaseous phlegmons or emphysematous gangrene is Ba-
(;illns aerogenes capsulatus.

Whether the bacillus of malignant edema can pro-
duce an idtiutical or similar anatomical and clinical

affection in human beings I regard as an un.settled

(piestion. It is certainly remarkable in view of cur-

rent doctrines in text-books that neither PL. Fraenkel
nor I, with our relatively large experience, nor indeed,
so far as I am aware, any one who has made him.self

thoroughly ac(juainted with Bacillus aerogenes capsu-
latus, has encountered an instance of emphysematous
gangrene in man caused by the bacillus of malignant
edema. The whole subject of human malignant edema
is one which needs thorough revision and investigation

by more exact bacteriological methods than have yet
been applied to it.**" I have already mentioned the
chief points of difference between the bacillus of ma-
lignant edema and Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus.

There is a relatively small grou[) of cases of gaseous
phlegmon attributed by those reporting them ^"^ either
to the colon bacillus or the proteus bacillus. In most
of these cases anaerobic culture methods were not em-
ployed. No one has succeeded in producing experi-
mentally gaseous phlegmon with either of these ba-
cilli, and I think there is good reason to be sceptical

concerning their capacity to produce this disease, un-
less, perhaps, Bacillus coli may do so in diabetics.

It is possible that some of tliose reporting the colon
bacillus as the cause of emphysematous gangrene may
have confounded with it a facultative anaerobic bacil-

lus which we have isolated from two cases of this dis-

ease and which has been studied in my laboratory by
Dr. Lanier. It resembles in anaerobic cultures very

" An exception is Guillemot (Bull et mom. Soc. med. d. hop. de
Paris, 1900. 3. s., xvii, p. 216) who has found Bacillus aerogenes cap-
sulatus in a case of gaseous gangrene, and who controverts the preva-
lent belief of authors who attribute ihis disease exclusively to Pas-
teur's vibrio.

»» In the case reported recently by Hrabec iWien. kiln. Rund-
schau, 1900, xiv, pp. 145 and 1671 the iiientitieation of the malignant
edema bacillus seems satisfactory. Here there way extensive bkxvly
edema without gas, so that the case was not one of emphysematon's
cangrene. On the other hand the latest writers on the subject,
Hiimig and Silbersohmidt (Correspondenzbl. f. schw. Aerite, 190O,
XXX, p. 361) bring no proof of any consequence that they were deal-
ing, as they supposed, with the malignant edema bacillus in two
cases of g.ingr^ne foudroyante.

«« Ohlari, v. Dungern. Bunge. Klemm, Hlava, Kvans. Orasberger,
Haaser, Margaruoci. Muscatello, Hiischmaun and Liudenthal.
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closely Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus, but it is capable

of aerobic growth also, and then the rods are thinner

and more like colon bacilli. It has the power of pro-

ducing gas abundantly in the blood and tissues of

rabbits killed a few minutes after intravenous injec-

tion, a power not possessed by genuine colon bacilli.

1 have already spoken of the importance of this test,

which has been employed by none of the writers who
have claimed to find colon bacilli as th(! cause of gas-

eous phlegmons. This bacUlus, when virulent, is

capable of causing the same spreading and fatal em-

physematous necrosis in guinea pigs and pigeons as is

Bacillus aerogenes capsidatus.

I have been accustomed to speak of tliis bacillus, to

which I have called attention in previous ])ublications,

as the aerobic variety of our gas bacillus. 1 believe,

however, that it is identical with Sanfelice's Bacillus

pseudo-d'dematis maligni,** with which he is inclined to

identify Klein's " new bacillus of malignant edema." *'^

Chavigny ^^ has isolated apparently the same bacillus,

which he likewise identifies with Sanfelice's Bacillus

pseudo-ttxlematis maligni (not to be confounded with

the pseudo-edema bacillus of Liborius), from a case

of gaseous gangrene, and he also calls attention to the

probability tliat others may have mistaken it for the

colon bacillus. AVhile, therefore, unwilling upon exist-

ing evidence to accept the colon bacillus as a demon-
strated cause of gaseous gangrene (except perhaps in

diabetics), I am of the opinion that an aerobic bacillus,

2)rohably identical with Sanfelice's Bacillus pseudo-

(cdematis maligni, is capable of producing this affection,

but it is much less freipiently concerned than Bacillus

aerogenes capsidatus.

J have collected 4() cases of emphysematous gan-

grene, in all of which Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus

was demonstrated, and, therefore, all reported or ob-

served during the last seven years." This is a far

larger number of cases than has ever been brought

together before.

Thirty-two are reported by American observers

and only 14 by foreign investigators. Of the former

group of cases 1 were observed in Baltimore, most of

the cultures having been studied in my laboratory ; of

the foreign grouj) of cases all are reported from Ger-

many, Austria, Italy and F'ranee,** 4 by E. Fraenkel,

1 (not absolutely certain) by Passow, 5 by liitsch-

<' Ann. d. Istit. d'lgiene sper. d'R Univ. di Koma, 1891, n. s., i, p.

30), and Zeit. f. Hvg., 1893, xiv, p. 352.
« Centralbl. f. l$akt., 1891, x, p. 186.
<' Ann. de I'Inst. Pasteur, 1897, xi, p. 860.
" Tins lifit includes 16 cases observed In Baltimore, mostly at the

flulins Hopkins Hospital, of which 2 are unpublished, and the re-

maining 14 liave been published by Mann (1), Annals of Surgery, 18!H,

xix, p. 187; Welch and Flexner (6), Journal of Kxperimental Medi-
cine, 18!'6, i, p. .5 ; .Martin (I), University Bulletin, 1K90, i. No. 3 ; ;ind

Bloodgood (6), r'rof^ressive Medicine, December, 1K99, iv, p. 15H.

Tiie notes of an additional unpublished case observed in Manila have
been given me by \)t Flexner. TIhtb are also 3 unpublished cases
for the records of which 1 am indebted to Dr. (Jarroll, of Washing.
ton. The references to the remaining 26 cases are as follows: E.
Fraenkel (4), Ueber Gasplilegmouen, Hamburg u. Leipzig, 1><93 ; Pas-
Bow (I), <;haritt''-Annalen, 1895, xx, p. 275; Dunham (5), Bulletin of
Jolins ilopkins Hospital, 1897, viii, p. 68 ; Ferguson (1), Transactions
of Indiana .Medical Society, 1897, p. 339; Plrdmann (1), Medical
Record, Febr\iary 5. 1H98, p. ;i()5 ; Le Boutillier (1), Medical Record,
March 5, 1>'98, p. 353; Love and Gary (1), jMedical Record, April 8,

1899 ; Norris (1), American .Journal Medical Sciences, lf99, cxvii, p.

195; Hitschmann and Lindenthal (5), Sitzungsb. d. k. Akail. d. VViss.,

Math Naturw. CI, Wien, 189ri, cviii, Heft. 3, Abtli. iii, p. 67 ; Thorn-
dike (2), Boston Medical and Surgical .Journal, .June 7, 1900, p. 592;
Muscatello with (iangitano (3), Riforma med., 1900, ii, pp. ,508, 519 and
530; (Juillemot (1), Compt. rend. Soc. de Biol., 1K98, 10. s., v, i>. 1017.

A few other cases in which the gas bacillus was found are not re-

ported with sufficient detail to be available for analysis. It is safe
to say that Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus has now been found in at
least 50 cases of gaseous gangrenJ;.

*'• Soupault and (iuilleroot s (Oompt. rend. Soc. de Biol.. 1898, 10. s.,

V, p. 1017) throe casei of gaseous abscess came to my notice too late

to be incluiled, and perhaps should not be classed under emphyse-
matous gangrene. All were relatively benign.

mann and Lindenthal, 3 by Muscatello assisted by
Gangitano, and 1 by Guillemot.

Cases of gaseous phlegmon in which BacUlus aerog-

enes capsulatus was not demonstrated are not in-

cluded, although many of these presented the same
clinical characters and doubtless in some at least the

gas bacillus was the active agent. This is true es-

pecially of the cases of gangrene foudroyante, usually

without satisfactory bacteriological examination, at-

tributed by French writers to Pasteur's vibrion sep-

tique. Gertler's *^ 8 cases of gaseous phlegmon can-

not be utilized for our purj^oses at all, as they are

without any satisfactory bacteriological reports.

A comj)let(i analysis of these 4G cases would afford

material more than sufficient to occupy this entire ad-

dress, so that 1 shall be able to present here only

some of the more important points.

Thirty-five of the patients were males, 10 females,

and of 1 the sex is not stated. The preponderance of

males is explained by the fact that most of the cases

were due to severe injuries. Robust workmen in the

prime of life furnished the largest contingent of cases.

In 80% of the cases one of the extremities was the

seat of the emphysematous gangrene, the lower being

affected a little over twice as often as the upper ex-

tremities. In several instances the emphysema ex-

tended from the thigh to the abdominal wall or from
the arm to the subcutaneous tissues of the shoulder

and chest. There were three examples of primary
emphysematous phlegmon of the abdominal wall ; of

these 1 following removal of the appendix (Blood-

good), 1 from an unrecognized strangulated Littre

hernia (Martin) and 1 affecting the deep tissues of a

nephrectomy wound (Muscatello). In all of these

the infection is believed to have started from the in-

testine. In one of Dunham's cases there was emphy-
sematous gangrene (originating in a prostatic abscess

opening in the buttock) of the scrotum, penis and an-

terior abdominal and thoracic subcutaneous tissues.

In three instances (Carroll, 2 ; Dobbin, 1, reported by
Bloodgood) the breast and submammary tissues were
the i)rimary seat of the disease, all of these resulting

from the infusion of salt solution. In one case (Dun-
ham) the gaseous phlegmon appeared at the angle of

the lower jaw after incision of a foul submaxillary ab-

scess. In one instance (Welch and P^lexner) it started

within the pidvis from traumatic rupture of rectum

and extended through the sciatic notch down the thigh.

Of especial interest are three examples of multiple

or metastatic emphysematous gangrene, one of the

forearm and opposite shoulder, another of the thigh

and both shoukhirs, and still another of one shoulder

and the buttocks. In the older literature are similar

cases ; thus N^laton observcnl emphysema not only in

the injured leg but also in the opposite uninjured

extremity. In 1897, Leech *^ reported without ade-

(juate bacteriological examination, a case of emphyse-

matous gangrene of the right leg following about

three weeks after injury of the right thumb, which

l)(!came inflamed, there being no evident local cause of

the affection of the leg. These cases are to be

explained by transportation of the bacilli through the

lymj)hatic or blood current from the primary focus of

entranct!.

In all but .*) of the 4(5 cases the emjihysematous

gangrene followed traumatism or a surgical operation.

<" Ueber Gasplilegmouen. Inaug-Diss. Halle, 1898.
*i Quarterly Medical Journal (Sheffield), 1896-97, v, p. 237.
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Tlid injuries were jis follows: ('oiiipoiinil fracliirc, IH;

l)uli(!t 1111(1 i^uiisliot vvoiiiids, 7 ; iiiliisjou ol" Hult solu-

tion, .'{
; liyiiodcrmic, iiiji-ctions, 2; li<;:ifion of the

fcMuonil Jirtcry for ancurisiu, .'5
; external urethroloniy,

2 ; traumatic; rupture of tlu^ nicltini, removal of the

appendix, prostutie a!)sc(iss following scrif-catln-leri/a-

tion, operation for strangulated Littre In^rina, ineision

of a fold submaxillary abscess, and nephrectomy,
each 1. Of th(! .') non-trauniutic cases tin; j^aseous

<fani;rene. followc^d erysijxdas in 1, was consecutive

to apparently spontaneous ^^anifrenc in 2, whether
diabetic or not is not statcid, and was without

apparent (explanation in 2 (Fraenk<'l, Case; 2, and
Passow).
Compound fractures, and next bullet and f^unshot

wounds, occupy ])y far the most pronnnent place in

this list, each of the other various causes bein^ repre-

sented only by scattered cases. Tliose injuries in

which th(!re an^ much laceration and crushiuii' of tis-

sue, comminution of bone and i^rinding of dirt, bits of

clothiui^ or other foreij^n bodies into tlu; wound an;

the ones most likely to be followed by emphysematous
gangrene. That, however, severe traumatism is not

an essential factor is shown by the 5 cases (10% of

the entire number) following hypodermic injections

and infusion of normal salt solution. These latter,

however, were all of patients whose vital forces wcjre

greatly d(;pressed, namely, by Asiatic cholera, typhoid

fever, surgical shock, or post-partum hemorrhage.
There is good reason to believe that the intact tis-

sues of human beings in health possess marked resistr

an(;e to the gas bacillus.

In the great majority of cases it was evident tliat

the gas bacillus was introduced through the wounded
skin from without. In three instances (removal of

appendix, strangulated hernia, and traumatic rupture

of the rectum) the infection undoubtedly came from
the intestine. This was also the probal)le source of

infection in one of Muscatello's cases (gaseous phleg-

mon in the site of an extirpated kidney). With our

present knowledge of the frequent, if not regular,

presence of Bacillus aerogenes ca{)sulatus in the in-

testine, there is nothing sur})rising in this mode of

infection. In three of Dunham's cases the infection

followed injury of the urethra, and here also the ba-

cilli may have come from the intestine. In one of

his cases (gaseous phlegmon at angle of the jaw) it

was suggested that the bacilli gained entrance through

decayed teeth.

Bloodgood thinks it probable that in one of his

cases the gas bacilli were brought by the circulation

to the seat of infection. In this case the femoral

artery was ligated for traumatic arteriovenous aneu-

rism in the popliteal space. There was no primary

infection of the wound, but gangrene of the foot and

leg ensued and on incision gas bubbles were found in

the blood of the aneurisnuil sac and the tissues. With
what we know about the entrance of intestinal bacteria

into the circulation, there is nothing improbable in

Bloodgood's opinion. The clot in an aneurism and

tissues robbed of their nutrient supply would offer

little or no resistance to the growth of bacilli which

might reach them or their immediate neighborhood

through the circulation, and the conditions would be

anaerobic. It was indeed a case of aneurism in

which I first foiuid the gas bacillus, and here the clot

was swarming with bacilli. It is interesting to note

that three of the cases of emphysematous gangrene in

my lint followed ligation nf th<- fiinonil or |H>plil4-ul

arU-ry for uneurinni.

Pirogoff *" di.HtinguiHhed clinic:illy two grou|M of
cases of traumatic eniphyHemiitiMiH giingrenf. |[«;

descriited under the name " primary mephiiic v,tk\\-

grene " cuhch in which the emphyHcrna u[i|»e.'trH within

two days after the injury, the " local stupor " piiHHin;;

without inflammatory reaction into crepitating gan-
grene. Here th<! emphysematous necroHiH HprearU

rapidly, the patient sinks into collapse with an icteroid

\\\\i' of the skin, small, thready pid.ne anti cold KWeutH,

and death occurs usually within a few days after the

onset. Tliis type of \\\i\ disease corresp*»nd.s t<*

MaiHonneuve's gangrc-ne foudroyante. In the second

group, designated by Pir<jgolf also as " acut*; guu-
grenous edema," there is reaction from the primary
" local stupor " of the tissues, the emphysen>a is

pi-eceded and accompanicrd by local edem.-ttous or

purulent inflannnation, is associated with febrile nv
action, often appears lat<!r after the injury and spreads

less rapidly, and pnisents in general a more varie<l

anatomical and clinical picture than the first class of

cases.

Ilitschmann and Lindenthal consider that PirogofFs
first group corresponds especially to cases of pure in-

fection with the gas bacillus, and his second grouj* to

mixed infections. Erdmann is also of the opinion that

in the unmixed infections the emphysematous necrosis

spreads more rapidly and is more likely to terminate

fatally. On the other hand Muscatel lo and Gangitano,
who also divide the cases into two groui)s — pure in-

fections and mixed infections— hold that the mixe^l

infections are characterized by the rapidly progressive

form of emphysematous gangreiu'. while the pure
infections, at least in their early stage, show little ten-

dency to spread beyond the injured tissues. Accord-
ing to the last named authors the gas bacillus is inca|)-

able of exerting any pathogenic action upon healthy

tissues, but attacks oidy tissues already aJtered in their

vitality by injury, other pathogenic micro-organisms,
toxins, or other depressing factors.

The study of our cases has not enabled me to

adopt either of the two conflicting opinions just stitted.

Of the collected 46 cases, 30 were mixed infections,

14 were pure, and in 2 there is no clear statement on
this point. The most common associated bacteria

were the pyogenic streptococci and staphylococci.

Other forms found occasionally were Bacillus coli,

proteus, pyocyaneus, tetanus, Sanfelice's Bacillus pseu-

do-(Kdematis maligni, and uncultivable, often spore-

bearing, bacilli. It seems probable that the bacil-

lus of malignant edema, being a common inhabitant

of the soil, must occasionally, like the tetanus ba-

cillus, be present, but it was not isolated from any
of these cases. My exjierience is that if reliance be
not placed exclusively upon cultures, but careful

microscopical examinations be also made, instances of
unmixed infection with the gas bacillus are rare. It

is by no means always easy to determine whether
associated bacteria are exerting pathogenic action or
not. Pyogenic cocci may be present without produc-
ing pus or marked inflammatory reaction.

We have found rapidly progressive forms of em-
physematous gangrene both with pure infectious with
the gas bacillus and with mixed infections, and on the
other hand we have observed with both types of in-

fection cases in which the tendency to spread is much
« Grundzuge d. allg. KrieijscUlruigie, p. 1006, Leipxig, IS64.
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less marked. In all of the cases with much purulent

inflanmiation mixed infection was present, but aside

from this feature the division of the cases into pure

and mixed infections does not, according to our ex-

perience, corres])ond to different, sharply marked,

clinical features. Pirogoff's classification is doubtless

of clinical value, but there is every gradation between

the two groups.

I cannot agree with Muscatello and (Jangitano,

whose investigations of emphysematous gangrene are

of great value, that the gas bacillus is incapable of at-

tiicking healthy tissues. Virulent cultures, even in

small doses, can produce rapidly spreading gaseous

phlegmons when inoculated into the subcutaneous tis-

sues of susceptible; animals, such as guinea pigs and

pigeons. In liuman beings the emphysema may ex-

tend very rapidly into the healthy tissues, frequently

outstripping in its advance the inflammatory edema.

This may occur in pure, as well as in mixed, infections

with the gas bacillus. It is true, as urged by Musca-

tello and CJangitano, that toxins derived from tlie

bacilli may prepare the tissues for the invasion and

action of tlu; advancing bacilli, but the same explana-

tion lias been put forward for the spread of other

j)atliogenic bacteria in healthy tissues. In asserting

that the gas bacillus may attack healthy tissues, I

would not be understood as minimizing the great im-

portance of the various accessory causes of emphyse-

matous gangrent! which act by lowering the vitality of

tii(! tissues or the gtsneral resistance of the patient or

as failing to recognize the marked resistance to infec-

tion by the gas bacillus offered by the healthy tissues,

a resistance to which I have previously called atten-

tion and which I shall have occasion further to em-

phasize.

(ias may appear in the tissues as early as eight

hours after the injury. In a case of gaseous phlegmon
following a bulhit wound of the knee joint, reported

by Welch and Flexner, Dr. liloodgood recognized gas

in the joint ^'* and surrounding tissues just twenty

hours after the injury. In a case of Dr. Tiffany's

which we have reported, death from emphysematous
gangrene, due to pure infection with the gas bacillus,

occurred forty-eight hours after a fall causing a com-

pound comminuted fracture of the patella with grind-

ing of the underclothing into the woimd. There was

no other injury of the body. Any one who has seen

one of tlu^si! rapidly fatal cases of spreading traumatic,

(iinphysematous gangrene will receive an impression

whi(;h he will never forget.

The anatomical and clinical study of uncomplicated

emphysematous gangrene demonstrates that the dis-

ease is not, as many formerly sup})osed, simply an in-

tense variety of ordinary phlegmonous inflammation

or cellulitis, but is a disease sui generis. It may be

combined with phlegmonous inflammation, but then

some other micro-organism, usually the streptococcus,

is associated with the gas bacillus.

In typical uncomplicated cases the lesions consist in

necrosis of all the tissufis, the presence of gas in the

interstices, infiltration with ])lood, evidences of the me-

chanical action of the gas, and exudation of a variable

amount of l)loody serum. The amount of gas varies

much in different cases. There may be only a few
l»ul)bles or the tissues may be everywhere blown up

with gas. The nuclei disappear by karyolysis. The
«> It i» to be regretted tbat !ii ilie cases reported by Piutz (OeutRcli.

Zeil. f. Cblr., 1«08, xlvili, p. 5!>1) iu* traumatic entrance of air into

tbe knee joint, no bacteriological ezainiuatiou was made.

notable thing in most cases is a nearly complete ab-

sence of leucocytes and of cellular reaction, although
in a few instances, even of pure infection, I have
found leucocytes in considerable number, and even
purulent foci, but generally at a distance from the

primary necrosis. As will be shown later, liacillus

aiirogenes caj)sulatus in certain situations is capable of

setting up purulent inflammation. In one of our cases,

reported by Bloodgood, Dr. C'ushing found gas bacilli

without gas in a small subcutaneous abscess of a stumj)

two months after amputation of the thigh for emphy-
sematous gangrene of the leg, the amputation having
been followed by unint(!rrupted convalescence.

After death there may be a rapid extension of the

subcutaneous emphysema, and at autopsies made a
few hours after death gas bubbles may be found in

the heart, vessels, liver and other organs, but as to

this occurrence there is no rule. As I have already

explained, wide-spr(;ad distribution of gas in the blood

and organs in early autopsies indicates entrance of

the bacilli into the circulation during life.

As is to be expected from the etiology of many of

the cases of emphysematous gangrene, emboli of fat

and of bone-marrow cells are common in the pulmon-
ary capillaries, but I do not know that in any case

they contributed to the fatal result.

The prognosis of emphysematous gangrene is more
favorable to-day than before the antiseptic j)eriod.

The disease terminated fatally in 59% of the cases in

my list. In the cases observed and treated at the

Johns Hopkins Hospital— 10 in number— the fatal-

ity was •)()%, but of these one was a gaseous phlegmon
of the pelvis extending to the thigh, resulting from
traumatic ruj)ture of the rectum ; a second was a gas-

eous phlegmon of the abdominal wall following re-

moval of the appendix and complicated with diffuse

gangrenous peritonitis, and a third case terminated

twenty-five days after disappearance of a gaseous

phlegmon of the thigh (treated by incisions) from a

late streptococcus infection, gas and the gas bacillus

having disa{)peared. Of the two remaining fatal

cases, in one— emphysematous gangrene following

compound fracture of the thigh— amputation was re-

fused by the patient until the fourth day, when he

was in a state of collapse and died fifteen hours later,

and in the other— compound frac;ture of the skull

and both lower extremities— the patient died thirty

hours after the accident, having never regained con-

sciousness. When the disease is accessible to surgical

treatment, is not com])licated by other grave condi-

tions, and is promptly recognized and treattMl, the

prognosis, according to tin; experience of my surgical

colleagues. Professor Ilalsted and Dr. Bloodgood, is

not very unfavorable.

The clinical evidence seems to me to favor the view

that, at least in most uncomplicated fatal cases, death

is due to toxemia. Norris was unable to demonstrate

the presence of strong toxins in artificial cultures of

Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus, but, as is well known,
the same difficulty is encountered with many other

pathog(!nic bacteria which are believed to produce

poisons in the human body. Muscatello is also of

the oi)inion that the constitutional symptoms are at^

tributable to toxemia.

The suggestion that death may be due to gaseous

embolism is not new. Pirogoff and other of the

older observers knew that gas bubbles may be found

within the heart and vessels very soon after the death
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of paticntH fnmi cmiiliysciMatoiis ;(iiii;^riii<'. In tlic

(liHciissioii on Liiii;^»Mil)c.ck'.H paprr on frannialif inlil-

tration Ix-forc the Sociirty of* (Jcirnian Military Sur-

•^(lon.s in 1«7(>, Senator'''' a<lvo(rat('<l tlie idea that,

death is caused hy j^as t^iiiholisin. VVIiih; the possi-

l)ilitv ol' this o<!(airr('ii(!(! as tlic cause of (h-ath may he

a(hnitted, there; is at pn^sitnt no proof of this opinion.

(Jas hui)hh's are hy no means always found in the

Idood and organs after death from emphysematous
^ani;rene, and tin; clinical histories of those; in which

they are found post mortem do not appciar to dill'er

from those wIksii th(;y an; absent. In (experimental

gaseous phhigmons in guinea pigs there is no (jyidence

of the presence of gas bubbles in tlu; circulation dur-

ing life.

In 1 of our cases (Mann) death resulted from

tetanus, and V(;rneuil " has reported 3 cases, which

without bacteriological examination he calls malig-

nant edc!ma, where also tetanus intervened. There
is nothing surprising in this association whtMi one
considcers that the home of the tetanus ba<;illus, like

that of the gas bacillus, is the soil. The period

of incubation for tetanus is Iong(;r than for inf(!ction

with the gas bacillus, the former appearing rarely be-

fore the seventh day, and the latter usually within

two or three days after the injury.

Prophylactic measures against emphysematous gan-

grene are suiliciently obvious from the etiological fac-

tors which have already been considered. It is im-

portant in wounds of the character most freipiently

followed by this complication to search microscopi-

cally and by cultures for the gas bacillus. The ex-

amination of cover-slips will usually suffice for a

probable diagnosis. I have already cited instances in

which this bacillus has been det(;cted before the onset

of em{)hysema and in which there is good reason to

think prompt surgical treatment warded off severe in-

fection. The possil)ility of infection from the intesti-

nal canal, as well as from external sources, is to be

borne in mind.

The cases were treated either by free incisions or

by amputation or both. The results \vere better after

amputation than after simple incisions. Of the cases

of emphysematous gangrene affecting primarily the

extremities, the recoveries numbered 'o'f^% after

amputation, and 33.^% after incision without amputa-

tion. Careful study of individual cases shows that

amputation is by no means always necessary. Every-

thing depends upon early recognition of the nature of

the infection. Ur. Bloodgood ^"^ from a relatively

large experience says :
" If the infection is recog-

nized early, and the destruction of the soft parts and

bone is not extensive, free incisions with inunediate

continuous bath treatment should be tried. If the

general sym{)toms of infection are not immediately

relieved, amputation should be done. If, however,

the ii\fection is recognized late, one should take no

risk but amputate at once. . . . An early diagnosis

will j)robably save life, and from many observations

an am[)utation nuiy not always be necessary."

A similar position as to prognosis and treatment is

taken by Muscatello and Gangitano in their yalnable

paper on gaseous gangrene, in which the)' also em-

phasize the value of abundant irrigations with disin-

fectant and oxidizing solutions. In the service of

f" Deutscli. militiirarztl. Zeit. 1872, i, p. 260.
" Seitiftine Mi^d., 18fl<>, p. AOX
'2 DeutscU. Zeit. 1. Chir. 189S, xUiii, p. 174.

Dr. Halnted at tlie Joliim llopkinn IlotjiituI tin- ciiii-

tiniiouH bath treutinent hax Ix-en found iiMful. IIitM:h-

inann and I/indentlial are certainly niintaki ii in tlMiir

aMsertion that incisions are UHually without fuvoruble

elTect and that early ampuL'itionM olTer the only
chaiKu; of recovcrr. Ah pointed out by Tlioriidike

and others, recovery may follow am|iutation, ev»fii

when it is imposHible u> remoye the whole of the din-

eased tiMSues.

ITKItrNK INKKCTIO.NH.

Knowledge of Bacillus ai-rogene.s capsulatiis i.h of

not less interest anti iniporUmtte to the obHtetriciaii

than to th(! surgeon. Infe<;tion of the })uer|>«;ral

uterus by this micro-organism h-ads to a variety of

morbid conditions, some comparatively mild, others of

tin; utmost gravity.

The wid(; distribution of the gas bacillus in the in-

testinal canal and the outttr world renders ji.s explica-

ble tlu! occasional presence; of this bacillus in the

female g<!nital tract as that of the cohni bacillus in

tin; same situation. Lindenthal ''^ foun<l th«; gas ba-

cillus in th(! vagina without the pn-sence of gjis or

other pathogenic effects, twice out of (» jiuerperal

ca.ses examined. According to the observations of

others, Lindtinthal's experience wouhl seem to l)e ex-

ceptional. As with so many other j)ath(»genic bac-

teria, the mere presence of the organism u|)on (ex-

posed surfaces does not necessarily signify infection.

1 shall consider the uterine infections by the gas l)a-

cillus under the headings of emphysema of the fetus,

puerperal endometritis, physometni, emphysema of

the uterine wall, and puerperal ga.s-.sepsis, althou<di

these conditions may be associated with each other.

Emphysema of the fetus. — The occurrence of em-
physema in the dead fetus in utero has been known
for centuries," but it was not until 1897, when Dob-
bin pul)lished his paper on " Puerperal Sepsis due to

Infection with the; Bacillus Aerogenes Capsulatus," "
that the cause of this condition was determined to be
invasion by the gas bacillus. In this case g:is and the

gas bacillus were both recognized during the life of

the patient in the fetus, the placenta and the cavitv of
the uterus, and after death tliere was general gas for-

mation throughout the body.

Dr. Dobbin has kindly given me the notes of a
second unpublished case observed by him. He was
called to see a woman in difficult labor, upon whom
repeated attempts at delivery of a dead fetus had
been made. Upon examination he recognized crepi-

tation of the caput succedaneum while the fetus was
still in utero. Upon delivery the fetus was emphy-
sematous with foamy organs. The gas bacillus was
found in pure culture in the fetus and mixed with
other bacteria in the amniotic fluid. Xo gas w;i8 rec-

ognized in the uterus after delivery. The patient

made a good recovery without evidence of sepsis.

Meng(; and Kronig *^ have observed three instances

of fetal invasion by the gas bacillus and have brouijht

strong evidence that usually the invasion is through
the mouth of the fetus, tlu' bacilli being taken into

the lungs or stomach by inspiring or swallowiuix am-
»' Wien. kiln. Wocli., ISO", pp. 3 and .15.

•^ It is usually stated iliiu this coiulition wag known to Celsus,
but he does not expressly mention the presence of jjas, although this
is to be inferred. In the chapter on extraction of the dead fetus, he
says: " Solet etiam erentre, nt is infans huiunre disiendatnr, eique
eo proflnat fa?dl odoris sanies." .Milligan's "Celsus," p. y.M, Edin-
burgh, I83I.
" Rulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, I8.<>7, viii. p. 24.
" B»kt. dee weibl. Genitalkanales. Teil ti, p. 167, I/eit>iig, 1807.
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niotic fluid. In their cases the bacilli were not found

in the part of the umbilical cord attached to the pla-

centa, but in Dobbin's first case this, as well as the

placenta itself, was infected with the gas bacillus.

The amniotic fluid within the intact membranes, as is

well known, is usually sterile, and only exceptionally

bec'omes infected before rupture of the membranes,

so that the infection of the fetus from this source is

generally after this rupture. As shown by Menge
and Kronig, all grades of invasion of the fetus by the

gas bacillus occur, so that there may be only a small

amount of gas, and this limited to the lungs or the

alimentary canal or both. The medico-legal impor-

tance of not mistaking for air this gas in the fetal

lungs produced by gas bacilli should be emphasized.

As is well known, fetal emphysema is usually un-

attended with danger to the mother. In 2 of the

5 cases due to Uacillus aerogenes capsulatus in my
list the puerperium w as even without rise of tcmipera-

ture, in 2 there was mild fever, but in l)obbin's

first case there was rapidly fatal gas sepsis.

Puerperal endometritis. — Under the heading " gas-

sepsis " will be considered cases of acute uterine in-

fection with the gas bacillus followed by invasion of

the blood and organs by this organism. Here it may
be mentioned that Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus may
be present in the uterus, usually in association with

other bacteria, in both mild and severe cases of puer-

jHiral endometritis without the recognition of gas in

the fetus or the uterine cavity or wall. An exam-
ple of such a case is an unpublished one in the ser-

vice of Dr. J. Whitridge Williams, of which the

notes have been furnished me by Dr. Dobbin. A
woman with rhachitic pelvis, upon whom delivery by
forc(q)s had been attempted before admission to the

,Johns Hopkins IIos{)ital, was there delivered by
craniotomy. There was no gas in the fetus. Forty-

eight hours later Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus, to-

gether with streptococci, was found in the uterine

lochia. No gas was detected. The patient devel-

oped fever, but recovered.

In 2 cas(;s, one rei)orted by Dobbin ®' and the other

by Blumer,''^ the gas l)acillus, although not identified

with absolute certainty, was probably present in the

pu(^rperal uterus in association with the typhoid ba-

cillus.

Physometra.— Distension of the uterine cavity with

gas (pliysonietra, or tympany of tlu; uterus) was pres-

ent in J)obbin's first case, already cited, and is often

associated with emphysema of the dead fetus, but may
occur without the latter and even in the non-pregnant

uterus. This curious condition was formerly ascribed

to entrance of air or to ordinary jjutrefaction j*'-* but it

is now known to be the result of the activity of gas-

producing bacilli.

Since the observations of Lindentlial,®° reported in

181)8, it cannot be doubted that Bacillus aerogenes

capsulatus is tin; chic^f cause of physometra. He found
this bacillus in five cases during life and reproduced
the condition experimentally in guini'a pigs. He is

justly sceptical of the correctness of the previous re-

ports of Gebhard "' concerning the agency of the colon

bacillus in generating gas within the uterus. AVe

" American Journal of Obstetrics, 1898, xxxvili, p. 185.
'" Ibid., 18!*!i. xxxix, p. At.
'" Tlie older liypoi lieneH and records on pliypometra and empliyseina

of tlie fetuH are fully presented by Staude: Zeit. f. Geb. u. Gynak.,
1878, iii, p. 191.

«" Monats. f. (ieb. u. Oynak., 1898, vli, p. 269.
«> Zeit. f. Geb. u. Gynak., 1893, xxvl, p. 480, and 1897, xxxvii, p. 132.

know from Theobald Smith's investigations that the

colon bacillus can produce gas only from carbohy-
drates, whereas it is the most distinctive biological

attribute of our gas bacillus that it can produce gas
from ])roteids. I'^ntil it has been shown that the am-
niotic fluid and uterine contents may under any condi-

tions contain enough carbohydrate to explain the de-

velopment of gas by the colon bacillus, there is every
reason to question the claims for this bacillus as a
cause of tympany of the uterus. ^-

My list of cases contains ten instances of physome-
tra in which Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus was demon-
strated. Although, as some of our cases show, this

condition may be associated with invasion of the ba-

cilli into the wall of the uterus and by acute gas sepsis,

these occurrences are exceptional and the jirognosis is

in general a favorable one. Most of the cases furnish

a good illustration of the resistance of living human
tissues to the action of the gas bacillus. Doubtless in

these cases the bacilli grow simply in the amniotic
fluid after rupture of the membranes, and in the dead
fetus, these offering no vital resistance, whereas we
must suppose that the intact uterine wall offers ordi-

narily an effective resistance to the invasion and mul-
tiplication of the gas bacillus. That occasionally the

bacilli may find other dead material in the uterus, as

in sloughing myomata and cancers, is evident from the

histories of some cases of physometra.

Emphysema of tJie uterine wall.— Far graver in

significance is septic emphysema of the uterine wall,

of which Ilalban ^'^ has recently reported an interest-

ing case due to Bacillus ai'-rogenes capsulatus. Gra
ham. Steward and Baldwin and P. Ernst were the

first to demonstrate this bacillus in this condition,

their papers, to which reference has already been
made, appearing simultaneously in August, 1893.

Eleven instances of em])hysema of the wall of the

uterus, all i)uerperal, have been reported, of which 5

were recognized during life. In all but Ilalban's

case there was also physometra, and this would seem
to be a necessary accompaniment unless the cervical

canal is open, so as to ])ermit the escaj^e of the gas

from the uterine cavity. All of the cases were fatal,

and in most gas was found at autopsy in the blood and
internal organs.

Subperitoneal em|)hysema has been observed after

rupture of the uterus, Dischler "* having collected re-

ports of 14 cases. In most instances this has been
attributed to entrance of air, but I think that it is safe

to predict that the gas bacillus will be found in similar

cases in the future, if proj)er methods for its detection

are employed. I know, however, of no instance of

this condition in which it has been looked for.

Puerperal gas sepsis.— I have adopted from Hal-

ban the term "gas sepsis" as a convenient one, al-

though perhaps oj^en to criticism, to designate the

important group of fatal puerperal cases in which gas

bubbles are found at early autopsies in the heart and
vessels and often also in the organs and tissues under

conditions where we must suj)pose that gas bacilli

and possibly gas have passed from the uterus into the

circulation during life.''^ Here, in my opinion, belong

most of the cases which have been reported as deaths

62 Halban (Monats. f. Geb. u. Gyniik., 1900. xi, p. 102) states that he
has found lactose once in the amniotic Huid of a normal puerpera.
Further .studies of this Rubject are needed.

'i Monats. f. (Jeb. u. Gvniik., 1!)(I0, xi, p. 88.
M Arch. f. (Jyniik., 1(>98. Ivi, p. l'J9.

0^' Gas sepsis In this sense occurs also iu other infectious with the
gas bacillus than the uterine.
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i\w to (lie ciilnincc of iiir into tlui iit(triiio vciiiH,

'V\\\n opinion, wliicli I rxpn-sscd in my first conMinin-

ic.ilions (in llicnas liacillns in IHDl iinil IK'.»2, rccfivtd

pi°oni|il conliiniation in tiic pupci'H of ( iralniin, St<-vv-

:u(i and Ualdwin and of I'. Kinst, in Aii;;ust, iHlt.'i,

and lias since Ik-cii strcnytlnMH'd l»y other similar ol>-

servations. Cases desciriltcd \\y VVendeler"" us sejtsis

acMtissima luloni; also in tin- sannr eat<'<^ory.

i\Iy list includes 12 pnerp(!nil c{is(!h in wliicii ^jas

l)nl»l)les and the i;as bacillus were found at autopsy
in the' l)lood or or<^ans, hut in only (> of these does
it seem to nu! conclusive or extremely prohahle ihat

the infection occurred during life.""

'rh(> most remarkableof thes(M'ases is that reporteil

hy (Jrahani, St«'\vard and Haldwin, of a woman upon
whom abortion had been rec«!ntly prochiced, who dur-

iiiij the four hours innnediately pn^cedinf^ death

becanu! emphysematous over nearly the whoh; i)ody.

At the autopsy j^as and <;as bacilli W(!re found every-

where throughout the body. In Dalton and Hn;-

mer's °* case, also one of criminal abortion, an em-
physematous swelliuir of the arm and pectoral region

was likewise ri'(!ogni/ed during life, 'i'hese cases art'

of importances as demonstrating the invasion of the

body by the gas bacullus from the uterus whih." the

blood is still circulating. In Ilalban's and Dobbin's

cases gas was recognized also during lift; within the

wall or cavity of the uterus.

In the majority of cases of puerperal gas-sepsis

there has been some operative interference preceding

infection, such as criminal abortion, forced delivery

for placenta previa or other causes, or the manipula-
tions of an unskilled midwife. The fulminating char-

acter of the infection, death being sometimes very

sudden, is a notable feature of many of the cases.

In a case of attempted criminal abortion reported

by Perkins,"' the patient, according to the statement

of the practitioner in whose office death occurred,

died sudd(!nly, and at the autopsy twelve hours later

in cold weather, gas was found in the vena cava,

heart, and other vessels, with evidences of injury to

i\\v. pregnant uterus. The case was reported l)y Per-

kins as one of death from air embolism, and certainly

with as much and even more plausibility than most cases

thus reported. After the publication. Dr. Perkins,

ni)on the request of Dr. Dobbin, was so good as to

st'ud the uterus, well preserved in alcohol, to my lal>-

oratory, where Dr. Dobbin demonstrated in the uter-

ine vessels and tissue bacilli morphologically and in

staining reaction identical with Bacillus aerogenes

caj)sulatus."'

1 woukl not be understood to deny the possibility

of the occurrence of fatal air embolism from the

uterus. A very few of the reported cases are ditlicult

to interpret upon any other supposition, but I do

claim that the foundations of this doctrine have been

seriously shaken by our discovery and investigations

of the gas bacillus, and that no case, however plausi-

ble, can be considered as positively proven without a

satisfactory bacteriological examination. Did we not

know how long it takes new knowledge, especially

I""' Monats. f. Geb. n. Gynak., 1896, iv, p. 581.
'" These are the cases reported by Graham, Steward and Baldwin,

P. Ernst, Kriinig and Menge, Dobbin, F. C. Wood (Medical Uecord.
April 15, 1899), and Halban, to whose papers references have already
been given.

«« American ejournal Medical Sciences, 18S8, xcr, p. 594. This in-

fection, although attributed to the bacillus of malignant edema, was
probably due to the gas bacillus.

"'•' Boston Medical aud Surgical Journal, 1897, cxxxvi, p. 154.
™ Dobbin has reported his examination with further notes of this

case in the JNlonats. f. Geb. u. Gyniik., 1897, vi, p. 375.

that origiimting in thin country, to \. uj^h-

oiit tlie medical world, it would lie i ^.m-m

nhould Ntill continue t4) be rejiorled, ;t^ tin , .iri ,
' of

ileaths uMcrilied to air emlMdiMm without uny l<'.t<-u-rir>-

logi«iil examination or even .my nrfiTence to the pos-
sibility of any other ex|ilanutioii. I atii not nwart:

that in any iuHtunce of alleged air eniboliHtn, « \nii>

teriological examination has ix-en unule which would
ex«;lude the presence of gan-forming Imcteriji.

Whether, as nuggested by Staude, in any of th<;

cases with gas within the uterine cavity death \n at-

tributable to gaseous embolism i.s, I think, an o|Mrii

(pu'stion. It is possible, although I know no proof of
it, that in some of the (;ases of suddeu <leatli followiiij/

immediately aft«-r .sonn- manipidation or operation on
th(! pregmint uterus and attributed to air ernlM»liHm,

gas, geiierat<'«l by ba<;U!ria, may have existed under
pressum within the ut«'rin<! cavity and have entered
wounded veins in sullicient amount and so suddenly wn

to have caused death.

To what (!Xtent the free gas found in tli<- blood-

vessels, heart and internal organs, even very .soon

after death from what has been described as puer|HTal
gas-sepsis, is there during life is a (pn-stion ditlicult to

answer. I have alnrady considereil this sulije<,-t, and
in this (tonnedion will again em])hasi/.e the imporumce
of caution in interpreting the presence of gas in tliese

situations as a vital phenomenon, although there is

eviden(Ui that it may hv such.

INFECTIONS OF THE URINARY TRACT.

There is evidence that the urinary tract may not
only he a portal of entrance for the gas bacillus into

the circulation or adjacent tissues but also be itself

the seat of infection by this organism, rnfortunately
for the decisive interpretation of many of these cases,

Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus has. .so far as I am
aware, hitherto been found in the urinary tract only
after death, although in some instances so .soon there-
after and under such conditions that its presence cUir-

ing life cannot be doubted.

I have already called attention to instances of em-
physematous gangrene following external urethrotomy
and other operations on the urinary ))a,ssages.

Among the cases of general invasion of the bloo«l

and organs (foamy organs) by the gas bacillus oh-
served by myself and others are several in which the
portal of entry was the urethra, bhnhler or other part
of the urinary tract."- In a case of urethral stricture

with cystitis, for which i)erineal section had been
done, reported by Welch and Flexner, gas bacilli were
found three-<piarters of an hour after death in larere

numbers in the bladder, ureters and renal pelvis and
a few gas bubbles and gas bacilli were already jire.sent

in the blood of the right ventricle. In Howard's case
of meningitis caused by the gas bacillus, to l>e cite<l

subseipiently, he considers that the portal of entry
was the urinary tract.

Gas, generated by Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus.
has been found in the urinary passa<xes in t*» crises

which have come to my notice.''* The gas mav Ih>

either free in the cavity of the bladder!^ ureters or
renal pelvis, or contained within submucous blebs, or
in both situations.

•> Zorn iMUnch. med. Woch.. 1898. p. 567) may be cited m an
example. Gas limited to the right heart may occur from iuTasion
of the gas bacillus.

^ Such cases are rep<irted by Welch and Flexner, Goeb«I, Dunham
aiid Howard in papers already cited.
" These do not include some inst.incei of very extenslre poet-

mortem emphysema of the organs with gas erorvwhere throuahout
the body.

" *
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Welch iind Flexner " have roj)orted an instance of

piH'umaturia in a diabetic man in whom six hours

Aiivv death, witliout trace of cadaveric decomposition,

tht! urinary bhvdder was found filled with frothy urine

containing Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus in pure

culture. This case indicates that the colon bacillus

and Bacillus la'etis aerogenes are not the sole causes of

pneumaturia in diabetics. Dr. Flexner has given me
the notes of a second case of pneumaturia upon which

he made the autopsy :it the University Hospital, Phila-

delphia. This was of a patient with chronic cardiac

disease who had bet^n catheteri/ed twenty-eight hours

before admission and who died thirty hours after admis-

sion. At the autopsy, made one hour and a half after

death, about GO cubic centimetres of frothy urine

were found in the bladder, from which Bacillus aero-

i^enes cai)sulatus, togc^ther with Staphylococcus aureus

and Streptococcus pyogenes (no colon bacilli), was culti-

vated. Neither gas nor gas bacilli were found else-

where in the body. The mucous membrane of the

bladder was e<l(;matous. There can be little doubt

that in this case the gas bacillus was introduced by

the catheter into the bladder.

In one of Welch and Flexner's cases (Case XVIII)

of hypertrophied jjrostate with pyoureter and pyone-

phrosis, the renal pelves and ureters were found at

autopsy distended with gas and containing pus mixed

with bubbles of gas. Small gas cysts were pres-

ent in the mucous membrane of the renal pelves.

>«eith<;r gas nor gas bacilli were present outside of

the urinary organs. In this case cocci and colon ba-

cilli were associated with the gas bacillus.

In a case of Dr. Kelly's, of which the full records

have been given me by Dr. Miller,^' there was pneu-

maturia demonstrated by cystoscopic examination and

ureteral catheterization to come exclusively from the

inflamed left renal pelvis and ureter. Among cocci

and other bacteria were found on cover-slips bacilli

morphologically resembling Bacillus aerogenes capsu-

latus, but unfortunately no anaerobic cultures were

made. None of the bacteria which grew aiirobically

produced gas in lactose agar. This case is interesting

as d(nnonstrating that the gas may come exclusively

from one renal pelvis and ureter, but the micro-organ-

ism producing the gas was not satisfactorily demon-

strated. It seems certain that it was an anaerobic

organism, and from the microscopical appearances

may have been the gas bacillus.

The subject of subnmcous gas cysts will be consid-

ered subsefjuently, but here it may be mentioned that

besides the gas cysts in the renal pelves noted by

Welch and Flexner in the case already cited, Goebel

found gas blebs containing in pure culture Bacillus

aero"enes capsulatus beneath the mucous membrane

of the urinary bladder, without gas elsewhere in

the body, and Dunham has reported a similar condi-

tion of the bladd<;r in a case of emphysematous gan-

•rrene with general invasion of the blood and organs

l)y the gas bacillus.

Bacteria have l)een found also in emphysema of the

bladder (cystitis (>mphysematosa) by Eisenlohr,^"

Camargo " and Kedrowsky,^** but it is impossible

'< Case XIII of our list in Journal of Ezperimental Medicine,

1896.
'" Tliis case la briefly reported by Kelly and MacCallura, Journal

American Medical Association, 1898, xxxl, p. 376, whose paper may
be consulted for tlie full literature of pneumaturia.

'« Ziegler's Beltriige, 1888, lit, p. 101.

" Tlnse de (ieiKve, 1x91.

" Centralbl. f. allg. Path. u. path. Anat., 1898, Ix, p. 817.

from the authors' descriptions to identify their bac-

teria. Kedrowsky considers the bacillus isolated by
him as allied to Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus, but less

sensitive to oxygen. Perhaps it was Sanfelice's Ba-
cillus pseudo-dHlematis maligni, to which I have al-

ready referr(;d, but Kedrowsky's description of liis

cultures hardly insi)ires confidence in their purity.

Welch and Flexner, and Howard have reported

finding the gas bacillus in association with other

bacteria in inflammatory lesions of the bladder, renal

pelvis and kidneys, without the detection of gas.

Howard considers that in one of his cases the ba-

cillus was concern(!d in the etiology of suppurative

lesions of the kidneys, but in this case the colon ba-

cillus and Streptococcus pyogenes were also present.

INFECTIONS DKRIVEU FROM THE GASTRO-INTESTI-
NAL CANAL.

Mention has already been made of the frequent, if

not constant, presence of Bacillus aerogenes capsula-

tus in the intestinal canal, of gaseous phlegmons origi-

nating from this source, ami of the readiness with

which intestinal bacteria may gain access to the genito-

urinary tract.

The intestine is by far the most common source of

the gas bacilli found together with gas bubbles in the

blood and organs at autopsies. This invasion may
occur either with or without definite intestinal lesions,

and is probably in the majority of cases an agonal

or postrmortem event. The mode of distribution

and spread of the bacilli in these cases has been

well described by Howard,'* whose experience has

been exceptionally large with this class of affections.

Especially demonstrative of invasion of gas bacilli

from the intestine, usually post mortem, is the occur-

rence of gas bubbl(!S limited to the neighborhood of

the intestine, as in the intestinal wall, within the por-

tal or mesenteric veins or lymphatics, in the subperito-

neal tissue, mesentery and omenta, around the pan-

creas, in the mesenteric glands, and especially in the

loose tissue near the gall-bladder and in the porta of

the liver, without gas in more remote situations. I

have seen examples of each of these occurrences in

very early autopsies without ordinary cadaveric de-

composition.

Local gastro-intestinal lesions.— Interstitial em-

physema of the gastro-intestinal wall will be consid-

ered subsequently.

Howard has described several cases with larger or

smaller areas of superficial necrosis of the mucous
membrane of the stomach and intestine, in which gas

bacilli were present in large numbers. These areas,

which may occur either with or without gas cysts, are

found most frequently beneath the folds of the

valvuhe conniventes and are characterized by absence

of nuclear staining and disintegration of the cells and

tissue, usually without marked inflamraatory reaction.

Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus may undoubtedly be a

cause of meteorism. Instances of this are reported

by Welch and Flexner, and by Howard.
Pneumoperitonitis with and without perforation. —

My records include 13 cases of diffuse peritonitis in

the exudate of which Bacillus aerogc^iies capsulatus

was found. P^leven ot these w(!re in autopsies made
either by Dr. Flexner or myself, 7 having already

'» Contributions to tlie Science of Medicine, dedicated by his Pupils

to William Henry Welch on the Twenty-Hfth Anniversary of bis

Doctorate, p. 491, Ualtlmore 1900.
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been pulilislu'd by us in IHDti. 'V\n: rciiuiiiiiii;^ 2
C}i.s<!s (liotli l)ciiin pt'rionitioiis of jiiistric iilfH-rn) liavo

b(!eii reported l»y I'jii^e/" uiid by I'r.'itt and Fidton."'

It WHS i\w observation of theses cases which lirsl caHcd
my attention to i\\v frecpient presenci; (d' the yas l)a-

cillns in the intestine.

Ten of the cases were perforative and 3 were non-
perforative. Of tin; fornn'r, I were the residt of per-

foration of typhoid uh-ers, 4 of j^astric ulcers," I of

stranii;n!ated i;an^renous intestine and I of a cancer-

ous idcer of tiie (hiodenuni. In the hist case (autopsy

fourteen hours after death) the exu(hitc was sero-

fibrinous and th(> <ja8 bacillus was found in pnre cul-

ture *" and abunchmtly in the peritoneal (;avity and was
absent from other organs and the blood. In the other

perforative cases the gas bacillus was mixed with other

bacteria, although in some instances it predominated.
In all of the cases the abdomen was greatly distended

with gas and usually there was great tymj)anites.

I attach pspecial importance to the case fully re-

ported by "Welch and Flexner,'** in which we brought
conclusive (evidence of the occurrence of pneumo-
peritonitis without perforation, the first of the kind on
record in which similar proof was obtained. Since;

our publication a similar case has been observed by
Dr. Flexner in Manila, who has kindly furnished me
the notes. At the autopsy, twelve hours after death,

there was found hemorrhagic infarction of the lower
part of the ileum and adjacent part of the large intes-

tine, caused by the passage of this part of the intestine

through a hole in the mesentery. The peritoneal

cavity was greatly distended with gas which burnt
witli a pale blue flame. There was a large amount
of frothy, bloody serum in the peritoneal cavity, to-

gether with a fibrinous exudate. The most careful

examination showed no jierforation. Bacillus aerog-

enes capsulatus was obtained in pure culture and
abundantly from the peritoneal fluid. Gas was absent

from the blood and other organs.

We have found the gas bacillus, mixed with other

bacteria, twice in circumscribed, gas-containing, intra-

peritoneal abscesses resulting from pei'foration of the

appendix vermiformis.

Hepatic and biliary infections.— Tlie development
of gas in the liver is so striking a phenomenon in most
autopsies where the gas bacillus and free gas are found
in the blood and organs that P. Ernst used the term
" Schaumleber " for the title of his article on the gas

bacillus, published a year after the paper by Welch
and Nuttall, in which we first directed attention to the

subject of foamy organs and the gas bacillus.^* I have
already considered the general subject of gas bubbles

in the blood and organs, and wish here to call atten-

tion especially to infections of the gall bladder and

biliary passages by Bacillus aerogeues capsulatus.

8'^ Canada Lancet, May, 1900.
81 Boston Medical and Surgical .Journal, June 7, 1900. p. 509.
82 Welch and Flexner have reported an instance of perforated

gastric ulcer causing peritonitis in a rabbit, in which the gas bacillus
was found.

"s The purity of the culture in this case is explicable by the re-

sults of Gushing and Livingood's interesting b:icteriologieal and
experimental studies of the duodenal flora published iu Contribu-
tions to the Science of Medicine, dedicated by his I'upils to William
Henry Welch on the Twenty-flfth Annifersary of his Doctorate, p.
543, Baltimore, 1900.

8* Case XIII of our list in Journal of Experimental Medicine, 1S9G.

p. 3o.
8'' Heydenreich's paper on "Emphysem der Leber" (Ceutralbl. f.

Bakt., 1897, xxi, p. 305) may be mentioned as a curiosity. He had
never heard of tlie gas bacillus or of any other investigation of the
subject later than 1872. In contrast to tliis is the interesting article
of P. Bernhardt on pneumathemla and foamy organs, with full con-
sideration of the recent literature. Deutsch. med. Woch., 1900, p. 83.

In caHi-H of foamy liver yiin iii;iy b< ihi- bill)

<luctK and gall bladder, but riiy • ^ >< that,

whi'ii the gas bacilli r<-acli iId- liver ihioii, mkI-

vcNHelH, the appearance of gax in tlu-He •<, jh a
rather lato occnrr(;n<;e and met chiefly in advuiirir<l

caseH. In contrast to these caxen are the obs'Tvution^i

of g:is in the biliary pahsagcs, H.HHo<!iat<d soinetimeu
with di'llnite lesions of the bile dur:tH and liver, wher«
the evidence is that the ga.s bacilli entered from th«j

intestiui! directly into these pansagf-s. Two Huch vjXMm
have been reported by Howard "• un«l I have observed
2 cas(?s.

Pratt and Fulton " report a remarkable caseof can-
(;er of the common bile duct an«l pancreji-s in which
cholecystotoiny was performi-d, the opening in tho
gall bhuhler being stitched to the alxlominal walls. At
the autop.sy the liver was found studded with minute
abscesses with greenish translucent walls. In cover-
slips, .sections and cultures Bacillus aerogenes capsu-
latus was found in pure culture in these small l»iliary

ai).scesses, but there was no gas in the abscesse.s, the
liver, blood or other organs. A somewhat similar

case, in which cholecystenterostomy for gall stones had
been performed, was i)revionsly reported bv Nicholl.s '*.

from Adami's laboratory. Here al>o multiple miliary
abscesses containing the gas bacillus were found in

the liver, but in this case gas was present in the liver

as well as in the blood aiul other organs, the autopsy
being six hours after death. Larkin '® has likewise
reported a case of hemorrhagic pancreatitis with fat

necro.ses and small, multiple hepatic abscesses with
gas holes in the liver, from which Bacillus aerogenes
capsulatus was isolated. The autopsy was eight hours
after death. •

Ilintze ^ lias recorded a post-mortem observation of
gas in the inflamed bile ducts with cholelithiasis. He
cultivated only the colon bacillus, but it does not a{>-

pear that he made anaerobic cultures.

From the foregoing cases it is to be inferred that
the gas bacillus may invade the bile ducts and gall

bladder from the intestine, and sometimes during life,

and that it may not only produce gas but also necroses
and purulent inflammation. The presence of gall

stones, cancer of the bile ducts and operations on "the
gall bladder appear to favor this mode of infection.

INTERSTITIAL EMPHYSEMA OF THE GASTRO-IXTES-
TIXAL, GEXITO-LRIXAUY AND BILIARY TRACTS.

One of the most interesting lesions produced by
Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus is the formation of sub-
mucous or subserous gas cysts or blebs, of which the
earliest examples attributed to this organism were re-

ported by P. Ernst, Goebel and Welch and Flexner.
They are suthciently common to have been observed
by nearly all investigators who have had much experi-
ence with the gas bacillus in human beings. My list

of cases includes 2.3 instances of this condition, of
which 5 were of the stomach, 1 1 of the intestine, fjir

oftener of the small than the large intestine, -i of the
gall bladder and bile ducts, 3 ofthe urinary bladder,
I of the renal {)elvis, and 1 of the vagina.

* The ma-
jority of the cases were observed by Flexner. Howard
and myself, and in all the gas bacillus was deinon-

" Contributions to tlie Science of Medicine, deviicated bvhis Pupils
to William Henry Welch on the Twenty tlfth Anniversary of his
Doctorate, pp. 475 and 4:fi, Baltimore. I91X).

»' Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, ,Iune 7, 1900, p. 599.
** British .Medical Journal, K<97. ii. p. 1S44.
«» Medical Record. 1898, liii, p. 3.>4.
'^ Miinch. med. Woch , 1895, xliii, p. 209.
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strated. The case of emphysema of the vagina was
reported by Lindenthal.®^

These gas cysts vary in size from microscopic di-

mensions to Large blebs. They are most common in

the submucons coat, but may be present in tlie mucous

membrane, the muscular coat, or beneath the serous

covering ; in fact, in any part of the membranous wall.

They may be few or in enormous numbers, in groups

or scattered. In one of our cases the whole small in-

testine from the duodenum to the ileocecal valve was

studded with small gas cysts, (las cysts of the same
general character may be found in the mesentery and

omenta.
These gas cysts are in their inception simply such

gas holes as we are already familiar with in the liver

and other organs in cases of local or general invasion

with the gas bacillus. They indicate a foamy or em-

physematous condition of tlie walls of the stomach,

intestine, gall bladder, bile ducts, urinary bladder and

vagina, due to the invasion into these parts of the gas

bacillus.

The condition of the walls of the blebs and of the

surrounding tissues varies. Some of the cavities are

round and their walls smooth, others are irregular in

.shape and have ragged walls. They may correspond

to dilated lymi)hatics, but more frecpiently they do not

reiiresent dilatation of any preformed channels. There

may be communication between adjacent cavities, but

oftener the cysts are distinct from each other. The
tissue in the immediate neighborhood of the cavities

may present no alteration not explicable by the me-

chanical pressure of the gas, or it may show necrosis

in varying degree and extent. Inflammatory changes

or cellular reaction which could be reasonably referred

to the presence of the cysts or of the gas bacilli caus-

ing them were not noted. Sometimes a little coagu-

lated, homogeneous or granular material is present in

sections of the cysts in hardened tissues, as indeed may
often be found in gas holes in the organs.

In sections stained by Gram there is usually no
difficulty in demonstrating the relation of the gas ba-

cilli to the cysts. The bacilli may be in masses in the

walls of the cysts, but sometimes they are not more
numerous there than in the tissue at a distance from

the gas blebs, and occasionally it requires some search-

ing to find them. By anaerobic methods the gas bacil-

lus can be cultivated from the cysts or the adjacent

tissue.

All of the instances of submucous and subserous

gas cysts in my list were observed post mortem. In

the larger numl)er of cases gas bacilli and gas bubbles

were more or less widely distributed in the blood and

organs, but without evidences of ordinary post-mortem

decomposition. There are, however, several cases in

which these gas cysts in various situations were the

sole manifestation of the presence of the gas bacillus

in the body. Howard has shown that if careful sys-

tematic search is made for areas of necrosis and min-

ute gas cysts due to Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus in

the stomach and intestine, these lesions can be found

much more frecjuently than has been supposed.

It is with our present information a difficult matter

to say in how many of these cases the emphysematous
state existed before death. It is certain that, at least

in the great majority of cases in my list, the emphy-
sema was not the result of ordinarj' post-mortem

decomposition. In a large number of the cases the

»« Weill, klin. Wocb., 1897, pp. 3 and 35.

autopsy was made within a few hours after death.

Howard in one of his cases of gas cysts, limited to the

intestine, made the autopsy one hour after death. I

have already emphasized the importance of great

caution in interpreting as vital processes the various

gaseous conditions of parts and organs not open to

inspection during life, even when autopsies are made
soon after death and there is entire absence of putre-

faction, and I can only repeat this caution here.

Mere absence of nuclear staining around gas holes, I

do not regard as proof of their origin during life.

It would lead altogether too far to enter here into

a discussion of the general subject of submucous gas

cysts, concerning which there is a large literature, the

principal references to which will be found in the ar-

ticles of Eisenlohr,-'- Camargo,^^ AYinands,''^'' Dupraz,®^

and Lindenthal.®^ It would appear from a stud}^ of

the records of the subject that anatomically different

conditions have been described under the designation

"gas cysts" (cystides aerifera?). Some have been
apparently of long standing and show chronic inflam-

matory changes in their walls and surrounding tissues.

The most A^oluminous literature relates to the gas

cysts of the vagina (kolpohyperplasia cystica of

Winckel, emphysema vagime of Eppinger).

At present we have no warrant to identify the more
chronic gas cysts with thickened walls with the more
acute emjjhysematous condition which 1 have described

as referable to Bacillus aerogenes capsulatus. Never-
theless the former are probably of bacterial origin also,

although I am unable to accept the bacteriological

findings of Eisenlohr, Camargo and Dupraz as at all

convincing, for they made no use of anaerobic

methods of cultivation. It is quite possible that Ba-
cillus aerogenes capsulatus is concerned also in the

etiology of the gas cysts of long standing ; certainly

it is important to apply hereafter anaerobic cultural

methods to their study. Lindeuthal has no hesita-

tion in identifying the emphysema of the vagina ob-

served by him ])ost mortem and from which in a sin-

gle case he cultivated what he chooses to call Bacillus

emphysematis vaginae (in reality our Bacillus aerog-

enes capsulatus) with Winckel's kolpohyi)erplasia

cystica, but while he may be correct, further obser-

vations are needed before this anatomical and etio-

logical identification can be accepted.

The only instance in which gas cysts of the human
intestine have been recognized during the life of the

patient is reported by Hahn,^' who found them in

large number upon opening the abdomen. It is to be

regretted that no thorough bacteriological examina-

tion of this case was made.

In my original conununication on the gas bacillus

I ventured the surmise that the bacillus found by E.

Fraenkel ^^ in hardened sections from a case of gas-

tritis emphysematosa might be identical with Bacillus

aerogenes capsulatus, and this susi^icion has gained in

probability by Goebel's statements based upon an ex-

amination of the sections, his work having been done

under Fraenkel's supervision.

Notwithstanding an effort at compression, so much
space has been occupied in the presentation of the

»2 Ziegler'8 Beitr!ii.e. 1888, iii, p. 101.
18 These (le Geiii-ve. 18H1.
»* Ziegler'g Beilriige, 189"). xvii, p. 38.
08 Arch, de nuil. exptr., 1897, ix. p, L'82.

»' Wieu. klin. Woch., 1^97. r>p. 3 and 35.
'•' Deutsch. mod. Woch., 18!)9, p. (Jo7,

"'' Vircliow's Archiv., int!), c«viii, p. 52G.
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f(>n'i:;()iii;j Hiil)(livi.sioiis of our sul»ji!(!t, wliidi in |i>hm

tliiiii :i (U'cadc has ^jrowii to coiisidcr.ilih! iiiii;;iiilii(U-,

that I sliall only sniumari/c very liiirfly u I't-w n--

uiaiiiliiij topics, altli()Ui;li all (Ifscrvc I'lillcr troatiiifiit.

I'lthnoiKtrif and pleural infvctioiis. — To tlie two
iiistanrcs ol' invasion of tiic liinijs by the pis haril-

liis reported liy ^^'^•l<;il and Flcxner 1 can add the

cultivation of this oryanisui from a j;an;i^n'nous lun^'

by Dr. I'Mcxncr in my lahorutory.

Of much iniportan(!o is Levy's'''' demonstration of

Bacillus aeroi;enes capsulatus as a cause of j)neunio-

thorax without perforation. This case and those of

pneuMu^peritonitis without jx^rforation to which I

have already referred have settled allirmativelv the

lony- standinj;- controversy concei-nini; the possihilitv

of the <;eneration of gas within closed serous sacs dur-

ing life.

Nicholls ''^*^ has reported an instance of pneumo-
thorax aud pneumocardiuai without perforation, in

which the gas bacillus was probably jjreseut. Finley '''*

and May and (Jebhart^'^- attribute their 2 cases of

pneumothorax without perforation to tlie colon bacil-

lus, but in neither were anaerobic cultures made. It

is important iu all gaseous affections to search for

anaerobes.

Gas bdcillus in tJie blood during life. — P^xtrenielv

interesting is the demonstration by Gwyn,^*^" botli by

cover-slip specini'-ns and by cultures, on repeated ex-

aminations, of Bacillus acrogenes capsulatus during

life in the blood of a i)atient in the .Johns Hopkins
Hospital, with chorea insaniens and acute endocardi-

tis. I had the opportunity of examining his cultures,

which were entirely typical. The patient died, but

unfortunately no autopsy could be obtained. There
was no evidence during life of free gas in the blood

or tissues. The case is of importance as demonstrat-

ing that gas bacilli may be in the circulating blood

for days in sufficient number to be demonstrable both

microscopically^ and culturally without evidence of

free gas. I have already expressed my suspicion

that Achalme's anaerobic bacillus, which has likewise

been cultivated from the blood as well as from the

tissues of several cases of acute articular rheumatism,

is identical with Bacillus aiirogenes capsulatus.

Presence of the gas bacillus wit/tout gas.— In this

connection I may say that the gas bacillus may be

present and even multiplying within the human body

without the production of gas. Certain organs, above

all the liver, offer much more favorable pabulum for

the generation of gas than do others, but even in the

liver the bacilli may be present without gas. I have

found gas bacilli in small clumps wathin the spleen

and kidney, surrounded by areas of necrosis, without

recognizable gas. I have already cited the demon-
strations by Gushing and by Pratt and Fulton of the

gas bacillus in small abscesses without gas, the obser-

vation of the latter being particularly complete and

satisfactory.

Dr. Harris in my laboratory isolated the gas bacil-

lus in pure culture from an abscess containing blood

and pus in the neck of a dog, following an operation

on the jugular vein. There was no gas in the abscess.

Aerobic cultures were entirely negative. These obser-

vations, however, are not the only ones demoustrat-

"9 Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pliarm., 1805, xxxv, p. 335.
Ji"! British Medical Journal, 1807, ii, p. 1844.
><" Philailelphia Monthly iSledical .lonnisl. 1899, i, p. 5G9.
1"- Deutsch. Arch. f. klin. Med., 180-!, Ixi, p. 323.
iw Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, ISstg, x, p. 134.

in^ that the ^aH hucilluM may undi-r ct-rluiii rirfutn-

HUiiiceH uitd in certain HiluulioiiH iiiuiiifr>it |tyo){<riiic

cnpiicity.

iMenlngitts ; /igogrnir raj/nrifg of gag hfiriUui —
Howard'"* in April, iMll'.i, reported u cane of u'-uU;

librinopuriderit ini-ningiti'<, following operation for

uretliroperineal tistiihi. Ilacilju.s aerogf-neM raimii-

latUK was found in pure cidture in tin; tneiiin-

geul exudate. Hitschmaiin and IJnd'-nth:d '''' have
recorded another convin<ing example of acute cere-

l)ral meningitis fcdlowing fracture of the occipital

lione, in which the gas bacillus wa.s f«juiid unmix'^fl

with other bacteria. These authors call attention to

the jtyogenic power of the gas bacillus when it attacks

the meninges, but, as already .shown, the name power
may be manifestr-d elsewhere.

Cavities in the brain. — Finally, I would call at-

tention to Ileuling and Herring's''" and Howard'H
studies of cavities iu the brain produced by liacillus

aerogenes capsulatus and to the light which their ol>-

servations shed upon certJiin obscure examples of

cerebral cavities previously reported.

In this excursion into pneumatopathology I have
invited you to the survey of fields comparatively new
and little trodden. I can only hope that our journey
has been not without some interest and some jjrotit to

you. To me the oj)portunity to present l)efore such a

body as the Massachusetts Medical Society the results

of these investigations is one which I highly appre-

ciate.

I desire in closing to pay my tribute of respect and
to call to your grateful remembrance the founder of

this lectureship, Dr. George Cheyne Sliattuck. That
the subject of this address would not have been with-

out interest to him may be inferred from the title of

his first Boylston Prize dissertation on the theme pro-

pounded in 180G and entitled: "The difference be-

tween mortification produced by an external cause and
that which is produced by a constitutional defect, the

diagnostics and proper mode of treatment of each."*'^'

By his noble character, in'ofessional services and lil>

erality Dr. Shattuck deserved well of the medical pro-

fession of his city and State and indeed of the whole
country, and his memory is worthily perpetuated not

only by the foundation of this lectureship but also by
the endowment of the chair of pathological anatomy
in the Harvard Medical School.

Duration of Life in Various Emplovments.—
From the following statistics given in the Medical
Record it will appear that average longevity appar-
ently has little to do with employment which is not in

itself dangerous. A general summary shows that the

average duration of life has been about sixty-eight

years and eight months. Forty-six jwets average
sixty-six years, 39 painters and sculptors sixty-six

years, 30 musicians sixty-two years, 26 novelists sixty-

three years, 40 men of letters sixty-seven years, 22 re-

ligious sixty-six years, o'^ women sixty-nine years, 18
philosoi>hers sixty-five years, 38 historians sixty-five

years, aS scientists and inventors seventy-two years,

14 agitiitors sixty-nine years, 48 commanders seventy-
one years, 112 statesmen seventy-one years.

ii** Hulletiii of ilie .lohn? Hopkins Hospital. l.^St^. x. p. W.
•^ Sitzungsh. d. k. Akad d. Wiss., Math-Naturw. CI., Wien, 1S99,

criii, licit. 3, Abth. iil, p. 67.
•"« lUill.'titt of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, l'9i», i, p. G2.
>' Published in Boston in ISO^.
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3Il&tirci^i0f,

THE TRUE FUNCTION OF THE STATE MEDI-
CAL EXAMINING BOAKD.i

liV ALLAKI) MKMMINIiKR, M.D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Hyqiene and Clinical Professor of Uri-

liary Diagnosis in the Medical College of the State of South Caro-

lina ; Visiting Physician in City Hospital of Charleston, etc.

Mu. PUESIDKNT AND GkNTLKMEN OF THE SOLTII

Carolina Medical Association: — In present-

ing to the consideration of this august bodj- the ques-

tion of the propriety of the offices of the State

Medical Plxamining Board as now organized, I trust

sincerely my real and true purpose will not be mis-

understood as a suggestion for lowering our medical

standard, for its design is, on the contrary, to elevate

and make that standard more practically useful.

As a teacher in our State IMedical College, I hope

you may and will regard the outcome of my views

as suggested by a long course of observation, and

not as in the least actuated by a desire to further

alone the well-being of our institution to the detri-

ment of the public good. "With these excuses then,

if indeed they be necessary, for the selection of my
theme, I shall proceed at once to the subject matter

of my paper.

(1) The offices of examination to constitute a grad-

uate in medicine ; (2) the offices of examination by

our State board to constitute the right to practise

medicine and surgery in our State.

The requirements for graduation are so well known
by all of you here present that I need not take

your time by a rej^etition of the same, but simply call

your attention directly to the salient points that must
always be kept in view, namely, that a student must
have not only a theoretic, so-called, idea of the subject,

but as well, a practical application of the same. To
this end, the course or courses of our four year graded

institutions is divided into two ])ortions.

In the first the theoretic aspect of the branches

taught is kept in view almost entirely, and thus the

student is not only prepared for what is to follow, but

his untrained mind is brought into better condition for

the environment by which he is soon to be surrounded,

and by imbibing which he is to become a graduate

in medicine, and a practical m(;dical man. Observe
here, please, the words I use : graduate and a practical

medical man.
With this idea then in view, our examinations are,

or should he, directed, and for its accomplishment we
have divided our course into what are termed junior

graduating branches and senior graduating branches
;

the former dealing more with the theory of the under-

lying principles of medicine, and the latter with the

application of the same. The junior branches are

studied for two years, and at the end of this term an
examination is held, and if the student attains a grad-

uating excellency, he is allowed to discontinue his

further study on these branches, and devote the re-

maining two years of his studies to the ap])lication of

his theories gained by his two years' course.

This plan is deemed so advisable that our State

Medical College allows the certificates of junior

branches passed in other first class four year graded
colleges to count, and (exempt the holder of the same
from standing the examinations on these branches in

> Head at tlie Meeting of tlie South Carolina INIedical Association,
Charleston, April 19, 19U0.

our college, thus enabling these students to apply
all of their time to the practical aspect of medicine.
By this division of labor and study in our colleges, it

is found that the students are better prepared to prac-

tise in a practical manner than when theory and prac-

tice were crowded into two years. Indeed if I mistake
not, the trend of medical teaching is now aiming more
at bringing our colleges into the line of post-graduate

institutions, and thus giving to the public more practi-

cal and less theoretical physicians.

Now then let us glance at the offices of the State

Medical Examining Board : "What do they set out to

do? (1) Examine, so as to keep out quacks and
charlatans

; (2) examine, so as to see whether the

diploma of any particular college is upheld by the

answers made to questions propounded the applicant

for license to practise. Most assuredly with these two
objects in view, the charlatan and graduate of a rep-

utable college when he or she comes before the board,

are on the same footing ; true the board says you must
show a diploma, but of what good is such a diploma
when this State board is to decide upon the answers of

the applicant and not on his credentials.

It is to this point 1 wish to draw particular atten-

tion, for we most assuredly think that the credentials

should be allowed a full and just weight in the matter.

The credentials or dij)loma give evidence that the

student has studied medicine four years, has gradu-

ated in the junior or theoretic branches of medicine,

and has also just before coming before this State

board been considered worthy of applying this

theory to the practice of medicine.

This board then does not show that comity which
exists between four year and high standing colleges,

but at once commences to examine on the senior and
junior branches, which latter the student has put by
two years ago, and which with the best of us grow
dim in that time. No wonder then that some of the

applicants show a less familiarity with these questions

than with the senior and practical questions, and in

the summing up of the examination may show a

lesser total than that required. That such is the case

is to be expected until the medical colleges all require

a university A.B. or A.M. as necessary before enter-

ing the study of medicine.

I as a teacher know full well that questions which
are put in chemistry to test the theoretic knowledge
of the student, it would be unwise to ask two years

after the student has passed, but this is what is expec-

ted by the board and which I contend is unwise, as it

does not fairly subserve the purposes for which the

board was created.

No doubt such an examination would be fair to put

to one not holding a diploma, but then we should add
this, that if one should pass successfully such an ex-

amination, he would be in our judgment fully pre-

pared to practise medicine.

The diploma then of our four year graded medical

colleges divided into junior and senior branches is

surely deserving of some respect,, and should entitle

the holder thereof to some more deserving place than

in the category of (piacks and persons who have never

studied medicine.

I would therefore respectfully suggest that the

State Board of Examiners work along in the same
line as that pursued by reputable four year graded

medical colleges, acce])ting junior certificates as

proper credentials of proficiency of having passed in
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thcH(! Iii-iinchcs, and piiyiiij; morn Htrict iitti'iitioti to

pnu;ti(;!il iiicdiciiu-, liiniliii^ tlicir rxiiiiiiiiiitioiis tor

tho8(^ liol(lin<; (liploiiiHK I'roiu tour year <rra<l«Ml rouiHrH
to (iiu'stioiis al)solut(;ly portaiiiiii'f to tin- pracain- <»|'

incdicitKi and surgery, and rc.sp('ctiii<; to tliis sli^lit

dcfrrcc the junior l>raiiclics, wldcli, as I have alitady
said, i^row dim alU'r two ycvirs, and which Iiardiv any
of you who now listen to uic wouM can; to liavc hiin-

s«dr t('st(ul on.

For cxaniph', would all of you ^cnthMniii who
have practised lon<,r and I hopc^ well in the various

sections you hail I'roni care to answ(^r th«! tpiestions I

now propound, and which hav(^ been well answered
by many in the junior gra(luatin<j; class of chemistry
this yc^ar.

QUK8TION8 ON PHYSICS, TOXICOLOGY AND CIIKMISTUY.

1. When does a licpiid boil at 212° Fahrenheit?
2. Explain the upward draught or current in a chimney.
3. What is the effect of gravity, what the cause of pres-

sure, and what is weight?
4. What is solution and upon what does it depend?
5. What is the universal effect of heat and how are heat

and cold related ?

6. When a moving mass is stopped by friction what
takes place ?

7. When heat falls upon a body what becomes of it?

8. Mention some of the cooling effects of evaporation.

9. Why is wet clothing injurious to wear.
10. What is the velocity of heat, light and electricity?

11. How is heat, light and electricity conveyed to our
senses?

12. What would be the effect of removing the aqueous
vapor from the air?

13. Describe the voltaic circuit.

14. State the difference between tonic and clonic con-

tractions.

15. Give the order constituting the reaction of degenera-
tion by the galvanic current.

16. Give the chemical properties of oxygen.
17. Give a like description of sulphur dioxide and chlorin

gas.

18. Give one method of production for ammonia gas and
phosphorus respectively.

19. Give the salts, with correct formulae, containing one
or more of the following elements : Oxygen, ar-

senic, potassium, calcium, carbon, iron, antimony,

mercury, bromine.
20. Is the following formula correct, and if so, why ?

As., O.+e Hcl-fZn3=As„-|-3 Zn cU+S H. O.
The atomic weights and valences are as follows :

As atomic wt. 74.44. Valence, iii and v.

H " " 1 "
i

CI " " 35.5 "
i iii v and vii.

Zn " " 65.4 "
ii

O " " 16 "
ii

Yes, gentlemen of this association, you all once

answered questions of a like kind, but do not let us

forget that which we have forgotten, and require this

a second time of these students because we ourselves

are safe. This lack of due appreciation, and what is

deemed injustice to the four year graded course is, 1

believe, at the bottom of the unrest of the students

in this and other States as to the rights of State ex-

amining boards ; it is indeed a wave of discontent

that must be met, not by harsh measures, but by just

and wise acts.

Let us, therefore, keep ever before us the true of-

fice of a State medical examining board, which is

neither to give a diploma nor revoke one, but, on the

contrary, grant a license to practise— to stand between

the honor conferred on the oraduate and the exercise

f)f it on thr propln. Tlio boartl, thiTirfori', ithnuld

busy itMelf with the «-iiMi(-. and hyj^ienic uM|>«Tt uf thi;

subject, and should feel that by eloHe attention Ut ihiN

the public ^ood is best .Hubm-rved.

A eourse then such as I have hurriedly niapixd out

will not lower the H(;ale of medical education in tlie

State, but, on the contrary, tend tn elevate and ii»-

erease practical le:iehing, and give; out to the St;it4' a

better class of medical men. What we want is thor-

ough and practical physicians, who will do the publin

no harm and much good ; a State ex.-iniining Uiard

organized then on such lines may aid much in thiH

direction, and at the same time fe<d that in recogniz-

ing a grade<l course, they further and ajtjirove the

good work already be<,Min, and not in any w;iy ham-
per nor render it less etVeetive.

I repeat, I <lo not wish to abolish the State Board,

far from it; I wish to make it, and by it the medical

institutions all over our laiul, inon; effective, ho that in

the future a license to practisj- nu-dicine in South Car-

olina will carry with it the assurance that the holder

tlmreof is a good, practical physician who, having
pa.ssed through the alembic of common-sense, is now
tit to be a custodian of health in our historic State.

RECENT PROGRESS IN NEUROLOGY.
HV PUII.IP COOMBS KNAl'P, A.M., M.D., BOSTON.

REFLEXES.

In a consideration of the more important clinical

points in regard to the cutaneous and tendon reflexes

in nervous affections, Striimpell ' speaks first of the

methods of irritation. By pricking a very small area
of the skin quickly with a pin, whereby oidy a few
nerve endings are excited, a reflex contraction of many
muscles may be produced. If the refiex excitability be
diminished the contraction may ensue from long-con-

tinued pricking,— the time summation of a circum-
scribed refiex irritation. It leads us to imagine that

the persistent irritation sends fresh waves of sensory
impulse which finally break down the resistance.

There is also a local summation of refiex irritation,

where a number of cutaneous areas are irritated, as in

the so-called stroking refiex. The abdominal and
cremasteric refiexes among others are excited espec-

ially by this local summation from stroking a consider-

able area of the skin. Cold and pressure may also

excite skin refiexes, and in some cases the refiex ap-

pears only on the cessation of the irritsttion. The
place of the refiex irritation is also of importance ;

only certain regions, " refiexogenous zones." are excit-

able. The sole of the foot is the most excitable

region. The refiexogenous zone for the cremasteric
refiex may extend down to the foot, and that for the
abdominal refiex to the thigh. True skin refiexes

very rarely occur in the upper extremity. The refiex

seems to vary with the strength of the irritation, and
the muscles involved vary with the place of the irrita-

tion. The muscular contractions in the skin refiexes are
usually of a tonic character. The toiulon refiexes are re-

garded as true refiex processes, as is shown by the oc-

currence of^refiexes in distant muscles and crossed re-

« DeuUche Zeitscbrift fiir Nerrenheilknnde, xv. ivj. Seutemb^r.
1899.
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flexes on the opposite side of the body. There is,

however, this peculiarity about them, tiiat they are ex-

cited only by brief, sudden concussion, wliich can cause

vibration of the parts, and not by any other form of

irritation. Time or local summation of the retlex

plays no part, the contraction is short and never tonic,

and often only a single muscle is affected. The old

reflex diagram of a sensory fibre, motor fibre and inliil)i-

tory fibre coming from the brain is still useful. The
inhibitory fibre, however, is probably not identical

with the fibre for voluntary movement, for in certain

cases with an enormous increase of the reflexes and

muscular hypertonicity there may be very little pare-

sis. The increase in reflex action due to cutting off

this inhibitory influence does not affect the skin re-

flexes. In ordinary cerebral paralysis the skin reflexes

are usually diminished, while the tendon reflexes are

increased. The explanation of this contradictory be-

havior of these reflexes is still lacking. It is difficult

to believe that there is a persistent irritation of some
inhibitory fibres, while others have been cut oft"; nor is

the supposition that the reflex arc for the skin reflexes

extends upward into the brain wholly satisfactory.

Furthermore, in a few cases of cerebral hemiplegia

the knee-jerk is lost on the paralyzed side. In many
cases of complete transverse lesion high up in the cord

the knee-jerk is absent. The explanation of these

facts is obscure, but it is not necessary wholly to aban-

don the old reflex diagram. The loss of knee-jerk may
be due to secondary or co-existing changes in the lum-

bar cord. These changes may arise from concussion

in traumatic cases, or to the secondary changes in the

pei'ipheral neurones due to cutting off all the nervous

influences from above. The explanation of the differ-

ent behavior of the skin and tendon reflexes, how-
ever, is not easy. The old reflex diagram, although

probably correct, is insufficient at present to exi)lain

satisfactorily all the clinical phenomena, but we still

lack sufficient knowledge for a satisfactory explana-

tion. The object of the reflexes is probably originally

protective, but with the higher mental development of

man they have lost their importanc(!, and many of

them are now merely rudimentary functions.

PUPILS.

Marimo'^ has undertaken a careful study of pupil-

lary conditions in young children and in a considerable

number of hospital cases, and has come to the follow-

ing conclusions : In about GOO healthy children the

pupils are always normal in size and reaction, ex-

cept that they react very little to painful stimuli.

The pupils are very sensitive to toxic influences, such

as alcohol and tobacco, even in small amounts, so that

in adults these factors are to be considered, if specific

causes for alteration of the pupils can be excluded.

Anomalies of the pupils are very common in ordinary

diseases, manifesting themselves not only in lesser de-

grees (mydriasis) but in inequality and in changes in

the puj)illary reflexes. The variations in the diameter

of the pupils in the course of a disease and the changes
in their reflexes are of considerable vabu; in jirogiiosis.

Anomalies are very rare in tuberculosis, more common
in anemia, and vcr}' common in digestive disturbances.

In hysteria and neurasthenia the pupils are dilated or

normal, never contracted; inequality and delayed re-

action are very rare. In neuralgia the pupils vary
greatly, but Marimc") never found dilatation on the af-

* Uivista Sperimentale di Frcuiatria, xzv, 451, July, 1899.

fected side. In brain tumors there are almost always
grave and comi)lex anomalies, but these are less com-
mon in cerebral hemorrhage, although here myosis is

often seen, and it is a constant symptom in hemorrhage
into the pons. There are always mark(id pupillary

anomalies in tubi^rcular basilar meningitis. In cerebral

syphilis the pu[)ils arc usually unequal. In syringo-

myelia and multiple sclerosis he found the pupils usu-

ally normal ; in ])oliomyelitis there was incupiality ; in

chorea, mydriasis. In epilepsy there was mydriasis in

the intervals, and myosis or mydriasis with immobility

during the attacks. In tabes myosis and Argyll-Robert-

son pupils were constant symptoms. Inasmuch, how-
ever, as Marimo has studied only a limited number of

cases of the various nervous affections his conclusions

refer chiefly to them and they can not be regarded as

establishing a general rule, as pupillary changes are

not uncommon in multiple sclerosis. In this connec-

tion reference may be made to a study of the pupils in

the hysterical attack by Karplus.^ Most writers claim

that the condition of the pupils during the attack

is an important diagnostic sign between epilepsy and
hysteria ; a loss of reaction excluding the latter.

In 18 cases of hysteria, where the diagnosis was es-

tablished by prolonged observation, Karplus found

immobility of the pupils during the attack and ab-

sence of reaction to light. The pupils are most com-
monly dilated, but they may be normal or even

contracted. The immobility is observed in the first

two periods of the grand attack, but it may last for a

few minutes after the attack. The pupils behave in

precisely the same way as in epilepsy. This immo-
bility is sometimes seen in slight attacks without loss

of consciousness. The loss of reflex is a cerebral

phenomenon, but it is not psychical or dependent on

idea. The psychical influence may start a nervous

mechanism which is itself not psychical.

OBJECTIVE SIGNS OF HYPERESTHESIA AND ANES-
THESIA.

Bechterew ^ recognizing the frequenc}- of local

hyperesthesia or tenderness and local anesthesia in the

various traumatic neuroses, and recognizing also that

the ordinary tests depend upon the statements of the

patient, considers the various objective manifestations

of these conditions, which, in litigation cases where
the suspicion of simulation is raised, become of great

importance. Bechterew lays special stress upon the

test suggested by Mannkopf, which he himself had
employed previously— the increase of the heart's

activity by pressure upon the alleged painful spot.

This test, or variants thereof, such as changes in the

pulse curve as taken by the sphygmograph, dilatation

of the pupils, flushing of the face, changes in the res-

piration or the reflexes, following pressure on the ten-

der spot, Bechterew regards as one of the surest objec-

tive signs, in spite of the objections which have been

made to it. In local anesthesias a diminution of the

cutaneous reflexes in the anesthetic area is another

objective sign of great value. This anesthesia is often

associated with spasm of the peripheral blood-vessels,

causing increased coldness of the part and differences

in the vasomotor reaction of the skin. In addition,

the Mannkopf test may be used in a different manner.

The reaction may be obtained in one or more of the

ways indicated by j)ainful stimulation of healthy areas
;

' Jahrbiiclier fiir Psychiatrie, xvii, 1, 1898.
* Neurologisches (Jeiitralblatt, March 1, 1900.
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tlu; r.-iilun-. to obtuiii a Hiiiiilar roactioii by tho Kiiriu!

stiiiuiliis wlirti applied lo llu; ulh^ired anuKtli(!ti(; area
provi'H till! roulity of tho aii(!Ktli(!sia.

Kl^ijor'^ foviows tli<! ()l)j(;clioii.s vvliic.li liavi- Imim
made to this test of Maiiidiopf's, which ohjiu-lions In-

considers iiiade(|uat(!, and tli»;n j^ives the resnils of a

s(!ri(!s of personal ohseivations niad<! with the aid of a

sphyi^nio eliiono^iaph. I'ain was pio<liie(;(l hy the fara-

die current. In a lu^althy person Ik; found that marked
pain thus produced increased the fre(pien<ry of the; pulse,

usually in dirtict ratio to the s<!V(Mity of the pain. Mus-
cular (^\(!rtioii and chani;(!s in the respiration have also

an inlluenc(! in healthy persons upon \\\k\ pulse. Individ-

uals vary accordinj^ to their cardiac irritahilitv. It is

a siiiiplo matter, however, to exclude the influence of

mus<ndar or respiratory (iifort in testinjjf the influence

of [)ain. The same rule of increase in tho pulsc! holds

true in t(;stini;- painful conditions not due to injury,

pressure always increasing the pulse rate. In tiau-

inatic neuroses the same holds true. The fnujuency of

tho pulse is always increased by sudden pain, the in-

crease depending upon individual peculiarities, (;sj)e-

cially the degree of cardiac irritability, and the amount
of the pain. Where the i)ain is slight and the heart is

not very irritable, the increase is slight. Psychical in-

fluences, (!ven the a})plication of electrodes to the W\\-

der spot without switching on the current, have much
less influence than has been claimed. Muscular effort

will increase the pulse, and this must therefore be ex-

cluded during the experiment. Respiratory elfort, ex-

cept in the extreme degree, as in Val Salva's experi-

ment of inflating the middle ear, has slight influence.

The test is of decisive value in all cases where it is our

ol)ji!Ct to assure ourselves either that a procedure is

painful in a healthy person or that there is actually a

tender region in the patient under observation.

FACIAL ANESTHESIA IN SYRINGO.AIYELIA.

Schlesinger,® from a study of five patients aflfected

with syringom3'elia, in whom the morbid process grad-

ually ascended into the medulla and involved the nu-

clei of the trigeminal nerve, has estal)lislied the rela-

tions between the different parts of the nuclei and the

areas of the skin which send sensory fibres to these

portions of the nuclei. The territories thus determined

agree in the main with those described a few years ago

by Head, and the distribution may aid in determining

between central and peripheral affections. AVith an

ascending lesion involving the trigeminal nuclei the

anesthesia is at first noticed on the lateral l)order of

the lateral portion of the forehead ; later it invades the

skin of the forehead up to the eyebrow and at

the same time the lateral portions of the face near the

ear. It then advances from the lateral portion to the

cheeks and eyelids. The sensibility of the nose re-

mains intact the longest. The first branch of the tri-

geminal nerve, therefore, arises from two nuclei, of

which the most distal corresponds to the skin of the

forehead and the most proximal to the skin of the

nose. Anesthesia in the whole domain of the trigemi-

nus may be caused by a lesion involving the re<;ion be-

low the margin of the pons. When tho affeciion is

unilateral the anesthesia extends exactly to the median

line. In the {)haryngeal and buccal mucous mem-
brane anesthesia first appears with an ascending lesion

at the same time with anesthesia of the upper part of

» Arcbiv fiir Psycbiatrie, xxxi, 274, 1898,
8 Bevue Neurologique, July 15, 1899.

\\w forelittad, in tho poHtcrior piirtN of tlic mucous
meinbnint; of lit*; cheekH, tin: uiit4;rior purtM of this v<;luni

palati, and perliap.s the pOHterior puriH of thi: Utwyi^w.,

Tho tnucons inind>ran«! of the buccal cavily in |>rot>-

al)Iy innervated by the distill porlioiiH of the Mpinal

root of the IrigeininuH, but the uiueoii'i inenibruiie of

the pharyngeal cavity may n-maiii normally Hennitiv*:

when tlie buccal cavity Ih comphudy um.-Hthetic and
analgesic. This idea that there are two varieti«H in

the distribution of aneslhe.nia in the face, a negmental
and a peripheral, acc(irding as the inetlulla or the |H;ri-

pheral nerves are affected, corresponds, of course, Ui

the tW(j varieti(;s in the distribution of aiieslh<-hiu in

the trinik ami limbs according as tliecordor periplieral

nerv(rs are allectted, Schle.>,inger's studies have iM;cn

practically confirmed by tin; inde-pendent investiga-

tions of Solder,^ who claims tliat in all diseases of the

spinal cord, whetlier involving the spinal roots or the

gray matter, tlie anesthesia is of tlie segmental type, a»

portrayed by Thorbm-n, Siarr, IIea<l and Kociier.

Solder holds that this segmental type of anesthcHia

is also found in affections involving the l>rain stem,

and he gives diagrams corresponding in tiie main to

some of tlie regions described by Schlesiiiger, showing
the boundaries of the various areas. In this connec-
tion it may be noted that Ilalin* also confirms the ex-

istence of this segmental spinal type of anesthesia in

the trunk and limbs in syringomyelia, Ijut he has
found an increase; of the sensory disturbance toward
the periphery of the limbs. This, however, is usually

limited and is always subordinate to the segmental ar-

rangement, but, in his opinion, it may afford an ex-

planation of the claim made by Brissaud and other

French observers, that the sensory disturljances of

syringomyelia often assume the cerebral form, that is,

that the boundary of the anesthesia is at riglit angles

to the long axis of tlie limb, and the anesthesia pre-

sents the so-called "glove," '"sleeve" or "stocking"
type. Ilalin himself claims that such a distribution is

contrary to the facts afforded by the study of other

spinal diseases and by anatomical research and, there-

fore, he doubts if it exists.

SENSORY DISTURBANCES IN TABES.

Freukel and lAersler® have made a detailed study
of the sensory disturbances in tabes, of which only the

conclusions have yet appeared as a preliminary com-
munication. They find that disturl)ances of sensation

are a constant symptom and are found both in the pre-

ataxic and the ataxic periods. An absence of such
disturbances is wholly exceptional and it was found
only twice in several hundred observations ; in botli

instances the tabes had been arrested by blindness.

The disturbances affect cutaneous sensibility and the

deep sensibility of the muscles and joints. Disturb-

ances of the sense of touch are most constant, l>eiug

found in every case. Disturbances of sensibility to

pain are common in the pre-ataxic {leriod and are tlie

rule in the ataxic period ; the same is t- ue of sen
sibility to lieat and cold. These disturbances are

found localized in a constant fashion upon the trunk,

and tiiey may bo regarded as an initial symptom of

tabes. Even in advanced cases tho sensory disturl>-

auces may bo found only on the trunk. In the pre-

ataxic period there may be hypo-esthesia in two areas

ou the breasts and two corresponding areas on the

' Jabrbiiclier fiir P.«ychlatrie, xviii, J.">8, 1SI>9.
» hoc. cit., xvii, M, 1898.
• Kovue Neurologique, Novenil)er 30, 1899.
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back. Later on the sensory disturbance involves an

area of varying extent encircling the body, often from

the axilla} to the umbilicus. In the great majority of

cases the tactile sensibility is alone affected, rarely the

sensibility to pain. The anesthetic zone may be sur-

rounded by a hyperesthetic zone and hypo-esthesia to

cold, with delayed perception, is especially common.

The arms are also affected as a rule ; the disturbance

is very common in the pre-ataxic stage and almost the

rule in the ataxic stage. The anesthesia forms a band

along the ulnar side of the arm, which is typical.

This band may be large, involving all the fingers or

the hand, but the radial aspect of the arm is only ex-

ceptionally affected. Disturbances of the pain sense

are also common in the arms, but disturbances of the

temperature sense are rare and atypical. Sensory dis-

turbances in the legs are exceptional in the pre-ataxic

stage, but they are the rule in the ataxic stage, but,

even with marked ataxia, the cutaneous sensibility

may remain intact. Disturbances of cutaneous sensi-

bility, however, are the ruhi in the arms, even when

there is no ataxia. The foot is first affected, espe-

cially oil the plantar as[)ect of the toes ; then the ex-

ternal border of the sole, the entire sole, the dorsal as-

pect of the toes, and finally the entire foot. The
external and posterior aspect of the leg is next in-

volved, and finally the entire leg. Sometimes this

anesthesia is associated with anesthesia on the poste-

rior aspect of the thigh and about the arms. The
anal and genital regions may be affected without anes-

thesia of the legs. There is sometimes an area of

anesthesia just above the groin, extending backwards

to the buttock and in a band down on the scrotum.

Rarely there are multiple patches of anesthesia on the

legs and in advanced cases the entire leg may be in-

volved. As a rule, the area of analgesia corresponds

to that of anesthesia, and it is rare when it exceeds it.

In very rare instances there may be sensory disturb-

ances in the neck, face, mouth, tongue, or conjunc-

tiva. It is a general rule, with rare exceptions, that

the areas of skin affected by disturbances of sensibility

are separated by normal ui-eas, proving that morbid

process in tabes is discontinuous and multilocular.

(To be continued.)

IRcport^ of ^ocictic^,

THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Statkd meeting, January 18, 11)00, the President,

William II. Tikj.mson, M.I)., in the chair.

Du. .loiiN II. MissKK, of Philadelphia, read a

paper on

MYOCARDITIS.

lie mentioned a number of otlusr affections with

which myocarditis was apt to \w. associated or conse-

quent upon, and said that tlu; symptoms of myocarditis

were constantly mingled with those n^sulting from
other conditions. He first described the, form of

myo(;anlitis met with aft(;r, and sec(jn(l;iry to, pericardi-

tis, and gave an illustrative case. In this instance the

aortic and mitral valves were thickened, and the tri-

(;uspi(l valvular orifice was enlarged. The heart

nnisclc was fatty, and the cavities were greatly

dilated. In another <;ase mentioned the myocarditis

was secondary to valvulitis, and in a third dependent

on pernicious anemia. Myocarditis was classified in

general under four heads : (a) Secondary to pericardi-

tis
; (b) dependent on endocardial conditions ; (c)

of toxic origin ; and (rf) resulting from coronary

artery disease.

The general statement might be made that myocar-
ditis is met with most commonly in males just past

the prime of life who have probably had syphilitic

disease in early manliood. The symptoms referable

to the heart might take the form of either dyspnea,

syncopic attacks, or arhythmic cardiac action, and
whatever the form of these special manif(!stations,

there were certain striking phenomena which the cases

had in common. The jKitient apj^eared prematurely

old, with gray hair and abundance of wrinkles, while

the eyelids were heavy and there was an almost

characteristic sallow pallor of the countenance. There
was usually evidence of endarteritis in the vessels

and the physical signs found on examination of the

heart might b(! those of myocarditis alone or in associ-

ation with dilatation and other ])henomena. Redupli-

cation of the second sound was sometimes met with,

but less frecpiently than in valvulitis. There might at

times be redui)lication, ''gallop" rhythm, murmurs
and other manifestations, but the most prominent

characteristic of the phenomena was their great

variability.

The disease was usually progressive, and the fatal

termination might come from uremia in connection

with concomitant renal disease, from angina pectoris,

from pulmonary edema, or from prolonged cardiac

dilatation. Myocardiac angina was especially charac-

teristic, and in all the cases of angina pectoris which

he had examined ])ost mortem he had found myo-
cardial disease present. In the advanced stages of the

disease any slight occurrence in life might bring on

the fatal result. In one case where the i)atient died

at the age of fifty-six the subject was under his obser-

vation for ten years, during which he underwent an

operation for api)endicitis under anesthesia without

any unfavorable results. In this instance he was at

first inclined to the opinion that the cardiac trouble

was functional, resulting either from excessive use of

tobacco or from gastro-intestinal disturbance, but the

increasing frequency of the attacks, notwithstanding

the most careful treatment, convinced him of its more
serious character. In another case characterized by
pain and dyspnea, with enlarged area of cardiac dul-

ness, the only phenomena found on auscultation were

redui)lication of the second sound and an uncertain

murmur.
The first special symptom mentioned as incidcnit to

myocarditis was angina ; the second was dj'sjjiiea.

The attacks of dyspnea were due to the rapid out-

pouring of fiuid into the air-vessels and bronchi, and

the j)atient presented the apjiearance of pronounced

shock, with the face pale and the forehead bathed in

perspiration. The heart's action was irregular and

intermittent. The attacks at first occurred only at

long intervals, but as the disease progresscid became
more frequent. They might be called attacks of

pulmonary edema and should be carefully distin-

guished, especially on account of the treatment, from

pulmonary congestion due to acute dilatation. The
latter was attended with marked cyanosis, and was

most efficiently treated by general or locitl blood-letting.

Certainly in the paroxysmal dyspnea of myocarditis

bleeding would be entirely out of place. In myo-
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(Midiiil (lys|(iicii the tr<'(|iiciicy of iTMpiralioii was not
HO u;i(:it lis ill dilatation ot tln^ heart with «!oii;^cHtion.

Ill many instiinccs thi; attiu-kH of ilyH|)iM-a alti-niat<-<|

with attiicks of pain. (». T., ii^tr forty-niiir, ml-

(lic!t«Ml to toha(;(;o, a frcr liver and inoderat*; drinker.

For several years has had dyspnea associated with

ani;ina-lik(! attacks. I'reinatiirely old; jiray hair;

tcin|iles standing out prominently. No visihh; canliae

impulse; palpahh^ impulse not (ixtriinn;. I iii;h arterial

tension. Area of heart dnlness increased ; ";^allop"

rhythm over h^ft ventricle. Kvidently tin; heart niiis-

(;l(! is weak. Ih; had known of some instances in

\vhi(!li patients suffered from "^n^at dyspn(>a from ordi-

nary walkin<;-, hut could ride a hic^ycle for coiisideiahle

distances with ease.

'l'h(> third special i)henomen<)n commonly met with

in myocarditis was the Stokes-Adams syndrome.
In one case with verti^fo, hi^h tension and slow

pulse, the pulse would fall to* 10 or even 80. In an-

other case there wer</ iiose-hhHid, headaclu!, vertigo,

and loss of consciousness followed hy sensations of

numhness and tinglin<r. In tlu; attacks of syncope

the j)ulse would sometimes fall as low as 28.

The last special sym|)tom referred to was arhvthni

;

the heart's action heing irre<rular and int<'rinittent.

In one case that he had seen several years ai^o, this

j)lienomenon was so marked that he felt positive that

the patient was suffering from myocarditis, hut as

time went on he made a complete recovery, and tin;

conclusion was reached that the heart trouhle had

heen due to a toxic agency, prohahly tohacco.

While these four groups of symptoms might occur

independently, it was to be borne iu mind that they

might be intermingled in the same case. In making
a diagnosis we should not depend altogether on the

physical examination, but should also take into con-

sideration the patient's family and personal history

and his occupation, habits and general appearance.

In addition, the fact that the renal pathological pro-

cess often goes hand in hand with the cardiac was not

to be lost sight of.

Dr. IIknky Koi'LiK read a paper on

MYOCARDITIS IN INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.

He said that our present knowledge of myocarditis

had been principally^ obtained from the study of the

disease in children, and it was one of the most im-

portant of the grave affections of early life. In

si)eaking of its pathological characteristics, he stated

that Romberg had found that the diseased action oc-

curred in foci, and was not generally diffused, as in

nephritis. The cardiac muscle was peculiarly sensi-

tive to toxic agencies, and myocarditis was liable to

be caused by the special poisons of the various acute

infectious diseases, as well as by high temperature

alone. One of the most striking effects of the mod-

ern serum therapy was the action of antitoxin in

strengthening the muscular fibre of the heart, as well

as fortifying the general system.

He mentioned the case of a child four years old,

who, at the age of nine months, had sutfered from se-

vere malarial poisoning. As it grew older it became

subject to attacks of weakness. There was now no

Plasmodium in the blood, and as the signs of valvular

disease of the heart were absent, he believed that the

case was one of myocarditis. At the j)resent time the

attacks were less frequent than formerly and it seemed

possible that the diseased areas might eventually bi'

rHpIuced by In-altiiy tiMMue, and the child itntindv r»>-

cover, lie next referrefl to (»ne viXM- of >ii\oranlitiN

in connection with pnemnonia with marked cerebral

syinptoniH, and lo anotlier in a cane of O'lteoniveJitiH in

whi<'h a Miidileii attack of pneumonia intervened.

In whooping-eongh the heart was Hiibject U) j^i-al

strain, and myocarditis might result not only from the

direct effect of the violent paroxyHuiH, Imt also from
the special poison of the disease. In rheumatic peri-

carditis adhi-reiit pericardium was a very common w.-

sult, and it was not ilillicult to undersUtnd how myo-
carditis might somr-times arise from fliis cause, ft

was ci^rtainly very dilliciilt to make a p(j",itive diagno-

sis of myocarditis during life, but a probable di:ig-

nosisftould often be made, and it should always Im^ iiorne

in mind that tin; muscular fibre of the heart was liable

to this s(!rious degenerative disease;. In the diseaneH

of children it was of great importaiKM- to su|)j>ort the

heart, as well as the general strength of the iiatient^

remembering that even in myocarditis there are left

areas of healthy tissue which may be suflicient to

enable the organ to perform its functions adecpiately.

Dr. Edwaicd (i. .Iaxkway thought that while in

some cases the characteristics of myocarditis j>ointed

out by Dr. Musser wenssullicieiitly evident, there were
others in which it was extremely ditiicult for even ex-

pert clinical observers to make a correct diagnosis.

He recalled one case in which the patient had hvdrrv

tliorax on the right side; and was sent to Colorado un-

der the impression that he had tubercular pleurisy.

There was nothing about the color or appearance of

the man to suggest myocarditis, and, with the excei>-

tion of being som(;vvhat enlarged, the heart api)eared

to be entirely normal on examination. In the urine

there was no albumin and no casts. He was asj>i-

rated some twenty times. Later he became delirious

and finally died. At the autopsy there was found
myocarditis, with fluid in the right chest and a peri-

arterial gumma constricting the coronary artery.

Myocarditis, he believed, was very Imble to be mis-

taken for tuberculosis. It was well to rememl>er,
however, that there might be found a few liacilli in

cases where there really was no tuberculosis. When
attacks of angina occurred a mistake might be made
in not recognizing the gravity of the trouble jjresent.

Such attacks, really due to myocarditis, were some-
times attributed to digestive disturbances for the rea-

son that they were lial)le to take place after a meal.

Dr. Isaac Adlkr said that formerly two ty|)es of

myocarditis were recognized, but he thought that this

distinction could no longer be made. At a very early

sUige of the disease the muscular fibres gave way and
became degenerate, and he had never seen any speci-

men of myocarditis under the mici*oscope in which the

two types, proliferation of cellular tissue and degenera-
tion of muscular fibre, were not united. No heart was
entirely degenerate, some areas always being found
in which the tissues remained intact. There was one
point to which he desired to attract attention. The
condition of the auricles, he thought, had been neg-
lected to a very great extent, and he was convinced
that the cases of myocarditis with pulmonarv edema,
owe their clinical features mainly to the fact that the
auricles are principally affected.

Arterial sclerosis was commonly regarded as a dis-

ease of senile life, but in a considerable number of
cases it occurred soon after puberty, and such individ-

uals were especially liable to myocanlitis. It was
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principally in males, and often depended on syphilis

and other toxic conditions, particularly the use of to-

bacco. That tobacco heart was a sclerotic heart.

Heredity was also a prominent factor, and in certain

families distinct sclerosis and sometimes myocarditis

were found under the age of thirty.

Dk. IMissKH, in closing the discussion, said he re-

gretted that he had not stated as positively as he
might have done that (juit(; a number of cases of myo-
carditis occur which during life present no evidence

of the disease. The j)eculiar countenance which he
had described was by no means always jiresent, but

when it was present it constituted one of the most sug-

g(!stiv(^ aids to diagnosis. The occurrence of right-

side effusion in myocarditis, as had been referred to by
Dr. Janeway, was of great interest, and could readily

be explained on anatomical grounds.

^tttwt Ititerature,

Foodfor the Sick and How to Prepare it ; with a Chap-
ter on Food for the Jiahy. By Edwin Ciiakles
FuKNCH, M.D. Louisville : John P. Morton & Co.

The author of this little book of 171 pages is not

alone in beli(!ving in the importance of properly pre-

pared and chosen food in tlie treatment of the sick.

Certain simple physiological jirinciples regarding the

action of various foods are given, in connection with a

limited number of diseases. What may be taken with

advantage is given in detail, and what sliould be avoided
is alluded to. Methods of cooking and preparing foods

are discussed at considerable length in the latter part

of the book. This portion smacks somewhat of a

cook book, which, however, we regard as no dispar-

agement. Infant feeding has a few pages devoted to

it, a necessarily su])erficial consideration of an ex-

tremely important subject. We confess to a feeling

of doubt as to the necessity of a book of this sort,

and it is a little dillieult to see to what class of read-

ers it will appeal. The tyiiography is sufficiently

good and the subject matter conveniently arranged.

A Manual of Clinical Diagnosis hy Microscojrical

and Chemical Methods. For Students, Hospital

Physicians and Practitioners. By Ciiakles E.
Simon, M.D., late Assistant Resident Physician
Johns II()j)kins Hospital, Baltimore. Third edition,

thoroughly revised. Illustrated with l.SG engrav-
ings and 18 plates in colors. Philadelphia and
New York : Lea Brothers & Co.

This edition of Dr. Simon's Clinical Diagnosis is an
octavo volume, with index, of /J(»3 pages. We have
dwelt ujjon the merits of the book in a previous no-

tice. The aim of the l)Ook is to aid and elucidate lab-

oratory diagnosis. This new edition has been brought
up to date. The parasitology and bacteriology of the

blood, saliva, feces, urine and vaginal discharge have
b(!en rewritten. New methods of chemical examina-
tion have been incorporated in the book.

Diseases of the Intestines. A Textbook for Practi

tioners and Students of Medicine. By Max ?]in-

IIORN, M.D., New York, New York: William
Wood & Co. 1900.

This volume of about 400 pages is a companion and
continuation of a similar book by tin; sanu; author on
•'Diseases of the Stomach," the two together covering

the principal disorders of the digestive tract. The
writer dedicates his book to Von Leyden, of Berlin,

and follows in large measure in the track of the labors
of the German school, of wliich Von Leyden and
Pjwald are perhaps the most distinguished representa-

tives. There was room for a book in English on this

subject, and the author has produced a very comjietent

and conscientious work.

Diseases of the Stomach, their Special Pathology, Di-
agnosis and Treatment, with Sections on Anatomy,
Physiology, .Chemical and Microscopical Examina-
tion of Stomach (^ontents. Dietetics, Surgery of the

Stomach, etc. By John C. Hkmmeteh, M.D., Pro-
fessor in the Medical Dcj)artment of the University

of Maryland, Baltimore. Second edition, enlarged
and revised. With many original illustrations, a
number of which are in colors. Octavo ; 898 pages.

Philadelphia : 1*. Bhvkiston's Son & Co.

This second edition of Dr. Ilemmeter's excellent

work contains a considerabh; amount of new subject

matter. The whole text has been subjected to care-

ful revision with the efi'ect of greatly increasing the

value of the last edition over that of the earlier one.

Care and Treatment of Epileptics. By William
Pryok Letchwokth, LL.D., Ex-President of the

New York State Board of Charities, P^x-President

of the Eleventh National Conference of Charities

and Correction, author of " The Insane in Foreign
Countries," etc. Illustrated. New York and Lon-
don : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1900.

In this volume of 240 pages the author has embod-
ied the results of a wide experience in dealing with

charitable enterprises, and particularly with the medi-

cal and social problem which the epilej)tic class offers.

The result is an eminently readable and 2")ractically

useful book, full of information regarding the con-

stantly increasing number of hospitals and colonies

devoted to the care; of ej)il(!ptics. There is also a cer-

tain amount of discussion of the disease itself, which
naturally is not original with the author, and hence is

of relatively small interest to the physician, though no
doubt of value to the lay reader. The detailed con-

sideration of the problems of building and sanitation,

and even landscape gardening, in the planning of a

colony hospital is of very distinct value and should be

widely read and j)ondere(l. A highly conscientious

account of the various ej)ile[)tic colonies both here and
in I-Curope fills the greater part of the volume. In

this connection, as is natural, Craig Colony receives

particularly detailed mention. Mr. Letchworth is an

ardent believer in the colony system ; he j)oints out

the fact that both the comnnmity and the epileptics

are benefited by segregating the latter in a village,

where they can work, go to school and to chui'ch, have
expert medical attendance, a sp(H;ial hospital and con-

stant experienced care. His efforts in behalf of the

epileptic in New York State make his book particu-

larly significant and valuable. It serves as an ocular

demonstration of the soundness of the principle of

colonization for certain classes of defectives, a princi-

ple which we are glad to note is gaining a wider and

wider acceptance. The appearance of the book as re-

gards paper and tyi)ography is (piite beyond criticism

and its value is much enlianced by inunerous illustra-

tions, chiefly of buildings. We would, however, sug-

iiest that the binding be strengthened in later editions.
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THE ACCIDENTS OF SUMMER.

SuMMKH undoubtedly has its ])leasures for those

whose circumstances permit of their enjoyment, but to

others, and even to the pleasure-seekers, there are con-

comitant dangers which a reading of the papers al-

most daily forces upon us. This last week, for exam-

ple, has seen an unprecedented mortality from th(^ ef-

fects of heat. A certain number of deaths from this

cause we look forward to, and are never disappointed,

but when we read a statement like the following taken

from a contemporary, we are forced to the conclusion

that summer has its notable drawbacks :
" In New

York the list of fatalities was unusually large. On
Tuesday, which was the third day in which the thermo-

meter stood at 94° F. at the registration bureau and

98° F. on the street level, cases of aphasia, suicide and

insanity, due to high temperature, were reported, and

the bodies of .'3,') children were received at the Morgue

ranging in age up to five years. Twenty-two of these

came from institutions and 11 from residences. This

takes no account of the many deaths that occurred

among private families which were not reported at the

Morgue." Boston, in proportion to its sizt>, was al-

most an equal sullerer, as may be seen by the mor-

tality statistics published in another column. Deaths

from this cause are however to be placed in the cate-

gory of the unavoidable. No doubt our floating hos-

pitals and similar charities save many lives whieh

otherwise would be sacrificed, but unfortunately our

cities grow as rapidly as our charities, with the inevit-

able result that the number of deaths appears to suffer

but slight diminution from year to year. Among the

poorest classes this evil must no doubt remain, but

among the more well-to-do in the community facli

year finds a larger and larger number who are able

for a shorter or longer time to leave the centres of

population for less thickly settled and more breezy lo-

calities. But here again a new danger threatens

which it is highly desirable not to underestimate.

Boards of health at summer resorts are not apt to be

vigilant, if in fa<;t l\wy oxiiit at all, and (li«i (lOMiibilily

of dan^«*r from defoctivo Haiiitation b«-comi;« in eer-

tain niH«!H a menace to Im! rt'rkou»u\ with. W«! harw

|irfvion.siy found orcaMioii to «'onini<-nt on tin- ii«-^l<«t

of projier HiiiiiUiry preraiitionH by hot«-l propriitor* and

ovviMTH, wlir)Me Hea.Hon in Hhort and whoMe fX]}fun4in

are heavy. It no doulit freipiently hup|H>tiH that tho

health-giving <|ualitieH of salt water and fresh air are

vitiated by noxioiiH gas(!H and surface drairiaj^e. 'Hie

• niwding of summer resorts Incomes thcrefrjre a

danger dilTere'iit in kind, but even more to Ih" dreaded

than the stifling cities, the drainage of which fortu-

nat(!ly is unaffected by th(! number of degrees of heat.

It is an anomalous state of aflairs and y*'t a fact that

people live calmly and contentedly in the summer
under conditions vvliieh woid<l not be tolerated ff»r a

moment in the winter. That there is relatively so

little disease is certainly a source of wonder when we
contemplate in a perfectly unprejudiced manner the

typical sncc(!ssful, and hence populous, summer hotel.

A certain numi)er each year an; drowned. This is

the fair penalty for the pleasures of risk. The vic-

tims are sometimes careless, and sometimes over-

matched by the element with which they are finding

amusement. Here again, although these accidents

are usually avoidable, they are to be expected, and

must be put down as part payment of the del)t we owe
for the summer's gayeties. There is however one

variety of accident, often most unpleasant in its conse-

quences, with which we have small sympathy. We
refer to diving in shallow water. Each summer brings

records of one or more such cases. It seems difficult

to impress upon a certain type of venturesome swim-

mers that diving, except for the trained expert, demands

at least several feet of water. Were the depth of the

water a dithcult matter to ascertain, we should be glad

to make allowances, but inasnuich as the requisite

knowledge is so easily gained, we are inclined to pity

but not to sympathize with the victim of a fractured

vertebra or a spinal hemorrhage who did not know
how deep the water was.

But after all, unless our mood be one of unusual

depression, the dangers and accidents which the

months of summer bring make no impression on our

minds when weighed against the satisfaction of an

out-of-<loor life. JNIost of us willingly put up with

crowds and odors and the risks of sudden death if we
can only remove ourselves from the safety and sani-

tary perfection of a hot and crowded city.

THE NEED OF PRACTIU.VL LABORATORY
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.

There has grown up such an array of special

tests in the study and detection of disease that the

average doctor feels swamped at their mere mention.

And well may he, for time is too short for him to

master many of them. or. having mastered them, to put

them in dailv use. Time is not his onlv ol>stacle ; ex-
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peuse and laboratory space are uo small items. All

will agree that the modem doctor should give; his pa-

tients the benefit of medical progress, but all will at

the same time assent that even with the help of our

public laboratories it is in most cases impossible to do

so. Few doctors feel warranted in employing an as-

sistant (too few unfortunately, for a good assistant is

a good investment), and to send to specialists for the

performance of simple tests is a needless and almost

unwarranted expenditure alike to doctor and patient.

The medical school to-day, no matter what its de-

ficiencies in otiier respects, does not fail in furnishing

methods for the refinement of diagnosis, liut the

question arises as to whether sullicient attention is

given to supplying students with methods which are

practicable for their office work. We feel that this is

not the case. Only too often a common and impor-

tant test is shown, which though easy to perform in

the laboratory would be extremely difficult to perform

at home. The same test could be performed in an-

other way and a simpler, and it is this way we think

which should be impressed upon the students. Then

again a multiplicity of tests all for the same end are

often demonstrated, and the student is confused by

their mere number. He is not made to realize that a

single reagent will suffice for all his wants. It is a

common experience to hear a house officer say that it

was not until he entered the hospital that he learned

practical laboratory work.

This object should be constantly before the in-

structor's mind — to make his methods so easy that

his hearers will feel capable and desirous of carrying

them out later in their own offices. Unless we teach

our students practical methods, their needs as practis-

ing physicians are not supplied. They will be over-

whelmed by the obstacles of time, money and space

and so fail to detect plasmodia and tubercle bacilli and

neglect examinations of gastric contents, stools and

urine. The usefulness of a test is measured by its

simplicity.

THK SANITATION OF BOSTON SCHOOLS.

Thkre has of late been a considerable agitation

regarding the sanitary condition of many of the

Boston schools. The daily papers have published

somewhat detailed reports, under headlines which do

not tend to reassure the reader, that many of the

buildings are in a condition actually menacing the

health of the children attending them. Allowing for

certain inevitable exaggeration, the general facts ap-

pear to be substantiated by the investigations of the

Board of Health, which finds a condition of affairs

absolutely demanding attention. Many of the school

buildings need immediate renovation — of that there

seems to be no question. No doubt the members of the

School Board recognize the necessities of the situation,

though j)0ssibly not with the completeness with which

it forces itself upon experts in public sanitation.

There is, however, no evidence of any antagonism

between the School Board and the Health Board, as one
might be led to expect from a reading of the press

reports. It is clearly the duty of the Board of Health
to leave no stone unturned which will tend to un-

cover any possible menace to health, and it is equally

the duty and the privilege of the Scliool Board in this

case, to lend its heartiest co-operation in an attempt to

remedy the evils which have been demonstrated to

exist. It is an expensive undertaking, again a fact

which the Board of Health acknowledges, and it is

not to be expected that the suggested imi)rovements

can be at once accomplisluHl. As we understand the

matter, all that the Board of Health and the public

whose representative it is demand is a conscientious

effort on the part of the School Board to rectify the

defects which have been pointed out as rapidly and
as efficiently as the circumstances of the case will

permit.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Red Cross. — A meeting of the incorporators

of the Red Cross was held in Washington, July 10th.

Miss Clara Barton was again elected President. The
act of incorporation sets forth that, at Geneva, repre-

sentatives of Italy, Baden, Belgium, Denmark, Spain,

Portugal, France, Prussia, Saxony and Wiirtemberg,

and the Federal Council of Switzerland agreed upon
articles of a convention for mitigating the evils of

war, and providing for a distinctive flag for wounded
and neutrals. This treaty was ratified by 43 nations,

including the United States, and a permanent organiza-

tion formed for the purpose of co-operating with the

international committee. The act gives the corpora-

tion right to hold real estate, to sue and be sued, and

to use the Greek cross, which was adopted by the sev-

eral nations. — Philadelphia Medical Journal.

Watek Pollution. — The Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania has handed down an important decision,

as stated in the Medical News, relating to the rights

of water companies and the pollution of streams. A
water company is an individual and can obtain only a

civil remedy against a person polluting its water

supply. The defendant in the case was ordered by

the Secretary of the State Board of Health to abate

the nuisance, but it was held that the board must

take action before the secretary could enforce the

order.

Yellow Fevku in Havana.— Up to July 20th

there had been 45 cases of yellow fever in Havana
and IG deaths. Two, however, were attacked in June.

Surgeon-Major Gorgas anticipates about 25 civilian

deaths this month, wliich has been the average for

July for the past ten years. Nearly all the cases have

been Spaniards who recently arrived. Most of the

cases are in the old part of the city. The situation is

regarded as natural under existing conditions, and no

alarm is felt.
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Ini r.iiNA'i'ioNAi, Mkiucai, (!on(;ickss. — 15<-;;iiiiiiiii;

Moiidiiy, 'Inly idtli, s|)c(w:il ruoiits in llif liiiil<liii^> of

i\w I"';icull,v of M(;(lii;iii«s Tiiiis, will )«• iiliiml ul ihr

disposal oi" tlid iiatioiiHl committers of each eoiiniry.

Thoso rooms aro to servo as meeting places for lliosc

atteiuliiiii' the couijn'ss from various couutrifs.

An'oiNTMKNT. — 'V\w appoinl iiiciit of Dr. 1). ii.

lirower, of Chica<^o, to tlu; professorship of iniirDloL'v

and psy(;hiatry at Ittish Medical College is aiiiioiincrd.

HOSTON AND NKW KNOLANI).

AciiTK Inkkctious Diskasks in Ho.ston. — For

the w(!ek ending at noon, duly 2.'), I'.IOO, there were

reported to the Hoard of Health of IJoston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria .'i'J, scar-

latina 2, measles 14, typhoid fever II.

HosTON Mortality Statistics. — There were

17 deaths from heat prostration last week in Boston,

while a year ago there were no deaths from this cause.

The deaths reported from cholera infantum for tlu;

week ending duly 21st numbered 41, as against ')'! a

year ago, while the number of deaths of childnni under

one year of age is 07 this week, as against 103 a year

ago. The hottest day in July last year was on July

4th, when the mercury registered 94 degrees. There

was an increase of twenty-four diarrheal cases as

compared with the number a year ago for the same

period of the year, while there was a decrease on the

larger part of the other diseases tabulated at the Hoard

of Health office. The total number of deaths repoited

to the Hoard of Health for the week ending July 21st

is 271, as against 249 the corresponding week last

year. Of this number 132 were males and 139

females, 52 of American parentage, 194 of foreign

parentage, and 25 unknown. The number of children

who died under one year was 97, the number under

five years 125. The number of persons who died

over sixty years of age was 4G. The deaths in public

institutions were 73.

Deaths from Heat. — The official reports of the

Board of Health show that during the period of exces-

sive heat last week there were G deaths due to

weather conditions. Most of the deaths were reported

through the agency of the police department, but it is

probable that others occurred which were not officially

reported. The number more or less overcome by the

effects of the heat was exceptionally large.

Massachusetts Association of Boards ov

Health. — About 100 members of the Massachusetts

Association of Boards of Health held their quarterly

meeting at Gallup's Island, Boston Harbor, July 19th.

Papers of a technical character were read by Dr. K.

S. Weston and L. P. Kinnicutt. Dr. Walcott, the

president of the association, presided.

NEW YORK.

Anniversary of St. John's Guild Floating

Hospital.— The twenty-fifth anniversary of the first

trip of the St. John's Guild Floating Hospital was

celebrated on July 19th. The exercises were held at

till) SedHide HoMpitiil of the ;^'uild nt New Dorp,

Stuti-ii Ihlarid, and the oMicerx, nieudMTM and iiivit«;<l

guests sailed down llnre with thi- children on tin*

original hospital bout, I'lininu Ahhntl, and reluniir«I Ui

the city on the new one, Httleii <!. JuiUnnl. Kx-
Mayor Wm. K. Strong presided, and among ihone

who made addresses was Sanitary SuperiiitendiMit

Charles K. Roberts, of thir Health De|>artment. S«m!-

retary .John I'. Faure gave an outline of the guild'H

suniiiHir work during the quarter century jnst cloftul.

Sinc(! July 19, 1H75, the Kininii Ahhott has carri*^

H2f),.3I2 mothers and children, and together with those

which have been cared for on tlu; JnillnriL which wa«
l)uilt last year, the number now amounts to consider-

ably over a million. For the first three years the

Abbott made three trips a week from two landings.

Now the two boats each make six trips a wf;ek from

the two sides of the city, making numerous landings

in Manhattan and touching at Harlem, Williamsburgh

and Brooklyn. The trained nurse department was
started in 1887, and the salt-water bathrooms the fol-

lowing year. Other facilities have been added from
time to time, and Mr. Faure stated that for the first

time in the fourteen years he has held the position of

chairman of the F'loating Hospital Committee no im-

provements were made on the boats this year, for the

reason that there seemed to be nothing that could l)e

done to make them more complete. The anniversarv

contributions amounted to $1,300, $500 of this sum
being subscribed by Mr. Seth M. Milliken.

A Legal Decision Regarding Contagious
Disease.— AVhen an outbreak of scarlet fever oc-

curred at the Majestic Hotel on 72d Street, in Janu-

ary, 189G, pjdward Eyre, then occupying apartments

there with his wife and four young children, abandoned
his rooms. He refused to pay fin-ther rent under his

oral lease of $4,050 a year, claiming that the prevalence

of the disease, which endangered the lives of his fam-

ily, justified him in surrendering the premises and ter-

minated his liability for future rent. The hotel com-
pany, in a suit brought in the Supreme Court against

Fyre, recovered judgment for about $3,000, the ref-

eree before whom the case was tried holding that

there was no eviction, and that the premises did not

become untenable. The case was appealed, and die

Appellate Division has now afiirmed the decision.

Justice Hatch, giving the opinion of the court after

discussing the " Real Property law " and stating that

the statute does not seem to cover the case, goes on to

say :
" There is nothing that appears which would

justify a finding of negligence upon the part of the

landlord in introducing the epidemic or in preventing

its spread after it made its appearance in the hotel.

On the contrary, every precaution which science or

the Board of Health suggested was adopted. The
finding of the learned referee has settled such ques-

tions, and it is abundantly supported by uudisputeti

evidence. There is therefore no eviction, either actual

or constructive, to be spelled out of the facts of this

case, and therefore there is no defense to this claim."
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Dakk Tenemknt House Stairs anu thk Award
OF Damages. — The Appellate Division of the Su-

preme Court on July 18th decided that persons in-

jured in falling down stairs in a tenement house in

which the hallways are unlighted are entitled to dam-

ages, and also that in case of its being a woman who is

itijured the husband may recover damages for the loss

of the services and society of his wife. In a case

in which a woman sustained serious injuries by falling

down the stairway of a tenement house at night she

brought suit and secured a judgment for $2,750, and

her husband also brought suit and was awarded dam-

ages. The landlord of the house appealed from the

decision of the lower court, but the Appellate Division

upheld the judgments, citing the law which requires

that in the city of New York a light shall be kept

burning in the hallways on each floor of all tenement

or lodging houses from sunset until 1 v. M.

New Jersey State Board of Medical Exam-

iners.— At a regular meeting of the State Board of

Medical Examiners held at Newark, N. J., July 5th,

the following resolution was adopted: Resolved,

that this board will endorse the licenses of any State

board of medical examiners in the United States, in

lieu of an examination, provided. First., That the can-

didate for endorsement shall present satisfactory evi-

dence of having the academic and medical education

required by this board, and Second, That the license

presented for endorsement shall have been issued after

a State examination of the same grade and kind as

that re(juired by this board.

A Case of Yellow Fever.— One of the second

class passengers of the Ward Line Cuban steamer

Havana, which brought Gen Leonard Wood and his

family to New York, died on Hoffman Island of yel-

low fever on July 18th. The disease did not develop

until the vessel had reached quarantine, and the pa-

tient, who was a Syrian woman, was ill only about

twenty-four hours.

Mortality from Heat.— During the three days

July 17th, 18th and 19th the first serious mortality

from hot weather occurred, the number of deaths from

the direct eifects of the heat amounting to 08 in the

various boroughs. Twenty-nine of the deaths were on

.July 18th, and 25 on the li)th. There was also, nat-

urally, a considerable increase in the infant mortality

of the city.

Cvesarean Section on a Dwarf. — Dr. Henry

D. Nicoll recently successfully performed Ca^sarean

section at the Nursery and Child's Hospital in the case

of a negro woman three feet eight inches tall. She

and her husband, who is also a dwarf, are said to be

acrobatic j)erformers.

beds. Tiie Fourteenth Infantry and artillery organi-

zations now en route to China from Manila are simi-

larly provided. In addition there has been shipped

from Manila a division field hospital of 300 beds, with

an allowance of medical supplies for 5,000 men for

three months. This hospital will be under the com-

mand of Capt. Wm. Stephenson, Assistant-Surgeon

U. S. Army, who has been provided with a fund of

$50,000 for contingent expenses. The smaller hos-

pital will be under the command of Lieut. L. A.

Fuller, Assistant-Surgeon U. S. Army, who has been

provided with $10,000 for contingent expenses. The
transports Grant and Sumner, which sailed from San

Francisco on July 3d and 16th, respectively, car-

ried an aggregate of 18 medical ofliicers and 78 hos-

pital corps men available for service with troops in

China. The transport Meade will sail on August

1st with 8 medical officers, a hospital of 50 beds

and a large number of hospital corps men. Great

care has been taken, in providing for the hospital ser-

vice in China, to outfit for the cold weather met with

in winter in the vicinity of Pekin.

Expert in Mental Diseases to be Sent to the

Philippines.— In view of the cases of insanity liable

to occur in such a large force as is now stationed in

the Philippines, Surgeon-General Sternberg has de-

cided to station an expert in mental diseases at Ma-
nila to have charge of insane patients prior to their

embarkation for this country. For this purpose he

has given a contract as acting assistant surgeon to Dr.

Charles H. Latimer, who has been a member of the

staff of the government insane asylum at Washington

(St. Elizabeth's) for the past twelve years. Dr. Lat-

imer is a man of much experience and ability and will

undoubtedly be of great assistance in the general hos-

pital at Manila in his special line of work. He takes

with him as assistants two attendants from the gov-

ernment asylum for the insane who have each had

more than ten years' experience in the handling of

cases of mental alienation.

ARMY NOTES.

American Hospital in China.— The Ninth

U. S. Infantry, now in China, has with it a regimen-

tal field hospital and an additional field outfit for 50

Work of Examining Board in Manila De-

layed.— An examining board which has been in ses-

sion for some months in Manila for the examination

of candidates for apjiointment in the medical corps

has met with great delay, due to the scattered condi-

tion of the troops and the infrequent means of com-

munication. Twelve candidates have so far been

recommended for commissions and every steamer from

the South is said to bring one or more applicants, who

leave their stations as their services can be spared.

An examining board recently in session in Cuba has

passed four candidates ; the one in session in Puerto

Rico has not as yet rendered a report. All those recom-

mended for appointment are either contract surgeons

or medical officers of the volunteer forces. There are

at present twelve vacancies in the regular medical

corps.

American Officers Wounded in China.— Ca-

ble advices state that in, the fight at Tientsin Ameri-
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can medical ofTicors wore fired upon and woiuided liy

the ('hin(!se. As the present outbrouk in (!liiiiu jh

largely of an iiiiti-CMiriKtiun nature, it is prohuMc tlint

the Red (.'roHs bad^'c; of tlie hospital corps <-aii sc^arcdy

bo expected to alVord. protection, but, in fact, rather

the reverse. It will lus renienibercMl that in the Phil-

ippines the medical ofricers and hospital atteiidantK

were a special tar<^et for Filipino bullets, and that it

linally became necessary to arm the hospit^al corps men
with lvr}i<;-,Ior;;enseii carbines. This plan will very

likely have to \w. adopted with our forces in ('hina.

IIosi'iTAi- Sine " Rki.ikf " Disahi.kd.— A recent

cablegram stattvs that the hospital ship Rvlie.j\ which

has been stationed in the Philippine Islands (hiiin"

the past year and which was onh-red to Taku to rc;-

ceive the sick and wounded of the allied forces in

China, has arrived at Nagasaki in a disabled condition

and will require extended repairs. No details as to

the nature of the disability were given.

DR A. CONAN DOYLE ON CONDITIONS IN
SOUTH AFRICA.

I)u. A. CoNAN Doyle, in the courst! of a letter on
medical conditions in South Africa contriltuted to the

British Medical Journal, writes as follows :

" When the nation sums up its debt of gratitude to

the men who have spent themsc^lves in this war, I fear

that they will almost certainly ignore those who have
done the hardest and the most essential work. There
are three classes, as it seems to me, who have put in

more solid and unremitting toil than any others.

They are the commissariat, the railway men, and the

medical orderlies. Of the three, the first two are the

most essential, since the war cannot proceed without

food and without railways. But the third is the most
laborious, and infinitely the most dangerous.
"... How was this unforeseen and unprecedented

crisis grappled with ? [Referring to the outbreak

of typhoid fever.] Entirely by the efi'orts of the

medical men and by the devotion of the orderlies.

When a department is confronted by a task which

demands four times more men than it has, the only

way of meeting it is for each man to work four times

as hard. This is exactly what occurred, and the

crisis was met. In some of the general hospitals

orderlies were on duty for thirty-six hours in forty-

eight, and what their duties were— how sordid and

obscene— let those who have been through such an

epidemic tell. He is not a pictures«pie figure, the

orderly, as we know him. We have not the trim,

well-nourished army man, but we have recruited from

the St. John Ambulance men who are drawn, in this

particular instance, from the mill hands of a northern

town. They wei-e not very strong to start with, and

the poor fellows are ghastly now. There is none of

the dash and glor}' of war about the sallow, tired men
in the dingy khaki suits— which, for the sake of the

public health, we will hope may never see England

again. And yet they are patriots, these men ; for

many of them have accepted a smaller wage in order

to take on these arduous duties, and they are facing

•hinder for twelve hoiirn of the twenty-four, jijut a«
real and nnirh more repulnive than the imoiu who
rideH n[) to the strange koj.je or the gunner who Mtandu
to hi.H gun with a p<jni-|)om (pia«king at him from th«
hill.

" There is one mistake wliieh wt- have made, ;iii(| it

is one which will not, I think, be rej)eated in any hiiI>-

seipjent campaign. Inoculation for «rnterio wa^ not
made compidsory. If it had l»een so I liejieve that we
should (ati<l, what is more imporl^mt, the army would)
liav(r escaperl from most of its troubles. .\o drjubt the
matter will be fully threshed out in .statisticM, but our
strong impression, from our own exj)eriene«', is that
although it is by no means an absolute preventive it

certainly modifies tlu! cours(! of the disease very niat«>

rially. We havt; had no death yet (ahgit omen) from
among the inoculated, and more than onc«; we have
diagnosiid tin; inoculation from the temperature chart
btifore being informed of it. Of our own pergnnnel
only one inoculated man has had it, and his case was
cert^iiidy modified very favorably by th«; inoculation.

" Of the courage and ]»atience of the soldiers in

hospital it is impossible to speak too highly. We
have had oOO cases pass through our hands, and can
speak now from a fairly large experience. I had al-

ways imagined that in every large army there must be
a minority of skulkers and shirkers, but they are
singularly absent in the South African Field P'orce.
I have not had more than two or three cases in my
wards which bore a susj)icion of malingering, and mV
colleagues say the same. They are uniformly patient,
docile and cheerful, with an inextinguisha])Ie hojjc of
'getting to Pretoria.' There is a gallantry even
about their delirium, for their delusion continually is

that they have won the ^'ictoria Cross. One patient,
whom I found the other day rummaging under his
pillow, informed me that he was looking for ' his two
Victoria Crosses.' Very touching also is their care of
t'ach other. The bond which unites two soldier pals
is one of the most sacred kind. One man shot in

three places was being carried into Mr. Gil)bs's ward.
I lent an arm to his friend, shot through the leg, who
limped behind him. ' I want to be next dim, 'cos I'm
lookin' after him,' said he. That he needed looking
after himself seemed never to have occurred to him."

It is of interest to note Dr. Doyle's and Dr.
Wright's opinion given below regarding inoculation
against tyi)hoid, an opinion which apparently is not
universally shared.

ANTITYPHOID INOCULATION.

^
Dr. a. E. Wkight, Professor of Pathology at the

Netley Army Medical School, sends a communication
to the British Medical Joiinud (duly 14th) on this

subject. He gives some statistics in tabular form in

regard to the results obtained with antityphoid inocu-
lation in officers and men, and otlicers alone of the
miliUiry garrison during the siege of Ladysmith. Dr.
Wright's conclusions are that:

" In view of some points regarding which there is

not at present any information available, it is at this
stage impossible to determine precisely to what ex-
tent the inoculated were protected by inoculation.
Hut the results set forth would appear to be dis-
tinctly encouraging, inasmuch as they show that the
proportion, on the one hand, of atUK-ks, and, on the
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other hand, of deaths from typhoid was seven times

smaller in the inoculated than in the uninoculated,

and it may be borne in mind that if the number

(no doubt a considerable one) of men who had pre-

viously suffered from typhoid had been subtracted

from the number of the uninoculated, as might (juite

le<ritiniat(!ly have been done, the statistics would have

borne an even more favorable aspect."

A PROLIFIC WOMAN.

Dr. "William P. Bikkk, of New Haven, Conn.,

reports in the Medical Record the following extra-

ordinary case of fecundity

:

"On'the evening of May 23, 1900, he was called to

attiuid IMrs. H in her fourth labor. After a

tedious and severe labor he delivered her on the morn-

ing ,of the 24th of triplets, two boys and one girl.

Tlu! boys weighed eight and nine pounds respectively,

and the girl seven pounds^ making twenty-four pounds

of children in all. There was but one placenta, which

was attached in three places, arranged very much like

a clover-leaf with membranous connections between

the patches of placental tissue. One of the children,

the second, a boy, presented by the feet and died in

about fifteen minutes after birth. The others were

vertex presentations. On May 1, 1898, he delivered

this woman of twins, a boy and girl. She also had

previously had two other labors with one child at each

birth. Ten months befori; she gave birth to the twins

and about the same time before giving birtli to the

triplets she miscarried at five months. All of this

occurred witliin six years and one month. Of the

seven full-term children but three are living. Her
mother gave birth to eight children in all, and her

jirandmother to eleven."

THE AVJ:RAGE BIRTHS TO EACH CASE OF
TRIPLETS.

Boston, July 24, 1900.

Mr. Editor : — In the Massachusetts Registration Re-

port for 1897, page 130, the average number of living

births to one case of triplets is stated as 121,929.2 for the

twenty years 1878-1897. In the Twenty-eighth Annual
Report of the State Board of Health for 1896, page 738,

the average number of births to each case of triplets is

stated as only 9,()29. for a nearly identical period. Why
this tremendous discrepancy, and which is correct ?

Inquirer.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Christian Science and the Practice of Medicine. Report of

the trial of Crecentia Anies and Kiiima Nichols, charged with

Practising Medicine witliout a License. Before the Police

Court of the City of Milwaukee. Verhatiin Report of all Tes-

timony, Rulings of th(! Court, Arguments of Counsel and Dc^cis-

ions of Presiding Judge. First Unqualified Conviction of

Christian Scientists for Practising Medicine. Edited by A. C.

Umbreit, Assistant District Attorney. Milwaukee: Published
by Thos. Mulliolland. 1900.

Tlie Alexander Treatment: A Relief and Remedy for Malig-
nant Growths by Hypodermic Injection. An Account of a
Demonstration of Results Obtained by its Use, made in tlie

Presence of Forty Members of the Medical Profession in Bos-

ton, April 17, 1900. Additional history of what it has accom-
pliblicd. Directions for its use by the medical profession.

Essentials of Medical and Clinical Chemistry, with Labora-
tory Exercises. By Samuel E. Woody, A.M., M.D. Fourth
Edition. Revised and enlarged. Illustrated. Philadelphia:
P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

Traitemcnt de la Tuberculose Epididymo-Testiculaire par
les Ligatures et les Sections des Elements du Cordon Sperma-
tique. Par M. le Dr. Mauclaire, agr^ge Chirurgien des Hopi-
taux.

Transactions of the American Microscopical Society. Vol-
ume XXI. Edited by the Secretary. Twenty-Second Annual
Meeting held at Columbus, O., August 17, 18 and 19, 1899.

Transactions of the American Medical Association of Ob-
stetricians and Gynecologists. Vol. XII. For the year 1899.

Philadelphia: Wm. J. Dornan. 1900.

State Care of Leprosy. By E. S. Goodhue, M.D., Les An-
geles, Cal. Reprint. 1900.
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ASPHALT TAVKMICNTS; IIIKIR NATUUK AND
DKSIllAMILI'IT."

I«Y CI.IIM'oltl) KICIIAKIiHON, KMti.,

Expert OH A»pluilt, New York.

I iiAVK been iiskcd l)v your i^ovc riiiii«; board to jnc-

sciit to you tl'i^ (ivi'iiinj^ soiim liictH in nrj^urd to asphalt

iiiid asplialt pavcinciits, IVom the point ot" virw oi' llic

eugintH!!', ;ind to explain tin; advantages vvlii(;li are

oiVercd by n\u:\\ piiveinents for al)atinir tin; (bi.st niiis-

jin(;e, tlie matter wliieli you have eHpe(;ially under

consid(u:ition.

It may interi^st you, to bc<fin with, to h^arn some-

thing ot" the origin and extent of tin; iu(histry.

OKKilN AND IIISTOKY OK TIIK I'AVINO INDUSTIO.

Although the api)liciitioii of asphalt to industrial

purposes on a small scale dates back to the earliest

times, it is only with the introduction of rock as|)halt

into Paris about forty-five years ago that the asphalt

paving industry can be said to have originated.

In 18;}8 the first sidewalks were laid in Paris with

bituminous limestone from Seyssel and Val de Trav-

ers. In 1841) Mereau, a Swiss engineer, noticed that

at the (quarries pieces of the rocls which fell frou' the

carts united under the influence of heat and trallic so

as to form a concrete mass, and on this principh^ he

constructed a road in the village of Travers upon a

macadam base. M. Darcey, inspector-general of

bridges and roads in Paris in 1850, made a report

recommending the use of compressed asphalt, and

after some experiments a pavement of this material

was laid in the Rue Bergere in 1854. In 1858 an-

other trial was made on a larger scale in the Rue St.

Honore, and from that time on the Parisian asphalt

pavements were laid. In London, the first asphalt

pavement was laid in Threadneedle Street in 18()',).

In Paris there are about 450,000 yards of asi)halt

pavement and in London about 400,000. But the

amount has not increased of late years owing to the

slipperiness of this form of asphalt surface. In Ber-

lin the first asphalt pavements were laid about 1873

or 1874, and since then very large amounts have been

put down, reaching about 1,700,000 square yards.

Pavements of this description have never been popu-

lar, however, in America.

The success of asphalt pavements in Europe led to

much experimenting in this country, and at first coal

tar was used as a cementing material. Between 1870

and 1873 a large area of such pavements was laid in

Washington, a majority of which proved worthless,

and grave suspicion was thrown upon coal tar as a

cementing material.

In 1870, De Smedt began experimenting with Trin-

idad asphalt wnth a view to overcoming the defects of

coal tar, and laid a sample pavement in Newark. He
took out a patent for his invention. In 1871 or 1872

he laid an asphalt pavement around Battery Park,

New York, and in 1873 one on Fifth Avenue in front

of the Worth monument, which remained in use, with

one or two resurfacings, until 188G. At about the

same time Trinidad asphalt was laid in Philadelphia,

on Sixth Street, in front of Independence Hall. In

1874 or 1875 Eighteenth Street was paved with

> Kead at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical luipiove-

ment, February 19, 1900.

Trinidud usphalt bt-twiin Fourth Avenue and Irving

Place, us were Mevenil other New York ftlr*'«-ij». The
piiveinentH were HUceeHsful and uttriuted much atU^n-

tion. In I87l> CongrcHH piutHed an art providiti;( for

the paving of PeniiMylvania Avenue in WaAhinjfton,

under a <;omniiHHi()n e«)niponed of (reii. H. (i. Wright,
(ien.

(-l-
A. (iilmore ari<l Arehit<;et Kdwanl (lark, of

tlie Capitol, with nu reHtrietiotiH um to price or kind of

pavi;nient. The two former geiitlemen, of the CorpH
of Engineers, I J. S. Army, had been Htationed in New
York and had noted the Hue<;e.HH of the anph.-ilt sur-

fa<!<(H. The board therefore decided to lay eoniprehned

asphalt, and divided the work into two part>*, u.tiiig

rock asphalt from the Capitol to Sixth Street, and
Trinidad for the remainder. The rock wa.s imjxjrted

from the \'al de Travers mines, and the work «lone

by tilt! New York Neufcliatel Asphalt ('omj)any, of

which Mattliew Taylor was presid^-nt. The contractor

for the Trinidad surface was the New York and (ira-

hamite Asphalt Company, with wlii(;h De Smedt was
connected. The rock asphalt pavement was con-

demned as being " too slippery for practical u.se," and
no more of it has hvcu laid in Washington.
The Trinidad asj)lialt was a success, and was so sat-

isfactory that when the permanent board of commis-
sioners was organized in 1878, they decided to limit

the pavement of streets to Trinidad asphalt except

where grade or traffic were prohibitory. Since that

time the asphalt paving in<lustry has rapidly expanded.
In 1882 {)avements of this description were laid in

Buffalo, N. Y'., which are still in fair condition. In

that year asphalt was introduced in Omaha, Neb., and
Y'oungstown, O. In 1883 the business extended to

Baltimore, Philadelphia, Boston, Erie, St. Louis and
Louisville, and from that time on has spread to 105
different cities in the United States, in which over

31,000,000 yards of asphalt concrete pavements have
been laid by the several companies which have been
engaged in the business. This extent of surface would
amount to 1,950 miles of streets 26 feet wide. Of all

this surface 2(5,000,000 square yards have been laid

with Trinidad asphalt, the remainder with otlier as-

phalts, including about 1,000,000 yards of bituminous
limestone rock from the Continent.

On the entire Continent of Europe there are only

4,000,000 square yards, or 250 miles of streets, all of

which is constructed with bituminous limestone.

On the first of January, 1899 (the figures for Jann-
ary, 1900, are not yet available), some of the promi-

nent cities of the United States had the following areas

of asphalt pavements : Buffalo had al)Out 3,900,000

square yards ; Washington, about 2,000,000 square

yards; New Y'ork, aliout 1,600,000 square yards;
Boston, only 195,000 scpiare yards.

In the smaller cities of the West asphalt pavements
are extremely popular, and I may cite the town of

Shelby in Ohio, which, with a population of only

6,000, put down in 1899 30,000 square yards of

asphalt, or about 5 yards to ever}' inhabitant. If Bos-

ton were paved on this scale it would have nearly

3,000,000 yards, or about the same as Buffalo. Every
year asphalt pavements are introduced into numerous
towns and cities, and the popularity of this form of

roadway is growing rapidly.

In this connection it may be of interest for you to

know what asphalt is, how it is obtained, something
of the technology of the industry, the forms of con-

struction, the extent of these pavements here and
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abroad, and their success and popularity as shown by

the increasing demand for them.

WHAT IS ASPHALT?

Asphalt exists in nature and is not a by-product

of manufacturing processes, like coal tar, as is often

erroneously believx'd. It is a mineral found widely

scattered over the earth's surface, but only rarely in

commercially available quantities. It is also known
as mineral pitch.

Asphalt, or more properly asphaltum, the essential

constituent of asphalt, is a form of native bitumen.

Bitumen is a mixture of hydrocarbons, with their de-

rivatives which contain sulphur, nitrogen and more
rarely oxygen, and may be either gaseous, liipiid, vis-

cous or solid, softening or melting when solid on the

application of heat, and soluble in chloroform and sim-

ilar solvents. Asphaltum is that variety of bitumen

which is solid, or nearly so, at ordinary temperatures,

melts rapidly on the application of heat, and contains

a very considerable amount of sulphur derivatives.

Maltha, or mineral tar, is a similar bitumen existing as

a very viscous liquid and containing less sulphur. It

grades from heavy petroleum to the less solid asphalts

and is often called soft asphalt.

Asphalt is a name commonly applied to any mineral

matter containing a considerable quantity of asphaltum,

this form of bitumen being oftener found combined

with limestone, sand, clay, soil, and, as m Trinidad

asphalt, with sand and clay rather than in a pure con-

dition, where it is characterized as glance pitch, the

name applied to the bitumen of Judea or the asphalt

of the Dead Sea. Asphalt is a secondary, or trans-

formation, product of petroleum, being the result of

the changes to which this lighter form of bitumen has

been subjected under certain environment and es-

pecially in the case of petroleums containing hydro-

carbons of a particular composition.

SOURCES OF ASPHALT FOR PAVEMENTS.

On the Continent of Europe there are large deposits

of limestone impregnated with from 6% to 11% of

bitumen which are mined to quite an extent for pav-

ing pur^joses. This material cuts no figure in the in-

dustry in this country.

The chief sources of the supply here are the pitch

lake of the Island of Trinidad, tluit in the State of

Bermudez, in Venezuela, and smaller amounts from
California.

DESCRIPTION OF ASPHALT DEPOSITS.

The Trinidad deposit.— The Island of Trinidad is

the largest colony of Great Britain in the Antilles,

with the exception of Jamaica. It lies but a short

distance from the mainland of South America, of

which it was plainly once a part, n(;ar the most north-

erly and westerly of the mouths of the Orinoco and
the coast of Venezuela, being separated from the latter

by the Gulf of Paria. On the (iulf Coast and at an
altitude of 138 feet above the ocean and 1,100 yards

from the shore is the celebrated 2)itch lake described

by so many writers, including Kingsley in " At Last."

The lake is a level expanse of 114 acres of black

pitch, over which one can walk or ride in any direc-

tion except where interrupted by shallow water

courses between the several areas of asphalt. The
latter appear like the tops of a mass of mushrooms
which have been gathered together at their edges.

They are prevented from remaining together or

coalescing by the water between them. At the cen-

tre fresh pitch is continually being emitted in a very
soft condition but at a temperature not above that of

the air and there the weight of a man can also not be

sustained.

The surface is bare except for a slight growth of

grass near the edges and a few masses of larger

bushes, small trees and grass floating on the inner part

of the lake, whose movements can be detected from
year to year. In fact, from an evolution of gas which
is taking place in the pitch, the entire material of

which the deposit is composed is in a constant state

of motion. Stakes driven in the pitch in a straight

line are after some days (piite out of alignment, and
substances left upon the surface are engulfed, perhaps
to appear years afterwards. The pitch, although in a

constant state of motion, is sufficiently brittle to admit
of its being flaked out, like ice, in masses of 50 pounds
or more and an excavation thus made will close up
and disappear in a few days. Borings in the centre

of the lake made in 1894 penetrated the deposit to a

depth of 135 feet and were still in pitch. With the

extensive area of the lake and this depth, the quan-
tity of asphalt in this deposit must be enormous, in

the millions of tons, while at the same time levels

taken of the surface of the lake in connection with
the accurately recorded amount of material taken
from it since the material had been sought, more than

1,200,000 tons, shows that the surface has not fallen

as much as it should have done were there no present

supply of fresh asphalt, and it appears that from 18,-

000 to 20,000 tons run into the lake every year, in it-

self no small supply.

The crude asphalt of the lake is a peculiar substance.

It is a mixture, or emulsion, of asphaltum, gas, water,

mineral and organic matter not bitumen in the follow-

ing proportions : Water and gas, 29% ; bitumen, 39% ;

organic not bitumen, 7% ; mineral matter, 25% ; total,

100%. And it is still more remarkable that the com-
position of the pitch is so uniform that no matter on
what part of the surface or at what depth it is taken
it is always the same, ranging less than 1% in any
constituent. This uniformity in quality is, of course,

of great value in any industi-ial process.

On tlie Trinidad lake there is a cable railway in

the form of a loop on which cars carrying buckets

run and are filled with pitch. The buckets on reach-

ing the edge of the lake are hoisted to an overhead
conveyer, upon which they are carried to the sea

and out upon a pier where they are dumped directly

into the hold of the vessel lying alongside, as much as

750 tons being handled in a day. The flakes of crude

asphalt settle together in the hold of the vessel and at

the end of their voyage have become a solid mass
which must be again picked into flakes to discharge

cai'go.

The Bermudez deposit.— On the opposite side of

the Gulf of Paria from Trinidad and about 30 miles

in an air line from the coast the asphalt deposit,

known as the Bermudez Pitch Lake, is found at the

point where a northern range of foothills comes down
to the swamj)s. The Guanaco River, a branch of the

San Juan, one of the large estuaries of this region, at

about 65 miles, in its winding course, from its mouth,
runs within 3 miles of the deposit, but it is 5 or G

miles to a suitable wharfage site. The so-called lake

is situated between the edge of the swamp and the
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foothills in whtit might be tormofl a snvantm. ii i^.m

irr('i,niliir shiipcd surt'iuu) witli a width of alioiit a iiiiji*

and a liair Iroiii north to Koiith and alioiit u niili* i-uMt

and west. Its area is a little more tli;iii 1100 .u-v\->i.,

and it is coviTt'il witli vci^'ctiilion, high, nuik grass and
sliruhs, 1 to H t'cct high, witli groves of l;iig(! nioriche

palms, called moriehales. One sees no dark expanse
of pitch on approaching it, as at Trinidad jtitch l.dte,

and except at certain points where soft pitch is wel-

ling np, nothing of the kind can he fonnd. In fa(;t tin-

deposit is nothing more than the exndation of a vast

(piantity of maltha from varions springs which has

spread over the swam]) around and Imm-oiuc hardened
hy exposure and the burning of tht; vegetation of the

swamp.
At (liifcrcnt points there is at most a depth of 7

feet of pitch, whih; the (le(!pest part of the soft maltha
is only '•> feet and the average of the pitch below
the soil and coke only 4 feet. At points there is

not more than 2 feet of pitch and in the morichale,

or palm groves, it is often o feet below the surface.

It is plainly quite a ditf(!rent deposit from the Trini-

dad lake, ami on further examination the material is

found to diller essentially from the Trinidad pitch.

Analyses show it is far from uniform in composition.

The asphalt, or matter as evolved, contains no water or

mineral matter. Considerable amounts of these sub-

stances soon become mixed with the pure bitumen
mechanically after it has apj)eared at the surface, so

that the average composition of the original material

and that which has become altered is as follows:

Original Soft Hardened Asphalt
Asphalt. Highest. Lowest.

Water or loss 212" P 1.0 46.2 10.7

Dried Material.
Mineral Matter 3.7 .5

Organic not bitumen ... .2 6.5 .6

Bitumen 99.8 98.5 90.1

The bitumen, too, in Eermudez asphalt softens and

melts at a much lower temperature than Trinidad

asphalt. This asphalt is shipped like that from Trini-

dad and refined in the United States. It makes a

good pavement, but re(inires greater skill to handle it

successfully, as it is so far from regular in composi-

tion.

CALIFORNIA ASPHALT.

There are vast quantities of bitumen scattered over

a wide area in California, especially in Santa Barbara,

Ventura, Los Angeles and Kern Counties. This

bitumen is in the form of true asphalt and of maltha

or asphaltic petroleum. The hard asphalts are not in

large enough de{)0sits to be available to any great

extent commercially, although they have been used in

an experimental way. The asphaltic petroleum and

maltha are valuable materials when properly used, but

must be handled with skill to give satisfactory re-

sults.

No asphalts as we know them to-day can compare

with that of Trinidad for uniformity and ease of hand-

ling. In any case, however, skill in handling the

particular asphalt is of as much importance as the

material. An unskilled person caimot make a good

pavement of the best material.

REFINING AND TECHNOLOGY.

Asphalt for use in the form of pavements laid in

the United States must be refined to remove water,

light oils, volatile at a temperature below 3"25°, and

such or<;anic or mineral substances as are undesirable.

This Id donn by mnltinjf ond rolatilization of th«

wiit<^r and oil, and M-|iariitir)n of tin- niin«-ral and
organic inqmritieH by Hkiuimin^ and HiitMiiliition,

.Mineral m.-ilter if not preHcnt in too large ari anioiint

or in si/.e too coarHc to remain in HUH[)enMi(Mi in tho

melted asphalt is not objection.-ible. Ketined :u«plialt

cannot be prorlin-ed fnmi any ningle depoHit which will

be satisfactory for immedi.ite use in a pavement. It

must be cond>ined with other asphalts or fluxeH ho that

the resulting mixture shall have a con.xist^-ncy which

experience shows is suitable for the conditions to

which th«! pavement is U* l>«t e.\pose<l. Vor this pur-

pose the residuum left on distilling olT the lighter oils

from east<'rn or Californi.i petroleum is used. The
material thus prepared is known as :i.sphalt cement.

This must be mixed with a suitable mineral aggregati;

consisting of sand and a fine filler or dust to form a

bituminous concrete wearing surface for the |>avement.

iVs the mineral aggregate forms H.T^ to IM)% of the

surface it is just as important that it should l>e of

satisfactory (juality and properly selected as it is that

the consistency and character of the asphalt cement
should be right. In th(; early days of the industry

this was neglected and often poor pavements were the

result, but with the experience of years the be»t

equipped companies are now in a position to avoid

mistakes of this description, and it is probable that the

i)est asphalt surfaces of to-<lay are far in advance of

those of 1880 in their ability to withsUmd trafHc and

other conditions which tend to cause a disintegration

of the surface. The gritty mineral aggregate and the

asphalt cement are mixed at temperatures in the

neighborhood of 300° F., spread upon the street and
c()mj)acted in a way which you probably have all seen

in Boston. Skill is of course necessary in all parts

of this process also, and cheap workmanship must be

avoided.

Attempts have been made again and again to con-

struct pavements with artificial bituminous materials,

such as by-products of manufacturing proce.sses, coal

tar, petroleum sludge, etc., as a cementing material,

but always with more or less disastrous results.

Nothing but native bitumen free from decomposition

products of manufacturing processes can be .satis-

factorily used for this purpose.

FORMS OF CONSTRUCTION OF ASFHALT PAVEMENTS.

Asphalt pavements generally in use in the United
States at the present day consist of three parts, a base,

a binder and a wearing surface. Depending upon
local conditions the nature and thickness of these

courses vary.

Under pavements to be subjected to heavy traffic or

upon a weak subsoil a hydraulic concrete base should

be. and usually is, provided. Its thickness depends
upon circumstances and may be from 4 to 6 inches.

This base supports the weight of the traffic on the

pavement and is a most essential feature. Upon
the base a binder course consisting of clean broken

stone of a size that will pass a 1-ineh ring. heate<I

and covered with a coating of bituminous cement,

is placed and compacted to a depth of 1 to 1^ inches.

This course prevents the surface from moving or

creeping on the smooth base and is an important

element in preventing its pushing out of shape, as

happens so frequently with rock asphalt surfaces.

Upon the binder the gritty surface is jilaoed and com-

pressed into its interstices until the whole is a mono-
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lithic mass. The depth of the surface may range

from 1 to 2 inches according to requirements. Resi-

dence streets are satisfactory with an incli of hinder

and the same of top. On husiness streets 1^ inches

of hinder and 2 inches of top are more suitahle.

Oftentimes it is possihle to use as a hase some

form of okl pavement which has been consoli(hited

by traffic into an unyielding mass quite as suitable to

support an asphalt surface as a new hydraulic base.

For this purpose old granite block, brick and ma-

cadam have been used. In New York City between

1,000,000 and 2,000,000 of old block jjavements have

been covered with asj)halt and the old macadam sur-

face on Broadway between Fifty-ninth Street and

llSth Street has been resurfaced in the same way,

some of the asphalt having been in place with

slight repairs since 1890. Worn-out brick pavements

have also been successfully resurfaced in Ohio.

In such cases a binder course is laid upon the old

pavement to bring it to grade, and upon this the

surface is laid.

THE PERFECT PAVEMENT.

There is nothing which offers such good evidence of

the well-being and the good government of a city as

the condition of its streets. Their first appearance to

a visitor is the foundation of his impression of a town,

which it is difficult to dispel if unfavorable. When
paved with a perfect pavement which is clean, the

initial impression is favorable.

The perfect pavement has been defined as one

whose cost and that of maintenance is reasonable,

whose surface offers the least resistance to traction

consistent with a good foothold for horses, which is

impervious to moisture, offers no irregularities for re-

taining dust, produces no detritus itself, is easily

cleaned, kept cleaned and is as noiseless as is pos-

sible.

Asphalt, I believe, approaches these conditions more
nearly than any other form of pavement, and I shall

endeavor to show that at the same time it possesses

qualities which render it desirable in other ways, some

of which are common to all smooth pavements but

which are more strongly developed in asphalt than in

other forms.

It is unnecessary for me to tell you that the defects

of macadam pavements are that they make the most

detritus of any kind of pavement, and in consecjuence,

when dry, are dusty, when wet, muddy ; that their

resistance to traction is high ; that the cost of main-

tenance is higher than that of any form of roadway
;

that it cannot be kept clean, but that to keep down
the dust it must be watered and made muddy ; that

the cost of the best possible cleaning is high, and that

storm water washes quantities of detritus from it into

the sewers which must be removed at great expense.

The only claim for its excellence is that it affords a

good foothold for horses and this is very much exag-

gerated in comparison with asphalt. There is no

doubt that for fast and careless driving macadam
offers the safer footing, but when used for ordinary

traffic the difference is slight.

Granite pavements are rough, very noisy, diflicult

to clean and do not admit of perfect repairs, although

in other respects satisfactory. Brick have the same
objections as granite to a smaller degree, and wood is

inadmissil)le in our climate.

Our final recourse must therefore be, and has

been, as will be shown, to asphalt, both as a neces-

sity and a luxury. I trust you will allow me to ex-

plain the reason for this in more detail.

COST.

Asphalt is eventually the cheapest form of pave-

ment that can be laid when it is considered that it is

guaranteed to be kept in repair by the contractor for

five years or more, when opened for excavations can
be repair(!d with greatest ease and perfection and
maintained for the city after the expiration of the

guarantee for a long period of years at a reasonable

price, can be more cheaply cleaned and causes less

wear and tear upon horses and vehicles than any
other form of pavement, thus benefiting the com-
munity in a very general way.

It may originally cost double the price of a macadam
surface, but the rej)airs upon the latter are so expen-

sive that often in three years the cost has been equal-

ized, while the asphalt pavement may be maintained

for many years at a cost of from two to ten cents per

yard j)er annum, and finally resurfaced for half its

original cost. In Buffalo asphalt pavements are in

use to-day which, with a few minor repairs, have been

subjected to traffic for twenty years, and the same is

the case in other cities.

We have in the asphalt pavement, therefore, cheap-

ness and durability combined, because economical

maintenance, and not cheap first cost, is the best

economy.
This, however, is true of asphalt pavements only if,

as has been said, the highest grade of material is

used and the most skilled labor employed, because

nothing is more worthless or expensive to maintain

than an inferior bituminous concrete. The prices paid

must be large enough to warrant good work. Too
cheap pavements are the most costly in the end be-

cause necessarily inferior.

The success of asjihalt pavements early led, as has

been said, a large number of irresponsible persons to

go into the business with a resulting demoralization

of 2)rices, and many pavements or imitations of them
have been laid upon which more was expended for re-

pairs than would equal the cost of original high grade

surface. Imitations of asphalt have been introduced

at frequent intervals to the taxpayer, who has only

learned of their inferiority by experience. Washing-
ton years ago went through this experience with coal

tar and to-day there is still too much similar exi^eri-

menting going on with by-products of manufacturing

processes.

The chief cause of failure in asphalt surfaces is,

however, lack of skill and experience on the part of

irresponsible contractors.

ASPHALT PECULIARLY ADAPTED TO PERFECTION OF
MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT OF CUTS.

The necessity of ))romj)t repairs is a fact that is self

evident on a railway, but is not always so carefully

regarded in coiniection with pavements. Too many
pavements, whether stone, brick or macadam, are al-

lowed to deteriorate until they are in a bad condition,

because they ar(; Jiot actually dangerous and becaus(!

satisfactory r(!pairs are expensive and generally im-

possible. It is not possible to replace a stone block

or brick pavement in sucii a way that the repairs are

invisible, but with asphalt this is quite j)Ossible, and, as

the latter surface shows the smallest defects, attention
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is iittnictiHl to its roiidition at oikm' uikI rcjiuirM m«>

not so n-iidily lu'^lcctcil.

U(!|)airs to asphalt pavcmt'iit.^ lor I lie llr.st live years

iivv guaranteed hy tlie coiitiiurtor lor any ilrterioralion

ol' the nialeri.d olliei- tiian cuts and ean hi; a;;ain con-

tracted lor with hiiH lor a siilis(!(|uent period at a rcas-

onalilc cost, (iils iiiiwh' for f^as, water or sewers can
be Hfplaced in an asphalt so perl'eetly that the place

cannot he deteetcMJ, and it' it is necessary to rentnv the

(Uitire snrlaee of a street, tins can he done; hy softi-n-

in<i' the old siirlact; with heaters to tli<^ depth of one-

half to three-(|narters of an inch, nsinovinj; the infe-

rior material and replacin<f it with new surface. It is

(pntc unnecessary, as in former tinu's with asphalt

and now with other pavemcdits like j^ranite and hrick,

to tear up the old surface to tlu; foundation. The
economy in this din^ction is immense.

Of (course the (U)st of maintenanci; of a pavement,

asphalt or stone, depends upon the trallic to which it

is subjected. But an asphalt pav(^mcnt (^an be main-

tained under the heaviest trallic at a reasonable ex-

pense.

KOOTIIOLI) I'OR HORSES ON ASl'IIAl.T.

The surface of an asphalt is a favorable one for

horses as compared with other pavements. It is

gritty from the sand used in its composition, except in

the form laid witli bituminous limestone on the Con-

tinent and to a small extent in your city. There is

no grit in this surface and its use has been abandoned

in Washington, New York and other cities where it

has been tried.

An investigation of the relative number of falls of

horses on the surface made with sand and asphalt as

compared with other pavements was made in 18(S') by

Gen. (then Capt.) F. V. Greene. The results were

presented to the American Society of Civil Engineers

in a paper read December 10th of that year, which

contains a large amount of interesting information as

to different pavements. General Greene showed

that in li)2 days on 32 different stx'eets of 10 cities,

and including 807,552 horses travelling 81,051 miles,

the average horse would travel the following miles

before falling: On asphalt, 583 ; on granite, 413 ; on

wood, 272 ; I am aware that to many persons who
have only had a limited experience in driving on as-

phalt this seems doubtful, but the figures have been

contirmed several times, and in cities like Washing-

ton and Ikiffalo, where all the pavements are as-

phalt, no such feeling would be found. It is true,

however, that horses which have been accustomed to

travelling on stone pavements are not at home on as-

phalt, but soon become so.

Again, persons are tempted to drive nuich faster and

more carelessly on asphalt than on stone or macadam,

their own personal comfort on the latter pavements

controlling the speed. Falls on asphalt are generally

due to careless driving. It has been claimed that as-

phalt surfaces are injurious to horses on account of

the continual pounding on such hard surface. An in-

vestigation in Washington some years ago disproved

this.

"

In 181)2 one of the street railroads introduced a

new nu)tive power doing away with horses. In re-

newing their tracks asphalt was placed between the

rails and in the interval between its being put down

and the final discarding of horses they were driven

for several months over the asphalt surface. It was

held by tho Socii'ty for tin- I'r*fV<!iitinn of Crui'ltv to
AniiiiulM that tliiM would injurr th<! homi-H it<-nou«ly

and that it fell within their provinr^- u> look iiiUt thu
matter. Kvery opportunity wum j^iven iu uj^ent Ut
examine the animals In-fori! they wen; \\mh\ u|M)Ii lh«
MUiooth Murface. while they were IriiVfdliii^ over rol>-

bles and during the time they were on iutphalt and
aft4'rwards. Although prejudice*! ajfuin»«l ruiphalt

pavements, the observer was obliged t** re|K>rt that
the horses were in better condition at the lime they
were n-moved from the road than when they wer« in
use on stone pavements.

A personal friend of mine in Wasliingt^»n, a bre«rder

of horses and careful observer, said to me in this con-
nection : "If oiu! drives with as much care on an
asphalt surfac<-as one would do for his own comfort on
a rougher pavement, no injury would ever l)e done to

the horsj's."

The very gen<-ral approval of asphalt pavements by
the engineers of our city tin; def)artments is striking

evidence of their desirability and the in(;rea.sed rapidity

with which engines can reach fires greatly increases
the efficiency of our firemen.

KASE OF TRACTION' ON ASPHALT.

A characteristic of a perfect pavement is ease of
traction. Numerous experiments have been made to

compare the resistance to traction of asphalt and other
forms of pavements, and show that tht; relative force
recjuired to draw a load upon different surfaces was

On tramway \
" asphalt 1.55
" best granite block ,'J to 4.1
" niacadaiii, best 3
" poorest cobble 14 to 25
" ordinary road cobble 8 to 13
" sleigh, on snow 7

The economy of the cost of the transportation of the

very large amount of material annually hauled over
our city streets uj)on asphalt instead of rough surfaces

is therefore enormous. Calculations based upon the

above results show that, if they are right, by the in-

troduction of asphalt pavement into a city previously

paved with stone, the same amount of work could he
done by one-half to one-third less vehicles at a money
saving in our large cities of many millions, a large

sum in comparison with the cost of the pavement.
Or, looked at in another way, three times as much
work could be done with the same number of teams.

THE HEAVIEST TRAFFIC IS SUSTAINED BV ASPHALT
SURFACES.

Asphalt surface will sustain as heavy aggregate
traffic and single loads as any form of pavement.
Asphalt has been maintained on several blocks of
Fifth Avenue, New York, for four years without a
particle of repairs, ami for three years on the entire

avenue from Ninth to Fifty-ninth Streets with no re-

pairs to the main mass of the pavement, but only
along rails or around steam boxes at local points.

Asphalt has been maintained on Chambers Street since

188(>. This street has an aggregate traffic hardly ex-

ceeded by any business street in New York, and one
so concentrated by a car track in this narrow street

tliat it is made adtlitionally severe. On Fifth Avenue
in New York a cable weigliing 42 tons on a truck

weighing 9 was hauled over an asphalt surface iu

181)3 without damage or even marked depression, and
since that time similar loads have been hauled without
remark.
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In addition to the capacity for resisting traffic under

circumstances, asphalt surfaces are not disajjpointing

in an emergency. In 18i)8 in Rockford, 111., a gravel

train of fifty cars left the rails and ran hack upon the

asphalt pavement of one of the streets through an

open switch. The engineer reversed his locomotive

and hauled them all back on the track with no dam-

age to the train and no more to the pavement than a

slight crease which soon rolled out.

There can be no question, therefore, but that

asphalt surfaces when properly constructed have a

capacity as great as any form of pavement.

INCKKASK IN THE VALUE OF PROrERTY.

Asphalt pavements largely increase the value of

property when placed upon unimproved streets or

upon streets previously paved with noisy or dirty

pavements. Before 1891 Seventh and Eighth Ave-

nues in New York were very similar in their charac-

ter, but in that year Eighth Avenue was paved with

asphalt. To-day the contrast between the two streets

is striking. Eighth Avenue is now a flourishing busi-

ness street, horse cars have been replaced by under-

ground trolleys and the traffic through it is enormous.

Seventh Avenue, with its rough granite blocks, has

little business or traffic, horse cars are the public con-

veyance, and the street is deserted for the superior

conditions found in the next parallel street. Rents

are, of course, correspondingly lower.

ASPHALT PAVEMENTS IN THEIR RELATION TO CLEAN
STREETS.

The dirt in our streets is a mixture of various

forms of mineral and organic matter. It contains :

(1) The detritus of the surface; (2) the results of

abrasion of vehicles and horse shoes ; (3) dirt forced

up through the joints of certain forms of pavements

;

(4) horse manure ; (5) house and other refuse. In

this mixture, when moist, organic growths of various

kinds flourish, and when it is dried their growth is

merely inhibited and they are not killed. In the lat-

ter form as dust, the street dirt is carried aloft by the

winds and distributed through the finest crevices in

windows and doors into our houses. An examination

of the dust of our houses shows that it is the dust of

our streets, and to do away with the former means re-

moving the latter before it is blown about by the

winds.

It is asked what kind of pavement makes the least

dirt ; that is to say, the least detritus. There is no

(piestion which makes the most ; that is, macadam, and

asphalt undoubtedly makes the least, since it practi-

cally makes none.

It is a common idea that on streets paved with

asphalt a fine black dust derived from the jjavement

is found in the neighboring houses. It is an error to

suppose that this dust contains asphalt, because for

structural reasons the entire asphalt surface would go

to pieces at once if any particles at all were detached

from it, while it has been found on the contrary that

after twenty years' use the thickness of asphalt sur-

faces is not appreciably changed from that which they

had when tliey were laid. ()f course surfaces which

wear into holes will make detritus, but this should

not occur in a first-class pavement, or, in the rare cases

where it may happen, immediate repairs should re-

move tin; cause.

Dirt and dust will collect on asphalt pavement as it

does upon our polished dining-room tables and it is of

course more noticeable there than on macadam, gran-
ite block and other surfaces, where dust is compacted
in the interstices between its separate parts. In con-

sequence the cleaning cannot be neglected. It must
be done. If asphalt is not properly swept half of its

advantages are lost.

The smooth surface of this form of i)avement can,

however, be kept as clean as a house floor by sweep-
ing or by flushing, and if dust is to be avoided this

must be done. Too often the cleaning is neglected,

and then, of course, dust has a free sway on being
moved over the surface by the wind. It is not the

form of pavement alone which must be considered,

but the perfection of the methods employed in clean-

ing it and the opportunities which the latter offer for

its being done satisfactorily, quickly and economi-
cally.

Statistics collected by Byrne show that the dirt col-

lected daily from different pavements will average per

1,000 yards

Asphalt 007 to .01 cubic yards,
Wood 04 " .20 " "
Granite 015 " .25 " "
Macadam 10 " .35 (50 times asphalt),

and that the relative cost of cleaning different kinds of

surfaces is : Asphalt, 100
;
granite 150 ; Belgian, 160

;

cobble, 400 ; that is to say, asphalt can be kept clean

for two-thirds of the cost of granite block and at a still

greater economy over other forms of pavement.
Cleaning of asphalt can be readily accomplished

either by hand or machine methods. By hand the

surface is kept clean at all hours of the day at a cost

but slightly larger than that of machine work done
but once in twenty-four hours or more. Hand clean-

ing as introduced by Colonel Waring in New York is

undoubtedly the only satisfactory system in streets of

heavy traffic, such as Fifth Avenue in New York and
Beacon Street in Boston.

NOISE.

Of the effect of noise upon the nervous system it is

useless for me to speak to gentlemen of your profes-

sion. With perhaps the exception of macadam there

is no surface less noisy than asphalt. AVood gives out

a rumble which is (juite as distinct as the click of as-

phalt, while brick is perhaps more noisy than stone.

In cities paved with stone there has been a great de-

mand that asphalt surfaces shall be laid about hospi-

tals and public oflices.

A comparison of the Fifth Avenue in New York
of to-day and that of a few years ago with its rough
granite blocks will convince any one of the desira-

bility of as])halt. In the hours of busy traffic in

1895, conversation could hardly be carried on as two
persons walked up the avenue. To-day there is com-
parative quiet. Asphalt is the friend of every one

with nerves.

As a matter of pure luxury we have to-day rubber

shoes for our horses and rubber tires for the wheels of

our vehicles. With these auxiliaries and asphalt

pavements traffic becomes at once noiseless.

With the advent of the motor vehicles and the so-

called horseless age, the demand for asphalt pave-

ments will undoubtedly increase. The combination

of the two will then of course give us a street which

will be the ideal for cleanliness and freedom from

noise.
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KKI'AIUS TO VKHICIJCS.

In IHHO M. I):ii-cy, llirii Diivctor ol' I'liMJ,. Woikn
ill I'aris, made (|iiitc an clalx)!:!!!' caN-iilalidii ol' the
saviiii^ wliicli would l)c circclcd in tlic; wear and tear
ol" llic |H,(I(I() vcliiclcs ill I'aris by (:iian;,'iiii,f all ||i<-

roiiyli stone into sniootli-surracH! pavcincnts. 'riii- rc-

snlt of tlic caicnlatioii was a saviii;,^ of $1 ,{)It2,0()()

per aniiniii. INI. Uarraliant, tlic cliicf <ni,'iiic<T of
Taris in 18H I, in citiiii^f these estimates, states that "

if

made to-day they would gwv. without doubt Holies
more strikiiii^." His averai^e saviiii^, it will he noticed,

is only :?2.") per vehicle, which <-ertainIy would srem
to b(^ moderate. In N'ew York in 18H8 then" were
20,441 vehicles licensed for jjuhlic hire ; this doc^s not
include tlu! trucks, wai^ons and carria<fes owned bv in-

dividuals, firms or (•orporations and used for their own
business or j)!easure. The number of these is not of

public record, but it is probably at least double the
number of vehicles licensed for hire. If so, the total

number of vehicles in New York is about r>0,()0(),

and the saving in wear and tear as a result of smooth
pavements, ac(;ordin<f to M. Darcy's figures, would hv-

about $1, ;")()(), ()()() per annum.
A similar calculation, according to i\\G Philadelphia

North American of October 12, 1885, showed that re-

pairs to vehicles necessitated by their use on the old-

time cobble-stone pavements of Philadelphia amounted
to enough every year to pay the iuterest on the bonds
which it would be necessary to issue for paving the

city with Trinidad asphalt, the entire saving to own-
ers being determined as over $100,000,000 annually.

I have been informed by carriage builders that in

cities where all the pavements are asphalt, persons

buying carriages are much more critical and demand
a higher grade of workmanship, as the slightest de-

fects are revealed on the smooth pavements which
are concealed by the noise of the rougher kind.

SPRINKLING.

The sprinkling of streets to lay dust should not be

tolerated. It is a makeshift, and merely covers up
the lack of cleanliness, at least with asphalt pavements.
With those forms of pavement having large interstices

which cannot be thoroughly cleaned, sprinkling may be-

come a necessity. The only way that water should be

used on as2)lialt pavements is in flushing them from a

hydrant, and this is the ideal way of keeping them
clean. It may be done with either salt or fresh water

without injury to the surface.

HYGIENIC DATA.

The best evidence of the desirability of asphalt

surfaces from a hygienic point of view is offered by

the death-rate in various cities as compared with the

class of pavements w'hich are in use in them and the

degree of cleanliness practised. The following list

of cities furnishes some interesting data :

Berlin: Almost all aspbalt pavements; death-rate per
tliousanii inhabitants por year . . 19.G

Anisteniam: Stoue and asphalt, streets washed . 20
Borne: Streets nicely cleaned, muoh asphalt, hard

climite -1'2

Vienna: Little asphalt, nuicU stone and macadam . 1^4.3

Dublin: Granite, cobble and macadam fairly cleaned 2'J.3

St. Petersburg: Cobble and macadam, notlnvithstand-
ing cold climate, which kills germs . 30

New York: 1802, with little asphalt .... 3S.37

1894, more asphalt 30

1896, more asphalt and clean streets
because easily cleaned ... 26

In addition to the above data it is of interest to

note that the death-rate from bowel complamts in New

York City drrri'juwd from ll..'i in 18J»2 t« ', In ]89ft
per 1,000, This dern;uH«' in din-ctly ronn«Tti'#l with
tln! piiveiuent of iIm" t^'iuMiieiit Iioiihi; diHlricl on thn
KuHt Sidi- of New York with aH|»li!ilt, und (iImi lo thft

iiicreuHcd cleanliiieMH of the streeti wliieh wax [KMMiMn
with tluH form of pavement.

UKI.AIION Ol Asl'IlAI r I'AVKMK.NTS TO II.M MINAT-
iNo {;a.s.

It h;is bein cljiinied that a.splialt Hiirf;ires pr<-v(*nt

the escape to the outer air of gas which lias eM-ajn-d

from leaky mains, and that on this account the eHcaj*-

iiig gas is forced into our houses. 'I'his is fpiii<? a
niistjike, at least as far as the asphalt j)ortion of the
pavements is concerned. The hydrocarbons of illumi-

nating gas are readily absorljed by asphalt and through
the ordinary surfa(;«! gas works its way, readilv acting
as a soIv«;iit and disihtegrating the material. Asjdialt

therefore cannot in any way confine coal gan. The
hydraulic base under an asplialt pavement may pn-
vent to a certain extent the egress to the air of gas
from leaky mains, but as such a base exists under all

well laid pavements any such disadvantage is common
to all forms of pavemcMitsand is not peculiar to jLsphalt

surfaces. The asphalt surface, on the contrarv, is the
most desirable in this resj)ect, as it reveals the leak at

once by the disintegration which takes place and
makes ])ossible its correction.

In the light of these considerations it would seem
that it would be profitable for Boston to abandon her
macadam streets and the enormous cost of maintaining
and cleaning them, without effectually doing away
with the dust nuisance, and to lay asphalt pavements
at an outlay which, with a sinking fund to pay for

them, would eventually involve the expenditure of no
more money than is at present laid out for the expense
of their maintenance, for cleaning and watering them,
and for excavating from the sewers the material
washed into them from the macadam. The advan-
tage to the health of the inhabitants i» of course one
which appeals directly to the members of your associa-

tion.

THE TRANSPORTATION OF DISEASE BY
DUST.i

ItV llAROLI> C. ERNST, M.I>., BOSTON,
Professor 0/ Bacteriology, harvard Medical School.

The possible injury from such a dust nuisance as
we have had this winter may be looked at from two
points of view : the irritant action upon the respira-

tory apparatus, and the transportation of pathogenic
bacteria. Of the irritant action there can he no
doubt, as is illustrated by the photomicrographs of
the dust from the street and the window-sill of the
laboratory. The fields shown are not picked, but are
from the first that were found to be thin enough for

photographic pur))oses. They show a variety of
minute jagged particles, of mineral and veget^ible ori-

gin, that it is manifest would be injurious in their ir-

ritant action upon inhalation and lodgment upon any
weakened spot.

That this material also carries living forms is illus-

trated by the slides, so far as the higher bacteria
are concerned, and by the cultures that Dr. Coolidge
has been good enough to make for me. In these the

» Read at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medic*] Improve-
ment, Febraary 19, lyoo.
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amount of gas production is very great, and the num-

ber of bacteria as represented by several counts is

80,000 to the gramme, at a conservative estimate and

under favorable conditions. There has not been time

enough to make a qualitative analysis of these bac-

teria, so that it is not i)ossible to say whether any

pathogenic forms are present in these particular

specimens. Two inoculation experiments showed

only local necrosis. The subject of the possibility of

the transmission of pathogenic bacteria by dust has,

however, been elaborately studied by E. Gerniano.^

He first took up tyi)hoid, and showed that the typhoid

bacillus is not able to resist complete drying, and is

not transmitted by dry dust to man. In this respect the

typhoid bacillus behaves as does the cholera spirillum

— and certainly most of the epidemics are not to be

ascribed to transmission by dust. The infection of

the air for many hundred metres about, as suggested

by Froidboise, is entirely improbable.

The next bacterium studied was that of diphtheria,

and the conclusions are: (1) That this bacillus can

resist drying for a very long time, as well in the mem-
brane as in the tissues and in dust ; (2) an accelera-

tion of the drying process does not infiuence the re-

sistance of the bacillus either in tissue or in dust ; (3)

this bacillus retains its vitality longer the greater the

amount of the surrounding dust (it may thus be bet-

ter protected against oxidation) ; (4) in a condition of

complete dryness the diphtheria bacillus can retain its

full virulence until its death ; (5) air can carry this

bacillus in the living condition.

Taking up the possibility of the transmission of

erysipelas, pneumonia and other streptococcus dis-

eases, Germano demonstrated the following facts

:

(1) The resistance of the streptococcus to drying va-

ries with the variety as well as the material in which

the drying is carried on ; (2) the resistance is always

high and may last for some months ; (3) the rapidity

of drying does not affect the length of vitality in any

way ; (4) the resistance of the stre])tococcus increases

with the mass of the imbedding material, as this pre-

vents the direct access of the air.

The diplococcus of pneumonia belongs among the

bacteria that can resist drying for a long time. ( 1 ) This

property varies between wide limits, and a special va-

riety may be of little resisting power. Kruse and

Pansini were right in explaining the discrepancies of

various authors upon this ground ; (2) the form lying

between the streptococcus and the diplococcus may be

extremely resistant
; (3) in Germano's experiments,

the diplococcus kept its projjerties better in the dry

than in the moist condition ; (4) in low temperatures,

the behavior is the same as in moisture; cold hinders

drying ;
(o) the rapidity of drying in medium tem-

peraitures has no influence upon the retention of vital-

ity of the dijilococcus ; (()) since the diplococcus may,

under some conditions, resist drying for some time,

even if it cannot do this to the same extent as the

streptococcus, the possibility of its transportation in

the air, and of infection of man through the air must

be granted.

Germano then took up the study of cholera, plague

and cerebrospinal meningitis, and came to the general

conclusion that there is little danger of the transmis-

sion of these diseases through dust in the air.

He summarizes his final results by saying that there

» Zoit. f. Hyg. u. Infektionskrankheiten, Bd. xxiv, S. 403; Bd. xxv,
S. 439; Bd. xxvi, S. C6, u. 8. w.

must be a revision of opinion as to the transportation

of important disease producers. In general it may be
considered as settled that they must be dry to render
their transportation by means of dust at all probable,

and the experiments upon drying are only of value

when conducted with tine dust. As the result of such

experiments the conclusion is that the finer the dust

the quicker the bacteria die.

In relation to resistance to drying, the bacteria he
studied divided themselves into several groups : The
first included typhoid, cholera and plague. Experi-

ments with these showed that they often sank in

number of resulting colonies from 100,000 to in

twenty-four hours. Therefore the chaiices of trans-

portation by the air must be considered as very slight.

His experiments were controlled by the use of several

races of each, so that the falla(;y of working with one
especially susceptible to drying might be excluded.

Similar results were obtained with influenza and
gonorrhea.

A second group was formed by the strejitococci, the

pneumococci, and the diphtheria bacillus, which in va-

rious races showed great variation in resistance to dry-

ing, some dying almost at once, some living days,

weeks, or even a month ; most of them died quickly,

only a very small nunrber resisted for any length of

time. The so-called sporadic cases of erysipelas,

diphtheria, etc., may be explained by the occurrence

of these resisting types.

In a third group may be placed, as still more re-

sistant, the diplococcus intracellularis, and with it the

staphylococci of suppuration, and the bacillus of

tuberculosis.

The fourth and last group includes the spore-pro-

ducers, — which in this way may resist drying for an
indefinite period,— anthrax, malignant edema, tetanus,

etc.

Our knowledge of the acute exanthemata is not

great enough to enable us to know in what group to

place them ; they certainly do not belong in the first,

but it may be doubtful whether they belong in the

second or third.

It would seem to me, then, that the conclusion to be

drawn is that the danger from such a dust nuisance as

we have had is greater from the direct irritant quality

of the dust itself than from the chance of the trans-

portation of any infectious disease ; the winter has

been so exceptional, however, that the Board of

Health has an opportunity to furnish some valuable

statistics upon the comparative occurrence of infec-

tious diseases in the affected area this year as com-

pared with last, when the same conditions did not

exist.

EFFECTS OF DUST UPON THE LUNGS.i

BY VINCENT Y. ]10Wi>n(II, M.D., liOSTON.

When asked to make a few remarks upon the " dust

nuisance," with special reference to its effect upon the

respiratory organs, I gladly assented, delighted that

the medical j>rofession had again taken this matter in

hand. The hithargy which sc^ems to have let the

people of Boston endure this state of things is as ex-

traordinary as it is exasperating to those of us who
know that the effect upon the health of the commu-
nity is baneful, and who also know that the remedy is

1 Read at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Iruprove-
ment, February 19, 1900.
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not (litliciilt to find, if our (Mtizciis will only iiiHiHt tliut

II l)(!tt(U" .state of things sluill |ir<'Viiil. Will yon ujlow
WW lit first to rccull ii littU; of tin; work done l)v mcd-
iejil men upon tin; cpn^Htion of street WHterin;,^ ?

Several years a<^o a (V)Miinittee compoHed of Dis.

F. I. Kni<,dit, .1. ('. VVarnni, Henry .1. Harnes and
myself represented to tin; gentlemen tlieii in powei- ai

(4ty Hall the views of the Suffolk District Medical
Society upon the wretchedly ineHicient methods ol

street watering and the intolerably lilthy coiiditioii ol

the macadami/.ed streets, not oidy through the winter,

hut duriiii^ the summer months. VVt; received the re-

hulls that invariably meet attempts to (;lianj^(! existin;^

(conditions, hy the remark that then' was not money
enough, and were asked what we pro|iosed to do alioiit

it.

To make a long story short, the matter was agitated

sulliciently to induce the subsecpient mayor to allude

to it in his first address. He instituted a much more
eflicient service by taking it out of the hands of con-

tractors, who mulcted private individuals to fill their

own pockets, and the street-watering service for nine

months in the year, partly by dint of constant and per-

sistent efforts of the committee, collectively and indi-

vidually, has slowly and steadily improved, so that

during the nine months of i\w year when the temper-

ature has been above the freezing point, the Hack Hay
in the last year or two, even though very far from
satisfactory at tinuis, has been made a more habital)le

section of the city, as far as dust is concerned, than it

was several years ago. Last year even a new depart-

ure was made by Superintendent Wells, by occasion-

ally sending out a sprinkler in the winter months
on the day when the thermometer rose above 32°.

In order to improve still further upon existing con-

ditions, petitions for asphalt pavements on Beacon
Street beyond Massachusetts Aveinie, the only artery

for heavy teams from the Back Bay to the Allston

and Brighton districts, were signed by the residents in

that street with very few exceptions.

Mayor C^uincy and Superintendent Wells both cor-

dially endorsed the idea, but lack of proper appropria-

tion has thus far failed to accomplish what large

numbers of the residents have earnestly desired. In

consequence of this lack of proper pavements the cit^

izens of Boston, especially those of the Back Bay, the

most exposed section of the city, have had to endure

in this open winter a vile atmospheric condition, which

is a standing disgrace to any civilized community.
As a striking example of a not uncommon occur-

rence, I have at home a twenty-pound butter firkin

nearly full to the brim of tilth collected from my own
doorsteps, in four hours, after a high northwest wind

had caused the usual dust storm, in spite of a heavy

rain during the preceding night.

It would seem almost unnecessary to speak, gentle-

men, of so self-evident a truth as the baneful effect of

such a condition upon the health of the community,

yet it is necessary to emphasize this point. Apart

from any possibility of carrying disease germs from

the powdered filth lying in our streets and blown into

our faces and forced into our houses, the mere me-

chanical irritation upon the nasal and bronchial tracts

of such an atmosphere as we have had to endure this

winter is sufficient to be a fruitful cause of trouble to

many people. I have patients under my care now,

with delicate throats and lungs, unable to leave town

for various reasons, who have to be housed absolutely

during thene dayit whnn, wero f)ur MlreetM in protM^r
condition, they could enjr»y out of doorn the coitipara*

tively mild and lirHciiig air of thin tnrHlenit<- wirit<;r.

Kven in the lioiiMeH with the windows Mimi li^^^ht, my
patientM havi- bitterly coinplained of the efTeci mtttii

their tliroat>t of the rjust which Hifts through the win-
dows and door^>. What a mockery it seems with the
constantly growing knowledge that fresh air and open
windows are essential for health, more i;npe(iallv for

the [)revention and cure of our great s<'ourge, coii-

sumjition ; what a mockery it seems that we should
go on entluring such a condition of affairs in our ':ity,

of which we naturally feel so proud, the many advan-
tages of which we are apt to boast.

Our city goviu-nnu-nt is not wholly to blame for this

st;itt! of things. Mayor Matthi-ws, with far-seeing

policy, advocated strongly the plan of paving the
whole of Conunon wealth Avenue with asplialt, and of

gradually exttjnding this process to the whole of the
Mack Bay. This scheme was defeated by a number
of people, largely those who own horsj-s, lu-cause of
the occasional slippery nature of asphalt, and in con-

se(pience the Telford pavement was substituted. From
personal (piestioning, I know that many of those who
signed that petition to defeat the mayor's plan now
de(q)ly regnct their action. In conse<pieiice of this mis-
take it has been impossible to drive or walk on this

great avenue with any conjfort for a large part of the
winter on account of the sweeping domls of dust.

That asphalt is an ideal pavement or without <lraw-

backs, none of its strongest advocates would claim, but
with proper care and regulation to prevent its being
constantly torn up and replaced by inferior material, it

has thus far proved in our American cities the one
which possesses the greatest advantages and the fewest
disadvantages of all pavements used here. This is the

testimony of Colonel Waring in a personal conversa-
tion held not long before his death.

Huntington Avenue and the upper part of Colum-
bus Avenue are constant proofs of the superiority of

their j)avenn>nts, if one will take the pains to walk
through Massachusetts Avenue and witness there the
clouds of dust in winter on a windy day, almost reach-
ing to the house-tops, and then note the condition of

the atmosphere in the former streets.

In mild, damp weather, moreover, the collected
filth of Massachusetts Avenue in the sprin<i ami au-
tumn causes often a nauseating odor, most marked in

the evening, which has not infrequently compelled me
to leave the street from sheer disgust.

That Boston now, in comparison with many other
large cities in our own country, still more with those
in Europe, is, to say the least, in a most provincial
condition as far as pavements are concerned. I think
no one can deny.

Gentlemen, for the comfort and health of our com-
munity, I trust that this meeting may be a strou;: fac-

tor in bringing alx)ut the improvenu'uts which wf all

so earnestly desire.

Tuberculosis in Paris.— According to the
Journal of the American Jfefh'ra/ Association, nearly
2G% of the deaths in Paris in 1800 were due to

tuberculosis — 12,;{14 out of a total mortality of
16,988. The percentage of tuberculosis mortiilitv at
various ages was as follows : One to twenty. 37.2 :

twenty to forty, 60.2 ; forty to sixty. 30..'). and over
sixty, 3.3.
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THE EFFECTS OF DUST ON THE UPPER
RESPIRATORY TRACT.i

BY SAMUEL W. LANGMAIIJ, M.D., BOSTON.

For many years I had been observant of the fact

that whenever a dust storm occurred there was an

outbreak of sore throats, until in June, 1889, eleven

years ago, I incorporated into a paper which I read at

a meeting of the Medical Observation Society an

account of the deleterious effects of dust upon the

lining membrane of the nose and throat, and ascribed

to this cause much of the suffering which I was called

upon to mitigate. It was evident that I was not alone

in my belief and observation, since other members of

the society expressed their concurrence, and the con-

dition of our city streets and the evil effects of so much
dust was made the special subject of discussion at a

subsequent meeting. Action was taken to abate the

evil. A committee was appointed to confer with the

mayor, and a certain amount of good accomplished.

But the evil was by no means eradicated. Dust
storms are still frequent and the results are quite as

marked as ever before.

In looking through the paper which I have re-

ferred to I found the statements as true to-day as

when they were made, and I shall ask you to allow

me to (juote briefly a few paragraphs which it seems

to me are as forceful as any I could make to-night.

When it comes to the matter of how dust storms can

be prevented, it might as well be said that absolute

prevention is impossible, because some of the dirt is

blown into the city from a long distance, from some
miles of suburban macadam, or, as I prefer to call it,

dirt roads. But it is certain that a great abatement

can be obtained by a change of pavement. It might

be said also that the ideal pavement does not exist in

the w'orld ; objections there are to all, but better pave-

ment than dirt road is used largely in other cities and to

a small extent in ours. It is time that our beautiful city

should be free from the criticism of visitors, who can-

not understand why such -a condition of mud and dust

is allowed. In the paper referred to I said :

" Another factor in the production of obstructive

swelling of the nasal mucous membrane is the presence

of large quantities of dust in the atmosphere, and this

cause, 1 am sorry to say, has greater significance in

our city than in any other with which I am acquainted.

The condition of our streets during a large portion of

each year has called out many remonstrances on the

score of uncleanliness and inconvenience ; but to

what extent the health of the inhabitants and visitors

to the city is affected has not within my knowledge
been commented upon by laymen or doctors. For
many years I have been able to predict an immediate

increase in the number who present themselves for

treatment of throat affections from my observations

of the atmosphere and the conditions of the streets of

the city.

" I doubt if in any other region east of the Missis-

sippi River an atmosphere so loaded with irritating

dust can be found as in this beautiful and expensive

city of Boston. This dust, or gritty dirt, is not only

encountered in the open streets, but escape from its

irritating effects is not possible even in our houses.

After ont! windy day the contents of our houses are

covered by it ; it lies in heaps upon the inner window
sashes ; it fills our halls and chambers. AVe live the

' Read at a meeting of the Boston Society for Medical Improve-
ment, Kebruary 19, 1900.

greater part of certain months among sifting sands,

and in clouds of pulverized mud and excrement.
" Another cause of our discomfort is the plan

pursued in the care of the streets. Most of our

streets south of Tremont are of the variety called

macadamized. These streets so made are, for a few
days, after months of labor, in a clean condition ; but

the constant watering, with almost no sweeping,

together with the attrition of the surface by passing

vehicles, soon pulverizes the surface, and leaves a

layer of dirt which is again wet down and so kept in

a condition which makes it imj)ossible to preserve

a decent looking carriage which has been driven from
the stable to the residence of the owner. The next

scene is the transformation of this layer of mud and

bestial excrement into clouds of ' dust ' under the in-

fluence of a wind sufficiently strong to dry up the

moisture faster than the life-preserving watering cart

can make its round. The mud on Boylston Street is

frequently two inches deep along the sides. Does
any one ask how this concerns the sanitary condition

of the city ? I have said that I could predict with

sufficient accuracy what the effect of such dirt storms

would be as shown by the numbers of patients who
would present themselves for treatment. Have we
not, all of us, observed the frequency of sore throats

during the months of November and March, the

months when high winds prevail and the ground is no
longer covered with snow ?

" I do not mean to say that other causes which are

productive of irritation of the mucous membrane of

the respiratory organs would not produce their le-

gitimate effects during these months, but I do believe

that this condition of the atmosphere of our city is

productive of incalculable inconvenience, suffering

and invalidism. One of the first symptoms, and one

of the most troublesome to rid patients of during

these dirt storms, is swelling and abrasion of the nasal

mucous membrane ; one need not be a rhinologist to

bear evidence to this fact ; almost all of us become
observers in our own persons at such times."

The effects of so much dust are not alone upon the

throat, as we shall doubtless hear from others who are

to speak this evening. Certainly neither ears nor eyes

escape.

One of the most terrible diseases of the throat

is tuberculosis. In many cases modern treatment is

of great service in mitigating the suffering which re-

sults from swelling and ulceration of the larynx, and

not infrequently cure of the ulceration can be accom-

plished. When this can be effected, life is always

prolonged and unspeakable agony is abolished. I

have several such cases under treatment this winter

and I can testify that recovery was made more difficult

and great suffering was produced by the irritating

effects of the dusty atmosphere, which, in the absence

of snow, has been more continuous than usual.

It has been my intention to speak briefly of my
own observations of the effects of dust. I shall leave

to others to suggest what steps ought to be taken to

abolish some of the evil.

W. S. Halstkd, F.R.C.S.— It is staled in the

Philadelphia, Medical Journal that during the recent

centennial exercises of the Royal College of Surgeons,

England, Professor W. S. Halsted, of John Hopkins

University, was made a fellow.
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RKCURRENT LUXATION OF THK ULNAR
NKRVK.

IIV K. .1. COT'lON, M.I)., IIOHIIPN.

TllK iollowiii^ (rxiiiiiplrs arc prcsciitfd ;is liclon^incf

to ii class of cases wliidi Iiav(i Ix'cii dclinitcly di'sciiliril

but apparently "ot often iTKMitioiied, perhaps not al-

ways rccofrni/.cd. The cases vv(M'c seen by the writer

while a(;ting as out-patient siir;;eon at the City Hospi-

tal.

Cask \. A woman, age tw(Mity-(ivc, fell and struck

her elbow. Kollowing on this sh«r had nnidi pain on

attempting to us(> tln^ arm. This stat(! of things (-on-

tinuing for a week, she came to the hospital. Kxami-
nation showed an elbow slightly putVy and tender all

about the joint, but without any evidence of bone-

lesions or of etl'usion into the joint. Attempted
motion caused a good deal of pain at the inner side

of the elbow, and a tender cord was to be felt lying

in front of the internal condyle. On extension of the

elbow this cord slipped bai^k behind the epitrochlea to

the normal position of the ulnar nerve. The nerve

seemed thicker than normal to the feel and when it

was rolled under the fingers the patient complained of

local pain and of pain referred to the last two fingers

and the ulnar side of the hand. This referred pain

was, however, not severe, hardly more than was
caused by like pressure on the ulnar nerve of the

sound side, while the local sensitiveness of the nerve

trunk was much increased.

The forward luxation of the nerve occurred with

each flexion when a right angle was reached ; the

nerve slipped back spontaneously with each move-
ment of extension ; slight pressure over the internal

epicondyle sufficed to prevent the luxation on flexing.

The nerve in luxation came forward well in front of the

epicondyle. Motion of the arm was painful, the pain,

curiously enough, being referred rather to the thumb
than to the ulnar distribution, but the prominent sulv

jective symptom was pain at the elbow itself on

motion. There was no paresis, no numbness, no

paresthesia. The arm was put up in a splint at an

obtuse angle, and a pad placed over the internal

condyle to guard against luxation of the nerve.

After a fortnight's fixation there was little pain and

sensitiveness and somewhat less tendency for the nerve

to slip out of place, while the excursion of the nerve

in flexion was somewhat less. The pad and bandage

were continued, the splint omitted. Massage was

begun and light use of the elbow allowed.

The subjective symptoms improved slowly but

steadily, and the patient soon discontinued treatment.

When looked up four months later, she could use the

arm nearly as well as ever and complained only of

occasional darting pains in the hand. There was no

numbness, no paresis. On palpation, the thickening

of the nerve trunk proved to be entirely gone. The
nerve still slips out of its normal j)lace when the

elbow is flexed, but slips only inward to the tip of the

epicondyle, not in front of it. At times on active

flexion the patient is conscious of a more decided

snapping of the nerve. No further treatment was

carried out.

Cask II. A girl of eleven fell and struck the

elbow in falling. Three days later she came to the

hospital witb an elbow slightly swollen but showing

no synovial efl'usion. The bones were intact. Mo-
tion of the arm was painful and there was some

HpontaneouH |min in the middle and riiif; Vi\\^<fr% hut
no referred pain in tin- ulnar diHtrilmtiori. On Hexion
of the elbow the ulnar nerve Hlijiiicd out of piaiw

with each flexion wln-n an angle of •'«)" In-vond thn

right angle (that is, an angle of i'M" of upper arm
and fore-arm) was reached, moving inward and for-

ward to a |ioint a little anterior Ut the internal ejij-

eondyle, but the range of the luxation was much lenH

than in the |irevionH case. The nerve trunk w;i>t not

obviously thickened ; on pressure <in it there wan rlitv-

tinctly increased sensitiveness of the nerve its«'lf, but

no referred pain «)r tingling. 'I'his rather uiiiihuhI in-

sensitiveness was etpnilly to In- observe*! on the sound
side. Motion of the injured elbow wjus only nvKler-

ately painful.

'I'he arm was put up in an internal angular splint

at a right angle, in which jiosition the nerve remaine*!

in plac«\ After three days thenr was practir-allv no
pain, much less sensitiveness on manipidation and
perhaps slightly less range of the luxation of the

nerve. The splint was continued and massage Iw-gun.

There was a gradual improvement in symjjtoms till

an approximately normal comlition was reached, ex-

cept that the subluxation still f)ccurred in flexion.

In this case there was a history of a fracture at or

near the elbow at two years of age, ami though there

was no deformity to be made out, yet there is no evi-

dence that the recurring subluxation mav not have ex-

isted prior to the recent injury, though the subjective

symptoms were evidently due to the recent hurt.

Case III was a boy of about ten. Here also the

luxation was the result of a fall— three days before
— and amounted really only to a subluxation, the

nerve not pa.ssing beyond the tip of the condyle. The
symptoms were only local sensitiveness and some
pain at the elbow on motion — there were no signs of

damage to the nerve itself. The patient ilid not re-

turn, and the course of the injury is not known.
In searching the literature for recorded cases the

writer has found a considerable number; only a por-

tion of which, however, belong to the traumatic
class.

Blattmann described a case as early as I80L
(iruber, in 18(>7, described anatomically, but not clini-

cally, a luxation of the ulnar nerve. The first ade-

(piate accounts of the recurring luxation seem to be
those of Lutz in 1870 and of Zuckerkandl in 18.^0.

The cases recorded group themselves into two classes

— practically distinct— the "habitual" luxations,

where there is no known exciting cause for the dislo-

cation, which may or may not be associated with

symptoms, and the traumatic series, where there are
almost invariably accompanying symptoms of greater

or less .severit}'. The trauma acting as the cause may
be direct violence or muscular over-exertion or simplv
habitual over-use of the elbow.

In all these cases of either class the external ana-
tomical condition is much the same ; when a certain

degree of flexion is reached the nerve moves inward
to the tip of the internal epicondyle, and in the se-

verer cases snaps over it to lie on its anterior surface

a centimetre or less in front of its tip only to return to

its normal position when the elbow is again extended.
The exceptions to this type— the permanent luxa-

tions of the nerve— seem to be very unusual. Schil-

j

ling reports a case (non-traumatic) where the luxa-

tion Oil one side was permanent, on the other recum'nt

;

,
a report of Poncet's seems to imply, though it does
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not state, a permanent luxation, and the same may be

said of Cunningham's report.

Of the congenital or habitual luxation many cases

are reported. As to symptoms: in Schilling's case

there was marked weakness and considerable atrophy

in the muscles supplied by the ulnar; in MacCormac's

case there was numbness and weakness enough to

prevent work and to necessitate operation ; in Zucker-

kandl's, local fatigue on exertion ; in Toncet's, numb-

ness and pain, etc. On the other hand there are many
cases without other symptoms than those following an

occasional blow or pressure on the exposed nerve or

without any symptoms at all.

Collinet examined 500 patients with a view to set-

tling the frequency of the condition and found 13 in

whom the nerve luxated forward in flexion, in 5 of

them on both sides. Drouard carried out a like in-

vestigation on 200 subjects and found the complete

luxation occurring in 3 cases only, though 15 others

showed an abnormal mobility of the nerve in flexion.

Part of these cases showed no symptoms whatever,

in some there was numbness and tingling in the third

and fourth fingers when the elbows rested on a table

or when the nerve was struck. In this connection it

is interesting to note that wood engravers who rest

the elbow in working sometimes develop, according to

Bruns,^ a partial paralysis of the hand muscles, etc.,

as a result of the pressure of the bench on the ulnar

nerve, so it would seem that such symptoms as just de-

scribed are not quite special to the cases under consid-

eration.

The sum and substance of this list of non-traumatic

cases would seem to be that the luxation per se

usually gives but little trouble and may exist unknown

to the patient, to be found out (as were so many of

those described) only by a systematic examination.

To pass on to the traumatic class, we find usually,

though not always, a more considerable train of symp-

toms, least in the cases in which over-use or a single

muscular strain is the cause. Cases of this sort are

reported by Uhittmann, Jalaguier, Holden, Lutz and

J^ange, which showed no symptoms beyond some pain

at the elbow and moderate tingling and numbness

(on pressure, or spontaneously) in the parts supplied

by the nerve. In Drouard's case, on the other hand,

though the n(!rve was simply snapped out of place by

forcible flexion of the elbow, numbness, atrophy, and

contractures of the last two fingers developed, leading

to almost entire uselessness of the hand. The patient

in this case was an alcoholic, and this may have had

something to do with the development of the neuritis

from relatively slight injury.

Where the trouble has been the result of a fall

or a blow, there are usually nerve symptoms, not

necessarily severe. In cases noted by Cunningham,

Plic(iue, Smith and Tronson, in Anger's case (the

result of a dislocation of the elbow), as also in the

writer's cases, the symptoms on the part of the nerve

which persisted after the local damage had quieted

were comparatively slight— occasional pain or tin-

gling and sensitiveness of the nerve-trunk to pressure.

In Wharton's case there was a good deal of pain in

the distribution of the nerve ; in Schwartz's, consider-

able numbness. In Felkin's case there was, beside

the local pain at the elbow, neuralgic pain and numl)-

ness, lasting for some weeks, and flexion-contractures

of tlie third and fourth fingers. Annequin reports

> Bruns : Neurol. Oentralblatt, 1895.

paresis of both sensation and motion, Andral loss of

sensation in the area supplied by the ulnar, atrophy,

and flexion-contracture of the little finger.

In looking over the histories of these cases, we
find the nerve symptoms following directly on the in-

jury, and subsiding gradually, more or less indepen-

dent of treatment. This is important as showing the

nerve damage due to tlu^ original trauma, not to the

irritation from the slipping of the nerve. As to the ac-

tual pathological condition which the symptoms repre-

sent, the data are scanty. The only autopsy is Schil-

ling's ; in this case the nerve and its sheath were
considerably thickened for about 4 centimetres of its

length at the elbow. In Schwartz's account of his

operation he speaks of the nerve being locally thick-

ened and reddened, and Croft found it in his case

slightly thickened. In Drouard's case and in one of

the writer's there was apparent thickening on palpa-

tion.

In Drouard's case, in that of Schilling just noted,

in those of Annequin and Andral, and j)erhaps in

MacCormac's, it seems fair to assume secondary de-

generative changes in the nerve, but in most of the

cases it is probable from the data given that the path-

ological process is essentially ])erineural, primarily a'

damage to the structures enclosing and fixing the

nerve with possil)ly mild interstitial neuritis, rather

than any considerable damage to the nerve-fibres.

There has been a good deal of theorizing as to the

gross anatomical conditions in these cases as well as

in regard to the pathology. As for the congenital or

habitual cases, there must evidently be much laxness

of all the fibrous tissues closing the groove in which
the nerve lies, for Raymonecq's experiments on the

cadaver showed that it was necessary to cut away a

good deal in order to free the nerve so that it could be

dislocated. Given this laxity or absence of the fibrous

tissues, the experiments on the cadaver by Zucker-

kandl and Raymoneccj have shown that the triceps,

unless very small, spreads inward enough on flexion to

shove the nerve in front of it over the tip of the epi-

trochlea and this irrespective of the existence of a

small epicondyle or of a cubitus varus to favor its easy

transit. This spreading inward of the triceps on flex-

ion can readily be demonstrated on the model or on
oneself and seems to explain fully enough what causes

the recurring luxation when once the nerve is freed.

As for the smallness of the condyle, and more es-

pecially the cubitus varus, alleged as a cause, it is evi-

dent that neither of these can more than present a

favorable condition. There seem to be only 2 cases

where there was actually a cubitus varus (Zuckerkandl,

Poncet). The writer's second case had had a fracture,

but there was no deformity.

As to the action of trauma in producing the condi-

tion, it may be assumed that some of these cases had
naturally weak or lax fibrous attachments in this re-

gion, but in approximately normal elbows a good deal

of tearing must accompany the loosening up of the

nerve. .Jalaguier says at least the fibrous arch of

origin of the flexor ulnaris must be torn, and Anne-
quin, in the descrij)tion of his operation, actually notes

such ru])ture and also the finding of torn shreds of

fascia higher up. It would seem that the rupture

may result either from the tearing of the tissues by
muscular ovcraction or from the rip])ing force of a

blow from witliout.

The treatment carried out in these cases has been
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eitlu^r (ixutioii with or without inasHuf^ci, or o|M-ritii()ii.

Nine cases iirn niportud in which an oixuiition wa-^

curri(Ml out.''

'1 h(t 0|>(;i'atiou has usually airmilat ihr rc-loi nialion

of th(! nroov(! to cdutaiii thd nerve. Kithcr tilnous

tissues huv(! Ixhmi triuuned out and looseued to make
the <rroov(! in whicli the nerve was laid (Annei|uiii,

PoiKH't, Smith) or th(^ ed;;*' of th(! triceps has lieen

carried across and hitclie<l to tlu; internal epicondyle,

h-aviuij; thci nerve beneath tlu! bridge; so I'ormecl (Crol't,

Smith) or a slip ot fascia, dissected up from the cov-

ering of \\w epitrochU'ar group of muscles, has been
carried outward and stitc^hed to the triceps (S(!hwart/,).

Croft, beside forming a groove, stitched the nerve slieath

down and .I()j)son hiid the nerve in a groov(; inathi in

the triceps, stitching the fascia over it. An(h'al, for

some occult reason, resected two or three centimetres

of the niu've ; the function of the nerve returned, l)ut

the luxation was not cured.

The other operations were all successful in (ruring

the luxation. In some of the cases the surgical in-

terference! was followed by increased symptoms of

nerve irritation ; luckily these symptoms proved onlv

temporary (Croft, .lopson).

It is impossible to study the recorded cases without

coming to the conclusion that the operation is one for

the luxation oidy, and can cnn; only such sym|)toins

as are really due to the luxation. The chance of a

cure of the luxation itself by conservative methods is

poor; only one such success is reported (Pliccpu;), l)ut

in many other cases, including the writer's, conserva-

tive treatment has brought about a relief of all symp-
toms, at least as soon, probably, as if the region of the

damage had been stirred up by an operation, and the

persistence of the luxation has not seemed to be of

any moment. Where the nerve damage is directly

due to the irritation of the constant dislocation, or

where symptoms on the part of the nerve persist

unduly long after the first effects of the trauma have

worn oft", the (juestion of operation comes up. The
operative treatment seems, so far as it goes— that is.

for the luxation — to be without notable drawbacks

and eft'ective, but the writer is impressed with the

notion already voiced by (^uenu in his paper on the

subject, that it is the nerve symptoms, not the luxa-

tion in itself, that should first be considered in decid-

ing between conservative and operative treatment.
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RECENT rUOGKHSS IN NEL'KOUX;^.
iiY run. IP cooMiiH k.vai-I', a.m., m.d., itorruM.

(Concluded from No. 4, p. W.)

MVKMTI.S.

IIocilK,'" recognizing that the term "myelitig" han

oft(!n been applied to conditions which were not of in-

flammatory origin, has und(;rtakeii a series of exjieri-

ments to dcitermine more accurately tlie real nature of

certain of the changes in the spinal cord. In the first

.series of experiments he produced embolism of the

spinal arteries by the injection of asejitic substances

into the aorta of dogs, using lycopodium, Kamala
seeds, the pollen of typha japonica, etc. Such emboli
caus(!d hemorrhagic infarctions and necrosis of tissue

in about thirty hours. This resulted in the formation

of cavities which did not resemble those of svriniro-

myelia. In the necrosed tissue were many granular

cells, which were derived from leucocytes, neuroglia

cells or connective-tissue cells, the large cells being
always derived from connective tissue. The neuroglia

showed a very sluggish tendency to produce new tis-

sue to replace that destroyed, but the new tissue was
chiefly of connective-tissue origin. The walls of tlie

arteries plugged reacted to the mechanical and perhaps
to the chemical nature of the emboli, and were thick-

ened and infiltrated with small cells, which also in-

vaded the perivascular tissue. The reaction varied

with the substance injected. In a second series of ex-

periments he injected cultures of various bacteria,

Frjenkel's diplococcus, staphylococcus aureus, bacte-

rium coli commune, etc. The changes differed from
those of the first series in the presence of mycotic em-
boli, and the more intense and more diffuse cell infiltra-

tion about the smaller blood-vessels, with many foci of

round cells about the infiltrated vessels. There were
also foci of leptomeningitis, especially after the injec-

tion of the bacterium coli commune. The alterations

did not extend beyond the region of the cord reached
by the bacteria, showing, therefore, that they were not
due to the action of substances in the circulation pro-

duced by the bacteria. The changes were very similar

to those of acute infectious myelitis in man. Acute
myelitis, in the strict sense of an acute inflammation,
is applicable only to a very limited group of cases of

infectious origin. In the later stages of various patho-
logical ])rocesses changes occur not unlike those of true

infhunmation, su h as the formation of granular cells,

tlK> occurrence of swollen axis cylinders, etc.; and we
very rarely have an opportunity to observe in man the

early stages of any of these processes, in which stag«'s

alone can the true nature of the process be determined.
We must exclude all cases of central softening from
thrombosis in tubercular and syphilitic arteritis, the

changes from comi)ression, the rare changes from em-
bolism, the cases of ischemic necrosis, as in caissoa

«• Archiv fUr Psychiatrie, xxxil, 209. 975, 1899.
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disease, and primary defjeneralive processes before we

can speak of true myelitis. This is characterized in its

earliest stage by alteration of the vessel walls, with or

without hemorrhage, increase of the cell elements,

proliferation of the glia and connective tissue and

changes in the nervous parenchyma. In his experi-

ments on dogs lloche found that the central canal

aided in the distribution of the inflammatory agents to

various parts of the cord. In adults this canal is often

partly closed by proliferation of the ependyma, but in

children it is open throughout the length of the cord.

This may be an explanation of the much greater fre-

quency of infectious myelitis in children, since bacteria

may through the patent central canal be more readily

conveyed to the gray matter of the cord, especially th(>

anterior horns, which lie nearest to the canal.

CHANGES IN THK Sl'INAL COKU IN CEREBRAL
TUMOKS.

Batten and Collier" have studied the changes in

the spinal cord in 2'J cases of cerebral tumor. In a

preliminary review of the literature on the subject,

they find tliat in 17 reported cases of cerebral tumor

the cord was negative in oidy 2, and that in all the

rest changes were found in the posterior columns.

These changes were not due to early tabes, to sec-

ondary growths involving the posterior spinal roots,

to meningeal thickening, or to secondary degeneration,

and the changes were most marked in the lower cervi-

cal region. In their own cases 9 showed slight and

1 1 marked degeneration, and degeneration seemed

more liable to occur with tumors in the temporo-

sphenoidal region. Tumors situated behind the parie-

tal region also seem more liable to give rise to degen-

eration than tumors more anteriorly situated. They
conclude that degeneration of the posterior columns

of the cord occurs in about Bo per cent, of the cases

of cerebral tumor, and that it is more liable to af-

fect the cervical region than the dorsal or hnnbar re-

gions, and is more marked in the postero-external than

in the postero-internal columns. This degenei'ation is

of root origin and arises from the point where the root

enters the spinal cord ; the posterior roots arc always

less affected than the posterior columns, and they may
show no degeneration. The degeneration is due to

traction on the posterior roots by distention of the

arachnoid, owing to the increased intracranial press-

ure and especially such as tends to rapid dilatation of

the ventricles and the subarachnoid space in the spinal

cord. It is independent both of the situation and of

the nature of the tumor, except in so far as their lia-

bility to give rise to the preceding condition is con-

cerned. Optic neuritis bears no relation to the occur-

rence of posterior degeneration. Absence of the

knee-jerks, except in the semi-comatose state, indi-

caUjs posterior degeneration, but their presence does

not negative such a condition, and the absence of the

ann-jerks has the same significance. Degeneration

may also occur in the direct cerebellar tract ; such

degeneration is due directly to pressure on the cervi-

cal region of the cord.

FREQUENCY OK El'ILEPSY.

A statistical inquiry by Russell " in 5,000 patients

as to the frequency of epilepsy gives some interest-

ing results. Of these patients, 11.9 per cent., excluding

'• Brain, xxii, 47.3 Winter, 1899.
" Loc. cit., r>93, Winter, 1900.

those attending directly for epilepsy or hystero-epi-

lepsy, gave a family or personal history of fits, and
8.6 2>er cent, had themselves suffered from fits ; of

these, 5.2 per cent, gave a family history of epilepsy,

and 1.8 per cent, had had epilepsy themselves. For
various reasons, however, these percentages required

some revision, so that he considers the average cases

show 9.5 per cent, of fits in the family or personal

history and 2.8 per cent, of fits personally, of which
1.8 and one per cent., respectively, were epileptic.

Grouping the cases according to diseases, he finds an
incidence of fits in patients who had little the matter

with them of only 4.4 per cent., no personal fits being

registered. This he regards as nearest the incidence in

normal persons. Over one-half of the more definitely

ailing patients show a fairly uniform average of epilep-

tic incidence. Of the other cases, a group including

acute (?also chronic) bronchitis, phthisis, chronic pneu-

monia, valvular heart disease, and acute and subacute

rheumatism, shows a striking increase in the number of

patients who have themselves suffered from epilepti-

form convulsions. Finally, the most marked epileptic

incidence is to be found in the cases of chorea, func-

tional headache and chronic nervous disease, in all of

which the relationship reaches a high degree.

TREATMENT OE EPILEPSY.

At a recent meeting of the alienists of southwest-

ern Germany, Fiirstner " spoke of the treatment of

epilepsy. The results of treatment are difficult to esti-

timate satisfactorily ; in asylums severe and inveterate

cases, complicated more or less with psychical symjjtoms,

form the majority of the cases under observation, and
in spite of favorable external conditions, Mich as con-

stant medical observation, proper and long-continued

treatment, and efficient dosage of drugs, the results

are comparatively unfavorable, while in out-patient or

private practice the patients are not sufiRciently under

control. The laity rarely have sufficient insight and
perseverance to carry out a long-continued bromide
treatment, they object to the alleged injurious effects

of bromide and resort to secret remedies, thus lessen-

ing the chances of recovery. The dread of bromism,

brought forward by many physicians, was regarded as

exaggerated ; in tliis Fiirstner was in agreement with

Binswanger. Using up to a drachm a day in children

under ten and up to a drachm and a half in adults, he

had seen only transitory symptoms of bromism. He
holds that if these doses cause no improvement, larger

doses will rarely be of benefit. We cannot predict in

what cases bromides will be of benefit, and we must
always experiment to see why it has no effect or in

what cases it is especially beneficial. It is not always

the old, severe cases in which bromide fails, but it may
also fail in fresh cases. In such cases, however, diag-

nostic errors are possible. He had seen a considera-

ble number of cases, chiefly in young persons, where

the attacks apparently did not differ from epilepsy.

They occurred chiefly by day, and four or five times

in a day ; the tongue was l)itten and other injuries, al-

though usually slight, were caused in an attack ; the

attacks were often excited by j)hysical disturbances,

constipation or external influences ; after the attacks

the patients were sleepy and irritable. There was

often iiuMjuality of the pupils and increased reflexes.

Under bromides the attacks were often increased in

frequency, and on increasing the dose the patients be-

i» Neurol. Centralblatt, December 15, 1899.
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caiuc, (lull uikI apiitlietic, uiid tliori; wen; iiilitHliiiiil liiH-

tiirbaiicuH iiiul \\v\w. 'I'Ik^sc; iittiicks Fiirstintr n^j^unlt-d

H.S not (!|)il(!j»ru; but liystrricul, iiiid liy icinovul to dif-

ferent sniroiindiii^fM iiiid isolation, with a (uiMsution of

broinid(ts, tluMittacks ditninislicd and sonietirneK wlirdly

c(mis(hI. In anotliur class of cases, obsiMved eliicfly in

eliildren, althoui^li only tin; symptoms of {genuine ep-

iUiptic attacks, including petit iiKiiy W(!ie reported,

tli(!r(! was probably some congenital or early or^^anic

brain disease. In many of tliese cascis tli»;re had been

a sli;:;ht cerebral infantile paralysis with convulsions in

infancy, then tli(! (ionvulsioiis cisased to riicur Ix^twc^eii

twenty and thirty. In these (;ases bromide is of un-

certain iK'iiedt, and the attacks may increase in fre-

(pieiicy under its use. Many of the; cases classed as

late (epilepsy prov<! to be due to organic disease. Ordy
thos«^ cas(is in which orj^anic disease can be excluded

should be so classed, but this may demand a long

period of observation. In all these cases the eiVect of

bromide treatment is an impoitant aid in the diagno-

sis. Furstner further holds that an improvement in

the results of treatment for epilepsy' may be obtained

by a consideration of the convulsions of childhood. In

141 cases where epilepsy occurred before the age of

eighteen there had been convulsions in infancy in '.»!
;

in o2 cases where it occurred between twenty and thirty

there had been convulsions in infancy in 18. Attacks

in childhood should be treated systematically with

bromide, the treatment continuing after the cessation

of the attacks. The best results wen^ obtained where

the treatment continued until after puberty. In the

discussion Wildermuth confirmed the reader's opinions

as to the value of bromide treatment for diagnosis, and

the importance of early treatment.

SVMrATHECTOMY IN EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE AND
EPILEPSY.

Considerable discussion has occurred, especially in

France, in regard to the benefits to be derived from

division or resection of the cervical ganglia or portions

of the sympathetic nerve, particularly in epilepsy and

exopthalmic goitre. Franck '* sets forth clearly the

physiological conditions which might indicate such an

operation. The cervical cordon of the sympathetic

acts as a propulsor of the eyeball, not by any vaso-

dilator action, but by its action on Muller's muscle.

Section of it diminishes exophthalmos. It acts u|)on

the intra-ocular circulation both as a constrictor and as

a dilator of the vessels ; section diminishes intra-ocular

tension, and thus it may prove useful in glaucoma. It

does not dilate but it contracts the thyroid vessels ; the

dilator nerves are contained in the laryngeal nerves,

•especially the superior laryngeal. Section must there-

fore cause paralytic dilatation and increase the conges-

tion of goitre. The sympathetic has no action u[)on

the secretion of the thyroid. It has some infiuence in

constricting the cerebral vessels ; its section therefore

increases the cerebral blood supply. As the infiuence

of cerebral anemia in exophthalmic goitre and epilepsy

is very^ problematical, the result of section must be

equally problematical. It has no action upon the ves-

sels of the pons, medulla or upper cord, which are sup-

plied by the vertebral nerve. The accelerator nerves of

the heart are derived only in small part from the cervical

cordon, the majority coming from the superior thoracic

region; they are therefore suppressed only by total re-

section. The whole sympathetic apparatus is endowed

n Revue Neurologique, September 30, 1899.

with direct Menhii*ility iiiid IranHriiitit to tliir mtiflulla

and upper cord the centripetal influenceH (:oiniii){ from
the heart un<l aorbt. ReHection probably Iium %h much
u<:tion in Hiippressing the tranhmiHHioii of itbnormai

stimuli from the heart and aorta an in Huppre<tHiii^

centrifugal im|ireHHionH from tlie thyroid or brain.

Aortic and (;ardiac irriUition may provoke rireulal^iry

reactions like those of exoplith.ilmic goitre, ho that re-

section of the whole sympathetic may act by '^iipprenH-

ing tht^si! ciintripetal irritjilioiis. This idea lUggcHti*

the possibility of relieving angina pectoris by such an
operation. l)astre '" rejectx the idea that exophthal-

mic goitre is due to inloxi(!ation from hyperactivity of

tlu! thyroi<l, and goes back to the old tlieory that it is

due to disturbaiKe of the sympathe-tic — a theory

which was abandoned because part of the symptoiiiH

were plainly due to vasomotor irritation and part to

vasomotor paralysis. He and Moral claim that the

sympathetic is com[)lex, never containing both vaso-

constrictor and vasodilator fibres. If we stimulaUf

the right place we may obtain both irritant an«l par-

alytic symptoms. By stimulating the upper thoracic

portion he obtained exophthalmos, acceleration of the

pulse, thyroid congestion, etc. The operative results

in cases of exoi»htlialniic goitre seem to suggest these

views. Gerard-Marchant " has collecte<l 'M cases,

with 4 deaths from various causes in a few davs,

and 3 deaths later from nephritis, but nithout

mention of the good results ; in 7 cases of his own
2 were cured, 2 were much improved, 2 not im-

proved and 1 died. In 2 other cases Schwartz re-

ported considerable amelioration. ( Jerard-Marchant
believes resection of the sympathetic is the best opera-

tive procedure, in view of the bad results of thyroid-

ectomy, but he thinks that partial resection gives

better results than total resection. xVbadie '* also re-

ports a complete and permanent cure in a case oper-

ated on in 1897. Jonnesco '" reports 5 recoveries.

Chipault ^* also reports satisfactory results in 1 case.

On the other hand, Boinet ''* did a partial thyroid-

ectomy in a very severe case, followed by resection of

both sympathetics with no benefit. Penguiez -"** prac-

tised resection of both sympathetics at a month's in-

terval on a woman of twenty, with the three cardinal

symptoms and profuse sweating. In a fortnight the

goitre had disappeared, the exophthalmos was much
diminished and the pulse had fallen to llti. Two
weeks later she left the hospital nearly cured, but two
weeks and a half later she returned, extremely emaci-

ated, with so great exophthalmos that the lids could

not cover the eyes, a temperature of 39.2° C, and
suppuration in one eye. She became comatose and
died in four days.

Sorgo ^' still holds to the theory that exophthalmic
goitre is due to an excessive or perverted action of the

thyroid gland, and he considers that operation on the

gland is justified in severe primary cases that do not

do well under medical treatment. He has collected

statistics of 172 operations : 48 were cured, 89 im-

proved, 1 1 not improved, and 24 died. He considers

that after resection of the sympathetic the exophthal-

mos is often much improved and that the other sym{>-

'* Revue Xeurologique, Mav a), 18i>9.
"' Ia>c. cit., Jaiiuiiry 30, ISiH).

" Oazette des hopitauz, Xo. 4'), 1S98.
" Revue Neurolojjuiue, Marcli ;?0, 1S99.
'" Revue lie M^iieeiiie, July, 189S.
*• Gazette int'il, de Pioardle, November, IS98.
" Ceutralblatt fiir das Grenrgebiete der Me<liciu und Chirnrtie,

Bd. i.
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toms are not much changed. The operation he be-

lieves is more dangerous than its advocates admit, and

its benefits are exaggerated.

While the benefits of tiie ojjeratiou in exophthalmic

goitre seem to have a certain physiological basis, they

are still doubtful. In epilepsy, however, the justifica-

tion of the operation is still lacking, in spite of Chip-

ault's enthusiastic propaganda. Ferrariiii -^ resected

the sympathetic on one side and caused permanent

irritation by a ligature on the other side, in rabbits.

Witiiin three days the cortical cells on the side of the

resection were profoundly altered, and somewhat af-

fected on the other side. This alteration was due to

the changes in the circulation from the vasomotor

paralysis following resection. It is evident that a

process which injures the cortical cells is hardly indi-

cated in epilepsy. Laborde -' produced epile{)sy in the

guinea-pig by hemisection of the cervical cord, and then

practised resection of tlie sympathetic on one or both

sides without the slightest effect on the epilepsy.

Vedal,'^* however, in toxic e[)ilepsy produced in the

guinea-pig by tobacco, found that the (piantity of poison

required to produce convulsions depended upon the

activity of the cerebral circulation. When the circu-

lation was slow, after ligature of the carotid, a small

dose sufficed ; when it was accelerated, after resection

of the sympathetic, a larger dose was recjuired. Re-

section therefore had some eflicacy. On the clinical

side the most ardent advocate, as we have said, has

been Chipault.-^ In 18 cases he claims that 5

were much improved, none were made worse, and 10

were unaffected. In a considerable number of cases

the crises and mental troubles disappear or are perma-
nently benefited. The results are better when both

sympathetics are operated upon. The action is thought

to be due to the acceleration of the circulation in the

brain, washing out the toxic substances. The dangers

and inconveniences of the operation are nil. Subse-

quently he reports^® 4 other cases cured or relieved

by the operation. They had been previously rebel-

lious to medication, the improvement had lasted from
four to twelve months, but bromides had been con-

tinued, .lonnesco ^" reports i) cures, 4 improved
and 2 unaffected in 1.0 cases where both sympathet-

ics had been resected. On the other hand, Souques ^'*

and Ricard ''^' each report failures. .Jaboulais and Lan-
nois,*" after a study of 10 cases, decide that the

operation is not warranted. It rests on the con-

testable hypothesis that the epilejjtic attack is accom-
panied by cerebral anemia, but the vascular change
following sympathectomy is not permanent ; the con-

gestion of the face and mucous membranes ceases in

two or three months after the operation, and clinical

facts do not confirm the promises of the operation. In

the discussion on Chipault's article, Dupuy and Gley
protested in the name of physiology against the opera
tion for epilepsy, and Dejeriue dealt a heavy blow
against the trustworthiness of Chipault's figures. In

one of the cases rejjorted by Chipault as succesful the

attacks had become much more frequcint. The opera-

tion is useless and dangerous, several cases resulting

fatally ; the trouble may Xw made worse by it and men-

" ilivistii riuindicinale <11 peicologia, .July 1, 18!t9.

" Kevue Neurologifjiie, KebruHry •>», March 30, 1809.
" Ix)c cit., September 15, 1899.
'•'• Loc cit., March 30, 1899.
'" I»c cit., Seplt!iiiber 15, 1899.
»' (;az<!tte (li-8 hopltaux, No. 4'!, 1898.
» K<-VU(; NeuroloKlfille, .July 15, 1899.
" NtJurol.Ceiitralblatt.. .July 1, 1899.
^ Kevue de M^declne, January, 1899.

tal troubles may appear. In children the operation
may lead to defective development of one side of the
face.

I^eport^ of ^ocietie^*

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STONE, M.D., SKCRETARY.

Regular meeting, Monday, February 19, 1900,
Dr. H II. Bradford in the chair.

The subject of the evening was

THK DUST NUISANCE.

Dr. Harold C. Ernst read a paper entitled

THE TRANSPORTATION OF DISEASE BY DUST.^

Dr. Vincent Y. Bow ditch spoke on the

EFFECTS OF DUST UPON TIIE LUNGS.

^

Dr. Samuel W. Langmaid described the

effects of DUST ON TIIE RESPIRATORY TRACT.'

Clifford Richardson, P^sq., of New York, read

a paper on

ASPHALT PAVEMENTS; THEIR NATURE AND DESIKA-
BILITV.*

Dr. Clarence J. Blake : So far as the organ of

hearing is concerned its trouble from dust is incident

to the irritation of the mucous membrane which has al-

ready been described, and I desire from my observa-

tion in regard to ear complications under the condi-

tions mentioned to very heartily second the remarks
which have been made. Like Dr. Langmaid, my at-

tention was drawn to this subject several years ago,

and wishing to learn the source of the dust which was
blown over the Back Bay I made a series of experi-

ments in the house which I then occupied in St.

James Avenue, a house with a swell front and three

stories. The experiments consisted in fastening in

the window, raised three inches at the bottom on the

windward side of the bay, on each story, a strip of

cotton wool, the window on the opposite side of the

bay being widely opened and the door of the room
closed, so that an indraught on the windward side

should be facilitated. These pieces of cotton were on
several occasions exposed in the first, second and third

stories simultaneously to dust storms blown from the

west. At that time the Back Bay was but sparsely

built upon, and the surface consisted largely of fresh

gravel brought from the Dedham hills. Notwith-

standing this fact, and although the fine gravel fur-

nished a large j)art of the accumulation in the cotton,

there was found also fine dust, containing particles of

carbon soot, fine gravel and the chopped straw from

horse droppings. The soot and fine dust were found

in larger (quantities on the third story, the coarser

gravel together with the soot and dust on the second

story, and on the first story the same ingredients of

the dust cloud and the largest proportion of straw

from the droj)pings from horses. .Some of the chopped

straw was found in the second and third story windows

also, but the straw on the first story was evidently

» See page 107 of the Jonrnal.
2 See page 108 of the .louriial.
•' See page 110 of the Journal.
* See page 101 of the Journal.
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l)(>iivi(M', and an (txaiiiiitiitioii iiiiilcr an ordinary ma^-
nilyin^ <,daMs showed that the partiehjH of straw on
the lirst story \SK'Vi\ h)ad('d down with dnst and sand,

the pn>suni|)tion hein<{ tliat the sand hlown npon the

horse dro|)pin;,fs liad loaded a portion on the onter

part of tlic hail dropped, and so weii^iitin^f the straw

the wind lia<l not carried it to tlm npper story. I had
hoped to repeat tiiese experiments just hefortr tliis

meeting, hut the snow storm prevented. The extent

to whicii (iven iar<^e pieces of <;ravel can l)t^ carried i)y

a stroni> vvin<l hh)win^^ from the westward down our
streets is evi(h'nced by th(! effect on the j^lass in some
of tile windows in tiiis same house in St. .Iam<s

Avenue. In two windows witli westward (exposure

(liere were holes tiiroui(h the <fhiss machi by larj^e

pehhhis. I remember in tlie old Ulak*' house on
Washin<rton Street a similar hole; through a window
pane, the result of a pebbles blown through the glass

during the '* great Se})tember gale."

It has been said that one of the best testing maehin(!s

for determining the condition of a road is a man on a

wdieel, and 1 have made some other observations dur-

ing this winter while bicycling. The dust blown over

the asphalt pavement on Beacon Street is of the same
character as that which accumulated on Dr. Bowditch's

doorsteps ; the smaller particles come from a consider-

able distance, but a great deal of the li(!avier part is

contributed from the upper end of Beacon Street it-

self. That portion of Beacon Street is in very j)Oor

condition, is muddy when moist, freezes into hai'd

ruts, and these frozen projections between the ruts

are ground down by the wheels of the large wagons
and teams coming in from Brighton, so that, going

over that portion of the road on a bicycle in the morn-
ing after a rain of the night before and a fresh freeze,

care would have to be taken to avoid the ruts. Going
over the same road in the afternoon the ruts would
have been ground down to a comparatively smooth
surface. This grinding down of the frozen ])rojec-

tions between the ruts meant merely a distribution of

their material over the lower part of Beacon Street in

a strong westerly wind. It is very plain therefore that

with outlying dirt roads cut up by heavy traffic and
swept by strong currents of air carrying three qualities

of dust— the very fine dust, the coarser gravel and

the result of the droppings of animals— there is a

very serious menace to health, and I am much obliged,

Mr. President, for an opportunity to be present at

this meeting and to bear witness.

Dr. C. II. Williams : I can only add a word to

what has already been said in regard to the irritation

of the mucous membrane of the eye which is caused

by this irritating dust. I have noticed during the past

winter, for instance, a considerable increase after each

of these dust storms of acute conjunctivitis caused by

the irritation of the dust getting into the eye. I re-

member one child on Marlboro Street who cannot go

out in such weather, because each time she goes out

on the street, although she may have a thick veil over

the face, yet when she comes back the eyes are red and

there is considerable lachrymation, and the child her-

self complains of the dnst as " biting " her eyes, so

that practically whenever there is one of these dust

storms in progress the child is confined to the house.

This is simply a type of a great many other cases. I

think in considering the (juestion we ought to see

what some of our neighbors are doing in regard to the

same conditions. It would be interesting to have a

careful in<|uiry mjuhr in regard, for iimtaiirc, U) thi? nv
HultH which they have obtained in iiutfalo. In that
city, Hituated at the end of l.akt; Krie, ili«-v urir ex*
posed to violent windH, and they liuve found practi'

(ally that the duHt nuisance huM been abated to a v<rry

larger extent by tin; improved pavement which they
have been putting in, largely of :iMphalt. In that

way they have been abhr to redu<;«; the trouble caused by
tht! tliiHt, an<l hav(r materially r|ecre:iMed the amount of

dust in the air. I am very glad this /natter !<* to U;
taken up by the society.

I'koi . ('. KicANK Ai.LKN, I'rofessor r>f Hailroad
iOngineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
President Boston Soci(!ty of ('ivil Engineers : I do
not know that what I hav«r to say on the subject will

shed very nuicli n(;w light upon it after the paper you
have just listened to, l)ut pcrrhaps cumulative t<JHti-

mony may be valuable to some extent, and it is also

possible that my point of view may be slightly differ-

ent. Unfortunately I liave not been able to hear the

papers of the earlier part of the evening. I under-
stand, however, that the subject of the evening has
been dust, and that there is a desire to get rid of it,

and it seems to me that the pavement n)ost effective

for that purpose is certaiidy the asphalt j)avement.

The gain would be very much greater if we had much
larger areas of asphalt pavement. The asphalt pave-
ment is found by some to be slippery. I presume that

it would not be anything like as slippery if there

were more of the asphalt pavement. One serious

difficulty with asphalt pavement, as we have it here,

is that there is so little of it, and that it is so close to

the dirt pavements of various kinds. If you con-
sider the macadam pavement as a dirt pavement, the
dirt from the macadam pavement or the gravel pave-
ment can be carried by the wheels for a consideral)le

distance and left on the asphalt street. The statistics,

however, certainly show that asphalt streets are not
slippery to the extent that has generally been believed.

A macadam pavement, as you know, is made up of

comparatively small particles of stone comj)acted as

thoroughly as possible so that there will be as small

an amount of void spaces as possible, but these spaces

must be filled with some cementing material, and the

best cementing material seems to be the material that

has been worn from the stones, part of it in its

passages through the crusher, but part of it from the

wear on the street. If you will find a piece of pave-
ment which is not watered much and which has very-

little travel on it, you will find that after a heavy
wind a good deal of the cementing material has been
blown away from between the stone. On Saturday I

observed exactly that condition in front of the

Museum of Fine Arts. In places on the curve where
the carriage wheels seem not to have frequently

l)assed, some of the stones were loose on the surface,

and it is undoubtedly true that the carriages in pass-

ing over a pavement are continually providing fresh

material worn from the stones to help keep the stones

cemented in place. If the fine material of that sort

is kept wet it does not do much harm in the way of
dust, but this ineetmg is held perhaps at a favorable

time to get the worst impression from dust from the

fact that recently, on account of temperature, it has
not been possible to keep the streets watered and the

winds have been high enough, so that the dust has had
a good deal its own way. Where the grades are low
it seems to me the inevitable conclusion is the asphalt
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roadway it' you want to get the best thing to be had.

The asj)halt, as has been said, wears little or, .sul>

stantially speaking, not at all. As to how far you can

carry your asphalt streets there may be a chance for

(juestion. Some engineers would lay an asphalt sur-

face up the long hill on Beacon Street, and some
engineers would not dare to put as|)halt on a hill as

steep as that. I suj^pose that there would be at least

three or four engineers who would refuse to put

asplialt on this long hill on Beacon Street to one who
would be willing to take the chances of the compara-
tively smooth surface of asphalt on a hill as steep as

that. You understand of course it is largely a matter

of experience and a matter into which judgment must
enter.

"When you go beyond the asphalt street it is a little

more ditlicultfor me to tell what you should take next,

l)ut I am inclined to the opinion that you would find

a brick pavement good. I am not ready to say that

definitely. I have not looked into it far enough to

know on what grades you can use brick pavement,
how far you can go on steep roads with brick pave-
ment. I understand it has been fairly successful on
some steep streets in "^^'orcester. Brick pavements
have been used in many places in the West where good
material of other sorts is not readily secured, and the

testimony in relation to brick pavement has been very
mixed. In certain cities brick pavements seem to

have given the very best of satisfaction. Other cities

have tried them and been much disappointed. On
the whole, the experience with brick pavements in

Boston has been less satisfactory than many people
had hoped, but I think there is no question of the fact

that bri(;k pavements are better to-day than they ever
have been before, and I personally expect that brick

pavements will perform a very important function

among pavements. Where you have a road steeper
than you think is safe for brick pavement you very
likely might use a granite block of good quality, and
just where the limit is between the asplialt and brick,

brick and granite block I do not know. When you
come to a very steep road 1 am inclined to think that

most engineers would feel it necessary to use either

macadam or gravel ; they would be unwilling to trust

granite block or brick or asphalt.

It seems to me that the desirable thing is asphalt on
the level roads ; on the easier hills also, as far as by
experience you think it safe to carry it ; on steeper
hills perhaps brick

; perhaps on somewhat steeper
hills granite block, neither of them so clean as asphalt,

the granite block probably not so clean as l)rick.

Probably in some cases you will find it necessary in

spite of your desires to use the objectionable macadam
or gravel pavement. It is claimed by some, and it is

probably true, that the pavement of asphalt is very
good if it is dry or if it is thoroughly washed. The
intermediate stages are bad, and largely in proportion
to the amount of dirt that has been l)rought on to the
asphalt from the other streets, so that in order to get
the full benefit of asphalt I believe that you shoiild

have large areas of it. In relation to the slippnig,

my understanding is that horses that have to pass
between asphalt and granite block l)ack and forth are
more liable to fall than on either kind of pavement
alone, and tliis also furnishes an argument for greater
uniformity, and for larger areas of asphalt.

Mk. Wm. E. McCi.intock, Chairman Massachu-
setts Highway Commission, Instructor in Highway

Engineering, Harvard University : I don't see that

there can be a great deal for me to say after listening

to the very com])lete and interesting paper by Mr.
Richardson ajul the remai'ks made by Professor

Allen. I think 1 can in the main agree with what
Mr. Richardson has said with reference to asphalt

pavement. It is certainly clean, but the key to the

whole situation li(!s in the fact as he stated it, that the

surface is so smooth that it must be kept clean, must
be swept, and I will say there is no type of pavement
I know of which can be kept clean without constant

work. Hundreds and thousands of loads are taken
from tlie firmest and most solid pavement every year.

This dirt does not (;ome from the joints in the pave-

ment. The statement Mr. Richardson made with

reference to the asphalt is true of any kind of pave-

ment. If the material from the foundation works
upward through the joints, the surface must show a

settlement, and yet it does not show such settlement

notwithstanding the fact that hundreds and even thou-

sands of loads of dirt, made u]) of the various kinds of

material referred to before, may have been removed.
My experience has been largely with macadam roads.

I have often made the statement, and still adhere to it,

that probably outside of the city streets, where water-

ing takes place several times a day, fully 1*0% of the

wear on a macadam road is due to the weather. One
of the most diflicidt ])roblems in building and main-

taining State roads in the country parts of the Com-
monwealth is to prevent the wear and tear due to

wind and weather. The very method of building the

road must convince you of the truth of this statement.

The road is built of fragments of stone rolled in place

and covered with about one-half inch of fine detritus

obtained while breaking the larger stones in the stone-

breaking machines. This is spread over the coarser

stones, watered and rolled into place until it becomes
hard and smooth. The water is quickly evaporated

from the surface, and then the fine dust is carried in

all directions. I know of no way of preventing it,

while it requires a great deal of intelligent care to re-

duce the nuisance to a minimum and properly clean

a macadam street. After it has been down in the

heavier travelled streets for three or four weeks the

mud and dust begin to appear. This mud must be

taken off with scrapers. Within a few weeks it must

be cleaned again, and then it should be swept with a

broom. The sweeping requires great care to ])revent

the fibres of the broom from throwing out too much of

the fine binder material and loosening the small frag-

ments of stone. In the less travelled ways outside

the city the loss due to wind and rain is made good
by spreading coarse sand over the surface. On many
of the State roads this has to be done two to four

times a year, a thin coating not over a fraction of an

inch in thickness Ixnng s[)read over a width of from

six to nine feet. Under the action of the wheels this

sand is gradually ground up and is blown off by the

wind. The cleaning and maintenance of macadam
roads must begin almost with the 0))ening to the

traffic and must continue while the road lasts. Then,

of course, as the stones grind up and the dust blows

off, it is necessary to make good the loss by spread-

ing small stones over the surface. At certain intervals,

the length of which depends upon the traffic, the sur-

face has to be broken up and resurfaced again ; so that

on a heavy travelled mainway of a city like Boston

it is neither economical nor satisfactory to build a
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iii;icii(l;im rojid. A(ic()nliii;( to (i;j;iirrH I inu«lf four or

live years ;ij;o, \~'i„ ol all iIk' roa<is of lioston win-

macadam or gravel roads, most of tlicm ma<"idam.

TIm! reports from the Street l)e|)ailiiieiit of the city

iiidicat«! that more money is e\|)(iidtd on our mads
ainl streets tiian in any oliu'r city of its si/e an<l pop-

ulation in the country. One, reason for tlio hetler

payements in Washin<;ton and aroun<l the Lake; (;ities

is that the ahuttors in most or all of those cities pay

the entire cost of the work, while in Boston tin? en-

lire cost, or nearly tlu^ (Mitire cost, falls upon the yen-

era! taxpayer. This means a heavy tax — a hij^di

tax-ratt", and succc^ssful opposition by a large party.

So loni^ as this state of aiVaiis exists it will he

impossil)le for us to extend asphalt or hrick |)ave-

ments to any "^reat distancH' outside of th<! thickly set-

tled part of the city.

l)ii. DiiicJix : 1 have been greatly pleased to heai-

the remarks which have been made to-night, in re-

gard to the nuisan(;e. Tlun'e has been no doubt in my
mind for many years as to the effect of this continual

dust or mud in our streets, and consequent upon the

macadamized street. I think that if we did not each

of us have that personal discomfort in the dusty

streets we should be convinced by the expert testi-

mony which has been given here to-night by special-

ists who have observed the effect upon the eye, ear

and throat ; wherever the mucous membranes have

been exposed this irritation has been observed. 1

tliink there can be no doubt whatever as to the dis-

comfort and as to its far-reaching effect. I do not

think it shouhl be necessary to prove that this dust

may convey the germs of infectious diseases. We be-

lieve that it may convey these germs, but if it did not,

I think the general irritation of the mucous mendiranes

and the extensive discomfort which is endured by our

people would be sufficient to warrant this society and

the people in general in calling for a remedy. Hav-
ing made out a case which demands attention we
naturally turn to the remedy, and we have heard ex-

pert testimony to-night. There can be no doubt but

that the most ex^iensive street in Boston is the macad-

amized street, and it is certainly the dirtiest. To-day

we have it in a state of mud, and to-morrow in a state

of dust. As soon as the filthy mud begins to dry and

the temperature rises, the odor is nauseating. Then
comes the dust ; so that we have a continual source of

nuisance and discomfort. There is no question what-

ever as to its being the most expensive street, not in

first cost, but in the everlasting care necessary to keep it

in a half decent condition. A macadamized street cannot

be kept clean ; that is an impossibility. As to the

kind of pavement which we should urge, it seems to

me there can be no doubt about asphaltum being the

best material for a street— at any rate for a sanitary

street. If properly done it becomes a smooth surface,

easy for traction, pleasing to the teamster and every

person who drives over it. It can be cleaned with

trifling cost by sweeping or a smart shower of rain will

do the same service and leave no mud, dust or odor.

1 believe that the objections which have been found

to the asphalt pavement have been greatly exaggera-

ted. Of course the horse will be fearful of a smooth

surface until he becomes accustomed to it, but he soon

becomes so and when used to it he takes care of his

feet all right. I was much interested in the re-

marks of ]\lr. Richardson as to the difference between

the cheaper kinds of asphalt pavement and the better

«'hiHH, thn one \w\\\^ extremely nlippery uiul the oth«'r

not HO much mo.

Much has been said in regard to the gnidcH. I Ih-

li«'Ve we Hliould be Kurprined to see how well the honw!

would keep bin footing on nU-ep grade on dry a>*phnlt

pavement, the same upon a brick pavement which huft

i)een laid with (!lo«e joints. A .smooth brick m\x{-m:v

where the joints are dose given the liorse a good ff»ot-

ing. II(! does not slip except in time of ic<-, atid thiH

has been (hunonstrated in other citiet*.

I)k. KsKiiiT: One thing occurs to me which waH

not dw<'lt upon by tin- medical men and which deserveH

consideration. It is not impr»rtant really to prove

whether there \v> any infection or not from the <lu«t;

the discomfort is enough to say we must have a pave-

ment of some kind. In regard to tlie iidialation of

pathogenic germs, for instance, of tubercle bacilli, I

iiave often been asked: An; there any in the dust of

the streets, and do W(; inliah- them? I am obliged to

say it is dillicult to find tubercle l>acilli in the dust of

the open streets, bectavise they are quickly destroyed, es-

pecially by sunlight, but, as we know, they live a long

time in rooms, cars and dark places, but the inhala-

tion of street dust and its sharj) particles wounds the

epithelium so that points of infection are made when
the patient is perhaps half an liour afterwards exposed

to these germs.

ritOFEssoR McClintock : III regard to the use of

oil on a macadam road, I think the Park Department

of the city of Boston used it on a short section of road

near the reservoir, and our board used it on a short

bit of road in Cottage City. The trouble was that if

mixed with dust it ruined the carriages. It had the

same effect \\\>o\\ the clothes of the occupants of the

vehicles ; it spoils the tires of bicycles, and would

have the same effect on the tires of the automobile.

Its use is short-lived, and, so far as my experience

goes, it is a dismal failure upon a road surface. Sprink-

ling with salt water seems to be the best way of allay-

ing dust that I know of.

Dk. DiuGiN : In regard to watering the macadam-
ized streets, one watering with salt water will last

longer than two waterings with fresh water. AVith

the salt water it packs down immediately into a hard,

smooth surface ; with the fresh water it does not pack

down at all, and will immediately loosen up and fly

in the wind.

1K.ecent Ettcraturc.

A Manual of Obstetrical Technique as Applied to

Private Practice. With a Chapter on Abortion,

Premature Labor and Curettage. Bv Joskph
Bkown Cooke, M.D. Philadelphia and London :

J. B. Lippincott Co. 1000.

This small book of 100 pages is devoted essentially

to a description of the author's routine method of

taking care of his obstetrical cases before, during and

after confinement and also to the outfit in use by him.

The author's methods are as a rule good but not by
any means ideal. They embrace nothing new which

is of any special value to obstetric art. and in fact

many of the l>est modern methods are not mentioned

in the book. His personal antiseptic precautions are

excellent, yet he takes no notice of the practice of

abdominal palpation in labor for the diagnosis of
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position and the (k'tcrniiiiation of progress, instead

of frequently repeated vaginal examinations, a point

now considered of great practical importance in the

prevention of puerperal sepsis. The outfit described

seems unnecessarily elaborate, much of which in the

way of basins and solutions may as well be provided

by the patient or prepared by the nurse as to be

transported by the doctor. In the chapters on ojjcra-

tive labor Ciesarean section is not considered, but

craniotomy, a less common and important operation in

mo(U'rn practice, is given a place. The history cards

which are described and illustrated in the appendix

are of value for the careful recording of the histories

of obstetrical cases and are worthy of commendation
and of general use.

Practical 7'ext-booJc of Midiviferi/ for Nurses and
Students. By Hohkkt Jahdine, M.D. (Edin.),

JM.K.C'.S., etc., riiysician to the Glasgow Maternity

Hospital, (ilasgow. Pp. 24;"), with 36 illustrations.

New York : The Macmillan Co. Edinburgh

:

William F. Clay. 189'J.

This small book on midwifery, intended primarily

as a text-book for nurses, is based on the author's

lectures to the nurses in the Glasgow Maternity Hos-
pital. The author expresses the wish that the book
may be of use to others and especially to those stu-

dents who take their cases before they have had their

lectures on midwifery. The book is well adapted for

nurses and perhaps for the first reading of young medi-

cal students, as the text is well written, condensed and
elementary. It contains all that the nnrse needs to

learn from a book on the subject of obstetrics. The
treatment of asepsis and the use of antiseptics are

particularly valuable for the nurse and are perhajjs the

best part of the work. One fact which we note with

pleasure is that he decries the use of the vaginal

ante-j)artum douche as a routine measure and says

that it should be used only in occasional cases

where the vagina is septic before labor, as in gonor-

rhea, but that in the majority of cases the douche
does more harm than good, because it destroys or re-

moves from the vagina the protective organisms.

A Manual of Obstetrics. By A. F. A. King, M.D.,
Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women,
Medical Department of Columbian University,

AVashington, D. C, and in the University of Ver-
mont. One volume, 12mo. Pp. (512, with 264 illus-

trations. Philadelphia and New York : Lea Broth-
ers & Co.

The first edition of this book a])peared in 1882 and
the successive editions have appeared in rapid order
and now another edition, the eighth, shows the con-

tinued demand for the work and testifies to its merit
and popularity. The book has not been changed
materially from the last edition. It still retains its

ehmuintary cliaracter and the author says that no
att(Mnpt has been made to develop it into a systematic
treatise on the subject. A considerable number of

new illustrations has been added to the book, most of

which, however, are not original, but have been
sehicted from works of American authors, due credit

being given.

The tea(;hings of the author are plain and the
din!Ctions for treatment are concise and to the point,

as should be in a book for students, and yet the text

is not so aljbreviated as to be of value only in cram-
ming for examinations, as unfortunately is apt to be
the chief function of most manuals.
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PROGRESS IN THE TREATMENT OF INSANITY.

In speaking of progress made by the medical pro-

fession, we are apt to associate it with something of a

scientific nature, but it must be remembered that there

is also a humanitarian side, and an improvement in this

direction may quite as well represent real progress.

This is especially true of the insane, who suffer from

a disease which should be investigated scientifically, and

yet is one which it is necessary to treat in a humane
and sympathetic manner. We believe that there are

now evidences of a real advance in both directions in

the care and treatment of this most unfortunate class.

We have in mind what has been done in Massachu-

setts during the last few years. It will be remembered

that in 1896 a commission was appointed by the gov-

ernor to investigate the charitable and reformatory

institutions of the Commonwealth. As a result of

the labors of this commission, the Board of Lunacy

and Charity was divided and the Board of Insanity,

composed of five members (two being experts in

insanity), created. In the act establishing this board

it was specified that it should make to the legisla-

ture of 1900 a report on " State Care of the In-

sane." After much study this was prepared, and at

hearings before legislative committees its details were

carefully considered. It speaks well for the charac-

ter of this report that it received the unanimous en-

dorsement of the medical profession, and was re-

ported favorably on by all the legislative committees.

Almost at the end of the session a State Care Act was

passed, exempting, however, the Boston insane from

its provisions.

This brief recital of several years' work means a

great change for the better, for it commits the State

to a policy which will in the future make it impossi-

ble for an insane person to be confined in an alms-

house, and r.ecognizes the truth of what was said so

many years ago by Horace Mann, that " the insane

are the wards of the State." It seems rather strange

that the legislature of 1900 has been the one to com-

plete the work inaugurated by Dorothy Dix, but such
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is i\w cnHO. The new act does not ^o into operation

until ['.)() I, bill, its prompt ii(M',(!ptiitic(- i)y tlic- Ii^l,|,,.

tiirc is sii^nidciuit of tlin ^'rciilfr cMli'^litcnniiiil of iln-

coiiimiiiiitv ill r('L;;ii(i lo llic liiir iijiliiic of iiicnliil dis-

ousc.

Ill tile sjiiiic iii'l tiicrc is iuiotlicr iiMpoiIiuit, provisidii

niiuic for tiu^ est!il)lislinicnt of a colony for tin- clironic

insane, the Hoard of Insanity being einpovvcicd to

purchase from 1,500 to 2,500 acres of land, and
money bein<>; appropriated to erect buil(liii<;s. Such

a colony as this must be an integral part of our plan

of provision for the insane both now and wlicn tin-

State Care Act goes into elftict, for it will providt; a

means of overflow from the existing hospitals, which

in the future should be used as much as possible

for the care of the more acute cases. In any

proper system of scientifically treating the insane in

a community, classification is of the first importance.

If in this State there are hospitals to receive acute

cases promptly, with possibly detached buildings for

the convalescent and small colonies of their own for

old cases, boarding-out places, and the large colony

already referred to, we shall have the necessary basis

to accomplish the object in the most satisfactory man-
ner.

It is the bane of insane hospitals that far too much
of the time of the medical officers is taken up with

purely routine duties. Notwithstanding this, how-

ever, there are indications that the spirit of scientific

research is awakened among these men in this State.

When the better system of classification is established,

it will be possible without additional expense to in-

crease the staffs in the hospitals for acute cases, as the

chronic cases demand far less medical supervision.

By thus concentrating the efforts of our ablest men
on the study of the acute cases, we shall see one of

the final steps taken in the advanced treatment of in-

sanity, which will follow logically those already men-

tioned.

POST-GRADUATE STUDY.

The idea is rapidly growing and taking form that

the short period of undergraduate medical study is

but the forerunner of a period of study which is coex-

tensive with the physician's active life. We still oc-

casionally hear a man say that he obtained his medical

education at such and such an institution, with the im-

plication that with the ending of those three or four

years his time of study was permanently over. He is

living, and what is more unfortunate, practising, in the

remembrance of what was told him years before.

This reproach of unprogressiveuess is happily growing

less ; of that there is little doubt. The so-called country

practitioner, with our improved methods of speedy

transportation, is too near the large cities to permit of

his adherence to methods of which his more progres-

sive city colleague would disai)prove. In spite of his

comparative' isolation he is living in an atmosplieie

which demands that he shall not place too much reli-

ance npon RiHanH of din;rnofiiit or treutmi'iit whirh he
learned in Ihh medical coutho years iMrfore. In Hhort,

phyNiciun.s everywIuTtr are cominjj to the realization

that HUCceHS in any true in<;aning of the word implies a

coiiHtant vigilance and an unceoMing willingm-HH to

learn new thingn. 'I'lie result has be«;n that eouriMw

for |>liyHicianM have l>een nndtipliird at our large ineili-

cal schools, some of which have a nefmrate department

known as the graduate school. These courHon, \H)i\\

in the summer and during the wint^-r months, are atr

tended by physicians wlif) are (juite willing to give up
th<! time retjuired in order to keep abreast, in a meuH-

un; at least, of the devc^lopment of medieal knowledge.

This tendency is unquestionably a most valuable one

and one demanding every encouragem<!nt. A still

further phase of the general moveme-nt is the estab-

lishment of post-graduate schools of medicine, pri-

marily designed for the instruction of men who have

received a medical degree. Several, at least, of our lar-

ger American cities are provided with such institutions,

which no doubt do a valuable work in their insistence

upon the principle that one's study in medicine is

never done.

The British Medical Journal publishes an address

recently delivered by Dr. AVm. Osier, in London, on

the subject :
" The Importance of Post-graduate

Study." The occasion of the address was the open-

ing of the Museums of the Medical Graduates' College

and Polyclinic on July 4th, and Dr. Osier was at his

best in his remarks on the necessity of post-graduate

study from the point of view of the teacher as well as

of the student. The address is partly reminiscent of

the past history of medicine and of certain men who
have made notable contributions to its jjrogress, as

Hunter and Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, but the value

of the remarks lies rather in the shrewd estimate of

present conditions and the hopes for the future. He
finds that there are two general types of practitioners

— the routinist and the rationalist. With the first of

these he has little sympathy ; he says : " Into the

clutches of the demon routine the majority of us ulti-

mately come. The mind, like the body, falls only too

readily into the net of oft-repeated experiences.*'

Tile rationalist on the other hand, as we should ex-

pect, he highly ajjproves :

The rationalist, on the other hand, always a|>proathes a

patient as a mathematician does a problem. There is

something to be found out ; in each case, however trivial,

there is something novel; and the problems of causation

and the (question of relief, while not, perhaps, of equal im-

portance, are of equal interest. He may be just as busy
as his idle brother, but he finds time to keep up a technical

dexterity in the use of instruments of precision, and the

stethoscope and the microscope are daily helps in diagno-

sis. These men are the delight of the consultant. To go
into the country and find the diagnosis made in a case of

mitral stenosis, a Friedreich's ataxia, a case of leukemia,

or one of myxedema, gives a man a thrill of pleasure, such
as Comte says he always felt when a student gave him an
intelligent set of answers in an examination. It is this

class of practititioners for which the post graduate courses
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are helpful and necessary. They alone feel the need of

keeping abreast with the times, and men of this type will

return every few years, finding that a three months' course

of study not only improves and hel{)s them personally, but

is most beneficial in their practices.

Himself a teacher of wide experience and recognized

success, what Dr. Osier has to say about the need of

constant intellectual refreshment among this increas-

ingly important class in medicine— the teachers — is

of more than passing interest:

After all, no men among us need refreshment and reno-

vation more fre(juently than those who occupy positions in

our schools of learning. Upon none does intellectual stale

ness steal "with velvet step, unheeded, softly," but not the

less relentlessly. Dogmatic, to a greater or less degree, all

successful teaching must be ; but year by year, unless

watchful, this very dogmatism may react upon the teacher

who finds it so much easier to say to-day what he said last

year. After a decade he may find it less trouble to draw

on home supplies than to go into the open market for wares,

perhaps not a whit better but just a wee bit fresher. After

twenty years the new, even when true, startles — too often

repels ; after thirty, well, he may be out of the race — still

on the track, perhaps, even running hard, but quite uncon-

scious that the colts have long passed the winning post.

These unrefreshed, unregenerate teachers are often pow-

erful instruments of harm, and time and again have spread

the blight of a blind conservatism in the profession. Safely

enthroned in assured positions, men of strong and ardent

convictions, with faithful friends and still more faithful

students, they too often come within the scathing condem-

nation of the blind leaders of the blind ; of those who
would neither themselves enter into the possession of new
knowledge, nor suffer those who would to enter. . . .

Progress is an outcome of a never-ending struggle of the

third and fourth decades against the fifth, sixth and sev-

enth. Men above forty are rarely pioneers, rarely the

creators in science or in literature. The work of the

world has been done by men who had not reached la crise

de ijuarante nns. And in our profession wipe out with but

few exceptions the contributions of men above this age,

and we remain essentially as we are. Once across this

line we teachers and consultants are in constant need of

post-graduate study as an antidote against premature senil-

ity. Daily contact with the bright young minds of our as-

sociates and assistants, the mental friction of medical so-

cieties and travel are important aids. Would you know
the signs by which in man or an institution you may rec-

ognize oldfogeyismV They are three: First, a state of

blissful happiness and contentment with things as they

are ; sicondly, a supreme conviction that the condition of

other people and other institutions is one of pitiable in-

feriority ; thirdly, a fear of change which not alone per-

plexes but appals.

Conservatism and old fogey ism are totally different

things; the motto of the one is, Prove all things, and
hold fast that which is good ; of the other, Prove nothing,

but hold fast that which is old. Do not suppose that you
have here a monopoly of the article, which is a human,
not a national, malady, for we see a very virulent type in

America. In its illusiveness and in the disastrous conse-

quences which have often followed its hunting, old fo<'ey-

ism is a sort of Snark in the medical profession. Before

the Hoojum, in the form of an entrenched variety, many
good men and true have softly and silently vanished away,

like the beamish nephew of the bellman, sacrificed to in-

tellectual staleness in high places. One of the best cor-

rectives is the plan followed at Harvard, which compels (?)

every teacher to take the Sabbatical year, ensuring in this

way intellectual rest of the mind, if not refreshment. To
maintain mental freshness and plasticity recjuires inces-

sant vigilance; too often, like the dial's hand, it steals

from its figure with no pace perceived except by one's

friends, and they never refer to it. A deep and enduring

interest in the manifold problems of medicine, and a human
interest in the affairs of our brotherhood — if these do not

suffice, nothing will.

This sound advice is certainly meant to be no dis-

paragement of the advantages of advancing years. If

we interpret it proj)erly it simply means that experi-

ence, so glibly talked of as a possession which the

elderly alone can enjoy, is a dangerous and a futile

guide in a teacher, unless tempered continually with

the progress of knowledge. We are nowadays hear-

ing less of experience and more of knowledge, of

which, after all, experience should be merely the

handmaid. Nothing is more fatal in a teacher than

that complacency occasionally met with which comes

with the passage of the years, and the accumulation

merely of personal experience. Against this Osier

vigorously protests and we are confident that his views

will not fail of a general acceptance.

MEDICAL NOTES.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

AcuTii Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For.

the week ending at noon, August 1, 1900, there were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria .57, scar-

latina 13, measles 25, typhoid fever 8.

Patrol Wagons as Ambulances. — A decided

improvement has recently been made in the police

service of Boston, by converting patrol wagons into

auxiliary ambulances. The wagons are now provided

with rubber tires, and the seat so arranged that room

may be made for a stretcher if necessary. It is said

that new wagons which from this time on shall be

added to the department will have dropped axles simi-

lar to those on ambulances. At one of the police

stations an emergency room, properly equipped, has

been fitted up, an example which might well be gener-

ally followed. Particularly during the excessive heat

of summer are such added conveniences desiraable.

Death from Glanders — A death from glanders

has recently occurred in Fitchburg, Mass., and a son

of the deceased has been very ill with the same affec-

tion. The infection came through attention to a

favorite horse sick with the disease. An autopsy per-

formed by Dr. (i. B. Magrath on the body of the

father showed the principal lesion to be in the nares
;

there were also multiple nodules in the lungs and skin,

some of them in a condition of suppuration or ulcera-

tion, and abscesses of the thigh, leg and knee joint.

The bacillus of glanders was recovered from the body.
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TicTANrs AT Lowr.1,1..— Sovoral cuhch ot niiiuiis

huvc Ihm'ii n^portiMl from liowt-ll, Muhh., since .Inly

llli. ()iH' of tlic victims died .Inly .'SOtli, the iid'ci--

tioii luiviiii^ tiikcii pliicc! tlirouj^li ii cut mad*! l)v :i

cleaver.

S:mai,i.-1'OX at Lowki.i.. — Sm:iIl-pox has aj^iiiii

reappeared at Lovvcill, and a nnmht'r of cases are now
under treatment at tlu! hospital tor contagious dis-

eases. A j^encsral vaccination has Iteeii ordered.

NKW YORK.

An Unlicknski) Matkknity Hosimtai,.— The
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has allirmed

the conviction of one Louisa Wagner upon the charge;

of having violated a provision of the I'enal Code pro-

hihiting the maintenance of a maternity hospital without

securing a license. The case was before the court

upon appeal from an order to the warden of the City

Prison dismissing a writ of habeas corpus. .Justice

Ingraham, giving the opinion, states that such an

enactnu^nt is clearly within the power of the legisla-

ture. The requirement of the license, he explains, is

to enable the public authorities to make proper

sanitary regulations as to such institutions, so that

their inmates may not be exposed to infection or other

dangers arising from improper medical attention, and

also to ensure that they shall not be perverted to im-

proper uses.

An Ambulance Race. — The newspapers give an

account of an amusing race the other day on East

26th Street between two ambulances on their way to

Bellevue IIos{)ital. One of the ambulances belonged

to St. Vincent's and the other to Roosevelt Hospital.

Neither of these institutions maintains a lying-in

department, but in each ambulance was a woman in

labor. The Roosevelt ambulance won by a neck, and

succeeded in getting its patient into the Bellevue re-

ception-room before delivery, but in the case of the

other the baby was born in the ambulance just as the

hospital entrance was reached. Mothers and children

are reported as doing as well as could be expected

under the circumstances.

Death of Adolph Simis. — Adolph Siniis, Jr.,

Commissioner of Charities for the Boroughs of

Brooklyn and Queens, died on July 22d at his summer

residence near Newburgh. For several years before

the consolidation of New York he had served as com-

missioner of Charities and Correction for Kings County.

His record is that of a faithful and ethcient oilicial.

and he introduced many improvements in the hospitals

and other institutions under his charge.

Deaths ekom Heat. — In the three weeks ending

July 21st there were 143 deaths in the city directly

due to the heat. During the corresponding three

weeks of last year, when the weather was much cooler,

the number of such deaths was only 11. The

deaths from all causes were 2()() in excess of

the mortality in the corresponding three weeks of

1899.

Ali.MY N()TE.S.

CoNUIIIONS A I .N'OMK llAUIKiK, Al.AMKA. —

A

Into re|>()rt from Major Kbert, chief Kurf^coti in

Alaska, dated .lune 29th, dc-uln of conditioiiH prevail-

ing at Nome Harbor. He Htates that within two or

thre*! we«-kH the population had inttreased from 2,700

to 20,000, with tents and buiklings iocat^'d irregularly

along the shore. The sanitary arrangenientfi, very

crude at the outscit, bircame much worse with the in-

flux of the new population. He sLattiH that the nani-

tary condition of tin; place is shocking, as there is no

provision for cleaning the town and no provision for

the deatruction of garbage and (ilth. U|)on the recom-

mendation of the surgeon an order was issued by the

department commander directing the removal of filth,

but as there was no fund save that derived from

voluntary contributions it was (liflicult to accomplish

any improvement. Common laborers receive SI.00

per hour, mechanics SL-OO per hour and teams $10

per hour, and with such prices it is almost impossible

to improve the condition of affairs. All the com-

missioners, save one, had resigned or ceased to act.

Water is very bad and sells at from 7 to 10 cent.s per

gallon. Reports of cases of enteric fever vary from 17.5

to 700, but reliable information as to the exact number

of cases cannot be obtained. There had been l-'i

cases of small-pox, with 1 death, and measles also had

broken out.

Yellow Fever in Cuba.— Yellow fever has

broken out among the soldiers of the First Infantry

in Pinar del Rio Province, Cuba. Nine deaths have

occurred and 11 cases are now under treatment.

This regiment is now under orders to return to the

United States. All the affected commands have been

moved into camps and quarantine is being enforced.

Arrangements have been made by which all equip-

ments belonging to this regiment will be disinfected

and stamped by the Marine-Hospital authorities at

Havana before being placed on board transports for

return to this country.

Female Nurses for Service in China. —
About 30 female nurses of the Army Nurse Corps,

now en route to the Philippines on transports stojv

ping at Nagasaki, will probably be diverted for service

with the expeditionai'v force in China, serving at base

hospitals. There are now in service in the Philippine

islands, or en route thereto, 212 female nurses in the

government employ.

Additional Acting Assistant Surgeons.— In

view of the projected operations in China and the

necessity for dividing the troops in the Philippines

into small garrisons, 100 acting assistant surgeons, in

addition to the 400 at present in the service, are re-

quired. The pay is S1'>0 per month, with allowances

of a first lieutenant, mounted.

Hospitals for Troops in China. — In addition

to the arrangements for the care of the sick with

troops in China, already noted, plans are being matured

for a general hospital at Nagasaki, Japan, while Col.
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J. \. R. Hoir, who has just been relieved from duty

as cliief surgeon in Puerto Rico, is to establish a hospi-

tal of 1,U()0 beds at some point in China not as yet

dclinitely selected. Every j)0ssible precaution to

anticipate any unusual strain upon the hospital facili-

ties is being taken.

A HOSPITAL FOR TROPICAL
LIVERPOOL.

DISEASES IN

A iiosriTAL devoted to the treatment of tro])ical

diseases is about to be founded in Liverpool. The
hospital is to be erected in memory of the late Miss

ISIary Kingsley. Many handsome contributions to-

wards the fund have been promised ; amongst others

Mr. A. L. .lones has given £1,000 and Mr. lilaize

£oOO. The creation of a hospital for tropical diseases

in Liverpool marks a new era in medical education

in this country. The Seamen's Hospital Society's

Branch at the Albert Docks is largely devoted to this

purpose, but it shows that the subject of tropical

medicine is attaining a still greater hold on the coun-

try when a hospital is to be specially built and de-

voted to this important department of medicine.

—

Journal of Tropical Medicine.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For thb Week ending Saturday, July 21, 1900.
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NORFOLK DIS'IKKVP UKCORDS AND UKMIN
ISCKNCKS, 1850-11)00.'

lU I'. ICI,I.KU\ Sl'i:i(M,\N, IM.Ii., DOHrllK.STr.lI, MASS,

I MA VI'. hccii asked \)\ tlic aiillioritics who rule dim-

(IcsliiiifH tt) write lor its jubilee, a history ot tlie Nor-

I'olU District iMedieal Society, I'roin th(! earliest times

to the prest'iit (hiy. In lookiiii^ over th»^ re(!or(ls lor

this ]>ur|)os(^, it siuuns that siu'h a dissc^rtatioii would
t'uruish forth rather a dreary halt" hour to you who
listen, howevcM- nuich it nii^lit profit tin; future an-

nalist. I have preferred tluirci'ore to cull from the

minutes some of tin; principal events, and to recall a

few sayings and doings of the chief ac-tors on this

stage. In these lifty years there has been a goodiv

share of strong men in word and deed, who have; had
their part in attack of abuses, in defence of rights, in

imparting of their wisdom to their fellows. They
brought to the meetings a whilf of salt air from the

South Shore, of haylields from the country, and the

(lust and mud of the suburbs of Boston ; all hard

workers by day and by night, with definite notions,

and not to be fooled by new practices and ideas till

tinui had ripened them. They proved all things and
held fast that which was good. Most of the foundiirs

went to their graves having done good work for their

town, for the State, for the country and for their

neighbors, and each one, I believe, was laid to his rest

carrying some one bit of knowledge;, or one bit of

method, which, perhaps without his knowing it, was
wholly his own and could not be transmitted. Few
rose to honor, fewer to wealth, but they left memories
which still keep green, and we, their successors, are

wisiu' and better for their lives.

Before we quote the records, it is well to know
something of the men who made them. A few of

them 1 present you, I fear, in rather a dim perspec-

tive. Especially I recollect old Dr. Alden, whose
class at Harvard was 1808, with Dr. Walter Channing
and the first Richard II. Dana, and who had his M.D.
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1812. He
died in 1870, and the resolutions offered to the society

on that occasion truthfully speak of the dignity,

courteous bearing and felicity of expi'ession with

which he partici[)ated in the {)roceedings of the so-

ciety, and his faithful service in its behalf during

many years of his life. His Johnsonian manner was
deeply impressive to us younger men. One day in

the train, speaking of the government of the Massa-

chusetts Medical Society, " Sir," said he, " it is an

OLiCAKCiir." 1 knew little and cared less about it,

but it was many years before I had any other notion

of the society than that it was an Oligarchy. What
sense of humor he possessed was subordinated to

duty and busuiess. A young man who was appointed

secretary could not keep his freshness out of the

records. After noting that the president called for

the appointed paj)ers from Drs. A, B, C, D, E,

F, (j, and no one was present and prepared but Dr.

Edes and Dr. Edwards, the secretary went on to say

that the other gentlemen called on were lucratively

engaged in the practice of their pi'ofession, and were

conseijuently unable to attend. When the records

' Delivered at the Semicentennial Meeting of the Norfolk District

Medical Society, May 8, 1900.

wen) nuul at th«s next iiH-4-ting, Dr. Alden mii^^cmUmI

lliul, UM the Hecrelary could not know ihul tliene i^irnllo

men were prevented from attending a ineeiing on uc-

eount of their being lu<;ratively engaged in the \triu>

tic** of their profession, it \v:i.h hardly admiNHJblc to

record su(;h a Ht;it4-nient. Dr. .larvis ihought it well

to allow the .secTeUiry to rttcord the proceedingM in liin

own fashion, a.s the soc'iety had ho (»>urteourtIy |>«t-

inittiMl him to do for twenty years. I know no
other than Dr. Aldeu wIkj in a Ht.-Hsion devot4Ml to

hygiene could hav(! enthralled uh as he did with de-

tails of his slmly and his marvtdlous air-tight stove,

its construction and performances, by whi<-h his ble,she«l

old body was kept warm, while superfluous lufat was
turncid into the room above, and perfect ventilation

reigned throughout ; so that tin; gentleman who just

before had bewailed the closing of old firepl;u;e»

with sheet iron and brick must hav<; gone home him-
self to install an air-tight stove in his study afu-r Dr.

Alden's plans and specifications.

There were many stories told about good r)ld Dr.

Fdward Jarvis, but they all illustrate*! his (piaint

manner and speech, his benevolence, and his atUnition

to business. A specimen of his accuracy of method
may be, I hope, not tediously exhibited by an entry
in th<! record of tin; first meeting :

" Dr. P., of W.,
forgot to bring his diploma, but was admitted so far as

to join the society socially, sit with them, hear the

address, pay his assessnu^nt, partake of the public

dinner, with the promise on his i)art to show his de-

gree to the president or secretary, sign the bylaws and
be admitted a member of the society." This same
gentleman from W., it is remembered, was absent
minded, and being bored in a meeting at Dedham,
went out to the stable and asked for his horse. It was
a full meeting, and there were many horses. He was
unable to select his own, resignedly returned to the

hall, ate (and presumably paid for) his dinner, waited
till all had departed and humbly took the last horse.

Showing Dr. Miller his stable one day, he stopped
short and asked, " Patrick, what horse is that ?

"

•' Sure," replied Patrick, " it's the mare you bought
last month."

Dr. Munroe, of Medway, must not be forgotten,

one of our strong and sagacious men, of wide experi-
ence and sound judgment. He could not, however,
away with the doctrines propounded by Dr. Jacob
Bigelow and so ably set forth by Dr. Ootting. He
believed deeply in the curative jjower of drugs, and
defended his position with close argument and tenacity.

On one occasion, hearing that Dr. Cotting was to hold
forth on the subject of disease as part of the plan of

creation, he rose from a sick bed, and lay on a sofa
in the hall of a meeting that he might lift up his voice
in defence of his cherished convictions. AVith all this

he was polite and kind, and would never consciously
offend, however much he might differ from his adver-
sary.

Then there was Major-Geueral Appleton Howe,
M.D., whose burly presence and strong personality re-

main in remembrance, as does the perfect luncheon he
gave us in his dooryard in AVeymouth, under the
spreading trees, one hot, overcast day in summer.

Give me leave to speak of Dr. Erasmus Miller, of
Dorchester, and his vast obstetric experience, his early
practice in gynecology, his uterine scarifier, his in-

tense shrewcbiess, his horse Stargazer and his crau-
berrv bog in Franklin. He used to sav that whatever
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Ills ability luiylit have been on his first coming to

Dorchi'ster, his real and speedy success was due to a

sujjerb gray horse with ilowing white switch tail, so

handsome as to make every one turn to look and

intjuire who was the owner. But a more ellicient fac-

tor was his own early ac(juisition of snowy hair and

sweeping beard, which made him a conspicuous ligure

in any landscape or company.
Naturally his best friend, Dr. Holmes, of Milton.

must ne.xt be named. There are yet many of us who
love to recollect his round, rosy face, his martial bear-

ing, his cheerful presence, his ready sympathy, his

talent in practice, which rendered him beloved ecpially

by factory hand and dowager of Milton Hill. No
amount of work tired him either on the road, in the

sick room or at the head of the Cadets. Dr. Miller

us(!d to say that Holmes had rather be driving round

the country all night than be in his bed. Music and
his beloved Cadets were his reci"eations, for he hardly

ever left INIilton for a holiday. Rest his soul ! Every
one of us in Dorclu^ster and Milton lost a friend when
Christoi)her Columbus Holmes was laid to rest in

18.S2.

No more brilliant character shone on this stage

than William Cranch Bond Fifield. After linishing

his studies in London and Paris he came to Dorches-
ter in iHilO, where he died in 18D(3. He was a man of

l)ro(ligious memory, who aj)peared never to have forgot-

ten anything. He could tell you on what part of any
shelf in the Atheneum you could find the book you
wanted, and very nearly the page which recorded the

fact, phrase or case you were in search of. Indeed
his mind was so stored with authors, precedents, op-

erations, that he could not always find the pigeonhole
in which the subject in view was packed. He made
some marvellous diagnoses, but often would not see

into an ordinary case, because his gaze was fixed on
a visionary possibility far beyond. It was a treat to

hear him detail a case or tell a story about one of his

European teachers. The graphic touches with which
he embroidered his subject fixed its details in your
mind, while wit and humor jjlayed around it, so as

sonoetimes indeed, it must be owned, to obscure the

judgment and make you wonder how much was fancy
and how much was fact. Besides he was an omnivor-
ous reader ; a new book of fiction, history, j)oetry,

travel had not been long published but he could give
you its scope, with apt quotations, and his opinion
about it. Withal he was a musician of no mean
aiiility and of fastidious taste. Many afllictions over-
took him and cardiac disease obscured his last days.

Thos(! of ns who were honored with the friendship
of Benjamin Cushing will call to mind no physician
whose example they would sooner wish to follow.

The gaunt fi-ame carried a great heart and through the
large spectacles beamed a steady and confident gaze.
No more upright man ever stood in our society. He
seemed silent and reserved. You had to know him.
When he could not praise or offer comfort he was si-

lent. Once he told me of a family who had lost a
child, and the parents thought him hardhearted. As
Ik- spoke his eyes filled with tears. No young doctor
who was in trouble ever left his presence without wise
counsel and just symi)athy. His charities were wide
anil unnauKid. To many of us his judgment seemed
unerring. He sj)oke well of every one when he pos-
silily could, but meanness, underhand nu'thods, harsh-
ness, he could not abide ; and he was not slow to let

the offender know it. He had a well-developed New
England conscience. One nasty night he sent a poor
l)ati(!nt to a young neighbor. After the messenger
had gone, he could not sleej), and, as he said, pictured

to himself that when he next drove by the house he
might see a string of carriages before the door. So
he rose, dressed, took his instruments under his arm,
plodded to the place through the rain, heard the voice

of the youthful accoucheur inside, returned home and
slej)t the slee[) of the just. His practice was large

and wide. A relative looking over his books found
one day's work, wliei-e he had made twenty visits, no
great number to be sure, but one patient lived near
Pine-tree Brook in Milton, another in Beacon Street,

both of whom had to be seen twice that day. And
his driving was like the driving of Jehu, the son of

Nimshi. A lady once asked him, " Why, Dr. Cush-
ing, do you drive so fast ? " He replied, " I never
drive fast, but I will admit that I like to ride behind
a horse that wants to go fast." Upon a call for sur-

geons after one of the murderous battles of the Civil

War, he did some service. He was deeply grieved

that his name was not mentioned by the authorities,

the only reward he would have accepted, but he
would take no steps to })ublish his claim to recogni-

tion. With this right judgment and skilful, conscien-

tious work went a delightfully dry humor, and he en-

joyed a good joke in every nerve. Once a young
doctor related a case with fatal issue where every
remedy known to modern science had been faithfully

employed. When he finished Dr. Cushing quietly re-

marked that he once signed a death certificate on the

wrong line, " Cause of death, B. Cushing." At an
annual meeting he had been appointed to read the

address. It proved to be a very lively meeting in-

deed, with altercations and personalities which pro-

longed the session beyond the hour set for the address.

When at last he was called on, he remarked that as

the society had chosen to turn the meeting into a

bear garden he considered it small honor to address

them. It was never ascertained that he had any
paper beyond notes scrawled on the backs of envel-

opes, and it was conjectured that foreseeing the possi-

bility of disturbance, he had never got any further in

his preparations. He was nicely exact— almost

finically so— in his relations with other practitioners.

Often has he said to the writer, " While you were
away I saw your j)ati(aits, Mr. A and Mrs. B. I

didn't waste any politeness on them." He had no
opinion at all of a physician who would do otherwise.

Therefore he had disaj)pointmcnts. He died in

1895, aged seventy-three, leaving deep regrets and a

shining example.

How pleasant sounds the name of Dr. Maynard, of

Dedham ! Into how many chambers did his alert

step, his blithe and debonair countenance bring

solace and cheer. How, when seated in the presi-

dent's chair, did he beam upon us— like a ben(^vo-

lent monarch on the thront;, encouraging his devoted

sul)je(;ts. His invention of collodion made him widely

known and rcficctcMl honor on the society. It was
charming to listen to his story of the process of his

discov(!ry, and of his journey to New York to dem-
onstrat(5 it in the presence of the great surgeons of

that nuitropolis, who bestowed due praise on the

young doctor's science and ingenuity. As modest as

lu! was expert, his memory will not soon die in the

hearts of those who knew him.
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No iioticr of tln! Norfolk l)is(ri«'t. Soricfy in rom-
plclc willidiil It rcniicc to Dr. ('ottiiiL; .ind Dr. M;ir-

tiii, wild (illfd till' i'\c (if llif socicU loi' iii;iiiv Nimi''..

INIosI of us kiicu Dr. ( 'ottinii, ,111(1 IIh- yoiiii;^ men wlio

<li(l iiol slioiiM lose no time in iniikini; tli<-niHclv<'s ac-

<|naint(Ml willi liis " luiiiiniscciKtcs," wliidi wcri! rcail

to lln- society and afterwards |)id)lislied in a |iain|)hlel.

lie Itei^an liis professional life in 1H;!H as a poor l)ov,

alllioniili lie could liave had the same help that carried

him through collenc, hut he ha<l determined to he in-

dependent till he reached the head of the profession

in the district hy the hardest work, joined to al)ilit\

and >;(>od judiinient. [( is no disparaiiemeiit to other

distiiii;iiislied men to say that no president of this as-

so(!iati()ii and of the Massachusetts Medical Societ\

ever accomplished so much as he, did for hotli, in rais-

iiiij' them to the hi<;h position they now hold. He was
the first to visit all the district societies and to stim-

late them to careful ohscrvation, and the recording

and collecting of their experiences. The extent of

his early indefatigable labors, when communication
was so diHicult, may be appreciated when we read

that in the tliird year of his life in Roxbury he at-

tended I IT) cases of obstetrics, " and so on, till he had
a very large fraction of the whole number in town."
And in one summer day he made A)^ visits. For
many years he did most of the surgery in Roxbury,
refusing no case among ri(;h or poor. He had verv

small belief in the eflicacy of drugs, in antisepsis, in

the contagiousness of puerperal fever, and in other

doctrines now received, and the contradiction he met
with iH'fore the practice was relincjuished of writing a

new recipe at each visit, and filling up the sick cham-
ber with eight-ounce phials, may hardly be estimated.

I have already mentioned Dr. Muuroe, who left his

sick bed to protest against such unsoundness in doc-

trine, but there was other outspoken and violent op-

position. It was seldom that one of us could detail a

case and its treatment that Dr. Cotting did not cap it

with a similar one of his own that had recovered with

little or no help from drugs, all which made the

meetings interesting and entertaining. Dr. Cotting

was most good and helpful to young men, never for-

getting his own youthful hard experiences. He used

to say in later life that he had given away so many
patients that he had hardly any left. He did ex-

pect that those whom he knew well would stand by
liim and help him carry his measures through ; and
those who enlisted under his banner were called

" loyal." His hospitality was lavish and proceeded
from a generous heart. I have known few men who
conferred more benefit on the profession than Benja-

min Eddy Cotting.

Dr. Henry Austin INIartin was as different a man as

could be imagined. His enemies said that he had
facilit}' and not ability, lint he had both in marked
degree. He was a deep student, not only in medical

but in general literature. His knowledge, skill and
resource in surgery were great. The inventions of

his rubber bandage and his adhesive plaster were
known in the whole nu'dical world, but his distinc-

tion lay in the introduction of animal vaccine, which
he popularized, and by which he became the recog-

nized authority on vaccination. His mastership of

the English language was exce})tioual, and his speech

in public and in conversation was most fluent. He
was afraid of nobody, and was a born iighter. lie

fully believed in the efficiency of drugs in the hands

of rtn f'Xpeneiieed tlierapiMitiHt. Tlien-fore w«* may
hu/.ard the Htatement that he C4)uld not Im; naid U>

agree with Dr. Cotting. When he did not like any-
body li(^ was not skilful in hiding his HcntiinenLM. To
those wln» were congenial ii<r w.ih most di-lighlfnl, en-
tertaining and instructive, ponrin;; forth a •^tn-aiii of

wit, humor .and inform.-ition. When the followerH of

two such men cl.-ished, it may be f.incied that there

was music in the air. And many of the H4'HHi«)ii.H

were tor) stormy to more than refer to. lint they

hav(! left lively recoller-tions with many of us ohUt^TH.

In the list of names of those presr-nt at the (irst me«;t-

ing— tht^ only one whotii I know to be now living —
is Dr. (ieorge Faulkner, of .Jamaica Plain. .N'othin"

would more disturb his (piiet and happy retirement

than to be sjioken of as he deserves. IJiit w«; may
assure him of the respectt and affection which his long
and u.seful service and his high ch.-iracter demand.

There is temptation to go on indefinitely w ith rem-
iniscences of those delightful characters which loom
up in the mist of dej)arted yeans, but they must Ix*

phantoms to you. W(! shall all be phantoms by and
i)y — some of us at no distant day — and I trust the

centennial orator of 19">0 may have a goofl word to

say of our wisdom, or our characteristics, or, as a stu-

dent of my day used to say, " some one of our prin-

cipal fortes." To relieve these obituaries of the wi.se

and learned, and kind and good, let me acknowledge
t''at there were others. Dr. Miller used to t«dl with
glee of onc! valued colleague, who consulted him one
day to glean some hints concerning a case of prostiitic

disease. " How old is the man ? " asked Dr. Miller.
" Bless you," was the reply, " it isn't a man, it's a
wonuiii." It was a neat and skilful pathologist in the
society who having, with what ditliculty we may imag-
ine, secured a post-mortem in his village, having fin-

ished his task, left portions of his i)atient in corners
of the room, and desired the womankind to sweep
them up with dust pan and brush. There is no date
of the second autopsy in that hamlet. And I had
deep sympathy with the polished and self-reliant rural

practitioner who told, at great length, of a ca.se of

tedious labor, the only interest of which was the fact

that the patient was the wife of a distinguished man,
whom he did not omit to name. There was silence

when he concluded, and a kind-hearted member, to

let the speaker down easily, incjuired. '' Prav, doctor,

why did you not apply the forceps — shorten the pa-

tient's suffering, and save your own time ? " *' "Well,"

returned the doctor, '" I suppose I might have, but
my time's wuth about as much as a settin' hen's."

The convention of physicians of Norfolk County,
being invited by the councillors of the State Medical
Society resident in this county, assembled in Temper-
ance Hall (happy omen), Dedham, on the 18th of

April, 1840. The first meeting of the new society

was held at the Phenix House, in Dedham, the lOtli

of November, 1850. Dr. Jeremy Stimsou, of Ded-
ham, was the first president, and Dr. Edward .larvis

the first secretary, a post which he held for twenty
years. As is proper, there are pages and pages of

constitution, bylaws, signatures, agreements, elections,

connnittees, uiotions, amendments, reconsiderations,

propositions, resolutions, reconunendatious, and such
precautions as sho\dd surround the launching of a

craft of such burden and pronnse. Dr. .larvis was
invited to prepare a pajier for the next meeting.
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This guthi-riiii;- took place in Dcdhain, in May, 1H.)1.

Dr. Jarvis, being an oxi)ert in insanity, as well as in

sUitistics and hygieni', naturally read an exhaustive

treatise about tlie lunatic hospital. There was a

grievance in that the judge of jjrobate in Dedham,

being a lawyer in Boston, took the first train for

that capital aiid did not return till late in the after-

noon ; so that a doctor who wanted to have a patient

connnitted had to get to Dedham before breakfast, or

late in the evening. A minute in a later record wit-

nesses that after a contest in the course of which the

judge proved conclusively that no other method than

that in practice could be employed, that functionary

liad to give in and appoint a convenient hour for such

business, while victory perched on the banners of

Dr. Jarvis, and the Norfolk District Society thus

early proved that it had not been born in vain. It is

also noticeable that the early records make little or

no mention of i)rof('ssional matters, but are filled with

the dry-as-<lust formula; of minutes, elections, motions,

and the other necessary throes of a new birth. But

when a subject connected with insanity or hj^giene

came up the good and venerable secretary let us have

it in full.

At the November meeting of 1851, it is reported

that Dr. Robert Thaxter, of Dorchester, died the 9th

of February, aged seventy-five, lie was one of the

old school of country doctors, observant, diligent, un-

selfish, conscientious and skilful, and in his fifty years

of practice is related never to have spent a night out

of Dorchester, except in attendance on a patient.

Also at this meeting we find the note that a commu-

nication from the Essex North declares that unless

the State Society disencumbers itself of empirics, the

Essex North District Society withdraws from the pa-

rent association. After earnest discussion the me-

morial is agreed to unanimously.

At the meeting of May, 1854, seventeen queries

about consumption were sent out, the fourteenth and

fifteenth asking, " Is the disease communicable ? " the

first instance, so far as the reader knows, of the

question of contagion being raised in this vicinity in

a formal way.

In November, 1857, there is a pathetic inquiry

about means to make the meetings more interesting

and the attendance larger. At the next meeting cer-

tain rules are adopted recpiiring certain communica-

tions. This worked by the gentlemen appointed find-

ing themselves too busy— as above intimated— to

come at all. On July l"(J, 1858, Drs. Allen, Bartlett

and Burgess read papers on " The Contagiousness of

Puerperal Fever," but tlie statements and arguments

are not reported. Dr. Cotting presents to each mem-
ber a copy of Dr. Jacob Bigelow's work on " Ra-

tional Medicine."

In May, 1859, Dr. Miller first tells about his

method of application to the os uteri of ethereal tinct-

ure of iodine for excessive vomiting of pregnancy—
a practice whicli has helped out many of our patients

more than once.

In January, 18G1, Dr. Warren, of Neponset, re-

ports a case of rupture of the uterus in labor.

Dr. B. C'lishing saw the patient in consultation and
the reader recoHects his story of the case. He was
able to thrust his fingers thi-ough the rent and feel

tlieir tips against the interior alxlominal wall, while

liis other hand grasped the fingers on the outside.

Some time after, driving by the house, he saw a

woman standing at her door, and asked, " Can you
tell me what became of a Mrs. McCarty who used to

live here ? " " 'Deed, then, I am Mrs. McCarty,"
was the reply, vindicating the recuperative powers of

nature without surgical aid in a way which must have

warmed the very cockles of Dr. Cotting's heart.

In May, 18()1, the society petitions the legislature

to establish a board of health. At this time we find

names of members serving in the army and navy dur-

ing the Ci\il ^^'ar, and papers read about gunshot

wounds and camp and ship diseases.

In November, 18()2, we discover that patriotic ardor

begins to be temj)ered with a wise discretion. For
the record has it that it is " Voted, That tlu; vote passed

May, 1861, to attend ollicers and soldiers of the army
gratuitously, be repealed." After discussion it was
suggested that that vote was restricted in the letter or

in intent to the President's first call for troojjs, and

had accordingly expired by its own limitation. This

sounds sophistical, but I don't believe that any soldier

or sailor of that war was ever unduly pressed by his

doctor in Norfolk County.
The 9th of May, 18GG, is rendered memorable by a

record signed A. H. Nichols, secretary pro tern, giving

the first full report of professional subjects treated at

a meeting. It records a case of ovariotomy done by
the secretary pro tern when the operation had hardly

gained a foothold. The ])resident. Dr. Cotting, as

yet an unbeliever, remarked on the need of reporting

such fatal cases, two of which had lately happened in

Roxbury. Then Dr. Munroe, of Medway, read a case

of opium poisoning cured by the continuous dropping

of cold water from a height on the epigastrium. Next,

Dr. Cotting announced his operation, now so well

known and which he believed to have been first con-

ceived by himself, for ingrowing toenail. After that

Dr. Bullard showed portraits of French physicians.

The president showed a copy of the Annual Diction-

ary of Garnier, of Paris, and read a critique upon it.

Then came the ainnuil address, by Dr. Salisbury, of

Brookline, on " The Habits of Social and Domestic

Life." Dr. Munroe criticised tlie school methods of

Horace Mann, which had done harm from the continu-

ous application recjuired of young children. Dr.

Alden, of Randolph, inveighed against long school ses-

sions from 9 A. iM. to 2 p. M. Dr. Arnold, of Roxbury,

exhibited photographs of a case ; Dr. Stedman, of

Jamaica Plain, a case of neuralgia of stumj) of the

forearm. Dr. Cotting read a letter from Dr. Wu-
cherer, of Bahia, on " Obstetrir Practice in Brazil,"

citing the injurious use of ergot and the cutting of

the perineum by midwives, who carry a rude instru-

ment for the purj)ose, to hasten labor. Dr. Miller

described his uterine scarifier, which he detailed at

length at a subsequent meeting. Dr. Cotting held

forth on the uselessness of splints ; that they had less

power to prevent shortening and deformity than was

supposed. Dr. Stone reported a case of compound
fracture without splints— only extension having been

used. Dr. Alden sought to prove that alcohol was

not food. Dr. Cotting showed a large packet of

papers published which had first been read before

this society. He did not believe that quinine cured

intermittent fevej", or that mercury cured syphilis, and

in the course of disciussion this day mentioned that the

surgeon of the Dreadnawjld used to show a bottle full

of chancres which he had excis(!d without preventing

constitutional symptoms. This excellently reported
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inctitiii;^, you sur, was lull of iiitercHt, un<l thn liilk

vvjirt (juit(! aluH'usl il' not in lulvaiici! ol* {\u'. tiuH-s.

I low uiucli wisilom lunl science uro huricfl I'orcvcr

l>y tlui sil(iiu'(! oi tlic rc(!onlH licrctororc, jil)ont, :inv-

tliini; (except tlic niacliincry of llic society, we daic

mil conji^iiirc^

In Novcuilu-r, 1S()7, we lind the lir.st uienlion ol'

tlu! iinne.xiitiou of lioxhury to Boston, and it is re-

solved that the removal ol" the j)hysici:iiis of lioxhiiiy

to the SuiVolk I)istri(;t would l»u disastrous lo liie

Norfolk District Medical Society.

In .July, 1<S()',), Dr. Soavcrus moved that the secre-

tary \)v, authorized to permit a full and im|)artial re-

port of tlu' proceedings of each nu'ctinj^ to he puh-

lished in the; linston Medical (tad Siirf/lcdl Jonrnal.

In May, llSTO, Dr. -larvis resij^ns, haviiiij; heisn s(!c-

retary tw(Mity years and having been present at (ivery

nunainif excerpt two when iu Kuropo, one when a wit-

ness in the Supreme Court and a fourth on account of

his brother's funeral. Dr. Martin remarked that

such clev(!r and orii^inal men as Dr. Tully had always

been snubbed by the mediocre majority. I'roiirciss

has never Imhmi made in medicine without opposition

from the rich and comfortal)le in the profession whose
battle had bc^en ft)ught and whose position was at-

tained, and who disliked being disturbed iu mind or

pcu-son, and from teachers and professors who abhorred

altering the outlines and principles of their lectures.

He ap^ilauded Dr. Amory lor his paper (on inllannna-

tion) rejoicing that he was faithful among the faith-

less, and animadverted (in passing) on tlie practice,

but too common, of the gentUimen who offered or

agreed to subjects for the meeting absenting them-

selves from the session. Dr. Milh'r had had such

success in his treatment of uterine diseases and his

methods being generally unknown, it had been re-

ported that he was using secret means. So he came
to this meeting, on the suggestion of friends, and ex-

hibited his scarilier. The record says, being <[ues-

tioned about endometritis, he rei)lied that he knew
less about that affection than he did four years ago,

though he had had large 0{)portunities for making it

a special study. Dr. Martin had called him the orig-

inator of the treatment by scarification ; he had
adopted it as a common-sense method of depletion ;

certainly never having heard of it before, but ques-

tions of priority were not to his taste. He had cer-

taiidy found the repeated incision of the uterine

niucous mend)rane to be the only way of curing

old inflammations of that organ. He (juoted the

case of a physician's wife— painful uterine symp-
toms ; had lived on opium and stimulants for six

months ; no local disease discovered ; innnediately re-

lieved by four incisions three times in ten or twelve

days, and so on.

In Novend)er, 1870, it is recorded that Dr. Filield

showed a handsomi'. cast made by his house surgeon,

Dr. l)olles. Dr. Fifield had just returned from

Europe and this was one of his field days. Among
other things he said that 5-drop doses of CoUis

Brown's chlorodyne cured his seasickness and helpe<l

so many on board that the ship's surgeon borrowed

his two bottles and never returned them.

In January, 1871, we find Dr. Campbell remarking

that the term " skeptic" was too often applied in this

society to those i)ersons who ventured to swerve from

the beaten path. At this meeting Dr. Alden men-

tioned a case of harikari which took place one \\\\\\-

dn-d yiiiirn ago. A butcher ripped hinmeli op.n iroiii

stennim to pul»e.s, in ii hwainp, diirin;^ ii paroxyHiii of
insanity. He rolled about in agony among tin; 1cuv(;m,

making also fruill(;HH effortM to rcaeli u neiglilHjriii^

Hpring, <;rawling on the ground and dragging IiIh

bovvels after him; probably fainting, tlu: Itleedin" wan
Htaunch(;d ami he no remained during the night. In
the nujrning he was found alive;, and the town l»ier

biting furniHlied with a straw bed, he waH conveywl
oil it to his house. Dr. Moses Baker wan in utt4:nd'

aiicc ; bathed tin; protruding bowels in warm milk
and water, carefully cleansing them from the dirt and
leaves and replacing them within the abdomen, hc-

cured the opening with suturcis, compress and band-
age. Dr. Baker was most assiduous in his attendaiic<;.

By his recjuest. Dr. .Joseph Warr(;n, a distinguished
surgeon, who afterwards fell in the service of his

country at the uKtmorabh; battle of Buiik(;r Hill, saw
the case, but made no change in the dressing, kindly
saying that he couhl not have dressed the wound more
skilfully himself. "On examining the account books
of Dr. BakcM-, now in my possession," continues Dr.
Alden, " I find the last charge for attendance and
dressings was thirty-six days after the injury. The re-

covery was perfect and the patient was able to labor
as before, living forty-three years, till 1«11, when he
died at the age of eighty-one." None of the bold and
great surgeons of my acquaintance, or in my reading,

have yet attempted autolaparotomy. It seemed to

have been thought worthy of record that after this

meeting the society jjioceeded to dinner, when the
landlord was discovered iu a condition of exasperation
because his first notification of thirty or forty friends to

dine with him was their appearance in the ottice. He
was, however, soothed by having it pointed out to him
that his dinners were better when constructetl at short
notice, and he was served with a copy of the bylaws
to study the times of meeting. The repast, it was
noted, was set forth with the profusion and costly ele-

gance which marks the Everett House,
In May, 187.3, there was a long wrangle about the

methods of Dr. Ileaton, who was at that time sup
posed to have a secret method of curing hernia. A
member, however, reported the whole procedure and
techni(iuc, which was published.

In January, 1877, Dr. 1). D. Gilbert, of Dorches-
ter, reported a renuirkable case of interstitial preg-
nancy, with operation and recovery. I will not dwell
on the particulars, but will say that the diagnosis hav-
ing been made, and pains coining on, and no time given
for consultation. Dr. (iilbert incised the membrane
enclosing the head, through the os, with a Miller's
scarifier, and the next day a child weighing four
pounds was born, who lived four \veeks, the mother
recovering. When we consider the st;ite of knowledge
and {)ractice in this most dangerous condition twenty-
five years ago, I think you will agree with me that
Dr. Gilbert's promptness, resource, decision and skill

are worthy of high commendation.
January, 1877, also gives the first notice of Dr.

Martin's adhesive plaster ; in October of the same
year of his rubber bandage, both of which have had
such extensive use.

In March, 1S78, apjii'ars the first reference to the
aspiration of the bladder, which used to be so fre-

quently done, but which now is seldom heard of.

Novi'inber, 187".>, in a discussion about puerperal
convulsions, Dr. Fogo- related several cases where
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convulsions were controlled by atropia, which he

preferred to morphia.

Ou the 4th of December, 1879, the secretary is in-

structed by the President of the Massachusetts Medi-

cal Society that reasonable doubts having been pre-

sented by one of the boards of censors as to legality

of action of the councillors at their last meeting re-

garding the admission of women to the society until

its confirmation bv the society at large, the Board

of Censors of the Norfolk District is hereby directed

not to examine women for admission until further offi-

cial notice regarding the matter shall have been re-

ceived by the" secretary. This is the first notice of

the great woman (piestion on record in our reports.

It would be dillicult to divine the nature of the sensa-

tions and exclamations of Dr. Jeremy Stimson, of Ded-

hani, the first i)resident, and of Dr. Alden, of Ran-

doli>h, were they to join us in the flesh this day and

see ladies seated in tlie conclave and cheering us by

their presence. Dr. Martin spoke of the want of

knowledge of diseases of parts about the pelvis, and

told of a patient first treated in riiiladelphia after the

method now fashionable for increasing " blood and fat,"

and later failing to be relieved at a water cure of

" plethora," when the case was really one of piles

cured at once by a proper operation. Dr. Joseph

Stedman mentioned a case of his that had fallen into

the hands of a " sj)ecialist," who said the patient had

a " tumor " and should have it excised. Some few

months afterwards the patient was brought to bed of

a healthy child, and the " tumor " was no longer to be

found. The "specialist" received an invitation to

the christening.

In Deceml)er, 1H80, we find in spite of the excerpts

which have been just read to you, an expression of

want of interest in the society.

In the meeting of November, 1881, Dr. Martin

gave glimpses of the International Medical Congress

in London. He said the germ theory met with a

cool reception in the congress, and, in the speaker's

own mind, in less than twent^^-five years that now
popular theory would be one of the exploded fallacies.

As to antisepsis Mr. Keith and several of his assist-

ants had suffered from albuminuria from carbolic-acid

poisoning. Mr. Lister was considerably disconcerted

by Mr. Keith's remarks. Because the allotted time

for speakers in the congress was limited by rule to

ten minutes, and Dr. Martin found the rule inflexible

toward himself, altliougli frequent exceptions towards

some others were not wanting, he preferred to accept

the opportunity offered by the British Medical Asso-

ciation of an excursion to Ryde, Isle of Wight.

The opinions about the germ theory and antisepsis

were largely shared by leading surgeons of the

period, and are only quoted as illustrating the fact

that In-illiant speakers and scholars are not exempt
from the rule that it is safest to prophesy after the

event-

In May, 1882, the election of councillors appears

to have turned on the (piestion of the admission of

women, Dr. R. T. YAaa being the champion of the

sex.

The last date brings the history of the society

within the memory of living man. I have already

exhausted my time and your patience, otherwise

material could be brought to light of increasing inter-

est in the records of following years. I thank you
for the forb(;arance with which the garrulity of age

has been listened to, and I know that you would all

bear even greater hardships, if they would ensure the

prosperity and duration of our Norfolk District Medi-
cal Society, and light it along for another half century.

THE PROGRESS OF MEDICINE.^

BY IIAKOLI) 0. ERNST, M.D., HOSTON.

Probably no period in the history of medicine
has been so prolific of changes and, as we believe, of

progress as the last fifty years, and it is my pleasant

duty, at tlie request of your committee of arrange-

ments, to 2)lace before you as clearly as may be an
outline picture of how this progress has been accom-
plished.

The great period of medical advance beginning
with the ajjplication of ether to the relief of jjain in'

surgical procedures in 1846 at the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital and almost co-existent with the life of

this society has accomplished so much that a brief

review of the changes is necessary to enable us to

realize what has been done. These are changes, too,

that are of the utmost practical value, and in medi-
cine we are little liable to the reproach of the search

after useless knowledge, for we should believe, and
most of us do, that " The knowledge which a man can
use is the only real knowledge, the only knowledge
which has life and growth in it and converts itself

into 2>ractical power. The rest hangs like dust about
the brain or dries like raindrops off the streets." ^

Now progress in medicine occurs by the increase in

means for study ; the growth of hospitals and dispen-

saries for the care of the sick and the study of disease

on the one hand, and by the enlargement of the means
for presenting the material thus brought together to

the students of medicine, as well graduates as under-

graduates, on the other.

How this has been accomplished in our own vicin-

ity I shall endeavor to show you, and then to give

you a very brief review of what similar changes
all over the world have done for our knowledge
and management of disease processes in the human
race.

It is exceedingly interesting to find that of the 110
(approximate) institutions in Massachusetts devoted
to the care and treatment of the sick, but 13 of them
were in existence previous to 1850 (Massachusetts

General Hospital, incorporated 1811, open for pa-

tients September 3, 1821 ; McLean Asylum for In-

sane [name changed by trustees in 1892 to McLean
Hospital], Department for Insane authorized in char-

ter 1811, opened for {)atients October G, 1818; Bos-

ton Lying-in Hospital, organized 1832 ; P]ye and Ear
Infirmary, started by John Jeffries and Edward Rey-
nolds, who hired a room November, 1824, in Scollay's

Buildings ; Boston Lunatic Hospital, 1839 ; Smallpox
lIos2)ital, 1817; State Lunatic Hospitals,— Worcester,

authorized March 10, 1830; Taunton, authorized

May, 1851,— Massachusetts School for Feeble Minded,
organized 1848 ; Barre Institute for Feeble Minded
Youth, organized 1848; Essex County Receptacle

for Insane; Lowell Hosj)ital, organized 1840; Sa-

lem Dispensary, organized 1824; Boston Dispen-

> Delivered at tlie Semicentennial Meeting of the Norfolk District
Medical Society, May 8, IIMK).

' Osier's After 'J'wenty-Five Years, p. 11, rep. from Montreal
Medical Journal, November, 18!)9.
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Hjiry, orf^iiiii/.ed ITJM'i; Lowell I )is|iciiHiii'y, IH.'IC);

that some of i\wsv wen; iiH'icly talked of at lliat tiiiir

aiitl were not carrying on cH'cctivc work, and that a
very lart;c |>art of tliciu were inlciidi'il for tin' Irrat-

iiiciit of mental de^<'n('rate,s of unt; kind or anutlirr.

Also that oni^ of th(! very lirst acts of the Norfolk
I)i,stri(!t Mculical Society was to ])ass a vr)te, " 'I'hat

a couiiuittce he appointed to prep;ii-e, in the name
of the society, a memorial to \)v presented to the next
le^islatun^ of ]Massachns(^tts setting forth tin; want of

fnrther and better provision of means and anthoiities

in Norfolk County for the admission of Innatits into

the State Lunatic Hospital from Norfolk C'ountv."

It would bo a diilicult matti^r to interpret this latter

fact correctly. To some it might seem to indicate

what has often been asserted— that the hard New
England life of early days had a double effect in pro-

viding for the survival of the physically strong, but

in producing an undue amount of mental strain in

those who survived the other har(lsbij)s. Other stu-

dents would place no such interpretation ujjou these

facts.

Studying the times by decades, when the various in-

stitutions for the sick have been established in this

Commonwealth, the enormous increase of late years

is a very noteworthy fact. From 1850 to 1800 tlu^ri'

were but 5 new institutions founded (the Boston
City Hospital, which was incorporated hi 1858, but

not dedicated until May 24, 18()4 ; the Channing
Home, May, 18.57, incorporated 1801 ; the House of

the Good Samaritan, incorporated in 1800 ; Taunton
Lunatic IIos})ital, organized in IVIay, 1851 ; Northamp-
ton Lunatic Hospital, authorized May, 1855). From
1800 to 1870 there were 12, of which the Tuost impor-

tant were: The Carney Hospital, established 1804,

incorporated 1805 ; the Children's Hospital, incor-

porated February 20, 180'J ; the New England IIosj)i-

tal, incorporated 1803 ; Tewksbury Asylum for tlie

Chronic Insane, 1800. From 1870 to 1880, 24: Dan-
vers Lunatic Hospital, authorized 1874, opened 1878 ;

"Worcester Insane Asylum, 1878. In the last twenty
years there have been no less than 58 public and
private institutions for the treatment of disease opened,

with others projected or under way. In other words,

there has been made more provision for the sick and
infirm in these last twenty years than in all the pre-

ceding existence of the Commonwealth.
What ap{)ears to me to be the most notable fact

about this increase is the many small local hospitals

that have been started. I mean by this the small

town and city hospitals that are springing up in such

numbers all over the State. Sometimes their founda-

tion is due to the liberality and public spirit of one
member of the community, sometimes to the affection

of an individual for the place of his birth, but whose
life has beini passed entirely away from it ; and very

commonly again to the civic pride of the governing
authorities, who thus wisely use some of the funds at

their disposal for the care of the unfortunate and the

protection of the well. There is no doubt in my
mind that this establishment of local hospitals in small

towns and centres of population is a movement to be

fostered and encouraged in every possible way. For,

although it is true that great institutions for the care

of the sick can be managed more economically on the

average, and that the collected wisdom of the staff of

such an institution is greater than can be reached by

one of less exjjerience, it is equally true that all these

udvanLtigeH are often much more thun coiinUTliulanciwl

by the fatigue, expoHure and «le|iiy to wliirli y.iiivuXA

trunHp(>rt4-<l from ii diHUinee ure often Mtibjeeti-d. So,
also, provision niiiHt be made for the growth of |K>|tii-

lation, and great anil freely offered a** ure the fiiciliticM

of our oMer and larger hospitals, they cannot ever Ih;-

gin to cover the entire need for the whole .StaU;.

Another most notable incident in the hJHtorv of hon-

pital building in the hixt ten years is the ojiening of
the State Hospital for the Cure of Consumption at

Rutland, which shows by its presence the recognition

of the duty of the government of the Stati; to provide
for this scourgi- of civilized communitieH. and, by itn

work, the great beiieOt that may accrue to thr>se af-

flicted with this disease l)y projjer management ami
care. Its Ixinelits, too, are not coidined to those rv-

ceived under its roof, but through them when din-

charged some knowledge of the proper management
of persons sick with pulmonary tuberculosis and of
th(! infectious material coming from them is dissem-
inated slowly but surely among the neighbors. The
pity is that it is not possible to tiike care of nil those
needing it, instead of only a small portion.

Finally, as regards hospitals, in the last twenty
years the phenomenal growth of the Massachusetts
(ieneral and McLean Hospitals, of the Massachusetts
Kye and Ear Infirmary, and of the Boston City Hos-
pital is especially striking. The McLean HospiUil,

opened, as few of us realize, before the Massachusetts
(ieneral, has made its move to the magnificent situa-

tion and plant where its usefulness is to increase and
spread for years to come. The ^Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital has not made a change in site, but has
been in a constant state of unrest, in tearing down and
building uj) again, and when its present plans are com-
pleted is likely to ])resent an incomparable surgical

hospital to the worlil. These two institutions, which
are really one, present the spectacle of the superb re-

sults from private benevolence that follow witli years
of accumulation of funds and continued wise manage-
ment. The Massachusetts P^ye and Ear Infirmary-

has within a few years entered upon an enlarged ca-

reer of usefulness in its buildings, beautifully arranged
and constructed for its special needs, furnished for the

hosi)ital in large measure b}- private gifts, but also

aided by the State. The contrast is great between
the present great chai'ity and institution of instruction,

with its staff of over 30 medical men, its yearly treat-

ment of over 22,000 new patients with eye and ear
disease, and the rooms in Scollay's Buihlings of its

founders, Drs. John Jeffries and Edwanl Reynolds,
in 1824, where "in sixteen months 824 jiersons a.\y-

plied for treatment."

Finally, as an institution of which all citizens of
Boston may be justly proud, the growth of the Boston
City Hospital shines before us all, an institution

still on the site first chosen for it, but so different that
except for the central dome its originators would
hardly know it. Supported wholly by the liberality

of the city government, and commanding this liberalitv

at ueed by the continued excellence of its nianaixement
and beneficence, it is truly a model which we "can all

point to with pride as a demonstration of what a mu-
nicipal institution of the kind should be. That this

hospital will also in the future receive its share of pri-

vate benefactions needs no further proof than the
beautiful Ann White Vose Home for its nurses, which
forms the last addition to its equipment. These are
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the most striking illustrations of the growth of gnat

hospitals that we can see around us, hut the money

exijendetl upon and super!) results ohtained in the

Boston Lyiiii,'-iii and the Children's Hospitals must

not he passed hy without mention, for their work is of

too great value in itself and for the cause of medical

progress to he neglected. This is true also of the

Boston Dispensary^ that for over a century has hcen

doing the good that (;ame to it to do among the sick

poor, without ostentation and without display, hut first

iu the field for the care of the sick, first in the field of

instruction for the improvement of medical knowledge,

and first today in the numher of i)ersons that are

yearly henefited hy its ministration.

Another of the institutions for the advancement of

medicine that has been born to usefulness since that

first meeting of the Norfolk District Medical Society

in Dedham, on Novemlxir 19, 1850, is the Boston

]\Iedical Library. The importance of a medical li-

brary to the medical profession is no less than that

of a general library to the general public, but, ou the

contrary, is greater, and this need of the profession

has been recogin/.ed and attempts made to satisfy it

from an early date. In 1805 the names of Drs. John

C. Warren and James Jackson are found connected

^vitll an effort to form a library, as in connection with

so many other good works of their time, and while

their eti'orts did not result in a permanent foundation,

this failure must rather be ascribed to lack of pecuni-

ary power and numbers than of ai)preciation of the

need. This collection of books passed to the Boston

Atheneuni, giving certain privileges in return, and

the next collection formed was at the Massachusetts

General Hospital, from the gift of Dr. J. C. Tread-

well, of Salem, in 1857. The present Boston Medi-

cal Library Association furnishes a means of study and
research that grows more and more valuable as the

years go by, and, when the present hopes are gratified,

and plans carried out, will before long be housed as

becomes the library headc^uarters of the profession in

this State.

Finally, as the instrument of instruction in which
we are most interested, and from which most of us

derived our early knowledge of medicine ; as the

means by which, if at all, all the institutions already

sj)oken of may be made to fulfil their highest functions

— of teaching— we come to the Harvard Medical
School. It is diflicult for us to realize the condition

of the school and the college at that time when we see

the condition of things at present. It would not take

long to read to you the entire announcement of the

Medicid School of fifty years ago, and it is extremely
interesting to those concerned in medical instruction,

but a few extracts and comparisons will serve the pur-

pose without making too great delay. The entire fac-

ulty of the Medical School of the year 1849-1850 con-

sisted of eight gentlemen, including the president of

the college: Jared Sparks, President; AValter Chan-
ning, M.D. ; Jacob Bigelow, M.D. ; John W. Web-
ster, M.D. ; John Ware, M.D.; John B. S. Jackson,
M.D. ; Oliver W. Holmes, M.D., Dean of the Faculty

;

Ileury J. Bigelow, M.l>. (succeeding this year Dr.
George Hay ward). This is somewhat different from
the announcement in the catalogue of 1899-1900,
where an; the namcjs of .'54 members of the faculty,

and 87 instructors and assistants engaged in teachiiiii,

l)ut withf)ut seats in the faculty. The summary (of

the entire university) shows :

Professional Stddents am) Uesident Gkaduatks.

Theological students 17
Law sludeiils 100
Sluileiits alteiuliiig medical lectures . . . 127
Special students in clieniistiy and matlieniatics,
and students attending leclurea in the suienti-
flo school 38

Kesidout graduates 3

Total 285

U.NKHlUiKADUATES.

Seniors 65
Juniors G9
S()(ih()inores 7(i

Freehniou 87

297
Grand total 582

After detailing the instruction offered to students in

the special branches, the following statement is found

:

"Taking into view the amount of instruction given in

this school, the extensive apparatus with which it is

furnished, its connection with the numerous cases and
operations of one of the best conducted hospitals of

the United States, together with the general thorough
acquisitions and high respectability of its graduates, it

may be doubted wliether any seminary in the country

offers the means of a more complete })i'ofessional edu-

cation than may be obtained in the Medical School of

Boston."

The statute regulations relative to medical degrees

of the time are very interesting, showing as they do
how comparatively little in the way of general train-

ing was then deemed necessary. The medical school

of that day was essentially a school of medicine in its

clinical aspect, and the great questions of the sciences

allied to medicine w^ere either not taught, because not

in existence, or were brought under some general head-

ing. The statutes (in part) were as follows :
" The

faculty of medicine consists of the president and the

medical professors and lecturers, one of whom, to be

chosen by themselves, shall always be dean." The
faculty shall hold two examinations annually for the

medical degree, at which three members shall be a

quorum for business. The following are the condi-

tions on which students are admitted to examina-
tions : "(1) Each candidate shall furnish evidence

that he is twenty-one years old. (2) He shall have
attended two full courses of the lectures in this col-

lege. Nevertheless, a similar course in any other

college or university apj)roved by the faculty may
take the place of one; of these. A third course may
be attended without fee. (.'3) He shall have studied

three full years with a regular physician, and be of

good moral character. (4) If not graduated iu the

arts, he shall satisfy the faculty in respect to his

knowledge of the Latin language and experimental

philosophy. Certificates of competent persons will

be received as satisfactory proof of these facts."

" Each candidate having complied with these stat-

utes shall be examined separately in anatomy, physi-

ology, chemistry, materia medica, midwifery, surgery,

and the theory and practice of medicine, and upon his

dissertation." (Seven examinations as compared with

twenty-eight or nine today.) " The decision in regard

to each shall be made and declared to him at the close

of his examination, by the votes of the major part of

the members of the faculty present and, if favorable,

shall be recorded by the dean, and by him certified to

the jiresident, to be laid before^ the Senatiis Arademi-
rns." It will thus appc^ar that two members of the

faculty might have had the opportunity of conferring

the degree of M.D. at that time. The severity of the
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ox:iiiiiii:iti()iiH of lodiiy :i.s coiiipiiriMl with tliosi; of

lilty yciirs a^^o iiciids no coiniiKMit. A I'lirtlitr :iti-

iiouua!iii(!iit is iu;i(l(! tli;it, *' 'I'liir hictiircs tor iniMliciil

Htu(l(!iits on tli(! various hnmclKi.s iniMilioncd in tlin

stiitutcs iiH! (UdivcnMl at tin; MjissacliuscttH Medical

('oll(!<ii' ill Boston. riH-y colli niunci) annu:illy on tin-

llrst Wednesday in Novcnilx-r and contiiiiK! four

months." (!)

This is practically tlu^ entire; aniiounotMiicnt of tlie

Harvard Medical School for tin; year 1« ID -1,S.')0.

The school was tluMi in the Imildini^ on North (irove

Stre(;t, reciiiitly (completed, and in not a j^reat iiianv

years after was snlleriim from the sanu; overcrowdiiii;,

and agitating the saiiu! sort of ambitious plans for tht!

future as is the case today.

In the early seventies the faculty of the school took

the radical step of grading the course of study and re-

(piiring students to pass from one subject to another in

logical scHiuence and after (ixamination, a stt^p that was
taken with many fori'bodiiigs, an<l that resulted in a

tremendous pecuniary loss to the school (by cutting

off the number of students), but that was so neces-

sary that the struggle to carry it through cannot be

realized today. In the early eighties the school

moved into its present building, and it was then

thought that many years would pass before its needs

could even occupy the space it then had. On the

contrary, even with the help of the Sears addition,

the most etfective work for the students has been

hampered for some time past, and some of the de-

partments are and have been crowded to the extent

of oftciii being obliged to refuse special students.

Four years ago the faculty decided to raise the stand-

ard of admission to the school by the re([uirement of

a degree from a recogniz(;d college in arts, letters or

science, or examinations equivalent to entrance to the

junior class of Harvard College, and this regulation

will go into effect in I'JOl. It has been looked for-

ward to with much trepidation by many of the teach-

ing force, and with lively fears that the school will

lose so many scholars that it will be pecuniarily crij)-

pled. It cannot be doubted, however, that if such

an unfortunate result should temporarily occur, the

friends of the school will support it through any
such trying period as generously as has always been

the case. That this is practically certain is shown by

the encouragement to the efforts making to bring

about the greatest advance that the school has ever

thought of— a scheme for securing its future for

generations to come, together with the establishment

of what will be, if it can be carried through, the

most perfect university of medical science that the

world has yet seen, a place where students of medi-

cine in all its branches may come to findan e(iuipmeiit

perfectly adapted to its uses, and teachers prepared to

foster and encourage research in all its directions for

the demonstration of new truths, as well as to give

instruction in all branches of present medical knowl-

edge.

With this brief review of some of the changes that

have occurred in what is concerned with medical

teaching, let us turn now to what must be a still

more brief review of some of the great changes that

new facilities have made in medical knowledge. The

changes have been many and of vast importance, and

it would seem, if our just hopes are gratilied, that

more important changes are still to come.

Nec«'MHarily, nince the dinrovery of ithir, no event
liuH MO profoundly inlliien(r«;d medical pruetire and
t«!acliing !is the realization by the inediiuil prof(.-»-

sion of the treniendous iniporUiiice of the theory of
ba<;terial infeeaion. Ether it*«elf would not have
proved the bleMsing it has if the knowledge of Hur-

gical fever, of septicemia, pyemia, and himilur |»ro-

c(;hhch had not been made as dear an ha.H l>«.-en the
cjise. (Jf course the knowledge of liaeterial infection

does not in any Hirnse cover the whole Held of medi-
eval advaiiet!, but it is of itself the great step of the
century, and our exact knowl(;dge of etiology is priw>

tically d(!pendent upon it. It is to this part of medi-
cal advance that I shall dev(;te the remainder of this

[)aper.

As I have just sai<l, it is the gimeral knowledge of

etiology and public hygiene that has most benelit4;d

by the increase in our knowl(;dge of tin; baf:teria, ami
this increase in knowhulge has been dependent upon
the destruction of the old theory of spontaneous gen-
eration. Until this could be detinitely done away
with, it was not jiossible to secure much support for a
belief in the assertions as to the specific nature of the

bacteria. When it was possible for one of the most
acute students of the day (Niigeli) to affirm that he
had seen such varying processes as the fermentation

of milk and wine, the souring of butter, anthrax,

septicemia, and so on, all produced by the same
micro-organism— which also changed its form, as

well as its results, and that easily— very little bedief

could be secured for the theory that each of these

processes was due to one form of living organism,
and one only, and that that retained its shape and
general characteristics, or at least returned to a defi-

nite group of characters when placed under proper
conditions. It was the recognition of the existence

of spores in certain of the bacteria and of their ex-

treme resistance to destructive agencies that finally did

away with any support of the theory of spontaneous
generation, and enabled the modern ideas of infec-

tious processes to gain form and strength.

Through this theory of the action of the bacteria

in the production of disease we have gained a practi-

cal working knowledge that is of hicalculable value
in the management of these processes, even though
our hopes in securing a specific means of treatment
have not yet reached their full fruition. What l)etter

illustration of this can be given than the absolute dis-

appearance of hospital gangrene or of puerperal fever

from the hospitals in which these disetvses used to be
a curse to the attendants and a frightful menace to

the patients ? Neither of them were the object of

specific treatment in the sense in which we under-
stand the word now ; in neither of them has any
" antitoxin " been worked out ; in fact, ivs to puerperal

fever, it is well known that more than one bacterium
may take part in its production. But in both, the

gospel of cleanliness, according to bacteriologiail

methods, has done its work thoroughly, and these

diseases have disappeared as a menace to sufferers

liable to their attacks, because of our knowleilge of

the bacteria and their methods of action, ami for no
other reason. Cleanliness as it was formerly under-
stood was thoroughly applied, but it was ineffective

as compared with the results of today, because there

was then no conception of what to guard against. It

is rifliculous to claim, as a well-known English surgeon
has done, that his very excellent results in alxlomiual
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siir<f(.'ry were due to common sense and cleanliness

and not to the knowledge of the bacteria, based upon

all the experimentation of recent years. This is the

very greatest result of the work, the simplest proposi-

tion of all, that properly ap|)lied cleanliness— mean-

ing the exclusion of pathogenic bacteria from wounds
— makes it possible for any surgical procedure to be

carried out with absolute certainty that no unfortu-

nate results will follow, so far as surgical fevers

are concerned. And what a field has been opened to

the surgeon by this fact ! Operative interference of

all sorts is justliable now and is daily carried out, as

was never the case before, and oi)erations are now
performed daily that were hardly dreamed of a few

years ago, and if performed, were done as a desj)erate

and last resort for the sake of the life of the patient.

All this is due not to the knowledge that cleanliness

is important, but to the knowledge of what cleanliness

means, and how it is best secured. Indeed so brilliant

are the results in surgery, and with such comparative

ease have they been obtained, that the more comjdex
j)roblems still to be solved in the domain of clinical

medicine have been somewhat neglected because the

results seen in them luive not been as brilliant. If

tliis be so, it is because the conditions surrounding the

solution of these problems are infinitely more numer-
ous and confusing. On the one hand is a general fact

that the tendency of all healtiiy tissue is to heal, and
tliat it will heal if the injury to the vital parts be not

too i)rofonnd, and if bacterial activity be excluded ;

the rest is merely a matter of mechanical skill. On
tlie other hand is a problem in which are included as

most important factors racial and individual peculiari-

ties, with all of their infinite modifications, with

changes from the normal induced by bacterial activity

already under way. The two problems are hardly to

be c()in|)ar(;d more closely tlian a simple formula in

arithmetic and a most abstruse astronomical calcula-

tion ; both are concerned with the vital functions, but

one depends ujjon allowing those vital functions to act

without disturbance, the other requires that these vital

functions shall be encouraged to act, while ah'eady

subjected to adverse influences, in such a way that they

may finally return to the normal balance, and while

this is taking place, that they may resist the future en-

croachment of the attacking force. It is little to be
wondered at that the results in the management of

special diseases have as yet been so apparently slight

— and yet they have really been very great. P^or al-

though it is true that the only specific of wide applica-

l)iiity in human diseases is the antitoxin of diphtheria,

the solving of this problem alone is as great an
achievement as all the trium2)hs of surgery together.

For the rest, the management of other infectious

diseases may be intelligently conducted as never be-

fore, and if our knowledge be properly applied, the
spread of these scourges may be largely arrested, if

not prevented entirely. Thus we know in typhoid
fever, as we did not know before, that the infectious

material of the disease is contained wholly in the

dejecta ; we know further that the specific cause of

the disease is a non-spore-l)earing bacillus, easily de-
stroyed by chemicals, and so we have the problem of

how to prevent the spread of this disease from an in-

dividual under our care most perfectly solved ; mH
that is necessary being tjie proper management of the
dejecta and articles soiled by them, and the danger
from that j)atient is done away with.

Tyi>hoid fever being ^Ji'oduced by a non-spore-bcar-

ing bacillus, the infectious material is easy of destruc-

tion. But the case is otherwise with pulmonary
tuberculosis. Here is an instance of the enormous
value of the knowledge gained by the study of the

bacteria. In the first place, the determination of the

fact that this is an infectious disease ; in the secoTid,

that l)eing an infectious disease, the active principle

in its production lies wholly in the expectoration, and
that this being j)roperly treated the danger from the

individual attacked is reduced to a minimum. But
here the, laboratory studies of the bacillus of tubercu-

losis show that the conditions of the problem are

different from typhoid fever, in that the bacillus re-

sists destructive agencies strongly, although not known
to be a spore bearei', so that different and more strenu-

ous methods must be adoj)ted in its management than
is the case with the bacillus of typhoid fever. The
princi{)le, however, is tiie same, and as in these two
diseases, so in many others of the infectious process(;s,

the knowledge already given to us teaches us an intel-

ligent method of management that has never before

been at our conunand.

Though briefly stated, these results have not been
reached without many failures, mistaken inferences and
stumblings on the path toward the truth. It cannot

be doubted that finally we shall reach the goal toward
which they all tend, of securing a means for the arrest

of the })rocesses when once begun, but in the mean-
time our present knowledge is too valuable not to be

applied to its fullest extent, and as in pulmonary
tuberculosis and typhoid fever, so it is our duty in

pneumonia, cholera, tetanus, and other diseases in

which we know the specific cause and its site, to care-

fully apply our bacteriological knowledge in their

management, as the studies in the laboratory make
this knowledge clear. By inference, too, such manage-
ment is made more easy in the case of the acute

exanthemata, in which the specific cause has not yet

been clearly demonstrated. For, although we may
not know the actual agent in their production, we do

know much by circumstantial evidence, which enables

us to manage these diseases with much greater safety

to our 2)atients and ourselves than was formerly the

case. The benefits accruing from our knowledge of

bacterial processes are not confined to the manage-
ment and diagnosis of disease alone. In the latter

domain of medicine— that of diagnosis— it is hardly

necessary to more than call to your attention the

means for diagnosis dependent upon knowledge of the

bacteria that have been perfected within the last few

years. Every one of them is of the utmost value,

either for life-saving or protective purposes. Tuber-

culosis, diphtheria, typhoid fever, glanders, anthrax,

actinomycosis, gonorrhea, and so on, can not only be

discovered with much greater accuracy, but can be

treated with much greater intelligence and precision

than before.

Lest the list given above seem meagre in numbers,

others of the diseases less common in this vicinity

should be mentioned, for they are as im2)ortant in

themselves as any of the others, and all serve to show
the wonderful activity in medical investigation of the

last generation, and the marvellous fruits that are tlie

results of that investigation. Tetanus and rabies, ma-
lignant edema, cholera, some few of us know from
personal contact with them, and the same may be said

of bubonic plague, Malta fever, Madura foot and
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leprosy, llir scour^t! ol lof.UiUi's iiilVcU'il liy it; mula-

ri.'i, l)r()iii'lit to our special kiio\vle(l<fe hy llie sulVeriii;,'H

«)! iiiJiiiy ol' tlios«( retuniiii;^ Iroiii the Spanish War ;

ilillueiizH, that lias apparently heeoine a peniiaiieiil

resident anion^ us, an*l pneumonia, always with uh,

have, each and every out! Ix^eonu; Itetter understood

and better anienalili^ to treatment, liy reason of the

improved knowled^^e of their causation, methods ol

dia;:;nosis, or treatment, directly due to the study of

th(! micro-oriianisms.

So, too, hav(! the studies upon \\w. iKurterial flora of

the intestines— (irst l)e<j;un in this vi<;inily l>y the hilr

Dr. dohn delVries, in my laboratory— heen productive

of enormous benelit in tlu! way of feeding', and the

beniniiin^- of an understaudini>' of the processes of

intestinal dii>-esti()U. 'I'he first baby I (iver lu-ard of

as being fed upon st(a-ili/,(!<l milk, an<l as I b(!li(!ve the

lirst one ever so treated, was a patient of mine, and

the idea of steriliziuir that baby's milk came as a di-

rect result of laboratory kuowledffe. We liad then

begun to realize that milk formed the very best of

natural culture media for bacteria, and especially for

those saprophytic forms that are especially found in

indigestion and other infantile diseases, and the pro-

cedun* was intended to destroy thenv, and thus pre-

vent adding fuel to the lire already blazing in the

digestive tract of sick infants. The destruction of

these forms, tliat arc easily killed, is all that is ac-

complished to-day, without so changing the chara(;ter

of the milk as to make it unfit for food, (iiven a

pure milk supply, and j)roper care of the milk to the

time it is consumed, even this is not necessary.

I should weary you if I should go on to speak

further of the application of the knowledge of the

bacteria and of fermentative processes to the matters

of general hygiene and to commercial purposes. The
disposal of sewage by bacterial action in filter beds,

the brewing of beer with pure cultures of yeast, the

ripening of butter, and the fermentation of wines by

special cultures, are all matters of common occur-

rence illustrative of what I mean.
A I'eview of the ways in which it has been sought

to secure a specific treatment for the infectious dis-

eases may, however, prove interesting and instructive.

The inference to be drawn is apparently that each

process is a problem by itself, and naist be worked out

for itself by the combined efforts of every one com-

petent to do so.

First, there is vaccination against smallpox; this is

really the substituting of a mild type of disease (cow-

pox) for a malignant form of a similar but dilferent

disease, without reference being had to the actual

causative agent in either.

Then came the efforts of Pasteur to secure })rotec-

tion against anthrax, based upon the fact shown in the

laboratory, that cultures of the bacillus of this disease

could be attenuated in virulence upon being subjected

to certain abnormal conditions, and that when thus

attenuated they merely made the animal sick, but did

not kill after being inoculated ; when the animal had

recovered, he w^as found to be in a condition to resist

the action of cultures in full virulence. In other

words, here was a method of protection against a

malignant form of disease by subjecting the i)atient

to an attack of a mild form of the same disease (not

a different disease, as seen in vaccination). This suc-

cessful production of immunity by an attenuated virus

led to many elYorts in the same direction, without

great HUcrcHH in diHcaM; altiickiiif; man, «'xc«*|»t in

rabicH. And here tlie re>tult Ih Hoinewlial didrreiit,

for we do not in this case deal with the iu;tuul H|NTi>

lie caUHe alone, but with an i-iiiulsion of the tJMKue in

whi<'li this cause is known to be present.

'I'hen came tubenidin and mallein, both dealing

wilii tilt! intracellidar productH of growth of the kjm-

cilic (causes of the disease, as Ke(*n in the tent tulx-, for

both tuberculin and mallein are prepared by making
glycerin extiiutls of the bodies of the bacU-ria grown
in pure culture. Their use is therefore an example of

the employment of the (!hemical products of the b<KlieH

of th(! i)a<;teria. and not the vital activity of the bac-

teria, as a nu-aiis for lighting the diseases against which

they an; dir<'ct<'d.

Finally, \V(! have; the antitoxins of tetanus and rliph-

theria, the former not so successful clinically as was

hoped, because the disease; is so slow in becoming

clearly defined that treatni(;nt is t^>o long d<;layerl

;

the latter the final triumph of the scientific nu;tliiMi

of laboratory study as applied to tlir; actual treatment

of disease. How this triumph has be(;n carried out

to its extreme in our own community the stjitistics

of the South Department of the llostoii City Hospi-

tal will tell more ehxpieiitly than any words of mine
could j)ossibly do.

So much for the past, — how much this is, I have
but feebly pictured to you,— but what of the future?

What will the next semicentennial of this society

have to look back uj)on ? Which om; of us does not

teel sure that we are but u|)oii the threshoM of great«;r

advances than those; with which we congratulate our-

selves now? It recpiires but little enthusiasm to

look for tlu; disappearance of tuberculosis, diphtheria,

and the rest from among us as completely as of

smallpox in the past— and which one of us is not

proud to have had some share in obtaining or spread-

ing the knowledge necessary to this great saving of

human suffering? Which of us, after a thought of

what has been accomplished, is not more ready and
eager for the struggle and sacrifices that are to come?

(©riginal ^Urticlc.

ACUTE I)ir>ATATION OF THE HEART IN IN-
FLUENZA OF CIIILDIlEN.i

BY V. KOncIIHEIMER, M.D., rlX( INXATI, OHIO.

Acute dilatation of the lieart has been observed in

a lunnber of infectious diseases either as the result of

direct or indirect affection of the heart.

As direct aflection of the heart may he considered

those forms in which dilatation, and as a result myo-
cardial insufliciency, is produced by primary disease

or abnormal functional activity of the myocardium
itself.

As indirect affection those forms may Ix? considered

in which the dilatation is the result of functional or

diseased conditions of all those various apparatuses

which in one way or the other have a direct influence

upon the heart's activity— the respiratory apparatus,

the nervous system, the blood vessels, the kidneys.

Under the first heading, then, we can take into con-

sideration diseased conditions of the myocardium, its

» Fiom .lacobi't! Foslsoluift.
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muscular or couuective-tissuc substance ; and there-

fore, to a greater or less extent, the intracardiac

nerve supply.

I'nder tl'ie second heading must be included the

consideration especially of those conditions tending

directly to change the intracardiac pressure as the re-

sult of increased resistance to the outflow of blood

from the heart, and the changes that take place in

the cardiac centres and the extracardiac nerves.

When the dilatation of the heart goes beyond cer-

tain limits, then we have produced symptoms of myo-

cardial insulliciency. The appearance of these symp-

toms varies in individuals; and it is difficult in an

individual case to state when the line of demarcation

as between physiological and pathological dilatation has

been passed. It has been my observation that chil-

dren in most instances will recover from that which

seems a pathological dilatation with incredible rapid-

ity, in that respect differing greatly from the adult

;

again, this is largely a question of individuality, as we
find some children who not only seem predisjiosed to

this condition, but in whom not only all the symptoms

of myocardial insufficiency develop as completely as

in the adult, but also continue to do so upon compara-

tively slight provocation. "While this is the case, yet

the prognosis differs in the two periods of life, in that,

once the great storm of symptoms has passed over, the

child's heart recovers itself more quickly, and develops

into what seems a normal heart, at least, without

compensatory hyjiertrophy, while in the adult com-

pensatory hypertroi)hy is the rule.

The clinical picture produced by acute dilatation of

the heart in influenza has been known to nearly all

the authors who have written upon the subject of

influenza during the last twenty years ; but it was left

to Iluchard (1890) to give a special name to this con-

dition, la (jrippe cardiaque. For myself, I have al-

ways believed that terms like renal typhoid, or cardiac

grippe, are of no especial benefit to us, in that, after

all, in these conditions it is only a local manifestation

of a general affection that we are dealing with ; a fact

that should be thoroughly ap2:»reciated and fully rec-

ognized at all times. For this reason I have preferred

the title, " Acute Dilatation of the Heart," as it at least

expresses thedefinite condition which is alwaj's present

;

one that we find in septicemias of all varieties, in the

acute exanthemata, in whooping cough, diphtheria,

influenza— in short, in nearly all the acute infectious

diseases, either as the result of the specific, primary

infection, or as the result of the secondary infections

which we are so apt to find in all of these conditions.

To the great Dublin clinician, Oraves, is probably due

the credit of having made a distinct clinical picture of

the characteristic conditions, and which I am about to

consider.^ He says : "One of the most singular feat-

ures of influenza is the extraordinary degree of dys-

pnea witnessed . . . and even in many cases when the

bronchial mucous membrane is but slightly engaged,

the amount of dyspnea is remarkably great ... in

many cases it is intermittent, or at least undergoes

remarkable exacerbations and remissions at certain

liours of the day and night. ... It would appear

that the respiratory derangement depends on the

same general cause which produces the whole line of

symptoms ; and that it might exist even when there

was no bronchial inflammation at all." This same
condition is referred to with more or less detail by

* Clinical Lectures on tlic Practice of Medicine, 1843, Influenza.

the German authors, Biermer, Ziilzer and Kormann,
but it is to West ^ that we owe a description of a more
intense development of this train of symptoms. In
the epidemic of IHoO, "West observed a combination of

symptoms of which dyspnea was the principal one, dis-

appearing in two or three days, followed by "extreme
depression, cool, moist skin, a very feeble pulse, and
labored respiration. ... In this condition the chil-

dren, though ([uite conscious when roused, lay generally

dozing, while, though the somewhat livid hue of the

lips and surface seemed to imply the existence of some
serious mischief in the lungs, there was nothing to be
heard but a large moist rale." He concludes by stat-

ing that " on several occasions," under increased de-

pression, a fatal issue followed.

In this country we are now in the tenth year of

successive epidemics of influenza ; and the opportunity

for study of its various manifestations and complica-

tions, both in private as well as in hospital practice,

has been exceptionally favorable on account of the

number of cases and the differing course of the dis-

ease in different epidemics. As a result, many of us

have seen the conditions above described not infre-

quently. An infant or child is taken down, in the

course of a house e2H(lemic of influenza, with high fe-

ver accompanied by symptoms on the part of the resjiir-

atorjr or alimentary tract, possibly with a catarrhal

or follicular angina tonsillarum, and within twelve to

twenty-four hours there develops dyspnea, or, better,

tachypnea, for it is perhaps moi'e correct to refer to

the condition of rapid breathing in this form of the

affection as tachypnea, as all other evidences of dys-

pnea are Avanting, such as cyanosis and movements of

the accessory respiratory muscles. The child lies in

bed, with congested skin, sleeps a great deal, yet is

easily aroused ; the tachyimea is represented by rapid

breathing (GO to 70 or more per minute), without dis-

turbance of the normal relation between inspiration

and expiration, therefore neither inspiratory nor ex-

piratory dyspnea. In some cases the breathing is not

very much more rapid than the normal. The pulse is

very rapid, depending upon the age of the patient,

frequently intermittent, but otherwise normal. Phys-

ical examination of the chest reveals nothing, or ])os-

sibly evidences of a bronchitis in the large tubes ; the

heart dulness is always found broadened, with no
bruits as a symptom of this affection, although in one

instance I found an endocarditis developing after the

acute dilatation had run its course. The urine, which

was examined in every instance, was invariably found

to contain no albumin. In the course of from twenty-

four to seventy-two hours all these symptoms disap-

pear, the temperature, pidse, heart and respiration be-

come normal, the whole condition of the child changes,

it returns to its normal state, and then remains well ;

or the various symj)toms of a more prolonged attack of

influenza develop. I have never seen this mild form

develop into the more severe one, as seen by West

;

all my severe cases have developed in a different way,

as will be seen presently.

As to the etiology of this condition various and

varying views have been expressed. (Iraves believes

that the poison of influenza acts " on the nervous sys-

tem in general, and on the pulmonary' nerv(>s in par-

ticular," and that the condition produced is one to be

likened to the one following section of " the eighth

s Lectures on the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, Philadel-
phia, 1874, p. 281.
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|i;iir of iicrvfs" in :iiiiiii;ils. Hifrmrr ' lliinks lli.it, tin-

.s\ iiiptoiiis iini i\yw, to a |)iiliiioii,iiv coii^^cstion ; Zul-

/,(!! '' looks upon tlic condition as one akin to mivoin
asthma, more lik(! a motor ncnrosis ot tlic (lia|iliia;,'ni

and tiio hroncliial mnscl(!s; Sansom " Hays tiiat " the

cardiac; crises duriiiii- tim acute staj^t; ol" tli«! disease

niii^lit he (hic; to involvements of tlu; nerv«r elements
in the hull) ; tlu; nwnotc symptoms should he ascrihed

to a neuritis alVectinj^ the sympathetic ^fanglia, the

va<4us, and the sc^nsorimotor norve trunks."

Ai^ainst the acceptance of cong(\stion of tlu; iiui^s

as the cause of these symptoms speaks th(! fact that

tliere are no physical evidences in the lun<ijs which
show th(^ existence of this ratlu^r inde(init(! condition.

These min'lit have eluded (hdection on the part of one
or more ohservers, hut all those who have seen these

symptoms remark upon the disproportion hetween
physical signs in the luniks and the rapidity of breath-

ing. It seems more satisfactory, therefore, to acc(!pt

a nervous origin for these symptoms, although there

is no direct evidence in favor of this view. Merklen
and others, it is true, have found lesions in the vagus

in cases of tachycardia ; hut we have here a condition

producing especially tachypnea. Myocarditis can he

excluded because of the transitory nature of the affec-

tion, although in the grave forms of dilatation this

has been observed (lluchard). Neither does it seem
possible that the cardiac branches alone are affected,

otherwise the tachycardia would be the prominent
symptom, while this is only relative, and the tachy-

pnea the dominant symptom. It is, therefore, more
reasonable to suppose with Sansom that there is some
afl'ection of the bulb affecting both the res^jiratory

and the cardiac accelerating centres. The source of

the irritation would be a toxin, hypothetical as far as

the influenza bacillus is concerned, but positive as to

some of the pus producers which habitually accom-
pany influenza. It would be fully in accord with the

nervous origin of these symptoms that we find broaden-

ing of the heart's dulness. The production of acute

dilatation of the heart as the result of disturbance in

innervation has been conclusively proven in many
diseases. The second class of cases to be described

demonstrates this more fully.

The grave form of the affection presents an en-

tirely different clinical picture. Here there can be no
question as to the origin of symptoms, at least, as all

the manifestations can be satisfactorily explained by

considering the heart. lluchard " gives the following

concise description of this condition {In grippe car-

diaque) :
" The attack manifests itself by syncope and

faintness, which may become fatal, by slow pulse, by

ari-hythmia, or intermittence, by grave symptoms of

cardiac collapse, and sometimes by pains resembling

angina pectoris." One of his j)atients had a very

rapid jmlse, with a feeling of suffocation upon making
the slightest movement. IIow^ this form of acute

dilatation of the heart presents itself in children will

be best shown by the following histories of 2 of the

4 cases I have seen :

The first was in a girl twelve years of age, weigh-

ing about 130 pounds, who previousl}' had had rickets,

diphtheria, typhoid fever, pertussis and measles, from

* Virchow's Handbucli, V, Bd. vi.
5 Ziemssen's MaiuUnicli, 11, l?d. lil.

" Medico-Chiruigical Transiictious, 18D4, p. 290.
' Sur quelqiies formes cliiiiques do la grippe infectiense, Bulletins

et Mt'inoires de la Societe uiedicale des bopitaux de I'aris, S. 3, vol.

vii, p. 93, 1890.

all of which she ha<I recovered without any H4'(|itelu-.

The family liintory in gootl. The child wan Laktrii

sick with fev<!r and Hore throat on .M.-inh <», 1H07,

from which she recovered in a few daVH, ai »! tiiix at'

tack \i'il her with a cough which continued until I

waH calh'd in to see her again on dune ."», lH'.>7. Thin

cough, vvlii<:h I did not hear lM;fon; the latter dat<r, hut

heard too often afterwards, wa.s the cough that w«! Mt

fre(|U(;ntly hear in iniliien/a, and which hiiM not iii-

aj)tly been called pertnssoid. On the morning of

.June fj, 1897, the cJiild ha<l fever (lOP), and the

cough, as far as number and intensity of paroxysniH

was concerned, had grown very much worse. In the

evening the temperatun- had risen to lO.'i'', with pulse

and respiration in |»roportion ; the cough was now ro

bad that with each paroxysm tlu; child complained of

pains about tin; lower region of the thorax and in

the abdomen. Physical examination revealed the evi-

dences of a l)ronchitis, larg(!, moist and dry rales, and

a large sujx^rficial heart, dulness almost to the right

b()rd(!r of the sternum and to the mammary line to

the l(!ft, the latter to be explained possibly l»y the

obesity of the child. No evidences of consoli«lation

in the lungs, nor were there any abnormal auscultatory

phenomena to be found in the heart. The next few
days passed in the same vvay, the temperature, pulse

and respiration keeping up, the cough becoming worse,

and vomiting taking jdace with nearly every par-

oxysm of coughing. As a result of this constant

coughing, the abdominal pains became so great, con-

stipation and vomiting being present, that a suspicion

of abdominal inflammation arose, which, however, was
soon dispelled ; in other words, this child was now
suffering from recrudescence of the influenza. On
the morning of dune !)th I was suddenly called to see

the child, and found her in the following condition :

She was in a state of collapse ; she was lying in bed
in a soporific condition, from wdiich she was easily

aroused ; the skin moist, slightly cyaiiosed, the face

swollen, breathing at the rate of G.3 per minute with-

out any effort apparently ; the pulse had come down
from 120 beats to 70 per minute, and was weak and
intermittent. The slightest effort on her part, such

as turning in bed, caused the frequency of respiration

to be increased and the pulse to become more irregu-

lar and weaker. After an attack of coughing the

pulse became almost imperceptible, and the breathing
ran up to as high as 70 per minute. A thorough
[diysical examination was not to be thought of on
account of this condition ; but auscultation of the

heart showed nothing abnormal ; while percussion,

even in the recumbent position, showed the right l)or-

der of tlie heart about one-half a centimetre to the

right of the sternum. After two days the condition

changed somewhat ; large doses of codeia were added
to the medication, as it seemed imperative to control

the paroxysms of cough as much as possible, on ac-

count of their untoward effects upon the heart. Now
the pulse gradually began to increase in frequency,
going up to 140 beats per minute: the dyspnea wjis

not so const^mt, there being a difference of between
1.5 and 20 respirations during the condition of lieing

awake or asleep ; but motion, swallowing or any ex-

citement would make this difference disappear, and an
attack of coughing would raise the number of respira-

tions even higher tlian it wa.s before (as high as iH)

jier minute). The pulse continued rapid all this time,

never going below 120 beats per minute, and contiu-
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lied intermittent, altliouyli not quite so weak as on tlie

previous ilays.

Physical examination of the luniks did not reveal

aiiythini: more than at (irst, but the heart showed re-

niarka!)le chan<res. The superficial dulness was in-

creased to 1 centimetre to the right of the sternum ;

and after attacks of con<xhinij to as much as 2 centi-

metres, depending upon the intensity of the jiar-

oxysnis ; no appreciable change to the left. Over the

tricuspid area, as well as at the apex, was heard a

soft systolic bruit, which also was increased in inten-

sity after paroxysms of coughing. Bruits were also

heard at tlie base, especially after the paroxysms of

coughing, but they were more dilficult to localize, and

were conducted in such a way that it was impossible

to ascribe them to one valve or another. Gradually,

as the result of treatment, all these symptoms began

to disapi)ear; the pulse came down from this time un-

til September, 18'J7, so that its minimum was 87, and

its maximum 120 beats per minute ; the latter upon ex-

ertion. As soon as it was possible, graded exercises

were used, and the patient was discharged as well the

middle of December, having been ill for five months,

with diurnal (changes for better or worse, but on the

wholes with a constant t(^ndency towards improvement.

On May 7, IHDi), 1 examined the patient for the last

time. I then found her, having lost her fat, having

grown four inches, and with a normal heart whi(;h

was no longer insufficient under any conditions of ex-

ercise or fatigue.

One other case did not materially differ from the

preceding except that the manifestations were not so

severe and did not last so long. In addition, this last

child was younger and not fat, so that the contribut-

ing cause of obesity of the heart was absent in her.

In the former case there were some peculiarities that

must be taken into consideration. The child was un-

usually fat for her age ; it is, therefore, not unlikely

that there was some obesity of the heart, rendering

the myocardium less resistant to strain than it would
have otherwise been. Three months of continued

coughing certainly did not add to the strength of the

myocardium, so that when a renewed invasion of in-

fluenza occurred cardiac collapse ensued, which first

manifested itself by great asystole, and afterwards by
a decided and distinct acute dilatation of the right

heart, with rcilative tricuspid insufficiency.

It is difficult to decide upon the real condition

which first caustid this cardiac collapse ; but it was my
distinct impression at the time of first seeing this i)a-

tient that I had to deal with an uncomplicated case of

myocardiac insufficiency, the result of heart strain, the

factors producing the heart strain being the obesity

and the whooi»ing-cough-like paroxysms of coughing.

It is outsi<le of the province of this paper to discuss

the role played by the influenza in producing the pcr-

tussoid ; the mechanism of production of heart dilata-

tion in this case was the same as that found in whoop-
ing cough, to which so many authors have called

att<^!ntion. That the toxin had something to do with
tli(! improper innervation of the lu^art it is impossible

to deny, l»ut just as impossible to affirm.

The following case again illustrates peculiarities,

but seems to prove especially that the myocardium is

the part of the heart that is affected. The ])atient, a
little boy two years and three; months old, of good an-

tece(h-nts, artificially fed as an infant, had had influ-

enza when four months old followed by acute otitis

media; in October, 1897, when fifteen months old, he
had another attack of influenza, which was followed
by the peculiar and irregular fever so common after

this disease, which lasted for two months, and which
resulted in great depression, anemia and loss of fiesh

(no malaria, no tyi)hoid). In dune, 1898, he con-

tracted whoojiing cough, which ran its course in a very
mild manner (maximum, ten paroxysms in twenty-

four hours).

In October, 1898, he had another attack of influ-

enza ; as the little fellow had three attacks of influenza,

the fact must be emphasized that, in every instance,

all the members of the family were affected with one
or the other form of the disease, so that the diagnosis

was perfectly clear. In this last attack the pertussoid

nature of the cough was clearly demonstrable, as

would have been the case, in all possibility, with any
cough which would have developed so shortly after

an attack of whooping cough. Early one morning
after an uiuisually severe attack of coughing, " he
turned blue in the face and fell fainting in my arms,"

as the mother expressed it. Two hours after this I

saw him and found him cyanosed, sweating, breathing

very rapidly and with a rapid, irregular, weak pulse.

Physical examination of the lungs showed the evi-

dences of bronchitis. Inspection of the cardiac

region showed pulsation over the whole area ; in ad-

dition there was (epigastric ]>ulsation. The heart im-

pulse was diffuse, felt most distinctly in the fourth in-

terspace to the left of the mammary line ; i^ercussion

verified this as the left border of the heart. Toward
the right the dulness extended to one-half centimetre

beyond the right border of the sternum, and above
began at the fourth rib. There was no bruit. The
tachypnea was influenced by the slightest exertion,

but the heart did not increase materially in size. The
jjatient was kejjt in bed and under treatment for five

weeks and then made what seemed from physical evi-

dence a rapid recovery. During the summer he had
another attack of tachypnea, which, however, lasted

only a few days. When brought back to me in the

fall there was no evidence of cardiac trouble.

The following winter (1898-1899) was uneventful

;

but the mother, preparatory to leaving for the sum-
mer, in June, 1899, asked me to examine the child

again, which I did, and found the heart normal. The
fatigue of a very hot journey and an attack of illness,

accompanied by fever and gastro-intestinal symptoms,
again brought on the same train of symptoms described

above, the latter being diagnosticated by the local

physician as due to heart trouble. This attack

lasted for two weeks.

My notes made on September 2, 1899, show the

following as the condition of the heart : Apex beat

immediatcdy l)elovv the nipple in the fifth interspace ;

superficial dulness begins at the apex, tlu; lower bor-

der of the fourth rib and the left border of the

sternum ; no bruit. Since the last attack the child

has been well.

The peculiarities of this case are: That the myo-
cardium undoubtedly was weakened by the previous

attack of whooping cough, although no evidences of this

weakness could In; detected, and that this weakness
has continued, so that when sufficient demand is made
upon the myocardium, high f{!ver with gastro-intesti-

nal infection, for instance, the same symj)toms return.

On account of the long periods of rest which the

child has enjoyed, it does not seem reasonable to sup-

I

I

1
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posti (,li;il, tilt! nervous .syHtciii ot iIm' ln;iil, oxrcpt in

implied ill the iiiyi)c;inii:il stnutiire, plays :iiiy iiiipui'-

tiilit rule ill tile piodiictioii of tlies(! syiiiptoiiis. A;^;iiii,

ut no time diiriim tlie coiirsi! of tlie diseiise was tin ri'

bradyeardiii. It seems that hen; a;;;ain wt; are di-al-

iiii^ with a purely mechanical dilatation of the heart

due to increased rtssistance to lln; out(h)w of lilood

from the ri^ht side of tin; In^art. Tlie fourth case had

no predisposing- conditions of myocardiiiin as had the

other three; and develoiied after the fcbrih! sLai;e

when the pertussoid was at its height. Here the

symptoms came on just as rapitUy
;
physical examina-

tion revealed an enlarg(;d right heart; Imt the whole

condition lasted only ten days, leaving the lioart nor-

mal. The dominant symptoms in all those cases wert;

on the part of the heart, and the peculiar respiration

which 1 have only seen in two other conditions — in

pericardial eH'usion and the fugitive edematous condi-

tion of Inng that fre(inently precedes pneumonic con-

solidation in inllueiiza without cardiac changes. It is

this latter observation that has induced mo to ex-

plain all the cases of the milder form by taking into

consideration the olfect of a toxin upon the nervous

system in producing acute dilatation.

As to the grave forms, observations made on 4

cases are not sutlicient to form a definitive opinion,

although in all of them the direct cause of the trouble

seemed to be heart strain, in 2 of them there being

a [)redis})osing weakness of the myocardium. It is

possible that in those 2 cases a myocarditis was going

on at the same time, although the short duration of

the attack in 1 of the cases and the complete resli-

tutio ad integrum in all of them seem to i)reclude

this. Under all circumstances, it seems to me that wo
are justified in calling this condition acute dilatation of

the heart.

All the reflections on the subject of affections of the

nervous system of the heart in influenza are purely

theoretical ; as yet, no changes have been described in

any of the various parts of the nervous system of the

heart, as has been done for scarlatina and diphtheria.

I'ntil this is done it seems safer to hold fast to that

which we can verify, which has been exjiressed by

Goodhart ** in a similar case, as follows: "The only

conclusion that seemed possible was that an acute di-

hitation of the heart had taken place."

According to my own observations we are justified

in assuming two forms of heart dilatation in inlluen/,a :

One presumably produced by the action of the toxin

ii2)on the nervous system of the heart and possibly

upon the myocardium ; the second form occurring in

such conditions in which outflow of the blood is ma-

terially interfered with on account of mechanical con-

ditions.

The first form, according to the excellent observa-

tions made by West, undoubtedly may end fatally,

although this has not been the case in my own exper-

ience. The second form is one that lasts much longer

than the first, but in children has a tendency to recov-

ery.

HYDKOTHEUArY IN Beulin. — An ofhcial chair of

hydrotherajiy, according to the Philadelphia Medical

Journal, is about to be established at Berlin. A
hydrotherapeutic department in the Charite Hospital

will be opened in the autumn under the direction of

Professor Briejrer.

Albutt'8 System of Medicine, vol. i, p. bOL'.

KKroiir ON rK(j(;KK.ss in .suiuiKuy.

ii\ II. I.. Ill KitK.i.i., M.ii., AMI II. w. I i;miiimi, m i>., immtum.

<;,\.N<;iti;NK ( omi'I.k aii.n r.v <.i,v(;o«i;itiA.

Wai.i.ack,' in an artirli; on this .subject, in wliicli lit;

cites a numiier of cases, come« t«» the following con-

clusioiiH :

(1) That it yet nniains to be jiroved that true gan-
grene (excluding death from acute specitic prore»,hiH

which may occur in any subjects and at any age^

oc(Mirs in dialHitic jtalieiits unacr(jiiipaiiie(| by kucIi

arterial disease as would of it.>elf pi(jdu<;<; the gaii-

grriie.

(2) 'I'liat the glycosuria may or may not pr»;cedi;

the gangrene, i)ut is not UMially accompanied by other
signs of diabetes.

(.'{) 'I'hat s(;ptic wounds may produce a glycosuria

which vanishes when the septic process is removed.

(4) That individuals sulb^ring from septic proces-ses

are often on the borderland of glycosuria.

(5) That gangrene may aggravate a pre-existing

glycosuria.

(G) That the arterial disease is sometimes that

which accompanies, or is produced by, chronic renal

disease.

(7) That it is yet to be proved that Jieuritis can
produce any gangrene comparable to that of the so-

called diabetic gangrene.

(8) That the best chance of recovery is ofTereil

by removal of the lind) near the trunk and that this

measure should be undertaken before the 2»'itit;i't i-"*

reduced by septic absorption.

('.)) That the presence of glycosuria may be an
indication, instead of a contraindication, for ojieration.

AUUOMINAL SYMPTOMS IN PNEUMONIA OF CUILDKEN.

A valuable article has recently been published by
Dr. J. L. Morse,- Boston, in which lie calls attention

to those occasional cases of pneumonia in which the
preponderance of abdominal symptoms (pain, tender-
ness, nausea, vomiting, dulness, constipation, etc.)

may lead to .serious errors in diagnosis, lie has seen
2 cases where the abdomen has been opened by ex-
perienced surgeons, because appendicitis and not pneu-
monia was supposed to be the cause of the trouble.

In these cases the physical signs may not be recog-
nizable for several days. In the absence of physical
signs the combination of symptoms should arouse a sus-

picion of the real seat of the disease. "With an acute
onset with high temperature and the rate of respira-

tion increased out of proportion to that of the pulse,

even in absence of a cough. Dr. Morse states the
probable diagnosis will be pneumonia. By keeping
in mind this combination of pulse, temperature and
respiration, error may be avoided even when vomit-
ing, abdominal pain, constipation, and at times also

tenderness and distention, j)robably of reflex origin,

are present. The cases accompanying the article are
quite interesting, and seem to be illustrative of the
subject under discussion. One, however, in which
there was previous history of constipation and a blow
on the abdomen, closely followed by the abdominal
symptoms, would still be an anxious one for the at-

tendant i>hysician during the tir>t forty-eight hours.

' I^r.iicot, December 23. ISlMi, p. lT3t).

' Auuals of Gyuecology auU Pediatry, vol. xiii, November, 1S39.
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KOCIIKU S OPERATION FOR CARCINOMA OF

LARYNX.

THE

Butscli^ reports 15 cases of carcinoma of the larynx

treated by Professor Koclier since 1890. Twelve of

these were operable. The first 7 of the series were

operated upon by Kocher's former method ; that is,

general anesthesia, tampon canula, total or unilateral

extirpation of the larnyx by means of the so-called

T incision, and subsequent feeding with pharyngeal

tubes. This technitpie was essentially altered in the

later cases of the series. In place of general anes-

thesia, local anesthesia by the infiltration method of a

1-100 solution of cocaine was emidoycd. The pa-

tient was placed in the Trendelenburg position and

the use of the canula dispensed with. A median in-

cision was made from the hyoid bone over the larynx,

exposing the thyroid cartilage. The thyrocricoid

ligament was perforated and the thyroid cartilage

split vertically with scissors.

The halves of the cartilage were retracted, thus

completely exposing the interior of the larnyx and

the tumor. The parts to be removed are anesthet-

ized by pencilling them with a 1-per-cent solution of

equal parts of cocaine and antipyrin, and the tumor

excised widely with the knife, or, better, with the

thermocautery. If possible, only the soft parts are

thus excised, but in cases in which the cartilage is in-

volved Kocher uses the scissors to remove the affected

cartilage superichondrially. The bleeding surface is

cauterized and powdered with iodoform, and an or-

dinary tracheal canula introduced. The wound is

tamponed and left open. Special position of the body,

as well as feeding by the tube, is not necessary.

Of the 12 cases operated upon, 1 died as a result

of the operation ; 2 are considered cured, 1 four

years and a half, the other two years and a half

after the operation ; 3 are free from recurrence, but

have not been observed for a sufficient length of time

to consider them definitely cured. These good results

would not have been possible had not the diagnosis

been made early in the majority of the cases.

The paper concludes by advocating simple mesial

section of the thyroid cartilage, and circumscribed ex-

cision of the new growth in the Trendelenburg or in

Rose's position without general anesthesia.

[Pieniazek * removed a number of endotheliomata

and also several carcinomata from the larynx without

general anesthesia, employing essentially the same

procedure as followed by Kocher. Rose's position

is perhaps better adapted to these cases than Trendel-

enburg's.]

RESECTION OF THE CERVICAL PORTION OF THE
ESOPHAGUS FOR CARCINOMA.

De Quervain,^ after a resume of the literature and

a careful study of 14 cases, including a report of 1

of his own cases, comes to the following conclusions :

(1) All carcinomata of the esophagus that have not

involved the surrounding tissues, and the lower bor-

ders of wiiich do not (ixtend below the upper margin

of the arch of the aorta, are suitable for extirjiation

through the neck. The lowest point of the upper

margin should not be less than 20 centimetres from

the teeth.

' Deutscli. Zeit. f. Cliir., lid. i, S. 481 ; Annals of Surgery, Decem-
ber, 1800, p. T.Vi.

« C<;ntrl)l. f. Cliir., 18!»4, S. 131.
• .Arcliiv. f. klin. (Jliir., 18.)9, 1'><1. Iviii, lift. 1-4

; American Journal
of the American Sciences, January, 1900, p. 91.

(2) Tracheotomy is seldom employed as a prelimi-

nary operation. If an opening into the trachea is

found necessary, it should be made as late in the oper-

ation as possible.

(3) A preliminary esopliagotomy is generally re-

placed by a gastrostomy.

(4) A gastrostomy is the best means of securing

rapid healing after the esophagus resection. It is abso-

lutely essential to operations upon deep-seated strict-

ures, and advisable in those situated higher up.

(5) If it is impossible to fix the upper end of the

lower portion of the esophagus in the wound, it can

be ligated, where this is possible, and allowed to

sink down into the thorax. A permanent gastric

fistula is better for the patient than the dilatation of a

constantly contracting scar-tissue stricture in the re-

gion of the aortic arch. Where it is im2)ossible to

unite the eso])liageal ends a salivary fistula is to be

expected in the neck.

(6) In the after treatment the free changing of an

aseptic gauze dressing is of the greatest moment, with

great care to sei)arate the pharyngeal from the medi-

astinal ends of the wound.

CANCER OF THE BREAST.

Abbe," in a paper read before the New Yoi'k Acad-

emy of Medicine in February, states that progress

towards the cure of mammary cancer has come from

the recognition of the following anatomical distribu-

tion of the lymphatics :

(1) Those which drain the mammary gland directly

towards the axilla, through parallel channels in the

cellular tissue, coursing from the axillary edge of

the gland to the axillary vein, interrupted by occa-

sional lymphatic glands, finally concentrating in sev-

eral channels lying uj)on the axillary and subclavian

veins, mostly xipoii its anterior sui-face and entering

the neck at the junction with the jugular.

(2) A series extending from the mammary gland

directly outward to the overlying skin communicates

with the lymj)hatics of the skin itself.

(3) A series from the deep aspect of the gland

passes directly to the bed of cellular tissue between

the gland and the pectoral muscle, where it is joined

by lymphatics emerging from the pectoral muscle,

and these together travel toward the axilla upon the

pectoral fascia.

(4) Another series extends towards the sternum

and is associated with the veins, penetrating the

sternal part of the pectoral muscle and thus enters the

mediastinum.

HERNIA OPERATIONS IN INFANTS.

Fraenkel's "^ article on this subject, in which he

recommends very early operation, and according to

the Bassini method, attracted the attention of F.

Kerewski in IJerlin, and the latter has published his

experience and conclusions relating to the same sub-

ject.^ He notes among his operations 13 reducible

and 6 incarcerated herniic in infants with 1 death.

No recurrences recorded. Duration since operation :

Two cases over eight years, 3 over seven years,

2 over five years. lie considers the Bassini method

as too complicated and long for so young i)atients and

in all children younger than three years simply frees

the sac and ligates it as high as possible. The opera-

6 Medical New.t, April 7, 1000, p. 521.

1 Centrbl. f. Cliir., 1S09, lift. 47.

« Loc. cit., Bd. xxvi, S. 1337.
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tioii sIlDlllil he (lone ;is |-;i|)i(lly ;i.s possildi; ,'Uii| l»v tlic

Kiiist (;()iu|ili(;;it('(l iikiIkkI. Ho stattss tliiit li(i com-
plcU's tliis operation iisiiiilly in tlirco to (iv(! miinitcs.

Ho rci^iinls ;in opoi-.-itioii imlioatcd wlicro ii tniss cin-

not 1)0 worn or when it dcxis not Iiol<l tlio Iiorniii, mid
tlio lioruia is iiiorc^using in si/c; in spite; of trnss treat-

ment or bo(oni(!s incaicerated. In tin; case of oldci-

eliildron tin? prohahility of a spontanoous (Miro is nnieli

liiss, and tlnu-oforo an operation is nineli more fre-

(ineiitly indicated. Tlu; writer does not ai^rot; witli

Fraeid<el that a s[)ontaiieous cnro in an infant leaves

the canal riilaxed and patent, so that the hcsriiia is

liable to recnr. lie has failed to meet sneh a iccur-

rcneo in all his experiences.

A NEW MKTIIOI) OK SUTUUIC IN OI'Kli.VriONS 1 ()I{

INGUINAL AND OTIIICU FOUiMS OK IIIOIINIA.

Freeman," in a paper read before the AVyomini,^

State JNIedical Society in October, 1899, describes a

new method of suture in o{)erations for inguinal and
other forms of hernia as follows : Previous to the

operation, two or three needles are threaded with long

loo{)s of silkworm gut (silver wire may be used), and

two pieces of stiiV, silvered wire are procured long

enough to reach the entire length of the inguiiud canal,

cut through tlie external ring and beyond the surface

of the skin (small probes answer the purpose well).

T1h3 internal ring is exposed, the sac ligated and cut

off or knotted upon itself,^'' and the cord held out of

the way. One of the silkworm-gut loops is passed

from without inward through the muscular tissue on

the umbilical side of the ring, well back from the

margin, and fairly close to the point of exit of the

spermatic cord. The loop is then carried through

Poupart's ligament from within outwards, some dis-

tance from its free edge. Another loop is similarly

inserted near the pubic limits of the opening.

One of the previously prepared wires is now run

through the loops, which are pulled tight enough to

hold it in place. The other wire is laid along Pou-
part's ligament between the free ends of the Ioo])s,

which are firmly tied over it, thus approximating the

wires and bunching a quantity of muscular tissue

against the ligament. Before finally inserting the

wires they should have been bent upward at their

l)ubic extremities, so as to jirotrude through the ex-

ternal incision, thus facilitating their removal. The
ends of the wires furthest from the pubes must be so

placed that they leave the new internal ring neither

too large nor too small.

The cord is now dropped in place over the line of

union, and the aponeurosis of the external oblique

united above it, the upturned ends of the wires pass-

ing through the external ring. As the aponeurosis

is not subject to tension, its accurate union is not of so

much importance, and Harris's removable suture may
be employed if desired. Catgut, however, is not so

objectionable as it is in the deeper portions of the

wound, as it comes away more readily in case of

suppuration. In uniting the skin, tlie free ends of the

loops and the ends of the wires are brought out

through the incision between the stitches.

In from ten days to two weeks, which is long

enough to procure reasonably firm union, the wires

are removed by j)ulling on their protruding ends.

This frees the loo])s, which are likewise readily

» Annals of Surgery, March, I90i, p. 2SG.
1" Duplay and Uazin : Semaiue med,, November 11, 1899.

oxtraclcd. It should not bo lonl light of in thJM roii-

ncM-tioM tliat after union has taken place sutiiros an;

of little or no utility ; if there is no tension thoy are
HUporfliious, and if thoro is tension they an; oqiiuliy

HO, because thoy will r-iit through the tissm-H.

The author has employed this method tlin-o tinioH

with satisfaction— in al»oy of twelve, a man of fifty-five,

and a young man with a very large internal ring.

The techniipu; is simple, antj it is especially indioato«l

when the inU-rnal ring is large or where tension in

feared. Tin; method may bo readily adapted to lun-

bilical or t(j ventral hernia, and would jtrobably 1m;

particularly ustiful in cas(;s where the oponing is

iarg(! and t(!nsion corntspt^ndingly great.

To th(! author's mind the procedure doscrilx-d pre-

sents the following advantages: (1) It i.s simple uiitl

(juickly executed ; (2) any reasonable amount of ten-

sion can be readily overcome, which is of paramount
advantage when the internal ring is large

;
(•'>) the

sutures cannot cut through, wlri(;h must frecpiently

occur in other j)rocedures, espijcially if vomiting or

coughing should supervene ; (I) a largo amount of

mu.scle can be bunched up against Poupart's ligament,

thus increasing the likelihood of permanent cure ;

(.1) the sutures can readily bo removiid, leaving noth-

ing to give rise to irritation or to a sinus.

(To be continued.)

^tpott^ of c^ocicticj^.

MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Forty-Eighth Annual Mkkting, hkld at Pout-
land, June 13, 14 and 15, 1900.

The association met Wednesday, June 13th, at 10
A. M. m the Common Council Chamber, City Building,

and was called to order by the president, Du. B. T.
Sanborn, of Augusta. Prayer was offered by the

Rt. Rev. Robeut Codman, Ju., Bishop of Maine.
After the repoits of the treasurer and various

matters of committee business, Du. C. B. Sylvester,
of Harrison, read a paper on

SURGICAL practice IN THE COUNTRY.

The great need of the country physician is to be a

good surgical diagnostician and able to do most of the

surgery which now leaves the country for the city

hospitals. Emergency surgery must be attended to in

the country, and upon his ability to secure asepsis with
ordinary facilities will depend his success.

Dr. F. II. Gerrisii, of Portland, thought the

country doctor needed to be everywhere, on the

whole, a better equipped and better informed man
tlian his brother of the city, because he has not the

same facilities of consultation and assistance. Dr.
Gerrish commended the appreciation of the younger
generation of country practitioners of the fact that

no surgery which was not aseptic was good surgerv

;

in that belief they were certain to have an advantage
over their elders who were reluctant to accept it in

detail.

Dr. W. K. Oakks, of Auburn, was most impressed
with the references of the pai>er to hospitals in com-
petition. Present methods of receiving patients were
uusatisfactor\- and unfair to country aud city doctors
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alike. Patients ought to be required to present some
evidence of their inability to pay the same fees as

others for the same service in private practice. These

patients benefited by the lower rates of the hospitals

ought to appreciate the fact that they are receiving

charity.

Dit. Sahah W. Dkvon, of Boston, read a paper on

A CASE OK UK.MOVAl. OK THE Sl'LEEN.

AKTEUXOON SESSION.

The session was held at three o'clock, Dk. S. C.

GoKDON, of Portland, in the chair.

Dr. J. J. IIealey, of Newburyport, was welcomed
as a delegate from the IMassachusetts INIedical Society

and invited to participate in the discussions.

The President's Addri'ss followed. It dealt with

the progress of the last decade in psychology and
psychiatry, upon which his long experience as a

superintendent of the Maine Insane Hospital qualified

him to speak.

l)u. W. L. Cousins, of Portland, read a paper ou

A new OI'EKATION SUGGESTED KOK 015STRUCTIVE
DYSMENOUKIIEA.

The operation consisted essentially of sectioning

the bent cervix at point of constriction, dilating and
maintaining the uterus in a straightened jjosition by
means of a shouldered glass tube.

Du. J. D. Cochrane, of Saco, read a paper on

LITHEMIA.

Salicylic acid and salicylates, phosphate and sulpho-

carbolate of soda were offered as the best solvents of

uric acid, as well as hepatic stimulants. The litliia

salts were condemned as forming insoluble compounds
with ammonium and sodium acid at the expense of

the alkalinity of the blood.

Dii. J. G. Geiiring, of Bethel, read a paper on

THE SUBJECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS IN ITS RELATION
TO PRACTICAL THERAPEUTICS.

The report of the necrologist gave the following
list of members deceased : Enoch Adams, Litchfield

;

A. .1. Billings, Freedom ; -T. Gould Dyer, Portland
;

Theo. L. Estabrook, Rockland ; Geo. Googins, Mill-

bridge ; Alfred Hitchcock, Farmington ; Jerrie K.
Phillips, Bangor ; J. W. Turner, Gardiner ; S. A.
Patten, Skowhegau ; Francis G. Warren, Biddeford.

EVENING SESSION.

The session was held in the rooms of the Portland
Society of National History, on Elm Street, at eight
o'clock.

Dr. Geo. Henry Fox, of New York, exhibited
by invitation a series of lantern slides illustrating

TUE DIAGNOSTIC KEATURES OF CUTANEOUS SYPH-
ILIS.

SECONIJ DAY. MORNING SESSION.

Dr. Edw. J. McDonou(;h read a paper on

THE THERAPY OK THE FUTURE.

It was most hopeful for new possibilities in the
j)hysiological treatment of a larger number of diseases
by serotlierajjy and the use of animal extracts.

_
Dr. a. E. Bessey, of "Waterville, read an exhaus-

tive paper on

TUHERCULOSIS.

In discussion, Du. A. G. Youn(;, Secretary of the

State Board of Health, and Dr. D. A. Koiunson, of

Bangor, laid special stress upon the advantage of the

Maine climate for sanitarium treatment of this disease.

Dr. Chas. D, Smith, of Portland, read a paper
upon

THE management OF CONTAGIOUS DISEASES BY
LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

It was the writer's opinion that the present law was
adequate in its provisions, but that efficienc}' of admin-
istration could be improved by (1) better sujjcr vision

of cases declared isolated; (2) medical ins])ection of

school children
; (,'5) the establishment of suitable iso-

lation hospitals
; (4) more etlicient public disinfection

by the use of im])roved methods.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The association met at two o'clock. Drs. G.
P. Conn, of Concord, N. H., and Vj. N. Whittier,
of Boston, were introduced as delegates from their re-

S2)ective State societies.

The annual election of officers follovi^ed. The list

for the ensuing year is : President, Dr. E. H. Hill,

Lewiston ; First Vice President, Dr. II. B. Palmer,
Farmington ; Second Vice President, Dr. J. F. Man-
ning, Ellsworth ; Treasurer, Dr. Aug. S. Thayer,
Portland ; Recording Secretary, Dr. Chas. D. Smith,

Portland ; Corresponding Secretary, Dr. C. A. Peas-

lee, Wiscasset.

Board of Censors : Drs. John F. Thompson, Port-

land ; Arthur S. Gilson, Portland ; Hiram Hunt,
Greenville ; G. M. Elliott, Brunswick ; II. E. Snow,
Bucksport.

Committee on Publication : Drs. Chas. D. Smith,

Portland {ex officio) ; Willis B. Moulton, Portland

;

E. M. Fuller, Bath ; E. J. McDonough, Portland
;

J. D. Cochrane, Saco.

Business Committee : Drs. S. P. Warren, Portland
;

W. L. Cousins, Portland.

Dr. H. T. Clough, of Bangor, read a chapter on

ASTHENOPIA AND GLAUCOMA
TERIC.

OF THE CLIMAC-

Dr. a. Palmer Dudley, of New York, read a

paper entitled

THE modern cesarean SECTION AS AN IDEAL
METHOD OF TREATMENT FOR PLACENTA PREVIA.

He argued the possibility of detecting by vaginal

touch the existence of placenta previa before hemor-

rhage takes place, by noting a less conical shape of

the cervix, the feeling of dense tissue l)etween the fin-

ger and the contents of the uterus and the placental

thrill communicated to the finger. Gas and oxygen
mixture was to be used for anesthesia, the uterus

compressed by elastic rubber tubing and the operation

to be made under constant hot saline irrigation with-

out the use of sponges. The uterus to be closed by

three rows of catgut sutures, closing separately the

mucosa, the muscular wall and the jjeritoneal cover-

ing.

Cesarean section was urged as in every respect

superior to rapid mainial delivery, for the interest of

both mother and child.

Dr. F. N. WiirrTiER, of Brunswick, read a paper

on
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TIIK VAI,l K OK llACTI'.UIOI.Of; V TO Till; (JI.NKUAI,

n{A(;i'i rioNKK.

I)k. S. ('. (ioiU»oN, ol' l'()ill;iii(l, IT.'kI ;i |);i|)( t oil

(iAI.L STONKS.

At 1.1.") o'clock the associiitioii iKljoiiiiicd to tin-

Fiihuoutli llotc^l i'or tli(M*X(!r(;is(!S iitt(!ii(liii;r tJH! :inii(i;il

l);iiu|U('t. l)u. .loiix F. Thompson, of I'oitliiml, pre-

sided, and I)k. D. A. Koiunson, of H:iii^'or, acted

lis to:istiniist(!r. 'V\w speakers were Du.s. S. ('. (iou-

DON, of rortliuid ; Tifoi'. F. C. RoiMNSON, of Bow-
(loiii Colleiii;; Du. (J. 1*. Conn, Secretary of the New
liampsliire Medical Society, and Dit. J. Collins
Wakukn, of IJoston.

KVKNINO SKSSION.

The annual oration was (hdivered by Dr. J. Col-
lins Wauukn, {)rofessor of surgery in the Harvard
Me<lical School, upon

A RKVIEW OK KKCENT STUDIES ON THE NATLUE

iicceut ^literature.

AND OKKJIN OF CANCER

THIRD DAY. MOKNINO SESSION.

The association met at nine o'clock, and after tlu^

disi)Osal of routine business, received tin; final report

of the Board of Censors as follows

:

The following recomuKnidations and appointments

were made. The next annual meeting of the associa-

tion will be held at Portland, on the ttrst Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday of June, 1901. The selection

of orator was left to the next Board of Censors with

power. Following are the a[)pointments :

Visitors to the Maine Insane Hospital : Drs. J. E.

Walker, Thomaston ; D. A. Robinson, Bangor ; A.

S. Gilson, Portland.

Visitors to Portland School for Medical Instruc-

tion : Drs. F. A. Chandler, Addison ; G. M. Wood-
man, So. Windham.

Visitor to Medical School of Maine (two years) :

Dr. F. 0. Thayer, Waterville.

Visitors to Eastern Maine Insane Hospital : Drs.

G. ]VI. Woodcock, Bangor; S. B. Hunter, Machias

;

John F. Manning, Ellsworth.

Delegates to American Medical Association : Drs.

Alonzo Garcelon, Lewiston ; M. C. Wedgewood,
Lewiston ; B. T. Sanborn, Augusta.

New Hampshire : Drs. J. F. Thompson, Portland ;

J. Z. Shedd, No. Conway.
Vermont: Drs. J. B. O'Neil, Portland; II. C.

Bartlett, Norway.
Massachusetts : Drs. Chas. D. Smith, Portland

;

E. J. Marston, Bath.

Rhode Island : Drs. A. K. P. Meserve, Portland ;

N, M. INIarshall, Portland.

Connecticut : Drs. S. R. Warren, Portland ; S. B.

Overlock, Pomfret, Conn.

New York State Medical Association : Drs. A.

Palmer Dudley, New York ; E. F. Clymer, Ithaca.

N. Y.

New Brunswick : Drs. E. II. Bennett, Lubec

;

S. E. AVebber, Calais.

Committee on Annual Banquet: Drs. H. F.

Twitchell, Portland ; R. D. Small, I'ortland ; R. W.
Bucknam, Portland.

Twenty-four new members were elected on recom-

mendation of the board.

1 See No. 2, p. 25, of the Journal.

'riilifrnili)iils ; Its Nnlnre, I'revvnllun nit'l Trttntvienl.

With special reference to the ()j)eii-Air 'IVeatinent

of PhthisiH. By Alikkd IIillikic, It. A., .M.I).,

CM. Small 8vo. Pp. 21."5, with .{I iiJiiHtnitionH

and •'{ <'olored plat(!S. Lr)iidoii : CuMsell & Co.,

Lul. 1!)00.

Ah the author states in his preface, iIiIn is "a con-

cise; manual, d»^lling with ail the hydra head« of

tuberculosis." It is largely a conijiilation l)ut nirver-

thelesH a valuaiih; and interesting sutnmury of the

whole subject, sugg(;stive rather tiian exhaustive.

There is little in it of the pc^rsonal experience of the

author except some reftM-iiuces to his observations

in South Africa regarding the climate and its influ-

ence upon consumption. The nature, pathology and

transmission of tuberculosis are briefly considered,

which is all that could be expected upon these subjects

in so small a manual ; for an exhaustive treatise one

nnist look to Straus's and Cornet's great works.

I'nder prevention the author advocates " the periodi-

cal application of the tuberculin test to all milch cows,

and the exclusion — not necessarily the destruction —
of all tuberculous cows from that portion of the herd

from which the public milk supply is deriv(;d." In

this opinion both the profession and the public for

the most i)art coincide, and in view of the known
facts it is the only safe and consistent course to

pursue. Under this head also there are valuable

suggestions regarding the care of children, in which

is emphasized " the folly of so dressing children as to

leave them with naked legs " ; the prevention of

atmospheric impurity by overcrowding in workshops ;

the disposal of sputa, and spitting, where the sensi-

ble suggestion is made that spittoons should be pro-

vided in workshops and crowded offices.

A chapter is devoted to Prevention by Legislation

and Public Action, in which inspection of meat, milk

supply, the housing of the working classes, and noti-

fication of phthisis are considered. Under the last

head the author observes that " as public opinion be-

comes educated as to the true nature of tuberculosis it

is (juite probable that notification and supervision of

cases will be insisted on." (In the United States

compulsory notification already exists in several

cities.)

The chapter on treatment is perhaps the most valu-

able one in the book, and is chiefly devoted to the

open-air and sanatorium treatment. All phthisis

therapeutists will concur in the author's conclusion

that the benefit derived in every case (by the open-air

treatment) is chiefly dependent on the extent to which
the patient is continuously kept in pure air. Numer-
ous interesting illustrations of sanatoria and various

forms of open-air shelters are given, but, unfortu-

nately, they are scattered throughout the book without

regard to the text. In the description of sanatoria.

Dr. Walther's at Nordrach, about which the English

seem to be particularly enthusiastic, is given a promi-

nent place and the author quotes a remark of Dr.

Walther's which is worth repeating :
" Sanatorium

treatment," he says, "should be largely educational,

to teach what can be practised hereafter." The olv

ject to be attained in sanatorium treatment is well

summarized as follows :
'' Pure and abundant open air

bv day and niyht, indoors and out; such good and
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plentiful food as the shnple, opeu-air life may enable

a patient to digest ; rest— frequent and complete

rest." The majority of phthisis therapeutists will

agree with the author that the sanatorium treatment

of consumption gives results " equal to if not better

than the health resorts of high altitudes, such as

Davos."
A short concluding chapter treats of the national

movements against tuberculosis, and there is a valu-

able appendix in which are reprinted the leaflets dis-

ti-ibuted by the National Association for the Preven-

tion of Tuberculosis, upon the prevention of consump-

tion ; fresh air and ventilation ; rules for consumptive

patients and those looking after them, from the Vic-

toria Hospital for Consum{)tives, Edinburgh; the

method of using the tuberculin test with cattle, and

the reconnnendations of the second Royal Commission

of Tuberculosis regarding meat and milk inspection,

the care of milch cows and the elimination of bovine

tuberculosis.

A Treatise on Suu/en/ hi/ American Authors. For

Students and Practitioners of Surgery and Medi-

cine, Edited by Rosavkll Park, A.M,, M.D,,

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Surgel-y

and of Clinical Surgery in the IMedical De])artment

of the University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y, ; Mem-
ber of the Congress of German Surgeons ; Fel-

low of the American Surgical Association.; P^x-

President Medical Society of the State of New
York ; Surgeon to the Buffalo General Hospital,

etc. Condensed edition, with revisions. With 025

engravings and 37 full-page plates in colors and
monochrome. New York and Philadelphia: Lea
Brothers & Co. 1899.

This condensed edition of Park's Surgery is a skil-

ful cutting down of the two-volume edition, which is

still on the market, and its compression into one vol-

ume. Practically all of the important matter of the

two-volume edition has been retained and in its

present form it makes a very practical single-volume

work on modern surgery. It has been revised and

considerable new material has been added. It is pro-

fusely illustrated, is an excellent piece of bookmaking,

and makes one of the best textbooks on surgery.

7%e Modern Treatment of Wounds. By John E.

StMMKKS, Jk., M.D., Surgeon in Chief to the Clark-

son Memorial Hospital ; Attending Surgeon, Doug-
las County Hospital ; fonnerly Professor of the

Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical

Surgery, Omaha Medical College; Ex-President of

the Western Surgical and (gynecological Associa-

tion, the Nebraska State Medical Society, etc.

Omaha: Medical Publishing Co. 1899.

This is a small octavo volume of 134 pages, which

has a few illustrations of some value. The author

has written a practical book, with but little theory;

in fact, many of the statements are dogmatic, and are

clearly the result of the author's strong conviction and
the result of a large j)ersona] expericiucc. As a wlioUt

the l)Ook sliows that the views of the author are sound,

but the meagreness of detail and technique gives the

general imj)ression that the book is written for lay in-

struction. Some of the mechanical d(;vices that the

author has l)rought forward are well worth knowing.
The book can lie saf(dy jdaced in tin; hands of students

and young surgeons, and many ohl surgeons will bene-

fit by reading its pages.
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MEDICAL LITERATURE.

That more persons, whether qualified or not, are

writing for medical periodicals than ever before ap-

pears to be an established fact. If one is doubtful on

this point, one needs merely to look over the files of

our weekly or monthly journals, and then to realize

that each year new ones are being added, with no

diminution in the size of their longer-established rivals.

Of the quantity there can be no question, but of the

quality possibly something remains to be said. Vari-

ous tendencies are observable, some of which are cer-

tainly good and others as surely bad and demoralizing.

The idea is growing that a young doctor's rej^iutation,

if his lot be cast in a large city amid much rivalry, is

determined largely by what he writes, and by his ad-

ditions therefrom to the sum of medical knowledge.

This tendency we must in general approve. It culti-

vates the mind of the writer, and if he be possessed of

intelligence as well as of ambition, what he writes is

likely to prove of some value to his readers. An
early application to the demands of original work,

however small the problem may be, is without ques-

tion a most desirable frame of mind for the aspiring

doctor. There is danger, however, that this otherwise

admirable frame of mind may be perverted to unwor-

thy ends. With the small opportunity for self adver-

tisement allowed a doctor who is beginning his career,

it is small wonder that he writes at times for no other

end than to bring his name before the eyes of his col-

leagues. Such writing is extremely apt to degenerate

into a conscienceless filling of space with facts already

known, and details in which no one can or ought to be

interested ; nevertheless, the author is apt to derive,

at least, a reputation for industry from the mass of his

oftciu too uncritical colleagues. This sort of writing

should be persistently discouraged. Mere self lauda-

tion should not be permitted to fill the columns of our

medical journals, however artfully it may be disguised.

The b(!tter medical journals are now, however, in great

measure free from tliis worst type of medical writing,

and an educated public taste will hardly longiir per-

mit the repeated publication of such articles without

I
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:it least, an inward pioft'st against lli<> anilior ami liin

iiictliodK.

\\y far (Ik^ lar^^cr class of tlio.so \vlu» writii papers

Mv adualcd hy liii^licr motives llian iMupialilieil sill

landalion. Tliey sincerely Ix-lieve liieuiselves to lie

addin<(, by tlieir liu^rury (^ITorts, to nu'dic-al knoule(l>re.

Tliey :in! vvritin<r " scientilic! papers," wliich are in-

ten(l(!(l to be a source of edidcution to otiiers, as well

as of advantage to tlioinselves. These an; the writers

who show many propensities which are very mu(di Id

bo d(^precated. They are apt to be under the impres-

sion that many words are better than a few ; that

h'ngth of exposition is a merit ; that irrel(!vant details

are essential ; that tabulations are invariably more (!X-

pressivo than statements ; that uncritical bibliographies

are an indication of thoroughness, and so on tlirough a

long category of faults which should be apparent to

any well-traiiuid scientific mind. A German profes-

sor of high standing in his s})ecial line of work, when

a foreign pupil about to publish a paper was bemoan-

ing his inability to write idiomatic German, said that

if the meaning could be expressed, the idioms would

take care of themselves. In spite of this excellent ad-

vice, which was duly followed, the fact remains that

the German method of superabundant detail expressed

in language of complicated indirectness has done much
to influence our American writing. The idea has

grown that thoroughness and verbosity are in some

mysterious way synonymous, and we are finding more

and more our new medical literature overburdened

with detail which tends to obscure the kernel of orig-

inality for which alone the paper is of value.

In view, however, of all we owe to the laborious

work of German investigators, it might appear invid-

ious to take them to task for any shortcomings, were

we not supported by the opinion of that most respec-

ted of authors and editors, Professor Virchow. Vir-

chow, writing in a recent number of his Archir,

sounds no uncertain note in his criticism of modern

methods of medical writing. Coming from such a

source, we need no excuse for referring to a few of

the warnings and bits of advice, which not only have

a distinct bearing upon the author and his work, but

also upon the editor, who is responsible to his I'caders

for what appears in the columns of his journal.

Speaking of the length of articles, Virchow says :

" Avoid everything which is not necessary for the

presentation and proving of the subject. But this,

experience shows, is very difficult to attain." The
lengthy details of history and autopsy he deprecates

as unnecessary and often prohibitive of a reading of

the paper. What he alludes to as the new custom of

introducing comprehensive and often uninstructive

tables, he regards as unnecessarily increasing the dilii-

culties of the reader as well as of the printer. The

careless writer who collects a worthless bibliography,

which he has never properly verified, but which still

occupies valuable space, Virchow has no sympathy

whatever for. He also (jucstions the growing custom

of numerous illustrations and particularly of those in

colorH. '* If the rontributorH would only inform tlifm-

MelvcH what a Mingle c(j|ored plate cohIh, they woiilfl

then experience how exorbitant their deinandH U|Kiti

an eiliUjr are, who is obliged to pay llm cont."

Finally, he pOHJtively deciitiCH to accept articleji for \m
journal beyond a certain length.

All these complaints which Vinhow from bin long

(ixperience makes an; no doubt shared in, to a '_'reiit<;r

or less degree, by editors everywhere. What wo

iKHsd now more tlian ever before to get at, for thu

benefit of all concerned, is brief stat<;merit of essential

facts. To accomplish this means inin-niitling efr<*rt

on tht! part of writers to intro<luce into their commun-
ications nothing extraneous to the main issue, and to

apply, as far as possible, such forms of expressing

their points as will most certainly, if not most sliowily,

bring this about. At times numerous illustrations and

elaborate tables may be the best means to this end,

but we are inclined to think that the cases are not

few in which no one would find fault with their omi.s-

sion. It is at any rate certain that the burden which

often lies heavily on the editor's shoulders would be

materially lightened if contrilmtors would bear in

mind the warnings which Virchow has seen fit to

express.

THE RED CROSS IN CHINA.

The advance of the allied forces on Pekin means

much more than the usual difficulties incident to a

campaign through an enemy's country. Apart from

the inevitable hardships and deaths in action and from

disease, it may be expected that the arrangements for

the care of the wounded will have to be considerably

modified, owing to the fact that China is said not to

have been a party to the Geneva Red Cross conven-

tion. This, of course, implies that the medical and

nursing staffs accompanying the army will not be re-

gardcid as noncombatants, and will therefore be ex-

posed to dangers from which the medical arm of the

service of armies has been free almost from the time of

the Crimean War. This naturally will not concern

the base hospitals, to which we understand the female

nurses are chiefly to be apportioned. It will, however,

modify the situation on the field of battle consitierably

and necessitate far greater precaution than is ordi-

narily required in the care of the wounded. We have

already commented on the lack of medical organiza-

tion, and on the rudimentary medical knowledge

among the Chinese. In view of all those facts, the

possible situation of the wounded is not pleasant to

contemplate, but it is particularly hard for us to look

with equanimity upon the fate of those who through

the accidents of war may fall into the hands of the

Chinese. Even were the intentions of the captors the

best, which unfortunatoly wo have every reason for

•loubting, the lack of hospital facilities and meilical

knowledge would go far toward making immediate

death preferable to the treatment the captives would
bo likely to rocoivo. Recent experience in South
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Africa, as well as in our own war with Spain amply

testifies to the (liflicuities which the medical corps of an

army is called upon to meet when an unexpected

strain is made upon its resources. The complete ab-

sence of medical organization in the Chinese army is

a fact which makes our hope the more ardent that no

unfortunate foreign soldiers may fall a i)rey to the ig-

norance and fanaticism of tluiir eiit;mies in the mo-

mentous movement toward Pekin which is now being

undertaken.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Amkuican Felloavs of thk Royal College
OK SuuGEONs OF ENGLAND. — At the recent cen-

tenary meeting of the Koyal College of Surgeons of

England, the honorary diploma of the Fellowship was

conferred upon Dr. W. VV. Keen, of Philadelphia;

Dr. Robert F. Weir, of New York ; and Dr. J. C.

Warren, of IJoston, as well as upon Dr. W. S. Hal-

sted, of Baltmiore, already announced. The Cana-

dian physicians. Sir W. II. llingstou and Dr. T. G.

Roddick, of Montreal, and Dr. I. II. Cameron, of

Toronto, likewise received the diploma.

The Mfdical Profession in Italy. — The sta-

tistics of the medical profession in Italy, as given in

the Philadelphia Medical Journal, present something

of the same state of overcrowding as elsewhere in the

world. In 1876-1877 there were 2,035 students of

medicine, in 1890-1897 there were 6,922. IJut it is

puzzling to note that while the number of practising

physicians in 1878 was 18,044, their number was only

20,000 in 1899. About 900 men leave the universi-

ties yearly, but only about oOO physicians are reported

as dying in the same limit. In Italy there are some

9,000 town physicians (or health oUicers) ; of these

about 5,000 have a yearly salary, which in only 500

cases exceeds 3,000 lire a year.

Too III to he Nursed. — The following taken

from a daily contemporary has in it an element of

grim humor not without significance :
" It is the Lon-

don Chronicle that says, apropos of Mr. Burdett-

Coutts's melancholy view of the South African hospi-

tals, it is still lightened by humorous touches. A
lady nurse rushing fervidly to her patients in a Cape

Town hospital ward, found her favorite soldier fast

asleep. Pinned to his coverlet was a scrap of paper

on which he had laboriously scrawled : ' to il to be

nussed today respectfuly J. M.'
"

The Ravages of Plague. — It is stated in the

Indian Medical Gazette that from the beginning of

plague in Bombay, September, 1896, till May 11,

1900, there had been in all 392,578 recorded cases,

and 308,172 deaths, in the Bombay Presidency alone.

Out of this large number there had been only 202

cases and 59 deaths of Europeans in the same presi-

dency.

Lkwis Stei'Hen 1'il( mer, LL.D. — The degree

of Doctor of Laws has been conferred by the Univer-

sity of Michigan and Dickinson College upon Dr.

Lewis Stephen Pilcher, of the IMethodist Episcopal

Hospital, of Brooklyn, and editor of the Amuds of
Surcjerif.

Lane Lecturks, Cooper Medical College,
San Fi{Ancisco.— The fifth course of lectures for

1900 will be given by Sir Michael Foster, from Au-
gust 20th to August 24th, inclusive, on various sub-

jects connected with the history of physiology.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, August 8, 1900, there were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

cases of acute infectious diseases: diphtheria 51, scar-

latina 15, measles 20, ty()hoid fever 8.

Smallpox at Lowell, Mass.— Smallpox at

Lowell still claims a certain number of victims. The
disease is supposed to have been brought from Can-

ada by a family of French Canadians, and is limited

in Lowell to the French Canadian settlement. The
patients are being cared for at the contagious hospi-

tal, and further means have been taken to hasten the

work of vaccination.

new YORK.

A Lusty Centenarian. — John Paul Carroll, a

centenarian residing in Brooklyn, has just been made
a member of the Grand Army of the Republic, being

mustered into the G. K. Warren Post, No. 286. He
was considerably over age when the Civil War broke

out, but he was accepted as a recruit of the Seventy-

first Regiment, New York Volunteers, in May, 1861,

because he was so robust, although he was then

nearly sixty-one years old. He was born in the

county of Meatli, Ireland, on June 20, 1800, and

the extraordinary vigor of his constitution is attested

by his having passed the century mark, notwith-

standing the fact that he still carries in the tissues of

his neck a bullet received in the battle of the Wil-

derness and also that on his head is a silver plate

covering the spot where a trephining operation was

rendered necessary on account of another wound met

with during the war.

New Superintendent of the Elmira Reform-
atory.— Dr. Frank W. Robertson, of New York,

who was recently appointed senior resident physician

at the State Reformatory at Elmira, has now been

appointed acting general superintendent of that insti-

tution, in the place of Superintendent Brockway, who

was forced to resign on account of his reputed harsh

treatment of the prisoners. While the latter has now
retired, the resignation does not take effect until the

end of the year, when it is probable that Dr. Robert-

son will be appointed permanent head of the reforma-

tory. Dr. Robertson received the ap[)ointment of

resident physician on the recommendation of a large

number of prominent New York medical men. He
is a graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, and for five years prior to his going to Elmira

was clTu^f of the pavilion for the; insane at Bellevue

Hospital.
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WoUK <)l' Till'", ('lllt.DKKN's All) Soci KI'Y. — 'V\\v

('liildirii's Aid Socicly is (loiiiLj mliiiiriihlc, wcirk diii-

iii;^ the siiiiiiiici'. Since llii; iMlliof ,)iiiu! souk; 1,000

(;liildr(Mi I'loiu its iiidiistrial scIiooIk in iIk; city liiivc

l>(>«;ii sent to its sinnincr lionitt :it ]>:il1i l>c:u;li. Tlic

}i;irl.s reniiiiii tor !i wcok, mid tlu; boys i^o for on<; tliiy,

all alik<i eiijoyinijj tin; benefits of Halt-wut<'r balliiii;^.

Nearly 1,S()() luotlicrs with sick cliildreu liav(! Ixicii

cured for at the Health Home at ("oiiciy Island, the

lar^tir portion remain ini; lor one week ; and a lar^^e

number of crippled children have been ail'orded vaca-

tions of three weeks c^ach at the Bath Beach Ilonu;.

In addition to giving the day excursions for boys tlu;

society every Monday conducts a company of 100

little lads to the Farm vScihool in Westchester County,

where each company remains for one; week.

A New City IIosimtal.— On July ^Jlst l)ei)uty

Commissioner of Charities Glennan, in the nanu; of

the city of New York and the Department of Public

Charities, took formal possession of the old Brooklyn

Homeopathic Hospital. This has hitherto been a

private institution, but after the net^ded alterations

have been made will be conducted in the future as a

city hospital.

PiiiZK Awarded Dk. Knopf. — A dispatch from

Berlin, dated July 31st, announces that the prize of

4,000 marks oliered by the Tuberculosis Congress

for the best essay on the subject, " How to Fight

Tuberculosis as a Disease of the Masses," has been

awarded to Dr. S. Adolph Knopf, of New York.

Eighty-one essays are said to have been offered in

competition.

Insanity Among Prisoners.— In the first two

days of August no less than 6 inmates of the State

Prison at Auburn, 3 men and 3 women, were ad-

judged insane, and they will be transferred to the

hospital for insane criminals at Matteawan. No
special reason is assigned for this sudden and umisual

development of mental disease.

Addition to St. Cathkimne's Hospitat, — St.

Catherine's Hospital, in Williamsburgh, Brooklyn, is

about to erect a new wing for the care of consump-

tive patients. The estimated cost is $30,000, and of

this amount $18,000 has already been raised by the

hospital society.

ARMY NOTES.

An Island for Skgrecation of Lepers. —
General MacArthur has convened a board of oflicers,

of which Major L. M Mans, Surgeon IT. S. Army, is

president, to select an island in the Philippine Archi-

pelago for the segregation of lepers, to prepare plans

and estimates for suitable buildings thereon, and esti-

mates of salaries for the necessary officials and em-

j)loyes. The board is also charged with fixing the'

ration and other allowances for the support of th's

.

leper colony. This action was taken in view of the
^

large miniber «»f lepent in tli** 1Miilippiii«>N, now uml«T

no rirHlraint and a coiiHtuiit menace to thi; public

lieulth. It will be remembered that the army aiilliori-

ties are in I'uerto liico on a Hinall key to the north

of that island, while, in Cuba the htpers have iM-en

carefully collected at the San f^axaro Hospitiil, near

Havana.

Assistant Si:u«;eon Liim-itt Woi MurD. — Prens

reports state that AHHist:int Surgeon Ivippilt, I'. S.

Navy, who has been serving with the deta^.-hment ul

marines guarding the lliiit^;*! State-s legation at Pekin,

has been severely wounded.

TAHES DOIISALIS IN INFANTS.

Tabes dorsai.is is a rare dis<!ase in infant.'^ and tin-

cases recorded in literatun; amount to G in all —
namely, 3 cases published by Remak, 1 by Striimpell,

1 by Mendel, and 1 by Bloch. Dr. L. Dydynsky
gives an interesting account of a seventh ca.se—
namely, that of a boy eight years of age, in whom
the tabes had its onset at the age of five years and
gave rise to bladder troubles. The patient has since

then suffered from incontinence of urine and some-
times from retention of urine. He showed Komberu's
sym])tom while standing, the pupils were of the char-

acteristic Argyll-Robertson type, and Westphal's sign

(loss of knee jerk) was pronounced. There were
muscular hyi)otonia and feebleness but no atrophy or
manifest inco-ordination. He had lightning pains and
paresthesia in the lower limbs, as well as patches of
liyjioesthesia and hypoalgesia. The personal history

of the patient showed a remarkable freedom from
any infectious disease and there was. not any direct

sign of hereditary syphilis. The family history was
as follows : The child's father had had syphilis when
a young man, aged twenty years, and was at the time
of recording of the child's present illness suflfering

from incipient tabes with characteristic knee symi^
toms and pupillary conditions. The child's mother
had had five miscarriages before the present child

was born. Following him were three other children
(infants) who so far ai)[)ear to be well. Dr. Dydyn-
sky insists on the fact that in all the cases observed
of infantile tabes and juvenile tabes (Raymond. IIo-

men) syphilis has been noted in the parents, espe-

cially the father. Hereditary syidiilis is undoubtedly
the cause of infantile tabes dorsalis, just as it is al.-^o

the cause of the characteristic cerebral degeneration,
which may bring about juvenile general paralysis

(Thiry, Alzheimer). It is interesting to note that in

nearly all the recorded cases of infantile tabes the
symptoms began with bladder troubles and troubles

of micturition, after which ocular symptoms followed.
Troubles of sensibility of the skin followed next in

order of time, whereas aUixia and loss of the power
of balancing and walking supervened late or did not
appear at all. Considering the syphilitic etiologv it

is a (juestion whetlu-r the i)revention of both taints

and general paralysis in juveniles might not be
efi'ected were appn»priate antisyphilitic treatment
adopted in the case of every infant subject to heredi-
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tary syphilis. The questions opens up one of the

most important departments of preventive medicine. —
Lancet.

SPREADING OF DISEASE IN BARBER SHOPS.

Boston, August 3, 1900.

Mr. Editor : — In view of the recent efforts of the

Boston Board of Health to hmit the spread of disease in

barber shops, the following circumstances are of interest

:

D. H., age thirty-one, a laborer, early in June last was

shaved for the first time in a certain Italian barber shop

where the price of a shave is five cents. The barber cut

his face and the cut did not heal. About three weeks later

the cut became an ulcer, and at about this time a similar

lesion appeared on the chin. On July 30th an eruption

appeared all over the body. 1 saw him for the first time

on August 1st. The sores on the face are typical hard

chancres and the eruption is the secondary eruption of

syphilis. Yours truly,

H. F. R. Watts, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For the Week ending Saturday, July 28, 1900.
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51.80
25.00

75.00

16 06
16.66

35.70

66.66

.28

.44

2.15

4.15

1.48

2.44

2.50

6.25

1.89

3.96

.86

6.25

12.50

River 2, Boston, Providence, New Bedford, Somerville, Newton
and Everett 1 eacli. From measles New York 8, Pittsburg 4,

Boston 2, Baltimore 1. From scarlet fever New York 3, Boston
2, Providence 1. From erysipelas New York 4, Washington 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 11,610, 2i)6, for the week ending
July 23d, the death-rate was 16.4. Deaths reported 3,662:
.acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 169, diarrhea
214, measles 118, whooping cough 91, diphtheria 69, fever 37,
scarlet fever 26.

The death-rates ranged from 10.0 in Huddersfield to 23.6 in

Liverpool: Bradford 12.9, Croydon 14.7, Gateshead 16.2, Hull
16.2, Leeds 16.1, London 16.1, Manchester 21.0, Newcastle-on-
Tyne 17.4, Nottingham 12.2, Portsmouth 11.8, Sheffield 18.7,

Sunderland 23.0, Swansea 17.3.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending July 28th in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps :

—

Deaths reported 2,666 ; under five years of age 1,293 ;
principal

infectious diseases (smallpox, measles, diphtheria and croup,

cerebrospinal meningitis, diarrheal diseases, whooping cough,

erysipelas, fevers and consumption) 989, diarrheal diseases 620,

consumption 241, acute lung diseases 128, diphtheria and croup

42, typhoid fever 22, wliooping cough 22, cerebrospinal menin-
gitis 1.5, measles \r>, scarlet fever 6, erysipelas 5.

From whooping cougli New York 13, Washington 5, Pittsburg

3, Boston 1. From cerebrospinal meningitis New York 7, Fall
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3lbt>rej^;tf»

SlJR(;iCAL I'AIN.i

IIV (1. KVnlCIt, M.l>., MALDKN, .MAHH.

" ICvory piiiii \\n» il,N illstiiu^l iiiiil pru(;iiaiit HiKiiilli'niii-tt, if \vti will
(!iirrlully HtMiroli for it." II ri/roN.

In :i('Uiu)Vvl<^(lji;iiin tlic Iionor ol' this lioiir, tlic i-c;i(Iit

is rciuiiidcd tliiit we iirc liviii<jj in tlic closing (l;iys ol' a

glorious (•(•ntury, :i Imiidrcd years that will lon-vcr he

rcnu'inlx^rcd hy medical men as {he. period ol' tlieir

ijreatest coiiceijtioiis, tlieii' liiiest discoveries and tlwir

most, precious boon to liiimaiiity. TIk; temptation in

tliis valedictorian time to (lush your checks with the

pri(U' that justly emanates from an enmm^ration ol' this

eentiiry's achievements in medicMiie is indeed stronjf,

and mii;'ht, if indiili;<!d in, lead to an hour's aj^n^eahh!

entertaiumeiit ; hut the; reader asks your indul<^eiic(!

in listening to a luorc painful sul)j(!ct, a subject whicli

will for cons of time elicit, at least, the sorrowful

attention of its victims, unless, forsooth. Christian

Science finds some shorter cut than it now possesses

to that Utopian state of curing " while you wait."

The child of the twentieth century will awaken at

night, and toss in agony, thinking himself a living

refutation of his father's fairy story about th(! nine-

teenth century being the one hundred years in which
the bitteriuiss of th(\ primal ciirst^ was abolished and

tlu^ horror of pain mitigated.

Pain will always exist. I invite you, then, today,

to consid(;r it as our ally, the one prominent symptom
of all acutely dangerous processes within the abdomi-

nal cavity, ratlusr than an enemy we would single out

for destru(!tion. To learn its imi)ort, to compreluMid

its valuta in the early discernment of disease, is our

task and duty. The present drift of surgical thought

since the triumph, during the last decade, over the

terrors of appendicitis and pelvic disease is to :ii)ply

the same reasoning ami treatnu^nt to other similar,

yet more dreaded, pathologies of the abdominal cavity.

And what is pain ? Cicero believed it was a dis-

agreeable movement in the body independent of the

senses. Savage calls it one thing, Erb another.

Whatever the neurologists may say, you and I believe

the word to l)e sutTicieutly descriptive in itself.

Every increase of ordinary sensory stimuli above

the pliysiological limit produces pain ; excessive stim-

ulation is the only [)rere(^uisite in its develo[)ment.

Beyond this the reader finds nothing clear and proven.

There is no department in neurology which affords so

uni(ju(! a symptom in diagnosis, the relief of which

re(piires discernnu'iit and ingenuity of so high an or-

der. Very powerful nerve irritation, such as is pro-

duced by extreme shock, is painhiss, the higher degree

of irritation destroying function.

The reader trusts he may not be thought to assume

a too dogmatic tone in the presence of those whose

experience overshadows his if in the following pages

statements are nuide which challenge discussion.

We would not imply that pain per se is of sufficient

importance to call it i)athognomonic, except in certain

few instances, but we would advance the suggestion

that a more minute study of the subject may be the

means of uuxking an earlier diagnosis, aiul the saving

of much time and life.

Gesture ofpain.— In appreciating the value of pain

' Annual Address delivered at the Annual Meeting of the South
Middlesex District Medical Society, April IS, I'.WO.

UH <i diii^iioHtic Hyriiptoiii, which, we chiirii, in the iiiohI

iin|)orUiiit and instructive of all HiilijiTtiv<! Higim, w*;

lire thrown upon the Miiicerity and int4'lligiii<«- of thr

patient to aerurately and tnithfiilly depict bin hiiITitmi^.

Any oiitwani inaiiifeHt^ition dinplayed by him in th«:

description of \\\h pain ofU-ntinieH ulfonlH the Mtroii;^-

est (due to il^ seat, its iiaturi; and itn <-hariu-ter.

An investigation of a chho ch!ira<;terize<l l»y |».'iin

HJiotild first elicit from the patient where tlie pain firnt

i)egaii, when; it is at present and what kind of a [laiii

it is. Verbal dcrscriptioiiH of pain are often ho in-

definite in th(! ignorant, or ho verlione, «txaggerat4-d or

inconsistent in the liysferical and iieuroti**, that iheirges-

tures arc; more valnaiile as tfrstimony than their word

pictures. When a pain is due to inflammation of an

ext(!rnal part, tin; patient will be oiiserved t()a|iproach

it in a V(rrv respectful way, if In; does ii(»t actually

avoid touching it, so that in a peritonitis his hand

hov»Ts over tlm part without tonehing it.

In mucous membrane iidiammation like intestinal

functional disturbanc<;s, tin; whole hand is laid upon

the abdomen and passes over and across it to deiiot*;

the diffuse general soreness. The localized pain of an

appendicitis is indicate<l by the open hand, sbie-Iding it

as it were from the observer's touch. There is an

absence of gesture in meningitis, because such move-

ment causes pain while in myelitis both hands pass

from the spine to the umbilicus, indicating the sensa-

tion of pain or constriction.

In the gestunss indicative of pain eliciteil only on

pressure no such timidity of touch is noted as in in-

ilammatory pain. Tumor, aneurisnt or al)s<;ess pains

are indicated by pn^ssure over the painful area. An
extended thumb pressing into tlu; l)a<;k, indicating the

an^a of a fixed pain, is said to be suggestive of aneur-

ism. Ill the contractile muscuilar pains of a hollow

tube, like the lie{)atic ducts, ureter or bowel, :us in

hepatic, renal or lead colic, the sufi'erer grasps or

presses the part in contrast U) his attitude in the in-

fiammatory pains of pyelitis or cholecystitis.

Your attention is called to three great cliaracteristics

of inflammatory pain, with whicli this paper has

largely to deal. The first is that pain is elicited or

provoked by pressure and is greatest, as a rule, at the

seat of the infiammation. This fact is of spei'ial in-

terest in interpreting the diagnostic value of pain.

You may move at will a limb the seat of pain with-

out causing an objection on the patient's part, but

pressure excited over the course of a nerve the sul>

ject of neuritis will provoke a distinctly painful sensa-

tion.

The second cliaraet«'ristie of intiammatory pain is

that movement of the part even in the maintenance of

its own function causes pain. Thus it is that an in-

fiaiued apjx'udix is kept (|uiet by the contraction and
rigidity of the overlying nuiscles, which act some-

what as a splint. If in the case of epigastric pain

there be present no rigidity, one may exclude a gastri-

tis or a localized peritonitis. ProbaI)ly the best tyj>e

of inflammatory pain which nature seeks to quiet,

because thereby it keeps the part at rest, is the pain

of vertebral disease. The child no longer bends his

spine, but seeks to keep the spinal muscles at rest by
bending the knees should occasion call for any stoopmg.

The third characteristic of infiammatory pain is that

it is accompanied by a disturbance of the normal tunc

tion of the part, as seen in the case of meningeal head
aches, with the intolerance to light, delirium, etc
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Such is not the picture of a neuralgic headaclie. But

inflammatory pain, besides these characteristics, dillers

somewhat according to the part involved. Mucous
membrane pain is rather a sorem-ss, and when severe,

it is styled burning ; when grij)ing, ctolicky pains ensue,

it is b(;cause the intiannnation is no longer confined to

the mucosa, but lias involved the mns(;ular structures

of the viscus. Serous membrane inflammation is more

apt to be acute and stabbing. Fil)rous tissue inflam-

mation, if moderate, is of a dull, aching (iharac^ter, but

violent and throbl)ing with each lu^irt systole if the

tissue is much inflamed

Referred jut IUS. — Inflannnatory pain is cither local

or radiated along the course of nerves in direc-t com-

munication with the scat of the inflammation, and this

statement l)riiigs us to a consideration of referred pains,

to whose study no better contribution has been made

than the now aged but scientific and classical mono-

graph of Hilton. A characteristic of these referred

l)ains is the fact that movement and pressure do not

elicit any objection on the part of th(; sufferer, or in-

crease the pain, and so they can be proven not to be-

long to that i)art. You may press the sixth and

seventh dorsal vertebrae without increase of pain,

when, as it often happens, such pain is referred to that

region from an ulcerative gastritis, the association

having been maintained through the terminal ends of

the sixth and seventh dorsal nerves. Likewise you

may press, without increasing the pain, at the pit of

the stomach, when such pain has been conducted there

by these same nerves from a diseased vertebra.

Hepatic inflammation of the convex surface of the

liver nniy send a nervous message along the right

phrenic on the under side of the diaphragm, and then

to the top of the right shoulder or the interscapular

space, but pressure and movem(!nt do not affect the

intensity of such pain. This brings us to an exi)lana-

tion of many of tin; pains situated Ix^tween tlu^ scaj)-

uhw dependent on visceral lesions. The fourth, fifth

and sixth dorsal nerves are distributed over the in-

ferior angles of the scapuhe and the interscapular

space, and are the particular nerves in question in-

volved. If you will follow these sensitive peripheral

filaments of the skin to their connection with the

great splanchnic nerve, you will remember that the

latter, passing down through the thorax, then enters

the solar plexus, and that its abdominal ends are distri-

buted to the liver, pancreas, duodenum and stomach,

and hence supj)ly us with a positive route for the

transmission of inflammatory pain from these viscera

to the scaj)ular region of the back ; such at least is one

such ncrv<! channel.

To the mid-dorsum may be referred pains of the

kidneys, abdominal aneurism and the small intestines.

In the lower back, likewise, we fre(|U(Mitly lind pains

referable to the ptjlvisand lower abdonuiu. Referred

pains from the p^dvis come by way of the hypergas-

tric plexus, travelling along the pelvic splanchnic, and
ent(!r tin; cord with tin; second and third sacral

nerves.

Abdominal hrnin.— No definite! or satisfactorv com-
prehension of referred pains can Ik; obtained without

reference to that marvellous mechanism of the abdo-

m(m which presides over organic life, the abdominal
brain. Although it was discovered by Galen, who
was i)orn l.">0 A. n., you could not spend a more de-

lightful evening than by reading the recent works of

Fox and Robinson.

The two great functions of the visceral mind are

nutrition and rhythm. Here nutrition and secretion

are controlled. Ilere visceral function and rhythm are

begotten and sustained or prohibited. It receives

sensation and transmits motion ; it controls circulation

and gland secretion ; it ])resides over the organs of

generation and has a master hand over the peripheral

automatic ganglia of the viscera.

The abdominal brain is situated at the base of the

celiac axis and the renal and superior mesenteric ar-

teries. It lies, therefore, along the aorta, just behind

the stomach, and consists of a meshwork of ganglia,

com])rising tin; splanchnics, the pneunu)gastric and
phrenics. The abdominal brain, therefore, has brain

centres, ccniducting cords, and a peripheral nerve ap-

paratus, just as tlu! brain proper has these parts.

The abdominal brain can live without the cranial

l)rain, but the cranial cannot live without the abdomi-

nal. This great visccjral centre is connected with and
is a part of the lateral chains of the syni[)ath(itic sys-

tem, which range along the sides of the vertebrae,

from skull to coccyx, and so gets its direct connection

with the s[)inal and cranial nerves.

There are two interesting and jjractical features of

this system instrumental in the production of the pain

we are considering. Between the longitudinal and

circular layers of muscle in the viscera lies a system

of nervous ganglia known as Auerbach's plexus.

This is the peripheral apparatus which induces intes-

tinal peristalsis or vermicular motion. Overstimula-

tion of this plexus causes colic, while insufficient

stimulation is productive of constipation and paresis.

Just vuider the mucous membrane there lies a still

more delicate system of ganglionic brains, called

Meisner's phixus, whose office is to preside over the

secretions of its viscus ; they induce a secretion of the

digestive fluids and preserve a nice balance between

over and under secretion.

The automatic menstrual ganglia of Robinson are

situated along the ovaries and Fallopian tubes, and

so preside! over monthly rhythm. The uterine set of

ganglia affectt the nmsch! of the fundus only, the neck

being supplii!d with spinal nerves, which inhibit rhythm,

hence the powerful ])re.servative action of the uterine

neck against any undue stimulation tending to cause

miscarriage.

Auerbach's and Meisner's plexus of the stomach,

being the nearest and largest of the peripheral vis-

ceral apparatus, are gen(!rally the ones most readily

responsive in all abdominal lesions, and hence we
meet with nausea and vomiting so constantly as early

accompaniments of abdominal pain, or of f(!rnu!nta-

tion and indig(!stion in l(!ss acute abdominal disorders.

When the ])(!ripheral apparatus of the small intestine

becomes involved, constipation or diarrhea and tym-

panites r(!sult. If these little bodies are excessively

stimulated, as in api)endicitis, strangulation, etc;., we
get th(! <;olicky pei-iodic; pains characteristic of all ab-

dominal tubular organs.

Pelvic stinudation is transmitted by way of the

ovarian or hypogastric ])lexus, which latti'r, situated in

the post-p(!rit()neal mend)rane, is clinically tlu; more
sensitive and important as explanatory of the severe

pain of tubal i)(!rforatioii.

Classification of jxdii. — Be fort; proceeding to a

consideration of visceral lesions themselves, the reader

would refer you to a classification of pain by Lomer,

of Hamburg, whose monograph on gynecological pain
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!i|i|ir,ii('il .ilxiiit :i yt'iii" ."li^o, :mi(I wliicli inlds iuimIIm r

most cliarniiii^ ti't-iitisc on |t:iiti at. ,1 iiionI ()|i|iurliiiir

tiiiif, wlicii |»rlvii' .siiriirry lias iici-oiin' a <|iH'.Ht,ioii less

ol' siiri;ical li'«liiiii|iic iliaii ul' siiiiiiii siirni(!al <liaj^iii)HiH.

He (livitlfs pain into (1) tiaiiiiiatic ; (2) coiilraciiNr ;

(.'!) iiidamiiialiirv ; (I) iM!ural<(i<^ ; (')) li ystcrical. Tliis

classilicatitni aI)|)li(^s very well lor |iractic;il piirpuscs

|() all visceral lesions.

Simjile iiniiii'ectcd trdiinid of llie \ iseera is c.-iiisa-

live oi coniparatiNcly lilllc |i,iiii. 1 1 is nseoifiii/alile

as womiil pain and soon snl)si<les. Visceral nerves in

the absence of inllainniatory states ai-e so little sensi-

tivo that \n\vy' and simple trauma of the peritoneum

in these post.-Listerian days is causative of little pain,

as the reader has had occasion to notic;*; in several

castas when coinpletiii<f a siiction, with tlu; patient in

full consciousness. 'I'he tyini;; of a pedicle, compris-

iuii" the ovarian ple.xiis, cau.ses monumtarily sevtin-

pain, and even under ether, you all have noticed tin-

altered res])iratory rhythm of the bowel reHe.x.

Contractile pultt, of which ((.\aun)les arc aiVorded

by any abdominal viscus, as the hepatic and renal

ducts, the intestine, ap[)ondix. Fallopian tubes, stom-

ach, uterus and bladder, is typical in its recurrence,

and is rhythmical in character, due to contraction and

dilatation of the organ, and dependent on the pecu-

liar peripheral nerve apparatus of Auerbach. At
times it is the most intense in character, is paroxys-

mal and colicky, and ceases only when the obstruction

which clogs the lumen is removed, or the muscles be-

come ov(M-stretclied, ruptured and worn out. An
aborted ovum, a tubal pregnancy, an enterolith in

the a[)pendix, a stone in the renal and lie[)atic ducts,

an intussnseption, or an offending fecal mass causing

obstruction, are all common illustrations in tlu' (causa-

tion of colicky 2)ains. It is, therefore, the im))lication

in diseases of orifices having contractile cavities be-

hind them which is most calculated to make pain a

prominent symptom in clinical histories.

Infiain))i(itory pain is caused, we are taught, by the

swelling of the tissues and the consequent pressure

on nerve ends, but since the birth of bact(;riology we
know full well that the chemical action on the tissues

of the toxins is by far the greater cause both of

inflammation and its pain, and the reader believes it

fair and essentially accurate to say that the colon com-

munis and streptococcus cause more i)ain than most

other germs, unless the nervous system is so steeped

in j)oison as to be utterly demoralized.

NeuraUiic pain is due to a neurosis of the symi)a-

thetic system, is paroxysmal with distinct intermissions,

and, like the same pain elsewhere, is often accompanied

by trophic disturbances, and lightning-like, lancinating

})ains. Enteralgia, as such exists, is a distinct hssion,

but more often is an expression of some nerve reflect-

ing a pain from a spine of ataxia, an inflamed ovary

or an enteritis.

The most perplexing, annoying and interesting pain

of the abdomen is the hysterical. Its seat and course

are independent of any nerve zone or division of

nerves, its course frequently forming geometrical

figures. It depends on psychical changes, and is not

influenced by rest or inflannuation. It is subj(>ct to

suggestion and referable to some central lesion. "It

is generally a burning pain, and may occupy any part

of the abdomen and its contents," says Charcot.

Pains of the lumbar and sacral back, or of the abdom-
inal wall, intensified by the slightest touch, are gen-

erully llVHlerical. Ah lliese piiillH hnvr \tt'A:U i\\t: cauM
of much lilunderiiig in diagnoniM, unij the n-.v^tm ;{iv<'n

for opening tin- alHlominal cavity williout (iiidin;; n

Huflicieiit causative JeMion, and, therefore, brin^^iii;;

calumny on the head of the operator, the wwh-r
would remind IiIh hearern that Chan-ot'H MMrulN-d

stigmata are the essential rm-aiiH of diflferentiatiii;;

them from genuine pain.s. In hucIi liypereHtheHJ.'i

there is always present .some other manifeNtatiou of

altered nerve force, likcr the aiiestliesia of the conjunc-

tival bulb, or the soft palate, or some .-tnestlietic zone
in the face, leg or back. I'incliiiig the muscN; anrl ho

locating tin; pain in the abdominal wall is a siinpli;

vet «-lli<ient mi'thod of dis<-rimination. Thus the ter-

rible pain of an hysteric, supposed to )»<• sulfering from
gastric, ulcer, perityphilitis, ovaritis, enteralgia, or

gall stone, is soon converted into a skin hyperesthesia,

wln'ther due? to a rheumatic myositis or a central hv.s-

terical lesion, and is amenalile to other measures than

the; scalpel.

Clinical significance of acute tilxLoniinal pain.—
II*' who starts out to elucidate the clinical sigidficaiice

of abdominal symptoms of an acute character, in

which pain is the prominent one, meets at once on
the threshold of his investigation the confession that

the abdominal cavity is a veritable grab box, in which
anything may be found from a .simple innocuous cyst

to a rare yet verifled teratoma ; while the number of

mechanical instruments, wearing apparel, vegetable

ami chemical sundries that have been remove«l from
the human intestines would suggest the propen.sities

and capacity of a Harlem goat.

We a(;knowledge the impossibility of correctly

diagnosing, before the abilominal incision is made,
many even of the common forms of di-sease. Onlv
the minute study of the early individual .sym|)toms

seems, at present, to promise much assistance in reach-

ing a prompt diagnosis in that great class of diseases

which sudilenly threaten life from mischief brewing
within the peritoneal sac. In the synq)tom complex
— pain, vomiting, rigidity of abdominal wall, meteor-
ismus, collapse, etc.— called peritonism or peritouis-

mus, pain is the one constant and foremost synij)-

tom.

Location ofpain.— The more; common localities of

visceral pain are, flrst, the umbilical region, to which
are referred all the early transmitted pains of the

various tyes of obstruction, appendicitis, acute miliary

tuberculosis, lead colic, twisting of tumor pi-dicle and
throndjosis of the mesenteric vessels : the superior

mesenteric plexus being the nearest box from which
an alarm of intestinal fire is rung in to the central

station, or abdominal brain. The second common lo-

cality of abdominal pain is the appendicular, in which
region are found the secondary pains of ui)peinlicitis,

obstruction, inflammation and right-sided pelvic dise:ise,

neuralgia of supi-rflcial branches of hnnbar plexus aiul

myalgia. The third locality is the hepatic and renal

area, generally the localized seat of renal and hepatic

colic, acute hepatitis, cholecystitis, aneurism of the mes-
enteric arter}', aortic disease and sul)phrenic abscess.

The fourth area is the jjolvic, the peculiar seat of

tubal pain ; and finally the epigastric area, in which
latter region are located the pains of gastric, duodenal
and pancreatic ulcer with perforation, acute pancreati-

tis, malignant growth, diabetes, locomotor ataxia and
reflex pelvic pain.

To further localize pain is impracticable without the
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aid of pressure. Pressing the abdominal walls elicits

frequently a localized pain, an expression of a localized

inflamniation, and is of tlie utmost importance.

Rigidity of muscle wall is the next important aid

we possess in suggesthig a localized pathology, it be-

in"- the result of reflex irritation from involved viscera

to the spinal cord, reflected back through the lower

intercostiils, governing the muscles, and hence fre-

(piently distinguishes purely alxlominal from purely

pelvic trouble, since the latter, for reasons before

mentioned, has no such reflex before the peritoneum

becomes involved.

Obstructions.— The great class of obstruction enier-

genci(;s, wliich include bands, hernia, volvulus, intus-

susception, foreign bodies, stricture, tumor, fecal ac-

ciunulation and perforation, are all characterized by

sudden onset witiiout apparently exciting cause, by

severe abdominal pain, generally localized about the

umbilicus, with at first little or no tenderness, but

careful and attentive pressure by the first physician

summoned v(U'y freipiently evokes a localized tender-

ness of inestimable value to the surgeon who comes

later.

The pain is colicky and (constant, due to the disoi-

dered rhythm, provoking viok^it pc^ristalsis, tlusn comes

vomiting witli stomachic, later bilious and finally

brown, offensive products. It is copious, persistent

and gives no relief ; constipation is absolute from the

flrst, with the single exception of intussusception ;

toufue furred, thirst intense, temperature subnornuil,

urine diminished ; then appears collapse, weakness,

pallor, sunken ey(;s, feeble and rapid pulse, cold sweat

and sighing respiration. As the case persists unre-

lieved, the dry tongue becomes brown, the face has

the aspect of horribh; anxiety and the patient dies

within three days from the start of these symptoms of

septic peritonitis, which even modern surgery has

failed to control. Vomiting is the more persistent,

pain the nu)re pronounced symptom, until exuded se-

rum and lymj)!! or j)us bathe the roughened perito-

neum.
The pain of intestinal obstruction depends on tlie

futile, wild and irregular pc^ristalsis and is nuiasured

in s(!verity by the suddenness of the strangulation, the;

amount of l)owel involved, the; seat of the; obstruc^tion

and the age of the person. The small bowel, when
the seat of the lesion, causes greater pain and collapse

than the colon, and naturally being severer as the

jejunum is approached. The sigmoid flexure possess-

ing a v(Ty susceptible and responsive jierve ;n)i)aratus

as compared with the rest of the colon, and being gen-

erally involved in its entirety when the seat of volvu-

lus, causes great pain and collajjse. The young adult,

full of life and vigor, is the subject of more pain and

collapse than tlie aged.

Th(! j)(;riodic |)eristaltic waves may fnuiutnitly be

seen in a thin person hurling themselves against the

seat of obstruction, like gallant Englishmen against

Spion Kop, and with usually a like result. Tympan-
ites arises in exact proportion to the peristalsis al)Ove

the ol)struction. The patient experiences a sense of

fulness and of dragging at the bowels, and fre-

quently says that he feels the movement in his abdo-

men arrested at the same spot.

In these cas(!S of obstruction there is a feature of

the pain which demands especial attention, namely,

that when obstruction is complete the pain is constant

tliougli liable to exacerbations ; while in partial ob-

struction the pain is distinctly intermittent, and the

sufferer enjoys intervals between the attacks. If, for

instance;, an obstruction due to stricture becomes sud-

denly complete, the pain will as suddenly change and
become continuous where before it was intt'i-mittent.

Pressure freepiently relieves the pain of obstruction

at flrst, stopping the nervous telegram, but later ag-

gravates it, a trustworthy sign of beginning peritonitis,

or at least a peritoneal hyperemia. A diminution of

pain toward the end of a fatal case is due to collajjse,

a sensorium steeped in the lethal septicemia, oi- upon
extensive paralysis of the intestine, while its cessation

is synchronous with perforation.

It is imi)ossil)le to localize obstruction in the small

intestine from pain alone, as the; coils are continuously

changing tluiir position, but j)ressure aids materially.

The stomach and colon being more flxed, it is (juite

possible to localize the painful lesion in them. The
frequent sit(; of abdominal pain in sigmoid obstruction

is a point a little to the left of the umbilicus, the site

of the inferior mesentei'ic plexus. In those rare cases

of api)endicitis and obstruction where pain is referred

to the corresponding area of the left side, pressure

over the right hypochondrium increases the referred

pain of the left side. Indicanuria, as an accompany-
ing symptom of pain, is of some considerable value in

localizing obstruction to the small bowel, and is a

pronounced symptom ; when the small intestine is in-

volved in obstruction cases the pain is more severe,

begins earlier and is more persistent.

Strangulation hy bands and apertures.— Strangula-

tion by bands and apertures, one of the most diflicult

matters to diagnose as well as the most i)ainful, consti-

tutes about one-third of all intestinal obstruction. A
history of [)revious ptu'itonitis affords a strong pre-

sumptive j)roof of this variety. The subnoi'mal tem-

perature and weak, rapid pulse are not signiflcant

;

the pain, agonizing at flrst, becomes more diffuse and
contiiuu)Us. There is no tumor. Pressure relieves.

It may be said of such a status that a patient between
twenty and forty years (the subj(!ct of previous peri-

tonitis) presenting no evidence of stone, no gas per

rectum, no tumor or hernial swelling, but a sudden,

severe, colicky, abdominal pain with marked (ronsti])a-

tion and tyin))anites, with vomiting which does not

relieve, demands surgical attciution, for, with all th(!se

conditions, many feet of small intestine may exist as

red as an autumnal sunset ; and the reader ventures

here a surgical axiom, that whenever a patient is suf-

fering from any gi'ave abdominal disease characterized

by these symptoms, without a previous peritonitis,

wliich cannot be accurately interpreted, an early ex-

ploratory incision is demanded, for in just these cases

before pressure necrosis and peritonitis have set in

surgery is the most successful.

Intussusception constitutes, also, about one-third of

all intestinal obstructicni. Here age is the primal con-

sidiiration, for nearly one-third of this class occurs

before the completion of the flrst year, and the ma-

jority of these, again, occur under six months. In

80<% blood or bloody mucus occurs ; vomiting is never

severe at flrst, nor does it occur so early as in other

obstruction, because the bowel is not completely

blocked. Seventy per cent, of these obstructions are

ileocecal. The sausage-shaped tumor is felt in only

about one-half of the cases. Tympanites not reliable.

Pressure at flrst relicives, afterward aggravat(!s, the

pain. (The invagination may be present at the amis.)
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'• AiliTM lew llolllS ill .1 rllild, or .1 |()||ircr pi'lioil ill

till' ikIiiIi, piiiii <'c;iscK :is .sinidciily :i.h il coiiiitii'iMi'tl,

iiiiil llicif is ;iii iiitcrval lill-lr sii;;;^fst,iv»' of llic con-

tiiiii:iiii'i' of llic |i:itli(>|()Ni(-:il coiiiiilioii." 'I'lir pain

returns uitli iincwffl ciicr^v ami at, shorter intervals.

(liven a child under oiu; yt'iii', especially a hoy, sud-

denly seized with acute periodic pain, jiassin;; little

«'!s(^ hut iiloody mucus, the snhject of teiiesiniis, sulVer-

iiii,' Iroin shock, and an incision to the rij^lit of thi'

rii^iit rectus muscle would not he had sur^n-ry, I'or,

while uudouhtetlly many cases ol' inva^inatiiui occur

in int'ancy wliicii nature hersell" relieves, and includr

inanv ot" the more persistent t'orms ot" helly colic, vet

less harm is done l)y iiitcU'fcriMUH' than hy delay. .\

noteworthy I'eatun; ol this pain is that while the in-

vauiiiation is inercsisiiiij; the pain is acute, hut when
adhesive innaiunuition .sets in and fixes tht; pait, or

"janyrene occurs, the pain suhsides or is ahseiit. The
ileocolic variety is the most painl'ul. The amount of

intestinal (u)ntents has uothinjij to do with the amount
of pain. As tlu; iuvauinatiou advances, and especially

as a deiiiiite tumor appears, the pain heeouuvs more
localized, <^euerally in the ileocecal region, and is iii-

creasiul hy pressure. Vomiting is a less (H)iis])icu()us

allv of pain than iu other forms of ohstruction, and

generally gives relief, contrary to the fact in complete

ohstruction.

Volvidiis constitutes only ahout one-fortieth of all

obstructiv(i cases, and is generally located at the sig-

moid flexure, occurring more freijuently in the male

between forty and sixty years. Its onset is suddcMi,

[lain referred to the umbilicus not increased by press-

ure, but there is no form of obstruction in which pain

on pressure is elicited so early. It soon locates itself.

The abdomen is early and frightfully enlarged, mostly

from dilatation of the sigmoid itself, which facts, oc-

curring in a case of marked chronic constipation, are

so prominent in contradistinction to obstruction due to

bands and invagination as to nuike a suspicion of vol-

vulus ([uite probable. Hemorrhagic infarction may
give rise to these symptoms.

In abdominal pain produced by the very infrequent

obstructions of gall stont^s, salol enteroliths and other

foreign material, it may be said that the seat of the

obstruction is eitlier in the duodenum, jejumim, or more
usually in the lower ileum, with a [irevious history of

hepatic colic, or the swallowing of foreign bodies, as iu

the insane, 'i'lu'ir pn^seiice and location is usually

detected by the l\ontgen rays.

Stricture obstruction pain dilYers from these pre-

ceding dolora in that it is extended over a long course

of time, and becomes progressively^ worse, until tlH>

complete occlusion of the bowel causes the typical

symptoms of periton ismus characteristic of all obstruc-

tion cases. The pain becoming colicky announces the

beginning of the last chapter of the paticMit's life un-

less surgically treated. Non-canci;rous stricture occurs

about middle life, cancerous beyond. The clinical

fact of noti^ in reference to the pain is that it comes on

regularly some three or four hours after food, in

pafoxysms which occur at intervals, and is the con-

stant feature of the disease. These attacks appear

monthly, later weekly, daily, and linally the pain he-

comes continuous.

Fecal acoinmlation may cause obstruction and sud-

den acute abdominal pain, referable to the umbilicus,

with absolute constipation. Tympanites and tenesnuis

suggest a volvulus, but the presence of a rounded fecal

tumor, Uh! hiHU»ry of the |»roIoiij^i'«| conHlipuiion, aii>l

the aggravation of HyinptoiiiM hy the taking of fo***!,

the capability of the iuhms to Im; (;limiged ami flatl<riie«l

hy preMHiire and the (X'ciirreiice of these pheiioinenu in

the female neurotic jircMent a iiiiicli |es-» oliHctire legion

than ill other obstruction cjixes.

'rirUlinij (ihiloininiil liininni, a not very iiiicoiiiinoii

form of intestinal obstruction, can iiHiially Ix; correctly

fliagnosed hy the history and ether exaiiiiiiutioii, und
do ii(»t differ ill their syinptoiiiatoh»gy from thai of
other suddi'ii obstructions.

J'rrllonitix. — Ahdominal emergeiicieH c|i;ir;ict«;r-

ized by inllamiiiatioii have all one <;oiiiiiioii and liinely

feature, that pain i.s increased by preHHiire. Junt at

this i)oiiit in tin; cas«! history, if not Ix.'fore, a final

de(;i,sion must be ma«h! for or against inUTferenc<*,

for to igiion; it i.s to court disaster, to lieed it may n>
suit in the .saving of another life. The pain is lof^al-

ized at first, but soon becomes rlifTused and coiisUiiit;

nothing else simulates it but the pain of an acut/;

enteritis. At this stage all tlnr classical .symptoms are
]»reseiit, and intervention is generally too late ; even
at this point, however, with an abat<Mn<!nt of symjH
toms and an arrest of the inflammatory ext<;nsion, a
successful laparotomy is fre(piently possible. I*ain

c(;ases in the final stage of poison intoxication, and all

succor is hopeless.

Let us sim[)lify the manifold causes of peritonitis,

and say they are due to extrava,sations of .some vi.sceral

contents and ab.scesses or the escape of germ life.

Of these, appendicitis, salpingitis, cliolecystitis, gastri-

tis and intestinal ulcers are the more common lesions

in the order named, while traumatic, pancreatic, renal,

tumor and fat necrosis inflammation are the less

frequent.

Appendicitis.— Although much good ink and the
futile display of functionating gray cells have lieen

wasted in voluminous writings on this little part of our
anatomy, yet as it is a tyjie of inflammation yielding to

improvement in recent surgical treatment, the reader
ventures a few suggestions and the rejietition of some
established facts. Because at times this inflammation
has been mistaken for every other possible lesion in

the abdomen, and even for pneumonia, it does not
detract from the importance of its initial symptoms.
The initial pain, rarely elsewhere than over the solar

plexus, is sudden, colicky and severe, and simulates at

this stage renal and hepatic colic, acute pancreatitis,

perforations of the digestive tract, functional colic, the
crises of locomotor ataxia, embolism of deep, mesen-
teric artery and acute obstructions. This pain, the

most important of the cardinal symptoms, settles into

the right iliac fo.ssa within thirty-six hours, generally
much sooner. It is due, in the first insUmce, to over-
stimulation of Auerbach's plexus, by retained mucus,
an enterolith, or by the swelling and pressure of the
inner tidie by interstitial serum, causing appeiidice.lar

peristalsis, and is reflected to the superior mesenteric
plexus, thence to the abdominal brain, causing umbili-

cal pain and nausea. A few hours later, by an in-

creasing stimulus, vomiting ensues, and a transmi.ssion

of nerve irritation to the spine reflects back the
mu.scular message of the external obliijue through the
intercostals, and so rigidity of the abdominal wall be-

conu>s the second most trustworthy symptom of this

disease.

If it be remembered that beside the smallness of
Gerluch's valve, the male aiipeudix lies more closely
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ill contact with tlic psoas muscles, wliilc in the female

it is more depeiideiit, one tinds an (easily understood

explanation why the traumatism in a young male of

the psoas muscles is more frcMpiently provocative of

trouhle than in the female, and why an appendix is

so frecpiently found agglutinated to a tubo-ovanan

exudate.

Pressure in the neighhorhood of McBurney's point

elicits pain rather early and is (;aused by the ensuing

movenuMit of infiamed peritoneal surfaces. In only

about one-tifth of his cases does the reader find the_

initial pain of appendicitis so referred to the seat ol

i\w trouble. Sonu! writers lay considerable stress on

the location of pain under the sternum, as significant

of cecum inflammation or so called catarrhal appendi-

citis, rather than an appendicitis proper, and hence

regard it as a favorable omen. The i)ain reaches its

intensity in from twelve to twenty-four hours, while

the appendix is trying to extrude; its contents. It

soon becomes more general over the; right abdomen,

which is hard and tense. Constipation is hard to

overcome, except by salines, and combined with vomit-

ing is apt in the first hours to suggest obstruction.

(Jerm life and blood count aid much in the in-

terpretation of appendicitis pain and its progress.

In general it may be said that the streptococcus causes

greater release of animal force in the form of heat,

while the colon bacillus tends to depress the tempera-

ture even to normal, but they overstimulate the

sympathetic nerves until the heart cannot well relax

before each contraction, and thus we get, instead of

an increase of temperature, a small, rapid, feeble

pulse. The streptococcus and the mixed infections

cause more temperature ; the colon bacillus, a smaller

pulse and greater pain owing to its more destructive

nature.

The spasm of the external obliepie muscles, near

their costal attachments, when the region of the ap-

pendix is tapped in the early hours of trouble, is an

accompaniment of pain that is very valuable in the

diagnosis of appen<licitis, and the progress of the

case. The tonic spasm of these muscles, while con-

tinuing to guard tlie contents within, soon becomes

tired and exhausted, and their relaxation before the

normal decline of the disease, while other symptoms

are increasing, is a bad omen for the patient's strength.

Pain is continuous throughout the disease, colicky and

spasmodic at first, but localized afterward, until the

general dilfusc; pain of a peritonitis ensues. So long

as nature can keej) the (.'ronje of the al)doinen within

its surrounding defences, the ileocecal region becomes

a veritable; river of Paardeberg, where final surrender

and starvation are sure, and the pain of the bombard-

ment remains localized; hit the enemy escape through

the lines, and the surrounding country becomes the

seat of a destructive conflagration, in which friend and

foe are exterminated. The i)ain is everywhere;

destruction general.

The pain freciuently radiates to the testes and

bladder, and indicates an entanglement of the hypo-

gastric plexus, exciting bladder symfjtoms, or radiates

down the leg and back, denoting an a[)pendix poste-

riorly and deeply seated and dillicult of enucleation.

The persistent pains after the convalesence from an

appendicitis are due, according to Morris, to nerve

filaments being caught into the scar tissue, under-

going chronic sclerosis, following a neuritis, and

therefore inhibiting the peristaltic movements of the

colon, and predis|)osing to constipation, intestinal fer-

mentation and dyspepsia.

The secondary pain of appendicitis is to be differ-

entiated chiefly from acute obstructions, floating kid-

ney, renal and hepatic colic, the pains of pelvic disease

with shock, and from cholecystitis, where the gall

bladder is extended low down, an ether examination

being frequently demanded in the latter case. When
hej)atic colic is epigastric in location, it frequently

radiates to the inidsca])ii]ar region or the shoulder. It

is not generally so violent or sinldcn, but is aching and
tearing ; when the calculus has entered the duct, it is

tearing and cutting ; is seated in the hepatic area.

The entrance into the duct of an hepatic stone

starts a rhythmical or periodic pain, which begins

slowly but rises to a maximum. AYlien ai)pendicitis

pain becomes secondary, and thereby in close relation

to the hepatic area, it generally becomes constant.

Before the duct or bladdc^r hai^ j)erforated, patients

are better able to locate a, gall-stone })ain than most

other acute alidominal ])ains. .Taundice when pres-

ent is decisive.

The referred pains of a renal stone, the course of

the pain along the ureters and the tenderness on deep

pressure in the kidney region are usually quite sufli-

cient for a diagnosis of renal trouble. The pain of

appendicitis increases progressively ; nephritic colic,

coming on suddenly, very rapidly attains its height.

Appendicular ])ain ceases gradually ; nephritic, sud-

denly. Suppressed or bloody urine decides a doubtful

case. Ralph says that " aiumrism of the aorta or

mesenteric artery causes 2)ain similar in amount and

location to renal pain."

Pelvic pain.— Most pelvic pains, being more defi-

nitely located and more amenable to examination, are

of less interest to us at the present time than the fore-

going. The sudden, acute abdominal pain, however,

of a woman of c;hild-bearing age, referable to the pel-

vis, means usually a ruptured tube filled with pus or

an ectO|)ic pregnancy, is of extreme importance and is

the one lesion of the pelvis most aprojjos to our sub-

ject. The sudden, severe colicky pain in a woman of

this age, suddenly ceasing, followed by shock, rapid

pulse, low temp(!rature, usually means hemorrhage or

pus escaping into the abdominal cavity and demands
immediate relief, with a few exce])tions where shock

is extreme, in which case, after the filling of the ves-

sels with normal salt solution, a rise of temperature

and a falling pulse indicate the propriety of interfer-

ence.

The question of interference in all abdominal hem-

orrhages, whether pelvic, post-operative, traumatic,

cystic, gastric or intestinal, depends upon the early

recognition of such a catastrophe and the state of

pulse and t(;mp(!rature, the pulse being the better

guide. " The combination," says Richardson, " of a

temperature that does not respond to stimulants and

artificial heat, with a pulse that still rises, calls for in-

tervention in strongest terms, for it means the i)atient

is bleeding to death." Smhlen jx'lvic pain, at any

age, accompanied by grave general symptoms of py-

rexia and septicemia and followed by a ratlmr abrupt

cessation of the pain, j)oints to purulent peritonitis.

Perforative peritonitis with sepsis occurs so sud-

denly, is so rapidly fatal, barring the few cases where

Nature has been successful in her walling-off process,

that the attendant has little time to lose. The pain is

severe and constant, no longer colicky, followed by
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Hyiiiptoiiis of 8(!V(U'o shock, lociil prciHHuro, tiuidcriiuHH

!iii(l ri^^idily. Wlicii (!xtr;iviiH!iti(»ii iiiiil liciiionliiij^i'

occur, l,li() |nils(i Ix'^iiis to riHc ami \vc liavn llicn im-

pciativc iii(licatii)iis for iiiti'rrfrcnci- ; ,i lew Ikiiiis' div

lay lips tlic scales imravorai)! y.

'I'Ik! call lor siirijiciil coiisultaliou is imperative in

all cases of i^astric perforation, for operations to he

siiccessfnl must, according to i.nnd, Ix; ptrrformed

witliin twelve hours of tlui accident, 7!)% recoverin;^

of these early ()|n;rative cases.

The gcMierai conditions, according to Warren, under
which suri^ery may hccomo ncice.ssary in ^astiic mid
duodenal idcers are perforative^ hemorrhage, persist-

ent sp.isin of {\\v pylorus with pain and dilatation, and,

linally, perii^astritis with the formation of adhesions

and ahscesses, tin; cause of death in these; cas«;s he-

iui;' septic peritonitis, retroi;astric and snl»phrenic ;il»-

scess.

In all perforative cases where pain is (continuous,

or wluui it revives aft(M' a pcsriod of frticdom from it,

the; call for aid nmst he he«Mled immediately. Nature
showini;' that she cannot resist the invasion.

(ieneral abdominal distention and inunol)ilitv an;

the two other most important allied signs calliiiir for

outside aid. If the <>(;neral distention does not pass

away after the use of rectal tube, turpentine; enema, (;tc.,

by the second day, it indicates a prognjssive case and
a surgical one. In perforative ai)peiidicitis general

distention with pain and pressure tenderness, but

without localized tumor, is a grave condition ; if in

such a case the temperature constantly rises, the

|)r()gnosis becomes worse; and de'ath is imminent within

fe)nr days, nnless surgically treated. Leucoc^tosis, as

you know, iiu;re;ases anel is marked before; the perfora-

tion of an appe'iidix or ulcer, but afterwarel suddenly

drops, and when general peritonitis supervenes, it may
disappear entiredy. Its presence serves te) elifVeren-

tiate appendicitis from typhoid, aneurism, simple oIh

structie)u, floating kielne-y, uneiomplicate'd reMial or hev

patic colic, functional colic, fecal accumulation and

attixia. A steaelily increasing leucocytosis in appen-

dicitis is always a bad sign though other signs im-

prove.

Typhoid perforations. — As from 10% to 20% e)f

typlioiel fatalities are caused by perforation, the major-

ity of them occurring in the region of the cecum, a

recent list of 103 operative cases, including Dr. Keren's,

is of some interest, showing that 21 were saved when
done within twenty-four hours. Senn writes, relative

to his experiences in the Santiago cam})aign, that a

bulle't may penetrate the abdominal cavity at or above

the umbilicus without causing lesions whiedi demand
surgical attention, but that if it penetrates below the

nave'l, one to fonrteeii perforations will occur. Did

time allow it would be- profitable to eliscuss Professor

Manle;y's aphe)risni :
" When in eloubt don't operate."

We; would rather say, first consult, then if in doubt,

the' patient bedng in fairly gt)exl e-.ondition but with synip-

toms growing progressively worse, give him the- bene-

fit of the only i)lausible course anel operate. Of these

cases of perforation it may justly be statetl that the

experience of Professor Senn at Santiago, and of Sir

AVm. INIacCormac in South Africa, points to the' advisa-

bility of non-interfeirence in vise-e-ral wonnels below the'

und)ilicus made by the moelern bullet, wdiile in civic

life the' traumatic cases of abelonunal bio svs anel crushes

offer a much less successful surgical Helel than the

pure'ly }):itli()logic.

When the U'.rtn |>(!ritoiiitiH can Im; r«:l«;;{uU;(l to th<!

Mume; ediiivion uh hax tlie term i)«-(|ridden in conntrr-

tion with pe-lvie; disease, then will the pliyMiciniiH of

tlie Iweiitietli century have a-» niuch «-huhi' for juMt

pride; as we; of toelay in the- triumpliH of Unte-r, 'I'ait

and otlnTH, hut us the; de'cr<;a.Hing mortality of «»p<'ra-

tive; cases pre)gresseH, with the; intedligene'c aiirl prompt'
nesH of tlie family pliysi(;ian, it be|ioov<:.H us te) alMdi>ih

the fictitious line; betweM-ii tneelie;ine and siirgerv, and
learn wiiatever we; can of the; early HignH-*»f uiHle)rniiial

dise-ase. The; bulk e)f all siKre-ssfiil practice; depenel.H

upe)n an e-arly and ae-eMirate* diagiio-.is.

Fre)in what has be'(;ii said, one general reiiie-liisieui

may be- eirawn, best state-el in the; language; of Dr.

liichardse)!) :
" Is it not a eliity, tlie're;fore;, for tlie»se of

us whe) se-e many of tlii-se; e;asi;s te) elemeinstrate; again

anel again, as far as human erre)r ami frailties will

permit us, the)se signs by which pe).ssible; impe-nding

elisaster may be* re!e;ogiiize'el, to e-mphasize e)n overv e)e'-

e;asie)n the; e)ne' great e^ause of disaster in these formiel-

able; le-sions — the; uiine'f;e;ssary loss e)f time; ami to

she)rte'ii, as much as pe)ssible!, the inte-rval whie-h mu>t
e'lapse' be;twe!en Nature;'s first e-all for help .md the sur-

geon's response?"

Finally, it may be saiel that while many a life; can

be .«pare;el by timely care anel the knowleelge of the

just value of jjainful symptoms, we must confess t<j

the large mortality of all acute, painful abdominal dis-

eases. Those of you who will this summe*r visit that

historic old pile, Westminster Abbey, will be re-

mineled of the; very common fate of this class of cases

by reaeling the e'{)itaph, in the Poe'ts' Corner, of Wil-

liam Shakespe'are :

" The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces, the

solemn teinjiles, the great globe itself, yea, all wfdch it in-

herits shall dissolve, anel like the baseless fabric of a vision

leave not a wreck behind."

(©riginai %nit\t.

THE PSYCHIC FACTOR IN DISEASE.^

BY itonEUT w. (;kef.>'li:ak, m.d., uostox.

A STUDY of the cases occurring in one's private

practice leads to the conclusion that many of them
present aspects of a mentoneural relation worthy of

consideration. This relation, for want of a better

term, we may call the psijthic. The term is some-
what objectionable because it is bureleneel with eliverse

popidar meanings. I use' it simply in a plain medical,

and in no sense a mystie-al, nu aning.

We probably all remend)er the stories our teachers

of pliysiok)gy tolel us of the pranks the nervous sys-

tem plays ; of how a wise man on being asked to tell

which of a set of servants was giulty of theft arranged
them in a row, placeil some rice in the mouth of each
and then on calling for the rice founel that one re-

turueel it dry. This one, perturbed by his conscious-

ness of guilt, hael failed to secrete saliva. It would
be well if we paid more heeel to such teachings of

physiole)gy, but in the interest attaching to pathology
anel te) our eliagnoses with instruments of precision,

these less conspicuous factors easily escape our atten-

tion. What I have to say may see-m commonplae'e

1 Ue.id before the Cliuical Sectiou of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, February 'Jl, lUOe).
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and trite, but it appeared to nie desirable to have a

discussion on certain topics relating to the role the

nervous system plays iu such diseases as ordinarily

fall to the care of the general practitioner rather than

of the neurologist.

It is my |)urpose to cite briefly a few cases illusti'a-

tive of certain propositions, aiul I invite your discus-

sion to these propositions i-ather than to the cases.

The propositions are as follows :

(1) Tiiat some cases of illness are simi)ly neuroses

without appreciable pathological lesions.

(2) That causes capable! of producing such neuro-

ses may act wliile disease is present and should be

guarded against.

(3) Purely psychic causes, as shock, grief, and the

like, may pave the way for, if not directly cause, i)ro-

found pathological disturbance.

(4) Attention to tlie psychic is capable under some

conditions of so turning the scale to health that it

may arrest, even perhaps cure, otherwise fatal patho-

logical conditions.

(a) Attention to the psychic should be considered

a routine measure in the treatment of delirium from

toxic causes, as alcohol, belladonna, ether, and the

like.

(G) Attention to the psycliic should also be con

sidered a routine measure in the treatment and in the

prevention of delirium in febrih; states, as of typhoid.

(7) Nurses shouhl l)e able to enter into psycliic re-

lations with their patients ; otherwise the value of their

services is much lessencid and may be harmful.

Taking these propositions in order, the first is that

certain cases of illness are simply neuroses without

pathological lesions. Such perturbations of function

as that illustrated by the rice story are of frecjueiit

occurrence. Bad news may inhibit digestion and the

resulting morbid waste products may produce their

systemic train of symptoms. Musculai- fatigue may
produce cramps, mental effort insomnia, etc., and on

removal of the cause the nervous system will go on its

usual way as if nothing had happened, or possibly the

disturbance may have been so profound that a " hal)it

neurosis " will have been established where a train of

perverted nerve functions will be set up by other than

tlie original exciting cause.

I have selected the cases to illustj"at(! my first propo-

sition because they represent disturbance from definite

causes. The whole relation of cause, effect and
simple treatment is a little clearer in these cases than

in those representing otlier varieties of this grou]).

The principle is practically alike for all.

Cask I. A girl, fifteen years of age, had been in i)ain

for hours on account of severe cramps in her leg, causing

it to be strongly flexed on the abdomen. The cramps
were due to overfatigue in dancing during the preceding
evening. Kfforls for their relief had thus far been futile,

(ientle massage, careful extension of the leg, distracting her
attention and aiding her self-control, were the measures
which relieved her. Tlie whole procedure took about ten

minutes. Normal nerve control was reestablished and bo
recurrence took place.

Case II. A nurse of about thirty years of age was
much overworked and debilitated. She had been suiiject

to minor cramps. On this oc(;asion both arms and Itigs

took part in the excessive cramjiing. The toe, calf and
upper leg flexor mus(;les all suffered. The arms were
even cramped across the chest. Psychic measures were
not e(|ual in my hands to restoring the equilibrium, and
not till the patient was etherized could the cramps be con-
trolled. Kest, tonics and change of scene restored her to

health. Nothing was heard of the cramps again after the
attack referred to.

Cask III. A phantom tumor in a woman of about
thirty-four years of age. It came on after a severe fall.

A mass suggesting a flattened orange could be obscurely
felt in the left side of the abiiomen. The case had been
sent to the hospital for operation, but it was finally decided
not to operate, as the mass disappeared when the patient's

attention was diverted.

Cask IV. A girl of eighteen years, in excellent health,

but of a nervous, excitable temperament, was much fright-

ened by the noise and flames from the blowing out of a
fuse in an electric car. She, with others, jumped from the

car and fell or was pushed down. She was, however, able

to get up and walk about. On reaching home she became
hysterical and complained of pain in her left leg. In three

days this became anesthetic and partially [laralyzed. This
condition lasted about two weeks with sufficient distinct-

ness to confine her to bed; then, on being up and about, it

gradually wore away. Dr. James .1. Putnam, who saw the

case in consultation, considered it hysterical hemianesthesia
and pointed out its similarity to those cases of pseudoparaly-

sis following injury that are bedridden for months, or until

a suit is settled.

The second projiosition is that causes capable of

producing neuroses in health may also operate when
disease is present. The points 1 wish to call attention

to are that we should be especially on our guard against

such causes, first, to recognize them as not necessarily

factors in the disease jiictures at hand, and, secondly,

to ensure measures to prevent their occurrence. When
one is weakened by illness discussion of a business

(piestion may induce a sleepless night (for which the

discussion and not the illness of itself is I'esponsible).

The visit of an injudicious friend may cause emotion-

alism, irritability or other depressant factor, hence

should be guarded against in the sick room. It is

surprising how slight a cause may sometimes disturb

a patient. A cri'aky rocking chair, a starched dress,

a whispered conversation, are familiar illustrations.

I have twice seen a temperature of 10('>° come sud-

denly from purely psychic causes and depart as sud-

denly as it came after remaining but two or three

hours. One of these cases of psychic temperature, if

I may so call it, was in a lad convalescent from

tyjihoid fever and the other was in an hysterical

woman who had had pelvic jieritonitis. I have no
doubt that some cases of post-operative febricula are

of psychic rather than of infective origin.

My next proposition is that purely nervous causes,

as shock, grief, and the like, may pave the way for, if

not directly cause, profound pathological disturbance.

1 have never happened to have altc^iuUid a case where
such results as the whit(!ning of the hair or the loss of

the mind has siuhhuily i'ollowiul shock or grief. l>ut

Case V illustrates other phases of the same possibili-

ties.

Case V. A young woman, who had been under treat-

ment for enlarged cervical glands for several j-ears, gave
birth to a fine child, which survived the dangers of a
breach presentation, also of a summer diarrhea when two
months old. Otherwise the child was jierfectly well till

the tenth month. 'I'hen it had what a[)peared to be a
slight cold, from which it wasn^coveriiig. At this time, the

great-grandmother, who lived in the same house, sickened

and died. (Jrief so affected the mother that her milk en-

tirely upset the child. Nothing that I advised was of any
avail. In one week more the little one also died. This

second fatality comjiletely prostrated the mother. She de-

clined visibly day by day. She became despondent. Her
sleep was much broken. Muscular pains in the feet were
so troublesome that she could not walk. The cervical
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glands he^an to grow rapidly and hIiu duvt-li)pe<l a Hi^voru

l)ron(;liiiil cough. 'I'lihcrciilar tr(nil)l«! was ft-iiicd, hut hn

tlw) signs ill the Itiiigs wore ixtl iocali/.fil and as tin; sptihitn

was ncgalivi', I ft-lt jiislifu'd in giving llic assurance liiat

such was not tlie (;asn and that sht! could get well. 'I'hi*

strong assuratico coniljincd with removal to frtish scenes

and tlie invahiiililc iodide of iron then hegan to result

satisfactorily. She was soon ahle to walk. Tlie cervical

glands (liniini.sluid to one-third their size, and the congli

practically ceased. She, at the present time, a year from
her twofold grit f, is in fairly good condition.

I'jissiiig now from :i consideration of the gciM-rii!

topic, ol" tlu> psy(;liic as a caiisativo factor of disease,

I will next hrietly snminarizt! certain (uises which il-

lustrate its ])()wer from a tlierapcditic .standpoint.

Ca.ses VI and VII illiistratt^ this in relation to inv

fourth pr()[)osition, nanndy, that the psychic is capahh;

under some conditions of so turning the .scaU^ to

health that it may arrest, even in some ca.ses cure,

otherwise fatal pathological conditions.

Cask, VF. A gentleman, sixty-four years of age, wlio

had suffered for several years with rheumatism and chronic

bronchitis, was seriously ill with interstitial nepln-itis, to

which was sujieradded an acute parenciiyniatous process.

He was emaciated, having lost by estimate about seventy

pounds. Edema, ascites aiul jaundice were present, lie

had a marked cachexia, wliic h with the examination of the

blood suggested malignant disease. The o[)inion of the

three physicians who saw him was that he was not likely

to live more than three or four weeks. In this illness the

patient was remarkably calm. Following a well-known

precept never to permit the news of a fatal ending to

come directly from the physician, indeed not to allow such

a disquieting thought to be discussed with the patient at

all, I refrained from telling him how ill he was. On the

contrary I availed myself of the ])sycliic by kee|)ing up
his courage as best I could. In addition, wbicdi of course

was a most important factor, thougli I do not believe it

would have suificed alone, I gave him nothing but the

simplest of diet and medicaments, chiefly malted and pep-

tonized milk, with fel bovis as a laxative medicine. Much
to my surprise the scale began to turn. The acute symptoms
gradually disapjjeared and he practically recovered. In

the two years since that attack lie has regained some
fifty pounds ; is able to devote several hours daily to busi-

ness and is hardly aware of the renal disturbance, which
has subsided to a moderate amount of interstitial process.

Cask VII. A gentleman, age forty years, was ill with

advanced pulmonary tuberculosis. One lung was every-

where invaded and had an extensive (cavity in the up|)er

third. The other lung was moderately affected. The
patient's digestion was much disturbed. He was emaciated

and had a daily hectic. This patient had been under the

care of skilful physicians in his own town. He had con-

sulted specialists in our city, but his condition had gone
on from bad to worse. My relation to the case was a very

limited one. It seems that shortly before I saw the pa-

tient the family had transferred their allegiance to a men-
tal healer. Frien is had then made such an outcry that

the family were induced to have at least one more opin-

ion from a Boston doctor. I happened to be the one

asked to see him. I made a critical examination, and on

stating that I knew of no measures of any avail towards
prolonging his life beyond six months at the outside, the

family concluded to reinstate the mental healer, who, if

nothing else, had already given the sufferer a sense of calm

he bad been a stranger to for months. Much to my sur-

prise the man lived a year. His wife told me that up to a

few weeks before his death, when suddenly he became
seriously ill as if with an acute attack of grippe, he had
been doing very well, that his dyspeptic symptoms had
entirely subsided, that for a while he had gained in weight,

and that he had been outdoors for months. The j)oint is

that he lived twice as long as I expected he could and had
been kept in a fairly comfortable condition most of the

time, tlie only thernpeuiic mranure in hi* csm (MioK tb«
pHychic, which had favorably inducncrd hiii nutrition.

While it is only in ii most jjjeneral way that Mxy-
thin;; approuchin;; definite rule.s cum Ih; f<»nnuhil«d lo
govern cnxeH like those thuH far cit<rd, and while »!•;-

tailH 21H to nieasiires for the avoidance of fatigue, or
on the other hand, words of eneourageuietit, inunt
from the very nature of the r-ase he largely (pie^tionn

of ttict on the part of the pliyHi(;iari and of the men-
tal habit of the patient, in the ne.xt set of caxeH u
more definite liinr of action may he foriniil.ited. The
proposition is that attention to the p.syeliii; .shoidd Ih?

a mutt<'r of routine in toxic cuh^h with delirium.

Casi-. VIII. A typical case of alcohol delirium in a
young man is hen; represented. Among his delusions
were those of water bugs in his coffee cup. Ili^ ifffirts to

remove them were absolutely true to life. If left to him-
self he would have starved rather than have taken any
food.

In such cases the p.sychic may he a«lvanta;,'eoiisIv

and definitely applied as I applied it in this case.

Out! should fall in with such delusions. Instead of
arguing that no bugs are jiresent when the patient is

perfectly sure his cup is teeming with them, help him
empty them out, then give him a fresh cup of In-ef

tea and get him to take even a sip while he has tlie

asstirance that his cup is bug free.

Authorities are agrcted, I believe, that restraint in

such cases is not as well as the calming control of a
judicious nurse. Though this man was of a turbulent
disposition and a boxer there was not the slightest

ditliculty in leading his delusions, so that he wa.s kept
(juietly in bed. Then with the aid of sedatives and
eliminants he passed safely through the attack. With-
out the p.sychic factor in his treatment there would
have been much increased risk of physical harm to

himself or others.

Cask IX. Here is represented a somewhat similar con-
dition in belladonna poisoning. A young woman had
taken five A. S. B. pills. Besides having the dry throat
and dilated jjupils, .'-he was completely unbalanced. She
had a busy delirium. Prancing horses were trying to
catch her. Every noise as of a passing train would' startle

her into efforts to escape fresh terrors. There was con-
stant risk of her being seriously harmed, as she was ready
to dash through a window or anywhere. She mistook her
physician for her mother and his efforts quieted her. Her
mother, usually most welcome, was mistaken for an ac-
quaintance for whom she had an aversion and the mother
could not approach her without adding to her fright. In
this case availing one's self of the psychic by maintaining a
protective calm was an important factor in the treatment.
Nerve sedatives, eliminants and systemic tonics were also
important factors, but their action was certainly much
aided b_\ the psychic.

The same condition is also shown in the following
case of salicylic acid poisoning, and emi)hasizes the
importance of sympathetically falling in with the de-
lusions incident to delirium as a means of controllino-

the victims of such delirium.

Cask X. A man, of about forty-five years of age, en-
tered the Boston City Hospital, where I was house officer,

with acute articular rheumatism. He was given the usual
routine dose of salicylate of soda, which consisted of — if I

recall correctly — five-grain hourly doses till the physiolo-
gical effect was produced. I never felt satisfied that it was
a case of pure salicylic poisoning or whether previous alco-
hol was not a factor. The point for this j)aper is with re-

lation to the peculiar transitory delirium and its psychic as-
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pects. About midnight I was hurriedly summoned to the

ward (Ward T) and a most bizarre spectacle was presented,

one not soon to be forgotten by those who witnessed it.

The patient had been given permission to continue wearing
his precious red flannels. These were in full evidence as he,

in liis delirium, undertook to escape his fancied foes. He
imagined the woods (that is, the ward) were full of devils;

tiie ward master was their chief. All the lights were on,

and the patient, (piite unmindful of his f)rcviously painful

joints, was dodging about from bed to bed. The ward
master, usually a most cfHcient nurse, was (juite unable in

this case to meet the [)sychic relation necessary for its suc-

cessful treatment. Expressed in terms of electricity he

exerted only negative or repellant attraction. Fortunately

for the sake of the patient and the j)eaoe of the ward, I

happened in this case to illustrate " positive aflinity."

The patient at once recognized me as his doctor and came
to me for protection. I fell in with his delirium, told him
I would take him to a place of safety (namely, his bed)

and gave him a quieting dose of bromide of potassium

and chloral. The psychic was of great importance in this

case. It was very easy to exercise if one iiappened to be

the right one for it. It was positively pathetic to see this

strong man yielding in his (lelirium implicit obedience to

my simplest command. He helped himself into a camisole

as trustingly as a little child would get into a nightgown.

Sleep soon came, and nothing further was heard of the delir-

ium.

Ether delirium deserves a word of iiientioii, not on

account of the gravity of the condition, for it is

neither severe nor prolonged, but every case of etheri-

zation has a period when attention to the psychic

means the difierence between struggles, unseemly
speech, etc., and a cahn, quiet, almost natural falling to

sleep. Tliis latter condition is readily obtained if the

operator lias the confidence of the pati(!nt at the out-

set and takes care to exert his own control when the

patient is going through the stage of anesthesia of

the inhibitory centres. This is the moment when
trouble may he apj)rehended, and when it will surely

come in injudicious hands.

The delirium of fevers bears a close resemblance

to that of many drugs and it is natural to infi^r that

such delirium is due to toxin poisoning. The presence

of toxins, chemically much like certain of the alka-

loids, also suggests this relation. Whatever the

exact processes involved in the causation of such

delirium, it is certain that it frequently accom-
panies high fever, and that among the best measures
for its prevention and its mitigation are the psychic.

The following cases will illustrate this proi)ositi()n.

Case XF. A young man, ill with typhoid, distinguished

himself early in his stay at the City Hos[)ital by jumping
out of the window and dashing about the grounds. For-

tunately he was not harmed by the experience. For safety

he was placed in a guarded room. One evening when the

lights were put out he became very much alarmed and
aroused us all by his frightful screams. He did not know
the other physicians and they simply intensified his fears.

He recounized me and a word sufliced to give momentary
quiet, which was continued by the help of bromide and
chloral.

Cask XI f. This case illustrates the possibility of pre-

venting delirium of fevers by attention to the psychic. A
young woman, ill with tjphoid fever, started out as if she
were to be extremely ill. The temi)erature reached 105°

and bhe had a moilerate delirium. She was very averse to

goin'4 to a hospital, and on finding a suitable nurse she re-

main' d at home. This nurse was a treasure. She exerted
a wuinb rfuily soothing effect on the patient; delirium did

not come again. 'Jo be sure, baths were used and these

tended to avert the liability to delirium. But (piite apart
from this I am of the opinion that the calming, (juiet atti-

tude of the nurse was of great value in the treatment of

this case. Besides being free from delirium throughout the
seven weeks of her illness, a pregnancy of three months
went on satisfactorily and the woman has since been de-

livered of a fine healthy boy.

The cases thus far instanced also illustrate the next
proposition, namely, that nurses should he ahle to

enter into psycliic relations with their i)atients; other-

wise their influence is much lessened and may he

positivtdy harmful. Do we give this factor enough
attention ? Are our nurses suflif-iently trained hi it ?

No amount of training can (jualify the unfit. But
training can greatly improve the fit. 1 am continu-

ally hearing of nurses who delight in telling of their

experiences in other cases ; how this pneumonia died,

or that typhoid had hemorrhages.

Cask XIII. One type of trained nurse is here illus-

trated, unfit though possessed of the best of training. 'I'he

patient, a young lady of an especially refined and sensi-

tive nature, was ill with eni])yema. Medicines were all

given on time, the clothing was duly changed ; in other

words, the nurse was perfect in techni([ue. But she offended

the patient in numberless little ways. She was constantly

chattering uninteresting stories. Her hands were not al-

ways clean when serving food, and though clothed in

spotless white she would not think of any harm in coming
into the room at the patient's meal time when her clothing

was redolent with odors from adjoining rooms. The patient,

rather than offend i)y word of hers, endured it for days and
days. Her appetite suffered and her spirits fell, nobody
could quite see why, but I believe it was largely because
the nurse failed to enter into helpful psychical relations

with the patient. Had this relation been well met at a
time when good nutrition was in process of establishment

the fatal result in this case might have been averted.

Why one person should re2)el and another attract is

a problem. Explain it as we please the fact renuuns

that such relations exist. Moreover, a person when
in good condition or at a particular time may attract

and at the next o(;casion exert just the reverse rela-

tion. As a rule, however, a nurse with the proper

fitness for nursing shoidd exercise this (piality in most
instances. When illness has overtaken her or she is

too fatigued, the sick room is no place for her. A
sick doctor is bad enough for the patient. However,
he may be able to give a moment's trustworthy judg-

ment under such conditions, or be endured by the pa-

tient for that brief length of time, hut with a sick

nurse tlu; case is different. If one looks over his

successes and failures, while we all gladly recognize

our great ind(!btedness to the mirses who have helped

us towards success, yet we can also probably ])oint to

some failures where the psychic was important and
the nurse utterly failed to meet it. I make it a rule

never to accept a sick nurse if I can help it, no matter

how much I may otherwise value lu-r and wish to see

her employed. Moreover, I belicsve that where a

nurse cannot get into an acceptable j)sychic relation

with her patient so as to he able to soothi; and make
everything tend to health, that slu; is not tin; nurse for

the place and shoidd In; exchanged.

It is a (pu'stion whether the average graduate of a

small liospital is likeh' to be better than the average

from a large one. Few nurses can rise above the ten-

dency to roiitinism engendered in the large liospital.

So that even if they escape the bane of overwork it

is diflicult to have accjuired all the little delicacies and

refinements of nursing which add so much in private

practice. Where large hos[)itals do notgiv(^ abundant
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oppoi'tuiiitioH for Hc^rvjcr hh " H|)«'riiilH," hikI wlirn-

tlu'V <!<> not t.ikr |no|)(r cure of tlicir ihiiscm' Ih-jiIiIi,

I uiii sure llicir ;ii;iilii;ilf.s ciiiiiitit. coinpiirr willi tliuMi-

Irom tlic siiiallcr lit)s|iil;ils.

Our Hltfulioii to tin" iiii|)iiil;iiMc ol the psyi-liii' is

loi'cfd upon UH lodity iVoiu auolliir ipiarti-i', iiiiiiiciv,

tlic coiup.Mi ativc success ol vaiious kinds of pscudo-

practitioucrs. I lorfscc one "food result, il' uolliini,'

else, t'roui tlie preseut, cra/.e tor ('llri^liMIl Sciniie,

mental healing, iionieopatliv , and I Ik- like. Tlirv

einpliasi/e tlie importance ol iIk' ps\cliir. 'riicii- are

a sullicient nund)er of persons in our midst today,

once ill, now well, who owe their recovery to the

psychic relation, hoW(>ver blindly exercised, ol" .some

pseuilophysician. It is an encouraning sis^n of the

times that wc, as physicians, no longer cry out, " This

fad is totally had; \\\\\v. nothing to do with it." In-

.st(>ad, when occasion jx-rmits, we say, " Yes ; this is a

fad. It owes its e.xi.stence to certain well-recogni/ed

medical principles, is ca|)ahU! of much good within

cert.ain limitation, but is also capable of much harm
through ignorance of other laws."

It would be interesting in connection with the subject

of this paper to di.seus.s the relations of electri(;itv

and hypnotism to the psychic. These agents have

already demonstrated tlieir value in certain limited

lines as thera[)eutic agents, but it seemed to me that

such di.scu.ssion would unduly prolong this pajjcr.

I therefore thought it better to confine my remarks

simply to two main thoughts, namely, the j)sycliic as a

causative agent, and the psychic as a remedial meas-

ure.

CItntcai SDepartment*

A BRIEF REPORT OF A CASE OF CEREBRAL
ABSCESS OF OTITIC ORIGIN; OPERATION;
DEATH.

1

HY GEOIUIE L. RICHARDS, M.D., FALL RIVKR, MASS.,

Otologist and Lai\i/iii/olo;/ist to the Fall liiver and /-'meryfriri/ Hospi-
tals ; Felloio American Laryngological, lihinoloyicat and Otohxjical
Society, etc.

M. D., male, twenty-eight years old, was admitted

to St. Luke's Hospital, New Bedford, September 1 li,

1899, at 8.30 i\ m., with a temperature of 100.4° and

the following history : Two years ago had earache

in the right ear followed by a discharge. Since that

time has not been conscious of any trouble with the

ear up to September 3d of this year, when he had his

hair cut. This was followed by pain in the head, loss

of appetite and general weakness. For the last ten

days has suffered from severe pain in the right ear,

and there has been a slight discharge from this ear;

has not been able to work.

On examination a small perforation was found in

the drum of the right ear, while the left was normal ;

watch tick not heard in right ear. The ear was poul-

ticed and boric-acid solution applied in it.

On September 17th his temperature was 99.2" and

pulse 88 ; he was perfectly rational and general con-

dition seemed good. On Septend)er 18th, the day

following, he was allowed to go home, his temj)erature

being normal and pulse 70. This was at his own re-

quest. He was told to present himself at the othce of

> Pre.«5ented at tlie Annual Meeting of the American Laryngologi-
cal, Rhinological and Ot«logical Society at Philadelphia, May 31-

June 2. 1900.

Dr. Whitney for exaiiiinutioii «»f ihe ear. II<* did

not go to the doelor'H ollire or t^i Iiih hoiu'*, but wiui

foMn<I \uU' in the evening in a da/.ed nttnlituiu in a
Hwunip rioine «IiMtiiii«'4! from liin limne. During tin;

night lie became uncoiiHcions, and Dr. Wliilm-v hiiw

liiiii at liin home early the following niorning, at wliicli

time lie was HeniironsciouM and partly puraly/ed on
the left hide. He w.is Uiken back U» the iiOHpitjil in

the ambulance, less lli.tii twenty-four hourn after he

ha<I walked out.

1 Haw him at 2 i*. m. of the H.ime day by inviUilion

of Dr. Whitney and of Dr. Hough, in wlios*- Herviei*

he w.-is admitted, and we oper.ited on him at once.

\l this time he was absoliitily unconscious, and liix

|)ul.«e was 101 (I do not liiid any temp<raliire rei-ord

on the hospital chart until after the operation), the

right pupil was much dilated, the left normal and the

whole left side paraly/ed, not responding to any
stimulus. I made a probable diagnosis of cerebral

abscess, advised operation and gave an unfavorable

prognosis. It secrmed better to giv(r an anesthetic,

and ether was used, though I afterwards wished that

we had either used none at all or else had used

chloroform. I first did the usual iiiKstoid operation.

A very hard mastoid was found with no pus in the

(tells ; the lateral sinus was then uncovered and found

to be all right; the attic wall was cut away and a lit-

tle foul secretion and purulent dt'bris foiiml, which
was thoroughly removed. Not having found suffi-

cient to account for the patient's condition, I next
removed with a small trephine a button of bone, mak-
ing the cut one inch above and behind the bonv audi-

tory meatus. The dura was wounde<l slightly, but no
bleeding followed. A probe was passed alon<i the

point of wounded dura and the underlying tissue

lightly explored, when a foul smell of gas easily aj>

prehended some feet away followed. The dura was
then slit and a director pushed down into the .soft,

nowhere bleeding, brain substance. At the depth of

a (juarter of an inch, perhaps a little more, a large

pus pocket was reached, and two ounces of as foul

})us as I have ever smelt evacuated. The cavity was
w ashed out with sterile water, drainage tubes inserted,

and patient put in bed, and a decidedly unfavorable
prognosis given. The temperature four hours after

the operation was 10o°, pulse 140, respirations 72.

Directly after the operation, that is, within a few
hours, there appeared a severe bronchitis which Dr.
Hough regarded as due to the ether, but which may
perhaps with as much justice be ascribed to the ex-

posure of the day before in the swamp. He was
given strychnia and other heart tonics hypodermi-
cally, with alcoholics, and the wound was fretpieiitly

washed out of the accumulated purulent secretion and
debris. The day follow ing the operation he was un-

conscious, with temperature of about 10()°. a pulse of

l.")0, and a respiration of 48. The temperature Ix-ing

so high, antipyrin was given, and under this the

temperature was kept from 101° to 10.'{°. On the

second day the bronchitis became a bronchopneu-
monia, and oxygen, which had been atlministeriHl from
the start, was given more fretiuently, and the dressings

were changed three or four times a day, the discharge
continuing considerable in amount. He was by this

time partially conscious, the ineipiality of the pupils

less marked and the paralysis not absolute, and liad

it not been for the pneumonia it seemed as though
there might have been a chance of recovery. As it
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was the temperature went higlier, he grew rapidly

worse, and died on the third day following operation,

with a temperature at the time of death of 107.8°.

Every effort was made to obtain an autopsy, but per-

mission was denied.

The special point of interest in connection with

this case lies in the fact that a man with destruction

of very nearly the whole of the middle lobe of his

right brain was able to go out from a general hosi)i-

tal at his own recpiest, and with the house ollicer

thinking him in sulHciently good condition, within less

than twenty-four hours of his being brought back to

the same hospital unconscious and paralyzed and with

two ounces of fetid pus in his brain. When it is re-

called how the very slightest luimorrhage into the

same area will produce symptoms as marked, it is

remarkable that nature in this case bore so great de-

struction for so long a time before she showed any

positive signs of its presence.

PURT5ATI()N WITH OPIUM.

BY J. W. WAINWRICHT, M.D., NEW YORK.

A VKHY interesting case of intestinal obstruction

came under my obsei-vation some years since, which 1

have often thought to report because of the treatment

adopted, and the satisfactory termination of an illness

which promised to demand operative procedure as the

only means of affording relief.

R. W^, age five years, male, very active, nervous,

well nourished and with good family history, was

found to be suffering from obstruction, but without

distress. Inquiry revealed the absence of bowel

movement for forty-eight hours. Laxatives were ad-

ministered, but after twelve hours and no results

cathartics were given together with enema. These

measures not bringing relief, intussusception was

diagnosed. There was no fever, tenderness or nausea.

Broths and milk, which had been allowed, were now
forbidden, and the patient placed under chloroform

anesthesia, an enen)a with a long flexible rectal tube

given, together with massage over the abdomen. Still

results were nil. There was no escape of gas, no

vomiting, other than could be ascribed to chloroform,

and still no pain, circumscribed or otherwise. The
case by this time— as ninety-six hours as near as

could be ascertained had ela[)sed since the last stool,

— was thought to be serious, and consultation sought.

Consultants were not agreed as to diagnosis or line of

treatment. Anoth(;r effort to reliev(! tlie little patient

was to be made before resorting to abdominal section.

.Just at this point the patient's father, himself a

physician, upon questioning him, learned that he had

eaten a handful of small scjuares of American cheese,

about two ounces. The servant was questioned, and

remembered that upon entering the dining room just

before announcing dinner, she had caught the little

fellow "hooking" some cheese from the table, and

that upon being caught, he forced what he had in his

hands into his mouth and left the dining room, and

this epsode was traced to the day previous to the dis-

covery that his bowels were not acting.

It was now believed that the cheese had lodged at

the ileocecal valve and was causing all the trouble.

The patient was again anesthetized with chloroform,

held up by the feet, and as much of an enema admin-
istered as the bowels would retain. While being

held head down, completely anesthetized, massage was
again used over the valve, but without effecting dis-

lodgment of the obstruction. At this time— five

days after a movement of the bowels and after every

effort had failed— an operation was thought impera-

tive in order to save the })atient, and his father was
so informed. The father, however, (hnlined to have
an operation at that time, believing that even were
the operators able to remove the obstruction, the pa-

tient would succumb to shock. All this time there

had been no nausea or fever. The j)atient had not

complained nor once cried. The manliness of the lit-

tle fellow and his j)erfect willingness to submit to any-

thing his father suggested ajJjK'aled to all the con-

sultants, six in numbi'r. At the request of the father

of the patient, a surgeon residing in a distant part of

the city was now brought into the case, who, after

hearing the history, making an examination and lis-

tening to the father's reasons for objecting to an

operation, suggested one more effort to dislodge the

obstruction before operating. His instructions were
carried out to the letter by the father, and were as

follows : A quantity each of tinctura opii deodorati

and tinctura belladonna^ was procured and two drops

of the tinctura oj)ii given on the tongue with a medi-

cine dropi)er every half hour. This was kept up

until there was comjilete coma with stertorous breath-

ing, and this condition maintained for two hours, dur-

ing which there was contracted pupil, insensible con-

junctiva, threatened paralysis of the muscles controlling

the tongue, etc. At the expiration of the two hours

the patient was allowed to recover from the effects of

the drug, taking about four more hours, with the

aid of small (juantities of tinctura belladonniu, which

had been held as an antidote to the effects of the

opium if needed. His first words upon regaining

consciousness were to ask for " his chair " (stool),

when there was a free stool. Upon examining this,

a knuckle-shaped mass was found which proved to be

cheese. The jiatient made an uninterrupted recovery.

The carthartic action of the opium was rather the

complete muscular relaxation which chloroform had

not succeded in bringing about, extending to the mus-

cular coat of th(! intestines, thus allowing the mass to

pass through the ileocecal valve by gravitation.

A CASE OF VOLVULUS COMPIJCATED BY
PERITONITIS; OPERATION; RECOVERY.

BY W. r. (;II>I11N<;S, M.D., (iAKDINKIl, MAINK.

The case here rej)orted 1 have thought of sufficient

interest to merit attention of the profession.

S. P., of Richmond, Maine, age fifteen, on Monday,

February 2, 189'.), at 4 v. m., was playing "snap the

whip " in company with a number of his schoolmates.

He being at the end of the line lost his hold on the

hand of the next boy and was thrown some distance,

but did not then realize he had received any injury.

About five o'clock on his way home he began to have

some pain in his abdomen, which was describ(;d as more
diffused than localizcul. During the night his suffer-

ing so increased that early on Tuesday morning the

family physician was called in. The doctor immedi-
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at«ily rvx'.o\r^\\\/.i'(\ the msr as one of int4tHtiiuil ohsinic-
tioii and made Hrarcli at tlx; ii.Hiial Hitr.s for lii-riiia ;

but liiidiii^ iioim; was iiicliiM-d to vit>vv tlu; conditioii as

due to impaction. 'I'iirouj^di tlu! day attcmplH wcii'

niad(^ to induce aii action of tiu; hovvcls i)v Nalim-

catliarti<;H and lii<;h cncnuis without otlMU- n-HultH tiian

rejection of tlie renu'dies l»y the Ktoinacli and expul-
sion of enemas minus fec(!H. Elforts were continued
Jit intervals up to Wculnesday ni<,dit to ^et a movement
of th»> bowels, when marked peritonitis supervened
and the vomiting, which had oc(Mirred only occasion-

ally, became ahnost ironstant and the |)aiii "greatly in-

creased.

On Thursday morniuii;, tlu^ case having become ex-

tremely <;rave, I was sent for by Dr. ('. W. I'rice,

the attendant, to do laparotomy. At 1 1 a m., when 1

arrived, I found tlu; patient's condition as follows :

C'ountenanc(> pinched, pale and anxious; pulse 1(18,

rather thready ; arhythmic; temjjerature 97,\° F. ; ab-

domen (piite fidly distended, tender aii<l tympanitic
with capillary stasis ; vomitiuij occurring every few
mimites, mostly bile and mucus ; pain constant, with

paroxysms centring around umbilicus. It being an
emergen(^y (;ase ase{)tic precautions were made as

thorough as circumstances permitted, the only delay
being a wait for boiled water. Fortunately sanitary

conditions were excellent. The whole abdomen was
scrubbed with hydronaphtol soapsuds ; shaved and
rinsed off with boiled water and finished with an ether

bath. The field of operation was surrounded with

clean— not sterilized— towels. On opening the al)-

domen a bloody fluid poured out freely ; estimated a

quart. The wliole peritoneal investment of intestines

and parietes was deeply injected and lymph deposits

scattered over surface ; no agglutinations. It was
found necessary to remove fully one-half of the small

intestine upon towels hastily wrung out of boiled

water before the twist was found, which was finally

located a little below and to the left of the navel.

There was no apparent redundancy of mesentery so

common in cases of volvulus. The twist was easily

corrected and intestines returned. The toilet was first

made by washing out the cavity with a normal salt so-

lution and fully a pint of it left inside. The abdomi-
nal incision was closed by three tiers of stitches and
usual dressing applied.

Report made to me the following day: "Patient
rallied rapidly from the operation ; passed a comfort-

able night ; no nausea or vomiting. Pulse 84, tem-

perature 00.5°. Bowels moved naturally and he had

a desire for food."

From this on recovery was rapid and uneventful.

The interest in this case consists in the rapid subsid-

ence of the peritoneal inflammation and estjiblishment

of convalescence. Query : What part, if any, was
played in resolution by the salt solution left in the al)-

domen ? Was the inflammation influenced by and al>-

sorption of its products promoted, or was the natural

shock lessened in any degree and better circulation

stimulated by its resorption ? These are questions I

am unable to answer satisfactorily to myself, but hav-

ing pursued the same course in quite a number of se-

rious abdominal oj)erations from which the patients

made unusually quick rallies, followed by rapid recov-

eries, I am persuaded that the normal salt solution

does have decidedly stimulating qualities when so

used, and that the favorable symptoms so soon mani-

fest are something more than a mere coincidence.

a^fbirnl Progrf;^^.

IIKI'OKI' ON ri'.OtJlKSS \S SIJIUiKKY.

IIV II. I,. lil'UltKI.I., M.l>., AM> II. W, rilNlll.ilcl, M.l>., IIOItTOSr.

(O'ontliiiind from No. 6, p. Ml.)

IIKKMOTOMY I NIH-.K r.OCAI. ANKATIIKMIA.

II. Ci .siilN<; " presents inttiresting datii on heniiotr

omy und(;r local anesthesiu. (>eneral aneHthe.siu Im

still pref«!rred, but there are cerUiin cascH in whi<-li it

would b(! a souhm; of d:inger, as in advanced age,

chronic bronchitis ancl empliyHema, pulmonary or
laryngeal tubi;rcuIosis, marked cardiovaM-iilar changes,

chronic nephritis, and, above all, shock and romiling

in strangulate<l hernia. Previous to the use of local

anesthesia many patients with hernia wenr discour-

aged from s«cking op(;rativ(; inte-rference Iwcause' of

the immediat(! danger of the anesthetic. liull and
Coley ''^ regard sixty years of age as, in general, a
contraindication to operation. During the past few
months at .Johns Hopkins Ilosjiital there have l»een

14 cases of herniotomy done under local anesthesia

on patients ranging from sixty to eighty-four years of

age. For strangulated hernia local ant.-sthesia is

specially adapted, for, by avoiding the dangers of the

general anesthetic, both j)rimary and secondary, one
may keep the balance in favor of an organism almost
overcome by shock, by toxins from the l)Owel, by
depletion from repeated vomiting and lack of nourish-

ment. Under a local anesthetic, with danger to the

patient, the sac may be exposed, the constriction re-

lieved, and the gut treated according to its condition.

If it is viable and the patient's general condition

warrants it, a radical cure may be done ; otherwise
the radical cure may be left until a later day. If the

gut is not viable the establishment of an intestinal

fistula is the safest procedure. This is readily done
under the local anesthetic, and intestinal suture is

done later, with far less risk. To succeed in major
operations with local anesthesia, an accurate knowl-
edge of the course and situation of the nerves to l)e

encountered is essential, since accidental division of

an unexpected sensory trunk often overcomes the in-

hibition to pain and renders complete narcosis neces-

sary. The hernia skin incision divides filaments of
the twelfth dorsal and first lumbar nerves above and
of the iliohypogastric nerve below. Of the deeper
nerves, the ilio-inguinal and genital branch of the

genitocrural nerves are usually found as one trunk in

the deeper part of the canal, and the early cocainiza-

tion of this after splitting the aponeurosis is perhaps
the most important step of the operation. The usual
anesthetic result is a complete loss of sensation of the
entire scrotal contents, cord, sac and testicle, and the
inner side of Scarpa's triangle. There is no surface
anesthesia of the scrotum itself. Sometimes there is

sensation left in the lower attachments of the testicle,

supplied by the superlicial perineal nerve. If the
lower border of the internal oblitpie nuisde is to l)e

cut it must first be injected to anesthetize the trunk of
the iliohypogastric nerve which is found there.

Schleich's solution No. 2 (cocaine mur., .10; morph.
mur., .02; sodii chlor., .20: aq. dest., ad 100) was
used. It is practically non-toxic and may be sterilized

" Annals of Surgery, January, 1900; Medical Xews, February 3
1900. p. 181.

. J
.

" Auuals of Surgery, 1898.
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without dissolution. For the undivided nerve trunks

one-iuilf to 1 per cent, cocaine was used. Preparatory

to operation, patients of advanced age are kept in bed

several days to see if they can endure recumbency,

and to train tiiem to void urine in bed. Three-

quarters of an liour before operation one-tenth to one-

eighth of a grain of morphine is given liypoderniicaliy

and rc4)eated shortly before going to the table. Tlur

patient is cleansed, the line of incision inliltrated with

the cocain*; solution and tlie incision immediately

made through the linear wheal, the bleeding points

clamped and the Held ke|)t dry. Only the upper end

of the in(;isi()n is carried down to the aponeurosis,

which is open«-(l, and the ileohypogastric and inguinal

nerves cocainizt-d with l-j)er-cent. solution. The

lower end of the incision may then be painlessly

completed. No further user of the anesthetic is needed.

The ilio-inguinal and genital nerves should not be

damaged because of resulting cremasteric and scrotal

paralysis. The remainder of the oj)eration may be

completed according to the preferenc^e of the operat-

ing surgeon.

When, in large hernia', the two rings have become

concentric and tlie conjoined tendon therefore absent,

Bloodgood (.Johns Hopkins Hospital) opens the rec-

tus sheath and transplants the muscle to form a jjos-

terior wall to the inguinal canal. No additional

cocaine is needed. If, as occasionally happens, the

patient begins to feel pain and loses self-control, a few

whiffs of chloroform relieve the pain without the loss

of consciousness. There have been no " after ])ains,"

and healing has been absolutely unaffected. The ad-

vantages of the method are: (1) No post-anesthetic

sequelae; (2) urinary disturbances are less frequent

;

(3) diet is unchanged ; (4) dressings may be applied

originally to suit the comfort of the patient ; and (5)

above all, the dangers of general anesthesia are

avoided. Disadvantages: (1) The operation is a lit-

tle more prolonged and difficult ; (2) some pain is in-

flicted, but this does not compare with the discomforts

of recovery from ether an(!stliesia.

OI'KRATION KOK GASTKOl'TOSIS.

Several operations have been proposed for tin;

treatment of gastroptosis. (J astro-en terostomy and

various means of infolding the anterior wall of the

stomach by a single row or many rows of sutures have

been advocaU^d. Kosving '" has hit upon a method of

suturing the stomach to tlie anterior wall of the abdo-

men at the same time that he i)uckers it upon itself.

He does this by making a median incision, stretching

the lips of the wound apart and i)assing the needle

first through one side of the wound, then with it catch-

ing uj) s<!V(!ral points of the anterior wall of the stom-

ach, and finally l)ringing it out through the other side

of the alxlominal wound. Several sutures passed in

this manner will not only shirr up the anterior wall

of the stomach, but will hold the whole organ firmly

up in its place and so help it to empty itself. Two of

3 j)atients operated upon in this manner recovered

their normal weight promptly. The third, whose
symptoms had lasted for four years and who had

wasted from 140 pounds to less than 60 pounds in

weight, improve<l for a few days after the oi)erati()n,

and then died without reaction seven weeks later, an

illustration of the serious character of gastroptosis if

'« Arcli. f. kiln. Chlr., I5d. Ix, S. 812; Medical News, February 3,

laoO, p. 170.

allowed to go too long, for no other pathological

lesion could be found to account for the death of this

patient.

Sl'KGICAL TRKATMENT OK HKMOKKII A(i K KROM (JAS-

TRIC ULCKUS.

Andrews and Eisendrath ^* discuss this subject from
its historical and clinical aspects and report two suc-

cessful clinical interventions in addition to experimen-

tal work, which lead them to the following conclu-

sions :

(1) The result of the practice of the best modern
sui'geons warrants the statements, previously made on

theoretical grounds, that only operative interference

can save the lives of a part of tin; patients affected

with bleeding ulcers of the stomach, namely, those not

improved by internal uKidicnne.

(2) Surgical intervention is to be recommended,
(a) in small, repeated hemorrhages; (6) in severe

ones occurring more than once, (!sp(!c.ially if more than

500 ctiiitiinetres are lost at each lieinostasis.

(3) A single copious heinorrliage is not necessarily

an indication for operation.

(4) Jn ulcers at or near tin; i)ylorus pyloro})]asty

(Heineke-Mikulicz) is ideal. It makes local treatr

ment possible and gives all of the benefits of gastro-

enterostomy and is safer.

(5) Cauterization and curetting of the ulcer should

give place to resection whenever the stomach wall can

be reached from without.

(G) If adherent posteriorly and at the end of the

stomach, cauterization, curettement and ligature en

masse are the best substitutes for excision.

(7) Ligature en masse is shown by their experi-

ments to endanger perforation except when supported

by external sutures.

THE WISDOM OP SURGICAL INTERFKRENOE IN IIEM-

ATEMESIS AND MELENA FROM GASTRIC AND DUO-
DENAL ULCER.

Armstrong ^'' reports 2 cases, 1 successful, 1 in

which he opcn-ated and 1 in which he assisted in the

consultation, but in which he believed the patient was

left too long before the oj)eration was undertaken.

This latter case leads him to tin; conclusion that opera-

tive interference is often too long delayed. He makes
the following clinical division : those in which occur

frequently repeated small hemorrhages, and those in

which the loss of blood is in large quantities ; and it

would seem that each class has a distinct pathological

lesion, and this should be borne in mind in the con-

sideration of the treatment of hematemesis, medically

or surgically.

If we can exclude aneurism, which should generally

be possible, and leukemia or cirrhosis or other cause

of portal obstruction, he holds that the surgeon should

interfere in these cas(!S (1) of fre<iuently repeated

small luiinorrhages which persist in spite of medical

and dietetic; treatment, and which threaten to destroy

the life of the patient, and (2) in all cases of lu^mor-

rhage which, in sj)ite of medical and dietetic treatr

ment, recur. In these cases he advocates operation

after the second hemorrhag(\ For hemorrhage occur-

ring in cirrhosis and portal obstruction he does not

think that the surgeon can accomplish any good. In

" Annals of Sargery, October, 1899 ; American Journal of the

Medical Sciences, January. 1900, p. 9.i.

15 British Medical Journal, October 21, 1899 ; American Journal of

the Medical Sciences, April, 1900, p. 4G9.
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thoHo CHH(!H till! h<'iiu)rrlia;;o is {jciicriilly from u viiri-

(;()sc csoplijij^cul vein, a part diHiciill of ac;«:rMH and
H«>(*oii(lai'y to a palliolo^ical lesion, Ixil lillli< ainnialili-

to any fonu of trcaLnicnt.

Ill cases of i^asLiie and duodenal ulcer, liowever,

till! conditions are toUilly dinereni. Tlie lesion is

primary and local, and in addition to Hecairin^^ tin;

l)leedin<; point a mor(t smootli and rapid coiivalesence

is s(!cuied, iXw likelihood of perforation n^moved, and
if found advisaldi! tlu! performaiici! of a >;astro-eiiter-

ostomy or pyloroplasty s(!cures to tin; stomach the

rest vvlii(;h favors the healin<^ of tlu; ulcer and iiisuies

ayainst suhseipuuit oc<uirren(;e of narrowing and ol^

8tru(rtion at the pylorus.

Al'l'IONDICiriS.

Richardson,^'' in an article on this snl»i<'ct, gives the

foUowiiii;' summary :

I. Should every (!ase l)e operated upon as soon as

the (liaiiiiosis of appendicitis is made ? As a rule,

the a|)peiulix should he removed if the diagnosis is

made in the first hours of the attack.

After tlu! (-arly hours o|)eratioii is advisahh; : ( I
)

If the symj)toms are severe, and especially if they arc;

increasing in severity ; (2) if the symptoms, aft(!r a

marked im[)rovemeiit, recur ; (.3) if tlie symptoms,
thougli moderate, do not improve.

Tlie wisdom of the operation is questionable ; (
I

)

111 severe cases in which an extensive peritonitis is

successfully localized and the patient is imi)roving ;

(2) in cases which are at a critical stage, and which
cannot succ-essfully undergo the slightest sho(;k.

II. Should the appendix be removed in every <!ase ?

It should not be removed : (1) In localized abscesses

with iirm walls ; (2) when tlit; patient's strength does

not permit prolonged search. It should l)e removed
whenever the peritoneal cavity is opened, unless the

patient's condition forbids. Tlu; appendix should be

removed in all cases as soon as the intiammatoiy

proc(>ss has had time completely to subside— in from
two to three months after the attack. In cases sim-

ply drained the scar tissue should be excised, the

appendix removed, and the wound securely sutured.

ACUTE PERITONEAL EFFUSION AS A SYMPTOM OK
INTESTINAL STRANGULATION.

Bayer (Prague) in 1898 called attention to this

fact, which has also been noted by Braun,'^ who
claimed that the effusion present in cases of internal

strangulation was analagous to that which occurs in

a hernial sac. Bayer ^^ has again called attention to

the clinical significance of this condition and now
emphasizes two points.

(1) That the effusion is a valuable aid in the diag-

nosis of strangulation and peritonitis and is direct

proof of strangulation. Peritonitis may be present

and increasing, and the initial dulness may be con-

cealed by the increasing distention of the well-known

paralytic character. If, however, a rapid increas(^ in

the area of dulness should be noted, becoming more
marked hour by hour, and clearly shown by ptMTus-

sion, the presence of internal strangulation is demon-

strated. If the case is a recent one this rapiil in-

crease of the effusion indicates strangulation.

(2) The importance of the acute nature of tlu'

>« Ainerioan .Tourual of the Medical Sciences, December, 1899, p.

629.
>' Verhandl. d deutscb. (ie>enscb. f. Chir.. 1891, S. ;!?«.

" Ceutrbl. f. Chir., 1899, Bd. xxiii, S. 6115-607.

efTiiHion >im indicutiiig Htriin^ulution. Th<! wriU;r iiul>-

MhIicm u raHc illiiMlrutiiig the corrfclni-HN of liiit vk-wm
on the diagiioHlic value of lliiM Hyiiipt4*in.

rUKATMKNT IN ri.lCK<)KATI()N OK TIIK KOWKL IS
rrnnjii) kkvku.

Keen, in a paper on this subject read Ix-fore ilur New
York Slate .Medical AsM«)cialioii,*»HtaU'M that Mincif Mik-
ulicz in IMH I performed the fir^t operation for jM-rfoni-

lion of the intestines from typhoid iiher, up to the end
of IHIJM, H.'{ cases wenr operat<-d on, and !'.»% of them
w»'re saved. During this last nine iihuiIIim r,7 aiJdi-

tioiial cases have been ojurated on, and 2<i% of them
have been saved. The author suites thai if d<MtorM
would but remember that the healing [>roeesH during
typhoid fev<!r is (|uit<; ;is good as in health, surgeon-*

would girt more chancn; to operate, Inr culh^d sooner
to th(! cases, and very soon the sLiti^ties would Hhf)w

at least 1 in .'5 save<l.

II(! states that the surgeon should oj)erate in |)raeti-

callyev(!ry case, 'i'lu; iu-tU'r the general <ronditioii tin;

better the chance. One case was operat4'd on three
times and survived. Two cases hav(! Ix-en oj)erale«l

on twice. Om; (;a.s<; was operated on successfully for

post-operative obstruction. In citses under fifteen

years of age, where operation has i»een done, .00%
have recovered. From fifteen to twenty-five years of
age is the most unfavorable j)eriod. AVomen have
perforations less than half as often as men, and r»>

cover twice as often from operation, according to tlie

stiitistics. The later in the disease that perforation
occurs the better is the prognosis.

The surgeon should not operate during the primary
shock. This nu'ans usually not during the first twelve
hours. The author states that he has seen fit to

correct this original expression of opinion, and to say
not during the first eight hours. There would seem
to be two rules: (1) C)|)erate as soon a,s po.ssilile

;

but (2) do not operate during profound shock. The
improvement of the statistics in the future will de-
pend not .so much on any perfection of the technique,
but on advance in diagnosis. If the j)erforative stjiiie

can be recognized with any assurance, then jjerhaps
it will be possible to prevent perforation entirely.

In any case a surgeon should l)e called in consulta-
tion as soon as any abdominal symptoms appear that
point even to impending perforation. An explora-
tory incision may be maile under cocaine anesthesia
with very little inconvenience to the patient. After
this exploratory incision, bacteriologic specimens mav
be taken and examined to see if tliere is anv perittn

nitis.

The Ilalsted mattress suture should be used rather
than c(mtiiui(>us suture If the perforation is verv
extensive, a resection of the intestine may be done.
Two recoveries have been reported after such an
operation. If at any point there seems to be impend-
ing perforation the spot should be suture<l. Such points
should be looked for c.irefully, as a number of cases
have terminated fatally after operation, owing to the
occurrence of a second perforation. The aMomen
should be closed without <lrainage. Speed is an im-
portiint factor in the success of the operation. There
are cases in the literature of the subject now which
sliow that the surgeon need never despair of anv c;ise.

no matter how low the patient may seem in vitality,

and no matter how many other complications have

" Medical Now*, November U, I8l»!», p. 033.
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occurred before. ]\Iost unjjromising cases have ended

in recovery.

A NEW METHOD OF TUE.VTIXG GENERAL rEUITONI-

Tis WITH i)kaina(;e in cases ok diffuse peri-

tonitis.

Bode '"* reports a new and thorougli method of

treating cases of diffuse peritonitis, lie employs hirge

(juantities of normal sterile salt solution. The intes-

tines are delivered en masse, and while they are cov-

ered with sterile towels soaked in hot sterile salt

solution, the abdominal cavity is thoroughly scrubbed

and Hushed. The intestines are then all carefully

washed and any wounds suturcsd. AVhen they are re-

placed, a drainage tube having perforations in the

middle is introduced, and the ends carried over the

colon on either side and out through openings in both

lumbar regions. Through these openings drainage

tubes are carried into the pelvis or any other portion

of the abdomen that has been the seat of a focus of

suppuration. Drainage is also inserted through the

laj)arotomy wound as in ordiiuiry methods. A p(;cu-

liarity of the after treatment is that the cavity is

flushed out through these drainage tubes in the daily

dressings by means of large amounts of normal salt

solution. When the symptoms of peritonitis subside,

usually after three or four days, the tubes are with-

drawn gradually and the wounds allowed to heal. The
success of the treatment has been very marked, pa-

tients with very grave symjitoms having recovered

rapidly.

COLOSTOMY, WITH THE FORMATION OF A SPHINCTER
FROM THE LEFT RECTUS MUSCLE.

Von Ilaeker '•^^ (Innsbriick), hasattempted to improve

the AVitzel method in the following manner. The pre-

liminary steps of the operation are the usual ones,

the inner angle of incision exposing the outer border

of the left rectus muscle. The loop of intestine is

stitched to the parietal peritoneum and fascia to close

off the peritoneum. The rectus muscle is now split

from left to right, into an anterior and posterior por-

tion to such an extent that the loop of intestine can be

passed through the opening thus formed, after being

slightly twisted. The skin is incised over the point

where the loop emerges at the median border of the

rectus and the latter is then brought out through the

cut and supjjorted in place by the rod. The main
incision wound is tluni sutured in layers. Continence

equal to a normal sphincter has never been obtained

by any method, and i)erhaps would cause discomfort,

since it could not be voluntarily relaxed. Von Hae-
ker's method from the results reported as observed in

8 cases is such as might justify a trial of it. It re-

(piires that the mesentery shall be of suflicient length,

lience it is not adapted to all cases. In 1 case where
it was too short the looj) was passed through tlie rec-

tus anteroposteriorly instead of laterally.

FECAL IMPACTION AND ATROPIA.

Batsch ^'^ has called attention to the very satisfac-

tory result obtained in intestinal obstruction from im-

pacted feces from the action of atropia. He injects

the drug subcutaneously. In 2 cases the result was
quite striking. His explanation of the action of the

*" CentrbL f. Chir., .lanuary l.'i, 1900; Amerioan Journal of the
Medical Solencea, April, 1900, p. 404.

»' Heilrage f. klin. Chir., H.l. xxiii, Hft. 3.Jieitrage t. kiln. Cliir., M<1

Centrbl. /. Chir., 1899, Bil. xxvi.S. 1351.

atropia is that it overcomes the spastic-like contrac-

tion of the muscular fibres caused by the inhibitory

action of some of the fibres of the splenic nerve and
at the same time stimulates the motor fibres of the

paralyzed intestinal muscle.

EFFECT OF IMPLANTATION OF THE URETER INTO THE
INTESTINE ON THE INTESTINE AND KIDNEY.

J. Kalabin, Moscow, has studied the results of the

above procedure by experimenting on dogs. The
details have been reported.^" He operated on 4
dogs in the spring of 1898. Through an abdominal
incision he implanted the ureter into the intestine.

Three dogs died, 2 from peritonitis, 1 from uremia.

The fourth lived one year and was apparently well

and in a normal condition. He was killed and exam-
ined in May, 1899. The results of this examination

have been recently publish(;d.^^ Macroscopically

nothing abnormal was noted in the kidney, ureter or

intestine. The ureter had remained fixed in its new
position and its imj)lanted end was patent. The mu-
cous membrane of the intestine was normal. The
microscopic examination showed also that the ureter

and intestine were apparently unchanged, but that

marked changes in the kidney had taken place, the

details of which (appearances suggesting cirrhosis,

cellular infiltration, degeneration, etc.) are specified

in the writer's report. If the above results are cor-

roborated by other investigators, the facts so ob-

tained will have an important influence on this opera-

tion, which of late years has attracted considerable

attention.

ON THE PROPER WIRE FOR INTRODUCTION INTO AN
ANEURISMAL SAC.

Reeves, Jr.,^* in an article on this subject, gives a

series of experiments which he made with various

kinds of wire to ascertain which would be the most
suitable wire for introduction into an aneurismal sac,

and he concludes that a silver or gold wire, about

.0085 inch in diameter and of sufficient temper to re-

tain its coil, would seem to be all that is required to

fill, when carrying the positive galvanic curi'ent, an

aneurism with clots, and is not so thin as to be in

danger of breaking. He suggests that the easily ob-

tained music wire— a fine-tempered steel wire made
for musical instruments and called Ilartmanu's combi-

nation spool, No. 00— be taken as a sample.

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE TREAT-
MENT OF WOUNDS OF THE HEART BY MEANS OF
SUTURE OF THE HEART MUSCLE.

Charles A. Elsberg,^® has contributed a most inter-

esting paper on this subject. It is divided into three

parts : I. Introductory, consisting of the history and
literature of the subject; II. Exi>erimental Investiga-

tions ; III. Historical Changes that Occur in the Pro-

cess of Healing of the Cardiac Wounds. He draws

the following conclusions, which are summarized as

follows :

(1) Suture of a wound of the heart as a final re-

sort is an operation worthy of consideration in some
cases and often justifiable.

(2) Suture of wounds of the heart in animals and

i« Centrbl. f. Gyniik., September, 1899.
M Loc. cit., 1899, Bd. xxvi, S. 1339.
J" Annals of Surgery, December, 1899, p. 704.
' Journal of Experimental Medicine, September-November, 1899,

vol. iv, Nob. 5 and 6, p. 479.
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jilso ill iiiMii is devoid of tin- diiii^^cr of Hiiddcit urrcMt

of the liciii'l, due to llii' iiiMiiipulatioii of tlir lii-ail. iii-

cidt'iit to tlif |)ioc('diiiT, unless K foiiecker's <'o-oi'di na-

tion centre he injured.

(">) The sntni'e slionid he :in intei-rn|ited one of

siiiv, ,'i|)|died in most, eases so that the epii airhuni and
sn|iei'tieiai hiyers of the inyoeardiiiin shoiil<l he the

only ones jxMK^tnited, and tied, when possihie, dnriiiL,'

diastole.

(1) No stated indications can Ite njiveii as to the

cases that art; opeiahh^ or tli(^ time wlieii tin- o|ieration

should l»e done. I^ach case iiuist i»e consiih-red hv

itself for s\ inploins which woidil jiistifs' o|)crali\-e in-

terference.

CKUVicAi. .sv:Mi'A'riiK(' roM V i\ riiK tui:.\tmknt oi-

KiMi.Ki'SY, (;i;avi;s's diskask am) (ji.aicom a.

.Jonuesco (Mucharest) hus been investi^atiiii; tiie

ell'ects of this operation on the above; emiinciated

conditions, to which he first called attc^ntion in ISDT.

Since Aui^usl, IcSIKi, he has operated on ()."{ patients :

K|)ilepsy, 43 ; epilepsy and choreu, 1 ; epilepsy and
(iraves's disease, 1 ; (Iraves's disease, H ; (iraves's dis-

ease and ylauconia, 1 ; glaucoma, 1. There was no

mortality from these operations. The transitory

symptoms which followed the operation were con<fes-

tion and increased surface temperature on the side

from which the sympathetic was removed, increase(I

lachrymation, increase of nasal mueus, sweat, saliva,

slight eonjuiKitival con<restion. The permanent effects

were stenosis and j)aralysis of the pupil, })tosis of tlu;

upper lid and retraction of the eyeball. No remote

evil effects or trophic disturbances were recorded.

The writer's report of his work"^" describes the char-

acter and extent of the operations performed, the

rationale of the procedure, the physiolo<iical and patho-

logical n^asons for its results, and finally the perma-

nent effe(;ts of his operations. The technicpie of the

operation is siin{)le and is as follows : The operator

should incise the free anterior border of the sttu'iio-

mastoid, draw it aside, cut through its deep fascia so

as to e.vpose the carotid sheath, open the latte^r and

separate the jugular vein from the carotid and vagus.

The ganglion will be found in the space between ; it

should b(! excised above and below and detached.

The operation is practically bloodless, and can be

finished in about fifteen minutes. For full details the

reailer is referred to the original article or an excel-

lent review by Dr. R. S. Fowler.'^* In general the

results have been favorable enough to attract careful

attention to the operation and its effects.

THE KKMOVAL OF THE LYMIMIATIC GLANDS IN THE
INGUINAL UEtJION ANI> THE ILIAC ANI> OBTUHA-
TOK VESSELS IN ONE OTEKA rio\.

Li'unander ^' has described an operation which he

believes is essential to any radical intervention in

cases of maligiumt disease which tends to invt)lve

these lymphatic regions. He believes it to be indi-

cated in case of carcinoma or sarcoma of the lym-

phatics in the inguinal region on the condition that

the primary tumor can be readily dealt with and

where no other inoperable lymphatic involvement is

present. In the second place, it is valuable in cases

2- Centrbl. f. fliir., 18!i9. 161, 170.
!8 Annals of Surgery, IDOli, vol. xxx, p. 121.
2» Centrbl. f. Chlr., 18i)St, lift. 3"

; American Journ.il of the Meiiicul

Sciences, December, 1899, p. 7"27.

of Hffvoro tulxTcuhtr lyniphtuletiitiM in Uiit repoii and
the iliiur foHHii, where there is no roiitriiindirntion \n a
severe operation. In the latter iiiHtjinci' the exti-nt of

the operation dilTers in that only diM-iiM<-<l lyiiiph

ghiiidK and Hurroniiding lisMue are removed. SoiiimI

tissues and fat are allowed to remain, in order tliut

later, by the development of the h-s.-^er l\mphatieH, u

collateral lymph <'irculation can he eHL-iblinhed. THm
s.ame is true in (!u.ses of operation for suppurative

lymphadenitis.

The operation which the author ha.s developed and
emploved commences with an incision from the Mvtii-

physis pubis along I'oiipart's ligament to the anterior

superior ilia<r spint; and then along the crest of the

ilium for oin-third or om-half it.s length. An iiu;i»-

i(ni from this over the femoral vessels gives a<:ce»H to

the lymphatics of that region. This incision is car-

ried through the muscles and fa.s(;ia, and by retroperi-

toneal dissection gives access to the glands in the iliac

fossa along the iliac arteries an*! int^» the true pelvis.

I'oupart's ligam«;nt is severed from its att:i(;hment to

the pubic bone. Drainage is provided from the iliac

vessels through the posterior portion of the wound.
Poupart's liganuMit is carcifully suture«l in its original

position and the muscles and fa.scia united except

where left open for drainage. Tliis operation cloes

not in the least endanger the integrity of the alxlomi-

iial wall, as it is entirely freed, ami its bony and fascial

attachments an; afterward reconstructed. No niot<jr

nervt^s are in any way injured.

The author has employed the operation successfully

in 2 cases. In cases of suppurating adenitis tliis

incision cannot be carried to its full extent, since

primary union of the attachment of Poupart's ligament

(annot be dependeil on.

THE OPERATIVE TREATMENT OK El'ILKI'SV.

Scliar'" comes to the following conclusions as to

the result of his study of the literature of this sul>-

ject, and his observation of the case's occurring in

Koch's clinic :

Operation is to be undertaken in cases of epilepsy

whenever internal dietetic treatment has failed to j)ro-

duce results in a short time. The slight mortality

from such operations makes the danger inconsiderable.

It is better to operate too often than too seldom.

The surgeon who treats a case of traumatic epilepsy

by internal medication for a long period, and only re-

sorts to oj)eration when he finds he cannot prothice a
cure by other means, does not do the best for the pa-

tient. Epileptic patients should be examined by the

surgeon as well as the physician at an early period.

It is best for them to make the examination together.

In asylums the surgeon should from time to time

examine the cases and determine which re<piire im-

mediate treatment.

The surgeon should not forget, howi-ver. that inti'r-

nal medication and dietetic treatment are of great

value, and that without them, even after operation,

the patient could not recover. Alcohol must be
avoided, and special care given to the diet of

children who hav»' suffered from traumatism. Kpi-

lepsy due to traumatism can be greatly l)enetited by
operation at the site of the trauma.

(7V> />« co»i/ifi«*rf.)

"o Arcliiv. f. klin. Chir., 1890, Hd. lix, Hft 3; American JoiirniU of
the ^Medical Sciences, Norember, 1899, p. t'v07.
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IReport^ of ^ocictie^.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

SECTION FOR CLINICAL MEDICINE, PATHO-
LOGY AND HYGIENE.

J, BEKGICN OODEN, M.I)., SECRETARY.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, February 21, 11)00,

Dr. II. F. ViCKERY in the chair.

Dr. Robert W. Grkenleat read a paper entitled

THE I'SVCIIIC FACTOR IN DISEASE.^

Dr. E. W. Taylor : We are certaiidy very much
iudc^btrd to Dr. Greonl(;af for bringing forward in this

tangible fashion this reall}' imi)ortant subject. So far

as I am aware a paper of this exact description has

not been presented at the medical societies of Boston

before, a paper which takes up the matter candidly

and discusses it from various ])oints of view. I think

all of us would be in j)ractlcal agreement as to the

general propositions Dr. Greenleaf advances regard-

ing the possible effect of the mental element in the

pro(hiction of disease, and, in the second place, in the

elliciency of the mental element, ])roperly applied, to

alleviate various symptoms of disease. What Dr.

Greenleaf said in regard to the treatment of delirium

struck me as of j)articnlar interest. What we cer-

tainly need in this whole (juestion of so-called mental
tlusrapeutics is systeui. The matter has been brought

to the attention of the medical connnunity in Boston
through various pa})ers of late, through Dr. Putnam's
oration at the Massachusetts Medical Society, through

the numerous writings of Dr. Prince and through the

admirable work of the late lamented Dr. Russell

Sturgis. All these men have attempted to outline in

more or less definite form the effect of the mind upon
the body in its practical as[)ects and the possi-

bility of treatment of the body through the mind.

We need more than the mere recognition of the fact

of the possible relationship of these two forces. It is

not enough to say the mental factor is an important

factor and must be used in all cas(!S. What we must
recognize, and what is an exceedingly diiricult matter

to recognize, is how we are going to use this particu-

lar agent in individual instances. It is a great mis-

take to think it is a simple thing to do. Dr. Sturgis

had an idea which aj)p(;aled to me very much, and
which 1 think in certain cases in my experience has
acted well, lie felt it was always necessary to get at

the cause and the associated conditions, and that if

this was impossible his treatment was often unavail-

ing. In a number of cases I luive found by careful

(piestioning that one could find a c(!rtain cause so far

back in the life of the individual that it has practi-

cally become subconscious. Wli(!n found it is often

possible to trace from that original cause a long series

of circumstances which through association have ])uilt

up a definite neurosis. I rein(;nd)er a young woman
who for years had not sh^pt on her side. This was a
(tomparatively sinijde matter in itself, but the conse-
(jui^nct; of it was unfortmiat(!, namely, that she had
gradually developed a condition of insomnia with all

its accompanying nervous disturi)ances. On car('ful

•picstioning it transpired that a physician on one oc-

casion hail sai<l that a certain pain in her side which

• See page l.W of the .Journal.

she complained of was induced by the stretching of

a nerve. That statement had sunk deep into the i)a-

tient's mind, with the result that she was always con-

scious of the stretching of that nerve whenever she

attempted to lie on the side. The inability to sleep

on the side was easy to remove when she was assured

that it was an anatomical impossibility to stretch a

nerve in that fashion.

Another point is our lack of courage in these cases.

AVe frequently hear physicians say they must give

this or that patient something if oidy as a placebo.

It is a mere tradition of nu;dicine that it is necessary

to give some tangible drug in order to relieve the

condition. If we had more of the courage of our
convictions we should frecpiently feel justified in de-

clining ab.solutely to give any drugs, confining our-

selves solely to the mental treatment of the case, with

unquestioned benefit to the patient.

In regard to what Dr. (ireenleaf said of nurses I

sliould entirely agree. The success of the nurse de-

pends largely u{)on the element of personality, as the

success of the phvsician depends more upon that ele-

ment than any other. We sj)eak of the personality

of the physician as being efficacious in bringing him
success. We fail to see in a great number of cases

that it is a matter which may be to a great extent cul-

tivated by a recognition of the matters which Dr.

Greenleaf has brought out.

It seems to me desirable, as Dr. Putnam very

strongly stated in his address at the Massachusetts

Medical Society, that more attention should be |)aid

to this matter in our medical teaching. Unquestion-

ably it is a very much neglected subject, and the re-

flection of medical teaching as seen in textbooks

bears this out. We find scarcely any systematic

method advised of treating persons through the mind
in any of our books on medicine. This should be

changed, and there is considerable evidence to show
that a change is coming. A certain amou)it of teach-

ing to meet this indication uniiuestionably should be

conducted in our medical schools. That this want
is felt not oidy by certain practitioners but by stu-

dents is becoming more and more apparent of late.

A nundier of students have spoken to me and ex-

pressed this opinion. They felt that here was a sub-

ject about which they had no definite knowledge,

which they recognized was important, but which was
neglected as a distinct branch of their medical train-

ing. It is, no doubt, possible to introduce a practical

course in the psychology of the treatment of disease

or whatever term you wish to apply to it, the object

of which should be an attempt to give the student a

systematic idea of the possibility of mental treatment.

I do not m(!an to say these matters are not alluded to

in the medical school. They are discussed at consid-

erable length in the course in neurology, but we want
a broader ap|)lication of the jtrinciple. We should

have it taught from tin; chair of therapeutics. It

should be j)resented from the general point of view

and not from tin; point of view of a special branch.

It is not to \w liniit»'<l to a certain group of diseases,

but is a method to be applied whent^ver we are brought

in contact with a [)ers<)n who is ill, exactly as in all

relations in life we must constantly Ix^ar in mind the

fact that we are individuals who have certain definite;

mental relations with our fellow beings.

Dr. Putnam : Dr. Greenleaf's interesting and

practical paper has certainly touched u]>on a su])ject
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of iiniii('iis(! iiiipoi'tiiiico whicrli, jih Dr. Tiiylor hhvh,
(tii^lit to come Im'I'oic iiH far iriorr riT(|ii(ii|| y tli.in ii

(Iocs, unit I look lorwiird to the rli;iiijfc in f||,. iciiiiiif.

iiiciits tor ;iiliiiissioii to our iiu'ilicul sclioul .is likily

to Jill'onl us :i cljiss ol' stu<l('Mts wlio li;ivc liccn licltrr

fi:iiiic(l iu tilt' essentials of psyelioloj^y, and tlicrel'on!

will come Itelter prepared to look tlicHe siiltjectM

clearly in tlie face. Tiic Ix-st |)liysiri]iiiH have not
paiti this iiuitt(M- tlie attention it deservirH. TImh is due
to many cause.s, but I think the cliiel' of them arc two
which Dr. 'i'ayhir and Dr. ( Jreeiil(!iif have both partly

indicate(l. On I lie one hand, they feel the ^rcat dilli-

culty of systciiiati/.inii' their ideas upon the subject;

on tile other hand, they liav(^ shrunk from the ust^ of

methods which hav(^ \wx'\\ in the hands of classes of

practitioners in whose company they did not like to

iiiid tlu'insilves, not only the Christian Staentists,

strictly speakini:;, but tlu! lari^e class of medical prac-

titioners who have shown a williiii^iiess to imprtiss and
hoodwink their patients in objectionable ways. Hut
physicians ()Ui;ht to go to work and substitute better

methods for those they disapprove, while not failiiii;

to learn what they can from such as already exist.

Many of tlu^ mental iiiHuences which lead to disease;

and many of those which ar(( used in the cure of dis-

ease; are particularly dillicult of recognition both of

the doctor aTid the patient, because they seem to be-

long to a part of the mental life which lies outside

the ordinary consciousness. Every person is evidently

under the influence of a lot of memories, for example,
which he cannot control and the source of which he
no longer knows with his personal knovvledge. It is,

of course, very imi)ortant to bear this fact in mind in

treatment, and often essential to use special means to

seek out and meet these hidden memories, many of

which originate with " accidents," or sjiecial illnesses,

or painful exi)erieuces which have been ostensibly but

not really forgotten. At the same time I must ad-

mit that I think the treatment based on hunting out

hidden causes, although very important, may be over-

ratt'd. There are certain of the foreign writers who
have dwelt upon it a good deal, and others, on the

other hand, who have found their method of much
less utility. I am inclined to think that if we can

get the patient to adopt as a cause something we sug-

gest to him it is almost as good as if we find the real

cause. There is one practical notion which was sug-

gested to my mind in reading an extremely interesting

book by the physician and psychologist Janet, namely,
that many of the notions which lead to so much
trouble in the mind and seem to be associated with

feelings of such intense and serious character may
really come to be maintained hy comparatively

slight " mechanical " tricks of mind. The particular

case I have in mind is one mentioned by this writt-r

where a woman was filled with terror at the idea of

infection by cholera to which she thought she had been

exposed. This followed her and became a spectre.

lie became convinced after a time it was more the

word than the idea which was controlling her mind,

and so he changed this word to others of similar

sound but different meaning, got her out of the habit

of saying "cholera" to herself and succeeded in

breaking up this sort of spectral notion which had

tilletT her mind, and I feel quite sui*e that many classes

of terrible morbid fears can be treated more or less

successfully by an ingenious physician on similar

principles. If a jiatient, instead of calling himself a

'* wn!«k " or u " (l<yeiu'riit<'," cam Ins ^'ot Ut look at
hi.H illiu-MH in a coiiiinrMiplace way, and if liin m-ii<m; of
humor can be excited, HiicceMH will often Im; ;;aiii«-«|.

I think that the evening hIioiiM not <.'Iom- witlioiil a
few iiior<- wordn being said alnjut llie Miibject of liVp-

Motism. Although I have no Hpecial gift in tlmt di-

rection and have not practJHed it very niiu-h, Htill I

have done so to an iiicrea«ing degree, JH-eaiiHe I hav«r

found it to be very imporUmt. At the MasMarhiiMi-tLM

lIoHpital we have used it with great benefit in cerLiiin

caHes. VV%! all do hypnoli/e whether wi- will or not.

It is a matter of degree between these lliingn we have
spoken of and the intliieiiee of hypnotism. There an*,

however, certain classes of cases where we ought to

do our best to use hypnotism piir<; and simph;, to get
the full cfTi^ct of the necessary sort of influence. We
have liad at the hospital a very successful case of

enuresis — dillicnlty of c<uitroIliiig the sphineterH of

the bladder and rectum — in a well-grown Ikiv, an«l I

had a similar case in my oflice which was very huc-

cessful as long as I could keep control of the patient.

At the present moment I am treating in a similar way
a case of restless sleep in a somewhat nervous young
woman who for many years has twitched all night
long. I can easily get her into a hypnotic sleep in

which she also at first twitclie«l. Now she does not
twitch in that and I confidently hope she will get to

sleep more (piietly and restful ly at home also.

Dii. VicKKUV : I feel that there is a great deal that

can be done in the daily treatment of all our cases.

AVe can treat them in a sort of dry, perfunctorv wav
or make a continual effort to impart a buoyancy to

their feelings. I know a man who goes through his

professional career with that in his mind. I think he
is loved as much as any man I know, and I iielieve

the secret of it is that influence, exerted not merely
upon persons who have the misfortune to be a little

(jueer in their mental condition, but toward all suffer-

ing humanity with whom he comes in contact.

Watching him has certainly been an insjiiration to me.
Du. Lincoln : The ment^il influence in delirium

was spoken of by the first speaker, which I desire to

extend with the idea that there are possibilities in the
case of insanity. I should like to repeat an instance
which was given me by Dr. Stephen Smith, of New
York, at the time he was commissioner of lunacy in

New York State. At one of his visits to an insane
liospitiil he found a man in a state of violent apparent
mania. Dr. Smith saw something in that man that

did not fully justify the diagnosis of insanity that had
been made. He took the case in hand, got near the
man and succeeded in attracting his attention ami
[lutting himself in the light of a friend. He took the
man one side a'.id said he had something to tell him.
He said: "If you will be quiet and listen I know I

can get you out of this place." The man's confidence
was awakened, and hy degrees his self-control was
also awakened. Dr. Smith took him into a private
room, and by tiuieting him and by putting him down
fronj time to time whenever his violence reasserted
itself, he finally got at his history. He suspected his

wife of improj)er relations with a priest, the fact l)e-

iiig that the priest was acting from the best of motives
as family counsellor. Dr. Smith told him he knew
from his knowledge of human nature and the knowl-
edge of his wife's character that such a thing never hajv
pened, and after a certain amount of asseveration the
man broke down in tears. All his violence and oppo-
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sition wiis <f()m' in an iiistuiit, and lio submitted himself

to Dr. Smith's advice. Dr. Smith said :
" First write

a letter of most abject apoloi^y to your wife, then to

the priest, then to your creditors telling them the cir-

cuinsUxnces, and that you will make arrangement with

them that will be satisfactory. Now, if you want to

get out soon, be ready tomorrow morning early, get

your best clothes on, wash your face, comb your hair,

present yourself in a cheerful, smiling attitude when

the warder knocks at the door and ask him if you can

do something for him." Dr. Smith called again later

and found the man in his best clothes with every

symptom of mania gone. Here is an instance of a

state of nervous excitement diagnosticated as insanity,

and which would probably have run into insanity in a

short time, cured by this form of suggestion in the

hands of a man who possessed a great deal of that

form of self-consciousness which goes so far with pa-

tients. The man got well and was discharged in a

week. My object in saying these things is to apply

what has already been said in a suggtistive way to the

treatment of insanity, and 1 would leave with you all

the question in your minds as to what exti^nt in cer-

tain cases suggestive treatment is a[)plicable. Some
authorities think very strongly in the treatment of

paranoia of getting at the root of the matter and

eradicating it. The practical ap|)lication is to the in-

cipient stage; of insanity and you doubtless are ac-

quainted with Dr. Peterson's plans to ])ut patients

under the charge of men who are s})ecialists. I can

conceive no measure that is likely to increase the

number of cases of cure of insanity more than that.

Dr. Smith, twenty or thirty years ago, made the sug-

gestion that every patient on entering the hospital

should for a number of days be under the charge of a

special attendant selected for the purpose, a nurse able

to enter into the mental state of the patient and be-

come intimate and if possible get at the root of the

matter. I can conceive of nothing more rational,

only it costs a little more at the beginning.

Du. GuKKNLKAF : The discussioii has brought out

certain j^jints that 1 hoped would be emphasized.

Dr. Taylor referi ed to one which, it seems to me, is

quite impoitant— the fact that these nervo-mental

conditions are incident to cases of ordinary illness as

well as to j)urely nervous states. AVe should recog-

nize this more generally than we usually do. Another

point Dr. 'J'aylor made, it seems to me, sho\dd be

emphasized, namely, the need of calling attention to

it in our student days. Most of us have learned it as

far as we are accjuainted with it llirough the bi unt of

exp(!ri(;nce. It would certainly help our early efforts

in medi(;in(! to have our attention called to it more

distinctly in our school days. I do not recall a single

statement to this effect except from the teachings of

the physiological and neurological dejjartments when
I was a student.

In regard to hypnotism there is no doubt that

benefit in certain classes of cases is to be derived from

this agent. It is a surprise to many of us to learn of

its power. Its usefulness, however, is limited to cer-

tain lines, requiring especial training for their proper

iiit<rpr(;tation. I have tried to confine my remarks

to conditions within the province of the general prac-

titioner, and cases retpiiring the use of hypnotism, as

well as cases like those referred to by Dr. Lincoln,

I should be inclined to ref(!r directly to specialists in

these directions. I am glad, however, to see that the

neurologists who have spoken agree with me as to

the importance of such remedial measures along psy-

chic lines as I have presented in this jjaper.

i^ccent Stitcraturc.

Therapeutic Electricity and Practical Muscle Testing.

By W. S. IIeduky, M.D., M.R.C.S. (Eng.), in

charge of the Kl('ctrothera])eutie Departnuiiit of

the Ijondon Hospital. With more than 100 "illus-

trations. Pliila(lcl])hia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co.

1900.

This book of 278 i)ages is an excellent treatise of

sufficient conciseness to be of generally practical use

on a too much neglected phase of therapeutics. It is

safe to say that an exceedingly small proportion of in-

telligent physicians has anytliing more than a most
rudimentary idea of the indications for elec^trical

treatment, and of the means of carrying it out. This

book is designed to give just such information. It is

divided into three ])arts, with an aj)pendix on means
of testing for faults in a circuit, and is 2)i'ovided with a

good index. Part I deals with the theory of electric-

ity and the laws governing its action. This is suffi-

ciently simi)le for the general reader and comprises

only such knowhidge as should be commonly known.
Part II concerns itself with the more practical aspects

of the subject, the electrothei-apeutic outfit and vari-

ous anatomical and pliysiological matters in relation

to the action of electricity on the human body. The
special treatment of a large number of diseased condi-

tions concludes the volume, with the exception of the

appendix, to which we have alluded above. This is

done in considerable detail and for the most part in a

judicial spirit, though often we think an undue impor-

tance is attached to the treatment by electricity. In

general the book is a safe gui<le to the more or less

inexperienced practitioner, and taken with a certain

degree of conservatism we have no doubt the measures

of treatment advocated will prove useful and eilicient.

The illustrations are abundant and well chosen and

the binding and i)resswork entirely satisfactory.

Normal Histohxji/. liy Kdwaud K. Dunham, M.D.,

Professor of (ieneral Pathology, Bacteriology and

Hygiene in the IJnivei-sity and Bellevue Hospital

Medical College, New York. New (second) (Mlition.

Octavo. Pp. .'H 9, with 244 illustrations. Philadel-

phia and New York : Lea Brothers & Co. 1900.

This second edition of Profc^ssor Dunham's text-

book on normal histology, which this volume alone

concerns itself with, will be welcom(id by teachers

and students. The advance of knowhidge has ren-

dered certain changes in the text necessary, and the

author has seen fit to add a chapter on technique,

which certainly is never amiss in these days of labora-

tory instruction. The book is well printed and illus

trated.

The Blind in Russia.— It is stated in the Medi-

cal News that there are more than twice as many blind

persons in Russia as in the whole of the rest of Euiype.

They number 190,000, which is equivalent to 2 in

every 1,000 of the population. In France and Eng-

land the proj>ortion is not quite 1 per 1,000.
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AMERICAN ROUTINE; GERMAN ORIGINALITY.

TiiK words American and Genniui in our title li;ivc

not bcHMi misplaced by the typesetter! Tlie slate of

tilings indicated by this phrase may sound odd to our

ears, it may be erroneous in otluu- professions, but in

laboratory work and nuulieal research tlie phrase con-

veys a large element of truth. Much of the evidence

goes to support the general statement that originality

is the distinguishing characteristic of the (iernian

work and a too persistent routine of tin; American.

On the other hand, the American clinic undoubtedly

presents many points of superiority. It is usually

conducted with more system, the practical welfare of

the })atient being kept more steadily in view, the pa-

tients receive more personal and medical attention

and the refined methods of diagnosis are more gener-

ally employed. The sense of duty to the patient is

certainly stronger with us, but besides this the Ameri-

can doctor has cultivated to a high degree what he be-

lieves to be his duty to science. In pursuit of this

end, however, he has made the mistake of confusing

a vast anvount of drudgery (conscientiously })erfornu'd

with real scientific work. Indeed, at first, such labor

may ha granted the rank of second-class scientific

work, but later it degenerates into the third class and

finally into mere mechanical routine.

It is positively jKithetic to look at the records of

thousands of " blood counts" which have been made
on })eople a glance at whose blood under the micro-

sc;ope would assure any ordinary practitioner that it

was normal. The excuse is always the same. "It is

the routine to make a blood count in every case."

When in addition to the blood count in such patients

a differential count is insisted upon, that only too often

is empty routine, but it now ceases to be pathetic ; it

is a futile waste of time. Still the young doctor at

our medical centres is so anxious to do good work

that he will count blood corpuscles " till he can't see"

— all the time under the impression that he is making

a contribution to science. And the same thing holds

good of much of the urinary work. In tlie most pains-

tJikiii^ muiincr ho trntiumU^H irurthy and

pli.'iteH, Hulphuh^M and urophein \n:t:uuHi- lie wiHiii-n Ut

li'iirii :ill he <-:in of liin putieiit uud Miich •lel4!riiiinutioiiii

lire in the routine *» (•(iiiipjet*! exuiiiinution." Thai
litis vMiik i-> 1)1 an\ praetjcul value \h iiion- than doubts

tul.

lint it niay be aiiHwered that ihin work «|fHit no

harm — that it traiiiH the houne oHir«T, Htudent or

young practitioni;r. \N'e reply that it ilo«;» do harm,

and gn;at harm, too. In lii«- first plan-, the worker
forms the pernicious habit of putting tiiiH Mlavery of

method in the plaee of active work when he hIiouM

tax his own unaided iiiinrl with tin; deniandH of each

rusv, us it <;omeH. Again, the routine method not only

otTers no stimulus to original thinking, but its influ-

(!nce is positively deadening to the mind already

wearied with its monotony. Thirdly, it coiiKiinie>. an

enormous amount of time on resi'.-inrhes of .slighi

yalue.

The (Jerinau retiises to do >uili work d.i\ in and

(layout, lie ni.iy put Iieart and soul into it for a

short time, until he has dug to the roots of a subject,

after which he drops it except in those special c;».ses

where it seems indicated. In its .steail he is working

out fresh problems, enlarging tlie grasp of his mind to

take in obscure causes and effects. Routine occuiiion-

ally is neglected, but this is atom-d for by nn-nUil keen-

ness and an occasional original discovery. While we
.\mericans are occupied with oiu' wonderful routine,

the Germans are producing Widal reactions and anti-

toxin.

ORAL SEPSIS A POSSIBLE CAUSE OF DISEASE.

Attention has of late been directed to the mouth
cavity as a focus from which various septic conditions

may arise, not only in the immediate neigliborhood,

but also at times affecting the body as a whole. We
have been, perhaps, rather too apt to consider that the

bacteria of the alimentary tract are, under all condi-

tions, harmless. It goes without saying that many of

these bacteria are wholly innocuous and no do«d)t pos-

itively useful to the bodily economy, but this fact in

no way proves that under certain conditions most
serious consequences may not arise through a careless

hygiene of the intestinal tract. We are glad there-

fore to see that more careful work is being done upon
the bacteriology of the mouth, and we have no doubt

the results in this difiicult field of research will amply
justify all the time that may be spent upon it. An
interesting paper has recently appeared in the liritis/i

Medical Journal ivom the pen of Dr. William Hunter,

senior assistant physician of the London Fever Hospi-

tal, on the subject of " Oral Sepsis as a Cause of Dis-

ease." Dr. Hunter has long been much impressed

with the importance of the subject and is inolineil, no
doubt with justice, to reproach the medical profession

for its neglect of it in practice. In his opinion, many
of the disorders to which the stomach is subject are

attributable to the irritative action of swallowed pus.
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The origin of the infective materi;il is by no means

always due to the commonly attributed cause, pyor-

rhea alveolaris, but in the great majority of cases to

other dental and oral conditions of sepsis. Apart from

various diseases of the gums, stomatitis due to septic

toothplates, and to the bridge and crown work now

much in vogue among dentists, must be taken into ac-

count. The fact that these various septic processes

due to the presence of i)us organisms are in many

cases associated with dental caries adds to their viru-

lence, for Dr. Hunter's experience has been that no

pus organisms are so virulent as those grown in con-

nection with necrosing bone. No physician or surgeon,

he savs, would tolerate for a moment that a patient with

a foul septic ulcer, say in his forearm, should from time

to time apply his lips to the ulcer to clean it. Yet

this is — pathologically— precisely what happens in

the case of patients with necrosed teeth and stomatitis.

Moreover, the swallowing is constant, and goes on for

years, unheeded both by patient and doctor.

The matter is important, however, not only in rela-

tion to gastritis, but in relation to the whole group of

infections caused by pus organisms — local, for exam-

ple, as tonsillitis, glandular swellings, middle-ear sup-

purations, maxillary abscesses; (jeneral, for example,

ulcerative endocarditis, empyemata, meningitis, nephri-

tis, osteomyelitis and other septic conditions. Whence

do they gain entrance into the system ? They are not

ubiquitous, as was formerly thought. Nor are they

necessarily disease [)ro(lucing from their mere presence ;

for example, on skin, in the mouth or in the intestinal

canal. But giVen the suitable conditions, namely,

diminished resistance on the part of the tissues, or in-

crease of dose on the side of the organisms, they are

disease producing. These are precisely the conditions

brought about in long-continu(Ml necrotic and septic

conditions of the mouth.

It is, of course, acknowledged to be an impossibility

to keep the mouth absolutely free of pathogenic germs,

but Dr. Hunter insists that the possible danger should

be recognized and far greater care taken than is ordi-

narily thought necessary to prevent the conversion of

the mouth, as he expresses it, into a perfect hotbed for

the development and propagation of bacteria. The

paper concludes with the following statements and

suggestions :
" In relation to the whole group of inter-

nal conditions caused by pyogenic organisms, I con-

sid(!r there is a wide field of preventive medicine open

by the exercise of oral antisepsis, a field that can be

worked in, with the most suprisingly satisfactory re-

sults, alike by the physician, surgeon, dental surgeon

and pati(;nt. And by oral antisepsis \ mean no mere

rinsing of the mouth with mildly astring(!nt and anti-

septic mouth washes, but (1) the direct application to

the diseased tooth or inflamed gum of carbolic acid (1

in 20), repeated daily for just so long a period as the

patient will persist in keeping his necrosed tooth or

fang ; still better (2) the removal of all diseased, use-

less stumps
; (;3) the most scrupulous daily sterilizing

by boiling of every toothplate worn and (4) on the

part of dentists the avoidance of too much conserva-

tive dentistry and the use of comrivances like

' bridges ' which cannot possibly Ix; kept aseptic."

It is at least probable that Dr. Hunter goes rather

too far in his apprehension regarding the significance

of oral sepsis and its far reaching consequences, but

the vigorous expression of such a view will certainly

do no harm and should direct renewed attention to

conditions, the treatment of which is too often deferred,

if not wholly neglected.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Death Rate in Hawaii. — It is reported from

Honolulu that the health statistics for the months of

June and July show alarming increase in the death

rate, especially among native Hawaiians and Japanese

of the Island of Omaha, which alone has complete

records. In June the number of deaths per thousand

was 45; in July, 4!).(J8. In 181)6 the deaths num-

bered 48. Since then the figures have jumped to 59,

75, 93 and this year 114. Consumption heads the list

of diseases, causing deaths in almost every month, and

there is agitation for strict measures to quarantine pa-

tients. The Board of Health is discussing a quarantine

against consumption, owing to the visits of tourists in

search of health. Typhoid fever has also claimed a

number of victims.

Antirahic Inoculation in Ghkece.— The num-

ber of patients who underwent the treatment for hydro-

phobia at the Pasteur Institute of Athens from the

foundation of the institute in 18!)4 to the end of 1898

was, according to the Jiritish Medical Journal, 1,300.

Of these 1,200, or 92.8%, had been bitten by rabid

dogs, 58 by cats similarly afflicted, 7 by asses and

mules, 4 by pigs, 2 by cows, 2 by wolves and 1 by a

horse. In 18 cases the disease was transmitted by

human saliva and in 1 by the bite of a man suffering

from hydrophobia.

Siu William MacCormac Rk-klected Presi-

dent OK Royal College ok Surgeons. — For the

fifth time Sir William MacCormac has been appointed

President of the Royal College of Surgeons of Eng-

land. This is the longest term of service which has ever

fallen to the lot of one man. Sir William Savory was

at one time president for three successive years.

A Philadelphia Dental Institute.— It is re-

ported that by the will of the late Dr. Evans, the Paris

dentist, $3,000,000 is left for the establishment of a

d(!ntal institute in Philadelphia.

Resignation of Dk. Edwin Kleus. — It is re-

ported that Dr. Kdwin Kh^bs has resigned the profes-

sorship of j)athology in the Rush Medical College,

Chicago.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in liosTON. — For

the week ending at noon, August 15, 1900, there were
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ic!|)()rL('(l to tlic Uoiirdul lk-:illliuf HohN)ii, tho following

cas(!9 of m:\iU' iiit'cctiouH diHttiiHt'H : (iipliiln riii ')7, xrur-

I.itiiia 10, iin'iislt's I.'5, typlioid [vwr \'.\.

Nki:i)s o I- Till', Ki.OAiiN*; IIosi'IIai,. — Osvini,' to

(lie soiiuw lial cxiM-ptioiuilly Iiot \vc;il Iht, tlic l''ln;iiiii(r

Hospital li.is l)cc!i (!ro\V(l<!<i lo its ulniost liniil uilli pa-

titiiits, ami ill ('(irtiiiii iiistaiictis it, lias luin m rissarv

to nifiisc trcatiiiciit for want ol" room. i'lm need of

larj^cr accomiiiodatioiis is Ix'coinin^ inon' and iiion-

nri^t^nt. 'i'lit^ season is so sliort a oni' tlial it slioidd

1)(! possible to yive all lliose who re(piire it tlic henelil

vvlii(di such a method of treatment alVords.

NKW YOIJK.

Mortality Statistics. — The n'ports of the

IJurcau of Vital Statistics show that, notwithstandinir

the intonso heat of a portion of the month, tlie death

rate in .Inly was slightly lower than last year. In

.Inly, l!^'.''.*, the mortality represented an annual death

rate of 2;5.U1, and in July, 11)00, a death rate of 2-l.\)>^

For the very hot week (!ndin<f duly 21, l'.K)0, the rate

ran up to 27.7') against 22 111 for the corresponding

w(!ek last year ; but with this exception the mortalitv

was materially smaller than in 1H!)1). The weekly

average number of deaths from diarrheal diseases in

the four weeks ending .July 2Sth was .'51.'?. 75, and from

this class of alTcictions in children undfu* five years of

age, 290.;"), against 73 and (58.2.5 respectively in tht;

four weeks ending June 80th. The culmination of

the deaths from diarrheal diseases was in the week

ending .July 21st, when they amounted to 308. In

the following week the mortality from this cause fell

to 270. It is noticeable also that the excessive heat

had a marked effect iu increasing the number of deaths

from phthisis. In the week ending July 21st the

deaths from this disease reached 181, against an aver-

age of l.'V.) for the other three weeks. This increase

brought the weekly average of the month up to 141),

against 143..') in ,Iune. The weekly average of deaths

from pneumonia declined to 101.25 from 139.5 in

June, and the weekly average from diphtheria to 30.

from 10.2.") in .lune. During the four weeks ending

July 28th, 154 deaths were reported from sunstroke,

and 94 of these were in the week ending duly 21st.

Costly Extkut Tkstimony'. — On August 9th.

Controller Coler made pid)lic the bills of the medical,

cluMuical and handwriting experts for work on the

JNIolineux nuirder trial, the total amount reaching

$50,47(;. Of this sum, claims amounting to $8,(387

have been paid after reductions of $1,800 were made

by i\w controller, and the other accounts still remain

to be settled. The largest claim is that of Prof.

Rudolph A. Witthaus, who made the principal analy-

ses, and on whose testimony the conviction of the pris-

oner was secured ; its amount is $18,550.

AnniTioN to Infant Asylum Buildings. — The

Board of Managers of the New York Infant Asylum

have filed plans for the construction of an addition to

the buildings of their institution on Amsterdam Avenue

which will practically double its capacity. It is to

cover an arcii of 100 by 56 f««t, and th« iMtimatod

roHt i*t $100,000. It will In? four Ntorifd in hci(;lil and

in deMigiied ill hiicIi u way tliut tlin-c aildiiional Htori<«

may be added in the future. The additional acroni-

modatioiiH have been greatly iieede«| niur.i- tin; old

Second Avenue Lyillg-ill lIoMpital w:i4 e<iii.,MliduUxJ

with the uHylum about ti year ago.

A NoVKI. Si IT A<iAINHT TiiK .Sta I K. — A iiiilitia-

maii of I*oughk<!«.pHie han brought rather a novel unit

agaiiiHt the Stjite, h.-iving filed a claim for $.'50,000 for

the losH of a foot in consefpieiice of injiirieH r*««*iv«l

while |)artici|iating in a sham battle when he wan on

duty at the State Camp of Military Instruction at

l'(M>kskill in the summer of 1899. lie fell into a hole

and the injury was so severe as to call for amputation.

i^tj^celianp*

THE I'TNSEN TRKA IMKN T OF LUPUS.

Thk Medical Press comments as follows on the

recently introduced F'insen treatment:
" It was long tlu' practice to laugh at .lolin of Garl-

desden's treatment of disease by the use of the red

rays of the solar spectrum, neverth(dess from 1492,

when his ' Kosa Anglica' was jiublished, the treat-

ment held its ground in public favor until the middle
of the eighteenth century. Defoe refers to it in his

novels as a usual domestic method of cure. The cu-

rative property of both the heat-giving red ravs and
of th(^ chemical rays is strongly corroboratetl bv Dr.

Finsen, of Copenhagen, whose hospitid is attracting

patients sutVering from lupus from every countrv in

Europe. He has found that the chemical rays of

the s(dar spectrum, blue, violet and ultra-violet, have
a marked bactericidal power, and on this he bases his

treatment. The techniciue adopted is thus described:

On bright, sunny days the patients are carried into the

garden. They each have a nurse of their own, who
during the hour they are under treatment presses an
odd-looking little apparatus on the part of the face or

hand that is diseased. It consists of a plate of tjuartz

and a plain convex lens of (piartz, both frame«l in a
conical brass ring, and with two tubes fixed between
them. Cold water is kept running in one of these

tubes and out at the other. The use of the apparatus
is to force the blood from the skin on which it is

pressed, and thus enable the chemical rays to pene-

trate it more readily, while the water is there merely
to keep the skin cool. By the side of the patient

there is another apparatus, a large movable lens, fixed

in a stand in such a position as to be in a ilirect line

bntweeu the sun ami the piece of skin recjuiring treat-

ment. This lens is composed of two glasses, one
plain, the other curvid, framed in a brass ring, the

space between them being tilled with a weak solution

of sulphate of copper. It condenses the sun's rays

that fall on it, whiU' the water it contains, together

with the salt solution. intercepLs the ultn»-re<I. re«l

and yellow rays. Thus, practically, the only rays

that pass through the lens, and therefore the only

rays that reach the area of tlie skin re<|uiring treat-

ment, are the chemical : and. as they are highlv con-

densed, thev destroy the bacteria on which thev fall.
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In the absence of sunlight, Dr. Finsen falls back on

the use of electric light. He has found that the

chemical rays intensify inflannnatory skin diseases

;

and he confirms, from his own experience, the value

of the red rays in the treatment of smallpox. Thus
after five liundred y(^ars, he confirms the accuracy of

that conscientious observer, ,Iohn of (4addesden, and

by an extension of his principle of light treatment

confers a distinct blessing on suffering humanity."

LEPERS IN FRANCE.

It is estimated, according to tlu^ Medical Record,

that there are al)Out four hundred Uiix'rs in France,

many of whom are missionaries and nurses who have

contracted the disease caring for sufferers in distant

countries and also soldiers and oilicials from the (colo-

nies. They are now scattered about in iirittany, in the

Pyrenees, on the shores of the IMediterranean and in

Paris, where there are one hundred and fifty. A
committee has been formed at the instigation of I)om

Santon, a member of the Benedictine community of

Liguge, and also a doctor of medicine, to further

nieasm-es for the care of lepers in France and to pre-

vent further spread of the disease. Uom Santon has

studied leprosy for a nund)(n- of years in the course of

his travels about the world for this purpose and his

plans to deal with tlu; disease in France have received

tlie api)roval of the French Government, lie has ac-

(piired i)ropei-ty in the Vosges, where he purposes to

estal)lish an asylum for lepers, to be called the St.

Martin Sanatorium.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Medicine as a Business Proposition. By G. Frank Lydston,

M D., Chicago.

Should Military Medical Science be Taught in Our Medical
Colleges? By Edmund Cone Brush, A.M., M.D., Zanesville, O.

Reprint. liKK).

Surgery: Its Theory and Practice. By William Johnson
Walshani, F.R.C.S. (Eng.), M.B. and CM. (Aberd.). Illustrated.

Seventh edition. Philadelphia: P. Blakistou's Son & Co. lilOO.

Cancer of th^^ Uterus: Its Pathology, Symptomatology, Diag-
nosis and Treatment; also the Pathology of Diseases of the

Endometrium. By Thomas Stephen Cullen, M.B. (Toronto),

Associate Profc^ssor of (iynetcology in the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity. Illustrated by Max Brodel and Hermann Becker. New
York: 1). Appleton &Co. liKX).

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For the week ending August 4th in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —

Baro-
meter

S...29
M..30
T...31
W.
T..

Ther-
mometer,

Relative
humidity.

])irection
of wind.

Velocity
of wind.

.S0.08
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5fiDDre;^jtf.

MIODICINIO AS A SCIKNCH AND MKDICINK
AS AN ART.'

Il\ l-IMI.II' II. I-VK-MMITII, M.l>., I'.lt. >.!•.,

('(m.sultiny I'hyt'wiun to Ouy'ii i/os/iital, /miuIoh.

JMk. I'UKSIDKNl' AND ( J KN TI, KM K\ : It lius SOIIK!-

tinios been disputed wlietlu-r iiKuliciiK; should Im- rc-

gard(id as a science or an art; hut there is no d()ul)t

that th(! orij^inal meauin<f of nitidicine, and of th(! cor-

respondiu"^ terms in other hingua^(^s, is tl»e art of

h(!aling. Medicine is so defined by Aristotle, aiul tin-

art of curing, to which we may add the art of prc^ventr-

ing disease, lias all the characters of an art. It de-

pends upon experience and skill ; it deals witli indi-

vidual cases, and the perfection it aims at is practical,

not speculative ; the knowledge how to do and not

the knowledge how things happen. Nevertheless, as

practical navigation is founded on astronomy, meteor-

ology and |)hysics ; as the art of agriculture rests on

botany, geology and vegetable physiology, so the art

of medicine depends on the science of pathology, the

practice of physic on the princii)les of physic.

On the other hand, then, we nmst never forget that

we practise an art ; we must never allow theories, or

even what appears to be logical deduction, or explana-

tions however ingenious, or statistics however ai)par-

ently conclusive, or authority however venerable, to

take the place of the only safe rule of practical medi-

cine— observation and experience. We must never

treat the disease without considering the patient, for

the art of healing is the art of healing individually.

Nor need we wonder if vast knowledge, profound

learning and the best scientific training sometimes fail

to make a successful practitioner ; for beside adetjuate

knowledge to save us from gross blunders and a stren-

uous endeavor to do our best for each individual pa-

tient, however uninteresting the case or however irk-

some and thankless our toil ; beside these first recpiisites

for our art, there is ample room for those })ersonal

qualities which ensure success in every department of

life— power of observation and insight, the personal

influence by which a strong character will secure obe-

dience and inspire hope, the judgment which divines

what kind of remedies are suited to each patient, what
kind and of what strength, and the sympathy which

puts one in the patient's [)lace, and not only meets,

but anticipates, his wants.

If, however, medical science without art is inefli-

cieut, medical art without science is not only unpro-

gressive, but almost inevitably becomes quackery. As
soon as we treat our patients by rule of thumb, by

tradition, by dogmas, or by metaphysical axioms, we
do injury to ourselves as well as to them. The bone

setter who is ignorant of anatomy, the wise woman
who cures by charms, are not more irrational or less

successful than was the physician of the seventeenth

century who, in obedience to the doctrine of signatures,

advised an infusion of roses for hemorrhage, and saf-

fron for jaundice, iMid lungwort for consumption ; or

the astrologer who prescribed salts of silver, of iron,

lead, or mercury in accordance with the horoscope of

the patient and the planet under which he was born.

Not less mischievous and in the true sense of the word
unscientific were the systems of medicine known as

' Address delivered at the Auiiual Meeting of the British Medical
Association at Ipswich, July-August, 1900.

th(4 iiitroiiierhanicjil uii«I the iiilro<)ii<niuutl, wfiirh in

their turn had ihrir vogn<;. 'I'h*- ISruiioniun ivnlirm,

explaining all dlHi-uHCH an due Ut luxity of libre, wan no
In-tter ; for iiidiHcrindnuttr uK<r of " (;orrolK*rantii," or,

aM they would now Ih- (mIIimJ, tonicM, in :ut irnttitiiinl tut

that of hydropathy, of alcoholic Hlirniilutiou or of «•!••<-

tricily. Then; is no .such thing as a tonic or Hln-nyth-

eiiing medicine, the only sriurcc of htrcngth in oxidi/a-

blc food, and bitli-r m«"dj(;iiic,s <;an only give sircngtli

by improving thcj ap|Mtit«;. The la«t of thf Hy>^u^lu>^

of medicine f(nindi-d on a dogma is homcoj>athv, of

which the theoretical al)surdity is soniewhat (u>nu-alefl

by the monr obvious nonsense of inlinitr.Hiniul dowrn.

It, like the other .systems which pn;ct;ded it, is not a

rival to rational medicine ; they are not mistaken
answers to a legitimate (pn;stion, but attempt«-d .solu-

tions of a problem which does not exist, attenipt<d

answers to a riddle whi<;li has none.

Apart from these exploded Hyst«;nis of treatment,

our profession has often sulVered from lack of lliir

scientific, incpiiring, scepti<al spirit, and ha.s often

been led too easily by authority, by tradition, and bv
fashion. The reckless abuse of venesection in the la>t

century and the former half of this led to almost eom-
plete disuse of a valuaiile means of treatment ; the

misabuse of mercury in the treatment of syphilis led

to denial of its niKpiestionaide etHcacy. Have we not

seen the value of stimulants in a contest with feve-r

lead to their indiscriminate use in almost everv ail-

ment? Has not the immense value of careful and
thorough nursing sometimes ended in its exaltation tu

an independent place, as if good nursing was anything
more than an intelligent carrying out of the phy-
sician's directions? Have not the remarkable powers
of electrical stimuli led to a blind, unscientific and
mischievous employment of this remedy, as if it had
some mystic efficacy apart from its demonstrable phy-
siological effects ? ^lay we not say the same of

hydroi)athy, of massage, and of hypnotism ?

It is significant that the irrational exaltation of any
of these particular modes of treatment into a panacea,

while it begins in want of scientific intelligence, invari-

ably ends in imposture and deceit. Our only safe-

guard against the spirit of quackery and the deserved
loss of public confidence in the profession which it

brings with it is continued recurrence to the scientific

basis on which the practice of medicine rests. Our art

is most satisfactory and efficient when most closelv

resting on science. The surgeon is continually guided
by anatomy and mechanics in dealing with injuries or

deformities. The physician is often able to :ipply his

knowledge of chemistry and natural history to the

direct and satisfactory treatment of disease. Gener-
ally we can appeal to the same test :ts that which
proves astronomy or chemistry to be a true science

;

we can predict and our predictions are borne out bv
the event. But to take examples, the detection and
treatment of plumbism, the diagnosis and cure of

scabies and ringworm, the treatment of poisons bv
chemical antidotes, and of specific diseases by attenu-

ate<l inoculations are all instances of strictly scientific

medicine. Nor can 1 refrain from citing the most re-

cent and one of the most remarkable advances of our
science in the discovery of the origin of malaria.

This heavy tax upon national as well as individual

vigor and happiness has been known and treatetl from
the dawn of medicine ; but although by a happy acci-

dent its efficient treatment was discovered, it is only
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lately that by the combined labors of scientific physi-

cians, Frenchmen, Italians, and our own countrymen,

that the origin of the disease has been discovered, the

mode of its transmission traced, and the diagnosis of

its several forms estal)lished.

We know that treatment of synii)toms without a

diagnosis is always unsatisfactory and frequently

worse ; but we know also that diagnosis must rest

upon accurate knowledge of morbid anatomy and of

the natural history of the disease. Scientific medicine

based on observation and experiment is always practi-

cal as well ; but empirical medicine, whether based

upon fanciful speculation or working by rule of

thumb, is the most unpractical thing that can be.

ETIOLOGY AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

That important and constantly growing branch of

medicine which deals with the prevention rather than

the cure of disease depends no less upon science, for

tracking the dependence of one event upon another is

the essence of inductive science. All efficient meas-

ures for the preservation of health, whether by indi-

viduals or communities, rest upon exact knowledge

of the natural course of diseases. In fact, disease

may be defined as the reaction of the human organism

under conditions which make for its destruction. We
must never forget that no irritant will cause inflam-

mation in a lifeless skin ; that no bacteria can produce

fever without a nervous system to play upon ; that no

meal, however Gargantual, and no potations, liowever

deep, can produce their wonted effect without a stom-

ach to react. The infection of smallpox, of di])h-

theria, or of tubercle exerts a very different influence

upon vaccinated or unvaccinated subjects, upon one

who has received and one who has not received the

prophylactic serum, upon an organism which is pre-

disposed to or refractory against the invasion of the

enemy.
How closely natural science is related to preventive

medicin(! is shown by the history of Jenner, who was

a naturalist, and Pasteur, who was a chemist. How
dependent we are upon science is well illustrated by

the history of myxedema. The cretinoid condition in

adults whicli was discovered by the clinical acumen of

Sir AV'illiam Gull, unintentionally produced by the sur-

gical skill of Professor Kocher, and reproduced in

animals by Mr. Horsley, is now cured by the emi-

nently scientific method due to Dr. Murray, of New-
castle, and to Dr. Hector Mackenzie, of St. Thomas's
Hospital.

Such examples of accurate tracing of causation by

observation and experiment admonish us to give up

the perfunctory explanations which so often do duty

for investigation. \i we ascribe every inflammation

to cold, and every doubtful symptom to gout ; if we
ac(pnesce in the popular ascription of disease to over-

work, mental strain and the nervous tension of mod-
ern life, we shall make no progress in true etiology.

1 see many patients suffering from idleness, few, or

none, from hard work. " Nerve prostration " from
" worry " and " brain tension " generally proves to be

a decent veil to the effects of gambling and drink.

Contrary to popular belief, I hold that modern life is

easier, safer and smoother than it was a hundred years

ago, that our young men and maidens are liealthier,

stronger, better grown, less emotional, less hysterical

and sounder in mind and body than their great^grand-

parents ; and 1 hold that the duty of a ])liysician is not

to flatter the selfishness of neurotic patients, but to in-

spire fortitude and to prescribe regular and steady

work as the best cure for a thousand nervous ail-

ments.

As another point in scientific etiolog}', allow me to

warn against the Uunptation to assume that because

many diseases are now proved to depend upon the

presence of bacteria that this must be true of all.

Science does not anticii)ate but waits for proof. We
have complete scientific evidence, according to the

criteria so well formulated by Koch, of the absolute

and constant cause of anthrax, of relapsing fever, of

tubercle and of several other diseases in both num
and animals ; but we must not forget the preliminary

ditficidty of identifying the specific bacillus, as in the

case of enteric fever and diphtheria ; nor the diHiculty

of finding one of the lower animals which is suscepti-

ble to the disease, as again in the case of typhoid

fever and of cholera ; nor the difficulty in the same
anatomical and clinical conditions being produced b}^

different organisms, as in the case with i)neumonia

and ulcerative endocarditis. Moreover, while in some
diseases which are undoubtedly infective and specific

no constant pathogenic microbe has yet been deter-

mined, as in typhus, measles, smallpox and syphilis,

we have on the other hand in the case of leprosy and

of lupus examples of disease unquestionably specific

and bacterial in origin, but very unlike other infective

maladies in clinical coui'se and natural history. At
present it is surely undesirable to sj)eak of " the un-

discovered microbe of rheumatism." Science has to

do with proved facts and our language should never

outrun our knowledge.

PROGNOSIS AND STATISTICS.

Another important branch of medicine— prognosis

— depends as an art upon experience and insight.

In making an individual prognosis, shrewd powers of

observation are needful ; and in this, of all branches

of our art, it is true that

" Old experience doth attain

To something like prophetic strain.".

Yet here also rational prognosis rests on the science

of statistics.

It is to Louis and the French school of the second

quarter of this century that we owe the application of

this important method for learning the natural history

of disease, a method which not ordy suppli(;s a foun-

dation for prognosis but also a criterion of treatment.

We know, however, how many pitfalls there are in

deducing conclusions from statistics. The morbidity

or incidence of a particular disease upon the whole

community is often confused with the mortalit}' or the

fatal cases of it compared with the population, and

this last confused again with the case mortality. The
return of deaths from a certain disease in a town or

kingdom has been applied to the population which ex-

isted eight or nine years before. The success of

treatment of a disease occurring in barracks, that is

to say, among picked subjects, all in early maidiood,

under strict discii)line, and sent to hospital as soon as

they are unwell, has been compared with that of other

measures carried out in totally different circumstances.

As examples of statistical misuse take these facts : The
numerical returns of the lying-in charity of a London
hospital led to the conclusion that niorc^ women are

delivered of a second child than of a first. A physi-
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ciim, to inspire confidenco in an anxiouH patii-nt, hh-

Kiircd liiin that tlic mortality of" the ruiiipl.iint Iroiii

wliicli lir vva.s .sullVriiii^ wa.s only 1% ; .umI in :in.s\v<i-

to tlid I'lirtlHir iiKpiiry wln-llici- Ik- h.-ul seen ni.uiv

casfs, .said: " Yi's ; I have looked at niv nolcliooks

.'iiiii liiiil I have .seen iC.t and they all rccovcn-d."

Kill, apart t'roin the corrections aii<l limitations ol'

statistical .science, we an; .sometinu's in dani,'er of for-

"icttinii that to he of any value statistics must he hasi-d

npon ca.ses which are hoth nnmerons and accurate. .\

small nnnd)er of cases is useless. It led to the c<iii-

clnsion that niyxc^dema was peculinr lo women and
that insidar sclerosis was rare in men. It was onh
after hnndreds of ca,ses had heen ohserved thai we
learnt that infantile paralysis sometimes hefalls ;Mliilts

and that osteo-artluitis may occur in children. This
defect may he remedied hy time, hut tlu^ defect of in-

accuiracy is without remedy. If diairnosis is perfunc-

tory or carel(>ss and nomenclature arhitrary and incon-

stant, the more cas(>s ohserved the less do tliev teach.

It is disap|)ointiim, after the immense lahor, time and
tronhle devoted to the compilation of the oilicial

Noinoiclatiire of Diseases of the Hoyal Collej^e of

Physicians, that, althou<j;h adopted in the navy and
army and by tlie registrar-general, it is constantl\

neglected, not only in conversation but in systematic

treatises. How can stiitistics be anything but mislead-

ing when made up of cases of one and the sanie dis-

ea.se under sncb different titles as chronic rheumatism,

rheumatic gout, rheumatoid arthritis, arthritis defor-

mans and osteo-arthritis ? Of what value are statistics

when such different diseases as acute lobar pneumonia,
bronchopneumonia of children after measles, jnilmo-

nary tuberculosis, cirrhosis and septic suppuration of

the lung are all labelled "pneumonia"? One ditli-

culty is put in the way of the practitioner in making
an accurate return by the well-meant but, I think in

practice, unfortunate provision for returning a primary

and a secondary cause of death. Sometimes this cor-

responds to facts and gets over a ditficulty, but if a pa-

tient dies of enteric fever there is nothing gained by

adding congestion of the lungs as the secondary cause,

still less do we learn from a return of primary cause a

chill, secondary cause debility ; or primary cause an

accident, secondary cause dropsy. As a matter of fact,

in looking through hundreds of death certificates, one

arrives at the valuable conclusion that a frequent cause

of death is " exhaustion " or " cardiac failure."

Another and opposite mistake is often made by

attempts at too great precision in diagnosis. To say

that a man died of apoplexy or of paraplegia is to state

a fact within any competent practitioner's knowledge,

but, in the absence of a post-mortem inspection, to say

that he died of cerebral hemorrhage or of myelitis is

not a fact, but a more or less doubtful inference. It

is surely better to be satisfied with a statement that

there were ascites and enlargement of the liver when
the cause of enlargement is altogether uncertain, than

to be more exact and less true. T have again au<l

again seen diseases the existence of which no experi-

enced physician would assert without a necropsy re-

turned as if they were common and easily recognized

conditions— pernicious anemia, syringomyelia, cancer

of the lung. It would, I venture to submit, be a great

improvement if the return of one cause of death only

were demanded ; if certainty and definite statements

were aimed at rather than speculative minuteness of

vague generalities ; if a query were allowed to qualify

dcductionH um tliHlinct from olmfrvntJorui ; if thn fact

or IIm! uhHciice of a necropMy wep- itiwuyit Nl;it4'd, iktuK,

liiMtly, if the uuthori/ed iMuiieiicluture wuri; alwayii

iiHcd.

MllNlllir MKIMfiNj. AM» K.Xr'KRIMKJJTJ*.

There is one ii.-«|»erl of Hcientitic inediciiHf »to impor-
tant that it must not \h' wholly omitted: the ne(;«rMHity

of e.xperiment>« for the progn-HH of pathology, and
through it for the prevention and •ure of diseu^e. It

requires no argument to convince any (*ne wlii» in tin;

least acquainted with the principh-H of inductive hci-

ence that experiment is no les.s ne^-creMsarv than olwer-

vation. In jdiysics and in <'hemiHtry this is obvious
and iinivers.illy actefl on. The same methrxl is indi»-

pensai)le for the progress f»f atdmal and vegetable

physiology, and to sin-h pr.actical .-ipplicationH of twri-

enr-e as engineering, agriculture, and me<licine. Nor
<'an experiments \n' restricted to rare, o«-«-asional and
solemn oc<;asions ; they must he carrierl on in lar^e

numl)er.s by many <lilferent experimenters an«I under
every variety of conditions. Any attempt to aUtlish,

to check, or to limit this experinnntal work is. in the

degree that it is successful, fat;il to progress. Ilappilv

it can never be succe.ssful, for the inqtulse to increased

knowledge of the works of creation is too deeply im-

planted in man. Investigation must and will go on
by the only path which it can follow. The raetho<I

which was preached by Bacon and followed out by his

great contemporary, William Harvey, which was con-

tinued by Lower, Ilooke, and Mayow, in the early

days of the Hoyal Society, by A.selli. Malpighi. and
Haller, by Hunter and Hewson, by Hales, by Edwanl
.lenner, by Sir Charles Hell, by .Johannes Miiller, by
(Maude Hernard, by Ludwig. and by the many emi-
nent physiologists and pathologists in Germany, in

France, and, throughout the civilized world— this

method of investigation must and will continue. As
its objects and methods are better understood, it will

secure the eidightened patronage of all who <lesire the

effusion of human knowledge and the further spread
of human happiness. Fortunately this very progress
of science has brought with it the removal of the one
drawback which every right-thinking man must have
felt as a grave disadvantage to these experiments upon
living animals. Inflicting pain upon the humblest of

God's creatures is repugnant to our feelings, though
no one, imless maintaining a thesis, would contend
that it would be wrong to exact the most painful

efforts, or even the death from exhaustion, of a horse,

in order to carry help to a human being. The dis-

covery of ether, chloroform, and other anesthetics,

and the improved methods that we owe to the genius
of Lister, have not only relieved the surs^eon of the

most repulsive part of his duties, but have relieved the

experimeuter also. Except in the investigation of

the action of new remedies or in the inoculation of in-

fective diseases, both of which indict <liscomfort of a
limited degree and duration rather than anything that

can be (lescrilxMl as pain, the experiments of the lalv

oratory, whether physiological. j>athological, or thera-

peutical, are conducted without indicting suffering.

The opposition to them has not succeeded, and is sure
to diminish. However mistaken our opponents, ^ve

are glad to find there is exaggerated jealousy to avoid
anything approaching to cruelty. This legitimate olv

ject our more candid critics m.ay be assured is already
amply provided for.
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THERAPKITICS AND SCIENCE.

Lastly, how far is the final end of our art— the

cure of disease— immediately and directly dependent

upon science ? It rests, we know, on that sure basis,

but even in its practical carryinji out we are bound to

take with us a scientific spirit. The administration of

digitalis for cardiac dropsy, of mercury for sypliilis,

and of thyroid extract for myxedema is as truly

scientific as prescribing a chemical antidote for poison,

or nitroglycerin for angina pectoris, for it rests on a

sure basis of observation and experience. But be-

cause in many cases we cannot as yet explain how
remedies act, we should never prescribe them without

watching the effects of the experiment. The foolish

cry against hosi)itals as places where they experiment

on patients is nu'aningless just because it is true.

Every prescription we give either to rich or poor is

an experiment and ought to be watched with critical

and scientific eyes. And here let me say that our

practice is often ineffectual, not for want of an accur-

ate diagnosis or an adequate means of treatment, but

merely for want of the needful treatment being thor-

oughly carried out— a want which inevitably prevents

success, and therefore leads by a vicious circle to

scepticism and want of thoroughness on the next oc-

casion. A man who believes everything he is told of

the action of remedies not only in the serious treatises

of Garrod or Wood or Binz, but in the partial asser-

tions of advertising druggists, is sure to be unsuccess-

ful ; and, beginning with credulity, is apt to end in un-

belief of such remedies as colchicum, salicin and

ojjium. Such a man will prescribe and will never see

that his prescription is carried out; by the habit of

giving multifarious mixtures of drugs in ineffectual

doses he allows what he has jjrescribed to be taken

three times a day for a fortnight to be really taken

twice or once a day for a week, and still less often for

the second week. He will prescribe exercise or lying

down, abstinence or feeding, and never trouble him-

self to see that his directions are carried out. AVho

shall blame the patient if he ceases to believe in reme-

dies to which the physician obviously attaches no im-

portance ? If we would sometimes prescribe no drug

at all, but insist upon abstinence from certain articles

of food or drink, or upon more frequent or less fre-

(juent meals, uj)ou regular exercise or absolute rest,

should we not secure more obedience from our pa-

tients when we prescribed really necessary drugs—
just as a clergyman who desires to get a liberal collec-

tion would do wisely to begin by insisting on the sin

of giving to charities which one believes to do more
harm than good? llow can we expect success in

treating an obscure nervous affection if we apply gal-

vanism to the spine without making sure of any phy-

siological effect, nay, sometimes without making sure

that a current is passing through the electrodes ; or if

we send the patient to drink the waters of such and

such a fashionable watering i)lace without remember-

ing that there are two or perhajjs three springs, one

of them inert and the other very possibly injurious ?

What success can l)e anticipated if we order ointment

for a weeping eczematous patch where it floats on the

secretion and never reaches the inflamed tissue ; or if

we prescril)e a lotion to be applied twice a day to skin

well protected by its sebaceous secretion ? We all

know this half-hearted, ineffectual mode of action in

everyday life ; the man who wipes his shoes as a cere-

mony never looks to see if he has got rid of the mud

:

the groom who feeds his horse but never sees whether
the oats are eaten ; the nurse who washes the child

and still leaves dirty places. Now much of this weak
and therefore useless treatment is only the indolence

to which we are all prone, and against which we must
struggle as a temptation ; but much of it, I am sure, is

the offspring of incredulity and this again springs from
half belief in quackery and imposture. Much of our

ineffectual treatment again depends upon want of be-

lief in our dingnosis. Until we make up our minds
whether a certain eruption is psoriasis or a scaly

syphilide, we shall never deal with it successfully. If

we only suspect syphilis, we shall give our remedies

in inadequate doses, and relinquish them if we do not

see immediate benefit ; whereas if our diagnosis is real

and thorough, we shall use our remedies with confi-

dence, increasing tlu^ doses, varying the form, but al-

ways persevering until we obtain their physiological

effect, and then we may reasonably hope to cure our

2>atient.

Another source of failure in therapeutics is the le-

gion of new remedies, the eulogiums of which fill our

waste paj)er baskets and light our fires. It is aston-

ishing to find apparently rational men forsaking the

drugs which have been proved effectual by the exper-

ience of long past time and of all civilized nations to

take up with remedies the very composition of which
is often unknown, the use of which they have never

learned and of which the value rests upon the inter-

ested or credulous assertions of those who try to sell

them. It takes a man long years of practice to learn

how to prescribe an opiate. Why throw away this

priceless knowledge to dabble in (juack cures of which

the very praises inspire distrust ? New remedies are

no doubt discovered from time to time— in this gen-

eration we have had several — and all i)robable claim-

ants should be tested in pharmacological laboratories

and in hospital wards. But I am speaking of drugs

which have never })assed either of these tests. Surely

in this age of advertisements which disfigure and defile

the beauties of land and sea, of town and country, of

literature and art, the most credulous must be con-

vinced that costly and pertinacious advertisement is

evidence of the lack, rather than the possession, of

genuine worth. No, sir ; so far from our profession

being carried away by this noxious and degrading

habit, let us hope that we may not oidy stamp it out

from among ourselves, but spread our own standard

of conduct to other pursuits, until some day an honest

tradesman shall be ashamed to push his sales by self-

laudation and the wealthy manufacturer shrink from
offending the eyes and deafening the ears of his fellow

creatures by scribl)ling his name on blank walls and
screaming it in every street.

In another popular branch of treatment it seems

very desirable that the scientific sj)irit should be some-

what more freely admitted — I refer to treatment by
baths and waters. That both are valuable modes of

ti'eatment no one will deny, but will any one be so

bold as to assert that it makes any dilfei'ence whether
patients take a bath of water heated as it comes from

the soil or heated to the same degree in a kettle ?

Who would pretend that so many grains of laxative

or alkaline salts will act differently when occurring in

natural solution and when dissolved in the same pro-

portion hi the druggist's shop ? That benefit is ob-

tained by change of air and scene, by early hours.
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n^^jiiliiUMl n-Ht iiiid ('x«!n;iH(( iiiid ropiouH <li-aii;;)itH of

wiitcr is hcyoiid (lispufc ; liut it in Hiircly ;i pity wlini,

iiiHtciul of nitioiiiil fxphiiiiitioii of a "ciin!" trcaliiHiit,

we siillci' our |)ati«Mil.s to ho (Icccivcd l»y iiiihcii'iitilic

and iiioi'c or loss uiitnitlifiil statrrni-iitH.

Is it not a luistakc for so many of us to |irrsrrili<-

tlir iua<l('-ii|> drills oilVrcd iis Ity wiiolcHalt! nianiifartu-

rcrs instead of our own ('onil)inationH? It leads our
|)ati(Mits to ascrilu- tlmir rccoviuv not U) our skill, Init

to this or that pill or tablet. It would Ix; an (!.\«el-

lent task for this <i;reat association to set some of our

skilled analytical chemists to strip the veil from mys-
terious remedies and tell us the exact comp(»silion of

the many patent nu-dicinos, some of which are inert

and some injurious.

UATIONAL MKUICINK ANIJ ITS \VA(;KS.

Lastly, we may ask whether our profession olitiiins

the recognition that is d(u' at the hands of the pulilic.

I helii^ve that on the wlioh; it does, or if in any decree

it fails, that the failure is due to ourselv(!s. We (-aii-

not expect that any hut the most educated and (ndi<,dit-

eiu>d should look at our science or our art from a

rational point of view. The popular notion of a doc-

tor among our patients is a man who has got some
wonderful cure in a bottle which will make them well.

The more educated patients suppose that, knowing
what is the matter with them, or, as we say, having

made their diagnosis for themselves, their next busi-

ness is to choose the doctor who has devoted his exclu-

sive attention to the malady of which they suppose

they are the subjects, or if they chance to sufter from

what th(;y call a complication of diseases they will

consult a heart specialist to cure palpitation, a throat

doctor to cure hoarseness, and a rising young surgeon

to " a special hosj)ital for diseases of the knee," to

cure weakness in that joint. If they should find no

relief after these consultations— Flectere si tirqiieo

superos, Aclieronta movebo— they denounce legitimate

medicines as useless and go to the lowest impostor, and

will afterwards tell their friends that after being " given

up by the faculty " they found instant and miraculous

relief in a single box of wind pills, a galvanic belt,

or a pad of " oriental herbs " worn on the pit of the

stomach. Among the more enlightened the rule

seems to be that they believe in surgery, they be-

lieve in nursing, in change of air, in tonics, and in

stimulants, but they have long since given up faith in

doctors or in medicine.

The fact is that we cannot expect our pati«Mits

should understand the scientific basis of medicine,

the meaning of etiology, or the possible degree of

eHiciency of treatment. What they frequently ask

of us is to allow them to continue the very course of

life to which we have laboriously traced their syni])-

toms, and to give them some medicine which, as if by

a charm, will break the inevitable sequence of cause

and effect. They are slow to understand that this

world gives nothing for nothing, and that we can

only subdue Nature by obeying her laws.

There is, in fact, only one way in which we can ol)-

tain what we call our just recognition. Our services,

however great, are services to the individual, not to

the community. It is therefore absurd for us to ex-

pect the honorific or more solid rewards justly assigni-d

to statesmen, to generals, or to judges, but from indi-

viduals we may expect— and I venture to say that as

a rule we receive— the trust, the honor, and the grati-

tiKJi* whi<;h we have eiirriMl. Few of our f>ati«nU
will ever understjind our princi|deH or our inirthMlii,

the reiiMon for our hucceHHe>«, or the •xplaiintion <>' '-•>•

fiiilureH; what they do underHtiind Im \H'TMuia\ <i

ter, lioiieHty and McuHe, kiiidiicHM ixut\ Nyiiipuihy, .i.., t-

alily and benevolence to rich and poor. Tliem- an-
the qualities which havi- alwavH gained and Htili {;aiii

the respect of our fellow men ; and I venture to »av
there is not a town in the three kingdoms wImtc mirji

respect is not widely and fjeservedly earned. In every
catiiedral, in almost every parish church, we see tai>-

lets bearing witness to the esteem in which the joral

practitioner lived and died, lie spent his life in the

<'onstant exercise of his best faculties. int4-lleetual and
benevolent— a sure path to hapjiiness ; everv day
brought fresh interest and left no time for melun-
I'holy ; he earned not only money but money's worth,
in res|)ect and influence; and when the practitioner

becanu- the patit-nt— as we all must one dav In-— he
had pleasant nu-mories of a life sjtent in the service of

(iod and man. lie !ive> in tiic liearts of tlios*- who
knew him,

" And there sepulchred in sucli pomp doth lie

That kings for sueli a torn!) nrii(;ht wish lo die."

(©riginal ^Urticle^.

IlEPKATED ECTOPIC (JESTATIOX I.V THE
SAME PATIENT, WITH OPERATION IN EA( H
CASE.i

HV MALCOLM STORKR, M.I)., ANM) M. T. TIIIKBER, M.D., BOSTON,

r. I'RKVIOIS IIISTORV OK THK (ASK, HV I)|{. Till IJIIKK.

In bringing to your notice this evening the interest-

ing features of the following case I will endeavor to

give only a brief clinical picture from the commence-
ment of the abnormal conditions up to the time of the

patient's entrance to the hospitjil. I. am indebted to

Dr. doyce, of Kingston. X. II., (formerly of Dor-

chester) who had the patient under his charge dur-

ing her first illness, for many particulars of the case.

A young woman, twenty-three years of age, small in

stature, weight 110 pounds, of a nervous temperament

;

born in Canada, of the physical development char-

acteristic of the French-Canadian girl, and married

three years ; never pregnant ; ceased to menstruate

October 20, 1808, having begun on the 17th. Iler

period was expecteil again November 14th. but was
missed and, as she had always been on time, she con-

cluded she was i)regiiant. She had nausea during the

morning at diflerent times, which was (piite unusual

for her, and this confirmed her belief.

Aside from "morning sickness" she felt as usual

up to the early morning of November 2(>th, when im-

mediately after coition she began to flow profusely.

Soon severe pains began, located low in the p«dvic

region. She feared she was al)Out to miscarry and at

eight o'clock she was seen and examined by Dr.

•loyce about half an hour after the hemorrhage Wg-.m.

Relieving that a miscarriage was threatened, he ad-

ministered remedies with the hope of checking the

flow and to continue if possible the pregnancy. One
visit only was made, as the alxive conditions soon

passed away and the patient was as well as before.

' Head before the Suffolk l>ietrlct Medio.il Society, Section for Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Women, March 2S, 1900.
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The doctor was apiin called December 7th for

pain, but no heniorrhaifc. Hclief was soon obtained

by morphia given h\ i)()derniically.

Five day.s after" tliis visit, December r2th, Dr.

Jovce was called for the third time and as he was out

of "town tlu! husband asked me to see her. When I

arrived I found the patient, to use her own words,

"suffering agony." Her temperature was 9i)f° F.

and her pulse 104. Hemorrhage was profuse. There

was marked tenderness over the lower part of the ab-

domen, especially on the left side of the median line,

where the slightest pressure produced sharp, cutting

pain. She had had several chills, each leaving her in

a more nervous condition than the preceding one.

For three days previous to my visit she had had a

l»loody discharge which had an offensive odor. In

attempting to liass my finger into the vagina the rec-

tum was found to he loaded with a hard fecal mass,

which was removed by a copious enema. Proceeding

with the examination I found the parts very hot and

exceedingly painful to the touith. The uterus seemed

to be unusually low in the pelvis and was somewhat

enlarged. The os was not dilated at all. In the cul-

de-sac tin oval, painful mass could be felt. This mass

was soft and seemed to fluctuate like pus in an ab-

scess. Rational signs of i)regnancy were present. I

could not satisfy myself with a positive diagnosis.

I gave an anodyne, ordered absolute; rest in bed,

with li(piid diet. On the following day I found her

quite comfortable.

Two days later her condition was worse than ever.

I thoroughly sterilized a sound and carefully explored

the uterine cavity, finding nothing. Dr. Joyce re-

turned in the afternoon, and in consultation with him,

everything was ruled out excepting ectopic gestation,

which we believed must be the true condition, and op-

erative interferenc(; the proper way to treat the case.

She was sent to the" Carney Hospital, December 19,

1898, just nine weeks from the date of her last men-

struation.

KErOKT OK FIRST OPKUATION, BY DR. STORER.

On December 17, 1898, I was asked by Dr. F. L.

Johnson to see at the Carney Hospital Mrs. J. L.

Examination under ether showed the jjosterior pelvis

filled by an apparently solid mass, with only one small

area of doubtful Huctuation, the size of a ten-cent

piece, directly behind the cervix. In the left pelvis

a harder mass was to be felt that was adherent, while

to the right was a movable tumor, rounded and some-

what smaller. The mass was so densely adherent to

the uterus that it was extremely difficult, without the

sound, to be sure that tlie fundus lay forward. The
uterus was only slightly enlarged.

My diagnosis from the pelvic examination— not

having heard the clinical history, and not seeing the

patient until she was under (ither— was that it was a

case of old salpingitis with much (ixudate. lixamina-

tion without ether must in this case have been quite

hopeless. As at that time 1 was trying to persuade

myself that the vaginal route offere<l advantages over

the abdominal, and also j)erhaps because 1 did not

have the patient's consent to a laparotomy, I deter-

mined to attack the mass by the vagina. On incising

the i)()stcrior vaginal wall I came at once upon black,

shining peritoneum, wliicii when opened gave vent to

several ounc(!s of sweet blood. The finger then came
upon a hematocele nearly filling the j)elvi8, and a

rounded mass that was apj)arently the gestation sac.

I met great difliculty in bringing this down, as the pa-

tient's vagina was extremely small and the hematocele

very much in the way, and as now manipulations

were causing free hemorrhage and the patient Ix'gin-

ning to be in very poor condition, I packed the pelvis

with gauze and opened the abdomen. A large amount
of fresh and old clots were turned out and the left

tube, which was somewhat adherent, was found to be

ruptured and bleeding freely though not alarmingly.

The tube and ovary were removed. The fetus was
not found. In spite of the entire lack of ])revious

preparation for an abdominal operation, and in spite

of the immediate jireparation being of the most super-

ficial nature owing to the probability of active hemor-

rhage being [)resent, convalescence was as uneventful

as if the most elaborate; aseptic precautions had been

observed.

I regret very much that I cannot show you the

specimen of this pregnancy, but as I had no reason to

suppose that the case; would be one of especial inter-

est it was not preserved. As I remember it the sac

was about the size of a walnut, situated near the mid-

dle of the tube. I examined the other tube and ovary

very carefully, having in mind a paper I had read a

few days previously in which the writer advised that

the other ovary should always be removed to avoid

the possibility of an ec^topic pregnancy on the other

side. But as the right api)endages were apparently

perfectly healthy, exct;pt that the large old blood clot

was adherent to the ovary, I decided to leave them
for two reasons. I felt that being a young woman
recently married she was entitled to at least the

chance of giving birth to a child, and furthermore, I

did not have her permission to sacrifice both ovaries.

HISTORY OF SECOND ECTOPIC PREGNANCY', BY DR.

THURBER.

Mrs. L. came to my office on the 20th day of May,
1899. She informed me that menstruation had been

regular after the operation, but that she had now
passed her period about one week and thought she

must be again })regnant. Presumptive signs of preg-

nancy were present, morning sickness, etc. She was

feeling well and had no complaints to make, but

wished to place herself under my care as soon as she

found herself to be in an interesting condition. I felt

quite sure I could make out Hegar's sign, and ven-

tured a positive opinion that she was pregnant, and

asked her to notify me at once if anything went

wrong. Two days after her visit to the office, the

22d, she seat for me. She had a slight jielvic pain

which soon passed off after administering an opiate.

On May 24th I received another call. At this

time there was a slight hemorrhage but no pain,

although there was some tenderness over the lower

part of the abdomen, and, as in her previous illness,

the left side was the more tender to pressure. I

could make out nothing satisfactorily. She stayed in

bed, and by the next day the hemorrhage had ceased.

She was comfortable on the following day.

My next visit was in the early morning of the 27th,

and I tried again to find the cause of the trouble.

Her temperature and pulse were normal. In the cul-

de-sac there could be found a small mass, very tender

when pressed. This mass was soft and oval, and did

not feel much uidike the fundus of a retroflexed uterus.

I presume my previous experience with similar condi-
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tioiis in I Ills patient lo<l tno t(> heliuv(; lliui iiinpir

^(•slalioii WHS r((|»c!iL('(l.

TIk! next (lay, tin- "JHlli, |)i-. Sloicr, in coiirtiiltalinn,

coiiliniicil my (lia;;iu>sis and advisnl lur iniini'tlialr

n inoval to the liospital for operation. Siir was ad-

niil (fd lo llic ('aiiit^y Hospital that iit'tcrnooM, six

wi'clvs Ironi tlic dalt^ of iicr lasl incnstrnation.

Rl',l'(»ur OK SKCONO on.KAl ION, IIV Olt. SKtlCIK.

On May, IH'.)!), live and oncdiall' nionllis atlcrtlif

picviiins operation. Dr. TlinilxT asked \\w. to see

Mrs. li. ainain, as slie tiiou^lit tiiat slie, lia<l anotiier

extia-uteiine preynaney. ICxaniination now sliowed a

somewhat enlaiiicd, retrolh'xed and rather soft uterus

witii a prolapsed and somewliat thickened IuIh;. Tiiere

was no exudate or ho^'iiV mass. The diagnosis ot" an
e.xtra-uti'rine |)re^uancy was ma(h'. mor(! from tlie iiis-

tory of tiu' [)r(nious attack, the recent symptoms and
the foul flow ratlu-r tJian from what I felt in the pel-

vis, which without the history to ;^uide us su^^ested a

retrollex(Hl gravid uterus as much as anything. I have

often noti<"ed a similar hardness of the cervix in

gravid retroflexions, from disturhanee.s with the Mood
su})i)ly probably. I advised immediate removal to the

Curney Hospital. After my previous experience with

the vaginal route in this patient I had no desire to try

it again, and so opened the abdomen at once. The
uterus was found retroHexed and adherent with rather

fresh adhesions, and the prolapsed tube showed a fusi-

form enlargement at about its middU;. A considcsra-

ble amount (half a basinful) of free blood and clots

was found in the pelvis, all of which was perfectly

sweet. The tube was found to be practically unatl-

herent, and on bringing it up carefully it was found

to be intact, but blood was coming from the ostium in

rapid drops. I removed the tube, but left most of

the ovary stitcluMl close to the stump of the tube, not

wishing needlessly to remove the only remaining

ovary in so young a woman. Although there was
in my mind some (juestion as to its subse(pient nutri-

tion, ^Jature had no trouble in attending to that. 1

tied this tube off with chroinieizcd catgut ; and the

many cases in which tubes have become patulous, no

matter how carefully they have been tied off, will nat-

xirally cause me to ask Dr. Thurber to watch this case

with great care to see whether a third pregnancy ever

takes [)lace. There is really no great reason why she

should not become j)regnant again, and from the short-

ness of the tubal stump the chances are that another

j)regnancy would be uterine rather than interstitial.

IMenstruatiou, I nuiy say, took place after the patient

left the hospital in normal amount, and has continueil

as usual and without [)ain, although she has no tubes.

According to Dr. Whitney's report upon this sec-

ond spi'cimcni, it will be seen that he is unable to

state with any certainty that he found any evidences

of an extra-uterine pregnancy, but the clinical j)icture

of the case given by Dr. Thurber fits in so perfectly

with the gross conditions present in the abdominal

cavity that I think we are justified in regarding it as

one, especially as some cells were found recalling very

strongly decidual cells, and as there were no symptoms
of any previous inflammatory condition in the pelvis.

Dr. AVhitney's report was as follows

:

March 25. 1900.

Dear Dr. Storer : — The specimen of the tube an<I

portion of the ovary consisted of tlie fimbriated end of the

tube for about 4 or 5 centimetres, which was opened and

to tba inner Riirface whh sdhorenl a iiDftJI, firm clot of blood
abuiit 5 iiiiiiiiiD'trcii in diaineltr. The otit«r lurfiicr wm
aino rou(;licn«'d and a few cIoIh nilli(*rent. Micro*<'f>|iicAl

i'xaniiriation tliroitj^h th« wall and attiudii-d i-lot iihowMl
I he papillary folilit of ili«* tulxr of alKiiil normal fiire, but
with <-nlar<;fd lymph Hpa(.-i;H, prornitn-til IiUxmI v*-««flii nnd
here and llient a litih- lifniorrha({i<: exlrav.-mation. The
l)loo<l dot RtM'iniMi to he in llx- outer part of tliK fold and
lookfd aH if it could have ori;;iiiatfd from the rupture of

Homr of tlu'se vchhoIm. At one place on the wall, junt !»«-

neiith thu adherent <'lot, wa?< a little <-|iiiiip of larije monr>-

nucleatcil eelln with rather ehiar prolopl:i>>ni, reeallinj^ very
8tn)n|r|y decidual cciU. Hut thix was the only [ilace that

pointed to a ehani;e that could have bt'cn [trrxluct-il by
prejjnancy. Nowhere waH tlierj- the Hlij/hfent trar-e of

(rhorionic villi, nor were the foIdH of the tubal mueuna in-

filtrated with MUiall celU, as ix frecpii'ntly the ea!<e. A
rather loosely attached piecir of hennjrrlia;;ic ti.-itue proved
to he full of very many thin-walled Mood vessel)*, wbieb
were also j)reHent in the a<lliesio!is on the out«!r Murfst-e.

A»id(! from the f)ne lillle <4r()ii|t of larjje, decidua-like cells,

there is nothini^ which [iiovis the condition of [tre^jjiiancy.

Th(! h(Mnorrha<je can he explained by iIik rupture of the

the enlari^ed ves.sels in the fold.s of th<; tube and from the

tbin-walled ones associated with the chronic inlUuimatory

process of the peritoneum.

Yours very sincerely.

\S . V. WlllTNKV.

That repeated (!xtra-uterine preg'i:iucy is of more
frecpient occurrence than was formerly thoiiglit is at-

tested by the cases re|»orted in reci-nt years, but au-

thentic ones are still sufliciently rare. Zangenmeister

in a paper puldisluHl hist year has gathererl together

some -10 cases. A candul exandnatioii of the litera-

ture shows, however, that in only 17 wa.s the condi-

tion proved by actual operation [.I. Veit, 1HH'.», Olhau-

sen, Hermann. Abel, Keck, Harrington, IJennington,

Franki'iithal, Koss, lirosin, Koknian, Sehoollield,

Falk, Diihrssen, Zangenmeister (2 cases), Thomson].
To these may be addi-d the cases of Winckel, who in

IS.SS demonstrated the specimens from a patient in

whom he had destroyed an extra-uterine fetus in IMH.'j

aiul again in 1888, and the CJise of Tait in whicii an

operation for extra-uterine pregiumcy was followetl

three years later by the death of the patient from the

rupture of another extra-uterine sac. The nural)er of

surgeons to whose lot it has fallen to have had an o|v

portunity to operate twice upon the same patient for

this interesting condition is luiturally extremely small,

limited as far as I can find to the following : Veit,

Olhausen, Hermann, Harrington [1S'.)3 (the first, and
with the exception of Ross the only one in this coun-

try)], Hoss, Brosin, Duhrssen, Zangemneister (twice),

Thomson and myself. My case is also noteworthy in

that she was in each case under the care of the same
physician as well as of the same surgeon. In this

case the diagnosis was naturally easy with the history

of the first ectopic gestation to aid us, an<l I would
emphasize the import^mce of a previous extra-uterine

pregnancy as rendering more probable the r»'currence

of the condition should in a seeoiul suspicious attack

any or most of the classical symptoms Ik' wanting.

A patient who has been operated upon for extra-

uterine pregnancy aiul in whom the other ovary has

not been removed should be carefully warned of the

extreme importance of reporting herself to her medi-

cal attendant should she go a single day over her nor-

mal period. The earlier the diagnosis can be made
the better are the chances for the patient, and in a

case in which extra-uterine pregnancy is suspected l>e-

fore rupture has occurred, the fact that the patient
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had previously been operated upon for this condition

would with nie turn the scale in favor of immediate

operation. I feel that nothing is gained by waiting

for symptoms to develop. The removal of a tubal

pregnancy before rupture of the sac offers no dangers

in comparison to an operation after rupture has taken

phu-c with probable inflammatory results.

With the history of this case in view we are met

with the (piestion of wliether or no it is the surgeon's

duty in operating upon an extra-uterine pregnancy to

remove the other tube or not, lest it later become the

seat of another ectopic gestation. This question can-

not be answered offhand, as many writers have done,

that the other tube should be removed. Of course it

by no means follows that pregnancy will ever take

place in the other tube, although it is probable that

the same conditions that produced a tubal pregnancy

in the one tube also exist in the other. Any greater

degree of mutilation than is necessary should be

avoided. Should the woman be a nullipara (which

is the case in about 1 case in 5 of extra-uterine

pregnancies), and children be greatly desired, we
should at least leave her to decide (should she be in

condition to do so) whether she is willing to run the

risks of a secoiul extra-uterine pregnancy on the bare

chance of giving birth to a living child. We can en-

courage her by citing the cases of Tait and Kokman,
in eacli of which a normal pregnancy intervened be-

tween two tubal ones, and that of Diihrssen, who re-

ports 2 cases of normal pregnancy after operation

for extra-uterine.*

It is, of course, possible that should the extra-uterine

prcirnancy l)e due to kinks, etc., in the tube, caused by

inlhiinmatory adhesions, as, according to most writers

(V'irchow, etc.), is generally the case, they may exist

only on one side, or if bilateral they may in the course

of the manipulations incident to the removal of the

one tube be so broken up as to permit the free pas-

sage of ova from the ovary to the uterus. Our will-

ingness to kiave the other tube may, however, be

modified by other considerations. Inflammatory bands

which we may possibly break up satisfactorily are not

the only causes of extra-uterine pregnancy. It may
also be caused, according to Freund, by the persis-

tence of the infantile convolutions, or by diverticula

in the tube, or, according to Klob, in a failure in the

normal peristaltic wave towards the uterus, or even

in default of other cause upon which we can lay our

linger, to a failure in the proper working of the cilia

lining the tube due possibly to a catarrhal salpingitis.

'i'o be sur(^ Webster argues very ingeniously that the

site at which pregnancy takes place in these cases is

determined by its being the seat of greatest receptivity

— showing the greatest decidual reaction — probably

because of some fault in development, but I think

most observers still cling to mechanical causes as the

most plausible explanation of ectopic gestation. Such

cause may or may not be amenable to treatment ; the

tube may possibly be laid open and cui-etted and

straightened out if necessary or diseased portions re-

sected. A case of mine shows well to what an extent

plastic operations upon the tube are feasible

:

R. G., twenty-two, one child two years previously

;

ill since then. In June, 1898, I resected a cyst the

size of a small orange from the left ovary, together

with about a third of that organ, and after removing

the outtir half of tiie catarrhal and cystic left tube

» Cf. Schroder : Lehrb. f. Geb., 1891, S. 61.

built a new ostium for it by suturing its mucous mem-
brane to the peritoneum and divided the various peri-

toneal bands that bound it down so as to leave what
was left of it a straiyfht tube instead of being much
twisted and kinked. The remnant of the ovary was
stitched close to the ostium. On the other side the

tube was apparently perfectly normal at its two ex-

tremities, but in its middle for the distance of an inch

and one-half it was much thickened, convoluted and
entirely impervious. This impervious portion was ex-

cised and the small proximal end of the cut tube in-

troduced into the lumen of the larger distal part, and
the peritoneal coats stitched together with two an-

choring sutures from the proximal end running up
through the wall of the distal part of the tube from
within. Five small cysts of the right ovary were
punctured with the cautery, and a ventrosuspension

completed the operation. About a year later she be-

came pregnant and last month gave birth to a child at

St. Elizabeth's Hospital.

The (juestion of the treatment of the other append-
ages, then, nmst in each case stand by itself, and the

surgeon must decide from the conditions present

whether he is willing to allow the patient, even know-
ingly, to run the risks of another extra-uterine preg-

nancy. In my case the tube that I left in the first

operation had certainly no macroscojiical appearances

that would have suggested its likelihood to become
the seat of another ectopic gestation. Should, how-
ever, it seem best to remove the other tube I would
urge that at least one ovary be preserved, or a part of

it, to avoid the discomforts of the premature meno-
pause.

This case is also I thhik of some interest as bearing

upon the vexed (piestion of whether to api)roacli an

ectopic- pregnancy in the early weeks from below or

from above. In the first operation I had to abandon
the vaginal route on account of free hemorrhage,
stirred up by possibly unskilful manipulations. Be
that as it may, I found I had to open the abdomen to

stop the bleeding. In general terms I would confine

the vaginal operation to women with a lai-ge pelvis,

yet even in tlumi should there be urgent symptoms of

active hemorrhage I should personally prefer the alv

dominal route, being confident that with the aid of

the eye I should be able to find the source of the

bleeding and control it much soonc^r than if working
in the dark. Under some conditions every drop of

blood saved is of value. When the diagnosis has been

made before rupture the vaginal route may have its

advantages, and after rupture, when actual suppura-

tion has taken j)lace, it lessens the risk of sepsis and
therefore may be preferable, especially as in such late

cases the danger of active hemorrhage is not so very
great, but even then I think that in every case of ex-

tra-uterine pregnancy in which the operator prefers to

begin by the vaginal route he will be extremely wise

to have everything ready for a celiotomy in case he
should fiiui it necessary to abandon the vagina in a

hurry, and a celiotomy without proper preparation is

not conducive to a surgeon's peace of mind.
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THE MORTALITY OF HYSTKRKCTOMY FOR
FIBROIDS.'

IIY K. II. nAVENrORl', M.D., UOSTON.

Thk (luostion of the mortality of any opciativi'

procedure has an important hearing upon tht^ arlviet;

we give a ])atient who consults us for the relief of

disease. It niodilies very materially the advice given.

How important it is de])ends upon the character of

the disease present, as, for insUincc, in the case of

ovarian tumors, where the outlook, if nothing is done
for the patient, is ahsolutely unfavorable. In such

cases we are therefore justified in taking great risks

for the sake of cure. That was tlu; state of alVairs

from twenty-five to fifty years ago, when ahdominal
opt'rations were in their infancy. Then, even though
the physician could not assure liis patient that the op-

eration was practically without risk, as he can today,

he could still urge it, knowing that the risk of the op-

eration was less than from the disease left untreated.

The same is true of cancer today. Any operative

measure, however severe, which holds out tlie least

chance of success is to be advised.

The case stands differently with fibroid tumors. In

themselves they are benign, that is, they do not neces-

sarily endanger life. In their early stages they

rarely give rise to any serious symptoms except hem-
orrhage, and even when they attain considerable size

the symptoms may be unimportant. The freijuency

of their occurrence, their slow growth and the fact

that in a large proportion of them hemorrhage is not

an essential feature, has, in my opinion, led the pro-

fession to put too light an estimate upon their impor-

tance. The fact, too, that the operative measures for

their removal were in the early stages of operative

work accompanied by a considerable mortality has

led to a very conservative course of action on the

part of a good many surgeons. It could not fail to

have a marked effect upon the opinion of the j)rof('s-

sion when so prominent an abdominal surgeon as Dr.

Keith, of Edinburgh, only ten or eleven years ago,

made the following statement :
" Hysterectomy is a

hazardous operation for the removal of a tumor that

of itself rarely shortens life. For myself I have al-

ways had grave doubts if I were justified in perform-

ing such operations at all, especially hysterectomy,

for the mortality attending this operation is out of all

proportion to the natural history mortality of uterine

tumors, and the results of it are out of all proportion

to the benefits received by the few." These senti-

ments expressed the grounds which led Dr. Keith to

abandon all operative treatment of fibroids in favor of

the electrical treatment after the method of Apostoli,

of Pai'is. There is no question but that the techniipie

of hysterectomy has made great strides in the last de-

> Read before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for

Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, March 28, 1900.

cade, and yet the inorLilily ev< n linn inu-l liav. \tf*sn^

in the hurids of Dr. K«it|i, a ronipuralivd v «in;ill oij«!.

H«! HpeakH of II libroi«l tumor iw one that of iu«|f
runly HliorteuH life. It He<inM ntrari^'*- that un ob-
Hervf-r of HO large an rx|H'ri)-n(-i- could lo<*k uiKtn
fibroid tuniorH aw Mur-li inno<fnt affairM. In a •»»Ti«'i» of
cases, HUch as would naturally fall undtT tli<- olMM-rva-
tion of a |»racti.sing gyncrologi^t, tlnrf imiHt fi<;rur a
cirfain nundit-r which would charly deuion.^trat*; that
fibroid tumors bring with them distinct dangerH and
not iiifn-tpicntly threati-n life.

liefore discussing the (jucstion of the niorulity of
hyst<;rectoniy for fibroid tumors, I de.sire to |K»int out
causes of danger which are o|»crative in case the tumor
is left alone. The.se are, first, hemorrhiige. Thih mity
i)e(;ome a .source of danger no matt«-r what the hize of
the tumor, and it not infretjuently ha|)[>ens that insid-

iously, and almost uncon.sciously on tin; part of tlie pa-
tient, a condition of anemia is pnj<luced which may
affect the prognosis in ca.se of operation, or exception-
ally may Im; fat4il. The second cjiiise is the siz«' of the
tumor. A large tumor may so j)ress upon the other
alKlominal organs as to induce serious di.s«!ase. A
third cau.se is death of a part of the tumor, from what
is known as anemic necrosis. A fourth cause is the
ilt'velopment of malignant disease in connection with
the fibroid. It may be saiil that the.se are rare conditions,
so rare that they need not really enter into the calcu-
lation in con.sidering the prognosis of these tumors,
yet, as will be seen later, they are found too often to
be ignored. In the light of the occurrence of these
various conditions, it seems almost absurd to speak of
a fibroid as almost never shortening life. Such beinf
the case with regard to these tumors if left to them-
.selves, is it not our duty to revise our opinions with
regard to their early removal ? It is just here that
the question of the mortality of operative measures
is of importiince. If, with the improved metho<ls of
operating now at our command, it can be .shown that
the mortality, if the operation is done in the earlv
stiiges and at a time which the operator can select, is

practically nil, should not we advise our patients to

submit to such operation, and get rid of a condition
which has such very serious possibilities if left to

itself ? In order to see what bearing my own statis-

tics have upon this question, I have looked over the
ca.ses of hysterectomy for fibroids occurring in the bust

100 abdominal operations which I have done for all

conditions. 1 find that they number 19. This com-
prises both small and large tumors, and of these li)

cases 2 died. Both of these cases were largi- tumors
which had existed for a great many years, and which
presumably could have l)een successfully removed if

taken earlier. The histories of these cases show some
very interesting points.

Case I. Mrs. A., fifty-two years old, married, two
children, consulted me in July, 1808, for an alxlomi-
nal tumor which began on the right side about twenty
years ago. It grew slowly, but alwut six year's

previous to my seeing her had become so large as to

occasion her a great deal of annoyance from"it^> size

and weight. She then placed herself under the care
of an irregular practitioner, who promised her that
he could cure her by such simple measures as miv^saire,

electricity and tampons. For six years she faithfuUv
continued the treatment advised, all the time Ivini:

buoyed up with the hope of relief which was alwavs
promised, yet all the time conscious that the tumor
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was slowly increasing. There had been slight hemor-

rhage, but it was not an important factor. There was

some swelling of the feet and ankles. Iler general

health was fairly good and there was no especial

trouble with micturition, defecation or digestion. She
was not especially anemic. She was a small woman,
and, by contrast, the size of the tumor constituted a

great deformity. She measured 45 inches around the

tumor at its largest circumference, distance from the

sternum to the umbilicus 10^ inches, and from the um-
bilicus to the pubes 13 inches. In view of the size of

the tumor, which would render an operation hazard-

ous, the fairly good condition of the patient, and the

fact that if possible she wished to avoid an operation,

it was concluded to postpone operative interference

for the present. She was again seen in October of

that year. There was a slight increase in the size of

the tumor as shown by the measurements. Early in

November she began to suffer from what seemed to

be peritonitis. There was fever, increased pain and
sensitiveness in the tumor, tympanites and inability to

lie down for any length of time. The tumor sagged

more and pulled upon the abdomen and the patient's

condition was pitiable in the extreme. She could re-

main but a very short time in one position and it was
hard for her to move without assistance. Her sleep was
only in snatches, the longest period being half an hour.

Two or three hours a night was all the rest she could

get. There was a constant formation of gas in spite

of large dejections. The abdominal walls became
tense and shiny and she said she felt as if the skin

were bursting. The veins in the lower abdomen
stood out in cords as large as a pencil.

On November 15th Dr. Maurice Richardson saw
her in consultation with me. In spite of the gravity

of the situation, he felt that an operation held out her

only chance, and it was therefore decided upon. The
operation was done on November 17th. As her con-

dition was so critical, and it was important to save all

time possible, I asked Dr. Bennett, of New York, to

superintend the anesthesia. Everything being ready

for the operation, she was placed upon the table and
anesthesia begun with nitrous oxide gas, for which
ether was substituted as soon as unconsciousness oc-

curred. Within three minutes after the beginning of

the administration of the gas the operation was be-

gun. On opening the abdomen there were evidences

of acute peritonitis. The tumor was adherent exten-

sively over its anterior surface, and there were small

collections of turbid fluid at various points. The
tumor had so filled up the pelvis that it was almost

impossible to get any pedicle, so the capsule was split

all around as low down as possible, and the tumor
shelled out of its bed, and it and the uterus quickly

removed, all bleeding points being clamped and tied

as they appeared. Owing to the patient's enfeebled

condition, the operation was hastened, and a large

amount of shreddy fragments of the capsule and peri-

toneal surfaces was necessarily left adherent to the

stump. As there was considerable oozing, and so

much l)ruised tissue left, a Mikulicz gauze packing
and drain were introduced and the incision closed

except the lower two inches. The whole operation

lasted fifty-five minutes, and the marvellous skill of

the anesthetist was shown by the fact that less than

two ounces of ether were used. The patient was in

fair condition when put back to bed. At the after-

noon visit her pulse was from 110 to 120. There

had been no vomiting, only slight nausea, and for the

first time in years she was lying on her back without
discomfort. The day following the operation an en-

ema was given, with the result that enormous quan-
tities of gas were passed. The patient complained of

no pain, but was apprehensive and could not sleej).

Quantities of serum oozed away from the abdominal
wound. On the I'Jth, that is, two days after the oper-

ation, the drain was removed. A large amount of

pink fluid without much odor was aspirated, and in

the evening the abdomen was washed out and a glass

tube inserted. The patient took nourishment freely,

and the bowels moved at intervals. The temperature
gradually rose, however. It reached 104° on the

evening of the 19th. It was lower on the 20th, the

patient's tongue was cleaner, and her general condi-

tion better. Following this, however, there was a grad-

ual sinking of the patient. The discharge from the

wound became very foul, the edges of the abdomi-
nal wound looked gangrenous, and in fact, it seemed
as if there were no life in the abdominal wall. The
appetite failed, the temperature gradually sank, while

the pulse increased in rapidity, until the patient died

on the morning of the 24th, just a week after the

operation.

Dr. Whitney reported that the tumor weighed 32
pounds after being cut open and considerable fluid

escaping. There was no evidence of any degenera-

tion.

Case II. Mrs. H., forty-two, no children, con-

sulted me December, 1896. She first noticed five

years before an abdominal tumor which had grown
steadily, until now it was about the size of the preg-

nant uterus at term. The symptoms she complained

of were irregularity of the menstruation, with more
or less constant flowing, generally scanty. She had
pain in the left side at night. For the last six months
there had been a more rapid increase in the size of the

growth, and greater weight. An operation for its re-

moval was advised, and it was done on December
31st. The abdomen was opened, and the tumor, which
was found to be free from adhesions, was removed in

the usual way, leaving the cervix. On the right side

the growth had pushed into the broad ligament, and
had so dislocated the right ureter that it was cut when
the broad ligament was tied off. As the upper por-

tion was too short to be brought down and inserted

into the bladder, an end-to-end suture of the ureter

was made with fine silk. Fearing that the suture

might not hold, and that there might be leakage of

urine into the peritoneal cavity, a drain was employed.

There was a good deal of shock following the opera-

tion. There was absolute suppression of urine for

thirty-six hours. It then began to be secreted, and
for the next two days there was a normal amount
passed. Symptoms of peritonitis appeared, although

apparently the suture of the ureter held, and the

patient died from septic peritonitis on the fourth day.

These 2 cases whose histories 1 have given are

the only fatal ones occuiring in a series of 19, aTid it

will be seen that they were botli large tumors, pre-

senting conditions which made the operations much
more serious than if they had been smaller. Could
these patients have been operated upon at an ear-

lier stage there is very little doubt but that they

would have recovered. The lesson that these cases

has taught me is that there are distinct dangers in

delay, and that a fibroid tumor which is giving rise

I
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to HyniptoiiiH hIi()u1<1 \w niinovcsd, and that tlu* nior-

tiility from hucIi opcnitioiiH is j)nurtic!illy nil.

'I'lu! prominent Iciitiirt' iuui IIk; rlcimnt of (laii;,'< r

ill tli(! 2 cases wiiose liistorics liuve Imm-ii ;^iveii wiw tin-

size of the tumor. Tlu-rt! :ire, liowev«(r, as I have saifl

before, otlier dan^^ers which are no Usss to he feanil.

Thus in these 11* cases then; W(!r(! 2 where there was
found inalij^nant (h'^(!n(!ration. I say malignant \\\-

<f(MHM'ation, tliouyh 1 Ixdieve pathoh);fistH are in doul)t

wliether such castas are the oecurrencts of cancer

ah)nifsi(h! of a fibroid, indep(!n(h!ntly, or an actual

change of a fibroid into a (ranci^r, with the prolwi-

bilities in favor of the former. At least, Dr. Whit-

ney says he never has seen a case where there

seemed to be an actual change of one tissue into

the other. Dr. Whitney's re[)ort of one is as fol-

lows: "The examination of the tumor of uterus re-

moved June 11 til showed a large fasiculated growth

in the fundus, white and fibrous looking. The exami-

nation showed it to In; a fibromyoma. The fundus of

the uterus was enlarged, the cavity filled with a shaggy

growth, and the walls extensively infiltratt;d with a

soft, opacjue new growth. Microscopic examination

showed it to be made up of irregular masses of gland-

like tissue in places filled ((uite solid with epithelial

cells. The diagnosis is a fibromyoma combined with

adenocarcinoma of the uterus."

The second case which showed a malignant change

was a very interesting one. The tumor was about the

size of a fetal head, and vv^as of a multiple variety.

One nodule had developed low down in the cervix,

and it extended towards the left in the base of the

broad ligament, so that its removal without cutting the

ureter was almost impossible. A portion of it was

therefore left. The greater part of the mass, accord-

ing to Dr. Whitney's report, which I will not give in

detail, was composed of nodules of varying size, which

had undergone marked calcification, and at one part

had become cystic, with rather gelatinous contents,

and fragments of anemic necrotic tissue. In one small

nodule projecting from the fundus there was a condi-

tion which, according to the microscopical examina-

tion, justified the diagnosis of a calcifying sarcoma,

which Dr. Whitney did not regard as of a very malig-

nant type. The patient returned home in a month,

but there was a rapid growth of a malignant charac-

ter in the course of a few weeks, and she died about

four months after the operation.

It will be noticed that in the last case there was in

addition to the other conditions a beginning anemic

necrosis. This same change occurred also in 2 other

cases, both large tumors, but both of which made good

recoveries from the operation. One of them was dis-

tinctly septic before the operation, and it was under-

taken only after a consultation and with grave doubts

as to the outcome, but the recovery was absolutely

uneventful.

To sum up these grave conditions incident to what

are so often called benign and harmless tumors, we

have 2 cases of death where the tumors were large,

2 cases of malignant degeneration, and 3 of anemic

necrosis, 1 of the latter cases presenting malig-

nancy as well. We thus have out of 19 cases G

where life was threatened by the presence of these

growths. With this array of possibilities before us

it seems to me that when patients present themselves

with tumors of moderate size, which are clearly caus-

ing symptoms which interfere with the patient's en-

joyment of life, llint their removal »hould \w. urg'vl.

I(y thin Htat^-ment 1 do not mean that i-very Hbroid

tumor HJiouhl be operated u|x>ii. .Many (;ive riiM' Ut

aliHolutely no HymplouiH. They may either ^row not

at all, or ho slowly that the menopaiiMe may \i>- reachcl

and the tumors atro|)liy, without in any way proving

a Moure*^ of diMturbance. liut when a tumor in vhw*^

ing hemorrhage, is caiiHing pain and di>ic,f)mfort, \% a

Hourc«r of einbarraHsnient, ;u4 it well may Inr in a Min|{lf:

w«)man, the o|H'ration may Ix' pri-M-rilx-d, an tiot tho

only, but on (\w whole the Ix-Ht, couTHe to purMU*-.

Mcxh-rn metlKxIs of operating have leKHfjnM the

weight of some objections; thus in young married

women who do not contem|»late with eijuanimity tlie

loss of the nt<;rus an<l an absolute end U» all (K>s»i-

bilitv of pregnancy, the hojx! that a myomectomy c^n

be doiu^ mav be held out. Increase*! experienc»* showH

tliat this may 1h' done in the rase of tumors of con-

siderable size, and many a woman wotd<l Ik- willing

and glad to part with her tumor if she need not

thtsreby Ios(^ uterus and ovaries.

I thiirefore find myself, as my experience in the

history of these tumors, if left to themselves, enlarge*;,

and the fear of a fatal issue in operating for small

tumors lessens with improved U'chnirpie, advising their

removal at an early stage if symptoms are present.

How strongly I urge the operation <lepends somewhat
upon the circumstances under which the patient lives.

If she is where I or some careful practitioner can

watch her, and examine her from time to time, note

the effect of any hemorrhage which may be present,

observe the rate of growth of the tumor, and l>e pre-

pared to operate or advise operation before the

patient's general health has been undermined, I do

not urge immediate operation so strongly. Should

she desire an operation, however, I should accede

willingly, as I believe a patient has a right to decide

for herself in such a matter. In the case, however,

of a patient who lives at a distiince. who cannot be

watched, and who cannot command skilled oversight

or service, I should urge operation without delay.

HYSTERECTOMY FOR MYOMA IN AMERICA.^

BY ERNEST W. CUSHIXCf, M.D.,

Profettor of Gynecology and Abdominal Surgery in Tuft* Vnicertity.

In the development of the operation of hysterec-

tomy America has had a large share, lx)th by original*

inventions and by adopting and [lerfecting the work
of Continental and British operators. Although the

earlier surgeons worked in isolation, and in ignorance

of the methods of each other and of P^uropean ojH^ra-

tors, }et during the last generation a constant suc-

cession of ambitious youths and of successful and ma-
ture surgeons has taken advantage of the unbounded
courtesy of distinguished European operators, and es-

pecially those of Germany, to complete their educa-

tion or to improve their practice, respectively, by ob-

servations in the great clinics of the (lid World.
A complete review of the evolution of hysterectomy

in America would be too voluminous for this occasion

and the writer would refer to an article already pulv

lished by himself on that subject.^ It may suffice to

' Head before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Women, March, 2S, 1900.

' Evolution in America of Ab<lomin:»l Hysterectomy anil the Total
Extirpation of the Tterus. Zeltschr. f. Oeb. u. Gyuiik., lSi<6 ; Annals
of Gynecology auj Pediatry, June, 1895.
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point out the principal contributions of Americans to

the development of this branch of our art and we find

that the country which first gave to the world ovariot-

omy for tumors (I\IcI)owell, 1800) gave it also :

Tlie first successful hysterectomy (mistaken diagnosis),

Burnham, 1853.

'J'he first intentional hysterectomy, success, Kimball,

1853.

A very early if not original use of the position, with the

elevated pelvis, and head to the light, Noeggerath, 1873.

The first application of galvanism to uterine myomata.

Cutter, 1874.

The first application to the treatment of uterine myo-

mata of Hattey's operation of ablation of the appendages,

Trenholme, 1876.

Valuable modifications of the intraperitoneal method of

tn-Htment of the stump, Marcy, 1881.

A series of improvements in the technique of the extra-

peritoneal method of treating the stump by which intra-

ligamentous tumors and those deep in the pelvis can be re-

moved, J. Price and his pupils, 1886.

Total abdominal extirpation of myomatous uterus by

u-e of clamps (first resuscitation of the operation in Amer-
ica since those of Freund had been abandoned), Jones,

1888.

First separate ligation of the uterine arteries in their

coiuinuitv, and total extirpation by this method, Stimson,

January,' 1889.

Metiiod of total extirpation by use of a stafif, Eastman,

1889.

Total abdominal extirpation, fastening stump of vagina

to ahdouiinal incision, for prolapse, Polk, 1889.

Methoils for making the stump intra-abdominal, but

extraperitoneal, Polk, 1888; Kelly, 1890; Byford, 1890;

Baer, 1892.

Total abdominal extirpation of the uterus with suppurat-

iui appendages as a matter of election, Baldy, Krug, Polk,

1893.

Enucleation of the stump as well as the myoma by the

use of a serrated gouge, without severing the uterine arte-

ries, Eastman, 1894.

Total extirpation of the uterus in cases of extra-uterine

pregnancy, where the tube which is not pregnant is dis-

eased, Krug, 1894.

A collection of the results of the work of thirty-five

American surgeons up to 1895, including operations

for myoma, cancer and salpingitis, showed that during

this transition period, when operators were experi-

menting and learning their art, and while the aseptic

technique was being introduced into our hospitals, out

of 1,188 cases there were 164 deaths, or a mortality of

13.8%. Since that time there has been an enormous
improvement, so that at present abdominal hysterec-

tomy is comparatively a safe operation. In the hands

of good operators there are often series of GO or 75 or

more cases without a death, and in the hands of gen-

eral practitioners the mortality is lower than would be

expected.

The changes in methods of performing hysterec-

tomy for myoma may be briefly summarized as

:

(1) Entire abandonment of the extra-abdominal

treatment of the stump by serrenceud or rubber liga-

ture.

(2) The wide trial and substantial rejection of vag-

inal hysterectomy, as an operation of election in cases

of myoma and salpingitis.

(3) The establishment of indications for the reten-

tion of the cervix uteri, as compared with total extir-

pation of the uterus.

(4) The adoption of a method substantially the

same by most operators.

(5) The disuse of drainage whenever possible.

(6) The common emploj^ment of the operation by
general practitioners, operating in the small hospitals

which are springing up in all towns in the country of

3,000 or more inhabitants. P^ach of these hospitals

has from four to six visiting physicians and surgeons,

among whom there are sure to be several desirous of

performing surgical operations, and ready to attempt
the most difiicult ones, with a zeal often in inverse

ratio to experience and training.

This generalization of the operation at present

works to its disadvantage, but as each of these new
hospital acts as a training school for surgeons, by de-

grees good surgery is diffused throughout the country;
the ablest men come to the front and by the American
system of individual initiative, free competition and the

free judgment of colleagues in each locality, the bene-
fits of surgery, and very good surgery, are brought
within reach of multitudes who otherwise would be
unable to obtain it.

Before performing hysterectomy for myoma the

most careful operators take great pains in cleansing

not only the abdominal wall and the vagina but also

the uterine cavity, since the danger of infection is now
almost wholly from the cervical, respectively vaginal,

canal. Personally the writer is confident that this

precaution has been the chief feature in reducing the

mortality of the operation in his hands from some 10%
to practically nothing.

The abdomen being opened, the tumor is brought
outside if possible ; the round ligament on one side is

tied and cut ; then the ovarian artery on the same side

is tied and clamped and cut between ligature and
clamp. By making an incision through the perito-

neum covering the uterus, passing from the insertion

of one round ligament, just above the limit of the

bladder, to the insertion of the other round ligament,

the bladder can be separated from the tumor ; a simi-

lar incision is then made through the peritoneum on
the posterior surface of the tumor, which can then be
brought outside of the abdomen even in difficult cases.

The broad ligament being now open it is easy to find

and feel, or even to see, the uterine artery on one
side. This is tied securely, and clamped close to the

uterus, and cut between ligature and clamp. The cer-

vix uteri is now cut across, some traction being ex-

erted and the knife being directed oldiquely down-
ward, so that the part of the stump remaining on the

uterus is wedge shaped. It is well, though appar-

ently not essential, to disinfect the cervical canal when
this is cut across, by pushing in^^o it a sound wrapped
in cotton soaked with peroxide of hydrogen or subli-

mate solution. The stump is then seized with double

tenacula, so that the flaps are brought together— not

including the peritoneal surfaces in the grasp of the

tenacula. The incision is then continued until the

cervix is nearly severed, when, just as the last of the

muscular tissue is cut, the other uterine artery is seen

and clamped, when the round and broad ligaments are

clamped and divided and the whole tumor is removed.
It only remains to tie the second uterine artery, and
the arteries of the round ligament and the ovarian ar-

tery, on the side last cut and to unite the flaps of the

stump with a continuous catgut suture in the muscu-

lar tissue, with a second layer of continuous seroserous

catgut suture uniting the peritoneal surfaces. The
two layers of the broad ligaments are then brought

together with a fine continuous catgut suture, burying

the ends of the uterine arteries with their ligatures.
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Tim toilet of the |K!ritoii«'Uiii is niudc ;iiiil tin. hImU)-

iiu'ii <'los(i<l vvitlioiil (Iriiiiiiii^c.

If i( is tlioiii^lit lu'Ht to remove i\\v wliole of \\\i-

lUcnis, I lie (>|iei:itioii irt (|iiit<! .siiniliir, until the (iiHt

uterine artery i« tied, l)ut iiistejul of i-uttiu;^ iicroHK the

cervix uteri the incision is cjirritMl down at the side

until the vault of the vajfiua is reaeht-d, elainpin;,' t In-

lateral vaginal arteries as they an^ cut. 'Then with

scissors the (cervix is liberated, keeping; close to the

ut(U'ine tissue an<l clainpini^ the posterior va;;inal arterv.

Tlu^ end of the vaginal portion is seized with doul)le

tenacula and lifted up and freed from the tissues on
the other side, clampinu^ tln^ vaj^inal arteries and the

uterine when it is reached. vVfter ap])lyin<i mass li;^-

atures of cat<;"ut to the small va<^inal arteries and li-

gatiuEj the uterine artery carefully, the mus<;ular walls

of the va<:;ina are united with a continuous catj^ut sut-

ure and above this the peritoninim is united with a

seroserous continuous suture, when the operation is

finished as above stated. If owing to the emideation
of subperitoneal masses, or for any other reason, drain-

ag(! is desired, it is easy to pass a rope of gauze from
above downward into and through the vagina, closing

the sides of the optiuing in the; vagina with sutures

which close the lateral vaginal vessels and approximate

the muscular and peritoneal surfaces and drawing the

peritoneum which covers the bladder down to the in-

cision in the vagina. Gauze drainage is, however,

much less used than was the custom three or four

years ago, the rule being to avoid drainage whenever
possible.

The method of cutting across the cervix (Kelly),

or removing it wholly (Pryor), before securing the

second uterine artery is of advantage in rendering

the operation more rapid and also because in case

there are difficulties on one side, such as an adherent

sactosalpinx, or a mass of subperitoneal myoma, it is

more easy to enucleate and remove such an obstacle

after the uterus is liberated on one side and the cervix

divided, for then the whole tumor can be more rc'adily

lifted out of the pelvis and whatever remains adherent

can more easily be felt and seen. The operation is

more satisfactory to perform and to witness if the sur-

geon is really skilful and dexterous and has an exact

knowledge of his anatomy. For those in whom these

(jualifications are not very evident, and for all begin-

ners in hysterectomy, it is safer to tie the arteries of

the round and broad ligaments and the uterines on

each side before dividing the cervix or removing it.

It remains to consider the indications for total hys-

terectomy in cases of myoma, as compared with leav-

ing a portion or the whole of the cervix uteri. In

general it is better to leave the cervix

:

(1) Because it makes the operation shorter and

easier and gives less chance of hemorrhage during the

operation and does not open so nuich cellular tissue

for oozing and decomposition of blood after the opera-

tion.

(2) Because there is somewhat less chance of in-

fection of the wound where only the small cervical

canal is cut across and instantly closed by the double

teiuicula than when the whole vault of the vagina is

opened.

(3) Because the vaginal portion of the cervix is a

seat of sexual feeling and worth preserving on that

account, and if the cervix is present the women do not

feel so much mutilated as when it is gone.

(4) Because the lower parts of the broad ligaments

with the cervix form a N-ti^T Mupport Ut thn f»*'Ivlr

rontenlM than «ioi-M the Niiii[ile union of tin: vault of

the vuginii.

'I'otiil liyHt4)n'ctomy nhould Im- |MTform<-<l : (I)

\V'h«-li the cervix in enlar;.'fd uikI diM«-jii»i"<l ; (2) whi-ii

the cervical <'anal in huppuratini,' or M'ptic ; {'.S) wh«-ii

there is any HUM|Mcion of inaligiiunt diiM^uiMr, and (4)

when vaginal drainage appears desirable.

IMMEDIATE KErAIK OK PERINEAL TEAKS.'

HV K. H. IKll.AM), M.Il., iU>IITf)!f.

EvKN the fre(juency of these injuries arul the

troublesome elfects ussociatetl therewith, or entailed

thereon, would not justify me in presenting this mat-

ter to this section had not our honored chairman n;-

quested it.

Fre(iuencif. — While such injuries are more common
in primipara-, they occur very often also in those who
havt! already borne children. No figures are avail-

able, but probably H0% of all primipara' receive some
degree of tear, and among multipara- at least 20%
will have the same injury. It would not l)e exact to

say that the injury is overlooked, for it is more often

not looked for at all, for its occurrence has sometimes
been regarded as a reflection on the skill of the ac-

coucheur— a groundless belief in the main, as will be
admitted by those who have observed carefully the

progress and termination of many cases of lal)or.

Causes. — No theory of prophylaxis or treatment
would be satisfactory without some consich-ration of

the causes of these injuries. Excluding the cases due
to precipitate labor, narrow pultic arch, disproportion-

ate size of the fetal head or trunk, or faulty adaptation

of the head diameters, to the pelvic outlet, it may l)e

said that vaginal and perineal tears are due to iraj)er-

fect distensibility of the soft parts at the pelvic outlet.

The more advanced the age of i)riniipane after twenty-

five years the greater the liability to tears, (iiven a

labor of normal duration and normal presentation, the

vulvar orifice ought to stretch enough to permit the

delivery and then resume its original size and shape.

Decree.— The degree of tear will vary from a

mere nick in the mucous membrane of the fourchette

down into the rectum and to a greater or less distance

up into the rectovaginal septum, with all intermediate

degrees of extent, together with, at times, radiating

tears from the more commonly longitudinal one, the

frequency of tears to the extreme extent mentioned
above being, of course, quite rare ; while those about
half through the j)erineal body and running from one
to three inches up the posterior vaginal wall, and
down or back on the cutaneous surface to w itliin a half

inch of the sphincter ani are quite conunon and are

the ones which will need our help oftenest.

While the average direction of the tear is. roughly
speaking, paralhd with the long axis of the vagina, a

considerable variation of the situation and direction

of the tears may be evident on exposing the vagina.

There may be a central perforation of the perineum
if the latter is lax and the lalK)r very forcible and
(juick, and the vulvar ellipse be unstretched and un-

torn. The injury may be in two parallel lines leav-

ing a central ridge of the perineal body, or a divergent

tear may run up the inner face of one or both labia.

> Read before the Suffolk District Medical Societv, Section (or
Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, March :;8, IIWO.
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The latter tears are usually quite shallow. Some-
times a tear involving tlie vestibule may prove trou-

blesome from the hemorrhage set up. Some ordinary

tears bleed (juite freely, also, and it is evident that

more consideration ouglit to be given to this matter of

hemorrhage for its own sake. How often must it be

said that hemorrhagi; paves the way, while the raw

surfaces of the tear opens the door, for septic inva-

sion ? The patient, while not always complaining

much at first, soon feels the soreness of the tear and

the suffering is intensified by tlu^ urine and lochial dis-

charges. If cicatrization takes place without union

there is aj)t to be some loss of functional capacity of

the vagina sooner or later, and operation for late re-

pair will involve the elaborate; plastic work of flap

splitting, butterfly denudation, et(;., which is discourag-

ing to the family j)hysician as well as terrifying to the

patient.

Prevention. — If wliat was said above as to etiology

is correct, a sure rule of prevention of these injuries

might be as briefly summarized as a description of the

snakes of Ireland. No doubt those happy practi-

tioners who never have these injuries occur, and who
treat these tears by denying their occurrence, would
be indignant at such a statement, but the fact remains

that the man who attends the most cases will see the

most tears— if he looks for them— no matter how
skilled or experienced he may be. No doubt some
tears are prevented or minimized by retardation of

too i^recipitate labor, anesthetic relaxation of the soft

parts, etc. Possibly the same end is advanced by
perineal support, position of the patient and lateral

incision of the vulva. What has helped me most has

been manual dilatation of the soft parts during the

first stage of labor, under partial anesthesia from
chloroform. The forceps cannot be. held accountable

for tears when properly us(;d, and some go farther

and say that they are a means of prevention. This

is no doubt true in so far as they prevent the devital-

izing effect on the soft parts of too prolonged labor.

If the practitioner has but a limited responsibility in

the production of perineal tears, he cannot evade the

obligation to proin2)t]y rej^air such injuries. No doubt
union will occur if suturing is done within twelve

or eighteen hours of the injury, but no one acts on
this assumption in caring for scalp wounds. Better

always to go jirepared to do the immediate operation.

Treatment.— Theoretically a parturient tear does

not offer ideal conditions for surgery. Asepsis, dry-

ness, pressure and rest cannot be wholly attained,

but we must not abandon attempts at repair because

we get some failures. If carefully carried out, the

immediate oi^eration of suturing ought to give 90%
of successes. Tlie pressure that tore the parts acts

to some extent as an obtunder of pain from the

needle punctures, and an aiuisthetic is not a necessity.

Anesthesia also requires additional assistance, which
often means delays and added expense, a considera-

tion among our honest working peojile. If promptly
and carefully done, the tears heal readily, and before

the usual nine or ten days' confinement to bed are

past, the stitches can be removed in the same order

in which they were put in. The value of the prompt
restoration of the perineal body does not depend
wholly on the after results, but also on the influence

it exerts to minimize the risk of septic infection in

the [)U*rperium.

To the man in family practice, this accident occur-

ing at night, the lack of skilled assistants and the

need of simplifying the operation have sometimes led

to poor surgery, which may not be much better than
the antique method of tying the patient's knees to-

gether. Some, recognizing the fact of a tear, are

content to put in one or two stitches on the cutane-

ous aspect of the perineum. Sometimes the results

from this procedure are satisfactory, but there is a
good chance of getting only what has been called a
" skin perineum."

If we recall the fact that any tear is apt to go far-

ther up the vagina than it shows on the cutaneous
surface, the inadeejuacy of merely skin sutures is mani-
fest; besides, these end stitches constitute a veritable

dam across the gutter-shaped tear, above which blood
clots and lochia distend and possibly infect, and cer-

tainly prevent union when union is most to be desired.

If the tear is short at the vaginal end, the suture can

be carried from the skin surface up to the end of the

vaginal tear and parallel with the sides of the tear, but
far enough out of sight to be in sound tissue. It

gives a purse-string action that may be sufficient, but

for a long vaginal tear it is not good. If these injur-

ies were external wounds, no one would think of

treating them in any way except by the ordinary in-

terrupted suture at right angles to the wound and
placed deep enough and close enough to evenly ap-

proximate the surfaces throughout. The trouble to

some has been the difficulty of illuminating the vaginal

part of the tear. The obstetric bag, of course, contains

the needles, needle holder, suture material and scissors.

If to this is added the head mirror of the laryngoscope

with head band attached, you will be ready for the

operation at any time and place— in the darkest room
provided a kerosene lamp is at hand, and no home ex-

cept the very wealthiest is without one. Aseptic cat-

gut and kangaroo-tail tendon have the advantage of

absorption, and if good are admirable, but silk is good
enough, and it has this in its favor— its removal
gives you a good chance to see your result. The
ends of silkworm gut are too irritating. With the

above outfit sterilized, the suturing is not difficult

after a little experience. The patient can hold the

lamp for you at her flank or on her abdomen if no
kindly neighbor is at hand. After an antiseptic

douche, which had better be interuterine, and the man-
ual removal of all remaining clots, vernix caseosa,

semidetached tags and marginal hair, the vaginal walls

are separated and steadied by the fingers of the left

hand ; the head mirror will throw a cone of bright light

into the vagina with midday distinctness, and begin-

ning at the upper end of the tear the sutures are

readily placed, each in turn being cut when tied be-

fore another is put in. Some patients will complain,

but it is surprising how well the majority submit to it

in preference to being put on a table with some out^

side assistant and all the detail of anesthesia. The
satisfaction of delivery (which no one can imagine

who has not experienced it) seems to reconcile her to

the lesser suffering of the suturing. If the rectum is

involved it often gives less trouble than might be sup-

posed and only in extreme cases will the elaboration

of rectally placed suture be needed. It seems best to

catheterize the first twenty-four hours after suturing

even if the patient can void the urine voluntarily.

Unless specially needed, and, if so, carefully given,

the post^partum douches may be omitted after sutur-

ing. If the parts sutured have been devitalized by
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Hovcro iiiitl proloii^od pntHHiirtt \\w rliiiiintH uri! Itiwl,

hut !isi(l(; from this coiKlilioii tlir r«*HultH ur<- HiirpriH-

iii^ly succcsHfiil, «'Vi'ii (initiii>{ in thi; fiici; of wlmt HffiiiH

lik(! Hcptic iiif('(;tioii HOiiiftiincs, Any radiiitiii;^ ttuiM

of l.ihiii, vi'stihulc or Vii;;in:il Hides ciin he Hiitnnd witli

lijflitcr luiitcriiil, as thc^y am usnally Hupi-rlicial and
l^cncrally unit(! (irndy h(dori! th(! main, deeper tears.

Iiii;atin<f of vi^sscls first is not often needed. In

tile removal of the vaj^inal stit<'hes the same li;,dit is

ne(Mled, and ear forceps and |)ocket scissors all that art;

recpnred. He^in ahove and work <h)\vn and out.

It is cruel to add another instrument to the outlit

wliich we must carry, hut the head mirror is so usefid

for other purposes that this will offset the troul)le and

occasioual expense of a hroken one.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN SURGERY.

BY ir. L. IIUItRBLL, M.D., AND II. W. ('USHINO, M.I)., HOHION.

(Continued from No. 7. p. 165.)

THK TKEATMKNT OF INJURIES OF THE SIMNAI.

COKD.

Bolton '^ makes the following summary of his

method of treatment

:

(1) Extradural hemorrhage does not give rise to

cord lesions or symptoms, and requires no treatment.

(2) Total lesions of the cord are irremediahle, he-

cause the cells and fihres of the entire cord are

destroyed, are never regenerated, and are replaced hy

cicatricial tissue. The lesion thus is permanent, and
requires no treatment.

(3) In hematomyelia the clot is absorbed ; its site

persists as a cavity or is tilled by newly formed tissue
;

irregularities of circulation in the surrounding portions

of the cord adjust themselves. There may be great

amelioration of the symptoms. There is, therefore,

no therapeutic indication, and no remedial treatment

is possible.

(4) In partial contusion of the cord the lesion re-

sults in permanent destruction of cells and fibres ; dis-

turbances of circulation adjust themselves. Repair is

accomplished by cicatricial tissue. No treatment is

available.

(o) In open injuries of the cord there are destruc-

tion of cells and fibres and disturbances of circulation.

In addition, infection may occur or a foreign body be

introduced and left in or lodged against the cord, and

by its continued presence produces great disturbance

of circulation and consequent extensive degeneration

and necrosis of cells and fibres. Repair occurs by

cicatricial tissue. Here immediate operation is indi-

cated for antisepsis, drainage, and the removal of the

foreign body.

OPERATION FOR TUMORS OF THE SPINAL COKI>.

Schultze '' reports 2 successful cases of tumor of

the spinal cord diagnosed and treated surgically, thus

adding to the list of 20 similar cases published by

Bruus, in which beneficial results had been obtained

only in 6.

The first patient, a woman, age forty-nine years,

»i Annals of Surgery, August, 1899; American Journal of the

Medical Sciences, November, 1899, p. 602.
>- Zelt. f. Nervenheilk , December 1, 1899 ; Lancet, March 17, 19«H),

p. 792.

NufTitri'd from hyNt^Tical nnd ii«;iirfiMlh< i.i.- •t-Miptom*

which were Miicceeded hy nI^hh of Mpln '•yiii|>-

t«)mH of ciimpreNsion of th«! Hpinul < ,.! |M»r»'

plegiti. The locali/iii;; HympltiniN |M>iiiU'«l U> the
niid-4iorHal regi«)n, uiid on «i|H-rutioii u tumor hum iHji-

covered <ompreMMiii;^ the cord in ihi; re;^ion of iIm;

fourth to the seventh dornal Me;rment>t tiiid lyin;; Im>

tween the diirii mater and the vert4-hr:e. Thin wum x*y

moved, and for a week after the operution the mviii|>-

toms grew worHe, after which they HUrudily im)iroVfd,

and in a few months the patient wax able Ut walk and
to g<!t alK)ut freely.

The second case was that of a man, age twentv-

eight years, witli symptoms of spastic puraph-gia and
with an area of anesthesia extending up t4) the level

of the mid-<lorsal segment of the cord. On o|H-ning

tlie spinal canal a tumor was found at the level of tin;

sixth dorsal vertebra and was removed. The M-nnory

and motor troubles temporarily grew worse during
the few days suc<;eeding the operation. After this

the patient improved steadily, and w:i.s able t4> walk
al>out and to follow his occu|)ation a.s a ganleiier.

Schultze points out that these 2 cji-ses throw a more
favorable light on tlie statistics of operationu for

spinal tumors, and that in view of the utU-r ho|>«de8S-

ness and futility of expectant and palliative treatment

there is every reason why surgical operation should

be resorted to when once the diagncjsis of intrxspinal

tumor is confirmed.

POST-ANESTIIKTir I'AKALVSKS.

Mally " cites a number of instances in which
paralyses, central, hysterical, peripheral, or reflex,

have been detected after the administration of a gen-

eral anesthetic.

Regarding the peripheral paralyses, he says they

are generally due to compression. They are more
numerous than one might at first supjiose, as many of

them pass unnoticed, the patient recovering l»efore

being able to leave the be<l after the operation, so that

they are not noticed. If, however, they are can'-

fully questioned, many will admit that they have hatl

a numbness or tingling which has not amounted to

much. The anesthetic cannot be considered as the

cause of this, except that the unconscious patient has

been unable to defend himself against cramped posi-

tions and overstretched limbs.

The jiaralyses that are reflex and those that are

hysterical in their character have nothing to do with

the anesthetic. The central paralyses due to cerebral

hemorrhage are very rare where the anesthetic has

provoked the arterial rupture in a purely mechanical

manner.
The treatment should be preventive, sutlicient care

being exercised to prevent tlie jiatient from receiving

injury by pressure through awkward positions during
the operation. The cerebral and hysterical should be

treated on principles applicable to these conditions.

The use of electricity and massage is adynseil for the

others.

THE THKATMEXT (H' VAKUOSK I LCKRATIOXS UV
.NKKVK STUETCHIXt;.

C"hi[)ault "* says that the results obtaine«l in cases of

malperforant of the foot by the stretching of the

" Rev. de Cliir., Jnlv. 1S99: .\nierlc*n Journal of the Medical
Sciences, October, 1S99, i>.

47'>.

' Rev. de Chir., Novenibor, 1SS*9 ; American Journal of Ibe Medi-
cal Sciences, March, 19«I0, p. ;Vl{i.
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plantar nerves led him to attempt the same method of

treatment in cases of varicose ulcers.

The method employed consisted of two parts. The

first was the stretching of the nerve supplying the

skin area in which the ulcer was found. This nerve

should be stretched at a jjoint not far from the ulcer,

nor too near, lest the wound become infected. The
nerves usually involved in these operations are the in-

ternal saphenous, either at the ring or in the upper

portion of the limb ; the sciatic, its popliteal portion

either at the head ol the peroneal or at its bifurcation.

The stretching in these cases is limited to the musculo-

cutaneous branches. This is the more common seat

of these varicose ulcerations and generally involves

the musculocutaneous branches associated with the

internal saphenous. It should be remembered that

these nerves, when this condition is present, are more

friable than usual.

The second part of the operation consists in curet^

ting the ulcer and getting it aseptic, if the skin and

surrounding tissue is much involved, or in excising

the skin with the ulcer and then, after gentle traction

and complete hemostasis, sewing the edges together.

The tightened skin exercises a beneficial influence on

the varicose condition.

THE TKEATMENT OF VARICOSE ULCERS BY STRETCH-

ING THE PERONEAL NERVE.

Bardescu ^'^ claims priority over Chipault, who, on

April l.')th of the present year, at a meeting of the

Biologic Society of Paris, advocated the treatment of

varicose ulcer of the leg by means of nerve stretching.

In proof of his claim the author refers to the Bulletin

de la Societe des Sciences Medicales de Bucharest,

December, 1897. Chipault's paper confirms the pre-

vious claims made by the author. Two cases are re-

ported in which the internal saphenous vein was first

resected under cocaine, and in one case nine and in the

other ten days later the common peroneal nerve was

stretched under chloroform narcosis. Both the resec-

tion and the nerve stretching could be done at one

sitting. The common peroneal nerve was selected in

these cases on account of the extensive character of

the ulcers. Naturally the nerve which corresponds

in distribution to the site affected should be selected.

Both cases made an excellent recovery. Temporary
anesthesia following stretching was noticed.

THE HISTOLOGY OF DUPUYTREN's CONTRACTION OF
THE PALMAR FASCIA; REPORT OF MICROSCOPIC
EXAMINATION IN TWO ADDITIONAL CASES.

Nichols^" in an article on this subject, states that

his observations go toward indicating that in the early

or developing period of Duj)uytren's contraction the

cellular and vascular (ilements occur in great abun-

dance ; while at a later stage, when the lesion is fully

developed and stationary, the cells and vessels dimin-

ish, leaving the al)normal tissue a dense, fibrous mass ;

and that the hypertrophied fibrous bands are devel-

oped by the activities of the al)undant connective-

tissue cells, which are proliferattMl in especial profu-

sion along the course of the small bloodvessels. The
lesion is essentially a hypertrophy, the new tissue be-

ing similar to the pre-existing normal fascia. Any
etiological explanation of Dupuytren's contraction

would have to take into account the active prolifera-

3" Annals of Surgery. I)«!ceniber, 1899, p. 775; Ceiitrbl. f. Chir.,
1899, Hd. xxvili, S. 7(;9-77l.
M Medical News, October 14, 1899, p. 491.

tion and the fibroplastic action of the connective-tissue

cells and their relation to the vascular elements. The
presence of Pacinian bodies in all the 3 cases micro-

scopically examined by the author he considers worthy
of mention.

A CASE OF ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS OF THE FEMUR,
WITH GENERAL SYSTEMIC STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUR-
EUS INFECTION, TERMINATING IN RECOVERY.

Berg *'' gives a history of a case of acute osteomye-
litis of the femur in a child eight years old, and gives

as the points worthy of notice in his article the fol-

lowing : (1) An infection of the medullary cavity of

the femur by the staphylococcus aureus, induced by
the traumatism ; (2) an early blood infection by the

same organism and its toxins ; (3) the use of the an-

tistreptococcus serum and the absence of any metas-

tatic focus of suppuration in a staphylococcus infec-

tion ; (4) the subsecjuent elimination of the organism
by the kidneys ; (.")) the ett'ects of this organism and
its toxins upon the viscera, as shown by the acute de-

generation and inflammation of the latter.

A METHOD OF TREATMENT FOR THE RESTORATION
OF ENTIRE TIBI^. NECROTIC FROM ACUTE OSTEO-
MYELITIS.

Gushing,** in an article on this subject, gives the

following summary as to the indications for treatment

in cases of acute osteomyelitis :

(1) To save the patient's life and relieve pain by
immediate operation to establish free drainage. The
medullary cavity should be opened, pressure relieved

and infection checked.

(2) If the bone is killed, as it usually and rapidly

is in a few days, it should be removed.

(3) The most favorable time for its removal is

when the periosteum and granulation tissue are in their

most active regenerative stage, but before the process

of calcification of the bone trabecula; has shut out

the sequestrum within a comjiact, dense shell of in-

volucrum.

(4) This point is to be determined by frequent ex-

aminations of sections of the periosteum with the mi-

croscope. It is shown by the presence of numerous
fibroblasts, osteoblasts and small trabeculas in which
lime salts are beginning to be deposited.

(5) Clinically it can be recognized by the slight

crackling sensation as the periosteum is incised, due,

probably, to the crushing of the trabeculae by the

knife.

(6) The periosteum at this stage resembles granu-

lation tissue in color, density and vascularity. There
is no macroscopic apjx'arance of ossification. Bone
will be formed from this elastic, flexible, periosteal

layer.

(7) This stage in this case was probably reached in

the seventh to tughth w(;ek of the disease.

(8) At this stage the necrotic bone should be re-

moved by incising the ])eriosteum in the long axis of

the leg and shelling out the sequestrum.

(9) The periosteal sheath remaining should be

closed by suture, leaving a solid cord or mass of

periosteum buri(;d in the centre of the leg when in its

most active bone-j)roducing condition.

(10) If areas of calcification of any extent or

thickness are found adherent to the inner surface of

the periosteal sheath, they should be dissected off.

»' American .lournal of the Medical Sciences, March, 1900, p. 332.
» Annals of Surgery, October, 1899, p. 486.
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(II) The Hoft [nirtH mid Hkin supcrjiK-fiit ran Im-

closed liy huIui'c.

(I'i) 'i'lie iiliuost (•;iir and iiiosi, clliciiiii im aiin

sliould Im' used lo ifiidcr llic <>|)('r:ili<)ii an asr|ilir mif,

lor priinarv union is important.

(I.'?) 'I'lir new hone is lonnrd rapidly, apparently

ill ciffliti't'ii to t vvfiit y-loiir days, ulieii the operation

is done at the time ahove indicated. At this time oh-

silication is so advanced that \\\v. new hone is rijjid.

(II) II' tli(! operation is (h)ne too early, tlu; {^rovv-

iny |)eriostenm is injured, ajipareiitly, and il,s ;,fidwlh

interfered with.

(1^")) If too late, a ri^id liony involucrum makes
tli(! rc^inoval of the secpiestruni more dillicult and forms

a ravity which is v<'rv diHicult to close.

(K!) It is demonstrated hy tlie radio;;rapli that the

medullary cavity is reformed in the new hone.

(17) The shaft of the hone is easier to restore than

the epiphysis.

TUKAT.MKNT OI'' VARIOOSK UI.CICRS BY TOTAL KX-

TIKfATlON OK THK INTICKNAL SAl'HKNOUS VKIN.

Casati*'' states that e.\tirpation of the entire in-

ternal saphenous vein from the femoral junction, in

case of leif nicers and varices, has heen followed t»y

excellent and [)ermaneiit results at his hands. In order

to avoid the loii<; skin incisions, from 70 and 80 centi-

metres in length, the author proceeds as follows:

Eight centimetres below the femoral fold he makes

a 4-ceiitimetre incision exposing the vessel. The vein

is isolated as high up as possible and the proximal end

ligated. The vein is then isolated as far downward as

possible and traction put upon it. This causes it to

become prominent for the whole extent of the thigh.

Another 4-centimetre incision is made 4 centime-

tres above the knee, and the vessel is isolated suIh

cutaneously upward and downward in the same maniu'r.

It is then drawn out of the wound. The same proced-

ure is repeated through two incisions below the knee,

so that finally the entire vein has been removed. It

is not necessary to ligate the lateral brancluis. One
of the advantages of the operation is the placing of

the first incision below the fold of the groin ; at the

latter [)oint a dressing is difficult to hold in i)lace ; sec-

ondly, the avoidance of a cicatrix at the knee, which

is apt to prove painful. The author reports 3 success-

ful cases by this method.

DELAYED SUTURING IN PACKED W^OUNDS.

Koj)pen *° calls attention to the fact that it is not

good surgery to place stitches in the flaps of the

wound which it is necessary to pack with gauze.

There are many reasons why this should not be

done. If we are uncertain of our asepsis sufficiently

to make it necessary to pack the wound, there is no

logic in })utting in sutures wdiile the wound is septic.

They may become infcjcted and lead to stitch abscesses

after the gauze packing has been removed and the

wound closed ; they will frecpiently become weak-

ened while the surrounding tissues may become the

seat of a phlegmonous infiltration. The sutures can

be readily inserted at a later period by the use of a

eucaine B. solution— eucaine B. .1, salt .8, water

100. This solution anesthetizes the part sufficiently

to permit the insertion of the sutures, and in addition

»» Annals of S\irgerv. December, 1899, p. 776.
«« Ceutrbl. £. Chir., July 1, 1899 ; American Journal of iLe Modioal

Sciences, October, 1899, p. 473.

|HirinitM the reniovul with u «-un-lt«- of th<; (;raiiul«tioiiii

that have formed, ho ih.it ;i more marly priiiiHry union

will he the result.

( I'll Itr iiiiilinuril )

llvcport^ of :$»ocictifflf.

.SUFFOLK DISIKIU'I MKDK AL SOCIKIT.
SKCriON FOR OUSiKIIllCS AND DiSKAsKS

OF WOMEN.
r. II. HARK, M.t)., HK< RK-fAKV.

Kk'H LAIC meeting, Wednesday, .March 28, IIMK),

I)k. K. L. Two.mi'.i.v in the chair.

I)l{. K. S. Boi.ANi) reail a p.iper on

I.M.MKDIATK KKI'Alll <)l I'lKI.NKAL TKAKS.'

Dit. Stoijkic : I think the thanks of the section

ought to be given to Dr. IJolaiid for his eminently

practical presentation of this subject. I wish every

student could have this pa|i<>r in his hand when he

starts in practice. I think the two points of special

interest that Ik; emj)hasized were very well Uiken —
the preparation of the perineum for the pa.ssage of

the head and the advantiiges of having a head mirror

lianily.

I)i{. Call: I most certainly think the only right

and pro[)er treatment is that every perineum should

be examined imme<liately after labor and any tear that

is discovered repaired at once.

I)k. DAVExroKT : I have not for a numlj«'r of

years done any obstetrical i)ractice and see very few

or almost no tears of the perineum immediately

after labor. The tears that I see come months or

l)erhaps years after labor has occurred, and of these

the tears which seem to me to be most important are

those of the levator ani muscle, and it has l)een a

(piestion in my mind whether tliey can be detected at

the time of labor. Of course if there is a giving way
of the levator ani mu.scle at its attachment in the peri-

neal body and below its lower attachment in the va-

gina the detection is comparatively easy, but I am of

the impression that very often such giving way Uikes

place subcutaneously and there has been in my mind a

doubt as to whether such a tear can be recognized and

properly sutured at the time of labor. I should Ije

very glad if Dr. Bolaiid would tell whether such tears

can be detected. Certainly they give rise to more
serious difficulty afterwards than do the tears through

the perineal body, even those which extend down to

the sphincter ani. They weaken the support of the

lower part of the vagina and we have prolapse of the

vaginal walls and tendency to pulling down of the

uterus, and so there are more symptoms complaineil

of by the patient than in those tears of the external

perineum which are readily seen. In the cases that

I occasionally see where 1 have been asked to repair

a perineum immediately after labor I have always

used silkworm gut and the objection Dr. Boland gave

for its use, namely, the ends of the sutures sticking

into the patient and causing annoyance, can be avoided

by leaving them long and tying them together in a

knot and cutting the ends short. I should feel that

silkworm gut was better suture material for these

tears than silk, which of course becomes more easily

infected.

' See page 185 of the Journal.
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Du. TwoMBi-V : Not 1oii<j; ayo :i medical gentleman

within my hearing remarked that he always sewed up

his i)erinoal tears immediately, hut lie had two-thirds

of the numher lailur(?s, and I imagine if we should

ask our hrother practitioners if they had ohserved,

after some time, whether the perineum was good

and firm, a good many of them would have to confess

to these same failures. It is due in part, I have no

doubt, to the faulty arrangements at the time, where

we have to act so often with few assistants, or with

nobody who can help at all. I feel that the head

mirror is a distinct advantage which we should men-

tion again and again to the younger men who are tak-

ing uj) this work, for it certainly will throw light on

the dark sul)ject, and so often an improper light is the

cause of failure. Personally I feel that the silkworm-

gut suture is the one to use and I have used it in my
cases with good success. You can always boil it ten

to fifteen minutes beforehand ; it does not string out

and run ovi'r tilings ; you can take it out of its small

basin in which it is boiled over the stove and apply it

immediately, and it does not become; infected as read-

ily as the plain silk. The scratching of the ends can

be avoided liy twisting or tying, leaving them outside.

If they are slightly irritating, the discomfort is not

greater than the gain that we get in closing up the

tear. I think it is wise to take two or three— very

seldom do we have to take more than three in a mod-
erate tear— rather deep interrupted sutures inside

the vagina, getting the patient into position where the

torn parts fall into place relatively to the position

which they would take in health without trying to

coapt very carefully, and we get a pretty good peri-

neum resulting. Where you have plenty of assistants

and can perform a more careful ojieration, it has been

the vogue in Vienna for some time to employ the

layer suture, using an animal tendon or catgut and in

that way sewing the parts from the bottom to the top.

For the general practitioner, what wc; want is some-

thing practical and the easiest, <|uickest, best way to

get a good result. Dr. Bolaiid has very kindly

pointed out a number of suggestions easy to under-

stand and easy to follow out.

Dk. Bolanu : I don't think I have ever seen the

injury Dr. Davenport speaks of. I may have over-

looked it. I have been fortunate not to have many
tears that went down into the rectum. The point 1

want to urge is the necessity for looking deeper than

the perineum. There is one point I trusted some of

the gentlemen would take uj) — the prcvv.ution of

these tears. I have tried supjiorting the perineum,
taking off the instruments, etc. I don't believe they

can be prevented if the soft parts do not stretch.

Dk. F. II. Daveni'Out read a paper on

THK MOUTAMTY OK II VSTKRKCTOM V VOW FIBROIDS.^

Dr. Cusiiing : I tliiiik we have all listened with
great interest to this paper, and I am sure that I

should cordially agree with wiiat Dr. Davenport has
sai<l. In the 2 fatal cases it is very plain it was not

the operation, but the long d(!lay that made them
fatal ; in other words, if they had been operated a

good d(;al earlier they would not have died. The in-

dications for operation in fi])roitl I have always con-

sidered to be pain, growth, Ideeding, pressure, and
either of tli(;se is quite sufficient, since with the mod-
ern techni(jue the mortality has become very little.

* See page 181 of the Jourual.

I don't think it is any worse than in ovarian tumors ;

hysterectomy is about as safe and nice a procedure

as any abdominal operation. There is a reasonable

chance of the tumor being malignant. It does not
make much difference, except anatomically, whether
there is cancerous degeneration of the fibroid or con-

comitance of the two conditions, there is a certain

proportion of fibroids which if left to themselves will

turn out malignant. Tin; theories that they are

surely going away at the menopause are fallacious.

I have found that particularly when a fibroid starts

growing in the forties it is apt to keep on growing.

The fibroids which have a pedicle or have formed ad-

hesions to the abdominal wall or omentum so that

they have an independent source of blood supply do
not stop growing at the menopause, but keep on in-

creasing.

Some five years ago I tofik a good deal of pains for

the 3Ionatsschrift der Gchurtshilfe iind Gyiiiikologie to

collect a series of statistics from all the American op-

erators I could reach, and it figured to 1,160 cases or

more, including hysterectomy for fibroids, cancer and
salpingitis, with a percentage of 1-3.5% mortality, and
that was taking cases running back to the early eighticis

and including the evolution of the extra-abdominal

treatment of the stump. I have not collected the sta-

tistics for the last five years, but they have been

vastly improved. Personally within that time I have

done over 100 fibroids and lost 1, and I have no rea-

son to think that my statistics are better than others.

We meet cases in all abdominal surgery where the

chances are unfavorable from the beginning. One
fatal case was in a middle-aged woman who came with

a ventral hernia. She stated just before operation

that she had been examined and had a tumor and

wished it removed at the same time. It made a long

operation. 1 presume I was not at my best, as I had

just done another long operation. She did well three

or four days and sank away and died. As far as mor-

tality goes, my friends tell me that their results are so

good they have not the least hesitation in recommend-
ing the operation while the tumor is young, before it

forms adhesions. They have excellent results, do not

need drainage. I think that it is the disinfecting of

the uterine cavity bi^forehaiid that makes all the dif-

ference, since the technique involves a very careful

cleansing of the vagina and uterine canal, so that

when you cut the stump across it is clean and when
you lift the uterus up nothing drips out of it. The
profession used to wait until they had big tumors,

but now the trouble is rather the other way.

Dr. Call : It seems to me the position Dr. Daven-

port has taken in this [laper is the one that would

commend itself to all of us wlio have had any ex|)(n-i-

ence. In the early years of my practice I had the op-

portunity of following the course of a good many
fibroid tumors which belonged to patients in the prac-

tice of Dr. Lucy Sewall. In those days the danger of

operation was so great that nobody advised it except

as a last re.sort ; therefore almost all these cases had

been allowed to go on with the ho])e that the meno-

pause would end the troubles. I remember but one

in which sooner or later that effect did not come to

pass; nevertheless those people went through for

years a series of hard times, either with hemorrhage

or discomforts of every kind that I have no doubt

nowadays they would have been spared by the advice

that Dr. Davenport gives. So far as my limited ex-
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|)cri('iK"(? ijocH, I do fee*! tliiit a V(M'y lur^o iiinnlx'r of
fil)r(>i<l Illinois will ccasi; to troiiltlt- tliir patient at tlic

menopause. Of coiii-Me there are a ^food inanv exeei)-

tioiiH to this rule, ami ii' tlie pati(-nt caiimit Ite iimler

ohservMtioii it seems to me the \viH(rst thin;; is (o op-

erate.

I)i{. \\. \S . ('i siiiN<; re.id a p.'iper entitled

II VSIKItKC roM^ lOli \n()\lA IN .\MI KM A.'

Dk. D.wkntok t : Dr. ( 'iishiii^'s pa|>er seems to

me to (express the historical tacts and the present con-

dition of tlie operation of hyst<'re(rlomy very fairly.

I have no criticisms to olfer.

1)|{. Two.Mlu.Y : I think we ounht to tli;iiik I )r.

Davenport for his clear presentation of tli(^ reasons
why and why not in rcijjard to early operatin<r for

(il)i'oids, and for bringing it to our attention. It is

something that we are very mu(;h intorestod in, es-

pecially in Boston, as we see many of the smaller

fibroids and in a great many cases we are rather con-

servative and do not tell the pati(Mits they must innne-

diately have an operation. Dr. Davenport's piiper

will be of very great help in future counsels.

Dk. Malcolm St<)1{i;ii and Du. JNI. T. 'I'm ki'.kk

read a paper on

RKIM'.ATKI) KCTOPIC GESTATION IN THE SAME PA-
TIENT, WITH OPEKATION IN EACH CASE.''

Di{. lioLANi) : In regard to leaving the other

ovary in case one has been the seat of an ectopic ges-

tation calling for operation, it wonid seem best to be
gnided by the same rules that are safe to follow in

ovariotomy for any other condition. In 3 extra-

uterine cases where the offending tube and ovary on
one side had been removed four children have been
born subsequently in perfectly normal labor.

Dr. Cushing : I also can add a case of extra-uter-

ine pregnancy followed by a normal birth.

Dr. IIake: I assisted at an operation for extra-

nterine pregnancy two years ago last November, and
since then she has had two children.

THE THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

THE OPENING CEREMONY.

The opening general meeting of the congress took

place in Paris on Thursday, August "id, with the ofli-

cial ceremony which entails evening dress, in the vast

Salle des Fetes in the Exhibition. Owing to the

assassination of the King of Italy, the President of

the French Republic \vas not present, bnt he was
represented by M. IMonis, the Minister of Justice, who
arrived punctually at '2.30 p. m. to the strains of the
" INIarseillaise," played by the band of the Rej)ublicaii

Guard. Professor Lannelongue, the president of the

congress, dressed in the green embroidered coat and

wearing the sword of an academician, had on his right.

M. Fallieres, the President of the Senate, and on his

left the Minister of Justice. On the platform were

also seated the members of the Committee of Organi-

zation, the members of the Academie de Medecine.
the professors of the Faculty of Medicine, the presi-

dents and vice presidents of sections, while b*'hind

3 See page 183 of the JournaL
* See page 177 of tbe Journal.

and to tho rif^ht of th'- nhuir nat th«; offlnnl fon*t{^

(!el«;gat4'H, among the re|ireH(MituliveH of (in-ut MriUiiii

being Sir William .Ma<'('ormac, Hart., K.('.\'.(),, Sir

Dyce I)iick»orth, Sir Lauder Krimtitii, ProfcnMir

SimpHon, of Fdiiibiirgh, etc. In the Ixxly of ih«t rir-

«rular hall were the iiiemlH-rH of the congn-xA, thu

represeiit.itives ol I'Veiicli and foreign iiiiiverMitii'M,

and delegate-, of learned Ho«Melii;« ; the ludiirM were
placed ill a gallery at the iiack of thi- hall, one hun*
fired and fifty yards or ho away from the phitfonii,

while the press was allotte«l a gallery in un e(|iiallv

disadvantageous |iosition. ;\s a result, of the preHi-

deiit's opening speech only three WDids penetrated to

the far end of the vast auditorium.

pkksidknt's amkkk.sh.

The president of the congress read the o|>ening

|)eroration welcoming the members of the rongrenH.

In terminating, Ik; said : In wishing you welcome I

otVer you my warmest congratulations. I most heart-

ily tliank the committees of all the foreign countries

who have helped in the organi/ation of this va-st un-

dertaking ; the entire press for its active and disinter-

ested aid ; the Executive Committee, who have never
failed to respond to my call and hav(; given the I»e8t

of their advice ; the University of Paris and the mem-
bers of the government of the rej)ublic, who have un-
derstood from the first the im|)ortance of our task and
have rendered its realization easier. As to mvself,

my heart filled with the keenest emotions I have ever
felt in my life, I can find, in conclusion, no better

words than those addressed to you by Bouillaud, the

first and one of the most illustrious presidents of this

congress :
" Thanks to you, my whole life has just re-

ceived its crowning award. I hold you in the depth
of my heart, and you will continue to live there till its

last beat." I will oidy add : Now to work, time is

pressing; never since the beginning has there been
promise of a richer or more plenteous harvest. May
we know how to profit by it and gather in the fruitful

grain, which future generations will cause to bear
more fruit.

general secretary's report.

The Minister of Justice, in the name of the gov-
ernment, then welcomed the members of the congress.

M. Chauffard, the general secretary, now read his re^

port, describing the complex work of organization.

As a result, li)0 delegates, representing the govern-
ments of 34 foreign states, were present on the plat-

form ; 2r)0 univi'rsities, academies, or learned societies

have sent delegates, and over (t.UOO members of the
congress have come to Paris. The programme of the

congress includes "itU) reports, and more than l,2oi)

communications.

PRESENTATION OF FOREIGN DELEGATES.

After the termination of the secretary's report, the
ofhcial delegates of the foreign nations came forwani
to ort'er their good wishes to France, and hopes for

the success of the congress. Professor von Bergmann
led the lengthy procession. Sir William ^laoCormac.
Bart., K.C.V.O., represented Great liritain. Pr.v-

fessor Baccelli was absent owing to the mourning of
the Italian nation. M. Mandizabal, the delegate of
Mexico, made a long and spirited speech, which was
greotly applauded. The delegate of Venezuela closeil

the series.
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ADDRESS HY rHOI'KSSOK Vll{( HOW.

This teriiiiiiatcd the ullicial portion of the pro-

gramme, and as the audience had heard little or noth-

ing of tlie sjK'eches the majority left, and it was a

very small crowd which gathered round the foot of

the platform when Professor Rudolf Virchow rose to

give his address on "Traumatism and Infection."

The venerated professor, wlio was in the best of

health and spirits, spoke in German. After a histori-

cal review of the subject. Professor Virchow expressed

the opinion that the present attention to bacteria has

withdrawn us too much from other causes of patho-

logical processes. Injuries of bones take place with-

out abrasion of the skin, yet osteomyelitis ensues.

Brain abscess results from In^ad trauma. Some sur-

geons claim that microbes enter even through the

slight lacerations of skin. This, however, is mere

theory. AV\' know that cells may degenerate without

any microbial! influence. Trauma may kill them.

We know from dead parasites, such as trichina within

the body, what happens to dead cells. The changes

occurring in extra-uterine fetuses also make this clear.

Let us, then, not attribute too much importance to

microbes, but let us study carefully the cellular

changes as they occur. With the address of Professor

Virchow, which was received with great applause, the

proceedings terminated, the discourse of Professor

Pavlov, which was included in the original programme
of proceedings, being postponed to the first general

meeting.

THK SKCTIONS.

The work in the various sections, twenty-six in

number, began generally at nine o'clock on Friday

morning, with the exception, however, of the Sections

of Neurology, and Dermatology with Syphilography.

These sections are perhaps the largest attended. The
Section of Neurology is at the same time the second

International Neurological Congress, and it is a ques-

tion which will be decided before the end of the pres-

ent congress whether the International Neurological

Congress as such shall cease to exist, or whether it

will arrange its meetings at a different time to the In-

ternational Medical Congresses. These two sections,

owing to the great number of communications prom-

ised and the number of subjects for discussion, met on

Thursday morning at nine o'clock, and are holding

morning and afternoon sittings every day.

KECKPTIONS AND SOIRKKS.

The president of the congress and Madame Lan-

nelongue gave a reception by invitation to the dele-

gates and presid(!nts of sections on Friday evening,

August 3d. The programme included minuets and

ballets by dancers from the opera, while a Hunga-
rian band played at intervals in the refreshment

room.
Th(; Committee of Organization gave a soiree in the

Palac(^ of tli(! Senate and in the Luxembourg Gardens
on Monday, August Gth, at 9 p.m. The programme
included dancing and an entertainment in the Salle

des Fetes of the Palace. M. Mounet-Sully, of the

Comedie Fran(;aise, and INIadame Sarah Bernhardt

recited poetry, while the musical talent was supplied

by M. Ilenaud and Madame Litvinne, of the opera,

and M. Fugere, of the Opera Comique. As all the

members of the congress with their wives and families

had been invited, the number of guests must have ex-

ceeded 1;),000. Owing presumably to faulty organi-

zation the enjoyment of some hundreds was si)oilt, as

the sole entrance into the Palace, a door five feet wide,

also served as the ])opular means of exit, so many
guests never succeeded in reaching the door of entrance
even, but after a struggle of half an hour or so gave
up the attempt and h^ft.

Dinners and soirees have been given by the jjresi-

dents of all the sections, and these smaller yV-^PS have
been a very enjoyable feature of the meeting to the

fortunate guests.

Excursions were arranged for Sunday, August oth,

to Versailles and to Fontainebleau.

DINNER IN HONOR OF LORD LISTER.

A dinner was given by the scientific society " Sci-

entia," on August 1st, in honor of Lord Lister. The
dinner took place in the Restaurant des Congres,

in the Exhibition (irounds. About 60 guests were
present, the obstetricians and physiologists turning

up in force. At the president's table were Profes-

sors Richet, Lucas Championniere, Marcy, Bouchard,

Guyon, Pinard, Pozzi, Landouzy. Prof. Lucas

Championniere recalled how he went to Glasgow,
and after seeing and working with the master, re-

turned as an apostle to Paris, and was not listened

to. Professor Pinard spoke in the name of the ob-

stetricians and of the accouchees of France. Lord
Lister replied in French, in his own sim{)le and
quiet manner, speaking almost half apologetically,

and was received with great applause. He told the

story of his early struggles and work, saying, " All

my efforts were without result till Pasteur showed a

possible way, which I have done my best to follow ;

that is all, gentlemen. If the result of my work has

been as beneficial to humanity as you say, it has been

largely due to the happy accident of my epoch."

After the dinner, on the invitation of the Medical

Club in Paris, Lord Lister and the guests went to a

reception in the club in the Avenue de I'Opera, where

Lord Lister was welcomed by Professor Pozzi, the

president, and on whose motion it was decided to put

up a tablet on the wall in commemoration of the

event.

Owing to the death of the King of Italy, the offi-

cial y^^es to the members of the congress have been

put off. The evening/e^e in the Town Hall given by

the municipality, and the evening fete given by the

President of the Rei)ublic and Madame Loubet at the

Elysee, are changed into afternoon rec(^ptions ; the

latter is to take place on Friday, August 10th, at

4.30 P.M. Members of the congress have thus

had many evenings free, and have been able to util-

ize to the utmost the card giving free admittance to

the exhibition.

STATISTICS.

Up to August r)th, ('), 170 members had registered

their names, the nationalities being represented as

follows : France, 2,293 ; Russia, 80;") ; Germany,

572; the United States, 412; Italy, 324; (Jreiit

Britain, 222; Spain, 219; lielgium, 147; Austria,

141; Argentine Republic, 108; Swiss, 101.

PRESS ARRANGEMENTS.

Owing to the initiative and energy of Dr. Blondel

and the French Medical Press Association, a i-ecep-

tion room and a work room have been placed at the
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disposal of tho Fronch (iiul fon^gn pross report^TH,

Ilfic iiiciiiImts of the pn-ss liiid tlic d.iilv prri;;iiiiiiiin'

Mild printed suiniii;irics of ;dl the (-ntiiiiiuiii<-:ili(iiis

uiadi' ill tlic various sections, iiiid :in' alilt- to write

tlu'ir articles and post tlieiii on t.lie premises. Miin-
hers of the Freiieii I'ress Association in rotation are

iilvvays ill attendance to i^ive information and advice.

It is interestiiii!; to note that this is the (irst occuHioii

lit an International Medic;il ( 'onjfress when siicii facili-

ties have been i^iveii to medical journalists .and corie-

s[)oiid('nts.

(Y'o Ite fontinued.)

H^ccent llitcratuic*

Bacterid. Kspecially as they are related to the Econ-
omy of Nature, to Industrial Processes and to the

ruhlic. Health. Wy GK(>it<;K Nkw.man, M.I).,

F.K.S. (Edin.), IXP.II. (Caiitah.), etc.. Demon-
strator of liaeteriology in King's College, London.
Illustrated. New York: (i. P. Putnam's Sons;
London: John Murray. 1899.

This book is one of a series devoted to popular

science. It is an attempt to present a popular scien-

tific statement of our present knowledges of bacteria.

It is not designed as a textbook for the laboratorv,

nor as an exhaustive work on the subject. It is ap-

parently written for the layman rather than for the

medical man. In looking over the work we note the

statement that the bacillus icteriodes of Sanarelli '' is

now accepted as the causal agent" of yellow fever.

This statement is not justified at the present time.

In the definition of diphtheria a misprint makes the

word " fibrinous " read "fibrous." On the whole the

book seems to be well written and to fulfil the pur-

pose of the author to a reasonable extent.

A Blank Hook for Autopsy Protocols. By Ai.dkki)

Scott AVakthin, M.D., Ph.D., Assistant Profes-

sor in Pathology in the Universitv of Michi<j[an.

Ann Arbor, Mich. : George Wahr. " 1899.

This book is essentially a collection of blank forms

which wdien filled out will constitute the records of

autopsies. Their chief purpose seems to be to fix in

the student's mind a routine method of autopsy tech-

nique. These forms have been used by the author in

connection with his work in instructing medical stu-

dents. We think that they are of doubtful utility for

any one else. A table of average W'eights and measure-

ments of the normal human body accompanies the vol-

ume.

Saunders' Question Compends, No. 2. Essentials of

Surgei'v, together with a Full Description of the

Handkerchief and Roller Bandage, arranged in the

Form of (Questions and Answers ; prepared espec-

ially for Students of Medicine. By Edward Mar-
tin, A.jNL, M.D., Clinical Professor of (ienito-

Urinary Diseases in the University of Pennsylvania.

Illustrated. Seventh edition, revised and enlarged,

with an Appendix. Philadelphia : W. B. Saun-

ders & Co. 1900.

Quiz compends are all of necessity' dogmatic and

very fragmentary in the information they give. ^^ e

wish that it were not necessary to have quiz compends,

but if they must exist this is a good one.
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THE INTRADURAL INJECTION OF COCAINE.

Ane.stiiksia by ether or chloroform is occasionally

contraindicated by the condition of internal organs, or

by the generally weak state of the patient. In such

cases, which fortunately are not extremely frequent,

there is at times a demand for radical surgical opera-

tion and the necessity for an extensive local anesthetic

becomes apparent. Cocaine has long been used to

this end and with good success. Operations of magni-

tude and taking a considerable time have been carri*^!

to a successful conclusion without material discomfort

to the patient. Very recently, however, an attempt

has been made to produce a more general insensibility

of the lower portion of the body and legs by the in-

troduction of a cocaine solution into the subdural space

of the cord, with the object of paralyzing sensation at

and below the point of injection. This somewhat

radical measure has no doubt been encouraged by the

almost complete safety of the operation of lumbar

puncture, which has now taken its place as a recog-

nized means of diagnosis and occasionally of treatment.

Several F^uropean surgeons in 1899 published cases of

major operations on the abdomen and legs, anesthesia

being produced by cocainization of the spinal cord.

Tutfier, of Paris, has given the matter particular at-

tention and has performed in the neighborhood of

eighty operations under cocaine anesthesia of the lum-

bar cord. Cadol, a former house surgeon in Tuttier's

wards, has presented in his thesis before the F:\culty

of Medicine a resume of twenty-three of these ojx^ra-

tioiis, with the technique of the methods. The current

number of the Practitioner publishes a detailed letter

on the subject from a Paris correspondent, to which

we would refer our readers for a complete description.

The method of introducing the needle between tiie

vertebras the precautions to be observed and the ditfi-

culties to be avoided are familiar in connection with

the similar operation of lumbar puncture. When the

point of the needle is in the subdural space, as indi-

cated by the exudation of cerebrospinal fiuid, the co-

caine solution is introduced. This injection should be
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made with scrupulous care as regards rapidity, quality,

quantity and tenq)erature of the fluid. It is particu-

larly important to bear in mind that the cocaine must

not become immediately diffused throughout the cere-

brospinal fluid and that the drug should not be al-

lowed to permeate to higher levels of the cord, the ob-

ject being to produce a temporary cutting off of

sensation below a certain level, with a minimum

amount of the cocaine solution. To accomplish this,

the injection must be made very slowly, the solution

should be freshly prepared and of a temperature cor-

responding with the body fluids. The quantity in-

jected should never exceed four centigrammes of a

one-per-cent. solution, and must naturally be varied

below that amount according to circumstances of age

and extent of anesthesia desired. After the comple-

tion of the injection the point of entrance of the needle

is covered with collodion. The j)hysiological action of

the cocaine is manifested by subjective sensations of

tingling and prickling of the legs, followed by loss of

sensibility to pain, temperature and touch respectively.

Soon thereafter the motor system also is involved,

with a loss of muscle sense. The anesthesia, reaching

to about the level of the umbilicus, is complete in eight

to ten minutes after the injection. Among the cases

operated on by Tuflier in this manner, as described by

Cadol, were a sarcoma of the thigh, resection of tibia,

resection of knee, suture of patella, amputation of

thigh, extirpation of rectum and four vaginal hys-

terectomies.

An analysis of the cases shows certain fairly con-

stant phenomena, which may be summarized as follows :

The extent of the area rendered analgesic and the

duration of the anesthesia depend upon the age of the

patient and upon the amount of the dose, the duration

varying from thirty minutes to an hour and forty min-

utes. In young adults and children the effect of the

injection ensues more rapidly than in adults, varying

from an almost instantaneous effect to eight or ten

minutes or even more. The onset of analgesia is char-

acterized by subjective sensations, as already described.

It begins in the extremities of the legs and progresses

upward, and is both superficial and deep. An inter-

esting fact is that there is often a temporary dissocia-

tion of sensation, resembling that observed in syringo-

myelia. The return of sensation is opposite to its

loss, the sole of the foot being the first and the last

region affected. Symptoms which may occur during

the anesthesia, but which are claimed to be so insigni-

ficant or transitory as to be of no moment, are sweat-

ing of the face, dilatation of the ))upil, nausea, tremor,

headaclu!, vomiting and tachycardia during the opera-

tion. It is, however, urged that some at least of these

symptoms may be induced I)y tlie emotions incident to

grave operations in persons whose consciousness is in

no way disturbed. In Tuffier's series of cases no seri-

ous accident is recorded.

The method of intraspinal injection of cocaine has

also been suggested as a means of easing the pains of

labor. Of this, which is said to have been successfully

practised by Doleris in five cases, the Medical Press

remarks :
" One of th'e maddest ideas of which it has

been our lot to take cognizance is unquestionably that

of abolishing the pain of labor by injection of a solu-

tion of cocaine into the arachnoid cavity of the spinal

cord."

The whole matter seems to us a matter of theoreti-

cal rather than practical interest, and one which

therefore will find an extremely limited range of

usefulness. That pain may be wholly abolished by

such means is certainly a fact of great scientific in-

terest ; that it is, except in very rare instances, neces-

sary to abolish pain by such a method must be equally

evident. Why should a patient be compelled to look

on at a severe abdominal operation or at an amputa-

tion of one of his members, if such a situation can

possibly be avoided ? For minor operations cocaine

has long since been demonstrated to be an agent of

the greatest service to the surgeon, but we suspect

that experience will show that its range of usefulness

stops there. It is, however, conceivable that circum-

stances might arise which would warrant its more ex-

tended use, and in those rare cases the possibility of

anesthetizing large areas of the body as described

above must be regarded as a significant addition to

our knowledge.

STATE HEALTH INSPECTORS.

In spite of the fact that we are rejieatedly told that

typhoid fever is a preventible disease, a year never

passes that we do not hear of one or more local epi-

demics traceable in every case to carelessness. No
doubt, so long as we are human, such incidents will

occur, but each new experience should at least im-

press more deeply the necessity of the most painstak-

ing care and watchfulness on the part of those who
are charged with the duty of guarding the public

health. The present epidemic at Norwood should cer-

tainly serve as an object lesson. The question natur-

ally arises as to the possibility of securing a greater

immunity than we now have against these annoying

and dangerous sporadic outbreaks. It would seem

that this might be secured by increased watchfulness

on the part of men well trained in the problems of

public hygiene. This suggestion has in fact been

made by Dr. Henry P. Walcott, chairman of the State

Board of Health. Dr. Walcott's idea is that the State

should appoint a certain number of expert inspectors,

whose function it would be to investigate and report on

public nuisances menacing to health, without thereby in-

terfering with the authority or prerogatives of the vari-

ous local health boards. Such a relation of a State board

to a local board should engcndiir no antagonism, but

rather a better possibility of working out the various

problems of sanitation which are constantly presenting

themselves. Without any disparagement whatever, it

must be admitted that the men representing the health

boards of small towns are often not sufficiently trained

in modern scientific methods to grapple successfully
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with tin; (lifriciiU prohli^iiiH vvlii(;li tin; origin and H|>n>ii<1

of ill) ('|)i<l)'iiii(! (liH(;;iH<i implies. FiirllM-riiioi-f, uh u

(liiily coiitcinitoniry W(!li sayH : "It slioiiid !>*; ohvioii^

to tivci V OIK) tliiit ill ordor to |>n!V(Mit tlio spread of in-

fectious or coiitii^ious discuses, it is iieceHHury to liave

uiiifonit rt'H|il:iti()iis tiiroiii;hoiit tiie ('oiiiiiioiiwtallli

and to iiave tlu^ dilfertMit uiimieipalities aetiii<; to^^cdlnr

instead of (!a(d> proeciediii"; witlioiit regard to tlir

others and soiiuitimcs in hostility to the others' inter-

ests." For these various reasons it is to bo hoped

that Dr. \Vah;ott's suifijestion will be given <hie eon-

sideration and a<rtioii taken which will result in pro-

teetiiii; the eoinniunity still further from what vv(; can-

not help thinking are unnecessary outbreaks of disease.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Conditions in the Philippines.— There are

said to be 30,000 lepers in the Philippines. The
disease is supposed to have been introduced in 16.33

by a vessel from Japan, bringing 150 lepers to be

cared for by the Catholic priests. The Manila

Hoard of Health reports that bubonic plague math;

its appearance at Manila, December 29, 1899. Only

one white man died of it. Out of a total of 22.5

cases there were 167 deaths, 115 being among the

Chinese and 51 among the Filipinos. The number

of deaths in Manila from October, 1899, to July,

1900, inclusive, was 8,535. The population of the

city is estimated at 350,000 to 600,000. Of the

number who died 7,591 were Filipinos and 15 Ameri-

cans (civilians).

R4BIES in Paris. — According to the Medical

Record, the annual report on hydrophobia, which has

just been presented to the Council of Public Hygiene

by Prof. Adrien Proust, inspector-general of the

Board of Health, shows by statistics that the number

of mad dogs in Paris and the department of the Seine

is steadily increasing. The Pasteur Institute treated

294 persons who had been bitten by rabid animals be-

tween January 1 and .June 8, 1900.

MoscoAv Prize Conferred on Professor
Ramon y Cajal. — The prize of $1,000, estab-

lished at the Twelfth International Medical Con-

gress at Moscow in 1897, for medical work of the

greatest benetit to humanity, has, at the present con-

gress, been awarded to Professor Rdmou y Cajal, for

his researches on the minute structure of the nervous

system.

Retirement of Professor Gegenbaur.— Dr.

Carl Gegenbaur, professor of anatomy at the Univer

sity of Heidelberg, is reported to have retired from the

active duties of his professorship.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, August 22, 1900, there were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston, the following

(•a«eii of >u;ule itifeetiouH diMfUHCM : «1iphth<;ria ft.1, Hcar*

latiiia 17, ineu«li"H .{l, typhoid fever 15.

TlIK KnK«)U(;KMKNT ok VArciSATIO.V AT ROCK-
t.ANi), Me. — The. antivaccinatioriiHf« of K/x-klaiifl,

organized in an elTr)rt to cause the repeal f»f the noii-

eiiforeeiiieiit of the S(at(r law regarding the vaccina-

tion of school children have re<-eived a check in the

form of a njfusal by tli<; Hoard of Health to a^xwle to

their demands. The lioard of Health, through itH hco-

retarv, sent a formal n;|)ly Ut the recjuest, thuH : "Thft

Hoard of Health has consid«;r<!d tlu; matter, and can

se(; no Hiason for modifying it.s action regarding the

enforcement of the Stale law."

('hki.sea HoHi'iTAi, Imi'Rovkments. — Extensive

improvements, for which the government has appro-

priated $45,000, are being made at the United Stat^is

Naval Hospital at Chelsea, Mass. More commodious

buildings are to be provided, the plumbing and venti-

lation renovated, and otiier needed changes made.

The Harvard Infikmarv. — Harvard College

has bought of the Cambridge Hospital a tract of

land on Mount Auburn Street adjoining the hospital,

which it intends to use as a site for the new infirmary.

The land previously selected was regarded as unsuit-

able.

Typhoid F'evek in Norwood, Mass.— An epi-

demic of typhoid fever of considerable magnitude

has appeared in Norwood, and has been traced to the

sale of infected milk.

NEW YORK.

Water Supply of Brooklyn.— Chief Engi-

neer Robert Van Buren, of the Brooklyn Water

Department, has given out a statement regarding

the water supply of the borough, in which he refers

to the inadequate amount of water on storage, and

expresses the opinion that the great need of the de-

partment is increased conduit facilities from the

watershed to the reservoirs at Hempstead, Ridge-

wood and Mount Prospect. From July 1st to Aug-

ust 12th the consumption exceeded the supply by

over 6,000,000 gallons a day, and on the latter date

the amount of water in storage had fallen to 283.-

360,100 gallons ; showing a loss of 252.323.700 gal-

lons in forty-two days. On August 12th of last year

the storage amounted to more than 200,000,000 more

than at present. What is most urgently needed, he

declares, is an additional pipe conduit from Millburn

west, as by this means most of the water which now

goes to waste along the watershed east of ^lillburn

could be made available for the borough.

New Lying-in Departmknt for Bellevue
Hospital. — Commissioner Keller, of the Depart-

ment of Public Charities, has announced that he is

about to convert the building on the grounds of

Bellevue Hospital which for more than twenty-five

years was occupied by the Bellevue Hospital Medical

College, and of late has been used as the temjiorary

quarters of the Cornell University ^ledical School,
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into a thoroughly equipped lying-in department for

the hospital, to take the place of the hiadequate

maternity hospital now connected with Bellevue.

The fiue'nt'w building of the Cornell School on First

Avenue, just oj)positc the Bellevue Hospital, is ap-

proaching completion, and this old building will no

longer be required.

Bequest to a IIosriTAL. — By the will of Judge

Francis O. Mason, of Geneva, N. Y., the Geneva

City Hospital is made the recipient of a bequest of

$100,000. Of this amount, $10,000 is immediately

available, and the remaining $90,000 comes to the

institution after the death of two sisters of the de-

ceased.

^tiS^cellanp*

POWER OF THE EYE.

" We often hear," writes Hiram M. Stanley, " peo-

ple say that they can merely by a steady gaze affect a

person at a distance, who is not looking at them, and

some say that they are able to make one sitting in

front turn the head in this way. Mr. Bell in his

' Tangweera ' mentions this feeling when he says

:

' Presently I felt as if some one was looking at me,

and raising my head I saw a larg(! i)uma standing ten

yards away.' To the physiologist it may seem uncalled

for to investigate a manifest absurdity, but it has at

least a practical value to explode a common error by

direct experiment. I asked a young man, who is very

confident of his powers, to stand unknown to reagent

A behind a bookcase and look through a carefully

concealed peep hole. I gave him the best opjiortunity,

placing A about four feet from the hole directly facing

him, and I engaged A in mechanical writing. To the

young man's confessed disgust and irritation he was

unable to disturb A. My few experiments were neg-

ative in results. However, it may be that telepathic

influence is exerted under certain conditions, and ex-

periments with twins and others constantly en rapport,

especially when under emotional stress and at critical

junctures, might be worth trying. If there is nervous

telei)athy, this is perhaps as simple and common a

form as any. If disturbance arose subconsciously the

test would be that the tracings from an instrument, to

show nervous conditions, should show large fluctua-

tions coincideiitly with the times when the agent re-

gards himself as successful."— New York Medical

Record.

total number of accidents among employes was as fol-

lows : Killed, 2,21G; injured, 34,923. Of 523,-

000,000 passengers carried only 239 were killed and
3,442 injured. A good deal has been done to reduce

to a minimum the dangers attending railway travel,

but much remains that can yet be done and the promise

seems not extravagant that the time will come when
there will be no more risk in travelling by rail than in

any other form of progression or locomotion. — Phil-

adelphia Medical Journal.

THE DANGERS OF THE RAILROAD.

That the arts of peace are not less dangerous than

those of war would appear to be amply indicated by

the flgures of railway accidents for a year. Accord-

ing to the twelfth statistical report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, 1 among ev(!ry 420 of the

417,.")OfS men (engaged in tlu; work of railway trans-

portation was kiHe«l, and 1 among every 27 was in-

jured (hiring the year ended dune 30, 1899. Of train-

men proper, engineers, (ireinen, conductors, brakemen,

baggagemen, etc., 1 was killed for every 15/) em-

ployed and 1 injured for every 11 employed. The

SIR WILLIAM STOKES.

The death of Sir William Stokes occurred at Durban,

South Africa, August 19th. Sir William was one of the

eminent men who were aj)pointed consulting surgeons to the

British forces in South Africa during the early period of

the Boer war. He was born in Dublin, March 10, 1839,

studied medicine at the University of Dublin, and became
a master of surgery. He was surgeon in ordinary to Her
Majesty the Queen in Ireland, and professor of surgery

in the Royal College of Surgeons. Other professional

honors were the presidency of the Pathological Society,

1881; presidency Royal College of Surgeons, 1887; hon-

orary presidency of the International Medical Congresses

of Berlin, 1890; Rome, 1894; Moscow, 1897; and Paris,

1900. He was gold medallist of the Pathological Society

of Ireland, surgeon to Meath Hospital and County Dublin

Infirmary, and formerly senior surgeon to Richmond Sur-

gical Hospital. He was the author of many surgical ad-

dresses and a contributor to the Lancet, British Medical

Journal and other professional publications on topics per-

taining to clinical and operative surgery. He was knighted

in 1886. His home was in Dublin.

DR. MOSES W. KIDDEK.

Dr. Moses Warken Kidder, of Lincoln, formerly of

Lowell, died at the Waltham Hospital, August 15th, of

appendicitis. He was born September 11, 1828, from an

old New England stock. His education whs chiefly ob-

tained under the instruction of his father ; he later attended

the Harvard and the Berkshire medical schools, graduat-

ing at the latter in 1852, when he entered into practice

with his father in Lowell, where he remained until 1870.

He served as city physician and as member of the School

Board in 1861-1863. He was a member of the Massachu-

setts Medical Society and his services as chemical expert

in law cases were often in demand. During the late years

of his life he became interested in mechanical devices and

removed to Boston and later to Lincoln. He was in the

latter town chairman of the School Committee and of the

Board of Health. Dr. Edward H. Kidder, of Fall River,

his son, died a few years ago.
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'HltiDrfj^;0l.

TIIK SUIUJKON IN TIIK NINETHKNTIl CK\-

IIV KKICIiKKK K TllKVKH, IMl.c.H.,

Siin/iiiH KjIniiiriliiKirii l<i II. M./lir (^iimi ; Siirf/itm hi nnlnnin/ in

it. 11. II. Ilir hiikf of )<>(7.- ; ( iiiisiillini/ Suryf.on to tlii- Limilnn
ll«si,iliil.

MU. I'ltKSIDKNT, LaDIKS AND ( ilCNTLKM KN :
—

The honor of iK^iiig selected to luldn^ss an iisHociiition

wliieli represents not only in nuuihers bnt also in <lij^-

nity :in(l repute the nuulical profession of this coinitry

is an honor of such a kind that I feel it can only \}v

belittled by any expressions of gratitudi; I am able to

connnand. I will do no more tluirefore than sincerely

thank you for besto\vin<f upon me a great distinction,

and at the same time remind myself of the words of

(joethe that "it is easier to l)ind a wreath than to find

a head worthy to w(;ar it."

1 am fortunate also in the circumstance; that the

occasion for the giving of this address should coincide

with the concluding year of the nineteenth century.

This century has bcc^n without a parallel in the his-

tory of human culture, and so far as the art of surgery

is concerned has embodied an advance in principle and

in practice which has been no other than revolutionary.

1 (lo not propose to attempt a review of tlu; progress

of surgery during the last hundred years. That work
lias been already done by abler hands. I would ven-

ture rather to deal with the progress of the surgeon

himself during this period, and with the advancement

of the individual as au exponent of a grave profession.

There is little difHculty in fashioning a picture of

England as it was one hundred years ago. A sympa-

thetic literature has left us with ample records of the

men and women of the time and of the scenes they

moved among. These records are rich with the little-

ness of personal affairs and are made living by the

very gossip and petty commentaries of those who
constituted society when the century was young.

The life in England then was largely life spent in

the country, in sleepy villages, and in sober, self-es-

teeming county towns. The conditions were yet im-

mature which led men to herd together in ever-extend-

ing cities and to swarm around oases of blackened

chimneys and restless furnaces.

Travelling was a luxury limited to the few. The
many were content to live and die within sight of

fields and spires which had been familiar from baby-

hood. They were apparently content to keep to their

own stations in life, to take their notions of dignity

from the squire and their conceptions of religion from

the vicar, and to be satisfied with such excitement as

was afforded by harvests and market days, by the

movements of the locally great and by the achieve-

ments and misdoings of their neighbors. In manv a

town it was no little event when the coach from Lon-

don lumbered through the cobbled streets or when a

gang of pressed men marched by on their way to the

sea, or when some soldier home from the wars made

the little ale house lurid with tales of arms and tragic

lands. These simple folk were comparatively free

from the fever q^^ social ambition, from the almost

savage conflict of modern commerce, and from the be-

wildering hurry of events which compass the peace of

later times.

' The Address in Surgery delivered at the Annual Meeting of the

British Medical Association at Ipswich, August, 1900. By courtesy of

the British Medical Journal.

London w»m then not (Mic-foiirth of IIm |ir<

the great <'ity ended, lowurdN the went, at .Slo:i!

and beyond were ipiiet tieldn and nieudowN int^TMM-Ufl

by footiKitliH, (u-rtaiii of whi<!li h-d to the hamlet of

KeriMington and the little riviTMide village of (lielMra.

The lover of Holitiide vvoulcj have found HecluHJoii in

the w'uU'. open country through whir-li ran th<; hAlfi^-

ware Road. I'addington waH Mtill in the tiehU. (iame
couhl be shot about WeHtbourne (rreeii and around
the isolated farm houst; which marked the itreHeiit H4;t-

tlement of St. .lohn's Wood. Few would have «uire«l

to venture after dark across the bare Helds of Hatter-

sea or to traverse the ex|)anse of open land which

stretched to the north of Tottetdiam Court.

No railway terminus flauntf-d its hid«;oiiH Htrui.'ture

in the (utv's midst, and neither omnibus nor cab nor

tram car invade<l the narrow streets. There was no

telegraph and no telephone. The post^il system wan
without form antl void. The gayest streets were lit

by oil lamps, and tin; gloom by night was oidy etpialled

by th(! dirt by day. It was not until 1H2'.> that the

omnipotent policeman appeared upon the scene, and
his early experiencf! of tin; city's traflic was concernexl

with sedan chairs and cabricdets, with gaudy cjy.ic.hti*

and creeping wains, with link boys and running foot^

men. It was not until l!S21 that the English Chainiel

was crossed by steamboats and that the picturesque

hoys and coasting sloops, the dignified frigates and the

stately East Indiamen, began to vanish from the sea.

Education among the mass of the people was a mat^

ter of little account, and was to a great extent a<-tuall

y

non-existing. The average man of the middle class

was quite content with a degree of learning which

would do little more than satisfy the demands of a

modern school board.

As to the surgeon in those days, he was but a sorry

element in social life. In the great towns and cities

there were esteemed practitioners of surgery who were
eminent by reason of their scientific work and their

successful practice, but their numbers were few. At
the commencement of the period under notice Lonilon

was the centre of surgical activity, and the prominent

exponents of the art at tliat time were .lohn Aberiiethy,

Henry Cline, Sir William Blizard. Sir Everard Home,
Sir Astley Cooper, William Lawrence and Charles

Aston Key. The great John Hunter had died in

1793, having accomplished a work which marks an

epoch in British surgery. In the provinces the most

conspicuous surgeons were Edward Alanson. of Liver-

pool, and William Hey, of Leeds, while in Ediid)urgh

the position of the leading operator was held for many
years by .lohn Bell. A little later in the century we
find among the names of prominent men in England
those of Sir Charles Bell. Sir Benjamin Brotlie and
the ingenious and learned Benjamin Travers.

At the beginning of the century surgery on the

Continent was represented by such men as Sahatier,

Deschamps, Boyer and Larrey in France. Scarpa in

lUily, Langenbeck, Chelius and Diffenbach in Cier-

many, and Warren and Physick in America.

The surgeon or common practitioner in the village

and town in these early tlays has lieen depictt'd by
many writers. Possibly the most precise of these

was Smollet, who was himself in turn an apprentice,

an assistant, a surgeon's mate, a practitioner and a

graduate in medicine. Smollet died in 1771. The
account he has furnished of the leech of his time is

tolerably discouragiiii;. We find him an ignorant,
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illiterate, sordid creature, not above the allurements

of nioney-j^ruhbing, and not without susj)icion of dis-

honest praclicfs and of a leauin<( towards the bottler

He was to a large extent a mere retailt;r of physic,

and in the public eye he ranked with the quacks and

nostrum sellers with whom he competed. There was

probal)ly some excuse for a writer who, in a discourse

in the New Monthly MtK/itzine for 1828, speaks of the

general body of surgeons as a "cringing, pulse-feeling

race." Smollet's description could not have been true

of all his brethren, and there is no doubt he wrote

with the bitterness of an unfortunate experience.

Still, there can be little question that Launcelot Crab

represented a type not yet extinct when the century

began, and he must be taken as a forerunner of the

cultured and esteemed general practitioner of the

present day.

I. TIIK SUKGKON AS AN ADVISER.

In noting the advances made by the surgeon during

the century, the first matter which may be dealt with

concerns his position as an adviser to his patient. In

reviewing this subject, one cannot fail to be immedi-

ately impressed by the paramount influence which ex-

act knowledge— or ti fortiori the want of exact

knowledge— has had upon the attitude of the medi-

cal profession.

It is obvious that the progress of any science is to

be measured by the amount of absolute truths which

may have been accumulated at a given time. The
lack of knowledge, the mass of things unknown,
represent merely a void to be filled. In the develoi>

ment of the science of medicine the element of the

unknown has not remained so negative a factor, but

has, on the contrary, proved to be a stimulus for a

very luxuriant invention, the products of which have

been tabulated as facts.

There is no science outside our own in wliich there

has been, during the stages of development, such an

extreme disproportion between the amount of knowl-

edge professed and the amount proved ultimately to

be exact and sound. As an example of this may be

cited the " humoral " system of pathology, which, in

spite of its ancient origin and its more or less obvi-

ous foolishness, held a position in medicine for cen-

turies, and struggled on, as a distorted and dying
creed, even into modern times. This system, in its

barest features, asserted that four cardinal humors oc-

cupied the human body, and that practically all dis-

eases, and certainly all tumors, were due to disorders

of certain of these fluids. The patliology of this

system was precise, dogmatic, elaborately classified,

and full of detail. Ui)on it all treatment was
founded, and yet the whole of this precious S3'stem

was a mere daring fiction, an ingenious fancy, the

l)roduct of an imj)udent and unscrupulous imagery.

The reason for all this lies more with the sick man
than with the man of medicine. The sick man re-

quires absolute and exact knowledge from his doctor.

lie will accept neither possibilities nor doubts nor
confessions of ignorance. Jle will accept such from
his lawyer and from his man of business, but not from
the man who attends him in illness.

It is no matter of wondc-r that in the past the phy-
sician has made good hy fiction what he lacked in fact.

The demands of the j)atient have been hopelessly be-

yond any powers of sujjjjly, and the deficiency has
lieen furnished by the products of invention. It

would seem that the less the man of medicine knew
the more he invented, and the more diligently he hid

his little light under the bushel of a ceremonious
and mystery-making treatment. The judicial wig,

the academic rufUe, the gold-headed cane, the reflec-

tive snuff box, and the Socratic air, all made an ef-

fective covering for the few poor bones which formed
the skeleton of his knowledge.

It thus happens that a good deal of the pretence

and humbug with which medical practice has been as-

sociated in the past has ])een forced upon the practi-

tioner by the demands of unreasoning people. With
such jitjople the surgeon in the early part of the

century had more largely to deal than he has to do

at the present day, and yet his stock of knowledge
could seldom meet the demands even of the reason-

able. Hereby it came to i)ass that the puzzled man
of medicine had to repudiate his ignorance, had to

concoct such explanations and to construct such

pathologies as could meet the sick man's inquisitive-

ness, and at the same time give a semblance of reason

to an empirical and tawdry system of therapeutics.

His utterances were tangled and confused by conceits

of his own invention. A false attitude towards his

patient was unconsciously forced uj)on him, and the

folly of his pretence to an unattainable learning was
apparent to all but the simplest. As an adviser,

therefore, he spoke not as one having authority, and
his position intellectually is well illustrated by the

endless lampoons and caricatures to which he was
publicly subjected.

The surgeon of the j)resent day, as an adviser, is in

a position which is so greatly improved that it could

hardly have been imagined by his forbears of one
hundred years ago. He has in the first place to deal

with a more enlightened public,, with patients whose
education to a large extent enables them to appreciate

the nature of scientific problems, and with whom it is

possible to discuss difficulties, and to own to lapses of

information.

In the second place, the additions made to surgical

lore have been so substantial that in many depart-

ments surgery has reached to the status of an exact

science. There is indeed no longer need to call upon
invention to supply such gaps as still indicate the un-

known. An intelligent patient is satisfied \vith the

assurance that practically nothing at present is known
of the nature and causes of cancer. Such assurance

is at least as valuable as the information provided at

the beginning of the century, when the inquirer would
have been told that cancer was " a diseased hardness,^

or a " scirrhous degeneration." '

We have perhaps not quite shaken off the poor
vestments of mummery with which ignorance was
clad, nor rid ourselves of forms of speech which
still pass current for sense, but which are little more
than sounding brass and tinkling cymbal. We speak
assuredly of the " constitution " and of " states of the

system " and of the " supporting of the system." We
sanction such terms as " ])overty of blood," " dimin-

ished vitality," and " sym|)athetic inflammation." We
profess to believe in " toni(;s," in medicines the swal-

lowing of which will give strength, ii4"galactagogues,"

in " alteratives," in " astringents," and in " cooling

physic." We profess moreover to " strengthen the

lungs " and give " tone to the stomach."

2 Samuel Cooper's First Lines, London, 1807.
* Soutb'8 Cbelius, 1826-46.
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'i'lir iiiodorn sur^rpon ran well alTdid lo (Ii-,|m tisc

willi ;ill lliis ciiipty vcrliijii^c, since In- cjiii Imsc Iijh

0|)itiii>ii iipiiii (li'inoiisti-.'itcd I'acts ami can i-xpicsH il

ill plain words, Ircc t'niiii any i)f tlic eiiilH-lJisliiiicntH

of a litciaiv mas(|ncrad<'. I''(ii- many n-asons lliis is

VV<'II.

II. rill, M i;<;i;()N as a man ok i.kakmm;.

'riu' siir>:;('04i at tlic coiiiinciiccincnt. of tin- rcniurv

a[)p('ars to iiavo lacked most of what we now (consider

to be the essentials of the art, and \\v. can only view

with ama/enuuit the scantiness of his learninir and the

poverty of Ids eiinipinent. He kii«;w little more of

inflammation than that it was represented by swell-

ing, heat, redness and pain. I lis knowled<:fe of the

causes of inflammation and of those dangers whidi
follow upon open wounds was scarcely in advances of

that professed in the days of Hippocrates. He had
no glimmer of the possibilities of asepsis. \\i\ had

no anesthetic, no hypodermic syringe, no (•linical

thermometer and no practical means of investigation

in clini(;al chemistry. The very name " bacteriology
"'

did not (>\ist, and the treatment of disease by [)re-

pared s(>riims would have appeared to liim as wihl as

the wildest therapeutic; (h'eam of ancient days. Al-

though vaccination had been intro(biced in the last

year of the eighteenth century, the magnitude and
nature of the principle it involved liad not been ap-

preciated.

The microscope as an aid to diagnosis played no

part in the ecpiipment of the surgeon. He had
neither laryngoscope nor ophthalmoscope, and his ac-

quaintance with otology, skin affections and the dis-

eases of women was at the best rudimentary and

indistinct. He had only rude medieval orthopedic

appliances, and he knew nothing of the lithotrite nor

of the array of instruments which are now in daily

use in connection with ophthalnuc, laryngeal, cranial

and abdominal surgery. It would seem indeed that

thei-e was little for him to do but to open abcesses and

sow the seeds of chronic septicemia, to excise tumors

of the structure of which he talked much and knew
little, to amjmtate limbs for diseases he could not

mend, and to draw blood whenever doubt existed as

to what was best to be done.

Conservative surgery was not understood, and was

certainly not practised, and plastic methods of opera-

tion had no place in treatment.

Lord Thurlow, in speaking against the Surgeons

Bill in the Hoiise of Lords in 17!)7, declared, with

some basis of truth, that "surgeons in this country

are not respectable men, their pretensions are unjust

and illegal because they are not a scientific body."

In 1800 a man could practise as a doctor without

passing an examination of any kind. Indeed one

itinerant practitioner is reported to have assumed the

title of assistant surgeon on the ground that he had

served an apprenticeship to the crutchmaker of a hos-

pital. The examination for the diploma of the Hoyal

College of Surgeons was by viva voce only. There

was no examination of patients, and no dissection of

the subject. Candidates were recpiired to produce

evidences of apprenticeship, of attendance upon ana-

tomical and chirurgical lectures, of having performed

dissections, and of having attended the practice of a

recognized hospital for a period of six months.

In 1813 the period of compulsory attendance at a

hospital was raised to one year. The standard of

knowIfd;;e, hovMver, ((.,e, tioi appear fo liiive ri>M*ii in

(rorreHpoiidiiig pi'oportioti, for in |H22 the then nniii-

dent, Sir William Kli/ard, felt called it|KMi l<i u'ldn-n*

the Court of KxainiiierM on cerfiiii "tokens of reriiiMi^

noHH in teachers, and of inattention in NtudentM," which
had been forced upon his notice. He regretn that

(-andidates are commonly ignorant of the ititiiation f>f

nerves and bloo<l veHHeU, of the dispo<<itioii of \\w

muscidar fil)reH of (he heart, gnlht uimI Mt^Hnaeh, .iikI

of thcr diameters of the inte>.tiiie. He further add*

that "tin; «lefi<-iency of candidates in phyHicdogieal in-

formation is far more remarkable," jitid «;nt«;r.H into

such detail as the following: "Often do we find

them," says the president, " ignorant of the reanons

why the ribs in inspiration are, from thr-ir figure anri

mus(nilar connection, inovird upwards and outwardM, of

the systole and diastole of th«; heart, of the proceHK

and intention of nrspiration, of the natun; and *iistinc-

tion of the pulse, of the distinct offices of divers mus-
cles, of the figure of the lens and ii<es of the humors
of the (^ye in vision."

He concludes by deploring that there is a " corre-

spondent darkness of mind relating to the symptoms,
seat, causes and rational treatment of diseases and in-

juries," and furnishes a catalogue of items with which
candidates do not appear to have been commonly con-

versant, although the list presents such matters as the

signs of fractures and dislocations, the symptoms of

compression and of itiHammation of the brain, the con-

secpiences of fractured ril), and the rutiimah' of the

symptoms of hernia.

At the commencement of the century there wa.s, in-

deed, no systematized medical education. The train-

ing of the surgeon was paltry, casual and inefficient.

His preliminary education was miserably meagre. It

was necessary that he should be able to read and
write and pretend to some smattering of Latin. He
became an apprentice, and, in that menial capacity,

gleaned what he might from his master and from
attendance upon sundry lectures. So far as hospital

practice was concerned, his attitude as a learner was
well expressed by the phrase, '• He walked the hos-

pital." The institutions which he thus attonded for a

period of six months were in a state of rude squalor

as regards administration, sanitary arrangements an<l

nursing, and well deserved the abuse which was
lavished upon tliem.

III. THE suk<;eon' as ax operator.

During the nineteenth century the surgeon, as an

operator, passed through a rapid metamorphosis, and
has now reached at least the level of the unexj>ected.

It may have been supposed that there is little to be

learned in the way of using a knife which had not

been learned during a period of over eighteen hundred
years, for there were surgeons before the Christian

era. Yet time has shown that even in 1800 there was
a technique in operating which was as little like the

technique of today as are the slashes of a cutlass

when compared with the studied movements of a foil.

It may have been surmised that twenty centuries

would have exhausted the methods by which a limit

could be cut off. Yet in 1800 modes of amputation
were in vogue which are now reganle<l as uncouth.

It cannot even be said that the commencement of the

century saw in use a ready and efficient means of

chocking bleeding, although that measure represents

the most elementarv of the sursreou's duties.
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The operator of olden times certainly possessed

many qualities \vliic!li are now falling into abeyance,

and which cannot jiass away ([uite unregretted. The

success of his craft depended largely upon his daring,

upon the alertness of his eye, the .steadiness of his

nerve, and the rapidity of his movements. He

stepped into the arena of the operating theatre as a

matador strides into tlie ring. Around him was a

gaping audience and before bin) a conscious victim,

(piivering, terror-stricken, and palsii-d with expecta-

tion. His knife was thrust through living flesh and

acutely-feeling tissues, and the sole kindness of his

mission was to be ipiick. In spite of moans for

mercy from gagged lips the knife had to move on its

way steadily, and, undeterred by struggles and bursts

of "hemorrhage, the blade must needs pass without

faltering or sign of hesitancy.

There is less need for such qualities now. The

dramatic element in surgery has gone with the men

who unconsciously fostered it. The operating theatre

of the present day has lost its horrors, and has

changed from a shambles to a chamber of sleep. The
surgeon's hand can move with leisurely precision, and

theatrical passes of the knife are favored only by those

who have not yet learned that mere brilliancy is no

measure of success.

It may be that the ])resent-day surgeon is a loser in

that he lias less need for those dashing qualities which

were essential to the operator before the days of anes-

thetics ; but, on the other hand, he has gained much
in the direction of the sympathetic handling of his pa-

tient and in the culture of gentleness.

It is little wonder if the older surgeon became

rough and stern, if his sense of feeling became dulled,

and if the sympathetic side of his nature suffered some
suppression. Indeed, contemporary accounts are apt

to represent the operator of pre-anesthetic times as

rough almost to brutality, and as coarse both in his

conduct and in his utterances. His language, it would

appear, savored of the cockpit, and the hasty flourish-

ing of his knife led occasionally to unintended mutila-

tions.

Within the compass of some thirty years the whole

state of affairs has changed. Consideration for the

patient and for the patient's sensibilities has become
a matter of the first moment, and the operator has

learned that his work is best done if done with gentle-

ness and tact, and that haste and bluster, coarseness

and coarse handling are out of ))lace around the

operating table. A striving after affect at any cost

has ceased to be an element in the surgeon's work.

Success is no longer measured by the number of min-

utes occupied in the anqiutation of a limb, but by the

state of the patient many days after the measure has

been completed. The triumph of the older surgeon

was immediate and scarcely reached beyond the arena

of the theatre. The triumph of the modern surgeon

is deferred, and is found in the operation ward and in

the convalescent home.
Still, the fact remains that it is easier to be a sur-

geon of some degree at the end of the century than

it was at the commencement, since in the earlier days

the (jualities ne(!ded for success in operating were rare

and of a kind not readily to be acquired.

On passing more into detail, one notices that beyond
these general changes in the attitude of the operator

there have l)een others which owe their existence to

special advances in the surgeon's art. Prominent

among these may be named : (1 ) An improved knowl-
edge of anatomy ; (2) a readier method of arresting

hemorrhage
; (3) the employment of anesthetics,

and (4) the introduction of antisei)tic measures.

(1) An improved knowled(je of (inatomy.— Among
the surgeons of the early part of the century there

were many competent anatomists, and not a few who
could lay claim to be (leej)ly versed in that science.

Among the latter were such men as Astley Cooper
and William Lawrence. Still, in the education of the

average surgeon the study of anatomy did not jilay a

prominent part. Anatomy was lai'gely taught by
means of public demonstrations. The teacher dis-

sected and the student looked on, much as he did in

the days when Rembrandt's great picture of Nicolaus

Tulp and his pupils was painted. The knowledge
required was scant and superficial and had little prac-

tical basis, and no metiiods of teaching existed which

can in any way compare with those in vogue at the

present day. The science of anatomy was well ad-

vanced at the commencement of the century, but it

was not taught to the common student. " Quain's

Anatomy," first published in 1828, contained a very

sound account of the liuman body, although the whole
work was then represented by a single small volume
of 700 pages which was without illustrations.

The facilities for acquiring a practical knowledge of

anatomy were not only few, but were hampered by
many sordid difticulties. Anatomical schools were re-

garded with disfavor and were actively discouraged.

They were viewed with unconcealed susjjicion by the

public, and were surrounded by a ghoulish romance
in which rifled graves and unseemly dealings with the

hangman played a pungent part. Indeed, the teacher

in an anatomical school found himself involved in a

squalid and disreputable traffic, very uncongenial to

any earnest man of science.

Among the many qualifications needed for success

in operating, a practical knowledge of anatomy as

acquired by repeated dissection is conspicuous. Such
knowledge as the surgeon needs is to be learned not

from books but from the patient use of the scalpel and
forceps. The dis^secting room is the surgeon's nursery.

The tissues of the body are the material with which
he works, and he must needs know them as the sculp-

tor knows the marble he chisels and the potter the

clay he moulds.

It is no matter of surprise that the older surgeon

often lacked confidence in operating, that he failed in

initiative, and clung only to formulated methods, and

that a departure from accepted lines was attended with

fear and hesitancy. Ignorance encouraged in the rash

heroic passages of the knife and in the timid an over-

cautious and dangerous fumbling. And as to this, it is

probable that in pre-antiseptic days as much ill attended

the nervous fingers which were creeping clumsily into

the unknown as followed the reckless operator who
essayed to draw his bow at a venture.

(2) A readier method of arresting hemorrhage.—
At the commencement of the century the means em-
ployed for the control of bleeding were mnuerous, and
were representt^d by such familiar measures as the

ligature, the suture, styptics of many kinds, and the

actual cautery. In applying the ligature the vessel

was picked up by forceps and tied as at the present

day. The instruments used were those of Dieffen-

bach, Assilini and Liston. The older types of instru-

ments were not readily applied, or at least required
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tiini! ill lh(tir luljiiHtiiiciil.. TIm- lil<M-<liii;r fnuii the v«<h-

s((l vviiH not, iMiccsHurily (((tiliolliil li\ ilic loiccps vvln-ii

ill position. Tin- ^^cncriil rule in Hinpiittition was to

!i|>|>ly ii tonrnit|nct .-ind lo Ii;^:itui'c tin; iinliviilu.-i! urtr-

i'i(;K lifter the liinl) iuid iu-rn rt^iiiovcil. In tint <xciHion

of tumors tin; pradicc! was rccomincinlcd of seciiiin;,'

cucli v(!ss('l as it was divided.

Wiien it is rememl)enMl tliat <)|)ci ations were < aiiicd

out witiiout anestiietics, it will l)e understood that the

older sur<i^e()n had an absolute terror of hi liiiir, ami
was diiven to undesirahle shifts to avoid tin; need of

facing it. He was indeed a coward where heinorrha;;e

was concerned, and then; was reason for alarm when
u conscious patient was strujii^lin^' and showing sii^ns

of e.xhaustion, and when the means for staying the

stream of hlood were slow of application.

We liiid, then, that hemorrhagic; was expected, and
that a liberal loss of blood was (;onsi(l(!re(l to be a nec-

essary adjunct to every major opi^ration. Tournicpiets

were employed freely and with considerabh; harsh-

ness. Raw surfaces were bathed with styptic solu-

tions which were often destructive iu their action or

at least opj)Osed to primary healing. Tlie actual (cau-

tery with which to sear the bleeding area was in some
request, and every well-equip{)ed operating theatre

kept its stove and its cautery irons in constant readi-

ness.

The least pleasant evidenci^ of the surgeon's dread

of hemorrhage and of his inability to deal with it was
afford(Hl by the treatment of certain uevi in infants

and children. These growths were strangled by liga-

tures which slowly cut their way through the skin and

the neoplasm, assisted by a benevolent process of sup-

puration. A painful ingenuity was expended u])on

ampHHcations of this measure, the cruelty of which

was but little mitigated by the introduction of chlo-

roform.

Allied to this procedure was the ecraseur of later

date. Its invention was due to Chassaignac, and it

was freely used in England until quite recent times.

It was employed for the removal of growths of vari-

ous kinds, but its most baneful employment was as a

means for excising the tongue. It is scarcely to be

believed that within the period of the introduction of

anesthetics the tongue has been torn out of the mouth
by means of a loop of hemp or wire which strangled

it at its root.

The ecraseur will remain in the archives of surgery

as the insignium of the incompetent and the timorous,

and will stand out as a blot in an otherwise bright

period of progress and enlightenment. The shadow
of this medieval instrument has been slow to fade, and

as the ovarian clam]) and the serrencrnd, itching about

the confines of reasonable surgery and hindered the

development of the operations of ovariotomy and

excision of the uterus.

At the present day the surgeon has little dread of

hemorrhage, and the confidence he possesses is based

upon good grounds. In the first place, he makes
larger use of the precautionary ligature of vessels.

It has become a commoner practice to apply a tempo-

rary or permanent ligature to a main artery before a

part supplied by that vessel is excised. This is car-

ried out frequently in dealing with large and vascular

tumors. In removal of the tongue, moreover, an ex-

cellent method is that in which a preliminary ligature

of both Unguals in the neck is carried out. In remov-

ing the uterus through an abdominal incision the ques-

tion of heiiiorrliM;{e Im ili)t|M>H«-(l f>f by nn earlv li(;atiir«?

of the ovariuii and iili-riiie veHMi-lH. A furllier ••tain-

ple of tliiH mode of antii-ipatiiig bb-edin^' in uffr>ri|f(l

by lliiit iiielliod fif hip ainputalion which in known liM

the unterior racket. Here the niuiii vi-HMeU and ••v«!ii

the main braiiclieH are serMired Infore the llapH an; rut,

whereas by the older jilan the venxeU were iM-VfrMl

with the flaps and were tied after the limb luui \nu:u

removed.

In the second place, lh«- latUTnluy Hlirgeon iM (t\y-

erating upon an anestheii/.cd |)atient and <uiii pnM-ei-d

with slowiicHH and deliberation. The importiiiice «»f

this fact in connection with the present subject cannot
be overstated. In the instaiir-es which have Ix-en juMt

<'it<'d, an incision of the t,<jiigue in a coimcious patient

would b(! greatly extended by the twr>lold operation
in the neck, and w hereas the amputation of the hip by
translixion o<-cupi«!<l in able hanrls but a iiiinuU.' or ho,

the op<;ration by tin; ant^-rior racket is t^Mlious and in-

volves relatively much expciiiditnre of time.

Thirdly, the treatment of h(;morrliage has Vjeen Ut

a ri'inarkable extent simplified, if not indeed rendered
complete, by the introduction of the pressure forcejis

of Sir Spencer Wells. These little instruments repre-

.sent the most valuable addition \\\\\v\\ has ever Ik-cii

made to tin; surgeon's ap[)liances. It is not uncom-
mon in op(!rations of a cerUiin type to have tweiitv or
more pairs of pressun; forceps applied to the surface
wound at one time. This represents a degree of pos-
sible bleeding which in the old days, when every
vessel had to be separately tied, would have In-en re-

placed by actual bleeding of a fatal type. No instru-

ment has brought with it so great an assurance of se-

curity or has done more to extend the area of safe

operation.

(.'?) The empJoi/ment of nnestlietirs. — The value
of the anesthetic and the radical and beneficent trans-

formation it has effected in surgical practice call for

no comment in this place. The changes that the dis-

covery has wrought in the personality of the surgeon,
in his bearing, in his methods and in his capabilities

are as wondrous as the discovery it-self. The operator
is undisturbed by the harass of alarms and the misery
of giving ])ain. He can afford to be leisurely without
fear of being regarded as timorous. To the older
surgeon every tick of the clock upon the wall was a

mandate for haste, every groan of the patient a call

for hurried action, and he alone did best who had the

quickest fingers and the hardest heart. Time now
counts for little and success is no longer to l>e mea.>i-

ured by the beatings of a watch. Tlie mask of the
anesthetist has blotted out the anguished face of the

patient and the horror of a vivisection on a fellow

man has passed away. Thus it happens that the sur-

geon has gained dignity, calmness, confidence and, not
least of all, the gentle hand.

Anesthetics havt>, moreover, greatly extended the
domain of surgery by rendering possible o|>enitions

which before could have been only dreamed about,
and by allowing elaborate measures to l>e carried out
step by step.

The introduction of anesthetics has not only devel-
oped surgery, but it has engendered surgeons. It Ii:i5

opened up the craft to the many, for in the pre-anes-
thetic days the iiualities reipiired for success iu opera-
ting were qualities to be expected only in the few.

In the techniijue of established operations chloro-

form and its allies have led to advantageous changes.
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This is well seen in the case of amputations. In the

olden (lays tliat method of removing a limb was best

which was the most speedy. A i)rominent position

was, on this account, given to the cutting of Haps by

transfixion, a long, narrow blade being used for the

purpose. This rajjier-like instrument recpiired great

skill in handling and in the grasp of the feeble it was

a fearsome weapon. Muscles were sliced through in

such a way that the widest possible section of their

substance was often made. Vessels and nerves were,

in like manner, cut almost in the direction of their

long axes, and the resulting incision gave the maxi-

mum area of wounding. At the present day transfix-

ion is abandoned and the nmrderous amputating knife

has found its way into the museums of the curious.

Muscles can now be severed at right angles to their

length, or in such a way as to secure the smallest pos-

sible surface of section. Vessels and nerves are

cleanly divided in the same manner and the resulting

area of the wound is reduced to a minimum. This

difference in methods is vividly illustrated by amputa-

tion at the hij) joint.

(•1) The introduction of antiseptic measures. — Of

the great work 'of Lister, and of the introducing of

the antiseptic treatment, there is no call to speak at

this time. When the century was young the touch of

the operator was the touch of a tainted hand ; the

balm he poured into the wound was poisoned and he

himself undid the good his science strained to effect.

It is sad to think that behind the earnest man with the

ready knife there stood a shadow which rendered

hopeless his kindliest effort and which only too often

proved to be the veritable shadow of death. The
change has been great, and its greatness lies in its lit-

tleness, for it is bound up with no more than this : that

the surgeon has learned to be clean.

The operator of days gone by would have turned

with some petulance from the grand simplicity of the

counsel to be clean. He ever sought some means of

mighty bearing to rid him of the incubus of failure

and, like Xaaman of old, he would have hesitated to

dip in the .Jordan of antisepticism to be free of his

leprosy. The surgeon has not only learned to be

clean, but he has become aware of the potency of lit-

tle things. The demands of the antiseptic treatment

have made him minutely careful, distrustful of any aid

that he cannot control and suspicious of every sem-

blance of error.

It is possible that the abandonment of the old easy

order of things has been followed by a too slavish de-

votion to man', ceremonial. The remarkable and ex-

travagant j)reparations with which some surgeons

now approach an operation, the cleansings and the

washings which precede the laying on of hands, smack
a little of fetish worship and foster the cult of the

surgical Pharisee. On the other hand, these per-

formances, this " making clean the outside of the cuj)

and platter," seem to give assurance and to render the

devotee thankful that he is not as other men.

IV. THK SUKGKON OF THE I'UTUUE.

Circumstances in the tendencies of today foreshadow
to some extent what may lie buried in the future.

Tiie changes which have swept over the world of sur-

gery have extendeil the possibilities of the art and
have, at the same time, added a host to the ranks of

those who practise it. Some thirty years ago the roll

of such us could claim to be accomplished operators

was very small. The greater deeds of surgery were
limited to cities and the larger towns. The general
practitioner seldom took up the scalpel except in

minor necessities. Even in London the list of con-

sulting surgeons was meagre. In the hospitals of the

metropolis the number of operations performed in the

year would be less than is now the (piotum for a

month.
But here at the close of the century the disposition

of affairs is wholly altered. Where there was one
surgeon there are now ten, and throughout the breadth
of the land and to its utmost limits the work of the

operator has extended. The more ambitious per-

formances of surgery are no longer restricted to great

centres, but are carried out in the little town, in the

cottage hospital and even in the cottage itself. The
general practitioner is laying claim to operate upon
his own patients and is carrying out his intention in

no hesitating manner. The days of the great opera-
tor, of the one man to whom all came who could, are

rapidly passing away. Indeed, the practice of pure
surgery, which was at one time limited to the promi-
nent few, is now becoming common to the many.
The man who excels conspicuously as an operator will

always attain such eminence as his ability deserves,

but the exclusiveness of the practice of operative sur-

gery is quietly vanishing with the century. This
change is well. It is a change that is inevitable. The
democratic movement is the active power of the day,

and that an oligarchy in the community of surgeons
should be replaced by an earnest democracy is 2)re-

cisely in accord with the spirit of the times.

In every great change there must— at first at

least— be some undesirable developments, and it is

impossible to deny that the wider distribution of the

practice of operative surgery may lead to the occa-

sional performance of major operations by men who
are not justified, eitlnir by experience or by training,

in undertaking them. Furthermore, there is among
the signs of the times sonn; evidence that the reaction

in the matter of operative surgery is to some degree
extreme, and that we are in danger of passing from
the policy of doing too little to the policy of doing

too much. Operations we know were too few in the

past, but there is some foundation for the impression

that they are occasionally too frequent in the present.

One other matter which looms out of the future

will suffice to bring this subject to a close. So many
have been the artificial aids to clinical investigation

which recent science has introduced that it comes to

be a question whether the natural acumen of the sur-

geon will not deteriorate in proportion as he fails to

encourage that particular learning which clings to the

finger tips of all great diagnosticians. That there

will be such a decadence is beyond doubt. The loss

is to be deplored, for if there be one point of excel-

lence which stands befon; all in the qualifications of

the perfect surgeon, it is bound up in that refined sen-

sibility, that critical perception, that inestimable cun-

ning, which lies in the surgeon's touch.

Examples of the directions in which this loss will

be felt come readily to mind. A considerable amount
of skill, for example, is demanded in the examination

of conqdex fractur(!s, of lesions of deep-seated bones,

and of injuries about joints. What was to be learned

of these troubles once had to be acijuired by a te-

dious manipulation demanding considerable refinement.

The surgeon who has now to deal with such con-
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(litioiiH can iilTonl to diMpcnst! with ii prolix oximiiuu-

tioii, iiiut (-:iii Hiil)iiiit tlu^ iiKpiiry to ii <l('iiioiiHtrutor of

tlic Ivoiil^rcii rays. '1 lie skia^iapli, alllioii;^'li its value

is iinicii cxaii^f rated, <'iiii)()(lies a siilistaiilial ;iaiii, Itut

it is to he (liscomited hy tli(! loss of tlie j^real cleiueiit

ill education whicii it is slowly rc|)laciii<^.

A.1I oliscure tumor— to take; another instance —
presents itself, and no lon<f(;r is the surj^eon com-
pelled to trust to the acuteiiess of his inijuiry and his

patient review of all the physical details of the mass.

For what his ready lin<rers may have learned can bo

substituted tlu^ lindin^rs of the exploratory incision,

the trochar and the aspirator. Here once more an
ttdvanta<fo is minimizc^d by a loss.

Or, aji,ain, an abdominal swelling is brought under
notice. Its features are obscure, but much of the

uncertainty of outline can be dissipatiKl by a cultured

hand which, with infinite patience and rejx^titioii, has

learned to construct a reality out of a shadow. It

may be said that it is needless to persist in bringiiiij

this much elaborated means of iiKjuiry to further

perfection since the problem is at once to l)e solved

by an exploratory laparotomy. By such litth; opera-

tion a great advantage is gained, but an opportunity to

add to one of the most refined forms of learning is

lost. The value of the exploratory incision is beyond
question, but among the signs of the times it is im-

possible not to notice a tendency to resort too readily

to this means of solution. The Gordian knot, accord-

ing to the legend, was ultimately cut, and it is a ques-

tion w'hether the sum of human ingenuity would not

have been substantially increased if attempts to untie

the noose had been more diligently persisted in.

In another example, let it be supposed that a sus-

picious ulcer presents itself for diagnosis. In such

case is it well to devote time to a precise and tedious

inspection of its edges and to a careful tactile exami-

nation of its base, and to check what is discovei'ed by
results laboriously gained from like inquiries? Is it

not simpler to take a scraping of the affected surface

and to submit it to a microscopist, and to thus be

spared a method of examination which, although it

may not give final results, yet represents an oppor-

tunity of furthering a priceless accomplishment ?

Finally, there are cases which present symptoms
hard to interpret at any superficial inquiry. Is it

worth while in such to undertake an exhaustive

critical research and to submit the whole to a trained

judgment ? The quest would no doubt develop halv

its of observation and powers of weighing evidence ;

but the process is slow, and an inquiry carried out in

a bacteriological laboratory will clear up all doubts,

and at the same time dispense with the efforts of a

cultured sense.

Those, therefore, who are concerned with the edu-

cation of the surgeon of the future would do well to

still cherish this ancient power, and to foster a mem-
ory of the fact that surgery is, in its very essence,

a handicraft, and that in all that he does the surgeon's

great endeavor should be to make his own hands self-

sutHcing.

It is sad to think that this hardly acquired faculty

dies with the possessor of it, and never was this more

vividly presented than it has been by the loss which

surgery has sustained in the death of Sir James Paget.

One can picture the great surgeon composed in his last

sleep, and can see the once busy fingers lying lifeless

on the white sheet, and then comes the wonder at the

wealth of leariiiii|.', at tli<- f%«\nW\U' 'iintiinff, m ihi-

refined Mciihe which lay dead in tlie dead hand. No
written book can hold a tithe of the dainty ktiowl<-<l{;e

which had been iiiaMtered by tlione muIiIIc (iii^erM, uikI

no record, however labore*! or howevi-r lovinj^, «aiii

tell of the power which once rented in that ina^ic

touch.

An individual Iosh does not, however, hinder lli»*

g(;neral tide of |)rogreHH. Advance in nuch u work !w

ours depends upon the uneventful work of the whole

body, and is only accentuated by the axrhievemenU

of the |)roniinent few. The niovenient in the move-

ment of u multitude in which individuality in, at a di»v-

tance of time, litth; U) l>e distinguishtrd and in which

j)ersonal eminence (;ontril)Ut<;s a smaller factor than

the present is ready to acknowledge. Those who
stand forth a.s the leaders of tin- advance an^ merely

the elect of the common body and the repn.-sentii-

tives of a wide intellectual franchise. Even he who
startles the; world as a discoverer has ofuni done

little more than give exprc^ssion to what was already

nascent in the multitude. So a.s one great surgeon

after another drops out of the ranks his place is ra|>-

idly and imperceptibly filled, and the atlvancing line

moves on with still the same solid and unl»roken

front. The continuity of progress is undisturl)ed

by the uncertainties of human life, and, as one

writer has well expressed it,

" No work begun shall ever pause for deatli
"

(©riginal %xni\t^.

RESULTS OF THE OPERATIVE TREATMENT
OF CANCER OF THE HRE.\ST.

BV HOMER OAliK, M.D., WORCESTER, MASS
,

Surgeon to the IVorcester City, Afemortal ami St. Vincent's Uotpitalt.

The removal of the cancerous breast has for more
than fifty years been one of tlie commoner of the major
operations. When successful it is usually followed i)y

a sense of relief on the part of the patient at being rid

of the external manifestations of a loathsome disease,

and on the part of the surgeon by a feeling of satisfac-

tion in having at least temporarily relieved his patient,

with a probability of having prolonged her life, and a

possibility of having permanently eradicated the dis-

ease. These feelings of relief and satisfaction are too

often of very short duration, and the return of the

growth within a few months plunges the patient into

a deeper despondency, and leads the surgeon to ques-

tion the value of his advice and operation. So fre-

quently is the darker side of the picture the more
prominent that from almost the beginnings of surgery

many of its most distinguished followers have doubted

the wisdom of operating at all.

Sir Benjamin Brodie says that the late Mr. (.'line,

Sr., and Sir Kverard Home, both men of great experi-

ence and sound judgment, would scarcely ever consent

to the removal of a scirrhous tumor of the breast un-

der any circumstances, and states his own belief that

in the larger pro[)ortion of oases in which the opera-

tion is performed the patient is not alive two or three

years afterward, and in a great many cases instead of

the operation stopping the disease it actually seems to

hasten its progress, lie thought the number of cases

suitable for operation extremely limited. Sir James
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Paget thought the utility of the operation very doubt-

ful. Ilalsted says Agiicw operated only for moral

effect, and that Sands did not save a single case. The
late Dr. Hiehard INI. Hodges, in 18HH, wrote that ho

had only known of hut one instance of seemingly

prolonged life after the removal of cainu'r of the breast,

and expressed his opinion that there were ])ut three

conditions in which removal of the breast for cancer

should be or ever has been thought advisable, namely,

(1) for extreme pain, a rare occurrence; (2) for the

relief of unendurable odor, in the exceptional instances

of this popular supposed inevitable accompaniment, a

condition now wholly within the control of local treat-

ment ; and (3) when the patient, after a statement of

the nature and sure return of the dis(;ase and small

prospect of j)rolonged life, took upon herself to decide

for excision. He believed that in dissuading his pa-

tients from operation he had rendered them the greats

est service.

The esUiblishment of the aseptic principle in surgery

has wholly removed many of the objections which

these men have made to the principle of interference,

but it has also, in connection with the studies of

Heidenheim and others, so materially changed the

character of the operation itself that the old discussions

seem hardly pertinent, and the whole subject must, in

the near future, be thoroughly revised. In 472 pre-

antiseptic operations from the clinics of Velpeau and

Billroth the mortality was over \1% •, in 231 anti-

se|)tic operations from the clinics of Volkmann, Lister

and Billroth the mortality was G% ; and in 490 op-

erations done at the London Hospital from 1882 to

1890 the mortality was almost 10%. A mortality of

1 in 10 or even 1(5 is enough, I think, to throw a

legitimate doubt upon the advisability of urging the

patient to submit to the operation, unless a reasonable

assurance can be given that in case she survives she

will not only live longcjr and more comfortably, but

have fair chance of permauf^nt relief. This ques ion

of mortality, is, however, now practically eliminated.

Many observers have now reported long series of con-

secutively successful cases, and the general mortality

would seem to be certainly less than 2%, and ])roba-

bly even less than 1%. Halsted has reported .50 suc-

cessful operations, with no death ; Dobson, 63, with

no death ; and Cheyne, 64, with 1 death. These with

my own .56 consecutively successful cases make 233
cases, with 1 death, or less than one-half of 1%.
At the same time that the dangers of the operation

have been reduced to almost nothing, the objections

of the tedious convalescence, frequent and painful

dressings and subsecjuently impaired usefulness of the

arm, have been practically negatived. Indeed, so safe

and so simple has the operation for the removal of a

cancerous breast become, when performed by what is

generally termed the incomplete method, that is, with-

out the removal of tln^ muscle and the axillary con-

tents, that, as Dr. Hodges said, it is or has been " per-

formed with but little hesitation even by those not

accustomed to surgical operations of similar impor-
tance." Lender such circumstances the inmiediate re-

sults are apt to be much more brilliant than the later;

the wound heals (juic'kly, but the disease soon returns,

and by the patient and \\vs friends the oi)erative treat-

ment of mammary cancer falls into disrepute. In the

hands of the experienced surgeon, however, the re-

moval of these objections has simplified very much
the choice of operation. Any surgical operation is to

be avoided if possible, and when absolutely necessary

the consecpient mutilation sliould be as limited as is

consistent with the attainment of the object for which
it is undertaken. But if the complete and incomplete
methods of oj)erating upon the cancerous breast are

equally safe, with an e(iually short and comfortable

convalescence, that method is to be preferred which
seems to offer the chance of securing the longer im-

munity from the extension of the disease.

I have jjurposely avoided the use of the term cure,

because it seems to be absolutely impossible to fix a

limit beyond which the disease may not reappear.

The three-year limit, which has been quite generally

accepted, was proposed by Gross, who believed that

after that time local recurrence was so rare that it

might be reasonably assumed to be a development in-

dependent of the previous disease. But the more care-

ful collection and observation of cases proves that late

recurrences are too numerous to be accounted for in any
other way than by the latent existence of the local

disease, or the presence of a general dyscrasia. With
either supposition the use of the term cure is incon-

sistent.

I have lately had a striking illustration of this in a
woman seventy-two years old, upon whom I operated
in December, 1896. In reply to a letter, she wrote
in January that "she was well and free from any signs

of a return of the disease. In February she entered

the City Hospital for the treatment of an ulcer of the

leg, and by reason of my inquiries in regard to the

results of my operation for cancer of the breast she

was examined with especial care. No appearance of

disease was noted. Soon after her admission a fusi-

form enlargement of clavicle was observed, which grew
rapidly and was very painful. She failed steadily,

and died just one month after her admission. At the

autopsy there were found extensive cancerous deposits

in })leura, pericardium and ])eritoneum, and a cancer-

ous growth of the medulla of the clavicle.

Verneuil reports an instance in which the disease

recurred in situ thirty years after the primary opera-

tion. Shields has collected 19 cases in whicli recur-

rence took place from the fourth to the eighth year,

and 29 cases in which it appeared from the ninth to

the twenty-fifth year. The instances of local recur-

rence are, for the most part, from the histories of

incomplete o})eration, but the visceral recurrences

seem to follow complete as well as incomplete. It is

therefore, I think, much more exact to speak of pro-

longed immunity than of cure ; and prolonged im-

munity is certainly an object worthy of our highest

endeavor.

Neither the clinical experience of the surgeon nor
the laboratory study of the pathologist has as yet

given us any clue to the cause of cancer, but it will

be generally accepted, I think, that they have pretty

conclusively established its local origin. They have
shown that it begins almost invariably in one locality

;

that it extends in certain definite lines, following the

course of the lymphatic vessels ; and that it is then

gradually disseminated throughout the body in the

form of multiple metastases. It would seem a priori,

therefore, that there must be a time when it could be

wholly eradicated— a time when it has not yet en-

tered the lymphatics, and a time when it is being car-

ried along in the lymphatics before its general dis-

semination, and as if during <'ither period its complete

removal ought to be followed by a radical cure. We
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run^Iy Ii.ivc ;iii opportiiiiil y to witiirss iu farlicMt Im--

^^iimiii^s, ;iii(l ciircfiil inicroHropical i^xaiiiiiiiitioiiM of

tlu' iixilliiry (^oiittuits have aluioHt iiivariaMv mIiowii

sonic cvidriKHis of glandular infection, even wln-n ihc

yroHs appcaraiKU^s liav(! hIiowm notiiinjf. I Ifidfnlicini's

observations— awww many times <M)nlirmeil —^ have
also sliown tliat there is v(iry early an infection, nut

appanuit to tlie naked (iyc, of th(^ fascia which covers

and extends between tlu; fibres of the p<'ctoral mii.H-

cle. These invisibU; reciirriints ar«' it(tli(^v(Ml to lie tlie

foci of tiie h)cal recnrrencuis, and tluiir iinmixr ami
extent to explain the initial multiplicity of most riicur-

rences as against the primary, solitary outi)reak of

the disease.

From a tlieoretical standpoint, then, the most com-
plete operation should oft'er the lari^est chance of im-

munity. From a practical standpoint, the nearer we
come to eliminating the probability of a recairrcncte

in or about the seat of the primary growth the stroiiijer

should be our belief in the ])ossibility of total eradica-

tion, and the nearer should we be approaching our

ideal result. The subject of local recurrence has thus

become one of the most important in the future de-

velopment of the operation.

It was the ancient custom to raise the affected

breast from the body, and with the red-hot iron to re-

move the whole of the gland with all of its cutaneous

covering. But in the course of the natural revulsion

from such a barbarous method, its completeness and
thoroughness seems to liave been lost sight of, and
instead it became the habit to remove the tumor with

more or less of the suri'ounding breast tissue through

an elliptical incision. In 1868 Moore, of the Middhv
sex Hospital, in an exceedingly valuable paper which

seems to have excited but little intei-est or discussion,

first called attention to the incompleteness of the

method then in vogue, and to the necessity of a more
radical extirpation of the disease, and especially of

the overlying skin. In speaking of the operation

as it was ordinarily performed at that time, he says

:

" Sometimes the tumor only is removed — sometimes

that segment of the breast in which the tumor lies is

taken away with it. Sometimes, with the intention of

extirpating the entire mamma, a portion of it is un-

wittingly left behind ; sometimes the breast is removed,
but the propensity of cancer to extension in the skin

is misai)prehended, and for symmetry's sake a flap

which even includes the nipple is preserved ; and yet

again, there being no definite plan in the mind of the

operator but that of cutting wide of the tumor, por-

tions of the breast itself are left behind. The conse-

quence of this last method of operating may be at

once apparent, when, on examining the mass thus dug
out of the centre of the breast, hard cancerous cords,

continuous with the principal tumor, are found to

have been cut across."

In place of this inadequate operation, in language

that expresses as well the opinion of today as if it

had been written by Ilalsted or Cheyne, he says that

" it is not sufficient to remove the tumor or any por-

tion of the breast in which it is situated— mannnary
cancer requires the extirpation of the entire organ.

In the performance of the operation it is desirable to

avoid not only cutting into the tumor but also seeing

it. Diseased axillary glands should be taken away
by the same dissection as the breast itself without

dividing the intervening lymphatics, and the practice

of first roughly excising the central mass of the

bri-iiMt and aflerwanlH riMoverinj^ lucienitivi- |>ortionii

which nuiy !»«• of doiditful MoundncMH nhouid li»- sibuii-

<1«MM"«I."

Of Moore'M own practical ntnuIlM we know but lit-

tle, and the next Ht«'|( in favor of more nwlical o|HTa-
tion did not come until IHMO, when (iroHM |MibliHhf;d

liiH clanHicrtl monograph on " Tumorn of the HreaMt,"
with its carefully prepare<l HtJitiHtical evidence iijKjn

tlu! natural course of uiioperate<l «yincer, and \\\Ht\\ the
results which ought to be exjMJcUMl from o|xTatiomi.
He advocateil the removal of the entire brejwt and it*

(coverings by u circular incision, a H«!arch for outlying
lobules, the removal of the pectoral fascia, anrj the
prolongation of the outer portion of the incihir^n into

the axilla, with a view to its thorough exploration,
lie was followed in 1HH2 by Mit<rhell Hanks, who
advocatfid subsUmtially the same jjrocedure. In \>*,\SCt

Watson ("heyne urged not only the com|)lete removal
of the gland, with all its ramifications, and the explor-
ation of the axilla, but also the removal of at least a
part of the underlying muscle, and of all the cont«*ntH

of the axilla except the nerves and vessels, whether
microscopic (!vidences of disease were present or not.

Still later, Ilalst(!d has added to the theoretical rea-

soning of .Moore the value of his practical experience
in removing in every case the breast, its overlvin<'
skin, the sternal portion of the pectoral muscle, and
the contents of the axilla, en masse ; and in his last

series of 53 cases has included an equallv thorough
dissection of the lymphatics in the inferior cervical

triangle. There has been, thus, a steady progression
toward a more radical removal of mammary cancer

;

and Halsted's method, the last stej) in this progression,
has probably given us as nearly perfect a technique
as it is possible to reach. Xow, what are the results ?

The objects to be attained are, as we have seen,

two, namely, the prevention of local recurrence, and
the securing of a longer immunity from the disease.

First with regard to the prevention of local recur-

rence. The following table compiled by Halsted is

taken from the results of about 1,200 operations per-

formed by the most prominent German surgeons.
They include both antiseptic and pre-antiseptie opera-
tions : Billroth had 8.)% of local recurrences ; Czerny,
fi2% ; Fischer. lr>ofg ; Gussenbauer, ()4% ; Konig,
fiO% : Kuster, 60%; Lucke, ibiS% • Volkraann, .59%.
To these we may add the results of 3.") cases re-

ported by Sir Thomas Smith, operated on by the in-

complete method, with 74% of local recurrences. In
over 1,200 cases, therefore, operated on by a more
or less incomplete method, the growth reapi>eared in

or about the scar of the primary oi)eration in 67%.
The percentage of local recurrences in the cases col-

lected by (iross was 68. The numl>er of cases in

which a complete operation h:is been done is not
nearly so large— about one-fourth— but the results

are very striking: Halsted had 2.")% of local recur-
rences: Watson Cheyne. 18% : Hotter, 14% ; Den-
nis, 0% : or an average of lo^% against 67%. So
wide a discrepancy can be accountt'd for onlv on the
theory that the less thorough operation leaves behind
infected tissue which subseipiently comes to the sur-

face, and that the more complete methods of operat-
ing diminish the probability of any such recurrences
to a very remarkable degree. So striking is this con-
trast that it would almost seem to justify the very
positive declaration of Watson Cheyne, '• that inj-

provement in the results can only take place if we
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put the blame of local recurrence on the operator.

For just as we must assume at the present day that

suppuration after an operation throui^h unl)roken

skin is entirely the fault of the surgeon, so it must

be admitted, thouirji not by any means to such an ex-

treme extent, that a recurrence in the track of an

operative wound or in the neighboriiiii glands also

implies an imperfect operation."

With regard to the period of iniinunity which is

secured by tlu^ operation, we rind tiiat Billroth, in

187<), reported that 4.7% of his cases has passed the

three year limit without any reappeai'ance of the

disease; Gross, in 1880, reported 9%; Kuster, in

1881, 21%; Konig, 2;J% ; and Bergmann, ;}!)%.

Halsted had 40% ; Dennis, 45% ; and the average of

Rotter, llelferich and Cheyne was 49^%. Of
Cheyne's 61 cases, 30 passed the three-year limit free

from disease, and thus far in only 1 has recurrence

been noted. It is therefore quite apparent that, as

the extent and thoroughness of the operation have in-

creased, not only has the tendency to local recurrence

very nnich diminished, but the probability of a com-
plete immunity for at least three years is very much
greater, being, in the hands of some of the ablest

surgeons, an even chance. Surely such a showing as

this is a suthcient answer to the critics whose opinions

I quoted at the begimiing of my remarks ; and it is

the more remarkable when it is remembered that in

the older statistics benign tumors must occasionally

have been included, while the recent cases have all

been verified by microscopic examination.

In the light of these results 1 think we should re-

view carefully our own experiences, and see where
we fall short of what is thus demonstrated to be

possible. Since my first operation, in 1888, I have
endeavored to remove the whole breast with the skin

directly over the tumor, and have in every case but

one opened endeavored to clear out the axilla. In

most of the earlier operations I also removed the

pectoral fascia. The one incomplete operation was in

a very thin woman, eighty years old, who had a tumor
of very slow growth and no evidence of glandular
infection. She is still living, free from disease, four

years after the operation. Two years ago I began to

remove the greater pectoral muscle, and within the

last year have endeavored to copy the technique of

Halsted as well as I could and remove the breast

muscle and axillary contents in one mass, endeavor-
ing not to cut across the infected track anywhere
from the lower margin of the breast to the apex of

the axilla. My later experience with this method
has impressed me very forcibly with tlu; imj)erfection

of my earlier oj)erations. I not only sacrificed too

little of its covering, but I often— in fact, usually—
left outlying lobules of the breast itself. Until one
attempts to remove the breast as a whole, he has little

idea how far in all directions— especially inwards and
upwards— it extends. I am satisfied, too, that in

failing to remove the gland and axillary contents as a

whole, I have often left portions of the connecting
lymphatics, which are, of course, very apt to be
sources of rapid r<!currence. Another point with
which I have been strongly impressed is that when I

have removed the sternal portion of the pectoral
muscle my patients have not only recovered the full

use of th(! arm, but have actually n^covercd it more
«)ui(;kly and more p(;rfcctly. This is to be accounted
for, I think, l)y the fact that one of the chief factors in

binding the arm to the side has been the sternal por-

tion of the greater pectoral, which by its involvement
in the scar fails to recover its normal elasticity.

My operations, including the incomplete one above
referred to, have been <u . There has been no mor-
tality. Ten were done in 1899, and have not

recurred ; but as so short a time has (^lapsed they are

not included in tlu; following statistics. Of the re-

maining 47, 4() have been followed up to the present

time. Of these, local recurrences took place in 27, or

57^%, a far worse showing than I think it ought to be,

and than 1 think will be made by later cases. Of the

remaining 20 cases, 8 died from internal cancerous

disease ; 2 died over three years after operation, 1

of diabetes and 1 of apoplexy— both without re-

currence ; and 9 are well and free from ri^currence

after passing the three-year limit. Thus, in 1 1 out of

47, or 23^%, there has been immunity from the dis-

ease foi" at least three years. One case was operated

on in December, 1897 ; had a small local recurrence

which was removed in December, 1898, and at pres-

ent shows no return.

Although these results are by no means what they

ought to and might be, they are suiiicient to convince

me that in the thorough, complete removal of the

cancerous breast we have a means of offering a long

immunity from cancerous infection to a large propor-

tion of these patients, and a considerable hope that

the immunity may be permanent, a hope which, in the

absence of any alternative, is so strong that it cer-

tainly ought not to be smothered by a refusal to inter-

fere. To have reduced the mortality to almost noth-

ing, the local recurrences, that is, the external

recurrences, from 07% to less than 20%, and to have
increased the number of those who j)ass the three-year

limit free from any recurrence from 10% and 15% to

more than 40%, would seem to be a suthcient justi-

fication for the operation. But it must be remembered
that these results are to be obtained only by a most

thorough and extensive operation ; and it is, I think,

fair to hope that, if such an operation can be per-

formed when the growth is discovered early, while

the external manifestations are limited to the breast

itself, even better results may be expected.

THE INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF IMPROPERLY
CONSTRUCTED SCHOOL CHAIRS.i

BY J. S. STONE, M.D., BOSTON.

AViiiLE the theoretical importance of certain jirin-

ciples in regard to school seating may be freely ad-

mitted, yet these considerations do not always deter-

mine the action of those charged with the purchase of

school furniture. It is generally admitted that the

height of the seat should equal the knee height, that

the width of the seat should be but slightly greater

than the width across the buttocks, that the depth of

the seat should be about two-thirds the length of the

thigh, that the difi'erence between the height of the

desk and the height of tlie seat should correspond to

the height of the elbow above the tuberosities when
the arm is very slightly raised, as in writing, a difference

which also secures the proper distance from the eye

in reading.

In regard to the horizontal distance Ix^tween the

' Uead before the Itoston Society for Medical Jinprovement, April
2, 1900.
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desk aixl \\w seat iiiid in nt^runl to tli«> ilrnk mIo|m>

i\wvv liiis \h\vi\ i:<>tisi<i(;ral)l(' disnissHioii. 'I'|i<> Im'hI

opinion, ho\v»iv»u", is that in writinj^ tin; vih^v of tin;

dosk should considcraidy ovcrhan;; thi; seat, that is,

them shouhl hr a minus distanctr in spite of tin- koiuc-

what <ir('atci- dillicidty in ;ffltinjr in and out of the

scats, and that the desk shipr should he aliout om- in

oif^ht or one in ten, alth()U<fh on thcon-titial ;,o()unds a

litth* <>r('atcp slopti nii^ht he, i)ctt<M-. Tlu! (-'luoidliT

(hfsk top, hy a sinipUi nuichanisni, allows a (•han;,'^

l)Oth in distaiK'o and in slope, ami yot, on aceounf of

the. slightly greater crost, the. manufactunr of this top

has been laru'eiy ahandoned.

'V\w (conditions existint; in the IJoston I'lildic

Schools ei<;ht years a<;o were shown hv Dr. Scuddcr.
It is to he hoped that the conditions today are l)ettcr,

and yet there arc reasons to fear that tlu! matter has

not received here in Boston all the att(;ntion it de-

serves and which it is receiving in Cuba, where 1 il!,-

000 adjustabh! desks have just been ordercHl. Tiic

adjustments for height of seat and of d(\sk are so

easily arranged that marked misfitting is inexcusable

in rooms furnished with adjustable furniture.

thniuestionably, strong children can withstan<l

without {)ermanent injury the bad effects of impro|>-

erly fitting school seats and desks. But when certain

facts with reference to the development of lateral cur-

vature ar(! considered, the importance of placing chil-

dren under tlu> best possible hygienic conditions when
in school cannot hv. overestimated, especiallv with the

long school terms and the home conditions existing in

large cities today. Lateral curvature is a disease origi-

nating almost always during school life, the number of

cases found increasing regularly with the age of the

scholars examined. It is much more fre<(uent among
girls than among boys.

It is a well-recognized fact that the ordinary type

of lateral curvature is that of the writing position.

There is universal agreement that the habit of hold-

ing the writing book to the right of the body is bad.

There is no dispute as to the necessity of holding the

book directly in front of the median line of the body.

There is some dispute as to whether vertical or slant-

ing penmanship is preferable. Leaving aside the pos-

sibility of any injury to the eyes from oblique penman-
ship, it is plain that when it is practised the head
inevitably turns so that the eyes may follow the line

of the writing. From this bending of the head to the

left the centre of gravity is altered, the left arm slips

from the desk and is lowered, while the right is pushed

forward and upward onto the desk. In Xurend)erg
twice as many incorrect postures were found among
those writing the oblicjue as among those who wrote

the vertical script ; in Munich two and a half times as

many ; in Fiirth and Wiirzburg four times as many.
Yet in the face of these facts vertical penmanship has

been lately abolished in one of our suburbs.

The chair back has always been the great problem.

In sitting, the weight of the body is borne by the tu-

berosities of the ischium and the under surface of the

thighs. There are recognized three typical sitting

postures, the upright, the forward and the backward.

In the upright position when the centre of gravity

falls directly on a line connecting the tuberosities the

body can be maintained in equilibrium without great

muscular exertion, but of course it is not practical to

maintain this position for any length of time without

support. In the forward position support soon be-

comcH nffccHHary hmjI in M<;cMin'<i by U-uiiiii|; on th»*

dcHk. In thin poHition there Ia ^ent liability to a»-

Muuie faulty attiludcH.

So great Ih the liubility U} inul|>oMilioii wh«-ii th(^

chihi Ih leaning forward that Schenk and \a}Tvu/.

advocaU* writing in the reclining poHition with tin-

back placf'd at an angle of aUjut ten degreen. There
are, however, certain practical objectionn to iIiIh. In

writing a forward position i.s naturally t^iken. A re-

(^lining position is awkward unleh.>« an impracticable

desk slope is adopted. I>ut in the forward |ioHitif>n

there is ordinarily no su|iport for the spine.

In the backward position, although the rolling back

of the pelvis is limited by the >,aerum, some hU|)port

higher up is ruM-essary to avoid great fatigue. Th«-

grt^at prol)letn of constructing school chairs ha.s l)<;en

in regard to tin; back. There are two es.sentials to a

proper back. In the first jdace, under no circum-

stances should the shoulders be forced forward. In

the secoml place, the physiological antt;rior lumbar
curve should \n\ maintained. That is to say, there

should be a firm support for the sacrum anri lumbar
region, and at the same time a moderate support for

the dorsal region up to the shoulder blades. In this

way the liability to round shoulders is <lecrea«e<l. and
account is taken of tine fact that full extensirui of the

spine tends to prevent lateral curvature, while flexion

allows it.

The necessity for a proper support for the hunbar
spine has been recognized in the seats mad»; for type-

writers. Although the typewriter is able to move
about more freely than the scholar, can regulat<! the

distance between her chair and her work, which the

scholar cannot do, can regulate the height of her

chair at will, which the scholar cannot do, it ha.s

still been found a matter of commercial value to

supi)ly her with an adjustalde automatic spring back
constructed on hygienic principles. The introduction

of the typewriter chairback has not come about through
the agitation of .theorists, but has been brought about
through a recognition of the fact that the avoidance
of fatigue is of financial value. The question is

whether the health and well being of the growing
children of the community is of as great consequence
as the comfort of the typewriters, in whom, l)ecause

of greater age, deformities are much less likely to

arise.

In the past the great defect in the school seat-s ha.s

been the failure to recognize the fact that no attitude,

no matter how good in itself, can be long maintainetl

without fatigue. Change in position is necessary, an«l

if a proper change is not possible, a scholar must for

the sake of change alone assume an improper atti-

tude. It is to allow a change of dist;ince, to allow
an uj)right and a reclining j)osition, to allow for some
changes in the anteroposterior curves of the spine,

while at the same time always giving a firm hunbar
support, that Professor Miller has devised his chair.

Horse Mortality ix South Africa. — A pe-

culiar and up to this time not understood disease has

broken out among American horses sent to South

Africa for service in the British Army. The native

horses are not affected, but the affection, which aj)-

pears to be of malarial character, has proved verv

fatal to imported aninuils. Veterinarians are mak-
ing a careful study of the condition.
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Clinical ^Department.

A CASE OF PAROVARIAN CYST WITH TWIST
OK THE PEDICLE OCCURRING DURING THE
FOURTH MONTH OF PRKGNANCY ; OPERA-
TION; RECOVERY; NORMAL DELIVERY AT
TERM.

»V V. H. Ll'Nl), M.l)., IIOSTON.

However much opinions may differ as to the

mechanics of twists of the ovarian pedicle, whether

they arc produced hy the peristaltic action of the in-

testines which impinjje on the tumor, hy the alternate

filiin^f and emptying of the bhidder and rectum, or by

sudden movements of the body of the patient, there

can be no cpiestion but that tliere is one prerequisite

for the torsion of the pedicle, and that is that the

tumor should have one. The longer and freer the

pedicle, other things being ecjual, the more probable

will be the occurrence of a twist. Another character-

istic which will be favorable to the twisting of the

pedicle of a tumor will be irregularity in its shape,

which will favor both rotation under the influence of

gravity, which may act unecpially upon its different

sides, and also that of the movements of neighboring

viscera. Storer,' out of 248 cases of torsion, found

dermoids 43 times, whereas if the normal proportion

of dermoids to other ovarian tumors, which is about

5%, had been maintained, we should have only 12

instead of 43. In about 83% of reported cases the

tumor was polycystic, solid or dermoid, making a

decided preponderance of tumors of irregular shape.

We have, therefore, two reasons which would lead

us to expect that torsion of the pedicle in parovarian

cysts would be rare, (1) because parovarian cysts

commonly have no pedicle, or at least a short and

l)road one, and (2) because they are regular in shape,

being always monocystic, and generally spherical in

outline. Arising as these cysts do from the remains

of (ijirtner's duct in the mesosalpinx, they commonly
develop between the folds of the broad ligament, are

intraligamentous, and it is only in the exceptional

cases that they expand toward the superior border

and become distinctly pediculated. In a somewhat
hasty search through the literature of the subject I

was able to find only one article dealing with twist of

the pedicle in parovarian cysts. Bouilly "^ has col-

lected 3 cases from literature, and adds 2 of his own,

1 of which, as in tlu; case reported in this paper, oc-

curred during the fourth month of pregnancy. The
case which I am able to add to these previously pub-

lished occurred in the practice of Dr. Yj. S. Boland,

of South Boston, by whom I was asked at 8 v. m., on

July 13, 18i)9, to see the patient in consultation.

We found a woman of twenty-seven, who had been

seized with severe pain in the right inguinal region

of the abdomen, accompanied by vomiting, at about

four o'clock that afternoon while engaged in cutting

pastry, standing by the tal)le and reaching over. She
was of excellent general appearaJice, well devel-

oped and nourished, lying in bed and complaining of

severe pain in the right inguinal region, recurring

every ten or fifteen minutes. She was married and
had had two childr(!n, both living, and the last born

' A Study of Axis Rotation, with KHpecial Reference to the Torsion
of Ovarian Tumors. Boston Medical and Surgical .Journal, Novem-
ber 5, 189G.

' I)e la Torsion d»"8 Kystes Parovariens. La Gynecologic, Paris,
1898, iii,481.

ten months ago. Her menses had returned seven
months ago, and had been regular until three months
ago, when they ceased. She had had morning vomit-
ing, vaginal discharge and increased frequency of mic-

turition, and believed herself three months pregnant.

Examination of the abdomen revealed a fluctuating

tumor larger than a uterus pregnant at three months,
extending upward to the umbilicus, occupying the

hypogastric region, and extending rather more into

the right than the left inguinal region. There was
acute tenderness in the right inguinal region. On
bimanual examination the cervix was found soft and
patulous, and a mass of moderate size and extremely
tender was made out in the right lateral cul-de-sac.

The epigastric tumor could not, under the condition of

muscular spasm present, be distinguished from the

uterus. The temperature was 100° and pulse 90.

She was taken to the City Hospital and admitted to

the service of Dr. M. F, Gavin, who kindly placed
her in my charge. Her pains continued during the

night and in the morning a small tender mass was dis-

tinctly felt in the right iliac region, suggesting a

swollen appendix. Owing to the continuance and
severity of the pain, and the presence of the mass, it

was deemed wise to open the abdomen. The writer

opei'ated under ether at 9.30 a. m. Owing to the

presence of the tender mass in the right iliac region

the case was thought to be probably one of appendi-

citis occurring during a pregnancy^ the pregnancy
having existed longer than the three months alleged

by the patient, in order to account for the large size

of the supposedly uterine tumor. Ovai'ian C3'st with

twisted pedicle and extra-uterine pregnancy were also

considered. A short incision was made through the

outer part of the right rectus muscle and came down
upon the twisted pedicle, wliich consisted of the broad
ligament with veins enormously dilated, and even
ruptured, as was shown by extensive subperitoneal

ecchymoses. The cyst, with thin, translucent walls,

dark from dilatation of the vessels over its surface,

was seen behind and above the uterus, which was of

the size and appearance of a three months' pregnancy.

The rectus incision was sewn up in layers with con-

tinuous chromicized catgut sutures, and a longer inci-

sion made in the linea alba. The cyst was tapped and
about a quart of thin, smoky fluid removed. The
cyst was then drawn out, the pedicle, which was
twisted on itself three times, untwisted and tied off in

sections with silk, and the wound sutured in layers

with chromicized catgut.

The patient made an uneventful recovery, was dis-

charged from the hospital August 5, 1899, and in

January, 1900, was delivered by Dr. Boland of a boy
baby in excellent condition. There was at that time

no separation of the transversalis fascia from stretch-

ing of the scars, or other evident weakness of the

abdominal wall at the seat of the incisions.

The character of the fluid suggested a parovarian

cyst, and the examination of the specimen by Dr. R,
M. Pearce showed that the cyst belonged to this class.

Dr. Pearce's report follows :

" Gross examination. — Specimen consists of a

large membranous sac attached to mass of solid tissue.

The sac has a capacity of 700 cubic centimetres, and
is a cyst wall drained of its contents. The thickness

of the wall is that of heavy parchment. It is easily

separable into two layers and is traversed by many
blood vessels. The outer surface is smooth and glis-

I
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tt'iiiiifx, of [)ink «;<)I()r, \\w\ sliows no iiitliiininatorv

;iilli(sioiis. Tlic iniKT wall is tniv<>i's«'(l liv miiiiv

sliiilitlv clcviitcil Iciiids of coiiiicclivt^ tissue, ra<liutiii;^

ill :ill (liii'dioiis. ( )l(l licmoirliaiifs into tin- cyMt wall

arc imlicattMl i»y Hliijhtly raised patdies of a ilecp n-il I

color and avcra^in^j ;'> milliniftrcs in diaiiH-tcr. Tlic
!

tulia iitcrina runs within the cyst wall Its distal end

is free; its proximal end sectioned near tlie utiTus.

The ovary is pcinhint from the cyst wall hut is not in-

corjjorated in it. It is intensely conifcsteil and meas-

ures 2^ X (').', centimetres. Its surface is ^listeninj.',

smooth, and of a dark reddish-hrown color. The cut

surface is moist, smooth and fairly firm. The area

sectioned shows two follicles and oiu; corpus lutcuni.

" Andtomlcnl diagnosis.— Parovarian cyst."

The case is of interest from several points of view :

First, what is the mechanism by which su<"h a twist is

produced? The traumatism whicli finally produced

stran<;ulation of the pedicle must have been on«! of

the sliirht movements of the body connected with the

by no means active exercise of cuttinjj; pastry. It is

by no means an uncommon history in these cases that

the strangulation is produced by slight and compara-

tively gentle movements of the body. It seems en-

tirely improbable that so slight a moviMnent as brought

on the symptoms in this case could have produced the

three distinct turns of the pedicle fouiul at operation.

A more probable hypothesis is that the tumor, lying

in such relation to the pedicle that movements of the

abdominal wall, intestines, etc., twist it in a given di-

rection, becomes gradually turned sev<?ral times on its

pedicle and then finally some slight movement gives

it the final additional twist which produces strangula-

tion.

A second point of interest is the question of diagno-

sis, the swollen, turgid pedicle in this case simulating

a swollen appendix. If accurate differentiation could

have been made between tlie pregnant uterus and the

cvst, the diaiinosis would have been established be-

yond a doubt. As it was, the wisdom of opeiimg the

abdomen in the presence of acute abdominal symptoms,

even in tlie absence of an exact diagnosis, is indicated.

It is more important to save the patient than to wait

for an exact diagnosis.

The fact that an operation on the female genitals

during pregnancy did not result in miscarriage is one

which is a matter of so frequent occurrence in modern

surgery as hardly to excite comment.

genual l^cogteieij^.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN SURGERY.

BY H. L. BURRELL, M.D., AND If. A\'. CUSHIXG, M.D., BOSTON.

(Concluded from Xo. 8, p. 189.)

CONICAL STL'MP AFTER AMPUTATION' IN' CHILD-

HOOD.

PowERS,^^ in an article on this subject, tells of a

young man of eighteen years who in August, 180i>,

showed liim the result of an improi)erly made ampu-

tation of the arm. The amputation had been done

for a crush of tlie arm some ten years before. The
young man stated that directly after the amputation

was made the stump was in excellent condition, and it

*» Annals of Surgery, April, 1900, p. 436.

MO remained for two or thn-*' yifar*, but fift<T that th«

bone \it"^nu to prc'it a;,;ainMl the *ofl part« ut th** «n«l

of the Mtum|t, and, in time, to come thr'iuj»h. The
pro4M*Ms had been gradinil. lie held the phy«ir*iari

who had done the original aiiipiitation re^|>oii-«ibln

for the result. The arm had been amputat<-d near

the junction of its upper third with the lower lwf>-

thirds. The stump was in a typically conical condi-

tion, the pointed end of the frugmctit of the huin«?ruil

coming through the soft parts.

Th«- author states that of course the projMT man-
agement of this would rest on the removal of a suit-

abh' amount of bone. IJut these cases have an im-

portant aspect, which is this: .\fter amjiutation

through the upper part of the arm or the npp«rr

part of the leg in childhood, a slow development of

a coni<"al condition is j)hysiologi<'al and is to Ik; ex-

pected. This is (juit<; independent of the nature of

the stump after the original amputation. It is lie-

cause the humerus and the leg l)ones are elevelojKfl in

large part from their upper e[>ipliyses. The growth
takes place at these epiphyses and simply pushes the

bone through the soft parts.

Some years ;igo the author |)resented *' a inmil»er of

these cases before the New York Academy of Medi-

<;ine, and he states that unless the child's j)arents are

warned by the surgeon at the time of the first ampu-
tation of what is likely to occur, they may blame him
when the conical condition appears.

MODERN lU I.I.ET WOUNDS.

The descriptions which have prevailed hitherto in

works on surgery of the lesions inflicted by bullets

must be completely rewritten. The remarkable

changes of recent years in the fliameter and velocity

of rifle bullets have been followed by changes equally

remarkable in the wounds produced by them. A few
weeks ago some very interesting experiments were
described which had been performed to determine the

comparative effects of modern bullets, and the results

were of great value because the experiments were
comparative. These experimental results had to be

tried on the touchstone of actual experience, and a

very interesting letter from Sir William MacCormac*'
shows that the practical results fall far short in severity

of what might have been expected as a deduction

from the experiments referred to. Sir William Mac-
Cormac is particularly well (lualitied to express an
opinion on the severity of bullet wounds, for he had
excellent opportunities of observing the lesions from
bullets during the Franco-Prussian War, and he

states that in most cases the damage done by the

modem bullet, especially by the Mauser, cannot be

compared in severity with that inflicted by the neetlle

gun or the Chassepot. The slight severity of the in-

jury has struck him with amazement. The projectile

bores a small, clean hole right through the part and
the aperture of exit can hardly, if at all. be distin-

guished from that of entrance. The wounds are on
the whole aseptic and heal readily under a simple an-

tiseptic dressing. So rapid is the healing in most
cases that instances have already occurred of men
who had recovered from one wound and been dis-

charged being readmitted later for a second bullet

wound. When only the soft parts of a limb are

perforated and no important vessels have Kvn torn,

" Nfw York ^feilloal Record, Jane 7, lS9il, und .\pril 7, 1S9*.
*5 Lunctft, ilanuar; 13, IWio.
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the shock at the time of infliction of the injury is but

slight and recovery is rapid and complete. Sir Will-

iam MacC'ormac cites a case wiiere a Mauser bullet

traversed both thighs, passing in front of one femur

and behind the other. There was very little hemor-

rhage and the man was able to run another 800 yards

after receiving tliis injury. Even where a bone has

been hit the bullet may make a clean hole through it

without any splintering, or witli very little. This is

naturally more common in the case of flat bones, such

as the scaj)uh», than in the long bones. It has also oc-

curred in the case of the bones of the skull. In many
cases even when imporUuit structuies have been in the

line of the bullet no harm seems to have resulted. In

one instiince a bullet entered on the right side of the

lu'ck innnediately behind the sternomastoid and an

inch above the clavicle, and its point of exit was in a

similar position on the other side. Some difficulty in

swallowing and speaking followed, but this passed off

almost completely in a very short time. In another

case the shot passed through the left ilium just below

the crest and emerged a little more than an inch

below^ the ensiform cartilage. From the situation of

the apertures of entrance and exit, and remembering
that a Mauser bullet passes straight from one to the

other, turning neitiier to the rigiit liand nor to the left,

one is justified in tliinking tliat tiie bullet must have
pierced the stomacii, but no symptoms of any such in-

jury appeared. The patient took his food from the

beginning without any inconvenience and had a rapid

and uneventful convalescence. In yet another in-

stance, from the situation of the wounds and from the

fact that a most obstinate consti2)ation followed the in-

jury, it is almost certain that the colon was perforated,

yet no peritonitis arose. Not the least remarkable of

the effects of the Mauser bullet is the very slight hem-
orrhage resulting from perforation of the lung. There
is generally a little hemoptysis which soon ceases and
convalescence ensues. Even when a comminuted fract-

ure of a bone of a limb has been produced, complete
consolidation of the broken bone may result, though
the fracture was necessarily compound. A striking

case of perforation of a joint shows that only a slight

synovitis may follow. This is in marked contrast to

the havoc produced by a large-bore bullet. Tlu^se re-

sults must produce a feeling of hopefulness in the

treatment of modern bullet wounds, for they show
that in many cases a temjwrary interference with

military service is all that is produced. To Sir Will-

iam MacCormac the profession owes a deep debt of

gratitude for his grai)hic pictures written from the seat

of war. While hel[)ing his country he is at the same
time making a solid contribution to scientific knowl-
edge.

THK SfKGICAL ASPECTS OK THE MODERN SMALI,-

nOKE PROJECTILE.

Schachuer ** derives the following conclusions from
his study of the subject

:

,

(1) All advanced nations have practically the same
character of rifle and projectile, and the remarks
applying to one apply practicallv with equal force to

all.

(2) The modern small-bore projectile is capable of
producing wounds of both a humane and a gruesome
nature.

« AnniiU of Surgery, .lanuarv, 1900; American .lourual of the
Meillcal Scieiicef", April, IIKX), p. 460.

(3) The nature of the wound produced by the

small-bore projectile is either dependent upon the

intervening distance or the character of the structure

wounded, or both.

(4) The precise manner in which the explosive ac-

tion is developed in structures filled with or rich in

fluid is still sub judice.

(5) The weight of evidence and the majority of

authors favor the hydrodynamic rather than the hy-
draulic theory.

(G) The new projectile is propelled with greater

energy, velocity and accuracy ; it is lighter, has a
smaller frontage, and is less liable to deformation on
striking an object.

(7) The new projectile has less "disabling capa-

city," and on the w liole produces wounds of a more
humane character than the old leaden bullets.

(8) By explosive action is meant the damage cre-

ated in structures outside of the projectile's path.

(9) The explosive action depends upon the defor-

mation of the projectile, the range, and the character

of the tissue.

(10) The shorter the range within the first 400 to

600 yards of the projectile's flight the more pro-

nounced the explosive action.

(11) At 800 or 1,000 yards explosive action is

occasionally met with, and then only in the skull or

in parts of the body filled with and rich in moisture.

(12) At a distance of 800 or 1,200 yards the new
projectile, as a rule, creates wounds with small ori-

fices of entrance and exit, and little or no explosive

action.

(13) The rotatory action of the projectile may con-

tinue after its penetrative movement ceases, and the

oliaracter of the wound is partially dependent upon
this rotation.

TREATMENT OF FRACTURE OF THE PATELLA BY
SUTURINd THE CAPSULE.

Vallas *^ draws attention to the fact that a good
functional result is sometimes found when marked
separation of the bony fragments persists after patella

fracture, and that a bad functional result is sometimes
observed when accurate bony union has been obtained.

Experimentally, it can be shown that division of the

patella alone does not admit of a separation of the

fragments greater than a few millimetres even when
the knee is fully flexed, but that division of the

capsule on either side of the divided patella at once
permits the occurrence of wide separation. Fractures
of the patella without injury to the capsule should be
treated like hemarthrosis — by compression, massage
and early mobilization. The difficulty of recognizing

absence of capsular injury is great. Slightness of

the separation of the fragments is insufficient for

diagnosis. In doubtful cases the author treats as for

hemarthrosis, until, after the lapse of three or four

days, swelling and pain have diminished and thorough
examination is possible. Palpation ma}' show capsu-

lar rupture. If the injury involves the patella alone,

the patient, by the fourth day, ought to be able to

voluntarily lift his leg above the plane of the bed. If

he cannot do this, sufficient capsular injury is present

to call for operation. Any case in which 2 centime-

tres of separation are demonstrated must be operated

upon.

« Rev. de Chir., October, 1890; Annals of Surgery, Marcb, 1900,
p. 383.
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Openition. — Miikr ii iii('<liiiii vcrticHl iticiHiDii from
1 cciitiinrtrc iihovc tin- siipnior Iruymfiit tAt 1 cciiti-

iiu^ti'o Ix'low tilt' iiilriior lr!i;iiiu'nt. .Maki; ii tiaiiM-

vcrsi; iiiciNioii at i'i<jlil aii^'Ics to llir abovt- aiitl iiiakt!

it follow tlm line of fractiiif. This traiisvdrMo inci-

sion nuist Ix! lonj^ cnonyli to expose to view tin-

whole of the eapsnlar rent. C'arefnlly elean the joint

cavity, reniovin;^ jill hlood dots, etc. Clean and
fr(;shen (if necessary) the frat'tnred surfaces of the

j)at(^lla, and pare away any shreds of periosteum

which iniifht j^et betweiui the fraiiinenls uImmi thi-v

are hrou^fht to^etlusr.

The foIlowin<; layers of tissue art; now in evidence :

(1) Skin and subcutaneous tissue; (2) the deep fas-

cia ; {'i) the anterior liffanicnt of the knee or articu-

lar capsule, consistin<f of the j)atella in the middle

line, with the peripatellar fibrous tissue on either

side and lined by the synovialis ; (4) the condyles of

the femur.

Suture is begun at the ends of the wound renutte

from the j)atella. The author uses nietallit; sutures.

A suture is passed tlirou<ih the whole thickness of the

lower lip of the wound from the skin into the joint,

then from within outward tlirou<rh the synovialis and
fibrous capsule of the upper lip of the wound. The
upper end of the suture is passed in the reversed di-

rection, that is, first from without inward throu'^h the

fibrous capsule and synovialis of the upper lip of the

wound, and then from within outward through all

the layers of the lower lip of the wound. The free

ends of the sutures are twisted over a pad of gauze.

A sufficient number of these sutures are introduced to

close the wound. Suture of the patella itself is un-

necessary. The external wound is closed with silk-

worm gut. A slightly compressing dressing is applied

without drainage, and the whole covered with a plas-

ter-of-Paris bandage. The first dressing is made after

about eight days, the stitches are removed, and a

splint or plaster dressing is applied. One week later

splints are removed. Massage is applied to the thigh

muscles, and the patient encouraged to voluntarily

contract the (piadriceps without lifting his leg from

the plane of the bed. About eighteen or twenty days

after the operation, massage of the knee is practised

and passive movements are begun. Active movement
of the knee and convalescence soon follow.

FKACTIRE OK THK NKCK OF TIIK lUMKlUS WITH
DISLOCATION OF THE UPPER FRAGMENT, WITH A

REPORT OF THREE CASES TREATED BY OPERA-
TION.

Curtis *" derives the following conclusions from his

study of the subject

:

(1) In fracture of the upper end of the humerus
with displacement of the upper fragment from the

glenoid cavity, when proper attempts at simple reduc-

tion under general anesthesia have failed, operative

measures should be resorted to unless shock, other

injuries, or extensive damage to the soft [larts about

the shoulder justify delay. A delay of from one to

four weeks will not impair the result.

(2) Anterior displacements retpiire an anterior in-

cision ; subglenoid or posterior displacements require a

posterior incision, preferably by Kocher's method.

(3) The head should be restored to its place, if i)os-

sible, and resection resorted to only when reduction is

impossible or would retjuire such extensive damage to

<« American Journal of the Medical Sciences, March, 1900, p. 291.

the parlM, or MUch projon^iition of the o|M;ralion tut to

increuHe the dun^er^ of wound infection or of ithork.

(t) IteMcclion will probably ^ive u |)«-lt4-r rimull in

fracture of the anatomical neck than in tliut of thi*

Hurgital, but reduction is to In- preferred in Ujth coai;*.

(•*>) AsepHis in an iiKliMpennable re(|uirenient for a

good fiinctioiiid result, and tlicHe ojMTatiomt muni not
be un<lert;iken except under aHeptir; coiitlitionH.

(0) Motion should be iM-gun in the joint ui mum tut

the wounti has healed, in ten to fourteen da\.. after

the operation.

A DIRKCTOK FOR TMK l.NTKODI* TI«)N OF TIIK '.K.I.I

SAW IN SKII.I. RKSKCTIONS.

II. (Jross descrilies :iii instrument which he unes

satisfactorily for this purpose.*' It consisti* of an in-

strument l.'» centimetres long and 4 to .') uiilliinetres

wide. It is shaped like an ordinary " <lire<tor." The
point beyond the termination of the groove terniinaten

in a bulbous en<l. At this end of the groove is a -.mall

hook (so small that it does not project out of the

groove), over which one end of the saw can Ix- hooked.

The instrument is used as follows: The >kull is tre-

phined. The end of the director is curved up slightly,

the eye atone end of the saw fixed over the hook, the

instrument inserted through the trephine opening and
pushed along between the skull and the dura till the

second trephine hole is reached. The saw accompanies
the director and lies in its groove. The curved-up

end of the director emerges from the second trephine

opening exposing the hook and the end of the saw.

The saw is freed from the director and now lies under
the portion of the skull to be divided, either eml j)ro-

jecting from a trephine opening. The skull is now
sawn through, the director serving to shield the brain

and dura from injury from the saw, the saw cutting

through the curve of the skull while the director lies

along the chord of the arc. Dr. (iross claims that the

bull)-pointed end will push its way between the sinuses

and the skull without injuring the former.

THE TECHNIQUE OF CRANIOTOMY: A NEW ( ()N-

DUCTOR FOR TIIK WIHK SAW.

Podrez.*^ realizing the advantages of craniotomy
when performed by the osteocutaneous flap method,
with the use of the wire saw, has devised an instru-

ment for passing it rapidly from one opening in the

skull to another, and afterward protecting the brain

and its membranes from injury while the bone is being

divided. The instrument is made from a watch spring.

3 to 4 millimetres broad and I'A to l.i millimetres long.

At one end is a ring or luindle. at the other a rounded
tip perforated with an eye, to receive the silk ligature

that is connected to the saw and is double the length

of the conductor. The ligature is attached to the saw,

then threaded to the middle in the eye of the conductor.

Two openings are made at the ends of the line of in-

cision, in a slanting direction, in which the saw is to

be passed. The director is then passetl. armed with its

thread, and is made to emerge at the second opening.
The thread is removed from the eye and the saw
drawn through. The guide, on account of the recoil

of the spring, presses the membranes of the brain and
the brain itself inward and prevents injury by the saw.

Three sides of the square to Ih' removed are cut in this

* Cffutrbl. f. Chir., 1900, Bd. xxvii. S. 13.
<* I.OC. cit., 1S99. No. 9: American Journal of the Medical Sci-

ences, November, 1899, p. (JOl.
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manner. In the fourth only the inner table is cut,

while the outer is broken, preserving the periosteum

and skin pedicle.
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l^eport^ of ^ocietic^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STONE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Rk(;ular meeting, Monday, April 2, 1900, Dr.

E. II. Bradforu in the chair.

The subject for consideration was

THE PROPER SEATING OF SCHOOL CHILDKKN.

Dr. James S. Stone read a paper upon

THE INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF IMPROPERLY CON-
STRUCTKI) SCHOOL CHAIRS

Prof. Edw. F. Millkr, of the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, demonstrated

A CHAIR DEVISED TO MEET THE ANATOMICAL RE-
QUIREMENTS.

The chair, a model of which was shown, was
presented in its earlier form two years ago at the

Harvard Medical School. The main feature of the

chair then was the two movable links supporting the

seat. The idea was to obtain by the chair alone what
is accomplished by a movable top on a desk giving the

plus and minus distance, and also to change the angle

of the seat so as to get greater comfort while reading.

The chair has a motion forward and back of two and
a half to three inches. At the same time it was felt

that the chair as it tipped back should not elevate in

front, because if it did it would stop the circulation

in the legs. For that reason the front link is made
longer and the elevation of the front of the chair

when carried from the forward position to the back is

but trifling, not over three-fourths of an inch. In
writing the person naturally leans forward and the

centre of gravity is carried forward. That holds the

back link nearly vertical, and the front link is swung
over some little distance. As .soon as the person gets

through writing and leans back, the centre of gravity
travels back, the chair moving away from the desk,

the long link becomes vertical and the short link

swings back, dropping the rear of the chair and giv-

ing the same effect as in a rocking chair, avoidin<f

pinching the blood vessels on the under side of the

leg. In the earlier chair there was a fixed back.
Since then some modifications have been made and
the first one was in substituting a movable back. The

1 S«« pag* 206 of the Journal.

back is made so as to swivel about a horizontal axis,

the longer arm being at the top. The height of the

back support is adjustable and can be regulated by
means of slot and screw in the back to suit any height.

A second adjustment was put on by making the back
have forward and l)ack motion, so that if a person

was writing and felt tiie need of more pressure on the

spine by reaching down and turning the .screw the

back of the chair could be moved forward as de-

sired. There is a motion of live inches allowed by
means of the screw. The chair is adjustable in

height the same as all of the modern school chairs,

and it has been endeavored to make the machine-
work as simple as possible, so that it could be put to-

gether by cheap labor. All of the mechanism at the

bottom is on one casting, held to the chair by four

screws, and the machine work is drilling and putting

in pins which can be done at small cost. The cast-

ings are cored out to make them light, and the sur-

faces rounded to prevent catching dust. There are

rubber stops to prevent noise as much as possible.

This is only the second attempt, and I still see some
features in the chair which could be improved. The
base is thicker than it need be, and there are some
slight modifications I would make in the back to give

it further adjustment, so that the chair can be used as

a sort of reclining chair if desired for office work.
Mr. Butler: I came this evening to see Mr. Mil-

ler's chair, and in relation to ours to give you what
little information I can in regard to it. I think the

chair is so well known in the city it is hardly neces-

sary to say anything in regard to it. I was one of the

first to see Professor Miller's chair in its crude state

and have taken a great interest in it, and I think that

chair combined with this desk top would make the

best article of furniture I ever saw, speaking from
the manufacturer's standpoint. This top, while it is

very necessary to have that movement of plus and
minus which has been shown so necessary by Dr.
Hartwell, Dr. Scudder and yourself, in a great many
different instances, the plus and minus motion should

be momentary, and something which could be ad-

justed at a moment's notice— the desk top as well as

the chair, because in writing, especially with the ver-

tical system, you should regulate the slant of the top

of the desk as well as the plus and minus distance

from the desk. This top is adjustable to any slant

from 1° to 20°; by locsening these screws you can de-

termine the plus and minus motion by bringing it to

you this way, so you sit erect all the time
; you de-

termine the slant by bringing it that way. If it

comes to a question of purchasing this desk, from the

manufacturer's standpoint the only question of its

universal adoption in my opinion would be the cost.

There is a difference in the cost of this desk and an

ordinary desk of this style of 8.5 cents. It would
almost seem that any committee would pay that dif-

ference and have this desk, but I think in the city of

Boston there are none in use. I believe in the city

of Syracuse there are 1,.'}00 or 1,400. It was en-

dorsed by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of

the State of New York, 2o0 strong, at Syracuse.

This chair was also endorsed as the best back at

that time. Profes.sor Miller's would undoubtedly

be endorsed today in preference to this. I think

that that chair of Professor Miller's could be made
for a very little difference in cost between that and
ours. We get over the plus and minus with this
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inoilcl. Tlict cost of this cliiiir in $1.7'>. I'roftiMNor

Millci's cliiiir (M)nl(l Im' \\\mV\ for $2.2i'». The nui.M-

tioii would coiiut tip its to tli(; room in tlit; hcIiooI

room. I'rotVsHor Millt-r's would m!C(!,ssitut«) tlic flt-nks

iM'iii"^ |»l;ic('d ;i llttlti liirtlicr ii|);irt. Otiici wisi- lliiiu

tiuit I think tluit is \\\k\ ix-st cliiiir, I'rol'csHor Miller, I

ever saw.

I)k. Stan dish : I luivc not :i ;^rc;it dc.il to sjiv. I

iim not much of ;in expert on school (h-sks jitid chairs,

hut the averiiu;e ophthalmoloj^ist tails to see why it is

iUHK\ssary to have all sorts of adjustaliU; thinifs in

order to prevt-iit the chair from comiii^r underneath
th(^ desk. 'I'he schoolmastcsr has reasons, 1 suppose,

but from the position of the ophthalmologist thev

are not obvious. A child studyin<r, a young child es-

pecially, instinctively will put its eyes too closer to

what it is trying to learn. If he does not know
what a letter is or what a word is he thinks some-
how he is going to find out Ix^tter by |)ntting his liejid

closer to it. If a scheme can be devised wlierei)v

children shall not do that thing that is a step in ad-

vance. .Now, if we pull tli(^ chair way back and push
the desk way over in the old-fashioned way, it enables

the schoolmaster to stand his children up between the

desk and the chair in rows, but it also fixes it so that

the child usually stoops forward and gets down to his

book. Now the scheme which you have here to-

night, the minus distance, simply is this, that if von
bring the table near enough to the child's chest he

cannot stoop over it and be comfortable. That is de-

sirable, and the great advantage of the vertical hand-

writing comes from practically the same thing, that the

child does not want to stooj) over. Every line going

straight awuy from the child, he naturally keeps the

erect position and can sit at a desk projecting over a

seat and write without fatigue. But somehow the

schoolmaster never took to that. He must have
means of getting his children in and out from the

desk. Well-to-do parents often fetch a child to the

ophthalmologist at the age of three or four, simply

because the child puts his head near his book or other

small object. The examination of the eye shows no

myopia. The child returns for another examination

at seven, eight, ten or tw'elve years of age, und it is

found that the child actually has ac(|uired nearsight-

edness. There is a disthict period at seven or eight

years of age, and another distinct period not sulli-

ciently recognized about puberty when nearsighted-

ness is accjuired, was not there before, and is acquired

principally by the faulty use of the eyes. Anything
that we can have in the way of desks, or in the way of

hammering it into the teachers' heads that a chiUl

should be made to sit up straight and put the book

in the right place, is a desirable thing to do. The
one thing from the oculist's point of view is this, that

the desk should overlap the seat sulliciently so that it

will be uncomfortable to the child if he tries to sprawl

over it.

Du. Blakk : I have not very much to say on this

subject, which is not a new one in Boston. TwtMity-

five years ago we began agitating the subject of school

hygiene, which included this among others. We tried

to surround the children with healthy conditions, en-

deavoring to pi'otect them not only from diseases

which might be contracted while in the school, but

also from the danger of developing spinal deformities.

We succeeded after a very long time in getting a sort

of modified medical inspection of schools which was

itotifined largely to pnTuiitioiiM li^uiiiMt the intr'xlurtioii

of eontagiouH dixeuMcu. VVe ((iiiHidered thin <|it<Htiiiii of

proper Hchool ftiriiitiir)-, but were iiiiitble lo acroiii-

plish unythiiig.

I iii|ueHtiiMiably, ihertr are in the Hrhi>«>lH iiiuny

hundred children who iiee<i thin Hort r>f chair, which
seems iidmirably adapted for the purpom-. I think if

teachers were instructed to give Hpecial attention Ut

children who showed an inr-linutioii to full forward or

lean sideways, it w(»ul<i in- an excellent thing. To
UHk that such children be >^upplied with thin chair

would l)e both reasonable and proper. Ah a remilt,

proi)ably, would come its gradual iiitro4lu<:tion, mo that

all cliildreii would be protecte<l. Many do not need it,

l)iit it is perfcrctly evident to me from my familiarity

with the subject that a great many do, and that it

would lie a very great benefit to them if their wunt^^

could b(^ siippli(;d. The recpiest wouM Ixj a m(»<lerat^r

one, wouhl not call for any great expen<liture of

moiuiy and tin; results wouhl sIkjw themselves verv

(pii(;kly.

Mu. Skavkk : This subject certainly has received

a good deal of attention from the school authorities in

Boston during the last eight or ten years. I)r. Hart-

well himself did a good deal towards securing more
reasonable action in the matter of furnishing school

rooms with proper desks. It is a fact that some of

the old<T buildings did at one time contain rooms with

only one size of desk. The old scale, which was a

scale of ages, was supposed to be sufficient in a rough
practical way for the purpose ; but it was found by
tlu^ more observant teachers that the edge of the chair

was too high from the floor, so that the foot did not
rest squarely upon the floor. A very simple remedy
was devised by providing small pieces of pine plank
two inches thick and placing them on the floor in front

of the chair to be used by the children whose legs

might be too short to reach the floor. In another
way adjustment was made by providing three or four

different sizes of desk in the same room. That change,
I think, was quite extensively carried out in the newer
buildings fifteen or sixteen years ago. Since the in-

troduction of adjustable furniture it has been possible

to fit most of the children with chairs admirably well.

It is not necessary to furnish the whole room with ad-

justable furniture. You can put in a row on one side

and a row in front or back of adjusUible furniture ;

the rest can be standard furniture of different sizes

;

then with a little care the children can be well fitted

to the school chairs and desks. We have not been
able to come down to the fine points of a<ljustment in

each and every case, and I dare say Dr. Ilartwell, if

he were to go into the schools today, would be able to

find some children not well seated ; but I also believe
he would fail to find anything like the number
that he did when he first began his observations ; so
that in a practical way I hope that we are making
some progress towards the better seating of children
or a better adaptation of school furniture to the chil-

dren. There is one old-fashioned practice which ought
to be thoroughly broken up. The olil practice I re-

fer to is " seating by rank." At the end of the month,
after the examinations, the children were placed on a
rank list and the one at the top was allowed to choose
his place of sitting. That would be the first seat, first

row, regardless of the size of the children. The
practice is not yet completely broken up. This whole
subject of the hygiene of school life is, it seems to me.
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a most iniportant one, and one which medical men

will do well to study a good deal more than they have

heretofore. The production of nearsightedness, lat-

eral curvature of the spine, round shoulders and all

those ills which arise from the fact that the growing

human animal is kept five hours in a day in un-

natural couHnement— all thesi; things need the most

thorough and scientific study, and for one I am glad

to see that they are beginning to receive it.

I)k. C'aldkhwooi) : i\Ir. Seaver has spoken of the

manner of seating the children at the present time.

Of course with the stationary furniture and the two

rows of adjustable chairs they can be seated better than

perhaps ten years ago, but yet, with the present adjusts

able furniture, there is the difficulty in having the

chairs so near the desk that the children cannot get

out quickly. That is the objection which the masters

have, while this chair or a chair similar to this would

prevent that, as it can be moved back from the seat.

I think this is a very great subject, a very important

one to one who has been in the schools and seen the

pupils as they have been seated in years past. Dr.

Hartwell spoke of one room where there were only

two children who could put their feet on the floor.

Of course that is an exception, but it shows what has

been and what is now taking j)lace to a certain extent.

This is a subject that really cannot be controlled fully

by the School Hoard. I think the physicians of the

city should take it up. The influence that might go

out in that way would have a great deal to do with

carrying it out in the schools, and I am not sure, Mr.

President, but that it is a matter for the legislature to

provide in some manner inspection of the children in

the schools and have proper seating in that way.

Dr. Dukgin : I think this question has been well

discussed for years and to my satisfaction, and it

sems to me the time has arrived when Boston should

be ready to put in adjustable furniture for our school

children. I think further discussion might be ex-

pected down in Cuba, but I am surprised to learn

that the Cubans have adopted a good thing while Bos-

ton is still discussing it. It seems to me that the dis-

cussion might go on in the medical society indefinitely,

but until the business men of the School Board are

convinced that the time has arrived for making this

change we shall not get ahead much. I think it is a

question of dollars and cents and votes in the School

Board. I have felt an interest in this subject and had

something to do years ago in bringing al)out an expert

board upon this subjecit, and I felt disposed then, as I

do tonight, to take their word as to the best furniture

for this purj)Ose. I hope that something will be

recommende(i and adopted and done as soon as possi-

ble. I have been much interested in Dr. Blake's re-

mark, reinforced by Mr. Seaver's, in regard to having

a j)ortion of the pupils thus seated at once in the im-

proved chair. I would like; to be the person to pick

out the number who should have the adjustable chair

and desk. It might be well, however, to begin that

way and ])y contrast it would be seen by the School

Committee that i\n' chang*- was desirable, and the

amount of su<'h adjustable furniture might be ra|)idly

increased.

Mr. Biiti.kk: I would like to give a few statistics

which I think will be of interest. I listened to Super-
intendent Seaver's statement as to how many chairs

were needed in a room, and tlu- (piestion came to my
miud a8 to how he would pick out those pupils and

designate which should hav(^ adjustable furniture and
which not. I want to say for the benefit of the ladies

and gentlemen present that there is not a city that I

know of in this State outside of Boston but what buys
adjustable furniture only and at the same price as

for stationary. The cry of a few adjustable desks in

the room is put out by manufacturers who have a

poor adjustable desk. In the j)ast they have sold sta-

tionary furiiiture and nothing else. This city has

taken a front rank in everything. I think we owe
the encouragement we have and the business we have
done to the city of Boston. I would like to pay a

tribute here and now to Dr. Hartwell, Dr. Scudder
and these other gentlemen here who were instrumen-

tal in giving suj)port when we started in the line of

adjustable furniture. There is not a manufacturer in

America but what is making adjustable furniture, and
when we started it was considered a fad. You can

buy adjustable furniture just as cheap as stationary.

There is no reason why all castings should not be ad-

justable. The only idea in making it stationary is to

lock the bolt. If the timt; conuis that you want to

adjust it to fit the pupil the bolt must be loosened. I

have heard jirincipal after principal in the city of Bos-

ton say :
" We would like to have adjustable furniture

if we could get it." Why can't you get it? It is to

be bought at the same cost. We have sold in the

city of Boston thousands of sets of adjustable furni-

ture. A great many schools we have fitted out en-

tirely with it. In the last few there have been a

few rows of adjustable furniture. When Dr. Hart-

well was on the board we jiut in all adjustable fur-

niture.

Mr. Seavkr : Has it always been true that adjust-

able furniture was furnished in the market for just as

little money as paid for the stationary furniture ?

Mr. Butler : No, sir ; but it has been within the

last four or five years.

Mr. Seaver : That is not in accordance with my
own information. Bids come in from the dealers with

very substantial difference. I think the reason for

using partly adjustable and partly stationary furniture

is that there has been a substantial difference in the

cost.

Mr. Butler : You have had bids from me a great

many times the same price as stationary.

Dr. C. M. Green: It seems to me, as Dr. Durgin
has said, that the members of the School Board are

the ones to be convinced ; for a long time the medical

profession has appreciated the importance of properly

seating the jiupils in the public schools. I well re-

member the effort that was made in 1892 to introduce

adjustable desks and chairs. It was then that Dr.

Bradford, Dr. Hartwell and Dr. Scudder endeavored

to interest the School Committee in the proper seat-

ing of pupils, and at this time Dr. Scudder's paper

was printed as a public school document. I was then

a member of the School Board, and I visited a good

many of the schools, with the object of investigating

the seating of tln^ pui)ils. I was shocked at the mim-
ber of " misfits," particularly in the older school

buildings. I remember very well the conditions found

in the Brimmer School, in which little boys were found

in big boys' seats, and vice versa. One bo}' in a front

row, I remember, was so large that he could not flex

his legs under his desk, but was obliged to sit with

his legs extended. The conditions were as bad in

other schools, in which pupils were seated according
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to niiik. At tliut tiinr I tried to int<;r<-Ht tlir i-om.

initlct^ ill liiis suhjcct, aiid siuu-rcdt-d in liiiviii;r udjiiHl-

ttl)l«' I'liniitui*' placed in tin- new I'rinre I'limary

School. , I left the School IJoaid soon al'terwaids,

and I iiev«'r knew how well tln^ adjiistaitle tin nitiuf,

then introduced for the first time, suited ilic re<|uire-

inents. Hut it seemed to me at the time that very lit-

tle inter«'st was taken in the matter. At that time
adjiistahle furniture cost mon; than tlu; old standard

desks and chairs; hut now that \V(^ are informed that

the cost of approved adjustahh; furiiitun! is no more
than the old furniture, I see no reason why all the

school buildings should not be adecjuately furnished

with it. Perhaps if this society would brinj; the mat-

ter once again to the attention of the S(;liool Com-
mittee, the members of the board might be convinccrd

of the wisdom of heeding the advice of those com|)e-

tent to decide how properly to seat tin; public school

pupils.

Dr. Hlakk: From what I know of the revenues

of the School Board, we should have to resort to the

process of gradual emancipation from und(!sirable

school furniture. If we could j)revail upon the board

to fit out every new building with this improved form

of furniture, and to provide a certain number of tlu^se

desks and seats for all the schools, and if then Dr.

Durgin's corps of school inspectors would sele<;t the

pupils who need them (which I am glad to hear him
say is feasible), I think we should be making a very

substantial gain. 1 know it would be utterly useless

to expect that the School Board would undertake to

get rid of all the present furniture, but I have no

doubt that this discussion will interest them, and per-

liaps help to arouse them to the necessity of doing

something more than is at present being done about

the subject.

Dr. George B. Siiattuck : I had a cerUiin gen-

eral knowledge of what had been done in regard to

this matter eight or ten years ago, and 1 was interested

in coming here tonight to see and to learn what there

was new that would be shown and said. Now it does

not seem to me that there is very mucih new from the

point of view of the profession. I think that what

we have been told tonight is very much what was told

us about the year 1892, published in the school docu-

ments, and pretty well developed from the scientific

and the professional point of view at that time. The
one thing in which, as far as I can judge, we have

something actually new is the development of Profes-

sor Miller's chair. Now I have no doubt that there

is great merit in iteration and reiteration and empha-

sizing things, and especially things of this sort, and 1

have no doubt that the profession might be called

upon to iterate and reiterate and emphasize, and have

another committee and report again on this subject.

but I should distinctly feel that I should sympathize

with what Dr. (ireen said, that after all the touch-

stone of the whole thing must be in the School Com-
mittee. The medical profession may point out what

they believe to be sci(>ntifically and practically the

best thing, but that is not ecpiivalent to its adoption.

I confess that I am a little puz/led when we are told

here that the adjustable furniture and the stationary

furniture are of the same cost, and are not of the same

cost. I should think that is a subject in regard to

which it would be possible to have one categorical

uniform statement, and, even if there should be a dit-

ference in the cost, from the point of view of the pro-

feNHion, it seeinM Mlraiige thai Soniervilli- and .\fald<-ii

and Lowell and Cuba Mlioidd Im- abl<; u> (uin- for thi-ir

Mchool children in a way that Uonton in not abb* Uu
Now, moreover, if there in a diniciiUy about huving
school teachers who are Hutllcienlly intelligent Ut mi-
just adjustable furniture, it sttciiiH to me Htrun){e itud
Sonierville and .Maiden and Lowell and Culm Mhoiilil

apparently have school tea<lierH who in thin reH|H'«:t

are ho mu<h more intelligent, at leai«t from the
mechani(!al point of view, than the .school teu/'hera

in Boston.

Dr. Kei.i.ku: J don't know that I can add any-
thing to what liaH In-en already Haid, ex<'ept perhapH
to say that while some think that the matter rentH

with the School Committee, I think it rests with the

condition of the treasury. I have alwavt, a-s Dr.
Calderwood will rememi)er, favonrd the intnxliiction

of the afljiistable desk and chair, always voted in that

way when it was brought to a vote of the Ixiard, and
I think if the committee whose rlnty it is \m furnihh

the new buildings were to bring the matter In-fore the
full board it would be ("irried by a large majority. It

seems to me that it would be a large «r.xpenditure of
money which the city could not well atfoni at this

time — perhaps it might at some future tim» to

take out of the buildings the stationary desks and chairs
and introduce the adjust:d)le desks and chairs into all

the buildings. I think the committee are in earnest
about desiring the very best furnishings for our schools,

the most modern and most healthful furnishings in our
school buildings, and while we are looked upon a«

slow and uninterested and unconcerned in regard to

the health of the children, I am sure that it is an ac-

cusation which should not receive the sympathv and
support of at least the educated class of j)eop"le. I

think the idea of furnishing new buildings with the
most approved desks and chairs should receive the
consideration of our School Board. I must say that
as I have gone into the schools in the last two or
three years, the seating of the children has l)een bet-

ter than it was ten or eleven years ago, when I first

came on to the board. There have been faults to In*

found with the desks and chairs which were put in con-
scientiously, believing they were an improvement upon
the old plan, and I think they were ; they still do not
conform to the idea of an hygienic seating of children,
and from the little I have seen of the chair which has
been presented, it seems to me it has all the indiaitions
which the others have lacked, and I like it very much,
except I have wondered whether that chair would not
take up more room than a chair such as that at the
desk before me. It seems to me that from the fore
part of the seat to the bend of the support it occupied
more space, and in our school buildings, w here we are
expected to seat I am ashamed to tell you how many,
it would tiike up room, making it impossible to put :is

many seats in a building, but that might be a good
thing. I hope something will be done which will
bring about the reseating of our children.

Dr. Shattick : I don't wish to advocate anv in-

judicious or faulty propositions in the way of expense
as a t;ixpayer. I have no desire to suffer unnecessarilv,
but I would ;us lief suffer as a taxpayer in In-half of
the little children as in behalf of any other })roposi-

tion, and I think it w ould be as good an investment as
a taxpayer could make, l)eoause it not only serves
theni, but serves the future generations. One is

glad to learn that the School Committee would now
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be eager to introduce tlie most approved furniture

into all new buildings, and of course in a moderate

length of time that would create a revolution, and

we sliould doubtless be in a very satisfactory position,

but one cannot help reflecting that if the discussion of

this subject which occurred seven or eight years ago

had been followed by the same eagerness, and this

process had been going on all these years, we should

today be in a good deal the condition it is promised

we may hope to be in several years hence.

Mr. Seavkk: In the last" seven or eight years

very large quantities of adjustable furniture have

been put into school buildings in Boston, and there

is a gentleman sitting over there who could probably

guess better than I could how much adjustable furni-

ture he has sold to tlu' city of Boston. I think, as a

rule, every new school building for the last seven or

eight years has received a share of the adjustable

furniture. A considerable number of the buildings

are furnished with adjustable furniture throughout.

There are others where adjustable furniture and

stationary furniture both have been used for the

reason tliat at the time there was an important dif-

ference in the cost. But suppose every nevy building

built in the last ten years were furnished with adjust-

able furniture— that is not half of the solution of

the problem ; it is only one-fourth. The new build-

ings contain but a small fraction of the total number

of the children of the city. The serious part of the

problem is how to change the furniture of the old

buildings without expending more money than the

taxpayers— not as liberal as the one who has

spoken tonight— would countenance the committee in

expending, in throwing out some .oO,000 old seats.

We are not exactly in the condition of Cuba. We
have a lot of old furniture in pretty good order which

has been used, and which the economical taxpayer

thinks we ought to use a little longer. I am in favor

of adjustable furniture, and have done all I could to

have adjustable furniture used.

Prokkssou Miller : The point has been raised

about the room which this chair takes up. This par-

ticular chair was made for an adult. I imagine in the

ordinary school chair this seat could be shortened sev-

eral inches. It will no doubt take up more room than

the chairs now in use.

Dr. Fitzgerald : There are two things I should

like to say : First, as to the matter of fact regarding

the comparative cost between adjustable and non-ad-

justable furniture. I had occasion to ask that ques-

tion of the purchasing agent of the city within a

month, and his reply was that there was a differ-

ence in favor of non-adjustable furniture of 35 to

i)Q cents. If that is true that they are for sale at

the sam(! price, it would be well to let the purchas-

ing agent of the city know that fact. He does not

know it now. I regret having been called upon, be-

cause my investigation by the direction of the Com-
mittee on Hygiene and Physical Training has shown
me, I am sorry to say, that i\w. seating of children in

rooms fitted with adjustable furnitiire is not as well

carried out as it is in rooms fitted with three different

sizes of seats. As a believer in adjustable furniture

that is not a pleasant thing to say, but it is true.

There were more children seated uncomfortably in

rooms furnished with adjustable furniture than in

rooms fitted with thnie sizes of seats, and it is largely

owing to till! difficulty of the present form of adjusta-

ble seat. T am informed that a rule was passed at a

meeting of the Boston School Board last year, and as

a matter of fact all the new buildings fitted up last

year were fitted with adjustable furniture.'^

THE THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

(Continued from No. 8, p. 193.)

SECOND GENERAL MEETING.

The second general meeting of the congress took

place on Monday, August Gth, in the large amphithe-

atre of the Sorbonne, which was fairly well filled

when Professor Lannelongue took the chair at

2.15 p. M.

The general secretary, M. Chauffard, first read

a long list of honorary presidents of the sections.

Among the Englishmen so honored were Lord Lister,

Sir William MacC'ormac, Bart., K.C.V.O., Jonathan

Hutchinson, Sir .lohn Burdon Sanderson, David
Ferrier, Professor Sherrington, Alexander Bruce.

Among the other nationalities were Virchow, Wal-
deyer, von Bergmann, Hitzig, Koch, von Leyden,

Politzer, Fraenkel, Metschnikoff, Bacelli, Retzius,

Kitasato, etc.

Professor Pavlov, whose address was postponed

at the first general meeting in the Salle des Fetes on

the opening day of the congress, was absent through

illness, so Professor Likhatcheff read his paper,

entitled

experimental therapy as a nevt and extremely
fruitful method of physiological research.

In support of his subject the Russian professor

described minutely his numerous exjjeriments on sec-

tion of the pneumogastric nerve, and its consequence,

more especially in dogs. The intimate association of

medicine with physiology has served more than once

a useful purpose. The physician who treats a case of

myxedema, for instance, with preparations of thyroid

gland acts exactly analogously to the physiologist

who makes an injection of thyroid extract in an animal

deprived of this organ, in order, by synthetical means,

to make clear the mechanical, chemical and nervous

functions of those glands. The professor then spoke

of his experiments with Professor Mosseu on dogs, in

which all the blood of the portal vein was poured into

the inferior vena cava. This operation, which is

usually fatal, was not so in some of the animals, thanks

to a special dietary. The professor touched on the

brilliant and important experimental therapy which

forms part of contemporary bacteriology. In conclu-

sion, he paid a tributes to Claude Bernard, who in his

vast and profound brain united in a harmonious whole

physiology, pathology and experimental therapy.

pathological problems of the day.

Professor Bacelli (Rome) should have been

the next speaker, but owing to the national mourning

of Italy, he withdrew.

Professor Lannelongue in the name of the

congress ex])ressed his profound sympathy to the

Italian professor, and then called on Sir John Bur-
don Sanderson, who spoki; in French, on

2 Siuce tills meeting satiffaclory action has been taken by th«

School Hoard. See EditorialB, June 21 and June 28, 1900.
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SOMK <»F TIIK I'A rilOI.OCilCAl. I'lM) II I. KM S ol im
l-KKSKNT MAY,

uimI ;is he WiiniK'd to liis sulijcct wus rcccivrd with
iiiiiny rounds of uppluiisc. 'i'iit> protVssoc Hiati-d timt

forty-fivd ycurs a^o, ;itlci- tiikiii^r his dcj^rcc ol' |)(ictor

ill Nlt'diciiif, li(^ ("line to I'aris to coiiiplctt; liis imdi-
(;iil education ; and now, nearly at the end of his

medical and scieiititic career, he felt it a j^reat lioiiur

to speak before tlu; C()nj>;ress. Sir .lohn then called

the attention of his audi(Mice to the abovi^ period. At
that time in I'aris, without speakin<( of tin! <rreat clin-

icians, Claude Bernard was in the niost activ»! perioil

of his care(!r, Hrown-Seciuard had (himonstrated the

functions of tlu; vasomotor nerves, and liad hemm his

work on the pliysioloyy of the spinal cord. Hverv-
body came to Paris to see tln^ latest proj^rcss in ex-

perimental medicine. This was also tlie epoch of

•'cellular patholoiry." He then sket(;hed tin; progress

in cellular pathology from IHoK, when Virchow |)ul»-

lished his work, throu<ih the work of C'ohnheim, Reck-

linghausen, Ijeher, and I*felfer, down to the beginninir

of the bacteriological pin-iod in 1878. But micro-

biology has not hindered the advance of pathological

histiology. On the contrary, never has the progress

of histology been so rapid, in support of which st^vtc-

ment he cited the work of Golgi, of Pavia, and of

Rdmon y Cajal in Madrid. Every one recognizes tlu;

great value of bacteriological diagnosis and of sero-

therapeutics, but nucrobiology has rather produced its

greatest influence on the science of medicine by the

new and more extended ideas it has given us of the

physiological functions of the cell, and consequently

of cellular pathology. Pathology is today fundamen-
tally as emphatically " cellular pathology " as it was
when Virchow adopted the expression. Leucocytes,

which were formerly interesting chiefly as factors in

the process of inflammation or as typical examples of

contractile and ameboid proto})lasm, are now known
to possess special chemical functions indispensable to

the life of the organism. From the work of recent

years one is led to believe that the actions of tlie cell

on its surroundings, and vice versa, are due to fer-

ments, the products of the evolution of the living cell.

The professor alluded to the work of Miescher and

Drechsel, and the more recent work of Kossel, of

Marburg, on this subject.

MEDICINE AND DOCTORS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Professor Jacobi (Columbia University), before

a very scanty audience, then read this paper. In a

very interesting manner the professor traced the

growth of the medical profession, education and press

in the United States from its earliest beginnings in

chaos down to the present day. This terminated the

proceedings, when everybody went away to dine and

prepare for the fke in the evening in the Luxem-
bourg Palace described in the Journal of August 23<1.

MASSAGE AND JIOVEMENT IN THE TREATMENT OK

FRACTURES.

On Monday morning, August 6th, at the Hotel Dieu,

before a crowded amphitheatre, M. Lucas Cmam-
nONNiERE gave a lecture and demonstration on the

varieties of fractures in which the right treatment is

massage and mobilization, with suppression of fixed

apparatus. In expounding the principles and theory

of the new method, the surgeon laid emphasis on the

fad that a iiiethixlical iiiodi-rutf rnoveiiii-nl i<i fuvor-

able t«i the netting of fracturcM ; it ix fuvorabii- to lli«

frtrniatioii of a tiriu calliiM. Sur^eoim of every •;{<;

have <;oiidumiied the fractured limb to iminoliility for

the following reaHOUH : It [M-rinitM the primitive forni

of the limb to be reHtored ; it enMiiren the reunir>ti of

tlie liotieH ; it prevents or ciireM the itiftaniiiiation of

the region ; and it Ih therefore the iiidiH|N-nMul»le con-

dition for the restoration of the fiinctioiiH of the liinli.

.M. Lucas ( 'hampioniiiere has introdu<'e<| the follow-

ing new and coiitiadict«iry prineiples in the treatment

of fractures : Movement is a.s necehsary for tlie repair

of all living jiarts as for their regular vitjility, and
this fact should be staterl as soon as jxiHHibh; after the

traumatism. The good intliietice of movement is in-

contestidih' for all soft parts, but it is not the less evi-

dent for solid structures also, in spit*; of their fx-ing

solid bony levers. Not only do the muscles and soft

parts more (]uickly ami more completely regain th»'ir

vigor with movement, but the bony callus also is

formed more (juickly, it is more soli<l and resistant,

the reunion takes place more quickly and more tirmlv.

The movement necessary for this l)ony reunion mu.st

be methodical, and, so to speak, " dosefl " in a certain

measure. An excessive range of movementa haa

drawbacks. This " dose " of useful movement can be

obtained by massage immediately after the traumatism.

This is the best method of anesthetizing the limb, of

removing the pain. Immobility only suppresses the

j)ain for it to reappear each time that movement oc-

curs, and by stiffening the lind) to prepare the way for

a new kind of pain. Whenever massage is painful,

you can be certain that it has not been performed ac-

cording to the rules laid down by the professor. This
new method does away with muscular contraction,

which is the cause of a considerable extent of the de-

formity and against which flxed apparatus is often

powerless. It follows, therefore, that massage avoids

deformity, which is especially noticeable in the clavi-

cle, at the elbow, at the olecranon process. The dis-

appearance of ecchymoses and inflammatory products
takes place, and more rapidly in a massaged limb.

The vitality of the skin is preserved, but more espe-

cially is the vitality of the limb restored. Muscular
atroj)hies are reduced to a minimum, and have often

disappeared from the time of the first attempts at nor-

mal function. The fractures which can always be
treated by massage and movement are : Fractures of

the humerus in its upper portion as far as the <leltoid

insertion ; fractures of the lower end of the humerus
up to a hand's width above the elbow ; fractures of the

elbow and especially fractures of the olecranon (M.
Lucas Championniere has never sutured an olecranon):

fractures of the radius at the wrist in the great ma-
jority of cases, fractures of the clavicle ditto ; fract-

ure of the fibula, except in cases where deviation of

the axis of the foot threatens. The same holds in

perimalleolar fractures without deviation. These cases

are among the most satisfactory, and in which, on
the other hand, rigidity is most to l>e feare<I. At
the knee fractures of the fenmr without tilting of the

fragment, and fractures of the head of the tibia {pla-

teau du tibia) give marvellous results. In all the

above cases this treatment is the regular an<I common
jiractice, the apparatus being reduced to a minimum,
and is replaced by the least support after the first few
days. To give an idea of the generalization of this

treatment, the professor terminated in giving the sta-
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tistics of cases treated during the last five years at the

Boaujoii Hospital and at the Hotel Dieu.

OPKRATION FOR HERNIA.

On Tuesday morning, August 7th, M. Lucas
CiiAMPioxMEUK gave a demonstration on his method
of treating hernia, and operated before the numerous
members of the eongress who were present.

VISIT OF ENGLISH SURGKONS TO A SURGICAL CLINIC.

Several English surgeons having expressed a wish

to see a French surgical clinic, a very successful visit

was arranged through the energy of the secretaries of

the British conmiittee, I\Ir. D'Arcy Power and Dr.

Garrod. Under the guidance of Dr. Mercier, from
Montreal, who acted as interpreter, about twenty-five

English surgeons met on Tuesday, August 7th, at

9.30 A. M., at the gates of the Laennec Ilosjjital. M.
Faure, surgeon to the hospital, performed two opera-

tions for the benefit of the visiting surgeons.

Skctiox OK Internal Medicine.

The first (juestion on tin; programme of this sec-

tion was tiie

PATHOGENY OF GOUT.

The discussion was introduced by Dr. Le Gendre,
physician to the Tenon Hospital, Paris : Sir Dyce
DiCKwoRTii, and Prof. Wiliielm Eustein, of

Gottingen. The following are abstracts of their

reports :

Dr. p. Le (Gendre said that since the uratic

nature of tophi and uricemia in gouty subjects had
been determined the efforts of theorists had almost

always had as their object an explanation of the

pathogeny of gout by accumulation of uric acid in the

economy and the precipitation of urate of soda in

the tissues. The author replied by the principal

theories, namely, the introduction in excess of uric

acid by the food or of nitrogenous substances generat-

ing uric acid ; the formation in excess of uric acid by
destruction of the nucleins or nucleo-albumins i)ro-

ceeding from the leucocytes or from the nuclei of all

the cells in the body ; the accunmlation of uric acid

by insufficiency of transformation into urea whether
through torpidity of the liver or default of a ferment
permitting it to fulfil its uropoietic function, or by
inadequate oxidization throughout the organism ; the

retention of uric acid in the blood by insufficiency of

the eliminatory function of the kidney ; the resorp-

tion of uric acid in the kidney, which, being supposed
normally to have the function of effecting by certain

of its cells the formation of uric acid by combination
of the urea and glycocol proceeding from the liver,

would become incapal)le of eliminating the acid

formed. This being reabsorbed would in the blood
become quadriurate of soda, which being present in

supcrabundancf! precipitates itself under certain influ-

ences in th(' tissues in the state of biurate of soda.

Som(! hold that the presence of urate of soda in the
articular tissues sets up therein only a paroxystic in-

flammatory reaction as a foreign body. Others main-
tain that tin; uric acid acts as a chemical poison caus-

ing necrosis, and that the preliminary mortification of
the tissues is necessary to the formation of the crys-

tallized uratic deposits. Some explain the gouty
localizations l)y the smaller vascularization or the

less resistance of predisposed tissues and the onset

of attacks by the hindrance of the renal functions.

Others attribute the localizations, paroxysms and met-

astases to a nervous influence. It has also been

believed that uric acid was hurtful oidy after having
undergone certain physical or chemical modifications,

and that a pathogenic role siiould be attributed ecjually

to substances other than uric acid, such as alloxuric

bodies. Each of these theories is open to valid

objections, chemical, physiological or pathological
;

the most plausible, moreover, can explain only the

mechanism of the gouty paroxysm, not the j)erma-

nentand hereditarily transmissible disturbance of cellu-

lar transmission, which is the necessary link between
the intermittent morbid phenomena in the individual

as between the disease of the father and that of the

son. Clinical statistics, however, have placed it be-

yond question that gout is observed with a special

frequency in individuals whose ancestors or descend-

ants suffer from diseases of the so-called arthritic

group or from trophic inadequacy. First, diabetes

and obesity and then gout are often associated with

some of these diseases in the same person. The
numerical relations established between diseases of

the arthritic group warrant us in attributing to each

of them the pathogenic process which has been shown
to be true as regards one of them by Bouchard, after

whose investigations it is no longer permissible to

doubt that diabetes consists in a diminution of the

aptitude of the tissues to burn up sugar, to carry to

the extreme the transformations of carbohydrates.

If clinically gout is of the same nature as diabetes,

there is a great probability that there exists in the

gouty subject a defective elaboration of nitrogenous

material, an inaptitude of the tissues to destroy albu-

min thoroughly. Among the consequences of the

incomplete destruction of refuse must be included the

incumbrance of the organism both by certain acids

(oxalic, acetic, lactic, etc.), which can diminish the

conditions of solubility of uric acid without that sub-

tance being necessarily in excess in the blood, and by
certain organic bodies the toxicity of which may con-

tribute to the production of the manifold accidents of

gout. Clinical statistics further place in evidence the

morbid affinities of gout with simple albuminuria and

interstitial nephritis as the frequency and intensity of

the disturbances in gouty subjects. It may be in-

ferred from these co-existencies that the functional

disturbances of the kidney, as those of the nervous

system, play a part in the preparation of gout and in

the outbreak of its paroxysms, either by hindering the

eliminations of the toxic waste products of the de-

nutrition of the tissues, or through neurotro])hic inhi-

bition of the intracellular metabolism. AVhen gout

is acquired, the nutritive disturbance of the cells is

brought about by a defe(;tive hygiene (abuse of food

stuffs, nitrogenous or rich in oxalic; acid, and of cer-

tain fermented drinks, insufficient physical activity,

and overstrain of the nervous system), or by the

action of a poison (lead). When gout is hereditary

it is that the nutritive disorder of the cells of the first

begettor has been continued through the ovum or the

spermatozoon in the descendants of these cells.

Sir Dyce Duckworth read a paper, of which

the following is a summary :

(1) That gout as a morbid condition depends on an

inherent vice of nutrition, which is manifested by an

imperfect metabolism in various organs or parts of
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tli(! l)()(ly, prcHiitimhIy in tlif kidiicys, hikI p»r(>liii!)lv in

tlu' liver.

(2) 'riiiit lliis tropiii*' ilisonlcr or inii(i((|ii;irv {mien-
tinst'iiient tli- niitrltiini) lends to the tDrni.ilion ul' iirit-

iicid, |)r()iiiii)ly in exetis.s, iiiid to (lie periodic reieniion

of it in llie iilood (;;<)nty urieeniiii).

(.'!) 'I'li.il liistoloi;y throws no li:,dit npon the inti-

ni;iti' iiiiliire of tiiis (h-feet, which thns rehiles to

cellniiir potenti;dity, possihiy under nenrothropi(; iidhi-

ence, ;ind not, iis far as wo know, to strnetiir.d altera-

tion.

(I) Tiiat this textnral disaliiiily, or a teiidene\ to

it, may he primarily ac(piire(l, and also transmitted as

a ianit, therehy indncinj; from tiint! to time nrieeinia

with ijonty manifestations in the descteiidants.

(.")) That in most instances, under conditions which
provoke it, and in some cases inde])end(!ntly of these,

iittack.s of gout may grow up and (;ome to a crisis.

Such crises are attended b}' an alteration in the .solu-

bility of the uratic salt in the blood, whereby irritat-

ing crystals of biurate of sodium are produced ami
precipitated in various parts of the body.

(G) That a paro.xysm of gout, the sites of its occur-

rence, and its metastases are determined by nervous

influences, probably dominated from the bulbar centre,

and that the local attacks alight either in tin; joints or

in t(!Xtures which have Ikhui weakentul or rendered

vulnerable by impaired nutrition, owing to past in-

jury or overuse.

(7) That this central neurosis is an essential and
transmissible feature in the pathogeny of gout, and
pertains to the arthritic diathesis generally.

(<S) That the uricemia of gout is j)eculiar and unlike

that which is induced by other morbid conditions, but

that the occurrence of uricemia in the gouty is by

itself inadeipiate to induce attacks of gout.

(9) That uratic deposits in any part of the body

may be removed in course of time, but are apt to be

permanent in the least vascular tissues.

(10) That uratic deposits may occur to an enor-

mous e.Ktent in gouty persons without the occurrence

of any pain or paroxysms.

(II) That the clinical features of gout indicate

that both hemic changes (due to inherent morbid

tissue metabolism) and a neurotrophic disturbance

act as pathogenic factors, and that, conse(iuently, gout

is to be regarded as a ueurohumeral malady.

Du. Ebstkix sununed up his conclusions as follows :

(1) Gout is a more or less chronic disease of

which the fundamental substratum is a hereditary

morbid proclivity, which is almost always congenital.

To this proclivity is given the name " uric-acid

diathesis."

(2) As regards ultimate cause of the uric-acid dia-

thesis, nothing more than hypothesis can be ad-

vanced. The intimate relations existing between

the uucleins and uric acid make it probable that we
have to do in the uric-acid diathesis with an abnor-

mal state of the cell nuclei or of the protoplasm of

the individual i)rocIivity, which can be followed

throughout whole generations and races of men, and is

in any case of the greatest im[)ortance in the uric-

acid diathesis.

(3) It appears that there are various circumstances

which may contiribute to the development of the dia-

thesis and its transformation into positive gout. Among
these circumstances must be mentioned the following :

(«) Gout develops, all the circumstances being alike,

ihii imrlier uiid iiior*! iiiUniMdy tin* iliulli<-Hi>t i« inoni

pronouncid ; (h) iImti; iire hiibiti \:\/\\\>-i». Injuri-

ouN liviu);, oftiMi 11 i-oiitl)inittioii of liolh tie

in the higheHt degree the iibuHe of nl'-oh 1,

favor the development of gout ; the t- -ariii-

lioriH that have iM-eii ol^nervi;*] may . in* at*

tiibiited to tliOHC rireumMtaiKM'N ;
(r) tlieie .m- »(;iiU;

and chronic intoxications, which, given tlie exiHti-iicf

of the diatlu-nis, favor the development of gout ; Im.

ciliary poiMon.n are in that cane of great \\u\ftrUiUfi-;

relations of gout with rheiunatiHiii, Hyphilis and biul

poisoning should in the tirst place Im- l>orhe in iiiind ;

influen/a, t<jo, seeniH to favor the ajipearance of goiil;

{(I) cont-iigion, whicli was considered a iivUtr of th«

first import;inc(r by IJoerh.'uive, appears Ut In* of no
importunci; ;

(r) clinuite seciUH to have no inthieiicc.

(4) Uric a<;id He(!m.H to In- poiHon (the mttteria /ter-

i'(ins) of gout. The (pu.-stion of knowing wheth<;r or

not, btisides uric acid, other producLs of the f>rgarii.siii

btdonging U) the family of the ullo.vurs <»r niiclein

bases play a part or not is still unsettled. It is prol>-

able that it is oidy the uric a<'id formed at the ex-

pense of the nucleinic subsUim-es of the liumati Ih^Iv

and not that formed at the e\pens«- of the uucloiiiH

of the elements which has an influence on the patho-

geny of gout. It has not yet Immmi proved that in

gout uric acid is forme<l in excess, and Ebstein dries

not think that this is indispensable. Nevertheless he
thinks that an excess of uric aci<l is very pr<ibable.

The history of leukemia teaches that gout is not the

result of increased production of uric acid (estimated

according to the (piantity of uric acid separated in

the uriiu'), for there is in some cases of leukemia a

secretion of uric acid such as is never seen to such a

degree in gout.

(5) Uric acid is a chemical but not a septic poison.

The influence of the poison is not equal either on dif-

ferent animal species or on animals of the same spe-

cies differing in age. InHammatory and necrosing

changes of the tissues in cpiestion are the necessary

conseiiuence of the presence of uric acid, which
finally causes a complete necrosis. When the tissues

are utterly dead, but not before, the acid is deposite<I

in them in the form of crystjillized acid urat«' of so<la

(mononatrium urate, Tollens), (sodium biurate. Hol>-

erts). Tollens thinks that the uric acid circulates in

the blood and the alkaline juices of the human IkxIv

in that same form and not, as Robert.s has supjMtsed,

as sodium (piadriurate (called more rationally hemi-
sodium urate by Tollens). It may be admitted with-

out hesitation that the mononatrium urate (Tollens),

natrium biurate (Hoberts) may be deposited in a

crystalline form in the tissues necrosed either by

uric acid or another poison.

(()) To understand the pathogeny of tlie different

symptoms of gout one must assume (a) a primary
articular gout ; {b) a primary renal gout. The for-

mer is the most widespread form of gout which does
not prevent it^ subjects from reaching an advanced
age. Primary articular gout develops its«df first

under the influence of a retention of uric acid : this

retention is localized because it affects only one or

nu)re parts of the human body. In primary renal

gout we have to th» from the first with a genenili/tHi

retention of uric acid, which consequently atfects all

{)arts of the body ; it is always caused by a primary
and material change in the kidneys.

(To It continxKd.)
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DR. ELLISTON'S ADDRESS BEFORK THE BRIT-
ISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

As this year's president of the British Medical As-

sociation, Dr. William Alfred EUiston addressed the

association on the topic, '-Some Incidents in the Evo-

lution of the Modern rhysician." We are perhaps

too apt to forijet in our realization of what we as a

profession are, what we have been and liow crude the

conceptions of our forefathers were, in the light of our

present knowledge. It will take very few generations

more to place the days of painful and septic surgery,

still fresh in the minds of some men yet living, in the

same category with indiscriminate blood letting and

the generally empirical therapeutics of a century ago.

It is particularly true of medicine that we are inclined

to live almost exclusively in the present, with frequent

forecasting of the future, but with little respect for the

past. The historical instinct is often painfully lack-

ing even in well-educated physicians of the present

day, a consequence no doubt quite inevitable where so

much yet remains to be done. The neglect of the

teaching of the liistory of medicine, even in our best

medical schools, bears out this proposition, a neglect

which we sincerely hope the near future may see rec-

tified. Retrospective addresses are on the whole

looked upon with disfavor at great medical gatherings,

an attitude of mind often justified by the lack of critical

analysis which such addresses too frequently represent.

This generation is, it must be admitted, wholly weary

of the history of anesthesia and surgical cleanliness,

so often has it been reiterated by the uninspired medi-

cal orator, but there are other matters, less familiar

and no doubt less important in a practical sense, but

still of vital interest to us as representatives of a lib-

eral profession. It is, therefore, altogether appropriate

that we should hear from time to time a description

of the events whicii have brought medicine to its pres-

ent position of universal respect. This Dr. Elliston

has done in his elaborate address and in a highly en-

tertaining fashion. His remarks are confined rather

exclusively to British medicine, a limitation no doubt

necessitated by the time at his disposal, but out of this

history we are led to see the steps which have pro-

duced the present-day physician.

The event which really marked the beginning of

medicine in P^ngland was the granting of a charter to

a small body of medical graduates, who thereafter

were known as the Royal College of Physicians.

This charter, largely through the influence of Thomas
Linacre, was granted in 1518. Later, in 1540, the

barbers and surgeons were un'ted, and incorporated as

the " Maisters or (lovernors of the Mysterie and Com-
monalitie of Barbers and Surgeons of London." Dur-

ing this century also the Royal College of Surgeons of

Edinburgh and the Faculty of Physicians and Sur-

geons of Glasgow were founded. At about this period

a stimulus was given to medical science by the intro-

duction of the study of human anatomy in addition to

the dissection of the lower animals. In 1597 Mr.

George Bacon was master of the Barber Surgeons'

Company. He was a bookmaker apparently of a dig-

nified sort. " I would not have," he says, " every ig-

norant asse to be made a chirurgeon by my booke, for

they would do more harm with it than good." " In

the sixteenth century," Elliston writes, " there were

already established physicians, surgeons and apothe-

caries. The surgeons were associated in their guild

with the barbers and the apothecaries with the grocers.

While the physicians were men of education, cultured

according to the education of the time, the surgeons

and apothecaries were not a very highly educated class

and they remained so, with few exceptions, until the

rise of the nineteenth century."

The advent of Gilbert and Harvey brought a new
energy into the progress of medicine not only in Eng-

land, but throughout the civilized world, and, in fact,

Harvey's work on the blood was a discovery without

which advance must have been checked for many
years thereafter. It is an interesting fact that the rate

of the pulse was not taken by a watch until nearl}' a

century after Harvey's time. Importance was appar-

ently attached to the character of the pulse rather

than to its exact rate, something we, in our day of

precision, are often too apt to forget.

The Royal Society was founded in 1 602 by a body

of students at Oxford, and is therefore the oldest sci-

entific societj'^ in Great Britain. It was made up not

wholly of medical men, but in general of those who
were interested in the development of mathematical

and physical science. This gathering together of

men interested in scientific subjects, no doubt, did

much to stimulate medical practice and to raise it to

a higher level. From this time on, at least, progress

was continuous, and the physicians gradually estab-

lished themselves in a firmer scientific and social

position.

Dr. Elliston in his address discusses Boerhaave

and Hales, the birth of chemistry, the progress of

medicine in the eighteenth century, the unfortunate

relation of the apothecaries to the physicians, medical

societies and notable practitioners. The raising of the
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Hfiiiitl.'inl of morlioal odiiontion wan oin; of ilit> moHt

iiupoiljiiil, ;i(lviiii(!('S ol' lli<; curly piirL of the iiiiicU'ciitli

tM'iitiiiy, l)y li^^iHliitioii known hh \\w Apotlifrai ics Act

of IHI'): " TIk! us(! of wise Ici^isl.ilivc ciiiK'tiiiciils in

llic sociiil inlliii'Mcc iind siiiliis of iIk- pi-ofcMHiun hooii

became a|)|)iirciiL, hut, of courses its full clTccts were

not evident, until many years had cla|)se<l. Ii is (juiie

witliin n\y menioiy that the only (|UMlilication recorded

in many instancuis in the annual Mcdintl Dirertmii

was 'in practice prior to 18ir).' It is not a lilili

sinifular that the Apothecaries Act has j^raduallv e\-

tiniiuished tlie apothecary, as then understood. I can

remembiM- an apothecary's shop in tliis town (Ipswich).

That has now hecouK^ a thing of tlie past, as will soon,

I trust, what is called the open surgery of today. With
the better education required and the institution of ex-

aminations, a different class of students were attracted

to medicine, and they were rarely satisfitid with tlie

apothecary's license, but sought further a surgeon's

diploma."

The progress of this century is covered more

briefly and we are glad to note that but one paia-

graph is given to the time-worn subject of antiseptics

and anesthetics. The following description of the

first operation under ether in England, as given by

Mr. William Cadge, who was present, is, however,

not without interest :
" Robert Liston was the first

surgeon in this country to use ether, and those who
were present at University College Hospital on Do
cember 21, 1846, and witnessed the complete and per-

fect success of that first venture will not easily for-

get the dramatic character of that scene. I was

present and assisted at the operation— amputation

of the thigh by the double-flap method. Some one

present timed the operation ; it took thirty seconds ;

the few arteries were tied, and all signs of blood

cleared away. A towel was then thrown over the

stump, and we watched anxiously for the patient to

show that he was not dead ; he presently woke up,

and when asked once or twice if he could stand the

pain of the operation, he accused us of cruelly trifling

with his feelings, and when the towel was removed

and he saw the naked stump, he burst into tears, and

I thought Liston would do the same."

Dr. Elliston concludes his addi'ess with a very prac-

tical matter, namely, the expense of modern medical

education. We quote in part his remarks, which

surely apply elsewhere as well as in England

:

" In conclusion, may I briefly refer to the growing

expense of medical education ? It is certainly the

most costly of all the learned professions. This is

due to the long period of time required for the medi-

cal curriculum, and to the multiplication of qualifica-

tions which I regard as a fashionable absurdity. I

am not unmindful of the up-to-date requirements of

general culture ; of an accurate knowledge of a)iat-

oray, chemistry, physiology, biology, bacteriology,

pathology, physics, optics, mechanics, electricity, and

photography, which are all essential to the well-ed-

ucated physician ; they are daily called into roqni^i-

ti<in ill ordiT to diut^'noHe mid to dirirrt tlm «'y«? iid

liiind in the ireainiinr of diHi'ipto. Thi' nc<-4-«Hity for

the liighett edu'-iiiioii for tliiM meiitil training in olivi*

ouH, uiid it reits with the (General .Medical ('oiiiicil lo

see that thJH can be obtuitied without uikIik; rcntric-

tioiiH. What I venture to think Ih wauled In farly

(pialitictutioiiH, und if the «;leiiieiitM of Hcieiici; Wi-re

more generally taught in hcIiooI life thitl would (le

eaHily |)osMii)li'."

Altogether thi.s address is a welcome and littin^

one on the occaHion of the o[>eiiiiig of a gn»t

medical congress, and *ve In-g to call tlioHe of our

readers' attention to it who feel an intere«t not only

in the future but also in the pa.st of ihirir profeMHioii.

HYSTKKIA AN ORGANIC DI.SKASK.

To one who testifies in court regarding the efTect«

of trauma upon the nervous system, the difficulty

has no doubt often come of explaining to a jury the

nature of hysterical manifestations. The average

juryman looks for something tangible ; a broken leg

or a bruise appeals to him, but a ilisturbance of sensa-

tion or a contracture without a cause which he can see

is not likely to impress him deeply. His judicial

faculty is quite in abeyance and he is too likely to de-

pend upon the judge's charge or precedent in the for-

mation of his opinion as to a just verdict. To explain

these subtle matters to wholly untrained an<l often

ignorant men from the disadvantageous position of the

witness stand is no easy ta.sk, and men of great intelli-

gence often leave the stand conscious of the fact that

their elucidations have fallen on deaf ears, rather from

the difficulty of the subject tlian from any fault of

their own. The Philadelphia Medical Journal, under

the heading " Organic Hysteria," suggests a possible

way out of the difficulty, which appeals to us as logi-

cal and legitirante. We quote in part

:

Of all the purely functional disorders which result from

trauma it must be conceded that hysterical affections are

probably the commonest and the most puzzling. That

they are frequently disguised under assumed names in our

courts is a matter of common ob.sirvation. The prejudice

against the term " hysteria" is not confineil to the medical

profession, but is entertained widely by all persons, and

especially by the ignorant classes, from whom largely our

juries are recruited. . . . Recently, in a Camden court, a

man secured a verdict for $5,00l' for a typical hysterical

paralysis of an arm caused by a shock of electricity from a

low-hanging arc lamj), but the lawyer in the case liad evi-

dently succeeded in convincing the jury that the muscles

and nerves had been destroyed by the mysterious current.

Soon after, in a Philadelphia court, a woman with an

almost identical paralysis caused by a blow from a falling

sign failed to receive damages because apparently it was

successfully demonstrateil to the jury that tlie affection

was merely hysteria. These two cases illustrate the sub-

ject perfectly. They prove that there is something in a

name wlien damages are concerned. They also show that

the attitude ol both the medical profes.^ion and the courts

toward such cases is illogical and unscientitic. . . . Whv
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not abandon the misleading phraseology wliicli assumes a

paradox, that is, that a function can be disturbed without

a change in its organic basis, and boldly state, as a sound

pathological doctrine, that a neurosis is an organic fact. We
have long thought that the more permanent stigmata of the

grand neuroses should be grouped under some such desig-

nation as "organic hysteria." A muscle that is paralyzed

for many weeks, or contractured, or the seat of tremor, is a

disabled muscle; and all it needs to dignify it iu the sight

of men and courts is an acknowledgment of the fact that

its disability is not dependent on a caprice, or whim, or

volition of the patient, but on some minute change in the

cytoj)lasm of nerve cells that is as real, though perhaps not

as permanent, as tlie ciianges wrought by a poison or a

process of degeneration. Surely pathology, of all the

sciences, should no longer acknowledge the trammels of

mere scholastic distinctions.

We are somewiiat doubtful whether such a state-

ment of the case would relieve the expert witness of all

his embarrassment. At the same time the suggestion

is a good one and should be put into practice far more

often than it is in spite of the searching cross exami-

nation it would probably receive at the hands of a

shrewd lawyer.

MKDICAL NOTES.

Dkatii from Plague in Glasgow.— It is re-

ported that a member of a family certified to be suf-

fering from bubonic plague having died, ten families

living in their neighborhood have been placed under

medical observation. This death was the second

which has occurred from plague. Forty families are

now isolated.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

AcuTK Infectious Diseasks in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, August 29, 1900, there were

reported to the Board of Health of Boston the following

cases of acute infectious diseases: diphtheria 7(), scar-

latina 1 0, measles 22, typhoid fever 27.

Boston Dkatii Statistics. — The total number

of deaths reported to the Board of Health for the

week ending August 25th was 226, against 219 the

corresponding week last year, showing an increase of

7 deaths, and making the death rate for the week
21.24. Of this numb(!r 114 were males and 112 were

females; loO were born in the United States, 67 in

foreign countries and 3 unknown ; 47 were of Ameri-

can parentage, 153 of foreign parentage and 26 un-

known. Tlie deaths from consumption were 25 ;

pneumonia, 14; whooping cough, 4; heart disease,

20 ; bronchitis. 2, and marasmus, 6. There were 12

deaths from violent causes. The number of children

who died under one year was 69, the number under

five years, 87. The number of persons who died

over sixty years of age was 42. The deaths in public

institutions were 65.

Diphtheria in Roxbury and Dorchester Dis-

tricts.— There are a number of cases of diphtheria

in the Koxbury and Dorchester districts. Shice Au-

gust 25th the Board of Health has reported 12 cases.

Of these latest cases 8 are reported from Roxbury and

Dorchester. The North End is said to be practically

free of the disease. The disease is of a mild form and

it is probable that, owing to the increased care in

making bacteriological examinations, many cases have

been reported which in ])revious years would have es-

caped unnoticed.

New Building for West End Ncrsert, Bos-

ton.— It is hoped that the buildings of the West End
Nursery may soon be enlarged, to meet the added de-

mands which are constantly being made upon it. To
this end the land behind the })resent building will be

bought when sufficient funds are raised, which will

give space for needed enlargement of the out-patient

department and added lecture rooms.

NKW YORK.

Water Supply of New York. — The " Inquiry

into the Conditions Relating to the Water Supply of

the City of New York," which has just been pub-

lished by the public-spirited Merchants' Association,

is a most admirable document, supplementing, as it

does, the comprehensive report made some mouths

ago to Controller Coler by Mr. John R. Freeman,

and being even more exhaustive than this. For the

additional supplies of water which the growth of New
York will shortly demand, two sources are stated to

be available. One of these is the great watershed of

the Catskills, which is capable of furnishing at least

400,000,000 gallons per day. The other is the much

larger area of the Adirondack watershed, draining

into the upper Hudson, which, it is computed, can

be counted upon to furnish 1,500,000,000 gallons per

day. The plan favored by the committee of the

Merchants' Association, and one which would en-

tirely free the city from having to depend on the

grasping Ramapo Company for its future water

supply, is to establish an ample filtering plant above

Poughkeepsie and thence conduct the water of the

upper Hudson by an acjueduct discharging into a

storage reservoir near New York. An early addi-

tion of 250,000,000 gallons per day from this source

would, it is stated, meet all the expected requirements

of the city for twenty years to come, and such exten-

sions of the system are practicable as, in the judg-

ment of the committee, would supply a population of

18,000,000. This jilan contemplates the construction

of reservoirs in the Adirondack district to be filled by

heavy rains and freshets, and to be discharged dur-

ing dry seasons into the streams leading to the Hud-

son, thus maintaining the delivery of the river fairly

constant through the twelve months. This, it is be-

lieved, would settle the water question for considerably

more than a century to come. The financial aspects

of this great undertaking have been carefully worked

out, and appear to present no difficulties. On the con-

trary, it could add 250,000,000 gallons per day to the

water supply, pay for the ])lant by 1937, and earn

large revenues from water rates ; whereas it is shown
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tliut a twenty-year contract witli tin- Riirn!i|)() (Jompuny

would ontiiil tu tiie city a net loss ot° not less limn

$ll)r),()U(),()(M). 'I'o supply N(!W York witli 2.')(),()()(),()()<»

gallons :i(l(lition:il wuter per day from tlu; upptrr Mud-

sou would rc(|uiro an investment in plant of S>'5<),><H(),-

000, which, in \\w judgment of the commitlcc, can i»c

easily met out of the revenue from tlu; additional sup-

ply, without any increase in the present wat(rr rates.

This will also hold true, it is believed, of additional

supplies up to l,r)00,000,000 gallons per day.

Dkath ok Franklin Booth, M.D.— Dr. Frank-

lin Booth, one of the leading physicians and surgeons

of Long Island City, died at St. John's Hospital, in

that place, on August I'.lth. His death was a })ecu-

liarly sad and heroic one. lie was run over by a

trolley car at Elmsluirst, Borough of Queens, New
York City, and had both his lower extremities ter-

ribly mangled ; with great coolness he instructed

the bystanders how to apply tem[)orary tournicjuets to

the injured members. One of his legs was amputated

on the sidewalk by the ambulance surgeon who was

summoned to his relief. After being taken to St.

Jehu's Hospital, he consulted with the surgeons in

attendance as to the best treatment of his case. It

was decided to amputate the other leg, and a few

hours after the operation he died. Dr. Booth was a

native of Windsorville, Conn., and was graduated

from Bellevue Hospital Medical College in 18()H.

He was one of the attending surgeons to the hospital

in which he died.

Death of William B. Waterman, M.D. — Dr.

William B. Waterman, of Brooklyn, N. Y., died after

an illness of several months, on August 21st. He
was born in Brooklyn thirty-eight years ago, and was

graduated with honor in 1885 from the Medical De-

partment of the University of the City of New York,

where he was awarded the Mott prize and medal. For

a number of years he was a member of the surgical

staff of the Eastern District Hospital of Brooklyn.

^ijSiceUanti*

THE HYGIENE OF HIGH ALTITUDES.

It is well known that the chemical composition of

the atmosphere differs but little, if at all, wherever the

sample be taken ; whether it be on the high Alps or at

the surface of the sea, the relation of oxygen to nitro-

gen and other constituents is the same. The favora-

ble effects, therefore, of a change of air are not to be

explained by any difference in the pro})ortion of its

gaseous constituents. One important difference, how-

ever, is the bacteriological one. The air of high alti-

tudes contains no microbes and is, in fact, sterili'.

whilst near the ground and some one hundred feet

above it microbes are abundant. In the air of towns

and crowded places not only does the microbic impur-

ity increase, but other impurities, such as the prod-

ucts of combustion of coal, accrue also. Several in-

vestigators have found traces of hydrogen and ceruiiu

hytlrocarlxMiH iti tli<- uir, nnd eHpei-ially in iIk? i

pine, ouk and bin-h foreHtit. It in U> thiiM* \>"-. •

doubtii'HH consiHting of trnccH of eMHt-iitinl oiln, Ut

which the «Miralive effiM-tn of frerUiin health rettortH an;

aHcribed. Thus the locality of a fir foreftt i* tiuid U)

give relief in diMeascH of the renpiratory tracL Hut
all the Hatne these traces of eHHential oiln und aroinatir

products must be counte<|, strictly speaking;, an iiiipuri'

ties HJiice they are not apparently iiecew^^ary coiintitii-

ent« of the air. Ah recent analyses liave shown, iIm-w

IxKlieH tend to disappear in the air as a higher altitude

is reached until they disa|)|)ear altog«alier. It would
seem, therefore, that mir-robes, hydrocarlKMis, und en-

tities other than oxygen anri nitrogen, and perha|)s we
should ad<l argon, are only incid.-nlal t/» the neighbor-

hood of human industry, animal life, damp and veg.ta-

tion.— Lancel.

BACTERIOLOGY OF ACUTE TliOlMCAL DYSEN-
TERY.

At the recent meeting of the British Medical As-
sociation Professor Simon Flexner, of Philadelphia,

spoke on the " Bacteriology of Acute Tropical Dysen-

tery." He is reported in the Journal of Tropind Med-
icine to have said that it was erroneous to supj)08e

that tropical dysentery was of a single kinrl. The di.s-

ease had been attributed to different groups of organ-

isms. The bacillus coli communis wa.s still believed

by many to be the cause ; the pyogenic cocci were re-

garded to be so by others, and the ameba' coli ranked
as a potent pathological factor. Whilst investigating

the diseases of the American soldiers in the Philij*-

pines he had succeeded in isolating a group of organ-

isms (allied to the coli) not normally present in the

intestines and showing peculiar reaction. When the

acute form set up by these organisms Iwcame chronic

the ulcers were superficial and were not undermined.

Experiments showed that certain animals could be

rendered immune with the products of these micro-or-

ganisms. Flexner believes the organisms he found

are identical with those described by Japanese investi-

gators as occurring in dysentery in that country.

There seems some justificjition for the adoption of the

term " infectious dysentery " as distinct from tropical

dvsentery.

METEOROLOGICAL RECOEID.

For the week ending August 11th. in Boston, according to ob-
servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD

For tlie week ending August 18th, in Boston, according to ob-

servations furnished by Sergeant J. \V. Smith, of the United

States Signal Corps: —
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^Dbre^;0f.

THK SCOPE AND AIM OF THE SECTION'S
WORK.'

»V (OLONICI. KKNNKIII MA< I.KOIJ, .M.l>. (lli;i. I.M.M.),

l're»Uleiit of Ihf Svctiim of Trofiirtil DiHi-iiMfs of llir ttrilinh Mnlirnl
Anum'iation.

SiNCio the lust UKHitin^ of tliis section cvrnts li;ivc

occunuMl vvliidi luivc cinpluisizcd tlu! .si^nilicjiiicc .uid

tuiluiiu'cd the iiiiportiiiicf! of its work, 'riic wur in

Soutli Afri(;!i li;is stiinul:it(Hl into vivid r»;:ilit) tin-

unity and solidarity of the Hritisli Kiiipire. The im-

perial idea implies not only a eomniunity of interests

— social, commercial and political — between the

mother country and her colonicis and dependencies,

but also a community of sufVeiinj^; and as tropical con-

ditions and tropical diseases prevail in Cireater Hritr

ain to such a large extent, tin; study of these as they

affect both the governing and the governed has come
to be recognized as a matter of vital and cardinal

necessity. This has been fully acknowledged by the

able minister who presides over the Colonies, and who
has realized more clearly than any of his predecessors

the immense importance of inquiry and education as

regards troj)ical pathology and hygiene. The Gov-
ernment of India has also awakened from its tor-

por, and taken thought and action in the same direction

by encouraging research, training men in bacteriologi-

cal methods, establishing laboratories, appointing com-
missions and promoting special investigations.

A knowledge of the pathology and pathogenesis of

disease must obviously precede and guide preventive

and curative effort ; and it cannot be too loudly pro-

claimed that this knowledge can only be obtained by

systematic scientific research. The days of casual

and statistical observations and dissertations have

gone, and it is now universally understood that noth-

ing will avail for the solution of pathological problems

except the undistracted work of trained agents pro-

vided with ample opportunities, facilities and appli-

ances. The recent history of malariology, to employ
a new and expressive term, is a signal illustration of

the dependence of sanitary and therapeutical endeavor

on pathological discovery. Laveran in 1880 furnished

the key to the morbid processes which in malarious

disease take place within the body by the discovery of

the Plasmodium nialariie. Man son and Ross pioneered

the brilliant investigations which have revealed one, if

not the one, means by which this organism leaves the

infected subject, lives and breeds in outer nature, thus

compassing the communication of what must now be

admitted to be an infective disease. It is interesting

to observe how this knowledge is being at the present

time turned to practical account, and how it explains

and gives precision to methods of prevention and cure

which had previously been resorted to empirically-

Koch, in the Dutch Indies and German New Guinea,

has been attacking the plasmodium within the human
host, and claims, by destroying it in that phase or

stage of its existence, not oidy to cure the individual,

but to reduce greatly, or altogether abolish, the preva-

lence of malarious disease in the community. Sambon
and Low, in Italy, are addressing themselves to the e\-

trasomatic life of the parasite, and endeavoring by

special contrivances and precautions to cut the mor-

• An address delivered at the opening of the Section of Tropical
Diseases, at the Aunual Meeting of the British Medical Association
at Ipswich, July-August, 1900.

blfic circuit oiitMido th«- Inidy. ICorh'n IalK>ni h»v<- uii

intiMiat4* bearing upon the Hubji-ci which Uiv* \n^-n

He|iet4-d for diHcuHHinn at thin nu'«<tin^, and will, no
doubt, be noticed and crilir-iMed by ihotte who tiike

part in it. Ihe n-nidlM of ih*- |)riM;<'edingH of I)ri».

Samlxin and Low will Ik* eagerly waU-lnd, jw llii-y

will contribute; an iMi}>ort;int aid to th<- Hrilmion of the

ipiestion whether tin- "anopheles" iH the only nuMlium
of malarious infection, and, if ho, whether thiM orr.im

invariably by inoculation.

The South Africati war has forced into jtromitient

and painful attention two disejiMes which, although

they cannot be called tropical tliHcaneH, manifest tliem-

sidveH with H[)ecial s«'verity as regards incidence and
fatality und(!r trojjicral conditions — namely, enteric

fever and dysent«;ry. Thir theatre of the war— the

uplands of South Africa— cannot l)e cla«8e«l, either

as regards position or physical characters, as trojiic^il.

Malarious disease, the special and predominant prcxluct

and index of tropical countries, is «;onHpi(;uou.H by it«

absence among the causes of disability and death <k;-

curring in the British army of South Africa. Hut
the meteorological (conditions which obutined <iuring

the early months of the campaign were most aptly de-

scribed by the term " tropical." Sunstroke and sun

fever were very common. I have endeavored to as-

certain whether these cases were all <jr mostly cases

of heat shock, and whether any consideral)le numlier

of them presented the phenomena of heat fever— so

called " siriasis
" —-and, if so, whether these occurred

in epidemics or appeared to be communicable. I

regret to say that I have not succeeded in obtaining

any information on these points. The cases which I

have met with at Netley have presented a similar his-

tory and similar sequehe to those received from India.

Perhaps, when the medical history of the campaign
comes to be compiled, some facts bearing on thase

(juestions may be forthcoming. I allude to the matr

ter here and now in the hope of eliciting information.

That enteric fever existed in South Africa and
was apt to prevail in South African towns and canton-

ments during the summer months was well known,
and its appearance among the troops engaged in this

war was fully anticipated ; but the excessive preva-

lence of the disease in a country and climate with

a reputation for exceptional healthiness has come
as an unpleasant surprise. No doubt the circum-

stances and exigencies of warfare are mainly respon-

sible for the heavy tribute of sickness and death which
enteric fever has levied. War shares with famine the

malignant power of enhancing the susceptibility to

whatever infection is present at the place and time.

Enteric fever has been in grim evidence during re-

cent wars on the Indian frontier and in the Egyptian
Soudan ; but malaria, cholera, yellow fever and dys-

entery have on other occasions been stimulated into

disastrous activity by war. So with famine : mala-
rious disease, smallpox, diarrhea, dysentery and re-

lapsing fever have attended or followed it, and at the

present time cholera and plague are raging among the

famine-stricken in India. The infection of enteric

fever seems to be ubiquitous, portable, and peculiarly

facile and subtile ; and perhaps the most urgent ques-

tion of the hour is how to mitigate its prev,alence in

the British army, in which in times of [>eace it causes

one-third of the total mortality.

It is important to note that a very market! contrast

exists between the ordinary incidence and mortality of
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the disease in temperate aud tropical or subtropical

countries— in England and Canada on the one hand,

and in India and Egypt on tlie other. A similar con-

trast appears in the French army stationed in France

and in Northern Africa. How much of this great

excess is due to tropical conditions, tropical and cli-

matic, and how much to remediable sanitary defects it

is not easy to say.

liut side by side with the excessive suffering of the

army in India we are confronted with the remarkable

fact of the immunity of the native population.

Whether a similar immunity exists among indigenous

races and habitual residents in South Africa is an in-

teresting tpiestion. Evidence seems to indicate that it

is so. The native immunity in India, though not ab-

solute, is undoubted ; its cause has not been satisfac-

torily ascertained. It has been attributed to habitua-

tion to minute dosage of the contagium, to protection

conferred by attack during infancy and childhood, and

to racial resistance acquired in the course of genera-

tions through both of these influences. Some experi-

ments by Freyer and others indicate that natives give

positive reactions to Widal's test ; but more extended

und exact investigations on this point are desirable.

It is (juite certain that the immunity of natives is not

due to superior sanitary conditions. Whether a simi-

lar immunity — temporary or permanent— can be

engendered in European subjects by a process of in-

oculation such as has been devised by Professor

Wright, of Netley, and practised on a large scale

among soldiers proceeding to the seat of war, is a

question the reply to which is awaited with eager

anxiety. Some figures obtained from Ladysmith have

been published by Professor Wright, which seem to

show that some immunity is conferred by these inocu-

lations, but though encouraging, they are by no means
demonstrative. Similar procedures for creating an

immunity against cholera and plague initiated by Pro-

fessor Ilaft'kine have in India been attended with sat-

isfactory results. But although a certain measure of

preventive success has been obtained by these inocu-

lations, the employment of them appears at present to

be practicable aud useful only as an emergent expe-

dient in the presence of a serious outbreak ; and the

prevention of cholera, plague and enteric fever on a

large scale must apparently be essayed on other lines

and by other m«!thods.

Dysentery has been very rife in the South African

army, but the disease has exhibited mostly a mild type

and been amenaV)le to treatment. In some camps it

has presented the aspect of an epidemic or infectious

disease ; but whether the infectiousness is apparent or

real — due to common exposure to certain noxious

conditions or to communication from man to man of

some specific contagium — it is impossible in the ab-

sence of knowledge regarding the nature of the conta-

gium or contagia of dysentery to say. The dysentery

of war and famine is believed to be infectious, but not-

withstanding much able and laborious research we
have yet much to learn concerning the pathology and
causation of dysentery. Im{)erfect conservancy, foul

water, alternations of temperature, exposure, fatigue

and bad food, which are undoubtedly adjuvants if not
factors of dysttntery, have been in baneful ojjcration in

this war, and a new disease resembling dysentery has
been described under the name of " dust colic." This
seems to be a muco-enteritis caused by the swallowing
with water and food of irritating particles of grit

blown about by dust storms. The presence of the grit

in the evacuations does not seem to have been sought

for or found.

The persistence of plague in India and the appear-

ance of the disease for the first time south of the

ecjuator— in Mauritius, South Africa, South Amer-
ica and Australia— are events deserving of special

notice. The disease has during its present prevalence

confined itself mostly to warm and hot countries, and,

though not exclusively a tropical disease, nor apt in

the tropics to be at its worst when conditions are most
typically tropical, it ap[)ears to find in tropical coun-

tries and circumstances the most favoring environ-

ment. It is curious to remark that, while in India

natives appear to be readily susceptible to the infec-

tion of plague, Europeans, though not absolutely in-

susceptible, exhibit a comparative immunity— the

reverse of what happens as regards enteric fever.

This immunity is doubtless what I venture to call a

sanitary immunity, due to a purer personal domestic

and social life, and perhaps to circumstances and

habits rendering admission of infection less easy.

This kind of immunity is also observable in some
places— in Calcutta, for example— as regards chol-

era. How far an immunity of this sort is capable of

being achieved as regards the infection of enteric

fever, it is not easy to say. Certainly it has not been

accomplished as yet in India or F^gypt. The Bermu-
das used to render the highest ratios of enteric preva-

lence and mortality, but within recent years consider-

able reduction of these rates has occurred through

sanitary reforms in the matter specially of water con-

servancy and sewage disposal. Similar causes have

reduced the burden of enteric suffering in the French

army of Algieria, and the power of sanitation has also

obtained signal illustration in the banishment of beri-

beri from the Japanese navy. Great Britain appears

also to have acquired an immunity against cholera

through sanitary reform and effort. These experi-

ences are full of encouragement and hope.

I trust that I have succeeded by these discursive

observations in showing that recent events have ex-

panded the scope and aim of our work in this section ;

and it seems to me fitting that we should at the com-

mencement of our sectional laboi-s remind ourselves

of what these are. Our concern is not only with ex-

clusively tropical diseases, many of them strangely

named and imperfectly investigated and understood,

which may be encountered and contracted in hot

places where Europeans are compelled to reside for

purposes of protection, administration or commerce,

and are not as a rule met with outside of the tropics.

More important are those diseases, originally or essen-

tially tropical, which may be disseminated by inter-

course with the tropics, and may prevail for a time in

extra-tropical localities in which they are not habitu-

ally present. And, finally, there are the diseases

which are not specially tropical, but which are liable

to be aggravated in prevalence or severity by tropical

conditions. These three classes represent a wide field

of research, and, in addition, interesting questions arise

as regards diseases which, common elsewhere, are rare

or unknown in tropical countries.

The field of study thus presented has its scientific

and humanitarian aspects, and its cultivation has be-

come an essential part of the business of im})erial ad-

ministration. It embraces not only acute infections

and the sequelae or constitutional incapacities resulting
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thorcfrotn, hut iiu^lmlos also tlumc rouditlotiM iiflFrciinir

licjiltli .111(1 lite wliicli :in> viij^iu-Iy fli'si^iiiitcd us clim-

iitic, n!iii(Mlijil)lt' only l>y ;i(liij»l:itl'»ii, or wlildi iiriHt-

from siiiiiliiry defects or iie^^lects capalile of more eu.sy

iimelioratioii. Ilynieiiic im|)rovcmeiit,s, |»<trH<mal, do-

mestii- and social, liav<'. inidoiil)lcdly raised the staiid-

jird of iiealth and the value of life in the tro|)ics, anrj

residence and service in hot countries oHer fewer and
less formidahle risks tliau tlx-y did in times past. IJut

heliind the (jnestion of individual impunity looms the

question of colonization or tin; coiitinue(l vi;^or and
vitality of the race wlu^n trausplautefl from temperate
to torrid /oikis. Tim solution of tht^se weighty proh-

lems constitutes the reason and purposi; of onr dis-

tinct sectional existence.

4^rtginal %ttu\t^.

NOTES ON DERMATITIS VENENATA.^
)tV <iEOK(iK KUIXO, M.I)., HO.STO.N,

Physician to the Skin Department, Hoston City Hospital and Car-
ney Hospital.

Thk term "dermatitis venenata" is us«!d to iiuli-

cate forms of inflammation, or irritation, of the skin

produced by the action of substances applied exter-

nally. The luimber of substances which can produce

such conditions is very large, and although the symj)-

toms produced by them are often transitory and cause

but little annoyance, still they may be very severe.

Therefore, for the sake of preventing recurrences, 1

consider their recognition of much importance. IMany

of these substances are among our familiar garden

plants and wild flowers ; many are among the drugs

which we upply to the skin therapeutically ; some are

used in various trades and show their effects upon
those working with them ; others may be found in

articles of clothing, household articles, paper boxes,

playing cards, cosmetics and nostrums of various

kinds. There is also a class of animal irritants which

it is necessary to bear in mind, and which in my ex-

perience is often overlooked in making a diagnosis.

The effect of these substances varies greatly in differ-

ent individuals and even at times in the same individ-

ual. It seems in the majority of cases to be a matter

of idiosyncracy, or of individual susceptibility, but

this is not always the case. I have seen, for example,

persons who were able to handle poison ivy at

times with impunity, but who on other occasions ex-

perienced a severe dermatitis from it. The same fact

applies to local therapeutic applications. A person

may be able to get benefit from an ointment of a cer-

tain strength and containing a certain drug at otie

time, when at another it would cause considerable ir-

ritation.

The form of dermatitis produced is as a rule of the

erythematous, or eczematous, type, but occasionally

much deeper grades of inflammation are seen. Itch-

ing, burning and pricking are the usual subjective

symptoms, and sometimes there is numbness. The
site of the inflammation is as a rule limited to the area

to which the substance has been a})plied, but in some

cases, possibly through absorption, it becomes more

widespread, or even general. The diagnosis is not al-

ways easy, and often much (piestioning and search is

necessary in order to find the irritative factor; but

> Bead before the Brookline Medical Club, February 14, 1900.

Mucli conMideratioiiH ni th«! Kite of th<- eruption, itA

limited un-a, Ua interiNity, itx unite ouM-t, th<- liuhifAor

trade of the individii.il, or the h'mUtry of lUime up;

tion h.-iviiig been ap|)lied, will In- of much aid in • .' ir

iiig it up.

I propose to l.ike iiji only a few of the many tiiil>.

Htances wlii('h may cause a dermatilis veiienata— a
consideration of them all l)eing Hiitlicient to till a vol-

ume — aiicl shall give the liiNtoricH of HOfue caM'rn

whi<rh illustrate their efTectM. The fonn of dermatitis

venenata which is most commonly seen alxuit here \n

that due to memberH of tlnr rhuH group. This group
conslstH of three npecieH : rhus t/)xi(!o<letidron, {Miisori

ivy ; rhus venenatJi, rlogwoorl or poison sumach ; rhuii

diversiloba, poison o.ik. The first twr> varietien and
the results they produce are so well known here that

I need do little more than mention them. Thev may
produce (lermatitis of varying grade, from an ervthenia

with a few vesicles and iia[)ules to an inflammatory
loiidition of erysijielatous type accompanied bv marked
edema and serous (exudation. The activity of the

poison does not .seem to Ix; limited to fresh growths,
for cases have occurred in which a dermatitis was prf>-

duced by the drie<l sj)ecimeii. The poison oak does
not occur in this part of the country, but is .seen fre-

(juently in California, where it tiikes the place of our
poison ivy. Its effects are the same as the {mison ivy,

but it is generally more virulent, and it sometimes
happens that persons who are not affected by the ivy

may be by the oak. This is also true of «logwoo<l. I

have seen persons who could with impunity rub their

hands with poison ivy be almost immediately affecte^l

by dogwood. The Japanese lacipier, which we now
see more commonly than formerly, may be resj)onsi-

hle for some cases of dermatitis venenata. It is made
from the sap of a tree which closely resembles our
rhus. I have seen 1 case which se<'med to me un-
doubtedly due to that. It occurred in a person who
was confined to the house by illness. lie had han<lled

no plants, but had recently had a picture painted in

lacquer. The eruption was vesicular, localize*! on two
fingers with which he had touched the painting, and
much resembled ivy poisoning. I have been told by
persons who had lived in -Japan for some time that

iacipier poisoning was not infretjuent there, even oc-

curring from contact with old lacquered articles.

Among the wild flowers which I have known to pro-

duce dermatitis of mihl grade are the buttercup, field

daisy, golden rod and wood anemone. These flowers

are so frequently picked without injurious effect that

one would never suspect them of causing any trouble,

and the occurrence of a dermatitis from handling them
is unusual, but that it may occur is, I think, without
(pu^stion. The cases which I have seen were all of a

mild grade of vesicular inflammation, and the eruption

had recurred every time that the person affectetl had
been brought in contact with the plants. I was par-

ticularly surprised with this effect of the .anemone,

which is one of our earliest and most common wild

flowers, but on looking the subject up, I find that sev-

eral authorities have reported its irritant I'ffect. There
is also an early tradition to the effect that the wind
which had passed over a field of anemone was poisoneil

and that disea.se followeil in its w ake. I have seen
'2 cases of vesicular dermatitis which I thought I

could attribute to the action of the clematis, which
ocLurs in the woods abundantly and is also seen in

gardens. I was unable, however, positively to ex-
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elude contact with other plants in these cases. The
plant has the repuUition of being an irritant, and cases

showing this efTect have been reported. The garden

nasturtium is capable of causing a dermatitis which is

of the type of a papulo-vesicular eczema, and which

might be considered that were the cause not recog-

nized. The following case will illustrate this fact.

A. B. came to me with an apparent acute eczema

of both hands. She stated that it had been recurrent

for a number of years, but only came on in the sum-

mer, when she was at her summer I'esideuce at the

seashore. I gave her a lotion, and an ointment to be

applied constantly on cloths. In a few days the acute

condition had subsided, and I ordered the ointment to

be used at night only. Within two days she came

back with a fresh attack. This disappeared under

treatment, but was followed by a third outbreak which

led me to think of some external cause. On inquir-

ing I found that at her summer home she had been in

the habit of training and picking nasturtiums. While

she had the applications on her hands she refrained

from handling the plants, but as soon as her hands

were free, and only night applications made, she

returned to them. The nasturtium gardening was

given up after this, and the dermatitis did not recur.

There are a number of substances which are used

locally as household remedies, and which are capable

at times of producing much irritation. Among the

most poj>ular of these is tincture of arnica. It is used

for sprains, bruises, etc., in the form of fomentations,

mixed with other substances in liniments, or painted

directly on the part. The following cases show well

its irritating character.

Case I. A. D., suffering from a severe attack of

lumbago, applied, on the advice of a friend, hot fomen-

tations of tincture of arnica and water to his lumbar

region. After an hour he experienced so much burn-

ing from the application that he threw it away. I saw

him the next day, and his back was largely covered

with a papulovesicular eruption on an erythematous

base, which itched intensely.

Case II. P. D., a professional athlete, while exer-

cising with the punch bag, slipped and wrenched his

knee. His trainer gave him a mixture of tincture of

arnica and laudanum to rub on the part every hour.

The following day he came to the hospital, having

made some six or eight applications with considerable

friction. His knee was badly swollen, and the leg as

well ui) to the thigh ; there was an intense hyperemia

of the whole surface, and numerous small vesicles,

some of which were crusted, others exuding. There

was much itching.

Case III. M. C. came to the hospital with the

following condition : The forearm and hand were cov-

ered with a fine papulovesicular eruption on an ery-

thematous base, there was some edema and numerous

excoriations from scratching. Having sprained his

arm by a fall, he had pamted it several times the day

before with tincture of arnica. The skin had not been

broken before the application, and he had noticed no

burning or sign of irritation until the night before I

saw him, that is, about twelve hours after the applica-

tion had first been made.

Tlie eruption in all the cases which I have seen was

of about tiie same character as that described in the

foregoing cases. More exaggerated types of inflam-

mation have been described, however, as a result of

this application.

Another household preparation which was formerly
very poj)ular as a remedy for cuts, bruises and wounds
is tlie so-called balm of Gilead. This is a tincture

made from the buds of the populus candicans. It is,

I think, not much used at present ; but when it is, it is

capable of causing an intense grade of dermatitis, as

the following case will show.
T. W., a boy ten years of age, was brought to my

otfice by his father, and showed several areas of der-

matitis of varying grades on different parts of the

body. His right knee was inflamed and edematous
and covered with bulla', some of which had broken
and exuded freely. The left ankle and foot were of

a bright red color, so much swollen that he was unable
to wear his shoe, and dispersed with bullae and vesi-

cles. On the hands, particularly between the fingers

and on the flexor surface of the right wrist, were small

vesicopustules, producing a condition closely resem-

bling that seen in scabies. It was an evident case of

dermatitis venenata, but although 1 questioned closely,

I could find nothing to lay it to. Finally, the follow-

ing week, the father told me that they had had some
balm of Gilead buds sent down from the country, and
made a liniment of them and applied it to some cuts

and bruises which the boy had ; but as they had never
used them before, they had not the least idea of con-

necting them with the boy's trouble, nor did they sus-

pect that they were capable of causing such a condi-

tion. The affection of the face was probably caused

by touching that part with the hands, after the lini-

ment had been applied to them, as it had not been ap-

plied to the face directly.

Kerosene oil is frequently used by the laity for the

relief of pain, as a j)arasiticide, and sometimes for

shampooing. It is capable of causing a dermatitis,

generally of the erythematous type. The most exag-

gerated type of dermatitis from this substance which
I have ever seen was in a man whose wife had satu-

rated his underclothing with it to prevent him from
going out. He put them on, however, in spite of the

oil, and when I saw him the following day he had a

general scarlatiniform eruption. This was followed

by an exfoliative dermatitis which lasted several

months. Crude petroleum, on the other hand, from
which kerosene is derived, has never shown the least

irritant effect in my hands, and I have used it exten-

sively as a parasiticide on scalps which had large areas

of excoriations, and in some cases, in order to test its

effect, every night for a week without the slightest

sign of irritation. Ilamamelis, in the form of fluid

extract or tincture, or what iS known as Pond's Ex-
tract, is used frequently in barber shops as an applica-

tion after shaving. It is also used as an antipruritic,

and popularly for lameness, bruises, etc. I have seen

a number of cases in which a papular, or erythema-
tous, dermatitis had been j)roduced by its use, particu-

larly when applied after shaving. The cheaper grades

of so-called bay rum will produce tlie same effect, but

as a rule to a greater degree. The " Seven Suther-

land Sisters' Hair Grower " is said, in the book, '' Se-

cret Nostrums," to contain bay rum, extract of witch

hazel, common salt, hydrochloric acid and magnesia.

I have not tried to determine the ingredients myself,

but I think the following case shows that it may i)rove

an irritant. A. B., a man somewhat over forty years

of age, came into my room at tlie City Hospital with

an intense dermatitis of tin; fac(^ and scalp, erythema-

tous in ty2)e, and accompanied by considerable edema
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about iho o,V(iH, 1111(1 H(>in(! Hciiliii); aii<l cruHt funnution.

On Ixuii;^ <|ucsti<)iir(l, li*' slHU^d lliat. Ik; liati iiiIiIm i|

tilt! :il)<)V(>-iiiiiiic<l prrparalioii into liis Hcalp on two

coiisccutivc, iii;(Iil.H. On tin- morning afl,«!r tin; liiMl

application tlnirc wan a slight n-dnciss t>l' tin- sculp,

and houk; l>urnin;r uiid itcliin;r, Ixit as lir tli(>n;{lit that

was a sijfii of activity in tin' application hr tried it

again the follo\vin«( ni^fJit. The next niornin;; tin-

eruption showed on his lace, and he could hardly o|ien

his eyes.

What inj^redienls in this nostrum caused tlie derma-

titis I am unable to say. One of tbc! slatiid in^^redi-

ents is (H)mnion salt, but tin; (juantity is small.

Common salt in saturated or stron<i solutions may
cause a hyperemia and diisciuamation. I have siM-n a

number of cases of extremis irritiition from its use by

hair dn^ssers, who applicid it with friction in order to

get a stimulant effect. In the form of strong brine

baths it may produce a general |)apular eruption of

the skin.

There are always a certain nunib»'r of cases appear-

ing at the hospital with dermatitis following tin; appli-

cation of liniments. In some cases the applications

have been made by means of cloths wet with the

preparation, in others they have beeu rubbed in with

considerable friction. The eruptions in thest; cases

are nearly always of the same character, being erythe-

matous or papular, occasionally accompanied by edema,

and sometimes showing vesicles and bulla; ; tl»e inten-

sity depending somewhat on the part to which the

application had been applied. These preparations,

for the most part proprietary, are largely made up of

the essential oils, especially oil of thyme and turpen-

tine, and some contain caustic soda. They may show

their irritative action on the face, or some sensitive

part, by accidental contact with the hands which have

been moistened with the application. Certain plas-

ters, particularly belladonna plaster, applied as coun-

terirritants may cause a scarlatiniform eruption, not

only in the neighborhood of the application but over

the general surface. There are quite a large number

of cases of dermatitis, many of the eczema type,

which are due to irritating substances brought in con-

tact with persons on account of their occupation.

The most common among these are seen in domestics

who have been using strong alkalies, strong soaps or

soap powders, such as pearline and soapine, for house-

hold purposes. The various brass and metal polishes,

and shoe polish, particularly that used in cleaning tan

leather shoes, may cause dermatitis of varying grades.

Printers are liable to a dermatitis of the hands from

handling type wet with caustic potash solution, that

substance being used to clean the type. Painters

may get an inflammatory condition of the skin from

the use of turpentine, and they may also have a der-

matitis from some of the pigments which they use.

Arsenic is largely used in the arts, more so formerly

than at present. It is employed in making such arti-

cles as wall paper, playing cards and artificial flowers,

also in curing hides. It is a favorite ingredient in

cosmetics, proprietary face lotions and powders, and

depilatory pastes. It may produce erythematous,

papular, vesicular and pustular eruptions, and the

grinders of the arsenious acid coming in direct contact

with it may get ulcers. Its effects are more conmionly

seen on the hands, about the nails, in the ahe uosie,

on the lips, behind the ears, or anywhere where folds

of skin come together. Longshoremen may show its

elToctA from hun<iling hide>t, uIho laxiderini>«LM and fiir-

riepM, who empjrty it con.itantly. C'hromiiitn, or hi-

clironwite of pot^'uih, is umciI |ierhu|M more exli:nNiv*:]y

than urseni*; in dy<Mng, calico printing, and U> pnxJuf;«

pignientH. It may be found in variouM urtichrN of

wearing apparel, and rmiy [irixlnce a dermatitin on
perH«)nH wearing Mn<"li articl«;H. Mercury is reM|Kiniii-

i)le for a <;ertain inunlHT of chm^h of iiiHuinmation of

the skin from o<M-upationH. It Ih uHed in the form of

the acid nitrat*; by makers of felt hat^, aUo by fur-

riers, taxid(,-rmists and those making tlurrmomet^rt

and l>aromet<;rs. The snrge(jn and nurse, as you well

know, cornet in for their share rtf its irritjinl action.

It is also employed in many of the f;osmetic nostrumH
and may cause; much trouble ther(;by. The patholo-

gist may suffer from an eruj)tion of ec/ematons tv|>«;

from having his hands in tissue soaked with >oIntioii-i of

formalin or various fixation fluids, as Zenker's fluid, for

example, which contains corrosive >nblimate, bichro-

mate; of potash, sodium sulphate ami glacial acetic

acid. I have seen 2 cases of dermatitis in girls who
worked in a cho(;olate factory. Both were on the

arm and hand, took the form of a papulopustular <Ier-

matitis, disa})peared und(;r treatm<;nt when they

changed their work, and reappeared when they re-

turned to it. One occurred in a girl who stirred the

hot chocolate, the other in the one who made it into

moulds. I am not prepared to state positively, from
the observance of these 2 cases, that the chocolate

only was responsible for the dermatitis, as these are

the first cases of the kind that I have seen mentioned.
The appearances favor such an opinion, however. A
mild papular dermatitis may be seen at times among
those working in candy factories, but I have never
seen among them anything of the type shown in the

above cases. A dermatitis termed " impetigo glyco-

siejue " has been described by Nivet, as occurring in

sugar refineries. In using certain drugs externally

with therapeutic intent, one must be on the lookout
for signs of irritation, which may at times arise even
from a weak application. Many times the trouble

arises from too free use of the drug, or a too vigorous

application on the part of the patient : but more often

from a too strong preparation being used on an un-
known skin. The condition of the skin must also be
considered, for an ointment which could be applied

without any irritation to a sound skin might cause

much irritation if the skin were broken. The <juality

or age of the drug may make much difference in its

irriUmt (puilities. For example, an ointment of chrys-

arobin from one druggist may have no injurious effect

on a skin, while a neighboring shop with the same
prescription will produce an ointment which causes

much irritation. The ointment base may be a source
of irritation, either from the fact of individual suscep-

tibility to a certivin base, or beciiuse it has become
more or less rancid, (ilycerin, for example, seems
to act as a decided irritant to some skins even when
much diluted, and occasionally one meet* with a case

when any form of fat seems to be contraiudicated.

Almond oil appears most frequently to have an irri-

tant effect, possibly because it becomes so easily ran-

cid. It is used pretty generally by the so-called facial

massagists to make what they term skin foot!. I have
had two of these people come to my office with an
active eczematous mtlammation produced by their

own applications. This may have been, a* I have
said, due to a slight rancidity of the oil, or there may
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have been some cheap grade of oil used, and such

grades are very apt to be adulterated. Preparations

containing mercury, eitlier in the form of an ointment or

lotion, are among'the most active of tlierapeutic agents

in i)roducing dermatitis. The degree and extent of n-n-

tation depend on the strength of the application, and

the length of time wliich it is applied, also largely on

the susceptibility of the individual. I have frequently

seen under a surgical dressing of corrosive sublimate

a mild papuhir eruption limited to the site of the ap-

plication ; but occasionally one sees a general erythema

from such an application, and in some cases the erup-

tion beneath the dressing is papulovesicular and the

part edematous. The most frequent application

against pediculi pubis is probably unguentum hydrar-

gyrum ; so much so in fact that it has become a popu-

lar remedy for that trouble. Personally I never

prescribe it for that purpose, for I believe that the

average person will use it much more extensively

than ordered, and that in consequence disagreeable

results may follow.

The most exaggerated case of local inflammation

from this preparation that 1 have ever seen was in a

man who came to the City Hospital clinic some time

ago after using it. His penis and scrotum were enor-

mously enlarged, hyperemic and edematous, the for-

mer being nearly as large as a quart bottle. There

was also an extensive papulo-erythematous dermatitis

over the pubic region and abdomen. He stated that

he had been given for relief from pediculi pubis an

ounce of " blue ointment," and told to rub it in the

affected parts for three consecutive nights. In order

to save time he rubbed it all in the first night, and not

only over the pubic region but up on to the abdomen

as well. The result was the condition which I have

described.

Another case was that of a woman who had been

given unguentum hydrargyrum for the same cause by

the surgeon on one of the ocean steamers, and had

applied it for four days and nights. When 1 saw her,

about a week after the applications, she had a general

eczematous dermatitis which included the face as well

as the body. I have seen the same general eruption

with symptoms of salivation produced in a person who

used inunction of unguentum hydrargyrum for one

application only, the abdomen being the site of the

application, and 2 drachms of the ointment being used.

This of course was a case of extreme susceptibility to

the drug. Mild grades of localized dermatitis of the

erythematous type after inunctions witli unguentum

hydrargyrum are, in my experience, not uncommon.

In a hairy individual 1 have often noticed an inflamed

condition about the hair follicles after inunction, and

this was undoubtedly due largely to friction. I have

also seen cases of papulovesicular eruptions in infants

who had been swathed in flannel smeared with unguen-

tum hydrargyrum.
Dermatitis from the application of iodoform to ulcers

and wounded surfaces is not at all uncommon, and

many cases of varying intensity have been reported.

The dermatitis may be caused by the drug in powder

form, in ointments, in an ether solution, or in gauze.

The eruption is usually erythematous, but may be

papular, vesicular, or even bullous, and accompanied

by edema. As a rule it is localized, but, as the report

of cases shows, it may be general. Even the powder

flying al)Out the room is suflicient to afl"ect some sus-

ceptible indivi(hials. Its irritant action is undoubtedly

due to the iodine which it contains. A few years ago
I tested several persons in whom I had seen iodoform
dermatitis with iodide of potash given internally and
found them all extremely sensitive to that drug. Car-

bolic acid may cause varying degrees of inflammation,

from erythema to destruction of tissue. As with

other suljstances used as antiseptics, individual suscep-

tibility often shows itself to a marked degree. I have
known a physician who was obliged to give up sur-

gery entirely owing to such a susceptibility. It is an
extremely valualile drug in dermatotherapy, espe-

cially as an antipruritic, but it must be used carefully

and its action watched, as it may in an unsuitable case

cause much irritation. It is a favorite ingredient of

proprietary ointments, in some of which it is intro-

duced in considerable quantities. I have seen a deci-

ded vesicating effect produced by the application of

some such nostrums. The much advertised Cuticura

ointment is said to contain nothing outside of coloring

matter and perfume but 2% of carbolic acid and a

vaseline base. Salicylic acid is a drug much used in

treating skin diseases. It has also been used in sur-

gery as a substitute for carbolic acid, and its use in

this connection has given rise to frequent cases of

dermatitis. It may be used in treating some skin dis-

eases as strong as 12% in ointment form, but I have

seen much irritation from the application of an oint-

ment which contained only 1% of the drug. Ap-
plied to the scalp in an alcoholic solution, or a 6-per-

cent, ointment, I have seen it produce a diffuse, fine,

papular eruption over the forehead, ears and neck.

Quinine is used in so-called hair tonics, particularly

those of a proprietary character, to a considerable ex-

tent. It is also recommended in alcoholic solution as

a local application in hyperidrosis and for the relief of

night sweats. Any of these apj^lications may produce

irritation, particularly on the scalp, varying in charac-

ter from a pruritus to a scarlatiniform eruption. Per-

sons who are sensitive to the local action of this drug

are generally susceptible to its internal action as well.

So before using it locally it is well to inquire if the

person has ever had an eruption after taking it inter-

nally. Sulphur is a drug which is constantly used by
the laity for skin eruptions and advised by druggists,

their choice lying between that and oxide of zinc. It

is certainly a valuable drug in many cases if properly

used, but it must be used carefully and its action

watched, for it is capable of causing much irritation in

some cases. It may cause a dermatitis of varying

grades— erythematous, vesicular, or papular, whether

applied as an ointment or lotion, in powder form, in a

bath, or by fumigation. The following case, which

was a surprise to me, illustrates well its action in a

susceptible individual.

A. B,, a girl seventeen years of age, being troubled

with dandruff, applied to her scalp on going to bed an

ointment containmg 10 grains of sulphur and 15

grains of zinc oxide to an ounce of vaseline, which

had been prescribed for another member of the family.

About four or five hours after, she was awakened by

a sensation of burning on the scalp and about the

face. This increased in intensity and she was finally

obliged to get up and wash the head. In the morn-

ing, when I saw her, the face was covered with a

patchy erythema, the skin about the eyes was much
swollen, and the scalp very tender and much reddened.

Such a case is of course; remarkably unusual, but from

a stronger ointment, and especially if there is au in-
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Hammatory condition of the Hkiii, as an (^czwma, Hiirh

r(>Kiil(.s :ir(> not uncommon.
Tar in its H<!vcnil I'orm.s is ((Xtrcniely us(;fiil in some

forms of skin discast;, l>nt, if injudiciously used, il i^

capabh^ of producin^f much irritation. Likf some
other druf^s it cannot be used on c(!rtain skins even in

very dihit(^ applications, and in acut(? infianii/latory

conditions it must l»e usiid with tlu! "^reatc-st (;ar<'. It

may produce erythematous and papidar eruplions, and
at times thost; of an erysipelatous character. The
dermatitis may ext(Mid some distance beyond the point

of application. Another condition which may be pro-

duced by it is the so-called tar acne. This is (com-

posed of small, hard, red pa[)ules, in the: centre of

each of which is a dark point. This conchtion is most
abundant in the hairy portions and is very rel)ellious

to treatment. It persists for a lon<j^ time after the a|>-

plications have ceased, and may take several weeks to

completely resolve. Chrysarobin is a drug much used
in the treatment of psoriasis and some other chronic

conditions of the skin. It probably causes local irri-

tation more frequently than any other drug commoidy
used. It stains the sound skin a purplish-red color

but not the diseased patches. It also stains the nails

and gives the hair a [)urple tinge. The dermatitis

produced by it is usually erythematous, or finely pap-
ular, but it may be more intense. I had under my
charge at the Carney Hospital a girl with a general

exfoliative dermatitis which was brought about by a

few applications of an ointment containing 6% of

chrysarobin. Applied to the face or scalp it is very
apt t6 produce a violent dermatitis of erj-sipelatous

type and maybe a conjunctivitis. I saw such a case

at the City Hospital a few weeks ago. It may irri-

tate the sebaceous glands and produce an acne like the

so-called tar acne, with a black point in the centre of

each papule. In applying the drug a very weak
strength should be tried at first. In susceptible indi-

viduals and those with delicate skins, I have seen a
1-per-cent. ointment cause much irritation. In using an
ointment, only a small amount should be applied at a

time, and that well rubbed in with a swab. Other-
wise the ointment is apt to get rubbed on to the neigh-

boring sound skin, which being more sensitive than

the diseased portions may become infiamed. Solutions

of the drug in collodion or traumaticin dry where
they are applied, and so do not spread in this way ;

but they are not always suited to the condition of the

skin. Of the animal irritants, the mosquito, flea, bed-

bug, black fly, wasp, bee and hornet are apt to make
their presence appreciated, and as a rule the person
afflicted makes his own diagnosis. Sometimes, how-
ever, especially in emigrants, the dermatitis produced
is so extensive that it makes one suspect one of the

exanthemata. 1 have seen an emigrant so poisoned

by mosquitoes that the eruption on the exposed parts

closely resembled variola. Spiders may drop from
the ceiling during the night and cause an inflamma-

tory condition of the face which at first sight might
be mistaken for erysipelas. Caterpillars may cause a

line of erythema, wheals or vesicles where they have
passed over the skin, or even deeper forms of inflam

mation. The jelly fishes which are abundant in the

salt water about here may cause much redness of the

skin, and even hirge wheals. I have seen a boy who
got into a school of these fishes and whose body was
so covered with large wheals as to suggest a giant

urticaria.

NOTES DN THE TREATMENT OF ATAXIC PA-
I'lKNTS \\Y ('0-OllI)I\A'riO.\ KXEltCI.SE.S,
WriM rilK DK.MO.NSI'RA riO.V OK IWO I'A

TIEN rs.i

IIV .lAMKM .1. ITTNAM, M.IJ., WimOS.

Thk power to see the hopeful aspectH of ho|><rIeHH

distiOHeH is one of the best gift8 of mo<l<'rn medicine.

The nundier of maladieH whose very name riiaken the

physicrian think only how he may gracefully Ik>w the

patient from his door grows daily less ; yet it m at

once a warrant of the blindness in which we trea^I our

ac<'Ustomed paths and also of tin; hopefuln«;Hs of the

future that now and then tin; pointing out of obvious

principl<!s can claim the merit of sidistantial discovery.

Why should tin; idea of training tin; ataxic patient to

control his disorderly movements have wait«;d for itH

practical d«;velopm<!nt and almost for its conception

until 1890, when the progress of th<! atiixic baby and
that of tlu; relatively ataxic school boy had been for-

ever before us ? 01)viously, the reason is that we
saw only too clearly the final outcome of the disease

and, like fatalists, let our energies be paralyzed by
the prospect.

It is to Dr. Fraenkel, a Swiss physician, that the

credit of bringing the true value of this method before

the profession is justly given, though (rranville,- and
j)erhaps others, had long before recognized the theo-

retical possibility of success in this direction. Fraen-

kel's first communication, in 1800, was followed in

181)7 by a second, made before the Medical Congress
of Moscow, at which the method was elaborated,

various apparatus described and cases reported. Since

then a host of physicians have brought their confirma-

tions and criticisms, and, as is usual, the methods and
the apparatus have been shown more and more to be

susceptible of simplification, so that in fact the treat-

ment in its essentials is at the command of any physi-

cian or gymnast, or even of any intelligent person

who will master the principles at stake. In saying

this, I would not be understood as meaning that skill

and labor are not required for the best results, and
in fact one of the medical gymnasts who has trained

several of my patients has told me that the lesson is

peculiarly exhausting for the teacher.

The following points should be strictly borne in

mind :

(1) It is skill, not strength, that it is sought to de-

velop. It is indeed important that the muscles should

be in a state of good vigor and healthy nutrition, and
special treatment, as by massage and exercises, may
be directed if necessary to that end, but so far as the

inco-ordination is concerned the need is to teach the

brain and through it tlie lower reflex centres, to feel,

and gauge, and respond to the feeble and distorted im-

pulses that come from skin and joint and muscle.

(2) The movements, such as walking and stooping,

or writing and simple piano exercises, etc., which one
would freely prescribe to a healthy person, are often

far too complex for the ataxic, and it is therefore

necessary to begin with relatively elementary motions,
such ivs drawing the leg up and down in bed. or mov-
ing the finger from one spot to another. On the otlier

hand, however simple the movement, the patient

should be called upon to perform it with promptness

' Read before the Suffolk District Motlical S>>cietv, Section for
Clinical Medicine, Patbology aud Hygiene. April IS. 1900

• See Collliis's Treatmentof Xervous Diseases. AVm. Wood & Co.,
New York, liwo.
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and accuracy and at the word of command. To in-

culcate these habits from the outset, and to reduce th(^

difHculties at each step so that attention and effort will

make success possible, and will ensure skill and con-

fidence, are the prime recpiisites for a good result.

(r5) Dulness, monotony and fatigue, on the one

hand, and superficiality on the other, are the rocks to

be avoided, both by tlie introduction of sufficient va-

riety into the exercises and by giving them something

of the entertainment of games of skill. For these

reasons the exercises of putting the finger on to spots

on a card or into holes on a board, as suggested by

Fraenkel, are well modified by using marbles of various

sorts or colored pegs, for the same purpose (as also

suggested), or by giving these tasks an amusing turn,

taking care, however, that the amusement occupies a

subsidiary place. Simple tunes, played on a glasi-

chord, or on bells or glasses, by calling, at varying

rates of speed, th(> numbers indicating the notes which

the patient should strike, would be in this line.

As regards the leg co-ordinations, the infinitely vari-

able movements of walking, at the command of a

prompt instructor, so many steps forward, backward,

to the right and to the left, with the eyes open, with

the eyes closed (as should indeed be the eventual

aim with most of the exercises) ; stepping over obsta-

cles, halting, balancing and the like, furnish ample op-

portunity for the exercise of skill and for the training

of persistence, attention and habit.

(4) The temptation is often strong to let the pa-

tient try to get on without any instructor, by follow-

ing a set of prescribed exercises, and in the first case

I treated I attempted this, using a good set of move-
ments which had already been suggested by a col-

league in another city. The result was not encourag-

ing, however, and 1 should not again waste time in

the effort if it was possible to get even moderately

skilled assistance. The necessity for obedience to the

word of command, which calls for close attention and
for movements which come to have something of the

character of involuntary reflexes, is certainly a great

lielp in stimulating both the conscious and the sub-

conscious attention and the power of instinctive con-

trol.

(5) Finally, there are certain classes of cases which
the experience of various physicians has shown to be

ill adapted for this sort of treatment. These are sum-
marized as follows by Collins in his excellent book on

the " Treatment of Diseases of the Nervous System,"

page 243. " The employment of this method of treat-

ment is contraindicated in weak, anemic patients and
in those who suffer more or less constantly with pains

or crises ; in cases of acute or subacute tabes, that is,

in cases of sudden onset and in which the habitual

manifestations of the pre-ataxic period succeed each

other rapidly ; in patients with tabic optic atrophy,

frairile bones and those who have had what is gener-

ally called spontjineous fracture or rupture of tendons.

When any cardiopathy or aneurism exists the method
must be tried very tentatively, if at all. It is not ap-

plicable to very obese or arthritic patients, and, finally,

it is absolutely contraindicated when there are great

laxity of the ligaments and severe arthropathy."

My experience is not sufficient to justify me in sup-

porting or in contradicting these statements, but, in

fact, they are not borne out by the history of the two
j)atients whom J bring before the society tonight.

The first of these has improved considerably in spite

of a tendency to pretty severe pains in the legs, and
the second, whose improvement has been truly re-

markable, is one in whom the ataxia developed with
great rapidity.

The first patient had been suffering from character-

istic pains for many years and from disorder of co-or-

dinati6n for about two years. This had increased

during the six months before he presented himself at

the Massachusetts (General Hospital to such a degree

that he was then almost confined to his chair, though
able with the aid of the furniture to get about his

room and shop a little. The treatment by training

in co-ordination was begun in June, 1899, but was
continued for only a few months, and in a somewhat
desultory manner, owing to the necessities of the case.

This year it has again been resumed. The aim was
first to teach him to walk with crutches, then with

canes, and this has been accomplished to such a de-

gree that he now goes about with the aid of the for-

mer in the neighborhood of his house quite freely, and
in the way of exercises he can walk across the room
alone. lie is still improving. The treatment has

been carried out faithfully in the face of considerable

difficulty by Mr. Harding, the superintendent of the

gymnasium of the Boston Young Men's Christian

Union.

The other patient is a much younger man, of excel-

lent general health. The rapidity with which the

ataxic symptoms came on is well indicated by the fact

that only two weeks before he came to me, supported

by a friend on one side and with a cane in the other

hand, he had been to several dances, and had walked,

in the night, during a snowstorm, four or five miles to

his home. He had, in fact, considered himself per-

fectly well up to that time, though in reality some un-

mistakable signs of tabes had been already present.

Under the guidance of Mr. Wiberg, teacher of medi-

cal gymnastics, he devoted himself assiduously to the

treatment here indicated, day by day and almost hour

by hour, with the result that at the end of three

months he was able to walk several miles alone or

with the partial aid of a cane. His gate is still ataxic,

but he has recently been able to resume his work,

which without this method of treatment would have
been impossible. I may say, further, that the latter

patient and one other have thought that the pares-

thesias from which they had suffered diminished under

the co-ordinatory improvement.

Clititcai Department.

TWO CASES OF ABNORMAL SEXUAL DEVEL-
OPMENT.!

BY GEORGE (J. SKARS, M.D., BOSTON'.

The following cases are interesting illustrations of

a condition described by recent writers under the head

of infantilism, in which more or less complete arrest

of development of the genital organs is associated

with changes in the economy of a most diverse kind

and manifested by gigantism, dwarfism, feminism,

muscular dystrophies, or affections of the special

senses, but about which our knowledge is still too in-

comi)lete for definite classification. In the first, im-

1 Read before the Suffolk District Medical Society, SectiOD for

Clinical Medicine, Pathology and Hygiene, April 18, 1900.
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|)ui't'(M-.t (l<'V(;ii)|)inciit of tlu^ genital orguiiH in u hoy Ih

iiccoinpiiiiicii hy (Uviirfisni uimI iViiiiiiisiii, wliilr in

till' .scciiikI (;i 'Xw\) tli<' fiiiliiiT ol' the ;jcnilal.H to dc-

vclop is jissociatcil witii a tciulciicy to ^i;jant,i.sni and
liic assiiniplion ol niali- cliaraclfiistics. Tlii' lli\ roiil

inland was not Iclt in cillici- imsc.

Cask I .V nialr, Iwcntv live years old, lint who
apprarcd no nioic lli.iii siviccn oi' fi^litci-n, was ud-

inittctl to my \\,ti(l> in llif ('it\ llospital a few weeks

an'o, attei- ail .iil<i<aiion witli tlir police, in wliieli a

dill'erence ol' ojiinion arose as to wiietlicr he had had

a lit or was simply diiink. lMiysi(;ai (ixamination rc-

vt'ale<l an indivi<Iiial not niori' tlian lixc tVet two
inches in i)eii,dit, Iml ol' L;c>i>d iniiscular dts clniirncnt.

The first glance tailed to discover tlio sex. The hair

on the scalp was Inxnriant in its growth, bnt the

cheeks and chin were devoid of beard. On the upper
lip there was a little soft down, but no more than is

often seen in women with dark skins. The dee))-set

eyes, surrounded by dark shadows, and the rather

thick lips gave the impression of great sensuality. The
voice was somewhat high j)itche(l, but was more be-

coming to a man thaTi a woman. The hips were

broad, w'ell padded with iat, and moulded with well-

rounded curves. The penis was small, though not

diminutive. Tt might be described as too large for a

boy and too small for a man. The testicles were

Misariy Hphiricul in form mid iilHiiit half tin* normal
Hi/.c, The pubi<' hair wan thick, but ^r*-w like that of
11 woman, with a nharply delincd li(M-i/ontal ii|iiH-r

limit. The most striking featnrr, however, wum the
breast^*, which were of remarkable development, iMrn-

(InlouH and of a ni/.e more than Hullicient to iH-rforiii

the fnnciionM for wlii«di nnch organM an; preHUiiiuhly

adapted. The nipples and areola- were also well do
vcloped and the latter were deeply pigmontcil. Iliit

Hexual apfMitite, accctrding \t\ his MLatement, wan nor-

mal, lie clainiH that he should have ix-en married
.some tinuj ago were it not for his diminutive si/e. He
says that he has a brother who has develo[)ed on the
same lines as himsi-lf. In the [»hotograpli tli<r deep
shadows have given a hanhr appearan»;e to his face

than was really pre.sent. The curves of the hips, on
the other hand, appear less pronounced, while the
very redundant prepur;e givers, in the jiicture, the af)-

pearance of greater siz(^ to tin; penis than is really

po.ssessed. Examination of the heart showed the

presence of a well compensated mitral lesion.

Cask II. A female, twenty-six years old, was ad-

mitted June IH, 1H!)8. Iler family history was nega-
tive. When twelve years old she began to grow men-
tally dull, and from that time until she was sixteen
was troubled with fre(|uent severe headaches often
lasting a week. During the succeeding week she
slept most of the time. When sixteen years old she
states that there was a sudden swelling of the feet

which lasted for a short time and then subsided, but
the feet and hands then grew very rapidly. She has
n(>ver menstruated, but has regular monthly attacks
of vertigo and weakness. Physical examination
showed an individual five feet eight and a half inches
tall, weighing 145 pounds. Her face was distinctly

Mongolian in type. The cheek bones were high and
[irominent, the lips rather large, the lower jaw heavy
bnt not prognathous, the nose was normal, the hands
and feet were much beyond the average size. The
latter reijuired a number nine shoe, while the former
would probably need a number nine or nine and a
half glove. The bones of the forearm and ankles
seenuMl rather heavy, but the hands and feet them-
M-lves were not ill shaped. An x-ray photograph of
the hands .showed no abnormality except the size.

The muscular development appeared normal, but she
became easily tired. There was no axillary or pubic
hair. The external genitals were those of a girl of
ten. The vagina .scarcely admitted the little finger,

which reached with difficulty a very rudimentary cer-

vix. The ovaries could not be felt. There was al>-

solutely no development of the breasts, and her hips
and general contour were those of a man rather than
a woman. Her mental ilevelopment had apparently
been arrested with her sexual, for she was very child-
ish and easily led. She was depressed, and frenuently
expressed a wish to die.

A New JoiRNAL FOK XiRSKS.— The first issue
of a new journal edited and owned by nurses will apv
pear October 1st. It is to be the otlicial organ of the
Associated Alumna^ of Trained Nurses of the United
States. The editorial staff contains the names of
many women who have long been intimately asso-
ciated with the development of nursing in this coun-
try. The general scope of the journal will be to dis-

seminate knowledge of new methods which may be of
interest to nurses and mothers.
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REPORT UPON PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY.
HV IIE.NKV K. IIEWKS, M.D., )l()STO>'.

Physician to Out Patients at the Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston; Assistant in Chemistry, Haroard Medical School.

TlIK I'HVSIOLOGICAL CllKMlSTUY OK ALCOHOI..

TiiK question of the iiiHueiice of alcohol upon the

metabolism of the human body has been the subject

of a considerable amount of investigation during re-

cent Vfars.

To ascertain definitely this action of alcohol in and
upon the metabolism of the human body three facts

must be determined :

(1) The method of the disposal of alcohol in the

body.

(2) The effect of alcohol upon the respiratory

metabolism, the metabolism of the non-nitrogenous

organic tissue substances.

(3) The effect of alcohol upon the metabolism of

the proteids or nitrogenous tissue elements.

The first fact is today definitely and finally deter-

mined for us. Alcohol is oxidized in the body.

Upon this point the results of all tlie investigations

of recent years are in agreement.^ The most com-
plete observations prove that of a quantity of alco-

hol, not exceeding 72 grammes ethyl hydroxide, in-

troduced into the body during twenty-four hours at

least '.)'")% to '.)(!% is consumed, the remaining 4% to

5% being eliminated as alcohol.'^

In regard to our second fact our knowledge is less

settled. The results of earlier investigations were in

practical unanimity that alcohol in moderate doses

caused a loss of body substance as measured by the

effect upon resj)iratory metabolism.*' ]\Iore recent

results show a lack of uniformity upon this matter.

Thus the experiments of Futli,* Vogelius '" and Bod-
lander ® indicate that alcohol causes a lessened respira-

tory exchange, those of Zunty ^ and Bjene ** that it

causes an increased change, while those of Geppert"
indicate that the variations observed under alcohol

are within the normal limits of variation. Atwater's
published observations show in one case (Experiment
1) a loss of carbon under alcohol as compared with a

companion non-alcohol experiment (Experiment H),

in the other no variation between the alcohol and
non-alcohol experiments (Experiments !) and 10). ^"^

A careful critical study of all these researches leads

us to conclude that the effects of moderate quantities

of alcohol upon respiratory metabolism vary much
according to the conditions present. In most condi-

tions it appears to cause a loss of substance.

In regard to our third fact also, our knowledge
cannot be said to be absolutely settled. Here, how-
ever, our lack of uniformity is much less in evidence

' Anstie : Practitioner, vol. xiii, 1874, p. 15 ; Biny : Arch. f. exp.
Path. u. Pliarm.. B<1. vl. S. 287 ; Heubacli : Loc. cit.. Bd. vill, S. 440

;

Schmidt: Centrbl. f. d. nied. Wiss., Bd. xxiii, 1875: Bodlaiidcr :

Pfliiger's Arch., Bd. xxxii, S. .3»8 ; StHfisinaii : Loc. cit., Bd. xlix, S.
315 ; VogeliuB : IiiauK. l>iS!i., Kid ; IStiiiidiceiiti : Bois-Keyiiiou'd's
Arch., 1M.)6, p. 225.

- Atwater : Bulletiu No. 09, U. S. Di-partnient of Agriculture, 1899.
•' Boeck and Bauer : Zeitschr. f. Biol. Bd. x. S. 3CI ; Siiiitli : British

Medical Journal, 18.')9
; Wolferg : PHiiger'g Arch., Bd. xxxii, S. 222 :

Berg : Arch. f. kiln. .Med., Leipzig, Bd. vl, S. 373.
« Kulh : iJias., Bonn.
* Vogelius : Diss., Kiel.
« BoJiander : Zeitschr. f. klin. Med., Berlin. No. 2, S. 1.54.

' Zuniy : Forlnchr. d. Med., Bd. v, S. 1.

» Bjene : Arch. f. I'liyg.. Bd. ix, II. (1, .S. 323.
» Geppert : Arch. I. exp. Path. ii. I'harni.. Bd. xxii, S. 3G7.
•" Atwater : Bulletin No. 69, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1899.

than in regard to our second point. Some discre-

pancy is found in the results of the several researches

of certain observers, but the majority of cases under
each observer and the great total majoric}' of cases

investigated indicate that alcohol in moderate doses

(40 to 72 grammes (dhyl hydroxide in twenty-four

hours) causes a loss of nitrogen to the body. And
the study of the several researches conducted upon
men during the last ten years, seven in number,
leads us to conclude that the alcohol, though its

effect in moderate doses upon proteid metabolism is

obviously slight, fails to spare the proteid tissues.

Large doses ai-e distinctly prejudicial to proteid me-
tabolism.

This work upon the ett'ect of alcohol upon proteid

metabolism in the human body published during this

present decade consists of, a research of von Noorden
in 1891," one by Miura under the direction of von

Noorden in 1892,'^ one of Schmidt under Rosemann's
direction, ^'^ one by Schoneseiffer," one by Neumann,^*
one by Stromni,^" and one by Atwater." Kosemaun ^*

has shown that all the work ujjon this subject done
previous to 1890 is valueless, owing to the fact that

the observers worked with insuthcient data.

In von Noorden's investigation upon '6 individuals,

a loss of nitrogen under alcohol was observed in 2

cases, a maintenance of nitrogenous equilibrium in 1.

The case without loss received a rich proteid diet.

Strom, in his researches, found that a loss of nitro-

gen was the rule under alcohol. Exceptions were
present in some observations.

Miura made three similar researches upon the fol-

lowing plan : In the first period the subject (himself)

was brought into a condition of nitrogenous equilib-

rium upon a regular diet. In the second period a

certain portion of the carbohydrate of the diet was
replaced by isodynamic (piantities of alcohol (65
grammes alcohol daily). In the third period the

regular diet was restored, the sugar again replacing

the alcohol. In the fourth period a diet minus both

the sugar and alcohol (a reduced diet) was given.

Miura's results showed that under alcohol the nitro-

genous equilibrium was not maintained, the loss of

nitrogen under alcohol equalling that lost upon re-

duced diet (Period 4). When the sugar was replaced

in the diet nitrogenous eciuilibrium was restored.

This research of Miura appears to be the most com-
plete and adequate upon the subject published up to

date.

The researches of Schmidt and of Schoneseiffer

gave results similar to those of Miura.

Neumann claimed that the results of his observa-

tions indicated that alcohol spared the proteid tis-

sues of the body. Rosemann,'" however, has made a

careful review of this research of Neumann, in

which he proves conclusively that the experiment is

inade(iuate and the conclusion drawn from it by the

author unwarranted by the results. We cannot,

therefore, accept the testimony of this research in

regard to our (]uestion in hand.

Atwater has published two researches. In both the

11 Von Noorden : Berlin, klin. Woch., Bd. xxviii, 551 ; .Stain mreicb :

Diss., Berlin, 1891.
12 Miura : Zeitschr. f. klin. Med., Bd. xx, S. 138.
':i Schmidt: Dis.s., Griefswald, l«!i9.

1' Schoneseiffer : Loc. cit. 1899.
"•• Neumann : Arch. f. Hyg., Bd. afi. S 1, 1899.
1" Stronim : Ab.m. in .lahrh. 'J'hierchem., 24, 5.53.
'' Atwater : Bulletin No. og, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1899,
'" Kosemaun : Zeitschr. f. (list. u. phys. Therap.. 1898, Bd. i.

i» Kosemaun : Pfluger's Arch , 1899, Bd. 77, S. 405.
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siil)j<'ct iccoivcd 72. /iK (rriiiiiiiicH (rtliyl liylroxidi; dailv

ill |il:i<'(' of isodvii.-iiiiic (|ii:iiititifH of cailioliydnitrs or
of fals. Ill liolli rcsfarclics tlu-n' was loss of nilro-

^(•11 iiml( r tin- alcohol as coiiiiiait'd with tin- n-Hiilts

iiihIci- the i-('<;iilar dii-t. I'roffssor Atwatt-r tells me
llial fiiillicr ((xpcriiiicMis liavr ^ivcii coiillictiii;^ ri--

siills, in sonic cases a iiKiiiitenaiice of nitro^eiKius

ei|iiilil)rinin under alcoiiol, in some a i'ailni'c in this

inainlenance.

riii; M ri;rn\ i; vai.i k (H- ai.coihh,.

The ([iieslioii of the nutritive vahie of alcohol has

loiii; been a .subject of controversy ainoii^ physiolo-

ifists. Licbii;-, ariiiiiii^ from the similar chemical com-
position of alcohol to that of tlu; fats and carboliv-

dratc food substances, classed it aiiionjr the fiuil-food

substances, and many physiologists have acce|)te(l this

classi(i(;ntion. An e([ual number of scientists, on the

other hand, deny that alcohol has any nutritive value

whatsoever in (umditions of health.

It is interesting to consider this (piestion in tlu; light

of our modern scientific knowledge. According to

Voit, a nutriment is a .substance which replaces or

spares any necessary material of the body. The or-

dinarily recognized nutriments of the body are the or-

ganic foods, the proteids, carbohydrates and fats, and

the inorganic foods, as water, sodium chloride, oxygen.

These substances all replace similar nuiterials in the

body. Some of them, as the fats and carbohydrates,

also possess the property of sparing the protoid tissues.

Alcohol cannot replace a similar material in the tis-

sues, since alcohol is not a fixed constituent of the

body. Its nutritive action — if it possess any — nuist

therefore consist in sparing by its action in metab-

olism some native tissue material. The review, given

above, of the investigations up to the present time upon

the action of alcohol in and upon the body metabolism

n^veals the following facts in this regard : Alcohol is

oxidized in the body with the consequent liberation of

energy therein. Its effect upon proteid metabolism

appears to vary somewhat with the conditions of the

organism. As a rule, in the normal individual its use

is accompanied by a loss of nitrogenous tissue. In

small doses this effect upon proteid metabolism is

slight. In large doses it is marked. The effect of

alcohol upon the metabolism of the non-nitrogenous

organic tissue elements appears to be variable even in

normal conditions. In most cases it fails to spare the

fats of the body. Its effects in small doses in either

direction are very slight.

As compared with the fuel foods which it reseinbh's

in its chemical composition we find that if in normal

conditions oOd calories' worth of fat or cax-bohydrate

in a diet, under which a man maintains himself in tis-

sue eciuilibrium, be replaced by an equal calories'

worth of alcohol, a loss of nitrogenous tissue will as a

rule result. If this alcohol be in turn replaced by the

fat the body will as a rule return to its state of nitroge-

nous equilibrium. That is, alcohol has not, in the gen-

eral rule, the sparing property upon the tissues of the

body possessed by the ordinary organic foods.

Summing up our results we find, then, that alcohol

resembles the organic foods in the fact that it is oxi-

dized in the bod} . It differs from them in that, while

these can as a rule in normal conditions be depended

upon to replace a given amount of body material, or

to spare such material, it cannot be so depended

upon.

'X\w. ntHiiilN of our Hci«riilific xvm'WcvXwm, in r<*(;ar<l U>

the nutritive value of alcohol nt pn-wnt, llu-nrfon?,

permit (jf our drawing only tin; r«;Ntricti-d concliixion

that in the average (rase it haM no MU<-h valu<-. Th«t

variationH prcHcnt forbid an abMoliit<- denial of iIiIh

property in »" ca.seH.*" Since, however, tlic^e reHiiIlN

show (tiearly that alcohol eitlier lackn the tiMHue-wpar-

ing prop<'rty of the regular fuel foods or imihhcmm'h thin

prop<-rty in a niii<;h les.s <legn;e than thene, they ju»lify

the full and unr«;.served con(;lusion that itn nutritivt;

value, if it possess any at all, is clearly lens than

that of any of the.se siibstanoeB, and,<;alorie for<:alorie,

sugar or fat slioidd alw.iys be preferred to alcohol.

Why the alcohol, producing an equal aiiKiitntof en«Tgv

in the body to the fat or sugar, shouhl not Ix; of equal

value there cannot i)e absolutely determined. It is

probabh;, however, that through its well-recognized

poisonous a("tion upon the nervous system, some di.*;-

turbaiice of metabolism or of the oxidation of the tis-

sues is effected, as a result of which the prot4Mds or

other ti.ssue elements fail to get the benefit of the nu-

tritive aid of the alcohol as they do that of the ordi-

nary foods. This fact is in a manner an evidence that

this poisonous action of alcohol is present even wlien

small (juautities are taken. PLlse why should not the

same results upon tissue metabolism be obtained with

alcohol which are obtained with the same (juantities of

sugars and fats ?

Of the existence of this poi.sonous action of alcohol,

even in small doses, upon the nervous system, or upon
the body through its effects upon this system, we
possess a mass of experimental evidence. Kraepelin,

Lond)ard, Aschaffenburg and others have reported ex-

periments which show that even small amount.s of al-

cohol (doses of 20 to 30 grammes hydroxide) cause
diminution in the total capacity of the individual for

mental or muscular effort. The work on this subject

reviewed by Kraepelin in a recent article includes

over 2,000 researches. It is a well proven fact that,

though the combustion of alcohol must provide heat to

the body, still the action of the alcohol upon the ner-

vous system is such that by the resulUmt dilatation of

the peripheral vessels the liod}- is made less rather

than more able to maintain its heat supply under alco-

hol.

Whether this poisonous action is, as is generally

believed, a paralysis of the nerve centres or not, it cer-

tainly is present to a greater or less degree in all cases

in health, and it is natural to suppose that it is this

result which off.sets any beneficial nutritive influence

which the energy derived from the alcohol might tend

to lend to the body.

The variation in the results of the experiment.s with

alcohol (pioted may be in part explained by the posses-

sion of a greater or less immunity in the subject of

experiment to this poisonous action. The sum total

of all the results of alcohol upon tlie body metabolism
certainly inclines the unprejudiced student to agree with
Horsley that total abstinence has a scientific h;isis.

TIIK INKI.l'KN'CK OK THK IXOROAXIC t'OMPOlND.^
IPON THE VITAL rUKNOMKNA OK TIIK 0U(;AN-

Physiological chemistry has been up to the present

time for the most part the study of organic chemistry

'" The properly of sparing tissue is iH>ssesseil hy several narcotic
-substances, as morphia. It wouUl be as reasonable to class this snb-
?tance anions tbo foi-«ls as alcohol, if this property were taken as the
ilistlnctive quality of a food.
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and of tlie organic compounds. In the absori)tion m
this branch the study of the inorganic chemistry of

the body has been, to a great extent, negk^cted, and

its importance overlooked.

A priori evidence of the importance of the inor-

ganic compounds and of this branch of chemistry in

the life phenomena of the body has never been

lacking. The large ash obtained from the cells, es-

pecially from the cell nucleus, is evidence of the im-

portance of the inorganic compounds in the constitu-

tion of living matter. The evidence is clear in

botany. We know that iron is necessary for the for-

mation of chlorophyll in plants, although it does not

enter into the chlorophyll molecule. Bacteria and

moulds form organic compounds by synthesis of the

inorganic, thus forming compounds in which the phe-

nomena of life is possible.

The same salts used by the moulds are found in the

ash of the nucleus of the cells. And it is a reason-

able hypothesis that the nucleus, like these, builds up

inorganic substances into organic synthesis, and that

in these inorganic substances thus synthesized we

have the basis of living matter. And thus in the

study of these compounds and their relations to the

body processes, we have an important part of

the chemistry of life phenomena.

The truth of this hypothesis and tlie importance of

the inorganic salts or tlieir bases in the animal econ-

omy has been forcibly brought out by some recent ex-

perimental work of Loeb, which shows that slight

variations in the inorganic content of a tissue have a

decided intiuence upon its properties, producing changes

in these properties having far-reaching effects upon

such vital functions as muscular contraction or even

development of the ovum.

CHANGES IN THE I'UOI'KUTIES OF TISSUES RESULT-

ING FROM VARIATIONS IN THEIR CONTENT OF

INORGANIC SALTS.

Loeb ^^ has found that if a tissue, as muscle, be

placed in turn in eijuimolecular solutions of certain

substances capable of ionization, as sodium chloride,

calcium cidoride, potassium chloride, its prop(a-ty of

liolding or absorbing water is greatly varied accord-

in<f to Uie metal ion present in the solution used. A
muscle placed in a .7 XaCl solution absorbs about

7% of its own weight of water in eighteen hours.

One placed in an ecjuimolecular KCl solution ab-

sorbs 40% to 50% of water. One placed in CaCl^

loses 20% of water. The same phenomena are pre-

sented if the bromide or iodides of these same metal

ions are used. A parallel of this influence of the

ions upon absorption of water is found in the case of

the Na, K, and Ca soaps. With these soaps it is

found tliat the K soaps bind most water, the Na less

and the Ca least. If K ions be substituted for Na
ions the it)ap gains in water. If Ca ions be substi-

tuted for Na a loss of water occurs.

Ion proteids. — It thus appears that these metal

ions exist in coml)inations with the elements of the

muscle tissue, the proteid elements, as ion proteids in

which one ion can be easily substituted for another,

as in the soap compounds. That it is the ions

which are changed in these alterations and not tlu;

whole salt, or electrolytt;, is proven l)y the fact d(;in-

onstrated in this and furtlier experiments, that the

»' Loeb : Arch. f. d. gee. Physiol., 1899, Bd. lixv, S. 303; American
Jourual of Phyglology, vol. ill. No. viii, p. 327.

only alteration in the constitution of the substances

as the muscle or soaps involved in this change of

property is the variation in its content of particular

kind of metal ions, Xa or K or Ca.

In the same way. the property of contractility of

muscle may be varied.-'^ Skeletal mu.scle in ordinary

conditions lacking the property of rhythmic contraction

at once takes up this property when introduced into a

solution of XaCl. It does this, however, only when
a certain amount of calcium or potassium salts is pres-

ent in its tissue. These changes in tissue are ol>

served only under treatment by solutions of substances

capable of ionization, not in solutions of non-con-

conductors, as sugar, urea, etc. They occur only in

the preseiK^e of certain ioiiizable substances, as sodium,

potassium, calcium and magnesium salts, not with all

electrolytes.

From these experiments the author concludes that

the presence of certain ions, as Na, K, Ca, in certain

proportions in the constitution of a tissue, is an im-

portant determining factor in regard to the properties

of this tissue. These ion salts, or electrolytes, do not

exist in living tissue (uitirely as such, but partly as

compounds of proteids, ion proteids, entering into

combination not as a whole, but through their ions.

These ion proteids are capable of disassociation

under simple conditions, the Na ions being re-

placed by Ca ions, the Ca by K, and so on, with

consequent alteration of the properties of the tissue.

The relation of the ion proteids to tJie normal condi-

tions of the tissues andfunctions of tlie body. — In re-

gard to these ion j)roteids and the effects upon the

properties of tissue, Loeb observed furtlier that a ske-

letal muscle which takes up rhythmic contraction in a

NaCl solution, if immersed in a solution of the

chlorides of Na, Ca and K in the same proportion as

in the blood, fails to take up this property. A muscle,

however, which after a period in NaCl solution has

finally ceased its rhythmic contraction, is started up

again by the addition of calcium or jiotassium

chlorides to the solution. The same fact is true of

a living organism (fundidus) which, having lost its

natural activity under subjection to NaCl, retakes

it again if subjected to small amounts of CaClg or

KCl.''^ That is, the properties of tissue, as irrita-

bility or contractility of muscle, are dependent to

some extent upon the association of ion proteids

present in or accessible to the tissue. These ion pro-

teids of Na, Ca, K, CI, etc., exist in certain j)ropor-

tion in a given body tissue or the blood. AVHiile this

condition is maintained the tissue shows its normal

properties. Change this condition by placing in a

foreign nu'diuin (as an NaCl solution, in which the

ions can be freely dissociated and thus an excess of

the Ca or K ions of the tissue be replaced by Na) and

the property of the tissue is changed, a skeletal mu.s-

cle, for example, developing the property of rhythmic

contraction. These muscles do not take on this prop-

erty in the body, since the blood contains the ion salts

NaCl, CaCl.^, KCl, etc., in proper proportions to

keep each other balanced in the muscle. By artifi-

cial substitution of ions, however, this balance may be

broken and a new balance or property set up. The
author confirms these conclusions I)y a large number
of experiments.

If it is true that life and normal properties of ti.ssue

22 I/oeb : American Journal of Physiology, vol. n\^ No, 7, p. 327»
" Loeb: Loc. cit.
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(l('|ifii(l upon tlic pn-sriKM! of .-i iiiiiiiImt of vurioiiH

iiH'liil piotcids, iNa, ('a, M^, in «lcliiiilc )ir«)|(()rti()iiH, it

must lollow that piinr solutions of ont; cIuhh of ion

salts, as, for cxaniplc, piirt- solutions of NiiCI, an-

poisonous, for the Na wouM linally rcplarc all the ( 'a

in tlu! tissues and thus the normal properties disap-

pear. And this proves to he the <"ase. A fuiididu»

which can maintain life in even distilled watei- soon

ceases to act in a pure NaCl solution. ''* If, hovv-

t!ver, Ca and K are added to tlui solution the vil^ility

return.s. 'I'hat it is the anion, the Na or Ca, which is

the essential factor in the; chanjfes, and not the kation,

the CI, is proven by the fact that in this experiment

chlorides, NaCl, KCl, CaCl.^ are used in all eases.

If the CI were the poisonous af^(!nt, and not the Na,

then the KCl woidd not reli(!V(! tlu^ poisoning.

Krjx'riinents upon the nicdnsa.'^ — The rei;idar

contractile action of the medusa is maintained l»y a

set of nerve ganglia situated in the margin of the

bell. The central portion contains no ^an^lion system

and if separated from the bell will not contract in sea

water, though the separated outer portion or bell con-

tinues to do so. In a solution of NaCl, however,

the central portion at once takes up the process of

rhythmic contraction just as the skeletal muscle in

the first experiment described. That is, the tissue of

the central portion of the medusa does not possess the

property of irritability in its natural condition and

environment. When, however, its content of ion

salts is affected by a change in this environment it

takes on this property. The presence of the Ca and

K in the sea water prevents this contraction, for the

property is at once lost upon the addition of Ca and

K ions to the NaCl solution. These phenomena of

the medusa are similar to those of the heart. Here
the rhythmic contraction under the influence of the

ganglia is normal in the environment of the body

fluids with their proportions of Na, K, Ca and Mg
ions. An isolated heart will continue its action for a

much longer period in a solution containing Na, Ca
and K than in a pure XaCl solution, for the latter

gradually replacing the Ca in the tissue by Na ions

soon upsets the proportion of the ion proteids neces-

sary for the maintenance of this property. Hence

the value of Ringer's solution over normal salt solu-

tion. The value of such mixed solutions is not, how-

ever, as generally supposed, due to the stinudating

action of the calcium upon the heart, but to the pres-

ence of the several salts necessary for the proper

interaction of the ions. The sodium is the agent

which initiates the irritability, the calcium checks this

effect, causing the cessation of the beat, and thus

by alternate starts and checks the rhythm is main-

tained. Remove either entirely and the property is

lost.

These observations have led the author to advance

the hypothesis that rhythmic contraction of any tis-

sue is a phenomenon of the constant alternate associa-

tion and disassociation of the ions Na, Ca. K in their

proteid combinations and is thus primarily a chemical

process, the Na and Ca and K ions replacing each

other in turn and thus causing the constant action.

In the heart and medusa bell the process is under

ganglion control and it is the ganglia rather than the

tissue itself which are influenced. In the medusa

centre, the skeletal muscle, the embryonic heart

" Loeb : Ainericau Journal of Physiology, vol. iii, No. 7, i>. 327.

25 Loeb : Loc. cit., No. 8, p. 383.

before the iipj)eHniliee of the yari;^lia, jx-rhajw the

chemical pnwess in the tiMHue itself, may account for

the phenomenon. It is not the reception of tli«iM;

ion salts from the surrounding media which in eMneii-

lial to the inainlenane«- of life or a special [irojterty,

but the possession of them in [iroper proportions in

the constitution of the tiswue. For tli<- fuiiduliiH live*

perfe«!tly in <listille(I water.

JJeveli)pi/ient of the unffrfUizeil pjjij of the gea urchin.

— Some very striking evidences of influene*; of inor-

ganic salts upon thcr vital {(roceHHes are fouml in LocI/h

experiments upon the devtdopnu^nt of the unfertilizecl

ovum.'" This author noted (I) that changes in the

state of liipiefaction or solidiOcatitMi of a tissue might
play an important part in the life phenomen.-i of the

tissiu- ; (2) that certain ion salts, as Ca r)r Na, favor

coagulation or solidilication in tissues, winl" others, as

Mg or K, favor li(piefaction.

Tlu! latter condition is also intlueMced bv >iu)plc

(concentration of surrounding fluids. Applying these

discoveries to the study of the nnjiortant life pheno-
mena of d(!V»dopment of the ovum, Loeb foun<l that

simple concentration of sea water efi"ected some di-

vision of the sea urchin ovum to twenty, thirtv, or

even sixty cells. The development never reached

the blastula stage, however, the resultant growth be-

ing therefore similar to tumors or galls. The same
result was obtained by the addition of certain quanti-

ties of Mg or K to the water.

From this experiment and by analogy with those

upon the fundulus and medusa already mentioned, the

author concluded that the constitution of sea water
prevented the parthenogenetic development of the eggs
of the sea urchin and other animals in whom the

eggs re(piire fertilization.

Since acceleration of this development followed
influences which j)romoted liquefaction, it seemed
possible that by reducing the agents favoring solidifi-

cation (the Ca or Na ion salts) or increasing those
favoring li(piefaetion (the Mg or K ion salts) in the

surrounding media for a period a parthenogenetic devel-

opment of the egg of the sea urchin might be accom-
plished. After various experiments Loeb found that

if unfertilized eggs of the sea urchin were exposed
for two hours to a solution of 5,000 cubic centimetres

of ^" n MgClj plus 5,000 cubic centimetres of sea

water, and then {)laced in ordinary sea water, a devel-

opment of blastuhe, gastruhv; and plutei occurred as

after im})regnation by the spermatazoon. Thus it

seems proven that the unfertilized egg has all the

l)0ssibilities for parthenogenesis, the constitution of the

sea water alone i)reventing this phenomenon. The
Mg probably acts by li(piefying the nuclear membrane
and thus starting division. Any salt extractuig water
from the egg would probaltly do the same. The
spermatazoon probably possesses a double action. (1)
a licpiefying action similar to the above, and (2) the
transmission of the iidierited characteristics. The
properties are apparently separate ; and the Mg ions
are apparently able to perform the flrst property as

well as the spermatazoon.
The influence of the electrolyte constituents of the

sea water upon the development of the ovum are
shown by some experiments of Loeb upon the ferti-

lized egg of the sea urchin. This egg fails to develop
an embryo in a solution of a single" chloride (NaCl

»• Loeb : American Journal of Physiology, vol. lii,Xo. 3 p. 135. and ,

vol. iii, No. 9, p. 434.
^
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or MgC'l.,, etc.) or in a solution of two chlorides. In

a solution of the throe chlorides which the experi-

ments upon the fundulus and muscle had suggested

to be the salts most essential to life phenomena (the

chlorides of Na, Ca and K) the development of the

embryo occurs, though without a skeleton. By the

addition of MgCU and Xa^.C'o., to this solution the

complete embryo with skeleton is developed.

l^cport^ of ct>ocictic^.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MKDICAL SOCIETY.

SECTION FOR CLINICAL iMEDICINE, PATHO-
LOGY AND HYGIENE.

J. BERGEN OGDEX, M.D., ShXRETARY.

Regilar meeting, Wednesday, April 18, 1000.

Dr. H. F. Vickkry in the chair.

Dr. G. G. Sears reported

TWO CASES OK AHNOmiAL SEXUAL UEVEL01':MENT.^

Dr. .1. J. Putnam : 1 have been much interested

some years past in studying the subject of infantilism,

which I think is too much neglected amongst us. A
number of very interesting communications have been

made by French physicians, and it is perhaps more
common than has been supposed. Infantilism, with

tendency to feminism, which generally go together,

would (ixpress the condition of the first case Dr. Sears

reported. One curious speculation it seems to me is

with regard to the causes of these states. To a cer-

tain extent they can be reproduced artificially or by
accident through mutilation or disease of the repro-

ductive organs. I have seen myself one interesting

case of that sort following injury of the testicle. A
good many are on record and the more common re-

sults which follow are classed under the head of

eunuchism. Then the very curious phenomena pre-

sented by birds are well known. The female birds of

certain species, when they pass the I'eproductive age,

assume tin; plumage of males. The question arises

how to classify this (;hange of structure, whether to

consider that it is simply due to the withdrawal of

some chemical substance such as may be supposed to

be passed into the blood from the testicles or ovaries

— a sort of internal secretion— or to suppose that

the change is one dominated by the nervous system.

If the former is true then we have something more or

less analogous to what occurs in myxedema, where
the removal of a gland is followed by a large number
of curious and wides[)read changes, some of which
seem to be to a considerable extent morphological in

their character. The comparison between the true

cretinism of Switzerland and northern Italy and the

sporadic cretinism produced by disease of the thyroid

would seem to be somelliing like the n^lation between
the artificial eunuchism and the infantilism and femi-

nism. In the case of tlu; sporadic cretinism the con-

dition can be larg(dy counteracted and made to change
back again in sj)ite of its complexity, by the introduc-

tion of tlie thyroirl secretion. In the case of the cre-

tinism of Switzerland that is impossible. Similarlv

one might suppose that the results of castration could
be prev<'iited by the introduction of testicular products,

' See page 23'J of the Journal.

whereas one could hardly expect results of that sort to

follow from a similar infiuenc(> in pronounced femin-
ism or infantilism. It cannot yet be positively asserted

that the results of castration can be relieved in that

way, but it always seemed to me a very proper sul)-

ject for experimentation and to a certain extent it has

been experinuMited on in the Harvard Medical School
in the past two years.

Dr. J. J. Putnam presented

NOTES ON the TREATMENT OF ATAXIC PATIENTS IJY

CO-ORDINATION EXERCISES, WITH THE DEMON-
STRATION OF TWO PATIENTS.'^

\)\i. Taylor : I should like to ask what the object

of the trunk movements is, as demonstrated in one of

the cases ?

Dr. Putnam : I suppose that although it is true

that (;o-ordination is the thing chiefly aimed at, still if

one must call a great deal on certain groups of mus-
cles, of which the trunk muscles are pre-eminently im-

portant, it is necessary that their nutrition should be
in first-rate condition, and it is simply with the idea of

developing the nutrition of the muscles most used that

these exercises for strength are put in. I think the

particular object is that when one is going to call for co-

ordination, you want the nervous system and the mus-
cles to be in healthy condition before you start.

Dr. Graham : With regard to movements, the

larger movements I think should be begun first and
later the finer movements come into play. All this is

exceedingly interesting and I am sorry so few gentle-

men are here this evening to have witnessed it. I

notice that Mr. Harding began with the foot move-
ments, and these have done very well, and perhaps
his plan was to begin with the movements that were
easiest. It is a very good plan indeed, but it seems
to me it would be more natural to begin with the lar-

ger movements and graduate down to the finer move-
ments ; for in the natural evolution of the human be-

ing from childhood up, the large and easy motions

come first, the more delicate and difficult ones later.

Dk. Putnam : When any movement of an extrem-
ity is made, the first thing that is done is to fix the

muscles of the trunk, so that it would seem essential

that a patient should be assured of the condition of

his trunk muscles as regards strength and capacity for,

at least, sustaining balance moderately well.

Dr. Vickery : I should like to ask Dr. Putnam
what nerve channels convey the co-ordination in these

cases. I suppose the reason this had not been tried

before was that people thought the circuit was broken

by an irreparable destruction of nerve tissue.

Dr. Putnam : It seems to me that is just where
the error lies. I remember reading many years ago,

without getting the moral which the case should have

carried with it, the re])ort of a patient who had been

treated in several of the German clinics, and was found

eventually to have a pronounced and typi(;al condition

of sclerosis of the spinal cord, but nevertheless recov-

ered his power of walking to a very considerable ex-

tent, so that he was considered one of the cured pa-

tients. Again, it has been noted many times that

patients who have general paresis at the same time

that they have these tabetic changes in the cord do

not have, as a rule, as much ataxia as when they had

better command of their mental faculties, and the no-

tion has been that they threw themselves more on

2 See page 231 of the JournaL
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tlicir instincts luid wil.lioiit trvin;^ to do Hf) tiuicli uclii-

.'ill\ siK'i-i'cd ill <|oin<^ iiiorr. I liavo iiiso in mind ii

Viiiiii^ woniun with adv;inccd sclcrosiH, vvIiokc 1c;^h

wcic ill a snastic coiidition, and slir was conlincd to

lu'i- cliair rnlircly. I Icr niolln r lifard a noisr in licr

i-ooni one ni<.dit and ionnd that whih; still ash'tp sin-

liad walked to the door. On waking' In^r up slir had

dilliculty in i^cttinif her hack. This (;aH(! sciiins to

show tiiat w(^ do not need lor locomotion anything;

like tlie amount ot" inroiniation that we ordinarily ^^et

thiouiih our nerves, hut when wideawake; ami trying

to do the rii^ht thinj^ all the time W(! intt^rt't're with

our own success because w*; recognize the defects in

our mechanism too mu(!li and do not rely in a simple

and confident way on what we have left.

I)k. (jU.viiam : 1 sui)pose all tin; paths of coiidue-

tion in the spinal cord ar(^ not destroyed and the patient

has the power to throw his will down through tlu; chan-

nels capable of conveying the impulse wlu!n a su^i^estion

is made to him that lie can do so and so. Tiiere must

be certain tracts open to convey the influences down,

otherwise they would not go. The men who work
suggestion often do so to good ett'ect. It is worth the

effort and if you do not succeed it does not do any

harm.

Dr. Pltnam, in answer to a question as to whether

this treatment effected any improvement in the patho-

logical condition, or whether it tended to retard the

processes in the cord, said it was his belief that it

tended to retard the progress of the disease, inasmuch

as the s})inal cord and the rest of the nervous system

are stimulated to more healthy and normal functions.

He supposed one could hardly expect to make a le-

gression in conditions that had already taken place.

Sclerosis would remain.

Dr. (Ii{.\ham: Dr. Putnam said acute cases do

well. I remember a chronic case that was doing well

and finally had an acute attack which took him off" his

legs and then he resumed massage and exercises pretty

vigorously. After a while I told him one day he was

going to walk without crutches, and he said, "Never.'"

Some weeks later I noticed that he was doing his re-

sistive movements while lying down so well that I

told him I thought he could now go without his

crutches. He replied that he had been going without

them for a fortnight. Evidently he wished me to find

out for myself that my prophecy had come true. In

chronic cases with an acute attack perhaps we can do

more than we expect sometimes.

It is certain that massage and movements often re-

store lost power of motion, and if in disturbances of cen-

tral and peripheral origin they do this not only by

their local ett'ect, but also, as has been claimed for

them, by arousing psychomotor impulses in the func-

tion of new associations and combinations, then they

are certainly worthy of more consideration than they

have yet received.

THK TniRTP:ENTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

(Continued from No. 9, p. 219.)

Skction of Ixtkrxal Mkdicink.

the diagnosis of rkxal insufficiency.

Dr. C. Acharo said that the diagnosis of renal

insuthciency formerly rested entirely on a conii>lex

of general and functional disturbances, such as uremii-

phenomena — «lropHiirH, HJight Hijfim of " HrijjIitiHin,"

Uruit de (jalop, ami u Hiiininary •xainiiiatiori of the

urine couHiHting in the cHtiniate of itn volume hikI

deUHity, and the diHcovery of ulbiiiiiin and cumLh.

Thanks to the Hiin|»lieity of the investigation, and

the long experience a<-(|uired with regard to iImmm,

the.s(! sigiiH still remain (he primary condition of

every renal affection. Hut they are In-tter fitted U>

establish the e.xi.stemc and the nature of the UrsionH

of the kidney than to make known functional di-^

lurbaiices of these organs. 'I'he anatomical change

and physiological disorder do nr>t ahyays pro«:eed

/xiri jtftssn, and on the otlittr hand the functicjns of

the kidneys may be .seriously compromised even when
the preceding symptoms remain unpronounced. A
deceptive appearance of general health is main-

tained, and a more or less precarious compensation

masks the danger— which is nevertheless very real

— that threatens the organism. Therefore some
complement of the investigation into the state of

the function becomes necessary. To this end a

whole series of researches has been devi.sed, having

for their object the exploration of the urinary secre-

tion, especially through comparing the urine and
the blood, by various procedures, clinical (dosage),

physical (cystoscopy) and physiological (toxicity).

Moreover, instead of studying the product of the

spontaneous secretion of the kidney it has been
proposed to iiujuire how that organ accomjjli.shes a

work set it to do, consisting in the induced elimina-

tion of a foreign substance introduced in a known
do.se into the organism. Of the methods referred to.

only two art! sutliciently practical — cystoscopy and
induced elimination. The comparative cystoscopy

of the urine and the serum which affords knowledge
of the number of the molecules without distinction

of nature contained in the two fluids indicates the

permeability of the kidney combined with the do.s-

age of certain ingredients of the urine, the measure-
ment of its amount, and the estimation of the weight

of the body ; it appears capable of also furnishing

very instructive information as to the state of the

renal circulation and the nutrition as a whole.
Achard, however, thinks it possible that the ingeni-

ous calculations which allow us to draw all those

deductions are somewhat wanting in the simplicitv

necessary for everyday practice. As regards the

test of induced elimination which is generally car-

ried out with methylene blue, it enables us to judge
within what limits of time, and in what proportion

the kidney accom{)lishes the disencumberment of the

organism from the substances for which it serves as

the emunctory. Differing in their mechanism, those

explorations may furnish somewhat dissimilar indi-

cations. It is advanUigeous, therefore, to combine
them. They are interesting in a double respect.

First, they constitute a method of study applicable

to pathogenic researches, and are suitable for the

elucidation of certain obscure points in the domain
of theory. Xext they have a practical utility, for

they confirm by making more precise the data ac-

(piired by simple clinical examination, as it is carrieil

out cursorily at the bedside. Sometimes even they
suffice for the detection of disorders of the renal
function which would have remained uncertain or
unknown ; this is especially the case in certain cases
ot interstitial nephritis running an insidious course.

Dr. S. Laache in his report treated the question
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from the clinical and the therapeiitic point of view.

He took for his starting point the func^tion by virtue

of which the kidney is the most imitortant secretory

apparatus of the organism for waste matters, liquid

and solid, the last being represented chiefly by urea.

lie referred to renal edemas, edema fagax, universal

anasarca and the decisive part played by the heart.

As regards diagnosis, in connection with which he al-

luded to the milder form of Uriglit's disease, he said

the researches of Achard and Castaigne had opened

up a new way. Treatment should be by preference

prophylactic ; but if this was impossible, the well-

known principles already followed in the treatment of

renal affections should be applied. Special attention

should be given to the state of the heart.

TliEATMKNT OF MUCOMEMBRANOLS COLITIS.

l)i{. Alhkrt Mathiki", physician to the Ilopital

Andral, Paris, said he would confine himself to a

summary review of the principal pathogenic and symp-

tomatic indications and the broad lines of treatment

corresponding thereto.

(1) Constipation is the rule in nnicomembranous

colitis ; it is often spasmodic. The diarrh(!a, which is

always transient, is the result of a debacle or an at-

tack of catarrhal colitis.

(2) There always exists in mucomembranous coli-

tis a secretory irritation of the mucous membrane.

(3) The syndrome mucomembranous colitis does

not occur in its full intensity except in individuals

predisposed by a pre-existing neuropathic condition.

The colitis tends to aggravate this neurosis and local-

ize it in the abdomen. The same holds good with re-

gard to visceral ptoses. Locally, the neurosis induces

hyperesthesia of the walls of the large intestine and

disorder of its motility ; it is especially a cause of

spasmodic contractions.

(4) The general and local conditions very often

react on each other in mucomembranous colitis and

reciprocally aggravate each other. In treatment both

these elements must be kept in view. Disorders of

alimentation, attacks of pain, doubtless also auto-intoxi-

cation, are a cause of anemia, wasting, sometimes even

true cachexia.

(.5) Lastly, certain complications, acute dysenteri-

form or febrile attacks, hemorrhage, etc., furnish

special indications for treatment. The constipation is

at once a cause and an effect ; before everything the

removal of this condition must be aimed at ; its disap-

pearance is the sign and guarantee of the cure of

mucomembranous colitis. In dealing with it measures

must be employed that do not increase either the se-

cretory irritation, the pains, or the tendency to spasm.

Castor oil, large enemata and belladonna are especially

useful. The castor oil should be given in the morn-

ing in small doses with the early breakfast ; its em-
ployment should alternate with that of the large

enemata ; these should be given at a low pressure,

slowly and at a temperature near 104° F., in doses of

1^ to 2^ litres. These enemata soothe the painful

and spasmodic irritation of the intestine, bring about

the evacuation of material accumulated within it and
act as a mechanical antiseptic. Boiled water may be

used with a weak solution of biborate or salicylate of

soda to reinforce the antiseptic action and a very di-

lute solution of neutral ichthyolate of ammonia to ex-

ert a modifying action on the int^-stinal catarrh. Care
must be taken to avoid everything likely to (tause irri-

tation of the bowel ; for instance, drastic purgatives,

astringent injections, massage in the cases where there
is marked hyperesthesia of the intestine or |)ainful

spasm of the colon. It has sometimes been recom-
mended that food rich in vegetable detritus— green
vegetables, cooked fruits, wholemeal bread, etc. —
should be given ; in many cases, however, this is not
tolerated, and one is obliged to prescribe a regimen
that favors constipation but lessens the irritation of

the digestive mucous nu-nibrane. Enemata of oil are

often very useful, especiall}' combined with large

enemata at low pressure. Belladonna is often pre-

scribed with success ; it soothes pain and antagonizes

the tendency to spasm. More rarely one may have
recourse to opium and its derivatives. Hot local ap-

plications and hot baths have a useful sedative effect

;

prolonged baths and large hot enemata form the basis

of the treatment at Plombieres and similar stations.

Sometimes in these places ascending douches given at

too high a pressure have been abused. It is often

also of advantage to act on the general neurosis by
the employment of nerve sedatives and hydrotherapy ;

often the patients are weakened and emaciated and it

is necessary to raise the standard of their nutrition

and at the same time to prescribe a regimen more ap-

propriate to the state of their digestive canal. The
dysenteriform attacks should be treated with enemata
of a weak solution of nitrate of silver ; the hemor-
rhages by prej)arations of hamamelis and large ene-

mata at a temjierature of 113° F.

Dk. F. Boas (Berlin) next dealt with the symp-
tomatology, diagnosis and clinical course of mucomem-
branous colitis :

(1) By mucomembranous colitis we understand a

special catarrhal disease tending to plastic raucous

formations of the colon.

(2) In addition to this form, which is the most fre-

quent, there is another much more rare, in which the

process manifests itself in paroxysms, whilst in the in-

tervals there is no noticeable malady except constipa-

tion ; this form is denoted by the term raucous

colic.

(3) Lastly, there is a third form which may be

designated by the name of artifi(;ial mucomembranous
colitis ; by astringent injections, espec'ially tannin, this

form may be induced in persons who are the subjects

of colitis, but not in healthy individuals.

(4) The symptomatology of mucomend)ranous coli-

tis includes constipation, colic, spasmodic atony of tlie

intestines, glairy or membranous masses in the stools,

and a general neurotic state ; nevertheless, several of

the symptoms may be wanting ; the only on(! of them
that is almost constant is constipation.

(5) That which alone determines the diagnosis is

the existence of characteristic mucous masses ; the

other symptoms— sensitiveness of the colon, colopto-

sis, movable kidney and atony of the intestine— at

the most can only help to confirm the diagnosis.

(()) It is indispensable that it should be ascertained

whether the mucomembranous colitis is an idiopathic

condition or a complication ; it is equally of great im-

portance to ascertain wheth(!r the membranous colitis

is of artificial origin.

(7) In regard to tlu" differential diagnosis the only

alternative that need be considered is mucous colic ;

by frcHjuent observations and methodical intestinal in-

jections in the intervals it will almost always be j)ossi-

ble to come to a decision.
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(H) 'rh(( clinical com-Hc of iiiiicoirKinthratioiiH crditin

Ik iil)s<>ltit('!y |i:ii-:ill«'l to tliiit ot li;il)itiial coiiHti|iiitiiiii ;

iiidiit'iicc.H wliicli correct tlu; latter will cause the

I'onner to (lis:i|t|>ear, and vic(! versa.

1)|{. .hi, lis M ANN AHKIUi, pliy.siciall to tlie (ieliel-.il

Polyclinic, Vi(tiiiia, dealt vvilli tin; patlioi^en v and
patlioloi^ii-al anatomy ol «Miteriti,s iiiend»raiia<e,i .md
colica mucosa.

(1) A distinction must l)e made Itetweeii incniinan-

oiis enteritis and mucous colic.

(2) Hy membranous (-nteritis is understood a sul)-

a(!Ut(^ or chronic catarrhal afl'ectioii of the lar;,re intes-

tine, accompanied by evacuations particulaii v rich in

nuu'us.

(;{) Hy mucous colic is denoted a morbid st;ite, of

wlii(!li the special (;liiii<:al symptoms are paroxysmal
crises of colic followed by evacuation of musses of

mucus.

(4) It is a question whether th(! two processes may
occasionally be combined.

(f)) Each of the two morbid forms of whicli the

only common element is the existence of mucous
exacuations has a pathogeny peculiar to itself.

(6) The first form is nothing more than a catarrh

of the large intestine characterized by an abundant
evacuation of mucus ; it has the same pathogeny on
the whole as ordinary catarrh of the large intestine.

(7) Mucous colic, on the contrary, has a special

pathogeny. In the great majority of cases it rests on
a basis of general neurosis (hysteria, neurasthenia),

and there is a tendency to consider the disease as an
expression of the neurosis. In the exceptional cases

where there is no underlying general neurosis the

morbid state must be regarded as a monosymptomatic
neurosis of the intestine. In addition to this funda-

mental etiological factor certain occasional factors

capable of producing paroxysms must be taken into

account. The principal among them are diseases of

the genital apparatus (in man as well as in woman),
mental disorders, constipation, irritating rectal irriga-

tions, organic diseases of the intestine.

(8) Mucous colic is frequently accompanied by

other pathological manifestations to which its produc-

tion cannot be attributed, but which may be regarded

as equivalents of the fundamental nervous element—
gastric achylia, nervous dyspepsia, spasmodic constipa-

tion, enteroptosis.

(9) The pathological anatomy of membranous en-

teritis is the same as that of enteritis in general.

(10) As regards mucous colic in the very rare

cases in which it has been possible to mak(^ an exami-

nation either on the living or the dead body no appre-

ciable lesion of the mucous membrane has been found.

PULMONARY EDEMA.

Professor Basch, of Vienna, proposed to deal

with this question under the following heads : ( 1

)

Under what conditions is pulmonary edema produced ?

What is the nature of the process producing it? (2)

What are the secondary consecutive j)rocesses? (o)

What relation is there between the doctrine of pulmo-

nary edema and that of dyspnea and cardiac asthma ?

(4) What relation is there between pulmonary edema
and muscular insuthciency of the left heart ?

(1) The first pathogenic condition of edema is that

the capillary circulation of the alveoli should be ar-

rested owing to the elevation of the blood pressure in

the left auricle. The second is that the afflux of

blood coining from tin- right heart, that i« to nay, from
the Hide of the |)ulmoiiiiry urtcricH, Mhoiihl \h: uiiim-

pe«|ed. The mechanical coiiHe(|uenr-eH of thene two
eoiiditioiiH an; the enlargement of the piilnioruiry

alvtroli and increaHe of rcHistance in their wajln. The
enlargement is produced by elongation of the capillary

vessels and the increase of resiHt'iieu; bv the high ten-

sion of the blood in tin- capillary network. Tf) tlieH«?

two consecutive processes may be adde<l transudation

into the alvef)li — a natural conHe<jueiiee of the circu-

latorv stasis in the lungs.

(2) The eidargement of the alveoli and the in-

creased resistanc(! of their walls create a mechanical

olistacle to respiration, and as a conse<pience a diHturl>-

anc(! in the ventilation of the blood. From this ariweB

a morbid sensation, dy8j)nea, which is only the ex-

|)ression of the dis|)roportion between the work of

respiration and its effect. This morbid sensation Ix?-

com(!S intensified proj)ortionately to the increase of

carbonic acid whicli accunudates in the blood as a re-

sult of the disturbance of its aeration. It causes an
increase of the excitement of the respiraUjry centres

and forced labor of the respiratory muscles. The ob-

stacle incr<!ases still more when intra-alveolar trans-

uilation is added to the preceding conditions— eidarge-

ment of the alveoli and increased resistance of the

lungs. There is need to insist on the fact that the

transudation alone without concomitant enlargement
of the lungs does not hinder respiration so much as is

believed. An al)uiidant transudation, if it is associated

with a slight j)ulmonary enlargement and moderate
resistance of the lungs, produces much less dyspnea
than a slight transudation condjined with a consider-

able enlargement of the lungs and a strong resistance

of the alveoli. The persistence of the dyspnea causes

an increase of carbonic acid in the blood. The result

is death of the heart in consequence of general as-

phyxia.

(3) The dyspnea and cardiac asthma develop in the

prodromal stage of pulmonary edema, that is to say,

l)efore the production of the alveolar exudate ; but a

slight transudation is very difficult to discover by
clinical examination, and it is probable that it accom-
panies both these diseases ecpially.

(4) Cardiac dysjjuea, cardiac asthma, and pulmo-
nary edema have their starting point in muscular in-

sufficiency of the left ventricle, and not merely in

primary insufficiency, which is characterized by a low
arterial pressure, but also in secondary insufficiency,

which is characterized by increase of arterial pressure.

Professor ^Mashs, of Liege, dealt with the path-

ogeny of acute pidmonary edema. Edema, he said,

is an abnormal accumidation of lymph in the plasmatic

spaces. Acute pulmonary edema is only a particular

form of it, presenting two peculiar cliaracters. lx)th

depending on the acuteness and activity of the patho-
genic process and its particular localization. These are,

first, the accumulation of the li(juid not only in the

lymphatic tissue, but also and particularly in the alve-

olar cavities by transudation through the walls or by
rupture of these. Next, the suddenness with which
the phenomemi show themselves, on which depends
the almost uniform clinical symptomatology. The
theories of the pathogeuv of edema regarded ifeuer-
11 1

CO
ally are three :

(1) The purely mechanical theory which attributes

edema to a notable incrtase of lateral pressure in the
capillary vessels— this should be rejected.
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(2) The view of Hamburger and Ileidenheiu, which

considers the formation of lymph as a secretory act of

the endothelial cells of the capillary wall and edema
as an exajigeration of this function.

(3) The theory of Starliu<^, Winter and Theaulon,

which attributes the genesis of the edema to modifica-

tions of the osmotic relations between the liquids situ-

ated on either side of the vessel wall and to variations

in the permeability of this wall.

In regard to the (juestion to be considered two facts

are of predominant inij)ortance : (a) An active sim})le

non-inflammatory hyperemia of the vessels without

hindrance to the How of the liquid is by itself incapa-

ble of producing edema ; {b) lesions of the capillary

walls entailing an increase of permeability are an im-

portant factor of edema. For this reason Masius is un-

able to admit that acute pulmonary edema has only

one pathogeny ; clinically it assumes three forms:

(1) Inflammatory edema ; herein all probabilities

we have to deal with a reflex vasodilatation, circum-

scribed or wides})read, developed under the influence

of some casual factor and followed by a direct lesion

of the walls by microbes dwelling in the substance of

a normal pulmonary parenchyma, a fact demonstrated

by one of Masius's pupils.

(2) Stasic edema, which is by far the most frequent.

This is the form met with in affections of the heart,

especially initial stenosis, in affections of the vessels,—
aortitis or arteriosclerosis, — in diseases of the kidney,

such as primary sclerosis. The experimental studies

on the subject have been numerous, but their conclu-

sions are often contradictory and seldom applicable

to human pathology. The fact which appears best

established is the production of edema under the in-

fluence of an increased pressure in the pulmonary ar-

tery dependent on the normal or increased activity of

the right ventricle coincidentally with stasis dependent

on a paretic or spasmodic inactivity of the left heart.

The pathogeny of the edemas included in this group
therefore comprises a great variety of factors. One
only among these seems to adapt itself to all cases,

and so to constitute the basis of the affection ; it is the

deterioration of the wall of the capillaries of the lung.

Thus in chronic aortitis, in the small red kidney there

is often an extensive arteriosclerosis and disorder's of

nutrition which are echoed in the osmotic tension of

the plasma as well as on the molecular constitution

of the vessel walls. Modifications in the permeability

of the walls are in Masius's opinion one of the princi-

pal causes favoring edema. C)n the other hand, many
of the affections referred to, esjjecially arteriosclerosis

and sclerous nephritis, react on the left heart and sin-

gularl}' diminish its resistance. To explain the sud-

denness of the accidents, one must invoke occasional

factors, such as sometimes irritation of the cardiopul-

monary plexus causing reflexly vasodilatation of the

pulmonary vessels ; sometimes, on the contrary, sud-

den paresis or spasm of the left heart co-existing with

normal or greater contraction of the right ventricle.

(3) Toxic edema, which is known only in the ex-

perimental domain. Thus there is an edema caused

by the muscarin, cause of which is a cramp of the left

heart, combined with a direct action of the poison on
the vessels. Again, there is iodine edema, in the path-

ogeny of which the last named factor is probably of

predominant importance.

Dk. Tklssikr dealt with acute edema of the lung.

He holds that there is a definite clinical entity to

which the name acute edema, or serous apoplexy, of

the lung may justly be given. The symptoms are

premonitory sensations of tickling in the throat or

painful intrathoracic tension, violent dyspnea accom-
panied by spasmodic and continued cough, soon fol-

lowed by foamy and pinkish exj)ectoration, a true

bronchial froth caused by transudation of blood serum
with a rain of fine rales heard over all the edematous
region. Teissier has come to the conclusion that pri-

mary acute edema of the lung recjuires for its produc- •

tion a special soil— previous infection (acute articular

rheumatism, influenza, the puerperal state, typhoid

fever, pneumonia), or intoxication (Bright's disease,

and a long way after, alcoholism). Changes in the

heart affecting the zones of distribution of the nervous

plexuses or ganglions— base of heart, coronary re-

gion, left ventricle— must also be given an important

place among predisposing causes. The immediate

cause of the onset is generally a rapid chill, fatigue

or emotion. Under an influence of this kind, a sud-

den rise of pressure having been produced in the ter-

ritory of the pulmonary veins, previous changes in

the blood facilitating serous transudation and con-

comitant vasomotor disturbances favoring stasis, ede-

matous Auction will be brought about. As interstitial

nephritis presents these various pathogenic conditions

in the highest degree, it is not surprising that this

form of Bright's disease so often presents as an epi-

phenomenon the syndrome of acute pulmonary edema.

Teissier has been able to confirm this view of the

etiology by experiments. Acute edema of the lung

is more serious from a prognostic point of view than

passive and chronic edema, sometimes causing death in

a few hours. There are cases, however, in which it may
subside spontaneously or metastically owing to peri-

carditis or some other visceral inflammation. In gen-

eral terms the gravity of acute pulmonary edema de-

pends on the degree of renal permeability. When
the crisis tends to a fatal issue the disorders of the

peripheral circulation become accentuated. Arterial

pressure falls more and more, the pulse becomes small,

quick and irregular, cyanosis appears and the heart

stops in systole, the left ventricle appearing as if tet-

anised. In regard to treatment, experience has shown
the unquestionable utility of bleeding, which, besides

relieving the circulation, withdraws a certain amount
of toxic substances. Derivatives applied over the

nei've trunks and the cardiac plexus are also found

beneficial. Atropin, which seemed to be indicated, as

it antagonizes the effect of muscarine, has not proved

of service. Oxycarbonated nitrite of amyl may per-

haps be found useful owing to its vasodilator properties

and its marked influence on the contractile energy of

the heart. Teissier has in serious cases obtained good

results from the administration per rectum of carbonic

acid combined with the use of derivatives and wet

cupping. Morphine is a dangerous agent, the use of

which should be abandoned. In desperate cases punct-

ure of the right auricle and tracheotomy with aspi-

ration of the liquid blocking the larger bronchi have

been recommended. Hut Teissier has had no experi-

ence of these measures.

(To be continued.)

It is reported in the Philadelphia Medical Journal

that a certain Almon W. Sargent of Watertown,

N. Y., died after taking 440 grains of sulphonal.
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l^Cffut Ifircratare.

A Mainitil (>/' Sitri/irnJ '/'redtnwid, Uy W. Wat.son
CiiKYNi.,

'

M.H.', K.H.C.S., F.R.S., I'loLsHor of

Siirj^fcry in Kind's Collr^rci, Londoii ; Sur;;(;<Mi !(»

Kind's CoUfjir llospilul, mid the CliiMrcii'H Hospi-

tal, rii(i(liiint()ii (irccn, etc., and F. K. IJi ui;-

iiAiU), IM.Dlaiid M.S. (I.ond.), F.K.C.S., Tcaclicr

of I'ractical Surgery in Kinjf'H (;ollo«f((, London
;

Suiiieon to Kind's Collci^c, Hospital, and llic

Cliildivn's Hospital, I'addinijton (Jinu'n, (rtc. In

six volnnu's. Pliiladclpliia and New York : i.ca

IJrotlu'i-s iV: Co. 18<)!).

Tlic authors' ])r(d:u;e wtdi cxprtisscs tin; piir|)()sc of

this book. " W(^ have ourselves fn^piently experi-

enced the want of detaih^d information, especialh as

regards tlu^ after treatment of our cases, and have
had to learn the best methods of jjroecHlure from «!x-

perience. Nothing can of course replace experience,

but it is often of the greatest advantage; to have a

detailed record of that of others upon which to base

one's work. It is this want that the present work is

intended to supply. We have tried to put ourselves

in the place of those who have to treat a given ease

for the first time, and we have endeavored to supply

them with details* as to treatment from the commence-
ment to the . termination of the illness. We havt;

assumed that the reader is familiar with the natuic

and diagnosis of the disease, and we only refer to the

pathology and symptoms in so far as it is necessary to

render intelligible the principles on which the treat-

ment is based, and the various stages of the disease to

which each particular method is applicable.
" We have purposely avoided attempting to give

anything like a complete summary of the various

methods of treatment that have from time to time

been proposed ; to do so would merely confuse the;

reader. Only those plans are described which our

experience has led us to believe are the best, but with

regard to these we have endeavored to state exactly

and in detail what Ave ourselves should do under

given circumstances. In some cases no doubt several

methods of treatment are of equal value, and while

we have only discussed at length that which we have
ourselves been led to adopt, we have referred shortly

to the others."

Volume 1 consists of the treatment of general sur-

gical disease, including inflammation, suppuration, ul-

ceration, gangrene, wounds and their eomplieatlons,

infective diseases and tumors, and the administration

of anesthetics, by Dr. Silk. This volume is tilled

with many elaborate methods of treatment, some of

which are obselete. There is an uncertainty in the

minds of the authors as to the value of asepsis, and

some of the clumsy methods which are advocated are

not reliable. The surgical pathology is not in acconl-

ance with modern knowledge. To many surgeons and
practitioners the book will be of real value ; it enters

into the details of treatment in a satisfactory way.

Volume II consists of the treatment of the surgical

affections of the tissues, including the skin and sul>-

cutaneous tissues, the nails, the lymphatic vessels and

glands, the fascia^, bursii?, muscles, tendons and tendon

sheaths, nerves, veins, arteries and deformities. This

volume is of more value than the first. The subject

of surgery of the nerves and of the vascular system

is very well presented, although many of the illustra-

tiofiH are of no ifreat value. Thfj d(;forniitit'ii ar« not

treut<;d a(;cording to iiiodeni meth^KlH. Am a whole
the volume in very MutiHfactory.

Volume III conHJMtH of the treatment of the xur^-
cal ufT<;ctionH of the boneH and uinput;itioiiM. Frael-

ureH are well proKented, although many of the HpliiitH

are antirjuated.

TIk; three volumes whieh li.ive apjiearefi of thiH

" Manual of Surgical Treatment " can be turned lo for

soun<l, conservative advice, but iir)t for the rno<lern

treatment of today. The work is an ambitious effort

and is w<dl done, and while it is possibh; that the

authors do not entirely appreeiute the definite advance
that has betMi made in modern surgery, vet the vol-

uuM's are a real contribution to the art of surgery,

W(! shall look with tin- greatest interest for the

appearance of the remaining volumes, and lio|)e that

the subje(;ts treated will be con>i<ler<'d not alone in

detail, l)iit more in the light of modern research work.

Surgical Patholotfy mul TUcriipeutics. Bv Jonx
C'oi.i.iN.s Wai{Ui;n, M.I)., LL.I)., Professor of

Surgery in Harvard University ; Surgeon to the

Massachusetts (ieneral Hospital. Illustrated. Sec-

ond edition, with an Aj)pendix containing an
enumeration of the Scientific Aids to Surgical Diag-

nosis, together with a series of sections on Regional
Bacteriologv. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders &
Co. 11)00.^

Dr. Warren's " Surgical Pathology and Therapeu-
tics " was published in 1894, and it was generally

recognized that it filled a position formerly occupied
by Billroth's " Surgical Pathology." It is a very
readable book, and the scholarly attainments of the

author are shown on every page. It is not sutficientlv

dogmatic to serve as a textbook.

We are glad that the second edition of the l)ook

has been called for, but it is to be regretted that some
portions of it could not have been rewritti'u in the

light of recent advances in surgical knowledge. How-
ever, it has an appendix '' containing an enumeration
of the scientific aids to surgical diairnosis, to<rether

With a series of sections on regional bacteriology."

It is one of the best books on surgical pathology
which can be placed in the hands of students.

Atlas and Epitome of Gynecology. By Dr. Oscar
ScHAEFFEU, Privatdoceut of Obstetrics and Gyne-
cology in the University of Heidelberg. Author
ized translation from the second revised and en-

larged (Jerman edition. Edited by Kicuakd C.
NouRis, A.M., M.I)., Surgeon in Charge Preston
Retreat, Philadeljihia ; Gynecologist to the Metho-
dist Episcopal Hospital and to the Philadelphia
Hospital ; Consulting Gynecologist to the South-
eastern Dispensary and Hospital for Women and
Children ; Lecturer on Clinical and Operative 01)-

stetrics. Medical Department, University of Penn-
sylvania. With 207 colored illustrations on 90
plates and 02 illustrations in the text. Philadel-

phia: W. B. Saunders & Co. 1900.

The work consists practically of a series of plates

interspersed with brief text. The latter, though con-
densed, is good. The plates are the best that we have
seen published, more especially the colored ones,
which are extraordinarily like the subjects which thev
represent. The subjects illustrated are well selected
and the book is throughout a credit to author and pub-
lisher.
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PENALTIES OF PROGRESS.

PuOGRKSS appears to be a matter over which we,

as individuals, have small control, in spite of the very

palpable fact that we must be ultimately responsible

for it. In the mechanical arts the introduction of ma-

chinery and labor-saving devices has progressed stead-

ily, although protests from the makers and even the

consumers of the final product have at times been loud

and vehement. The hand-made article is by degrees,

but inevitably, being forced out of existence, and

whether we wish or not, we are more and more the

victims of mechanical devices. On the whole this is

no doubt a benefit rather than an evil, but the matter

of interest is that in individual instances, however

much we may disapprove, we are quite powerless to

resist the tendency.

There is much evidence to show that medicine,

even, is not exempt from the tyranny of progress. The

last few years have shown a most remarkable increase

in sci<!ntific devices, which are calculated to substitute

machine-made products, as it were, for personal intelli-

gence. No doubt, intelligence is thereby given a

broader field for development, and the world at large

is the gainer, but the individual unquestionably suffers,

in the same sense that laborers in other branches suf-

fer when a new machine is introduced which renders

their personal skill superfluous. Not many years ago

it would have been thought that medicine would for-

ever be free from this curious phase of progress, and

vet if we look about us today we find a state of affairs

quite analogous to what has gone on in the various

industrial arts. We are gradually substituting me-

chanical for intellectual means of arriving at conclu-

sions. This perhaps applies particularly to surgery,

which in great measure owes its phenomenal develop-

ment to the fact that it is becoming more and more

mechanical, and hence more and more exact. Where

fifty years ago skilful and successful surgeons could be

counted by tens they are now counted by hundreds.

This is as it should be, and shows an advance of which

we, as a profession, may well be proud. The causes

are, no doubt, manifold ; many of them are too familiar

to bear repetition and the others we have no present

desire to analyze. What we do wish to emphasize,

however, are the possible dangers and drawbacks in

such progress. We should possibly have hesitated to

present this side of the picture had we not the support

of so noteworthy a surgeon as Mr. Treves. In his re-

cent address before tin; British Medical Association,

published in our i.ssuc of August ^Oth, Mr. Treves took

occasion to sound a warning note to his professional

brethren. In hi.s remarks on the " Surgeon of the

Future," he says, after speaking of the tendency to-

ward too radical operation :

One other matter which looms out of the future, will

suffice to bring this subject to a close. So many have
been the artificial aids to clinical investigation wliich re-

cent science has introduced that it comes to be a (juestion

whether the natural acumen of the surgeon will not deter-

iorate in proportion as he fails to encourage that particu-

lar learning which clings to the finger tips of all great

diagnosticians. That there will be such a decadence is

beyond doubt. The loss is to be deplored, for if there be

one point of excellence which stands before all in the

qualification of the perfect surgeon, it is bound up in that

refined sensibility, that critical perception, that inesti-

mable cunning, which lies in the surgeon's touch.

There is accumulating evidence to prove the justifi-

cation of this fear. Not long since it was our fortune

to hear a surgeon of much eminence say that, after all,

diagnosis of certain obscure conditions was becoming

unnecessary now that an exploratory operation is so

easily and so safely performed. In other words, the

mechanical side has been perfected to such a degree

that the intellect of the operator may stand in abey-

ance until the revelations made by the knife inform

him of the condition with which he is dealing. It is

not our purpose to argue whether or not this is practi-

cal surgery, but we are convinced that such an attitude

of mind is inimical to the best development of the in-

dividual surgeon. The principle is one absolutely

fatal to progress in the best sense, even though we
admit the paradox that progress alone has made it

possible. It is this tendency that Mr. Treves so

strongly deprecates. He gives a number of concrete

examples. First he mentions the x-rays. The period

of irresponsible enthusiasm regarding this means of

diagnosis has wholly subsided. The whole subject is

now being looked at dispassionately ; articles are ap-

pearing which point out the possible sources of error

in this " exact " means of diagnosis ; we are no longer

hearing the extravagant claims for the method which

the ardor excited by a great discovery at first pro-

voked. Of this Mr. Treves remarks :

A considerable amount of skill is demanded in the ex-

amination of complex fractures, of lesions of deep-seated

bones, and of injuries about joints. What was to be

learned of these troubles once had to be acquired by a

tedious manipulation demanding considerable refinement.

The surgeon who has now to deal with such conditions

can afford to dispense with a prolix examination, and can

submit the inquiry to a demonstrator of the Rdntgen rays.

The skiagraph, although its value is much exaggerated.
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emlxxlics a siil)stjiiiii)il f^ain, hut it is to hi; ilisi oiinicil |iv

thu loHs of tli(! jrrtMit (rhtiiiciit ill tMJiiciitioii wiiicii it ii*

slowly replacing.

W(i (|U()t»', ill |i;ir(, iiiitlicr (luiij^crs In uliiili dur

modem iiKitliods un- iciuliii;; :

An ()hs(!ur« tmiior — to taki; anollujr iiiHtaiic« — pre-

sents itself, and no lonj;«!r is the sur^^eon coni[>fll«d to

trust to the aciitcneas of his incpiiry and his |)ali('nt re-

view of all the physical details of the mass. For what

his ready finders may liave learned can be suhstiiiited the

findings of the exploratory incdsion, the trocliar and the

aspirator. Hen; once; more an advantage is miniiiii/.(;il

by a loss. Or, again, an abdominal swelling is brought

under notice. Its features are obscure, but much of the

uncertainty of outline can be dissipated by a cultured

hand which, with infinite pati(;nce and repetition, has

learned to construct a reality out of a shadow. It may
be said that it is needless to persist in bringing this much
elaborated means of inejuiry to further perfection since

the problem is at once to be solved by an exploratory

laparotomy. By such little operation a great advantage

is gained, but an opportunity to add to one of the most

refined forms of learning is lost. The value of the ex-

ploratory incision is beyond question, but among the signs

of the times it is impossible not to notice a tendency to

resort too readily to this means of solution. The (>or-

dian knot, according to the legend, was ultimately cut,

and it is a question whether the sum of human ingenuity

would not have been substantially increased if attemj)is

to untie the noose had been more diligently persisted in.

In another example, let it be supposed that a suspicious

ulcer presents itself for diagnosis. In such case is it well

to devote time to a precise and tedious inspection of its

edges and to a careful tactile examination of its base, and

to check what is discovered by results laboriously gained

from like inijuiriesV Is it not simpler to take a scraping

of the affected surface and to submit it to a microscoj)ist,

and to thus be spared a method of examination which,

although it may not give final results, yet represents an

opportunity of furthering a priceless accomplishment ?

Finally, there are cases which present symptoms hard to

interpret at any superficial inquiry. Is it worth while in

such to undertake an exhaustive critical research and to

submit the whole to a trained judginent? The cjuest

would no doubt develop habits of observation and powers

of weighing evidence; but the process is slow, and an in-

quiry carried out in a bacteriological laboratory will clear

up all doubts, and at the same time dispense with the ef-

forts of a cultured sense. Those, therefore, who are con-

cerned with the education of the surgeon of the future

would do well to still cherish this ancient power, and to

foster a memory of the fact that surgery is, in its very

essence, a handicraft, and that in all that he does the

surgeon's great endeavor should be to make his own

hands self-sufficing.

All this is most certainly true, and worthy of the

deepest consideration. As individuals we are undoubt-

edly losing much that our predecessors possessed, and

yet, as a learned profession, we are progressing year

by year, and wiiuiing a place of universal respoct,

which our forefathers were far from attaining. IMueh

as we may deplore the tendencies which Mr. Treves

so well poiuts out iu the passages we have quoted,

events will not be turned thereby. The surgeon has

been the first to suffer, but there are alread\- iudica-

tioMM that lli<- phyHJciiiii will not b« lou^ in follow-

ing. It in certjiiiily tIcHinihl*! that lea<:h«:rH «hould do

what they cun to Htem the tide, by iticalciilntiii(( in

their MtiidrntM the neeeHHJty of depfudcriee ii|>oii their

own inlelleet.H, rather thiiii upon extraiieoun aidd in

their art. When thin is done, however, we may wel-

come whatever t<!nds toward gn;ater accuracy, in the

belief that MUch accuracy will not be attained at too

great a sacrifice. The range of jiOHHible knowhr^lgft

is, after all, far too great to make us HolicitouH lfr«t

w(! become merely mecdianical. To certain men Mr.

Treves's remarks will always apply ; to others, and, we

trust, the larger proportion, the solution of the simple

problems means only the diversion of attention (h

more dilliciilt questions, which permit of no other tlian

an intellectual solution.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Pi.AGUK IN Glas<40W. — Oil September 1st it wa-s

reported that over HO persons were under observa-

tioti, suspected of having plague. Precautions are

being taken to protect outward bound vessels, and

quarantine regulations are being enforced against

vessels from Glasgow. There is small probability

that the disease will gain a permanent foothold.

A New Antituhercilosis Society ix France.
— There has recently been founded in France, accord-

ing to the British Medical Journal, a society for the

protection of the people against tuberculosis by popu-

lar education. It proposes to diffuse a knowledge of

the means of preventing the disease by pamphlets,

(drculars, leaflets, placards, pictures, articles in the

newspapers and popular lectures. The president is

Dr. J. J. Peyrot, and the committee includes the

names of Drs. Armaingaud, of Bordeaux, founder of

the Ligue contre la Tuberculose, and other well-

known men.

Cholera in Simla — It is reported that the pres-

ent outbreak of cholera in Simla, India, is one of the

most severe on record. The number of deaths has

been estimated at 3,000 a week. The epidemic is proba-

bly due to the pollution of the scanty water supply

during the famine.

The Russian Medical Service in China.— Ac-

cording to the Medical Record, the Russian Medical

Service is reported to be better than that of the

other European nations. The number and good or-

ganization of the Russian ambulances should afford,

it is said, an object lesson for the other powers. At
Moscow twelve new miliUiry medical corps have just

been organized, and they will shortly start for the

East. Each of these corps consists of four physicians,

four Sisters of Charity, and eighty-two nurses.

BOSTON and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For
the week euding at noon, September o, 1900, there were
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reported to the Board of Health of Boston the following

cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 87, scar-

latina 18, measles 20, typhoid fever 15.

Boston Death Statistics. — The total number

of deaths reported to the Board of Health for the

week ending September 1st was 223, as against 189

the corresponding week last year, showing an increase

of 34 deaths, and making the death rate for the week

20.7. Of this number 116 were males and 107 were

females; 165 were born in the United States, 54 in

foreign countries, and 4 unknown ; 56 were of Ameri-

can parentage, 143 of foreign parentage, and 24 un-

known. The deaths from consumption were 24,

pneumonia 12, whooping cough 4, heart disease 18,

bronchitis 3 and marasmus 8. There were 9 deaths

from violent causes. The number of children who

died under one year was 75, the number under five

years 101. The number of persons who died over

sixty years of age was 37. The deaths in public in-

stitutions were 68.

New Building for Contagious Diseases at

the Newton, Mass., Hospital. — Plans have been

accepted for this new and much needed department of

the Newton Hospital. The structure will be divided

into three separate buildings, 30 feet apart, and con-

nected by roofed passage ways. Beds will be pro-

vided for 52 patients, with the possibility of increas-

ing the number should necessity demand. The most

modern aseptic methods of building will be used. The

pavilions are 118 feet long and 37 feet wide, running

east and west. The length of the three buildings to-

gether, from north to south, is 172 feet.

United States Hay Fever Association. — The

twenty-seventh annual meeting of the United States

Hay Fever Association has recently been held at

Bethlehem, N. H., where the sufferers from this dis-

order are accustomed to congregate. Many new

members were admitted, and a relation of experiences

followed. Whether or not this is good treatment for

a disease which certainly has in it a large nervous

element would seem to be open to question.

School Building Rbpairs. — Considerable im-

provements have been made in many of the Boston

schools, preparatory to the opening of the fall term.

A number of the school buildings have been provided

with new sanitary arrangements. This work has

entailed an expense of $35,000.

A "Woman Api'Ointed on the Lynn, Mass.,

Board of Hicalth. — Miss Marion Cowan has re-

cently been appointed by the Board of Health of

Lynn to be one of its members in the capacity of city

chemist.

Aged One Hundred and Three Years. — Mrs.

Phebe W. Crabbe, reported to be one hundred and

three years old, di«;d on vVugust 2Hth in Boston. She

was a native of North Stamford, Conn.

new YORK.

Death from Hydrophobia. — An apparently

well authenticated death from hydrophobia occurred

at the Harlem Hospital on August 27th. Tiie patient

was a lad thirteen years of age, who was admitted

August 23d. The remarkable feature about the case

was the extremely short period of incubation, which

lasted only seventeen days. The bite causing the

disease, which was on the nose, was a severe one,

and the boy was taken to the Harlem Hospital for

treatment at the time, but it was not then supposed

that the dog which bit him was rabid, and inoculative

treatment was not recommended.

Work ok the American Red Cross Associa-

tion.— The American Red Cross Association began

active work in New York on behalf of India famine

sufferers on August 27th. Rooms have been taken in

the Presbyterian Building on Fifth Avenue, and Will-

iam Willard Howard is at the head of the special

committee having charge of the relief work. Later

it is expected to send agents to India to put into prac-

tical execution the plans of the association.

Provision for Tubercular Patients at

Bellevue.— The completion of a new ward for

the insane at Bellevue Hospital will render possible a

much more adequate isolation of patients suffering

from tuberculosis than has heretofore been possible.

They will have a separate ward

3)i9ii0fcellanp»

BULLET."

with the Field

THE SO-CALLED "POISONED

G. H. Makins, consulting surgeon

Force in South Africa, writes to the British Medical

Journal as follows regarding the so-called poisoned

bullet

:

" For some months past the wax-coated bullets em-

ployed by the Boers and discovered amongst captured

ammunition have been a source of both interest and

anxiety, particularly to the lay mind, in South Africa.

To the evil action of these suspected missiles many a

case of suppuration and cellulitis has been ascribed.

By this time the appearance of the cartridges may be

familiar to many of your readers, but to such as are

not a short description may be of interest. It has

apparently been the custom both by the Boers and

some ammunition manufacturers to coat the bullet

with a layer of wax, I believe on the theory that the

missile in consequence takes the rifling more readily,

while at the same time the lubrication preserves the

grooving of the barrel from wear by friction.

" The wax coating of the various bullets I have seen

differs in tint. In the old(M- large leaden bullets a

white wax has been employed, and the wax remains

uncolored except where fouled by (-ontact with dust.

Many cartridges I have seen have had a coating of

white wax applied which apparently from age, and

perhaps the conditions under which they have been

stored in hiding, has accpiired a brownish tinge.

" Of the green-colored bullets I have seen two varie-

ties ; in the first and less common, white wax of some
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kind liiiR Ik'oii a|i|ilii'il liotli to tlic Inillrt aiul hrnHH

ciisd of {\n\ cjirtrid'jfH, iiiid |nol»!il)ly riom (^xpriMun- to

d:iiiip tli(! luttcr Iihh iic(|iiircd an iiutoniplrU; coutinir of

vcrdi^^ris, which has ht'coniii irrc^idaily ditTiiMcd into

the wax coating; in thf HCicoiid and nunc coniinon

varictv h firccn-lintcd wax Ih <unpl()y«'d in the ori;L,'inal

coating; cases of cartrid^t^s treated in tliis way arc

nnnierons. As to tlic composition of this wax, I am
unahle to furnisli any information, hnt in support of

the innocnonsness of the process I may oidy first re|)eat

tile opinion I (>xpr(;ssed on a former occasion, that the

snrfacc of the l)nUet ch-ariliir its passaj^e throni;h the

irrooves of th(^ rifle is almost completely renewed,

only tlu! (extreme ti[) and base heiiijir nntonched, while

the velocity with which the missile is starttid is such

as to make it probable that the tip itscdf would be

cleansed by the flight throu<;h tlu^ atmosj)here. 'i'his

view as to the cleanliness of the surface of tin; bullet

has been most thorou<ijhly confirmed in the cas(^ of the

coated ones by an experiment performed by Captain

Mitchell Wood, at Capetown, as long ago as last

March. A green-coated bullet fired by the Mauser
rifle was made to traverse a book of white paper, and

then bury itself in a bank of sand. As a result, when
the book was examined no trace of the green wax was
found on the margins of the ]>erforation in the paper,

and the casing of the bullet itself, although somewhat
split, was perfectly clean and white. The complete

disappearance of the wax is no doubt partly to be ex-

plained by the heat generated during the passage of

the bullet through the rifle, which, although insuflicient

to cauterize the tissues, is yet great enough to fuse the

wax, and in part to the actual scraping of the surface

bv the riflinff of the barrel."

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

A VALUED correspondent writes us from Paris,

under date of August 15th:
" The Medical Congress has seemed to me a success

in every way, comparing it to the Berlin Congress,

the only other I ever went to. With the Sorbonne and

Ecole de Medecine as the places for the meetings and

the exposition for a side show, a few thousand doctors

more or less are easily handled. The number of

papers was large, and, judging from my section, they

were of good quality. The entertainments by the

President and Minister of Instruction were free from

what was so unmedical in Berlin, and were out-of-door

fetes ; of course there were a number of dinners.

" Paris is crowded with provincials and I should

judge fewer strangers than were expected. The city

is dirtier than I ever saw it and it is absolutely boirr-

geois everywhere, but otherwise the same, only

larger. The exposition is one big foire and the

temporary buildings are extraordinary stucco affiches,

crowded without taste or proportion, but full of asser-

tion. The permanent buildings, Palais des Beaux

Arts and Petit Palais, are better, but absolutely with-

out reserve.

''The exposition itself is a wonderful collection ot

merchandise, for the pictures and statues are chiefly

France's annual output in art, with those of foreign

nations trying to compete. The pictures are of course

fine. Coquelin in ' Cyrano ' is excellent, but they say

the divine Sara in ' I'Aiglon ' is for the proviucials.

"I nftw Dr. J. C. Warren th« othwr day, wh<»ii h*?

wuN preM«;nt4Ml to the French PreMid«Mit ui« u di-l«-^at<;

of the congreHM. lie wore an order of th«' (Jiniriii-

nati. Dr. Weir, of New Y»)rk, wore a Npleiidid t\Mut-

rutioH — the order of Veiie/uela, wofi by o|i«'r:ililijj

on the ' HoHH ' of Veri<-zuela."

rilE DIJSI' i'liOHLKM AND ASI'HAl/I
i'AVING.

.Iri»(;iN(; from the following rfrinarks in the Medi-

cftl J'ress regarding pavementM, the [iroblem is a

vital one in (ireat Britain as well as in Amerir;a:
" Although in this country we are accuHtomed to hear

much of the drawbacks attending the employment of

asphalt for paving our roadways it cannot Ix- seriously

eontestcMl that it offers many and serious advantuges.

First and foremost then; is a comparative fre»*dom

from dust, and dust we know is one of the most ]n>U:nt

agents in the dissemination of certain diseases. Then,
again, it can be readily ch;anse«l by the aid of water

without giving rise to dust, and without the substitu-

tion of foul mud, which once again became reconverted

into dust after a brief period. Lastly, there is a re-

duction in the noise, asphalt-paved streets I)eing quiet

compared with the growl of vehicles passing over

macadam and the roar over grainte blocks. We are

assured too— though this is hardly within the scope

of our remarks— that it is more economical and effects

a great saving in the wear and tear of vehicles. From
a medical point of view its great and incontestable ad-

vantages lie in its freedom from dust and ease of

cleansing. Wood paving, if even more noiseless, is

more costly, wears out more quickly, and hardly Jid-

mits of local repair, it generates a highly irritating

and dangerous dust, and in hot weather gives out a

very disagreeable odor, recalling that of an ill-kept

stable. With the advent of the motor car the objec-

tion raised to asphalt on the ground of the insecure

foothold for horses which it affords under special atmos-

pheric conditions will cease to have much weight."

HOSPITAL STATISTICS.

At the recent meeting of the Association of Hos-
{)ital Superintendents, as reported iu the New York

Medical Jo>ini(d, T. Sutton, of Detroit, read an in-

teresting statistical paper on the growth and develop-

ment of hospitals in the I'nited States during the

past three years. lie st;\ted that during the past

three years al)out S"24o,000,(»00 has been spent in the

United States in the erection and equipment of new
hospitals, in enlarging and improving old hospitals

and in general expenses. Over 1,000 new hospitals

were built during that time, a gain of tio^. The
approximate cost of these buildings was SoO.000,000.

There are now about '2,-")00 hospitals and asylums

l)roper in the I'nited States, which employ about
()."),000 persons in various capacities. The hospitals

pay yearly in salaries about S"i;3.33"2,000. Over
1,(>00,000 patients are annually treated and 37,500
physicians attend them. Probably the most interest-

ing part of hospital management is the purchasing of

supplies. The amounts of various staple articles
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used in all the hospitals are appalling. The author

gave the following figures :
" There are, during the

year, 112,0UU,()()() dozen eggs used, 105,000,000

'pounds of butter, 08,000,000 pounds of coffee, 8,000,-

000 pounds of tea, 832,000,000 gallons of milk,

285,000 barrels of Hour, 550,000 barrels of sugar,

1,148,000,000 pounds of fresh meat and 2,000,000

pounds of oatmeal. In all of the hospitals there are

300,000 beds."

#bituarp.

JAMES HENRY ROBBTNS, M.l).

Thk Ffllows of the Norfolk South District Medical So-

ciety, wishing to express their love and esteem for their

deceased colleague James Henry Itobbins, M.D., have
adopted the following memorial

:

" Dr. llobbins has been in active practice of his profes-

sion in Hingham and its vicinity for tlie past twenty'

years. He has been an active and valued member of this

society from its organization and has successfully filled

the offices of censor, councillor and president. The in-

terests of this society were very dear to him, and nothing

but the most urgent professional engagements prevented

his constant attendance at its meetings. Nor was he
simply a listener and observer. A man of broad and

deep culture, thoroughly informed on tlie lines of bis

profession, and also an authority in the broad fields of

literature and art, gifted by nature with a wonderfully re-

tentive memory, his words were fraught with the wisdom
which comes from long study, accurate observation and
deep thought.

" His comrades will miss his warm word of greeting and
the cordial handshake, emblematic of tlie heart which
always beat warmly for bis professional brethren. There
still remains the blessed memory of old friendship and the

example of a life conscientiously devoted to the profession

which he loved and honored.
" 'J'he members of this society offer to his bereaved

family their heartfelt sympathy in their deep affliction.

To that larger circle who have lost a skilful physician and
a warm and sympathetic friend, condolences are extended
at this time.

" Resolved, That this memorial be entered upon the

records of the society, that a copy of the same be for-

warded to the family of Dr. Robbins, and that a copy also

be furnished for publication to the Hingham Journal and to

the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal."

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.

For the week ending August 25th. in Boston, according to ob-
servations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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€>ng!ual "Hlrticlfjef.

TlIK KADICAL CURIO OK IlKllNIAJ

ll\ .1. lOI.I.INS WAItltIN, \l.l>., IIUSION.

Al' :i [period wlicii the Ic'idiii^ pr.iclitioiici-- ot' rmili-

ciiic ot till- iircsciit (l;iy were jiisl Ijc^iiiiiini; their

career, any opcratioii tor the radical ciirc^ of hernia

was rcgartUMl with suspicion. Atteinpts had iii(hed

hccii made by surgeons in good standing to reniedv

this alTection by an opcu'ation, notal)ly Wood, ol' Lon-
don, hut all methods were (^rudi! and based upon in-

correct theories, and the dangers ol" sepsis were; (corre-

spondingly great. Even as late as the eighties the

operation was still in tlu; hands of the j)ioneers and it

was not until the beginning of the {)resi'nt decade that

the subject may be said to havt; been plaited upon the

basis of a routine surgical [)r()cedure.

During this later period it has become an integral

part of the hos|)ital surgicon's work, and tlu; laboring

classes are beginning to appreciate the fact that the

operation for a radical cure is pretty sure to be suc-

cessful and a blessed relief from the discomforts and
uncertainties of the truss. Old traditions, however,

still prevail amongst the laity and even amongst a

large proportion of medical practitioners. The pa-

tient who can afford to j)ay for it is still very gener-

ally advised by his physician to buy a truss. After

an irksome ap[)renticeship he linally becomes broken
to harness and accepts the discomforts of his new life

as a matter of course. It is true that such advice is

often followed by excellent results and in rare in-

stances (the truss makers say in about 2% of the

cases) a radical cure is affected. But in a very large

number of cases the patient feels he has discharged

his duty by buying a truss and putting it on — some-
how— and there his responsibility ceases. The con-

tents of the hernia are kept within the abdominal
cavity part of the time, but at the end of a day's work
are not infrequently found held securely in the sac

below by the pad. In this way the hernia continues

to grow until some complication brings both patient

and doctor face to face with the situation.

It is for the purpose of endeavoring to impress

upon the profession that the time has come when even
the most conservative practitioner should revise his

opinions as to the treatment of this disease, and
should recognize the advantages of the operation for

a radical cure, that this paper has been written.

The following series of 98 cases comprises both

those o[)erated upon in the Massachusetts General
Hospital and in private practice between the vcars

1888 and 1900. It includes 74 cases of inguinal

hernia, 7 cases of femoral hernia, 12 cases of umbilical

liernia and ."> cases of ventral hernia. This includes

all cases operated upon up to February 1, 1900.

Great pains have been taken to obtain the subse-

quent history of all cases operated upon over one }ear
previous to the above date and answers have been re-

ceived from G2 cases. In 4 of these reports death is

stated to have occurred from other causes, the subse-

quent history of the hernial cicatrix being unknown.
This leaves 58 cases from which to obtain dctinite in-

formation as to the question of recurrence.

A careful analysis of all tlie 98 cases has also been

1 Read before the Surgical Section of the Sulfolk District Medical
Society, April 4, 1900.

made to determine the relative riierif.H of the animal
tendon, catgut and nilk Hutun-H and their probahN;
liearing upon the permanent healing of the wound.
A separation of the ca.HC.H into two groiipn

—

thoM;
in which the operalioti wa« performed between the
Nears JHHH-lHKland those lietween tin,' yearn I«9'>-

1900— shows in a striking way the marked chanj(«!

which the improvement in aseptic technique Iislh

brought about in the prognosiH of the healing of the

wound.

Cloni) . .

Soplic
Clot oTiicii.'tted

Orainuil . • ,

Doubtful

.

Total .

18W-I894 ISrt-l'jWj ToUl.
H M 67
If. -J i.'.

1 .1 4

1 1

1 1

3.'J GS 1*8

It will b(! seen that prior to 189."> there were .'>.'J

(•as(!s operated upon, of which 10, or 48*/^, were se|>-

tic; whereas, after 18!)."), of ((.5 cases operated upon,

9, or 10%, only were septic. The term " sejitic " in-

cludes all cases that did not heal by first intention

throughout the wound, with tin; exceptions mentionerl
below. The slightest infection of a stitch wound
would place it under the above heading. As a matter
of fact there were but one or two cases in the whole
series in which sepsis became a formidable com[)lica-

tion, as is shown by the fact that in none of the 98
cases was there a fatal result.

The term " clot evacuated " includes those cases in

which first intention was not obtained, not because of
sepsis, but owing to the formation of a blood dot
which prevented close approximation of the surfaces
of the wound.
The healing of a wound by tirst intention depends,

of course, largely upon the ])erfection of the aseptic

teclini(iue, but in hernia especially tin; sutures In-come
an important factor in the solution of this question.
There is more or less tension in the wound at the time
of application of the sutures, and this is increased
when the patient is in the upright position. The ten-

dinous character of the tissues bounding the lines of
suture is not so well adapted to healing as softer and
more succulent structures. For this reason surgeons
usually have strong preferences for different kinds of
suture material.

The following table is therefore submitted with a
view to comparing the results obtained in groups of
cases in which different kinds of materials were used
for this purpose. The sutures were made of silk,

catgut, animal tendon (kangaroo) and silkworm gut.
In a few cases silk and catgut were used simultaneously
and silk was also combined with animal tendon.
Wire was also once used with animal tendon.

Clean. Septic. Clot Doubt- Drained. Total,
evacuated, ful.

Silk ... 49 10 1 60
Catgut. . . 15 12 1 1 1 30
Silk aud catgut .13 4
S Ik and aniuial
tendon .,10 01

Wire and animal
tendon ..10 01

Silkworm gut .00 2 02
Total 67 25 1 1 93

It will be seen from these tigures that in the case of
silk but 17% of the wounds were septic, but that in

the case of catgut septic conditions were found in 40%.
Inasmuch as the great majority of ruptures were

cases of inguinal hernia, it is, i)erhaps, more instruc-

tive to make a study of these in a class bv themselves.
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The operation employed in tlie majority of cases was

that of Bassini, although Maeewen's method was given

a test in the earlier cases. The latter proved compli-

cated and the life of the sac was endangered or de-

stroyed hy the quilted suture. After having the en-

tire sac slough out in a case which bid fair at first to

heal without sepsis I decided to abandon it. Bassini's

nu'thod I arrived at by a gradual process of evolution,

and found, when 1 readied a method which corre-

sponded as nearly as possible with Nature's arrange-

ment of the parts, that my operation was identical

with that known as " the Bassini."

Studying now the causes of sepsis in these opera-

tions we find, first, that the period at which they were

l)erformed has materially afiected the result. As one

might naturally expect, the more favorable results

were obtained subsequent to 1895. From 1888 to

181>4 there were 10 clean and 11 septic cases, 1 of

which was drained and healed by second intention,

and 1 in which the clot was evacuated, making in all

23 cases. In the 51 cases which were done after

1895 there were 41 clean cases and only 8 septic

cases. In the other 2 cases clot was evacuated. The
suture also seems to show important differences in

its infiuence upon the healing of these wounds. In

25 cases in wliich catgut was used there were 12

clean cases and 1 1 septic cases, whereas in 42 cases

in which silk was used 37 were clean and only 5

were septic. Going back now to the series of 23

cases previous to 1895, Ave find that of the 11 septic

cases catgut was used in 9. The 8 septic cases found

in the group operated upon after 1895 are thus made
up : 4 catgut, 3 silk, and 1 silk and catgut. Here the

results are more nearly even and show the obvious

better preparation of catgut than was done in the

earlier period.

The above analyses seem to show pretty clearly

that better results were obtained with silk than with

catgut as suture material. The ease with which silk

can be sterilized, its superior strength, and the greater

facility in handling it are qualities which make it, in

my opinion, far preferable to catgut. The disadvan-

tages claimed for it by Bull and Coley are the slow

absoi'ption of the material and tlie danger of the

suture working out through sinus formation long

after operation. This complication was, undoubtedly,

a common one in the early days of the operation, but

a careful search into the records of those of my hos-

pital cases in which the wound had healed by first in-

tention, and their subsequent history, has failed to re-

Teal such, and I have had no experience of this kind

in private practice. . It seems probable, therefore,

that the improved methods of sterilization and the

improved aseptic technique of the operation have re-

duced this danger to a minimum. It is also highly

probable that the finest grades of silk are as easily

absorbed as chromicized catgut.

Coming now to the question of recurrence, we find

58 cases in which an answer was obtained one year or

over after the operation. Forty-five of these were
cases of inguinal hernia, and in 7 relapse was re-

ported. This gives 84^^ of cures. There were 3

cases of femoral hernia with no recurrence ; 2 cases

f)f ventral hernia with no recurrence, and 8 cases of

unil>ilical hi-rnia with 3 recurrences.

Comparing the inguinal hernias operated upon prior

to 1895 witii those since; that date we find in tlu; for-

mer case there was 09% of cures, and in the latter

!)2% of cures, showing that inij)roved technique had
an important infiuence upon the result. This is

shown by an analysis of the causes of failure.

In septic wounds there was 35% of recurrences
;

in clean wounds, on the other hand, there was rec\ir-

rence in 7.(5% only of the cases. In cases sewed
with silk the recurrence amounted to 9%, but in

cases sewed with catgut it was as high as 30%. This
difference between silk and catgut is shown still more
strikingly if we compare the inguinal cases alone

with one another. In 18 catgut operations there

were t! recurrences, or 33%, whereas in 23 o^jera-

tions in which silk alone was used there was no re-

currence.

If we take now as a standard the operations for in-

guinal hernia performed since 1895, we find that the

percentage of perfect results (92%) is nearly as

good as that laid down by Bull and Coley in their

last article in the " International Textbook of Sur-

gery." These authors give 95% as a fair estimate of

the cures in Bassini's operation.

The age which is most suitable for operative treat-

ment is a point about which many surgeons differ.

In children there is always the chance of cure by the

truss. The percentage of cases cured in this way is

vastly greater than in adults. After the age of twenty-

one years the chances of cure fall to the very small

percentage already mentioned.

The station in life is a factor of considerable impor-

tance. Children who have parents capable of exer-

cising constant and intelligent care can be treated

mechanically, but when the chances of such care are

uncertain, or there are any complications, the opera-

tion had better be advised.

Bull and Coley state in a general way that fifty

years is the age limit for 0])eration in the adult, but

hospital experience will hardly bear out this view.

It is in hospital practice that we see a larger number
of hernias, usually of large size, in individuals above
this age. They are as a rule patients who are un-

able to afford a proper truss, or do not understand

how to apply it intelligently. It is precisely in this

cliiss that an operation seems to hold out hope of

great relief. The tabh; here submitted shows that

many are operated upon who had passed that limit,

and the recurrences reporti-d were all under fifty

years of age.

Age. luguinal. t)ther liernias. Total.
0-10 4 3 7

10 20 13 3 IG
20-30 15 15
30-40 13 5 18
40-50 8 8 IG

50-CO 11 1 12
60-70 2 3 5
? 2 1 3

Total 68 24 92

In 6 cases there were double hernias.

The following figures give the ages of the 7 cases

of relapse reported: 43, 42, 38, 33, 27, 16 and 15.

Bull and Coley say :
'' If a rupture is sound at the

end of one year after operation, there is a reasonable

prospect of permanent cure, while if it remains well

for two years, the chances of relapse are exceedingly

small." An analysis of 38 " perfect " cases shows : 1

case was reported cured eleven years after operation ;

I, nine years ; 2, eight years ; 2, seven years; 4, six

years ; 2, five years ; 7, four years ; 5, three years ;

II, two years, and 3, one year after operation. In

all the cases of inguinal hernia in which relapse was
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rc|)()i(.(<l icciirrciic(! took pl.ict' vvitliiii oih! ynir after

till' ()|t('iali()ii. It seems, tliiTelore, n-asoiiable to as-

siiiiic llial if a |)alieiit coiitiimes well lor one year lie

iiia\ rci;ai(l liiiiiself as cured.

There an; some points in the tceliniiiiu; of iIh'

operalion which experience shows worthy of men-

tion. The sac, after heiui,' (liMS(!ct(Ml from the cord,

should he carefully emptied of its contents, and :i

continuous suture should he passed thi-oui;h the neck

before tlu- sac^ is excised. A ligature may sli|> ami

•rivo rise to licinorrhajie from some of the numerous
vessels iidherent to tlu! outer surface of the perito-

neum. The wound should be treated precisely like

any other wound in the peritoneum. In some cases

the sac is hard to find, but it should always be cafe-

fully soui^ht for aiul removed, as this is on(> of the

most important features of the 0|)eratioii.

When the omentum is small in amount it can be

returned into the abdominal (;avity, but when there

is a lar>;e ([uantity of omentum it is more or less

matted toi^ether and elongated at the i)oint involved,

and mav beconu' a source of danger when returned,

being liable to form a band capable of produ(;ing in-

testinal obstruction or of facilitating a return of the

hernia. There is litth; danger of hemorrhage if the

various clusters of vessels which supply the part to

be removed are tied separately. In very large hernia'

the amount of omentum removed is sometimes enor-

mous ; but su(!h hernia', although they seem formid-

able to attack, present in reality no greater technical

dilHculties than the smaller hernias.

The sutures with which the skin was brought in ap
])()sition were silkworm gut in the majority of cases.

This material can be used as an interrupted suture

or as a continuous buried suture. The latter gives a

somewhat more esthetic result, and tluioretically is

less liable to produce stitch abscess ; but I cannot say

that I have seen any special advantage in its use.

Great pains should be taken in the preparation of

the skin before operation, as this is a region unusually

hard to sterilize. 1 am in the habit of using the

permanganate-oxalic-peroxide of hydrogen process,

and of repeating the washings after the dressing has

been removed at the time of operation.

Cases of large umbilical hernia are usually ol)-

served in stout, elderly women who have borne sev-

eral children. There is then considerable danger of

strangulation. At first these hernia; contain only a

small nodule of omentum, which acts as a sort of

plug to the opening in the sac to which it is usually

adherent. As the hernia grows, a knuckle of intes-

tine is liable to be pushed into the sac behind the

omentum after some unusual exertion, and this gives

rise to an attack of colic for which the patient seeks

relief. This [)inching of the bowel occurs often, but

in very large hernia> strangulation is rare. Inflam-

mation and sup])uration may, however, be one of the

compliiuitions of umbilical hernia. Permanent relief

from colic is usually obtained by the intelligent ad-

justment of a truss, and in very fat or elderly patients

it is better to try this form of treatment, as recur-

rence after operation is much more common in this

than in other forms of hernia. I believe, however,

that increased experience will bring with it a decision

to resort to the o{)eration more frecpiently. In 1 case

I have succeeded in curing an enormously large hernia

after the second operation. The time of election is in

early adult life while these herniie are still small.

rndiilicul herniiir in children are almoHt invariiibly

cured by the truss.

I havir had 2 canes of congeniUil iimbilicul heriiin

into the cord.' In one «'aMe the conti-ritx of the wu:

was the liver, in the other a large loop of inl4-Htiii<!.

Uotli casrs re<u)Vered from the op(;rution and one Wiut

permanently (riired. The other infant liad a very

^^lllall umliilical li(;riiia when last seen, which will

doubtless in time disappear.

Congenital inguinal hernia is not always healed by

the truss. When a young man, in the neighiH>rlio(Ml

of twenty yciars of age, applii-s for treatment c>f tlii-*

alVection, the operation should be adviserl.

In uoii-<lesc<'nd(!d testicle we find the organ usually

in the inguinal canal, and the question arises as to

wheth(>r or not it sho\d<l be removed. The patient

usually objects strenuously to tin- removal of the or-

gan, and then; is no particular harm in leaving it, but

after operation it usually atrophies and slowly disa|>-

pears. These hernia- should not be operated up<jn in

youth, as the testis may eventually <lescend into the

scrotum, and the hernia disappear.

I wish to express my indelitedness to Dr. M. I>.

(ireenough for the prej)aration of the statistics of

these cases.

ACTINOMYCOSIS.!

nv CHARLES ALLEN rOHTER, M.I)., IIO.STOV.

At this section last year several cases of actinomy-

cosis were reported by different surgeons. Increa.sed

interest has been aroused on the subject by a very

thorough analysis of all the American cases by Dr.

.John Ruhrah, of Baltimore, in the second volume of

the Annals of Surgery. In that article 02 cases are

reported, and ") more added iu a subsequent appendix.

Since the last meeting here, 11 cases have been

found at the Massachusetts General Hospital, 1 of

primary rib or lung disease, with general actinomy-

cotic pyemia— in this instance the diagnosis was

only made at autopsy— and 10 of the maxillary form

of the disease. Drs. Ilomans, Mixter and Balch, 1

each, and G of mine were all discovered in the Out-

Patient Department. The fact that these G cases

occurred within three months, and 4 within a week,

is, I think, sutlicient evidence that the affection can-

not be a rare one among us, and that many cases are

overlooked.

1 will limit myself to the maxillary form, and

briefly speak of the histories of these cases.

Though actinomycosis has been considered n rela-

tively rare disease, it seems more probable that it is

one which is very commonly overlooked. In its

clinical aspects there is little that is characteristic.

Though the course of the infection may make the

surgeon suspicious, examination by microscope and
culture is essential for a positive diagnosis.

The object of this pa|)er is to attract your attention

to the possibility that a proportion of the cases rank-

ing as alveolar abscesses may be due to this specific

organism, and by a few briefly reported cases to give

you an idea of the disease as it affects the mouth,

jaws and neighboring regions in man. Statistics of

the relative fri'(puMicy of this disease are really of little

' \K«tu\ liefoie llio Surgical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, April 4, I'.KX).

1 Trausaotious American Surgical Asaociation, 1893.
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v.iluf. Ill 1<S'.>2 Illicli, of Vicntirt, gatlicred only 42

cases ill man from all that were at that time reported.

Dr. Ruhrah, of Baltimore, has published an article in

the Annals of Surgery, 1899, in which he has col-

lected all the American cases, 72 in number, occur-

ring in all parts of the body. In the past two years

1 have been especially interested in this subject, and

duriiiii- eighteen months' work in the Out-Patient De-

partment at the Massachusetts General Hospital I

iiave found 8 cases of actinomycosis in about GO so-

called alveolar abscesses examined, and 4 cases have

been found by other surgeons. Six cases of mine

have occurred within three months, and 4 within one

week; so we may conclude, 1 think, that the disease

cannot be one of great rarity.

1 will pass about some photographs of these cases,

as well as a painting of the pus from the abscesses,

which shows very well the gray or grayish-yellow

granules which may be found in ty[)ical cases.

Case I. J. C, age thirty-two, coachman, entered

Out-Patient Department, November 7, 1899. Five

weeks ago noticed a small lump on inner side of right

lower lip ; this grew larger, without marked pain,

until two weeks ago, when an inflamed area was evi-

dent on the outside of the lip. There was a red in-

flamed nodule, size of a five-cent piece, on right lower

lip ; the surrounding tissue was indurated to the size

of a quarter ; fluctuation was evident in the centre

;

no communication with mouth. Under cocaine a

small incision was made on the inside of the lip
;

about one-half a teaspoon ful of seropus escaped, with

numerous granules, which showed the typical appear-

ance of actinomycosis under the microscope. Simple

excision was advised, but the patient would consent

only to a thorough curetting through an external

opening ; the surface w as disinfected with peroxide

and painted with iodine and packed with iodoform

gauze. In two weeks the small wound had almost

closed, with considerable induration at the base. No
colonies could be found in the discharge.

December loth, five weeks after operation, only a

soft red scar remained ; no induration. Whether this

infection started from the inside of the mouth cannot

be determined ; there were no carious teeth, nor any
history of a wound. Many sections of the tissue were
examined but no colonies could be found.

Case II. W. C, age forty-five, entered Out-Pa-
tient Department, August 29, 1899. Two months
ago stuck a toothpick under his tongue, and could not

remove the whole of it. One week after this the sub-

maxillary r(!gion began to swell. The swelling varied

at different times ; no j)ain ; tenderness slight ; no
interference with talking, eating or swallowing.

There was an indefinite swelling about the size of a

lemon in the submaxillary region on the left side.

The skin was somewhat edematous. At the bottom
of the swelling was a small area where fluctuation

could be made out ; over this the skin was slightly

reddened. There were no glands in the neck.

Under cocaine a small incision was made. Seropus
escajjcd, with a few grayish granules, which i>roved

to be actinomyces.

On the following day a more extensive operation
was done under ether. Incisions were made about
the involved skin, and the whole submaxillary region

thoroughly cleaned from below upward. The sub-

maxillary and a few lymphatic glands were removed
with the mass. Just under the jaw a dense fibrous

cord was found, ext<'nding upward to the floor of the

mouth. Within this connective-tissue tube lay the

remains of the toothpick lost two months before.

This was removed, tin; flaps loosely sutured, and an
iodoform wick placed to the top of the wound. Under
daily packings and iodine the wound healed solidly in

five weeks, without evidence of recurrence. This
case shows well the common connection of actinomy-
cosis with some foreign body.

Case III. F. L , age sixteen, schoolboy, entered

Out-Patient Department, November 9, 1899. Teeth
have always been bad ; has had five removed from
upper jaw. Second left molar decayed for some
time; two months ago a small lumi) appeared inside

mouth about root of this tooth ; this gradually grew
in size, without pain, and appeared on the outside of

the jaw ten days ago as a redden(;d semifluctuant

swelling the size of a quarter, surrounded l)y a hard
and firm border. Inside the mouth a distinct indu-

ration could be detected, as of a connective-tissue

sinus leading from the tooth to the external swelling.

There was moderate trismus ; no pain ; tenderness

slight; no glandular enlargement. A small incision

revealed several granules of actinomycosis. Under
ether the edges of this wound were excised and the

walls of the cavity cut away with scissors ; the base

thoroughly curetted and painted with iodine. No
sinus could be found connecting with the tooth. The
wound granulated slowly, but was healed by Decem-
ber 7th, when there appeared on the outer side of the

scar a small fluctuating area. This was opened and
curetted. In the pus no colonies could be found

after very careful search.

December 20th. The induration within the mouth
still persisted, but by January 2d this too had dis-

appeared, and there was then no sign of recurrence.

At operation many granules were obtained, which
varied in size from a pin head to three times that

size. There was considerable soft, cheesy-looking

material in the wall of the cavity. Pure cultures

from this case were finally obtained by Dr. Wright.
Case IV. W. W., age thirty, entered Out-Patient

Department, November 13, 1899. Five months ago
noticed lump inside mouth opposite last molar teeth

on right. This grew larger, and becoming very painful

he went to Emergency Hospital, where it was lanced,

with immediate relief. In another month abscess rci-

formed and face swelled to the eye. After lancing

no further trouble until three weeks ago, when he no-

ticed a " pim])le " on outside of jaw about the middle

of horizontal ramus : this grew larger, with much
swelling and pain. On entrance, the whole right side

of the face and eye were much swollen ; trismus was
well marked ; over the centre of the jaw was a red-

dened, fluctuating lump, the size of an English walnut.

The surrounding tissues were very hard and brawny.

This induration ended very abruptly and gave jdace

to general edema ; within the mouth was w^ell-marked

induration from first molar to wisdom tooth.

Under cocaine the external abscess was opened and

very numerous granules, a hundred or more, poured

out in thin seropus. Some of these were unusually

large, almost the size of a very small split j)ea.

Under ether the infected skin was freely removed,

with the base of the cavity down to sound muscular

tissue. Again no sinus connecting with the teeth

could be found. Closer to the jaw a small cavity was
found containing thick, yi'llow, stinking i)us. The
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witiiiid w.is dressed ;is liefitre. Willuii three d.iyK tlio

swelliiii^ liud iiiiieli diiiiiiiislie<| and tin; trisiiiiiH wuh
liiilcli less.

DeeeinixT HMli, aliiiosl a imiiiili al'ler llie ujin alioii,

tlie r.'ice suddenly l»e;(:iii to swell a^^ain. I iider ether

all aliscH'SH to the outer side ol' the iijiper jaw was
evacuated within the mouth. ihe [tus was I'oul and
eonlaiiied many soft, yellow grannies, iippearin;; suuuv

wiiat like ;i<'tiiiomycosis, hut under the mieniscope

proved to ht; masses ol' mouth haderia und leptothrix

Imcealis. .lust hack of the sear of the lirst operation

a " crater " wus found, which when opened allowed

the lilllc liiiiici- to enter iKiiiriy to the lower jaw out-

sid(! of till! last molar; tiie sinus was lined with very

dense coiineetivo tissue and contained foul pus. Ihin;

one or two disorganized colonies of actinomyces were
i\)und.

.lanuary olh. In tlirei; weeks the svveilin>f and
most of the induration had gone; the sinus was healed

and tlu; patient in much better (Condition.

March 2(>th. Patient reported; no signs of reciir-

riiiici' ; no induration ; mouth opens normally; about

the wisdom tooth there was some exuberant gum.
In tliis case the focus of tlu^ disease was probably

not reached until the hist operation, and mixed in-

fection undoubtedly playiul an important role. Pure
cultures were finally obtained by Dr. Wriglit from

the granules in sj)ite of the contamination.

Cask V. II. G., age twenty-two. On October 10,

18!)!), five weeks ago, without toothache or external

wound, a small swelling formed below the middle of

the right lower jaw ; there was little pain. It had

grown considerably in size within the past few days.

The skin was hardly rinldened over it, but fluctuation

was evident. From the upper part of the tumor a

firm cord runs upward for half an inch ; the whole

mass was movable and seems rather superficial.

Temperature 101°; pulse not elevated; teeth not

carious. Incision showed the streptothrix colonies.

Tuder ether the diseased skin was excised and the

whole mass removed, with a small portion of the sub-

maxillary gland, which was adherent to it. No trace

of sinus leading to mouth could be made out. The
excised mass showed a central cavity surrounded by

dense tissue, here and there infiltrated by small areas

of grayish-red granulating tissue, containing the pearly

granules; some of these show slightly darker centres.

In the contents of the cavity were several black bodies,

which under the microscope were seen to belong to

some beetle. Whether this entered through the floor

of the mouth and gradually worked down, or came
from the tonsil or esophagus, is not clear. A man
could hardly get the body of a beetle into a wound
of the face without knowing it. No history of any

external wound could be obtained. Evidently the

fungus entered with the beetle. The wound was

soundly healed in two weeks.

Case VI. M. C, age twenty, laborer, entered Out-

Patient Department, November 14, 18!)9. Three

years ago [)atient had similar lump in the same place,

which broke and went away. This swelling began a

week ago as a little round, painless lump. Below
horizontal ramus of right jaw was an oblong red swell-

ing, size of a peanut, which fluctuated in the centre.

From this to the level of the lip the tissue was firm,

swollen and boggy. There was also some swelling

over and about the submaxillary gland. Trisnuis was

well marked ; could barely open mouth one-fourth

iiieli. On opening the small Hiiperlieial :il»H4r«'i»>», u thin,

Keropiiruleiit di^elLirge appeared with neverul rolotii«;ii;

at 11 fleeper level .'{ draeliniM (if foul pun wan foijiul,

without aetinoinyees eolonieh. Appareiitiv diH«-aH«i|

tissue; curetted tlioidiighly and cavitv drained aflirr

painting with iodine. In a week the edema liarl rli».

appeare«l and the trismiiH was iniieli less. Kxainino-
tion of i\\v month showed that the three right inolarM

wen; all earirins. In three weekH wound Houndly
heale<l ; normal motion of jaw.
March l«th. Two months afterwardh another al>-

Mccss rapi<lly forme(|, which Dr. iJalch 0[»eiied and Dr.
Wright found to <'ontain two typical granules.

March 2.'»th. Dr. lialch kindly asked me to see
the case again. Trismus was well marked. At the
site of th(! old scar was a small sinus from which a
little bloody sc.'rum came. The scar was dense and
firmly adherent to the anterior edge of tin; njaxseter.

I'nder tin; jaw were two enlarg(;d glands, I'nder
ether I excised the mouth oi tinr fistula with the
surrounding skin. The wall of this sinus wa.s sur-
rounded by v(;ry dense conni-ctive tissue, which ended
abruptly at the cavity, which was lined with soft,

flabby granulations. Following along this sinus an
inner cavity was found, the inner wall of which waA
formed by the periosteum of the jaw. From this

another small sinus could be traced backward for an
inch and a half to the base of thi; secomi molar tooth.
The whole sinus and cavity was excised and the three
carious teeth removed; iodine and gauze drainage;
few stitches. In the centre of the secomi molar tooth
a fairly characteristic granule was found, but on mi-
croscopic examination this proved to be a ni:i.ss of
mouth bacteria. The sections have not yet been ex-
amined. The case is now entirely healed.

Cask VI I. J. S. six months ago broke left lower jaw
just anterior to masseter muscle. The bone healed,
but whenever he got drunk he had soreness and sw ell-

ing at the point of fracture. Once a little pus was
discharged into his mouth. He came to hospital with
a small fluctuating abscess just under the skin. On
opening this the typical granules were found. The
abscess cavity was thoroughly excised ; no bare l)one
was found. In two weeks the wound was healed.
There has been no recurrence. The natural diagno-
sis w^as necrosis after fracture

; yet no dead bone "was
found, and thorough excision stopped the spread of the
disease.

Case VIII. P. S., age forty (Dr. G. W. ^\. Brews-
ter's case). For two years has had trouble with left

molar teeth, which are carious. Had had several
small abscesses opened inside the mouth. In January
left side of face swelled and large abscess was evac-
uated. Since then there had been intermittent puru-
lent discharge into the mouth, and jaw had Iteen sore.

Patient entered on April loth. TJie left side of the
face was much swollen ; he could hardly open the
mouth ; in front of the masseter muscle, over the hori-

zontal ramus of the jaw, was a reddened fluctuating
abscess, the size of a walnut. This was openetl and
found to contiiin the granules.

L nder ether the abscess cavity was dissected out
and a sinus found leading back to the second molar
tooth ; here a small piece of dead l)one was found.
The sinus passed between the jaw and the masseter
muscle, which was also involved in the disease. The
whole cavity was thoroughly curettetl and cauterized,
and the bad tooth extracted. In ten days the patient had
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oiilv a siiKill siiiiLs K'l't, which was gramilatiiig in a

healthy niauiuT.

This case is a good example of the recurrent ab-

scesses which occur initil the disease has been tlior-

oughly removed.

The infection seems to enter most fre(iuently near

a carious tooth, or is carried in by a foreign body

through the mucous membrane of the mouth or

piiarynx. The i)rocess is essentially subacute or

chroiiic, and the disease tends to advance by a siniis

towards the skin. Infection is rarely pure, but is

usually mixed with ordinary pyogenic organisms or

mouth bacteria. It is rarely painfid and the accom-

panying pain, when it occurs, is due, I think, to the

mixed infection. Clinically and under the microscojx'

the disease is characterized by the formation of an

unusual amount of dense connective tissue, which

ends more or less abrui)tly at the periphery and in-

filtrates the adjacent muscle or fat. In the jaw the

bone itself is rarely involved in human actinomyco-

sis, though it may be thickened from periostitis.

It would seem that this surrounding connective

tissue could later become infiltrated by the growth of

the streptothrix and break down. In all the cases I

liave examined the iimer wall of the cavity shows a

clearly cut line of demarcation between the connec-

tive-tissue wall and the lining— flabby, soft, grayish-

red granulating tissue. Glandular enlargement was

conspicuous by its absence, and when present seemed

to be due to mix(!d infection. Metastasis seemed to

occur through the blood current and not by way of

the lymphatics. In serious cases the disease may
progress down the neck, into the antrum Or through

the base of the skull. Though a definite connection

cannot be always demonstrated, it would seem that a

sinus at one time leads from the original site to the

superticial abscess. In M. C.'s case, for example, at

the last oi)eration such a sinus was found leading di-

rectly to the carious tooth.

Trismus, though often present, is no more charac-

teristic of this disease than of other inflammatory af-

fections, though if the masseter were involved in the

dense connective tissue, the jaw would probably re-

niain stiff for a long time.

It is rarely possible, I think, to make a clinical

diagnosis of actinomycosis ; recurrent abscesses, with-

out necrosis, chronic, painless, subcutaneous abscesses,

about the jaw, evidently not connected with tubercu-

lar glands, would lead to a suspicion of this disease.

If these fluctuating areas were surrounded by especi-

ally firm and hanl connective tissue, and a sinus

could be felt under the skin, if there was little edema
and swelling, perhaps a probable diagnosis could be

made.
Examination of the discharge is of great assistance,

but the mere presence of the so-called " sulphur gran-

ules " is not by any means conclusive, and no case

should be considered as one of actinomycosis without

competent microscopic examination. Small, round

masses of fibrin or tubercular debris sometimes simu-

late a colony, in the mouth or adjacent regions.

Round masses of mouth l)acteria, or leptothrix bucca-

lis, occasionally appear very like a true colony. Even
under low jiowers the resemblance is very similar.

Dr. AVright has kindly photographed for me one of

these masses, removed from 31. C.'s tooth. It pre-

sents a radiating arrangement, but under a higher

power is seen to consist of wast masses of bacilli and
the large, thick, non-bi-ancliing filaments of the lepto-

thrix buccalis.

In examining for actinomycosis, gauze sponges
which absorb the discharge should not be used. All
bleeding, when possible, should be stopped before
opening the abscess wall. Unless badly contaminated,

actinomycosis pus appears usually as a clear, perhaps
blood-tinged, slightly syrupy seropus. Placed on a
cover glass, the granules vary in size from a millet

seed to the head of a large pin. They are usually

round with a clear-cut periphery ; the color is gray or

grayish yellow, often suggesting a small }>earl ; the

centre is not rarely somewhat darker. The surround-

ing pus is non-adherent and the granules can be read-

ily removed alone. Fluid should be examined at

once, for these granules are found with grcuit diffi-

culty when the blood has clotted.

With reference to treatment, two facts speak
strongly, I think, for the self limitation of the disease

in the majority of cases :

(1) Though it cannot be a rai'e affection, few cases

enter the hospital with advanced actinomycosis of

the jaw, and it seems therefore certain that many re-

cover after simple incision of the abscess, and even
through a natural rupture of it.

(2) It is surprising to find, on microscopic exami-
nation of sections, how infrei^uently the colonies are

found in the walls of the abscesses, though the pus
contained many granules. The surrounding connec-

tive tissue probably proves an effective barrier to the

spread of the disease.

Simple opening, curetting and drainage have proved
sufficient in many cases ; though recurrences may be

frequent, healing eventually takes place. Where
possible, excision of the inner half of the abscess

wall or sinus is the best treatment. The danger from
swallowing the granules, where the discharge empties

into the mouth, is hard to estimate. Certain cases of

generalized disease in the lungs, intestinal tract, liver,

etc., occur in which the organism gained entrance

through the food, or was swallowed, and therefore

the surgeon should aim at making external drainage.

This question is often a difficult one to decide. On
the one hand, he wishes to avoid a scar on the face,

especially in women ; on the other, he wishes thor-

oughly to eradicate the disease; for with recurrence

the scars would probably be worse than from a sin-

gle, thorough and clean operation. The individual

case and the severity of the infection must determine

the choice between curetting and cauterizing the cav-

ity with tincture of iodine or carbolic acid and a more
radical excision. Iodide of potash, in doses of 20

grains three or four times a day, has distinctly influ-

enced some cases for good, and should be used in

connection with the local treatment.

Finally, I trust that when your attention has once

been called to actinomycosis of the jaw, you will be

enabled, through this brief paper, to make an early

diagnosis of the disease, and I feel sure that a careful

examination of chronic, alveolar abscesses will show
that the streptothrix actinomycotica is the cause of

perhaps one-eighth or one-tenth of them.

Plague in Glasgow.— On September 10th an

additional case of bubonic plague had been reported in

Glasgow. The total showed I 6 cases and 112 jjersons

under observation.
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FOUR CASKS OK AC'l'INOMYUOSIS.'

Ii\ .inllN MlMin, ,M.

Cask I. Ilymiiii (i., clutliiiiji dciiltr, Iml \-livc

yciirs old, wiis seen in ((Hisiill;itii)ii willi l)i-. A. I,.

I'Maiidci's :iiid Dr. llciiry duclvson, to ulioiii I aiti in-

<lcl)tc(l for notes on llic liislory of the case. In

March, IS'.)',), \\\v patient liad liail a couj^li witli ex-

pectoration for s»'vcral inontlis, and for two weeks an

irri'^ular fever, pain in tin; back, and increjisin<^ short-

ness of hreatli. Coarse rali^s W(!re iieard over l)otli

hacks and in the h'ft lower back, about the rej^ion of

the eighth to tenth ribs, an an^a of duliiess was found

with din\inislied respiratory nuirinnr and absence of

fremitus. A diajiuosis of bronchitis with limited en-

oapsulateil pleurisy was made. jS'o tubercle bacilli

were found in the sputum. A week later the patient

was reported to liavt; been cyanotic for a short time ;

the expectoration continued, but no cliauire in the pliv-

sical sii>iis was found. The fever continued for a

fortnight longer, up to the first week in April, when
bulging of the chest wall iu the area of the dulness

appeared, with nuirked pain. The chest was aspirated

several timi's, but only blood was obtained. Kxanii-

iiatiou at my first visit ou April 5th showed a smooth,

hard, slightly tender tumor below the angle of the

scapula, fiat ou percussion and solid in feel. A diag-

nosis of sarcoma or local empyema was made.
Under ether on the following day the tumor was

incised, and beneath the outer layer of muscles a

small abscess containing thick pus was opened. The
upper edge of the ninth rib was found denuded, and

leading thence was a small sinus from an encysted

emj)yema about an inch and a half in diameter. A
section of the rib was removed, the cavity, whose
walls were rough, thick and sarcomatous in feel, with

much granidation tissue, was curetted out and ])acked

with gauze. The operation caused no shock, but the

general condition did not im{)rove, the cough contin-

ued, the temperature often ranged as high as lU/)° or

10()°, and in the course of a few weeks the patient

died. The actinomyces were found in both the curet^

tings and the sputum.

Case II. Allen G., a carpenter living in Prince

Edward's Island, was referred to me by l)r. Muttart,

of East Boston, in February, 1900. There was no

clue to the original source of infection. In July,

1809, he fell, striking his right cheek against a board,

but thought nothing of it at the time. In August he

uoticed that he could not open his jaw, and a month
later a swelling api)eared either iu the parotid region

or at the angle of the jaw. This swelling grew
slowly until December, when it increased rapidly.

Examination showed a hard, projecting tumor of thi'

right side of the face, softened in the centre, where

the skin was reddencnl. No connection with the

bone of either jaw could be found. The induration

extemled from the ear to tlie lower edge of the

ranuis, and nearly to the angle of the mouth, and uji-

wards nearly to the lower edge of the orbit. No en-

larged glands were to be felt. Diagnosis lay between

a malignant tumor of the parotid, for which he was

referred to me, or actinomycosis. The soft area was

opened and examination of the pus revealed the ac-

tinomyces. Under ether, Dr. Bottomley curetted and

dissected out all suspicious tissue, the cavity being

1 Read before tli« Surgical Section of the Suirolk District Medical
Society, April 4, 1900.

treated with tincture of iodine, peroxide mid itxloforiii

paiking. Two wei-kn hiter there wiim a •iimpiciouN

local recurrence, and again under ether I r\\r*-\.wA

thoroughly aii«l diHsected od tome of the tnaMHet*T,

and proiiaidv part of the parotid gland. TliiH wound
heale<| slowlv, and by the en<l of .Manh there w:im a

small granulating area from which naliva ewaped ir-

regidarlv and in decreuHirig ainountK, and the patient

rirturned home to his physician.''

Cask III. Robert W., a carpenter lhirty-<iv«

yearH old, ent<;red Dr. HoUes's service at the City

llospiUil on February 19, I'.KJO, with a fracture of

tlu' lower jaw at the symphysis and in the iii(dar

region on the left sid(!. Two yt-ars and eight nionths

ago his jaw was broktMi in a fight, at the symphysiH

and on the left side ; it healed in seven weeks under

treatment at the Massachusetts (»«Mieral llospit.d.

Five months ago he worked about horses with the

" scruttles " (circular ulcers of the legs an<l nasal

discharge). Ten days ago, while <lrunk, he fell ]()

f(!»'t, striking on the left side of his face and jaw.

On the following day he was ref(!rre<l from the

Massachusetts (Jeneral Hospital to the Dental School,

where a splint was fitted which he did not wear. The
day before entrance to tlu^ City Hospital h<! began to

have marked pain and swelling of the face, aufl at en-

trance there vv:is a swelling from the ear to the sym-

physis, and 4 inches down the neck, red, ten«ler

and indurated. Two days after admission the al)-

scess was opened under ether inside the mouth, and a

fj'w suspicious granules were seen. Six days later a

diagnosis of actinomycosis having been returned from

the pathologist, and the abscess not draining well, he

was given ether again and the abscess thoroughly cu-

retted from the outside. No characteristic granules

were seen at this operation, though the fungus was
found in the scrapings. Ten days later he was dis-

charged to the Out-Patient Department with a sinus,

considerable discharge, moderate induration, dimin-

ishing in area, and ability to oi)en the jaw half an

inch. Up to present time there has been no recur-

rence.

Cask IV. Emma L., a healthy college girl from
the middle of the State, came to Drs. E. C. Briggs

and Hardy for an alveolar abscess of the left lower

jaw'. Two weeks before she came to Boston, a local

dentist had extracted a carious molar tooth for tooth-

ache, but without relief, the swelling increasing, so

that when 1 saw her with Dr. Briggs in February
last there was a soft, fluctuating al)scess along the

lower edge of the jaw with moderate induration of

the surrounding tissues. In order to avoid a scar if

possible, under ether I opened and curetted the alv

scess through the mouth, evacuating an ounce or

two of pus that was not at all suspicious of anything

beyond a simple alveolar abscess. Dr. Hardy care-

fully drained and cleaned out the cavity daily, but the

bluish induration of the tissues did not soften down
satisfactorily. Tuberculosis and actinomycosis were
considered, but the former seemed much more proba-

ble from the family history and the failure to obtain

:uiy clue to the inoculation of the ray fungus. On
INIarch Sth, under cocaine, I opened the pocket from
the outside and curetted out considerable granulation

tissue. In the scrapings one granule was seen that

looked suspicious, and that led us to have a pathologi-

' After complete iiniiiuuitv until August following, the ilisejvse iv-
appeareil iu the neck.
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cal i:\;iiiiiii;ilioii l»v Dr. Malloiy, wlio reported the ;ic-

tinoinyces. Tin- patii'iit then eiittTcd tt.c City Hos-

pitiil, and under etlier all suspected tissue was curetted

and dissected and preserved in toto for examination,

one colony bein<r found. Ten days later a small area

at one edge of the wound that looked suspicious was

curetted out, and three colonies were found. P^ive

days later another similar lookin<r spot was thor-

oughly cleaiu'd out, but no colonies were found. The
])atient is still under treatment, but without any evi-

dence of further relai)se.

The pathological examination was made in each

case by Dr. IMallory.

All the face cases showed invasion of the soft tis-

sues only, the bone being free. In none of them

could any definite trace of the original infection be

found.

All the cases were given iodide of 2)otash, and the

wounds treated with peroxide, tincture of iodine in

full strength or solution, and packed in iodoform

gauze until all evidence of presence of the fungus

had disappeared.

TENDON SUTURE.i

BY EDWARD S. HATCH, M.I)., liRKlHTON, MASS.

T). J. A. entered the Carney Hospital, as an acci-

dent case, on August 28, 1H99. This afternoon he

plunged his right hand through a window and cut the

anterior j)art of his wrist on the ulnar side. When he

enti^red the hosj>ital he had a cord tied around his

arm which was not arresting the hemorrhage.

I api)lied a rubber tourniquet, and after having the

patient etherized I cleaned up the cut and parts sur-

rounding it with a solution of chlorinated soda, then

soap and water, and finally with corrosive. The cut

was about two inches long. This cut I enlarged,

both vertically and horizontally, and found the fol-

lowing structures divided : The tendons of the pal-

maris longus, flexor carpi ulnaris, and flexor sul)-

lirais digitorum. The ulnar artery and the median
nerve were also found cut. The ulnar nerve

was cut about halfway through its structure. The
tendons of the flexor jjrofunda digitorum were
slightly nicked. The tendons and nerves were united

with tine silk sutures. Tin; ulnar artery was tied,

both the proximal and distal ends. No attempt was
nuide to unite the tendon sheaths. The skin wound
was united with interrupted silkworm-gut sutures.

Sterile gauze was [)ut over the wound, and tin; arm
was put up in anterior and posterior splints, with

fingers semiflexed. The operation took two houi's

and fifteen minutes, and the patient was put to bed in

good condition.

August 2I)th. Patient feeling well today, has little

pain. Says he begins to have feeling in fingers.

SeptemlKir 2d. Dressing and splints removed,
wound healed by first intention. Sense of feeling

not so good over the distribution of median nerve.

September 8th. Dressing removed. Sensation

slowly returning. Fing(,'rs can be moved a little.

Stitches removed.
September 12th. Patient is abh; to move all

fingers slightly. Sensations Ix^tter than on j)revious

days. Hand put up in anterior posterior splints.

Ant<'rior splint shortened.

' K<-a<l l)efore tlie Surgical Section of tlio Suffolk District IMediciil
Society, April 4, IWK).

September Kith. JMovements of fingers improved.
Hand dressed as before. Patient left the hospital.

Is to be treated as an out patient.

September 2r)th. Movements of fingers im{)roving.

Hand put up in more extended position.

Octol)er 2(1. Sensations and motions gaining.

Hand put up still more extended.

October 18th. Motions imj)roved. Anterior splint

left off today.

October 28th. Splints all removed. Not any pain.

Motions better. Massage started today to be con-

tinued three times a week.
November i;5th. Fingers gaining in extension all

the time. Only a very light dressing put on.

February 15, 1900. Patient has had massage three

times a week up to this time. Extremely good
flexion and extension ; good sensations. Massage
discontinued.

April 4th. At the present time the jiatient has

normal flexion and extension, with normal sensation

over tlie distribution of the ulna and nearly normal
sensation over the distribution of the median nerve.

It is interesting to note in this connection that the

nails of the thumb, first and second fingers, died and
then grew again, so that now on these fingers he has

half of the dead nail, which is being thrown off, and
also half of the new nail. He can separate tlu; Angers

and draw them together again with perfect ease.

A METHOD OF TEACHING PRACTICAL MEDI-
CINE.

BY THOMAS F. HARRINOTOX, M.I)., LOWELL, MASS.

Since the publication of an article presented to the

American Medical Convention at Columbus, Ohio, in

June, 18i)'.),i entitled the " Philosophy of Sickness,"

several articles have appeared in the medical journals,

either elaborating my ideas or suggesting similar

methods of reaching the same end, therefore I thought

it best to explain in detail what I had merely given

in outline, in order that the profession could judge

rightly of the value or uselessness of my method of

giving medical instruction to classes at the medical

schools. It is not my intention to criticise existing

methods as practised in the best medical schools today,

nor to attempt to offer a ditt'erent jdan for doing the

work, but simply to give the views of one who has

felt the shortcomings of the modern schools, and who
has given considerable thought to the collection of

the same.

I believe the courses offercid in the best schools in

this country are capable of giving the greatest amount
of good to the largest number. It is not the addition

of new courses, but rather the aj)preciation of the

valm; and possibilitiiis of ihv. present courses that I

would like to em])hasize. Much of the criticism of to-

day on the method of teaching medicine is due to a

misunderstanding, both on the part of the teacher as

to the needs of the student, and on tlu^ part of the

student as to his duty in the work. It will be my
object first to try to clear, to a degree at least, some of

the causes leading to this state. That there is a

science oi medicim; as well as an art seems to have

been overlooked by those who are protesting against

(ixisting nuithods, and it is to tlui neglect of this funda-

' Boston Medical and Surgical .Journal, August 17, Ii*99.
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iiu'iitul |)riii<'i|il(' lli.d in.'iiiy errors ;iii>l iiiiiili riiiilii-.ioii

:irc <liic.

It. is ail iiiiii'n'iit. i|ii:ilitv ol the liiiiiiaii iiiiiid lo t'oriii

some iilca of uliat is l»n)ii;;lit to it liy (In- stiisis. It

till' iiiiiid lias l)ccii s|(in'(| with tlif rii^lit Uiiou If(|;,'<',

I lie ideas loiiiied will he true oIM-s, hut tiie ahseiiee of

such kuouledm', or ol' any kiio\\led;(i3 at all, will not

prevent the mind from iorminj^ some view ; hence

arise new theories or hypotheses founderl on what iH

(•ailed " t'.\j>erienee," all of wliieh tends to overthrow

the science of medicine; and substitute in its place the

art of heaiinj^. Th(( science; of medicine; is not pro-

duclive; it cannot chan<;e ; it has its (ixed laws, deal-

iui;- with the conditions of health and disease, the i)est

means of preserving" tlu; same, the ae;tion of certain

ajfcnts, etc. When we; hci^in to put these; fixed prin-

ciples into practice, with the view of jjroelucin^ certain

delinite results, we go from the science to the art of

nu'dicine'. Now it is evielent that the first e'an l)e

learned e)nly thre)ugh study, \vhile> the- pre)liciency of

the art is fe)unde;el on practie-e, having of course- a good

intellectual basis. The science of medicine fixes e's-

tal)lislied principles in the mind of the stueleiit about

which he can group other facts. It shows him that

there is a fixe'el relationship between certain things,

aiul that it is to the learning of this relationship that

he should benel his mind, rather than to the e;reating

of new relatie)nships. The student shoulel know that

mere acejuaintance with many theories, discoverie-s,

etc., is worse than no knowledge at all, for it is not

real knowledge', and is more apt to be dangerous to

him, for it gives him false anel misleading views of

things. The science of meelicine disciplines the mind

to a certain end ; it forms the habit of order and

me-thod, of grouping and ce)mparing new facts learned,

and adding them in the-ir pro})er j)lace to the fixed

principles ; it teaches the stuelent to think, reason,

anel e'X|)ress himsedf logically ; it stimulates in him

tlie elesire for obtaining information for himself, and

give's him the means to do it ; it forms the habit of

judgment, a most necessary quality in the medical

profession. The science of medicine teaches caution,

exactness, analysis and discrimination, teaching the

stuelent to distinguish what he knows from what he

does not know. It is evident therefore that no lied-

siele teaching, however extensive, no library, however
useful in itself, no laboratory work, however conclu-

sive, e*an take the place of methoelical anel laborious

teaediing.

While I claim all these advantages for the neces-

sity of teaching the science of medicine, I recognize

that in these progressive days it is impossible for the

meelical student to keep pace with the aelvances maele,

anel give the necessary time to other studies. Dr.

George B. Shattuck put the condition aptly at a

recent ^Medical Alumni dinner thus :
" Medie-al science

is expaneling by geometrical progression, and the pos-

sibilities of the indivielual who seeks to follow it by an

arithmetical progression." liy the methoel of in-

struction which I am to suggest, it is possible, I be-

lieve, to give the student the basis of medical sciene-e,

supply him w ith sutHcient aelvanced ieleas to keep him

up to date, and at the same time give him a greater

amount oi practical knowledge than he now rece-ives,

leaving the more; aelvanceel part of the science for his

study, if he is to be other than a general practitie)ner.

To criticise lectures anel ree-itations, with the argument

that the time taken up in their behalf might be better

Hptriit, in a niiHuiiilerHlatidiiig of wliiit :i lectiiri* hIioiiM

Im'. In the lirnl place, a hciun- in not int<-ri<li-(| ;ui an
oratorical diMplay nor the reliearMing of funny nii«-c-

dotes; tin- ItusineHHat iianej Im of a m')r«; Herioun nature,
anel has for its objeict the underrHtaneling of the- patient

and his e;ondition, with the- enil in view of Ix'ttering

the; Hunie. Tliis demanej.s on tin; part of lh«r HtiKJent

more than iner«'/K/«x/re utti-ntion ; he niiiHt Ix; furtively

and actually a party in the; work; her must neit only
be Uiuglit but he must leuni ; he niUHt gra.Hp tin; tnat<;-

rial ofl'»;r»,'el, anel use; it aH his own, «;ven ge»in>' nion;

than half way fe)r the same-. There- shoidel In; the
free-st anel clejse-st e-ommunietn between the; t<-a«;lier and
the; stuelent, be»th re'me'nd)e;ring that it is the; slow, pa-

tie-nt, pe;rse;vering, renitine methoel, making goexl ejwrli

ste'p t;iken, whi(;li is of the gre-ate-st lM;nefit. AV'liib;

there are; exce-ptions, whie;h should not be; overhioked,
the j)rimary ejbjee-t eif me;elie;al eelue;atie)n is to jtrexliice;

practitioners of me;die;ine, anel with this enel in vie-w

most e)f the' schools have provided courses capable of
ace;omplishing that re;sult.

I believe there shoulel 1x3 a sharp line of elistinction

be'twe(;n the courses of the first two years anel those
of the last two years spent in a mejdical school. Dur-
ing the former 1 would have meelical science taught
in all its entirety, while the last two years shoulel Ik;

the practice of medicine rather than the preparation
for that practice. The student should get in his last

two years, and not before then, just that work which
he gets in private practice. It is to the pre)duction

of this class of men that I would offer the methoel
of giving clinical histruction herein descrilicel, as
follows

:

Cases are assigned to students in regular oreler, anel

a re;cord kept of each case, with the name of the .-tu-

ele'ut in attendance; these cases can be either andtula-
tory cases (out patients) or hospital cases (in the
wards) ; the stuelent sees his patient as often as he
thinks necessary, learns the liistory of the patient

from birth, family history, past illnesses, nervous te-m-

perament, worry, occupation, envire>nment, etc. ; learns
thoroughly the subjective symptoms just as the patient
describes them ; observes all objective signs of health
and disease,— pulse, temperature, respirations, bodilv
weight, etc.,— after which the student makes his own
diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of the case, making
use of lectures, demonstrations and textbooks, as
needed, to assist him. Now the student is prepared
to come before the professor anel the class : here the
teacher receiving the student in the same wav and
asking him the same e]uestions that he wouhl a pa-
tient in his private otlie'e, learns from the student (act-

ing as ])atient) all that which he might h-arn fre)m

the patie'ut himself, were he present ; th»Mi the teacher
gives his eliagnosis anel treatment to the stuelent in

the same way as he eloes to patients in his private
ofhce. The student at this point ceases to be the pa-
tient. Then would follow a eliscussion by the stu-

elents on the ejuestion of diagnosis, pathology, thera-
peutics, the teacher correcting false conclusions
expressed by the students, and referring them to the
latest literature on the diseases uneler discussion.
Anel then follows the professor's advice as to eliet,

clothing, climate and me>de of living, the exercise enel-

ing with the stude'Ut (patient) making known to the
class the eliagnosis and treatment of the teacher as'
given to him at the enel of his e-onsultation with the
teacher, By a systematic grouping of the casc^ by
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the teaclier, a lecture could be giveu on tlie various

ifroups by tlie pathologist, therapeutist or specialist.

Each student would in this way come in personal

contact with the teacher, wlio should always be a

l)ractitioner himself, and who, by his method of cross

exaniiiuition and mode of procedure would teach the

student just what every young physician finds himself

deficient in, namely, how to learn his jxttioit.

Now let us see what the advantages of this method
would be. In the lirst place, the student would be

growing u{), as it were, among sick people ; he would

have the same opportunity to study his patients which

the physician has in a(5tual practice ; he could use the

science of medicine^ as learned in his previous courses,

to guide him in reaching prot)er conclusions ; his text-

books and lectures would be of great benefit to him ;

he would get his facts direct from the living patient,

which is always a surer teacher than the best authori-

ties. This method would develop a spirit among the

Students, from their close intermingling and common
interests, of a sort of self reliance and self esteem,

marking each student as an individual, and in time

generating a genius loci which l(>aves its stamp on

all who come within its pale ; it will bring the teacher

and student in closer contact, and form a bond of

mutual advantage, which can never be reached under

existing methods ; it would avoid much of the repeti-

tion on the various subjects, as well as the tendency

of teachers in special lines to make tliCT specialty the

prominent one ; it would show the student the daily

variations even in the so-called " type," a view hard

to get from any written record ; it would do away
with the ward visits in large sections, yet permit the

whole class to study the case through the student.

Each clinic would be a lecture, demonstration and
recitation combined, with the advantages of all ; it

would raise the student from the plane of a school

boy to the dignity of a physician ; while it does not

destroy the opportunity for those who intend to pur-

sue a special line, yet it would insist on a solid ground
work, without which no one should be permitted to

proceed. In a word, it would be combining the old

method of preceptor and student, which produced such

men as Willard Parker, Austin Elint, Calvin Ellis,

Jackson, Storer and liowditch, as well as our own
Elisha liartlett. Neither is it an untried method, for

it is founded on the j)rinciples laid down by Hippo-
crates himself, of each student pushing each case to

its scientific cause, a plan which made the schools of

Holland, Vi(!nna, Paris and lierlin the recognized

medical centres of the world.

It is impossible to turn out completed physicians

by any one method, but I believe the method described

will give the greatest freedom to the individual stu-

dent, rather than the binding influence of a fixed

curriculum fitted to the average student. It is not so

much the number of cases seen as it is the oppor-

tunity and necessity of not only studying but learn-

ing each case seen— it being as fatal to crowd the

mind with so great a mass of knowledge that it is

repelled as it is to force upon it a (juantity of un-

digested knowledge.

As to the practicability of the method there is no
question ; it is merely using the jjresent unwieldy
amount of material to a better advantage. True,
there may l)e some patients who would object to the

method, but might it not serve as a remedy for the

abuses now so prevalent in the clinics, driving out un-

deserving cases in a way that no system has yet ac-

com})lished ? Then again the experience of the obstetri-

cal department at Harvard shows that no fear need be

entertained as to its effect on the (piantity of material

available.

There is another result of tliis method which would
make it most valnal)le, that is, the feeling it would
engender among the alumni of a school and the

great Ix^nefit such allies in private pnictice would be
to the carrying on of the work.

^etiical ^lixisxt^^.

RECENT PROGRESS IN GYNECOLOGY.
liV EDWARD KEVNOLDS, M.I>., JtOSTOX.

ON THE USE OF THE UTERINE SOUNI).^

John Benjamin Heller ^ discusses the passage

of the uterine sound to a distance far exceeding the

depth of the uterus, and that without the exercise of

force and usually without ill results. Either the

womb must stretch, or the oviduct admit the sound,

or the uterine wall be perforated. In many cases

the evidence is inconclusive, but in some it has been

possible to demonstrate what occurred.

As evidence that the sound may enter the oviduct,

the most important case is Floeckinger's. In curet-

ting a patient for incomplete abortion, who had also

had a subserous myoma, he found that the sound
would pass to the handle ; some time later it was de-

cided to perform abdominal section for the myonui,

and during the preliminary sounding the instrument

passed once up to the handle. On opening the abdo-

men, it was found lying in the left tube, the tube and
uterine wall being c()nsi<lerably stretched ; it was also

found possible to pass it into the right tube. Ahl-

feld records a similar ease, apparently verified by
bimanual examination ; others have been verified

post mortem.
In most cases actual perforation has occurred, judg-

ing by such cases as have been investigated by lapar-

otomy. Courant re[)orts such a case in cviretting a

myomatous uterus, Odebrecht in introducing Ortli-

mann's instrument to raise the uterus for a ventrofix-

ation, (ilaeser in curetting three months after delivery,

Rosenfeld in curetting preliminarily to vesicofixation,

Doiiald in curetting for hemorrhage three months
after abortion, Bi-others in curetting for chronic en-

dometritis, Donald in curetting for ])Ost-puerperal

endometritis. In some of these cases the perforating

instrument was the sound, in others the curette.

Kelly has perforated six times without bad results,

but one of his assistants had a death in such a case

from septic peritonitis. The writer had a case of in-

complete abortion two months after miscarriage, that

had been flooding persistently ; curettement was ap-

parently simple, when suddenly the instrument i)assed

") inches towards the right side of the uterus, though

the distance to the fundus was but 2f inches ; in the

former position it could be felt througli the abdominal

wall. The cervix was lightly plugged with gauze and

the patient manifested no untoward sym))toms. This

personal experience impressed the writer with what

• (^iiarteiiy Medical Journal, July, 1899.
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oUicrs lijivf r(|MHt«'<l, of the r\(iciiif i'hho with wliicli

in tlii'sr casts the iiislriiiiiciil pfin-tratcs, Hcfiiiini^ to

|);iss witlimil tlif exercise ol' the slijjjlitesl loice ; ill

lacl, in one case, on exaniininif tlie nteiiis alU-r its le-

nidv.il, it was found that tlie sound's own wei^'iil wa-i

enouyh to carry il lliroui,di the uterine wail. The
conclusions are that the most needful precautions are

asepsis, cartd'ul estimation of tlie si/e .md position of

the uterus, extreme <;entleness, avoidance of power-

ful ovum foiceps in abortion cases, and rest in lied

and careful siii\ eillance after cur(!ttin^. It seems

that the accident may o(;cur even with the. ^Mcate^t

i;enlleness. (Jau/e packing; and rest is usually fol-

lowed by nuiovery ; in very serious cases exposure of

the uterus and sutuic of I lie rent have been followed

by (Excellent results.

IVVI.I.IATIVl-, Tlti;ATMi:\T Ol' I NOl'l I! A r 1 V I . < \i;< I-

NOMA.

(lessner- summarizes this subject as follows: 'I'lie

three symptoms to be relit^ved are lunnorrhai-e, olfeii-

sive dischary*', and pain ; the two former may be

(;he{;ked by judicious operative interference. Narco-
sis is advisable, for the moral effect as well as for

the purpose of doiny thorough work. The tcchiii(pie

is, briefly, disinfection of the field of operation, tlior-

ouifh curettement with a sharp spoon, deep cauteri-

zation, and tamponade with iodoform gauze after the

a|)plication of borotannin. The tampon is removed
in five or six days, and after separation of the slough

strong tincture; of iodine is applied. Chloride of zinc

is more or less dangerous, since its aetion camiot l)e

controlled. Chloride of iron, pure carbolic acid, and
other similar caustics produce no permanent effect,

and must be used re[)eatedly. Injections of alcohol.

j)yoktanin, etc., are painful and uncertain. The flap

operations of IMartiii, Chrobak and others are of lim-

ited application. If no operation is possible the best

local treatment is the application of dry disinfectant

and astringent powders. Permanganate of potash

(1-1, ()()()) is the best solution for vaginal injection,

peroxide of hydrogen and thymol being also recom-

mended. Narcotics should be used sparingly at first.

the coal-tar derivatives being tried before opium.

TIIK CAISE AND PREVRNTION OF UTEUINE CANCI-.i;.

W. W. (Jrant* says that statistics show that tin-

mortality from cancer has doubled in the last twenty-

five years, while Diihrssen states that a woman dur-

ing the climacteric is in as great (Linger of dying

from cancer as a soldier is of being killed wdiile en-

gaged in active warfare. Seventy-five per cent, of

the cases of cancer in women are of the breast and

uterus, while the pro[)ortion of cases of cancer of the

cervix to cases of primary cancer of the fundus uteri

is as 16 to 2. P^mbryological cellular degeneration

has been accepted as a theory of the causation of

cancer, but more recent researches point to a distinct

cancer bacterium, though its exact nature has not been

fully determined. But traumatism, as an established

predisposing cause, at least, must be recognizetl.

Cancer of the cervix is rare in women who have

never borne children, nor have suffered lesions of the

cervix from the use of instrunuMits in the haiuls of

gynecologists. The disease usually begins in the

2 Veit's llandb. il. Qyniilt. [Abstract in theCentrbl. f.Gyniik.]. 1S99,

No. 29.
» Denver Medical Times, August, 1809.

Kipiatiious epithelium, but may Ih-^Iii in lli«; <:yliii'iri-

r-al or epithelial celU of the cervix un«l iiiviwie the

body of the uterus by direct irxt4rtiHion. It UMiiully

occurs in the latter part of, or Hoon afti^r \.\u' cIom«;

of, the child-bearing period, and is more cotnrnon in

the well-to-<lo than in the li.-ird-worked (tl.-MHeM.

Matthews l)uncan, a most aeut^- (dmerver, Huid of

tlnr diagnosis of cervical cancer :
" We have no way

of making sure of the beginning, even if we were con-

sLintly i!xannning. The e.-irlie.st and Ix-st groundH at-

tainable are indit-ations (»f disease already conHJder-

ably advanced." The earliest fmssilile di:tgnoNi)i Im of

tim greatest importance, as upon it rents the chief

hope of curing the disea.se by the om; reliabh; remedy
— complett! extirjtation. A watery, irritating din-

charge and h'iujorrhagc! are generally the first out-

ward manifestJitions of the disease. Histological

examination of the blood may be of aid in the matter

of diagnosis, but the disease, being local at the Ixgin-

ning, will have made some advance before blood

<;hanges occur.

Cervical cancer is a common seipiel to laceration

and contusion of the cervix ; but it nnist Ix; borne in

mind that not all cervical injuries are apparent at the

external os. Hard (cicatricial tissue often exists in

the cervix and at the internal os, while the external

OS seems normal. If there is as a result innutrition,

interstitial infiltration, hardness, interruption of the

circulation and innervation, these are favorable en-

vironments for degenerate cell development and for

parasitic infection. Prevention of injuries to the

cervix during labor or during operative proce<lure is

of first importance, but if th(;y do occur, prompt re-

pair is demanded. Trachelorrhaphy, by restoring the

integrity of the cervix and its normal vascular, nerve
and nutritive supply places it in the best possible con-

dition to resist disease of any kind.

Diihrssen, when suspicious symptoms present, re-

moves the entire uterine mucosa, as some pathologists

believe that cancer can oidy develop in epithelial

tissue ; but vaginal hysterectomy is jireferable, being
safer and more certain in results. Others advise liigii

amputation of the cervix in the beginning of disease.

The present mortality in operations for cancer of the

uterus is about 40%. But with earlier diagnosis

and more prompt and more radical operative treat-

ment, this percentage should be greatly lowere<I.

OX THE SURGICAL TREAT^IENT OF ITERIXE CANCER
AND ITS RKCIRRENCES.

Theodor Landau * says that of all methods of treat-

ment for carcinoma the surgical still yields tlie best

results ; therefore it should be our aim to make .is

early a diagnosis as possible in order to render this

treatment efhcient. Each organ has. so to speak, its

cancer characteristic, both in liistological structure and
tendency to metastasis ; in carcinoma of the \mm\\ of
the uterus the disease is at first confined to the womb,
then involves the pelvic connective tissue and the

lymph vessels, then sjireads to the neighI)oring
organs, but affects the lymphatic glands and distant

organs (Uily very late : thes(> facts are shown bv post-

mortem findings, and also clinically, most inoperable
cases being such, not ou account of metastasis in

distant organs, but on account of the danger of injurv
to the bladder, uterus or intestine. The same thing
is demonstrated by the tendency of recurrence

Rritish Medical Jonrnal, May 27, 1899.
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(wlu-tlu-r tliu' to loci left iR-liiiid or to a new formation

like the first) to Ix' local in or around the scar.

Especially is the essentially local character of uterine

carcinoma shown by the fact that operations in which

the entire broad ligament is excised or necrotised,

even in far advanced cases, yield results relatively

splendid, compared with those oj)erations in which the

uterus alone is attacked, I'terine carcinoma is, there-

fore, especially adapted to surjjical treatment, and

the indication for such treatment depends solely on

the possibility of its complete removal. The \vrit(!r

prefers the va<.nnal operation in all cases except a few

where the carcinomatous enlargement of the uterus or

its complication with myoma is so great that not even

with the aid of vaginoperineal incisions can the parts

be brought out in toto through the vagina ; he prefers

clamps to ligatures on account of the wide crushing

and necrotising effects of the former. Of 123 cases

operated on under the above indications, 8 died from

tlie operation ; of 48 of these ojx'rated on more than

five years ago, 13 have remained well ; that is, we
may consider 1 in 4 permanently cured.

A case is reported, first operated on at the age of

thirty-seven years for cauliflower carcinoma, who
tliree years later presented at the site of the scar in

the vault of the vagina hard, knob-like ])rominences

;

anteriorly a cone-shaped body, of the length of an

almond, projected into the vagina, while behind and

to the left there were wart-like, friable, easily bleed-

ing masses. A free vaginoperineal incision going

around the rectum to the tip of the coccyx was made,

and the left ischiorectal fossa was separated up to

the level of the vaginal vault, giving free access to

the entire field of operation. An incision was made
around the carcinomatous excrescence 1^ centimetres

from the edge of the diseased parts. No diHiculty

was encountered except to the left and anteriorly on

account of the close proximity of the bladder. The
excised mass was about the size of a hen's egg.

The slit in the peritoneum was drawn together, a

piece of gauze introduced for drainage ; this was re-

moved on the fifth day, and on the fifteenth day the

wound was completely healed. It will be seen that

this case was not one of metastasis, but a local recur-

rence in and around the scar. Attempts to remove

these local recurrences are almost unknown in the

literature, the writer having been able to find but 1

case.

DISAPPEARANCE OF RECURRENT MAMMARY CANCER
AFTER OOPHORECTOMY AND TREATMENT BY THY-

UCJID EXTRACT.

G. P^rnest Herman, in the Lancet for June 11,

18'J8, reported a case of the above nature, and can

now add to that report the fact that the patient has

continued in good health since. ^ A second case has

since been similarly treated, of which a history is aj)-

pended. In 1894, the patient then l)eing forty-five

years old, a lump was noticed in her right breast, and

in .June, 1895, the right breast, with the fascia cover-

ing the pectoral muscle, and four enlarged axillary

glands, were removed. The growth proved to be

carcinoma. In October of the same year three

nodules situated just Ixmeath the scar, tog(!ther with

some lumps in the axilla, were removed. In Novem-
ber, 1H'.I7, a lump was noticed in the left breast. On
admission to the I^ondon Hospital the following July

' The Lancet, April 22, 1899.

there was au ulcerating surface over the third and
fourth ribs on the left side, depressed at its centre

with thickened margins. In the right axilla was a

de})ressed cicatrix, si'parate from the ulceration and
without sign of recurrence of cancer. In the left

breast was a lump of stony hardness, measuring 3i by
2 inches. The left nipj)li^ was drawn in, and there

were hard, enlarged glands in the axilla.

The day following her admission to the hospital

both ovaries were removed, and as soon as vomiting
ceased after tin; anesthetic, the patient was put uj)on

thyroid extract, ") grains three times daily. In Sep-

tember the ulcer had completely li(>ale(l, and the left

breast was much softer, and the patient had gained

twelve pounds in weight. One month later thei'e

was no distinct lump in the left breast, and no (m-

larged glands in the axilla. When seen March 28,

1899, the left breast was apparently healthy, although

the nipi)le was reti'acted. The patient's lu^alth was
good, and she had gained much in weight. She has

continued the use of the thyroid extract.

The relative importance of the two i)arts of the

treatment, oo])horectomy and thyroid extract, mi;st be

alluded to. Stanley Boyd has collected 15 cases

treated by oopliorcictomy alone, but in only 4 was
there " relief worth obtaining." He also publishes

reports of 5 cases in which thyroid extract was given.

In 1 case it was only given for a month ; in another,

where recurrence of the growth had occurred (tfter

oophorectomy, and in 2 out of the other 3 cases some
benefit seemed to follow. Four cases have now been
published where the combined treatment was used,

and in 3 of these the cancer disappeared. Of course,

it is impossible to say that these patients are " cured
"

until they have been watched throughout the remainder

of their lives. But if that condition of the organism
can be maintained which led to the disappearance of

the cancer, it is reasonable to expect that this condi-

tion will be incompatible with return of cancerous

growths. They cannot develop new ovaries, and are

instructed to continue the use of the thyroid extract

as long as they live.

ON THE EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION OF HYDROSAL-
PINX AND IIVDROMETRA IN ANIMALS AND ITS RE-

LATION TO HYDROSALPINX IN THE HUMAN SUBJECT.

C. J. Bond*' recalls that in a previous article he es-

tablished the fact that in rabbits, guinea pigs and
other animals a typical hydrosulpinx could be induced

by antisej)tically ligaturing the Fallopian tube close to

the cornu of the uterus and also at its beginning ; the

fluid thus produced closely resembles the fluid of a

human hydrosalpinx. If the ligature be placed in-

stead about the uterine cornu, the cornu distends above

the ligature and a hydrom(;tra results, the fluid resem-

bling that derived from the tube. Tlu; fact that in

the lower animals the secretion of the uterus and of

the tubes is so much alike corresponds with the slight

degree of differ(;ntiation between these two portions

of the oviduct ; whereas in the human subject, differ-

entiation having advanced further, the uterine secre-

tion is a mixture of blood, mucus and ej)ithelial debris,

at least during the menstrual period ; whetluu' in the

intermenstrual ])eriod a saline watery fluid Ik; pro-

duced and reabsorbed we do not know.

In animals there is an important dill'crence between

ligature of tlu; uterine cornu and ligature of the tube.

Liincet, July 22, 1899.
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If tlic tiilx- l)t' lii;:itiii'<Ml only iit tlii' iitcriiir cml no
<listriitii)ii tiikcs |il:i(-f, the srcirtiiiii pi-olialil v iiccur-

rin;^, but cscapiiii; into the ulMloiniiial ruvity, wlnif it

i> iil)S(>rl»c(l. If, liowTvrr, tin- coriiii he lijfaturctl at

any |)t>iiil, llic roiim (listcn«ls altovc llic li;,faliii<' with

ifsiiltin^ liydroiiiflia, any l)a(l\\varil <unint ln'ini,' |ir<'-

Vfnt(Ml, (\sv\\ tliou^ili llic tnl>f icinaiiis nnoltstrnrtrd

aiul \\w pass!i<;t' seems lo \w clrai- in llir otlit r diiee-

tioii. This throws h^lit upon the fait tliat distention

of the human iittTus with hhxxl or Ihiids (hx-s not

eause haekward distention of tiie tuhes, except in

eases of mechanical disphicement or bacterial infec-

tion ; it (h)es not oppose th(! view tliat spermatozoa

may enter the tube. A nund>er of points are ilMis-

trat«'d i)y the foUowing case : In a yoiinji <^irl, wliose

vaf^ina was ai)sent, an attempt to restore the canal bv

dissection resulted in a septic endometritis followed

by a ri<jht pyosalpinx ; on abdominal section the left

tube was found normal, except that it ended in a cul-

de-sac close to the uterus. Not only <lid this castr il-

lustrate the direct extension of the infective process

in the case of the ri^ht tube, but also in the leit tube

that occlusion at the uterine end does not pnxluce

hydrosalpinx.

This absence of re<>iir<;itation from uterus to tubes,

even under pressure, in animals, led the writer to

think that the menstrual fiuid occasionally found dur-

ing menstruation in human tubes originated therein.

Conditions in the human subject are different, how-

ever, and it ap[)ears that in cases of retroversion of

the uterus regurgitation of the uterine menstrual fluid

does actually take place into the tubes ; it is sugges-

tive that in these cases there was great congestion of

the fundus due to mechanical displacement. This re-

gurgitation has been proved in some cases by means
of particles of carmine.

It seems to be demonstrated that in animals, and in

the himian subject as far as the Fallopian tube is con-

cerned, the mucous membrane of the oviduct has a

characteristic secretion. This secretion seems to be

absent during pregnancy : A rabbit in which one

cornu was ligatured became pregnant in the patent

cornu ; on killing the animal at term, it was found

that no hydrometra had occurred in the ligatured tube,

although it was somewhat hirger than formerly from

hypertrophy of the mucous membrane similar to, but

less marked, than that in the pregnant cornu. An
analogous condition is present when pregnancy takes

place in one horn of a human uterus bicornis ; and a

case is cited of extra-uterine pregnancy in the subject

of a uterus bicornis in which both uteri presented a

well-marked decidua. It appears, therefore, that the

uterine secretion is associated with the ordinary de-

structive processes of the generative canal and not

vpith the constructive processes and increased tissue

growth of pregnancy. We must not regard human
hydrosalpinx as a final condition in infective inflam-

mation of the tube, but only as a mechanical disten-

tion by normal secretion, due to closure of both ends

of the tube by inflammation ; while pyosalpinx occurs

when the infection has invaded the whole tubal mu-

cosa, destroying its secreting powers and changing it

into an abscess cavity.

Another interesting fact— that the fluid in a simple

parovarian cyst closely resembles that in distended

Fallopian tubes— points to the origin of these cysts

in a hyperdistention by a physiological fluid of a por-

tion of the efferent ducts of the paroophoron.

ICI.I. \ I lov-llll- I'.IIWIIN I TKUL'S AM> lilW(iMI>

f.l.ANt*.

hickson'-^ observations are based on w»mh; 20U
cascH, and from them he concludes thai dini-UM-H of th«;

thvi'oi<l are much more common among women thaii

men — (!..'».') to i. A direct sym|iathetii- relationship,

if nothing more, exists between the thyroirl and tlie

uterus and manifests itself in many wuyH. Thus, b«;-

fore the establishment of tin- function of iiienstruutioii

the thyroid is often enlarged. This eidargemeni fre-

(|Uently is reducetl on the establishment of the iiieii»w;H,

and in those cas<'s in which the gland in not reiluix^l

it is observed that some thyroid engorgement is present

bi'fore ea(;h menstrual period, diminishing as the How-

is esUiblished. (ioitre occurring after pulnTty is fre-

(piently associat<'d with amenr)rrhea. When a woman
with an enlarged thyroid becomes pregnant, the gland

increases in size with each pregnancy, receding shortly

after parturition. At other times pregnancy is di-

rectly responsible for goitre, it making its tir.st a[)-

pearance early after impregnation. The three periods

in life during which the thyroid has been found most
refractory to treatment arc; Itefore pul>erty, during

pregnancy and after the menopause.

MENSl'RATION AND ( Al'ACITY OK THK KKMAI.K

lU.AKDKK.

(iuy L. Ilunner and I. P. Lyon state that in '1')

women examined, the average bladder ca|)acity by at-

mospheric distention was found to be 303 cubic centi-

metres, individual cases ranging from a minimum of

160. to a maximum of .545 cubic centimetres. The
average fluid capacity was found to be 429.7 cubic

centimetres, varying in individual cases from 210 to

840 (Mibic ceTitimetres. The fluid capacity was thus

found to be one-third greater than the air capacity.

The influence of child bearing on the capacity of

the bladder is shown in the following table

:

Atmnspberic capacity. Fluid capacity.

Nulliparous
Parous. .

.313.8 c. c. (average 13 cas*'*)

291.2 c. c. (avemge 12 cases)

303.2 c. c. (average 25 cases)

464.5 c. c. (average 11 cases)
395.0 c.c. (average 11 cases i

429.7 c. c. (average 22 cases)

The average measurements obtained under atmos-

pheric dilatation in the knee-chest posture were : To
summit, 7.14 centimetres; to posterior wall, ").77 cen-

timetres; to left lateral wall. (>.70 centimetres; to

right lateral wall, (,).1*2 centimetres. Taking the

measurements separately for nulliparous and for

parous women, the averages were found to l>e

:

Nulliparous (average 13 cases)
Parona (average 12 cases) . .

7.43 cm.
6.83 cm.

2 e«

6.75 cm.
5.79 cm.

7.03 cm. 6.12 cm.
6.36 cm. 5.72 cm.

The explanation of these figures, showing the

greater capacity of the bladder of uullipara\ is

doubtful ; it may be that it is purely accidental, due
to the limited number of crises. They suggest, how-
ever, that it may be due to the greater elasticity of the
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bladder in the nullipara, iuHueuced both by Iier aver-

age younger age and tlie fact that her surrounding

tissues have not been injured. In the above table of

measurements it will be seen that the dilated bladder

is asymmetrical. In K! cases the leit lateral measure-

ment is greater than the right. This fact may be ex-

plained by the fact that the rectum in women is found

much more commonly on tiie right side than on the

left within the pelvis. The uterus is usually dis-

placed somewhat to the left of the median line, thus

lowering the point of greatest outward bulging on the

left side. The bladder, when dilated with air and ol)-

served during operations within the pc'lvic cavity, was

found to be idlipsoidal in form, flattened somewhat in

the anteroposterior diameter. The average length

of the urethra in 17 cases was 3.3 centimetres.

A NKW Ol'l-.KATION FOR PERSISTENT INVERSION OF
THE UTERUS.

Barton Cooke Hirst,'' after reviewing the history of

this accident and enumerating the operations which

have been [)roposed and practised for its relief, de-

scribes the o])eration which he used in a recent case.

It consisted simply of splitting the vaginal portion of

the cervix as high as possible in the median line pos-

teriorly. Tliis trifling procedure at once unlocked

the difficulty, and the inverted uterus, which liad pre-

viously resisted prolonged taxis, was immediately re-

placed by very trifling pressure. The little cervical

incision was then stitched up, and the whole proced-

ure occupied about fifteen minutes.

BACKWARD DISPLACEMENTS OF UTERUS.

Arthur E. Giles's ® conclusions, arrived at in this

paper, may be summed up in the following proposi-

tions :

(1) Retroversion of tlu^ uterus recjuires no treat-

ment wlien it causes no symptoms.

(2) A simple retroversion may cause symptoms of

disturbances of circulation, by pressure, or refiexly.

(.{) Pressure symptoms are uncommon in the ab-

sence of enlargement of the uterus.

(4) Reflex disturbances are most frequently gas-

tric, vesical or nervous.

(o) A simple retroversion can usually be cured by
the temporaiw use of the pessary.

(G) Retroversion with endometritis is frequently

complicated with prolapsed ovaries.

(7) In the treatment of this condition, the inflam-

matory condition must be cured before the introduc-

tion of the pessary.

(8) Pronounced endometritis requires curetting,

with trachelorrhaphy in some cases, before the dis-

placement can be dealt with.

(9) When retroversion is associated with fixation

by adhesions, the first step must be to restore the mo-
l)ility of the uterus.

(10) To introduce a pessary in a case of retrover-

sion witli fixation is to add risk to inefficiency.

(11) When milder measures fail, the abdomen
should be opened, the adhesions separated and the

uterus fixed in its proper position.

(12) In the absence of adhesions, hysteroplexy is

sometimes require<l to cure an intractable retroversion.

(l.*5) Hetroversion of the gravid uterus is usually

reducible with the help, in some cases, of an anes-

thetic.

' American Journal of Obstetrics, January, 1900.
British (iynecological Journal (Uondon), November, 1899.

(14) In cases of irreducible retroversion it is usu-

ally better to free the uterus by abdominal section

than to terminate the pregnancy ; but in some cases

the induction of abortion will be necessary.

VAGINAL LAPAROTOMY.

Diilirssen ' concludes his latest monograjdi on this

subject by saying no one can reproach him with al-

lowing an operation rich in blessings to be discredited

by his silence in respect to its advantages. lie has

performed vaginal laparotomy 400 times in the last

eight years, on account of retroflexio uteri. Vagino-

fixation is superior to ventrofixation, he states, as it is

less dangerous ; there is no chance for ventral hernia,

nor adhesions of omentum to the abdominal cicatrix,

nor of ileus ; less dread of the operation on the |)art

of the patient ; and much less subjective post-opera-

tive discomfort. Intraperitoneal vaginofixation en-

sures normal anteversion. It retjuires skill on the part

of the operator, and possible failures due to the oper-

ator's technic should not be ascribed to the method.
He has also j)erformed anterior colpoceliotomy for

vaginofixation of the round ligaments, for vesicofixa-

tion of the retrofiexed uterus, tubal pregnancy, extirpa-

tion of benign utei'ine growths and ligating the tube

for the purpose of ensuring sterility. Fifteen died

out of 50.'} thus operated on ; (J out of 358 cases of

retroflexio uteri treated by vaginofixation. Since

1895, when he slightly modified his technique, preg-

nancy has not been interfered with in any case.

NEW METHOD OF TREATMENT AND DRAINAGE IN

GENERALIZED PERITONITIS.

F. Bode ^° describes, in his preliminary communica-
tion, the particularly favorable results obtained at the

City Hospital at Frankfort-on-Main, by taking out

the entire contents of the peritoneal cavity after a

median incision, pelvis elevated, without regard to

slight fibrinous adhesions, but under constant sprink-

ling of warm physiologic salt solution, poured from

a china pitcher holding one or two litres. The in-

testines are wrai)|)ed in compresses moistened with

the salt solution, and the warm solution is poui-ed

over them from time to time to prevent their chill-

ing. Strange to say, instead of this procedure induc-

ing collapse, on the contrary, the weak, rapid pulse

becomes fuller, probably from diminished intraj)erito-

neal pressure and removal of toxic substances. The
perforation causing the trouble is easily found and
sutured. The empty i)eritoneal cavity is thoroughly

washed out with 30 to 40 litres of the salt solution,

with especial attention to the liver and spleen regions

and the small pelvis. The fluid accumulating in the

depressions is very gently mopped up with com-
presses, and when the cavit}^ and the serosa of the

intestinal loops have thus been cleansed of their sup-

purating secretions, the loops are replaced under con-

tinuous sprinkling with the salt solution. This is

easily accomplished. The red and meteoric loops fre-

qnenitly conti'act with peristaltic movements under

the infiuenc(( of the salt solution. A loop about the

centre is then lifted, the mesentery stretched taut,

and a slit made in it at a point free from vessels

near the radix mesenterii. A long drainage tube is

passed through the slit, forming an arcli as the loop

is rejjlaced, the ends of equal lengths passing tlirough

» Berlin, kiln. Wocli., November 27, 1899.
<" Centrbl. f. Cliir. (Leipeio), January 6tli and 13th.
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tlir |)rrif()iic:il cavity aiul iiiiiT<(iii;r tlin)ii;;li Iwn new
incisions to tlic left and \\'ji}\U just aliovc tin- colon.

The tiihc liiiH ii nnnilM'i- of openings aloii;^' llir ci ntr*-.

Ucsitlcs this main liiiic, unollicr is inscitcil in each
sitic incision, a lliiid in the lowest point ol° the me-
dian incision and a i'onrth in the liv<-i-, stomacli an<l

spleen reu;ion. The ahdomen is then closed; the air

lel't in the peritoneal cavity is expelled hy p(»niin;( in

mor«' salt solution as the suture is pro<rressinjf, leav-

ing a considerahle (juantity of salt solution in the al>-

(lomeii. The permeai)ilily of the main <liaina;,fe tuhe
is also assured hysendiny a little salt solution llirou^di

it, under sli<flit pressure. Tiie patient is put to lied

with the head and shoulders raised, to send the fluid

down near the drain tuhes, and the abdomen is rinsed

out two or three times a day with 1,000 to 1,.')0()

cubic centimetres of the saline. " Hy this cond»ina-

tion of rinsiuii; and draiuaiie it was possible to evacu-

ate (piite considerable (piantities of pus from the al)-

dominal cavity in seventy-two hours, without material

discomfort to the patient. We l're(iuently observed
that the rinsiiiij was foUow'ed imnu^diately by in-

creaseil peristaltic movenu'uts and passai^e of flatus,

nuu'h to the relief of the patient, and amountin<i- in

some cases to slight diarrhea under the influence of

the salt. There is nothing to prevent permanent ir-

rigation through the main tube. Serious symptoms
usually disappear by the third or fourth day, when
the rinsing tube is removed and the drain tube re-

placed, at first with smaller drains and then with loose

tampons, and the openings finally closed, (ienerally

speaking, the course of i)eritonitis treated according
to this method was remarkably smooth and mild, con-

valescence extremely short, and the patient usually

completely recovered by the end of three weeks.
Similar irrigations, practised on the cadaver with

colored solutions, showed that the fluid penetrated to

the remotest portions of the abdominal cavity, even
under verv adverse circumstances."

l^ejJortiBf of ^ocictic^ef,

SURGICAL SECTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

F. G. BALCH, M.D., SECRETARY.

Rk(;ular meeting, April 4, 1900, Du. d. AV. Ki.-

LiOT in the chair.

Du. C. A. PoiMi-.it and I)i{. .Joiix C. Ml nko read

pai)ers on

ACTIXOMYCOSIS.^

Dk. Elliot : This very interesting subject is open
for discussion. I feel as if Dr. Porter had made a

true discovery in finding that the Out-Patient Depart-

ment is full of these cases. Only a year ago we had
a meeting on this subject, and several far advanced
cases were reported and one or two others that weri'

said to be cured. We then wondered if such cases

could be cured. Now we have a view of the begin-

ning of this disease by observations nuule in tht\sc

cases. I think there is much interest in this >ul)-

ject.

Dr. Pai 1. TuoHNDiKK : I should like to add 2

cases to the list. The first case I wish to speak of be-

> See pages 251 and 255 of the Journal.

ciiuM! il Ih one of the older and farther advunc<-<l faM:>*

and I wiHli to bring out one or two jioiiiLn in 'oiiiiriv

tion with the clinical history. A woman of lifly-foiir

for several months had recurrent uhHieMM-M wliirti

broke and discharged perio4lica!l\ . At the time iihe

entered the hospital she had an en<irniou.n brawny
swelling of the right cheek, extending fn»Mi th«' zy-

goma down to tin; clavicle, involving the whole nu\»-

of the face. It wjiH a denne, hard, piirpli.><h .^welling

with a nund)er of sinuseH in it. The mouth wa>« foul

an«l teeth carious. She was etherized and the hinu>M'H

dissected out as (carefully as possible. .\o coniniiini-

cation with tin; iione could in- found anywhere, in

spite of the fact that the case had been going on a

numlH-r of mcmths and was very much more ext<Mi.sive

than any of the case> reported tonight. One of the
points I want to emphasize is that eviii in a ca«e an

far advanc<'d as this there were no glandular eidarge-

ments. The granides were found in the xrapings and
curettiugs, aiul the jiathologist confirmed the diagnosi.s

of actinomycosis. Since she left the hospital I liave

been unable to follow her u|(, >o that I do not know
whether tin; disease recurred.

The second case was in a woman, forty-eight years
old, who had up to three weeks before entrance to the
hospital no history except that of a pleurisy nine
years previous, with a history of tappings. Three
weeks before entrance a small lump appeared to the
outsi<le of tlie left nipple, and it was suf)posed by her
physician that she had an empyema. If I remember
rightly she was tapped before entering the hospital,

but nothing found. Kxamination of the chest re-

vealed nothing except that the respiratory .sounds

were not so easily heard on that side as on the other.
The abscess was opened and a large amount of foul

pus with characteristic granules was evacuated. Al>
solutely no connection could be found either with a
rib or with the pleural cavity on this side. She died
in two weeks from exhaustion and at the autopsy an
actinoujycotic area in the left lung and involving the
pleural cavity was found. 1 am sorry I was not able
to bring the autopsy record with me.

Du. C'oD.MAN : I have a case of actinomycosis which
I have followed five years, and reported to this societv

two years ago. I thought it was worth mentioning
to the society that the man was still well, although he
has a small abscess open on the chest wall every
three or four weeks that heals in a few days. He is

able to do ten hours' work a day. The disease is in

the chest wall and was probably primary in the lungs.
The first symptoms were cough and high fever and
shortly afterwards an abscess appeared in the cardiac
area. Since then several sinuses have been opened
there. I have tried twice to dissect them out, but as
they run under 'he ribs and directly over the heart it

seemed to me unwise to go very deeply, particularly
as the i)atient is getting along so well. He takes
very large doses of potassium iodide, and, as I say, is

perfectly well otherwise than these little abscesses
that break now and then. The diagnosis was con-
firmed by Dr. Mallory several times."

Dr. Halcii: I should like to add one more to the
list of ca.ses which have been seen in the Ont-Patient
Department of the Ma.ssachusetts (Jeneral Hospital.
I saw P. G. last Deceml>er. He had been opera teil

upon once for what apj^eared to Ih^ a typical alveolar
abscess : then came to the hospital and was opene<I
again, and Dr. Wriirht found the actinomvces in the
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pus. He was furcttcd out two or tliree times, twice

under ether and I tliink once under cocaine. The
<:ranules were found at least twice, I think perhaps

three times, either in the curettings or in the pus.

The tiling which struck me most in the case was the

way it would heal up and ai)parentlY be all well, and

break out in another area a short distance from the

first. He has finally healed up entirely, I :im told.

Tliis case lasted a little over a month. He was

treated by curetting and painting the inside of the ab-

scess cavity with strong carbolic acid. Internally he

was given iodide of potash in large doses.

1)k. Elliot : A remark made by Dr. Wright,

that we are in danger of forgetting that this may b(! a

serious and jreneral disease, is in great contrast with

the last year's meeting, where in the cases reported

the lungs or liver or whole abdomen were invaded,

and it was (juite refreshing to see another phase of

the disease where it is getting well. We shall now
be suspicious of certain localities, the neck, jaw, lung

and liver. I have had cases where the disease had

invaded the Inng, liver and abdomen.
Dr. Edward S. Hatch read a paper on

TENDON SUTURE.^

Dr. GoLDTinvAiT: I think it would be hard to

find more brilliant illustrations of what can be done

in the way of tendon suture than is represented by

these 2 cases, and it strengthens my feeling that much
more can be accomplished in the way of tendon sur-

gery than lias commonly been supposed.

In regard to the adhesion of the skin, mentioned by

Dr. Lund, it has been my custom in performing such

operations to dissect up a layer of subcutaneous tissue

and to use this for the first covering of the tendons, so

that they cannot adhere directly to the skin.

Dr. Llnd : Dr. Richardson, in his article in the
" International Textbook of Surgery," on suture of

nerves, recommends suture of the nerve sheaths and

the use of silk. I believe before function of the

motor nerve can return, the peripheral portion has to

degenerate, and from the central portion the axis cyl-

inders have to grow down through and reproduce

themselves. Leaving a material like silk in the sul)-

stance of the nerve would, it seems to me, be more
apt to interfere with the growth of the new fibres

than the use of catgut, as catgut will be absorbed and
out of tlu^ way more (juickly. I have therefore used

catgut for the nerve and silk for the tendons.

Dr. Goldthavait: In connection with the (piestion

of nerve suture it might be interesting to speak of 2

cases recently operated upon and reported by Dr.
Peckham, of Providence, in which for the relief of

infantile paralysis he has transplanted a section of

the peroneal nerve. In this, after a long period

of complete paralysis, a distinct contraction is pro-

duced in the paralyzed muscles. Just what the per-

manent result or how perfect the use of the muscles
will be it is, of course, too soon to tell.

Dr. Munro : I have sutured tendons with catgut

and begun passive motion in ten days. I do not be-

lieve it is always necessary to put in silk.

Dr. Elliot: A remark of Dr. Lund's reminded
me of a case I had in the hospital. Dr. Lund re-

marked that the extensor tendons were much less im-
])ortant ; that therefore it is much more important to

suture the flexors with care. I had a patient who was
' See page 256 of the .Jonrnal.

a laundress, and whose hand was caught in a mangle.
The hot cylinder came against the back of the hand
and destroyed all the extensor tendons ; the entire

back of the hand was burned to the bone. That pa-

tient recovered with a solid scar on the l)ack of the

hand, and that hand is an entirely useful hand. She
works in the laundry as before. Her flexor tendons
pull down against this scar tissue, and when she lets

go the scar ptills the lingers back. She can brush her
hair and l)uttoii her collar, and in fact is working at

the same mangle that mangled her.

Du. .1. Collins Warhkx read a paper entitled

THK radical CIRE OK HERNIA.^

Dr. Lund: In the Out-Patient Department you
see a great many cases of hernia done with silk which
after healing develop a sinus, which keeps the patient

an invalid a very long time, until the silk is taken out.

Dr. Elliot : I took out some catgut ligatures

from a hernia about four years after the operation,

and in another case I took out catgut from an umbili-

cal hernia a year after. In the first case chromicized

catgut had been used. I think chromicized catgut

does not dissolve at all, and that it is one of the best

materials for hernias, if there is any virtue in a suture

which is not absorbed.

Dr. MiNRO : I saw a hernia today operated on a

year ago with absolutely no trace of the chromic cat-

gut used. I am charitable on the animal tendon in

hernias. I did a lot of hernias at the City Hospital

several years ago with animal tendon. The cases

went on all right for three or four weeks, and then

suddenly broke down, and I lost faith in kangaroo
tendon, until later we discovered that we had con-

taminated the wounds at the time of operation,

through a defect in the autoclave, by which the

sponges were not sterile. I am pretty sure that in

cases where there is infection it may come from the

operator, either from sponges or hands, or in some
other way, and the catgut or tendon be blamed un-

justly for the trouble.

Dr. Elliot : I think there is no question that silk

comes out because it is not antiseptic. Silk soaked in

corrosive sublimate never comes out if it is put in

clean. I have used silk for a year in the al)domen

and never had any come out in a clean case.

AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting, held in Wash-
ington, May 1, 2 AND 3, 1900.

FIRST DAY.

The president. Dr. Edward D. Fisher, of New
York, in his address to the association, said that the

position of neurology among the divisions of medicine

and surgery has changed very much during the past

twenty-five years. Among other things to be consid-

ered is that neurologists must not separate themselves

from general medicine, and while specialists may re-

main narrow and limited, this should not be the case

with neurologists. The tendency should be towards

the study of general medicine. Xeurologists must

recognize; and fully understand general diseases.

They should be able to examine the heart, the lungs

and the other internal organs in order to make out any

3 See page 256 of the JournaL
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(lisc'isd (»l" s|M'ci:il ii('f\<Mis clKir.Klci-. 'l'lnTii|niilirs \n

JllsK ilU|K)l'l,'ltll. Nclirold^ists ;ilr .icciiM-il uf liiilii'

iimi'i' illtrl'(-^l<'l| ill ili.'i^iio.siH :iii<l lorali/atinii ol liis-

cast;. Tlif l.icl is lliat pliysiciaiis aiirl paliciits iiol

only look lor diaj^nosiH, i)ut also HUjLjj^cstioiiH in refer-

ence to treatment. The ini|iortanee of iIk; necessity of

the eontnuied stndy of th(! hislolojfy and |iatlmh);(v

ni tlie nervons diseases is not underrated. The note

of warnini-' Dr. Fisher wonhl sound and especially to

those ahout to enter this field of medicine, is to keep
up as broad a knowltMlj^e of <reneral niediciiu! as possi-

l)!e. \(i one should enter neurology as a specialist

without lirst liayinj; had an (ixperiencir in i^n^neral

practice. If the sii^ns of the tinu's art; read arii^ht,

that is the tendency of tln^ neurology of tlu; future.

CIllilsriAX I'SKIDOSCIKNCK AM) I'S VCII I A I K V.

I)k. Smith Hakkk, referring to the .lannary niim-

her of the Christ ian Science Journal, in which an arti-

cle appeared by -ludge Joseph R. Clarkson, of Omaha,
to the etVcct that " Christian Science makes stronger,

healthier, more unselfish, more honest, holier,

purer poor people," and that " through Christian

Science there have been, as well as can be estimated,

more than a million cases of healing every sickness,"

and that " in the opinion of the best qualified judges

there is no disease Christian Science cannot meet, ar-

rest and destroy "
; he further (piotes INIrs. Kddy as

saying that " Christian Science aims to destroy the

patient's unfortunate belief by both silent and audible

argument." Dr. Haker notes that if a disease is really

an acute one, it easily falls within one of two classes :

Either it is natural, self-limited or readily cured by any
means, or else it has been wrongly diagnosticated.

No intelligent person, he said, can suppose that a real

fracture or dislocation or a case of crushed bone can

be healed by Christian Science. No one can suppose

a real case of typhoid fever or of smallpox or of piuM'i-

monia to be under the dominance of the healer. But
that many cases of those, as well as almost every acute

ailment, or, at any rate, of such as have been given

some sort of technical name, are healed, there seems to

be a question as to evidence. It is altogether more
certain that every such includes a very large propor-

tion of long-standing functional troubles like neuras-

thenia, hysteria, astlienopia, diffuse or shifting pains,

joint aches or limitations, vicious digestion, faulty ex-

cretion, etc.

I)u. Edward B. Anc;i;ll read a paper entitled

IMl'KKATIVK IDEAS IN TIIK SANE AND THEIR >IAN-

A(;EMEXT,

and said that even in the normal mind constantly are

H'curring words, phrases, emotions or ideas which

force themselves into prominence against the will. In

the morbid state of mind these demands of imperative

ideas become a disease against which the most strenu-

ous efforts of the will seem impossible. Dr. Angell

said his object was to determine how far our present

knowledge through proper classification and analysis

of these imperative ideas will enable us to recognize

their significance. It is necessary in the investigation

of these niorbid ideas to study the mind in its auto-

matic activity, a condition which, to a very large ex-

tent, prevails in states of sleep, hypnosis, somnand)U-

lism, hysteria and insanity, during which normal

evolution is largely or wholly suspended. Dr. Angell

thought hypnotism certainly formed a promising means

of relii f. Ill ;i geueral way miicli may Im- done to

lessen iiiiuiioiial iiitlueiiceH by tniihihg the patient to

withstand paiidul -tiniidation of tlie nkin.

Die. Smith Hakkk thought that antecedent to all

parental <-onception are (certain conditioiiM of tli<; iiiIimI

in the form of ii .strcHH l)rought alK»ut by di-privalion,

for iiiHtance in Hexual olweHsicjii, tlii>* has ln-en found

when one of the patientH or both of thetu linve liv«*d a

life of absolute sexual Htre.s.H of the order of depriv.'i-

tioii. Taki- parents during the child-lM-aring periixl,

who are eager for prr)perty and yet are depriverj of

obtaining it. That stress of mind r»r IkhIv seeim-d to

be the ground field in whi<;h the child will lK;ar a weak
spot, when- the imperative obsession will Im- develope«|

later on. Dr. liaker was rather skepti<-al about hy[>-

nosis, and preferred rather to endorse the st might for-

ward method of educating the mind iiy some such work
as Emerson's " Essays," or some new science, or a new
field of work.

Di;. Knai'I' did not think the claim Dr. Angell

made of imperative conception and fixed idea is one
that can be strictly maintaine<l in practice. Remov-
ing a fixed idea in hypnosis seems like putting on a

spinal brace to cure a weak back.

I)i{. S. Weir Mitchell related a case of a lady

who possessed a condition of repetition ; that is, when
sh(^ moved a book, for instance, she would fe<d im-

pelled to move it a certain numlier of times, associa-

ting therewith someone of her relatives. For instance,

if she turned the book on the table when thinking of

her cousin, she would do it three times. When her

mind dwelt on her husband, she did it seven times.

She referred this jieculiarity to a similar desin- in

childhood to move her shoulders. She was practically

cured by being pinched, associating the discomfort

with the pinch.

Du. Sachs thought that the subject of imjierative

concepts is a psychical phenomenon which is closely al-

lied to a physical condition, and does occur in persons

otherwise normal. He expressed himself as of the

opinion that to hypnosis was attributable the origin

rather than the cure of imperative concepts.

Dr. Putnam expressed the opinion that where
there are severe sexual perversions and drug habit

cases, the use of hypnotism proves helpful.

Dr. Brow\ix(;, in relation to imperative idcus.

said that if a woman who comes from a good family

and grows up with little to do, who has no opportunity

for mental culture, could have a wider field of mental
and physical api)lication, she would be cured.

Dr. Ancell, in closing, said that he did not think

the American men or women are as susceptilde to

hypnosis as are the French or (German or other Con-
tinental races.

Dk. IIoWKI.I, T. Pl.KSlllN,;. ,)f D.llVrr. T. id a

paper on

A CASE OF Wernicke's condiction aphasia, with
AITOI'SV.

lie reported a case of a man of robust appearance,
aged forty-five years, who was brought into the hos-

j

pital in an unconscious condition, November 10. iS'.tT.

The history, which was meagre, indicated that the man
had fallen from his wagon into the bed of a small
stream, where he lay for aboiH thirty-six hours lK>fore

l)t>ing foinid. He was removed to the hos|)ital. and
on examination the right arm and leg were found

.
riyid and tremulous, the head and eve showin«r
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slightly marked din-ctioii to the right. Tliere was no

sign of an injury to tlie head : this pulse and heart

were normal ; respiration 20, somewhat stertorous ;

temperature i)9*° ; urine normal. A diagnosis was

made of a vascular lesion with syphilitic thrombosis in

the left hemisj)here, and inunctions and potassium

iodide were ordered. Consciousness returned in the

course of a week, but the man's talk was a mere jar-

gon. He generally failed to do all that he was told

to do, but responded readily when shown by a gesture.

No paralysis could be detected. During the second

week in the hospital the word deafness disappeared,

and no sign of the cerebral lesion then remained ex-

cept jargon paraphasia and certain associated defects.

His rtiading was markedly parale.vie ; acuity of vision

was good. There was no hemianopia. He had a

keen eye for all that went on about him. The jiatient's

condition remained substantially the same until Janu-

ary 2.'5d, wlu'n he suddenly began to vomit and was

found to be unconscious. There was conjugate devia-

tion of the eyes, and the left pupil was larger than

the right. Pulse G4, weak and soft; heart sounds

normal. Temperature in right axilla 1)7.7°, the left

97.2°. Respiration of the Clieyne-Stokcs type. Un-
able to swallow. Death occurred from intercurrent

anemia January 29th.

Dr. Joseph Sailer read a j)aper entitled

A CASE OF BULLET "WOUND OF THE SPINAL CORD.

This was a man of thirty-one years of age, for-

merly a major in the Cuban army, who was wounded
November 2, 189('), by a ball that entered 1 centimetre

to the left of the right nipple and just bcdow it, and

which passed out about 2J) centimetres to the left of

the spinous j)rocess on the twelfth dorsal vertebra,

having penetrated the lung, the liver and the spinal

column.

Di{. S. Weiu Mitchell thought that the most re-

markable thing in this case was the disappearance of

the buttock muscles.

Dr. PiTNAM referred to a woman who came to

him about a month ago suffering from a fall in 1H97.

She developed comj)lete paraplegia and complete loss

of sensation of the lower extremities and of the trunk,

and blunted sensation of the arms, but no loss of power
of the muscles of the upper exti-emities. Upon opera-

tion it was found that the cervical spine of the sixth

vertebra had been broken and was freely movable.

After operation the bladder resumed its normal func-

tion.

Dr. Sailer said that Dr. Mitchell has instituted

massage and (electricity with the r(!sult of considera-

l)le imjjrovement of nutrition of the muscles, particu-

larly of the thigh.

Dr. G. L. Walton read a paper entitled

CONTRIP.UTION TO THE STUDY OF THE PLANTAR
REFLEX, RASED UPON SEVEN HUNDRED AND
IIITV TESTS, MADE AVITII SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO HIE BABINSKI PHENOMENON.

Drs. Charles K. Mills and W. W. Keen re-

port<'d a case of

11 MOK OF THE SUPERIOR PAIMETAL CONVOL ITION
ACCIRATELY LOCALIZED AND REMOVED BY OP-
ERATION.

This case was of unusual interest from the clinical,

physiological and surgical points of view. The medi-

cal history of the case was ]iresented by Mv. Mills,

the surgical history by Dr. Keen, and a pathological

re]K)rt on the nature of the growth by Dr. William
G. Spiller.

The [)atieiit was a man fifty-six years old, who had had
some neurasthenic and other symptoms since 1HS4, but

who first began to have paresthetic attacks affecting

his right upper extrcemity in 1894. These attacks

were of irregular and infrequent occurrence, and
were variously described as ant-like feelings, of

crawling, tingling or battery sensations. After the

attacks the arm usually felt somewhat heavy. He
frequently complained of a feeling of pressure or

discomfort in the head and especially in the left

frontoparietal region. Sometimes this feeling was
described as a headache, but lu; never had tlu; typical

headache of a case of brain tumor. Optic neuritis

was absent from first to last, and vertigo and vomit-
ing were so infrecpient as not to call for special con-

sideration. The patient was freijuently hysterical and
despondent. About five months previous to the op-

eration the patient began to show some ataxia in the

right arm and later in the right leg, and when inves-

tigation of his condition was first made by the writer

all forms of cutaneous sensibility were impaired, mus-
cular sense was lost, and astereognosis was a marked
sym})tom. As the case progressed paresis and eventu-

ally paralyis of the arm and leg supervened, this when
complete of course masking the ataxia. The patient

developed a disorder of speech chiefly showing itself

as a verbal amnesia and fatigue on readmg. At one
examination the patient showed a temporary partial

right hemianopsia. Reversals of the color fields and
contractions of the fields for form similar to those

supposed to be typical of hysteria were present at

several of the examinations. The reflexes on the

ataxic and paralyzed side were somewhat exagger-

ated, ankle clonus being present. The patient was
emotional and markedly hysterical.

An operation which was successfully performed by
Dr. W. W. Keen, November 24th, exposed a tumor
in the exact region which had been assigned as the

seat of the growth, namely, the superior parietal con-

volution. The patient made a com])lete surgical re-

covery, and improved in all his symptoms with com-
parative rai)idity. His sjieech completely returned,

the paralysis of the leg and arm largely disappeared,

cutaneous sensibility was in time I'estored, and he was
so far recovered that he was able in March to start for

a short trip to Egypt. He reached this country again

April 19th, and was seen last by Dr. Mills, April

24th, just one week before the meeting of the con-

gress. He has regained all the movements of the

extremities on the affected side, although he has not

full strength in the affected limbs. The muscular

sense, especially in the lower extremity, is still some-

what impaired, as would be expected from the tissue

lost by the encroachment of the growth.

Opcralum., November 21, 1899. As the flap was
not to be in the thin S(|uanious portion of the temple,

bnt in the jjarietal, which might cause great (embar-

rassment from a very thick skull, not only by the time

required to chisel through the bone, but the difliculty

of fracturing the base of the osteo])lastic flap. Dr.

Keen first made two trephine openings .5 centimetre

in diameter at tine two points betvve(Mi which he wished

to fracture the tlaj). The skull was found, as had
been feared, unusually thick, a full centimetre. This
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bciii^ the cHMf ;i (Jiuli win^ huw whs pasHcd lidwiin

tlit> two points and llic \m\\v suwii lialt llinni^li in

order to weaken tin- hase of the llap. A lai;,'e llap,

eaeli sidi- uf wliieli nieasiiit-d I <l crnlinielres Imi;;, was
tlicii made, tile anleiior liordt r ot it luiiii^ a little in

iVoul. of the lissiiie of Ivoiandu, the ii|)|ier hnrdfi-

witliin I centimetre of (lie median line.

A-; soon as the dura was exposed at the |i»wei- por-

tion Ihiid \\a^ siispceied beneath it. .\ <liiral lla|i was
llien cut, wilh tile liase npward. The Ininor snddeidy

came into view at liir antei'ior snpei-ior anijle. It

nn-asnred .'!..") Ity I..) centimetres and it wciiihecl 1

onncc^ and .'5 drachms after removal. It was made
up of small iiranular masses lik(! those of an ordinary

raspberry and was of a deep red or purple c^olor. In

order to remove tin; entire tumor a portion of iione

was removed by the ronijeur forcc^ps anteriorly. The
tumor had beiiun as a subcortical mass and recently

burst thronyh tin; cortex. The tumor, beinj; sep-

arated from the brain tissue, was removed and with it

a lonjr fin<fer-like cyst which extended, by measure-

ment, 10 ccMitimetres (4 inches) into the sul)stance of

the brain and contained 1^ to 2 ounces of fluid. The
l)atient made a complete and very smooth recovery,

the wound being entirely well by the sixth day.

Dk. W:m. (i. Si'iM,KK made a careful microscopical

investigation of the jjjrowth. He classes it as an en-

dothelioma and believes that it probably originated in

the walls of the blood vessels. He said that from a

pathological stan(l()()int, while the tumor first looked

like a sarcoma, it was finally proved to be epithelioma.

The tumor was dark in color, not adherent to the

dura, and the wall of the cyst was intact. It resem-

bled very closely the finger of a kid glove in ap[)ear-

ance.

Dk. Deuci'M said that he bad seen the jjatieiit him-

self and that he thought too much credit could not be

given to Dr. IMills for the brilliant and successful

outcome of the case.

Du. Waltox said it was of interest to place on

record all such cases of established tumor. In the ab-

sence of headache, vomiting and optic neuritis, though

this possibility is recognized, it recjuires courage to

make the diagnosis. lie reported a case of an elderly

man commencing \vith tremors in the wrist and grad-

ually replaced by paralysis, finally complete in tlu^

arm and j)ractically so in the leg, the latter of the

spastic variety.
(To be continued.)

THE THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

(Continued from No. 10, p. 242.)

Section of Surgery.

Prof. Andrea Ceccherelli, of Parma, opened

the discussion on

SIRGERY OF THE PANCREAS.

He summarized his conclusions as follows :

(1) Surgical operation on the pancreas stands in

direct relation with all questions aft'ecting the function

of the organ.

(2) Wasting, the presence of fat in the feces, sugar

in the urine, bronzing of the skin, jaundice and pain,

are the symptoms accom[)anying the majority of pan-

creatic affections.

(.'J) CoMHidiTabb- dilticiillieH are met with in rom-
pleti- e.xtirpation ow ing to the pancri-a.H Im-Ih^ <ler|*lv

siluaU-d in intimate relation 'villi other viiH:<Tu, ami
being very ri«-li in vesHels and iierveM.

(4) The Murgery of the pancreuM Iium not h'lOu-rUt

advanced a.s it appeared legitimate to Ii»»|ie fr<»in tin;

progrcHH of viH<'eral .surgery, Ih-cuuhc very often tin-

fliagnoHiH \n diHicnlt, and on that account it in HeMoni
po.ssible to att;ick tin; morbirl pnweHH at it>* iH-ginniiig.

At present everything tends to show that the Hnrge«»ii

is warrante<l in operating on t)ie tail of the pancreas
rather than its head.

{.')) It has been proved experiment.illy th.it extirpa-

tion of tin; pancreas is possiide and com|iatible with
the life of an animal. It has not been proved that the
same thing holds good in the sphere of clinical

surgery, notwithstanding a few positive ftwes. This
is all the more true that the morbid j»ro«-esses which
<;all for the operation an; generally not limited to the
pancreas. As a matter of fa«;t one has U) «Io with
malignant tumors infiltrating the neighlnjring parts, or
with adenomata whicdi can be diagnoserl only with
dilliculty. Extirpation is not justified in tulKircidou.s

or syphilitic disea.se. Partial extirpation should lie

performed in such a manner as to leave one of the
two ducts, provided the duct of Santorini does not end
in a blind sac.

((») The tumors that mo.st frequently <levelop in

the pancreas are cysts. These may Ik- bloo«l cysts,

the result of injury or apojdexy ; retention cysts, or
hydatid cysts. In these intervention is legitimate and
u.seful, but extirpation of the whole organ is not neces-
sary ; extirpation of the cyst, if it be jtossible, or in-

cision being sullicient. In regard to extirpation, one
has to consider the question of opening Wirsnng's
duet, and of the probable escape of the pancreatic
juice into the abdominal cavity. In incision of the
sac it is prudent, if possible, to stitch the walls of
the cyst to the abdominal parietes.

(7) In the ca.se of pancreatic calcidi the surgeon
may usefully intervene for their extraction.

(<S) An affection which has lately been studied w ith

great care is necrosis of the pancreas. This may call

for hitervention for the elimination of the fragments
of the necrosed organ.

(9) In cases of suppurating or gangrenous pancre-
atitis the rule is not to operate in the acute stage.
Later, if there is an abscess, or if the organ is gan-
grenous, intervention may be useful. Three routes
may be chosen : Lumbar, extraperitoneal, transpleu-
ral, or median subumbilical. Suppuration must be
avoided, but sometimes it is necessary that a por-
tion of infiltrated or necrosed pancreas sJiould be elimi-

nated.

(10) In cases of chronic jKincreatitis complication
may be produced by compression of the bile duct or
the pylorus, but in that ca.se the surgeon may u.sefully

operate not on the pancreas, but on the liver or the
stomach, in order to prevent the interference with
function caused by compression.

(11) In hernia of the pancreas following wounds
reduction and even fixation may Ix? suitable. The
thoracic route is jireferable if the hernia is diaphrag-
matic.

(12) Intervention may be necessary in contusions
and wounds of the pancreas, especially if blet^ling
occurs. In that case hemorrhage should be stopped
either by suture or by ligature of the bleeding ves-
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sc'ls ; the clots luuud in the abdoininal cavity should

also be removed.

(13) Cases of movable pancreas may be observed.

Experimental patholo<fy jnstifies fixation of the organ.

(14) In invagination of the pancreas Ceccherelli

thinks the snrgeon should intervene if complications

occur and if elimination is not regularly performed.

(15) If as the result of any process the opening of

the duet between the pancreas and the duodenum is

l)locked, a new channel for the panc-reatie juice may
be made, or if that is not j)ossible a pancreatic fistula

may be established.

(IG) Pancreatic hemorrhages ma/ occur even with-

out wounds. They (lei)end upon disease of the pan-

creas, most fre(piently gangrenous. In this case the

surgeon should intervene as if the hemorrhage were

traumatic.

(17) In constricted pancreas surgeons have hitherto

abstiiiued from operating, but it might be necessary to

cut the band or to intervene to remedy the results

caused by it on the stomach or intestine.

(18) Sutures through the pancreatic parenchyma

cause no disorder or change, and are tolerated just as

tliey are in the kidneys, the liver and the spleen.

(11)) Wounds of the pancreatic duct may be

sutured, but as far as possible in such a fashion that

the thread be not in the middle of the duct, in order

to avoid the probable formation of concretions.

{20) Union of wounds of the pancreas takes place

by proliferation of the cells, especially of the connec-

tive tissue.

(21) It is certain that regeneration of the pancreas

takes place.

(22) After complete extir{)ation there is seen a

great development of the glands of Galeati, and especi-

ally a karyokinetic increase in the epithelium, so that

it may be su[)posed, in accordance with the experi-

ments of IVIartinotti, that these are capable of ade-

(puitely replacing the extirpated viscus.

(23) The escape of the i)ancreatic juice into the

abdominal cavity does not always cause peritonitis

because absorption is rapid. There is reason to be-

lieve that, like bile, pancreatic juice is harmless if it is

healthy, and hurtful if it is altered.

(24) In extirpation of the pancreas care must al-

ways be taken to place ligatures before, so as to avoid

hemorrhages and the escape of pancreatic juit'e.

Neither thermocautery nor galvanocautery should

be used. They are unsafe, and in such cases the

separation of eschars is to be feared ; moreover, by

radiation they may produce dangerous effects in the

neighboring parts.

Prof. Mayo Robson presented a

RKfOUT ox PANCUKATIC SUROKRY.

He began by stating that he is convinced that pan-

creatic affections are much more common than is

usually thought. He bases his remarks on his per-

sonal experience, he having operated on 40 cases of

pancreatic disease and having seen a considerably

larger number of cases in which operation was either

not consented to or not thought advisal)le. He dwelt

on the im])ortance of posterior drainage when; pradi-

cable in acute and in suj)purative i)ancreatitis. ¥ov
reacliing the main pancreatic duct he has found it

practicaijle to incise tin; second part of the duodenum
and lay open the termination duct from the pa]»illa.

Cancer, of which he has seen over .>0 cases, ho has

found usually to occur after forty, and he believes

that the cases occurring earlier in life are, in many
cases, chronic interstitial pancreatitis, which may re-

semble cancer not only in the symptoms but in the

naked-eye appearance after death. After describing

the symptoms he remarked on the importance of dis-

tinguishing between cancer of the head and that of

the body and tail of the pancreas. He then discussed

the diagnosis, advising that especially in young sub-

jects, but also at times in older patients, a hoj)eless

prognosis should not hastily be given before surgical

treatment has been tried, as if the case turns out to

be chronic interstitial 2)ancreatitis a cure may residt

from treatment. He expressed the opinion that ex-

cision of the pancreas for cancer can seldom be feasi-

ble or justifiable except in those cases where the

disease is limited to the body or tail of the organ,

and then only when it is caught in an early stage.

Of the 15 cases on which he had operated for the re-

lief of symptoms by cholecystotomy or cholecystenter-

ostomy, I) recovered and lived for some time in

greater comfort. The important fact, however, that

some of the cases operated on and thought at the

time to be cancer of the head of the pancreas, but
which recovered and are now in perfect health —
showing the tumors to have been chronic interstitial

pancreatitis and not cancer— has led him to advocate

operation in all eases not too far advanced, especially

in young or middle-aged patients, not because mueli

good will be done if the case be truly cancer, but

under the hope that the tumor may be inflammatory

and not malignant.

Pancreatic cysts. — He has opiirated on 5 cases of

pancreatic cyst, for which as a routine treatment he

advocates incision and drainage, which he has per-

formed in 4 eases with 8 recoveries. In 1 case the

cyst was so easily enucleated that it was removed in

that way, and the patient made an uninterru2)ted re-

covery, but his experience, not only in his own cases,

but in others seen under the care of his colleagues,

would lead him to believe that excision can oidy

rarely be justifiable. In none of his cases were any
pathognonomic symptoms present, and the author

thinks that the diagnosis must usually be made from
the physical signs.

Pancreatitis.— He draws a parallel between the

inflammatory diseases of the liver, such as infective

and suppurative cholangitis and chronic interstitial

hepatitis, and similar diseases of the pancreas and its

duct. He believes he has seen functional ailments of

the })ancreas ending in recovery that would come
under the heading of infective catarrh of the pan-

creatic ducts, and he adduces positive evidence of suj)-

purative catarrh of the ducts, as well as of chronic

interstitial inflammation of the gland. He believes

that as diagnosis becomes more perfected these dis-

eases will be more frequently recognized and awarded
their proper place in medicine. The author assents

to the i)athological classification proposed by Fitz,

of dividing acute pancreatitis into suppurative, hemor-

rhagic and gangrenous pancreatitis ; for clinical pur-

poses he considers the subject under acute, subacute

and chronic pancreatitis. In discussing the etiology,

he laid stress on bactcu'ial infection as being the es-

sential and imnu'diate canst;, ])ut (^numerated a num-
ber of extrinsic (causes, such as gastroduodenal catarrh,

injurv, and ])ancreatic and biliary lithiasis. The
mode of infection h<; lu'lieves is nearly always through

1
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llic illicls. Altll<)ll;f|| pjllKTi'.-itilis in ;i <|iMr;tHi- willl-

iiiil rxacl |i.itli(i;;ii(>m(iiii(' si^'iis, llir (li;i;rii(»siH cjin iimi-

;illy \>r iirrivcd :il l»y ;i (•.•irfl'iil slinly ol' tlir liisloiv,

iiioilc of onset, iiiid tlir coiiiltiiiatioii of HViii|)tnins

:ui<l si>^ns. A ciisc of jinili- iuid infcdivo piiiirrciti-

lis coininij iiiHlcr tlic :iiitlior's olisi-rvatioii is rchilcil,

mIso I ciiscs of llic sii|)|»iiriitiv»' form wliicli were o|i(i-

:il('(l on jiftcr ;il>scfss liiul formed; of 2 in uliiili llie

|>Ms was (^vaenated hy an incision in tlie loin, ri'-

covei'V followed; of '2 opened fi'om the front, Imtli

died. In botli cases leakage of pns lia<l |)revionslv

occurred into tlu^ stomach and liad luien vomited.

In I cas(^ of suppurative pancreatitis in wliicli nipt-

ure of tlie al)sc<'ss occurred in the Imwel, the patient

was too ill vvluui seen to bear operation, and ^M'adnal

recovery occurred without sur^i(;al treatment. The
treatment of acute infective and frequently that of

suppurative pancreatitis practically resolves itself

into that of peritonitis, commencing in the superior

abdominal region, and Professor Hobson lays stress

on getting rid of intiammatory products by luinl)ar

drainage if practicabh^ although it may be necessarv

to maki' the diagnosis by an interior incision. In the

acute form he draws a comparison between gangren-
ous appendicitis and acute infectiv^e j)ancreatitis and
considers surgical treatment just as necessary in one
as the other, as soon as a probable diagnosis can be

arrived at. If there be great distention in the epi-

gastrium it will be easier and safer to make the ex-

ploratory incision in the left costovertebral angle.

Treatment other than operative in order to get rid of

the distention, relieve pain, fever and other symp-
toms until a definite diagnosis can be made was also

considered. The details of reaching the abscess when
found were also discussed, whether the collection be
lumbar, subdiaphragmatic, epigastric or pelvic.

Ohronic interstitial pancreatitis.— lie lays great

stress on the importance of this disease, wdiich he be-

lieves is often mistaken for cancer of the head of the

pancreas and which he believes has not received

much attention either from clinical observers or from
j)athologists, certainly not as much as it deserves.

His experience in this class of cases has resulted

from his having operated on a considerable number
of cases of jaundice depending on obstruction in the

common duct, the obstructive jaundice, wasting par-

oxysmal attacks of pain and ague-like seizures hav-

ing given rise to the suspicion of gall stones, and the

absence of relief by^ medical treatment having ren-

dered surgical treatment necessary. He argues that

its recognition is of vital importance, since it is a dis-

ease not only capable of relief but of absolute cure

by surgical treatment. The author illustrates his as-

sertion by a brief report of IT) cases on which he has

operated, with recovery in 14.

Jules Boeckkl fStrassburg) said: Operations on

the pancreas are indicated in cases of injury, inflam-

mation and its consecpiences (suppurating, gangre-

nous or hemorrhagic i)ancreatitis, pancreatic necrosis

with fatty necrosis), tumors, solid and li(juid (cysts).

In recent injuries the scope of intervention is very

limited, wounds of the j)ancreas generally provii\g

fatal very (juickly from hemorrhage or concomitant

lesions of the neighboring organs. Of 10 recorded

cases death occurred in 8. The only rational treat-

ment is to plug the wound after asepticizing it. The
search for ami ligature of injured vessels, though

right in theory, are pi'actically impossible in tlie

great majority of v.xm'h on acroiinl of the d.iiigeroiiN

condition of the wounded perMMi. In inllaniinulioiiN

and tumors the Hiirgical procedure is Hotiietiiiie*t on
the ghmd itMcIf, sometimeH in itn more or ienn iinnu*'

diate neighltorhood. Tlie hitler condition in reaji/eil

when a collection of blood, pun, or <itlier material «lr-

veloped primarily in the pancreas rupturen and Ih*-

comes encysted between one or other of the niimer-

oiiH peritoneal folds near that organ, or when a nolid

tumor insinuates itself among the H;ime foldn. Under
these cfuiilitions the operation is extremely siin|ile.

The tumor causes a more or less consideralile projery

tion, and thesitrous foldscoveringit areintimatelv iKMind

together. One need generally (»nly incise the most
projecting |>art of th(! tumor to lay it bare and then

act acconling to circumstances. On the other hand,

wIm'H oidy th(! gland itself is involved, intervention is

more dedicate, more laborious, and necessarily limited.

It is deli(;ate because- tin; pancreas lies deep, surrounded
by numerous and important vessels, the wound or

ligature of which may cause fatal accidents. It is

limited because only small portions of the pancreas
can be extirpated, complete removal iinvitablv induc-

ing a ra|)idly fatal form of diabetes. These intrapan-

creati(; operations are indicated in localizerl tumors
and inflammation of the gland. When the affection

has been diagnosed— and this is a diflicult point,

since diseases of the pancreas have no really pathog-
nomonic symptoms— the first thing to be done is to

lay bare the organ. According to the ca.se it may be
reached by three different routes

:

(1) Subgastric, when, as is seldom the case, the

tumor projects above the lesser curvature of the

stomach.

(2) Gastrocolic ; this is the procedure of choice.

(3) Transmesocolic, when the tumor has insinuated

itself between the folds of the mesocolic omentum.
In exceptional cases recourse may be had to in-

cision through the flank (tumors of the tail of the

pancreas), the operation then being continued outside

the peritoneum. The pancreas having been cleared,

search must l)e made for the focus or the tumor, ami
then curetting or enucleation should be carried out.

Intraglandular operations are of course more dauixer-

ous than extraglandular, but even as regards the latter,

unless when one has to do with cysts, the prognosis is

suHici(>ntIy gloomy. The limited statistics at present

available prove nevertheless that pancreatic affections,

which a short time ago were looked upon as incurable,

may now be dealt with successfully by surgical inter-

vention made at the right time. Thus among 20 cases

of suppurating and gangrenous pancreatitis there

have been 1 1 cures and D deaths : in 2o cases of

hemorrhagic pancreatitis there have been •") cures and
IS deaths; in 11 of solid tumors there have been 3
deaths and 8 cures, 4 of which were permanent.
Cysts have been operated in 144 cases, which mav bo
sulxlivided as follows : Operation in one sitting, 00
cases, 02 cures, 7 deaths, of which 2 occurred during
the operation ; operation in two sittings, 10 crises, all

cured: total or partial extirpation, 2.) cases, 21 cures,

4 deaths ; cases of which no details are forthcoming,

1, .') cures, 1 death. Extirpation, which is more
rarely applicable, is more serious, more troublesome,
aiul often incomplete. It should be attempted only
exceptionally when the cyst is movable and a pedicle
can easily Ik> formed. In addition to these r:ulieal

operations, palliative procedures may be pnictiseil
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wlii'ii phciionifiia ol coiiipn'ssioii of the hile, duct or

of the (luodt'iiuin i)l;ice the lite of the jKitieiit in

(hiuger, as in tumors and chronic inflammations of the

head. Tlie serious risks of these ojx'rations, and the

very slender advantages obtaiiuible from them, make
it impossible to recommend them. In the case of

solid tumors, choleeystenterostomy has given in lo

cases 7 speedy deaths and <S recoveries, with a maxi-

mum survival of only fourteen months. As regards

choleeystogastrostoniy (4 cases with very transient

improvement), pancreatico-enterostomy (1 case which

ended fatally), gastro-enterostomy (2 cases of which 1

died speedily and 1 survived four months), they need

only be mentioned by way of record. Jejuuostomy,

recommended recently by Maydl, seems to give better

results. The same operations may be performed with

success in chronic pancreatitis of the head, which is so

often taken for cancer of the organ. They may evtni

be curative rather than palliative when regression of

the inriammatory process takes place, which may
happen when the lesions are not too old. Cure is

then detinite.

RADIOCRAIMIY I\ THE STUDY OF FRACTURES AND OF
LUXATIONS.

CJ. Maunourv, of Chartres, in opening a discus-

sion on this subject, said that the errors that might be

committed in the study of the results of radiography
were attributable not to the method itself but to de-

fective interpretation. To avoid such errors it was
desirable to secure greater precision in the examina-
tions, and to indicate on the prints certain data, nota-

bly the point where the vertical line let fall from the

focus on to the plate meets the plate.

Fractures. — Dealing first with simple fractures,

the author said that in diagnosis radiography rendered
invaluable services by indicating the number, form
and position of the fragments, their overriding —
which, when the proof was clear, corresponded with
suliicieiit exactness to the shortening of the limb—
their displacement in different directions and the situa-

tion of splinters. To obtiiin precise information as to

the disposition of a fracture it was necessary to radio-

graph it at two different angles; generally it was taken
from the front (frontal plane) and in profile (sagittal

plane). There was no absolute rule about this, and
each fracture might require a special position of the

tube. Very exc('j)tit)iially a fracture might escape de-

tection even when the bone was examined hi different

dii-ections. Stereoscopy also gave valuable informa-
tion as to the position of fragments. The clinical di-

agnosis of fractures was as valuable as ever, but radio-

graphy complemented it very successfully by making
it more definite. It might even give it a character of

certitude in cases where the complexity of the lesions

or considerable swelling of the soft parts left it doubt-
ful. Lastly, it made it less painful by reducing to a
minimum the exploratory maneuvres directed to tlu;

seat of fracture. Radiography is useful in all fract-

ures, l)ut es))(?cially in fractures of the upi)er end of
the humerus, which are often at the bottom of stiff-

ness and anchylosis attributed to peri-arthritis ; of the
lower end of the radius, which are often accompanied
])y lesions of the carpus ; of the leg and especially
those involving the tihiotarsal articulation — in these
last radiograi)hy alon*; (;an givt; exact information as
to the relations of the astrag:ilus, with the tibiopero-

neal mortise, a vital point in the prognosis and treat-

ment of these fractures; of the astragalus, which a few
yeai's ago were wrongly looked upon as being very
rare ; lastly, of the metatarsal bones, which are the

anatomical lesion of an affection well known to mili-

tary surgt!ons, as to the pathogeny of which tliei-e had
long been much discussion without its true nature be-

ing suspected. The foi-mation of the callus is very
interesting if studied with the help of radiography.

The first stage cannot be observed, but after some
twelve days at the end of the fragments there becomes
visible a light clouding which becomes gradually

darker. If coaj)tation of the fragments is perfect the

callus forms at the line of the fracture a diffuse globu-

lar mass, which by degrees becomes transformed into

a distinctly limited fusiform sheath incori)orat(!d with

the compact tissue. If there is slight overriding the

cloudy deposit on each fragment forms the medullary
canal and constitutes a thick layer where the frag-

ments touch each other at the sitle. If the overrid-

ing is very extensive this lateral interfragmentary

callus does not extend the whole depth of the line of

contact, but is produced only at the level of one of the

fractured ends, which seems to take a prominent lYJiVi

in the work of the bony union. The time taken in

the formation of the definitive callus varies, seeming
to be larger in proi)ortion to the size of the bone. In
certain cases, notably in oblicjue fractures of the tibia,

the callus may remain a long time invisible even when
consolidation appears to be complete. Iladiography

makes visible in the living body all the varieties of

callus known to pathological anatomy, and shows how
certain kinds of callus may simulate a perfect coajjta

tion of two fragments which are nevertheless very

badly reduced. It shows that in the child the work
of bony consolidation, instead of, as is the case in the

adult, being limited to the immediate neighborhood of

the line of fracture, spreads far along the line of frag-

ments. In treatment radiogra|)hy enables us better to

reduce fractures and to see to what degree such re-

duction is ])0ssible ; it is easy to watch the position of

the fragments and to rectify it as far as may be neces-

sary during the work of consolidation. When the pa-

tient may be regarded as cured, radiography furnishes

precise information as to the result. By its means the

action of different splints and apparatus— immovable,

for continuous extension, etc., can be studied. It has

shown that if they are often very effective, they are

far from always giving perfect anatomical results

;

fortunately, perfection of form is not indisj)ensable for

the satisfactory restoration of function. IJadiography

indicates in what cases wiring of the bones may be

practised ; it is especially in fractures comnuinicating

with a joint that this procedure is valuable, for exam-
ple, in fractures of the elbow and the ankle. In such

cases radiography enables one to see if the relations of

the articular surfaces have been sufHciently re-estal>-

lished by reduction. If insti-ad of a recent articular

fracture one has to do with an old one, radiography

alone can define the position of the bones and their

deformities, and indicate what operation may be neces-

sary, in what direction the bones should Ix; divided,

what should be removed, etc. It will also guide us in

the treatment of faulty and irregular callus. In com-

pound fractures radiography greatly simplifies the op-

(irative intervention so frecpiently indicated, obviating

the necessity of groping aI)out for splinters, and in

cases where wiring is needed showing how the frag-

ments are to be sawn. In fracture of the joint it

I
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shows wlictlicr cdiisi rviitivr siir;^frv or rcHfctioii iH

|>r(tci;il>l('. Ill I'l-iicliin- Ity ;,miiisIio| il sliows tin- pn's-

tiicc ol' l'oi('ii;ii hollies.

Lii.iiitions. — Kii(lioiii';i|iii y is iiiiiiji U'hh usiriij in

tlif ciist' of liixiitioiis, :ilt.liou;ili in sonui chhcs wIicit u
lii\;itioii lias been ovcrlookcMl it luis shown its cxisl-

riicc. Hilt it lias so far ifivcn no infoinialion as to

the most ri-c(|iiciit causes of irreiliicilnlil y, which lie

especially in the soft parts. In old luxations it shows
the new-formed hone prodm-tioiis which oppose reduc-

tion and reveals the j)rodiiction of false joints. Iva-

dioi;rapliy has enahled lis to study and to treat helter

congenital dislocations of the hip, and it also irives in-

tcrestiiiy infonnation as to luxations wliich supervene
in coxali^ia.

1'koi'. K. \on Ukk'cmaw, of l)( rlin, presented a

coininiinication on the

ri{()(;i!F.SS !\ TIIK TUKATJIKNT ( )
I'

I UAfm UKS
SINCK TIIK INTUODUCTION OF THE UONTGKX UAV-.

Dnring the last ton years our knowlodire of fract-

ures had inad(! important pro<fress in two particulars :

(1) In regard to tlu^ opcM-ativo treatment of certain

simple, fractures, with the object of etVectinjj exact

coaptation of the fragments, and (2) the diagnosis

of tlu^ seat of fracture and the pathological anatomy
of the bone lesions by means of radioscopy and radi-

ography. There are obvious local causes that hin-

der the union of fractured surfaces ; it is known, for

instance, that in a broken femur the interposition of

muscular fibres prevents the formation of the callus.

Infortunately, it is not ])ossible, with the liel]) of the

Hontgen rays, to define this with sulficient exactness

to warrant an incision. We can only suppose that

the case is so if in the image given by the fluorescent

screen we see a gap between the bone surfaces sep-

arated from each other in the sense of a dlslocatio ad
Imf/itiidinem, and this gap always remains eipial in

the most various positions in which we may place

the broken limb. There are, however, other local

causes of want of union, which are shown clearly by

radiography ; this is particnlarly the case in fractures

of joints and of small bones. It is sutiicient to (piote

an example, namely, fracture of the patella. JMal-

gaigne had deplored the frequency with which cases

of fracture of this bone remained unhealed, and rec-

oinmende<l long before the antiseptic era an operative

intervention by the application of the hooks known
by his name'. These hooks, however, are much more
dangerous than incision and suture of the fragments

with silver or bronze aluminium wii'e. Examination

of fractures of the patella by' means of radiography

reveals three principal obstacles to union :

(1) The inecpiality in the size of the fragments,

the upper being much larger than the lower ; they

therefore require wiring to keep them in place.

(2) The number of the fragments. In addition to

the two principal fragments there are small accessory

fragments, or small splinters which slip into the line

of fracture, and thus prevent accurate coaptation.

(3) One of the fragments may be displacement by

a movement of rotation in such a manner that the

fractured surface of the other fragment meets it at

its outer surface, so that contact of the fractured sur-

faces cannot take place. These various displacements

being made visible by radiography, the surgeon is

able to make up his mind as to the necessity of an

operation, and to search for the seat of fracture, so as

t<i remover tile oliHtiicleH wliicji liiiv<; l)«'«'ii im-iilioiH'il,

and wire the broken fraginentM together.

Hergmann, in his clinic, lian obt.iined rompl<rt<' liony

union in more than 2'> cuhcm of thin kind. The op-

erations proved that the union wan Ikmiv, and not
fibrous, and that the met.-dlic Niiture ciin-d npeedily

and |iermaiiently. Therefore tin; operation in the gen-
eral mode of treatment of fracture of the patella. 'Vhc.

question of operation j)reseiit.H itself in a difTerefii ;i>»-

pect in the case of other fractures ; for itiHtaiice, when
one had to do with a fraciiirt; of the lower end of the

radius, ii subject which has been thoroughly stiidied

by K. (lallois. \N'liilst the treatment of Iractures of

the patella is almost uniform, the cum: is otherwiw in

respect of fractun; of the lower end of the radius, the

treatment of which varies according to the seat of tin;

fra<-ture and the displacfMuent of the fragments.
Professor Hergmann showed a series of photographs
taken in his clinic demonstrating the different tvpes of

those fractures. Fractures of tin; tarsal and meta-
tarsal bones were almost (rntirely unknown l»efore the
invention of radioscopy. The symptoms of those
fractures were taken for inflammatory swelling or con-

tusion of the foot, and were often treated bv mitssage,

with the result that the displacement of the frairments

was increased. When the fracture is recognized, it

must be treated by complete immobilization. Illus-

trations of these fractures were also shown.

(To be continued.)

liferent Hitcrnture.

Aiicstlietlrs ; TJieir Uses (i)id Adiiiiitistnition. Hv
Dii)i.i;v WiL.MOT HrxToN, !M.I)., U.S., Member
of the Koyal College of Physicians ; ex-President of

the Society of Anesthetists ; Member of Universitv
College ; Administrator of Anesthetics and Lecturer
in University College Ilospiuil, etc. Third edition.

London : IL K, Lewis ; Philadelphia : P. Blakis-

ton's Son & Co. 1900.

The third edition of this useful little manual has
been carefully revised and brought up to date. Im-
portant procedures which have been developed since

the previous editions were published, such as Schleich's
solutions for general anesthesia, Bier's method of in-

trathecal cocainization, etc., have rendered this neces-
sary, and are adequately treated in the present edi-

tion.

The manual will be found a reliable guide in the
various methods of anesthesia, and will be especiallv
valuable to those who wish to become acquainted with
the complicated apparatus employed for anesthesia
with ether, ether with nitrous oxide, etc., which are
generally employed in England. Whether or not we
consi<ler that nutre conqilication than comfort results

from the intricate methods and machinery of our Eni:-
glish brethren, we ought, at least, to follow their
practice of em{)loying for all serious surgical work a
skilled anesthetize!-, rather than to entrust our patients
to the chances which must be taken in the hands of
an etherizer without special training. Our medical
schools also ought to see to it that adeipiate practical
instruction in anesthesia l>e a prerequisite for a detjree.
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THEORY AND PR.VCTICE.

Wk have frequently found occasion to comment on

the popular idea that medicine is divided into two more

or less sharply separated groups of men, one of which

is devoted to the theoretical side of medical problems,

and the other to the treatment of the sick. We have

grown wholly weary of the expressions, now so fre-

quently heard, of " the scientific man," and " the

practical man," as if they represented two d ametri-

cally opposite tendencies. Surely nothing could be

more practical than the discovery that cleanliness is

prerequisite to surgical success, and nothing could be

more scientific than the knowledge underlying the

ability to bring a dilFicult obstetrical case to a suc-

cessful conclusion. What we must have in the future is

not a widening of the breach which separates the theo-

retical man from the practical man, but a clearer recog-

nition of the fact that theory demands a constantly grow-

ing knowledge of practical application, and practice a

no less increasing knowledge of theory. There is evi-

dence on every hand to show that this state of things

is coming. The routinist, whom Dr. Osier so sharply

stigmatized in his recent address in London on "Post-

Graduate Study," must, before long, be forced out

of existence, and his place taken by Osier's rational-

ist, who finds time and Of)portunity to use his micro-

scope and his instalments of precision. These com-

ments, trite as they may be, are not out of place so

long as we hear men criticised for being theorists, and

hence unreliable in the practical conduct of their

professional work. Within a few weeks this has been

our lot. A man suggested as a consultant was de-

clined by a physician of many years' practice and ex-

perience, because he was claimed to be a theorist, an

opinion based upon the fact that he worked in a lab-

oratory. This particular man may have been quite

unfit to give an opinion in the case in question, but

it was most certainly not because he worked in a

laboratory, and tried thereby to get at his subject

from all ])oints of view. He may have been a theor-

ist from natural inclination or previous training, but

it appears to us extraonlinary that in these enlightened

days he should have been excluded on the ground

that he was a laboratory, as well as a clinical, student

of disease. We claim no special gift of prophecy
when we say that the next thirty years will see a re-

adjustment of feeling on this matter, which will ren-

der such discriminations impossible.

AS TO PROFESSIONAL VISITS.

From time to time physicians are forced to appeal

to the courts to obtain their just deserts in the matter

of fees. The necessity is always an unpleasant one

and one, no doubt, to which the large majority of med-

ical men are slow, and we sometimes think too slow,

in resorting. This is a matter of regret since it en-

courages a certain carelessness on the part of the laity

in the payment of their debts and increases the laxity

in business methods of which ph3'sicians are prover-

bially guilty. We are therefore always glad to see and

to note opinions expressed by the legal fraternity on

matters which will tend toward the establishment of

generally recognized precedents. A case of this sort

has recently been determined in the Supreme Court of

Illinois, the question at issue being whether a physi-

cian should determine the number of professional calls

he should make or should call only when expressly

summoned by the patient. A physician sought to ob-

tain payment for a certain number of calls, objection

being raised by the defendant that the calls were made
without the express request of the patient, and for

which he therefore was not financially responsible.

The court held that a physician was not called upon

to prove the necessity of making the number of visits

for which he charged. Citing a previous case, the

court ruled as follows :

" Where a physician is called by a person to treat

him or his wife, and he takes charge of the case and

attends from day to day, evidently, in view of his re-

sponsibility for skilful and proper treatment, he must,

in the first instance, determine how often he ought to

visit the patient, and so long as the person employing

him accepts his services, and does not discharge him

or require him to come less frequently, or fix the times

when he wishes him to attend, he cannot afterward be

heard to say that the physician came oftener than was

necessary. There was no proof that the claimant

came when he was forbidden to come, or that he was

discharged and continued to attend thereafter."

Such a ruling would aj)pear to us to be the only one

at all consistent with reason and justice. The physi-

cian must alone be competent to determine the neces-

sary frequency of his visits and it is altogether unlikely

that the confidence reposed in him is often abused.

At the same time it is desirable that legal opinion

should support the dictates of common sense in this as

in other more or less self-evident matters. If such

things were to be left wholly to the caprice of the

laity it is evident that in the hands of designing per-

sons a very considerable degree of injustice might

be done, from which redress would often be impos-

sible.

I
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TIN-: (lALVKSTON DISASTKK.

I I is ililllciilt to iiiia^'iiM' :i inon* liislrcHKiii;^ sitiialiuii

lli.iii lli.il icsiilliiiir from llitM'ccont storm at (jiiilvrHtoii,

I'fxas. 'I'lic jjjciKinvl (Icviistutioii :in<l (IcHtriirilon of

|tr()jM'r(y juid life ww :i|)|>;illiiii; lo coiilciiiiiliilc, utitl

particularly when this iiicliidcs llit; loss of various

hospitals and tlu! patients whitdi they liarhore<l. So
completo app('ars to have bcHsn th(! work of the slorui

that ordinary means of relit^f of a incMlical and sinijieal

sort were for a time (jiiito impossibh;, owiui^ to the

cutting off of outside communication. Incomplete as

the reports still are, it appears that tlu; bodies of the

dead arc being taken out to sea for burial, to prevent

the subsecpient development of disease among th(! sur-

vivors. The one bright spot in the picture is the hope

that future sufTering may in great measure beol)viaf(id

by timely precautions of this sort. Impossible to

avert as such catastio{)hes are, their consequences

are at least greatly mitigated by modern sanitary

knowledge. Not many years ago we would hav(!

anxiously awaited the inevitable reports of sulfering

through epidemic disease brought on by ignorance of

hygienic laws and inadequate means of meeting so un-

expected an emergency. In these days of greater

knowledge and more perfect equipment we are practi-

cally sure that disease will gain no foothold to add to

the sufferings already endured. Tents and provisions

have already been ordered from Washington, and ex-

treme as the immediate loss of life may prove to be,

we may rest assured that the added misery induced by

deprivation and want, with their accompanying physi-

cal ills, will be wholly averted. Small as this conso-

lation may be, it is at least something, when we pause

to think of the effects of a similar disaster fifty or

more years ago.

MEDICAL NOTES.

"Work of Chicago Municipal Laboratory.—
The following details of the work of the Chicago

Municipal Laboratory, as given in the July report of

vital statistics, are of interest : Total bacteriological

examinations, 82<S ; city water, 11 "2
; other water, .'57;

ice, 42 ; suspected disease (diphtheria 20, typhoid 4-'5.

other 13), 76 ; glycerinated vaccine, 26 ; food, .'5").

Distributed : Glycerinated vaccine, 2,450 tubes ; diph-

theria antitoxin, 310 vials ; outfits for bacteriologic

diagnosis of diphtheria, typhoid fever, tuberculosis

and influenza, y.}4. Total chemical analyses, 2,222:

Milk and cream, 2,052; city water, 100; ice, 41;

miscellaneous, 29. Of the 2,052 samples of milk

and cream analyzed, 445 were brought to the labora-

tory by private individuals ; the remaining 1,607 were

collected by the milk inspectors. Of the 1,607 inspec-

tors' samples Ii)l were tagged "skimmed milk " and

948 were not tagged, therefore sold for whole milk

;

of these 90 were found below grade. Out of 4(i8

samples of cream 14 were found below grade. Per

cent, of inspectors' samples of milk and cream below

grade, 6,47. Of the 445 samples brought to the of-

licn liy privati! individuaJM, 277 wen; milk, of wliirli

20 were Im4ow grade, and I 6m vi*:rv. creain, of which

I vvuH Itelow grade. I'er cent, of Mamph-M of milk and

cream brought to oflice found below grade, 1.71. I'er

cent, below grade, all Hourcen, 6.09. The iiiortulity

rate of bacteriol(»gically verified diphtheria trcut4:«l by

antito.xiii in rttporled as in 16 cohch treut<:d.

Ai'i'OiNTMENT.s. — Dr. .lohti 15. Murphy has ac-

cepted a profeHHorship in surgery anri clinical Hurgery

in the Northwestern IJniverHity Me«Iical School and
Chicago M(r<lical Colhige. Dr. Murphy has also Iwtcn

appointed surgeon in chief of Mercy IIos|)ital, with the

direction of the surgical teaching in that lio.spil^'il.

Dr. Archibald Church has been recently ap|>ointed

professor of nervous and mentiil di.scaAcs in North wett-

tern L'niversity Medical School and Chicago Medical

Collegts and head of the Neurological Department.

Dr. (jeorg<; P. Dreyer, associate professor <»f jihy.si-

ology in the .Johns Hopkins Medical School, has been

appointed professor in charge of the Physiological De-

partment of the College of Physicians and .Surgeons

(Chicago), the medical department of the University

of Illinois.

Yki-low Fkver in Havana. — Governor-General

Wood has appointed a board of immigration consist-

ing of four physicians, who will draw up regulations

concerning immigrants. Since July, 1899, 26,000 im-

migrants have arrived in Havana, and 10,000 are e.\-

pected during the next two months. Fifty deaths

from yellow fever were reported in Havana during

August. While the general health of the citv is bet-

ter than ever before, there is a comparatively lar^e

number of cases of yellow fever, owing to the large

number of immigrants. Seventy-five per cent, of the

total number of cases were among immigrants who had
been in Havana less than a year.

A Baby-Rearing Exhibition in Vienna.— Ac-
cording to the British 3Iedical Journal, a hygienic

exhibition intended for the training of mothers was
recently held in Vienna. The chief feature of the

exhibition was the display of all that is necessary to

the care and nursing of little children. It was in-

tended that the exhibititm of new-born babies in incu-

bators should form part of the show, but the authori-

ties forbade this on the ground that there are objections

to a public exhibition of children requiring the extrem-

est quiet.

Association ok War Ni rsks.— It is iiro|>ose<l

to organize a society to be known as the Spanish-

American War Nurses' Association, membership to

be given only to those who were in active service at

least one month during the war. Of these there are

about 500. The j)resident of the association is to be
Dr. Anita Newcomb McCJee, of Washington, Actinia

Assistant Surgeon, V. S. Army.

A Ci BAN Medical Journal.— According to the

Jouninl i)f the A»it'rir<i» Medical Assi>riatio>i. Dr.

.John Guiteras, formerly professor of patholoixv in the

University of Pennsylvania, who now holds a posi-
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tioii ill tlic teacliini^ faculty of the University of Ha-

vana, lias established a medical journal there entitled

Revista de Metlicina Tropical.

Choi.kua in India. — Lord Curzon, Viceroy of

India, reports that the deaths from cholera for the

\v((ek ending September 1st were: Native states,

1.930; Britisli districts, 4,021.

Appointment of Dr. Tii. Ziehen. — Dr. Th.

Ziehen, of Jena, has been appointed j^rofessor of psy-

ciiiatry in the University of Utrecht.

BOSTON AND NEW EJSGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, September 12, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the fol-

lowing cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 89,

scarlatina 12, measles 11, typhoid fever IG.

Boston Death Statistics.— The total number

of deaths reported to the Board of Health for the

week ending September 8th is 214, against 1G8 the

corresponding week last year, showing an increase of

40 deaths, and making the death rate for the week

19.9. Of this number 108 were males and 106 were

females. The deaths from consumption were 24,

pneumonia 18, heart disease 13. There were 10

deaths from violent causes. The number of children

who died under one year was i')b.

Yale Medical School. — The oldest professor

ill Yale University to leave its service this year is

Dr. Moses C. White, for more than a quarter of a

century at the head of the work in pathology in the

Medical School. He will be continued as professor

emeritus. The chair in pathology will be filled by

Dr. Charles J. Bartlett, who has been assistant pro-

fessor in the Medical School for five years. The
chair of obstetrics and gynecology, which was made
vacant by the death of Prof. George Campbell a year

ago, has been filled by the appointment of Dr. Otto

G. Ramsay, of the Johns Hopkins University.

Closing of the Floating Hospital.— The
season of the Floating Hospital closed Saturday,

August 8th. Since the first trip of the summer was

made, July 5th, there have been but two days when it

was necessary to give up the trip on account of the

weather. The summer has been a particularly trying

one because of the excessive heat, and more patients

have been cared for than ever before. It is hoped an-

other year to extend the season from the middle of

June to the middle of September.

Deaths diking Aigist in Nkavton, Mass. —
There were 40 deaths in Newton during August, the

rate per 1,000 being 20. Three of the deaths were from

accidental drowning, 1 from diphtheria and 3 from
typhoid fever.

new YORK.

Cl«)si\<; OK City Baths. — At tlie recpiest of the

president of the Board of Health, Commissioner
Kearney, of the Department of Public Buildings, has

closed two of the free city baths, one located on the

Hudson and the other on the East River, With the

request was enclosed a report from Dr. F. II. Dilling-

ham, assistant sanitary superintendent, showing that

sewers opened near these baths, and pointing out that

this was a condition detrimental to those using them.

The Health Department was not consulted by Commis-
sioner Kearney when selecting the sites for the baths

in question, and they will probably be reopened in

more salubrious locations.

Restrictive Legislation.— Several important

changes in the laws which were adopted by the last

legislature went into effect on Se{)tember 1st. Among
them was the total suppression of prize fighting in the

State by the abrogation of the provision which per-

mitted so-called glove contests (sparring exhibitions

with gloves of not less than five ounces each in

weight) under certain conditions. Another amend-

ment to the penal code provides that no spring or air

gun may be sold to a child under twelve years of age,

nor any toy pistol shooting loaded or blank cartridges

to a child under sixteen years, without the consent of

a magistrate.

New Hospital for Tuberculosis.— At its an-

nual meeting, held at Albany on September Gth, the

Board of State Pensions passed a resolution adopting

the report of Commissioner Mantanye, which recom-

mends Dannemora (the location of one of the State

prisons) as the site for the erection of the State Hos-

pital for Consumptives, and urging the Hospital Com-
mission to act in favor of the recommendation. Dan-

nemora is situated in the northern part of Clinton

County, in the Adirondack region.

Precautions against Plague. — Special precau-

tions were adopted by the health officer in the case of

the steamship City of Rome, which arrived at New
York on September 3d, and was the first vessel to

reach the port from Glasgow since the appearance of

bubonic plague in that city. One of these was the tak-

ing of the temperatures of the passengers and crew

and the retention under observation of two or three

individuals in whom the temperature was found to be

slightly abnormal.

Bequest to a Hospital. — By the will of the

late Judge Francis O. Mason, of Geneva, N. Y., the

residue of his estate, estimated at $50,000, is left

to the Geneva City Hospital. Judge Mason was

nresident of the institution at the time of his death.

OHSEllVATIONS ON AN OUTBREAK OF
DIPHTHERIA.

Wic (juote from the JiiiUetin of the New York State

Board of Health the following summary of observa-

tions made; by Dr. W. A. Macy on an epidemic of

di])htlieria occurring at flic AVillard State Hospital :

" Early in 1897 diplitlieria was brought into the

institution through employees who had been in con-
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tact with II raB(i near by. TIkmh! folIowcW .in t|iii|iiiiic,

;i iiKMJi-nitc iiiiiiiIxT of caHcs (icvclupin^r I'iihii linn- to

tiiiH' tor six moiitlis, when it ccusrd wilhmit riTiir

relict' then or diiriiiii the toHowiii^ yejir. In .lime,

IKill), (liptheriii l)r()ke out ;ij^!iin, prohalily likewine

imported, .spread rapidly, 7;") ('iises occiirrin;^, ol' mild

type. It has continued, with intermissions of ;i month
or two, till now, there l»eiii<^ at present no aeliia!

diplitheri.'i, hut a luimher of i^erm cases in isola-

tion.

"The condition is of a lon^^ lastiiij; epidemic, in an

institution, mainly adults, of 2,7(l(t population, umler

resident medical supervision, with a well-a|)|)ointe(i

lahoratory used on so extensive a scaU; that every

memher of tlit^ community had cultures taken ovtn-

and over ai^ain, all of which are recorded. It was
observed :

"(1) That the type of the disease varies in dilVer-

cnt epi(h'mics ; in the first, ISDS, nearly every one
exposed, even slightly, took di[)htheria, hut tlie course

of the disease was mild; in the present epidemic it

was much less infectious, but much more virulent in

character.
" (2) The germs of diphtheria can maintain activ-

ity with much persistence outside the body and re-

sist the action of ordinary disinfectants. Recurrence

of the epidemic after all the people were found germ
free was found to occur in rooms which after occupa-

tion by the sick had been subjected freely to formal-

dehyde, sulphur funiiyation, washing with l)ichlori(le,

hot soap suds or soda solution, both walls and wooil

work. Twenty-live cultures were often taken l)efore

a building was found free.

" (3) It was found that cases discharged from

(juarantine after three negative cultures communi(;ated

tli|)htheria, and new cultures showed Klebs-Lotiler

germs present; the sick were discharged only after

three negative cultures taken on alternate days.

None of these thus tested w'cre found afterwards to

show the disease; germs, but nothing short of this was
found trustworthy.

" (4) Presence of the germs in healthy throats was

found ; they persisted there for weeks ; cultures were

almost or quite as pure as from membranous cases

;

virulence tests in the laboratory showed them to be

as dangerous as those from cultures taken from clin-

ical cases. Membranous dii)litlu'ria followed ex})Os-

ure to such, and even at second hand, for in one clear

instance a person associating with a germ case with-

out sore throat carried in his clothing the disease in

virulent form into a family living several miles distant,

bearing germs taken froni that case. It would appear

then that bacteriological diphtheria is as potentially

dangerous as clinical.

" (5) Change in the shape of germs attended con-

valescence ; when these ' degenerate ' forms occurred

the disease generally soon yielded. There was reason

to think that these attenuated forms may under con-

ditions favorable to rapid development increase in

strength, but that they have not sufficient virulence to

be actually dangerous. "While in membrane cases

the bacilli followed a definite life history, those from

a normal throat may differ daily, a fact important to

bear in mind.
" (6) Immunization by antitoxin of all employees,

through whom almost solely it spread, and of all ex-

posed patients gave reason for satisfaction, and this

experience commends its use for all much exj)osed.

A leHfl(!ii«'«l doHc on repolitioii in ronun<'n<l<'fl ; aiirl U)

l^ive it in fleshy parts of the lK)dy not pr«'<«H4-«I cm 1»v

clothing, not in the extremitieM. It wiim UMe«| witli

great confidence in treating the nick, and of l-t rneiii-

bruiie ciiMCH there were no deatlin."

A NEKDLK IN THK IIKAIiT.

A MOST (airioiiH case of Hui«-ide, sih given in the

Mvdind Press, has been n-ported from Ipswich. Eng-
land. At a first sitting of the coroner'n jury the iii-

(piest was adjourned, as the medieal witncHS profi-nned

his inability to state the (;ause «)f death. A [K»Mt-

mortem examination was then made with re.HultM of

an extraordinary nature. Tin; pericardium was found
to conUiin about two ounces of fluid blood. A darn-

ing needle some two inches in length was stictking in

the muscular wall of tin- heart, Init had not penetratwl

its cavity. On further examination a jjuncture wa«
found in the left breast. The iinme<liate cause of

death, however, was not the foreign bodv in the heart,

l)ut poisoning by oxalic acid. The opinion of the

medical witness who gave that evidence wa-s that

deceased may have taken the poison on account of

the pain caused by the needle, which may have reached

the position as the result of an a(;ci(lent. It wa.s

stated that an uncle of deceased shot himself. Tliis

case is of consi<leral)le clinical interest, as it shows
that a heart can w ithstand for some time a good deal

of traumatic irritation. Indeed, with the aiil of a

Hontgen ray localization and an operation the patient

would possibly have had a chance of recovery.

Correspondence.

CALCTUiM HYDROSULPHATK PASTE AS A
SURGICAL EPILATORY.

Boston, September 5, 1[»00,

Mk. Editor : — One of the most important jjoints in

sur<jical tochnicjue is the complete removal of hair from
the fitld of operation. The razor is often badly tolerated,

and shaving is dilHcult, especially of the scrotum, the
vulva and anus. For some time I have employed with
great advantage a paste of calcium hydrosulphate, as

recommended by Raybaud, of Marseilles.

The preparation of tins j)aste is as follows : Two parts
of freshly slaked lime, from whicli all grit has been re-

moved, are mixed with three j)arls of water. The result-

ing milk of lime is traversed by a current of sulj>huretted

hydrogen. Tlie milk of lime becomes pasty, and from
milky white the mass becomes a bluish gieen. The odor
of sulphuretted hydrogen is not very pronounced.

This product is not caustic in the slightest degree, and
may be manipulated without any fear. It will not soil the
hands unless they are moistened with a solution of some
mercurial salt whose metal is precipitated by sulphuretted
hydrogen. The paste must be put up in brown glass bot-

tles and well corked, because calcium hydrosulphate is de-
composed by both light and air, more especially the latter.

The carbonic acid in the air liberates the sulphuretted
hydrogen and transforms the paste into an inert carbonic
compound.
The way of employing this paste is very simple. With

a spatula or spoon-handle a thin layer is spread on the
parts from wliicb the hair is to be removed. If the hair
is very long it may be clipped off with the scissors first, but
this precaution is not necessary if one is careful to see that
the paste is applied down to the skin. The paste is left on
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for five minutes and then wi'h tepid water and a towel it is

remoxod by gentle frietion. The skin will then be found

to be completely free from any trace of hair and better

shaven than by the cleverest barber.

The paste is absolutely devoid of any irritating proper-

ties to the skin, is painless and leaves no trace behind.

The hair grows again ])erfectly, just as when it has been

removed with the razor. In sealf) wounds, in genito-uri-

nary, rectal and gynecic surgery it is much better than the

razor, as a perfectly smooth skin results.

Truly yours,

Charles Greene Cumston, M.D.

AN IMPOSTER.

Boston, September 5, 1900.

Mr. Editor: — Please notify your readers that a

man about forty-five years of age, a doctor from Ire-

land (such is his story), who has had all kinds of hard

luck, etc., is looting (to use a military phrase) the medical

odices of the city. He gave me his name as Dr. VV. J.

Campbell. I have excellent reason for believing he is an

accomplished " crook." Truly yours,

J. J. Hanley, M.D.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For the Week ending Saturday, September 1, 1900.
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'rill', trt'iitniciit of Pott's di.scast! iiftcr the (icl'oniiity

liiis hccu (Icvclopcd presents itself to tlie i'.\:iiiiiiier in

two aspects : (1) Treatment of tlie disease itself for

the arr(\st and <!ure of a patlioloj^ieal process, and

(2) the treatment of the (hsformity, that is, its cor-

rection or the prevention of its increase.

The fir.st of these, the treatment of tin; disea.se it-

self, is a topic which has hitherto heen mnch dis-

cussed, hut upon which tlu; surijjical world is at

present in aiu-ord. It is agreed that the spinal col-

umn should he fixed in such a jjosition as to diminish

or aholish intervertehral pressure at the point of dis-

ease until complete cicatrization has been established.

This fixation should be as complete as is compatible

Fig. 1. Spe< iMENs krom the Warren Museum.

with the exercise and fresh air so beneficial in pro-

moting healthy metabolic changes and so counteracting

the invasion of the tubercular process. This exer-

cise, however, should be limited according to the

urgency of the surgical indication of protection from
injurious trauma of the (diseased portion of the spinal

column. In short, treatment consists in the proper

fixation of the spinal column, either in a recumbent
position in the acutest stage, or with thorough fixation

and ambulatory treatment in the subacute and con-

valescent stage, that is, as soon as the slight jar

> Presented by Dr. Bradford at the Thirteenth International Medi-
cal Congress, Paris, 1900.

unavoidable in Icxromotion in p<;rfniNiiihI<; without ill

eflTect.

COIIKKI I ION Ol Nil. DI.IOIOII I V.

In the examination of a n umber of spinal roIiimriH

a(Tect<'d with I'olt's di.sease it will l»e neeri that then:
is considerable variation in the condition and in the

Fio. 2. .Methods ok Correi tiojt.

(1) Metzger-Goldthwait apparatus; (2) simpler apparatus for pro-
ducing hyperextension.

curves. In some instances the bodies are but slightly

affected ; in others the destruction is extensive. The
curvature may in some instances not be great, owing
to the resistance of unaffected bone tissue sufficiently

strong to support the superimposed weight. If, how-
ever, the process continues unarrested, complete de-

struction of the vertebra', with falling forward of the

column and an increased projection of the spines, re-

sults. If, on the other hand, a condensing osteitis is

developed, a cure follows, with deformity. The de-

formity, as Menard has shown, depends not only on
the extent of the destruction of bony tissue, but also

upon the portion of the spinal column affected, it

being from static reasons greatest in the dorsal re-

gion.

Although attempts at correction of the deformity
are as old as surgery, yet at no time have these been
more actively considered than at present, thanks to

the efforts of French surgeons. Formerly curvature
was regarded as a condition not only not to be corrected,
but a necessary result, indicating the establishment of
a cure ; at present, however, the kyphosis is looked
ui)on more properly as an evil to be* prevented or cor-
rected if possible.

Since the publication of the recent French surgical
writings on the subject, forcible correction has been
attempted all over the surgical world, and the results

Fm. 3. Dr. R. t. Tavuir's AnwRAxrs for Correction.

obtained are worth careful consideration. The ac-

companying statement jiresents the statistics of for-
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cible correction found in the literature on the sub-

ject:

Six hundred and thirty-nine cases were peformed by

thirty-four operators.^ Time elapsed varied from a few

days up to three years and more. Of the separate detailed

cases in 7 more than one year had elapsed ; in 35 more
than six months.

Deaths reported from all causes, 25 ; various diseases,

5 ;
general tuberculosis, 4 ; trauma of the operation and

chloroform, 5 ; intercurrent disease, 7.

I'

Fic;. 4. DiAGRAJis Illustrating Methods of Applying Fobce.

I. With kyphos upward, traction in the long axis of the spine, sup-
port beneath tlie two ends, downward pressure on the knuckle.
II. With the kyphos downward, resting on a point of support, traction

in the long axis assisting the correcting inHuence of the weight of
the two segments either side the supporting fulcrum. HI. With the
kyphos similarly placed, downward pressure at the opposite ends of
the spine. IV. The apparatus used for experiment.

Immediate results : Respiratory embarrassment, 7
;
pain,

6 ; severe shock, 3.

Abscess present before operation, 19 ; ruptured, 4 ; bene-

fited or absorbed, 6 ; appeared after operation, 2.

Paralysis present before operation, 23 ; relieved, 17 ; not

relieved, 2; made worse, 1. Paralysis appeared after cor-

rection in 4.

Direct effect on deformity in 240 cases : Complete cor-

rection, 130; incomplete, 94.

Result in 77 cases: No relapse, 20; some relapse, 50;
total relapse, 7.

Although it is irrational to place too much stress

on statistics, yet from the figures here presented it

appears that more force can be used with safety in

the attempt at the correction of a kyphosis than was
formerly considered possible (G39 cases with but 5

deaths from the procedure itself). The amount of

force to be employed with safety may be said to de-

pend upon the amount of resistance and solidification

of the affected bone. It is of course unsurgical to

produce a severe trauma in tubercular bone in the

process of a conservative cicatrization, but the rectifi-

cation of a curve with the employment of compara-

tively slightly injurious force, as it diminishes the

intervertebral pressure, is of benefit. The less force

required in correction the more readily is the recti-

fication to be undertaken. If force is needed to pro-

duce coi r(;ction involving fracture of solidified tissue,

the method is inapplicable. Osteotomy is also unad-

vi.sable. If a large gap is to be left, demanding too

' These figures are based on the statistics collected by Dr. R. H.
Vose for the article by Dra. Bradford and Vose in the Annals of
Surgery vol. xvii, p. 223, 1899, the data from more recent reports
being added.

great re]>arative power in the diseased tissue for the

development of an ossifying osteitis, complete rectifica-

tion is undesirable. If a considerable amount of

caseous detritus lies in the concavity of the kyphosis,

or if rectification would increase dangerously the press-

ure of the tubercular mass retained under a pleural

or peritoneal wall, a correcting force should either

not be applied or ap{)lied with great care and judg-

ment. Existing jjaralysis of Pott's disease is some-
times relieved by correction. On the other hand,

paralysis at times may be caused by forcible correc-

tion.

The accompanying drawings (Fig. 1) from spec-

imens in the Warren Museum illustrate three stages

in the development of the curve : (1) AVhen the

process is active and the curve flexible, permitting

rectification ; (2) when fusion of the posterior column
has occurred with an unhealed gap ; (3) where com-
plete solidification and fusion and cure with deformity

results.

Correction treatment is admissible in the first of the

stages only.

When correction by force is undertaken several

methods have been employed : (1) Vertical suspension

from the head
; (2) vertical suspension by the head

and arms
; (3) horizontal traction of the recumbent

patient with the pull upon the head, arms and legs

;

(4) the same with downward pressure upon the pro-

jection and support at the neck and hips, the patient

lying upon the face ; (5) traction with the patient

lying upon the back ; (6) downward pressure upon
the pelvis and upper portion of the trunk, with up-

ward resistance at the back at the point of maximum
projection, the jjatient lying upon the back, with or

without traction to the head and feet ; (7) the patient

lying upon the back, with upward pressure by means
of a strap passed under the patient at the point of

greatest projection connected with a cord and pulley

;

(8) correction with the patient seated, the upper por-

tion of the trunk being stretched backward while the

point of projection is pressed forward at the knuckle

and the pelvis secured by a strap.

These different modes involve the employment of

two methods of application of force : one that of press-

Fi<i. 5. Tracings ok i hi; Si-inks Usek kok Extkuiments.

(1) Experiment No. 2, point of disea.se in lumbar region shown by
cross; (2) same spine under traction: (3) same spine under slight

anteroposterior force; (4) Experiment No. 4, below tlie cross marks
the site of disease (without any knuckle). The cross above is at the
artificial kyphos; (5) the corrected position of the artificial deformity.

ure, the other that of a pulling force. Experiments

u])on the cadaver show that the correcting force to be
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|)r<^f(!rr(Ml i.s tluit of pnvs.sun; riitlicr tlniii (nu-tirdi, iih

the t'oiiiifr is inon; precise in its elVeet upon llie ilis-

eiised tissue tliiiii ;i piilliiii; force, wliieli is pjirtly ex-

peii(le<l upon llie seeoiidiiry curves. A pulliu" forct;

involves an unnecessarv strain upon the neck and on
tin- luinl)ar region which, vvlieri! an anesthetic is not

used, causes pain not essential to correction. A press-

wvv forc(> may he, niadc! to act more directlv and with

less waste.

It ("in Ix' said that the mode of application of a

<'()rrc(!tini; fonu' which is desirahh! varies ne(;essar-

ily jiccording to circuiiustances, but that method is to

be regarded the best by which the force applitid can

ilif f" J' 77

Fig. 6. TKA(iN(is SHo\viN(i Results of Brai e Treatment as
Cakkiei) Oct bv Uk. C. F. Taylor.

1. Two and three-quarters years, first and second lumbar disease,
five years' treatment. IT Eight years, eleventh and twelfth dorsal,
four years' treatment. III. Four years, first lumbar, ten years' treat-
ment. IV". Three and one-half years, six years' treatment. V. Five
years, twelfth dorsal, first and second lumbar, nine years' treatment.
VI. Five and one-half years, sixth and eighth dorsal, four years'
treatment. VII. About eighteen, dorsoiumbar, eight years' treat-
ment. VIII. Nine years, seventh to ninth dorsal, seven years' treat-
ment. IX. Twenty years, five years' treatment. X. Ten years, eight
years' treatment. (Dates are given with tracings, the age given is

that at which treatment was begun.)

be more easily controlled by the surgeon and which
can be employed with the least discomfort to the pa-

tient. That also is to be preferred in which the re-

taining jacket can be applied to a spine held in a

corrected position with the least discomfort to the

patient and the greatest facility to the surgeon. If

no force is needed on the secondary curves or upon
the neck, an anesthetic is often not needed to enable

the surgeon to use as much correcting force as is de-

sirable.

The difference in the effect of a pulling force from
that of a correcting pressure force upon a distorted

spine is demonstrated by the accompanying experi-

ments :

Experiment I. The cadaver was of a five-year-

old child, in whom death had occurred after Pott's

disease of several years' duration, with abscess and

amyloid. There was a marked lower mid-dorsal curve,

involving two vertebrrt\ and an accumulation of pus

under the quadratus lumborum of both sides, but

more marked on the left. The curve was Hexed and
rounded. The abdomen was opened, all organs re-

moved, and traction applied to the head and thighs.

Pins were inserted into the bodies of the vertebra^

adjacent to the point of disease at right angles to

their long axis. During traction, the distance between

the heads of these pins was measured. Under trac-

tion of great force, Hepanition of liiilf an iiicli wan
pOHsible, the trunk being reciuidM;iit and the tractirm

l»eiiig ill tin; Maine pl.iiie with the t'lble on which the

trunk was placed, with the f.ice upward. If a mi\>-

port was placed underneath the projection, i.iirtiiig it,

and a slight downward pressure applied (without trac-

tion) at tlu! shonldeis and hips, a Hfjparalion of an
inch was easily obt.tined.

Kxi'I'.RIMK.NT II. Spirciinen at the Ilarviird .Med-

ical School : All adult spine with destructive dihcahc

of i\u' third lumltar vertelira ; moderate sized knuckle,

but not much dc^viatioii in the axis of the verUibral

bodies (see Tracing I, Fig. .0). Witli the dorsum
upward, a pull in the axis of tlie spine of al^jut LOO

pounds failed to correct the d(^forniity or to do more
than str(!tcli some of the adhesions. On laying the

spine with tin; dorsum down, however, and fixing the

portion below the knuckle on the talile, <lownward

pr(!ssure applied at tin; upjier end of tin; sjiiiie b«'gan

to be effective with a force of .'30 pountls, and an

entire abolition of the kyphosis was po.ssible with

but little more force. After the adhesions liad thus

been ruptured, a direct pull in the axis of the spine

was again tried ; even with much force the best at-

tainable corn^ction was that shown in Tracing 2,

while a few pounds of downward pressure at the

ujiper end (the spine being supported with the back

down) sufficed for complete correction or even rever-

sal of the deformity (Tracing 8)

.

Experiment III. Specimen at the Harvard Med-
ical School : This, like the previous specimen, was
an adult spine, witli an unfiealed destructive disease

f 10

Fui

jrtJi

Results ok IIvi-erextexsiox Treatment
(GOLi>rii\vAir).

(I) At beginning of treatment : C-^ ten months later.
(3) At beginning of treatment : H) same three years later.
(5) At beginning of treatment ; (.Bl seventeen months later.

(7) .-Vt beginning of treatment ; i,S) seventeen months later.

(9) At beginning of treatment
; (I0'> same five months later.

(11) At beginning of treatment
; ^12) same after nine months.
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of the third himbar vertebral body. Here, how-

ever, the deformity was very slight (see Tracing 5).

Traction in the axis of the spine had practically no

effect on the deformity even wlien great force was

applied. On supporting the knuckle from below,

liowever, the mere weight of the upper segment of

the spine sufficed to open up a considerable gap at

the point of the disease, and a very slight downward

pressure at the cervical region brought the spine into

an approximately normal correction.

Experiment IV. The same spine was taken to

produce an artificial kyphosis
;
parts of the bodies of

the eighth and ninth dorsal vertebra? were chiselled

away and the spine bent into a marked kyphosis (see

Fi(i. 9. Tkacixgs of a Case of For(ible Reduction (Peckham).

(a) Tracing (from profile photograph) before reduction: {!>) similar
tracing after reduction under etlier; (<•) direct tracing two and one-
half years after reduction. Patient seven years old.

Tracing 4). Staples were then driven in, as the pins

were in Experiment I, and between these staples

strong rubber bands were stretched. By measuring

the length of these bands under the different manipu-

lations, and ascertaining the direct force necessary to

stretch them to like length when unstrung from the

staples, it was possible to obtain an approximate es-

timate of the direct disrupting force developed by
the different methods of correction. Reduction of the

deformity to the line shown in Tracing 5 was found
to correspond to a stretcliing pull at this point of 9

pounds. To develop such a disrupting force by trac-

tion in the axis of the spine required a traction of 21

pounds. A 16-})0uii(l pull corrected the spine to a

tolerably good position only. AVith the spine steadied

by slight traction (the dorsum still upward) a down-
ward pressure of 4 pounds at the knuckle was enough
to accomplish a like correction. With the dorsum
downward, on the other hand, with the knuckle sup-

ported and the lower spinal segment fixed, a down-
ward pressure at the upper end of the spine of but

^ to 1 pound sufficed for full correction.

Experiment V. The conditions of the -last ex-

periment were approximately reproduced in a wooden
model (see Diagram IV, Fig. 4) similarly provided
with staples and rubber bands ; in this case full cor-

rection corresponded to a disrupting force of 1 2 pounds,
as measured Ity tlie stretching of the rubber bands.

To accomplish this by direct pull from end to end re-

quired a traction -of 20 i)Ounds. AVith the ends stead-

ied, dorsum up, required a downward pressure at

the angle of 3 pounds. With the knuckle and the
lower segment supported, and the dorsum downward,
a little less than 1 pound sufficed for full straightening.

Anteroposterior pressure corrective force of the

type of the Metzger-Cioldthwait appliance appears to

meet the necessary conditions for correction and ap-
plication of the l)andage more precisely than Calot's
metliod, as the correcting force can be accurately es-

timated by the surgeon and there is less wasted on the

secondary curve.

In all methods difficulty is met in preventing an
exaggeration of the lumbar curve. Traction is the

most efficient way of preventing this, but flexion of

the thigh (if the Metzger-(ioldthwait apparatus is em-
plo3'ed) can also be used to advantage. An advan-
tage will be found in the dorsal over the abdominal
recumbent position in a greater facility in the ap|)lica-

tion of the bandage in the fi'ont, the position which
most needs staying. The pressure plates (padded
aluminum plates) can be left in the jacket, or fiat

steel rods can be used and drawn down and out after

the plaster has hardened.

REPAIR AFTER CORRECTION.

After correction it is necessary to retain the spine

in a corrected position until the gap made in correc-

tion is repaired or supj)orted by anchylosis.

The reformation of l)one may, under favorable cir-

cumstances, be rapid and considerable. For instance,

in a case of Dr. E. H. Nichols, of Boston, where a third

of the humeral shaft had been removed subperiosteally,

after extensive osteomyelitis, a solid new shaft formed
within nine months. A case reported by Dr. 11. AV.

Gushing, of Boston, showed reformation of the tibial

shaft (after excision for osteomyelitis) in nine months.

Formation of new bone in the spine may be similarly

rapid after fractures. AVagner and Stolper report

autopsies (with plates) showing firm callus uniting

fractured vertebral bodies at ten, eight and four

months, eight weeks and even six weeks after the in-

jury.

It does not follow, however, that such repair oc-

curs after the forcible separation of diseased vertebra?.

There is really no evidence that such gaps are ever

filled up with bone. Menard's investigations tend to

show that the formation of new bone by the perios-

teum (shown to be essential to firm repair in fracture)

is in most cases scanty and late. Drehmann has

Fi<>. 10. Tracincs of Two Casks of FoKtiHLE Correctiox
(GoLDTHWAlT).

I. (1) Tracings before an<l after the first correction under ether;
(2) tracings before and after tlie second correction, ten days from the
first; (3) tracings two years later; the dotted line shows the first trac-
ing of Fig. 1 ; the relapse of the deformity is seen to be almost com-
plete. 11. («) Tracing before correction; (//) tracing two years later.

studied 47 specimens and comes to similar conclu-

sions.

A study of 21 specimens in the AVarren Museum in

Boston shows in the more recent cases (numbering
10) only slight repair of any sort. Locking of the

vertebral bodies by the progressing deformity is usual

and in some cases there is partial fusion of the sur-
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fiicoa of tlui vertebral bodiew where theHo come in con-

tact, but there is no fonnutioii of new boix; in rnaHH.

'V\\v, ohler specimens show nior(r extc'nsive fusion, in

some (iuses aiiciiyh>sis of the postcjrior colinnn, with or

without a consi(hTal)h' i\v\\ formation of l)(>n<: in this

rciiioM, but only (> of tlu^ I 1 show periosteal new Ixjiie

at the seat of tlie disease itself.

Of these (l, 1 is a ion^^-healed kyphosis dutini; Imck

forty-tiiree y(!ars before (h-ath. This had healed l)v

fusion of the vert(d)ral bodies, and tlu; considerable

masses of periosteal bone evidently belong to an

anchylosing osteoarthritis not limited to the seat of the

Figs. II, 12 and 13. Tracings in Three Cases of Forcible
Correction (Gibney).

Fig. 11. (rt) Before correction; {!>) at four and one-half months;
(c) at five months; (^0 at fifteen months.

old tubercular disease. A second similar specimen is

evidently a long-healed process. The other 4 speci-

mens show periosteal bone formation in small amount
sup])lementing a firm fusion. The tubercular disease

in these 4 cases dated back nineteen, fourteen, ten

and six years, respectively, before death.

The specimens brought forward in argument by
Calot, Krause of Altona, Gayet and others apparently

date back as do these to long-healed tubercular dis-

ease. The conclusion is inevitable that formation of

new bone in mass from the vertebral bodies is not the

usual method of repair in Pott's disease, and that

such formation only occurs after years, if at all.

As to direct evidence of cases examined after forci-

ble correction, the autopsies reported by Malherbe,
Murray (2), Sherman, Braun, Krause and Anders

(4), all fail to show any evidence of new growth
of bone. The skiagraphic illustrations do not seem to

have proved any such new formation. Calot's draw-

ings from radiographs are certainly not convincing.

RETENTION AFTER CORRECTION.

It is manifest that a retention appliance is as im-

portant as the correction itself, and it is necessary that

careful fixation in a corrected position should be car-

ried out for a long period. How long this period is

is a question not yet definitely determined, but it is

manifest that the time of the cure claimed by some
surgeons is much too short.

It is evident that in small children with short

spines and also in high curves adequate retention is

impossible and a certain amount of relapse of the cor-

rected curve i« therefore iinavoidublr; in many c^ne*.

Unremovable phist^-r jackctM form the inoit f«raj«ibl«

ineunH of immtrdiute fixation, accouipanicd at fimt with
re(rumbency which removes the .superiniposed weight,
i»ut as recumlMjnf;y is incompatible with the iH-afthy

condition necessary for repair, the |iatient nhouid, un

soon as possible, be allowed locomotion.*

ARKK.ST OK THE DKVEI.OI'MENT OK TIIK CIKVK.

Where correction is not possible for various nia-

sons, (hither on account of the situation of tlie curve
or on account of the pathological condition, the treats

ment by H.xation of the trunk with appliances is U) be

employed with the hope of arresting the flevelopment

of the curve. The retention of the spinal column in

the best possible position is therefore always impor-
tant even if correction has l)een attempted. Where
fixation treatment is neglected, even if satisfactory

correction has been attained, a relapse of the curve
will follow.

Preventing an increase of the curve by mechanical
means involves a great deal of care and attention to

deUiil, more than is usually possible in large hospital

clinics. Increase of curve, therefore, can be checked
by a treatment of rectification, using repeatedly the

methods of application employed in forcible correc-

tion, but with the use of but little force. This con-

stitutes, with proper retention measures, a rational

means of treatment in Pott's disease applicable to a
large number of cases, but necessary for a long period

of time.

What can be accomplished by purely mechanical
treatment applied with great care thoroughly for a
long period is indicated by the accompanying trac-

ings (see Fig. 6).

The results here shown, obtained through the cour-

tesy of Dr. H. L. Taylor, indicate an unusual degree
of success in the practice of the late Dr. C. F. Taylor,

of New York. One of the writers had the opportu-

nity to personally examine the cases to verify the

Fig. 12. (a) Before operation; (/>) under traction at operation;
(c) on removal of jacket fifteen days after operation.

accuracy of the records and later tracings. The treat-

ment was entirely ambulatory in the convalescent
stages, and consisted of the most thorough mechanical

' A description of the variety of effective removable appliances
which have been and are employed as convalescent devices would
involve a greater amount of space than is allotted to this discussion.
Reference is therefore made to the various handbooks on orthopedic
surgery.
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auterojjosterior support carried out persistently through

years. In a few cases actual improvement in the curve

was observed after years of treatment, as has been

shown also by Dr. H. L. Taylor in the Transactions

of the American Orthopedic Association. In some

an increase in the curve resulted ; in most, however,

Fir,. 13. (fi) Before operation; {h) after operation; (c) one month
later.

the progress of the curve was relatively slight, often

none.

The tracings here presented are selected from a

large number as being the most illustrative.

CUECK OF THE LATER INCREASE OF THE CURVE.

After the tubercular process in the spinal column

is arrested, and complete bony anchylosis has occurred,

and the cure established in a growing child, it will

sometimes be found that an increase in the curve

may take place in the course of the growth of the

child, which is due not to a continuation of the tubercu-

lar process, but to a change in the shape of the ver-

tebra} caused by the abnormal direction of superim-

posed pressure, as rhachitic curves in growing children

may increase in the long bones, even after the rhachitic

process itself is arrested. The extent of these sec-

ondary curves and their development depend upon

FKJ. 14. TllAf.INfiS OK A CA.HK TIIROITOH FOUR YEARS, SHOWING
riiK Natural Tendks* v to Increa.se wjiere Treatment i.s

NOT Carefully Followed Out.

the rate of growth of tlie child and the amount of

suj)erimposed weight ratlier than upon a condition

of osteitis. In order to check this distorted growth
it is found necessary to continue tlie use of support-

ing appliances longer than the pathological condition

would seem to demand. In cases of this sort it is

possible to check the increase of the curve only by
the use of such appliances as will maintain the proper

position.

OPERATIVE MEASURES.

It has been shown that the main support in the

diseased spinal column is in the articular j)rocesses.

Where these are welded together in connection with

an anchylosis of the transverse and spinous ])rocesses,

nature has furnished the most desirable support to a

spinal column with diseased vertebral bodies. At-

tempts to promote solidification of these tissues natu-

rally suggest themselves, but these can hardly as

yet be said to present an established method of treat-

ment.

The question of laminectomy for paralysis, as well

as that of operative treatment for abscesses or verte-

bral sequestra, are not considered as coming within the

scope of this report.

It may be said in conclusion that the correction or

rectification of the curve in Pott's disease is to be con-

sidered in every case of active disease with a deformity.

The employment of force should depend on the patho-

logical conditions and not on the extent of the curve.

Force should be used with great reserve. Improve-

ment of the curve is to be considered in every case,

and is to be attemjited wherever the spinal column can

be made straighter without great force. The main de-

pendence, however, for an ultimate success remains in

the surgeon's careful, continued, and thorough employ-

ment of retention appliances which hold the spine in

the straightest possible position for a sufficient length

of time for consolidation of the diseased bony struct-

ures. Success is to be won more by careful attention

to detail than by an operative attempt.
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JOSKPFI W. KNPrLAND'.S FAT-FRKK IfNCTCKK
OF DKil'lAfJ.S.i

llV Kl.lllltlHIK O. ( ITI.Kle, M.li., IKtNTOX.

In .Inly, IH!»'.», my att«;iiti(»ii wiw callcil U> tiiirtun;

of fat-frt'*! (li;^italiH l»y Mr. Ivlwanl S. K«'ll»;y, of lh«;

firm of Kfillcy it Diirkff, of Ho.ston. 'I'liin i.n a \iTt',\t-

aratioii »l«;viH(!<l l»y .losi-pli W. Knj^lanrj, «;lii«;f «lrug-

;,Mst of tlu! I'hihulflpliia lIo.Hpital, I'liilaileljihia, to

iiKMit tlu! sfriou.s <lrawl)a<;k of hulk in the use of the

infusion of (lif^italiH when lar^^e «lose« are ref|nirefl to

.s(!(;ure the (h^Hired need.s of action on the heart an<l

kidneys.

Mr. Kngland, in 1802,' presented a jiajier to tlie

Pennsylvania Pharinaeeutical A.s.soeiation on the .siil»-

ject of infusion of digitalis. In discu.ssinj^ the suhjeet

of di<^italis leaf, he said that tlu; term rli^^it-ilin had
heen <^iven to a variety of products, hut was ^^enerallv

r(!S(!rve(l for tlu^ compound obtained hv Sehmied*;-

herj^ in lH7o. lie found that the commercial di^i-

talins, whether crystalline or amorphous, were vary-

in<; mixtures of Schmiedeberjr's ditjitalin, di<dt^j,\in,

difritonin, digitalein, and certain decomjiosition prod-

ucts. Of these, all except digitoxin were b<^ilieved

to be <^lucosides. Neglecting the <lecomposition prod-
ucts, these principles could be grouped best into two
classes according to solul)ility : (1) Those soluble in

alcohol and insoluble or almost insoluble in water

;

(2) those soluble in both water and alcohol. Digi-

talin and digitoxin would be assigned to the first class,

and digitonin and digitalein to the second class, the

tincture and fluid extract containing most largely digi-

talin and digitoxin, with some digitonin and digitivlein,

while the infusion contained digitonin and digitalein

with no digitalin or digitoxin. Hence the difference

in clinical value between the aqueous and alcoholic

preparations of digitalis leaves, ]\Ir. England spoke
of the superior therapeutic worth of P^nglish over
German leaves and this was ascribed to the fact of

the English leaves being carefully freed from nerves
and stalks (which had been shown to contain only
one-fifth as much digitalin as the leaf parenchyma),
thereby reducing the element of variation to a mini-

mum. Since 1892, however, Mr. England (through
personal advices from London) found that much of

the so-called English leaves are simply very carefully

sifted German leaves, and not English cultivated

leaves, as was supposed. He also called attention to

the fact that the freshly made infusion was feebly

acid in reaction, while the tincture gave the acid action

more promptly, owing, as he thought, to a greater
solubility of the acids of the leaf in alcohol and the

presence of a larger quantity in solution. The acids

present in digitalis leaves are the odorous antirrhinic

acid of Morin (184o) and the fatty digitoleic acid of

Kosmann. The percentage of fixed oil obtained by
petroleum benzine extraction and spontaneous evapora-
tion was relatively high. In 1887 he obtained about
;')%, The oil contained a volatile portion and a fixed

oil. It was a dark reddish-brown liquid of heavy,
persistently narcotic odor, largely soluble in alcohol,

freely soluble in ether or chloroform and not readily

inflammable, showing the absence of any trace of
petroleum benzine. It left a permanently greasy stain

on bibulous paper. Its specific gravity was about
,8.')(), Heated for eight hours it lost •">.-t%. and also

> Read before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Me.lical
Society, March 21, 1900.

> American Journal of Pbaimaoy, July, 1399, PP- 332-344.
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lost its peculiar narcotic odor, becoming more fatty,

thus indicating the loss of a volatile portion.

Tincture of digitalis, when given any way, some-

times causes profound gastric disturbance, even nausea

and vomiting. Mr. England, believing that possibly

this might be due in part, if not wholly, to the fixed

oil in the leaf and its free acid, prepared some years

ago a so-called fat-free tincture in which these two

principles were eliminated.

For the past five years the tincture of fat-free digi-

talis made by Mr. Joseph AV. England, to replace the

ollicial tincture, has been used in the wards of the

Philadelphia Hospital. Dr. Daniel E. Hughes, chief

resident physician of the Philadelphia Hospital,

makes the following clinical statement to Mr. Eng-

land, and it is printed in this i)aper :

" The vast majority of the cardiac and nei)hritic

patients coming to the Philadelphia Hospital have

had as a marked and subordinate comi)lication chronic

gastric catarrh, and could not stand the administration

of the official digitalis tincture, but could take our

more bulky infusion. To secure the desired cardiac

and nephritic action of this valuable drug required

large doses of the infusion, which was a very serious

drawback to its use. Mr. England's attention was

called to the subject, and he suggested that he might

be able to prepare a tincture of digitalis of the same
strength as the official pre{)aration, but devoid of the

nauseating proxiniate principles of the latter. He
prepared his preparation, and we submitted it to ex-

tended employment. After the continued use of this

particular prejjaratiou of digitalis I can speak of its

erticiency and non-nauseating properties. I am con-

fident that it is much more promptly absorbed than

the official tincture and this makes the cumulative

action of this drug almost, if not altogether, nil.

Again, more prompt absorption is shown by its quicker

action upon the heart, and increase in the flow of the

urine.

" The non-irritating properties of this special tinct-

ure of digitalis are forcibly shown by its hypoder-
mic use, abscesses having never followed its use,

while the official tincture almost invariably causes

j)ain, swelling and abscess formation from hypoder-

mic use."

Mr. E^ngland makes his fat-free tincture of digitalis

by exhausting the leaves while freshly ground to a

No. 60 powder with purified petroleum benzine, either

by maceration with solvent in excess for forty-eight

hours, if in small quantities, or by maceration and
subsequent percolation, if in large quantity, repeating

the solvent treatment until all the fat, etc., is removed.
The residue is then dried by exposure to air, taking

cjire that no particle of benzine odor remains. While
benzine is very volatile, the last portions of it vola-

tilize rather slowly relatively when spontaneously
evaporated, especially if adherent to vegetable struct-

ure. Exposure of the residue to sunlight, as well as

to open air, he says yields the best results.

After the l)enzine treatment, the dried and powdered
leaves are made into a tincture according to the pro-

cess for the official product, 1")0 grammes of leaves
being used to make 1,000 cubic centimetres with dilute

alcohol, with this difference that the reservoir is re-

moved when the total percolation amounts to 980
cubic centimetres, and it is then carefully neutralized
with a sufficient (piantity (about 10 or 1.5 cubic centi-

metres) of the official 10% ammonia water, and the

product is made to measure 1,000 cubic centimetres
with fresh percolate or diluted alcohol, or, as he gives

it, with the usual weijihts and measures 1.094 grains
or the powdered leaves may be exhausted with dilute

alcohol to yield 15^ fluid ounces, and then about 1 or

2 fiuid drachms of 10% ammonia water will be re-

quired to effect neutralization, after which sufficient

percolate or diluted alcohol should be added to make
the whole product measure 1 pint. After standing

for twenty-four hours the newl}' made tincture usually

precipitates some coloring matter, etc., which should
be removed by filtration through paper.

The product as finally obtained is a deep, reddish-

brown, almost black, li(juid, keeping perfectly for

years, of not unpleasant odor and a pure bitter taste.

It does not have the acrid odor or taste of the official

tincture and, unlike the latter, does not become turbid

on admixture with water, but remains transparent with
any amount of dilution.

The purposes of this procedure are two-fold: (1)
The benzine treatment removes the fat and probably all

the nauseating odorous principles ; (2) the ammonia
treatment neutralizes the free acids present in the

leaf, forming the ammonium salts.

It does more than this. The neutralization with

ammonia makes all the jiroximate principles in the

tincture water-soluble and not partly so as in the of-

ficial product. (When the official product is diluted

with water, it precipitates.) This is especially valu-

able for the reason that all compounds before absorp-

tion by tissues must first be made soluble before they

can be absorbed. By this means absorption is facil-

itated and assimilation is hastened, as will be shown
by pharmacological results later.

" When the fat-free tincture was first made, the

object was to obtain a preparation which would not

nauseate, and clinical results in the Philadelphia Hos-
pital have shown that this end is very generally ac-

complished. A short time ago, however, an even
more valuable feature of the fat-free tincture became
evident. This was the rapidity with which the prep-

aration was absorbed and assimilated in comparison

with the official product. Observations were then

made to determine clinically the relative rapidity

with which the fat-free tincture and the official tinct-

ure were each absorbed, noting, (1) the time of prim-

ary effect ; (2) the time of maximum effect ; and (3)

the pulse reduction or work, both in male and female

patients and both hypodermically and by the mouth."
This work was performed by Mr. England with

the assistance of Dr. F. A. Sherrer. Great care was
exercised in obtaining patients in whom the i)hysical

conditions were as nearly uniform as possible, so that

comparative results could be had. The cases chosen

were mostly rheumatic with endocarditis. Patients

were given the tinctures three hours after meals,

when the stomach was practically empty, the fat-

free tincture one day, the official the next. No food

or water was taken during tlu; time of administration.

The beginning of each administration was so timed

that there was no serious difference between the rate

of pulse beats when the giving of each preparation

was commenced. At most the primary time was
never more than (5 beats. It is obvious that if a

heart is beating almost normally one day when one

tincture is given, and is beating tumultuously the

next day when another tincture is used, that uniform

conditions do not exist, and comparative results can-
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not l)f lia<l. TIm^ IM'Xt CHNrtltiill \h ITHt ill Ix-ll illl«l

|)i'riV<-t (|iii('L. No s|)li\ jfinoj^rapliic truciii^^s were made
to (IctcnniiM! the rapidity of altsorplion uinl action

iiion^ accurately, hut tlic prcliiiiiiiarv trials made by
tilt" iiioiitli showed that primary ell'ects wen; ohtaiiied

with tat-lree tincture in ahoiit (it'teeii minutes, and
primary ell'ects with th(! ollicial tincture in alioiit thirty

minutes. Tiie tinctures were both ina(h' troiii Alh-n's

digitalis h'av(^s. The I'at-free tinctures was made in

.January, 18!)8, tlie otiicial in Septemhcr, IHDH. The
t'oUowiiiij; are some of the results vvhieli were oIh

taincd :

Cask I. Male patient; tinctures given by nioiith ;

doses, 10 minims.

Fat-freo tincture.
Marol»'2i), \Wi.

Pulge.
IK)

8K
88
86
84

Time.
3.45 V. M.
4 00 "

4.15 "

4.30 "

4.45 "

5.00 "

Official tiiictme.
March .'tO, 1899.

Pulse.
8«
86
82
82
80
80

Fat-free tincture.— Primary effect in fifteen min-
utes, full effect in seventy-five minutes ; pulst; re-

duction or work, 8 beats.

Official tincture.— Primary effect in thirty min-
utes, full effect in sixty minutes ; pulse reduction or

work, () beats.

Case II. Male patient: tinctures given by mouth
;

doses, 10 minims.

Fat-free tincture.
April 1, 1899.

Pulse.
78
74
73
72
71
71

Time.
3.45 P. M.
4.00 "

4.15 "

4.30 "

4 45 "

5.00 "

Official tincture.
April 2, 1899.
Pulse.

80
80
78
76
73
72

Fat-free tincttire. — Primary effect in fifteen min-
utes, full effect in sixty minutes

; pulse reduction or

work, 7 beats.

Official tincture.— Primary effect in thirty min-
utes, full effect in seventy-five minutes

; pulse reduc-

tion or work, 8 beats.

Case VI. Male patient; tinctures given hypoder-
mically ; doses. 1 minims. Same patient as Case
II.

Fat-free tincture.
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Mr. Kelley very kindly placed some of it at my dis-

posal in a few days. This was early in August or

late in July, 181)1). The first patient to try it was a

man of seventy odd, who had been a sufferer from

cardiac disease for several years. Of late he had had

broken compensation, shown by ascites and great

edema of the legs, shortness of breath on exertion,

freipient attacks of dyspnea, both by day and night,

the latter especially severe, considerable cough, abun-

dant expectoration, passive congestion of liver and

spleen as shown by their great enlargement on palpa-

tion and percussion, passive congestion of the kidneys

and digestive tract. He had no appetite, suffered

from gastric oppression and distention after food, and

felt generally miserable. He could only take the otTi-

cial tincture of digitalis in small doses for two days at

a time with a week's respite, as it had been used for

several years, and had frequently been pushed to its

full limit of tolerance. Trial of the infusion was
e(pially ineffectual because of the large dose and nau-

seating character of the preparation. From the very

first dose the fat-free tincture agreed with the patient

and he has been taking it uninterruptedly to the

present time.

In another case where the official tinctui'e of digi-

talis could not be used at all except for two days at a

time, and where the drug was grieviously needed, I

have been enabled to give the fat-free form three

times a day from the time I first began it in August
till the present time, with the very best results. This

patient was unable to endure even the smell of the or-

dinary preparation, although to my senses there was
little difference in their odors. 1 have not used the

preparation in the Massachusetts General Hospital

sufficiently long (only since March 1st) to obtain any
new ideas in regard to its action, but my experience

of the past seven months has been confirmed with

reference to its usefxdness. This tincture does not do

more than the official tincture will do, but it will

not produce nausea or disturbance of the diges-

tion as the latter may and frequently does do. In my
experience it fills a i)lace which is a very important
one in practice, and I bring forward Mr. England's
paper with the hope that the profession will be in-

duced to make a trial of the preparation so as to see

if the experience which has been recorded is correct,

as seems to be the case now.

KNEE-JOINT SURGERY FOR NON-TUBERCU-
LAR CONDITIONS.!

A Rkport of Thirty-eight Operations for Syno-
vial Fringes, Injured Semilunar Cartilage,
Loose Cartilage, Coagula, Exploratory Inci-
sion, ETC.

BY JOEL E. OOLDTIIWAIT, M.D., IIOSTON.

In presenting this subject it is my hope that from
a study of the cases and in the general discussion

something may Ije added to our knowledge of joint

surgery. The cases which are presented are those

in which the knee joint has been freely opened,
either for diagnosis or to render the function of the

joint more perfect. The cases in which operations

have been performed which would tend to lessen the

' Head at a meeting of the Surgical Section of the Sufifolli District
Medical .Society, and at the meeting of the American Ortliopedic
Association, lield in Wasliington, May 1, 2 and 3, 1900.

noi'mal use of the joint, such as excision or erasion,

are excluded, as are also all cases in which the opera-

tion has been performed as a part of the treatment

of the septic or suppurative processes. All of the

cases included in this series were at the time of the

operation sterile, so far as the condition of the joint

was concerned. In all the knee was the joint oper-

ated upon, but while this joint must, from its size

and anatomical structure, more often require such

treatment than the others, nevertheless the same
principles apply to any of the other articulations.

The age of the patients varied from four to sixty-

five years, and this fact seemed to be of al)0ut the

same importance as in other operations.

There is, as you all know, a popular iin2)ression

that for some reason it is more dangerous to open the

large joints than any of the other large cavities, and
while this imj)ression is less commonly held than

formerly, yet even now because of it operations are

refused and patients are condemned to long courses

of non-operative treatment, which frequently is not
only inconvenient, but may disturb to an irremediable

degree the normal character of the joint structures.

The reason of this fear is undoubtedly very largely

due to the serious results which attended such opera-

tions in the pre-antiseptic days, and the statements

which are to be found in the textbooks of those days

have to a considerable degree influenced the writings

of the more recent times. That oi^ening a joint is

more feared by the average surgeon than opening the

cranium or the abdomen is partly due to these tradi-

tions, and is similar to the fear formerly felt in re-

gard to these very operations which are now per-

formed so commonly and so successfully. Similar

changes will undoubtedly take place in joint surgery

as it becomes more common and better understood,

and the occasional unfortunate result will be easily

overlooked in the great general good which will re-

sult from such work.

It is my personal feeling that there is no more dan-

ger in opening the knee or any of the other large

joints than in opening the jieritoneum. Neither op-

eration should be performed carelessly or without due
preparation, but in case the symptoms cannot be re-

lieved in any other way, there should be no hesita-

tion in resorting to the operation. To go still fur-

ther, if there is any (juestion as to the diagnosis, and
the doubt means otherwise a long period of inactiv-

ity, with the danger of destructive changes taking

place which could be j)revented, there should be no

hesitation in opening the joint to determine the ex-

act nature of the disease, so that proper treatment

can be prescribed. It is practically impossible at

times to differentiate between some of the beginning

rheumatoid diseases and tuberculosis in the same
stage, and yet it is at this very time that it is of the

utmost importance to know the exact nature, as the

treatment of the two conditions is so radically unlike,

and if sufficient time is allowed to elapse for the di-

agnosis to become clear, the disease is so far ad-

vanced that nothing more than imperfect residts can

be obtained.

In children this question of doubt does not so often

arise, as at this time of life the majority of subacute

or chronic joint affections are tubercular, and as in

these tubercular cases early operative interference is

so rarely indicated, the exploratory incision is less

often necessary. In adults, however, where the non-
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tul)cn'iil:ir (iliroiiic joint, iinVctioii.s an; in tlic inujurity

!iii(l iis even ill Llie tuhereiiliir caHCH eurly i)|ifrali«)ii

is so iiuich more often llie best treutiiient, lliere

siionlil not, it seems to me, be the least hesitation in

(h'teriniiiiiiii' throuiih the exploratory incision the ex-

act nature ot" the disciase if it is not possihh- in other

ways.

'I'his, I am aware, is an opinion not as yet hehl i)v

many suii^eoiis, wlietluir in ifciiienil .sur/^^ery or in the

special branch which constitutes our spc^iialty, imt it

is an opinion whidi bc^comes .stron<;«'r (^acii year as

the results are observed under the dilTeniiit methods,

and I have not the slightest hesitation in ui^ini,^ its

iicneral adoption. As an illustration showinjr how
impossible it is to dilVerentiate between these dilVereiit

diseases, it has been my fortune duriiii>' the past year

to see one of the most hopeless, helpless cripples

from rheumatoid arthritis that I have ever se(;n.

This patient was treated for nearly two years by one
of our best orthoi)edic surgeons for tuberculosis of

the knees, first one showing the symj)tonis and then

the other, and not until the other joints gave out was
the real nature of tin; disease I'eeognized. This is

mentioned not in criticism, but to show how diirundt

it is to differentiate in many of these cases, even l)y

those who are specially trained ; and also to empha-
size the importance of early diagnosis, as I feel con-

vinced, from seeing a large number of these cases in

the different stages, that if the exact nature of the

disease in this case could have been known in the

very beginning the result would have been very dif-

ferent. It is because of this great risk which is run

by waiting in these doubtful cases that the explo-

ratory incision is so strongly urged. In my own
work before this procedure was ado})ted there was
the same uncertainty, and cases which were supj)Osed

to be one disease proved to be another, and harm
resulted at times from too little treatment and at other

times from too much. In determining the exact

nature of the disease with the joint o[)en it has been

found necessary to depend more upon the micro-

scopic examination than upon the macroscopic appear-

ance, as more than once a condition which was
supposed to be uon-tubercular has revealed the char-

acteristic lesions of that disease in the microscopic

preparation, and vice versa.

Of the cases which are reported there are .>2 pa-

tients and 38 operations. In 5 cases both knees

were operated upon ; in 1 case, with displacement

of the semilunar cartilage, a second operation was
necessary. Of the 38 operations, 1 was for the re-

moval of several loose pieces of cartilage. This pa-

tient was a woman of sixty-five, and the only i>oint

of special interest is the origin of the loose pieces.

Three pieces, as large as hickory nuts, were removed,
and were without (piestion some of the osteo-arthritic

nodes which formed a ridge at the edge of the carti-

lage of the femur, these, because of their size, hav-

ing been broken off at some time in the joint motion.

Two of the operations were performed upon a case

of irreducible dislocation of the patelhe of many
years' duration, in which very extensive plastic op-

erations wei'e necessary to hold the bones in place

and restore the function of the joint. This case has

been previously reported,** and is here mentioned to

show what extensive operations can be performed
upon the knees without interfering with the normal

2 Annals of Surgery, January, 1899,

function of the joint. In lioth kiieen it wan n<f<:i;i»-

saiy to leave a gajt in tin- <apiule of the joint on th«*

outer side fully an inch and a half wirle and Heverul

inches long. This was cloned only by the Hkiii and
superficial tissue, and yet one joint is norinal in ibt

function, and in tiie other tln-re is only some liiiiiUi-

tioii of extreme flexion.

In 1 case the exphiratory incision n;vealeil a Ix-gin-

ning OHt(M)Harcoma. In 1 CJise t\u'. operation showed
the symptoms to Ix; due to o.st*iO-arthritic nodeH. In
") cases the natun; of the «lisease by incision was shown
to hi' tubercular and ap|)ro[)riat(! treatment was pre-

s(;ribed. The incision did not chang*; the course of

the dis(!ase, but that whi<;h up to that tim<r had been

uncertain as to diagnosis was made clear.

Semilunar cnrtihige. — Nine of the operations were
for the relief of symptoms produced by injury or dis-

placement of the semilunar cartilage. In all of these

cases conservative; tn^atment had been thoroughly
tried without success for various lengths of time,

and the operation was performed as a radical cure.

These cases have been of considerable interest espe-

cially as contrasted with the cases which liave been
treated without operation, and a more careful study
may not be unjn'ofitable.

All of the patients were young, and with one ex-

ception were young men. In all the inner segment
of the cartilage was the portion affected, but the

cause of the original trouble varied. In some there

was severe injury, while in several nothing more
than turning (juickly or going up stairs was the ex-

planation. The cases which have been brought on
by such simple movements have all had lax joints,

and the pinching or tearing of the cartilage has un-

doubtedly resulted from the unnaturally free motion.
In a closely " knit " joint, with firm ligaments, appar-
ently considerable force is necessary to make the mo-
tion possible that will bring about this result.

The lesion which has been present in these cases
has not been, as I had expected, a dislocation of the

cartilage due to rupture of the ligament which held it

in place, but a crushing and laceration of the cartilage

at some point w ith or without a rupture of the liga-

ments. In 4 of the cases the ligaments were intact

at the time of the operation, the lesion being a crush
or tear of the inner edge of the cartilage. In 2 of

the cases there was a tear one-quarter of an inch
long into the cartilage from the inner edge, and this

inner edge commencing at the tear was folded over
onto the rest of the cartilage, forming a ridge on
which the femur caught in motion. With this condi-

tion present it is readily seen that a comparatively
slight violence would tear the cartilage entirely

across and away from its attachments. Clinically I

am sure that I have seen this condition take place,

where after occasional slight catches, causing com-
paratively little inconvenience, there has been a
more severe catch associated with the protrusion of

the cartilage on the inner side of the joint, which
can usually be slipped back by careful manipulation.
These cases at the time of the operation have shown
a badly torn cartilage more or less detached. In 1

case over an inch of the cartilage was entirely free,

except for a small bit of ligament, while in still

another, with a piece nearly as large, even this attach-

ment was lacking.

The point at which the crushing has taken place in

all of these cases has been at the curve made \vhere
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the anterior portion joins the hiteral portion, and if

the piece is finally torn free it is the piece anterior to

this point. In the operation this anterior portion,

wliich represents about one-third of the whole, has

been the part removed, except in one instance, in

which, as the result of a foot-ball accident, the liga-

ment was torn more extensively, and the whole inner

cartilage was removed.

For treatment, in 2 of the cases the cartilage was

stitched into i)lace. One of these relapsed and was

entirely removed later. The other case, a woman,

when last heard from was well.

In all of the other cases, representing the later

cases, the injured portion has been entirely removed,

and this I am sure is the better operation. Suture of

any kind because of the structure of the cartilage

must be uncertain, and at the best necessitates a long

course of carefully supervised protection of the joint

afterwards. With the excision of the loose fragment

the joint can be moved in a few days, and the after

treatment ends in from three to four weeks, with no

possible danger of relapse.

Synovialfringes ; coagula.— In the remaining 19

operations the symptoms were produced by masses of

fibrin or unnatural folds of the synovial membrane,

and as both conditions were usually associated they

are included together in this report.

The folds of synovial membrane or fringes are un-

doubtedly present in any infiannnatory process in or

about the joint, and the membrane is thrown into

folds simply because of its great vascularity, and

that, whenever for any cause the normal supply of

blood is increased, the membrane becomes swollen,

and as the firm and comparatively unyielding capsule

prevents the membrane from increasing its size in its

long axis, it must increase vertically and the folds re-

sult. The size and extent of the fold depends upon

the direct cause of the trouble. The simplest form is

seen in the so-called dry joint, so commonly met with

at middle life. In this type, in the general relaxation

of the structures of the joint and the lack of tone of

the muscles, the synovial membrane is relaxed and,

as is true of the other parts, the relaxed tissues be-

come passively congested and swollen. The creak-

ing or snapping is due to these folds or fringes slip-

ping over each other, and in these joints there is little

variation from the normal amount of fluid. In the

laro-e majority of these cases under stimulating treatr

ment that would tend to increase the tone of the part,

the membrane resumes its normal condition, the creak-

ing or snapping gradually disappearing as the strength

returns.

If, however, this relaxed or swollen condition per-

sists for any length of time, the pow(;r of contraction

is much impaired, so that recovery is at least pro-

longed. Occasionally the folds which are near to

the patella are caught in the articulation, with the

result that the joint is more or less locked (dej)end-

ing upon the size of the fringe), and the fringe itself

is bruised by the pinching and becomes swollen. It

is readily seen that this swelling would make the

fringe larger, so that it is more apt to be caught if

motion is allowed. If it is caught or pinched but

once, it may retract to its former size, but if this be

repeated many times it loses its elasticity and a loose

fold of synovial membrane or a true fringe results,

which remains after the rest of the swelling has

disappeared, as a tab or loose fold hanging from an

otherwise normal membrane. As this pinching in

the articulation represents one of the chief causes of

these permanent fringes they are, of course, found
chiefly about the patella.

After a fringe has once formed it is evident that it

may at any time become caught between the bones,

and the frequent acute attacks in these cases are un-

doubtedly to be explained in this way. It is also ap-

parent that the joint may be locked by such a fringe

similarly to the action of a loose cartilage, although
the catch is not so abrupt or so complete as in the

latter case.

After the fringe has once formed the continued irri-

tation which must result from movement of the joint

is followed by an hypertrophy of the structural ele-

ments of the fringe and rc^sults in the papillomatous

appearance of what originally must have been a sim-

ple tab. As the irritation goes on, however, the hy-

pertrophy due to the overstimulation ceases, and de-

generative changes begin following the rule which
applies in other parts, that, in j^rocesses of degenera-

tion, structures of a higher order are replaced by
structures lower in the scale.

The change most commonly seen is fatty degen-

eration, and this has been seen in varying degrees

from a small point of fat tissue to the rejilacement of

almost the whole of the fringe, so that it exists as a

lipoma inside the joint. In 1 case six or eight of

these small lipomata or degenerated fringes were
removed. In 1 case a calcareous degeneration was
found and in the membrane there were numerous cal-

careous bodies, varying in size from the head of a pin

to a good sized pea, which on section showed true car-

tilage and bone cells. These were entirely distinct

from osteo-arthritic nodes and were found between
the layers of the synovial membrane instead of on the

outside of the membrane, as would have been the case

had the change been due to that process.

Associated with the fringes in most of the cases

were masses of coagulated fibrin, free within the joint,

varying in size from small flakes to, as was present

in one instance, a mass over an inch in diameter.

These two conditions were so often associated and ap-

parently are so similar in etiology that they are con-

sidered together.

Whenever for any reason there has been a large in-

crease of the joint fluid, it is possible that instead of

the fluid being absorbetl as the inflammation subsides,

the fibrin of the fiuid may separate and form a coagu-

lum. This, of course, has no color, but is simply a

mass of white fibrin whic^h moves about in the joint

as a foreign body. The nature of the original in-

flammation does not seem to be of importance in the

formation of these coagula, as is shown in the cases of

this series. One was a case of acute articular rheu-

matism, wliich was referred for treatment because,

after the active disease had subsided, the knee joints

remained swollen in sj)ite of all ordinary measures.

In this case the diagnosis of the condition was made,

and at operation the coagula were washed out with

entire relief to the symptoms. The condition has also

been seen in tuberculosis, in traumatic synovitis, in

rheumatoid arthritis, and the largest coagulum of all

was removed from a child who had had a small

punctured wound of the knee, which had been washed
out with hydrogen peroxifle through tlie original

small wound.
It is evident at once that these coagula represent a
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fon-ii^ii sitl)st!iiic(' inside of tlic joint iiiid lli.it i\n>.\ iin;

(-a|>alili' of |ii'o(lii<'iii^ irritation and syniploniH similar

to other loose hodies. That the motion of a joint may
lie seriously interfere<l with hy sneh a sidistance is not

to l)f (|nestioned, and the only dilVerenee between tint

symptoms produced by it ami those produced l)\ a

lo«)se cartihi<fi( is that wiiich woidd result from the

dilfcrent deiiHity of tiu' two structures.

It is evident also that as this tihriu may produce

(!ontiuued and fretpieiit irritation ami that as con-

tinued and fre(pient irritation is the chief cause of

till' s\ iiovial fringes, these frinj^es are present in most
cases where coa<;ula are present. Tiie reverse of this

statement is also undoubtedly true, and that as the ir-

ritation caused by the presence of these fringes may
result in an increase of .synovial Huid, the opportunity

for the formation of the coagula is presented.

As the operations have been performed tlu; two
conditions have usually been associated, but with

varying predominance, and in the cases where both

knees liave been oj)erated upon the two joints in the

same individual have varied. In one the fringes have
predominatetl, the coagula being of distinct secondary

importance, while in the other joint the exact reverse

of this has been the condition found.

Operation.— The operations wliicli have been per-

formed in these cases liave varied somewhat with the

nature of the trouble. For the exploration or re-

moval of the semilunar cartilage a longitudinal inci-

sion about 2 inches long at or near the point of in-

jury of the cartilage has been on the whole satisfactory.

In case a more extensive view of the joint is desira-

ble the incision can be enlarged transversely. The
point of injury can usually be determined by careful

examination before the operation. For the cases in

which purely exploratory operations have been per-

formed, an incision 2 or 3 inches long either just

inside or just outside the patella has been used and
this enlarged as much as necessary to determine the

exact nature of the disease. Usually' a piece of

synovial membrane has been removed for microscopic

examination.

Coagula could, of course, be removed through either

of the above incisions, but where fringes are {)resent

an incision on both sides of the joint is desirable, so

that the whole cavity can be explored. The fringes

should be trimmed off so that all the irregularities are

removed. No attempt need be made to close the

wounds that are thus made in the membrane itself,

and whatever bleeding there may' be from these

wounds can be satisfactorily controlled by flushing the

joint with hot water. For closing the joint, fine silk

sutures have been used for the capsule with silkworm

gut for the skin and subcutaneous tissues.

The })reparation for these operations has been simi-

lar to that for any other sterile operation, the only

thing of special importance being rest of the joint

for a few days previously in case there is any evi-

dence of acute trouble.

The after treatment, unless the incision has revealed

some serious disease, has consisted of complete im-

mobilization of the joint for one week, plaster of

Paris being the splint commonly used. During the

second week most of the patients have been up on

crutches, the dressings being removed once or twice

daily for passive motion. During the third week a

flannel bandage has been substituted for the stiff band-

age, the crutches have been discontinued, and use, to-

getlicr with Htimiilatiiig bathing, hun Ween encouraywl.

During the fourth week all treatment except thi?

stimulating bathing has been discontinued and thitt

lias been kept up for varying lengtliH of time. de|K-nd-

ing upon the strength of the joint.

Jii'sults. — The residt-* in sneh a Heries of cjimi^m

naturally depend upon tin; nature of the condition for

which the operation was performed.

In thoHc in which the operation.'* were purtdy ex-

ploratory, the course of the disease- was in no way
clianged.

The patients with whom the semilunar cartilage

was at fault were well and at their usual occupations

in four week.s with one excej»tion — a circus acrobat,

who waited six weeks before returning to his work ;

the longer inttrrval being the result of caution rather

than disability. All of the.se jtatients are, .so far as I

know, well, with the uncertainty of usefulness, which

was present before the operation, entirely remove<l.

The cases in which the sym|jtoms were «lue to the

coagulated flbrin were naturally relieved by its re-

moval, as was also the case of loose cartilage.

The fringi! cases are improved in varying degrees,

depending upon the nature of the disease which
caused tlu; fringes to develop. Where the fringes

were simply the result of the weak or relaxed condi-

tion of the joints as the result of the operation and

the after treatment the joints are normal. The other

cases have been improved in just such proportion as

would be expected from the nature of the disea.se.

One patient with osteo-arthritis is, I think, worse

for the operation, which apparently made the disease

more active, a condition which has been observed in

operations performed upon other parts of the bo<ly

where this disease is active. This result, together

with a similar result which I have seen in the hands

of another surgeon, and from my experience with

this disease in other parts, leads me to the conclusion

that operations should be avoided upon any part

where this di.sease is present, unless it has been for a

long time quiescent.

Conclusions. — The purpose of the paper is to show,

by considering the results obtained in 38 operations,

that operations upon joints need not be feared more
than operations upon other parts of the body, and be-

cause of this to urge the importance not only of op-

erating to relieve a deflnitely recognized condition,

but also to make use of exploratory incisions in the

doubtful cases to determine the exact nature of the

disease. Without this it is impossible in many cases

to differentiate in the incipient stage between several

different conditions, and it is at this very time that the

most can be accomj)lished in the way of treatment if

the exact condition is known.
Of the 38 operations, I was for the removal of a

loose cartilage ; 2 w^ere for permanently dislocated

patelhv ; 7 were for exploration to determine the nat-

ure of the disease ; were for removal of an injured

or displaced semilunar cartilage; lit were for the re-

moval of synovial fringes or masses of coagulated

H brill.

No impleasant results followed the operations ex-

cept in 1, a case of osteo-arthritis. in which the disease

was apparently made more acute. The exploratory

incision, with this one exception, did not alter the

course of the disease. The cases from which the

semilunar cartilage was removed have functionally

normal joints. The cases in which the synovial
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fringes ami coagula were removed are improved in with West that it can be obtained in other wasting

proportion to the nature of the disease which caused diseases beside phthisis,

the condition to be present. ,^^^^, causes of immunity against tuberculosis
IN high altitudes.

RECENT PROGRESS IN THORACIC DISEASES

BV GKOROE G. SEAHS, .M.I>., AND JOHN \V. BAKTOL, M.D., BOSTON.

THE COIN SOUND IN TLEURISV AVITII EFFUSION.

Moussous ^ speaks of the value of the coin sound

{siffiie du sou) in children as well as in adults in

differentiating between pleural effusions and pulmonic

consolidations. He says that when the lung is healthy

the sound transmitted is obscure, muffled and without

metallic (juality, but when an effusion, either serous,

ffbrinopurulent or hemorrhagic, is present in a pleural

cavity free from adhesions the metallic sound is per-

fectly clear. Neither ordinary congestion of the lungs,

with the exception of splenopneumonia, nor the dif-

ferent forms of inflammatory and neoplastic indura-

tions are able to produce this sign and it is the same

with bi-onchoj)neumonic nodules, infarctions, tubercu-

lar infiltrations and even encysted pleurisies or fluid

effusions in the pericardium, so that, without being

pathognomonic, the coin sound gives very valuable

evidence of an effusion, while it also allows one to

recognize the height of the fluid in pneumonia accom-

j)anied by a pleural exudate, as well as that portion

of the area of dulness in pleurisies with false mem-
branes which corresponds to the liquid exudate. The
only condition in which doubt may arise is in the

diagnosis between pleurisy and splenopneumonia,

since it is present in both conditions. The idea, how-

ever, of an ordinary inflammatory or congested con-

dition of the lung can be immediately dismissed.

MYOIDEMA IN PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

Myoidema is the name applied to the phenomenon
occasionally produced by sharply striking the pecto-

ralis major with the tip of the finger, and clraracter-

ized by a fascicular or nodular contraction of that

muscle. Its significance has been variously inter-

preted. Walsham "^ has examined 1,000 out patients

with pulmonary tuberculosis with reference to the

presence or absence of this sign, lie found that it

only liecomes well marked when the wasting has ad-

vanced beyond a certain degree, although a suspicion

of the fascicular variety, but never the nodular, may
sometimes exist in an early case. In fact, the more
the wasting, the more marked the myoidema unless

the loss of tissue becomes extreme. A blush follow-

ing the tap on the muscle is almost as characteristic

as the contraction. He has found no alteration in

the normal electric reactions, although many observa-

tions have been made.
He concludes that the phenomenon is nearly value-

less as an early sign of pulmonary tuberculosis, since

it only becomes well marked when other physical

signs leave no doubt about the diagnosis, but it is use-

ful as indicating the condition of the muscular sys-

tem of the patient and of showing approximately the

amount of wasting that has taken place. He has

never found it in a perfectly healthy person, but agrees

' Rev. mens, des inal. de I'eafance, January, 1899.
* Lancet, .January 27, 1900.

Mitchell and Crouch,^ working at Denver at an

altitude of 5,2'JO feet, found that the tubercle bacil-

lus, expectorated on a sandy soil, has lost but little

of its virulence after twenty hours' exposure to the

direct rays of the sun, and is still active after thirty-

five hours. They therefore believe that Koch's state-

ment that the bacilli, presumably in pure culture, are

killed in a few minutes to several hours has given

sanitarians a false sense of security. The fact is

that sputum expectorated by consumptives, at such

an altitude as Denver, has ample time to become
desiccated and blown about in the air l)efore it has

been robbed of its power for harm. Another expla-

nation for the great degree of immunity from tuber-

culosis which exists in that region and at that altitude

must be found. It probably arises from the effects

of the climate on the vital forces of the individual

:

(1) By the slight humidity, both absolutely and rel-

atively in the atmos))here, which with the lessened

atmospheric pressure and almost constant winds

greatly facilitates evaporation. The loss of moisture

is very rapid from the pulmonary alveoli, and though

these could scarcely become too dry to serve as a

nidus for the tubercle bacillus, the constant evapora-

tion may produce unfavorable conditions for its de-

velopment. Owing to the absence of atmospheric

moisture, the heat at high altitudes is not enervating.

(2) The lowered atmospheric pressure causes dila-

tation of the cutaneous and mucous capillaries. The
pulmonary capillaries are dilated, and the blood stream

is so slowed that it can better give battle to the in-

vaders. The diminished amount of oxygen tends to

increase the frequency and depth of respiration and

the thorax is thereby expanded, while the heart's ac-

tion is also increased for the same reason. The body
warmth is continually lost in large quantities, and to

replace it, other things being ecjual, the appetite in-

creases, metabolism is more rapid and complete, and

the need of nourishment greater. Evaporation also

raises the specific gravity of the blood, and the num-
ber of red corpuscles and the percentage of hemoglobin

are increased. In other words, the very factors which

tend to heal or retard cases of phthisis in high alti-

tudes account for the immunity of those who live

there.

MERCURY IN THE TREATMENT OF HEART DISEASE.

Morison * speaks enthusiastically of the value of

mercury in certain cases of cardiac disease. Its influ-

ence upon the circulation may be said to be chiefly an

indirect one. Brisk purgation may withdraw some of

the watery constituents of the blood, and thus reduce

the weight of the circulating fluid, but this direct ac-

tion must not be overestimated. As a vasomotor re-

laxant the effect of mercury on the heart is wholly

indirect. By removing an impediment the work of

the heart is made easier.

In another way mercury is of value from its action

on the kidneys, where it, at times, has so powerful an

effect that it might be permissible to regard the di-

uresis resulting as a veritable renal purgation, the

» Journal of Pathology and Bacteriology, May, 1899.
* Lancet, October 28, 1899.
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vWvx'i (•(iiitiiiiiiii;,' tor ii wvvk or ten iIiivh affur tln!

culoiiicl lias Ix'iii stojipcd. 'I'liiH \h usually iiiaiiilrHhMJ

oil the loiirtli or littli <lay, iiiid the (|iiaiitilv of luiiH;

often ainoiiiits to 12 pints in twenty-tour liours. It

uds l>elt('r in iiiilral than in aortic teases, anil is iis(;-

lesK when there is (UJiiciirreiit nej)liritis of iioii-canliue

origin. Its action is often increasi-d liy the adilitiini of

<li<;italis, strychnine or arsenic.

TlIK I>IA(;N<)STIC AM) riMXJNOS IK SKiMl K \N( K o|-

THK DIA/.O UKACTION IN fUTIIISIS.

Micliaelis,' after reminding the reader that the

diazo reaction is never present in the urine of a
healthy person, and is in no way dei)en(leiit on tlu;

existence of fever, goes on to make four general

groups of disease classified according to their relation

to this reaction. In the first he puts diseases in which
the reaction is practically never found, that is, the

chronic alfections of spinal cord, of kidney, of the

heart (sclerotic origin), malignant tumors, or, in short,

all processes not the result of acute or chronic bac-

terial invasion. If the reaction occurs in such condi-

tions he considers it significant of secondary infection

by bacteria. The second group comprises such dis-

eases as ordinarily show the reaction and ni which it

is of value in diagnosis, that is, typhoid and measles.

In the third group he classes diseases like pneumonia
and diphtheria, in which the reaction is seldom present

and when positive speaks for a grave prognosis. In

the fourth group he places by themselves the tubercu-

lar processes. In these the reaction is often of diag-

nostic value ; thus, in patients without fever or definite

signs, a long persisting diazo is generally significant of

tuberculosis ; positive reaction in ascites speaks for tu-

bercular peritonitis as against carcinomatous, or liver

cirrhosis ; its presence in meningitis throws the weight

of diagnosis toward tubercular sources ; in exudative

pleurisy it has a similar value. It is always present

in miliary tuberculosis. But a si^ecial value is given

to it in the prognosis of phthisis, so much so that in

phthisis with well-marked diazo the prognosis may be

put down as absolutely bad. After a few precautions

as to the techniipie and the necessity of fresh solutions

attention is called to the fact that the reaction may be

present when naphthaliu or chrysarobin is being ex-

hibited and that it may be inhibited by the adminis-

tration of gallic or tannic acids and their compounds
(tannigen, tannalbin, etc.), and also large doses of

iodine.

The rest of the paper is taken up with a discussion,

statistical and otherwise, of its value in the prognosis

of phthisis. Mild and uncomplicated cases of phthisis

practically never show the reaction, and its presence

is significant of acute accompanying infection, or else

suggestive of serious invasion of tubercle bacilli, with

few physical signs. On the other hand, the absence

of the reaction when the clinical picture is of an ad-

vanced stage is suggestive of a slow advance, or else

of temporary improvement. As a result of recorded

results in 1G7 cases, he concludes that a very large

proportion of phthisical patients showing the reaction

will die in less than six months.

rUKULENT rERICAUIHTIS.

Manges ^ reports a case of pericarditis secondary to

pneumonia and due to the pneumococcus, in which,

» Berlin, klin. Wocli., xxxvii, 13.
o New York Medical JNews, January 20, 1900.

after the aspiration of IH ounces of piiM, «oiue 10 more
were removed by open iiiciNioii iinrjer local aiieHlheHitt

with eueaine. Recovery was complete, and in Hix

weekH the patient waH able to have the hoHpiUil.

Aft<T the operation |»ericaidial adheniciriH reniuiiie«l

so that at ea<rh systole tiiere was a retraction of the

overlying tissues. I he piil-.ii-> |i:iradoxnH w;w aUo
pr»'Heiit.

In speaking of the treatment of this contlitioii he
.says tliat as soon as it is e>tablislM;d that pu-i i.-^ present,

(lerieanlotomy sliould l)e doner, aH all the reported

cases in which aspiration was thought sutlicient have
terminated faUilly, while out of Roberts's .'J-"» cases

treated by incision only 20 died, of whom 10 were
distinctly septic beforehand. Kven when enornjous

amounts of pus are found, patients have a rea.sonable

show, if an oj)en operation is fearlessly <lone.

In speaking of pericarditis as a complicatir>n of

pneumonia he says that of .100 at Mt. .Sinai Hospital,

it developed as a complication in 11, of whom o died,

a mortality of 4;")%. This probably does not repre-

sent the freipieiicy of this com])lication, as pericarditis

during pneumonia is often overlooked.

Dr. Connor^ also reports a case following pneumo-
nia, in which .'30 ounces of pus were withdrawn by a.s-

piration. As the symptoms did not improve and the

patient was in an extremely bad condition, incision

was made under local anesthesia and nearly 40 ounces
more removed. During the operation, in spite of the

utmost precaution, the pleura was slightly inci.sed.

It was at once carefully closed, but probably became
infected. The patient died of a purulent pneumonia a

few days later.

INVESTIGATIONS OF THE HEART AXD CIRCULATION
IN TUBERCULOSIS.

Regnault,' in his " These de Lyon," shows that

atrophy of the heart is not the rule in tuberculosis, in

spite of the fact that it is a disease especially produc-

tive of atrophy in the tissues in general. Dilatation

of the right heart in tuberculosis affects chiefly the

auricle and occurs less commonly in the ulcerative than

in the fibrous form. It is the result not only of em-
physema, pleural adhesions and pulmonary sclerosis,

but also of the rapid diminution in the area of circula-

tion.

Lowering of arterial tension is a constant phenome-
non in tuberculosis, keeping pace with the fever and
the cachexia, but akso existing in the cases of slow-

progress and those without fever. It is the result of

a toxin produced by the tubercle bacillus or an asso-

ciated infection. It has a cerUiin diagnostic value in

those cases without physical signs and a prognostic

significance in that the tension is found to rise in cases

advancing to recovery. The instability of the pulse,

so constant a sign, is dependent on the lowered tension,

as is also a rapidity out of proportion to the tempera-
ture.

(ienuine attacks of tachycardia are sometimes ob-

served, due possibly to mechanical or toxic irritation

of the symiKithetic, possibly to a combination of the

irritability of the vagus and the low arterial tension.

THE HEART WALL IN DirilTIIERIA, RHEUMATIC
FEVER AND CHOREA.

Poynton,^ from a study of 18 cases of rheumatic

New Y<irk Meilical News, January 20, 1900.
• Gaz. hell.. No. 26.
" Lancet, Mav 12, 1900.
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lieart disease, 4 cases of diplitheria, 1 case of chorea,

and 1 experimental case of staphylococcus infection,

draws the conclusion that there may be extensive

myocardial clianges as a result of toxic influence

without any demonstrable valvular or pericardial

lesions, or any symptoms of nerve paralysis. He
explains on this basis those cases in which there

is unaccountable breathlessness, precordial pain and

other indications of cardiac inadequacy. Dilatation

as a result of these myocardial changes he finds

much less common in diphtheria than in rheumatism.

The ])ractical aspect of the matter is the importance

of not waiting for definite auscultation or percus-

sion signs before assuming that the heart is impli-

cated and consecpiently in need of appropriate treat-

ment ; such precaution being especially indicated in

children.

THK IXKI.UKXCK ON THE HEART OV MECHANICAL
IRRITATION OF THE LIVER.

Ileitler," who has already demonstrated the change

in the extent of heart and liver dulness witli change

in size of pulse, — that is, small pulse, increased dul-

ness ; large pulse, diminished dulness,— found in an

overworked mechanic a marked variability in size

of pulse brought about by percussion of liver or by
vibrating the anterior costal border. Thus when the

pulse was small, percussion or vibration produced an

immediate increase in its volume for from 5 to 25

l)eats or longer ; the frequency of the pulse, mean-

while, showed practically no change. That the re-

flex arose from the liver was shown by control tests

in the splenic and abdominal regions. These effects

are thought to have a bearing on the recognized asso-

ciation of circulatory disturbances with certain dis-

orders of the liver.

Oliver's sign in mediastinal tumors.

Auerbach " reports 2 cases which, while they dis-

credit tracheal tugging as a sign pathognomonic of

thoracic aneurism, at the same time give it added
weight as a symptom significant of intimate connec-

tion between the aortic arch and the primary bronchus.

In l)oth the cases tracheal tugging was exquisitely

demonstrated, and in both was found to be caused by
a firm adhesion between the arch and bronchus due
to malignant growth, evidence of which had been

given during life by marked dulness beneath the

sterimm simulating aneurism, the other characteris-

tic signs of which, however, were absent. In the

second case the adhesion was caused by a malig-

nant packet of glands, which was not larger than a

walnut.

Oliver's sign, however, still remains in doubtful

cases more suggestive of aneurism than new growth,
owing to the comparative rarity with which the latter

would be so situated as to bring about the conditions

necessary for the production of the tugging. The
same conclusion holds true with Cardarelli's sign, a

modification of the other, the teclini(pie for which
consists in j)ushing the thyroid cartilage to the left

of the middh; line. When the sign is present there

will lie perceived a slight pulsation of the cartilages

toward the right ; on the contrary, displacement of

the cartilage toward the right results in no such
jtulsation.

I" Wien. kliii. Woch , xii, 52.

DeiiUch. ined. Woch., zzvi, 8.

THE relative INTENSITY OK THE SECOND SOUNDS
AT THE RASE OK THE HEART.

Dr. Sarah Creighton ^'^ draws the following conclu-

sions from a study of 1,000 cases :

(1) Accentuation of the pulmonic second sound is

almost invariable in young children and frequent in

youth.

(2) After the fortieth year of life the reverse is the

case, and it is rare then to find a pulmonic second
sound as loud as the corresj)onding aortic.

(3) Between the ages of twenty and thirty years

there is no marked accentuation of either sound.

(4) In view of the above facts, it is obvious that when
one speaks of an accentuated pulmonic se(;ond sound
as corroborative of a diagnosis of heart disease, such
an accentuation must mean an increase in the loud-

ness of the sound over that normally to be expected

at the age of the patient in question. A comparison
with the aortic second sound is not sufficient to settle

the (luestion.

(5j Further, when we speak of an aortic second

sound as accentuated, we must mean (in patients over

forty years) more accentuated than it normally is.

Once more, the simple comparison with the pulmonic
second sound will not settle the question ; the com-
parison must be made with an ideal standard carried

in the mind.

(6) In interpreting the meaning of an accentuation

of the pulmonic second sound in suspected mitral

stenosis, one must bear in mind the age of the pa-

tient. The presence of a pathological accentuation of

the second sound can be determined only in relation

to the degree of accentuation which is to be expected

at the age of the patient in question.

THE ACOUSTICS OF THE SECOND PULMONIC.

Hecht ^^ discusses quite at length the conditions in-

fluencing the chara(!ter of the second sounds at the

base of the heart, both aortic and pulmonic, but with

especial reference to the significance of variations of

the latter from a normal standard. The chief interest

in his studies is given by the fact that in his investi-

gations the intensity of the sounds was measured with

the stethometer. This is a stethoscope with a metallic

conducting tube, in the side of which is cut a longi-

tudinal slit situated in the upper half of the tube,

and capable of being closed by a diaphragm sliding up
over it, the theory being tliat the intensity of a sound

heard through the instrument can be measured by the

extent to which the diaphragm is slipped back in

order to allow all sound waves to escape through the

slit before reaching the ear. Thus, starting the aus-

cultation with the slit entirely closed, the diaphragm is

gradually moved downward until the sound disapj)ears;

the length of the opening is then read off on the milli-

metre scale and the sound given a corresponding value.

By this method he studied the second i)ulmonic under

a variety of conditions in health and disease and at-

tained results which, if not entirely conclusive, are at

least interesting. He does not draw attention to the

marked differences occurring at different jx^'iods of

life, but he notes a distinct increase in intensity during

the stage of active digestion.

He investigated after this method the various dis-

eases of the luuirs and the functional and organic

disturl)ances of tlie heart. The chief value of the

12 Medical Reconi, JanuHry 13, 1900.
>3 Wien. klin. Woch., xill, 13.
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iii(;tli(Ml, :iii(i tli.it pcrliiips ii coiisiilrral)!)' oih-, iiiiihI li«<

ill (lie possiliility of Wiilcliiii^ llic pro^icsH uf imliviil-

iiiil cases with rt^^anl to iiicniasiii;^ or (Iccrriisiii;^ iu-

tcrlVrciKic widi tln' lesser circuliitioii, <n- with reir;inl

1(1 llic inainleiiaiii-c of the Iicart's vi^^'or.

I'lii. M(>\ Aim riv oi riii; iikaict wnii ( iian<,i or

I'oSrilON or TIIK llODV.

Detennaiiii," caHiiiu,' attention to the well-known

clinical fact that the heart is not a lirinly li.\e<l orj^aii

and that its chan<^e of position can he n'adily deinoii-

stratcd, gO(^s on to detail the results of some (experi-

ments made by percussion and the Iloiit<reii rays

(;")()() patients investi<^ated). In liealthy subjects he

found that turnin<f onto the left side produce<l an

av(eraiie dislocation of the heart of 2^ centiinetnis to

the left and 1 centimetre upward ; turniiii,' onto the

right a change of 1^ (U'ntimetres to the right and about

\ centimetre upward. Only exceptionally was a

chang<! lacking ; in some cases it was (piite small, in

others as great as ()^ centimetres to the left and 4

centimetres to the right, without distress to the sulv

ject.

These greater movements were found, liowt!ver, to

occur as a rule in individuals flabby and ill nourished,

and in such were often found also evidence of loosely

anchored abdominal organs. There were certain in-

fluences of sex, age and occupations ; thus, women as

a whole have more freely movable hearts than men,
especially after child-bearing, or tight stays ; children

have little sign of it, the newborn scarcely any ; old

people only slight. Individuals of sedentary occupa-

tion and feeble muscular development are especially

subject to the condition. The physiological effect of

the full stomach is noted and also anything which

tends to elevate the diaphragm. During the latter

part of pi'egnancy the heart is much pushed up and
compressed, and thus shows very little movability.

Immediately after delivery, however, the highest

grade is found and the ajjex may be dislocated on

the left side as far as 9 centimetres from its original

position.

Of pathological conditions there are, of course,

several obviously limiting in their effects on the

libei'ty of the heart's position, such, for example, as

emphysema or any abdominal disturbance attended by-

pushing up of the diaphragm. On the other hand,

there are the conditions characterized bv relaxed dia-

phragm and enteroj)tosis ; in such cases we find and
may speak of a *' cardioptosis." Thus, according to

the writer, we may have a secondary cardioptosis de-

pendent on an enteroptosis, or we may have a primary

form independent of the latter conditions ; such, for

example, is very common in neurasthenia and a very

striking degree of displacement is often found in

chlorosis.

In many of the cardiac neuroses he hoped to find

an explanation of the disturbed function in an in-

creased movability, and was able to prove that the

two conditions did at least often co-exist.

As the effective causes of cardioptosis he selects

laxity of the connective-tissue elements as the most

important and concludes as the result of his observa-

tion that while cardioptosis, like enteroptosis, may be

unattended by subjective symptoms, it may on the

other hand make its presence felt by marked disturb-

ances of functional nature.

" Deutsch. lued. Woch., xxvi, 15.

ivcporttf of :S>ocictif0f.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT .MKDICAL MiCIKTY.
SKCriON FOR CLINICAL MKDICINK, I'ATMO-

L0(;Y and HY(.iKNE.

.1. IIKItOK.N IXiltKN, M.l>., HKI UKI AHV.

Rk(;i i.AU meeting, Wednesday. Marcli 21. !!M)0,

Die. II. K. ViCKKUV in the rhair.

I)k. K. (jr. Ci.Tl.KK rea<l a paper entitled

JOSKI'II W. KN(;i,AM>'s FAT-KKKK TIXCTI UK OK
UKUTAMS.'

I)i{. (iRKKXi-KAK: I think we are miu:h indebte*! u»

Dr. Cutler for prescaiting this int<;resting ac«;ount of

Mr. Knglaiid's work. We are all aware of the value

of digitalis. W(! are also awan; of tlif; fa<;t that fK>

casionally patients are disturi)ed by it. The tin<:ture

is probably used much more than the infusion in this

vicinity, and any measurers likely to im|jrove this

preparation is certainly desirable. Where patients

liave been nauseated by digitalis it has been my cus-

tom to lessen the dose in the occasional cases where
it occurred, or to substitute >trophanthus or a similar

drug for it. A preparation that will oljviate the ten-

dency to nausea is certainly a gain. The greater

rapidity of action to which Dr. Cutler calls attention

is also worthy of special note.

I think Dr. Cutler's paper emphasizes another fact

which, while he did not make this particular point, im-

pressed me as he was speaking, namely, the necessity

of much closer relations than we have hitherto borne

in the interrelations of pharmacy and medicine. Few
physicians know the constituents of digitalis, and on
seeing the notice of Dr. Cutler's paper it was natu-

ral to say, " What has fat to do with digitalis ? " I

did not know that fat was a constituent of its leaves

and I find that several of the treatises on materia

medica do not refer to it. The masters on the sub-

ject, however, do mention the presence of fatty acids

and essential oils, so that we must look to the phar-

macists for increasing our knowledge in this direction,

and we should co-operate with them to a greater ex-

tent, so that they may be the better prepared to ap-

preciate our needs. We owe this very preparation to

a pharmacist. It seems to me we have been remiss

in this direction in Boston of recent years. A short

time ago I had the privilege of attending a meeting
of physicians and [)harmacists for the discussion of

subjects relating to materia medica. and it brought
out a mutually valuable discussion. 1 have yet to

hear of any such meeting in Boston. We miss mudi
in not having a better understanding between medicine

and its allied sciences, and I hope Dr. Cutler's paper
will prove an inspiration towards this desirable end.

Du. Sjiitii : I have been very much interested in

this paper of Dr. Cutler's, because about this time

last year ]\Ir. Kelley kindly called my attention to

this preparation of fat-free tincture. At that time I

had a very rebellious case of nephritis due to lead

l)oisoning, with cardiac complications, where I had
been unable to make any headway with infusion or

the plain tincture, and I began after reading this ac-

count of the work of the Philadelphia Hospital to use
this preparation, not telling my patient what it was,

and I succeeded beautifidly with it, in that it created

no nausea, and also that 1 was able to i>ush it a lit-

1 See pHge 283 uf the Jourual.
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tie more without fear that I had been able to push

the ordinary tincture. I increased the dose of this

cautiously, beginnin-,' with .") drops, until I was giving

30 drops three times a day.

I can think of 8 cases ni which I have given this

preparation a good trial. The second case I saw with

Dr. Sawyer, in Gardiner, Me., a physician seventy-

four years old, with aortic insuHiciency and obstruction

and nephritis. There was present general anasarca,

with a great deal of delirium at the time, and the

<lyi)snea was so marked it was expected the patient

would live but a very few hours at the time 1 saw

him. The doctor had been obliged to give up all

preparations of digitalis, and was relying on the other

tonics, and we sent innnediately for this fat-free tinct-

ure, and he began that cautiously with small doses,

and increased up to ."JO-drop doses every four hours,

:ind in one month this physician was riding around

the town without any sort of discomfort whatever,

and he remained evidently with a well-acting heart

up to a few weeks ago, when he dr()i)i)ed dead. Now
this could not have been obtained, I am perfectly

sure, with any of the i)reparations of digitalis that

we know anything about aside from this, because the

doctor had persevered with them in every way at

different times during the last two or three years. I

felt less anxiety about pushing the drug in the phy-

sician's case, because, since an accident which occurred

to him in our Civil War, he had been an opium eater,

and it has been my experience that opium eaters have

a pretty good tonic for their heart, and we can per-

hai)s push some drugs a little more than we otherwise

could. In every other case in which I have used it

I have found it lo work admirably, particularly in not

creating nausea, and feeling that 1 could more fear-

lessly increase the dose.

Dk. Vickkry : I would like to ask Dr. Cutler

whether there is any effect upon the amount of urine

in the way of diminution.

Du. CuTLEK : It has rather seemed to increase the

amount of urine. I have not observed diminution in

any case thus far.

Dr. Vickkry: Does Dr. Cutler know whether

that fatty ingredient in the ordinary drug diminishes

the amount of urine ?

Dr. Cttler: I am unable to say.

Dr. Vickkry : It would be an interesting point.

Ordinarily we have been taught that nausea and dim-

inution in the amount of urine are danger signals.

I should think that this new preparation would be a

very welcome addition to our armamentarium. It is

a subject about which I have had no practical experi-

(iuce.

Dr. CuTi.Ki! : The gentlemen have talked of Dr.

Cutler's paper. All the conclusions and all the ex-

pcrinx^nts are Mr. England's with the addition of this

IMiiladflphia doctor. I simply have tacked on two or

three patients of m}' own and it absolutely confirms

what he has done. I was so struck with the fact in

several cases, as the doctor says, where the people

could not take the ordinary tincture, I gave this one.

The first one I told what it was ; those afterwards I

did not tell. Kv(;ry single one was able to take the

<lrug uninterruptedly. I suppose I shall finally come
across a case that will be unable to take it, but this

fact was so striking that I was very much interested

in it. The fat^free tincture can be mixed with water

and it does not precipitate, and it can be injected sul>

cutaneously just as it is or diluted perfectly well.

Every officinal tincture which I have ever seen, even
though it has been assayed, has always, whenever we
have added water, precipitated. What the precipitate

is I will not undertake to say. I presume it is some-

thing soluble in alcohol and not in water. I presume
it is some of those fatty products which England took

out. The difficulty with i\w. preparation by ordinary

pharmacists would seem to be that he does not get rid

of his benzine compound. According to Mr. England,

that is best done by sunlight and exposure to air. 1

should suppose, unless very carefully handled, it

would be a thing somewhat difficult to accomplish.

Of course its inflammability or otherwise would be a

point showing as to whether the benzine had been ex-

pelled. If not inflammable, or only as any organic

matter would be, it would show the benzine was gone.

If (piite inffammable, or the odor of benzine remained,

it would be clear that it had not been taken out.

England takes this coarse powder and subjects it to

the treatment with the benzine and gets all of the vola-

tile and fixed fats out of it and then gets rid of the

benzine. After that he follows the ordinary formula.

It certainly is a more elegant preparation than the

officinal tincture. At the Massachusetts Hospital I

have been using the preparation for a few days wholly,

and at my request the apothecary is going to prepare

it for my wards and nowhere else, that is, the officinal

tincture is to be used elsewhere all over the hospital

and the fat-free tincture to be used in my wards for

the next four months, and I am not going to draw
anybody's attention to the fact that such is the case.

We want to see whether our results show anything or

not. So far as I have seen in private practice it

seems to me it reaches a want we often feel very

keenly— something we can give to a person whose
digestion is upset, something we can give in a

dose smaller than infusion of digitalis. Sometimes

you want to give to a patient a quantity of infusion of

digitalis which is tolerably large, and he finds the

amount of liquid he must take somewhat troublesome

to handle ; but 30 drops of this preparation is a very

small bulk to take several times a day. The largest

dose I have seen given had no bad effects on the pa-

tient whatsoever. I have never seen very large doses

given continuously, only this one dose I spoke of

where the person took it by mistake.

What I want is to have a number of gentlemen try

it and report the failures or what the limitations of

the preparation are, rather than the opposite. I feel

convinced that it is very im^jortant to have the fat

properly removed. I can conceive of a jjreparation

where the fat may be asserted to be removed and

where in reality it is not. One apothecary told me
that he found a good deal of difficulty in g(!tting rid of

the benzine and he consulted Mr. Kelh^y to find out

how it could be done, and I saw a prei)aration which

emanated from another source, and I thought the ben-

zine was not all gone, but that, of course, will be a

thing which will correct itself very soon. As I un-

derstand it from Mr. Dodd at tin; hospital, they use

now amongst apothecary stores what they c;all assayed

preparations, so that it is a pretty uniform and a (piite

exact form. I hope Dr. Vickery will be en(;ouraged

to try it. I value his suggestions very nnich.

Dr. Vickkry : Dr. Cutler spoke about a large

dose ; Dr. Smith also. I might perhaps be pardoned

for relating an interesting experience that I had. I
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siiw ;i ciisc witli Dr. lioliyid, ot Sontli Mostoii, f)f ;i(iiti'

riKMiiiiiilic |i('ri(-:irilitis coiiiprK'ntcd willi |iiii-iiiiir)iii:i.

riic iiiiiii hiul Ik'cii put on iiicdiciiii' put in two liotllis,

oiu- (lii^itiilis, tlic otiicr iU'ctjitc of pot.-iHli. Tlic ucci.iif

of polusli l)<)ttl»' had become empty, heen scrnt to the

apotlieeiiry's and erroneously liHecl with tlie digitalis

prescription, so tliis num was taking; di^^ifalis out of

two dillereiit bottles. Ills pulsir was extrenu-ly slow

when I saw him, but very good ; and lie bon; this

very s((vore illnoHs with great (M|nanimity and ytiti

well. If it had betni a new method of treatment I

should have thought it a most brilliant success. I do

not know just how big the dose of digitalis was.

Dk. ("uti.kk : I do not by any means wish to have
anybody discard tlu! odicinal tincture. It is only in

tliose instances when^ the officinal tincture cannot l)e

taken or produces disturbanct; that I would urge aiiv-

l)ody to try this new one. I do not l)ring it forward

as a cure all. It is oidy where on<; (inds tlu; nt^cessitv

of giving digitalis and finds his efforts are blocked,

either Ix'cause the paticMit (cannot take and absorb the

ofiicinal tincture, or the dose of the infusion is so large

that the patient refuses to take it ; if under those cir-

cumstances he will remember this preparation I s])eak

of, possibly he will get some advantage from it. I do
not want to have it substitute anything else. We all

know what a very valuable preparation the officinal

tincture of digitalis is and the infusion also, but it is

only in certain cases where those cannot be taken that

1 speak for this.

AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting, held in Wash-
ington, May 1, 2 AND 3, 1900.

(Concluded from No. 11, p. 267.)

Dr. Joseph Collins reported a

CLINICAL STUDY OF THE REFLEXES,

the object being to determine, if possible, the physio-

logical nature of reflex tendon })henomena and to in-

quire into their relationship to, and probable depen-

dency upon, muscle tone.

Dr. S. AVeir Mitchell spoke in reference to re-

inforcement of knee jerks, quoting the literature on

the subject and referred in commendatory terms to

the work of the American neurologists as com{)ared

with the Continental. He dwelt upon the feature of

muscle reaction in its different phases.

Dr. Knapp spoke about certain peculiarities of re-

flexes not mentioned by Dr. Mitchell.

Drs. Sachs and Spiller closed the discussion on

the subject.

SECOND DAY.

The morning session was marked by a spirited dis-

cussion on the " Neuron Doctrine in its Relationship to

Disease of the Nervous System."
The first paper was a deferred one from the previous

day's session by Dr. F. X. Dercum, entitled

AUTOPSY OF A CASE OF ADIPOSIS DOLOROSA, WITH
MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION.

The patient referred to was a woman who, on Hrst

examination, was fifty-one years old and a native of

Ireland. There was nothing particularly striking

about the family history. She continued well until

she was forty-nine years old and was probabl}' ad-

rlicted to alcoholic f!Xc«;HH. The firnt that wait notifurd

was enlargement of the arrns, a'-companied with
shooting pains in both HlioulderM, the Hiden and cheitt,

but most marked in the upper arinn. The hUIii wait

not thickenrd and was not adherent t/» the adjuc«Mit

tisHiiUH. The muscleH were not involved in the Mwejl-

ing. There were slight (juantitative and rjiialitativtr

changes noticed in the muscleH and forearms. Cutan-
eous HtMisibility was diminished. There was no altera-

tion of gait, but l)oth kiM;e ji;rkH were lont. In two
other cases r('port«'d by Dr. Dercum there was like-

wist! noti(;ed a loss of knee jerks. In tin; ((resent caiw-

the fac(! a|)pean!d pale, as was also tlie mucous mem-
brane. The features of the patient were well formed
and int(>lligent. Hair dark and tine; mind not im-

paired ; skin dry. Hxamination of the eyes reveale*!

nothing abnormal save some narrowing of the visual

field. Trine and blood negative; no leucocyt<jsi.s.

'

Th(! patient was under observation for eleven years.

Small nodules would make their appearance and the

enlargement involved likewise; the alxloFuen, hips,

thighs and legs below the kn(!e. The feet and hands
were not involved until the last. On several occasions
the paroxysms of pain were severe and the patient

would be taken with vomiting sometimes containing
blood. She suftered from frequent attacks of bron-
chitis accompanied by dyspnea. At various times she
exhibited cardiac trouble, which led to her death from
fatty degeneration of the heart, in coimection with
adiposis dolorosa.

In making the autopsy it was found that the pubic
hair was scant and there was none in the axilla. On
opening the abdomen it was found that the intestines

were distended with gas, but there was nothing ab-
normal except fatty inflltration. A microscopic study
of the various changes did not exhibit anvthini^siiniifi-

caiit, except the heart muscle, which was found very
friable and of yellowish color, with marked change in

the muscle itself. The microscopic examination in-

cluded a study of the subcutaneous tissues, peripheral
nerves, spinal cord, pituitary body and the thyroid
gland. Earlier in the case small portions of the sub-

dermal tissue were excised and it was thought that

the fat was embryonal in character, but such was not
the fact; the fat revealed nothing j»eculiar. There
w^as marked diminution and atrophy of nerve flbres.

The spinal cord [iresented a decided change in the
dorsal and cervical regions. The lumljar cord failed

to present any change. There was likewise no change
in the brain nor in the pituitary body. The thyroid
gland was very interesting. Though not weighed it

was quite small and the microscopic examination
proved it to be abnormal beyond all doubt. There
was complete absence of colloid material. It was l)e-

lieved that the derangement of the thyroid gland
caused certain substances to be thrown into the circu-

lation of an abnormal character.

Dr. Burr said that w ithin the last six months he
had had an opportunity of making an autopsy and ex-
amining a case of the same character. There was in

association a new growth of the pituitary body. He
thought that this was merely accidental, as he did not
believe that disease of the pituitary boily would cause
any deposit of fat. There was distinct affection of the
thyroid gland and interstitial neuritis within the mus-
cles. There was degeneration of some of the volun-
tary muscle fibres.

Dr. Putnam spoke of cases of progressive muscu-
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lar dystrophy and cougeniUil blindness occurring in

the same family.

The first paper on the neuron theory was by Du.

L. F. Baukek, entitled

THE AXATOMICOCYTOLOGICAI. RELATIONSHIP OK

THE NEIUON TO DISEASE OK THE NERVOUS SYS-

TEM.

Th(; paper dealt with the ])resent status of the

knowledge of the units in the nervous system. The
history of the neuron doctrine was traced. The con-

ception originated with the pathologist Ford and was

supported by the embryological work of His and by

histological studies made by Golgi's method. Wald-
eyer, in 18!)1, collected the evidence in favor of the

view and gave to the nerve units the name " neurons."

liarker sees in the neuron doctrine nothing more than

the application of the cell doctrine to the nervous sys-

tem. Until it was shown that the axis cylinder of a

nerve fibre and its end ramifications are integral parts

of a single cell, it was impossible to apply the cell doc-

trine intelligently to the nervous system. The retrac-

tion theory has never had any adequate basis. The
studies of Apathy and Betlie are regarded as extremely

important as bearing upon the intimate relations which

exist between the nerve centres. They do not inter-

fere in any way with the retention of the units them-

selves.

The next paper was by Dr. W. G. Spiller, on

THE PATHOLOGICAL CHANGES IN THE NEURON IN

NERVOUS DISEASE.

He suggested that the most important question is,

Does pathology afford any support for the neuron doc-

trine, or do the changes occur of such character that

we can obtain from them the exist(!nce of the neuron ?

It must be shown that the neuron is affected by dis-

ease ; that is, whether the cell body may become dis-

eased and die without the existence of the axon. It

must be shown whether the disease of sensory neurons
affects the motor neurons. Degeneration has a ten-

dency to involve groups of nerve cells and processes.

To what degree does a neuron become diseased ? If

we cut an axon, the cell body in which the axon
arises undergoes rapid alteration and possibly death.

An axon is only partially dependent on the nerve

cells for vitality, and if the blood supply is cut off

that portion deprived of circulation will die, but the

cell body is necessary to the axon. A number of

radiographs were exhibited at this point, showing cer-

tain pathological changes in the brain. He said that

in a (jiasserian ganglion which had been removed he
found alteration of the nerve cells of that ganglion,

but was not able to find any of the sensory root. The
destruction of the nerve cells of the spinal ganglion

was much less in certain experiments, and therefore it

might be expected to find a slight alteration in the pos-

terior root. There is a tendency for the entire neuron
to undergo alteration wluiii attacked by disease or in-

jured. A very interesting (juestion is the degree of

limitations to one set of neurons. It is certain that a
reti-action exists, but this is occasionally overcome.

I)i:. \\. Sachs read the following paper:

now DOES THE DOCTRINE AFFECT THE CONCEPTION
OF NERVOUS DISEASE?

He said that the introduction of the neuron theory
promised to bring about a general revolution in the

conception of nervous disease. With a single stroke
the mysteries and doubts of years were to be cleared
away. Granted that the structure and function of the

nervous system can be interpreted much more readily

in the light of this doctrine, it still remains a question

whether it has been a great assistance to us in deter-

mining the cause and development of the various dis-

eases of the nervous system. It has been shown that

the nervous system is composed of a series of contigu-

ous, not continuous, units ; that in this nerve unit,

composed of the cell body with its dendrites, the

nerve fibre or neuraxon and the terminal tufts, the

cell bodies exercise a trophic influence over the entire

neuron ; furthermore, that the nerve force, to speak
in general terms, could travel from the cell body to

the periphery and from the jjeriphery to the cell body.
This (juestion of the trophic influence of the cell body
had to be discusstMl befoi'e the profession could appre-

ciate the value of the neuron in its relation to the ner-

vous system. The doctrine helped us, of course, very
little in our understanding of the cure of inflammatory
processes, for such processes do not respect the final

structure of the brain or cord, and are generally so

destructive that it would matter little whether the

nervous system were made up of contiguous or con-

tinuous units. Tabes dorsalis is to be accepted as a

disease of the direct sensory neuron ; whatever the

nature of the poison circulating in the body may be,

the sensory fibi-e is the part primarily affected. Even
if the view could be maintained that the disease began
in the spinal ganglion cell, this ganglion cell would not

be diseased unless there was something wrong with the

peripheral stimuli conveyed to it. It is not necessary

to enter upon a discussion of the aid rendered by the

neuron doctrine to the interpretation of nerve diseases.

Dr. H. H. Donaldson then addressed the society

upon the topic,

THE physiological SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SIZE

AND SHAPE OF THE NEURON.

Dr. Donaldson presented interesting data concern-

ing the study of the neuron elements in the white rat.

He said that in these animals the examination was
made of the cell bodies from the spinal ganglion,

which send their axons to form the sciatic nerve. The
ganglion cells become progressively larger. At birth

the white rat is entirely devoid of any medullated

fibres, central or perijiheral. During the first six

or eight days of life the medullated sheaths begin to

appear. The appearance of the medullated sheath

about the axons is a very rapid process in the first

case.

Dr. Putnam thought that the notion should be

greatly modified or abandoned, that the cell body is

the place for the storage of anything particularly

standing for the function of the nervous system as a

whole. He said that the term is very often used in

books on clinical medicine of the storage of memories

in the cortex in the brain.

Dr. Langdon said that it seemed to him that to

begin at this day to criticise the neuron doctrine and

neuron discovery or hypothesis is very much like

criticising the architecture of a building of which the

plans are not yet drawn. He thought that one could

safely say, in regard to the neuron doctrine, that ana-

tomically it had giv(!n much help.

Dr. Van Giesen did not think that the neuron

theory needed so strong a d(!fence.
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1)|{. Mii.i.s tIioii;,fli(. tli:it. tin- t<iiii "' iH'iiroii " in

this foiiiicclion ii.'ul (lour liunii riitliii' than ;;(iiii| in

tli(! t(!!icliiiiii III' tilt' iifw (loctriiic, iiiit In* said that

there could lie no doiiht that th(^ neuron theory must
Htiiiid — in otiier words, there is a certain deirnc of

inter(h'|iendence of nerve cells tliat has heen dnnon-
strated.

I)i;. Di.KciM llioiinlil that it was hest to wait until

the knowlediii' on this subject is more complete, until

more is known about the details of th(! relation of the

neurons to each other in all jiortions of the nervous

system.

I)k. Com, ins said that in discussin<; the neuron

doctrine we were not dealing with theories l)Ut with

facts. 1I(! thought that one of the most valuable

points which had been brought out in the meeting was

the necessity of using the term " nerve cell " as repre-

sented by tlie neuron, and not speaking of the nerve

cell as meaning the cell body. He thought this would
bear fruit in the future.

Dks. Thomas, Smith and AngkmJ expressed

their views {)ro and con ujjon the neuron theory, its

pathological, |)hysiological and anatomical relationship.

In closing the discussion on his own paper, I)u.

Sachs said that he did not want it to be construed

that he was pessimistic in his belief, and that if it

seemed that he was of that opinion it was simply be-

cause he was anxious. lie simply wanted to show
that even in the neuron theory there was some limita-

tion.

Dk. Barker said that his conception of the neuron

is not p\u-ely morphological. It is based just as much
on physiological and jiathological results as on mor-

phological. Indeed, he thought there was a tendency

to distinguish too much between the morphological

and physiological concepts. In reference to diseaseil

conditions and the relation of the neuron doctrine to

the study of disease clinically, he thought that it had

been of much help.

THIRL) DAY.

The first paper presented this session was that by
Drs. James J. Putnam and E. W. Taylor, entitled

CLINICAL AND ANATOMICAL ANALYSIS OF CASES OF

DIFFUSE DEGENERATION,

The case in (juestion presented the aspect of perni-

cious anemia. The writer (Putnam) had seen a large

number of cases belonging to that group and will be able

to analyze 25. It was held to be a distinct disease,

with definite clinical and anatomical characteristics.

In the case described there was numbness of the ex-

tremities, which was very prominent, and cachexia,

ending with anemic softening of the cord. The char-

acteristic lesions are rather inclined to occur in foci.

The essential point is that the nerve-root zone is not

affected, so that as far as the lesions go they are con-

fined to the spinal cord alone. As to the indications

of anemia, as evidenced by large macrocytic corpus-

cles, they are very common, and it is quite possible

that they are universally present in these cases. An-
other patient with pernicious anemia had shown great

improvement in the blood ; at the present moment the

blood count has come up from 3,000,000 to 5,000,000,

but the spinal symptoms continue.

Dr. Langdon said that we have two groups of

pernicious anemia, one without this spinal degenera-

tion, so much so that he has followed to the end 2

cuHCM of marked pertiiciouH anemia, and he hiul an of>-

portunity to lest them a few weeks Ixfon- ileaih witji-

oiil the slighteHt eviden(;e of spinal HyinptoinH. He re-

conh-d a case in his own jiractice of u lady with u

spleen extending down to I'oupart's ligament and Ut

.'{ inches to the right of the umbilicus; her ner-

vous symptoms were exceedingly vague, and the most
careful examination did not reveal .*iny appre«-iable

functional alteration. This patient with marked per-

ni<;ious anemia, as shown by a thorough blood exami-

nation, an<l nnirked evidence of degeneration in the

posterior and lateral (tolumns, had mucouH colitin, and
lie thought it was interesting to know the connection

between the bowel condition and the hematic and de-

generative states.

Dr. Morton Prince then n^ad a paper entitled

SK<TION OF THE I'OSTERIOR SPINAL ROOTS FOR
RELIEF OF TAIN IN A CASE OF NEURITIS OF THE
BRACHIAL plexus; CESSATION OF PAIN IN AF-

FECTED re(;ion ; later development of
15ROWN-8KQUARD PARALYSIS IN AREA AND PAIN
IN OTHER AREAS AS RESULT OF LAMINECTOMY.

The case related was that of a man who was struck

by a train and received a Colles's fracture of the left

w rist and paralysis of the right arm. The paralysis

continued, rendering the arm useless from the shoulder

down. The paralysis affected the muscles of the fore-

arm and pronators. There was a diminution of sen-

sation over the lateral areas. Pain was present in the

thumb, forefinger and back of the wrist. Dr. Prince

presented a diagram showing the location of the pains,

for which operation was done for relief. The pain

was intense, and three operations were undertaken at

different times, but none seemed to have been based

on neurological princijjles. Finally an operation was
performed which was partially successful for the pur-

poses for which it was undertaken. Six weeks after

the accident and before the operation there were areas

of anesthesia and analgesia over the radial aspect of

the hand, thumb and forefinger, and extending upward
over the same aspect of the arm. The reader then

went over the nerve and root supply of the hand and
arm. In time there gradually developed a severe

pain in the neck behind. Even after the discharge

from the hos[)ital the man suffered severe pain around
the neck and head ; it was thought that this might
have been caused by injury to a nerve during the

operation. The arm was practically useless. His
leg was spastic, and he could not support himself on
it. There was anesthesia in the right leg. He has a

sensation of extreme coldness in the right foot.

Dr. S. Weir Mitch kll asked the date of the

operation, which was given as October 20th, and the

injury fifteen months or a year and a half before, and
the writer further said that the nmscles are extremely
atrophied, es{)ecially the deltoid, and the muscles of

the shoulder joint and arm hang down and drag on
the shoulder, and this is the cause of the present pain

about the shoulder joint.

Dr. Meyer said that the profession was again con-

siderably at sea with regard to the anatomical and
clinical corrtHlation of the Brown-Seijuard paralysis,

since Brown-vSe(iuard stated in his last publication on
the matter that he had to change his view completely
concerning this subject, since on cutting the posterior

root he had obtained the Brown-Sequard symptom
complex ; further by making a second hemisection
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lower down, after i)ro<Uicing the Brown-S^quard
syniptoms, he was capable of sim[)ly reversing the

whole picture in the posterior segments of the body.

The question therefore arose whether it was really

necessary to assume that the blood clot was concerned

in the production of the Brown-Setiuard paralysis.

Du. Pkinck said that he never had seen a laminec-

tomv perfornuHl for any purjjose of this kind without

thinking of the possil)le dangers of an ordinary blood

clot being produced.

Dk. Bv kt (i. Wilder spoke upon the subject of

REVISED INTEHrUETATIOX OF THE CEXTKAL FISSURES

OF THE EDICATED SUICIDE's HKAIX EXHIBITED

TO THE ASSOCIATIOX IN 18'.)4.

AVith several charts and specimens of the brain

of a suicide, Wilder described the anatomical relation-

ship of the various fissures in the brain. The suicide

in (juestion w^as a dentist who had willed his brain (in

writing) to the writer and wdio, shortly thereafter,

killed himself by shooting himself twice, the first ball

being deflected and producing no injury, wdiile the sec-

ond ball penetrated the region of the temple with

fatal results. Tlie persistency of the man in trying

to take his life was emphasized ; that it was a rare

condition in a person not known to be a maniac

which would force him to actually shoot himself

again after the first shot had not taken effect.

Wilder said that he had about one hundred well-pre-

served human brains and had comj)ared them all with

reference to the following point : Is there any abso-

lute diagnostic feature of the central fissure on the

one hand and the post-central on the other capable of

demonstration ?

Dr. Si'II.ler asked whether it has been found that

the cells of Betz are not numerous in the upper part

of the parietal lobule.

Dr. Meyer said, in reference to the determination

of the fissures, we were too much inclined to speak of

having taken a section out of the paracentral lobule,

and that at times there is entire failure to find Betz's

cells, while in other parts of the paracentral lobule

down to the corpus callosum Betz's cells are found.

Dk. Charles K. Miles thought that the report

of Dr. Wilder's case emphasized the importance of

not coming too fjuickly to conclusions with regard to

the duplication of fissures ; that he had seen a great

many human brains during the last twenty years, and
while he could not say frequently, he could say that

in a innnber of instances he had seen an appearance

of the duplication of the central fissure. He thought

that the conclusion should never be arrived at that du-

plication of the main fissure like the central fissure

was present until other possibilities have been ex-

cluded.

Dr. Willl\m (i. Stiller presented a paper en-

titled

A CASE OF malaria PRESENTING THE SYMPTOMS OF
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS, WITH NECROPSY.

The case was one of malaria and disseminated

sclerosis. Patient was in good health as far as could

be learned. In 1890 he had a chancre. Being a

sailor he was exposed to the malaria. In 1892 he
lost power in the; right side of his body, from which he
recovered in four weeks. In Decendier, 189"), he had
headaches and vertigo, w ith feeling of drowsiness, and
in the same year suddenly lost power in the left side

of the body. He recovered the power of this side

rapidly. In 189G, u[)on examination, it was found

that he stood unsteadily when resting on the right

foot. He could not stand alone on the left foot on ac-

count of ataxia ; ankle clonus on right side. These
conditions terminated in death September, 1899. The
necropsy revealed an eidarged spleen. Diarrhea,

which was severe before death, was probably malarial

in character ; estivo-autumnal type, resembling cholera.

There was moderate sclerotic condition in the cord,

not intense, but unmistakable ; slightly thickened band

of neuroglia tissue. By carmine stain the cells of the

anterior walls were normal ; no recent degeneration of

the spinal cord. Hemorrhage in the brain and symp-
toms of disseminated sclerosis marked, intention

tremor of left upper limb ; marked ataxia left lower

limb ; tendon refiexes exaggerated on right side.

Dr. Chas. K. Mills said that while this was un-

doubtedly a malarial case, there was a (question after

all whether the ataxic symptoms— the unilateral

symptoms which led to the diagnosis of disseminated

sclerosis— were due to toxemia ; were due, in other

words, to the unilateral intoxication of the nervous

centres. That while the malarial organisms were

present in great number, the're were also present in

considerable number and in irregular location a num-
ber of hemorrhagic lesions. He would not attribute

the symptoms in a case like this necessarily to toxe-

mia, but rather consider the possibility of small or

large disseminated foci— hemorrhagic foci— as the

cause of the symptoms.
Dr Chas. W. Burr, in connection with Dr. Mc-

Carthy, read the next paper, entitled

A CASE OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS, WITH AUTOPSY'.

The patient was an electrical engineer. The first

diagnosis was that of tabes, which was i)ersisted in for

a year and a half. Case subsequently developed other

symptoms, iuvolvment of the cord with marked spas-

ticity, and some bladder trouble. Autopsy showed
big patches of sclerosis ; the whole spinal cord was

affected. Microscopic examination showed the optic

nerve to be extensively degenerated. In the acute

patches there was marked proliferation of connective

tissue surrounding the blood vessels.

Dr. Adolf Meyer spoke briefly of a few recon-

structions of j)arts of the nervous system. He showed

specimens and demonstrated the durability of the

plates he used to present the sjiecimens. He believed

they were less fragile than others.

Dr. Chas. K. Mills thought they were unusually

good for the jjurpose of teaching the structures or

parts of structures and the organs which have to be

represented in different ])lanes ; by this method he

thought the teacher could readily show and the stu-

dent could readily see and get an idea quickly of parts

he would not be able to comprehend.

Dr. John Jenks Thomas read the last paper, en-

titled

TWO cases of tumor of the spinal cord.

He reported 2 cases of tumor affecting the spinal

cord. The first case was that of a young woman,

twenty-one years of age, who, during the course of

ten months gradually became paraplegic. At the

time of the admission of the patient to the hospital the

sensory and motor paralysis and the paralysis of

the sphincter was practically complete, and certainly
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8() iit :i lutcr period. From tli.-it time on the piilicnl

seemed to liiive had no pain, (iiadiially V(!ry inaiked

eontraeture developed, and the patient remained in

mneh the same condition for a period of thirteen

years, except for an outbreak of mental trouhle with

ex(!it(uuent, from which hIk^ ina<le a ^ood reirovery.

Death resulted from exhaustion, from bed sores, dif-

fusir nephritis and (;hronic cystitis. At the autopsy,

besides these conditions, there was found a tumor of

tlui dura in the mid-dorsal re<fion, which had com-
pletely compressed the cord beneath it. Microscopi-

cal examination of the cord and of the tumor siiowcd

the latter to be composed of a mass of cells, whi<rh, in

charact(!r, resembled endothelial cells, amonj^ them
many small circular bodies, made up of conctuitric

rings, many of whi(;h were; (calcified. The <rr()wlli

was enclose<l in the dura, and the author considered it

to belong to the endotheliomata. The cord showed
at the level of greatest compression a complete de-

struction of nerve structure, wliich had been replaced

by overgrowths of neuroglia. The cord was atrophied

and showed the usual ascending and descending degen-

erations.

The second case was one of intramedullary glioma
in the cervical region in a boy of six years. The
symptoms developed two days after a slight injury,

beginning with pain in the right hand and arm, the

left forearm being congenitally absent, and with pain

in the shoulder and rotation of the head to the left.

At this time there were no sensory changes. Later
the paralysis of the arm became more marked, and
there was diminished electrical irritability of the mus-
cles of this arm and slight paresis of the right leg,

with increased tendon reflexes in that extremity.

Two weeks later, and seven weeks after the onset of

the first symptoms, the patient died suddenly with

symptoms of interference with respiration. The au-

topsy showed a glioma of the whole of the cervical

enlargement of the cord, into the upper part of

which a large hemorrhage had taken place, and an-

other large hemorrhage in the lower part of the

growth and in the central part of the cord, extending

well down into the thoracic region. Microscopical

examinations showed this tumor to be a very cellular

growth, but between these cells the characteristic

fibres of neuroglia could be made out, while aside

from the hemorrhage, to which the autlior ascribed

the sudden death, there was a slight secondary degen-

eration of the pyramidal tracts in the cord. Sudden
death from hemorrhage into the tumor is much rarer

in tumors of the cord than in those of the brain, where
it not infre(piently occurs, though small hemorrhages
into the cord tumors are frequent. The case was also

unusual because of the rapid course from the time of

the first development of the symptoms and because of

the youth of the patient. The author thinks the ex-

tent of the tumor was too great for it to have devel-

oped entirely after the trauma, and he is inclined to

ascribe the onset of symptoms after the injury to a

small hemorrhage into the pre-existing tumor, similar

to the large one which probably caused death, and re-

jects the idea that the trauma could have acted in this

case as a causal factor. The absence of symptoms
which could have led to the formation of the diagnosis

of an intramedullary growth was probably more ap-

parent than real, and due to the short duration of the

symptoms before the sudden and early fatal termi-

nation.

illK rillKIKKXIH I.N IKIl.NA'riO.NAI. .MKDK A[.
(;o.\(;iiK.s.s.

(('ontliiuiid from No. II, \>. 271.)

Sk« rio.N oi .Si K<,KKV.

TMK TItKAT.MKNI OK \SVV.(XV.\t WOlMiS.

A Dl.scL'.ssio.s on this hiil)ject w.m introduced bv I)k.

OscAK Hr.ocn, Hurgeoii ill chief to the Koyal Fred-

erick Ilo.spital, Copenhagen. He said \Ai^U:r'i>, anti-

septic method (treatment by carl)olic aci«l^ vjnn based

on the treatnuMit of infected wounds (compound fract-

ures). Although all surgeons were agreed as to the

superiority of this method, it was not long l)efore

new remedies were souglit more ellicacious than car-

bolic acid. The most remarkable outcome of these

researches was the rephu^ement of the antisej)tic by
the aseptic method. All the experiments on various

methods of treating wounds wen; founded on a con-

siderable number of valuable investigations on all

(piestions relating to the wounds and their complica-

tions, for instance, on microbes and their toxins, on
the bactericidal (pialities of various remedies, the

best method of disinfection, ligature, etc. The au-

thor shows that the outcome of all the.se investiga-

tions is that, from a practical point of view, every

wound, without exception, is to be looked upon as in-

fected, and that infection and its complications are

due to the retention of secretions containing microbes.

From this it follows that for the efficacious treatment

of wounds the surgeon must put before him two oIh

jects : To destroy the microbes or their hurtful prod-

ucts and to prevent the retention of secretions. In

other words, antisepsis and drainage must be em-
ployed. In order to prevent reinfection of a wound
so treated it must be dressed rationally ; this is the

only way to prevent secondary infection. The author

dwelt on the want of agreement and conflicting re-

sults of different authorities, and concludes that a

scientific experiment is incapable of settling the ques-

tion, what method of treatment is the best ; we must
have recourse to clinical experience. As the result

of his own experience the author holds that every

wound must be treated antiseptically, that carbolic

acid is the best antiseptic remedy, that wounds
should be drained, and that to dress them in a ra-

tional manner an uncpiestionably sterile dressing

must be applied and must be made antiseptic at

least in part at the moment of application. More-
over, the dressing must be absorbent, so that it dries

u}^ the wound and jjrevents the surplus of the wound
secretions from coming into direct contact with the

surrounding air, which contains microbes. Lastly,

the dressing must be of such a nature as to filter the

air which gains admission to the wound and thus

purify it from its microbes. Bloch has attained

this object by means of sterilized gauze dressings,

carbolized water and cotton wool. With regard to

internal antiseptics and febrifuge remedies, with a

few exceptions he said he placed little reliance on
them, and he criticised the value of therapeutic

serums, especially antistreptococcus serum. Accord-
ing to Bloch, it will be well, before using these reme-
dies as curative, to wait till experiment has supplied a

firmer basis for practice.

]NL Felix Lk.iaus, of Paris, said that in recent

years the treatment of infected wounds had formed
the subject of numerous experiment^il and bacteriolog-
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ical researches. They had yielded valuable informa-

tion, but all required to be controlled by observation.

For the profitable study of the problem, which is very

complex, it must be considered under two heads.

(1) Recent infected wounds in which the infection

has not yet expressed itself in local or general reac-

tions. These might perhaps be better designated re-

cent wounds assumed to be infected. This assump-

tion, however, should in practice be extended to every

accidental wound, and bacteriological examinations

show that it is well founded. It is known that even

operation wounds are far from being amicrobic. On
tlie other hand, there are no means of recognizing in

a recent wound by what microbes it is contaminated,

what is their virulence and what their ultimate effect.

It has been proved that neither the look nor the visi-

ble course of traumatic foci are in this respect suffi-

cient guides. Therefore, every accidental wound
should be treated as infected. But liow is it to be

treated ? It is known that the absorption of virus

through the injured surface is almost immediate ; the

rapidity of absor[)tion, however, varies with different

microbes ; moreover, the dose increases with the dura-

tion of impregnation. From this may be drawn the

conclusion that the cleansing of the wound, in order

to be efficacious, should be as early as possible, but

whenever it is done it will be useful. Experience

has shown (a) that we are powerless to destroy all

the germs in a traumatic focus ; (h) that the natural

defensive power of living tissues plays a preponderant

part in the fight against infection. The very first

procedure, therefore, is mechanical cleansing, which

should be minute and complete, aided if necessary by
enlargement of the wound and removal of dead tissue.

Care should, however, be taken to respect the integ-

rity of living cells, which should be helped in their

defensive reactions, nothing more. Sterile water, ar-

tificial serum, sterilized boiled compresses entirely an-

swer these requirements ; it is not the nature of the

fluid used but the method of its employment that

gives practical results. Hurtful in large doses, anti-

septic solutions, when diluted sufficiently not to alter

the living cells, have really no other useful effect than

mechanical cleansing. Physical conditions of the

same order have to be fulfilled by the dressing. It

must be aseptic, absorbent, protective and immobiliz-

ing, in a degree applicable to the different regions and
for a variable period.

(2) Infected wounds, the infection of which is ex-

pressed by more or less pronounced reactions local

and general. Here, also, two conditions have to be

distinguished : («) The clinical signs of infection may
be of recent date, and the wound is not suppurating;

(i) the wound is in active suppuration. In either

case specific serum therapy is indicated ; this Lejars

considers the scientific, natural method, and the

method of the future. Unfortunately as yet only

antitetanus and antistreptococcus serum are available.

The former is only ellicacious as a preventive, while;

the latter has mostly been used in puerperal fever and
erysipelas. Against other microbic infections of

wounds we hav<; as yet no effective serum, and against

associated infections we are powerless. This makes
the treatment of the local focus all the more necessar}',

and, as in dealing with cases belonging to the first

category, the surgeon has to set before him a twofold

object. The first thing to be done is to cleanse the

whole surface of the wound ; then it should be dressed

so as to favor exosmosis, continuous drainage of the
whole surface, and prevent all stagnation and super-

added infection. The object of the cleansing is espec-
ially mechanical, while that of the dressing is especially

])liysical. If these conditions are thoroughly fulfilled

the surgeon will have, as far as is possible, protected
the living cells against the attack of septic agents
without hiiulering their defensive reactions. In deal-

ing with a suppurating wound the same principles

must be applied— thorough exposure of the suppurat-
ing focus, and complete and continuous drainage. In
certain putrid and gangrenous forms, and in burrow-
ing wounds, oxygenated water, which appears to have
a powerful effect on anaei'obic microbes, is most use-

ful.

(3) Infected wounds with grave general infection

— traumatic septicemia. Here also it is to specific

serum therapy that we must look for rational treat-

ment, but its action is much less certain than in the

early stages of infection. At present only experi-

ments can be recorded, and even antistreptococcus

serum has seldom been used in traumatic septicemia.

Lejars thinks that it deserves to be tried on a more
extensive scale in large doses. In the meantime we
must use local treatment preceded by thorough cleans-

ing of the focus. On the other hand, artificial serum
therapy, by restoring the blood pressure and stimulat-

ing diuresis, increases the natural defence and vital

resistence of the organism.

( To be continued.)

I^eccnt Stiterature,

Practical Anatomy. Including a Special Section on

the Fundamental Principles of Anatomy. Edited

by W. T. EcKLEY, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, University

of Illinois ; Professor of Anatomy in the Northwes-
tern University Dental School ; Professor of Anat-

omy in the Chicago Clinical School, and Director

of the Chicago School of Anatomy and Physiology ;

Member of the American Medical Association, the

Chicago Pathological Society, the Chicago Medical

Society, etc., and Mus. Couinne Dufokd Eckley,
Instructor in Anatomy in the Northwestern Uni-

versity Dental School ; Professor of Anatomy in

the Northwestern University Woman's Medical

School ; Professor of Anatomy in the Chicago

School of Anatomy and Physiology. With 347 il-

lustrations, many of which are in colors. Octavo.

Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

This book is a dissecting-room guide to Morris's
" Human Anatomy." As such it treats only of the

gross anatomy as studied in the dissecting room on

the cadaver. It is more thorough and detailed than

the average dissecting-room guide and will be found

proi)()rti(>nately more useful. The authors have not,

liovvevei", escaped entirely from the quiz-compend

method and unnecessary spac(? is taken up by italicized

questions. The illustrations an; taken from Morris's

" Human Anatomy," and are clear and artistic. The
origins and insertions of the muscles are indicated in

colors on the bones. The directions for dissection are

plain and specific. The book will be found a clear

and saf(! dissecting-room guide.
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ANOTHER ARGUMENT FOR CREMATION.
In our editorial of last week on the Galveston dis-

aster we expressed the belief that the suffering induced

by disease would not be added to the immediate loss

of life through the effects of the storm. This opinion

seems to have been borne out by the facts. In spite

of what would appear almost insuperable diihculties,

wliich at first threatened to be more than could be

successfully met, the devasted city is likely to suffer

no further loss of life. The danger no doubt could

have been entirely averted had public opinion per-

mitted the immediate cremation of the bodies of the

dead. As it was, for the first few days the attempt

was made to dispose of the dead by burial at sea and

also by hastily made graves on land, although the en-

croachment of the water had rendered this last under-

taking extremely difficult. In spite of heroic efforts,

however, the situation was rapidly becoming menacing

on account of the impossibility of caring for the great

number of dead by such means. Finally the decision

was reached, as a matter of necessity, that general

cremation should be resorted to, as a protection to the

living. Had this decision been reached before there

is no doubt that much of the distress and horror of the

situation would have been wholly averted. It is hard

to conceive the frame of mind which finds a melan-

choly satisfaction in consigning the body of a friend

or fellow being to the sea, or to a rudely constructed

grave, and hesitates to permit it to be decently and

wholly destroyed at once. Particularly is such a

frame of mind unjustified in a situation such as faced

the survivors at Galveston. With all due respect to

prejudice and established custom, we cannot but feel

that the time is rapidly coming when the demands of

healtli and sanitation will require a recognition of the

fact that cremation is the only logical means of dis-

posal of the remains of the dead, and especially when

the unpleasant necessity comes of the rapid removal

of a large number of dead. That popular feeling is

awake to the situation is shown by tlie following ex-

cerpt taken from a dail}' contemporary :
•* Thi'* idea

(cremation) has necessarily been of slow growth,

though for the last few years it has shown a more

rapid dtsvidopinnnl, an<l '^u'li "tiikiij;^ nittinoh ol \\m

hirger valur in an cnn-rgcncy like that iit GulvrHtrm

rniiMt act with the force of a general <l)-inoriHtralion.

UfforniH work slowly when there iH little to Htiinulati:

liicm, but a coMviilMion oft<'n provttM the force and rea-

son that there are in them. In uii ihlund locuti;*! aM

tiiat is upon whi(;h (talvchton i-^ Hiluat<-<l, there ought

to b«! no more (;emet<rieH Khould the city again become

a place of general residenct-. And what U Htrikingly

true of Galveston is true in a lesn degree of all cilioi.

Cremation will bcjconn?, as the laws of health are bet-

ter understood and better enforced, a sanitary neces-

sity. With no abridgment of the ceremonies that de-

clare our love and reverence, we shall show a higher

regard for the living when cremation takes the place

of burial."

SOLITARY IMPRISONMENT.

It is not our concern to discuss the moral ((uestion

involved in the justification for capital punishment as

opposed to imprisonment for life. No doubt there

will always be a difference of opinion on this point,

in proportion as the disputants lay stress u|)on the

relative importance of the individual and of the com-

munity at large in the social economy. The matter

assumes a medical aspect when we stop to consider

the possible effect upon the individual of a life im-

prisonment, to which is added the far greater punish-

ment of solitary confinement. Not long since we
noted in a highly reputable daily paper the follow-

ing statement of the details of Bresci's sentence, the

anarchist assassin of King Humbert: "He will be

condemned to perpetual labor, but before beginning

his toil he will be placed in a cell for ten years of

solitary confinement. He will be chained to the

wall ; he will never see from the depths of his cell

a ray of daylight ; he will never hear the sound of a

human voice. During those ten years of solitude

not even a priest can visit Bresci. all occupation is

prohibited, and no printed matter of any form ever

reaches the eyes of the prisoner, who may not even

talk aloud to himself. He receives his food through

a little sliding door in his cell, without even seeing

the person who brings it."

We are not disposed to place too much credence

in these details, if for no other reason than that

they are absolutely impossible of systematic execution.

The one or two days of solitary confinement meted

out to condemned murderers is said to be almost un-

endurable. To conceive the possibility of such tor-

ture extended over a period of ten years is beyond

our power of imagination. No human being could

endure an immolation which not only cut him off

from human companionship, but also deprived him

of light and of mental occupation, beyond the enter-

tainment of his own thoughts. Without the slight-

est question insanity would be the fate of such a

man long before the term of his sentence had been

reached, and when such an event has occurred the

sentence loses its significance wholly. It is well
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established that the mere fact of imprisonment under

conditions of special hardship is (juite enough to

upset mental equilibrium in a considerable number

of prisoners. How far the law is justified in more

or less deliberately bringing about such a result is a

matter about which we should suppose there could be

but one opinion. It is these possibilities that the

advocates of life imprisonment need to take into

account when they argue against the " crime " of

taking one life as expiation for another. Italy is a

country in which capital punishment does not exist,

but we may sincerely wish that it did, if anything

approaching the punishment described above is pos-

sible of execution. It is a variety of torture quite

bevond those refined inflictions of physical pain

which we are accustomed to regard as relics of a

barbarous age and half civilized peoples.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Cl-AniS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT. It is Said

that claims aggregating $2,300,000 or more have

arisen in connection with the efforts made, principally

in Hawaii, to prevent bubonic plague from securing a

foothold in this country and its outlying possessions,

bv burning a large part of the Japanese and Chinese

quarters, where it was thought the disease might find

lodgment. Two thousand Japanese residents are said

to have lost their homes and practically all their be-

longings. Their loss is estimated at $.'500,000. The

Chinese loss was estimated at about $2,000,000. It

appears that there is no fund available by which the

United States could pay for these losses, but it is

hoped that some satisfactory adjustment maybe made.

It will be remembered that the area burned in Hono-

lulu was more extensive than had been anticipated.

TYriioii) Fever in Baltimoke.— Last week, as

stated in the Philadelphia Medical Journal, 39 cases

of typhoid were reported in Baltimore, and 4 deaths

resulted from the disease. During August the unusu-

ally large number of 189 cases were reported, with 37

deaths. An effort has been made by the Health De-

partment to trace the water supply of the sections

where fever exists, but it is learned that the water

from the different reservoirs intermingles before it

reaches the consumer. The cases are confined to the

crowded portions of the city. It is thought that the

foul gases arising from th*; liarbor, which have been

augmented by the warm weather, may be responsible

to a certain extent for the prevalence of the disease.

British Casualties in South Africa. — The

following statistics of British casualties in South

Africa are announced : Of the oHicers in South Africa

72.1 per thousand have been killed or have died from

wounds ; 30 G per thousand of the officers have died

from disease, while of the men 19 per thousand have

been killed or died from wounds, and 31.3 have died

from disease. These statistics not only illustratt; that

while the oHicers and men have suffered approximately

equally from disease, the risks of the officers in action

have been greatly disproportionate, and also that the

rate of mortality in South Africa is much greater than

it was in the Franco-German War.

Need of a Port Health Officer for Glas-
gow.— The recent appearance of plague at Glas-

gow calls attention to the fact that the city has no

port officer of health. This is said to be due to the

peculiar situation of the city with reference to neigh-

boring ports, which must be passed in going by sea to

Glasgow. No doubt the present emergency will lead

to the appointment of a suitable officer.

Smallpox IN Province of Quebec.— The Prov-

ince of Quebec is now, according to the Journal of
the American Medical Association, practically free

from smallpox. The last case was disposed of about

a month ago.

Medical School of Cornell University. —
The new building of the Cornell Medical School is

not fully completed, but is expected to be ready for

occupancy at the opening of the term on October 2d.

Editorship of the "Medical News."— By
the retirement of Dr. J. Riddle Goffe, formerly editor

of the Medical News, Dr. Smith Ely Jelliffe, of New
York, assumes editorial control of the journal.

BOSTON and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, September 19, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the fol-

lowing cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria 86,

scarlatina 21, measles 4, typhoid fever 32.

Diphtheria in Brookline and Waltham, Mass.
— During the past six weeks 40 cases of diphtheria

have been reported to the Brookline Board of Health.

The disease thus far has been chiefly confined to

children below the school age. The Board of Health

has issued and distributed circulars, urging upon the

people the importance of reporting all cases of sore

throat, in order that bacteriological examinations may

be made. As yet no schools have been closed. The

two available hospitals for diphtheria are filled with

patients, which will necessitate the opening of a third

temporary hospital. A sufficient number of cases has

also appeared in Waltham to excite some anxiety.

New cases are being reported daily among children,

many of which are being treated at the hospital for

contagious disease.

new YORK.

Mortality Statistics. — The reports of the

Health Department for four weeks in August show

a considerable reduction in the mortality of the city

as compared with four weeks in July, the death rate

in August being 18,97 and in July, 22.98. The death

rate in August was only very slightly in excess of

that for the same period of 1899, namely, 18.11 ; a

very gratifying result when the extreme and pro-

longed heat of the present season, as compared with

the unusual coolness of last year, is taken into con-
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sidcrufioii. Tlic rcdiirtioii in the mimlx-r of dt-atliH

wiiH most miirkcd in tlio cIhsh of dianlicul di,s<-;iHCH,

ill wliicli tlu^ wcfkly iivcra^*; was "JOO in Atif^UHt,

aijaiiisl '.\\'.\.~') ill .Inly. In diarrlntal disciiHOH in

(diildnii under live years of a^e, tli(! weekly aver-

ages W(!re re>»|»e(;ti\ (dy I HO..") and 2'.M).;"). Tlie dcatlis

reported from sunstroke niiiiilxired 1 I 1 for four weeks

in August, against 1;'>
I for four weeks in duly ; H« of

these were in the weiik (iiidiiig August Mtii. The
weekly average of deaths from scarlet fever was

lowered from (J.'i;") to .'i.2") ; that from meashis,

from I().2r) to <^J^ ; that from pulmonary tiiheirulo-

sis, from 149 to 143.7.') ; and that from pneumonia,

from 101.25 to 78.2'). There was a slight d(!creas(!

in the deaths from diphtheria, whooping cough and

bronchitis, while the weekly average of deaths from

typhoid fever increased from 10.7.") to 14.

Opening ok Public Schools.— The public

schools reopened after the summer vacation on Sep-

tember 10th. In the Boroughs of Manhattan and the

Bronx the accommodations for the children applying

for admission were more nearly adequate than has

been the case for many years past, and it is thought

that when some new schoolhouses now nearly com-

pleted have been opened, there will be ample room

for all. Mr. Jasper, who has been superintendent

for twenty-one years, states that all the school build-

ings are in better condition now than at any time

since he has held the position. In Brooklyn and

Queens the state of affairs is not so satisfactory, and

it is stated that in the former borough there are

17,000 and in the latter 10,000 children without

adequate accommodation.

Threatened Water Famine. — The Borough of

Brooklyn is threatened with a serious water famine

unless there is a considerable rainfall soon. The fig-

ures of the Water Supply Department show a re-

duction of more than one-half in the storage supply

in a month, and notwithstanding great economy in

the use of water, but a small reduction in consump-

tion. In the Bronx the situation is equally bad, and,

according to the statement of Chief Engineer Birds-

all, there are five thousand houses there which get

water only at night.

Physicians and Nurses for Galveston. — A
number of physicians and nurses from Bellevue Hos-

pital liave gone to Galveston, and the Salvation Army
has also organized a relief party of trained nurses and

helpers to aid the sufferers there. The National Vol-

unteer Emergency Service Medical Corps is repre-

sented at Galveston by Dr. George Rauchfuss, of

New York, Adjutant General and Chief of Staff.

Prevalence of Pink Eye.— At all the hospitals

and dispensaries where diseases of the eye are treated

large numbers of cases of contagious conjunctivitis,

" pink eye," have recently been reported. Tiio out-

break is thought to have originated in the public

swimming baths, and extra precautions are now

being taken at all the city baths.

HATS AND ri.A{;UK.

Some of the dillicultieH in the way of deMtroying the

plague-spreading rat are de.Hcribed an followH in th«*

liritisli Mi'dicnl Jim rmil

:

"The rat is Hoeommonjy uHH(M:iat4-d with the spread

of plague, if not witli its actual iiHiidence, that the

destruction of the animal seftms distinctly to Ix- called

for as a measure of pr(!CHiition. The metlnMl of get-

ting rid of the rodent is, liowever, of primary impor-

taiiee. Should poison or fumigation Ik- resortf<l t(j,

one eoinmon e(T(!et is to s(;are the rats in the neigh-

l)orhood from tin; lo<;aIity, and, if they are infected

with plagiK!, the coiise(|uence will Ix.* an increa.se of

the iidected area. Another plan is to oflFer a rewanl

for each rat destroyed. When this plan is adopted

th(! rats an; caught and carried to some authorized

place, where they are counted and the ratoatrdier re-

warded. This plan necessitates handling of the rat«,

and it is possible that the persons who do this l)e-

come themselves the subjects of plague, or contribute

towards the spread of the disease. There is some
evidence that it is not the rat itself that is the major

source of infection when a diseased rat is handled,

but that the vermin which inhabit the rat are them-

selves inoculated with plague, and as vermin quickly

leave a dead rat, the impregnated parasites getting

on the clothing of the ratcatcher tend to the diffusion

of the disease. It would therefore seem that the

only method of killing rats which will do away with

dread of their becoming a source of infection is by
trapping them. This, however, is a slow process, and
one which does not recommend itself to the ratcatcher,

who is paid by ' piecework.' Even when the rat is

trapped the trap should be immersed in a disinfecting

fluid if the ratcatcher is being paid according to re-

sults, or the rat should be removed from the trap by
tongs and burned immediately. The latter process,

however, annuls payment by results, as even if the

tail is kept as proof of the number caught it will be-

come a possible source of infection by the vermin in-

habiting it. The rats, however, might be immersed
in a disinfecting fluid, provided the ratcatcher does

not handle the animal. It is not safe to attempt to

exterminate plague-infected rats by hunting them with

dogs or cats, as these animals may catch the disease,

or the vermin in the rats may cling to their coats.

It might be worth while trying the plan proposed by
M. J. Danysz, of the Paris Pasteur Institute, of

which an account was given in the British Medical
Jourmd of May 19th, 1900, page 1244. Briefly

stated, this consists in the introduction into a given

rat population of a coccobacillus presenting the gen-

eral characters of bacillus coli, and thus resembling

Loffler's bacillus typhi murium. The plan has l>een

tried with considerable success at Lille, Hamburg,
Copenhagen and Tunis, as well as in Paris."

(&hituavp,

JACOB M. DA COSTA, M.D., LL.D.

By the death of Dr. J. M. Da Costa, which occurred
September 12th, tlie medical profession of America loses

one of its most brilliant representatives. He had reached
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his sixfy-eighth year, though he had suffered for some
years from an affection of the heart which finally led to

his sudden death. Born in St. Thomas, West Indies, his

early education was secured in (Jermany, whence he came

to Philadeli)hia and was graduated at the age of nineteen

from the Jefferson Medical College. After spending two

years in study abroad, he returned to Philadelphia and

began the practice of his profession. In 1864, he was

appointed a lecturer on din'cal medicine at the school

from which he had graduated, and later was elected to the

chair of theory and practice at the same institution.

For a number of years he taught in this professorship, and

finally resigned to accept the chair of the practice of

medicine and clinical medicine. For the past few years

he has been professor emeritus. During the active period

of his life he wa.s connected with the Pvpiscopal, Philadel-

phia and Pennsylvania Hospitals, where the foundation of

his wide clinical experience was laid. He published a

large number of papers on general medical subjects and

was the author of a well-known textbook. He was a mem-
ber of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and

the American Philosophical Society ; he was also one of

the organizers of the Pathological Society of Philadelphia,

and at one time president of the College of Physicians of

Philadelphia, and of the Association of American Physi-

cians. He was a most successful teacher, an able diag-

nostician and a man much sought as a consultant.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For the Week ending Saturday, September 8, 1900.

Cities

New York . .

Chicago . . .

Philailelpbia .

St. Louie . . .

Boslon . . .

Baltimore . .

Cincinnati . .

Cleveland . .

Pittsburg . .

Washington .

Milwaukee . .

Providence

.

.

Nashville . .

Charleston . .

Worcester . .

Fall Kiver . .

Cambridge . .

Lowell . . .

New Bedford .

Lynn . . . .

Somerville . .

Lawrence . .

Springfield . .

Holyoke . . .

Brockton . .

Salem ....
Maiden . . .

Chelsea . .

Haverhill . .

Gloucester . .

Fitchburg . .

Newton . . .

Taunton . . .

Everett . . .

Quincy . . .

PittsHeld . .

Waltliani . .

North Adams .

Chicopee . .

Medford . . .

Newburyport .

Melrose . . .

b a

3 >•

3,654.5^4
1,619,'226

1,266.832

623.000
539,416
506,389
405.000
350,000
305.000
277,000
275,000
150,000
87,754
65,165

111,7.32

103,142
92,520
90,114
70,51

1

68.218
64,394
59,072
58,266
44,510
38,759
37,723
36,421

34,235
32,651
31.426
30,523
30.4C1

28,.527

28,102
24,578
23.421

22,791
21,683
18,316
17,190
15,036

14,721

1528

102

520

Percentage of deaths from

bS«
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A STUDY OK TIIK X lty\Y I'LAIKS OK ONK
IIUNDRKI) AND KOUTY CASKS OK KIIA( T-

UUE OF TIIK LOWKR END OK TllK RADIUS.'

II Y K. A. <'OI>MAN, M.I)., BOSTON,

Siiniron to (hit J'dticiits, AfiissdchuscttH (Inirrnl J/nspitnl ; Ski-
(i(/raj>hrr to thv Chlltlren's llonpitiil.

My object in .showing yoti .sonic liintcrn slides this

ev(Uiin<r is to illustratt; tlic value oi tlui (letaiierl

study of skiagmnis in cases of fratiture and in iione

diseases. As the subject is a lar<r<! one, I liave

chosen (.'olles's fracture as an illustration, Iiopinj;

that I may show of what value the .x-ray has Ix^en

in this troublesome lesion, I am indebted to the

out-patient surgeons of tlu; Massachustitts General

Hospital for the ca.ses and to Mr. Dodd for most of

the skiagrams.

The lantern slides which follow those of C'olles's

fracture are nearly all from cases of bone disease

which I have taken this winter for the surgeons of

the Children's Hospital. In several of the cases

the skiagram led to early diagnosis, and in others it

has aided operation in pointing out the exact limits

of the diseased area. In osteomyelitis, tuberculo-

sis and syphilitic disease of the long bones it has

proved of particular value. In a future paper on

this subject I hope to describe the characteristic ap-

pearances of these lesions.

Colles's fracture. — For purposes of study, the

skiagrams of 140 cases of fracture of lower end of

the radius, treated at the Massachusetts General

Hospital in the last four years, were taken. It

was found that these cases could be separated into

ten or more distinct types according to the lines of

cleavage and the directions of the displacements.

Cases which were not strictly in the lower end of

the radius were excluded. The following classifica-

tion seems to be foiinded on pretty distinct lines, al-

though it is realized that one type may fade into or

be combined w'ith another.

Class I. Fracture through the base of the styloid

process of the radius. — In this type the displace-

ment does not affect the hand or wrist, which are

Fig. \. Fracture through the base of the styloid process.

still in normal relation with the main part of the

radius. The fragment is displaced but little — gen-

erally upward and backward by the supinator longus.

There is the typical change in relationship of the

styloid processes ; little or slight backward dis-

placement and no silver-fork deformity. TiuM'e is

crepitus; no impaction; no subluxation of the ulna.

1 Read before the Boston Society for Medical Iinprovemeut,

March 19, 1900.

Thfi width of thf wrint In jncrnttui-*!, but unit in tin;

line of fra<'tiire i-xt«iidH far inward inl/i th«- joint

the liaiid does not follow the fra^^nient lu* in CJaMt

V'lll. If thiM iH the cu>ie fra<*lure of iIh- htyloid |»rf>-

eesH of the ulna may oc«'ur. Tlnre were but 4 rjtm^n

of thin ehiKH in my HerieN, in I of which the Mtyloid

proeeHH of the ulna w.ih broken. A pljixler utrup

about the wrist is the appropriate treatment.

Class II. Frarture nf thf: inner anfile. of the lower

end (f the rtiifiii.s. — In thin type the fragment usu-

ally remains in plac«' or may Im- dislocaUid i>ackwardH.

Fio. 2. Fracture through the inner angle.

The relative lengths of the styloids are not changed

;

posterior or radial deformity is exceptional ; crepi-

tus is present ; impaction is not. There is no sub-

luxation of the idna unless the styloid is broken.

There is increase in the width of the wrist, but no
radial displacement of the hand. Of this type there

were 3 in the series. In 2 of these the styloid of the

ulna was broken. A simple band about the wrist

is the only necessary fixation, with splints only for

rest.

Class III. IVansverse fracture at or a little above

the epiphyseal line (in adults) without displacement.—
There are a considerable number of cases of this

kind— sometimes slightly impacted, but often not.

Owing to the fact that in all my cases I did not have

lateral as well as anterior views^, tlie percentage of

11 % is probably too large, and some of these cases

would more naturally fall into Class VIII. But in

this, as in the other types, no hard and fast rules can

be set. In some of my cases reduction had probably

Fig. 3. Transverse fracture without displacement.

been effected before the skiagrams were taken. In

others the periosteum may not have been completely

torn. The relations of the styloids are but little

changed. There is no posterior deformity. Crepi-

tus may be obuiined as a rule and impaction can only

be present in a very slight degree. Xo increase of

width or radial displacement. Of this type there

were 1(>, or 11% of 140, and there would no doubt
have been less had those whicii had been manipu-
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lated previous to the x-ray been ruled out. Sixty-

six per cent, of these cases had fracture of the styloid

of the ulna also.

Class IV. The distal fragment is comminuted,
either as a simple T fracture or into several smaller

pieces. The whole list of classical signs are present.

The fragments are generally displaced posteriorly and
radially, as in Class VIII, but part of them may go
anteriorly. There may or may not be impaction.

Fig. 4. Comminution of distal fragment.

There were 13, or 9%, in my series, and all of these

had also fracture of the styloid process of the ulna.

The treatment to be described later for Class VIII is

most ajjpropriate for this class.

Class V. Separation of the epiphysis of the

lower end of the radius. — These cases often pre-

sent themselves with the fragment completely re-

duced, but may show a typical silver fork defor-

mity. As a rule they are easy to reduce and do
not tend to become displaced again easily. Fract-

FiG. 5. («) Separation of epiphysis.

Fig. 5. (/') Separation of epiphysis, lateral view.

ure of the styloid of the ulna occurred in all my
cases in which this process was ossified, that is, of

the 17. Careful reduction and fixation in splints or

plaster for two weeks is almost sure to produce a good
result.

Class VI. Separation of the epiphysis <f the lower
end of the radius with a chip off the posterior sur-

face of the diaphysis.— This class proves to be quite

common, 10 cases in 140, or 7%. Uncomplicated
separation of the epiphysis occurred 17 times, or

12%. So that in 27 cases of separation of the epi-

j)hysis, a chip out of the diaphysis occurred in 10, or

over one-third of the cases. In these 10 cases fract-

ure of the styloid of the ulna occurred also exce})t in

2, in which the process was not ossified. Fixation

^)
/

.•r

Fig. 6. (« and h) Separation of epiphysis with chip from diaphysis.

between two s])lints and a dorsal pad over the frag-

ment are enough in most cases. If there is radial

displacement also, cross traction as in Class VIII
may be employed.

Class VII. — Impaction of loioer fragment into the

shaft.— This is a rare class, there being only 2 cases

in 140. In one the styloid of the ulna was broken ;

in the other the skiagram was too indistinct to de-

termine whether it was broken or not. The relations

of the styloids are altered. There may be posterior

Fig. 7. Impaction of lower fragment into upper.

deformity. There is impaction without crepitus. The
ulna is subluxated when the styloid is injured. There
is increase in width and slight radial displacement.

Unless contraindicated by age, it is better to break

up the impaction and use anterior and posterior

splints.

Class VIII. This is the typical Colles's fracture

and may itself be divided into two forms : Tliat with

marked radial displacement of the fragment, and tliat

in which the i)Osterior deformity is more decided.

There is usually l)oth — at least to some extent.

All the classical signs are present, the amount of

crepitus and impaction varying in individual cases.

The lateral view is depicted in Fig. 8 a and the

anteroposterior in Fig. 8 i. It is to be remembered
in almost all fractures of the lower end of the radius

that the hand and wrist bones follow the distal frag-

ment to which the ligaments bind them. In Fig. 8 a

the fragment, besides being pushed backwards, is

tilted on its own axis, and pierced by the sharp

dorsal edge of the diaphysis. It is this which causes

the in)i)action. In the other ])lanc (H h) the frag-
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ni(Mit is iisunlly seen tipprrl to tlio radial side. Tliin

(lispliiccinciit may occur willi |ti-actically no dorsal din-

location, or vice versa, we may ^ct dorsal with no ra-

dial, in tlic I'orincr case it is nsnal to find Iracture of

the styloid of the uln;i. In the iailcr it is less coin-

mon.
In nnnsual eases the uppc^r l'raj(nient pieces the

lowei' almost directly, hut, as pointcfl out hv Dr.

J. ('. Munro, tluu-e is always sonu' litth' tiltin;; to-

wards the radial sid(>. In Fiir. H a it will he ohserved

that the sharp palmar edire of tin; upper fragment pro-

jects anteriorly. WluM'e perfect reduction (whi(;h is

ran^) is not made, this lower ed<fo is left as a menace
to the tendon sheaths and median tuM've. Th(> author

l)eli(^ves that undue pressure against this edge is re-

sponsible for many of the unhappy cases of contrac-

tures of the hand seen after this fracture. Provision

against this is made by an anterior pad e.\t(ni(ling

along the palmar side of the radius to just abov*; this

lower edg(^ The application of this will he de-

Ant

Fig. 8. (") Lateral view, typical Colles's fracture.

Fig. 8. ('0 Anteroposterior view, typical Colles's fracture.

scribed below. Of the 140 cases 64, or 46%, fell

under Class VIII. In 89% of those in which the

styloid process of the ulna could be made out clearly

it was found to be broken. Those in which it was
not broken were those in which the type was poste-

rior and not radial.

As fractures of Class VIII are the most common
and severe, I shall speak of the treatment at more
length. The indications are to prevent posterior

and radial deformity and to bring the whole hand

into normal line with the forearm. The dangers to

be avoided are pressure over the sharp edges of

the fragments and constriction of the circulation.

The parts must first be reduced and then held there.

In reduction it must be remembered that the fract-

ure is in the radius, not in the wrist bones, and that

the lower fragment is to be put in place, carrying

with it the wrist and hand. It must he pulled down
and shoved over the angle of the dorsal edge of the

upper fragment. A similar and simultaneous move-

ment frees the radial fA^fi. The fragment oii<e re-

duced can be easily kept in place by the thumb and
foretinger, but it has a ten<len(ry to Hli[> out um hoou hh

pressuri- is omitted. To ke(!p it in pl;ice, a Hinall pad
of sheet wadding or felt is placed over the domal sur-

faces of the lower fragment, and an anterior [»ad

along th(! frf)nt of the nidiiis alKiut three-fourtlin of

an inch wide and one-fr»urth oi an inch thick. ThiH
stops just short of the sharp edge an<l i.s fastened on
the arm by adhesive straps before the splints are n.\t-

plied. A posterior splint to the knuekles of th«! first

phalanges and an anterior to the thenar eminence
hold these j)ads in position. To control the ten-

dcMicy of the hand to be(;ome displaced to the radial

side, a cross traction method is used (Fig. 1 I.) Two
adhesive straps are looped al>out the wrist in opposite

directions, one tending to pull the ulna toward the

radial side, the other to pull the fragnn-nt with the

hand toward the ulnar side. These are laid in [Ktsi-

tion at the same time as the anterior and posterior

pads. The splints are held by an assistant, and after

putting a circular strap about the upper end of the

splints, traction in opj)Osit(! directions is put on the

lower straps and the ends curled about the splints

and caught. This leaves the ulnar side free opposite

the lower fragment and the radial side fre(^ opposite

the upper fragment, and ensures a good circulation.

The fingers and thumb are allowed free movement
throughout, and the splints are cut off at the wrist at

the end of the second week.

As this treatment was evolved by the .study of the

above cases, I have had but 4 cases in which it has

been carried on throughout. These have proved
very successful, showing almost complete reduction

of the fragments and giving good motion at the en«l

of the fourth week.

Class IX. Stellate fracture of the lower end of the

radius, with longitudinal fissures extending into the

shaft. — This fracture was described by Henry J.

Bigelow, and a specimen prepared by him is in the

Warren Museum. The relations of the styloids are

but little if any changed. There is no posterior de-

FiG. a. stellate fracture.

formity and but little radial. Xo crepitus or impac-
tion or subluxation of the ulna. There is more or

less increase in width. In 1 10 cases this form oc-

curred () times, or 4%. In 3 the ulnar styloid was
broken, in 2 it was intact, and in 1 the .skiagram was
obscure. A simple band about the wrist is all the fixa-

tion recjuired.

Class X. J^eversed Colles's fracture, that is. an-

terior displacement of the lower fragment.— This
fracture has been carefully described by Roberts, of

Philadelphia. It is almost exactly the reverse of

Class VIII, and is reduced and fixed in a similar
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maimer, except that the position of the pads is

changed. Five cases are inchuled in my series, nearly

Ant. Post.

Fig. 10. Keversed Colles's fracture.

4% of the whole, la all of them the ulnar styloid

was broken.

In describing these ten types the author does not

wish to assert that all fractures of the lower end of

the radius must fall in one of these classes. The
lines of cleavage vary to a great extent, and possibly

other forms might have been included, as those cases

Fig. 11. Cross traction method for Class VIII.

in which the anterior or posterior lip of the joint

cavity are alone broken. The study is made more
with the object of calling attention to the variety of

fractures in this region than to lay down absolute

rules.

I wish to emphasize the following points :

(1) That true Colles's fracture formed but 46% of

140 cases of fracture of the lower end of the radius.

(2) That a knowledge of the position of the frag-

ments is necessary for intelligent treatment.

o'-**'

illl
\ \ *"••...«.„..'

Fig. 12.

(3) That the application of padding and splints

should vary according to the displacement sliovvn in

the skiaiiram.

(4) That if the x-ray shows that marked deformity
is still present after the splints have been applied,

ether should be given, and another energetic attempt
at reduction made.

(o) That concomitant fracture of the ulnar styloid

occurred in at least (12% of 140 cases, and if 39
cases in which this process was obscure in the skia-

gram are deducted, fracture occurred in 8(5%.
(G) That in true Colles's fracture pressure over the

anterior edge of the upper fragment should be avoided
and cross traction should be used to correct the radial

displacement of the lower fragment.

(7) That statistics of the results of Colles's fract-

ure are not of value unless the pathology of each case

is determined by a skiagram.

To illustrate the use of the x-ray in diseases of the

bones, the following lantern slides were shown :

BONE DISEASES.

1. Old tuberculosis of knee.
2. Old tuberculosis, showing ulceration of outer condyle.
3. Rheumatoid arthritis, showing sponginess of bone and erosion

of joint surfaces.
4. Osteophite of elbow; osteo-arthritis.
5. Early caries of ulna.
6. Tuberculosis of lower epiphysis of tibia.

7. Tuberculosis of lower end of fibula.

8. Tuberculosis at lower epiphyseal line of fibula.

9. Tuberculosis of tibiotarsal articulation.
10. Tuberculosis of lower epiphysis of fibula.
11. Osteophite of fibula.

12. Syphilitic periostitis of long bones of leg.

13. Osteomyelitis of femur, showing sequestrum.
14. Tumor albus, showing change in epiphysis.
15. Tumor albus; erosion of outer condyle causing abduction.
16. Tuberculosis in upper epiphyseal line of tibia.

17. Old tumor albus; disappearance of external condyle.
18. Osteomyelitis of tibia.

19. Caries following compound fracture of femur.
20. Coxa vera; rickets.

21. Pelvis, acetabulum and head of femur eroded.
22. Sarcoma of humerus, disappearance of bone.
23. Tuberculosis of head of humerus.

TABLE I.
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TRAUMATIC JOINTS.'

IIV IIOMKlt (lAOB, A.M., M.li.,

Surt/ron to tyorceiler City, Memorial, and St, yincent'n llimpilnli.

In his lectures on the " I'riiiciplcs of Sur;,'<iv,"

.loliii lliinttT, ill (liscussiiiir injiirit-s to tlin joints, ol>-

sfivcs tliiit "spPiiiiis iir(! !it l(!;ist seldom peilecily

cmt'd, "
:iii<l wliiN^ I think so stron<; :i stutenieiit wonhl

liiinlly he jiecepted ;is true to<hiy, it must still l»e ac-

knowledged that s(H'miii<rly trivial a(;(;idents allectin^

the, joints ol'ttMi resnlt in very 1<>"J^, uiid sometimes

oven permanent, disiihility. 80 that tlie sayiii;^, which

must liav(^ been truer then than now, is still commonlv
heard, that a sprain is worse than a hroken l)<)iie.

Wlienever the restoration of the function of tin; joint

is lon*.^ d(day('d or the pain persistent, the trouhU; is

ordinarily ascribed to rheumatic complications. To
what extent this is simply a convenient cloak to hide

ignorance, and to what extent such complications do
actually exist, it is the })urpose of this discussion on

diseases of the joints, as far as possible, to explain.

To introduce the subject, I wish very l)rieHy to con-

sider the effects of traumatism u})on the joints, th(!

changes which are commonly produced in the struct-

ures in and about the joints, how these explain in

many instances the delay in the restoration of func-

tion, and what may be done to prevent such delays.

For the {)ur{)oses of this discussion I wish to exclude

all injuries which are complicated by fractures or dis-

locations or by external lacerations, and to consider

only those which come naturally under tlie head of

sprains or contusions.

The effects of such injuries vary very much accord-

ing to the amount of force used in pi'oducing them,

and according to the manner in which that force is

applied. But there is one thing common to all in-

juries which are sufficient to cause a suspension of

function, and that is, a laceration of some of the soft

parts in or around the joint. It may be from direct

violence, as in a bruise or contusion ; it may be from
indirect violence, as in the stretching caused by a

twist or wrench ; it may be accompanied by synovial

effusion. If severe, it may be manifested at once

by the resulting discoloration, or the displacement of

cellular structures may be manifest only upon micro-

scopic examination. I believe, however, that as in

concussion of the brain, so in sprains and contusions

of the joints, impaired function can be produced only

by structural change. These changes may affect the

cartilages, the ligaments, the synovial membranes,
the muscles and their sheaths which lie in proximity

to the affected joint, or to the soft parts around and
outside the joint ; they may affect any or all of these

structures. Injury to the cartilages may residt in

erosion and ulceration, must always be attended by
injuries to the more superficial parts, and be slowly

and imperfectly repaired. The ligaments, whether
torn or stretched, will be thickened by the exudate

which is deposited about the torn fibres, may con-

tract adhesions to other structures, or be shortened
or distorted by their resulting cicatrices. The syno-

vial cavities may be obliterated by adhesions. Teno-
synovitis may cause adhesions which prevent the

play of the tendon in their sheaths, or the effusion

of lymph in the soft parts about the joint may be so

great as to interfere with its motion. The presence

• Read before the Massachusetts :\Ieiiical Society, June 13, 1900,
and recommended for publication by the society.

of blood clotH in the tlMHiien, with their Hiili*ti<|ti«<iit

organization, fiiriiiHheH niiother ejetnent to favor tin;

formation of adheHioiiH and the coiitr:u;tioii of ri-Hiilt^

iiig cicatriccH. To a great«T «jr Ichh ext*-iit tin-Hi- an;
the cliaiiges following every «prain or contusion ac-

cording to the severity of the injury, 'i'he iin|K»rUiiit

feature of tliem all is the tendency to the formation
of adhesions or contractions, and just ho far as ihew;
are permitti-d to occur, delayerl or imperfect n-.sultJ*

will be found.

That treatment will be most siiccessful which,
while controlling exudation, and permitting rejiair,

provides at the same time for the maintenance of
motion. This has b«-en secun;*! by vari(Mi.s combina-
tions of rest and compression, with both active and
passive exercise. Fixation and compresHion are cer-

tainly tiie most eflicieiit agents for tiie control of
swelling and the relief of pain, and are therefore es-

p(;cially indicated at the outset. Compression also
favors r(;soIution, but dcn-s not prevent adhesions and
contractions, and both are likely to follow too ion*'

continued rest. A healthy joint may l)e held immov-
able for a very long time, and yet promptly regain
its usefulness; but an injured joint would, during
the process of rej)air, have ac<piired at least a partial

anchylosis, recjuiring weeks or even months to over-
come, varying according to the extent of the damage.
Rest and fixation should be continued only so long as
is necessary for the relief of pain. They should give
place first to the use of carefully applied massa"e,
not indiscriminate rubbing, to stimulate the lymph
currents and promote absorption of the effusion, and
this should be followed as fast as the disappearance
of pain will permit, by some form of active or pas-
sive motion to maintain the elasticity of the tissues

and prevent the formation of strong adhesions. In
the milder cases this may be secured by the method
of strapping, revived by Gibney a few years ago,
which permits of limited voluntary exercise, and may
often be used from the time of the very first dressing.
In the severer cases rest and compression must lie

maintained for a considerable time, but even then
after the first two or three days must be supple-
mented by systematic passive exercise at frequent in-

tervals, such exercises to be increased as fast as the
subsidence of pain will permit, and the amount of
fixation diminished as ra|)idly as possible. It is well
for us to remember, I think, that the principle of

rest, like many other good things, may be carrietl

too far. It should give place to a carefully regulated
and controlled use just as soon and just as far as
the sensitiveness of the joint will reasonably allow.

Keeping this always in mind, I believe that many of
the delayed recoveries and imperfect results for wliich

we have felt obliged to fall back upon the theory of

some constitutional diathesis may be salisfactorilv

avoided.

In the neglected cases, in which swelling and stiff-

ness have not disappeared, but, with pain and sore-

ness, continue to interfere with the use of the joint,

the problem is a different one. The effused blood
and lymph have become partially organi/ed, adlu^
sions have been formed, and ligaments and tendons
have already contracted. In these cases of chronic
sprain, rest relieves pain, but favoi-s anchylosis.

Compression ct)mbinetl with exercise, as in the
method of strapping with adhesive plaster, is often
useful and sometimes sutticient. It is, however, es-
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pecially in these cases that massage with involuntary

as well as voluntary exercises accomplishes most, and

here we have much to learn from the violent meth-

ods of the bone setters and osteopaths. If the an-

chylosis is thoroughly broken up under ether, and

the joint immobilized, the adliesions (piickly reform

;

some rest is necessary for the relief of the pam

which follows the operation, but the massage and ex-

ercise, to be efficient, must be as vigorous as the pa-

tient can comfortably stand— much more vigorous,

frequently applied and persistent than in the case of

freshly inflicted injury. A single instance from my

own experience will, perhaps, best illustrate its ne-

cessity. A young man was thrown from a bicycle, in-

juring the elbow. No fracture was discovered at the

time,°and when he first presented himself to me five

weeks later there was )io swelling and no deformity,

but almost complete anchylosis. He was advised to

have it vigorously rubbed and exercised, and to use it

as much as possible himself. Two or three weeks of

this plan being followed by no relief, 1 etherized him,

broke up the adhesions, found that there was no bony

obstacle to the motions of the joint, and had the rub-

bings continued, but with no practical benefit. He
was sent to a distinguished masseuse in Boston, \yho

advised a continuance of active and passive motion,

and assured him, as I had done, that good motion

would ultimately be restored. At the end of a

year, with the arm still anchylosed, he consulted a

natural bone setter, and at the end of a month had

a useful arm, which has steadily improved until it is

almost as good as it was before the accident. He tells

me that the method of treatment by passive motion

and rubbing was identical with what we had been

doing, but that very much more force was used ; that

it hurt him a good deal at first, but after a few treat-

ments the pain began to diminish and soon ceased al-

together. This and similar experiences have taught

me that where tolerably firm adhesions and contrac-

tions have occurred, they can be overcome most

quickly and most easily by the exhibition of a cor-

responding force in their manipulation, applied per-

sistently, regularly, and at very short intervals. Re-

cently a new agent has been brought forward to assist

in relieving these most obstinate cases, namely, the

hot-air treatment, given most easily by the so-called

Betz apparatus. It is practically baking the limb in

a hot-air oven in which the temperature is carried ap-

proximately to .'300° F.

From the careful observations and experiments in

the use of hot air reported by Frazier in the Annals

of Surgery for 1897, we learn that when a limb has

been .subjected to a temperature of 300° F. for an

hour, a diffuse hyperemia of the integument may be

plainly seen, there will be a temporary numbness of

the part, and if there be not complete anchylosis, less

pain and more freedom in the movements of the joint.

He believes that all the benefits are the results, not

of any constitutional effects, but of purely local infiu-

ences. These he finds chiefiy in a locally stimulated

circulation, whicli j)roduces a temporary edema and

permits of a certain amount of mechanical stretching,

at the same time carrying away and flushing out the

fluid that lies stagnant in the tissues. In other words,

the hot-air treatment accomplishes, perliaps, a little

easier and more thorougldy because the heat is greater,

just what has been attempted l)y the more old-fash-

ioned method of the hot pack or the steaming in hot,

moist flannels. It prepares the joint and puts it in a

most favorable condition for massage and active ex-

ercises. To this extent it is a useful adjunct to the

methods already described, but is of little avail with-

out them.

In conclusion, I desire to express my belief :

(1) That all injuries to joints accompanied by loss

of function are always attended by more or less lacera-

tion of the tissues in or about the joint.

(2) That the delays in the restoration of function

are due in most instances not to any com[)licating dia-

thesis, but to the changes incident to the repair of

these lacerations and their effects.

(3) That such delays are best avoided by an early

resort to massage and active or passive motions, and
are favored by too long a continuance of rest and fixa-

tion.

(4) When such delays have occurred they are best

overcome by more vigorous and persistent manipula-

tion, supplemented by the application of heat or such

other agents as may best stimulate the local circulation

and favor the elasticity of the tissues.

A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THIRTY CASES OF
PYOSALPINX.

BY G. S. WHITESIDE, M.I)., AND W. J. WALTON, M.I)., BOSTON,

From the Clinico-Pathological Laboratory of the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital.

Through the kindness of several members of the

staff of the Massachusetts General Hospital, we are

enabled to report a critical review of 30 cases of pyosal-

pinx ; some of them were operated in the Massachusetts

General Hospital, some are taken from the records of

private cases of Dr. M. H. Richardson, and 2 of them
are our own cases. Hence not more than 4 or 5 cases

are the results of any one operator's skill. The clini-

cal records are, in 25 cases, taken from the hospital

record books, the remaining 3 are from Dr. Richard-

son's notebook and our own notes on 2 cases. The
cases are not picked and chosen with regard to either

clinical or pathological results, but are a consecutive

series of operations from which none have been ex-

cluded to either decrease our mortality or improve our

statistics. Only those cases have been excluded the

specimens from which were received so long after

operation that no accurate bacteriological conclusion

could be drawn from them.

A study has been made in all v^ases of cover glasses

smeared with pus from the affected tube and of cult-

ures inoculated directly from the same material.

These cultures have been taken on ordinary blood

serum, plain agar, bouillon, gelatine, litmus milk,

potato and specially prepared media with a view to

growing the gonococcus. These special media were
blood agar, prepared by smearing human blood drawn
in a sterile manner over the surface of a sterile agar

slant ; urine agar, prejjared after the manner advo-

cated by those gentlemen who have given the subject

such careful attention at the Johns Hopkins Hospital,

and also ascitic fluid agar, pre])ared by tin; rules laid

down by Dr. Hugh Young, of the above hospital. On
none of these media were we brilliantly successful in

cultivating the gonococcus. Some of these latter

tubes, after having proved usehiss in our hands, were

sent i)y mail to Dr. Young, who grew gonococci ob-

tained in Baltimore upon our tubes and returned them
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to US. W(i r<)ll(>W(!«1 liis (1in-(-ti(iiis minutely, Itiit were
luuihli^ to olttiiiii a second ^ener:ition.

Wo li;ivr ciireliilly stiulit^l l)otli liiieleriolo^iciilly

and liistolo^icjilly tlie cut sections of tnhal tissue alter

heiuii properly liardened. In all ciiscis we liave lound

tli(^ liistoloify Ix'ur out deductions nuide Iroin clinical

observations. W(^ haw. become persuaded that the

variety of organism (concerned, has little, if anything,',

to do with the s(!verity of tlu^ case and tin; outcome,

except in the case of the streptococ(;us or the, tubende

bacillus. On the whole, drainage, by j^au/.i; wicks,

does not t(uid to reduce; the mortality of the operation.

On the other hand, in .'J cases druina<^e waH followed

by fecal Hstuhe, and 1 of these cases proved fatal from
tliis cause alone. One, a tubercular case, never closed

up during the lifetime of the patient, th(! other recov-

ert^d without a second operation.

The operative mortality in the cases reviewcMl

showed death from fecial fistula as above noted, death

from general tuberculous infection one year and a

half subse([uent to operation in 1 case, death from

general streptococcus peritonitis in 2 cases. In one of

these the organisms were demonstrated and the peri-

tonitis existed at the time of operation, in the other

no orgariisms could be detected at the time; of OjK^ra-

tion, the peritonitis developing immediately subse-

quent thereto and closure without a drain. In the

fifth case death resulted from general peritonitis

within twenty-four hours following operation.

It is clear to our minds from a review of these

cases that the gonococcus cannot be proved to be the

cause either directly or remotely in as large a number
of instances as is generally supposed. Other organ-

isms, which we cannot find recorded as being respon-

sible for such a condition, have been demonstrated by

us to be the only living organism present in a consid-

erable number of cases. Among these may be men-
tioned the bacillus mesentericus, pneumococcus lauceo-

latus, bacillus tetragenous, and two organisms more
commonly demonstrated by other observers, namely,

the colon bacillus and streptococcus pyogenes. It

cannot be proved that through the action of the gono-

coccus the normal integrity of these tissues has been

impaired, and so made a suitable soil for the develop-

ment of these other bacteria. Neither can this theory

be disproved by such purely negative results as we
have obtained.

Several experiments were made by us to demon-
strate the possibility of experimentally producing

pyosalpinx by the injection of pure cultures of the

streptococcus pyogenes, the bacillus mesentericus and
mixed cultures of the streptococcus with pus-produc-

ing staphylococci, into the uterus of rabbits. The ex-

periments in all cases were entirely negative. One
rabbit died of general streptococcus septicemia after

an extremely large dose of a very virulent, pure cult-

ure of streptococcus. The other animals used devel-

oped a purulent vaginitis for a few days. They after-

wards, on being replaced in the rabbit pen, became
pregnant and bore healthy litters of six I'abbits

each.

It seems to us that the blood count is not of great

diagnostic or prognostic value in pyosalpinx cases, or

as differentiating between those having a larger or

smaller amount of pus or between those of a more
or less virulent type.

From the study of these cases, we believe that the

majority of patients afflicted with pyosalpinx, when

first Heen by the surgeon, have hIiowii pn:viouH Hyin|>-

toniH U) the ones of the immediat4- attack, or give a

history (»f former similar vt\m-a.

Having given this matt4;r general '-onMiderntion, let

us take the signs and HymptoniM of the (lisease more in

detail. Tiie average age of the individual ho afTeeti-d

is thirty-two, and all were of such an agrr an to In;

Kexiially vigorous.

Seventy-live p«M" (tent, were married or widows. In

;'>()% the urine was normal and •"><)% sliowed pus,

blood and exists. L(!Uco<tytosi8 wiis present in all

thos(! cases vvhctn; a blood count was done, the lowent

<;ount being H,«00 and the highest .'52,000. Appar-

ently the amount of leucocytosis was without regard

to the organism present or the amount of pus found

at operation. The temperature was elevat<'d in all

cases. In 17 the temperature ranged from 'J!i° to

101°. In the remaining cases an almost equal

numl)er were above and below these figures. The
temperature apparently bears no constant relation to

the leucocytosis present. Of the pulse, it may be

said in general that it was not far from 100 in the

majority of cases, and that no direct or definite rela-

tion can be established between the rate of the pulse

and the leucocytosis. Sixty per cent, of the 'M) cases

showed acute symptoms referable to the pelvis for

more than a year. The remaining 40% were all

cases of less than one month's standing. Of these

cases 4 were mixed pyogenic infections ; the exact

morphology of the bacteria present in these we were

unable to determine. One contained the pneumococ-

cus in pure culture; 1, the micrococcus tetragenous;

2, the gonococcus, and 2 were entirely bacteriologic-

ally negative. One other case of virulent streptococ-

cus infection was probably an acute cjise, but no

record of the duration of the attack was obtained be-

fore her death.

Vomiting was present in 72% of cases. All those

cases in which it was present were either acute cases

or acute exacerbations of a chronic troiible. A slightly

larger percentage of individuals were constipated than

those whose bowels moved normally. However, an

almost equal number had diarrhea. Eighty-eight per

cent, showed an abnormally increased bloody vaginal

discharge, having more or less dejjendence upon men-

struation. Pain was present in all cases, varying only

in character and location. In 80% the pain was se-

vere, being situated on the right or left side in

about an equal number of cases. Thirty-three per

cent, of these women had either borne children, had

miscarriages, or both. In fact miscarriage was pos-

sibly a factor in 20%, in causing the disease or in

preparing the way for it. Two of the streptococcus

cases were post-abortive cases.

With regard to the examination of the patient we
noted the following points: The chest examination

was negative in all but 1 case, which showed a chronic

heart lesion, and 1 tuberculosis case in which there

were doubtful phthisical signs in the lungs. The
general abdominal examination showed a rigidity of

the abdominal wall in 40% of the cases. Tender-

ness was said to be present in all those cases m which

any note was taken in regard to this point. This

tenderness corresponded accurately with the position

of the most acute pain. An alxiominal tumor is re-

corded as having been felt in 4 of 15 cases.

^Vith regai-d to examination of the genitals them-

selves, leucorrhea was present in 80% of cases, some-
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times hciii;; :i .siin|il(' Vii<^iii;il (liscliiir;,^' aixl (iIImt

(•uses showing stringy yt'llnw imii'ous protnidiii;,' I'loin

tlu! OS uteri. 'I'lie fiirtlier va^iiiiiil exaiiiiiiatiDii dem-
oiistnited pain and extreme teiideniess of the \a;,'iiial

vjndt, especially the posterior eul-<h'-sac on one or

both sides, 'i'lie most tenih-r spot in the vaj^ina (Hd

not always correspond eitlier with the sid(! of greatest

abdominal tenih-rni'ss or witli tin; situation ol" the

tube proved at tiuioperation to be most involved.

With regard to th(! operation pcirl'ormed in these

cases, I cases were tapped by vaj^ina and later re-

(juinui abdominal section. In 2.'{ cases i)oth tidies de-

manded removal. In 2 cases it was im|)ossible to ilo

more than open the abscess on account of very e\-

tensiv(i adhesions. In the remaining 4 cas<\s one

tube only was removed, all by abdominal section.

The amount of pus evacuated or contained in the

tubes was considered as coniinj;- under three; almost

eciual headings, namely, small, moderate or (consider-

able quantity. One case showed general peritonitis

at time of 0|)eration. In the majority of cases the

pus was walled off by adhesions which might be char-

acterized as firm and general.

In those cases showing bacteriological ly the gono-

coccus, the bacillus mesentericus, and in all cases

where mixed pyogenic infection existed, the abscess

cavity contained thick, greenish or yellowish pus in

moderate or considerable quantity, except Case 4,

which had shown symptoms for only a few hours be-

fore operation, and Case 20, which had been previously

tapped per vaginam.

With the colon bacillus or the pneumococcus or

the streptococcus pyogenes, the contents of the ab-

scesses might be said to be a thin, purulent fluid.

Those abscesses containing bloody fluid were all bac-

teriologically sterile. In more than 75% of the cases

recorded the tubes were ruptured and pus set free

during removal. This apjiarently had no bearing on

the after history of the case, except in 1 patient who
died of a general peritonitis following the opening of

two large abscess cavities, in the pus from which

the gonococcus was proved abundantly present (Case

Of those cases, 7 in number, which were closed

and filled with salt solution after Clark's method, 6

BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION.!
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and ligated high up, and the liver, spleen, pancreas i

and intestines likewise subjected to pressure and me-

chanical violence under the supposition that blood

might be forced back into the small veins of the gas-

tric mucosa by these procedures.

Rodman regards sepsis as the etiological factor in

postroperative hematemesis, since sepsis favors disin-

tegration of blood corpuscles and predisposes to hem-

orrhage, and because the gastric mucous membrane is

specially prone to congestions both on account of the

frequency of vomiting after operations and the ten-

dency of the thin, partiall}' disintegrated blood to set-

tle in the internal organs.

rost-operative hematemesis has occurred after the

use of cocaine, and again when vomiting did not fol-

low the employment of general anesthetics, so that

vomition, ether and chloroform may be ruled out as

causal factors. There were no evidences of sepsis in

most of the reported cases, neither in Mayo Robson's

nor in the one detailed below by the writer, and as

gastrorrhagia has followed within twenty-four hours

of an operation and after simple exploratory laparoto-

mies, it w'ould seem as if sepsis was not an altogether

satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon. The re-

lation of a case of post-operative hematemesis follow-

ing omphalectomy may be permitted.

Mrs. J. was a short, very stout woman, about sixty-

five years of age. Her general health had been good

with the excej)tion of some shortness of breath on ex-

ertion. She had an umbilical hernia as large as an in-

fant's head, which had existed for perhaps twenty

years ; it had been incarcerated at times, but reduction

had spontaneously occurred. The reduction was

probably only i)artial.

I saw the patient for the first time with Dr. Steere,

of this town, on the evening of December 24, 1899.

There was a history of colic and vomiting for the

previous six hours, with unsuccessful attempts at re-

duction of the hernia by taxis, ice bags, etc. An en-

deavor on my part did not prove any more satisfactory

under ether, and at midnight I operated, assisted by

Dr. Steere and Dr. Cowles, of Ayer. Two elli[)tical

incisions were begun in the middle line of the abdo-

men at a point 3 inches above the hernia and were

continued as close as possible to either side of the

hernial mass, meeting about 2 inches below it, and di-

viding all the structures of the abdominal wall down
to the peritoneum according to the method originated

by Condemin in 1892. The peritoneum was then

opened on the left side and the finger introduced into

the abdominal cavity and thence into the hernial

ring. With the finger as a guide, a knife was intro-

duced into the ring from the abdominal cavity and the

sac was completely divided from within outwards by a

transverse incision through all the tissues of the wall

from the peritoneum to the skin, beginning at a point

just to the left of tlie umbilicus and joining the middle

of the left vertical or elliptical incision. The contents

of the sac, transverse colon, small intestine and omen-
tum were thus easily exposed. The sac was nniltilo-

cular and there were many adhesions uniting the

bowels, omentum and sac walls. The adhesions were

readily separated ; a small portion of the omentum
was ligated and removed and the intestines were re-

turned in good order into the abdominal cavity. The
whole hernial sac and adjacent i)arts were then ex-

cised by dividing the peritoneum through the original

incisions. It now appeared that the edges of the

wound could only be approximated with The greatest

difficulty and an attempt to suturi; tin; peritoneum,

fascia and skin was of necessity abandoned on account

of the strain on the j)eritoneum, more j)articularly in

the upper part of the wound. The wound was finally

brought together and held in good a})position by in-

terrupted silkworm-gut sutures placed through all the

layers of the abdominal wall.

The operation consumed a little ow.v an hour, the

patient rallied satisfactorily and was talking with the

etherizer before the dressing was fully completed.

The after 2irogress of the case was at first fairly

satisfactory, although there was some vomiting fol-

lowing the anesthesia and the pulse was intermittent

and not very strong. The tenij)erature was elevated

a degree on the second day, but fell to 99° F. on the

third ; the pulse rate was not high ; there was no pain

and the patient wanted to sit up on the day following

the operation. On the evening of the third day the

patient began to vomit, and the nurse noticed for the

first time that a dark fiuid was frequently brought up

in small quantities and without retching. About mid-

night a messenger came to my house in hot haste, say-

ing that the patient was dying. She was in fact dead

on my arrival, in fifteen minutes, having suddenly

vomited an enormous (juantity of dark blood and then

had immediately expired.

At the autopsy considerable dark, clotted blood was
found in the stomach and small intestines, but no

lesion of the mucous membrane was discovered on

careful search. There was no evidence of infection ;

the bowel was wholly normal ; the wound had healed

perfectly by first intention and I was surprised to find

no sign of tension on the stitches, notwithstanding the

difficulty experienced in coaptation of the wound at

the time of operation. The lungs were much con-

gested and there were some clots of blood in the bron-

chial tubes, so that at first sight it seemed as if the

hemorrhage had been pulmonary. But there had

been no pulmonary difficulty, no coughing, no spitting

of bright, frothy blood. Tlie blood was dark and had

been distinctly vomited in great quantity just before

the end, so that the blood found in tlu; lungs must

have been inspired in the latter moments. Nothing

else noteworthy was found post mortem.

!9ll^ebtcal ^rogre^jsr.

REPORT ON DERMATOLOGY.
BY JOHN T. BOWEN, M.D., BOSTON.

CUTANEOUS AFFECTIONS FOLLOWINa THE INTERNAL
ADMINISTRATION OF ARSENIC.

It is thirty years since Hutchinson raised the ques-

tion of an arsenic zoster, and Rettmann ^ considers

that all are not yet in accord ui)on this question.

II(; points out that Kaposi, who had previously totally

denied that there was a causative connection between

the ingestion of arsenic and the occurrence of a zos-

ter, speaks much more guardedly in the last edition

of his work. The question, it would aj)pear, nuist

remain one of statistics. Bokai observed •'} cases of

zoster among 11 •5 cases of chorea treated with arse-

nic (that is, in 2.0% of the cases), and this was al-

1 Arch. f. Derm. u. Sypb., liKX), H. 2.
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vvjiyH iil'ttT tlif icitifiits liiul Ihcm on arH<'iii(r fnr a

(•(iiisidcraMc ptTiod, ami when (licic had Itcfii an cs-

sciitial iii)|>i'(iVfMi('iit in tlir nervous aflVclion. N'icl-

Hcn i('|i()it('d .");")? rases of psoriasis, ()(!currin<^ in .'I'.IO

persons treate(l with arseni*-, of which 1.0% of the

(!ases and 2.(1% of tin; persons (h-veloped a zoster

wiiih' nnch-r ()l)servation. On tlie otlitu' hand, no rase

of zoster was ohserved in 220 cases of psoriasis which
were not treated with arsenic. These li^nres wen; an

indication, in Nielsen's eyes, of thi; <;ausative ndation

of tli(^ arsenic, lie allirnied also that the app(!arance

of zoster in hospitals was a very j^reat rarity.

It has been affirmed tluit zoster has occurrcMl with

some frecpienc.y in cases of poisonin*; from ars(!iiic.

In an epidemic of arsenic; poisoninjf in lieicluMistein

(Jeyer estimated its occurrence in from 15 to 2U% of

the cases. In other instances where large numbers
of peo[)lt^ hav(^ been {)oisoned by arsenic no associa-

tion with zost<'r could l)e claimed.

Levviu classes arsenic zost(!r as a dermatitis medi-

camentosa, and points out that in other drug erup-

tions the appearances are often confined to certain

limited })orti()ns of the body, or nerve tracts. The
fact that animals treated with arsenic have never been

shown to develop zoster is in accord with the infre-

quency of drug eruptions generally in animals. At-

tempts have been made by lIut(;hinson and others to

prove that there are special clinical peculiarities that

would go to show the existence of an arsenic zoster,

but these have not succeeded.

Bettmann reports th«i case of a womau of fifty, who
was suffering from malignant lymphomata, who was
taking moderate doses of arsenic both internally and
subcutaneously, and developed, together with severe

constitutional symptoms, a typical herpes zoster, as

well as a generalized vesicular eruption. The latter

affection, although not fully clear, seemed most prolv

ably due to the arsenic also. In the further coursi'

of the affection there appeared a hyperkeratosis of

the palms aiul soles. The writer was able to find in

the literature several cases of generalized herpetic

eruption, somewhat similar to his own, following the

use of arsenic. In his case, and not in the others, the

mucous m(!mbranes were affected.

Keratosis from arsenic may be regarded as a com-

paratively rare occurrence, and it has not yet been

definitely established that a keratosis from this cause

has any characteristic clinical symptoms (? Rep.). In

the case reported by Bettmann there was a splinter-

ing of the nails also. It is impossible to draw a strict

line between an infectious zoster and toxic erythe-

mata of the type of zoster such as we have in this

case.

MKRCIUY IN UKSOKHIN.

Ledermann, of Berlin, has lately introduced into

dermatological {)ractice an ointment base which he

has named resorbin. It is an emulsion formed by in-

corporating water with almond oil and wax, with the

addition of small amounts of soap, etc. In this enuil-

sion the fat drops are so finely divided that they read-

ily penetrate the skin. It has been recommended as

a cooling ointment on account of its large percentage

of water, in pruritic skin affections, and on account

of its penetrating properties in softening crusts, and in

ichthyosis.

A combination of resorbin and mercury, as a sul>-

stitute for the ordinary mercurial ointment, has been

r«'corninetid«-d, and tried with much hucvA-M in NVu-
inann's clinic in Vienna.* Whereiw, in the ordinary

mercurial ointment the globidcH of mercury tin; vi:ry

varied in their size, Home being mo large that they

<;annot penetrate the skin liiit are l«;ft to net up un
eczenui, in resorbin the globules an; finely divirl(r<l

and cloM«-ly incorporated with the fat. Lanolin, fluid

vasogen, myronin, mollin, etc., were previously trieil

with indifferent result. The mercurial ointment with

resorbin as a base has a bluisli-gray color, and <nn\-

tainH •'{'^1^% of mercury. It smells slightly of almond
oil. It is easily rubbed into the skin, and while an

ordinary inunction recpiires from twenty-five U) thirty

minutes, by the us(; of this preparation the ointment

is found tf) have disappeared un<ler the hand in eight

minutes, leaving a dull-gray mirror on the skin, which
feeds perfectly «lry. This diminishing of the time of

inunction by one-third is an essential advantage, es-

pe('ially in private practice, where the person has not

tin; time or patience to give to it, or in the ca.se of

pregnant wonuni, or weakly and anemic j)eoj)le.

Ledermann maintained that the action of resorbin

mercury was at least eepial to that of the officinal

ointment. Corresponding to the cjuicker absorption

of the mercury, there was a more frequent exhibition

of slight stomatitis, which necessitated an occasional

suspension of the treatment. Seventeen cases, rep-

resenting the various forms of syphilis, were treated

by this remedy at Neumann's clinic. Xo disagreeable

general or local appearances were observed, and es-

pecially no cases of eczema. Stomatitis occurred

only once in 17 cases, which does not bear out Leder-

mann's assertion that it is relatively more common.
The duration of treatment was less than with the

ordinary preparation, and in certain cases the disa{>-

pearance of symptoms was remarkably quick. In a

case of primary lesion of the gum the ulcer was com-
pletely healed after fourteen inunctions, and the ex-

anthem had entirely disappeared. In another case

the patient was dismissed from the hospital cured

after twelve inunctions, and in 4 cases after fifteen

inunctions. There were no recurrences during the

short observation period of three months. The re-

porters conclude that this treatment was successful in

all the cases tried. It has the advantage over ordin-

ary mercurial ointment of shortening and simplifying

the inunctions, and diminishing the duration of the

treatment.

FUXGOIO HROMODKUMA.

Pini,' of Bologna, proposes the term bromoderma
for the various cutaneous manifestations caused by
the ingestion of preparations of bromide, as more
appropriate than that of bromide exantheni. or bro-

mide eruption. The multiformity of the lesions due
to this drug is referred to, Brocq having described

eleven different forms. An instance of the anthracoid

or fungoid form that came under Pini's observation

gave an opportunity for pathological investigation. The
case was that of a woman of rifty-<Tne, who had taken
bromide during a period of fourteen years for epi-

le[)tiform attacks, in varying doses, without causing
any cutaneous outbreak. Fifteen days before she
was seen she had experienced malaise, loss of appe-
tite and pruritus of the whole body, and on the fol-

lowing day red, painful nodules appeared on the

- Wien. med. Woch., No. s, 1900.
' Arch. f. Derm. u. Sypli., May, 19iX).
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backs of the hands. Tliese mcreased in number, and

made the hands painful and almost inunovable. The

eruption was found to be limited to tlie backs of the

haiuls and wrists and to be quite symmetrical. It

was made up of lesions of different form and size,

some of which had seroi)urul('nt contents, while others

were quite firm. The former lesions were scattered

about between the lingers and along the ulnar border

of the right hand, and were surrounded by a dee})

red areola. They were either conical or flattened. On

both hands there were also large elevations which

projected 5 to 8 millimetres above the surface of the

skin, of a violet-red color and pasty consistency, punct-

ured with from two to five openings, from which

more or less thick pus was expressed. ITnder treat-

ment and stopi)ing of all bromide, the lesions gradu-

ally disappeared,' leaving thickening and pigmenta-

tion of the skin. After a time the bromide was

resumed, but without further cutaneous lesions.

The fact that the patient had taken bromide for fif-

teen years without any symptoms was somewhat

cleared up by the discovery that she had taken far

larger quantities of the drug of late, varying from

what would cover the point of a knife to half a

handful in a small quantity of water. The writer

believes, contrary to many, that within certain limits

there is a relation between the size of the dose and

the degree of reaction on the part of the skin, not

on theoretical grounds, but from clinical experience.

The writer's histological studies of one of the

laro-er nodules, which he excised, showed that the

epidermis had lost its normal appearance almost

everywhere, being greatly hypertrophied and dipping

deeply down into the corium, with interlacing septa

in every direction. The papilla-, which were greatly

increased in size, were filled with numerous capillaries

of double the normal size, and with a greatly thick-

ened endothelium, surrounded by a few leucocytes.

Beneath the papilla^ there was a diffuse mass of

poly nuclear leucocytes and a few lymphocytes, which

were separated from one another by their connective-

tissue septa, which contained numerous blood vessels.

The middle layer of the corium was thickly packed

with leucocytes, so that the collaginous and elastic

fil)res had entirely disappeared, and hardly a fixed

connective-tissue cell could be seen. There were no

plasma or mast cells in the region of the infiltration

of leucocytes. Just above the subcutaneous fat tis-

sue the leucocyte infiltration became less thick, and

large cells, of endothelioid appearance, and varying

form, oval or spindle-shaped, were seen, wdiich Avere

in intimate connection with the fibrous connective tis-

sue. P^verywhere, both in the upper and the lower

layers, the vessels were found with thickened intima,

and proliferation of the outer coat. As a whole, it

nniv be said of this lesion ihat three zones are to

be distinguished in the corium : an upper, composed

chiefly of dilatation and proliferation of the vessels ;

a central, the most pronounced, composed of an in-

filtration of leucocytes, and therefore hematogenous ;

and a lower zone, composed of the elements of both

upper and middle, and especially rich in connective-

tissue cells. At the same time there is an epidermido-

sis vegetans, and in places a periendo-arteritis, and a

j)erieiidoj)lileV)itis.

In order to prove that l)roraine was actually the

cause of the lesions, several interesting experiments

were made. No free bromine was found to be given

off by the skin of the affected j^atient, and examina-
tion of the pus from the lesions gave a similar nega-

tive result. An examination of the urine, on the

other hand, on the fifth day after the drug had been
stopped, gave a positive result. Examination of the

blood showed a slight leucocytosis af the acme of

the cutaneous disturbances, as well as an increase in

the eosinophiles. The eosinophiles were also found

increased in the pus from the large fungoid nodules.

The writer believes that the bromide causes an
angiodermatitis by its irritative action on the vessels

of the skin, which for some reason at one time takes

the form of a glandular inflammation, at another of

a bullous inflammation, and again of a hemorrhagic
or nodular infiltration. Under this hypothesis it is

unnecessary to invoke the agency of a neuropathic or

bacteriological cause. Furthermore, bacteriological

investigation proved fruitless.

GENERALIZED VACCINIA.

Dr. Gustav Paul, director of the Vaccination Bu-
reau in Vienna, contributes an article on the etiology

and pathogenesis of so-called generalized vaccinia in

subjects with preceding healthy or affected skin.* He
considers it necessary to make a strict division of the

complications of vaccination that have been loosely

classed under the heading "generalized vaccinia," re-

serving this latter term for those cases of general

eruptions occurring after vaccination in which their

vaccinal character has been proved by experimental

inoculation on man, or on animals susceptible to vac-

cinia. The polymorphous, erythematous eruptions

which so frequently follow vaccination are to be con-

sidered analogous to the drug eruptions.

It is very common to find isolated vaccinia lesions,

either in the vicinity of or at a distance from the point

of inoculation, caused by the transference of the virus

to excoriated, but otherwise normal, parts of the skin.

This has been called NehenpocJcen, Beipochen, etc.,

and usually has a favorable course except when the

eyelids or conjunctiva?, for example, are affected.

Such chance inoculations on the vulva have been mis-

taken for syphilitic lesions at times.

Eczema and prurigo are considered the most com-
mon cutaneous affections to be comjilicated with vac-

cinia. In the case of prurigo the vaccinia lesions are

naturally seen on the extensor surfaces, the seats of

predilection of the prurigo lesions. In the case of

pre-existing eczema when complicated with vaccinia

the first symptom observed, about the third or fourth

day after infection, is a general increase in the eczema.

An eczema previously dry takes on an acute j)hase and

begins to weep, with increasing redness and swelling,

and places whicli had been healed take on an exacer-

bation. When situated on the face, there may be

great tumefaction. At the borders of the eczema,

often on parts where the skin was normal, are seen

numerous solitary and confluent pustules, which have

the character of true vaccinia lesions. Toward the

centre these pustules become more and more conflu-

ent and at the centre are converted into ulcerated

surfaces. There is very seldom scarring. The af-

fection never oversteps the boundary of the origi-

nal eczema. As a rule, the eczema, even if of long

standing, disappears. There is usually a high fever,

corresponding in intensity and duration to tlie extent

of the local process. In unfavorable cases there may
< Arch. f. Derm. u. Syph., Bd. lil, H. 1.
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1h^ voinitiii;; iiikI <liiit rlicii tollowrd hy (li-iirliiin mid
(IfUtli. Ill soiiit' of llicsc (!aHcs !i coiiHiticnilili' siiiii-

luiily witli vaiiolii iiiiiy In' trucfd, Imt variola ran In-

excluded by llie loealizalioii, and aliHCiictr of |tiddronial

syinploins and lesions upon lliu iiiiicouh ineinliiaiies.

WriUTs jir(^ not all in accord as to the way in wliicli

these cases un; produced. Some think that an espe-

cial virulence of the vaccinia materia! must Im- sup-

posed, otliers that there is an absorption of the virus

into tlu! lymph and blood vessels by means of the

czematous surface. Paul is in accord with those;

who believe that the eczema is not only an easy

door of entrance, but also an especially favorable

soil for the reception of the virus which has b(ren

brought in contact with it.

The followiiijr conclusions are reached : It is ad-

visable that (children who are suttering from exten-

sive eczema should not be vaccinated, unless there is

urgent need, until the eczema is wholly healed. When
vaccination becomes imperative in such cases, it should

be carried out with especial care, under a protective

dressing. It is to lu; noted that the favorable influ-

ence that has frecpiently been observed in eczemas as

a result of vaccination cannot justify the inoculation

of eczematous children, in view of the often danger-

ous character of the artificial infection. Even in the

cases that pursue a favorable course scarring is cjuite

likely to result.

THK VISCERAL LKSIONS OK THK KRYTHKMA (illOUP.

Osier ® returns to this subject, which has interested

him before. In ISDo he published an account of 11

cases, similar in many respects to those previously

grouped by Henoch and Couty, which were character-

ized by (1) multiform cutaneous lesions ; (2) multi-

form visceral lesions, and (3) arthritic manifestations.

The skin lesions comprised acute circumscribed edema,
urticaria, purpura and ordinary exudative erythema.

The visceral lesions consisted of circumscribetl serous

or hemorrhagic exudation in the walls of the stomach

or intestines which gave rise to attacks of colicky pain,

hemorrhages, acute nephritis and certain rare pul-

monary and other lesions.

In this paper Osier details 7 additional cases, to-

gether with the subse(pient history of Case II of his

first series, making a group of 18 cases, of which he

presents an analysis of the symptoms. The second

case was interesting from the great variety of the

symptoms. A boy had, m his tenth year, severe at>

tacks of colic, cough, and one attack of urticaria. In

his eleventh year he had colic w'ith an outbreak of ur-

ticaria and purpura, and soon after a circumscribed

edema of the back of one hand, signs at the apex of

the right lung and enlargement of the spleen. In

the thirteenth and fourteenth year there were emphy-
sematous symptoms, and he died in his fifteenth year

with emphysema, dilatation of the heart and pericar-

ditis. Osier justly remarks that as far as the skin

lesions were concerned, a physician seeing him in but

one of the attacks might have diagnosticated urticaria,

purpura with urticaria, angioneurotic edema and exu-

dative erythema.

It may be of interest to copy Osier's summary of

the 7 cases of his second series

:

Cask XII. Neurasthenia ; dilatation of the stom-

ach ; colic for two years at intervals ; exudative ery-

thema ; leucocytosis.

" British Journal of Dermatology, July, 1900.

('a«K XIII. Allucks of colic every week or leu

duyH for six montliH ; on iidiniHsion ty|iicul leitioii** of

erythema miiltifoniie ; high fever; improvi-meiit : re-

<-.iirreiice ; pains in the joints; arthritin in one joint of

finger.

Cask XI \. I'hysician, liftv-Heven yearn; from

twentieth year, every few nionlhs, attacks of nau-

sea, vomiting and alMlominal pain, .'issociated with

outbreaks of urti(;aria ; no hemorrhage^ from the

mucous meiid)raiies ; linal atUuk with purpura and

urticaria.

Cask X\'. I'hysician, twenty-nine years. When
a lad om; attack of hemiplegia with aphasia lasting for

a week ; within a year five «>r six attacks of trainient

liemi|)legia ; history of migraine in 18'JO, and a mild

attack of rheumatism ; angioneurotic edema of the

upper lip ; outl»reaks of urticaria; in lb07 attack of

abdominal colic, with pains in the legs, an«l an out-

break of purpura and urticaria ; in 1808 hematuria

and albuminuria.

Cask X\'I. Hoy of eleven years. For three

months attacks of pain in the abdomen with vomit-

ing ; swelling of the joints ; purpura ; recovery.

Cask XVII. Man, eighteen years. Following in-

fiuenza, in January, attacks of arthritis with cramps

in the abdomen and an outbreak of urticaria

;

eight attacks between January and May ; during

stay in hospital, swelling of wrists and back of hand ;

erythema ; urticaria, spontaneous and factitious ; no

purpura ; recovery.

Case XVIII. Oirl of seven years. During first

year swelling of knees ; from second to seventh

years, frequently recurring attacks of pain in the

abdomen, with vomiting and swelling of the knees,

but no skin rash ; following vaccination attack of

great severity, with extensive lesions of erythema,

purpura and urticaria ; melena ; recovery ; recur-

rence of the skin lesions ; enlargement of the spleen.

(1) The ffastru-ititestinal crises. — In discussing

this feature Osier finds that the attiicks may be char-

acterized by colic alone, oftener colic and vomiting,

colic with vomiting and diarrhea, and lastly colic with

vomiting of blood or the passage of blood in the

stools. Usually, but not always, there are cutaneous

manifestations with the crises. In Case XIV the re-

lationship between urticaria and the gastro-intestinal

crises is well shown, and Osier thinks it reasonable to

suppose that the abdominal pain is due to urticarial

lesions in the mucous membrane of stomach and intes-

tines. In support of this, Packard has recently shown
that there are numerous instances of the formation of

wheals in the mouth and throat, although the lesions

have not been actually seen in the stomach and intes-

tines. In the 18 cases reported urticaria was present

in 8 at some time or other.

(2) Hematuria and nephritis. — Acute nephritis

occurred in (!, chronic nephritis in 1 of the cases. lu

2 of the cases death was directly due to this complica-

tion.

(3) Hemorrhages from the mucous surfaces occurred

in G cases ; from the bowels in .") cases ; from the nose

and gums in 1, from the stomach and kidneys in 2

each.

(4) Cerebral symptoms were present in 2 cases.

(5) In only 1 case were there marked pulmonary
symptoms.

With regard to the skin lesions purpura alone was
noted in 4 of the cases. In the otJier 14 cases exu-
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dative erythema, urticaria, or urticaria with purpura,

acute circumscribed edema or tyj)ical erythema multi-

forme were observed. Acute circumscribed edema oc-

curred in 3 cases, associated with other exudative

lesions. The different forms of skin lesions may be

present in the same case in recurrent attacks, as in

Case II, Avhere there was an urticaria in the first out-

l)reak. urticaria and jjurpura in subsequent ones, and
later angioneurotic edema and exudative erythema.

Swelling of the joints or synovial sheaths occurred

in 10 of the cases. It may be transient or of great

intensity. In some of the cases the swelling was
chit'riy along the tendons, in others a whole extremity

was involved.

It is pointed out that precisely similar skin lesions

may result from a variety of causes, as is well shown
in the case of i)urj)uric lesions, which may appear pre-

cisely the same, whether caused by iodide of potash,

scurvy or variola. Furthermore, the same cause may
give rise to a great variety of skin lesions in the same
subject. So that etiologically Osier is unable to offer

us much aid with regard to this group of sym{)tonis.

Two of his cases suggest a relationship with migraine,

others some gastro-intestinal poison, combined with in-

dividual susceptibility. One following gonorrhea he
thinks belongs among the acute infectious erythemas.
He does not regard the arthritis as necessarily indicat-

ing rheumatic poisoning.

WINTER AND SUMMER RECURRENT ERUPTIONS.

I inder the title, " A Clinical Study of Some Winter
and Summer Recurrent Eruptions," Crocker® de-

scribes 7 cases of eruptions recurring in winter and 14
cases of those that recur in summer. Under the win-
ter eruptions he describes a papulopustular eruption
of the hands, of which he cites three examples. The
hands alone are affected, especially about the knuckles,
and the lesions are indolent indurated papulopustules,
isolated, and few in number at a time, appearing as a
succession of lesions throughout the whiter and early

spring. The most beneficial treatment is that directed

to imi)roving the circulation of the extremities. Crocker
thinks that acrodermatitis pustulosa hiemalis would
l)e an aj)propriate name for this affection. He is not
sure, however, that it may not be a variety of the fol-

liclis of the French, differing from the latter affection

by its limitation to the fingers, its connection with a
jioor circulation and its occurrence solely in cold
weather.

Otlier examples of winter recurrent eruptions are a
recurrent pustular eruption of the hands in a boy of

twelve, a recurrent erythema of the face in a young
woman of nineteen, an acniform eruption in a man of

twenty-three, and a diffuse erythematous and finely

pajjular eruption of the face in a woman of thirty-five.

It is to be emphasized that in some of these cases ex-
posure to the sun was also an exciting factor and that
in all the cases the parts of the body covered by the
clothing were spared.

The class of essentially summer recurrent eruptions
is made \\\^ of hydroa estivale, of which Ba/in's hydroa
vacciniforme is a variety, and the recurrent summer
eruptions descril)ed by Hutchinson. Of the 14 cases
described by Crocker, I) are grouped in the same class
and are cliaracterized by their vesicular, vesiculopus-
tular and erythematous lesions, by their tendency to
commence at any time from infancy to puberty, and

« Hrltish Journal of Dermatology, February, 1900.

to get well at the age of twenty to thirty. By far the
most frequent localities affected were the face, neck
and hands. There were 2 adult cases of much the
same character, which Crocker thinks better to keep
apart for the present at least. His Cases XII and
XIII were those of diffuse erythema and diffuse urti-

caria, respectively, and are regarded as vasomotor
neuroses of a pathology similar to the preceding cases.

In both of these the eruption was confined to the face
and hands.

[The relationship of many of these cases, especially

those of the vesicular type, to hydroa estivale and hy-
droa vacciniforme would seem to be a very close one.
Dr. Crocker says he hopes to take uji a consideration
of the cases that come under the head of hydroa esti-

vale on a future occasion. It seems probable that

some of the cases of summer eruption here reported
are mild forms of that affection, — Rep.]

KeportiSf of ^ocictiei^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STOKE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular meeting, March 19, 1900, Dr. H H.
Bradford in the chair.

Dr. E. a. Codman read a paper on

THE STUDY OF THE X-RAY PLATES OF ONE HUNDRED
AND FORTY CASES OF FRACTURE OF THE LOWER
END OF THE RADIUS.^

Dr. Scudder : I have only a word to add to what
Dr. Codman has already said, from my personal ex-

perience in the study of these plates, as a great many
of the cases have occurred in my services at the hospi-

tal. It seems to me— and I think Dr. Codman
would agree— that we must withhold any final classi-

fication until the number of observed cases is much
larger than those under discussion. Probably other

varieties of fracture will appeal-, and the percentages,

which are extremely interesting, will increase and de-

crease in certain classes, and a later classification will

be much more satisfactory. Practically I have found

that the x-ray has helped materially in preventing the

use of undue force and in properly directing the force

in setting fractures at the wrist. If we remember the

old-fashioned method of reduction of Colles's fracture,

by grasping the hand and making traction on the

wrist, it will aj^pear that that method must necessarily

have led to an additional sprain of the wrist and pos-

sibly to additional damage to the wrist. The x-ray

demonstrates that gentle force is often sufiicient to re-

duce the fracture. In certain cases where great force

is necessary the x-ray shows how such force may be

intelligently employed. I have been very much im-

pressed by the early (consolidation of the fractured

bone in these cases of fracture of the lower end of the

radius. After about one and one-lialf to two weeks a

fracture is firm enough for very little more than a

short dorsal pad of about 2 to 3 inches long and an

adhesive plaster strap with a small pad j)laced in the

anterior radial arch. That has been my method of

treatment for the past four or five years. The x-ray

I See page 305 of the Journal.
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shows fliiit tlic rra^mciits rcmiiiii in their ih'ojmt posi-

tioii wlicii trcalctl in this siniph- wiiy. The hand is

It't't Ircc and tlici-c is very nuich less ol' llic stilVniss ot

the (ini,'('rs and h)ss of motion at thcr wrist than in

vases treated hy h)n<i iininol)ili/ation. There almost

always is a litth' l)roadeninj;' ol" the wrist t'oIh»wini,f a

(.'olh's's tract ure.

In connection with the disease in l)oni' whicli Dr.

Cochnan referred to, I personally had an illnsiration

of the yaliie of the x-ray a week ai;o in the case of a

man of thirty years of age, who had an osteomy(!litis

of the femur. He came to tin; hospital with a sinus

in the middle of the thi<;h. An x-ray was taken to

<letermine if the disease could Ix^ localized. The
x-ray plate showed a distinct area, ahout the size of a

ipiarter of a dollar, in the centre of the enlai'i^cfl

femur, which was different in appearance from the rest

of the bone. That area was found to be at the bot-

tom of the sinus. Upon layiiiif the sinus open the

area seen in the plate was found to correspond with a

well-defined osteomyelitis. The softened bone was

entirely cleaned out as a dentist might clean out a

cavity in a tooth. The acute symptoms subsided.

The x-ray plate localized the disease very detinitely.

Du. LiXD : 1 w^ish to speak of the great interest I

have felt in Dr. Codman's excellent and interesting

classitication of these cases, and I can add my testimony

to what he has said about the slight posterior displace-

ment after efforts at reduction being masked by the

tilling in of the soft parts until such time as the swell-

inir has gone down, when the surgeon finds he has a

poor result. I think that reduction ol the antero-

posterior deformity is the most important thing, be-

cause it is that which causes the neuritis and stiffness

of the hand, and I also believe that this anteroposte-

rior displacement can be reduced even in cases where

there is destruction of the bone. Where there is de-

struction of bone, or comminution of fragments, which

cannot be got back into place, your radius has got to

be shorter than the ulna, and you cannot prevent

lateral deformity, but that lateral deformity does not

in ray experience complicate the final functional result

to any extent.

I had a rather interesting experience in regard to

short immobilization of the fragments. Some years

ago I- got along very well with a large number of

Colles's fractures by taking off every splint after two

weeks. Then I had 1 or 2 cases in which I tried

that in which deformity returned and I concluded

that I must immobilize them all three weeks. Now
by the aid of the x-ray it is easy to decide what

cases can be treated by early removal of the splints

and those that recjuire them to be kept on longer.

In simple cases in which there is no destruction of

bone the deformity will not tend to be reproduced and

the sj)lint can be removed early. 1 always apply an

iinterior and a posterior splint, then remove first the

posterior splint at the end of five days to a week, and

the other splint generally at the end of two weeks.

Cases in which there is comminution and non-union

Avill require a longer immobilization, but it is unneces-

sary to get a stiff Avrist because you keep up a longer

immobilization of the fragments by a splint. From
the very first day the fingers are moved. I always

apply a carved wooden splint, either Dr. Bolles's

splint or a similar one, to the front of the hand, which

allows flexion of the fingers, so that the fingers can be

moved from the very first day of treatment without

disturbing the fixation of the fragiiien(.-<. Kuriy m«>-

iiilization of the \i\\vnYA prevents the hit4'r HtifTnexH of

the wrist and han<l. I think the x-niy has given um

very great helji in diagno-iis, prognosis aii'I treatment

of these fractures.

Die. iMlMCo: There are a nurnber of things I

->houl<l like to take np tonight in <letail and L-ilk al>out,

but I will only speak of the widening of the wrint in

Colles's fracture. These seventeen radiographs passed

around an; from .'U) or 40 routin«r (;as<'s. In the Med-
ieval and Surgical Report of the City Ilospit^il for 1890
the Surgical Ont^I'atient Department published some
sUitistics of measurements in Colles's fractures, that is,

measurements of the elevation of the styloid and the

widening of tin; lower end of the radius and ulna. I

have kept on measuring wrists ever since, and have

nwasured probably 200 separate fractures, each one
being mi'asured many times, and I have accurate sta-

tistics of H,") hospital cases that I gathered at randonj

JVom the records yesterday. Of these H.O cases of so-

called Colles's fracture then; was radial displacement

in 71) ; in other words, if the wrist is carefully meas-

ured, there is a widening easily detected by measure-

ment by calij)ers in probably 90% of all fractures of

the lower end of the radius. In all but 1 or 2 of Dr.

Codman's cases shown tonight then; is what I should

call a radial deformity, and I think if he had meas-

ured those wrists and compared the width with the

opposite wrist he would find the typical widening.

Many and many a wrist entered in the records as hav-

ing no widening shows at least \ inch widening and a

displacement toward the radial side. If a line is

drawn, extending the longitudinal axis of the forearm

through the radio-ulnar joint, that line will be seen to

|)ass through the ulnar side of the unciform quite a

distance from the os magnum in cases of fracture.

The widening has interested me A'ery much and I have
tried for a good while to find some definite explana-

tion. At first I thought it was simply from the wedge-
like action of the upper fragment driven into the

lower fragment and pushing tlie ulna away from the

radius. That does not seem to be the explanation ex-

cept in certain cases. There is another point that ap
pears to explain it after studying the x-ray pictures

and measuring it with the calipers carefully from the

time of the injury up to months or years afterwards.

One practically always finds the deformity and I be-

lieve it is produced in this way. If we Uike an ordi-

nary radius and make a longitudinal section we will

find that on the ulnar side the cortex of the bone is

pretty thick and straight, but thin and angular on
the radial side about f inch from the tip of the styloid.

All the central portion is weak and s|)ongy. When a

man falls on the extended hand, he falls almost al-

ways on the radial side. Practically in all these cases

there is more or less inq)action and a driving upwards
and radialwards of the styloiil process. The an-

teroposterior displacement 1 will not take up. In
the large majority of cases careful measurement shows
that that styloid remains higher than on the other side

in spite of treatment. You cannot pull it down to nor-

mal and keep it there except in a very small propor-

tion of cases. What happens I think is this : In the

fall the force is transmitted in two directions, directly

upwards through the shaft, and also, because of the

cup-shaped obliquity of the radial half of the surface,

the force must be transmitted against the radial side.

That is, the force is transmitted directlv ajjainst the
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cortex on the ulnar side of the bone, which does not

give way so nincli as does the weaker radial cortex.

By careful measurement one finds that as the radial

half of the surface is forced upwards the distance from

the idna to the radial side of the styloid is increased

at least Jit inch ; in other words, you have an isosceles

triangle which rotates on a pivot placed in the ulnar

cortex of the radius, roughly speaking. 1 believe

that is nine-tenths of the explanation of the widening

at the wrist and the shortening of the styloid in these

fractures. The ulnar cortex gives way also, but being

stronger it does not crush so easily and hence does not

move upwards as far as the thin radial cortex and me-

dulla.

Most of these 85 cases show more or less impaction.

Occasionally there is apparently no impaction. Now
the width of these 85 wrists varied from ^ to Y>^ of

an inch as compared with the widtii of the healthy

side. The large majority, 57 out of 85, showed \ to

yV of an inch widening. That is almost the routine

increase in width one finds, and inevitably in those

cases there is deformity just as plainly to be seen as

can be if one is looking for it. In 13 of the 85 there

was widening through the wrist of {^ to {\r of an inch,

but these were very bad fractures, one of them an ex-

tremely bad fracture, much connninuted, difficult to

get in place and with a very marked tendency to ra-

dial displacement ; another was a bad case ; one of the

y\ widenings was an earlier case when I had not mas-

tered the trick of measuring accurately and probably

overmeasured in this case. There were 4 cases out of

the 85 in which there was no widening to be found

and I think it is worth while to speak of those in de-

tail. In 1 there was no shortening of the styloid at

all and it was considered a doubtful case. Probably

it was not a Colles's ; no x-ray was taken. In the

second the fracture was 1 inch above the styloid ; no

shortening of the styloid ; possibly a cross strain

Colles's, without impaction, or fracture of the shaft,

which does not count. The third was a fresh case ;

at the time of injury \ inch widening, crepitus ; in

two and a half weeks the ^ inch widening had dimin-

ished ; in five and a half weeks there was no widen-

ing. Then we discovered there had been an injury to

the other wrist which had been called a sprain, and

probably was an old Colles's ; in other words we found

the same measure on both sides ; it was a widened

wrist after all. The fourth case was a young girl who
fell with the hand under the body in acute flexion.

There was no shortening of the styloid, but much
swelling. At that time I could get no accurate meas-

urement of the widening. Six weeks later Dr. Bot^

tomley found ^ inch and it seemed to me possible that

this was one of those cases of cross strain where there

had been separation without impaction, and with a

tendency to radial displacement which I believe occurs

from the pull of the muscles on the radial side.

Some of these cases at first and later on showed a

difference in measurements, the width being reduced,

which may have been due to swelling of the soft parts

or inaccurate measuring. There was much synovitis

in one of this group and the fracture was simply

through the styloid tip, so that very likely the difTer-

ence may have been explained in that vvay. In a pa-

tient with separation of the epiphysis there was no
widening at all. The epiphysis slid off and then back
again and stayed in place without producing widening,

which 1 think helps out the theory that in the large

majority of cases there is a rotation towards the radial

side of the lower fragment.

In addition to the 85 cases, there were 2 cases of

I'eversed Colles's that are interesting. One of these

was a man who fell first on the palm, producing a

Colles's, then he rolled over and produced a reversed

Colles's. He came in with slight shortening of the
styloid and ^ inch widening. Another case I have
called a reversed Colles's. It is the only case I have
seen where there was narrowiuij instead of wideninjr— a young girl who, when fifteen years of age, was
fooling with another girl and the wrist was twisted.

She came in three years later with the typical deform-
ity of a reversed Colles's. Dr. Burrell, with a wrench,
partly reduced it under ether. I took measurements
and there was ^ inch narrowing. I have always sup-

posed that there was some injury of the epiphysis and
consequent lack of development; no x-ray was taken.

I have never seen any case of fresh Colle.s's that re-

quired the great force for reduction under ether that

Dr. Scudder sjjeaks of. I have tried to break up old

unrecognized Colles's fractures that occurred years be-

fore and came with a fresh sprain, but the ordinary

Colles's fracture breaks up, in my ex{)erience, without

the least difficulty under ether, and I still stick to ex-

tension over the knee, pulling down and manijndating
the fragments into position.

On the question of splints every man has his own
hobby. I use the palmar splint with the hand curled

over a pad, the fingers being left out and I let them
use the fingers as soon as they wish. The only pad
that I am carefid about is the pad to preserve the

anterior arch of the radius. I still believe in a certain

amount of adduction, because it does tend to reduce

the radial displacement, but I do not believe that in

the large majority of cases the radial styloid can be

brought down to normal and held there ; at any rate 1

have rarely seen it done.

The process of measuring for lateral widening is

not difficult with a little practice and is approximately

very accurate in most cases. As a means of diagnosis

I consider it invaluable. To measure, both wrists are

held in exact degi'ees of pronation with the hands
naturally and easily flexed. With a pair of graduated

calipers the greatest width of the normal side is found

and noted; then the width of the injured side is found,

noted and compared. Except in rare cases the differ-

ence in thickness of the soft parts does not and cannot

account for variation in measurements. Of this I am
very positive after long experience in this px'ocedure

and with this possible factor constantly in mind.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF GENITO-
URINARY SURGEONS.

Fourteenth Annual Meeting, held at Washing-
ton, D. C, May 1, 2 and 3, 1900.

first day.

The association was called to order by the presi-

dent, Du. James Bell, of Montreal. After a short

business session the scientific programme was taken

up at 10 A. M.

Dr. J. P. Brvsox, of St. Louis, read a paper upon

CHRONIC UNILATERAL TYELONEPHRITIS AND ITS

PATHOGENIC RELATION TO DISEASE OF THE
OPPOSITE KIDNEY.

I
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Tliis <|in'stion is Ixfromiii^ of ^i-cuUt iinportuncc

as tlir (li:i;4ii()stic iiiid pro^fiiostir vhIik! of iirirM! Hcj^n!-

lialioii is i('C()<fiii/,c(I, iiixi tlicic^ is ;r|-<)(iii(| for li(i|iiii^

tii.'il llic (|iicsti(>ii limy thus Im; hoIv«'i|. OlmiTvutioiiH

iiicd l() hv ('xtfiidcd ovtT considciahlc! periods of

time, as .siiijrlt! t(!sts arc misleading. Notes of 4 <;iih(>h

\ver<' ^Mveii, in .'! of wliicli tlieic was evidence lliat

trouble liad Ik en caused in I lie opposite kidney, tliouj^h

tlu! c()U(dusions in 1 vvcrc! rendered uncertain hv the

presenci^ of tuberculous areas in both epididvnies.

('onclusions reached were : (1) I'ost-operative oiiser-

vations confirm the bt'Iic^f that lon^-continin(d pvclo-

lu'pinilis, suppurative or not, has an effect on the

opposite kidney ; (2) the pathoiienic (dfect is mani-

fested in the tubular e|)itheliuni, causing; a paren-

chymatous ne[)hritis ; (.">) suppuration adds amyloid
change to the othc^r ; (1) tlu; nu3chanism of tin; in-

volvement is not yet determined
;

(;'>) the benefit of

frecjuently segregating the urine is not only to local-

ize the disease, but to warn the surgeon when to

operate.

Dr. Fuancis S. Watson, of Boston, reported

SOME CASES OF RENAL SUKOERY.

An interesting case was that of a man who had

been the subject of traumatism over the right kid-

ney at five difl'erent times, hematuria following each.

A blood clot was removed from the pelvis of the kid-

ney and the organ gave no further trouble. In a

second case of simulated renal colic the kidney was
opened ; no stone was found, but entire relief fol-

lowed. The capsule was thickened, which would con-

firm the belief that such cases wtn-e due to pressure

of the capsule. In a third case, in which ne[)hrotomy

had been done on a tuberculous kidney and fistula

followed, the upper half of the kidney was removed
in three pieces.

Dr. Keyes has split the capsule of kidneys with

the relief of pain even when no calculus was found.

Relief was given in 1 case of chronic granular kidney

by splitting the organ. lie is in favor of splitting

the kidney in cases of intractable pain simulating

colic.

Dr. Bryson stated that a displacement of the kid-

ney or ureter sufficiently great to produce symptoms
of colic might exist without the operator recognizing

it in these cases unless it was sought for particularly.

Such cases would be cui'ed by fixation.

Dr. a. T. Caijot, of Boston, gave

some observations upon hydronephrosis.

a case which brought out several interesting points

was the basis of his remarks. The patient was a

boy of eleven years, who had had sym})toms of hy-

dronephrosis since he was one and a half years old.

When operated upon, a sac containing dark-colored

urine was opened, when a mass, which proved to be

the kidney, was seen at the bottom of the sac, the

condition proving to be one of a ruptured hydro-

nephrotic sac with a pseudohydronephrosis around

it. The rent in the kidney was closed, but the ureter

did not act and the kidney again dilated. The sac

was reopened and a tube introduced. After continu-

ous drainage for two years relief was sought from the

fistula. To increase the urine before operation diure-

sis was instituted for five days. Not only did the

sound kidney increase its output, but the urine from

the affected ori>an rose from 9 to 30 ounces. This is

ronHifl«Te(l an f'\\(\v^\v^- that th«! %\\rgvn\\ nhould »M;«!k

to reMtorc the outlet of the urft«T even when ih*; kifl-

ney Hiilmtan<!«- Ih thought to Iw deHtroyd. Operation

in this cuHe nhowed the ureter loop<;d in an S-Hha|K-<l

numner ovcrr an a<'ceHHory renal artery, and nephnrc-

t«)niy waH performed, as the ureter <;ould not Ik;

probed after tlie artery was «;nt. After operation the

urine f(dl from 10 to !.'» otuiceH on the third day.

Tin; point emphasi/.ed vvaH tliat preliminary diiireHiH

is of the greatest importance befon; any operation

which is to bring increased stress upon the kidney.

Dk. BANfiS stated that he had removefl a kidney

on whi(!h nephrotomy ha<l been performed one year

previously for hydronephrosis, the opjtosite kidney

showing signs of irritation. Slio(;k followed and
saliiK! solution was given by the rectum. Tlie re-

maining kidney secreted 1(8 ounces of urine during

the first twi;nty-four hours after operation. He pre-

fers Mayo Robson's incision for reaching the kidney.

In seeking the cause of n;nal colic the x-rays have
given very unsatisfactory results in proving the pres-

ence or absence of a calculus.

Dr. Branskord Lewis, of St. Louis, read a paper

upon

THE PATIIOCENV OF (iONORRHEAI. NKPHUITIS,

and exhibited a specimen. The condition of the kid-

ney was that of an acute interstitial nephritis added
to chronic nephritis, (ionococci were demonstrated
in pus found in the kidney. Dr. Lewis does not

understand why an infection of the kidney by gono-
cocci alone should be a rare occurrence, and thinks

it is not so rare as supposed. He believes that infec-

tion of the kidney by means of the lymphatics which
accompany the ureter, and by metastasis through the

blood vessels, is also much more common than has

been thought. Infection without bladder involvement,

which has been found, would rule out ascending in-

fection by continuity. Cultures of gonococci have
also been made from the blood of a patient suffering

from gonorrheal arthritis.

Dr. Young, of Baltimore, reported a case of

chronic cystitis and double pyonephrosis which was
due to infection by the gonococcus alone. He has
aspirated the bladder suprapubically over 100 times,

and thinks it the only way to get a pure culture from
the urine. The gonococcus may be the cause of

cystitis, but cannot be cultivated unless the medium
in the bladder is favorable to its growth. In one ciise

the gonococcus was demonstrated to be present in the

bladder for five years without giving rise to marked
symptoms. In a second case the patient had had
chronic cystitis for seven years, this following typhoid

fever. A pure culture of the typhoid bacillus was ob-

tained from the bladder. Afterward a gonorrheal in-

fection was added with no aggravation of the symp-
toms. The gonococcus drove out the typhoid bacillus,

as a short time afterward only the former could be
detected in pure culture.

Dr. W. K. Otis, of New York, read a paper on

THE modern IRETHROSCOPE.

Several improvements upon his most recent instru-

ment were described, the principal ones being that it

is smaller, the lamp is of low tension or a '' cold

"

lamp, and a conical diaphragm cuts off some of the

light.

The following papers were read by title :
" General
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Sepsi.s following Gonorrhea," Dr. (j. E. Brewer, of

New York ; " Radical Treatment for Curvature of the

Penis," Dr. Eugene Fuller, of New York.

(To be continued.)

THE THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

(Continued from No. 12, p. 300.)

Section of Surgery,

intestinal and gastuo-intestinal anastomoses.

Dr. Roux, of Lausanne, opened a discussion on

this subject. He said experiments on dogs did not

give a faithfid picture of what was observed in man,
whose digestive canal presented a material more man-
ageable and less untrustworthy. Anastomosis had for

its object the turning aside of the course of the food,

whether on account of the dangers or inconvenience

caused by its presence, or its passage over certain

jjoints of the gastro-intestinal canal, or on account

of one or more obstacles which it woidd be impossible,

dangerous or inopi)()rtune to remove. It is a proced-

ure palliative in appearance, but has often a curative

effect. In regard to risk, technicjue and results, it

stands midway between fistula? (jejunal fistulas, en-

terostomy and preternatural anus) and radical opera-

tion (pylorectomy, excision of tumors or diseased

loops). Anastomosis is effected by lateral apposition.

It is the most practical of intestinal unions (a) be-

cause it requires less strict precision ; {b) because it

allows a larger junction without risk of forming a

diaphragm or valve ; {c) because it allows an open-

ing of unlimited length which is less subject to later

contraction ; (d) because it is independent of the cal-

ibre of the tubes to be united. It is also the proced-

ure most within reach of all operators.

Entero-anastomosts.

Acute ajfections.— Anastomosis is contraindicated:

(1) When the state of the patient does not allow

more than enterotomy ; (2) when the state of the

intestine demands, under penalty of death, the imme-
diate removal of one or more loops ; nevertheless it

may be combined in some cases with extraperitone-

al ization of these loops (for instance, strangulated

hernia) ; (3) when the state of the patient and that

of the intestine, tog(ither with the skill of the opera-

tor, allow something better to be done. Anastomosis
is indicated : (1) When the re-establishment of a

channel for the feces is alone in question, especially

if a more radical operation appears to be too long
or too dangerous

; (2) even after the success of a dis-

invagnation or untwisting, if fear is entertained for

the peristaltic function.

Chronic affections.— (1) Anastomosis should be
preferred in cases where there are numerous adhe-

sions, where it offers a better chance, leaving out of

account the nature of the disease. (2) It should be

the operation always chosen : (a) In cases of inopei-a-

ble tumors ; {h) in presence of certain complex,
multiple, inaccessibh; inflammatory foci (tul)erculosis

with l)urrowing, actinomycosis). (3) Recourse should

be had to anastomosis as a preliminary operation : (a)

In cases of operable tumors in very debiliatated pa-

tients (for instance, in commencing occlusion)
; {]))

in cases of inflammatory affections with deep furrow-
ing, external pyostercoral or genital fistuhe, etc., which
are often cured by this first intervention if care has
been taken to combine anastomosis with unilateral ex-

clusion, a procedure which only takes two or three

minutes, and which is suitable for all cases of Classes

2 and 3. Life is compatible with 1 metre and 50
centimetres of jejunum and the half of the colon,

the rest being excluded. The surgeon therefore need
not be afraid to ojx'rate on healthy loops at a distance

from the focus of disease.

Gastro-in testinal Anastomosis.

Gastro-enterostomy, as being less dangerous, should
precede pylorectomy as a preliminary operation when
the condition of the patient makes it desirable. It

may replace it if the tumor is inoperable. It should
always complete it (liillroth's second method) so as

to give the patient at once the benefit of the radical

and of the palliative operation when recurrence takes

place, by making a new pylorus at as great a distance

as possible from the old one. In non-cancerous af-

fections of the pylorus and the stomach, for which an
easier evacuation of the gastric contents is desirable,

gastro-enterostomy should be preferred to pylorec-

tomy and pyloroplasty, because it is easier and e(pially

efficacious whether in its ordinary form or as duode-
nostomy. Gastro-anastomosis is very much su2)erior

to gastroplicatio and gastropexy ; if done by the

Y method it is an ideal operation. For the surgeon

who is equally handy with the seamstress's needle

and with the more or less automatic approximation

apparatus, suture will remain the method of election,

because it alone gives reunion of the mucous mem-
brane by first intention, and because it allows easy

post-operative treatment, an important matter in all

cases. Murphy's button, the best thing of the kind,

should be reserved for cases — and they are too

numerous— where minutes have to be counted. It

gives unlooked for rcsidts. In all these operations a

suri)rising proportion of deaths from pneumonia takes

place ; these are not sufficiently exijlained by the

necrosis.

Dr. SouLiGoiTx, of Paris, said : Intestinal anasto-

mosis constitutes most frequently the principal opera-

tion in the treatment of cancer and of stricture of the

intestine ; or the operation may be complementary.
In presence of a case of acute or even chronic intes-

tinal obstruction, intestinal anastomosis must yield

precedence to preternatural anus, even if one has to

intervene by a secondary procedure later. In case of

retardation in the flow of feces without obstruction, if

the surgeon finds himself in presence of a movable
tumor which can easily be taken away, it is enterec-

tomy that should be practised ; but the operation

should be completed by anastomosis, either lateral

or terminolateral, operations which are more simple,

more rapid, and more certain than circular enteror-

rhaphy. If the tumor is adherent, and its removal
greatly complicates intervention, anastomosis is the

only operation to be performed. It is of slight

gravity, and, although only {)alliative, gives a fairly

considerable survival. In cases of stricture or can-

cer of the cecum it should consist of turning of the

ileum into a sigmoid flexure, and in the rest of the

large intestine of a junction of the parts of the colon

situated above and below the oI)stacle. In the case of

strangulated hernia it may be either a preparatory or
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:i (Icfiiiilt* (i|ici':(ti<)ii, iiiin-li siiiiplcr anil mon- certain

tliaii a fiicular (iittionliapli v. Soiili^^oux Hiiiiiiiiar-

i/.cil liis (-(Micliisioiis as follows: 'i'lic stoiiiarli \\\\^ \w.

come an oiijaii essentially l»elon^iM;f to sur^^eiv. ()nlv

(lys|ie|)sia of nervon.s ori;;in lies outside tlii' splieir- of

intervention. In cases of cieatrieial stenosis of tlie

pylorus or of tlie first part of tiie liuodcnuin ^^astro-

entero-anastoiuosis is tlie operation of choice, indeed

the only one admissihle, since it is almost free fioni

daiiiicr, it provides ai;ainst all ac<-idents, and thanks
to it, patients recover (lourishini^ health. Moreover,
it is less serious and more sure than pylorectomv or

•fastroplasty. In cases of stenosis of (cancerous ori;(in

it is also <;astr()-entero-anastomosis that in the present

state of o[)inion, both of medical men and of patit'iits

will 1k! most frecpiently employed. I'yiorectomy is to

be preferred to it only in cases of comuKUiciug ("UKuir,

without adlujsions to the liver, pancreas or colon, with-

out involvement of the pre-aortic, pancreatic and he-

patic inlands, and of course wlien there is no trace of

generalization ; in a word, when it is easier of per-

formance, and provided the sur<^eon adopts tin; t(!ch-

nicjue recommended by Ilartmann and C'uneo. (Jas-

tro-entero-anastomosis will most fre(pumtly be the

necessary coniplenu'iit of pylorectomy when exten-

sive resections of the stomach and duodenum have
been j)erformed. In the case of gastric nl(;er in

process of evolution gastrojejunal anastomosis will

still be useful, not to stop hemorrhage, but to place

the organ in a state of repose, and to allow cicatriza-

tion of the lesion to take place. In bilocular stomach
of cicatricial origin gastro-entero-anastomosis is the

operation of choice ; it is much superior to gastro-

plasty. In cases of dyspepsia when no improvement
has been brought about by medical treatment, when
})henomena of retention of food with violent pains

causing contraction of the pylorus persist, it will be

the operation of necessity. Done early it is not

very serious, and allows the stomach to get well by
establishing a means of escajje for the gastric con-

tents. \'on Hacker's method is much the best

when it is feasible. The anterior route should be

followed only when it is impossible to perform pos-

terior anastomosis. The operation which is physi-

ologically the most complete is that of Roux. Never-

theless the posterior route, which provides against most
of the accidents of circulus vitiosus, appears preferable

to Souligoux. Whether carried out with the help of

suture, of anastomotic buttons, or of crushing, as he

has recommended, it is the most rapid and therefore

the least dangerous. In cases where phenomena of

obstruction by adhesion may occur, one should not

hesitate to perform a secondary jejunojejunal anas-

tomosis as Kicard himself and many others have

done.

EXPLOKATORV OI'KIJATIONS ON THE STOMACH.

Mr. a. Kknest Maylakd, Glasgow, presented a

communication on this subject. He said its object was

threefold: (1) To indicate those conditions for which

the 0})eration of early exploration is of special value ;

(2) to make clear the safety and simplicity of the op-

eration, and (3) to demonstrate the best method of

performing it. With regard to the first point, early

direct digital examination, with visual inspection

would, in obscure cases, determine whether the dis-

ease was innocent or malignant. If the former, tlie

appropriate treatment would be suggested, and the

|)iilient'H mind relieved of all doubts and fi-am, ««>

diHtrcHNing and harmful in their indirect efTtrrlM ;

while in the latter the growth might In- retiiov«-«l

at such an early period of \u developincni i|,;,t ju
eradication might prove complete and |MrinanenL
With regard to tin; second point — the extreiiif;

Hafcay and simplicity of the operation — tlw gn-at-
cHt encouragement may b«- held oui to the patient
to submit to the operation. When no harm can
follow even if no practical result can Im- obUiined,
there need be no hesitation on the j»art of the [inw;-

titioner in advising the operation, and none on thi-

part of the patient in sultmitting to it. The tliirf!

point concerns the operation itsfdf. I'pon the thor-

oughness with which this is execut<:d to a lar"e ex-
tent may depend the value of the prfu-edure. Tlie
steps of the operation, including the fore and aft<ir

treatment, arc; as follows :

( 1
) Prcjuirdtum of the pat lent. — I>avag<; is prac-

tised for two days previously ; the diet is simple ;

the bowels are well emptied. A nutrient enema and
a sul)CUta!H'ous injection of lii|uor strvchnime are
given just prior to 0])eratioii.

(2) Ab<l(»iiin(tl incision.— In most cases the me-
dian incision above the umbilicus is sutTicient. In
some cases, however, the left obIi<pie (Fenger's) is

necessary.

(•"5) External examination of the stomach.— The
mobility of the organ is first noted to determine the
presence or otherwise of adhesions. The anterior sur-
face is palpated, and the posterior, by tearing to the
reijuired extent, through the gasti'ocolic omentum,
liidigital palpation should also be practised.

(4) Internal examination of the stomach.— This is

effected, first, by direct inspection, and, secondly, by
digital exploration. To render inspection etticieiit,

the stomach must be completely cleared of its con-
tents through an incision in its anterior walls. This
is effected by a specially devised siphon apparatus.
Fluid is introduced as recpiired, and witlulrawn until

the cavity of the organ is perfectly clean. All
proper protective measures are taken to guard
against infection of the peritoneal cavitv. As soon
as all fluid is withdrawn the speculum is introduced.
The specula employed are of special sizes. Thev re-

semble the ordinary large-size glass-retlecting vaginal
specula (Fergusson's), only are much longer, and cut
both obliquely and transversely at their" ends. By-
means of these, and either direct daylight or re-

flected artificial light, a perfect visual insiiection of
the mucous mend)rane is oI)tained. Digital explora-
tion follows visual, and is executed by the index fin-

ger of the right hand, coupled with, if necessary, the
external manipulation of tlie stomach with the fingers
of the left hand.

(o) After treatment.— The gastrotomy wound is

closed by a continuous Lember^, and the alxlominal
incision united in three separate layers. The patient
is fed lor the first forty-eight hours by nutrient ene-
matii. Of various illustrative cases cited the follow-
ing is a good example : A lady had suffered for years
from dyspepsia. Various metlical opinions had been
expressed, and the commonest conception of her
troubles was that they were due to antecetlent ulcera-
tion. She was much depressed by the various opin-
ions expressed as to the cause of her complaint, and
the more or less apparently useless effects of the in-

numerable drugs administered. Au exploratory op-
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cration revealed a chronic gastric catarrh. So far as

the operation itself was concerned the patient suffered

not the slightest ill effects, while the result mentally

uj)on the patient was of the very best. To her all

doubts in her case were settled, and, aside altogether

from the use of appropriate drugs and suitable food,

the beneficial effect of the mind upon the body seemed

to have most to do with her comparatively rapid and

t'oniplete recovery.

fJASTUO-ENTEROSTOMY.

I)k. a. MoNTUOi rr, of Anglers, presented a com-

nuuiication on gastro-enterostomy, which, he said, at

Hrst used solely in the treatment of inoperable tumors

of the pylorus, may also be employed as a palliative

in malignant tumors of the stomach not involving the

l)vlorus. Such patients are relieved and their life is

prolonged, (lastro-enterostomy and gastrotomy should

not be opposed to each other, but an endeavor should

rather be made clearly to determine the limits where

one and the other of them stop. There is at the

present day less tendency to remove, at the cost of

considerable mutilations, large extensive and adherent

tumors. These cases derive much more benefit from

gastro-enterostomy. On the other hand, limited small

movable tumors of the pylorus can be removed with

excellent results. The procedures that have been

successively used have been anterior gastro-enteros-

tomy by Wcilfler's method, which does not always give

good results ; then the methods most employed are

those of von Hacker and lloux. The procedures of

apposition by means of Murphy's button or by the

method of Souligoux have each their partisans. Mon-
profit has always employed sutures with excellent re-

sults. He does not produce coprostasis, but contents

himself with carefidly protecting the abdominal cav-

itv. When the stomach is much distended with li(j-

uids, he empties it by means of an india-rubber tube

introduced through a puncture made in the mucous
meml)rane before complete incision. Following the

example of Roux, he feeds his patients as early as

j)Ossil)le, giving them first li(]uid, then solid food

within the first few days.

Du. BoLKfiKT, professor of clinical medicine in the

Cantonal Hospital, Lausanne, read a paper based on

100 cases of stricture of the pylorus, in 40 of which

gastro-enterostomy had been performed. The com-

munication was presented to the Section of Medicine,

but an abstract of it may conveniently find a place

here. His conclusions may be summarized as fol-

lows :

(1) (iastro-enterostomy is recpiired whenever the

calibre of the pylorus is insufficient to allow the free

I)assage of food from the stomach into the intestine.

(2) To warrant the performance of the operation

the cause of tlie stricture must be permanent or defini-

tive in character, either tumor band, cicatrized ulcer or

nitrous ring.

(.'5) It is contraindicated in (lases of temporary nar-

rowing of the jtylorus, as hy pyloric spasm in ncmras-

theiiic persons, and in gastric stasis from ])tosis or

atony of tlie walls.

(1) It should b(! done only after a careful study of

the mechanical working of the stomach, which should

be examined in different stages of digestion by means
of test meals, these being strictly the same for each

examination. In cases where a transient cause of

stricture (neurosis) is susp(!Cted similar explorations

should be made, but should be n^peuted more fre-

quently on account of the A'ariability in the results.

The effect of a i)rolong(Hl t(!pid bath, bromide of jjotas-

sium and even suggestion should be tried.

(5) InsuHlation of the stomach is necessary to ob-

tain infornuitiou as to cases of gastric ptosis or as to

the importance of the dilatation.

(6) Gastro-enterostomy is a curative operation in

cases of pyloric stricture from cicatrized round ulcer,

fibrous ring, or j)eripyloric adhesions.

(7) It is palliative in cases of malignant tumors in-

volving the pylorus, but it may [)rolong the life of the

patient to an altogether remarkable extent.

(8) The results of the operation have not been satr

isfactory in neurotic patients or in those who arc the

subjects of ptosis.

(9) After the operation the cheniical function of

the stomach is but slightly inlliienced, although the

standard of acidity is lowered.

(10) The mechanical work of the stomach is con-

siderably modified. The evacuation of the gastric

contents is ensured ; it is jterformed in a normal and
rhythmical manner, as if it were regulated by a normal
pylorus. The duration of work of gastric digestion

in a patient who has been operated on (after healing

of the surgical wound) is the same as in the normal
individual.

(11) The stomach gradually regains its normal
size and position.

TRANSPLANTATION OF THE TENDONS IN TREATMENT
OF PARALYSIS.

Dr. Oscar Vulpius, privat docent of surgery at

Heidelberg, read a paper on this subject. He said

that the transplantation of tendons had come into

use only in recent years, although the idea of replac-

ing the action of paralyzed muscles by that of healthy

muscles was sufficiently obvious, the procedure not

very difficult, the danger infinitesimal, the results

good, and the occasion of operating frequent. He
based his communication on 1(>0 operations done in

his clinic. Thanks to the most rigorous asepsis, in-

cluding the use of gloves and a mask, he had had a

series of 1^30 transplantations without any trace of

infection. He prefers what he calls the " descending "

method ; he sacrifices no nniscle, but brings the dis-

tal end of the divided tendon into connection with

the neighboring muscles. In this way he benefits the

paralyzed muscles without damaging the healthy mus-

cles which are to replace them. The most important

indications for the operation are : Destruction of mus-

cles, tendons and nerves by injury and spinal paral-

yses, foremost among them being infantile sjtinal \yAV-

alysis. In jtartial paralysis the oj)eration is distinctly

indicated ; in total paralysis the surgeon must choose

between it and arthrodesis. Transplantation has

shown that total paralysis is in truth more rare; than

is believed. As regards results, success should be

instantaneous in this sense that, at the end of the

operation, a normal jtosition of the articulation should

have been obtained. Vulpius's KiO operations have

shown that this improvement of position is perma-

nent, and that it is followed by a return of nu)re or

less normal mobility. The success is sometimes in-

creased to a surprising extent under the infiuence of

post-operative treatment. The mon; circumscribed

the paralyzed territoi-y, and the nearer healthy mus-

cles having a similar function are to be found, the

i
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nion; l)rilli:int will Ix* tlu! huocj^hh of tin; optirtitioii.

Ill s|)!isti(! |»;iriily«<'« HiuuuiSH ooiiHiHts not only in cor-

rection of the attitinl(^ hut in (lisiippcuninc)! of the

spusiii. The resiills also depend on the locali/ation

of a paralysis. The most favorahhr part for the (tp-

«'rati(ni is the lei;, the llii^^h is It-ss so; the nmsciila-

tiire of tile forearm presents greater dillieidties, al-

thonyh X'lilpiiis has had some very satisfactory resulls.

Complete failures are very rare if there has heeii no

defect in teclini(pie. Relapses have hecoine much
more rare as experience has increased, and in such

cases a second operation may correct the first. On
the whole, \'iilpiiis thinks himself jiistilied in warmly
recommendiiiii- transj)laiitation of tendons in the treat-

ment of paralysis. A rational comhination of the

various modern methods may at least make life worth

living for thousands of poor paralyzed sufferers.

Sl'UGICAI, TREATMENT OF HYDATID CYSTS OF THE
LIVEU.

PiioF. Thomas Jonnesco, of Bucharest, said that

at the i)resent time four kinds of operations are ])er-

formed for hydatid cysts of the liver: (1) Puncture,

whether or not followed by parasiticide injections
;

(2) marsupialization ; (.'5) incision followed by eva-

cuation and suture of the cyst; and (4) enucleation

and extirpation of the cyst. The last operation,

which is ideal, is so rarely applicable that it can

hardly be taken into account unless as an exceptional

intervention. Puncture should be given up as un-

certain and even dangerous. Marsupialization, in

view of the duration of the treatment, remains an

operation of necessity applicable to suppurating cysts,

and to those in which the calcified adventitia no longer

allows reti'action of the pouch to take place. The
operation of choice consists in incision of the cyst,

which is emptied of its liquid contents, daughter

cysts and germinal membrane, and suture ; the pouch

is left without drainage or fixation of the cyst to the

abdominal wall. -lonnesco has operated in 6 cases

of cysts varying in size from that of a man's fist to

a diameter of 20 or 30 centimetres, and always with

success. The effusion of bile into the cyst is not a

contraindication. He has cured 1 case of this kind.

In a woman operated on by him he was able in the

course of a second intervention for a fresh cyst to

observe the result of the first operation two years

afterwards. The pouch had completely disappeared,

and in its place there remained only a hard cicatrix

adherent to the under surface of the liver.

ANESTHESIA BY SUBARACHNOID INJECTIONS OF CO-

CAINE IN THE LUMBAR REGION.

Dr. Severeanu, of Bucharest, said he had induced

surgical anesthesia about 70 times by injecting hydro-

chlorate of cocaine into the spinal canal. This method
seems to him to have certain drawbacks which he con-

siders it important to point out. The amount of co-

caine which he used varied from 1 to 4 centigrammes.

In all the cases he observed a general w'eakness last-

ing one or two days, and sometimes causing great

anxiety. There was very frequent vomiting, with

headache, which was generally very severe. Inde-

pendently of the dangers of the use of cocaine, he

linds there is a very serious inconvenience attaching

to this j)articular procedure— namely, that it allows

the patient to witness the operation.

M. TuFFiER said he had performed 125 operations,

amon^ them TiH lft|mrotomieM, nfu-r rfx-uiiif! nxwntSwMa.

by Hi(M''H method. The |ilieiioiiieiiii which follow tli*;

injection are naiiHea, whii-ji may ^t* on to voriiitiii^

when too large u dose haH Iweii iiiject<'d ; pallor of tliir

face, respiratory distn-HH, increaMe in the frerpietiry of

the pulse on the day after the ane.HtheHia ; there may
also be some vomiting, and more or h-Ms violent head-

ache lasting fifteen to twenty-four lioiirH in jiraciifrally

always obs»!rved. Of the \2'> jtatientH operated on, .1

died ; in 4 of these the iiietho<l of aiifsthe-^ia could not

be ludd responsible for the result. 'I"he other patient

died on the very day of the- operation. Post-m(»rtem

examination show('d the existence ai a heart lesion

compli(!ated with pathological condition of tlur lung,

and M. Tnllier thinks that in that case, too, the injeo

tion of cocaine had nothing to do with the d(;atli.

M. V. NiCOLETTi, of Naples, said he hafl been able

to sliow by numerous experiments on the rabbit and
the dog that there is no histopathological lesion of the

nervous systcmi following subarachnoid injections of

cocaine in the lumbar region. This appears to war-

rant the inference that the anesthetic pro{)erty of co-

caine results solely from its action on tin; vascular sys-

tem of the sj)inal cord. He has been able to produce
anesthetic effects in animals by subarachnoirl injections

not only of cocaine, but of ergotin, antipyrin and qui-

nine.

M. RACOviCEANr-PiTESci, of Bucharest, said that,

like M. Tuflier, he had operated on 12.^ patients after

anesthesia by liier's method, using doses varying from
1 to 4 centigrammes. In 80 cases he noticed symp-
toms of slight intoxication which sometimes lasted four

and even five days. In 3 patients the symptoms were
so severe as to necessitate artificial respiration and
subcutaneous injections of ether. He further stated

that he knew of 2 cases in Koumania in which death

had followed cocaine anesthesia produced by injection

in the lumbar region. He does not think, therefore,

that this method can replace chloroform anesthesia.

PERICARDOTOMY THROUGH THE THORACIC INSER-
TION OF THE RECTUS ABDOMINIS.

Dr. a. Voinitch-Sianojentzky presented a com-
munication on this subject, in which he said that peri-

cardotomy by a single longitudinal incision through
the thoracic insertion of the rectus abdominis is a per-

fectly simple procedure. The incision corresponding

exactly to the anatomical axis of the anterior medias-

tinum makes it possible to penetrate the pericardium

without touching the pleura, and this can be done with

perfect certainty, whatever may be the size of the

pericardial effusion. This procedure should always
be preferred for cases of small pericardial effusions or

when it is impossible to diagnose the size of the effu-

sion. The longitudinal incision can be enlarged with-

out difficulty downwards to the bottom of the pericar-

dium as soon as that has been laid bare : in consequeno?
of this the best drainage can always be obtained.

The tubercle of the left sixth chondrosternal articula-

tion is a landmark in the incision and in the puncture
of the pericardium.

SURGERY OF CANCKK.

J. L. Faire, of Paris, holds that cancer is a local

disease which can be cured by a local operation. It

is necessary that the operation should be complete,
going far beyond the limits of the disease. Every
incomplete operation is invariably followed by recur-
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rence or rather continuation of the disease, for " can-

cer does not recur, it continues." While removing
the disease, therefore, the surgeon should take no
heed of how the breech is to be filled up— the

wound must be dealt with afterwards as may be

possible. Taking these principles as his guide, M.
Faure has during the last five years operated on a

considerable number of cancers in all regions — face,

tongue, jaw, pharynx and larynx, thyroid body and
glands of the neck, branchial remnants, stomach and
intestine, testicle, ovary, breast, uterus and rectum,

scapula, femur and ilium. He groups together all

kinds of malignant tumors, whether epithelioma or

sarcoma, as he holds that the same rules should

apply to both these affections. lie does not include

in his statistics any case dating from less than a year

back. Under the conditions defined he has had 93

cases of cancer in every situation and of every de-

gree of gravity. In 18 no recurrence occurred
within a space of time varying from twelve to forty-

seven months. Of these, 2 who had extensive epi-

thelioma of the upper jaw and of the floor of the

mouth died, after twenty-four and forty months, re-

spectively, of an intercurrent malady without sign of

relapse. This gives in round numbers 20% of cures.

Faure admits that the period mentioned is not suffi-

ciently long to justify him in speaking of definite

cure, although he has never seen, at least in exter-

nal cancers, recurrence take place after a year of

apparent cure; but 14 of his patients, or 15.0;)% of

the whole number who were discharged from the

hospital cured, have disappeared and cannot be
heard of, and Faure assumes that among them there

have been some other instances of prolonged freedom
from recurrence. lie regards his statistics of 20% of

cures, which include favorable, moderately favorable,

and extremely unfavorable cases, as '' truly consol-

ing," and as enforcing the conclusion that it is

wrong to despair of curing cancer and that we
have the right, and should consider it a duty, when
confronted with this disease to " undertake every-
thing and dare everything."

CANCER OF THE CHEEK.

M. MoRESTiN, Paris, said that 12 patients suffer-

ing from primary cancer of the cheek had come
under his observation. Of these 1 was a woman
and 10 of the 11 men were smokers, while the
eleventh, who did not smoke, chewed. All had
very bad teeth, and some had leucoplasic patches in

the immediate neighborhood of the tumor or on the
oj)posite cheek. In 10 of the 12 cases the growth
started in the immediate neighborhood of the lower
gingivogenial cul-de-sac, extending afterwards on the
one hand to the internal surface of the cheek, and
on the other invading the mucous membrane of the
alveolar portion of the jaw. The glands became
eidarged early, they became fused with each other
and with the submaxillary gland and soon became
adherent to the jaw. The upper gingivogenial
cul-de-sac is not involved, and below it there re-

mains a band of healthy mucous membrane. The
floor of the mouth, too, generally remains intact
for a fairly long time. The prognosis of cancer of

the cheek is always very grave, its evolution takes
place in a few months, and it soon gets beyond sur-
gical treatment. In the cases in which intervention
is possible the most general plan will be to remove

en bloc the tumor of the cheek, the submaxillary
glandular mass, and the corresponding part of the

maxillary bone. Of the 12 cases reported by M.
Morestin, 7 were inoperable. In the other 5 he
operated, and 1 of the ])atients, who was absolutely

cachectic, died the same day. The other 4 bore the

operation well ; in 3 relapse occurred, death occur-

ring in from three to eight months ; the fourth was
lost sight of.

( To be continued.)

t^eccnt Hiterature,

Saunders's Question Compends No. 3. Essentials of

Anatomy, including the Anatomy of the Viscera,

arranged in the form of (Questions and Answers,
prepared especially for Students of Medicine by
Charles B. Nancreoe, M.D., Professor of Sur-

gery and Clinical Surgery in the University of

Michigan ; Senior Vice President of the American
Surgical Association, etc. Sixth edition, thoroughly

revised by Fred J. Brockway, M.D., Assistant

Demonstrator of Anatomy, Columbia University,

New York. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders & Co.
1899.

When medical students learn by study of the part

itself and not by memorizing from a quiz compend,
and when they are passed in courses on the basis of

the actual practical knowledge and ability to describe

things Y>vii before them and not on the amount of quiz-

compend material they can spread on paper in an hour
or more, then the quiz compend will have fulfilled its

function. May the time soon come ! If we must use

a quiz compend this is a rather satisfactory one, though
it seems inconsistent in a book where conciseness is

sought to the extent of leaving out "a's," " an's " and
" the's," space should be given to the definition of

such terms as " schindylesis " and " gomphosis,"

which certainly seem non-essential. ^Vliy it adds to a

description of the thoracic nerves to have " Describe

them " in coarse print precede their descri2)tion in fine

print, or why it is necessary even for a quiz comjiend

to adopt the cumbersome form of question and answer
it is difficult to see. Certainly a very material reduc-

tion in the size of the book could be made by leaving

out the coarse-print (questions.

Heavy type headings are useful in a book of this

sort, but the book has already enough of them without

the questions and commands to describe the various

organs.

The Treatment of Fractures. By Charles Locke
Scudder, M.D., Surgeon to Out Patients, Massa-
chusetts General Hospital, etc., assisted by Fred-
eric J. Cotton, M.D. Pj). 433, with 585 illustra-

tions. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders & Co. 1900.

This carefully written volume is an interesting

treatise on the subject of fractures. The book is

written to serve as a guide to the student and practi-

tioner in the treatment of this class of injuries, and
an effort has been made to introduce the additional

knowledge of the subject contributed by skiagraphy

and the methods made possible by modern surgery.

The book deals only with specific fractures, each of

which is considered anatomically, its j)rognosis stated,
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and the (ItMnils of its trciitiintiit (l(!H(;ril«!(l. TIk! text

is profusely illustrated, many of the pictures Immii;^ of

osp((c.ial interest. While oim riiij^ht dilfer uilli the

writers in ri;^unl to some minor details, ihr lionU us

a whole, appears to he an oxcelleiit pieee of work,

whi(!h is tlie result of a careful study of the suhject.

It contains information (specilic data) relating to the

actual proniiosis, rapidity of repaii-, liialment and
"(Mid" results frecpiently nuieh desired i)Ut often not

found in such works. It is well arranged, and is con-

cisely and systematically written. Tln^ facts slateil

are derived from an extensiv<! hihlio^raphical study,

as well as personal cliidcal experience. The volume
will well repay a careful piirusal.

Lectures upon the Principles of Suryery. Delivered

at the University of Michi<ian. \\y ('haiu.i;s H.

Nanckkdk, A.m., M.I)., LL.I)., Piofessor of Sur-

gery and of Clinical Sur«i;ery ; Kmeritus Professor

of General and Orthopedic; Sur<j^ery, Philadelphia

Polyclinic ; Senior Vice President of the American
Surijjical Association ; Corresponding- Mendxu- of

the Royal Academy of Medicine of Home ; Mem-
ber of the American Academy of INIedicine ; late

Major and Chief Surireon, U. S. V., etc. AVith an

Appendix containintr a Resume of the Principal

Views held concerniui^ Inflammation. liy W.m. A.

Spitzlkv, A.li., M.I)., Senior Assistant in Sur-

gery, llniversity of Michigan. Illustrated. Phila-

delphia: W. B.' Saunders & Co. 1899.

All things considered, Dr. Nancrede's work on the
" Principles of Surgery " is a very satisfactory book
to place in the hands of students. The work has

been done in a thoroughly scientific spirit. The book
is the course of lectures that Dr. Nancrede gave at

the University of Michigan, and it is a [)leas\ire to

read it.

The strong point in Dr. Nancrede's writing is that,

while the recent scientific research is presented, the

theory of a given subject is always offered from a

practical standpoint. The writer does not sink his

individuality in presenting many of the vexed ques-

tions, for he clearly states where his views diverge

from those of other teachers. It is a book that may
be highly recommended to both surgeons and medical

students.

Surgery. A Treatise for Students and Practitioners.

By Thomas Pickekinc Pick, Consulting Surgeon
to St. Ceorge's Hospital ; Senior Surgeon to the

Victoria Hospital for Children ; Her IMajesty's In-

spector of Anatomy in England and AVales. Lon-

don, New York and Bombay : Longmans, (ireen

& Co. 1899.

We have delayed a little wdiile before writing a

review of this book that we might submit it to the

test from time to time of using it as a reference book.

The more we use it the better we like it. The
author states that the book is the substtmce of his

lectures on surgery delivered at St. George's Hospi-

tal for fifteen yeai's, and it is evident that, as the

author says, " tlie work may be regarded as an out-

come of the experience of a hospital surgeon and

teacher for nearly thirty years." It is of necessity

dogmatic, but it clearly states the author's views of

the nature of the various injuries and diseases that

are discussed. The book is perhaps a little too large,

1,176 pages, but we can readily uuderstaml that the

author has condensed on every page. It is a treatise,

but would HiTve very well for a t4*xtlKM)k. Many of

the illuHlrationH are «:xce||i<iit, in that they are new
and not meaidnglcHH " prof-cHH " work. We fe«-| that

Dr. Pick in to be congratulated, for thin work i>i evi-

dently the residt of a life labor. It refleetM the

greatest credit upon the author.

A Trent Ise on AitfiemHrititi. \\y .Ions \\. Dkavkk,
M.D., Surgeon in Chief to the (ierinan ilr)><pital,

Philadelphia. Illiistrat4-d. S«j(;oiid edition, thor-

oughly revised and <(>nsid<;rably eidarged. Phil.i-

(hdphia: P. IJlakistoii's Son & Co. P.MMJ.

This lu'W edition of .><)() pages is a volume of c<»n-

veiiient si/e and attra<'tive appearanc-e. The author
stat(;s that the book has been virtually rewrittr-n ;

that every ehaptcir has been carefully revise*! and
niucli new material introduc<;d. This is especiallv

th(! case with the section relating to the Pathology of

Appendicitis, which has been written by Dr. A. (). J.

Kelly, Director of the Pathological Institute of the

(ierman Hospital. These additions have increased

the size of the book Tin; plates s«'(;n in the former
edition relating to oj)erative technifjue have Ix-en

omitted, and a series illustrating the histology of dif-

f<'r(;nt varieties of the disease are substituted. The
plates illustrating the ileocecal, ileocolic and sul>cecal

fossa- are new. The volume contains 22 full-page

plates, many of them colored. The subject of appen-
dicitis has been well classified by the writer and ex-

tensively studied. A full index and a bibliographical

table are appended.

The MicrotomisVs Vade-Mecum. \ IIandl)ook of the

Methods of Microscopic Anatomy. By Aktiii u
BoLLES Lee. Fifth edition. Philadelphia: P,

Blakiston's Son «& Co. 1900.

Five editions of this now well-known book have
appeared since 188"). This latest edition has Ik'cu

thoroughly revised, in part rewritten, and obsolete

methods have been omitted. This latter change is

most highh' to be commended, and we wish had been
carried a little further. The unnecessary multiplica-

tion of histological methods is always to be depre-

cated, and particularly when the suggested modifica-

tion is merely different from, but no better than,

established procedures. In general this new edition,

while keeping within the bounds of size preseribetl

by earlier ones, contains much that is new and excel-

lent. The book will, no doubt. long stand as one
of the best manuals of histological technitpie in the

English language. Much care has been taken in the

making of the volume ; the binding and type are

altogether satisfactory.

Quiz Compends. A Compend of Gynecology. By
William H. Wells, ^I.D.. Adjunct Professor of

Obstetrics and Diseases of Infancy in the Philadel-

phia Polyclinic ; Instructor of Cliiucal Obstetrics in

the Jefferson IMedical College ; Fellow of the Col-
lege of Physicians of Philadelphia and of the Gyne-
cologic Section thereof; late Assistant in the Out-
Patient Gynecologic Department of the Jefferson

IMedical College Ilospital, etc. Philadel[)hia : P.

Blakiston's Son tt Co. 1899.

This handy little manual is exactly what it implies

in its title, the briefest possible extract of a text-

book on gynecology. It is a goo<l specimen of its

class.
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THE HYGIENE OF CHURCHES.i

Du. Remlingkr,^ chief of the Military Laboratory

of Hygiene of Tunis, in an excellent article on the hy-

giene of churches, calls attention to the fact that the

hygiene of almost all other edifices and public estab-

lishments (schools, theatres, prisons, hospitals, etc.)

has received careful attention, while the hygiene of

churches has been much neglected. He treats of

their general sanitary condition, fire protection, lia-

bility to the spread of contagious diseases, preven-

tive measures, and to the peculiarities of the churches

of different sects, especially those of the Mussulmans.

He pictures an ideal sanitary church very much as

follows :
" The future sanitary church will be without

a nave, or low side walls. There will be an open space

below, which may be used as a crypt, or not. The
floor made of marble, cement or tiles. The windows

large enough to admit abundance of light, the glass

of such a character as to admit the sun's rays freely."

He suggests that electricity be employed to furnish the

heating, ventilation and the artificial lighting at night.

Otherwise he prefers steam or hot water for heating,

in place of hot-air furnaces. The seats should be of

light material and easily movable. He would forbid

the use of carpets, mats, wallpaper, gaudy decora-

tions, and other material liable to collect dust and

to increase the danger of fire. The doors should be

sufficient in number and should open outwards.

Cuspidors placed at a convenient height (a haittenr

d'honime), and containing an antiseptic, should be

placed at the entrance, along the walls, and ujion

the pillars of the church. Inscriptions in plain

sight should call attention to these, especially to

those at tlie entrance of the church, stating that

"Out of respect for the holy place, and as a sani-

tary measure, spitting u[)on the floor is forbidden."

He also advises the protection of the holy water

' Leg f^lises au point de vue de rUygi^De, par le Dr. Paul Reiu-
linKer, ni6d6olii major, clief ilu laboratoire inilitaire de bact^riologie
de Tunis.

from the pollution which it must necessarily receive

from filthy and diseased persons.^

The condition of the confessionals also receives

his condemnation and measures are suggested for

their improvement.

The sweeping and dusting of churches should not

be allowed, but wi])ing with damp cloths should l)e

used instead. Sawdust moistened with an antiseptic

is also advised.

The author also gives suggestions as to the correc-

tion of evils in churches already existing.

He states that great pains have been taken to ascer-

tain the amount of carbonic acid in the air of school-

rooms, factories, etc., before and after their occu-

pancy by large numbers of people, but never to his

knowledge have such examinations been made in the

churches.

He compares Notre Dame, at Paris, to a dark cave,

where the visitor has difficulty in adapting his vision

to the gloomy interior, and on the contrary, the sud-

den change to the brilliant outdoor sunlight is still

more painful to the eyes.

He cites the investigations of Casagrandi and

Mazza with reference to the practice of kissing the

statues of the saints. They had examined such

statues at Rome and Turin, and found the bacilli

of Koch and Loffler, etc., upon them. These cus-

toms, however, are not peculiar to Christianity, since

the pilgrims at Mecca are accustomed to kiss a black

stone which is said to have fallen from heaven, and

those who cannot touch it with their lips touch it

with their hands, which they afterwards kiss. At
first thought the remedy suggested in the case of the

holy water is the addition of an antiseptic to the

water, and he naively adds that " there cannot be

found in the Holy Scriptures a text forbidding the

addition of an antiseptic to the holy water." A
new difficulty here presents itself, however, on ac-

count of a popular belief in certain places that a

dose of holy water administered to the sick is at-

tended with miraculous results. The addition of the

bichloride of mercury to such water might perhaps

interfere with such miraculous action. The author

tells the story of a man who, after an operation for

appendicitis, was in a fair way for recovery, but being

desirous of hastening his convalescence, swallowed a

draught of some filthy holy water, which had been

kept in a cupboard for several years. He was taken

soon afterward with au infectious bronchopneumonia,

of which he died. He cites two recent inventions

which have been made to obviate this dilficulty, one

of Dutch and the other of Italian origin, the princi-

ple consisting in the use of a faucet or siphon in such

manner that no person can come in contact with water

which has been once used by another. Such appli-

ances have already been adopted in some parts of

Italy.

2 See tlie investigations of Abba, at Turin, upon samples of holy
water tai<en from the cathedrals. (Sur les coiKiitions deplorahles
bactf^riologiques Ue I'eau b^nite dans les ('glises, Revue d'Hygifcne,
October 20, 1899, and May 20, 1900.)
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With refcronco to tlio dust which acriiintiliitfH upor>

\\\v. (looiH of cliiirchcH h(i prcHciitH u j^niphi*; pictuif of

a visit to St. IN'tcr's, sit Uomc, on iiii nvniinj^ of llolv

Week, vvlicii ;is miiiiy hh SO,000 pcr.soiiH jittcnd ihi- scr-

vicfs. lie s;iys, " Thu iiiiinoiisc! iiiivc! was lillid willi

;i cloud of (lust, so (iciisc as to obscui'i! the. jiicliiti-ci li-

ra! (Irtails of (lie ('(lilicc. What becoiiuis of this dust?

On tiic following nii;iil it settles upon the floor, the

altars, statues, and \.\w thousand and one projei-lin;^

points of th(! interior. At daylight, \vh(!n the air of

tlio cluindi has become clearer, the sweepers and dust-

ers make their appearance. With brooms, dusters and

brushes of various shapes, they stir up tin; dust. It

arises as^ain throui^liout the church, and a^a'ii tills the

air. It s(>ttles once more, only to be stirrc'd up a'fain

by the crowd of attendants."

Measures for the correction of some of these evils

have already been taken by at least two Italian ecch;-

siastics, the bishops of Fano and Hegi^io.'' 'V\w lat-

ter says in a comnnniication to the local health au-

thorities in his diocese: "The greatest natural bless-

ing which man can enjoy in this world is good health

and the preservation of his life. He should, there-

fore, employ all the resources of hygiene for this pur-

pose. The Divine Founder spent his life in doing good

to mankind, and in restoring health to those who had

lost it." The bishop, therefore, issues a series of prac-

tical hygienic measures to be adopted in the churches

of his diocese.

THE BABINSKI PHENOMENON.

In matters of diagnosis relatively few new signs

stand the test of time, and prove themselves of per-

manent value. This, liowever, cannot be said of the

reflex phenomenon which bears the name of its earli-

est describer, Babinski. Not only to the neurologist,

but also to those working in the more general fields of

medicine, this sign should prove of great value, be-

cause of the simplicity of its execution, and also

because it is likely to form an important determining

factor between so-called functional and certain or-

ganic disorders of the central nervous systenp. The
test, in its simplest form, consists merely in an exten-

sion of the toes, best observed in the large toe, when

the sole of the foot is irritated. It differs from the

ordinary plantar reflex in that the toes are extended

and not flexed, as occurs under normal conditions.

A further interest is added to the test, because of the

fact of our relative ignorance of the significance of

cutaneous reflexes in general. A solution of the

difficulty seems in part accomplished by the work in-

augurated by Babinski, and carried out since his ]nib-

lication in 189G by a considerable number of other

investigators. The plantar reflex at least should no

longer be taken in a purely routine way, regai'dless

of its significance, as the habit has been in the past.

The final establishment of the principle, however, that

extension of the toes indicates a distinct disturbance

^ Kivista d'igieue e saiiita publica, May 16, 1900.

with thn function or Ktructuro of tho pyramidal trarU

of tlin brain or cord, deinandH a v<!ry iar^c initnlHir

of curefidly taken and laliulaled obHcrvalionN. Th<-M;

are by degrees coming in, atid already a niiinlMT of

excellent paperH on the Hidijecl have appeared.

,\niong the inoMt recent Ih one by Wallon and I'aiiJ,

of HoHton, ptdiiished in the .liine number of the

JoiiriHil of Nfrriniii mid Mmlal I)ixeaxe. 'I'Ih-mw

writers have examined seven hundred patieiitM with

special reference to the liabinski phenomenon and

have reached certain con<:lusionH of value to the

general Hubject, among which are the fact* that the

liabinski reflex obtains in about seventy per cent, of

(uises of hemiplegia and diplegia, and in approximately

the saiiK! percentag(! of cases with disease; involving

the {)yrami(Ial tract in the spinal cord ; that the reflex

is never present in health ; that it is often the earliest

to appear in pyramidal tract disease, and that it very

exceptionally appears in cases not conforming to

recognized types of pyramidal disease (meningitis,

hydrocephalus, poisoning, as by alcohol or uremia).

These general conclusions are certainly of great value

in themselves, and as a basis for further work. i»ar-

ticularly in the type of case last described, and in

various obscure affections of other organs, as well as

of the nervous system, accompanied with cachexia

and a general lowering of the physical condition from

whatsoever cause. The matter is clearly of sufficient

diagnostic importance to justify continued study.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Mkdical Coiu'S of the Navy.— A naval medi-

cal board of examiners for examination of candidates

for admission to the Medical Corps of the Navy is

now in session at the Naval Laboratory, Brooklvn,

N. Y., and will remain in session for several months.

There are now seventeen vacancies in the list of assis-

tant surgeons. Congress at its last session passed a

law taking assistant surgeons out of the steerage and
making them ward-room officers as soon as thev en-

tered the service, giving them the rank of junior lieu-

tenants and the pay of assistant surgeons in the army.

Candidates must be between the ages of twenty-one

and thirty. Circular of information can be obtained

on api)lication to the Surgeon-General of the Navy,
Navy Department.

An " Antient Fisii-Like Smell." — A corre-

spondent of the Medical Press and Circular sends the

following as " a fact " : A poor fellow in bad health

was t;vken from the London slums to the top of IIam|>-

stead Heath. He fainted soon after, not being used

to fresh air. A bystander with great presence of

mind placed a stale fish under his nose. The effect

was immediate. The poor fellow opened his eyes and
exclaimed with a sigh of relief, " Ah 1 that smells like

home !

"

Civilians kok tiii Him ai. .Vioiv ^Iimual
CoKi-s. — Aocordiuii to the Medical Press, civilian
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medical men at present serving with the troops in

South Africa are to be offered commissions in the

Royal Army Medical Corps, by which means it is

hoped to fill some, at any rate, of the numerous va-

cancies in tliat service. It remains to be seen to

what extent advantage will be taken of the oppor-

tunity. It is quite possible that experience at the

front will have a deterrent effect on those who have

been exposed thereto. In any event more elaborate

measures will be required if the service is to be main-

tained in a state of efficiency.

A MONLMKNT TO THK LatK PrOFKSSOR KuHNK.
— It is proi)Osed by the friends and students of the

late Prof. Willy Kuhne to erect a suitable monument

to his memory, to be placed in the lecture room of the

Heidelberg Physiological Institute. To this end funds

must be raised, which it is hoped may be forthcoming

from the numerous friends, students and colleagues of

the distinguished physiologist. Contributions may be

sent to the Oberrheinische Bank in Heidelberg, with

the statement that they are to be used for the " Kiihne

Monument."

TuuKRCiLOSis Declared an Infectious Dis-

ease IN loAVA. — According to the New York Medi-

cal Journal, the Iowa State Board of Health has

placed tuberculosis on the list of infectious diseases,

and recommended that persons afUicted with it and

infected premises be dealt with accordingly. In a

pamphlet just issued are numerous suggestions and in-

structions for dealing with the disease.

Death from Circumcision.— A fifteen-day-old

infant died from hemorrhage following circumcision by

a rabbi in Philadelphia last week, according to the

Medical News. A physician was called after unsuc-

cessful efforts to check the hemorrhage had been made
for two hours. The child died five hours after the

physician was called to see the case.

Statistics of Molokai. — The leper colony at

Molokai contains 1,100 persons— 625 males and 47;')

females. Of the entire number 984 are Hawaiians,

02 are half breeds, 37 are Chinese, o Americans, 4

British, 3 German, and G Portuguese. — Medical Age.

Du. OciiSNKR. — Dr. A. J. Ochsner has been ap-

pointed professor of clinical surgery in the Medical

Department of the University of Illinois (Chicago

College of Physicians and Surgeons).

Plague in GLASf;ow\— An occasional case of

plague is still reported from Glasgow.

nOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseasks in P>oston. — For

the week ending at noon, September 2(1, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

124, scarlatina 21, measles 8, typhoid fever 2.5.

Smalli'OX at Strafford, N. H. — Several cases

of smallpox have recently been discovered in a French-

Canadian family at Strafford, N. II. It is thought

that the disease will not spread, owing to the fact that

the affected family lives in an isolated part of the

town. The disease will probably be traced to Pitts-

field, where there are a number of convalescents from

the disease in the contagious hosj)ital.

A Case of Smallpox in Malden, Mass. —

A

case of smallpox has been discovered in Maiden, in a

negro woman recently arrived from Richmond, Va.

It will be difficult to make provision for her in the

town, since the building formerly used to isolate such

cases has been devoted to other purposes.

KV.W YORK.

Course for Trained Nurses at Columbia
University.— At the request of the American So-

ciety of Superintendents of Training Schools for

Nurses, the authorities of Columbia University are

about to establish a special course in " hospital eco-

nomics," to be given at Teachers' College. The aim

of the course is to fit persons who are already trained

nurses for the responsible duties of superintendents of

hospitals and principals of training schools for nurses.

It is intended to present the practical i)roblems of

hospital administration and to give students systematic

instruction in the organization and management of

training schools. The prescribed course of study will

include general psychology and its application in teach-

ing ; methods, practice, organization and supervision

of hosjiitals and training schools, biology, physiology,

hygiene, the production and manufacture of foods,

home sanitation and management, bacteriology and

household chemistry. A series of special lecture

courses has also been arranged.

Electric Ambitlances. — The Roosevelt Hospi-

tal has been presented with two electric ambulances,

costing about $3,000 each and capable of travelling

sixteen miles an hour. It is also stated that the

firm which manufactured them is now constructing

similar ambulances for the New York and the Pres-

byterian Hospitals. Up to the present time the only

hospital in the city that has had a vehicle of the kind

is St. Vincent's.

Two Centenarians. — Mr. Bernard Aronson, of

New York City, reputed to be one hundred and five

years old, is dead. He was born in Germany in 1795

and came to New York about forty-eight years ago.

Mrs. Anna P)aumle, a native of Kurschin, Austria,

died in Newark, N. J., on September 15th, at the

reputed age of one hundred and three years and seven

months.

Bequests to Hospitals. — Among the institu-

tions receiving $5,000 each under the will of George

D. Sweetser are the following : The New York Skin

and Cancer Ilosjntal, the New York Infant Asylimi,

the Society for the Relief of Ruptured and Crippled,

the House of Rest for Consumptives, the Woman's
Hospital and the Home for Incurables.
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^Dbituarji.

LKVVIS A. SAYKK, M.D.

Dk. Li'.wiH Ai.iiKUT Saykk, one of the most Nlrikiri};

fii^urcs in tin- |)^()f^^ssion in America, and uiKjucHlionahly

tlie most widely known oitliopedic surgeon in lh« worlil,

died al liis rcsideuee in New York, on the '1\»{ of Septem-
ber. For many years he had heen a snITerer from rheu-

matism, and lor tlie hist twelve months lie had heen conlined

to Ins room the f^reater part of the time. Mis death was
due to a gradual failure of vital powers. He was in his

eighty- first year.

Dr. Sayre eame of old Colonial and Revolutionary stock

and was horn at liottle Hill, now Madison, N. J., on Teb-
riiary 29, 1820. He was a precocious child, and at the

age of four recitecl verses of wel(;onie in the presence of

Lafayette, when the latter was revisiting the Kevolntionary

scenes of New .Jersey. He was graduated from Transyl-

vania University, Lexington, Ky., in 18.'i9, and from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in I8-i2.

He married, in 1841), Miss Eliza Ann Hall, a daugliter of

Charles Henry Hall, an influential citizen of Harlem, and
had four children, Dr. Charles H. H. Sayre, Dr. Ix'wis

Hall Sayre, Dr. Reginald Hall Sayre and Miss Mary Hall
Sayre. Of these. Dr. Charles Sayre died in 1880 and Dr.
Lewis H. Sayre in 1890.

Immediately on his graduation he was made prosector to

the professor of surgery in the College of Physicians and
Surgeons. In 1853 he was appointed surgeon to Bellevue
Hospital and in 1859 to the Charity Hospital on Black-

well's Island. In 1873 he became one of the consulting

surgeons to the latter institution. He was one of the prin-

cipal founders of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College,

of the New York Academy of Medicine, the New York
Pathological Society and the American Medical Associa-

tion.

In 1860 he was appointed by Mayor Fernando Wood to

the position of resident physician of New York, in control

of the Health Department of the city, and he continued to

fill this office with marked ability and success during the

administrations of Mayors Gunther and Hoffman. In this

capacity lie showed great vigor in combating smallpox,

cholera and other infectious diseases, in his efforts in be-

half of compulsory vaccination and in dealing with the

evils of tenement house life and other sanitary problems.

When the Bellevue Hospital Medical College was organ-

ized in 1861 he became a member of its first faculty, as

professor of orthopedic surgery, fractures and luxations,

and he continued to fill the chair of orthopedic surgery

until 1898, when the college was consolidated with the

Medical Department of the University of the City of New
York. He was then made professor emeritus, while his

son, Dr. Reginald H. Sayre, was appointed clinical pro-

fessor of orthopedic surgery in the University and Belle-

vue Hospital Medical College. Dr. Sayre's achievements
in the special field which constituted in a large degree his

life work are of world-wide renown.
While he has impressed his original genius upon the

progress of this entire branch of surgical knowledge, he

will no doubt be best known to posterity for his achieve-

ments in connection with the exsection of the hip joint and
his treatment of Pott's disease and lateral curvature of the

spine by means of suspension and the j)laster-of-Paris

jacket. His first operation for the cure of hip-joint disease

was performed as early as 1854, and the gratifying result

attracted widespread attention. In 1871 he went abroad

and demonstrated his method in a number of the principal

European hospitals. During this tour he treated a member
of the royal family of Sweden, and King Charles IV
created him a Knight of the Order of Vasa. He was also

made an honorary member of the British Medical Associa-

tion, the Medico Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, the

Surgical Society of St. Petersburg, the Medical Society of

Norway and other scientific bodies. At the International

Medical Congress in Philadelphia in 1876 he performed an

eXNuelion of the liip in lln- iireNi'iiee of the r<)n;.'ri'»x, and
in 1X77 he vixiti-d KM(;lan<i again and demon*trat<-(l bin

new method of treatment for Hpirial dincaim iM-fore the

liritiHli .Medical AnHociation at .Manehextirr. He aUo ((ave

clinical leclureM on tiie itubje<'l in London, Kdinhur{{h, Lir-

er|)ool, Dublin and other cilien, and in rcco{;nition of hii

flattering reception, jiubli?<heil while in England " An Il-

lustrated Treatise un Spinal Di-iease and .Spinal Curva-
ture," which lie dedicated to the medical [irofemiion of

(ireat Britain.

Dr. Sayre's |)rincipal literary work waN hit " l-ectureii on
()rthoi)e(lie Surgery and Diseases of the .I(/mts," whi<h \n

remarkable for its terseness of style and the great [iractical

utility of its illustrations, nearly all of which are taken

from actual photographs. In prej)aring the revised edition

of the work he was assisted by the late Dr. Wesley .M.

Carpenter, and for several years before his death it was a

matter of great regret to Dr. Sayre that the condition of

his health and the demands upon his time j)revented him
from making another revision, embodying the latest fruita

of his experience and observation. Dr. Sayre also pul>-

lished " A Practical Manual on the Treatment of Club-

Foot," which passed through a numlier of editions, and a

large number of monographs on other special topics.

In 1866 he was elected a vice president of the Ameri-
can Medical Association, an 1 in 1880, when it met in New
York, president of that bodv. He was also at various

times president of the New York Pathological .Society and
other societies. At the time of his death he was consult-

ing surgeon to Bellevue Hospital, St. Elizabeth's Hospital,

the Home for Incurables, and other institutions. Among
the societies officially represented at his funeral, held Sep-

tember 23d, at (Jrace Church, were the New York Academy
of Medicine, the Pathological Society, the Medical Society

of the County of New York, and the New York County
Medical Association.

Dr. Sayre was of a most commanding presence. He
had a powerful voice, under admirable control, and as the

play of emotions upon his strongly marked features was
remarkable, he was a most impressive speaker. His lan-

guage was not always polished, but it was invariably

vigorous. In his lectures, and in speaking before societies,

he brought out the points which he desired to impress with
the utmost clearness and force, and as he had a rich fund
of anecdote and an unusual gift of mimicry, he was always
sure of carrying his audience with him. Truly a notable

person has passed away in Lewis A. Sayre, and the news
of his death will be received with sincere sorrow not only

throughout this country, but all over the civilized world.

FRANK W. GRAVES, M.D.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE MIDDLESEX EAST DISTRICT
MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Whereas, We are called under the dispensation of Provi-

dence to mourn the sudden death of our most highly

esteemed professional brother, Frank W. (iraves, of Wo-
burn, Mass., the ^Middlesex East District Medical Society,

in regular meeting assembled, hereby
Resolve, That we share in the great grief of the many

who knew Dr. Graves in his private and business relations,

to whom his useful life and manly character were open and
familiar, and who loved him for the genial and noble (juali-

ties with which his ])ersonal frieiulsliips were brightened
and dignified, and that we join in the regret and conviction

of general loss which always follow the death of an honor-
able and successful man and citizen. But. as fellow mem-
bers of this society and as his associates in the medical priv

fession, we feel even more deeply the deprivation of his

cheering presence, his kind and efilieient counsel and assist-

ance, his courtesy, honor and integrity and brotherly rela-

tion to each and all of us.

That, as physicians, we testify to the skill, foresight and
wisdom with which he won such signal success in the ranks
of our profession, and hereby make record and public ex-
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pression of our sorrow for his demise and the great be-

reavement which has fallen upon us as individuals and as

a society.

C. C. Odlin,
S. W. Kelley, V Committee.

Chas. Button

ALFRED STILLfi, M.D.

The death of Dr. Alfred Stille is announced, who for

nearly twenty years had been associated with the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania as professor of the theory and prac-

tice of medicine. He was born in Philadelphia in 1813,

and was graduated from the University of Pennsylvania as

A.B. in 1832 and as M.D. in 1836. He was made resident

physician at the Philadelphia Hospital in the latter year.

He subsequently studied in Europe for two and a half

years. He was resident physician at the Pennsylvania

Hospital from 1836 to 1841, and lecturer on general path-

ology and practice of medicine in the Philadelphia Associa-

tion for Medical Improvement from 1845 until 1859.

From 1854 to 1859 he held the chair of theory and practice

of medicine in the Pennsylvania Medical College. He was
elected to the corresponding chair in the University of

Pennsylvania in 1864. In 1849 he was appointed physi-

cian to St. Joseph's Hospital, and in 1854 he was elected

professor of theory and practice of medicine in the Penn-
sylvania Medical College. He held that chair until 1859,

when he was chosen to occupy a similar chair in the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania. This position he held until 1884,

when he became professor emeritus. He was president of

the American Medical Association in 1867, of the Philadel-

phia College Medical Association in 1862 and of the Col-

lege of Physicians of Philadelphia in 1885. From 1865 to

186? he was physician and lecturer on clinical medicine in

the Philadelphia Hospital. lie received the degree of

LL.D. from the Pennsylvania College at Gettysburg in

1876. Among his publications were " Medical Instruction

in the United States," " Elements of General J'athology,"
" Unity of Medicine," " Humboldt's Materia Medica," and
a systematic treatment on the action and use of medicinal

agents.

HUNTER H. McGUIRE, M.D.

Dr. Hunter H. McGuire died in Richmond, Va., Sep-

tember 19, 1900, at the age of sixty-five. He had never
recovered from a paralytic stroke, which occurred six

months ago. During the Civil War, Dr. McGuire was a
prominent medical figure in the Confederate Army. He
served as the head of the medical department under Gen-
eral Stonewall Jackson, and operated on that officer at the

time of his fatal wound. Since the close of the war Dr.
McGuire had established an enviable reputation as a
surgeon. He was educated at several medical colleges,

among them the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia.

He held the chair of anatomy in the Medical College of

Virginia from 1856 to 1853, when he removed to Philadel-

phia. In 1865 he was called to be professor of surgery in

Virginia Medical College, where he remained till 1880. In
1885 he was made professor emeritus in that institution.

Dr. McGuire organized St. Luke's Home for the Sick,

with a training school for nurses, in Richmond. He was
president of tlie Association of Confederate Medical Offi-

cers in 1869 and of the Virginia Medical Society in 1873,
vice president of the International Medical Congress in

1876 and of the American M(!dical Association in 1881, and
president of the American Surgical Association in 1887.
The University of North Carolina in 1887 conferred upon
him the degree of LL.D. He was a contributor to Ash-
hurst's " International Cyclopedia of Surgery," Pepper's
"System of Medicine" and the American edition of

Holmes's " Surgcrry."

RECENT DEATH.
Robert Francis Forrest, M.U., M.M.S.S., of Cambridge,

died in Watertown, September 18, liKDG.
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ODrigin.il ^iriclc^.

RKMAKKS UPON OHSClIRi: NON- IllAlJM A lIC
TUMORS OK rilK LOWKR AHDOMKN SCD-
DIONI.Y AITKARINC; WIIKRK NONK HAD
I'RKVIOUSLY RKKN DETKCTKl).

IIV MAl'ltICK II. KHIfAKDSON, M.D., IIDSI'ON.

'I'llK siiildt'ii .'t|i|)i','ir:iii('(; of iilMloiiiiii.il tiiiiior.s

should suni^cst to the ohscrvcT a lesion tlnit, (liin;iii(i.s

intervention ; tor nearly, if not all, art; curalile only

l)V snrnical means. Moreover, intervention in most

of the tumors under consideration must In; prompt to

be successful. It is from this point of vi«!vv that I

invite attention to a class of ahdominal lesions so

hard to understand that they must he (tailed ol)scure.

Indeed they are of such uncertain orij^in tliat no man,
skilful and exju'ricnced thoui^h he may be, can more
than hazard a <;uess as to their nature. Fortunately

these tumors present symptoms that of themselves <le-

mand early operation. A differential diagnosis, inter-

esting as it may be, is impossible from the very nature

of things.

A wide experience in abdominal surgery may not

afford a single example to illustrate my subject ; a

narrow o\w may afford several. Most of the cases

upon which I base my remarks have come under o\>-

servation within the past four months. In every case

the patient's life was saved by operation performed as

soon as the urgency was clear. In but one was a cor-

rect diagnosis made before exploration ; that explo-

ration demonstrated in all the lethal nature of the

lesion.

By sudden and obscure tumors I mean those

which are so small that they escape observation one

day, and so large that they cannot be overlooked the

next; so small that bimanual examination fails to

detect them at one examination, and at the next

so large that they may even bulge the abdominal

wall.

My attention was particularly attracted to this sulv

ject by the detection of a large ovarian cyst with

twisted pedicle in a woman whom I had examined a

short time before without finding any tumor whatever.

My interest in this case was especially acute because

my failure to detect the tumor was shared by one

experienced in such examinations, who, even under

anesthesia, had been unable to discover anything ab-

normal in the lower abdomen.

Case I. The patient, a woman of forty, had suffered

for some six months with suddtn attacks of pain in the

left side of the abdomen. The first attack in August,

1895, came on five days after confinement. Between that

time and February, 1896, there had been six attacks. It

was supposed to be a nej)hritic colic, and the history in

detail certainly justified that diagnosis. Jhe pain was con-

trolled by morphine. The patient was examined under

ether. Nothing could he detected in the pelvis. The urethra

was dilated and the bladder examined. Nothing abnormal

could be felt anywhere in the abdomen. Two days later,

without any apparent reason, she became suddenly col-

lapsed. There was no sharp pain — only a " sinking feel-

ing." The nurse could feel no pulse. I first saw and

examined the patient on the evening of this day, and could

detect nothing. The temperature was 99.4° ; the pulse

170. No operation was advised.

Three weeks later the patient presented symptoms so

strongly suggestive of an acute appendicitis that a medical

consultant after careful examination advised that a surgeon

be sent for. 1 was then able to diagnosticate and to re-

inoTM An ovariMn tumor with twiwii-d |M-<ru;lK, l\\f. whoh- rill-

ing tliti iibdomuii an hi^li ai the uiiihilii:ii«. Tlia pAtierit

iiiudc a good recovery. The explanation of thin cim-, a«

dciiionHlratcd by the o|ifration, nvMiun tiaiiiifa<:tory. There
was a flaccid cyxt of modfratc dize, wliich fiu:h\iri\ drli-r-

tion owing to an iiiiuHually iliick ahdotniii.il wall (-ovi;ring

il ; th(r collapHc was duo to hi-morrhagc into tlir ryitt at (he

beginning lofHioii. At the titne of o|MTatirin thi- tumor had
become large and tense enough to \n: eauily dcti-cled.'

The lirst and mf)st natural «Titici.sm in cotiHitlering

this cas(! is that the examination vvii-s not thorough ;

that skilled examiners <ould not have failed to detect

sindi a tumor. Mnt such a criticism, I tnainUiiii, cau

be founded oidy upon ignoraiu^e or U|M)n inex|»«-rieii(:e,

for there can be no doid>t that tumors surldenly appear

in regions where the most painstaking and ex|H-rie,nce<i

examiners have failed to detect any.

The first and most common of the suddenly appear-

ing tumors, and, I may a<ld, the most likely u> lie

overlooked, is the over-distended bladder. If the

whoh; truth were told, not a few instiinces would be

recorded in which the operator has exposed a normal
bladder m a state of (extreme distention — some in

which he has actually opened it. Such a misUike is

common with certain acute lesions, more especially

appendicitis with abscess. I recall one ca.se in which
the tumor of the appendix was so closely connected

with a full bladder that I opened the latter. Fortu-

nately no harm was done. Taught by this experience,

I have by catheterization avoided several fluctuating

tumors which proved to be tht; full bhulder f;i.st^Mie«l

to the right side of the abdomen by contiguous appen-

dicular inflammation.

In such cases, however, there is no sudden and un-

expected development of a tumor : moreover, the

causative lesion is always apparent. It is rather the

uncomplicated tumor, elastic, fluctuating and symmetri-
cal, that must be carefully scanned. Even with the

most painstaking examination such a tumor may de-

ceive us, uidess we continually bear in mind the pos-

sibility of a full bladder. We shall be especially

liable to mistake if we are unaware of the suddenness

of development, for the bladder may have been over-

distended some time before the first examination. In

one instance I was about to open the alxlomen for

supposed ovarian cyst. I found it filled by a fluctu-

ating, symmetrical tumor. The patient was a woman
of twenty-six, who had complained for two months of

pain in the right lower abdomen. The attending

physician had made a diagnosis of ovarian cyst ami
had asked me to operate. Vaginal examination con-

firmed the diagnosis of ovarian cyst. I advised opera-

tion. The patient was placed in the Trendelenburg
position, and the cut was about to be made, when
something, I forget what, suggested bladder. I found
that just before operation, she had passed her urine

voluntiirily and easily and had not been catheterized.

The tumor escaped through the catheter.

In pelvic surgery especially it should be an invari-

able rule to catheterize the jKitient just before opera-

tion. This rule should apjdy particularly to women.
Failure to empty the bladder by the catheter will

often cause the annoyance of a partly rilled bladder
interfering with one's work ; sometimes catheteriza-

tion will prevent the performance of a totally unnece>-
sary abdominal exploration.

I have twice been astonished to tind. a few days

> Ttie Medical Register, Richmond. Va., October, 1899.
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after simple operations upon the lower abdomen, a

large Huctiuiting tumor extending to the umbilicus.

The most serious and impossible complications were

immediately suspected, particularly hematomata. In

each instance the catlieter solved the diagnosis and

relieved the patient.

On the other hand, the tumor does not always prove

so easy of diagnosis.

Cask H. On January 80, 1900, I saw with Dr. George

E. Thompson, of Boston, Mary M., a girl of fourteen, who
had been taken with \YAn\ in the lower abdomen ten days

before. Tlie illness began with diarrhea, followed by

vomiting, distention and general tenderness. There were

some constitutional signs, but of moderate extent. The
attack began just at the close of her first menstruation.

She had been greatly frightened by the flow, not under-

standing it, and she had kept about her work, had got

wet, and had taken cold. The lower abdomen was dull

and apparently fluctuating. Her general condition was

good. The whole abdomen was much distended, but soft.

I advised the passage of a catheter, and was greatly

surprised that nothing came through it. The lesion was

quite obscure, but it seemed probably a subacute peritoni-

tis, probably connected in some way with menstruation. I

sent her to the hospital, where she was kept under careful

observation. On March 2d I operated upon the tumor in

the lower abdomen which had gradually developed, and

found what I had never suspected — a pelvic abscess from

appendicitis.

The tumor which at first I thought might be a full

bladder was a localized peritonitis with gradual thick-

ening walls. The true diagnosis was never even sus-

pected. Though in this case no bladder complications

weiT' found, the passage of the catheter as a means of

diagiu)sis was clearly indicated. Attention is at once

dirt!cted to the bladder whenever there are urinary

symptoms, especially dribbling. Fluctuating tumors

in men suggest bladder, even when urinary symptoms
are not mentioned. No more common condition is

overlooked by the general pi-actitioiU',r than the dis-

tended male bladder, even when dribbling of urine

calls the attention directly to it. The female bladder

is even more likely to be overlooked, for it may be

enormously distended without giving rise to a single

syini)tora or even to an inconvenience. The obvious

lesson is that in all fluctuating tumors of the lower

abdomen, before opening the abdomen, the catheter

should be passed. Many tumors will by this means of

diagnosis disajjpear.

A second variety of rajiidly forming tumor may be

the idiopathic dilatation of the colon— the so-called

l)hantom. A suddenly appearing tumor dependent
upon this cause possesses characteristics quite differ-

ent from all other varieties considered in this paper.

The ordinary phantom tumor, though it may be called

obscurt;, can hardly be called suddenly appearing ; it

should rather be called asuddeidy disa))i)earing tumor.

It is a well-known and persistent tumor, disai)pearing

oidy under anesthesia. The dilat(!d colon, however,
may suddenly become twisted or obstructed and show
itself as a well-marked tumor. Such a condition of

the colon may have given no signs whatever of its ex-

istence. A remarkable case of this kind came under
my observation some years ago.'

Cask II. The patient, a man of forty, under the care

of Dr. Hardy Phippen, of Salem, became suddenly dis-

tended to enormous proportions. The bowels were com-
pletely obstructed. Violent peristaltic movements were
visible tlirough the abdominal walls. There was no es-

' Transactions of the American Surgical Association, 1897, p. 685.

pecial tumor other than that of an enormously distended
coil. It was clear that there was a violent effort in the
large intestine to empty itself, and this effort showed itself

in a tense and dilated coil. I found the abdominal cavity
filled with the sigmoid flexure, twisted about its mes^entery

and completely obstructed. I untwisted and fastened the

sigmoid flexure, in normal position, to tlie abdominal wall.

This was on March 22, 1897. On August 9tli, the twist

having recurred, I resected the whole coil with permanent
success.

The diagnosis in this variety of suddenly appearing
tumor is limited to those hisions of intestinal obstruc-

tion which are attended by the presence of an isolated

and distended coil. The disease most commonly found
is an intussusception or a volvulus, though I have
seen the intestine just above a strictiu'c excessively

distended and forming a pear-shaped tumor, sagging
with retained liquid feces. The common forms of in-

tussusception, volvulus, and simple obstruction need
not be considered in the rapidly a])pearing intestinal

tumors, for they are, as an almost invariable rule,

small or hard of detection. In the case just men-
tioned the coil was so large that it filled the whole of

the abdomem.

Cask IV. A recent case of the so-called phantom tu-

mor without obstruction — in some respects more remark-
able than the first — was that of Mary K., who entered the
Massachusetts General Hospital for a supposed case of

chronic appendicitis. The appendix was removed with
temporary benefit. When she first came under my obser-

vation she presented a rounded, symmetrical, tympanitic
tumor filling the lower abdomen. Dr. Fitz made the diag-

nosis of idiopathic dilatation of the colon. The tumor be-

longed to the so-called phantom class, for under ether it

entirely disappeared. On recovery from anesthesia the

tumor immediately reappeared. On May 5th I removed
the whole sigmoid flexure— 14 inches of excessively di-

lated bowel— and joined the descending colon to the rectum
in a straight line. On April 19, 1900, she presented the

same appearance as before. I have recently explored
again and found at the site of the suture an excessive dila-

tation with thickening of the bowel. A second sigmoid
flexure has appeared. The second tumor must be regarded
as an idiopathic dilatation of the descending colon and up-

per rectum, for at ray previous operation no sigmoid flex-

ure was left. There was no obstruction to the fecal stream
and the recurrence of dilatation to me is inexplicable.

Dr. F. B. Harrington has had a similar case, re-

cently reported by P'itz. In a personal communica-
tion Dr. Harrington has given me the facts of a third

case. A woman of seventy suddenly developed a

tumor rather above than below the umbilicus, with

complete obstruction. The tumor was tympanitic, re-

sistant and tender. Exploration showed it to be an
enormously distended sigmoid flexure.

In some instances in explorations of suddenly ap-

pearing tumors comparatively large collections of clear

fluid will be found in close connection with such le-

sions as salpingitis and even with appendicitis. Small
cysts are often noted upon the Fallopian tubes or

upon fibroids. An extreme development of these col-

lections of fluid explains the large pseudocysts of sud-

den appearance. I recall one case in which a bulging

tumor between the caput coli and the bladder proved
to be an encysted collection of serum dependent upon
a recurring abscess two years after the removal of a

gangrenous appendix. In another instance, to be re-

ported later in this paper, there were several localized

collections about a single large cyst filled with blood.

In nunuirous patients I have found, confined behind

the uterus, low in the pelvis, very considerable collec-
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tiuiis of (If;!!-, slciilc lliii<l. SiKtli <;()lic(;ti<)iiH iiiuv

loiiii ill :i sliort time. Wlicii they iini lii;r|i up in tin-

pi'lvis tlu'v limy, in :i iii;(lit, ciiiist! ;i l)ul;(iii;^ of tin-

iilidoiiiiiiul \v;ill. On \.\\v otluT liuiitl the collection of

fluid :il)oiit recently infliiiiied tiihes Mi:iy he of consirU

cnihle extent iiiid yet he iiiipossihlc; of (li;t(!Ction. On
M.-ircli 'J'id I ()pen(Ml tin; iihdoincn in an ohHciirc pel-

vie c:is(!, supposc^d to i»e either salpiiiffitis or (\\tr:i-

nterine preijiiiUKiy, :md exposed ;i (Ijiccid encyated
peritonitis whii-h I liiul i»e(!n unahle to f<'el uiifler

anesthesia hy hiinaiuial palpation. Such a cyst tensely

lilled wouhl have hnli^ed llu; ahdoniinal wall. Mad
ils rliiii-walled vesscils ^iveii way the patient would
have |)n'sented a suddenly appeariiiif ohscurc tumor
lilled with hlood where none; hud previously heen de-

tected.

Tumors of this origin must l)e considered in ;it-

temptiiiii- to make a diagnosis. They do not appear,
however, without heiuy preceded or accompanied hy
physical siyns easy of (letectiou. The appendicitis,

tlu^ salpiuiiitis, the fihroid, the pelvic peritonitis, all

present sutlicient (!vidence upon whi(;li to hase an
o{)inion.

The next lesion is so unusual that little can he said

to throw light upon its probahle origin or upon its ex-

act nature. I venture to say that few would be; able

in the illustrative case to hazard a guess as to tlu; h;-

sion. 1 will give the case in some detail from the

records of the Massachusetts General Hospital. It

may be interesting for the reader to make his diagno-

sis before going on to read the descrijition of what was
found at the operation.

Case V. The patient, a girl of nineteen, had been
under the care of Dr. Fitz in the medical wards of the

Massachusetts General Hospital. The only t^astric symj)-

toin was discomfort after eating. This had lasted a year
and was sup[)osed to liave been caused by a " blow upon
the stomach " from a fall upon a curbstone. There had
been frecpient vomiting and much belching, but no hemate-
mesis.

The patient gained under medical treatment which was
directed to her general condition — one of neurasthenia
with dyspepsia. Repeated e.\aminations of the abdomen
were negative. On February 14th at noon she begun to

vomit. In eighteen hours she began to complain of pain

in the left abdomen. She soon became collaj)sed. On
February 15th, at noon, twenty-four hours after the vomit-

ing began, she was seen by Dr. Mixter and myself. The
left side of the abdomen was much more prominent than

the right, and flat from the pubes to the ribs. Tlie tumor
was fluctuating and tender. The patient was collapsed.

There was a leucocytosis of 22,300. She was then trans-

ferred to the west surgical division.

I found a large, fluctuating, tender tumor filling the

whole lower abdomen. Vaginal examination showed that

the tumor pressed upon the bladder and filled the upper
part of the pelvis. The j)atient was in extreme collapse.

Though it seemed hardly possible that the tumor could be

a dilated bladder, I advised first the passage of the catheter.

It was not a bladder. The symmetry, tenderness, fluctua-

tion and dulness strongly suggested an ovarian cyst with

twisted pedicle. I therefore made careful in(purie8 as to

the previous examinations. I found that repeated exami-

nations by Dr. Fitz had shown the abdomen "negative." I

was yet inclined (in the light of Case I) to regard the tumor

as an ovarian torsion. The real lesion was not for a

moment suspected. Dr. Mixter kindly operated for me
and found an excessive dilatation of the stomach. This

organ filled the lower abdomen, sagging it in the shape of

an enormous pear. There were several gallons of rtuid

dragging the stomach into the lower abdomen, where it

formed, as I have already described, a dull, bulging, symmet-

rical, (liK-luiiting inuMi. No NtriilurH of th«; pyjoriit or
oilier caiiHH whs fnund for thiit condition. Ii wim impo*-
Nihil! to r<;lii-ve thtj Ntoiuacli liy WAy of tliw fiwjph«{{ai,

Dr. .Mixter not being iihi<- to [>aii< a U\\m into tht* *u>n\wi-\x

in that wnv. An anaMtomotdM wa^ tliiT'-fon; mad« \ivXmv%-n

the Htniiiach and llie Jfjiitiiiiii. The |)atit:nt ;{ra<hjally failed

and died three dayii later.

'I'he symptoms in this cuMf! were lur/^ely jy^aMtric, hut
no physical Higns of dilatation w«rre det<'ct<*d. No
tumor of tlnr lower ahdotiieii or peJviH wa.H ever appar-
•'lit. The lesion, (ividently <»f the grav«*st character,

sliowed it«elf hy the suflden appearance of a large,

symmetrical, tender, fluctuating tumor of the lower
abdomen. Th(! chief constitutional sigiiM were those

of collapse. The aggregation of symptoms pointed an

mu(;h to an ovarian tumor with a twisted pendicle as to

anything (ds(t, — iiideeil rather more, — ;ind not at all U}

the real lesion. Fortunately they indicated the neces-

sity for surgical relief, and the course taki-ti was th«

only one making recovery possible, for even with the

abdomen open it was impossible to drain through the

esophagus.

The iiifer(Uice to be drawn from this case is that in

the tumors uiuler consideration the stomach i.s not too

remote to be a possible cause of the unexpected
tumor. Another case, though not as extraordinary as

this, illustrates the subject.

Cask VI. Isaliel McL., age twenty-one, single, entered
the accident room of the Massachusetts General Hospital
on February 10, 1900. There was a })ast history of indi-

gestion and constipation for three years. During the last

days of June, 1899, she had an attack of pain in the right

iliac region and pain in the back. She vomited a great
deal. She went to bed and stayed four days. Two months
ago she had had another attack of pain in the same place,

without vomiting. She did not then go to bed. Two
weeks before entrance she had an attack of pain in the
right iliac fossa. She vomited frequently and the bowels
were constipated. There was tenderness in the right iliac

region in all of these attacks. The menstruation was
slightly irregular. The last period was two weeks ago.

She was well developed and well nourished ; the heart and
lungs were negative. There was tenderness in the right

lower abdomen. The rectus was more rigid on the right

side. Exaiuination by rectum showed a slight tenderness in

the right side of the pelvis. It was impossible to make a
vaginal examination. There was a blood count of 6,000.

The next day she was more comfortable. She could not
pass the urine and she had to be catheterized. She com-
plained of attacks of pain during this day — not verv
severe — starting in the right hypochondrium, and extend-
mg down the median line towards the pubes. There was
no vomiting.

On the 16th she was more comfortable. The pain was
less severe. The tenderness was more marked in the
right iliac fossa and above the pubes. No mass could be
felt in the abdomen. The urine in twenty-four hours was
18 ounces. On the ITtli her condition was the same. On
the 18th white count was 20,000. It was now deemed ad-

visable to open the abdomen. Within the last twentx-four
hours a tumor had appeared to the right of the median
line, pretty well filling the right lower abdomen. I was
extremely surprised to find a large, tender and elastic

tumor where none had been felt the day before. The
diagnosis seemed very obscure.

On opening the abdomen I found a tumor of the rit^ht

ovary, about the size of a small cocoanut. There was a
twist in the pedicle which im[iedeil the venous return,
though it did not entirely shut off the circulation. The
cyst was tensely distended wi:h the exudation from the
obstructed vein. There was in the left ovary a small cvst,

about the size of an egsr, which I dissected out with the
blunt dissector, closing the rent in the ovarv bv an inter-
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rupted fine silk suture. The patient has made a perfect

r ecovery.

The most common tumor, probably, which suddenly

attains considerable dimensions is the ovarian tumor

with twisted pedicle. The obstruction to venous re-

turn, which begins before the arterial supply is closed,

causes, first, engorgement of the tumor walls as well

as its cavity. In many insUmces this engorgement

results in hemorrhage into the cyst. When the cyst

is distensible, the shock and collapse depend chieHy

upon the hemorrhage. More infrequently the tumor

is due to the rupture of blood vessels, and hemorrhage

into the distensible cyst, without any twist in the

pedicle whatever. In many cases the symptoms of

hemorrhage and collapse are so characteristic that the

attention is at once drawn to the examination of the

pelvis, and the tumor is found. In many other cases

the tumor is already known to exist. In the tumors

which suddenly appear without warning, 'without pain,

and without hemorrhage— signs so characteristic of

ovarian torsion — the diagnosis and explanation are

somewhat more doubtful, as in the following case

:

Casp: VH. Ada McD., age eighteen. White River

Junction, Vt., entered the Massachusetts General Hospital

on February 6, 1900. The history was negative up to two

years before admission, when she had what was supposed

to be a peritonitis. For a year before admission she had

been having weekly tampons in the vagina, with no marked

improvement. The symptoms were chiefly connected with

the menstruation. The flow was painful and rather scanty.

The chief complaint was pain in the left side low down in

the pelvis — a dragging down sensation, and backache.

The chief point in this case was that in my first examina-

tion I was unable to find anything whatever in the pelvis.

I was not satisfied with this examination, however, and on

February 9th I etherized the patient. Under ether I

made a most thorough bimanual examination. I found the

uterus anteflexed— in a state of normal anteflexion — and

a mass extending on either side, rather more to the right

than to the left. It seemed to be either a small fibroid or

an enlargement of the tube. In a word, the girl had a

tumor which was somewhat difficult of detection.

On the following Monday morning I found a tumor fill-

ing the whole lower abdomen, going as high as the umbilicus.

It was fluctuating, not especially tense and not especially

tender. I was so surprised to find this tumor that I hesi-

tated a long time before opening the abdomen, thinking that

I might possibly have overlooked a pregnant uterus.

Finally, under bimanual examination, I felt something

rupture, and then I knew at once that it was a cyst or a

portion of a cyst which had given way during examination.

There was no indication of hemorrhage, and yet the girl

was rather pale. I opened the abdomen and found a very

thin-walled ovarian cyst of the left side filling a large part

of the lower abdomen. The cyst was multilocular, one

cyst being much larger than all the rest combined. This

one was as|)irated and bloody fluid was withdrawn. The
right tube and ovary were normal. The j)atient's condi-

tion was very poor at the end of the operation, but she

made a good recovery. An immediate cover-glass examina-
tion was made, with negative results. The culture from the

peritoneal cavity was sterile. Further examination showed
tliat the initial lesion was a " tuberculosis of the Fallopian

tubes."

In this case the cyst was distended by a fluid composed
mostly of blood. The source of the liemorrhage was
undoubtedly the thin-walled vessels of the interior of

the cyst, ruj)tured probably during the manipulation

of the bimanual examination. The patient was some-
what pale, but presented no other signs of hemor-
rhage. With a tender, resistant tumor, and with signs

of hemorrhage, attention would have been immediately

drawn to the possibility of an ovarian torsion.

The most frequent cause of unexpected tumors

seems to be, as in Case I, the result of sudden en-

largment of a flaccid tumor due to a twisting of its

pedicle. The common occurrence of this mechanical

lesion has for some time attracted my attention. The
frequency with which the physician fails to recognize

so grave a lesion might seem inexcusable were it not

that the mistake is sometimes made by the most ex-

perienced diagnosticians. The trouble is that the ef-

fects of twisting are often observed in patients who
have never known or suspected that they had a tumor.

Moreover the lesion may occur in the course of other

diseases or conditions which cannot but mislead the

observer.

Nothing could be easier than the diagnosis when
a well-known and perhaps often-observed tumor be-

comes suddenly {)ainful, tender and resistant, and es-

pecially when accompanied with vomiting and collapse

with rapid pulse and subnormal temperature. Such
an aggregation of symptoms cannot but suggest a sud-

den shutting off of the blood supply to the tumor,

with distention of the tumor either by blood or by
serum, and beginning gangrene of its walls. But sup-

jjose that pain, tenderness, vomiting and collapse take

place, and that under ether nothing is discovered by
the most careful bimanual examination, would not the

examiner be surprised to know that these symptoms
were due to a twisted pedicle, as proved two or three

weeks later by the successful removal of a tumor
filled with blood large enough to occupy the whole
lower abdomen (see Case I) ? Or suppose a mild and
frequently recurring appendicitis, so evident that

neither physician nor consultant deemed a vaginal ex-

amination necessary, would not the operator be sur-

prised to find a small ovarian cyst, strangulated in the

pelvis, shut off completely from its pedicle and nour-

ished by adhesions ? Or even after repeated observa-

tions upon a painful and tender fibroid, would he not

be surprised, in beginning a hysterectomy, to find an
ovarian pedicle twisted enough to shut off the venous

return, while still permitting the arterial supply ? He
might well be surprised, and I might add that I have
been surprised under these very conditions, for all

these supposititious cases are taken from my own
records. P^'ortunately, the indications for operation

were clear and all the })atients were saved.

The chief necessity in connection with the suddenly

appearing ovarian torsion is the early recognition that

something has occurred within the abdomen which
urgently demands exploration. Refinements of diag-

nosis, however desirable in ordinary cases, must be

condenmed if they consume precious time. Sudden,
sharp aiul severe pain in the lower abdomen, followed

by sym})toms of shock, with tenderness and tumor,

mean a serious lesion, and demand exj)loration. The
surgeon may find an extra-uterine pregnancy, an
ovarian torsion, an acute salpingitis, or even a perfo-

rated a])peiidix.

Tumors of hemorrhagic origin, suddeidy appearing,

are usually coincident with the initial pain, and for

this reason are apparent at the first examination. In

case the patient is examined before the i)ain — the

initial sign of hemorrhage— appears, it is evident

that nothing will be discovered. The sudden develop-

ment of tlu; hemorrhage is not unlikt; that of the

tense and blood-filled cyst of the ovarian torsion or of
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.siiin»li' lifiiion'lm;^!'. lOiirly oxniniiialioii in Hiispfcti-il

prc^iiHiuty will hIiovv that no <H)iiKi<lfnil)ir tumor \x

prcHciit, even ill ectopic j^cstatioii ; in umst ciisch only

an filial ;;c(l ovary or tulx^ will he (ittcctcd. When in

a siis|icct(Ml ppt'iiiiaiicy a ttiiiior .sii(l<lcnly appears coin-

cidciitly witli sliarp alxloiiiiiial pain, the (tlianees favor

the ruptured sac ol an e\tra-iit<'rine prej^namry with

conrnieiiieiit (»t the blood within the layers of the

hroad liiiaineiil. At times the tumor is a hemat<tiiia

or a hematocele conlined in the pelvis. The diaj^nosis

between the tumor of an extra-uteriiu; prej^naiiey and
ovarian tumor with twisted pedicle is often de|)endent

upon the history of a possible prei^iiaiicy, for the

principal sym|)toms of onset ar«i identical. When tin;

cyst becomes lilled with blood, in both there is a sud-

den pain with faintness and (collapse ; in both tln-n; is a

tender, elastic and suddenly apj)eariii<;- tumor; in both

there are sympLoms of pcM'itoiieal irritation, nausea, vom-
itiiiij and distention ; in both, low temperature and hi^h

pulse. When tlusre is a history of irre<j5ular menstru-

ation, of tender breasts, and of morning si(;kness, the

chances I'avor an extra-uterine pregnancy. In the ab-

sence of all signs pointing towards pregnancy, the

elastic, tender tumor suggests an ovarian tumor with

twisted pedicle.

The ovarian tumor with twisted pedicle is usually

tense and tender ; the hematoma is not. If the hema-
toma is tense, it is seldom tender. Many examples of

suddenly a|)j)earing blood tumors of the lower alnlo-

nien might be given here to illustrate the foregoing

remarks. They differ materially from the encysted

hemorrhages of ovarian tumors, whether with twisted

pedicle or not. The importance of distinguishing be-

tween the hematocele and the ovarian tumor is great,

for the former often do well without operation and
the latter always demand it. One distinguishing feat-

ure not mentioned is the gradual development of the

hematocele. Yet I have seen one develop suddenly.

1 recall the case of a married woman of thirty-four

who had gone over her menstrual period one month.

There was nausea. Pain in the abdomen came on

suddenly, and was accompanied by vomiting. I found

a tumor as large as a child's head extending from the

pnbes nearly to the umbilicus. On exploration this

proved to be a thick-walled sac containing clotted

blood. The walls of the sac were stitched to the

wound and the blood was removed by irrigation. No
evidenct! of fetal structure could be found. Convales-

cence from this operation was rapid, but a sinus

remained for some time. About four w^eeks after the

operation the patient was seized again with pain, the

attack being very similar to the first. A tumor then

rapidly formed to the left of the uterus, as in the first

attack. No intervention was attempted. The swell-

ing subsided gradually, to appear on the right side

some weeks later. The appearance of the last tumor
was sudden and was accompanied by the same symp-
toms as the first. The patient was kept quiet in bed

for some weeks, and was discharged «Iuly 11, 1892.*

In another case of suspected extra-uterine pregnancy
I found the whole abdomen filled with a tumor evi-

dently containing blood. The patient was improving

at the time that 1 first examined her, and no surgical

operation was performed. She made a perfectly good

recovery.

Among the remotely possible sources of suddenly

appearing pelvic tumors are the distended gall blad-

• Annals of Surgery, December, 1894.

diT and tlir int<Tniitt4*rjt hydroncphrofiiii. A ron»Jfl»»r-

atioii of th«! diHteiided gull bladder HeeniH liardlv :*.]>

|)ropriate, i)ecaiiHe it Im iin|iOHHible for a gall bhidd<T,

from itH very nature, to actpiirc in a few hoiirn hih-Ii

dimeiiHions as to encroach upon the |>i-lviM. In all the

tiimorH of the gall bla*ld<T that I liuvu wen the hirgeMl

has been due to a clironi<; obHtruction of the comriioii

duct, from cancer of the pancreas. I liave re|K»rted

one case in which the tumor came down to the lirim of

the pelvis. This was not, however, a Niidderdv ap-

pearing tumor; on the contrary, it waw a tiinior of

very gra<lual development. It was recognized at the

very beginning. Ah I have already sUited, the gall

bladder, from its very situation and structure, it uii

organ that dotvs not permit of the excesHive dilatation

necessary to rea<;h the jnlvis. It is somewhat different

in another (;Iass of tumors— the sudden dilat^itioii of

the pelvis of the kidney. I hav«e seen and reported a

case of intermittent hydronephrosis in which a tumor
filled the right hypochondrium. Such a tumor, though
impossible of detection one day, and bulging the al>-

dominal wall tin; next, occu|)ies a place in the aUlomen
far removed from the pelvis. It is conceivable, how-
ever, that the kidney may be displaced, and give rise

to a suddenly appearing tumor, either at the i)rim of

the pelvis or in the pelvis itself. The intermitu-nt

hydronephrosis is in itself a rare tumor. It would l>e

almost inconceivable to have a tumor displaced in the

pelvis, and at the same time the .seat of this unusual

condition. In a differential diagnosis the dilated gall

bladder and the int<'rmittent hydronejdirosis may be

eliminated from their very rarity. On the other hand,

the acute dilatation of the stomach cannot, for this

lesion is certainly more common than either acute

dilatation of the gall bladder or acute dilatation of

the pelvis of the kidney. Moreover, the stomach,

being a large and distensible organ, may easily be

sagged into the regions of the ovarian tumor and of

the extra-uterine pregnancy. Indeed, I have been
struck by the frequency with which the stomach ap-

pears below the umbilicus in the median incision. It

is a very common occurrence. Such a stomach, even
with the patient in the Trendelenburg position, ap-

pears below the umbilicus. When distended in the

horizontal position, or in the erect position, it is easy

to see how such a stomach might cause an obscure

tumor. I have seen several instances in which the

dilated stomach has shown itself low down in the left

side of the abdomen. In these cases the stricture of

the pylorus and the dilatation or sagging were so

gradual that there was no difficulty whatever in the

diagnosis. These tumors could hardly be called either

suddenly appearing or obscure tumors, for they ai>-

peared gradually and were not obscure.

The foregoing consideration, then, applies chiefiy to

the sudden dilatation of a fiaccid ovarian cyst, either

by hemorrhage from its walls or by an obstruction to

the venous return from a twisting of its pedicle. It

applies to the sudden enlargements of the chronic

dilatations of the sigmoid ffexure ; to the sudden ajv

pearance of encysted peritonitis, accompanying salpin-

gitis or other inflammatory conditions of the pelvis,

and finally to the large collection of blood due usually

to the rupture of an extra-uterine pregnancy. In all

these lesions the importance of their recognition is

obvious. The diagnosis of these suddenly appearing
tumors is a matter of great interest and importance,
for upon a clear recognition of the necessitv of surgi-
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cal intervention depends in many instances the life of

the patient. A clear recognition of the nature of the

lesion will prevent also the danger of an unnecessary,

not to say a meddlesome, operation.

From the cases already detailed it appears that, in

my experience at least, an exact diagnosis is often im-

possible. It appears clear, however, that a lesion

essentially fatal, if unrelieved, presents symptoms so

suggestive as to form a conspicuous guide to the

surgeon's hand ; symptoms that lead him to the sure

relief of the tumor' with twisted jiedicle or the hema-

toma of ectopic gestation, but which also call him to

stay his hand in the suchlen and painless tumors of the

overdistended bladder.

In most of the tumors under consideration pain is

the first, the most important and enduring symptom.

Pain alone demands careful examination of the pelvic

viscera. Discomfort in the lower abdomen, if not

amounting to real pain, may reveal on examination a

pelvic tumor the nature of which will become clear

only upon the appearance of other symptoms and

signs.

The great emergencies of pelvic surgery attended

by the sudden appearance of tumors are ovarian tor-

sion and extra-uterine jiregnancy. In rare instances,

perhaps, the perforation of an appendix may give rise

to a tumor of considerable dimension. Appendicitis

and salpingitis, too, might be included in the present

consideration, lioth these diseases, however, present

such definite histories and such definite physical signs

— physical signs so definitely follow the initial pain

— that the tumor so invariably associated with them

can hardly be called obscure or unsuspected. A con-

sideration of these conmion lesions is therefore beyond

the scope of this communication. The tumors of an

ectopic gestation, on the other hand, may attain in a

few hours a size that is extraordinary, so also may
the tumor of an ovarian torsion, a dilated and ob-

structed sigmoid flexure, a suddenly distended ovarian

cyst, an acute dilatation of the stomach, and a full

bladder.

The mistake of opening a full bladder by laparot-

omy is so inexcusable that I may be pardoned for

saying a few words upon the diagnosis of a full blad-

der. It cannot do harm to repeat that the full bladder

often causes grave mistakes, no matter how experi-

enced the diagnostician. Presenting, as it does, a

smooth, symmetrical, fluctuating tumor, who is to be

blamed for thinking it a simple ovarian cyst, especially

if there have been no urinary symptoms whatever,

no pain, no overflow, but on the contrary natural and
easy micturition at the usual interval 'i He would be

inexcusable perhaps who should op(!n a bladder when
urinary discomfort and dribbling of urine pointed

clearly to the bladder in a state of overdistention,

though I have been called to operate upon many such

tumors, the nature of which was conspicuous. But
should he be blamed for exploring such a tumor in

the total absence of urinary symptoms ? I think he

should lie, when by the use of the catheter a sure

means of diagnosis is at hand. The catheter, there-

fore, should l)e used in all fluctuating tumors of the

lower abdomen as a means of eliminative diagnosis.

As a matter of routine the catheter should be used
just before laparotomy.

The diagnosis of an acnite dilatation of the stomach
may be said to be impossible ; a correct one in the

case mentioned would have been mere guess work.

Even in the light of exploration it is ditticult to see

what the symptoms meant. In a second case precisely

like the first I should feel quite as much in the dark.

Those who were familiar with this case would })rob-

ably suggest the possibility of a dilated stomach. They
would use the stomach tube as a means of diagnosis.

As the catheter will solve the question of the full

bladder, so will the stomach tube that of a dilated

stomach. Yet it would seem absurd to say that

the stomach tube should be passed in all fluctuating

tumors of the lowc^r abdomen. Indeed it is absurd
unless the stomach is in some way suggested as the

possible cause of the tumor.

The large bulging tumor of the dilated colon, with
or without symptoms of intestinal obstruction, gives

signs which I am sure will hereafter suggest to me
the true Uision. If the tumor subsides under anes-

thesia, if it is tympanitic, resistant and tender, if it is

rounded and symmetrical, if the obstruction is acute,

and if there has been no gradual cachexia, the di-

lated colon is strongly indicated. The suddenness of

the appearance of the tumor and of the symptoms
rules out the dilated coils of a chronic obstruction,

such, for instance, as are due to cancerous stricture.

The diagnosis of extra-uterine pregnancy is usually

easy. Pain in Uk; course of irregular menstruation,

with dribbling of blood from the uterus, always sug-

gests it. With the sign of hemorrhage the diagnosis

is almost sure. With any other confirmatory signs of

pregnancy it is about certain. Most cases of extra-

uterine pregnancy are unaccompanied by any tumor
of considerable size. The tumor, if any is found, is

small. It is often buried up iji the free blood of the

pelvic cavity. Even if a tumor is felt it may not be

that of the fetal sac. Recently a friend and gynecolo-

gist sent me at the Massachusetts General Hospital a

patient with extra-uterine pregnancy, in whom under
ether he found the fetal tumor on the right side, where
under ether 1 also found it. The exploration showed
a tubal pregnancy too small for bimanual palpation,

on the left side.

There are, however, tumors connected with extra-

uterine pregnancy and hemorrhage, and of very con-

siderable size, as I have already stated. Those found
in the case of an extra-uterine j^^'egnancy are pre-

ceded by pain, and accompanied by the usual signs of

pregnancy. They are collections of blood in the lay-

ers of the broad ligament, or encapsulated in the pel-

vis.

The diagnosis of ovarian tumor with twisted pedi-

cle is easy when a tumor is known to exist. Where
one has not been found previously it is very diflicult.

It depends upon sudden j)ain, with or without signs of

hemorrhage The tumor is elastic and tender. The
signs of strangulation, gangrene, peritonitis, are often

obvious. The diagnosis of ovarian tumor with twisted

pedicle must always be suggested by these symptoms.
In spite of difliculties of diagnosis the signs point

the right way— towards surgical intervention. It

matters little whether the diagnosis of extra-uterine

pregnancy is wrong if the surgeon is guided to the re-

lief of an ovarian torsion, or if, exj)ecting a torsion, he

finds an extra-uterine li(!morrhage ; if, expecting an

ovarian tumor, he finds a dilated stomach ; or if, ex-

pecting an iiit(!rnal strangulation or an intestinal ob-

struction, he finds a dilated and twisted sigmoid flex

ure. It does mattijr, however, if, expecting to find

a serious lesion, he finds a full bladder, or if, ex-
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pcctinj^ Jill oviiriiiii torHion, he liiids .i iionn.il prc;,'-

iiiiiicy.

Fortiiiiatt'ly tlic cull for rt'licf Ih a loud oih- in tli<-

serious l^^sioll ; the suriffon iiiiikfH lew iiii.stukcH who
(|ui('kly responds. It is not a loud ei y in triviiil ciiHes;

it is a sui;jr(.st,ioii i'or eanrlul study, or even lor pro-

loiij^ed oliservation, under wliieli the true naluic ot I lie

plieiumieiia can hv aeeuratidy det(!rinined.

In suininiii<; up tlu^ niatt(;r ot tlieso aeutc; ahdoininal

einer^t'iieies which constitute tlu^ <rreat(ir portion of ol)-

sciire and suddenly appeariii<f tumors, I am led to re-

mark that here, as in all medical and surgical practice;,

the chief aim should Itc! to view tht; whole with com-
mon s(Mise ; to consider carefully the history, to weii,di

carefully the symptoms, to iipply ;ill reasonable methods
of examination, and linally if it is determined that in-

tervention is necessary, to proceed to operation with-

out unnecessary (Uday.

In all suddenly appearinj; tumors of the lower al>-

doineii, however obscure they may he, intervention is

demanded if the symptoms are the least ur<i;ent. A
tumor that has attributes of suddmi formation, of ten-

derness, of hemorrhage, of profound constitutional dis-

turbance, demands immediate intervention. Tumors,
however, which do not possess the attributes of ur-

gency may be watched, especially if the local symp-
toms are subsiding, and if the patient's strength is re-

turning. From their very nature, however, they all

require surgical intervention sooner or later.

A CASE OF INFLAMED PERITONEAL CYST SIM-
ULATING OVARIAN CYST WITH TWISTED
PEDICLE.i

UY AONKS C. VIETOR, M.D., llOSTON,

Asshtnnt Surgeon, Xetv England Hospital.

Mrs. a., thirty-six years old ; mother of two children,

youngest seven years old. Family history negative.

Personal history negative, except that menstruation has

not been perfectly regular as to time ; occasionally tlie

intervals between periods would be prolonged, vary-

ing from five weeks to six or eight months. Patient,

then, was siibjectively a well woman till seven years

ago, ten weeks after the birth of her last baby, when
she had an attack of what was called peritonitis,

which attack was ascribed to mental anxiety and

catching cold. Ever since this illness she has been

compelled to be careful not to get overtired, over-

doing being always followed by discomfort in both

iliac regions, lasting from a few hours to several

days, and relieved by rest. F'our months after this

initial illness, she miscarried spontaneously at three

months, convalescing without complication. About
this time she is said to have contracted malaria.

Three years later she had an attack, diagnosticated

as appendicitis, from which she recovei'ed, but which

left her with an occasional feeling of discomfort in

the right side of the abdomen.
Patient came under my care in January of the

present year. She gave a history of overexertion

all the month of December, preparing for the holi-

days. The exertion brought on the usual pain,

which increased in severity^ as she did not rest.

She menstruated the last w(;ek in December, the

period being unusually painful. When 1 saw her,

> ReHd before the Surgical Section of the Suffolk District Meilical

Society, March 7, 1900.

the (IrMt week in .Faiiiiarv, tin; (low had i-i'hmiI for

Heveriil duyM, but the pain continued in l»olh in^iiiniil

regioiiH, ill the back and extending driwn the backH of

the thigliH ; hIic uIho coiii|ilained of lieadache uii'l

great nervouHncHH. She refuned to let me make any
examination, and iiiHiHted that all nhe needi-d wiu« rent

and a little medicine for " rheiimatiMm in the Inick."

I prescribed for her and flire«;t<'d her to go to Im-iI.

She did not go to bed, but rcHted a little more than

usual and felt Ixitter. Four daVH later nhe Haw m«
again, and reported that she was In-tter except for

frontal and o(!cipital headache, that she was very

weak and that her "mahiria" was troubling her

again, as the night before she had an atta'-k of ver-

tigo with j)alpitation, followed by prolonged chillineHH

and cold sweat.

Upon my d(!clining to assume further responsibility

for her case without a thorough examination, she

linally consented to let nn; examine her, and I fountl

the following condition: Temperature 101..'5°, pulse

HO, respiration 22. Heart, lungs, liver and spleen

negative. Urine contained large amount of albu-

min. Vaginal examination showed that the uterus

was slightly enlarged, anteHexed, tender and rather

soft. The right broa<l ligament was resistant, swol-

len, and contained irregular masses, but was too sen-

sitive to permit the appendages to be distinctly out-

lined. The left pelvis was filled with an elastic, tender

cystic tumor extending up into the alxlomen, midway
between the symphysis and umbilicus, and from near

the median line to about midway to the anterior supe-

rior spine of the ilium. Behind and below this tumor,

near the cul-de-sac, was a small, irregular, firm, ex-

ceedingly tender mass. A diagnosis of acute exacer-

bation of a chronic salpingitis, with possible presence

of pus, and probable left ovarian cyst, was made.
The patient was warned of the seriousness of her

condition, but she still resisted going to Iwd. During
the night she had a repetition of the chill and sweat.

The next morning she had a chill lasting two and a

half hours ; I saw her just as the chill was subsiding

and found her face flushed, conjunctivie injected and
an icteric tinge of the skin. Temperature 103.3°,

pulse 92, respiration 20. Examination showed no
change in the findings of the day before, but the pa-

tient looked much more ill. In the evening I was
sent for in haste, and found intense abdominal pain

over the region of the tumor ; the abdomen was tym-
panitic and markedly sensitive, and there was some
rigidity of the walls. The patient had been delirious

at times the past few hours, and was vomiting at in-

ti^rvals. Temperature 104.8°. pulse Ot). resi>iration

24. I made a diagnosis then of pyosalpinx with

probable twisted pedicle of the cyst (ovarian ?), and
urged celiotomy.

The next morning I hastily curetted the uterus,

hoping to leave that organ, and then performed
celiotomy. On 0{)ening the alxlomen and detaching
the adherent omentum, there was escape of a small

quantity of bloody serum. After walling back the

intestines with gauze, the pelvis was seen as follows :

Uterus in position, slightly enlarged, especially longi-

tudinally, fundus forward. To the left of the uterus

was a tumor which nearly filled the left pelvis and
projected upward, into the alnlominal cavity ; its walls

appeared roughened, dark red in color and had en-

larged veins running over the surface. The left tube,

slightly enlarged, was seen to be stretched^out over
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the upper anterior surface of the tumor. This tumor

seemed everywhere adherent, except on its upper sur-

face. In separating the adliesions at the bottom of

the pelvis, the tumor was ruptured, <i:iving exit to a

serous fluid. It then became exceedingly difficult to

follow, but finally a pedicle was formed for the re-

moval of the remains of it and the left tube. The
left ovary was found below and behind the tumor, as

palpated from the vagina, and was largely converted

into a series of hematomata. It could not be entirely

enucleated from its bed of adhesions without danger-

ous delay, and a small, apparently healthy portion

was left in the stump.

On the right side the appendages were completely

hidden in a mass of dense exudate, to which the in-

testine and the tip of the appendix were closely

adherent. The appendix was separated, and being

found otherwise normal, the raw surface was closed

in by peritoneum with a catgut suture. The intes-

tine was then separated, but in one place the adhe-

sions were so dense that in separating them the wall

was damaged. This was repaired by a Lembert suture.

At the point of this adhesion was a small cyst, 2 by 3

centimetres, filled with a serous fluid, that at first

seemed to be the occluded and dilated extremity of

the right tube. Further dissection, however, showed
that it was a peritoneal cyst. With great difficulty,

the right tube was found buried in tlie dense exudate,

was enucleated and removed. It contained about 2

drachms of pus. The right ovary was buried still

deeper in the pelvis and could not be entirely brought

up. It was almost impossible to make a pedicle for

these appendages, but eventually we succeeded in

making rather a broad one. Except for the exudate

burying it, the right ovary was apparently healthy

and a small portion of it was left in the right stump.

The peritoneal cavity was washed out with normal

salt solution, a portion of which was allowed to re-

main, and the al)domen was closed.

While all the acute local symptoms were referred

to the region of the tumor on the left side, you will

see by the temjierature chart that the constitutional

reaction was due in large part to the condition on the

right side, as the temperature and pulse subsided only

graduallly, though steadily, seemingly with the ab-

sorption of the exudate. The vomiting, delirium,

chills, sweats and all alnlominal symptoms ceased

with the operation. Except for the nephritis which
continued for over six weeks to give albumin in the

urine, the convalescence was uninterrupted.

The specimens which I show do not convey an

adequate impression of the pathological condition,

except to one who has seen similar cases. The
tumor, as you will see, is represented here only by
those shreds of membrane, the greater part of it

remaining firmly adherent to the tissues of the left

pelvis. I3r. W. F. Whitney kindly examined the

specimens for me, and pronounced the tumor a peri-

toneal cyst. It was the outcome, no doubt, of the

repeated attacks of peritonitis from which the patient

had suffered during the past seven years. The rough-

ened and congested surface of the cyst where it rose

into the abdominal cavity showed an acute inflamma-

tion of this portion of the cyst wall. I have mciu-

tioned a smaller, similar cyst on the right side, but

the characteristic of the right side was the dense

exudate which hid antl blanketed the appendages.

This exudate varied from 1 to 2 centimetres in thick-

ness, it was freely supplied with blood vessels, and
made the dissection of the tube and ovary very dif-

ficult. The operation was so lengthened by these

complications, and the patient's condition was so pre-

carious, that, as the appendix apj)eared normal, it

seemed the less of two evils to free it and leave it

rather than risk even the few minutes necessary to

remove or invert it.

NoTK. — The post-operative liistory of tliis patient is interest-
ing. During convalescence she had several nervous paroxysms
of an emotional type, the most marked being during the week
when menstruation was due, thougli it did not appear. After
returning to her home she improved for a few weeks and felt

at last slie was a well woman. Naturally, she was tempted to
overdo, and one day after a five-mile walk she began to feel not
so well ; she had occasional discomfort in the region of the right
stump, she grew "nervous,"' mentally depressed and "tired,"
suffered from insomnia and began to lose flesh and strength.
She did not improve greatly under treatment and I advised
change of scene. She returned home in a fortnight much worse,
the picture of acute melancholia with suicidal tendencies. I

then had her remain in town and gave her positive suggestion
every other day, inducing a light hypnosis. She improved
steadily under this treatment, the insomnia disappearing after
the first seance. After ten days I again sent her out of town,
giving her the suggestion in writing, to use as needed. Her
improvement was steady and at the present writing she is per-
fectly well and the picture of health.

SERUM THERAPY IN PNEUMONIA.^
BY WILLIAM H. SMITH, M.D., BOSTON.

In 181)2 Friedlander discovered in a case of crou-

pous pneumonia a capsule bacillus, which he consid-

ered to be the etiological factor in the production of

this disease. In 188.'3 Talamon found in a consoli-

dated lung a diplococcus, which he called the pneumo-
coccus ; but it was not until 1 88(1 that Fraenkel isolated

the pneumococcus from a sufficient number of cases of

acute croupous pneumonia to show that it had an eti-

ological bearing in the production of this disease. He
was able to cultivate the organism and to study its

methods of growth and its characteristics. Since this

time numerous investigators have confirmed the obser-

vation of Fraenkel— Netter, Weichselbaum, and more
recently, Pearce at the Boston City Hospital, and
Wright at the Massachusetts (Tcneral Hospital, and
from the data gathered it may be said that the etiolo-

gical factor in the j)roduction of acute lobar pneumo-
nia, in from 90 to !>;")% of the cases, is the pneumococ-
cus. The organisms which take part in the production

of broncho and lobular pneumonia are more varied,

and today it is well recognized that any of the follow-

ing organisms may produce a lobular or broncho pneu-

monia : the tubercle bacillus, the diphtheria bacillus,

the bacillus mucosa capsulatus, the bacillus of bubonic

plague, and the influenza bacillus, or the various forms

of cocci— streptococcus pyogenes, staphylococ(;us py-

ogenes, and the pneumococcus. One case is recorded

where sarcina* seemed to be tlu; original invaders.

If, however, we eliminate the lobular or broncho

pneumonias occurring in the course of the acute in-

fectious diseases, and those secondary to an inflamma-

tory process elsewhei-e, in a majority of eases the

organism found, (hither alone or in association with

other organisms, is the ))neumococcus.

Since, therefore, in 90% to Dfj^ of all cases of

acute croupous pneumonia, and in a large number of

the uncomplicated broncho or lobular })neunioiiias, the

1 Read before the Massachusetts Medical Society, June 12, 1900,

and recommended for publication by the society.
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('tii>l<);fic;il I'iu^top in tlic pnruinococcus, \vf hIi.iH. in our

(liscussioii of the scriiiii tlM>i':i|iy in |>fn-iiiiii>iii:i, limit

ourst'lvc's to tlic iiiiti|)ii('Uiiiococ(!Hs smiiii. Ah hooii

us Friiciikcrs work ii|mhi {\\v piicumococcMiH Imm-uiii<>

r('.(!o<(iii/.t'(l, :ii)(l i\\v inctliods ot isolation aiul cultiva-

tion of this oTifanisni liccaiuf known, invcsti^^ation Ity

moans of animal inoculation lK'<'amc, rife. As curly

as 18H() Fracnkcl obscrvi'd that rabbits inociilatc«l with

atttMuiat(!<l cultures of the |>ncum()coccus withstood an

otherwise fatal dose.

In |)ursuan('(i of their iiiv(!Stifi;ations tlies(! observers

usi'd practically everythiuir eontainiuif ptuMunococci.

Attenuated cultures, <(lyc(!rin (^xtrad of aj^ar cult-

ures heated to 00°, heati'd bouillon cultures, filtrates

and j)recipitates from cultures, dric^l organs of ani-

mals dying from pueumococcus inf<!ction, were used

in these investigations, or infusions of the same; in

sterile water. Sputum, collected at the time; of the

crisis in cases of pneumonia, eitln^r fresh or after

heating, was employed in these (experiments ; while

the pleural exudate following croupous pneiimonia

was also used.

The results obtained from this line of investigation

seemed to show that certain animals could, by the in-

jection of pueumococcus cultures or exudates or se-

cretions containing pneumococci, be rendered immune
for a longer or a shorter time to an otherwise fatal

dose of the pueumococcus. AJter this artificial im-

munity had been discovered, the next line of investi-

gation was to determine if the serum of the immune
animals was protective when inoculated into another

animal, and, according to Mennes, Foa and Carbone

were the first to establish the fact that a mouse re-

mained alive after inoculation with 2 to 4 drops of

blood from an immune rabbit when this was followed

by a fatal dose of pneumococcus culture. This is the

first experiment in serum therapy against the pneumo-

coccus.

It remained for Emmerich and Fowitsky to show

that the mouse remained alive if the imnuine serum

was injected after the pueumococcus culture— a fact

also proved b\' the Klemperers.

The etiological factor in the production of pneu-

monia having been found, the fact that animals could

be rendered immune for a longer or shorter time hav-

ing been shown, and the immunizing property of such

sera demonstrated when further inoculated into ani-

mals, it remained to discover the practical application

of these facts.

At varying intervals there have been reported cases

of pneumonia treated by the antipneumococcus serum.

The Klemperers treated by subcutaneous injection a

series of cases with apparent benefit, as shown by fall

of temperature, slowing of jnilse and respiration.

Lara reported the results in 10 cases of pneumonia,

the sera used being obtained from immunized dogs,

rabbits, or glycerin extracts of organs of refractory

animals, lie considered the results encouraging.

In Naples iu 1897, Professor Pane reported that

he had obtained antipneumococcus serum from a

donkey and a cow that he had successfully used in

treating a uumber of cases of pneumonia— 23 cases

in all, with 2 deaths.

In 1898, before the Italian Medical Congress in

Turin, Massalongo and Francheni reported upon

Pane's antipneumococcus serum. They had use»l his

serum in 10 cases of the most severe type on alcoholic

subjects with weak hearts and nephritis. They con-

cbnl<<| that Im'IUt result in thin cIjwh of ciuir»(t wnrn
obtained than if treat»Mi l»y the orcliiinrv (netho<l.

I)e Kenzi reporti'd on ii MerieH of 10 «tiMi'H in IH9H
treat4:d by antipnetirnocorcuH H«rram. Si<v<;n; niM'%
were Hele«;ted for i\w treutm«;llt. A cure r»-iiult4;<l in

(!Verv case.

Wiesbecker reporU-d .'* coMefl treut4Kl by fwrniiri (t\t-

tained from human Hiibjectx recovf-rin^ from pneu-
monia. All .') recovered, un<i there Hceuied to Im; a
fliniinution of the subjective symptomn. The M-rxixn

from blisters from pneumonia pati<nt.s \\nn uIho l»eeti

used, but with litth; effect. Most re<-ent!y WashlH»urrie
has succeeded in jiroducing immunitv in a ponv aft*;r

idne months' treatment with living and «lead ciiltnren,

an<l has ol)t;iined a serum which seems to have power-
ful immunizing properties. The dillicultv which all

investigators ha<l experienced up to this time was in

their inability to keep the pneumococcus culture whi<'h

they were using virulent. Washbourne applied the

in<!thod of Pfeiffer of streaking agar cultures with
sterile blood of rabbits and l)y this means an«l keeping
th«' blood at a temj)eratun! of 37. .0° C. it wa.s found
possible to maintiiin the virulence of the pneumococcus
at a given level for a jieriod of sixty days. The mini-

mum fatiil dose of the culture used by Washbourne
was .000001 of a loop which held 5 milligrammes.
The serum was mixed in varying amounts with a ten-

fold fatal dose of the culture and the mixture injected

into the peritoneal cavity of rabbits, control experi-

ments always being made with a mininmm fatal dose.

The smallest <iuantity of serum which would protect

the animal under these conditions he considered equal
to a unit. The strongest serum yet obtained from his

pony, equal to .03 cubic centimetres, protected against a
tenfold fatal dose ; a cubic centimetre, therefore, equals
33 units. Sera from normal rabbits and guinea pigs

would protect against the minimum fatal dose, but not
against a tenfold fatal dose. Washbourne treated 6

cases and had no deaths. He considered that the

serum should be inoculated as early as possible and
at least GOO units should be injected twice a dav.

Spurrel, Hartnett and Cook have reported cases

treated by Washbourne's serum. ^lennes has re-

cently succeeded in obtaining a powerful immunizing
serum from a horse. Neither Mennes nor Wash-
bourne, however, wish to state positively that their

serum is of value without further investigation. Cer-
tain subjective disturbances have been reported follow-
ing these injections of the serum, such as excitement
following the use of dog serum, agitation following
the use of rabbit senun, and urticarial rash.

As the (juestion stands today, it may be stated that,

experimentally, animals may be rendered immune,
that their sera has protective property, and that con-
tinued investigation is doing away with some of the
difficulties which previously harassed the earlv inves-

tigators. But the fact still remains that in dealing
with the pneumococcus we are dealing with an organ-
ism capable of many variations and degrees of
virulence, and that the sera obtained under such con-
ditions must of necessity vary both in strength and
character. Washbourne's method of cultivation seems
to be a distinct advance, inasmuch as he maintains
life and virulence in the culture over a longer periotl

than have other observers. His investigations are
recent, and it is too early to state what the result will

be. Experimentally, antipneumococcus serum seems
to be of value. Practiciillv, that it is of auv ^real
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value does not at present seem to have been demon-
strated, as the reported number of cases are too few ;

the series of any one observer too small. What the

future of the serum therapy in pneumonia will be it is

too early to say.

CItntcal ^Department.

CASE OF PATENT FORAMEN OVALE IN
VANCED LIFE.

AD-

BY WILLIAM L. WORCESTER, M.U.,

Assistant Physician and J'atholo(/ist, Danvers Insane Hospital.

Abraham H., apparently a full-blooded negro, said

to be fifty-seven years of age, was admitted to the hos-

pital, February 25, 1898, suffering from general par-

alysis. In the notes of the physical examination,

made at the time of admission, the following state-

ment is made as to the condition of the heart

:

" Apex beat in sixth interspace, under nipple ; no

heart sounds heard ; a long, loud murmur, systolic

in time, can be distinctly made out at apex." Dur-
ing the patient's stay in the hospital, no indications of

embarrassed circulation were noticed. On account of

the color of his skin it is perhaps likely that cyanosis,

if it had existed, might have passed unobserved. He
died May 13, 1900, of exhaustion from a series of

convulsions.

'(. Foramen ovale. /'. Communication between ventricles.

At the autopsy the heart was found to be moder-

ately hypertrophied, weighing 375 grammes ; the

cavities, especially the right ventricle, were dilated.

The valves were healthy. The foramen ovale was
present, measuring 2^ by 2 centimetres in diameter.

It was divided into two unequal parts by a small

tendinous cord. Immediately under the right aortic

semilunar valve was an opening forming a communi-
cation between the ventricles. On tlie side of the

left ventricle it was about 1 centimetre in its long-

est diameter ; on the side of the right ventricle, not

more than 2 millimetres in diameter. 8o far as

could be judged from appearances, this was proba-

bly a congenital defect.

The patient was a pensioner on account of disabil-

ity alleged to have been contracted during the Civil

War. This, as well as his advanced age, seemed of

interest in view of the condition of his heart. I ac-

cordingly made inquiry at the Pension Olhce in regard

to his military and medical history, and also of his

mother, who is still living, as to liis health in early

life. Ilis motlu^r, in rejjly, denied that he liad ever

suffered from shortness of bit-ath in childhood, and
said he always had good health until he went into

the army. A communication from the Pension Oihce
states that " the records show that the soldier enlisted

February 28, 1865, and was discharged on surgeon's

certificate of disability March 31, 1866. On muster
rolls to August 31, 1865, he is reported present;

September and October absent without leave ; from
October 31, 1865, to February 28, 18(56, present.

The certificate of disability is not on file, but the

records of the regiment show treatment in the regi-

mental hospital for valvular disease of the heart at

various dates from November 3, 18()5, to April 15,

1866. The first medical examination held in the

case was made December 7, 1887, but the condition

of the heart was not reported until his second exami-

nation, August 6, 1890, when the board described a

pronounced and remarkably distinct musical mitral

systolic murmur heard over the entire left chest,

the location of the organ being normal."

It is hardly probable that the examination at the

time of enlistment was very rigorous, but it seems

rather singular that such a disabilit}' should not

have been discovered on the most superficial inves-

tigation, and still more so that the patient should

have lived to be fifty-nine years of age without any
striking cardiac symptoms, dying at last of a disease

entirely independent of his malformation.

Both of the abnormal 02:)enings can be seen in the

above photograph.

^eDtcal fdrogtejS^jei.

RECENT PROGRESS IN OPHTHALMOLOGY.
BY MYLK.S STANDISII, M D., AND WM. DUDLEY HALL, M.D., BOSTON.

ORBITAL COMPLICATIONS OF EMPYEMA OF THE
ETHMOID CELLS.

ViEiisSE,^ in these numbers, gives a very complete

account of the subject. The first article contains a

very good description of the anatomy of the eth-

moidal labyrinth followed by a clinical history of 14

cases. In the second article the symj)toms are taken

up in detail. It is more than probable that the start-

ing point lies in the os planum of the ethmoid rather

than by infection through the agency of the veins.

As the orbit becomes invaded by products of inflam-

mation we notice swelling of the lids, exophtiialmus

and a tumor at the inner angle of the eye. This latr

ter varies in size from a small pea to even a hazel nut,

may be round or diffuse, firm or fluctuating and pain-

less. Pressure may cause a flow from the nostril and

there may be a sense of crepitation. Proptosis may
be slight, the deviation down and out with but little

impairment of motion. The edema may be limited

or diffuse, and there may or may not be diplopia.

The fundus changes suggest a mild neuritis and tlie

vision may fall to .2 if there is pressure on the nerve.

The third article discusses the etiology, and has spe-

1 Kec. d'opbtbal., March, April, May, 1899.
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rial lu'ariii^ ii|i()ii the various loims of rliinitis, al-

tlioii^li, ot" course, it may l>t! the kccjiicI of almost any
gtmc'nil iut'fctious diseasi!. At a late jMriiod ol tin-

(liscast' cxtciisiou is apt to take placM- from mie Uj

anotlitr of tlic various sinuses, hut at the earliiT

sta<;^es a dillereMtiatiou is (»asi(!r. To discriminate l)e-

t\v«'en frontal an<l etiimoidal dis(!ase is dillicidt at any
sta<;e. I.ocali/ation of pain and tfiidorness over
tlie frontal is suj^j^estive. A projection of tlie lK)ny

wall in the orhit su<;j<jjests diseasi! of the, ethmoid
rather than frontal. Symptoms dut; to compression

of the eyeball arc the same in both cases. I'lis in

the middle meatus may come from either tiie maxil-

lary, frontal or anterior ethmoidal cells; pus in the

superior meatus from tlu; posterior ethmoidal or sphe-

noidal sinuses. '1\) diagnosticate between tin; former,

catheterization of the frontal and puncture of the

maxillary may be employed. In each case if pus

immediately appears after irrigation it probably

conies from the ethmoid. Transillumination may
show the ethmoidal cells of one side to be more
opacpie than those of the other side. By ausculting

the frontal sinus, exj)iratory rales may be determined.

Frequently differential diagnosis is merely a matter of

conjecture. The early occurrence of compression of

the optic nerve would favor disease of the posterior

ethmoidal rather than of the sphenoidal. With care

there is little danger of mistaking it for dacryocys-

titis. Malignant growths and osteomata, though rare,

must be thought of. Drain through the nose, orbit or

both ways. The incision may be along the upper, the

internal, or the internal and inferior margins of the

orbit. (Jruening's operation is as follows: Incision

along the internal margin of the orbit to the perios-

teum. Strip up the periosteum internal to the lachry-

mal sac. Divide the attachnu^nt of Horner's muscle,

laying bare the os planum. Press the orbital contents

to the outside with spatula. Curette the os planum.

Introduce a drainage tube from the orbit into the nose

and suture in the incision.

TIIK OKDKK OF DKVELOl'MENT OK COLOR rERCEl'-

TION AND OF COLOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE
CHILD.

W. A. Holden - believes that the order of develop-

ment of perception, and the order of attractiveness of

colors in the young infant, in whom the order of se-

lection is almost instinctive or physiological rather

than the result of training or reflection, support by

analogy singularly well the Gladstone theory of the

development of color perception in the human race,

so that this theory may have a certain value as a

general evolutionary theory, although we must go

down much lower in the mammalian scale than to

primitive man to find the beginning of color perceji-

tion. What are the functions of the various colors in

nature, and why does the child react to colors differ-

ently at different ages ? The predominating nature

colors are the blues and greens and the yellows and

reds ; the complementary colors to these background

colors serve to call attention to particular objects, as,

for example, fruits and flowers, and may be called ac-

cent colors. The colors of the red end of the spec-

trum are exciting or irritating when presented in large

masses, whereas the greens and blues are more restful.

The young infant I'esponds to the exciting colors,

choosing instinctively those of the red end instead

» Archives of Ophthalmology, May, 1900.

f»f the blue. Am the pHychical flevejfipmcni pro-

ceeds, and the child l^econieH more diMtiiif^uiihi'fl

from the animal, and mi-iiLiI proccHseH donnnate th<;

earlier more phyHiologiral reactionn, we find, (irnt, an

indifference to all colors and a little Inter a dinlike for

the more exciting re«|H ami yellows, and a prefen;iice

for the blue end rif tlu- spectrunj. TImh typical change
takes plac(; in the order of uttractivenesH ax the child

grows older, and occurs without respect t<> eriviron-

UK'iit or training. In a certain nundx-r of children

the change from n^d to blue [ireference Ih not no

dir(!ct, and after a period of greatest indifference Ui

all colors, at the ag(! of two or three, there is for a

time a modified indill'erence in whi<-h one or more of

the middle and most luminous colors— orange, yellow

and green — is preferred. At the age of eight, blue

or viohit preference is almost universal, but red has

begun to advance from the lower end of the scale.

Adults prefer end colors, while they dislike the tniddle

colors.

TREATMENT OF DETACHMENT OF THE RETINA.

In IH!)") R. Deutschmann * published the result of

his operative method of treatment of IG cases of de-

tached retina, and since that time he has continued

these operations subject to some modifications, and

now has completed the treatment of 101 cases. A
full account of all these cases, some of which have

been under observation for more than five years, is

now given, and they form a collection of clinical his-

tories worthy of careful study. He now transfixes

the eye far back with a two-edged knife, entering at

the outer and lower i)art of the sclera, passing across

to the corresponding point on the inner side the coun-

terpuncture, involving all the coats except the con-

junctiva. (Jn withdrawal, the blade makes a slight

curve towards the centre of the eye, thus perforating

the retina in two places, and allowing two openings

for the escape of preretinal and subretinal fluid. He
no longer thrusts about in the hope of cutting real or

imaginary bands. Rabbits' vitreous is next injected

into the vitreous by means of a combination of a

knife and canula. Young rabbits' vitreous is stirred

up in a neutral salt solution under antiseptic precau-

tions, and allowed to settle ; it is then injected and
is, Deutschmann believes, a very importiint addition

to his method of treatment. He reserves the injec-

tion for those cases not benefited by the double punct-

ure operation. Of the 101 cases he claims to have
'* cured " 20, and to have more or less benefited 34.

Of the remaining 41 he considers that 7 were at first

greatly improved but afterwards relapsed, while 34
either showed no improvement, or, for various

reasons, w'ere unsuitable for or did not remain long

enough under treatment. This percentage is much
better, in his opinion, than that obUiined by rest or

by simple puncture. The best results were in cases

of traumatic origin or in young persons.

SUCCESSFUL TRANSPLANTATION OF THE CORNEA
AND SCLEI{A IN AN EYE WHICH WAS KLIND
FROM PHTHISIS OK THE CORNE.V.*

Wolffberg * cites this case: The patient, female,

lost the right eye from an injury in childhood, and
lately injured the other by a blow causing dislocation

of the lens, cataract and iridocyclitis. The cornea

' Baitr. z. Augenheilk.. xl, 1899.

Woch. f. Ther. u. Hyg. d. Auges, .\ugust 24, IS??.
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became atrophied, and after the extraction only light

perception remained. The eye of a sparrow was

bisected and the part in front of the iris was used.

As it seemed irrational to the operator to bring the

anemic sclera in contact with the anemic anterior por-

tion of the blind eye, an artificial hyperemia was in-

duced by undermining the conjunctiva around the

cornea, then passing a thread after the manner of a

purse string along the border of the opening, and by

its closure covering the atropied cornea by some

chemotic vascular conjunctiva. On the next day the

cornea of the blind eye was trepanned (3| millime-

tres) through its entire thickness without escape of

vitreous. The sparrow's cornea, with its scleral bor-

der, was then introduced and the border well tucked

under the overlapping conjunctiva. Almost no reac-

tion ; sutures were removed at the end of five days.

The transplanted sclera soon lost its opaqueness, and

soon became as transparent as the cornea. The pa-

tient can now, at the end of a month, go about a well-

lighted room unattended.

IRIDECTOMY IN GLAUCOMA SIMPLEX.

True and Chauvin ^ give results obtained in 1

4

cases of simple glaucoma, which have been under

observation for from six months to five years and a

half after the iridectomy. They consider this opera-

tion and anterior sclerotomy only as worthy of reten-

tion, giving their preference in favor of iridectomy.

They believe in an early operation, although the pro-

cess may have been without pain and the vision good.

Full recognition is given of the difficulty of making a

diagnosis between a simple glaucoma and optic atrophy,

with excavation when there is no rise in tension. If

after use of myotics there is an increase in the vision

and an enlargement of the field, benefit by making an

iridectomy may be hoped for. Chronic glaucoma is so

apt to be bilateral that the field of the apparently

sound eye should always be examined, and if there

is shown to exist a characteristic loss, an operation

should be undertaken, even though the central vision

should be perfect. Although this procedure is not in-

fallible, it may be safely said that no other method

promises so well.
(To he continued.)

IReport^ of ^octetic^.

SUKGICAL SKCTION OF THE SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

F. G. BALCH, M.D., SECRETARY.

Rkgilar meeting, Wednesday, March 7, 1900,

Dr. J. W. Elliot in the chair.

Dr. .1. C. MuNRO presented a

PATIENT after THORACOPLASTY FOR SARCOMA,

PROBABLY OF THE DIAPHRAGMATIC PLEURA.

About eight months before operation the patient

was on the medical side of the City Hospital; con-

siderable bloody serum was aspirated from his right

chest and he was discharged relieved. He re-entered

in November, and Dr. F. H. Williams made a definite

diagnosis of tumor by x-ray examination. Under

ether a lar'fe part of the tliird to the seventh ribs, in-

» Arch, d'ophthal., January, 1900.

elusive, was resected, and a mass covering the dia-

phragm and pushing the lung up to level of second
rib was removed. Owing to severe shock a small

nodule was left on the diaphragm behind the costal

cartilages. A few weeks later a second operation

was done, the growth having increased rapidly, push-

ing up alongside tiie spine and into the posterior

angle of the ribs. All of the growth could be re-

moved except a nodule which lay so far posteriorly

that it could not be safely reached without making
an opening through the posterior wall. Practically

no shock followed this operation. Recurrence has of

course taken place, and the patient is practically in

the same condition as in November last. He is to

start on Coley's treatment at once.

Dr. Elliot : In this connection I would like to

mention a case I had the otiier day where 1 removed
a large part of the chest wall and a })art of the lung

on the left side for a sarcoma which extended from
the sternum in front round under the scapula in the

back. The patient, a man of thirty-three years, had
noticed a growing tumor on his left chest for a year.

I turned up a large flap of skin and muscle from the

front of the chest and removed the tumor with nearly

the whole of the second, third and fourth ribs. The
tumor was found to have extended through the chest

wall and to have invaded the lung, so that it was
necessary to remove a large surface from the lung.

The lung wound was clamped and stitched. The
lung did not collapse owing to adhesions and to trac-

tion with my clamjis. The patient suffered severe

shock from the operation, and in spite of transfusion

died on the second day.

Dr. Munro also presented a

PATIENT AFTER PYLOROPLASTY.

Trouble began about three years ago with tender-

ness in the epigastrium when the patient twisted his

body in certain directions ; two and a half years ago
he comj)lained of distress without sharp pain or vomit-

ing of blood or anything pointing to ulcer of the

stomach. He had a specific history. Vomiting and
emaciation increased, and after treatment at various

hospitals he finally came to the City Hospital. Was
in the hospital on the medical side three months, and
while there very careful examinations were made of

his stomach contents by Drs. Sears, Smithwick, and
others, and finally brought to me for operation. He
was then a skeleton. At the time of operation there

was a large residue in the stomach with very much
lactic acid and no hydrochloric acid. At the opera-

tion I found simply a constricted pylorus, the lumen
admitting only a director. I performed the ordinary

pyloroplastic operation, which was in November.
Since then he has gained 80 pounds and is now all

right. Dr. Smithwick has examined his stomach
within a day or two and reports no residue, no fer-

mentation, and the stomach is practically normal.

For a while after operation there was considerable

residue with fermentation, and Dr. Sears felt dis-

couraged, fearing that there would have to be another

operation. I think it was simply overcoming a lial)it

that had existed for a number of years. The hydro-

chloric acid has not reappeared, but probably will in

time.

Dr. Richardson : I have found that after linear

pyloroplasty the lumen is not always satisfactory.

Some months ago I published in a paper on this sub-

/
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ject tlu) rcHiilts in a low (ui8«fH. If I w<M'i> ^oin^ to

o[)enit(» iij^Jiiii lor .stricture! with tliirk('iiiii;r of tlit-

wliolc! pylorus, I should iimkn ji piiitial \'-sliii|)i(l rc-

.scotioii iiistciul of ;i liiiciif iiunsioii. Tlicn- i-, no
H|u'ci;il udviiiitii'ic in tlio stniiji^lit line, :inii closiirc is

oftrn iliilic lilt. TIh' tissues un; frc(|u»!iitly tliickcntMl

and lack tlu! pliability necessary for a satisfactory

operation ; yet, as tiuie «;oes on, tliC! (Mciitrix heconies

softened and the tissues thinned, so that the in-w

openiui; is sulllcient. In nmny cases, nevt^rtheless, I

feel sure that a more or less (complete resection of tlie

cicatrized pylorus will <rive Ix^tter n^sults than the

(conversion by suture of a lonijiludinal cut into a

transvers(! one.

l)i{. Ki.i.ior : What was the narrowini^ din; to?

l)i:. MliNHO : There was a specili(! history. Tlnin;

may have been a gumma that ulcerated, leaving a

scar. There was no history of acute pyloric ulcer

and nothing to be felt in the mucous membraiK; at

operation. 1 think in another case 1 should adopt
Mayo's suggestion of anchoring the pylorus down so

as to bring the <lrainage of the stomach lower.

Dk. Maukice II. RiCHAUDSOX read a paper en-

titled

IIKMAUKS UPON O15S0UKK NON-TUAUMATIC TIMOKS
OF TlIK LOWER ABDOMEN SUDDENLY Al'I'EAK-

ING WHERE NONE HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN DE-

TECTED.'

Dr. Mimfokd: Mr. Chairman, I will not weary
yoii with descrij)tions of twisted ovarian tumors that

I have seen. Dr. Richardson lias covered that sub-

ject so thoroughly that there is little to be said. In-

deed many of his cases came under my own observa-

tion at the hospital. But the title of his paper is

very interesting and striking. I believe that these

suddenly appearing tumors are not so rare as might

be supposed. Many of them, most of them indeed,

are urgent and require immediate operation, but this

is not true of all ; and I refer especially to enlarge-

ments of the kidney. Within the past year I have

seen 2 such cases which might be added to Dr.

Richardson's list. Both were kidneys, very movable,

engorged, appearing suddenly low in the abdomen,

causing great pain and discomfort, puzzling at first to

the surgeon, and most alarming to the patients. In

both cases nephrorraphy gave permanent relief.

Dr. Marcy : I have been deeply interested in Dr.

Richardson's paper. It opens up a whole subject on

which it would be easy to write a book. There are a

variety of things that come to us the older we grow
in our experiences which make us less sure in diagno-

sis. I am very certain, in abdominal diagnosis, I

know less about making a clear, distinct, positive diag-

nosis than I thought I did ten years ago, because

there are many more things we know^ may be possi-

ble, and many things that in the earlier period we
would have ruled out we now consider. Dr. Rich-

ardson has hardly given the emphasis some of us

w'ould give to extra-uterine fetation, although he has

referred to it two or three times in his paper. I re-

member a case I operated on some time ago which I

supposed to be ectopic pregnancy, and it was an extra-

peritoneal hematoma, impossible to diagnose before

operation.

The onlv thing, I think, that has not been referred

to is the very first case of dropsy, as it was then

^ See page 33;) of the Journal.

railed, of tho jjnil bhiddrr, which wait opeiie^l by uri

American surgeon in Indiuiia, with the full l>«-li<-f that

Inr was about to operate on a c;yHtir: tiinior of the

ovary. That goes on re</»rrl iw the fir>tt operation in

the world upon the gall bladder. In the t-uM- of

twisted pedicle you know how sornelinieH a conipara-

tively small liinior rapidly iN-c/iini-M large, and vet it Im

not the classical case such as we unerl to know and
was described in the earlier days of twisted pedich;.

Let me givi; two or three instances :

A woman, of perhaps sixty, had Ix-en under olner-

vation a considerable period with a large fluctuating

cystoma of the ovary. I adviseil operatif)n, but nhe
declineil it, saying :

" No surgeon will ever see the

inside of my aiidomen." Perhaps a year went bv,

when I was suddenly summoned to New Hampshire
to operate upon tiiis woman. In the meantime nhe

had been congratulating iierself that the tumor wan
going away, the lesstuiing size of the tumor making
rotation easier. I found a necrosed cystoma weigh-
ing about .'30 pounds; the pedicle was twisted twice

and all tin; circulation was cut off.

I remendx'r another case, a comparatively small

tumor of about 1
"> pounds, in a woman in middle life.

She went to the Massachusetts Hospital, where she

was examined by the physician in attendance, who
found a cystoma that seemed so characteristic that,

according to her statement, a dozen of his pupils

examined her. She went home in much pain. That
night her physician was called, and two days later I

opened the abdomen. I found a necrosed cystoma
with two and a half times twisted pedicle, which it

seemed fair to assume had been accjuired at the hands
of the students.

It is only a little time ago I saw a much more
obscure case, where a woman had a pretty evident

history of impregnation. It was believed by her
physician that she was three months pregnant, whi(-h

was found to be correct, but there was an x factor in

the problem demanding immediate surgical interven-

tion. At the operation I found an ovarian tumor
pedicle, twice twisted, the cystoma not larger than a

large cocoanut.

Such are cases worth reviewing. Some of these

curious things, as dilated stomach, won't happen verv
often, and yet I have lost, I am quite sure, 2 pa-

tients on the table by overlooking a dilated stomach in

laparotomy. How ? On recovery from etherization,

with a dilated stomach distended with thin fluid, there

came regurgitation of fluid that caused the death of

the patient by drowning in his own tluiil. Had I

washed out the stomach before o[)eration I should
have saved this complication.

As to the dilated bladder. I am sure some of our
younger friends would rather smile when they look
upon the wise Dr. Richardson and say : " Is it possi-

ble he makes a mistiike ? " One of the wisest phy-
sicians I know thought he knew the character of the

disease, for he had watched it in its development, and
seen the patient from day to day and felt sure she
had a large cystic ovary. He sent her to me for

operation, I drew away 40 to 50 ounces of urine
from the bladder, and then it was apparent that there

was no tumor for removal.
I am quite certain discussion of this sort is of the

largest possible good to us all, and I am sorry Dr.
Richardson has not a much larger audience to profit

by his paper.
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Dr. MfNRO : 1 recall three tumors suddenly ap-

pearing : one an aneurism of the thoracic aorta, that

appeared in the upj)er part of the pelvis ; another, a

tubercular peritonitis, that appeared four weeks after

Cesarean section ; a third, similar to that which Dr.

Richardson speaks of— a sigmoid in a low grade peri-

tonitis due to an appendicitis.

Dr. Elliot : In these cases of twisted pedicles I

have always been impressed with the symptom of pain.

I have been called to such patients in great pain, and

usually they have taken morphia without relief. I

was surj)rised when 1 listened to Dr. Richardson's

account that, although collapse was noticed, there had

been so little pain, especially in the ones described as

suddenly gangrenous, especially the last one in which

the twist must have occurred within a short time. 1

have no doubt from the look of these pedicles that

the torsion in some of the cases is very gradual.

The twists are glued in their position. I have seen

twists three and four times round that must have been

there months. In the last case the drawing and

everytliing shows it was a very acute case, and I am
surprised that it was not associated with greater })ain.

I happ(m to have had a case exactly like Dr. Rich-

ardson's dilated stomach case two or three years ago.

It was a young man, I think about nineteen or twenty,

who came to the hospital. I was called at night to

see this man with a large tumor. No one present

had any idea what it was. At the operation I found

the stomach absolutely filled the abdomen, and it

hung so heavily on the pylorus that it made an in-

testinal obstruction. I emptied the stomach and re-

lieved the obstruction, but the man died in two or

three days.

Dr. Agnes Vietor : I saw Dr. Boldt operate on

a patient in whom no tumor whatever was palpable.

He operated because the diagnosis of ovarian cystoma

had been made some time before, and he considered

the diagnosis reliable, and while a careful examination

at the time showed nothing, still celiotomy disclosed

an ovarian tumor.

Dr. Vietor then reported

A CASE OV INFLAMED PERITONEAL CYST SIMULATING
OVARIAN TUMOR WITH TWISTED PEDICLE.'^

Dr. Marcy : In this connection I would like to

report a case, and its peculiarity, I think, lies in the

patient's age, fifty-one, married about twenty-five

years, never pregnant, and well until lately. When
I saw her in consultation it was thought altogether

likely that the cas(; was'an acute form of malignant

disease of the pelvis. Uterus enlarged, fixed. To
the riglit side; of the uterus was a mass pressing the

uterus forward and apj)arently blended with it. Ac-

cording to the description of its development by Dr.

Forl)ush, of Charlestown, it had come on in the last

six or eight weeks. I do not believe any one would

be warranted in making a diagnosis and I hesitated

about making a lai)arotomy, but (juite to my surprise

we found a very thick-walle<l cyst, that Is to say, the

right Fallopian tube had developed into a pus pockia

quite the size of a large cocoanut, with a thick wall,

and the left tube contained also an ounce or two of

pus. The uterus owed its enlargement to small

multiple fibroids, and was removed along with the

other diseased organs. I think the case is worth put-

ting on record because of the late period of life in

> See page 359 of the Journal.

which the disease occured, fifty-one years, never preg-

nant, married twenty-five years, and no special reason

why she should have had an infection of the tubes.

This is the first case of infectious salpingitis which I

have ever met after the cessation of menstruation.

She had passed the menopause six or seven years in

what was believed to be a normal way, and in other

respects had been a strong, healthy woman all her

life.

Dr. Richardson : I have nothing to add, except

that the case of Dr. Vietor seems very much like one

of the cases that I report— a suddenly a])pearing,

thin-walled cyst with hemorrhage in it. Gall-bladder

tumors large enough to be felt in the lower abdomen
cannot, from their very nature and origin, belong to

the category of suddenly appearing tumors. Exami-
nation could not fail to have detected them long be-

fore they could reach the ])elvis. It must be remem-
bered that this communication deals with tumors

which escape skilled examiners one day, and which

are conspicuous the next.

Dr. Elliot : It has been my experience to find

that a thin-walled ovarian cyst is very difficult to feel

every day— some days you feel it and some days you
cannot feel it. I think it is very easy to miss a thin-

walled cyst. Cysts go up and down for various

reasons ; some days you cannot feel a cyst above the

pubes, and the next day you can feel it 2 or 3

inches above. I suppose the condition of the bowels,

whether empty or full, or the condition of the abdomi-

nal wall, may cause this ; at any rate, sometimes you

can feel them and sometimes you cannot. I do not

believe that ovarian cysts appear suddenly. The ex-

planation for their sudden appearance is simply that

they have been previously overlooked.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF GENITO-
URINARY SURGEONS.

Fouhteenth Annual Meeting, held at Washing-
ton, D. C, May 1, 2 and 3, 1900.

(Concluded from No. 13, p. 322.)

SECOND DAY.

The first part of the session was devoted to the dis-

cussion of

the rest method for obtaining urine direct
FROM the ureters FOR DIAGNOSTIC PURPOSES.

Dr. F. Til den Brown, of New York, stated that

the attributes of an ideal instrument were: (1) Its

equal applicability to both sexes ; (2) no contamina-

tion from the other gland or from extraneous materi-

als ; (3) a minimum amount of discomfort to the pa-

tient and of harm following its use ; (4) a simple

technique. From these standpoints three types of in-

struments were discussed : Kelley's, Harris's and the

ureter cystoscope. The advantages of Kelly's method

are: (1) The instrument is the simplest in construc-

tion ; (2) the mucous membrane around the orifice of

the ureter can be cleansed ; (3) it is the only instru-

ment that can be used in some conditions of the blad-

der. Its disadvantages are: (1) It is essentially

limited to the female ; (2) the introduction of a flexi-

ble catheter is difticult ; (3) the urethral tube is large

enough to cause a temporary incontinence of urine

;

(4) displacement of the catheter is liable ; (5) more
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aHsistuntH art- lUM-dcd ; ((>) tlic kiifc-chcHt poMturr iw

(lisa^rt'iiiildc to tlir patient ; (7) ffciuTal aiicHtlii-Hia in

more f^fiicrally indicated. The llarriH Hej^rejrjitnr de-

serves (oinniendatioii, l)nl is eontraiiidieatitd in :i ninii-

1)(M' of conditions. Its advanta;;es are : (1) It e;iii lie

listed by any oiK^ who is expert in nsinjr a catheter;

(2) sniall cost ; (.'{) separate nriin^s can he ohtained

synchrononsly ; (1) it is easily sterilized ; (;")) i hen-

is not the (hmijer of infectini^ the ki<hiey. Its disail-

vaiitai;('s are: (1) Tiie dillieidty of iiitrodnction, tiie

discomfort to the patient and tiie danger of after ef-

fects ; (2) thi' advanta^jes of cultnres nnuh' from tiie

urini! ohtained is practically ii'il\ (.'!) tlu^ nncertainty

as to its trnstworthiness in separatin<^ the nrines.

The advantages of the ureter cystoscope are : (1) It

permits the ascertaining of the condition of tlu; blad-

der ; (2) the operator can satisfy himself that the

specimens of urine are from separates kidneys. Its

disadvanta<res are: (1) It is not a|)plicable \vh<u-e tiie

capacity of the bladder is limited or when; the fluid is

not transparent
; (2) it is relatively exjiensive

; (.'i)

its details re(]uire more study and experienc(!. Dr.

Brown concluded that the ureter cystos(;ope was the

safest and best instrument for obtaining separate

urines.

Dr. Otis, of New York, believes there is a ten-

dency to think that catheterizing the ureters is a sim-

ple oj)eration, when the truth is that it is a decidedly

dit^icult procedure. He prefers the direct or conve-x

ureter cystoscope. Dr. Otis exhibited

(rt) A NEW ELECTROCYSTOSCOl'E.

(i) A CYSTOSCOl'E KOK THE CATHETEKIZATION OK
BOTH URETERS.

Dr. M. L. Harris, of Chicago, pi'esent by invita-

tion, discussed the various instruments. He stated

that catheterization of the ureters is frequently a fail-

ure, even in the hands of the most expert operators.

Some of the errors from this method are the presence

of blood and epithelial cells in the urine due to trau-

matism of the ureter, and the fact that all the urine

does not pass through the catheter in some iustjinces.

The chief danger is infection of the kidney and this is

a very grave objection. He has demonstrated that his

segregator will accurately divide the bladder by cases

where only one kidney was present, where blood was
coming from one kidney and by autopsy findings.

To prevent vesical hemorrhage he uses suprarenal ex-

tract, oO to 60 cubic centimetres of a T)*^ solution be-

ing allowed to remain in the bladder for ten to fifteen

minutes. Local anesthesia is secured by placing 15

to 20 cubic centimetres of a 2% solution of cocaine in

the bladder for six minutes. Partial anesthesia of

the rectum is secured by the use of antipyrin and

tincture of opium.

Dr. Bransford Lewis, of St. Louis, demon-
strated

A URETER cystoscope (fOR MALE OR FEMAI.e)

BUILT OX A NEW MODEL.

One of its chief advantages is its simplicity. (len-

eral anesthesia is seldom necessary. The catheter is

introduced while the patient is in the knee-chest posi-

tion, the cystoscope is withdrawn and the patient then

placed in the dorsal position while the urine is col-

lected. A cold lamp is used and complete control is

had over the inner end of the flexible catheter.

Dr. Bangs stated that he has found ditiicultv in

paHHJn^ rt Htraight itiHtnnnent evfn in yoim^ men. In
otherM the instrunieiit when introdiiei-d r'annot he de-
viat4-<l from the middle line Miifllcientlv to (ind tlir;

r)penings of the ureters. In cert;iin (ra-^c, he hiw not
been able to see the opciung.H of the uretcrH. In mak-
ing inveHtigatioiiH regarding this point he hiw found
the mime <'onilition in cadavers, not being able to (iri'l

the openings willi(tiit a careful Hearcli with a tine

probe. He has also fiansed small traiiinaliHms near
the opening of the ureters in efforts to introduce a
catheter. This may explain infection in H<inie f^imes.

He {(refers to use the Harris segregator unlesH iti very
exceptional instances, and thinks this the bent infltru-

nieiit for ordinary surgical fliagiKisis.

Dr. Hryson stated that from the practicjil sUinrj-

point of tiie oi)erating surgeon the Harris flegregat/>r

was th(! best instruuKMit. He always precedes it8 use
with cystoscopy, as the knowledge u{ the interior of
th(! bladder removes the main objection to tin; instru-

ment. A great advantage of this methrxl is that it ix\\\

be used frequently over a long jteriod of time — more
than a year in 1 of his cases. Patients will object to
this use of the other methods under discussion.

Dr. Eugene Fullkk, of New York, read a pajier
upon

ANTEROPOSTERIOR SUBDIVISION OF TIIK I'.LADKKR;
AN IMPORTANT ANOMALY.

Dr. Fuller has met with 2 cases of this anomaly,
one specimen of which he secured post mortem. The
partition was just in front of the ureteral orifices, an
aperture connecting the anterior and posterior cham-
bers of the bladder. The symptoms, which Ix-gan in

early life in both cases, were those of frequent mictu-
rition and slowly increasing difficulty in urinatiou.
The bladder walls were greatly hypertrophied. The
prostrate was not hypertrophied in either case and in

the specimen secured the gland seemed rather atro-

phied.

Dr. Ramon Guiteras stated that he had frequently
met with difficulty in cystoscophy by the instrument
seemingly entering the bladder and then refusing to

enter further. On moving it about an openin<x was
found and the bladder really entered. He had attri-

buted this ditliculty to an enlarged condition of the
prostatic urethra and suggested that such was the case
in this instance.

Dr. Fuller replied that the condition of the pros-
tate in the specimen would not ailmit of that explana-
tion.

Dr. Fuller then read his paper of Tuesday's pro-
gramme,

RADICAL TREATMENT FOR CURVATURE OF THE PENIS.

The case was that of curvature following an inter-

nal urethrotomy. The fibrous urethra acted as a
bowstring to the organ. The urethra and spongiosum
were divided oblicjuely and separated, about three-
fourths inch being left between the two portions,
and tissues stitched over this gap. The patient is

now in good condition, one and one-half years after
the operation, and normal intercourse is possible.

THIRD DAY.

Du. E. L. K EYES, of New York, opened the session
with a paper upon

THE THERAPEUTICS OF UKOTROPIN.
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Several cases were detailed to show the satisfactory

effects obtained by the use of this drug. One case of

persistent anuria following an external urethrotomy

was relieved at once by the exhibition of urotropin,

the symptoms again appearing when the drug was dis-

continued. Dr. Keyes uses urotropin in all cases

where urinary chill is present or is threatened. His

conclusions are: (1) Urotropin seems to be almost

a speciHc in acute catarrhal pyelitis ; (2) large doses

may be necessary at first, these being followed by long-

continued smaller doses ; (,'}) the centrifuge and the

microscope may be necessary to detect the change in

the urine following its use ; (4) dysuria, etc., may be

caused by irritation, and irritation may be caused by

small doses in some cases ; (5) it is a valuable pro-

phylactic against urethral chill ; (6) good results fol-

low its use"after operations : (7) urine passed during

its administration occasionally has an escharotic effect

on wounds with which it comes in contact.

Du. Brvsox stated that in cases of tuberculous dis-

ease which had been operated upon he had seen in-

stances in which urotropin produced changes which

retarded the healing of the wound.

Du. Otis has used cystogen a great deal because of

its cheapness. He always uses urotropin for several

days before catheterizing ureters, if this is possible.

Dk. Kkyes stated that he had given a patient 67^

grains of urotropin daily for months. In that case an

enlarged ])rostate became lessened in size, the amount

of residual urine diminished, and the patient was made
thoroughly comfortable. The fact of sloughing from

the effects of urotropin having been questioned, he

gave 3 instances in which weak solutions of formalin

had produced such untoward effects, the wounds be-

coming healthy when the formalin was stopped.

Dh. Ramon Guiteras, of New York, reported

several cases of

PROSTATIC DEFORMITIES DUE TO LOSS OV TISSUE.

He had oft(m detected deformity of the {)rostate by

rectal examination and found no explanation for it.

Attention was finally called to a case where tubercu-

losis had caused an abscess of the seminal vesicle and

eventually an abscess of the prostate. Evacuation of

this left a depression. Many chronic cases, where

there is a morning drop of discharge and a few shreds,

will be found due to the results of abscess in the pros-

tate. In some of these cases rectal examination re-

veals de[)ressions and cavities in the prostate or bands

extending across the gland. In other cases the gland

is almost wholly d(!stroyed, the ejaculatory ducts in one

instance being felt as cords extending from the vesi-

cles. These conditions usually result from abscesses

which have ruptured into the urethra. A pyogenic

memljraiie is left in the prostate and pus forms for a

long time aft(!rward. Some cases are no doubt attri-

buted to tuberculosis and gonorrhea. The remains of

these abscess cavities may cause the most intractable

cases of chronic discharge. The treatment must con-

sist princii)ally in rectal massage and irrigation and
uretiiral irrigation.

Dr. ¥a. K. King, of Toronto, read a paper on

PRIMAKY CANCER OF THE PROSTATE,

and exhibited specimens. A feature of one case was
the discharge of a large quantity of blood, at one time,

with great relief of the symptoms. Pain was felt

only when the bladder was distended with urine. The

whole gland appeared to be involved in all cases be-

fore relief was sought, showing the insidious nature of

the affection. Frequent micturition with some drib-

bling of blood were the common symptoms. Four
members of the family of one patient had died of can-

cer. Especial points noted were: (1) The very ad-

vanced state of the disease before found ; (2) the re-

lief experienced when the capsule of the gland ruptured;

(3) the small amount of metastasis jiresent.

Dr. John P. Bhyson, of St. Louis, considered

THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF CIRCUMSCRIIJED
LESIONS OF THE UPPER, MIDDLE AND LOWER
PARTS OF THE URETER.

Cases were detailed to show the symptoms referable

to calculi in the parts of the ureter mentioned. In

cases of irritation in the pelvis of the kidney or the

upper third of the ureter, the subjective symptoms
are referred to the kidney, the pain radiating toward
the middle of the abdomen. When the irritation is in

the middle third of the ureter the genitocrural nerve

is involved. In the lower third of the ureter there is

increased frecjuency of micturition, but no vesical ten-

esmus.

Dr. Cabop stated that he had seen involvement of

the kidney produce symptoms referable to the neck of

the bladder. He depends more upon local tenderness

found upon thorough examination of the ureter than

upon subjective symptoms for localizing the trouble,

as subjective symptoms are often misleading.

Dr. Keyes stated that he had seen a case of reten-

tion from vesical spasm due to stone in the kidney,

no other condition to account for the spasm being

present, as the bladder was perfectly normal.

Dr. Bryson stated that it was very common to find

a lesion at the lower end of the ureter along with

kidney involvement. In cases like the one just re-

ferred to this lesion if present would be sufficient to

cause the bladder symptoms. Wlien this lesion was
not present he believed no bladder symptoms would

be found in connection with kidney involvement.

Dr. Chas. L. Scuddek, of Boston, reported a

case of

ACUTE ABDOMINAL SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATED AVITH A
CONGENITAL MALFORMATION OF A URETER IN A

CHILD.

The symptoms resembled those of intestinal ob-

struction. Enemata, however, secured fecal evacua-

tions. A tumor was felt in the right iliac fossa.

Operation showed the tumor to be retroperitoneal.

The condition of the child prevented further opera-

tion and the patient died soon after. Autojisy showed

a normal right ureter and also an abnormal one, the

latter being greatly dilated and sacculated.

Dr. Geo. K. Swinburne, of New York, read a

paper upon

bacteria associated with a diverticulum of
the bladder.

A number of calculi have been obtained from the

bladder. A catheter can be introduced a short dis-

tance, one-quarter of an inch, into the diverticulum,

the mouth of which can be seen, photographs having

been made of it. The diverticulum is supposed to

contain a calculus.

The following papers were read by title : " Prosta-
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tcctomy for tli«! Relief of Ktil:ii-<reiiieiil of llie I'nm-

tiite," Dr. Samuel Ale\aii«ler, of iNew York; ** lvii|it-

iire of llie rretliia," Dr. .1. K'. Ilavleii, ..f \<w
Voik.

The association elected llie l<iili>\viii^ (itlii-eis tor

the eiisiiiiiir v«'!ir : I'resideiit, Dr. .Saiimel Alexander,

of New York; Vic(^ President, Dr. W. T. IJellield,

of ('liica<;(); Secretary, Dr. .1. W. Ilavden, of New-

York.

The association then adjourned to nn'ct at ( )hl

Point Comfort, April .'{(), I'.tOl.

THK i'llllt TKKNTH INTERNATIONAL MKDICAL
CONGRESS.

(Concluded from No. 13, p. 32G.)

Tiiiun (Jkneral Mkktino.

TiiK third i^eneral meeting, which took place on

August Dth, was also the closing cereinoiiial of the

Thirteenth International INIedical Congress. Th(>

larg(! amphitheatre of the Sorbonne, containing Puvis

de Chavannes's masterpiece, a large allegorical paint-

ing re[)reseiitiiig " The Sacred Grove," was well

filled, when, soon after two o'clock, the band of the

llath Regiment of the Line began tlu; stirring strains

of the ManAeillmse. The audience instantly stood up

and cheered when the band stopped j)laying.

The president of the congress, Professor Lanne-

longue, who had at his right hand Professor Julian

Calleja, the Dean of the Faculty of Madrid, and at

his left Professor Vlrchow, then rose, and having de-

clared the meeting open, introduced Professor Al-
bert, of Vienna, who now read his paper on

THE AUCIIITECTURE OF HONES IN MAN AND
ANIMALS.

The extemporized pulpit from which the professor

delivered his address was placed at the end of the

platform, close to the gallery in which the regimental

band was seated, the seats reserved for the press be-

ing near the far end of the platform. The members
of the band were doubtless highly edified at the words

of the learned scientist ; the medical men in the body of

the hall moved along opposite the speaker ; the press,

unfortunately, could not do likewise, and consequently

heard not a word.

AWARD OF THE CITY OF MOSCOW PRIZE.

After the address of Professor Albert, the Presi-

dent rose and called to the minds of his audience that

at \\w. last International Congress the city of Moscow
had offered a prize of £200, to be given at the Paris

Congress, to the author of the best work in recent

years in the domain of medicine and hygiene. After

a careful consideration of the merits of the various

candidates, the committee had decided that it would

be preferable to award the prize to one of the younger

generation, and thus stimulate the work of those who
had not yet reached the highest position. The com-

mittee had finally unanimously selected M. Ramon y
Cajal, professor of histology and pathological anat-

omy in Madrid, for his magnificent work on the ner-

vous system.

the next cox(;ress.

When the applause had subsided, the president

announced that the committee of the honorary presi-

I'ltESIDENT H FAREWKM, Ar>DUi;ss.

M. l>A.NNELO.N<;iE then rose and rldivered a souie-

what h-ngthy speech of farew(dl. He thanked liin

collaboratoPH who had helped to bring the work to

Nuch a successful conclusion, naming esp«'cially .M.

Chaufrard (the gein^ral secretary) and M. Dufl<KM|

(the treasurer), and MM. Weber and de M.issary

(the s(K;retaries), adding the name of the regrett«-«l

editor, M. (i(M)rges Masson, who had always consi«l-

ered the publication of the congress as an honor for

his house. After thanking the French committee and
the foreign national committees, the president enipha-

sizcrd the fact that during the last century the idea of

nationality had been growing in importance. The re-

sidt has Ihh'U a certain isolation of the different states,

each with its own distinct life. The role of the Inter-

national Congresses is counter to those isolating ten-

dencies ; they throw into relief the simple truth that

science should have no territorial limits, and also

another important fact that there are a certain numl)er

of productive forces that one can only study by seeing

them at their seat of origin. liut in addition to the

scientific work and communications which appear to

be the basis of these meetings, there is also the need
for the workers in different countries to know each
other. Contact alone enables us to see that after all

there is everywhere less coldness and egotism than

one believes, that the notion of ingratitude does not

exist between us, and that there is an absolute equal-

ity in our mutual intercourse. One might perhaps

discuss the advisability of continuing this enormous
collection of medical sciences as a composite whole, or

whether it would not be preferable to hold a certain

number of congresses of specialists. A certain num-
ber of sections have such an independent existence,

and were with difliculty persuaded to form part of the

general scheme. Specialization is certainly a nar-

rowed domain, but it is none the less certain that the

era of specialization has produced a much more rapid

advance in the number and precision of the result* ol)-

tained, especially in the matter of techni<|ue. One
might in fact say that specialists contribute the most
to the advance of science. But this is not a sufficient

motive for the specialists to remain isolated. As it is

the sections retain their autonomy. Many of them,
even of their own initiative, meet in subsections. We
must not forget that all specialities have a common
origin, and the field would soon be exhausted did they
not from time to time receive general ideas, doctrines

coming from a wider and tlitferent source, without

whose influence false doctrine might creep in. Special

sections, such as physiology, chemistry, comparative
anatomy, which seem so far away from us in their

origin and methods, have none the less the most use-

ful role in our kuowknlge, just as we, too, place at

their disposal a field of application which contributes
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largely to their development. Pjlectricity, which be-

gan so modestly, is now called upon to take an impor-

tant part in the role of nervous transmissions, and
perhaps in the cure of many diseases, even those of an

infectious nature. The separation of the so-called

specialities would (juickly create an isolation, which
would ere long be liarmful to their progress, and un-

favorable to the genesis of new ideas in them all.

" In a few moments this congress will have concluded

its task. Whatever may be the opinion or feelings

you carry away of France and of us, whether for po-

litical or national reasons you judge us with generos-

ity and cordiality, or rather with strict ecpiity, be cer-

tain that, faithful to our historical traditions, we keep

a lasting souvenir of your visit. We shall never for-

get that in spite of the ditlicult times in which we live,

with war and massacres in China, and war in South
Africa, that more than (i,000 of you have come and
brought your work, which will be the honor of the

congress. If in the future circumstances lead us in

our turn to visit you, we shall be happy to renew again

old friendships, and we shall go as one goes to visit

those who are bound and united to us by a common
bond. This bond is the love of science, for itself

first, and then for its higher and nobler ajjplication

to the common weal— I mean the material and moral
amelioration of the lot of the people, to whom we wish

to devote ourselves without reserve. Gentlemen, I

only bid you adieu, the better to say to you au re-

voir."

CLOSK OF THE CONGRESS.

When the applause had ceased, Prof. Julian
Calle.ja, the president of the next congress, rose

amid great cheering. In the sonorous Spanish

tongue and with the deepest emotion, he thanked
the president and the members of the committee for

the honor conferred on him, saying also how greatly

he had been touched by the compliment of the play-

ing of the S])anish National Anthem when Madrid
was announced as the next j)lace of meeting. He as-

sured everybody a hearty welcome.
M. Cokt>:.iavena, the National Director of Health,

and member of the Royal Academy of Medicine in

•Madrid, reading in French, then briefly thanked
France, the president and organizers of the con-

gress, in the name of the foreign nations, and con-

gratulat(Hl them on the great success they had
achieved.

The Phesidknt then declared the meeting closed,

and everybody went away with regret to the strains

of the military band.

great fete given by the president of the
french republic at the palace of the
ELYSEE.

On Friday afternoon, August 10th, at 4,30 p. m,,

the I'resident of the Hepu])lic and Madame Loubet
received the members of the International Medical
Congress in the salons and gardens of the Elysee.
Invitations were also issued to mem])ers of the Con-
gress of Hygiene and Uemograjjhy, to members of

the International Congress of the Medical Press,

and of the Congresss of Medical Ethics and Deon-
tology. The members of the Congress of Students
were also invited, and it is estimated that ten thou-

sand invitations had Ix'cn sent out, liefore 4 p, m.

the guests began to arrive, and soon a long single file

of carriages and cabs lined the Faubourg St, Honore,
As progress was slow by this means, many got out and
walked to the gate of the Elysee, where they found
the street filled with . guests awaiting admission.

Batches of about fifty were allowed in at a time,

and after passing through one of the two cloak

rooms, they entered the salons of the palace, where,
after being greeted by the President, they passed out
into the large garden. The guests, however, arrived

more quickly than early arrivals could gain admits

tance, and soon the street was filled with guests on
foot. This was the state of affairs when, just before

five o'clock, the Shah of l*ersia arrived with his suite

and the escort of cuirassiers which always accom])an-

ies him since the attempt on His Majesty's life. The
guests before the palace gateway had to make room,
and there was much crushing and expression of feel-

ing, mingled with the screams of the ladies. Some of

the horses were frightened, and for a few minutes the

position of affairs was distinctly dangerous. The af-

"

ternoon was fine on the whole, though two little

showers caused some temporary anxiety, without,

however, having the effect of driving the guests in-

doors.

The stage was set up under the stately trees at the

far end of the lawn, which, being concave in shape, al-

lowed the guests to get a splendid view of the stage.

The arrangements were in exquisite taste, and the

stage, flanked with porticos of green trelliswork,

bearing large ornamental vases filled with flowering

plants, had a most harmonious and pleasing effect.

At the foot of the stage, behind a bank of shrubs

and flowers, was seated the entire orchestra from
the Grand Opera House. The lawn was covered

with carpet, and in the front row of the seats sat

the Shah of Persia on the right hand of the Presi-

dent, Madame Loubet being next His Majesty, while

behind the crimson and gold chair stood one of the

Persian officials in his high astrakhan cap, holding an

umbrella ; his only duty during the afternoon was to

hand his master a glass of iced orangeade.

The performance had been arranged by M. (iail-

lard, the director of the National Academy of Music.

The programme, which was illustrated by Jules

Chevet, consisted of four acts, representing barba-

rian, Greek, French and modern dances, executed

by members of the corps de ballet from the Grand
Opera, Before each act one of the actors or ac-

tresses of the Comedie Fran^aise, dressed in appro-

priate costume, recited verses describing the dance

that was to follow, M, Leitner described the bar-

baric dance ; Madame Bartet in Greek costume fol-

lowed, the scene represented being Athens, with the

Acropolis and the blue Mediterranean in the dis-

tance. This was certainly the most beautiful and
effective act, M. Bouchier, with powdered wig and
in the dress of a '•''petit marquis" introduced the

minuet and French dances of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. The last scene represented

the views in the Champ de Mars portion of the ex-

hibition looking from the Eiffel Tower to the Chat-

eau d'Eau. Madanu! Brand(!s recited the verses in-

troducing modern ballet dancing, which terminated

the performance. Everybody, including the Shah,

who often led the applause, was delighted with the

performance, which was beautifully conceived and
carried out.

The Shah, with the President and Madame Loubet,
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wulkctl Hlovvly hiurk to tlin |i)ilii('*>, uihI it wuk ('>.')() i*. m.

hol'orc tlic IkiikI in tlio courtyiini, |»l;iyiii<^ ilic I'fiMiiiii

N;Ui(iii:il Aiitlicin, .-iniioiiiiccd the (It'parliin; of I lis

MmJcsIv. Tlif imiiicroiis ^ticst.s, however, iiiiifered

imicli longer in tiu; beiiutil'ul ^anleii.s, or \vun)lei-e<l

tliioiiifli \\w sulons, julmiriii:; tli(i carvjid wood mid
iiilded paiielliiiff, the line Itron/.cH, and the |»riceh-HH

lapeHlries. A pietnrt^stjne not(! in tiie crowd was
provich'd l>y tiu! variety of the ciostnines of tin-

iinests ; at ni^Iit i'venin<; dress is ohlij^^atory, Init dnr-

inn tile afternoon some were in evening; dress, nianv in

frock coats, otliers in tiu^ military uniforms of dilVer-

ent nations, witli numerous onh-rs and (h'(;orations.

Ihe members of tlie Students' Congress won; everv

variety of national dress, lluni^^arians in vcdvet coats.

et<!., and each nation s(>emed to have a dilVercuit head-

gear, including the mortar hoard, velvet students' i^aps

with (!olored ribbons of dill'erent faculties, the; Turk-
ish f(^/ and the peaked cap of the Scandinavian, with

white linen crown, being among them. The Cambo-
gian princes wore white pith hehnets, coats of cloth

of gold, and black silk stockings. In fact, every na-

tion on earth seemed to be represented except the Chi-

nese.

UECKl'TION I'.Y THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL AT Till'.

IIOTKL I)K villi:.

On Saturday afternoon, August lltli, the members
of the International Medical Congress were received

in the Hotel de Ville by the Municipal Council of the

City of Paris. The salon on the lirst floor had been

reserved for the members of the congress and their

wives. Tw^o orchestras played and numerous buffets

were provided. M. Gribaudal, the President of the

City Council, received tln^ guests, who had a delight-

ful afternoon looking at the numerous pictures by

modern French artists and listening to the music.

STATE BANQUET AT THE ELYSEE.

The President of the Republic invited the presi-

dents of the sections and the foreign official delegates

to the International Congress to a state banquet at

the Klysee on Wednesday, August 8th. The Presi-

dent and Madame Loubet received the guests, who
numbered 250. The dinner was served in the large

dining room, hung with beautiful (iobelins tapestry,

the table being beautifully decorated with tiowtM-s.

There were no speeches, and the band of th(^ 2'.>th

Regiment of the Line performed a selection of music

during the evening. The dinner was followed by a

reception.

l^ccent literature.

Embryology of Invertebrates. Textbook of the Em-
bryology of Invertebrates. By Dr. E. Korschelt
and I)u. K. IIeidek. Translated from the (Jer-

man by Matilda BEUNAun. Revised and edited

by Martin F. Woodward. Vol. II, pp. ix, 37.")
;

Vol. Ill, pp. xii, 441. New York: McMillan c^

Co. 1899.

These two volumes bring measurably near comple-

tion the English edition of Korschelt and Ilcitler's

" ICmbryology of Invertebrates." It is a publication

deserving the most cordial recognition from the scien-

tific world on account of its great merit. The origi-

Mul (tormim edition v/um in nit roiifK'CtM ii maiiiiut of

the tifHt importanc«! and value, not oidy Ix-cniiMt- it in

the only conipreheuMive Mummary of the iiMineiitu> di)»-

covcrieH of reirent yearn in the domain of inverti-bral«'

di-velopment, Itiit aUo becaune tin- Hiimmarv hut iM-eii

made after thorough and laliorious Htnrly liotli of tli<*

literature and of the actual niaU-rial. It in aInioHt u
revelation to see the enormous extent of eiid»rvologi-

cal knowle<lge, but the authorn have kept their muI>-

ject matter under control with master hands, and have
dis|)layed most sound jurlirinent in e.Htimating inveHti-

gations an<l in tin- formulation (jf the general reHultM,

the presentation of which is one of the niOHt valuiible

and original features of the work.

The Fnglish e<litif)n was begun by ProfcHhors Murk
and Woodworth, of Harvard, who prepared Vol. I.

The present volumes fully ecjual their prede<-eHHor in

the accuracy and smoothness of the English render-

ing, and Miss Bernard is to b<' compliment«-d upon
h(!r share of the work. Mr. Woodwanl, as editor,

has added greatly to the value of the manual liv his

notes, which are always distinctiv«dy indicated and
which direct attention to iin[)ortant discoveries luade

since the issue of the (ierman edition. He has also

made extensive additions to the l)ibli()graphies, which
are thus rendered more helpful.

That there should be mistakes in a book of this

kind is iiu'vitable, but such errors may be well passed
by in a brief notice, in order to better emphasize the

fact that we have to do with a treatise jdanned and
carried out according to very high scientific stiindards.

Two general dt^fects may however be noticed, first,

the disgraceful printing of the illustrations in the
English edition, second, the vexatious cruditv of the

bibliographical references— we have hunted in vain

for a single one properly comj)leted. May we not
hope that in the concluding volume these inexcusa-

ble blemishes may be corrected ? Surely it is time
for English publishers to rise above their very low
standard of book illustration, for as regards scientific

books, at least, it is the lowest in the world, and surelv,

too, it is time for English scieutilic men to learn the

rudiments of bibliography, of which most of them are

ignorant.

Martin and Rockweirs Chemistry and Physics. A
Pocket Textbook of Chemistry and Physics. By
Walton Martin, M.I)., an<l \Vii,lia.m II. Kock-
WELL, Jr., A.B., M.I)., of the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons, New York. 12mo. Pp. 3G(),

with 137 illustrations. Philadelphia and New
York : Lea Brothers «fc Co. 1900.

This work is divided into two parts. The first part,

comprising 182 pages, takes up the subject of chemis-
try, both inorganic and organic. The second part is

devoted to the subject of physics, and occupies 177
pages of the text. It is needless to state that in a
vohnne of this size two important subjects have been
very briefly and incompletely considered. The lx)ok

is intended for the use of medical students and ijradu-

ates of medicine, but, to quote from the preface, " The
general plan of the book is, one may say. pundy
' chemical and physical,' as may be inst;inced by the

introduction of ' wireless telegraphy ' in the section on
physics." It is evident, therefore, that the work
would best meet the needs of those preparing for a
medioal course rather than of those already engageil
in medical studies or of graduates of medicine.
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THE OPENING OF THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS.

Each new year in all of our institutions of learn-

ing shows certain marked improvements over the

methods of instruction heretofore practised, and cer-

tainly this is nowhere more true than in medical edu-

cation. The last few years have seen a growth in the

conception of the true meaning of medical teaching

which is quite out of proportion to anything that has

gone before. The realization has gradually impressed

itself upon the profession that teaching iu medicine, as

in other fields of knowledge, is not only a means to an

end, but an end in itself ; that a man may well devote

his most serious attention to the art of teaching,

quite regardless of the secondary benefits likely to

accrue to himself from association with men who are

soon to be his fellow practitioners. The eagerness of

young men, fresh from their own studies, to teach,

and the opportunities which are now being given to

such promising men, is one of the most hopeful signs

of the times as regards the general elevation of the

standard of medical instruction. It is a foregone con-

clusion that many of these young men will never rise

beyond the most subordinate positions, but in the

meantime a healthy rivalry is being established

between various departments and within the same de-

partment, and those few men who show a special

aptitude for teaching are sure to emerge from the

throng, well equipped for higher positions of greater

responsibibility. This increase in the number of

subordinate teachers is fostered and in fact rendered

absolutely necessary by the tendency now everywhere

observable to minin)ize didactic and increase personal

teaching. Small sections demand many teachers. A
glance at the recently issued Harvard Medical School

Catalogue shows upwards of sixty assistants in the

various departments for the ensuing year. Many of

these men are very recent graduates in medicine,

whose re[)utatioiis are still to be made, and who, no

doubt, will put a degree of enthusiasm into their work

which will react most favorably upon the student

body.

Another tendency which we think is observable is

a general effort to bring into closer relat'onship the

so-called scientific and practical sides of medicine.

The first step toward the newer education was the

recognition of the essentially independent character

of the fundamental branches of medical science,

and the establishment of apjn'opriate professorships,

entailing adequate salaries in those departments,

thereby permitting and encouraging the incumbents

to devote their whole time to the development of

their individual branches. The result of this, as

every one knows, has been most beneficent; it has

dignified medicine as a science, and, if properly un-

derstood, in no way belittled it as an art. The side

of medicine popularly known as " scientific " has es-

tablished a definite place for itself in all our better

medical schools, and has in the minds of some

usurped a somewhat more important position than

the needs of a practical medical education demand.

However this may be, the fact remains that the sci-

entific side, as represented by the laboratory, has

come to stay. The need of the future clearly will be,

so far as the individual average medical student is

concerned, to adjust the theories of the laboratory

to the requirements of the future practitioner. We
are under the impression that this has not been ade-

quately done in the past ; that far too great a gap has

existed in the student's conception between the scien-

tific and practical physician. The teaching of the

subjects which deal with the theory of medicine has

been too distinct from those which deal with the im-

mediate problem of the care of the sick ; he has had

no broad point of view regarding the interrelation of

the branches of medical knowledge as seen in the

laboratory and at the bedside. All this is an en-

tirely natural consequence of the artificial separation

which has been going on within the last few years be-

tween the science and the practice of medicine.

Growth in such matters takes place for a time only

through apparent divergence, and the accompanying

insistence upon the significance of the separate fields

of work. Hence has arisen the extraordinary specta-

cle of men, confessedly striving toward the same gen-

eral end, arrayed against each other, as if they

represented two opposite tendencies, which they have

been pleased to call on the one hand " scientific " and

on the other " practical." Such an anomalous and un-

natural state of affairs is impossible of continuance,

and has ceased to be a factor in the older seats of

learning in Europe. We may see the dawning of a

more rational feeling lu^re ; if we look with care

through the lists of courses now being offered, for

example, at the Harvard Medical School, we find a

growing tendency to bring into closer union the

fundamental theoretical branches of medicine and

the immediate problems offered by the sick. The
laboratory is now an essential adjunct to the wards

of a properly equipped hospital, and the time is rap-

idly coming when the converse will likewise be true.

It is absurd to suppose that such a union will inter-
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I'un; will) llu; prosecution of ori^inul sciciililic n-

sciardi ; it will, on tlio contrary, HUpply tint very

problems which it is in the provinci? of tin- scieiitiHi

to investi;;ate.

Tho hci^inninj; of anolher year of nudical Nln<ly

is sure to S(f0 a very decided iniproveintint in the

methods and the cdicicuicy of teacliin:L(, and, we are

((jiialiy sure, a i;rowini; appriHiiation of the fact thai

accuracy of observation, wherever applied, rcpniscints

the true scientific side of medicine. We are confident

that we shall sec a more comi)l(!t(^ co-operation than

over befon* between the various departments of medi-

cal knowledi^e, and as a natural conse(jucnce, a more;

rational instruction of the medical student, for whom
after all, the medical school essentially exists.

THK NEW YORK STATK HOSPITAL FOR CON-
SUMPTIVES.

TiiK trustees of the proposed State Hospital for

Consumptives in New York State have selected a

site at liig Clear Lake, in the Adirondacks, for the in-

stitution. In what seems to be a very well-considered

editorial the New York Tribune takes exception to

this selection. It points out, in the first place, that

the averaij^e taxpayer will be inclined to protest at the

lack of business sagacity displayed, since it will cost at

least $20,000 to purchase or condemn the necessary

land here, when the State already owns thousands of

acres of Adirondack lands, as beautiful, as healthful

and as convenient to a railroad. lie will be even

more astonished, the article goes on to say, to learn

that the chance of saving from 25 to 40 per cent, on

the cost of construction is being deliberately thrown

away, almost if not entirely for sentiment. The
prison commission, as recently mentioned in the Jour-

nal, wished the trustees to select a site near Clinton

Prison at Dannemora. There the State owns a large

tract of land, admirably situated, with gravelly soil,

sloping to the south, with picturesque views and ex-

cellent and plentiful water. The hospital could be

built out of sight of the prison, far enough from it to

have a separate railroad station and a name of its own,

which would avoid confusion and unpleasant sugges-

tion to the patients and their friends. At the same

time it would be near enough to utilize the labor of

the convicts, saving the State a large sum, and furnish-

ing a much needed outlet for their energies, danger-

ously restricted by the present prison labor laws.

The convicts have just been building near Dannemora

a hospital calculated to cost $26,000, which, owing to

their work, cost only $19,000. The relative superior-

ity of this region is then pointed out. There is 1.")

per cent, more rainfall at Big Clear Lake than at

Dannemora, and the average winter temperature is

10° lower. The air at Dannemora is dry and clear,

and the experience with consumptive prisoners who

are regularly sent there has been entirely satisfactory,

while Big Clear Lake, though doubtless reasonably

suited by climate for consumptives, is subject to mists

over the water. There mny visry lik«dy \n- oih«;r l*Kra-

tionH e(|ually well Huited for hucIi nii inHiiiution, but

the Dunnemora diHtrict han been Hhown U) Im; H|H;cialIy

adapted to this Hpecific ])iir|K>He. The |)lanH of the

hospital truHteeH are Hubje^'t Ut the n^viHion and veto of

the Forest Preserve I{<»ard and the State Itoard of

Health, and it is urged that these botiien HJioiild in: very

cautious about giving assent t(» a Hcheme unneceHHarilv

elaborate and expensive and one which i»» likely to

subject the State's new churituble work U> criticiHm,

and preju<lic(! taxpayers against the further develo|>-

ment of tin; consumptive hospital system.

MEDICAL NOIES.

An American Colony Qlauantinkd. — It is re-

ported that many members of the American summer
colony at Murray Hay, in the Lower St. Lawrence,

have been (juarantined because of the appearance of

scarlatina. It has been suggested that the infection

came through rugs and homespun cloth, manufactured

by French Canadians, and sold to the summer resi-

dents. The cases are not serious.

Avoidance of Yellow Fever in Santiago. —
Through the strenuous efforts of Colonel Samuel M.
Whiteside, commander of the Department of Santiairo

and Puerto Principe, no yellow fever has occurred since

December. The greatest possible precautions have

been taken by cleanliness and disinfection to prevent

the disease, which the result has amply justified.

Plagte at Glasgow. — On September 2"Jth 2

additional deaths from plague were reported from

Glasgow. One of the victims is said to have been a

child born of a woman who was suffering from the

disease.

BOSTON and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, October 3, lUOO, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

144, scarlatina 25, measles 17, typhoid fever 38.

Boston Mortality Statistics.— The total num-
ber of deaths reported to the Board of Health for the

week ending September 29th was 190. as against 203

the corresponding week last year, showing a decrease

of 13 deaths, and making the death rate for the week
17.67. Of this number 84 were males and 106 were

females; 167 were white and 3 colored; 133 were

born in the United Suites, 55 in foreign countries and

2 unknown ; 41 were of American parentage, 127 of

foreign parentage and 22 unknown. The deaths from

consumption were 17, pneumonia 8, whooping cough

2, heart disease 14, bronchitis 5 and marasmus 10.

There were 7 deaths from violent causes. The num-
ber of children who died under one year wa* 60, the

number under five years 73. The number of persons

who died over sixty years of age was 3\K The deaths

in public institutions were oG.
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Opkning of Willaud Hospital.— The Willard

Hospital, at Bedford, Mass., for the treatment of dip-

somania and narcomania, was formally opened last

week. The house contains thirty rooms and is situ-

ated in extensive grounds (175 acres), with every op-

portunity for outdoor amusements. The question of

inebriety is always an important one. Last year

Mayor Quincy appointed a special committee to in-

vestigate the subject. One of the recommendations of

this committee was that cities should liave institutions

like the Forel institution in Switzerland. To this end

the Willard Hospital has been established. Dr. Ed-

ward JCverett Hale is president and Dr. 8. B. Elliot

medical director.

The Sharon Sanitahium. — We are requested to

inform our readers that members of the medical pro-

fession with friends are cordially invited to inspect the

new buildings of tlie Sharon Sanitarium, on Thursday,

October 11, from 11 A. m. to 1 i". m., and from .'5 to h

v. .M. Trains leave the Back Bay Station for Sharon

at 10.11) A. M. and 2.19 p. m.

Diphtheria at Newton, Mass. — It is reported

that about a dozen cases of diphtheria have been re-

jjorted to the Board of Health of Newton since the

opening of the public schools. Most of the cases are

n West Newton near the Waltham line.

Deaths in Worcestkr, Mass.— According to

the mortality report of the Worcester, Mass., Board of

Health, the number of deaths in August, 1900, was

244, as against 171 for August, 1899.

NEW YORK.

Closing ok Straiss Milk Depots. — Mr.

Nathan Strauss has closed for the season his twelve

depots for the distribution of pasteurized and steri-

lized milk in the parks and on the recreation piers,

and there now remain open only the three permanent

depots. Since the beginning of this charitable work

in 1893 the infant mortality of the city, in the reduc-

tion of which this is, no doubt, an important factor,

has steadily diminished. In Manhattan and the

Bronx Cthe former New York) during the months of

June, July and August of 1892 there were 6,612

deaths in children under five years of age and the

death rate was 136.1, while in the same period of

1900, notwithstanding the great increase in po})ula-

tion, there were only 4,.562 deaths in this class, and

the death rate was 78.1. The nearest approach to

this was in the cool summer of last year, when the

death rate was 81.8.

Improvements in Carnegie Lauoratory. — At
the first meeting this season of the Executive Commit-

tee of the Council of the University of the City of

New York, which was held on September 24th, it

was announced that through the generosity of Mr.

Carnegie, extensive improvements had been made in

the Carnegie Laboratory during the summer. Under

the supervision of Dr. Wm. H. Park, associate pro-

fessor of bacteriology, the upper stories have been re-

fitted for elaborate bacteriological research, while all

the remainder of the building is to be devoted to his-

tology. It was in this laboi-atory that Drs. Dunham
and McAlpin j)repared their pathological exhibit for

the recent meeting of the American Medical Associa-

tion at Atlantic City, which proved so acceptable

that such an exhibit was made a permanent feature.

Fraudulent Use of Soft Coal.— Since the

rise in the price of anthracite coal incident to the

strike numerous manufacturers in the city have re-

sorted to the use of soft coal. On September 2oth

the president of the Board of Healtli ordered the

sanitary superintendent to have a special inspection

made for the jjurpose of finding out who the offenders

were, and on the 28th seven persons were arrested and

arraigned in the police courts. The statement was

also made that warrants had been issued for nearly a

hundred other violators of the law.

Meeting of American Electro-Therapeutic
Association.— The tenth annual meeting of the

American J^lectro-Therapeutic Association was held

at the New York Academy of Medicine on Septem-

ber 25th, 26th and 27th, with Dr. Walter H. White,

of Boston, the president, in the chair. At the open-

ing session the members of the association were wel-

comed to the city by the president of the Municipal

Council, and responses were made by Drs. Charles

Dickson, of Toronto, and Louis F. Bishop. Secretary

of the Academy of Medicine.

An P^xcursion for Nurses. — Mr. Elbridge T.

Gerry recently took a party of seventy nurses from

the New York Hospital School on an excursion up

the Hudson on his steam yacht Electra.

Purchase p.y State Forest Preserve Board.
— The State Forest Preserve Board has just purchased

16,000 additional acres in the Adirondacks, at prices

ranging from $1.50 to $6.50 an acre.

<J^tiituarp,

SAMUEL SMITH PURPLE, M.D.

Du. Samuel Smith Puki>le, a former president of the

Academy of Medicine and one of the most venerated
members of the profession in New York, died at his home
in that city at midnight on September 29tb. He was born
at Lebanon, IMadison County, N. Y., on June 24, 1822, and
was graduated from the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of the City of New York in 1844. From 184G to

1848 lie was jihysician at the New York City Dispensary.

During the epidemic of cholera in 1849, lie did excellent

service as ward j)hysiciaH under tlie Board of Health.

He was an original member of the New York A(;ademy of

Medicine. From 1870 to 187.") he was a vice president of

that body, and from 18 76 to 1880, its president. Dr. Pur-

ple was the founder of the great library of the Academy,
which was started by a gift of four thousand volumes from
him. He was also one of the founders of the New York
State and County Medical Associations. He was formerly

a prolific writer for the medical press, and at the time of

his death he owned one of tlic^ finest private libraries in

New York. Dr. Purple was unmarried.
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SOMK KKASONS I'Oli rilK MICH DKATII
RATIO OK I'UKRIO RICO.

San Juan, I'ukuto Rico, ScpU-inhor 25, l!)00.

I\Ik. Kditou : — 'Ihc liijili dciith rate of I'ikm'Io Riro in

now altiactiii<^ tlu; attention of tlu! public |>r«!HH. Tln!

causes for tliis liavc ht-cn cnj;a<iin<; tlie tlionj^lits of Ameri-
cans since tlic invasion. Wlicii chief sur<;eon of tlie District

of I'once, the late (ieneral Henry at my reiiiiest (tonveiiefl

a hoard of survey, Octohi-r 12, 1H!)H, consisting of an
eiij^ineer ollietr, (?apfain lOllieot, and a medical oliieer. As-

sistant Snriijeon Prohen, to re|)ort nj)on the water sn[)|ily of

I'once and its possible conlainmalion by typhoid jjermH.

The prevalence of typhoid fever in the lity of J'once and
the suspicions character of its water supply cami! under
my observation on assuiniii<^ charf:;e of the otlici', Septem-
ber 30, 1898. The board was called to sec what measures,

if any, could be taken for prevention and improvement.
The members of the board deserve <;;real credit for the

interest they took in the sui)ject and the thorouffhness of

their investij^ation in the limited time at their disposal.

The reservoir for the supply of Ponce was reported

oi)en to various sources of contamination, and theacjuednct

was sagged at various points, aduntting water from the

outside. The unsavory condition of the river above the

intake is best given in the words of the report :
" All told

there are 143 huts along the stream ; of these, 20 are along

the branches and 123 along the main stream. All are

within 300 feet of the river ; there are 40 within 50 feet

;

some directly within 20 feet. Where the roads cross the

river liabitation is always marked and here the greatest

source of j)ollution occurs, especially within 3, 5, and 7

miles above the dam. Forty-seven such huts were counted,

which were situated almost directly on the stream, and
these form a very i)roli(ic source of contagious elements of

pollution. These small huts are entirely devoid of sanitary

arrangements ; they contain on an average four to five j)er-

sons each, who dispose of their excreta directly into the river.

They use the water for washing their clothes, etc., and for

watering their cattle. All refuse of any character is

thrown directly into the stream. We have been unable to

find any water closet, except one . . . that is extremely

filthy. . . . Along the watershed we have been able to

count forty pigs and a number of dogs. Four or five

places had pigpens directly near the river edge."

This lengthy extract will serve to show the terrible con-

tamination to which the water supply of Ponce is exposed.

Yet it must be remembered that only the larger towns

have any attempt at a water system. The other towns dip

the water in gallons or barrels from the river in which
hundreds of women are washing clothes, entrails of animals,

etc., and which receives the excreta of hundreds, nay

thousands, of people living along its banks, for we must not

forget that Puerto Rico is about the most thickly populated

country in the world, and that a privy of any kind is

practically unknown in the country districts.

Since this report was made the anchylostoma has been

found in a large percentage of the inhabitants, which has

been stated to be the cause of the anemia to which the ma-

jority of the deaths are due in the tropics. These parasites'

eggs are discharged with the excreta, find their way into

the water, which is drunk by the inhabitants, so that few

escape it.

The proceedings of the board were endorsed by me,

recommending a system of sand filtration that had been

considered some years previous as the only reliable means

of purification. This suggestion, because of its cost, was

not adopted, but since my departure from that city 1

learned that a system of filtration was built across the

river. This, as was natural to suppose, was carried away

by the first heavy rainfall, so that today there is no system

of filtration worthy of the name in the whole island, and

the water supply is drawn from rivers of which the board

describes one of the purest.

Add to this that no city except San Juan, and that so im-

perfect auto be utiwfirlliy III till: fiiiiiie, colli

,

nil • » •>"l«'mof

dewcran"; ''"*'• '" •'"*""< where liny kifid of wai<T i loiivt i-x-

ifltn it i.H only partilioiifd olT from the kitchen, or rinxt door

to it, and that, finally, pO')r fiimilien in town* live nearly

alwavH in single rtjoms, without ventihilion aricl an (Towdi'd

as nardineH in a box. in town* hm lar^e hk Cayey many
of the liouses have no kind of clofiet and the |M-ople have
to attend to the wantH of nature the bent way th4-y can.

While in I'once I went to inventij/ate an epiflemic of

Rinallpox in the nei^;hboring town of Penu^dan. I'here

were 30 cases, willi several deaths. Similar ppidemicti

were prevalent all over the island. I was one of the di-

re(;tors of the five diHtricts into which the i^iland wan di-

vided for vaccination jiurjioses. I accounted for I<;0,000

peo|)le in the l)istrir:t of (luayaman and the (jther direc-

tors <lid belter in their dislriits. Since then, aceonling to

returns, there has not been a death from smalljtox on the

island.

Now if the Alcdl'h-s will oidy spend the money of the

towns for a pure sand-filtered water sup|)iy instead of for

the miserable politics of Puerto Rico; if they will [>rovidK

suflicient closets for their districts and some ade<{uate bvs-

tern of excreta removal ; if suliicient habitations will be
provided for the j)Oor, then we can exf)ect to hear as little

about high death rate as we now hear about smallp<jx.

Many and many a time since my arrival in Puerto Rico
I have concluded that were it not naturally one of the most
healthy sites on the globe, all the peo[)le would long since

have been <lead from some ejddemic or other.

Verv tndv vours,

P. R. Kgan, M.D..
Snrtjcnn U. S. Army.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For thb Week ending Saturday, Septrmbbr 16, 1900.

CiTlKS
a s
s >

New York . .

Cliicago . . .

Pliiladelpbia .

St. Louie . . .

Baltimore . .

Cleveland . .

Cincinnati . .

Pittsburg . ,

Washington
Milwaukee . .

Providence . .

Nashville . ,

Boston . . .

Charleston . ,

Worcester . .

Fall River . .

Cambridge . ,

Lowell . . ,

New Bedford ,

Lynn . . . .

Somerville . ,

Lawrence .

Springtiold . .

Holyoke . .

Brockton
Haverhill .

Salem ...
Maiden . .

Chelsea . .

Gloucester .

Fitchburg .

Newton . .

Everett . .

Taunton . .

Quincy . .

Pittstleld .

Walthaiii .

North Adams
Chicopee
Med ford . .

Melrose . .

Newbury port

3,654.5P4
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cerebrospinal meningitis, diarrheal diseases, whooping cough,
erysipelas, fevers and consumption) 800, diarrheal diseases 419,
consumption 223, acute luug diseases 136, typhoid fever 67,
diphtheria and croup 45, whooping cough li), cerebrospinal
meningitis 12, scarlet fever 8, measles 5, erysipelas 2.

From whooping cough New York '.), Boston and Pittsburg 3

each, Baltimore, Worcester, Springfield and Gloucester 1 each.
From cerebrospinal meningitis New York 6, Boston, Worcester,
Lowell and Marlboro 1 each. From scarlet fever New York and
Boston 3 each, Baltimore and Lynn 1 each. From erysipelas
New York and Worcester 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 11,610,296, for the week ending
September 1st, the death rate was 21.7. Deaths reported 4,824

;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 138, diarrhea
1,156, whooping cough 97, diphtheria 49, fever 48, measles 45,

scarlet fever 24, smallpox (Liverpool) 3.

The death rates ranged from 11.9in Halifax to 33.6 in SheflSeld :

Birmingham 27.9, Bradford 14.1, Cardiff 14.2, Derby 19.3, Gates-
head 21.0, Hull 30.6, Leeds 21.4. Liverpool 25.4, London 20.2,

Manchester 25.7, Newcastle-ou-Tyne 19.1, Nottingham 19.6,

Portsmouth 22.5, Sunderland 17.7, Swansea 20.3, West Ham 21.1.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Saturday, September 22, 1900.
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rilK MODIFICATION OK MILK IN
LAHOKATOKIKS.'

MILK

IIY T. M. ItOICIl, M.I>., ItOHTON.

In considering the (|uestion of the diircrciit, mwiIkxIh

of milk ni()(lili(-:iti()i> cucli oni; of us must (Iclinitclv

formulate in his own mind what de^nuf of inodilica-

tion as to cxactn<!ss is necdcid, and how import^ml we
may deem the danj^ers which surround the hantilin;^ of

milk for any purpose and in any way according to the

individual case which we are dealiuif with. Tiius for

those who hold that exact modification, sijiall ciian^es

in the i)ercenta<^es of the milk, and the administration

of fractional percenta<j;es of the fat, su<^ar and pro-

teids, are always unnecessary, it is usehsss to hv.

burdened with a discussion as to how these conditions

are to be accomplished, for it is not the method of

obtaininj;- the linished product which is of intercist to

them, but the question of whether such production

when obtained is desirable. To many of us who
have been engai^ed in tlu; endeavor to advance practi-

cally and scientifically the use of milk as a food, has

come the opinion that the most intelligent n)auner of

approaching the subject is to think antl work in per-

centages. It would certainly seem that, with our

knowledge of how greatly ditierent creams and milks

vary, the only satisfactory and intelligent way of

dealing with the solids in milk is not by giving for

certain ages so many tablespoons or teaspoons of this

varied product, but to think of what percentages we
wish to give, and then to give them as exactly as

possible.

In a somewhat extended experience in the modifica-

tion of milk both in the homes and in the laboratories,

no doubt has been left in my mind that even when
perfectly fresh, clean, and bacteriologically pure milk

is used, there are many cases where the modification

of the percentages and special combinations of thesi'

percentages are often necessary for a successful treat-

ment, and this in no way argues that modification is

all that is needed, for in many cases I have often

found that modification entirely failed when applied

to old milk, dirty milk, and milk bacteriologically

impure.

The modification of milk for all ages, but esj)ecially

in the early months of life, is extremely important,

and too much attention cannot be given to it by those

whose practice makes it necessary for them to deal with

the difficult problem of infant feeding. This modifi(^a-

tion, liowever, has many different phases and possibili-

ties, and there is no doubt that improper and inexact

modifications may do great harm. In (piite a number

of cases a somewhat macroscopic rather than micro-

scopic modification of the elements of the milk may l>c

sufhcient for the range of the individual digestion, and

for the nntrition of the especial case, but it has been

my experience with a very large number of infants,

whose vitality was low and whose nuilnutrition was

excessive, to find that the lives of these infants could

only be preserved by gradual and minute changes in

the percentages of the different elements of the milk

and their combinations. "NVe, therefore, in a certain

number of cases cannot be too particular in assuring

ourselves that we are using a milk modification which

1 Bead before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, April 16, 1900.

in ax pn-ciHo an our ktioMlefi^p up Ui the pr«;Mrnt time

has made it pOHHible to In;.

Ah to which form of inriditiration, hoiiii-. or lahori^

torv, hIiouM be empl(»ycd, it hiw Awayh wv.nwA Uj m*; a

matti;r to be deU-rniined by the conditioiiH Mtirroiindiiig

the eHp<;cial case, and in UHing liolh foriiiH, an I um
contiimally doing, I decide as to wlii<h I hIimII iih«- bj

tli(! same giuieral rules, d);t4-niiiiiiiig in which form in

the especial caHe there may be the majority of the

fiuitorH which are favorable for a Hucc^-jiHful iivAi\\r.ar

tion product. If the patient cannot alTonl, or in too

far away from the lal»orat<iry, tlwn the name riile«

and pnicautioiiH which are used at the lalKjratory

should as nearly as possible be carried out in the

home. Tlu! same method should be followed in each

case. It is the details whi<;h usually differ, Himply

because it is often impossil)le to get what is best and

most exact. Tin; word j>f>xsihle. therefore, is a very

significant one in tin; modification of milk. Milk for

modification should Ix; as fresh as possible, lis free from

dirt as possible, from a h<;rd of as well cuired for cows

as possible, tin; .I«'rs(;ys and ( iuerns(;ys perhaps not Ihj-

ing so fitted for infant fee<ling as those grades which

corri^spond to the Ilolstein, Devon, Durham, Swiss

and Breton ne. As to the esjjecial method of getting

the percentages, it is essentially mathematical, and in

my experience, while there are certain individuals

who have matlu'matical minds and like to calculate,

the average busy physician has neither the ability,

time nor inclination to work out the complex problem

involved in a milk modification where a low proteid is

needed with milkman's milk and a gravity cream.

There is no reason, however, why this should not l)e

done, provided the prescriber has a mathematical

mind and knows exactly what the percentsiges of the

milk and cream used each day in his especial families

are. Even for such a physician, however, this is not

an easy task, and retjuires constant vigilance and much
care. He must thoroughly appreciate the dangers

and difficulties he is encountering, for in spite of these

he may think in percentages anil think he is dealing

in them, but in fact is working empirically. It is

important, therefore, for the physician to appreciate

the danger of working with uncertain materials. He
must know in making his calculations that he can with

certain percentages in the cream he is using only

obtain a limited number of percentages of the pro-

teids, and perhaps with the cream he is using to

obtain a certain percentage of proteids it would not be

possible to obtain the decided change of prot<?ids which

lie might wish to give to the infant on successive

days. He must therefore remember that to change
his formula he must avail himself of a number of

different creams in cases where, as I have so often

found, frequent and even great changes are needeil.

It should be clearly understood what a milk lalx)ra-

tory ought to mean. It should be a place where
clean, fresh milk, handled by men trained to do so in

the best way, is modified in any way that the physician

demands. In our Boston Laboratory the physician's

patient can receive on his order a mixture with the

percenUiges called for made up of either separateil

cream, or gravity cream, separated milk or whole
milk. The separated cream and the whole milk are

taken from a rather late morning milking, and are

modified in time to l>e delivered on the same afternoon

within reasonable limits, and early the next morning

I

(0 to 8 A. M.) in the suburbs and at greater distances.
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There are arguments for and against both the sep-

arated and the gravity creams. In my experience up

to the present time 1 prefer to use a separated cream

as being a number of hours freslier, but 1 am aware

that a number of others prefer the gravity cream, and

it is possible, so far as the percentages are concerned,

for tlie physician, by giving a few hours' notice to the

hiboratorii's, to have used in mailing up his prescrip-

tion a gravity cream of a specified fat percentage, and

tested each day before it is used. I will presently re-

fer to the disadvantages and difficulties arising from

the use of gravity cream in home modification. In my
laboratory modifications I use separated cream and

whole milk. This milk, which is handled with un-

usual care and intelligence on the farms connected

with the various laboratories, presents a remarkable

freedom from large numbers of bacteria. P^special

experiments have lately been made with the bacteri-

ology of these milks 'at the Pepper Laboratory in

rhifadelphia, with the milk coming from the Chest-

nut Hill Farm. The experiments covered a period of

three hundred and fifty-four days from September,

1898, to September, 1899. An average of 354 exam-

inations for the year was 1,550 bacteria per cubic cen-

timetre. In only twenty days was the average over

10,000, and the average of the remaining three hun-

dred and thirty-four days was 1,530 bacteria per cubic

centimetre, and in the autumn and winter was from

1,150 to 1,195. When we take into consideration

that 10,000 bacteria per cubic centimetre is the maxi-

mum for good milk, it is clearly shown what an ad-

vance has been made in providing a pure milk sup-

ply.

The number of colonies of bacteria in the cubic cen-

timetre of city milk commonly used often amounts to

a million or more. In this connection it may be said

that while the milk laboratories may be trusted to

practically preserve the original purity of their milk

supply during the process of its modification, yet it is

especially in home modification where originally clean

milk may be rendered unsafe by careless work in the

kitchen or nursery. Thus the handling of good milk

may make it unsafe and bad.

In regard to the question of heating milk, steriliz-

ing and pasteurizing, with such milk as we may hope

to obtain from the care which is bestowed upon it in

the laboratories, there will usually be no need of pre-

scribing any heating in our modifications, and I per-

sonally am in the habit of prescribing it unheated, ex-

cepting in very warm weatlier or where it has to be

transported a long distance. Where, however, milk

is used in our home modifications, where pathogenic

organisms have already developed tlunr toxins, steriliz-

ing by heat does not destroy the clunnical effect of

these poisons. Milk which has been full of bacteria

and then has been sterilized may be dangerous, be-

cause toxins of a poisonous nature may remain in it

and act a.s poisons. This is my chief protest against

the use of unknown milks and creams, and the care-

less handling of good milk. The physician should,

therefore, whenever possible, know how good or how
batl a milk he is obliged to use if he expects to judge

correctly of the success of his modifying prescription.

A milk, however, is not only unsafe in a bacteriologi-

cal sense, for I have seen many instances where seri-

ous symptoms arose when a pure milk became danger-

ous from s«>me unusual modification arising from a

lack of knowledge of the modifying materials used.

In fact, unless the physician knows not only the per-

centage of fat in the cream which he uses each da}'^

but also within what limits he can obtain, when using

such cream, the other percentages, such as that of the

proteids, he is forced to prescribe inexactly. He must
also run the risk arising from not knowing whether he
is dealing with an infant who may or may not be one

especially susceptible to variations in the percentages

and combinations of the elements of milk in its food.

An improper modification of milk may be very unsafe

for the patient, and in fact may lead to something worse

than indigestion, namely, infantile atrophy, rhachitis

or scorbutus. For instance, if we examine the food

which was given in the earlier modifications of milk

by simply diluting with water, we shall see why such

dilutions failed to produce good results, simply be-

cause the nutritive quality of the milk was in large

measure taken away from it by reducing the fat and

sugar to such an extent that nutrition was impaired

and rhachitis easily induced. After these simple dilu-

tions with water came the many so-called " cream

mixtures," which failed to produce the results ex-

pected from them, because the prescribers seldom

knew what percentages or what combinations they

were giving, having entirely overlooked the fact that

there is no stable milk or cream, and that while they

supposed they were using the same materials every

day, they were in fact using many different materials,

which combined in the same proportions every day

necessarily resulted in many different foods. For this

reason what might agree with the infant one day

would disagree with it, unless by some peculiar good

fortune, on many of the following days. My experi-

ence with these indefinite cream mixtures led me to

investigate what the cause of their failure was and

forced upon me the conclusion that it was to a great

degree the lack of determining for the special infant

the percentages and combinations which that infant

needed, and my conclusion was that every infant must

have its food adapted to its especial digestion and

power of absorption, with resulting nutriment. Tliis

again led me to endeavor to perfect a means by which

we could vary the percentages and combinations of the

elements of milk to the greatest degree. Here I

would state, as my experience may be of some possi-

ble value to other investigators on this subject, that in

dealing with the proteids of cow's milk, I have found

that where the proteid digestion is weak, and in those

cases where we ordinarily would have supposed that

it would be well to predigest the proteids, I had

greater success in adapting the proteids to the especial

infant by starting with a very low percentage and

gradually increasing the percentage up to a point

which would be of the proper nutritive value to that

especial digestion than by attempting to predigest a

high proteid.

By studying the following tables it will of course

be seen that if a modification is indifferently done with

reference to the quantity of the cream or milk em-

ployed, there will be serious differences in the percent-

ages of all the constituents in the mixture, but if the

same quantity of such a cream is employed without

reference to its j)ercentage of fat, there may be pro-

duced a radical difference in the food. It is therefore

necessary not alone that the original formula shall

affirm the exact cream to be used, but also that all

changes be made by an experienced hand. Most per-

sons, and among these (jualified chemists, may easily
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f()r<^('t the <;n'at (lifTcn'iicc in Ui<i rcHultH of ii niixtiirr,

c.vtMi wIk^m itH iii^^fiTtlicnU do not dillcr vory inaikiMll v.

It is not strun^i', tlK'n'roic, tliiit tlni niodilicr Hlioiiid

not know that tiu^ extra tcaspoonlnl ol' cn-ani or milk
uddcd to a lorninla mixture may clian^^e its vviiole cliar-

a(^t»'r as to iM'rccntai^cs, and of (•oiirs(r as to its fccdin"

value. Tinis suppose tiiat wt; iiave had made a mixt-

ure of "20 ounces, with the pereentai^es and chaieM-s

as sliown by the followin<f:

TiV('idj/-otiitce mixture.— (1) Fat •5%, su^ar i'l'/,,,

proteids 1%. Adding T) tabh'spoonfuls of milk, l»e-

comos (2) fat .']..")()%, 8u<,'ar i)J)0%, prottiids 1..')()%,

Here it is seen wliat (:han<i;es .') tal)lesp(K)nfuIs of

milk may produee wlien added to a 20-ounco mixture
of a fornnda representiuij fat .'5%, su<;ar (>%, and
proteids 1 % ; namely, that tiie proteids have? been

rais('d from 1% to lJ)i)% ; the fat to .'}..')()% an<l tii<-

sugar to ().r)0%. Also to substitutes in modilication a

lieavy cream for a light out;, the dilference not being

discernible to the eye but only to the fat testier, may
change in a 2()-ounc(s mixture a pn^seription for 1%
fat to 10% fat. For instance, if a formula is made
up for the em|)loyment of 10% cream (top milk), and
20 ounces is jirescribed for the perctsntages of fat

4%, sugar 7%, proteids 1.00% ; and in another day's

mixture be put the same number of ounces of a

similarly ap{)earing cream, but containing 24% of fat,

the change will be made from 4% fat in the mixture

to 10% fat in the same mixture. In like manner
when cane sugar is added, as is so often carelessly

done to formula mixtures, the percentage of sugar

may be doubled, and in some cases has been known to

have been raised to even 30 in a homemade mixt

ure. In short, great accuracy is needed in employ-

ing the ingredients so as to produce the proj)er con-

stituents, and we can formulate our ideas on this

subject by saying that slight changes make great

errors. Although in a large proportion of cases the

inaccui'acy of milk modification results from the phy-

sician's lack of appreciation of exactly what mate-

rial he is using, yet in many cases these inaccura-

cies are vastly increased by an insufficient oversight

on his part when he orders the food to be mixed at

home.
The dangers and difficulties of modifying milk both

at home and at the laboratory although of the same
nature are much greater at home. Constant vigi-

lance, much time, and honest, exact work are equally

necessary in both. It is merely a question, in which

case all the factors of the problem can best be solved

and all the dangers avoided, or rather the greatest

number of the factors and dangers. I will now state

a few of the dangers and dilliculties which arise in

pres(;ribing specified and exact percentages and com-

binations at the home. Suppose that the percentage

of fat in the milk used is a (in this case the milk

is supposed to be from a Jersey cow) , and that in the

mixture made from this material we make our calcula-

tions in such a way as to obtain a 2% fat, the re-

sulting proteids will be l.(iO%. On the other hand,

if we use the milk from a Holstein cow, the milk of

which contains only 3% of fat, and if the same pro-

portion of materials is used as in the first case, the

resulting proteids will be 2.06% ; hence, unless an

ascertained and accurately defined milk is used, the

proteids may vary, even when the same quantities of

materials are used, from 2.()G% to 1.1)0%, the varia-

tions depending upon whether the milk conUiins a 5%

(»r a .'J%, fat. TheHe reMultit art: (thown in thi- follow-

ing tabh*

:

ll<-«aUliit( prolctiii.

Ah Htill furthir illustrating what different reniillM

regarding the percenUige of the proteidn rimv ariiM!

from using the various creamH, I In v.- li nl .l.-iibifi-d

and arranged the following tiible :

MUk ooiiUliiliiK flit.

Z"

(y'ri)aiii ti> work
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cream, after having been tested, had been found to

conUiin 12% of fat, and the physician had put in a less

quantity to get a 3% fat in the mixture, he would

have p'roteids 1.0<!% instead of the 2'% desired.

This at once brings up the question of the varia-

tions which take place in gravity creams not only

from the milk of one herd but of many herds, for it

will, of course, be necessary for the physician who is

modifying at home to see whether his patients are all

being fed from the same herd, or if from different herds

what the percentage of fat is in the milks of the dif-

ferent herds, and what the percentage of cream from

the same herd is on different days. I have just had

some experiments made where the milk was bought

at different places, and therefore probably came from

different herds. After setting under the same condi-

tions for eight hours at about 38° F. the top quarter

was carefully poured off, giving the following re-

sults :

A gave a cream with a percentage of
B " " "

C " " "

D " " "

6.2

7

10

11

Aon t
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«ary to \\v,v. u (lijferent formula for each herd, or if lie

Hhuuld use tlie Hiiiiie herd in onhir to ^«'t the Hiinie

|)ere(uita<;es, it would be iHu-cHHiiry to UHe u di(f'»-r-

ent formula xii dijf'erent periods. Tiiene ure under the

most t'avorahh' eonditions and where tin; milk can he

ol)tained at once after milkin<r. if tiu^ milk is srt

aft(M- it is delivered by the milkman, tin; same ruh; for

obtaininjj 10% cream will not apply, as the cream will

have partly risen wlu^n the milk is delivered, and if

it has set for ei<rht hours after that, a twenty or

twenty-four-hour cream may Ix; the result. It is oIh

jectionable to set a milk for (U^ht hours if it may be

twenty-four hours or more old wluiii it is received.

It is well known that where tlu! milk is obtained from
large herds it is dillieult to mix all the milk each day,

and for this reason a variation will appear in tin; \n-i-

centages of fat in the milk of on(! herd.

Tlierefore, there is no one formula whic^h, by using

ordinary gravity cream, can enable the physician to

prescribe all the modifications whicli are necessary

when certain variations in such percentages ari;

needed.

It is important in prescribing to have the assurance

that the patient receives what is prescribed. It has

happened that innumerable instances have come under
my observation where physicians have prescribed what
was best, and yet where there was no doubt that a

very different combination of percentages was actually

given to the patient. In this way not only unlooked-

for results would be obtained, but a very serious ol>-

stacle arises as to our judging from experience whether
the proper combination has been given for the especial

case. If a physician has decided that an infant is to

be fed on some modification of milk, and believes that

from time to time changes in the percentages of the

mixture will be of value, he should recognize the

danger which might arise from an unsafe milk, and
the difficulties in making proper calculations unless

his materials are known each day. Unless this is

done he cannot know, when the patient is doing

well, what it is that is causing the improvement, and
if doing badly he will not know the reason, and thus

will not be able to make the proper changes.

The difficulties and dangers which I have enum-
erated are practically dealt with and obviated when
we simply ask the laboratory to give us the percent-

ages and the materials which we deem necessary for

tlie especial case, and thus all these different phases of

a correct milk modification are much simplified when
our modifications are made at the laboratory, where
all these questions are practically solved for us, and
the technique of modification is carried out by clerks

trained for this purpose.

BREAST FEEDING.!
BY A. •WOHCKSTEB, M.D., WALTHAM, MASS.

Our most commonplace possessions sometimes get

lost. Individually and collectively we occasionally

lose sight of truths and facts which were dearly

bought in the hard school of human experience. And
perhaps the medical profession, in its enthusiasm over

new discoveries, is especially liable to forget inher-

ited knowledge. In matters purely medical this ten-

dency to forget is not very dangerous ; the new-fangled

i Bead before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, April 16, 1900.

dru((H, after all, may not be niu<!h wurm: than the old
MlandbyM. Hut in lh<! larger r<Mpon>.ibililii» «»f iiudi-
ciil practice, an, for iiiMtaiice, in th,: direction of tlui

nursiry hygiene, the |>hyHi(;iun munt \h'. very wary of
faiJH.

There never can be any doubt that breu>*t milk 14

far and away the bent posHible food for infanti*. Other
foods are valuabh; in the degree that they reMenible
this ideal food, and methodh of artificial feeding are
valuabhr only in ho far as they closely imiuu; the
natural method. So trit*; are these wdf-evident
truths that it would seem superfluous even to men-
tion them. And yet in pra<:tice no other foundation
principles need mon; emjihatie reiu-ration. For
among the many retrograde Uindencies of u<ivancing
civilization, then; is noiur more dangerous than this

tendency to shirk the various obligations of mother-
hood ; and during later years there has develoiH-^i
the pernicious custxjin of cheating helpless babie« out
of their birthrights, by giving th<;ni, through false
nipples, ingenious imitations of their rightful food.
The causes of this physiological crim«; are not oIh

scure. The social d<;mands upon modern mothers
conflict with their babies' rigliLs. In the log cabin
the mother, though slaving single handed for a large
family, was not too busy to nurse her children as they
came. But the modern mother, with a house full of
servants to help her, has not the time to nurse her
babies or to take the ordinary care of them. In
olden times mothers expected to stay with their
babies ; nowadays too many mothers expect to be
free for outside duties and pleasures, and even for
occasional vacations from family cares. Is it any
wonder that the gynecologist is employed to treat
the subinvoluted uterus, and the neurologist to ward
off neura-sthenia, while the pediatrist struggles with
the hopeless complexity of cow's milk modifications?
Indeed, is it not possible that the medical profession
is somewhat to blame for the present alarmin" fash-
ion of the artificial feeding of infants 'f In this age of
specialists, when young physicians are so completely
equipped with methods for relieving both mother and
child of the pathological consequences of this violation
of nature, I, for one, cannot help thinking that the
medical profession, instead of stemming the tide, is

in reality largely responsible for this wrong drifting.

It is sad indeed if the result of splendid effortj* to
mitigate the evil eftects of the occ;iiional necessary
loss of natural nursing is the increase of the evil

itself. "When the young mother whom Dr. James
Jackson had counselled against weaning her baby
triumphantly displayed her bottle-fed prodigy, the
good old physician wisely said, " Ah, yes 1 But your
success will lead other babies to their graves."
Among the regrettable evidences of pernicious medi-

cal leadership are the prevailing ideas that modern
motliers are becoming physiologically unfit to nurse
their babies, and that chemists by analyzing pumped-
out samples of breast milk can expose its unsuitable-
ness as a food for infants. It is hard to be patient
with such presumptuous pseudoscience ! How can it

be supposed that the chemical analysis of chance
samples of a living fiuid, which we know undergoes
subtle natural changes according to the mother's
varying conditions and even emotions, should war-
rant such a defiance of nature as is involved in

substituting for it any howsoever skilfully sterilized

artificial food ? Of course it is easy to fatten a baby
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by giving it food richer in fat than was its natural

food. But who can estimate by scales and balances

the most desirable growth of the child ? Or who can

supply by artificial incubation the natural human

warmth and comfort that a breast-fed l)aby receives ?

Doubtless it is possible to train the newly-born to an

immediate independence of motherly lovingness, and

we will not dispute the skill of modern nurses in mak-

ing babies behave themselves ; but are mothers so re-

lieved any the more willing to bear more children ?

Certainly not. Nor is it strange that modern women
thus defrauded of the loveliest compensations of

motherhood, which would have come to them in

the natural satisfying of their deepest cravings, are

so anxious to escape all maternal responsibility.

Both for the mothers' sakes and the babies' sakes,

physicians are in duty bound to urge the vital impor-

tance and the otherwise unattainable advantages of

breast feeding. My purpose this evening is to point

out how these obligations can be met by calling atten-

tion to some of the steps that must be taken.

And first let us consider the question of wet

nurses ; a most unpopular subject, as we all know.

The underlying objections to this time-honored

method of feeding infants deprived of their own
mothers' breasts ought not to be stronger today

than they were in days gone by when wet nursing

was not so unfashionable, and indeed some of the

objections now have distinctly less foundation. For

instance, it is possible nowadays with scientific pre-

cision to eliminate the danger of latent infectious dis-

eases in the wet nurse that in former times could

be eliminated only partially by unscientific opinion.

And surely the question of the expense of the best

possible nourishment of the infrequent and occa-

sional baby is not a more pressing question than it

used to be in the days of normally sized families.

The supply of wet nurses hereabouts is very lim-

ited, it is true, but that is mainly because the demand
is small. Where working women, in spite of their

bounteous breasts, lose their babies, and where it is

known that breast milk is in more or less constant de-

mand, it is not so very difiicult to arrange their em-
ployment as wet nurses. Several shifts about may be

necessary, but whatever trouble is thus occasioned is

small in comparison with the benefits likely to

accrue to all concerned. The main supply of wet
nurses, however, is from the class of illegitimate

mothers. Were there less falsely virtuous scorn for

such unfortunates it would be far easier than it now
is to secure good wet nurses and at the same time to

save these girls from future ruination. The common
prejudice against letting legitimate babies thrive on

the breasts of illegitimate mothers is unworthy of

civilized people. Cows are not such moral animals

as to warrant their preference over human mothers,

whose misfortune is generally due to a combination

of their ignorance and over-developed motherliuess.

Of course if the alternative to wet nursing were
for the poor illegitimate mother to stay in some
proper home nursing her own child, then there

would be no propriety in persuading her to serve

as a wet nurse. But that is not the alternative for

nine out of ten. Unless persuaded otherwise, these

girls will sacrifice their breast milk and for a time

they will strive to support their babies in some
wretched baby farm, whereas if emplo3'ed as wet
nurses they might earn better support for them-

selves and their babies, to say nothing of the grati-

tude and kindly interest which better than anything
else will help them to rise above their misfortunes.

A larger employment of illegitimate mothers as wet
nurses would thus be a great moral as well as a
great physiological gain to the human race. And
physicians alone have the opportunity to bring about
this improvement.

Let us turn now to the physician's opportunities

and duties in inducing mothers to nurse their own
babies. Much to this end can be done during preg-

nancy in teaching women what to expect. In this

way the prevailing false notions can be offset by
explaining the great advantages of nursing and by
exploding groundless fears. But before pregnancy and
even before marriage women ought to be taught to

admire this really most beautiful function of woman-
hood. Girls should be taught to guard their breasts

and nipples from the injury false fashions of dress

impose. Better far the present grotesque fashions

in dress, which make young girls look like wet
nurses, than the opposite extreme of straight dress

fronts we used to see and probably shall see again in

vogue, which doubtless in past years caused many of

the cases of inverted nipjdes we now have to deal

with. Let us be thankful that girls today do not

suffer mortification because bountifully endowed.
Girls should also be taught that the sebaceous film

is the natural and proper protection of the nipple's

tip. Pregnant women should be taught to reinforce

this coating with cerates, and not to damage the ten-

der skin with alcohol and tannin. There will then

be a fairer chance of a painless and naturally easy

establishment of lactation.

It is, however, just at this point, when the baby is

first put to the breast, that the physician's largest

chance of service comes in. His unstinted time

and patience are then needed. Many a mother loses

her breast milk because the baby is allowed to chew
off the ends of the nipples before the breasts begin

to fill. Nursing then becomes an agony instead of

the pleasure it is when properly begun. From the

facts that the milk does not usually come until the

third day, and that about that time is needed for the

baby to get rid of its meconium, it might reasonably

be supposed that nature does not intend nursing to be

begun much earlier. And it is as mistaken kindness

to prevent the baby from the exhilaration of crying

by stuffing it with food as it is to upset its digestion

with cathartics the day afterwards. If the baby is

put to the breast for a few minutes only, and only a

few times during the second twenty-four hours of its

existence, then on the third day the baby will be

hungry enough to ease the aching breasts. Were
mother and child alone in the woods during these

days, the natural process of nursing would undoubt^

edly stand a good chance of favorable establishment.

And in practice it is plainly our duty to follow as

faithfully as we can natural methods.

After turning the mother well on one side, and
placing under her body some support so that she

will not lie on lower level than her baby, then it is

well to leave them alone togeth(>r. If the baby will

not take hold, it may be well to start the milk

running by gentle coaxing manipulations. This is

the physician's business uidess he is perfectly sure

of his nurse's knowledge and ability. Breast pumps,

it must be remembered, are dangerous things, and in-
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t(!rf(M-iii<r liuslciiids mid ii^iioiiiiit fiifuids jin; wopkc
One of tlu! "(n'jiU'sf helps when the l»iTii.st,s lill to iin-

comfoituhh' licuviiM'Ss Ih tlic "(l()iil)lc V "
hiiii(l;i;,'f in-

V(!iit('(l in tlic llostoii Lyiii;^-Iii I I()S|)il;il. It, in ri;ihl.

ill p^ill(•i|)h^ and s(!rves h(!;iutit'ully in jniictiec, hut

ffrciit skill is necdtid in ;ipplyiii,l( it, :ind so the ;il)()iMi-

nahlo stnu<,dit-j;ickt't h.-indu^c! still is too often used.

In eurini^ for the nipples of the nnrsin^ mother
/irreat harm is often done; l)y mistaken methods of

cleansini^. Nasty-tastinjj; lotions an; often applied

by stupid nurses, who tlien wonder why tin; l)al>ies

hat(! to take hold. No vvashiis are allowal)l(^ Olive

oil or lanoline should ho used instead. And then for

a {)rotc!Ctin<f dressin<f tallow and beeswax or the raw

white of egif should be freely ein|)loyed. Cracks and
excoriations will then l)e astonishin;rly infrequent, but

if either torturing accident occurs inun(!diat(; attention

is demanded. After thoroughly disinfe(!ting with

boracic-acid lotion (;">%), and anesthetizing with co-

caine, the crack and raw surface should be treated

with a 10% solution of silver nitrate, then dried i»y

pressure of absorbent cotton and painted over with

^"^^ albumin. For the next few nursings a glass-

bell nipple shield sliould be used. Thus by scrupu-

lous care mothers can be saved from tortures that

they too often suffer, and then it becomes far easier

to persuade them to continue nursing their babies

in accordance with the design of the Creator.

If the baby does not thrive, and some modification

of its food seems desirable, before weaning and at-

tempting with the chemist's help to improve upon
nature, it is certainly incumbent upon the physician

to try in every way to better the mother's milk by

building up the mother. This often can be done by

bettering her conditions, by not keeping her in bed so

ridiculously long as too frequently is done, by getting

her out into the open air, by allowing a more gener-

ous diet, by saving her from every other fatigue than

the natural and milk-inspiring company of her baby.

And let us never forget to tight with all our might

the falsely alluring patent baby food commercial

corporations, whose impudent advertisements ought

rightly to be decorated with tiny coffins rather than

with portraits of fat-misshapen babies.

HOME MODIFICATION OF MILK.i

BY CHAKLES VT. TOWNSEND, M.D., BOSTON'.

A KNOWLEDGE of the percentages of the food com-

ponents is very desirable in infant feeding, enabling

the physician to intelligently modify the food to the

individual case. On this account milk laboratories

would at first sight seem to be the ideal way of feeding

infants, and their establishment has indeed constituted

a ijreat step in advance, but however useful this method

may be in some cases, it is more or less limited in its

nsefulness. Thus the expense and the fact that the

laboratories are confined to a few large cities neces-

sarily limit their sphere. Even where these limita-

tions do not exist, however, it is still preferable to use

in some cases food for the infant prepared at home, for

it is certainly a fact that laboratory modified milk will

not agree with all, even with skilled adaptation of the

formula, and it is not an uncommon experience for in-

fants to thrive vigorously on a home modification ar-

1 Read before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, April 16, 1900.

runted to duftlicute the formula it wa« previounly tak-

ing from a lahorutory on which it \\i%A not llirivfd.

.lust wliut the proportion of buhieM im who do not

thrivt; on laboratory moditieatioiiH I cannot nuVi but

it docH not Hcem t<» me hh large as Hiiited hy Starr ' in

a rec»!nt arti<;le. 'V\w re;won that lalxiratury nioditied

milk do«rH not agree in Home r-a^eH I have ulwayn \n-.-

lievi-d to be due to the fact that tlwH milk Ih in the mu-

jority of cases first divided into two parti* by the een-

trifugal pro<;esH, one eont-iining practically all the fat,

the otln.'r part nearly free from it. Thr-ne two [Kir-

tions are then recoinbined together with water, Hugar

of milk and lime water in projiortionH tr> me<;t the

formula r(!([uir(Hl, and the mixture is churned up in

transport.* Tlu; breaking uj» of the natural emulnion

by this proc(!8s, although not to Imj (letectwl at first

even by the microscopir, is shown by the large oil

glol)ule generally found floating on the top of the

bottles wIkui rhdivered at tin; house of the infant.

In milk modified at home tin; cream shouhl be ol>-

tairuid by natural separation by standing— the gravity

process— and the mixture is not churned up by cart-

ing about, and no oil globule is to \w. found on top,

even where the milk is pasteurized. I have lx;en un-

able to produce the globule in this milk, even by

churning it up by transportation.

Another objection to laboratory milk, which may
prove serious unless the greatest care is used, is the

danger of contamination from the more extended

handling and transportation to wlii(;h the milk is

necessarily subjected. On this account pasteurization

at 157° to 167° F., or sterilization at 212"^ F., is more
frequently needed, especially in hot weather, and

when the distance of transportation is great, or the

express service requires long waits, or a double

amount is to be sfent on Saturdays to last till Mon-
day.

If the milk is fresh from cows proved free from tu-

berculosis, and in the absence of danger of contamina-

tion by typhoid or other infectious diseases, it is, I be-

lieve, much better not to either sterilize or pasteurize

it. Besides the danger of scurvy, which is slight,

there is great danger of loss of appetite, interference

with digestion and consequent lack of gain in weight

in infants fed for a long time on milk heated to 212°.

vSuch infants are apt to be very i)ale and sometimes

show slight tenderness on handling, both early symj,>-

toins of scurvy. On the other hand, some infants will

thrive for months on carefully sterilized food, showing

how difficult it is to lay down one rule for all infantii.

Pasteurization at 157° is far less objectionable, but a

change from even pasteurized to fresh milk often

shows the great advantage of the latter.

I have described in a former article, published over

a year ago,* a simple method of home modification of

milk by which it is possible to easily calculate the

percentage of fat, sugar and albuminoids in the food.

This method has continued to prove very satisfactory

and has the great advantage of simplicity, which 1 be-

lieve is essential if it is to be commonly used by phy-

sicians. The complicated methods so often recom-

mended demand too much mathematics for most men.

My experience also leads me to believe that the nurse

or mother prepares the food at home with such con-

' Archives of Pediatrics, .Tanuary, 1900, p. 1.

' H«inarks on Infant Feeding, with St>ecial Reference to the Home
Mooiucation of Milk, by Charles W. Townseud, M.D., in Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal, March i?, 1899.

* Loc. cit.
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scientious care that the product is uniform and fairly

accurate, probably much more uniform than breast

milk, and accurate enough for satisfactory results.

The analyses of top milk made for me by Dr.

Charles Harrington on four successive days showed

an extreme variation of only .(JS^, or only .'27%

omitting the one where the milk stood an hour longer.

We also found that the top milk obtained by pouring

off the upper quarter from a quart contained practi-

cally the same amount of fat as that by siphoning off

the lower three-tjuarters, the difference being less than

^a oi 1%. The simpler method of pouring off the

upper quarter is therefore to be preferred. This top

milk contains about 10% of fat if it is poured off" after

the milk has stood six to eight hours. With this 10%
top milk it is evident that 1 ounce in a 20-ounce

mixture would give a percentage of ^^^ of 10, or ^
of 1 of fat. In the same way the percentage of al-

buminoids would be 5I5 of 4, or .2, and the per-

centage of sugar would be the same as that of albu-

minoids. I have found that an even tablespoonful of

sugar of milk weighs .'i^ drachms, and that each table-

spoonful added to a 20-ounce mixture raises the per-

centage of sugar 2.

With this preliminary explanation, this simple rule

may be formulated : Each ounce of lO^o cream in a

20-ounce mixture represents .50'^o of f*^^^ '20^o of al-

buminoids and .20^0 of sugar ; and each even table-

spoonful of sugar of milk added to this mixture raises

the percentage of sugar 2.

Thus, if we order top milk 8 ounces, water 16

ounces, lime water 1 ounce, sugar of milk 2 table-

spoonfuls, we are making a formula of fat 1.50%,
sugar 4.60% and albuminoids .60%. If we order 8

ounces of top milk, 11 of water, 1 of lime water (al-

ways making a total of 20 ounces), and 2^ tablespoon-

fuls of sugar of milk, we are making a formula of fat

4%, sugar 6.60%, albuminoids 1.60%, or about the

average composition of woman's milk. Of course this

extremely simple method gives a fixed relation be-

tween the fat and albuminoids, the fat being two and
a half times as much as the albuminoids, the normal
relation in human milk.

In cases of difficult digestion it is almost always de-

sirable to reduce both fats and albuminoids, so that

this method is generally satisfactory in practice, and a

resort to the addition of the lower milk or of richer

cream is rarely necessary. In these cases where the

constituents are all reduced the nutritive value of the

mixture can be greatly increased without taxing the

digestion by adding raw white of egg. Thus, 1 ounce
(of top milk, \f) ounces of water, 1 ounce of lime

water and 1^ tablespoonfuls of sugar of milk, giving

the formula of fat .50%, sugar 3.20%, albuminoids

.20%, can be made mucli more nourishing by the ad-

dition of the whites of one or two eggs, and will be re-

tained where an increase of the milk would not be.

A case from private and one from hospital practice

will perhaps best illustrate this method.

A. O., six months old, weighed 5 pounds and 12
ounces at birth ; now weighs 9 pounds and 12 ounces

and has gained nothing for the last month. The in-

fant had been fed on various cream and milk mixtures,

generally sterilized, and f)atent foods, but no milk had
been used with the patent food for the last six weeks,
as the child seemed unable to digest any. This is, of

course, a common and typical story. The infant was
pale and emaciated, and was put on the following pre-

scription : Top milk 3 ounces, water 16 oimces, lime
water 1 ounce, sugar of milk 2^ tablespoonfuls.

This gives a formula of fat 1.50%, sugar 5.60%,
albuminoids .60%. Six feedings were given daily of

6 ounces each at 6, 9 and 12 a. m., and 0, 6 and 10
p. M. As this needed 36 ounces, double the quantity

of the above prescription was put up, or top milk 6

ounces, water 32 ounces, lime water 2 ounces, and
sugar of milk 5 tablespoonfuls. The strength of

this was increased every day by adding \ ounce more
top milk and decreasing the water correspondingly.

One-half ounce in the double mixture would be

e<iual to only \ ounce in the 20-ounce mixture, so

that it will be seen that the increase in fat daily was \
of -50^0 1 or .12%, and the increase in albuminoids was

\ of .20%, or only .05%. This change was so slight

and so gradual that the infant was able to manage
the food perfectly. At the end of sixteen days the

strength of the food had reached : fat 3.50%, sugar

6.40%, albuminoids 1.40%. In the first week the

infant lost a few ounces, in the second week gained 6

ounces, in the third week and for several weeks after

she gained 12 ounces a week. At the end of a

month the strength of the food reached : fat 4%,
sugar 6.60%, albuminoids 1.60%, and it was kept at

this point for several weeks, the amount in each
feeding being gradually increased so that the infant

took about 1 ounce for each month of age. A little

later, as her appetite was not so good, barley water was
put in three of the bottles in place of some of the

water, leaving out the lime water and sugar, the

prescription reading as follows : Top milk 8 ounces,

water 3 ounces, barley water 8 ounces. She liked

this so well, she was given barley water in all her

feedings when she was eight months old, and the

proportion of milk was increased to two-thirds of the

upper half of the quart and one-third barley water.

An analysis kindly made for me by Dr. Harring-

ton, of top milk consisting of the upper half, after

standing eight hours, showed 7.18% fat. Therefore,

a mixture of two-thirds of this upper half and one-

third water gives an analysis of fat 4.80%, albumi-

noids 2.66%. At a year the child weighed 20;^^

pounds, and was strong and vigorous, with a good
color.

The following case was treated in the Out-Patient

Department of the Children's Hospital during my
last service

:

R., two months old, said to have weighed 10 pounds
at birth. He had never been breast fed, but had been
plied with condensed milk, various patent infant foods,

crudely modified cows' milk, fresh and pasteurized, and
milk and barley water. He vomited frequently, and
the movements were hard and undigested. The child

lost weight steadily, weighing when first seen 6

pounds, and presenting a marked atrophied appear-

ance. The face was wrinkled and senile, the skin

was dry and hung in folds, and the extremities were
mere pipe stems. The child was put on a fat 1%,
sugar 4.40%, and albuminoids .40%, by ordering 2

ounces of top milk, 17 ounces of water, 1 ounce of

lime water, and 2 tablespoonfuls of sugar of milk.

Two ounces were given every two hours, and 10

drops of brandy four times daily. As the child was
too feeble to suck well, a Breck premature feeder was
used. The vomiting ceased and the stools began at

once to improve. The strength of the food was cau-

tiously increased, being guided by the character of the
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stools iiiul tlic <;(!nrr;il (;oii«lition of tlm cliild, no tJiiit

in two weeks he was taking; Tat 1%, suf^iir (.((O'^,',,

1111(1 alhiiiuiiioids \A\i)<'l„. 'riic wriiiklis on tin- fact-

(illed out and tlx; child a|){)ean-d liri^lit aixl vi;:;(>n)iiH.

The gain in weight was regular and a little over 1

ouiiees a week. ThuH, on Nov(unl»er l.J, ]«'.»'.», he
weighed (> pounds ; Noveinlujr 2.'{d, (i pounds, H

ounc(iH ; l)(H'einl)(!r 11th, 7 [xiunds ; .January "2, I'.MX),

7 pounds, H ouiHXis ; .lanuary IHth, H pounds, 1 ounees ;

After this \\v. ci^asiid coining, hut we heard he contin-

ued to do well. For a hahy so feeble as to luted the

protection of an incubator, yet brought in winter to an
out-patient department, this record is certainly satis-

factory.

The criticism can of course be made that, unless

the top milk is analyzed, it is iinpossibh; to say ex-

actly what the per cent, is in a given case, and may
have been quite different in these 2 cases. In the

first case it was analyzed and found to average 11.40'/,',

of fat, being particularly good and uniform milk. In

the latter case it was probably more nearly 10'/^,. It

seems fair to take 10'^ as the average, and it is to \w,

noted that a difference of even 1.40% either way
would make a difference of only .07'^ of fat with

each ounce of the top milk in the 20-ounce mixture.

The variation in gravity cream obtained at home is

much less than in centrifugal cream obtained from un-

reliable dealers. It is the physician's duty to investi-

gate the milk supply and refer his patients to reliable

dealers. The firm that advertises its ideal milk farm

and then makes up deficiencies by buying indiscrimi-

nately outside is of course to be rigidly avoided, if dis-

astrous consequences are to be escaped.

The use of cereals as diluents in the first case

brings up an important question. The argument that

no starch should be put in the infant's food because

the mother's milk contains no starch seems at first

logical and conclusive. It is to be remembered, how-
ever, that the albuminoids of cows' milk are quite dif-

ferent from those of woman's milk and the same ar-

gument would lead to their exclusion.

Test-tube experiments have been made over and
over again to explain the frequently observed clinical

fact that cows' milk modified with barley or oatmeal

water will often be digested where the same formula

without the cereal will give trouble. The curd formed
where the cereal is used is finer and more easily

broken up. On the other hand, those who deny the

clinical fact say that there is no difference shown in

the test-tube experiments between cereal solution and

water, and they also add that barley water is little

more than water.

The evidence of the advantage of barley or oat-

meal water in certain cases, explain it how we may.

seems so convincing that it must be considered, and

outweighs any theoretical conclusions. This opinion

is a very old one, and is, it seems to me, sound in its

conclusions. At the last meeting of the American
Pediatric Society, in 181)!), in the discussion of a

paper by Dr. H. D. Chapin on this subject, there

was but one dissenting voice to the opinion that

barley water and oatmeal water were sometimes of

advantage, and it has certainly been my experience.

I have fed infants most carefully and systematically

on laborator}' modified milk and on home mollified

milk, who have failed to thrive until cereals were

added. Why this should be so in some cases and not

in all it is hard to say, but it goes to show that babies

are not muthcniHtical niu'hineii and that ih<-.y cannot
always be treated as inch. ('lirii»;ul i-\\)*-r\t-wf. i\% w«;ll

as theory are Ixith useful. I believe that iiiohI infanlH
rio lM!tt«T by the addition <jf barley or oatmeal wat4;r

as a modifier when they reaidi the age of nix to «rij/ht

montliH, but thai tilthough the mujority do not mhmI
the cereal before thiti agi;, there are iwiinc caM;H that do
b»!tt«rr with it.

The conduHionH may \n'. summed up aM followM

:

(1) The mo«lificjition of r^ws' milk, with a knowl-
edge of the i)er(!«-ntageH, is preferable to gue«Hwr)rk
feeding of infants.

(2) P«Tcentage feed in;,' can be carried out by a
milk laboratory or by home modific^itioiiH.

(;{) Milk lai)oratories are unavailable tf> many by
r(ni8on of their absence or an ac(;ount of the exj»e!ise.

(4) Laboratory modificati(His do not, in the exp<;ri-

eiice of the writer, agree with infanta an oft«'n aM home
modifi(^itions.

(;')) Laboratory modifications are. necessarily sub-
jected to more handling and traiisportiitions than
home modifications.

(0) Milk that is fresh, clean, and from cows free
from tuberculosis is preferable uncooked, or, in other
words, pasteurization and sterilization, although some-
times essential, are to be avoide<I if possible.

(7) The method of home modification and of cal-

culating percentages should and can be made ex-
tremely simple, and such modifications are sufficiently

accurate and uniform.

(8) The addition of cereals to the milk in the form
of barley or oatmeal water is generally advisable after
the seventh month, and is desirable before that age in

some cases as an aid to the digestibility of the milk.

Clinical SDepartment.

NOTES FROM THE NEUROLOGICAL DEPART-
MENT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL
HOSPITAL.

III. Lesion of Chiasm; Temporal Hemiopia,
Optic Atrophy; Probable Pituitary Tumor, with
Gigantism and Defective Development (Pkkli.mi-
NARY Report).

BV S. A. LORD, M.n., IIOSTOX,

Assistant Physician, Departmentfor /Hsrtues of the yercoiu System,
Massachusetts Ceneral Hospital.

Patrick M., age thirty-two, laborer, came to the
clinic on December 20, 189'.), during the service of
Dr. Putnam, referred from the Eye and Ear Intirraarv
with the diagnosis of double optic atrophv. not con-
secutive. His chief complaint w.is of blindness in the
left eye.

Family history.— Great stature, amountiui: to

gigantism in the medicjxl sense, is the rule in tlie

family. The parents were nearly related, and though
themselves rugged, all the children were pale and
" ailing " in one way or another. An aunt died in an
asylum. A sister wits melancholy for a rear. A
brother was likewise "nervous and melancholy" for a
year, and had fits of crying. All the brothers and
sisters were subject to headache. Otherwise the
family history is good. The wife is well and has hat!
six children, of which four dietl almost immediat<?lv

I
after birth (protracted labors, no reason to suspect
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syphilis). Two are living and well, the youngest

being two years old.

Personal history is unimportant up to a period of

three years before the patient came to the hospital.

Since that time he has been growing nervous, has been

easily frightened, and on that account is thought
" childish-like " by his wife. He has not been wholly

temperate ; he began to smoke at ten, and has used

tobacco excessively since he was fifteen. He drank
hard for several years when a young man. There is

no history of venereal disease.

Closely following the onset of symptoms of emo-
tionality just mentioned there was an attack, neuralgic

in charader, of severe pain in the legs and knees,

lasting several days, intermittent, and unattended by
swelling. Failure of sexual power and appetite then

began ; this has been progressive. Coincidently ap-

peared two additional sets of symptoms ; the one di-

gestive, including abdominal pain part of the time,

but without vomiting, and the other referable to

catarrh of the nasopharynx. These nasal and pharyn-
geal symptoms persist but do not increase.

A year later there was a return of pain in all the

limbs, described as severe and sliooting in character,

and there was " stiffness " of the ankles and knees.

There has been until this winter tenderness of the

calves. (Doubtful history of slight swelling.) At
this period it was difficult to open the hands in the

mornings. No paresthesia. After persisting a year

these symptoms grew less and have been insignificant

of late.

About a year after the beginning of the illness,

before the second attack of pain, left amblyopia en-

sued ; it is not now remembered whether hemiopia was
perceived. The onset of amblyopia was accompanied
by tinnitus and vertigo, with sensations of blue and
yellow in the field. The tinnitus was a " drumming
noise," perceived only at night and only on the left

side. This winter there have been signs of optic

nerve irritation on the left, of added interest on ac-

count of their rarity. They are in the form of bright

flashes, and have grown much " smaller " recently.

Perliaps the color sensations belong in this category.

Seven months before coming to the hospital there

ensued dryness of the skin, sensitiveness to cold,

thirst, and severe headache, the latter of sudden onset,

localized chiefly behind the left eye but felt also in

the left temporoparietal region. It was continuous,

lasting through the night. No vomiting, nor any
cerebral symptoms besides those mentioned. Accord-
ing to the patient the tinnitus and vertigo disappeared

with the onset of headache, while the previously

merely amblyopic right eye became forthwith blind (the

explanation of this in view of the lack of evidence of

glaucoma ophthahnoscopically, must be that of vascu-

lar lesion). Jt is stated further that the vision of the

right eye improved gradually for a while, and eventu-

ally with suddenness and to marked degree on the

subsidence of headaclie, which occurred after a j)ersis-

tence of ten weeks, when a leech was a{)plied. At
about this period strabismus was first noticed ; it has

not increased. Three weeks after the pain stopped

there occurred brief epistaxis and the discharge s>ic-

cessively of several lumps, partly of very firm con-

sistence, each of considerable size, from the naso-

pharynx, apparently. Preceding each discharge was
mild discomfort in the left side of the head, relieved

promptly by tlie discharge. There has been occasional

slight hemoptysis without cough ; this probably origi-

nated from the mouth itself. Two months before
coming to the hospital the left ear began to "stick
out," with no apparent cause, and has since remained
much more prominent than the right. In cold
weather the ear droops especially. There has been
some recent tendency to sleepiness in the daytime,
and there was loss of speech of a few minutes' dura-
tion, with no loss of consciousness or other cerebral

symptoms. In the last year or two the patient has
lost strength, has now a " weak back " and has become
very pale. He has lost .'50 pounds in four years, 20
in the last six months, the maximum weight having
been 215 pounds. He is now nervous, easily worried

and frightened, particularly at night. Apart from
this undue emotional mobility and the attacks of

causeless fear there has been apparently no mental
failure. There have been no paresthesias, no numbness,
no spasm or paralysis (excepting the strabismus), no
diplopia, no bladder symptoms. The hands and feet

Normal hand shown for comparison.

have always been large and have not increased in

size, nor has there been any alteration of the features,

except that of the left ear, the significance of which
remains wholly in doubt (possibly beginning acrome-

galic enlargement).

Status.— The man is just under G feet in height,

weighing about 18(> pounds, heavily framed and large

featured, with marked pallor of skin and mucous mem-
branes ; his appearance is peculiar and striking. The
gait and station are normal, but there is an air of uncer-

tainty explained by his blindness. Memory excellent,

mind intact. Subcutaneous fat of face and neck small

in amount, normal skin wrinkles well indicated.

Speech normal. Expression depressed, somewhat apa-

thetic and unintelligent— it calls to mind suffering and
blindness. The beetling brows and projecting supra-

orbital ridges, the retreating forehead, the prominent
malar l)ones, long nose, and especially the long, power-

ful chin, contribute to the remarkable physiognomy.

No prognathism. The ears are rather poorly mod-
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K'WviX. Thd left Ih umisii.illy promintnf, |irnj«-«-tinj,'

I. I ((Ilfilllctn'S, Wlliln tllCl r\'^\\l |)l()j,;(;tH lillt. 2..

I

coiitiiiictn's ; th«! It-It is 7. 1 (;i'iitiiiictn's Jonu, tlir ri"lit,

7 (the rliiiii/^fr in position of tlif <!iir it will Im> r.-tin-rn-

bonMi is rm^ciit). 'V\w liiiir is tliiii and div. TJif

occipital prottihcnmct! iH very liir^')- and the rid-'i-

cxtcfuds far aroinKJ on cacli sitlc. hi tlm Hki:i;,'r!ipirit

8tI•ik(^s one as ininicnsc (tlu^rc! was notliiiijr else nn-
U8ual). Tin; tct^li arc normal in airan{(«!iiicnt. Pal-
ate narrow. Toii-riu' rather small. Lips and nose
not thickened ; they arc well cut. TIk! breadth of
the head at the malar bone l(!vcl is njinarkable

;

rapidly narrovvin«^ above this the head assumes a
marked <u)ne shape, which is obscured in tlu! photo-
graph, however, by hair. Over th(! limbs and body
panniculus well devidoped ; the skin everywhen- dry
an<l pale, nowhere abnormally thick(!ned,' 'I'here is

noticeable absence of hair— it is very scant on the
face and pubes. The piitiis and testicles are extremely
small, th(! scrotum only partially developed. 'I'lu-

No.i..

Diagram No. l. Showing temporal bemiopia, riglit eye. Dividing
line unu.<>uallv oblique.
BHua^^^^ Field tor white.^ ^ —M Kield for blue.

X X X X X X Field for red.

hands are very large and thick, but are not " over

outlined " as in acromegaly. The fingers are wide,

thick and square tipped. The feet are also very

large, not so much in length as in circumference ; the

big toes are disproportionately large, are in fact im-

mense, extending unusually far forwards, with squared

ends. No rheumatoid joint changes. Though the

size of the extremities cannot be said to be beyond
the limits of an individual of this stature, the type

evidently is that of gigantism.

The thyroid could not be palpated. No thymus
dulness. No lymphatic enlargement. The breath is

foul. All movements, including those of the eyes,

made normally. The grasp is of fair strength, but

leg movements are weak. Sensation is everywhere
perfect, including sense of position ; no Romberg
symptom. Pupils regular, left larger than right.

Reaction to light extremely sluggish on left. On the

right, the pupil reacts a little less slowly, when light

is thrown on the temporal half of the retina. No re-

action when lijrht is thrown on the nasal half—

hemiopir pupillary reaction, Thi- viniori on lh«^ lirft

in almost ml; there in flight light percrpiioii. Thu
aeuity on the right rednei-d in rfinaining liJilf fiirld.

Temporal hemiopia, a« in Oiagram .\o. I. No t-jm-

trul color Ncotoma. lloth the Hiip<Tlii-i;i| and d««p
reflcxcH anr normal, <xcept that there \n irxcirMive

general rcHponHc, of neurotic characl4T. VVrijit ami
tricepH jerks well nuirked.

Trine conlainH no albumin nor Hugar ; nexual fniwer
Hai«l to be entirely absent. A ••over HJip of the hhnA
showed iiKMlerately decreased hemfiglobin.

The diagnosis of lesion of the chia>im, from a prol>-

abl(! tunujr of the pituitary iKnly, w:w ma/h; at the

lirst visit; tln-re seemed to be nr> doubt that a gtneral
disorder of nutrition — speaking broa<llv — had ln-gun
ami lK)th acromegaly and myxe«h-ma were connidenr*].

Nux and thyroid tablets were given, but were mxm
trhanged for iodifle of pot^i-ssium. in the hope that the
lesion might possibly be speeitie. .Slight improve-
ment in general condition followed, the pallor grew

(Mo.X.

DiAOKAM No. 2. Temporal heminpla, right eye. Progrefmive con-
centric loss in the remaining half Held, greater for color* iban for
wlilte

;
perception for r^d wholly lost,

•i^—i^^™™— Field for white.— -™ " Field for blue.

less extreme, and the patient thought the eyesight had
improved. In February, 11)00, he had a chill, and
felt very hot afterwards. He was troubled for a while
with intense general itching, which disappeared. All
pain disappeared from the head. He spat a little

blood. He lost flesh, and more recently gaine<l six

pounds. Had considerable nasal discharge and per-
sisting gastric catarrhal symptoms. Frightened and
crying .sometimes at night.

In February a small degree of divergent strabismus
was noted. Examination of the uiusopharynx at this

time by Dr. C'oolidge was practically negative in re-

sult and did nothing to explain the previous pharyn-
geal symptoms. In March there was no essential

change for the better. Kxamination of the visual

fields and acuity showed distinct progression of the
disease— despite the patient's st^itements as to im-
provement in sight— in the form of concentric limita-

tion of the remaining half Held of the right eye for

white and color. It is to l)e noted that the loss of

color vision was much more rapid than that for white.
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perception of red being totally abolished. Diagram

No. 2 shows these changes. There was no percep-

tion of light by the left eye. At the time of writing,

April, 1900, there is no conspicuous alteration of con-

dition ;
pupils almost equal in size ; to light right

reacts sluggishly, left does not react. Sense of smell

present. Palms slightly moist. Temperature 99.(1°.

Given strychnia and thyroid. Examination of the

ears brought out nothing new.

The interest of the present case lies in the occur-

rence of optic chiasm disease, of a type referable to a

tumor in the sella turcica, in an individual born of

consanguineous parents, with family history of gigan-

tism and neuropsychopathic tendencies, this individ-

ual himself presenting evidence of gigantism and signs

of degeneracy and of defective development. The in-

dividual is, moreover, the evident subject of profound

vital disturbances, the manifestations of which —
though here of obscure origin— resemble in sugges-

tive manner some of those seen in acromegaly and

myxedema : pains in the limbs, weakness, pallor, sen-

sitiveness to cold, loss of sexual power and desire,

somnolence, mental deterioration; the polyuria and

thirst being more significant of possible pituitary

(acromegalic) disorder, and the dry skin of myxede-

matous change. Further, there have been symptoms

strongly suggestive of brain tumor, the whole picture

being complicated, indeed somewhat obscured, by gas-

tric and peculiar nasopharyngeal symptoms.

There can be no doubt of the existence of a chiasm

lesion in the present case, the trouble having first in-

volved the fasciculi of the left optic nerve and subse-

quently, in succession, the fasciculus cruciatus and fasci-

culus lateralis of the right. From the concentric

limitation that is now affecting the remaining half

field it would seem that the peripheral fibres in front

of the chiasm are being first involved. Though there

are no certain evidences of tumor, the presence of

new growth is rendered very probable indeed, for the

following reasons :

(1) The important conditions, other than tumor,

causing these visual symptoms, namely, tabes and

strictly local changes— exostosis, meningitis, primary

interstitial inflammation of rheumatic (?) origin— can

be eliminated, the former with reasonable certainty on

account of the very great rarity of such special in-

volvement of the chiasm in the tabetic process, and

because of the presence of the knee jerk ; the latter

— primary circumscribed pathological process— with

probability, on account also of rarity and the lack of

definite history of rheumatism, and because there have

been symptoms which could not be the results of a le-

sion so essentially local, which symptoms began in

fact before the visual phenomena made their appear-

ance at all (I mean particularly the change in charac-

ter and the sexual failure).

(2) The headache— protracted and severe— the

vertigo, tinnitus and momentary loss of speech, and

the irritative optic nerve symptoms can be better ex-

plained as tumor symptoms than otherwise, although

they have largely abated. Such abatement of pain is

known to occur in the course of tumor, particularly

on the appearance of focal signs, and it will be re-

membered that in this case strabismus appeared more
or less coincidently with the subsidence of the j)ain.

(.3) There is at least one focal sign, slight in itself

but extremely suggestive of tumor— the strabismus.

The remarkable alteration of the left ear may also be

interpreted as the result of pressure in some obscure,

indirect way.
What is the nature of the probable tumor ? Noth-

ing points to syphilitic growth or meningitis, or to tu-

berculosis ; nerve and bone tumors and other recorded
lesions are rare. There remains the possibility of a

tumor of the hypophysis ; such tumors are compara-
tively frequent.

Other arguments than that by exclusion favor the

presence of such growth, to wit : gigantic persons are

peculiarly liable to pituitary enlargement; the symp-
toms of progression of the growth are characteris-

tically vague (as in this case), outside of the visual

signs, and finally, certain prominent and early symp-
toms presented by this individual can be better ex-

plained by the supposition of glandular intoxication or

disorder— of the hypophysis, for example— than in

any other way.
It is true that the patient, a degenerate and par-

tially ill-developed being with hereditary tendencies

still further modified by former excesses, might well

show, as has been already hinted, mental and sexual

failure at an early age, and that he might become am-
blyopic and amaurotic through an optic atrophy second-

ary to a primary circumscribed process, of the kind

already mentioned, at the chiasm (a well-recognized

though rare type), and further that the remaining
symptoms could be explained on neuropathic and
catarrhal bases. The possibility of this course of

things must certainly be borne in mind in attempting

to understand the rather baffling history, for there is

no proof of tumor.

A more attractive and equally admissible idea, as it

seems to me, is that we are dealing with a disturbed

chemic-physiologic equilibrium, resulting from modi-
fied function of the thyroid gland and the prehypophy-
sis, a condition at present obscure and atypical but one
which may pass on into definite acromegaly or myx-
edema. It would be obviously logical to think first of

the hypophysis in this connection, since we suppose on
other grounds that it is diseased. But it is hard to

see why a lesion of this hypophysis, if it has existed

long enough to have caused the initial deterioration

and has grown large enough to cause a severe grade
of optic symptoms, has not brought about a single

definite sign of acromegaly. The principal grounds
for supposing a change in thyroid secretion have been
the conspicuously dry skin— an opposite condition to

the sweating seen in acromegaly— and the fact that

the gland was not discoverable on palpation. It is

perhaps permissible to speculate to the effect that

there occurred originally (in an individual whose
characteristics imply a well-known liability to disturb-

ances and arrest of vital function) a change in amount
or quality of thyroid secretion which resulted in

stimulating the pituitary gland to growth for the pur-

pose of supplying some element lacking thenceforth

in the economy. The slight fever, apparently chronic,

to judge from two observations, is against the typical

manifestations of thyroidism, but is doubtless a result

of disturbed metabolism. I think it impossible to as-

certain the influences— as to cause and effect—
of the gastric symptoms, polyuria and thirst in this

case. It is to be noted that they have all decreased,

and that the skin is less dry. It must be said that

there are other points in the case also which have not

been cleared up, notably the pharyngeal symptoms
and the change in the left pinna.
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IIECKNT riUXiRKSS IN Ol'll 1 II ALMOl.OCi V.

IIV MVI.ICS 8'I'AM>ISII, .M.I>., AMI WM. lU'liM \ II M.I,, M |i., IIOHToN.

((/'oiioluilod from No. 1 1, p. ;il4 )

TlIK SKiNIFICANCr. «)l' INTUA-OCl I.AU II KMOlt U II A<. IS

A^s TO rK<)(i\osi.s oi' l.iii;.

('. S. Hi'i.l, " cliiiin.s tlic I'liiuliis slionld lie (\iiiiiiiic<|

in all (liscasiul coiiditioiis of the Mood :iiid circiilatorv

apparatus, as it may allorddL'tiiiitt' inronnatioii rc^fard-

in<jj the blood current and vessels tiiroughout tiie IkkIv.

He draws the followinif eonclusions : Subconjunctival

hemorrhages are of little importance in the young,

being usually the result of muscular effort. In tlu;

aged, when they occur spontaneously, they suggest a

weakened condition of the vascular walls. Intra-

ocular hemorrhages in old people are significant, and
suggest the j)robable occurrence of cerebral apople.vy.

Recurrent retinal and subhyaloid hemorrhages in the

young are of slight significance, especially if due to

syphilis whether inherited or acquired, llemorrliages

into the vitreous of the young are of grave; prognos-

tic importance, and point to the e.vistence of general

vascular degeneration. In chronic interstitial nephri-

tis and diabetes retinal hemorrhages, irrespective of

the existence of exudative retinitis, indicate a fatal

termination of the disease. The mere presence of a

thrombus of the central vein suggests albuminuria

when associated with retinal hemorrhages, and ren-

ders the prognosis very grave.

INJECTION OF STERILE SALT SOLUTION IN COL-
LAPSED EYES.

H. Knapp ^ states that the following deductions are

drawn from cases treated by this method. When from
lack of vitality in old age or any other cause the cor-

nea sinks in so that the eye collapses in such a way as

to prevent the wound from closing exactly, a liquid

should be injected until the globe has resumed its

shape and the lips of the wound apply correctly.

Not only remnants of cataract but also cholesterin

and other heterogeneous substances, including per-

haps movable foreign bodies, may be syringed out of

the eye with success. When during the extraction of

cataract the fluid vitreous escapes in such quantity

that the eyeball collapses, either totally or to such a

degree as to prevent the closure of the wound, liquid

should be injected so as to fill the globe and make the

wound close. When from an operation or an injury

the eye collapses, injection of a sterilized indifferent

liquid may restore the shape of the globe, facilitate

the closure of the wound, and ward off infection from

the entrance of conjunctival secretion into the eye.

TUMOR OF THE I'lTriTAUY BODY.

Walton, Cheney and Mallory * report the case of a

man, aged twenty-five, who for a long time had attacks

of migraine accompanied by hemianopsia. Later there

W'as persistent deficiency of vision, involving primarily

the temporal field of one eye only, subsequently ex-

tending to the nasal field of the other eye, giving rise

to homonymous hemianopsia. Still later there was

loss of color field on the otherwise unaffected side of

6 Medical Reconi, February 3, 1900.
' Arch ves of OpUtbaliuology, xxviii, p. .'lOS.

* Bostou Medical and Surgical tJouriial, December 7, 1899.

<»iii! oye (liomiuclirornutopNia^. Ah time- wvnt on th«T«;

uaH loHH of Hi'xiuil power, diminution of vuinti and
optic atrophy, wliirh with the M4>viTe lirnda'-h«' p^iintfl

Hiroiigly to tiitnor. TowiirdM tin- end tlM-n- :ip|M>arffl

va.Hoinotor HymptoinH, -«oiniioleni-i', plivxieal weakn<>Mi,

and apathy and lack of ineiitnl gniMp. From a ttu'ly

of this and other recorded rancH thi- roticliiition in

reached that congenital peciiliaritieH in growth reM*m-
bliiig those of acromegaly, but occurring in otherwinff

healthy individual, may point to Htructural defi-rt of

the pituitary gland, a defect Hometim»-H furniHhing the

st.arting pf)int for new growth later in life. The oo
curreiice of pituitary tumor without definite Hymptomn
of acromegaly does nrit neccssarilv dispn»ve a rtnxwf-

tion between this organ and the disease, for tin- jmt-

sistence of even a small amount of healthy glanci ti.s-

sue suffices to carry on tlie function of the gland.

The combination of gj'iieral symptoms of new growth
with optic atrophy an<l loss of temporal field makes
diagnosis almost certain. Ilemiachromatopsia is not

necessarily of central origin.

SL'PRARENAL EXTRACT IN Ol'M HI A I. MuLO'; V.

II. Landolt^ says the vessel-constricting action is

confined to the superficial vessels, which may prove of

use in differentiating between this ami deeply-seated

injections. This action suggests an application for

cosmetic purposes in removing the so-called " re«l

eye." The first sensation after an instillation is a

sense of warmth, which .soon gives place to a feeling

of coolness. It has no effect on the accommodation
or tension, or upon the ves.sels in the interior of the

eye. In rabbits, when injected under the conjunctiva,

mydriasis has been noted. The danger of causing

local necrosis or actual death naturally would restrict

its use in this manner until more is known regarding
the dosage. It certainly is of use in rendering the

field of operation bloodless, and thereby promotint»

the action of atropine, cocaine or e.serine. and thus

make it po.ssible to dispense with ether in the acute

form of inffammatory glaucoma.

ACOIN A NEW LOCAL AVESTHKTlr.

Randolph ^° report,s that Trolldenier, of Dresden,
announced in the .lanuary number of the Therapeu-
tischer Monatshefte the discovery of a new local anes-
thetic. By experimenting on dogs it was shown to

be less toxic than cocaine, and upon rabbits, bv using
the powder or strong solutions, an anesthesia lastinof

several days could be obtained. Solutions remained
sterile for eleven days. It is a white powder, (juite

soluble in water, is derived from guanin, which is

found in almost all animal and vegetable cellular ti,>-

sue, and is related to catfein and theobromin. He
concludes that in .solutions of from 1-100 to 1-300 in

a quiet eye the time to obtain satisfactory anesthesia
is about the same as cocaine. There seemed to be no
ei)ithelial defect after its use. There was no change
in the size of the pupil or the accommodation or
the tension. Presence of acoin in agar prevents the
growth of staphylococcus albus and kills it if alreadv
grown. The iodides and corrosive sublimate precipi-

tate it, but it is compatible with cyanide of potash.

Among the chemists acoin is recognized by the more
pretentious title, namely, di|)araanisylmonophenethyl-
guanidinchlor hydrate, and should be respecteil ac-

cordingly.

• Centrbl. f. AugeiiliPilk., November. 1S»9.
>« The Oplilhalmic Record, August, 1S99.
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LARGIN IN DISEASES OF THE EYE.

Largin is one of the more recent synthetic sub-

stitutes for nitrate of silver, occurs in the form of a

stone-colored granular powder, and contains 11.10%

of silver combined with protalbin, thereby being

richer than any of the similar compounds. Its

watery solution is brown in color, alkaline in reac-

tion and fairly stable. It is not precipitated by

either albumin or the chlorides. It is a somewhat

astringent, non-irritating bactericide. Stephenson "

found it inferior to protargol and silver nitrate in

gonorrheal ophthalmia. In acute contagious con-

junctivitis of the Koch-Weeks bacillus a rapid cure

followed the use of a 10% solution daily. The re-

sults were good in acute trachoma and after trachoma

operation. In chronic conjunctivitis, due to the

Morax diplobacillus, although useful, it is inferior to a

solution of zinc sulphate. It was satisfactory in acute

blepharitis and lachrymal cases. It is little likely to

cause pain, but will certainly stain the conjunctiva if

used too long a time.

DIONIN IN OPHTHALMOLOGY.

This new remedy recently introduced by Woltt-

berg ^* and Nicolaier is the hydrochl orate of ethyl

mor{)hine, and appears as a cystalline powder, very

soluble in water, and seems to act as a powerful stimu-

lant to the lymph circulation in the conjunctiva and

cornea. When applied locally there is, in addition to

the anesthesia of the cornea and conjunctiva, a Avell-

marked chemosis. Its use seems to be indicated in

ulcers of the cornea of low vitality with impending

perforation. It is claimed that in collapse of the

cornea, as sometimes happens after the cataract

operation, the folded cornea has been made to as-

sume the desired curve with the flap in good position.

It is also thought to promote the healing process, and

to accomplish this end should be instilled several times

daily before the 0})eration. This use, locally, of the

powder is apt to cause violent sneezing, and is there-

fore dangerous where there is a large wound in the

globe, but the promoter thinks that if properly intro-

duced on a vulcanite spoon and not insufflated, this

contretemps may easily be avoided. He does not

think that it favors hemorrhage or is a painful

remedy. Where less rapid action is desired, as in

reducing the tension, clearing the cornea and reliev-

ing pain in glaucoma, it may take the form of a

25% ointment of cacao butter.

PERONIN A NEW LOCAL ANESTHETIC.

Bufalini and (iuaita " states that in the form of the

hydroclilorate it is a white salt of slightly bitter taste

but of no odor. It is slightly soluble in cold, up to

2% in hot, and insoluble in alcohol, ether and chloro-

form. Internally it has been used for the cough of

phthisis and whoo])ing cough, and as a hypnotic in the

insomnia from alcohol. Instillation of a tepid 2%
solution gives an instantaneous and profound anes-

thesia of the cornea of rabbits, which seems to last

for several hours, and is unaccompanied by hyj)er-

emia or epithelial defects. Guaita, who has used a

J% solution in the human eye, finds that there is a

slight sensation of smarting which almost immediately

passes away, followe<l by a hyi)eremia which reaches

" UritlBh Medical .Journal, March 17, 1900.
" W'och. f. Ther. u. Hyg. dee Auges, April 5, 1900.
" Annali di Ottalriiologia, vi. 1899.

its maximum in four minutes, and lasts about a couple

of hours or more. There is a smart lachrymation and
even running at the nose and a slight watering of the

other eye. The anesthesia of 1% peronin corresponds

to 3% cocaine, and is attended with no loss of corneal

epithelium. It has no effect upon the pupil, accommo-
dation, visual acuteness, field of vision or tension. He
suggests that it may be of use in enucleation or evis-

ceration, as the conjunctival hyperemia matters little,

and the penetration and anesthetic action is much
greater than cocaine.

IODIC ACID, GALLICAN AND INDOGALLICAN IN THE
TREATMENT OF TRACHOMA.

A. Schiele " has lived where 30% of eye cases are

affected with trachoma, and among 1,500 school chil-

dren 53% were affected. He had been in the habit

of using iodine and vaseline, but lately changed to

iodic acid, which he uses in the form of crayons of

different consistency, the softer being pure iodic acid,

and a harder composed of gum arabic in proportion

of 15 to 1. The application is painful even under
cocaine, but does not last long. The mucous mem-
brane becomes dry and brownish in color. He uses

5% solutions applied with a brush, and 3% solutions

as collyria, which are sufficiently strong enough for

home use. For the pannus he uses an ointment

made up of iodic acid H% with lanoline, olive oil

and cocaine. Iodide of potash may be given inter-

nally during the treatment, which usually lasts two
months. He also uses gallican, which is a white

powder, very soluble in hot water, by dusting it

upon the affected areas once or twice daily during

both the early and late stages of the disease. Indo-

gallican is a dark-gray powder, insoluble in water,

containing about 38% of bismuth and 23% of iodine,

which can be dusted on with slight cauterizing ef-

fect. It is especially useful in superficial and deep
corneal processes, healing the ulcers in a very short

time by both a drying and an antiseptic effect. It is

not indicated if there is much irritation.
"

THE INFLUENCE OF POISONS ON THE MOTOR AP-

PARATUS OF THE EYES.

Guillery^^ has studied the effect of different poisons

upon the various movements of his own eyes. His

method of measuring the rapidity of ocular move-
ments depends on the principle that a line of certain

length, illuminated from one end to the other during

a short interval of time, creates an after image on the

retina in the same direction when at rest. If the eye

moves to the side the after image of a vertical line

will be inclined, and from the angle of inclination the

ra])idity of motion can be calculated. If this is cal-

culated for the most energetic effort of a person, any
pathological diminution of function may be noted, and
this method serves as a sort of a dynamometer. After

alcohol the abduction is at first diminished without es-

pecial weakening of the power of adduction. Mor-
phine weakens the external muscles, most of all the

interni. It causes myosis without affecting the ac-

commodation or convergence especially. Chloral,

even in .small doses, causes mydriasis and weakens the

adduction and abduction. Only large doses of paral-

dehyde diminish the rapidity of contractions of the

ocular muscles. Sulj)hona] and trional j)aralyze the in-

" Centrbl. f. prakt. Augenheilk, April, May, 1900.
i" PflUger'8 Arch. f. die ges. PUys.. 1899, p. 321.
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tcnii. (Oouine cuusos inytlriuHiH. Ktlicr uiid clilon^-

tonii (liiiiiiiisli tiif associated inovi'iiiciits ami powt-iof

fusion.

VAV. AKI'KCTIONS IN I'KUSONS WHO WOKK Willi

HYACINTH IHMIS.

Zcpor '" claims a form of irritation of iIh- skin uinl

eves seems to iittack those who an; eiij^ajfcd in separ-

!itin<i tlie youii^ hull) from the panuit. It •onsists in

a severe itchin<; of the hands and face, with an irrita-

tion of the conjunctiva, amountin<f even to a conjunc-

tivitis, and Auijust and S<'|>tend>er seem to he the

months duriui; which the condition is most prevalent.

Sometimes groups of minute worms are noticed on the

hulhs and at other times are noticed masses of hard

brittle crystals. In Au>j;ust and Septemher when the

dried bulbs are being separated much dust is scattered

about, and in this dust are found eggs, larva' and a full-

grown mite about the size of a cheese mite. Although
they have never been actually found, there is a strong

suspicion that the parasite works its way under the

skin and dies there.

Itlcport^ of ^ocicticjef.

THE OBSTETRICAL S0CIF:TY OF BOSTON.
MALCOLM STORER, M.I)., SECRETARV.

Mf.etin(; of April KUh, IDOO, I)i{. .1. (1. I^lakk
in the chair.

Dr. Alfrkd Wokckstkr read a paper entitled

r.REAST KKEDING.^

Dr. T. ]M. Rotch : I have always been a strong sup-

porter of breast feeding when possible. My experience

as to the willingness of mothers to nurse has not been

quite that of Dr. Worcester; in fact it is rather that

they beg to be allowed to feed their infants. I have

for many years spent much time in. studying the ques-

tion of modifying mother's milk as we would an artificial

food. A great deal can be done to help the mother

to nurse, undoubtedly, but it may happen that while

attention to her general hygiene may make her milk

suitable for the baby, yet that in many cases the milk

cannot be adapted to the infant's digestion.

The milk of the modern mother is not always of

the best. It may happen that in spite of this the

mother wants to go on although the baby is not thriv-

ing and is in continual pain. In such cases it is gen-

erally best for the child's sake to resort to the bottle.

There is, however, no question but that babies will

thrive on human milks that we would reject if they

were artificial mixtures. I think mothers should be

encouraged to nurse if possible.

Dr. C. W. Townsend: In spite of many notable

exceptions I think most women desire to nurse their

children. Much can be done to encourage them in

this feeling. I remember many cases in which

mothers who failed to nurse their first child suc-

ceeded later. It is well to encourage such cases—
even if they fail two times they may succeed the third

time. This is a point in which much good can be

done by the doctor. I think there are many oases in

1 See page 361 of the Journal.

1* Klin. Mouate. f. Augenheilk., December, 1899.

which the bn'unt milk in uppurently diiiap|H-arin)( alMJUt

tlie fourth or tiftli week und th*; |)ar<rnt« un; iliAomr-

iiged, but if they cun be «Micuuriit{e<l to |HTiM-v«re and

if tiie mother in got out of doorn iind iriU* ii \y\.U'X nr»l»-

dition of life it will Im; found that aft^-r a tiiii*; the

l)ul»y will thrive. Vet in Mpite of thiit jKJor hrea«t

milk Ih MonietimeH much wothi; than goo«l m<xiifl<'<l

milk.

\^\\. .1. H. Swii r : 1 Iind mure mutherH who urn

aver.s(! to nursing than the last two Mpeuker-* appar*

eiitly have. Habies «!ertj»iidy do much Ix'tter on

i)n;u.st milk and I encourage nuTHing aH much a.t I

can.

Dr. II. Va. Marion: I feel the improp«T cjire of

the nipple at the beginning of lactation is the great

cause for the aversion that women have for nurning.

Mothers are generally ready enough to nurse the first

baby, but after an experience with a .sore nipple they

rebel.

Dr. Edward Reynolds : While I now Hehlom

see babies after the first few week.s of life th«' {)0»ition

that commends itself to rae is a mid«lle one. The
enormous advances in the scientific modification of

milk made in the last fifteen years make me think

that artificial milk is better than anything but the Ijest

breast milk, but, on the other hand, the best breast

milk is far better than any artificial milk. We should

be guided as much as possible by the interests of the

baby. In the class of breasts that are manifestly poor

from the start we do best to dry up the milk at once

and put the child on the bottle. On the other hand,

the best breasts should never be given up for the Ixjt-

tle. In the great middle class I think it is well from
the point of view of both the mother and the baby to

allow nursing for some six weeks or for three months
if the baby continues to thrive. When the brea.st.s be-

gin to fail it is well to resort to artificial milk at once.

As regards the nipple and its care I have changed my
views very materially in the last few years. In any
nipple but a thoroughh' bad one a great deal of harm
is done by astringents. Most of the trouble comes
from hard nipples. It is well to leave such nipples

alone until three weeks before labor and then liegin

to soften them. The women can hardly be expected

to keep on unguents during the night, but they can

during the day. It is also well not to be too energetic

about developing short nipples. I agree in what has

been said about encouraging women to nurse in suc-

ceeding pregnancies. I have seen several women
who could nurse only a few weeks with the first baby,

a month or two with the second, and finally developed

good breasts.

Dr. Geor(;k Haven: I have now under my care

a woman who is nursing her sixth child very well, but

who heretofore has met little success.

Dr. Reynolds: I should like to ask Dr. Rotch
how long a baby should be kept on the l)reast if the

mother has perfect breasts and the child continues to

thrive.

Dr. Rotch : They should not nurse exclusively

after the eleventh to twelfth month, as by that time

the amylolytio function is developed, showing that the

child is ready to digest stiirch. It is not well to use

starch previous to that time excepting in special cases,

as it is not wise to tax a growing function. But a
function may be weakened quite as much by not l>e-

ing used after it is once developed as if usetl too soon
during the stage of its development, so I think some
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starch should he given wliun the chihl is ;i year old.

Of course the perfection of the artificial modification

of food has made the question of the influence of

teething, season of the year, etc., as bearing upon a

change of diet, of inuch less importance than was for-

merly the case.

Dh. J. P. Heynolds : 1 should like to ask the ex-

perience of the members of the society as regards

teaching diildren from a very early age to go all night

without disturbing the mother. There is nothing that

makes women more ready to nurse than the certainty

of an unbroken night's sleep.

Dr. Rotch : It seems to me that a baby requires

to be fed pretty often during the earlier months in

order to keep up its animal heat.

Dr. Toavxsend: I have had a number of very

vigorous babies go from 10 p.m. to fi a.m., from the

very beginning. In the first six weeks I let them

have one nursing at 2 A. M., if they insist, but I try to

persuade them to sleep all night if possible.

Dr. AVorcester : I have always made this a prac-

tice and I think it was taught me by Dr. Reynolds.

It is my ideal and in nine times out of ten I attain it.

I find if the baby is waked up every two hours during

the day and then nursed at 10 p.m., it will often go

even later than 6 a. m. I have always looked on

eight hours' rest as quite as necessary for the baby as

for the mother.

Dr. J. P. Reynolds : If sleep be the cornerstone

of health there is no way to build up an inexperienced

mother that is better than to give her rest. The root

of the matter is having a good monthly nurse.

Dr. Yj. Reynold.s: I confess that in the earliest

period this method does not seem (juite ideal for the

baby. On the other hand it probably is in the end, as

it is the best way to make the mother a good wet
nurse.

Dr. Swift: I try to make my babies go all night

without nursing.

Dr Haven : So do I, but I seldom succeed at

first.

Dr. Rotch : I think it is a mistake to try to train

young babies too precisely, and I think that is the

chief direction in which the modern nurse is apt to

err. As regards a point mentioned earlier in the

evening— that of the modification of breast milk by
various means— Dr. Swift has asked what is gener-

ally the cause of dyspepsia in breast-fed children.

The general rule is that the fat is low and the proteids

too high. If now in such cases, the mother being

strong and healthy, with plenty of milk, we give the

mother a stronger diet, the baby will have still more
colic.

In such cases I find exercise— two hours walking
daily, or riding— will bring down the proteids with-

out bringing down the fats. As for breast i)umps, I

must say I have used them for years without trouble,

but they should always l)e used gently and with anti-

septic precautions. They are especially valuable when
it is wanted to empty the breast for only a few days.

Dr. Blake : To me the question of frequency of

nursing is determined very much by the circumstances

of the case. I have never advocated saying strictly

that the baby must sleep all night. If it will .sleep all

night so much the better— if not, the intervals be-

tween nursing can gradually be lengthened. I cannot
see how it can be right to feed a child every two hours
during the dav and make it go eight hours without

food at night. The child wakes up hungry and really

needs food.

Dr. C. W. Townsend read a paper entitled .

HOME modification OF MILK.*

Dr. Rotch : The expense of laboratory milk will

as time goes on become in the estimation of the pub-
lic of very much less importance than it is now. New
laboratories are being started all over the country,

and, after all, it is not a question of what is cheapest

but what is best. The laboratory, it should be re-

membered, merely corresponds to an apothecary' shop
where the directions the i)liysioian gives will be car-

ried out. If he orders the milk sterilized he will get

it sterilized, and if he orders it not sterilized it will

not be sterilized. If he orders whole milk it will be

whole milk that is given him, though for my part I

have yet to see trouble from the milk being separated

milk. The fat globule spoken of may come in one
set of bottles and not in a single one of the hundreds
of other bottles made up from the same separation,

and there is no proof of its being due to the milk be-

ing separated. In cow's milk that has never been

separated the lumps sometimes occur. As to scurvy,

it has never been proved that it is due to the milk be-

ing heated to 212°. It probably is from some im-

proper modification. Scurvy comes from bad milk,

not from the fact that such milk has been cooked.

As to Dr. Townsend's method, where it is not neces-

sary to figure exactly it is a most excellent method,

but as the top milk is not by any means always 10%
cream it cannot be regarded as exact, and even if we
are sure of obtaining a 10% cream there are certain

per cents, of the proteids which cannot be obtained

with this 10% cream. I cannot agree that most cases

of indigestion are due to the fats and proteids together,

as in my experience it is the case that the trouble is

caused by any one of the various elements of the

milk.

Dr. Worcester : One of the superiorities of the

old-fashioned method of breast feeding is that it re-

quires no such knowledge of the higher mathematics

as does even home modification. In many of my
cases I am driven by mere force of circumstances to

depend upon the simplest methods. I compliment Dr.

Townsend upon his use of egg albumin. For five or

six years I have followed the Dresden method of home
modification. In these cases I pasteurize the milk, as

I cannot be sure of the supply. It is with me a car-

dinal principle never to believe a milkman and in sum-
mer I never dare to give unpasteurized milk. Chil-

dren often do not thrive on it and need something else,

and I have been fully satisfied by compensation for

the pasteurization by adding the white of an egg.

Dr. T. M. Rotch read a paper entitled

I HE modification of milk in milk laboratories.*

Owing to the lateness of the hour it was voted that

discussion of this ])aper be deferred until the next

meeting.

One Hundred and One Years Old. — Mrs.

Hulda Miner, who was a native of Oswego County,

died at Fredonia, N. Y., on September 2nth, in her

one hundred and first year.

< See patie 3(i3 of tlie Journal.
3 See page 367 of the Journal.
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AMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIPriT.

Annual Mkktino, iikm) in Wasiunoton, 1). C, May
1, 2 A NO 3, 1!>0(».

nilST DAV.

TnK in<'('tin<^ was called to onlt-r by tlur pn-sidciit,

Dii. (Iko. .1. Kn(;i,i;mann, (»f Moston, Mass., ami the

address of vvcjIcoiih^ was delivered hy Die. .losii-ii 'V \-

liKK doiiNsoN, of Washington, I). ('.

Du. Wll.l.lAM r. TllYOlt, of New York, nad a

paper entitlt!d

AN OPERATION K)U riilMARV VAGINAL CAIICINOMA,
A1M'L10AIU,K ALSO TO CANCKK OF TlIK KKCTUM IN

WOMKN.

Primary cancer of the vaj^ina is a rare form of ma-
lignant disease. It is usually situated on the posterior

vaginal wall and (extends rapidly toward the rectum
and perivaginal tissues. The cancer is prone to spread

by invasion of the tissues having common sources of

blood and any successful operation must seek tlu^ re-

moval of all the organs belonging to the vascular

group in which the affected organ is placed. It also

recurs locally. In l.,owenstein's case recurrence took

place after three and a half years. In both of l*ry-

or's cases it occurred within one year. The operation

of Olshausen consisted in a blunt dissection of tlH> va-

gina from the rectum, which usually resulted in failure

and early recurrence. He reports 2 cases, the first

cancer of the rectum and vagina ulcerated and infil-

trated, involving the posterior vaginal wall 1^ inches.

The second— cancer of the vagina— occurred 1 inch

below the cervix on the posterior vaginal wall. The
operation employed by Dr. Pryor has the distinct

advantage of removing as thoroughly as possible all

the diseased area. After the usual preparation of tlu;

patient, an incision from the pubes to the umbilicus is

made and the internal iliac arteries and the obtura-

tor vessels are ligated with kangaroo tendon ; the

bladder is dissected from the anterior uterine wall

and the vagina opened anteriorly ; the uterus and aj)-

pendages with the entire rectum are later removed
after the actual cautery has been used to char the can-

cerous mass. After the excision of the rectum and

periproctal tissue an artificial anus is formed near the

normal site. This radical operation has a surgical

basis in the following principles: (1) The prelimi-

nary and preventive hemostasis renders the field of

operation comparatively dry, and there is less danger

of transplantation of cancer cells during the subse-

quent manipulation
; (2) avoidance of injury to the

cancerous field untU hemostasis is secured and the

cancer charred ; (3) there is removal of all organs in

which recurrence is apt to take place from above

downward ; (4) establishment of an artificial anus

near the normal site.

Dr. Munde has seen only 2 cases of primary can-

cer of the vagina in his long experience. These cases

were practically inoperable— only curettement and

cauterization were done, which relieved the symptoms
temporarily. He does not consider that such a bloody

and radical operation pays, as the benefit to the pa-

tient is slight and the recurrence inevitable.

Dr. Sutton, of Pittsburg, has seen but 1 case in

thirty-four years' experience. He has little faith in

the radical operations for malignant disease of the gen-

italia. He considers that the causation and pathology

rather than new methods of operating should engage

our (itti'iition, an we need U} tbid th«- fa'l/^r pnxluriiig

cancer in order U> r-omhat it NUiv-Mtfully.

Die. Van ok Waukkk, of Syra«-um-, f**lii ih»l

nothing is gaine<| hy operating for f:ainir. If liia

(iiseH reexiver and the dJM'UHe doen not r<M:ur hf mix-

cludcH that the condition wax not ''iiiiceroiiN.

Du. MoNT'iOMKUV, of Phiiadelplii;!, IIUVH tliat ill tut

clasH of caseH is the relapHe wi likely U> recur a* in

caHeH of cancer of the vagina ; the thin vugiiial wall

and the ai)un<laiit lymphatic circulation Im T*-%\tt>u*\\t\f

for this rapid return of the dise.iHi*. In XH'.V* lie hud
operated on a vhmv. of cainM-r of the rectum and |Hi«Uv

rior vaginal wall by the Kranke iiiethrMl, after a pr»*-

liminary Maydl operation, and had removed the

uterus and appendages, with the p'lstirior vaginal wall

aiul ") inch(^s of the re«rtum. The dineu-se noon

recurred. He does not believe that operative treat-

ment has much value in these inHtanc^-s. There \n ii<i

method of treatment by which you can insure your f»»-

tient against a recurrence, and no way of determiiiiug

how extensively the glands ancl perimetritic structure*

are involved. Our present position in regard to these

cases is one of experimentation.

Dr. a. L. Smith thinks that often unsuccessful op-

erations on the cas(;s deter other patients from Iwing

operated upon that might be relieved.

Dr. IUrns has felt for years that ra/licil hyster-

ectomy was a useless operation in those cases and
prefers high amputation of the cervix with galvaiio-

cautery as the preferable procedure.

Dr. Reamy has had more satisfactory exjierience,

and has had his patients live many years after high

amputation of the cervix for undoubted malignant dis-

ease. The prognosis <lepends upon the jKJsition of

cancer and extent of invasion.

Dr. Dudley, of New York, confined his remarks
to primary vaginal cancer. He had operat«'d on 2

cases, and considers the disease returns here more
(juickly than elsewhere in the body. He believes

that Pryor's operation does the best that can be done
for these deplorable cases and is heartily in favor of

the method.

Dr. Pry'OR, in conclusion, said that very probably

we would soon have positive evidence that the cancer

bacillus had been demonstrated, and that he would not

be deterred from operating on a given case, if he
thought relief could be afforded, by the con.sideratioa

of remote cases that might l)e prevented from subject-

ing themselves to necessary surgical procedure, be-

cause of the ill results ensuing.

Dr. I. S. Stone, of Washington, read a pajn^r on

FECAL FISTUL.*:.

Small fistula? in healthy bowels heal spontaneouslv.

If persistent, are usually due to diseiise of the Ixjwel

or obstruction. The various operative procedures for

the relief of the annoying condition were considered.

Lateral anastomosis is applicable in some cases. The
sigmoid flexure and rectum are frequently injured in

the enucleation of tubo-ovarian abscesses, etc. Dr.
Stone reported 2 cases successfully operated upon and
detailed method used.

Dr. CuRRiEK had seen but 1 case of fistuhv of small

intestine. This was cured by resection of a portion of

the bowel. If fistula is high up in the intestinal tra»n

early operation is advisable. If low ilown it is wise

to wait, as nature will fretjuently institute a sp<mtan-

eous cure. The consensus of opinion in the discus-
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sion was that there is a constant tendency in the fis-

tuh« to heal spontaneously in cases where there is no

tubercular trouble and the opening is in the large

bowel.

Dr. Munde observed that fecal fistula may occur

in cases where the surgery was clean and carefully

performed. He cited 3 cases of intestinal fistulas

where the intestine had been opened to save life, by

relieving the great distention. He employs the Mur-

phy button in his intestinal work. It is important to

differentiate between large and small intestinal fistula,

as those of the large bowel usually result in a spon-

taneous cure.

Dr. W. L. Burrage, of Boston, read a paper on

THE REMOTE RESULTS OF CONSERVATIVE OPERA-

TIONS ON THE OVARIES AND TUBES.

The writer had had 137 operations which were

performed on diseased uterine appendages with the

object of preserving one or both ovaries with their

tubes, or as much of the tubes as were reasonably

normal in appearance. In 85 of these reliable infor-

mation as to the present condition could be obtained at

least a year after operation, and the results were in-

cluded in the tables accompanying the paper, the

cases being divided into the more severe and the less

severe. In comparing the two it was found that gon-

orrhea and syphilis were more prevalent and that

the symptoms had resulted more frequently from diffi-

cult labors or abortions among the more severe and

that the tubes were closed in a majority of the more

severe, whereas they were open in all but 4 of the

less severe. Pregnancy followed operation in 4 of

the more severe and in 1 1 of the less severe. In none

of the cases when the closed tubes had been opened

and new ostia formed did pregnancy follow operation.

All of the cases of sul)sequent pregnancy in both

classes, except 2 of the less severe, had had previous

pregnancies. Anatomical cure was recorded in 33

out of 57 cases who came under observation, and

symptomatic cure in GO out of 85.

The writer's conclusions were that it is advisable to

do conservative operations in all cases where the ova-

ries and tubes are not hopelessly diseased in all parts

of their structure, except on patients who are near

the menopause, on patients who have pronounced

gonorrhea of long standing, and on cases of malignant

disease. With the present methods of performing re-

section of the tubes, if both tubes are found closed

subsequent {)regnancy is not to be expected.

In severe grades of inflammation of the appendages,

irrespective of causation, if the ostium abdominale of

one tube is patent, the prospect of subsecjuent preg-

nancy after the preservation of a portion of ovary is

about one in four and a quarter, or 23^')^. In the less

severe grades of inflammation under similar conditions

of tube and ovary, the prospect of subsequent preg-

nancy is about one in two and a quarter, or 44 <^. In

women who have borne children in both classes, sub-

sequent pregnancy may be expected in 35%, whereas

in previously sterile women it may be looked for in

only 5%.
Dr. P^mmet, of New York, advocates strongly con-

servatism in surgery of the uterine appendages and

cited an illustrative case in which pregnancy oc-

curred when only a small fragment of ovarian tissue

had been left. He urged that us much as possible of

the tube be permitted to remain.

Dr. Dudley, of New York, had performed 138
conservative operations on the appendages without a
death, and reported a case of double pyosalpinx in

which he had successfully transplanted a part of the

ovary in the interior .of tlie iiterine wall after exsect-

ing the tubes. He was certain that grafting had oc-

curred, as the patient was menstruating regularly and
had had a possible abortion since operation. Preg-
nancies had occurred in many of his patients after the

conservative operations. He tries to save both the

menstrual and procreative functions.

Dr. Harris, of Paterson, N. J., thinks that in

those instances where the tubes are exsected the

ovary many times is not sufficiently diseased to

warrant its removal. For the past two years he has

scarcely removed an ovary except in cases of ovarian

abscess. He tries to avoid the personal inferiority

which a woman feels who has lost both ovaries and to

prevent the occurrence of the premature menopause.
Dr. Vineberc; has had poor results in those cases

where there has been a pelvic peritonitis, even with
slight lesions, as the patients suffer after the opera-

tion.

Dr. Goff?: considers that conservative surgery on
the appendages is one of the most important subjects

the gynecologist has to consider. Most of his work
has been done by the vaginal route ; he uses the ther-

mocautery to resect the ovary and burn out the cysts,

preferring the equijjuncture method.
Dr. Robb gave an instance where adhesions and

an ovarian blood cyst followed conservative ovarian

surgery.

A paper on
second day.

A comparison of vaginal and abdominal
OPERATIONS,

by Dr. G. Richelot, of Paris, was read by title.

Dr. J. Clarence Webster, of Chicago, pre-

sented a series of casts illustrating the

ANATOMY OF PREGNANCY AND LABOR ; ALSO, MOD-
ELS USED IN GYNECOLOGIC TEACHING.

The older textbooks on obstetrics are full of falla-

cies and errors on this subject and these casts are pre-

pared in exact reproduction of nature, made directly

from frozen sections of the cadaver. The method of

their preparation was described and attention called to

their value scientifically and as teaching adjuncts.

Dr. Buckmaster has employed paraffine to se-

cure representations of the pelvic organs, and has il-

lustrated the steps of perineal laceration operation by

this method.

A paper by Dr. E. E. Montgomery, of Philadel-

pliia, on

COMBINED NEPHRECTOMY AND URETEROTOMY,

was read by title.

Dr. Reuben Peterson, of Chicago, presented a

paper on

ANASTOMOSIS OF THE URETERS WITH THE INTES-

TINES : AN HISTORICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RE-

SEARCH.

The paper was illustrated by numerous drawings

and microphotographs. The first part was devoted to

a review of the literature on the subject; the second,
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u (Ictiiilcd :i(-(!(>iiiit. of his (.\|)*Tiin<-iit.M upon iI(>;;h ; tlw
chaii^(!s ill till! iirctrr uiid kidney had Ixcn thori)ii|^hly

Htudicid iiiid (tiiiiscs of (K'lith in many iiiHtaiicfs ih-ti-r-

iiiined. In many cascH Maydl's method of iiii-tiro-

tri<rono-int(!Htiiial anastomosis was cmiilovrd. 'IIh-

writ«'r's fjjcimral conclusions wen; as follows :

(1) The primary morUdity of iirctcid-iiitcstinai

anastomosis, l)oth in (^\p('rim('ntal work on animals
and in man, is cxcH^cdin^ly hiijli.

(2) The best t(!cliiii(juc is that n,'(jiiirin^ the least

amount of suturing of th(^ uretors themselvits.

(3) All ed'orts to prevent ascendinjf renal infection

in animals, as in man, when th(^ ureter has l)eeii im-

planted without the vesical orifict;, hav(! proved futile.

(4) It is impossible to d(!t(!rmiii(^ in advance the ex-

tent of the infection which will result from uretero-

intestinal anastomosis. The paticMit may die in a
few days of a {)yemia, or in a short tinu^ of pyelo-

nephritis, or in rare cases may recover from the iiifeo

tion with resulting contracted kidneys.

(/)) ll(nice the operation is unjustifiabl«!, either for

the purpose of makiu«r the patient more comfortable,

as in exstrophy of the bladder, vesicovaginal or uretero-

vaginal fistula', or for malignant diseast; of the blad-

der.

(G) The results of uretero-intestinal anastomosis

through the formation of vesicorectal tistiihe have
not been favorable up to the present time.

(7) The success of Frank's experimental work in

vesicorectal anastomosis justifies the expectation that

the future results of this operation will be more satis-

factory.

(8) The primary mortality^ of ureterotrigono-intes-

tinal anastomosis is low for an operation of this mag-
nitude.

(9) While it cannot be denied that ascending renal

infection may occur after this operation, the infection

as a rule is of such a type that the chances of the in-

dividual's overcoming it are good.

(10) Hence the operation of implanting the vesical

flap with its ureteral orifice into the intestine is a jus-

tifiable surgical procedure.

(11) There is no valve guarding the vesico-ureteral

orifice, nor does the circular muscular layer of the

ureter or the bladder muscles themselves act as a

sphincter.

(12) It has been abundantly demonstrated by ex-

perimental and clinical work that the rectum toler-

ates the presence of urine and acts as a good substi-

tute for the bladder, and that good control over the

anal sphincter will be maintained.

A paper by Dr. J. AV. Bovee, of Washington, on

A CRITICAL SURVEY OF URETERAL IMPLANTATION,

was read by title.

Dr. Howard A. Kelly, of Baltimore, read a

paper entitled

the EVOLUTION OF MY TECHNIQUE IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF FIBROID UTERINE GROWTHS.

Dr. Kelly, with the aid of drawings and photo
graphs, detailed his method, particularly in dealing

with very dillicult cases, such as large adherent tunuirs

or intraligamentous fibroids. There are three ways of

dealing with these tumors and meeting the complica-

tions : (1) By a median sagittal bisection of tlu'

uterus with the tumor ; (2) by a coronal bisection of

the uterus in its cervical portion ; (3) by a bisection

of the tumor ahjiie. The hitiiatioii and anatomic riv

lution of liie tumor nIioiiM Iw thorou^dilv Htudied u{U:r

the alMJomen in opened, before iM-^'innin^ o|N?rutioii.

'I'he daiigerH to Iw avoided are brought about by atypi-

cal cases. The hemorrhage, may Im; cxceHMiv*- and
uiicoiitn»llable, prol<»iige<l o|H;ratioii and injuriiii Ut

the iiitcHtines and iirelerH may jeopardize the patiiMiU

In all these (nihes the principle of the o|HTatioii Ih th«
same, and the bcHt method of enucleation iH Ut m-mV.

out first, isolate; and ligate the ovarian veH>i4;lM of one
side; then to expost; and tie the uterine veiuwdii of the
same sidt; ; then to cut acroHK the cervix and r-lamp
th<! opposite uterine artery, then the round ligament,
and lastly the ovarian vessels.

Dr. Geor<;k .1. En«;i,emann, of HohUju, read the

president's anni ai, addukss.

Dr. a. L. SMirif, of Montreal, nad a pajxT en-
titled

AN API'RECIATION OF KELLY's METHOD OK KK-
MOVINd KIHROIDS OK THE UTERIS.

lie had formerly been strongly oppose<I t^) o|MTa-
tive treatnuuit for fibroids, l»ecause of tlie high niorUil-

ity then prevailing among the best operators, but the
ideal method j>erfected by Kelly had led him to adopt
this as the method of preference. He detailed the

salient features of this procedure and considers that

the great advantiige is tliat there is much less danger
of injuring the ureters. He laid great stress u{)on the
importance of feeling for each individual artery and
tying it before cutting it, and then putting a se<x)nd

ligature on it, as th(! first may be loosened after the
tension of the tumor has been removed. Chromicized
catgut is employed. He opposes leaving the tubes
and ovaries remaining after hysterectomy, as he l)e-

lieves that sooner or later they will cause trouble.

Hysterectomy is far more preferable than myomectomy
except in case of a single polypus. All fibroid uteri

should be removed as soon as discovered In-cause the
woman with a fibroid is liable not only to hemorrhage,
but to suffer from reflex disturbance of digestion and
circulation. Hesides, every day its removal is In-coin-

ing more dangerous and the chances of its iK'coming
malignant greater. The writer strongly condemned
the vaginal morcellement, as the operation is carried

on in the dark and the ureters frequently wounded,
while complications such as adhesions of the vermiform
appendix and tears of the intestine, which are eiu;ily

dealt with by the alxlomen and with the patient in the

Trendelenburg position, are almost impossible to man-
age when working from the vagina.

Dr. F. H. Davenport, of Boston, described an

INTRA-ABDOMINAL AMPUTATION OF THE UTERUS;
A MODIFICATION OF HYSTERECTOMY.

In cases of cancer of the cervix or Ixniy of the
uterus he employs the vaginal hysterectomy, but in

non-malignant conditions even in small growths, par-
ticularly in young married women, he prefers supra-
vaginal hysterectomy, permitting the cervix Xo re-

main. After careful study of the technique he thinks
that not only the cervix, but even part of the lower
uterine segment may be left without ligating or dis-

turbing the uterine artery, by doing a high amputa-
tion of the uterus. He first clamps the broad liga-

ments and divides them, then divides uterus high up.
having a curved needle armetl with silk iutrixlucing a
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continuous suture, controlling the bleeding as he cuts ;

later the clamps are removed and the ovarian vessels

are ligated. The organ being removed above the

vesico-uterine peritoneal fold there is practically no

danger of injury to the ureters or bladder.

In the discussion on methods of treating fibroid

growths Dr. Pryok described his method of treating

intraligamentous fibroids by bisecting the uterus and

enucleation of the intraligamentous nodules. After

their removal the then symmetrical uterus can be

safely removed by the ordinary method.

1)k. (ioRUOX has for a long time employed the

continuous suture in liysterectomy and is then cer-

tain that all the vessels are secured. He condemns

strongly the use of chromicized catgut in abdominal

surgery, as he believes it is not easily absorbed, and uni-

versally employs the ordinary catgut. Does not use

silk because non-absorbable. He thinks the sutures

should be permitted to remain in abdominal incision

for at least two weeks, until complete union has

occurred.

Dr. Mann, of Buffalo, thinks that cutting the

upper part of both broad ligaments after ligation

often will permit the elevation of the uterus and

facilitate extirpation of growth. By Kelly's method

one may get the growth out very quickly, but it will

require much time to complete the operation. He
leaves a part of the cervix in place and drains through

the dilated cervical canal.

Dr. Baldy has had 2 cases recently in which the

tumor extended over the bladder and he made the

posterior incision through uterus to safely remove.

He thinks that Kelly's method is of much value in

the difficult and unusual cases, but is not valuable as

the routine method, and is a dangerous operation for

a general surgeon or untrained gynecologist. He cited

2 cases where the ureter had been injured in follow-

ing the plan.

THIRD DAY.

Dr. Tiiaudeus A. Reamy, of Cincinnati, O., con-

tributed a paper on

BRONCHIAL DISEASES NOT INVARIABLY A CONTRA-
INDICATION FOR ETHER ANESTHESIA IN ABDOMI-

NAL SURGERY.

His personal experience with surgical anesthesia

covers 8,000 cases. For surgical work he considers

ether in every way preferable as an anesthetic. He
has, however, never lost a patient under either ether

or chloroform. The prejudice against the use of ether

in the presence of acute, subacute, or even chronic

bronchitis, is largely unfounded, provided proper con-

ditions are observed in its administration. These con-

ditions include proper preparation of the patient, that

the anesthetic be administered in the operating room,

the temperature of which must be from '.»8° to 100°F,

the chest and trunk of patient lower than the pelvis

and lower extremities and the ether of pure quality.

He exhibited the inhaler which he emj)loys. He has

never witnessed a case in which pneumonia was prob-

ably produced by ether inhalation. He has seen

bronchitis, both acute and chronic, at once cured as

a result of ether anesthesia, these results probably

being due larg«dy to its action upon the respiratory

mucous membrane. In some instances he does not

hesitate to administer it to patients suffering from
severe bronchorrhea, but would not employ ether in

the presence of emphysema. He would, of course, not

employ ether when the patient is suffering from
Bright's disease, but he has rarely seen damage to

the kidney follow its administration in properly

selected subjects. It is his custom in subjects for

abdominal or vaginal section, to administer 4 or 5

grains of calomel four hours before the operation, and
he orders that they have hypodermatically ^ grain of

morphine and ^\^ grain of atropia twenty minutes

before the section. The calomel he has found a good
foundation for securing purgation by salines within

twenty-four hours after the operation. He orders

such patients to drink freely of water, and believes

that all these means protect the kidneys and respira-

tory organs from damage from anesthesia.

Dr. McLean advises a warm, quiet room and be-

lieves that if no confusion or conversation is per-

mitted one-third the (juantity of ether will be required.

Dr. Harris prohibits conversation in the anesthetiz-

ing room and permits nothing to divert the attention

of the patient from the anesthesia.

Dr. Archibald McLaren, of St. Paul, read a

paper on

the relationship betvteen dysmenorrhea and
appendicitis.

He spoke of the unsatisfactory results usually ob-

tained in the treatment of dysmenorrhea and the

necessity for prolonged general treatment. Pelvic in-

flammation is frequently the cause of dysmenorrhea

and appendicitis causes disease of the appendages, and

the appendix is frequently found adherent to the right

appendage. In manjf cases appendiceal colic is caused

by the pelvic congestion at the menstrual period—
the pain is principally on the right side and the symp-

toms are relieved by removal of the appendix. He
detailed several illustrative cases where the entire

menstrual pain was relieved by removal of the appen-

dix. In 40% of cases of inflammatory disease of the

appendages he removes the appendix.

Dr. Skene has noted many cases when the ovarian

pain has disappeared after a removal of the appendix.

He uses the hemostatic forceps as the best method, di-

minishing danger from hemorrhage and infection.

Dr. Smith has frecjuently found the appendix

firmly adherent to the sac of a tubal pregnancy or

tubo-ovarian abscess. The combination of appendici-

tis and salpingitis is present in many cases. He thinks

this fact an argument against the vaginal methods of

dealing with intrapelvic lesions.

Dr. Philand kr A. Harris, of Paterson, N. J.,

demonstrated the utility of a certain chart for the de-

termination of pelvic asymmetry from a very simple

method of external pelvimetry. He exhibited the in-

strument employed and urged the more frequent use

of the pelvimeter. The best interest of the pa-

tient and physician demands this study of pelvic meas-

urements. Dr. Harris also exhibited photographs il-

lustrating the advantages of employing a certain

background in the photography of pathologic speci-

mens.

Dr. Malcolm McLean, of New York, read a

contribution to the management of face pre-

sentations, with rkport of two cases.

He reviewed the methods of dealing with the head

thus faultily placed. Dr. Schatz had advised the con-

verting the face presentation into a vertex while the
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\h\iu\ is free nhovc thf superior strait jind the iiirm-

l)rilll(^s arc iiiiriiptiircd, l)ut tlirrr an; usually two dilli-

cuitics to c()iit(Ui(l witl» : (1) Tlii' ilia<;nosiH of tin-

malposition is not so nasy as tin; tcxtl)ooks iiiilicat<-.

and if dcsrciit is far advaiicrd it is too late- to ciuplov

Schat/'s iiu^hod ; (2) it is dillicidt to srcuni the nor-

mal position, and rolapso to tho abnonnal is apt t(»

occur. Dr. Mcl.can's nictliod is jjractically a version

by the vertex within tlic p(!lvis, and is p(;rfonn)Mi

as follows : Tiic patient Ikmu^ under full aiiestlieHia.

the hand is passed carefully within the vulva, with tin-

outside hand seizin/::^ the body of the child. In the

entire absence of uterine contractions, the <;hest is

pushed as much away from the pelvic brim as possible

from tlu! point toward which the chin is pointinj; in

the direction of tln^ oc-ciput, that is, pushing oblicpiely

from behind forward ; at tlu; sanu; tinu; tin; linj^ers of

the vaginal hand are pushed up alongside of the head
in one or other of tlu^ oblicjue diameters of the pelvis

so that they can reach the suboccipital portion of the

head. The thumb at the monu-nt st('adit!s the brow
and with a slight lifting motion imparted to the whole
of the head it is caused to rotate on its axis as de-

scribed, the chin passing upwards above the sa(To-

ischiatic notch as the occiput is drawn down below the

pubes. Flexion may be considerably hastened by
pressing down the occiput by the outside hand as soon

as the face is dislodged from its wrong position.

Dr. a. J. Johnstone read a paper on

THE INTERNAL SECRETION OF THE OVAHY.

There is no proof that the ovary has any function

other than the manufacture of eggs. It is in no sense

a gland. It is incorrect to compare it any way with

the thymus, thyroid or other glands. He considers

that if the cause of nervous phenomena in a woman
was the lack of an internal secretion, the girl prior

to puberty or the woman with delayed menstruation

would have similar phenomena. lie thinks that the

results produced by the administration of ovarian ex-

tract could be produced equally well by salt and

soda, as hysterical patients are very easily influenced.

Gouty cases have greatest trouble at the menopause.

He thinks there is not an iota of proof that the disor-

dei's of the menopause are produced by the absence of

an internal secretion, but they are due to faulty oxi-

dation and deficient elimination. As a proof that the

ovary has little influence on the development of the

woman, he cites a case in which he removed both

ovaries for cystic disease in a girl of eleven who, not-

withstanding, went on to perfect physical develop-

ment. H(; condemns the practice of preserving a

part of the tubes and ovaries as simply a postpone-

ment of trouble.

Du. HiuAM N. ViNEBERG, of New York, read a

paper on the

TECHNIQUE, INDICATIONS AND ULTIMATE RESULTS

OF SUTURING THE ROUND LIGAMENTS TO THE
VAGINAL WALL FOR RETROVERSIONS AND FLEX-

IONS OF THE UTERUS.

Dr. ViNEBERG by an incision through anterior vag-

inal fornix sutures the round ligaments of the uterus

to vaginal wall. He has operated on 53 cases in four

years and detailed the results in these cases. The oi>-

eration is indicated in the following conditions: (1)

In all cases of mobile retroversions and flexions of

the uterus in which a surgical procedure for one rea-

Hou or another nuiy Jx- «leemed iieeentmry ; i'l) in lh«

same conditionii when they iire it>tH<H-iat<-d with prolap-

HUH uteri of the tiritt or Heeoiui i|e^r<*«; ; (3) in all

ciiHCH of adiierent retroverMioiiH und tlexionn in which
the uti-ruH only iH adherent; (1^ in eujM^M of rKrf>-

vefHionH an<l MexiouH aHHo<-iut«'d with moderaU; iliM-tuM;

of tin; udnexu, Huch uh ryHtic ovarien, cutarrha] Mil-

pingitis, hydrosalpinx and hematoHulpinx und pyohai-

pinx, when the latter is of moderate; ni/e and not Um
iirmly and extensively adher<;nt; {•>) it in the «»|>-

eration of choice- in women with thin, lax ulMloniinal

walls, which would offer a poor support for the uu-r\xn.

The same applies to the extreme op|M(siu- r;4>nditioii,

in women with very fat abdoininul wallH in whom :i

suprapubic operation coiistitut«-s a very HcriouH affair.

Kcccut jilitcraturc.

Operative Siin/eri/. 15y ,I<)>ki'II I). liuvANT, M.D.,
Professor of I'rinc^iples ami Practice of Surgery,

Operative an<l Clinicjil Surgery, in the Iniver-

sity and liellevue Hospitiil Medical College, etc.

Third edition. Vol. I, with .'>K7 illustrations, ."*0 of

which are colored. New York : D. Appletou <&

Co. 1899.

Dr. Bryant has written an extremely satisfactory

book, which treats, as its title indicates, of operative

surgery. The general arrangement of the former
edition has been mainUiined, and is an excellent one.

The classification is anatomical. The first three cha[>-

ters are devoted to general considerations, including

anesthesia, operative, aseptic and antisepti<t technique,

the control of hemorrhage and the treatment of op-

erative wounds. The remainder of the l>ook has

special subjects : Tlu' ligation of arteries, operations

on veins and capillaries, the nervous system, tendons,

ligaments, fascia*, muscles, bursa', bone, ampuUitions,

deformities, and finally plastic surgery.

As one studies this volume the more one is im-

pressed by its excellence. It is terse, and at the same
time complete. The data are accurately presented.

Few operative procedures are omitted from the list.

The student sees as well as reads, so many are the

graphic aids to his understanding. Many practical

points relating to the detail of operative work, learned

usually only by long personal experience, mark this

book as unusual, and distinguish it from the routine

publication on operative surgery. The plan of de-

scribing and enumerating the instruments retpiired for

special operations by means of an excellent cut, show-

ing them in detail as arranged for an operation, is

novel and time saving. The character of the illustra-

tions in general is very satisfactory and the plan of

arrangement of their descriptive references is highly

to be commended. The cuts illustrating the of>era-

tions on nerves are similar to those usually employeil

to demonstrate the anatomy re«|uired for the liga-

tion of arteries and are one of the many feat-

ures of the book which attract attention. The entire

chapter, indeed, of the surgery of the nervous system

is one deserving of special study.

This book will not only be popular with the stu-

dent, but will also be found in the working library of

many a surgeon in active practice, and its appearance

will be that of a much used volume. It is of conven-
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ient size, while the work of the publisher arouses only

commendation and admiration.

Heisslers Embryology. A Textbook of Embryology
for Students of Medicine. By John Clemknt
Heisslek, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the

Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia. Pp. 405.

Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders & Co. 1899.

This work is a conventional compilation not without

merit, being an abbreviation of the substance of the

larger standard authorities. It is clearly written and
shows on the part of the author a respectable mastery

of the authorities, and offers few indications of a first-

hand ac(juaintance with embryological material. As
is natural with an author whose facts and nearly all

of whose illustrations are taken from other hand-

books, the more important topics are fairly well

dealt with, while there remain numerous minor er-

rors. These minor errors are indeed numerous :

for example, page 82, the zona pellucida is called the

prochorion and is said to unite with the false amnion
to form the true chorion ! Page 88, the placenta is

said to be formed in the third month ; Fig. 55, the

oral plate, rh, is made to include mesoderm ; page
134, no mention is made of the membrane separating

the nasal and oral fossa; in the embryo; page 155,

Hertwig's erroneous diagram of the development of

the veins is reproduced; page 189, the development
of the intestinal villi is incorrectly stated, since they

arise from ridges and not separately. This list of

errors could be almost indefinitely extended, so that

the treatise is without authoritative value, since its

statements often need rectification. Nevertheless the

clearness of the author, his well-proportioned text and
the judicious selection of illustrations will doubtless

render the compendium convenient and useful. There
are 26 colored illustrations and a good index.

Colpoperineorrhaphy, and the Structures Involved.

The Vagina and Perineum and IIow to Mend Them.
By Bykon Robinson, B.S., M.D., Chicago, 111.,

author of " Practical Intestinal Surgery," " Land-
marks in Gynecology," " Life-size Chart of the

Sympathetic Nerve," " The Peritoneum, its Ilis-

UAogy and Physiology," " The Abdominal Brain
and Automatic Visceral Ganglia," etc. ; Professor
in Chicago Post^CJraduate School of Gynecology
and AlKlominal Surgery ; Professor of Gynecology
and Abdominal Surgery in the Harvey Medical
College and in the Illinois Medical College ; Gyne-
cologist to St. Anthony's Hospital ; Consulting Sur-
geon to the Mary Thompson Hospital for Women
and Children. Chicago: The Clinic Publishing
Co. 1899.

This most excellent monograph belongs to a class

of publications of which we could wish that more
were put forth. It consists of two parts. The first

section consists of an extensive, exact and scholarly
study of the very difficult subject of the structures

which surround and support the lower end of the rec-

tum and vagina. 'J'his is the best description of

that sul)ject which we have seen. The second por-
tion of the book is made up of the author's conclusions
from his exU^nsive anatomical studies and an experi-
ence of al)out a hundred cases as to the best way of

repairing the rent. The conclusion consists briefly of

an enthusiastic treatmtMit of the adaptability of Tait's

flapsplitting operations, as modified by the author, to

all conditions of loss of perineal supjmrt, to which is

added an acknowledgment that Emmet's latest op-

eration is also thoroughly efficient and rational, with
which conclusions one may or may not agree. But
few gynecologists can help learning much from the

admirable way in which the author explains the ana-

tomical reasons for the success of both these operations,

which he concedes act in much the same way. The
cuts are crude, but illustrate the text satisfactorily.

Histology and Pathology. A Manual for Students

and Practitioners. By John Benjajiin Nich-
ols, M.D., and Frank Palmer Vale, M.D.
Lea's Series of Pocket Textbooks. Pp. 458,

with 213 illustrations. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers

& Co. 1899.

This work is one of intelligent and competent com-
pilation, which has put together in clear and succinct

form the main facts of the two sciences of histology

and pathology. The authors have not collaborated,

for Dr. Nichols claims sole responsibility for the his-

tology. Dr. Vale for the pathology. They have, how-
ever, kept well the same scale of treatment, and have
produced a volume which only a publisher could call

of pocket size, for it weighs about two pounds (972
grammes). The absence of originality is the most
striking characteristic of the volume, the facts being

with few exceptions such only as are found in all the

better textbooks, but these are accurately presented,

though some mistakes could of course be pointed out.

The illustrations are taken almost exclusively from

other textbooks, and are all so coarsely printed that

whatever delicacy or softness the originals may have

had is utterly lost. It seems to us that the profession

gains very little from the publication of such works as

the present one, which is distinctly of the second class,

and merely establishes a fresh rivalry with its supe-

riors. Were there no good books already in the field

for students of the two sciences concerned, Nichols

and Vale would deserve a welcome, which under the

actual circumstances is not due to their book.

Duane's Medical Dictionary. A Dictionary of Medi-
cine and the Allied Sciences. Comprising the Pro-

nunciation, Derivation and Full Explanation of

Medical, Pharmaceutical, Dental and Veterinary

Terms ; together with much collateral descriptive

matter, numerous tables, etc. By Alexander
Duane, M.D., Assistant Surgeon to the New York
Ophthalmic and Aural Institute ; Reviser of Medi-

cal Terms for Webster's International Dictionary.

New (third) edition. Pp. 056, with 8 full-page

colored plates. Philadelphia and New York : Lea
Brothers & Co. 1900.

The third edition of this dictionary will be wel-

comed by those who desire a combination of much
information compressed into a comparatively small

volume. The author has aimed to accomplish this

end by omitting obsolete words, and utilizing the

space thus gained by a considerable amount of de-

scriptive matter, supplementary to the mere defini-

tions. Another excellent feature of the book is the

care bestowed on derivation of words, those from

the Greek being given in ordinary type. We have

found occasion to make practical use of the dictionary

on several occasions and have not as yet found it

wanting. The addition of a few colored plates no

doubt increases the expense of the book, without

proportionally adding to its value. The type is small

but clear, and tin; binding good.
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SPECIALISM IN MEDICINE.

This is the subject of an address recently delivered

at Ottawa, by Dr. F. C. Shattuck, of Boston, on the

occasion of a meeting of the Canadian Medical Asso-

ciation. The subject is certainly not a new one, never-

theless its importance and interest are perennial, and

demand from time to time a reconsideration at the

hands of those whose experience renders them compe-

tent to speak. Dr. Shattuck has certainly brought a

judicial spirit to bear upon his not too easy task, which

must appeal both to those who call themselves special-

ists and to those whose practice leads them into

broader fields. The threadbare assertions of certain

writers on the subject are conspicuous by their ab-

sence. We are not told, for example, that a man must

have had a term of so-called general practice before

he can hope to be a success as a specialist, an assertion

which our every-day experience at once controverts,

nor is the narrowness of the specialist held up as a

warning. There is a tacit if not a definitely ex-

pressed recognition of the fact that narrowness is due

to a frame of mind and not to a variety of practice ;

that the man who accepts every one who comes to him

for medical aid may be as narrow in his interpretation

of any given case as the man who confines his atten-

tion to the disorders of any special organ or set of or-

gans. There is also in this address a welcome and

refreshing acceptance of things as they are, with no

attempt at an adjustment of facts to suit some theoreti-

cal assumption. The fact seems to be that specialism

has come gradually and as a perfectly inevitable con-

sequence of the growth of knowledge. This may be

good or bad, but there is not the slightest prospect

that any human argument will check a tendency

which is absolutely bound up with progress. The at-

titude of the critic of the details of this, to our mind,

wholly beneficent movement may be analytical to the

last degree, but it cannot be iconoclastic. The growth

of specialism is coincident with the growth of educa-

tion, and in medicine, as in any other field of knowl-

edge, progress is dependent upon the degree to which

Mp«>cini invfiiti^atioii m cttrritMl. An w« undiTitaod

Dr. Shuttiirk'H poitil of vi«'w it in fii»«Mitially thU

:

S|ic<!iuliHin in incdirini; w<! niunt acci'|>t a^t a fart ; on
till- wholr Wi- Hh«)idr| b«! Hullicii-ntly optimiHijr to wc in

tliiH u goo<l ruthiT than un irvil ; in tlir nicaiilinif; we
Mhould critically unaly/.<; tln! dctaiU and vagaries into

wliich an acceptuncf! of lliiH fact may Ifad u«.

We are inclitHMl to ttiink that the reason for thn di«-

cuKHion we an- rotihtanfly ln-aring Ix-twi-rn thr ciainia

of the HO-<!ulled gcuHtral practitionfTH and HjMTialiAtH Vu»

in the failure to diHtiiigui.Hh the tlu-orelical from the

practical side of the qucHtion. 'nieoretirallv no one
can now consistently question the utility of »|H-cialiiira

;

practically, in the every-<lay frt'atmciit of tlii.H or that

individual patient, abuses are [if)H.Hible and no rlonbt of

frecpient occurrence;. This is a dilliculty and miscon-

ception under which medicine must always labor, inas-

much as it is on the one hand an abstract science, and
on the other an ap{)lied art of the most practical sort-

Much of the foregoing we have read Ixitween the lines

of Dr. Shattuck's address ; he is dealing rather with

th(! practical aspect of the matter, as it applies to the

rank and file of practising physicians. The first line

of cleavage in the treatment of the sick ai>peared

between medicine and surgery. Obstetrics was also

early separated off as a specialty, and rightly so,

whereas gynecology, as a special field of practice, is a

much later growth, and one of rather unique interest.

At first received with undue enthusiasm, it has gradu-

ally ceased to exist as what we may term an exclusive

specialty. " If I read the signs of the times aright,

what may be called pelvic tinkering, which has been

so much practised in the last decades, is suffering from
a rapid decline. What is really necessary can safely

and best be left in the hands of the obstetrician alone

or aided by the general physician ; and major gynecol-

ogy, the great bulk of which involves laparotomv,

seems to be going where it belongs — into the hands of

the general surgeon. It may all have been a neces-

sary sequence in the evolution of knowledge, or I may
be ignorant or prejudiced, but I cannot look at the

groping course of gynecology as a triumph of human
intelligence."

Dr. Shattuck recognized the broad bearings of neur-

ology, and finds in the nervous system a field worthy

of and demanding special study. '* Neurologv," he

says, '* deals with a system rather than with an organ ;

has length and breadth, touches medicine at very many
points, and thus involves less risk of narrowness of

view to its devotees than do some specialties." We
are disposed to think that neurology is not properly

termed a specialty in the usual practical acceptation of

the term, because of its intimate relation with every

organ of the body. Dr. Shattuck does not, however,

look with unfeigned delight at the minute subdivisions

of practical medicine ; he doubts whether gastro-en-

terology should be dignified into a true specialtv ; he

suggests that y- and z-rays may ultimately Ih' discov-

ered to broaden what seems to Iv the inevitable spe-

cialtv of the x-ravs ; he finds also that the diseases of
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cbildliood constitute a doubtful field for the establish-

ment of a specialty. " Specialism divides up the or-

gans and systems of the body, separates the sexes in a

measure, and still insatiate, steps in between children

and parents. Shall we see parents and grandparents

similarly set apart? "Why not a chair in medical

scliools for the diseases of old age as well as for the dis-

eases of children ? It is a conservative statement that

the pathology of old age is at least as peculiar as that

of cliildhood. Infant feeding alone affords scant ma-

terial for a specialty, particularly if the j)rofession as a

whole would insist more on the use of nature's provis-

ion for young mammals, apparently sufficient for all of

this chiss, save man. The number of women who

can nurse their children is much larger than is that of

those who <lo."

Dr. Shattuck is of the opinion that it is both more eco-

nomical and more conducive to the ultimate progress

of medicine to encourage subdivision of the medical

branches in one large hospital, rather than add to the

number of institutions by supporting minor hospitals

for the sole treatment of some special form of disease.

With this view we are in entire agreement. The

function of a great hospital should be to give opportu-

nity for the completest development of legitimate

specialism, in conjunction with what are still recog-

nized as the more general fields of medicine. This is

the surest means of preventing what all alike fear, the

unsymmetrical development of medical knowledge as a

whole. The situation and our proper attitude toward

it are well summarized in the closing sentences of this

excellent address.

" It is all very well to say, ' Take no thought for

the morrow '
; if our predecessors had acted literally

on this precept we should be in a bad way. Progress

will march and evolution go on in spite of us, doubtless.

But we can have some influence over the rapidity of

evolution, and it is our business to do what we can to

foster right and to discourage wrong tendencies. One
fact stands out clearly— that specialism in medicine

has come to stay. Its advantages infinitely outweigh

its disadvantages, and we have faith that all things

work for good in the long run.

" We study the past, and speculate as to the future.

We all sometimes feel as did the late Dr. Ilagen, the

great entomologist— ' 1 should like to be my own
great-grandson.' We cannot greatly influence the

amount of pity which our great-grandsons may feel

for our attainment, but we can force their respect for

our honest and unremitting effort."

MEDICAL NOTES.

TnK "American Journal of Nursing." — The
first number of this new journal has appeared, pub-

lished by Lif>pincott for the Associated Alumnae of

Trained Nurses of the United States, under the editor-

ship of nurses. The objects of the journal are first to

provide an official organ for nurses throughout the

country, and also to bring into convenient and acces-

sible form various matters relating to the progress of

the act of nursing. The contributions in this first

number are chiefly from the pens of nurses, but not

wholly. We note for example, a brief paper on the

" Relation of Bacteriology to Preventive Medicine,"

by Dr. John II. McCollom. The appearance of the

journal is attractive and its contained matter for the

most part excellent. We wish for it every success.

A Memorial to the Late J. M. Da Costa.—
The Board of Trustees of Jefferson Medical College,

Philadelphia, has decided to establish a laboratory of

clinical medicine, as a memorial to the late J. M.
Da Costa. Dr. Da Costa had been a teacher in the

college for more than thirty years. Contributions to

a fund for this purpose are solicited.

A Somewhat Extreme Point of Vieav.— It is

reported in the Philadelphia Medical Journal that the

School Board of El Paso, Texas, requires the teachers

to wear short skirts, since the long ones sweep along

the walks and gather germs that may injure the

health of the children.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseasks in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, October 10, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

133, scarlatina 9, measles 9, typhoid fever 21.

New Site for the Harvard Medical School
— The old Francis estate in Brookline has been pur-

chased, and is now held in trust as the proposed future

site of the Harvard Medical School, and the allied

departments of veterinary medicine and dentistry will

also be located on the recently acquired land. The
school, during the comparatively short period of its

residence in the present building, has outgrown its

accommodation, and the land furthermore is desirable

for the future uses of the Boston Public Library,

which is already feeling the need for more space. An
appropriation for the School of Comparative Medicine

has already been made from the H. L. Pierce bequest

to Harvard University. Space is furthermore pro-

vided for a possible University Hospital.

A Vigorous Legal Decision. — The following

important decision has recently been rendered by

Judge Grime, of Fall River, in the case of Dr. Ezra

R. Wilbur, clairvoyant physician, against a police

officer, to recover for professional services. Judge

Grime ruled in these words :
" I am satisfied in my

own mind that the services rendered were worse than

valueless, and that had they been continued without

change the defendant would have reaped his reward

in death. Still, he employed the plaintiff and must

pay the bill."

Dr. J. F. Lewis Elected Superintendent of
the Department of Adult Poor.— The State

Board of Charity has unanimously elected Dr. J. F.

Lewis, of Maiden, Mass., to the position of superin-
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teiuloiit of tlu! I)(!|)ar(,iuriit of Adult Poor, to hiuvmmmI

\\w l;it<! Stcplicii (
'. Wrinliliiij^lori. 'I'lui iip|ioiiit.iin-iil

n'(|uinis llio iipprovjil of tin- <^oviiiior, wliidi, it in

Hupposcd, will certiiiiiiy Ik; fortlicoiiiin;,'.

I)i{. A.J. Hanni'.y Ai'I'ointki) SriM.iiiN i knkknt
oi' L<)N(; Isr.ANi) Inhtitt iions, Uosion. — Dr. A.

.). Kaiiiicy, ;issist;iiit siipciiiilcinlciit. of tliH Slah'

Alnislioiiso at 'rcvvksbiirv. lias hccn appoiiitod stipifr-

iiitciidciit of tlu* LoiiiT Island .Miiislioiisc and llf)spi-

tal, Boston Ilurbor, in \A;\.i'v of Mr. A. '1'. iIo|)kiiis,

who has rcsiiijiicd his jiosilioii to enter pi-()fe.-,Hionul

lifo.

NKW YORK.

FoKcoTTKN Tdkntity.— There is at [>rosent under

treutineiit at tlu; Wliit(^ Plains Hospital, West-

chester County, a case of unusual interest, that of

a nuiu who has for<fotten his identity as the result of

a stroke of lightning. Dr. II. Ernst Schniid, the

head of the visitin<if stalf of the hospital, and who is

an alienist of high repute and one of the consulting

physicians to the Department for the Insane of the

New York Hospital, pronounces it one without a

parallel. The patient was found one night in duly,

after a severe electrical storm, near the tracks of the

Harlem Railroad, with the entire left side paralyzed.

When questioned as to his identity he appeared much
annoyed that he could not give an intelligihle reply.

During the night there was twitching of the various

muscles of the body, and on the following day if any

part of the body was touched the patient would, after

a delay of from five to ten seconds, put his hand to

that part of the body and touch it in the same man-

ner ; if stroked, would do the same ; if slapped, would

slap himself. If roused and questioned sharply,

he would say simply, ''I — I — I." After three

months he was very much improved. Asked if he

remembered when he became ill, he said a flash

seemed to strike him in the face. From that time

on he gradually gained in health and strength. The

paralysis disappeared and his muscular system was

built up by a course of calisthenics.

RiciiKS Resign to the Inevitable.— Charles

Broadway Rouse, the millionaire merchant and phil-

anthropist, who is suffering from blindness due to

optic nerve atrophy, and who some time since an-

nounced that he would give $1,000,000 to any one

who would restore his sight, has now withdrawn that

offer and resigned himself to the inevitable. Ever

since the announcement was made he has been be-

sieged by all sorts of quacks and " healers," and dur-

ing the greater portion of the time he has paid a sub-

stitute who was affected in the same manner a regular

salary for submitting to experiments and various forms

of treatment.

Dr. Jacobi on Artificial Infant Feeoing.—
At the first meeting of the New York Academy of

Medicine after the summer recess, a resolution was

passed establishing a separate section on otology,

this branch having hitherto been included in the Sec-

lion on C)phtha1iMolo^y. On thi** o'Tiinion Dr. .\.

.lueohi read a paper on " yVrtiticiiil Infiint l''e«'<|iii^,"

which wu*t the eoin|)!etf report li<' prepurrd for llw;

pediatric Section of the Thirleeulh Iiit<Tnalioiinl

Medical CoiigresH, and at thi; HU);^e««tioii of tin;

pn'sident. Dr. ThoinHon, it wan d<Tir|ed that a ii|xrrial

evening hIiouM Ik; Met upurt for a ^vrtipo»<iiim on tliin

Hubject.

MeIUCAI, DkI'AIMMKNT UV ( <.|.iMi;i\ I M\KIC-

.siTY. — At th(! firnt regular inc<;ting for th«j cx>II«'j{h

year of the TruHteeH of Columbia I'liiverHily, held

()ctob(;r 1st, the annual rej)ort of the Vanderbilt

Clinic was presented, shovviiig that tll.lT.'S patientu

were treated during the year. The following ap-

pointments in the Me«lical Dej)artrnent w«Te an-

nounc(Hl : Drs. Charles H. I'eck, Warren S. Hick-

ham and Alfred S. Taylor, assistanlH in operative

surgery. Among the gifts receivjKl during tlm year

was $100,000, from John D. Rockefeller, for the

endowment of a chair in psychology.

Golden Weddinc — On October Ist the vener-

able but genial Prof. R. Ogd(;n Doremus and his

wife celebrated their golden wedding. Dr. Doremus,

who equipped the first laboratory in the United

States for instructing medical students in analytical

chemistry, was professor of chemistry in Hellevue

Hospital Medical College for thirty-seven years, and

still holds that office in the College of the City of

New York.

A IIOMii: FOR Convalescents. — Mr. Adrian

Iselin, a wealthy resident of Westchester County,

has purchased the old Hartley mansion in the out-

skirts of Yonkers, for a hospital for the convalescent

poor of New York and its vicinity. The house is

surrounded by extensive grounds, on which there are

many fine trees, and from 8-30,000 to S75,000 will be

spent in enlarging and equipping it.

One HiNDRED and Six Years 0li>. — Benja-

min Prine, probably New York's oldest citizen, dieil at

Port Richmond, Staten Island, on October 4th, at the

age of one hundred and six years. He was a negro

and born a slave not far from the place of his death.

He is noted as having driven the first stage coach on

Staten Island, and he was freed by the Northeni

Slave Act in 1822.

Increased Insanity at Elmika Reformatory.
— The past six months there has been an increase in

insanity, no special reason for which has been assigned,

among convicts at Elmira Reformatory. Since March

sixty-five inmates have been transferred.

Corrf;sponDfuce.

TENDON SUTURE.

Columbus Barracks, O., September i;>. ll^OO.

Mr. Editor : — The article on " Tendon Suture " in the

Joi'KNAL of SepfiMiihor i;?. 1I>00, by Dr. HhioIi, reiail.* »
case which I treatetl many years ago, and which may be of

interest to your readers.
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In 1866 the steward of the steamer Saratoga, plying

between New York and Richmond, Va., was brought to

me with a divided tendo Athillis. He had received his in-

jury whiU; standing on the waslistand of his stateroom, a

hirch of the sliip throwing his foot into the washbowl,

breaking the bowl, and in withdrawing his foot the tendon

was severed oi)li(iueIy. The wound was carefully cleansed

and the severed tendon united by silk sutures, the external

wound closed with sutures and dressed dry with lint and
bandages. A slijjper was obtained, and a piece of flat iron,

1 X j^ inch, riveted to the sole. 'I'he iron projected for

about 4 inches beyond the heel of the siij)j)er, and had an

eye at its extremity for insertion of a bandage, which was

attached to a band above the knee, thus keeping the foot

fully extended and leg flexed. There was no suppuration ;

the wound healed by first intention, and the patient re-

covered in little more than a month. This seems worthy

of note in that the case occurred in pre-antiseptic days

and before dry dressings were in vogue. The experience

of the war and the closing days of the Rebellion had con-

vinced me that wet dressings were not free from danger,

and I bad removed them from a case of gunshot wound of

the knee at Farmville, Va., with a most satisfactory re-

sult. Very respectfully,

Timothy E. Wilcox,
Major and Surgeon, U. S. Armrj ; Late Lieutenant

Colonel and Chief Surgeon, U. S. Volunteers.

LETTER ABOUT I'ARIS AND LONDON.

RKMINISCENCES OF THIS SUMMER'S TRANS-
ATLANTIC TRIP.

The Royal College of Surgeons of England;
The Thirteenth International Medical Con-
gress.

Mr. Editor: — It has occurred to us that your readers

may like to have a few words about the recent celebration

of the One Hundredth Anniversary of the Royal College

of Surgeons of P^ngland and a few about the Thirteenth

International Congress, with one or two incidents that

occurred en route to and from the Continent. To relieve

the ennui of our voyage home, we therefore undertake the

recital of our adventures, at the risk of adding to the ennui

of your readers.

Separated at the first moment of our intended voyage on

the Oceanic, we were united asain at that typical English

hotel " The Burlington." The voyage of the Oceanic

was without incident. We were not so lucky on the Cam-
pania, for after a remarkably favorable crossing to Queens-

town we struck a thick fog in the Irish Sea. Off Holy-

head at 8.30 A. M., while running at half speed, we struck

and cut in two a twelve-hundred-ton steel bar(jue, just

beginning her voyage to New Zealand. Nothing was seen

or heard of this vessel until it was too late to avoid her.

The sharp bows of the Campania cut slowly through her

just behind the foremast. Tbe bow half (she was headed
to the southeast with a southwestward breeze) grazed along

our starboard side, but sank before it came as far aft as

our foremast ! The bowsprit, as the fore part sank with

bursting decks, pointed straight up in the air and nothing

was left but white, bubbling water. Then suddenly the

foremast, detached in some way from the wreck, leaped

high in the air and fell back into the sea. Later two men
came up, and as they passed astern into the fog were seen

clinging to the wreckage from which they were rescued

by the life-boat crew. 'Ihe stern half we did not see, but

it sank (juickly leaving a half dozen of the crew struggling

in the water. The life boats were lowered and put back
into the fog astern. Seven men of the crew of eighteen

were saved.

It was amazing how slight the shock was. It seemed
trivial. We were dressing when the blow came. From
the cries of the women and the immediate launching of

the life boats it was natural to suppose that the steamer
was going down at once. Had she suddenly foundered,
the loss of life must have been great, though the sea was
calm and we were but forty miles from land, for there

were not enough boats to take the 1,700 human beings,

more or less. Our escape seemed providential when we
learned by talking with the saved that the banjue carried

30 tons of dynamite, 600 barrels of gunpowder, and 1,000
cases of cartridges ! The Campania's bows were stove in,

and there was considerable water in the forward hold.

The meeting of the Royal College of Surgeons was inter-

esting and impressive. The chief event was the (confer-

ring of honorary degrees. Besides the Prince of Wales,
.the Manjuis of Salisbury, the Earl of Rosebery, and
possibly other titled dignitaries, prominent surgeons from
many countries were thus honored ; of these tbere were
from France, Oilier, Lannelongue, Tillaux and Pozzi

;

from Germany, von Bergmann ; from Italy, Bassini ; from
Switzerland, Kocher ; from the United States, Halsted,

Keen, Weir and Warren ; from Canada, Roddick, Cameron
and Kingston.

The attendance at the celebration was large. All can-

didates and guests were in caj) and gown of their college

or university. But few foreigners were present besides

those who were candidates for the honorary degree.

The dinner at Lincoln's Inn Fields was extremely inter-

esting. In the first place the dinner itself was good— and
that is saying much for a dinner for 400 men. The hall

made us think of Memorial Hall on Commencement Day.
Could we have had the brilliant speakers of that day, the

resemblance would have been even more striking. After

dinner, the president, Sir William MacCormac, introduced

the chief guest of the evening, H. R. H. the Prince of

Wales, who spoke well. Before the dinner we had been
all delighted by his charming manner. We were re

minded of a medical friend who visited London a few
years ago with the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Com-
pany. He met the prince on that occasion and shook
hands with him. Asked his impressions of the prince, he
said very naively, " Well, now, you may not think it, but

he's a real good fellow,— not a bit of d — d nonsense
about him." This always seemed to us one of the greatest

compliments he could have received, for it showed the

tact which at once had put our friend at ease.

After the speech from this distinguished guest, came
others by Salisbury, Rosebery, the Lord High Chancellor

and other laymen. Besides the president, Sir William
MacCormac, but one surgeon spoke, Mr. Bryant, who in-

troduced one of the lay speakers. Salisbury got pretty

well mixed up before he finished, but he managed to extri-

cate himself. Though on the whole the speaking; was good
we all sighed, " Oh, for a word from President Eliot now !

"

Yet it was all admirable and interesting.

The most charming entertainments were the private din-

ners, of which there were many each night. We were
greatly delighted with our experiences in London. We
were, however, much disappointed that we were offered no
opportunity to see English surgery, although most ready to

avail ourselves of such courtesy.

The International Congress opened on the following

week. AVe were not there, however, for the congress or

the exj)osition ; we may as well admit it; we were therein

search of amusement — theatres, concerts, museums and
good dinners I We nevertheless had our names enrolled,

went to the opening session of the congress, and left cards

upon our friends. To at least one of our party the con-

gress was dull and uninteresting. The meetings in Gen-
eral Surgery were not attractive. The chief aim seemed
to be to get through one paper and to the next. Murphy
made a very favorable impression with his j)aj)er on lung

surgery, whicih he had condensed into a few words.

The general entertainments were tremendously over-

crowded. A re(;eption was given at the Palace of the Lux-
embourg. We succeeded in getting within sight of the

door, before which a crowd was struggling. We had the

good sense to retire before we got hopelessly caught in the

jam. It was like a school of fish trying to get out of a
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.scin^^ \Vt! filially ;;ot out ; iiiul uh wt! w»^nt wti mot, liiicu of

ciirriii^cK wliicli t'xlcii(l»'<l buck to lli»^ Sciiii). At tlie rtv

(MiptioM of tliu l'rcHi(l(-iit uf tlit; llc|iiil)li(- tliurtt vviin tli<;

Hiiiiu! enoi'iiioiis crowd. Oiiu of us who litiii Hucccodcd in

IKMietriitiiii,; tlu^ IuiIIh of llui Luxmiiliour^ tried tlie I'reni-

d(Mil*s I'lilacc. lie wiiM disi'ourajjcd and al>out to ^ivo u|>

when I)y auiu)UiiciuL; liiuisclf to tlm f^iuird at a [)rivat« »mi-

tiaucc as " di'li'i^Mt- special du» I'^tals IJuiH," ho was a<l-

niitted with much salutin<^l

We had tin- pleasure of meeliu'jj Tuflier and Hceiug hix

npiiial cocaiuizatiou. Tiiis deiiionstralion was really re-

markable. Tim first patient was a woman of, say, foi-ly with

a lar<;e abdominal tumor. She was seated upon the tabli;

bendiii;^ forwards. After brief scrubbinj; of th« skin over
the iliolumbar rej^ion a needle waH introduced at the ri^ht

of the spinous process of the last lumbar vertebra just

above tiie crest of tlu^ ilium. Hy feeling liis way tlu- op-

erator deftly introdiuied the needle into the spinal c;inal.

As soon as the canal was reached a few droi)s of ceiebro-

spinal fluid escaped. The cocaine was injected vtny

slowly through the needle. The patient was then placed

on her back. The skin of the abdomen was prepared while

the surgeon was sterilizing his hanils. While two large

ovarian tumors were being removed the patient mad(! no
sign of pain or even of discomfort. She was very pale and
her pulse was with dilKculty felt. Though the pulse was so

feeble, it was slow, between GO and 70.

The ne.\t j)atient, after cocainization of the cord, had an
enormous kidney removed. During the oj)eration she lay

perfectly quiet and without pain. She had cried out

shortly after the injection of the cocaine that she was para-

lyzed. She talked and answered (jtiestions. She said that

she had no pain whatever. Her pulse was very weak but

slow. M. Tuflier said that he ha<i had no bad effects from
cocaine; that there were at times vomiting — simply «k//

de mer he called it— and invariably an increased temjjera-

ture for a day or two.

Our impressions of this method of producing anesthesia

were that it was a matter of scientific interest rather than

of routine firacticability ; that from the nature of things it

could not be used with safety— with the safety of ether

or even of chloroform ; that even if the general effect

should prove not dangerous or disadvantageous, the possi-

bilities of local damage could not but prove prohibitive.

Granted that puncture of one of the nerves of the cauda
equina niay not always do harm, it cannot be looked upon
— certainly not as yet — as a [)rocedure of demonstrated
safety. That a needle can be introduced into the spinal

canal at the level of the sacrolumbar articulation without

danger of wounding the cauda ecjuina we do not believe,

though we admit that such an accident may be uncommon.
One of our friends who has tried the method told us that

his patient had paralysis of the bladder lasting six months.

We predict that spinal anesthesia will not prove of wide

general acceptance and utility, though we confess that we
should like to try it. When we proposed to make use of

the method on our return, however, we were solemnly

warned that Boston would not be — at least at present —
a good place to try any experiments in anesthesias, espe-

cially spinal, even if the crowning glory of surgery had re-

sulted years ago from experiments there in general anes-

thesia. We nevertheless feel obliged to say that we shall

advise spinal anesthesia the very next time we operate for

lesions associated with abdominal distention and vomiting.

In a recent case of amputation of the leg, a feeble patient

with distended abdomen and full stomach vomited under
ether and was drowned in his own vomit — spinal cocaini-

zation woidd have been admirable. So would it probably

be in general peritonitis, in urgent operations upon pa-

tients just after a full meal, in all conditions in which it is

essential that the patient retain consciousness and the

power of kee])ing his throat clear. Under certain circum-

stances, therefore, spinal cocainization seems of definite

and conspicuous advantage. It is (juite possible that be-

ginning with this limited field its use may with increased

knowledge and experience become of wide and beneficial

application.

From TnfFier'M interenting work we wf-nt to Itoyu'n pri-

vate clinic. Tliere we saw a man of great iiig»'nuity and
dexterity. Wiiile the paiii-nl was being pn-pared for oi>-

eralion tin; assiHlant slKjwed us neveral cinematographic
reproductions of operatioHs. One was an amputation of

the thigh, another a thyroidectomy, a third a liyilerec*

tomy. These illustratirms were extremely ifitireniing.

Of their value we w(juld say that we have already

adopted two things which these pi(!tures alone <lemon-

straled. How much a beginner would learn frr>m them
unexplained is doubtful, but an experienced operator

would see every detail. \iy Htop[)ing the macliine at a
given |)eriod every step of the operation could be ex|dained

at leisure. We believe that the cinematograph had a great

teaching value.

Doyen's first ojieration was a craniotomy. He had o[>-

erated some time before and the w(jund had healed beauti-

fully. Thinking it best to remove a little more bone, he re-

opened the wound and took a half-inch rim of bone about
tiie edge of his jirevious bone cut. He used his electric

circular saw, which made so violent a buzz and whirr that

we could not but recall our terror and flight from the class-

room when our colleague. Dr. M., first used years ago bis

electric saw an<l burrs. After the o[)eration M. Doyen
demonstrated his instruments on dry bone. We were
very much impressed by his intruments and by his skill.

The next day we went again and saw a hysterectomy
which was a very brilliant and successful piece of work,
our only criticism being that brilliancy and s{)eed are in-

com|)atiI)le with absolute safety of the ureters. In his

hysterectomies, and some other operations, AI. Doyen
uses the angiotribe, but with this sensible admission, that

the instrument is not safe when used alone. He com-
j)res8es the tissues with the angiotribe and then through
the compressed tissues ties his ligature. Doyen's audience
was a brilliant one. Crowded together upon a raised

platform and standing upon stools were many of the most
eminent surgeons of the world.

Opinions as to the clinic varied between wide limits.

We thought it the most brilliant thing and the best in

Paris.

Pozzi's clinic drew a large and illustrious audience.
There we saw asepsis carried on more thoroughly than
anywhere else— in a manner possibly suggesting the
thoroughness of American methods. The operation per-

formed by Pozzi was an extremely difficult one, in

which the ovaries, tubes, uterus and other structures were
removed.
On Friday, the day that the congress closed, we were

invited to subscribe to a dinner given by Americans to a
Parisian physician. This began and ended the hospitali-

ties we received.

On leaving Paris our party separated, some going to the
Alps, some to the " Passion Play," some to England. We
ourselves went to the Alj)s, where we caught the Alpine
fever and had it so severely that we cannot but congratu-
late ourselves that the blisters of the first day prevented
further attempts at climbing. Had our feet been able to

follow our inclinations we should doubtless be now repos-
ing at the bottom of a crevasse.

On arriving home our first visit was to the Massachusetts
General Hospital, where we were profoundly impressed bv
way of contrast with the excessive care of American sur-

geons in everything relating to asepsis: the twenty-four to
forty-eight hours' preparation of the patient ; the efficient

sterilization of the sheets, towels, gauze and instruments ;

the long-sleeved operatinsr gown, rubber gloves covering
hands, wrists and sleeve ends ; the ])rotection of head and
beard ; the general air of neatness, cleanliness : and finally

the man-of-war discipline by which the chain of asepsis re-

mains unbroken from the beginning of sterilization twenty-
four hours before operation to the close of the operation
itself.

We have much in surgical technicpie to teach and little

to learn this side of the Atlantic.

Very respectfully yours.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week endiug September 2!ltb, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of tlie United
States Signal Corps: —
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((Drtginal ^rticlr;^.

surpuRA'i'ivK rEiucARDri'is and its SUK-
(;ICAL TKKATMKNT.'

IIV I'll AHLKS II. I-OKTKK, .M.l>., IIOSI'ON.

YoriJ cotiimittcc invited nic to prcsoiit tlir Hiil>jt'ct

of suppiirutivc pericarditis iMioaiiHe they knew that in

IS'.I.") 1 liad had a Huwiesslul case oi" pericardotoniv in

a patient of Dr. F. V. Shattuck, who asked niy siir;^i-

(!al aid in its treatment. The casein full was reportefl

to the American Sur<fical Association in 1H!)7, tojLjether

with a study of the literature of the subject up to

1895 and 181)0. As all here may not be familiar

with that report, I should like to read two short

e.\'tra(!ts from it/ and then present the literatun; of the

subsequent years with additional cases and sohk; new
ideas.

In my previous study of the subject 1 collected 24
published cases, be<i;inninii with the first case of rev

covery, the case of Rosenstein, operated upon in 1881.

Of this number 8 recovered and 1 6 died, and in 1 the

result was unknown.
Ill 1 case pericarditis developed one month after a

wound. Many of the cases were complicated with

left empyema, and twice the pericarditis was dis-

covered at operation while draining the empyema.
Of the fatal cases, 2 died at operation ; 1 lived two
days; 1 (Delorme's case) lived eight weeks after the

operation.

The organisms found in the exudate were the

staphylococcus aureus and streptococcus pyogenes,
pneumococcns, and colon bacillus (in case of stab

wound).
The amount of pus evacuated varied from 10 ounces

to 2 quarts. In 1 (Dickinson's case) it was brownish
and thin with arterial blood ; in 2 (Korte's and
Eiselberg's cases) foul and thick ; in 2 (Newman's
and Delorme's) thin. In the majority it was thick,

creamy, without odor. In a number of cases large

fibrinous masses were found, the pericardium being

covered with thick layers of lymph. At autopsy in

1 fatal case (Pepper's), the whole sac was full of a

thick mass of fibrin as large as the fist ; the drainage

had been good, and the heart probably failed from
pressure of these fibrinous clots. The shortest case

of healing of the sinus after drainage was nineteen

days, the longest two months.
Preliminary aspiration was done in all these cases

before opening the pericardium. In a number of

cases paracentesis was done more than once, with and
without injection of carbolic acid ; and incision was
finallj' resorted to owing to the rapidity of the reac-

cumulation. The immediate relief to pulse and
respiration was almost always striking.

THE SURGICAL ANATOMY OF THK PERICARDIUM.

All authorities agree as to the great variations in

the line of reflection of the pleura and pericardium.

Sick found that in the adult, out of 23 cases, the

pleural refiection at the level of the fifth rib cartilage

lay either at or within the left border of the sternum
in 17 ; at the level of the sixth cartilage the pleural

border had not gone beyond the sternal border in 10 ;

at the level of the sternal articulation of the seventh

cartilage it was in 9 cases at the sternal border, or

' Read before tlie Massachusettfi Medical Soctety, June 12, 190O, and
recomiueuded for publication by the society. Abstract.

thi« cartilage wan below itn lownr border. Twice it

waH lesH than 1 (uMititn<rtre from the Ht<-rnal border.

In 12 children Sick found at tlie level r)f the fifth

rib cartilage the pleura was either within or ju.nt ut

the sternal lH>rder in 11. At the levtd of the Mixth

cartilage the pleural had not hrft the Hternul iKjrder

H times.

It will thus be seen that, according to Sick'H careful

observations, even at the fifth spaw^ the reflection of

the [)leura will often be behiml th«! sternal lK»rder.

Brooks ((pioted by f^uain) in 4 of 7 quit4- healthy
(•as(!s found tin; left pleural n;flection entirely behind
the sternum, and in 1 at the sternal bord«.'r.

According to Luschka ((pioied by (^uain), the
pleura normally diverges from the nurdian line at the
upper border of the fifth costal cartilage, so that at

the level of the fifth cartilage it is j^ centimetre, at

the sixth 2 centimetres, and at the seventh .'i..'> centi-

metres, external to the left border of the stf-rnum.

Delorme and Mignon found in '.VI adults that in the
fourth interspace the left pleural bonier was within
the border of the sternum in 17. \i the level of the
fifth cartilage it lay V) times internal to the sternal

border, and 17 times outside. In 12 cases at the
fifth interspace the pleural border was at, or inside, the
sternal ; and in the sixth space the pleural border was
outside the sternum in 20 cases, and at or within it in 8.

Dr. Thomas Dwight, professor of anatomy at
Harvard University, agrees in the main with Sick's
observations, but states that there are many variations,

and that frequently it is possible to reach the peri-

cardium through the fifth intercostal space and fre-

quently not. Owing to the fact that the sixth inter-

costal space is small and narrow, and that even here
the pleural often reaches the sternal border, he con-
curs with the writer in advising resection of the fifth

costal cartilage, and if necessary the excision of a
piece of the sternum opposite this cartilage.

The internal mammary artery, according to (^uain,
runs parallel to the sternum at a distance from it of 1

centimetre. Delorme and Mignon, in 30 cases, found
it a distance from the sternum of from ^ to 2 centi-
metres, the distance averaging about the same in the
first six interspaces.

In looking over the arrangement of the left pleura
by Dwight, Delorme, Sick, Quain and Testut, all

agree that there is a varied arrangement. Below the
fourth intercostal space in the majority there is a
slight interspace close to the border of the sternum
which is free from pleura. In 22 operations on the
cadaver by myself it was found that the removal of
the fifth intercostid cartilage, and the removal of ^
inch of the sternum opposite the sternocostal joint,
gave free access to the normal pericardium near its

lowest level.

Three of the methods of operation which have been
proposed and practised, namely, trepliining the ster-
num (Riolan), approach through an intercostal space,
and epigastric incision (LariW). should all be dis-
carded, as it will be evident from the above account
of the anatomy that in all of them there is dan^jer of
wounding the pleura or diaphragm.

In this earlier work I decided that operation was
indicated in all cases of purulent pericarditis ami per-
haps in serous pericarditis in cases where aspiration
once or twice repeated is followed by reaocumulation
of the fluid ; and the following *> ideal operation " was
planned after careful consideration and experiment on
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the cacliver in order so far as possible to meet the

following indications : (1) To avoid opening the i^leii-

ral cavity. This may be made more easy by adhesions

as a result of tajjping or infiamination ; (2) to open

the pericardium opposite the point wliere drainage

will remain good after the sac has contracted ; ('5) to

secure permanent and free drainage.

The steps of tlie operation are :

An incision from the middle of the sternum out-

ward over the fifth costal cartilage to its junction with

the rib.

The soft parts are cleaned from tlie cartihige with

periosteum elevator, care being taken not to wound
the pleura on the under surface. The cartilagi; is

di\aded with bone forceps from the rib and the ster-

num. The internal mammary artery and vein are

thus exposed, ligated in two places and divided be-

tween. The triangularis sterni is separated from the

sternum and pushed to the left.

A little careful dissection with the director in case

fat is encountered exposes the pericardium, which is

normally much thicker than the pleura. An aspirat-

ing needle should now be introduced, if this has not

been previously done, in order to corroborate the diag-

nosis. If confirmed, the knife should follow the

needle. The incision in the pericardium is best made
obliquely downward and outward, beginning close to

the excised border of the sternum. The edges of the

pericardium should be stitched to the soft parts.

Irrigation should always be employed, with the ob-

ject of removing any masses of fibrin Avhich may lie at

the bottom of the cavity ; and if there are many such

inasses, it should be continued until the fluid returns

clear. The fluid may be weak sublimate or carbolic

solution, or salt solution, according to the preference

of the operator. The fluid must be warm and must

have free exit. With this exception no harm has

resulted from irrigation, which has been practised in

more than half the cases.

Drainage is best provided by two rubber tubes, one

long and reaching to the bottom of the sac for the in-

flow, and a short tube just entering the sac for the

outflow. As the discharge diminishes one tube may
be removed and finally gauze drainage inserted. Gauze
drainage has proved ade(juate from the first, but where
the fluid is thick or flocculent, tubes give the only

adecpiate facilities for the subsequent daily irrigation.

The after treatment must, of course, be directed to

two ends: (1) Systematic treatment, consisting of

forced feeding and fr(;e stimulation, and (2) the care

of the wound and the maintenance of drainage. The
wound should be irrigated daily and the patient, if his

strength is sutlicient to allow it, turned on his stomach

to facilitate drainage.

Roberts, of l*liilad(;l|)hia, also, before the meeting

of the American Snr<rical Association in 1897, pre-

sented an elaborate and exhaustive review of this sub-

ject. In this report he advocates the method of turn-

ing up a flap consisting of portions of the fourth and

fifth left costal cartilages Avith the attached soft parts,

thus exposing the field of operation. This method he

had never followed on the living subject. Roberts

collected 35 cases from all literature up to .June, 1897,

including my own case.

The previous work of the writer and the careful

paper by Roberts brought the collected knowledge of

this subject up to the summer of 1897, and leaves us

nothiuir further to do than searcli the work of the last

three years, and make our final conclusions and an-

alyses,

Voinitch-Sianojensky, of St. Petersburg, in 1897, a

Russian writer,^ contributed a long study on the ana-

tomical questions in pericardotomy, but added nothing

new to the conclusions of Delorme and Mignon, or to

the anatomical studies of the writer given above, lie

refei's to a case of incision in the second intercostal

space for suppuration in the pericardium done by Bex-
man, of Russia, in 1891, with recovery. This case is

not mentioned, so far as known, elsewhere. He refers

to a number of different methods of incision and the

advocates of each as known to him

:

Through the third intercostal space, Sievens

;

through the cartilage of the fourth rib, Eiselberg

;

through the fourth space, Rosenstein, Orlow, Minine,

Bronner, Parker, Kiefberg ; through fifth rib carti-

lage. Oilier, Gussenbauer and Korte ; through fifth

space. West and Davidson. Desault and Robhison,

as well as himself, advise operation through the sixth

rib and sixth space. Del Vecchio resects fourth and
fiftli ribs and cartilage, also Roberts. Delorme and
Mignon the fifth and sixth ; Riolan, Laennec, Skiel-

derup and P. Malle propose to trephine the sternum
in the median line. Velpeau, Pirogoff, Baizeau, De-
lorme and Mignon think it unnecessary to keep to

left side of the sternum, while Desault, Romero, Ivar-

anaiff, Trousseau and Tillaux advise it. Rotch, Wilson
and Dickinson choose fifth space on right side for

tapping.

He claims to have had the opportunity of studying

post mortem 20 cases of 2)ericardial effusion and to

have done 100 pericardial operations on the dead, and
on this (experience he declares that incision through

the sixth costal cartilage will always avoid the pleura

(which is not an accurate statement), and his proposed

method of operation is to go through the sixth carti-

lage, and, if necessary, cut away some of the seventh

cartilage also.

He states that open incision in all cases of pericar-

dial effusion (not only in purulent cases) should be

much preferred to puncture, because of the danger of

wounding the heart and pleura by any method of using

a needle.

Eichel, in 1899* gives a fairly complete resume of

the anatomy of the pericardium and pleui'ae with sev-

eral diagrams. This article is chiefiy valuable as

showing that the most modern anatomical work does

not change the accejjted views of 1897 as given by

me. In his paper he makes reference to all the latest

foreign anatomies.'*

He recommends pericardotomy for all effusions as

well as for all wounds. He gives several interesting

cases of opea-ation for wounds and resulting hemor-

rhage into the pericardium.

The use of tubes for drainage after hemo- or pyo-

pericardium operations Eichel opposes, stating that

he had a case in which he could not keep the ends of

the tubes from impinging on the heart wall and caus-

ing stormy and irregular action. He says that Riedel

had a case that taught him the same thing.^

A point which is of great im[)ortance and which

2 Annales de Oliirurg., Russe, 1807, xiii, ii, f 3; also Rev. de cliir.,

180S, vol. xviii, p. 'J!t3.

s I)i« Scliussvrlntzungen des Heizbeutelc, Arch. f. kliti Chir., lid.

Ixix, 11. I, 1899 ; also Annals of Surgery, vol. xxx, p. U58. 1899.
• Ijohrbiich diM' lopograpliisclie Chir. Anat. vim .lofsscl und Wal-

deyer, Bonn, 1899 ; also Terrier et Raymond : Surgory of Heart and
Peric irdiuni, I'aris. 189S.

" Ref. to Riedel, Verliandl. d. deutscb. Geciellscb. f. Chir., 26 Ooug.,
1897, S. 72 ; also Centrbl. f. Chir., 1897, p. 5G.
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Ht'ciitfiiu) :iii(l Scliiiposcliiiikoll lay ;;i'ciil r^ln^,-, ii|i()ii,

iiiiiiicly, tJi«^ uiiU^i'ioi' Hiliiiilioii of tlid licurt in all rlVii-

NJotis into llic |)('i'ic;ir(liiini, is (Iciiicij l)v lOidn-l. In

his ciisc, lie says, llici'c was plenty of liiiid bclwicn \\w

licarl wall and tlii" anterior wall of tln^ |ieiirar(linni.

iJrentano " reports ;"> eases of op(!ration for perieardi-

tis, and diseiisses this (puistion as to the situation of

the heart when tin; perieardiuni is nion; or h\ss fnll of

lluid, whelher it is nearer to the posterior than tin-

anterior wall. From his elinical i'X|)erienee Urentaini

deeides that in all perieardial etl'nsions the heart is

situated down and forward and most often lies rij^ht

aLjainst the anterior wall of the sac even when no ad-

hesions exist, and that in many cases there will he

adhesions biitwiHMi the pericardium and the anterior

wall of the he.irt. In all cases most of the pericardial

fluid i.s behind. If this auti^rior situation of tiie heart

is a fact, the (huiifer of wounding the heart wall in all

cases of paracentesis is great.

lirentano advises open incision in any elVusion,

with resection of the fifth costal cartilagi?. In fact,

this seems to be the growing thought in the last few
years, that incision through resection of the fifth left

costal cartilagt^ is a far safer operation than pai-accn-

tesis.

Schaposchnikoff, in 1898,'' agrees entirely with

lirentano on this (juestion. lie states that h,- has

studied the point for twenty-seven years clinically,

post mortem and exj)erimentally, and has proved that

the heart is in all cases forward against the sac wall.

Brentano reconunends almost the identical proced-

ures of my own techniciue, namely, stitching of the

sac to the skin, and irrigation ; for drainage, how-
ever, he always used iodoform gauze, not tubes.

He decides that opening the pericardium through a

resection of fifth rib cartilage is very simple, and ad-

vises against ^luncture in any case. Local anesthesia

with cocaine is all that is needed in most cases. In

regard to this question Korte— speaking at the Freie

Vereinigung der C'hirurg. at Beiiin, December 18,

1897^— favored the use of cocaine in many cases,

but stated that in certain cases of thick chest walls

ether or chloroform must be used. Urentano men-
tions as one of his chief arguments against puncture

• in cases of serous effusion that it is impossible to re-

move all of the fluid by aspiration alone. Of 80
cases of paracentesis tabulated by West, in 2o the

puncture had to be repeated.

Brentano reports 5 cases which are as follows

:

All 5 were done by resecting the fifth rib cartilage.

Two were for purulent pcn'icarditis, both of these

cases following acute osteomyelitis in children seven

years old. Operation was followed by temporary

and marked improvement, but death occurred in

twelve days from pyemia, as shown by autopsy. In

both cases there were found multiple abscesses iu

the heart muscle itself, and in one the direct cause

of death was from rupture of one of these abscesses

into the left ventricle.

Two cases were for subacute serofibrinous pericar-

ditis after rheumatic attacks and rheumatic endocar-

ditis. Both died in three dajs.

The fifth case was a brilliant case of open incision

for simple serous pericarditis, without preliminary

puncture.

" Deutsch. med. Woch., 1898, xxxii, S. 50G.
Uussicb. Arch. f. Path., kliii. Med. uud Bact. von Padw.,.Ii\ly,

• 18 : also Deutsch. med. Woch., 1898, No. 3S, S. Gil.
' Ueutsch. med. Woch., 1898, S. 170.

Delnrm«i, iu IH97, in. ^.mie Rur;;oon who rollal)or-

ul<d with Mignon in 1H'.».'< in an article on the tecli-

ni(pie of pericardotoniy,'" re(!onitiiendH renectiuii of

tin' fifth rii) cartilage to reli«'ve mediastinal and peri-

(rardial adhesions whether or not du<- to tulM-n'tilo-iin,

and also as the route to the jiericirdium in ull caneH.

II. .Mlingham " brings forwartj :in intirely new
nnthod of opi^ration for <lraining the perieardium in

suppurative cases, and also, with Ogle, of L'>iidon, re-

ports a ca.se of purulent pericarditis operat'-d oti,

though not by his suggested nnthod. The r!a^e waa
one of purulent pericarditis originating from aehronic
abs(;ess in the pleural cavity near the perirrardium. In-

(rision after resecting the fifth cartilage was foll(»w(rd

by death in fourt<;en hours.

Allingham's suggested method which he tried on
12 cadavers, but never on the living, i.s a.s t'ollows.

It is designed to give best access to tlie .sac an<I

best dependent drainage by opening tlie sac from
below through tin; diaphragm :

(1) An incision about 3 inches long with its upper
end at the costoxiphoid angle is made along the

lower edge of the seventh costal cartilage ; the latter

is then exposed by se])arating the abdominal muscles

from it; the cartilage can then be |ndled up and hack,

exposing the fibres of the diaphragm together with

the cellular interval between its attachments to the

cartilage and to the xi|)hoid appendix.

(2) This cellular space is enlarged by cutting or

tearing through the muscle of the diaphragm as far

as necessary, when a mass of fat is usually seen just

above tin; (liaphragm in the space between the dia-

phragm below, the sternum in front, the pericardium

above and behind. This fat, together with the dia-

phragm, is then pulled down when the pericardium
presents, and can be opened up at its lowest point.

During the operation the peritoneum may be ex-

posed to a slight extent as it sweeps downward from'

the under surface of the diaphragm. It is, of course,

not injured, being pushed away as in a suprapubic

cystotomy.

The advantages claimed for this method are as fol-

lows :

(1) The pleural cavity cannot be injured, as it is

far away in the normal arrangement of the organs
and further off in pericardial distention. It is

claimed that this is the only sure method of avoid-

ing the pleura.

(2) Drainage is through the most dependent part

of the sac, through a large opening not limited by
bone or cartilage.

(3) Great ease of exploration and cleaning of the

sac is afforded.

In certain fat subjects it may be necessary to cut

away some of the seventh cartilage to get room in

the xiphoid space. (It is to be noted that Roberts
has recommended this area as the point of election

for puncture, though not for incision.)

I-'junggren ^'- rejjorts a case of sniipurative pericar-

ditis successfully treated by incision and drainage.

He objects to puncture as a dangerous jn'ocedure in

any case, recommending incision and drainage as the

rational thing in all cases. He added ti cases to Kol)-

erts's 3o. making \\ in all. but 4 cases are inaccessible

» Gut., des liop., 1808, p. l.l.iO.
'0 Rev. de cliir., September and October, ISilo.
" Lancet, Marcli 10, 1000.
'- Nord. Med. Ark., new series, 1899, vol. ix. No. 28, ex.r.-icted

briefly in Annals of Surgery, 1890, vol. xxx, v. (>o!>.
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to us and doubtful. Of these, 16 recovered and 25

died. Of the 10 recoveries, 8 were complicated by

other diseases ; in 7 of the fatal cases death was due

either to faulty methods or slowness in operating.

His eight rules for the technique of the operation

do not differ from my published method. He uses

rubber drainage tubes, double.

The pleura should be bluntly loosened and sutured

laterally to prevent infection of the pleural cavity.

He mentions the occasional necessity of cutting away

some of the sixth cartilage after resecting the fifth,

in order to get more room, but does not mention re-

moving any of the sternum. General anesthesia is not

necessary and in weak cases is contraindicated.

Lilienthal, of New York, in 1889,^' reports a case

of recovery from operation in a boy convalescing

from lobar pneumonia ; operation under eucaine, local

anesthesia, 40 ounces pus evacuated, giving cultures

of pneumococci ; this organism and streptococci were

also in the sputum.

C. Mansell-Moulin, \\\ 1897," reports an operation

for " hemopericardium " as he calls it. The case was

successfully operated on about one month after a blow

on the chest at foot ball, and six pints of thin, dark,

bloody fluid removed, from which no cultures were

made. It seems reasonable to class this with purulent

cases like certain other cases of suppurative effusion

after injury (note the case of Riedel, also case of

West). The case is not very dissimilar from Eisel-

berg's at the first aspiration.

Sevestre, in 1898,^^ reports a case of purulent peri-

carditis in the course of acute pneumonia. Cultures,

pure pneumococcus. Operated on under cocaine anes-

thesia. Double empyema afterward with resection of

ribs on each side. Death.

In Sevestre's case two aspirations were attempted

before the incision was finally resorted to. At the

second aspiration only bright blood was obtained (the

query arises as to whether the heart itself was

wounded) ; the operation through the fourth space

seems to have been careless, and the empyema follow-

ing may have been caused by the pericardial opera-

tion.

H. Bethan Robinson, who reported his first case,^®

has reported a second case, in 1898." A case follow-

ing bronchopneumonia in a child four years old.

Death in three days.

Several recent elaborate papers given in my bibliog-

raphy deal with the surgery of the heart itself or with

the surgery of wounds of pericardium.

Loison, on wounds of the heart and pericardium, in

an exhaustive paper" gives in his table 4 cases of

pericardotomy for wounds of pericardium, namely,

cases of Cappelen, Kliselberg, Garber and Reidel.

Two of these, P2iselberg's and (iarber's cases, are

cases of operation for suppuration following wounds.

A new method of opening the chest in surgery of

the heart and pericardium is advanced by Wehr.^'

He recommends it especially where large exposure is

necessary in wounds of the heart itself. It consists of

making an ellij)tical flap of skin, bone and cartilage,

cutting across sternnm at the base of fourth cartilage

IS Journal American Medical Association, 1889, vol. xxziii, p. 1,422,

also Me<llcal News, Nov. 25, 1899.
'< TraiiHactionB Clinical Soci^y, 1897, vol. xxx, p. 217.

>5 Lancet, April 23, 1898.
'« 'i'runi'acltons Clinical Society, vol. xxx.
" BrItlHh Medical .lournal, November 26, 1898, vol. ii, p. 1,605.

'• Kev. de chir., 18!»9, vol. xlx.
'» Arch. f. Itlin. Chir., Bd. lix, S. 949.

and again at the xi2:)hoid joint, and by a curving sweep
taking in fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh costal carti-

lage, turning this flap back with the right edge of the

sternum as a hinge. He does not say he has done
this on the living. His method can best be shown by
reproducing his cuts, two in number.

Manges, of New York, in 1900, reported on cases

of pericarditis following pneumonia at the Mt. Sinai

Hospital.^" Of 500 cases of pneumonia, pericarditis

developed in only 11, and of the 11 5 died. He
thinks all cases of pericarditis as a complication of

pneumonia are due to the pneumococcus, and further

states that infection with this organism is probable in

many cases of so-called idiopathic pericarditis. This

same organism finds its way from the pulmonary pas-

sages. In the pericardium, as in the meninges, the

pneumococcus is always a pus-producing organism. It

is probable, he says, that many cases of pericarditis

in pneumonia are overlooked because the conditions

around the heart when the left lung is affected are

such as to obscure the most important sign, namely,

increase of heart dulness ; the to-and-fro murmur of

the pericardial friction may last but a few hours.

Connor and Stimson, of New York, in 1900^^ re-

port a case of purulent pericarditis after a severe

pneumonia. Operation under local anesthesia by Dr.

Stimson. The right pleura was cut accidentally

;

death in a few days from purulent pneumonia.

Ljunggren in his paper,-'^ after reporting his case,

the history of which has been translated and put in

my list of cases, goes on to say that he has found

some new cases which are not in previous lists.

Three of these cases are inaccessible, however, and

are given thus by him with no details ; he merely

gives the references : Hirschsprung, cited by Heyde ;

Heyde in a Dissertation, Kiel, 1896; Perls in a

Dissertation, Strassburg, 1890. The other cases are

those of Brentano, which I have given.

It has been possible for the writer to add 14 cases

to the former collections of m}' own and Roberts,

without counting the 3 cases cited above by Ljunggren,

the details of which are not to be had. These make
a total of 51 cases. (Of this series of cases the an-

nexed tabular view has been made )

An analysis of the 51 cases gives the following

facts : 46 were for purulent pericarditis, septic ; 2

were for serofibrinous pericarditis, rheumatic ; 1 was
for hemorrhagic pericarditis, traumatic ; 2 were for

serous pericarditis.

The etiology is as follows : Pneumonia, with and

without empyema, 14; bronchopneumonia (in a child),

1 ; osteomyelitis, 5 ; wounds, gunshot or stab, 4

;

blow on chest, 1 ; periostitis, 1 ; necrosis of nasal

bones, 1 ; septic throat, 1 : septic arthritis of knee, 1 ;

abscess of buttock, 1 ; empyema without pneumonia,

5 ;
pleurisy of doubtful origin, 2

;
pleurisy with ty-

phoid fever, 1
;
pleurisy with bronchitis, 1 ; influenza,

1 ; tuberculosis (?'), 2 ; unknown origin, 7 ; rheumatic

fever and endocarditis more or less acute, 3.

Of the total 51 cases of incision for pericarditis, 20

recovered and 31 died, a mortality for all cases of

60.5%.
Of the 2 operations for simple serous pericarditis

both recovered.

Of the 14 cases in which acute pneumonia, either

20 Medical News, January 20, 1900.
2' Loc. cit.
22 Nord. Med. Arlt., new Berieo. 1899, vol. ix. No. 28, extracted

briefly in Annals of Surgery, 1890, vol. xxx. p. 659.
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lol>!ir, l)r()iiclii:il or .septic, was tlic- (taiiMc ol" the |iiini-

hiit |icricanlitiH, only I rccovrrrd (cuhch of Molim,
Jjiliciitlial, I'ortcr and lijorkiiiaiiii) ; in 2 of tlicM-

the piicuiiiococcuH was j^rowii from tlu- pus. 'V\w
other 2 (h) not nsport ha(;terioh)i;ical stuthes.

'I'wcnty cases w(!ro not tapped previous to opera-
tion. Local anestiiesia witli cocaine or eucaiiie was
used in (I cases.

(.'ONCI.rSlON.S.

(1) Pcricardotoniy is indicated in all cases of sup-

purative pericarditis.

(2) Because of the uncertain and varying relations

of \\\(\ pleura and because of tin; anterior position of
the heart, whenever the p(!ricardial sa(! is distended hv
fluid, aspiration of the pei-icardiuni is a more danger-
ous procedure than open incision, when done hv
skilled hands.

(3) Incisions of the pericardium can he done
quickly and safely by resection of the fifth costal car-

tilage and in many cases under local anesthesia.

(4) In many cases of serous effusion open incision

without puncture will offer less risk and speedier cure
than aspiration.

(.5) The method and detailed technique of the

writer proposed in 1897 have been followed out by
the majority of recent operators.

HYDROTHERAPY IN PNEUMONIA."
1!V SIMON UARUCir, M.I)., NEW YORK.

A RKTUOSiMX'TivK glaiice at the treatment of acute

diseases during the past half century reveals the fact

that a revolution has taken place which has culminated
in the practical abolition of the treatment of these

diseases. In our own country the revolution was in-

itiated by Jacob Bigelow, a former member of this

society, by his work on the " Self Limitation of Dis-

eases," published in 1835, and by his later book on
" Nature in Disease." Reinforced by the good sense

and captivating eloquence of your Oliver Wendell
Holmes, American medical men have slow'ly, too

slowly, alas, changed from destructive to constructive

therapy.

We realize today that, with few exceptions, the

manifestations of disease are but the expression of

pathological conditions which no remedial agent is

capable of removing. This proposition will not be

construed by any fair mind as an abandonment of the

patient to his fate, but simply to emphasize the fact

that we no longer attack the disease by violent medi-

cation, as was formerly done by blood letting and
mercury and blisters, later by veratrum viride, and
more recently by antipyretics. If the symptoms of

disease were really the essence of disease, our com-
plete control of the pulse by veratrum, of temperature

by antipyrin, of sleep by chloral, of pain by morphia,

of feebleness by the modern foods and stimulants,

would today ensure our triumph over disease. The
fact that despite the response of the most significant

symptoms to these powerful agents, patients continued

to succumb, has awakened the medical conscience to a

realization of the truth of the doctrines Uiught by

Bigelow, Holmes and Hooker, sixty or more years

' Read before the Massachusetts ^Medical Society, June 12, 1900,

and recommended for publication by the society.

ago— that the patient rather than thr- dineaHe muHt U-
treated.

In a malady like jMieiimonia, blr)od letting and
other spoliative agenU relir-ved pain, .softened the puNe,
and lulled the doctor into a false securitv, from wlii«-h

he was too often rudely awakened when lieart failure
presaged the apprr)a<-h of the end. So it Im now with
.intipyretics, the (thief value of whicli cofiHi.st.s in en-
abling the patient to die with a more ne.irly norma!
temperature.

The old spoliative practice was ab.indoned when
practical men discovered that it robbed them of the
chief ally in the campaign against di.sea«e — the vii
me<lic(ttri.r iinturfP.

If you reflect that for two thousand years the medi-
(;!d profession labored under the fatal error of fight-

ing disease whih; the patient, being the battiegromid,
suffered from fri(;nd and foe alike, you will l>ear with
me in paying a tribute of gratitude to th<! man who
courageously blazed a pathway through tht; confusing
mazes of spoliative medication to " nature in disease."
I esteem it a high privilege to announce here, amid
the very scenes of his professional activity, that like
Jacob Higelow I trust to nature in pneuinonia, as in

every other acute disease. Not blind as that of the
Christian Scientist in prayer and faith is my reliance
on nature, but ready in armed expectancy to inter-
cede in her behalf when peculiarities of the patient or
of the disease or conditions of envirotmient point to a
deviation from normal processes of restitution.

Isolation, rest, cleanliness, ventilation, food, drink,
and if need be medication, should be so directed as to
enhance the resisting powers of the patient— to so
fortify him that his inherent powers have free play in
eliminating the noxious products which threaten to
overwhelm him.

Among these agencies I esteem hydrotherapy as
one of the most valuable. Water is not a curative
agent for pneumonia, but its judicious use has afforded
me much comfort and has doubtless contributed greatly
to the diminution of mortality.

A somewhat active professional life of nearly forty
years, spent in country, village, city, army, family anil

hospital practice, has brought me to the conviction
that pneumonia is an infectious disease, which tends
to destroy life by enfeebling the nervous and circula-

tory system, and that the indications for overcoming
this lethal tendency are : (1) To fortify the nervous
system ; (2) to sustain the heart, whose integrity is

of vital import in overcoming the local lesion and' in

removing inflammatory products by a vigorous circu-
lation

; (3) to strive for elimination of noxious prod-
ucts arising from the life and death of the diplococcus

;

(4) to render the patient comfortable by reducing
high temperature, deepening inspiration and produc-
ing sleep.

Flexibility is a notable quality of hydrotherapy.
By various procedures, changing of temperature and
duration, we may adapt the application of water to the
most opposite conditions for the fulfilment of these indi-

cations.

In no disease is this better exemplified than in pneu-
monia. Although its general manifestations resemble
in many respects typhoid fever, its local manifestations
differ from the latter as the Eberth bacillus differs from
the diplococcus of Fraenkel. While in typhoid fever
the cold bath, preferably as suggested by liraud, has
proved of surpassing value, such a bath is not adapted
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to patients suffering from pneumonia. The reason is

clear at the bedside. The typhoid patient resists

temperature abstraction with much tenacity ; the pneu-

monia patient, as a rule, quickly responds to heat ab-

straction. Tliis clinical fact has often enabled me to

confirm a tentative diagnosis, especially in children

between eight and sixteen years of age.

"While the typhoid j)atient, as a rule, bears the dis-

turbance involved in tub bathing fairly well, such a

procedure is extremely distressing in pneumonia by
reason of dyspnea, cough and pain. Although Vogl,

of ^Munich, Folsom, of Boston, and others, liave re-

])ort('(l good results from the cold full bath, I have
abandoned them in adults for these reasons. In the

])neunionia of young children, who are easily lifted, I

still use full baths of moderate temperature (1)5° to

80°), or affusions of water of lower temperature (70°

to 60°) in the bronchopneumonias with obstruction,

because pleurisy is usually absent, and the shallow

breathing and deficient oxygenation due to bronchial

obstruction are greatly relieved by the agitation, cry-

ing and coughing incident to the full bath, with fric-

tion. It is my rnle in all cases to be ])resent during

the first bath, in order to note the reaction and obtain

other information for future guidance, because individ-

uals differ materially in their response to bathing.

While each case demands special study with regard

to baths, I usually begin with a tub bath (given

alongside of the bed) of 5° below the patient's tem-

perature, and diminish the bath 2° or 3° at each repe-

tition in four hours until 80° are reached. 'J he
child's head and face are bathed in water at 65°

before entering the bath, and gentle friction is made
over the body during the entire bath. During the

interval between the baths the method pursued in

adults is adopted. In the latter, I have for the

reasons stated substituted the wet thoracic compress
for the full bath. It is my custom to have the rectal

temperature taken every hour when the patient is not

asleep. So long as the thermometer registers over
100°, a compress made of three folds of old coarse

linen wrung out of water at 60° F. is wrapped around
the chest from the clavicle to the umbilicus. It

should be long enough to lap over one inch in front,

and so slit in its axillary portion that it may rise

easily up to the clavicle without leaving rough folds

in the axilla. This compress is smoothly wrapped
around the chest and covered by one larger of thin

flannel, an inch wider and longer.

The effect of such an application of cold is so

readily observed that it would seem needless to dwell
upon it, did not so much misapprehension exist in the

average medical mind on the object of cold applica-

tions in febrile disorders that it is necessary to again
and again define it, to remove these erroneous impres-

sions. Pardon me if I advert to some familiar physio-

logical data. We know cold and heat are thermic irri-

tants which stimulate when mild, depress when more
severe, and destroy vitality when sufficiently intense.

Applied through the medium of water, and regulated
witli regard to temperature, duration and mechanical
impact, we may so modify these thermic impressions
as to produce therapeutic results for which we look in

vain in other remedies.

The primary effect of cold is that of irritant to the

sensory network of the skin. This has been called

shock, an error which is made evident by the definition

of shock. In Gould's Dictionary shock is defined as

" depression, a grave effect produced by severe inju-

ries, operation and strong emotion." To produce a

shock with cold water, it would be necessary to put

the individual into a tub of water very much below
the body temperature and sufficiently long to prevent

reaction. If the water were near the freezing i:)oint

and he could not escape, shock would ensue. The
individual would become unconscious, and the vitality

of the skin would be destroyed if he survived long
enough to suffer from fi'ostbite. Bear in mind that

the same effect would be produced by hot water under

similar conditions, and yet no one ever speaks of the

shock of hot water. The truth of the matter is—
and I trust you will pardon my offering so simple a

proposition— that cold stimulates when mild, and
shocks when it is intense. Upon this principle we
stimulate the nerve centres in pneumonia. A com-
press containing water at 60° F. when applied around
the chest of a patient having a temperature 40° higher,

produces an irritation of the sensory terminals in the

skin, which convey it to the central nervous system
and thence reflect it upon the organs receiving im-

pulses from the latter. This is plainly evidenced by
the patient's momentary gasp, the heightened pulse

tension, the deepened and prolonged inspiration and
the lowering of temperature.

By changes in the preparation of the compress we
may modify positively the effects aimed at. If, for

instance, the body temperature is not very high, say

from 100° to 102°, the compress may be more thor-

oughly wrung out, so as to make the impression of

cold more brief, reaction more rapid and less enduring.

If the temi^erature be high, 103° or above, the water

temperature may be raised to 65°, more water may
be allowed to remain in the compress, thus rendering

the reaction more slow and enduring and abstracting

more heat. In the first instance the application will

be more stimulating, in the latter more soothing and
antipyretic. If the patient is easily chilled or does

not react readily, whether the body temj^erature be

moderate or very high, the compress may be allowed

to remain longer without change ; its repetition may
vary from half an hour to an hour, or even longer,

according to the patient's condition, his reaction and
other effects produced and aimed at. Such cautious

adaptation will gradually improve or regulate the

reactive capacity of the patient, and sooner or later

will enable him to bear more frequent repetition. It

must always be borne in mind in all ajjplications of

cold water that shock is to be avoided ; there should

be no prolonged chilliness, no chattering of teeth," no
cyanosis of lips, nails or face ; in fine, every manifes-

tation which indicates a depressing effect demands a

modification of the 2>rocedure or its abandonment if

need be. And right here let me emphasize a much
neglected point. We do not abandon quinine in

malarial fever when it produces distressing effects.

On the contrary, bearing in mind the importance of

the remedy, we circumvent its distressing effects by
changing the method or time of administration, etc.

Cold water is often entirely abandoned when it pro-

duces unfavorable manifestations, which is a serious

error. Treat it as you would any other remedial

agent ; change the method, the temperature, the dura-

tion, and you will be gratified by the result, for it is a

most flexible agent, as I have shown.

Besides the general effect referred to, we observe a

local stimulating effect upon the cutaneous circulation.
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Tho }irt(!ri()loK contract uiitlcr th(! cold (;oiii|)n'HH, hut

tliny ((iiickly dihitc u^^iiiii, ;is is t^vidfiit I'loiii .ilwcncc

or disuppciiriiiicc of cliilliiics.s and llic ;;radiial wariii-

inj^ lip ol (lie part, so tliat wluiii tlit; compress is n-
niovcd ill an hour, it is (|iiito warm. This dihitation,

he it renu^ndnirod, iiovviiver, is not a passive; one like

that umU'r a warm j)oulticc. The skin (U)(!h not

wrinkle and iHiconn; cyanotic, hut rcanaiiiB smooth aii<l

ht!comes ruddy. JNIoreover, repetition a<;ain stimu-

lates the walls of the arterioles to contraction and
dilatation, propelling the hlood flow throuifji tlieiii, and
thus relii'vini;- th(! overhurdened heart of much labor.

Komheri;' and I'at^ssler have recently coiilirmed 1)V

laboratory experiments what I have sciviu'al years

'A^o and repeatedly since that time insisted upon, that

in acute infectious diseases we encounter dislurbaiices

of the cirtHilation which manifest themselv(!s clinically

as reduced tension and diminished lilliii<; of arteries

and which are commonly described as heart failure.

Undoubti'dly this condition of the peripheral vessels

bears a very large share in the production of <;ardiac,

inade(^uacy, as 1 have sought to impress when explain-

ing the rationale of cold application in typhoid fever.

Romberg has shown by experiments with injections

into rabbits of Fraenkel's diplococci that the circula-

tion is damaged by a paralysis of the vasomotors,

while the heart itself remains unaii'ected. By restor-

ing the lost resiliency of the cutaneous vessels, the

compresses tend to relieve the heart of much labor—
a labor, too, which it vainly endeavors to com[)ensate

by increased pulsations— the sum of which too often-

leads to heart failure.

Upon this principle we endeavor to meet the second

indication in pneumonia.
The third indication— the elimination of noxious

products— is signally met by the improved condition of

the central nervous system and of the heart, these

presiding over all the functions of the body. The
urine shows by its increase in quantity and toxicity

that the most important noxie are eliminated with

great activity under the external application of cold.

In addition to the latter the systematic administration

of ice water (45° F.), 4 ounces every two hours, acts

as a cold douche to the stomach and by increasing

arterial tension increases urinary excretion. Allow
me here to controvert an erroneous idea, which is

almost universal, namely, that it is the increased

(quantity of water imbibed which increases the urine.

(1 have observed an increase of 100 to 400 ^.j
Glatz has shown and I have confirmed his finding,

that the imbibition of very hot or very cold water acts

upon the arterial tension precisely as its external

application and not by reason of the quantity drunk.

This is readily demonstrated by the fact that only a

slight increase of urine is produced by drinking tepid

water, and the quantity is always increased with

decided differences between the body temperature and

that of the water drunk. It is my custom therefore

to alternate 4 ounces of milk or other liquid food with

4 to 6 ounces of very cold water (45°) each and

every hour when the patient is awake. The result

is systematic and moderate feeding and renal stinuda-

tion.

The fourth therapeutic indication is certainly ful-

filled by the mild application of cold in pneumonia.

The comfort of the patient is greatly enhanced by the

reduction of temperature, deepening of the inspira-

tion and general bien aise w hich are renewed at each

applicutioii. The cold coin|»n;HM wiien itn t4-ni{M;ruturc

i.H e(piali/ed to that of the patientH IkmIv really Ik>

come.H II poultice, sooihing in its effejct, relieving pain,

dyspnea, Hhallow and rapid breuthing, but not relax-

ing tlw! (rutaiieoiiH vessels nor increaning liody U'.m-

peratiiri! likt; the poultice. It also increaHCH leuco-

cytosis, as has Ix-eii established by Thayer, \Vint<;rnitz

and Kovighi.

To sum up briefly the effect of hydnjtherajty in

pneumonia, I would say that its judicious af)[dication

fulfils all the tln^rapeutic; indirratioiis in this cli.sea.se by
meeting all the depreciating conditions which lead to

a fatal termination. Only one condition is unatrected

i)y this treatment, namely, resolution. I have de-

served crisis only in about 25% of cases. The local

course of tin; disease appears to be unchanged. Keso-
lutioii proceeds slowly, but surely. The j)atient has
a normal temperature, pulse and almost normal respi-

ration from fiv(! to twenty days Ixifor*; all signs of

consolidation have disajipeared. In the meantime I

permit him to go out in mild weather and endeavor Ut

hasten convalescence by the usual measures, good
food, gentle outdoor exercise, ventilation, etc. I am
still unable to explain theoretically this retardation

of resolution in 50% of the cases, except on the same
principle as the relapses in typhoid fever after the
Brand treatment may be explained, namely, there are

more cases escaping death and therefore more cases

to relapse. The cases which do not have crisis under
hydrotherapy would probably be added to the great
silent majority or pursue the same chronic course
toward convalescence.

TO WHAT EXTENT DOES " RHEUxMATIC AND
GOUTY DIATHESIS" ENTER INTO TRAU-
MATIC JOINTS (SPRAINS AND BRUISES).
SEPTIC AND GONORRHEAL JOINTS, ACUTE
ARTICULAR RHEUMATISM, NEUROPATHIC
JOINTS, ARTHRITIS DEFORMANS (OSTEOID,
RHEUMATOID), AS AN ETIOLOGICAL FAC-
TOR? WHAT IS THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS
FOR SUCH A TERM?*

BY WILLIAM n. PORTER, M.D., XEW YORK.

Of the six subdivisions propounded for discussion

under the common subject, " Diseases of the Joints

often Diagnosed as Rheumatic or Complicated with
Rheumatism," the one given above was assigned to

me by your committee.

The question is composed of two distinct parts, the

last of which calls for elucidation before the first can
be logically considered.

Taking up first the question as to the scientific basis

of the two terms " rheumatic " and " gouty diathesis,"

before we can decide their true position in connection
with scientific medicine, we are at once forced to

analyze the origin and literal meaning of these terms
in the light of our present chemicophysiological and
pathological knowledge.

Take, for instance, the term " diathesis." TMiat is

its true significance in relation to the chemistry of the

human economy ? For years the term '• diathesis
"

has been used to indicate that something has been
handed down from generation to generation, but what
that something is has never been made clear to the

science of medicine. Taking the literal meaning of

• Read before tho >rasBachusetta Medical Society, June 13, 1900,
aud recomnieuded for publication by the society.
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the word, from its Greek origin, diathesis, and apply-

ing it to tlie chemistry of the body, it must indicate

simply and only thai there is a tendency on the part

of the animal economy to arrange the chemical phe-

nomena of the system in certain and definite directions.

This, however, does not justify the supposition that

the individual is of necessity born to finally develop

those symptoms recognized as constituting the condi-

tions so long known under the term " gout " and

" rheumatism." Therefore, the term " diathesis " as

it is commoidy applied, has neither fact nor founda-

tion to rest upon ; for all the evidence at our disposal

tends to prove that all diseased conditions, with the

possible exception of syphilis, are acquired after birth.

All are abnormal chemical states of the system which

can be either fed into or fed out of the human race, so

to speak. This, however, is assuming a very high

and almost theoretically ideal position ; nevertheless,

it is one that can be practically accomplished, j)ro-

vided we can succeed in attaining the highest perfec-

tion in the hj'gienic and dietetic conditions influencing

animal life.

Thus, we find, without going further into exhaustive

details, that there is no real scientific basis for the

term " diathesis " as it has been commonly used in the

past. In fact, it would be better if this term were

dropped entirely from medical literature.

In like manner the terms "gout" and "rheuma-

tism," when viewed from a purely scientific basis, are

almost as meaningless as is " diathesis." Naturally,

with this statement before us, the first question that

arises is, what is this so-called " gout " and " rheuma-

tism " that we hear and talk so much about ? Turn-

ing back to the derivation of the word " gout " we
find that it comes from the Latin word gutta, mean-

ing a drop. According to Dunglison's Medical Dic-

tionary, "gout received its name from the French

goutte, drop, because believed to be produced by a

liquid which is distilled drop by drop on the dis-

eased part. The name was first used about 1270."

Hence, gout is the drop disease. This, however,

gives no insight into the etiological factors entering

into the production of the jjathological conditions so

long honored by this name. Nor does it give any

suggestion as to the disturbances of the chemistry of

the body, which will ultimately bring about the path-

ological changes and symptoms so well recognized

under the name " gout." We might possibly strain a

point and say, in a similar manner to what has been

said in the past, that the term " gout " was coined to

indicate the dropping of the uric acid radical into the

protoplasmic structures of the various tissues of the

body, as the result of the final and vicarious oxida-

tion of the proteid molecule in the tissues already

made pathological by the prolonged disturbances in

the chemical activities of the animal economy.

Vicarious oxidation being synonymous with the

term "distillation " of the ancient writers, referred to

in Dunglison's definition of the disease, accepting this

more modern interpretation, there might be some justi-

fication for considering the term "gout " as a word based

upon our present scientific data. On the other hand, as

this vicarious oxidation of the proteid molecule in the

already pathological structure of the body is but a

litth; factor in tlie great and complex chemical problem

constituting the condition so long known by the name
" gout," there is no logical reason for regarding the

term as one resting upon a clearly elucidated and per-

fectly scientific basis. Furthermore, the condition

known as gout, as commonly defined, is said to be one
in which there is a production of uric acid in the

blood ; a condition, however, that never occurs, be-

cause chemistry forbids the separate presence of an
active acid in a strongly alkaline solution without the

formation of a salt of that acid ; at least it cannot oc-

cur unless all chemical laws are suspended in connec-

tion with the blood. So far as my observation and
researches have carried me, there is nothing to war-
rant the assumption that the well-known laws of

chemistry have been suspended, so that uric acid ex-

ists as such in the blood and does not result in the

formation of a salt. Furthermore, it can be asserted

that uric acid does not exist in the blood, for the rea-

son that the salts of uric acid have never been found
there, as must have been the case had uric acid en-

tered the blood stream.

The definition above mentioned further affirms that

the phenomena recognized under the terra " gout " are

due to the non-elimination of the uric acid from the

blood stream, and its subsequent discharge from the

blood as uric acid into the protoplasm of the various

structures of the body, by preference into the cartilage

cells of certain joints. But this explanation does not

tell why the acid refuses to attack the sodium and cal-

cium compounds in the blood stream, but seizes upon
them with intense activity as soon as it is discharged

into the semi-solid jjrotoplasmic structures. Thus we
find that the whole theory of gout is developed largely

without any reliable scientific foundation, at least so

far as the name is concerned, and it also disregards,

almost from beginning to end, the well-known and in-

fiexible laws of chemistry, as we understand them to-

day. The oidy indisputable fact in connection with

the whole theory of "gout," as it is commonly given,

is the final deposition of the insoluble salts of calcium,

together with some urate of soda crystals, in the vari-

ous structures of the body. Therefore, it can very

justly be stated that there is no well grounded scienti-

fic basis for the term " gouty diathesis."

When we come to the term " rheumatism " or
" rheumatic diathesis," the mystery, so far as the der-

ivation of the name is concerned, is greater even than

is the case with gout. There is absolutely no scien-

tific basis for the term. Yet under the term " rheu-

matism " is included a very great complexity of dis-

turbed physiological phenomena.
If we attempt to secure any information through

the derivation of the word we are led still further

away fi'om any scientific basis for it. Taking its

Greek origin, rheumatismos, from rketim or rheo, and
translating it literally " rheumatism," would mean a

fluxion or flow, but of what or in what direction we
are in total ignorance.

The more modern definitions are almost as vague
and uncertain as those based upon the old and long

since discarded humoral theory of rheumatism.
If there is no scientific basis for these terms, it is

difficult to see how their relation to the topics under
discussion can be elucidated or explained from a scien-

tific standpoint. On the other hand, the natural in-

ference is that both " rheumatism " and " gout " are,

in a measure at least, connected with some of these

joint affections under discussion.

Before we can discuss any etiological relationship

between "rheumatic" and "gouty" conditions and
the joint affections enumerated, we must first have
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Hoim; flxod iirxl definite conception of t)i<; (^licniico-

|>iitli()l()^i(-al |ili(>iioui«'ri:i tliiit iii'c to Ix- iiiclmlcil unilir

tlifsc terms. Tim wciylit ot" cvidi-iH'i-, liowcvcr, hotli

ch(>nii('o|)liysiolo^i(;:il iiihI cliiiicil, points to dflVdivt-

oxidation on tlic piirt of tlu; syst(!n» jis tlm cliicf prc-

disposinn' fador in l)rin<^in<^ about these two dissimilar

conditions.

In \\w majoiity of instances the chief cause for a

suhoxithition stat(! of tlio system is tiu! iui^estion of

nioni oxidi/al)Ui food than then; is oxy<(en al)sorl)ed

throuiih the hni^s to comph'tely nuUice the pioteifl

constituents lo the normal end products. In other in-

stances diminution in tlu; food supply, toifc^ther witli

that of a poor cpudity, may so deti^riorate the nutri-

tive activity of the system that a pronounced anenna
is produced, thus cuttiui^; down the intakinij capacity

of i\w animal economy for oxygen to such an extent

that there is not sutli(;ient oxygen absorbed through
the lungs to perfectly oxidize the little proteid that is

taken in the limited supply of food. Hence, too

little or too much food may act as determining factors

in producing an imperfect oxidation of the jjroteid

constituents. It matters little whether the proteid

be derived from the vegetable or the animal king-

dom. Its imperfect oxidation and the toxic products

developed in consequence of incomplete oxidation

transmutation are the factors which excite the symp-
toms.

Attributing these pathological conditions to a sul)-

oxidation state of the system does not fully exi)lain

why in the one instance the result is " rheumatism "

and in the other " gout." This was at one time at-

tempted by assuming from the general clinical history

that those individuals who partook freel)'^ of starches

and saccharine substances developed '' rheumatism,"

while those who lived largely upon an animal class of

foods and used alcoholic beverages freely as a rule

developed the condition called ''gout." This was

during the period in which lactic acid was supposetl

to be developed from the incomplete oxidation reduc-

tion of the saccharine elements and when uric acid

veas supposed to be the product of an animal diet

only. That both uric acid and lactic acid do result

from the imperfect utilization of the proteid con-

stituents derived from the vegetable as well as from

the animal kingdom is a well established fact. With
this conception of the oxidation problem it is easy to

understand how both " rheumatism " and •' gout " can

be develo|)ed from an excessive diet of either vege-

table or animal food. It does not explain fully, how-

ever, why a liberal vegetable diet is more likely to

pi'oduce the condition called " rheumatism," and the

liberal animal diet is more likely to produce the con-

dition called '• gout." At the same time it must be

clear to every one who has observed many cases

clinically that certain kinds of diet have a decided in-

fluence in determining the nature of the suboxidation

processes. It should further be remembered that

none of these incomplete end products found in the

excreta is to be considered as constituting the disease

any more than urea constitutes normal nutrition.

They should be regarded only in the light of results

or indicators by which the different types of suboxida-

tion can be recognized and differentiated.

The development of the so-called rheumatic con-

dition cannot be explained as it w'as at that time, by

assuming that lactic acid is the chief etiological

factor iu producing the disease, and that tliis so-CiiUed

hictic acid or rhi-uniutic condition in due Uj tho im-

perfect oxidation of the HtarcheM and nu^ar alone,

while the gouty (condition Ih due to imperfect oxidation

of the proteid constituentH. AHsuniing that nuch u

(condition is true from a chemical HUtndpoint, it do<;H

not i;x[>lain tlnr (hrvelopment of tho rheumatic condi-

tion, HO (;alled, in those who live almost exduHively

upon an animal diet, in which there ih no ex(M-JtH of

the starch and sugar to undergo imperfect oxirjatiori

reducti«)n. Therefore, MUch a theory is absolutely

untenable both from the chenncoithysirdogical an<l

clinical data at our command. Hence, we are forced

to the assumption that in the so-called lactic or rheu-

matic condition, as in the so-calle<l uric-acid or gouty

statf^ of the system, all the toxic products found within

the system, and all the ai)norn)al products found in the

excnjtji, are due to the im[)erfect oxidation reduction,

or faulty isomeric transformation of the jjroteid con-

stituiuits contained in the animal economy. This

fact accepted, our theories can easily be made to fit

all the clinical facts met with. Now, we can read-

ily understand how it is that overindulgence in the

starches and sugars is so prone to excite imperfect

oxidation of the i)roteid constituents. The starches,

sugars and fats, all being easily and quickly oxidized

into their complete (;nd products, if taken in inordinate

(piantities will overtax the oxygenating capacity of the

system and there will not be left sufficient oxygen to

complete the more difficult task of perfectly oxidizing

the proteid constituents. In this manner they act as

very potent factors in bringing about the imperfect

oxidation of the proteid elements. Further than this,

their oxidation being differently effected than the

proteid, it is easy to understand how their excessive

utilization may have a different result upon the

system than an excessive use of the proteid constitu-

ents ; thus, in a measure, explaining why, in the one
instance, we are more likely to have " rheumatism,"

and in the other the " gouty " condition.

As there seems to be so much confusion in the

minds of many in regard to the true position and
meaning of these imperfect products of proteid oxida-

tion, and especially so in reference to the most com-
mon of all, namely, uric acid, it may not be unprofit-

able to enter a little more into the detail of the

formation of uric acid and its significance in connec-

tion with health and diseased conditions.

Uric acid is one of the substances by which nitrogen

is eliminated normally from the system. It is an al-

most insoluble and very stable substance. It was
first separated fi'om human urine by Scheele, in 1776.

It is a dibasic acid, having two replaceable hydrogen
atoms, one of which is easily substituted by sodium,

forming an acid urate, or biurate, of sodium. Both
of the replaceable hydrogen atoms can be substituted

by sodium, but, so far as is known, only the acid salt

is a product of the animal economy. This urate is

relatively soluble. Uric acid is formed by the oxida-

tion of the proteid molecule or its derivatives, and is

a lower oxidation product than urea, in the same
manner that urea is a lower oxidation product than

ammonia and carbon dioxide and water, which are

the final products of proteid oxidation, chemically

speaking. Why urea is the final oxidation product m
man instead of ammonia, carbon dioxide and water has
never been explained, further than to state that it is

according to the original plan of nature.

It has been claimed by some that uric acid is not
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an oxidation product, and they base their claim on the

fact that this acid and its salts are the normal and

complete excrementitious products in birds, reptiles,

etc., in which animals the oxidation powers are said

to be exceedingly high. However, there is nothing

to prove the capacity of birds, reptiles, etc., to take

hi 0X3'gen, or of the blood to distribute this oxygen,

and of their system to utilize it, and that is suthcient

to oxidize all the assimilated hydrocarbons and pro-

teid compounds into their final and complete prod-

ucts. At any rate, to draw such an inference is

begging the question. The chemical fact remains

that their excreta, as compared with those of the

higher order of animals, are products of a lower

proteid oxidation ; the same as urea is lower than the

final product ammonia. Why in the one species the

chemicophysiological apparatus of the animal economy

is so constructed that uric acid and its urates are the

final excretory product, while in another it is urea, is

just as mysterious and absolutely unfathomable as the

phenomena of life and death. In what follows we
shall endeavor to show that in man the production of

uric acid in (]uantities above the normal is due to a

condition of suboxidation.

The two most prominent theories advanced to ex-

plain the genesis of uric acid in the system are :

(1) That it is an oxidation product manufactured in

the renal cells ; (2) that it is made in some manner

in the liver, spleen, etc., but chiefly in the liver.

Minkowski,^ Schroder,-^ Horbaczewski,^ are among
the more recent defenders of the latter theory, while

Garrod * is generally credited with the former. The
latter view is the one that has been accepted gener-

ally and on the following grounds: (1) That uric

acid is found in the blood ; (2) that in gout it is

found in the tissues; (8) that after extirpation of

the kidneys uric acid continues to be formed, and (4)

that at the height of digestion, when the liver and

spleen are most active, uric acid is most abundant in

tiie urine.

In this connection it may be remarked that in all

the experiments which have been brought forward to

sustain the theory that uric acid is formed outside the

kidneys, or in the liver, there have been produced pro-

found ai)normal or pathological states of the system.

Therefore they should be completely discarded from

a physiological standard, as all deductions founded

tlu'reon are upon a purely pathological basis, and
not normal.

The claim that is so commonly made that free uric

acid is found in the blood is not tenable, as we have

already seen ; for, on coming into close relation with

the alkali metals, salts of the same are immediately

formed. Therefore, if this nitrogenous organic acid

were in the blood, it would be in the form of a

urate only, and, as already stated, such a salt has

never been found in the blood.

The statement that uric acid does not exist in the

blood is based u[)on Ilaycraft's "^ method for detecting

uric acid, or ujjon others of a simihir nature. As
they all admit of a possibility of oxidizing the pro-

teid elements, and thus producing uric acid in the

process for det(!cting this compound, the}' cannot be

relied upon as proving the existence of uric acid in

the blood. Some have claimed to obtain good re-

sults from this method. On the other hand, Sal-

kow.^ki ° regards tin; j)rocess as of little value even in

solutions known to contain uric acid, as the com2)osi-

tion of the silver urate formed is not constant ; this

opinion is further supported by Gossage."

On the other hand, it has been, and is still, dis-

tinctly affirmed that free uric acid and its biurate

salts do exist in the blood, and the method calhid

upon to explain the possible presence, in some form,

of uric acid in the blood is by the so-called quadu-

rate (quadriurate) theory. The following statement

made by Roberts,* the author of this theory, in his

description of his method for obtaining the (piadri-

urate, tends to prove tliat the quadriurate— if it

really has a chemical existence— is an accident

rather than a constant product, for he says :
" To

obtain a product of uniform composition by this

process re(piires a somewhat nice adjustment of the

reaction. If the quantity of alkaline carbonate

added be faint, the precipitate, on cooling, is apt to

be contaminated with free uric acid. On the other

hand, if the alkaline carbonate be added too freely,

and the resulting alkalescence be excessive, the pre-

cipitate is apt to be contaminated with biurate.

These risks are greatly minimized by using the

alkaline acetates instead of the alkaline carbonates."

From this it ap2')ears that Roberts failed to obtain

the quadriurate with the regular uniformity neces-

sary to establish his theory; in fact, the nice adjust-

ment of the reagents required for the precipitation of

the quadriurate might lead one to believe that, with

this test, the precipitate was a mixture of biurate and

uric acid in quantities to satisfy the theoretic de-

mands for the quadriurate.

In Watt's Dictionary of Chemistry (Vol. IV, p.

835, edition 1894) is the following: '' Naha. \ aq.

(dried at 100) crystalline powder. Occurs as an

amorphous urmary deposit." ^ This statement, to-

gether with the fact that the alleged quadriurate is

an amorphous deposit and very unstable, makes it

appear highly probable that the biurate is still the

form of urate most commonly found in the urine.

It is not necessary to find a more soluble form of

urate than the acid urate, for it is well known that

the disodic monohydrogen phosphate,^" which is often

present in the urine in abundance, will hold large

quantities of uric acid in solution. It is also known
that the uric acid in the urine, and in the absence of

any newly added chemical agent, steadily attacks the

disodic monohydrogen phosphate, so tliat when the

acid phosphate which will not hold the uric acid in

solution has replaced the neuti'al phosphate, the uric

acid is precipitated ; all of which occurs naturally,

and without adding anything to the urine as is re-

quired for the demonstration of the presence of the

quadriurate according to Roberts's theory. The one

occurs naturally, and the other requires very nicely

adjusted reagents for its demonstration. This method,

which may be called the natural one of precipitating

uric acid in urine which apj)arently contains no ex-

cess of the acid, can be artificially quickened by a

very simple procedure. This is best done by filling

a test tube with urine and bringing the upper stratum

to the boiling point, then add a drop or two of a 4%
solution of acetic acid and set the tube aside in a cool

place. At the end of a few hours, if there is an ah-

normal amount of uric acid contained in the sam'ple

and held in solution, as already described, the heat

and the acetic acid will excite chemical action be-

tween the uric acid and the disodic monohydrogen

phosphate, thus destroying the solvent power of the
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urine lor llir iiiii- :ici(l. Now I.Ih> uric iicid will r.i|i-

iillv Ix- cryst'illi/cil out, and tlii^ :iniouiit mo roiMDil,

when collccti'il on a liltiT :iii(l weighed, will J^ivt-

tilt' exact pereeiita^e ol uric acifl in excess of the

iionnal amount. In this nianmr and in a lew hours

th(^ ('x;u;t (luaiitity ot uric aci<l can he estimated.

When th(» amount oi' uric, acid is normal in the urine,

no precipitation of tho acid can ho oHccUmI hy this

metliod. It then recpiircs tim use of a considerahle

(piantity of one of the stron<^(M- mineral acids, suili-

eieiit to decompose the normal uratc^s, and thus set

frec^ the uric; acid otherwise held in eond)ination with

the sodium, hefore its j)resence is d(!m()nstrate<l.

The quadriiirate, as has been said, is a very un-

stable compound and one that is easily l)roken up by

washing with water. This being the case, its decom-
j)osition and the subsecpient demonstration of the

uric acid and the biurate in the blood should be

easily accomplished. No mention is made, however,

of Hnding the so-call(Ml (piadriurate in the blood, but

it is introduced artilicially into the blood serum and
synovia, and from this it has been claimed that it can

(!xist in the blood ; but failure to demonstrate its

presence directly in the normal blood stream is nega-

tive proof that it does not exist in that medium. The
production of the quadriurate in the system necessi-

tates first the production of uric acid. So far, in con-

nection with the quadriurate theory, we are in total

ignorance as to the point where the uric acid is manu-
factured, also as to where it attacks the sodium com-
pounds to form the theoretical salt, and where tlie

latt(!r finally gains access to the blood. Until these

doubtful [)oints have been cleared up satisfactorily,

the (piadriurate theory is one grand speculative prol)-

lem which does not explain the facts as developed by
clinical observation. Uidess our theories can be made
of practical value in the study and management of the

case at the bedside, they are of no real value.

From all th(> preceding, it can be justly deduced
that uric acid and its urates luive not yet been clearly

demonstrated in the normal blood stream. That uric

acid and its urates are found in the tissues in patho-

logical conditions is true. This, however, does not

necessitate the assumption that uric acid or its urates

existed in the blood stream in defiance of all the

known laws of chemistry. But it does demand the

hyi)othesis that, as a result of a faulty nutrition, there

is developed an imperfect oxidation, or an abnormal
isomeric transmutation of the proteid compounds ; that

as a result, these substances are oxidized at an abnor-

mal position, instead of in the renal cells, as normally

occurs ; that when this is the case there is a sudden

l)ro(luction of uric acid and the formation of urates in

the protoplasmic masses, and that when this happens

all the symptoms are those which indicate a profound

irritation and an increased chemical activity. Thus,

by assuming a vicarious production of uric acid, a

theory which holds true in many other abnormal and

pathological conditions in the Iwd}*, the presence of

uric acid, or rather the urates, in the tissues is ex-

])lained by simple chemical jihenomena, and without

deviating from any well-defined law of chemistry.

All this can be done without predicating that uric acid

or its urates are present in the blood.

The pathological condition which is produced by

extirpation of the kidneys will admit of the formation

of uric acid by the vicarious oxidation of the protoid

substances in the protoplasm of cells other than those

of the renal gland, u[ion the same prineiplf* }« i^jvtin

in the foregoing examph-.

I p(»n the theory that urir; ;i(ii| is due to a dcHcifiicy

in the (piantity of (jxygen reuehing the body hm a wholii,

and the ri-nal cells in [)artieular, the manufacture of
uric acid by the kidnevH Hhould normally Ihj great(;itt

• luring digestion and least during the inUirval ; for

during «ligeHtion the carbohydraU;H, futn and proti-ids

are IxMiig introducr-d into the circulation in largi;

quantiti(!s. The two former are rapidly oxidized, the
one in the live-r and the other in the lungs, tending to

us(; u{) th(! oxygen supply, so that a ricdcient anifMint

of oxygen rea(;hes the kiilneys and a less perf<;ct oxi-

dation transmutation of tin; proteid in tlie renal wdig
is tlu! r(!sidt, while the output of uric acid is au<'-

niented. Thus a normal physiological phenomenon,
wliit'h is called upon to ex]»lain the production of uric

acid in the liver instead of the renal glands, when
viewed in this light makes it app(!ar (piite plain that
no such deduction is justified. It rather strengthens
the theory which points to the renal cells as the true
source of the uric-acid production, exce|)t in patholog-
ical states of th(! system, when it can be made at ab-
normal points by the vicarious action of the proto-
plasmic masses.

This theory of uric-acid production by the oxidation
of the proteid substances in the protoplasm of the
renal cells is by far more logical, is best sustained by
all the points in evidence, and fits most accurately all

the known facts and conditions. This formation of
uric acid is one method for the elimination of nitrogen
from the system.

It is absolutely necessary to have this acid produced
at this particular point, and poured into the uriniferous
tubules ; for by this action upon the disodic monohy-
drogen phosphate in the uriniferous tubules the mono-
sodic dihydrogen phosphate is produced, and the pro-
duction of this acid phosphate of sodium is absolutely
necessary to hold in solution the otherwise insolubfe
phosphate of calcium, thus preventing the formation
of this form of calculi in the urinary passages.
The theory that the uric acid is produced in the

renal cells in the manner described above is further
substantiated by the steady presence of this acid or
the urates in urine, and by their absence from the
blood.

When uric acid is herein contrasted with urea as a
suboxidation product, it is not meant to intimate that
uric acid is the direct antecedent of urea. On the con-
trary, it is one of the com{)lete end products of proteid
oxidation, so far as the animal economy is concerned,
just as much as urea, carbon dioxide and water are final

products. Chemically, less oxygen has been utilize<l

to produce this particular form of compound than is

required to produce urea and the other higher oxida-
tion products. Physiologically, when produced in ex-
cess, it is a suboxidation product, for it is found that
the output of uric acid is always augmented by any-
thing that interferes with the utilization of the full

amount of oxygen by the system, as compared with
the quantity of food stuffs absorbed. A prolonged
high tension of the arterial system under the influence
of digitalis, for instance, causes the blood to be driven
through the capillary blood vessels so rapidly that
suthcient oxygen cannot be taken up from the blood
and utilized for the complete transmutation of the
proteid elements of the food. As a result, sul)oxida-
tion occurs, and the manufacture and output of uric
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acid by the renal cells are increased. The same is

true with every condition of the system which pro-

duces a i)rolonged high tension of the vascular system

and a rapid pulse rate. When the intaking capacity

of the lungs for oxygen is diminished by mechanical

defects in the heart or by pneumonia, pleurisy, emphy-
sema, etc., the oxidation of the proteid substances falls

to an abnormally low degree, the excretion of urea

decreases, and that of uric acid increases, the latter

often to a marked degree. A\nien the carbohydrates

or fats are taken in excessive quantities, and especially

the former, the oxygenating capacity of the system is

exceeded, the more difficult task of oxidizing the pro-

teid elements is imperfectly performed, suboxidatiou

ensues, and as a result, uric acid increases in the

urine, while the urea output decreases. When an ex-

cessive amount of the proteid substance is taken either

alone or in combination with the carbohydrates and

fats, the oxygenating capacity of the system is ex-

ceeded in a similar manner, and the proteids are im-

perfectly oxidized as before.

When the uric acid rises above the normal, it is

simply a symptom found in the urine, which indicates

an imperfect state of proteid oxidation and a general

condition of malnutrition. This suboxidatiou may be,

in a measure, caused by many different conditions

acting singly or in combination— causes which may
arise either in the nervous, digestive, circulatory or in

the respiratory system. In every instance there is

more or less profound impairment in the glandular ac-

tivity and nutritive tone throughout the whole system.

In some instances one organ or tissue will suffer

more than another, and thus the symptomic mani-

festations are varied and irregular in their develop-

ment. When the renal cells temporarily cease to act,

thus failing to produce uric acid, the associated defec-

tive state of nutrition results in many instances in the

various masses of protoplasm throughout the body,

which are in an abnormal physiological state, assum-

ing an abnormal or vicarious action. In this manner
the proteid substances are oxidized into uric acid in

the cells of the tissues with the immediate production

of the urate of sodium. This abnormal oxidation may
occur in any protoplasmic mass which is in this state

of malnutrition, but it is most commonly met with in

the cartilage cells of the metatarsophalangeal articu-

lation of the gi'eat toe. It does, however, occur in

other parts of the body and in other tissues than the

cartilaginous structures. This development of uric

acid in the cartilage cells, or at other points of the

body, results in its immediate precipitation at such

points as a urate of sodium. This abnormal deposit

acts as an intense chemical irritant, and excites a local

inflammatory process by which a fibro])lastic exudate

is thrown around this foreign body until the urates

are finally incapsulated, and gradually all the local

symptoms sul)side.

The prol)lem has further been very much simplified

by the fact, now generally recognized, that all tli(^

non-nitrogenous food products, such as starch, sugar

and fats, are directly oxidized into their end products,

carbon dioxide and water, and that they do not yield

any toxic by products to the system. Therefore, we
are left to deal chiefly with proteid constituents as the

etiological factors in the j)roduction of these toxic and
suboxidatiou conditions of the system. This much
estjiblished, we still have no clear and complete expla-

nation for the different degrees and forms of suboxida-

tiou processes which constitute the various diseases,

such as so-called " rheumatism," so-called " gout," etc.

Strenuous attenn)ts have been made in this bacteri-

ological age to associate a specific germ with all

pathological problems, and in many instances this has

apparently been successfully accomplished. Still, the

declaration of the presence of a specific germ as the

causative factor in the ])roduction of disease does not

explain in full the special and characteristic features

of the pathological lesions found, or the symptoms by
which the different diseases are characterized. Work-
ing along these lines, a considerable number of ob-

servers profess to have found a sjiecific germ as the

causative factor in the production of so-called " rheu-

matic conditions " of the system. Among this number
may be mentioned von Schueller,^* Buss,^'-^ Brunner,'*

Buday," Petrone,^"'' Hlava,^® Tizzomi,-'" Goldscheider,'^

Loffler," Boulloche,'''' Mantle,^! Guttmann,^^ Fleisch-

hauer,--^8 Waibel,'^^ Bouchard,-^^ Sahli,-^8 Lucatells,^^

Leyden,^* Singer,-'' Chvostek,^" and Ilumphrey.^^ All
of these observers have given more or less attention

to this subject. Buss states that he considers it

highly probable that acute articular rheumatism, so-

called, is in many, perhaps in the majority of cases

caused by attenuated pyogenic micro-organisms, among
which he includes the FriedlJinder pneumobacillus

and the diplococcus of Fraenkel-Weichselbaum. Sahli

cultivated strejjtococci from the blood and contents of

affected joints in cases of so-called acute articular

rheumatism. Singer made bacteriological examina-
tions in 17 cases of so-called articular rheumatism and
secured positive results in 1(5 instances. In 10 cases

he found staphylococcus albus ; in 1, sta])hylococcus

aureus ; in 3, streptococci ; in 2, staphylococcus albus

and streptococci. He further argued from his obser-

vations that the constancy of the occurrence of the

micro-oi-ganisms in the urine, and the fact that the

number of the colonies obtained diminished in number
as the symptoms improved, were sufficient evidence

for considering a coccus infection as the exciting cause

of the disease. Chvostek, on the other hand, made
repeated observations in 12 cases of so-called rheu-

matic affections of the joints. In 1 of these cases he

found the diplococcus urea^ ; in another, in which the

urine was not drawn with a catheter, staphylococcus

albus ; and in a third, large cocci, which have not yet

been described, but which, probably, according to

Chvostek, are derived from the urethra. In this con-

nection it should be remembered that Krause ^^ has

shown that bacteria are often excreted in the urine

during infectious disease, which have no connection

whatever with the particular infection from which the

patient is suffering, and which must not therefore be

regarded as the exciting cause of the disease. Among
these bacteria the staphylococcus albus plays an im-

portant part. And this is the form of micro-organism

that has most fre(piently been described in connection

with these rheumatic conditions. Krause further says

that these bacteria are no longer found in the urine

when all the signs of disease have vanished, simply,

as he argues, because the conditions of the system

necessary for their growth have been removed.
Chvostek extended his examinations and made ex-

aminations of the blood, urine and articular fluid in

cases of so-called acute and chronic articular rluaima-

tism, as well as in cases of other infectious diseases, in

which an acute swelling of the joint takes place. The
results which he obtained from his examination of the
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artuuihir fluids won; iic^iitivc? in nil his wistis, oxccpl

ill i\\v. cliiiiigos ill tlio joints tliiit arose- directly in tin-

(rourse of a sepsis or a ^oiiorrlura. (Mivostek sought

furtluT to discrover whether the lKiet(U'ia vvhieh iire

present in the; blood (entered tins joints <luriii;f the life

of the patient; and if so, th(! conditions necessary for

their transit throun'li tht; wall of tlu^ blood vessels. In

this connection it may be mentioned that his cfxperi-

ments on animals show(;d that (;(!rtain alterations in

the nutritive (composition of tlm vas(Milar wall must Ix-

produced before the passaj^e of the micro-origan ism

could \w effected. lie also demonstrati^d, to his own
satisfaction, that the construction of tin; synovial mem-
branes and that of their contained blood v(!ssels re-

sisted to a high (le<;ree this nutritives cliaiin'e thai

makes possible the passage of the germs, thus rendei--

ing it very dillicult for i\w. micro-organisms to pass

through the walls of the blood vessels and gain acc(!ss

to the joints. This is not the case, however, with the

vascular walls of the kidneys ; hence, the bacteria, if

they ap])ear at all in the joints, will do so at a much
later period than they are excreted by the kidneys.

That micro-organisms have been found in tlu; urine,

and in some histances in the blood, and in the fluid

accumulations in the joints, and in various structtures

of the body, in connection with the varying conditions

which have been described under the common term
'' rheumatism," cannot be denied. We may even go
further and state that the prevailing organism when
described at all is most frequently of the coccus type.

From the great diversity of results obtained, and
from the fact that no one form of micro-organism is

found with any degree of regularity in connection with

these so-called " rheumatic " conditions, the consensus

of opinion is that the pathological conditions and
symptoms classed as rheumatic are not to be attributed

to the direct and intrinsic bacterial invasion of the

structures of the body, as is the case in connection

with some of the well-known and undisputed microbic

diseases. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suppose

that in conjunction with overfeeding, and with under-

feeding, and the consequent suboxidatiou state of the

system, the action of the micro-organism and the toxic

products that are developed as a direct result of their

presence in the alimentary canal are largely respon-

sible for the different forms and degrees of suboxida-

tiou included under the terms " gout," *' rheumatism,"

etc. The micro-organism in all tliese instances acts by
its presence in the alimentary canal, and by its dis-

turbing influence upon the digestive process, and not

by its inherent presence within the intrinsic structures

of the system.

To understand this proposition thoroughly, it must
be remembered that the presence of certain kinds of

bacterial life are, in all probability, absolutely essen-

tial to a perfect performance of the digestive function.

In this connection it must also be rememembered that

only a few years ago Nuttall and Thierfelder,^* in a

series of experiments in which they used young guinea

pigs, apparently proved that the alimentary canal

could be kept free from all bacterial intiuences, and a

perfect nutrition at the same time be maintained.

In opposition to this is the fact that in almost all

instances the alimentary tract at all times contains

various micro-organisms. Added to this are the more
recent experiments of Dr. M. Schottelius.^* Dr.

Schottelius's series of experiments was carried out in a

manner similar to those of Nuttall and Thierfelder,

but iiiHtead of Hclectin^ the guinea pi;;, heiiH and their

cggH w«M*e utili/(;d for the, experini<-iit:il work. Two
HirtH of eggH were taken, one in which the Hurfuw; of

the ef^gs was made alisolutely free from bacteria by

washing with a strong solution of bichloride of mer-

cury, th(5 remaining set rr'niaining con tain iitated by
micro-organisms. The first, so far as their ext<;rior !«

con<;eriied, will Ix- called for coiivenienwj Hti:rili/ed

eggs, while tin; otln:r batch will b»^ designated a-n non-

sterile eggs. Th(! toriiKT were introduced luUt a

sterile incubator, while the others were noU When
the chickens were hatched, those from the sterilized

incubator were carefully fed upon sterilized food,

while thos(! of the control expc-riment were given

ordinary food. The feces were carefully examined in

both instances. In the first set, or the so-called

sterile chickens, the feces were found to be absolutely

fre(! from all forms of bacterial life, while the reverse

was found to be the case in the control experiment.

At the end of a certain period of time the non-st^;rile

batch of chickens were found to have gained in

weight much more rapidly than the sterile batch.

The gaui was 2o0% greater in those in which the

bacteria gained access to the alimentary tract. Fur-
ther than this, all of the so-called sterile chickens

died within three weeks after they were hatched,

while the control chickens lived on as usual. Thus
it would seem to be clearly proved that for the most
perfect working of the digestive function in the ali-

mentary tract, and also for assimilation, the presence

of certain kinds and amounts of bacterial life and
their chemical products in the alimentary canal are

absolutely essential.

To determine which form of bacterial life is essen-

tial for the maintenance of a perfect physiologic state

will require a long series of experiments, in which the

composition of the food is accurately determined be-

fore being ingested. At the same time the excreta,

representing the utilization of the food stuffs and tissue

waste, must be accurately studied. Then the various

kinds of mici'o-orgaiiisms at work in the contents of

the alimentary tract must be determined through a
study of the bacterial life found in the feces. With
this there must also be associated an isolation of the

various kinds of bacteria found in the contents of the

alimentary canal in connection with the condition

recognized ordinarily as the normal state. Then the

action of the bacteria should be carefully studied on
the normal sterilized and non-sterilized food stuffs out-

side the body ; and this must be done with the bac-

teria, singly and in combination. Their action should
also be studied upon the food in the presence of the

various digestive ferments. When all this has been
accomplished, a very fair knowledge of the action of

germs in the digestive process in the normal state

will be secured. Then, in a similar manner, their

action upon the digestive process could be studied in

connection with the conditions designated as intesti-

nal indigestion, and also in connection with all the

pathological processes which appear, in a large meas-
ure at least, to take their origin in an imperfect diges-

tion and assimilation, and in which an incomplete

oxidation is a leading feature of the disease, as occurs

in the so-called '• gout," '* rheumatism," " Bright's

disease," "diabetes," etc.

While all this desirable information is not as yet at

our command, there is sutlicient evidence at hand to

warrant the assertion that the varying degrees and
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kinds of suboxidation met with, such, for instance, as

the so-called gout and rheumatism and a liost of other

conditions, are the result of some special kind of

micro-organism acting in the alimentary canal ; or they

may be the result of two or more varieties acting

together ; or may it not be that the absence of cer-

tain kinds of bacterial life is the determining factor

in the production of the diseased process? In either

instance it may be assumed that abnormal or toxic

products are produced in the alimentary canal, which

when introduced into the circulation with the food

stuffs, act as the direct and determining factor in

establishing th(! special degree or form of suboxida-

tion that we know by these time-honored names

"gout," "'rheumatism," etc. By assuming the de-

velopment of a variety of toxic products it easily

explains the great variety in the clinical picture as

witnessed under the so-called rheumatic condition.

This line of argument is sustained, so far as the

symptoms are concerned, by the fact that with the

introduction of certain chemical compounds into the

system definite symptoms follow, as when morphine,

strychnine, atropine, pilocarpine, etc., are introducefL

Whv morphine, strychnine, atropine, pilocarpine, etc.,

are always followed by a pretty uniform train of symp-

toms depending upon the special one used has never

been absolutely explained. Yet no one attempts to

deny the fact. In a similar manner it is reasonable

to suppose that the symptoms of disease are the result

of the introduction into or development within the

system of definite chemical compounds ; that these

chemical products either emanate directly from the

micro-organism or are produced from the proteid con-

stituents, in which the bacteria grow, by the action of

the bacteria upon the proteid molecule. This latter

view appears to be the more probable, taking all

things into consideration. The modification of the

physiological phenomena by the introduction of the

varying pathological conditions met with, just the same

as the iutrofluction of chemical compounds, can be

made to modify pathological phenomena, and thereby

enable the system to be brought back into a more

nearly physiological condition. In all these suboxi-

dation diseases the action of the bacteria is on the pro-

teid constituents as they exist in the chyme rather

than upon those which exist as intrinsic parts of the

body.

Thus we find that the two great predisposing fac-

tors in the development of so called gout and rlieiima-

tism are the prolonged intake of a larger amount of nu-

tritive pabulum than the system can perfectly oxidize,

or conditions that so reduce the oxygenating capacity

of the animal economy that the small amount of food

taken cannot be perfectly oxidized. Added to this,

as the exciting and determining factors in the pro-

duction of the special type encountered, are the

action of the bacteria on the proteid in the alimen-

tary canal and the formation and absorption into the

system of toxic products in conjunction with the food

j)roducts absorbed. These two factors acting together

d(;termine the form of the suboxidation, the nature of

the pathological lesions, the character of the symp-

toms, and the abnormal and by products that are

found in the excreta. It is largely l)y the latter that

we are enabled to accurately differentiate l)etween

the different forms of these suboxidation conditions

that afllict humanity. lu conjunction with the two

predisposing factors and the exciting factor in the

production of these suboxidation conditions there are

a few other things that nuist not be overlooked, as

they often exert a decided influence in determining

the final result. They are the varying changes in the

temperature, hygienic surroundings, nervous disturb-

ances, etc., for they are all very in)portant factors and
help to disturb the perfect working of the glandular

system. Just how the modus operandi of this bac-

terial factor working in the alimentai'y canal can best

be absolutely determined is the question that is still

pressing for an answer from the physiological chemists.

Until it has been fully solved, the absolute etiology

of these suboxidation processes under discussion, so-

called gout and rheumatism, cannot be absolutely

elucidated except in theory. But even in the absence

of this much desired complete verification, this expla-

nation, as here given, adheres more closely to all the

facts thus far known to modern science than any

explanation previously advanced.

With this concejition of the chemical conditions

that are at work with the system, when affected with

so-called gout and rheumatism, the etiological relation

of these conditions, if any exists, can be apjilied to

the various diseases that are under discussion. It is,

nevertheless, difficult to comprehend how false feed-

ing, the action of the micro-organism in the alimen-

tary canal, and a toxic infection of the system there-

from, can in any manner be looked upon as a primary

etiological factor in the production of a traumatism to

a joint, a sprain, or a bruise. Therefore, it must be

asserted in the very beginning that there is no direct

primary etiological relationship between the so-called

rheumatic condition of the system and traumatic lesion

of the joints. On the other hand, it is equally true

that the abnormal chemical condition of the system

which produces that state of the animal economy
classed as " rheumatism " and " gout " will assert

itself, and modify the whole course of the pathological

problem in connection with a traumatism. This

does not warrant the supposition, however, that the

so-called rheumatic state of the system in any manner
acts as a primary etiological factor in producing the

traumatism of the joint structures. Penetrating a

little more deeply into this intricate problem, we find

that the products absorbed from the alimentary canal,

and which, if n^ained in the system, are the determin-

ing factors in producing the special type of suboxida-

tion that exciters the lesions and symptoms classed as

rheumatic, will influence the pathological changes fol-

lowing a traumatic injury to the joint. This is assum-

ing, however, that there have been false habits of feed-

ing, micro-organisms at work in the alimentary canal,

absorption of toxic products into the system, and

that, in consequence thereof, the animal economy has

been or is on the verge of the suboxidation state called

rheumatism, prior to the receipt of the injury. In

other words, after a mechanical or macroscopic trau-

matism to the joint structures, the nutrition in the in-

jured parts, in one who is suffering from this charac-

teristic chemical state of suboxidation of the system,

which just precedes and makes possible the so-calle<i

rheumatic condition, will undergo changes different

from those occurring in a more normal state of the

system. When this term '' toxic product" is used in con-

nection with the diseases under discussion, it is under-

stood that one of two conditions exists ; either the

system contains one or more by ])roducts which have

resulted from au incomplete oxidation reduction of
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I he [irotoid clcnKiiits, or tlio HysUnii (;oiitiiiiiH proUiid

niolcciilcs wliicli, iiistciid of pursuing tlicir iioniiul

isoiiicric tr;iiisloiin:itioii coiirsc, luivi- Ixjcii (Irllcctcd

tlicrt'lroin. \\'li('ii lliis l:itt(!i' occiirH, tin- protcid

inolccidc is so <'li;iiiu;«'d, isoiiu'ri(';illy, lliat it Ix-coincs

toxic ill its clianu'tcr, yi't it still rt'iiiaiiis an iiiioxidi/.tMl

jjrotcid body. Tliis irri'^^iilar isoiiu^iic traiisloniiatioii

of tilt; protoid bodies, and tlu'ir cliaii^fc! into a toxic

form, easily o}(])lHin tli<^ toxicity of the Hysteni. It

further shows the ditliculty, if not the absolute iiii-

j)ossil)ility, of detetitiiiif the preseiHH! of tlii'se toxic;

proteid bodies as they circulate in the blood and lymph
stream. In whatever manner produced, the toxic

product which, prior to the injury, was eliminated

irom the system without excitiiiif any active; symp-

toms, will often aid in intensifying the patholoiiical

chan<>;es and symptoms resultini^ directly from the

traumatism. Lesions and symptoms whicli would not

have developed in the al)S(;nee of tlu; traumatism are

j)roduced by virtue of the presence of the sul)Oxidation

and toxic condition of the system called " rheumatic."

On the other hand, they would not have occurred in

the presence of the traumatism in a system perfe(;tly

free from so-called gouty and rheumatic conditions.

In instances of this character the so-called gouty and

rheumatic states of the system can be looked ujjon as

etiological factors in the production of some of the

pathological changes and symptoms which follow

direct traumatisms to the joint structures. They are,

however, always secondary and never primary.

This relationship of the so-called gouty and rheu-

matic condition of the system should always be taken

into consideration in connection with every traumatism

that implicates the joints. If such a state of the

system is found to be present, it must be given due

consideration in the general management of the case

;

otherwise recovery will be greatly retarded.

In one instance that came under my observation a

severe wrench to one of the great toes had occurred in

a gentleman in his early fifties. This injury was fol-

lowed by all the characteristic symptoms common to

an ordinary attack of so-called subacute or chronic

gout. So long as the case was treated as one of

simple traumatism, which was the method pursued

before he came under my care, there was no pro-

nounced or permanent improvement. From the mo-

ment the condition was regarded as being primarily

traumatic in its origin, and, in a large measure,

secondarily kept in motion by the gouty suboxidation

condition of the system which preceded the trauma-

tism, and the treatment modified in accordance with

this latter view, improvement was steady, and a per-

manent cure was speedily effected. Here the trauma-

tism precipitated the so-called gouty attack, if I may
so state it, and the only line of treatment that could be

effectual was one directed toward removing the sub-

oxidation state of the system. This is only one of

many cases that could be cited in illustration of this

principle. The same holds true in connection with

the so-called rheumatic conditions. On the other

hand, we frequently meet with instances in which

slight fractures running into the joints and disloca-

tions of the carpal and tarsal bones are diagnosticated

as so-called rheumatic affections. Thus we find that

there may be a commingling of the two conditions,

both acting as etiological factors, even in connection

with simple traumatic injuries of the joints. I here-

fore, each and everv case examined must be carefully

uiiiily/.ed by itMidf, utid due coiiHiderutiuii given to the

truiiiiiutiHiii and to the po.SMible iiiMiience tliut a pre-

vioiiHly exiHtiiig HulHixidatioii Htiili: of the nynUtm

may ut the tiiiu- irxert in the production of the lenionii

ami Hymptoms. When this is Hy.steiii:itir;ally ilone,

treatment will be more scientifically applii-d and the

restoration of the involved joint to its normal fime-

tional a<;tivity mor<; speedily elVeefed.

With th(! septic and goimrrheal aireetioiis of the

joints, all that has been said as to the ndatioii of ho-

called gouty and rheumatic conditions of the Hvstem

to a traumatism can similarly be applied to these two

diseases. The so-called gouty and rheumatic states

of the system are in no sense primary etiological

factors in the production of a septic; or sf>-called gf)nor-

rheal joint. Both, howev(;r, may [day a secondary

part in (hitermining the nature of the lesions and the

character of the symptoms as in the simple traumatic

affections of the joints. But their inHuence will not

be as well marked as it is in tlie former instance.

This is especially true in connection with a septic

joint, where the intensity of suppurative process and

its symptoms mask all those of a minor character,

and also because death usually occurs early in the

disease. The same may be said in connection with

so-called gonorrheal infections of the joints ; for it is

still an open (juestion whether the acute joint symp-

toms developed during the course of the gonorrheal,

or following as sequela-, are not due to a direct septic in-

fection instead of a gonococcus invasion *^ of the joint.

With so-called gonorrheal rheumatism which develops

many months after the acute gonorrheal attack, the

suboxidation state and the toxic involvement of the

system through the alimentary canal are in all prol>

ability more largely responsible for the pathological

changes and symptoms than is the gonorrheal infec-

tion. Thus the so-called rheumatic condition may
{)lay a large part in the development of the lesions

and symptoms in so-called gonorrheal affections of the

joints ; but it is always a secondary and never a

primary cause. Still, in the management of all these

cases it must be carefully considered and the treat-

ment directed accordingly if the best results are to be

attained.

When we come to the consideration of those condi-

tions commonly classed as acute articular rheumatism,

we for the first time reach a point in which the errors

in diet, the action of bacteria in the alimentary canal,

and the absorption or the development of the toxic

products directly traceable to their presence, act

when they are introduced into the system as the

direct etiological factors in determining the special

type of suboxidation. In this manner we can

further look upon the suboxidation and toxic inva-

sion of the system from the alimentary canal as the

direct and exciting cause of the so<'alled gouty and
rheumatic affections. The great variety of toxic prod-

ucts which can be produced in this manner in the ali-

mentary canal, and that can be developed within the

system, as well as those absorbed from the alimen-

tary tract, can be made to explain the varying de-

grees and types of suboxidation encountered. They
can also be made to explain all the ditferent forms and
types of so-called rheumatic affections that are en-

countered clinically. This theory of the production

of these lesions is well supported by that of Weigert**
in his explanation of the various kinds and types of

renal lesions that are known to exist. As vet. how-
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ever, we are not sufficiently familiar with the micro-

organisms and the toxic products to fully trace the

modus operandi from the point of origin of the eti-

ological factor to the final result. If, as seems (piite

probable, many of the toxic products are simply iso-

meric forms of the normal proteid molecule, it will be,

as before stated, a very difficult matter to trace, iso-

late and identify them. At the same time, from the

data at our command, it seems reasonable to assume

that continued errors in diet, the action of various

kinds of micro-organisms in the alimentary canal,

and the production of an almost (uidless variety of

these toxic products, can easily be made to explain

the many forms and types of the so-called rheuma-

tism, even from the slightest myalgia to the most ex-

tensive destruction of the joint structures. Even the

so-called neuropathic joint affections can be elucidated

upon this theory of a disturbance of the nutritive

functions of the animal economy, as they can in no

other way. When one kind of toxic product affects

the system, it, like some of the well-known drugs al-

ready mentioned, will influence the chemistry of the

body in its special manner, and a certain definite train

of lesions and symptoms will follow. The introduc-

tion of still other kinds will produce their special re-

sults, and an almost endless variety of examples

might be mentioned. In the one instance the abnor-

mal and toxic condition may result in a simple conges-

tion only of the intermuscular planes, with an undue
pressure upon the nerve endings distributed to that

particular part. Then we have the condition called

" muscular rheumatism." In another instance the

abnormal and toxic condition, by virtue of a differ-

ence in the toxic jn^oduct, will implicate the central

or the peripheral nervous system and give rise to that

class of cases which are known as neurotic aufl in

which there are no very pronounced joint lesions. In

still others the toxic elements will cause a more pro-

found disturbance of the peripheral nervous mechan-

ism, and thereby the action of the so-called trophic

centres will be so profoundly disturbed that actual

and pronounced destructive changes in the joint

structures are ^Ji'oduced, such as are found in Char-

cot's disease. The most common lesion, however,

that occurs as the result of this special type of suboxi-

dation and toxic infection of the system classed as

rheumatism, is one in which the vascular areas in

and around the joints become congested and is fol-

lowed by a pronounced edematous swelling of the soft

structures in and around the joints affected. In all

these cases it is the lowered nutritive activities and the

action of the toxic products within the system, acting

either upon the central or the peripheral nervous sys-

tem, that cause the disturbance in the vascular and
nutritive supply to the parts affected and thus give rise

to the anatomical changes and symptoms. In the vast

majority of instances tlie injury to the structures in-

volved in the so-called rlieumatism is not sufficiently

great to excite the phenomena characteristic of a true

inflammatory process. Hence, with the removal of

the cause and an improvement in the general, as well

as in the local, nutrition, there is a perfect restoration

of the implicated joints to their normal state. In a

few instances the primary injury from the toxic infec-

tion may be; sufficiently great to excite a truly inflam-

matory process with all the changes characteristic of

inflammation. In all these cases there is a tendency
to more or less permanent damage to the structures in

and around the joints involved. The amount and per-

manency of the damage to the joint will depend en-

tirely upon the intensity of the primary injury and the

duration of the actual inflammatory process.

The most extensive damage to the joints, however,
is met with in those cases which are not inflammatory,

but in which there is a long-continued general suboxi-

dation state of the system, together with its peculiar

type of toxic infection. In these instances the con-

tinual augmented vascular supply to one area, with a

defective supply to another adjacent zone, but in both

instances of material poor in quality and also toxic in

its nature, causes a very irregular distribution of the

nutritive pabulum with which to carry on the func-

tions in and around the joints. So great and varied

is this abnormal distribution of the nutritive pabu-

lum that almost all grades of new formations are met
with in and around the joints. These vary from sim-

ple swellings consisting of atrophied fibrillated con-

nective tissue infiltrated with a watery exudate into

its meshes to well-defined enlargements composed of

dense fibrillated connective tissue almost as firm and
well developed as the normal tendon tissue. These
new formations are located chiefly in the ligamentous

structures and around the end of the bones at the

point of the attachment of the ligaments and ten-

dons.

This newly formed tissue in some cases is infiltrated

with the insoluble salts of calcium and the urates, but

it differs from the so-called gouty depositions in posi-

tion rather than in kind. In the latter the salts are

deposited by preference in the cells of the cartilage

structures, while in the condition under consideration

it is outside the joints and in the newly formed tissue.

In some rare instances there may be develo2)ed

both a carious condition and new bone in and around
the joint. The two latter conditions are very rare

and always suggest the possibility of a syphilitic infec-

tion as an accessory etiological factor.

In all but this latter class this complex chemical

suboxidation 23roblem, with its associated toxic condi-

tion of the system which has for many years been in-

cluded under the so-called rheumatic condition, can be

looked upon as the direct etiological factor in produc-

ing the lesion and symptoms of so-called acute articu-

lar rheumatism in all its varied forms, also the neuro-

pathic joints and some of the forms of arthritis

deformans. This is especially so in all cases in which

the joints become enlarged and distorted by an

undue and irregular deposition of newly formed con-

nective tissue.

In the osteoid types and in those cases in which a

certain amount of caries occurs it is highly probable

that other etiological factors must be taken into con-

sideration in explaining the loss of bone and the de-

velopment of new bone. As already mentioned, it is

highly probable that syphilis plays a decided \MXvt in

producing these grave changes, as it is well known
that syphilis causes a decided tendency on the part of

the system to bring about a carious state of the bones

and a tendency to the formation of new bone.

This method of explaining the phenomena that occur

in connection with conditions of the system so long

known under the names " gout " and " rheumatism "

places us in a much better position to prevent their

development and to disj)lace them from the system

when they have developed. It further shows in which

of the diseases under discussion the " gouty " and
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" rlicunmtic " condition of th»! 8yst«;ni jiots as u dirfct

otioio^icjil factor, aiwl also where its iiillu(;ii(;«: is only

of a secondary nature.
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SEPTIC AND GONORRHEA JOINTS.^

BY CHARLES A. PORTER, M D., BOSTOX.

There is probably no medical term which is made
to cover so many sins and errors in diagnosis as the

oft^used words "joint rheumatism." By dint of care-

ful clinical study, and especially through the aid of

bacteriology, certain types of joint disease have been

gradually differentiated from this ancient chaos. Last

to endure — it is to be hoped soon to go— is the

rather indefinite phrase " gonorrheal rheumatism."

This paper deals with joint infections, septic and

gonorrheal, which may be confused with articular

rheumatism. As this disease is probably also an in-

fection manifesting itself chiefly in the joints, it is

evident that we are dealing with more or less similar

processes, which, though varying in etiology, must
still have many symptoms in common.
No mention will be made of the septic infections

which follow immediately upon operations or open

wounds of joints, or of joint tuberculosis. There re-

main the infections which occur secondary to a su})-

purative process in other parts of the body, or follow-

ing general infection through undiscoverable local

lesions. The more carefully this question is investi-

gated the more we recognize that pathogenic organ-

isms may enter the circulation even in conditions of

apparent health. These organisms either die in the

blood, are eliminated by the kidneys, etc., or localize

1 Read before the Massachusetts Medical Society, June 13, 1900,

and recommended for publication by the society.

th<fniHelv('H in vurioiiH organs or tisHuen wh«.'n- they

may be destntyed l»y ih»? phagocytic celln or geriniridal

hotly fluids. If, through a general or lo<»l diininniied

resistance, the germs conlinn(; to grow, there resultH

u general or local infe«;tion of varying IntenHity. A
favorite sit*; for sueli tnanifehtiitions is the jointH or

tin- adjacent epiphyseal ends of bones. Wln-re a hU|>-

purative or septic [irocess is known U> co<'xist, error.H

of diagnosis are infretpient. In the infcclivr- tli-icaM-H

lik(! scarlet fever, dysentery, piitMiinonia, nieningitiH,

th(! attendant joint complications are usually recog-

nized. Most diliiculties occur in the cases of sfwallerl

i<lio])athi(; arthritis, where the mode of entrance of

i\\v organisms is undi.scoverable, through the tonsils,

pharynx, intestinal tract, a boil or i>ustiile, a small

liealed wound. The germs which most commonly
are found in such joints an- the ordinary pyogenic

staphylococcus, the fctreptococcus, th«! pneumococcus.

Unusual infections occur from the ty[)lioid bacillus,

glanders bacillus, etc. Cases of gonorrheal infection

and the arthritis accompanying osteomyelitis or epi-

physitis, are most frequently mistaken for rheumatism.

In infants or young children often no existing cause

can be found. In older <;hildren or yotmg adults ex-

posure to wet or cold not infreciuently precedes the

joint inflammation, or so-called '' rheumatism " sets in

after an injury. There may have been a sore throat.

The constitutional symptoms are in general more
severe, the fever higher and less irregular, with a

more rapid pulse. Sweats are uncommon, chills rela-

tively frequent, the leucocytosis more marked. The
pain is extreme and boring, limited in the earlier

stages to the epiphyseal end of the adjacent bone

;

this sign soon giving place to general tenderness about

the joint as it becomes involved. Of value for diag-

nosis is the definite interval by which the general

symptoms and great pain precede the signs of local

infection, thus differing from rheumatism. In super-

ficial joints edema soon appears and rapidly extends

;

redness appears later than in acute rlieumatism : the

joint capsule or periosteum may be perforated, when
fiuctuation becomes evident. Though more than one
joint may be involved, such septic processes are

usually monarticular. Salicylates have little effect on
the pain. As early diagnosis is all important to save
the joint from disorganization, puncture, in doubtful

cases, should be resorted to without hesitation. Not
all septic joints have such an acute onset. For ex-

ample, a boy eight years of age entered the 3Iassa-

chusetts General Hospital with the diagnosis of articu-

lar rheumatism of the right knee, duration five days.

Salicylates had caused no improvement. Temperature
100°. pulse 80; only moderate pain and tenderness.

The effusion was slight; leucocytosis 11,000. The
condition remained relatively the same for days, when
it was learned that he had fallen on a needle which
had entered to one side of the patella. The joint

was opened anil found much disorganized. Cidtures
showed pure streptococcus infection.

Another boy of ten, without preceding illness, fell

and struck his left knee. He was brought into the

hospital three days afterwards with the diagnosis of

acute rlieumatism. There were high temperature and
rapid ])alse and several general symptoms. The joint

was very tense and held immovalily fixed. The skin
was much redilened ; pain and tenderness extreme.
Uuiler ether, o ounces of creamy, yellow pus were
evacuated, which showed a pure culture of the pneu-
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inocoi'ciis. The sul)S('(jiit'iit course of this case illus-

trates the frequent harrowing of pus even after

apparently thorough drainage. Several successive

abscesses formed which extended between the muscle

pin lies and fascia?, and up and down the leg. From
all of these pure cultures of the original organisms

were obtained. Although in both of these cases at

the time of operation it appeared as if permanent
anchylosis would follow, at the end of three montlis

tlie knees could be flexed to a right angle. With
eai'ly operation in such cases the prognosis is probably

not as bad as would be expected, especially in chil-

dren and young adults. As gauze stimulates the

formation of granulation tissue, protective seems to be

the ideal drainage material. Under it the synovial

membrane is more quickly restored, adhesions are

prevented rather than excited, irrigation and chang-

ing of dressings is almost painless, and the danger of

pus backing up behind gauze wicks is not present.

To illustrate a joint infection with one of the rarer

organisms, a ctse of Dr. C. B. Porter is of interest.

A man of thirty-five entered the hospital with severe

general symptoms and an arthritis of the great toe

and knee. Cultures from the pus were sterile on

ordinary media. Inoculation into guinea pigs, how-
ever, proved that the infecting organism was the

glanders Imcillus. There was nothing characteristic

in the joint lesions.

When once the diagnosis of a septic joint has been
made, the surgical indications for drainage and disin-

fection are so clear that there is no need to speak of

their treatment.

The pathological processes in these septic joints are

well recognized and need not be alluded to.

Of late several cases of joint infection with the

typhoid bicillus in pure culture have been reported,

and attention has been called to these typhoid joints,

especially by Keen in his monograph.
Owing to the general condition of the patient the

joint lesions are often overlooked. It appears to be
characteristic that an insidious disorganization occurs

in the articular structures which relatively early leads

to dislocation. Indeed, it is this dislocation which in

several cases has first attracted attention. Later,

joint lesions may occur in typhoid fever, after appar-

ent recovery, due either to the typhoid bacillus itself,

or mixed infection with the ordinary pathogenic or-

ganisms which have entered through the healing

ulcers. In such cases a subacute rheumatism may be
simulated.

Though any of the above septic joints may occa-

sionally be mistaken for rheumatism, gonorrheal ar-

thritis is a disease which has hitherto not been suffi-

ciently recognized as quite different from ordinary

rheumatism. Although continual advance has been
made of late, particularly by the Germans, I do not

believe that the majority of the profession yet realize

how often a careful analysis of so-called " rheumatic
cases " will lead to the discovery that the real nature

of the arthritis is gonorrheal. For many reasons the

relative frequency of joint complications is hard to

determine. Statistics from in- or out-patient depart-

ments of hospitals and from private practice vary

much, according to their source. The well-known
unrelialjility of venereal statistics, the great difficulty

in diagnosing chronic or latent gonorrhea in men, and
especially '\n women ; the comparative rareness of

thorough bacteriological examination, with the fre-

quent negative findings, even in undoubted cases,—
all combine to make accurate statistics hard to obtain.

One is often struck on carelully questioning gonor-
rheal patients with the frecjuency with which mild or

severe rheumatic symj)toms have coexisted, and the

mcu'c the physician's attention is directed to this sul>

ject, the more cases of gonorrheal arthritis does he
find. If, as seems jjrobable, between 2 and r)% of

the cases of gonorrhea are complicated by arthritis, it

is certainly not a rare disease. From another stand-

point, although arthritis in connection with a gonor-

rheal infection has been recognized for a long time,

the causative relation of the gonococcus to it has only

recently been demonstrated. The old idea, that the

patient, run down by the disease, develojied articular

rheumatism, has been and is still advocated by some.
While articular rheumatism may occur in such a

patient, the nature of the arthritis, unless absolutely

typical of rheumatism, should be regarded with much
suspicion.

It has been demonstrated, also, that certain joint

lesions occurring in connection with gonorrhea have
been due to the ordinary pyogenic organisms, though
classed under the general heading "gonorrheal rheu-

matism." In such cases, where the bacteria have
entered the blood from the urethra or elsewhere, the

pyogenic organisms dominate the symptoms, and it is

essentially a septic joint disease and not gonorrheal

arthritis. The gonococcus undoubtedly forms a pow-
erful toxin, and certain writers have put forward the

view that the joint manifestations may be due to this

toxin, without actual localization of the organisms.

Careful examination of the contents of undoubted
gonorrheal joints have so fre(iuently proved sterile by
smear and culture that there is some plausibility in

favor of this toxic origin of the milder forms of ar-

thritis. This subject will be spoken of later under
bacteriology. Until recently, gonorrhea had been re-

garded as essentially a local disease, spreading by
continuity. There are, however, a sufficient number
of reliable reports which definitely establish that this

organism may cause metastases in various distant parts

of the body. Such localizations are numerous ; in

the joints, tendon sheaths and bursa?, pleura, perito-

neum, meninges, sheaths of nerves, heart wall and
valves, spleen, lungs, kidneys, periosteum, lymphatic

glands, subcutaneous tissue, skin and parotid gland.

From the circulating blood gonococci have been re-

covered several times, so that we have absolute proof

that this organism may cause a general septicemia,

or pyemia, and may produce pus wherever localized.

As " grippe," with rheumatic pains in various parts

of the body, not infrequently complicates an acute

gonorrhea, or exacerbation of a chronic process, it is

probable that mild systemic infection occurs, which
never goes on to a definite arthritis. The role which
gonotoxin absorption plays in producing these symp-
toms has not yet been determined.

TIME OF OCCURRENCE OF METASTASES.

Though a period of from two to six weeks usually

elapses before metastasis occurs, the joint complica-

tions may first appear months or years after the origi-

nal infection. Fingers's statistics seem to show that

the joint lesions occur more frequently in chronic or

relapsing gonorrhea than during the acute stage ; cer-

tainly in the older cases, where few or no local signs

exist, far more errors are made in diagnosis. Very
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nip'ul disstiiiiiiiiition may occur witliiii :i few diivH <»f'

iiilcctioii. For cxiiinplc, a cii.s(! of Kcsniko's, :i ^iil nl'

twenty, lour days alter iiiarria;;c, ac<|nirii| an a<Miti'

infection from lier linshand, wlio liad purulent dis-

cliarm' at the time. SIk! developed with the syinp-

titms of <;eiu'ral infection ii severe polyartiiritis. The
ruptured liymeii was reyarded hy him as tin- infcrction

atiiuni. In chronic ^on<trrhea the connection hetween

an increase of local symptoms and a reerudeseeiice in

the joint is most strikinij and <'haracteristi(^ in many
cases. The opposite may he true, an<l as in epididv-

initis, local symptoms may cease with tlu; complicatimi,

or may show no chan<re from tin; pntvious condition.

Recent nu'dical literature is full of articles emphasi/-

iuii' the lou^' duration of <ionorrlu!a and deinonstratiiii,f

the dilliculties of determining' when infection has actu-

ally ceased. Particularly is this true in women, where
the disease may appear to be chronic and mild from

the start, and unknown to the patient. Owing to the

numerous bacteria which exist in tlie vagina, culture

methods and even staining are often most unsatisfac-

tory. Negative findings after careful search are so

conunonly proved erroneous by the subse(pient infec-

tion of another party that their value for exclusion is

slight. In 22(j cases of chronic cervical catarrh in

prostitutes without symptoms, gonococci were found

117 times. In many of these cases the organisms

could be found only during or after menstruation.

Kopp reports ;")2 cases of chronic urethritis where

re])eated search was made for gonococci in vain
; yet

without renewed infection, recidives occurred in which
the organisms could be demonstrated. Therefore, in

males also the latent period is often as impossible to

diagnose, and is certainly far longer than is usually

thought.

In a patient of mine who was positive that no new
infection had occurred, gonococci were found in the

seminal vesicles five years after the original disease.

I dwelt on this part of the subject simply to empha-
size that, apart from the mere misstatements or ignor-

ance of patients in regard to gonorrheal infection,

there are many cases where the physician can find no

reason to suspect a connection between the present
'* rheumatism " and past venereal disease, and to

show that the danger of gonorrheal metastases en-

dures for a long time. Though there is a general

belief among genito-urinary surgeons that the metas-

tases in males occur most frequently after posterior

urethritis, it would appear that the depth to which

the gonococci have penetrated into the mucous mem-
brane is of more importance than the part of the

urethra involved. A few days after infection the

gonococci proliferate deep in the mucous membrane
and are carried about within the migrating leucocytes.

The not infrequent edema of the prepuce and swelling

of the inguinal glands are usually due to toxin ab-

sorption, though the presence of gonococci has been

occasionally demonstrated. Though infection may
thus occur through the lymphatic apparatus, it is be-

lieved that the organisms enter through the blood

vessels.

Wertheim was able to show the gonococci in a

thrombus of the bladder wall. The chain was thus

made complete, and found to be similar to ordinary

pyemic infection.

Though males are probably more frequently alllicted

with joint complications than females, the dispropor-

tion is not as ijreat as was once thought.

In huhieH, HutiHe(|iient to gonorrheal ophthHiroia,

there Ih ujiturally no diH[>roportion between the Hexen.

In childhood caneH occur in young girU from vulvo-

vii^iidliH more frcipmiitly than in boyH of the Name

age. In a<lultH, Nuhhc reporlH in one year X'-S caneH,

24 in males and I 'J in fenialcH ; Northrop, 117 in

men and 7(i in women. Ah attention Iuih not Insen

(lulled 8uinci<!ntly to gonorrheal arthritiw in women—
and venereal disease is by them d«rnied or unknown
inor<! commonly than by men — more caHCH have un-

doid)l(!dly be(!n overlooked.

Hedouin re|)ort8 42 cases of arthritiw in connection

with th(! puerperium. While some of these were or-

dinarv pyemic joints, many of them showed the pres-

ence of gonococci. The lacerations attendant upon

childbirth were considered as the source of entrance.

The well-known tendency of puerperal non-suppura-

tive arthritis to prolonged stilTness or anchylosis is

regarded by him as characteristic of a gonorrheal

joint. One case now in hospital illustrates this dis-

ease. Coincident with her confinement she had acute

swelling of the metacarpophalangeal joint, ankle and

knee on the right side. There was no evidence of

uterine sepsis. The baby had gonorrheal ophthalmia.

Salicylates gave no relief to the pain; the local lesions,

which will be spoken of later, were quite characteris-

tic of gonorrhea. The organisms were recovered from
the joint contents in pure culture, as well as from the

urethra.

In addition to the error of believing that women
rarely suffer from gonorrheal arthritis is the mistaken

idea that such arthritis is essentially a monarticular

affection, and different in that respect from acute artic-

ular rheumatism. Recent statistics have shown that

more than one joint is involved in 60% of cases;

yet, though several joints are involved, it is true tha\

one usually bears the brunt of the infection.

The larger joints— the knee, ankle and elbow—
suffer most frequently. The small joints of the hand,

foot and fingers are more commonly attacked than in

acute articular rheumatism, though usually in connec-

tion with other joints. The jaw, spine and sterno-

clavicular articulation are affected more often than in

rheumatism. The sheaths of tendons, the bursa*, es-

pecially the bursa under the Achilles tendon, are

favorite seats for gonorrheal metastases. The tendons

about a joint may be involved with it or independently.

Trauma and overexertion are predisposing causes.

Curetting, the passage of sounds, too vigorous local

treatment, may precipitate a metastasis or make an
existing joint lesion worse. Exposure to cold or wet
exercises no infiuence.

SYMPTOMATOLOGY AND COURSE.

In a disease like this, which varies in its manifesta-

tions from a slight effusion with little pain to disor-

ganization of a joint with formation of pus, accom-
panied by severe general and local symptoms, it is

naturally difficult to classify the various forms and
hard to describe any definite type.

Though at any given time the joint lesion may
closely simulate acute or subacute articular rheuma-
tism, it is, I think, possible in a great majority of

cases to make a clinical diagnosis of gonorrheal ar-

thritis. In cases of acute joint disease, not conforming
typically to articular rheumatism, a careful history

will often make the physician at least suspicious of a
past gonorrheal infection. Thorough local examiua-
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tion may show the presence of an old urethritis or

signs of an old gonorrhea in women. Bacteriological

examination of urethral shreds, discharges from the

cervix, urethra, Bartholin's ducts or adjacent crypts,

may show the presence of gonococci. When such

evidence is wanting the course of the disease and the

general local symptoms can alone be relied upon.

The mode of onset varies. The majority of joint

lesions are mild ;
particularly in connection with

chronic gonorrhea an acute or subacute synovitis de-

velops most frequently in the knee. There is little

pain, moderate stiffness, a varying amount of effusion,

which may rapidly disappear, or may persist with

thickening of the capsule as a painless chronic relaps-

ing synovitis. In such cases there is nothing charac-

teristic, and unless in the acute stage the gonococcus

can be demonstrated by puncture, diagnosis is ex-

tremely difficult. If one or more times this synovitis

recurs with increase in the urethral signs, the diagno-

sis is probable. The cases which are most frequently

confounded with articular rheumatism are more severe,

beginning usually in the morning without preceding

exposure to wet and cold, or tonsillitis. One of the

larger joints begins to swell, with fleeting pain in

several others. The amount of pain is so variable

that from it little help can be obtained in diagnosis.

It may be extreme, but is generally less than in artic-

ular rheumatism. The pain is usually worse at night.

Several joints may be involved, or one joint may
follow another in fairly rapid succession; but the ten-

dency to improve in one as another becomes involved,

80 characteristic of articular rheumatism, rarely occurs

in gonorrheal arthritis. The joint most affected shows

little tendency to improve, and remains swollen and

tender for a long time, entirely out of proportion to

the general symptoms. The amount of fever varies ;

rarely absent at the onset, it may disappear at the end

of a few days, though the joint symptoms remain

active. In severer cases it may last for a number of

weeks, and soon assume the suppurative type with

morning remissions. This is true in cases which have

been proved to be uncontaminated by ordinary pyo-

genic organisms. Almost never does the fever curve

show the markedly irregular remissions characteristic

of real rheumatism. The acid sweats are wanting

;

endocarditis is very rare. The amount of effusion

varies. On the whole it is rather slight, and the

chief changes occur in the synovial membranes and

periarticular tissues. In some cases the joint capsule

becomes rapidly thickened without much edema, but

as a rule the subcutaneous infiltration is well marked,

extending above and below the joint, and giving a

doughy, boggy feeling. The skin is not reddened, the

papilla; are apparent, and the glossy, mottled blush

characteristic of articular rheumatism is absent. The
local heat and superficial sensitiveness are slight. In

short, except for the tenderness and the acute onset,

the gonorrheal joint strongly suggests a tumor albus.

For weeks the local signs are out of proportion to the

general symptoms. Often the pain disappears within

two weeks ; yet for a long time tender points on deep

pressure are found over the sides of the joint at the

insertion of the ligaments or tendons. In acute cases,

the joint is fixed. In the knee fiexion occurs rela-

tively early. Tlie great sensitiveness to deep pres-

sure, the early tendency to stiffness and anchylosis,

are most characteristic. In the wrist, more than in

any other joint, softened tender areas appear among

the tendons, which suggest the formation of an ab-

scess. Pus, however, is infrequent, and one finds

only softened hemorrhagic granulation tissue. The
contents of the joint may perforate the capsule, or

infection by continuity occur. Residual abscesses,

often unaccompanied by fever, may extend along the

tendon sheaths or into the subcutaneous tissue.

Tlie edema and exudate about the joints and tendon
sheaths persist longer than the serous infiltration of

acute articular rheumatism, and after their disappear-

ance the boggy thickening of the capsule and sub-

synovial tissue, with little effusion, is apparent;
whereas, in rheumatism the joints usually recover in

six weeks, gonorrheal joints often remain stiff and
swollen for two to six months. A non-traumatic ar-

thritis which persists for weeks in one joint should

always arouse suspicion.

In several cases I have seen at the hospital, espe-

cially in the wrist, acute tuberculosis was closely simu-

lated. In such cases tuberculin may aid in the differ-

ential diagnosis.

Periarthritis of the shoulder, not infrequent in

young adults, without the history of trauma, may be

due to gonorrheal infection.

BAOTEIIIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY.

A great deal of work has been done on gonorrheal

joints in the past two years, especially by tlje Ger-
mans, as a result of which the behavior of the gono-

coccus in the joint and the resulting lesions are fairly

well understood. Rindfieisch has published the re-

sults in 30 cases very carefully investigated by him.

In 19, gonococci were demonstrated. In 2, the staphy-

lococcus aureus alone ; in 1, mixed with gonococci

was found. In 1, the staphylococcus albus alone, in

another with the gonococcus. In 9 cases no organ-

isms could be found. Weiss has collected 121 cases

of undoubted gonorrheal arthritis, from 92 of which
the gonococcus was isolated. Young, of J ohns Hop-
kins Hospital, recently reports 13 cases of joint and
tendon sheath infection, in which the gonococcus alone

was present. The gonococcus apparently first local-

izes itself in the subendothelial tissue, there prolifer-

ates, and is carried into the joint cavity by the mi-

grating leucocytes, or the desquamated endothelium.

In the first few days the organisms are infrequent in

the joint fluid. At the end of three days the leuco-

cytes and endothelial cells appear in about equal

numbers, and the gonococci are most abundant, yet

are conspicuous for their relative scarcity, occurring

in twos and fours within and without the cells. The
joint fluid is not a favorable medium for their growth.

Degenerate forms soon appear, shown by their refusal

to grow on culture, and the crowding of the leucocytes

with more organisms. Subsequent proliferation occurs

not in the joint fluid, but in the synovial membrane,
as Rindfleisch and others have demonstrated. In 1

case, numerous organisms were present in the fluid on

the third day, had disappeared by the thirteenth, yet

could be demonstrated by culture and smears, in

curettings from the synovial membranes.
In reviewing the cases reported of positive findings,

it is striking that in all of them the joint infection

was relatively fresh, or a recurrence had taken place.

I can discover no mention of gonococci found in

chronic synovitis. When we consider this early dis-

appearance from the joint cavity, the relative scarcity

I of the organisms, and the well-known difficulties in
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i\w\r HucctiSHriil cultivation, wo can iindorHtand why ho

many aspirations may bo Htcrilc, and llio necessity for

early pnnctnrt! of tlio joint for diaj^noslif! purposes is

evident, liotli culture and stainin^r m*;tlio(ls should

be used, for in many instances cultures havi^ proved

positive where no orj;aiiisms could hi! found by stain-

injr, and vice versa. 'I'liouj^h exudation, and even

su|)puration, has been produ<;ed by injection into

joints of st(M-ile products, gonotoxins, in view of the

abovtf-mentioiied facts it seems more likely that the

i:;ono(H)cci have early disappeared from the joint, or

failed of demonstration than that local joint diseas<;

is caused by toxins absorbed from the urethra. In

the elVusion there is nothinir characteristic. It is

more apt to be blood stained and j)uruleiit than in

acute articular rheumatism. Koiiii; re<;ar(l8 a reddish,

gummy, seroj)urulent liuid as insignilicant.

The gonorrheal process in joints is characterized

chiefly by proliferative rather than destructive changes.

The synovial membrane and periarticular tissues are

much thickened and infiltrated, even at a distance

from the joint ; the granulation tissue formed is very

richly vascularized. The capillary walls are thin,

areas of hemorrhage are frequent, and blood usually

escaped into the joint. In more chronic processes in

the joint and about the tendon sheaths, the dark red,

easily bleeding granulation tissue, giving to the joint

or sheath a velvety appearance, is suggestive of a

gonorrheal process. It is the rapid organization of

this granulation tissue and surrounding exudate which

causes the early tendency to stiliuess and anchylosis.

CASES.

A few cases which I have seen at the hospital will

illustrate typical gonorrheal joints.

A girl of thirty, who denied venereal history, en-

tered the hospital suffering from debility. Three

days after entrance she suddenly developed, with

moderate fever, an acute swelling of the right meta-

carpophalangeal joint and right knee. The thumb
was swollen, tender, not red ; moderate effusion in

the joint. In the knee the synovitis was slight. The
capsule was evidently thickened

;
periarticular edema

lacking. Pain severe, worse at night ; leg moder-

ately fiexed. The inflammation in the thumb quickly

subsided, but the local tenderness in the kuee steadily

increased. Three weeks after the onset the joint

was tapped, and a small amount of seropuruleut fluid

obtained, tinged with blood. This relieved the pain.

Cultures were sterile on ordinary media. No organ-

isms could be found by the microscope. As the fever

continued, varying from 1)9° to 101^°, and the joint

had not improved, operation was decided upon. The
knee was held moderately ffexed, very tender on

deep pressure over the external lateral ligaments, and

presented the appearance of a chronic white swelling.

At operation a small amount of turbid blood-tinged

seropus escaped. The cavity of the joint was small,

limited by the greatly swollen synovial membrane,

which in places was an inch thick. Fibrin was' small

in amount. Already adhesions had formed between

the patella, femur, and several parts of the capsule ;

the alar ligaments were greatly thickened. Cultures

and smears were again negative. No organisms could

be found in the sections from the synovial membrane.

At operation a purulent vaginitis was found, but no

gonococci could be demonstrated. A history of

cystitis was finally obtained four months before the

preHont illncHH. The fever gradually Hubnidcri, but
the joint Hvvelling and tunderncHN perBiHtitd for »everal
weukH with great HtiiFuoHB, un<l ultimately unchylonia
wan abHolute. Large doses of mercury and iodide

had no (dfect.

Another case prtviously alludid to nhowed, vJi'mci-

dent with cf)nlin<'m(;nt, a .swelling of the ihund), ankle
and kn(!»!. The Hynqjtoni.s in the hand and foot

ra|»idly subsidrd, but in spile of .salicylaU^-H the knee
joint remained v(!ry painful, (lexed to a right aii'di-,

not red, very tender at sevf-ral jjoints, with mo«l»;raUj

clVusion and moderatt; thickt iiing of the capsule.

This joint was opened by Dr. Harrington. The fluid

was turbid, blood stained, scropurulcnt. Kxatnined
under the nii(;ro.scope, the leucocytes were numerouH.
In a few of them diplococci whirdi decolorized by
(iram's stain were found; in two days pure cultures

of the gonococcus were obtained h\ Dr. Wright.
A man of forty-two, who luul contracted a gonor-

rhea eight weeks before, entered the Out-Patient De-
partment with the following history : Two weeks ago,
with moderate fever and much pain, he had swellin"
of the ankle, shoulder and wrist. In a few days the
inflammation in the other joints sul)sided, but the
wrist continued swollen. The hand and forearm were
much swollen, the exudation firm and boggy ; there
was no redness, little heat. Motion at the wrist was
impossible without great {)ain. In the anatomical
snuif box and over the extensor tendons at the wrist,

two apparently fluctuating areas existed. Gonococci
were demonstrated in the urethra. On incision, the
subcutaneous tissue was porky, the sheaths of the ten-

dons were filled with a gummy, slightly hemorrhagic
exudate. Communication with the joint could be
made out. (Jonococci were recovered from the pus
and granulation tissue by Dr. Wright in smear and
c;ulture. The tenqierature was 100°, the leucocytosis

20,000. Recovery followed very slowly, with marked
tendency to anchylosis.

Another case represented the appearance of an
ordinary palmar abscess over the head of the fifth

metacarpal bone. Duration six days, with superficial

redness of the skin and great tenderness at operation.

No pus was found, but the adjacent joint was filled

with seropuruleut material in which were diplococci

decolorizing by Gram's stain. No growth on ordi-

nary media. The girl had contracted gonorrhea four
months before, and the organisms were still present
in the urethra.

TREATMKXT.

Of the many drugs which have been advocated as
beneficial in gonorrheal arthritis, none in my experi-
ence has exerted much influence on the joint lesion.

The pain is rarely relieved by the salicyl or coal-tiir

products, thus giving some aid in discriminating be-
tween a gonococcus infection and articular rheuma-
tism. Morphia is often required in the acute stages.

The treatment of the urethra should be begun at once,
with mild, hot permanganate, or citrate of silver irri-

gation. No sounds should be passed during the acut<?

joint disease. Laudanum fomentations, turpentine
stupes, guaiacol, or ichthyol ointment, so often used,
have appeared to me to be of little benefit. Most re-

lief has been obtained from the continual use of ice

bags, or dry heat, preferably w ith «i hot oven, at a
temperature of 2,-)0° to 400°.' The circulation is stim-
ulated, pain relieved, and absorption of the exudate
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favored. 1 1 was liopod at one time that the tempera-

ture of the joint couhl be raised suHieiently to inhibit

the growth of tlie gonococcus, which is very suscep-

tible to heat. This seems not to be the case. Flaming

with the actual cautery is tlie best counterirritant and

often relieves the pain.

Absolute immobilization by appropriate splints is

the best treatment in the acute stage. As in other

forms of arthritis, flexion of the knee may occur early.

If gradual extension is too painful, an anesthetic

should be given at once, and the joint straightened

and immobilized, for if anchylosis results adhesions

can be more safely broken by flexion than by exten-

sion. In the elbow the opposite is true, and this

joint should be flexed to a right angle.

While the acute process usually subsides within two

or three weeks, in many cases great pain follows at-

tempts at motion, })robably due to the rapid formation

of adhesions w'ithin and about the joint. Here the

physician is at a loss to decide upon the proper treats

ment. The joint grows stiffer day by day, yet move-

ment is bitterly complained of by the patient. In

such cases, advantage should be taken of the period

of diminished sensitiveness to pain which usually fol-

lows the hot-air bath. Massage should precede move-

ment. Unless the signs in the joint become worse,

treatment should be firmly persisted in. At intervals,

under an anesthetic, the joint may be once fully flexed

and extended, allowed to rest for a couple of days,

when active and passive movements should be contin-

ued. In the acute stages, when the capsule is much
distended, aspiration should be done for the purposes

of diagnosis, and irrigation of the joint. In the suba-

cute period the usually small amount of fluid is prob-

ably beneficial, separates the inflamed joint surfaces

and prevents their adhesion. Pressure with immobil-

ization should not be used at this time. The question

of operation in gonorreal arthritis is coming more and

more to the fore, and is advocated even in relatively

mild cases by good surgeons, who report numerous

cases where the fever, general symptoms and pain

have been quickly relieved by operation, and earlier

use of the joint followed.

\\y operation the toxins and gonococci in the joint

fluid may be rapidly evacuated, and such treatment is

indicated in all severe gonorrheal joints, as in any sej)-

tic arthritis. With proper precautions the danger

from sepsis is probably slight in comparison with the

advantage to be gained ; good temporary results may
follow oj)eration in the knee, where the surfaces can

be seen, thoroughly cleaned, and superficially disin-

fected ; but, as the gonococci will continue to prolif-

erate in the synovial membrane beyond reach, the

process, though checked, will often continue. As rel-

atively few pure gonorrheal infections lead to suppura-

tion, the treatmcnit by immobilization and early ])assive

motion is safer for general adoption. Particularly is

this true in the more com[)licated joints, as the ell)o\v,

ankle or wrist, where thorough irrigation and drain-

age are usually impossi])le, and where incisions among
the adjacent tendons would not infrequently lead to

the anchylosis which opei-ation is intended to prevent.

When pus can be demonstrated by fluctuation, edema
and redness, or aspiration of the joint or tendon sheaths,

tlnui only shoidd operation be resorted to. Incision,

irrigation, immeHiate suture, without drainage, should

be attempted.

The passive hyperemia method, advocated by Jiehr,

in the treatment of joint tuberculosis, has been used
with good results in gonorrheal arthritis. The limb is

bandaged up to the joint ; above it a flat tourniquet

is applied, sufficiently tight to impede the venous cir-

culation. The joint swells, the pain is relieved, and
earlier motion is reported. This was true in 2 of my
cases. In 3 others no benefit followed.

SUMMARY.

In this paper I have endeavored to show: (1)
That the gonococcus alone can cause arthritis, which,

without the ^Ji'esence of other organisius, may be jjur-

ulent.

(2) Gonorrheal arthritis occurs not only in acute

gonorrhea, but in the chronic or latent stages, which
persist much longer than is commonly believed.

(3) The signs of such chronic infection in the male
and female are often slight, and disregarded or over-

looked by the patient and physician.

(4) In consequence, not a small proportion of cases

are diagnosed as articular rheumatism which are really

of gonorrheal orijiin.

NEUROPATHIC JOINTS.*

BY SIDNEY A. LORD, M.D., BOSTON.

It is obvious that the term " neuropathic joint

"

might reasonably be of very wide or extremely lim-

ited application, according to whether we had most in

mind the fundamental rule played by the nervous sys-

tem in all vital processes on the one hand, or on the

other the smallness of the number of joint affections

generally regarded as essentially trophic in nature.

I shall apply the term in this paper to all those af-

fections which seem, from the evidence at present

available, to owe their characteristics to the direct in-

fluence of the nervous system, whether strictly trophic

or not. The limitations of time will prevent any

more than passing mention of the neuromimetic and
so-called hysterical joints, which indeed do not fall

within my province, for they depend upon disorder of

ideas, are psychopathic in origin, not resulting from

physical lesion. They have moreover but slight bear-

ing on the differential diagnosis of the profoundly

altered joints with which this paper principally deals.

Taking up first the classic examples of true ner-

vous arthropathies as they are called— those of tabes

dorsalis and syringomelia— we find that the anatomi-

cal characters are almost identical in the joints, not-

withstanding the great and essential differences shown

by the diseases as a whole, so that much of what can

be said of one applies to both.

It is of primary importance to recognize the facts

that the joint lesions of these two cord diseases are in

typical form almost absolutely limited to them, that

they occur with frequency, f)'/,, to 10''^; of all tabet-

ics and about 10 f'/,, of syringomyelics being thus af-

fected, and that couspicuons among the symptoms in

both troubles are extensive losses of sensation. The
course of these arthropathies need not be here de-

scribed in great detail.

The following mode of onset is not at all uncom-
mon. P^ntirely without warning, entirely without

pain, entirely without evident cause, during some mild

* Head before The MaFgaclniBette Medical Society, June 13, 190O,

and recomniended for publication by the society.
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muscular action, iibsolutcily without ofTort, often quito

bul'oro iiiiy »l(!V()l()|nm!iit of aliixiii, tlu; Ici; j^ivoH vviiy

or tlic :iriu drops, and tlio joint— kiuM! or .sliouldt-r,

for oxiimplo— l)t!conu!.s at orico us(dcHH ; or if not at

once, in a low niinutcis or hours. For thrro (juickly

ensues an onornious, tonso, lluctuant swdlinj^, ult(!riy

destroyini; action of th(! joint. In its 8U<ldt!nnfss and
extent, this svvidlinj;- is (juite out of the domain of all

other conditions besides tabes or syrin^omycdia, i!X-

cept that following ihe j^reat crushing viol(!n(;e of ac-

cident cases. 'Die swelling (jxiends usually Ixnond
the joint limits— this is very characteristic; in fact

it is not uncommon for the whole limb, or one seg-

ment, to increase enormously in size with astonishing

rapidity. The cause of this is a remarkable subcutan-

eous and muscular indltration, hard, uon-pitting, often

visibly hemorrhagic. There is no pain, and signs of

inflammation are absent.

The further course of these arthropathies is the re-

verse of the onset : absorption is slow and rarely com-
plete, there remaining permanently moderate hydrops,

with eventual (sometimes extremely rapid) develop-

ment of Hail joint or Sdduttcr-gelenk, a unicjue condi-

tion of painless, fully mobile luxation. This state of ab-

normal mobility does not necessarily require a long time

for its production— it may often be detected to slight

degree in the course of a very few weeks, or as soon as

the swelling has considerably receded. During the

stage of active distention, it is not usually present.

The extreme grades of it, resulting in those fantastic

shapes which, as Marie ^ says, " shame the double-

jointed man " and result even in perforation, are only

found in chronic cases. After this stage there some-
times occurs complete restitutio ad inteynun, not

without tendency to relapse, however. There com-
monly remains grating on movement, and the neigh-

borhood of the joint slowly enlarges. Termination in

anchylosis is rare. (Schlesinger "^ reports 2 cases in

syringomyelia.) Other than this, cure is not to be

expected.

The pathologic anatomy of these lesions is most
interesting. It resembles much that in arthritis de-

formans, and consists in rarefication and hypertrophy

of bone, cartilage, ligament, and synovial membrane.
Combinations of these changes are most diverse, and
explain the clinical variations in large degree. Bony
fraugibility and weakness of ligaments are of especial

importance.

There are two principal types of change — atro-

phy and hypertrophy. In the atrophic form there is

sometimes immense absorption of bone, which may in-

clude a considerable part of the shaft,— of the hu-

merus or femur, for example,— the heads of the bones

having completely disappeared. The opposing bony
joint surface is likely to become somewhat hyper-

trophied under the influence of abnormal attrition.

The hip and shoulder usually show the atrophic

form.

The hypertrophic form is more common ; there are

irregular bony projections, perhaps free pieces of

bone, large and small, in the joint, the cavity of which

looks shrunken, through the great development of

connective tissue. In the middle of the joint the car-

tilage has disappeared. The Huid in the joint is thick,

yellow, sometimes hemorrhagic, occasionally almost

pure blood. The ligaments are destroyed and ossified

in varying degrees. The synovial membrane is often

luxuriantly fringed. Fracture into the joint is com-

mon. Thifl last Htatcmont indicuten thut th(>r<3 in an

extreme degn>'e of bony fragility ; in arthritin deform-

auH Huch fructun;, at least of llm wliole head of th«

i)one, as is here He«Mi is absent or extremely rare.

Anatomi<;ally still otlie,r dislinctions between the two
conditions have be<Mi descrilxvl.

What is the inunediate (laiise rjf thrjse, arthropa-

thies? In discussing this it will be important to men-
tion tlie chief clinical variations. It is vital to point

out that, in its etiology, it is imjiosHible to separate

fractun; from the arlliropathies theniselves. There
can be no doubt of very frequent coincidence of fract-

ure with arthropathy; and in the joints above dis-

cussed, with large swellings, the relation is probably

nearly constant. I believe it highly probable that in

such cases the fluid is, much more commonly than at

present supposed, purely the result of active hem-
orrhage, lirissaud's •' interesting case illustrates this.

Tapping is unfortunately rarely done, so that we can-

not be sure.

It seems to me that this factor of hemorrhage is

necessary to complete the theories of Pa^et, Volk-

mann, Kolisko* and others who believed that the

whole cause of arthropathy lay in violent ataxic move-
ments, sufficient to fracture bones and to rupture the

joint structures. The great force of these unfelt in-

co-ordinated movements, the inco-ordination being aug-

mented sometimes by irregular muscular atrophy,

must be acknowledged, and the potency of this cause

admitted, in view of the occurrence of so-called spon-

taneous fracture of even thick and sclerotic tabetic

bones (Kolisko). It is easily seen that joint hemor-
rhage would be highly apt to result from such violence,

would be rendered even more likely by the erosion of

soft structures, and would explain particularly well

the rapidity of swelling. There is, further, special

ground to suspect hemorrhage when, as very rarely

happens, much pain exists (Brissaud).

But ataxia, if a factor in producing these arthropa-

thies, is not their exclusive cause. For, how would it

account for their appearance in syringomyelia, in

which there is no ataxia, or in tabes before the devel-

o[)ment of ataxia, or for their following exceedingly

slight direct blows? Or, how would it explain the

enormously diffused serous infiltration (not explainable

mechanically), or the progression of symptoms dur-

ing quietude, and the continuance of bone atrophy
when the articular surfaces are no longer in con-

tact ?

It is evident that the final cause of these arthrop-

athies is other than the immediate mechanical influ-

ence of ataxia, and tliat a more subtle pathologv is

demanded.
Arthritis deformans, gout and syphilis, all of which

have been widely believed in, and strenuously put

forward as exclusive causes, will, it is obvious, not

begin to account for the extraordinary phenomena
just described, nor will they account for the milder

forms of arthropathy which their manifestations much
more resemble, for those milder forms pass finally

into severe ones. (Striimpell,"' formerly skeptical,

now admits that it is hard to avoid the assumption of

trophic disturbance.)

The association of these arthropathies with tabes

and syringomyelia in some perfectly definite way is

quite evident— their rarity in other cord diseases

points to this— likewise the large number of other
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pheuoraeiia of undoubted trophic origin in tabes and
syringomyelia; it seems in fact quite necessary to

assume a special trophic disturbance, to account for

the joint disease in question.

Is tliis trophic disorder due to neuritis? There is

much evidence in favor of this, but not enough to

warrant the assumption that neuritis is the only cause.

Its presence is not constant, though very frequent, as

Pitres and Carriere * have shown. We do not know
vvhetiier it is secondary to the joint trouble, or whether
it is due to the cord lesion. It is most intense in the

neighborhood of the affected joint, and this points to

the first possibility as the true one.

The following may be regarded as a conservative

view : Several factors undoubtedly can and do exist

in the etiology of both high and low grades of the

arthropathies; but the only absolutely constant ele-

ment is the nervous system, which acts directly by
influencing nutrition, and indirectly by ciusing ataxia.

These factors are, in the order of their probable im-

portance, central and ueuritic trophic disorder; anes-

thesia of the joints ; traumatism, direct and (through

ataxia) indirect; muscular hvpotonia; arthritic ten-

dency and syphilis. They act probably in this way.
The nervous trouble predisposes the joints to disease

through alteration of the sensory neurons. That the

sensory nerves, while furnishing sensibility to the

bones and joints, in some way take care of their

nutrition may be regarded as proved. Now there is

equal reason to suppose that normal synergetic mus-
cle actions depend on continuous afflux of stimuli

from the periphery. Therefore, any interruption of

function of the centripetal joint nerves will result in

inco-ordiuation, with consequent loss of normal sup-

port to the joint. This loss entails uneven and vio-

lent stretchings and pressures on the ligamentous
structures and articular surfaces. The disorder in-

creases in a vicious circle on account of the relation

between muscle and ligament. Osseous hyperplasia

or atrophy occurs, this being determined probably by
increase or loss of blood supply from vasomotor
change. Irritation from rubbing is part of the cause
of the exostoses. Latent arthritic tendencies, which,
of course, must often be present, are hastened into

activity, and pursue a more extended course than
they would otherwise take. Continued use of the

joint, on account of the absence of all pain, after the

lesion has begun, is a most important element in

causing further damage. It must be added that the

early inco-ordination which occurs on the development
of joint anesthesia probably begins at once to dam-
age the joint even before ataxia has been manifest.

This helps to explain the excessively early appear-
ance of some of these lesions. The role of hypotonia
etiologically is likewise constant, if less important.
That of syphilis may be deemed comparatively unim-
portant on account of the fact that there is nothing to

show that the disease is frequently present.

In concluding this matter of etiology, the close and
interesting correspondence of the arthropathies to the

seat of the chief cord lesion must be mentioned—
localization in upper limb in syringomyelia, in the

lower in tabes. On the contrary, when the gliosis is

of the lumbar type the arthropathies affect the lower
limbs. Cervical tabes in like manner has been asso-

ciated with upper limb arthropathy. It is to be pre-

sumed that shoulder affections of tabes are always to

be explained ou the anatomical basis of cervical

involvement, and that, in general, leg athropathies

occur the earlier in tabes.

The other joints affected in tabes are, beside the

vertebrae, nearly all the articulations, knee, hip, shoul-

der and elbow being the most frequently involved.

The '• tabetic foot " is of rather different type,

showing constant tendency to hypertrophy of bone,

including even tibia and fibula, and ending in anchy-
losis. Its sudden and painless beginning results from
rarefication and crumbling of tarsal and metatarsal

bones. The shape is unlike anything else; the foot

looks shortened, thickened and rounded, and the vault

has disappeared. The appearance known as Chinese
foot is largely due to muscular atrophy (Senator''), and
occurs in various other diseases. It must be distin-

guished from true tabetic foot.

In syringomyelia, the arthropathies of the small

hand joints and the severe grades of kyphoscoliosis, all

ascribed to trophic disorder, are worth mention. The
purity of the type in the hand is obscured by infection

and suppuration (Schlesiuger).

There are certain unusual events in the course of

classic arthropathies, notably the very rare occur-

rence of pain, sometimes severe, ascribed by Brissaud

wholly to stretching from effusion. It is, however,

not wholly understood. It is possible that the usual

rupture of the capsule, allowing escape of fluid and
permeation of the periarticular tissues, here fails to

occur. It is not clear why pain appears unless we
assume analgesia of the joints but not of the skin.

Investigation of poss ble association with neuritis

would be of interest. The presence of pain has been
adduced without justification, in my opinion, as an
argument against the causative influence of analgesia.

Suppuration and inflammation are most uncommon
and certainly obscure the type of tabetic joint when
present. The pathology is obviously different from
usual. Suppuration is almost invariably secondary to

trauma, occurs in the late cases, and should not con-

fuse. Its course is remarkably mild, and in general

the reaction of these joints to infection is slight.

The diagnosis of these joint lesions is rarely diffi-

cult except in certain early cases not long under

observation. Mistakes would almost never occur if

the possibility of cord lesion were in mind. Enough
has been said to show the distinctions from simple

fracture and luxation. There is, however, a condi-

tion of habitual luxation of the shoulder joint in

syringomyelia, often preceded by direct trauma, which

is of great practical and medico-legal importance.

This may occur before obviously extensive change in

the joint, and the patients have usually come to the

surgeon unaware of central trouble. Schrader ^ re-

ports 15 cases. Some of these had had previously no

cord symptoms.
Occasionally an early case with slow, chiefly hyper-

trophic changes, especially if tending towards anchy-

losis, will be confused with osteo-arthritis. The
resemblance may be close clinically, but these cases

are uncommon and rarely long unassociated with

symptoms of the central lesion. There may be a

history of undue mobility. Characteristic involve-

ment of small joints is lacking. There is also likely

to be much more extensive periarticular and subcu-

taneous ossification than occurs in arthritis deformans,

and a greater liability in the presence of large, free,

bony masses in the joint.

In those cases in which, like that of Dercum and
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Spill(!r' (ayr.), gratiii<f in th(! joint prcccMlcH l»y ytiiirH

till! (I(!V(!l()|>iiioiit of typical iirtliropalhy, ilitt dijij^nosiH

iiiiiy at first ho iinposuibh;.

'l'li(! cxtrcuu! atropilic cases with hixations ari' uii-

iiiistakahlc.

'I'hcrc havo hccn reported anomalous conhinations

of symptoms rcscmhlinu; hoth syringomyelia and talx's;

the ^riniter tendeiuiy in the I'ornKir to dilTiise ossifica-

tion in the limh and to necrosis of hone would assist

in the diagnosis of any joint trouhle.

The complex ol" RIorvan's disease, so called, is com-
mon to hoth leprosy and syringomyelia, and n<!ed not

be fnrther considered as such. Leprosy occasions

ditliculty only in hand afl'ections and oidy in atypical

instances.

One case of central cord tuberculosis produced typ-

ical tahetiform arthropathy and was not diagnosed in-

tra vitain (Schlesinger)

.

Ilcmatomyelia, a condition of hemorrhage into the

cord in which the distribution of the blood is much
like that of the gliosis process, appearing generally

after accidents, may be in question. One doubtful

case of this kind, that of Goldthwait,'** has come to

my notice.

Syphilis must always be considered as a remote

possibility, simulating perhaps more the foot affection

than those of the other joints. Practically speaking.

antispecitic treatment never benefits these troubles.

When it does do so it might be expected that other

luetic symptoms would be present ; but this is not

true, otherwise a suspicion would be warrantable that

not tabes but spinal lues was the central lesion.

Londe ^^ calls attention to one case of true arthro-

pathy in progressive muscular atrophy of the spinal

type, and to one in chorea. He draws a fundamental

distinction between the genuine lesions occurring in

those diseases and gliosis and tabes, on the one hand,

and all other nervous joint disorders on the other ; as-

serting that, in the latter, one of two factors— infec-

tion or auto-intoxication— is always necessary for the

produciiion of the arthropathy, plus the nervous ele-

ment. The nervous system is supposed to determine

principally the location of the joint trouble in such

cases, and Londe is right on the whole in thus assign-

ing to it a subordinate part. I think, however, that

two additions may be made to his list of diseases in

which genuine arthropathies occur, to wit, central

tuberculosis of the cord and certain instances of the

trophic variety of intermittent hydrops, and perhaps

hematomyelia.

Those non-genuine arthropathies emphasized by
Londe are seen most frequently and typically in mye-
litis, neuritis and hemiplegia, also have been reported

in Friedreich's disease, ataxic paraplegia, bulbar

paralysis, and tuberculosis of the spinal column.

They are all rare, and occur with significant incon-

stancy compared to the regularity of joint involvement

in tabes and gliosis. And it is to be observed that

they are not associated so definitely with extreme sen-

sory losses as are tabes and gliosis.

The false arthropathies, as they may be called, are

of quite different type from the genuine— they are

distinctly inflammatory in nature, accompanied con-

stantly by pain, redness, and often by suppuration.

In regard to those in hemiplegia. Weir Mitchell '-

has recently renewed attention to the intense irrita-

tive— not paralytic— sensory symptoms, and depre-

cates the superficial reasoning which assumes a mere

fioinclclence with rheumatism. Thew! hcmiplo^c
joint leHioiiH are in moHt remarkable manntr pr«-c«;d(;(l,

sometimes for yi-ars, by lively painn whi<h are limited

to th(! side afterwards [»araly/<<l.

There are Heveral other joint afTection.H which may
be spoken of as neuropathic. Among them th«

most interesting is hydrops artlcnlonim intermittent.

Al)OUt .");"» (!xamples liave Ix-frn rejiorted ; they repre-

sent H(!veral ilifl'erent pathological states, hut after

(diminating thos(! cases in which some such obtrusive

condition as acute ost(!omycIitis gives at least an ana-

tomical basis for the disease, if it does not afford an

(explanation of tlu; periodicity, thr re remains a group
in which the regularly or irregularly recurring hy-

drops, of apparently spontaneous beginning, is suscep-

tible of no other exjjlanation than that of vasomotor
disturbance. Some of these are certainly hysterical.

The location is far more commonly in tlie knee than

elsewhere, but the other joints have been affected.

It is usually unilateral, sometimes alternating riglit

and left, seldom very painful, and often quite irregu-

lar in its manifestations. The more striking cases

are, however, almost uniform in recurrence, and in

duration of attack and in location. Tlie intervals

vary from hours to months, but most frequently last

from ten days to two weeks. The disease sometimes
persists for many years, finally to cease spontaneously
or seemingly through the influence of treatment.

This trouble is rarely mentioned in the books.

Among others, Senator'* has recently written upon
it and points out that the question of the presence of

slight degrees of real inflammation cannot be decided

as long as we do not know the absolute distinction

between exudate and transudate. An exceptionally

well-marked case which I have lately seen will be
made the subject of further report.

Another type of great interest is the acro-arthritis

of Hutchinson, recently described further by Mac-
Mahon,^* regarded by the former as induced by gout
in cases showing marked tendency to Reynaud's dis-

ease ; that is, to conspicuous circulatory disturbance

in the Angers. In this trouble the terminal finger

articulations become typically wobble-jointed, with

effusion, in tabetic fashion. The anatomicopathologi-

cal appearances correspond to those in tabes, which,

it must be remembered, may itself produce arthrop-

athies in this location. Tabes, however, is not pres-

ent in Hutchinson's group.

The disease described by Marie as osteo-arthropathy

of pulmonic origin is not an arthropathy to any essen-

tial extent, and is better described as ossifying osteo-

periostitis with hypertrophy of neighboring soft parts.

It is usually of toxic origin, and occurs in many other

than lung diseases ; although in those it develops the

most acutely and to the highest degree.

Its essential lesion occurs in syringomyelia at times.

Clinically, it begins with clubbing of the fingers, but
the ordinary form of finger characteristic of lung dis-

ease is accentuated into a marked drumstick type with

enormous nails, which attain the full width of the pha-

lanx, leaving no marginal flesh. Decided or even
cauliflower-like tufting of the bone shows constantly,

in radiographs. Wlieii fully developed, this disease

induces pronounced enlargement of wrists, ankles and
adjacent parts of the long bones. It is uncommon.
The photographs which I show you indicate the free-

dom of the joints from the affection.

In regard to the treatment of the trophic joint
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lesions, unfortunately only too little can be said. But
it is certainly true that it has been unduly neglected.

The outlook when the affection occurs in tabes or

gliosis is undeniably bad ; but can we not do a little

more in prophylaxis ? In all severe nervous troubles,

particularly wlien extensive paralyses of sensation

accompany them, every precaution should be taken to

prevent violence to the joints. There should be con-

stant watchfulness for grating or undue mobility;

and with the fust definite indication of approaching

trouble in a joint, this watchfulness must be redou-

bled, and temporary rest in bed enjoined, with meas-

ures for immobilization. Relief of pressure from

effusion must be secured in the event of tense swell-

ing, by tapping. If done early in hemorrhagic cases

the bleeding might be stopped by hemostatics, and

the weakened joint structures saved from the destruc-

tive effects of great distention. Antispecific drugs

should be given their slim chance in the beginning.

The deleterious influences of ataxia should be guarded

against by the early employment of Fraenkel's inval-

uable method of training.

The extreme forms of joint disorganization with

dislocations must have orthopedic treatment ; leather

splints, properly applied, are very efficacious. Am-
putation is sometimes advisable, and I see in the

peculiar state of trophic function no contraindica-

tion. As a matter of fact, these joints and limbs

heal readily. Indeed, it is often affirmed that the

union of fractured bones takes place with unusual

speed, the large callus being held to corroborate this

view. This is wrong. The repair of bone occupies

generally as much time as usual, indeed sometimes

obstinate non-union is seen. The great callus often

observed is the result of continued attrition in the

ataxic, analgesic member.
The inflammatory type of arthropathy is more

amenable to treatment. Suppuration demands surgi-

cal measures. As has been pointed out, there is not

here the menace to life associated with other forms of

acute suppurative arthritis.

For intermittent hydrops, besides removal of obvi-

ous cause of inflammation, the use of arsenic in long

continued moderate doses has seemed to be of much
service. But in the purely idiopathic variety our

present crude methods achieve little result.
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A.MBIDEXTERITY TO BE TaUGHT IN PlIIT.ADKLPIIIA

S(;irooLS.— It is said that the Board of Education in

Philadelphia i.s about to undertake to train school

children to be ambidextrous tlirough a regular course

of exercises to be carried out at the schools. The suc-

cess of the exi)eriment will be watched with interest.

PLAGUE.

With the development of improved and more rapid

means of communication, it is a self-evident fact that

distant parts of the world are being brought into closer

and closer relation, and the danger of the spread of

disease thereby very greatly increased. Thirty years

ago we had small fear of the introduction of tropical

diseases into our large cities ; now we must be con-

stantly on our guard lest through some carelessness an

infected vessel gain access to our ports and its crew

be the possible source of the dissemination of disease.

No more striking evidence of the acknowledgment of

this new responsibility could be furnished than the

success of the recently organized London School of

Tropical Medicine, which is already crowded with stu-

dents in preparation for the intelligent study and

treatment of diseases of the tropics. During the past

months the danger of the introduction of disease from

regions where it is endemic has been strikingly shown

in the appearance of plague at various distant points

in almost every part of the world. The fact that it

has gained no headway is an equally strong proof of

our increasing ability to cope with the large question

of prophylaxis. The experience through which Glas-

gow has gone with regard to plague, and its gratifying

outcome, is an object lession which we should do well

to ponder. In the October number of the Scottish

Medical mid Surgical Journal, Dr. W. Leslie Mac-

kenzie, medical officer of health, narrates certain mat-

ters of interest with regard to the situation in that

city. However stringent a quarantine may be, he

feels that the spread of the disease is usually brought

about by the mild, unrecognized ambulant case, which

means vigilance far greater than is necessary to com-

ply with ordinary quarantine requirements. Further-

more, the rats and fleas must be exterminated, a task

apparently of no small magnitude. So far no really

successful method has been found. Dr. Mackenzie

concludes his very vigorous paper as follows :
" The

public confidence in Glasgow vigilance and energy
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h1i()u1(1 not bo allowed to iiUHlead. Tlu! plaj^iic ih

(fvcryvvlicrc, Ix'tMiiHc tlio ports iiifcictcd with it an- in

daily (roiiv«'rsc with every important phu;e in the Kasl-

(M-n and the Western World. I'UirojK' is continnully

under a menaces (ilas<jo\v will solvtt its own prob-

lems ; but every local authority in liritain had better

be puttin<f its houst; in order. The profusion of arri-

vals from South Africa is no small danger. The arniv

will come home and briuij; with it much typhoid and

dysentery. It may briui;- the |)l:i<;u(( too. Tlu^ stupid

creatures that deprecate •alarmist' views are just those

that run from the real dauijer. Our towns an; none

too derail, our rats are none too lew, our stnu'ts are

none too little stnnvn with foul dust, ashes and paper,

that we should <;iv(; any (piarter to tlu; arm-chair sani-

tarian, who is ' not as other men are.' The price of

freedom from plague is vigilance against dirt— and

rats."

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOSTON CITY
HOSPITAL.

We have before us the thirty-sixth annual report of

the Boston City Hospital, a volume this year compris-

ing two hundred and twelve pages. The changes and

improvements at this hospital during the last few

years have been so immerous that it is with a sense of

surprise that we take up the report each succeeding

year to find that still others are in progress. Apart

from certain minor changes in the heating and power

plants, necessitated by the rapid growth of the hospi-

tal, and the proper equipment of the laundry, com-

pleted in 18'.)8, the administrative portion of the insti-

tution has not been enlarged. The most notable

new building is the Ann White Vose House for

nurses, to which attention has already been called in

these columns. This building provides a permanent

and wholly adequate home for the nurses.

The continued success and growing usefulness of the

South Department, devoted to the care of contagious

disease, should be a source of satisfaction to every one,

whether or not he belong to the medical profession.

The following statistics are of interest, showing an

increase in the amount of work over the correspond-

ing period of the preceding year, and a marked in-

crease in the winter months : At the beginning of the

year there were 258 patients, against L);") the previous

year. The number of patients admitted was 2,787,

against 1,620 for the previous year. The largest

number at any one time was 323, against 260 for the

previous year. The daily average number of patients

was 250, an increase of 106 over the preceding year.

The average days' stay was 30. The total number of

weeks' board was 13,053. Of the total number of pa-

tients admitted, 324 have died, including 107 who died

within forty-eight hours after admission, or 33 per

cent, of all deaths. The death rate from diphtheria

during the year was 9.9 per cent, as compared with

12.8 per cent, for the preceding year ; omitting patients

admitted in a moribund condition, the mortality would

be reduced H till fnrlh< r, to '>,•; |i<T«;<-nt. I)iirinK IM'.J'.I,

of all eHH(;H of diphthi-ria occurring in ItoMton .'15 p<>r

cent, wen; treated at the South Dipartnii-nt. A prol>-

lera Hoon to be tntrt iH in<Teased room for thiH claHA of

cases ; already the hospital is fre<pieiitly in danger of

overcrowding. Another fact, which we note with sat-

isfaction, is llu! final establiHhiintit of a relief and

ambulance station on llaymarket Srpiure, in accord-

ance with a re(;ommendatioii madi- by tiie Hoard of

Trustees two years ago.

The hospital at present r((|iiii<-s much larger a<coni-

modations for both the Medical ami Surgical Out-I'a-

tient Departments, owing to the very rapid increasr- in

th(! iMunber of patients. Two years ago the number

of visits to the surgical department was 48,482 as

against 62,131 during the past year, and within the

last five years the total nnnd)er of surgical cases has

doubled. The out-patient buildings now are the same

as those in use ten years ago, allhongh the number of

patients treated is nearly three times as great. We
have always felt that the work of the out-patient de-

partment of a large hospital is one of its most impor-

tant services to the community, and its medical admin-

istration one of the most arduous duties a physician is

called upon to perform. It is unfortunate, therefore,

that a more active interest should not be shown in this

department of a hospital's work, to the end that ade-

quate accommodations be provided. There is too

great a tendency to regard out-patient de})artments as

appendages of a hospital, rather than as one of its in-

tegral parts.

A considerable portion of the report is taken up

with hospital statistics, which we are glad to observe

are prepared with much greater care than usual, as re-

gards classification. The volume has several illustra-

trations, chiefly of the new Nurses' Home, and two

large diagrams of the hospital grounds and buildings.

]MEDICAL NOTES.

Ykllow Feveu in Havana. — It is reported that

yellow fever prevails in Havana to a greater extent

than at any time since 1897. For the week ended

September loth there were 9 deaths. The week
ended September 22d also showed 9 deaths, while

there were 19 during the week ended September

29th. The Marine Hospital reports show a total of

49 deaths for August. In August, 1898, there were

16 deaths from yellow fever in Havana; in August,

1899, there were 13. Statistics of other years are,

August, 1893, 100 deaths; 1894, 73; 1895, 120;

1896, 262, and 1897, 102. The excess of mortality

during the present year over the two preceding years

is supposed to be due to the fact that there are many
more unacclimated persons in Havana now than at any-

time since 1897. The tihhiness of Havana harbor is

regarded as one of the essential causes of the continu-

ance of the disease, in spite of active sanitary meas-

ures within the city.
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RON'TGEN SOCIKTY OF THK UnITF.D StaTKS.

Tlio first regular meeting of this newly organized so-

ciety will be held in the Academy of Medicine, New
York City, December 13 and 14, 1900. The object

of the society is the advancement of the knowledge of

x-ray work and allied arts and sciences. Membership

is open to physicians and to others interested in the

general subject. The president of the society is Dr.

Heber Robarts, of St. Louis. Mo.

Glasgow Plague Chkcked.— An official bulle-

tin reports that the outbreak of plague in Glasgow has

been completely checked. Twenty-one days have

elapsed since the last case. The reception liouses

were closed October 11th.

Medical Club ok PiiiLAOELriiiA. — The Medi-

cal Club of Philadelphia will hold a reception for

Dr. Maurice H. Richardson, of Boston, at the Hotel

Bellevue, Friday evening, October 26th.

boston AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, October 17, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

124, scarlatina 26, measles 23, typhoid fever 20.

Smallpox in New Bedford, Mass. — Another

case of smallpox has been discovered in New Bedford

in a child of thirteen. Although she is said to have

been sick three weeks, the attention of the Board of

Health has just been called to her. Tliis added case

is the more disappointing since the epidemic was sup-

posed to be well in hand. Twenty-one patients were

discharged as cured from the Clark's Point Hospital

Saturday, leaving but 23 patients in the hospital.

Typhoid Fkver at Neavrort. — A number of

cases of typhoid, generally mild in charactes, have ap-

peared in a small section of Newport. An examina-

tion of the surroundings and of the M^ater and milk

supply of the affected region has been instituted by

the Board of Health. The Newport Hospital has been

taxed to its utmost limit by these cases. Patients

under treatment October 16tli numbered 59. There

have been 15 deaths.

NEW YORK.

Tenement House Building.— The Tenement

House Commission, appointed by Governor Roosevelt,

in response to a list of forty-seven questions sent out

by them on June 15th last, to one hundred prominent

persons representing various professions and branches

of business having relation to the subject, have re-

ceived some 4,700 answers in regard to tenement

house building. The writers for the most part agree

that not more than 65% of an inside lot and not

more than 85% of an outside lot or corner should be

built over ; that all airshafts should open on the out-

side air ; that five stories should be the limit for a non-

fireproof and seven stories for a fireproof tenement,

except where elevators are provided ; that owners

should be forced to provide bathing facilities for the

tenants, mninly in the shape of shower or needle baths

in the basements ; and that bathrooms and closets as

a rule be provided for every family, 'i'he last ques-

tion on the list was the following :
" In general, what

suggestions have you to make to the commission with

regard to its work ? " To this Dr. Roger Tracy, chief

of the Department of Vital Statistics of the Board of

Health, replied :
" It seems to me that matters relat-

ing to construction have been pretty well thrashed

out, as shown by the practical agreement among the

builders of new model tenements that privacy, safety

and ventilation can be best secured by the fireproof

structures, by outside stairways, and floors entirely

separated. Although a good deal is done now, more
ought to be done toward teaching the poor how to

make the best of what they have, the vast importance

of cleanliness, good food ("and the cheapest is often the

most wholesome), and right living. I think the

municipality might do something towards this, and

that is where an appeal to the legislature would be

necessary."

Scarcity of Water.— The scarcity of water

still continues in the Boroughs of Brooklyn and the

Bronx. In Brooklyn on September 25th, the situa-

tion in brief, according to a statement made by Chief

Engineer Birdsall, was that there were on storage

100,000,000 gallons, the daily flow of water was

80,000,000, and the consumption, 90,000,000 gal-

lons. On September 27th the East New York
Avenue main was closed, with the result of reduc-

ing the pressure of water throughout the borough.

On the 2Sth the Kings County (errand Jury for Sep-

tember made a presentment in which they declared

that the relief needed by Brooklyn could be ob-

tained by the construction of the Milburn conduit, a

bond issue for which was recently authorized by the

Municipal Council. They advocated that in the re-

vision of the city charter the Borough of Brooklyn

be given entire charge of its water supply through a

commissioner, and not through a deputy commissioner,

as at present, and, in conclusion, suggested that, in

view of the fact that, owing to the pressure of

other matters, they had found it impossible to fully

inquire into a matter of such magnitude, the water

supply of Brooklyn should be taken up by the Octo-

ber grand jury. On September 28th Commissioner

Dal ton, of the Water Department, signed a contract

for the laying of a temporary pi})e line, which it is

believed will relieve the water famine in the Marble

Hill and Kingsbridge sections of Bronx Borough,

and the work of carting the 12-inch pipes was

begun during the day. By this means it will be

possible to pump water from the old Croton aque-

duct in the region referred to, and the expense is

provided for by an emergency fund voted by the

Municipal Council on September 25th.

Mortality Statistics. — The mortality in the

city in the month of September represented an annual

death rate of 18.46, against 19.02 for August. This

rate is slightly higher than that for September, 1899,
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iijitncly, 17.80 ; and Mm Iiicriiuscd moihiliiy Ih, iiu

(l()iil)l, attril)iil;il)li' to tlic liiiilicr l<'iii|iciutuii! prfviiil-

iii^ tills year-. It is iiotcworLliy, li()Wi!V(!r, tliiit in

the month ul' Scptciiihcr ihi; mortiility from several of

tho [)i'omim;rit zymotic (lis(!us(;8 was lo\v(!r tlian at imy

time since th(! formal ion of the Greater City of New
Yori\. Thus, tlie weelily avora<;e of deaths was oidy

11). "2.') from diplitheria, 2.2;") from scarlet ftiver, and
.').,') from measles. The weekly avera<j(^ of deaths

from diarrheal diseases declined from 200 in Au^^ust

to 111). 7") in So|)teml)er ; from diarrheal diseases

in childriMi under five years, from 17(1..") to l.'iT).;") ;

from pulmonary tuberculosis, from 11.'!. 7') to 12!). 7")
;

and from wlioopiui;- cou<]jh, from lO.T) to 7.75. On
the other hand, the weekly average of deaths from

ty[)lu)id fever increased from 14 lo 24.2.5, and from

pneumonia, from 78.2.') to 82.7;). There were 15

deaths from sunstroke in Septtimber, 10 of these oc-

curring in the first week in the month.

The Lost Iokntity Patiknt an Impostok.—
Even the most experienced observers sometimes make
mistakes, and Dr. Schmid has had to acknowledge that

his uni(|ue case at the White Plains Hospital, where

the patient's identity was supposed to have been lost

through a stroke of lightning, is not genuine. From
letters received by Dr. Schmid after the case was re-

ported by him from Dr. Henry Ilun, of Albany, and

others, it appeared that the man was William Smith,

of Fall River, Mass., who for a number of years has

been a cunning impostor and hospital beat. At vari-

ous times since 1887 he has been an inmate of hospi-

tals in Albany, F'all River, North Adams and Stoning-

ton, and of the insane asylums at Northampton and on

Ward's Island, N. Y., as well as other institutions in

various places.

Nkw York Obstetrical Society.— At the an-

nual meeting of the New York Obstetrical Society,

held on Tuesday, October 9, 1900, the following offi-

cers were elected for the ensuing year : President, II.

J. Boldt, M.D. ; First Vice President, Ralph Waldo,

M.D. ; Second Vice President, H. W. Vinebcrg, M.D.;

Recording Secretar}', G. L. lirodhead, M.D. ; Assist-

ant Recording Secretary, G. G. Ward, Jr., M.D.

;

Corresponding Secretary, E. E. Tull, M.D. ; Treas-

urer, .1. Lee Morrill, M.D. ; Pathologist, AV. S. Stone,

M.D.

Operation for Hypospadias at Five Months.
— At the October meeting of the Medical Association

of the (ireater City of New York. Dr. Carl Beck pre-

sented an infant on whom he had operated, with per-

fect result, for hypospadias. At the time, the child

was only five months old, and Dr. Beck stated that

this was the earliest age at which such an operation

had ever been performed.

A Case of Y'ellow Fever. — After the Ward
Line steamer Havana arrived at quarantine on Octo-

ber 9th, one ol the saloon passengers was taken ill

with yellow fever, and was removed to the hospital on

Swinburne Island. Health Officer Doty states that

this i.s the firHt caHe of th<; «1iHHUH(t th»t haH developed

in the Haloon cabin of any vehsel this year.

'I'm: I'lv' ANN<»< K WArKit Si pplv. — The con-

tract betwecrn the city of Newark, .N. .1., and the

ICast .Jersey Water Comjtany for the I'equatinock

water HU[)ply terminated on Sfptember 21th, a!id by

agreciinent of the htgal counsel for both parties the

city has taken possession of the reservoirs ami pii)e

line.

TllK LooMis Samiaicii M. — At a meeting of the

Trustees of tin' Hospital .Saturilay and Sunday A«80-

ciation, ludd October iOtli, the city branch of the

Loomis .*^anitarium for Consumptives was admitted to

membership in the association, and the institution

will hereafter participate in its annual collection.

^Ucellanp.

ARSENIC IN MANUFACTURES.

We publish the following circular as sent to us by
till! State I)oar(l of Health:

The Massachusetts Legislature of 1900 enacted a

law relating to the manufacture and sale of articles

containing ar.senic, and directed the State Board of

Health to make the necessary investigations relative

to the existence of arsenic in the materials mentioned
in the act, and to adopt such measures as may be
deemed necessary to carry out its provisions and to

facilitate its enforcement.

The act is as follows :

CHAPTER 325, ACTS OF 1900.

An Act relative to the manufacture and sale
OF textile FAHK1C8 AND PAl'KRS CONTAINING AR-
SKNIC.

Section 1. Any corporation, person, firm or agent
who dirt-ctiy or by an asjent manufactures, sells, exchanges,
or has in his custody or possession with intent to sell or
exchange, any woven fabric or paper containing aisenic in

any form, or any article of dress ur of householii use cona-

posed wliolly or in part of such woven fabric or paper,
shall on coiivietion thereof he j)unishe(l by fine ot not It-ss

than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars; provided,
however, that tliis section shall not apply to dress goods or
articles of dress containing not more than one one-hun-
dredth grain, or 10 other materials or articles containing not
more than one-tenth grain of arsenic i)er sijuare yard of

the material.

SKCr. 2. The State Board of Health shall make all

necessary investigations as to l\w. existence of arsenic in

the materials and articles mentioned in section one of this

act, may employ inspectors and chemists for that purpose,
and shall adopt sncli measures as it may deem necessary
to carry out the provisions and to facilitate the enforcement
of this act.

Skct. 3. This act shall take effect on the first day of
January in the year nineteen hundred and one. (Ap-
proved"May 18, 1900 )

Inasmuch as it will become the duty of the State
Board of Health, after January 1, 1901, to enforce
the provisions of the foregoing act. this circular is

published and distributed by the board for the infor-

mation and guidance of such corporations, persons,
firms or agents as are mentioned in the act.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending October (>tb, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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<fi>riginfll 'Jilrtidfjtf.

con(;kni'I'ai. dislocation of riii; iiii'

JOINT.

IIV i:. II. IIKADKOIll), M.l)., IIOHI'ON.

TiiK collected cxpcrit'iice of the o|)eriitive treat-

ment of coii^i^iiitul dislocation of tlu! hip joint has

demonstrated the following; facts :

In many cases succiissfnl icductiou of tlu; dislo-

cation has heen performed. l''re<juently, however,

relaps(! has occnrred aft(!r ai)parently snccessfnl re-

dnction. Relapse is more frecpient after operation

without incision than after operation with incision.

Operative treatment, with or without incision, lacks

precision.

Amon<f others it will be seen that an important

obstacle is encountered by the surgeon in a fold of

tlu! capstde attached to the lower part of the acetabu-

lum, which may be termed an acetabular or capsular

hymen, and is often pressed in front of the (Altering

head of the femur allowing apparent reduction, but

preventing complete reduction, and favoring relapse

Diagram 1. Congenital hip; F, femur; C, capsule: A, acetabular
pouch ; a a, adhesions of stretched capsule to acetabulum ; ff , at-

tachments of capsule to femur.

as the limb is placed in certain positions. An ana-

tomical knowledge of the contracted tissues has been

acquired, and means have been devised for stretching,

tearing, or dividing, by force or incision, the con-

tracted tissue. Where this has been done, the head

can be placed under the upper edge of the acetabulum,

but fre<juently an elastic resistance is encountered

which prevents a complete reduction well in the ace-

tabulum, without which relapse occurs.^

Where the opening is sufficiently large to admit

the entering head into the acetabular pouch through

tlie constricted portion of the capsule, without push-

ing the acetabular hymen between the head of the

femur and the bottom of the acetabulum, complete

reduction can be effected (Diagrams 1 and 2).

It does not, however, follow that the reduced head

will remain permanently in place after the remaining

bandages have been removed, for the reason that a

relaxed capsule and the lengthened pelvic trochanteric

muscles may be inellicient in holding the head in its

normal place. The influence of the capsule in retain-

ing the liead in the socket is well illustrated on exam-

i Kermisson : Rev. d'orth.. March, 1899, p. 153 ; also Haflfa, Arch,
f. klin. Chir., Bd. lix, H. 2, S. 525.

ining u caxe of infuntile purulyHiH in u child uf two,

ulTccliMg ;ill I he miisciiH (»f the hip, ho that the arc

of motion waH abnormally large. It whh found

possiltle under an uncHthetii; t') move the hip in

the Hocket, lint not to the ext^;nt that could be done

in a congenital di.slocution with or oft<;n without

an an<!Htheti<;. Kurtherniore, the neck of the femur

in often so twisted that to retain the hxIh in it** prop<jr

direction in relation to the acetabulum, it is nec<;HHary

that the femur Ix- twisted inwards, a [Kjsition in<.'om-

|)atible with locomoticni, and an anterior dislocation

often follows.

Th(! way in which it is planned that these r-ondi-

tions be overcome in tluj treatment without incision

is as follows: First, by retaining the introduced head

into the acetabulum under such pressure that if a fold

of the cajjsule is interposed Ix-tween the head and

acetabulum, it will in time Ih; absorbed by pressure ;

also by the; supposition that the loose (;apsule, length-

ened muscles and twisted neck be gradually changed

Diagram 2. Head inserted uuder acetabular rim encounters the
obstructing acetabular hymen or fold of capsule.

by adaptive alteration if the limb is retained a suffi-

cient time in a normal position. It is unnecessary to

state that under these conditions it is not strange that

relapses are frecjuent. It is as true with this as

with other procedures in surgery that if the essential

indications are met, a cure is effected ; if not, relapse

occurs.

It is manifest that for the best result as little injury

as possible be done to the tissues. Little is inflicted

if the following procedure be carried out

:

An incision is made along the outer and anterior

edge of the femur, reaching from above the greater

trochanter to two inches below the lesser trochanter.

The upper portion should be curved slightly upward
so as to uncover the head and neck of the dislocated

femur. The tensor vaginae and gluteus medius mus-
cles are separated. AVhen the femur is reached the

femoral insertion of the rectus is pushed aside, and
the attachments of the psoas p,nd iliacus are pushed
away by a periosteum elevator, the lessor trochanter

being well bared.

The capsule is then opened and cut across, first on
the head in the line of the axis of the neck, and then
from the neck downward towards the acetabulum, in
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front and behind. The finger is then inserted and the

acetabuhim exposed and the size of the capsular neck

estimated. Tlie capsular insertion on the femur is

DiAGitAM 3. Head freed from capsule.

then entirely cut away, as well as the ligamentum teres

if present, and the head of the femur pulled aside

(Diagram 3).

If the capsular neck is sufficiently large the head
of the femur can be jiassed through it readily into the

acetabulum and the capsule stretched over this ; but if

not, the lower portion of the capsule is to be held

upon the stretch by hooks or by two inserted stitches.

A blunt-pointed bistoury is inserted into the acetabu-

lum, and the acetabular hymen is divided from within

out (Diagram 4).

The head of the femur should be placed in the

DiAfiiiAM 4. C C', capsule ; \\, portion of capsule in front of and
attached to acetabulum, Qlling it and causing an obstruction to
reduction.

acetabulum and the incised capsuh; stretched around the

neck and secured l)y catgut sutures to the cut tissues

around the neck or to the opposing parts of the cut

capsules. To accomplish this it is necessary first that

all contracted tissues which ])revent pulling the head
to the level of the acetabulum be lengthened. This
can be done in suitable cases, as has already been
shown b)' clinical experience. It will be found advis-

able in some of the more resistant cases to sup{)lement
stretching the contracted tissues by division of the in-

termuscular fas(;ia through an open skin incision. In
the few cases in which this has been done it has seemed
more surgical than the use of extreme force. An
oblique incision is made along the middle of the thigh
across to the bellies of the hamstrings and the ad-

ductors, and the intermuscular fasci;T3 are divided and
the limbs jjulled into place (Diagram 5).

In certain cases the stretching is accomplished with

Diagram 5. Lines of division of capsule.

but little difficulty in manipulation, especially by forci-

ble abduction carried to an extreme, stretching the

abductors and hamstring of the straightened leg, but

in some cases this is not easy, and in these here re-

ported it has seemed better to forcibly stretch with

myotomy, if necessary, in a preliminary operation, the

dislocation being practically reduced by the bloodless

method and the limb properly secured by plaster band-

ages. If, at the end of a month, it seems that the

head is not sufficiently firm in its normal position,

preparations for operation are made and the head
securely plactMl in the acetabulum, according to the

method of operation already described (Diagram G).

Ill certain cases after oj)eration it will l)e found,

owing to a twist of the neck of the femur, or an ante-

rior obliquity of the plane of the acetabulum, that un-
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loss the limb Ih fon^ildy tiinitMl inward, tlici \ww\ of

tlu; f(;imir (altli()ii<rli well in the :i(M<t:il)iiliiin when
iiivertcMl) is ill :i position of t'orvvanl dishx-atioii wluiii

the foot points foiwanl. I'nder these; circiinistaiiceH,

an osteotomy of the; femur is iKicessary. 'I'iiis can he

pi'rfonned at \\\v, iirnhMe or h)wer end of tlic fciniir,

in tlie hitter ease hy an osteotome, in tlie former hy

a Wyeth's frai^ment saw, or hy a (iif^li wire saw (I)ia-

ijrain 7).

It is believed tiiat an osteotomy is of advantage as

hii^li up in the femur as is eompatible with saf(!ty.

'I'iiis weakens the disloeatiiiii forct; of the abductor

and hamstriiii^ muscles and can be utilizt^d in correct-

in<r or dimiiiishiiiii; the deformity of coxa vara often

found in a eongenitally disl()(;at(!d femur. AttiMiipts

iiave been made to securer, until iiealiiii; is w(dl estal)-

lished, the rechiced head in place by passin<^ a silv(!r

wire throuirh the trochanter and the skin, and another

through tlui tuberosity and skin and tying lirndy the

free ends of the silver wire together, protecting the

underlying skin by felt or rubber. In the 2 cases

this has worked satisfactorily, but where the head is

Diagram 6. Divided capsule.

well placed in the acetabulum, this procedure seems

unnecessary if the limb is well secured by a plaster-

of-Paris spica. The wound, though a deep one, will

be found healed after from two to three weeks, if

strict aseptic precautious are used.

Strict aseptic precautions will be found necessary

for the reason that a joint cavity, rudimentary in

character, and not subjected to the absorption of re-

tained blood, is opened by the operation and stopped

by an introduced femoral head. An elevation of tem-

perature for a day or two immediately following the

operation is sometimes seen even in womids which heal

rapidly, thoroughly and permanently, without sup}nir-

ation and without any evidence of sepsis. It has not

been found necessary to retain the limb in any abnor-

mally peculiar position during the healing process. A
plaster-of-Paris spica is worn for two months with the

limb slightly abducted ; after this a stiffened leather

spica is worn. The patient is allowed to stand antl

walk with this, using it from two to three months.

These conclusions are based upon the past ten

jears' experience in this operation with improving re-

sults each year. The operations have been done on

children ranging from fourteen to one V'^ar, hut moitt

Hiitinfactorily in ages of lw<» and over, and uiid»rr

seven. It is lielitrved that as ini|)roveuientH in Hkill

increaM", the range of suit^ilde agi-H for o[»eriition will

b(! extended. It is not claimed that the operation hy

inciHion can be permainMitiy Hn»v;(rHHful in all ciwen ; it

is claimed that it is successful in many «%'u*eH, and

wh<!r(! the det;iils here mentioned are carried out pre-

cisely it can lie expected that it can be performed

without flaiiger to the patient, vvitli precision, and

with a reasoiiai)le chance of success, with practically

no serious injury to the tissues.

The .'M cases, single and doul)le, W hij)s, operati;«l

upon by the writt^r may be grouped as follows : The
cases operated upon between 1890 and IXO.'j were not

beiK^lited by the operation; in 8 cases, II hips; no

death followed tin; operation (2 deaths occurred, 1

from scarlet fever and 1 from cholera infantum some

months afttM- operation). Those cases, 10 to 2.'^ hips,

between 18'.)r> and 181)8, show a small percentage of

successful reduction, with 1 death from shock on a

double operation, radical, on too young a child, one

year old (an unjustifiable procedure and a preventable

Diagram 7. Divided capsule stitched around the inserted head.

death). In 18 cases, 1.5 single and 3 double, 3 hips

were firmly replaced by operative reduction (as

proved by the x-ray) ; 1 was not heard from after

leaving the hospital. In 4 hips, 3 cases, there was
inn)rovement ; in 8 cases, 9 hips, there was im-

provement, but the head was not firmly in place.

In all these, bloodless reduction was first performed
with a relapse. In 4 hips bloodless reduction was
tried with a relapse in 3 cases ; hi 1 the reduction has

seemed permanent. In 1 of the above-mentioned
cases death took place from whooping cough a month
after successful radical operation on one hip, but

before the radical operation on the second hip, both
having been reduced by the bloodless method with

relapse. The pathological specimen shows firm re-

duction in the operated side.

Cases operated upon in the last year, 1899 to 1900,
with imi)roved technical experience: Seven cases, 10
hips, all reduced, iirst with bloodless operation, and all

relai)sed ; of these, 9 operated upon again by radical

reduction with incision. Four hips were firmly re-

placed, as shown by x-ray ; 2 hips firmly replaced, but
no x-ray as yet secured ; 1 apparently reduced, by
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x-rav photograph ; 2 relapsed after radical operation ;

1 relapsed after bloodless reduction, without attempt

at radical reduction.

THE CORONER SYSTEM IN THE UNITED
STATES AT THK CLOSE OF THE NINE-
TEENTH CENTUKY.i

BY S. W. ABBOTT, 51. U., liOSTON.

In the following paper I propose to show as con-

cisely as possible the present status of the coroner

system in the United States, as derived from an ex-

amination of the latest compilation of the statutes of

each of these States. A very good and complete di-

gest of such laws as they existed twenty years ago

may be found in Lee's " Handbook for Coroners,"

l)ublished in 1881, in which the laws are quoted in

full as tliey then existed.

The olHce of coroner has probably existed for a

thousand years, possibly for a longer period. The
system appears to have been well established at the

time of Edward I of England (thirteenth century),

since, in the Statute 3 of Edward I, 10, the methods

employed at the coroner's inquest appear to have been

quite fully described, and the rules of action definitely

laid down.
Connected with the coroner system in early times

were many singular customs which appear to us today

quite as al)sur(l and useless as some of the remaining

adjuncts of the system as it now exists among most

English-speaking people. I shall allude to only two

of these.

Any personal chattel, animal or thing, forfeited to

the king for pious uses, on account of its having

caused the death of a human being, was termed a

deodand {deo dandum). Blackstone traces the cus-

tom back to Greek and Jewish laws, which required

the destruction of anything which caused a man's

death, the notion of the punishment of the animal or

thing being implied. Certain peculiar distinctions ex-

isted in relation to deodands, as, for instance, between

objects in motion and objects standing still. If a

horse or any other animal in motion killed any one,

either infant or adult, or if a cart ran over hini, it was

forfeited as a deodand. If death was caused by fall-

ing from a cart or a horse at rest, the law made the

chattel or animal a deodand if the person killed were

an adult, but not if he were a child. If death was
caused by a thing not in motion, that part only which

was the immediate cause of death was forfeited. If

one were climbing upon the wheel of a cart, and were

killed by falling off, the wheel only was a deodand.

If the cart were in motion and ran over some one, the

whole cart and its burden were also forfeited. Similar

distinctions prevailed with reference to vessels at

anchor and under sail.

The finding of a jury was necessary, not only to de-

termine the facts, but also the value of the chattel

which was thus decided to be a deodand. The nature

and value of the weapon or chattel must be distinctly

stated. Tliis singular custom became deservedly un-

j)opular, and juri(;s interfered with the action of so un-

just a measure, until the act of 184(5'^ provided that

there should be " no forfeiture of any chattel for or in

respect of the same having caused the death of a man,

' Iload before tbo Massachusetts Medico-Legal Society, June 5, 1900.
* 9 and 10 Victoria, c. 62.

and no coroner's jury sworn to inquire, upon the sight

of any dead body, how the deceased came to his death

shall find any forfeiture of any chattel which may
have moved to or caused the death of the deceased,

or any deodand whatever ; and it shall not be neces-

sary, in any indictment or inquisition for homicide, to

allege the value of the instrument which caused the

death of the deceased, or to allege that the same was
of no value." With the numerous accidents constantly

occurring at the jjre.sent day, on sea and on land, on
railways, -street cars, steamers and othc;r conveyances,

such a law would be productive of great inconvenience

and obstruction to public travel.

The iGVXwfelo de se is nearly synonymous with sui-

cide. It has, however, occasionally a more restricted

significance when api)lied to " any one who commits
an unlawful malicious act, the consequence of which

was his own death, as if, attem^jting to kill another,

he runs upon his antagonist's sword, or shooting at

another, the gun bursts and kills himself." For many
centuries it was the custom in England to bury each

/elo de se on the highway with a stake driven through

his body. This ignominious form of burial was abol-

ished in the reign of George IV, by an act of Parlia-

ment which ordered the burial of the body of Sifelo de

se within twenty-four hours after the inquest, between

the hours of nine and twelve at night, and without the

rites of Christian burial.

The following is a condensed statement of the cor-

oner system as it now exists throughout the United

States : The laws in all the States without exception

bear the marks of English origin, and afford the

strongest evidence that English laws and English cus-

toms, once implanted in a new soil, are only uprooted

by the most vigorous efforts, and the presentation of

convincing evidence of a necessary change. P>nglish

laws and customs are almost coeval with the marvel-

lous spread of the English language and its hold upon

nations. Habitual inertia toward the acceptance of

new and improved methods and a tenacity in retaining

old and established usages and ways of action, even

in the face of evidence showing the need of better

methods, is a peculiarity of our race. The marvel-

lous discoveries of recent years, which have emanated

from the schools and laboratories of Berlin and Paris,

and other Continental cities, have usually been ac-

cepted at London only after mature deliberation, and

even then with tardy acknowledgment.
This habitual slowness undoubtedly accounts for

the fact that English-speaking communities are ex-

tremely slow to adopt better and more rational meth-

ods for dealing with deaths from violent and sudden

causes.

Laws relating to coroners' inquests may be found

in the early statutes of all the States as part of the le-

gal machinery under which those States were estab-

lished, and, going still further back, this is true of the

colonies which existed in the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries, down to the Revolutionary period.

One of the best statements of the coroner laws of

the Massachusetts Colony is that which appears in the

statutes of the year 1700, chapter 3, enacted June

10th of that year. P^ighteen jurors wei'e summoned,
of which number fourteen were sworn in sets of three

or four. Two oaths were administered to them. The
fee of the coroner was then ten shillings per day, and

that of the jurors two shillings each. As new colon-

ies were planted, and, still later, as new States and Ter-
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ritor'u's wuro ('HUihliHliiul, tli(! hiiiho iiiic.ioiit tiu'tluxl

WHS iiivuriiihly Jifloplril willi ,slij:;Iit VJirialiitiis, for wiiiit

of <lii(* CHi'c! ill s('ai'('liiiiL,r t'oi- ;i iiiorc nilioiial iikmIcI, ami
it was not until tlid last (|iiart(M' of tin; prcHriit (•I'litiiry

that our own State hrokc away from tin; (!Htiil)lislic<l

usai^f :ui(l ailoptcd tlui (ixccllunt system umlcr wliicli

mcclico-lc^fal iiMjuiiics are now conduili'il.

Tiic coroncir, tim in(|U('st and the jury t!.\ist in

nearly :ill tlie States in practically tin; saiin; form.

IJIiode Island and Connecticut have imitated the ex-

ample of iMassacluisetts, hut not in so r.-idical a man-
ner.

There are, howeviu", certain minor points of dilVer-

ence amony- the States, to whi(^h I will now refer.

These relatt^ chiefly to the functions of th(! coroner's

ollice, the modt; of his election or appointment, his

fe(^s, the inunher of the jury, and the (Muploymtdit of

medical otlicers. The vicarious duties of tlu; coroner,

whereby he was occasionally re(|uired to perforin the

duties of sheriir, were also copicnl from the English

statutes, and certain still more incongruous duties have
been added in some of the Western and .Southern

Stat(is.

In some of the States an in(piest may be held in the

case of a person who is seriously wounded, and in im-

minent danger of death. In Indiana the jury was
abolished by an act of 1<S7I). In Texas also an in-

(piest is held without a jury. In Alabama the coroner

must be keeper of the jail, if the sheriff is imprisoned.

In Kentucky the eoroner may hold an incjuest in cases

of house breaking. In several of the States the cor-

oner is a conservator of the peace, and must supj)ress

riots and disturbances and may apprehend and commit
felons and traitors. In Mississij)pi the coroner is also

the county ranger, and it is his duty to take charge of

stray horses, mules, jacks, cattle, shee[) and hogs.

The modes of election are (juite diverse. In Ala-

bama, Arkansas, Colorado, (ieorgia, Idaho, Iowa,

Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota,

Nebraska, New .Jersey, Nevada, New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Caro-

lina, South Dakota, Washington, Wisconsin and Wy-
oming the coroner is elected by the inhabitants of the

county. In Tennessee he is appointed by the county

court. In Virginia also the county court appoints a

coroner for two years and can appoint more if neces-

sary. In Illinois, Indiana, Maine and New Hamp-
shire the governor appoints the coroner.

In Texas, Vermont and Utah the office of coroner

(under that name) is unknown, a justice of the peace

acting in all cases where the presence of such an offi-

cial is re(iuired.

The fees of coroners are also quite varied. In

New Hampshire the fee for holding an inquest is

$1.50, in some States it is $5.00 and in others $10.

The fees for recording, for mileage and other items

also present a considerable range of variation. In

some States, by recent statutes, stenograi)lu'rs may be

employed at iiujuests, payable either by monthly sal-

ary, as in Kentucky, or by fixed prices for the amount
of work performed.

In several States physicians receive regular ajjpoint-

ments for aiding the coroner in his official work. In

others the coroner selects any one whom he prefers

for the time being. The compensation of such physi-

cians ranges from $(5.00 in Minnesota to ^<50 in some
States for an autopsy, and $100 in Mississippi in cases

where the body is exhumed. lu Missouri the fee for

mi autopMy JH $nj, liut if the coroner imikeH il, it in

S25. In New .lersey the wroiier inuy provide /;rav«
<:!otheH for nude bodien at an expeii.He of 5^1.00
eu<rli.

In several eitiin of the Inited Stat«s the coroner i«

a salaried olfi(;er, thin being the case in New York,
I'hiladelphia, Detroit, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Cleve-
land, Washington, Ch:irle,t(,n and other citie», a plan
which has obvious advantage.-,.

The re(|uisit(! number of jurors \^ usually eitlier six
or twelve. In New Ilampshin! three only are n>
qiiired, in Louisiana five and in TeniiesHee Heven. In
several States the number (»f jurors HUtninoiuMl ig

larger than the number sworn for tiie iiMpie^t, the
number thus summoned ranging from nine to twenty-
three.

The amount of bond recjnired of a coron<;r varies
from as low as $250 in ('(jlorado, to $50,000 in the
large cities of Ohio.

Tlu' jury is usually selected from the inhabitants of
the town or county. In low.i, .North and South Da-
kota, from the "electors." In Kentucky thev must
be ^' housekeepers." In Ltah th(;y must be "qualified
residents." In Washington a juror must be a " male
inhabitant over twenty-one years old and of sound
mind." In West Virginia he must be "a suitable
resident." In AYashington a jury is thus defined : "A
jury of impiest is a body of men, six in number, sum-
moned from the (lualified inhabitants of a particular
district, before the coroner or other ministerial officer

to inquire of particular facts."

In Wisconsin the coroner is ex offirio a deputy fish

and game warden, and must assist the State warden
upon due notice. He must resign to the sheriff, who
transmits his resignation to the governor. The coro-
ner must also make complaint as to violation of the
statutes relative to the sale of licpiors to Indians. In
Colorado the coroner may be held for bribery and as-

sault. He cannot practise as an attorney. He must
investigate mining accidents and must also seize gam-
bling imj)lemeiits, take snares, traps, nets, etc., and is

liable to very many penalties.

Whenever a reform is proposed in any department
of the government, every species of argument is em-
ployed for the purpose of convincing the law-making
authorities. Arguments from the moral standpoint,
from the sanitary standpoint, from the patriotic stand-
point, all have weight, but experience has shown that
the economic argument has usually proved the most
successful in the end. An appeal to the public purse
is usually the appeal which wins. It was shown after
three years' experience in Massachusetts that the abo-
lition of the jury, and the introduction of a system re-
quiring investigations by skilled practitioners of medi-
cine in every case of violent death, had not only
wrought a marked improvement in the method of work,
but had resulted in a material financial saving to the
State. In the city of New York in 18i)8 the coroners
estimated the expense of conducting their work for
one year at $2oi),050, or about seven cents per capita
for the city of Greater New York. In Massachusetts
in the same year the cost was only one and one-third
cents per capita, or less than one-fifth as great, and
this too over a territory of 8,000 square miles.

There are in the L'nited States about 3,000 counties,
in the majority of which a coroner exists by law.
There are also at least 100 cities of sufficient size to
require the contmuous services of at least one medical
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man for medico-legal work of this character. There

is no valid reason "to prevent the medical profession

from taking the initiative in this mnch needed reform.

The old time coroner is a foe to medical progress, and

it is time to '* move on his works."

AUTOPSIES AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS.^

BY DISTKIIT ATTORNEY R. (). IIAKHIS, EAST HRIDGEWATER, MASS.

Mr. President and Members of the Mas-

sachusetts Medico-Legal Society: — Since I,

somewhat rashly, agreed to read you a pajjcr on the

subject of '• Autopsies and Physical Examinations," I

have been afraid that you might feel that 1 had under-

taken to invade your province and deal with a subject

better understood by you than by me.

The two professions of medicine and law should go

hand in hand in search of truth. Medicine, in capital

cases, must often go first, and upon her judgments

must the law base its proceedings. I find, in discuss-

ing the matter with physicians, tliat there are two

opinions as to the purpose of the autopsy.

One school, if I may so term it, holds that the duty

of the post-mortem operator is oidy to ascertain the

proximate cause of death, and that the manner in

which death came is of no concern to him. That is

to say, if a man is found dead, with skull split or

crushed, and a bloody axe or club is found near by,

the operator can report the proximate cause of death

as wounds upon the head, and that the axe or club

would be an instrument adeipiate to give such wounds.

The other school holds that the operator is also an

examiner, and that every detail should be noted, both

of a))pearances upon the body, and of surrounding

objects, and furthermore that nothing should be as-

sumed or taken for granted. The latter opinion is

the better one, and the reason is not far to seek. The
very purjjose of the autopsy is to obtain information,

evidence. The examiner should therefore approach

his case with mind open, unbiased and unwarped by

theories or opinions. He should note every abnormal

appearance. He should also note carefully the ap-

pearances following upon his own operations. The
contents of stomach, bowels, bladder, and other

organs should be accurately observed. Surrounding

objects ought not to go unnoticed.

Very many of these things may be noticed and not

reported. Above all, in a case when, by any pos-

sibility, a charge of unlawful killing may be made,

judgment as to the manner of the killing ought to be

susi)ended. The medical examiner is not a prosecu-

tor ; he has no power to commit or examine parties.

His duty is to ascertain facts within a certain field,

and instruct the oilicers of the law in regard to them.

He cannot anticipate explanations or defences. If

careful and thorough in his work, however, he can

pass upon them when offered, and tell whether they

are good.

This, 1 fear, may seem trite and uninteresting to

you, and you may say that of course we should do all

these things.

The experienced medical examiner, who has been

in many trials, will do these things, because the im-

jtortance of what I say has probably been borne in

u|)on him at some time, and with great force. Let

R«ad before the Massacbasetts Medico-Legal Society, June 5,

1900.

me cite a few instances out of my own limited expe-

rience.

Several years ago a woman, of some seventy years

of age, was found dead in her house. The body was
found doubled up like a jackknife, in a closet, the

door of which was closed. After the door was opened
they could not close it again, owing to the rigidity of

the body. The medical examiner, a skilful and intel-

ligent man, called in another to assist him in perform-

ing the autopsy. Marks, as of fingers, were found
around the throat. Evidences of death by strangula-

tion were abundant, and vomitus was found in the

windpipe and air passages. Death by violence was
clearly established, and the proximate cause of death

was clear. The physicians were not content to stop

there, and examined the body minutely. A very

slight abrasion or bruise upon the genitals led to

exmination of the vagina, and rape was clearly

shown. The subject, both in age and personal ap-

pearance, had passed the time when one would have
expected her to be the object of either solicitations or

sexual attack. The choking might well have had
robbery as its motive, and an examiner would be

tempted to stop with that. The rajje, however, once

demonstrated, care required examination of the con-

tents of the stomach and all the organs. The stomach

assisted to fix the time of day when she died, as the

remains of the last meal were found upon the table.

No such food as the defendant told about was found

either upon the table or in the stomach. The exami-

ners were thus able to stamp his story as a lie. The
rigor mortis also helped to establish the time. No
one could possibly have anticipated what the story of

the defence would be, but the complete examination,

as well as autopsy, enabled the prosecution to bear

down the defence completely.

In another case, again of an old woman, upon open-

ing the head, the brain was found to be edematous,

and the heart affected, and the proximate cause of

death was apparent. Again a bruise upon the geni-

tals, slight and easy to be overlooked, led to examina-

tion for rape. That once demonstrated, other bruises

on the hands, arm, and legs, all slight, and none of

fatal character, told a story much more important

than that told by heart and brain. A bullet hole in

the back of the head tempted one examiner to form

his conclusion, and stop his examination. Upon being

urged to go further, another hole was found, and the

discovery changed the whole theory of the case. The
word case I use advisedly, as the examinations are

made with a view to gaining exact knowledge of facts,

for use in further proceedings, not medical, and in the

course of which the physician's may be a small, al-

though very important, part.

It is impossible to anticipate the theories that may
have their origin in the necessities of a defendant

who has the assistance of ingenious and intelligent

counsel. Unim[)ortant bruises upon the body of a

man that shows apparently clear evidence of foul and

wilful murder may be the foundation for a theory of

killing in self-defence, or at most of manslaughter.

The autopsy, at least the exact and careful autopsy,

can be made but once. Only by thorough observa-

tion will you be able to successfully meet all theories,

to fully answer all (luestions. Any one of you may
be called in to assist at an autopsy at any time, and I

am, unduly, perhaps, but earnestly, trying to impress

upon you all the need of care. There are two par-
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tics wlio hiivc ii ri<r|it to (lianiiiid it, tlir (^oininoiiwcaltli

iiiid th() !i(;(;u.s(!(l. 'V\\v. coiiimoiiwciiltli, wliilc pioHc-

ctitiii;^ !ill CHsciH, ii<!V(!r iiitiMidH to convict the iiiiiocrnt,

or to iisk inon; tliiui is (Inc. The uc<misci|, wIk'Ii iiis

time comes to s|)('!il<, miiy stiitc a <;!is(; vvliicli soiiu! ji|»-

parciitly ti'iliiii<;' iiiaric or (roiidition, in its rchitioii to

sonictiiiiii( else, may suhstautiatc. lie is entitled to

the Ix^uelit ot" your knowledge and ot your testimony.

Faihire to ()l)serv(% and consiMjuent inal)ility to testily

to the existence* of such mark or condition, will carry

the |)resnin|)ti()n that it did not exist, and may depriv*;

an hoiH'st di't'endant ot" his lit'c! or his iiiu'rty. I hav(!

spoken of care in ohservinj; tlui residts of your own
work. I{ec(!ntly one of the most skilful opcu'ators in

the State had to face the proposition that tlu; appear-

ances in the va<^ina that were claimed to be evidence

of rape were caused by him in the course of post-mor-

tem operation. Absurd as it seems, it was yet scu'i-

ously urged that the lower blade and end of the

entrotome scissors, in the hands of a skilled examiner,

caused the tears that are characteristic of rape. The
experts for the defence; finally took tin; ground that it

" was possible, but not probable." Could the theory

have been anticipated, the positive answer would have

been ready. As it was, the surgeon could only say

that he did not cause the wounds. Probably no one
believed that he did, and yet it was a suggestion of a

possibility, and such suggestions, in capital cases, are

sometimes as good as proof. The operator who has

to admit that he did not observe any abnormal appear-

ance, or the results of his own work, may sometimes

Hnd himself in the uncomfortable position where he

knows, but yet cannot testify as of his own knowledge.

Passing from the autopsy, and coming to physical

examinations of the living, I am aware that 1 come
upon dangerous ground. Let me preface what I

shall say by the remark that my own profession is

open to much criticism in the matter of expert testi-

mony. I am aware that it is, by some, looked upon
as legitimate to construct a theory, and go from expert

to expert until one is found who will testify to suit.

Still, the average practitioner goes to his expert for

an unbiased opinion, seeking only to know how much
of a case he has got from the medical side. It is a

trifle disturbing and dazing to have a man whose skill

as a specialist in certain sorts of cases is well estab-

lished, and to whose care 30U would gladly give your-

self for treatment, tell you that a client who has been

in a railroad smashup isn't hurt, but is "' faking."

When one has known a person in health and vigor,

has seen him emerge from a wreck, bruised, shaken,

lame, and in such condition that he has to be put to

bed ; when in the train of the accident come positive

symptoms, noticed by physicians, nurse and family,

symptoms that never before existed, it is dishearten-

ing to have your specialist say that they have nothing

to do with the accident, but are merely " coincident."

I have know'n of a physician's refusing to see an

injured person, and saying that such an accident or

injury could not possibly account for the conditions

that followed, and that the })atient must be lying.

Even when a skilful and i-eputable local physician

has observed and treated positive troubles, which the

nurse has had to give attention to, troubles which

followed immediately upon the receipt of a heavy

blow, I have had the expert calmly declare that phy-

sician and nurse must be telling untruths, or the

symptoms must be concurrent without being conse-

ipiontial, becaiiHc in IiIh opinion no such trouble roiild

ri^Hult from such an injury.

VV'i; who are not physicianH believe that the Mwell-

ing that follows when w(; l>um|) our h);:ulH Im cuuh<:<1

by the blow ; that if we are, well and Monnd one
minute, and the next are a tnasH of bruiHtrs and lame-

ness as the rcisnlt of a railway rjr other accident,

the lam<;tiess and sul)He(pieiit disturbances are attriln

utable to the collision. 'I'he ten«leiicy is U> divide

m«!n who an- siip|)osed to !»<, and who an; in fact,

learned and skilh;d men in surgery into two camps,

plaintilf's <;xpert.s and defendant's «;xperts, the mem-
l)(;rH of one ready to agree that almost any result may
come from any injury, tin; others poohpoohing at

ev(;rything ami saying, " im|)OssibIe, impossible," to

everything. The result is that the expert has be-

come a partisan. lie cannot treat his case aw he does

his patients, disinterest(;dly. He is bound to one Hide

of the case, and is always a plaintiff's or defendant's

expert. This has become so marked that some men
will say to us when we seek their opinions, "(io to

So-and-so, he is more sympathetic than I am ; I can't

testify for a plaintiff," or else, '* I am not the man
you want; So-and-so is a good defendant's expert."

These things have been said to me when I have
gone to good men, whom I have met in cases and
found to be skilful.

This may seem to you like mere scolding, but you
must remember that it comes from a member of

another profession. I try on both sides ; I have to

consult your profession ; and 1 can see no reason why,
if it chances that, when trying for the plaintiff, I meet
a physician whose opinion seems to me to be entitled

to weight, I should not consult him when I need a

man for the defence to instruct me as to medical

facts or probabilities. All I want is his best knowl-
edge ; when I get that, I can shape my own course.

As in the case of the autopsy, the physical examina-
tion is for the purpose of gaining information, evi-

dence; of establishing that a condition does or does

not exist and testifying accordingly. It is not intended

for the purpose of enabling you to ascertain condi-

tions, and then raise theories to account for them that

have no foundations except in theory.

You come to us for opinions in law, based on facts

stated, and you do not want us to suppose some other

facts and give opinions based on them, and you do
not want us to tell you that your facts are mere
imagination.

Pardon me for being so long, but believe me that

I am moved to say what I have only In' my desire

that our two great professions may be held in the

esteem to which they are entitled.

TiiK Mortality OF Foreign Cities.— The fol-

lowing statistics are, according to the Medical Press
and Circular, the latest othcial returns of the mortality

in 26 cities in widely separated parts of the world, and
represent the last weekly death rate per 1,000 of sev-

eral of the populations : Calcutta 30, Bombay 75,

Madras 75, Paris IG, Brussels 13, Amsterdam 12,

Rotterdam 15, The Hague 13, Copenhagen 16, Stock-
holm 13, Christiania 13, St. Petersburg 25. Berlin 21,

Hamburg 17, Dresden 29, Breslau 22, ^lunich 20,

Vienna 16, Prague 18, Buda Pesth 15, Kome 16. Tu-
rin (ten days) 16, Cairo 42, Alexandria 37, New
York (including Brooklyn) I'J, Philadelphia 15.
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Clinical SDepattment.

A CASE OF CONTRACTING SCAR OF THE
PALM OF THE HAND REMEDIED BY A
FLAP FROM THE ABDOMEN.^

HV F. M. BRir.OS, M.I)., ItO.STON',

Professor of Clinical Surgery, Tufts College Medical School; Sur-
geon to the Boston Dispensary

.

The patient, a woman aged twenty-four, while

working in a steam laundry had lier left hand

caught and carried in between two rollers. Tlu;

upper of these rollers w^as covered with heavy felt-

ing, and was not hot ; the lower one was of polished

metal, and was very hot. Upon withdrawing the

hand it was found that its back, which had come in

contact with the felt (not heated) roller, was badly

lacerated but not burned. The palm, which had

come in contact with the heated roller, was both

badly burned and badly lacerated. This accident oc-

curred in -January, 1898, and she was treated at the

Boston City Hospital, where she stayed for two
months.

\Vhen she left the hospital both front and back of

the hand were covered with a thin, delicate cicatrix,

which slowly contracted on the })almar surface. This

contraction gradually flexed the fingers and the thumb
until, at the end of one year, the ring and little lin-

gers were drawn down on the palm and could not be

extended. The thumb, also, was strongly Hexed and
held ill this position by a rigid band of cicatricial tis-

sue. The index and second fingers were but slightly

affected.

The usefulness of the hand was greatly impaired

by these contractions, as the only motion it possessed

was between the flexed thumb and the second finger,

and this was extremely limited. The hand was prac-

tically useless, and the patient depended for her

needs almost wholly upon the uninjured right hand.

In addition to this loss of function, the cicatricial tis-

sue, which had replaced normal skin, was extremely

delicate, and was the cause of much pain and discom-

fort, for upon exposure to cold it fissured and slight

injuries caused abrasions. The result of the injury

was, therefore, twofold, as it caused both loss of func-

tion and a painful cicatrix.

The patient consulted me in February, 1900, or

about two years after the injury, and stated that

there had been no noticeable contraction for nearly

one year, thus indicating that the i)rogressive con-

traction had reacluid its limit. She was a strong,

healthy individual, with a clear skin and good capil-

lary circulation. I decided to operate by removing
the cicatrix entirely and making a new palm from an
abdominal flap, thinking that, even if I failed to re-

store the functions of tlie hand, I stood a good chance
of replacing the delicate, painful, cicatricial tissue

with normal skin. If the operation proved unsuc-

cessful she would be no worse off than before.

Operation, February 7, 1900.— Assistants: Urs.

N, T. McLean and S. McLeod. The double field

of operation (the hand and the abdomen) was care-

fully cleansed and made aseptic. Patient etlH^rized,

and circulation to the hand cut off with a rubber
bandage and tournitjuet. It is to be noted that the

> Read before the lioston Society for Medical Iinproveinciit, May
7, 1900.

entire palmar surface of the hand was composed of

cicatrix. There was no normal skin at any portion of

its surface. This jialniar cicatrix was wholly dis-

sected off, cutting away the superficial fascia and
freeing the ring and little fingers. The thumb was
found to be bound down by deeper adhesions than
were the fingers, the adhesions spreading out in a
fan shape. These were all dissected off, allowing
full extension of the thumb. The palmar tendons
were found nowhere adherent. The rubber tourni-

quet was then removed and a large, firm compress
laid over and bandaged to the denuded surface.

There was very little bleeding. An outline of the

surface left bare by this denudation was carefully

marked out on a piece of paper before applying the

conij)ress, this outline; being made a trifle larger all

around to allow for shrinking of the flap. This pat-

tern was laid over the left side of the abdomen, just

below the sternum and with its base on the median
line. In this way the outlines of the flap were indi-

cated, marked out with the scalpel and dissected up,

leaving for its pedicle the broad base line running
vertically along the median line. The flap was then

turned over, just as a book is opened, or, a better

illustration, just as a leaf of a book is turned, thus

having its cut surface upwards. Five long sutures

were inserted at regular intervals along the edges of

the flap and were not unthreaded. Bleeding was
quickly checked by compression.

The hand, its compresses having been removed,
was then brought over from the side and its denuded
palm laid directly over the upturned cut surface of

the flap. The two surfaces fitted nicely, and the

sutures were tightened and knotted after being passed

through the edges of the wound on the palm. This

fastened the hand to the abdomen. A corrosive

dressing was placed between the forearm and the

open wound left by the removal of the flap, a second

dressing was placed under the fingers and the whole
combined seat of operation was then covered with a

large sterilized dressing. The hand was held in

position by long strips of adhesive plaster carried

around the elbow and the body, the whole being en-

cased in a Velpeau bandage. In this way the hand
was kept fixed and quiet. The patient was kept

closely confine<l to the bed, and the course of the case

was uneventful.

Fourteen days later the patient was again etherized

and the pedicle cut free from the abdomen. This was

not easy, as it proved difficult getting under the fore-

arm and dissecting awa}' the abdominal attachment of

the flap. However, it was done successfully, and the

free edge of the flap them stitched to the cori'espond-

ing edge of the palmar wound. The hand was con-

fined in a spoon splint. The abdominal wound was
left to heal by granulation, no attempt being made to

replace the lost skin.

The new palm united rapidly and firmly, but the

skin was much thicker than that of the other hand,

and had a most unsightly appearance on that account.

This thickness of the flap prevented closure of the

hand, and attempts to flex the fingers on the new
palm made the skin rise up in the centre, somewhat
resembling a rubber ball. This tendency persisted for

som<! time, but finally, as the flap grew more and

more iirndy attached to its base, it began to disappear.

With the disappearance of the tenderness necessarily

present after such an operation, the jiatient began to
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use tlic IiuikI, :iii(I, vvitii (ronliiiuoiis cIVortH to riosr lli<-

IiuikI over linn ()l)j('cts, tli(! tliickiHiMs of tlu! tlii|)

lH'i;;iii to vv((:ir iiwJiy. It (lis;i|»|tciin'<l first from

tiiiit portion of the piiliu wlicrt! prtissiirr \v;is iuohI

coiistiiiit, or uloiiii tlic line of juiictioti ol tin- (iiiijiTs

with the piiiiii. Sliijlit tliickiu^ss of the portion m-ur

tlic l);is(i of till! liuinl liii.s persisted, mid tlieri; is one

spot wliieli is tendt^r to the toneii. Slight s(!ns:ition

WHS present from tiie (irst, l)nt it was greatly impaired.

It i^radually returned until linally full normal sensa-

tion was reii,ained.

It was interestiiii;' to not(! the developmeiil of the

lines, or "encases," of the new palm. VVli(!n the

skin was first laid in its lu^w position it was wholly

smooth, like the normal skin of the abdomen, ami

eould not 1)(! made to creas(\ Hut with mon; and

more closure of the hand lines betfaii to he visible.

Thes(> at first varic^d from tlu; normal lines of the

j)alm, but with the progressive thinning of tin; skin,

the regular "creases " of the palm are to be; noted in

their proper positions and running in tlie usual direc-

tions.

The result of the opcu'ation is wholly satisfactory.

The skin of the new j)alm is very soft and pliable and
is fully doing its work. The operation would have
been a success if it had accomplished nothing beyond
this substitution of good skin for weak cicatrix. But
it has done more than this. It has restored the func-

tions of the useless hand. The case is of more than

ordiiuiry interest, in that it demonstrates what it is

possible to accomplish towards correcting some of

these old deformities, and it is for this reason that it is

reported in full detail. Taking such a flap from the

abdominal wall ensures good nutrition, provided a

long base line is left for the pedicle, and the skin

grafted in the manner described makes an excellent

substitute for the original skin. In this case there

were no adhesions between the cicatrix and the ten-

dons, nor were any of the linger joints anchylosed.

This, of course, made the operation more promising

than would be the case where contraction is due to

old inflammatory processes with resultant adhesions,

or in cases where long-standing flexion has resulted

in fixation of the joints by bony anchylosis. Still, the

operation seems to me to be well worth trying in any

case of palmar contraction involving the skin, for it is

devoid of (lunger, ofTern a poHHible renp-dv, and, in

any event, leaves the patient no worse olF than befonr.

So far as I ran learn, this is the first cjiw! wlurre
this partieidar method of plastic work hiw fjver b<!«;n

attempted in I In- treatment of these caHeH, The ac-

c<»m|»anying illustration givr's a good idea of the ai>-

peaninee of \\\\^ hand as it now is.

I'IIY.SI()L()(;iCAL DILATATION' AM) THE MI-
TliAL Sl'IIIXC'I'KR AS FA( TOKS IN KL'NC-
TIONAL AND OKCJANIC DISTL'KI'.ANCK.S OF
THE lIEAltr.'

IIV MOKIO.V l'RtV<;E, M.l)., IIOSTON.

This subjcict is of great practical importance, not
oidy in (ixaminations for civil servic*;, life insurance,
etc., but for a clear und(;rstanding of diseased eonrli-

tions. I used to reject many mctn whom I now wcjuld
not think of rejecting because of this evidence of re-

gurgitation. Sir William Broadb(!nt has lately called

attention to the great nund)er of murmurs heard over
the various cardiac orific(!S in candidates for civil ser-

vice examination, and this, I am pleased to think, has
corroborated the accuracy of my own ob.servations, al-

though he has not undertaken to give an explanation
of the mechanism of the murmurs. lie calls atten-

tion to the unnecessary rejection of candidates for

civil service because of murmurs of this kind. The
recognition of this principle of physiological dilatation

whenever the heart is called upon to do an increased
amount of work, no matter from what cause, is of the
utmost importance. Whenever the heart is oblifed to

do an increased amount of work, whether this be due
to increased stimulation of the heart or to increase of
the resistance against which the blood is thrown, the
heart physiologically dilates. This dilatation within
normal limits may be so great that the volume of the
blood thrown out at each contraction may be trebled
or quadrupled. At the end of systole the heart may
be larger than it was before at the end of diastole.

The sphincters may be so dilated that the valves can-
not close the auriculoventricular orifices and thus
physiological regurgitation may result. Normally this

is observed under nervous excitement and severe phvs-
ical exercise. The same law of necessity applies "as

much to diseased hearts as to healthy heiirts and, for
example, the dilatation observed in aortic stenosis may
be physiological rather than pathological. In general
systemic conditions, such as the febrile diseases, ane-
mia, Bright's disease, etc., the dilatation and re<nir<Ti-

tatiou are of the same sort, due either to an absolute
increase of resistance or a relative increase ; in the
latter case because of a weakened heart workiuf^
against normal resisUince. I'nless this is recognized
there is great danger of confusing this purely physio-
logical condition, which probably exist*; in a great
many such cases with serious cardiac disease and iu

conseipieuce giving an unfavorable prognosis.
As to the absence, notwithstanding the dilatation,

of murmurs in the contestants of the last 3Iarathon
race, I agree with Dr. Williams in his explanation.
To this I would add the fact that the heart was not
beating with the force which I think is necessarv to
produce murmurs. It did not seem to me the lieart

was beating very strongly in any of them. They
were examined so long after the race that the heart

• Abstract of a paper read before the Uoston Society for Medical
Improvement, May T, 1900.
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had quieted down besides being weakened by fatigue.

The heart's action did not compare with the action in

the men who were under the nervous stress of the civil

service examination. Besides that the absence of

murmur does not so frequently denote the absence of

regurgitation, as is frequently assumed. Every one

admits, in principle, that you can have regurgitation

without murmur, but, in practice in the consulting

room the tendency is to say :
" No murmur, no regur-

gitation." It is well recogui/ed that even in organic

disease, where there is mitral regurgitation, when the

heart becomes weakened the murmur ceas(!s, but when
the heart recovers strength the murmur appears. In

these cases of the Marathon runners I think the; weak-

ened force of the heart is a perfectly satisfactory ex-

planation of the absence of murmurs. As a matter of

fact, and this Drs. Williams and Arnold showed last

year, they are fugitive, and only appear when the

hearts are beating strongly. This was my experience.

In most of the cases they are very fugitive and have

got to be caught " on the fly." T feel fairly confident

there was regurgitation in the Marathon runners, even

in the absence of murmurs. I base this on tlu^ cya-

nosis present, the fciehle circulation and the condition

of the kidneys showing passive congestion as well as

on the dilatation of the heart.

REMOVAL OF THE GREATER PART OF STOM-
ACH FOR CARCINOMA; CLOSURE OF THE
PYLORIC END ; ANASTOMOSIS BETWEEN
JEJUNUM AND CARDIAC END; RECOVERY.

liV W. A. liliOOKS, JR., M.I)., BOSTON.

On May 24, 1900, A. L., a resident of Dorchester,

was admitted to the Massachusetts Oeneral Hospital.

For a little over a month previous he had been under

the care of Dr. F. Pfaff, who had made the diagnosis

of carcinoma of the stomach and had advised opera-

tion. The patient was a man a little over forty-four

years of age, and u[) to two or three years previously

had always enjoyed good health. His father died of

" ulcers," but his mother and five sisters an; alive and

well. The patient gave the history of his trouble as

beginning about two years ago, before he saw Dr.

Pfaff. His first symptom was pain in the epigastric

region, and for a time this symptom was relieved by

drinking hot water. About a year ago he commenced
to be troubled with a great deal of gas in the stomach

and within thi; last four months he has had frecjuent

attacks of vomiting, has lost weight, and has lte(ni in

constant pain. On account of the pain, distress and

vomiting, he was comi)elled to give up his work as a

cigar maker thnu; months ago.

Dr. Pfaft' stat(!d that there was no retention of food

in the stomach, that IK.'l was absent, and that the

stomach contents did not contain blood or shreds of

tissue.

When the patient was examined in the ward, it was

found that he was much emaciated and in very poor

gen(!ral condition. His heart, lungs and kidneys were

apparently normal, although the urine was of low

specific gravity. In the; epigastric region, a little to

the left of the median line, there could l)e felt a hard

hunp, the anterior surface of which seemed nodular.

This lump or tumor moved up and down with respira-

tion. It was about as large as a m(;dium-sized closed

fist and was not tender to the touch

The patient was operated upon May 29, 1900. For
the twenty-four hours previous he had been given

nothing by mouth, but had been fed by rectal enemata.
On the morning of the oj)eration the stomach was
washed out with hot water and a boracic-acid solution

and a cleansing enema was given. The rectum was
cleared by an S and G enema. He took his ether

very well, and when etherized was placed in almost a

sitting position.

With tlu! assistance of Dr. Graves and Dr. Sim-
mons the following operation was performed : A long

median incision was made extending from the ensi-

form cartihiixe to the umbilicus. Edges of the wound
retracted and the anterior surface of the stomach was
brought into view. There was some omentum adhe-

rent to the anterior wall, and it was this that gave the

nodular feel through the abdominal parietes. The
wall of the stomach itself felt hard and very much
thickened.

At first it was thought that the growth only involved

the anterior wall and some valuable time was wasted

in placing the line of sutures external to the mass in

preparation for excision of tumor. When, however,

the stomach was lifted forward it was found that the

growth had extended completely around it, close up to

the pyloric end, and for a considerable distance to-

wards the fundus. The original plan of the operation

was then changed. A loop of the jejunum was brought

up and a lateral anastomosis was established between

it and the top of the fundus. (The loop and anasto-

mosis were about 18 inches from the beginning of

the jejunum. In making the anastomosis. Lembert's

sutures were used.) Two ligatures were now passed

around the pyloric end of the stomach, and the stom-

ach walls severed between them. The edges of the

pyloric end of the stump were turned in and the peri-

toneum stitched over it. The removal of that part of

the stomach containinuf the new growth was then

begun.

The greater and lesser omenta were sutured and
cut away from edges of stomach. The arteries re-

maining along the greater and lesser curvature were
ligated. The stomach walls were then cut through as

close up to the place where the anastomosis had been

made as })ossible. The free edges of the stomach

were then brought together and tied with a series of

Lembert's sutures. Before this procedure was com-

pleted the pulse became very weak and the patient

had to be infused with a salt solution. The wound
was swabbed out with peroxide, a walling-oft' wick was
left towards the intestine, and another was passed to

the pyloric stump of the duodenum. A third was
passed to where the stomach edges had btsen sutured

together.

The patient made a good recovery from the ether.

His pulse came up (juickly. He felt comfortable the

evening of the operation and passed a comfortable

night with very little pain. He was given | grain of

morphia. Occasionally during the night he would
vomit a little, but suffered no great distress.

May 31st. He was in good condition. He was

fed by nutrient enemas every six hours.

Jun(! 1st. There was no vomiting. Patient f(Ot

comfortable. There was no distention of the stomach,

but the gauze wick had become infected. Cultures

from the wicks showed stre|)tococci, diplococci and
some unknown bacilli.

June 3d. For the first time the wicks became

I
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at;iiiic(l with liilc. lie Wiis jfivrii sips of wiittiP every

hull' lioiir.

.luiU! I til. VViis i^iveii ico (triciiii.

•luiu! 7th. ( Jreat injiiiy silk stitelies were removeil

from the woiiinl.

.luiK^ '.Itil. Sleeps well. Is perleilly ei>illl()|-|,ilile,

:iii(l w:is iiiveii sii^ar aiid wiiter hy iiioiilh.

.lime lltli. \\':is fed on Tupiid food.

.Illlic Kith. S;it up ill hed with a I)e(| rest.

•IlUie 2 Itli. ^\'as fed on soft solids.

July 1st. Was jfiyeii six meals daily, eoiisistinir of

meat, soft solids and milk.

.Inly '.Mil. ^^'ellt out of doors for the lirst lime in a

chair.

July .'5Uth. Has gaiiK^d nine or t(m pounds since

Im was ul)lc to get out.

Stiptemhcr 1st. lias Imh'U ii|) and about the hospi-

tal since -Inly 20th. He takes slujrt walks tlirouirh

the grounds, and is out nearly all day. There! are

two sinuses, and unless they are tightly plugg(!d with

gauze allow the escape of bile and Huidt He (uits six

meals daily and has gained about fifteen j)ounds since

he first canu; out after tlu^ operation.

Septend)er 1."). Patient is not so well. He has

been suffering from an attack of phlebitis and has lost

some weiiiht and streuirth.

RECENT PR0GRP:SS IN GENITO-URINARY
SURGERY.

nV V. S. WATSON, M.D., AND PAUL THORNDIKE, M.D., liOSTON.

IMPLANTATION OK THE URETKIl INTO THE
BLADDER.

Dr. Achille Boari,^ Fascia, Italy, accomplishes

this operation by means of a small button similar to

that used by IMurjjhy in performing intestinal anasto-

mosis. It has been recently used in 4 cases in women
with favorable result in all. The button is small and

may be removed, in women, through the ureter ; in

men it can be extracted only by a suprapubic cystot-

omy. The operation consists, first, in isolating the

ureter by means of a small incision through the peri-

toneum covering it, dividing it across at the point that

may be desired, inserting the one side of the button,

securing the dividing end of the ureter around it by a

suture. A purse-string suture is then inserted in the

bladder at the point selected for implantation ; the

incision of the bladder is then made in this area, the

larger end of the button is pushed through, the purse-

string suture is drawn tight, and the two halves of the

button are pushed together. Rapidity and ease of per-

formance are the advantages claimed for the method.

TUBERCULOUS DISEASE OF THE KIDNEY.

This article, by David Newman,^ appears- in this

and the two following numbers of the Lancet, and is a

full and interesting exposition of this very important

subject. The remarkable power of the healthy kid-

ney to destroy organisms or to eliminate them is

noted, and the frequently observed passage of tubercle

bacilli through the kidney without producing any

pathological change in the organ is cited as an ex-

1 Ann. dee nial. des organes genitourinaires, November, 1899.
2 Loudon Lancet, February 24th, p. 5'J6.

ample. Their preHtnice, tlnrrefore, in the iiriiif! i« not

pathognomonic of IuImtciiIouh (IJHeuMe of the uriiiury

tract necesHurily.

The author goes on to eonsirhr the niethfwlM of iii-

VUHJon of the kidney by the bacilli as follown: (I) By
the bloofi stream, («) the tubereilloiiH partielei iH'ilig

HO small as to be arrcHted only by the l4-rmin.-il «mj»il-

lari(!H, where they give rise t«) mili.'iry d(r|M)HitH ; (A)

from infective emboli passing through a braiieh of the

renal artery, and giving rise to a drifinite area of local

infection corres|)ondiiig to the di-.tribiition of that

branch ; (2) by invasion along the lymph.ities of the

kidney from foci in the lower urinary tract; {'.'>) by

contagion along the; liimina of the exr-retory ductH

;

(4) by direct extension to the kidney through iieighlK»r-

ing organs. In the majority of instjince.s the renal

infection probably o(;rurs by means of the bh)od

current, which has become infected when pa.ssing

through the lungs, alinuMitary canal, or mucous and
cutaneous surfaces.

In the form originating in tuberculous embolism
the renal lesion appears as a we«lg(!-shaped area, and
while they often break down and are disseminated,

they som(!times, on the other hand, become encysted,

in which case the disease is generally unilateral and
involves but a portion— occasionally more than one

distinct area— of the kidney substiince, and usually

remains limited to the parenchyma. This is the form

of the disease which offers the best chance for re-

covery if treated surgically, when not too far ad-

vanced.

The manner of invasion of the kidney from the

lower part of tin; tract is carefully considered, the

ascending form of the disease being by no means un-

common in the author's opinion.

The much greater frecjuency of renal tuberculosis is

referred to and illustrated by pathological statistics.

Symptomatology. — The following are pointed out

as amongst the most important evidences of the con-

dition
;
pyuria especially, when associated with even-

ing rise of temperature, loss of strength, and anemia,

is highly suggestive of renal tuberculosis. The local

and constitutional symptoms vary, however, greatly,

and depend largely upon the extent and position of

the lesion in the kidney.

When the lesion is limited to the parenchyma, fever

is rarely marked, pain is slight and sometimes absent,

the urine is acid, and the quantity of pus is very

small. Occasionally it happens that there is an ab-

sence of local symptoms even when the pelvis and
ureter are involved ; the kidney may be wholly
destroyed, even without having caused sufficiently

marked symptoms to attract attention ; ordinarily,

however, pain, blaihler irritability, and marked even-

ing pyrexia become conspicuous with the pelvis and
ureter. Vesical irritability is very characteristic even
when the bladder is not involved. Renal swelling

sometimes attains considerable dimensions. In about
one-tifth of the cases collected by the author tubercu-

lous pyonephrosis was discovered by palpation during

life. One of the earliest symptoms to which attention

should be drawn is polyuria. Hematuria is seldom
profuse ; it may precede, as in pulmonary tuberculo-

sis, the development of other recognizable symptoms.
Diagnosis. — The diseases with which tuberculous

lesions are most likely to be confounded are tumors,

septic i)yelitis or pyonephrosis, and renal calculus.

The author makes the point in this couuection that
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the pain attendant upon tuberculosis does not radiate,

as does that of calcuhis ; blood is not apt to be in-

creased by exercise.

With regard to treatment the writer dwells upon

the fact of the increasing recognition of the possibility

of spontaneous cure, but does not conclude because

of this that hygienic treatment is to be preferred to

the operative under all circumstances. The statistics

and conclusions of Dr. L. Bolton Bangs, of New
York, are (pioted to the effect that from tlie study of

the former he is led to state that ui)on the whole

operation affords better remote results than hygiene,

and that the undoubted fact is that the immediate re-

sults of operation in suitable cases of renal tubercu-

losis are brilliant.

TUKAT.MKXT OF KKXAL UKTENTIONS.

Gosset,^ in the course of an investigating communi-

cation, notes amongst other observations the following

:

If a ureteral catlieter be passed, the kidney being

in a normal condition, there is, at first, no flow of urine

through it ; then, after a few seconds, an intermittent

How begins and continues as long as the catheter re-

mains in place. In certain pathological states, on the

other hand, the flow of urine, which is continuous,

takes place as soon as the tip of the catheter has

entered the renal pelvis, until more or less has been

passed, when it suddenly ceases. Whenever a con-

tinuous flow like this of even a moderate quantity of

urine (2.") grammes) takes place it is a sure indication

of renal retention. The quantity of the li(piid jjassed

is the measure of the degree of retention.

Suppuration of the renal pelvis (pyelitis) does not

imply the existence of renal retention.

In some of the cases of renal rtitention noted by

the writer the (piautity of the retained urine amounted

to 300 grammes.
It is not necessary to resort to the ureteral catheter

to establish the presence of the retention, since the

condition is always accompanied by a pathognomonic

svmptom, which is intermittence. In many cases of

intermittent hydronephrosis this phenomenon is a con-

spicuous feature, the emptying of the renal pelvis

being also preceded by an attack of pain which is co-

incident with a marked diminution of the (piantity of

the urine, and which is relieved with the re-establish-

ment of the flow. This intermittence is equally

characteristic of pyonephrosis.

The necessity for surgical intervention is considered

l)y the writ(;r to be imperative and to rest on the fol-

lowing grounds : (1) That the progressive character

of the condition is practically invariable, and eventu-

ally results in the total destruction of the kidney ; (2)

the liability of infection of the affected kidney, and

(.'5) the i)robability of the other kidney being iuvolv(;d.

These factors are reviewed in an instructive manner
and numerous reasons in suppport of the writer's con-

tention are clearly set forth.

In the course of the discussion of these data it is

pointed out that there is no tendency whatever toward

a spontaneous restoration of the affected kidney to

the normal condition. The most important factor in

the perpetuation of the pathological change is the

formation of a pocket or pockets in the renal pelvis

or the renal suljstance itself, or both, and once estab-

lished sucli pockets are never abolished l)y any natural

eflort of tlie organ, nor, it is asserted, is a restoration

• ICuv. de chir., Starch 10, lUUO, p. 335.

ever wholly brought about by lumbar drainage of the

kidney, although a decided improvement does take

I)lace after a lumbar nephrotomy, no matter how long

continued. What is accomplished by drainage, how-
ever, is to prevent further progress of the renal destruc-

tion which was being j)roduced by the dist(!ntion of

the urinary retention, and also to avert the painful

crises dependent upon the periodic I'ecurrence of that

condition.

With regard to the destruction of renal tissue, the

writer calls attention to the fact that it is far gri^ater

in the complete than in the incomplete retentions,

though the pocket formation and thinning of the

renal cortex is more ext(;nsive in the latter, and that

even in the cases in which but very little of the; renal

cortex remains, it may— in that class— retain a sur-

prising secretory power. But while this is true, the

need of relief for the retention at as early a date as

possible is not the less manifest ; it is more impera-

tively demanded in the suppurative, but is also essen-

tial in the non-infected retentions as well. The great

ease with which an aseptic renal retention becomes sep-

tic is the writer's ground for urging early surgical in-

tervention in these cases.

In the treatment of all renal retentions there are

two indications to be fulfilled: (1) To evacuate the

retained contents ; (2) to prevent its recurrence,

that is to say, to re-establish the normal and entire

emptying of the secretion by the ureter. The first

of these is met by nephrotomy, the second by vari-

ous plastic operations u})on the kidney or ureter. It is

no longer a question of nephrectomy and nephrotomy,
for the proper sphere of the former has become lim-

ited, ^practically speaking, to tuberculosis and new
growths, and today nephrotomy should be practised

systematically as the first step, at any rate, in all

renal retentions. This is, according to the writer, the

first imperative indication in these cases. It is abso-

lutely unimportant whether there is suppuration or

not ; relief of the renal retention is the first indica-

tion to be met, and there is no need to determine the

condition of the other kidney previous to doing this

by establishing drainage through the lumbar operation

of the one known to be the seat of the primary r(iten-

tion. The article is summarized as follows : The
treatment of all renal retentions should be by two
successive operations : First, lumbar nephrotomy for

drainage, which jiermits in many cases a partial res-

toration at any rate of the diseased portion of the

organ and the possil)ility of determining by urinary

analysis of the licpiid coming from the fistula, to

what degree the restoration has proceetled, and the

value of the kidiu^y which is being drained. In in-

fected renal retentions the drainage permits disinfec-

tion of the affected tissues and })laces the organ in the

most favorable condition possible under tin; circum-

stances for the success of the secondary operation, the

nature of which will be determined by th(> conditions

found at the time or determined beforehand by aid of

the primary one.

NEW OPERATION RENAL PAPILLECTOMY.

This article, by E. Hurry Fenwick,^ is " a contribu-

tion to the study of painless unilateral renal hema-

turia in the young adult." It is based uj)on 2 care-

fully studied cases of riuial hemorrliage, in each of

which tlu! affected kidney was determined by the use

« Britisli Medical Jourual, February 3, 1900.
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of tlio (;y«t()sc()|»(^, iiiid then opcnilujii tiit'()U|r|i ;i Iriin

iiiciHioii was |)(!rt'()iinr(l. In each caso tim poiviH of

tilt' kidney was incised .inii a varieost! condition of
one |i;i|)ill:i was IuiiimI. Tlie reniov.il of the pjiniil:!

hy (iir(!tt<' (uii'ed the lieniorrhai^e in hoth instanees.

Tliis short artich; is a really valuable ailditioii to our
knowledirc of renjil h(Miiaturia.

\ AM AUI.K SrMMAltlKS OK CASKS.

Dr. Ass(!ndi'lft ' has ni;id(! a study of O-'IO cases

of stone oeeurriiiii, durini^ a period of twenty years.

Of thus(^ eases (ilC) wkwc in men or boys and (lOO

were oj)erated. Of the (!()(), KK) were o])(!rat(!d by
tho suprapubic route and only 12 by litholapaxy.

His mortality was '5. (>'/;. The author says that in

skilletl hands litholapaxy is the o[)eration of (choice,

but that in his country (Russia) \vith its enormous
distance's and its comparatively small numlxir of sur-

jfeons, it (;annot Ix^ expected at present that many
have the skill retpiisite for the proper performance! of

this opcu'ation.

PUniAUY MALKiNANT DISKASK OK THE I'KOSTATK.

E. Hurry Fenwick ' has made a study of 50 cases.

Forty-four cases were of hard scirrhous growth, and
cases were of soft, rapidly growing disease. In

the scirrhous cases three years is given as the aven*-

age duration of life, and in the latter group of (>

cases, progress of the disease was rapid, and death
frouj sepsis came quickly.

VKSICO-INTESTINAL Kl.STUL^J

A. Pascal * has made a study of 300 cases repre-

senting all that he could collect. The article is of

value as a n'-sume of all cases to date.

l.\TKHi:sTIN(; ANU UNUSUAL CASES.

Calculi Impacted in the Ureters.

David Xewman ^ presents a most valuable article

in which is embodied the report of 4 unusual cases of

impacted ureteral stone.

Case I. Three attacks. Stone located in ureter

at brim of pelvis. Expelled after nine days' massagt;

over ureter.

Case II. Ureteral catheter detached calculus,

which was removed by a suprapubic cystotomy after

ureteral orifice was dilated to allow it to drop into

bladder.

Case III. Cystoscojie showed swelling at ureteral

orifice. Thought to be a tumor. Operation revealed

stone impacted in orifice of ureter.

Case IV. Suprapubic cystotomy for hypertrophy

of prostate with stone in bladder. Second stone (un-

suspected) found impacted in ureteral orifice.

Excision of a Seminal Vesicle for Tubercular

Disease.

Mansell-Moulin ^^ reported at the meeting of the

Medical Society of London (January 8, 1000) 2

cases of excision of a seminal vesicle for tubercular

disease, which had extended upward from the epididy-

mis. In each case the vesicle was removed through

the perineum by a modification of the Zuckerkandl in-

'' Arch, fiir kliii. Chir.. Bd. Ix, H. 3.

8 liritisli Medical Journal, July, 1899.
' hes Fistules yesico-iutestiuales ac(iuises chez rUomiue et chez la

feiuine.
8 Tli«?se doctoral, Paris, 1900.
^ British Medical Journal, April 21, 1900.

10 British Medical Jourual, January 13, 1900.

eiHJoii. liittle ble«;ding. ()ni: r.'.iHt: healed promptly.
The other iiiainUiined a HUiall urinary tinlula for a few
rnontliH. The author adyo<;uteH (u>inplel4: removal of

th«! V(!Hiele where it c.in be felt enlarged |ier nsctum
in casttH of tid)ercidar epididyrnitin.

A (Jnsr of liiijihirfd I'rrlcr or Umnl I'rlvig.

E. Percy Paton " points out that the ifleal trc^t-

m(!nt of immediate suture can rarely Iw carried out,

:is i[i the m.'ijority of cases diagnosis cannot \>f: eMtal>-

lished until some time luw (dapsed after the injury.

.\ E W I N ST IU ; M K NT .S

.

Wossidlo,''^ of B«!rlin, reports a new cystoscope
which h(! calls Incisions Ki/stoscoj), and which he
(!Xpects to us(! in perffirming tin; IJottini o|»«rration for

hypertrophy of the prostate under the control of the

eye. The author operated with tin; instrument, which
consists of a cystosc-ope in which slides the Bottini

knife, on January 24, 11)00.

Dr. Franklin II. Martin "* has recently demon-

FlG. 1.

strated a new clamp for ureterorectal anastomosis.
The object of the instrument is to facilitate the op-
eration by shortening the time of the procedure, to

guard against leakage at the mucous membrane of the
bowel without, at the same time, getting constriction
of the ureter, to provide for a free flow of urine, to

guard against the possibility of occluding the ureter

Fig. 2.

by thoroughness of suturing, otherwise necessary, and
to provide for adequate burying of the ureter. The
ap{)lication of the instrument is easily understood, but
rather diHioult to explain. The bowel is prepared, as I

have described heretofore, for ureterorectal anastomo-
sis by denuding it of the serous and a portion of the
muscular coats (see illustrations). A small opening

" British Medical Journal. January 13, 1900.
" Centrbl. f. d. Krank. d. Ham- u. Sexual-org.aue. Bd. xi, H. 3.
" Transactions of Chicago Gynecological Society, 1900.
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is then made tlirough this oval-sliaped denudation,

which denudation is about 2 inches in length on tiie

hiteral wall of the rectum, iiulhciently large to admit

one of the blades of the clamp. This blade; is passed

through the anus into the bowel and passed through

the opening in the mucous membrane until it projects

for the distance of an inch or an inch and a half.

The ureter, which has been prepared, is placed over

this blade. The blade, by the way, is hollow, having

an opening through its centre large enough to allow

the free i)assage of urine, the opening passing off to

the side of the blade lower down. After the ureter is

l)ut upon tlu! blade, a small piece of catgut is tied

around it to secure it at a point where there is a slight

notch in the blade. This secures the ureter to the

blade ; the blade is then partly withdrawn so as to

draw the ui-eter through the bowel oi)ening into the

interior of the gut. Only about one-half inch of the

Fig. 3.

blade is outside of the denudcid surface, and at this

point the forceps are closed and locked, and the ureter

secured to the mucous membrane and the denuded
portion of the bowel. The blade remains clamped un-

til it comes away as the Murphy button does by press-

ure atrophy. The opening in the bowel is now
closed around the.ureter. As the ureter contains the

hollow blade of the forceps there is no danger of con-

stricting it. One suture, properly placed, will accom-
plish that; so that but one catgut suture is really

necessary to fix the ureter to the mucous membrane
and to the muscular coat of the bowel. Then, with

the application of two rows of catgut sutures, the

ureter is buried, and the operation is finished.

There should be different sizes of the instrument,

as the ureters vary markedly in size. The opening
at the side of the blade has a small olive tip, over
which a rubber tube is slipped, which will conduct the

urtuf! out of the bowel.

^eportjEf of ^ocietic^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STONE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Ki:<;ii.AK meeting Monday, May 7, 1900, Dr. E.
II. IJuADFOKi) in the chair.

Dij. F. M. BiU(;(;s showed a case of

CONTIIACTINC SCAR OF" TIIE HAND KEMKDIKD I5Y A
KI.AI' FKO.M TIIK AIJDOMKN.^

I)k. ^MoicTox PuiNCK read a paper entitled

' See page 422 of the Jourual.

PHYSIOLOGICAL DILATATION AND THE MITllAL
SPHINCTERS AS FACTORS IN FUNCTIONAL AND
ORGANIC DISTURBANCES OF THE HEART.'

Dr. Arnold : It seems to me that this matter has
a decidedly practical bearing in its clinical aspect.

As a rule I think one is apt to look upon the mitral

valve in the same way that we do upon the arterial

valves, and to consider chiefly the question of disease

of the valve itself. From this point of view we are a
little surprised to find that so many of the mitral mur-
murs are clinically of little importance. Our old dis-

tinction between organic murmurs and functional mur-
murs is not entirely satisfactory and is not as sharply
defined as we are apt to think. With regard to mitral

murmurs 1 think the exjdanation is to be found in

the part taken by the muscle of the ventricular wall
in the closure of this valve. Whether Dr. Prince's

description of it as a sphincter helps our ideas is a
little questionable in my mind. There is not an abso-
lute muscular sphincter, for on the inner side the mi-
tral valve is contiguous with tlie aortic valve. The
essential point is that it is the contraction of the cir-

cular muscular fibres of the heart which narrows the
mitral valve and thus enables the valve curtains to

completely close the opening. We may call it sphinc-

ter if we understand it in that light. Again, in val-

vular disease its importance, as we know, depends not
entirely on the disease of the valve itself, but on the

condition of the cardiac muscle. As long as we have
a good condition of that muscle, or good compensa-
tion, as we call it, as long as the mitral valve closes

muscularly, the valvular lesion is of comparatively
little importance. When the muscle diminishes in its

force and yields to a certain extent, when it does not
aid by contracting in the closure of the valve, we get

broken compensation and leakage which is of practi-

cal importance. It seems to me that is the practical

bearing of the question, and if we keep in mind this

action of the heart muscle about the mitral valve we
shall better understand the various conditions in which
the mitral murmur is heard. It is, of course, under-

stood that we may have a lesion of the mitral valve
itself so extensive that the muscular contraction will

not enable the valve to close tightly, however strong

that contraction may be.

Dr. Harold Williams : Dr. Prince's paper is so

complete that it does not seem to me one can say very
much in addition to it. Anything further would be
simply what Dr. Prince has omitted to read. What
Dr. Arnold has said is very important, and for my
part I think it probable, not only that the other mus-
cular fibres of the ventricle participate in this con-

traction, but also that the papillary muscles play a
more or hiss imjiortant part, as pointed out in our arti-

cle of last year. In connection with this subject I

should like to emphasize one thing, namely, the im-

portance of judging of these muscular exercises ac-

cording to their individual merits and the characteris-

tics of the individual i)articipating. It seems to me
we are apt to generalize too much on the effects of

muscular exercise without considering what the exer-

cise is and the conditions under which it is taken.

There are many factors which enter into these cases.

Each case should be considered on its own special

merits.

Dr. J. B. Blake : The point which Dr. Williams

* See page 423 of the JouruaL
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iiuidt! tliiit, ciK^li fonn of cxfrcisc iiiuHt Ik- jinl;(i'<l for

it.s(!ll' and under its own conditiouH, I hIiumIiI think wuh

ilhistriitcd lK)t,li i)y the tcinpcratnn! iind tin- l"u;;iliv(!

heart niurninrs. I will nd'c!!* to the U'lnperatures

loinid at [\u' linisli of tlie nuu! whi<'h dilTered consider-

al»ly I'roni thosci found last y(!ar. Last year it was

run on a eold day (teniix^ratun; about 4 1° l'\), a;jainst

a wet, stilV (iast wind, and sonu; extninu! subnormal

temperatures were discovered, in sonui cases h° below

normal. This year there were 1 or 2 cas(!S of in-

creased temp(M"aturi^s before the race;, but after the

race in 'l'.\ teases we found mouth temperatun^s wen;

either a little above the normal or very slii^htly below

th(! normal in 7 cas(\s, the lowtist mouth temperature

after tlu^ rac^e beini;- 1*7°, lii<rhest mouth temperature

in the ra(H' 102°.

l)u. IIauoi.I) Williams: In regard to the a])sence

of murmurs in this last examination I should like to

say a word. I think it can bo accounted for in two
ways. Certainly for 20 men to run twenty-five miles

each and for none of them to have heart murmurs
would be an unusual occurrence, and one that ought

to be account(Hl for. In this instance I think it is to

be explained in two ways : In tlu^ first j)lace it nuist

be remembered that tluvse murmurs are very ephem-
eral in character, and as a rule are only to l)e heard

at the time of the exercise. We examined the hearts

of the men as soon as they came into tiie building.

They were carried to the examining room in the ele-

vator, laid on the table and the hearts were examined
instantly. During our examination the murmurs dis-

appeared in a hirge number of cases. In only one

case was the murnuir persistent. In that case it

lasted one-half hour and then disappeared. In the

others the murmurs lasted only a few minutes, in

some of them seconds only ; so that if the examina-
tion of the heart had been deferred, as in the recent

examination, the murmurs would have disappeared

before auscultation was practised. The other reason is

the degree of exhaustion. The participants in the i-e-

cent race were not so exhausted as the men in our

race. The freshness of the men at the close of the re-

cent race as compared to the condition of exhaustion

of the competitors of last year's race WMi very nuirked,

and was a matter of comment among the spectators.

I consider the extreme exhaustion in our race to have

been largely due to the cold. The men ran in ordi-

nary running costume, and to expose the body thus

lightly clothed to external air at 44° F. and a high

head wind for three hours would probably call for a

very great loss of heat and very great lowering of the

vital forces, so that [)robal)ly exhaustion in that case

was very much greater than in the recent race, when
the conditions wex'e much more favorable.

Dr. Meylan showed

SI'HYGMOGRAPHIC TRACINGS.

The general result shows a very great dilatation of

the vascular system, and in the number of the men,

especially those most exhausted at the end of the race,

there is almost complete loss of the regular normal

curve. In the case of the men who finished strong,

the sphygmograph show^ed the heart to be in better

condition.

Number of Stttpents at Johns ITotkins Med-
ical School. — Johns Hopkins Medical School has

opened this year with 215 students.

AMKHICAN I'KDIATHIC .SOCIKTY.

'rwK.LKTii Annual Mkkti.no, iiklo in St. Joiin'm

Paicism Hai.i,, Wahiiinoto.n, Tuehdav, May 1, I'JOO.

I lltST i>\v.

Tni, chairman, l)u. IIi.mm I\<iI'I.ik, of .New York,

presented his p.aper, entitled

THE AMUL'LATOKV ANI» HOSIMTAL MANAGKME.NT OK
Tin; «;a8Tuo-inte.stinai- derangement.'* ok in-

KANCV IN THE .SU.MMEK MONrH> AMONG THE I'OOR

OK LAK(;E CITIES.

He said that th(! breast-fed infant is not as iniurh

exposed to infection as the infant who is artificially

f(!(i. Cow's milk in the latter case is the substitut*;

for the breast in the; opinion of every practical man.
Hut before the milk reaches the infant it pass«;s through
so many channels and is open to so nuiny sources of

infection that it is surprising tin; mortality is not
greater. Milk, of all the foods, attracts infection,

even if the milk is not directly infectt:d. The arnmals
from which the milk is obtained first introduce infec-

tion ; reference was not made to tulierculosis but to

filth. Th(! udder of the; animal may be the means of

introducing into the milk stri;ptoeocci, which are capa-
1»1(! of causing virulent forms of diarrhea. Dirt, wliile

milking, is likewise introduced. Further, in going
from receptacle to receptacle in commerce, milk is ex-
posed to many sources of infection. All practical

persons will agree that cleanliness is the light that has
I)enetrated the dark and bailling problem of infant

feeding. The basis of artificial feeding is necessarily

bniast feeding, although by this natural process the

greatest diversity is found in the (piantity ami quality

of the food, giving ecjually brilliant results. In a
limited number of studies upon breast-fed infants it is

shown that there is much variety in quantities ; where
one infant will take only 8'.) caloric eipiivalents daily,

another will take 126. IJoth infants at the same time
will be ecjually well nourished. Another feature,

fat varies in the milk of different breasts, yet children
of each breast thrive. The problem is a more difficult

one in the case of milk from the cow\ The milk must
not only be diluted, but the waste is large, even in

thriving infants, of the proteid constituents of the milk.
An indication of this is phosphoric increase in the ex-
creta, liotli mild and severe forms of gastro-intestinal

diseases are therefore infectious.

Dr. Irving M. Snow, of Buffalo, N. Y., read a
paper on

INTESTINAL OBSTRICTION TIIROL"<iH A LOOP FORMED
BY Meckel's diverticulum with liga:mentous
ATTACHMENT,

with specimen showing a Meckel's diverticulum of 12
inches ; the constricted portion was the last foot of the
ileum. A three-year-old boy was the patient, and up
to the present illness he was in good health. The
history of the case is, that falling some little distance
from some steps he struck on the abdomen to the ri«xht

of the navel. He sulfered no bad effects from the
accident and in an hour's time there was complete
relief. He ate freely of grapes a day or so later, and
it was believed that this dietetic indiscretion, by pro-
ducing intestinal irritation ami increased peristalsis,

was the exciting cause of the obstruction. He had a
uornuil fecal passage three days after the accident, but
for four days he vomited persistently, ami laxatives
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and enemata failed to move the bowels, which for five

days were obstinately constipated. Agonizing and

almost continuous abdominal pain was jn-esent and

opiates were recjuircd. There was no tenderness, in-

duration or abdominal tumor to be felt. There was a

slight distention of the belly, with a little gurgling and

rumbling on palpation. The temperature was only a

little above normal and there was no fever during the

entire course of the illness. The patient died inside

of twelve days. The cause of death, as shown by the

post-mortem, was due to exhaustion and inanition from

pain, vomiting and interruption of assimilation from an

unrecognized abdominal obstruction. As the condi-

tion was not recognized as intestinal obstruction, it

was not relieved by operative treatment, hence, it

ended in death.

A case was reported by Dr. Augustus Caille in

which the symptoms of obstruction were present, al-

though the obstruction was not complete. Explora-

tory laparotomy should be made in such instances on

the first occasion of fecal vomiting. The patient might

have been saved by ])rompt surgical interference.

A case that was not operated upon until the symp-

toms became alarming was reported by Dr. Samuel
S. Adams. There was a free movenuiut of the bowels

while the patient was being placed under anesthetics.

The invagination was not found to be disturbed.

In a case reported by Dr. W. S. Christopher,
where air was injected into the intestines after the

abdomen was opened, he said that sullicient pressure

could have been exerted to burst the intestines with-

out loosening the intussusception. As this was the

second time intussusception had occurred in the same

patient, the case was of more than usual interest and

Dr. Christopher noted that the patient recovered from

the second attack.

Dr. Irving M. Snow said it was very difficult to

make a diagnosis in cases where the symptoms are ob-

scure. An exploi'atory incision should be made even

if there be a doubt as to the diagnosis.

Dr. B. K. Rachfori), of Cincinnati, ()., presented

a paper entitled

PANCREATIC DIGESPION OF CASEIN.

In his experiments he used rabbits' pancreatic juice.

This was collected in a common receptacle and then

equally divided between digestion tubes by an experi-

ment giving to each tube an equal quantity of pan-

creatic juice of lik(; digestive capacity. The bile, which
was also obtained from the rabbit, was filtered before

using. Ordinary dairy milk, boiled and neutralized,

was employed. Free fat or butter, he ascertained at

the close of such experiments, floated on the surface

of digestive mixtures in which the milk had been sub-

jected to the action of both bile and j)ancreatic juice.

Dr. Augustus Caille thought hydrochloric acid

a projjcr agent to assist digestion in a child from one
to two years of age.

Dr. L. E. Holt was opposed to giving hydrochloric

acid to infants. lie approved of diet exclusively.

Farinaceous matter. Dr. T. M. Rotch said, did

not assist the digestion as much as lime water, and on
that account he rather objected to the former.

Du. RAcnroRi) said his object was to determine

how a baby should be treated, and the manner of these

investigations could be determined afterwards. To
his mind there wen; two things to consider, (1 ) whether
hydrochloric acid caused a larger amount of casein

to be digested by the pancreatic juice, and (2) whether
hydrochloric acid was found upon examination to be
deficient.

Dr. Augustus Caille read a paper entitled

CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS UPON THE OPERATIVE
treatment of TUBERCULOUS PERITONITIS,

and stated a case in which a diagnosis of tuberculous

peritonitis was made by exclusion. In this case tu-

berculosis of the hernia sac developed, the Bassini

operation for the cure of the hernia at the same time
eifecting a cure of the tuberculous peritonitis. He
stated, however, that the abdomen was not encroached
upon. Other cases referred to by him jiresented solid

tubercular tumors of the peritoneum and mesentery.
He had observed these cases himself and the va-

riety was distinct from the other well-known forms
of tuberculous jieritonitis. In another case the diag-

nosis was made very early, but operative interference

refused. For nearly two years every well-known
method of medication, both internal and external, was
persisted in, but without any apparent benefit. His
conclusion was that medication was useless so far as

cure is concerned. He stated that diagnosis is made
by exclusion except where the tuberculosis bacillus is

found in the puncture fluids, when a diagnosis is posi-

tive. Exploratory laparotomy, in all doubtful cases,

is imperatively indicated because surgical interference

can effect a cure only in cases that are recognized early

and when they are not complicated by tuberculosis of

other parts. He stated that in every case observed by
him there was a low, irregular tumor. The main
diagnostic features are the abdominal symptoms—
pain, distention, disturbed bowel action, affusion.

Dr. T. M. Rotch referred to more than 200 autop-

sies in fatal cases of diphtheria in infants and young
children, there being 17 or 18 cases of tuberculosis in

some part of the body. He dwelt on the importance

of diagnosis between primary and secondary perito-

nitis. In the secondary condition, the treatment of

tuberculous peritonitis is nearly useless. In the

primary instance, however, good results are obtained

from laparotomy. A case was reported by him in

which an enlarged mesenteric gland was removed,
and the importance of the early removal of such

glands when tuberculous was strongly emphasized,

as in this way a further spread of the infection is

prevented. He considered the use of tuberculin in

diagnosis very important, especially where there is

a low range of tem])erature.

Dr. d. Henry Fruitnigiit reported obtaining

good results in a number of cases of tuberculous

peritonitis following an operation in the Children's

Hospital, New York, but, in his opinion, recovery

could not be considered permanent.

In the absence of positive clinical evidence. Dr.
A. C. Cotton stated that he was turned to bacterio-

logical findings to decide the diagnosis in suspicious

cases of tuberculous peritonitis. He drew attention

to the indications for exploratory laparotomy in such

cases.

This brought a reply from Dr. Rotch that he did

not see why exploratory laparotomy should not be

made in all cases.

Dr. Jackson emphasized the advisability of ex-

amination of the ])lood for leucocytosis, but ques-

tioned whether such examination would separate the

disease from typhoid fever.
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I)|{. Caii.i.k (lid not (consider iiK-dicin.-il tn>]itnii-iii

of iiiiy aviiil ill tlifsc ciiscs. lie did not, think il

uoilli wliilr (() \v:i.st(Miny time on i^n;M;i((d :ind creo-

sote, lie considered it the !ihsolnt<' (hitv of tlie

o|)er:i(or to open tiie ;il)<h)inen if the disi-,is(' in sns-

|>e<-ted. Flnid in the uhdonien ni;iy Ix- dm; to u

chronic; nuiscniar infection, a hir^e sphen, Hurcosis,

anemia, nephritis, or to valvidar disease; of tin; lieart.

The opeinn<> of tin; idKl()ni(;n, if tin; diagnosis (;onld

not lu; niaih' otherwise, was hariidess, as the; patient,

l)ein;i; anesthetized, snifers no pain. So far as the

(>.\aniination of tho l)h)()d was concerned, hi' did imt

hiy nuicii stress upon it, as su(;ii an examination, he

tlioni;ht, would not diU'erentiatc; cas(;s of tui)(;rcnIous

peritonitis and every case of affection (;aused hy

ciironic malaria or anemia. \h\ admitted, however,
such an examination nui^Iit occasionally he useful in

diagnosis.

SICCONI) DAY.

Du. Edwako p. Davis, of IMiiladelpliia, pre-

sented his paper, entitled

THE TUKATSIKNT of IIVDUOCKIMIAI.I S MY (KAM-
KCTOMY.

He cited a ease of an infant six months old, the

mother of whom had two other children, and was in

excellent health before the birth of the present

child. The birth was spontaneous, and the mother
nursed the child for three weeks, at which "time she

was taken with what was called a " bilious attack."

The secretion of milk failed and the child was fed

upon starchy food. At the time of its birth, the

child weighed o|- pounds, and !) pounds at six months
of age. The child was restless and had a poor aj)-

petite, and it was brought for treatment. It was
stupid and apparently suffered from intracranial press-

ure. It was seen by Dr. W. W. Keen, in consulta-

tion at the Jefferson Hospital, where it was trans-

ferred, and an effort made to secure continuous

drainage. The fluid was difficult to withdraw from
the ventricles. The child w'as then anesthetized, and
the cranium was trephined at one side of a sagit-

tal suture, and in the parietal bone on the right side,

antiseptic precautions having first been taken. The
child finally collapsed and died.

So far as the operation was concerned, Du. Rotcii
said it appeared to be quite simple. No bad results

had taken place from the operation. He referred to

a case in the Infants' Hospital at Boston in this con-

nection, and said that the cases were either treated

with one tapping, or there was frequent drainaai'

with tubes introduced into the ventricle, the fluid

being withdrawn every day. He did not think that

the operation was curative, but thought perhaps it

might be palliative, the child being more comfortabU'

for the time being.

A case was reported by Du. Douning where 2

ounces of fluid were withdrawn. The child was ipuet

after puncture and seemed to improve for some three

weeks. I'nfortunately, he lost track of the child, so

that definite results could not be reported.

Three interesting cases were reported by Du. Koi*-

LiK, which came under his observation. One of them
was a baby seven months old which developed symp-
toms similar to those in tuberculous syphilis. It

was tapped in the lumbar space, and from 10 to 20

centimetres taken, which varied according to the indi-

cutioiiH. Th(!n! whh h viMilile iniprovenM-nt ufU;r oach

tapping.

Die. Koi( II rcrited hin r-xperieiiccM ill the Iiif:iiit>t'

I lospilal, where great care had been taken to tiibil-

late the amount of presHure under which the fluid

was withdrawn, and the amount up to the time th(;

ciiild died. Ilisopiidon was that it was a palliativo

tn'alinent.

Dk. Davis said that the danger of imiiiediiit^;

(h-ath appeared to depend largely in this chh*; upon
th(! amount of fluid which was drawn. He laid

stress u[)on the can; to be (;x«;rciHed in witlnlrawirig

the fluid so that very little HJionld escape. nf;rice

the effort to maintain pressure whih; tin; drainage

was being insert(;d.

Dr. Roi-AM» (;. I"'ui:i;ma\, of New York, pre-

sented his paper, entitled

NKl'HIilTIS OK IM'I.IKNZA IV CIIH.HUKN.

He cited the case of a four-year-old boy, who,
for three years past, has suffered from infiuenza.

The ordinary symptoms of cold, prostration, fever

and moderate earache accompanied the present at-

tack in .January, 181)1). There was no discharge from
tin; ear. His temperature on January .'Hst was 102./>°.

On February otli it reached 10;j°, then gradually
diminished. On February 9th it varied between
100° and 101°. Some very red urine was passed
on this date containing a large amount of blood,

about 09^ by bulk. The doctor thought that, al-

though albumin is fairly frequent, the influenza of

nephritis is a rare complication. The nephritis com-
plicated in influenza is usually clinical of an acute
hemorrhagic type, and morphologically shows toxin

lesions. The attacks occur more frecjuently appar-
ently in children than in adults. He added that

any disturbance may appear some days after the

acute symptoms of influenza and sometimes a month
later.

Dr. Fruitnight stated that he had found but 1

case of albumin in 57 cases, and this had disap-

peared in a few days.

More care should be exercised in examining the
children, Du. Doumxg said, in his report of 3 cases
of complicated nephritis ; he cited the fact that one
child nine years of age had shown some adenia of
the face. Upon examiiuition of the urine, 309^ of

albumin and a large number of blood casts ap-

l)eared. It was three weeks later before the casts

and the albumin disappeared. In another child of

four years, which showed adenia on the face, patho-
logical and blood casts were found which cleared up
and are now entirely well. The third case reported
was that of a four-year-old child, in which it appeared
that influenza affected every member of the familv.

A very pronounced form of nephritis was shown.
An examination of the urine showed blood casts

and oO'}^, of albumin.

One case of nephritis was reported by Du. Jex-
MNGS, following a double infection. The nephritis

followed an attack of influenza and was of a mild
character. The urinary findings amounted to IG
ounces and its specific gravity l.Olo. The urine
cleared up in a very short time and on the third day the
blood casts disappeared. For a week later the granu-
lar casts persisted in a few numbers. The urine in-

creased to 20 ounces on the third dav and 28 on the
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fifth day. The chiki was practically convalescent

after that period.

It would be very interesting, said Dr. Rotcii, to

see a case following nephritis. He thought that

these cases of nephritis and influenza are of an

acute interstitial type, following the general rule of an
infectious disease. A diagnosis of any special form of

renal disease in young children should be made by
means of an examination of the urine, and he laid

stress on this point.

A case was reported by Dr. Carr, which to him
bore a very striking feature, namely, that the child

suddenly developed a taste for sugar. The case was
interesting to him by reason of a sudden increase in

the specific gravity, the child's fondness for sugar and
the absence of albumin.

A question was raised by Dr. Ciiuhchill whether
in these cases of influenza, as well as other infectious

diseases, they are not often the beginning of inward
trouble which developed later on in life, particularly

at puberty or later. He wanted to know wdiether we
find manifestations of inward trouble by careful and
thorough examination of the urine. A case was cited

by him of a young man, nineteen years of age, who
was suffering from an attack of appendicitis. Wliile

examining the urine, simply as routine practice, he
found chronic nephritis.

Dr. FREE>rAN stated that more than a year ago the

examination of this child's kidneys had been made,
and that during all this time the kidneys remained
perfectly right, and there had never been any de-

viation from the normal. There was no otitis at

any time, and it did not figure as a factor in the

matter. The child had complained during the months
of January and December of pain in the ear at times,

but it would pass ofi" in a short time and would not re-

cur for a week perhaps. The cases reported by him,

he said, were the result of an exhaustive search

through the literature of ten years past, and by call-

ing attention to the matter he hoped it might be of in-

terest to others.

Dr. Au(iuSTUS Caille presented a paper on

SUDDEN DEATH FROM PERFORATION OF TRACHEA
AND BURSTING OF CASEOUS GLAND.

He showed a specimen which, he said, had been
taken from a body of a girl with a diagnosis of bron-

chitis. A cold basis about the size of a walnut was
revealed by the autopsy. This was a little above the

bifurcation of the trachea. It had ruptured into the

trachea, the contents being a cheesy matter, which
had completely flooded above the trachea. This
child, it was stated, had been sent in by some doctor

with a diagnosis of bronchitis. In going over the

child, however, the house i^hysician had heard a few
rales underneath the sternum. There was no fever

and no pain, and but little cough.

Dr. Bi.ackader referred to the bronchial nose and
thought that a large nose interfered to some extent

with the entrance of air, especially if it has been asso-

ciated with l)ronchitis.

Post-mortems, Dr. Fruitnkiiit said, had, in sev-

eral cases, revealed enlarged bronchial noses. In this

case, auscultation had not reveahid the presence of

bronchial nose, and it did not possess any symptoms to

indicate; the presence of tliis condition.

A case was reported by Dr. West where the symp-
toms disappeared and then reappeared. It was due,

he thought, to an enlargement of the glands. In one
case the child had a cough that resembled whooping
cough and there was a resemblance to whooping cough
in another case he had in mind.

Dr. a. C. Cotton, of Chicago, presented a paper
on

CONGENITAL CARDIAC MALFORMATION AVITII ENDO-
CARDITIS AND ANURIA.

The family history in this case was negative, and
there was no history of syphilis obtainable. The
baby was boi'u March It), 1900. It weighed at birth

7 pounds and 4 ounces, and was 22| inches in length.

It was well developed and presented no external mal-

formations. There was a marked pallor which changed
to a greenish hue, actual cyanosis supervening grad-

ually as a light symptom. There was a loud, harsh

diastolic murmur upon examination of the heart,

which was heard all over the chest, and it was difiicult

to locate the exact position of this murmur. The
child died of progressive asthenia on the fifth day,

there having been no urine seci'eted.

{To he continued.)

I^ecent literature.

Ear Records. A Method of Recording Ear Cases.

By John C. Lester, M.D., and ViNCENr Gomez,
M.D. Pp. 175. New York: J. W. & George II.

Ilahn. 1899.

The method of recording ear cases provided for in

the record book of Drs. Lester and Gomez has evi-

dently been very carefully considered with a view to

including all items likely to be demanded in the run-

ning record of tlie personal history, functional exami-
nation, physical examination and treatment of the ma-
jority of cases of aural disease. The book is provided

with a lettered name index, and has on each page a

schematic figure of the sound-transmitting apparatus

of tlie middle ear, and in addition sulficient sjjace for

notes. Based upon the method of Dr. liohrer, of

Zurich, this book, for practitioners who use this form
of case record, will be found to be practical, sugges-

tive and time saving.

Manual of the Diseases of the Eye. For Students

and (ieneral Practitioners. By Charles H. May,
IVI.l). Pp. 400, with 243 original illustrations, in-

cluding 12 colored figures. New York: AV^illiamclud

Wood & Co 1900.

The author in ))reparing this handy little volume
has kept well in nund the desire on the part of the

medical student and the general practitioner to possess

a manual which shall contain the essential facts of

ophthalmology and at the same time not be overbur-

dened with theory and irrelevant detail. Altliough it

is very elementary in character and not likely to be

of especial interest to those who are familiar with the

mor(! pretentious treatises on this subject, it will never-

theless serve as an easy introduction to an already ex-

tensive special literature. An unusually full index

facilitates a ready reference.
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PHYSICIANS AS SPEAKERS.

TiiK matter of public speaking is becoming one of

jjreater and greater importance to physicians. It cer-

tainly rarely happens nowadays that a man goes

through his professional life without being called upon

to exjjress his thoughts at some time before an assem-

blage of his associates. That some men, and we are

disposed to think a growing number, do this well is

undoid)ted ; that others, and we fear this is the larger

proportion, fail lamentably in expressing their ideas

in an interesting and convincing maimer is equally

self-evident. The demands of medicine as a profes-

sion do not particularly call for the cultivation of ora-

torical gifts, as law, for example, is supposed to do

;

nevertheless attention to the princii^les of public-

speaking should be developed far more than is ordi-

narily done.

An interesting criticism and analysis of the short-

comings of physicians in this regard has recently

been given by William Whitford, otlicial stenographer

of the American Medical Association, in a paper en-

titled " Physicians as Speakers," recently published

in the Journal of the Association. Mr. Whitford un-

questionably speaks from a dearly-won experience,

and his suggestions are worth more than a passing no-

tice. One can hardly imagine a more trying position

than that of a stenogra})her who is called upon to re-

port with exactness the remarks of a body of medical

men. He is in a position to recognize faults which a

less responsible person might easily overlook, and to

place the blame for the often criticised reports exactly

where it belongs. Mr. Whitford gives mucb good ad-

vice, which we have no doubt will be read by physi-

cians with no feelings of resentment and we hope with

some sense of personal application. We are told that

the first duty of a physician in addressing an audience

is to make himself heard, a warning which is fre-

quently unheeded in spite of the best intentions. The
following paragraph, which we quote in part, admira-

bly expresses the real point at issue : " The real se-

cret of effective delivery lies in the ability of a speaker

to improHH liirnHcIf with hiH Kubj«!rt. IIi- for ihf. tini«

li«M-omcH tin- Htandard by whirli all tlioiiglit and f(:4-l-

ing and s(iitiin(!iit of a whole iiM.seridily are incuMured ;

nor <'aM lie hope to produfu; in his hearern uii inU;n?Ht

greater tlian his own. A goo<l Hpeaker, m \m mind
IxiConicH inflamed with iinwotit«;d activity, rlHCH Ut a

plane of thought and f(;(;ling of which he liiniHcIf Ih

allog(!tlM'r incapable in his calmer moments. Iliscon-

(urption is sharpened and his thoiightH come with a

clearness and precision that leave no time for hcHita-

tion. The mind, as it were, ])ecome« intoxicated with

its own ideas. The j)erception of the hearer is corre-

spondingly (piickencid, and the audience, catcln'ng the

inspiration of the speaker, unconsciously rises with

him if animated by the same spirit."

Our experience has been that if a man is really

deeply interested in his subject and has the enthusi-

asm which always goes with such int(;rest, he can

hardly fail to impress himself upon his audience,

however lacking in oratorical finish his remarks may
be. Self-consciousness must be laid aside, as a pre-

requisite to success in speaking before an audience

;

if that can be done the subject is given an opportu-

nity. Again, we are warned against over-ditfuseness

and are told that this is an error most common among
young i)hysicians, although their elders are not always

exempt. Diffuseness is certainly one of the most glar-

ing faults to which young and old are alike exposed,

and which does more to deaden interest even than

poor delivery. We are, however, by no means sure

that Mr. AV'hitford is right in attributing this error

especially to the young. In fact we have a vague
impression that men of the older generation are at

times likewise prone to verbosity. We should rather

say that over-detail is a weakness of youth and diffuse-

ness a fault of riper years. The indefinite wandering
into fields of experience is one of the labyrinths into

which the relative inexperience of the younger man
is not likely to lead.

As in all other classes of public sjjeakers, Mr.
Whitford finds that physicians vary greatly in the

rate of utterance, from a hundred and ten to a hun-

dred and sixty or more words a minute, from wliich

it is clear that the difficulties of the stenographer are

in certain cases greatly increased. Here comes in a

defence of the reporter, of which we are glad to make
mention. It is conunon enough to hear complaints on
the part of individuals who have spoken at medical

gathermgs that their remarks have been miserably re-

ported, that they never could have said what they

have been credited with, and so on. Mr. Whitford
gives fourteen reasons why reports may at times be

inaccurate, through no fault of the stenographer,

all of which, no doubt, are important. One, however,
he omits, which certainly should have a place, and
that is the carelessness of the speaker. Comparativelv
few men realize exactly what they say when speak-

ing extemporaneously ; repetitions are unnoticed

;

extraordinarily inappropriate words are used, and
sentences mangled in various wavs, all of which is
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attributed to the inefficiency of the reporter. If

speakers knew exactly what they had said, there

would be far less criticism of the stenographic reports

which they look at with dismay jjcrhaps a week or

two after the occasion of their remarks.

This really entertaining discussion closes with a

classification of speakers, of which Mr. Whitford finds

thirty-eight varieties. A few of these we give : The

moderately slow speaker ; the exuberant and tempes-

tuous speaker ; tlie musical, flowery speaker ; the

loud, husky speaker, whose voice is somewhat indis-

tinct ; the grandiloquent speaker ; the rapid and spas-

modic speaker ; the one who hurls disconnected sen-

tences at the reporter ; the clear, distinct, unassuming

speaker, who talks with absolute precision, with per-

fect grammar ; he is a rara avis ; the physician who

commences his speech in a deliberate, measured, dis-

tinct, far-reaching tone of voice, and who, when he

becomes influenced by the magnetism of his audience

and their rapt attention, gives vent to rare flights of

oratory ; the man who does not realize that his first

duty is to make himself heard ; the physician who

never completes his sentences, but is utterly oblivious

of that fact when he criticises the report of his speech

;

the foreigner who imagines that he speaks like a

native ; the man with a strange and unfamiliar style,

whose sentences are portentously long ; the rapid and

monotonous speaker who becomes tangled in his own

sentences and mispronounces words ; the physician

who is known for his elegant diction, his scholarly

references, and the ornateness of his phraseology

;

the physician who stutters, speaks indistinctly, and

yet is extremely technical ; the pompous speaker

;

the physician who begins a sentence, but is not satis-

fied with its construction ; he therefore draws up,

makes a plunge in another direction, wanders about

in a maze, and finally lands in a region of impene-

trable obscurity ; the physician who is afllictcd with

that terrible malady— cacoethes loquendi.

We trust none of our readers are in any of these

classics ; if such be not the case, however, possibly the

pinching of the shoe may have a salutary effect.

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SURGEON-
GENERAL OF THE ARMY.

Surgeon-General Sternberg's report for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1900, of which we have

before us an advance summary, is of more than usual

interest because of the added duties and responsibilities

of the medical arm of the service incident to our re-

cently acquired possessions. In spite of the increased

demands being made upon the medical department it

appears that there are at present but 192 officers, a

number hardly sufficient before the outbreak of war

with Spain, and wholly insufficient when the strain of

that campaign was well inaugurated. Since the close

of the war the medical department has been under-

manned, rendering necessary professional assistance

from civil life. The surgeon-general acknowledges

the excellent service received from this source, but in-

sists that much experience is needed to fit these civil-

ians for the sanitary work required, and to render

them familiar with army methods. On the 30th of

June there were 462 acting assistant surgeons under

contract, all of whom have been examined by properly

constituted boards relative to their physical and pro-

fessional fitness for the discharge of their duties. Two
boards of specially qualified physicians have been ap-

pointed for the study of tropical diseases, one for duty

in and about Manila and the other in Cuba. The
army nurse corps appears to be in a very satisfactory

condition. There were 210 female nurses in the ser-

vice JuTie 30th. There are now 122 nurses in the

Philippines as against 33 the beginning of the year.

Women are serving in increasing numbers on the army
transports in the Pacific ; the service of these nurses

is highly appreciated, and they are in demand at al-

most all hospitals of importance. As time goes on

the organization of the army nurse corps has improved,

and its adjustment to the conditions in the army made
more satisfactory in details.

A number of new hospitals have been opened dur-

ing the past year, among them one at Fort Bayard,

New Mexico, for the treatment of army officers and

men suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis.

The following comparative statistics are of interest

regarding the health of the army in 1899 as compared

with 1898. During the calendar year 1899 there were

229,885 admissions to sick report recorded in a mean
strength of 105,546 regulars and volunteers. This is

equivalent to a rate of 2,178.06 per thousand of

strength as compared with 2,146.18 per thousand dur-

ing the year 1898, and with 1,237.24, the mean annual

I'ate for the decade 1888-1897. Of the admission rate

for the year, 714 99 was constituted by malarial dis-

eases, 380.69 by diarrheal diseases and 192.48 by injury,

of which 21.56 admissions per thousand men resulted

from gunshot; typhoid fever contributed only 20.69

cases per thousand of strength. Of the admission

rate for 1898, malarial fevers constituted 611.78,

diarrheal diseases 388.62, injuries 140.38, of which

only 13.92 resulted from gunshot; typhoid fever con-

tributed 141.59 cases per thousand of strength.

The report from the Philippines shows a consider-

able number of sick and a relatively large death rate

among the troops, due, no doubt, to the exposures and

fatigues of a long campaign. The opinion is said to

be prevalent among medical officers that in time of

peace and while doing only garrison duty, the sick

rate of the army in the Philii)pines would be no

higher than it ordinarily is in the Southern United

States. Malarial fever, diarrhea and dysentery head

the list in point of numbers. A relatively small num-

ber of cases of typhoid fever is reported, and but 238

cases of wounds and injuries out of a total of 2,807.

The cases of malarial fever, on the other hand, consti-

tute approximately one-lifth of th(! whole number.

The whole report is worth a careful reading, as
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(IcmoiiHtriitiiii,' botli vvluit Iuih bf-on acconiplishffl in tlin

vviiy ol" |ii(t|>livl.ixi.s Hiiil Ircjiliiufiil, hikI also us hIiow-

iiii; liow iiiiicli n'lii.'iiiis to he done hi'loiu; tlut iiu!(li<'iil

(l('|)aitiii(iit may look willi ciiliic coiiiplacciicy at itn

work, 'i'o a('C()iii|)lisli I lie hcst, n'sullH it is dear lliat

tlir medical coi-jts must i»c materially iiicrrascd in

numbers.
-•-

iMKDICAL NOTES.

Vkm.ow I"'i;vi:1{ in CuitA. — The situation in

Ilavatia rci^ardiug yellow fovor is not encouragin<(.

Ev(!ry part of tlii^ city lias contributed cases, an<l it

is thouu'lit that many of the inhabitants will leave un-

less an improvement in tlu; conditions takes place

soon. T'he soutii side of Cuba, on the other hand,

of which Santiago is an important city, is j)ractically

exempt from the disease, owing to the precautions taken

by General Wood, and the fact that few Spanish immi-

grants, who are apparently particularly susceptible to

the disease, come to that part of the island, (ieiu'ral

Wood is reported to have said that the large amount

of yellow fever in Havana is due to the constant ar-

rival of these immigrants', and also, from a later re-

ported interview, that the relative number of cases tliis

year as contrasted with previous years is really about

the same, though a[)parently greater, because of in-

sufficient returns heretofore.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

AcuTK Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, October 24, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

122, scarlatina ^l, measles 23, typhoid fever 25,

Liability of Physicians in the Commitment
OF Insane and Inebriates. — The full Bench of

the Supreme Court of Boston, in a recent decision,

sustains the judgment of the Superior Court relative

to the liability of physicians in committing insane

and inebriates to institutions. The court holds that

physicians, acting under our statutes relating to the

commitment of dipsomaniacs and insane persons, are

not liable for mere negligence in making a false

certificate that a person was a dipsomaniac or inebri-

ate, as a result of which the person was committed to

the hospital at Foxboro for inebriates, provided they

act in good faith and without malice. The decision is

put upon two grounds : (1) Because assuming the de-

fendants' examination was a careless one and their

certificates false, their conduct was not the proximate

cause of the commitment of the person, as a judge

must, under the statutes, determine that, and (2)

public i)olicy, because they should be protected

against liability by being made privileged, like par-

ties and witnesses iu other cases, as long as they act

in good faith and without malice.

Boston Society of Medical Sciences. — A
meeting of the lioston Society of Medical Sciences

was held October 2od, the general subject of the

eveiiiug being the first annual report of the Cancer

Invostijjation Committro to the Sur;^ral Drpartmrnt

of the HarvanI .Medical School. Dr. .1. C. Warren

Hpoke of the (-onditions under which the inveHti^^alion

is l)eing undertaken, and showird, an did I)r. W. V.

Whitn(;y in remarks winch followe*!, cliartH ilhiHtrul-

ing tln! itK^rease of cancer during n-cent yearH. Dr.

K. H. Nichols read a paper on '-'I'he ICtiology of Can-

cer," in which he discussed the existing evidence for

and against the parasitic tlieory «»f the <liHease, and

gave th(! results of his own investigations, whi<;li are,

as yet, inconclusive. Dr. It. IJ, (intfrnough jiresented

a communication representing his work on the histol-

ogy of mammary cancer. Mr. K. K. Tyzzer spoke on

"Tumors and S])orozoa of Fishes." Mr. K. .M.

Locke show(!d a wax reconstruction of a nodule of

cancer, and described the technique. Dr. Oscar Rir;h-

ardson gave the results of attempts to cultivate the

parasites of cancer, which were unavailing.

Dii'Htiieuia in Bhookline and Waltiiam,
Mass. — A number of cases of mild diphtheria

have been brought to the notice of the Board of

Health of Brookline. It is at present confined

chielly to school children. A s(!Cond circular to par-

ents has been issued and distributed, warning them to

take all possible precautions against the spread of the

disease. Waltham is also suffering from a mild epi-

demic, confined to no special portion of the city.

The contagious hospital is already very much over-

crowded, so that it has become necessary to care for a

number of patients at their homes.

Increase of Tvimioid Fever in Connecticit.—
During September, while most of the infectious dis-

eases decreased in Connecticut, there was a striking

increase in the number of cases of typhoid fever.

It is reported in fifty-four towns, and the cases num-
ber 228, as compared with 190 in August, making a

total in two months of 418, which is 51 in excess of

the same months in 1899. The increase is to be at-

tributed largely to the low state of the wells. There
is reason to expect an increase of typhoid in October.

Enforcejient of Boston Milk Re(;llations.
— Eleven dealers, charged with vi lation of the milk

law, have recently been tried in a Eoxbury, Mass.,

court. The court imjiosed a number of fines, one of

the offences being the use of formaldehyde as a pre-

servative, a violation of the law which forbids the

use of foreign substances in milk.

NEW YORK.

Verdicts of $37,000 and S7,500 for Damages.
— On October 17th in the Supreme Court Mrs.
Elizabeth Rhoades obtained a verdict for $37,000
damages against the Metropolitan Street Railway
Company for the death of her husband. Captain

George B. Rhoades, of the Seventh Regiment, in

July last. This is the largest amount ever rendered

against a surface railroad in New York in a suit ijrow-

ing out of personal injuries or death, due to the

alleged negligence of the railway companv. Two
days later in Part V of the Supreme Court a jury
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rendered a verdict of $7,500 damages against the

same company. This was tlie second trial of a case

in wliich at the first trial, in June, 1899, a verdict

was given awarding six cents damages for the life of a

child who was killed by a trolley car, the smallest sum

ever awarded in a similar case in the history of the

State. The foreman of the jury explained after the

trial that this insignificant amount was decided upon

because the father of the child was rich. An appeal

was promptly taken to the Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court, where the six-cent verdict was set

aside, and a new trial ordered.

Newark's Water Supply. — In the last issue of

the Journal brief mention was made of the acquisi-

tion of tiie Pequannock water supply. Newark has

now become the absolute owner of a water supply

ample for all the needs of the city for fifty years to

come, and capable of still further enlargement at com-

paratively small cost. With an outlay of $6,000,000

there have been acquired the water rights of the

Pequannock Valley and a plant capable of delivering

by gravity to the distributing reservoirs a daily supply

of not less than 50,000,000 gallons of clear, unpollu-

ted water. With the construction of three distribut-

ing reservoirs, the necessary pumping stations, and a

large storage reservoir at Cedar (irove, and with the

cost of the connecting mains and 250 miles of street

mains, the total expenditure will amount to $10,700,-

000. Incident to the establishment of the water

plant Newark has enforced economy in the use of

water by compelling the use of meters by consumers

who are likely to waste water. Thus far 9,000 meters

have been installed, and since May 1st, 1899, the con-

sumption of water has thereby been reduced 0,000,000

gallons a day.

Contract avith a Lunatic. — Another case of

medico-legal interest has just been decided in the Apel-

late Term. One Louis Fiegenbaum, who was of un-

sound mind, but had not been judicially so declared,

applied to a well-known firm of lawyers to institute

an action for divorce against his wife, paying them

$110 on account, in advance. One of Fiegenfcaum's

delusions, it seems, was with respect to the fidelity of

his wife, though the lawyers were entirely ignorant

of his mental condition and undertook the case in

good faith. A summons and complaint was made by

them, but was never served. In a suit by Mrs.

Fiegenbaum, as committee, in the Fifth Municipal

Court, to recover the sum advanced by her husband,

the case was decided against her. In the Appellate

Division of the Supreme Court this judgment has now

been reversed, the court holding that the mere draw-

ing of the summons was not a bringing of the suit,

but only a preliminary step, and of no use or advan-

tage to the plaintiff, and that, therefore, a cause of

action had been made out against the lawyers, as for

money had and received.

MiDWii r, IIki.i) kor Cm sixo an Infant's Blind-

ness.— Mrs. Barbara llarpreicht, a midwife, has been

held in $600 bail for trial, charged with causing, by
her negligence, the blindness of an infant at whose

birth she officiated last spring. This is said to be the

first case of the kind in recent years in which the

Health Department has been able to get the evidence

in such a shape as to enable it to proceed against the

responsible person, although it is well known that a

large part of the blindness existing at present has been

caused by neglect and impi'oper treatment during

early infancy. The section of the Penal Code under

which the woman will be tried provides that when the

eyes of a young child whose birth has been attended

by a midwife become affected, the midwife is forbidden

to treat or prescribe for the condition, but must either

notify the board of health or secure the services of a

physician. Violation of the statute is punishable by a

fine of $250 or six months' imprisonment, or both.

The Effect of Two Bullets in the Head. —
At the autopsy of a male patient, sixty-five years old,

who died recently in the insane pavilion of Bellevue

IIosj)ital, where he had been confined for one month,

it was found that there were two bullets, from a .22-

calibre revolver, in the head, one being lodged in

the structurtis of the internal ear and the other in the

substance of the brain. Nothing was known of the

maii's history, but later Dr. John A. Beuerman called

at the coroners' office and stated that he had been

acquainted with the deceased, and that several months

ago the man had informed him that he had fired two

shots into his brain with suicidal intent. He had, how-

ever, discredited his story at the time.

Laparotomy under Spinal Anesthesia.— In

a laparotomy performed at Bellevue Hospital last

week, for the removal of a malignant abdominal

growth. Dr. Henry C. Coe employed with entire suc-

cess Dr. J. Leonard Coming's method of anesthetiza-

tion by the injection of cocaine within the sheath of

the spinal cord in ihe lumbar region.

A Case of Yellow Fever in New York
City.— A mild case of yellow fever is reported to

have developed among the passengers of the Ward
Line steamer Mexico, which arrived from Havana on

Tuesday. The passengers and patient are under ob-

servation.

Bkquests of $5,000 to Four Hospitals. —
By the will of Ignatz Hoff, who died recently in

New York, a bequest of $5,000 each is left to the

German Hospital and Dispensary, St. Francis's Hospi-

tal, the Columbus Hospital, and St. Joseph's Hospital.

:at^tj^eellanp«

THE ENDOWMENT OF PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS.

We quote the following from a recent article by Rev.
James H. Ross, of Cambridge, Mass., relative to the

question of the endowment of professional schools :
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The (jiU'Stion of the iiin(lical school ;irii| thn law hcIiooI

riM'civiiif^ only ihosw who liiivc ^ivrii tlicmselvcM th« lul

vimtafj;e of ii lilicral «(liication Ih a (|iic,siioij of profoimd
sii^nificaiuit! to Aiiuirican lift). It is al.so, in |>articiihir, a
([iicstion of };;ravity for every member of the [irofe.Hsional

faculty and for every meiiiher of tlie l)oar(l of trust wliieh
iiianaj^es a school of law or a school of nie<iicine. Kor if

the student is to j^ive so largt; a share of his life's time to

the preparation for liis life's service, if he come up to t In-

law school or to the school of nu!(licin(! witli powers well

trained, with the capacity of appreciation hufjc, with his

character matured, lit^ has a rij^ht to demand of the pro-
fessional school that it shall ^'ve. to him advantajjes adts
tpiate to the ripeness, richness and maturity of his char-
acter. It is simply absurd for a medical school or a law
school, such as can be found in many of our States, to de-
mand that candidates for admission shall have a collej^e

traininj^ ; for the schools cannot offer ailequate o{)portuni-

ties to men of these advanced attainments. For medical
schools, such as can be found in many of the great cities

of this country, to ask that students who are admitted
shall be liberally educated is quite as absurd as for a hii;h

school in New York or Boston to re([uire that candidates
for its junior class shall have already taken a college

course. The medical college which demands a liberal

education from candidates for admission should offer as

good teaching in tlie fundamental branches of anatomy,
physiology, bacteriology, chenustry, histology, materia
medica, therapeutics, and in special branches, as these

candidates themselves have received in Latin, mathemat
ics, philosophy, German, and history in the undergraduate
colleges. These schools, furthermore, should offer the
student a fitting scholastic environment. The medical
college should offer to him hospitals and clinics having
many cases and unique, and the law school should put into

his hands a properly ecjuipped library.

For schools of medicine and of law to offer the stu-

dent such opportunities recjuires, primarily, money — and
money, too, in large amounts. Professional education in

this country has not yet received, with the exception of

theological education, a fitting endowment. The theologi-

cal schools of this country are now possessed of about
$20,000,000 of endowment, and the value of their build-

ings and grounds is about $12,000,000. Be it said, also,

that one-half of this amount is found vested in the theo-

logical seminaries of the North Atlantic States. Of the

seminaries of the various churches the Presbyterian are

the best endowed. About one-fifth of the entire amount of

endowment funds of churches in America are found be-

longing to the Presbyterian Church. This endowment al-

lows each professorship in these seminaries to have about
$40,000 in case there were an equal division of these

funds. In the Congregational and Episcopal Churches
the endowment would be about $35,000 for each chair.

But the endowment of the medical and law schools is so

slight that one hesitates to give any figures at all. In fact,

the endowment is so slight that some schools of law and of

medicine are unwilling to i-eveal their poverty. The larg-

est endowment in this country belongs to the medical

school of Johns Hopkins University ; the next largest is

that of Harvard Medical School, and the next largest, so

far as reported, is that of Western Reserve University

Medical College. In a recent year $1,500,000 was given

to endow professional education in this country, and of

this sum 63 7^, was given to schools of theology, 17^ to

schools of medicine, 14^ to schools of technology, and
about 1 ^ to schools of law. For the improvement of pro-

fessional education in medicine and law the American peo-

ple must give of their wealth with a generosity akin to

that with which they have poured out their millions each

year to the undergraduate colleges. The great need of

American life at the present time is better trained doctors

and better trained lawyers. 'I'his need can be met only

by the rich endowment of schools for the training of doc-

tors and lawyers ; for it is only such schools, well endowed
and well equipped, that can worthily and fittingly ask men
of a liberal education to become their students. The next

movement in the endowment of American education
should be direcied toward the MchuolH of law and the
schools of metlicine.

With tlicsf! HtutomoiitH we an- in (rNH(;titiul a/^ree-

mriit and art- parti(;iiliirly yhul to iiot«r that they <-"oni«

from !i nqircsciitjitivt! of tin- clerical pr«)f<-HHioti ; wr
think, however, that Mr. K(»s.s lonen Hi;^lil of two
important points in tlu; d<'velopm«-iit of his ar;;nm«-nt.

In th(^ first phicc, so far a.s we are aware, only those
institutions which can offer to tin- Htud«-nt adequate
<"linical .'iikI laboratory facilities an; dt-manding a
pri'liininary training ('(piivaient to a bachelor'H degree.
In tin- second place, it is no long«T reasonahh; to clasH

the sciiools of law and medicin<! as efpially in need of

endowment. Law is a study which re(|uin;s relatively

small provision for its stiulents, whereas me<lieine,

on account of tin; increasing demand for laboratory
space and laboratory instruction and the necessarily

greater length of the course, is each year becoming
more expensive, and is by all means the most costly

form of professional education.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For the Week ending Saturday, October 13, 1900.
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Bedford and Haverhill I each. From cerebrospinal meningitis
New York 3, Lynn 2, Worcester, Somerville and Gloucester 1

each. From measles New York '2, Boston 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 11,(>10,2'.)(), for the week ending
October 6th, the death rate was 17.8. Deaths reported 3,'.)t54r:

diarrhea 406, acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London)
164, diphtheria 1)2, fever 66, whooping cough 49, scarlet fever

32, measles 28.

The death rates ranged from 8.7 in Croydon to 26.0 in Man-
chester: Birmingham 19.5, Bradford 14.7, Cardiff 14.2, Gates-
head 23.4, Hull 16.2, Leeds 18.5, Liverpool 22.8, London 15.8,

Newcastle-on-Tyne 22.7, Nottingham 13.8, Plymouth 16.3, Shef-
field 21.4, Sunderland 25.1, West Ham 14.6.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING OCTO-
BER 20, 1!K)0.

E. G. Dorr, medical inspector, detached from the Navy Yard,
Portsmouth, N. H., on reporting of relief, and ordered home to

wait orders.
B. F. Stephenson, surgeon, ordered to the Navy Yard, Ports-

mouth, N. H , October 25th.

H. E. Odell, assistant surgeon, order to the Asiatic Station
modified ; to take passage on the " Solace."

B. F. Stephenson, commissioned medical inspector from
May 31, 1900.

li. A. Dunn, assistant surgeon, detached from the "Dorothea "

and ordered to the " Frolic."

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE U. S. MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE FOR
THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING OCTOBER 18, 1900.

Gassaway, J. A., surgeon. Leave of absence for four days
from October 15, 1900, under provisions of paragraph 179, Reg-
ulations, M. H. S.

Stoner, G. W., sitrgeon. Granted three days' extension of

leave of absence. October 16, 1900.

Stoner, J. B., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for twenty-two days from October 30th. October 12,

1900.

Young, G. B., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for one day. October 12, 1900.

CuRRiE, D. H, assistant surgeon. To proceed to Indianapolis,

lud., in charge of the laboratory exhibit of the service, to be

shown at the meeting of the American Public Health Associa-

tion. October 12, 19(«).

Scott, E. B., hospital steward. Granted leave of absence for

twenty days from October 22d. October 13, 1900.

BOARD CONVENED.

Board convened to meet at the Purveying Depot, New York,
N. Y., on Wednesday, October 24, 1900, for the purpose of re-

vising tlie official supply table of the service. Detail for the

board: Surgeon G. W. Stoner, chairman, and Surgeon C. E.

Banks.
appointments.

Albert M. Roehrig, appointed temporary hospital steward
and assistant chemist for duty at Immigration Depot, New
York, N. Y. October 13, liWO.

W. F. ScHLAAR, reappointed senior hospital steward. Octo-

ber 13, 1900.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement. —The first

regular meeting of the society for the year 19(K)-190l will be

held at the Medical Library, 19 Boylston Place, on Monday,
October 29th, at 8 o'clock.

Papers: Dr. H. F. Hewes will read a paper entitled "Obser-
vations upon the Symptoms and Treatment of Hyperacidity of

the Stomach."
Dr. R. C. Cabot will present the subject of " Irritable Breasts,

or Chronic Mastitis."
Dr. Fred'k J. Cotton will read a short paper on " Subperiosteal

Fractures."
This is the last date for the nomination of new members for

the De(!eml)er election.

Arthur K. Stone, M.D., Secretary, 6.57 Boylston Street.

New York State Association of Railway Surgeons.—
The annual meeting of the association will be held at the Acad-
emy of Medicine, New York City, on Thursday, November 15,

I'.iOi), under the presidency of Dr. J. L. K(i<ly, of Olean.
C. B. Herrick, Secretary, Troy.

The Southern Surgical and (ivNKCoLOGiCAL Associa-
tion. - The thirteenth annual meeting of this association will

be held in Atlanta, Ga., on Movember 13, 14 and 15, l'.H)0.

EXAMINATION FOR LICENSES TO PRACTISE MEDI-
CINE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.

The next examination for licenses to practise medicine in the
State of New Hampshire will be held at the State House, Con-
cord, on luesday and Wednesday, December Uth and 12th, be-
ginning at 8 o'clock A. M.

All unlicensed physicians who were not in practice in this
State on and before March 16, 1897, must pass the examinations
in order to receive a license to practise legally their profession.

All information regarding the examination will be cheerfully
given by the Department of Public Instruction, State Library,
Concord. Channing Folsom, Regent.

RESIGNATION OF SAMUEL O. L. POTTER, M.D.

Dr. Samuel O. L. Potter has resigned from the Board of Trus-
tess and from the chair of theory and practice of medicine and
clinical medicine in the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
San Francisco, and has severed his connection with that institu-
tion, of which he was one of the incorporators.

RESOLUTIONS ON THE DEATH OF JOHN M.
BROWN, M.D.

At a meeting of the Medical Board of the New York Metro-
politan Dispensary and Hospital, the following resolution was
passed

:

" Inasmuch as by the death of Dr. John M. Brown the Metro-
politan Dispensary and Hospital has sustained a loss which is

poignantly felt and with difficulty retrieved, and since, indi-
vidually, we miss the rugged honesty, the incorruptible friend-
ship which was constantly evidenced to us who knew him in-

timately, be it resolved, That this feeble expression of our esteem
for his character and our appreciation of our loss be spread on
the minutes and a copy of this resolution be sent to his family
and to the medical press."

George McAuliffe, New York City.

RECENT DEATHS.

Wm. R. Larkin, M.D., a prominent Harlem physician, died
of cerebral apoplexy on October 15th, at the age of forty-two.
He was born in New York City and educated in Manhattan
College. He was graduated from Bellevue Hospital Medical
College in 1883, and afterwards served on the house staff of St.

Vincent's Hospital. He was one of the founders of the Man-
hattan Hospital, now known as the J. Hood Wright Memorial
Hospital, and for several years was one of the surgeons to the
New York Fire Department.

Joseph L. Cutler, M.D., for fifty years one of the leading
surgeons of Alleghany County, died on October 14th, at his

home in Bolivar, N. Y., at the age of seventy-one years. He
was born in Moravia, N. Y., and was graduated from the Medi-
cal Department of the University of the City of New York in

1850. He served as assistant surgeon of the 134th Regiment,
New York Volunteers, during the Civil War.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Typhoid Fever and Our Water Supply. Anatomy of Hang-
ing. Medical Education. By Edmund W. Holmes, A. B., M.D.

,

Philadelphia, Pa. Reprints. 1900.

A Contribution to the Study of Anastomosis of the Hollow
Viscera: A Modified Murphy Button. By John S. Miller, A.M.,
M.D., Philadelphia. Reprint. 1897.

A Short Practice of Gynecology. By Henry Jellett, B.A.,
M.D., B.Ch., B.A.O. (Dublin Univer.sity), F.R.C.P.I., L.M.
Illustrated. London: J. & A. Churchill. Philadelphia: P.
Blakiston's Sou & Co. 1!«)0.

Anleitung zur Diagnose und Therapie der Kehlkopf, Nasen
und Ohrenkrankheiten. Vorlesungeu gelialten in Forbildungs-
curser fiir practisc^he .(Erzte. Von Dr. Richard Kayser, Breslau.
Illustrated. Berlin: Verlag von S. Karger. 1901.

A Manual of Otology, By Goihain Bacon, A.B., M.D., Pro-
fessor of Otology in Cornell University, New York. With an
introductory chapter by Clarence John Blake, M.D., Professor
of Otology, Harvard University. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Illustrated. New York and Philadelphia: Lea
Brothers & Co. 1900.

Progressive Medicine: A Quarterly Digest of Advances, Dis-
coveries and Improvements in the Medical and Surgical Sciences.

Edited by Hobart Amory Hare, M.D., assisted by Charles Adams
Holder, M.D. Volume III, September, 1900. Diseases of the
Thorax and its Viscera, including the Heart, I ungs and Blood
Vessels; Diseases of the Skin ; Diseases of the Nervous System;
Obstetrics. Philadelphia and New York: Lea Brothers & Co.
1900.

I
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GUNSIIO'I' IN.JIIUIKS BY TIIK KII'I.KS OK
REDUCED CALIBRE.'

IIY I.OHIH A. LA OARIilC, M.l>.,

Major nnit Sun/eon, II. S. Annu ; Deleyiite from the l/iiitrtl S/nlm
Army.

A CONSIDKKATION of tilt! cnctlls of tll(! lillcS of

rediUHMl calild-d is in-opcrly divided into (I) tiic llico-

rtitical, (2) llic cxpcrinH-nlal, and (."{) tlic ol).sfi'valioiis

in war.

(1) Tlieori'l.icdl.— The tlu'on^tical coiisidciatioiis

deal with tin: advantajfes clainuHl l)y IIcl)i('i- and they

rchite to certain ballistic values which have been

ijtMierally admitted, and to humane elVects.

(2) Kxpcrlmentdl.— To an auditiucc; comjiosed of

distiiiiiuished military surgeons, many of whom have
been among the foremost experimenters to determine

the dill'erence in destructive effects between the riHt!s

of large calibre and lower velocities as comj)ared with

those of reduced calibre and high velocities, it is need-

less to dwell upon the conclusions that are based upon
this experimental evidence. Sntlice it to say that

these conclusions were generally unanimous, and that

they sustained the advantages claimed by Ilebler to a

marked degree, especially as to humane effects.

(.'5) Ohserratiotis in war. — The effects of reduced-

calibre weapons in war now are becoming thoroughly

understood, so that the material already accumulate*!,

when properly worked out, will give us a definiti; idea

of the real value of the new arm as a military weapon.

I come before you in this instance to add some
observations u})on the effects of the 7-millimetre

Mauser rifle among 1,4^00 wounded in the Spanish-

American War, a consideration of which may be dis-

cussed as follows

:

(1) Shock.— Shock on impact, as you know, in-

creases with the velocity and sectional area of the

projectile. If you will remember the experimental

evidence showed that the shock from the reduced-

calibri: bullet was always less than that of the larger

calibre leaden bullet. Many surgeons have enter-

tained the opinion that the small jacketed bullet

would not possess sufficient stopping power to arrest

a man when hit, and that this would be a strong argu-

ment against its use in war. Upon intpiiry among
the line officers in the Santiago campaign 1 Hnd that

as a rule, to which there were but exceptions, men
when hit fell back at once. The universal impression

therefore was that the Mauser possessed sufficient

stopping power for the purposes of war.

(2) Explosive effects.— The terrific explosive ef-

fects so universally observed by the experimenters with

the reduced-calibre bullets on animate and inanimate

objects were seldom witnessed in the campaign. This

seemed to be a contradiction of the established notion

of the experimenters who had witnessed explosive

effects by the new bullet upon impact with resistant

structures up to a distance of 400 metres. If one

stops to consider the nature of the terrain over which

the various engagements were fought, the in frequency

of explosive eifects will not be so strange. The
ground was broken, rocky and covered with trees and

thick grass. It is fair to presume that the remaining

velocity of the Mauser bullet was often very mucli

> Read before the Thirteenth International Congress of Medicine
and Surgery, at Paris, August 6, 1900.

reduced. TIiIh wiih HubHtuntiiited by the large pisrccut*

age of loilged balls, in \(i'/,j of all wounded; and
t(» their deformed appearance, showing evidirnco of

ricochet. In an open Held, on even ground, I (hire Huy

the (!X{)loHive »!lTe(;Ls of the exp(Timenl(!r8 would have
been realized upon resistant htrn<;tnreH, at cloHe range.

('{) Flesh wounds. — The smaller front;ige of the

jackeUtd Mauser bullet caused it to inHict (I«-hJi woundti

of a corresponding diameter. 'I'lie wounds of entrance

and exit and the narrow track of the niisnih- favc^red

rapitl healing. Infi'ction was but seldom noticed, and
when presiMit it was almost invariably about the

wound of exit, consisting of a slight slough, or a <lrop

or two of pus under a scab.

(4) IIein<irrh(i(ji'. — .loliaiin Habart, Surg(ton-(jen-

eral, Austrian Army, who among the expt-rinn-nters

referred to paid spe«;ial attention to the injury to the

blood vessels, states that " blood vessels are sehloni

torn by the small jacketed bullet and that when
wounded they are not closed so easily by coagulation

as those severed by leaden projectiles." Writers

have deduced from this stateincuit that alarming or

fatal primary hemorrhage would be more fretjuent in

future wars. The experience in tlie Santiago cam-
paign does not confirm these ajiprehensions. Of the

1,400 wounded none died of external hemorrhage, nor
was it necessary to ligate a vessel for alarming hemor-
rhage on the field. The femoral, the external iliac and
the ulnar were each tied once for diffuse aneurism

;

whilst the radial and subclavian were each tied twice
for the same cause. There were .5 cases of gangrene
from injury to blood vessels which required amputa-
tion.

(5) Diaphyses. — The gunshot injuries of the

diaphyses were as a rule attended with but little com-
miiuition. A number of instances of com[)lete per-

foration and guttering without fracture came under
our notice. It was rarely necessary to open up
wounds to take out loose fragments of bone. The
infrequency of fractures attended with -marked frag-

mentation was attributed to long range and to inter-

ference with the remaining velocity of the bullet from
the nature of the field, as already mentioned,

(G) Joints.— In gunshot wounds of the principal

joints, including the epiphyses, clean-cut perforations

without fracture were the rule. As an illustration of

the hunume feature of the joint wounds by the re-

duced-calibre bullet it may be stated that out of 17
gunshot wounds of the knee joint, recorded in the
" ^Vnnual Report of the Surgeon-Cieneral tor 1891),"

14 were restored to duty and o were invalided. Xo
amputation, no death.

(7) Head. — Of 31 cases of gunshot injury of the
head, .")8.1% ended fatally. Some of the injuries

were marked by extensive fracture and laceration of
brain substance, doubtless from shots at close range :

others were marked by clean-cut perforation at point
of entrance and exit in calvarium, with surprisingly
few brain symptoms. These were undoubtedly from
shots in the mid and remote ranges. Guttered fract-

ures were apt to show extensive comminution of the
inner table,

A remarkable case of lodged ball is that of Private
J. G,, First Nebraska Volunteers, in which a Mauser
bullet entered above the left eye, and remains lotlijed

as shown in the skiagraph fifteen months after thein-
jury, with no symptoms of paralysis.

(8) Tliorax.— Fifty-three penetrating wounds of
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the thorax were observed, witli a mortality of 24.5%.

This mortality is less than half that observed in the

Civil War. This happy outcome is largely due to the

diminished frontage of the jacketed bullet, and to

the fact that it here usually traverses the lung, a tis-

sue ottering very little resistance and therefore but

little opportunity for the exhil>ition of destructive ef-

fects. Although more than half the cases of pene-

trating chest wounds were restored to duty, quite a

number suffered complications worthy of mention.

Greenleaf, who followed up 24 of the 53 cases in the

Spanish-American War. found that 37% of them de-

veloped complications like hemothorax, pyothorax,

etc. He therefore calls attention to the fact that

perforating chest wounds are not so trivial as they

might seem.

(9) Abdomen. — Penetrating gunshot wounds of

the abdomen were very fatal. Of 41 recorded cases,

29 died. Three laparotomies were performed at the

First Division Hospital with fatal results. The fatal

cases very likely died of shock and hemorrhage, fac-

ognized by Surgeon-General Sternberg, who caused a

machine to be placed upon the hospital ship Relief,

and one at the Ignited States General Hospital at

Key West, under men of recognized ability in photo-

graphic work.
No attempt was made to locate projectiles excej)t

with the x-ray. The orders in the Reserve Divisional

Hospital were not to remove lodged projectiles except

for urgent reasons, because of the extra time and
labor which such an oj^eration imposed upon the al-

ready overworked surgeons. Tlie value of skiagra-

phy and the use of the fluoroscope were exhibited,

(a) in locating missiles ; (b) in determining the extent

of bone lesion, so often desirable in proximity to the

main joints; (c) in detecting supposed cases of gut-

tering or perforation of the long bones without fract-

ure
; (d) and in probable lesion to nerves and tendons

by loose spicula^ of bone. The use of the x-ray in

the latter has done much to interpret remote effects,

such as paralysis, neuritis, loss of function, etc. Cases

such as these occur especially in the forearm, foot and

Number, Regional Distribution and Mortalttv of Gunshot Wounds in the Wounded Who Came under Treatment in
THE American Civil War and the Spanish.American War.

Seat and character of injury.
Number of cases and

percentage.
Per cent, of all

wounds.
Recover-

ies.
Deaths.

Undeter-
mined
results.

Per cent,
of fatality.

Civil War.

S.-A. War.

Civil War.

S.-A. War.

Civil War.

S.-A. War.

Civil War.

S.-A. War.

Civil War.

S.A. War.

Head:
Flesh wounds .

Fractures .

Flesh wounds .

Fractures .

Chest

:

Non-penetrating
Penetrating
Non- penetrating
Penetrating

Abdomen :

Non-penetrating
Penetrating
Non-penetrating
Penetrating

Upper extremities

:

Flesh wounds .

Fractures .

Flesh wounds .

Fractures .

Lower extremities
Flesh wounds .

Fractures .

Flesh wounds .

Fractures .

7,739
4,350

40
31

11,996

8,268
61

53

4.748

3,690
20
44

54,801
32,992

289
140

59,139
27,274

432
130

3.14
1.76
2.74
2.12

4.87
3.36
4.18
3.64

1.93
1.50
1.37
3.02

22.29
13.39
19.84
8.91

24.06
11.09
29.66
8.91

4 86

7.82

3.43

4.39

35.68

6,573

42

13,921

101

3,455

35

80,090

426

73,665

555

2,676

18

5,373

13

3,293

29

5,608

1

11,813

9

2,480

2

970

1,600

2,095

935

28.93

26.09

27.85

11.40

48.80

45.31

6.54

.0023

13.82

1.60

tors which usually attend gunshot wounds in the ex"

plosive zone. The surgeons reported that the cases

were apparently hopeless from the beginning. On
the other hand, the 12 cases that ended in recovery

very likely resulted from long range shots, or from
projectiles whose remaining velocity had been lessened

by traversing objects in their path. The edges of the

small intestinal wounds were very likely closed by

coming together, thus favoring healing without ex-

travasation. In this connection I should state that

our army had subsisted on a scant ration for three

days before the battle.

Clothing or other infectious substances were not

carried into wounds to cause inflammatory disturb-

ances ; and to this extent the work of the experi-

menters has been sustained. Indeed the small sec-

tional area of the jacketed bullet of reduced calibre,

its polished exterior, that affords little opportunity for

the lodgment of dirt, and, again, the fact that it sel-

dom deforms, add very much to the absence of infec-

tion in the wounds which it inflicts.

The value of the x-ray in diagnosis was early rec-

hand, from cicatrization of the wound channel, which

often exhibits injury in the surrounding soft parts,

due to secondary projectiles such as bone sand, frag-

ments of softer tissues, like pieces of tendon set free

by the energy of superior velocities. In all instances

of gunshot injury in these parts the fluoroscope should

be brought into use at the earliest moment to deter-

mine what should be done in the way of treatment to

prevent distressing conditions that are difficult to re-

lieve later. The skiagraphs exliibited revealed in a

striking way the lesions wrought by the projectiles of

reduced calibre.

The killed.—The regional distribution of the wounds

among those killed in action was reported in ()4 in-

stances as follows : Head, 26 ; ])enetrating wounds of

abdomen, 19
;
penetrating wounds of chest, 17 ; thigh,

1 ; leg, 1.

Ca})tain W.C. Borden, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army,
in a study of the regional distribution of wounds treated

in the Santiago campaign as compared with the Civil

War, finds some interesting results, especially in the

wounds of the lungs and extremities. Antisepsis and
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llic liiiiuaiu) cffcctH of the now projnrtilc hiivo flf)iilitr

Ifss 1h'(Mi i\\v c()iiti'()lliii<^ J'iKitors.

'I'Ik! iollo\viii>; t!il»li!H illustriitf llu- cIlVcis of ihc

new aniiiuiuuit on tlict tiii'<r(tt ariuiH of \\u\ liniiian Imdv
as coinparcitl to tlic, coiiclusioiis hascd upon tlic rcsnlts

of many battles witli tlnr old arm. Tiic Santia;;*)

cainpaiii^n, as far as it i^ocs, shows that wounds of the

lower extremities ar(! not nearly so frecpient as tluiy

were ol)served hi former times. Tiie liatth; taeties

wiiicli cause a man to Ii(; down to fire, and to advance;

by rushes have doubtless adch^l much to these; results :

'I'ARdKT AKKAS (»h- THK HODV.

Region of Uody. I'ercuntago of ilie wbolv
Area of Boriy.

Head, face and iinck 8.61
Trunk 28.91

Upper extremities 21.14
Lower e.xtreuiities 41.41

Total • ag.UT

Kl-.taoNAL DlSTBIBCTION OK WOIINDS IN THE PE1N( IIAI, WaKS
wri'H THK OLi) Armament.

Wounds of : All Projectiles Included.
Head, face aud neck 8.56
Trunk 19.56

Upper extremities 23.56
Lower extremities 48.30

Total 99.98

RKdIONAL DlSTRIHOTION OK WOUNDS IN THE SANTIAGO
('AMl'AKiN.

Wounds of : All Projectiles Included.
Head, neck aud face 12.50

Tuink . . • 20.45
Upper extremities 27.95

Lower extremities 39.09

Total 99.99

PURPURA HEMORRHAGICA, OR MORBUS
MACULOSUS OF WERLHOF.
I$V STEPHEN SMITH HURT, A.M., M.I).,

Professor of Physical Diagnosis and Clinical Medicine, JV«w York
Post- Graduate Medical School and Hospital.

The hemorrhages in the skin which are associated

with a variety of conditions, aud are essentially

symptomatic, will not be considered under the head-

ing of this monograph. So also the less serious

form of the disease in question, termed " purpura

simplex," even though a mild, expression of the

more serious affection, will be excluded from pres-

ent consideration. Reference here is made more
especially to the grave malady, in which the cuta-

neous hemorrhages are often of minor importanci',

known as Werlhof's disease, or purpura hemor-
rhagica. We are indebted to Paul CJottfried Werl-
hof,' who was born in 1699, and who died in ]7()7,

for its first comj)rehensive description, and for the

name of " morbus maculosus of AVerlhof " in conse-

quence.

This disease is characterized by the occurrence of

ecchymoses in the skin, the mucous membranes, the

viscera, and the serous membranes, while, at the

same time, there is more or less profuse hemorrhage^

from all the mucous surfaces. ISIuch bleeding is

(]uickly followed by a {profound anemia, in which

the red blood corpuscles and the fibrin-forming ele-

ments are raj)idly decreased, the white corpuscles in-

creased, and the percentage of hemoglobin is dimin-

ished. After several days of general weakness, or

suddenly without previous indisposition, a purpuric

eruption appears upon the trunk and limbs, but

preferably upon the lower exti*emities. This is fol-

lowed, or accompanied, or BometimeH proc«5rl«l, by
bleeding from the; giiniH and other nnurouH HiirtiWAiH.

I'sually the; blood lost is noh-coagulable. The HfKitM

upon tht; skin, which may a|(pe:ir in HUc«',(;HHive cropH,

vary in si/e from I to \ millimetres in diameter ; the

smaller being termed peteehia-, and the larger onen

ecclivmost;s. In (;olor they shade from a bright U» a

dark red, according to the rh^pih of the extravjwa-

tion, and tlnry gradually fade to a l>rownish hue dur-

ing their absorption. Unlike inflammatory <;ong«;»-

tions, they do not ili.sapp(;ar upon pn;ssure. V^ierordt

suggests the; following t(;st, namely,' "through a

piece of thin glass pressed upon the spot in ques-

tion, a hemorrhage b(;comeH more distinct, wherea.s

an inflammatory congestion is obliterated tempo-

rarily." While the di.sease may e.xist without fever,

there is usually a moderate elevation of temj»erature,

and sometimes there is hyjxjrpyrexia. The pulse

soon becomes weak and rapid ; the mind remains

clear in some cases to the end, whereas in others

there is delirium which lapses into coma towards an
approaching fatal t(;rmination. Another group of

.symptoms, whereiin multiple arthritis together witli

urticaria, as well as purpura, are dominant features,

is called peliosis rheumatica. There is another

group in which nervous syni[)toms, and still an-

other in which gastro-intestinal and renal symptoms,
are uppermost. These are thought by some authori-

ties to be too closely allied to Werlhof's disease to

admit of a separate classifiation.

" Scurvy," says Lockwood,^ " if proved an infec-

tious disease, may be really Werlhof's disease modi-

fied by the surroundings and poor condition of the

patient, and also by the possibility of the infection

being more chronic." Purpura hemorrhagica at

present is differentiated from scurvy by the pres-

ence of fever and by the absence of swelling of the

gums, notwithstanding the bleeding, by the fact that

a mixed diet has been previously maintamed, and by
its failure to respond to an antiscorbutic regimen.

That Werlhof's disease is infectious seems to be
well established. Adults as a rule are less likely to

succumb to the infection than young children. The
latter are very prone to die of the disease, aud like-

wise women attacked during pregnancy. Four of

the 5 cases complicating the pregnant state, cited

by Lockwood,^ had a rapid and fatal termination.
" In children the affection nearly always proves

fatal," says Dr. Holder,* who had seen a good many
cases on Kandall's Island. Of the oO examples of

various ages and different sexes included in Lock-
wood's ^ paper there was a fatality of 2.).

It is a disease of early life ordinarily, and is some-
what less frequent in the male than the female. It is

also a treacherous disease, for it may begin with ap-

{)arent mildness and rapidly become grave and exceed-
ingly dangerous. There are some evidences which
point to its communicability, yet this same proof
might serve for an argument in favor of a common
source of infection. Dr. Holder,® in discussmg a

paper by Dr. Bremner on the subject, says, " The
disease seemed to have a tendency to recur in groups
and to affect especially a single ward at a time, so

that there was little doubt of its contagiousness."

The latter agreed with his colleague, and expressed
similar sentiments as a result of a like experience.

INIoreover, (triining " has reported 3 cases of purpura
simplex in children, three, four and sixteen years old
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respectively, 2 of whom occupied the same room,

and all of whom lived in the same house and came

into frequent contact with one another. All pre-

sented high fever and profound constitutional phe-

nomena. Furthermore, in an instance of my own, to

be related, the mother of the child stated that 2

other children in her family had previously developed

purpuric eruptions upon the lower t!xtremities.

The grave forms of purpura hemorrhagica, at least

in this country, fortunately are not of very frequent oc-

eun'uee. During one year, stated Dr. Lewis, •* there

were only .'J cases of this form of the disease out of

20,000 general medical cases in nineteen of the lios-

])itals of New York. Among ()3,834 medi(;al cases, in

sixteen and a half years at the London Hospital, cited

by INIackenzie,^ there were but 200 examples of pur-

pura of all descriptions. Of these 61 were associated

with rheumatism, and 68 were unexplained, and hence

Werlhof's disease, inferentially.

The New York Medical Record, during the past

ten years, has published an umber of papers upon

this subject, and notably one by Lockwood, already

quoted, who gathered 30 cases, 19 of which were

from (Jerman, 4 from English, 3 from American, 2

from French, and 2 from Spanish sources ; also one

by J^ewis,'" who reported 3 cases, 2 of which proved

fatal. In the Transactions of the Association of
American Physicians, during this same period, is a

j)a])er by Musser," who described 5 cases, including

2 deaths. The Neiv York Medical Journal, in 1897,

published a paper by Weber,'^ who reported 3 cases

that recovered, but which were manifestly mild in

character. They were of interest in illustration of

infection, probably through bacteria, which gained

entrance into the system from gangrenous foci in the

mouth and the intestines.

The following is a history of a patient who came
under my (;are and observation during my service at

the New York Post-Graduate Hospital.

William S., age eleven, admitted to the wards of

the hospital December 29, 1898.

Family history. — Father and mother living and in

good health. Upon the maternal side two uncles died

of consumption. No other record of tuberculosis. A
sister and two brothers alive and well, except that two

of the children recently had a mild [)urpuric eruption

upon the lower extremities.

Previous history.— The patient has had the usual

diseases of cliildliood. One year ago he was operated

upon for enlarged glands in the neck said to l)e tul)er-

cular. Last Tuesday morning (December 27tli) he,

being a])parcntly in his usual health, began to bleed

from the gums, and shortly afterwards the mother no-

ticed a numb(!r of small hcnnorrhagic spots scattered

over his l)ody, but more especially upon the lower ex-

tr(anities.

Present condition. — Patient anemic ; pulse weak
and rapid; temperature 101°; blood oozing from the

gums, which are not swollen ; a purpuric erui)tion,

moderate in extent and amount, chiefly ui)on the legs

and thighs, the spots varying in size from a mere point

to a quarter of an inch in diameter, and in color from

a bright red to a faded brownish tinge. These ecchy-

moses do not disappear upon pressure. Both heart

and lungs are normal, no swelling or tenderness of

the joints, no edema, no pain, no soreness of the

throat and no gastro-intestinal disturbances.

Examination of the urine.— Specific gravity, 1.012
;

reaction, acid ; color, yellow ; transparency, clear

;

sediment, slight in amount and nebulous. Chemical
analysis : Albumin, a trace ; no sugar.

Microscopical examination. — Abundant hyaline

and finely granular casts ; moderate amount of cel-

lular and coarsely granular casts. Blood, few red and
white cells. Bacteria j)resent.

During the first four days the patient continued to

bleed more or less from the gums, especially at night,

and finally from the nose, despite temporary relief

from plugging tlu; nostrils and the ap[)lication of as-

tringents. His mind remained clear, and his strength

and a})petit(? fairl)' good. The temperature varied be-

tween 992° F. and 101 J° F., and the ))ulse between
110 and 132 per minute. On the fifth day he bled

freely from the nose, and vomited considerable blood,

and, what is more, passed blood from the bowels, at

first in the form of black stools, and then in clots of

pure blood. His mind was still clear. He had an ex-

sanguinated appearance ; his temperature fell to 97° F.
and his pulse rose to 160 per minute. Of course he
was in bed. His condition becoming alarming from
sheer loss of blood, transfusion of a normal saline so-

lution was performed in his left arm, and stimulants

were administered. By midnight he was delirious.

The following day his temperature ranged between
99° F. and 100° F., and his pulse between 120 and
140. He had two small black stools. On the seventh
day he had six bloody stools, and vomited blood. He
was in a stupor with intervals of delirium. Ilis tem-
perature was from 100° ¥. to 101° F., and his pulse

from 138 to 160 in the course of the twenty-four

hours. On the eighth day he had a small stool of

blood and mucus ; his pulse was weak, rapid and ir-

regular ; he was delirious. On the ninth day his tem-

perature ranged from 99f° F. to 102° F., his pulse

from 140 to 150, and his respirations from 34 to 40
per minute. Finally, upon the tenth day, which was
the 7th of January, with temperature 101f° F., respi-

ration 42 and pulse 156 per minute, he died to-

wards evening.

These comprise the essential facts which have been
abstracted from the daily records. Besides plngging

of the nostrils and transfusion, numerous remedies, in-

cluding ergot, digitalis, hemostatics and stimulants,

without avail were employed. In view of the mor-
tality of the disease, and the contradictory statements

in regard to the efhcacy of remedies, one is inclined to

be sceptical about the value of all medication, cer-

tainly in the virulent forms of purpura hemorrhagica.

Dawson ^* ri^jjorted a case, which, however, was evi-

dently not of a grave nature, where one deep injection

of 5 minims of ergot worked a cure imnicdiately. On
the other hand, Mackenzie ^^ states that ergot may be

tried, l)Ut that it has not in his hands ])roved very effi-

cacious. Arsenic, turpentine, ergot, benzoate of so-

dium, nitrate of silver, iron preparations, all have
their advocates. Meanwhile, like several other dis-

eases, the mild cases are likeh^ to get well under a di-

versity of treatment, and the severe cases are very
prone to die, drugs to the contrary notwithstanding.

This, at all events, is cia-tainly true in regard to young
children. Dr. Holder '^ states that, " therapeutic ex-

perience on Randall's Island had rather fostered the

idea that there is no specific medication for these hem-
orrhagic conditions in children." Blood serum, it is

said, in doses of 250 cubic centimetres has been em-
ployed successfully. It is not impossible that the se-

1
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rum of Huino nuturully iinnuiuc. uiiitniil, whicli Iiuh

1m'(!Ii iuociilHtcd with ji sterilized eiiltiuf; of tlm luieii-

liis (lescrilied l)y Tizzoiii iiiid ( Jiov.iiiiiiiii, iiiuy eveiil-

iially find tiset'iil theni|ieiili(; upplicutioii. .Mianiiinr,

the discovery of the ciiiist! of this not iiifre(|ihriily

iii:di<;ii:iiit infection sliould (;.\ert a direct intlnence

upon th(! prevention us vv(dl :ih the treiitnient.

M:i<rk(inzie '" reiniiri\s that " ha<rteria or their prod-

ucts must play an important part in tiie proihiction

of the cutaneous hemorrham's," ami also that '* it is

certain the cutaneous hemorrhai^es are sometimes de-

termined and in all probability [trimarily caused by

nervous influences." Steni;-el
'" says in connection

with the subject under consideriitioii that " ornanisms

have been found in the blood by a nuudter of observ-

ers. No delinitc! ami specilic bact(!ria hav(^, ho\v(!ver,

been isolated, and it is doubtful whether tin; infe(;tion

in all cas(;s is the same." Letzerich,'" in 1881), de-

scril)ed a lon^ bacillus havini;' sharp aM<f|es and edjres

which he considered pe(;uliar to this alfectioii. These
bacilli can be cultivated " from the blood of the

petechia', and pure cultui'es in gehitinc! injected into

rabbits give rise to hemorrhages spontaneously. A
hyaline thrond)us full of bacteria and spores was al-

ways found at the site of the bleeding."

Lapin ^' mentions 2 cases of purpura lunnorrhagica,

1 of which ended fatally, and in both of which micro-

cocci were found in the blood. In the fatal case

sti'eptococci were present. In his opinion the infect-

ing principle enters the body by the mouth and the

pharynx. The proximate cause of purpura hemor-
rhagica is believed to be a hyaline and amyloid degen-

eration of the walls, both intima and adventitia, of the

blood vessels, with ultimate hemorrhage, and by rupt-

ure of the vessels rather than by diapedesis. It

seems probable that any unusual pressure of the cii"-

culatiou against the vessels, previously weakened by

degi'nerative changes, would be sufficient to preci[)i-

tate the extravasation. What is known regarding \\\v.

l)art taken by bacteria or their products in the causa-

tion of these degenerations will be shown in the fol-

lowing extracts from Flugge's '^° " Die Mikroorgan-
ismen."

The hemorrhagic infections of man have not as yet been
wholly elucidated, at least they have no uniform etiology.

In many cases the process is dependent upon the especial

malignant character of an infection otherwise progressing
without l)emorrhagic diathesis, or upon an abnormal disposi-

tion of the affected individual ; in others upon specific micro-

organisms causing fragility of the vessel walls. Cornil and
Ranvier * and Babes, f giving examples, distinguish three

groups of causes : (1) Infection exciters, which are to be

classed along with bacteria or hemorrhagic septicemia in

animals; (2) such bacteria as gain access from gangre-

nous foci in the mouth and intestinal canal (Imcilius pro-

leus septicus et letalis of Babes, hacillus capsulatus sepdcus

of Foa and Bonome, Bardoni-Uffreduzzi, and pyogenic
cocci); (3) violently acting streptococci. Compare Claissc.J

Bacillus hemoi'rhagicus septicus.— Cultivated by Babes
J;

from 3 fatal cases of hemorrhagic sepsis accompanied by
stomatitis, angina, bronchitis, purpura, liematuria and
fever. In the hemorrhagic pulmonary foci and mesen-
teric glands there were found dense masses of bacilli.

From the spleen and lungs the following bacilli were oli-

tained in pure culture : Non-motile short rods (.3-.4 nnl-

limetres thick), surrounded by a capsule. Stain faintly

with aniline dyes, still fainter with (iram's method. No

» Lehrbuch, 1, p. 533.

t Wien. iiied. Wocb., 1892, Nos. 34-36.

t Arch. (1. nied. exp. et d'anatom. patb., 1891.

§ Septische Prozesse des Kindesalters, Leipzig, 1889.

Hpore formation. Kacullativc anaierobic. bhghl itrowtb on
surface of geUiinc; iiUmg the man a untnuUr i.tri[>«! ; no
rKpudaolion. l)pr)n agar ntrar minute IranNpannt dropl.-fi;
later, whitlMh-ycllow, iiidi.Hrinctly defined upolii. (Jn [Kjlato,
wliilish (IropM. BiiiidloM Ih clouded.
Mice die within a fi-w i|ay«, oftrti with manifcjitationii of

«e[)tic chanueH (i|ile(ti iinnor), witli lii'mcirrhai»e- ii(K»n the
serous membranes. Kabliiis ijie in ihre.- to einhl iJayii with
luniorriiagcs in ail th(! (jrgati!-, »'M|.eriall) in the liver Hnd
hing«, and with swelling of tin- H()lei-ri. In thot.- aniinaln
whicli die late the bacilli arc often no longer inifro«co[»i-
callv demonstrable. Sterilized ciihure't ((iiiereil or h^afed
to 60° C.) also produce- mulii|>lt; hemorrhages. For guinea
pigs and dogs it is slightly pathogenic. The (ultures rap-
idly lo^e their vinilenccs

liarillus heiinnrluKjirm (Kolb). — Isolated in i)ure culture
from the cadavers of tiiree persons wlio died in three or
four (lays willi fever, ht-morrliages in tlu- skin and mucous
membranes.* Besides pin-head to twentv-fivt; cent piece
sized hemorrhages in all the o^gan^ the early auropsiea
show no other changes. The bacilli lie in all sections, es-
pecially numerous in the spleen, pariially in clumps, par-
tially isolated. Non-motile rods, .8 : 1-2 n, also in long
threads with slight cajisule, which, however, is incon-
stant. They are in great [)art decolorized by Gram's
method. No spore formation. Facultative anaerobe. Su-
|)erficial colonies in gelatine show serrated periphery; no
licpiefaction. Upon agar-agar smootli, non-serrated layers.
On blood serum tliin, moist stripe; the same on potato.
Bouillon is first clouded, then (on sixth day) simply a
sediment. Slight reduction power. Exact biological de-
scription is wanting, as in the preceding bacilli.

A drop of bouillon kills mice in two or three days with
numerous multiplication of the bacilli, which are found in
especially large numbers in the organs

;
quite numerous

small hemorrhages, and spleen tumor, (iuinea pigs are
susceptible to infection only on administration of lar^e
doses. Rabbits freepiently die within one to three days after
intraperitoneal injection of ^ to 1 cubic centimetre, with
production of extensive hemorrhages. Bacilli every-
where. Doves are not susceptible. In dogs hemor-
rhages are also noted, even after twenty days, if they do
not die too fpiickly, as do rabbits. Sterilized cultures in
doses of .3 to 3 cubic centimetres produce in experiment
animals phenomena similar to those caused by the livinf'

bacilli.

Bacillus hemorrhagicus velenosus. — A non-motile bacil-
lus, isolated by Tizzoni and Giovannini in a case of purpura
hemorrhagica, secondary to an impetigo contagiosa, which
came to autopsy. The bacillus occurred, associated with
staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, in the hemorrhagic foci of
the skin occupied by impetigo pustules, also in the liver,

and venous blood, but not in the spleen and ki<lneys. The
staphylococcus was found in the jiure hemorrhagic foci of
the skin and also in the kidneys.
The bacillus is pathogenic for dogs, rabbits and guinea

pigs, but not for doves and mice. The bacilli multiply
locally only (edema) ; they cause fever, hemorrhagic
nephritis, vomiting, bloody stools, and cutaneous hemor-
rhages. Spleen normal ; coagulation necrosis of the liver
and renal epithelia ; non-coagulability of the blood. Cult-
ures sterilized at 70° C. produce albuminuria ; repeated
injeciions of the same immunize against subsequent' infec-
tion.

In spite of admixture with staphylococci, this bacillus,
as its behavior toward animals proves, is said to be worthy
of consideration as the excitant of purpura.f
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EY,E STRAIN AS A CAUSE OF GASTRO-INTES-
TINAL NEUROSES.i

BY M. P. .SMITHWICK, M.D., BOSTON.

" A GASTRIC neurosis is the local expression of

some constitutional state or nervous irritation arising

outside of the stomach." If this definition taken from

the " American System of Practical Medicine " is

made to include both stomach and intestines, it de-

scribes accurately the class of cases on which my re-

marks are based.

In searching for the cause of agastro-intestinal neu-

rosis one should avoid " snap " diagnosis. It isn't

sufficient to discover astigmatism, deafness, inharmo-

nious environment, exhausting occupation, or other

single cause of nervous fatigue. It is my custom to

learn the temperaments of my patient's parents, broth-

ers and sisters ; to get a clear mental picture of the

early home life, and review carefully the patient's

life, endeavoring to see his environment from his point

of view. By ascertaining when health commenced to

fail it is possible frequently to determine the cause.

All this requires time and patience, but often reveals

a suitable background for the picture as we see it.

Every means of diagnosis that can contribute to an

accurate knowledge of the whole organism should be

employed. Of course this includes a careful study of

the gastric and intestinal functions. The eyes should

be examined by an oculist.

One can attempt the removal of all possible causes

or commence with the most probable. The latter al-

lows the more intelligent study and is my preference.

If, for example, the oculist reports defects to be cor-

rected, and the eyes are probably responsible for the

nervous exhaustion, the patient is allowed to wear

glasses for a time, only dietetic errors being cor-

rected.

After all possible causes have been considered it

might seem easy to determine the real one. A little

experience, however, teaches one that digestive neu-

roses tend to disappear spontaneously for considerable

periods, improve temporarily under almost any treat-

ment, and often persist for a long time under treat-

ment that finally effects a cure. It may be impossible

to state which of several possible causes was the real

cause where all have been removed and the neurosis

cured.

Treatment of the digestive tract is frequently neces-

sary, but when once the diagnosis of digestive neuro-

> Abstract of a paper read before the Clinical Section of the Suf-

folk District Medical Society, May 16, 1900.

sis is established, our chief aim should be to discover

and remove the cause.

The first case which particularly directed my atten-

tion to this subject was a barber, thirty years of age,

who consulted me in .July, 18*J8, for so-called bilious

attacks, from which he had suffered every two or

three weeks since he began that work, at sixteen years

of age. Previous to tliat time he was well, and ex-

cepting these attacks has always been well. His ap-

petite has always been good, and the only digestive

symptoms are moderate constipation and occasionally

"sour" stomach. Between attacks headache is pres-

ent only when he rides on cars, or occasionally when
the electric lights are turned on in the shop. An at-

tack may be preceded a day or so by the sensation of

a "lump " in the throat, and commences with vertigo,

partial loss of sight, nausea, vomiting and, for three or

four hours, frontal headache. Symptoms of hyper-

acidity are more likely to annoy him before an attack.

Physical examination negative, except for exag-

gerated reflexes. Nothing uniform about gastric ana-

lyses. At times delayed motility and hyperchlorhy-

dria.

From July until late in October I dieted and

treated him in every way that occurred to me, and

then stopped trying ; told the patient that I had not

helped him at all, and did not know the cause of his atr

tacks. I sent him to an oculist and glasses were or-

dered for .75 D hypermetropia. The oculist sug-

gested that the attacks might be scintillating scotoma

and was not sanguine ; I was not, and the patient wore

glasses because asked to do so. Some months later

he made me a social call, and asked why the attacks

had ceased. Apparently he could not believe me
when I insisted that glasses and not medicine had

done it. Later he broke the glasses and was uncom-

fortable, but unfortunately for the cause of eye strain

the optician repaired them in two days. Since Octo-

ber, 1898, he has had one slight attack and one severe

one, the latter in December, 1898.

Early in November, 1898, I was consulted by a

man, thirty-two years of age, clerk in a railway office.

His work made severe demands on his eyes, and great

accuracy was necessary. He was well until June,

1897, when he had an attack of vomiting which he at-

tributed to strawberries and ice-cream soda, eaten after

a long bicycle ride. In December, 1897, he was

working on dividends, and the coupons w^ere on green

paper and caused headache. For a short time he

wore glasses fitted by an optician. The attacks were

usually worst when his work was most trying, and

might be preceded an hour or so by sour taste. Tlien

suddenly would come nausea and intense vomiting.

This might last a day or several days. In the first atr

tacks observed by me, there seemed to be no pain, ex-

cept that at times after vomiting he complained of

pain apparently caused by the exertion. Later lie

seemed to be in great distress. No headache. He
was inclined to constipation, and worried much over

this symptom, but usually had a dejection every day

except Sunday. He was very neurasthenic. There

was an indefinite specific history.

Physical examination was negative except for di-

minished pupillary liglit refle.x, diminished knee jerk.s,

and rather prominent abdomen. No inco-ordination.

Several times fecal masses in the ascending and de-

scending colon were palpated. In February, 1899, I

referred him to two specialists for an opinion as to
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tlw attacks hoing criH08 of talu^H. Oik! thoti^iit it

|>n>l)al)ly taltcs, hut ii(;ith(U' felt justified in luiikiii;^' m,
absolute! (liaf^uosi.s of UiIm^h or c.xcludiu;; it. Srvrral

<iastri(! aIUllys(^'^ lailrd to (^\j)laiu tin; iittiickH. The
most coiistaut dftcct was atouy. Fccch Hu<;f;('st«'d in-

testinal atony. Iht could cat pliuity of (ivrrytliin;;

without symptoms hctwreu attacks. VVc all ajfn-cd

that lie should have a vacation, and he arranj^cd to <;()

to Kuropc tor two months.

lit'forc he started it occurred to me liial an (teulist

niii;ht east some liijht on the (;as(' and the report was
in part : Ri<j,ht eye \ Dot hyperopic astiijmatism ; icj't

eve 1 I) of iiyperopic asti^uuitism. Some muscidar
trouble— about ()° esophoria. Pupils react slowly to

liirht.

He received i^lasses and wore tlu^m while in Va\-

ro|)0. He travelled almost constantly whih; there and
liad several mild attacks. The last week was spent

under thc^ care of Dr. INIai^ensdorf, at Kissengen. 'VXw.

treatment, accordiui; to the patient, consisted in abso-

lute rest, massaeje, poulticing of epigastrium and sys-

tematic stuHing with boiled rice and beef steak. Ht;

gained <S pounds in seveu days. The attacks con-

tinued on his return and cost him his position. The
excitement of receiving a very desirable position in a

New York banking house brought on an attack. He
worked three days and then spent a week in the Pres-

byterian Hospital.

This case is presented as an interesting study,

but not as one of this series of gastrointestinal neu-

roses. With the excei)tion of being less painful his

attacks resemble the gastric crises of 8 cases of loco-

motor ataxia which I have studied. A year ago this

|)atit'nt announced to nw his engagement and asked for

a i)rognosis. 1 was obliged to tell him that he should

not marry, as I feared that the attacks were gastric

crises of tabes, but then and since have allowed him
to hope that his eyes are responsible. Employment
that would not tax the eyes was advised — preferably

out of doors. Antisyphilitic treatment was commenced
a year ago but patient continued it only during a brief

period. Regulation of diet and of bowels and cor-

rection of I'efractive errors have not influenced the

attacks.

Following is an analysis of 20 cases representing

various types of digestive neuroses. In all the general

neurasthenic condition was overshadowed by promi-

nent gastro-intestinal symptoms-
Eye symptoms other than headache were present

in 7 of the 20 cases, and 1 of these had normal eyes.

Headache was a symptom in 14 cases— all having

eye defects. p]ye defects were found in 18 of the 20

cases, and glasses given. Fifteen cases had astigma-

tism, 13 Iiyperopic and 2 compound. Of these !.'»

cases 5 had also hypermetropia, 3 muscular trouble,

1 axis "against the rule," 1 opacity of a lens, 2 dimin-

ished vision. Two cases had only hypermetropia and

1 myopia.

In most of these cases there were several careful

analyses of the gastric contents after Ewald test

meals. In certain cases heavy mixed meals were used

in testing gastric motor power. The stomach was
normal in size in all and in position in 15 of the 18

cases having eye defects. Three had gastroptosis.

The stomach emptied itself with normal rapidity in

3 of the 18 cases, too soon in 7, too slowly in 7,

and too soon or too slowly in 1. HCl was normal

in 4, increased in 7, and decreased in 7.

Of the liypoclilorhydria comom I HhowffH fr#fe HC'I

but once in several analysen during a yeur'n oliMirrvjv-

tion, but gained 'i-t |)ound.H in weight. IIIh nycM were
normal. All other hypo<hlorliydriH vaim'M \mu\ Nomo
free HOI most of the time. There wa« no cam: of

achylia gaKtri<'u. (Phloroglucin vanillin wax the final

lest for free HCl.) One cannot lie too cauliouH in

making a diagnosis of neurrjsis in achylia gjwtrifsi,

in hypiM'hlorhydria showing persistent absence «)f free

HCl, and in cases with obstinate i-onstipation or HU.;h

constipation alternating with diarrhea, especially when
then; is increasing dti)ilily. Otherwise he may have
to regret allowing a gastric or int^rstinal new growth
to pass th(! operable stage. It is conservative U) ex-

plort! doul)tful cases that an; losing ground, and im-

perative if thcry show pyloric or intestinal stenosis.

Of the specimens of fect!s examine*! none showed a
notable amount of undigested food. Of the 18 cases

with eye def(;cts 8 had normally acting IkjwcIs, fi con-

stipation, 3 a tendency to diarrhea, and 1 either con-

stipation or diarrhea.

That eye strain was the sob; cause of symptoms in

any of these 18 cases has not thus far l>een demon-
strated. One is not justified in taking away glasses

that are apparently curative in order to demonstrate a
cure. Presumably eye strain was the cause in the

first case. In several other cases it may be a factor

of greater or less importance.

In the article on (iastric Neuroses in the "Ameri-
can System of Practical Medicine," Stockton and
.lones consider eye strain one of the most prolific

causes of functional gastric disturbances.- They con-

sider it the most important factor in causing achylia
gastrica.' They give hyperopic astigmatism as the

eye defect most commonly causing nervous affections

of the stomach.''

Reference to reports of the Massachusetts Chari-
table Eye and Ear Infirmary shows hyperopic astig-

matism and hypermetropia to be the most common re-

fractive errors treated.

While this pi-eliminary report of cases does not
make out a brilliant showing for eye strain, I am
convinced that it can cause these neuroses. Several
of my cases have been almost or quite free from symp-
toms since they received glasses months ago, but fur-

ther observation will probably prove this to have been
merely a coincidence.

There may be interesting combinations of causes.
One patient fifty-seven years of age has been troubled
two years with gastric acidity and several years with
prostatic hypertrophy. Tlie urine was amraoniacal.
To remove the residuum and wash the bladder the
catheter had been passed one or more times daily for
two years, recently only once a day. A testicle was
swollen and had been several times previously. He
had taken urotropin almost constantly for two years
until a few days previous to consulting me in regard
to his stomach. ()n inquiry I learned that the gastric

and bladder symptoms improved and grew worse co-

incidently. The gastric analysis showed hyperchlor-
hydria. He had a small amount of hyperopic astig-

matism and slight opacity of one lens. He was unable
to recognize peo[)le across the street, or small objects
near, and his work rendered the latter necessary.
His glasses, used only for reading, were correct. He

- American System of Practical Medicine, vol. ili, p. 111.
' Loc. cit., vol. iii, p. 117.
Loc. cit., vol. iii, p. 134.
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received glasses for constant use enabling him to see

clearly. He was allowed to eat what he liked and to

use soda mints as he had done for two years. I pre-

scribed " Tritipalm," a combination of triticum repens

and saw i)aImetto with improvement in the force of

the stream and diminution of bladder irritability.

Soon benzoate of soda was added and the urine be-

came acid. Tliere was still residual urine, but on the

seventh day after commencing treatment he voluntar-

ily gave up the catheter and since the nineteenth day

there have been no gastric symptoms— two and a

half months. Permanent cure in such a case is hardly

to be expected.

The object of this paper is to call attention to eye

strain as one factor to be considered in searching for

the cause of a gastric or intestinal neurosis. The
cause or causes can be discovered and must be re-

moved to eifect a cure. Treatment, even when based

on accurate conception of the kind of neurosis, is

from the nature of the case only palliative.

To guard against the injurious effects of eye strain

W(! should recommi'ud tlie routine examination of

children's eyes by oculists at the earliest practicable

asre.

A NOTE ON RECTAL FEEDING IN PEPTIC
ULCER.i

UY GEORliK G. SEAKS, M. D., BOSTON,

The two following cases have been selected as a

text because they are interesting in themselves, be-

side illustrating a point iu the treatment of peptic ul-

cer of which 1 wish to speak very briefly :

Case I. Margaret li., age eighteen, a domestic,

admitted to the City Hospital, July 19, 1898. Al-

though never strong, she had had no special symp-

toms, and was in her usual health until her catamenia

began three days ago. Since then she has several

times vomited a dark, bloody material, which once
" amounted to a 2ia'ilful." She was in fair Hesh, but

anemic, the red cells, a few days after entrance, num-
bering "2,000,000 and containing but 25% of the nor-

mal luiuioglobin. There was general tenderness over

the upper abdomen, especially on the right of the

median line. She was given nutrient (uiemata con-

taining one egg in a pint of peptonized milk every

six hours, and for the first week received nothing by
the mouth ; she was then allowed small quantities of

water, although she complained but littk; of thirst or

discomfort. After ten days the rectum became some-

what restive, and five minims of laudanum were

added to each enema, but they were omitted two days

later as no longer necessary. Her color improved

and her weight apparently increased. On the four-

teenth day small quantities of peptonized milk were
given by the mouth, and from that time the diet was
gradually increased without discomfort. On August
7th, twenty days after entrance, the red cells num-
bered 4,000,000. Slie was discharged at her own re-

quest on August 2Gth. Her temperature throughout

her stay at the hospital was somewhat irregular, but

it rarely exceeded 100° F.

She was readmitted on the surgical side on January

20, 1900. Since her discharge a year and a halt' ago

she has complained at times of dyspeptic symptoms

1 Read before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Medioal
Society, -May 10, 1900.

with pain and nausea, but she has never vomited
blood. During the last three months she has twice

been confined to bed with a sharp attack of abdominal
pain accompanied by vomiting. On the day before

her entrance, without apparent cause, she had acute

pain in the epigastrium, the left side of the abdomen
and the left shoulder, which lasted about five hours.

There was no vomiting and no blood in the stools.

She was restless and feverish during the night, but in

the morning she felt much better. Her color was
good and she did not look ill. The temperature was
102° and the ])ulse 112. There was no abdominal
distention, but there were spasm and tenderness of the

left rectus muscle and the whole left side of the abdo-
men, with extreme tenderness over the epigastrium.

Operation by Dr. Munro by median incision in the

epigastrium showed a perforation about one-(juarter of

an inch in diameter through which some curds could

be pressed, situated at the pyloric end of the stomach
close to the lesser curvature. There was evidence of

an old j)eritonitis iu the neighborhood which may have
accounted for her irregular temperature during her
first visit to the hospital. A few flakes of lymph
were found in adjacent coils, but no j)us. The perfo-

ration was closed and the patient was discharged on
March 2d.

Case II. Moses P., age 66, a shojikeeper, of ex-

cellent habits, was admitted January 15, 1900. Since

he was twenty-five years old he has been subject to

attacks of indigestion resembling the present one in

many details. They have recurred about every six

months, and have been growing worse with increasing

years. The prominent feature has always been pain

which is relieved only after vomiting. The vomitus

has never contained blood, but during an attack ten

years ago, he noticed that the movements were tarry.

He always becomes very pale and has a slightly yel-

lowish tinge to the skin. On two occasions he has

been so weakened that he has been confined to the

house for three months. He has been losing flesh for

the last three or four months, but the acute symptoms
did not begin until three days before entrance, when
he lost his appetite and began to have sharp pain in

the epigastrium, which was relieved rather than in-

creased by eating. After an injection he passed a

small tarry movement. Two days later while sitting

in a chair he suddenly felt faint and lost consciousness.

On coming to he vomited considerable brownish-red

blood.

The })atient was very anemic and had evidently

lost considerable flesh. The heart was not enlarged,

but systolic murmurs were heard at both apex and

base, the latter disappearing during his stay in the hos-

pital. The peripheral arteries were in good condition

for a man of his age, and the liver was of normal

size. Pressure over the epigastrium was not i)ainful,

but there was slight spasm of the right rectus muscle.

The feet were slightly edematous. The urine was
negative. The red cells numbered 2,536,000. All

food by the mouth was stopped, and he was given an

enema containing one egg, two ounces of beef juice,

one ounce of brandy, and enough peptonized milk to

make a pint, every six hours. These were continued

until February 3d, but he began to receive small (juan-

tities of peptonized milk on January 23d, as he was

growing restive and complained of thirst. On the

former date the red cells numbered 2,400,000, with

30% of hemoglobin. He steadily improved, and was

I
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disdiiirj^cd iit liiw own niqiK'st on Fcbnuiry '2(Mh, wIm-ii

ii Idood coiiiit, sliducd .'i,7."><">, <•()() i<m| ((IIk, with '>>'/,

of hoino^lohiii.

Apart. IVoni tlic interest wliieli altiiclies to tlie first

cii.se from the snc<'es.s whicii foUowe*! Dr. Mnnro'.s

prompt resort to surj^iciil measures, and to th(! second

from the h-n^th of tim<', apparently ov(!r forty years,

(lurinin wiiich the procM-ss was active, hotli (!ases ilhis-

trate the toh'raiic(! of the rectum to much larger

enemata than are usually pr(^s(u-il)ed. Theoretically,

the lu>st ti1»atment of ])eptic ulciir is by rest of the

stomach, the more complete the better and for the

longest possible tim(% but this cannot be ol)tained in

every case, owini; either to the patient's objections to

the incidental discomforts, of which the chief is thirst,

or to the intolerance of the rectum which may soon come
on ; yet, in an exp(U"ience with a considerabh- number
of cases requiring rectal feeding, during the past three

years, intoh^rance has not seemed to be acquired

sooner with the larger than with the smaller amounts,

while the comfort of the patient is certainly eidianced

and thirst alleviated by the larger quantity of fluid.

The routine method has been to give a high enema of

plain water, early in the morning. This is retained

by the patient, if possible, for an hour, at the end of

which time, if it has not come aw^ay, an enema of

soapsuds is given to cleanse the rectum for the work
of the day. The nutrient injection of peptonized food

is then given through a half-inch soft-rubber tube. The
patient's buttocks are raised and an attempt is made
to get the fluid beyond the sigmoid flexure, l)ut

whether ever successfully or not 1 must leave to the

anatomist to decide. At all events, it is possible to

insert a tube of this calibre, which is almost too stiff

to bend np on itself within the narrow limits of the

rectum, from 8 to 12 inches. The fluid is injected

slowly, the tube being gradually withdrawn. Efforts

at expulsion are restrained by a pad in the usual way.
The enemata are repeated every six hours.

It is not claimed that all the necessary nourishment
can be given in this way, yet in the first case the im-

provement in the anemia and the apparent gain in

weight are encouraging signs, and show that it is pos-

sible to prevent the patient at least from losing

cround.

ACHLORHYDRIA; ITS EFFECTS AND THEIR
TREATMENT.i

UV H. F. HEWES, M.D., UOSTON.

Of 250 cases of disorder of the stomach which
I have treated during the last few years, the condition

of achlorhydria was present as a constant condition

investigated by several analyses at considerable periods

of time in 15. Of these cases (> were cases of simple

chronic gastritis, 4 cases of gastritis with carcinoma
of the stomach, 1 achylia gastrica, o cases in which
the achlorhydria was the only abnormal objective sign.

The importance of the recognition of this condi-

tion arises from the fact that it may itself, regardless

of the nature of the organic lesion of the body with

which it may be associated, be a cause of special

definite disturbances in the process of digestion, and
thus a special treatment directed to remedying its ef-

fects is necessary in cases where it exists. The re-

sults of this absence of hydrochloric acid in the

' Abstract of a paper read before the Clinical Section of the Suf-
folk District Medical Society, May 16, lyOO.

Htomach are (I) an abHcnce of peptic iligf;«tion, (2)
an increase of b.i<|.ri:il ferrnentJition in ih*; Htonuich
an<l intestine.

Where tin; motility of the Htomach in uridi«tiirbcd,

as is not infreqm-ntly the case with aclilorhydria, the
alwncc! of peptic digeKlion is of little or uo eJTect

iqion the organism, sin*:*; the intestine can perform tliJH

function of proteid digestion. Our lirst aim in the
treatment of this condition is, therefore, the preserva-
tion or adjustment of the motor function of the
stomach. 'I'he proteid diet must b<! in such a fonn
and given in such a manner that it can be easily

passed through tlnr stomach, the starches with the
cellulose envelope broken so tliat salivary fligestion

may occur freely in the stomach.
In some of my cases the achlorhydria has existed

for years and it is only when the motility of the
stomach becomes affected that the patients have symp-
toms of stomach trouble and come for treatment. A
proper regulation of the diet, with a regimen of rest

after meals, and regular out-of-door exercise and ex-
ercise of the abdominal muscles, with strychnia or
hydrochloric acid and strychnia given internally, soon
causes in these, as well as in the more numerous cases
of hypochlorhydria, a relief of symptoms, and presum-
ably a readjustment of function.

The device of supplying the hydrochloric acid for

peptic digestion by administration of the artificial

acid, often useful in cases of hypochlorhydria where
the deficiency of acid is slight, cannot be utilized with
success in achlorhydria, as it would be necessary to

use excessive amounts of the acid— a quart of dilute

hydrochloric acid, for instance, with a meal.
That an abnormal fermentation occurs when the

stomach contents lack their normal antiseptic, the
hydrochloric acid, has been definitely proven by
Dubarry, Bunge, Simon and others. This causes
little or no effect in the stomach or intestine where the
motility is normal, although the quantity of bacteria
or fermentative products which are passed into the in-

testine and the fermentation which occurs there are
increased over normal even in these cases. ( Jlde
Simon's " Researches upon the Conjugate Sulphates
of the Urine in Cases of Hypochlorhydria.")

In cases where motility is affected a considerable
amount of fermentative products is formed, causing
frequently disturbance of both stomach and intestine.

In these cases marked symptoms of intoxication and
of intestinal sepsis, as drowsiness, urticaria (?), intesti-

nal flatulency, diarrhea, may occur. The treatment
of this second result is, therefore, like that of the
flrst, primarily the adjustment of the motility of the
stomach. Where this function is intact antiseptics

destined to act in the stomach (salicylic acid, resorcin,

or large quantities of HCl given frequently through-
out digestion) or in the intestine (salol) may be use-
ful in limiting fermentation. In cases where intesti-

nal sepsis is suggested by symptoms the antiseptic

treatment must be applied and foods which do not
easily undergo fermentation must be given.

The presence of achlorhydria can be determined by
a simple method of analysis of the contents. A quali-

tative test for free IICl determines whether or not we
are dealing with a marked condition of hypochlor-
hydria. A further qualitative test of the contents for

the presence of combined HCl - determines whether

1 Hewes : Analysis of Gastric Contents (Ewald-Sjoqvist Test).
Journal, January 4, 1900.
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we are dealing with a 8imi)le diminution of IICl (hypo-

clilorhydria) or a total absence (aohlorhydria). As I

have demonstrated by an extended study of cases of

stomach disorders, the subjective symptoms are no

index of the nature of the chemical abnormality pres-

ent in three-fourths of our cases, cases of hypoacidity

and hyperacidity frequently having similar sympto-

matologies.

The diagnosis of achlorhydria can be made there-

fore only by analyses of the gastric contents. And
these analyses should be made at various periods of

digestion and upon several occasions extending over a

considerable period of time. Once diagnosed, the

treatment of the results of the condition is very satis-

factory.

PHTHISIS; SOME CAUSES OF FAILURE IN
ITS CLIMATIC TREATMENT.

BY WILL HOWARD SWAN, M.D., COLORADO SPRINGS, COL.

DuuiN(j a short residence in Colorado the writer

has been so many times impressed with the unsatis-

factory results in the cases of some pulmonary inva-

lids sent here, either from the far advanced stage of

their disease, or because they were landed here with

little or no means of support, unable to work and
among strangers, or because of an erroneous idea of

the sort of life they should live, that he thinks a few
words of caution not inappropriate.

We consider that the cardinal means of treatment

of pulmonary tuberculosis are: (1) The maximum of

pure, fresh, dry air and sunshine ; (2) abundance of

nourishing food
; (3) rest physically, and freedom

from nervous care and worry.

All these factors are very happily met here. An
altitude of 5,000 to 8,000 feet above the sea level

gives pure, dry, cool and bracing air ; the soil is

largely sandy and porous ; the winter months, during

which more invalids come here than at any time of the

year, give a possible nine hours daily of sunshine, and
the statistics of ten years show an average of three

hundred and fourteen clear or partly clear days a

year.

The total yearly rainfall averages 14.4G inches,

and of this the normal precipitation is 11.18 inches

during the five months from April to August, inclusive,

leaving 3.28 inches to fall during the remaining seven
months, from September to March, inclusive.^

The annual mean relative humidity for two years,

1893 and 1894, at Colorado Springs was 47%, and
the annual mean absolute humidity for the same period

was 1.48 grains.^

The climatic conditions are such that the invalid

can live out of doors nearly all of the winter days,

and may sleep out on protected balconies with advan-
tage all winter.

Proper and abundant nourishment is as well pro-

vided here as elsewhere. Rest, physical and nervous,

and recreation are as easily possible and rendered very
agreeable to most sojourners.

Hut tiie three classes of invalids spoken of, unfortu-

nately, unless the conditions named are changed,

would be much better and be much happier, were
they to remain at home, among their home friends

and associates.

1 Handbook of Medical Climatology, by S. E. SoUey, p. 254.
' L')c. cit,, p. 258.

It is true that many cases with far advanced disease

have done well here and have been for years living

active, useful lives. But the outlook for such cases

is much less favorable, and they i-equire much more
prolonged rest and careful feeding, than those in

earlier stages of the disease. If such an invalid is

financially able to live a prulom/ed time in this country,

with an abundance of proper food and the necessary

rest and freedom from worry, there is no reason why
he should not do it, and with the feeling that he is

giving himself the best chance of improvement. But
for any person suifering from pulmonai'y tuberculosis

to be sent to this climate with no means of support,

or so little that he must work when he should be rest-

ing— perhaps in a vocation in itself harmful — and
with poor and insufficient food and the worry attend-

ing such circumstances, is to impose more on the kind-

ness of a favorable climate than a rational view of

matters will justify. Such a person would have a

better chance of recovery were he to remain in a lesS

favorable climate, if he could there have the other

measures of treatment with the freedom from care

and worry so necessary if he would make a winning
fight against a fatal disease.

People here are very philanthropic and are con-

stantly helping such invalids, but the sad fact remains

that many cases come here with bright prospects for

recovery, but have to go home before any permanent
good is accomplished, or have to go to work when
rest is a necessity to them. There are good hospitals

and sanatoria scattered throughout this region, but

most of them have to make some charge to all patients.

Moreover many come with the expectation of radical

cure in a few weeks of a disease which should re-

quire many mouths.

Other invalids fail to do well simply from an erro-

neous idea that simply living in this climate will cure,

without regard to the manner of living. It is not an
unusual occurrence to see a patient, after three or four

months' residence here, in a materially worse condi-

tion than on his arrival ; and to find that he came
with the belief (too often from instruction from his

home physician) that if he will "live out of doors,"

exercise, ride horseback, play golf, tennis,— do any-

thing to keep him in the open air,— he will get well.

Very likely he may have climbed Pike's Peak, or

have done some equally foolhardy thing within a few
days of his arrival. The same person may have
been kept very quiet while at home. Now it is a

definite fact that a person coming here from a lower
altitude, till he is adjusted to the change, fatigues

much more easily than at home. At the same time

the bracing, exhilarating air often acts as a constant

nervous stimulant which spurs one on to exercise

without his feeling fatigue, till at length his physical

limit is exceeded, his powers of resistance depressed

to such a degree that the tubercle bacilli or other

germs within him seize their opportunity, a fresh or

extended infection occurs, and a ])artially quiescent

process is fanned into activity, which may require

weeks of absolute rest and more careful nursing and
attention before the {)atient can safely go about again.

The writer would urge, then, three j)oints : (1) Do
not send patients with far advanced phthisis to Col-

orado, unless they are able to make the change with-

out serious fatigue, and unless they can live here

in the manner they should and for a prolonged period.

(2) Do not send early cases, unless there are assured
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nicuiis for proper liy;.,'ioiiio livin^r for a period Huffl-

ciciitly loiii; to ^ct the patient well eiioiii(li to earn, in

part at l<'ast, Iiis living, iind to find employment.
I low lon<^ will (Irpcnd upon iIh' individnal case and
his proi^nvss, hut, roiii^hly speakin;^, three or four

months at h-ast. 'IMierc^ arc; niiiny opening's for em-
ployment, hut more people lookiuff for tin; (lesiral)le

ones. (;») Most important of all, instru(;t the inv;ilid

to rest and keep (piiet after his arrival until sonu; one
competent to advise him considers it saft; to i)e^in to

exercise; and then have his manner of lif(; uiul hy-

giene (Unacted from tim(^ to time, accordini; to his

progress and condition.

a^eliical progrci0fi0f.

REPORT ON THE DISEASES OF CHILDREN.
BY T. M. KOICH, M.I)., BOSTON.

FUNCTIONAL OAKDIAC MUUMUUS.

In an article ou this subject, Dr. .lacohi * states tliat

changes in the shape of the chest wall, such as irritati;

the heart, alter the character of the cardiac sounds.

In 3 cases of rhachitic infraction of the ribs

Hochsinger observed distinct cardiac murmurs ; Stef-

fen the same in the common forms of rhachitic de-

formities of the chest. Jacobi then says that '' during

the past forty years I have had many opportunities of

publicly demonstrating, with or without apparent

hypertrophies of the heart, more or less marked car-

diac murmurs attributable to the triangular or quad-

rangular shape of the rhachitic thorax, the walls of

which, being no longer elliptical, touch a larger sur-

face of the heart. These murmurs are not always

the same. Within a few minutes the well-marked

cardiac murmur of a baby sitting erect or bent for-

ward may change into a nuiflled sound when the pa-

tient lies down, which is significant of the mechanical

irritation caused by the chest wall. Indeed, this

muffled sound and the nuirmur differ only in degree.

The former may often be produced by the pressure of

the stethoscope on the flexible ribs of the young.

Such observations as noticed by Henoch, and also by

Hochsinger, who, however, speaks only of a coarst'

heart sound, may readily be verified, provided the age

of the patient is taken into account. They will be

the more positive the younger the baby and the more
flexible the ribs. Now and then the cardiac sound
may be changed by pressure over the pulmonary
artery.

All those murmurs which cannot be explained by

any anatomical alteration of a valve, or of the myo-
cardium, should be called functional. The causes,

however, which are held responsible for functional

murmurs are altogether too numerous. To say that

any single theory explains their etiology is not doing

justice to the case. Indeed there are but few condi-

tions of the heart and blood vessels to which " func-

tional murmurs " are not traced back. Thus the

imagiiuitiou or the diagnostic skill— or its absence —
of the writer has always a great deal to do with their

alleged nosogeny. Protracted diseases and convales-

cences, losses and abnormal conditions of the blood, all

forms of anemia, chorea, poisoning by alkalies or by

> American Medical Quarterly, September, 1899 ; Pediatrics, Febru-
ary, 1900.

ttcidrt, acutn ititoxieatioiis and long continnnd oraptivo

feverH, Hcptic procisnes, irregular contnirtioiiH of tlie

myocardium, degcnerati(jn of the jiapillary muHcl«;«,

minute distnrbani'ts of the valves or of the bloo<l Vf!»-

scIh, chronic myo<:arditi.s, and fatty tlegeneration, are

all charged with causing " functional rniirmiir»."

Nervous induences also come in for tlieir Hhare. (ri-

(hjubtedly, strong emotions and exr;item<;nt, mairdy in

the young an<l those very impressionable, influence

the lu^art in the most varied ways, from temporary

palpitation to cliang»; of structure.

As far as tin; h(;art is (;oncerned, its muscular labor

varices according to the amount of support it findH in

iKiighboring organs. The inability of lying on the

left side, which is experienced by most healthy peoj)le,

is caused in this manner. In that position the lieart

is more flaccid and requinis more exertion to over-

come resistance, a fact which is best shown by the in-

crease in the number of the respirations.

Functional murmurs are d(!scribed as soft and low,

short or long, not always blowing, and are fre-

quently combined with, or are the termination of, a

more or less normal heart sound. In almost every

instance they are systolic ; in the adult they are

mostly aortic, and are audible in the carotid ; in the

child they are more freqiu'iitly found over the pul-

monary or over the pulmomiry and mitral regions. In

regard to the locality and extent of their audibility

there hav^e been many differences of opinion ; still

there appears to be unanimity in regard to their in-

audibility posteriorly in almost every case. A func-

tional murmur may persist weeks and even months,

but it has not the uniform quality of an organic mur-
mur. It is more or less soft, or loud, or prolonged.

Many disappear quite rapidly, or, having vanished,

return. In this respect they differ widely from or-

ganic murmurs, which are more persistent as far as

time and character are concerned. It should, however,

not be forgotten that organic vahnalar nuirmurs may
disappear either through recovery from endocarditis

or through the establishment of compensation, but in

these cases they diminish in loudness and duration

only very gradually. Nor should it be overlooked
that an increased frequency of the pulse, with the fre-

quent and insufficient contraction of the heart muscle,

thin blood vessels, and shortened valve excursion, may
conceal a murmur which was present when the pulse

was slow, or which may return when a cardiac stimu-

lant reduces the number of heart beats.

Duplicated sounds should almost never be taken to

be accidental or functional. They are nearly always
organic and are of more value than Leube appears
willing to assume, both the splitting of the second
sound (gallop rhythm) and that of the first (roppel oi

the French). The former is often observed in aortic

stenosis, chronic nephritis, sometimes also in conditions

of utter exhaustion, and hi very bad cases of chlorosis ;

the latter in mitral stenosis, sometimes with oliguria,

followed by polyuria. Both of them are rare in in-

fants and in the very old. A fine specimen of the

last anomaly has been under my observatiou in a bov
ten years old with the diagnosis of mitral stenosis and
chronic myocarditis in my division at Roosevelt Hos-
pital.

Vascular murmurs should not easily be mistaken
for cardiac ; as a rule they are transmitted. Thev
are very rarely confined to the arteries of the neck,
either in the adult or in the young. The relativelv
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large size of the carotid in the young, mainly in the

rhachitic young, with its lowered blood pressure, may
give rise to an occasional soft murmur. This infantile

condition of the carotid (and basilar) artery accounts

for the murmur which is often audible over the open

fontanelle and was (rather erroneously) attributed by

Fisher (Boston, 183;")) to rhachitis only. It is quite

possible that the irregular shajjc of the rhachitic caro-

tid canal contributes to the murmur which has always

been mentioned among the " functional." If, how-

ever, the large size of the artery, with its consecutive

diminution of blood pressure, or an anatomical change

in the carotid canal, or both, cause the murnuir, to

what extent are we justified in calling functional the

murmur which is due to tangible anatomical causes ?

Venous murmurs should never be mistaken for

those originating in the heart. They are frequent,

mostly about the chest and neck, and are generally

found in anemic adults, less so hi anemic children, but

still less in infants, and never, it appears, in babies

suffering from atrophy. The jugular vein is a fre-

quent seat of murmur, particularly when the bulbus

venie jugularis is large compared with the size of the

vein ; in these cases the murmur is explained by the

formation of a vortex. The venjE anonymaj also ex-

hibit murmurs, which are combined with those of the

jugular, are heard on both sides of the sternum, and

are not isochronous with the sounds of the heart.

The number of very young children who develop

other than organic murmurs is small. That is why,

while venous murmurs are frequent in the pernicious

anemia, leucocythemia, scorbutus and hemophilia of the

adult, even when cardiac murmurs are still absent or

not marked, they are often missed in those of the

young child. In 50 cases of infantile scorbutus I do

not remember to have ever seen them.

The heart of the young is comparatively large,

heavy and healthy. Its weight in the newly born is

.89% of the body-weight; in the adult, .52%.

In the newly born the cavity, however, is small, 23

cubic centimetres, compared with 100 cubic centi-

metres at the seventh, and 140 cubic centimetres at

the fifteenth year. Its muscle is massive, equally

thick on the right and left sides, its contractions

rhythmical and energetic and quite frequent. That
is why the valves, which are small and elastic, vibrate

easily and quickly. During the first five years

there is an increase of the heart in bulk and weight,

but none in circumference. That is why the area of

dulness in early age is extensive and the impetus

quite marked. The cavities dilate rapidly only after

the fifth year, and the large arteries, mainly the

carotid and sul)clavian, lose their disproportionately

large size only after the seventh year.

This condition of things prevents a predisposition

on the part of the infant heart to murmurs of any

kind. Indeed they are very rare in the first four

years. This was clearly stated by me in the

Brooklyn Medical Journal, March, 1888, where,

after remarking that authorities do not agree on this

subject, I said, " the heart exhibits functional mur-

murs seldom. Whenever there are murmurs present

in the infant, it is safe to attribute them to organic

disease rather than to mere functional disorder."

Fifty years ago Charles West expressed the opinion

that they were frequent, but it is very j)robable he

mistook or meant vascular murmurs. Gerhardt

thinks that they are rare ; liiedert and Steflen, how-

ever, frequent. Bouchut believed them to be
very frequent, under the impression that what he
described as a proliferating endocarditis (endocardite

vegetante) in the newly born must necessarily cause
murmurs. What he so denominated was, however,
nothing but Albini's valvular nodes, or the " blood
cysts " of Luschka and of Parrot, recentl}^ again de-

scribed by Giovaiuii Berti (" Noduli lematici delle Val-
vule Cardiache," 18i)8), that is, small elevations on the

lower side of the valves containing or depending on
minute hemorrhages. They are very frequent and
liable to disappear, but do not always do so. They
are apt to be on the mitral valve ; are found in the

newly born, and persist, and suggest the diagnosis of

intra-uterine heart disease ; but are found in the left

cardiac cavity, contrary to the rule according to

which fetal inflammation or arrest of development
occurs in the right side, and do not result in either

dilatation or hypertrophy. Such cases, which I have
had an op2:>ortunity to demonstrate in my clinic per-

haps once a year, must surely have been observed by
Hochsinger when he absolutely and positively denied

the occurrence of functional murmurs within the first

few years of life. Surely these murmurs when found
cannot be called functional ; they are organic.

THE USE OF INCUBATORS.

At the stated meeting of the Section on Pediatrics

at the New York Academy of Medicine, November 9,

1899, several vei'y important reasons were offered for

the high mortality among premature infants. Among
the causes particularly noted were an insufficient sup-

ply of fresh air, lack of development of the lungs and
chest walls, atelectasis, improperly cleansed incuba-

tors leading to various forms of infection, and lastly

improper feeding.

The opinion was given that when modified milk
was used a very low percentage of fats and proteids

should be insisted upon. In the Revue fnensuelle des

maladies de Venfance for December, 1899, is an
article by Prof. V. Hutinel detailing the results of his

experience in the use of incubators at the Hospice des

Enfants Assistes. The high mortality among incu-

bator babies he attributes to the following causes :

(1) Some infants are not viable; their organs be-

ing incompletely formed cannot perform the functions

necessary for the maintenance of life.

\^2) Others present malformations inconsistent with

life, or are afi'ected with an hereditary taint, such

as syphilis, which has already done irreparable dam-
age at the time of birth.

In these two cases the incubator is useless; if it

protects against cold, which is all it can do, it cannot

perfect undeveloped organs or cure hereditary blem-

ishes.

(3) Some babies which seem well at birth fall ill

soon after ; they are put into an incubator and die

there. In these cases the incubator is not to blame.

(4) This class includes premature infants who are

apparently well develo])ed and comparatively healthy

when placed in the incubator. It seems if they ought

to develop but they die after a few days. The author

considers that they die from various infections.

These are not simple surface infections, for the actual

presence of the pus-])roducing organisms in the blood

has been frequently d('inonstrat(!d. The infections

are due to the lack of resisting power on the j)art of

the infantile mucous membranes which cannot op])Ose
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the oiitraiico of ^oniiH if th(! HtiiTouii«liiifi; :itiii()H[tli<Ti!

in (toiitiiiniiiutcd. Tliat the iiir comes from oiilKidt- is

not suiru'iciit to i'iimiii:ilc (u)iila^ioii, as tlir iiKMiliator

must !)(• opened fioni time to time and the patients

are attended i)y tliosc who may rea<lily infect thrm.
'i\\i' antiioi" insists most strongly upon a well-ven-

tihited and sunny room tor incuhators, :itid holds that

in hospitals there should he at least three apartments
thivoted to the rearinti of premature infants, one for

the healthy, one for the ailin<;, and one for the ill

ones. (Jerms undoubtedly flourish in an ineuhator,

with its constantly elevated temperature, so that an
infant should he removed just as soon as it is able to

maintain its temj)erature at !I8.4° F. for thirty-six or

forty-ei<;ht hours. It shoidd then he (enveloped in

cotton and surrounded with hot bottles. Plenty of

fresh air and sunshine is required. If one of these

babic^s falls ill it must be separated at once from the

others. In regard to putting it back into the incuba-

tor, infection when it occurs is more likely to be

begun outside. Incubators should be so constructed

that they can be readily cleansed. The temperatun;
changes involved in doing this are of little im|)ortanc(!

provided they are not too prolonged. By following

these principles the author has lost but 3 out of 21

cases, averaging less than four and a half pounds.

THE SPLEEN IN RHACHITIS.

The investigations made by Dr. Sasuchin '^ have
shown that the spleen in rhachitis is invariably en-

larged, with the exception of the cases of clearlj- pro-

nounced general atrophy in which the spleen is of

normal size and weight, or below normal. A second

marked characteristic is more or less thickening of

the capsule and the increase in the consistency of the

organ. The third peculiarity of the rhachitic spleen

is the significant anemia of the organ and the diminu-

tion in the number of IMalpighian bodies, which in

children are otherwise well developed, but in these

conditions are smooth and hardly perceptible. On
section the spleen is of a blood-red color and the tra-

beculfe clearly marked by interlacing threads, and on
drawing the knife over the cut surface there remains

upon the edge blood and pulp tissue. The character-

istics described hold true in all cases of rhachitis, and
in general indicate approximately the intensity of the

changes in the bones. Only in occasional cases was
the spleen markedly enlarged, or did it show all the

characteristic markings where there were unimportant

alterations of the bones.

In 6G cases of rhachitis the spleen was enlarged in

12, that is, 15 <^ ; in 2 cases its weight was ap-

proximately normal, and in 2 cases below the average

weight of the corresponding age. In both of these

cases the whole body was, however, very much
atrophied.

The author presents the accompanying table of the

spleen in rhachitic cases.

Only those cases were taken into consideration in

which the rhachitis was not complicated by any
disease which could exercise an influence upon the

size of the spleen, and the author made use only of

the bodies of children dying of intestinal disorders

and catarrhal pneumonia. In all the cases the altera-

tions in the bones were clearly indicated. In the !•">

cases studied the microscopic changes were very

' Jabrb. f. Kinderheilk., 51. der dritten Folge, Bd. 1, H. 3, March 13,

1900, von Dr. Med. P. N. Snsucbin.

mark(;d in 10, and in the remainder important patho-

logical changes of lesser degree were f<»und. From
the 1 1 cases in which the mitTOHCopic uufl mucrowropir;

appearances of the spleen are de-Mcribed in detail the

writer draws the following inferenceH:

lie consi<lers the process to be, uii intcFHtitiul sple-

nitis. 'l"he fibrillary connr'Ctiv(! tissue in cotisiderable

(piantity divides the Hph;en into island-like areuH,

which consist of a small nnndx-r of lymphatic cells

embedded in a thick reticulum of ground substance.

Moreover, in all the preparations the walls of the

great vessels wer(! found to be thickened and the lu-

miiia narrowed. New formation of cojinectiv<; tissue

occurs with the above processes aiifl presents the

appearance of a peri-arteritis. The veins are in sharp

contrast, their lumina being widened. In the f^awes

in which the <-hanges were sharply marked tliere was
also a j)receptil)l(! alteration of the intima, which ap-

peared thickened ; there was endothelial swelling,

and the lumina were still more narrowerl. The in-

fhunmatory apj)earances showed themselves by the af>-

pearance of ej)ithelioi(l cells of irregular form with

turbid, very colorless protoplasm, and an indistinctly

circumscribed nucleus which stained poorly, like the
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than in the control cases, the writer is not able to

determine detinitely from the cases under his observa-

tion. Stilling' who investigated the spleen in catarrhal

pneumonia and diphtheria found that large cells ap-

peared in the centre of the Mal})ighian bodies and ex-

ceeded in size by three times that of the lymphocytes,

and which showed a faintly colored granular pro-

toplasm with round or oval nuclei. These cells were

fouud in groups or singly. In the first case they

occupied the whole central space of the follicles, which

appeared less intensely stained than the pei'iphery.

Similar alterations were also found in cases of rhachi-

tis. Moreover, he observed that almost all around

the follicles were spaces bounded on either side by en-

dothelial cells (venous sinuses, according to Recklin-

hausen) and which furnished the source of the in-

crease of the cells.

The question as to how long the rhachitic poison

takes to bring about the characteristic alterations in

the spleen can only be answered in the following way :

The youngest case in which rhachitic changes were

found in the spleen was two months. AVhether these

changes had to do with congenital rhachitis could not

be decided for lack of known data. The oldest child

with rhachitic changes showing a thickening of the

trabecuhe and reticular, but without inflammatory ap-

pearances, was a girl of four years who died of an in-

jury to the skull and whose spleen was macroscop-

ically quite normal.

If one holds to the opinion that the appearance of

the spleen in rhachitis is dependent on the complicat-

ing diseases, it is not at all clear why one and the

same picture prevails when the complications differ,

why the appearances described were present in all the

cases described, why in many cases the degree of

interstitial inflammation corresponded in degree to

the intensity of affection of the bony system, and why
in the control cases of catarrhal pneumonia and

enteritis without rhachitis they were not present, or if

present were of much less degree. As the changes in

the spleen which have been described suggest the ap-

pearances which occur in syphilis and tuberculosis,

these diseases were carefully excluded in the cases in-

vestigated. As a result of these alterations in the

spleen the writer concludes that the spleen as a blood-

manufacturing organ may be considerably impaired,

and he suggests the careful examination of all the

blood-manufacturing organs in the early stages of

rhachitis, as perhaps by this means some light might

be thrown upon the etiology of the subject.

^eport^ of «§>ociettejtf.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR CLINICAL MEDICINE, PATHOL-

OGY AND HYGIENE.
J. BEROEN OGDEN, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, May 16, 1900, Dr.
H. F. ViCKERY in the chair.

Dr. G. G. Sears presented a short communication
entitled

A NOTE ON RECTAL KEEDING IN PEPTIC ULCER.'

> See page 446 of the JouriiaL

* Fragmente zur Pathologle der Milz. Virohow's Archiv, Bd. ciii.

Dr. Smithwick: It seems to me if nutrient

enemas can be given successfully in such large (juan ti-

tles tliat one of the chief objections to depending on
nutrient enemas in these cases is removed, and
that is, that the patients lose strength. The idea is

wholly new to me and I think it is a very valuable

one.

Dr. Bolanu : In a practice of twenty years I can-

not say that I have ever fed a patient satisfactorily

by the rectum even temporarily. I have used a soft-

rubber tube and have only succeeded in distending

the rectum the first four or five inches. Dr. Sears
uses a stiffer tube and possibly gets past the sigmoid
flexure. Probably there has been something wrong
in my technicpie. I am glad to hear the doctor's en-

couraging results and shall try again.

Dr. Vickery : I should like to ask Dr. Sears if he
will tell the society in what proportion of cases he is

successful in giving a pint at a time.

Dr. Sears : I asked m}^ house officer today that

question in order to get another opinion. We have
used this method in all cases which required rectal

feeding during the last eight months, so that he has

had quite a little experience. He replied that he did

not think that any more discomfort was caused by the

larger amounts. Personally I should say that I can-

not remember a case where I have not been as success-

ful in this way as in the other and intolerance has come
on no sooner. Many of the patients have continued

to take them for two weeks. I do not remember
having kept them up longer than that, although they

were not stopped on account of the condition of the

rectum. One of the most remarkable things occurred

in the first case, where the patient seemed to gain

weight. Of course, the enemata should be given to

stay and it does make considerable difference how
they are given. They should be injected very slowly,

and if expulsive efforts on the part of the patient

occur it is better to wait until they have stopped be-

fore continuing. I have found that some nurses are

more successful than others, but they have been given

in all my wards. The first injection is as large as the

succeeding ones.

Dr. Vickery : Certainly it would be a great im-

provement in rectal feeding if a pint could be given at

a time.

Dr. II. F. Hewes read a paper on

ACHLORHYDRIA ; ITS EFFECTS AND THEIR TREAT-
MENT.^

Dk. Smithwick : I should like to ask if Dr. Hewes
has ever seen the secretion of IICl re-established in

any of these cases ?

Dr. Hewes : I have never seen the secretion re-

established in a case in which I had found the absence

of free or combined HC'l a constant feature during a

period of one or two months. It is not uncommon to

find absence of secreted IICl upon single examina-
tions followed by jiresence of IICl upon examination

a few days or weeks later. The cases which I have
classed as achlorhydria have shown a constant absence

for periods of three months or more.
r)R. Smitfiwick : My experience is confined to a

few cases I have seen in the clinics of some of my
friends ; simply had them under observation. My ex-

perience is the same. I have watched some of them
for months and never seen IICl re-established.

* See page 447 of the Journal.
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Du. ISI. 1'. Smithwu-'K read u \n\\n'.v ciilitlril

KVK STRAIN .VS \ VWAV. OK (i A S I Uo-I N 1 KSTI N A I.

KISTl UHANC'Krt.'

\)h. Fa.\on : I can yivt! a caso in |t(>iiit ot' a liitli-

boy of I'Icvcii wild was siilVfiini; o.xtn'incly witli luinl-

aclK", cyt'aclic and pain in tiio c|)i;;astiiuiii. Any
study or per.sisk'iit uhc of his eyes would l)rin;; tin-

8!un(( U'iKlency to hcadaelic, eyeache and Ijliinin;,^

and pain in the epi<rasti'iuin. On examination liic

litth> fellow had «'ye strain and astij^niatisni. 1 tio not

think the errors have hccii coirected yet and I cannot

speak of the results.

Dr. Co<;(iKsnAM. : 1 am very glad to see that

some one has taken the trouble to call the attention

of the so(!ietv to this subject of eye strain in connec-

tion with indii^estion and I think it is a thin<; that has

been altogether too nnu^h overlook<'d by the general

practitioner. We all know that headaches come from

eye strain, and if the patient has any kind of headache

many a doctor will send him to the oculist, and some
of us can dilVerentiate an eye headache and predict

that glasses will cure the headaches, but I think very

few of us realize how often, according to my experi-

ence, you can have persistent chronic indigestion

which is apparently due entirely to the eyes. 1 think

I can quote at least 1* cases in the past seven years

where I have had complete cure of the indigestion,

after every attempt at dieting and administration of all

sorts of drugs for the indigestion itself had failed, on

sending the patient to the oculist. In my experience

they have been to great extent cases that did not

have any headache accompanying indigestion, no

attacks of sick headache, bilious headache, so com-

monly recognized as due to the eyes, but most of them
simply persistent recurrence of eructations of gas, dis-

tress, nausea, feeling of weight in the stomach coming

on anywhere from a few minutes to two or three

hours after eating. These cases I speak of without

affirming positively they were cures due to the glasses

were cases where I was unable to make out anything

in the habits of eating or the diet which would [)os-

sibly account for the trouble. I think 7 out of the

9 cases were in women, and I have seen a few where
the eye also seemed to complicate other cases,— at

least the patient got partial relief from wearing glasses,

though they did not cure the indigestion entirely,—
but the majority of them were cases complicated by

uterine trouble of more or less mild types with eye

strain superadded, and where I do not know that one

could say positively that the eyes were the only cause.

If we all could adopt the practice Dr. Smithwick has

adopted of investigating the eyes in every case of in-

digestion, I think we would find a larger number than

we realize of cases where the eyes had at least aggi'a-

vated the trouble, so that it is now my practice with

any indigestion that does not yield promptly to treat-

ment, or I do not get an obvious explanation in the

use of eating or the character of the food, bad teeth or

some other more immediate cause, to send them to

the oculist and I very rarely indeed find obstinate

cases which do not have at least a certain amount of

eye trouble complicating the other causes, and in the

majority of cases I have seen the last three or four

years, I am sure they have nearly all got some relief

to the stomach symptoms from wearing carefully fitted

glasses.

* See page 444 of the Journal.

Ill thiH coiiiDM-tion I should like to nay, whul iiiajr

seiJin absurd to Home of the menilMrs of the Horjiily,

that I i)eliev(! we also ought to hjok for eye Htruiii ua a

poHsibh; cause of Home cases of ob.Htiiiiite i!oiiHti|>atioii.

If eye strain can canst; gastric .Hym|itoiiiH I don't know
why it is any more impossible to nuppose that uve
strain can also affect tin; intestines, and I have the

records of at least one case of constipation of twenty
years' standing that was siitricieiitly Inid, ho that the pa-

tient, who was a nurse, harj to take laxativeH all the

time, — slu; never let a day pass without taking laxa-

tives. I tried her on very carefully regulated dr)«eH

of cascara sagrada three tiiii(;s a rluy and aloin, Im-I1u-

donna ami strychiiiiK; pills, and the common f<*rms of

laxatives I had found freipiently would stand gradual

reduction of the d(;se instead of becoming more and
more! inert, and in every case she had to take larger

instead of smaller doses, until on account of other

trouble, headaches which did point to the eyes, she

was sent for the lifth or si.xtli time to an oculi-st and
the last doctor she consulted succeeded in discovering

slight degrees of astigmatism in both eyes, and after

the last glasses her headaches not only flisappeared,

but her constii)ation diminished within six months so

that instead of a drachm to a drachm and a half of

cascara sagrada three times a day to get a moderate
movement, she was taking but five minims at a time,

and when I last heard of her she never had to take

any laxative except when particularly tired from hard

work. I have seen a number of other less striking

cases where it seemed to me that the complete cor-

rection of some very slight eye difficulty produced a

most marked effect on persistent constipation and on
persistent intestinal indigestion, as well as on cases of

ordinar}- indigestion.

Dr. Smithwick : T would say that the point one of

the gentlemen brought out about marked errors with-

out headache has struck me in observing my cases.

I asked an oculist today if he commonly saw the same
thing and he said he did. He also told me that the

small degrees of astigmatism are more likely to cause
symptoms than the large ones. He explained it in

this way : the eye will endeavor to rectify a defect

and it succeeds in doing it if the defect is small, and,

as it were, carries the load. If it is too great it gives

up the battle after a certain length of time.

NEW YORK STATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Seventkenth Annual Meeting, held in the Acad-
emy OF Medicine, New York, on October 15, 16,

17 AND 18, 1900.

first day.

The session was entirely devoted to executive busi-

ness.

SECOND DAY MORNINCr SESSION.

Upon calling the association to order the president
took the occasion to state that it was their good
fortune to be visited by Sir James Grant, of Ottawa,
Canada, and that it was an honor to introduce so dis-

tinguished a practitioner from over the border.

Sir James Gr.vnt was received with hearty ap-
plause. He accounted for his presence in a way that

at the outset seemed political. '• I have come to New
York," he said, '• in the interests of annexation. In
fact my son is about to annex in marriage one of the
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fairest of the daughters of your city, and this will be

but one more tie added to the many strong ones which

already knit me to the United States," In a brief

address he spoke of his investigations, recently re-

ported in Canadian and English medical journals,

into the nature of muscular rheumatism. This, he

had proved to his own satisfaction, is no more than

the manifestation of abnormal electricity in the body.

If this fact is recognized and treatment followed in

conformity therewith, the muscular rheumatism can

be got rid of in five or six minutes instead of as many
months. He has found that the use of ten or a dozen

fine No. 8 needles piercing the muscle tissue will

serve to discharge the surplus electricity, the muscle

becomes soft and pliable, and the pain vanishes.

Dk. F. II. WiGGiN, for the Committee of Arrange-

ments, of which he was chairman, reported in detail

the plans which had been formulated for the enter-

tainment of the members.
Owing to the enforced absence of Dr. Alvin A.

HuBBELL, of Erie County, his paper on

THE RELATION OF MIGRAINE TO EPILEPSY

was read by tittle.

Dr. a. D. Rockwell, of New York City, read a

paper entitled

ON THE ANALOGY BETWEEN NERVOUS CONDUCTI-
BILITY AND ELECTRIC CONDUCTIBILITY AND
THEIR RELATION TO FUNCTIONAL NEUROSES.

To compare nerve current and electric current it is

necessary to become familiar with the coherer used in

wireless telegraphy. When the neurons are studied

in the light of this analogy, the most striking resem-

blances are discovered and a new explanation of many
of the neuroses is seen.

Sir James Grant discussed this paper, which he

characterized in the most complimentary terms. As a

healthy neuron differs from a diseased neuron, it is

found that electricity to be of value must be applied

befoi-e the stage of paralysis is reached.

cocainism.

Dr. Thomas D. Crothers, of Hartford, read this

paper. After commenting upon its prevalence and
rapid increase, he remarked of the addiction to cocaine

that it is characterized in its habitues by mental ex-

altation, great volubility of words without point or

purpose and without logical conclusion, style smooth
and contimious— this may be recognized in fiction,

poetry, and even in medical journal articles; there is

frequently a mania for the writing of many letters

The conclusion of the paper was a warning against

the use of cocaine under circumstances which might
lead to the formation of the habit.

Dr. James J. Walsh, of New York City, finding

the end of the session close at hand, gave a rapid

recapitulation of the more salient points of his paper

on
HEART complications IN RHEUMATISM.

In the course of his remarks he presented a digest

of the more important conclusions on the subject,

which were presented at the International Medical

Congress in Paris.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The session was devoted to a

SYMPOSIUM ON OBSTETRICS.

It was opened by Prof. Edward P. Davis, of

Philadelphia, who read a paper on the

TREATMENT OF THE PATIENT DURING THE WEEKS
PRECEDING THE EXPECTED CONFINEMENT.

He emphasized the importance of examining the

different organs and also the urine and solid excreta.

The diet should also be carefully attended to. It

should be largely a milk diet. Tea and coffee should
be avoided. Alcohol was not indicated, but on the
contrary was apt to be injurious. Fruit should be
stewed or baked. The body should be regularly

sponged, the residence kept well aired, and gentle
exercise taken in the open air. In cases of insomnia
it was a mistake to give In-omides ; chloral or some
derivative from it gave the best results. It was well

to catheterize the patient under some circumstancea
under an anesthetic. In looking for sepsis, the possi-

bility of syphilis should not be overlooked, and the
same remark applied to gonorrheal affections ; when
traces of either of these diseases were discovered

they should be treated locally as well as constitution-

ally.

Dr. Austin Flint, Jr., of New York, followed

with a paper in which he discussed the

MANAGEMENT OF LABOR, INCLUDING THE USE OF
FORCEPS.

The proper management of these cases, he re-

marked, was more far reaching in its importance than
the mismanagement of a few abnormal cases. Statis-

tics showed a gratifying improvement in the success

with which these cases were treated, and it was
found that the less interference of any kind that was
practised the less was the percentage of accidents. He
advocated the careful examination of the patient at the

end of the eighth month with the view of avoiding
septic conditions. It was better to make one long
and complete examination than a series of short ones.

Undue delay in completing the delivery was almost
as dangerous as undue haste. It was better in many-
cases to use forceps than to wait too long. '^on

The third paper was by Dr. George W. Jarman,
of New York, and dealt with the

after treatment of the mother in normal
cases.

The fourth paper, by Dr. Bernard Cohen, of

Erie County, referred to the

TREATMENT OF THE CHILD.

Dr. John E. Weeks, of New York, described

the

PATHOLOGY, PROPHYLAXIS AND TREAT.UENT OF
OPHTHALMIA NEONATORUM,

quoting statistics to show the large percentage of

children whose eyes were affected by the gonococcus
of Neisser or other bacteria, for the treatment of

which it was usual to use a solution of nitrate of

silver.

Dr. Edward Reynolds, of Boston, discussed the

MA.JOR obstetrical OPERATIONS FROM THE STAND-
POINT OF A GENERAL PRACTITIONER,

calling attention to the great advances that had been
made in this l)ranch of surgery, and maintaining that

general practitioners must either get into the way of
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IH'it'oniiiiiMT tlicm thfinsclvt'H, or he prepared to cull in

an txpcit wlicii a major operation appcareil to be de-

Hirahle.

I'lKUI'KUAl, SKl'SIS, US I'Al ll()l.( »<; ^ AM> TUI.AI-

MKNT.

Du. \Vm. \\. W. I'uvoK, of New York, lirnn^lil \\\v

symposium to a close hy readini" this paper.

i:VKNIN(i SKSSION.

A svMi'osii M ON riii: r.i.ooi>

en^ai^ed the attention ol" the association at this session,

I)i{. Kdwaki) K. DiNiiAM, of New York, dealing;

with the techni(pie of hlood examination ; I'ljoi". .lo-

SKi'ii ('. Bhooixiooi), of .Johns llojjkins University,

with lencocytosis ; Puok. Ai.khki) Stkngki., of the

University of IN^nnsylvania, witli pernicious anemia ;

PuOK. (\ Y. ^VllIrl••., of IMiihuh'lphia, with leukemia;

Dr. T. LkWai.I), of New York, with parasites in the

blood, and Dr. II. C". (Jordinikr, of Rensselaer

County, with the value of blood examination in the

diagnosis of trichinosis.

THIRD DAY. MORNING SESSION.

NIOCESSITY FOR FURTHER ORGANIZATION ON TIIK

PART OF MEDICAL MEN.

Dr. C. a. L. Read, President of the American
Medical Association, being introduced by the chair-

man, was received with applause, lie said he ac-

cepted the cordial greeting as a mark of fealty to their

great national association. lie had peculiar j)leasure

in meeting the members of the New York State jNIed-

ical Association because he discovered in their charter

a proclamation of principles which appealed to him
with particular force. These principles were the cul-

tivation of their humane science, and the promotion

of esprit de corps among its members, the maintenance
of the honor and character of the profession. Were
not tliese sutHcient to commend the organization to

the enthusiastic regard of every practitioner in that

great Empire State ? They had also provisions of a

beneficiary character which he understood they were
holding under consideration, and which must appeal to

every man who had a sympathetic bosom and under-

stood the mutability of fortune. It was the irony of

experience that he who needed succor was often the

Samaritan himself. This feature of their organiza-

tion might well be imitated by every State organiza-

tion in the country. On the present occasion, how-
ever, it was the fourth plank in their platform that

particularly interested him. He referred to that

plank which announced as one of their fundamental

principles the promotion of harmony, or as the

charter had it, " the establishment and furtherance of

cordial professional relations and fellowship between

the medical profession of the State of New York and

the medical {)rofession of other States of the United

States and of foreign countries through the medical

associations and societies of such States and countries."

Criticism of this clause must exhaust itself in connnen-

dation. It breathed the spirit of harmony. That
spirit of harmony was abroad in the profession, not

alone in the State of New York, but the country over.

This clause, if it meant anything, as it assuredly did,

meant the union of their local profession. This clause

meant that ever}- member of their State organization

should become a member of the American Medical

AHHOciution, and he; wuh deii/^ht^-d to know that al-

reiidv many bore that relation. If it niearit unylliiii^,

it meant, as it hhould mean, that they hUhxI conM*-

(;nited to the idea, over an<l above all other ideuM, of

the unity and Holidurity of their great national profen-

sion. II(! knew of no obj^tet more w(»rlhy of their

/ealouH devotion. It simply meant that thin inov*^-

inent was one on their part that would eominand the

cordial (ro-operation of the great national l»ody of the

profession, not as represented by the Ameriean Medi-

cal Association, but of tlu; great indt-pendent portion

of the profession as well, and if they stopped to think

(»f what that independent bo<ly <<jnsisted, they would

appreciate its magnitude. With their splendid suc-

cess as a State organization, unparalleled a« it was
among such organizations, notwithst^mding the exist-

ence of another State organization in the same field,

the fact remained that out of a totiil of about 10,000

regular pra(;tition(!rs there were only some 2,000

within the fold of organization, while in the United

States, out of a regularly (pialifi<'d prof(;ssion of nearly

100,000, only 10,000 were enrolled in the ranks of

the American Medical Association. There was there-

fore a larger work before them if they were to aim at

the real consolidation of the profession. Still, as he

had said, the spirit was abroad in the land. It would
brook no oi)position, and it must work in the direction

of union and harmony. The sentiment was deeply

graven on the minds of the general profession that to

nuike its influence effective at the State capitals and
in Washington the jirofession must stand together,

man to man and shoulder to shoulder. It ought to

take but little effort to accomplish a change which was
already accomplished in the sentiment of those most
concerned. There was not much occasion for the re-

scinding of resolutions or for the modification of by-

laws or constitutions. Some memories of past <lifTer-

ences might well be efl'aced, and some resolutions

which had served their purpose might with advantage
be modified or revoked. These were subsidiary mat-
ters, and could be left to take care of themselves.

What was important to remember was that he who
interposed authority, prerogative or prejudice to de-

lay the movement for unity and harmony would be
regarded as the enemy of progress. He looked with
confidence to that great and efficient organization to

help on the good work, and he assured them that from
the remotest districts of the country they would find

coming back to them words of true encouragenient
and co-operation. He believed— and he had reason
for the faith that was in him— that the medical pro-

fession the country over was ready to take any neces-
sary and advisable step in this direction with the end
that it might present a united front to the dawning
century.

DII'IITIIKHIA AM) MILK SUITLIES.

In a paper on this subject Du. Ciiaincey P.
liiGGS, of Tom{)kins County, said strong circumstan-
tial evidence had frequently been brought against
milk supplies as being the source of infection in epi-

demics of diiihtlieria. There was, however, usually
one missing link in the chain, but it had been supplied
in an outbreak which had taken place at Ithaca in the
l)eginning of the year. The milk supply of all the
families affected was traced directly or indirectly to
one dealer. On his farm being inspected no unsani-
tary conditions were fouiul, nor was there anv trace of
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the disease in the household. It was elicited, however,

that he bought some of his milk from another farmer,

and ou the latter's homestead being visited it was

found that several of the family, ineluding those who
attended to the cows, were sult'ering from sore throats,

some of the cultures from which were examined and

found to be diphtheritic. The wholesale milkman

was prohibited from selling milk for a time, and no

other cases developed except such as could be traced

to primary infection.

Prof. Veranis A. Moore, of Cornell University,

read a paper on the

management of diphtheria in small cities

from a bacteriological point of view.

In the Ithaca case the previous freedom of the city

from the disease made laymen and physicians alike

sceptical as to the new methods adopted. Several

members of the profession had no faith in antitoxin,

the fact being that they had never had occasion to

test it. The Board ot" Health, nevertheless, took

drastic measures, making early cultures from suspi-

cious cases, establishing a rigid quarantine and not re-

moving it until a negative diagnosis was made, and

then carrying out a thorough system of disinfection.

The result was that the epidemic was promptly

stamped out.

THE TONSILS AS PORTALS OF INFECTION.

Dr. Joseph Ullman, of Erie County, read this

paper. He especially referred to septic disease as

malignant endocarditis, and said he regarded rheuma-

tism as a mild form of pyemia, in which the staphylo-

cocci and their organisms became much attenuated.

He also 3])oke of the relation to chorea and tuberculo-

sis borne by affections of the tonsils.

Dr. Marcel Hartwig, of Buffalo, presented a

communication on the

PRESENT STATUS OF JONNESCo's OPERATION.

He contended that neurectomy of the cervical sym-

pathetic ought to be called by Jonnesco's name.

Dr. Clarence G. Campbell, of New York, read

a paper on the

TREATMENT OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

It had special reference to the climate of Arizona.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

This session was devoted to a

SYMPOSIUM ON TUBERCULOSIS.

It was opened by Prof. Victor C. Vaughan, of

the University of Michigan, who dealt with the

GENERAL ETIOLOGY, PATH0L0(;Y, AND PROPHY-
LAXIS.

Starting with the assumption that the bacillus of

Koch was the sole exciting cause of tuberculosis, he
proceeded to show that, much as had been done in re-

cent years, much more still remained to be attempted.

lie discussed the (juestion whether the bacteria of the

disease could exist and multiply outside of the animal

body, and came to the conclusion that they could not,

except when removed for experimental purposes, and
then they only lived for a limited period. There was
a pseudotuberculous bacillus, but there was no evi

deuce to su2)port the theory that it could change into

the bacillus which caused disease in the human
body.

He contended that no dairyman should sell milk

without a license, and all milk cows should be tested

with tuberculin. Tuberculosis, so long as it did not

become a mixed infection, was not likely to become
malignant. It always began as a local disease, but it

had a predilection for the lungs, Avhere it was more
likely to become mixed than elsewhere. He advo-

cated the establishment of hospitals and other meas-

ures, and said that if this was done there was no
reason why the present generation should not eradi-

cate tuberculosis as their ancestors had succeeded in

eradicating leprosy. If it was correct, as some sup-

posed, that the germs differed greatly in virulence, it

was important that those already affected should be

protected from those who had more malignant germs.

He also showed the importance of improving the

condition of the poor, among whom the rate of mortal-

ity from tuberculosis was far above that among the

better-off classes.

Dr. Jonathan Wright, of Brooklyn, presented

the next pajier, which was on the

pathology, DIAGNOSIS, SPECIAL PROPHYLAXIS AND
TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS OF THE NOSE
AND THROAT.

It was important, he said, to distinguish between
syphilis of the larynx and laryngeal tuberculosis, and
he disclaimed the ability to do this without making a

thorough examination. In making a diagnosis they

should always think of syphilis, and keep on thinking

of it. The ideal method of dealing with laryngeal tu-

berculosis was local and constitiitional treatment un-

der climatic change. It is doubtful if a radical cure

was ever affected, but much could be done in palliat-

ing the dreadful symptoms, and prolonging life. He
favored intratracheal injections.

TUBERCULOSIS OF THE EYE ; ITS DIFFERENTIAL DI-

AGNOSIS, PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT.

Dr. Charles Steadman Bull, of New York, dis-

cussed this subject.

Dr. Seymour Oppenheimer, of New York, spoke

on
tubrrculosis of the ear.

He laid stress on the fact that change of climate,

diet and general constitutional treatment were as es-

sential in tuberculosis of the ear as in ordinary tuber-

culosis. Surgical measures were contraindicated ex-

cept in rare cases.

Prof. Maurice II. Richardson, of Harvard,
read a paper on

tuberculosis of the lymphatic glands of the
peritoneum.

He said the i)ropriety of having recourse to surgery

in many cases of this kind seemed unquestionable,

the surgical treatment of urinary and uro-
genital TUBERCULOSIS.

This was the specialty treated of in the paper of

Dr. Samuel Alexander, of New York. This form
of the disease, he observed, did not differ materially

from other tuberculosis, except in this respect, that it

was more often complicated by pus infections. There
were both primary and secondary infections, and it
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\v!i8 Htniii<fe how little positives kii()vvlc(!;f(! thoy had in

rcifiinl to till! loniicr. Ih; iir^cd tlici iiiiportaiicc of

co-operation between clinical observers and pathoio^^i-

cal experimenters with the view of discoverini; more
Ml)ont the etioloi^y of the disease. 'i'lnt iisnal remedy
was to remove tlie whole focus of the infection. He
believed that i;<'neially tin; epididymis was the oriiri-

nal si'at of the diseasi'.

l)i{. K. II. Niciioi.s, of Hoston, discussed

Tl liI'MJClII.OSIS OF rilK HONKS AND .lOINlS.

I)i!. .loiiN A. 1'\>1{1)VCK, of New York, considered

Tl BKRC'UI.OSIS <>|- TIIK SKrN AND SI I'KU KICI A I,

FASCIA.

KOIKTII DAV.

I)i{. IIiHA^i II. ViNEBKHC, of New York, read a

paper on the

DIFFEHKNTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF ECTOPIC GESTATION,

with special reference to early abortion. Ih^ com-
mented on the frequency with which extra-uterine

gestation was mistaken tor ordinary abortion, and
maintained that every case of apparent abortion

should be looked upon with suspicion, and the patient

should be anesthetized so that a thorough examination

could be made with a view to possible surgical inter-

ference.

In the course of a short discussion which followed,

the President said an examination should never be

made without the surgeon being prepared for an
abdominal section.

THE resources OF MODERN MINOR GYNECOLOGY.

Dr. a. H. Goelet, of New York, discussed this

subject, lie protested against the growing tendency

to regard gynecology as a purely surgical field. The
resources of minor gynecology were much greater

than they were fifteen years ago, and yet even before

then many cures were effected without surgical inter-

ference. Among the modern resources which were of

great value in this species of work he mentioned the

vaginal speculum, the uteroscope and the cystoscope,

sponge tents, etc., besides various anesthetics, elec-

tricity and numerous therapeutic agencies.

Dr. fliTLTis II. Woodward, of New York, read a

paper on

strabismus and its management.

He described the pathology and symptoms of par-

alytic and non-paralytic strabismus, gave a recapitu-

lation of the differential diagnosis, and pointed out the

psychological and sociological significance and their

relation to eye strain.

Investigations upon

SPECIFIC CORPOREAL GRAVITY AND THE VALUE
OF THIS FACTOR IN PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS

were reported upon by Dr. IIeinrich Stern, of

New York.
Dr. Douglas Ayres, Montgomery County, read a

paper on
ASEPTIC MINOR SURGERY,

wherein he indulged in a retrospect of the pre-aseptic

period, reviewed the instruments of olden times, and
ti'aced the thoughts and provings which gradually led

up to the present greatly improved technique. The

imporlunce of cleaidinesH in ev«!ry detail in preparin;^
for all operations was strongly <lwelt npf»n, anri a
sketch given oi an ideal oflice.

AMI'I'TATION Ar I III: HIP JOINT.

I)i£. .John A. Uvltii r(-a«l a paper descriptive of
this operation, and giving a rej)«)rt of 217 caH(;« in

which the author's method of heinOHtuHis wa« em-
ployed. It ha<l, he remarked, bec-n aKvavH consid-
ered one of the great(!st and most diincult of surgical
op(M-ations, and it was only within a rec(;nt periofl that
it had been recognized as justifiable. He then j)rf>-

cceded to show the simplicity and safety with which
it could be j)erform(!d iimh-r liis mf;thods', anrl adduced
statistics to show that it had reduced the death rate
from such operations to a very largo exUjnt, the per-
(;eiitage of those who di(;d in the 217 cases reported
i»eing 21, of whom the larger number died from other
causes, while under older operations the percentage
was 40 and aO and even higher. Several speakers
bore testimony to tli(( success which had attended
operations in which the method referred to had been
adopted.

Dr. doiiN F. Erdmann, New York, submitted a
report on 3 cases of

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION DUE TO MECKEL'S DIVER-
TICULA.

He called attention to the similarity in the symjv
toms of all 3 cases to the symptoms of appendi-
citis, and also to the difficulty of making an early
diagnosis between these two conditions.

INTRASPINAL COCAINIZATION FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF SURGICAL ANESTHESIA

was discussed in a paper by Dr. S. Or:mand Coldan,
of New York, who gave a sketch of the history of
the operation from the time it was first performed by
Corning, and described its technique as now practised
by Tuffier in Paris. He showed the great advan-
tages that would result from the operation, but ad-
mitted that it was not likely to become popular because
of the difficulties and dangers that attended it. He
reported a number of cases in which he had performed
the operation with success.

In the course of the discussion which followed, Dr.
J. Riddle Goffe said he had had the good fortune
while in Paris recently to accompany Tuffier to the
hospital and see him operate. Tuffier was very en-
thusiastic about the method, which he had been iisint^

for about two years. He had followed it in about 200
cases, and was perfectly satisfied as to its safetv.

Several of the other speakers dwelt on thedantrer
of infection and of the cocaine reaching the brain,
etc., the consensus of opinion evidently beint^ that it

was necessary to await further investigations before
adopting the method.

Papers on the

TECHNIQUE OF BLOODLESS WORK
by Dr. Robert H. M. Dawbarn, of New York,
and

OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF SYMBLEPHARON BY THE
ISE OF THEIRSCH GRAFTS,

by Dr. Wilbur B. ]Marple, of New York, were af-
terwards read, and the programme brought to an end
by the reading by title of a paper by Dr. Edward
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H. Squibb, Jr., of Brooklyn, containing brief com-

ments on the materia medica, pharmacy and tlierapeu-

tics of the past year.

The following officers were elected : President, Dr.

John A. Wyoth, Ne\v York ; Vice President, Dr. Al-

vin A. Ilubbell, Erie County ; Secretary, Dr. F. H.
Wiggin, New York ; Treasurer, Dr. Edward H.
Squibb, Brooklyn.

AMERICAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY.

TwKLFTii Annual Meeting, held in St. John's
Parish Hall, Washington, Tuesday, May 1, 1900.

(Concluded from No. 17, p. 432.)

Du. Samikl McC. IIamill. of Philadelphia, pre-

sented a paper, being a report of

a case of antenatal iiemohriiage into the su-

i'kauenal capsule and perirenal tissue.

This paper was read by title and showed that death

ensued three days after birth from ru])ture of the hem-

orrhagic sac into the peritoneal cavity.

Dr. A. D. Black.^der presented a pai)er on

enteric fever in childhood.

This paper was based on notes taken of cases, w liich

were very numerous, of typhoid-fever patients both in

IMontreal and in his own practice. He went exhaust-

ively into all the characteristics of the disease as mani-

fested in these cases, with the relative frequency of

the various symptoms and the results obtained by

treatment. He emphasized the efficiency of cold

baths, and the Brandt method in the treatment of ty-

phoid fever in children ; the regular and systematic

employment of the cool or cold bath in the treatment

was, in his opinion, of great value. He thought it

might be employed regularly without too rigid adhe-

rence to the rule of Brandt, of only using it when the

fever reached 102.2°. The bath was not to be em-
ployed for its effect on the temperature so much as

for its effect on the nervous system and, through it, on

the heart, respiration and secretion, especially secre-

tion from the kidneys. This paper was very thor-

oughly discussed, there being a difference of opinion

as to the propriety of using cold batlis, and whether
or not infants are attacked with typhoid fever.

Dr. S.vmuel S. Adams used the rectal tempera-

ture, and considered it the only safe temperature in all

children under twelve 3'ears of age.

It was the opinion of Dr. W. P. Northrup that

children under two years of age are little susceptible

to the invasion of typhoid fever.

Typhoid fever, said Du. Griffith, is of frequent

occurence in infancy under the age of one or two
years. The symptoms, however, are difficult to recog-

nize on account of the tender age of the patient.

There is room for discernment. Dr. Dorning
thought, in the use of water. He was impressed with

the value and also with the i)otency for harm of hy-

drotherapy. He did not believe that babies stood

tul)bing very well.

In 2,000 autopsies, conducted on children under two
years of age, Dr. Northrup .said he had seen ty-

phoid fever in none. It was not his opinion that an
infant under two years of age was susceptible to ty-

phoid fever.

Dr. Blackader said that he had tried to empha-

size in his paper the necessity for care in each individ-

ual case.

THIRD DAY.

Dk. T. M. Rotch, of Boston, read a paper on

A case of rhachischisis.

Rhachischisis was characterized by a deficiency of
the vertebral arches either complete or partial, and
it was one of the principal forms of congenital de-

fects of the spine. The condition is of more interest

pathologically than clinically. He reported the case

of a girl three years of age who was admitted to the

Infants' Hospital February 14, li)00. The head was
of normal size, the face was flattened, the chin retrac-

ted, and held in forced position with the occi])ut on the

principal dorsal sign. The skull was aj)j)arently well

over, and the foramen magnum was as large as a
silver dollar. The section of the brain passed almost
through the median portion of the brain, which was
poorly hardened. One could not find in the cranial

cavity either the cerebellum or the pons.

Dr. J. Henry Fruitnight, of New York, in his

paper on

A fatal post-otitic cerebral abscess, wrrii

amnesic aphasia,

reported a case of a twelve-year-old girl of New
York City, who, in January, 1898, had suffered very
severely from an acute otalgia of the left ear. A
physician who was consulted diagnosticated otitis

with an abscess. A paracentesis of the drum of the

left ear was made and a large amount of pus let out.

It appeared that the mother neglected or failed to

carry out the instructions, and when Dr. Fruitnight

first saw the patient her temperature was about 100°

and pulse 98. She complained of frontal headache.

She had occasional chilly sensations and nausea, and
there was some jirostration, and a scanty discharge

from the left ear. The clinical diagnosis was a deep
mastoid caries, possibly cerebral abscess and beginning

meningitis. Violent convulsions took place December
17th and continued six hours, being finally controlled

by the use of a rectal injection of chloral hydrate, in-

halations of chloroform and hypodermic injections of

morphine.

Dr. Herman Knapp, of New York, who had
made a clinical observation of the child, stated that

the location of the abscess would be higher up than

where it was found, if it was assumed from the symp-

toms. An operation was performed which discovered

conclusively the presence of an abscess. There was
some congestion, but not sufficient to indicate the dis-

ease.

It is well to note, said Dr. Henry Chapman, of

New York, that where a mastoid disease does not

affect the brain, but burrows in front, it is always best

to look in that region. He laid stress on the mastoid

trouble in children in which the brain is not affected,

and in r(^porting a case of a boy, five years of age, he

said there was tenderness back of both ears but no

swelling. In this case the temperature fell from 103°

to 101^°, and remained there for several days.

Dr. Fruitnight referred to the absence of low

pulse and high temperature.

A very interesting and instructive paper was pre-

sented by Dr. W. S. Christopher, of Chicago, on

the

measurements of CHICA(;0 school (lULDKEN.
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TIk! doctor iiHud thirteen elmrtH in illiiHtnitiii^ the

paper, and siiowed iiistriiiiieiits used in liiUinu iIk-

ineiisurenieiits of these scliool childien. In luldition

to Hie resiills of 1 lie er^oi^Tiipli, t he oliservations repre-

sented ordinary antiiropoinetry measurements. The
amount ol' ener;,fy exerted hy eaeii pn|)il Ic^ti d w.i-,

expressed hy tlie eri;oi;raphi(; \vori\ in centimelns iind

kih>i;i'ammes in phiee of pounds. I'Ik^ test eonsisted in

liftini^ ;tt eat'h alternates seeomi with the middle linj^er

of the riiiht hand a \vei;;ht e<pial to 1 ''/„ of the ^ross

\vei<;ht of the individual, and permiitin<( them, at tin;

next second, to return. Ninety seconds was the limit

of the test, (hirin<j; wliich time this weight was lifted

forty-live tinu^s, a metronome heiiiij used to heat the

seconds. Tlus er^o<fram indicated tlu; de^re(! (»f

fati^^fui' exiiihited hy the child durini,^ tin; ninety

seconds. The work of the hoys was hetter than that

of the girls ; the endurance of the girls up to four-

teen years of age sliowed a greater percentage than

that of the hoys. Tins girls practically reaclie(l the

maximum at fourteen, and from thereon up to twenty
years of age the limit of i\w exandnation did not in-

crease. The hoys, however, continued to increase

continuously u^) to twenty and the ratio of increase

was greater than it had been previously. The amount
of energy displayed hy the girls at twenty amounted
to very little more than half of that exhibited by the

boys at the same age, so marked was the difVerenti-

ation in the sexes at this time.

Another interesting feature of the ergographic
work was in the range of ergographic possibility of

the dilYerent grades. The range of ergographic en-

durancis of children in the lower grades was compara-
tively slight, but increased continuously as the upper
grades were reacluul, until, in the higher grades, the

endurance of the boy pupils amounted to nearly six

times that of the poorest pupils. Various tracings of

ergograms were shown illustrating the peculiarities of

the tracings in dilVerent individuals. A very inter-

esting ergogram shown was that of a sprinter who
said that he could run .']()0 yards, but could not go 8.")U

yards. The ergogram showed that he maintained a

high degree of strength for a short time, and then

suddenly dropped to complete exhaustion in less time

than a norma! child would break. In an ergogram
of a choreic child, the child showed a wonderful amount
of energy, working on the ergogram considerably

longer than the average child could do.

The work of Dr. W. Thompson Porter in the ex-

amination of school children in St. Louis, in 1892,
was confirmed by Dr. Christopher.

Du. PoKTKU thought that i)hysical superiority in

the school children was associated with intellectual

precosity, and the same way with physical inferiority.

Interesting charts were shown describing physical

peculiarities in children of twelve years in the differ-

ent grades of the Chicago schools. It was shown, bv
taking i\\v. average physical measurements in each

grade, that the weight of a child in the second grade
was less than that of a child in the third grade. In

the twelve-year-old child the highest physical measure-
ments were notetl, while a child of same age in a

lower grade showed a lower average in the physical

measurements. The averages were distributed fairly

in the intermediate grades.

Dk. ]Mc Donald, of "Washington, thought that Dr.

Christopher's paper contained the most important in-

vestigations on children extant. Those who under-

tiikf! tlie wf)rk in i\\v.m Yhu-m only know i\u'. aiiioiint of
lime reipdred u> accomplinh it. Keprenirntin;; the
Hoard of Ivlucation, he had an opportuidty <if nuriiMur-

ing some 20,0(M) children. Kxpeditionn coidd Ik;

fitted out to the North I'oh; for Kcientifie reHcjirdi,

hut obje»;tion was raised at once in the :ic(piireiiieiit of
facts about the children in hucIi caneH. TIiIh miglit Imj

attributed to the lack of practicality in the re.HiiIlM

obtained. l»oys at fourteen years of age matured and
wen; in the advancu; of girls. Children born in

summer are stronger, healthier and brighter than
those born in winter.

I)i{. Fut ITM(;HT prop(»sed that medical men should
give more attention to this line of study, lie thought
the school child was kept at his desk when he .-.hould

b(! at play, enjoying the sunshim- and fresh air ; that

the time had coin(! for reformation along this line.

From ten or elevciu o'clock, he suggested, until two,
were appropriat<; periods for recreation.

I)i{. Cotton felt the importance of close attention

to this subject, lie believed that benefits of gn-at
vahu! wouhl accrue to the children. IIi;desirerl some
light as to th(! jieriod of greatest fatigue.

Dk. CmtisToiMiKK said there was a j)eriod of dim-
inished endurance from the fourth to the eighth
grade.

Dk. Ciiukchill asked whether children wlio show
the greatest amount of endurance on the ergogram
stand highest in the class, to which Dk. Ciikisto-
riiKK replied that individually this had not been
noted, but that he would answer the (juestion allirma-

tively.

Dk. CiiAi'iN said that in the New York Juvenile
Asylum 1,000 chihbvn were measured with results

that were somewhat peculiar; they had develoi)ed
mental vices.

Dk. Haciikokd thought that Dk. CiiKLsToriiKi:
had carried on his work under better conditions than
any class with which he was familiar. He believed
that the erogram meant muscle fatigue as well as
nerve fatigue, lie thought that if the ergogram could
show nervous exhaustion in the child itwould ])e of
great value. There seemed to be a trend toward pre-
cocity, that in children of a common age the child hav-
ing the best physical development is farther advanced
in school life than other children.

Dk. Chkistoi'Ukk said that no attempt had l»een

made to solve problems. At the Aleut t School the
average weight of a six, eight or nine-year-old child
was not found to be greater or less after vacation,
lie stated that color blindness had been found in the
schools, although the teachers had asserted there was
no defect, because the children were able to paint, etc.

Ihe actual test, however, showed distinct color blind-
ness.

Dk. IIknky D. Ciiai'IX, of New York, presented a
paper on

EPIDEMIC PARALYSIS IN CHILDREX.

He referred to the epidemic which had occurred in

Poughkeepsie and New Y'ork, and stated that in a
number of children the paralysis was due to poliomye-
litis. He thought that some infectious agent had been
at work there.

Dk. NoRTHKi t, in a paper on

ATKKSIA ok Tin: LAKVXX I>1 K TO hAl I.TV INTl H.\-

TION,
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stated that in this case the fault was that of the op-

erator. The latter was a beginner, he thought. The
child had pulled it out several times, twice with a

string, and in that way ac(iuired relaceration up to the

number of five in all, and at last was not able to lift

it. The larynx had been wounded by some accident

and dyspnea set in and tracheotomy was required.

That allowed the laceration surface to grow together.

A subsequent opei'ation was performcid, but he was not

able to remove the obstruction. The child died in

November.
I)it. Cotton inquired whether the malformation of

tlie larynx was either natural or due to inflammation

or disease.

Du. NoRTHRUi', in closing, said that it was dis-

tinctly the fault of the operator, and yet he seemed to

be properly instructed. The ojjerator made the hole

in wliich the intubation tube was to go naturally, small,

bringing the submembraneous tissue to the surface.

He said that everybody could not do intubation with-

out detriment to the patient.

Du. J. Mii.TON Miller read a ])aper on

THREE CASES OF HEAD NODDING AND HEAD ROTA-
TION.

He stated that 3 cases had come under his observa-

tion in the past ten years.

t^ecent Stiterature,

The Clinical Examination of Urine, with an Atlas of
Urinary Deposits. By Lindley Scott, A.M.,

M.D. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co.

11)00.

In the first 49 pages of this book the author takes

up very briefly the physical properties of the more im-

portant normal and abnormal constituents of the urine

and a practical chemical test for each of the substances

considered ; a short discussion of the bacteriology of

the urine ; suggestions relative to the examination of

urine for life assurance ; and lastly, an enumeration

of the leading characteristics of the urine in diseases

of the urinary tract.. The remainder of the work is

devoted to 40 plates, mostly colored, and an excellent

index. All of the plates were, with one exception,

drawn from specimens under the author's direction,

and are for the most part very satisfactory. In the

plates of uric acid, ammonium urate and sodium urate,

the colors are in general not a true representation of

the colors of these crystals ; in Plate XX the outlines

of the hyaline casts are altogether too heavy ; and in

Plate XXI the faint color that has been given to the

waxy casts is misleading, since casts that have re-

ceived this name are perfectly colorless, and in this

way distinguished from the so-called fibrinous casts,

which are colored yellow.

La Malaria propagata exclusivamente da peculiari

Ztinzare. 15. (irassi, Professore di Anatomia Com-
parata all' Universita di Roma. Milano : Fratelli

Treves. 1900.

Professor Grassi discusses the question of malaria

as an important national prol)lem. He pictures the

condition of middle Italy during the first six months
in the year, in glowing colors, as a land of health,

plenty and contentment, all of which is changed after

the incoming of duly in conse({uence of the prevalence

of malarial fever. He lays down certain propositions

in regard to the methods of infection and answers
seriatim the principal objections to the modern theo-

ries of infection by the mosquito. Considerable space

is devoted to the natural history of the Anopheles, and
several very good cuts are presented showing the

anatomy of the insect.

The book closes with an appeal to the ruling

powers for aid in the sui^pression of malaria.

Medical and Suryical Nursing. A Treatise on Mod-
ern Nursing from the Physician's and Surgeon's

Standpoint, for the (iuidance of Graduates and Stu-

dent Nurses, together with Practical Instruction in

the Art of Cooking for the Sick. Edited by H. J.

O'Brien, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery,

Hamline I^niversify, etc. New York : G. P. Put-

nam's Sons. 1900.

This is a small volume of 287 pages, to which 14

writers have contributed. We have a certain doubt

whether the multiple authorshi}} method is properly

applicable to this type of book. The tendency in

general seems to us rather too much in this direction,

and in an elementary book on nursing it is perhaps es-

pecially inapi)ropriate. The writers have commend-
ably omitted details of various diseases, and have ap-

pended a cha})ter on Cooking for the Sick, which

no doubt will fill a place.

Notes on the Mosquitoes of the United States. Bulle-

tin No. 25, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Division of Entomology. By L. O. Howard,
Ph.D. Washington: Government Printing Office.

1900.

Dr. Howard's notes on the mosquito contain a

general statement of the natural history of the differ-

ent genera, with suggestions as to the use of remedies

for their destruction and the prevention of their propa-

gation, preference being given to kerosene oil as the

most permanent remedy for the treatment of stagnant

bodies of water. He considers permanganate of potas-

sium and coal tar as of inferior value. Drainage of

swampy areas is still more important. The work is

illustrated with cuts showing some of the different

species of mosquito in various stages of development.

Essentials of Medical and Clinical Chemistry, with

Laboratory Exercises. By Samuel E. Moody,
A.M., M.D. Fourth edition, revised and enlarged.

Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

In this fourth edition the text has been largely re-

written, especially the clinical portion, and some new
matter added. The work is divided into three [larts,

that is. Inorganic, Organic and Clinical Chemistry.

The thii'd portion, or tliat devoted to Clinical Chemis-

try, contains many valuable suggestions, but from the

standpoint of the physician it is too brief for thorough

work. Tlie book is simply a laboratory guide and

best adapted to the use of students who have access to

explanatory lectures and especially to practical labor-

atory instruction. The danger in such books lies in

the tendency among students to use them for purposes

for which they were not intended and are not de-

signed. Students are apt to be uncritical, and to get

distorted or false ideas from their textbooks unless

they are most carefully selected.
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SANATORIA FOR PULMONARY TUBER-
CULOSIS.

The Legislature of Massachusetts during its last

session passed a resolution directing the State Board

of Charity to inquire into the expediency of construct-

ing and e(iui[)ping a new building for the use of the

State Sanatorium for Consumptives at Rutland ; and if

such construction should seem to the board advisable,

it is directed to prepare a general plan of such build-

ing together with an estimate of its cost and to sub-

mit the same to the next general court. We do not

know what the report of the Board of Charity will be,

but the resolve of the Legislature opens up a wide field

for legitimate reflection.

Of late years an extremely active discussion has

been going on across the Atlantic and in our own
country as to the best measures for dealing with pul-

monary tuberculosis. National and international con-

gresses on tuberculosis are being held almost yearly ;

the subject is under constant consideration before

medical societies, by sanitarians, by philanthropists,

and in the columns of the medical journals. The
movement for sanatoria has developed rapidly. It is

only twenty years ago that Hogt, of Berne, made the

first proposals for united effort in the establishment of

such sanatoria. Today there are between thirty and

forty people's sanatoria for the care of suitable cases

of pulmonary tuberculosis — supported not necessarily

by the government, but in large measure by societies

organized for that purpose, by insurance interests, by

the Red Cross, by sick clubs, by employers, by trades

unions— in Germany alone. The movement, in one

form or another, has spread to Great Britain and to

this country, and numerous sanatoria have been al-

ready started, or are being provided for either by

public or private initiative on a more or less eleemosy-

nary basis. The individual, the corporation, the

municipality, the State, the LTnited States, are all in-

terested, are all being solicited and are all in action.

The merits of this form of dealing with pulmonary

tuberculosis, and the importance to the individual and

the community at l:ir;;<: ol :in umulioration or eradica-

tion f)f iImh dJHeaHc are gen«;rally recoj^nizod, have no

longer to make their proofH. The |)roHp«Ttive danjjer

sfciuH to li(; in tlu; v.omuuni Htuilirnenl that " you can-

not hav(! too much of a good thing," in tin- U'wUtiuiy

in thiH dcmocratif! country to the multiplication rather

than to the perfection of wliat is nuppOHt-d to b«; or

going to b<- popul.'ir. In regard to tliis mutter it ih

(rasit-r to a<biiil that pn^Kent coiidiliotiH demand a

rt-medy, that a<lvancing knowledge; and fxp«Ti«*nce

oiTer a good one in the sanatoria, than it iw to agree

upon the practical application of this adini.H.sion ; it in

easier to begin the construction of sanatoria than to

know when! to leave off. There are estimated to be

over .'50,000 " consuinptiv(!S " in the city of New
York alone. Even if one admit.s that tlie gain to

humanity and to the State justifies this form of

paternalizing by Congress, by the legislatures, by

the municipalities, where is the end to be unless

looked for in the ultimate extermination of the disease ?

All cases of [)ulmonary tuberculosis are a danger to

the community, but the advanced cases without hope

of recovery are a danger to the earlier cases with

such hope. The two classes should not be in contact,

which means they should be separately cared for.

Where is the line to be drawn ? Perhaps the time

has not yet come either to put or to answer this ques-

tion.

One thing seems clear: that the good work of these

sanatoria lies not merely in the care or even the cure

of the individual tuberculous citizen, but in the propa-

gation and dissemination through him and through his

friends to the community at large by precept and by

example of the gospel of hygienic, pulmonary right-

eousness. It is therefore from every point of view

important that, if we are to have these sanatoria,

they should be in all respects thoroughly well organ-

ized, equipped and provided for. This is more impor-

tant than that they should be extensive or numerous.

And this leads us back to our text, which was the re-

solve of the Massachusetts Legislature, and to the ex-

pression of the conviction that it would be wiser for

the State, if it is to assume the care of pulmonary

tuberculosis, to perfect rather than to enlarge its

present provision for that end. If the resolve of the

Massachusetts Legislature means provision for the per-

fection of the present undertaking at Rutland, it is

well ; if, on the other hand, it suggests a mere in-

crease in the accommodations for additional patients,

we should venture to trust it would not meet with the

support of the judicious. AVe do not care to predi-

cate whether money is better and more advantageously

spent in disinfection and renovation, or in sanatoria,

but we do feel sure that a too rapid sanatorial devel-

opment will injure the cause at heart and retard the

desired end, and we are inclined to think the move-

ment has reached a stage where it is as important to

control the indiscriminate zeal of friends as it is to

stimulate the enthusiasm of the indifferent or to re-

move the opposition of the adverse.
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RECENT RESEARCHES IN YELLOW FEVER.

AVe have before us the report of the American Pub-

lic Health Association, including the report of the com-

mission late appointed by the Surgeon-General of the

Army to investigate the etiology of yellow fever.^ The

work of this commission has been done by Dr. \\ alter

Keed, U. S. A., assisted by Drs. .lames Carroll, A.

Agramonte and Jesse W. Lazear, and up to this time

comprises the clinical, pathological and bacteriologi-

cal study of 18 cases of yellow fever, the cases

varying widely in severity. An attempt to isolate

the bacillus icteroides from the blood during life or

from tlio blood and organs of cadavers signally

failed. The writers therefore directed their attention

more particularly toward the study of the bacteria

from the intestinal tracts of supposed normal indi-

viduals or of those sick with other diseases, as com-

pared with those found in patients suffering from yel-

low fever, and also gave very particular attention to

the theory of the propagation of yellow fever by

means of the mosquito. This line of inquiry has, of

course, been forced into general notice by the work of

Ross and otliers on the role of the mosquito in the

spread of malaria. As is now well known, the theory

presupposes the presence of an intermediate host, for

example, the mosquito, which conveys the specific

parasite of the disease through its bite from person

to person. Following this idea. Dr. Reed and his

colleagues experimented with 11 non-immune per-

sons, with 9 negative and 2 positive results, in an

attempt to verify the theory first proposed by Finlay.

The 2 positive cases are reported in great detail, as

observations upon which so much depends should be,

and the writers are confident that their work will

arouse new interest in the difficult problem of the

method of dissemination of the disease. One of the posi-

tive cases records the history of a typical attack of yel-

low fever, following the bite of an infected mosquito,

within the usual period of incubation of the disease, and

in which other sources of infection could, they think,

with certainty be excluded. The conclusions drawn

from this preliminary study are that the bacillus icter-

oides stands in no causative relation to yellow fever,

but when present should be regarded merely as a sec-

ondary invad(tr, and that the mosquito serves as an

intermediate host for the parasite of the disease. We
presume the writers would not be over-dogmatic in

their assumption, considering the small number of

observations they have as yet been able to make. It

is, however, evident that their work opens up a wide

and attractive field of research, which may well prove

of the very first importance in the understanding,

and hence in the prevention, of this very fatal disease

of tropical climates.

In connection with the work outlined above it is of

interest to note that at this same meeting of the

American I'ublic Health Association, Dr. Henry B.

Horlbeck, of South Carolina, read the report of the

' The full report of this coinmiaglon appears fn the current issue
of the Philadelphia Medical .JournHl.

Comniiitee of the Association on the Etiology of Yel-

low Fever, in which the conclusion was reached that

the bacillus icteroides (Sanarelli) is probably the

specific agent in causing the disease, and that as yet

prophylaxis is still in a wholly empirical state.

It will no doubt require many and thorough-going

investigations before an absolute unanimity is reached

on these questions. Meanwhile, a healthy difference

of opinion is certainly conducive to progress.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Thk Mhdical Ci.uB OF Philadelphia: Recep-
tion. — The Medical Club of Philadelphia tendered a

reception on October 2()th, at the Hotel Bellevue, to

Dr. Maurice H. Richardson, of Boston. Previous to

the reception the ])resident of the club gave a dinner

at the Union League Club in honor of the guest.

The club has a membership of over three hundred and

was organized about eight years ago to encourage a

more friendly and intimate social acquaintance among
members of the medical profession. Discussions of

medical and scientific subjects are contrary to the

provisions of its constitution. The club has a whole-

some effect in cementing fraternal ties among its

members and is in a most flourishing condition.

Fatal Horse Disease in Maryland. — Cerebro-

spinal meningitis, according to the Pliiladelphia Medi-

cal Journal, has broken out for the second time within

the past year among horses in Southern Maryland.

It is estimated that about 1,000 have died. Ap{)eals

for assistance have been received at the Maryland

Agricultural College and Dr. Samuel Buckley has

been sent to investigate the matter. He has been

making experiments with a serum, with which by in-

oculation he hopes to prevent spread of the disease.

BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, October ,'51, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

170, scarlatina 26, measles 17, typhoid fever 23.

Fiftieth Anniversary of Middlesex East
District Medical Society. — The fiftieth anni-

versary of the Middlesex East District Medical So-

ciety was observed at Woburn last week. Dr. Josiah

P. Bixby, president of the society, presided and in-

troduced the speakers. Dr. Samuel W. Abbott, Sec-

retary of the State Board of Health, gave a history of

the organization, and stated that when the Massachu-

setts Medical Society was started a century ago it had

on its rolls about 70 members ; today it has 2,500.

Tlu! Middlesex Society was organized in Concord,

January 7, 1789, and the speaker thought it was dis-

solved about 1812. It might be said that that society

was the parent and the Massachusetts Society was the

grandparent of the Middlesex East District Society.

The latter was organized October 22, 1850. At the
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(liiiiHtr wliioli followed llic loiinul iiicclin;^, Dr. II. 1*.

Wiilcotf spoko on tlu; work of l<>;riHliition iiml .FiiHtict;

William \\. Stovtfiis spoke tor tin; bar.

KaMII.V KkKKSINO VaCCINAIION liKI.KASKI) I I:()M

QuAJtAN'rrNK. — All Kii<,'lisli fumily li:is i(Mcntiy Itt-in

released from isolation on (Jallop's Island, liavin;^ liecn

kept there two wtu^ks because of a refusal to Kubinil

to va(!(;iiiation iMiforc; laiuliii<f. The inemlxTs of this

family bad been in perfect bealtb since leaviiij^ ''^"^^

land, iiiid were detained simply in compliance witli

tJH' l'\'deia! law, wliicii re(|uires that immijrrants

sliall be placetl in ipiai-anline duriiii^ tli<' |>eriod of

incubation of smallpox, if i\w.y refust; vaccination.

In this case the fatlun* and two children bad never

been vaccinated. There is some question as to who is

res[)onsible for the board of the family while enforc(!d

guests of tlie city.

MosKS C. WiiiTK, M.IX— Dr. Moscis C. White,

professor emeritus of pathology in the Yale Medical

School, died at his home in New Haven, Conn., Octo-

ber 24th, aged eighty-one. Dr. White was born in

Paris, Oneida County, N. Y. lie first studied for

the ministry and for six and one-half years was a

missionary in China. He bad been professor in the

Yale Medical School for many years, and continued

his active duties until last June, when he resigned

and was made professor emeritus. He had been

pathologist at the State Hospital and has given liber-

ally to that institution.

DiPHTHEUIA IN BUOOKLINK. — Siiice the first of

October, up to a week ago, 51 new cases of diphtheria

had been reported to the Brookline Board of Health.

Tliis apparently large number is in part accounted for

by the increased care now being taken through bac-

teriological tests to determine the existence of diph-

theria even when no symptoms have appeared. The
danger of a spread of the disease is thereby mini-

mized, since all children showing positive cultural

tests are taken from the schools. Rigid scliool in-

spections are being made and no apprehension is felt

as to the complete ability of the Board of Health to

cope with the situation.

Work OF tiik Frkk Hospital for Women.—
In the Out-Patient Department there have been

treated during the year 7,1)77 patients, 878 of whom
were new cases. There have been admitted to the

wards 274 patients ; 177 were discharged cured and

34 relieved. There have been 452 operations on 221

l)atients. It is proposed to enlarge the hospital by

the addition of a new ward.

President of Trustees of Massachusetts
Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary. — At the

annual meeting John Homans, eir., M.D., was elected

presi'dent of the Board of Trustees of the Massachu-

setts Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary.

NEW YORK.

New York Eye and Ear Infirmary. — The an-

nual meetiiiii of the Board of Directors of the New

York Eye and Kur lutinnury, of which Dr. Rirharrl II.

Derby iH executive Hurj^eon, wsu* held on (U'.uAn'.r 2.0111.

'I'he report of the heeretary, Dr. Oorliurn Itucon,

showed that ill the year tending SeplemlMT .'JOih llu;r«

ha<l befii treated in the DiHpeiitary D*-|)artiiieiit .'iO,-

K7M cascH in the eye sepvifM', '.1,710 ill tin; ear tMTvicc,

and 7,0'.M) in tin; throat Hcrvice. In the hoNpitiil wards

2,2o7 patients were Ireatfid, representing 20,7'M dayn

of hospital care. In the treusiirer'n report it wuh

stated that during tht; y);ar the periiianent fund had

been increased by $(!.">,000. A training kcIiooI for

nurses in the spe-cial departments of the eye, ear an<l

throat has been organized, and timre are at preH«fiit

six pupil nurses. Adjac;ent to the inlirmary building

on Tliirte<;ntb Street a pavilion for the reception of

cas(!s of contagious Ojihtlialmia has been erect«;d in

ujemory of James N. Piatt by the family of the lat-

ter.

PLA(iL'E IN Glasgow.— Dr. William T. .lenkins,

Commissioner of the Health De|>artment. has just re-

turned from a visit to(ireat Britain made prineipallv for

the purpose of examining the sanitjiry arrangements of

various cities, especially as to garbage and .sewage dis-

posal. While there ho made some study of bubonic

plague in Glasgow. There were 18 cases in the hos-

pital at the time. They were tn^ated by the serum

processes, the llati'kineand the Yersin, and he was very

favorably impressed with the results. In preventing

the spread of the disease the principal precaution taken

was the inoculation with serum of persons coming in

contact with those affected. All the physicians at the

hospital bad been inoculated. Dr. Jenkins secured

twelve bottles of the HalYkine serum, nine of which he

sent to Health Officer Doty.

Medical Society, County New York. — At the

annual meeting of the Medical Society of the County
of New York, George B. Fowler was re-elected presi-

dent. The report of the Committee on Hygiene, of

which Dr. Henry Dwight Chapin is chairman, devoted

especial attention to the city's water supply. Not
only the quality, but the available quantity^ it was

pointed out, was a matter for the society's consid-

eration. It was a fact that the supply had not kept

pace with the growth in population, and the inade-

quacy, unless speedily remedietl, would soon give rise

to serious results. Additional supply and municipal

ownership were strongly urged.

OuTHUEAK of Tyfiioiu Fevkr. — An outbreak of

typhoid fever has occurred at the Boys' Disciplinarv

School at Parkville, Borough of Brooklyn. Thus far

there have been 9 cases, with 1 death. Dr. Jewett,

Inspector of Contagious Diseases of the Health Dejxart-

ment, after an investigation of the premises and their

sanitary condition, reported that the place was " a dis-

grace to any civilized community and a crime against

the boys of the school," and on October 24th. Dr.

Robert A Black, Sanitary Superintendent for Brook-

Ivn, ordered it closed.
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!^iie(ceUanp.

CLASSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEDICAL
STUDENTS.

TiiK Medical Press and Circular, coiiuiiciitiiiii edi-

torially on an address in which Sir .lohn Williams dep-

recated an over devotion to classical studies, says in

part:
" Every hour of school and student life is of ex-

treme importance in view of the variety of subjects

that have or ought to be studied, hence the importance

of throwing overboard every educational item which

cannot be shown to be potentially useful to the stu-

dent in his after-career. The most pressing recjuirc-

ments of the student at the present day are, a bet-

ter ac(juaintanceship with his own language to begin

with— that is to say, a thorough command of the

language which he will have to use for all the ordi-

nary ])uri)oses of life, a more ample knowledge of its

literature, a copious vocabulary, and a culture far

larger and better than he can ever hope to obtain by

ac(iuiring an elementary knowledge of Latin and
Gre(!k. If the time at present devoted to Latin and
(ireek were devoted to French and (Jerman a very

competent knowledge of these languages might be

obtained, and the time is raj^idly appi'oaching when a

man who knows no language but his own will find

himself deprived of inestimable op[)ortunities of adding

to his technical knowledge, in addition to depriving

himself of many of the delights of foreign travel. We
are pleased that one occupying so conspicuous a place

in the profession should have raised his voice against

an indefensible adherence to an anachronistic system

of education. Schoolmasters are a stiff-necked race,

but they must in the long run bow to public opinion,

and in no calling so much as in medicine, perhai)s, is

educational reform imperative."

We are, no doubt, much less tramelled in America
by an adherence to ancient custom than are our Eng-
lish cousins ; it is probable that not many of our medi-

cal students are burdened with a knowledge of Latin

and Greek. We sometimes wish they were.

EXAMINATION OF DRINKING WATER IN
ILLINOIS.

DuKiNG the last few years, according to Science,

several thousand samples of drinking water from vari-

ous ordinary house wells throughout the State have
been sc^nt to the State University of Illinois for analy-

sis and report as to quality. By far the greater pro-

portion of these water samples have proved, upon
analysis, to be contaminated with drainage from refuse

animal matters, and conse(juently have been regarded
with grave suspicion, or have been pronounced un-

wholesome for use as drink. The present prevalence

of ty[)lioid fever in a number of places in the State

makes it desirable that the public should r(!m{!mber

that the State has made provision for the examination

of all suspected waters. It is not practicable to iso-

late actually tlie typhoid-fever germs or to prove di-

rectly their absence from waters submitted for analy-

sis ; this for the reason that the work entails more
labor and time than are made available by the means
which the State provides. However, the chemical ex-

amination is sufficient ordinarily to show whether the
water is contaminated with house drainage or drainage
from refuse animal matters or whether it is free from
such contamination. Any citizen of the State may
have examinations made of the drinking water in

which he is interested, free of charge, by applying to

the Department of Chemistry of the State Univer-
sity.

It would, no doubt, be advisable if this j)ractice

\vere general throughout the various States. It is al-

together probable that by such means, carefully car-

ried out, a considerable jjrotection against epidemic
disease miaht be secured.

<©bituarp.

SIR HENRY VVENTWORTH DYKE ACLAND.

Sir IIkxky Acland died at his home in Oxford, Octo-
ber 16th, in the eighty-sixth year of his age. He was the
son of Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, who represented the
county of Devon in Parliament for many years. The fam-
ily is one of the oldest and most distinguished in Devon-
shire, and tlieir estate is in the beautiful Exmoor region,

the home of the red deer, througli wliicli the traveller

passes in driving from Porlock to Lynmouth. Sir Henry
Acland was one of the most ennnent of a race distinguished

in various careers. One of his ancestors was witli Bur-
goyne in his disastrous cam[)ai2n during our Revolutionary
War. He was echicated at Harrow, and Christ Ciiurch,

Oxford. His academic studies were interrupted by ill

health, and during a journey in the Mediterranean under-
taken for health, he explored and made a panoramic plan
of the site of 'I'roy. He took his B.A. degree at Oxford
in 1840, and became a fellow of All Souls' College. He
immediately began to devote himself to the study of medi-
cine, not a little to the concern and distress of liis friends

and associates belonging to a class which at that period

was unaccustomed to regard it as offering a suitable career

for a gentleman. He began his medical studies at St.

George's Hos])itai, London, sul)secpiently studying in Edin-
burgh, and finally graduated in medicine in 186G, at Ox-
ford. In 1847, at the age of thirty-two, he was elected a
fellow of the Royal Society. In the same year he became
physician to the Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, a position he
held for forty years. In 1850 he became a fellow of the

Royal College of Physicians of London, and in 1865 deliv-

ered the Harveian Oration, his being the first oration on
that foundation delivered in English. In 1851 he was ap-

pointed Radcliffe librarian to the University of Oxford,
and in 1857 he was made Regius Professor of Medicine in

the university. In 185M he was elected representative of

the University of Oxford on tlie General INledical Council,

and was president of that body from 1874 to 1887. In

1860 he received the degree of LL.I). fr»m the University

of Cambridge, he received the same degree from Dublin,

and the D.C.L. from the University of Durham. He was
one of the few members of the medical [)rofession in civil

life to be made a Companion of the Bath, and in recognition

of his services to the profession and to the cause of medi-

cine and public liealth he was made a Knight Companion
of that order. In 1890 he was made a baronet of the

United Kincdom. In 1860, when the Prince of Wales
visited the United States and Canada, Dr. Acland accom-
panied him as a member of his suite and as his medical ad-

viser.

The establishment of an interest in the natural sciences

at Oxford and the reorganization of its medical teaching

upon a somewhat modern basis were almost entirely Dr.

Acland's work. He had a great capacity for work of nil

kinds, and an almost insatiable inti'vest in a great variety

of subjects. He made himself felt in educational and in
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Hiiiiitiiry (|iicsli()ns. lie Wiis skilful wiLli ImiIIi prii iiiiij jh'ii-

cil, ii cluiriiiin;^ tiilkt-r ami a most. a'^i'(!t!itlili- ((iiii|iaiiii)n.

lie liad liccii intimate vvilli niicli ilifYcrciit. iin'ii iim Sir Iti-ii

jiimiii iirodif, Dr. Ali.son.of Kdinlxiri^ii, Mr. (iiiKNtone iiinl

Mr. .loliii Riiskin. Dr. Acliitid iiiadi^ several visits to tlie

United States, where lie had not a few warm friends, lie

was an honorarv memlier of some of our woeieties, amoii^
others, of lh(> Massachusetts Medical Society ami of tiie

College of riiy.sieians of I'liiladelphia.

LAIIRKNCE TIJRXUIJLL. M.I).

Piiii.ADKi.rniA has a;jain lost an eminent physician in

the death of Dr. Laurence 'rurnhiili, which occurred
October '24th. His reputation depended chieny on his

work on the car. He was a native of Jjanarksliire, Scot-

land, and came to this country when twelve years of aj^e.

He was later firaduated at the riiila(lel[)hia College of

I'harmacy and the .Jefferson ^Medical Colle>ie. He was
the first siirijeon in America to perform tin; mastoid opera-

tion, beinii successful with the first case. Besides holdin<;

membership in various medical .societies. Dr. 'riirnbull pre-

sided over the Section in Otolofjy of the American Medical
Association in hS,SO and of tlu^ Britisii Medical Association

in 1881, and was chosen a delegate to the Section of

Otology of the British Medical Association in 188S, and
the Congress of Otologists that convened in Brussels {\w

same year. After the second battle of Bull Run Dr.

Turnbull served in Emery IIosj)ital, Washington, and at

Fort Monroe. He was the author of many valuable works
on diseases of the ear and eye and died at the ripe age of

seventy-nine years.

€orrrie?ponDfncc.

A CASE OF MEASLES; PERIOD OF INCUBA-
TION.

Boston, October 25, 1900.

Mk. Editor : — The following case may be of sufficient

interest to merit a brief rejjort.

May l'2th, my patient, a very intelligent woman of

twenty-two years, gave a piano lesson to two sisters, aged
nine and eleven yeais, living in Roxbury. Tiiey had an
eruption on their faces and said that it was also on their

chests. These children are pale, and the contrast made a

vivid impression on my patient. She described the spots

as pale rose red, coarse but varying in size, discrete and
not elevated. The rash came May 11th and was gone the

15tb. The children felt well the 12tb and returned to

school the loth, although tbey had severe coughs. The
attending physician considered it German measles. The
mother states that both children had measles severely four

years ago during an epidemic and were under a jihysician's

care. She further states that an epidemic of German
measles prevailed in May and that many classmates of one

of her children were affected. On inquiry at their school.

I find that several cases of measles were recorded in

March, and that one case of German measles was re-

corded for the three months of April, May and June, but I

could not learn the date. It was not in the class of either

child. In May, I attended a child in AUston with a typi-

cal measles eruption. The mother stated that the eruption

commenced two weeks previously, and that children in

AUston were having an eruption of German measles, and
in about two weeks an eruj)tion of measles. This child

had enlargement of sujierficial cervical glands, as is the

rule in measles. I cannot vouch for the diagnosis of Ger-

man measles in the sisters or for the ])revalence of an epi-

demic of the disease. These sisters may not have caused

my case.

My patient had never had any eruptive disease. May

l.'iih, without a|)|iar<ni cau-ie, tliftre romin«»iic«d • ihtrp
diarrluM of one wiek'n duration. Deiectioiifi Bvera(((-d

ten a day. .She lined iiome remi^died. Nlay 'iM, ohe r-on-

hiilted me for a swollen, painful left (x < ipital ({land. Rota-

tion of the head was painful. No local CHime rjf ^'landular

eiilargeiiietit was foiinrl. In twenty-four lioiirN ihi: ((land

was cize of a lame cherry and very [lainful. Mav '2.'»tli.

glandi* below left ear were Nwnllen and [lainfiil. Careful

examination of the throat xhowed nothing. F^ntt-r, other

superficial cervical (glands enlarged.

May '27lh, jiatient commenced to feci weak. I'ost-

auricutar glamls were enlarged the '2Mih and turning the

eyes was painful. Her right occipital ulaml wan enlarged
the 2Dtli, and at '1 r. M. she was too oleepy to go to [iiinils

and had severe, <'pii;astric distress. I'atient and her
mother noticed that patient's face was jiurpliMli, but ••bowed
no rash. After an hour's sleep there was ranh on far-e,

hands and foreariiu'. No further examination was then
made. The ejiigastric distreH.-* was gone. That evening
the mother reported the; case to me an ineaales. She did
not know if the rash was general, but on returning found
it so.

At 2 P. M., M.iy .'JOth, I examined y)atient carefully.

She coni[)lained of [)hotophobia, sli^^ht roughness and sore-

ness of throat, slight cough but no coryza. Eves were
suffused. The chief suffering arose from a constant pain
referred to the sf)lenic region and unaffecte<l by respira-

tion or [losition. Tongue was slightly coated and |)apill£e

slightly enlarged. Distinct rash on hard palate, which I

described as pa{)ular. Throat and tonsils somewhat
swollen. There was a general rather fine j)urj)li8h-red

papular eruption with marked crescentic and irregular

grouping. It was least heavy on the limbs. Examination
of heart, lungs and liver showed nothing noteworthy.
The splenic area of percussion dulness was much enlarged,
extending upward to the seventh rib. The area was not
measured. I was uncertain if I felt the spleen, but could
not the following day. Temperature 101.2° F., pulse 9H

;

urine free from albumin ; bowels constipated, but after a

laxative, continued rather loose.

June 2d, the rash was fading, and slight branny desqua-
mation was noticed in the eyebrows, and rarely a minute
(lake ebsewhere. Considerable cough. Patient and her
mother observed carefully the disappearance of the rash.

Skin -was normal June lOtb, and nearly so the 8th. They
had noticed slight branny descjuamation on face and feet.

The glandular enlargement disappeared slowly.

October 10th, there was still slight enlargement of the
left occipital gland. There was marked debility and her
usual strength was not recovered for several months.

Very truly yours,

M. P. Smithwick, M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending October 20tb. in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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RECORD OF MORTALITY
For thb Wekk ending Saturday, October 20, liKX).
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A NEW TKST MEAJ..

IIV A. K. AUHTIN, A.M., M.l>., IIOHIDN,

From the Chemical Laliorulory of Tit/t» College Meitiritl Schixit

.

TnK tost inciil has Ixaionui iiii iihsolutr rcMjiiiKit*; for

tlu! oxiuniiiatioii of Htoiiuicli coiitciitH. Oik! of the

chief roasons for this is the dilliciilty of ohUiiiiin;,'

gastric juice from th(! faHtiiij; stomach ; in fact, wlien

any coiisi»U'rahK' amount of i,fastri(r juice can hi- ol>-

taiiuul from the fasting stomacli, it is <f(!ii(irally consid-

ered to h(( in a {)atlioh)^ical condition. Three- meals

have heen chiefly em|)h)y(ul for this purpose. One
was propos(!d by Kwald, another hy Rie<^(!l, and still

another by Klemperer. That of Evvald, or as it is

sometimes known, Evvald and Boas, consists of one to

two rolls, in Berlin parlance called a Schuppe, which
weigh from ^35 to 70 grammes, and two glasses of

water. For this we have an e.\cellent substitute in

the ordinary round cracker, of which two weigh on

an average .'JO to 3 1 grammes, or in the soda wafers,

four of which weigh on an average 3;") grammes.
With this meal, the contents should be withdrawn
one hour after eating.

The meal of Riegel consists of soup, a beefsteak

and a roll. It is to be withdrawn three to four hours

after eating. Klemperer's meal consists of half a litre

of milk and two rolls, to be withdrawn two hours

after eating. There are serious objections to all of

these : (1) The indetiniteness of the amount of the

food elements employed, nitrogen, fat and carbohy-

drate, and (2) that on account of the lack of tine

division, the tube introduced is frequently clogged,

which necessitates its removal, its cleansing and rein-

troduction.

The meal employed in these experiments consisted

of 2 grammes of dried egg albumin compressed into

half-gramme tablets. These are to be taken with two
glasses of water, and the contents withdrawn one
hour after taking. For the preparation of these

tablets my thanks are due to the Metcalf Co., who
furnished them at my suggestion. This amount of

albumin is equivalent to that found in the crackers,

but in a different and more soluble form. Seven per

cent, of dried bread, and consequently of crackers,

consists of nitrogenous substances. This calculated

for 30 grammes of crackers w^ould give 2.1 grammes
of albumin, the ecjuivalent of that found in the four

tablets. The latter, however, are very much better

digested than the vegetable albumin, and hence there

is much less residue. True, the nature of the stjirch

digestion cannot be determined from such a meal, but

can be as easily determined from the amount of free

hydrochloric present, for the organic acids, if present,

are seldom in large enough amounts to disturb amyla-

ceous digestion, and combined hydrochloric acid has

no inhibitory action upon this. With this meal the

contents never clog the tube, there is always a definite

amount taken, and the contents filter much more read-

ily than when vegetable albumin is used. It also

avoids a large mass of starch granules, always present

when making microscopic examinations. These tab-

lets when once compressed can be preserved indefi-

nitely, are always on hand, and can be given to the

patient without his departure from the ottice or clinic.

Furthermore, lactic acid when found is of vastly more
diagnostic importance than after the Ewald meal.

When amylacoouH muttt'r ha« hvA'.ii /(ivoii it xn fliffi-

eult to litnit the diHuppeuruuci; of la<;tic wm\ U) nn
hour, l)Ut in thiH cumc the acid muHt come from the

remnants of the luHt nieal, and hence |i«>iiit to a lack

of motility. For caH»;H on which to deniotiHtrate thia

iiKMil, my thanks are due to Dr. \i. F. ( huMe, who
kindly placed his (lispensary servici- at my fliH|H)HJil.

The meal was given to IH patients on whom .'»7 ex-

aminations were made at dilTerent times, and to IG

patients only once, so that a total of l'.\ examinatiouH
were mad«!. Tliese patients had all of them symp-
toms which wert! attrii)uted to the stomach, such a»

distress, heartburn, erucUitions of ga.s, nausea and
vomiting. In this new de|)arture, of course, it is ad-

visable to compare the results of the examination

with those; from an Kwald meal. The following ca«e«

were selected for this purpose.

COMPAItlSON WITH EWALD MKAL.

I). W. was given on two consecutive days, first, the

albumin meal, then the Kwald meal. With the albu-

min meal the amount withdrawn was .00 c. c. with

no free HCI as tested with dimethyl-amido-azo-ben-

zol, and combined HCI amounting to .3 per mille.

There was no lactic acid. With the Ewald meal the

amount withdrawn was 82 c. c. There was free HCI
to the extent of .8 per niille, and combined HCI of .G

l)er mille, or a total of 1.4 per mille. Lactic acid was
present.

E. B. Two examinations with the albumin meal, at

an interval of five days, showed respectively amounts
withdrawn of 132 and 43 c. c. There was free HCI
in both amounting to 1.6 per mille, and no lactic acid;

while 3 examinations with the Ewald meal, immedi-
ately following the former at intervals of seven days,

showed amounts of 134, 156 and 94 c. c. The free

HCI was respectively 1..5, 1.3 and 1.53 per mille,

while in the last examination the combined HCI was
.25 per mille, making a total of free and combined
HCI of 1.78 per mille. There was a trace of lactic

acid present in every examination.

A. A. With albumin meal, total amount with-

drawn, 95 c. c. ; free HCI, 1.49 per mille ; total HCI,
2.22 per mille ; no lactic acid present. With Ewald
meal seven days afterwards, total amount. 122 c. c.

;

free HCI, 1.95 per mille; total HCI, 2.73 per mille

;

a trace of lactic acid, and starch in the form of ery-

throdextrin.

H. L. With albumin meal, total amount, 145
c. c. ; free HCI. 1.35 per mille; total HCI, 1.82
per mille ; no lactic acid. Five days afterward with
Ewald meal, total amount, 52 c. c. ; free HCI, .8 per
per mille ; totiil HCI, 1.49 per mille ; lactic acid

present ; erythrodextrin.

S. With albumin meal, total amount, 75 c. c. ;

free HCI, 1.67 per mille; total HCI, 2.4 per
mille. Two weeks afterwards with Ewald meal, to-

tal amount, 88 c. c. ; free HCI, .9 per mille ; total

HCI, 1.2 per mille; lactic acid present and erythro-
dextrin.

L. With albumin meal, total amount, 15 c. c. ; no
free, and no combined HCI, but a total acidity of 10
parts per hundred; lactic acid present. Willi Ewald
meal two weeks after, total amount, 40 c. c. : no free
HCI; combined and total HCI. .4 per mille; lactic

acid; achroodextrin.

O'N With albumin meal, total amount. 60 c. c.

;

free HCI, 1.S2 per mille; total HCI, 2.62 per
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mille ; lactic acid present. With Ewald meal five

days after, the total amount, 80 c. c. ; free II CI, 1.82

per mille ; total HCl, 2. 59 per mille ; lactic acid

present.

In order to present these results in a more conven-

ient form for comparison, a short table has been pre-

pared comprising the results already stated, and

needing no further explanation :

TABLE OF COMPARISON.

Naiue.
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up witli Wiit»M-, and a drop or two of the (iltfrcd sfom-
acli coiilciits added to one, the otlicr scrviii"^ as a foii-

tiol. As dnii\oiistrat('d l>y tliis test, lactic, acid wan
I'diiiiil 10 times, 1) liincH with no free MCI, and twice

tlic entire al)seM(ro of fr(M' IICI was accompanied also

l>\ tlie al»sen<'e of lacti(r acid. This is contrary to liie

teafluM^s ot lioas, wlio claims that ]acti<; a<nd is ali-

sent when liCl is pn>s(^nt to any appreciahlt; amount,
one hour after tlie meal. Ah our supjiosition is that

the hietic acid must conK^ fronj tlw^ previous nufal, and
he indicative of atony, tlieu it should he associateil

with a lar<i(^ amount of coiit(!nts. This cannot he

demonstrated, however, since it is found when the

amount of contents withdrawn varied all tin; way
from 10 to 102 c. c. Lactic acid was also found
when the free llC'l rose to l.K per mille. As com-
bined IK'l has no inhibitory action uf)oii the forma-

tion of volatile acids by their respective; bacilli, no

account was taken of it. A more (hitailed account of

this association is given as follows : Lactic acid was
found twice with a free IIC'l, of l.H per mille, once

with 1.7, twice with l.C), once with 1.."), twice with

l..'i, twice with 1 per mille, and so on down. Its pres-

ence followed certain cases, as that of A. .1., throughout

the course of examination. The latter never lost the

lactic acid in spite of the fact that his HCl steadily

increased from nothing to 1.8 per mille.

In 40 cases only were both free and combined IICI

or total IICI determined, and that by the method of

Topfer. In the rest, only the free HCl and the total

acidity were determined. Of the entire number of

examinations in which the albumin meal was given

(78), there were, as already stated,

No free HCl in .

Le»s> than .5 per mille in .

Hetween .5 and 1 per mille in

1 " 1.5

1.5 " 2
2 " 2.5

2.5 "3 "
.

Over 3 per mille in .

In the 40 cases where free and combined or total

IICI were determined there was entire absence of

both in only 3 cases. The total free and combined
HCl was

Less than .T> total HCl per mille .... 9
Between .5 and 1 per mille

*• 1 •' 1.5 " 7
" 1.5 " 2 " 4
" 2 " 2.5 " 10
" 2.5 " 3 " 4

Over 3 per mille 6

As compared with the results of II. F. Ilewes,'

where the limits of normal total HCl were from 1.1

to 2.6, and tlie average from 1.2 to 2.;") per mille, 21 fall

within these limits, 1) below and 10 above. Bile was
present twice, and with the bile there was once associ-

ated pancreatic juice, which was demonstrated by the

fact that the stomach contents in alkaline medium
could both digest albumin and convert starch. Bile

is not so rare in stomach contents, but is much more
apt to be present iu the first withdrawal in a j)atient,

from the retching accompanying the introduction of

the tube. After the patient has become accustomed

to this introduction, the presence of bile is much loss

frequent. If it persists a long period. Boas - con-

siders it a sign of the constriction of the duodenum,
while Bouveret '^ prefers to regard it not only as evi-

dence of a constriction of the duodenum, but also of

1 Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. cxlii. No. 20.

2 Diagnostik u Tlierap. der M;igenkrankheiteu,l TU.,S.2T6, 1897.
3 Traits des maladies de restoniac, 1893, p. 32.

u patent pyloruH. 'I'Iichii eoiiditioiiM «iin ta\\y hf

differentiaterl by blowing n[i the itomach with air.

Under normal conditiouH no air can puMH through the

pylorus on account of its spiihUKxlic cloture, and heiic<;

the intestineH cannot iM-come rlistended.

llennin was alvyays looked for where the total HCl
was very much flimiidshed, and no free HCl waw
pn^sent. The (piantitative method of Houh wun cm-
ploy(!rI, which is as followH: One c. c. of Htoma<:h cAtn-

Uuits was diluted with wat<'r to 10 c. r;. Five of thiw

was taken in a t«(st tube, arui was again diluUtd to 10

c. c, and 5 c. c. more taken. 'I'he pro<;e«8 continu(;d

until we had four test tidies with .0 c. c. of diluted

contents in dilutions of 1-10, 1-20, 1-40 and 1-HO.

IV) each ol these were added .') c. c. of coole<l lK)iled

milk and a few minims of calcium chloride srilution.

We now have dilutions of 1-20, 1-40. 1-HO and 1-1 00.

A control test is always prepared to guard agaiiiflt

the possibility of spontamous coagulation, consisting

of 5 c. c. of milk, o c. c. of water, and the .same

amount of calcium chloride. These tulx-s are all

placH'd in a brood oven, at a temperature of 80", for

from twenty to thirty minutes, and then note made of

the coagulation.

Coagulation normally should take place in dilutions

of from 1-80 to I-KIO. The importance of this test

cannot be over-estimated in cases of suspected cancer,

being of vastly more importance than diminution of

HCl or the presence of lactic acid. In all of our
cases, coagulation was found in dilutions of 1-80 or

over. In every case the contents were also e.\amine<l

with the microscope, and while several times frag-

ments of mucous membrane of the stomach were
found, nothing was seen approximating the peculiar

arrangement of these cells in cancer of the stomach.

These results were also verified by Dr. Timothy
Leary, our pathologist, who kindly offered to assist in

these examinations. Yeast fungi were always pres-

ent ; no degree of acidity nor use of albumin stayed

their growth in any way. No sarcimv were found,

fairly good evidence that in all cases no marked dila-

tation nor narrowing of the pylorus was present.

Among the interesting points brought out was the

unreliability of the presence of lactic acid as a diag-

nostic symptom. It was present in the majority of

cases where the Ewald meal was used, and also in

very many cases where the albumin meal was used,

and as a diagnostic symptom seems to have lost its

significance. It is also (juite evident that impaired
motility is the most important condition in the so-

called nervous dyspepsias, arising probably from the

lack of enervation dependent upon shock or worry.
It may be present with either impaired or superabun-
dant secretion of HCl. The former condition is

{)robably the more distressing from the formation of

organic acids and gases. The importance of this

motility can also be demonstrated by laboratory ex-

periments in artificial digestion, where shaking the

contents of flask or container accelerates in such a

marked degree the process of digestion. It is of in-

terest also that the increased flow of gastric juice is

always accompanied by a relative increase in the

amount of HCl, or it may be that lack of motility and
diminished HCl are associated, and the small (piantity

withdrawn is due to our inability to remove the total

contents of the stomach. Finally, dried egg albumin
in the form of tablets seems to fulfil all the conditions

that attach to a successful test meal.
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SPINAL CARIES WITH ABSCESS: ANALYSIS
OF CASES.

BY ERNEST B. YOUNG, M.D , BOSTON.

It has been the good fortune of the writer to be

able to collect 78 cases of spinal caries complicated

with abscess, and to obtain reports of the condition of

those living at periods of from one to thirty-live years

after the beginning of the disease, as well as the date

of death of those who have already succumbed. The
average time of the reports is about four and one-half

years after the onset. With the exception of 18

cases, all the material comes from hospital clinics, as

it is among the lower strata of society that spinal

caries flourishes. These classes are the ones most

liable to trauma and strains from the nature of their

employments, while poor and insufficient food, bad

air and inability to properly care for themselves

make them good subjects for tuberculous invasion.

The cases are in no way selected, except that nothing

has been included where there was any doubt as to

diagnosis. In addition to the cases where it has been

possible to obtain full reports, a few have been util-

ized where the data at hand were known to be correct,

even though not quite complete in all particulars.

Age and sex. — It will be seen from the cases con-

sidered under this heading, 52 males and 26 females,

that the disease throughout life is about twice as fre-

quent among males, although at different periods the

ratio changes somewhat. The onset in 38 out of 78

cases occurred before the tenth year. This is un-

doubtedly due to the fact that both sexes are active

and liable to injuries at this time. From ten to twenty

years the ratio changes very little, but from twenty to

thirty years the males outnumber the females nearly

5 to 1 ; for the female has ceased to be active as the

male and at this time many of the men are perform-

ing the hardest kinds of manual labor. The figures

seem to bear out the importance of trauma as an etio-

logical factor in the disease ; for as the female becomes

less active, the frequency of the disease decreases, while

in the male the two periods of greatest liability to in-

jur}', childhood and young manhood are each marked
by a rise in the number of aflilicted. After the thirti-

eth year, when the epiphyses of the vertebrae are

firmly united, its occurrence in either sex is quite

rare ; yet even during the remaining years of life the

males outnumber the females 2 to 1. Only 11 cases

have been collected where the first symptoms occurred

after thirty years of age. The youngest case was
eight months old when the abscess appeared, and the

oldest sixty-seven years.

Seat of disease.— Caries of the dorsal spine leads

most often to abscess formation. Cervical and sacral

disease with abscess seems rare at any time of life. Of
77 tabulated cases there are

:

Dorsal 43
Lumbar 31
Sacral 2
Cervical 1

Under ten years dorsal disease is one-half again as

common as lumbar ; while throughout the remaining

years of life the two regions average about the same.

Deformity. — The condition of spines of 77 cases

when first seen was as follows :

No deformity 18
Slight " 30
Medium " 16
Great " 13

It would seem that abscess formation has little rela-

tion to the extent of the deformity, as those with no
kyphos or a slight kyphos far exceed in number the

cases with great deformity. The large kyphoses ap-

pear almost entirely when the disease begins early in

life. After the twentieth year there is only one case

of moderate and one of bad deformity. In one case

there were two kyphoses of moderate size, one in the

dorsal and one in the lumbar spine.

Abscess.— In 83 cases there are :

Psoas abscesses . 63 (includlDg 5 doable psoas).
Lumbar " . 21 ( " 2 " lumbar).
Sacral " . 2 (1 pointing in pelvis and 1

over sacrum).
Cervical " . 1 (pointing in neck).

Psoas abscess is the most common when either the

dorsal or lumbar spine is attacked, while double psoas

and double lumbar abscesses are quite rare.

Abscesses associated with cervical or sacral disease

are apparently quite uncommon.
Psoas and lumbar abscesses, when occurring in the

same person, generally point on the same side of the

median line ; but in some few cases there is a psoas

abscess upon one side of the median plane and a lum-
bar abscess upon the other.

As would be expected, in a few instances the pus
has forced its way under Poupart's ligament and in

one case has burrowed downward from a lumbar ab-

scess into the superficial fascia of the thigh.

It is impossible to get any reliable data concerning

the duration of abscesses or the date of first appear-

ance. Often the patient has been ignorant of its

presence even when filling one whole side of the ab-

domen and pelvis. In 2 cases the abscess has come
on during treatment. These are the severe cases and
both are dead. The sinuses have remained open for

many years in some instances, and in others have
closed within a few months. Some have the sinuses

heal promptly only to break out again from time to

time. Most of the sinuses remain open for a year or

two, so far as can be learned, and in many cases, even
with the patient in good health, they still persist.

Pain of any amount seems to become a prominent
feature in many adult cases only when the abscess

has reached such a size as to produce psoas contrac-

tion. While in children pain is generally referred

to the abdomen, in the adult it is generally re-

ferred to the back, there being only two or three

adults who have complained of abdominal pain.

Treatment.— In by far the greatest number the

abscess has been treated by incision ; but some have
been collected of aspiration and spontaneous open-

ing, as well as a few where the abscess has remained
closed. Of 77 cases, 37 under ten years and 40
over ten years, the treatment was as follows

:

Under ten years. Over ten years.
Remaining closed 2 8
Spontaneous opening .... 4 8
Aspiration 2 6
Incision 29 18

37 40

Two cases included under incision were aspirated,

and incised shortly after. One adult and one child

have been aspirated many times. One case, which
opened spontaneously, was incised later.

Prognosis.— Many of the cases have been treated

in general hospitals, which have as a rule no ortho-

pedic department, and hence the after treatment has

been either entirely neglected, or only partially carried

out. At the same time it must not be forgotten that
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this is ofUni tlio fault of the putieiit or of cinniiu-

stunces wliidi put liiin out of rtiuch of Hkillid iilti-Mil-

uuco.

']l\\v. nipoi'ts riioeivcd from 7H cuhcs at itcriodM of

froui a fow inoiitliH to thirty-five years from tho he<;iii-

uiiig of symptoms are ^ivtui iKtlovv. Aj^es j^ivciu al-

ways ref(U' to tlif tinu; of onset, uuUvss otherwise

stated

:

Under t«D yoarB. Ovor ttni yean. Total.
Well 3 6 9
Good ooiiditlou . . . 1» 8 27
Fair 4 3 7

Poor 3 4 7
Dead 17 11 28

46 32 78

The average time from beginning of tiu! diseas(! to

the last report, for those under ttiu years, is three;

years ; for those over ten years, a little more than four

and a half years.

Of 10 eases where the abscess remained closed the

statistics are :

Couditlon at onset. Present condition.
Well
Good 3 5
Poor 7 1

Dead U 4

10 10

Average duration of disease is nearly four years.

One child and 3 adults have succumbed at periods of

from four to six years. In 2 cases the abscess is re-

ported to have disappeared.

Spontaneous opening took place in 12 cases. The
statistics are :

Condition at onset. Present condition.
Well .... 3 (after six, ten and thirty-

six years;.
Good .... 1 5 (after two to six years).
Fair .... 6 1 (after eleven years).
Poor .... 5 1

Dead .... 2 (after two and four years).

12 12

Average duration of disease slightly over six and a

half years.

Of 8 cases treated by aspiration alone the statistics

are :

Condition at onset. Present condition.
Well .... 2 (1 after eleven years).
Good .... 2 I (after two years).
Fair .... 2 1 (after six years).
Poor .... 4
Dead .... 4 (3 after one, two and

thirty-tliree years).

Average duration of disease about eight years ; aver-

age time elapsed since operation, three years and two
months ; out of 4 children 3 are dead.

Incision has been the method used in 48 cases ; 32
under ten years and 16 over ten years. The statistics

are

:

Under Ten Years.

Condition at onset. Present condition.
Well 1

G<K>d 3 10
Fair 15 6
Poor 14 3
Dead 13

32 32

Over Ten Years.

Condition at onset. Present condition.
Well 2

Good 2 6
Fair 6 1

Poor 9
Dead 8

16 16

Average duration of disease in cases commencing
under ten years is about six years and ten months

;

whilo of thoHo commeiH^iiig at lx<yund thi*i \w.x^^A, four
yearn and two months.

Average time clapHcd MWi-xi o|M;riition in the Hrnt

chiHH is five years and two Mionth«, and for the Hccoiid

about three and a half years.
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Ou the other hand it is acknowledged that celluloid

plates are less durable that steel ones, that material

of the very best quality must be obtained in order to

obtain uniform results and that this is not always

easy. It remained also to be proved whether or not

celfuloid plates possessed the rigidity requisite for

their usefulness in the treatment of flat foot.

In undertaking to test the value of this material for

the manufacture of flat-foot plates, the writer felt also

the need of improvement in the process of working

it. When placed in boiling water for a few minutes

celluloid becomes quite soft and flaccid, but upon re-

moving it from the water it rapidly stiffens, so that it

cannot easily be manipulated with the hands. This,

however, is the method recommended by Schanz in

both of his communications on the subject.^ After a

few attempts made according to Schanz's directions,

the writer abandoned the method of shaping the ma-

terial freehand as being necessarily inaccurate and

unsatisfactory. The procedure of Kirsch ^ seemed to

promise more, involving, as it did, the use of the plas-

ter cast and might be briefly described as follows

:

The corrected plaster cast is made in the usual way
and having cut a piece of sheet celluloid to the desired

shape, it is applied to the cast by means of a towel,

the ends of which are twisted over the dorsal aspect

of the cast, the middle being in contact with the sole.

The twisted ends being held, the cast is now lowered

into boiling water, and after a few seconds have elapsed

the continued twisting of the towel ends is expected

to bring the celluloid sufficiently into contact with the

cast, and upon removing the whole from the boiling

water and dipping it into cold for a few minutes the

maximum stiffness is acquired.

After experiment with this method the writer finds

that in addition to being (juite troublesome the adapta-

tion of the plate to the sole of the cast is far from

being exact. In addition, however, it is believed that

tlie use of the plaster cast in the usual manner can be

improved upon both as regards accuracy and simpli-

city, as well in the case of metal as of celluloid, how-

ever, as material for the plate and in the treatment

of flat foot.

It is assumed that it is the object of the flat-foot

brace to support the depressed or weakened arch so

much as is compatible with comfort, and therefore to

the extent permitted by the flexibility of the foot.

The flexibility of the foot, however, is a factor which

will be found to vary within fairly wide limits, even in

feet which are not the seat of the inflammatory stiff-

ness so frequently present in flat foot. The amount
of correction which must be made in the plaster cast

is an uncertain thing and one which is really done by

guess, so that it is believed to be a common experi-

ence that more or less change is required to be made
in the finished plate in order to make it comfortable

or efficient in the maximum, as the case may be.

After considerable experiment with the following

method, it is believed that it can be offered as being

simpler, but also more exact than the use of a cor-

rected plaster cast.

A pattern is first to be made which differs accord-

ing to the type of support which it is desired to pro-

duce. This is made upon an impression of the sole

of the foot according to the method of Schanz, except

1 Scbanz : Zeitscbr. f. orth. Chir., Bd. Ti, S. 495 ; Schanz u.
Mavar : Zeitoobr. f. orth. Chlr., Bd. viii. S. 25.

' Kirsch : Centrbl. f. Chir. 18»6, S. 837.

that the writer believes the following method to be
less objectionable than the use of soot or other black
material, and that it furnishes at once a permanent
record.

The impressions are taken upon pieces of card-

board obtained from the paper stockhouse under the

trade name of " black showcard." A piece being cut
of proper size, say 5^ x 12 inches, it is fastened to a
board of slightly larger size with drawing tacks, and
its dull black surface is rapidly coated with a fairly

thick solution of shellac in alcohol. In the meanwhile
the patient has been rubbing his foot in a pan upon
whose bottom ordinary talcum powder has been evenly
sprinkled. The patient should bear his weight upon
the foot and rub in the powder thoroughly by moving
the foot about. When the spirit in the shellac has
evaporated sufficiently to leave a sticky feel, but with-

out adhering to the finger, the board is taken to the

patient, from whose foot the excess of powder has
been blown, and he is told to bear his weight upon it.

While he is doing so the contour of the foot may be
scratched in with a suitable sharp instrument. It is

well now to draw in with white ink the outline of the

impression as well as the contour of the foot. The
result is shown in the figure. By interposing tissue

Fig. 1.

paper between each pair of impressions, they may be

conveniently and indefinitely preserved.

To make the pattern, a piece of tissue paper is

placed upon the impression, and the pattern may now
be drawn with the outline of the impression and the

contour of the foot in plain view. The paper is now
cut out, and from this paper pattern another is cut in

sheet lead about ^V i'^^h in thickness (known as 4-

pound lead). This lead pattern is now hammered by
rough guess into the shape of the future support, a

horn hammer or the handle of a file being used for

this purpose. Due regard must be had for the " bal-

ance " of the support while so doing. The hammer-
ing of the sole has a tendency to make the whole
piece curl, and it is well from time to time to press

that which is to come in contact with the sole of the

shoe against a plane surface so as to be able to

properly estimate the amount of arch which is being

given.

This having been done, the pattern is fitted to the

patient's foot and with a very little practice one is

able to obtain a perfect fit with a few taps of the

hammer. The patient can assist one by telling

whether there is too much pressure in one spot or

whether the whole pressure is disagreeable. It will
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be found bent not to atti^nipt altorinjj tho l*?ft«l patt^^rn

with th(! linger, but iilwu^s with tht; hiinnncr, nr»t for-

•fctttinjf the " l)iihiuc(i " tuich tiuui that it is so cluiuf^*!*!.

Tliis pjittcru wh(!U ho (ittc<l irt iiitt-nihid to Hcrvi! jih ii

form oil wliich to uiouhl tixr (udluloid, or in (;:ih<- u

metiil support is to bu nul(h^ tiio psittern inHtt^iid of tli<-

foot is used to niakc! tlu; cast upon wliicli tlic work-
man fits \\w bra(^L'.

In working with lUilhdoid tlui mat(uial is lirst cut

out in [)ropcr shape, a scroll saw bcin^ best adapU'<|

for this purposes It is well now also to linisli the

edges of th(! ccdluloid. Celluloid or rubber scrapers

made for the use of dentists will be found well adap-

ted for rounding the edges and they can then be

made smooth with fine sand[)aper.

The celluloid is now supc^rimposed upon the l(!ad

pattern, which must be liandhMl with some care, for

while it withstands tin; pr(;ssure which is necessary, it

can, nevertheless, be easily bent by striking the floor

or any hard object with force. The ctdluloid is

fastened to the lead pattern with clips or with rubber
bands, and it is necessary to see that now and after-

ward during the shaping process the outer edges of

celluloid and lead coincide.

By means of forceps with smooth jaws, plate and
pattern thus clamped together are now lowered into

boiling water, which must be of sufficient depth to

Fig. 2.

cover tjieni ; a granite-ware baking dish will be found

a convenient vessel. As soon as the celluloid has

begun to soften it should be gently pressed down to

the pattern and when thoroughly flaccid the whole is

removed from the vessel with the forceps by one hand
and received by the other hand, which is protected

from the heat by a towel folded several times. The
celluloid, still kept hot by the lead underneath, is

now made to fit the pattern accurately. This can be

done quickly and with ease. The whole is now im-

mersed in cold water for a few minutes and is then

ready to apply to the patient. The plate may be

given a finish by rubbing the whole of it with fine

sandpaper.

Good celluloid is a material of great toughness and

if sufiicient force is used can be bent to a certain ex-

tent without heating. If any further adjustment of

the edges is required, to prevent injury to the shoes,

for instance, this can be quickly accomplished by

using the forceps before mentioned, whose jaws are

smooth and which is considerably bent on the fiat. If

it is desired to make a plate with an external fiange,

the pattern having been shaped accordingly, this must

first be shaped freehand so that when the celluloid is

placed upon the lead, the fiange as well as the outer

edges of the plate and pattern, respectively, may coin-

cide. Figure II shows a plate made in this way.

The material which has been used in these experi-

nionts Ih known by the tradw naint* of " pyralin " • aiwl

huH been foutid of uniform quality. Thre<: thick-

nehseH have been used, ,1,,, ,'„ and
|J

iiir:li. The thick-

noHH to b<- used depends upon the weight of the pa-

tient and in scarcely less degree upon the flatness of

the arch as shown i)y the impression. Material of
,ig in(;h is used as a rule for children (^nly and for

jiersons w»righing less than 100 pounds.

The writer feels that he must speak with some re-

serve with regard to the durability of these plates, for

he has been using them not (piite six months. But
one of the plates has i)e<!n broken ; this wa.s in the

case of a very active; young man with perferaly fiat

f(!et and weighing ai>out ir>0 pounds; the break oc-

curred in jumping from a street car and the material

was ^if, inch. The rigidity of the plate has been well

tested in one patient of 172 pounds, who has been

wearing it for fiv<; months. Although of ^f, inch

thickness, the plate shows no api)reciable change
upon comparison with the j)attern from which it was
made. However, if such yielding occurred it could

be easily remedied by reshaping it in the boiling

water with the original lead i)attern.

Absolute accuracy cannot l)e claimed for the alx)ve

method, especially when celluloid is used, for it is the

under surface of the celluloid which is shaped Ui the

pattern instead of the upper, and the inaccuracy will

be in direct ratio to the thickness of the material.

In practice this has been found unimportant, how-
ever. In addition it does not appear that such a

degree of accuracy has been reached in the treat-

ment of fiat foot as to constitute a serious objection.

When the lead pattern is used to obtain the plaster

cast in the manufacture of metal supports, the inac-

curacy is, of course, much less.

[NoTB. - Since writing the above there has come to the
author's notice an article by Moukmiiller and Kaffan in the
Neurolog. Centrbl. of September 21, ItXK). This has suggested
a simpler and equally efficacious method of taking impressions
of the feet. The following method has been found satisfactory:
With a cotton swab the sole of the foot is moistened with a solu-

tion of tincture of iron and 70% alcohol, each 45; glycerine
10. Care should be taken in order that the entire weight-
bearing part of the foot may be covered with solution ; if the
latter is used too profusely the impression will not be clear.
The patient now steps upon a piece of white cardboard for about
two seconds. The image is now developed by lightly painting
the card with a strong solution of tannin in 7(^ alcohol.
Muukmoller and Kailan use ammonium sulphocyanate in ethe-
real solution for developing.]

THE AGGLUTINATION BY THE PATIENT'S
SERUM OF THE BACTERIA FOUND IN CYS-
TITIS AND PYELITIS, WITH A CONSIDERA-
TION OF THE PLEOMORPHISiM OF THE
BACTERIA FOUND IN THESE INFECTIONS,
ESPECIALLY AS REGARDS CHROMOGENIC
PROPERTIES OF THE STAPHYLOCOCCI.

BY THOMAS B. BROWN, M.D., BALTIMORB, MP.

Since the demonstration of the agglutination reac-

tion by Widal in the case of the typhoid bacillus, nu-

merous contributions have been made which describe

similar instances of agglutination in the case of other

micro-organisms. Thus, besides the enormous amount
of work that has been done in this connection with

typhoid, considerable attention has been paid to the

diagnosis of Malta fever and of tuberculosis by simi-

lar means, while numerous isolated observations have
•'' Obtained from the Arlington Company, 475 Broailwav, JJew

York.
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been made describing the ag<i^lutination of various

bacteria by the serum of their host. This communi-

cation will deal, in the first place, with a few cases of

cystitis and pyelitis in which the bacteria giving rise

to these infections have been tested with the patient's

serum, to see whether or no they would be aggluti-

nated thereby. Obviously, to be able to make this

test satisfactorily, we must choose those micro-or-

ganisms with at least a moderate degree of motility,

so that not only the clumping of the bacteria but the

variations in their motility can be definitely studied.

Case I. This was a case of cystitis of many
years' duration, due to the bacillus coli communis in

pure culture, the micro-organism in this case being

more actively motile, and producing its characteristic

changes upon the various media more rapidly than

any other colon bacillus we have ever met with. The
patient was an extremely anemic, poorly nourished

girl, and the lack of resistance dependent upon her

general physical condition coupled with the probably

marked primary virulence of the micro-organism was

in all likelihood the cause of the extreme activity of

the bacillus in this case. The cystitis was present in

its most marked type ; the injection, ulceration and
contraction of the bladder were most marked, although

the condition existed alone, that is, was not associated

with a renal infection. The condition had undoubt-

edly arisen after faulty catheterization more than ten

years previously, Hud had been present ever since,

constantly increasing in severity. The urine was
acid, contained enormous numbers of pus cells and a

moderate number of red blood and epithelial cells,

with a trace of albumin, while a bacteriological exami-

nation made under the strictest aseptic precautions

demonstrated that the bacillus coli communis was
present in large numbers in pure culture. As stated

before, the organism was very actively motile, grew
rapidly and luxuriantly on all culture media, and
j)roduced the characteristic changes therein speedily

and in a marked degree. The patient's serum was

obtained by the method usually employed in the case

of testing the Widal reaction in typhoid fever ; that

is, the blood was obtained in a pipette, the end of

which was of fine calibre, and after the serum had
separated from the clot the former was tested with an
eighteen-hour bouillon culture of the micro-organism

in the usual way, that is, with dilutions of varying

strength examined ten, thirty and sixty minutes after

the mixing of the bacteria with the serum. In dilu-

tion of 1 to 10 the reaction was distinct in ten min-

utes ; almost complete, clumping with almost entire

loss of motility, in thirty minutes, and absolutely

complete in sixty minutes ; in dilution of 1 to 20
the reaction was almost as positive, while in dilution

of 1 to 50 the reaction was evidently beginning in ten

minutes, there being some clumping and some loss of

motility ; in thirty minutes the reaction was positive,

while in sixty minutes it was almost complete. It

will thus be seen that the reaction in this case was
absolutely positive.

Case II. This was one of an acute infection of both

bladder and kidney, due to bacillus proteus vulgaris.

The history of the case in brief was as follows : After

an operation for chronic recurring appendicitis with-

out abscess formation the patient was catheterized by
an orderly whose technique was remarkably bad.

On the third day after the operation the patient de-

veloped all the symptoms of an acute ammoniacal

cystitis with large numbers of pus, blood and epi-

thelial cells in the urine, while four days later he
developed also the symptoms of a left pyelonephritis.

The culture from the kidney and from the urine was
that of the bacillus proteus vulgaris (the cultures from
the kidney were made directly, two weeks later, when
the kidney was opened and drained to relieve the pye-
lonephritic condition). The urine at all times con-

tained large numbers of triple phosphate and am-
monium urate cystals, while considerable albumin
was also present after the kidney became infected.

The testing of the agglutinating power of this pa-

tient's serum from the cultures of the bacillus pro-

teus vulgaris obtained in the case were made as in the

preceding instance, and, as in that instance, the micro-

organism was a very motile one. In dilution of 1 to

10 in ten minutes the reaction was marked, in thirty

minutes almost complete, and in sixty minutes abso-

lutely complete, while in dilution of 1 to 50 the reac-

tion was definitely beginning in ten minutes, positive

in thirty minutes, and almost complete in sixty min-
utes. The reaction was thus as positive as in the pre-

ceding case.

Case III. This was one of cystitis of four years'

duration, associated two years after the beginning of

the cystitis with a pyelitis, both due to the bacillus

proteus vulgaris. At the time of the development of

the cystitis the patient was in an extremely anemic
condition (hemoglobin 50%), and was obviously in a
state especially suitable for the development of infec-

tion. After the development of the pyelitis, the

symptoms of cystitis became markedly less, so that

at the time the patient came under observation both
vesical lesions and symptoms were very slight. The
urine from the bladder contained numbers of pus

cells, some red blood and epithelial cells and consid-

erable albumin, was either slightly acid, neutral or

slightly alkaline in reaction, and contained large

numbers of the bacillus proteus vulgaris in pure

culture. The urine from the right kidney obtained

by ureteral catheterization contained large numbers
of pus cells, some red blood cells and some renal

epithelial cells, considerable albumin, was invariably

alkaline and also contained the bacillus proteus vul-

garis in pure culture. The urine from the left kid-

ney was absolutely normal. The agglutination test

in this instance, made as before, gave the following re-

sults : In dilutions of 1 to 10 no reaction was noticed

in ten minutes, in thirty minutes there was a sugges-

tion of slightly decreased motility and a few clumps,

while in sixty minutes the reaction was still more sug-

gestive but not positive ; in dilution of 1 to 50 the re-

action was not present. Thus in this case the reac-

tion if present at all was so in a very slight degree.

Case IV. In a case of acute cystitis due to the ba-

cillus typhosus in a patient who did not have typhoid

fever, where the vesical infection was presumably in-

trodiiced by catheter, the bacilli obtained in pure

culture from the urine were unfortunately not tested

with the serum of the patient ; the bacilli were, how-
ever, tested with the serum of another patient who
was suffering with a typical attack of typhoid fever,

and reacted with this serum positively even in dilu-

tions of 1 to 80.

These 4 were the only cases of cystitis and pyelitis

in which this test was made, but the absolutely posi-

tive reaction in 2 of the 3 cases in which a complete

test was made, and a suggestive reaction in the third
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cHH(t, Hu^^cHt tliiit tliiu inijflit lu) fr(5t|ii(!iitly fouii<l in

(tiiscs ol" (Cystitis hikI pyclitiH. Tin; fiict tliiit oik; «-iih«5

ill vvliicli the rc-u^tioii was positiv*' was oiic ol an atMitc

infection ol' l)ut two weiiks' duration, and llio otln-r

positive! case, a <^lin)ni<i casci of many years' duration,

would su<(ii;est that tlio reacition may Ix^^in shortly

after tho intection lias been set up and may continue

for a lon<>; period of time.

These cases, alliiou^li few in numl)er, su;,fi;est a

possible means of dilfrrcntiatin^ the bacteria in those

cases of cystitis and pyelitis where tluire is doubt
about th(! bacteria causinj^ the iuiection, and they also

9U<;gest that in this class of cases tlu^re is possibly

developed a (uu-tain reactive tendency of the orj^anism

as a wlu)le against tlie special infection.

The pleomorphism of many micro-organisms uiuhfr

varying conditions has been frecpiently dwtdt upon
by numerous baciteriologists. Thus tlie morphology
of th(^ tubercle bacillus may be made to dilfer (piite

markedly according to the media u|)on which it has

grown ; the motility of the typhoid bacillus varies

markedly umler varying conditions. The virulence

of the streptococci and staphylococci lies within

widely divergent limits, dependent upon many pre-

vious factors in the life history of those micro-organ-

isms ; and, of course, many other cases of like nature

might be added. The factors in the development of

these various forms of the same micro-organism are

probably to be; found by a careful study of the previous

life history of the organism in question. In cystitis

we have an especially favorable field for studying the

pleomorphism of the organisms which give rise to

this condition. Thus we may have varying grades of

resistance of the patient due, in the first place, to the

general condition of the patient's health, whether she

is robust and healthy or anemic and poorly nourished,

and in the second place, to the condition of the

bladder itself, whether it has recently undergone
trauma, whether it is in a condition of anemia or con-

gestion, whether there is constant retention of a por-

tion of the urine, etc. ; and also there may be various

factors definitely dependent upon the micro-organism

itself. Thus the virulence may vary markedly, de-

pending upon its previous history and habitat, whether
its existence has been parasitic or saprophytic, also upon
the number of micro-organisms which were initially

introduced. The condition of the urine also plays an

important role ; thus upon the presence of consider-

able, a small amount of, or no albumin depends the

fact whether or no the micro-organism will find a

medium favorable for its growth.

The multiplicity of these factors has shown us

marked pleomorphism in our cases of cystitis and

pyelitis, over 80 of which have been carefully studied

bacteriologically. The results of these experiments,

as will appear in full elsewhere, go to show that the

colon bacillus is the commonest cause of cystitis and

pyelitis in women, while various staphylococci, the

tubercle bacillus and the bacillus proteus vulgaris are

also quite frequently found, and numerous other micro-

organisms are found in exceptional instances. The
pleomorphism of the colon bacillus in the various

specimens found by us was very marked ; thus its

shape differed from that of a rather long, not very

thick rod to a form dithcult to distinguish from a

coccus ; its motility in some cases was very active, in

the majority of cases sluggish, and in a few cases nil

UH fur a« we ruiuld «U't4;rmiiie, MarkiNl variHttonii

were uIho settii in its In-havior U|ioii th«r vuriouH iiie^liu.

In 8omu cases the growth was very profuHi:, und the
(thangcH in the various me<lia (^production of indol in

pepton, coagulation and aciditic.ition of milk, the pro-
duction of gas on glucoHt- agar) very marked and very
rapid, while in othitr cases the growth was very scjint

and th<! changes slow and slight. Although no deliniUi

(!on<!lusion could be drawn regarding the .signifi«-aiic<f

of these various forms, generally M|)e:iking it seem»;<l

that the mrjre virulent micro-organisms were those
which approached mon; the slender rod-shape<l bacillus

in form, in which the motility was most marked and
in which the changes produ(!ed in the various media
were most mark(;d and most rapid.

In the cas(r of the stapliylof;occi, morplMdogi<:al
pleomorphism was not so marked as in the case of
the cohjii bacillus, as one would naturally exi»ect.

The rapidity and profusencss of the grrjwth uf)on
the various media and the changes produced therein
differed, however, quite markedly in the different

cases. The staphylococci found in our cases were the
staphylococcus pyogenes albus and aureus and a white
staphylococcus especially characterized by its marke<l
ability to decompose urea and the slowness with which
li({uefaction of gelatine was produced. We were espe-
cially interested, however, by certain peculiarities in

the chromogenic properties of these bacteria. In 2
cases the growth from the urine upon agar consisted
of a number of small colonies of light lemon color.

Transplantations from these upon potato gave colonies
of a darker yellow color, while two sul)sequent trans-

plantations from this latter upon agar gave colonies
with the typical orange color of the stiiphylococcus
pyogenes aureus. In a third case the primary culture
consisted of growths almost white in color, which after

six successive transplantations gave colonies of the
same typical color as those of the staphylococcus
pyogenes aureus.

These results, while few in number, are very su<^ores-

tive in regard to the relation between various mem-
bers of the staphylococcus family and suggest that
many of what we now consider separate species may
have arisen originally from a common staphylococcus,
and the variations in cultural peculiarities, in chromo-
genic tendencies, etc., may have been directly depen-
dent upon the various factors, favorable or otherwise,
which surrounded the special micro-organisms since
that time.

THE MANAGEMENT OF ABDOMINAL TES-
TICULAR ECTOPIA ASSOCIATED WITH
INGUINAL HERNIA.i

BY CHARLES A. POWERS, M.D., DENVER, COL,

On June 18, 1900, Dr. Barkwell, of Cheyenne,
kindly referred to me II. C, a boy of fourteen years,
who gave a history of having had a reducible bubono-
cele on the right side for one year. The testis on this

side had never been found in the scrotum. The her-
nia had been unusually painful and he was unable to

wear any sort of a truss. Examination revealed a
right oblique inguinal hernia of moderate size, not
passing beyond the external ring. The testis on that
side was not in the scrotum, and, as said before, it had
never been found there, dust above the external ring
there was a small, tender lump ; this was movable and
thought to be the testis.
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Operation was advised and was performed under
ether at St. Luke's Hospital, June 20th. The sac

was found with considerable difficulty. It was small,

extending to about the external ring, and contained a

small cord of adherent omentum. The lower end of

this piece of omentum was somewhat enlarged and
this was the mass thought before operation to be the

testis. The hernia was of the congenital variety, the

sac being very thin and densely adherent to the cord,

which it surrounded and which extended pretty well

toward the external ring. With great difficulty and
much patience the sac was dissected from the cord up
to the internal ring. On drawing it down from the

abdomen a small atrophied testis was found to lie

within it, or rather within the cavity of the peritoneum

proper, that is, it was lying within the peritoneum in

the sense that the appendix or the intestine lies within

it. The cord seemed to have turned on itself ; it was
atrophied and dissection of it was difficult.

The peritoneum was cut off at the upper margin of

the testis, dissected well back from the cord high up
and sewn off flush with the general abdominal cavity.

The internal abdominal ring was eidarged upward, the

peritoneum reflected backward and upward, and a pro-

longed attempt made to free the cord sufficiently high

to permit the testis to be drawn down into the scrotum.

It was not possible to do this. After dividing the

cremaster muscle and other tissues, and freeing the

cord to the farthest possible point, the testis could only

be made to lie just above the external ring and even

then there was some tension on it. Accordingly, with

permission of the lad's father, the testis was removed,

the cord being divided at a high point and the canal

tightly closed with layer sutures of chromicized cat-

gut. The wound was closed without drainage and
healed under a single dressing. There has been no
further trouble.

Testis retained in the inguinal canal is fairly com-

mon ; failure of the organ to leave the abdomen is rare.

In general, the causes of ectopia may be placed under

two heads: (1) Inflammation when the fetus is in

utero, this inflammation causing adhesion of the testis

to adjoining parts, and (2) abnormal size of the testis

or unusual narrowing of the inguinal rings and canal.

The latter factors may exist singly or they may be

combined.

When the testis is retained in the canal it is easily

subjected to injury ; this may be sudden or it may be

the result of continued irritation. Not so, however,

with the abdominal form of cryptorchidism, for here

the organ is well protected and not more often the

seat of disease than when in the scrotum. An in-

guinal testis is commonly inflamed or diseased. The
processus vaginalis is often left open so that secretion

readily finds its way into the general peritoneal cavity.

The cord of an ectopic testis easily undergoes torsion.

Hernia is common because of the open processus vagi-

nalis. It is difficult for the patient to wear a truss

and consequently the hernia becomes irreducible.

Finotti believes the inguinal retention of a testis to

be due to congenital developmental disturbances and
that such testis is therefore peculiarly subject to malig-

nant change, especially sarcoma.

Finotti further believes that although the ectopic

testis may be incapable of secreting semen, yet it is

not useless, for it is the seat of another secretion which

he vaguely terms " internal " — the inguinal testis is

capable of secreting this " internal " fluid which is of

importance in developing and preserving the nature of

man. On the other hand, Besan9on and Finotti ^

think that patients with abdominal ectopia present

more the feminine type or are analogous to eunuchs.
This belief corresponds to that of Lucas Champion-
niere and is confirmed by Strobe.^

The position of a given testis exerts far greater in-

fluence on the psychic than on the bodily condition of

a given man. The great majority of those affected

with ectopia are very nervous. Further, they may be
subject to eclampsia, peripheral epilepsy, hystero-epi-

lepsy or chorea.

One does not always know just what should be

done in these cases. Bull, whose hernia experience

has perhaps been greater than that of any other man
in this country, believes that in general it is better not

to operate on children with retained testis and in-

guinal hernia before the age of puberty, on the

ground that the testis will probably descend, and this

seems to be the general opinion of surgeons. Lucas
Championniere ^ reports an operation which he per-

formed twelve years ago on a child then eleven years

of age, who suffered with bilateral abdominal testicu-

lar ectopia, with bilateral inguinal hernia. The testes

were sought, mobilized and transplanted in the region

of the absent scrotum in a cavity dug out for each
with the fingers. The vas deferens and the testicular

artery were the only supports left for one of them.

Each testis was transplanted separately. The general

health was completely transformed within a year, and
the child developed into an exceptionally strong and
well-built young man. Both testes worked up from
their first position, the smaller to a point about over

the scar of the hernia and it had to be extirpated be-

cause of pain during physical effort. Championniere
has operated on 37 cases of inguinal ectopia, 6 of

which were bilateral. He always seeks to retain the

testes, for they aid in the normal development of the

general physique. If the vas deferens is too short to

allow transplantation, castration is the only resort.

In inguinal ectopia, persisting until or beyond the

age of puberty, mobilization to the scrotum should

be made when possible ; a thorough division of the

cremaster and all surrounding fibrous tissue will often

render this possible. The details of this operation

have recently been set forth in an admirable way by
Bevan, who lays stress on the necessity for thoroughly

freeing all tissue about the cord to the highest possi-

ble point within the abdomen. Schiiller's operation

is practically that of Bevan. Unless the testis lies

without tension and easily below the external abdomi-

nal ring, it will surely and speedily work up. The
external ring should be snugly closed on the cord. In

certain instances, especially when the ectopia is bilateral,

failure to trans{)lant the testis to the scrotum may war-

rant its being placed within the abdominal cavity.

Mkdical Inspectors for Schools.— It is re-

ported in the Philadelphia Medical Journal that Con-

gress is to be asked to provide eleven medical inspec-

tors for the public schools of the District of Columbia,

in conformity with the report of Health Officer Wood-
ward on the need of frequent examination of the

pupils. A salary of $500 is to be paid the physicians

appointed.

' Moimtsb. Harn- u. Sexual-Apparatus, Bd. iv, H. 9, 1899.
2 Gu8tav Foch : Uebor Hodeiiectopie, Leipsic, 1899.
3 Bull, de I'Acad. de m6d., Paris, June 12, 1900.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN THERAPEUTICS.
IIV ICI.LIOTT !•. .lOHl.lN, M.ll., IIOHTON.

TIIK IKKAIMK.NT OK DIl'llTHKItl A A I' IlIK KOSIUN
(ITV IIOSI'ITAI..

l)i;uiN(i tlu! last liospital y»'!ir, ciidiii^^f l''<l)ruiii y 1,

I '.)()(), thtTc wero troatcd at, \\w IJustoii City Hospital

55% of all the roco<;nizi!(l cases of diplitlicria in Bos-

ton. The miinber of cases was 1,81.'5, and of this

nuinhor tlu^re were 180 deaths, or a mortality of 10%.
Klimiuating the deaths whicli occurred within twcnity-

four hours after entrance the mortality falls to al)out

7%. Such a brilliant record leads to the (juestion, l)y

what means were such successful results obtained ?

And that I mii^ht answer this (pmstion for tin; read«!rs

of the Joi KNAL, I have been so fortunate as to secure

from Dr. McC'oIlom, of the South Department, an

outline of his views on the treatment of diphtheria at

the present time. And as his exj)erience this last

year has been greater than that of all tlie other m(;m-

bers of the medical profession in the city combined,

the importance of his conclusions becomes apparent.

In the first place. Dr. McCoUom and his assistant.

Dr. Burroui;hs, are thorough believers in antitoxin.

And this belief is based not only on the steady decline

of the diphtheria mortality at the hospital, but on

their experience with the disease among the doctors,

nurses and employes of the institution. Of 100 con-

secutive cases of diphtheria (clinical as well as bac-

teriological) occurring at the hospital among the

doctors, nurses and employes, there has not been a

single death ! With this the case, Dr. McCollom's
statement that the doctors prefer diphtheria to scarlet

fever excites no wonder, and Dr. Burroughs's story of

the house officer who was disgusted and disappointed

because Klebs-Loftler bacilli were not found in his

sore thi'oat is readily understood. For as the young
doctor said, '' If they were there you covdd do some-

thinii for me; as it is there is uothinj; left but to

bear it."

In the second place. Dr. McCollom feels sure that

the importance of giving large doses of antitoxin is

not fully appreciated. Two years ago 800 consecu-

tive cases of diphtheria at the hospital were analyzed

and the mortality was 15%. A short time ago an-

other series of 800 consecutive cases treated with

enormous doses was studied and the death rate proved

to be 10%. As Dr. McCollom pertinently remarks,

no hard and fast rule can be laid down with the dos-

age of antitoxin any more than with potassium iodide.

You give the latter until you get the effect, and so

you must do with antitoxin. It must be administered

until the characteristic result upon the diphtheritic

membrane has been obtained.

But it is particularly in those severe cases which

come to intubation or tracheotomy that the advantages

of large doses are seen. In the early days the child

would do perfectly well for twenty-four or forty-eight

hours, wlien a discharge of thick, tenacious mucus
would appear, and the child would then gradually die

from the extension of the process. This tough, tena-

cious mucus, by the way, is positively indicative that

the membrane is extending. In these cases the mor-

tality before antitoxin was given was 87%. During

the first year of antitoxin it fell to 46%, but this last

year, durlnj* which the lur^rj doHON have bertn ^ven, it

has f!illen to '-Vi'j, .

No caHe of diphtheriii hliould Im! conMirlered hojHr-

lesH, an<l it has been intereniing to me Ut nol<- how
nnich tnori! strongly Ixilh Dr. .MeColloiu and Dr.

iiurroughs insist on this point n<iw than they did

at my earlier visit six monthrt ago. ('a«c» come to

\\\v hospital practically dead — the <;liild hiw ceaHwI

to breathe, and there is no heart beat, yet nome finully

rcicover.

And it seems probal)le that tlur reason that the B<jh-

ton City Hosj)itars stjitistics ar<; better than those of

another institution just {>ublished lies in this fact, that

these severe cases are saved by the large doses. It

is idle to conclude that there is any great difference in

the type of cas(!s entering the two institutions, for thiH

is not j)robable. Both the hospitals alike undoubtr

edly get tin; worst cases in the community, but here

the mortality is 10%, there 24%.
V^arious factors have; tended to make the customary

dose of antitoxin small. There is the (JU»^stion of ex-

pense, and this is certainly a cold, hard fact. Then
there is the bacteriologist, who with comparatively

few units neutralizes the power of half a cubic centi-

metre of toxin. '* But who knows how much toxin

is being formed under a diphtheritic patch on a tonsil ?

Who knows how much toxin then; is along the course

of this cast, just coughed up by a patient, which ex-

tended throughout the trachea, the large bronchi and
many of the smaller?" A third protest against large

doses of antitoxin comes from the doctor in general

private practice. But his conclusions have nothing to

do with hospital practice. In the former instance the

cases are often mild, are early seen and need compara-
tively little antitoxin anyway ; in the hospital condi-

tions are different. Finally, danger of an overdose

sometimes deters the doctor from injecting large

amounts. It should not! " You can't supersaturate

with antitoxin ! If there is one thing which the his-

tory of the City Hospital has shown, it is this— that

no harm results from antitoxin. Urticaria may de-

velop, it is true, but it is no worse after large than

small doses."

Dosage. — In a severe case Dr. McCollom gives

4.000 units at once. This is repeated every four to

six hours until the patient begins to improve. Chil-

dren under five receive 3,000 units, but above that

age 4,000. To one man critically ill 8,000 units were
given at one time. The man recovered.

The mortality from diphtheria at the Boston City

Hospital before 1895 varied for a series of years from

50% to 4(5%. At the South Department two years

ago it had fallen to 12%, last year it was 10%. As
a result of his experience with more than 6,000 cases

of diphtheria Dr. McCollom recommends the use of

large doses of antitoxin.

THE USE OF GELATINE AS AX HEMOSrATIC.

Bass summarizes forty articles on the use of gela-

tine as an hemostittic.^ Though we referred to this

subject in our last report, its importance deserves

another mention.

On February 2i), 1806, Dastre and Floresco pul>-

lished for the first time the results of their experi-

ments upon the coagulating intluence on the blood of

intravenously injected gelatine. They injected into

the tibial vein of a dog a 5% solution of gelatiue in

I Centrbl. f. Greuzgeb. d. Med. a. Cbir., Nos. 6 and 7.
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physiological salt solution, and found the time of

coagulation of blood withdrawn from the femoral

artery was lowered. Whereas blood taken l)efore

the gelatine injection recjuired two or three minutes

for coagulation, blood removed under the same pre-

cautions after the injection coagulated within ten

seconds to one minute. Tliat this is not wholly due

to the setting of the gelatine is shown by the fact

that coagulation also occurs when the blood is drawn

and kept at 38°. At this temperature the gelatine

does not stiffen, but remains fluid above the blood

corpuscles, and becomes firm only when cold.

No entirely satisfactory explanation of these phe-

nomena has yet been presented, and it therefore seems

best to pass on to the practical application of the dis-

covery.

Carnot was the first to publish (July, 189(j) suc-

cessful experiments with the local application of

solutions of gelatine. The first case was one of hemo-

philia, with uncontrollable epistaxis. After the in-

jection of a few cubic centimetres of a 5% solution of

gelatine into the bleeding side of the nose, and the

apposition of a tampon saturated with gelatine, the

hemorrhage ceased, not to return ; when after some

days a hemorrhage appeared on the other side, gelatine

effected a similar result. The pati(!nt finally died of

the intense anemia. In a second case of hemophilia

the hemorrhage did not return after the local injec-

tion of a 10% solution of gelatine. Carnot applied

this same treatment with success to rectal hemor-

rhages by means of gelatine enemata, and to hemor-

rhages of the female genital organs by means of intra-

uterine gelatine douches or saturated tampons. The
application of a tampon soaked with gelatine often

avoided the necessity of using a ligature.

In animal experimentation the control of hemor-

rhage after resection of extensive portions of the

liver was the most surprising feature. The bleeding

surface was placed in contact with a solution of

gelatine for some seconds, and at the cessation of

hemorrhage some cubic centimetres of the solution

were poured into the abdominal cavity and then this

was sewed up. Not a single one of the animals

suffered from a secondary hemorrhage.

As advantages of gelatine Carnot mentions, (1) its

power of hastening coagulation ; (2) its behavior in

essentially favoring the nutrition of the cells and

thereby "the organization of the thrombus ; (3) its

harmlessness when the necessary precautions are

followed, and (4) the ease with which it is procured.

Celatine must be perfectly sterile ; but since a

temperature over 115° partially destroys its coagula-

bility, Carnot sterilizes it by a double heating at 100°

at an interval of two days. The flasks are kept well

closed, so that when they are required they need only

to be warmed in a water bath at 38°. The solution

ought not to be used too hot, because too high a

temperature on the one hand delays the setting of the

gelatine, and on the other hand stimulates the vessels

to contract, and so destroys the direct contact between

the blood and the gelatine. As a local application

Carnot used solutions of 5% to 10% in .1% salt

solution, lie does not recommend the addition of

antiseptics, because these impair the favorable nutri-

tive action of the gelatine upon the cells, lie hardly

advises the subcutaneous use of gelatine on people.

These results have been confirmed by many writers

too numerous to mention.

How important a role gelatine exercises in the

treatment of gastro-intestinal liemorrhages is a matter

at present to be received with reservation. Carnot
denies its power in hemorrhages from the stomach,

bearing in mind the changes which gelatine under-

goes through the action of the gastric juice. Polia-

kow, however, mentions a case of profuse hemorrhage
due to gastric ulc(!r, which ceased within twenty-four

hours after the third dose of 200 cubic centimetres of

a 10% solution of gelatine. It returned during the

next four weeks two or three times, only to be again

immediately conquered by the gelatine. Bauermeister

also saw (juick results in 3 cases of gastro-intestinal

hemorrhage with .5% to 10% solutions.

Nogues introduced gelatine in the treatment of

cystic hemorrhages by injecting gelatine into the

bladder in 4 cases of bleeding caused by tumors. The
bladder was first carefully emptied, washed out with

boric acid, and not until then small amounts of gela-

tine injected. These were again removed and finally

the bladder filled with the gelatine solution. In 3

cases there was prompt cessation of the hemorrhage
without harmful results ; in 1 case so large a coagulum
formed that it had to be removed through a catheter.

Gelatine has furthermore been used subcutaneously

in those cases of hemorrhage not otherwise to be

reached— hemorrhages into the lungs, joints, and
skin — or where hemorrhage is a result of disease of

the blood— hemophilia, cholemia, etc. — and finally

the prophylactic injection of gelatine before extensive

operations has been earnestly considered. Bass re-

views the results of various authors who have worked
along these various lines. A case of Costinesco is of

especial interest. A patient with severe dysenteric

enteritis was given an enema of gelatine without

effect, but after two subcutaneous injections of 100
grammes quickly recovered. As has been said above,

the solutions of gelatine for external use are custo-

marily 5 to 10%, subcutaneously 1 or 2%, made up
with normal salt solution.

The chief contraindications are diseases of the

heart and kidneys.

DIABETES.

It is a hopeful sign in the treatment of diabetes

that so few new drugs have been recommended as

specifics during the last six months. The medical

profession is beginning to realize that reports of ex-

periments with drugs in this affection are of no value

unless the amounts of carbohydrates given during

treatment are controlled. If the exploiter of a new
preparation can show that a patient taking 200
grammes of carbohydrates daily has 1 00 grammes of

glucose in the urine, but under the influence of the

drug in question, the diet and surroundings being the

same, he excretes only 50 grammes or less, then that

drug is worthy of our attention. A single observa-

tion of this sort, however, is by no means decisive.

Yet if the practitioner demands that all new drugs

shall meet even this criterion before he introduces

them into liis practice, lie will be spared many futile

efforts.

The amount of work wliich is being done on diabe-

tes is seldom realized, and the vast amount of experi-

ence which recent writers on the subject have ac-

quired is too often overlooked. Take for comparison

the number of cases of diabetes which were treated

in the Massachusetts General Hos])ital during the
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Hi^vciityfour yi'iirs, 1H24-IH'.)H. Thcsn iuiioiiiitrMl to

172, yt^t within iXw hist thrcd yt-iirs Naiiiivii, vdii

Noonh'ii, iiiid liCiiiit^ iiiivt; piiitlishcd works on (he

Huitjcct ciich l);iH»'(l on at h-ast twi<-f tliis nunihtr dl'

patit'nts, and the Irit'iids of Kiil/ iiavi- (-i)ni|)ih'<i a

volunif in wiiic li the records ol" (i'.)2 of liis 1,1 00 cases

arc i^iven at eonsiderahic^ Icnj^th. IMaccd side l»v

Hid(^ vvitii sucii antlioritics, how vvo(^fully insiifiiilicant

the incomplete records of 4 cases appear when re-

ported without rcj;ard to s(^icntific study.

There is unanimity in the niin<ls of all tlioscr h(!st

ac(]uaintcd with the suhjtH-t tliat [tatients shouhl Ix;

kept either snjjar free or as near tliat point as possi-

!)!(!, provided (1) that on the strict diet they (;an hold

their wcii^ht, and (2) that they are not [jlaced tlierei)y

in imminent danger of coma. As to the W(!i<fht, it is

about the lu'st ^uide tlmre is of the success of treat-

»inent, l)ecause it is not only a measure of tiie patient's

condition, hut also can be made a test of the doctor's

skill. For that doctor who can maintain his patient's

weight and urine in a normal (condition and yet allow

the most carbohydrates is the best. This is the test in

the mild cases, while in the severe the task is some-
what ditferent. Here even on an absolutely diabetic

diet the urine contains sugar and in a few cases it is

almost impossible to entirely remove it. All agree

that in these cases for certain periods a little carbohy-

drate must be allowed, and the aim is to maintain the

weight and for this purpose to allow the least possible

amount of sugar and starch. Each case of diabetes,

then, is a test of the physician and if he takes the

trouble to compare the condition of his cases with

those of the leaders in this branch of medicine, he will

very soon see to what rank he is himself entitled.

The chief aim in the diet is of course to supply the

patient with food containing a large amount of fat.

Dr. Pfaff has given a suggestion in this regard which

I have been able to find nowhere in the books, though

every once in a while there is an individual who has

adopted the custom himself. This suggestion is to use

butter instead of cream in the coffee. Before adverse

criticism is made it is hoped that the physician will

try a cup of coffee made according to the following

rule : Place a half teaspoonful of butter in a very hot

cup, and when melted Hll the cup with very hot coffee,

stirring the meanwhile. The butter mixes thoroughly

and does not rise to the surface. The amount of but-

ter used is a half teaspoonful (6 to 10 grammes) and
the cup of cott'ee thus prepared is equivalent to 48 to

80 calories— about half the value of a single portion

of beefsteak.

A tablespoonful of cream when added to a strict

diet has great capabilities. One half of it will allow

an omelette, and thus a whole host of new dishes can

be prepared. Tho other half with the white of an egg

can be used in making rennet, and possibilities in the

line of custards are opened up. Again, a teaspoonful

wdll wonderfully helj) out a cup of coffee or an eggnog.

But there are creams and creams, and, as Dr. Pfaff

has advised, one must secure that which contains the

least amount of sugar and the greatest amount of fat.

As a rule such creams are best obtained by centrifu-

galizing the milk.

Most English publications on diabetes are inade-

quate in this respect, that while they state what foods

are allowable and what are prohibited to a diabetic,

they do not contain the percentage com{)Osition of the

various foods. To fill this lack a publication by the

I'liited Stat«'H Department of Agriculture will bf

found most useful. This comprehensive pauiphb-t of

M7 pages is entitled "I'lie ('lurnical CoinpOHition of

American Food Materials, itullelin .No. 2H " (revined

edition), an<l was prepared by VV. (>. Atwat4;r, Ph.D.
and A. P. Bryant, M.S. It wuh reviHcd in IHKlJ, and
can be had for the asking by addrcHHing the l'iiit4'd

Suites Departnu-nt of Agriculture, OHiee of Experi-

ment Stations, Washington, D. C.

(To be ronliuufil.)

I^eport^ of cS^ofictiCj^.

THE NEW YORK ACADKMY OK MP:i>ICINE.

SECTION ON GENERAL MEDICINE.

Stated meeting, October 23, PJOO, John II.

IIlddlkston, M.I)., chairnian.

Dr. Ai.i-'HKD Mkvkk read a i)aper on

tiik city and its conslmi'ti vk i'oou ; a i'l.ka

for a mlnicil'al sanatorium oitsidk ok tiik

corporate limits.

He estimated the total number of consumptives in

the Greater City of New York to be between 2.5,000

and 30,000. The total deaths from consumption for

the current year and the total number of incipient

cases annually were both estimated at 8,100. Yet
the total number of consumptives in all the public and
private hospitals in the boroughs of Manhattan and
the Bronx on .lanuary 20, 1900, was only 1,010, and
the average daily number of cases charged to the city

in these boroughs was 3 (Jo for the current year. The
Department of Charities from .January 1 to October
1, 1900, admitted 1,839 cases, and in this period 63.5

cases died. In the year 1899 twenty-six private

hospitals in Manhattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx ad-

mitted 3,050 cases, and 924 cases died in these insti-

tutions.

It was not generally known, he said, that the first

organized effort to secure proper hospital care for

consumptives was made as long ago as 1850, when a
society was organized for this purpose in New York,
among whose managers were such well-known men
as Peter Cooper and Dr. Alonzo Clark. The same
arguments were urged then as now. At the present
time, however, w-e had the three following additional

ones: (1) The possibility of earlier diagnosis; (2)
the greater chances of success in the treatment, and
(3) the danger of infection. Having referred to the

prospect of there being a State hospital for incipient

cases in operation within the next fifteen months, he
said that nothing has yet been done by the city,

under the act passed by the legislature authorizing
any city in the Stiite with a population of 25o,000 to

establish a sanatorium for consumptives outside its

corporate limits. While an adetjuate sanatorium for

the city of New York would cost 83,000.000. and re-

quire 81,000,000 annually for its maintenance, he
thought that an efHcient start could be made with
S306.000 ; and that was all that was asked for at the
present time. There was no conflict, as many had
supposed, between the Department of Charities and
the Department of Health in regard to the matter.
W^hile the vastness of the problem was deplored, the
benefits of such an institution were freelv admitteil
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by all the authorities. The objections raised were on

the score of expense ; but would any one think of

returning to the old system of a volunteer fire depart-

ment because the paid department was expensive ?

The great question is not what will it cost, but

will it pay ? Enormous sums are now spent for the

care of advanced cases that are hopeless which would

be the means of restoring to lives of usefulness large

numbers of individuals if employed for the proper

treatment of incipient cases. The striking advantages

of country treatment were well shown in the results

obtained at the sanatorium for consumptives of the

Monteliore Home at Bedford, AVestchester County,

which was only a comparatively short distance from

the city. There was no fear that the hand of private

charity would be palsied when the city undertook this

work. There was an ample field for public and pri-

vate endeavor.

Dr. Meyer then advanced a number of reasons for

a city sanatorium. Among them were the following :

Popular o})inion in favor of the plan ; the increased

hopefulness of the medical profession as to the cura-

bility of \.\w disease ; the meagreness of both private

and public endeavor up to the present time, as shown

by the statistics quoted ; the object lesson that would

thus be furnished by New York to other cities ; the

great benefit arising from the instruction of inmates in

hygenic rules ; the saving of many lives. The agita-

tion of this question, he said in conclusion, must and

will bear fruit.

Dr. ,Ioiin B. Cosby, Commissioner of Health, said

he had the assurance of his colleagues on the board

that they would do everything in their power to have

the sanatorium established. The great difficulty was

to secure the money, and it was on the score of ex-

pense that the mayor had vetoed the bill passed by the

last legislature which made the establishment of such

a sanatorium mandatory on the part of the city.

A letter was read from Commissiont^r of Chai'ities

John W. Keller, in which he said he was heartily

in accord with any movement looking towards relief

from this great scourge. He was glad to report that

the city's facilities for treating consumptives would soon

be greatly amplified. In February next the Manhat-

tan State Hospital for the Insane will have to vacate

Blackwell's Island, and the three buildings there now
occupied by it will revert to the Dej)artment of Chari-

ties. These, with the new pavilion at Bellevue Hos-

pital, will be devoted to phtliisis cases.

Dr. H. M. Biggs said that in 1894 he presented

to the Department of Charities a scheme for the care

of the consumptive poor. Three things were declared

necessary: (1) A receiving pavilion at Bellevue; (2)

a building on Ward's Island for advanced cases, and

(3) a cottage sanatorium in the country for incipient

cases. He suggested that the latter should be located

at Central Islip for tlie reason that the city already

owned a large tract of land there, with an institution

for the insane, and there were thus afforded unusual

facilities for economy of administration. President

Porter, of the Board of Charities, approved of the

scheme, but it was found that there was not at the

time sufficient money to carry it into effect. Then
came the " State care for the insane " agitation, and
afterwards a certain number of wards in the City

Hospital and portions of the almshouse on Blackwell's

Island were set apart for tuljerculous patients. Later,

when the insane were removed from the Metropolitan

Hospital, wards were also arranged there. In the fol-

lowing administration (Mayor Strong's) the construc-

tion of a pavilion for consumptives at Bellevue Hospital

was ordered, and this was only now just ready for oc-

cupancy.

In regard to the number of cases of phthisis in New
York, Dr. Biggs was convinced that this was far

greater than Dr. Meyer had estimated. He then gave
a resume of the various steps which the Health De-
partment had taken since 1889 for the repression of

the disease. When the first report of its consulting

pathologists (Drs. Prudden, Loomis and Biggs) was
received, it was referred to a number of prominent
physicians in the city with the request for an expres-

sion of opinion as to the duty of the board in regard

to cases of phthisis. It was a noteworthy fact that

with a single exception (that of Dr. Janeway) every
one of these physicians was opposed to the board's,*

taking any action whatever. Since 1897, when the

reporting of cases was made compulsory, the reduction

in the mortality from consumption had been very
great. If the alternative were presented of devoting

a certain sum of money to the care of a limited num-
ber of incipient cases, or of expending the same sum
in diffusing information regarding the disease and in

renovation and disinfection he would prefer the latter.

At the same time he was very strongly in favor of the

establishment of such an institution as that contem-
plated by Dr. Meyer.
John P. Faure, ex-Commissioner of Charities, ex-

pressed his extreme gratification at the agitation of

this subject, and stated that when he was in charge of

the Charities Department there was no opportunity

to separate the phthisis cases. He was very much
impressed with the great good that could be derived

from devoting special efforts to the accomplishment of

special objects. As an illustration he referred to the

reduction of infant mortality that had resulted from
the system of floating hospitals carried out by St.

John's Guild, in the management of which he had
been actively engaged ever since the inception of the

work. Again, while on a second visit to Denver he
had been very much interested in learning that a
group of poor young men had by their united efforts

been able to secure a ranch in the vicinity of the city

where consumptives with limited means could have
the benefit of the climate at a minimum expense.

Letters were then read from the Rev. Dr. J. M.
BuLKLEY, president of the Seney Methodist Episco-

pal Hospital in Brooklyn, and from Jacob H.
ScHi FF, president of the Montefiore Home, and short ad-

dresses made by Frederick Sturges, vice president

of the Presbyterian Hospital, and Charles C. Sav-
age, president of Roosevelt Hospital. All expressed

themselves strongly in favor of the city sanatorium,

and spoke of the impossibility of treating phthisis in

general hospitals, where, as a rule, all the beds are re-

(juired for acute cases.

Dr. Nelson H. Henry, member of the Assembly
for the last two years, said that the people of the

State of New York had been educated up to the point

where they found it necessary to do something, not

only for human, but also for bovine tuberculosis. It

was true that the aj)j)ropriation for the State Sanatorium
had been cut down from $2;jO,000 to $50,000 ; but

still we must not be discouraged. Such a project as

that advocated this evening sliould get the active sup-

port of both the medical profession and the public at
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largo. Then'o are two poiiitH to \w ntt(iii(l<'(l to

:

(1) Removal of incipient aises to Hiiliihrions eondi-

tioiis, aiid (2) liospitals tor lulvaiieed citHCH iieiir the

centres of populalion. At \\w san)e time carel'nl at-

tioii sliould he ^iveii to the improvement of tenement
house (!()nditioiis and of the housing and the v;y\v of

cattle.

I)u. II. W. Hi:K<i said that the Cliarities Depart-

ment was already takin;^ care of tln^ very l)ad cases of

advanced phthisis. Was it its duty to care; for the in-

cipient cases also ? Under favorable conditions a

considerable proportion of cases could be cured. The
best treatment, however, was not by drugs or by anti-

toxin serum, but that received in well-conducted coun-

try sanatoria.

1)k. Lkonaim) WKni;ii said that tiiere was no (pu's-

tion that tlu> luist treatment was to remove the pati«!nt

to a country sanatorium. Such sanatorium need not

be far away, lie would suggest, as regards the city

of New York, two sanatoria for the consumptive poor,

one to be located in Ho(;kland County, near tlu; l)un-

derberg Mountain, for the boroughs of Manhattan
and the Bronx, and one at Mount Kisco, in West-
chester County, for the other boroughs. Such institu-

tions should havi> a good cuisine and good arrange-

ments for hydrotherapy, and should also afford good
opportunity for walks. He thought it vvoidd be ad-

visable for the various city dispensaries to have a

special department for pulmonary tuberculosis, with a

competent bacteriologist in constant attendance.

Dr. S. a. Knopf said that the problem was not a

simple one, and, in his opinion, arrangements should

be made at once for (I) sanatoria for incipient cases;

(2) hospitals for advanced cases ; and (3) measures
for dealing with bovine tuberculosis. All these

should be begun and carried on at the same time. To
secure these, combined effort was required, and any
appropriations that could be obtained from the

authorities should be divided between the three ob-

jects mentioned.

A resolution was then adopted urging the munici-

pal authorities to take action in accordance with the

act passed by the legislature in regard to the estab-

lishment of sanatoria for cities, and also providing for

the appointment of a committee of three to bring the

attention of the Council of the Academy to the matter.

Dr. Mkyer said that he had expected that Con-
troller Coler would be present, and that he had every

reason to believe that that otFicial would do all that

was in his power to secure the desired approj>riation.

Moreover, President IMurphy, of the Health De-
partment, had given him authority to say that he

would use every possible endeavor in furtherance of

this object. With regard to the increased accomoda-
tions referred to by Commissioner Keller, which
would soon be available for consumptives, while these

would be a great gain for advanced cases, the in-

cipient cases would still remain to be dealt with

;

and it was for these that the country sanatorium must
be provided. He was inclined to agree with Dr.

Biggs that the number of consumptives in New
York was underestimated in the paper, but he had
purposely made his statements cautious and conserva-

tive lest he should be accused of magnifying the evil

and the danger. While he agreed in the main with

Dr. Knopf, he thought that at the present time the

most important matter was to secure some provision

for the care of incipient cases.

Kfcent literature.

Kirke's Hiindlxiiil: uf J'liysiDloiji/. I'.y W. .MoKKA.VT
Bakkk, K.K.C.S., an<l N'lVr i s r ' DfiitMf.ic Hah-
Kis, M.l). (I.ond.;, K.K.C.I'. ReviHe^j by Waurkn
Coi.KMAN, ,M.I)., TrofesHor of IMiVMioIogy in tho
Woman's Meilical College of the .New York In-

lirmary, etc., and Chari.kh I>. Dana, A.M., M.D.,
Trofessor of Nervous and .Mental DiseiixeH in the
N(;vv York Medical School, etc. Fifteenth Ameri-
can edition. With upwards of .'<00 illustrations, in-

cluding many in colors. New York : William
W'ood & Co. 1899.

In England " Kirke's Physiology " is a well-known
textbook, and in this country, in former years, it was
(;onsidere(l one of the best. Newer books, are, how-
ever, making tluiir apj)earance and clain)ing a large
amount of scientific attention; so much so, in fact,

that probably in a few years this i)ublication will be
a thing of the past.

The title page of this book announces that it is the
fifteenth American edition, but the title page fails to an-
nounce from what English t;dition the present vol-

ume has been compiled.

A prefatory note, over the name of Warren
Coleman, announces the fact that " flie form of the
book has been left untouched in the main." To one
who had been familiar with " Kirke's Physiology " for
perhaps more years than he cares to remember, this

announcement, on reading the book, is found to be
hardly necessary.

The introductory chapters are practically the same
in this edition as they were in former years, but sev-
eral changes have been made in order to bring the
book a little more up to date than it formerly was.
The description of the movements of the stomach

in digestion is of uncertain age, particularly so when
we consider the recent work of Cannon and others
who have done much to lighten the darkness sur-
rounding this important organ.

The account of the phenomena of coagulation of
the blood is good, but, as in the majority of books,
the student is treated to a long dissertation on the
history of the experiments which aided (?) us in
arriving at our present state of knowledge concernintr
this vital process.

On page 226 begins a discussion on the cause of the
heart beat, or, perhaps more accurately described, a
consideration of the physiology of cardiac muscle.
The less said about this the better. We mav re-
mark, however, that it is questionable if Stannius's
ligature, as a physiological experiment or explana-
tion, has the value the authors seem to attach to it.

The chapter on the Liver gives us nothing new,
and the chapter is carelessly printed, the whole line
at the bottom of page 377 being reproduced on the top
of page 378. Truly this is carrying the old stvle of
printing a little too far. No reference is made to Dele-
pine's work on the liver as a biliary gland, dividiuo- it

into vascular and biliary lobules.

Perhaps the most pleasing portion of the whole
book is the latter part of the chapter on Secretion,
dealing with internal secretion ; here, certainlv, the
work is clearly put, and a student is not overwhelmed
with a mass of doubtful experiments. The chapter
on Muscle-Nerve Physiology consists of 21 paijes, of
which 7 pages are devoted to a description of appara-
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tus. This clui}3ter is short, and what information is

given is not given any too well.

The chemical pliysiology contained in the hook is

of the ordinary description.

Tlie plates and cuts scattered tliroughout the book
are bad ; the proof reading has been carelessly done
(see above, one instance of carelessness) ; the paper

and printing are very bad, and the binding is ordinary.

The style of the book would be better had finer paper

and better type been used, and the size of the volume
consequently reduced. The American revisers should

have insisted upon hygienic conditions in a physiologi-

cal textbook. Let us suggest another improvement
— acknowledgments for some plates used (those on
blood crysUils, for instance) and more references given

to original work throughout the text.

Kirke's Handbook of Physiology. By W. D. Halli-
burton', M.D., F.ll.S., Professor of Physiology,

King's College, London. Fifteenth edition. AVith

upwards of 650 illustrations, including some colored

plates. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co.

1899. [Printed in Great Britain.]

In this edition, Mr. Publisher, why not let poor

Kirke's name alone ? As Halliburton announced in

his preface to the fourteenth edition, " the book is a

new one " and has to a " great extent been rewritten."

Properly speaking, the book is " Halliburton's Hand-
book of Physiology," and the professor should be

pleased with it.

The introductory remarks are well written and the

opening chapters on elementary histology are remark-

able for lucidity and conciseness. To one who be-

lieves that the study of physiology is useless without

a good preliminary foundation of histology, this fact

will be appreciated.

After considering the histology of the tissues,

Halliburton passes on to the physiology of muscle

and nerve. These chapters are good, and a student

will find here all the main experiments involved in

the study of these structures, together with good
descriptions of the apparatus emplo3'ed. The chap-

ters dealing with the circulation of the blood show a

goodish portion of Hill's hand. On page 247 we
find a reference to one of our American physiologists.

Dr. Porter, citing his experiments on the mammalian
heart apex and oxygen pressure. Other well-known

authorities quoted are (iaskell, Langley, Pickering,

Hill, in fact all the well-known authorities on circula-

tory physiology. (It may here be pointed out that

throughout the book credit is invariably given, not

only to original workers, but also borrowed plates are

acknowledijed. " Render unto Cesar the things that

are Cesar's !
" A pleasing feature, truly.) A break

in logical arrangement occurs at this point by the in-

troduction of chapters on Respiration and on Duct-

less Glands. Then we arrive at, perhaps, the best

portion of the book, that is, a description of the blood

and the phenomena of coagulation. To a student

this chapter must be a regular godsend, leading him
gently but clearly through the intricacies of coagula-

tion and explaining the various (to him) complex sub-

stances found in the blood. The chapter on the

Ductless (ilands, dealing with internal secretion, is too

short; it has evidently been very cautiously written.

Too much attention has been given to old work and
hardly enough to more modern explanations and ex-

periments.

Respiration is practically the same as is found in

all good textbooks.

A rearrangement of the several chapters consider-
ing the various phenomena of digestion could be
carried out with considerable benefit to the readers.
For instance, the chapter on the Mechanical Pro-
cesses of Digestion could well follow the description
of the alimentary canal, then let us have foods and
the descriptions and actions of the various digestive
juices, ending with absorption. The chapters on the
Nervous System are up to date, are clearly written,
and contain many cai)ital illustrations. With regard
to the rest of the book, it only remains to be said that
the chemical physiology contained in the volume is

beyond reproach. The remaining branches are dealt
with in the ordinary manner.
The book is l)eautifully illustrated throughout.

Too much praise cannot be given for the fine quality

of the paper and the clearness of the cuts. " Printed
in Great Britain " can be seen on the title page. Is

this a challenge to American publishers ? Certainly
I have yet to see the physiology published entirely in

America that will equal this book in cuts, printing

and paper. Take notice, ye American publishers !

The binding is neat, and of the usual textbook charac-

ter.

To students and even to those more advanced in the
study of physiology this book should be very welcome.
The reviewer has pleasure in recommending it very
highly to all those desiring a pithy and well-written

physiology.

[Reviewer's Note. — It may seem strange to the un-
initiated on reading the above reviews to find two books,
both called "Kirke's Handbook of Physiology"; the
reader will naturally stop and wonder which is the book.
To explain this peculiar anomaly, by giving a short history

of " Kirke's Physiology," this note is written.

About the year 1850 Dr. Kirke, with the aid of the late

Sir James Paget, produced in England " Kirke's Hand-
book." This book, in vulgar parlance, " filled a long-felt

want." It passed through many editions, until at last Kirke
died ; then, after passing through various minor changes, the
editorship of the volume was assumed by Mr. Baker and
Dr. Harris, and by them the book was kept up to date,

Mr. Murray, the publisher, owning the book. In this coun-
try the book was reproduced by Lea Brothers & Co., and
by them sold to Messrs. Wm. Wood & Co. (What they
sold is a mystery, as they had no rights to sell.) This firm

never had permission to use either the late Mr. Baker's or

Dr. Harris's name in connection with their publication.

Still the publication and the sale went merrily on. Over
four years ago Dr. Harris and Mr. Baker resigned their

ofllices as editors. Mr. Baker is now dead and Professor
Halliburton assumed sole control, producing the present
English publication, or Blakiston's American edition. Al-

though Mr. Baker and Dr. Harris have had no connection
with the book for over four years, Messrs. Wm. Wood & Co.
still produce a Kirke claimed to be edited by these men
and revised for American consumption by AVarren Coleman
and Dr. Charles L. Dana. In Wood's edition under review,

several illustrations can be seen (those on blood crystals)

which have been lifted bodily from Halliburton's edition

and no acknowledgment made. There is also a remark-
able similarity between the two editions in parts of the

text. Perhaps this may be explained by the theory of

telepathy 1

Of the two editions I understand that Blakiston's is the

only edition published in this country with the owner's per-

mission and from which the editor, Professor Halliburton,

receives any remuneration. However, the present unfor-

tunate state of International Copyright Law places no legal

obstacles in the way of Messrs. Wood & Go's producing
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the hook rr tliey have done, hut thunt in no doiiht that fair-

minded pfopl); will be Mhockc<l to find that in th*; nohii-

I)r()f«!HHi()ii of Micdicinc, nicii an; found wlio uHHiNt in mik-Ii

(Jue^^ti()mll)ll• procecdinj^B, even wiWx ptrrHoiial prolostii not

only from Mr. Murray — tiie owntT — hut alno from I'ro-

fessor llidiihurton. To Hum u|) the wlioit; malt<-r, it niinpiy

mciins tliiit Hhikiston's is the dul/iorizcd edition, wliile

Wood's is not. O teinpora, () mores ! !
]

A Treatise on Diseases of the Nose and Throat. \\\

Ku.NKST L. ShuRLY, RI.l)., Professor of Ljiryii-

jjolofiy and (Uinicjil M('(li<'iiit', Dctioit ('oIlc<rc of

IMt'(li(!iiie, etc. New York: I). Ai)plrt()ii iVi Co.

11)00.

This is a new textbook on laryngology for the use

of the ir(>neral practitioner and stnchuit rather than for

the sp(!cialist. In common with many of the (existing

textbooks on the subject it (contains about 700 pages,

about 200 illustrations in the text and (> colored

phites, in this case mostly from Griinwald.

The o[)ening chapter is a sliort perfunctory review

of the anatomy of the region, illustrated by some very

good photograplis of frozen sections. Although tlit;

author appreciates that the chapter on anatomy is the

one which is the most helped by illustrations, a few
more outline sketches could be added, to the benefit of

the student. The chapters on syphilis and tuberculo-

sis show the hand of a master ; especially in the latter

subject uo one will dispute the author's claim to the

title. The complicated and important subjects in-

cluded under the head of neuroses are clearly and
practically treated. The same may be said of diph-

theria. There is a good section on leucoplakia, a snl)-

ject which the student often seeks in vain in his text-

book, with a table to distinguish it from similar

appearances. It is a little hard to see why atrophic

rhinitis and ozena should be classed as separate and
distinct diseases. In both cases the etiology is ac-

knowledged to be in doubt, and in both places many
of the authorities quoted referred to both the fetid and
non-fetid forms. The chapter on neoplasms of the

upper air passages is less satisfactory than most of the

others. The arrangement is confusing. The etiology,

description and treatment of ordinary nasal mucous
polypus alternate with those of rare and totally dis-

similar neoplasms, whereas from its clinical impor-

tance at least it should stand boldly out, and even
from a pathological standpoint there is much about it

which (toes not apply to other tumors. The class of

new growths which might be included under a head
of fibroid tumors of the nasopharynx does not receive

proper attention. The few pictures of patients suffer-

ing from advanced malignant disease are worse than

useless ; they are disfiguring. Deformities of the

nasal cavities are judicially and concisely discussed.

The section on injuries to the external nose is poor.

The chapter on the accessory sinuses consists of a

short sketch, especially of the antrum. The very

vexatious subject of ethmoiditis has been largely sim-

plified by omission.

The author has brought to bear good judgment and
common sense in dealing with the different diseases of

this part of the body. It is refreshing, for instance, to

find the writer of a didactic textbook tell his students

that many persons go through life whose nasal passages

showed considerable deflection or spur or deformed
turbinals, and who apparently have suffered no incon-

venience whatever. And again, " Similar instances

of relief from neuraloia and other neuroses bv the cor-

rection of IntranaMal dincaNM could b#' udrliic-d ; utill,

before forfnulating principjeH or nden of aetiori on
tiiis evifletice, we muHt retiieiulMT that uc(rideiiti« to or

operations upon other [mrtu of the Ixwly, even where
intranasal diseuNe existM, may j»roduce hiniilar fortui-

tous resultH."

The book is essentially Ameri<an. It can Jw naid

without reflecting anything but credit on both tliat it

contains much from the Transactions oj the American
LaryngoliKjiral Association. It bristles with tlie

mimt!H of Americ-an laryngologists. In Hotne cuMes it

almost s(;ems as if tlnr author, in an excess of infKl-

esty, had shrunk from asserting the sinifilest proposi-

tions, and had hunted up som*; confrere to whom he
could give the credit. If names had been omitted ex-

cept in reference to original work on the subjertt, and
if in the latter case a bibliography had be»'n inserted

showing where the original work <;ould be found, the

t(^\t would b(! improve<l for the casual reader, and the

references made more valuable; for the luore thorouf'h

student. The arrangement of the subject is unusual,

and perhaps not (juite so clear, especially for the class

room, as the common out; based on the anatomical

regions. These criticisms are, however, trivial. As
a whole, the book is attractive, judicial, well written

and well balanced.

A Treatise on Nasal Suppuration, or Suppurative
Diseases of the Nose and Its Accessory Sinuses.

By Dr. Lidwic, Grunwald, of Munich. Trans-
lated from the second German edition by Will-
iam Lamb, M.D., M.C., M.R.C.P. (Lond.). New
York: William Wood & Co. 1900.

Griinwald's book on suppurative diseases of the

nasal cavities has become a necessity in the equipment
of the student or practitioner whose work includes

this part of the body. Even if we differ from the

author in details, there can be no doubt that his work,
and his book based on the work, are both of the

greatest importance and value.

The object of the author is primarily an argument
that nasal suppuration in the great majority of cases

depends upon local or circumscribed disease. From
this it follows that where a purulent discharge from
the nose is present as a symptom, the nasal cavities

and the accessory sinuses must be carefully investi-

gated, and the source of pus being found, surgical

treatment is generally necessary for its cure. At the

same time he shows that the detection of focal su|>

puration requires a high degree of investigation and
patience.

Many readers will not be prepared to trace quite as

many morbid conditions to a localized focus in the

nose or accessory sinuses as the author invites us to

do. That nasal polypus is a secondary symptom is

generally, but not universally, accepted ; but that
" ozena " is secondary to a localized suppurating
focus will probably for some time to come be consid-

ered not proven. The etiology of " ozena " has
long been in dispute. As the author says, ••' All kinds
of fallacies have been assumed with regard to ozena,
and have been received with that enthusiasm which
interpret<ation of facts, however false, always elicit, if

only the facts appear to have been obtained by exact
methods." His observations lead him to believe that

uo case occurs without focal suppuration, though not

necessarily from an accessory sinus.

The relation of diseases of the nose ;md sinuses to
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different disturbances in the eye and ear, to lieadache

and neuralgia, to asthma and irritation in the pharynx
and larynx include a vast field for observation and le-

search. The author may be considered over-zealous

in bringing symptoms of doubtful origin into his line,

but he is essentially judicial and not dogmatic in his

reasoning. He has already induced a change for the

better in the diagnosis and treatment of these condi-

tions.

The book is not an elementary one. A knowledge
of and frequent reference to the anatomy of the re-

gion, as well as practical experience, or at least previ-

ous study of diseases of the nose, is essential to the

reader. It is the best treatise of its size on the diag-

nosis and treatment of suppurative diseases of the ac-

cessory cavities at our command. We find in differ-

ent parts of the book concise general statements

which should be put in italics and given to students to

learn. For example, " One must always remember
that almost every cavity in the nose is equally compe-
tent to act either actively as a suppurating centre or

passively as a reservoir in which pus is simply re-

tained." By injections and douches, " even if pus do

not find its way into the middle ear it is at least possi-

ble that it may be driven into deeper regions of the

nose." " Rule of thumb methods are most of all to

be deprecated in chronic empyema of the antrum.
The objects to be kept in view are always the same

:

free drainage for pus, and the removal of those sec-

ondary changes which keep up the suppuration and
interfere witli the cure."

Of the translation and general appearance of the

book nothing can be said except in praise. A cer-

tain lack of clear subdivision and sequence is charac-

teristic of all German books, and it would have been
impossible to remedy it more than has been done.

The English-speaking workers and students in this

subject are to be congratulated on having so excellent

a translation, and should make full use of their oppor-

tunity.

Twentieth Century Practice. An International En-
cyclopedia of Modern Medical Science. By Lead-
ing Authorities of P^urope and America. Edited

by Thomas L. Stedman, M.D., New York City.

In twenty volumes. Volume XX, " Tuberculosis,

Yellow Fever and Miscellaneous, General Index."

New York : William Wood & Co. 1900.

This twentieth volume is the last of the " Twentieth
Century Practice," and the series is now complete.

This volume has 906 pages, of which the first 490
pages are devoted to two very important general sub-

jects, Tuberculosis and Yellow Fever ; a very full

analytical index of the whole work occupies 304 pages,

and the other 112 pages are taken by several short ar-

ticles on miscellaneous subjects, among them being

one on Poisoning with Snake Venom, by Dr. Thomas
R. Brown, of Baltimore, and one on Mushroom
Poisoning, by Beaumont Small, of Ottawa.

In a short preface to this final volume the editor

allows himself a few words of thanks to his collabora-

tors and of explanation to his public. There have
been some unavoidable delays, and some deviations

from the natural order of issuance of volumes, but

not more than might be expected in a work covering

so much ground, spread over so much time and de-

pendent upon so many contributors. Some who were
to have contributed died and had to be replaced, and

no less than nine ^veil-known medical writers have
passed away since contributing their last medical
writing to this international encyclopedia.

The general subject of tuberculosis is subdivided.

The Bacteriology, Pathology and Etiology are dealt

with in one article by Dr. A, J. Lartigau, of New
York ; next comes a chapter on Symptomatology, by
Dr. H. W. Berg, of New York ; then a division on
Diagnosis, Prognosis, Prophylaxis and Treatment, by
Dr. S. A. Knopf, of New York, and finally a chap-

ter on Tuberculosis of the Skin, by Dr. J. T. Bowen,
of Boston.

The article on Yellow Fever occupies 95 pages and
is by Dr. Wolfred Nelson, now of New York, for-

merly a member of the State Board of Health of

Panama.
This volume is quite up to the general standard of

the series, which taken in its entirety constitutes a
medical encyclopedia of genuine value.

Diseases of the Chest, Throat and Nasal Cavities.

By E. Fletcher Ingals, A.M., M.D., Professor

of Diseases of the Chest, Throat and Nose, Rush
Medical College, Chicago, etc. Fourth edition.

Pp. 787, with 255 illustrations. New York : Will-

iam Wood & Co. 1900.

The third edition of this popular textbook was
published in 1894. In this one, the fourth, several

additions or improvements of former chapters appear,

increasing the size of the book by about 80 pages.

The section on Diseases of the Chest has been im-

proved by revision of the chapters on Bronchitis,

Pneumonia and Tuberculosis, and the addition of an
excellent chapter on Diseases of the Mediastinum.
Other changes in many parts of both sections bring

the work up to the present time.

The reasons for the popularity of this textbook are

evident : the arrangement is clear, the description

concise, and the treatment practical. Space is allotted

to the different morbid conditions in good proportion

to their clinical importance. By judicious condensing

the author has succeeded in getting a great deal into

a small space. The book is too small to be satisfac-

tory for reference, except that the author's opinion on
many subjects is valuable. It is especially fitted for

the undergraduate medical class. In some colleges

the chest is combined with the nose and throat in the

courses of instruction, and for such it is convenient to

have the subjects bound in one volume.

Syphilis and the Venereal Diseases. By James Nev-
INS Hyde, Professor of Skin, Genito-Urinary and
Venereal Diseases, Rush Medical College, Chicago,

etc., and Frank Hyde Montgomery, Associate

Professor of same. Second edition. With 58 illus-

trations. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders & Co.

1900.

This work, the first edition of which deservedly oc-

cupies a place of merit in the somewhat overburdened

list of ])ublications which are devoted to the subjects

with wliich it deals, may in this, its remodelled second

edition, properly claim rath(;r more than to have
maintained its former standing, its authors having dis-

tinctly added to its value by the introduction of mate-

rial which puts it on the plane of some of the best of

its modern contemporaries. In arrangement of sub-

ject matter it is conspicuously good, in style concise

and lucid, and its practical quality is notable.
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Tlu! (irsl portion of tlio voliimo, wliicli (htuls vvitli

sy|>liilis, is ;iin|»Iy :iii(l well illustriilcd, in scvcml iii-

HtuiKU'S by ('xcfllcnt coloi'cd pliitrs copiiil t'roin llic ;it-

liiH of Mnicck, iiiid is pcili.ips tlit! most iiistniclivc ami
valiialilc part of it, the latter lialf liaviiij; no distiiic-

tiv(^ t'xccllfiicti as compared vvitii a inimltfr f)f oilier

similar treatises rciceiitly published which treat of

urethritis, its (•om|)licatioiis and se(|uela'.

The work docs not invite c,riti(usni in an adv«'rs(!

sense, but rather by way of sum^cstion, as, for exam-
ple, it strikes us that perhaps a rathtw' more (extended

eonsidi-ration of syphilis of the internal or<;ans than is

hero accorded them (for example, the lun'^s and ;;en-

ito-urinary or<fans) would hav(; Ikh-u acceptable. And
the parts of the work devoted to gonorrhea and tr)

stricture would have been benefited by fuller illustra-

tion, for example, of organisms with which the gono-

coccus is liable to be confounded, colored facsimiles of

the endoscopic field, and a larger number of the varie-

ties of stricture and their ell'ects upon structures in-

volved in or adjacent to them.

The subject of sexual hypochondriasis is presented

in an unusually clear and forceful manner, and the

chapter relating to it has a certain touch of philoso-

phy that gives it originality and adds to its inti^rest.

The volume will repay a careful consideration on the

part of either student or practitioner.

Mental Affections. By John Macpiikuson, M.U.,
F. R.C.V. E. Pp. 379. London : MacINIillan & Co.,

Ltd. New York : The MacMillan Co. 1891).

This work, which is modestly labelled " An Litro-

duction to the Study of Insanity," is the first thorough-

going English exponent of wdiat might be called the
'' new insanity," that has appeared and may be said

to inaugurate a new epoch in the textbook literature

of mental diseases. Not only is the neuron doctrine

effectively applied therein, but auto-intoxication and

the microbic toxins are assigned leading roles in the

causation of mental disturbances of nearly every de-

gree. In fact, the author's predilection for toxins as

the basis for all forms of insanity, a presumption for

which he admits there is no direct proof, carries him,

in our opinion, much too far. Nevertheless, unless

one keeps in mind the fact that much of the investi-

gation underlying the toxic theory of the causation of

mental and nervous diseases has been imperfect and

that only recently have indisputable counterfacts been

brought to light, he will find it hard to overcome an

inclination to side with a writer whose points are so

well taken and whose argument appears to be so con-

clusive. His pathology, both general and special, as

well as his pathological symptomatology, evince a

thorough knowledge of the most advanced views on

the subject and his opinions regarding the inter-rela-

tionship of the neuroses, the psychoses and the diathe-

ses, are most suggestive and helpful. The chapters on

the evolution and etiology of insanity are of especi;il

interest, and show, together with a wide range of gen-

eral information, great insight into the operation of

general causes and a nice discrimination as regards

the value of the various factors in the })roduction of

mental disease. His advice as to treatment is sound

and practical. As a whole, the book is a valuable and

opportune contribution to our knowledge of the sul>-

ject, and one that thinkers and workers in this depart-

ment of medicine are sure to welcome.

THE HOSTON

Thursday, November 8, 1900.
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HENRY JACOB BIGELOW.

A MEMOIR.

As the generations of medical men come and go,

and as the constantly^ increasing number of younger

physicians gradually fill the places of their elders, it

naturally and inevitably happens that the influential

men of the past are in a measure, at least, forgotten.

It is often hard for a man starting in his career to

realize how great a debt he owes to his predecessors,

and how much the privileges which he enjoys repre-

sent the work of those who have gone before. This

is not so much due to ingratitude as to ignorance and

lack of that keen interest in the development of his

profession which demands of him a knowledge of the

past. To very many now in the active practice of

their profession in this community the name of Dr.

Bigelow brings up personal recollections of a most

vivid sort ; to others the actual remembrance of the

man is nothing more than a dim memory, and to a rapidly-

growing number even this is lacking, and nothing re-

mains but the knowledge of what he accomplished.

It has been said that however distinguished a man
may have been there are always others to fill his place,

which is clearly only a partial truth. Occasionally it hap-

pens that a man takes so unique a place in the work of

his particular calling that his loss is permanently recog-

nized, however well the work which he inaugurated may
be carried on by his successors. We could easily name a

dozen physicians in the history of the medical profes-

sion in Boston who may claim this unusual distinction,

and there can be no doubt that one of these is Dr.

Bigelow.

We have before us the recently published memoir

of this eminent surgeon, prepared under the direction

of his son, together with his published and some of his

hitherto unpublished contributions to medicine and

allied subjects. The four volumes in which this ma-

terial is presented are a fitting memorial to a man
whose professional work was closely associated with a

critical epoch in the development of medical art and
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medical teacliing. The first volume contains an ap-

preciative and concise account of his life and habits of

thought. The writer of the sketch, whose name is

withheld, is judicial in his estimate of the character

and attainments of the man, permitting the reader

quite clearly to see the combination of attributes

which made up his somewhat unique personality. His

conservatism, especially in the matter of medical

teaching, and in his relation to the Harvard Medical

School ; his extraordinary versatility and his not infre-

quent dogmatism and intolerance are presented in a

sufficiently candid spirit. At the conclusion of the

memoir one feels as if he had been introduced to a man

of undoubted genius, with many of those minor pecu-

liarities which seem so inseparably associated with dis-

tinguished ability. The account is charmingly written

and should be generally read not only by those who

knew him in life, but also by the greater number who

knew him only through what he accomplished. Over

100 pages of the volume are taken up with memorials,

resolutions and obituary notices, which throw still fur-

ther light on the estimation in which he was held by

his associates and friends. Oliver Wendell Holmes's

personal sketch is perhaps of particular interest in this

connection.

The three remaining volumes are concerned respec-

tively with Anesthesia, address and other papers ; Or-

thopedic Surgery, medical papers ; Dislocations and

Fractures of the Hip ; Litholapaxy. These are nat-

urally of varying interest and varying permanence.

The work on the hip and on stone are, of course,

classical, and will always remain one of Boston's sub-

stantial contributions to medical knowledge. Many of

his medical papers on more or less general subjects are

entertaining and forcible, though it was certainly not

in this field of literary endeavor that he especially ex-

celled. His ideas, though always the product of care-

ful thought, were frequently not progressive, and

missed the broad point of view. Nevertheless, the

Medical Faculty of Harvard University have put on

record the following statement :
^ "As a member of

the faculty he was distinguished for the ripeness of

his judgment, the wisdom of his conclusions and the

clearness and force of his arguments. Whether as

advocate or opponent he was sure to add new light to

the subjects under discussion, and was always to be

recognized as a leader of men." His papers on vivi-

section show the curious contradictions of his mental

attitude. His breadth of vision was not large enough

to permit him to see the advantages and necessity to

knowledge, of experiments on animals, no doubt be-

cause his immediate interest lay in the practical appli-

cation of his special art rather than with the theoreti-

cal aspects of the whole subject of medicine.

It is a source of congratulation that these books

have appeared to renew interest in the life and work

of this really remarkable man. We have too few such

memorials of the men who have left a definite impress

upon their times.

1 Journal, Norember 6, 1890.

A NEW EMPLOYMENT FOR WOMEN.
No sooner do the various employments which are

open become filled to overcrowding than new ones

appear, so that there seems always to be something

for every one to do. Women's vocations are rapidly

becoming practically the same as men's, and their en-

trance into the fields of active work is in fact leading

them into regions where men may not go. The whole

profession of nursing is pre-eminently a woman's work,

and the sterner sex appears quite willing to yield this

sphere of activity to them without question or dispute.

A new suggestion has come through the columns of a

New York lay contemporary, which contemplates

that women fitted by nature and training for such em-

ployment devote themselves to the task of visiting

persons who are ill or despondent, for the purpose of

cheering them along the road toward the recovery of

physical or mental health. It appears that a woman,

whose name is quite unknown to us, has taken upon

herself this sort of work as a calling. She goes for a

certain time each day or less often, as the case may be,

to persons who are incapacitated for the ordinary so-

cial enjoyments of life. In each instance she natur-

ally uses her judgment as to what sort of amusement

her client requires, whether conversation or reading

aloud, or silence. In this instance the success of the

plan is reported to have been so great that the

woman's time is completely occupied, and she finds

herself independent of the wearing monotony which

is a companion's lot, who is continually devoted to the

interests of a single patient. " In the case of one in-

valid," our contemporary writes, " she devoted the

two hours spent with her daily to writing letters for

the sick woman, and that furnished the means of pass-

ing the time so quickly that it never grew wearisome

to the ' cheerer ' and greatly improved the patient.

Other similar expedients came to mind in different

cases and the tedium of the companion's life was never

noticed in this newer method of ' cheering by the

hour.' The doctors find that an advantage to the pa-

tient in this system is the interest aroused by the ar-

rival of the woman every day, whereas if she were

always to be found, her presence would awaken no

interest, if indeed it did not become irksome. The

visitor, who comes from the outside every day, brings

into the room an atmosphere of freshness quite im-

possible to one who remains there permanently."

A possibility occurs to us which should not pass

unmentioned, and that is that the tendency toward

gossip with which some women are said to be en-

dowed would under this arrangement have a rare

opportunity for development were it not held in strict-

est control. That women of the right sort are capable

of discretion in such a matter can, however, not be

doubted.

This appeals to us both as a feasible and reasonable

idea ; it is clearly a new sphere for the right sort of

women, of whom there are, no doubt, many in search

of just such work, if they but knew it. It requires

no great stretch of the imagination to conceive of the
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systciimtic oi'iraiiizutioii of 8iic.li ii HclutiiH'. Any
|iliysici;iii wlio priictiHcs inrdiriiK- in well uwan-,

wlicllicr or not lir piild'nly procliiiiiis llic fuel, tluil.

iiiiK'li of liis most tiiiir-takiii^ iiiid anliious work con-

sists in t'lict'rin;; on liis chronic patients to another day

or wccik of endurance, and also tiiat Ids su(;c(^ss, in tlie

}>opuhir acceptation ol the term, depends in j^reat

nieasurt' u|K)n ids al)ility in Liiis re^^ard. Sucli work

is, no (l()ul)t, necessary, l»iit it lias, w(! confess, always

seeuied to us a type of troatnient not (piite in accord

with the full dii;idty of his calling. Here is a legiti-

mate way out of the dilliculty, to delegate to an ap-

propriate person the function of combating the oiinii

of invalidism. No doubt the work of our busiest

practitioners would thereby be diminished, but theii'

time could then be devoted to different things, and tiie

patients, we venture to believe, would not in the long

run be losers thereby. The physician might well

direct the form of amusement or diversion his pa-

tients should have, but let the actual work be done by

another. It is a field which the nurse evidently does

not fill, nor the so-called companion. There is no

element of novelty in their presence, but an outsider

gifted in the art of entertainment might fill a plac(^ in

the lives of many invalids which the doctor does in

part, more or less unwillingly. At any rate the ex-

periment is worth trying ; we say it in all seriousness.

MP]DICAL NOTES.

Nkw Building foii Rush Mkdical College. —
Rush Medical College is to have a new building to

cost $80,000, for which Dr. Nicholas Senn has just

given $50,000. The building is to be called Senn

Hall. Primarily, the new building will be for clinical

purposes. In addition to complete arrangements for

clinical work there will be classrooms and labora-

tories.

Sir William M.vcCormac's Services in the
Fkanco-Prissian War Recognized.— We learn

from the Lancet that the German Emperor has re-

cently conferred upon Sir William MacCormac the

" Kaiser Wilhelm " memorial medal in recognition of

his services during the Franco-German War of 1870-71,

and Her Majesty the Queen has been graciously

pleased to grant her permission to him to accept and

wear the medal. The medal was not long since in-

stituted by the present emperor in memory of his

grandfather, " Der Grosse Kaiser."

Dr. Alfred Stengel Aitointed at the Penn-
sylvania Hospital, -Dr. Alfred Stengel, well

known as the editor of ihe American Journal of the

Medical Sciences, and director of the Pepper Labora-

tory, at the University of Pennsylvania, has been ap-

pointed visiting physician to the Pennsylvania Hospi-

tal to succeed the late Dr. Da Costa.

Pan-American Medical Congress.— The Pan-

American Medical Congress will hold its sessions in

Havana, Cuba, December '2'o, 27, 28 and 2*J, 1900.

CommunicationB are Holicitrjd. Information may bo

ohtaincrd of the Hccrotury, [)r. Tonms V. ( orona'lo, of

Havana.

A Srsi'KCTKi) Cask ok 1'lagik in Hkkmk!*,

(iEUMANV. — A sailor from a veMsel arriving rc<;etitly

at Hnrinen from South Africa has developed svm(>-

toms HUgg(;stive of plague, and is now under the obHer-

vatioii of experts to determine the diaguoHia.

" Swallowing " a Diamonu. — We are indebted

to Surgeon-General Hidie, C.I.K., (I.M.S. n;tired) for

sending us a local report of a curious case recently

tried in Calcutta. A young man, having providfid

himself with a new suit of clothes, walk(;d into a

jeweller's shop and asked to look at a jiarcel of

diamonds. He went to the window for better light,

and presently it was discovered that the large.st

diamond, valued at Rs. 10,000, had disappeared. The
gem did not appear, and it was susf)ectcd that it lay

concealed in the man's throat. A skiagram wa.s

taken and revealed a foreign body in the throat which

could not be dislodged. At the trial an old criminal

swore that the concealment of stolen articles in the

throat was a well-known habit of Indian thieves. An
artificial dilatation of the pharynx is produced by the

means of a round leaden bullet, which is " swallowed "

and brought up several times a day until a pouch is

made which fulfils for stolen articles— coins and

jewels— the same function as the crop in birds and

rumen in ruminants. — British Medical Journal.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For
the week ending at noon, November 7, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

158, scarlatina 46, measles 20, typhoid fever 15.

Mortality Statistics.— The number of deaths

reported to the Board of Health for the week ending

November 3d is 184, as against 193 the corresponding

week last year, showing a decrease of 9 deaths, and

making the death rate for the week 17.3. The deaths

from consumption were 22, pneumonia 19. whooj>
ing cough 1, heart disease 22, bronchitis 10, maras-

mus 3. There were 7 deaths from violent causes.

The number of children who died under one year was

33 ; under five years, 49 ; persons more than sixtv

years, 30 ; deaths in public institutions, GO.

Beri-Beri Victims to he Sent to Calcutta. —
Of the four Hindus who have been under treatment for

beri-beri at the Boston City Hospital, one has died and
three have recovered. The survivors have been sent

to New York by the British Consul, whence they will

be sent home to Calcutta. They came to Boston some
weeks ago in the British steamer Arara.

Newton, Mass.. District Nursin(; Association.
— The annual report of the association shows tiiat two
nurses have been regularly employed during the vear.

who have made 5,096 visits to patients. Two hundred
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and seventy-three cases have been cared for ; 17 have

died, and 13 sent to the Newton Hospital.

Typhoid Fever in Northampton, Mass. — Dis-

closures made by the local Board of Health have

shown within the town limits the presence of an epi-

demic of typhoid. The district most infected is

known as the Bay State section, where 50 cases have

so far been reported. It is probable that other cases

will develop.

A New Ambulance for Brookline, Mass. —
The ambulance designed for the contagious hospital is

about to be delivered to the Brookline Board of Health.

It is a light vehicle, so arranged that it can receive

two stretchers, one for children and the other for

adults.

Ai'POiNTMENT OF Dr. Alfred Schaper.— Dr.

Alfred Schaper, formerly assistant professor of his-

tology at the Harvard Medical School, has been

appointed to a professorship of anatomy at Bres-

lau, Germany.
NEW YORK.

A Tribute to Dr. Edavard Squibb. — In a re-

cent editorial article the Brooklyn Eagle pays an elo-

quent tribute to the character and achievements of the

late Dr. Edward Squibb, who was for so long an hon-

ored citizen of that borough. It was, it says, as a

manufacturer of medicines for the use of physicians he

won and deserved, among those for whose recognition

and commendation he strove, a reputation that was a tit-

ting reward for long years of strenuous and absolutely

conscientious endeavor. Pvvery doctor knew that the

Squibb preparations "were exactly what the names of

them indicated and that they could be prescribed with

perfect confidence that the patient would get what the

prescription called for. There was never any question

about this. Substitution and adulteration were lost

arts, so far as the Squibb laboratory was concerned,

and its owner set and long maintained almost alone

the standard that has been equalled but never sur-

passed by the best American i)harniaceutists. Of

course, many laboratories now exist modelled on the

one he established, but they are successful and hon-

ored in proportion as they follow the copy he set. He
was a great power in Brooklyn, yet he never adver-

tised, he never made addresses. He wrote only within

the lines, on the subjects and for the members of his

own profession. He abhorred publicity or praise. Yet

his influence on medicine, on medical thought, on med-

ical practitioners, and sympathetically on public health,

was not unlike that of the Gulf Stream on climate or

that of the Nile on soil.

Dkath of a Leper. — Lee Hing, one of the four

Cliinese lepers who were isolated on Ricker's Island

in 181>.'3, died at the almshouse on November 3d. At

one time the four escaped, but they were all ea]>tured

and returned to the island. Soon afterwards, by a de-

cision of Health Commissioner Cyrus Edson, made

after a consultation with prominent dermatologists, to

the effect that leprosy is not a contagious disease in

this climate, the four were set at liberty. Lee Hing
returned to his friends in Mott Street, New York, but

finding that he was i)ractically ostracised, he applied

to the city authorities to be taken care of. He was
then sent to tlie almshouse, where he lived and finally

died in a small isolated building set apart for his use.

From Chateau d'Ik to Chateau de Sin<; Sino.

— Edraond Dantes has been condemned to im[)rison-

ment again — this time, however, not in the terrible

Chateau d'lf, but in the more prosaic Chateau de Sing

Sing. An individual with the name of Dumas's im-

mortal hero was on October 31st sentenced to one

year in State Prison for removing John Hall's name
from a diploma issued by the New York College of

Pharmacy and inserting his own, by which he was

enabled to obtain a position as clerk in a Second Ave-
nue drug store. It seems that Dantes worked in Pater-

son, N. J., for Hall, and while tlie latter was away on

a vacation appropriated his diploma and came to New
York to secure a situation by means of it.

Garbage Rendering in Brooklyn Unconstitu-
tional. — By a decision handed down by Justice

Andrews, of the Supreme Court, the law prohibiting

garbage rendering in the Borough of Brooklyn, which

was passed by the last legislatui'e, has been declared

unconstitutional. This was in a suit against the

Board of Health brought by the New York Sanitary

Utilization Company, which in 1897 entered into a

contract with New York and Brooklyn to render all

their garbage on Barren Island, and expended over

$500,000 in building a plant for the purpose. The
Health Department, by the act referred to, was em-

powered to put a stop to the garbage rendering on Bar-

ren Island.

Death of George Washington Horner Grekn.
— Again the champion " old nigger " is dead. George

Washington Horner Green, a former negro slave, died

October 31st in the almshouse at Hempstead, Long
Island, at the reputed age of one hundred and twenty-

three years. He is said to have been born on a farm

in New Jersey, on January 1, 1777. He was sold to

a Virginia planter named Horner, by whom, it is al-

leged, he was sold to General Washington. Having

been manumitted in 1812, he came north, and has

ever since resided on Long Island . He was married

several times, and is said to have been the father of

thirty-seven children, most of whom are dead.

City Budget for 1901. — On October 30th the

budget, which represents the estimated cost of the

Government of the City of New York for the year

1901, was passed by the Board of Estimate and Ap-
portionment. While the total appropriation shows an

increase of $7,321,440 (fully 80 per cent, of which in-

crease, according to Controller Coler, was caused by

mandatory legislation at Albany), the amount assigned

for the Department of Ilealtli is $12,071 less, and that

for the Department of Public Charities $1,322 less

than ill 1900. The appropriation for the Health De-

partment is $1,053,990.
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TllK Medicdl Press (•iinmiiiils on \vli:it it rcj^nnlH

as iiii Amcii<'!iiiisiii, namely, \\w. cnort to n't'onii

incdical oitlioi,fra|)liy. We an? also inclined to |)Iace

ourselves anionif the conservatives in this nuitter, iind

find (!onsideral)l(^ food tor relle(;tion in tin; following

paraj^raph : ''A corresponileiit calls us to ac(;ouMt tor

our want ol" sympathy with the efVorts of our Amer-
ican confreres to simplify the orthoi^raphy of medical

terms by eliminating n'dnndancies and by apjjroximat-

injj the spelling to the pronunciation of words. We
must confess to a certain conservatism in matters

orthoifraphi(!al, nor is this to be wondered at when
one recalls the years of labor devoted to the ac<piisi-

tion of the knowledge how words should be spelled.

We are free to admit that the dislike which the sight

of truncated and mutilated words inspires does not re-

pose U{)on any logical basis, and, furtlu^r, that in many
instances the orthodox manner of spelling a word, far

from giving a trustwortliy clue to the etymology, is

often at variance with its true derivation. Our cor-

respondent's a{)i)eal to educated men to abstain from
discountenancing the movement in favor of reform is

somewhat wide of the mark in so far as it is based on

the assumption that the educated are more amenable
to reason in this matter than the unlettered. Tlu^ re-

verse is probably tlie case. To bid the scholar dis-

card one of the most tangible results of a long and
tedious education is about as reasonable as to bid the

physician to " throw physic to the dogs." To })lead

that this is prejudice and not reason, is deliberately to

ignore the fact that most things in this world are de-

cided by custom, for example, prejudice, rather than

by any act of the reason. That the reform for which

he pleads will come to pass at some future time we
cannot doubt, but as yet, though the spirit is willing

the flesh is weak, and the repulsion which American
mangled terminology inspires on this side of the ocean

is still strong."

iiifliii-niro in evt-ry jmHciljIi' way to tnakt! tlie afxivc de

HcriliiMl ufTunce cause fur expuUion from the natiuiial »••»
ciation.

A QUESTION OF MEDICAL ETHICS.

Dr. Chaklks Lvman Greene writes a forcible

paper in the October number of the St. Paul Medical

Journal, in which he speaks in no uncertain terms of

the practice, ajiparently more prevalent in the West
than here, of receiving commissions for patients sent

in consultation. The Minnesota State Medical Soci-

ety, at which the paper was read, has unanimously

adopted the following resolutions :

Whereas, it has come to the knowledge of this society

that the paying and receiving of commissions on cases re-

ferred by one practitioner to another is an established cus-

tom, amonj^ a certain small number of physicians, and
Wherkas, we, the members of this society, regard such

practice or practices as reprehensible, degrading, unethical

and unprofessional and believe that their maintenance

threatens the very existence of scientifie and humane medi-

cine, it is hereby
Resolved, That the giving or receiving of commissions as

above described, after this date, shall be considered as con-

stitutional grounds for expulsion from this society.

Resolved, That our delegates to the American Medical

Association shall be and are hereby requested to use their

€)biriiar)i.

K. .1. CA/l'lhAi, AM., M.I).

Dit. Kdwaki) .Jonks Cuttkr, A.B. (flarvard), 1877;

M.D. (Harvard) 1«M1, was l>orn at I'cterboro, .\. H.,

,Julv •'», IM.'jr). Me was the son of Kdward Stearns Cutter

(A.M., I)art?n()Uth, 1h.|4) and .Janetfe .Swan. He wa.s edu-

cated at Andier.1t and Manchester, N. II., and later at the

l*ul»!i(; Latin Scliooi in Hoxton. He was hou.se officer at

the Boston City Hospital from Jidy, 1H80, until .January,

1KK2, when he was aj)pointed assistant resiih-nt [)hy8irian

at the State Almshou.se at Tewkshury. In Novenil)er,

18H2, he became assistant resident [)hysician at the I!os-

ton City Ho8f)ital. In 1X84 he began {)ractir:e in Leomin-

ster, where he fdled an honorable position as physician and
citizen to the time of his death at Waverley, Mass., Octo-

ber 22, 1900.

RECORD OF MORTALITY
For thk Wkek ending Saturday, October 27, 1900.
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Bedford and Lawrence 1 each. From cerebrospinal meningitis
New York 6, Worcester, Cambridge and Somerville 1 each.

From measles New York 4, Pittsburg 1.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of 11,()1(),296, for the week ending
October 2()th, the death rate was 17.1. Deaths reported 3,815;

diarrhea 197, acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London)
182, diphtheria 85, fever 71, whooping cough 43, measles 37,

scarlet fever 35.

The death rates ranged from 10.4 in Halifax to 28.6 in Gates-
head : Birmingham 19.0, Bradford 14.3, Cardiff 10.7, Hull 17.9,

Leeds lf).7, Leicester 15.5, Liverpool 21.9, London 15.8, Man-
chester 22 3, Newcastle-on-Tyne 18.2, Nottingham 20.2, Ports-

mouth 17.4, Sheffield 22.7, Sunderland 21.2, Swansea 17.3.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending October 27th, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J, W. Snnith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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^fitJbrcj^ief.

PUBLIC lIKAI/ni I.A1U)KA'K)RIKS.'

IIV 'I'llKOIIAI.I) HMITII, M.I>.. IIOHTDN,

(Iniryf /'iilii/nn I'l-ojiimiir of CiiiiipiirnUrr I'lithotiiiiy, ll'in'unl U<'/i-

cal School ; in rliitrf/f of the, I'lttholofi'iriil l.iiliorntiini if thr Mnmni.
chiixftl* Stale lloaril of llfiillh.

TiiK marvellous diivcilopinciit of sanitary sciciio!

(luriiij;' tlif last (jiiarttu' of tlu; iiinctcH'iitli century lias

been due eliielly to the determination of me<[ical

science to utilize physics, cluunistry and hiolo^ry, tluisc

fundamental depaitments of experimental science, in

its elVorts to control distvise. The expression of these;

efforts are the various laboratories in which the proi>-

loms of preventive medicine are being analyzed with

the aid of tlu'se fnndanu'utal sciences. The rise of

microbiology contributed largely to the ("reation of

these laboratories, and in microbiology the spcutial <lc-

partments of preventive inoculation and serotherapy,

with which the names of Pasteur and liehring will

ever remain associated, have been the chief factors in

the still further expansion of laboratory facilities.

In the professional as well as the lay mind tlie

word laboratory is usually associated with study and
investigation, with the discovery of new facts or with

the rectification or overthrow of old ones. Not infre-

quently, however, we find that the work of the labora-

tory is looked upon as a kind of modernized ah^hemy,

and the results expected from it are in accord with

this conception.

When we turn to the actual operations of the labo-

ratory devoted to sanitary science, and endeavor to

summarize the work undertaken there, we find dif-

ferent classes and grades, some approaching our ideal

of laboratory occupation, others far removed from it

and approaching closely executive work. Many lab-

oratories have sprung into existence only because of a

practical necessity. They are the diagnostic and an-

alytic laboratories, serving directly the practical health

officer iu the control of the various agencies that tend

toward disease. On the other hand, laboratories de-

voted solely to investigation in special departments of

sanitary science are still rare. But everywhere an

effort is being made to turn at least a fraction of the

available energy toward the solution of problems con-

tinually arising in the routine work of bacteriological

and chemical analysis, in order that from time to time

we may give the results of this very routine work a

truer or at least a more rational interpretation.

In making this effort several difliculties are en-

countered. In the routine work of the laboratory,

which deals with so much and such varied material,

and which constitutes probably four-fifths of the work

exacted of laboratories devoted to public health, there

is opportunity given for fine inductive reasoning

whose results put to the test of experiment may yield

very valuable results. Unfortunately, however, either

the time for the careful study of the accumulating

statistics and facts is wanting, or else the physicians

served by the laboratory neglect to furnish the desired

data and render the bulk of the material on hand al-

most worthless.

Another dithculty arises from the close relation be-

tween the laboratory worker in sanitary science and

' Introductory address of the chairman at the openiiij; of the sec-

ond annual meetinK of the Section in Bacteriology and Chemistry of

the American Public Health Association, Indianapolis, October 2;.',

1900.

the public. Lfavin^ aHide »« well known thft fr»-

(piently diHcouruging encroach niiMilH of politicM u[Mjri

the functions and fun<'tionarieH of the luUtrutory,

therir is danger that the genuine Hcientint inuv \)*' uiIm-

understood, undervalued an<l eventually driven out

entirely. The history »jf Kci«'iice convincingly hIiowh

that the most far-reaching discoverien are least uppre^

ciated at the tinn; of their promulgation, and the Huriie

lioMs true in a lesser degree for the renults of investiga-

tions of lesser value. As regards some of the ili.H.'idvan-

tag(!H of s(;ience serving the people through their repre-

sentatives I hav<' already spoken recmtly, and I need

not <lilate upon them at this time. I'hev are irdierent in

the nature of things and (;annot be alten;d. Another
probhtm whi<;h confronts us is the di.s|HJsition of funds

at our disposal, in such a manner as will conduce to

the best interests of the subject to which we are de-

voting ourselves. W»! must choose those lines of

work, if tliere be any choice at all, which will yieM
useful results of a high order, and in this choice we
may often be in conflict with our employers, V)ecau8e

science tends to look more for the remote, practice for

th<' immediat(! results.

These arc; undoubtedly some of the considerations

which have been of iiiHuence in bringing us together

as a section of this association. We realize, further-

more, that even the individual laboratory guifled and
conducted along tlu; most approved lines cannot but

gain by association with otluTs, and that the induc-

tions reached by one laboratory may he put to the

test by this association of many laboratories. We, in-

dividually, stand especially in need of encouragement,
sympathy and appreciation, without which the solitary

efforts of the investigator are likely to wither or re-

main undeveloped. Here among men of kindred
thought, that lack of ajipreciation of individual effort,

for which we cannot blame the world at large, should

be amply compensated.

1 have already classified our work as consisting of

investigation, and routine work created by investiga-

tion. Let us briefly examine these two kinds of work,
so intimately associated with one another. Of the

two I unhesitatingly put the investigation first, as the

soil on which the practical w^ork may properly develop
and bear fruit. We, as a body, need aliove all things to

emphasize the importance of research and the desira-

bility of having })roper provisions made for it. The
diagnostic, analytic and executive work we know will

continue to flourish, and it may eventually conceal

and obscure entirely the soil on which it lives, and
which needs continual enriching and tilling in order
that there may be fruit as well as foliage.

Let me define a little more minutely what the rela-

tion of research to practical sanitary work may be
conceived to be. When we are conducting experi-

ments in the laboratory we are studying a certain

number of known or controllable interacting factors

in order to learn the result of their action. The high-

est kind of experimental work deals with the largest

number of such factors, either by eliminating them
from or bringing them into the problem. The true

test of the accuracy of such experimental work is the

successful repetition of it by competent men. leading

to the same unequivocal results. It follows that

whenever uncontrollable factors or such as escape our
analysis are present, our results will vary and lack final

scientific value. When in the stu«ly of public health
problems we pass beyond the confines of the laboratory,
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we enter a quite different field, because we are likely

to encounter so many buried links in the chain of

causation, and so many known elements which cannot

be controlled or eliminated. Hence the larger study

of nature's problems must appeal to the laboratory for

aid in disentangling the interwoven lines of force

which enter into the making of disease. To the un-

defined factors we, as laboratory workers, must turn

for our subjects of study ever and again. AVe must

bring them together with those we have studied, and

thus, by gradually enlarging our sphere of experiment,

we slowly but steadily ai)proach the real conditions,

those that present themselves in the everyday life of

the community and the State. The nearer we ap-

proach this limit, the more applicable and hence the

more useful our work becomes, either by establishing

new, positive facts, or by destroying current but false

beliefs.

This steadily progressive march of the analysis of

phenomena of healtli and disease from simple to com-

plex is, however, not always maintained. Much lab-

oratory work is like the movement of a crab, back-

wards, a continual disavowal of conclusions deemed
well established for a time. The dilliculty lies less in

the perversity of the experimenter than in the perver-

sity of his environment. He is forced by circum-

stances to take up problems, not in the order in which

they seem to him most accessible to solution, but in

the order in which they happen to occur in the world

he is serving. He is set down in a clearing in the

forest with his instruments of precision, and directed

to survey it in its relation to landmarks to him inac-

cessible and invisible.

Again, the work thrust upon us through the acci-

dents of the world at large must be attended to

promptly if at all, because the very material under ob-

servation is changing and will not suffer delay, or

else because the pressure from without is too great.

Hence our work is likely to be fragmentary and ixn-

finished, and to have that flavor of the practical which

does not commend itself to more academically placed

brethren. However, work done with some practical

end in view may be fully as scientific in its spirit,

method and outcome, and as valuable to the progress

of science as any of the traditional work of college

or university. Whoever unearths a few consecutive

links of the phenomena of cause and effect is entitled

to the world's gratitude, be these links near one end

of the chain or the other. In all things nature has

applied the same principles and displayed the same
degree of ingenuity, and where can it be said has she

exercised more of it than in the ever-shifting battle-

ground of the infectious diseases where the cunning

of two different orders of living beings is exerted not

only to protect themselves but to find a breach in the

other's armor ?

The peculiar situation of the public health labora-

tory as I have outlined it should make the investiga-

tor very cautious concerning the conclusions he may
])ul»lish and maintain. Conservatism is of the utmost

importance since all new facts applied to everyday

life tend to disarrange to a greater or less degree ex-

isting relations. It is always safe to underestimate

our inferences, and safer still to draw conclusions only

when all doubts are silent. The publication of experi-

ments need not be deferred, even if they do not jujint

to a definite outcome, since they may helf) and stimu-

late others to carry the proof farther. In our relation

to those whose duty it is to formulate and enforce

rules for the protection of the public health and who
depend upon us for sound, unbiased advice at critical

times, we should always clearly state the limitations

governing our work. If the conditions of the prob-

lem presented conform to those in our experiment
then we can predict a certain result, but if there are ad-

ditional variable factors which we have not included in

our study then our information cannot be final. Just

here the opportunity for research on the part of the

practical sanitari:ui enters. By unearthing and defining

the new and variable elements in the larger practical

problem and transferring them to the laboratory for

consideration his work may become of inestimable

value to sanitary science.

The need for continued investigation both within

and without the laboratory is thus only too obvious,

and before leaving this theme I yield to the tempta-

tion of illustrating it from the general problem
of the etiology of infectious diseases, to which
I have given more or less attention. This prob-

lem demands the services of bacteriology, or more
broadly, of microbiology and of pathology. In the

domain of bacteriology we are just emerging from the

rather onesided and superficial study of bacteria and
their gross physiological characters, and beginning to

realize that the character of an infectious disease is

due to the host as well as to the parasite, and that the

interaction of the two organizations causes modifica-

tions in both. We are thus confronted by conditions

whose complexity was not anticipated ten or fifteen

years ago. We have learned, among other things, to

recognize quite a host of micro-organisms which have

the power to produce pathological conditions but which
are evidently secondary to other agencies. It has

been the custom to denominate as secondary those bac-

teria which follow in the wake of other pathogenic

forms, and which lead to various com})lications of the

primary disease, and which are frequently the imme-
diate cause of death. But there is evidence that per-

haps all pathogenic microbes are in a sense secondary,

in so far as their invasion is permitted only by morbid
conditions largely undefinable at present ; some of these

may resolve themselves into the effects of other micro-

organisms not at present known or under suspicion,

others may be due to changes in our food and environ-

ment infiuencing the physiological mechanisms. Our
investigations must therefore go back of the s^oecific

micro-organisms to more primary agencies or condi-

tions, for prevention begins as far back as the scienti-

fic analysis of i)atliogenic infiuences can reach. In the

meantime applied hygiene must try to suppress with

every possible means those causes actually in sight,

be they primary or secondary, in order to interrupt

the chain of agencies leading to disease. The practi-

cal benefit to be derived from the most profound study

of etiology resides in the fact that the farther we go
back of the immediate causes of disease the more
easily and economically can they be controlled, and
the more weajjons we are able to furnish the sanitarian

from which to choose in his combat with disease.

Among the problems which are today clamoring for

attention I may mention all those that group themselves

about the conce[)tion of immunity, the toxins, antitox-

ins and bactericidal forces, the variations of ])athogenic

bacteria, and the interrelation of human and animal

infections. There is ample op])ortunity for both bac-

teriologist and pathologist to exercise in this restricted
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(idd tilt! iii;fh('Ht (Ic^imm' of H(M(;iitific Hciitiiitii iiiitj MUijiuv

ity ill lilt' ii|i|tlifatit>ii iA pliysifiil, (•lu'inital ;iiii| i)ii)ii»;^'-

iciil iiiftlit)il.s Iti tlif sliitly t)!" tlisfiisf.

I'lissinjf tt) tilt! itnitiiit' tiisks t)l' llit- |)iil)lii; lit-ullli

liil)t)i-;itt)ry, wt' luivt' l)t'f<)i'o uh tlu! pi'Dhlt-in of nujtliotlH

jiiiil prot'ctlurt'rt tt) wliitih this s('ftit)ii lias tor tlif limt!

h(Uii<f foiniiiitt(!tl itst'lf. Wt; wish to Irani lit)vv wt-

ojiii mt)st tliorouijlily aiitl .succfHsfully tlo tlit'st- tasks

aiitl at tilt' saints timt- iorvw tliiMu tt) tlisi^'or^t-, as it

wore, facts now tt) si-it^iict! ; ln)vv wti t-aii so lit»moi,ffii-

ize our proct'sscs that those valual)lt» iiitliictioiis to

whifli I havt! rt'ft'rrt'il ("an hti rt'at^ht'il hy a utilizatit)ii

t)f inattu'ial frt)in all Ial)t)ratories. Wt; also wish tt)

learn how wt; t;aii ('t)u;ij('al our methotls antl yet have

them alive antl prt)<ri*essive.

To the investigator, niethotls are ever cliaiiniiii^

with tht; objects of research, because the nietlititl ft)

him is simi>ly a ])ath tt) the result. ^^'heIlt•v^I• the

latter has been attainetl, the path is abaniloneil ;iiit|

another laitl out tovvartls some other goal. The his-

tory of science is a witness to the fact that the most
connnantliiig geniuses have always createtl new methotls

rather than use those of their contemporaries or j)n!-

decessors. The reason is obvious. Every discovery

of a new fact demantls a new method, or at least a

profountl motliHcation of existing ones. Discoveries

are now and then accitlental, and may rest on errors

in the application of existing methods. From this

point of view methotls antl procedures are of very

high significance in science. They are in effect the

embodiment of the various factors which tletermine

the result, and they approach the nearer to the actual

processes of nature the greater the number of con-

trollable elements which enter into the probltnn.

With the attainment of certain results and their prac-

tical application for the tlift'erentiation and classifica-

tion of facts, there comes the necessity for the sim-

plifying and perfecting of methods for the use of that

large and growing army of workers engaged upon

the diagnostic and analytic tasks of our laboratories,

upon whose industry and faithfulness we must depend

for the routine performance of work demanded by the

public health. They must follow the beaten path,

and we must make it as short and direct as possible.

The essential value of such methods from which

uncertain factors have been largely eliminated resides

in the accunndation of tlata of mox'e or less uniform

character. These may become of great value in leatl-

iiig to new theories and inferences when the numerous
data are subjected to careful conii)arative study. To
demonstrate the truth of the new theories evolved,

new methods may be needed. We may illustrate

our statement by drawing upon some simple and

familiar facts obtainable by a stutly of the fermenta-

tive capacities of bacteria. The examination of a

large series of closely related colon forms has shown

that those which fail to act upon lactose and saccha-

rose belong to the distinctly pathogenic or invasive

forms. The inference wdiich may be drawn is that

in the act]uisition of parasitic habits the fermentative

action upon these sugars is not brought into play and

the function gradually lost. To prove this inference

it would be necessary to modify Ji colon form by pas-

sages through animals. For only by such an exi)eri-

ment can we efiectually banish certain other infer-

ences which rise up to cloutl our convictions, such as

the view that bacillus coli is not the direct ancestor of

tilt! pathogenic f{rr»ii|>, but tliiit iM>tli urv derivutiv(-H of

un aiit-eHtral form aii<l that tin- exiMtin^^ colon forniN

are no Itingi-r mtxiiliable into the invititive ty|)«'H.

II(;re u new chiHH of i;xperiiuentM Hlioiilr] ent^T with

new methotls U) teHt the tnfiTentx'H obtuiiied by thu

horizontal applicatit)n of a certiiin niethotl and a Hiiin-

mation of the rtjMult.H. CnleHs we are content to

have tiur Hcienct; i)iiili| itself iiji on tiy|K)tlieH45H or

thet)ries until it becomes toplitjuvy, we mu»t con-

tinually tievisf new trxperimtMitM to test them. The
relativt! merit of tin; statistittal ami the expirrimental

methotl in tlisclosing truth tjf a higher onh-r neetl not

tletain us here. They are both essential aii'l they f,u|)-

ph^meiit out; ant)tlit!r.

In tht! formulation of m<;tlioils for general une we
must continually bt;ar in miiul ct^rtain tend«;ncies

which are likely to takt; possession of us. lu the

first place, we must bt; charitable towanls work done
with other metlit)tls, although, it must be confessed, it

is often tlilhcidt to steer between the rejection of such

results, occasionally eml)t)ilying the germ of new and
highly original facts, antl the acceptance of work done
slovenly and in defiance of accredited methods. The
so-calletl schools in pure and applied science are

largely built upon methods of work. Some fifteen

years ago we were familiar with the Pasteur and the

Koch school of bacteriology, now things of the past,

because the respective technique has been matle uni-

versal. All that can be said of such schools is that

their value is temporary and their continueil recogni-

tion harmful.

Crystallized methods are thus both a safeguard and
a danger. They guide us and make our results homo-
geneous. They may also petrify our motles of

thought if we too slavishly adhere to them. We must,

in short, bear in mind that all codification of procetlures

and methods is too much like the fencing in of our ig-

norance. While the thought that it has been well

secured and that it cannot escape may be of great com-
fort and a means of relaxation to us, it may not advance
science or increase its utility. Lastly, cotlified methods
may stifle opportunity for discovery by being too top-

heavy' and hence by occupying too much time. The
truly sagacious entpiirer, however, soon knows where
to throw out ballast so as not to encumber his journey

too much.
In the choice of methods we should therefore

clearly define to ourselves our purpose. If we are

seeking the solution of new problems we must create

new ways and means. If we are making collective

investigations to secure and broaden the basis of ac-

cepted facts, our technit|ue must be both uniform and
detailed. But the duty of this laboratory section con-

sists not only in codifying methods, but also in contin-

ually examinnig and testing new devices and processes.

Methods will forever remain in a state of flux and all

that we can do is to see that the flow is uniform and
rapid and that the assimilation or rejection of what is

encountered on the way is fairly complete.

It is reported in the Journal of the American Medi-

cal Association that Francis Schlatter, the '* divine

healer," while on a recent visit to McKeesport, Pa.,

applied to the mayor for permission to hold outdoor

meetings in the public sipare to preach divine cure,

but was refused.
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((Original %xtitW,

FEEDING IN TYPHOID FEVER, WITH A KE-
PORT OF CASES.

BY GEOKOE W. MOOREHOUSE, M.D.,

Resident Physician to the Laktside Hospital, Cleveland, O.

At a meeting of the Cleveland Medical Society,

held December 8, 1899, the writer 2ire.sented a paper ^

with the above heading detailing the experience of the

Lakeside Hospital for a period of eight months in the

use of a more generous diet in the treatment of

typhoid fever than is the usual practice. During that

time there were 40 available cases out of a total in

the hospital of 57 individuals with typhoid fever.

Five of the cases died, a mortality of 8.8% ; death

was due in 2 cases to toxemia, and in 3 to perforation,

and all of these had been kept, from the time of en-

trance to death, on milk diet. There were no deaths

in the series of .'^5 who were fed early. There was a

total of 11 relapses in 57 individuals, or 19%.
In seventeen months of the writer's service in this

hospital, March 1, 1899, to July 31, 1900, 150 indi-

viduals with typhoid fever have been discharged from

the hospital, including the 57 individuals of the first

report, and it is the purpose of this paper to consider

the effect of early feeding in typhoid fever on the ba-

sis of this experience.

In addition to precautions designed to prevent the

spread of the disease to other patients and to the at-

tendants, the general treatment and management of

cases of typhoid may be very briefly told. Their

mouths and throats are kept clean by the use of

sprays and mouth washes, and they are guarded so far

as is possible from unnecessary exertion. The tem-

perature is taken every three or four hours, and when
above 102.5° F. a tub bath is given. The initial tem-

perature of the bath is 85° F., and this is reduced in

proportion to the temjjerature of the patient, but not

usually below G8° F. An initial dose of calomel is

given to about one-half the cases ; later, enemata are

relied upon to relieve constipation until well along in

convalescence, except that in the service of one of the

visiting physicians calomel in doses of \ grain three

times daily, combined, if this does not prove effectual,

with j^odophyllin, usually in the dose of ^^ grain, is

not infrequently employed. In another service the

use of some of the commoner mild laxatives in case of

a sudden exacerbation of temperature in convalescence,

or even during the latter part of defervescence in case

of constipation, has been frequent. For tympanites

turpentine stujjes and enemata with turpentine were
used with satisfaction ; in the same condition an

emulsion of turpentine was given to a few patients,

but with so little apparent good effect that its use was
not extensive. Other than the above there has been
very little medic-ation unh^ss stimulation seemed neces-

sary. Alcohol, usually in the form of whiskey, was
the stimulant most frequently used, and it is probable

that a large proportion of all patients who were sick

enough to demand any considerable number of baths

received some alcohol in the course of the disease.

Strychnia takes second place in the list of stimulants.

Next to strychnia strong coffee was a not infrecjuent

order, 4 ounces ever}- four hours, and in a certain

class of cases, particularly those with well-marked

> Cleveland Journal of Medicine, vol. v., No. 2, February, 1900.

apathy, it gave very striking and gratifying results.

Digitalis was used in one or two desperate cases. In
patients with profound toxemia, infusions of salt solu-

tion were used a few times, and this is a procedure
that deserves, in the opinion of the writer, a more
thorough trial than it has yet been given. As the

general condition of the patient improved after en-

trance, frequent inquiries were made as to the return

of the appetite, and when that was noted, soft typhoid

diet was ordered, usually at once without direct ref-

erence to the temperature. With a return of the ap-

petite, however, the temperature was almost invaria-

bly falling. At times a patient might be hungry very
shortly after complaining of severe abdominal pain, or

after having had a hemorrhage from the bowel, or

while the temperature was still very high, and in such

cases the feeding would very likely be withheld for a

time. In the original paper, I say :
" Furthermore

the appetite and not the temperature has been made
the guide to the continuance and to the increase of

the diet once begun, and a number of patients went
through an entire relapse without any decrease in the

diet, the appetite holding good during the entire

time." This statement is true to a great extent in

the entire series, although the writer has. a little more
frequently than before, ordered the patient back on to

a milk or other li(juid diet on the occurrence of a rise

of temperatui'e, to see what effect it might have on
the subsequent course of the fever. This procedure,

however, has in no case seemed to cut it short in any
way. On the other hand, in cases with persistent

anorexia, associated with a falling temperature, the

visiting physicians have manifested a disposition to

tempt the appetite of the patient by ordering the

larger variety of the soft typhoid diet.

As to sitting up, the general rule was that the pa-

tient must have been for 10 days with a normal
temperature, and, in view of the tendency of a

typhoid's temperature to become subnoi-mal after the

febrile period has passed and to remain so for a con-

siderable length of time, a normal temperature with

reference to the first propping up in bed was inter-

preted as one which never reached a higher level than
98.6° F. In case the temperature varied within prac-

tically normal limits, but frequently reached 99° or

99.5° F., the first bedrest was postponed for a time,

usually to the end of the second week of such temper-

ature.

In December, after the first eight months' experi-

ence, a series of typhoid diets was adopted at the

Lakeside Hospital, for the purpose of simplifying the

orders for patients with typhoid fever, and as an aid

in making their care uniform throughout the hospital.

The diets adoj)ted are as follows :

3Iilk diet.— The standard for a milk diet shall be

8 ounces every two hours, subject to special directions

as to night feedings. Watch stools for undigested

milk. Repoi't and record failure to take full amount.

Liquid typhoid diet.— In twenty-four hours : Milk,

8 ounces four times ; milk, G ounces with tea or coffee,

^ to 1 ounce twice ; albumin water, 8 ounces twice ;

beef tea, 8 ounces once ; malted milk, 8 ounces once ;

chicken broth and barley water, each 3 ounces once ;

beef juice and barley water, each 3 ounces once.

Those liquids which are to be given only once in

twenty-four hours may be risplaced by equivalent

amounts of any of the following : Broths, milk-whey,

slip, junket, strained soujjs or gruels.
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Soft tj/phold diet. — Add to tlit; li(|uid or milk diet:

(I) Ice crfiiiii, vvi'll-cookcd riccr (l)oili:d), hrotlis iii;iv

\)v tliickciicd witli it ; (2) soft Ixtilcrl or poiifilii-d t-^^ir

oil soft toiist, liliiiK- iii;iiii(c jiiid milk |)ii(ldiii;^H, Ciilfs

foot and otlicr <;(ilatiii(' jellies ; (.')) ;;riiels, eriickers

or hreiid soft(!ued in milk or broths, maearoni, linely

minced and scraped meats. Tiie increase, in diet to

be very <fradiial, om; addition tbc; iiist day, two the

socond, etc., s(;ra|)(Ml beef on the fonrth or liftli (hiy.

Typhoid ronrole.'irent diet. — Add to anything al-

ready jriven the following in aliont the order nuMitioMccj.

Soft parts of oysters, a t(!nder sweeti)read, chop,

sqnab,- <>amc^ (small), '^ chicken, fish, cutlet, steak, rare

roast beef. INIealy baked potato may be giVen with

any of tlu' meals.

Fuli typhoid diet.— Six A. M., milk ; 8 A. m., break-

fast, a cereal with cream and a small amonnt of

sugar if desired, milk with tea or coffee, egg on toast,

bread or toast with butter if desired; 10 A. M., l)read

and butter, with gruel or milk, or broth with egg;
11.30 A. >!., dinner, soup which may be thickened,

some meat, as chop, or cutlet, or fish, or steak, or

roast beef, or the soft parts of oysters, or swt^et-

breads,'^ or squab, '^ or small game,'^ mealy baked
potato, or rice, or macaroni, or sphaghetti, with a

simple dessert, as ice cream, or blanc mange, or milk

pudding; 2 to 3 v. m., like 10 A. M. ; 4 to 4.30 v. m.,

supper, creamed chicken, or a bit of cold meat, as

chicken or roast beef, bread, and milk flavored with

tea or coffee ; G i*. :m., cocoa or gruel or broth. At
night, milk two to four times.

These directions are furnished with the diet lists.

Any change from a less to a more generous diet must
be gradual. The between-meal feedings of liquids

are important as limiting the amount of solid food

taken at one time, their importance increasing in pro-

portion to the earliness of the order for the generous

diet.

The writer does not claim the merit of originality

for the above diets and, except for the greater cer-

tainty that he will be understood in the article, would
not report them. The liquid typhoid diet and the

soft typhoid diet are modelled on the lines of diets

he was acquainted with in his medical service at the

Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston. The full

typhoid diet is an adaj)tatiou to conditions prevailing

with us of the diet used by Dr. Bushuyev' and while

it may seem that the meals recur with great frequency,

one or two feedings used by that observer have been
omitted from this schedule.

The standard li(piid diet has been milk, for Dr.

Fitz's * study of the subject seems to show that the

mortality on a milk diet is somewhat less than that on
other liquid diet. On the relatively rare occasions

when milk was very repugnant to the patient the

liquid typhoid diet was ordered, and still more rarely

milk was wholly omitted from the bill of fare. In

such cases the change to a more liberal diet w'as made
as promptly as possible. Full typhoid diet was added
to this list for the sake of completeness at the time of

the adoption of the other typhoid diets, and in view of

its possible use in case any of the physicians to the

hospital should desire to begin the use of solids at a

very eai'ly stage of the disease : furthermore it was

> Used only for private ward patteuts.
' See Tliayer in Projjressive Medicine, vol. i.

* Typlioid Fever at the Massachusetts General Hospital during the
Past Seventy-eight Years, Uostou INledioal and Surgical Journal, vol.
cxli, No. 2\.

(h'Higned uh a poHsible variant U> the coiivuleMCtiiit ty-

phoid diet. lis use liiiN nr)i lie«'n ext^-nHJve.

During Heventeeu montliH from .March 1, IM'JII, t/>

.Inly 31, l!M)(), l.")OcuHeH of typhoid fev«T hav*; Immmi

diH<;liarg<-«| from the Lakeside Hospital. Of thin

number .{.'{ are not reported, while I 17 an; reporli-d.

With regani to the (tasc-s not report*-*!, .3 were given
soft di(!t HO late that they may be said to have been on
a li(piid diet for the usual length of time. In .'> vau^vh

the diagnosis is not absolutely assured; in all of thene
the cours(! of the f(rver wliile lln; patients were under
observation in the hospital was mild and short, and
with one (!X(!eplion the Widal reaction was never o\t-

tained. Had the reartion been ol»taiii(;d in the 4 caneH
which di<l not show it they wimiM ]»- e(jnsider<'d r-er-

tain though mild (;ases of typhoid iv\t-r. The case- in

which it was obtained had been a soldier during the
Spanish-.Vnierieaii War, and while in <;amjj in the
Tnited Stat(!s lia<l been sick with "malaria," an«l it

was impossible to decide with any cerUiinty from the
history given for the previous illness that it had not
been typhoid. While in the hosfjital he had a slight
fever and dysenteric evacuations of the bowels. The
subsecjuent history of another doubtful case is known
and the length of time which elapsed before the pa-
tient fully recovered her normal strength makes the
diagnosis of typhoid very probable. p:itlier from a
continuance of the licjuid diet to the usual time in con-
valescence, or on account of such a departure from the
routine procedure as regards diet here described, 11
private cases are not included in the report of feed-
ing. One case became dissatisfied and was dischar<Ted
against advice a few days after entrance on a milk
diet. One case while still on a milk diet perforated,
was operated upon and recovered. Twelve cases died
before any change from milk, 8 of toxemia and 4 of
l)erforation ;

^ 1 case, to be mentioned in detail below,
was changed from milk to soft diet before the temper-
ature was normal, had a relapse, was again put on
milk diet, nine days later perforation, operation,
death.

One hundred and seventeen cases were given soft
typhoid diet before or very shortly after the tempera-
ture became normal.
The report in the first paper considered only one

change of diet to each patient fed early. When,
however, we consider the second orders of soft diet
for those patients who, on account of a return of the
fever, were put back on milk diet, and each increase
in diet ordered early in convalescence, we have a much
larger number of diet changes upon which to base our
conclusions. The following statements show the se-

(piences to diet orders, except those from a more to a
less liberal diet, and are 174 in number or, excluding
those twice counted, 159.

Class la. Feeding on normal ^ temperature, fol-

lowed by slight irregularities of temperature, 5 cases :

Soft diet on second day of normal temperature, 2 cases.
''

,
" fourth " " "

1 CHse.
Convalescent " flrst " " "

i case.^" " second " " "
\ case.'

» One gave no Widal reaction on repeated trials. An autopsy how-
ever, demonstrated the correctness of the clinical diagnosis.

" With reference to feeding, any days temperature is considered
normal when its highest rise is 99" F. or below, provided that the
temperature of previous days give reasonable assurance that it will
not go above that point.

' In this case the greatest rise, to 100 F., occurred after bedrest.
,.,* Temperature (sub)normal eleven day* before a relapse : rolapse-
like rise of seven days' duration occurred ten davs after feeding was
begun

; patient did not seem sick : spleen palpable for the flrst Ume
in the illness.
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Class \h. Feeding on normal temperature; no

subsequent rise. 39 cases :

Soft diet on first day of normal temperature
" " second " " "
" " third " " "
" " fourlli " " "
" " fifth " " "
" " Seventh " " "
" " eighth " " "
" " ninth " " "

5 cases.
5 "

1 case.
4 cases.
3 "
1 case.
1 "

1 "

Convalescent diet on second day of normal temperature, 2 cases

third
fourth
fifth

sixth
seventh
eighth
tenth
fifth

4
3 "

2 "

2 "
1 case.
2 cases.
1 case.
1 "

Class Ila. Feeding before normal temperature,

followed by relapse-like rise of temperature, 21 cases

:

Soft diet, relapse (?) begins at once, 4
" " " in 2 days, 1

Convalescent diet, relapse (?) begins at once 1
" " '• " in 11 days 1

« .. 11 .< << 20 " 1

Y\x\\ " " " at once 1

Duration.
8, 11, 13 and 14 days.
15" "

27
10 and 10

"

5
"

ll(?;)i» "

10 u "

4 (h), 21 (h)
10(/>)i2

3(6)
13 (/>)

8 (,h)

Duration.
16 days.
7(6) "
1(b) "

17

Class llh. Feeding followed by slight or irregu-

lar fever not thought to be relapse, 13 cases.

Irregular temperature subsequent to feeding is continuous
with similar temperature previously 12

Irregularity occurs after ten days of normal temperature
and is associated with anemia and bedrest .... 1

Class lie. Defervescence apparently unaffected by

food, 84 cases :

Cases.

Soft diet, lysis undisturbed 60
" " " until increase of diet 7 days after 1

<' " 27 "
1

•• 42 " 1(6)

8 days, relapse (?) of 5 days' duration 1

11

10 "

4 '• "
" 22 " "

10 "
" 3 " "

13 "

8 "

then irregular temperature

1

1

1

1(6)
1

1

1

1

113

1"

Cases.

Convalescent diet, lysis undisturbed 6
" " " II days, followed by relapse (?)

of 7 days* duration 1 (6)

Convalescent diet, ly^is undisturbed, 20 days, followed by relapse i?)

of 7 days' duration 1 1°

House diet, lysis undisturbed 2

Class ITrf. Defervescence aj)parently hastened by

feeding, 11 cases.

I have fr('(}uently been asked regarding the degree

of fever present when these patients were first fed.

This interesting question is answered as to the patients

who were fed before the temperature became normal

Relapse continued to perforation.
'» Certain cases are twice counted as to their behavior subsequent

to a single diet order ; all such are marked (6) in the place where they

were thought Uhh properly to belong.
" Elevation of temperature continued to discharge of patient

" against advice," before the conopletion of defervescence.
'- Elevation of t<;mperature associated with phlebitis.

" Patient unruly, got out of bed.
'* Irregular temiieratnre, associated with anemia and bedrest.
" Discharged " against advice," before deferve8C(!nce was com-

pleted.

in the following chart, which shows the average ^*

highest temperature on the day of feeding and for

seven days preceding and following that event. It

also indicates the extreme range of highest tempera-
ture for the same day in the vertical line. None but
the highest temperatures for the day are considered.

The highest point in the line shows the highest tem-
perature for the day of that patient whose temperature
registered the highest, the lowest point of the line

shows the highest temperature of the daj^ for the pa-

tient whose temperature registered the lowest.

The total number of deaths in the series was 13.

All were^on a milk diet at the time of death, but 1

had been put on soft diet on the twenty-sixth day of

the disease, with a very moderate appetite and a tem-
perature which ranged from 99° to 101.5° F. His
next day's temperature did not rise above 100.5° F.
and in the morning touched normal. From that point

on the temperature gradually ascended. On the fifth

i
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cc|)t(t(l authoi'iticH, it ih irnpuHHihle to ('oiijccturf, nor
liiivi! we li(*r(! uiiy s(;rii!s kept iiiiiluriiily on milk iliit

with vvliicli to compim! tlicHir rcHults.

It is possiiilc, iiovvcv*')-, to iiiiii u iikxIituIi- ainoiiiit

uf ovidciKu; in the litt'iatiirc of typlioid wliicli Ih-ui-h

on tiiis (luc'Htioii. In IH'.lT Dr. Sliultiick " ri-portfd

that, from IKH(> to iW'.t.'JJic iiad liad under iii.s caro at the

Mas.sac.iiUHi'tts (Jiiiicral Hospital, 2.'i."{ cases of typhoid

fever treated with a milk dic^t, with a mortality of

10%, and that from IHi).'! to 1H'.)7, 147 ha<l heen

tr(>ated with a nion! liberal diet, with a mortality of

H.1%. Dr. li. II. Fit/, '* in a very interestin<^ article

on typhoid fevi'r at tin; same hospital for the past

seventy-eight years, cov(M-iny the wliolc period durin<^

which typhoid fever has been dilVerenliated from
typhus in this country, gives later (igures on the

same subject. According to this article, Dr. Shat-

tuck's mortality from l.Sl);5 to 1«;)8 was 11.3%, as

compared with that of 1;"'.1% among patients using

largely a milk diet.

The most interesting experience in the liberal feed-

ing of typhoid patients which has come to my notice

is that of a Russian army surgeon. An abstract of

the original report is given by Thayer in his article

on typhoid fever in the first volume of " Progressive

Medicine." The entire number of patients with ty-

phoid fever entering the hospital with which Dr.

Bushuyev was connected, 154 in all, were divided, as

equally as possible, between him and a colleague.

The patients of the latter, 74 in number, received the

treatment common in that hospital, and this included

as to diet two litres of milk and one or two soft boiled

eggs in the day. Dr. Bushuyev's patients, 80 in

number, at entrance were put upon a liberal diet,

very similar to the one described earlier under the

name of " full typhoid diet." In a small number of

cases he was unable to get the patient to take solid

food, and when this was the case he was put on a milk

diet, and Dr. Bushuyev called it forced feeding. The
forced feeding was discontinued as soon as possible.

The statistical results are interesting, but Dr. Bushuyev
does not profess to be able to draw any very positive

conclusions from so small a number of cases. The
general mortality was 10% on the liberal, and 12.1%
on the milk diet. The average duration of the fever

after entrance was 18.9 days for those liberally fed,

and 22.3 days for thoe on milk.^^ The average stay

in the hospital was forty-two days for those liberally

fed, and 4i).2 for the others ; this represents a gain to the

hospital of one year, two hundred and eleven days for

a single patient. Of the patients liberally fed only

8.3% were discharged incapable of duty, but of those

who were kept on a milk diet l'').4% were so dis-

charged. Of the patients who died, the average day
of death was the twenty-eighth of the disease for the

patients liberally fed and the twenty-sixth for those

on milk.

The objection of those who fear to give solid food

early to patients with typhoid fever on account of its

supposed liability to cause either hemorrhage or perfora-

tion seems to be that the food by mechanical irritation

may in some way cause either one or the other of these

serious accidents. In no case in the 117 given soft

I' Diet in Typhoid Fever. Journal of tlie American Medical As-
sociation, vol. xxix, p. 51, 1897.

'* Tyjihoid Fever at the Massachusetts General Hospital during
the Past Seventy-eight Years, Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,
vol. cxli, No. 21.

•» The average duration of the fever after eutranco in our series
was eighteen to nineteen days.

diet, moHt of thiMu when the U-inpr-rutun; had atill a
conhiderable daily range, um may In; seen by referencfl

to the chart, did we have inte-flinui ln-riiorrhuf^e un a

He<piel. The oidy eane in wlii(!h inl<HtinuI [lerforatioii

wiiH n He«piel to feeding has been di-hcribed at length

above and it is hard to Hce how anything in the liNt of

"soft typhoid diet" could meclianicully have (:aiiH«;<l

p(>rforation of the, int(;Htine nine dayn ufu-r the return

to milk diet.

The .HtiitUH of the (piestion of the relation of fe«;<ling

to relap.se is quite dilTerent, and is one not altogether

ea.Hy to settlf. In this sjtries the writer will r<port

30 relap.se-lik(! rises of temperature, 1> before and 21

after feeding, a total of 20% of relapse.s to 150 pa-

tients, or IM% of H'lapse .after feeding in the 117 fed

early. Hither 18 or 20% of relapse is a s<nnewliat

higher proportion than the highest usually rejiorted,

and is about twici; as high as the percentages most
commonly reported. The writer feels confident that

he has included among the cases of relajise a consid-

(n"abl(! number that would not have been so classifie-d

by others. There are several rea.sons for this b«"lief.

Osier ^ says that " a relapse is a repetition, sometimes
only a summary of the original attack, and that two
of the three im[)ortant symptoms — step-like tempera-

ture at onset, ro.seola and enlarged spleen— should Ik;

present to determine the diagnosis of a relapse." Tlie

records on these cases are not in all respects satisfac-

tory, in that negative examinations have not always
been recorded ; however, in G of the cases in which it ia

stated that a relapse occurred after feeding there is

some indication, positive or nearly ,so, that in the re-

lapse the spleen was increased in size as compared
with the days just previous to the relapse; in about the

same number we are able to say that there is no di.s-

coverable increase in size of the spleen or fresh erup-

tion of the rose rash. About the remainder the writer

is unable to state with positiveness in view of the si-

lence of the histories on the points in question, but in

many, possibly in a majority, of these cases, negative

examinations were made but not recorded. In the

matter of the temperature we are not in doubt ; all

had the step-like elevation of temperature. In the

table, when speaking of the duration of a relapse, the

time is counted as including the first day on which the

temperature reached 99° F. in its rise, when that took
place from a normal level, to the last day on which it

reached the same point ; on this most generous basis

of counting the duration of a relapse we have them of
only five, four and three days' duration. Another
reason why it seems probable that rises of temperature
which have not usually been called relapse are here
included is that in all but one or two cases they have
seemed very mild. There has been one death in re-

lapse and this, in the 30 instjinces which have been
called relapse, is a mortality of 3.3

'^/f. Hare -^ re-

l)orts from the literature a mortality of 9.1% in 2.')2

cases of relapse.

There are some other interesting questions which
may be considered with reference to tlie possible rela-

tion between feeding ami relapse which will be verv
little affected by the possible incorrectness in the diag-
nosis of the condition, provided only that the sanrie

considerations have determined in each instance
whether a given rise of temperature shall or shall not
be called a relapse, and this is the c;i«e. It is probably

=" Practice of Medicine.
^' Medical Complications and Sequel.-c of Typhoid FeTer.
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true that the usual arguments against early feeding in

typhoid fever, so far as they refer to the occurrence of

a relapse, would lead one to believe that if feeding in

the manner detailed is a cause of relapse and is there-

fore " improper feeding " such relapse is to be ex-

pected immediately upon the issuance of the order for

the more generous diet. The chart, which shows the

average highest temperatures in the patients who were

fed before normal temperature on the day of the

first feeding, and for one week before and one

week after that time, a total of fifteen days, indicates

very clearly that feeding does not interrupt the de-

fervescence.

The important features in these diet lists are two,

the articles permitted, and the directions for the in-

crease in diet, ensuring the gradualness of any increase

from a less to a more generous diet level, but the new
level was fully reached in the average case in about

four to five days, whether it was a change from milk

to soft or from soft to convalescent diet. There were

in the entire number fed 117, 151) orders increasing

the diet at a stage of the disease early enough to make
it seem advisable to report them, and in only 10 of

these cases, 6.3% of all instances of increase of diet,

was there any irregularity of temperature which could

have been called a relapse within a period of seven

days from the time of the increase in the diet; 11

more, or 0.9%, had the step-like rise of temperature

in from eight to twenty-one days after the order in-

creasing the diet, a total of 13.1% of relapse at any
period after increase of diet, while no such change oc-

curred in 138, the remaining instances.

The average stay in the hospital on a milk diet has

been ten days; the average time elapsing from the first

order increasing the diet to an order for the patient to

be propped up in bed with a bedrest was eighteen days.

These two events divide the first twenty-eight days of

the average patient's stay in the hospital into two con-

venient periods. In the first 9 relapses occurred, and
in the second there were 21. Since "the true relapse

usually sets in after complete defervescence," *^ and
since the defervescence is not completed until after the

end of the first period, it would scarcely need the fact

of feeding at the beginning of the second period to ex-

plain the greater number of relapses taking place in

it.

There are certain items of interest which have
been observed in the course of treatment of these

cases which do not lend themselves to statistical state-

ment. There has been no trouble in patients with

typhoid fever receiving food surreptitiously. They
are kept in wards with patients suffering from other

diseases, but neither from their mates in the ward nor

from their friends do they receive food not allowed,

and this with only ordinary watchfulness on the part

of the nurses. Complications may or may not influ-

ence perceptibly the teinj)erature of a jjatient with

ty])lioid fever. l'lilel)itis often does ; in 2 cases with

marked phlebitis there has been a step-like rise of the

temperature, coinciding in the onset with the occur-

rence of the jihlebitis, reseinljling in every way the

temperature of a relapse, and these cases have been

counted as relapses although no enlargement of the

spleen and no fresh eruption of the rose rash was de-

tected. Menstruation has, in one or two instances,

apparently caused a rise of temperature in convales-

cence, but has frequently failed to produce any dis-

" Practice of Medicinn.

turbance. Earlier in the paper the fact that at the

apparent completion of defervescence the temperature
at tinuss fails to become (sub) normal, but ranges al-

most indefinitely at from 97° to 99° or even 99.5° F
was mentioned. This is so uniformly the case with
patients who are unruly and cannot be induced to lie

quietly in bed, but jump around, prop themselves up
on their elbows, etc., that we are confident that rest-

lessness is a very certain cause for such irreguhirities

in temperature. In the same connection it may be in-

teresting to note that a patient who has had the sub-

normal temperature that is to be expected in convales-

cence will have a tem])erature that goes up to 99° F
or higher when he first gets up. Ordinarily one
looks upon this as a return of the temperature to the

normal range, but in such cases the quieter a patient

is kept the lower will be the temperature, and the

true cause of the greater range is probably to be
found in exertion in advance of complete recovery of

strength. The greatest instability of temperature
seems to be found in patients with the most consider-

able degree of post-typlioidal anemia and the poor-

est general condition. There have been three or

four patients in the series who have entered much be-

low par, and while gaining on generous diet, have not

gained as the majority of patients do ; in these cases

we have been confronted by an elevation of tempera-
ture every time the patients have been allowed to sit

up, and when they have been sent back to bed again

the temperature has dropped to subnormal at once.

In general the condition of patients who are being fed

is very satisfactory, they begin to put on flesh at once,

and show a continuous gain in strength and spirits as

well as in flesh. It is possible that patients fed a lit-

tle less early would be more manageable, for these

feel so very well that it is often hard to keep them
quiet. A fair proportion of all the cases have been
heard from since discharge, and they usually report

themselves as having returned to their ordinary em-
ployment shortly after discharge, and as never having
felt better, the inference being that as regards re-

covery of normal condition liberal feeding is a distinct

advantage, and I think that I may make this state-

ment as voicing the impressions of the visiting staff.

The conclusion that a more generous diet in typhoid

fever is advisable will be made or rejected after a con-

sideration of its effects upon mortality, upon the gen-

eral condition of the patient both during the progress

of the disease and after his discharge from the care of

the physician, and furthermore as to whether it in-

creases the chanc(!s of hemorrhage, ^perforation, or re-

lapse. Whatever information is given on these points

by this series of 150 cases of typhoid fever treated in

the course of seventeen mouths is here presented for

your consideration.

The writer wishes to thank the visiting physicians

to the hospital for the opportunity to feed these

patients early, as well as for permission to report the

cases.

A CiTT Plague Laboratory.— The New York

City Board of Health, at a recent meeting, awarded a

contract for the building of the laboratory for the

study of the bubonic j)lague on the Willard Parker

Ilosjntal grounds. The cost of the building will be

$19,893. The laboratory is to be built in three

mouths. — Medical Record.
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TIIK CO-OrKKA'I'ION OF TlIK MKDICAL AND
I.K(!AL rilOKKSSIONS.'

Il\ IIICOUIIIG A. NANDICUHON, KH({., ItOHroN.

" or liiw lliKDi (Uiii bo no litKM iiokiio\vl<t)lK<«l tliiin Unit liur iioul In In
Hut bD^oiii <>l (iixl, hor voioi* llio hikriiioiiy of tin) wiiilil. All tliliiKR
ill heiivuii iiiiit (uirlli ilo liur lioiiinKtt — tlio vury I«iimI iim fuulliig hur
oare ;

llio ({'"^l^''"'- »>* <<'( >ix«iii|il,tiil fioiii hor powor."

Tins (lctinitit)ii of l;i\v l»y Hooker is (•oiuinclicii-

sivc <Mioiii;Ii to iiicliulc :ill tlw; professions.

The law as it is practised today is the oiiti^rowth of

human experience. 'IMie, rii^lits which it (Miforces and
th(! wrongs wliich it re(h"esses were l)ased in the (irst

instance on expediency, and they have in time Ix-coine

a system of principhs. 'l"he (l(!veh)pment has lieen

usually ill Hue with moral priiuMples, although tin;

law doi!s not undertaki^ to enforce v.wxy moral ol)lii;a-

tion as a le<jal duty.

The problems of the physician as well as his dailv

occupation lie almost wholly outside the range of the

lawyer's experience. It is not often that a physician

is in a position in his profession where lie cannot do
the work in hand without the assistance of an attorm\v,

but the lawyer constantly has work to do which it is

impossible for hini to accomplish without the assist-

ance of tlu! medical expert. It is here that the two
professions most often and most closely meet. The
points of contact are so many and so important that a

knowledge of medical jurisprudence, vvhi('h has l)een

defined to be " the application of every branch of

medicine to the purposes of the law," becomes almost
indispensable.

The purpose of the Massachusetts Medico- Legal
Society should be, in part at least, that the legal

aspects of the physician's work may be emphasized,
and that the medical and legal professions may be

brought into closer relations with each other.

The complete dependence of the courts and attor-

neys on the physician's knowledge is illustrated in the

most important trials known to our State courts,

namely, trials for murder. I doubt if a murder case

is ever tried or can be properly tried without the testi-

mony of one or more men specially trained and
skilled in medicine.

In Commonwealth vs. Rogers, the defendant was in-

dicted in 1843 for the murder of Charles Lincoln, .Jr.,

warden of the State Prison. The defence was in-

sanity. Chief .Justice Shaw, one of the most eminent
of the men who have held judical position in this

Commonwealth, defined certain tests of insanity. " A
man is not to be excused from responsibility if he has

capacity and reason sufficient to enable him to distin-

guish between right and wrong as to the particular

act he is then doing, a knowledge and consciousness

that the act he is doing is wrong and criminal, and
will subject him to punishment. In order to be re-

sponsible, he must have sufficient power of memory to

recollect the relation in which he stands to others, and
in which others stand to him ; that the act he is doing

is contrary to the plain dictates of justice and right,

injurious to others and a violation of the dictates of

duty."

The court also said that an insane delusion will be

an excuse for a criminal act if it " is such that the

person under its influence has a real and firm belief of

some fact, not true in itself, but which if it were true

would excuse his act."

' Read before the Massachusetts Medico-Legal Society, October 3,

1900.

This cuHC has a npecial intcreHt for mfdiral m«'ii,

becauHo tlie chief juMtice diMcuMHcd the (pieHtjon of
medical evidence, lie said : "In general, it Im th«
o[)inion of the jury which into govern, and thiH \n Ut Im?

formed upon the proof of f.iets laid U-fore them.
Jtut Home (juestioiis lie beyond the scope of the obner-
vation and experience of men in general, but are (juJUe

within the observation and experience of those whow?
peculiar pursuits and profession have brought tliat«la>»H

of facts freipieiitly and habitually under their ••orisidera-

tion. . . . A familiar insfanre of the ap|)li<ation of this

piinci|)le occMirs very often in (;ases of hf>ini(;ide when,
upon certain facts being tcNtilied to by other witnesseH,
medical persons are aske(| whether in their opinion a
particular wouiul described would be an ade<juat<;

cause, or whether such wound was, in their o[)inioii,

the actual cause of the death in tin; particular ca«e.
Such question is commonly asked without objection

;

and the judicial ])roof of the fact of killing often
depends wholly or mainly upon such t«.'stimony of
opinion. It is upon this ground that the opinions of
witnesses who have long been conversant with in-

sanity in its various forms, and wlio have had the care
and superintendence of insam; persons, are received as
compet(!iit evidence, even though they have not had
opportunity to examine the particular patient, and
observe the symptoms and indications of disease at
the time of its supposed existence. It is designed to
aid the judgment of the jury in regard to the influence
and effect of certain facts which lie out of the obser-
vation and experience of persons in general. And
such opinions, when they come from persons of great
experience, and in whose correctness and sobriety of
jiKlgment just confidence can be had, are of great
weight and deserve the respectful consideration of a
jury. But the opinion of a medical man of small ex-
perience, or of one who has crude and visionary
notions, or wdio has some favorite theory to support,
is entitled to very little consideration. The value of
such testimony will depend mainly ujjou the experi-
ence, fidelity and impartiality of the witness who gives
it."

The chief justice further said : '"One caution in re-
gard to this point it is proper to give. Even where
the medical or other professional witnesses have at-

tended the whole trial and heard the testimonv of the
other witnesses as to the facts and circumstances of
the case, they are not to judge of the credit of the
witnesses or of the truth of the facts testified by
others. It is for the jury to decide whether such
facts are satisfactorily proved. And the proper ques-
tion to be put to the professional witness is this : • If
the symptoms and indications testified to by other
witnesses are proved, and if the jury are satisfied of
the truth of them, whether, in their opinion, the partv
was insane, and what was the nature and character of
that insanity, what state of mind did they indicate,
and what they would expect would be the conduct of
such a person in any supposed circumstances ?

'
"

The case of the Commonwealth is. Lorenzo W.
Barnes, tried in ]\Iiddlesex in May. 18;t7, illustrates
how several distinct lines of medical inquiry mav be
involved in one case. Barnes was charged with the
murder of John Deane by striking him with an axe
at 31aynard, on December 17. 189(5. Mr. Dcane was
left alone in his house by his daughters, who went to
work ill the morning of the day of the murder. Thev
returned in the evening and found their father dead in
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a pool of blood ou the kitchen floor. Two cuts with

an axe had been made in the head and neck, one of

which severed the spinal cord. No one had seen the

murder committed, and no one had been seen going to

or from the house.

Late in the afternoon of the day of the murder,

about twilight, Barnes asked for a ride into Maynard
from a short distance outside the town. He was on

the road which led from Mr. Deane's house, and was
some distance from it. He visited a bar room and

washed his hands. He bought a new pair of boots

and threw his old ones over a bridge. These boots

remained on the ice of the river until the next day,

when the}^ were taken by one of the witnesses and
given, with Barnes's other clothing and the axe, to

Professor Wood for examination. He was able to

point out many spots on the boots, trousers and coat

worn by Barnes that were consistent with being human
blood ; and he also showed by the shape and appear-

ance of many of the spots the direction from which

the blood had come and something of the force with

which it hit the object.

He was able to testify from investigations that an

invariable rule is that in pear-shaped blood stains the

stem of the pear is away from the source from which
the blood comes ; that the bulk of the blood in a stain

is at the farther point from the source except in cases

wliere the blood impinges upon a smooth surface, and
then the force of gravitation will carry the bulk of the

blood to the lower portion of the stain.

The blood stains on the boots were explained so

fully that they made a very important part of the evi-

dence. The direction from which the blood must have
come and its distribution on the boots were consistent

with results which would be expected if the boots

were worn by the man who struck Mr. Deane with

the axe.

The professor was able also to testify that some of

the blood marks on the axe handle were finger-print

marks. There was another matter along this line

which was to be developed, namely, to take impres-

sions of the hands of Barnes and, comparing them with

the finger prints on the axe, to prove that the hand of

Barnes must have made the marks upon the axe. The
results of tliis experiment could not be known before

the trial, because it seemed better not to take an im-

pression of Barnes's hands while he was in jail await-

ing trial. I understand that the impressions were ol>

tained with Barnes's consent after the verdict, but I

do not know what conclusions, if any. Professor

Wood has reached in the matter.

The medical examiner gave in great detail the con-

dition of the body, its position in the room when he

arrived, as well as many important facts about the

tal)le, stove, axe, chairs and blood stains in the room.

He, of course, stated the results of his autopsy, giving

the condition and appearance of the different organs

of the body, the exact nature and extent of the wounds
in tlie head and neck, and the cause of death. A
model made or i)rocured by him showing the place of

the wounds greatly assisted the jury in understanding

his statements.

The case was also interesting and important be-

cause of the issue of insanity that was raised and
tried. Two experts on insanity were called by the

deffMidant and four by the (Commonwealth. The
claim was made; by tlu; defence that the defendant re-

ceived a sunstroke when three years old, which caused

a lesion of the brain, and that he had always been
weak mentally since that time. The defendant was
lame in one leg, and it was claimed that the lameness

was caused by the sunstroke. It was said to be an in-

terference with the nervous structure which showed
itself in the leg which was supplied by those nervous

connections.

The position of the experts for the defence was not

that the defendant could not understand the difference

between right and wrong, but that his responsibility

was of a limited kind. One purpose of this evidence

was to show that the defendant's guilty conduct after

the murder had no significance, because of his deficient

mental condition. Another was that if he committed

the crime, he had not mind enough to form that de-

liberate i)remeditation which is required in murder in

the first degree.

The experts for the Commonwealth testified that

in their opinion the lameness was caused by spinal

paralysis.

They all testified that they had examined the defen-

dant ; that he could distinguish between right and
wrong, and that he did not seem to have any irresisti-

ble impulses or delusion.

The defendant was convicted of murder in the first

degree. An effort was made to have the sentence

commuted to life imprisonment by the governor,

based princijmlly upon the ground of Barnes's mental

condition. The governor appointed other experts in

mental diseases, who examined the defendant and the

evidence, and made report to him. The sentence was
not commuted, and Barnes was hanged at East Cam-
bridge on March 4, 18D8.

In the case of Commonwealth vs. Barrett, tried in

Middlesex in 1894, there was opportunity for special

investigation into powder marks, and Dr. Mead's in-

teresting account of the experiments which he per-

formed with powder in connection with that case is

contained in a published pamphlet which must have

been read by many of you.

Each important criminal case seems to present

some unsolved problem in medical jurisprudence, the

solution of which must depend largely upon the medi-

cal witness.

The time of our civil courts which try cases with

juries is largely taken up with tort cases, in which

damages are claimed for physical injuries. In almost

every case physicians testify on each side. The con-

flict of evidence between the physicians is usually

great, both as to their observations of the symptoms
and as to their opinions of the nature and extent of

the injury. This class of cases cannot be properly

tried without medical evidence. The facts to be es-

tablished are outside the range of the jury's observa-

tions and knowledge. They must rely for the most

important evidence bearing on the question of damages

upon the testimony of the physician. It would be in

the interest of obtaining proper verdicts if the best

medical witnesses could be obtained to testify in these

cases. But many times the best men will not attend

court, because the waste of time is so great and such

attendance makes a serious interruption in their regular

work. The best experts deserve and demand for

their time so large a compensation that the poor man
cannot afford to employ them. Irresponsible wit-

ness(!s often mean verdicts out of all proportion to

the injury. It is not unusual that the court sets aside

or reduces the findings of the jury.
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'rii«> most :i|)|)iirciit ()l>jc('tiuM.s to tlio |ir(;H«'iit ni<-tlio<lH

ol trying llicsc cuscs arc, (1) tim <(n;ut wjinIc of lime

oil tll(( pint of tlic |)liysi(i;iii ; (2) llic tcii(l«!iirv to

liiivc in tlitisc (iiist's iiicoin|)ctciit uiid in(s|)i)iisil»|f cx-

pcu'ts, who enter the ciise without expectation ol pay

unless tiieir Hi(h> wins, und (•{) tlu; inipi-ohiiltilit y of

tile Jiwjinl of proper daniiiffes eitlier i)y a (-ourt or jnry,

even wiieii tlie present system is worl<in;^ under thi-

best eonditions.

It is well known that the conrts are assisted in

reueliinji just eoneliisions in many civil cases, ontsiih-

of tliis elass of torts, hy the appointment of masters,

amlitors, referees, or commissioners. This system

saves the time of the court. It does not deprive a

party of his ri<flit to a trial by the court or jury after

the report of the master or other person appointed,

but it does result in the settlement of many cases upon
the Hndin<i; of tlie master or auditor, and it tends to

prevent either excessive or insutlicieut damages in the

cases that afterwards go to the court.

If tlie court could in the same way refer to some
physician of known ability and standing cases in

which a medical ([uestion is involved for his investi-

gation, either by personal observation or the taking of

testimony or both, and for his findings of fact to l)e

reported to the court, there would be a closer corre-

spondence than exists today between the facts and the

damages awarded in this class of cases. If a case

thus investigated should afterwards go to a jury, the

report of the physician to whom it had been referred

might be given the same weight as is given to an

auditor's report ; namely, it would be prima facie
evidence of the facts therein found. Tn other words,

the facts so found would be decisive of that part of

the case unless rebutted and controlled by other evi-

dence.

If such a system should be introduced and adopted,

matters of detail, such as whether the governor and
council should appoint a number of physicians to

whom cases could be referred, or whether some sys-

tem of civil service rules should apply to their ap-

pointment, or whether the judge should be left free

to select such competent physician as he should think

best, could be determined. The demand for some
such system as this has sometimes been recognized by-

judges and attorneys in referring cases to physicians

to fix the damages, or to investigate and report the

facts.

In the case of Copson vs. N. Y., N. II.& II. 1\. R..

heard in 1898 by^ a single justice of the Superior

Court without a jury, the claim was made that the

injury to the plaintiff had caused a permanent condi-

tion of imbecility. The judge, after hearing the evi-

dence, arranged that the plaintiff should be sent to an

asylum to be constantly for some months under the

supervision of a competent specialist in mental dis-

eases. The judge delayed his finding as to the

amount of damages to be awarded until he had receivid

the report of this specialist.

In the case of Robbins vs. Fitchburg R. R., tried in

1894, the judge of the Superior Court ruled that on

the evidence the plaintiff could not recover, and

ordered the jury to find a verdict for the defendant.

The full court decided that this ruling was erroneous,

and that the question of liability should have been left

to the jury. The case then being in order for trial by

jury, the counsel for the parties agreed to leave the

amount of the damages to the two physicians in tln^

cuKc, OIK! of whotn had In-en employ<d by lh« plttiriti/T

and one liy the defendant.

Another class of cases in which a medicul trilmnui

would save the time and increas*: the efferliveneHM of

our courts is that in which ipieHtiouH of Hunity or

mental and moral i-eHpon->ii>ilily are involved. In

most eases of <-oniinittal to an insane .-iMyliim there \»

no (U)ntest, and the court sim|)ly aecept-s and actH u|H)Ii

the opinir)!! of the physician. In all su<-h comch it

would 1m! as well if the certificate of the |ihysician

could b(' iiseil as evidence, and the expert \ni Havwl

tli(! trouble of attending court in the matter.

One of our best specialists on itisanity said recently

that physicians of standing in this specialty generally
agree upon the essential facts, and also in their

opinions, after they have maih; a thorough investiga-

tion of a case, and that he hoped the time would Ho<jn

come when the certificat<;s of such experts stating

their opinions and reasons would be received as evi-

dence.

A more comprehensive plan for d<aliiig with cases

of insanity would be to establish a court or Ixjard of

physicians, with j)Ower to try (piestions of insanity,

and to commit those who were found to be non compos
mentis. Such a court might be given authority to in-

vestigate and pass upon questions of sanity which
arise in cases in any court, their decision to be evi-

dence if the case should go to trial before a jury.

Some such system would undoubtedly prevent the
defence of insanity in most cases where this tribunal,

after investigation, found the party sane. It would be
a great convenience in criminal cases in which the

question of sanity^ is raised if the case could be re-

ferred at once to such a court or board for its investi-

gation and finding. Courts having probate jurisdiction

and civil courts generally would often call upon such
a tribunal to investigate the questions which it would
be especially qualified to answer correctly. This plan

would not prevent the trial of the issue of sanitv be-

fore a jury in criminal cases in which the defendant
still desired to make the defence of insanity after the
finding of this new tribunal that he was sane. In
such case he would have a right to try this issue, and
the witnesses on this (piestion would be obliged to at-

tend court and testify because of the constitutional

provision which gives the person charged with crime
the right to meet witnesses against him face to face.

I believe, however, that in the years to come there
will be many improvements in our procedure in courts
and in our methods of finding facts ; that this improve-
ment must be brought about by abolishing antiipiated

and circuitous methods and rules of evidence that pre-
vent rather than assist in reaching the truth, and in-

troducing more simple, more direct, more natural
methods, excluding as far as possible all chance of
error. It is because the medical man should decide
medical questions and is most likely to decide correctlv
that the suggestions herein made seem to be in the
line of progress.

Meanwhile we must make the best of existing con-
ditions, and whether we have reforms in our methods
of procedure or not, the demands upon the lawver to
know something of the medical side of the law, and
the demands upon the jihysician to know somethiuo- of
the legal side of medicine must be meU
The physician cannot tell at the heginninjj of any

day's work that he may not be obliged to qualify in

court to testify to tha medical facts connected with
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some case which he treats that day, and he would be

expected to know not only what is necessary for a

proper treatment of the case medically, but also what
is required by the law for proper treatment in court

of the medical side of the case.

If the physician knows what is required and per-

mitted as evidence in court, he can note many facts

which would otherwise go unnoted. It is often true

that we see only what we are looking for, and it is

only when we know what is evidence that we can

look most intelligently for it. The medical examiner

usually has a good working knowledge of proper evi-

dence and I doubt not that every prosecuting officer

in the State would say that the community is indebted

to our medical examin(>rs for their ability, their fair-

ness, their thoroughness, and their care in making
note of every point which may assist in arriving at

the truth. It is often true that the medical examiner

is the most important witness in our most important

cases, and that liis care in observing and stating facts

has many times prevented a miscarriage of justice.

His work requires him to be a specialist in many
branches of medicine.

But the whole case has not been stated when we
say tliat medical jurisprudence is a matter of great

importance to both professions. A more significant

fact than that to the man who wants to know what
should be done now is that every branch of medical

jurisprudence is growing in importance and becoming

a more essential ])art of our judicial system. The
plienomenal growth of tort cases has been accom-

plished within a few years, and this class of cases

must continue to increase with our greater industrial

and commercial development.

Tlie increase in the number of inmates of our in-

sane asylums is ample evidence that this branch of

medical jurisprudence must be constantly occupying

a larger jilace in our courts.

The laws to regulate health and prevent the spread

of disease must be greatly multiplied and systema-

tized, as our population grows in the large centres,

and our latest census returns almost alarm us with

the great growth of all our cities. The increase of

population must bring with it an increase of crime,

although for some reason, and undoubtedly a tempo-

rary one, for the last one or two years there seems to

have been a falling off in crimes and criminal prose-

cutions.

The embarrassment of the physician who is unable

to meet the demands of a case in which he is called to

testify is only exceeded by that of the attorney who
knows little of the medical aspects of his case and litr

tie of the bearings of the medical testimony which he

is required to present. His examination is likely to

lead only to a confusion in the minds of the jury like

that which exists in his own mind.

Notwithstanding the great change in the medical

and legal courses in our universities, still it would

seem tluit the importance of courses in medical juris-

prudence has not been emphasized in either the school

of medicine or the school of law. The neglect of

this subject, in view of the increasing demand for the

physician in court and the corresponding growing

necessity that the attorney be able to properly pre-

sent the medical testimony in a case, cannot be justi-

fied nor long excused.

If this subject is to be given its proper place in the

training schools and among the members of both pro-

fessions, it can most effectually be brought about by
this organization, which stands between and unites

the two.

INIay the time soon come when it shall be true not
only that the physician shall know everything about
his special branch of medicine and the lawyer shall

know everything about his special branch of the law,

but also when it shall be true that each shall know
something of the whole range of medical jurispru-

dence.

CRIMINAL NEGLECT; REPORT OF A CASE.i

BY A. W. BUCK, M.D., FALL HIVER, MASS.

Tut: choice of this subject is the result of experi-

ence not alone in the case to be reported, but from the

impression, very firmly fixed, that in spite of maternal
affection, which is an almost unfailing attribute of a

mother, no matter how destitute or depraved, there

still are cases where one's suspicions must be aroused

that the neglect, though apparently due largely to ig-

norance, is in some degree wilful. Especially is this

true where illegitimate children are concerned. The
industrial insurance companies recognize the lack of

care which these unwelcome guests receive in the

majority of cases, and refuse to accept them as risks

under the age of five years. Frequently enough we
are called to certify as to the cause of death where it

is evident that ignorance and wilful {)ersistence in un-

fortunate methods has brought about the untoward re-

sult, where intended kindness has in reality been
murderous. To such cases I do not refer, but to

those in which the motive is apparently relief from a

wearisome burden.

Infanticide has a harsh, barbaric sound, but I be-

lieve deaths sometimes assigned to natural causes

could justly be attributed to the neglect (semiwilful,

if it may be so called) of the mother, who, worn out

and discouraged in the struggle to provide for lierself

and her offspring, is willing to yield the babe to the

forces ever waiting for its destruction.

So far as I know, we do not have today in Massa-
chusetts to any great extent the unhygienic " baby
farms," which have at times appeared as most potent

factors in carrying out the Malthusian theory. On
the contrar}', the summer home and hospital for sick

and poor children have reduced the infant mortality

to an appreciable extent. Frequently, however, we
find the babe of a few weeks, whose mother must
work ten hours of the da}^, consigned to the care of a

neighbor whose only interest is to collect the dollar a

week which is paid for the board of the little one.

It is difficult, almost impossible, to say just where
negligence approaches criminality. Inquiry reveals

more than autopsies can affirm. Starvation may be

due to disease. Emaciation occurs in spite of the

most carefully prepared diet. Cleanliness is a rela-

tive term among infants of the poor. The most

anxious mother does not succeed in preventing sores

unless she can intelligently devote all her time to her

sick babe. Bruises are common to all children able

to seek for them. These things will not prove lack

of ordinary care, and one must seek further. The
failure to provide medical attendance may be but an

expression of the mother's lack of confidence in the

1 Read before the Massachusetts Medico-Legal Society, October 3,

1900.
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vWwiw.y of nicdiciiic or i\\v. Hkill of (he plivHician.

These* tliiii;,'s <'()iiil»iiic(l iiiiiy iu'ViTtli(l<«,s !»• ul' viilin-

ill (Ictfi'iniiiiii^ the intent of tlio niotlicr. And it. '\h

tilt' intent, tile iiiolive, wliieli llie l:i\v reco^iiizen as of

prime iiiipoitiinee.

'I'lie ease I wisli to report is tliat of a eliiM a;;i«|

seven months. 'V\h\ niotiier was a woman of twenty-

tive who was workiii^^ in a cheap hotel as helper in

the. kitehen. She claimed to hav<* heeii married (iv(!

years. Her hushand, howev(M', had left her three

years before, thou<fh hIk* (^lainuMl lu! had heen to visit

her about a year and a half Ixdore tlu; pn;sent time.

The babe had been for six weeks at the Sciaside Home,
and thoiii^h in a forlorn condition on its admission,

had gained siilliciently to be thought ready to be dis-

(•liari;ed from the hospital. TIk* mother was notified,

but iail(>d to call for it. Duriiiif the six weeks of the

child's stay at tli(> lionu^ slu* had never been to s(!e

it, though opportunitiirs were frecjuent. Repeated vv-

quests had no elVect. Then the babe was taken by
the overseers of the poor to the almshouse, where it

remained two weeks. Our pauper methods, howfncr,

do not [irovide for maintaining- a child in the poor-

house while its parent or parents remain outside.

This mother, then, who was now supporting a child

two years old, was told that she must either det^lare

herself destitute and join her younger babe in the

almshouse, or she must support it herself outside.

And being summoned before the officers at the police

station she declared herself able and willing to pro-

vide for both children.

As before stated, she was working at a cheap hotel,

and this was within a stone's throw of the office of

the overseers of the poor and the city physician.

Evidently fearing that the proprietor might object to

the presence of two infants, she said nothing of the

younger child, but took it to her room, which was
poorly lighted and ventilated. There for sixteen days

the child was kept, never was taken from the room,

no one was told of its existence. The mother mani-

fested marked indifference as to the loss of the babe.

She acknowledged that it had been sick for two
weeks, but had not thought it necessary to send for a

doctor. She knew the method of applying for the

city physician, and had previously had him for the

other child. She said that she had fed the younger
child with milk when it would take food. She had
given it soothing syrup wdien it cried. In the room
there was a bottle labelled '' soothing syrup," and a

man who worked in the hotel said that he had been

out for medicine (soothing syrup) several times.

This he had supposed was for the two-year-old child.

These facts were ascertained after noting the unusu-

ally filthy and neglected appearance of the body of

the infant, and as a result an autopsy was held Sep-

tember 14th, forty-four hours after death.

The body was that of a male child twenty-five

inches in length. It was extremely emaciated. Kigor

mortis was present. The buttocks and genitals were

red and infiamed. Vermin were present in the sores

on the buttocks. The oral mucuous membrane was
apparently normal. Almost complete absence of sul)-

cutaueous fat ; skin dry and shrivelled ; face pale and
wrinkled. Heart and lungs were normal, though all

the organs were markedly anemic. Stomacli empty
save for small amount of white, slimy deposit which

was accepted as milk ; bowels distended with gas, the

walls thin and friable ; the small intestine empty for

itH entire length ; no HigiiN of any intlarnriiatory rondi-

lion ; large int«-stiiie alno empty, but deHcendiiij;^ t^jlon

and rectum showed slightly iidlained uiucoiim mt-tn-

brarie which was everywhere i^lne very pale. Gall
liladder was full. Kidneys, sp|i*-n, liver am! jiaiicreaM

appeared normal. ISraiii wan normal.

So far as could br ascertained from the autopHy,

death had resulted from starvation, but the nlight in-

dications of colitis were Kiilficient to raiHe a |M)HHihle

doubt as to wh(;tlier the starvation was due t/> diHeaM!

or to th(! restraint of jiroper food. The mother waH
held by tin; <listrict court on the charge of niaiislaiigh-

ter, but hIm" was not indicted by the grand jury.

Reese says that although st.irvation " is rarely the

cause of homicidal death, it should always be remem-
bered that tilt! law does not refpiir*! the absolute

deprivation of food to hv jjroved, but only the nec<'»-

sary ([uantity and ipiality to be withhelrl, provided

this has been done with an evil intent." It is impor-

tant to know that the evideiKu- of organic tlisease does
not disprove that criminal starvation may have been
the cause of death. This because the defence set up
is invariably that admitting the cause of death, it was
the result of disease and not of malice on the part of

the one accused. Tidy quotes the statement of

Hippocrates that "The old bear want of nourishment
best ; those who have attained the middle period of

life the next in degree ; those who have just arrived

at puberty are less able to endure it ; but that of all

ages, childhood is the least capable of enduring hun-
ger." It takes very little to kill an infant by refusing

it the breast or giving it insufficient or improper food.

The burden of ])roof that the fatal result has been
the outcome of wilful neglect on the part of the one
having the care of a helpless child may at times not
be light. The points particularly to be observed in

these cases are those usually indicative of starvation.

In chronic cases the body is invariably shrunken and
greatly emaciated. A contracted state of stomach and
bladder, a shrunken and transparent condition of in-

testines and omentum, with a more or less atrophied,

but otherwise healthy condition of the viscus, appear
to be the prominent post-mortem symptoms. In acute

starvation, however, one may find a considerable layer

of fat, as in the case of the Welsh fasting girl.

Clinteal Department.

THREE CASES OF GUNSHOT WOUNDS.
BY PASSED ASSISTANT SURGEON A. FAREXHOLT, C. S. XAVV.

Case I. M. M. N., apprentice second class, U. S.
Navy, age sixteen and one-half years, was shot through
the head at Kabalition Island, P. I., September "2,

1899. The wound was made by a Spanish Mauser,
calibre 8 millimetres, ball, and the distance from muz-
zle to head was but 2 feet. Death occurred in about
two hours after the receipt of injury, and the follow-
ing conditions were observed at necropsy : The pos-
terior, or wound of entrance, was situated a little

above the centre of right parietal bone, the ante-
rior, 9 centimetres above nasion in" median line of fron-
tal bone ; both wounds admitted little finger onlv to
first joint. No staining of powder grains. Exopthal-
mos ot left eye, pupils equal and moderately con-
tracted. Slight movement of bones under* scalp.
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Coronal suture patent ; fractures from posterior to an-

terior opening, and about 8 centimetres be^'ond each ;

several small fractures from posterior wound in right

parietal bono. Calvarium removed ; brain substance

found disintegrated along path of bullet, and into sur-

rounding tissues through a diameter of 5 centimeti'es.

Injury chiefly to right hemisphere except near an-

terior wound, where left was found injured ; much
blood clot and oozing from path of bullet. Surfaces

of both hemispheres injected, base apparently undis-

turbed.

This case is interesting in showing that a modern,

high-power bullet, passing through a bony cavity at

very short range, may not cause a " ragged and en-

larged opening " at the wound of exit, as we are so

often reminded it does at somewhat greater ranges.

These two wounds were identical in size and char-

acter, admitting the little finger only to the first joint,

and although fractures radiated from their bony parts,

there was no movement in their immediate vicinity.

The so-called explosive effect was, however, appar-

ent, the calvarium being extensively fractured and

movable in places, and besides the complete disinte-

gration of brain substance along the path of the

bullet, that organ showed clearly by the marked in-

jection and hemorrhage the severe pressure, hydrody-

namic, to which it had been subjected.

Case II. A. H., landsman, IT. S. Navy, age twenty-

two years, was wounded near lloilo, P. I, October 6,

1899. He was probably shot by a 4o-calibre Rem-
ington ball, the wound involving both thoracic and

abdominal cavities. The patient lived, perfectly con-

scious, suffering only moderate pain, but paralyzed

below the twelfth dorsal vertebra, for nine hours.

The following conditions were found after death

:

Wound of entrance in axillary line at eighth rib,

and that of exit 2 inches to right of median line of

back and opposite the last dorsal vertebra. On sec-

tion the abdomen and pleural sac of left side were
found to contain considerable blood. Bullet in enter-

ing had gouged away a portion of eighth rib, left

axillary line, and immediately perforated diaphragm

without injury to lung ; continuing, it lacerated the

upper portion of spleen near its centre, and then en-

tered the stomach at about the centre of the greater

curvature. Emerging in the lesser curvature it lacer-

ated extensively the head of the pancreas, impinged

upon and glanced backward from the eleventh dorsal

vertebra, fractured its body, transverse, articular and

spinous processes with those of the adjoining verte-

bra;, opened the spinal canal, lacerated the cord and
emerged as noted. The wound of entrance in this

case was round and clear cut, being 1| centimetres in

diameter, while that of exit was gouged out and

ragged and fully 2^ centimetres across.

Case III. In the same engagement F. A.,

apprentice, U. 8. Navy, age eighteen years, was
wounded by a Mauser ball, which passed directly

through the body just below the brim of the pelvis.

When seen several hours later patient was in fair

condition, very little shock. It was decided, after

consultation, not to operate, and the patient rallied

well, notwithstanding the obvious fact that the rec-

tum had been perforated, and continued to improve
during the subsequent ten days, exhil)iting no signs

of peritonitis or hemorrhage. Suddenly, on tlie

night of the eleventh day, a severe hemorrliage from
the posterior wound occurred, from which he reacted

but partially under transfusion, only to succumb a
few hours later to another uncontrollable hemorrhage.
The following is the report of the necropsy : The

wound of entrance was on the riijht side throujrh the

body of the pubes, just external to the pubic spine ;

it was of a drilled nature and but slightly larger

than the 8-millimetre ball itself. The wound of exit

was on the same side, 3 centimetres int(!rnal from a

point midway on a line from the posterior su])erior

spine of the ilium to the tuber ischii, the ball passing

out through the greater sacrosciatic foramen. The
latter wound was 1 \ centimetres in diameter and
rather ragged. The rectum was perforated laterally

with considerable loss of substance ; the peritoneal

cavity was not involved. A cavity, corresponding

to the path of the bullet, was filled with blood clots

and feces and walled off above by thickened perito-

neum which was adherent to the abdominal parietes.

The bladder was displaced to the left and bound
down by adhesions ; the caput coli, ascending colon

and sigmoid flexure were surrounded by adhesions,

binding them to the abdominal walls and to adjacent

structures. The cause of death was secondary hem-
orrhage from branches of the internal iliac artery.

Wound was received at distance of about 70 yards.

RECENT PROGRESS IN THERAPEUTICS.
BY ELLIOTT P. JOSLIN, M.D., BOSTON.

(Concluded from No. 19, p. 479.)

OXYBUTYRIC ACID AND ITS RELATION TO DIABETIC
COMA.

Acetone and diacetic acid receive attention far be-

yond their due in the study of diabetes, and oxybuty-

ric acid, though next to sugar in importance, is over-

looked. The amount of acetone and diacetic acid

seldom exceeds 10 grammes per day even in the sever-

est cases of diabetes, while that of oxybutyric acid

may reach 20 or 30 grammes, and in coma has risen

to 160 grammes in the twenty-four hours. Oxybuty-
ric acid has been neglected because its estimation is

difficult. It is to be hoped that Dr. Magnus-Levy,
who has devoted so much of his time during the last

three years to its study, will be able to offer a more
simple and accurate method for its isolation than now
exists. It is from liis first publication of 90 pages on
oxybutyric acid that the following partial resume has

been made.
The growth of our knowledge regarding B-oxybu-

tyric acid has gone on in an exceptionally logical man-
ner. In 1880 Ilallervorden discovered a marked in-

crease in the excretion of ammonia in diabetes. This

amounted to six to eight times the quantity excreted

by normal individuals on the same diet. Since the

urine was always acid, he believed the increase in am-
monia was chiefly due to an increase in tlie output of

inorganic acids in the form of ammonia salts. Stadel-

mann investigated this point in 1)SH3, and found it was
the organic acids, not the inorganic, which were re-

sponsible for this excess. lie was also able to show
that the organic acid in question was one that yielded,

on decomposition, crotonic acid. One year later Min-
kowski succeeded in isolating the original acid in pure

J
form, and characterized it as B-oxybutyric acid. Si-
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iiiiillaiicouslv Iv Kill/ (liHcovrrcd it, in aiiollicr iiiaii-

iicr.

Hilt «'Vtii Itcl'or*' tin- triio iialinc ol' tlu; uciil wum

known, Stadcliimnii riicoifiiizcd its iinportaiici; in tlic

patlioloijy of »lial)rtcs, and especially in its relation to

dialtetii; (*oiiia. l'ati(Mit.s died of coma in wliose nriiK;

he toiiiid lar^c ainoiiiits of \\w. acrid, and their Hyni|)-

toins resenihled the plieiioineiia in ral)l»its which Wal-
ther in 1S77 had produced ex|)eriineiitally liy acid

poisoning. Since it had hec^n alreaily sliown that in

hiiniaii heinys tiieiH! was an excess of acids in the Ixxly

ill diabetes, Stadelinann advaiuu'd tlu; con(;lnsion that

diabetic coma was an acrid intoxication and (;oiise-

(piently reconinieiided the treatment of the; same with

lar<i;e doses of alkalies. His snui;'esti()ii was adopted,

hut we now know tiiat the amount of alkalies ^iven

was entirely too small.

B-oxybutyric acid occurs in nearly all seven; cases

of diabetes. It has also been found in small amounts
in scurvy, in the urine of starvinj; insane patients, in

that of cancer patients dying with coma, and in the

urine of individuals living on an exclusive meat and
fat diet. In one of Naunyu's cases it was found five

years before coma caused the death of the patient.

B-oxybutyric acid is the mother substance of diacetic

acid and acetone and when given experimentally is

either wholly oxidized, while these bodies appear in

its stead in the urine, or if large amounts are given it

may appear coincidently with them. The connection

between the three is seen by their graphic formula'.

B-oxybutyric acid
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four hours over one gramme has probably been formed

to neutralize the B-oxybutvric acid. As each gramme
of ammonia can neutralize G.12 grammes of the acid,

it is a simple matter to get a rough estimate of the

total amount {)roduced, providing the patient is taking

no other alkalies.

The indications for treatment of the acidosis (acid

intoxication) of diabetic patients are plain. Prevent

the onset of coma by the administration of alkalies ;

in coma combat the acidosis by enormous doses— 200

grammes or more— of the same.

I. Prevention of onset. — If a patient is forming

considerable acid in the body, and this may be con-

cluded if (Gerhard's ferric-chloride reaction for di-

acetic acid is strong, the diet should only be very

gradually changed from one rich in carbohydrates to

one exclusively composed of albumin and fat. Such
a gradual alteration is necessary, because a sudden

change from a free to a strict diet favors coma in

three ways : (1) The results of the metabolism of

the larger amount of proteid food directly increase

the acids in the body ; (2) the exclusion of vege-

tables lowers the ordinary supply of alkalies, and (3)

in a normal person as well as in a diabetic the exclu-

sion of carbohydrates increases the amount of acids

produced in the system.

A further precaution should be taken at such times,

namely, the prevention of increased acidity by the ad-

ministration of soda. By such a treatment the dan-

gers are averted, and so considerably that Naunyn
says that since he has systematically employed this

method he has not lost a case during the transition to

an exclusively animal diet.

If patients are forming much acid, they feel better

when they are taking alkalies, and if no alkali is taken

depressive disturbances often occur which lead directly

to coma. The longest duration of life after the dem-
onstration of B-oxybutyric acid in the urine has been

without the alkaline treatment three years. Naunyn's
case, T., who took the alkalies daily, lived six years.

How much bicarbonate of soda is to be given ?

This depends on the ferric-chloride reaction and the

acidity of the urine. Usually 3 heaping teaspoonfuls

(30 grammes) daily are sufficient to cause a disap-

pearance of the Burgundy red color. Often much
more is recpiired ; occasionally after very large doses

the urine still remains acid.

II. Treatment of coma.— Following the general

advice of Professor Naunyn and Dr. Magnus-Levy, I

insert the following suggestions :

Overcome the acid intoxication at once, before the

system is weakened by it. This is best done by giv-

ing intravenously on the approach of the earliest

symptoms 3 pints of a 3<J^ solution of bicarbonate of

soda dissolved in normal salt solution. In 1 2 hours,

notwithstanding improvement in the patient, repeat

the same. In the meantime give 1 teaspoonful (5

grammes) of the soda by mouth every hour. Thus
one gives intravenously 90 grammes and by the

mouth 120 grammes on the first day. Even if the

patient comes out of the coma and feels well, continue

the alkalies in somewhat smaller doses for the succeed-

ing days, bearing in mind that the production of acid

is constantly going on. The diet during this time is

unavoidably reduccnl to milk and eggnogs, as the pa-

tient cares for nothing else. Under such treatment a

few cases have recovered from coma, among them
that of Magnus-Levy.

i

^eport^ of ^ocietie^*

MASSACHUSETTS MEDICO-LEGAL SOCIETY.
FRED E. JONES, M.D., SECEETAEY.

Meeting of October 3, 1900, Dr. Julian A.
Mead in the chair.

George A. Sanderson, Esq., read a paper on

THE CO-OPERATION OF THE MEDICAL AND LEGAL
PROFESSIONS.^

The President : Gentlemen, you have listened to

this very interesting paper by Mr. Sanderson which
he has kindly brought here and read to us. I hope
we shall have a full discussion, and I am sure that

Mr. Sanderson will be glad to answer any questions

that may have troubled you, both on this general sub-

ject that he has discussed or any particular subject

that may occur to you. The paper is now open for

discussion.

Dr. Hough : In these cases of suits for damages
for personal injuries that are so common, I think the

one element that has impressed me as of the greatest

importance is the speedy settlement of the cases in

one way or another. It is, I think, the general rule

that the law's delays are extremely detrimental to the

patient. Not that the patient, as a rule, tries to stay

sick or lame or feeble as long as possible, but because

there is something in the nature of the human mind
that does retard recovery as long as a suit for dam-
ages is pending, and, so far as the speedy recovery of

the patient is concerned, a settlement of the suit is

(juite as important in many cases as skilful treatment.

Perhaps that is taking an extreme view, but I want
to impress upon you what I think is so important in

those cases. It has been my fortune a good many
times to have the opportunity to examine patients in

these cases in conjunction with the physician repre-

senting the other party to a suit, and I am happy to

say that almost without exception the medical gentle-

men are able to agree as to the facts, and agree as to

the probable outcome. The differences, if any, have
been minor differences, in nearly every case where the

physicians for the two sides have been able to meet
and examine the patient and discuss the case. The
greatest difficulty that I find is that the lawyer on

each side considers the medical expert whom he em-

ploys as an assistant counsel in the case as retained

for the purpose of bringing out, not the truth, the

whole truth and nothing but the truth, but only that

part of the truth which shall be an assistance to his

side of the case. And the lawyers impress that upon
the physicians to such an extent as to make it diffi-

cult for the best intentioned man to have that eye for

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,

which every one of us wishes to have in these cases.

Dii. Adams : I have listened with great interest to

Mr. Sanderson's paper. It seems to me he covers all

the points, and I do not feel as though I could add

anything to it or say anything of assistance in the dis-

cussion.

Du. Hartwell : Mr. President, I am sure we can

profit by what our essayist has said in relation to

questions that come before the medical profession.

There is a (juestion that is constantly before them,

> See page 499 of the Journal.
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tliut will not down, iiiid tliiit is tlic (|iifHtioti of what
sliiiU \\v doiii' with expert iiiedicid testiiiion v. Yon
will r(!niend>er, Mr. President, in ii M'vy uble paper
pres(!nt('(l by Dr. Irish, of howell, a few years a;,'o,

Ii(! stated tliat the; wholo matter depended npon the

cliaracter and ability of the; expert himself, jmd ihut

refercMice to a (lonrt of jnstie(^ composed of medical

(experts, or any other manner of disposition by the

jnd<;,(' of th(^ conrt, was secondary to that. I f(M'I, as

Dr. Iloni^h has stated it, that there is a very stronjf

tendency at the presiuit time to leave these matters

out to some medieval man appointe<l by tins defendant's

and i)y the plaintilf's att(!ndin<( physician, and it is, I

tliink, for reasons which are plain. The defendant
feels — and this refers particularly to actions of tort

in the case of our railway companies, perhaps— that

he is not proi)erly represented by the jury ; a jury

capable of being influenced very largely, and mixed
up, if I may use the term, by the medical experts on
the different sides, and by the attorn(!ys when tfiey

come before the jury with a summing up of such tes-

timony. It is left to twelve men who know very lit-

tle about medical subjects, and I believe; Mr. Sander-
son has touched uj)on a very important elucidation,

that it can be or should be left to the court to appoint

those who may investigate.

One of our most celebrated experts in mental dis-

eases in INIassacluisetts told me the other day of a tort

case, in which a certain railway company in the State

was the defendant, that was left out to him. He has

had the patient two or three months now under his

supervision, boarding in a private family near his

home, and, with the consent of both parties, is trying

to get at the exact truth, and will make a report to

the judge in the case.

It seems to me, Mr. President, w^here cases cannot
be decided between the defendant's physician and the

plaintiff's family physician, that if the court can have
power to give more authority to the expert than he
has at present, that will place the matter where it

will be more satisfactory to the parties involved. I

believe there is a good deal in what Dr. Irish said,

however. We have a law compelling all medical

men practising in the State to be educated in medical

matters, and I believe that a very great deal depends
upon the honesty and integrity and capacity in medi-

cal subjects of the expert in question.

Dr. Draper : Mr. President, I have nothing to

say except to thank Mr. Sanderson, the reader, for

his very acceptable method of meeting matters which
for many years, and at present, have been not so ac-

ceptable as they ought to be. It seems to me that he

has touched a way to which we, as physicians, can all

give our ardent approval, and, if need be, our help

toward getting the matter out of the rut in which so

long it has been. The trouble, as we all know, is

that, under pi'eseiit methods, partisanship is not only

common but inevitable. I do not care how conscien-

tious a man may be who is employed as an expert.

From the very beginning of his employment, from
the very moment when the lawyer comes to him to

ask if he will take the case, his conscience is neces-

sarily laid one side and partisanship has the right of

way with him. lie cannot help it. It is unconscious,

it is inevitable. To meet that sort of thing, the sug-

gestion made by INIr. Sanderson seems to me a very

pertinent one and a very acceptable one.

I do not know that I have anythijig further to say.

Mr. President, except a Mingle word of ^^ratiflcation

that the eHHuylHt, hituHelf repreneritin;^ the Ic^al pro-

fession, appears to inrjicate that the h-gul prr)feHHion in

having its eyes openeil a little bit to the very nnHati>tfu<>

tory way in which experts aro employed by tliern out of

and in the court ; and if, in tiie future, these i:nnvn, in

actions of tort where injuries are in question, where
physical conditions are to be decided, can U; left out

to physicians as masters or as auditors, then we shall

have taken a direct step toward results which I am
sure we shall all approve.

Dr. Prksui-rv: Mr. Presi<leiit, wt; h.ive all lM;en

taught that it is good to hear the other side. We
have had an opportunity today, as betwee-n the lawyer
and the physician, again to hear the other side ; and I

am gratified at iteing able to call your attention U) the

fact that today it doesn't altogether appear that all

th(! faults in me<lical expert work are the faults of the

medical side. I think we have had a very just and
fair presentation of the difHculties and the faults, and
a good and honest suggestion of what may prove a
way out of our difficulties. We are all of us troubled,

as physicians, with this system of advocacy which ha.s

been mentioned by all who have spoken before me,
and our desire, I am sure, is to have that put one side,

in order that we may, by whomever employed, seek

wholly the truth and state wholly the truth. The
reader, when he said that it was well that the medical
men themselves should be the ones to pass u|)on medi-
cal subjects, because they were the ones best qualified,

really touched the keynote of our whole existence.

Without that there would have been no medical ex-

aminer. The whole idea in the work of the medical
examiner was to put the investigation of certain unex-
plained deaths into the hands of men who had special

(jualitications for the investigation of such matters, and
1 think unknowingly he probably hit the real cause of

our existence and the essence of our being. It is for

us, then, if that is the cause of our being, so to con-

duct our work as to justify the plan which has made
our existence possible. I am very much pleased with
the paper that has been read. I think it is good for

us to hear a statement of facts from lawyers as well

as from physicians, and particularly gratifying to hear
them so kindly and pleasantly made as in the paper of

today.

Dr. Aisbott : I have been much pleased with the
clear method in which this paper has been presented,

and I hope it is a sort of harbinger of something bet-

ter to come as years go on. There is one case I call to

mind which is an illustration of just this difficulty, and
that occurred some twenty years ago at least. It was
the case of the Smith Paper Company's dam ou the

Housatonic River. I think the number of medical
experts called in that case was larger than has ap-

peared in any other trial in the State or in Xew Eng-
land. There must have been forty or fifty. The
question was whether that dam should come down or
not in consequence of the flats above it having pro-

duced malaria in that region. What was remarkable
about the matter was that no one then knew anything
about the cause of malaria. Those gentlemen went
on the stand and they testified just according to which
side they were paid for, and nothing came of the trial.

The dam stands there now. It is only within the past
ten years that light has begun to come to us upon
this subject, and we do know now something about the
causes of malaria ; but that is onlv one of the instances
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showing a radical wrong in the present method of

trials along this line.

Dr. Broav^n : I do not know that I can add any-

thing more. One thought occurred to me, however,

during the reading of the paper, when reference was

made to the disagreement of experts so often, and that

point is this : that we, as medical examiners, at least,

should never let it appear before the eyes of a jury

that we are partisans, however hard the attorney on

either side may tr}- to make it appear so. I know
several times I have had the question asked me by
the attorney, " You are a witness on the other side of

this case ? " and I take pleasure i)i replying, " No, sir,

I am a witness for the Commonwealth, to tell the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. I

am here to testify in behalf of one side just as much
as the other." I try to make it a point to impress the

jury that I am not a partisan, and I try to impress

upon myself that 1 will not be a })artisan in a case,

and I tliink we should all take that moral ground, and

not allow ourselves to be partisans in a case, not to

go in with any pn-meditated view, anything more than

•to get at the right and truth in the matter.

Dr. Adams : Mr. President, a curious case comes

to my mind, from my own experience, with regard to

the lawyers. We have been talking, in what has

been said, about the prejudice with which the doctor

goes on the stand. It is certain that the lawyer that

employs them expects the doctors to give evidence

on their side, and I had a curious example of that

once.

A friend of mine was a lawyer of some distinction,

and he had a case which he was bringing for various

riparian owners, of which he was one, to recover dam-

ages for the building of a dam. Now, without ask-

ing my opinion about it, he summoned me as a wit-

ness, and it so happened that m}^ testimony, the

moment I began to give it, was entirely against liim.

His case was, 1 feel sure, an unjust one. But, how-

ever that may be, it is certain that my testimony went
entirely against him ; and the result was that after I

had returned from giving my testimony he said to me
in the hearing of the court and loud enough for any-

body to hear, " The witness on the stand has knocked
our testimony all to pieces." I thought that a most
extraordinary exhibition of partisanship, and the feel-

ing with which he entered upon it when he piit me on

the stand was that I was certain to testify in his favor,

assuming that a doctor who was summoned by him—
his doctor — must necessarily testify for him, without

having previously asked me what my testimony would

be ; showing that lawyers certainly enter upon cases

of that sort, where they summon medical testimony

witli tlie idea that the physician is to testify for them
whether it is tlie truth or not.

The Prksidkxt : Mr. Sanderson, have you any
desire to say anything in closing this discussion ?

Mr. Sanderson : I think I have had my turn.

The President: Then unless some gentleman has

something to say we will consider the discussion at an

end.

Dr. F. K. Jones moved that a vote of thanks be

given to ]\Ir. Sanderson for his very interesting

paper.

The President : I am very glad, gentlemen, to

put that motion, because I personally have enjoyed

the paper very much, and I know this society will

profit by it.

The motion was put and unanimously carried.

Dr. a. W. Buck read a paper on

criminal neglect ; REPORT OF A CASE.^

The President : This paper by Dr. Buck is now
open for discussion, gentlemen. I think Dr. Abbott
once wrote a very instructive paper on infanticide in

the early days of this society.

Dr. Abbott : It was an allied subject— still

birth.

Dr. Hartavell : I would like to know if the

soothing syrup used was Mrs. Ws. ?

Dr. Buck : Yes, it was. I expressed my wrath.

Dr. Hartwell : Some twelve years ago the legis-

lature passed an act authorizing the State Board of

Health to investigate the use and abuse of opium in

the State of Massachusetts. In the report made at

that time I think you will find Mrs. W's. soothing

syrup was put down as a morphine simple syrup. I

presume he considered that as a factor possibly in the

infanticide in this case.

The President : Has any other gentleman any-

thing to say on this subject ? If not, we will consider

the discussion at an end.

t^ecent Eiterature,

Elements of Clinical Bacteriology. For Physicians

and Students. By Dr. Ernst Levy, Professor in

the University of Strasburg, I. E., and Dr. Felix
Klemperer, Privat Docent in the University of

Strasburg, I. E. Authorized translation by Au-
gustus A. Eshner, M.D., Professor of Clinical

Medicine in the Philadelphia Polyclinic, Physician

to the Philadelphia Hospital, etc. Second enlarged

and revised edition. Philadelphia : W. B. Saun-

ders & Co. 1900.

The aim of this book is to present what is known
concerning bacteria and the lower organized forms of

life, with special reference to the bearing of such

knowledge upon clinical medicine. It also has an ap-

pendix dealing with the bacteria of the air, soil and

water, together with a section on the subject of disin-

fection.

It is a book for the library rather than for the lab-

oratory and should be useful to physicians. The con-

tents of the book justify the good reputation of the

authors as bacteriologists.

Saunders' Question Compends. Essentials of Histol-

ogy. By Louis Leroy, B.S., M.D., Professor of

Histology and Pathology in Vanderbilt University,

etc. Arranged with questions following each chap-

ter. Seventy-two illustrations. I'hiladelphia : W.
B. Saunders & Co. 1900.

This, even for a quiz compend, is a small book, com-

prising with an index but 231 pages. It is profusely

illustrated with diagrammatic cuts for the most part,

and treats in a necessarily brief way of the various

structures of which the body is composed. Altiiough

we do not in general approve this method of gaining

knowledge, we are quite ready to admit that such a

compend may at times serve as a useful guide.

' See page 502 of the Journal.
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INTRADURAL INJF.CTIONS OF COCAINE FOR
SURGICAL ANESTHESIA.

The recent widespread interest in surgical anes-

thesia by the intradural injections of cocaine, first

aroused by the work of Bier in 1898, and again by

the extensive demonstrations made by TuHicr and

others at the International Congress of Surgery at

Paris this summer, has resulted in another of those

curious reminders that there is nothing new under the

sun, namely, the recognition that the method was

practised and publislied by an American, Dr. .1. Leon-

ard Corning, of New York, in 188;). At that time tlie

procedure of lumbar puncture for obtaining the spinal

fluid for diagnostic purposes had not been published

by Quincke, and the facility with which fluid could be

withdrawn from or introduced directly into the spinal

canal was not known. Corning found by experimental

work on animals that the injection of a 2% solution

of cocaine into the subdural space in the lumbar

region produced anesthesia of the lower extremities,

the anesthetic probably reaching the subarachnoid

space and cord by means of the free communication

between the two by the veins and lym[)hatics. In the

human subject also, he produced anesthesia suflicient

to allow the painless passage of a urethral sound by

injecting a 3% solution of cocaine hydrochlorate into

the space between the spinous processes of the

eleventh and twelfth dorsal vertebra\ In his original

article, published in the New York Medical Journal

for October 31, 1885, he made the following state-

ment, interesting in the light of recent developments:

" Whether the method will ever find an api)lication as

a substitute for etherization in genito-urinary or other

branches of surgery, further experience alone can show.

Be the destiny of the observation what it may, it has

seemed to me on the whole worth recording." Now
that the intradural cocainization is being in some

quarters extensively practised, this record gives Dr.

Corning the position of pioneer in this method of local

anesthesia, as he is acknowledged to have been in the

discovery that anesthesia in the distribution of a nerve

could bo produced by coraini/ation of \\n trunk, and
that conHtriction by ehiMtir ligiitiire of a dHiaiumuX
iMt'iiibrr pr(»Ioii'^'s ;ind iiit< iiHifics the action of the

drug.

Important .steps in rendering practirable the mPth-

odfl of local aneHtliesia by cocaine injeclioiiH were the

discovery by Schieich and otherH that by thorough in-

filtration of tin; tissues with the fluid Molutiotm a«

weak as 1 to l.OOO, or even 1 to 10,000, of the drug
could be (Miiployed, thus avoiding the danger of co-

caine intoxication, and making possible the perform-

ance of extensive operations under local aneHthesta.

The d(!monstration of the fact tliat the tissues of the

body, ((xcepting tin; skin and mucous membranes and
the nerve trunks, were tliemselves anestlietic and coidd

be surgically handled without j)ain, provided the skin

were infiltrated (Schieich) and the nerve trunks co-

cainized (Corning) has rendered possible the excellent

elaboration of the application of local anesthesia to

lieriiiotomy published by Cushing. Latterly the re-

rearches of l>ier, in 181)8, d(;monstrating the practica-

bility of surgical anesthesia by intradural injections

through a lumbar puncture, followed by the demon-
strations by Tuffier, by his pupils alluded to above,

have resulted in considerable activity in the practice

of this method, whicii was briefly discussed in our edi-

torial of August 23d.

Since then numerous articles embodying the per-

sonal experiences with the method of certain surgeons

in this country, and describing the technique, have
appeared in the journals. Fowler, in the Philadelphia

Medical Journal for November 3d, reports the success-

ful performance of such major pelvic operations as

hysterectomy, and even operations upon the gall blad-

der, and the resection of ribs for empyema, the anes-

thesia extending as high as the fourth rib. Fowler
reports fort3'-two cases with no mortality and no seri-

ous after effects, but concludes from his experience

that the method could not be applied in abdominal sec-

tions for inflammatory conditions of the peritoneum,

as the manipulations of the inflamed peritoneum al-

ways caused marked pain. He remarks that this is

unfortunate, since it is in this class of cases that the

surgeon most often wishes to dispense with ether and
chloroform.

A review of the experience of Fowler, Matas
(ioldan and others who have employed this method in

this country shows much in its favor, and on the

whole, when it is carefully used, comparatively little

against it. It certainly should be employed only in

carefully selected cases, and the technique must be

scrupulously carried out. Owing to the greater danirer

of poisoning resulting from the direct conduction of

the drug to important nervous centres by the cerebro-

spinal fluid, great care must be taken with the dosaije.

The method should not be employed in cases where
the older and safer methods of purely local anesthesia

will sullice.

The use of the method will always be limited to a

comparatively small field by reason of the fact that it
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is applicable only to the lower portions of the body

and the lower extremities, and that unconsciousness

as well as anesthesia is desired by the vast majority of

patients, as well as surgeons, during major operative

procedures.

In the rare cases in which, owing to pulmonary or

renal complications, general anesthesia is dangerous,

this method may find a useful place, by securing the

painless performance of major operations upon the

trunk and lower extremities.

In tlie excitement attending the exploitation of a

new method, it is well for the profession to remember

that the dangers attending the bringing of cocaine

in direct contact with the central nervous system are

sufficient to coutraindicate its use in cases which it is

known may take ether with perfect safety, and that

the new method can be, in fairness to the patients, em-

ployed upon cases in which ether would be dangerous

or in which the patient so earnestly desires local anes-

thesia as to prefer to take the risk. The practice of

this new and comparatively untried method upon

routine cases as they come to the surgeon, which seems

to be the present habit in some quarters, cannot be too

strongly condemned. Even if due conservatism be

practised in the use of the method, we shall soon ac-

quire experience enough to judge of its value. It is

emphatically a case where the advantages to be gained

do not justify great risks. For in major surgery any

method of local anesthesia to deserve extensive prac-

tice must possess very definite advantages to compen-

sate for the disadvantage of consciousness on the part

of the patient.

The older methods of local anesthesia will suffice

for the majority even of major surgical procedures

where ether is contraindicated, and, as simpler and

safer, should be adopted where possible.

In a certain small number of carefully selected

cases, in operations upon the trunk and lower ex-

tremities, the new method will probably prove of

occasional value.

" The ideal anesthetic," says Keen, and his words are

worth remembering, " is not one which abolishes sensa-

tion, leaving consciousness intact, but one which will

abolish consciousness and sensation without the slight-

est danger to life."

PRIZES AS A STIMULUS TO RESEARCH.

As is now generally known, a prize of $200, known

as the " Craig Colony Prize for Original Research in

Epilepsy," has been offered for several years by Dr.

Frederick Peterson, president of the Board of Mana-

gers. It may not be so generally known, however,

that for two years no prize has been awarded, be-

cause of the poor quality of the essays presented in

competition. This year, in fact, but one essay was

submitted. The committee in charge of the matter

make the following statement of the reason for this

anomalous state of affairs, as they see it :
" In view

of the fertility of the field, or the constantly increas-

ing number of investigators and of the present per-

fected facilities of research, your committee believes

that the prize having failed to attract more meritori-

ous contributions is to be explained by its not having

been sufficiently called to the attention of original

workers. It would recommend, therefore, that for

the ensuing year no pains be spared to have the ex-

istence of the Craig Colony Prize made known to all

qualified to compete for it."

We are inclined to think the foregoing is not the

essential reason for the lack of interest in competing

for this or any other prize. As a matter of fact there

are already far too many money prizes offered on a

great variety of subjects connected more or less

directly with medicine. It is perfectly clear that as

such rewards for original research multiply, the credit

attaching to the successful competition becomes pro-

portionately less. The prize essayist is no longer

looked upon as necessarily a man of distinguished

attainment, and as a perfectly natural consequence

we find fewer really able men competing. This

brings us to the other point, that it too often hap-

pens that the men who compete for prizes do so in

great measure from mercenary motives. The money
is, and is intended to be, a temptation ; of that there

can be no question. The moment this is acknowledged,

research becomes a means and not an end in itself,

and thereby loses at once in dignity.

We are convinced that the present situation with

regard to prizes is bad and constantly growing worse.

The experience which the Craig Colony Committee has

just had could no doubt be paralleled in many other in-

stances if all the facts were known. Even the money

is apparently no longer attracting competition. It is

very much to be hoped that the near future may see

a tendency toward a more worthy conception of the

significance and proper rewards of scientific research,

and dispense with prizes which are doing much more

to cultivate a mercenary spirit than to develop true

research. As regards the particular prize which we
have happened to take as a text for these remarks, we

can only say that in our opinion the study of epilepsy

is not being promoted by its existence. While quite

ready to spread the knowledge of the existence of

such a prize as far as lies in our power, we cannot

help wishing that the money might be devoted to

some other more useful purpose connected with the

important work which the Craig Colony is doing.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Filthy Stukkts and Diphtheria in Phila-

DKLriiiA. — An insj)ection of the streets in the sec-

tions of the city where diphtheria is most prevalent,

according to the Medical News, has shown some of

them to be horribly filthy in spite of the efforts of the

Board of Health to guard against such insanitary condi-

tions. The paved streets are kept in good condition,

but the unpaved streets and alleys are not. The
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superlntondtMit of Htroot cleaning stiitf-s tlmt tlm liit-

tfi- do not conn' mull r liis jurisdiction. Tlir |cusch

of diplitlicriii diirinii tin- lust wcndt iiiiinittr 120.

Anotiiku ritoi'osKD Hosi'iTAL KOK Ti iii;k<;i i,o-

si.s. — Tlu) New York Jlfedicdl ,/oitrnal slnlati that Dr.

liOuis liiizdt, a nioniber of tho San Francisco Hoard of

Ilcaltli, has entered upon a vii^orous cainjiaimi for the

establishment of u sep;irate li()s[)ital in San Francisco

for the care of patients siin'eriiii; from tuhercnlosis.

PLA(iUK AT Ai.KXANDiMA, F(iYi'T.—Two uew cases

of phigue are reported from Alexandria, F<i;ypt.

KOsroN AM) Ni;\v i;n(;i,ani).

ACUTK InkI'.C'TIOIS DlsICASKS in IJOSTON. — For

the week ending at noon, November II, 1!»00, tluire

were reported to the Hoard of Health of Hoston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

148, scarlatina .'J3, measles 18, typhoid fever 19.

Women Dipsomaniacs. — A complaint has been

entered, and a test case heard in the Supreme Court

regarding the commitment of women dipsomaniacs to

insane hospitals, on the ground that such commit-

ments under the existing statute are in violation of

the United States Constitution. It was contended by

counsel for the complainant that while men are given

an opportunity to be heard before being committed,

women are deprived of that privilege. The complain-

ant was committed on an allegation and complaint that

she was an habitual drunkard. The court made the

commitment after hearing expert witnesses.

Harvard Veterinary School and Hosimtal
TO BE Closed. — The corporation of Harvard Uni-

versity has voted to close its Veterinary School and

Hospital perjnanently June 1, 1901.

NEAV YORK.

A Decision regarding the Rhuit oe Hi;si-

DENTS of Hospitals to Vote. — AVrits of habeas

corpus and certiorari obtained on behalf of Dr. Albert

Sellenings, of the house staff of Bellevue Hospital,

and of two trained nurses and two hired helpers at

that institution, who had been held by Magistrate

Deuel on the charge of having illegally registered, in-

asmuch as they gave their place of residence as

Bellevue Hospital, were sustained by Justice Andrews

iu the Supreme Court on November 5th. The cases

were in the nature of test cases, and affected 143

voters from Bellevue Plospital and 413 in other city

institutions. The result of the decision was that the

persons objected to had the right to vote. It hail

been claimed that under Article II of the State Con-

stitution such persons did not have the right. In the

course of his opinion Justice Andrews said :
" I am at

a loss to understand how either of these classes of

persons is disqualified from voting by reason of the

provision of the Constitution quoted. The term.

' kept ' as there used means ' supported,' and as used

in the Constitution evidently refers to paupers, pa-

ticnU, and other perHoriH who an; maintaiiiod at tb»

expcHHe of the public. It cannot \tc truthfully naiil

that the phyHi(;ians, hired hc||MTH, or pupil ntinicii are

supported by the pulilic. 'Ilu- phyHicians n-nder most

valuable HcrviccH to the pulieiitH in lint hoHpiL'il, and

are allowed to lodge and 1^,1 llienr, not an a matter of

charity, but as a matter of conveniencjr and almoHt of

iK'ce.sKity, owing to tin; nature of the duties which they

are at all times called on to perform." Then, having

spokiMi in a similar way of the relations of the hirwl

lnd|)er8 and nurses, he onh-red the di'icharL'e of the

prisoners.

Another Death i;ni)EI£ (iii;isti\v Soikn'CK

Tkeatmknt. — On tin; night of Novemljer .'nh,

Coroner's I'hysician Wuest, of Hrooklyn, made an

autopsy upon the body of Mrs. Augusta Hubbell, of

Kingston Avenue, in that borough, who had died that

day, and found that her death was due to appendiciti.s

and peritonitis. She had l)een attendi;d for a consid-

erable! time by two Christian Scientist.s, but on the

morning that she died Dr. Herman Street was called

in by the patient's husband. He saw at once that the

case was hopeless, and while he did all that was pos-

sible under the circumstances, refused to assume any
responsibility. He very properly declined to make
out a death certificate, and called the coroner's at-

tention to the matter. Dr. Street expressed the

opinion that the patient's life might have been saved

if she had received proper treatment.

Death from Chloroform Anesthesia. — A
boy nine years old died at the Polyclinic Hospital on

November 8th from the effects of chloroform, which

was being given for the removal of a diseased gland

in the axilla. The operation, which had not as yet

been begun, was to have been performed by Dr. John
A. Wyetli. The hospital surgeons were entirelv ex-

onerated by Dr. Philip F. O'llanlon, coroner's phy-
sician, who made the autopsy in the case. The pa-

tient was the subject of septicemia, and he found the

entire glandular system involved to an extent which
could not have been suspected during life, but which
in reality rendered the use of any anesthetic more
than ordinarily risky.

Appointments at the College of Physicians
AND SiRGEOXS.— At the monthly meeting of the

Trustees of Columbia University held November .Tth.

the following appointments in the Medical Department
(the College of Physicians and Surgeons) were an-

nounced : Prof. Edwin B. Cragin, secretary of the

Faculty of Medicine ; Dr. Charles E. Banker, assist-

ant in normal histology; Dr. Carleton P. Flint, as-

sistant demonstrator of anatomy.

Oldest Voters in New York. — The two oldest

voters in New York State at the recent election were
Joseph La Bonte. a French Canadian living in Ogdens-
burgh, St. Lawrence County, who is one hundre«l and
one years old, and George OUey, of AVilna, Jefferson

County, who will be one hundred and three next
Christmas Dav.
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Schools Closed on account of Diphtheria.—
On November 8th tlie public schools of Lyons, N. Y.,

were closed by direction of Health Officer Veeder to

prevent the spread of diphtheria. Within ten days

there were two deaths from the disease in the town,

and a number of serious cases were reported.

^ij^cellany.

BIAS IN CLINICAL MEDICINE.

Under this heading Dr. Judson S. Bury, of Man-
chester, according to the Lancet, has recently deliv-

ered an address before the Medical Society of Univer-

sity College, London. After describing the errors

into which a diagnostician is likely to fall, through

poor e(iuipment or one-sided training, he concludes as

follows :
" A patient was not an automatic machine

into which a penny could be dropped to pull out a

particular disease ready for treatment. On the con-

trary, the organs by which he moved and lived were
composed of living tissues which had a past liistoi-y

and a future development, both of which required

consideration before the case could be properly grap-

pled with. The thoughtful qualified man began to

find out that he must study other things than mere
medicine to acquire that knowledge of humanity so

essential to a just appreciation of the many ills to

which flesh was heir. The man who got into the

habit of regarding every patient as merely a " case
"

and who ignored the look of feebleness or of distress,

or the expression of anguish, and thought only of

physical examination, was not well equipped for the

diagnosis of obscure disease— he became a machine
which was totally unable to unravel the complicated

jiroblem of human pathology. Three things were
essential for the preventive treatment of the disorder

known as bias— namel}^, care, doubt and truth, and
if one thing helped more than another to avoid the pit-

falls of bias and of hurried unscientific work, it was
that jiractitioners should put themselves in sympathy
with their patients and that they should care for them
in the way that Dr. James Jackson, the hero of Oliver

Wendell Holmes, cared for his patients. Jackson
would have it that to cure a patient was simply to

care for him. Such devotion was only to be looked

for in the man who gave himself wholly to medicine,

the noblest of arts, which the gods of ancient religions

did not disdain to practise and to teach."

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE GUNSHOT
WOUNDS OF 1898 AND 1899.

Thk following extract from the forthcoming annual

report of the Surgeon-General of the United States

Army, now in press, will interest man}^ surgeons and
certainly all those who have followed recent discus-

sions on gunshot injuries

:

Of the 4,019 men injured by gunshot during the

years 1898 and 1899, o8G were killed and 4,333

were wounded and received into the field and other

hospitals. The killed constituted 11.9% of those

struck, the wounded 88.1%. In other words, 1 man
was killed for every 7.4 wounded. The Mauser bul-

let must therefore be regarded as less deadly than the
larger missile used during the Civil War. The medi-
cal and surgical history of the Civil War shows the
following casualties

:

KiUed. Wounded.
United States troops 59 860 280,040
Confederate troops 51,4v;5 227,871

Total 111.285 507,911

In percentages the casualties were : Killed 17.97;
wounded 82.03, or 1 man killed to every 4.5G wounded.
The relative i)roportion of killed was therefore con-

siderably larger during the Civil War than during our
recent experiences. It is to be noted also that many
of the wounds of the 2>iist two years were made by
missiles of large calibre. Of those reported in 1899,
471 were sj)ecially stated as having been caused by
the Remington bullet of calibre .45. It is safe to say

that had the whole number of wounds received been
inflicted by the smaller Mauser or Krag-Jorgensen
bullet the percentage of immediately fatal wounds
would have been materially lessened.

The less deadly character of the injuries inflicted

by the modern bullet is manifested also when we ex-

clude the killed and regard only those wounds which
came under the care of the surgeons. Of these, dur-

ing the two years, there were 4,333, and 259 of the

patients, or 6% of the whole number, died. The cor-

responding percentage from the records of the Civil

War was 14.3. Table C in Part I of the medical vol-

ume of the " Medical and Surgical History of the

War of the Rebellion," shows that among the white

troops of the army there were borne on the reports of

sick and wounded 230,018 gunshot wounds, of which
32,907, or 14.3%, proved fatal. The marked reduction

of the ratio of killed to wounded may be placed to the

credit of the small-calibre bullet ; but the lessened

mortality among the cases which came into hospital

may not wholly be attributed to the humane character

of the wounds inflicted by this missile. Due credit

must be given to the improved surgical methods of the

present day. Wounds of any region of the body may
be taken in comparison and the result will always be

found to show a decided lessening in the percentage

of cases ending fatally among those of the past

two years, as compared with those of the Civil War.
Take, for instance, gunshot wounds of the femur.

During the Civil AVar surgeons in the field hospitals

regarded a fractured femur as a serious menace to life,

the danger from which was believed to be materially

lessened by an immediate amputation. The field hos-

pital surgical work after a battle consisted in great

part of amputations, excisions and resections. Of
6,57G fractures of the femur, 2,923 cases were treated

by primary amputation, 18(5 by resection, and the re-

maining 3,467 by conservative or expectant measures,

this conservative action being due in many cases to a

want of favorable conditions for the performance of

primary operations. The limb was promptly ampu-
tated in 44.4% of these gunshot fractures.

On the other hand, during the past two years 82
cases of gunshot fracture of the femur were reported,

6 of which were treated by primary amputation and 2

by resection, the remaining 74 cases being treated by
conservative methods, not because the conditions were
not favorable for the performance of primary opera-

tions, but because of a conviction that under j)resent

methods of treatment the limb could be preserved

without adding materially to the danger to life. The

1
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limb waa lost throiiijh siirfjical intervention in only

1 .'i'jo oi' tin- cii.se.s.

Not only linilis lint lives were s!iv(<l liy the snr;,'!-

cal practittti ol' the past two years. In th(f H2 j;nn-

shot fractnres of the feninr tiie upper (hird was in-

volved in .'52, ol' whirh .') were fatal, the niiilille third

in 27, of which .'5 were fatal, and the lower tliirti in

2.'}, of which 1 was fatal. The mortality varied from

4.8'^ of tlu^ (^ascM in whi<'h the lower third was fract-

ured to ir).()% of the cases in which the npper third

was the site of the injnry, whereas the corrrspondin;f

percentages of fatal cases dnrim^ the Civil War were

respectively 42. S'^,' uiid 11).7%. Tin? whole of the

lessened mortality in these serious fractures may he

credited to the protection <^iven to the wound by tin;

first-aid dressinjf and to the care exercised in the sul)-

sequent use{)tic treatment of the fractured limb.

In penetrating wounds of the thorax the rate of

mortality fell from ()2.()% during the Civil War to

27.8% during the years 1898 ami ISi)!). The Civil

War reports show 8,403 cases in which the results

were determined ; ;),2()0 deaths occurred among the

number. The reports for the later years, as already

stated, show 11)8 cases, of which ao were fatal.

There were during the Civil War 3,47") penetrating

wounds of the abdomen in which tlu> ultimate results

were determined; 3,031 of these, or 87.2% of the to-

tal, proved fatal. During the years 181)8 and 18!)9

1 1 () cases, 8 1 fatal, were recorded, the fatal cases con-

stituting 70% of the total. Of 10 cases in which lap-

arotomy was jierformed, 9 were fatal.

The alteration in the percentages of mortality in

fractures of the cranium is less marked than in wounds
of other parts of the body. Of 4.243 cases of cranial

fracture during the Civil W^ar, 2,514, or 59.2%, were

fatal. In 1898 and 1899 68 cases were recorded,

with 37 deaths, the latter forming 54.4% of the

whole number.

MFTTKOROmoiCAI. RKCORD
For till) wotik niiillni; .Novijiilinr 'M, in iiimtiiii, arcmrdlnK to

olimirvatloiiH fiiriilNlitnl liy Suri{«HUt J. W. Hmltb, of Um Uoltod
HlHUiM HiKiial (yorpH; —

THE ELEVATOR DISEASE.

The London News is responsible for the following

warning, which we believe may have a element of

truth :
" It looks as though people with weak hearts

had, after all, better climb ten flights of stairs than

effect the ascent by means of the lift. This conveni-

ent institution is becoming ubiquitous. We soar up

to the topmost story of the sky-scraping Hat, we de-

scend through geological strata to the twopenny tube

by its assistance. We thought we were thereby sav-

ing our vital energies and lengthening our lives. The
doctors seem to hold another opinion. Lift attend-

ants have died sudden deaths ; people with weak hearts

have noticed ominous sensations when in the elevator.

We are told the sudden transition from the heavier

air at the foot to the lighter air at the top is extremely

trying to the constitution. P^ven millionaires and

bishops and aldermen are now voluntarily tramping

up stairs and avoiding the swifter but insidious route.

In fact, a new disease has swung into our ken, ' lift-

man's heart.' We have all of us been risking this

malady without knowing it. It is true most people

have experienced the singular sensation of internal

collapse when the lift floor sinks beneath the feet,

but none of us suspected the results might be so seri-

ous. Every new notion for health anil comfort seems

to bring its particular Nemesis."
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In the thirty-three greater towus of England and Wales, with

an estimated population of 11,010,290, for the week ending
October 20th, the death rate was 17.1. Deaths reported 3,815;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 182, diarrhea

IDT, diphtheria 85, fever 71, whooping cough 43, measles 37,

scarlet fever 35.

The death rates ranged from 10.4 in Halifax to 28.6 in Gates-

head : Birmingham 19.0, Bradford 14.3, Cardiff 10.7, Derby 12.6,

Hull 17.9, Leeds 16.7, Liverpool 21.9, London 15.8, Manchester

22.3, Nevvcastle-on-Tyue 18.2, Nottingham 20.2, Portsmouth
17.4, Sheffield 22.7, Sunderland 21.2, West Ham 15.3.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING NO-
VEMBER 10, l'.K)0.

J. C. Boyd, medical inspector, detached from the "New
York " when out of commission and ordered to the " Kearsarge."

E. S. BoGERT, Ju., passed assistant surgeon, detached from

the "New York" when out of commission and ordered to the
" Massachusetts."
M. S. Elliott, passed assistant surgeon, detached from Naval

Station, Port Royal, and to duty on the "Annapolis" when
placed in commission.
W. M. Cakton, assistant surgeon, detached from the " Massa-

chusetts" and ordered to the " Indiana."

J. St. J. Butler, assistant surgeon, appointed assistant sur-

geon fiom October 26, IHOO.

J. M. MooKE, passed assistant surgeon, ordered to Naval

Station, Port Royal.
E. M. Shipp, passed assistant surgeon, detached from Norfolk

Hospital and ordered to the " Michigan."

H. D. Wilson, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Michigan " and ordered to Naval Hospital, Norfolk, Va.

L. VV. Spratling, passed assistant surgeon, detached from
Yokohama Hospital and ordered to Naval Station, Cavite, P. I.

S. Douglass, pharmacist, ordered to additional duty on the
" Massasoit."

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE U. S. MARINE-HOSPITAL SEKVICE FOR
THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING NOVEMBER 8, 1900.

Carmichael, D. A., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for

thirty days from October 23d. November 7, 19(X).

Magruder, G. M., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for

seven days from November 17th. November 8, 1900.

Wertenbaker, C. p., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed

to Natchez and Jackson, Miss., on special temporary duty.

November 7, 1900.

Young, G. B., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for two days. November 3, 1900. Granted leave of ab-

sence for five days, on account of sickness. November 8, 1900.

Foster, M. H., assistant surgeon. To proceed to Seattle and

Tacoraa, Washington., on special temporary duty. November

3, litOO.

Gibson, R. H., hospital steward. Granted leave of absence

for thirty days from December 7th. November 7, 1900.

SOCIETY NOTICE.

Suffolk District Medical Society. — The Section for

Clinical Medicine, Pathology and Hygiene will hold its meeting

at 19 Boyl.^tou Place, Wednesday, November 19, 190O, at 8 p. m.

At 8 o'clock: Dr. J. L. Morse, "Leucocyte Count in Serous

Pleurisy."
At 8.15 o'clock: Dr. G. G. Sears will read a paper entitled

" Pericarditis with Effusion."
Henry F. Hewes, M.D., Secretary.

THE CRAIG COLONY PRIZE FOR ORIGINAL RESEARCH
IN EPILEPSY.

Dr. Frederick Peterson, president of the Board of Managers

of the Craig Colony for Epileptics at Sonyea, N. Y., offers a

prize of .S-00 for the best original unpublished contribution to

the pathology and treatment of epilepsy. Originality is the

main condition. All manuscript should be submitted in Eng-

libh. The prize is open to universal competition. Each essay

must be accompanied by a sealed envelope, containing the name
and address of the author and bearing upon the outside a motto

or device, which is to be inscribed also upon the essay. All

papers received will be submitted to a committee, consisting of

three members of the New York Neurological Society, and the

award will be made upon its recommendation at the annual

meeting of the Board of Managers of the Craig Colony, October
u 1901,

'Manuscripts should be sent to Dr. Frederick Peterson, 4 West
5f)th St., New York City, on or before September 30, 1901. The
successful essay becomes the property of the Craig Colony and

will be published in its annual report.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Eleventh Report of the State Board of Health of the State of
Maine for the Two Years ending December 31, 1899. 1898-99.

Transactions of the Medical Society of the State of West
Virginia, held at Morgautown, May 9, 10 and 11, 1900. In-
stituted April 10, 1867.

Ringworm in the Light of Recent Research, Pathology, Treat-
ment, Prophylaxis. By Malcolm Morris. Illustrated. London,
etc. : Cassell & Co., Ltd. 1900.

Index Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's
Office, U. S. Army. Authors and Subjects. Second series.

Vol. V. Enamel-Fyuner. Washington. 1900.

A Handbook of the Diseases of the Eye and their Treatment.
By Henry R. Swanzy, A.M., M.B., F.RC.S.I. Seventh edition.

Illustrated. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

The Australasian Medical Directory and Handbook. Edited
and compiled by Ludwig Bruck. Fifth edition. Sydney: L.
Bruck, Medical Publisher. London: Balliere, Tindall & Cox.
1900.

Obstetrics: A Manual for Students and Practitioners. By
David James Evans, M.D. Series edited by Bern B. Gallaudet,
M.D. Illustrated. Philadelphia and New York: Lea Brothers
& Co. 1900.

A Textbook of the Practice of Medicine. By James M.
Anders, M.D., Ph.D., LL.D. Fourth edition, thoroughly re-

vised. Illustrated. Philadelphia and Loudon: W. B. Saunders
& Co. 1900.

The Theory and Practice of Hygiene (Notter and Firth). By
J. Lane Notter, M.A., M.D. (Dub.), and W. H. Horrocks, M.B.,
B.Sc. (Lond.). Second edition. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's
Son & Co. 1900.

A Textbook of Pathology. By Alfred Stengel, M.D., Profes-

sor of Clinical Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania, etc.

Third edition, revised. Illustrated. Philadelphia and London:
W. B. Saunders & Co. 1900.

Tropical Diseases: A Manual of the Diseases of Warm Cli-

mates. By Patrick Manson, C M G., M.D., LL.D. (Aberd.).

Revised and enlarged edition. Illustrated. London, New York,
etc. : Cassell & Co., Ltd. 1900.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat: A Manual for Students and
Practitioners. By William Lincoln Ballenger, M.D., and A. G.
Wippern, M.D. Series edited by Bern B. Gallaudet, M.D.
Illustrated. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co.

Saunders Pocket Medical Formulary, with an Appendix con-

taining Formuhu and Doses for Hypodermic Medication, Poisons
and their Antidotes, etc. By William M. Powell, M.D. Sixth

edition, thoroughly revised. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders &
Co. 1900.

The Practice of Medicine: A Textbook for Practitioners and
Students, with Special Reference to Diagnosis and Treatment.
By James Tyson, M.D. Second edition, revised and in parts re-

written. With 127 illustratiens. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's

Son & Co. 1900.

Essentials of Histology. By Louis Leroy, B.S., M.D., Pro-

fessor of Histology and Pathology in Vanderbilt University,

Medical and Dental Departments, etc. Arranged with questions

following each chapter. Illustrated. Philadelphia: W. B.

Saunders & Co. liWO.

Diseases of the Throat, Nose and Ear: A Clinical Manual for

Students and Practitioners. By P. McBride, M.D., F.R.C.P.

(Edin.). Third edition, revised and partly rewritten. Illus-

trated. Edinburgh and London: Young J. Pentland. Philadel-

phia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

The Art of Breathing as the Basis of Tone Production : A Book
Indispensable to Singers, Elocutionists, Educators, Lawyers,
Preachers, and to All Others Desirous of having a Pleasant

Voice and Good Health. By Leo Kofler, Organist and Choir-

master of St. Paul's Chapel, New York. Fifth revised edition.

New York, Milwaukee and London: Edgar S. Werner Publish-

ing and Supply Co.

Uric Acid as a Factor in the Causation of Disease: A Con-
tribution to the Pathology of High Blood Pressure, Headache,
Epilepsy, Mental Diseases, Paroxysmal Hemoglobinuria and
Anemia, Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Gout, Rheumatism and
other Disorders. By Alexander Haig, M.A., M.D. (oxon.),

F.R.C.P. Fifth edition. Illustrated. Philadelphia: P. Blakis-

ton's Son & Co. 1900.

A Manual of Materia Medica and Pharmacology: Comprising

all Organic and Inorganic Drugs which are and have been

Official in the United States Pharmacopeia, together with Im-

portant Allied Species and Useful Synthetics, especially de-

signed for Students of Pharmacy and Medicine, as well as for

Druggists, Pharmacists and Physicians. By David M. R. Cul-

breth,Ph.G., M.D. Second edition, enlarged and revised. Illus-

trated. Philadelphia and New York : Lea Brothers & Co. 1900.
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<ir)riginnl "Hlrticlfjef.

Dll'll rniOKIA iJACII.M IN 1II;AI>I IIY IlIKOA IS
AND NOSKS, Wrril KKrORI' OK CASKS.'

IIV l'HA\«IS I'. IIKNNV, M.I)., Illt( ll IK I.I N K, MASS.,

.IssiHliinl ill /liictfriolDiij/, llnrraril Mnitrnl School; llnrferiolofiinl

of the I'trookliuc Hoard of lleiiUh.

TilK occurrence ol" virulent Kleli.s-lJililfr l)iicilli in

th(! tlirouts ot" lie:iltliy individuals who have; never

.sliown any -syniptoiuH of diphtlu-ria lui.s jfiv»!n ri.se to

much nnsun(U'rst:indin<f. It has h-d many to doul)t

the vahie of the diai^iiosis of diphtheria based on

bacteriologi(!al examinations, and it has oven b(;en

used as an argument against the Khd).s-LofHer l)acillus

being the spe(M(ic organism of tii(! disease. It has

given rise to many perpK'xing (piestions for boards of

health. Many incorrect statements in regard to the

signiticanct^ and fnujuency of these cases ar(^ in circu-

lation among the laity, as well as among tin' pro-

fession.

With our present knowledge the occurrence of

these cases can be satisfactorily ex[)lained, and they

are in no way inconsistent with tlu; generally accepted

theories of the disease. It is very desirable that there

should be a better understanding of these cases among
general practitioners that they may aid the boards of

health in detecting these in(lividuals and give their

moral support in securing their isolation..

The question of the frequency of dii)htheria bacilli

in healthy throats is important because of the i)reva-

lent belief that there are many healthy individuals in

any community who have the bacilli in their throats.

It is therefore felt that these cases cannot be a great

source of danger and that it is unjust to insist on the

isolation of the few who are by chance discovered.

This belief is supported by most of the reports of

cultures from healthy throats which are found in the

literature.

Kober ^ in a review of all the reports which he

could collect found that 7% of all healthy persons

who had not been exposed to diphtheria had Klebs-

Loftter bacilli in their throats, while among those who
had been exposed 18.8 were positive. Kober's own
investigations showed only .83% positive among the

non-exposed and 8% among the exposed. The cult-

ures which are reported later in this paper show an

even lower pei'ceutage of positive cases.

The high percentages found in the literature are

partly to be explained by the fact that many of the

cultures reported were made from individuals living

in institutions or in crowded tenements of our large

cities. The hygienic conditions under which the in-

dividuals are living appear to stand in close r(dation

to the frequency of these cases.

Another reason for the high percentages is that in

many of the reports no distinction has been made be-

tween those individuals with virulent and those with

non-virulent bacilli. It seems })robable that in certain

localities non-virulent forms of the bacilli are much
more frequently found than in others. These non-

vindent forms which morphologically are identical

with true Klebs-LoHler bacilli may differ only in the

absence of virulence, or they may show slight varia-

tions in growth on certain media, the most inqiortant

of which is the failure to produce acid in sugar

1 Read in part at the meeting of the Norfolk District Medical So-

ciety, January 30, 1900.

hnuillnn. PcrsonH with non-virulent bacilli are prob-

ably not a sourco of danger. No one Iibm ever auo
ceided in ex|»eritnentally niiHing the viruleiKu; of ba-

cilli when it has been entirely absent.

Diphtheria bacilli are moHt frequently found in

healthy persons who have been exposed to the dineuMis

I'nder these cinMiniMtiinceH the bacilli are UMUully

virulent. As cultiireH will Meldoiii b»; nnwle except

from individuals known to have. Ih-cii exposed, the

ba(;illi found in cidtures from healthy throats are

usually vindent. It is always well, however, t<» U;Ht

the virul<!n(;(! of the bacilli found in those who have

shown no symptoms.
Tlnr pcM'centagt! of positive ca-ses among tho.se ex-

posed depciuds largely on tin; hygienic conditionn

under which tin; individuals are living and also on the

(h^gree of exj)Osure, which in any large series of ca«e.s

cannot be accumtely measured. Tiie condition.s of

institution life seem especially to favor their occur-

rence.

It is now very generally believed that virulent ba-

cilli may multiply in the throats and noses of certain

persons yvithout producing .symptoms because the.se

persons have a natural immunity from the diseii.se.

The bacilli multiply in their throats witlujut producing

synq)toms just as they nniitiply in the throats of those

convalescing from diphtheria. During convalescence

the individual has a temporary imnnmity due to the

accumulation of antitoxin in the blood during the

acute stage. The antitoxin prevents the further

development of the disease, although virulent bacilli

continue to multiply in the throat. It seems probable

that the natural inununity which certain individuals

seem to possess is also due in part at least to the

antitoxic property of their blood, for Wassermau and
others have found antitoxin in the blood of individuals

who have never had diphtheria.

Wassermau "^ obtained blood from different persons

by cupping, and inoculated diphtheria toxins in guinea

pigs together with small amounts of the human serum
so obtained. He found that one or tyvo cubic centi-

metres of the blood of certain persons was capable of

protecting a guinea pig against several times the fatal

dose of toxins. The blood of some persons did not

have this protective power. Abel,* Orlowski,'* Loos,*

and Passiui " have confirmed these observations of

Wassermau.
In view of the fact that certain individuals have a

natural immunity from the disease due to the pres-

ence of antitoxin in their blood, it is no more surpris-

ing that virulent bacilli should multiply iu their

throats without producing symptoms than it is that

the bacilli should continue to multiply in the throats

of those convalescnig from diphtheria ; the one has a

natural, the other an acquired immunity.

The number of bacilli which may be present in the

throat of a healthy person varies greatly. In some
of the cultures yvhich I have examined there have
been only a few ; in others they have been present in

almost pure culture. As a rule, they are less than

during the acute stage of diphtheria, corresponding in

the number of bacilli present to mild or convalescent

cases.

To what an extent are healthy individuals with
virulent bacilli in their throats a source of danger?
We know the Klebs-Lottter bacillus to be the specific

organism of the disease. The virulence of the bacilli

I

being the same, an individual is a source of danger in
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proportion to the number of bacilli which are given off

from him. In an acute case of diphtheria when the

child is coughing and gagging and the secretions are

profuse the bacilli will be disseminated more than they

are in the mild or convalescent cases. Still from the

mild cases, and equally from healthy individuals, there

is abundant opportunity for the bacilli to be dissemi-

nated. In coughing and sneezing and even, accord-

ing to Pflugger, in speaking, the bacilli are scattered

abroad. They leave the mouth on towels, handker-

chiefs, forks and spoons, drinking cups, etc.

Cases have been reported by Park " and others

where the infection can be traced almost with (;ertainty

to individuals who have shown no symptoms. Many
outbreaks of diphtheria in diildren's institutions

which have persisted for a long time, despite the fact

that all the sick children were promptly isolated and

the rooms disinfected, have been qifickly stamped out

when the healthy children's throats were tested and

those with the bacilli wei'e isolated. There can be no

question that healthy individuals with virulent bacilli

in their throats can give the disease.

In our search for these cases it is not practicable

to make cultures from every healthy individual. We
can, however, make cultures from those who are most

likely to have virulent bacilli in their throats and those

are persons who have been exposed to diphtheria. It

is especially desirable that physicians should make
cultures from the well members of a family where

there has been delay in isolating a case of diphtheria

or where the isolation has not been thorough. The
poorer the hygienic conditions under which the family

are living and the more crowded the rooms the greater

the need of making cultures. In institutions also where

there have been diphtheria cases it is especially impor-

tant that cultures should be made.

In examining a healthy person for the presence of

the bacilli, cultures should be made from both throat

and nose, as the bacilli may be present in the nose,

while a culture from the throat is negative.

The giving of immunizing doses of antitoxin to all

the well members of a household does not take away
the need of making cultures. On the contrary, it is

more important to make them under those circum-

stances. Antitoxin prevents the development of

symptoms, but it does not prevent the bacilli multi-

plying in tlie throat. Already at the time the anti-

toxin is given the throat may be infected. The im-

munity conferred to persons otherwise susceptible

prevents the devcdopment of symptoms w^hich would

lead one to regard these persons as infectious. 1 be-

lieve that it often happens that innnunized individu-

als with abundant bacilli in their throats are allowed

their freedom, when if no antitoxin had been given,

symptoms would have appeared which would have

led to their prompt isolation. To a certain extent,

therefore, the giving of immimizing doses of anti-

toxin when not controlled by cultures may favor the

spread of diphtheria.

The making of cultures from healthy individuals

who have been exposed is especially important when
these individuals, by their occupation or habits, are

likely to sj)read the disease ; such are school children,

j)ersons who handle articles of food, milkmen, ser-

vants and nurses.

Nurses who have be(;n taking care of diphtheria

patients not infrequently have bacilli in their throats,

although not developing the disease themselves. Hit-

ter,^ in cultures from 18 nurses who had been caring

for diphtheria [)aticnts, found Klebs-Loffler bacilli in 2.

Wasbl)urn and IIoj)vvood '* found 2 nurses with the

bacilli among G from whom they made cultures.

The danger from a careful trained nurse is not so

much that the bacilli from the case she has been
nursing are clinging to her person or clothing, but

that the bacilli may be multiplying in her throat,

where they may persist for weeks. It is customary

to allow a luirse seven days for quarantine before

taking anotlier case. Personally, I should jjrefer to

have a nurse two days aft(!r leaving a diphtheria case,

from whose throat a negative culture had been ob-

tained, than one after two weeks without any bac-

teriological examination.

Another reason for making cultures from healthy

individuals is to determine the source of infection of

diphtheria. When a number of cases appear simul-

taneously among individuals associated together—
for instance, in a family or in a schoolroom— and
the connection with another case of diphtheria can-

not be made out, one should always suspect that

there is some individual with whom these cases have
been in contact who is carrying the bacilli in his

throat. Cultures should be at once made from
those persons by whom the patients might have
been infected. Often suspicion will point to a sin-

gle individual as the one most likely to have the

bacilli, or, again, it may be necessary to make cult-

tures from a large number of individuals to find the

source of infection.

Cultures from 285 healthy individuals were sent to

the Brookline Board of Health Laboratory during

the past year. The cultures from only 7 showed
the presence of diphtheria bacilli. For the informa-

tion about these cultui-es I have been dependent
largely upon the cards which were filled out and
sent in by the physicians who made the cultures.

I am also indebted to many of the physicians for in-

formation about the cases which has been given

orally. AVith only these data it has been imjjossible

to determine how many of the cases have been ex-

posed, or to measure in any way the degree of ex-

posure. It appears, however, that in a few of the

cases only has the exposure been very great ; in

many it was very slight, and in the larger number
only suspected.

These figures, therefore, are of no value as repre-

senting the frequency of the bacilli in those who
have been exposed to diphtheria. They do show
how seldom tlie bacilli are found where there is

not great exposure in persons living in a suburban
community under good hygienic conditions. If we
exclude the cultures from 50 persons which were
made in connection with two outbreaks of diph-

theria, where the exposure had been considerable,

and among whom G positive cases were found, we
have cultures from 235 healthy individuals with

only 1 positive case (about .43'}^).

Of these 235 healthy peivsons, 21 G were children,

19 were adults. A large part of them were of the

w(;ll-to-do class. Most of those of the poorer class

fi-om whom cultures were made were living in two
and three family tenement houses with air on at

least three sides, where the conditions are very

much b(!tter than they are in any large city. The
low percentage of positive cases is to be explained
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l)y tlic i,'()()(l liy<,Mctiic Hiirrounrlin^rH iiiidci- wliidi lln-

pcrsoiis were liviiii;.

Of llic 7 |i()sitivc rjis('H, \ were iiinoii;; ."iM ii<|iilrH

I'lom wlioiu fiiltmcs wcni iimdtt l»v Dr. Cliasc in

coiiiicctioii with an niitl)r(:ik of diplillicria l)c|i<vi-(|

to 1)(' (Inc to inl'cctcd milk. Tlicst! cases liavc Wa'W
rcpditt'd l>y Dr. ('Ims*^'" hut us th(!y ilhistratr very
well liow infection may he spread l»y heallhv indi-

viduals, I sluill refer to them i)rielly.

In Octoher, IHDK, 2 children in a milkman's family

were taken sick with <liphtheria and were sent to the

hospital. Realizing- that others in the same house who
were haudlini; the milk mi^ht have diphtheria hacilli

in their throats, and that tlu; milk mii,dit so he in-

f«H'ted, Dr. Chase made cultures from all the well

nu'inhers of the milkman's household. All were
nciiative at that time. Ahout thnn; weeks later a
uuuiher of castas of diphtheria be_i;aii to appear
anu)u^- the milkman's customers. Culturtis were
aiiuin made from the well members of the house-

hold, and ;5 healthy men were found to have the

hacilli. Two of these men did the milking. The
bacilli in their throats were very abundant, and were
shown to be virulent by the inoculation of t;;uiuea

pigs. In 4 families among the milkman's 8 Hrook-
line customers, there were 12 cases of diphtheria;

at least 6 cases occurred among his customers out-

side of Brookline. Dr. Chase has shown very

clearly tliat these 18 persons were infected through
the milk by the bacilli from the 2 healthy milkers.

A fourth healthy man with the bacilli in his throat

was found by Dr. Chase among iU adults who were
known to have been exposed by drinking the infected

milk.

The 3 other positive cases were discovered among
174 healthy children in the public schools, from whom
cultures were made by the school inspectors. During
the recent epidemic, culture outfits have been kept at

all the schools. When a school child has been taken

sick with diphtheria the inspectors have made cultures

from those children who have been sitting nearest the

child. When more than 1 case has occurred in a

room cultures have been made from all the children

in that room. The cultures have been made under

such circumstances with the double object of deter-

mining, if possible, the source of infection of the

diphtheria cases, as well as to see if there might not

be some who had the bacilli in their throats as the re-

sult of exposure.

Two of the 7 cases were found in a room in one of

the primary schools in which there was a small out-

break. On September 24, 18'J1), 'i children who had

adjoining seats in the room were taken sick with

diphtheria. The fact that the 8 became ill simul-

taneously made it seem probable that they had all

been infected from some other child in the room. Ac-

cordingly, cultures were made from all the children,

and it was found that 2 children sitting in seats ad-

joining the 3 sick children had [)ositive cultures.

Both were perfectly healthy. In 1 there was a doubt-

ful history of a slight nasal discharge. It seemed

probable that this child had infected the other 4 chil-

dren sitting near it. The seventh positive case was a

school child in whose throat the bacilli were by

chance discovered, although as far as known tliere

had been no connection with any case of diphtheria.

The virulence of 2 of the 7 cases was tested with

positive results. Four of the cases were in such close

relation with cuhch of diphthtria that at the time it di'l

not Meem neeeHMary to lent lli<- virulence, altlion^h for

the sake of the r<eord it in rniK h to Ix* regretted that

it was not done in all. In the Neventh cu.h<' the liiu-illi

were ho few th.it I did not Muc<;eed in inolatin;.' tli«'ni

in pure culture. In all of the 7 ca>*eH the Imrilli were
found to lie present on more than one day.

The remainder of the cultiireM which I have to re-

port were from VM) healthy IjoyH in th*; Parentol
School in West Koxbury. It i« a municipal hcIiooI

for truants. TIu; age of the boys is ten to fourt<'«;n

years. During the week beginning March .'>, lIKiO,

10 of the 2(K) boys in the school were tiiken Hick with
son; throat, and ('ultures showed tlie preHeiici? of

Klebs-Lofller bacilli. Four of the Ikjvh only had
membrane. On March 10th anri lltli cultures were
made for me by Dr. Sleeper, the house physician,
from the throats and noses of the VM) healthy l)oy8.

'V\\K\ (;ulturt's were examine<l by Dr. Hill at the Ho8-
ton Hoard of Health Laboratory. Sixt<jen of the 190
cultun-s were positive. The occurrence of this num-
ber of positive cases in such an institution is a com-
mon experience. These cases are of interest, how-
ever, on account of their distribution in the school

and the unusual opimrtunity which was given to

(h-termine what are the conditions of institution life

which favor the occurrence of diphtheria bacilli in

healthy throats.

The 200 boys live in three large new buildings.

The cases of diphtheria were quite evenly divided in

the three, but of the 1<) healthy boys with the bacilli,

15 were living in one of the buildings. Investigations
were therefore made to determine what were the con-
ditions under which the boys in this building were liv-

ing which were not present in the other two.
The boys in the different buildings are of the same

age and of the same social class. They are together
in the same day school. They do the same sort of
work, and lead the same regular life. They have the
same food, but have their meals in their own buildings.

The only difference appeared to be in the building in

which they lived.

Two of the buildings accommodate only 40 boys
each. The hygienic conditions in these two buildings
are exceptionally good. Each boy has his own sepa-
rate sleeping room, measuring 10x6ix9 feet. A
window, and an open door leading into a larije, airv

corridor, give excellent ventilation. The living rooms
for day use are large, well ventilated and" sunny.
Ilygienically these two buildings would compare verv
favorably with the dormitories of most of our large
private boarding schools. Among the 80 boys in

these two buildings there were o cases of diphthe-
ria, or one-half of all the cases that occurred. I5ut

among the 7.J healthy boys there was onlv 1 who
had bacilli.

Most of the remaining 120 boys live in the third
building, which is larger than either of the other two.
Here, instead of single rooms, there are larrje open
dormitories in which the boys sleep. Thirty-Hve l)oys

slept in each of two rooms measuring 40x30xl2.V
feet. There were 18 boys in a room i>roportiom»tely
smaller. The remaining 32 boys were scattered alwut
in smaller rooms in the school. The lar^e rooms
were high studded and well ventilated. The cubic
air s))ace per boy was only one-fifth less than in the
buildings with the single rooms, and much lar>;er than
the boys would have in their own homes. The liviu"^
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rooms in the third building were considerably smaller

than those in the other two, in proportion to the num-

ber of boys. All the buildings are kept exceedingly

clean. The ])lumbing in all is new and in good con-

dition. Tlie boys in the thii-d building appeared to be

in as good physical condition as those in the other

two.

Among these 120 boys there were 5 cases of diph-

theria — 2 with membi'ane and 3 with simple sore

throat. Fifteen of the 115 well boys had positive cult-

ures. The virulence of three of these cultures was

tested. Two of them were virulent and the third ap-

peared to be non-virulent.

The only difference which could be discovered in

the conditions \inder which the boys were living

which would explain the occurrence of the larger

number of positive cases is that in the first two build-

ings the boys have separate sleeping rooms, while in

the third building a large number of boys are sleeping

together in the same room. The living together of a

large number of individuals breathing the same air

seems to be the condition of institution life which pre-

disposes to the occurrence of these cases.

It might be supposed that the larger number of pos-

itive cultures in the third building could be explained

by the greater exposure which must occur where

persons are living together in such close contact. If

that were so, however, one would expect that there

would have been a greater number of diphtheria cases

in that building, while in reality there were propor-

tionately fewer.

Evidently the boys in all three buildings had been

exposed. One is therefore led to conclude that the

bacilli becoming lodged in the mucous membranes of

the boys living in the single rooms found the con-

ditions favorable for their growth only in those who
were susceptible. In those who had a natural im-

munity— in other words, in those whose blood pos-

sessed antitoxic properties— the conditions were not

favorable and the bacilli did not multiply. On the

other hand, in the third building, where large numbers

of the boys were sleeping together, the bacilli found

the conditions favorable for their growth in many of

those who were naturally immune. Whether the

more favorable conditions for the growth of the bacilli

were the result of local changes in the boys' throats, I

was unable to determine. On inspection no difference

could be noted between the appearance of the boys'

throats in the different buildings, or in their general

physical condition. Enlarged tonsils were exceed-

ingly common throughout the school, but not more so

in one building than in the others.

There is not time now to consider the <juestion of

what action boards of health should take in re-

gard to these cases. I can only say that it has been

the policy of the Brookline Board to isolate all of

those in whose throats virulent bacilli are found. It

is believed that no other course can be consistently

followed. The local condition of the patient's throat

or his constitutional symptoms are of no significance

to boards of health. The only criterion of the disease

from the point of view of the public health is the pres-

ence of the bacilli.

To briefly sum up the principal points which should

be emphasized :

(1) Diphtheria bacilli are seldom found in the

throats of those who have not been exposed to diph-

theria.

(2) The bacilli are more frequently found in those
who have been exposed, especially in persons living

under poor hygienic conditions or in institutions.

(3) The conditions of institution life which favor
the growth of the bacilli in healthy throats are the
living together of a large number of persons in a lim-

ited air space.

(4) Healthy individuals with virulent bacilli in

their throats can spread the disease. They are just

as dangerous as mild or convalescent cases of diph-
theria, and ought, therefore, to be detected and iso-

lated.

(5) Cultures ought to be made among those who
have been exposed to diphtheria : (a) By physicians

among the members of a family who have been ex-

posed
; (b) by inspectors in the schools ; (c) by health

officers under any circumstances when they think the

disease is being or may be spread by such individ-

uals.

In concluding I wish to express my thanks to Dr.
G. S. C. Badger for his help in examining the Brook-
line cultures, to Dr. Hill for his reports of the cultures

from the Parental School, and to Dr. Sleeper, the

house physician at the school.
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CHRONIC DIFFUSE INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS.^

BY CHARLES J. ENEBUSKE, M.D., BOSTON.

My reason for addressing you upon this subject is

that for a number of years I have had under treat-

ment many patients who have complained of fatigue,

diminished working capacity and nervousness, and
who have sought my help particularly because they

have thought that massage and movements should

do them good. In several of these cases I have ob-

served a trace of albumin, small hyaline casts, high-

tension pulse and accentuated aortic second sound.

Two of these cases have later developed as typical

cases of chronic diffuse interstitial nephritis, and died

in uremic symptoms. Some of the cases, after improv-

ing during treatment, have passed from my observa-

tion. One has recovered functionally and one has

recovered entirely. The last one, a single woman of

thirty, nursed her mother, who was in the last stages

of chronic diffuse interstitial nephritis. During the

last weeks of her mother's life, the daughter com-
j)lained of increasing weakness, and thought that she

should give out. On examination I found her anemic,

with high-tension pulse, loud accentuation of aortic

second, and cardiac dulness extending from right bor-

der of sternum to mammillary line. I advised her to

take rest, which she could not get ; I regulated her

diet as in a case of chronic Bright's disease, and pre-

scribed tincture of chloride of iron, which she took

1 Head before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, October 17, 1900.
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without ndirl". AlU-r licr riiotimr'H dcutli iiinl :ift<T

Hoiuc vviiJikH of rt'st, I r\!iiiiiii(!(l liiT Ji;^iiiii. Sim I'ch

sti'oiiir :is ustiiil aixl th<-r(t vv:is nothing ultiioriiiul tihoiit

Imr puls(^ or iu'art soiiihIs, uikI the mint' wiis nc^^utivr.

Oiu! yciir ljit«!r .slio was wt^ll iiiul stronij.

Tlu! (rast's rcl'iTrt'd to m'.vw to illustiali' tlir hiii-it-

taiiity ol" <liai^iiosticatiii>j; this (liscast- Iroin si^ns I'oiiinl

at uiu! cxaiiuiiatioii aloixt, and I wish in adilition to

hriiil!,- out souu" therapeutic points.

Tlu! luultituih^ of synouyinous dciioniitiatioiis ol

this iiisoasc tcstili(!S to tiic variety ol attempts tiiat have
luHiii made to classify and interpret tht^ renal dis(!as(!s.

Souie of these uami's aro (Un-ived from etiological con-

siderations, others from clini(!al manifestations, still

otliers from the <rross appearance of the organ, or from

the microscopic changes found at the examination of

the organ "post mortem." Such names an? (cirrhosis

of the kidney, gouty kidney, contracted kidiu'y, granu-

lar kidney, small r(ul kidney, granular atrophy of tin;

kidney, chronic desipiamative nephritis, renal sclerosis.

Only two varieties of the disease are generally recog-

nized, namely, the genuiiu; inflammatory cirrhotic kid-

ney and tlu; degenerative cirrhotic kidney, of which
the former is an independent prinuiry disease, the lat-

ter a sequel to arteriosclerosis. It may he added
that certain authorities admit and others (leny a third

variety of the disease, nanudy, those cases whicn start

as smooth cirrhotic kidney, and in their furtluu- de-

velopment contract into the kidney of chronic diffuse

interstitial nephritis, lioth forms are characterized

clinically by insidious onset and slow development,

and anatomically they are marked by atrophy of the

parenchyma of the organ, secondar}- to the formation

of new connective tissue, ending with a more or less

complete destruction of all the anatomical elements of

the organ.

Paihological anatomy ; gross appearance. — The
kidney is small ; the weight is sometimes only one

ounce each. The capsule is thickened, adherent,

the surface irregular, " granular," j)uckered. The or-

gan is either red, hyperemic (more developed form)

or anemic, pale, gray. There are small cysts, con-

taining clear, transparent licpiid. The cortex is thin.

The pyramids are shorter, redder than normal, the

pelvis is wider. The small arteries stand out prom-

inently. In cases associated with gout there are seen

deposits of urates of soda as white lines through the

medullary portion. The granular elevations corre-

spond to the portions of the cortex which remain

healthy ; the sunken portions represent the atropied

parts, replaced by connective tissue. The gross ap-

pearance is the same in the two varieties of the dis-

ease.

Microscopical changes.— Connective tissue is widely

distributed, especially in the cortex between the medul-

lary rays and about the veins, less between the pyra-

mids. It begins as a round-cell infiltration in the in-

tertubular tissue and about the tufts. This becomes

fibrillated, contracts, and gradually destroys both tubes

and tufts. The liownum's capsules are thickened and

compressed by the surrounding new connective tissue.

The vasa afl'erentia are narrowed, the glomeruli atro-

phy, the cai)illary epithelium is loosened, that cover-

ing the tufts is desquamated, the tufts undergo hyaline

degeneration and do not transmit fluid ; there is only

slight change in the capsular epithelium. In ar(>as

free from connective tissue some tufts appear normal,

but their cells are increased and the bowman's cap-

Huli'H are thirkened. The <\mUf>fi\ liiftH excH'U: ul-

liiiminouM urine, which packn together the dempia-
muted epithelium, carrying the ;,'raiiiilar debriH with it.

The tubal cells in the coliliertlive-tiMHUe urejw are
atrophied or replao-d by ciiboidal f»-\U. .Some tiilM^H

are denuded, otliers have ccIIh with graiiiihir or fatty

change. Many tubes are greatly dilaUid by Iwinj^

pluggcid with granular rh-bris in the portion** which
arcr constricted by <-oiinective tiM.mie. The degenera-
tion of n-nal epithelium is much lesH widespread
than in the parenchymatous nephritis. 'I'here are
large areas of normal tubes (!Ven in advanced di.%-

• •as<', which accounts for the slownesH in the devel-
opment of the disease. Many tubes are collapsed
and obliterated by connective tissue. Many c;ont.'iin

casts and granular debris, but fewer than in the
parenchymatous form.

There is an advanc(!d sclerosis of the vessids. The
adventitia is thickened ; tin; intima with inflammatory
growth (endarteritis obliterans). The media is thick-
(iiied by increase of connective tissue, while the mus-
cular fibres an; atrophied. The capillaries are ol>-

structed and finally obliterated.

Heart.— The lu-art is hypertrophied in a marked
degree, and sometimes with considerable secondary
dilatation. There are atheromatous and calcareous
changes along the aorta.

There is a difference between the degenerative cir-

rhotic and the genuine inflammatory form. The
former shows characteristic changes in the small and
medium sized arteries of the kidney, and thereby the
circulation through the kidneys is impeded. This
leads to degeneration of the renal epithelium by insuf-
ficient nutrition. It atrophies and new connective tis-

sue develops in its place. Consequently the arterial
changes are primary.

In the genuine inflammatory kidney, on the other
hand, the primary changes are in the glomeruli.
From both forms the secondary cirrhotic kidney is

distinguished by larger size, only moderate adherence
of the capsule, the coarseness of the granulations
(that is, the surface slightly uneven), and the reddish
color mottled with gray patches.

Etiology.— It occurs most frequently in the latter
half of life, more frecpiently in males than hi females,
but the earlier ])eriod of life is not exempt. It is

rare in childhood ; a few congenital cases are re-

ported. The following are generally recognized
causes: Chronic gout; the fibroid diathesis ; alcohol in
excess, particularly the stronger kinds ; excessive eat-
ing ; too little or too severe exercises ; worrv and
strain, physical as well as mental : chronic lead
poisoning; articular rheumatism, acute and chronic;
chronic endocarditis ; syphilis ; urethral stricture ; py-
elitis ; senility. The toxins of the staphylococcus pyog-
enes and probably the toxic products of numerous
pathogenic bacteria may also be causes, according to
recent observations. Acute gout is not recognized as
a cause, although the chroni*' is in marked de<iree.

Symptoms.— The patients complain of general mus-
cular weakness, lassitude, imp;iired power of applica-
tion, irritability of temper, fretfulness, deceptive mem-
ory, sleeplessness, impairment of the sexual sphere,
occipital headache, and sense of pressure in the head,
pain in the back of the neck.

Urine. — There is increased amount of urine : the
patient has to leave the bed during the night to pass
water. The amount of nightly urine generally ex-
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ceeds that passed in the daytime. The twenty-four

hours' amount may reach 3,000-0,000 cubic centime-

tres. It is clear, with little or no sediment. Specific

gravity 1.006-1.012 ; acid ; albumin is generally pres-

ent in small quantities (about /y%). Sometimes al-

bumin is absent lor a few days or part of a day.

Urea is at first normal, later diminished. There are

a few casts, usually small hyaline. A few lymph

cells are generally found, but no blood corpuscles un-

less an acute attack supervenes.

The cardiac dulness is increased both to the left and

to the right. There is increased arterial tension, with

firm pulse, forcible apex beat and the aortic second

sound accentuated, with a ringing quality, even years

before the hypertrophy is demonstrable. Later the

apex beat is displaced to the left and is of increased

force.

So long as the hypertrophy maintains arterial ten-

sion and regulates the urinary secretion, the condition

is good, but when the heart muscle degenerates, dilata-

tion and cardiac insufficiency set in. Then the pulse

loses its tension, becomes smaller, more frequent and

irregular. In this condition the patient is much in-

fiuenced by slight physical exercises, and dyspnea and

palpitation are easily produced. At this stage mild

bronclutis, congestion of the lower lobes or spots of

lobular pneumonia may appear. Edema may appear

first at the ankles, later more generally, but is usually

sli<dit. Many theories are advanced to explain the

development of the hypertrophy of the heart and they

are significant not alone from a pathological point of

view, but also with reference to the practical thera-

peutics of the disease. The weight of opinions is on

the side of Cohnheim's theory that the increased local

resistance in the kidney causes the hypertrophy. In

general appearance the patient presents a pale, yellow-

ish face, the expression is weai-y and listless, the eye-

lids are slightly swollen, the temporal arteries are

tortuous, the skin dry, with little tendency to perspi-

ration, and if the skin is scratched, the stripes remain.

There may be a variety of gastric symptoms : Ano-

rexia, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea.

The eyes may be affected, exhibiting yellowish-white

spots, small inflammatory exudates and minute hemor-

rhages. A variety of cerebral symptoms may occur.

(1) Motor disturbances. — Convulsions, tremors,

localized contractions.

(2) Psychical disturbances. — Delirium, hallucina-

tions, vertigo, coma, melancholia.

(8) Sensory disturbances. — Deafness, blindness,

hemiopia.

(4) Respiratory.— Dyspnea, Cheyne-Stokes res-

piration, laryngeal spasm.

(0) Thermic.— Hypothermia or hy))ertherniia.

Even when cirrhotic kidney is fully developed, the

symptoms may remain mild for many years. Tlie

danf^er is always present that some accidental compli-

cation or gradual exhaustion may precipitate uremic

symptoms. The involvement of the normal portion

of the kidney in an acute nephritis from overwork,

exposure, or various influences, is very dangerous.

The various ways in which the symptoms combine in

tlie individual cases have led to tlie riicognition of cer-

tain more or less defined clinical groujjs.

(1) Cardiac.— The sufterers are generally gouty

persons. The cardiac changes appear early and at

the autopsy renal sclerosis is revealed (a large propor-

tion of all cases of renal sclerosis).

(2) Cerebral. — These are characterized by intense

headaches, vertigo, numbness, formication, temporary
paresis of a single limb.

(3) Gastro-intestinal. — Persistent nausea, vomit-

ing and profuse diarrhea are the leading symptoms in

these cases.

(4) Progressive weakness. — The leading symptom
of the cases under tliis group is gradually increasing

weakness and exhaustion. They are often regarded

as cases of neurasthenia, anemia, or senility, and are

not recognized as renal sclerosis until later in their

development.

The complications of this malady may be numerous,

as the following enumeration shows : vSerofibrinous

pleurisy, inflammation of the serous membranes gen-

erally, chronic bronchitis, catarrhal pneumonia, lobar

pneumonia, neuroretinitis, or retinal hemorrhage, hem-
orrhage from the mucous and serous surfaces and in

the substance of the organs, and edema glottidis.

Diagnosis. — Not many years ago, if the examina-

tion of a patient had revealed a j^ulse of high tension,

an increased area of cardiac dulness, the second aortic

sound accentuated, with a ringing quality, the urine

of low specific gravity and large amount, with a trace

of albumin and some few hyaline or fine granular

casts, it would have been justifiable to make the diag-

nosis of chronic interstitial nephritis.

Reliable observations of a more recent date have

made necessary the exercise of more reserve in draw-

ing conclusions from the signs mentioned. It is rec-

ognized that a slight amount of albumin and an occa-

sional cast may occur without a renal lesion being

demonstrable after continuous observation of the case.

On the other hand, the early stage of interstitial

nephritis is not always associated with the appearance

of albumin and casts. The high-tension pulse and the

accentuated aortic second sound have been found to

exist apparently as a mere function of years from the

early middle age in a number of instances without any

demonstrable renal lesion. The dislocated apex beat

and increased cardiac dulness area may be an expres-

sion of idiopathic hypertrophy of the heart without

renal disease.

The diagnosis of this malady cannot be made with

certainty from any formula of symptoms and signs.

It requires repeated examinations during a sufficient

length of time to establish the persistency of the signs

mentioned, often with intervening periods of absence

of albumin and apparent health, and these facts must

be balanced in view of the etiology and the history of

insidious onset and slow, progressive development.

If the i)atient is examined for the first time when
symptoms of disturbed compensation are developed,

the diagnosis is difiicult because the urine is not then

characteristic of contracted kidney, but is scanty,

darker, richer in albumin, and the condition can

scarcely be differentiated from primary heart lesion

with secondary congested kidney, particularly if ar-

teriosclerosis exist at the same time. If the first

examination is made during sudden uremia or after

apoplectic seizure, the condition is with difficulty dif-

ferentiated from other acute cerebral afi^ections.

Chronic difl'use interstitial nephritis with acute ex-

acerbation is differentiated from acute nephritis by a

consideration of tiie history of the case, especially

the first day of onset. In the chronic form the gen-

eral aj)pi;arance suggests longer illness. In the acute

nephritis the urine is of higher specific gravity and
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iiHually contains hlood. In the Himnic form th<T<i Ih

cvidciicc ol' liy|icili()|iliy of tin- licjirt, lii;;li iiiltiial f<Mi-

sioii and rcliiiitiH .'illiiiiiiiniii-ici.

Cliroiiic interstitial n<'|»|iritiH is (lill'niiiiiaicd jioni

sccondarv cinliotic I\iflin'y hy a consideration of the

etiology, and the faet that th(! cardiac liypertroph

v

and tile vascular chaiii^es are less marked in the sec-

oiidary cirrhotic kidney. Tln^ iiriiu! is smaller in

amount, of darker color, of hii^lier speoilic ^ravilv,

with more alhnmin and nion; cell elements.

Prix/niisis.— It is <f(Mierally admitt(;d that the

librous tissue, once developed, extc^nds until hy its

contraction the organ is destroyed. In the early

Staines of the disease, and und(;r i^ood regimen, the

patient may live for many years without any appar-

ent disturbance. When tlu; heart fails, weakm^ss,

dyspnea and dropsy will ap[)ear, amenaldt; to tn^at-

meut at (irst, but increasin<i later in spite of the best

care. Severe edema apijcariiiij late in the disease in-

dicates a tailing heart, and is a serious symptom.
Uremic intoxication is a constant danger. It ap-

pears late in the disease and is fatal in many cases.

Even with severe symj)toms (Cheyne-Stokes respira-

tion, persistent vomiting and edema) the patient may
live for months.

Drs. Richard C. Cabot and Franklin W. White
have found from the Massachusetts (Jeiieral Hospi-

tal records that out of 304 cases 17 have completely

recovered, and that the average duration of 332 cases

was nineteen months. Cases of eight to ten years'

duration are not unusual, and cases are recorded of

over fourteen years' and up to twenty to twenty-nine

years' duration.

Treatment.— The two leading indications are to

avoid irritation of the kidney and to avoid overwork
of the heart so as to keep off cardiac insutliciency as

long as possible. To this end the diet must be

adapted to the condition of the individual case.

Overeating, like other overexertion, must be pre-

cluded. Generally both starchy and nitrogenous

foods must be restricted and fats given generously,

but there is some ground for the theory that an un-

usually rich nitrogenous diet is required to protect the

organism from the loss of nitrogen, when much albu-

min is excreted, and that such increase in the nitroge-

nous food does not influence the amount of albumin that

escapes through the kidneys. The skin must be kept

active by tepid baths and the bowels regulated.

Physical overwork and mental worry should be

excluded as far as possible, but moderate exercise

and outdoor recreation and rest encouraged. Ac-

cording to most observers, a dry, equable climate is

preferable, but actual test must decide in the indi-

vidual case in which climate the patient " eats well,

sleeps well, and feels well" (Delafield).

It is not proven that medication has any influence

over the development of connective tissue and the

contraction of the kidney, but mercury, iodide of

potassium and in anemic cases iodide of iron may be

tried.

There is great diversity in the observations as to

the effect of iron preparations in this disease. Spe-

cial symptoms must be treated as they arise. loditU'

of potassium, nitroglycerin and chloral hydrate are

important for their effect in reducing too high ar-

terial tension and dilating the arteries.

if spasmodic dyspnea arises, the indication is to

dilate the arteries and to stimulate the heart. If

diKturbnnce of eompeiiHution apj»earM. tim indications

for the treaimeiit are the Maine hm in clironir heart

disease. jfeadaclie, vomitiii;;, hetiii|i|egia, coiiviiJMiori,

coma, reipiire such means as diiiiesiH, sweatitiy, purg-

ing and blooil letting. MaMsage, rt-MinU-A movenientii

and passive movements in Mome form or another !ir«

indicated in tlu^ various phases of this malady.

In the early st^'igeH before special Hymptoiiis liav«

developed, lint the patient is distresHed bv Heiise of

latigue and impaired Htn-ngtli and working capacity,

much can be done to relieve tin; condition and in-

crease the strength i»y massage and mr)vetnent, in

conjuiKttioii with proper regimen in othi;r respects.

My a systematic course of gymnastics may be ascer-

tained th(! proper limits of exertion in the individual

(;ase and those limits wideiKid in som«! measure. It is

important that the paticuit should be made convincf-d

of the fact that such forms of exertion as running
and jumping are entirely out of the (|uehtion, and
that tlu! ordinary rate; of st<rps in walking must be
reduced from, say, 100 or 120 in a minute to per-

lia|)s ")0 or GO; that straining on d«;fecation is danger-

ous ; that walking uphill or upstairs is safe only if

propisr limits are observed, and that the determination

of these limits cannot be safely trusted to subjective

sensations alone.

Certain experiences from the administration of

gymnastics to cardiac cases are worthy of considera-

tion in this connection. It is generally found that

simple exercises are less exciting to a delicate heart

than exercises that are complex and difHcult to learn,

even though the latter be not violent or vigorous.

(Generally exercises which involve action chiefly

from the muscles of the lower extremities are more
easily borne at a time when the condition precludes

a corresponding amount of exertion involving the

muscles of the upper arm which have 'one attachment
to the thorax. Gymnastic movements which shift

localization from one group of muscles to another in

a progressive succession are most beneficial.

Later on, when the compensation is weak, when oc-

casional attacks of dys[)nea and precordial oppression

appear, or even when the compensation is failing, so

long as there is recuperative power behind, much
can be done by movement and massage to re-establish

compensation and postpone the symptoms.
The leading indication in the early stage is to di-

late the arteries and reduce the tension when it is too

high. Later, when the compensation is failing, the

indications are : (1) To increase the systolic stroke

of the heart ; (2) to relieve the venous hyperemia of

the abdominal organs and the lungs, when such exists,

and (3) to relieve the edema.
Experience gathered from the administration of ex-

ercises in Swedish medical gymnasia and in the Nau-
heim and Oertel Institutions has taught methods to

meet these indications in recuperative cases. Contra-
indications to these methods are advanced arterioscle-

rosis, aneurism and grave aortic lesions. The details

of the methods are scarcely capable of simple descrip-

tion and satisfactory formulation. In general it may
be said that

:

(1) Dilatation of the small arteries and reduction
of too higli arterial tension can be obtained in manv
instances by kneading and stroking of the muscles of

the extremities with slow strokes and gentle but
rather deep pressure.

(2) Increase of the strength of the systolic stroke
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is obtained in many instances by simple movement of

the joints of the extremities with gentle resistance,

provided that the exertion is limited to that which the

recuperativ^e force of the heart can respond to.

(3) Edema is relieved by centripetal strokiiigs with

gradually increasing pressure.

(4) The resistive movement must be given while

the patient is in a restful horizontal attitude or half

reclining.

(5) Passive movement must be attempted with cau-

tion in persons who have not good muscular control,

because otherwise the efl'ort of the patient to inhibit

co-operative or resistive action either fails, or is so

great an exertion in itself that the effect of a vigorous

active movement is obtained instead of the passive

one which is attem})ted.

In writing this paper the works of the following

authors have been consulted :

Rotch. Diseases of Children.
Striimpell. Textbook of Medicine.
Osier. Principles and Practice of Medicine.
Delafield. Diseases of the Kidney in the Twentieth Century

Practice.
Da Costa. Medical Diagnosis.
Loomis. Diseases of the Kidney in the American System of

Practical Medicine.
Ogden. Clinical Examination of the Urine and Urinary Diag-

nosis,

and Journal articles of the last five years, by the

following writers : Drs. W. T. Councilman, Richard

C. Cabot, Franklin W. White, Arthur K. Stone, C. A.
Herter, Arthur K. Elliot, James Tyson, A. Lawrence
Mason, I. N. Danforth, Frank Billings, J. N. Brown-
low, Charles A. Tuttle, Rose Bradford and Andrew
H. Whitridge.

A NEW SPINAL JACKET.
BY EDWARD A. TRACY, M.D., BOSTON.

The jacket herein described is termed new, inas-

much as its technique is for the first time presented to

the profession ; but it has been, however, employed in

the orthopedic practice of the writer during the past

five years. The writer can, therefore, present it to

the profession as an instrument of tried efficiency that

merits employment in suitable spinal cases.

The distinguishing features of this spinal jacket are

its lightness, cleanliness, rigidity, and durability. It

is much lighter than either a plaster-of-Paris or a

leather jacket. It is more cleanly than either, be-

cause it is freely ventilated and permits of thorough
washing. Its rigidity is that of board when re<|uired,

and yet it has resiliency. Its durability is demonstrated
by the fact that the writer has had patients wearing
jackets for two years with their efficiency unimpaired.

The basic material of this spinal jacket is wood-
plastic splint material, described by the writer in a

paper entitled " A Brief Splint Technology for Sur-

geons," contributed to the first Pan-American Medical
Congress, at Washington, 1893. This material serves

admirably in the splinting of injured joints and
broken bones ;

^ for such uses the manipulation of it is

so simple as to require no special instructions to one
possessing a modicum of mechanical ability ; but when
used in the construction of a spinal jacket the tech-

nique is of necessity more complicated and requires

more careful description and study.

> See paper entitled, A Safe and Quick ^^etllod of Joint and Bone
Fixation, in the Bosiou Medical and Surgical Journal of August 31,
1899.

There are two ways of moulding the jacket ; one,
directly upon the body of the patient, the other, upon
a plaster-of-Paris cast. The former method is practi-

cable in those cases where the body curves are not
too various and comj)ound. The latter method,
moulding the jacket on a plaster cast of the patient's

trunk, is advised. The making of the cast is not
difficult. Apply roller plaster-of-Paris bandages over
a tigiitly fitting undershirt until a plaster jacket en-
circles the patient's body. After allowing this to

harden for twenty minutes it should be cut carefully
down the middle of the front, sprung apart, and re-

moved. It is then to be placed upon the fioor, and
carefully brought together again so that it has the
shape it had while on the patient. A string can be
applied so as to cause it to maintain this shape. The
inside of this plaster jacket should be well greased
with lard; this prevents the plaster of Paris when
poured into it from adhering to the plaster jacket.

Plaster of Paris mixed with water to the consistency

of molasses is poured into the jacket and forms the
cast. In making the cast it is found useful to place a
piece of timber 2^' x "d" x 4" as an upright in the

jacket, and to pour the plaster of Paris around it.

This timber upright serves as a support for the cast

when using it to mould upon it the jacket. The piece

of timber used should be moist, otherwise it will ab-

sorb moisture from the cast, swell, and split the cast,— not, however, a serious mishap.

The cast having been completed, the jacket should
be moulded upon it in the manner described below.
The jacket is made principally from four pieces of

wood-plastic material, the back piece, the front piece

and two side pieces. The back piece extends from
the upper border of the cast to the lower border and
overlaps the sides of the cast. In the back piece are

two incisions on each side directed towards the middle
line— these incisions allowing the material to mould
over the various curves in the cast. Each side piece

extends from the upper to the lower border of the cast

and from a point an inch and a half away from the

anterior superior sjiine of the ilium (towards the mid-
dle line of the front of the body) to near the middle
line of the back ; the side pieces thus overlap the back
piece. Two incisions are likewise made in each side

piece, in a direction from the back towards the ante-

rior border of each piece. These permit of the per-

fect moulding of the material upon the cast.

The back piece and the side pieces having been cut

and moistened are bandaged in their correct relative

positions over the cast and allowed to dry thereon.

After drying, they are carefully removed and a layer

of glue having been placed between the side pieces

and the back piece where they overlap, they are re-ap-

plied to the cast, and bandaged upon it till the glue

dries. The back piece and the two side pieces glued
together form what may be termed the foundation of

the jacket. It is now a well-fitting brace or back
splint. This brace is covered carefully with cotton

cloth, which is glued upon it, inside and outside.

Holes are carefully punched into the jacket about two
inches apart, and so placed as not to weaken it.

These holes are three-eighths of an inch in diameter

and permit of excellent ventilation. The jacket can

be on the cast when the holes are being punched.
The brace is now to be coated with a material that is

impervious to moisture. The writer has used two
such materials ; one, a solution of gutta percha in car-
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lum liisulpliiflc ; \\w o[\w.r, ii Holtitioii of rclliiloid in

.•iccloiic. I'lir lallcf is prcfcniitlc.

TIk! IdiKT portion of till" jiukct liaviiii; ln-fii lin-

islutd, tlic front portion sliould Im- luoiiiilcd upon the

(iiist, so us to overlap tln^ sidcH iil>out un incli. Tin;

front piece is nioulded ov(!r tin; east, after ineisin;^ the

upper half of it in the median line ; this permits an

overlappini; of the U|)per portion, and eauses the

upp(ir part to press on the uppcn- durst with any
chosen (le<rr(H' of pressure!. This prossun^ a])pears to

tlje writer to be an important advanta«;e in maintain-

in«j a corre(;t position of the spine. The front pie(;e

should then he treated in a similar manner to the

brace portion, to provide for its ventilation and protec-

tion from moisture. It should tlnui be attacluid by a

leatlujr hiui^o to one side of tlm brace; ; strips of

leather with eyelets for lacings should Ix; attached to

the other side of the front piece and of the brace por-

tion, thus completing the spinal jacket.

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON RENAL CASTS.

nV W.VLTER E. TOHIB, M.I)., roltTLANI), MK.

In making a systematic microscopic examination of

urine, one cannot fail to be imi)ressed with the fre-

quent existence of casts, and that, too, in many in-

stances, without a co-existing albuminuria. So closely

has the presence of casts become associated with albu-

minuria that it is far from the universal j)ractic(! to

submit the urine to a microscopic examination unless

albumin has been found ; and it is only since th(i centri-

fuge has come into more general use that the signifi-

cance of each has begun to be better understood. The
advantage of securing the sediment from a freshly

voided urine unaffected by fermentative changes is too

apparent to require defence. It is noticeable that by
so doing hyaline casts are found in many instances

where neither clinical history nor chemical examina-

tion would seem to point to their presence. The cus-

tom of obtaining urinary sediments by allowing the

urine to stand tor twelve to twenty-four hours in a

conical glass has given fair results ; but the urine

necessarily undergoes bacterial and chemical changes,

and it seems not unreasonable to believe that struct-

ures so delicate as hyaline casts may by these changes

become disintegrated or so altered as to be ditlicult or

impossible of detection. Certainly there is no good

reason for believing kidney disease to be increasing to

the alarming extent that microscopic examination of

urine might imply. The increase is apparent and de-

pends upon better and more systematic urinary exam-
iiuition.

The three theories of cast formation are that they

result from the disintegration of renal cells, from a

morbid secretion of these cells, or from a leakage of

serum albumin into the tubules. All of these theories

imply some structural kidney change, temporary or

permanent, and we might then expect to tind with

casts always a greater or less amount of all)umin.

This, I am convinced, is not the case, notwithstanding

the view of many, who contend that casts are never

found in urine unless it contains albumin or has re-

cently continued it. Testing for minute traces of al-

bumin is dillicult, uncertain and unsatisfactory, as is

evidenced by the great number of test solutions and

methods of testhig, and the opinion is quite general

that nil amount of nlhiiiniii too Ntnnit tn hf: dr-U'Otr^I tiy

the l»oiling or nitric acid contact ti-Mt Im too Hniull U>

have any «;linical imporUnre. Tanret'H potiiMHionuTcu-
ri<r iodide tent is capable of d<ii-cfiii|» the nio»*t niinuU;
trace of ulbumin. It {h overMcnNitive and vultiabh;,

therefore, as a negative; tttnt to prove not the preHenw
of albumin, but its absenf;e. .Such a ntHi-albtiuiinouM

urine may <'ont.iin casts, and. I believe, this condition
is mue-h more connnon than it is possible to a.Hcertuin,

because; urinary e-xamitLitions are; maeie;, uh a rule;, in

gene-ral practieie; only wlie-n the-re an; in«lie;atioti«

pe)inting te) eliseiase; eif the- urinary e>rganH or pa-ssageH.

From the- analysis tli.it I have- maeie- in tluj lalK*ra-

te)ry of Dr. Alfre-d King, I have: tjiken twe) hun<lre;el

in re'gidar e)rele;r, witlie)ut any atte-mpt at selection -ah

re'garels seuison of the year, age of the patients, or
their eliseases. The results as regard.s albumin and
casts are as follows :

Urine contaioing neither albumin nor ctixU
" " albumin witlinut CHatg .

" " " with ciuiiH .

" "
ca.st8 without albumin .

WJ
29
36
27

It will be see-n that the easels of albumin with casts

were rather more freepuMit than either alone. In
making these te'sts, eivery e-ffort was made to detect
minute traces of albumin. Had this not been done,
the proportion of cases where casts occurred without
albumin woulel have been very materially increa.sed.

The cases of albumin without casts were almost inva-
riably due to bloe)el e)r pus from the genite>urinary
passages.

I have mentioned three influences which mi'dit af-

fect a series of urinary examinations as regards casts,

the first being the season. This has a bearing only
to the extent that diseases affecting the kidneys are
more common at certain seasons, notably, the winter
and early spring. Age is a decidedly important fac-

tor. Although it has long been taught that the kid-
neys in old age undergo a change comparable to that
of cirrhotic kidney, it is not generally appreciated how
common this condition is, nor how early in life the
change may begin. Repeated examinations of urine
from patients between fifty anel sixty, certainly far
from senile, show the presence of hyaline casts in
many instances. Inasmuch as they may be present
for many years without symptoms pointing to their
existence, these questions naturally suggest themselves.
Is the mere presence of hyaline casts necessarily a
grave omen ? May not the disease be checked or
even of itself cease to advance ? May thev not be
present in urine from kielneys who.se excreting func-
tions are practically normal ?

The occurrence of casts with chronic constitutional
eliseases is extremely common, but the influences de-
termining their formation are not altogether apparent.
Thus in the constitutional disturbane^e accompanvim'^
carcinoma I founel. while a house doctor at the Maine
(leneral Hospital, that hyaline casts were verv com-
mon and that the urine was almost invariably free
from albumin. This observation became so strikinjjlv

frequent that I was leel to believe that some relation
existed between the carcinoma anel the preiduction of
casts, and that it resulteel from some impairment of
nutrition or from poisonous precincts oocurriu"'- in the
cancer formation. It was notice'el. also, that in many
of these cjises the administration of ether caused no
noticeable disturbance of the kidney functions.
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Considering the importance attacluHi to kidney dis-

ease by life insurance companies, the means employed
by their examiners for detecting the same are surpris-

ingly lax, since a microscopic examination is not part

of the routine. While I should question very much
the advisability of making the presence of casts a

standard for refusal, it certainly should constitute a

reason for a more searching examination regarding

the eliminating functions of the kidneys. I believe

that insurance companies will yet issue endowment
policies knowingly to applicants whose urine contains

casts, even as they have done so for many years un-

knowingly.

ai^eliical ^rogre^efief.

PROGRESS IN PATHOLOGY.
BT JAMES H. WKIGnT, M.D., BOSTON,

Director of the CUnico-Pathologiatl Lnhorntory of the Massachusetts
General Hospital.

GUNSHOT WOUNDS AND TETANUS.

The great frequency of tetanus, following wounds
from blank cartridges, is well known. H. Gideon
Wells ^ has made a study of the blank cartridges on

the market with the object of determining whether
tetanus spores were present in them or not. Upon
inquiry he found that the blank cartridges on the mar-
ket were manufactured by five different firms in this

counti-y and in Canada, and samples of each of these

were obtained for examination. In all about 200
cartridges were examined, but in none of them were
tetanus bacilli found.

The method of examination was as follows : (1)
The wads, powder and slu^lls were first heated to

85° C. for forty-fiv(^ minutes and then cultures on
glucose agar and other media were made. Cultures

were also made; without tlu; preliminary heating. (2)
A series of animal inoc-ulations of guinea pigs and
mice were made, in various series, with wads and pow-
der and with agar and bouillon cidtures, both with

and without heating. Ultimately for the examination

of a large number of cartridges the following plan was
adopted. Wads from ten cartridges were broken up
into fine pieces and placed in bouillon sufficient to

cover them ; the fluid was then heated to from 80° to

85° C. for forty-five minutes and grown for one week
under anaerobic conditions. The cultures were then

inoculated into mice and guinea pigs, and also examined
microscopically. Agar cultures were made in deep
stabs. The bouillon cultures were covered with par-

affine, after a previous boiling. The tissues were
then placed in sealed jars with i>yrogallic acid.

Cartridge wads were also inserted in the muscular
tissue of animals and allowed to remain there for three

days to two weeks. They were then removed, or in-

oculated into other animals, or cultivated anacrobi-

cally. These experiments all gave negative results.

Microscopical examination of the cartridge wads
showed them to be made of wood pulp.

THE new formation OF ELASTIC FIBRES IN THE
STROMA OF MALIGNANT TUMORS.

The invention of a selective stain for elastic fibres

by Weigert has enabled histologists to recognize elas-

1 Philadelphia Medical Journal, Juue IC, i;K)0.

tic tissue with a facility wliicli was not possible a few
years ago.

It is of considerable histological interest to know
whether, in the newly-formed tissue of malignant
tumors, elastic fibres are produced as well as white
fibrous tissue. The following Avorkers have investi-

gated this <][uestion with the aid of Weigert's staining

method, with the following results :

II. U. AVilliams - finds, (1) when the stroma of

carcinoma is itself of new formation it is usually free

from elastic fibres ; (2) newly-formed elastic fibres

may occur in the stroma, though rarely, and they are

likely to be fine in quality and small in number
; (3)

the tumors in which newly-formed elastic fibres oc-

curred either contained a large amount of connective-

tissue stroma, or the newly-formed fibres were in

connection with pre-existing elastic elements of the

original parts.

W. C. White ^ comes to practically the same con-

clusions from his study of the subject.

Alice Hamilton,* on the other hand, finds in cer-

tain soft epithelial tumors, with relatively small amount
of stroma, a rich growth of elastic fibres. Thus, in

adenocarcinoma of the uterus, stomach and mammary
gland the stroma in many instances consisted largely

of such fibres and very seldom were they altogether

wanting. In fibrosarcoma, and alveolar sarcoma also,

good evidence was obtained of a new formation of

elastic fibres, but in subcutaneous fibromata and in a

myofibroma of the uterus new-formed elastic fibres

were much less numerous than might be expected.

In scirrhous carcinomata of the pancreas, mammary
gland and liver undoubted evidence of new formation

of elastic fibres was obtained.

THE ORIGIN OF SIMPLE CYSTS OF THE OVARY.

At the present time the generally accepted view as

to the origin of these cysts is that they are of the

nature of retention cysts of the Graafian follicles.

This view, probably, is due to the observations of

Rokitansky, who claimed to have found ova in some
of these cysts. Other observers, however, think that

some of them, at least, are new growths. Von Kahl-

den,* in a needlessly long and verbose paper without

a summary, has submitted the question of the origin

of these cysts to a careful examination. He studied

cystic ovaries from 19 cases in adult women of vary-

ing ages. His conclusions are that these cysts are not

derived fi-om Graafian follicles, but arise from solid

or tubular ingrowths of the germinal epithelium. His
conclusions are based upon (1) the observations of

these ingrowths of epithelium
; (2) the absence of

ova in the smallest of the cysts
; (3) the occurrence

of cysts in ovaries long after the formation of ova has

ceased
; (4) the absence of any tendency to form ova,

except in 1 case. In this case, however, many ova-

like bodies were formed, but never reaching the nor-

mal si/,e
; (5) the difficulty of explaining these cysts as

retention cysts, in view of the fact tliat they are al-

ways superficial, that they have thin walls and that

there is no apparent mechanical reason why, if they

are retention cysts of Graafian follicles, they should

not rupture as readily as the Graafian follicle itself.

- Contributions to the Science of Medicine, Dedicated by his Pupils
to William Henry Welch, upon the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of his
Doctorate.

3 liulletin of the Johns Ilopltins Hospital, September, 1900.
* The Journal of Experimental Medicine, vol. v, No. 2, October 26,

1900.
' Ziegler's Beitriige, 1900, xxvii, 1.
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Acronliiiif to tlicHr olmt'i'vutioiis of von Kulilih-n,

tli(( siiiiplc cyMtH of llic ovary xw\\\ to (|(V(lo|) in miicli

tlid Huiur wiiy IIS ilo the (Inuilian follicles from thi-

^friniiiiil <'|)itlH'limii, uiiil tlifsi- cysts iiii;;lit, in comhc-

(jucncc, !)(• rt'i^anlcd as tlii! result, of aitnonnal cIVoiis

upon tli(! part of the ovary to form (Jraalian folli-

cles.

ACUll. AND CIIUONK; (iONOKUIt KAI, CVSTITIM.

llii^^h II. Y()iin>f" rej)orts these cas(!s. In the lirst

case the j^onococens was found in pun^ (uilture in tlur

urine. In the seeond eas(( the j^onoetx^cus was found in

the urine in association with tin; l)a(;illuscoli (communis.
The urine was collected hy as|)iration of the Idadiltr

under strict aseptic precautions.

In reviewini,' the literature of jfonorrheal cystitis,

Youn«f was ahlt^ to lind oidy 7 other cases in which
the ifonococcus had hcen demonstrated in the urint,'.

In his opinion, tiiis small number of cases hy no means
represents the frequency of i^onococcuis infection of

the bladder. The principal reasons for this bcTu-f arc,

(1) Tlui dilliculty of obtainin«i urim; by aspiration,

owing to the aciiteness of the intlanunation which
causes the contraction of the bladth'r, so that it is dif-

ficult to penetrate it with the aspirating needle ; (2)
because the gonococci will not grow in the urine un-

less it contains a considerable amount of albumin.
In 1 case of gonorrhea in which there was no cystitis

the aspirated urine showed large numbers of gono-
cocci. It thus seems probable that in the production

of cystitis the gonococcus is only one of several fac-

tors in the process.

In the same paper Young also reports a number of

insUinces in which the gonococcus was found in pure

culture in subcutaneous abscesses. These abscesses

developed either in the region of the urethra or in the

subcutaneous tissue following operations for tenosyno-

vitis or arthritis. For the cultivation of the organism
Young recommends a mixture of hydrocele or ascitic

fluid and nutrient agar-agar.

ACNE VULGARIS.

Dr. T. Caspar (lilchrist" has arrived at some inter-

esting results from a bacteriological study of this sul)-

ject. He has examined bacteriologically !)() pustules

from 55 patients. In cover-glass preparations from

every one of these 9() pustules he found a special ba-

cillus. He obtained cultures of this bacillus in 1 1 in-

stances. In 31 instances the white staphylococcus of

"Welch was also present in the pustules. The bacillus

found in these cases was short and thick and in cult-

ures often occurred in long forms which, in some in-

stances, showed branching. The bacillus grew in the

ordinary culture media. In the original glycerin

agar cultures from the pustules growth could only be

obtained when considt'rable (pumtities of the pus in

clumi)s were placeil upon the surface of the culture

media. Transplanations from the original cultures

were only successful when masses of the growth were

used for transplanation, without spreading the same
over the surface of the medium. These peculiarities

of the bacillus suggest to the reviewer that this organ-

ism would probably grow much better under anaerobic

conditions. Dr. Gilchrist seems not to have tried an-

aerobic methods of cultivation.

8 Contributions to the Science of Medicine, Dedicated by liis Pupil."

to WiUiani Heury Welch, upon the Twenty-tiftli Anniversary of his

Doctorate.
' Loc. cit.

The iMicilJuH wiiM found Ui Im- pullio^i;nii; for aiii>

niaU. lv\perinii-nlM on u ^nincu pi;^ and on two i\\\c»t.

showed that it wuh cupiibh- of ^ivinjij v\nv lit I(m;uI mU|>-

piiriilion and a general iiifi-cti(»ii. TIiim ortfuniniii im

probably identi<'al with that •^icn |i\ I unit in lumi; iiu»-

tulcH. I 'una, however, invir culliviit«'<l it. TIk;

branching of ihe organism wax only obiterved in liu;

cnlturcH and in the local IcnionH of uiie of tlie ex|H-ri-

niental animals. The fa<'t that it doen brunch woiilil

in<li<'ate that it should not be regurded um u ImcilluH,

but as a Htreptothrix. The author, however, preferw

to call it a iiacillus, by analogy with the bacilluN

tidxTculosis and tin- bacillus diphtheriie, which, like-

wise, are known to be capable of bruiurhing.

In light of these residls of (lilchrist, acne vul^rw
is due to an infection with a specific organism. The
generally ac(!epted view, that this ilisease is due to in-

fection with the ordinary pus organisms, is thuH Hliown

to 1)»! erroneous. Such infection with pus orgunisniM

is to lie regarded nu-rely as a secon«Iary one.

A NKW rATnO(;KMC MOILIt.

Ophids and Moflit** report an interesting caae in

which the clinical diagnosis was septicopyemia.

At the autopsy the following jirincipal lesions were
found : Abscesses and pneumonic consolidations of

the lungs, encapsulated empyema, suppurative fo<'i in

kidneys, liver and spleen, purulent ostitis and perios-

titis of the frontal bom- and of the u{)per part of the

left tibia, purulent arthritis in various joints, necroses

and abscesses in various lymphatic glands. In the

pus from a variety of situations, there were found pe-

culiar spherical parasitic organisms of variable size up to

.'50 micra in diameter. In sonu; of the lesions these were
not associated with bacteria and were apparently the

only infecting agent in the i)rocess. These lx)dies a(v

peared not to be j)ossessed of motility. The larger

forms acquired a capsule, while the proto[)lasm broke
up into oiu! hundred or more spore-like bodies, which
are highly refractile.

Attempts to cultivate this organism resulte<l in the

growth of a mould, composed of a mycelium. Bv in-

oculations of this mould into guinea pigs and rabbits

suppurative foci in various organs were produced, in

which the same spherical parasitic bodies were found
in j)ure culture in variable numbers, but no mvcelinni.

By study of these spherical bodies in bouillon, under
special conditions, it was found that mycelium <level-

oped from them.

The observations of the authors seem to establish

pretty clearly that the infecting organism in this case
has thus two stages in its life history which are very
unlike one another. The authors suggest that the
spherical form of this organism may be identical with
the protozoon described by a few others under the
name of coccidioides immitis pyogenes or other names.
The botanical classification of this organism, as well as
a number of organisms apparently more or less doselv
related to it, is extremely uncertain.

TlIK KTI0L0(;Y of TUOl'lCAL DYSKXTERY.

Simon Flexner '•* considers that there are two forms
of tropical dysentery, one due to bacterial infection,

the other due to the ameba coli.

From a number of cases of acute tropical dysentery
in soldiers in Manila he was able to isolate a hicillus

* Phiiiidelpliia Medicnl Journal, vol. r. No. 26.
» Middleton UoUlsniith Leoture, Bulletin of the Johns Hopkin<i

Hospital, October. 1900.
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which was apparently identical with the l)acillus de-

scribed by Shiga in the epidemic dysentery of Japan.

This bacillus has a certain resemblance to the bacillus

of typhoid fever, but is not identical with that organ-

ism. It gave the Widal reaction with the blood se-

rum of the patients from which it was isolated.

Flexner also isolated this same bacillus from a case

of chronic dysentery contracted during the Spanish

War in Puerto Rico.

THE TYPHOID BACILLUS AND ROSE SPOTS.

Mark "W. Richardson ^^ has cultivated the typhoid

bacillus from the rose spots in 5 out of 6 cases in ty-

phoid fever. In all of the positive cases the Widal
reaction did not appear until six days, on the average,

after the date of demonstration of the bacilli in the

rose spots.

The method of cultivation was essentially that of

Neufeld, who diluted the blood from the rose spots

with a comparatively large amount of bouillon, thus

avoiding the bactericidal action of the blood on the

bacilli. By this means Neufeld ^* cultivated the ty-

phoid bacillus from the rose spots in 13 out of 14

cases. Neufeld also found that in 7 out of a series of

8 cases the Widal reaction did not appear until, on

the average, six days after the finding of the bacilli in

the spots.

Curschmami ^"^ also recently obtained positive cult-

ures of the rose spots in 14 out of 20 cases.

These results show conclusively that the typhoid

bacillus invades the circulation early in the disease.

A RARE ENDOTHELIOMA.

Joseph Sailer ^^ describes a neoplasm involving the

wall of the left superior pulmonary vein and occlud-

ing the lumen of the same. This neoplasm, on mi-

croscopical examination, proved to consist, essentially,

of proliferated endothelial cells separated into groups

or alveoli by connective-tissue stroma. The occlusion

of the vein had i-esulted in atalectasis of the superior

lobe of the left lung. That this atalectasis had oc-

curred during adult life was shown by the ])resence of

carbon pigment in the collapsed pulmonary tissue.

Sailer gives an elaborate discussion of the nomen-
clature of tumors originating from lymphatic and

blood vessels. He calls the present tumor a primary

endothelioma.

COSTOCHONDRAL OSTEOMYELITIS.

Harvey Cushing " reports this case, following a

l)rol)al)le typlioid fever, from which a peculiar bacil-

lus was isolated. This bacillus was found to have a

close relationship to the bacilli of the hog cholera

group. This group of bacilli manifest peculiarities

which are found both in the typhoid bacillus and in

the bacilli of the colon group. The patient's blood

serum produced the Widal clump reaction with the

bacillus, but did not do so with the typhoid bacillus.

The bacillus did not give the clump reaction with the

serum of typhoid fever cases. The bacillus in this

case may be regarded either as a typhoid bacillus

which has undergone modifications during its long res-

'" .Journal of tbo Boston Society of Medical Sciences, .January IG,

190(): Philadelphia Medical Journal, vol. v, No. 9, March 3, 1900.
" Zeltschr. f. llyg., xxx, 3. S. 499.
'» Miinch. nied. Wocli.. 1899, No. 28.

" Contributions from the William Pepper Laboratory of (Clinical

lAedicine.
>« Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, July, August, 1900.

idence in the human tissues, or the bacillus may be

regarded as a secondary invader from the intestinal

canal that made its entrance durhig the course of the

tyjihoid fever. Cushing seems to be inclined to adopt
the latter view on account of the great variety of or-

ganisms, more or less closely related to this bacillus,

that are to be found in the intestinal canal.

PLA(;UE BACILLI IN SPUTUM.

Recovery from the pneumonic form of the bubonic
plague has been an exceedingly rare event. The ob-

servation of 3 cases of recovery from this form of

disease has enabled (Jotschlich-'^ to study the ques-

tion of the duration of the persistence of the bacilli

in the sputum. In the first case virulent bacilli were
found in the sjiutum up to the seventy-sixth day, and
forty-eight days after complete defervescence, and forty-

eight days after the patient had left the bed. In the

second case the bacilli were found up to the thirty-

fifth day of the disease, and six days after the pa-

tient had left the bed. In the third case the bacilli

were present up to the thirty-third day after deferves-

cence, and nineteen days after the patient had been up
and about and had felt completely well.

Dr. Metin, at Oporto," has also studied the viru-

lence of the sputum of plague convalescents. He
finds, contrary to Gotschlich, that the virulence of the

bacilli contained therein diminish rapidly from the

end of the first week, so that after the ninth day
the injection of sputum into guinea pigs is no longer

fatal.

BACTERIA IN ACUTE RHEUMATISM.

F. J. Poynton and Alexander Paine ^" report that

in 9 cases of acute rheumatism they have met with a

peculiar micrococcus. This was found in the pericar-

dial fluid, in vegetations on the heart valves, in a rheu-

matic nodule on the elbow, on the tonsils, and in the

urine. In 2 cases it was found in the blood during

life.

The organism is a small micrococcus, occurring in

pairs and chains. It grows best under anaerobic con-

ditions, in a mixture of milk and bouillon, rendered

slightly acid with lactic acid. It was found to be

pathogenic for rabbits, producing polyarthritis, bursi-

tis, tenosynovitis, pericarditis, "valvulitis," pleuritis,

pneumonia, fatty degeneration of the myocardium, and
other lesions.

THE KOCH-WEEKS BACILLUS IN CONJUNCTIVITIS.

The bacillus described by Koch in the epidemic

conjunctivitis of Egyi)t in the eighties, and some years

later described by Weeks in the epidemic conjunctivi-

tis in New York, known as " pink eye," has recently

received renewed attention.

Kamen,^* about a year ago, reported finding this

bacillus in a small epidemic of conjunctivitis among
soldiers, and more recently R. Ilofl'man ^^ has met
with a number of instances of conjunctivitis, in which

he also has found it. The bacillus is very small and
is frecjuently included inside the leukocytes. In its

morphology and cultural peculiarities it has a great

r('seinl»lanc(i to the bacillus of influenza. The con-

junctivitis caused b}' it has, in some instances, a ten-

"' Zeitsclir. f. Hyg. u. Infektionskrankh., Bd. xxxii, p. 402.
"• II. D. Giddings : Health Reports U. S. Marine-Hospital Service.
" 'J'he Jjancet, September 22 and 29, 1900.
i» Ccntrbl. f. Bakt. u. Parasilenk., Bd. xxv, S. 401, 1899.
|» Zeitschr. f. Hyg., J5d, xxxiii, S. 109.
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({(Micy to run a cliroiiic. course with tlii(k(iiiii;r mwl i-d-

liiliir iiililtnitioii of the (roiijniictivii.

Iloll'iuaii siKrcfcdcd in prodiiciii^ ;i lypiciil rdiijiiiM-

tivitis ill ii collt'H^ud hy iiiocul.itioii of tin- cDiijiiiiclivji

with ii \n\vv cultuic of tho Imcillii.s.

Kcport^ of ^ocictic^.

SUFFOLK DiaiKICr MKDKAL SOCIKTY.
SECTION FOR CLINICAL MKDICINE, PATIIOL-

0(JY AND HYGIENE.
J. BKUOICN OODKN, M.D., SKCKKTAKY.

Re({ulah inoetinf?, Wednesday, October 17, 11)00,

Dr. II. F. VicKKUY in the chair.

Dr. II. 8. PoMKKOY described

AN IMPROVEMENT IN INSTRUMENT AND METHOD
FOR REMOVINO Sll'ERELlOUS IIAIK BV Tlli:

ELECTRIC METHOD.

I feel that some apology is due you for taking any
of your time for a matter about whicli so few of you
will feel any specially active interest. When I first

began to take out hairs by electricity, some thirteen or

fourteen years ago, the very first thing that was im-

pressed upon my mind by my instructor, a Boston
physician who had been taking them out for some
time, was that I must be very particular about my
needle, that it must be a very sharp one, and I was
instructed always to apply this test : take a little

wad of cotton, fold it tightl}' and see if the needle

would pass through without objection. I was in-

structed to use steel needles. 1 have found that steel

needles are largely a delusion and a snare, wear out

and break, that the points are uncertain, and I find

that a sharp point is very unwilling to follow the

course of the follicle beside the hair to reach the

papilla at the bottom, and I did as most of us do

when we find dilliculties in modes of procedure— we
experiment. I soon made up my mind that a blunt

neetlle was the thing to use and I b«^gan to us(! my
needles more and more blunt and finally settled on

one made of platinum. Now it is the custom of a

good many to have a quantity of needles — six, eight,

ten or twelve— on hand. I used to do that myself.

As an illustration of what can be done by one needle,

I will say that the particular needle in this holder I

have used six or seven years, and the only point

about it I am very particular about is that it shall be

very blunt. Being blunt it will follow the course of

a follicle as a linger is pushed into the finger of a

glove, and it is curious how this works in some in-

stances. A few days ago I was doing an oj)eration

with this needle on one of the large hairs on the chin.

The needle fell in of its own weight about half the

distance down the papilla and stopped ; I then turned

it at an angle of 4-')° and it slipped in to the bottom.

That was one of the cases in which the course of the

follicle is not straight, but turns an angle of perha[)s

one-half to two-thirds of a right angle in its course.

If I had had a sharp needle the point would have

gone through the sheath of the follicle and out, and

not at or near the papilla, and I could not have got

the hair out.

The second point I want to speak of is that this

needle is insulated. Prof. P. S. Hayes, who wrote a

little book of about \'l-t p(i^'<-M oti " K!<-<'tririty aii<l

l'"arial BlimiHlii-H," H|»cukH vi-ry dcridrdly on thi»

point, that it in not |K>NHible to iuMiilulij u rH-edh: mmA
tor n-Mioving hairs by electrolyHin and \(\\*'* vm hi«i

n-uHun that the (;unal in ho hmiuII thut it would not lie

poMsiblc to have the iie«-dh- .slieiithefl ill uiiytliilig that

would be a non-<:on<luctor uiid yi;t j^et it in. He
HeeiiiH to UHHUiiie that it Ih no uh<; to liuve aiiy iiiHula-

tion unleHH your needh; Ih iiiHulut^rd ulnioit t4i tli«; |K>iiit,

leaving juHt tin; least bit of the point exj»OM'd. I

experimented some time on insulation Ix-cauMe I found

with all the eare I could use I HometimeH got rather

bad scars and at length I hit some tlirire years ago, I

think, on this device. I Inul a very small cylinder of

hard ruiiittr IxTied by Codman & ShurlhifT, with one
of the drills they use for boring out n<-edl<-s u.ieil for

hypodermic purposes, an<l then this little tulw, which

was of hard rubber, was slipped over the nee«lh- when
it was a little hot and shrunken. I have u.->ed that

l»articular one with that insulation on for three years.

The n(!edle is bare for about the depth of the largest

hair follicle. The depths vary from perhaps ^.^ inch

to a large \ inch. I have compromised just a little

and the needle is left bare perhaps \ inch. The in-

sulation comes a little below what would be the sur-

face, and by rotating the needle a little and crowding
— the tissues are elastic and will give— that part of

the needle that is insulated enters the opening of the

follicle for perhaps ^^ inch or less, but enough to hold

the part of the needle that is bare away from direct

contact with the true skin. It might seem a priori

that that would not accomplish much, but as a matter

of fact it does. Since I have got this insulation I

have had almost no trouble with scars. I had a little

trouble which came up in a way that rather surprised

me. In one case I found a great deal of the tissue

destroyed, and finally I found the trouble was this :

The work was being done on the lip near the nose,

where there is the greatest sensitiveness of any place

on the face, and the patient was high-strung and sen-

sitive and suffering very much, and the result was that

she perspired very freely, and before I reali/etl it the

skin at that point was bathed in perspiration and the

[lerspiration settled down and extended outride, so

that I was working in a little water bath and the de-

struction of tissue reached (juite a dist;ince. That is

the only instance I have had in three years, and that

would not happen again, because I should be fore-

warned and forearmed. The length of needle in this

holder is the most that is ever needed ; I have only a
few times had to urge the needle a little to get it to

the papilla. Sometimes I go a little beyond the

l)apilla. I think it is better to urge this needle than

have the trouble of three or four needles, though if I

were going to have three or four I should possibly

have one that had the bare part of the needle a tritle

longer than this and then the others graded down to

one that is exposed ^V inch.

There are a good many hairs that worry the Unlies

and they want them out, and yet they are very tine

and the opening to the follicle is very small, and
sometimes, unless you have a very strong light and
conditions unusually favorable, it is very ditficidt to

enter with the needle, and the attempt annoys the pa-

tient, and hurts very much more than it does to go
directly into the follicle. I tried the experiment of

putting this needle into a hair follicle at the back of

the wrist without cocaine or other anesthetic and
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crowding the insulated part down into the mouth of

the follicle so that it was in perfect condition for

working, and have done it repeatedly with scarcely

an}- pain at all. That was when the electricity was

not passing ; that makes a good deal of difference, and
of course it is very important that you should get

into the follicle, because if you do not it is almost im-

possible to destroy the j)apilla. If a little to one side

and you have a very strong current, as you would get

from twelve or fifteen cells and leave it to an expos-

ure of thirty to forty-five seconds, you might possibly

destroy the papilla without being actually inside of

the range of the follicle. I found it dilliciilt to work
with a glass. But I thought if I had one that was at

hand in position so that 1 could use it at the moment
of getting the point of the needle started it would be

a good deal of help and I devised this. It is cut down
from one of the little glasses used by watchmakers.

The rim is deeji enough so that you get the right

focal length when it is screwed into the eye like a

monocle. I had this cut down and remounted at an an-

gle and it is on a little slide, and it also pulls off if

you do not care to use it. It helps me very much
about getting the point of the needle started properly.

I tested it in this way : I had a cut of something that

represented a surface that was mottled, and the mot-

tlings were so fine that with the naked eye it was
scarcely possible to distinguish that it was not a sur-

face evenly brushed over. With this little lens I

found I could easily plant the tip of the needle in the

centre of one of the clear spaces, these spaces being a

good deal smaller than the opening to a follicle.

It seems to me that the blunt end, and the platinum

for the substance of the needle, and the compromise

of insulating in this way, and the little magnifying

glass added, make quite a little assistance in some of

the difficulties and pitfalls of removing hair by elec-

tricity. I have at least found them so, and thinking

that possibly some of the members might like to see

it, I brought it in. I thank you for your attention.

Dr. C. J. Enebuske read a paper entitled

CHRONIC diffuse INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS.^

Dr. Putnam : I should like to ask if Dr. Ene-
buske has tried the method I saw recommended by
Dr. Jacobi, of New York, of giving massage under

the surface of water in cases of arteriosclerosis ? It

was desired, I suppose, to get the dilatation of small

vessels.

Dr. F^NEiiuSKE : No, sir ; I have not tried it.

Dr. Pomeroy : I am very much interested in this

paper. I have only a word to say. There are 2 cases

I call to mind which are somewhat interesting perhaps,

one from the fact that the patient is known to have

lived almost twenty years, probably twenty-on(! or

twenty-two years after the disease set in. The disease

was first diagnosticated by one of my brethren in No-
vember, 1880, and was then apparently very far ad-

vanced. She was an unmarried lady of about forty-

nine years and it was not supposed she would live

more than a few months. She was under the care of

this physician about five years, and then, he withdraw-

ing from general practice, she came to me and was

under my care nearly fifteen years. During about nine-

teen years of the time that the case was under obser-

vation the patient on the whole apparently improved

from 3'ear to year. Thei'e was not very nmch im-

> See page 518 of the Journal.

provemeut to notice after the first few years, but still

a little. She seemed a little more available for so-

ciety and such philanthropic work as she did to amuse
herself until a short time before the close, when the

disease took a rather bad turn and she came to Boston
to have me give her a tliorough looking over. I found
that the disease had within a few months made a de-

cided advance and told her friends she probably would
not live very long ; she died in about six weeks.

The other case is a little amusing, if a case of

chronic interstitial nephritis can ever be said to be
amusing. The patient is a man about sixty-Hve years

of age, who came to me for treatment about five years

ago and after a few months thought he was a great

deal better and was not willing to come to my office for

more treatment, and for some years now I have seen

the patient only about three or four times a year. He
does very much like alcohol, and before he came under
my care was in the habit of using it a great deal. I

took that away from him, of course, and got great

credit from the family for doing it. About once in

three or four months, on the average, the habit will

creep on ; he will commence with a glass of beer and
soon get to something else and finally send for me. I

take away the alcohol, put him to bed for a few days,

and then perhaps several months will elapse before he
sends for me again, meantime being able to attend to

his business as usual.

Dr. Putnam : I should like to ask if in the cases

Dr. Enebuske found to improve so much he could ex-

plain the rationale of the improvement through the

treatment by exercises, etc.; whether it was accomp-
lished through the general invigoration or improve-

ment in the circulation or in what way.
Dr. Enebuske : The case which I mentioned I do

not feel sure how to interpret, but my impression has

been that it was not at all a case of chronic interstitial

nephritis and I mentioned it because I think it illus-

trates the impossibility of diagnosticating a case of

chronic interstitial nephritis from the signs found at

one examination, because at one moment of time the

symptoms are such that one would seem to be justified

in making that diagnosis, but the development of the

case does not bear out the diagnosis. She recovered

after three weeks' rest and one year afterwards was
still better. My impression was that it was only the

case of a woman under the combined influence of more
work than her strength was good for and much mental

depression, sometimes doing work involving a great

deal of muscular effort, and I thought of the case as

one of acute strain of the heart and that might account

for all the symptoms. However, I do not make this

diagnosis. I have no conclusive theory about it.

There are several members of the family who have
had chronic interstitial nephritis, judging from the

family histories ; it is a rheumatic family and it might
well be that this woman is going to develop later in

life symptoms in the direction of chronic interstitial

nephritis. However, at this time there was nothing

serious at all ; it was simply under the influence of

certain circumstances in which she was living that all

the symptoms developed, and they passed off very

readily without any treatment at all.

Dr. Morse : Dr. Enebuske's i)aper suggests one or

two points to me. The first one is the importance of

being continually on the lookout for the combination

of high-tension pulse, enlarged left ventricle and ac-

centuated second aortic sound. It seems to me that
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tlid prolVsHioii at larfji! is Imnlly cihui":!! on tin- \viit<'li

lor this ((>iiil)iii:ilii)ii of Hi;;iis :iii(l thai wlirn tlu-y xm
it do not rcconriii/,. Jis |):itlio;ii'iiic ,si^iiilic!iii(;«.. Of
couisc vvliut it iiicHiis i.H iiicfcjisfd Hitcriiil t<riiHioii.

Tiial iiuTcascd iirt(?riiil t«'iisioii may or may not Ih'iimso-

ciatcd witli interstitial ii«'|iliri(is.

Then it s('1!UHm1 to iiir on siin|ily tliinkin;^ over llm
cases of int(!rstitial nephritis which I have had wilh-
oiit looking' them up, that the importances of cardiac
failure and dilatation of I lie left veiitric-le is not so

i^reat as it would si-em from Dr. Knehiiskc's paper.
It seems to me it is not tlm usual terminal |)rocess.

Then the point Dr. Enehuske has made that one
examination of the urine is not suirK-ieiit to maki; a
diaiiiiosis of interstitial nephritis is important. 'Ww
albumin and (rasts must In; persistent to warrant the
diai^nosis.

Another point which he made, and which was rather

new to me until Dr. ()<rdeii called it to my attention

a short time ai;o, is tlu> relation of the iiii,dit and day
urine, much more being passed in the night than in

the day, even when the total amount is not much in-

creased.

Dk. Vicki:uy : It has seemed to me that the time
when we can do these patients the most good is very
early in the course of their disease, and vigilance is re-

warded in that respect. Of late I have had a series

of cases in which the urine was apparently all right

until a microscopic examination was made, and I have
examined such a urine today passed by a man who is

pretty well advanced in arteriosclerosis and there was
no albumin by nitric-acid test and the faintest i)ossible

cloud by acetic acid with a specific gravity of perhaps
1.018, and yet the man is really quite far advanced.
And 1 have in mind another man, a prominent profes-

sional man of this city ; his pulse is not of high tension

and his heart is not enlarged and sometimes there is

no albumin in his urine at all, yet I have never failed

to find casts in his urine. He came to me because of

very obstinate headache. I do not know whether that

has any connection— probably it does not— I rather

think his headaches belong to the class of migraine.

These are men whose nervous systems are straijied a

great deal, who accomplish a great deal of impoi'tant

work with their brain.

Another one of the same sort I have had is a poli-

tician who had a very close and finally successful con-

test. His urine was an innocent looking thing until

yon found casts in it. Many of these cases may be
temporary and due to some sligiit irritation, but it

seems to me that if we are vigilant in making a care-

ful examination of all the cardiac factors that have
been pointed out and also of the urine, that we shall

make the prognosis of kidney troubles better than it is

now'. It has improved within ten years.

Dr. Putnam: I cannot claim to have kept myself
absolutely well posted on the literature of the subject,

but 1 have been quite interested in it, and I should

like to ask if there is not a fairly definite distinction

to be drawn between the cases of arteriosclerosis with

nephritis and those without. Of course they run into

each other and either may become complicated with

the other, but I have supposed that in cases such as

Dr. Vickery has just spoken of, where the specific

gravity of the urine remained fairly high, indicating

a good quantity of urea presumably, there might be

a very marked degree of arteriosclerosis and that it

was that which caused the retinal hemorrhasxes and

c«>rel>rul lietiiorrhageH, Minull and iargi*, no that the

patient might din without IiIh kidncyM cvun lM;<;omiiig

Mcriously wWvv.wA. I HUppoHed that wan <riijMr«riaIIy

coinnion with young and tniddhMi^«Hl |H;rMin«. I

ihire Hay the distinction in not ho sharply drawn a«

I had HiippoHed.

Du. Vk.kkuv : I think there are t-nM-.n in which
the proceHs either in the :irt«;rieM of the brain or in

the coronary arteries far »>utstripH in rapirlily that

which allVcts the kidney, ho that the man «loe» not
live long emnigh to have a very bad kidney. Then,
of course, a nephritis may exist entirely inde|)endent

(»f an arteriosclerosis, as was pointed r»ut ; but mv im-

pression is that such a cjimp from the purely patliolog-

i<;al standpoint would show some sigiis in the kidney.

The only difference is with regard to treatment of the

patient. Perhaps it puts you on tin; right track if

you find these morphological eleme-nts in the urine,

("ertiiinly I have seen them in cases wliere the heart

was not eidarged and the {>ulse not of high tension,

nor rigid, and yet casts steadily present with an in-

liiutesimal amount of albumin.
I think in this region the adjective "diffuse " is re-

served for a kidney which has more of a degenera-
tive character, with a good deal of fat and a good deal

of albumin in the urine.

Dk. Ocden: I would endorse what Dr. Vickery
has just said in regard to the nomenclature, that is,

that the term " chronic diffuse nephritis " is ordina-

rily applied to the condition where there is a decided
amount of parenchymatous change, a large quantity
of albumin and a large amount of fat.

There is one point in connection with the albumin
that seems to me to be important. I have seen many
cases of interstitial nephritis from the laboratory side

largely, and I have yet to find a case where the urine
did not contain the slightest possible trace or more of
albumin. Of course, there may be cases of this disease
where the urine does not contain ali)umin, but I have
never happened to see them. With the changes in the
kidney ami the morphological elements in the sediment,
it seems to me that albumin should be a constituent of
the urine under those circumstances. In such urines
the amount of albumin is exceedingly slight ; so is the
number of casts very small.

The quantity of urine is of the greatest importance
in diagnosis from the urinary point of view, and es-

pecially in connection with chronic interstitial ne-

phritis. The day and night quantities, that is, from
7 A. M. to 7 p. M., and 7 r. m. to 7 a. m.. should be
collected and measured separately. In perhaps O.")*^ of
the cases of interstitial nephritis the night quantity
will exceed that of the day and sometimes to the ex-
tent of three or four times that of the day. I'sually,

however, the quantity is about twice as much at night
as in the day ; this fact accounts for the necessity for

getting up at night to pass the urine, which, as we all

know, is an old sign of chronic interstitial nephritis.

Dr. Enebuske spoke of the rarity of the disease in

children. I think that is rather a mistaken idea, be-
caus(> it really is not so very uncommon. It is. how-
ever, uncommon for the diagnosis of an interstitial ne-

l^hritis to be made very early in childhooil, because
the urine cainiot be accurately collected, the minute
amounts of albumin do not attract attention, and
the importance of the small number of casts is not
correctly determined at that time. One of the most
marked cases of interstitial nephritis I ever saw was
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in ;i child of seven years; tliat case was diagnosti-

cated as diabetes insipidus during life. The patient

was passing very large daily ciuantities of urine—
6,000 to 8,000 cubic centimetres— and there were

tremendous thirst, marked emaciation, and insomnia.

The urea, chlorine and phosphates were all very

hi'di. This girl of seven, altliough emaciated, was

eliminating over 40 grammes of urea, more than 1

2

grammes of chlorine, and a high amount of phos-

phoric acid. At the autopsy two years later the

kidneys were found to be very small and perfectly

typical of chronic interstitial nephritis.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.

SEMI-CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY.
UOWAKD A. LOTHROP, M.D., SECRETARY.

Adresses by Drs. B. Joy Jeffries, A. T. Cabot,

J. C. White, D. W. Chkever, J. C. Warren,
Geo. B. Shattuck, H. L. Burrell.

Regular meeting, Saturday, April 28, 11)00, Dr.

IIerbekt L. Burrell in the chair.

Dr. Burrell : Tliis meethig has been arranged to

commemorate the founding of the society fifty years

ago. The committee appointed to arrange the pro-

gramme for this evening has secured for us the speak-

ers whom you have seen announced, and I will ask

Dr. B. .Joy Jeffries to give the first address.

Dr. Jeffries : April 25, 1849, at the Masonic

Temple, was held an adjourned meeting of the Fel-

lows of the Massachusetts Medical Society, for Suf-

folk District, including Chelsea. Dr. John Ware in

the chair. Dr. George Hayward for the committee

appointed at a previous meeting, " for the purpose of

considering the expediency of forming a district

medical society," reported the following resolution :

" That it is exi)edient to form a district medical so-

ciety for Suffolk, and that measures be taken to carry

this resolution into effect at as early a period as is

possible." The resolution was unanimously adopted.

The committee said in their report, " It is perhaps

hardly necessary for the committee to state advan-

tages which they believe would result from a meas-

ure that would unite more closely the members of

the parent society residing in this district. It could

not fail, in their opinion, to promote harmony and

good feeling among them. It would enable them to

act with more concert, and consequently give them,

by a harmonious action, a greater degree of weight

and influence in the society at large than they now
possess. By bringing the fellows of the society re-

siding in this district more frequently together and

thus giving a better opportunity than they now enjoy

for an exchange of views and opinions on topics of

common interest, it would tend to break down the

jealousy and ill feeling that too often exist among
the members of our profession."

At a special meeting of the Councillors of the Mas-

sachusetts Medical Society, May 29, 1849, it was

voted :
" That permission be given to the fellows re-

siding in Sufl'olk County to form a district society."

Nine had been previously formed. Worcester and

Essex South, June 7, 1804; Berkshire, October 7,

1807 ; Hampshire, October "), 18.'>1
; Bristol South,

April 3, 1839 ; Barnstable and Hampden, May 28,

1840; Essex North, October 6, 1841; Middlesex

North, October 2, 1844; Suffolk, May 29, 1849;
Bristol North, May 31, 1849; Middlesex East, Oc-

tober 2, 1850, and semicentennial next October;

Middlesex South, Plymouth and Norfolk, October

2, 1850, and May 8th, semicentennial ; Franklin,

May 27, 1851; Worcester, May 25, 1858; Norfolk

South, October 1, 1884 ; Suffolk tenth, eight since

formed, making eighteen districts at present.

Monday, September 17, 1849, at a meeting of the

Fellows of the Massachusetts Medical Society resid;

ing in Boston and Chelsea, Dr. Z. B. Adams in the

chaii", it was voted :
" To accept the charter granted

by the Councillors of the Massachusetts Medical So-

ciety." At a subsequent meeting held September
24, 1849, the following gentlemen were elected as

officers for the current year : John Jeffries, Presi-

dent ; Samuel Cabot, Jr., Vice President ; E. Whit-
ney Blake, Secretary ; Ephraim Buck, Treasurer

;

Wm. E. Coale, Librarian ; Z. B. Adams and N. B.

Shurtleff", Committee of Supervision. Certain by-

laws were then passed.

Suffolk District Medical Society: — This so-

ciety has recently been organized in Boston, and seems to

have been considered by many orentlemen to embrace the

essentials of the Boston Medical Association. In fact at

a meeting of the District Society, on Monday, October 1st,

it was announced that the venerable association was de-

funct, when some, liaving a larger share of attachment
than others for old institutions, thought it a very strange

affair — indeed quite revolutionary — for a new society that

had been in existence but a single week to declare an-

other one, embracing nearly 300 members, extinct, with-

out asking leave of anybody. The Boston Association

had never been civilly asked to die, and it was, therefore,

concluded to reflect a little and tlirough a committee as-

certain what the new Suffolk District Medical Society

could, would and might do.

Dr. Jeffries, the president of the new society, is an ex-

cellent presiding officer. He is patient, courteous, candid
and strictly just. When the society is fairly organized,

and its order of duty and business defined, we have no
doubt it will be found a useful one. May it live a thou-

sand years. — Medical Journal, October 10, 1849.

Medical communications and questions soon began

to be presented to the society by others than its

members.

The Suffolk District Medical Society held its second
meeting for medical communications, Saturday, Novem-
ber 24, 1849. Dr. John Ware read two letters, addressed

to him by Dr. Webber, of Cbarlestown, N. H., one contain-

ing some observations in vegetable physiology, and broach-

ing the theory that the potato is sometimes viviparous.

Dr. Webber was a college classmate of the president,

II. U., 1815 ; I have the letter, and Professor Good-
ale's reply to me on reading it.

It should be mentioned that a donation was made by
Dr. Jeffries, the president, which was duly "deposited."

A cup of coffee and a suitable accompaniment of cake
added to the well being of the physical as did the other

exercises to that of the intellectual man. — Boston Medical
and Surgical Journal, December 5, 1849.

Such donations were followed by some subsequent

presidents, till probably the increase in numbers of fel-

lows naturally prevented.

The medical communications meetings continued

through the winter of 1849 and 1850. In the Bos-

ton Medical and Surgical Journal of April 24, 1850,

there is a notice as follows

:
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Siii.|.<»i.K DirtiKicr Mkdicai. S(m;ii.-.tv. — 'I'lin anniml
luliirosH luiforr tli« Mocidty will b« diOivt^roil by tlio prrni-
(ItMil, Dr. ,Ji«ITrit!H, at llm MiiHoiiic Tfinpli^ on Siitur<liiy
oveiiiiit,', April --'ytli, at lialf-piist h«vhii. 'I'lio profudnion
g»!iu!rally am cordially invitud to hi; prcHciit.

May Kill, (In- .loi icNAi. suv« :

Tho annivor.sary addn-SH lieforc tlie Suffolk Diitfrict

Medical ScK'icty wa.s delivered liy the president, Dr.
.lolm .leffricH, on Saturday, April '.i7lli, at tlie Manonic
Temple in this city. The pnhlic {generally were invited to
he i)resent on the occasion, and the i)r()fonn<l attention
which was -riven to the ehxpience of the lecturer hespoke
their admiration and a|)[ircciati()n. The learned doctor'n
theme was " The Relation of Medical Men to the Public."

Am I p('rlia|).s the only one here who was prcsfiit

on that occasion, peculiar in its lM'in<; tht; first atiiii-

vci-sai-y, and still more so, in that the public at lariic

were invited, and apjjreciated what tiiey liearci ? If

so, may I indulge in a few moments of remeinbraiici-,

as I hope some fellows now presiait will do of this

evening when our centennial celebration occurs.

Fifty yiiars ago last evening a Latin .School boy
could have been seen crossing the Common from
Heacon Hill to the Masonic Temj)le, now raised up
as Stearns's store on the corner of Tremont Strtiet and
Temple Place. He was led by curiosity, to hear what
the "doctor" had to say. The lad found the hall lille(l

with the ladies and gentlemen of Boston, and much
too shy to seat himself amongst them, stood in the

rear ami peered over the high backs of the seats.

The impression of the scene is as clear todav as

then, and vividly recalled by reading the printe<l

address half a century afterwards.

Now, why our society was formed, and its aims and
success will perhaps be best understood by reading a

few sentences from a copy, which substantiates the

committee's report. The lecturer said

:

Once more has this principle of association been brought
into action by the formation of the Suffolk District Medi-
cal Society, whose commencement we are assembled to cele-

brate. The parent society's members were too widely
spread to avail themselves of frequent meetings for medical
improvement or social intercourse. Feeling its weakness
in this res()ect, it now reqttires, by its new code of bylaws,
what it formerly permitted or advised : the formation of

subordinate societies in every part of the State, which
should reach, in their action, everything which has relation

to medical character. The otlier societies, of which men-
tion has been made, although right in kind, are all limited

in extent, not embracing the whole body of physicians in

this locality ; besides, as they do not owe allegiance to the

general society, they are not so well calculated in their iso-

lated operation to influence so powerfully the general medi-

cal interest.

Again, there is among the junior members of the profes-

sion an amount of intelligence and activity which should,

by no means, be permitted to lie dormant. Tliere has been
nothing more remarkable, in the few monthly meetings of

this society, than the talent and information evinced by the

younger members. It is not only just and proj)cr that an
opportunity should be afforded them to present their claims

for distinguished abilities, but also that the way should be

open for them to contribute their proportion to the general

fund of knowledge, and to receive the fruits of experience

which it is tiie duty of the oMer to distribute.

The frequent interchange of friendly feelings is as essen-

tial to the comfort of the physician as is the interchange of

professional opinion for his improvement. In this way,

this society is calculated to do much good. It cannot be

but that some asperities will arise between those who are

aspirants for the same objects, and where much is heard,

and little seen, of rivals in the pursuit of atUuence or fame,
|

tlienc UHperitieN may ri|»«»n into animotltii-a. Itiil wliirft! fre-

• pii-nt and fre«i int«T<-ouriie ) itnjoyed, i!«fi«H'i«lly undirr clr-

ciuniitRnreH whirh bring out ib« kindly afTfrlioni, the

r<>u((b pointH are rublM-d off, and a ROKjoth and more jiol-

iithed f(urfu( e ap|)earti Uneath.
Again, it it <iefiirabli; that there ihould U: lomiahing be-

fore the public eye which p(irtray<i the doing* of •<» imi»or-

tanl a jiart of the community an the medical profetmion
;

tome point at which tliey thould occaxionally meet for mut-
ual observation. May it not well be in the ofMrationn and
public nieeting.H of tbit mxiiety, wbone trnn<iactionii are
published, atid w hone door h are annually o|>«ned, aji on thin

occaHion, to the ob.Hervaticn of an enlightened and a iM-ruti-

nizing pulilic V The mr)re doiiely the attention of the com-
munity is turned towardnthe medical profi-n.tion, the f>ellcr

for the interestH of that body.

It is very evident that there wna no chance for

ereri/ young medical man to show what he h.'ui done
and could flo. .biiiiing the ,^^assachuHettH Medical .Sf>-

ciety did not help him in this jw our city. The Suf-
folk District Society gave him the r»pportunity, and it

was availed of at once, as it has always be<'n since.

It was an enforced recognition of the younger genera-
tion of medical men.

Tin; brightest i)oy and man I ever knew wa« Col.
Charles Russell Lowell, my Latin schoolmate and
first scholar in our Harvard Class of '54. Only four
years after the time we are now recalling tonight, on
Commencement Day, was given to him xs orator,

this theme :
" The Respect of the Old Due to the

Young." I have never forgotten the scene and the
talk and feeling which followed. It was the com-
mencement of a new era in Harvard College, to be re-

membered. I recall it here and now, as Kipling says,
'• lest we forget."

It can be well understood what an amount of com-
mittee work was recpiired to carry out the formation
of the society under the then conditions of natural
opposition from the existing medical organizations,
namely, the Boston Medical Association, the Medical
Improvement Society and the Society for Me«lical

Observation.

A large part of the various committees" work was
done in the same otHce where our present committee
met once to arrange this evening's programme. The
Latin School boy did not properly appreciate those
meetings, as they generally came at a time of the day
when he was likely to be helped in his lessons, so that
now he remembers the meetings better than the les-

sons. There was, however, an impression made u{)on
his mind, never to be effaced, and which, j>erhaps un-
consciously, contributed in no small degree in deter-
mining his choice of his father's and grandfather's pro-
tV'ssion. It was the very cordial and pleasant way in

which the doctors greeted each other when coming to-

gt'ther ; a friendly camaraderie which /le met with
when he later entered the profession, and which he
trusts will always exist, as it does amongst us met
here tonight.

Dk. a. T. C.\150t: This society was founded fifty

years ago by men desirous to promote the advance-
ment of medical learning. There were other medical
clubs then existing whose mendH'rship was limitoti

and somewhat narrowt'd, perhaps, by social lines, but
the Suffolk District Society was o|km) to anv man, and
later to any wonian. in this commmiity, who was able
to pass the examinations for the State society. It

was started as a tlioroughly democratic institution, and
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its success has vindicated the judgment of its founders,

and is another triumph for the American spirit which

inscribes " free to all " over its temples of learning.

With open doors we have gone on through the first

half century of our existence, growing and expanding

until finally the interests represented among us became

too wide to be held confined in one body, and by

a sort of fissiparous process the society divided into

the special sections in which its scientific work is now
done.

Our growth has followed natural lines of evolution.

The sections which really filled a need have gone on

and prospered, while those wdiich were established in

subjects that did not awaken great interest or that

were adequately provided for elsewhere, have fallen

into disuse. At present, general surgery, general med-

icine, obstetrics and gynecological surgery are pro-

vided for in sections of this society. Medical subjects

of a purely scientific interest are moi'e properly pre-

sented to the Society for the Medical Sciences, and,

thanks to Dr. Ernst, that society has become wide in

scope and opens its doors to all earnest workers.

There are other societies, of which the Medi(;al

Imi)rovement and the Obstetrical will at once occur to

you all, and also smaller clubs, in which opportunity

is given for the discussion of medical (piestions of all

sorts. Boston is thus richly })rovided with opportun-

ity for the fullest interchange of medical ideas.

Not the least of the benefits that this society owes

to its founders is that they chose the middle of the

nineteenth century for its birth. These fifty years

that it has lived have seen no halting in the onward
progress of scientific medicine. Discovery has fol-

lowed discovery so closely that the medical horizon

has been kept bright by the constant rise of new and

ever more wonderful luminaries. The free inter-

change of thought at our meetings has helped to keep

us all in step with these advances and to open our

eyes to the ways pointed out by distant investigators.

It has been a happy time for all who love their art.

Expansion may be a dangerous policy for a nation.

There are those who think it so. But I never heard

it doubted that constant widening growth was the best

evidence of health in a human mind, or in a science

which is the product of the aggregate human mind.

It is a great and constantly growing branch on the

tree of knowledge which represents medical thought.

In order that this branch may be healthy it must be

supported by roots that are fast in the solid ground of

fact. The growth of medicine has of late been largely

at the root. The scientific laboratory invt^stigatiou,

which has been going on the world over, has been
deepening and strengthening our hold in the substan-

tial strata of observed facts whicli underlie and hold

uj) our medical speculations and beliefs. No theory

is allowed to stand which cannot show the ground in

which it is firmly rooted. It is in just such societies

as this that by free discussion the unsujjported theories

are lopped off, and the strength which was being

wasted in them is turned into more promising channels.

In order that a society like this shall do its bcist

work, it is important that a habit of discussion shall

be cultivated. It happens too often, I think, in our
medical gatherings that a man reads a carefully pre-

pared paper which is listened to with interest perhaps,

but wliich excites little or no comment. This is a
d(;pressing condition of things for the writer, who has
usually many interesting side lights to throw on his

subject which he could not bring within the limits of

his paper, but which might well be brought out in

the discussion.

The specialization which has led the Suffolk Dis-

trict Society to divide into sections has done much to

promote freedom of discussion ; for in these section

meetings the members are all interested in the subjects

that are brought forward, and, therefore, capable of

judging ideas that are advanced.
The most modern methods of medical teaching edu-

cate our young men into habits of analysis and criti-

cism, and thus greatly add to their after usefulness in

the medical community. Men so educated bring an
interest and an aptitude for discussion to our medical
meetings.

If the signs are rightly read, we are entering our

second half century with brighter j^rospects than
those surrounding the birth of the society. Medical
activity is everywhere at high pressure. Frequent
discoveries reward patient investigation and work. In
large centres like Boston the number of competent
practitioners and scientific workers increases in a con-

stantly accelerating progression. Let us see to it that

the amount and importance of our medical work grows
in like proportion.

Dr. White : It has been suggested that I say

something to you about the part played by former
members of this society in the advancement of natural

science in this community and country. It was a

very important part. Fifty years ago I was a student

at Harvard College, where Agassiz was just beginning

to attract students of natural history to the Lawrence
Scientific School, and to popularize its study by lect-

ures delivered at the Lowell Institute and in other

parts of the country. But before his day there were
two most accomplished masters and teachers there,

who had received their early training in the stiuly of

medicine : Drs. Jeffries, Wyman and Asa Gray. The
fascinating instruction given by the former, especially,

had without doubt a powerful influence upon many
students, then and subsequently in the selection of

medicine and the natural sciences for their future jjro-

fessions.

Before the date above given and for some time

afterwards the study of natural history in all its

branches in the United States was almost exclusively

confined to physicians, who mostly in the busy life of

the practitioner found time to make independent in-

vestigations, and without the aid of existing books on

the subject, to collect material for and publish books

of great merit in all departments of natural science.

They were the principal founders, too, of the Boston
Society of Natural History, now established in the

building adjoining this hall, which has done so much
for the development of and instruction in this field of

study amongst us.

Permit me to mention briefly some of our deceased

members who have rendered such great service to

American science.

Dr. John C. Warri'n. senior, 1803,' was one of the

earliest students of natural history in this community,
and a generous patron. He established an extensive

museum, then one of the most valuable collections in

the country, and became president of the Boston So-

ciety of Natural History.

1 The date annexed to the names is that of their memhersliip in

the Massachusetts Medical Society.
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Tliiit aIl-u(!(u)iii|)liHlir(| iiiiiti iiiul HkilliMl pniriiiiomT,
.Iiic.oh Hi>,'fl()\v, IK|.'{, vvHH OIK! ol" tln) railicst MtmlriitH

of tlio Itotiiiiy ol" i\w iiortlieni portioiiM of lliis coiiti-

noiit. His " Kloni ItostonittiisiH " was a inost iiitt-nisU

iii^ trcatist! on tin; plants of this ic^'ion, an<l liis lar^i-

illustrated work on " Medical IJotany " wan u ;;ieiit

storehouse of iufoini.-ilioM eoiieeruiiii; ih" lhera|M'Uliriil

properties of our native; llora.

'I'haddeus W, Harris, iM.l)., 1820, suhse.pi.-ntly li-

brarian of Harvard Colle^re, was an eiithusiastie stu-

dent of entynioloi;y. His treatise on *' Insects injuri-

ous to Vegetation" was the stamlard authorily for

half a century.

David liuiuphreys Storer, 1H2',», was one of the

most conspicuous uu!nd)ers of this hand cd' naturalist-

physi(uans. II(! was an active ichthyoloifist for thirty

years, and his Statti report on the (ish(!s of Massa<;hu-

setts in IS.'il), with the subsecpient more (extensive

puhlications on the subject, bear witness to his zeal

and labors for science in addition to those demanded
by an extensive practice and his duties as teacher.

Augustus A. (Jould, 1HM2, was anothtu- physician of

the same type. His reputation as a concholo^fist was
world wide, and his publications in this field were
numerous.
Amos Hinney, M.l)., 1820, was also a well-known

student of MoUiisra.

Charles I'ickering, M.I)., 1H2<), became a cyclo-

pedia of knowledge connected with unexplored nooks
in natural history in all parts of the glob*'.

Charles T. dackson, 18.'{o, was not only a chemist,

but one of the pioneer students of the mineralogy and
geology of North America.
Thomas M. Brewer, 18.')8, was an excellent Held

ornithologist, and an extensive contributor to the

literature of oology.

Samuel Cabot, 1843, was also an ardent student of

birds throughout his life and made valuable observa-

tions and collections in Central America.

Dr. Heury Bryant, 1847, was an active and critical

ornithologist, and a most generous benefactor of our

Natnral History Society, having bought for it one of

the largest collections of birds in Europe. Although
not an active practitioner, he rendered valuable pro-

fessional services to our armies during the Civil

War.
This bare list of our deceased brothers, who played

so distinguished a part in the devidopment of our

early knowledge in the many brandies of natnral

science, recalls how devoted students they were both

of nature and disease. In these days the sami; earn-

est class of physicians, leaving such studies to the pro-

fessional naturalists who have succeeded them tind

ample scope for this spirit of research in directions

more intimately conne^;ted with scientific medicine, as

pathological histology, bacteriology, hygiene, and the

like, and here, too, their labors bear a rich reward to

mankind.
I listened lately with interest to a discussion in a

medical society upon new methods of teaching medi-

cine. "Wonder was expressed by a distinguished mas-

ter in education that physicians taught under former

methods, those who have passed away within our

memory, and the living of the passing generati(Ui,

could have learned so much as they knew and know.

Consider the men whose lives as successful practition-

ers, as unsurpassed teachers, as renowned stutU-nts of

natural science, I have recalled to your recollection.

'I'hey found tfuir «arly hmpirnlion for rvnt-nrrh, UiiMr

trained p<»werH of olw«rvnli.»h, their in<-tho«U of iiiv*-*-

tigalion in their niedicjtl nUuVun \iiu\v.r th<; old n\%U'.tu

ihuM «li;;hlingly «liura«:terized. Thi-y had not ifuj a^l-

vantJigcM «d' prolonged I'Tuih of M'hool inittrii<-tion, of
hd)oratorieH, or concentration of «lrill in iiyitt'-iiiatjr

suc(!eHHion, but they learned niedicin<- under the iiion;

perHonal direction of the ex perienced practitioner either
in the (*ity hcIkioI and lionpital, or under Ui<; dintrt

mndance of the Hhrewd country do<*lor in lh»5 ofUr*;

and by the bedside of the prival«; patient. Thiit
schooling and its fruits have Ix-en tried. It inadu tin;

i;reat physicians, teacliers, naturali.Hts of the poxMing
century. The results of the education of the fiituru

have not yet been proved. I^et uh truHt that it may
make as admirable practilionerH and aw a(.-conipli>thi;fl

men.

\)n. Ciikkvkr: Of the fifty years of the Suffolk
District Medical Society I have p:i.ssed forty-two years,
in practice, in Boston. During this perio<l l.3»". mem-
bers of this society whom I h.ive known personally
have died.

The electric car and the telephfuie have replarv-d

largely tin; doctor's chaise, ami the need of a central
oflice, easily seen and passed by all men. The divi-

sion of our society into working sections ha.s been one
of our greatest advances. Sidphuric ether, the clini-

cal thermometer, the germ theory of rlisea.se aufl anti-

sepsis have revolutionized surgery and remo«le||e<l

medicine. Increasing numbers an<l higher e<lucation

have rendered competition keener, while specialties

have largely broken up family jtractice.

The age of professional ailvancement ha.s increased.
When I was a medical stu<lent, of seven professors
two were 50 years old, two were 40 years old and
three were 38 years. In the Harvard School today
two are over 60 years of age, thiru-en are over 50
years, thirteen are over 40 years and three lielow 40
years. A similar change has taken place in the two
large hospitals. At the Ma.ssachusetts Cieneral Hos-
|)ital then, 45, 43, 40, 34 years were the ages ; now,
(>(>, 54 and over 45 years. At the City Hospital
then, 5it. 42. 38 and 33 years ; now, G(>, 50, and over
40 years. This increasing age prevails in all the
minor positions and appointments.
Among the greater changes are the following: A

registration law has been in force several years

;

and, even more important, the medical examiner has
replaced the corontM- ; a Stiite Board of Health has
I'stablished a sanitary reputation, envied throuijhout
our country. We have now in Massachusetts one
doctor to between .")00 and 750 inhabitants. Formerly
it was considered that l,0t»O persons were needed to

secure a living for one doctor.

It is hanl, perhaps impossible, for any generation
to realize the changed status of the young physician
of today. He nuist learn it for himself. The enthu-
siasm of youth will lead him, and its elasticity will

enable him to adapt himself to his changetl surround-
ings. His scientific training is far higher; uiav his

professional sincerity and purity and honor keep pace
with it ! And I believe they will.

Di;. W MJKIN : 1 have very little to siiy in a formal
way. 1 thought over a few inciilents and names dur-
ing file past century which possibly may U> interest-
ing to the members of the societv, and what remarks
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1 have to make are of very desultory eliaracter, not

(juite on the plane of those who have preceded me.

I liave been in the habit of looking at this past

century as composed of three periods from the point

of view of the generations of medical men who made
lip the century. They each occupy a period of about

one-third of a century overlai){)iug into the succeeding

period. At the beginning of the century ther(> was

a group of men who had obtained their education in

this part of tlu; world. They form the first faculty of

the Medical Department of Harvard I'niversity, one

of the first teaching bodies, second, 1 think, in the

I'nited States, following the University of Pennsyl-

vania, which was the first. The pupils of these men
were young men just about graduating when the cen-

tury opened and they were not satisfied with the mod-

est education they received at that time, and I think

we might say it was about that period that the fashion

was set which has been maintained throughout the

century, of having men go to the other side of the

water to finish their medical education. The place

where they went at that time was (ireat Britain, just

as in the middle of the century it was France, and

later in the century it was Germany, and, as I hope,

in the coming century the current will turn in this

direction. Dr. John C. Warren, my grandfather, was

one of the pioneers in going to Elurope to obtain his

education. He was there probably at the time, cer-

tainly very soon after, the Royal College of Surgeons

of London, whose centenary is to be celebrated in

July, was founded. He studied not only in London,

but in Edinburgh under Bell and under Cline, and

under Sir Astley Cooper in London. That set of

men were about closing their career at the time we
are referring to this evening. They were retiring

and a second set of men were beginning to come for-

ward. Dr. Jeffries, the president, might have repre-

sented some of the younger ones of the first set and

Dr. Cabot, the vice president, the second set, an ac-

tive body of men, giving an impetus to medicine which

was distinctly felt at this period of the century and

which was emphasized perhaps by the great discovery

of anesthesia and also by a tendency to organization

and to improvements in the methods of instruction.

These men were succeeded by the older men present

this evening, who wind up the century.

There are some little points in connection with the

period in which this society was founded which 1

thought possibly might be interesting. I was able to

gather some data from the life of Dr. Warren, and

therefore I speak about him more than others, be-

cause it was more accessible to me. Dr. John C.

Warren was retiring from active practice at about

that time. He resigned his professorship in 1847.

I notice in his biography allusion to a subject which

is the forerunner of the modern study of cerebral lo-

calization— phrenology. Spurzheim came over to this

country in the early part of the century. He was as-

sociated with Gall, and he gave lectures here on the

subject of plirenology or craniognomy, as it was called

at that time. He died in 18;52, and at this period of

which 1 speak, 1847, his collection was purchased by

Dr. Warrciu and placed in the museum of the Medi-

cal College. It was a collection of some five or six

hundred specimens of casts of heads and crania in-

tended to illustrate the development of the brain and

it was thought of interest and worthy of preservation

as calling attention to the finer points in its anatomy.

Spurzheim endeavored of course to locate the func-

tions of the brain with more accuracy than the data
of that time justified, but it gave an impetus to scien-

tific study which finally blossomed out into the mod-
ern science of cerebral localization.

There was a great deal of progress about the mid-
dle of the century. Cochituate water was introduced

in 1848 into Boston, and largely through the influence

of the physicians. It was also about this time, if I am
not mistaken, that the cemetery at INIt. Auburn was
founded, perhaps a little later than this, by Dr. Jacob
Bigelow, and the sanitary condition of the city thus

further improved. It was an interesting fact that the

last visitation of epidemic cholera was the year follow-

ing the introduction of water, that is, before the water
probably had been generally brought into use, in

fJune, 1849, and since then there has hardly been a

case of cholera in this city. Gas was first introduced

into Boston at about this period, and I base my knowl-
edge of that fact upon the circumstance that the old

house numbered 6 Park Street in which I lived, into

which my father moved in 1845, was the first private

dwelling into which gas was introduced, and there

was a notice at the time in the papers of the fact.

The American Medical Association was founded in

1845, and it was in 1850 that the meeting was held

in Boston. Dr. Warren was elected president of the

association that year, and the following year the asso-

ciation met in Cincinnati, and as president he gave
his address in that year. It was on the " Progress of

Surgery," and the three principal facts that he

thought important to dwell upon were the reintroduc-

tion of the microscope, lithotrity and tenotomy. He
alluded to the microscope of the old observers, and in-

timated that it had gone out of use for a long period,

and was about being introduced again, more particularly

for the study of medicine. Some of the old micro-

scopes that Professor Ernst has shown in his inter-

esting lecture on " The Development of the Micro-

scope " were made about that period. I gave to Dr.

Ernst an old microscope of Chevallier's make, which

was evidently made in the forties, and was the first of

a series which I had in my possession which have

been imported from time to time since. I think the

earlier observers with the microscope in medicine did

their work shortly previous to this time in Europe.

The second point to which he alluded was lithotrity.

The only way, of course, previous to the introduction

of lithotrity by Civiale was by cutting for the stone.

I remember seeing Civiale when, a boy about ten, I

was taken by my father to his country i)lace in Paris,

and recall a very benevolent and courteous old gentle-

man, who was looked upon then, throughout the world,

as a great authority on the subject of calculi, and his

method was considered justly as a great advance in

surgery at that time. The only other to{)ic the presi-

dent had to mention in his address worthy of note was

tenotomy. Tenotomy was really the pioneer of anti-

septic surgery. Its great merit in that day was the

possibility of using the knife without causing suppura-

tion.

I myself personally am able to recall oidy little of

that period. I do have a few dim recollections of

those early times. More ])articularly there comes

back to me the meeting of the American Medical As-

so(;iation in \ew York in 185;). when I went on there

with my father. The nH!(;ting was graven deeply on

my memory owing to the frightful accident that oc-
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{Uincd 1(1 (,li(> pjiity rtil.iiniiii^. 'I'Ih- Inid;^!! ;i(, Nor-
Wiilk \v;is open uiid the trjiin, ^^oiri;^ :it I'lill .s|ic(il, wnit
into tlu) HptuH! and whs wrecked in llie river, iind snnu;

sixty lives lost. A niMidx'r of pliysi<'iHnH of this vicin-

ity were in the train. I)i'. I'ierson, the ^jriindfiither

of th(! prt!sent Dr. l'i<'rson, of Siilein, was killed. Dr.

L:ind), of Lowell, was s('V{!rely injnnid. Dr. .1. Mason
Warren, my father, I tliink was injnnnl, though there-

was no re(;oi^ni/,al)l(! tranma, in a way from wliii-h lie

never fully recovered.

'i'liost! art! soni(! of th<' points which I have hastily

i^atherud together which I thought would possibly Ix;

of sonu! interest to tin; society. I think the true

mcaniuii' of the foundation of this society liiis in tin;

fact that there was at the niiddh; of this century a

period of restlessness whi('h fouinl vent in or<fani/,a-

tion, and which was worked out afterwards hy tin;

yreat development of tlu! prof(>ssion in this country.

As Dr. Cabot has said, we hav(! the gn-at advantage
over many other countries in btang familiar with what
they are doing besides with what we are doing our-

selves, and I fully believe that this half century of ac-

tive work will bring about its reward, and that we are

now probably on the eve of having the world turn to

us for study and for instruction.

Dk. GKOiKiK B. SiiATTiCK : After what you have
already heard I feel more inclined to give you a little

account of the trials of one who has been asked to ad-

dress you tonight upon the aims, objects, aspirations

and duties of the Suffolk District Medical Society

than to attempt to give you any further history of

that society itself. Your repres;entative, Dr. Jef-

fries, when he came to see me some little time ago
and suggested that I should be one of those who
should attempt to say something to you this evening,

observed, I think, that I was somewhat distraught

between the appreciation of the honor and the con-

sciousness of personal inability, and he proceeded to

encourage me somewhat thus :
*' You will naturally of

course be one of the last speakers [laughter], and it is

a very desirable position to occupy, because, if you
don't know anything yourself, you will have the ad-

vantage of being able to pick up something from what
you have heard from the preceding speakers." (Laugh-

ter.) In fact, he led me to believe that my jiosition

would be somewhat that of the bee let loose in a garden

just after the flowers have blossomed. (Laughter.) At
the present moment, gentlemen, 1 feel more like the

flowers which have been visited by the bee. ( Laugh-
ter.) Ilowevei-, allow me to continue a little with the

history of your speaker's efforts : having undertaken to

say something to you, I thought it my duty to equip my-
self in some manner and I naturally, with my knowledge'

of its worth, turned to that present help in time of

trouble, that repository of everything that a well-regu-

lated medical man oughttoknow— you immediately see

that I mean the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal

(laughter) — and I thought I would look over its pages

and see what the aims, objects and duties of the Suf-

folk District Society had been, or it had been pro-

posed that they should be. In order to do that more
advantageously I abstracted from the Boston Medical

Library the volumes containing the history of that

society during the first two or three years, hoping I

should thus have this history all to myself, but in this

justifiably selfish scheme already suspected. I had

been frustrated before this eveuiuo; came. Although

not being fully coiiMciouH of the exti-nt of my failur';

to engineer a corner on the piwt reconln of tliin mo
cic^ty, I was still prepared to give you an areoiiiit of
the jeiinesse oruf/fuse of ihiH Hociety, one irieiflent of
which our friend Dr. .lelfrieH ban deHcrilx;'!— I have
it all written down in my jiocket— where this so-

ciety in its (ixtremely lusty youth attempted t/j do
away entirely with another socic-ty, the Boiton Me«li-

cal Society, l)nt was restrained happily in 'time, a
time that precedc'd by oidy a few months another
inelam-holy event in Boston's medical circlew. After
that the society got into some troui)ie bv attemj»ting

to try its nuimlx-rs for doing things which it did not
approve of, bul just as it found out that the l^)Hton

Medical Society was prepand to arrange- the question

of fees, it also found out tli(!n, I think, that the parent

soci(!ty, the Massaehus(;tts M(;dical Societ}', had the-

function of trying the niend)<;rs, so it gave this up
also and tluiU evidently settled rlown to its genuine
duties of discussing medical subj(!cts and drinking
coffee and eating cake, which it did regularly.

In looking over those first two or three years, I

remember some of the subjects which are interesting

which came up for discussion. Among other things I

remember coming -dcross the report of two different

cases of ovarian cyst by two different distinguished

surgeons of the time. One of them we may speak of

as a natural opeu-ation for ovarian cyst. The lady

fell down and the cyst was ruptured ; a large amount
of fluid was discharged from the bowels and the

patient recovered. The other case we may speak of

as an artificial ovariotomy. The patient, a young
woman, had a very large ovarian cyst, as it is called

;

the operation was performed, and I noted the subse-

(juent remarks that " ovvitig to a broken constitution

and the unfavorable character of the weather the pa-

tient died." (Laughter.) I notice among other subjects

that were discussed in those first two or thi-ee years,

one was the discoloration of the skin after the internal

use of nitrate of silver in epilepsy ; another was an
account of the methods for preparing cod-liver oil and
for selecting the best livers ; another was a discus-

sion of the best preparations of opium, and I notice

that McMunn's elixir was spoken of as one of the

very best and most recent and the methods for prepar-

ing it were specified ; and then there was a paper, and
I should judge a very good one, on the necessity not

only for vaccination, but revaccinatiou. And then I

noticed, I think it was December 4, 1850, a few para-

graphs to this effect : Dr. Bowditch related the case of

a child who had a larije amount of water in the riffht

chest and who suffered from successive paroxysms of

dyspnea, during one of which he died, and Dr. Bow-
ditch added :

" I then made up my mind if I ever

had another such case I would open the chest."

There were various committees appointed. They
seemed rather fond of appointing committees. Thev
ap])ointed fully as many as we do now, and I should

judge that fully as nuich was effected. I dare say

their committees would accomplish as much today as

ours with reference to dust and asphalt and adjustable

furniture for schools. One committee was appointed
to report upon doing away with Latin nomenclature
for written prescriptions, and to suggest a simpler

method for written prescriptions. There was a com-
mittee api)ointed to report on the subject of criminal

abortions and another to report upon cholera, and
there were a variety of other subjects which they
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took up. I also notice that there were a number of

rather apologetic statements with reference to the want
of a large attendance at the meetings (laughter)

and speculations as to what would be the best methods
to pursue in order to foment a more earnest attend-

ance at the meetings, and that reminded me singularly

of what I have happened to see going on within the

last year or two with reference to other societies at

the present time. At least human nature does not

change ; we may know more or we may know less,

but men are the same and whether it is a new society

that wants to become active or an old society that has

become inactive and is in danger of dissolution, these

same processes are going on among us. And still,

whether the new society is active or the old society

less so, 1 believe unquestionably that there is a very

large amount of extremely good medical work done
in our societies all through the year; and, year in and
year out, and at the present time, certainly there is a

sufficiently large number of medical societies. Nobody
can complain, as they seemed disposed to complain at

the time this society was founded,— nobody can com-

plain that there is not a whereabouts for him to go

wdiere he may discuss with his confreres subjects of

medical interest, or that he may not be able to take

his choice between societies more or less aristocratic

or democratic, more or less ascetic or otherwise. We
have societies that have no meretricious adjuvants in

the way of cake, coffee, beer and cigars, and others

tliat offer those facilities for improved medical thought.

(Laughter.)

Mr. President, I feel the truth of what your repre-

sentative said to me when he encouraged me to come
and say a few words to you. I think the position of

those who speak last is an extremely honorable one. In

fact, 1 cannot help comparing it to the position of the

Old Guard at Waterloo, or the Black Watch or the

Gordon Highlanders ; those are the men who are al-

ways called in to disperse the meeting at the critical

moment, and give a coup de grace to the proceedings.

I shall rely upon you, Mr. President, to give the coup

de grace, with full confidence it will be well done.

But 1 regret that I am unable to make that compari-

son between the first president of this society and the

last, with reference to their both being always courte-

ous, always candid, always patient, and above all, al-

ways just. 1 had intended to make such a comparison,

but I cannot. (Laughter.) I had also exjjected to

close my remarks by wishing this socii^ty, in the lan-

guage of my predecessor. Dr. Jerome Van Crownin-
shield Smith, editor of the MedicalJoiirnal, and Mayor
of Boston, that it might live one thousand years, fifty

of which have already passed, my wish being by just

so much less audacious than his, but that wisli 1 am
unable to indulge in on account of our friend Dr. Jef-

fries, who has rified the sweets of the flower garden.

(Applause.)

Db. Blkrkll : The Suffolk District Medical Soci-

ety is indebted to the gentlemen who have addressed us

this evening for presenting to us so vividly the begin-

nings of this society and the state of the medical pro-

fession in this community half a century ago. The
progress that has been made is great and its contem-
plation should serve as an insj)iration to us all. It is

a proud hf^-itage that has JKUin given us b}' the War-
rens, the Bowditches, the Bigelows, the Jacksons, the

Shattucks and others.

Many of us are apt to think that a golden age has

passed, but to me the future is full of suggestive pos-

sibilities. The great advance that has occurred in

surgery, and which is coming in medicine, from the

application of scientific methods has made many of us

forget the history of medicine. The pressure of mod-
ern life makes the immediate present oppressive and
does not give us an opportunity for contemplation and
for a close analysis of the past which is so instructive.

Youth is ever impatient with the conservatism of old

age, and old age of necessity clings closely to that

which is known and which is proven. As a profes-

sion we are passing through a volcanic period of activ-

ity in wdiich traditions are swept away by iconoclasts

who do not replace that which is known by absolute

facts.

A healthy scepticism is needful in any body of men,

but great and abrupt changes, while often attended

by ultimate benefit, are, like war, destructive of peace

and harmony. Li surgery we are in danger of believ-

ing that asepsis can solve all and that the teachings of

the past are no longer of value. In medicine an in-

telligent empiricism is being swept away by seductive

laboratory exactness.

It hardly seems possible, gentlemen, that we should

make the same advance in the next half century that

has been made in the past, but one has only to look a

bit into the future and read the signs of the times, to

see here and there suggestive possibilities springing up
of, for example, municipal sanitation, rational thera-

peutics, causation of cancer, advances from physiologi-

cal chemistry, which suggest great and broad advance

for the future.

One other word : It has been said, and with some
truth, that there is danger of medicine becoming a

trade. There have been and always will be membei's

in the profession who have adopted and will adopt

commercial methods, but we should look well to the

future and protect most zealously the profession of

medicine. The great questions of medical charity, of

the establishment of hospitals, the relations of special-

ties to general medicine, the relation of laboratory

men to the profession of medicine and medical educa-

tion, should all excite our interest and engage our at-

tention. And, gentlemen, in honor of the founders of

this society, who zealously worked for suffering hu-

manity, may I ask you to stand fast to the high stand-

ard which they established.

decent literature.

Laboratory Directions fot Beginners in Bacteriology.

An Introduction to Practical Bacteriology for Stu-

dents and Practitioners of Comparative and of Hu-
man Medicine. By Veranus A. Moore, B.S.,

M.D., Professor of Comparative Pathology and
Bacteriology, New York State Veterinary College,

and of Bacteriology, Cornell University Medical

College, Ithaca, N. Y. Second edition, enlarged

and revised. Boston : Ginn & Co. 1900.

The title of this book sufficiently indicates its con-

tents. It is designed to be used as an aid in class

work in elem(;ntary bacteriology. To the independ-

ent worker in the laboratory it will be of little value.
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should he addressed to the undersigned,

liemiltances should he made hij money-order, draft or rei/isltretl

letter, payable to

DAMKKLL & UPItAM,
283 "Washinotok Strekt, Hoston, Mass

NEWSPAPER MEDICINE.

Rknkwed attention has of late been directed to the

ever-present evil of exploiting medical matters in the

daily {)ress for the edification of ignorant readers. It

goes witliout saying that not all papers descend to

this method of exciting a morbid interest, bnt that

some persistently continue in the practice is quite rea-

son enough for calling out a general protest.

Reference to the Philadelphia Ifedical Journal for

November 10th will show how futile Dr. W. W.
Keen's efforts have been to prevent the garbled publi-

cation of his public operative work. Dr. Keen has

published in full the correspondence between himself

and a Philadelphia daily paper, which he does not

mention by name. The circumstances were briefly as

follows : Reports of one of his clinics had appeared in

several of the papers entirely without his knowledge.

He immediately wrote letters of protest to the editors

of the principal papers, stating his position in the mat-

ter, that inasmuch as no pains are taken to exclude

persons from such clinics, who come under the guise

of medical students, it is quite impossible to be pro-

tected against designing reporters. Pie therefore re-

quested that the editors should comply with his wish

that no more such reports should appear. The result

of this letter was satisfactory in all but one instance.

In this one case Dr. Keen received an evasive letter,

stating their desire to publish news accurately, and

that to further this end they would be pleased to send

a good reporter for a personal interview. To this Dr.

Keen replied that his position had been entirely mis-

interpreted, that it was not the fact that the newpaper

account was inaccurate, but that he objected to ani/

report whatever bearing on professional matters. This

letter was sent to the city editor with the urgent re-

quest that his wishes therein expressed be respected.

Five days later a flagrant report of the old material

appeared in the paper, rendered attractive to readers

by illustrations, which, however, did not represent Dr.

Keen's clinic. Dr. Keen now appealed to the proprie-

tor of the paper, briefly stating the facts in the case.

The matter has temporarily ended with the following

extraordinary Ktalfiiient, again from the rily «'<litor,

that "future HloricH with which your (l>r. Kceii'n)

iiaiiU! is roMiiM-lfA will not appi-ar until you have lia<l

the opportunity to make- hucIi statement in reference

thereto as you may deHin\" To tliJK Dr. Keen again

replied :
" Vou xti/l nuHunderHtJind my objeetion. I

do not wish any ' future KtfirieH with wliieli mv name
is corin<!eted ' to appear in the ."

We quote this ex|)erience merely as an example of

what is continually ha[)pening in some form. Not
long since, for examph;, an outrageous and wholly in-

accurate; report appeared in one of the Boston Siindav

papers describing one; of our liest known ho.sj>ital.s for

the insane, with the introduction of various photo-

graphic reproductions which further misrepresented

the wholly erroneous statements in the text. The
re[)utation of this particular hospital renders it quite

able to ignore such attempts to pry into its manage-

ment, a fact which naturally in no way alters the prin-

ciple involved. The publication from time to time of

the details of surgical operations done by eminent men
is another instance in point, as, for example, in Dr.

Keen's case. It is often said that certain men at least

connive at this practice, an opinion which Dr. Keen's

candid communication does much to controvert. It is

clear that if a reporter be sufficiently unscrupulous and

pertinacious he can always accomplish his end, of

which the least important attribute is accuracy. That

a physician is in fact wholly helpless in the matter is

again shown by the fact that often when an interview

is entirely declined, an account is subsequently pub-

lished as coming from the physician. In a recent dis-

cussion on this subject a physician of high standing,

whose work keeps him much in the public eye, as-

serted that he had on several occasions been repre-

sented in the daily press as expressing opinions in a

given case which he had absolutely declined to discuss

with the rei)orter. There is, however, a word to be

said in justification, or at least in explanation, of the

reporter's position in the matter. It must be remem-

bered that a reporter is merely a servant of his paper,

that the continuance of his connection with it depends

upon his obedience, that if he be told to do some im-

possible or unreasonable piece of work, he is expected

to do it, or at least to draw upon his imagination

when his facts fail. Dr. Keen's correspondence brings

out the true inwardness of the matter, showing, as it

does, that the ultimate responsibility in every case

must lie with the management of the paper concerned.

This brings us to the vital question of the possibility

of redress for this perfectly apparent evil. There is,

to our mind, no immediate I'edress possible. The law

has no jurisdiction in the matter and the attempt

at greater secrecy in the performance, for example,

of surgical operations would unquestionably increase

rather than diminish the ardor of the enterprising dis-

seminators of news. If the editorial staff and the

management of a paper have reached such a depth of

degradation that they are (piite willing to publish bare-
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faced lies to increase its circulation, it is clear that ar-

gument and moral suasion will be of small avail. We
must go deeper, and if possible influence public opin-

ion to such an extent that it will no longer tolerate

such publications, and above all, as a profession, we

must refrain from every suspicion of the desire for

publicity in the conduct of our professional affairs.

Were this completely done it is j^i'obable that the peo-

ple at large would so far discount sensational newspa-

per reports that they would forthwith lose their inter-

est. The more firmly established the ethics of the

profession becomes in this particular the less probable

will be its exposure to the caprice even of the most

unscrupulous editor.

THE UNITED STATES TAX ON LEGACIES TO
EDUCATIONAL, CHARITABLE AND RELIG-
IOUS ORGANIZATIONS.

Many of our readers are probably aware that cer-

tain provisions of the War Revenue Act of 1898 lay

a United States tax on legacies to educational, chari-

table and relgious organizations. This tax rate was

on a sliding scale, increasing up to l/i per cent, on es-

tates of $1,000,000 and upwards. When first collected

the tax on legacies was levied at the rate fixed for

the entire estate. The Supreme Court, however, has

ruled that this was an improper interpretation of the

provisions of the act, and that the legacy tax should

be in a ratio to the amount of the legacy and not to

the total amount of the estate. This mitigates in a

measure the hardships imposed by an unfortunate

and, it may safely be said, unwise provision. The
country does not need the money, and the educa-

tional, charitable and religious organizations from

which it is filched do. It is a most undemocratic

form of taxation. It is our boast in this country

that the individual citizen provides, and provides

most generously, for the foundation and support of

such organizations, whereas elsewhere they are, as a

rule, dependent on the State. It indeed seems mon-

strous that under such conditions the State should

prey upon the thoughtful testamentary dispositions

made by its prosperous and enlightened citizens for

their less fortunate fellows, and all the more mon-

strous when it is jdain that the State does not require

the money thus taken.

The next session of Congress will be devoted in part

to the reduction of taxation under the War Revenue

Act of 1898. The provisions to which we here refer

should be repealed.

At the last meeting of the Congress of American

Physicians and Surgeons in May at Washington, a

committee, consisting of Drs. Frederick C. Sliattuck,

Abraham .lacobi and William II. Welch, was ap-

pointed with full powers to urge upon Congress such

a repeal. A petition has been introduced in the Sen-

ate by Senator Lodge, and a copy is in the hands of

the Hon. Sereno Payne, Chairman of the Committee

on Ways and Means of the House. The Committee

of the Congress of American Physicians and Sur-

geons has issued a circular urging all their fellow

members of that congress to exert their utmost influ-

ence with any members of the Congress of the United
States to promote such a i-epeal. We desire to avail

ourselves of this opportunity to make the same re-

quest of all members of the medical profession whom
we can reach.

The only argument against such a repeal which has

come to our attention proceeded from a venerable

senator, now deceased, from a border Southern State,

who stated with a somewhat brutal frankness that as

there were practically no such legacies made to such

organizations in his State, he considered this method
of raising money for the expenses of the General

Government a good one. About that same time the

representative of at least one most deserving and use-

ful institution in this senator's own State was seeking

to raise funds in New England.

We should hope that this matter only requires that

general attention should be directed to it to secure

prompt and satisfactory action.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Recent Galveston Storm. — The Texas

Medical Journal devotes a considerable space in its

October number to a consideration of the great storm

of September which destroyed a large part of Galves-

ton, Texas. The article is embellished with a num-
ber of photographic reproductions, which give the

reader a vivid idea of the general devastation effected

by the storm. It is a matter of interest that no
physician was killed, in spite of the fact that the loss

of life is estimated at 6,000.

Registration of Tuberculosis in Philadel-
phia. — A resolution recommending to the Bureau of

Health the compulsory registration of tuberculosis has

been adopted by the Philadelphia County Medical

Society. This action is said to be the result of a

paper advocating the registration of tuberculosis read

by Ur. Hermann M. Biggs, of the Department of

Health of New York.

Precautions against Disease in Greece.— It

is reported that the Greek health officers are requir-

ing that the personal baggage of travellers, when un-

accompanied by their owners, must, on arrival at any

port in Greece, be accompanied by a certificate of ori-

gin, or a certificate from the health authorities of the

port from which the baggage was shipped to Greece.

Increase of Carcinoma. — According to the

Pliiladel'}.)liia Medical Journal^ increase of carcinoma is

engaging attention in Hamburg. In 1872 there was

I case in 1,396; in 1898, in 1,022. An interest-

ing point is that the mortality of males is increasing

and bids fair to soon equal that of females.

Bubonic Plague in Cape Colony, South
Africa.— An outbreak of bubonic plague is reported
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ain()ii<; tlic ii!it.iv<!H of S/iiiyokii, iicir Kiii;^ \Villi:irii%

Town. l*ic(!iuitioiis urc hciii^ laktii lo pn-vtiiit iln'

spread ol' tlu! diHuaKo anion;; tin; wliitcH.

Gi.ASCiow FiiKK Ol'- l'i,A<iiiK.— A calilt'^^nini from

U. S. Snr;;(ion Thomas, at (Jlas^jow, annonnccH that

the city is now dochired free from phi^fuc.

BOSTON AND NKW KNCM.AND.

AciiTK Inkkciioi s DisKASKS IN HosTON. — Kor

the week (hiding at noon, Novend)er 21, 1 !)()(), there

were reported to the Hoard of Ilealtli of Host(jn the

following cases of acute infectious diseas(!S : diphtluiria

1G9, scarlatina 2i), measles 24, typhoid fever 1(1.

Boston AToktalitv Ukpokt. — The nninher of

deal lis reported to the Board of Health for the week

ending November 17th was 190, as against 201 the

corresponding week last year, showing a decrease of

1 1 deaths, and making the death rate for the week

17.67. The deatlis from consumption were 26, pneu-

monia 19, whooping cough none, heart disease 10,

bronchitis .'}, marasmus 11. There were 15 deaths

from violent causes. The number of children who

died under one year was 3o, under five years 60, per-

sons more than sixty 33 ; deaths in public institutions

73.

Addition to Vincent Memorial Hospital. —
A new building adjoining the one which has now been

in use for about ten years is to be opened this week

for the reception of patients. This extension of the

work of the hospital will necessitate increased re-

sources for its proper maintenance, which, it is hoped,

may be forthcoming. It may not be generally known

that Mrs. Vincent did not herself leave money to start

the hospital. It was started by a friend, who gave

$1,000 as a memorial to Mrs. Vincent.

A Centenarian. — Mr. John Knights, of Con-

cord, N. H., died November 14th, at the reputed age

of one hundred years and ten months. He was born

in England, and became a United States citizen in

1835. He is said to have voted seventeen times for

President, his latest choice being McKinley.

new YORK.

Relation of Tubercdlosis to the Tenement
House Problem. — The first public hearing by the

State Tenement House Commission created by the

last legislature was held in New York on November

16th, when the subject under discussion was "The
Relation of Tuberculosis to the Tenement House

Problem." Among those who spoke were Dr. Pryor,

of Buffalo, and Drs. II. M. Biggs and S. A. Knopf,

of New York. Dr. Pryor said that the two distinc-

tive tenement house diseases were tuberculosis and

rhachitis, and that in almost every tenement house in

large cities there was at least 1 case of consumption.

In speaking of remedies for the present conditions he

said that at least 600 cubic feet of air should be al-

lowed for each adult and that no rooms without sun-

light should be occupied. Dr. Biggs stated that in one

block on the East Side 144 out of 1,000 persons, and

ill .inotlnr 'tlH out of 2,000 perHOriH, had diefl from

eoiiHuinplioii in the hiHt four yearH. In regard to mm-
edieH, h(; tlioiight it an error to make laridJordH build

very (ixpeiihive liouseK for poor peoph;. The co«t waM

idtiniately boriu! by the tenantH and that meant over-

c-rowding. The chances of (hiath from fire in a ten*;-

nient house were infinitely less than the chances of

death from consumption. H«; had no doubt that tu-

l)ei(;ulosiH could b(! stamped out, for the reason that

till' disease was transniitled only by germs contained

in sputa. Carpets and wall f)aj»er should tlu-refore be

prohibit(!d in tenement houses. Dr. Knopf urged the

desirability of having breathing places for the inhabi-

tants on the roofs of t(!nement houses.

Improvement of Milk Scpplv.— In response to

the call of a special committee of the Medical Society

of the County of New York, consisting of Drs. H. D.

Chapin, A. Jacobi, .1. E. Winters and W. Lester

Carr, a meeting was held on November 16th, at the

Academy of Medicine, to discuss informally the im-

provement of the milk supply of New York. The
plan proposed by Dr. Chapin, the chairman, included

the services of a competent bacteriologist, who should

examine the milk furnished by such dealers as desired

such examination, and on finding it up to the required

standard issue a certificate to that effect. Such milk

would always command a good price. The trouble

often met with in the milk, he said, did not rest with

the city dealers, but with the dairy farms, and it was

the idea of the committee that when milk was found

of inferior quality the dealer should insist on the man-

agers of the farms correcting the difficulty. The pro-

posed plan was now being followed in Buffalo and in

Newark, N. J., and was working well. He also read

a set of rules proposed for the guidance of dairymen

in the care of cows, with precautions to be observed in

milking. The meeting was attended by most of the

prominent milk dealers of the city, and a number of

them took part in the discussion. One of them made
the statement that quantities of " embalmed " milk were

sold in New York every day, and another exhibited

circulars advertising " freezine " and " ioeine," formal-

dehyde compounds which it was claimed would pre-

serve milk for several days and which would •• defy

detection."

Mortality Statistics. — The Board of Health's

reports show a slight reduction in the death rate of

October (17.54) over that of September (18.46).

This mortality indicates a satisfactory condition of

the public health and about the same number of

deaths as in October, 1899, when the death rate was

17.28. In the last week of the month the death rate

declined to 16.39, the lowest figure reached since

the first week in June last. The weekly average

of deaths from scarlet fever and measles was only

2.5 and 2 respectively, and in the last week of

the month, for the first time in the history of the

Greater New York, not a single death was reported

from the former disease. The weekly average of
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deaths from diarrheal diseases declined from 149.75

ill September to 51 in October, and of deaths from

this class in children under five, from 135.25 to 44.5.

The weekly average of deaths from whooping cough

declined from 7.75 to 5.25, while that from typhoid

fever remained the same, 24. On the other hand, the

weekly average of deaths from diphtheria increased

from 19.25 to 30.7 ; that from phthisis, from 129.75

to 169.25 ; that from pneumonia, from 82.75 to 122,5,

and that from bronchitis, from 16 to 26.35. During

the four weeks ending November 3rd, there were 172

deaths from cancer, a weekly average of 43.

Acute Traumatic Malignancy. — At the last

meeting of the Medical Association of the Greater

City of New York, Dr. Wm. B. Coley, in a paper on

" Acute Traumatic Malignancy," reported a case of

sarcoma ensuing upon trauma which ran its course in

a remarkably brief period of time. In January, 1900,

the patient, who was twenty-eight years old, received

an injury to the right testicle, which was followed by

a large swelling. When Dr. Coley first saw him, in

February, he had already been tapped twice for sup-

posed hydrocele. He made the diagnosis of hemato-

cele, with possible sarcoma, and operated, when the

growth was found to be a round-celled sarcoma. Later

the patient was admitted to Dr. B. Farquliar Curtis's

service at Bellevue Hospital, suffering from an ab-

dominal tumor as large as a man's head and connected

with the kidney, and he died on April 18th, only

about three mouths after the injury to the testicle was

received.

Partial Loss by Fire of Building of Cornell
Veterinary School.— The main building of the

Veterinary School of Cornell University, at Ithaca, was

partially destroyed by fire on November 13th. The
laboratory apparatus destroyed was valued at $10,-

000 and the total loss by the fire was $30,000, which

is reported to be fully covered by insurance. At a

special meeting of the Executive Committee of the

Board of Trustees, held the same day, it was deter-

mined to construct a temporary roof over what re-

mained of the Veterinary College, and, after some

other hasty repairs, it was expected that the classes

could be resumed on November 19th. It is stated that

Prof. S. H. Gage and Assistant Prof. B. F. Kings-

bury are heavy individual losers by the fire, the latter

having lost the entire manuscript of a new textbook.

Recovery of Damages against a Hotel
Keeper.— On November 13tli the Court of Appeals

affirmed the judgment of the lower court in the action

of Sarah Lawson against AVilliam Eggleston, a hotel

keeper in Dayton, Cattaraugus County. Mrs. Lawson

recovered $1,000 damages for injuries sustained by a

gunshot wound inflicted by her husband and for the

loss of means of support by reason of her husband

having shot and killed himself. She alleged that the

damages were caused whih; he was in an intoxicated

and delirious condition which was brought about

through the use of liquor sold to her husband by the

defendant.

Pasteur Preventive Treatment to be Fur-
nished Gratis.— It is announced that the Board of

Health is to furnish gratis the Pasteur preventive

treatment to victims of dogs believed to have rabies
;

and a special laboratory for the purpose will be estab-

lished at the Willard Parker Hospital. According to

Dr. II. M. Biggs, chief of the Bureau of Bacteriology,

there have been 8 or 9 deaths from hydrophobia dur-

ing the past year, a number greatly exceeding the

mortality of previous years. L^sually there have been

only 2 or 3 deaths annually from the disease.

^t^ceUanp*

SUICIDE AND HOMICIDE, U. S. ARMY, 1888-
1897, 1898 AND 1899.

The tabulations of the cases of suicide and homi-
cide which occurred in the army during the years

1898 and 1899 are compared in the annual report of

Surgeon-General Sternb(^rg, now in press, with the

cases which occurred during the ten years 18»8-1897.

Contrary to the general anticipation, it is found that

there were among the troops during the past two
years relatively fewer homicides than during the years

of the previous decade, and that the mean annual ra-

tio of suicides per thousand men was about two and
one-half times greater during the decade of peaceful

garrison life than during the recent period of active

military service. The following figures show the

rates for these years :
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iirtivc incnihcrm thin illustrious iiiimc, enrolled :ii iis

liisl mr( liii^, when "tlie oldest |»:itliolo;ric;il society in

the worhl," us he \v;is luiid ot s;iyiiii^, was created.

'I'lie New York I'atliolo^^ical Soitic^ty now records

upon its iniiiuteH tlur death of Dr. iicwis Alhert

Sayre, and adopts tlu' following resolution :

lu'Sdlvi'd, 'i'liat the sympathy ot" the N(;w York
ratlioloi^i( al Society he extended to the family of Dr.

Sayri' in their hereavemeiit, and that the ahove testi-

monial he published in the current medical periodicals.

(Signed) W. P. Noktmui r, M.D.,
^

.Iaaiks Kwinc, iVI.l)., Coiinuittvc.

K. K. DiMiAM, M.I)., )

<l^bituarp.

DR. HENRY D. NOYES.

Dr. Hknry Drury Noyes, one of the most eminent
oculists of New York, died at Mount Washington, Mass.,

on November 12tb. He bad been in failing bealtb for

some time, and bad not returned to the city after the sum-
mer vacation. He was born in New Y''ork in 1832, and
was graduated from the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons in 1855. He early devoted himself to the spe-

cialty in which he achieved such marked distinction. At
the time of bis death he was surgeon to the New York
Eye and Ear Infirmary, and was professor of opbthahnol-
ogy in the University and Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege, a position which be had previously held in the Belle-

vue College for many years before the consolidation of the

two schools. He was also an ex-president of the New
York Ophthalmological Society. Aside from his profes-

sional attainments, Dr. Noyes was widely known and very
highly esteemed in the community.

Correspondence*

KIRKES' PHYSIOLOGY: A REPLY.

New York, November 16, 1900.

Mr. Editor : — My attention has been called to the re-

view of " Kirkes' Physiology " in your issue of November
8, 1900, and the reviewer's note which accompanies it. As
certain charges have been brought which are not in accord

with facts which the reviewer himself could have verified

by referring to earlier editions, I ask that in simple justice

you will grant me space for reply.

For errors of proof reading or failure in any instance to

bring the text up to date, I have no excuses. But I must

deny the implication that the present American edition is

a compilation from a recent English edition, and the defi-

nite charges that figures have been " lifted bodily " from
the English edition, and that I have pirated any portions

of the text.

The reviewer will find the figures of blood crystals, which
he charges me with " liftinii," in the thirteenth edition,

(1892), page 145 (published by Wm. Wood & Co.), which
edition bears only the names of Mr. Harris and Dr. Baker
on the title page. Moreover, he will find the similarities of

text, of which he complains, between the present Ameri-
can and English editions to obtain also between the thir-

teenth American and the latest English editions.

It would have been fairer if the reviewer had confined

himself to the field of legitimate criticism, or, transgressing

that, at least had made sure of his facts before bringing

such offensive charges.

Respectfully yours,

Warren Coleman, jNI.D.

mkik(jk()L()(ji(;ai, kk<;oki>

Kor till) w«)(ik oiidiiix NiivcmliiT lOtli. In Itontori, arcorriinK to
oliHorviitloriH fiinimliod by SorKeant .J. VV. Hmilh, of the United
HtalcH HJK'ial (JorpB: —
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New Bedford 2, Boston 1. From erysipelas New York and Bal-
timore 1 each. From measles Boston and Worcester 1 each.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of ll,61(),2y(j, for the week ending
November 3d, the death rate was 17.(5. Deaths reported 3,908;
acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 268, diarrhea
121, diphtheria 94, fever 81, measles 49, whooping cough 44,
scarlet fever 36.

The death rates ranged from 9.1 in Norwich to 25.5 in Salford

:

Birmingham 20.9, Bradford 15.0. Cardiff 15.4, Gateshead 22.4,
Hiiddersfield 15.0, Leeds 16.6, Liverpool 23.4, London 16.7, Man-
chester 22 4, Newcastle-ou-Tyne 20.7, Nottingham 18.0, Ports-
mouth 15.5, Sheffield 21.2, Swansea 15.3, West Ham 15.3.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING NO-
VEMBER 17, 1900.

C. H. White, medical director, placed on the retired list of
the navy from November 19, 1900, having reached the age of
sixty-two years.

R. S. Blakeman, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Peusacola "' and ordered to Naval Hospital, Mare Island, Cal.,

for treatment.
C. S. Butler, assistant surgeon, ordered to the " Independ-

ence."
W. A. McClurg, surgeon, ordered to additional duty on the

" Yankee."
W. M. Garton, assistant surgeon, detached from the " In-

diana " and ordered home to wait orders.
A. R. Alfred, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the

" Castine " and ordered to the " Culgoa."
M. K. Johnson, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the

" Celtic " and ordered to the " Brutus."
H. C. Curl, assistant surgeon, detached from the "Culgoa"

and ordered to the " Castine."
E. Davis, assistant surgeon, detached from the Cavite Naval

Station and ordered to the " Brutus."
W. L. Bell, assistant surgeon, detached from duty at Guam

and ordered to the " Celtic."
B. L. Wright, assistant surgeon, detached from the Naval

Hospital, Cavite, and ordered to the Naval Hospital, Yokohama,
for treatment.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE U. S. MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE FOR
THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING NOVEMBER 15, 1!K)0.

Carter, H. R., surgeon. Granted leave of absence for fifteen

days from November 16th, on account of sickness. November
10, 1900.

Stoner, J. B., passed assistant surgeon. To report at Wash-
ington, D. C, for special temporary duty, November 13, 1900.

Greene, J. B., passed assistant surgeon. To proceed to

Bremen, Germany, for special temporary duty. November 13,

1900.

MoNCURE, J. A., acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for thirty days from December 15th. November 14, 1900.

ScHLAAR, W. F., hospital steward. To report to acting di-

rector of hygienic laboratory for duty. November 9, 1900.

Scott, E. B., hospital steward. Granted one day's extension
of leave of absence. November 12, 1900.

Mason, M. R., hospital steward. To proceed to San Fran-
cisco, Cal., and report to medical officer in command for duty
and assignment to quarters. November 12, liKJO.

Ryder, L. W., hospital steward. Relieved from duty in the
hygienic laboratory and directed to report to medical officer in

command at Washington, D. C, for duty. November 9, 1900.

BOARD convened.

Board convened to meet at Washington, D, C, Tuesday, No-
vember 13, 1900, for the examination of Assistant Surgeon L, E.
CoFER, to determine his fitness for promotion to the grade of
passed assistant surgeon. Detail for the board: Surgeon Pres-
ton H. Bailhache, chairman ; Surgeon G. T. Vaughan and
Surgeon H. D. Geddings, recorder.

SOCIETY NOTICES.

Boston Society for Medical Improvement. —The regu-
lar meeting of the society will be held at the Medical Library,
19 Boylston Place, on Monday, November 26th, at 8.15 i-. m.
Papers: Dr. F. B, Lund will read a paper entitled "Acute

Hemorrhagic Pancreatitis; Its Surgical Treatment, with a Re-
port of Six Cases."

Dr. H. G, Beyer, U. S. Navy, will pre.sent a paper entitled
" Experiment and Experience with the Rifle." This paper will

be illustrated with lantern slides.

Arthur K. Stone, M.U., Secretary, 657 Boylston Street.

St. IxiUis Academy of Medical and Surgical Sciences.
—At the last meeting of the St. Louis Academy of Medical and

Surgical Sciences, Dr. Emery Lanphear was elected president,
and Dr. O. L. Suggett, secretary, for 1901.
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Ph.G., Detroit, Mich. Reprint. liKK).

Methods in the Diagnosis of Diseases of the Stomach. By
Charles D. Aaron, M.D., Detroit. Reprint. 1900.

Two Unusual Cases of Surgery of the Trachea. By W. S.
Jones, M.D., and W. W. Keen, M.D., Philadelphia. Reprint.
1899.

Report of the Surgeon-General of U. S. Navy, Chief of the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, to the Secretary of the Navy.

The Surgical U.se of Celluloid Thread. By W. W. Keen, M.D.,
LL.D., Philadelphia, and Randle C. Rosenberger, M,D. Re-
print. 1900.

The Need of Hospitals and Training Schools for Colored
People of the South. By Daniel H. Williams, M.D., Chicago,
111. Reprint.

A Manual of Hygiene and Sanitation. By Seneca Egbert,
A.M., M.D. Second edition, enlarged and thoroughly revised.
Illustrated. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co, 1900.

Diseases of the Tongue. By Henry T. Butlin, F.R.C.S.,
D.C.L., and Walter G, Spencer, MS,, m,B. (Lond.), F.R.CS.
Illustrated. London, New York, etc. : Cassell & Co., Ltd. liK)0.

Cancer of the Stomach : A Clinical Study. By William Osier,
M.D., and Thomas McCrae, M.B, (Tor.), of the Johns Hopkins
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Son & Co. 1900.

A Manual of Syphilis and the Venereal Diseases. By James
Nevins Hyde, A.M., M.D., and Frank Hugh Montgomery, M.D.
Second edition, revised and enlarged. Illustrated. Philadel-
phia: W. B. Saunders & Co. 1900.

The Surgical Treatment of Congenital and Pathological Dis-
figurements of the Face. Abstract of the Mutter Lectures of the
College of Physicians of Philadelphia for 1900. By John B.
Roberts, A.M., M.D. Philadelphia. 1900.

Rhinology, Laryngology and Otology and their Significance
in General Medicine. By E, P. Friedrich, M.D, (Leipsic).
Authorized translation from German edited by H, Holbrook
Curtis, M,D. Philadelphia: W. B, Saunders & Co, 1900.

The Care of the Consumptive: A Consideration of the Scien-
tific Use of Natural Therapeutic Agencies in the Prevention and
Cure of Consumption ; Together with a Chapter on Colorado as
a Resort for Invalids. By Charles Fox Gardner, M.D. New
York and London: G. P. Putnam's Sons. The Knickerbocker
Press. 19(J0.

Acute Yellow Atrophy of the Liver. Seven Brief Medical
Papers: Floating Spleen. Fatty Cirrhosis of the Liver, Am-
yloid Degeneration of the Kidney. Typhoid Fever with Com-
plications. Diagnosis in the Light of a Necropsy. Empyema.
Infectious Diseases. By Stephen Smith Burt, A.M., M.D. Re-
prints. 1900.

A Manual of Chemistry, Inorganic and Organic, with an In-
troduction to the Study of Chemistry. By Arthur P. Luff, M,D,,
B.Sc. (Lond,), F.R.C.P., F.LC, and Frederic James M. Page,
B.Sc, (Lond.), F.LC, Associate of the Royal School of Mines.
Illustrated. London, Paris, New York and Melbourne: Cassell
& Co., Ltd. 1900.

A Textbook of Histology, including Microscopic Technic. By
A. A. Bohm, M.D,, and M, von Davidoff, M.D., of the Anatomi-
cal Institute in Munich. Edited with extensive additions by Q.
Carl Huber, M.D., Junior Professor of Anatomy and Director of
Histological Laboratory, University of Michigan. Authorized
translation from second revised German edition by Herbert H.
Cushing, M.D. Illustrated. Philadelphia: W. B, Saunders &
Co, 1900.

A Case of Appendicitis in which the Appendix became Per-
manently Soldered to the Bladder, like a Third Ureter, Produc-
ing a Urinary Fecal Fistula. Report of a Case of Resection of
the Liver for the Removal of a Neoplasm, with a Table of
Seventy-six Cases of Resection of the Liver for Hepatic Tumors.
Surgical Treatment of Perforation of the Bowel in Typhoid
Fever, with a Table of 158 Cases. I. A Bullet in the Popliteal
Space. II. A Case of Dilated Esophagus; Two Cases Showing
the Value of the X-rays and at the Same Time that in the First
Case they were Misleading. The President's Address delivered
at the Fifty-first Annual Meeting of the American Medical Asso-
ciation, held at Atlantic City, N. J., June 5-8, 19<K). The Ideal
Physician. By W. W. Keen, M.D., LL.D., Philadelphia. Re-
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ODriginal %xt\t\t^.

ACIJTK lIKMORKIIAdIC PANCUKATITIS, IIS
SIJK(JICAL TRKATMKNT, WITH RKl'ORT OK
SIX CASKS.

Il^ K. II. LdND, IM.I)., IIOSTON.

I)i KiNd i\\v, \\[\\v. inon; than :i dccadf; vvliicli has
elapsed since I'itz, in his ehissieal monograph on '' I'an-

cri'alitis" ( IMiddh'ton-CJohisnutli Lecture I'or IHH'.)),'

first a(h'(jnately <Iescribed the disease and ehissifit^d its

varions nianil'estations into three forms, the henior-

rha<;ie, the snppnrative, and the f^angrenous types,

considerabh' attention has been devoted to it, both by
elinieians and pathoh)gists. Many interesting results

have been attained by their assiduous labors, whiiih

will be but briefly noticed here, as it is the surgical

as|)ects of the disease which the writer desires espe-

cially to consider. The deep situation of tlu; pancreas

in the abdomen, and its close anatomical relations to

important organs of digestion and assimilation, and
the main trunks of their arterial, venous and nervous
supply, render its acute inflammatory a flections of es-

pecial interest and proportionate; diHiculty, both from
the point of view of medicine and surgery. From a

medical standpoint the treatment of its acute inflam-

matory conditions can only be supportive and sympto-
matic. The possibilities and limitations of the surgi-

cal treatment of these affections it is the object of this

paper to attempt to illustrate, as far as possible, by G

cases taken fron the personal ex{)erience of the writer,

and of Drs. .John C. Munro and W. P. Bolles, who
have kindly placed 4 cases at the writer's disposal.

Case I, of Dr. J. C. Munro, was sucessfully oper-

ated upon in his private practice. As but 4 previous

cases of recovery after oi)eration have been recorded

this case is of particular interest and value.

Case II, operated upon by the writer, iu which the

operation was performed as an emergency in the pres-

ence of signs of pneumonia, at the base of the left

lung, and in which the patient lived eight wrecks, com-
ing successfully through a pneumonia, and finally suc-

cumbing to hemorrhage from an intestinal ulcer, also

presents many points of interest coucerning the surgi-

cal treatment of this disease.

Ten years ago Dr. Fitz saw the surgeon's opportun-

ity in these cases in the drainage of the parapancreatic

abscess which follows the hemorrhagic process, and is

often associated with necrosis of the pancreas. A re-

view of Cases I and II, which were both operated

upon in the presence of a tumor consisting of blood

clot and necrotic fat, on account of the progressive in-

crease in the severity of the symptoms, would indicate

that if lives are to be saved in the more severe forms

of the disease, it will be too late to wait for necrosis

and seijucstration of the pancreas with abscess before

operating.

Case IV is here in point. In this case, two weeks
after the onset of the disease, the entire pancreas was
necrotic, and areas of fat necrosis extended throughout
the abdomen. Another argument in favor of early

operation is the impossibility of absolute diagnosis.

The surgeon is confronted with an acute epigastric

peritonitis. It is not impossible in more or less typi-

cal cases to make a diagnosis, but in other cases it will

be impossible, absolutely, to exclude perforating gas-

tric ulcer, perforation of a gall duct, or duodenal ul-

cer. TIh! preMen<;<! of tumor Home tiin<; ulu-r <*ither

of tlH!He conditionH may }«; cxphiiiM;*! by the forma-
tion of a localized absctisH in the leMMcr peritom-al cav-
ity. It is impossible to exclude perforating gahtric
ulcer on account of the absence of u hihtory of hern-
atcMicsis, as was siiggcMted by Dr. Fitz in Ium paper,
for we now know that many cases of gawtric uU-mt
Iiav(! gone on to perforation without ever presenting
the symptom of hcmatemesis, local tenderneHH, or any
other symptom on which an absolut*; (liagnosis could
!)(• made. 'I'hese conditions jiresent omergenci«;s re-

(piiring iunuediate operation, diday involving Hprea^l-

ing of peritonitis, burrowing of pus in the retroperito-

neal space and other grave accidents, so that unless
they can be excluded, exploration is imperative. If,

therefore, we can show that in the alternative of acute
pancreatitis with hemorrhage and fat necrosis, opera-
tion is also imperative, we have established the advis-
ability of operating ui)on all cases of acute epigastric
peritonitis not attended by such marked shock as to

render the operation dangerous to life. In Case II
the patient's general condition and the presence of a
beginning pneumonia in the left lung rendered the
(piestion of operation a very serious one, and indicated
the employment of local anesthesia, if jmssible. Yet
in this case a rapid clearing out ami ])acking of the
cavity with gauze gave the patient immediate comfort,
and distinctly benefited her condition for four days.
Then she successfully went through a pneumonia,
lived eight weeks after the operation, and in case
the abscess had pointed, as it commonly does, in the
lumbar region, and not perforated the «liaphragm,
would probably have been successfully drained and
cured.

It must not be lost sight of that probably many
mild cases of pancreatitis or peripancreatitis attended
by less degrees of hemorrhage and by fat necrosis re-

cover spontaneously by absorption and perhaps cica-

trization. In the cases which have been reported as
successfully operated upon by Osier - and Manges,'
the operation consisted in simply opening the abdo-
men, making a diagnosis of the presence of hemor-
rhage and fat necrosis and sewing the abdomen up
tight.

If either of these cases, as did the case of Thayer
and Finney or Cases I and II of this paper, had
gone on to necrosis and sequestration of portions
of the pancreas, and abscess formation, it is fair to as-

sume that the history would have been different, and
that further operation for evacuation and drainage
of the abscesses would have been necessary to save
life.

It seems probable that the cases that go on to gan-
grene of the whole or part of the pancreas and para-
pancreatic abscess are those which may be classed as
of the second grade of severity ; the most severe
cases proving immediately fatal from hemorrhage and
shock, those of the second grade, marked by severe
symptoms at first, but going on to parapancreatic ab-
scess and gangrene of the pancreas, and the milder
cases recovering.

The symptoms of pancreatitis are described by
Fitz as consisting of " sudden, severe, often intense,
epigastric pain without obvious cause, iu most in-

stances followed by nausea, vomiting, sensitiveness
and tympanitic swelling of the epigastrium. There
are prostration, often extreme, frequent collapse,
low fever, and a feeble pulse. Obstinate constipation
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is the rule, but diarrhea sometimes occurs. If the

case does not end fatally in a few days, recovery is

possible, or the recurrence of the symptoms in a

milder form takes place, and the chai'acteristics of

subacute peritonitis are developed." The presence

of the tumor in the epigastrium was noted in 4 of

the cases reported in this paper, though in most of

them the presence of the stomach or intestine in

front of the tumor rendered it tympanitic on per-

cussion. In Case II the tumor, consisting of blood

clot and necrotic tissue, presented against tlie anterior

abdominal wall.

Etiology and pathology. — Acute pancreatitis has

been considered rare in women, and of 41 cases col-

lected by Korte ^ in 1898, only 4 were women. Of

the 6 cases reported in this paper, 5 were women.

Tln-ee of the 5 women were extremely fat. In none

was a history of alcoholic excess obtained. The ages

ranged from thirty to fifty years. The pi-esence of

gall stones in the gall bladder and ducts was noted in

4 of the cases. In these cases it is impossible to say

whether the previous attacks of epigastric pain and

vomiting were due to milder attacks of pancreatitis or

to gall stones. The presence of gall stones in a

considerable number of cases of pancreatitis points to

obstruction of the duct of Wirsung or abrasion of

the walls of the ductus communis choledochus, with

possible infection of the head of the pancreas, by

which the duct is practically surrounded during the

latter part of its course, as possible causes of the

disease.

The presence of fat necrosis was noted in all the

cases. The relation of fat necrosis to pancreatic

hemorrhage and inflammation have been the subject

of a great deal of study of late years. The most

notable recent contributions to our knowledge of

this process are those published by Flexner ^ and

Williams.^ Flexner regards the fat necrosis as the

effect of the fat-splitting ferment of the pancreatic

fluid, which in some way escapes from the duct into

the surrounding tissues. The fat tissues immediately

surrounding the pancreas are at first affected, but in

acute or long-continued cases the process may extend

all over the abdomen, or even to the pericardial fat.

Fat necroses are not found in all cases of acute pan-

creatic disease, and have been noted during lapa-

rotomies for various abdominal conditions where no

evidence of pancreatitis was found, but they are

present in the vast majority of cases of acute pan-

creatic disease, and their presence is generally con-

sidered pathognomonic. They accompany especially

the hemorrliagic form, and Flexner, in his experimen-

tal work, found disintegration of pancreatic tissue to

be one of the results of free hemorrhage. He re-

gards the necrosis of the fat tissue, as well as of the

pancreatic tissue, as results of the escape of pancre-

atic secretion, due in its turn to the degeneration

resulting from hemorrhage. Hemorrhage is to be re-

garded as one of the effects of inflammation of the

gland, and when excessive, both in clinical and ex-

perimental cases, dominates the picture. The necrosis

of fat and pancreatic tissue resulting from the hemor-

rhage may in time form foci for the action of micro-

organisms and still further spread the process. The
entrance of the micro-organisms responsible for the

primary inflammation and hemorrhage probably takes

place through the ducts.

It cannot be regarded as definitely settled that the

escape of pancreatic fluid is always the cause of pan-

creatitis in the human subject. In Case II of this

paper, the autopsy showed a practically normal pan-

creas, having areas of fat necrosis extending in among
the acini from the periphery, and no distention, inflam-

mation, or other abnormality of the pancreatic duct or

its branches. The pancreas removed after death in

Case III also showed a process apparently extending

inward from the periphery, and no discoverable ab-

normality of the ducts.

CLINICAL HISTORIES.

A brief account of the 6 cases upon which this

paper is based, and resumed of the points which they

illustrate, may well precede the deductions on the sur-

gery of the pancreas, with which the paper will con-

clude.

Case I. Summary.— Acute pancreatitis with fat

necrosis. History of previous attacks. Operation

one month after onset. Median laparotomy and lum-

bar incision for drainage. Immediate improvement.

Second operation for drainage of pus pockets through

lumbar incision five weeks later. Recovery.

Clinical History.

[From Notes of Drs. J. C. Munro and Henry Jackson.]

Mrs. S., age thirty-six, was seen by Dr. Henry Jackson,

in consultation with Dr. Flanders, on March 4, 1899. As
a crirl, she had various symptoms suggestive of hysteria or

a highly neurotic condition. Two years previously she had
had three attacks of pain in the epigastrium, running

through to the back ; this pain she described as boring in

character; accompanied by vomiting, but not by jaundice.

Three weeks before she was seen by Dr. Jackson she had
had an attack of severe pain in the epigastrium and left

hypochondrium, relieved only by morphine, and accompan-
ied by vomiting. No interference with the action of tlie

bowels. The vomiting persisted for one week. She had

Fig. 1.

had moderate fever since the beginning of the attack, and
a pulse 90 to 100.

On March 7th the woman was seen by Dr. J. C.

Munro, from whose notes the following account is ab-

stracted :

Physical examination showed a very corpulent woman
suffering from pain, general abdominal tenderness and
spasm, especially marked in botli hypochondria and epi-

gastrium. Tumor, as in shaded portion of Fig. 1, espe-

cially in left renal region and hypochondrium and over

gallbladder. Leucocytosis. Pulse 120. Urine negative.

Diagnosis. — Probable rupture of gall duct with retro-

peritoneal abscess. Pancreatitis, and possibly abscess

or tumor of kidney complicating gall stones, were consid-

ered.

Operation, March 8th. A long median incision was
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miide Uiroiifjli tlin very thick iihdomiiial whIIh in tin; «!j>i-

^'iiHtiiiim. Tlio omfiitmn, which wiiH lij^htiy )i(lh«rciit to

tiu! iihdoijiinal parictcs, contained iioilnlcs of fat nccTosin,

wliicdi wci'c aho noted on the |iari(;tal j)critoncnni. On
frccinj; tlic orncntiim, tin- pancreas was found swollen in

the median liiii!, and on llie It^fl (inlarj^cd ho as to form a
tumor, whicli felt hard and nodular. Tlie (in^cr was
pushed into the tumor in various dire(;tions, in the ho|)e

of finding pus. The patient's condition at this time he-

came alarming; the pulse rose to I HO, and she hecame
cyanotic. There was morh'rate hleeding from tlie fresh

adiiesions ahout the pancreas. An opening was made in

the left lumhar region, using the finger as a guide, and
the anterior wound closed with deep sutures of silkworm
gut. Tlirough the lumbar oj)ening the tumor was liroken

up by pushing the finger in various dire(rtions, and a nodule
removed, together with some omentum and fat necrosis.

The wound was packed with iodoform gauz(! around a

2lass drainage tube, and a baked gauze dressing applied.

The j)atient was in very j)oor condition at the close of the

operation and was stimulated freely. During the night

she rallied somewhat, though vomiting continually. At
10 A. M. on March 9t,h, the vomiting ceased, and the bow-
els moved. During the next few days her condition

steadily improved. On March 12th, on removal of the

gauze drains, there was a free greenish discharge, with

fine fat globules.

On March 20th there was still considerable greenish dis-

charge from the lumbar wound ; the anterior wound had
healed by first intention. There was no albumin nor sugar

in the urine. The patient continued to improve, the wound
discharging freely until April 8th, one month after the op-

eration, when a ri.se of temperature to 103° took place,

with vomiting and prostration. On the next four days the

temperature ran between 101° and 105°, and the patient

was nervous, restless and discouraged. On April 11th ten-

derness and a tumor were noted in the left renal region.

While probing the sinus the probe passed through a thin

wall into a cavity, with evacuation of several ounces of

sweet, greenish pus of molasses odor, containing particles

of broken-down pancreas and fat necrosis.

On April 15th, under ether, the sinus was enlarged and
its posterior wall broken through, admitting the finger into

several pockets containing greenish, sweet-smelling pus.

These pockets reached to the median line, downwards along

the posterior abdominal wall for 2^ inches, and upwards
along the latter for 5^ inches, passing behind the stomach

towards the epigastrium. A counter opening on a level

with the floor of the pockets was made posteriorly in the

left lumbar region and drainage with rubber tubes and
gauze wicks was provided.

Following this operation there was a very free discharge

from the sinuses. Subsequently this discharge became fe-

cal, and was noted to contain certain particles of food

eaten the day before it appeared in the discharge. This

discharge ceased in about ten days and the patient steadily

improved and went on to complete recovery, leaving the

house for a ride on July 10, 1899. Her health ever since

has been excellent.

Remarks.— This case is notable for the absence of

pancreatic hemorrhage fonnd at the operation. The
location of the tumor and the presence of the fat ne-

crosis, however, establish the diagnosis of pancreatitis.

The serious condition of the patient at the primary

operation emphasizes the necessity of rapid operating

and simple procedures in these cases. The provision

for lumbar drainage undoubtedly played a most im-

portant part in bringing about ultimate recovery, for

the retroperitoneal pus pockets at the second opera-

tion were successfully drained through the lumbar in-

cision, and it is difficult to see how this could have

been accomplished otherwise, though Thayer's case

recovered after drainage of the abscess through a

median epigastric incision. It is probable in the lat-

ter caH(! tli.'it tin- piiH vvaH corifitH'd to th<! \»tHMtr [M;rito-

ncal cavity, and had not biirnjwcd to any uxU-Aii in

tin- rctroperitoiMal space, K<Jrt4; " in iHO'.i called at-

tention to th<; importance of liitnbar inclHion in rctrf>-

pcritoneal pocketing of thf pus in necroHi.s of the pan-

creas witli abscctsH formation, and d<;Hcrilx;H .'} caHCH

op(;rat<!d upon through a lumbar inciHion, with 2 re-

coveries. In this case lumbar drainage waH provided

at the primary operatir)n, owing to th«; fad tliat the

tumor (!.\tended iuU) the left linnbar region, and thin

|)rovision was later undoubtedly the njeans of saving

th(! pati(!nt after abscess formation. The continued

good health of the patient afUir the operation would
show that there had not been sidlicient destruction of

pancreatic ti.ssue to permanently interfere with its

functions.

Cask II. Summary.— Acute; hemorrhagic pan-

creatitis. ()p(!ration one week after onset. Evacua-

tion through median and right lateral incision of blood

and necrotic fat. Relief of symptoms followed by
rise of pulse, temperature and respiration, with cyano-

sis. Dulness and nlles over bases of Ijoth lungs.

Exploratory incision in left lund)ar region. Death
eight weeks after operation from hemorrhage from

erosion of an artery- in wail of splenic flexure. Au-
topsy. Abscess in lesser peritoneal cavity, perforat-

ing diaphragm above spleen. No retroperitoneal or

lumbar pockets. Perforating ulcer of splenic flexure

of colon, with hemorrhage from an eroded artery.

Perforating ulcer of jejuiuim.

Clinical History.

[Abstract from Hospital Record.]

N. G., thirtv, single, dressmaker. Entered the City

HospitalJuly 26, 1900. Service of Dr. H. W. Gushing.

Three years ago had " indigestion " for about a year, fol-

lowed by attack like present, but less severe; associated

with abdominal pain, running into left shoulder; fever;

vomiting. No jaundice ; bowels regular ; sick in bed two
weeks. Has been well since. Gaining in weight. One
week ago woke up with abdominal pain and vomiting.

Says she was not feverish. No chill then or since. Pain

Fig. 2.

was crampy, and not localized. Vomitus bitter; no blood.

Bowels moved with enemata and laxatives ; dejecta just

after onset were very light colored ; since then dark; no
blood noted. Vomited day after onset, but not since. Two
days after onset, abdomen was distended and tender.

Urine has been high-colored, never bloody. Since onset

there has been shortness of breath, and deep breath has
been painful. No cough or expectoration. Pain has re-

mained about the same since onset ; some pain in left

shoulder.

Physical Examination. — Corpulent. Pupils equal and
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react. Sclerae yellow. Tongue fairly clean. Temperature

100.8°
;
pulse 128 ; respiration 40. Heart's action somewhat

irregular. Aortic second sound occasionally reduplicates.

The first pulmonic is replaced by a soft murmur ;
pulmonic

second not accented.

Lungs.— Fine moist rales in right back and axilla. On
left back, near angle of scapula, there is diilness, dimin-

ished bronchovesicular respiration ; increased voice sounds
;

fine cracking rales.

Liver. — Dulness begins at fifth space.

Abdomen.— There is muscular spasm and tenderness in

the upper abdomen, especially on left. A firm, smooth,

resistant mass is felt occupying the epigastrium, mostly to

the right of the median line and extending down to level

of umbilicus, where edge of mass is apparently felt. (Fig.

2.) Percussion note is tympanitic over this mass. There

is slight distention. No free fluid could be demonstrated.

No tenderness in lower abdomen. There is slight pitting

of the ankles.

July 27th. Seen in consultation by Drs. Post and Jack-

son, who advised operation at once. The diagnosis was an

abscess or inflammatory tumor in epigastrium, due to pan-

creatitis or localized abscess from perforating gastric ulcer.

Operation, by the writer, under local anesthesia with

1-1000 cocaine solution. Incision 5 inches long, median

line above umbilicus. On entering the abdomen a tumor

was felt just to the right of the median line, adherent by

light fresh adhesions to the abdominal wall. Tumor could

be felt to fluctuate. The patient was then etherized to the

primary stage, and a second incision made just outside the

outer border of the right rectus muscle. Finger was

passed into the centre of the tumor, which was found to

consist of necrotic tissue and blood clot. A considerable

amount of blood clot was scooped out, and the cavity freely

irrigated from one incision to the other. The finger

reached the region of the pancreas. Gauze packing was

attempted, but profuse hemorrhage recjuired immediate re-

moval, and repacking of the cavity, which controlled the

bleeding. Incisions partially closed with silkworm gut.

Patient stood operation very well.

July 28th. Fairly comfortable night. No vomiting.

No cough. Bowels moved this morning. Pulse 148, res-

piration 52. In the evening was slightly distended, and

complained of pain in lower abdomen. Analysis of urine.

Albumin, slightest possible trace. Few blood globules. Hy-

aline and fine granular casts.

July 29th. General condition improved. Pulse 124.

Respiration 40. Bowels moved freely. First dressing

done
;
gauze soaked with bloody discharge, odorless ; no

evidence of suppuration.

Pathological report : Probably hemorrhagic pancreati-

tis or peripancreatitis, with fat necrosis.

July 31st. All wicks removed, except one in each inci-

sion.
" Considerable dark liquid blood followed removal of

packing from lateral incision
;
quickly stopped. Wounds

irrigated with salt solution. New wicks inserted.

August 1st. Remaining wicks removed. Irrigated from

one incision through to other. Rubber drainage tubes ap-

plied. Discharge less. Continues to improve.

August 4th. Pulse 124, temperature 101°, respiration

35. There is a free discharge of brownish, thick turbid

fluid, with numerous shreds from both incisions ; odorless.

Wound irrigated and dressed twice daily. Patient com-

plains of some pain in left hypochondrium. Takes nour-

ishment well and is receiving free stimulation. Oxygen
when required for cyanosis.

Aut^ust 6th. Twice since last date has had periods of

delirium and unconsciousness with rapid pulse and respira-

tion. This morning respiration is labored
;
patient cyan-

otic ; tracheal rales. Temperature 101°, pulse 140, respi-

ration 50. Signs of consolidation remain in the left lower

lobe, coarse rales in both chests. In left lumbar region

there is tenderness, slight bulging and dulness. On ac-

count of these signs an exploratory incision was made under

cocaine in the left lumbar region. No pus was found in

the retroperitoneal space; incision was packed.

August 13th. Condition rather better. Color good.

Temperature 99.8°, pulse 124, respiration 36. Discharge
from abdominal incision is more free, and consists of a
thick brownish material with numerous sloughs. Lumbar
incisions clean and healing.

August 20th. Several large masses of sloughing tissue

were washed out today.

Pathologist's report : Necrotic fat tissue with consider-

able hemorrhage.
August 24th. Pulse and respirations continue elevated

;

no cyanosis. No exi)ectoration. Signs continue in left

lower lobe. Today there is biliary fluid on the dressing.

A piece of bowel in the lower angle of the right incision

has perforated, allowing the escape of intestinal contents.

Closed with Lembert sutures.

August 28th. Attempt to close fistulous opening unsuc-

cessful and a second one has appeared just above the first.

Discharge from incisions is diminishing in amount.
September 3rd. Tube omitted from median incision.

Lumbar incision healed. Third incision presents deep
sinus above, and two openings in exposed knuckle of gut

below. Discharge is less in amount, stained with bile, and
mixed with intestinal contents which escape from the fis-

tulas. General condition slightly improved.
September 5th. There is some digestion of the skin

about the intestinal fistula.

September 10th. Patient appeared as well as usual this

morning. Temperature 99°, pulse 120, respiration 44.

Binder had just been unpinned preparatory to dressing,

when blood was noted gushing from incision in right side.

Patient was quickly blanched. Active bleeding stopped

quickly. As soon as preparation could be made light

ether was given; incision enlarged, and cavity packed with

gauze. Foot of bed elevated. Salt infusion and stimu-

lants were given subcutaneously. Patient reacted some-
what, but pulse gradually failed, and patient died at 1.45

P.M., eight weeks and three days after the operation.

Autopsy. — Dr. Steensland, three hours post mortem.
Body of a well-developed, very well-nourished woman,

thirty years old. Healed operation incision in epigastric

region in median line, and one in left lumbar region.

Longitudinal incision 12 centimetres long in epigastric re-

gion to right of median line.

Peritoneal cavity: Extensive, firm, fibrous adhesions

about the two epigastric incisions, involving chiefly the

omentum between the transverse colon and the pyloric end
of the stomach. From the skin incision a passage leads into

the lesser peritoneal cavity. The walls of this passage and
of the lesser peritoneal cavity have a dirty blackish ap-

pearance. The lower lobe of the left lung is firmly adhe-

rent to the parietal and diaphragmatic pleura. ^V'hen

these are separate, a hole in the diaphragm 6 centimetres

in diameter, surrounded by blackish necrotic borders, is

revealed. Through this is projecting a perfectly free

blackish mass, about the size and shape of a normal pan-

creas. It probably passed up into the pleural cavity after

the adhesions of the lung to the diaphragm were separated.

On section it is blackish in color, and shows a few grayish

markings, suggesting the lobulation of pancreatic tissue.

The mass is soft, and of a somewhat pasty consistence.

The cavity contains no fresh blood clot. The spleen is

completely concealed by firm adhes^ions. When the splenic

flexure of the colon is separated from its relation with the

lesser peritoneal cavity its external surface appears black-

ish necrotic, and a hole in the wall 1 centimetre in diame-

ter with blackish necrotic borders is found.

In the region of the operation incision over an area 4

centimetres in diameter the same blackish appearance of

the external surface is seen. The wall is here much
thinned, leaving practically nothing but mucosa. The
pancreas is concealed by the same blackish discoloration.

The left border of the liver is bound to the anterior wall

of the stomach by firm fibrous adhesions. The general

peritoneal surface is smooth and glistening, presenting no

evidence of inflammation. Numerous fat necroses in the

tissue surrounding the lesser peritoneal cavity, the largest

6 centimetres in diameter. Some are considerably harder

than the surrounding fat.
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PIctiral ciivilu's. — lJ[)[)cr lobe of left Um<j; free. Few
fairly fiiiii llbruiiH adiiuHioiiH ovor liitrial iiiul postnior
HurfiiceH of middlt! and lower IoIjcs of rif^iil Imi^.

Luiuja. — On section lower part of left luni; darker in

color than siirroundinfj tiHsnu, lax and apparently col-

lapsed. Upper portion of left, lunj; and all of ri;^lit lung,

pink and downy. No nodules at apices. On section some
color presented. Mucosa of bronchi pale. Hronchial

lymph nodes not enlarii;ed.

Spleen. — On section, i)ale red, soft. Lymph nodules

distinct, trabeculu; indistinct. Considerable increase of

pulp.

Gastro-intestinal tract. — Mucosa, except as described

above, pale. Small intestine contains little bile-stained

fluid material, with no evidence of blood. Transversii

colon contains 50 grammes of fresh blood clot. Perforat-

ing ulcer of splenic flexure and another of upper part of

jejunum.
Pancreas.— Probe readily introduced into pancreatic

duct, which passes through the centre of practically the

whole length of the pancreatic tissue. Mucosa of duct

smooth and pale. Its orifice is in common with the bile

duct. Pancreas extends from the duodenum to s[)leen and
adrenal. It is apparently slightly smaller than normal.

Pancreatic tissue is lax. On section color is more yellow-

ish than normal, and the lobular markings are somewhat
indistinct. In the intestinal tissue are a few fat necroses,

the largest 5 millimetres in diameter.

Liver. — Weight, 1 280 grammes. Very pale, smooth
and of normal consistency. On section very pale, lobular

markings distinct. Gall-bladder filled with small gall

stones and a small amount of normal appearing bile. Mu-
cosa normal. Mucosa of common bile duct pale. No gall

stones present.

Microscopic.— Subsequent careful examination by Drs.

F. B. Mallory and H. C. Lowe of the mass so closely re-

sembling necrotic pancreas projecting through the dia-

phragm showed that it consisted of nothing more than ne-

crotic fat tissue.

Anatomical diagnosis. -— Hemorrhagic peripancreatitis
;

fat necroses of pancreas
;
general subperitoneal fat necroses

;

necrotic mass in lesser peritoneal cavity (fat necrosis)
;

aperture connecting left pleura and lesser peritoneal cav-

ity ; atelectasis of left lung; hemorrhage into colon ; local-

ized chronic adhesive peritonitis; cholelithiasis; perforat-

ing ulcer of splenic flexure of colon
;
perforating ulcer of

upper part of jejunum.

Remarks. — This case presents many points of in-

terest, and though resulting fatally, there can be no

doubt that life was prolonged by the operation, and

might have been saved had the abscess extended into

the left lumbar region instead of perforating the dia-

phragm into the pleura.

The patient's condition on entering the hospital was

so bad that a very grave prognosis was given, and, on

accoimt of the condition at the base of the left lung,

it was decided to dispense with general anestliesia.

When, owing to the necessity for a second incision

and extensive manipulation, ether had to be given,

the operation was performed as rapidly as possible,

and on account of a really alarming hemorrhage the

cavity had to be rapidly stuffed with gauze. A fatal

prognosis was given immediately after the operation.

The course of the abscess upward through the dia-

phragm 'points to an early infection extending prol)-

ably to the left pleura, and perhaps accounting for

the signs which were noted at entrance over the lower

left back. The walling off of this process may have

accounted for the process thought to be a pneumonia
which followed the operation. If the lower left

pleura had been drained by resecting a rib it is pos-

sible tliat the result might have been different. Pock-

eting was expected, and looked for in the left lum-

bar region, but naturally not f«)uiMl. The al*Mr«;««

(!avity lay well up under tlic; fli:ipliragrM, and tin- initMH

of necrolir; ti,sHU(! cxtriirlcd through tin- liule in th«
diaphragiii above tin; sphrmi.

Tin; fact that enough nearly normal paiM-n-ji-H was
left at the timi- of tin- autopsy to raise a doubt whether
the dis(^aH(! was not almost entirely a perii»at)f;reaiiti,H,

with no p(;rmaneiit injuiy to the j)ancreaH other than
an extension inward from its periphery of a few are;iH

of fat ne(;rosis, would irnlieate that in f;aM- (»f recovery
there woidd liav(; been no permanent interfe-rence with
the functions of the pancreas. The presencf; of gall

stones in the case is noteworthy. The fact that the
mass found at autojisy projecting through the dia-

phragm, and thought at first to be sloughing pancre-
atic tissue, proved on careful microscopic examination
to be nothing more than necrotic fat tissue, points to

the case having been one of perij)ancreatitis rather
than pancreatitis. The normal condition of the ducts
renders it diflicult to account for the disease by the
escape of i)ancreatic fluid. The discovery that thi.s

mass so closely resembling necrotic pancreas was
really necrotic fat tissue casts a doubt on the reported
cases in which patients have recovered after passing a
necrotic pancreas by rectum. (Trafoyer, quoted by
C'hiari.) May not the so-called necrotic pancreas
have been merely a mass of necrotic fat ?

Case III. Summary. — Acute hemorrhagic peri-

pancreatitis. On fourtii day, operation, in spite of

severe prostration, on account of symptoms of epi-

gastric peritonitis. Pancreas dark in color and sur-

rounded by areas of fat necrosis. Incision and gauze
drainage. Gall bladder and ducts noted to be full

of stones. Death three and one-half hours after opera-
tion. Pancreas removed after death. Duct of Wir-
sung and central portion of pancreas normal. The
connective tissue surrounding the j^aucreas infiltrated

with blood. Areas of fat necrosis numerous over the
surface of the pancreas, and diminishing rapidly to-

ward the central portion, which was normal in appear-
ance.

Clinical History.

[Abstract from Hospital Record.]

M. W., age thirty-one, housewife. Entered Julv 11,

1900, at 11 P.M.; service of Dr. H. W. Cushing. 'Has
had three attacks which patient says were " similar to
present," the first five years ago, the second eight months
ago, the third three months ago. No one of these attacks
ever so severe as present. Previous attacks were associ-

ated with abdominal pain, vomiting and fever ; in one at-

tack at least patient was jaundiced. (Patient too sick to
give an accurate account of symptoms.) In interval, since
last attack, has been well; able to eat anything; bowels
regular ; no pain.

The present attack began on July 6th, in the afternoon,
with sudden, sharp pain, which started in the back, be-
tween the shoulders, and ran round to the epigastrium.
Feverish, but no chill. No vomiting. Bowels moved natu-
rally. The next two days was more comfortable ; slept
fairly well ; went to a dispensary for treatment. On July
9tli pain became much more severe. Fever continued.
No chill. Vomited twice. Bowels moved a number of
times following castor oil. Vomitus yellow and bitter.

Dejecta loose, brownish, not particularly offensive ; not
bloody. Unable to sleep on account of pain. No cough

;

no pain in chest. Yesterday pain continued. Vomited
once. Bowels moved once. Abdomen began to distend.
Motions of breathing became painful. Obliged to lie on
back, as every motion aggravated the pain. Today symp-
toms have continued. Distention has increased, but there
has been no nausea or vomiting. Bowels have not moved
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today, but patient has passed gas. Frequent eructations

also of gas. Pain is a dull ache in back and abdomen.

Not localized' in any particular spot at any time, but in

upper rather than in lower abdomen. Very restless ; un-

able to sleep ; mouth dry. Urine has been darker than

normal, but not bloody
;
passed normally. Has noted no

yellowness as in previous attack.

Cor})ulent; face dusky ; eyes bright; pupils equally con-

tracted. Tongue dry, with white coat. Whole surface of

body covered with cold sweat. Hands and feet cold.

Pulse 128, weak ; temperature 101.4°, respiration 38, shal-

low. Slight yellowness of conjunctivae. Heart sounds

weak ; no murmurs. Lungs negative. No edema of

ankles. Abdomen markedly distended
;
generally tender,

especially in epigastrium and left hypochondrium. Marked
spasm in these regions. Slight tenderness and spasm over

rest of abdomen. Distinct resistance in epigastrium as of

a prominent tumor, which was tympanitic, as was the rest

of the abdomen. Operation under cocaine proposed, but

refused. Ether was therefore given at 3.30 a. m., July

12th. Operation by the writer. Incision 5 inches long,

median line, above umbilicus. General peritoneal cavity

normal. Transverse colon greatly distended. On tearing

through transverse mesocolon, at the bottom of the lesser

peritoneal cavity, there was felt the much thickened pan-

creas. Seen to be dark in color, and studded with areas

of fat necrosis. A small amount of turbid fluid lay in the

bottom of the cavity. Gall bladder and ducts contained

a large number of small gall stones. On account of the

serious condition of the patient nothing further was done

than to insert rubber tube and three strips of gauze down

to necrotic pancreas. Incision partly closed with silk.

Patient left table in great shock. Duration of operation

fifteen to twenty minutes. During and after operation, free

stimulation by brandy, strychnia, atropine, digitalis and

salt solution. Patient rallied slightly, but the pulse gradu-

ally failed, and she died three and one-half hours after the

operation.

Remarks.— This case was operated upon for the

reason tliat tlie symptoms suggested a general perito-

nitis, beginning in the epigastrium, and incision, irri-

gation and drainage in this event were thought to give

a possible chance to the patient.

The operation showed that the prostration of the

patient was not due, as thought probable, to a general

peritonitis, but to a pancreatitis. This marked ten-

dency to collapse and shock in this disease has been

explained by various writers as due to the close rela-

tion of the organ to the solar plexus.

The result of the examination of the pancreas

agreed with that of the autopsy on Case II, as show-

ing that the case was a peripancreatitis rather than a

panpancreatitis, so to speak, and indicating tliat if re-

covery had taken place the pancreas would not have

been sutliciently damaged to interfere seriously with

its functions.

Case IV. Summary. — Acute hemorrhagic pan-

creatitis in a male thirty-seven years of age, who had

bad previous attacks of epigastric pain. Seen by sur-

geon, Dr. W. P. Bolles, two weeks after onset of

attack. Operation contraindicated by poor condition

of patient. Death on third day after admission to

hospital.

Autopsy. — Hemorrhagic pancreatitis with necrosis

of pancreas and abscess in lesser peritoneal cavity.

Extensive disseminated necrosis of subperitoneal fat.

Cholelithiasis.

Clinical History.

[From Uospital Record.]

G. L. S., age thirty-seven, married, book-keeper, was ad-

mitted to the service of Dr. W. 1*. Bolles, on January 11,

1899. Four months before entrance had an attack of epi-

gastric pain, vomiting and jaundice, lasting five davs.
Two months later a similar attack, lasting one week.
Two weeks before entrance the present attack began with
a dull ache in the right hypochondrium and vomiting, with
prostration. After a week tlie pain and vomiting ceased,
but retching continued. During the five days preceding
his entrance he had two chills.

Physical examination.— Well developed, rather than
thin. Abdomen somewhat distended and tympanitic, ex-

cept for slight dulness in the flanks. Temperature 103.2°,

pulse 124, weak. Slight tenderness to pressure in the right

hypochondrium. The upi)er border of the liver was
slightly higher than normal, and the lower border, though
somewhat masked by tympany, was apparently somewhat
lower than normal. The facial expression was dull and
apathetic, and the patient looked very sick. On January
rith the bowels moved freely without cathartics. The pa-

tient was dull and slightly delirious at times. Movements
semi-solid in consistency. He was seen by Drs. Jackson,
Thorndike and the writer in consultation, and operation

advised against, owing to the weakness of the patient. Af-
ter a fairly comfortable night with slight fall in tempera-
ture the patient had a severe chill, followed by collapse,

requiring free stimulation, on January 13th, the second day
after entrance. He did not rally under stimulation, sank
into coma, and died at 11 p. m. The diagnosis in this case

lay between abscess of the liver and pancreatitis, inclining

to the former. At no time during the patient's stay in the

hospital was his condition good enough to permit of opera-

tion.

At the autopsy by Dr. F. B. Mallory, on making the first

incision there were found small, yellow, opaque areas in the

fat tissue of the abdominal wall just beneath the perito-

neum. Similar spots from 1 to 4 or 5 centimetres in diam-
eter were found all over the surface of the great omentum.
They were slightly raised above the surrounding fat tissue,

more or less circular in outline, with edges usually irregu-

lar. Similar areas were found in enormous numbers in the

fat tissue beneath the lining peritoneum, everywhere in the

abdominal cavity, being especially numerous in the mesen-
tery. The lesser peritoneal cavity was found to be much
distended, and filled with clotted blood and hemorrhagic
fluid, almost a litre in quantity. At the bottom of the

lesser peritoneal cavity was a dark, reddish-brown, friable

mass, all that remained of the pancreas. The cavity had
extended beyond the ordinary limits of the lesser perito-

neal cavity on the left side over the kidney and apparently
ruptured into the general peritoneal cavity, a reddish-gray

fluid oozing up on carefully drawing up the coils of small

intestine on the right side. In the general peritoneal cav-

ity was a small amount of reddish-yellow exudate, most
abundant in the pelvis. On opening the duodenum there

was a thin place in the wall below the pylorus, at which
point the contents of the lesser peritoneal cavity seemed
just on the point of breaking into the duodenum.
The papilla of the common bile duct appeared normal,

and no obstruction of any sort could be found in or near it.

The gall bladder contained numerous small gall stones.

The pancreas seemed to be destroyed right up to the wall

of the duodenum. The fat capsule of the left kidney
formed a part of the wall of the lesser peritoneal cavity.

Yellowish areas, similar to those already described, were
found throughout this fat tissue, both in front of and be-

hind the kidneys. In the fat tissue on the left side below the

kidney, along the outer border of the psoas muscle, was a

great mass of necrotic fat. At the middle of the seventh

rib on the right side and along the lower horde/* of the

tenth rib beneath the costal pleura were areas of necro-

sis.

Anatomical diaynoxia.— Necrosis of pancreas with hem-
orrhage ; acute peritonitis ; cholelithiasis.

Remarks.— In this case the only one in the series

in a male patient, we have the presence of gall stones

and a history of previous attacks. In the two weeks
which elapsed before tlu; patient entered the hospital,

necrosis of the entire pancreas with dilTusion of
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|)!it(!lif',s of fat noorosis over \\w. entire peritoneal eav-

ily and extensive snpimration in anil ahont tlie lewser

peritoneal cavity iiad oecin-red.

It does not seem inipossilih- tliat ilOpei.-ilioii h:id liciii

perfitrniecl early, alter the primary sliocU (if llic lie-

<j;inninn of the attack, perhaps, hnt before the pmcess
had hecome so extensive, and if adi'(pi;i(c diaiii!i;,'e

had l)een provided and maintained, a falMJ issue nii;;ht

liav(! Iku'Ii averted. (Certainly if operation is to he of

avail in these cases it must he performed hefore the

process has become as extensive; as it hail in this ca.-,c

when he lirst came under observation.

C.'ask V. SuiniiKiri/. — Lo("iIi/ed necrosis of pan-

creas with f;it necrosis. Ivxploratory laparotomy on
third iliiy of disease. Diayiiosis of appendi(;itis or (!pi-

^astric peritonitis of unknown origin. Kvacuation
and drainage of small abscess of the pancreas. Death
on third day after operation. No autopsy.

Clinical History.

[Abstract from Hospital Record.]

K. T., age fortv-five, a widow, was admitted to the ser-

vice of Dr. II. W. Gushing on April 20, 1S99. Her pre-

vious liistory showed that she had had eight normal deliv-

eries and suffered from a hernia. During the last six

years she had had repeated attacks of abdominal pain,

constipation and vomiting, lasting several days. Two days
before entrance she was seized witli severe abdominal ])aiii

and vomiting. The second day of the attack tlie pain had
become more on the right side, and the vomiting was se-

vere and continuous ; the abdomen became tender and she

had a chill.

On entrance she was found to be fairly well nourished,

sick and apathetic in appearance. The temj)erature was
99° and pulse 100. Tongue slightly coated. Constant
vomiting of greenish material. Abdomen distended and
generally tender, though this symptom was most marked
in the region of the gall bladder and the left iliac fossa.

There was muscular spasm on deep pressure. No tumor
was made out. Vaginal and rectal examinations were neg-

ative. The following night the bowels were moved by an
enema, and considerable gas was passed. On April 21 st,

the third day of the attack, there was slight tenderness

over the entire right side of the abdomen, most marked
over the region of the appendix. There was also marked
tenderness in the epigastrium, and percussion in this re-

gion showed a tympanitic area suggesting a dilated stomach.

The patient was seen in consultation by Dr. C. F. With-
ington, and operation advised. Exploratory laparotomy
was performed by Dr. J. C. Munro. Through a short

median incision below the umbilicus the appendix was
found apparently somewhat thickened, lying high, under
the border of the liver, slightly adherent. It was ligated

and removed. Then a careful examination of all the in-

testines was made for constriction, during which a smooth
tumor, pulsating with the aorta, was found in the position

of the head of the pancreas. An incision was then made
in the epigastrium, by which the adherent colon was acci-

dentally opened, and closed at once with silk. Then the

omentum and intestines were j)acked off to allow a view of

the posterior peritoneum and a gray diphtheritic patch

found on the jieritoneum over the tumor, which was punct
ured witli a director, allowing the escape of a little sero-

purulent material and fat necrosis. A cavity in the pan-

creas the size of an English walnut, which lay beneath this

patch, was curetted and drained with a glass tube. The
epigastric wound was packed with gauze around the tube

and tbe other wounds sutured. The operation was well

borne. Free stimulation and cathartics were the line of

treatment after the operation, and the following day the

patient's condition made marked improvement, and the

bowels moved. Tbe second day after operation vomiting

began, and tbe general condition grew worse. Death oc-

curred at noon of the third day following the operation.

CulturcB from the nhdomcn at the time of the op«;ration

wiTf Mtcrili'. Mxaiiiiiialion of tin- iiiati^rial ri-iiiovrd from
the cavity in the pancreuH xhowed fat necroiiiit.

Ilciniirks. — This cuhc Ih interehtlnj; jih pr«;Hefitirij^

grave symptoms depending dn a |o<!ali/e«l nerroHJH

rather than a general iidiammation of the paricr(;u>«.

It is unfortunate that no autopsy was obUtiiied, as

mu(di light might havi; been thrown on the condition

of the pan(;reas and surrounding organs.

Ca.sk VI. Siiininnri/. — I'amreatitis. S«!Vere at^

lack with nnirked prostration. I'rodromal syinptfjiuH

for three days. Operatiini on fifth day, for symptoms
suggesting a general peritonitis. Death on the operat-

ing table. Im})erfect aut<jj)sy slujwed peritoneum
studded with areas of fat necrosis.

W. N. M., fifty, married, housewife, was admitte'l to the

City Hospital, service of Dr. H. W. Cushing, May 4, \H'.)H.

Eight days before entrance she began to suffer from indi-

gestion and b(!artburn. Five days before entrance wa.s

suddenly seized with intense pain in the region of the nail

bladder, which lasted several hours, and required three-

(juarters of a grain of mor()hia. She vomited several

times. After the subsidence of the pain tenderness re-

mained, but gradual improvement took place till the day
before entrance, when the pain returned, attended by vom-
iting and prostration. Today the prostration has increased

and fecal vomiting begun.
Physical examination.— General distention of abdomen,

and slight general tenderness, without marked spasm. The
face is anxious, pulse rapid, but of fair strength. Slight

edema of legs. Urine normal. Dr. Munro operated under
ether. The patient took ether badly ; became cyanotic,

with constant fecal vomiting. An incision 4 inches long
was made through the anterior abdominal wall, and ex-

ploration begun, wlien the patient suddenly collapsed and
died, in spite of energetic stimulation, etc.

A hasty examination after death showed a mild general
peritonitis, and the parietal peritoneum and mesentery
were found studded with fine wlute dots. Fresh adhesions
were found everywhere. Several of the white dots were
removed, and on microscopic examination reported by Dr.

F. B. Mallory to show fat necrosis.

GKXEUAL SUMMARY.

Six cases of pancreatitis in patients between thirty

and fifty y^ears of age, 5 of them women and 4 having
also gall stones.

Definite diagnosis was made in no case, the diagno-

sis being approximated three times (Cases I, II and
IV). Operation in 5 cases. One recovery. One
death two months after operation from inadequate

drainage. Two deaths from shock. Operation de-

clined b\^ surgeon in the single non-operated case ow-
ing to poor condition of patient.

VARIETIES OF THE DISEASE.

Cases II and III shoukl be properly classified as

peripancreatitis; Case IV, as necrosis of the entire pan-

creas, which followed undoubtedly upon a hemorrhagic
pancreatitis. Case V was a localized necrosis of the

[)ancreas resulting in abscess.

REMARKS ON DIAGNOSIS,

as illustrated bv the 3 cases seen by the writer, Cases
II, I II and Y:

(1) In differentiating from perforating gastric ulcer

\vc find the pain not quite so sharp, and the tender-

ness on light pressure not so acute. Moderate tender-

ness on deep pressure has characterized the cases of

pancreatitis ; acute pain on light pressure, the ca^es of

perforating gastric ulcer.
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(2) The sensation of fulness, as of a tumor in the

epigastrium overhiin by the stomach, has been noted

in all the cases observed by the writer, and in Case I

observed by Dr. Munro. In Cases I and II a tumor

could be di'hnitely delimited.

(3) jNIuscular spasm was not so marked in these

cases as in perforating gastric ulcer or acute api)endi-

citis. In both perforating gastric ulcer and pancreati-

tis we have localized epigastric tenderness and spasm,

but both more marked in the former than the latter

condition. This comparison is based on the personal

observation of 4 cases of perforating gastric ulcer

verified by operation, which have been observed by

the writer in the last eighteen months.

An absolute diagnosis is generally impossible. The
diagnosis narrows down to an acute peritonitis orig-

inating in the epigastrium, which, from whatever

cause, demands exploration of the abdomen.

CONCLUSION AS TO THE SUKGKHY OK PANCREATITIS.

Milder cases of acute pancreatitis or jieripancreati-

tis recover both with and without operative interven-

tion. Severer cases require operation, which should

be performed early, for the following reasons : (1)

Because the primary hemorrhage in itself (Flexner)

leads to necrosis and disintegration of gland tissue,

and the hemorrhage may be stopped and further ne-

crosis both of fat and gland tissue prevented by gauze

packing and adequate drainage. (Cases I and II.)

(2) Because the patient is in far better condition to

withstand an operation early in the disease than later

when weakened by suppuration in tlie lesser peritoneal

cavity, and necrosis of much fat and gland tissue.

A certain class of cases in which the primary shock

is so severe as to render oijeration out of the question

must be excepted from the operative cases.

The mortality from pancreatitis will undoubtedly

be high, but there is reason to hope that with early

operation and adequate provision for lumbar drainage

it may be considerably diminished.

REMARKS ON TECHNIQUE.

As the diagnosis must, in a large percentage, be

tentative, the first or exploratory incision should be

made in the median line above the umbilicus. This

incision may, in severe cases, be made with advantage

under local anesthesia. On account of the weak con-

dition of most of the patients rai)id operating is essen-

tial. The great omentum must be traversed to reach

the lesser peritoneal cavity. Masses of blood clot and

necrotic fat should be rapidly evacuated. Further

hemorrhages may be stopped by gauze packing. It

will be generally impracticable to search for bleeding

points.

Where the mass of blood clot or the abscess cavity

has extended into the left lumbar region, adequate

drainage must be provided by a lumbar incision made
on the finger passed into the cavity. This dependent

lumljar drainage is probably the most important step

of the operation, since in the majority of cases it will

probably not l)e possible to drain successfully through

a median incision, as was done by Finney in Thayer's

case. In case symptoms at the base of the left

pleural cavity point to pocketing of pus above the

spleen, the subphrenic space should be drained by re-

secting the tenth or eleventh rib in the posterior ax-

illary line. The phniral cavity will be opened, but

will be probably walled off by adhesions. At any

rate, drainage of this pocket is essential, in order to

avoid perforation of the diaphragm by the abscess,

which happened in Case II. Drainage of the sub-

diaphragmatic space above the spleen would probably

have saved this patient, as the upper part of the

pleural cavity was walled off. Careful diagnosis,

rapid operating and careful nursing will be necessary

to save these cases, as the proximity of the inflam-

matory process to the solar plexus, the diaphragm,
heart, lungs, stomach and duodenum, together with

the deep situation of the pancreas, all contribute to

make its inflammation so dangerous and diflicult as to

tax to the utmost the art and skill of the surgeon.
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OBSERVATIONS UPON THE SYMPTOMS AND
TREATMENT OF HYPERACIDITY OF THE
STOMACH.i

1$V UENRY F. HEWES, M.D., BOSTON,

Physician to Oat Patienta at tlw .'Stastiiichusi'tfs General Hoxpital;
Instructor in Clinical C'lu'misfrij, Jlnrcard Medical School.

The study of the diseases of the stomach has con-

vinced practically all observers that a common cause

of disturbance of function and of symptoms in these

maladies is a disorder in the secretions of the organ.

Variation from the normal in the secretions, usually

an excess or diminution in the quantity of the secreted

hydrochloric acid, is a common associate of these dis-

orders. Thus of 300 cases of gastric disorder in my
clinic, 159, or 53'}{,,had an abnormality in this respect.

This abnormality may be in some cases an associate,

perhaps a result, of distinguishable organic lesions of the

stomach, as ulcer, cancer, chronic gastritis, motor in-

sufficiency. It may be the only abnormality among
the physical signs discoverable by our methods of

examination, existing as the evident and only appar-

ent first cause for symj)toms. In both sets of ca.ses it

may be a secondary condition and may have no influ-

ence in the production of symptoms. Thus we see

individuals with marked diminution in the hydro-

chloric acid secretion leading healthy lives without

symptoms of gastric disturbance, the digestive func-

tion being sufliciently performed by the intestines.

In a considerable number of cases, however, these al>

normalities in acidity, whether primary or secondary,

have apparently a distinct influence u])on the func-

tions of tlu! organ and upon the production of symj^-

toms.

Evidence of this connection between chemical ab-

1 Read before the Boston Society for Medical Iiiiprovenient, Octo-
ber 29, 1900.
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noniiiilitids and Hyiiiptoms Ih hccii in :ill viirieticH of

(lis(»nl((r ol" scuircition, Imt is iiiosl inurkctl in tliat rluHs

of cases ill which the; acid sctirctioii is incri^ascfl, th(!

cases of hyperacidity, or hypt^nrhlorhydria. II(!r<;, es-

pecially ill the cas(>s in vvhi<;li the exct'ssive acidity

is the only abnormal physical sii^n discovcirahle, the

cases of nnconiplicat((d hyp(!rat!idity, this inlln(!iice of

the acid (ixcess upon function and upon the produc-

tion of symptoms can readily be; studieil.

Durinii,- tlie last two ytsars I have had the oppoi-tu-

nity to study .OH cases of this uncomplicated hyper-

chlorhydria. The symptoms and symptomatolo^des in

thes(! cases were as follows : The most constant symp-
tom was distress. If we includi; pain, buruiiifr sifiisa-

tion, nausea and a stMisc; of unrest uud(!r this heatlin^,

we may say that distress was present in j)ra(;ti(."ally all

cases. A large majority of cases dest^ribed the dis-

tress as a s(!ns(! of uneasiness in the stomach as if tlu;

food did not sit comfortably, or as a sense of em[)ti-

ness. In the more severe cases the distress was
spoken of as cramp-like pain or a burning sensation

spreading over the whole epigastric and sternal regions.

The distress appeared within thirty minutes of ing(!s-

tion in 21 cases. In several it occurred inunediately

upon ingestion. In 37 cases it occurred from one to

three hours after food, in most of these in the third

or fourth hour. The next symptom in point of fre-

quency was the raising of gas or the desire to raise

gas. This occurred in 50 cases. As a rule it came
with the distress. Heartburn occurred in 25 cases.

Pyrosis, or raising of acid contents or Huid into the

month, occurred in 20 cases. As a rule this occurred

one to three hours after ingestion of food. Vomit-
ing occurred as a regular or occasional symptom in 17

cases. In some the vomiting occurred with the other

symptoms, soon or late after food. In some it oc-

curred in the morning before food. Regurgitation

was often described as vomiting and the diagnosis of

this symptom necessitated careful questioning. Re-

lief of symptoms by food was a characteristic of 30
cases, practically all cases in which the symptoms ap-

peared long after ingestion of food.

In addition to these symptoms, which were drawn
from the experience of the patient, it was possible to

obtain a further most important characteristic of these

cases by experiment, the characteristic of relief of

symptoms by ingestion of an alkali. This character-

istic was present in a large majority of the cases. Of
48 cases in which the experiment was tried, this symp-

tom was present in 45. It was constant in all the cases

in which symptoms occurred as late as one hour after

food.

In addition to the above local symptoms, several of

a general nature were frequent associates of the cases.

Of these, two, headache and nervousness, were such

frecpient associates and disappeared so regularly with

the relief of the gasti'ic condition that it seemed prob-

able that they, like the local symptoms, might be re-

sultants of the hyperacidity. The headache was as a

rule frontal, occuri-ing during the forenoon, often dis-

appearing as the day wore on.

The combinations of symptoms or symptomatol-

ogies in the cases varied as much as the symptoms.
The most striking symptomatology which occurred

in any number of cases was the following : Distress,

pain or a sense of unrest coming on two hours or so

after eating, associated with some eructation of gas

aud heartburn and occasional raising of acid contents

into tlie mouth ; relief of HyinptoniH by iii;;f!Htion of
food or an alkali. TlnH is the Ho-called typical Myiii|>-

tomatology of hyperacidity of the htotnucli. It in:-

ciirrt'd ill 1(1 of my cuhcs.

'i'he comliination of distn-Hrt, eriicUitioii of j^aj»,

heartburn, occurring within a half hour aft«r f«MKl,

and relief of symptoms by alkali, o«^:urred in \) ciutcH.

I'yrosis occurr<;d in \ of thene.

In th(! 3.'{ remaining cases the symptomat/jlogy con-
sistcfl of distress plus eructation f)f gas or desire to

rais«! gas, with reli(rf of symptoms by soda. In II
of these cas('s tin; symptoms were within one hour, in

I!) later. Relief of symptoms by food occurred in all

these latt(!r cases.

This review of the symptoms of these cascH of
hyj)era(;idity brings out some interesting facts in con-
nection witli tli(! diagnosis and understanding of this

condition. It shows, in the first place, that the com-
binations of subjective sym[)toms or symjjtomatologies
which are associated with this single cause in these cases
of hyperacidity are far from from uniform, and that they
are in a majority of the cases not diagnostic or even
suggestive of the underlying condition. That is, they
are not such as would help us to determine in our
case wluither we were dealing with hyperacidity or
with one of several other affections of the stomach.
For the combined symptoms of distress and eructa-
tions of gas which formed the whole symj)tomatology
of over half the cases are, as a careful study of other
gastric disorders has proven to me, the symptoms of
a majority of all affections of the stomach from what-
ever cause.^ As to whether the symptomatology in

these cases of hyperacidity is ever diagnostic, I

should say that it was so in about one-fourth of
the cases. The combination of symptoms, distress

occurring from one to three hours after meals, asso-
ciated with heartburn and pyrosis, relief of symptoms
by ingestion of food and by alkalies, is when found
in its entirety very suggestive if not absolutely diag-
nostic.

This is the typical symptomatology of hyperacidity
given in most textbooks. It is, as you see, but an
occasional associate of the disorder, occurring in but
16 of my cases. Where it is proved to be present
by experience with the case, not merely by the his-

tory of the patient in reply to your questions, it may
be taken as diagnostic of hyperacidity (not of course
necessarily of uncomplicated hyperacidity) to the ex-
tent of warranting treatment upon the lines of this di-

agnosis. The occurrence of such a symptomatology in

any other affection is certainly extremely rare. The
combination of symptoms which occurred in the cases
remaining after the exclusion of these 16 typical cases
and the 33 cases with the symptomatology common to

a majority of all cases of gastric disorder, distress,

heartburn, pyrosis, occurring soon after food, relief

by soda, is strongly suggestive of hyperacidity, but not
as much so as the first group. It is more common in

hyperacidity than in other conditions, but does occur
fairly often in hypoacidity and hypomotility cases.

Certain of the separate symptoms have some dia<if-

nostic importance, but less than that of these sympto-
matologies or combinations of them. Distress is of
course a symptom common to all stomach disorders.

In a majority of cases of gastric disease it occurs soon
after ingestion of food. Distress occurring long after

2 Hewes: A Study of the Nature and Signiflcance of Svmptoms
in Disorders of tbe Stomacli, Bostou Medical Journal, May 17, 1900.
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food is, however, found in cases of hypoacidity and hy-

poniotility as well as in hyperacidity. The distress

of hyperacidity is more apt to he descrihed as a dis-

tinct pain or a gnawing sensation than is that of other

affections. Eructation of gas is common to all gas-

tric affections. Hearthurn is moie common in hyper-

acidity than in other conditions, hut may occur in

some people with normal or low acidity. Pyrosis is

uncommon save in hyperacidity and is a very sugges-

tive sign. It was, however, descrihed as a symptom
in several cases of normal and low acidity which did

not yield to treatment for hyperacidity. Vomiting is

not more common in this than in other affections.

Relief of symptoms by alkalies is a practically con-

stant symptom of hyperacidity— the only one. It does

occur, however, in other conditions, as, for example,

nervous conditions and hypoacidity, and is not diag-

nostic. Its absence would be evidence against hyper-

acidity. Relief of symptoms by food is by no means a

uniform symptom of hyperacidity. It is very rare in

other conditions, but does occur. When found it is

very suggestive of hyperacidity, and shares with pyrosis

the property of being the most suggestive of all symp-
toms of this condition.

In regard to the diagnosis of our condition, then we
may say that it can be diagnosed with fair accuracy

from the symptomatology in from one-fourth to three-

eighths of the cases. In the remaining five-eighths

the symptoms give us no assistance. Here we must
depend upon symptoms plus chemical findings. And
the condition can be absolutely diagnosed in any case

only by a study of both symptoms and chemical find-

ings.

The treatment of this clinical condition of hyper-

acidity of the stomach is based upon this knowledge of

the cause and its effects which we gain by such an ex-

perimental study of the condition. In these cases the

exciting cause, the excess of acid, acts to produce dis-

turbance and symptoms, to my mind, in several ways.

In the first place, it may irritate the membrane of the

organ, causing pain or distress, peristaltic unrest, re-

gurgitation, heartburn, pyrosis. It inhibits the di-

gestion of starches by the ptyalin of the saliva, and

may then tend to the accumulation of starch in the

stomach. It acts upon the motor processes of the

stomach, often diminishing the activity, even caus-

ing spasmodic contraction of the pylorus, so that re-

tarded emptying or stasis of the contents may result.

All these effects, the irritation of the acid, the affec-

tion of the motility, the retardation of starch digestion,

may have results in causing symptoms, the distress,

eructations, heartburn, vomiting. The affection of mo-
tility may cause stasis of contents, when dilatation or

fermentation by yeast or sarcime may occur.

In addition to and through those specific disturb-

ances of function, the disorder has detrimental results

to the body generally. As a result of the distress ac-

companying the act of digestion the patient eats less

food than necessary. This, with the nervous influence

resulting from the irritation and disturbance, affects

the nutrition of the body. As a result the health is

impaired, the nerve tone affected and the stomach

made even less able to gain upon its disease. The
irritation of the acidity also has disturbing effects u])on

the nervous system which doubtless tend to perpetu-

ate the increased secretion of the stomach and the in-

tolerance of food.

In addition to the above specific source or sources

of disturbance or symptoms in these cases, we have to

consider still another element which maj^ be present

as a pathological condition influencing the disorder,

namely, the relative hyperesthesia of the patient. A
close study of our cases reveals the fact that the

severity of the disturbance; of function or symptoms
is not proportional to the quantity of acid present.

Cases with great excess may have symptoms milder

than those with very slight excess. We not uncom-
monly see cases of clinical hyperacidity yielding to

treatment of this affection in which the quantity of

acid is normal for the average individual. Further-
more, in treating certain cases of hyperacidity we
find that after cure of all disorders the quantity of

acid I'emains the same or above the normal limits.

These facts suggest that in certain cases increased

or abnormal susceptibility of the patient to the se-

creted acid is a causative element in the case. This
is, perhaps, the case with those iiulividuals who suffer

with normal amounts of acid, and ])robably with those

who, when cured, still retain the excess of acid.

These cases might better be termed gastric hyperes-

thesia. In treating them, by building them up, or by
neutralizing the acid which tends to maintain the sen-

sitiveness, we relieve the hyperesthesia and stop the

symptoms. It is probable that this element of hyper-

esthesia enters to some extent together with the acid

excess as a factor in the disturbance of many of the

cases. And thus in developing our method of treat-

ment we must bear in mind these two causal conditions,

the excess of acid with its irritation, and its influence

upon the motor and digestive functions of the stomach,

and the possible hyperesthesia of the patient having
its origin in the nutritional or nervous condition of the

patient. In this treatment we attack our case along
both lines. We aim (1) to reduce the acidity of the

contents, and (2) to increase the resistance of the pa-

tient to the acid, that is, improve the nutrition and
nerve tone. Practically we find that an attack along

either line is beneficial for both purposes.

To reduce the acidity of the contents, our first aim
in the treatment, we may, as a first resort, administer

substances which combine with or neutralize the acid.

Such substances are, first, proteid food substances which
combine with large quantities of acid, and, second, alka-

lies which neutralize the acid present. This is a sim-

ple method and works in a large majority of cases

very satisfactorily. The excess of acid can be per-

fectly controlled by the food with small quantities of

alkalies provided tliese substances are administered in

the proper manner and at the proper time. In some
cases this regular control of the acidity leads finally to

a lessened secretion. In almost all cases it does away
with irritation and disposes of the disturbances due to

the acid excess and the symjitoms of these. With the

im2irov('d function which follows this treatment, and
the full diet which is part of it, the system tends to

regain its normal tone and the hyperesthesia of poor
condition is controlled.

The system of treatment which I have used in

most cases is built up upon these lines : The patient

is given a diet of a calorie worth sufficient for the weight
and conditions containing as high proportion of pro-

teid foods as comfortal)le for the patient. (In my ex-

perience; the average i)atient Avitli stomach trouble is

eating less than half of a sufficient diet.) This diet is

separated into six daily meals, the constituents of each

meal, with some alternative choice, being prescribed.
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Till! troutniont tends to uho up tliu ucid Hecrntud mid
riK'ilituUs the uiolor fiiiictioii. SljirchcH should Imj

liiiiitc<l, iiiid (tl ciirholiNdiiittr foods Hii^^ars or prt-di-

^(!.st('d stiinihcs, dt^xtriiiizcd flours, us Avciiiiciu Hour

or Morlick's food, used iis much us possihlc, siiici;

stiircli (lii,f<'stioii in tho Htoniach is impeded in these

eiises. For all symptoms of disorder, as distress or

eructations, some proteid, as a raw ejr<.f, is to he taken.

An alkali, hicarhonute of suda in half-teaspoonful

doses, or IT) grains of ma<;nesie liy<lrate, may lie taken

in addition to food or in pla(H! of it for tin; relief of

symptoms. In some cases large amounts of alkali,

W drachms hicarbonatc; of soda, must be used in the

twenty-four hours. Three pints of water are prescribed

to be taken in small amounts at a time throughout the

day. In addition, g(;neral rules in regard to baths,

exercise, the bowels, thc! work, and general maniu^r of

living are laid down in writing. Debility must b(!

treated by tonics. Nux vomica is a most useful agent

here to improve; the tone of the system and thus also

perhaps the motor capacity of the stomach. Where
anemia is present by blood tests iron should be given.

Chlorosis is not infrequently associated with hyjier-

acidity. After an administration of iron with the

regular regime for a few weeks these cases as a rule

lose all symptoms of hyperacidity even with cessation

of treatment. There is little doubt that it is a similar

improvement in nutrition which accompanies the in-

creased diet, and good regime and freedom from nerve

disturbance which ensure the cure in a majority of

all the cases.

The exact details of treatment of course vary with

the cases. ]Many cases of hyperacidity are intermit-

tent or paroxysmal. These cases it is necessary to

treat locally only during the period of attack, while

a general method of regime should be employed
constantly to prevent recurrence. In some cases the

acidity is only after one meal, as, for example, dinner.

This must be borne in mind in the determining of the

diagnosis as well as in the treatment. We must get

the contents at the period of symptoms.
This treatment gives excellent results in the great

majority of cases. In some, relief is immediate, and

w^ith the return of normal tone it is possible after a

month or two to drop special treatment. In a major-

ity of these cases the acidity is found in time to be

normal, in others the acidity remains as at first, though

the symptoms disapi)ear. In a certain proportion of

cases the treatment must be followed in a general way
permanently. It is impossible to collect accurate sta-

tistics of cure from an out-patient clinic. But it is

certainly a rare exception to see a case of hyperacid-

ity which does not yield to this treatment when prop-

erly applied. In my records I find less than 10% of

cases returned as not relieved after trial of this simple

treatment of regime, diet and alkalies. In these ob-

stinate cases lavage is often a useful adjunct to treat-

ment. After a few weeks of lavage combined with

a very special diet worked out by experience with the

case, the patient is raised to the regular regime. In

these cases it is often necessary to feed small amounts
frequently and to use concentrated food substances, as

the Leuke- Rosen thai meat solution, INIosquera beef

meal, somatose, which have a high capacity for combi-

nation with hydrochloric acid. Such cases are, how-

ever, exceptional. As a rule the diet of easily di-

gested or liquid foods is the least useful one that can

be chosen. In some obstinate cases I have used

nitrate of silver for internal tn.-uttnoiit and for lav-

age with succc-.-.

It is well known that our cumih of hyperacidity

are of two typcis: ()n<; in wiiich u neuroHin or funf>

tional hyperactivity uppearH to he the fundamentul
eleiiH^nt in the case, and one in which u iiiurked in-

crease in th(! gland tuhuhrs and oxyntic coIIh of the

gastric nuimbrane is presfuit uh an underlying patho-
logical (!oii<lition. Tins latter condition, a form of

chronic; gastritis, the gastritis a<;i<la of Cohnheiin, in

diagnosed by the; jtresence of fragim-nt^ of the path-

ological nuMubrane in the stomach washings. It Ih

said by some observers (Ilemnieter) that ;">0% of the

cases of hyperchlorhydria have some such hyperpla.Hia

of tli(! tubular structur(;s. Typif;al cases of this con-

dition are, however, much less common, and such frag-

ments are, in my experience, found in a much less

per cent, of cases by ordinary methods of examina-

tion. When our condition is obstinate, and does not

tolerate the regular treatment, it is well to investigate

specially as to whether our case is one of this gas-

tritis acida. For such cases, and indeed for all cases

proving obstinate to the proteid treatment, the

method of continuous treatment upon low proteid

diet should be tried.

It has been urged that the method of treatment

of hyperacidity by the utilization of the acid by food

simply aims to offset the acidity of the contents, not

to control the secretion, and that a more fundamental

method of treatment would consist in aiming to lessen

this secretion. Also it is claimed by certain observers

that the secretion of acid in the stomach is proportion-

ate to the amount of food requiring acid for digestion,

that is, the proteid food. And that therefore the pro-

teid diet, while relieving symj)toms, tends to increase

the disorder, while a low proteid diet will tend to

decrease the actual cause of disturbance, and thus

give pei'manent cure. Ilemmeter I'eports some ob-

servations upon dogs which tend to support this theory.

In the few cases in w'hicli I have tried this latter

method I have found it difficult to keep up. It does

not give the immediate relief of symptoms obtained by
the proteid method and the patients do not keep to the

diet as well as in the proteid method.

The proteid treatment, whatever its aim, certainly

ends in reducing the secretion of acid in many cases.

It controls symptoms at the time in almost all cases.

Since it acts so etfectually I have used it regularly as

a first resort in all cases where it is tolerated. Where
it fails the other method should be given a trial.

SUBPERIOSTEAL FRACTURES.^
BY FREDERICK J. COTTOX, M.D., BOSTOX.

About a year ago a somewhat peculiar case of

subperiosteal fracture called my attention to this class

of cases ; the cases here presented are such as have
come under my notice since that time. They are

presented not with the idea that they show any-
thing actually new, but because subperiosteal fract-

ures are very common in children and a proportion

of them seem on closer examination to have little

in common with the type known as green-stick fract-

ures, with which they are usually classed.

The usual type of green-stick fractui-es is of course

' Read before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Octo-
ber 29. 1900.
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subperiosteal, but beyond this the correspondence be-

tween the types is not close. The usual type of

green-stick fractures is familiar enough. There is a

giving way of the bone on the convex side— a tear-

ing apart, while the concave side shows simply a bend-

ing of the corticnl layer. There is deformity on

account of the difhculty of returning the torn bone

surfaces on the convex side back to exact position,

while the lack of mobility is ensured by the ijitact

layer of bone on the inner concave side, even apart

from a locking of the torn bone surfaces and from

the strength of the untorn periosteum.

In the cases to be shown the conditions are differ-

ent. Here there is no deformity because there are no

torn surfaces, but a clean-cut crack or cross fracture,

and no bent or half-broken layer of bone to prevent

the motion necessary to readjustment of the surfaces.

The lack of crepitus and mobility seems to be largely

or entirely de[)endent on the strength of the thick intact

periosteal layer.

Case I. A boy of thirteen, whose right arm had
been caught between the knee of another boy and the

ground in the course of a football scrimmage. He
came to the hospital next day complaining of slight pain

and weakness of the arm and hand. There was no swell-

ing or ecchyraosis, and the disability was comparatively

slight. There was localized tenderness at the middle of

the right radius, but no suspicion of deformity or mobility

even on the application of considerable force. The arm
was put up in splints and examined at intervals, but not

until ten days after the accident was there anything to be

felt. At this time there was a small callus at the point of

injury, and an x-ray was taken which showed a transverse

fracture line apparently traversing the full thickness of

the bone. There was a callus, seemingly entirely subper-

iosteal. There was no deformity. Within three weeks

from the time of injury repair seemed complete and the

arm could be freely used.

Case II. A fracture running obliquely across the ra-

dius just above the lower epiphyseal line, showing no de-

formity or mobility. The x-ray showed a clean fracture

line with practically no displacement. This again is evi-

dently in no strict sense a green-stick fracture, but corre-

sponds to the relatively not infrequent Colles's fracture with-

out displacement seen in adults.^

Case HI. A fracture of the olecranon in a boy of

seven, resulting from a fall on the elbow. The fract-

ure line as made out under ether ran somewhat ob-

liquely up and outward. There was a little mobility to

be made out by the use of considerable force, but only

through the slightest range ; there was no separation of

fragments, and no deformity, and it seemed evident that the

fragment was held in place by the intact periosteum alone.

'J'he skiagra[)h shows the lateral view, in which the fract-

ure line appears only as a crack.

Case IV. A girl of five years fell and struck her elbow

against a plank. Next day she came to the hospital.

There was some effusion into the joint, some pain and

tenderness. A careful examination, however, showed no

sign of fracture, no deformity, mobility or crepitus. The
skiagraph, however, showed a distinct crack across the

humerus above the epiphyseal line, without displacement.

Later there was more swelling, and some ecchymosis came
to the surface. The recovery was, as in the previous cases,

entirely uneventful.

Case V. A fracture of the right radius from a fall,

showing no signs of fracture at the time of injury. A
callus was palj)able later, and the x-ray taken after two

weeks, though not good, showed the fact and location of

the fracture, the presence of the callus, and the absence

of displacement.

« Cases I anfl II were seen at the City Hospital while the writer

was acting oul-piitieiit surgeon ; tlie others seen at the Children's

Hospital and reported by perniissiou of Drs. Lovett and Brackett.

Case VI. A fracture of the right arm three days old,

in a child of five years. The middle tldrd of the right
radius showed beginning callus. The deformity in this

case was trifling, but a very slight bowing could be made
out ; no attempt was made to reduce it. This case may
have been a green-stick fracture in the stricter sense.

No x-ray was taken.

Case VII. A fracture of the right clavicle in a girl

of five years, untreated for five days. Disability very lit-

tle. No mobility, little pain. The only tangible sign of

fracture was the beginning callus, which continued to in-

crease in size later. The case differed from the more famil-

iar green stick fracture of the clavicle in that there was lit-

erally and absolutely no deformity, not even the least bow-
ing.

Case VIII. An almost exactly similar case of fracture

of the clavicle just outside the middle in a small boy of

four. Like the other case, it had gone untreated for a
week, owing to the slightness of the symptoms.
Case IX. A girl of four fell and injured her leg.

There was no crepitus to be made out in an examination
without ether, but a slight abnormal mobility in the lower
third of the tibia. The x-ray showed a complete fracture

of the tibia. The limitation of the mobility was evidently

due to the periosteum. There was a slight displacement
in the way of shortening— a small fraction of an inch

only.

Case X. A boy of three and one-half years was
brought in on account of lameness, persisting six days
after a fall on some steps. On examination there was
localized tenderness at the middle of the right tibia, and a
distinct callus surrounding the bone on all sides so far as

could be palpated. The leg was put up in plaster, and
after three weeks more was apparently well, but the cal-

lus still present, though smaller. No x-ray was taken in

this case.

During this same period I have of course had oppor-

tunity to observe various typical green-stick fractures

of the arm, clavicle, etc. These are not here recorded.

The cases presented do not show a fixe I type in

direction or character of the fracture lines, but they

do show that fractures of various sorts may, even in

the child, show an apparent immobility, due not to in-

tact bone so much as to intact periosteum, and that the

long bones even in chil(lr(!n may be broken in clean

lines without any resulting displacement.

Some experiments were carried out on the cadavers

of new-born, j^resumably normal, infants to see how
readily clean fractures could be produced and how
much the periosteum hindered displacement at the

time of breaking and on subsequent inanijmlation.

Fractures were produced first by slow forcible bend-

ing in the hands. There resulted: (1) in a femur;

green-stick fracture, periosteum intact ; (2) tibia

;

green-stick fracture with a Y-shaped fracture line, peri-

osteum intact ; (3) tibia ; exactly the same result, typi-

cal green-stick fracture
; (4) clavicle ; the bone could

be bent double and back again, with some breaking

of bony substance, but no definite fracture line.

Tn none of these experiments was there any diffi-

culty in forcibly reducing the fracture and bringing

the bone back to the straight line, nor any necessity

of completing the fracture to get good position— a

much-mentioned measure which has seemed to me un-

necessary clinically, as it proved to be experimentallv-

Next the effect of direct blows on the shaft of the

bones was tried, both with dissected and undissected

limbs. (1) A right tibia so struck showed square

transverse fracture; (2) femur; slightly oblicjue but

clean-cut fracture, not extending through the full

thickness of tlie bone, but mobile with a hinge mo-
tion, perfect reduction possible.
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A liuiiu'ruM wiiH stood on •nd, iiiid Htriick on flic

upper end ; it liiicklcd and Itrokt- in llir ini<ldlf ; tlifi**-

was soini! displaccnicnl of tlic cmls and tri-c liin^^c

motion, lint llic jxtriostcuMi rmiaincd iintorn.

Obviously, tlicsc cxpcrinu-nts arc too Irw to war-

rant any swc('pin<f conclusions, hut it would sccin that

hlows ar(! less likely than a slower actinia strain to

produa! typical ^reeii-stick fractures, and it is at least

ohvious that even the soft hones of the n«nv-l)orn may
be broken or crackcid in clean-cut approximutely trans-

verse fracture lines by forces moderate euouj^h to

leave the pciriosteum intact.

In conclusion, it seems thai fractures in cliildren

showinii; no deformity and no apprcsciable mobility

are not uncommon ; that they might rcjadily be ov<!r-

looked ; that they often need no reduction, having no

deformity ; that they repair with callus anil (piickly.

IRRITABLE BREASTS, OR CHRONIC LOBU-
LAR MASTITIS.i

HY U. C. CAllOT, M.D., BOSTON.

I HAVE no paper. I bring up this subject because

I want to find out something more about it, and be-

cause it seems to me from talking with my friends that

other physicians in the community are almost as igno-

rant as I.

1 will begin by giving a short account of two

cases that first brought the subject to my inter-

est. About eight months ago I saw for tlie first time

two young women between twenty and twenty-five,

unmarried, both of them strikingly neurotic in tem-

perament, of thin build and pale, but not anemic by-

blood test, both of whom came to me to know the

nature of a lump in the breast. That lump in

both cases was in the outer upper quadrant ; it was
distinctly tender to the touch, and it was for the pain

as well as for the presence of the lump that the ])a-

tients came. The lump was in one case about the

size of a large horse chestnut, in the other a little

larger. It was flattened from before backwards and

it was notable when you pressed the breast against

the thorax it was much more difficult to feel the

lump than when you took it in the fingers from side to

side. In one case there was no enlargement of the axil-

lary glands, in the other they were slightly enlarged

and somewhat tender. There was no retraction of the

uipple, and the tumor was freely movable beneath

the skin, not accurately circumscribed in either case,

but faded out into the tissues of the breast, so that it

was difficult to say exactly how large it was in either

case. In each case under observation the tumor
originally seen diminished in size and another appeared

in the other breast.

These cases have been under observation now seven

or eight months and have improved a good deal under

general treatment. One was a girl obviously lacking

in occupation, and when an occupation was secured

the lump nearly disappeared, and the symptoms en-

tirely disappeared. Neither had any symptoms except

the symptoms of general debility.

This description corresponds fairly accurately with

the description of " irritable breast," that given in the

old textbooks on surgery, for example, in Ashhurst's
" Surgery " and in one of the newer books. Shields

' Read before tlie Boston Society for Medical Improvement,
October tJO, 1900.

on "Tumors of the HrefiMt," and it wnnvA to me
the diagnosis was juHtifi(;d. liut when I <!ain<! t/*

read over the literature I found many points iiidi-li-

idtely touched upon, and many which I should like to

know more about. It is a subject whif;h neetriH to In;

on th<! border line between Hurgery and medi(ririe

(sin(;e most writers recommend the tn-atineiit should

b(! expectant anrj not oper:itiv(!) and hence of Hpi;cial

interest.

First, as to the jiathology of these tumors. The
majority of writers describe them as injlammatury,

that is, as clironic lobular mastitis, and the micrf>-

scopic changes as an increases of fibrouH tissue with

the formation of very small cysts, the changes fad-

ing out at the periphery of the lobule and being

in no sens(! sharply circumscribed. But, on the

other hand, every writi-r I have seen on the subject

states that these tumors frecjuently disappear. Her-

bert Snow speaks of them as the " disper.sible

"

tumors of adolescence, as the familiar "adenoid of

adolescence," but it seems curious that tliese thicken-

ings should entirely disappear if their pathology is tliat

of a Hbrous hyperplasia. If the breast were very

fat, it would be easy to see how a fibrous nodule

might escape notice. In my cases, however, the

breasts were flabby and thin, so that a small accu-

midation or thickening of this kind would be felt, if

present. I have asked myself the question whether
there is any possibility that in some of these cases the

accumulation may be a galactocele. Several cases of

galactocele are on record in immarried women,— an
accumulation either of milk or cheesy substance in

the breast. That is a question I want to bring up
and have answered, if possible.

I also want to ask the question whether it is possi-

ble or likely that these lumps are physiological, that a

considerable number of women have them and do not

find them out. It struck me very nmch that all the

writers emphasize the neurotic constitution of the pa-

tient, describing the type of patient who would easily

get stirred up about such things, feel of the breasts a

great deal, handle them and be led to lay great stress

on the symptoms, whereas the same might exist in less

neurotic patients and not be noticed at all. One of

m}' patients was a nurse and the other the sister of a
medical student. I want to bring up the question

whether it is possible that a considerable number of

these tumors exist and are not discovered, and if so,

whether it is fair to call them mastitis.

Then, as to the prognosis of these tumors, the ques-

tion as to whether they do or do not become cancer-

ous. In the literature the majority of writers seem to

think they do not, but a respectable minority believe

that out of these tumors a cancerous process may de-

velop. The bearing of this question upon treatment

is obvious.

As to the treatment, should these cases be operated
upon ? The great majority of writers say no, and
recommend the treatment of iodide of potash inter-

nally, acetate of lead ointment externally, and atten-

tion to the general condition of the patient. I should
like to know if it is the opinion of those competent
to speak whether these measures have any effect on
the process itself or act entirely as placebos.

I think I will take no more of the time of the meet-

ing. What I want is to find out as far as possible what
is the pathology of these tumors, what is their course,

and what is the proper treatment.
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CYST OF THE VOCAL CORD.i

BY J. rAYSON CLAKK, M.D., nOSTON.

This case is reported because it differs from the

usual description of cysts of the larynx and in its

general cliaracteristics, before operation, rather sug-

gested a librouia.

B. K., male, age twenty-five, a clerk by occupation,

came to the Throat Clinic of the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital in July, 1899, complaining of hoarse-

ness and difficulty in speaking, the voice getting easily

tired. He began to be hoarse twelve years before

and had gradually become worse. Two years ago he

besan to notice the sensation of somethinu; in the

larynx. His general health is fail". He has never had

any serious illness, but has never been robust. He

Fig. 1.

has no cough. Family history is good, with no rec-

ord of any laryngeal or pulmonary troubles.

Examination of the larynx reveals considerable red-

dening of the vocal cords except at the middle of the

right cord, above the surface of which projects an

oval, smooth, grayish-white, pearly swelling, occupy-

ing a quarter to a third of the length and the whole

width of the cord and causing a bulging of the free

border (Fig. 1).

On introducing Schroetter forceps and attempting

to grasp the growth (having first thoroughly cocain-

ized the larynx), it was found so firm and resistant

that the forceps slipped off without grasping it. At
the suggestion of a colleague that it might be a cyst

I introduced a concealed laryngeal knife and incised

the tumor near the free border of the cord. On re-

moving the knife it was seen to be covered by a

milky looking fiuid, and, on again looking at the

larnyx, the tumor or cyst, as it proved to be, had en-

tirely disappeared. A microscopical examination of

the contents of the cyst showed a mass of degener-

ated epithelial cells and a few leucocytes.

The patient was seen again about nine months
after the operation. The redness of the vocal cords

' Kead before the Ainerioan I>;iryngologlcal Association at its

Twenty-second Annual Congress, Washington, I). C, May, 1900.

had almost disappeared. There were two minute
knobs of mucous membrane jn-ojecting from the free

edge of the vocal cord (Fig. 2). The patient has no
difficulty in talking and his voice is fairly clear.

Speaking of cysts of the larnyx, Bosworth says :

" A cystoma is a small, soft, compressible growth, usu-

ally pedunculated. . . . The character of the growth
is easily determined by the probe, or by its collapsing

on seizure with the forceps." Lennox Browne says

they are " generally red in color with surrounding hy-

peremia." McBride mentions only one case which he
bas seen. He speaks of the tense look, peculiar

opaque translucency and globular shape of the cyst in

his case. The growth collapsed on grasping with

Mackenzie forceps. This description more nearly

approaches the appearance of the cyst in my case.

The sessile character and great firmness of the cyst

in this case was, no doubt, due to its being rather

deeply situated in the substance of the cord.

REFERENCES.
Bosworth. Diseases of the Nose and Throat, vol. ii, p. 729.
Browne. Burnett's System of Diseases of the Ear, etc., vol. ii,

p. 759.

McBride. Diseases of the Throat, Nose and Ear, p. 152.

t^eport^ef of ^txtittit^.

BOSTON SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL IMPROVE-
MENT.

A. K. STONE, M.D., SECRETARY.

Regular meeting, Monday, October 29, 1900, Dr.
E. H. Bradford in the chair.

Dr. H. F. Hewes read a paper entitled

OBSERVATIONS UPON *THE SYMPTOMS AND TREAT-
MENT OF HYPERACIDITY OF THE STOMACH.^

Dr. C. p. Putnam : In establishing the diagnosis

of hyperacidity is it necessary to make the examina-
tions at several different times of the digestion, or

can you be satisfied with taking the acidity at any
one time ?

Dr. Hewes : If you find it the first time you can

be satisfied it is there, but if you fail you may have

to go further, because it may be present at other times

of the day or upon other days.

Dr. C. p. Putnam : If you find excess of HCl at

the beginning of digestion you may be sure there is

not a lack of it at any other time of the day ?

Dr. Hewes : I .should say you could be sure of

that. If you find an excess you have a right to go
on the basis that that is the cause of the symptoms.

Dr. C. P. Putnam : You say, however, that when
you do not find it you look again, so that sometimes
it is a case of acidity where during digestion there

is not at all times an excess of it ?

Dr. Hewes : Yes ; and you must get j-our contents

at the time when there are symptoms. Some people

have symptoms only at one meal ; at other meals they

do not have them. The average case has hyperacidity

at all times. You notice in the case passed around
there were two different meals, one large and one
small, and the hyperacidity was ]n-esent with each

meal, larger in the second meal, but present in both

cases.

1 See page 550 of the Journal.
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Dit. ('. I*. I'l TNAM : Do you takf tin- usiml iiictli-

(mIs i'C(;oiiiint'ii(l('<l in Ixxtks, li;st iiicals, in iii.ikiii;^ ol>-

H(M"Viitions on tliiH point?

I)lt. IIkwks : I use till- I'lwiild nii;il lirsl i)ci':ui>.f I

liiiv(; H liil)l(! ol ('\|i('i'iin( tits on the noini.il individual

with this niciil to use lor coniicirison, and tlicn I use

in doidttfid cases tlic lar<;(', meal or tlic I><ul)<' meal,

wliicli is ('(]uival(!nt to tin- ordinary dinner, ami record

to.its with both.

Du. R. C Caijot |)r(!S(!nt(Ml tlie suhjcct of

lUKI rAIW.K lUiKASTS, OU (MIHOMC
riTis."'^

KOIll I.AU MAS-

I)k. ('. 15. TourKU : I should not, prett-nd to ^ive

the pathology, and should hop(! somebody more coni-

potent than 1 nii<^ht spcvik of that subject. As Dr.

Cabot dcs(!ribed his cases they seemed to me to

be typical of what I have been accustomed to call

chronic mammary tumors, and in the majority of in-

stances the advice was given to let them alone. I do

not know of any benefit from any external treatment

but to cease to handle the tumors, pay as little atten-

tion as possible to them. 1 have no statistics with re-

gard to how many have disappeared and how many
have come to further operative treatment. I think

the feel which Dr. C^ibot described corresponds very

much to the cystic growths that {;ome in the breast,

and where I have felt pretty positive they were cysts

I have advised removal.

Dr. Authuh Tkacv Cahot said that he had taken

much interest in this subject of irritable breasts, and

had had many opportunities of following patients so

afHicted for considerable periods of time. lie said

that, to begin at the beginning of the subject, these

conditions of the breast occurred notably at two pe-

riods of life— in adolescence, as Dr. Richard Cabot
has said, and also at the time of the menopause.

These breasts may be occupied by several more or less

distinct lumps or may contain but one such swelling.

This condition often entirely disappeai's under treat-

ment, and the treatment recommended by the speaker

was the internal administration of iodide of potash,

combined with bromide of potash. The irritation of

the breast seems to have very close connection with

the condition of the pelvic organs. It is very com-
mon to find in these cases that there is some disturl)-

ance of the uterus, usually with irregularities of men-
struation. Not uncommonly the condition of the

breast is very much aggravated, with increase of

swelling and of pain at the time of or just before

menstruation, and this condition of pain and swelling

(tumefaction) is relieved by the completion of men-
struation. The pathological condition of these breasts

in their early stages is dillicult to demonstrate, because

it is not a fatal disease, and it is a disease which we
rarely operate for. If medicine is given, and the

tumor disappears entirely, operation is not advisable.

When, however, the swelling persists, or reappears,

and an operation is finally done, the condition found

is usually a diffuse fibrous condition of the greater

part of the breast, which by its }>ressure upon the

ducts gives rise to the formation of retention cysts.

These cysts are sometimes single good-sized cavities,

with little fibrous tissue about them ; but usually they

are small, and are scattered pretty thickly through

the fibrous tissue of which the breast is largely made
up. The changes in the size of the swellings, and

' S«e page 655 of the Journal.

the rapidity of theHe change.s, eHperially at th<' tiiiHj of

meuHtruation, make it appear probabi*- that u tiimeftuv

tion, that irt, an increased deterinitiation of hlofxl to

the parts, is largely r(!HponHible for the incrciiMO of

size which cause-, a tumor. It in jilain, howevi-r, that

winai the condiiioii p< rsiHtH for a conniderable lifn«,

new cells are throw n out which iiecome organized into

the fibrous tissues described.

In illustration of the octrasional development of a

caiKUT in connection with this condition, Dr. Cabot
(!ited th(! case; of a nurse, who had for many yearn liad

an irrital)l(; and lumpy breast. This patient had had

a sist(rr operated upon for can(;«rr of the breast, \vhi<:h

fact iuid I(mI her U) watch h<!r own brf^asLs with unus-

ual (;are. SIk; p(;rsistently, as she was approaching

tlu! menopause, noticed close; to the nipple a little ad-

lu^sion of the skin to one of tlie little lumps. This

was HO slight that it was difhcult to demonstrate it,

and it could only be made aj)parent by pinching uj)

the skin and seeing that there was a slight dimple

over the little lump.

Upon operating, it was found that at the suspected

point there was a little nodule of commencing carci-

noma, not larger than lialf a pea.

This case was typical of a considerable number in

Dr. Cabot's ex})erienc<! in which carcinoma finally ap-

peared in breasts whicli had for years ])resented all

the appearances of chronic mastitis. This not very

infrequent secjuence of events would make it seem
wise to place such a case under the observation of a

surgeon, in order that it might be investigated by
operation if it did not get well under appropriate

treatment. The operation is a slight one if the lump
does not prove to be a cancerous nodule, and a very

important one if it does, so that a case of this sort,

particularly a case occurring at about the menopause,
which is a favorable time for the development of can-

cer, should be kept under observation, put under

treatment, and, if it does not entirely disappear, should

be operated upon.

In regard to the pathology Dr. Cabot said that he

regarded the commencement of the process as a simple

tumefaction. AVhen this has persisted for some time

ii leads to the formation of fibrous tissue. Often-

times a breast may be quite extensively occupied by
this fibrous tissue and still feel soft and pliable.

Usually in consequence of the pressure of the

fibrous tissue around the gland ducts, retention cysts

form sooner or later.

Dr. Baker : In my experience the majority of

these cases, and I have seen not a few, have suffered

from some menstrual irregularit}', coming into their

lives either at twenty-five or thirty years of age, or at

the menopause. In those cases occurring early in life

this irregularity is due to some chronic congestion of

the uterus and ovaries, unrelieved by the How, for it

is almost universally the case that there is a very scant

flow. When this trouble comes about the menopause
it is usually the case that they have gone two or three

months without any flow, and the patient is very likely

suffering from chronic metritis or areolar hyperplasia

in the secondary stage. Both are favorably affected

by the abstraction from the uterus of two or three

ounces of blood, which treatment followed up once a

month for two or three successive months, has in my
experience made a very decided effect on the tumor of

the breast.

In the matter of the pathology I am sorry I cannot
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add liny especial light on that part of the subject, but

from the fact of tlie treatuient which has been in my
hands the most successful, second to the abstraction of

blood from the uterus already referred to, I shouhl

think that the suggestion which Dr. R. C. Cabot has

made of the galactocele was a very reasonable one,

because under the influence of the galvanic current,

wdiich 1 have been accustomed to use in these cases

twice a week, at the strength of 15 to 20 milliam-

peres for ten to fifteen minutes at each sitting, I

do not see what effect that current is likely to have

on fibrous tissue, but, if we consider it a galactocele,

it would seem to me it would have a very decided

effect, and as these tumors have disappeared in my
experience the most rapidly by its use I should think

it more likely to be the latter than the former. The
fact that the patient has a lump in her breast which

may be cancer is a matter of too great importance in

her mind to be cast aside and altogether forgotten.

Its importance to her physically as well as mentally

demands our close observation. At all events, its

speedy disap2)earance is greatly to be desired, fail-

ui'e of which by treatment would necessitate an opera-

tion for its removal.

Ur. Briggs : One point in regard to treatment

has not been brought 'out. The cases I have hap-

pened to see have been in large, pendulous breasts. I

have found that supporting the breast and light press-

ure on the breast have been very beneficial, appar-

ently causing disappearance of the swelling.

Dr. Mumford ; I feel very much as does Dr.

A. T. Cabot in regard to the causes and conditions in

these processes, but I understood Dr. R. C. Cabot to

refer only to those masses we see in the breasts of

neurotic young women, and not to the lumps or

tumors we see in women at the time of the meno-
pause. In the latter class of cases one must watch

carefully, bearing in mind that there may be a malig-

nant termination of the condition.

In the former class, that of neurotic young women,
I have always assumed these processes to be of an

inflammatory nature. I feel that this assumption is

borne out by the result of competent massage. A
competent masseuse, a rara avis in the town, can

usually in two or three treatments greatly diminish, or

cause to disappear, these masses.

Dr. Briggs suggested the support of a breast band-

age, and this, as it relieves tension and congestion

when the breast happens to be heavy, carries out the

same idea as massage.

Dr. Putnam : It seems to me very questionable

to recommend any treatment of tumors which appar-

ently have a habit of going away themselves. It

seems to me those tumors mentioned by Dr. A. T.

Cal)Ot are different from those spoken of by Dr. R. C.

Cal)Ot, which are of a pretty distinct tyj)e, tumors

which are deep in the breast and not easily felt

unless the breast falls forward, and which have a

peculiar feeling. When Dr. Cabot speaks of tumors

that adhere to the surface it seems to me he is speak-

ing about a different class. I have seen a good many
such l)reasts as Dr. R. C. Cabot speaks of, and not by

any means always at the adolescent age, or at the

menopause. Some of these I have taken to surgeons

and some I have left alone, and as far as I know none

have been operated on, and the surgeons in the par-

ticular cases mentioned recommended no treatment,

recommended leaving them alone. One, for instance,

I remember in a lady who is rather thin and has
rather pendulous breasts, but not large ones. She
was not at either of the ages mentioned, but about
forty at the time that occurred ; another one I recall

very distinctly was about forty-five. In both those

cases the tumors went away without treatment more
than a placebo, such as bathing gently with alcohol

and water, and being careful not to press them at all.

I believe cases such as Dr. Cabot described do not
require treatment ; internal medication or any such
application as electricity can hardly have the effect

attributed to them. The tumors go away themselves.

Dr. Hewks : In regard to the question of these

tumors being accumulations of blood or milk I have
one interesting fact to report. I have a case in a

young girl which has been in the wards of the hospi-

tal for observation, and came to me to the Out
Patient several times with mastitis and a tumor.

She said the tumor occasionally went away. After
other methods of treatment, without improvement, I

tried hypnotism for the relief of the pain and tender-

ness, and of the fixed idea of the patient, and under
hypnotism this tumor disappeared for the time being
absolutely. It came back again somewhat after the

hypnotism, but there was no doubt as to its disappear-

ing at the time. That is suggestive of the tumor
being a matter of congestion in this particular case.

Dr. R. C. Cabot : One question I have not quite

got answered to my satisfaction, the question raised

by Shields, whether these lumps are not physiological

to a certain extent, whether it is a fact that a large

proportion of women have them at some time and do
not find it out. I wish I could get an expression of

opinion from the surgeons present on that point;

is it not a matter of accident that we find them in a
neurotic sensitive, and is it not a possibility that they

are more connnon than we know ? As to their com-
monness, every one I have spoken to says he has

seen a good many, and yet there is astonishingly lit-

tle about them in literature. I do not understand
exactly what Dr. A. T. Cabot means by a tumefac-

tion. I do not know much of anything about the

structure of the breast, but perhaps he can explain a

little more in detail just what he means by a " tume-
faction " such that without the presence of anything

more than blood in addition to the ordinary constitu-

ents of the breast, a hard, more or less circumscribed

lump would be produced.

Dr. Frederick J. Cotton read a paper on

subperiosteal fractures.^

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting, held at Indian-
apolis, Ind., October 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26, l^UO.

The Section on BactciHology and Chemistry met at

the Pathological Laboratory of the Central Hospital

for the Insane, with the chairman of the section. Dr.
Theobald Smith, of Boston, presiding.

Several papers were read and discussed. Among
them was one by Dr. IL L. Russell, of Madison,

Wis., in which he showed the degree of heat which
is necessary to destroy the tubercle bacillus in milk

without injuring commercially the value of the milk.

He also read the refjort of the Committee on the Bac-

» See page 553 of the Journal.
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Icrioloi^y of Milk in its Sjiiiilurv lit'liitioiiH. Ah illiin-

tnitinj;- tli(' pcculiiir Wiiy \>y wliicli .such ^^cniis tiiid

llifir \v!iy into niillt, an incident occuiiin;; in a liuspi-

lal at L<!('(ls, Knj^Iiind, vviis related. TIm- nurHcs in

tiiat institution were in tli(! habit of takin;^ j^hisses of

milk from th«' pantry uj) into tin; Hi<;k wards Heverul

hours hefoiH! tlu! nulk was drunk. An outbreak of

typhoid iv.wv ovnwvvd amonj^ the nurses. Inv«^sti;;a-

tion disclosed the ])ractice to which they had Iteen re-

sortiuijf, and when it was oideriMl discontiniiiid, tin; epi-

deini<' subsided.

l)u, V. A. MooKK, of Ithaca, N. V., relMle(| a

diphtheria epiilemic which was started in that city

from milk delivcrcMl by a dairyman vvhost; family had

sulVered from acute tonsillitis. The eldest son, who
attended to the milkiui;- of the cows, had been pro-

nounced well and resumed his re<rular work, but scien-

tific investigation demonstrated that he still had germs

of the disease; in his system.

The meeting of the association was presided over

by Dk. Pktkh II. Bhyck, of Toronto, Canada. Tlu;

sessions were held in the amphitheatre of the Cierman

House. Addresses of welcome were delivered by

Ex-Prksii)knt Bknjamin IIakkison, Gov. Jamks
A. Mount, and Hon. Addison C. IIarrts, Minister

to Austria. The response to these addresses was

made by Dii. Charlks A. Lindsley, of New Haven,

Conn.
The first paper presented at the general meeting

was by Phok. vS. II. Woodhridge, of Boston, which

was the report of the Committee on Car Sanitation.

CAR sanitation.

The following recommendations were reported in

the paper

:

(1) When a passenger is known to be contagiously

ill, he should be isolated in a compartment ap})ropri-

ately equipped and ventilated in such a manner as to

separate it from the rest of the car. Through trains

should be provided with rooms for the sick as well as

state-rooms.

(2) The interior of passenger cars should be plain,

finished with hard, smooth and polished surfaces.

(8) All furnishings should be as non-absorbent as

possible.

(4) Coaches should be furnished with effective

means for continuously supplying not less than 1,000

cubic feet of w-arm air an hour for each single seat,

and for distributing and removing the air without

troublesome draught.

(5) The temperature should be regulated.

(G) The cleaning of cars should be frequent and

thorough.

(7) Floors and sanitary and lavatory fixtures should

be frequently treated with a disinfecting wash.

(8) All fabrics in cars should receive sterilizing

treatment. All bed and lavatory linen should be

thoroughly sterilized in the process of laundering.

(9) Sewage tanks and earth closets should be pro-

vided under the cars. The practice of disposing of

excreta by scattering it over road beds is dangerous.

(10) Water and ice should be obtained from the

purest available sources. The use of tongs in hand-

ling ice should be insisted upon.

(11) The water tank should be frequently cleansed

and periodically sterilized with boiling w'ater or other-

wise.

(12) The i)ublic should be educated to use individ-

iiii! oiipH. PiipiT piinitline ciipn nii;;lit Ix- provide*! by

a (;(!nt-in-llie-slot devir;(',

(l.'Jj The UH<! of canned floods in bulfet car M<!rvic<5

makeH careful inspection of hucIi goods iin|HTJitive.

Fruits and all tnitables before and after purclia-se hIiouM

be storied with can;, to avoid all unriefx-Hsary f^xjiorture

to street and car dust.

(II) The liltliy habit of spitting on car Hfj<»rH

should be dealt with in a manner Ut cause its prompt
discontinuance. It shoidd b<; pnni.slied as one of the

most Magrant of the thoughtless olVenceH against the

public right to health.

(ir>) Station premis(;s should receive attention di-

rcicted to general (cleanliness of floors, furnishings,

air, sanitaries, lavatories, platforms and ;ip|»roaehes,

and should ite plcMitifully supplied with approve<l dis-

infe(;ting material.

Th<; recommendations of th(! committee were con-

currcid in by tin; association.

I)u. .1. N. IIuuTY, of Indianapolis, said that if the

association would make a vigorous d(;mand for white

blankets for sle(;ping cars, instead of colored ones, it

would be a great reform. The wliite blanket would
tell its own story. Colored blankets are frequently

saturated with filth.

Dr. II. M. Bracken, of Minneapolis, said that

iiiasnuich as the travelling public pay a good price

for Pullman cars, it is only right that the cars should

be kept clean and in good condition. The b<'«ls are

made up, people sleep in them, the next morning the

linen is removed, while the mattresses and blankets

are thrown into the upper berths and remain there

until the next night, then used again. It is not un-

common for people, on entering Pullman cars, to com-
plain of the odor of stale bedding, etc.

Dr. C. II. .Tones, of Baltimore, referred to tuber-

culous patients who travel long distances. When
the great(;st care and caution are observed, the

blankets used on Pullman cars are now and then

spat upon by tb.em. The attendants cannot always be

with such patients to cover their mouths with hand-

kerchiefs. Railway managers should- be notified of

the great danger to the public from this source. When
the public are educated in this matter, a great reform
will have been inaugurated.

Dr. C. p. Wilkinson, of New Orleans, stated that

the chief objection to the equipment and furnishings

of railway cars is that they are upholstered in absorb-

able material. In the extreme South rattan and steel

springs were now used instead of plush and woollen
furnishings.

Dr. U. O. B. Wingate, of IMilwaukee, referred

to the work that is being done in this direction by the

International Association of Railway Surgeons, and
suggested that it might be well to appoint a commit-
tee to co-operate with a similar committee of that

association to do further work in car sanitation.

Dr. Hurty' spoke of one railroad which is now
constructing seven cars with perfectly plain interiors.

The bottoms and backs of the seats can be taken out

and thoroughly sterilized at the end of every run.

Dr. Domin<;o Orvananos, of Mexico City. Mex-
ico, read a supplementary report on car sanitation.

Boards of health in the territories covered by the as-

sociation ought to try and obtain support from the

dirt'erent legislatures so as to make certain provisions

obligatory on railway companies, as, for instance

:

(1) The isolation in special cars of any persons suf-
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fering from transmissible diseases ; (2) to supply

guaranteed filters in the tanks of drinking water; (3)

the disinfection of bedclothes, hangings, curtains and

towels ; (4) all sleeping cars should be provided with

small disinfectant stoves for small toilet articles ; (5)

the absolute prohibition under severe penalty of ex-

pectoration on pavements
;
(G) all railroad cars should

be provided with a sufficient number of cuspidors con-

taining a strong disinfecting solution.

NEW QUARANTINE METHODS AND CHANGES AVHICH
ARE CALLED FOR IN MARINE SANITATION.

This paper was contributed by Dr. Alvah H.
Doty, of New York City. Contrary to the jwpular

belief, the most careful investigation, both from a

scientific and practical standpoint, has demonstrated

that the clothing actually worn by well persons is not

a medium of infection. This is also true of the car-

goes of ships. In making this statement, the author

does not mean to imply that infection from these

sources is not within the realms of possibility. Evi-

dence was adduced that the cargo of a ship does not

act as a medium of infection. If exceptions exist,

thev have not been revealed to practical sanitarians.

Outbreaks of bubonic plague in European and other

ports have brought prominently before our notice the

question of the transmission of this disease by rats and

other vermin. Information on this subject at present

is incomplete, although Kitasato and Yersin have dem-
onstrated the presence of the disease in rats during

the epidemic of bubonic plague in Hong Kong in

1894. Beyond this, sanitarians have but little au-

thentic information on the subject. It is reasonable

to believe, however, that in such communities as are

found in India and China, where filth, overcrowding

and bad sanitary regulations exist to an extent which

is almost beyond belief, that the dissemination of in-

fection is so general that even vermin are involved.

In civilized communities, however, where the ordinary

sanitary regulations are carried out, the danger from

this source would seem to be very limited. No au-

thentic reports exist which show that cargoes of ves-

sels have transmitted bubonic plague through the

medium of infected rats or other sources.

In the inspection of persons coming from infected

ports, the ordinary examination, which includes a

statement from the 2:)erson concerned, is not sufficient

at all times to detect mild or ambulant cases. The
most practical and important addition to the ordinary

method of inspection is the use of the clinical ther-

mometer. This has been in operation for the past

two years in New York, and the most satisfactory re-

sults have been obtained in detecting mild or ambu-

lant cases. While the essayist is convinced that the

maximum period of incubation of yellow fever is five

days, there is no doubt but that during the first day

or so of the disease persons affected may present

themselves and pass the ordinary inspection. The use

of the thermometer at this time, however, will almost

always show an elevation of temperature sufficiently

high to justify the physician or health officer in caus-

ing a longer detention.

The author closed with a reference to the value of

modern sanitary regulations.

Prof. F. C. Koiunson, of Maine, said that for-

merly a great deal of paper was made from rags, and he

was surprised to hear that there was no danger from

infectious diseases from cargoes of rags. He believes

outbreaks of smallpox and other contagious diseases

have been traced to rags.

Dr. II. M. Brack KN vigorously controverted the

statement of the essayist that healthy persons are not
liable to carry disease in their clothing. Every phy-
sician of experience could cite instances of physicians

who have carried contagion to healthy people.

This paper was further discussed by Drs. Wilson,
MONTIZAMBERT, the PRESIDENT, LeE, DuRGIN,
Jones, most of whom protested against the idea that

physicians could not carry infection in their clothing.

Dr. a. Walter Suiter, of Herkimer, N. Y.,

read the

report of the committee on cause and pre-
vention OF infectious diseases.

Reference was made to smallpox, which he said was
on the increase, and he cited copious statistics to prove
his assertion. He added the pleasing assurance that

the death rate from this malady is decreasing. The
latter fact must not be viewed too optimistically, be-

cause smallpox is certain, if an epidemic of it contin-

ues long enough, to develop its greatest degree of

virulence. He showed the value of sanitary precau-

tions and of vaccination by citing the fact that Puerto
Rico, since the United States had dominated its gov-

ernment, has rid itself of the disease, which, before

the war, was very prevalent in that island.

He also discussed malaria, scarlet fever, typhoid

fever, and declared himself a believer in the theory

that the germs of malaria are transmitted by mosqui-
toes in many instances.

In discussing typhoid fever he referred to the

declaration of Dr. Vaughan, that more than 80% of

deaths among American soldiers in the Spanish War
were caused by typhoid fever, and emphasized the

necessity of cleanliness about military camps. He
touched upon bubonic plague, and said he did not an-

ticipate a scourge of this disease here, but urged great

sanitary precautions.

etiology of yellow fever.

Dr. Walter Reeq, of Washington, D. C, read a

paper on this subject, it being the joint production of

himself. Dr. James Carroll, Dr. A. Agramonte
and Dr. Jesse W. Lazear. A series of clinical,

bacteriological and pathological observations was nar-

rated, comprising 18 cases of yellow fever. Of this

number 11 were designated as severe cases of the dis-

ease, with 4 deaths ; 3 as well-marked cases, with no

deaths, and 4 as mild cases, with no deaths. Blood
cultures were made of 18 cases during life, and of 48

separate cultures made from the blood on various days

of the disease and rei)resenting 115 bouillon inocula-

tions, and 18 agar plates, they failed to find the bacil-

lus icteroides in any of the tubes or plates. They
failed to isolate the bacillus icteroides in 11 autopsies

of yellow-fever patients. Having failed to isolate this

bacillus, either from the blood during life, or from the

blood and organs of cadavers, two courses of proced-

ure appeared to be worthy of attention, namely : (1)

A careful study of the intestinal flora in yellow fever

in comparison with the bacteria that might be isolated

from the intestinal canal of healthy individuals in this

vicinity, or of those sick with other diseases ; or (2)

to give attention to the theory of the propagation of

yellow fever by means of the mosquito. The essayists

pursued the second line of investigation by reason of
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the wcll-kiiovvii fiicts connected witli tlie (ipideniiolo^y

of tliis (lise:is(>, jind l>y the hrilliunt work of lions imd
tlie Itiiliiin observers in connection willi tht; theory of

the propa^iition of nmhiria by tlu! nios(|uito. Their
observations point to tlie presence! of an intermediate

host, such as the; nioscpiito, whicli havin;f taken tlic

parasite into its stoinaeli soon aft(!r th*; entrance of the

patient into the non-infeete<l housi; was abh;, after a

certain interval, to r(!conv(!y tin; infecting a;,fent to

oth(!r individuals, theriiby converting; the non-infe(tt<!«l

hous(! into an infectcMl hous*;. This interval would
appear to be from nine to sixtt^en days, allowing for

the pin-iod of incubation, which agrees fairly clos(;ly

with the time retjuired for tlu^ passa<;(! of the malarial

parasite from the stomach of tlu; mosiiuito to its sali-

vary glands.

In view of the for(\<foing observations they tested

the theory of Finley on human beings. Exp(!riments

were made on 11 non-immune individuals. 'J'he mos-
quito used in all cases was Culex fasciatus Fah\ Re-
sults were 9 negatives, and 2 positives. The 2 cases

reported as positives the authors detailed at great

lengtli.

Since they record 1 case in which a typical attack

of yellow fever followed the bite of an infected mos-
quito within the usual period of incubation of i\w. dis-

ease, and in which other sources of infection could be
excluded, they feel confident that the publication of

their detailed observations will excite renewed inter-

est in the niostjuito theory of the propagation of yel-

low fever, as first proposed by Finley. From their

studies thus far of the disease, they conclude that the

bacillus icteroides stands in no causative relation to

yellow fever, but, when present, should be considered

as a secondary invader in this malady. The mosquito
serves as an intermediate host for the parasite of yel-

low fever.

Dr. Henry B. Horlbeck, of Charleston, S. C,
read the

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE ETIOLOGY OF
YELLOW FEVER.

Reference was made to previous contributions on
this subject by the committee, and a digest given of

the labors of bacteriologists who have during the past

twelve months devoted themselves to the study of the

bacillus icteroides. The report closed with the follow-

ing conclusions from an article by Proust and Wurtz,
published September 7th, 11)00:

" (1) The bacillus icteroides of Sanarelli seems to

be the specific agent of yellow fever. That micro-

organism injected into certain animals, especially dogs,

reproduces symptoms and lesions strikingly analo-

gous to those observed in man. The toxin of this

bacillus produces in animals the same effect as the

microbe. The injection of this toxin into 5 indi-

viduals reproduced in man typical yellow fever, ac-

companied by its symptoms and anatomical lesions.

The serum of individuals attacked with yellow fever

agglutinates cultures of the bacillus icteroides.

" (2) The bacillus has a prolonged vitality both in

air and water (fresh and sea). It is certain that it is

the same in the soil. Moulds favor its development.
These facts confirm conditions that have been known
a long time. They explain the reawakening of yel-

low fever a long time after the extinction of an ei)i-

demic, and the longevity of the disease aboard vessels

in bad hygienic conditions.

*' No >h;w prophylactic measurcM have come out in

tliiH knowhrdg*! of thi; etiology of the dineaiti'. A»
formerly, the prevention of ytlhnv f(v«r coriHiHtM in

applying the nieasunts of iHr)lation an'l of diMinfeclion,
and of improving the hygienic cfniditions."

While lh(! immerou.s contribiilionH to the cauHe of
yellow fever anr far from being conclusive, the re-
8earch(!H made during the last few years furnish inat-
U'.TH of information which will b<- guiding hUiph in

futun; investigations.

Die. ,1. 1*. I'>i;kn Ai.Di;/., of Mexico, Hpok<- of

niMAN VACCINE AS A I'KOI'II VLA< TIC Ol .SMALL-
POX,

and discussed its advantages and disadvantages.
Ur. M. S. I(;lesias, of Vera Cruz, Mexico, spoke

of the

ELEMENTS OF DEFENCE AGAINST INFECTIOCONTA-
GIOUS DISEASES AT THK I'(JUT OF VKliA CKIZ.

Dr. F. W. Elgin, of Philadelphia, read a paper
entitled

INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON VACCINE VIRLS.

After detailing a series of experiments, he drew at-
tention briefly to some of the lessons suggested by the
experiments: (1) Vaccine points are unreliable when
stored for any length of time at any temperature

; (2)
virus on points may be inert, yet germs charged along
with the virus remain active, causing a form of irrita-

tion somewhat resembling vaccine vesicles, and known
as spurious vaccination

; (3) that glycerin will not
destroy the extraneous bacteria in lymph when stored
at or below the freezing point; (4) that continued
exposure of germs to low temperature, when constant,
does not destroy their activity and but slightly de-
creases their number : (o) hot, and especially variable,
temperatures speedily injure vaccine

; (GJ hot tem-
peratures increase enormously the number of (^erms
in fluid lymph other than that stored in glycerin.

Dr. H. C. H. Herold, of Newark, X.' J., read a
paper on

Newark's diphtheria antitoxin plant.

Early in 1895, a laboratory for bacteriological re-
search, with an attendant ^jlant for the application of
antitoxin for di})htlieria, was established under the
jurisdiction of the Board of Health in Newark. This
department has been in jjractical operation for more
than live years. The autlior presented the results of
the experiment of establishing such a plant, and
showed by statistics of greatly reduced mortalitv from
diphtheria by the use of antitoxin that it is one of the
best things the city officials and medical profession of
that city have ever undertaken.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

This was delivered by Dr. Peter H. Bryce, of
Toronto, who sketched at great length the progress of
sanitary science from its birth inthe period" of the
Renaissance down to the present time, and declared
that scientific w'orkers ought to take courage from
what they have seen accomjdished in this centurv.
The address was scholarly, and an admirable, compact
sanitary digest.
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REPORT OF THE CO.MMITTEE ON TOLLUTION OF
WATER SUl'PLY.

This was presented by the chairman, Mr. George
"NY. Fuller, of New York City. The report took

the form of records and summaries showing recent

progress in the more important brandies of the sub-

ject. With regard to quality, the water supply of

the future should meet the following requirements :

It shall be free, or substantially free, from disease-

producing germs ; it shall be clear and colorless, con-

taining no noticeable turbidity or vegetable stain; it

shall l)e free from objectionable tastes and odors, as

sujjplied to the consumer ; it shall be free from notice-

able amounts of dissolved iron, such as unfit for house-

hold use ; it shall be free from excessive amounts of

lime and magnesia, such as make water too hard for

ordinary use ; it shall be carefully examined with re-

gard to constituents capable of dissolving metals used

in distributing pipes.

Of the various branches of public works connected

with the pollution of water supply, there is none in

which such substantial progress has recently been

made as in water purification. Ten years ago in-

formation upon this subject was very meagre, and

comparatively few plants were in operation. During

this period English sand filter plants have been in-

creased from about 1.5 to 19 acres, with respective

normal capacities of about 4,000,000 and 57,000,000

o-allons daily ; and the American or mechanical filter

plants have been increased from about 12,000 to

90,000 scpuire feet, with resi)ective nominal capacities

of about 30,000,000 and 270,000,000 gallons daily.

Projected plants for some of the largest cities in the

country show that in the next few years there will be

very rapid development in the application of both of

the leading methods of purification. Of the various

processes for the purification of water supplies, there

are two general methods which have shown distinctly

their practicability, namely, the English method of

slow sand filtration, and the American method, em-

ploying rapid mechanical filters. For those waters

which never possess more than a slight or moderate

amount of turbidity or dissolved vegetable color, the

English method is somewhat more efficient, and, as a

rule, it is slightly the cheaper for such waters. For

those waters which for long periods at a time contain

excessive quantities of either finely divided clay or of

dissolved vegetable matter, there is now no practi-

cable method of purification without the use of coagu-

lants and subsiding basins. AVhile coagulants can be

successfully used in connection with the P^nglish

method of sand filtration, the American method, in

which coagulants are imperative, yields somewhat

more efficient and economical results, as a rule.

TEACHING of HYGIENE AND GRANTING OF DE-

GREES OF DOCTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH.

Dr. Wyatt Johnston, of Montreal, compared

methods of hygienic instruction in vogue in the Uni-

ted States and in foreign countries, with the resvdt

that the showing was decidedly favorable to the for-

eign countries. He inveighed strongly against the

looseness of methods in this country by which men
are able to secure positions as health officers or as

members of boards of health without having the neces-

sary qualifications, lie urged the association to con-

sider this matter, and endeavor to arrive at some
standard for a purely hygienic education.

Dr. L. p. Jones, of Greenwich, Conn., followed

Dr. Johnston, and outlined the following scheme for

preventive medicine : (1) The endowment of a chair

of preventive medicine in each of the leading medical

colleges of the country ; (2) the establishment of an
institute the members of which should be the incum-
bents of these chairs

; Q\) an award of prizes by this

institute for essays and discoveries of special merit in

sanitary science
; (4) establishment of fellowships

for a limited number of advanced students.

DISPOSAL of refuse MATERIAL.

This subject was dwelt upon by Mr. Rudolph
Hering, of New York City, who presented a report

in which he mentioned the methods for disposing of

garbage in the gr(;at cities of the world. He referred

to the progress made by European cities in this direc-

tion, and said that the jjresent status of disposing of

garbage and refuse has resolved itself largely into a

question of engineering.

{To be continued.)

decent Ititerature*

Surgical Anatomy. A Treatise on Human Anatomy
in its Application to the Practice of Medicine and

Surgery. By John B. Deaver, M.D., Surgeon

in Chief to the German Hospital, Pliiladel])hia. In

three volumes. Illustrated by about 400 plates,

nearly all drawn for this work from original dissec-

tions. Vol. II, Neck; Mouth; Pharynx ; Larynx ;

Nose; Orbit; Eyeball; Organ of Hearing; Brain;

Male Perineum ; Female Perineum. Philadelphia :

P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

The second volume of this edition de luxe on sur-

gical anatomy fully equals in the excellence of its

plates the high standard set by the first. Among the

plates on the neck especial attention may be called to

the section at the line of the sixth cervical vertebra,

and the diagram of the deep cervical fascia, which

give an excellent idea of this difficult and surgically

important structure. Another very clear and accu-

rate plate illustrates the collateral circulation after

ligature of the subclavian and common carotid arte-

ries. The plates illustrating the distribution of the

lymphatic vessels and glands of the head and neck are

also to be commended.
On the subject of ligature of the innominate artery

the author quotes Ashurst's statement (the date is not

given) that this artery had been ligatured 24 times

with 2 recoveries, whereas Burrell in 1895 collected

29 authentic cases.^ The important and sometimes

indis])ensable procedure of resection of the sternum in

this operation, described by Burrell, is not mentioned

by the author.

In the description of the frontal and maxillary

sinuses the close relation of the infundibulum with

the orifice of the latter and the conse(ivuMit frequent

drainage of pus from the former into the latter are not

mentioned by the author.

In general the plates and descriptions of the nose,

orbit and eyeball are clear and sufficient.

» International Textbook of Surgery, vol. i, p. 313.

I
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'I'lic illtistr.-itidiis of tlir liniiii and cniiiiocrn'ltnil

topo^^rjiphy iin- i^ood. licid's iiiftlioil tor loraliii;^ tlir

liHsiirc ol iloliiiido, vvlii<;li, i'c(|iiiriii;; no N|M-(;i)il appii-

ratus, is pcrliaps the l»(vst and siiiipli-sl, i.-^ vviHtdy clioscii

l»y tilt' author tor (K'sc.ription. 'I'Ih- scdioiiH <»t tlic

brain arc well (;li()S(!n and bfautiiiiliy fx<'cMtc<l.

In criticism of tlic description ol" siir;Lii«':il proci-d-

nrcs tlironi;liout tlic work it may lie justly said tliat

they are insullicient tor tin; i^nidantre ot the surgeon,

and that many ol them inii;ht have heen omitted with

advantage, as not relevant to a work on surgical anat-

omy, and as dislinnrinir by their incoinpleteness an

()therwis(( oxtu'llent work. For instance, the statement

with regard to imperforate anus that tli(^ operation

consists ol' searchini^ for the rectum through an inci-

sion anterior to the coccyx, and that if tlui ri^ctum

cannot \h\ found the only ult(!rnativc is colotoiny,

leaves out of account the extremely valuable proced-

ures of resection of the coccyx and part of the sacrum.

The plates on the male and female perineum are

clear and valuable.

A Textbook of Pathology. By Alfrkd Stknciki,,

M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine in the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania ; Physician to the Phil-

adelphia Hospital ; Physician to the Children's

llos{)ital, Philadelphia, etc. Third edition, revised.

With 372 illustrations. Philadelphia and London :

W. B. Saunders & Co. 1900.

This work is popular, for already it appears in its

third edition. The author states that his primary

purpose is to supply a moderate sized book on clinical

pathology, but why the term " clinical " should be in-

troduced here is not apparent, for it is not clear to the

reviewer that the subject matter is any more clinical

than that of other well-known works on general and

special pathology.

The author has succeeded remarkably well in con-

densing a large (puxntity of facts into a comparatively

small space. The use of the heavy-faced type for

headings of subdivisions of chapters attracts the eye.

The book is evidently written for young medical stu-

dents and in general seems to be well up to date.

Several criticisms seem to be called for. The
author's classification of carcinomata is objectionable.

We can see no good reason for using the term '' cylin-

drical epithelioma " for carcinomata arising fi-om col-

umnar or cylindrical epithelium, and then classifying

other carcinomata of identical histological structure

under '' glandular carcinomata." Such a multiplica-

tion of terms must pi'ove to be as confusing to the

student as it has been to the reviewer. Thus we find,

in the description of carcinomata of the stomach, ade-

nocarcinoma discussed in a separate paragraph from
" cylindrical epithelioma," as if these were ditferent

forms of tumor and with an apparent effort to make a

distinction between them. If there is such a distinc-

tion the author's description does not make it plain.

IVIoreover, we think that the application of the term
''• epithelioma " to certain forms of carcinomata tends to

a useless multiplicity of terms and to the confusion of

the student, for the forms of tumor grouped under

this term by the author are all carcinomata. We
agree with Ziegler that the term '' epithelioma " should

be preserved for certain benign epithelial growths.

The description of the histology of acute nephritis

is also unsatisfactory. Thus, there is no mention or

description of the commonest form of glomerular

Mc^pliritiH, the iiitnu-iipiliary form, while anile intiTnti-

tiul nej»hriliH is deHcribed uh chariu:t<Ti/ed by l\\v. for-

mation of jiundent foci in the kithiey and itt uppur-

ently con.Hiflered to be ideiiticul with HUppurutiv*;

nepliritis, y\<'iil«r inU-rNtitial nepliritiM, noti-Hiiiipiini-

tiv(!, is saifi not to Jixiht an an independent aJfectioii.

The author apparently cloen not accept the remiltH

contained in the literature on the hinlology of aciit^r

and subai'ute iiephritis and e.Hpe<"ially in the [lublished

work of ('ouncilman upon the hid>ject. The He<;tion

on mycetoma indicates that the author apparent! v re-

jects th<! results of the work by Boyce and Surveyor
and oth(!rs on this disease.

Considered as a whole, we think that the l<ook

shows good reasons for the extensive; sale it has evi-

dently (injoycid among nuidical studi-nts.

A Textbook uixin the Ptithoffenic Jiacte.rin. Kor
Studi'iits of Medicine and Physicians. liy dos-

Ki'ii McFaui.am), M.D., Professor of Pathology

in the M(!(lico-Chirurgical College, Philadelj»hia
;

Pathologist to the Medico-Chirurgical Hospital,

Philadelphia; Fellow of the Colle^re of Physicians

of Philadelphia, etc. Third edition, revised and en-

larged. With 142 illustrations. Philadelphia: W.
B. Saunders c^ Co. 1900.

This book aims to be not only a manual for the

bacteriological laboratory, but also to present a reada-

ble account of the properties and peculiarities of all

of the important pathogenic bacteria. The present

edition of the book represents an improvement over

the last edition. The author has evidently considera-

bly enlarged his acquaintance with the literature of

bacteriology and the pages abound in useful references

as footnotes. In this connection it is gratifying to

note the number of references to American workers.

The reviewer does not find much to object to, but

yet he does object to the crediting to Canon of a part

in the discovery of the infiuenza bacillus and to the

presentation of the subject of mycetoma.
Canon's alleged discovery of the bacillus of influ-

enza will not bear examination, for it. has never been

shown that the bacillus that he claimed to have dis-

covered in the circulating blood of influenza cases

was identical with, or had any resemblance to, the

now accepted bacillus of influenza, described by
Pfeiffer in the bronchial secretions. Canon's claim

rests upon little more than an assertion.

The chapter on mycetoma is objected to, chiefly be-

cause no adequate explanation is given of what the

photographs which accompany the chapter are meant
to illustrate. The author apparently does not accept

the views concerning the dual nature of this disease

expressed in the paper from which these photographs

were taken.

Manual of Pathology, including bacteriology. The
Technique of Post-mortems, and Methods of Patho-

logic Research. By W. M. Late Coplix, M.D.,

Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology, Jefferson

Medical College, Philadelphia; Pathologist to Jef-

ferson Medical College Hospital and to the Phila-

delphia (Blockley) Hospital ; Bacteriologist to the

Pennsylvania State Board of Health. Third edi-

tion, revised and enlarged. Pp. 84(1. with ooO

illustrations and 7 colored plates. Philadelphia :

P. Blakiston's Son & Co. P.)00.

Although it is stated in the preface of this work
that it is not intended to be a treatise or book of ref-
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erence, but a manual for use in the laboratory and
post-mortem room, and in clinical diagnosis by micro-

scopical methods, the size and makeup of the work
show that the book has a more ambitious scope than

this. Thus, not only does it treat of " bacteriologic,"
" histologic," post-mortem, and other kinds of labora-

tor)' technique useful in medicine, including the mi-

croscopical examination of the urine, but it also at-

tempts to present the subjects of general and special

pathology.

The book is evidently written to satisfy the demand
of medical students for a large amount of information

on various subjects in a concentrated form. That it

meets this demand to the satisfaction of a large num-
ber of medical students is shown by the fact that this,

the third edition, has been publislied. Of course, the

present edition is much larger than the first edition.

From the reviewer's point of view the book is un-

satisfactory because it covers too much ground. It is

neither a good work on laboratory technique, nor is

its presentation of the subject of general and special

patliology adecpiate. We note that the author defines

the term hypertrophy as " increased functional power
having a tendency to persist, and that is beyond the

normal for a given tissue under its existing conditions."

For the definition of infiammation he adopts that of

Park :
" Infiammation is an expression of the effort

made by a given organism to rid itself of, or to render

inert, noxious irritants arising from within or intro-

duced from without." In the next edition these defi-

nitions should be improved.

Experiments on Animals. By Stephen Paget. With
an introduction by Lord Lister. Pp. 274. Lou-
don : T. Fisher Unwin. 1900.

This volume on animal experimentation comes with

peculiar grace from Mr. Paget, who although not

himself engaged in experimental work, was for twelve

years secretary to the Association for the Advance-
ment of Medicine by Research. In this ofiicial capac-

ity, and without the enthusiasm engendered by per-

sonal experiment, which is supposed to warp judgment,

Mr. Paget must be regarded as a fair critic of tlu; ques-

tions at issue. The book is a concise, scholarly and,

to unprejudiced persons, convincing presentation of

facts relating to experiments on animals. It is I'eplete

with literature references and statistics, and through-

out shows a judicial attitude, which should commend
it to all readers, however widely their opinions may
differ. The book is conveniently divided into three

general parts, under which there are a number of

chapters. The first part deals with experiments in

physiology and narrates the classical experiments,

which have formed the foundation of much of our

later knowledge. The second part concerns itself with

experiments in })athology, l)acteriology and therapeu-

tics, constituting the bulk of the book. The various

diseases due to bacteria are treated in considerable

detail, with the experiments which have so materially

added to our knowledge of their etiology and pro-

phylaxis. Parasitic diseases, myxedema, the actioii

of drugs, and snake venom are also each given a chap-

ter. The third part discusses the " Act Relating to

Experiments on Animals," and is naturally of partic-

ular interest to English scientists.

It is hard to commend such a book too higlily, con-

taining, as it does, an admirable presentation of facts,

carefully collected and concisely presented to the

reader. The final decision in this whole question of

animal experimentation must clearly be reached by a

.

painstaking collection and ])roper interpretation of

facts and by nothing else. The book is well printed

and sulfici(!ntly well bound, and has three full-page

illustrations.

Disinfection and Disinfectants. By II. M. Bracken,
M.D., Secretary of the Minnesota State Board
of Health. Chicago : The Trade Periodical Co.
1900.

This handy volume contains a condensed state-

ment of the subject of disinfection and its practi-

cal a])plication, and will be found a valuable hand-
book for the use of health oilicers, who are constantly

engaged in the campaign against infectious diseases.

The short and terse distinctions between the terms,
" germicide," " disinfectant," " antiseptic " and " deo-

dorizer " in the introduction are clearly stated. The
chapter, Concerning Certain Infectious Diseases, con-

tains many useful hints and instructions, and shows
vei-y clearly the different uses of the various disinfec-

tants in their applications to the different kinds of

communicable disease to which man is liable. Undue
importance, however, appears to be given to the neces-

sity of embalming the bodies of persons dying of such

diseases, the frecpient allusions to this process convey-

ing the impression that such, bodies constitute a men-
ace to the public health almost as serious as the pres-

ence of the living who are suffering from similar

diseases, a theory which is not borne out by everyday
experience.

The book is fully illustrated with excellent illustra-

tions showing various forms of apparatus used in dis-

infection, the methods employed for disinfecting inte-

rior apartments, etc.

The Theory and Practice of Hygiene. By J. Lane
NoTTER, M.A, M.D., and W. 11. Horrocks,
M.B., B.Sc. Second edition. Philadelphia: P.
Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

This work constitutes one of the best treatises yet

published in English upon this subject, and may be
regarded as nearly up to date as the extremely pro-

gressive character of the subject will admit. Several

of the former chapters have been rewritten and im-

portant additions have been made to those which relate

to w^ater supply, sewage disposal, immunity, disinfec-

tion and infectious diseases. The material relating to

the bacteriological examination of water is very fully

presented. Tin; chapters relating to water, food and
beverages, sewage disposal, infectious diseases and
sanitary law are very thoroughly treated. Each chap-

ter is followed by a bibliographical list of the works
employed in its preparation.

The work is illustrated with 15 inserted plates, and
many wood cuts. Due credit is given to the State

Board of Health of Massachusetts for the use of

Plate VII in the chapter relating to food. Plate XV,
illustrating Dr. Manson's observations upon tlie mala-

rial parasite, together with the review of the modern
researches as to the part play(!d by the moscjuito, and

the methods employed for its destruction illustrate the

progressive character of the work. Very much mate-

rial has been brought together in this comprehensive

volume which will make it a useful work of reference

for students, but more (ispecially for all persons who
are interested as practical workers in sanitary science.
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"THANKSGIVING DAY."

NoTWiTiiSTANr)iN(i the reflection tliat the phy.sieiiin,

as such, is more apt to be practically and profession-

ally concerned with the days immediately following

Thanksgiving Day, with the sequehu of its present

celebi'ation, than wuth the day itself or the observances

thereof, it is perhaps not amiss that we should devote

a brief space in a number of a Boston medical periodi-

cal issuing on an anniversary of this old New England

function to its consideration, without yielding to the

temptation to produce, after the fashion of the modern

magazine, a Thanksgiving number.

Thanksgiving Day is generally recognized all

through the country as pre-eminently a New England

function. It is only since 18G.'5 that the proclamation

appointing a general day for all the States of the

Union has proceeded from the President.

Previously, as those in middle life can well remem-

ber, the governors of those States which held the day

in honor issued each his own proclamation, naming his

own day, which might or might not be that of other

States.

The first "• Thanksgiving " celebration is said to

have been held by the Plymouth Colony in 1621, but

the first regularly appointed Thanksgiving Day in

Massachusetts was apparently held on February 22d,

a date of good omen, 1G32. "These days seem to

have originated in the public acknowledgment of

some immediate causes of gratitude to God, and not

as mere formal anniversary observances." The con-

ditions leading up to and surrounding this Thanksgiv-

ing Day of February, 1632, are in such a dramatic

contrast to those now obtaining in this neighborhood,

or in fact almost anywhere in this country, as to merit

bein<>- aiiain described for our chastening and correc-

tion. On the 29th of November, 1631, Governor

AViuthrop writes from Boston to his wiie in England

:

" We are here in a paradise. Though we have not

beef and mutton, etc., yet (God be praised) we want

them not ; our Indian corn answers for all. Yet here

is fowl and fish in great plenty. . . . We here enjoy

God and .Ffsim C'hrJHt. In not thin ijiioii^h ? What
woidd «!• Ii.ivi- more?" I'.iforo the witit«;r waM far

;idvunc(rd, however, tlie people " were nereHHitiiUrd U)

live on chims, and muHcjeH, and ground uuU and

iiconiH." Thr; governor liiinHcIf had the lawt bat/tli of

hre.id in tlie oven, ;i?id wuH Heen givin;^ the la-st hand-

ful of iiie;il ill tlie barrel unto a prjor man diMtnrHHed

l»y tlie wolf at tlie door. A nliip had be»;n Kent to

I'iiigland six niontlis before for pn»vi.sioiiM, but had not

been heard from. \ day had been appointed for a

general humiliati(jn, to seek th<' Lord \ty fa.Hting and

prayer ; for this form of observance the faeiliticH were

ample. At the last moment, in the very hour of de-

spair, th(! ship was seen entering Boston Harbor, laden

with provisions for tlu-in all.'

It is not to be inferred that the fast became a feast

from this early period, but a great differentiation has

certainly been slowly evolved, and the observances of

today— the devotion to pastimes and the. generous con-

sumption of sustenance — would doubtless scandalize

the early worthies of the colonies, .\fter the Revolu-

tion the custom of appointing a Thanksgiving Day
gradually extended to the Middle States, later to tlie

West, and more slowly to the South.

There are few years in which the inhabitants of

this coimtry have not much to be thankful for, and

certainly there have been very few in which there

were more, or more general, causes for keeping a day

than this year— even those who voted for Mr. Bryan

need not exclude themselves.

Although we have ceased to fast and humiliate our-

selves, and there may be some even who do not pray,

the day still has its uses, and we believe of no small

value morally, socially, and even phjsically, to the

citizens of so widely expanding a country. It gives

another holiday, and as yet our people have none too

many ; its tribute is paid to the family ; it brings the

old and the young together ; reknits periodically the

dropped stitches in the old home life ; brings those

who are crowding more and more into the whirl of

the cities back now and then to the calm of the coun-

try, where they were reared and where they may take

new bearings as to relative values. In all these re-

spects we hold that Thanksgiving Day is good and

should be pleasant medicine for the American of

today, of whatsoever descent he may be.

THE ETIOLOGY OF BERI-BERI.

The time is clearly approaching when the various

infectious diseases w^ill so far have yielded to investi-

gation that we shall know their causative agents and

the means by wdiich infection is produced. The ex-

traordinar}- interest recently manifested in the study

of tropical disease has done much to broaden our

horizon and to supply problems and material for re-

search which are quite out of reach in our temperate

and highly civilized home communities. To study tlie

subtle questions of etiology, it is clearly essential to

> Memorial History of Boston, pp. 117, 113.
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go where the disease under investigation is endemic,

and this, it is gratifying to note, is being done more

and more by men well equipped with the training

necessary to successful research. The recent brilliant

investigations on malaria are a case in point. Admir-

able work had been already done in the study of indi-

vidual cases, but the fundamental problem underlying

the spread of the disease was practically untouched,

until the very haunts and breeding jjlaces of the

disorder were invaded. The conception which led

to the opening of the London School of Tropical

Medicine has already demonstrated the wisdom of its

founders, and we look forward with confidence to a

constantly increasing number of enthusiastic workers

who will go out from its instruction to add to our

knowledge of preventive medicine.

Beri-beri has long been a disease of which we have

heard, and of which the textbooks write ; to actually

see it has been an opportunity which few have en-

joyed. Sporadic cases, often doubtful of diagnosis,

appear from time to time, as has recently happened

at the Boston City Hosjiital, but never in sufficient

numbers to permit of more than a superficial study.

The condition, no doubt, derives its chief interest from

the difficulties which have beset our efforts to get

at its etiology. In this connection, a letter written

to Dr. Patrick Manson by Dr. Van der Scheer,

of the Hague, formerly of Java, and published in

the November number of the Journal of Tropical

Medicine, is of more than passing interest. Dr.

Van der Scheer has had unusual opportunities for

study, and has already published some of his results in

the Indian Medical Gazette. The present letter is

called out by the fact that various journal references to

his work have been insufficient to attract attention to

his hypothesis. Dr. Van der Scheer does not believe

that beri-beri is a disease due to the infiuence of an

exogenous toxin from the soil or from food. Re-

garding the influence of food, he says that many ex-

amples are known of people partaking of the same

food, but living in different houses, among whom one

group develops l)eri-beri while another remains ex-

empt. He believes, further, that the disease is not

contagious and not miasmatic, though he does not ex-

plain as fully as we should wish precisely what he

means by " miasmatic."

Regarding this he writes :
" I wish to point out

that I have become convinced of the truth of this

theory during my residence at the hospital in Batavia.

It is a collection of large, spacious buildings, sepa-

rated from each other at a distance of several yards

and occupied by no more than 50 to 70 patients in

each. The floors of the ' pavilions ' are cemented.

The water is furnished by artesian wells, the food is

excellent, and real miasmatic diseases, as cholera, ty-

phoid, dysentery, never occur in it, although patients

suffering from these are often treated within its walls.

Beri-beri occurs there in a severe fashion. And so

we see it everywhere. It appears in hospitals, ])ar-

racks, etc., which are apparently under the best hy-

gienic conditions ; it disappears when the patients

attacked (natives) leave the spot and are dwelling in

their private houses under conditions much worse than

the former."

The following interesting facts are also noted : That
whereas cholera, typhoid and allied disorders are apt

to increase when troops, for example, are collected in

camps, beri-beri disappears ; that persons are usually

not attacked when nnich in the open air and that hos-

pitals and vessels at sea are notorious centres for the

development of the disease. The fact that beri-beri

often breaks out on board ship long after leaving port

militates against the idea that this is due to a long in-

cubation period, since the incubation period is known,
at times, to be very short and it is unlikely that this

period would vary within such wide limits. Dr. Van
der Scheer has reached the definite conclusion that the

spread of the disease must take place through an inter-

mediate host, either an insect or some other form of

animal life. His suspicions have rested on the hlatta

orientaHs (black beetle, cockroach) or of some member
of that family as the probable carrier of the infection.

This beetle is found in all parts of the tropics where

beri-beri exists, and is frequently found on shipboard.

The general conclusions are as follows :
" Accord-

ing to my idea beri-beri must be caused by a parasite

(ameba or something else) that lives in the intestinal

tube and forms a toxin which causes degeneration of

nerves. A part of the life cycle of the parasite may
take place in the body of a hlatta species (in its intes-

tines, kidneys, or lymph glands), and the spread of the

disease to them would be possible when : (1) There are

patients suffering from beri-beri
; (2) when the blatta

s^jecies is present
; (3) when it is possible that the

blatta eats human feces ; (4) when man is infected

by hlatta excrement.

In view of the vogue which the theory of the

conveyance of the exciting cause of disease by means

of animal hosts is now having, this conception is

certainly one demanding close inspection and further

study. The matter must be taken absolutely out of

the realm of sjieculation or possible coincidence and

demonstrated as a fact before it can be accepted by

scientific men. It is to be hoped that more attention

will be given Dr. Van der Scheer's theory in the

future than appears to have been accorded it up to this

time.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Section on Medicine of Pan-American Med-
ical Congress. — The next meeting of the Pan-

American Medical Congress, to be held at Havana,

from December 2G to 29, 1!)()0, promises to be a suc-

cessful one and a large attendance is expected. It is sin-

cerely hoped that the United States will be well rep-

resented and that the programme of the Section on

Medicine will be a creditable one. The titles of papers

intended for this section, together with the name and

address of the author, should be sent as soon as pos-
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sihlo to till! secrotary <>f tlio tron^roHH, Dr. ToinuH V.

Coroiiiido, I'nulo 10."), 1 l;iviiii;i, {JuImi, hikI it is rspc-

ciiilly (Icsircd tliiit :i slioit :il»stni(;t of tlu; |i!i|)(!r hIhuiIiI

iilso he j)r(!|»iiic(l iiiid inailfd ut, tlu; saiiu; timr. I''or

riirtlicr piirticulars addiTss Dr. .hidsoii Dalaiid, .'517

South IHtli Street, IMiiladclpliia, Sccn-tary of tin;

S(H;ti()ii oil McMliciiic.

Two ('kntknakian.s. — Mrs. 'riioinas l"'loiinioy,

said to b(; in her one hundred and first year, died in

lMiihi(h'l|)hia hist week. Slie was the wi(h)w of (Jeii-

eral Flouriioy, an oificor in the War of 1H12, and her

father served in the llevohition. Mr. (ieorg(! K(Mi-

dall, of Fairdeld, Me., also died hvst week, at the

reputtul age of one hundred years and some months.

His father was tlie first settler in tlie village.

Pi.Aoiiio ON Kasp Coast ok Africa.— It is

announced that Sir Alfred Milner has proclaimed that

all the East C^oast ports of South Africa between

the tenth and fortieth parallels are infected with

plague.

Dii. Abraham Jacobi, Vice President of the

Pan-Am FRIGan Medical Congress.— Dr. Abraham

Jacobi has been appointed vice president for the United

States of the coming Pan-American Medical Congress.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the six days ending at noon, November 27, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

158, scarlatina 39, measles 12, typhoid fever 15.

Boston Mortality Report.— The number of

deaths reported to the Board of Health for the week

ending November 24 was 200, as against 225 the

corresponding week last year, showing a decrease of

'lb deaths, and making the death rate for the week

18.6. The deaths from tuberculosis of the lungs were

23, pneumonia 14, whooping cough 1, heart disease

23, bronchitis 4, marasmus 6. There were 9 deaths

from violent causes. The number of children who

died under one year was 24, under five years 41,

persons more than sixty years 52 ; deaths in public

institutions 61.

Commitment of Women to Insane Hospitals.

— In the recent test case regarding the claims of a

certain Mrs. White that she was illegally detained in

an insane asylum, Judge Morton, of the Supreme

Court, in remanding her to the hospital, made the fol-

lowing statement :
" 1 still think that it is a crying

injustice that, although a man may be brought before

the court and have every careful safeguard put around

him before being committed to an insane asylum, a

woman can have none of this, but may be committed

without notice of hearing."

Diphtheria in a Somerville, Mass., School.
— The Jackson Primary School has been closed by

the Board of Health until after the Thanksgiving va-

cation. The schoolhouse consists of four rooms and

accommodates about 150 pupils. The janitor lives in

the buKemeiit of tin- building;, uiid recently two of bin

childruti wcrf^ tuk(;ii ill with diphtheria. Nono of the

pupils ure ill with the diseime ; the biiildiii;: Im cIom('<I

mendy as a prefraulionary rneHsiire,

Sanitarii m in Sai.i.m, Mass.. HAKitou. — Ar-

raiig<'in(Mils have been c-oinpleted for tearing down tlie

main building at I^r)well Island in Salein HurtKir,

used for a children's sanitarinni, and erecting a Hmall«;r

and inon; convenient building on the Maine site. It Ih

hoped that it will be possible to have thtr new building

in readiness for use by next summer.

Abolition of Cane Rusiikh.— As the indirect

result of the death of a student at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, whih; engaged in a cane

rush, the custom has befiii discontinued at that institu-

tion. The student body at Tufts College has likewise

voted to substitute a less dangerous test of superiority

for the so-call(!d flag rush.

Changes at Long Island Hospital, Boston
Harbor. — Dr. A. J. Ranney, who will assume the

superintendency of the Long Island Institution, has

announced his intention of appointing Dr. A. S. Hart-

well assistant superintendent. Dr. Hartwell's position

heretofore has been first medical officer.

Diphtheria in Cambridge, Mass. — A death

from diphtheria was recorded at the Cambridge Board

of Health November 26th, together with 5 hitherto

unreported cases.

NEW YORK.

Appropriations for Charitable Purposes. —
The annual meeting of the Charity Organization So-

ciety of New York was held on November 16th. The
report of the council showed that the appropriations

for private hospitals and other institutions in the city

budget for 1901 is $2,786,011, or $71,730 less than

for 1900. The most urgent needs of the city in the

line of charity were given as additional day nurseries,

more diet kitchens, increased provision for aged peo-

ple, hospitals for consumptives, and active volunteer

workers. Among the speakers were Dr. John H.

Pryor, of Buffalo, Commissioner of Charities Keller,

and Controller Coler. Mr. Keller spoke of the urgent

need of a new city hospital for Harlem, and said that

he had applied to the Board of Estimate and Appor-

tionment for an appropriation to erect the proposed

buildings in a more central location than the present

inadequate structure. Mr. Coler said that he could

promise the commissioner at least one vote both for

the Harlem Hospital and for a hospital for consump-

tives.

State Charities and Correction. — The first

New York State Conference of Charities and Correc-

tion was held at Albany on November 20th, 21st and

22d. The number of dependents under institutional

care in the State, including the insane, was stated by

the president, William P. Letchworth, to be 86.893.

In a paper contributed by Controller Coler, the latter

said he could not but feel that the citv authorities
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ought to have fuller information about the quality,

work, needs and merits of the large number of private

institutions appealing to the city for annual subsidies.

The report of the Committee on the Mentally Defec-

tive was presented by Dr. William P. Spratling, Med-

ical Superintendent of the Craig Colony for Epilep-

tics.

Brooklyn AVatek System. — The Court of Ap-

peals has just rendered a decision which may seriously

crijiple the water system of the Borough of lirooklyn.

While the decision only awards $G,OUO damages to

Benjamin Forbell, a farmer, and grants a perpetual in-

junction restraining the city from operating the driven

wells at the Spring Creek pumping station, it involves

the entire water supply system of Brooklyn, and it

seems probable that the city will be called upon to

make good damages aggregating $1,500,000. More

than a hundred similar suits are now pending, but they

have been held back until the Court of Appeals de-

cided the Forbell case, which was regarded as a test

case.

A Golden Wedding.— Dr. Thomas M. Markoe,

emeritus professor of surgery in tlie College of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons, and Mrs. Markoe celebrated

their golden wedding on November 20th.

^ti^ceUanp.

VITAL STATISTICS OF HAVANA.

W. C. GoRGAS, Major and Surgeon, U. S. Army,

and chief sanitary officer, makes the following state-

ments in his report to the Adjutant General, Division of

Cuba

:

The general death rate for this month makes a very

favorable showing as compared with the past four months,

being less by eleven deaths than the smallest figure shown

in these months. The report shows that we had 507

deaths, which gives a death-rate of 25.08. This rate com-

pares very favorably with the rate for October for the ten

preceding years, being smaller than the lowest, that of

1899. We had 74 deaths from yellow fever this October.

While this is large for October, it is not, as has been re-

ported in many of the papers of the United States, as

large as that for October in many of the preceding years.

The years 1895 and 1896 showed considerably larger num-

bers. Of the cases of yellow fever occurring during this

month, 62 were Americans and 225 were Spaniards ; 8

Americans died and 51 Spaniards, giving a rate respec-

tively of 12.90 for the Americans and 22.66 for the Span-

iards. The immigration continues to increase, and is the

great cause of our comparatively large number of yellow-

fever cases. We have had so far the largest number of

immigrants that has come into Havana in any one year up

to November the first, and, for October, very much the larg-

est immigration that has occurred in any October within

ten years. We hope a great deal from the recently es-

tablished Immigration Bureau, but so far it has not had

time to have any perceptible efifect. Of 308 cases this

month, 167 have been on the island less than a year

and 215 less than two years, which goes to prove that

our yellow fever is made up almost entirely from the re-

cent'lv arrived Spanish immigrants. During the past

month many exaggera'ed reports of the yellow-fever situ-

ation have been publislied in the United States. Out of a

population of 242,000 there have been since the first of

January 968 cases. Mr. Dobson, the correspondent of

the Associated Press, published very widely the statement
that every block in Havana had from 1 to 17 cases.

We have 857 occupied blocks. Out of these 397 have
had cases of yellow fever. Of the blocks which liave

had cases, 224 had only 1 case, and only one or two
blocks in the city approximated the numbers given by Mr.
Dobson. In Havana there are 1G,480 houses, of which
709 have had cases of yellow fever. In the Boston Tran-
script of October 20th, Gen. Fitzhugh Lee is quoted as

stating that a yellow-fever epidemic exists in Havana at

present, which epidemic is the worst in liis experience. It

will be seen in the body of the report that for the past ten

years there have been few years in which the deaths from
yellow fever are as few in number as they liave been this

year. General Lee, I think, spent 1896 and 1897 in Ha-
vana. In 1896 there were 1,282 deaths from yellow fever

and in 1897 there were 858 ; this year, so far, there have
been 236. The New York Evening Post of October 29th,

in an article commenting upon the extent of yellow fever in

Havana, among other things says : " Certainly, the army
itself did not have so many or such serious losses to de-

plore as this year." The records of this office show that

during the year 1899, among the soldiers within the pres-

ent city limits of the city of Havana, officers and enlisted

men, we had 26 cases of yellow fever with 7 deaths. Up to

the first of November for the year 1900, in the same class

and over the same area, we have had 20 cases and 6 deaths.

I call attention to these facts to emphasize the statement

that I have frequently made, that yellow fever is not very

general in its distribution in Havana, as is reported, and
not by any means as universal as is generally believed.

I would like in this connection to call attention to the ap-

parently good results that we have obtained from our sys-

tem of disinfection and isolation. In these 553 houses in

which we have had 1 case of yellow fever, the disinfec-

tion has apparently been successful and has prevented a

recurrence of the disease. I also wish to call attention to

the large amount of cleaning and disinfecting that has

been done during the past month. This is considerably

more than this department has before accomplished in any
one month during my administration. I think the money
and labor we are spending in this direction is well spent,

but I desire again to call the attention of the adjutant gen-

eral to the need of a general system of sewerage. I do

not believe that our present system of isolation and disin-

fection will answer in itself to eradicate yellow fever from

Havana, but must be supplemented by a general sewerage

system, and I earnestly urge that this be commenced at the

earliest possible date.

MASSAGE IN JAPAN.

Dr. H. C. Wood, of Philadelphia, sends an inter-

esting letter to the Philadelphia Medical Journal on

his observations on massage in Japan :

" As eveiy one knows, massage has been largely

practised in Japan almost from time immemorial. In

a recent tour through that country one of the most

interesting and curious sights that I witnessed was a

little ' tot ' between five and seven years old, with

the utmost seriousness and earnestness, and with a

marked degree of skill, standing and massaging the

age-stilfened trajx-zius and other muscles of the shoul-

ders of an old grandfather or grandmother squatting

before him. The common belief that the blind have

in Japan a monopoly of the practice of massage ap-

pears to be only so far correct that probably 90% of

the practitioners of the art are blind persons, who
wander about the streets blowing a peculiar double

whistle whose two weird notes may be heard at almost

any hour of the day or night, pleading for work and

sustenance.
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" III order to iiiakcf out tlin (lilT(;niiiccH Ixitwirciii tlui

;iit ;is piiicliscd Ity llic .l!i|i;iiif.se :iii(l tlic iMiropciiiiH,

1 oidcicd ;i miissciir in VoUoh;iiii;i, Tokyo, Kioto,

Miuiiosliilii, Nikko, Hiid OIK' or two otlirr placrs. Am
was pc^'chaiici! naturally to l«! fxpcctrd, Vokoliauia

luiiuij; simply a lorci^u nxcrcsconct! on tlit; .lapancsc-

body corporal!', tli(( masseur in lliat city was not lilind

and seemeil simply to he hadly trained in tlu; Kuro-

pcan methods. I (;oulil not make out any dilVerence

between him and a second-class American masseur.
" Kioto is the centre of all that pfirtains to .Japan-

ese religion, art or customs, havin«r \wa\\\ tlu; capital

of old .Japan, and heing still the culture (capital of

the countr}'. The masseur 1 saw there possessed

great skill ; his methods, however, did not differ very

greatly from those to which we are accustomed, except

in one motion, which seems to me the most eiruMcnt I

liad ev(M" had practised on me, for the purpose, of deep

kneading bt^twet^n groups of muscles or of muscles sit-

uated much below the surface. The motions were so

quick that in the absence of ability to talk with the

practitioner it was a little diflundt to perceive exa(;tly

how they were made, but I linally made out that the

procedure might be termed a rolling use of the differ-

ent joints of the fingers ; first, the tip ; then the distal

intra[)halangi'al articulation; then the next joint; antl

then the knuckles applied one after another with

great i*apidity and force ; the maximum of the force

sometimes being reached with the second intraphalan-

geal joint, the knuckles only pressing lightly ; in

other cases the knuckles themselves giving the main

blow. It was apparently when it was desired to pen-

etrate deeply between two closely placed muscle

groups that the maximum force was applied with the

second intraphalangeal joint.

" One or two somewhat curious differences between

the .Japanese customs and our own wei^ noticeable.

In one of the places a woman, old, blind and ugly,

was sent to do the work. The length of the seances

seemed to be arranged according to the desire or the

ability of the person operated upon to pay, and were
remarkably cheap, even when the foreign price was

demanded. Thus, asking the charge at one of the

hotels, before engaging an operator, 1 was told ' Thirty

sen,' that is, fifteen cents an hour. On expressing sur-

prise, saying I had always paid forty sen, the man
replied, 'Oh, yes, that is the price for the foreigner.'

Not considering myself seriously cheated I paid the

forty sen, or twenty cents for an hour of labor sufli-

ciently hard to make the operator sweat freely."

THE USE OF TOBACCO ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

The war in South Africa has taught naany things of

greater and of less importance. Perhaps nothing

that it has demonstrated has been more marked than

the important part which tobacco plays in the soldier's

existence. AVhether this is to be reckoned as a great

fact or a small one there can be no doubt about the

truth of it. Yet the Duke of Wellington's armies had

no tobacco worth speaking of. If they did not forbid

its use, at any rate the Iron Duke's officers were

directed to advise their men strongly against it. What
a curious contrast with the campaigning in South

Africa, where marches and privations as long and as

stern as any suffered by our great-grandfathers were

borne by the volunteers and soldiers of today with a

grumble only wliirn their •* HniokeM " fulled them. We
have it from many who took part in the forcd
marchcH leading to I'aardeberg, to Itloeirifont<riii, to

Pretoria, and beyond, that wImmi rations were but two

or three i)iseuits a day the only real phvHical cont<;rit

of each twenty-four hours came with the pipe HMioke<]

by the smoidflering embers of a camp lire. This piiHi

ease<l the way to sleep that might otlierwiMc have

lingered, delaytul by thcr sheer bodily fatigue and
mental n^sth-ssness caused by prolonged and monoto-

nous ex(U'tion. It is ilillieult, then, to believe that

tobacco is anything lint a real help to men who are

sulf(-ring long labors and receiving little food, and

probably the way in which it helps is by quieting

cerebration— for no oue doubts its sedative qualitioH

— and thus allowing mon; easily shrep, which is so all-

important when semi-starvation has to be endured.

The cases of acut(! tnental derangfiment in the course

of campaigns such as the present are many. There
have ind(H!d been many in South Africa. It would be

most profitablt! and iiitcin'sting could medical officers

have taken special note of the capacity for sleep pre-

viously evidenced by thost; who broke down, and also

of their indulgence or non-indulgence in tobacco. We
are inclined to believe that, used with due moderation,

tobacco is of value sec^ond only to food itself when
long privations and exertions are to be endured. Two
features are to be noted with regard to the smoking
practised on active service. It is almost entirely in

the open air, and it is largely on an empty stomach.

The former is always an advantage ; the latter we
generally reckon a most unfavorable condition. Shall

we see in the near future patients with tobacco ambly-

opia or smoker's heart acquired while the trusting

friend of tobacco thought that he was enjoying un-

harmed the well-earned solace of a hard day's march ?

We believe not, and that the open air will have saved

what might have been the untoward results of smok-

injr when mifed.— Lancet.

A NEW SCOTTISH TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.

A NKW temperance society has been formed in

Scotland with the Duke of Sutherland as president.

It is to be known as the Scottish Self-Control Societ}',

or, briefly, the " S. S. S." Its members undertake

three things: (1) Not to drink intoxicants liefore

noon or at any time except at a regular meal ; (2)

not to treat, that is, not to otter or accept alcoholic

drinks except with a regular meal ; (3) not to give or

to accept drink in return for services rendered.

The standard of temperance is not so rigorous but

that a strenuous effort might enable a member to live

up to it.

Corrc^ponDcnce.

KIRKES" PHYSIOLOGY: A REPLY.

Boston, November 29, 1900.

Mr. Editor: — The letter entitled "Kirkes' Physiol-

ogy : A Reply " appealing in yonr issue of November 22d
over tlie signature of Warren Coleman, M.D., calls for an
additional statement from your reviewer.

If Dr. Coleman will carefully reread the reviews and the
" reviewer's note " he will find that be is not personally ac-
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cused of lifting bodily cuts and text from the English edi-

tion. These similarities, however, exist, and if Dr. Cole-

man investigates, he will find that the reviewer's statement

is correct, although lie may personally have had nothing to

do with the actual lifting. That the American edition

(W'm. Wood & Co.) is revised from the English editions is

practically acknowledged by the fact that the names of

Baker and Harris, the former English editors, aj)pear on the

title i)age. It is useless, therefore, for Dr. Coleman to

deny tliat the book under discussion was comj)iled from an

English edition. The similarities in text between the re-

cent American and English editions will be evident to any

one who has both the fifteenth and the thirteenth American
and English editions (before Dr. Coleman or Dr. Halliburton

edited these resjjectively) at hand.

Dr. Coleman should surely know that no charges have

been made which are not in accord with facts, and such

charges as were made were not made for the first time in

the reviews under discussion. Since the publication of the

reviews, the reviewer has obtained a copy of the Phila-

delphia Medical Journal dated February "24, 1!)00, contain-

ing a letter from Mr. Murray— the owner of Kirkes'

Physiology in England— protesting against ^^ this glaring

and persistent case of literary piracy." I have searched for

some reply to this letter from cither the American editors

or publishers, but can find none. Does Dr. Coleman recol-

lect the old saw about silence and consent? Dr. Coleman
insinuates that the reviewer did not confine himself to the

field of " legitimate criticism." This reviewer considers it

legitimate criticism to point out any questionable proceed-

ing in connection with a book he has to review.

Dr. Coleman speaks of offensive charges. It was not

the intention of the reviewer to make any accusations of^

an offensive nature, but the statements of which Dr. Cole-

man complains being true, it was the duty of the reviewer

to call the attention of the public to them. Under the cir-

cumstances, the reviewer does not consider the reviews
" offensive," but it must be extremely unpleasant to lend

one's name to a proceeding thinking it to be honest, and

then to have it shown that it is not so.

Very truly yours,

The Keviewer.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL CORPS
OF THE U. S. NAVY FOR THE WEEK ENDING NO-
VEMBER 24, I'.WO.

A. W. Dunbar, passed assistant surgeon, detached from the
" Monongahela " aud ordered to the " Vermont " for temporary

duty with the crew of the " Wist^onsin," aud then to Naval
Hcspital, Mare Island, Cal.

K. B. Williams, assistant surgeon, appointed assistant sur-

geon from November 17, li)O0.

J. T. Kennedy, assistant surgeon, detached from the " Mon-
ocacy " and ordered to the Cavite Naval Station.

OFFICIAL LIST OF CHANGES OF STATIONS AND DUTIES
OF COMMISSIONED AND NON-COMMISSIONED OFFI-
CERS OF THE U. S. MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE FOR
THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING NOVEMBER '22, liWO.

Stonkr, J. B., passed assistant surgeon. Relieved from duty

at Quebec, Can., and directed to proceed to Norfolk, Va., aud

assume temporary command of tlie service during the absence

of the medical otKcer. November 20, I'.tOO.

Thomas, A. R., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for four days. November 3, 1900. Granted leave of ab-

sence for one month. November 19, 1!M)0.

WicKKS, H. W., passed assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for seven days from November 28th. November 19, liiOO.

CoFKR, L. E., assistant surgeon. Directed to rejoin station

at Los Angeles, Cal. November 17, liK)0.

HoBDY, W. C, assistant surgeon. Granted extension of leave

of absence for two weeks from November 3d. November 2, 1900.

Bahrknburg, L. F. H., assistant surgeon. Relieved from

duty at Liverpool, Eng., and directed to proceed to New York,

N. v., and repjrt to Surgeon L. L. Williams at immigration

depot for duty. November Iti, 1900.

Lavinder, C. H., assistant surgeon. Granted leave of ab-

sence for two months from November 20lh. November 22, 1900.

GinsoN, L. P., acting assistant surgeon. Granted leave of

absence for ten days from November 13th. November 15, 1900.

Goodman, F. S., hospital steward. Granted leave of absence

for thirty days from December 19th. November 21, 1900.

SOCIETY NOTICE.

Suffolk District Medical Society, Surgical Sec-
tion. — The Surgical Section will meet at the Medical Library,
19 Boylston Place, on Wednesday evening, December 5, 1900,
at 8.15 o'clock.
Paper: "Enlargements of the Prostate; the Results of Per-

sonal Investigations into the Surgical Anatomy of the Enlarged
Prostate, with Special Reference to Operative Treatment," by
Dr. Samuel Alexander. Drs. A. T. Cabot, Abner Post aud Paul
Thorudike will take part in the discussion.

F. G. Balch, M.D., Secretary, 279 Clareudon Street.

CHANGES IN STAFF OF CARNEY HOSPITAL.

The following clianges have taken place in the staff of the
Carney Hospital:
Resigned : Dr. Mumford, visiting surgeon ; Dr. Greenough,

surgeon to out patients; Dr. Thompson, physician to out pa-
tients.

Appointed: Dr. Pease, visiting surgeon; Dr. J. S. Stone,
assistant visiting surgeon ; Drs. A. L Chute, R. O'Neil, sur-

geons to out patients; Dr. T. J. O'Brien, physician to out pa-
tients; Dr. F. L. D. Rust, assistant ophthalmic surgeon to out
patients; Drs. E. S. Hatch, R. B. Osgood, H. S. Warren,
assistants in orthopedic out-patient department.

RECENT DEATHS.

Horace Tracy Hanks, M.D., one of the best known gyne-
cologists in New York, died on November 18th, at the age of

sixty-four. He was a native of Vermont and was graduated
from the Albany Medical College in 1861. During a portion of

the Civil War he served as assistant surgeon of the 30th Regi-
ment, New York Volunteers. He resigned in 1863, and after

practising a year at Royalstou, Mass., removed to New York.
From 1872 to 1882 he was gynecologist to the DeMilt Dispensary,
and in 1889, after having served for fourteen years as assistant

surgeon, was appointed surgeon to the Woman's Hospital.

Since 1885 he had been professor of diseases of women in the
New York Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital.

Robert Acton, Jr., M.D., visiting physician to the House of
Correction. BlackwelTs Island, died at the Presbyterian Hospi-
tal, New York, on November 22d. He was thirty-two years old

and a native of Kinsale, Ire. He came to this country in 1891,

and later was graduated from the Harvard Medical School.

Dr. Acton had a magnificent physique, being six feet one inch
tall, and in 1893 he was a member of the Harvard University
football team. •

Frederick Cornell DeMund, M.D., of Bensonhurst, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., died on November 20th, in his seventy-first year.

He was born at Millslown, N. J. He was graduated from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1855, and
from 1857 to 1895 practised in the New Utrecht section of Kings
County.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED.

Treatment of Typhoid Fever. By Stephen Smith Burt, A.M.,
M.D., New York. Reprint. 1900.

Transactions of the Obstetrical Society of London for Year
liXX). Vol. XLII. Parts I, II and III f©r January to July.

Edited by Herbert R. Spencer, M.D., and Percy Boulton, M.D.
1900.

Les Maladies qu'on soigne a Berck: Abccs froids, Adenites,

Osteites, Tumeurs blanches, Coxalgie, Mai de Pott, Scoliose,

Luxation congenitale de la Haiiche, Pied Bot, etc. Par F.

Calot. Paris. 1900.

Sexual Debility in Man. By F. R. Sturgis, M.D., formerly
Clinical Professor of Venereal Diseases in Medical Department
of the University of the City of New York, etc. New York: E.

B. Treat & Co. 1900.

Arzneiverordnungen in der Kinderpraxis, fiir Studirende und
jErzte bearbeitet. Von Dr. H. Guttmann. Dritte, gemass dem
Arzneibuche fiir das deutsche Reich von 1901. Berlin: Verlag
von S. Karger. 1901.

The Prevention of Valvular Disease of the Heart: A Proposal

to Check Rheumatic Endocarditis in its Early Stage aud thus

Prevent the Development of Permanent Organic Disease of the

Valves. By Richard Caton, M.D., F.R.C P. Illustrated. Lon-
don : C. J. Clay & Sons. 1900.

An American Textbook of Physiology. By Henry P. Bow-
ditch, M.D , John G. Curtis, M.D., Henry H. Donaldson, Ph.D.,

W. H. Howell, Ph.D, M.D., Frederic S. I ee, Ph.D., Warren P.

Lombard, M.D.. Graham Lusk, Ph.D., F.R.S. (Edin), W. T.

Porter, M.I)., Edward T. Rcichert, M.D., Henry Sewell, Ph.D.,

M.D. Edited by William II. Howell, Ph.D., M.D. Second edi-
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<lJ>riginal ^rticlfjcf.

TIIK TliKA'iiMKN r OK I'LACKN lA I'KIOVIA HY
CyESAlllOAN SKCTION, VVITil IIKI'ORI' OF A
SUCCESSFUL CASK.*

IIV KllANCIH 1). DONOOIiri';, M.l>,, IIOHION,

.l.isi.stant ill. Oprrtilivc Siiri/rr//, 'I'ii/Ih Collrf/c Mnlirnl Si-hnnl ; (.--

.siHtiinl Surgeon, /lostoit /fin/itiiHtiri/.

'I'llK coiulitioii kiiovvii ;is |)l;ic»iit;i picviii is today

tiici most lata! (U)ii(litioii with vviiicli tlu; obstetrician

has to (leal, and even in tlic hands of tiie most expert

obstetricians and under tht^ most i"avoral)le conditions,

shows ii death rate, fetal and maternal, iii^her than

almost any other obstetrical condition. That the pub-

lished statistics do not fairly represent the hii;h mor-

tality in this condition is the opinion of nctarly all ol)-

servors ; for they consider that tin; reported cases give

simply the lowest mortality obtainable, because, as a

rule, selected cases only are reported. Lawson Tait,'

voicing this sentiment, says that more than half the

cases die of hemorrhage or sepsis, and advised tlie re-

moval of the uterus as the only safe method of treat-

ment.

Dejinition.— A phiceuta is usually denomiiuited

previa when it occupies the lower uterine segment, or

that part of the uterus which dilates during labor.

Clinically, however, a placenta is previa when it has

an attachment in the lower uterine zone and partially

or entirely covers the os.*""

Varieties.— The varieties have been denominated as

complete, incomplete, lateral, central, marginal, par-

tial and deep implantation ; but that which one obser-

ver calls partial another will term complete, while

lateral, partial and marginal are terms which are used

with an intercluingeable signification in literature.

Practically no two men adopt the same classification.

It would be better'^ if the varieties were divided

into two classes," complete and lateral ; complete

meaning that condition in which the os uteri is en-

tirely covered by the placental tissue ; lateral meaning
all other insertions in the lower uterine zone in which

the OS uteri is not covered. Lateral previa under this

definition is much more frequent than complete, but

the ratio is hard to estimate owing to the confusion of

terms in reportt'd cases.

Frequency. — Authorities vary as to the frequency

of placenta previa, but from an average of reported

cases it would ap{)ear that it occurs about once in 800

deliveries. Late statistics, however, would lead us to

infer that it is becoming more frequent, but this, I

think, may be attributed to more careful diagnosis.

There is a marked difference between its occurence in

primiparai and multi[)ara',®' its occurrence being about

seven times more frequent in the latter class."'* It is

also liable to occur twice with the same patient. Out
of 51 cases reporte<l by Jardine,* 2 had had placenta

previa in former pregnancies. The age at which it

occurs is also of interest. In 239 cases Read " found

that 54% of the j)atients were over thirty years oUl,

and Mueller,'' in 248 cases, found that 50% had

passed the thirtieth year. If we consider tluit thrt'c

times the number of women give birth to children be-

fore their thirtieth year, we find that it is relatively

three times as frequent iu persons who have passed

thirty years as in those who have not attained that

age.****

* Head before the Suffolk District Medical Society, Section for Ob-
stetrics iiud Diseases of Woineii, October 24, 19tX).

Olio very important fa«;t in it* ocrurr«!iic«! in tbo

number of abnormal preHentutioiiH, (hie, |HrrluipM, to

the iibnormal shape of the uU^ruM, various olM<;rvurH

giving from 21% to <'{2% of ubiioriiiul prewuita-

tion.-" ^

Didijiiosis. — The diagiiOHiH in not UHually maflt; un-

til hemorrhage o<;<;ur.s, and it Ik the occurreiiwi of ihiH

symptom whi(;h directn the attention of the phyHJciun

to the possibility of a previa.

Hemorrhage occurring without appreciable cuum;

after the third month of |»regnancy, that in, ,'ift4T the

formation of the placenta, sh(»uld giverisi: tOKUspicion

of placenta previa.' On examination, the lower ut<;r-

ine segm(!nt will be found to be soft and boggy,** and
in case of lati-ral placenta one side will be found

thicker than the other. The pn-seiice of unusually

large blood vess(ds in vaginal or uterine wall may aid

in (;onlirming diagnosis.'- liallotte-ment is usually al>-

seiit.^' Absence of morning sickness in multiparsB

who have been previously troubled may be considered

a diagnostic sign." Vov the purpose of confirming the

diagnosis of such a serious condition it is held justifi-

al)l(! (if case is seen during last three months of preg-

nancy and hemorrhage is profuse), to pass the finger

through OS to determine the presence or absence of

placenta. If the examining finger encounters a rough,

granular and spongy mass, differing in constitution

from a l)lood clot, the diagnosis may be considered as

confirmed.

Treatment.— The treatment of placenta previa in

the past has not taken sufficiently into consideration

the fact that two lives are involved, and while craniot-

omy has become a thing of the past, and its perform-

ance on a living child, by many men, not justified to-

da}',*' there is not the same feeling about the induction

of premature labor, or the resort to severe operative

delivery, which no less surely than craniotomy takes

away the chance of life from the child. Lusk,' in

1887, speaking of craniotomy, said: "If it were pro-

posed to a physician to beat out the brains of a new-
born child with a view to diminish the perils of the

puerperal period, the proposition would certainly be
rejected as too horrible for consideration, even though
the physician were convinced that the theoretical

ground for the reconnnendation were correct. Yet
there seems to be a prevailing disposition to treat any
hesitancy to destroy the unborn child, in the interests

of the mother, as pure sentimentality."

A list of the various methods generally employed
would include tampons of vagina ^'^ or cervix,"** col-

peurynter, partial or circular detachment of placenUi,

perforation of the placenta,*" incision of cervix,"" rupt-

ure of membranes,^' forceps, induction of premature
labor, version followed by immediate delivery, version

not followed by immediate deliver}', and Ca'sarean sec-

tion. These methods and others have each had. and
still have, vigorous supporters aud defenders, but all

the treatments have been directed to arresting the

fiow of blood, emptying the uterus, combating ane-

mia."

For the purposes of this paper a consideration of

the following will be sullicient: (1) Iiuluction of pre-

mature labor; "^^ "*
(2) rupture of membranes followed

by natural delivery or delivery by forceps;-'^' (3)
manual dilatation of os with delivery by version ;

* (4)
Ca'sarean section.

Induction of premature labor is advised as soon as

diagnosis is made.'- This treatment is based solely
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on the desire for the safety of the mother without re-

gard to the child's life. After the seventh month it

might be logical treatment if no better offered, but be-

fore the seventh month it should not be justified. In

the early days of pregnancy the classical treatment for

threatened abortion should be given, namely, rest in

bed, patient not being allowed to rise for any purpose

during continuation of symptoms ; all mechanical irri-

tation of cervix should be avoided and the bowels

kept open. In cases of contracted pelvis, maternal

mortality of section at term is no higher than after in-

duced labor, while the fetal mortality is practically

nothing. On the other hand, the cases of induced

labor show an immediate fetal mortality of 33^ ^^ with

an ultimate mortality of from 50% to 75%.^^ This

fetal mortality can never be much diminished, for it

depends upon conditions over which we have no con-

trol, namely, the delicacy of the premature infant and

its consequent liability to suffer from the effects of

labor ; the frequent necessity for interference during

labor, due to malpositions and deficient uterine action ;

the lial)ility of the child to perish from malnutrition

within the first weeks of extra-uterine life ;
^* and the

impossibility of knowing that we are dealing with a

viable child.^''

The second method is useful in cases of lateral or

marginal placenta, where good })ains are present and

OS dilated or dilating. Under favorable conditions

this treatment shows extremely low mortality, but it

is useful only in cases which do well natiirally and is

not recommended where immediate delivery is indi-

cated, or in cases of complete previa.

The third method, the treatment of placenta previa

by manual dilatation followed by version, is the

method almost universally used today by English and

American obstetricians, and has shown in the hands

of experts a steadily decreasing maternal mortality

;

but it can hardly be called an ideal treatment, since

while it has reduced the maternal mortality to prob-

ably the lowest point obtaiiuible (about 12%), it has

done so at the expense of the fetus. ^®

I31ackmer, whose results with version show the low-

est mortality of reported cases, says :
" Tlie safety of

the mother is, of course, of paramount importance, but

a mode of treatment which does not in any way tend

to lessen the already numerous dangers to the child's

life cannot be called an ideal one. We are justified,

then," he continues, " in considering any method which

may diminish the risk to the child while at the same
time it does not increase the risk to the mother." ^*'

The diHiculties and dangers of version are not

shown in the published statistics, even of experts, as

tliev all agree that the results obtained in private

practice are entirely different from those obtained in

hospital service. The chief objection to version must

ever be the high fetal mortality obtained even in the

most skilled hands. Other objections are: (1) That
it is not always easy to do and does not arrest hem-
orrhage ;

^^ (2) with multipara; the difficulties of ver-

sion increase, owing to continued increase in size of

fetus with successive pregnancies, and also there is

lessened intensity of contractions of the uterine and

abdominal walls; ^^ (3) the fetus is already shocked

by j)lacental hemorrhage, and there is additional shock

to the fetal heart from the manipulation of the cord

necessary in version ;
^'

(4) owing to a disproportion

in size of head, or for other reasons, it is sometimes

necessary to perforate aftercoming head.^'

Ca;sarean section for this condition was recom-

mended as long ago as 1892 by Dr. W. Huston Ford,"
of St. Louis, who advocated section in certain cases

on purely theoretical ground. At that time, however,

the mortality from Ca-sareau section, even in selected

cases, was a high one, due principally to errors in

technique, and abdominal surgery in general had not

reached that perfection which we know today. Dr.

Bernay,^" of St. Louis, reported in 1894 that he had
performed the operation upon a patient with central

previa wlio was much exhausted from loss of blood.

He saved the mother, but the child died in ten hours

of asphyxia. He also reported 2 other instances in

which the operation had been done under extremely

unfavorable circumstances by other men, both cases

resulting unfavorably. Dr. Wenning,^* of Cincinnati,

in 1898 mentioned C;csarean section as a treatment

but gave no details as to the indications.

At the meeting of the Maine Medical Society in

June of this year, Dr. Dudley,"^'^ of New York, read a

paper advocating Caisarean section also on theoretical

grounds.*

The resort to Cajsarean section in these cases must,

therefore, in the absence of statistics, be based more
or less upon theoretical ground, but the justification

for this radical treatment is found today in the hun-

dreds of successful Ciesarean sections for causes other

than placenta previa, which have resulted in an ex-

tremely low maternal mortality and practically no

fetal.

Dr. Reynolds,^^ in an article on the causes of fail-

ure after Ciesarean section according to the Sanger

method, in cases of contracted pelves, defends the fol-

lowing ^proposition :
" That when the mother is in

good condition, that is, when she is generally sound,

uninfected, and not exhausted by long labor, or by
prolonged efforts at delivery by the forceps, the Cce-

sarean section is so safe an operation that it may be

used unhesitatingly in cases at term whenever an in-

trapelvic delivery will be fatal to the cliild, and may
often be preferred even to the induction of premature

labor, on account of its superiority in the saving of
fetal life. [Italics are mine.] LIow low the fetal death

rate of the Cassareau section will prove it is difficult

to say ; but if we consider the favorable cases only, it

is certainly the lowest infant death rate obtainable."

In support of this i)ro})Osition, Dr. Reynolds reported

15 cases of Ctesarean section without a death, maternal

or fetal. Since the jjublication of the above pa])er he

has operated on 4 more cases, which I have his per-

mission to quote, with the same successful results.

He also reports 50 operations of Leopold when these

conditions were observed, and also 24 of Evarkes ; a

total of 93 sections without a maternal or fetal death.

In spite of these extremely favorable results, it is too

radical to advise section in all cases of placenta previa,

as there are certain cases which do well under conser-

vative treatment. There are, however, certain cases

which do not do well under any of the classical treat-

ments, and in which section seems indicated.

Very few groups of cases are so reported as to be

capable of analysis on the basis of surgical interven-

tion or not, but examination of the reported cases of

placenta previa show : (1) That the greatest mortal-

* r have carefully looked for the reports of other cases but have
found none, and in communications, I)rs. Ford, Bernay, Wenning
and Dudley say tliey linow of none except those already mentioned.
So that the case I am reporting appears to be the first entirely suc-

cessful cue in this country.
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ity, hotli fotal and niiitcnial, in ol)taiii(Ml in canoH of

comph'tt^ pnivia. DcpMiiI'"' rcpoi-ts 2.'> cciitrul with a

mut.cnial mortality of •'•!%, .I:uiliiic ' reports 12 coin-

|il('t(' witii a maternal mortality of l*''rl% ami a fetal

mortality of (')(i:-|'^;. (2) 'I'lio s(!coii(| dedui-tion from
reported cases sliows that in primipar;e the lirmness

and resistance of the lissiu^s rcMider (piiek operative in-

terftM'enc(( dillienlt. (."5) A .sourcu; of ^reat danj^er is

fonnd in a riyid os nt(>ri. Read '' ri!j)ort.s .'{'.) (^ases

where \\w. (condition of the os was jfivcMi as rii^ifl.

These sliowiul a maternal mortality of M;?^ and a festal

mortality of 70%. (4) In cases of contracted pelves

the greatest death rate is not ohtaini^l in the major d(!-

grees of contraction, bnt where tlusre is disproj)ortion

between the size of the fetus and the size of the pel-

vis.*" (5) Malpositions of fetus recpiiring operative

interference, and cases where tin! cord is prolapsed,

show high mortalities.-''

If we acc(^pt the foregoing deductions as correct it

would seem that section, in pniference to other opera-

tive interference, is indicated in : (1) Cases of com-

plete previa ; (2) cases of previa in jtrimiparai when
signs of fetal or maternal exhaustion are evident ; (^5)

when the condition of rigid os is present ; (4) where
there is a history of previous o])erative delivery

; (5)

in transverse positions and in cases of prolapsed cord,

if the cord is not easily returnable.

That Ciesarean section is the easiest of celiotomies

all who have performed it admit, and in nearly every

large community it is [)0ssil)le to obtain an operator

capable of performing it under strict aseptic and anti-

septic precautions. It is also an extremely safe oper-

ation not only for mother but for child, and this latter

fact leads Dr. Reynolds '* to say in the paper already

quoted :
" Is not the life of the child as good a reason

for the performance of a simple abdominal operation

as the chronic backache for which such operations are

done daily ?
"

For the siiccessful performance of version an

obstetrician having the necessary experience (per-

formance of at least fifty versions, for instance, being

considered sutHcient experience) is not so readily ob-

tainable. The place of operation is generally con-

sidered of great importance,^** "^ but it seems to me
that section may be safely done where the perform-

ance of any clean obstetrical operation is possible.

A second Ca^sarean section on the same woman is

easier and less dangerous than the first.'" Pollak "

reports 120 Ca^sarean sections performed on 58 women
with 1 death, a woman dying of embolism after the

fifth operation. After the operation the uterine wall

becomes thoroughly healed without thinning, if it has

been properly sutured. The abdominal wall, when
closed by terraced sutures, shows no tendency to rupt-

ure, and in cases where the uterine scar has adhered

to the abdominal at the time of the first operation,

subsecpieut operations are really extraperitoneal.''®

This paper, while it does not aim at completeness,

is designed to emphasize the fact that modern surgery

has not reached its limitations, and the successful out-

come of section in the appended case, wdien another

mode of delivery w'ould have been fatal to at least

one of the lives involved, offers hope of success to

others when confronted by the same grave emergency.

The report of the case is as follows :

Ruth W., age forty years, born in Plymouth, Mass.,

married nine years. One previous pregnancy six years

and six months ago ; delivered at that time by forceps.

Last catamenia, November 5, 1H99. Kxpected confine-

m(!nt Aii<;uHt 12, IftOO. Qni*-ki;nin^ l)C'|;an lajit March.
No untiHUiil HymptoniH until Monday, Aiii^uiit C, lliOO.

I'Mow suddenly eoniiniMiccd, JaHtin'^ two liriurn. It was pro-

fuse and iinii(-(;()rn|i!itiie(l liy piiinn. It waH nrit ><ii(ru:ient,

liowevtir, t(j (;aiise iihirni. On Au^ii'<t iJtli -the Ix-t^an to

How in the morning;, and Dr. K. I). liill wa« called from
I'lynioiith about nine o'( lock that ni^lit. He ma<le a diag-

nosis of placenta previa. .Mother's temiHjrature 9!i'^, pulse

HO, fetal heart TJO. I'osition O. L. A. Dr. Hill re-

mained witli i)atient until 11. .JO p.m., when, HyniptomM not

being urgent, he returntvl to I'iy month.
In the inornintr, being detained by an o[)erative ease, Dr.

(Jliiirchill was sent at !* a. m. to look after the ease twelve

niih^s away at Long I'f)nd, and report to Dr. Hill, who wan
with Dr. Mixt(!r at .Manomel, seven miles away on the

other leg of a triangle. Dr. Ciiurchill reported to Dr. Hill

at one o'clock that the [julse of the motiier was 110, the

tenii)erature 99°, and the fetal heart 1.50. Hemorrhage
not profuse. As the case seemed to be doing well, Dr.

Mixter, to whom I had suggested Cajsarean section if it

was a case of com[)lete previa, returned to Hoston, leaving

me behind to look after the case and to operate if I

thought necessary. About 5 p. m., Dr. Hill, Dr. Churchill

and myself drove down from Plymouth to see patient

;

found her in a state of colla[)se. The hemorrhage had re-

curred and a messenger had been sent to Plymouth, iiut we
had missed him on the road. Hemorrhage had been so

profuse that the mattress on the bed had been soaked
through completely.

On examination, vagina was found full of clots. Clots

were removed and douche of corrosive sublimate solution,

1-3,000 given, but (hiring examination active hemorrhage
persisted and clots continued to form. The os was high

up in pelvis and not reachable until the whole hand had
been passed into the vagina. Os was then found to be
dilated so that it would admit two fingers, covered by pla-

cental tissue, and extremely rigid. The whole lower seg-

ment of the uterus was boggy and no ballottement could

be obtained. Patient's temperature 99.4°, pulse 140.

Labor pains present. Operation advised, and consented to

at once by liusljand and by patient.

The house was an ordinary one-story country bouse,

with three or four rooms on the ground floor. Patient
was in charge of ordinary country nurse, who afterwards
took care of patient during convalescence. Operating
table was made by extending the kitchen table with a light

stand, and the whole covered with a folding blanket and
slieet. A washstand served as a table for sponges and in-

struments. Light was furnished by two kerosene lamps.
A wash boiler of hot water was soon ready in which the
instruments were boiled. In a washbowl was mixed 2

quarts of corrosive-sublimate solution, 1-500, in which six

towels were put to soak. Hands were washed at sink,

water being supplied from puffp. After scrubbing hands
with green soap, crystals of permanganate of potassium
were emptied into the palm.s of hands and with a little

water pumped onto them made a saturated solution, which
although small in amount was effective. The excess of

permanganate of potassium was washed off by more well
water, and the bands and arms bleached in a solution of
oxalic acid. Dr. Hill, who assisted me, went through the
same process. Ether in the meantime was being admin-
istered patient by Dr. Churchill. Dr. Henry R. Hitch-
cock, of Hyde Park, Mass., who was at his summer place
about one mile away, had been sent for to help with babv,
and arrived soon after woman had been placed on table.

Preparation of woman consisted of shaving, scrubbing with
green soap, corrosive-sublimate solution, and finished up
by a dash of peroxide of hydrogen. Field of operation
was surrounded by wet corrosive towels. Incision was
made at a point corresponding to middle of rectus, begin-
ning opposite umbilicus and extending well down to pubes,
Abdominal wall was extremely thin and first incision

opened peritoneal cavity for about one inch. Incision en-

larged with a scissors until uterus could be pulled througb
it. Gauze then packed into abdominal cavity to hold back
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intestines. Rubber tube was passed round broad liga-

ments, tight enough only to control hemorrhage. Uterus

opened by vertical incision in median line, and membrane
bulged into incision, which was enlarged upward and down-

ward. Fail of hot and one of cold water had been pro-

vided for resuscitation of child. Membranes wore then

ruptured, and child's head presenting, was delivered in

that way. Eyes sponged out, throat cleared with finger.

Babv gasped a little, but as cord was pulsating feebly it

was clamped and cut. Under treatment of Dr. Hitchcock

child was soon crying vigorously. Rubber tube was then

relaxed and contraction of the uterus followed. As pa-

tient was in good condition and no hemorrhage going on,

the placenta was allowed to separate in the normal way,

and after ten minutes was delivered through incision in

uterus. There was no hemorrhage except a very slight

oozing from the placental side which was directly over the

OS. Hemorrhage was so slight it did not wet one gauze

sponge. Mucosa closed by a continuous suture of No. 1

half chromicized catgut (St. John Leavens). The uterine

muscle was brought together by eight interrupted sutures,

and a continuous suture of catgut closed the peritoneal

wound. Gauze packing then removed. Peritoneum closed

by continuous catgut suture, rectus muscle caught together

by the same material, and fascia of rectus closed by contin-

uous suture. Continuous silkworm-gut suture closed skin

incision. Sterilized dressing applied, patient returned to

bed. Whole operation consuming forty-five minutes.

After treatment consisted of corrosive douches with pad
until tenth day, when a slight odor of lochia caused a

change to sulphonapthol douches. Patient sat up in bed

on twelfth day and left bed on twenty-first day.

On September 12th, house and outbuildings were

completely destroyed by forest fires, and patient was

driven to Plymouth after walking one and one-half

miles through woods with baby in her arms. Patient

suffered no ill effects from this, and she and baby are

alive and well today.
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THE DUTIES OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER
IN MASSACHUSETTS.!

BY JULIAN A. MKAU, M.D., WATKBTOWN, MASS.

In these days when the subj(!Ct of medicine is

divided into so many specialties, the medical examiner

may be considered very ])ro))('r]y a sj)ecialist in the

detection of the causes that result in unnatural deaths.

He should be familiar with the a])pc!arances that

wounds on the live body present after death, and be

able to decide the nature of the instrument that in-

flicted them ; he should be able to recognize the post-

1 Koa<l before the Middlesex South District Medical Society, Octo-
ber 10, 1900.
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mortiuii appciimiires tliat iiro <'iui.s('(| l»y »ln»wniii{;, and

to (Ifcidc wlit'tllcr ;i Ixxly entered the \v;iter lielore

de:itli, or was tlirouii in alter <le.'Uli ; lie slionld he

conversant with tlie :i<"tion ol poisons, and ahle to dil-

Ferentiatc helw(^eii the symptom ol' food poisoning,

j;'enerally culled ptomaine poisoning, and nn'taliic irri-

tants. ('ontimuMl experience in these; and nniny other

(pu'stions that are conlinnally con Iron tin;,' tin; medical

examiner shonld (piality liim to assign to any snspi-

ciou.s (rircnmstance its pi-oper weii^ht, and therehy <'n-

al)l(; him to disclose! a hidden crime, t)r to prevent an

unjust .susi)icion from cloudinf^ the; lift! of an imio(!(!nt

person.

The medical examiner will liml tiiat it is jnst as

true in his specialty as in all others that tin; valu«!

of his services dep(>nds mainly on the extent and

thoroutijhness of the foundation that he has laid in his

study of ifenoral medicine. Tin! statute that abol-

ished tlu! coroiu'r and created the medical examiner

recognized this fact wlu'ii it i)rovided that the medical

examiner " should he learned in the science of medi-

cine." He is indebted for this qualification to the

medical i)rofcssion, which becomes, therefore, in this

respect responsible for him. He can reasonably ex-

pect that he has been thoroui^lily grounded in his stu-

dent days in the many causes that change physiological

processes in the body into {)athological ones, and that

he has been taught to read aright in the lifeless organ

the story of destruction that an insidious disease has

written there.

If the teachers of medicine have done their duty,

and have made the medical examiner, as the law pre-

scribes, learned in the science of medicine, then the

responsibility for success or failure in the many im-

portant duties that he is called upon to perform

is shifted from the profession to the individual,

and should he prove unequal to them, the profes-

sion should insist that they be entrusted to more com-

petent hands.

The medical examiner, in addition to being learned

in the science of medic^ine, must know something of

the legal side of the question, and, if he is well versed

in medical jurisprndence, he will be in a position to

render valuable service to the Commonwealth, and to

reflect credit on his corps. He should not encroach,

however, on what pertains to the law, but confine

himself to the solution of the question, What caused

this death ? leaving the question, Who did it ? to be

answered by the legal profession.

The medical examiner stands between the two pro-

fessions, and at the same time unites them. He does

this by reason of a knowledge of the legal side of a

question that the medical profession in general has

little means of actpiiring, and by a knowledge of the

medical aspect that is beyond the scope of a legal

education.

Perhaps the best way to give you an idea of the

duties of the medical examiner will be to show him
at work in a particular case ; with this view in mind,

1 will briefly relate a case that came under my care

about a year ago.

In the forenoon of October 12, 1899, T was sum-

moned to the city of Newton to view the bodies of

two persons who were said to have been murdered.

I immediately went to the place indicated, and learned

the following story from the policeman in charge.

The family living in tlu! house had moved to Boston

for the winter, but had left their coachman and horses

in the Htuble, Two day« b^foro my vi»!w, Ui«; r:ourh-

imin ha<l driven his uiiMtreMH al>out lioMlon, arifl \\ui\

returned to Newton in the evening. .Nothing wjui

heard or Heen of him the next day. On tin- flay that
his body was discoveri-d, hi.H inistreHH ex|M'cte<| him to

drive to her Iioiihi! in Ilohton at nine ri'cio<'k in the
forenoon. After waiting an hour or more, mIh; de-
cide<l to go to Newton, and learn why he liud not
driven to lioston. Sli<- found the Ht^-ible «loor hacked,
and two days' supply of milk at the door. She then
sought th(! assistance of a policeman, who entered the
stabh; througii the window and found the coa<-hinan

dead in iiis room. At this point, I wish U) c:al! voiir

att<!ntion to th(! corr<!ct method of jtroceelure followed
by till! p()lic(!man. He lo(;ked the room, notifictd the
medical examiner, disturbed nothing, and remained on
guard until I arrived. As a (;onsequence, I found
everything to the slightest detail just as it was hrft by
thesc! two persons, the cause of whose; rleath it was
my duty to determine if possible. Tlie members of
the medical profession should thoroughly appreciate
tlie great importance of leaving everything undis-
turbed, for they are oft(!n the first to see these cases;
in many instances, by an entirely unnecessary exami-
nation of tlu! body, they have either destroyed or l)e-

fogged important evid(!nce, and thereby increased the
ditliculty of unravelling the puzzling questions that
such cases often present.

After hearing the history of the case I went up-
stairs, and entered a small, unplastered room, in which
up against the board partition was a single bed, on
which were lying two dead bodies. Before making
an examination of the bodies, it was my duty to note
and record every fact in connection with the contents
of the room, so that I might be able to reproduce a
picture of the room for the prosecuting attorney and
the jury when the case should be tried. In such
cases the medical examiner cannot exercise too much
care in gleaning every trifling detail, which should be
jotted down in a methodical manner for future use.

This is not the time or place to give such a detailed
description of the room and surroundings as 1 have
just indicated; a few of the important facts will suf-

fice to give you a proper understanding of the case.

There was an earthen pitcher and a cup half filled

with a fluid on a chair close to the bed ; on the floor

near the bed was a spittoon also partly filled with fluid.

The contents of these receptacles were put into clean
bottles, and given to a chemist, who reported that the
cup and jug contained water, and the spittoon a mix-
ture of water and urine, in the sediment of which was
vaginal epithelium. On a narrow single bed standing
against the wall were the bodies of a man and a woman,
covered with three comforters. The woman was Ivino-

on her back on the outer side of the bed ; her hands
were clenched, her arms were crossed on her breast,

her mouth was partly open, and her lips were slightly

discolored w ith a dark stain. She was undressed and
wore only a thin chemise and a light undervest. The
man was lying partly on his side over against the wall.

In addition to his accustomed everyday clothes, he
had on a thick overcoat, and a carriage robe around
his shoulders.

There was no indication of any struggle, and everv-
thing was suggestive of a peaceful sleep ; neither were
there any marks of violence on either body. Rioor
mortis was present.

As it was impossible to decide the cause of the death
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of this man and woman from the view alone, I pro-

ceeded to act under authority of Section 8 of the act

concerning medical examiners, which reads as follows :

" If on vTew thereof, and personal inquiry into the

cause and manner of death, he deems a further exami-

nation necessary, he shall, upon being thereto author-

ized in writing bv the district attorney, mayor, or

selectmen of the district, city, or town where such

body lies, in the presence of two or more discreet

persons, make an autopsy." Having obtained per-

mission to make the autopsy, I decided to employ a

chemist, as empowered to do under Section 1 (5, which

provides that '' the medical examiner may, if he deems

it necessary, call a chemist to aid in the examination

of the body or of substances supposed to have caused

or contributed to the death."

Dr. Harrington, of the Harvard Medical School,

the chemist, was present at the autopsies. He sealed

up in separate jars and took away with him such por-

tions of the different organs as he required for his

examination.

It is always desirable to have the chemist present at

the autopsy, and have him take charge of the speci-

mens, so that the opposing attorney at the trial cannot

say that the specimens have been tampered with in

passing through several hands.

In makinir an autopsy, the law provides that the

medical examiner shall then and there carefully re-

duce or cause to be reduced to writing every fact and

circumstance tending to show the condition of the

body, and the cause and manner of death, together

with the names and addresses of said witnesses,

which record he shall subscribe. Before making such

autopsy, he shall call the attention of said witnesses

to the "position and appearance of the body. The evi-

dence in both these autopsies was negative, except

that a large ante-mortem clot was found in the heart

of the woman. After an autopsy the law requires the

medical examiner to notify the district attorney and a

justice of the district court, and to hie a duly attested

copy of the record of his autopsy in such court, and a

like copy with such district attorney. The case then

goes into the hands of the legal profession, and further

action is left to the prosecuting attorney. Although

the case that I have cited briefly is only of secondary

importance, and designed to illustrate some of the

duties of the medical examiner, still you may be inter-

ested to hear the report of the chemist, and the find-

ings of the judge.

Dr. Harrington reported as follows :

Harvard Medical School,
Laboratory of Hygiene.

Boston, December 5, 1899.

Dr. Julian A. Mead, Medical Examiner,

Watertown, Mass.

Dear Sir : — I have the honor to report on the exami-

nation of the organs of William McCauley and Alma Y.

Peterson. The condition of the bodies when found, the

absence of evidence of diarrhea and vomiting, the non-

occurrence of convulsions evidenced by the undisturbed

condition of the bedclothes, and the negative evidence of

the autopsies were of themselves sufficient to rule out of

the list of possible causes of death most of the poisons

with which we are acquainted; but, notwithstanding, I

made a careful examination for the presence of irritants,

cyanides, chloral and alkaloidal poisons. In both cases

the result has been wholly negative excepting that with

Frohde's reagent I obtained a faint, somewhat doubtful

reaction for The only poison which is compatible with all

the circumstances, namely, morphine. I have characterized
the reaction obtained as " somewhat doubtful," that is to
say, it was so slight that I should feel a decided reluctance
to report it positively if thereby one's life or liberty were
placed in jeopardy.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) Charles Harrington.
(Copy.)

At the inquest, the judge asked me who I thought
caused the death. I replied that, in my opinion, one
or both had committed suicide. He told me some
weeks later that he came to the conclusion that the
woman poisoned the man and then took the poison
herself. The police learned later that the man had a
wife and several children in Canada, that a woman in

Boston claimed him as the father of her child, and
that he was engaged to the woman who was found in

bed with him. It is possible that the deceased woman
ma}' have anticipated the police in acquiring the above
information.

The method of procedure, as prescribed by law, is

much the same in every case, but the line of inquiry

followed by the medical examiner varies very materi-

ally with the nature of the violence he is called upon
to investigate.

It is apparent that the prosecuting attorney will not
care to know anything about poisons in a case of

homicide by shooting ; but he will want to know how
the pistol was held, how far the muzzle was from the

person when the pistol was discharged, if the deceased
could have inflicted the wound by his own act, and if

the bullet entered at right angles or obliquely to the

surface of the body. The experienced medical ex-

aminer will be prejjared as far as possible to answer
these questions, and to give his reasons for his opin-

ions in such language as the average man in the jury

can comprehend ; if there is a common name in use
for a particular bone, muscle or any part of the body
he will use that word instead of the technical term,

and he will bear in mind that he can only instruct the

members of the jury by using language that they can
understand.

The medical examiner law went into effect twenty
odd years ago, a time sufhciently long to determine
the wisdom of its creators ; it was a new and con-

spicuous departure in that vast system of protection

which it has been found necessary to establish for the

community ; other States have expressed their opin-

ion of it by that sincerest mark of approval, imitation.

The medical examiners during this period of twenty
years have done good work for the State, and have
reflected credit on the medica^ profession, but perhaps

it would be better on this point to call as a witness

one who represents the legal profession, and therefore

I will close this pap(;r by quoting from an address

by Attorney-General Knowlton, delivered some two
years ago at a meeting of the Medi(;o-Legal Society.

" My experience," he says, " is that success grows
and results much more from men than from machinery

in any department of human activity, whether in busi-

ness or in the working of laws. It is the men who
are entrusted with the work, rather than the ma^

chinery that is devised, that make or mar results. I

am glad to say this, gentlemen ; it is the first oj)portu-

nity that I have had of putting in formal shape my
testimony to the very commendable exertions of the

members of this body, and of the medical examiners

throughout the State, to enforce the provisions of this
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l:i\v in ilir iiitorcHt of justic*^ in tho Comiuonwrdlth.
It may lir tlial iiiv cNiHTiclK-c luis hccii I;ir<;»'r tliuii

tlial ol lisiiii; iiicii. I iiavc had lo do ilircctly iinil iri-

(linictly with tli»^ trial ol' tliirt,<'(!ii iiKlictiiiiiits for imir-

• IfT, and \\w ill vcstiiiat ions of many more cases, aii<l I

liaAc iiiiii'onnly found tlic incdic'id cxainincrs with

wlioin I have hrt-ii ln'oiij^ht in contact to have that,

undcrstaiKliiii^, tliat intclliucnl mulfrstandini;, of the

duties imposed upon tliem l)y liu^ Medical Kxaininer

Act that was necessiiry for its success. As yon know,
the medical examiner system succcc^ded a system that

hud faUeii into disrepute, and which liad Ix'come worse

than obsolete. This act was an immense adviiiu-e in

tlu! business of detectiiiif and punishini,^ crime, and

yet this act would not have been ;i success, had it not

been tor the character of the men who eiii"orc(!d it."

A CASK OF ALKXIA. MINI) BLINDNESS, ETC.,
WITH AUTOPSY.!

nv KDWIN E. .JACK, M.D., HOSTON.

The patient was a rather spare man, aged sixty-

three, whose general health, with the exception of

chronic indigestion, had always bCen good. There
had been some sickness, but it had no apparent bear-

ing on his later condition. Up to a year ago he hud

been at work at his trade, wood-carving. It became
necessary from hutk of employment, etc., to turn to

other things, and the change and the worry incident

to it had a bud effect on him generully.

He consulted me first the 2-5d of lust December,

giving a history of failing vision for ubout one month,

first noticed in reuding the labels on boxes. V. (). 1).

= r)-20, V. (). S.= 5-27, the letters being slowly

picked out. A corri!ction of his hypernu^tropiu did not

seem to improve him. There was nothing in the test

or in unything he or his wife suid which led me to

believe he could rcnilly see better. Fundi, both discs

slightly red und hazy but not abnormal ; small spot

of chorioretinitis in the right eye a short distance

u[)ward und to nusal side of macula. Fields normal,

pupils normul. Inubility^ to name colors. This latter

fact, though the apparent color scotoma was not con-

fined to the central region, suggested retrobulbar

trouble, and in the absence of any tobacco or alcohol

history, the possibility of diabetes came to mind
and an examination for sugar was made later with

negative result. I did not at this first visit susi)ect

the real trouble, no hint except that of a negative

examination being got from either patient or his

wife. At the second visit, three days later, correcting

the hypermetropia, I found that by pointing out letters

at the first of the examination he could name u letter

or two of much smuller type, und thut when ufter u

moment or two he could not do this, he could roughly

draw their shape. The power to do this also was

quickly exhausted. These observations led to ques-

tions which showed the nature of his trouble.

lie was unable to come to my office alone ; he had

no idea of the signs on the cars ; former familiar

streets were only partially or not at all recognized.

There was evidently no ditliculty in merely seeing let-

ters, words or objects. Later investigation of the

case brought out the following symptoms, which

' Read before the American Oplithahnological Society at Washing-
tou, May 3, 1900.

vari(!<l from time to tinu;. With thenn I will give

other negative ones, the two togetlier niakirig u more
CDinplete picture of the (lefectM ill qUCHtioil.

The patient cmild hear HoitndH of all kiiidM and
recognize them, with one odd exception. He certuinly

on one occasion failed to interpret iniiHicul hoiumIm. I

asked liiiii once if he knew the tune " Annie Uooiiey "
;

he did not. I then whistled it; still he did not know
it. Immediately afterward I played on a Hmall jmr-

lor organ a hymn of whi<rh he was parti<Milarly fond,

and on asking what it was he slowly shook bin hea/1

and said interrogati|igly, '• Annie Rooiiey ? " A day
or so latirr the saiiK! tune was recognized and awak-
ened the sad memory of fornnir failure. lie under-

stood spoken words. lie coiiM see letters, niinilH*r»

and words, printed and written, but he (!OuhI not,

except to a slight and varialih; r-xteiit, comprehend
them. There was at all times an ability to recognize

a few letters and figures and even words, and this

not coniiniHl to any particular ones, but limited a|)par-

eiitly by the exhaustion of his junver. Hi; could see

objects, but there was an inability to a consid«;rabIe

extent to recognize them. Such objects as matches,

a key, comb, na[)kin, pliotograj)hs, etc., brought up
no remembrance of similar previous ocular images.

Other objects he' evidently recognized, but could not

find woi-ds to express the name, or the idea vanished

before he could put it into words. This inability to

interjjret objects was not limited to those seen. When
asked, he could not describe the schoolhouse across

the way nor the arrangement of the streets, and this

not due to lack of aural perception apparently. There
was a variable inability to tell the use of objects, very

often an absolute ignorance. For example, one day a

key was held up ; he could not tell what it was or its

use, and when put into his hands he was helpless ; an

attenq)t to draw it on paper was also a failure. He
once named a wutch correctly und immediutely after-

ward culled u knife u wutch ; he could not tell its use,

but could use it. A later examination show^ed less of

this particular power even. In showing me the use

of a snuill hand mirror he took out a pencil and be-

gan to write on it. I think he had just been using a

pencil. The use of a chair, stove, trousers and money
were unknown. His wife said that at times he did

not recognize her and that he made odd mistakes, try-

ing to drink out of the sugar bowl and salt cellar, dip-

ping his toast into the jelly tumbler instead of his

coffee and then eating without apparently noticing his

mistake, and once mistaking his hut for his coat and
trying to put it on over his arm. Hearing usually set

him on the right track : touch sometimes failed. Salt

was readily recognized when tasted, though wholly

unknown by^ sight.

He could speak voluntarily, for the most part well,

but often forgetting words or stoi)ping short, having

the whole mental picture of what he wished to say

vanish. He had spells of wandering off in his talk

to the scenes of his past life, applying them to the

present. He could not speak words read, that is, he

could not read aloud. Here again some modification

of statement must be made, though a few letters or

figures and a word or two were all he was at any time

able to recognize. He could write voluntarily a lit-

tle. The best example of this is shown on the paper

dated January 2.'^d, when he wrote his own name and
recognized it ufterwurd. The j)ower of writing to

dictation was limite<l in about the same wav ; the ex-
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tent of his success is also sliown on the papers. lie

could not do transfer copying, that is, he could not

turn writing into printing, and vice versa. He could

not give the names to the more ordinary colors, but

there was not true color blindness, though matching

the worsteds was done very slowly.

After the second visit to my office the patient was

too weak to make the rather long journey to the city.

The only symptoms developed other than those men-

tioned were a lack of appetite, frontal headache

spreading over the parietal region to the occiput,

not severe and variable, and some vomiting. The
importance of this last symptom was doubtful because

of its following closely the taking of potassium iodide,

and because of its cessation soon after stopping the

drug, the same process being repeated on taking up

the iodide again. In about three or four weeks the

[)atient took to his bed and did not again, except for a

few days, leave it. At this time there was an increase

in the localizing symptoms. He was uncomplaining,

but the presence of pain was made evident by his put-

ting his hands to the forehead. There was, too, some
soreness or pain on dragging the head on the pillow,

in the left parieto-occipital region, but in all proba-

bility it was not at any time sevei'e. In the latter

days there was more vomiting, and this without rela-

tion to any medicine. I made no observations the last

ten days of the patient's life, but up to that time there

was no optic neuritis, and up to within two weeks of

death no well-defined hemianopsia. An examination

by Dr. J. P. Conroy, of Everett, who referred the

case to me, showed a mitral regurgitant murmur and
moderate arterial sclerosis.

The clinical diagnosis made was alexia and mind
blindness, l)oth partial and of the cortical variety, and

amnesic color blindness. The lesion was placed on

the left side (the patient being right-handed) at the

region of the angular gyrus and in the occipital lobe,

probably sparing the cuneus and calcarine fissure.

The cortical situation of the lesion was inferred from

the inability to write spontaneously or to dictation, for

in pure word blindness, with a subcortical lesion be-

tween the visual word centre and optic centres (or, as

some put it, between the visual word centre and the

centre for speech-sound memory), the ability to do

both these things is present. The mind blindness,

too, was regarded as cortical, because, beside the diffi-

culty in recognizing by sight objects i)laced before him,

there was a like difficulty in picturing them to himself

voluntarily or on questioning.

The autopsy and pathological investigation and re-

port were made by Dr. George Hurgess Magrath, of

the Harvard Medical School, to whom I wish to ex-

press my indebtedness.

Cranium. — Upon removal of the calvarium the

dura presents a condition of somewhat increased ten-

sion ; it is adlusrent to the under surface of the left

temporal lobe within an area T) by 4 centimetres,

situated a little posterior to the middle third of the

lobe.

Dura mater. — Presents conditions above men-
tioned.

Sinuses.— Natural.

Pia mater.— Over the convexity of the brain pre-

sents a somewhat cloudy appearance, most marked
over the sulci, along the course of the blood vessels.

The subarachnoid tissues are slightly edematous.

Bruin. — Weight, 1,^300 grammes ; arteries of the

base natural. The inferior aspect of the left tem-
poral lobe presents an area of softening occupying
its middle third

; posterior to this, the dura mater is

adherent to the brain within an area 4 by 5 centi-

metres. The lateral asi^ect of this lobe opposite the

region of the adhesion presents, within an area 3 cen-

timetres in diameter, a somewhat gelatinous appear-

ance, differing markedly from the surrounding brain

substance. Upon section through the area of adhe-

sion, there presents a spherical mass 4 centimetres in

diameter, adherent to the dura mater, which at the

site of adherence is 1\ centimetres in thickness ; dis-

tinct from the surrounding brain substance, from
which it is defined by a thin zone of gray pultaceous

material. The surface of section presents a nearly

homogeneous appearance, yellow, mottled with minute
translucent areas. The extent of the mass is back-

ward to the anterior boundary of the left occipital

lobe ; forward from this posterior limit for a distance

of G centimetres ; upward to the level of the first

temporal convolution ; inward to the collateral fis-

sure. It involves the third temporal convolution in

its most posterior part and the gyrus fusiformis. An-
terior to the mass and extending somewhat deeper into

the substance of the left occipital lobe, there is a re-

gion of softening' apparent only on the under surface

of the brain. Upon section this region extends for-

ward, externally to the descending horn of the left

lateral ventricle, into the substance of the temporal

lobe, and backward from the mass into the substance

of the occipital lobe. The latter presents upon the

surface of section an irregularly outlined area occu-

pying for the most part the white matter, at one

point extending into the gray matter (base of occi-

pital lobe), the central part of which is yellow, soft,

and similar to the surface of section of the mass, the

outer part reddish gray, continuous anteriorly with

the circumscribed mass, extending upward to within

1 centimetre of the surface of the first occipital con-

volution, downward and l)ackward to the })Osterior

border of the occipital lobe, and inward to within 3

centimetres of the mesial surface of the occipital

lobe.

The floor of the left lateral ventricle presents a

grayish appearance, and is softened in i)laces to the

point of disappearance. The roof of this ventricle

presents extensive softening, being represented by

more or less gelatinous, pultaceous material. This

softening involves the under surface of the hemisphere

as far as the hippocambal gyrus.

Microscopic examination. — For the purpose of mi-

croscopic study, pieces were taken from (1) the main
mass of the tumor; (2) the white matter of the oc-

cipital lobe (softened) ; (.'>) the white matter of the

anterior part of the temporal lobe (softened). These
pieces were prepared for staining neuroglia by Mal-

lory's method, cut in ccdloidin and stained with phos-

photungstic acid hematoxylin. I'pon microscopic ex-

amination :

(1) The main mass of the tumor pr(^s(^nts along one

side the dura very much thickened. The histological

components of the mass are blood vessels and abun-

dant cells ; the blood vessels are fairly numerous, and

many of them are of the capillary ty})e, with thin walls

and surrounded by a moderate amount of fibrous con-

nective tissue. The cells are for the most part placed

very closely together ; in places they are less numer-

ous than elsewhere. The cells are medium sized and
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small, round, .witli (hioply Htiiiiiiii;,' niicl(M ; Im^Iw^mmi

tlicsr cells tlicro is :i rich network of line (lireiuls ; in

places this coMslitiitcs ;in open uieshudrk, elsi-wliere

it contuins l;iri,fe imniliers ol' cells. Some of the, cells

.•ire uppurently fatly de^-enorated. There are sr)me

areas of necrosis.

(2) The white matter of tl ccipital luhe presenis

an app<;arance wry similar to that aliove d«'scril)ed :

in this region, between the cells, in aildition to the

neuroglia fibres, there is a certain amonnt of ijraMnlar

material ; there is little or no evidemreof normal biain

strnctnro [)r(^scnt.

(.'5) The white matter (softemid) of the anterior

portion of the temporal lobe presents tlu! sanu^ appear-

ances, tlu^ blood vessels constituting the only snrvivini;

clenumts of the normal structure.

Anatomicdl didr/tiosis. — (ilioma of the brain.

Localized softening of the brain.

It will be seen by referrinif to the patholoiiical

report and to tlie sections which I have made (plates

are in the original arti(;le) that the angular gyrus is

a[)parently not dirc'ctly involved, though tlu! greatest

development of the tumor is in the same vertical

lateral plane. It is to be supposed then, that either

the effect was |)roduced by pressure, inhibition, etc.,

of the tunjor, or that an involvement of the fibres

to and from this centre would give the group of

symptoms i)resent, or, further, tliat the area in ques-

tion is not the only one that has to do with the vis-

ual memory of words. To me, unaccustomed to deal

with such brain problems and therefore accepting

the more readily the easier solution whicli the in-

volvement of definite centres gives, the first of the

suppositions seems the most probable. This seems
to agree well also with the partial and variable

nature of the symptoms. The connecting fibres must
have been affected, however, and possibly a partial

isolation of the visual word centre from the optic,

auditory perceptive, and gi'aphic centres would ac-

count for the symptoms, but such is purely hypotheti-

cal and has no basis of fact. It would be simphir and
very likely nearer the truth, as Dr. J. J. Putnam has

suggested to me, to abandon trying to make certain

symptoms or groups of symptoms correspond with

defects in definite areas, but to regard this whole re-

gion as having to do with visual and sound percep-

tion and interpretation, all parts being intimately con-

nected together and interdependent, on them resting

the power of speech and writing, a break in any part

of the mechanism throwing the whole machinery out.

A more careful investigation of the fields, especially

in the later days, would probably have shown defects,

not necessarily hemianopsia. I regret that this was
not done, but it would have been very difficult under

the circumstances. The sections show that the cuneus

and calcarine fissure were probably not involved, but

the course of the fibres forward around the horn of

the ventricle, especially the upper ones, could hardly

have escapenl interruption, though 1 suppose consider-

able pi'essnre might not be destructive of function.

The absence of optic neuritis is not surprising. The
mind blindness and amnesic color blindness 1 should

say were easily accounted for by changes in the occi-

pital lobe.

The absence of hemianopsia with amnesic color

blindness is, I believe, unrecorded. It unfortunately

cannot be definitely stated that this case is an excep-

tion to th(! rule.

Clinical SDrpartmrnt.

NOTKON TIIKX HAYS AS A CI KAIIVK A(;KN"r
l.\ CKItlAIN DiSKASKS Oh IHK .SKIN.

in I HAN< IH II. WII.MAMK, M.f., IKlftTON,

Ir is now re<:ogni/ed th.it the Uotitgen ravH 'uhhihI

both the physician .ind the surgeon in thi; diagnoHJM of
disease, but th(!re is comp.iratively little appreciation
in this coinitry of their usefnlne.sH an :i therapeutic
agent. My own use of thi; x-rays ha.s Ixren di'uitty

limited to tlujir employment :is an aid in tlie diagnosJM
of diseases of the r-hest ; still it lian Heenied to me de-
sirabh; to test tli(Mr value as a curative agent and to
c.ill attention to their usefulness in this direction.

During the past three years, a iiumbiT of dermat^)!-
ogists, chief among whom are SchifF and Freuml, of
Vienna, have reported good results in lupus, favus,
acne, sycosis, herpes tonsurans, ec7,ema, follir-ulitis an<l

hypcirtrichosis by means of the x-rays. In lupus espe-
cially this method has proved more satisfactory than
any other when large areas are present, and the skin
is left in a better condition ; for small patches other
methods of treatment are, as a rule, sufficient. In the
removal of [)atches of superfiuons hair the x-rays have
also shown their superiority over other methods of
treatment, but if only a few hairs are in question, elec-

trolysis is to be preferred. In the treatment of cer-
tain skin diseases it is essential to temporarily remove
the hair of the beard, for example, from the diseased
area, and the x-rays have been serviceable in accom-
plishing this purpose.

My own experience with the x-rays as a curative
agent in lupus has demonstrated to me : (1) That ex-
cellent results can be obtained by exposing the dis-

eased portion of the skin near a Crookes tube which
is giving off x-rays, and that the treatment causes no
pain and that it is not necessary to repeat it so fre-

quently as to produce an infiammatory reaction ; (2)
it is essential that the treatment should only be under-
taken by one who has learned how to manage an x-rav
apparatus and has provided himself with si)ecial apijli-

ances for carrying out this method.
I wish here to thank Dr. James S. Howe for send-

ing me at my re(piest, two cases of lupus for treatment
with the x-rays. I shall hope later to give a detailed
account of the method of procedure in" this field. It

is certainly wonderful to see the excellent results that
follow this treatment in lupus.

^O^edtcal ^vtigve00.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN MENTAL DISEASES.
HY HENRY R. STEU.MAX, M.D., HOSTOX.

MELANCHOLIA.

KRAErEt.TX^ attempts to draw the distinction be-
tween conditions of depression in other diseases and
the independent disease— melancholia. The con-
ditions of depression appearing before the age of
thirty are never simple forms ending in recovery, but
are either cases of dementia precox or the beijin-

ning of circular insanity. The latter may also begin
' Moiiats, f. Psycli., November, 189t>.
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much later in life. He thinks that the development

of pronounced inhihitory conditions in the domain of

thouyht and volition is p(>culiar to the circular form.

A large number of cases of depression end in dementia,

and it is often possible to predict this termination com-

paratively early. The chief indications of a termina-

tion in dementia are the lack of any profound emo-

tional excitement, the occurrence of negativism and

automatism and stereotyped movements. In advanced

life conditions of depression also arise, which do not

recover like the ordinary forms of retrogressive mel-

anc^holia, but end in dementia. These occur usually

in more advanced age, and show at the start a certain

amount of mental failure. The cases of periodic or

circular insanity beginning in more advanced years

are also diilicult to distinguish from ordinary retro-

gressive melancholia, except by long-continued obser-

vation, and there are finally cases occurring in ad-

vanced life which show marked depression with

symptoms of katatonia and negativism.

DEMENTIA PRECOX.

Finzi and Vedrani*^ have studied a series of cases

presenting dementia beginning primarily in young
persons and associated with katatonic symptoms. In

all there was an almost complete absence of emotional

disturbance, with a lack of motive for their conduct

and pronounced stupor and negativism. The chief

factor, the dementia, should give the name to the dis-

ease, as it is the most important clinical symptom, the

former term hebephrenia being limited to a definite

age, and katatonia referring merely to one group of

symptoms. All the cases which they report had more
or less realization of their disease, unlike a patient

with paranoia. Delusions were early and often per-

sistent, but they were not organized into a permanent

system. The indications of mental weakness were

present from the outset. The patients often seemed

confused, but in reality they are never confused, or

only for a very short time. The dementia is an early

condition and not secondary. It may develop pro-

gressively and subacutely, without acute paroxysms,

or slowly at first and then rapidly after an acute

attack, or very slowly with many acute attacks. The
fundamental clinical characteristic is the peculiar

accjuired mental weakness, which is common only to

those cases which have been described as hebephrenia,

katatonia, fantastic paranoia, and dementia paranoides,

which should now be grouped under the one term of

dementia j)recox. The katatonic symptoms, like hal-

lucinations and delusions, are not characteristic of one

form of disease, but they appear with special fre-

(juency in dementia precox. Finzi ^ has also studied

the organic symptoms in cases of dementia precox in

87 cases, and finds that in only about one-quarter were

they always absent. The most frequent symptoms

were exaggerated reflexes, changes in the pupils, vas-

omotor symptoms, flushing and pallor, and sialor-

rhea. In addition, among the common symptoms

were a sense of physical exhaustion, headache, sleep-

lessness, paresthesia, loss of appetite or absolute

refusal of food, and various vasomotor symptoms.

The organic symptoms are, on the whole, compara-

tively numerous, but they may vary in the individual

cases, and there are not usually many in a single case.

They may change in number in the same individual,

2 Rev. Sper. di Frcn, vol. xxv, pp. 180, .'5.'JC.

» Revista di Patologia uerv. e iiient., February, 1900.

and even wholly disappear ; but the same symptoms
tend to persist or to reappear in the same individual.

They are more frequent in the initial stag(!s than in

the terminal, and they are more frequent in some con-

ditions than in others, and some are found by prefer-

ence only in definite conditions. None of them, of

course, are essential or necessary either to the disease

or to any combination of symptoms. It seems, how-
ever, that neurasthenic symj^toms and vasomotor dis-

turbances may be of some value to the diagnosis of

dementia precox if associated with impulsive acts,

meaningless agitation and apathy, a rapid and marked
increase or decrease in w^eight unrelatcul to any change
in the mental sym[)toms, and sialorrhea, which are

more common in dementia precox than in any other

mental disease. The organic symptoms, however, are

sometimes the direct manifestation of some coexisting

disease, which is not associated with the mental

trouble.

GENERAL PARALYSIS AND DECxENERATION.

Pilcz ^ quotes the recent opinion of Niicke that

hereditary taint and frequent signs of degeneration ex-

ist in the majority of cases of general ])aralysis, con-

trary to the opinion which has previously prevailed.

He, however, believes that heredity is an unimportant

feature in general paralysis, and that there is a cer-

tain antagonism between paralysis and degeneration,

degeneration affording a certain immunity against gen-

eral paralysis. He, therefore, studies two groups of

the insane ; one of general paralytics, and the other

of degenerates with criminal tendencies. Criminals,

prostitutes, and the like, are not very often affected

by general paralysis. Thirty-two out of 170 cases

of general paralysis showed hereditary taint, and of

these 32, 23 had certainly been infected ; 28 out of

67 degenerates showed hereditary taint. Out of 117

paralytics 44 had a stretch of the arms greater than

the height ; out of 65 degenerates, 48 ; and out of 28

epileptics 24 had a stretch greater than the height.

Twelve out of 170 paralytics, and 32 out of 07 degen-

erates were tattooed. Fifty-one out of 170 paralytics,

and 44 out of 67 degenerates had other stigmata of

degeneration. Of the 51 paralytics with stigmata of

degeneration, 31 had only one ; 13 had two ; 5, three ;

1, four; and 1, five. Out of 44 degenerates 14 had
only one stigma ; 7 had two ; 7, three ; 7, four ; 5,

five; 2, six; and 2, seven. Of the 170 paralytics

74.2% had certainly been infected, but only about

20% of the 67 degenerates. He believes, therefore,

that a neuropathic heredity protects the nervous sys-

tem against the injurious action of syphilitic infection

as producing organic disease, at least so far as general

paralysis is concerned. The brain of the degenerate

is comparatively little disturbed by feeling for others,

and therefore the struggle for existence tells less

severely upon him. Of the two factoi's, syphilization

and civilization, which, according to KrafTt-Ebing,

cause general paralysis, the latter has comparatively

little effect upon the degenerate.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF GENERAL PARALYSIS
AND SYPHILITIC PSEUDOPARALYSIS.

Klein,^ after a careful study of 7 cases of cerebral

syphilis, draws the following conclusions : Diffuse

syphilis of the brain and general paralysis may have

< Monats. f. Psycli., July, 189!).

r- Loc. cit., Juno, July, August, 1899.

i
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wry Hiiiiilaf Hyiiiptoiiis, wliicli roiul(!rH il ililliciilf, to

(list,iiij;iiisli lictwccMi tliriii ; hut tlit! two discascH

sliould Ik- iilisoliiltOy si'piiratt'd on account, of tlii-ir

dinic.il coiiisc, tlic |)roi(iiosi,s, ami the rcsiiil.s ol' tn-at-

inciit. 'I'lic (lilVcrciitial <iia;^iiosi.s ol'lcn caiiiiot Im;

iiiailc r.\cc|)l liy a in'oloiii^cd oijsorvatioii and Hludv

ol' tlic liisloiy and the results of treatment. The
mental state is also a very important factor. In cvrv-

hral sy|)hilis we sec; the viohrut onset of Hev(!re, Hymp-
toms uidik(! to tlioHc; of j^i'iieral paralysis, hut with a

positivt^ history of inf(M'tion. 'riiere. may l)e hiilhar

symptoms or symptoms of a tumor, sonu; alVciction of

tlui ocular apparatus— either niiuritis or temporary
disturhance of tlm muscles of the vyv, — with a pre-

domiiiaiKX! of symptoms of a focal h^sion. Therc^ is

usually th(! ahsc^me of hypoalj^esia or of disturhanct's

of speech or handwriting. Tlu! alTection pHjirri^sses

much more slowly, and may last for twenty years or

more. Scu-ondary in:uiifestations may appear durini;'

the mental trouble. The mentnl stati'. and tlm favor-

able results of trt^atmeiit also are an imitortant aid.

Contrary to what is seen in general paralysis, there is

no {)ro<fressive mental weakness. The nunital symp-
toms often present themselves under the form of psy-

choses or of functional neuroses, hysteria, melan-

cholia, mania, confusion, paranoia. These mental

troubles have a tendency to vary constantly. The
patients much more frequently have a full apprecia-

tion of their morbid state. Symptoms of paranoia

have a certain value in diagnosis in the chronic cases.

Among these are hallucinations of hearing, morbid

ideas of suspicion, obsessions, hallucinations of mus-

cular sense and abnormal sensations with a deluded

interpretation. In many cases the picture may be

very similar to that of chronic paranoia. Hallucina-

tions of hearing are rare in geucu-al paralysis ; they

are much more common in diffuse syphilis of the

brain. In all doubtful cases it is ui'gent to put the

patient under treatment by iodide of potassium for

the purposes of diagnosis as well as of treatment.

ACUTE PSYCHOSES AND KATATONIA.

E. Meyer ^ has collected 54 cases of acute psy-

choses observed in the clinic at Tubingen, excluding

the cases of pronounced mania and melancholia. In

10 cases occurring in the puerperal state he found

that the common feature was an acute dream-like

confusion, with many unconnected hallucinations and

illusions and a few delusions. The confusion he be-

lieved to be brought about through the hallucina-

tions, which came on so acutely that they were not

made a part of the life of sensation and ideas, as in

the chronic hallucinations. The hallucinations were

often vague and indistinct, and everything seemed

upset and confused in the patient's mind. In the

cases occurring at the period of the climacteric the

diseases usually began without any pronounced pre-

liminary stage ; the patients became anxious, restless

and often excited, at the same time that tlie halluci-

nations developed. In these cases, too, the confusion

was markinl and was usually to be attributed to the

hallucinations and the disturbances of perception.

A third class of cases similar in nature occur in the

period of puberty. The katatonic symptoms were

stupor of varying degree, stereotyped positions and

movements and the w^ax-like flexibility. Meyer op-

poses the theory of Kraepelin and his pupils that

« Arch. f. Psych., xxxii, 780.

thcHu coiiditioiiH of Mtupor an; primary. On tlu; con-

tr.iry he rirgards the Htupor and confiiHion um th<; ro-

rchult of the delu-^ioMs and h.-dlncinationH. In th<;

caseH which have recovered the |)atientM oft<'ii havi;

explained their stupor, tln-ir rcsintance to ircatment,

and tiieir stereotyped inovi'mentM iw due to the influ-

eiu'.e of such (hduHioiiH. KaL'itonic HyiiiptoiiiH may \ni

H(!en uft<;r various psycho.ses, confuHioiial inHtiiiity,

chronic i)aranoia, dcigeneralive insanity, eU:. VV'lM!r«

tlui.se Hymptoms an; pronouiMtt^d the patientM niuy re-

<'over, but the cours*; is relatively mon; uiifuvorabh;.

iMeycsr thinks tin; majority of acute caHCH may be

spoken of as confusional, although tlie <listinctionH

between this various acuti; forms of insanity are

somewhat vague. The hallucinations and delusioiiH

are htss mark(;d in mania th:in in confusion and al.HO

in melan<'holia, excfipting in the .so-<;alled melaticholia

attonita. Tlu; so-calh;d acute p:iranf)ia seems to him
to l)(f clo.sfdy alli<'d to confusion, if not the same thing.

Chronic paranoia may be distinguished from tliis by
the existence of a slow b(!ginning, permanent .systo

matized delusions and preservation of the logical

order of thought.

ACLTK DEMUn.M.

Ceni ' reports 2 cases of severe psychomoUjr at-

tacks with simple sensory delirium. The.se attacks

ran their course without fever ; the patients recov-

ered and returned to their normal conditions. In
later attacks in the same patients there was a marked
rise of temperature ; the symptoms were more severe

and the patients soon died with symptoms of a true

acute infection and genuine delirium. In the first

attacks it was never possible to find any micro-organ-

isms in the blood ; in the last attacks they found in

the first case staphylococcus pyogenes and just be-

fore death the bacterium coli, and in the second case

the streptococcus pyogenes and the micrococcus tetra-

genus. The presence of the.se germs in the blood

was not regarded as the direct cause of the mor-
bid symptoms, but the pre-existing mental conditions

were exaggerated by the infection an(l were, there-

fore, changed in character ; the infection of the blood

was probably due to the various functional and or-

ganic alterations which formed the basis of the men-
tal trouble.

DELIRIUM OF NEGATION.

Obici* has studied certain chi'onic delusional con-

ditions, especially those intermediate between the

acute and chronic psychoses. He concludes that the

delirium of negation is not a disease by itself, but that

the ideas may arise in various forms of psychoses,

even in acute psychoses, from exogenous causes,

although they predominate in the chronic forms with

disorganization of the personality. The ideas of nega-

tion assume the degree of complexity and systema-

tization indicated by Cotard, especially in tlu' graver
forms of melancholia ; but they are also frequent in

patients who have had repeated attacks of periodic;il

melancholia. In these last cases the delirium of nega-
tion a})pears only at the j)eriod wlien the process of

involution of the organism begins, and it seems to be
a direct expression of this. It seems, therefore, to be
rather a condition secondary to an antecedent periodi-

cal psychosis, and is to be considered as an associated

affection which may modify or change the character-

"• Kev. Sper. tii Freu, xxvi, 70.
• Loo. cit., •-'91.
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istics of the iirst form. In other chronic forms the

ideas of negation do not modify the fundamental
course or cliange the primary characteristics. The
melancholia of senility seems rather the initial exj)res-

sion of the same process which leads to profound

dementia. In such cases, although the melancholia

may seem to be cured, there is never a complete res-

toration, but always some diminution of the mental

powers with an acceleration of the senile processes.

This form of melancholia is merely a phase of tran-

sition to senile dementia, except where it results

fatally. Secondary paranoia also is merely a symptom
of acquired mental weakness. In true paranoia there

is an original mental weakness indicated by the pro-

found alteration of the personality and an insulHciency

of tlui intellectual functions. This weakness may be

congenital, in which case the trouble may be regarded

as due to an original defect in the brain, which does

not progress, or it ma}' be acquired as the result of

some injury to the developed brain, in which case

the trouble is apt to be progressive and to lead to

dementia.

EARLY DISCHARGE OF THE INSANE.

Tonoli ^ calls attention to the fact that, although

the asylum in Brescia has an extremely large number
of admissions each year, it has not a corresponding

increase in the total number of inmates each year.

This is due to the practice of discharging patients to

their homes before they are fully recovered, which

has been carried out particularly in that asylum. He
cites the old views of the advantages of asylum treat-

ment for the insane, and the modern reaction from

those views, criticising asylum treatment, and believes

that the practice of early discharge helps to reconcile

the two views. The system followed at Brescia was

api)lied to the insane who were recovering very

slowly, and to others who had scarcely passed the

most acute stage of the disease, but who were evi-

dently convalescing. Such patients were entrusted

to the care and treatment of their own families.

Tonoli's figures refer only to the female patients. In

the year 1898, 223 women were admitted to the

asylum, and 17ii discharged. Of the discharges, 77

were cured, (54 were improving, 25 were stationary

cases, and in 7 cases the insanity was not established.

Many of the cases had an inheritance of pellagra or

alcohol, which did not admit a complete development of

the intelligences, and favored tlu; development of vague

delusions, so that it was often didicult to draw the line

between insanity and their habitual state. Such

patients often had a torpid mental organization, so

that it would often be useless to expect a complete

cure in the asylum, and they improved more rapidly

at home. They were frequently confused, excited,

and victims of hallucinations. From such a condition,

Tonoli believes that they can be rescued only by put-

ting them back into a familiar and sympathetic envi-

ronment which does not require any new perceptions

and adjustments. In this way he believes that second-

ary dementia may often be prevented, the removal

from their friends and the association with other

insane; tending to keep up the mental disturbance.

The ])osition of the asylum at lirescia favors frequent

visiting by the friends of the patients and conseeiuent

familiarity on the part of the physicians with the

family conditions. This naturally enables tin; pliysi-

» Rev. Sper. di Fren, xxv, 614.

cian to determine more readily the suitability of the
family conditions for an early discharge. The director

of the asylum also has a small fund at his disposal

each year of 3,000 francs, with which he can aid the
patients who have been dismissed from the asylum,
especially the cases of pellagra. The results of this

early discharge have been extremely good ; the
patients often showed a marked improvement, and of

173 patients thus discharged in 1898, only 14 were
returned up to .June, 189i). These were chiefly cases
of periodic excitement and pellagra.

(To be continued.)

t^cportjS of ^ntittit^.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES

OF WOMEN.
C. H. nABE, M.D., SEOKETAKY.

Regular meeting, Wednesday, October 24, 1900,
Dr. R. a. Kingman in the chair.

Dr. Sarah ¥j. Palmer gave a

report of a cesarean section.^

Dr. Francis D. Donoghue read a paper entitled

treatment of placenta previa by cesarean
section, with report of a successful case.^

Dr. Reynolds : I think if we are going to deal

with the subject of placenta jirevia in the rather crude

way of having one rule it would probably be safer to

adopt the rule that the Ca^sarean section should be
done. I think the mortality, maternal and fetal,

would probably be lower. But I think there are com-
paratively few previas that cannot be dealt with with

very great safety to mother and child by the ordinary

methods. Previa complicated by any mechanical diffi-

culty in delivery would certainly show an exceedingly

high mortality for mother and child. Central previa

would show, I should suppose, at least 10% to 12%,
and the Cesarean section in anything like favorable

circumstances can certainly show a far lower maternal

mortality than that.

I think that we ought to realize for placenta previa,

as for all obstetric cases in wdiicli the Ca^sarean is

raised, that the choice should properl}' be made at the

beginning of labor. If the section is going to be done
it ought to be done with all the chances in its favor.

In the case quoted it certainly would have been far

better if the operator had been on hand at the begin-

ning of labor and oj)erated before the mother was ex-

hausted. A large proi)ortion of babies are lost in the

detachment of the placenta during labor, and cannot be

saved after the placenta has been detached, and the

great maternal mortality, in fact I should suppose

three-fourths of the maternal mortality from ])lacenta

previa is from post-partum hemorrhage, owing to the

fact that the uterus is so weakened by ante-partum

hemorrhage that it cannot contract; all this should be

saved. Of course in cases such as this one just read,

where the operator first sees the case when the woman
is exhausted, he has got to deal with the j)roblem on

• To be publislied later.
2 See page 571 of the Journal.

I
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thill huHlH iiiul I hIiuiiI(1 fancy lliut, iih h riilt;, m'.vXww

would (Vtii tiifii 1m! HJiftiP tliiiii rorcil)Ic lixtractioii.

'I'lic only purliuii of llii! |)a|i<r willi \vlii<"li I fct-l

Htroiiifly ill isHUo is tliul. in wliirli it was sljihfd tliat

cniitioLoiny is to Ix; r()[irul)iitc(l uml iirvrr |Mtrfoiin<)(l

on the livin<; child. I'rohubly nobody in tliiH connliy
is a stronger advocat<! for Ca-sarcan KCiirtion than I, l)Ut

my study of tho sul)j»!ct has led nx! to tho ccjuchinion

that, w'liihi section under favorahit! (rircunislancrs is

an ('xcccdiiiiily safe o|n!ration, yet when tin! woman is

cxiiaustcd by labor it is an operation with so enor-

mous a mortality — a mortality of \()"lo or /)()% ma-
ternal — as to be utterly unjustified, and \ think tliat

the man who finds an insup(!rable m(!eliaiii(;al ob-

stacle, that is, too i^reat even for synipiiyseotomv,

to the dtilivory of a child in a woman exhausted with

labor is, settin<jj tin; ndiirious question aside, simply a

coward if he fails to face the most disa_i;i'eeable oj)era-

tion I have ever performed or seen — that of craniot-

omy on the living child. I think it is his duty, iiut

1 hope the day will come when we shall not be forced

to this, because women will not be allowed to reach

this point without operation.

Dk. Hkjgins : I think Dr. Donoghue is to be con-

gratulated on his very successful case, but I have come
to believe pretty strongly that Ciesarean section is not

indicated except when the mother is in pretty good
condition. Most cases of placenta previa at the hos-

pital come in as emergency cases after a good deal of

hemorrhage, and in such circumstances we believe

Caisarean section contraindicated. I think for a long

time we have recognized that Ca-sarean section would

be indicated in favorable cases where the placenta is

complete. I believe in those cases that are somewhat
exhausted if we could pack the vagina tightly to con-

trol the hemorrhage and wait a certain length of time

until the mother has recuperated, all the time under

careful observation, the fetal mortality as well as ma-
ternal would be considerably reduced and Caesarean

section could then be more safely performed.

Dr. Wokcksteh : I have been delighted to hear

both the papers and I think among the many auspi-

cious signs for the coming century none is more auspi-

cious in its import than the advent of the surgeon in

the domain of obstetrics. I go back with dismay to

the time when 1 was confronted with the necessity of

doing Ca'sareau section, for the operation had not been

done hereabouts for many a long year, moreover the pa-

tient was thoroughly exhausted in labor. But the de-

light I have taken in her joyous motherhood, for she

had lost the five preceding children and longed to have

a living child, and the delight I have taken since in

that eight-year-old youngster named for me has amply
repaid my anxiety.

With regard to the operation for placenta previa, I

have come to the conclusion that it is the right opera-

tion. After a most disastrous series of cases of pla-

centa previa some tw'O or three years ago I tried to

obtain the support of my colleagues of the Obstetrical

Society to this procedure, but at that time I could not

find one who would assent to it. One surgeon told me
of a successful case of ligaturing the uterine arteries

through the vagina and so controlling a hemorrhage

that otherwise would have been fatal. A few weeks

after that meeting I ran up against another case of

placenta previa. I confess my absolute inability to

distinguish the different forms. When yon go through

the OS and find the placenta I don't know how to de-

cide wli«'th«!r it Im inarj^iiial, lut«'ral, ciMilral or anything
cIhc. It is then- in front of you. I tliou){ht |M;rha|M

the bc;Ht way t(» do wuh to yet ready to ligature llic

uterine arterieH. I got ready and then went in th<;

UHu:il old nnirderouH way, boring through the pjaci-nta,

and didivired tilt! child. I have forgotten now wlietlier

the child was alive or not. I know tlie mother wa«
deH«l in a pnttty HlK)rt time and in Hpite of my t(K> late-

and perhaps too bungling ligaturing of the uterine ar-

teries. I never shall tiy that again. To ligature the

ut«!iine arteries by tlu; vagina may be a ve-ry easy job

for some m(;n, but with a rush of blood as if poured

out of a |)itcher, it is nf) easy Uisk. It must be done
by the sense of touch anri you have not many minutes

to lose in such lumujrrhages as I have seen. In

another such cast; I shall do a Csesarean section if al-

lowe(l to do it an<l I tliink I shall back out of the ca«e

if not allowed. I admit having nached that time

when perhaps timidity overcomes a man and lie i.s

more willing than he should be to be-lieve that others

confronted by the same difficulty might do better.

But I have had such frightfully bad fortune in fol-

lowing the regular obstetrical methods in Ij^andling

these cases that I have in my own mind come to the

conclusion that there is nothing so bungling, so un-

surgical, so unscientific and so barbarous as the treat-

ment advised for placenta i)revia. I understand that

treatment to be in the face of a hemorrhage to dilate

manually, bore throuuh the placenta with the hand,

do podalic version, get the child out as best you can,

and the remains of the placenta afterwards, and then

to use the ordinary, unscientific measures advocated

for the treatment of post-partum hemorrhage. There
is but one real way to stop hemorrhage. That is to

compress the vessels. And the use of styptics, and
hot douches to shock the inside of the uterus, all

such measures are unreliable. The only right way
to stop a post-partum hemorrhage is to compress the

vessels from which the blood is coming. I believe in

cases where it is decided best to bore through the

placenta and deliv^er the child by podalic version,

that it would be only a decent life-saving provision

to have somebody ready to open the abdomen and
compress the uterine arteries in case the hemor-
rhage proved to be tremendous. In such a crisis,

with the thin bell} wall between the surgeon and
the vessels through which the life blood is flowing,

a man who has even a pen knife and hesitates to go
through that belly and get at those vessels where
he can properly compress them is a coward. It is

the only right way of treating such cases, and hesi-

tancy to ap{)ly surgical principles is merely our evil

inheritance from presterile times. AVhen we remem-
ber that the natural closure of the vessels which sup-

ply the placental site during pregnancy depends upon
the contraction of the uterus when the placenta sepa-

rates, when we remember also the fact that the lower

segment of the uterus has no power of contraction

after the cervix has been forcibly dilated, and when we
think of the operation of tearing the placenta free

from the lower segment of the uterus, leaving those

sinuses open, hoping blood will coagulate iu them and
knowing that they will not be subject to pressure :

when we remember, too, tffat the forcible delivery in

these cases is almost sure to rupture the cervix badly,

keeping these things in mind could we imagine an op-

eration more unscientific and imsurgical than the for-

cible dilatation of the cervix in such cases r It is ab-
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solutely wrong. I am now purposely confining my
attention to the danger of the mother without ignor-

ing the greater danger to tlie child. It may be that

we have not sufficient statistics to arrive at a final

judgment, but certainly among the general practition-

ers who have had experience in everyday obstetrics

there is a greater dread of placenta previa than of

any other condition that has to be faced. T can think

of no other exigency where the surgeon's advent

into the obstetrician's domain will bring greater relief.

In these cases it is always possible for the general

practitioner to control ante-partum hemorrhage. The
vagina can be plugged and even if the cervix is con-

siderably dilated it is possible to drive in tampons

against the gravid uterus in such a way as to prevent

further hemorrhage. Of course the tampons may
leak in a little while, but the general practitioner

knows enough to take them out and put others in,

thus giving time for the proper preparation of the

patient for operation and for summoning a surgeon

capable of doing the Ca^sarean section.

In the case of a woman who is exhausted by inef-

fectual labor, whose pelvis presents mechanical ob-

stacles to her safe delivery, I feel that we must not

forget or ignore the old-time practice, which was safer

than we perhaps admit, of letting such a woman have

a good long rest. If vve let her alone her pains be-

come more and more infrequent and she naturally

sinks into restful sleep. I believe, in the case of a

woman who has thus exhausted herself by ineffectual

labor, that, by making the vagina antiseptic and rest-

ing her even under slight anesthesia during her pains,

it would be possible, with the arts of reviving the pa-

tient that we have at command, to get her ready where

she would stand the shock of a Ciiesarean section

a great deal better than she would the shock of a

craniotomy and the tearing through of a child whose

head has been jammed to pieces ; to say nothing of

the mental and moral shock to all concerned.

Dr. M. H. Richardson : I have been very much
interested in what I have heard. I am interested in

this subject because, as a general surgeon, I may be

called upon at any moment to decide the question of

Ciesarean section when I cannot have the advice of

skilled obstetricians. Certain (juestions of technique

have seemed to me especially important. An ab-

dominal surgeon, and especially one who has op-

erated many times upon the uterus, ought to be able

to perform a Ca;sarean section, and to perform it

well ; it is the indication for operation that it is dif-

ficult to recognize. The general surgeon is not often

called upon to intervene in recognized cases of preg-

nancy, lie is called upon once in a while to operate

upon uterine neoplasms in which careful study has

shown the tumor to be a pregnant uterus. Unless he

is constantly on his guard, the surgeon will find him-

self opening the abdomen for normal pregnancy. He
ought therefore to know most intimately the signs

and symptoms of i)regnancy, not only in the early,

but also in the advanced months. It is amazing to

see how frequently pregnancy is overlooked, even by

the experienced. On the other hand, it is extraordi-

nary to see how often the diagnosis of pregnancy is

made when there is only a fibroid, or other tumor of

the uterus. A familiarity with the ])regnant uterus

is therefore essential for the abdominal surgeon, and

he should be as prepared to perform a (^iesarean sec-

tion or a Porro as to remove the uterus for a fibroma.

He is not likely perhaps to be asked often to operate

in the emergencies of well recognized and advanced

pregnancy
; yet Ca^sarean section lies well within

the province of the abdominal surgeon. Indeed, no

other but the surgeon experienced in abdominal work
should be called upon to perform this most formidable

intra-abdominal opt'ration.

Taking the evidence that has been presented here

tonight, the verdict must be, I think, in favor of Cjb-

sarean section in some cases at least of placenta pre-

via. Perhaps the evidence is not as yet wholly con-

clusive, and the question may be regarded as still sub

judice.

I am convinced of the safety of most operations

upon the uterus. The safety of a complete removal

of the uterus by experienced operators is great. Per-

haps I am not justified in saying that hysterectomy

is as safe as a difficult labor ; but if not quite, it is

very nearly as safe. In uncomplicated hysterectomy,

skilfully performed with the most approved aseptic

technique, the mortality is not over ^''/,j. I am not

sure that it is not less than 5% in experienced hands.

Just what the mortality in labor is I do not know ;

but, taking all the cases together, normal labor, pla-

centa previa, faulty positions of the fetus, albuminu-

rias and eclampsias, prolonged labors— taking, as I

say, all the cases of obstetrics together— I am in-

clined to think that in a hysterectomy skilfully per-

formed upon a strong patient the dangers are not

much greater than the general dangers of obstetrics.

Every speaker tonight has referred to the enormous

mortality of placenta previa. I am surprised to learn

that the best results show a mortality of 12%, and in

some cases of ^0%. The mortality in Dr. Reynolds's

collection of 9.3 cases of Ca?sarean section— his own,

Dr. Washburn's, and others — has been practically

nothing. So far as I know there has been in this

community practically no mortality in Caisarean sec-

tion. I cannot see, then, how the verdict can fail to

be in favor of a scientific operation, an aseptic opera-

tion, and an anatomical operation, — one which per-

mits exact dissection, which cannot fail to stop the

hemorrhage, which cannot fail to save the child, and

in which the mortality— wholly in the cases of the

mothers— is vastly less than by the older methods.

Very little can be said against Dr. Worcester's rad-

ical views on this subject; very little could now be

said against the radical position in other surgical sub-

jects which years ago he defended in this room. The
course of events in the last ten years has shown that

no matter how advanced views a man may take in

surgery, it is difficult for him to make them too ad-

vanced.

Dr. Wasiihurn : I did not come in time to hear

the papers and I ought not to say anythingexcept that

it has not been my misfortune to see a case of placenta

previa that was not distinctly marginal, but I have

some time since made up my mind that in case I did

see one that was not absolutely and distinctly mar-

iijinal I should do a Ca;sarean section on it. And I

should like to say one word also on another thing that

has developed in the discussion of the evening, and

that is the great danger of doing Ca^sarean section on

a patient somewhat exhausted by labor. I think

that in most cases the dangcir of any other interfer-

ence except of the simplest kind is fully as great as

the danger from a rapidly and carefidly performed

Caisarean section. I think the dangers of Cajsarean
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Hfclioii pel-fonnrd with ulmoliitii utlfiitioii to !iH<|iHiH

iiiid vvillt t()lrr:il)l(> nipidity in tint IiiuhIh of ii (^iircriil

|i(!rH()ii urc iiol vttry yrnat. ami tlm cliaiict-.s ol" savin;,'

iiol. only tlic inollii'i- hiil l)ic cliiltl also an; very well

worth working; for.

I)i(. II. U. IIiTciK ocK : I liav(! not anylhin;^ t.o add
to \\w paper except, that, I was lh(( (irst, doctor to .see

the c:is(;. At that time, T) p.m., I exaniincd her and
thoni^ht it was placenta previa and wrote Dr. Mill to

that (ilVcct and I (ii<l not see her ai^ain nntil she was
under eth(;r. It was a very cpiick and clean, neat

op(M-ation ; vc^ry instructive^.

I)i;. UiciiAKDsoN : I siiould like; to ask Dr. VV^)r-

eester why separation ot" the placenta hy ('a-sarean

section siioidd any more elVcctually ch(!ck hemorriiai^t!

than separation al'tcu- version.

Du. WoucKSTKit : Jt seems to me the dilTerencH', is

this : By separatiu<r the phicenta after Ca'sarean sec-

tion you do not disturb the cervix, do not lacerate it,

do not even tire it out. When you dilate the cervix

by drawin<f the child through, you tire out the muscles

of the cervix so it cannot contract at all.

Dk. UoNOOiii'E: In regard to the (juestion just

asked by Dr. Richardson, when you take the child

out above you should allow the ut(!rus to contract, and
the contraction and retraction of the uterine fibres

would separate the placenta. That was the method
I followed in this case. Instead of atteniptinif to

separate the placenta immediately 1 waited ten min-

utes for the placenta to separate in the normal way
and close the sinuses at the same time.

The idea of the operation in exhausted cases was
suggested first to my mind by the operative results in

cases of extra-uterine pregnancy with hemorrhage.

One of Dr. Mixter's cases made a deep impression on

my mind. The patient was pulseless. Dr. INIixter

opened a vein in the arm and after infusing a quart to

three pints of salt solution the j)ulse returned, laparot-

omy was done, the bleeding tube tied off, abdominal
cavity filled with salt solution and the woman made a

perfect recoveiy. Looking up the statistics of the

surgical treatment of intra-abdominal hemorrhage, the

mortalities are found to be surprisingly low, and if

those things are possible in an extra-uterine hemor-

rhage the same, surgical treatment applied to any kind

of hemorrhage ought to meet with the same results.

If the woman, in a case of placenta previa, was ex-

hausted from ante-partum hemorrhage, it seems to me
it would be logical to open a vein, infuse salt solution,

do Ca^sarean section, fill the abdominal cavity (if nec-

essary) with salt solution and give it the ordinary

surgical treatment of shock.

Dr. Keynolds: I am very heartily in accord with

what Dr. Donoghue said as to the section being the

quickest and })robably the best way to control hemor-

rhage. I should not think hemorrhage pure and sim-

ple was a contraindication to the section. I am now
making observation on this subject which I intend to

publish later, but I may say that at present it seems

to me that there is a pathological basis for my opin-

ion that prolonged labor pains and the section form

a particularly fatal combination.

Dr. Richardson : I should like to say one thing

suggested by Di-. Donoghue. Six or eight years ago

I published a list of extra-uterine pregnancies, and
stated then that if the patients were on the verge of

the grave from hemorrhage, it would be better to let

them alone, in the hope that they would react from

the collupHe and /{row «trorijj uiioii/^h for oiMtratiori.

Since that time my experience Iium Imm-ii nuch that my
o|*inion is decidedly different. I belimc that if you
wait lor the pidse and htren;,'ih to return when the pa-

tient is collapsed and pnlieh sh, you /generally wait in

vain. Under such circurn.Htunf:eH the intravenouM in-

j('ction of salt Kfdutir)n is a very valuable life-waving

pro(!ediire — a procedure by which the pult^e may \»:

l)rought up and the patient i-nabled to rally enough to

withstand a rapid ojieration. W'e have tried it a num-
ber ol times'. In a case of pr)st-<iperative hemorrhage
in which tin; patient had [iractittally no |tul-.<;, two
(juarfs of salt solution brought the pulse up ho that by
an (ixtremr^ly rapid o[)eratioii the bleedinj^ veHHel wa«
tied, and the pati(;nt was saved. I never shall wait
again in a case of extra-uterin«! pregnancy or of alnlom-

inal Immorrhage in the hope that the i)atient may, by
elevation of the feet, stinmlation, and so on, be re-

stored enough to endure the operation. I recall sev-

eral fatal cases in which I did not operate for the rear

son that I felt sure the shock of the etherization

would be sufhcient to turn the scale. I shall never
wait again, even in such a case ; I shall infuse and
stop the hemorrhage;— no matter how desperate the

circumstances — and I am sure that I shall save many
a patient who would succumb under any less immedi-
ate and heroic measures.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-Eighth Annual Mkkting, hkld at Indian-
apolis, Ind., Octobkr 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26, 1900.

(Concluded from No. 22, p. 562.)

Dr. Juan Brkna, of Zacatecas, Mexico, dealt with
the

VICE OF SMOKING AMONG YOUTHS,

and offered suggestions as to the means of overcoming
it.

RKl'ORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISINFECTION.

This was presented by Prof. F. C. Robinson, of

Brunswick. Me. From what has been accomplished
in this work, the following conclusions seem warrant-
able :

(1) Household disinfection after infectious diseases

should combine the use of formaldehyde with other

means. It can be safely relied upon for all exposed
surfaces, and these only.

(2) Formaldehyde requires moisture enough in the
air to nearly saturate it for its most efficient working.

(3) There is much disagreement among experi-

menters as to the disinfection of tuberculous matter.

One sa3^s a 2% solution of formaldehyde disinfects it;

another, that even a 10% solution does not. Several
say that formaldehyde gas aj>plied as above destrovs

it ; others deny this. Further experiments are

needed.

(4) Soap is a poor disinfectant, but 1 % caustic al-

kali, or 20^^; carbonate of alkali is efhcient.

(o) Carbolic acid, less than a .5<^ solution, has lit-

tle scientific value.

(f)) The creosotes, as used in creolin. lysol and
solutol, are safe disinfectants.

(7) Alcohol at from oO^ to 7')% has considerable

disinfecting power, but not at other strengths.
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(8) Most metallic salts, except those of mercury,

have little disinfecting action.

(9) Bichloride of mercury, or corrosive sublimate,

should be used in strength of at least 5-1,000 if tu-

berculous matter is to be disinfected. A fresh solution

is more active than one which has stood for some
weeks. The addition of salts does not increase the

strength of a fresh solution, but prevents it from los-

ing its strength as rapidly.

(10) Bright sunlight kills the tubercle bacillus in

a few hours, and, as a rule, pathogenic bacteria keep

their greatest virulence only when kej)t in the dark.

Du. Jesus Chico, of Guanajuato, Mexico, gave
some

HINTS ON MALAKIA FROM PERSONAL OBSERVA-
TIONS,

in which he did not think the mos(]uito was as impor-

tant a causative factor as had been generally supposed,

but in Mexico he thought the injudicious use of tropi-

cal fruits played an important role.

IVIiss Hester McClung, of Indianapolis, re-

counted the

SANITARY WORK OK WOMEN IN THAT CITY.

RETORT OF THE COMMITTEE TO DEFINE WHAT CON-
STITUTES AN EPIDEMIC.

This was read by the chairman. Dr. Benjamin
Lee, of Philadelphia. In the minds of the public at

large, and of many of the profession, the word " epi-

demic " still conveys an idea of universal atmospheric

contamination. This is to be deplored, because, while

on the one hand its use inspires an indefinable horror

and creates panic, on the other hand it leads to the

disregard of the very precautions which are of essen-

tial use in restricting the sjiread of the contagion,

namely, those which should be taken in regard to the

person and the excreta of the patient, his effects and

his immediate environment.

In view of changed views as to the propagation of

communicable diseases, the word "epidemic" has out-

grown its usefulness. It has become the means of

perpetuating false conceptions, and its official use may
be misleading and mischievous. Without attempting

any stricter, more comprehensive, or more lucid defi-

nition of this word, the committee recommended that,

as opportunity occurs, in all laws and regulations in

which certain executive action is made contingent on

the declaration by health authorities of the existence

of an epidemic, the phraseology shall be altered by
omitting the word " epidemic," and in place thereof

inserting a brief statement of the condition calling for

such action, as, for example, " whenever a communi-
cable disease prevails to such an extent, or is spread-

ing with such rapidity as in the opinion of the board

to make it its duty to notify either the general pul)lic

or the authorities of neighboring towns of the fact

that such and such action shall be taken." The re-

port of the committee was adopted, and the committee

discharged.

report OF THE committee ON NATIONAL LEPER
HOME.

Dr. II. II. P>RACKEN, of Minneapolis, chairman,

presented this r(!])ort. The committee dealt witli the

desiral>ility of (istablishing national leprosaria in the

United States. Tlie records of Dr. Hracken for cer-

tain States, compared with those of Dr. Hyde, are as

follows :

state.
North Dakota
South Dakota
Iowa
Minnesota
New Jersey .

Ohio
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

Dr. Hyde. Dr. Bracken.
2 2

1

20 3
120 61

1 1

1

6 6
20 7

lie presumes that Dr. Hyde's figures for Iowa and
Wisconsin are estimated. Probably they are not too

high. He has taken only those cases of which a history

could be given. It is probable that the 120 cases

credited to Minnesota are taken from Dr. Hansen's
report. It seems to him that this, too, nmst be an es-

timate. If there were 120 cases in Minnesota, the

S2:>eaker cannot understand why they are not on his

records. If there were that number of cases in 1888,
the mimber for Minnesota is much higher than he has
given, for many of the cases in the official list cannot
have possibly belonged to Dr. Hansen's 120.

It might appear from the report of cases in the

Northwest that leprosy was far more common in Min-
nesota than in the neighboring State. He can see no
reason for this belief, for the lepers in this district are

among the immigrants from Norway, Sweden, Iceland

and China. These people have quite a re})resentation

in all this group of States. He can only attribute the

more complete returns for Minnesota to the fact

(1) that there has been less agitation against le^jrosy

in this than in some of the neighboring States
; (2)

that with this lack of agitation against leprosy, physi-

cians I'eport their cases more willingly to the State

Board of Health, which has endeavored during the last

twenty years to palliate the sufferings of this unfortu-

nate class
; (3) that Minnesota is fortunate in having

among its physicians men who are familiar with lep-

rosy, and who are interested in philanthropic work,
and these physicians have given material aid to the

State authorities engaged in securing a list of all

lepers in Minnesota. Several lepers in the Minne-
sota list give the history of a previous residence in

Wisconsin, but their names in not a single instance

appear upon the Wisconsin records. Of the 37 liv-

ing lepers known to be resident in the Northwest, 17

only are in Minnesota, and there is a strong j^ossibil-

ity of 2 of these being dead, but he has no positive

knowledge of the fact. He does not dwell upon these

facts as an alarmist, but simply reminds the associa-

tion that leprosy has existed, does exist, and will con-

tinue to exist for years to come in all three countries

represented in the association.

ESTABLISHMENT OF LEPROSARIA.

A leprosarium should afford a comfortable home
for lepers. This means, not only good buildings, but
extensive grounds comprising many acres, where the

lepers may have liberties and still be in seclusion.

The buildings connected with the leprosarium must
combine the privileges of a home and of a hospital.

Those who have the disease in mild form may need
little if any medical care. They need comfortable

clothing and good food. With those in whom the dis-

ease is more advanced, the care should be that of a

hospital patient, with medicines to lessen their suffer-

ing, and dressings that would commend themselves to

any surgeon. A leprosarium should I'cscMnble modern
colonies for e]»ileptics. It should furnish employment
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tor tliosc who arc ;il)li' to work, .-ukI iiiuiiHiuiH^nt of

viirioiis kinds for iill.

'i'wo ol llif st,roii;;csL iii(ilic;il socictirH in Miiiiii'-

s()(:i liiivi' pliiccd Ihcnisclvcs on rccoid :i.h t'avorin;; lln*

(>st:il)lislinitMit of n:itionul Icpros.iri.-i, also tin- Ann-ri-

can Dciinatolo^^ical Asso(riation lias appointed a loni-

niiltcc to dclcnninc the licst nx-tliods to lie used in tin'

care of lepers.

I5y resolutions tlie association placed itself on record

as favoral»l(! to the estahlishinent of national leprosaria.

I)i{. .loiiN II. S. Fi i.roN, of Maltiniore, (les<'rilied

A sinrAin.K iiitKss iok i>i;i'kn('k acainst ini kc-

TlorS OISKASKS.

Mk. F. II. Nkwkm-, governnu;nt liydroi^raplier,

contrihuted a paper showing

SOMK IlKSl l/rs OK TIIK IN V KSTKi ATION OK STKKAM
rOI-I.UTION

which has been made by the United States (Joologi-

cal Survey. The government, realizing the impor-

tance of public water su])j)lies, and their conservation

and protection against pollution, has established a

special division under the title of Hoard of Hydro-
graphy.

UK.l'OUT OK TIIK COMMITTEE ON ANIMAL DISEASES
AND ANIMAL FOOD.

This was read by Dr. I). E. Salmon, of Wash-
ington, D. C, chairman. lie urged the importance

of careful observations being made of glanders, in

view of the fact that serum for use in the treatment

of many human ailments is obtained from horses.

Army horses are peculiarly liable to contract the dis-

ease in time of war, on account of the extra exertion

and freqvient lack of full rations during such periods.

He roundly condemned the carelessness of the U. S.

Government in the matter of providing skilled and

trained veterinarians in the army. He discussed

the subject of hydrophobia, and emphasized the im-

portance of active measures looking to the extermi-

nation of this disease. He cited statistics of many
outbreaks of rabies, and showed the disease to be

peculiarly virulent and almost invariably fatal to

human beings. Misguided })eople who declare there

is no such thing as hydrophobia communicated to man
from animals were sternly rebuked. Dr. Sahuon
declares that their obstructive tactics have wrought
incalculable harm in the way of deceiving people into

a careless attitude towards this malevolent disease.

The Pasteur treatment was highly commended by the

committee, which also recommended that the associa-

tion take steps to enlighten the public on the disease

and its treatment, as well as means for its prevention.

TUBERCULOSIS.

The committee made strong recommendations on the

subject of tuberculosis, asserting its belief in the

theory that the disease can be and is conununicated

from infected cows through their milk. Here also

the committee encountered learned men who contro-

vert the theory, asserting that the difference in appear-

ance of the bacillus of human tuberculosis and that

of bovine indicates that the latter cannot communi-
cate the disease to human beings. Bovine tubercu-

losis is undoubtedly communicable. He inveighed

against loose methods prevailing in many creameries

by which the milk received from an infected herd is

mixed with th(> f^eiinral ttiipply of milk on liund ; uiul

further, the pructiiu; of diNtrihiititi^, without |>r«rviouii

sterilization, the wuMt4- milk and eream to Ix; iih4;<1 w^

food for Hwine waH condemned.
I'uKSiDKNT IJitw i: adiled a few Utw, vi^^oroun

utterances on the rare whi<"h oii^;ht to !»«• employed in

dairies to guard against ilie distribution of milk in-

fe<ted with tidierclir bacilli.

I)l(. K. M. WooDWAKH, of \Va-<liingtoii, I). C,
gave a n'sume of the reccriit foreign work of the

MariiM'-H<ispit:d Servi(-<'.

Die. F. I'\ Wksijuook, of .Minneapolis, reported

on Ixdialf of the Committee on Transj»ortation of \Y\n-

eas(!(l Tissue by Mail, recommending that nose and
throat s|»('cimens be included in one package,

I)k. Ckkssv L. Wii.iu u, of J>ansing, Mich.,

pr(!S(Mited the report of tin; CominitUre on Demogra-
phy and Statistics in their Sanitary Relations. He
mentioned the progr(!ss that has been made in matters

relating to vital statistics concerning which the asso-

ciation had acted in the past. He urged the associa-

tion to stand foi' united and determined action in

elevating the standard of registration laws in this

country, and in ensuring the practical success of new
laws when enacted.

The following resolutions were introduced, dis-

cussed and adopted

:

(1) Resolved, That the association, recognizing the

benefits of medical school inspection, heartily approves
the efforts of boards of health and of education directed

towards the establishment of systems of inspection.

(Ottered by Dr. Adolph Gehrmann.)

(2) Resolved, That the association approves of and
encourages all efforts made by governments, whether
national, state or municipal, for the limitation of pol-

lution of streams. (Offered by Mr. C. Monjeau.)

(3) Resolved, That a committee of three be ap-

pointed, to be known as the Committee on Uniform
Municipal Statistics, to take such steps as may seem
practicable towards securing greater uniformity in all

branches of municipal accounts, reports and statistics,

and particularly those branches relating to vital and
sanitary statistics ; said committee to have power to

confer with similar conmiittees from other societies

already or hereafter appointed to the same general

end, and to rei)ort at the next meeting of the asso-

ciation. (Ottered by Dr. Leal, of Patersou, N. .J.)

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The following officers were selected for the ensuing
year: President, Dr. Benjamin Lee, of Philadelphia,

Pa. ; First ^"ice President, Mr. Hudolph Tiering,

of New York City; Second Vice President, Dr. J. N.
Ilurty, of Indianapolis, Ind. ; Secretary, Dr. Charles

O. Probst, of Columbus, O. ; Treasurer. Dr. Henry
D. llolton, of Brattleboro, Vt.

Buffalo was selected as the place for holding the

next annual meeting. The Executive Committee rec-

ommended that the time be fixed during the third

week in September, 1901.

Diphtheria AND Measles in Indiana.— There

are, according to the Medical News, 1,000 cases of

di[)litheria and measles in INIuneie and physicians are

powerless to stamp out the contagion. One-fifth of

the school children are afilicted and the schools are

depopulated.
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decent Stiterature.

A Textbook of Practical Medicine. By AVilliam
Oilman Thompson, M.l)., Professor of Medicine
in Cornell University Medical College, New York
City ; Physician to the Presbyterian and Bellevue
Hospitals, New York. New York and Philadel-

phia: Lea Brothers & Co. 1900.

This "Textbook of Practical Medicine" has 1,000
pages and is illustrated by 79 engravings. The au-
thor is professor of medicine in one of the large New
York medical schools. One cannot reasonably write a
textbook of medicine without being a professor in a med-
ical school, and conversely it may be regarded as true

that one can hardly be a professor of medicine or

clinical medicine without writing a book. In this

case the author considers that " the advent of a new
century makes appropriate a comprehensive review of

the present status of medical practice," and it is " the

aim of this book to offer such a presentation to stu-

dents and practitioners."

The contents of Professor Thompson's work are di-

vided into nine parts and seventy-nine chapters. The
lirst ])art, with thirty-four chapters and 855 pages,

more than one-third of the whole book, is devoted to

the important subject of infectious diseases ; the second
part, with 160 pages, to diseases of the digestive sys-

tem ; the third part, of 32 pages, to diseases of the

spleen, lymphatic system, and ductless glands ; the

fourth part, of 83 pages, to diseases of the blood and
vascular system ; the fifth part, of 03 pages, to diseases

of the respiratory system ; the sixth part, of 35 pages,

to diseases of the urinary system ; the seventh part, of

137 pages, to diseases of the nervous system ; the

eighth part, of 2 pages, to diseases of the muscular
system, and the ninth part, of 82 pages, to miscella-

neous diseases, poisons and drug habits and diseases due
to parasites.

Professor Thompson has added another very good
textbook to those which have preceded his, and the

work of the publishers has been well done.

The Studenfs Medical Dictionary. Including all the

Words and Phrases generally used in Medicine,
with Tlieir Proper Pronunciation and Definitions,

Based on Recent Medical Literature. By George
M. Gould, A.M., M.D. Eleventh edition, en-

larged. Illustrated. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's

Son & Co. 1900.

Gould's Student's Medical Dictionary has reached
its eleventh edition in somewhat enlarged form. It

still remains, however, a comparatively small and
portable volume, a size which we hope future editions

will not greatly exceed. The book has stood the test

of time and criticism, and remains one of the best dic-

tionaries we have ; it retains the cardinal merit of

being inexpensive.

Saunders' Pocket Medical Formulary. By William
M. Powell, M.D. Sixth edition, thoroughly re-

vised. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders & Co.

1900.

This small volume is essentially a collection of pre-

scriptions gathered together from many sources. In
addition it contains considerable information on vari-

ous medical matters. The book is attractively bound
in flexible leather and the fact that it has reached its

sixth edition bears ample testimony to its poi)ularity.
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OYSTERS AND DISEASE.

With the advance in our knowledge of the subtle

and unexpected ways in which disease may be trans-

mitted, suspicion has from time to time, and not un-

justifiably, fallen upon the oj^ster. It has been easy

for a somewhat vivid imagination to picture the con-

tamination to which oyster beds may be exposed, and

to conceive of the possible multiplication of pathogenic

bacteria or other agents inimical to health within

their shells. Admitting these facts, it is a short step

to imagine the effect upon man of eating such oysters

and to add another terror to the constantly increasing

number with which we are surrounded. Fortunately

in this, as in many other matters, an ajipeal to experi-

ment does much to clear the way for a calmer and

more rational interpretation of the facts. This service

has lately been rendered by an exhaustive and pains-

taking study on the general subject of oysters and dis-

ease undertaken by Prof. W. A. Herdman, of Liver-

pool, and Prof. Rubert Boyce, also of Liverpool, and

both of University College. Their work is published

in full, with plates, in the second volume of the

Thompson Yates Laboratories Report, and well repays

a careful perusal. The conclusions of these investiga-

tors are of moment, and should be generally known
both by the raisers and consumers of shellfish. In

general their experiments, in common with those of

others, go to show that oysters and other shellfish

used as food must from tlieir nature and the circum-

stances of their cultivation and sale be regarded as

liable to contamination from pathogenic and other or-

ganisms or their products. Recognizing this fact, the

following statement made by the writers is sufficiently

self-evident :
" Shellfish must not be taken as food

from grounds where there is any possibility of sewage

contamination ; after removal from the sea, while in

transit, in store, or in market, they should be carefully

protected from any possibility of insanitary environ-

ment ; they should not Im kept longer than is abso-

lutely necessary in shops, cellars, etc., in towns where,

even if not running the risk of fresh contamination,

they are under conditions favorable to the reduction of
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tluiir vitality, and tlio {jrowtli of tlicir ImcUTial ooii-

t(!iits — tin- rioslici- llii-y :iii' I'loiii llic scii iIh- imoic

li(>:ilfliy tli<\V !ii'«! likfly to l)r ; (iimlly, only iihMolulrly

IVcsii siiclllish slioiild ho t'litcii iiiK-ookiMJ, tiiid t.iiost!

tliiiL ;ii(' cooked must lie xtiffirtvitlUj t(ii)hnl, niisfd to

boiliiis; point ;iiid kept tlicio ;it Ii-iist t<ii miimti's."

Amoiiy; tlit^ details of tlieir experiinenls several mat-

tors of {rrciut iiiten^sl weit; hrou^lit out. Tlie vext^d

(juostiou of " ifniouiiiy " ill oysters was one. Tlio iii-

vestii;atioii sliovved that there are several perfectly

distinct vari(!ti(^s of ^rooimess, some heiiijf entirely

healthy, and others indicating an excess of copper;

in certain American oysters, for example, it was dis-

tinctly proved that their green color was due to cop-

per, and also that tlu' copptn- is situated in the blood

cells, or leucocytes, which are much increased in num-
ber. This condition they call a grecMi leucocytosis.

On the other hand experiments in feeding oysters with

weak solutions of copper and iron salts gave no clear

evidence of any absorption of the metals accomj)aiiied

by greening.

The investigations on the presence of typhoid bacilli

in oysters is also of much importance. They did not

find the bacillus in any oysters obtained from the sea

or from markets, but were able experimentally to in-

oculate oysters with typhoid and recover the organism

from their bodies up to the tenth day. It appears,

however, that the bacilli do not increase in the body

or tissues, and probably die in the intestine. Sea

water was found inimical to the growth of the bacilli

and the washing of infected oysters in a stream of

clear sea water led to a great diminution or, in some
cases, a total disappearance of the bacilli in from one to

seven days. The colon group of bacilli is frequently

found in shellfish, but probably not in those living in

pure sea water. It is unsafe, however, to infer from

this that the presence of colon bacilli invariably indi-

cates sewage contamination. Further investigation on

this point is desirable. The writers inform us with

reference to their negative results regarding typhoid

that their samples of oysters w^ere in no case, so far as

they were aware, derived from a bed known or sus-

pected of contamination with typhoid.

As a result of their investigations they feel amply

justified in sounding a warning note regarding the

raising and selling of oysters. They urge the greatest

possible care in the prevention of contamination, and

for the regular inspection of the grounds by qualified

persons. Foreign oysters should be as carefully in-

spected as those raised at home, and a systematic

quarantine established.

The report is, in a general way, reassuring, and yet.

throughout, it recognizes a real danger, provided the

utmost precaution be not taken to guard the oyster

beds as we would any other source of food supply.

It is well that we should be fully aware of all the

facts aud insist upon the legal enforcement of close in-

spection. When this is done we may, no doubt, still

enjoy our oysters, with the practical assurance of

their harmlessness.

HKVISFON OF CHAKTKK OK CITY OF
NKW VOKK.

In the report of the roriiiiiisnion appointed by (iov-

ernor Uoosovelt to nrviHo the «-liart«T of iIm; city of

New York, which has jiiHt lHM;n made puldir, tho opin-

ion is expressed that the present HoanI of llt-altli in

unnecessarily expensivi! and coinplicaterl, and that the

mayor shoiiM not be prohibited, as at present, from

appointing a physician president of the Inmrd. It in

therefore recommended that the lM>ard be coinpOHed of

on(i commissionr-r (tf) be sehieted by the mayor, with-

out restriction up(»n his clioicf;), the head of the Police

Departmcmt, and the health odicer of the port. The
powers and duties of the Health Department are not

mat(!rially changcid. The substitution is n;commended
of a single commissioner of I'ublic Charities for the

present board, consisting of three commissioners. The
most important c;hange, lio\v<!V(!r, in the matter of pnl>-

iic charities is that IJellevue and its allied hosjiitals,

namely, Fordhani, (ioiiverneur and the Emergency
Hospital, be placed under the administration of a

board of seven trustees to be ajjpointed by the mayor.

Provision is made that certain societies have a recog-

nized opportunity to make nominations for those

appointments, but the power of the mayor in the mat-

ter is to be in no degree abridged by such recommen-
dations or nominations. It is the belief of those

favoring this change that the executive efficiency of

the Department of Public Charities will be in no wise

impaired thereby, as the experiment of conducting

city hospitals by boards of trustees, rather than by the

executive officers of the city government, has been

successfully tried in Boston, Baltimore, Cincinnati and

other large cities. The commissioner of charities

will be ex officio a member of the board, and his exist-

ing powers of visitation will be fully preserved. In

regard to the water supply, the commission strongly

recommends that the excessive powers granted under

what is known as tlie Ramapo Charter, being Chapter

08,) of the laws of 1895, should be repealed. It

furthermore recommends the adojjtion of the ^lassa-

chusetts plan, under which cities and towns are fur-

nished by the State itself ; water so furnished to be

sold to the various municipalities using it, and the

State to issue bonds for needed ajjpropriations.

THE THIRD PAN-AMERICAN MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

Tiiosi-: who contemplate attending the third Pan-

American Medical Congress, which meets in Havana
from December 2()th to 28th, inclusive, will be inter-

ested in the following details which we have received

from Dr. Ramon Guiteras, the associate secretary of

the congress.

One can go either by the land routes, which are all

ina Florida and are much more expensive for those

going from our Northeastern States, or by steamer

from New Y'ork. The new Ward Line steamer Morro
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Castle, with capacity of 136 cabin passengers, leaves

New York December 22d, arrives in Cuba on the

25th, remains there until the close of the congress,

leaving Cuba late on the 2!)t]i, and reaches New
York on Jaiuiar3r 1st. The round trip by steamer,

everything included, is $00. Any one going via the

Ward Line will be absent from New York ten days.

English-speaking members of the Cuban Reception

Committee will meet all steamers on their arrival in

Havana, and escort all delegates to the hotels as-

signed to them. The best hotels in Havana are the

Telegrapho, Mascotte, Inglaterra, Pasaje and Roma.
Rates are from $3.00 to $5.00 a day, everything in-

cluded.

Excursions have been planned by the committee to

various points of interest on the island, among which

are the caves of Bella Mar in Matanzas, the large

sugar plantations, Morro Castle and other points of

interest. A number of receptions and entertainments

will be given in honor of the delegates from foreign

countries. All details of entertainments arc as yet

in the hands of the Cuban Committee.

Quarantine was raised on November 15th. Before

that time New York passengers were detained long

enough to cover five days from their departure from

Havana. There will be no danger from yellow fever

at the time of the congress.

In another column may be found the names of the

presidents and English-speaking secretaries of sections.

Particulars regarding sections and other information

as received from Havana will be given from time to

time. All literature pertaining to the congress will

be in Spanish.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Pan-American Red Peppers at thk Pan-
American Exposition.— We quote the following

from a circular recently received from the Division of

Foods, Pan-American P^xposition :
" It is intended to

make this the finest and most extensive collection of

red peppers ever made, with the object of demonstrat-

ing by special exhibit connected with ' accessories to

foods ' that Pan-America can produce all the red

peppers consumed in Pan-America. It is, perhaps,

only known to experts that vast quantities of red pep-

pers are imported from Europe, Asia and Africa every

year because Pan-Americans are not actively alive to

their own interest in this important matter. To whom
this greeting comes, we ask for co-operation in making

this demonstration, and we promise that recognition

shall be given all who take an interest in the affair."

English Capitalists Negotiating kor Baden
Sulphur Baths. — It is reported from Vienna tliat

certain English (;apitalists are negotiating for a lease

of the hot sulphur baths at Baden, a few miles south-

west of Vienna. They are said to have offered a

rent of $28,000 and pledge themselves to expend

$1,000,000 in improvements of the ])roperty, besides

addiu<£ a theatre, casino and other attractions.

Passing of the Fiji Islanders. — Dr. Morgan
I. P^iuncane, medical inspector of the colony, is au-

thority for the statement that the black tribe of Fiji

Islanders is dying out. This is due not to a small

birth rate, but to an enormous infant mortality, caused
by sanitary neglect, filthy houses, and the absence of

skilled physicians. It is not expected that much can
be done in the way of improving the conditions while

the native character remains as it is.

Estimated Cost of Professional P^ducations.
— A writer in the London Daily Mail has figured it

out that, averaging the poor and frugal with the rich

and extravagant, it costs a young Englishman about

$2,000 to fit himself for the navy, $3,000 for the

army, $3,875 for the church, $4,000 for the bar, and

$4,720 for the practice of medicine.

John Hopkins University. — According to the

Philadelphia Medical Journal, Dr. William H. Welch
and Dr. William Osier, of the Johns Hopkins Medi-

cal School, have been named as possible candidates

for the presidency of the university in place of Presi-

dent Gilman, resigned.

A Centenarian. ^Nathaniel Wells, a chemist by
profession, died in Washington, November 29th, at the

reputed age of one hundred and seven. He was a

friend of Darwin, Spencer and Huxley. He is said

to have been around the world twenty-five times.

boston and new ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseases in Boston. — For

the eight days ending at noon, December o, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

171, scarlatina 23, measles 19, typhoid fever 14.

Boston Mortality Report.— The number of

deaths reported to the Board of Health for the week
ending December 1st is 18G, as against 206 the cor-

responding week last year, showing a decrease of 20

deaths, and making the death rate for the week 17.3.

The deaths from consumption were 19, pneumonia 14,

whooping cough 1, heart disease 18, bronchitis 2,

marasmus 7. There were 9 deaths from violent

causes. The number of children who died under one

year was 31, under five years 58, persons more

than sixty years 43 ; deaths in public institutions 64.

Faulkner Hospital Corporation. — The or-

ganization of the hospital under the will of the late

Mrs. Abbey L. A. Faulkner, of Jamaica Plain, has

been perfected. As far as possible the proposed hos-

pital will be modelled after the Massachusetts General

Hosjjital, to be managed by a board of five trustees,

according to the express wish of the donor, but as

the privilege was allowed the executors of the will

to increase the number, the Board of Trustees as

now constituted consists of Charles P. Bowditch and

Alfred Bowditch, whom Mrs. Faulkner had nominated

herself ; Ellen C. Morse, Cornelia Bowditch, Charles

II. Souther, Henry B. Chapin, all of Jamaica Plain,

and Emily G. Denny, of Brookline. The work of

the hospital will have to be decided later by the trus-

i
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tecH, but it m prubiihio that it will coiitnin n mtMliciil

and 11 siiriL^iciil wuni, hh \v(tll us oiil-piilicnt, iiimI vuw-

valcHcciil. (l('|iHitmciilH. It, is hoped lh:il thi- work of

coiistriH^tioii iiitiy iHi^iii in the .sprinj;.

A Nkvv Knclanm Ckntknakian. — Mrs. Anna
Wciod, said to be one iiiuidred and Ivvo y<'ais old, died

rectuitly at Merriniao, Mass. Hotii hei- niati-rnal an<l

paternal ancestors were reniarkaljle Inr their lon-

n;evity.

NKW YOKK.

Nk\vai{k's EntI''.i{im:i.sin(; Hoakd ok IIiCAi/rii. —
II' any one d(!sires to avoid tho ills of lilV; and att^iin

a sorono and nndisturbed old age he shonld at once

decide to make his home in Newark, N. .1. At a

recent meeting of the Board of Health of that city it

was determined to add to its Sanitary Code twelve

new ordinancHis, among wliich are included measures

to compel barhars to sterilize their razors and use a

separate towel lor each customer, to stop obnoxious

noises, such as the screeching of factory and locomo-

tive whistles, to prevent the early morning crowing

of roosters by prohibiting the kee[)ing of chickens

within the city limits, to regulate the habits of dogs

by enforcing certain rules for their owners, to prevent

cats from running at large at night, to close wells in

which typhoid bacilli may disport themselves, to se-

cure the removal of dead trees, decayed telegraph and

telephone poles, and unsafe pulley lines, to regulate the

exposure of food stuffs, to restrict the manufacture of

water gas, and to prohibit the operation of open trol-

ley cars during unseasonable parts of the year. As
Newark has recently secured for itself a permanent

supply of excellent water, there would seem to be

little left to make residence there a truly Utopian

existence.

Commendation of Wokk of State Tenement
House Commission.— In the annual report of the

Charity Organization Society, just issued, the work of

the State Tenement House Commission is highly com-

mended. Special attention is directed to the dark,

narrow and unventilated airshaft and the dark hall-

ways of the tenements as usually constructed, as a

menace to health and morals ; and the hope is ex-

pressed that the legislature, with the knowledge

which will be placed at its disposal in the report of

the present commission, will not fail to take some

effective step, through the erection of a new city or

State department, or otherwise, to remedy these and

other evils. The report gives the result of the new

law authorizing the payment of city subsidies to pri-

vate institutions, and then goes on to say :
"• The ques-

tion arises whether the amount disbursed prior to the

adoption of the present rules should not have been

regarded as a maximum to be distributed on some

basis for services rendered by the institutions approved

by the Board of Estimate and Apportionment. Other-

wise it will be only a few years until public subsidies

have entirely supplanted private charity in the field of

medical relief."

OoTituKAK OP Smai.m'OX iw Nkw Yukk. —
There liaH been during the paHl week i|uit«! an iiii-

UHual outbreak of Hmullpox in tin; city. On Novrin-

i)er 27th G caHeH were report^id in Manhattan, thiH

being the first appearance of the diwrane in Now
Vork, with the exception of an iHr>lat4rd caHe in the

Borough of Brooklyn a f<!W duyn previouMly, Hince the

third \v(rek in August, when 1 death waH cauHed by it.

On the following day 1 additional caHes were reported,

and on November 21>th H new cascH. On November
UOth, however, only 2 new caHCs were discovered.

N(!arly all the cases wen; in one tenement house block,

and 1 1 of them were in one house. A large propor-

tion of the patients were young children, .some of

whom attended a kindergarten maintained by the

Riverside Association in W«;st OUth Street. The
disease is supposed to have originated from a negro

who is an actor belonging to a Southern troupe and

who recently arrived in the city and took lodgitigs in

the neighborhood where it broke out.

Meeting of tiik Ciiilukkn's Aid Society. —
The forty-eighth aimual meeting of the Children's

Aid Society was held on November 27th. The report

of the secretary showed that during the past year

.'»81 children have been placed in homes in the coun-

try. Homeless and destitute families numbering 1,013

persons, mostly children, have been assisted to reach

friends or employment in the country, making a total

of 1,.594 persons sent away from the overcrowded

city. The farm school in Westchester County proved

important in turning the attention of many city boys

to the advantages of country employment. During

the summer the Sick Children's Mission aided with

medical advice, food, medicine, etc., 1,157 children,

and 6,.')08 children enjoyed the benefits of the Sum-
mer Home, at Bath Beach. At the Health Home
and Coney Island there were 7,385 mothers and sick

infants, 3,122 of whom remained for a week or longer.

No " Embalmed " Milk.— The president of the

Board of Health has just made public a report by

Chief Milk Inspector Herman Betz, which shows that

no " embalmed " milk is being sold in the city, as was

recently charged. The report is in jiart as follows :

" Every sample of milk taken by our inspectors dur-

ing 1898, 1899 and 1900, up to today, to the number
of 2,84G, has been examined in the laboratory, as part

of the analysis, for antiseptics such as formaldehyde

and boracic acid ; but not a single case has been found

which would have justified legal proceedings. Sus-

picious samples were found on several occasions, but

when an attempt was made at verification the result

was always negative.

City and Suburban Home Company.— The Di-

rectors of the City and Suburban Home Company, of

which Dr. Gould is president, have issued notices that

its dividend rate has been raised from 4 to 5 per cent,

per annum. They have also sent out a circular invit-

ing subscriptions to an issue of $500,000 additional

stock, the money raised by the sale of which is to be
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used to erect model tenement houses on land adjoining

the company's present property on First Avenue.

The experience with those previously constructed in

this location has demeiistrated beyond question that

the plan to build model tenements on a paying basis

in New York is a perfectly feasible one.

New Wahu for Diseases of Women at Bei.-

LEViE. — There was recently opened, with a service

conducted by the Rev. Dr. Huntington, of Grace

Church, an annex to the Marquand Pavilion, for dis-

eases of women, at Bellevue Hospital. It contains a

very finely equipped operating room and twelve beds,

and is the gift of JMrs. Louisa Dehon and her daughter.

The latter is a patient of Dr. Wm. M. Polk, and it

was at his suggestion that the building, which cost

about $10,000, was erected.

A Courageous Policeman. — On Thanksgiving

night a policeman named William Baumeister, while

arresting a desperado who was engaged in a fight,

was shot in the abdomen by the latter ; but, although

mortally wounded, he pluckily held on to his prisoner

until some other officers came to his assistance. Tlie

poor fellow was taken to the Harlem Hospital, where

he died on the following day.

Croton Water System.— Some complaints have

recently been made about the condition of the Croton

water, but there is apparently no reason whatever for

a scare in regard to it. Mr. Birdsall is authority for

the statement that there is absolutely no contamina-

tion from outside sources, and tliat the slight discolora-

tion and at times unpleasant taste are due simply to

unusual weather conditions.

An Aquarium Rather than a Morgue. —
Apropos of this subject. Judge Howland, at the recent

dinner of the Society of Mayflower Descendants at

Delmonico's, told of a lady who when asked if she

did not boil the Croton water nowadays to kill the

microbes, replied, " No ; I would rather be an aqua-

rium than a morgue."

OFFICERS OF THE THIRD PAN-AMERICAN
MEDICAL CONGRESS.

The following are the presidents and American

secretaries of the more important sections of the com-

in<'- Pan-American Medical Congress: General Medi-

cine: President, Dr. Carlos Finaly ; Secretary, Dr.

Judson Daland. General Surgery : President, Dr.

Tomas Plasencia ; Secretaries, Drs. W. P. Nicholson,

John Ridlon, Duncan Eve. Military Medicine and

Surgery : President, Dr. E. S. Agramonte ; Secretary,

Surgeon Major Jefferson Kean, tJ. S. Army. Obstet-

rics : President, Dr. Eusetio Hernandez; Secretary,

Dr. Gustave Zink. Gynecology and Abdominal Sur-

gery : President, Dr. Gabriel Casuso ; Secretary, Dr.

H. P. Newman. Patliology and Therapeutics : Pres-

ident, Dr. Raimundo Castro; Secretaries, Dr. I).

Hunter McAlpine and Dr. llobart A. Hare. Anat-

omy : President, Dr. Federico llorsuian ; Secretary,

Dr. A. D. Bevan. Physiology : President, Dr. M.
Sanchez ; Secretary, Dr. A. P. Brubaker. Pediatrics :

President, Dr. Joacjuin L. Duenas ; Secretary, Dr.

I. N. Love. Ophthalmology : President, Dr. Enrique
Lopez ; Secretary, Dr. ,Iohn E. Weeks. Laryn-
gology, Rhinology and Otology : President, Dr. Carlos

Desvernine ; Secretaries, Dr. G. Hudson Makuen and
Dr. .Tames F. IMcKernon. Dermatology and Syplii-

lography : President, Dr. Henry Robelin ; Secretary,

Dr. A. Ravogli. General Hygiene and Demograpliy

:

President, Dr. Vincente de la Guardia ; Secretary, Dr.

Alvah II. Dotey. Marine Hygiene and (Quarantine

:

President, Dr. Luis Cowley ; Secretary, Dr. R. M.
AVoodward. Mental and Nervous Diseases : Presi-

dent, Dr. Gustavo Lopez ; Secretai'y, Dr. Chas. P.
Hughes. Bacteriology : President, Dr. .Tuan N.
Davalos ; Secretary, Dr. G. Garcia Rijo.

SPASMODIC WRY NECK AND ITS TREATMENT.

Dr. W. M. Leszynsky reports in the Neiv York
Medical Journal, November 24, 1000, two cases with

recovery. Both patients were young married women,
aged respectively twenty-four and thirty-six years, in

whom the condition had existed for seven months.

The sternomastoid, trapezius, and splenius capitis

muscles were involved. The treatment that led to a

successful result was daily massage of the neck mus-
cles, passive movements of the head and neck, and
systematic voluntary exercises with and without re-

sistance.

He had resorted to the subcutaneous injection of

atropine in twelve cases of clonic wry neck, and be-

lieves that while atroj^ine may prove exceedingly

beneficial in some cases, it is unsatisfactory in many
others, and should only be utilized as an adjunct to

absolute rest and general management. In his opin-

ion, the principal therapeutic feature in every case

should be the rational use of massage and the methodi-

cal education of the muscles and their co-ordinating

centres. Such measures, in conjunction with rest in

bed and general tonic treatment, should be thorough,

and persistently carried out before surgical interven-

tion is considered.

#tiituarp.

RUFUS P. LINCOLN, M.D.

Death has of late been busy among the prominent
medical men of New York. Dr. Rufus Pratt Lincoln, the

eminent laryngologist, died on November 27th. His case

was one of unusual interest from an anatomical, as well as

a surgical, standpoint, on account of the peculiarities of

intestinal formation disclosed at the autopsy. On October
18th Dr. Lincoln had an acute attack of appendicitis, and
a peculiar feature of the latter was the excessive vomiting

attending the onset of the trouble. He convalesced within

a week, and in ten days resumed his work. On the advice

of his physician, Dr. Henry F. Walker, and of Dr. Charles

McBurney, he decided to liavi; an operation for the re-

moval of the appendix, and the operation was performed
on Sunday, November IXth. The appendix could not be

found, while the caput coll was undeveloped and the as-

cending mesocolon entirely absent. A thick band of in-

flammatory exudation Ijound down tlie .'niali intestines

near the usual site of the caput coli. Finding it impossi-
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l)Ie to (liflcover lli*; apix^ndix witlioiil. ii ha/.iinloiiH opmi-
tjoii, Dr. McHiininy, iiuM);j;nizini; llm ul)n()iiinililicH of

structure prcsciil, (leloriniiu-d to cIoho llu! wound. i'lin

wound liealfd |)iMfe(lIy, williout h'ij^u of fever or tender-

ness. Tlie vouiiliiif^ followin<^ tlie ellier wiiH very Hevere,

and afterwards vomiting heeanie persislent, hut was never

stercorac(U)us. (ias pansed from tlie anuH, at times very

freely, but no full action of the howels was obtained. Dr.

Lin(;oln died of e.Kliaustion on November "JZlli, nine days
after the o|)eration.

I'he autopsy was made the same day, Drs. McHurney,
Walker, McCosh, Oollins and Swift bein<^ present. The
e.xternal and iutt'rnal wounds wert! entii'ely aseptic thron;^h-

out. It was found that the cecal extremity of the colon

was undeveloped, and thai its lower (Mid was at tlui level

of tlu^ umbilicus. 'I'lu; small intestine passtid behind, and
entered the colon on its rij^iit side, as in fetal life, before

rotation of the intestine. The ajtpendix lay bt^hind the

colon and upon the kidnc^y, and could be discovered only

after complete evisceration. It was tightly strictured at

its proximal third, and contained mueopus. Externally

it showed signs of inflammation. The mesenteries wiire

everywhere imperfectly developed, and in some parts

were entirely wanting. 'J'he last twelve inches of small

intestine had no mesentery whatever. 'I'wo parts of a
loop of the ileum were bound together and held down by
organized lymph, and the lumen of the gut was almost

completely closed. This inflammatory exudation had
been distinctly felt and seen at the time of the oj)eralion.

but its degree and amount could not then be determined.

That the vomiting was never stcrcoraceous was due to the

section of intestine stricture.

Dr. Lincoln was born at Belehertown, Mass., on April

17, 1841. He was graduated at Phillips, Exeter, in 1858,

and from Anaherst in 1862. After leaving college he was
commissioned as second lieutenant in the Thirty-seventh

Regiment, Massachusetts Volunteers. He served with dis-

tinction throughout the Civil War, being wounded both in

the battle of the Wilderness and at Spottsylvania, and
eventually rose to be colonel of his regiment. During the

latter part of the war he was inspector general on the staff

of General Wheaton, of the Sixth Corps, Army of the Poto-

mac, and his last promotion was made for conspicuous gal-

lantry before Petersburg!!. He studied medicine for one

year at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York,

and for two years at the Harvard jNIedical School, and was
graduated from the latter in 1868. After serving as in-

terne at the Massachusetts General Hospital he took up
practice in New York, and devoted himself more particu-

larly to diseases of the throat and nose. One of his earli-

est successes was an extensive operation by means of the

galvanocautery upon the late (ien. Judson Kilpatrick, and
as this application of electricity was then comparatively

rare, the case at once brought him into prominence. From
that time on Dr. Lincoln's career was one of uninterrupted

success, and for many years he had one of the largest prac-

tices among the best class of patients in New York. It is

a remarkable fact in connection with this very successful

professional attainment that he wrote comparatively little,

and that throughout its course he never held a hospital ap-

pointment or a teaching position in any of the colleges.

He was very highly esteemed by his medical brethren, and
his services as a consultant were frequently called for. In

this connection it is interesting to recall that his opinion

was asked by the late Sir Morell MacKenzie, with

whom he was long on terms of close friendship, in the case

of Emperor Frederick, of Germany. Early in his profes-

sional life Dr. Lincoln rented the house presented to Gen.

George B. McClellan by the city of New York, and he

had occupied it for thirty-two years at the time of his

death. He was an ex-president of the American Laryn-

gological Society and of the Harvard IMedical Society of

New York. In 1859 he married a niece of the late Pro-

fessor Tyler, of Amherst College, who, with one daughter,

survives him. His only son, Rufus Tyler Lincoln, died

about ten years ago, also of appendicitis, while on a pleas-

ure trip in the far West.

MRTKOROr/JOICAL RKCORD
For tlie wnok oiiiHiik Novcinbor I7ili, in ttoHUtii, accordlnfC to

(ilmftrvatiotiH riirnUliiMl liy HurKeant J. W. Hmltb, of the Uoitcd
SlaleH HiK"al CorpH: —
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measles New York 3, Pittsburg and Boston 1 each. From ery-

sipelas New York 2.

In the thirty-three greater towns of England and Wales, with
an estimated population of ll,()l(),2!)(i, for the week ending
November 10th, the death rate was 1().9. Deaths reported 3,755

;

acute diseases of the respiratory organs (London) 307, diphtheria

88, diarrhea 75, fever 70, measles 50, whooping cough 43, scarlet

fever 30.

The death rates ranged from 11.8 in Norwich to 26.0 in Salford

:

Birmingham 18.0, Bradford 13.4, Cardiff 12.1, Gateshead 20.0,

Hull ltj.2, Leeds 1().9, Liverpool 20.4, London 17.0, Manchester
22.5, Newcastle-on-Tyne 16.9, Nottingham Ki.S, Plymouth 12.2,

Sheffield 15.5, Sunderland 21.6, Swansea 13.3.

RECORD OF MORTALITY

For the Week ending Saturday, November 24, 1900.
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v©nij:iMl ?lrrirlf;^.

PERICARDII IS WITH KKFIISION.'

IIV OKOIKil': II. .SKA KM, M.H., IIDSION.

'I'liK |)r(!S(!iit |i;i|)(M- su|i|)l(!m(!iit.s one iMiMi.siicd in

tlu; Hosloii (ily II()s|iil;il Reports of two yoiir.s ii^o,

wliicli \v:is IkisimI on an analy.sis ol' 100 cascrs ol' pcri-

canlili.'^, hy taking up in more dctiiil (-crtuin points in

tlu' (liui^nosis and tniatiucfut ot" pericardial elVusion

wliicli have been especially studicid in cases recently

imkUt observation. While a nuniher of conditions may
simulate a collection of lluid in the pericardimn, prac-

tically th(! ciiief (lilliculty in diagnosis lies in its dilVer-

eiitiation from uuirked cardiac enlarjrement, unless the

case has come early under observation, aiul it has been

possible either to watch the gradual accumulation of

the fluid, or, rarely, to follow its fluctuations from day

to day as illustrated by the following case, in which
each relapse of the joint symptoms was accompanied

by a demonstrable increa.se in the amount of pericar-

dial ertusion, both subsiding under increased doses of

the salicylates.

Casio I. A colored boy, twenty-two years old,

was admitted April 11, 1!)00, with a history of acute

rheumatism of a month's duration, but without evi-

dence of cardiac involvement. No murmurs were
heard, but the second pulmonic sound was (juite

sharply accentuated. The .following day friction

sounds developed over the precordia. The area of

cardiac dulness increased, until on the ir)th it extended

nearly 3 inches to the right and. 4 inches to the left of

the midsternal line, and above to the top of the second

rib. The point of cardiac impact farthest down and

to the left, which may for convenience be called the

apex beat, though probably made by a portion of the

heart above the true apex, was situated in the fourth

space, \ inch inside the nipple line. An area of

dulness was present in the lower left back and axilla

merging anteriorly into that of the pericardium, over

which the resjuration was somewhat diminished and
slightly bronchial, with increased voice. At the right

base there was evidence of a small amount of fluid.

April 23d. The area of precordial dulness has

decreased half an inch on the right side, but not on

the left, and the apex can be faintly felt in the fifth

space. The joints are improving.

April 29 til. The apex is plainly felt in the fifth

space, and apparently considerable of the pericardial

fluid has been absorbed. The patient, however, is be-

ginning to complain once more of his joints.

May 2d. Fluid has again increased and some epi-

gastric fulness is noticeable. The cardiac sounds are

more feeble and the apex beat is once more in the

fourth space. There is evidence of fluid at the bases

of both lungs. The joints are quite painful.

May 3d. An attempt at aspiration was made today

in the fourth space, 1 inch to the right of the sternal

border. Although the needle moved freely in the

pericardial sac and the heart could be plainly felt

against its point, no fluid was obtained.

May lOtli. The width of the cardiac area has

again diminished, and the apex beat has moved back

to the fifth space.

May 14th. Another relapse with a rise of tem-

' Read before the Clinical Section of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, November 21, 1900.

peratnre and pain and Hwclliii^ in the hanrlx and
wrists. The a|M\ beat ban returned Ui the f«>urtli

space.

Later lie gradually improved and wax dinchurf^ed

.against adviiu- with Horne lluid still remaining in the Htm.

Where, however, no opportunity liaH been given for

wat(;liing the progress of the c-;i,He. the exln-ine rjifli-

culty, or perhaps impossibility, r»L diagnosis is acknowl-
edged by all writers, owing U> tin; .imbiguous character

of most of the physiftal signs, 'i'he e.\ tension of the

didness beyond the apex In-at points to the prcHeuce
of jiericardial elVusion, although it is far from con-

(•lusiv(! unless very markeij, since it is found in r^aseH

of uncomplicatefl cardiac enlargement, while the lack

of correspoiid(!nce between the c;onipaiative strength of

tli(! radial pnlst; and tlif; decifled weakness of the im-

pulse and sounds of a heart vvhos<; percu.s.sion outlines

apparently show a great increase; in size is also sug-

gestive of the same condition. In sj)it<!, however, of

the striking character of this increase*! area of dulness,

its shaj)e is still variously described. To (piote but
three of the numerous authors wlio iiave recently

written on the subject, Roberts says that it a-ssumes
'' a more or less triangular, pyramidal, or more strictly

speaking, pyriform or pear-shaped outline with its

truncated or ' peaked ' apex above." Ewart .says it

resembles a bag of fluid spreading out at the base,

while Y. C. Shattuck describes it as simply that of

"the normal heart equally extended in all rlirections.

Therefore, of course, it is also that of a .symmetrically

eidarged heart, though the latter can seldom, if ever,

produce so large a dull area." Both the latter have
api)arently given up the idea that it is ever pear
shaped, while Shattuck denies the pyramidal form.
This may be only a (juestion of definition, or it may
be due, as he suggests, to the method of percussion
adopted, which must give a different outline according
as the outer border of the pericardium or the inner
limits of the lungs are sought. My experience would
confirm in most details the claims of the last two, but
it is more in accord with Ewart than with Shattuck,
I have never been able to mark out by percussion a
[)ear-shaped outline, perhaps, because, like Dr, Shat-
tuck, T have always attempted, from greater confidence
in the results, to define the outer border of the heart
and not the limits of so-called cardiac flatness ; nor
have I ever obtained any outline which suggested the
superposition of a smaller on a larger sphere as was
found by Sil)son on artifically distending the sac with
a moderate amount of fluid, either by percussion or
with the skiagraph, but my experience with the latter

has been limited to few cases, since most of the patients
have been too ill to allow their removal from the ward
to the x-ray room. The outlines of these photographs
lacked clearness of definition, but nevertheless were
very similar to those obtained by percussion and showed
a general broadening of the area of precordial dulness,
especially at its lower portion, the line on the left be-
ing nearly parallel to that which is found with a nor-
mal heart, while that on the right of the sternum either
flared outward toward the niiiple, giving a shape which
at times was so symmetrical as to fully justifv its com-
parison to a bag of fluid, or ran parallel to the sternal
border as if a part of the right side of the bag had
been shaved ott' vertically. It has seemed to me, as
Ewart and others have stated, that in connection with
the increased area of cardiac dulness the most impor-
tant single sign of pericardial eft'usion in distinction
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from cardiac enlargement is the angle made by the

line bounding the right side of tlie precordial dulness

witli tliat which marks the u|){)i'r limit of hepatic flat-

ness. In my' experience, no matter how large the

heart, its percussion border is always a curved line

whose lower end tends to approach the sternum so

that the angle made by the outlines of the enlarged

heart and the liver on the chest wall is an acute one,

or at least never exceeds 00°. In fact, when the

cardiohepatic angle is equal to a right one the chances

are in favor of pericardial effusion.

Secondary signs resulting from pressure or displace-

ment can only be considered as corroborative evi-

dences. The quadrilateral area of dulness in the

lower left back described by P^wart was present in a

number of cases, but it may also be found where there

is very marked cardiac enlargement. More often it

has formed a part of a larger area extending into the

axilla and to the front, so that the whole lower portion

of the chest has been dull with diminished and some-

what bronchial respiration, or else the presence of

secondary or coincident pleural effusions has robbed

the sign of its siguiticance.

The pulsus paradoxus, which occurs in pericardial

effusions tis in several other conditions, was found

with considerable frequency, but not always when
the quantity of ffuid was large, as has been stated

;

in a few cases it has been well marked where the

amount of exudate seemed comparatively small.

An accentuation of the pulmonic second sound has

been described by Warthin as the earliest sign of

pericarditis and in my cases it has occurred suffi-

ciently often to arouse one's suspicions that such a

complication is developing when it is otherwise un-

explained and persistent in diseases liable to cardiac

accidents. Its presence has allowed me on one or

two occasions to make what was a lucky, but correct,

guess as to the course of future events.

In the early stages a sedative to quiet the heart and

in the later a stimulant were the only medicinal meas-

ures used. No attempt to control the effusion was
made, but an ice bag or a poultice was applied, if

they comforted the patient or reduced the pulse rate.

Blisters were never used, as tlieir value seems doubt-

ful and tliey interfere with the examination of the

chest, but tincture of iodine was applied if the patient

demanded treatment. The chief interest from the

therapeutic standpoint lay in the decision as to when
and where to aspirate. The history of my own at-

tempts is largely a record of failure, but no harm has

ever resulted and the marked relief to the patient

which sometimes follows the withdrawal of a few

ounces of fluid fully justifies the procedure. While
in pleurisy one expects to get fluid on the introduc-

tion of the needle, experience shows that a dry tap

is by no means infrequent in pericardial effusion. It

was so in Dr. Shattuck's published cases, and it has

been even more so in mine. In some instances, even

where there was no question that a very considerable

amount existed, and where the needle moved freely

in all directions after its introduction and could be

pushed up against the heart itself, no iluid, or at most

a drachm or two, could be drawn through the needle by

the aspirator. This has been explained as resulting

from the presence of flocculi in the exudate or from

its trabeculated or loculated nature. The site se-

lected for puncture undoubtedly has an important

bearing on the success of aspiration, but it is ques-

tionable if one position per se can be selected as bet-

ter than another, so much depends on the position of

the heart in its relation to the pericardial walls, which
is not always constant. The close proximity of a

friction rub even in the presence uf a considerable

amount of fluid has several times prevented me from
using the fifth left space, the most frequently rec-

ommended, from fear of wounding the heart, and with

one exception I have found it inexpedient to adopt

the route suggested by Dr. Shattuck, to the left of

the apex beat, since the outer limit of the pericardium

has been im})ossibl(' to determine, owing either to the

presence of pleural Huid or to the dulness caused by
compression or retraction of the left lung. Rotch,

some years ago, after some experiments on the cada-

ver, pointed out the advantages of the fifth right

space and recently Damsch has recommended either

the fffth or sixth right space near the sternum, since

he found in a series of similar experiments that the

fluid collected in the lower right-hand portions of the

pericardium. Although the fourth and fifth right

spaces have been the ones more often selected in my
cases, as the danger of wounding the heart seems

smallest there, the proportion of productive taps has

not been particularly encouraging.

The following cases, with the one reported at the

beginning of this paper, comprise my whole experi-

ence in paracentesis of the pericardium. Cases IV
and V have already been reported elsewhere and ai'e

given only in outline. ,

Case II. H. R., colored, male, twenty-three years

old, entered the Massachusetts Hospital, during my
term as house physician, in the service of Dr. W. L.

Richardson, to whom I am indebted for the privilege

of reporting it, October 11, 1884, suffering from tu-

berculosis of the lungs and bowels. His chief com-
plaint was of pain near the ensiform cartilage on

drawing a long breath. Fluid gradually collected in

the pericardium until almost the entire front of the

chest, from the second rib downward, was dull on

percussion. The abdomen became distended, particu-

larly over its upper portion, which was dull on percus-

sion and gave an indistinct sense of fluctuation. This

local distention of tlu^ abdomen became so marked a

feature of the case that on October 24th a needle was
tlirust into the right side of the epigastrium, well be-

low the costal border, and 1^ ounces of bloody fluid,

slightly tinged with yellow and containing numerous
red cells and leucocytes, was obtained. Four days

later an attempt at aspiration was made through the

upper belly of the right rectus muscle not far from

the spot previously selected, but without result. On
the left side, however, 3 or 4 ounces of bloody fluid

were drawn off. He failed gradually and died No-
vember 2d. At the autopsy, which is reported from

memory, as the records have unfortunately disap-

peared, almost the whole front of the chest was occu-

pied by the distended pericardium, which had dis-

placed the diaphragm and with it the liver and other

abdominal organs, and was the cause of the tumor

noticed in the epigastrium and upper abdomen. Over
2 (juarts of bloody fluid were contained in the sac.

Case III. M. N., male, twenty-four years old, ad-

mitted to the City Hospital, December 22, 189G,

with acute rheumatism and a well-marked pericardial

friction rub. The second sound at the base was very

loud. Fluid gradually collected in the pericardium

and also in both pleural cavities, so that on January
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.'5(1 tlu; prccordiiil (li.stniSH mid dyspiicii wnro \i'.ry

iuurk(Ml. .\ii :isjiii-:itiii<r ikhmII*; whs iiitrodiiccd in llit-

lourtli s{)iiC(!, Ji little to tlu! left of llic Ifl't cdfi*' of

stcrmiin. It moved freely in jill directioiiH, mid the

Ii«i;irt could he felt heatiiii;- aj^aiiist it, hut no lluid vviis

olitiiined. Twenty-four oiiiutes of .seriiin were drawn
from the rii;lit chest with relied, lie slowly improved
and was dischar<;{'d " relieved " March 2.'»d.

Cask IV. S. li., male, twenty-three years old, a<l-

mitted .June l'.(, 1H'.)7, with acute rheumatism. He
later dovt'lope(l a pneumonia of the left lower lohe and
a pleurisy with a small effusion in tlu^ riijlit base.

Fluid also ii'riidually collected in tlu; pericardial sac.

The pulse varied between IIO and 120, and the respi-

rations betw(!en 40 and TH!. A needle introduci-d in

the fourth ri<rht int(!rspace, 1 inch from the sti-rnal

border, drew olV 10 ounces of bloody fluid (;ontaiiiin^

pneumococci. Improvement slowly followed, ami lu;

was dis(;harg'e(l September 1 Ith.

Cask Y. .). 1)., male, twenty-five years old, was
admitted August ^3, 18i)H, with mediastinal and pul-

monary sarcoma. Fluid was present in both pleural

cavities and in the pericardium. 'Y\\v following day

16 ounces of bloody serum were withdrawn from the

left back, with marked improvement in the i)hysical

signs above th(! angle of the scapula. On the oth an

attempt was made to relieve the pericardium by

inserting a needle in the sixth left space a little out-

side the mammillary line. Thirty-eight ounces of

bloody fluid flowed out in vigorous jets synchronous

with the heart, while a distinct pulsating movement
was imparted to the needle itself. So much relief

followed that at tlie request of the patient a further

attempt was made on the following day in the fifth

left space just outside the nipple line, but nothing

was obtained. The sixth space was then tried in the

same position as before, but the result was negative.

At tlie autopsy, which occui'red less than two weeks
later, the left })leura, from which fluid had been with-

drawn, was completely obliterated, and so was the

pericardial sac with the exception of a few small

pockets.

Case VI. T. M., male, thirty-eight yeai's old.

Markedly alcoholic. Admitted November 20, 1899,

with a history of rheumatism of three weeks' duration.

He was slightly delirious, and little reliance could be

placed on his statements. The area of cardiac dul-

ness was somewhat increased. The apex was in

the fifth space, ^ inch outside the nipple line. A
soft systolic murmur was heard both at the apex
and over the aortic area. The second pulmonic

sound was accentuated. On the 24th his delirium

increased, and on the 28th he grew very hoarse. On
December 2d a little consolidation was noted at the

base of the right lung. The heart sounds had become
distant and feeble and the area of cardiac dulness

extended to within an inch of the nipple line on the

right, and on the left to just "outside that line. A
friction rub had been j)resent for one day over the

fourth left cartilage. Two days later the cardiac

area extended on the right ahnost to the nipple,

and on the left 1^ inches outside it. His res})ira-

tions and pulse were rising and he was evidently los-

ing ground. A needle introduced in the fifth right

space obtained 3 drachms of flocculent fluid. Fur-

ther attempts at aspiration were made on succeeding

days by introducing the needle in the fifth left space,

\^ inches outside the nijiple and twice again in the

fourth space. Althougli the tip of ttie needle in

each instance moved freely ax though in a eavity,

the le.HultH were negative. He gradually failed, and

fleatli o(u;urred on the l.Hli, to which his alcoholic ex-

ceHses largely contributed.

To Hummari/e these attempts : The fourth right

space was used four times with one siuMtehnfiil rchiilt;

the fourth left sjmce on(!«', without result ; the fifth

left spac(!, outside the apex, wat* no mon- Hucc«'H»ful

on the one occasion it was used, but from the fifth

right space •'{ drachms of fluid were olitained. From
the .sixth left space; just outside the nipple line, th«*

largest amount, ."W ounces, was withdrawn, hut owing

to tin; eepii vocal nature of the physical signs it cannot

be said with absolute ce-rtainty that it di«l not come
from the pleura. The autopsy failed to throw light

on this jioint. The fact that the fluid was twice

obtained in one case below the margin of the ribs is

a medical curiosity, and instructive as showing the

amount of displacement which occurs with large

effusions.

CASES OF ACUTE ORAL INFLAMMATION.'

BY JOHN C. MUSRO, M.D., KOSTON.

A sEAiiCH of the records of the Boston City Hos-

pital of cases of stomatitis, glossitis and Ludwig's
angina, severe enough to be treated in the surgical

wards, has been made in the attempt to secure a clini-

cal picture of these distressing and serious diseases.

No account has been made of the lighter forms treated

in the out-patient departments. Too few cases have

appeared in recent years to give data as to the bacteri-

ology of these affections. In the few cases examined

the streptococci and staphylococci were the predomi-

nating agents.

Ulcerative stomatitis.— Of 29 cases. 6 were of the

gangrenous type, but the distinction between the

ulcerative and the gangrenous case is often difficult,

the former so easily advances to the 1-atter. and un-

doubtedly some of the ulcerative cases were rapidly

becoming gangrenous until checked by good care and

treatment. The lighter cases exhibited more or less

superficial ulcerations of the gums, cheeks, tongue^or

pharynx, singly or collectively, and probably diph-

theria was the true condition in some of the earlier

cases. In many there appeared to be no recognizable

cause, while others started presumably from carious

teeth, a glossitis or from burns of liquids. One case

of recovery showed ulceration of the entire oral cav-

ity ; another had a deep, foul, indurated slough of the

cheek that was prevented from perforating by treat-

ment with poultices, washes, etc. ; still another had

severe swelling of the palate that required incision,

but without showing the presence of jius.

In the recovery cases, main reliance was placed

upon washes containing myrrh, chlorate of potash,

])ermanganate of i)otash or hydrogen peroxide, in ad-

dition to vigorous supporting and stimulating diet.

One child four years old, where the noma perforated

the cheek, recovered under this treatment. The pro-

cess never advanced rapidly enough to warrant surgi-

cal interference.

One fatal case is interesting in that the process

originated in a tubercular glossitis that could not be

' Contributed to tlio Boston City Hoppital Reporis, Eleventh
Series.
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recognized until after death. Swelling of the tongue,

cheek and neck started two weeks before entrance to

the hospital ; soon the tongue ulcerated and gave rise

to occasional hemorrhages and at entrance the mouth

was filled with the swollen tongue, sloughs and blood

clots. The local condition improved under treatment,

but the general condition grew steadily worse. Au-

topsy showed tuberculosis of the tongue and epididy-

mis, and a severe stomatitis much like that seen in

mercurial poisoning. One male, thirty years old,

with a gangrenous ulcer of the inside of the cheek,

but not perforating, died a few days after entrance,

apparently from general sepsis.

Four cases designated as noma died, 2 being young
children, and 2, men fifty years old. Pneumonia and

measles preceded the noma in each child respectively.

There was the typical gangrenous ulcer of the buccal

surface advancing to perforation, autopsy showing also

a necrosis of the upper jaw and an acute broncho-

pneumonia in the case that lived two weeks ; sepsis

and a pneumonia probably killed the other child at

the end of four weeks before the cheek had become

perforated. One of the adults entered in collapse

with a gangrene of the cheek extending from the

mouth to the ear. In the other case the disease

started as an alveolar abscess followed by a series of

abscesses, retraction of the gums and loosening of the

teeth. Sloughing of the cheek and necrosis of the

lower jaw followed, with death at the end of a week.

Acute glossitis.— These cases are interesting from

the lack of ascribable cause in many instances, from

the rapid onset of swelling and the ecjually rapid sub-

sidence under treatment. Of 28 cases all but 5 were

in males of about thirty years of age. A sore throat,

a blister, a rough tooth or a bite was given as the ex-

citing cause in some, but more frequently no cause

could be found. In several the swelling attained its

maximum within a day or even within an hour, but in

the majority it took four or five days. In half the

cases the swelling affected the entire tongue, while in

the remainder it was confined to one side or to the

base. The swelling was great enough in most in-

stances to almost completely fill the oral cavity. Pus
was rarely noted, and where the organ was incised re-

lief followed as well from evacuation of blood as from

pus. In 11 cases in which the tongue was opened,

either spontaneously or with the knife, there was

alarming dyspnea, while the cases treated with washes

and poultices to the neck were for the most part not

urgent and rapidly yielded to the milder form of treat-

ment, a patient rarely being detained in the hospital

longer than five days. Two patients died, one from

uremia and cystic kidneys, and the other probably

from acute sepsis. The latter, a woman of thirty, en-

tered delirious, in high fever, and with a phlegmon of

the tongue and floor of the mouth. Operation was

done at once on account of dyspnea, but the patient

died in a few hours. One markedly alcoholic patient

had three attacks at intervals of a month, with two op

orations.

The history of the cases throughout impresses one

with the fact that the phlegmonous type is much
severer than the abscess type. In some it is difficult

to distinguish between a true glossitis and a Ludwig's

angina, and indeed the two conditions may coexist, or

the disease may start as a cellulitis of tlie floor of the

mouth and extend to the tongue.

Ludwiijs anyina.— Only 9 cases were indexed, 1

being fatal. Eight were in adult males, and 1 in a

girl of fourteen. One case o{)ened spontaneously into

the mouth ; all of the remainder were operated upon,

some within the mouth, but the majority beneath the

chin. The origin of these cases is obscure, carious

teeth being the favorite cause ascribed by the patients.

The clinical picture is very characteristic in all ; a

brawny fulness beneath the chin, an elevation of the

floor of the mouth to the level of the edge of the

teeth, with a pushing upwards and backwards of

the tongue, and in some a cellulitis extending in vari-

ous directions as far as the shoidder or the chest. The
single fatal case obtained temporary relief from dys-

pnea by free incisions into the sublingual space, but

within a few hours a tra<'lieotomy was necessitated

;

dyspnea, however, returned, and the patient died two
days later, probabl}^ from a sejjtic pneumonia.

The impression that one obtains from studying

these records is that the diseases are severe and that

the treatment required miist be vigorous. Where, as

in glossitis and angina, the cases are not severe enough

to demand immediate operation for the evacuation of

pus or (of equal importance) of blood for relief of

obstruction to respiration, the medical procedures must
in their way be ecjually energetic. C'atharsis, abun-

dant food, rest, cleansing and antiseptic washes and
large hot poultices to the neck and face will often

abort a case that threatens to become serious within a

few hours. When, however, there is doubt, or when
delay seems dangerous, a free incision into the swollen

tongue or the mouth floor is best, whether pus is pres-

ent or not. The cases of stomatitis can probabl}' be

benefited if the gangrenous sloughs are removed with

the curette or the cautery.

The incision in glossitis, unless there is a well-de-

fined collection of pus— which is not to be expected
— is best made into the dorsum on each side of the

median line. In the angina cases the incision is best

made, in most instances, in the median line below the

chin, whence each lateral space can be easily explored

with the finger or a blunt instrument until the small

focus of pus, if present, is found.

The distress and suft'ering of tliese cases is fre-

quently intense ; the drooling, the inability to swallow

or talk, often the dyspnea and cyanosis, in addition to

the acute general infection, make the condition a grave

one, but, fortunately, under good treatment, of brief

duration and without sequelae for the most part.

THE RESULTS OF OPEllATIONS ON VARICOSE
VEINS.i

BY J. n. BLAKE, M.D., BOSTON.

The treatment of varicose veins has always been

unsatisfactory. Non-operative treatment is palliative,

but in recent years a cure has been attempted by oper-

ation. This consists eitlier in (1) ligation of the veins

in several places, with or witiiout the removal of small

sections ; or (2) excision of a considerable portion of

the vessel in continuity. Accurate statistics are neces-

sary to determine the success of operative treatment.

Cases must be traced and reported after the patients

have returned to their customary occupations and

habits of life ; after the conditions which jjroduced or

' Contributed to the Uoslou City Hospital Reports, Eleventh
Series.

<
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fiivorcd llif (iiiH^iiKil vaiin-H liavc !i;,':iiii hccn fKfiih-

HsIumI.

StiiListics ot this clijirHctiT :ir«- not, iiiiiiK^roiis, iiiid

•AVi' not, (••isily ohluincd. Hospital cases am |tn)Vfr-

hially (liirnMiIt to trace, and this chiss of patients is no

e.\(H'ption to the ruh;. Fiirthc;!more, it is essential

hel'ore attempting to chissil'y resnlts, to determine

what constitutes a " cun^ " or a eomphitely sticcess-

t'ul operation. A simple standard, and one \vlii<;li

seems reasonahU>, is, tliat if the patient can follow his

customary occupation, and considers himself vv(dl, th<^

surgiM)n may considtir him cured. And the reverse of

this (if the patient's statements can he believed) should

('(pially be held true.

Finally, the elenuMit of tinu^ and the age of the

patient present additional complications, and render

a positive standard still more diiru-ult to obtain. An
interval of six months after o[)eration is the minimum
time limit, and it is probable that this sluxdd be ex-

tended to a year.

Statistics conforming to the above recjuircments

have been obtained in 11 cases, all but 2 of which

were operattid at tlu; Boston City Hospital. Of these,

7 w(!re cured, 3 were relieved temporarily or par-

tially, and 1 was worse than before. Some of these

patients were examined personally, others replied in

writing, and, in 1 or 2 cases, members of the imme-
diate family furnished the information.

It is obvious that no sweeping deductions can be

drawn from so small a number of cases, but an exam-
ination of them shows certain instructive and interests

ing facts. Briefly stated, these are as follows

:

The single case in which the condition was described

as " worse than before operation " seems to represent a

type in which operation of excision will probably be

followed by little or no improvement. It is therefore

described in some detail.

The man was sixty-three years of age, born in Ire-

land, and was a street laborer. He had extensive

varicose veins for forty years, and had been operated

upon four times, once on the right, and three times on

the left leg.

Seventeen years ago, the veins in the right leg were
ligated subcutaneously with silver wire, at points 5

inches above, and 5 inches below the knee. He
has had complete relief from painful or distressing

symptoms since then. The veins are still visible, and

are large and tortuous, from ankle to saphenous open-

ing, and over the entire inside of the thigh, but the man
stated definitely that they do not cause him any trouble.

The left leg was subjected to a similar operation, in

London, twenty-five years ago ; it was followed by re-

lief of symptoms for about ten years. Fain and dis-

tress then began to return, and in 1893 a second

operation was done in Boston. This consisted of a

dissection and the removal of about 10 inches of the

left internal saphenous vein. After leaving the hos-

pital he was free from pain for six months, and then

the symptoms recurred. In 1895 a third operation

was performed— also in Boston. The man said that,

owing to his previous exijerience, he requested that

this last operation should be by " tying, and not cut-

ting." The surgeon, however, made a dissection of

about 5 inches, and the man insists that he has had
pain ever since, and worse than before. Examination

shows two wide scars, corresponding to the operations

described above, but no veins above the knee. Below,

the veins are distended, but not as much as on the

lOweviT, and th • j.arigllt Hid«'. The leg wwelN
makes him lanii'.

This case is an <'x«:(dhnt illiiHtnifion of llie fact that

si/e or extent of varico.Hc veiiiH, wIm-iIht in the Hcn>-

tum, at the anus, or on the extreinitieM, beatH no iiewiH-

sary relation to the discomfort or di.sability of the

patient. A large mass of veins may be free frf>rn di*-

tn^ssing symptoms, and a small varicosity may at tiine«

(taiise a patient to s(rek hospitu! treatment.

Three cases are classed as " partially or tempora-
rily cured." In 1 of these the unplea.sant nymp-
toms have entirely disappeare<l, but an ulcer, which
closed after the oj)eration, has broken out again, though
its area is smaller than formerlv.

A second man has returned to work, thougli he
writes that his "leg still [)ains him and some of his

cords bother him."

The third case was relieved for one year. This
patient is a cook and is on her feet all day before a
(ire. At the end of the year the veins above and he-

low the incision began to swell. Pain commences
soon after she begins to work, and increases during
the day. She is, however, able to continue her occu-

pation.

Seven cases are considered cured. In 1 of these

the internal saphenous vein had previously been liga-

ted, but without relief. It is to be noted, however,
that some of these cases have been operated less than
a year, and as it sometimes happens that relapse fol-

lows a year of relief, it is obvious that these cases

have not yet passed the final stage. These cases rep-

resent various degrees of severity, with the exception
of extreme varicosity, complicated by advanced age.

The ages in this group vary from twenty-five to fifty

years, and the occupation included engineers, stable-

men, cooks, clerks, etc. In all cases the scars are

firm, not tender and not painful. In 4 the operation
was performed at least three years ago.

In conclusion, it may be said :

(1) Operation for radical cure of varicose veins by
dissection is not successful in everv case.

(2) To obtain successful results, cases must be se-

lected and certain conditions avoided, and recommended
to palliative treatment.

(3) The conditions which will probably militate

fatally against satisfactory results are : (a) Old age,
or an extremely debilitated condition

; {b) excessive
and very extensive varicosity ; (c) occupations which
to an extraordinary degree favor the development of

varicose veins.

(4) Cases which may be cured by a thorough and
careful operation are : (a) Local varix, even of marked
prominence, particularly if thrombosis has occurred,
either in thigh or low er leg ; {b) extensive varix.

limited to a single venous stem ; (c) varicosities,

which are a bar to passing civil service, military or
naval examination ; (rf) cases in youth and middle
life ; {e) cases in which the development of the per-

manent varicosity was at least partially due to more
or less removable conditions (fiat foot, garters, etc.).

(o) Operation, even if not entirely successful, will

usually relieve such complications as thrombosis, hem-
orrhage and ulceration.

(6) The usual conditions which follow unsuccess-
ful operations are : (a) Pain in and around the scar

;

{b) general swelling and tenderness of the leg ; (c)

development of varicosities above or below the opera-
tion scar, but not at the site of the operation itself.
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(7) lu all operated cases, general systemic treat-

ment as well as local treatment should be prescribed,

together with exercise and the avoidance of a contin-

ued upright position whenever possible.

(8) Cure of symptoms does not necessarily mean
the removal of all visible varicosities.

(9) Comparison of relative methods of multiple

ligation and continuous dissection must be based upon

a larger number of cases than are here recorded.

(10) Bennett's conclusions'- and his extreme limita-

tion of the indication for successful operation are too

sweeping.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE THERAPEUTIC
ACTION OF HEROIN.

BY BERXARD LAZAIirS, M.D., NEW YOKK,
.Isslstant Snrfieon, Jielh'vue Hospital ; Physician to Dewilt JJispcn-

sary, Xcw York, N. Y.

In the treatment of patients suffering with diseases

of the respiratory organs the indication frequently

arises for a remedy which will allay the irritation of

the affected mucous membranes and relieve the har-

assing cough. For this purpose opium and its alka-

loids have been hitherto the chief reliance of the

phvsician. This was from necessity and not from

choice, for morphine presents many objectionable

features in this class of cases. The relief of cough

is often obtained at the expense of gastric disturl>

ance, constipation, and a feeling of general lassitude,

while the drug is apt to arrest the bronchial secre-

tions and render expectoration more difficult. For

these reasons, when my attention was drawn to he-

roin by the very extensive studies of Dr. Manges, of

New York, I decided at once to give the preparation

a trial, with the view of determining its relative ad-

vantages as compared with the opium alkaloids. My
connection with the Bellevue Hospital Outdoor De-

partment and the Demilt Dispensary afforded me an

excellent opportunity for making such experiments.

Professor Dreser, who was the first to make care-

ful investigations of heroin on animals, demonstrated

that it produced a diminution in the number of res-

pirations, with an augmentation of the volume of in-

spired air and an increase in the force of expiration.

The same phenomena have been observed in liuman

beings by a large number of observers. It has been

found that while heroin acts as a sedative in condi-

tions of irritation, its action upon the respiratory cen-

tres is that of a stimulant. Moreover, it is free

from any depressing action upon the heart or circu-

lation, a fa^t whicli I have always noticed in my
own experience, thus permitting the use of heroin

even in cases in which cardiac lesions exist. The ob-

servation that heroin has a regulating influence upon

the breathing also caused it to be employed in condi-

tions of dyspnea, to which attention has been directed

by Professor Leo.

Its analgesic properties have also been utilized in

the treatment of neuralgias by Professor Eulenburg

;

of painful uterine affections by Dr. Mirtl, of Vienna;

and in diseases of the stomach attended with jiain by

Dr. Einhorn, of New York.^ Recently a very thor-

ough investigation of its analgesic and hypnotic quali-

ties has l)een made in the Howard Hospital, of Phila-

delphia, by Drs. S. H. Brown and E. I). Tompkins,'^

• Philadelphia Medical -Journal.
* Therapeutic Gazette, August 15, 1900.

» Lancet, October 15, 1898.

who upon the ground of their experiments pronounce
it a very safe and reliable analgesic. Professor Eulen-
burg further suggested its use in the treatment of

morphine habitues, a suggestion which has been
adopted with excellent results.

As heroin is insoluble in water, it is of advantage
to employ it in the form of the hydrochloride, which
may be readily dissolved, and is therefore adapted
for hypodermatic use. My experiments have been
conducted exclu.sively with this preparation, which is

identical in effect with heroin, both as regards phys-
iological action and dosage. Below 1 have subjoined
a few cases among the large number treated, with a

view of illustrating the action of the drug in various

diseases of the air passages, as well as in other con-

ditions :

Case I. .1. B., age twenty-two, employed in a
cigar factory, complained of a feeling of thoracic dis-

comfort, resembling constriction within the chest. At
times he became nervous, anxious and restless, and
this was generally followed by a spasmodic attack.

Examination revealed long drawn out inspiration and
prolonged expiration, the jiatient stating that he felt

as if the air were unable to enter the lung fast enough
to prevent constriction. There was present extreme
dyspnea and whistling breathing. On expiration the

abdominal muscles contracted, assuming a board-like

firmness and hardness. During these attacks the pa-

tient found it necessary to fix his shoulders by grasp-

ing the back of a chair in order to bring the supple-

mentary muscles of respiration into action, although
little relief would be obtained. During one of these

attacks I discovered a subnormal temperature. On
both inspiration and expiration distinct sibilant and
sonorous rales covdd be heard all over the chest, be-

ing audible even at a distance.

The i^atient was instructed to change his employ-
ment, and I placed him on heroin hydrochloride, -^^

grain every four hours, and at bedtime, with cascara

sagrada, ^ drachm, as he complained of constipation.

The attacks, which were quite frequent and usually

lasted for a half hour, diminished both in severity and
duration after the first week's treatment. Since three

weeks the jsatient has never suffered a night attack

(which was quite frequent), but as the disease is of

hereditary origin, a permanent cure cannot be ex-

pected, althougli no attack has occurred in twenty-

three days.

Case II. W. K., age nineteen, employed in a

hide and leather house, had been able to speak only

in a husky whisper for seventeen days. He was
troubled with hoarse and stridulous cough with abun-

dant inucopurulent expectoration, frequentl}^ streaked

with blood and of a very offensive odor. Respiration

was accompanied by a whistling sound, and swallow-

ing of solid food often excited spasms of the glottis;

talking caused fatigue. Severe paroxysms of cough-

ing and straining were experienced in the morning,

due to the accumulation of secretion at night, which

was thrown off' with considerable difficult}'. At first

I put him on astringents and general expectorants, but

with very little relief of the (!ough, straining and dys-

pnea, until I placed him on heroin hydrochloride, j'.j

grain three times daily, and /. grain before going to

i)ed. After two doses the cough and dyspnea were
considerably relieved, but not until the following

night did the patient enjoy a perfect and undisturbed

rest, the want of .sleep having been the cause of his
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uttor oxhaufitioti. I coiitlrnuMl the trfatmcnt in (Ioroh

of 3'.j ^riiiii, lour times duily, toi- .1 |irii(Ml ol niri*-

(laySi wliicli cnVctcd iin ciitin' <lis;i|)|)(;ir:iii(f dI' »(>ii;,'Ii,

puiii, (lyspiicH ;iii(l sIcfplcssiM'ss.

('asi. III. Miss M. !<., ;i;;t! twfiily-i'our, hiio|> ;;irl,

a|i|)li<'<l I'or I ii'Mimciii, sulVcriii^ with Hcvcirn piiiiis li«!-

liiiid tli(! stcniuiii, ilillictill i)r(-:itliini^ iiml sttvrn; coii^li,

wliicli ii:i(l Ik'cii present I'or soiiu; liiix;. I^xaiiiiiiatioii

revealed t'r(M|iieiit and ol)strii(;tive i)reatliiii^, so that

she was uiiaitle to lie; down, l)ut yeiierally ha<l to sit

inclined forward ; sliallow respirations rciac^hinij .'iH to

40 per iniiiiito; tlu! interior part of tlus chcist and tlu;

epi<^astriuin were drawn in with each inspiration,

while tlui npper part of the chest was ilnnloval)l(^

Her spcei'li was slutrt and jerky. The ala- nasi

were dilated ; tiic tare con^eslt.'d, eyanosed and
swollen ; and tiie jniiiilar veins (listi^nded. The
most prominent and troublesome symptom of all

was the harassiiiif cough, accompanied by severe pains,

and as the patient was also quite anemic, the cough
and dyspnea rcMidered her at times utterly exhausted.

I therefore jjut hei- on an appropriate remedy to

counteract the anemia; but to overcome the severe

pain, cough and dyspn«!a, which was of paramount
importance, nothing gave as much satisfaction and
such prompt relief as heroin hydrochloride, -j^y grain

hypodermatically, and followed by ,V grain every four

hours for the first twelve hours. The remedy was
then continued in jVgrain doses every four hours, in-

ternally, for the next twenty-four hours ; and as I

was going out of town for a week I instructed her to

continue it in -.,i^-grain doses every four hours. On
my return I found that the jiain liad entirely disap-

peared, the harassing cough had become much less

troublesome and was gradually subsiding, and tlie

cyanotic lividness of the lips and face had vanished.

Under the hypodermic injection of ^.j grain daily for

four days the inferior part of the chest and epigas-

trium became elevated instead of being drawn in dur-

ing inspiration, while the upper part became normally

movable. Speech was easy, and sleep was undis-

turbed. There was no increase nor decrease of weight

the first five days, but at the end of the; second week
the weight had increased 7 pounds. I am now con-

vinced that the treatment with heroin hydrochloride

not only relieved the symi)toms but eniirely cured the

patient, the anemia being coml)ated by the usual

tonics.

Case IV. E. IVL, age thirty-one. apj)lied for treat-

ment of an intercostal neuralgia, which has caused her

the most agonizing suffering. The pain was intermit-

tent, of a tearing character, and was increased by

coughing or sneezing. Her sufferings dated back

three mouths. To overcome the pain I put her on

heroin hydrochloride,
^^^^

grain, every two hours for

ten hours until relieved, and then ^ grain four times

a day. She had no severe exacerbations. The ad-

ministration of ,\y grain was continued for five days,

and at the end of that time she was told to take a

dose of \ grain only when she felt indications of a xn-

turn of a paroxysm of jjain. As no attack occurred,

she was discliariied cured in two weeks of an illness

of fully three months' standing. One point which

was greatly appreciated by the patient was that she

did not suffer pains of any account from the time she

first came to my office.

Case V. J. C, age thirty-two, suffered with ad-

vanced pulmonary disease with laryngeal involvement.

Tho patinnt was quitf? fitnaniatrd and wnak, uuffmng
M(!verely from <ou;jliing UHually at night, with Mcarc'rly

any relief from the usual applications and inhaiatioiiM.

lie had not (dilained a comfortable tiight'n rent for

inontliH, until I tried heroin hydrochloride in ,'j-j(rain

d()H(!H every three hours. The adininiHtratioii wa« Ik>

gnn at 10 a. m., and continued until !) i*. >(., at which
tim(! the cough had been greatly relieve«l, and u re-

freshing sleirp secured for the first tiin<' in (piit*! a
while. Being much interested in the i>atient, I notfwl

on my second visit the following day the a[)p«yirance

of comfort and ndief instead of the usual expre^iif>ti of

suffering.

In 7 oth(;r cases of advanced phthisis which have
conu! under my observation, heroin hydrochloride

administered in ./, -grain dose at 8, 10 atifl 12 a. m.,

and -,'.2 grain at .'5, (i and \) v. M., controlled the cough
sufficiently to p(!rmit of rest and comfort at night.

Under its administration in pulmonary tuberculoses

great relief is obtained so far as cough, dyspnea and
sleep is concerned, although it acts only as a pallia-

tive in such cases.

Case VI. F. A., age ten ; acute coryza and nasal

catarrh, attcuided with severe sneezing and lachryma-
tion. In this case I prescrii)ed the following, from
which the patient obtained wonderful relief, namely

:

Heroin hydrochloride
Caffeine citrate .

M. ft. pulv. No. G.

The patient took one powder, followe<l within an
hour by another and experienced considerable ame-
lioration, but not until he had taken four was com-
plete relief afforded.

Case VII. B. G., age twenty-nine. Physical ex-

amination showed a cavity in the middle lobe of the
right lung and the upper lobe of the left lung. The
patient was put on heroin hydrochloride, t}j^ grain

every two hours during the forenoon, and -^c, grain

every three hours during the afternoon. Within
three days the cough diminished to a considerable

extent, and the pain disappeared. I continued the

remedy in doses of ^V gi"ain every four hours, and \
grain at bedtime.

Case VIII. 0. S., age forty, complained of hard,

dry, persistent and troublesome cough, especially at

evenings. There was very little expectoration, the
removal of which caused considerable pain and
dyspnea. Heroin hydrochloride, j'.y grain, every
three hours for two days eased the cough ; the pain
and dyspnea vanished, and the expectoration became
easy and free.

Case IX. D. S., age twenty-two, complained of

severe cough and paiji, usually coming on at night

and lasting until morning. Heroin hydrochloride,

tV gi"ain every four hours in afternoon, and \ grain

at bedtime relieved the patient, and after a week's
treatment the entire symptoms disappeared.

My clinical material, from which the above cases

have been selected, consists of 38 cases treated in the

hospital and 14 in private practice, and comprises pul-

monary tuberculosis, bronchitis, astlnna, pneumonia,
laryngitis, coryza, rhinitis and intercostal neuralgia.

Under the administration of heroin hydrochloride the

relief of pain, cough and dyspnea was obtained in

from one to five days. Among the o2 cases heroin

hydrochloride caust'd nausea and giddiness in only 2

after the administration of \ grain ; but this disap-

peared promptly after the dose was reduced to yV^
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grain. Iii 1 case it produced gastric disturbance

similar to morphine when giveli on an empty stom-

ach, but this was not observed when it was adminis-

tered after meals. In 3 cases it caused constipa-

tion, which was relieved by tlie addition of ^ grain of

calomel to each dose. It will be noted in the above

cases that the after-effects observed in a few instances

appear only after large doses of ^ grain, and promptly

vanished after the dose was reduced to ^^^> grain.

The very thorough investigations which 1 have

made with heroin hydrochloride in my practice

enable me impartially to state that I consider this

drug a most valuable aid to the medical profc^ssion.

Its range of application, while originally confined to

the treatment of respiratory affections, has been

much extended by later observations. In pulmon-
ary affections accompanied with coughs, I would
rank it as a specific, while its analgesic qualities in

neuralgia and its antispasmodic effect in asthma
and whooping cough have been so well established

as to entitle it to a prominent place in the treat-

ment of these aft'ections.

QO^etitcai ^ta^t^^.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN MENTAL DISEASES.
BY HEXRV R. STEDMAN, M.D., ftOSTOJfk

(Concluded from No. 23, J). 582.)

THE INFLUENCE OF MAtKI^KAL INEBRIETY ON THE
OKKSI'RING.

Sullivan ^ states that maternal inebriety isacdridi-
tion peculiarly unfavorable to the vitality And to the
nornial development of the offfipring. Its gravity in
this respect is considerably greater than that of pater-
nal alcoholism. While its influence, particularly as
measured by the test of infant mortality, appears to be
exercised in a considerable degree indirectly through
deterioration of the milieu, a large part also depends
on the primary action of the poison. The reality of
this latter mode of influence is evidenced by the
tendency to stillbirths and abortions, by the high
rate of epilepsy in the surviving children, by the prev-
alent mode of death, by the effects of modifications
of tlie intoxication. This primary influence of alco-
hol is due in part to the permanent effects of the poi-
son on the maternal organism, inducing a transmissi-
ble degenerate condition ; in part to a direct toxic
action on the embryo, owing to continued excesses
during pregnancy and lactation. The first of these
modes of primary influence is, by its nature, perma-
nent, with a tendency to increase. The second mode,
while tending also to a constant and constantly in-
creasing operation, is susceptible of temporary 'aug-
mentation or diminution.

Under these combined modes of influence the nor-
mal tendency of the family with alcoholic maternity
is towards a type the inverse of the syphilitic family;
that is to say, the firstborn children are normal, then
come more or less defective children who live beyond
infancy, then children dying in infancy, then still-

births, and, finally, abortions.

Deviations from this type are probably due in many
cases to oscillations in the intensity of the second

• Journal of Mental Science, .July, 1899.

mode of influence. Deviations originating in this

fashion may be seen, for instance, in the death in

infancy of the earliest born children of the family as

a result of conception in drunkenness, and in the

survival of late born children when the mother has

been imprisoned during part of the pregnancy.

It is hardly necessary to point out in conclusion

the evidence which these observations furnish as to

the social gravity of female inebriety, and the social

profit in its removal. In suppressing the female

drunkard the community not only eliminates an ele-

ment always individually useless and constantly liable

to become individually noxious ; it also prevents the

procreation of children under the conditions most apt

to render them subsequently, if they survive, a bur-

den or a danger to society.

"Readies'^ liaa studied something oVer 1,000 cases

(of insanity ill tllt^ .It'Wisil r'ade, iiild ildtes,- fjl-st Of st%

tile (ibnormally great predomlnancie of geiic'fdl p^taU'
sis among the men, 21 <^ of all male eJewisli adml.S-

sions being cases of this disease^ in contritst to 13^
of the gene'rdi yedrly iltf!rag:f<i Th(^ hleiltftl strain

jresUltittg fi'om excessive zeal in acqUif'iilg' fidies* With

the consequent worry ttnd annoyance, he consid^f^

plays no small part in the mentatl breakdown o'f these!

people. It is difflciilt to deterniinft the exact atmoiint

Of ittSfiiiily iiiiloiig tlie .lews, tiUt aj)pdf(^ilfly It is noi

very much greater than the average. The averdgti

age at which Jews become insane is distinctly earlier

than the age of non-,Tews. At Colney Hatch the

relapsed cases form 14% of the admissions, which is

twice the cdnioiJnt fdribed by the entire admissions to

the London County asylums. l^liiS fii^h figure »8 due
in part to the greater frequency of rehipi^CS Sirid ih^

greater number of .lewish patients discharged as Otlly

relieved ; the recovery rate appears better than among
non-.Tewish patients, and the death rate is lower.

This is due mostly to the small number of deaths

among women, owing to the large projjortion of puer-

peral insanity, over 15% of all the Jewish women
admitted being puerperal cases. In non-Jewish ad-

missions the percentage of puerperal cases is a trifle

over 6. The explanation of this large proportion of

puerperal cases he attributes to the neurotic tempera-

ment of Jewish women, the early age at which
marriage takes place, and impaired nutrition from un-

healthy occupations and surroundings. Notwithstand-

ing the seeminglj' good recovery rate, he does not

look upon the prosj)ects of complete mental recovery

as particularly hopeful, very many .lewish patients

being discharged to their friends when they are only

relieved.

SUICIUE IN GKNKHAL TARALYSIS.

^
Monestier« comes to the following conclusions;

Suicide is quite common in general paralysis, >>ath in'

the course of the disease and in its initial pwiod.
There are, however, a number of cases where t\i(i

suicide is only apparent, and where the patient does
not really wish to put an end to himself. He be-
comes the victim of his illusions, and loses conscious-
ness of the danger he may run on account of the
marked disturbance of a clear perception of the
reality of things. In most of the cases lof delib-

^ Journal of Mental Science, October, 1900
" Ann. tned. psych., March, 1900.
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(!nit(( Hulcldi! tho suiciiliil idruH have the clmracUtriH-

tics not only <>t' «lciii('iiti!i, hut also of the (h-hinioti

wliich th(! patient n>ay have, a (Ichisiou which is

ahiio.st always irrcj^ular and transitory. This incjiii-

larity and transitory charac^tcr an- more or less

inaiUcd ; most Irccnu^itly the idras ol' siiicidr an-

sudden and of short duration. It is easy to divert

\\\v patient fi'oni th(;iu and lie lakes no care to hide

them. riuM'e are, however, otiier eases where the

means employed to commit suicide dill'er in no d(!^re(!

from those which other insane employ. The patients

scH'in to have a delinite idea of conimittin<f suicide as

shown hy the precautions which they take, hy the

premeditation of tln^ act, and hy \\w. length of their

preparations for it. In these cases ther(! is less ile-

mentia.

PROGNOSIS OK TIIK I'SVCHOSKS OK IM nKKIV.

Cullere ^ has studied 120 attacks of tin; psychoses

of puberty in subjects from fifteen to (iiirhttMUi y(!ars

of a<^e— a.'} males and ')7 females. Of thesi! .'5 died

ill the first attack. There were .']3 cases of deiHeiitia

precox which came on in 18 during the first attack,

in 9 during the second, and in 2 in the third. In 4

cases the attack degenerated into secondary syste-

matized insanity with mental enfeeblement. There
were 20 cases of periodic insanity, all forms being

represented. There were 'Ih cases of recurrence

with varying issue. These recurrences were most

fre(juently benign and were at considerable intervals

apart. This grou}) was the most favorable in point

of view of ultimate prognosis. There were cases

of insanity with a consciousness of the condition, ob-

sessions, or impulsive states. These cases were gen-

erally permanent. In 30 cases the patient disap-

peared from observation after the first attack. The
clinical aspect of the first attack, however, would

permit us to classify them with the subjects of the

preceding groups. The prognosis of the attack in

the insanity of puberty is favorable in the enormous

proportion of 79%, but the ultimate prognosis of the

disease is more serious. The individual who is cured

of this form of mental disease runs the risk in the

futnre of recurrences, of dementia precox, of peri-

odic insanity, or of returns of the insanity of obses-

sions. The least sad feature is that the inevitable

recurrences are reduced to a small number at long

intervals apart, with long periods of more or less nor-

mal health between them.

THE TREATMENT OF INSANITY BY KEST IN BED.

Korsakow,^ in a communication presented to the

Thirteenth National Congress at Paris, comes to the

following conclusions : In the question of treatment of

mental disease by rest in bed, we must distinguish be-

tween the system of bed treatment as a mode of the

internal organizations of asylums and the employment

of bed treatment as a therapeutic measure. The
foundations of the system of bed treatment are as fol-

lows : The use of the bed is considered as an essential

element in the treatment. The stay in bed is obtained

not by violence but by means of the moral influence

and the suggestive effect of the environment. It re-

quires a particular organization of attendants, which

is only one manner of caring for the patients and for

following and carefully observing the physical and

* ArcU. de neurol., September, 1900.
« Loc. cit., October, 1900,

iiuiiitul HyinptoniH of the rliHcuNe. Tlie refuMal to make
use of separate rooriiH uh a priiici|de in not a fuiidsi-

iii<!iital condition of the Hystem in qiieHtion, hut it Im a

powerful aid in the development of the In-d treatment,

and, on the other liaiid, the diirdniition in the iiMe of

separate rooiijH Ih one of the Hrht henelits fjf the re-

gime. The exact det4;rmination of the time which
the patients must remain in bed, of their waIkH and
oe<'upatir)iis mit of bed, (tonstitiite th«; eNHeiitial part of

this system. Tin- r<\st in bed must Ik; regulated in

all its (hrL'iils from absolute eoidiiiemeiit to the In-d up
to the most limited use of it. The use of common
wards is a powerful means in the regular organization

of the system r)f bed treatment, although we may Ik;

oldiged to apply tin; l)ed treatment ecpially well in

separate! rooms ; this has a s(!condary iniportiinc<; in

the syst(!in in (piestion. 'I'lie forced (h.-tention in bed
is not an element of the regime; of bed treatment as a

system.

The principal advantages of the system are as

follows: (ireater order in the asylum, esi)ecially

if it is crowded
;
greater security for the patients

;

greater facility in caring for them and in clinical ol>-

servation ; a liniit(!d use of isolated rooms, the system of

rest in bed being capable of abolishing completely the

imprisonment in cells. Finally, the diseases charac-

terized by a state of agitation have a more moderate
course. In the asylums where the system of bed
treatment is applied the mortality of some grave
acute psychoses is notably diminished. With the sys-

tem of bed treatment we must not include other sys-

tems which have a favorable action, such as that of

moral influence, of non-restraint, of work, and of

open doors. It is possible to successfully combine all

these systems. The indications for absolute rest in

bed are only very imperfectly established. To have
these indications upon a scientific basis, we must not

only multiply researches, but also their sphere. In-

vestigations are desirable as to the effect of rest in

bed and lack of exercise upon the composition of the

blood, the elimination of toxins from the organism,
and the mental functions, and above all upon the

energy of the directing force of the mind. The prin-

cipal indication for rest in bed is a state of excite-

ment. Prolonged rest in bed carried out in a rigor-... ^
ous manner is contraindicated in patients with a

sluggish intelligence, predisposed to apathy, anemia,
and masturbation. It will be very important to study
the effect of this treatment upon mental diseases in

young subjects, in case they become incurable. Rest
ill bed must be applied in different ways, according to

individual indications in almost all acute psvchoses,

especially at the initial period of the disease. It has
an especially favorable action in the majoritv of mani-
acal cases, in cases of alcoholic delirium, and in raanv
forms of mental confusion and of melancholia. There
are vital indications for its application in patients

whose mental trouble is connected with infection and
high temperature, and in patients who are greatly

exhausted.

ARTIFICIAL SERUM IN MENTAL DISEASE.

Jacquin® believes that injections of artificial serum
may be of advantage in psychiatry. These injections

have the advantage of ease of administration, of sim-

ple techiiiepie and freedom from accidents. Thev are

indicated in all cases wdiere the mental troubles seem
«'• Ann. niP(l, psycb.. May, 1900.
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associated with infection or auto-intoxication, that is,

in cases of poisoning of the organism of the brain,

either by microbes, by products of secretion or by
toxic substances resulting from the increased forma-

tion or insufficient elimination of normal poisons.

They fulfil these indications by eliminating the tox-

ins, diluting them, re-establishing the secretions, and
acting quickly. He calls especial attention to their

action upon the urinary functions and the importance
of proper functioning of the kidneys in the insane.

THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE MANIA WITHOUT
SEDATIVES.

Hitchcock'' gives the results in 20G consecutive

cases of acute mania observed during sixteen years

at York. One hundred and seventy-one recovered,

8 died during the attack from the disease, 3 died

during the attack from intercurrent disease, 12 were
discharged relieved, 7 were transferred, and .5 re-

mained under care. The average period under treat-

ment was for males three and a half months, and for

females live months. Seven cases recovered after

one year, 2 after three and five years respectively.

Tlie ratio of recoveries to the number of cases under
treatment was 83% ; the ratio of deaths, 3.8%.

Altliough excitement and sleeplessness were prom-
inent symptoms in all these cases, he did not use

sedatives in the treatment of any one of them, and he
firmly believes that he thereby secured a larger pro-

portion of recoveries, a calmer after existence for the

cases which have not recovered, and perhaps a dimin-

ished death rate.

THE STATE IN THE CARE OF THE INSANE.

Kraepelin ' says that the helplessness of the insane

and their need of protection make it necessary that

the State should pay some attention to their condition,

even when they are not dangerous and do not demand
institutional care. In general it

would be practical to leave such

patients to the care of their

families and not to interfere un-

necessarily with them. Only
when the patients are not able

to withstand the struggle for

existence and all other aid has

failed does it become a public

duty to give aid to the feeble in

order that an aggravation of

their mental disorder and an

increase of suffering may not

result from their poverty. The
task of solving these questions

belongs to individuals rather

than to the magistrates. They
can only be dealt with properly by the various phil-

anthropic associations, since a thorough knowledge of

the conditions under which the patient lives and a

choice of the means to be used are necessary. The
participation of the charity organizations and their

representatives in this kind of work is to be emphati-

cally commended. Experience has shown that these

bodies have done excellent work in the care of the

insane outside of institutions, their efforts having been

especially useful in caring for discharged patients.

The State has every reason, as in many instances it

' Journal of Mental Science, January, 1900.
' American Joarnal of Insanity, October, 1900.

has already done, to aid the unpretentious but sterling

work of these societies.

RECEIVING HOUSES FOR THE INSANE.

The Tenth Annual Report " of the Asylums Com-
mittee of the London County Council states that re-

ceiving houses seem to be in a fair way to become
accomplished facts, as their establishment has been

recommended by a special subcommittee and by a con-

ference of guardians representing the metropolitan

unions and parishes. The Commissioners of Lunacy
seem to favor their establishment.

I^eto 3Pni0ftrument.

A MODIFICATION OF THE OLD SIMS
NEEDLE FORCEPS.

BY W. L. BUBRAGK, M.D., BOSTON.

The needle forceps here figured embodies no new
principle of construction, but is rather a revival of an

old form with several additions and improvements as

suggested by the good points of other popular forceps.

It is in effect a large hemostatic forceps, having needle

holding jaws and shears handles.

The length of the forceps is a trifle over seven

inches. The handles are like those of shears, and are

bevelled to protect the thumb and fingers of the opera-

tor from chafing and to give a better hold, also, one

loop being larger than the other ensures the instru-

ment always being handled right side up.

The jaws are made narrow so that they will not

break full curved needles. One jaw is faced with a

copper plate held in place by two rivets passing

through the steel of the jaw, thus ensuring a firmer

fastening than by the old method of soldering. The
face of the other jaw is roughened by rather coarse

checks in the steel. One groove is cut in each jaw,

one opposite the other, for the reception of a Hage-

dorn needle, the upper groove being bevelled for a full

curved Hagedorn.
The forceps will hold any sort of a needle firmly in

any useful position without breaking the needle. It

is perfectly simple in construction, easy to keep clean,

and cannot well get out of order.

A needle forceps should not only hold a needle in a

variety of positions, but it must be so constructed as

to easily seize the needle after it has been forced

through the tissues and extract it without injury to

» Journal of Mental Science, June, 1900.
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its point or without hroakiiif^ it. To hold tho iituidhi

lirinly tills torccps has the iimilciil)!)' (ropper opp^Hrd
to tlic chcckt'd steel, ii comhiiiulioii loiif: known iis one
of the best for this purpose, und to seize the needle

rciidily ufter it h;is been pushed throu<;h, it hiis jaws
openin;:^ widely and closiui^ like the jaws of a iienio-

static forc(!ps, simulating tin? action of thcr human lin-

gers in picking up a small ()l)j(;(;t.

Itlcport^ of ^tMittit^.

SUFFOLK DISTRICT Mp]I)ICAL SOCIETY.
SECTION FOR CLINICAL MEDICINE, PATHOL-

OGY AND HYGIENE.
II. K. IIKVVKS, M.D., SECRETARY.

Kk<;i;l<vii meeting, Wednesday, Novend)er 21,

r.lOO, I)k. V. Y. BowDiTCii in the chair.

Du. IL L. MousK read a paper entitled

LKUCOCYTE COUNT IN SEROUS I'LEUUISV.

He said in part : The leucocytes were counted

daily in 20 cases of primary serous i)leurisy from

entrance to discharge or recovery. Their number ex-

ceeded 10,000, the normal limit, in only 13 of 224

counts. Nine of these occurred in 1 case with a

secondary pneumococcus infection. Nine of the

cases were certainly tubercular, the others t)robably

so. In the cases certainly tubercular the count

never exceeded 10,000. There was no evident rela-

tion between the duration of the disease or the tem-

perature and the number of white cells. Blood and
microscopic amounts of pus in the fluid did not affect

their number. There was no apparent relation be-

tween the amount or progress of the fluid and the

leucocyte count.

Serous pleurisy is only exceptionally accompanied

by an increase in the number of white corpuscles, and

then intermittently. The white count is of value in

two ways in the diagnosis of serous pleurisy. If the

physical signs are doubtful, and there is no leucocy-

tosis, the condition is almost certainly not pneu-

monia or empyema, but serous pleurisy. If there is

a serous pleurisy and a continuous leucocytosis, some
complication is present.

Dr. Sears : I can remember no other observa-

tions so carefully made as those reported by Dr.

Morse. He has covered the ground so thoroughly

that it is scarcely possible to add to his conclusions.

The leucocyte count has been made in all the cases

which I have seen at the City Hospital at some time

during the course of the disease, but often not more
than once or twice. They have been entirely in

accord with what Dr. IVIorse has said. In a large

proportion of the cases they have numbered less

than 10,000. It therefore seems probable that in

those in which the number was greater some compli-

cation existed, but it has rarely been possible to de-

tect what this was. In a few, the number has run up

to 14,000 or 15,000. Almost every case which I

have had has reacted to the tuberculin test where
this has been tried.

Dr. Hewes : I should like to ask Dr. Morse if

any of his patients were children.

Dr. Morse : No ; all of these patients were adults.

Dr. Hewes : Has your experience with children

been different in any respect ?

Dr. Morhk : I have not made any cjirefiil olj^ervu-

tionH of tlie blood in Herous jdetiriMV in children. I

have made singh; examinationH in vurioun caneH, but

my rcHults are not exU-nsive enough to warrant any
con(;lusions.

I)i{. Hi:\\i-.>: I have seen Meveral euJiOH of HtrrouM

|>l(:urisy in ehildreii with a continuous leucoeytOHiH.

It is well known that leucocytosis occurs nnich tnon*

(rasily in (children with any intlarninatory condition thai

can produce it than in adults, and it is probable from

my experience that a continuous leuco«;ytosiH of several

days' «luration has not in these cascts the significance

which Dr. Morse's results would indicaU- that it has in

adults.

Dr. V. \ . l')0\vi>rr(;ii : I showhl like to express
my pleasure at the paper by Dr. Mors<-. It seems to

me that anything w(! can get to eidighten us in these

cases that he speaks of where the physical signs are

doubtful is of th(! greatest value to us. I have not

made any similar experiments, but I certainly shall

do so in the future.

Du. (iEORGE G. Sears read a paper entitled

PERICARDITIS WITH EFFUSION.'

Dr. G. C. Smith : I have been very much inter-

ested in this paper on account of its conciseness and
on account of the clearness of detail with which Dr.

Sears has gone into the subject. I would like to ask
one or two questions connected with it. First, how
much value he attaches to the rational history in these

cases from a diagnostic standpoint ; whether in all of

these cases or in any part of them it was not possible

to rule out hypertrophy of the heart by the historv

;

whether a distinction could be made between excentric

and concentric hypertrophy ; whether or not, in the

cases that were considered from the point of view of

hypertrophy, the dilatation of the right side could al-

ways be ruled out ? If it could, would not the hypertro-

phy always displace the apex to the left and downward
and you fail to get your increased cardiac dulness on
the right side, provided you have no pleural effusion,

and providing you could rule out any consolidated or

lung tissue or old retracted pleuritic conditions ? It

seems to me that perhaps in many of these cases at

least, not particularly of his, but in many of the cases

which come to us, if we can rule out all heart mur-
murs, can rule out old chronic bronchitis, emphvsema
and nephritis, and other causes for hypertrophy (the

idiopathic so-called hypertrophy of the heart can be
practically ignored), and if hypertrophy, uncomplica-
ted by old pleuritic or fresh pleuritic trouble* can be
ruled out, as it can of course in many cases, why, we
would expect the hypertrophy to show an increase of

dulness to the left largely, and would not expect it to

carry it to the right very much, nor to give the form
of bag shape which Dr. Sears speaks of. In the few
cases I have seen, it seems to me, this form he de-

scribes could be pretty clearly made out, but owing to

the fact that so many of our cases are complicated bv
pleurisy and emphysema it often becomes exceedingly
difficult to define clearly the outlines of dulness or flat-

ness. But I would like to ask how much significance

he attaches to the rational history in these cases of

pericarditis. It seems to me that perhaps more c;in

be attached to the rational history than to physical

signs oftentimes.

Dr. Morse : My experience with pericarditis with

• Se« page 595 of the .Tourual.
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effusion has led me to realize very thoroughly the

great difficulty there sometimes is in the diagnosis be-

tween pericarditis with effusion and hypertrophied

and dilated heart, especially hypertrophied and dilated

right heart. My experience has also led nic to the

same conclusion that Dr. Sears's led him, that tlie one

most important sign is the angle between the right

side of the heart and the liver. The next most im-

portant sign is the position of the apex with relation

to the outer limit of dulness to the left. The other

signs are, I think, of subordinate importancte. 1 have

also been struck with the comparatively slight impor-

tance of the area of dulness in the left back. It

seems to me that this is present in many condi-

tions besides pericarditis with effusion. My experi-

ence in tapping in pericarditis with effusion has been

very slight and rather unsuccessful.

Dr. Hewks : Have you ever tried paracentesis

from below the arch of the diaphragm, a method

recommended by some foreign observer whose name I

have forgotten ?

Dr. Sears : No, I never have. I have preferred

the other method, but, as my results show, not with

the success I liad hoped. There is one thing to be

said about the epigastric route— that if flocculi in the

fluid are the reason why one gets so few successes

they would more naturally tend to collect in the lower

portion of the sac than in the up[)er. But it is doubt-

ful whether this is worth considering, since the fluid

must be kept in pretty constant motion from the

churning of the heart, and would be therefore less lia-

ble to follow the laws of gravity.

Dr. Hewes : I remember one case in the service

of Dr. F. C. Shattuck at the Massachusetts Hospital

while I was house officer which was aspirated after

death from below the arch of the diapliragm. The

case had been tapped three times during life without

result except that once a few drops of bloody fluid

were obtained. Immediately after death we tried the

method of tapping up through the diaphragm and ob-

tained over a pint of fluid which flowed very freely.

Of course the conditions of the organs after death may
have been so different as to make it easier to get the

fluid out then, but it certainly came very freely in a

case in which after tai)ping in three other places we

failed to get any fluid at all with the patient in the

same position as when we tapped after death. If we

had succeeded in aspirating successfully at flrst it

would doubtless have prolonged the patient's life for

a short period at least.

Dr. Sears : That position has been recommended

by flrst-rate observers who have obtained fluid there.

1 confess that I have never aspirated the jjericardial

sac without some misgivings, and I think I may have

had more at the thought of going in there and have

therefore not done it.

Dr. V. Y. Bowditch: Dr. Sears does not touch

upon the more strictly surgical procedures in these

cases. I should like to know his views as to whether

there is any objection to making a surgical incision to

the left of- the sternum, even in serous eflusions, sim-

ply because of the comparative ease of making this

and the less(!ned danger of wounding the heart by tlie

puncturing needle.

Dr. Sears : I have had no practical experience

and can express no oj)ini()n.

In reply to Dr. Smith, I hardly know how to answer

so complicated a question. Certainly in a very large

proportion of the cases pericardial effusion is found
flrst on physical examination and its presence is not

suggested by subjective symptoms. Pain, pericardial

distress and dyspnea might point to i)ericar(litis, but

none of them are constant and might result from
other causes. In all cases of marked cardiac enlarge-

ment, whether the right or left ventricle is most
involved, a certain amount of lateral increase in the

area of cardia(; dulness is present which is most
marked in the former. But in practically' every case,

normal or abnormal, except where there is marked
emphysema, one can detect by gentle percussion an

area of dulness on the right of the sternum, so that

the mere presence of the dulness on the right has

little signiflcance unless it is increased beyond what
one would normally expect,— a Anger's breadth or

a finger's breadth and a half.

Dr. Smith : I had particularly in mind not the

symptoms that go with tlie rational history of peri-

carditis, but of hypertrophy. You generally have a

pretty straight history of a case with hypertrophy

of the heart winch frequently may help you to decide

whether you have got hypertrophy or not. Of course

if you can rule out all tlie causes of hypertrophy it

aids somewhat in making a diagnosis of pericarditis if

you have that broad area of dulness.

Dr. Sears : It would not help you in cases of

pericardial effusion occurring with a large heart, by
no means a very rare combination in chronic nephritis.

Dr. Smith : In the uncomplicated cases when you
can rule out nephritis, and the histories of other

things like emphysema and chronic bronchitis, and
anything in the way of disease that may lead to

hypertrophy ; if you have no cause for hypertrophy

that 3'ou can find in the rational history would you not

be quite justified in ruling out hypertrophy in favor

of pericarditis with effusion ?

Dr. Sears : I think you might, but it is difficult

to rule out all causes for hypertrophy from the his-

tory. Practically the diagnosis must be made on
physical signs rather than on statements of the

patient.

Dr. Morse: It seems to me there can be no ques-

tion that the diagnosis of pericarditis with effusion

rests on the physical signs and not on the history.

Most of the cases I have seen have been discovered

on routine physical examination. As to the question

of diagnosis between a hypertrophied heart and a

pericarditis with effusion it does not seem to me that

it is at all diflicult. The diagnosis between pericar-

ditis with effusion and a dilated hypertrophied heart

in one thing ; that between a pericarditis with effusion

and a hypertrophied heart is another. The i)hysical

signs are practically opposite. The area of dulness

is different, the cardiac action different— in the

hypertrophied heart, strong, active ; in pericarditis

with effusion, comparatively feeble. In the hyper-

trophied heart the impulse is at the outer limit of

dulness ; in pericarditis with effusion, inside the limit.

The sounds are strong in hyjjertrophy ; comparatively

weak in ])ericarditis with effusion. One second sound

is accentuated in hyjx'rtrophy ; both very likely to be

weakened in pericarditis with effusion. Hence the

diagnosis between hy])ertro))hy and pericarditis with

ett'usion does not seem to me to be diflicult, but

between an hypertrophi<!d heart which is dilated a

great deal and a pericarditis with clfusion it is often

verv difficult.
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MISSISSirPI VALLEY MKDK^AL ASSOCIA-
riON.

Twenty-Si XTii Annum. Mkktino, iik.i.u at Asiik-

VII.I.K, N. (;., OCTOHKK !), 10 AND 11, 1!)00.

Dn. M. II. 1''i,ki(IIi;k, .Vslicvillf, (li.iiniijui III till-

( 'oimiiittt'f ol .Vniiiim'iiH'iils, ciilli-d llic iiii'ctiii;^ to

order, aiitl piiivcr liiiviiii; Ix-cii said 1)V I Ik- I\KV. R. F.

('ami'HKM,, aildrcsscs of wclcoiiic were dclivcn-d l>y

Mi{. TiiKO. F. Davidson oh hclialt' ol' tlic city and
State, and Dii. .loiix IIkv Williams oti itcliall' of

the profession of Aslieville. I'roinineiit refereiiec!

was iua(l(^ ill theses speeches to tli<( lieautiful climate of

tlie popular health resort, whi(;Ii o(;ciipies a eoriiinaiid-

iiii;' position on tlu! Blue IMouutaiii Hidnc of the Allo
iiliaiiies. 'riiouiiii the place is fid! of (hx^tors, oik; of

the speakers said they woidd die of starvation were it

not for tlu! patients sent to tluun from less highly

favored parts of the country.

TIIK PRESIUKNT's ADDKKSS.

The president, Dr. IL N. Moykr, in the course of

his address, said an apology for the medical profession

had lately been delivered at Paris by one of its own
nestors. The American medical profession needed no

apology, and as proof thereof, they had only to read

the tribute paid to it by the London Lancet, which

pointed out that, allowance being made for the dilli-

culties that had to be overcome in a new country, and

particularly one where democratic principles pre-

vailed, and there was a consequent dislike of inter-

ference with indivi(Uial liberty, it was remarkable

what American physicians and surgeons had achieved,

and what had been and was being done to raise the

standard of education among students of medicine.

In the light of this quotation it was evident that they

did not require to apologize for their profession, but

only for their representative who liad been appointed

to speak for it in Paris. He (Dr. Moyer) had no de-

sire to wash any professional dirty linen. If there

was anything of that kind to be done it could best be

attended to in the local professional laundry. IJut

some of the matters touched on in the address referred

to were of the utmost importance alike to the profes-

sion and the public. Among other things the essayist

had gone into a question of ethics which was at least

twenty years old, and which most of them no doubt

thought was dead and buried long ago. Unfortu-

nately, it had not been embalmed, and now it had

been resurrected with all its old malodorousness.

Passing this by as a matter which was of little in-

terest rtow, save to a few practitioners on the Atlantic

seaboard, he came to the statement of the essayist

that there were too many medical societies. The es-

sayist said there were only two in the old colonial

days, and he seemed to regret that they were not liv-

ing in these days still. He (Dr. Moyer) did not think

there were too many medical societies. On the con-

trary, he believed that even the most insignificant

societies were helping to advance medical science, and

that it was principally due to their united efforts that

so much progress had been made, and that the pro-

fession occupied the position which had evoked the

tribute of the London iMucet. In this country, it was

to be remembered, they had almost no endownuMit of

medical education or research. They had no govern-

ment subsidy, and no paid hospital starts. But in

spite of all this the physicians and surgeons of Amer-

ica were urknowle(J){f>d to Uiki; hij^h rank by rcaitoii

of their aciiieveuientH. Tlie medical H04;i<;ti<:M liiul

t;nubled the profi-Hsioii to do for ilnelf wlint iibroiul

was done for it liy le;4is]ati«Hi and Mubnidy. Ah U> the

Mississippi Vulley Medical AHuociutioii, momu- people

thought tiiere was no particular n(;ed for it, iii:i.'«iuuch

as it did not represent any deliniU; yeograpliic.il urea,

and the State and national association 'n might Ix- .su|>-

posed to meet all legitimate wants. The pros|»erity

of tlie Mississippi Valley Association, however, was

sullicient to show that it served a useful purpose, and

it was noti'worthy that its members for tlie most jiart

were also active members of the national assoriatiori,

of which l\\v Mississippi Valley Assor-iation was a

valuabh- auxiliary instead of being in any sense a

rival.

Another matter of importane«! was the relation of

law to th<! medical profession. A good fleal of mis-

apprehension existed as to the attitude occupie<l by

physicians and surgeons to the movement for the

passing of statutes for the regulation of me«liral prac-

tice. Legislation was required, not so much for the

protection of the profession as for that of the public

;

and with tin; view of making the law operative against

untjualified practitioners he suggested that, instead of

attempting to deline what was meant by '' practising

medicine," they should leave it to the courts to say

what came within the scope of these words. The
law required that pilots and others should possess cer-

tain qualifications as a guarantee that they could be

entrusted with the lives of the public ; and that was
all that medical men asked should be required in re-

gard to their own profession. Personally they might
prefer that there was no such thing as a Medical

Practice Act ; but the fact remained that laws of the

kind were necessary for the protection of the public.

Reverting to the essayist who had drawn up the

apology for the American medical profession. Dr.
Moyer said that another of his allegations was that

there were too many medical journals in this country,

and that they did not all preserve the same high

standard that was desirable. The medical journals

could no doubt be left to look after themselves, but

those acquainted with the facts knew that the medical

journals of America could stand favorable comparison

with those of Europe. Only the best of the latter

were known here. On the other side of the Atlantic,

as on this, there were plenty of weak-kneed, advertis-

ing, nostrum-fostering periodicals which no member
of the i^rofession could regard with anything but con-

tempt.

lu the concluding part of his address. Dr. 3Ioyer

dealt with the subject of specialism, laying stress on
the fact that there was too great a tendency on the

part of beginners to aim at this branch of practice in

total ignorance and disregard of the fact that the only

genuine descriptions of specialism were those that

were founded on a thorough experience in the field of

the general practitioner. Specialism was like matri-

mony— not to be forced, but only to be adopted when
it came naturally.

Dr. H. O. Walker, Detroit, Mich., read a paper on

VAGINAL VERSUS ABDOMINAL HYSTERECTOMY.

The question, he said, was largely one of working
in a light or a dark passage. The conclusion at which
he had arrived was that the abdoniinal route was the

better of the two, and that for this reason, not onlv
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could they see more clearly what they were doing, but

they obtained a better control of hemorrhages, and

ran less risk of complications through the slipping of

ligatures. In other words, the danger to the uterus

was limited, and if any injury was done it could easily

be repaired.

Tlie paper was favorably commented on by Dr.
Lei:, of St. Louis, and others.

CANCER OK THE UTERUS.

A paper on this disease and its treatment was read

by Dr. K. S. vSutton, Pittsburg, Pa.

Cancer operations, he believed, should be recom-

mended, not as curative, but as palliative, and in that

respect useful. Total vaginal extirpation of the uterus

at or after time of climacteric, he said, should find a

place as prophylactic treatment against cancerous dis-

ease. After reviewing the anatoni}', pathology, diag-

nosis and present method of treatment, the author ex-

pressed the opinion that treatment for existing cancer

of the uterus had probably reached its coni[)lete e\o-

lution ; but in view of the ultimate results of this treat-

ment, which he heartily endorsed because there was no

other known treatment to take its place, he asked, Gui

bono ?

Proceeding to discuss the question of prophylaxis,

he stated that the average age of the patients he had

operated on was forty-three years and a fraction, and

claimed that if these patients had all been subjected to

total vaginal extirpation at the average age of forty,

all of them would have escaped cancer of the uterus.

According to statistics he had prepared, only 4'}^, of

them would have died, whereas nearly 100% did die

within a period of two or three years after operations

for cancer. He urged greater attention to the early

repair of lacerations of the cervix, together with a

more painstaking observation and consideration by
physicians at large of the train of symptoms which

preceded and led up to the development of cancer of

the uterus. Radical surgical treatment should be

resorted to in all such cases ; but above all if they

were to reduce the number of cases of uterine cancer,

and consequent mortality, steps must be taken to fore-

stall the disease.

tracheloplasty.

Dr. IL p. Newman, Chicago, read a paper on this

subject, in which he called attention to the need of

recognizing the normal and pathological significance

of the cervix uteri, the importatice of its function, and

the improvement which had been introduced in the

technicjue of the surgical reparation of this organ.

post-operative internal iiemorrkace.

Dr. a. H. Cordier, Kansas City, Mo., read this

paper.

He showed that in diagnosing post-operative hemor-

rhage a review of the operative history should be gone

over carefully. Symptoms of shock and h(;morrhage

were very similar, but in suspected cases a single

stitch cut in a closed wound would tell the difference.

In all cases where a hemorrhage was feared, a tube

should be introduced. The surgery must be quick

and decisive in post-operative procedures, and large

(luantities of normal saline solution would save many
cases.

Dr. George W. Cale, Springfield, Mo., described

A CASE of intermittent HYDROPS OF THE KNEE.

The patient was a lady of forty years of age who
had recurrences of the disease at intervals from one to

six months during the last five years.

VENTRAL HERNIA FOLLOWIN<; LAPAROTOMY.

In this paper Dr. li. Brindley Eads, Chicago,
emphasized the importance of this sequel of abdominal
operations, discussing the jjrinciples involved in the

choice of incision, the making and closing of the in-

cision, and the way to cure ventral hernia.

Dr. E. H. Richardson, Atlanta, Ga., reported a

case showing

perfect recovery follow^ing gangrene of
the scrotum and penis.

Tlie initial lesion was an abrasion of the skin near
the OS pubis with probable infection from the erysipe-

las cocci at this point, and later a mixed infection

from the streptococcus of gangrene, terminating in the

destruction of the gangrenous portion of the entire

integument of the penis and of three-fourths of the

scrotum. Plastic operation was adopted with the

effect of preserving the integrity of the penis and
testes.

J

MIDDLE EAR DISEASE IN ITS RELATIONSHIP TO
THE CRANIAL CAVITY.

Dr. Otto J. Stein, Chicago, contributed this

paper. Stereojjticon demonstrations were given by
an assistant. The object of the author was to show
the necessity of recognizing the importance of possible

intercranial complications in every case of middle ear

disease.

SECOND DAY.

The proceedings commenced with the

ADDRESS IN MEDICINE,

by Dr. I. N. Love, formerly of St. Louis, now of

New York, who chose as his subject " Nutrition and
Stimulation."

The physician, he observed, should be the family

counsellor, and in particular should be consulted in

regard to all matrimonial i)lans. When a new being

was brought into existence its proper nutrition should

be looked after from the very beginning— even prior

to birth. After birth the security of the infant de-

pended upon the proper appreciation of its proper

feeding. One danger which had to be guarded against

was that of overfeeding, which was apt to lead to

infantile obesity and gigantism. On the other hand it

was necessary to give sufficient nutrition to provide

for growth as well as life. After maturity was reached

less food was required, for it was only necessary to

furnish nutrition that was needed for the maintenance

of life. Food, like alcohol, was used too much for pleas-

ure rather than the maintenance of life. Stimulants,

the speaker went on to say, were of value if used in

the right way and at the right time, but in the health-

ful condition they were not needed. They were essenti-

ally a luxury, and all luxuries should be used with the

greatest care, only the thoroughly healthy being able

to indulge in them at all freely. The use of tobacco,

particularly when the smokt; was inhaled, as it usu-

ally was by cigarette smokers, he maintained, did even

more harm than the abuse of alcohol.

I
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A s> iii|i(i.siiiMi ot papers (in |H'oct()lo^if!ul Hiil»jf<'tH

followed, the lirsl heiii;; one Ity Die. .loilN I-. .Iki.ks,

Meiiipliis, 'I'enn., on llie treiitnient ol

n;u I Kiccr A I, aii.sokssks.

'I'lic author maintained that these abscesses wlien

properly treated were not so serious as wh(!ii poulti<t-

iuj; was in practice and that they lu-ed not lujcessarily

residt ill fistula. The walls, he pointed out, were not

<fott«'ii rid of when simply incised and drained ; thor-

ough curetting was also essential. Tlit; iie.xt |)ap<M'

WHS by Dr. J. Pawson Pknnin(ston, Chicago, who
described a

SIMPLK Ol'KHATION FOU TIIK KNUCLKATION OK
HEMORRHOIDS.

Kacli (juadrant was grasped witli a pair of T-for-

ceps, the hemorrhage bcuiig controlled by torsion and
rubber covered tampon. He contended that th(!re

was less pain and that earlier recovery couhl \w, relii'd

on by this method than by any other.

I)u. Steklinc B. Taylor, Columbus, ()., who
read the third paper of the series, dealt with the sul)-

ject of

OHSTITATION.

Having obstipation, constipation and costiveness, he

proceeded to classify the causes of the first-mentioned

complaint, principal among them being hypertrophy
of the rectal valve. Tie defended Martin's views and
methods.

The discussion on the papers was opened by Dr.
Joseph M. Mathews, Louisville, Ky., who said he
had been very much interested and entertained by the

papers, and that of Dr. Jelks he wished to commend
very highly. When fistulas were at all complicated,

no man could say that he could cure them by a first

operation, therefore, if they could prevent them they

should certainly do so. Dr. Pennington had also

given them a number of useful suggestions, but he

did not agree with his method of treatment. He used

to excise tumors, but he had ceased to do so because

of the severe hemorrhages which ensued, and had
gone back to the old method of the ligature. He ad-

mitted that excision was the ideal method, or at least

would be so were it not for the danger of hemorrhage,
and if Dr. Pennington had discovered a means of effect-

ing it without that danger he had done a great thing.

He suggested, however, that to make the operation

safe it would be well to bring the parts of the mucous
membrane together and suture them. As to the last

papers, he remarked that if they substituted the word
" constipation " for " obstipation " it would convey a

better idea of the complaint, and many old country

doctors w^ould tell them how to cure it. The au-

thorities made no mention of these rectal valves about

which they had recently been hearing so much, and
for his part he did not believe in their existence.

Folds no doubt there were, but they could not have
the effect attributed to them. He would certainly

await further developments before adopting the new
procedure, which was known as " valveotomy."

Several other speakers said they had been very anx-

ious to see those rectal valves, but had never succeeded

in doing so.

Dr. Penxtnotox, in replying to i-riticisms, said

if h(! could not control h he,inorrlitt;(e by itiV%Ui\\ In*

would use u ligature, but he had never found it wvv*,

Mury to do so.

Dk. Tavi.ok iiiuintjiined that the (picHtion of ol>-

stipation had been dodged by iIiomc who did hf»t admit
the exiHten(!e of rectal vulves while ackiMJwledging

that every one hud what they preferred to call foldt.

IIIIIU) l>A>

AI*I»UK«.S IN Miitotm

This was delivered by Dit. (
'. A. Wmeaton, St.

Paul, Miiiii. He dev(»ted hiiiiHelf primipally to the

subjed of " Appendicitis," which he claimed waH
essentially a disj^ase for the surgeon to deal with.

TUBERCL'I.OHIS OK THE SlM.VK.

A pap(!r on the treatment of this disease was coii-

tribut«;d by Du. Alex. C. Wie.ner, Chicago. He
entered a plea for early diagnosis before <leformity

was visible, extension and hygienic treatment l)eing

essential, if complications such as paresis ami gravita-

tion were to be avoided. He exhibited a specimen
showing the possibilities of Cobat's forcible correction

of the spine, and described cases of psoas abscess

which had been cured by injections of carbolic acid,

accompanied by other treatment.

Du. H. Horace Grant, Louisville, Ky., followed
with a communication on the

medical and surgical treatment of acute and
chronic lymph nodes.

Having referred to the useful purposes served by
the lymphatics, he said they should not be removed
except for good and sufficient cause. When they be-

came diseased and useless there should be no hesitation

about taking them out.

In the course of the discussion which followed. Dr.
Wheaton protested against the indiscriminate use of

the knife in the case of affected glands, his belief being
that the majority of cases would get better with proper
hygienic surroundings and internal medicine.

cocaine anesthesia of the spinal cord.

Dr. Carl H. Anderson, Chicago, reported a

number of cases in which this operation had been per-

formed, and discussed the physiological and clinical

results of the procedure. While advocating the oper-

ation, he warned the profession against the dangers it

involved, chiefly because of the dithculty of obtaining

a sterile solution. He had tried in vain to iret a ster-

ile solution by Tuflier's method, though he had suc-

ceeded in doing it by a process of his own.
Dr. Moyer gave a demonstration of the technique

of the operation as performed by Dr. Anderson. If he
were asked his advice as to this method of administer-

ing an anesthetic he would say with their present know-
ledge, and having regard to the delicacy of the opera-

tion and other circumstances, •' Don't do it." At the

same time the subject was a fascinating one and incal-

culable benefits would result from the procedure if it

could be freed from some of the dangers now attendiuix

it. Therefore further experimentation was desirable,

but it should only be carried on in well equipped clinics.

Dr. a. M. Phelps, New York, read a paper on the

treatment of TrBERClLAR AND PfRl'LENT HIP-
JOINT DISEASES WITH LARGE SPECl'LUM. DRAIN-
AGE AND PUKE CARBOLIC ACID.
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All abscesses, he said, should he opened as soon as

diagnosis was made, for the purpose, primarily, of ex-

ploration, and secondarily, for di-ainage, and any sur-

gical operation which might be deemed advisable.

The action of the carbolic acid on the skin and tissues

was neutralized by the use of pure alcohol. Incident-

ally it was brought out that carbolic acid thus was a

specific for erysipelas. The profession was much in-

debted to Dr. Seneca Powell, Now York, for discov-

ering the antidotal properties of alcohol as regarded

carbolic acid, thus making the latter available for use

in the ways indicated as well as in others.

PDLMONART TUBERCULOSIS IN INFANCY AND
CHILDHOOD

was discussed in a paper by Dr. Frank P. NoR-
BURY, Jacksonville, 111. Heredity was a factor, but

not so important a one as was sometimes thought.

Infection was the most common source of the disease.

The principal avenues of infection were the respira-

tory and the intestinal tracts. Other diseases, as was
well known, paved the way for the infection. House
pets frequently introduced it into a household ; there-

fore care should be taken. Cats, dogs and other domes-
tic animals feed upon tuberculous meat. The author

then proceeded to discuss the parts that hygiene, cli-

mate and symptomatic treatment played in the cure

of the disease.

Dr. Stein, Chicago, in discussing the paper, advo-

cated intratracheal injections of oil to relieve jiatients

whose stomachs were liable to be upset by taking it

by the mouth.

THE PHYSICIAN AS A SANITARIAN

was the subject of a paper by Dr. Hugh A. Cow-
ing, Muncie, Ind. While many physicians rendered

invaluable services to the community by the attention

they devoted to the cultivation of sanitation, there

were others whom he considered criminally negligent

and careless, and were often the means of spreading

infection.

THE girl at twelve.

This was the title of a paper by Dr. J. H. Taylor,
Indianapolis, Ind. Discussing the management of

girls at the age of puberty, he laid stress on the bad

effects of manual labor and overwork in school, con-

tending that physical and mental overexertion were

alike to be deplored. Emmenagogues should be

avoided in the case of girls at this period, and more
attention paid to the general health. He appealed to

mothers and physicians to unite in giving more care

to girls entering on the stage of womanhood, as by so

doing they would prevent many diseases which now
so frequently resulted from lack of care and excess of

work or study.

ASTHMA.

Dr. R. a. Bate, Louisville, Ky., in discussing this

subject, quoted the saying of Loomis that the primary

cause of asthma is undoubtedly some constitutional

idiosyncrasy and also the remark of Haig that asthma

represents one of the effects of uric acid on the circu-

lation. The curative treatment consisted of diet, hy-

giene and antilithic measures.

Dr. Thomas H. Stucky, Louisville, Ky., said the

primary causes of asthma were imperfect salivation or

mastication. Personally he knew when he was going

to have an attack of asthma, not by how he felt, but
by what he ate. Asthmatics were fond of sweet,
starchy food, they were people of full habit and they
were lazy. He confessed that he filled the bill all

through.

Dr. C. L. Minor, Asheville, referred to the rela-

tion between asthma and tuberculosis. He believed
every asthmatic had uric acid and pulmonary patients
who had uric acid were fortunate. In this respect
asthma was like gout. They probably knew of the

physician who told a jKitient he had the choice of dy-
ing of gout or tuberculosis. The patient chose gout,

and showed his wisdom by so doing, because he lived

much longer, (iout and asthma were alike favorable
symjitoms in pulmonaiy patients.

curability of inebriety BY medical treatment.

Dr. T. D. Crothers, Hartford, Conn., read this

paper, in,which it was maintained that inebriety was a
neurosis, usually self-limited, and very largely curable.

The craze for drink was symptomatic. The real

causes were central nerve irritation, exhaustion, poi-

soning and starvation. The success of medical treat-

ment depended upon accurate knowledge of the causes

and conditions present in each case, and the accurate

application of general means and measures for their re-

moval. Each case required special means and meas-
ures particularly adapted to meet the conditions

present. The family physician as well as the special-

ist should treat these cases successfully. The stop-

ping of the use of spirits should always be followed

by medical treatment, but it was necessary to guard
against the substitution of drugs which would produce
even worse effects than alcohol. AVhen properly treated

as a disease a degree of cure far beyond expectations

would be obtained, and when it was so recognized

the family physician and not the clergyman or the

quack would be called on to advise in such cases.

the suprarenal capsule.

Dr. W. H. Bates, New York, contributed the re-

sults of some further observations he had made on the

clinical application of this drug, the aqueous extract

of which he said was the most powerful astringent,

hemostatic and heart tonic known. It lessened the

congestion of the eye and other organs. The extract

was not irritating or poisonous, and, unlike other pow-
erful drugs, it was never contra! ndicated. There was
no remedy which was so useful in all forms of inflam-

mation.

Dr. J. A. Stucky, Lexington, Ky., said he had ob-

tained excellent results from the use of the suprarenal

liquid combined with chloretone, particularly in mid-

dle-ear complaints and hay fever.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE SCIENCE AND ART OF
MEDICINE.

In this paper Dr. W.m. F. Barclay', Pittsburg,

Pa., showed the value of approaching the study of

medicine from a purely philosphical point of view.

The philosophy of medicine was the comprehension of

the truth in the investigation of the science enabling

one to arrive at rational conclusions in the study of

the physical laws which governed organized matter in

their normal and pathological condition.

Dr. Edwhn Rosenthal, Philadelphia, read a

paper on the

I
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The rollowiiig were elected the ollict- hearers of tin;

association lor the ensuing year: President, Dr. A.
II. Cordier, Ktiiisas City, Mo.; First Vice President,
Dr. Charl(;s F. M'C'aiiaii, Aiken, S. C. ; Second Vice
President, Dr. C. L. Minor, Asheville, N.C.; Secretary,
Dr. Henry E. Tuley, Louisville, Ky. ; Treasurer, Dr.
Dudley S. Reynolds, Louisville, Ky., the last two be-

ing re-elected.

It was arranged to hold tiie ne.xt meeting at I'ut-iii-

Bay, Ohio, on September 10, 11 and 12, VjOl. Dr.
J. C. Culbertson, Cincinnati, was appointed chairman
of the Committee on Arrangements.

Drs. Wheaton, Lamphear and Moyer were ap-

pointed delegates to the Paii-Annn-ican Medical Con-
gress to b(( held at Havana in December.
The proceedings were brought to a close by a ban-

quet in the Battery Park Hotel.

decent literature.

Handatlas der Anatomie des Menschen. Mit Unter-

stiitzung von AViLHEL:\r His, bearbeitet von Wku-
NKR Spaltkholz. Drltter Band, I Abtlieilung.

Leipzig: S. Ilirzel. 11)00.

Hand Atlas of Human Anatom}/. By Du. Weuxku
Spaltkholz, Extraordinary Professor of Anatomy,
etc., with the advice of Wilhelm His, Professor

of Anatomy in the University of Leipzig. Trans-

lated from the third German edition by Lewellys
F. Barker, Professor of Anatomj- in the Univer-

sity of Chicago, with a preface by Franklin P.

Mall, Professor of Anat miy in the Johns Hopkins
University. Vol. I, Bones, Joints, Ligaments.

Leipzig: S. Hirzel. li)00.

We have had occasion in the past to praise the first

two volumes of this work, parts of which have reached

us at different times. We have now the first division

of the third volume before us. This treats of the

viscera, among which the teeth are propei'ly in(;luded.

We are happy to find a continuation of the same rare

combination of high art and anatomical accuracy.

That the book is a success is evident from tin; fact

that, while it is still incomplete, the first volume has

reached a third edition. More than this, an English

translation of this third edition has appeared, making
ithe first volume accessible to our stutlents. Li fact,

jhowever, this is hardly an accurate statement, for the

book is meant to be essentially an atlas. The author

states that he wrote the text unwillingly. He had the

fear of seeming to write a compendium before his

*\ves. It is intended to help in the use of the plates.

not to pose a,s u textbook.

In his pnfuco Ui tho Kii;,'liMh «;<Iitioii Dr. Mull
brings lip the .hoic subject r<f uiiatoiiiii;al iirjinfiiclature,

endorsing that of the (lerrnuii aiiatoiiiiHtM. .Such

Latin terms uh farli-x for surface and crinla for lx>rd«T,

to say nothing of more (;oiiiplicated (jiich like nrliculalift-

taln-crnrails f<M- ankle joiiW, Mtrike us um very pedantic.

Tli(! law of tin; survival of the (ltt«;Ht will proluibly

help us out of this snarl in spit*' of anatoinist.,. Ah
for the rest, we are rielighfed to have the book in an
English form.

Tin- Mediral News yisiti/if/ List for I'JfJi. Weeklv
(dated, for ."50 patients) ; .Monthly (iindat««l, for XH)
patients per inonthj ; Perpetual (umlated, for .JO

patients weekly per year; ; and Perpetual (uikIuUmI,

for tJO patients w»;(rkly per year). The; first three
styhss contain .'i2 pages of data and 100 pages of
blanks. The (iO-patient I'erpetual consists of 2.06

pages of blanks. Each style in one walh;t-sha|)ed

book, with pock(;t, pencil and rubb<;r. Philadelphia
and New York : Lea Brothers & Co.

One of the b(!St and most convenicait of tin; niaiiv

medical visiting lists is the Medical Nev^s Visiting
List. Its blank pag(!S are arranged to classify and
record memoranda and engagements of every descri[>-

tion occurring in the i)ractice of the pliysician, sur-

geon or obstetrician. The work opens with .32 pa^es
of printed data of the most useful sort, including an
alphabetical table of diseases with approved remedies,
a table of doses, sections on examination of urine,

artificial respiration, incompatibles, poisons and anti-

dotes, a diagnostic table of eruptive fevers, and a full-

page plate showing at a glance the incisions for liga-

tion of the various arteries, an invaluable guide in

such emergencies. The Medical Nexos Visiting List
is issued in four styles, adapted to any system of rec-

ords and any method of keeping professional accounts.

Anleltimg zur Diagnose iind IVierrrple der Keldkopf-,
Nasen- und Ohrenkrankheiten. Vorlesungen gehal-
ten in Fortblldungscursen fur practische Aerzte.
Von Dr. Richard Kayser, in Breslau. With
121 illustrations. Berlin : S. Karger. 1901.

The object of the author is to supply to students in

a post-graduate clinical course a systematic summary
or set of lecture notes covering the same ground that
such a course might be expected to cover. As mav
be presumed from the fact that the book contains
only 1 GO pages, no attempt is made to discuss doubt-
ful points, nor to describe rare and unimportant condi-
tions. The author in the preface ])oints out that this

is the first time in (Jermany in which the diseases of
the larynx, the nose and the ear have been united in

one l)ook. To his readers it would seem more re-

markable that one book should unite these three and
leave out the oropharynx. If it is possible to treat
a subject like laryngeal tuberculosis satisfactorilv to

anybody in three pages, the author has done it vvell.

The troublesome subject of vasomotor rhinitis is

practically given by title only. The classification of
nasal polypi under hypertrophic rhinitis has much to

recommend it, but their connection with disease of the
accessory sinuses should not be omitted. The simple
infiaininatory diseases and the infiation of the middle
ear are concisely and clearly described. So are the
sections on methods of examination. The same mav
be said of^iost of the conditioiis often met in a clinic.

The illustrations are well chosen and as a whole the
book is good for what it aims at, brief lecture notes.
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Modern Medicine. By Julius L. Salixgkr, M.D.
Demonstrator of Clinical Medicine, Jefferson Medi-
cal College ; Chief of Medical Clinic, Jefferson Medi-
cal College Hospital, etc., and Fredeuick J.

Kalteyer, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of Clini-

cal Medicine, Jefferson Medical College ; Hematol-
ogist to the Jefferson Medical College Hospital, etc.

Illustrated. Philadelphia and London : W, B.

Saunders & Co. 1900.

This is an octavo volume of 800 pages. The first

section of 170 pages is devoted to a consideration of

symptomatology and semiology, physical diagnosis,

clinical bacteriology, laboratory methods. This is fol-

lowed by the main body of the work on clinical medi-

cine, and this again is subdivided into eleven parts

treating consecutively of infectious diseases ; diseases

of the circulation ; diseases of the respiratory system
;

diseases of the digestive tract ; diseases of the kidneys ;

constitutional diseases ; diseases of the blood and duct-

less glands ; diseases of the nervous system ; diseases

of the muscles ; intoxications and sunstroke ; diseases

due to animal parasites.

The authors and the publishers have produced a

good and useful book of its kind. Truth will not

permit us to say that it is the only book on the sub-

ject, or that it either covers new ground or old ground
in an absolutely new way. But it is up to date, ac-

curate, well turned out, and would prove a good guide

and companion to the student of clinical medicine.

Pathology and Morbid Anatomy. By T. Henry
Green, M.D., F.R.C.P., Physician and Special

Lecturer on Clinical Medicine at Charing Cross

Hospital, etc. New (ninth) American from ninth

English edition. Revised and enlarged by H.
Montague Murray, M.D., F.R.C.P., Lecturer

on Pathology and Morbid Anatomy at Charing

Cross Hospital ; Revised for America by Walton
Martin, Ph.B., M.D., of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, New York City. Philadeljihia and

New York: Lea Brothers & Co. 1900.

This octavo volume of r)78 pages needs no intro-

duction to English-speaking nu;dical students. In the

present edition, the ninth, nearly half of the subject

matter has been rewritten, several new sections have

been added and 180 new illustrations have been in-

serted. Dr. Walton Martin has supplied chapters

on malaria and on the pathology of the blood, as well

as a chapter on microscopical techni([ue.

It is needless to say that the book appears in a

greatly improved form. While not as pretentious a

volume as some other recent ])ooks for medical stu-

dents, it seems to the reviewer that it should continue

to be of great usefulness to beginners in medicine.

There are 4 colored plates and yy9 engravings.

A Manual of Hygiene and Sanitation. By Seneca
Egbert, A.M., M.D. Second edition, enlarged

and revised. Philadelphia and New York : Lea

Brothers & Co. 1900.

In this new edition Dr. Eglxu't has added about Go

pages of new matter, including several new illustra-

tions. Each page has been carefully revised, and

much of the material has been entirely rewritten, so

as to bring the matter up to date. A chapter upon
Military Hygiene has also been added, with references

to the most recent iniprovcnicnts in this d('imrtnu;nt

of sanitation.
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THE PROPOSED GARBAGE PLANT ON LONG
ISLAND, BOSTON HARBOR.

The difficulty of finding a location for the estab-

lishment of a municipal garbage jilant has led certain

members of tlie city govenmient to consider Long-

Island as a suitable place for such a plant. It is, no

doubt, generally known that the city almshouse and

hospital is located on this island, but this knowledge

ap2)arently does not bring with it a realization of the

fact that the residents of this island, some six or seven

hundred in number, there by necessity and not by

choice, are deserving of consideration at the hands of

those who are responsible for their care. The island

is not a large one, and it must be perfectly evident to

any one who considers the matter seriously that a

garbage plant, with all that it entails, in the immedi-

ate neighborhood of the institution buildings would be

a nuisance of the most flagrant character. A daily

contemporary well expresses the situation when it

says :
" That the plant is a nuisance in its jiresent

location is quite probable, and as such the citizens of

Dorchester are justified in their clamor against it.

But that fact does not furnish a warrant for placing

this unwholesome and offensive institution where it

will constantly distress a class of i)eople who cannot

help themselves ; who cannot get away or command
any influence to get their troubles abated. The theory

of the new spirit of our city charities is that the pau-

pers, who may be veiy worthy though unfortunate

people, are entitled in food, lodging and nursing to the

best treatment possible, and certainly to the freest of

God's blessings, fresh and untainted air. To make
them breathe the sickening garbage odors would cer-

tainly be a cruelty, and a mean string tied to our

humanity."

It has been the aim of an increasing number of

public-spirited persons in Boston to raise the standard

of the institution at Long Island to a level of c^iliciency

and usefulness in accordance with its importance to the

city. To this end hospital methods have been intro-

duced, far^jgreater attention has been paid to_ the
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needs of llic sick tliiili (!V<ir hefore, uiid ii ereilitiil)!*'

Ii(»s|)il;il I'or chronic (liscasc luis l»y dcj^rccs been cstait-

lislicd. 1 1 i-, iMiw proposed to iuM'rfere with (his ;j;ood

work l(v I lie (lection of huildin<rH \vdM<di will more

Mild more, ;is I lie city {^rowH, Htump tiie island as an

iindesirahle plac*; of residi'iicc for the, variously alllicted

who arc! i'orced to take refn^^e then;, and so indirectly

hut none the l(!ss sundy hamper the dcvidopment of

the institution as a whole. This inevitahle conse-

quence we believe the city govtu'iimeiit doijs not de-

sire, and we can hardly think that it will on mature

consideration consent to so short-sij^hted a policry as

the proposed plan implies. There is certainly not

room on Lonij- Island for a city garbage ))lant and a

city almshouse and hospital. If the garbage plant is

established there it cannot be many years bef(»re tlut

almshouse and hospital will have to seek anotluM' loca-

tion. If, on the other hand, the present institution is

allowed to remain in possession, there is offered a

possibility of growtli and usefidness, which only those

who liave closely followed its development during the

past few years can fully appreciate. We are, there-

fore, in entire accord with the vigorous protest against

this location of the garbage plant recently urged upon

the mayor by the Board of Pauper Institutions Trus-

tees, which we publish in full in another column.

Were no other location possible we should withhold

judgment, but under the existing circumstances, we
can see no possible excuse for the deliberate establish-

ment of a public nuisance on an island already being

developed for other purposes and in close proximity

to various other institutions which would suffer hardly

less than the residents of Lonjx Island itself.

THE PROPOSKD CHANGE IN THE CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT OF BELLEVUE HOSPI-
TAL.

In our last issue we referred briefly to the proposed

revision of the charter of the city of New York as

affecting Bellevue and its allied hospitals, the manage-

ment of which it is proposed should be taken from the

Department of Public Charities, in which it is at

present vested, and given to a board of trustees, seven

in number, with a term of olRce of seven years, to be

appointed by the mayor. The charter further pro-

vides that the terms of these trustees shall be so ar-

ranged that one member of the board shall go oft" each

year ; that each year the mayor shall appoint a new

member of the board ; that no member of the board

of trustees shall receive any pecuniary compensation

for his services, or be interested directly or indirectly

in any contract relating to the hospital, or hold any

office or other position of emolument under the

county, State or national government except the office

of notary public or commissioner of deeds, or that of

an officer in the National (Juards, and that the com-

missioner of public charities is to be ex officio a mem-

ber of the board.

It is said that those who were interested and instru-

mental in t.hr-Hc propOMcd chungeH were much inllii-

eiiced by a study of the conditions which obtain ul tlie

city hospitals of Moston and Cincinnali, llieHc honpi-

tal.H being regarded by them as tno<hdM of their kind

and bearing w<dl coniparJHon with private lioHpitaU in

any of our cities, being run as IniHineHH inHtitiitioris on

i>iisiness principles.

In other large cities where the city hospit-ilH are a

part of a city tiepartment— generally the depurtment

of pui»li(^ charities— they are too apt to I)e conHJd-

ered as Ixdonging to the party in power and to form

an important share of the J)art.y patronage. An in-

terested observer calls attention in the Nrw Yoil: Sim

to the fact that in both Boston and Citntinnati Demo-

crats have been appoint(;d trustees by Republican

mayors, and Republicans have been appointed trustees

by Democratic mayors ; and furthermore; emphasizes

the statement that in Boston the Board of Trustees of

th<! City Hospital w(!nt at one time for fourteen

years without change ; that one member of the hoard

has held office for twenty-four years, and another for

sixteen years, and that the superintendent has held

office for twenty-one years.

The experience of Boston certainly justifies the ex-

pectation that Bellevue would have much, very much,

to gain by the adoption of these provisions of the pro-

posed charter ; at the same time it should not be for-

gotten that even with the full responsibility for ajv

pointments resting on the mayor, and without the

temptation of spoils or direct emolument, a constant

vigilance on the part of those interested in good hos-

pital administration cannot be dispensed with. The
force of this seems to have been realized by those who
revised the New York charter in their suggestion of

certain advisory organizations which shall be con-

sulted by the mayor before making his appointments

to the board of trustees.

THE THIRD PAN-AMERICAN MEDICAL
CONGRESS.

Too late to withdraw our editorial note last week

concerning the Pan-American Medical Congress, a

notice w^as received from the secretary, announcing

a change of date for the meeting.

At a meeting of the International Executive Com-
mittee, held on December 4th, in Washington, at the

office of Surgeon-General Wyman, of the ^Marine

Hospital Service, notice was received from Dr. Santos

Fernandez, president of the Third Pan-American

Medical Congress, saying that it had been postponed

until February 4th. The reason for this was on ac-

count of the yellow fever which has been existing in

Havana during the last two months, and of which,

although it has nearly subsided, there are still a few

cases.

This, together with the fact that the meeting w;is

about to take place during the Christmas holidays,

had led a number of delegates who had desired to

attend to write asking if it could not be postponed.
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It may be said that although there will doubtless be

a larger attendance in February, the success of tlie

meeting was assured, even if it had taken place dur-

ing Christmas week, as over a hundred papers have

already been prepared, and between two hundred and

three liundred delegates had signified their intention

of being present from this country. The exact date

for the congress will be communicated as soon as de-

cided upon.

PERIPHERAL NEURITIS DUE TO ARSENIC IN
BEER.

The appearance of an epidemic of j)eriphoral

neuritis in Manchester, Eng., has led to certain in-

teresting and important facts regarding etiology,

which have a general ap})lication. It appears, as

reported in the British Aledical Journal, that the

affected persons were found on investigation to

be habitual beer drinkers, and it was furthermore

noted that the type of symptoms corresponded more

closely to effects produced by arsenic than by alco-

hol. Chemical analysis of various samples of beer

showed that they contained arsenic. It furthermore

appeared that the cheaper beer used by the persons

afflicted with neuritis was manufactured by the use

of so-called commercial sulphuric acid, which has

been demonstrated to be highly contaminated with

arsenic. The fact, therefore, seems very probable,

though not absolutely proved, that the arsenic con-

tained in this rather inferior beer was sufficient to

produce a very decided general outbreak of neuritis.

The cases showed a somewhat unusual symptoma-

tology, which is explained on the ground that the

alcohol menstruum, in which the arsenic was in-

gested, may have played a part in the production of

the final result. The British Medical Journal raises

the further question of the possible contamination of

many other articles of food with arsenic. It is at

any rate certain that small amounts of arsenic taken

over a considerable j)eriod of time may produce very

marked disturbances, against which it is well to be

forewarned and forearmed.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Samuel D. Gross Prize. — As announced in de-

tail in another column, this large prize, $1,000, has

not been awarded this year, because no sufficiently

worthy essay was presented. No doubt the standard

set is high, but it remains a noteworthy fact that so

tempting a money offer should not call forth ear-

nest competition of distinguished merit. That this

has not been the case forces the conclusion, which we

have before several times expressed, that the offer of

a prize is not the best means of stimulating scientific

research.

British Congress of Tuberculosis. — The

British Congress of Tuberculosis will be opened in

London, July 22, 1901, by the Prince of Wales. In

May, 1S99, a German Congress on Tuberculosis was
held in Berlin, under the patronage of the Empress
of Germany and the presidency of the Duke of Rat-

ibon and Professor von Leyden. This congress was
so great a success that it was thought an English con-

gress of similar aims would serve a useful purpose.

Ginseng. — The inhabitants of China, generally

estimated at 400,000,000 people, are said to value

ginseng root as a panacea for nearly all human ail-

ments, and there seem to be some North Americans

who consider this form of commerce likely to be more
profitable than that in cotton cloth, and who propose

to devote themselves to supplying this precious medi-

cine in desired quantities.

boston and NKW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectious Diseasks in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, December 12, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

165, scarlatina 36, measles 12, tj'phoid fever 20.

Boston Mortality Report. — The number of

deaths reported to the Board of Health for the week

ending December 8th was 202, as against 207 the

corresponding week last year, showing a decrease of

5 deaths, and making the death rate for the week

18.79. The deaths from consumption were 28, pneu-

monia 20, heart disease 28. The number of children

who died under five years was 48 ; deaths in public

institutions 73.

The Proposed Garbage Plant on Long Is-

land, Boston Harbor; a Protkst. — "We quote

the following protest, sent by the Board of Pauper

Institutions Trustees, to the mayor relative to the

proposed garbage plant on Long Island :
" We, the

undersigned, members of the Board of Pauper Insti-

tutions Trustees, having in charge the pauper institu-

tions of the city of Boston, would respectfully call

your attention to the fact tiiat a px'oposition has

been made to the effect that a garbage plant for the

city should be established at Long Island Head, on

the westerly portion of Long Island. Believing

that it is our duty to set forth the evils which we
are confident would result from the establishment of

such a plant, we would also call your attention to

the fact that there is at Long Island a hospital popu-

lation of between 200 and 300 persons, to whom the

presence of such a plant might be distinctly detrimen-

tal. It is to be remembered also that there are at

Long Island a number of feeble and infirm persons,

not hospital inmates, but who, by reason of their

age and infirmity, are confined to the infirmary

wards of the institution, and who are, to all intents

and purposes, sick people. For all such persons,

the necessity of pure and uncontaminated air is

great, and on their behalf, and especially on behalf

of the hospital patients, it is most strongly urged
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tliat no Huch uso as that contemplated Rhall l»<-

iii.idi' ol' Ivoiij^ IhIjukI IIi'ikI, or any portinii nl tin-

isl;ui<l. Till- |ihui as propostul wonid l)i-ini; a <{arl)a<{<;

plant witliin tlircc-cpiarlcrs of a mil*; ol tin- panpiT

institutions, on an island vvlioiu tlnjn; an- al pifsiMit

b(!tvv(M'n (loo and 700 persons, of whom a lar^^o propor-

tion arc hospital patients, and il is hflicved that the

injnry to this dcpailnicnt of th»! city vvoidd l)c irrcpara-

bhi. Wc trnst tiiat this rcmonstraiKKi may intu;t willi

your favorabhi consi(h!ration, and may aid in dtitor-

niinin<^ the ('ity Council to reject any such proposi-

tion as tli(! one now iKiforo it."

Dirii riiKiiiA IN Wakkkield, Mass. — It has been

voted to close the Warren School and tin; High School

in Wakefield until further notice, on account of sev-

eral cases of diphtheria which have broken out among

the pupils. Fifteen or IH cases have been reported

during the past few weeks. Precautions are being

taken to prevent the spread of the disease.

Rki'okt on State Hygiene, New llAMrsiintE.

— Dr. Granville P. Conn, president of the New
IIainj)shire State Board of Health, draws attention

in his report to various matters relative to [)ublic

hygiene, the more important of which are the sanitary

conditions of railway stations, the question of good

roads, public lands and tuberculosis.

Dk. S. H, Durgin Adduessks New Jersey Sani-

tarians. — Dr. Samuel H. Durgin, the chairman of

the Boston Board of Health, addressed the New Jer-

sey Sanitary Association last week at Lakewood, on

the subject, " Shall Regulations Relating to the Con-

struction of Buildings be Extended to Include Piping

for Gas and Water Supplies ?
"

Enlargement of Waltiiam, Mass., Hospital.—
The Waltham Board of Aldermen has voted to give

to the trustees of the Waltham Hospital 15,000 square

feet of land from Mt. Feake Cemetery, which adjoins

the hospital land. The hospital authorities have under

consideration plans for enlarging the institution.

A Hospital for Plymouth, Mass. — It is re-

ported that Eben D. Jordan, of Boston, has offered

to build a hospital and present it to the town of Ply-

mouth. Such an institution is needed, and it is ex-

pected that the offer will be accepted by the authori-

ties.

Cause of Typhoid Fever in Waltham, Mass.

— An investigation in Waltham by the State Board

of Health is said to indicate that the outbreak of ty-

phoid fever in that city was due to infected milk.

The investigation is not yet complete.

NEW YORK.

An Important Decision Regarding Dama(;es

against the State.— Justice Gaynor, in the Su-

preme Court, Brooklyn, on December 3d, gave an im-

portant opinion in regard to suits for damag«'s against

the State and its subdivisions. This was rendered in

(h-nying a motion for a new iii;il in she -,1111101 ^20,-

000 daiiiag(;H brought by the widow of a lin<;mun in

the (rnipioy f)f the .New Yrjrk Fire Department who wa»

killed by the breuking of a poh- njion which he wan at

work. The justi(!e, in bin de(;iMion, naid : "The negli-

gence charged is that the defendant failed to have the

[)ole inspected. Even ho, the plaiiitifT cannot recovcsr.

It may not be easy in the conflict atid variation of

d(;cisioiiH in this State to Htate the principleH of tliis,

but it is Hetth^«l by authority that the State r;annot Ikj

sued, without its cons(!nt, for any negligence or omis-

sion of its officials, or liability created by them. And
the rule that sovereignty cannot be sued in its own
court f)r«!V(rnts counties and towns in the .Stat*; from

being sinul, for they are oidy subdivisions of the State

government. They can be sued only in such case.H

when it is expressly permitted by statute. This is the

common law, as we get it from P^ngland."

A Memorial to Dr. Henry D. Noyk^i. — The
medical staff of the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary

has issued a memorial in recognition of the services

rendered to that institution by the lite Dr. Henry D.

Noyes, who, as assistant surgeon, surgeon and execu-

tive surgeon, was on the staff of the infirmary from

18.59 to 1898, a period of thirty-six years. During

these years the growth of the institution was marked.

In 18.59 there were 4,178 new dispensary patients and

144 in the wards, while the corresponding figures last

year were 47,684 and 2,257. In 1859 it was simply

an eye infirmary; now there are three departments,

one each for the eye, ear and throat. To Dr. Xoyes's

efforts is due in no small degree the well-ordered hos-

pi al of today, with its isolated cataract wards, pavil-

ion for contagious ophthalmia, training school for

nurses, school for the instruction of graduates in med-

icine, medical library and annual issues of volumes of

scientific transactions.

Graduation of Colored Nurses.— At the

Academy of Medicine on December 7th the graduat-

ing exercises of the Colored Home and Hospital

Training School for Nurses were held, and six young
colored women received diplomas. The address to

the graduates was made by Dr. Stephen Smith, who
mentioned the fact that the course of training through

which they had passed was exceptionally thorough.

This was an event of unusual interest, as it was the

first time that there has been regularly graduated a

class of colored nurses in the Northern States. In

the South there are tv^'o schools for the training of

negro nurses, but even they are of comparatively re-

cent foundation. The Colored Home and Hospital,

which has existed under various names for sixty years,

was removed to new and commodious quarters in the

Borough of the Bronx two years ago, and it was at

this time that its training school was organized.

Smallpox. — Cases of smallpox continue to be re-

ported, but are growing less numerous. On Decem-
ber 1th there were 40 patients suffering from the

I

disease in the Health Department's Hospital on North
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Brother Island, 2 deaths had occurred, and 2 new

cases were discovered in the infected district on the

West Side. Among the precautions taken to prevent

its spread has been the closing of the public scliools

and various other schools in the neighborhood of the

locality of the outbreak. It is likely to be some time

before the disease is entirely stamped out, as cases

have recently been reported in widely separated sec-

tions of the city, and also in the neighboring towns

of Hoboken, Perth Amboy and Montclair. One

additional death has occurred within the past

week. Naturally, the outbreak has given a great

impetus to the matter of vaccination, and this will

be of invaluable service in the way of protection in

the future.

Prevention of Smallpox at Sing Sing ; Prev-

alence OF Typhoid. — With a view to the pre-

vention of the possible introduction of smallpox into

Sinff Sinjj Prison the warden has issued an order

prohibiting visitors to the convicts and also the re-

ception of packages by the latter, while all incoming

mail matter is to be fumigated. While these precau-

tions have been taken against a possible invasion of

smallpox, another serious disease has actually broken

out in the prison. Up to December 9th there were

19 cases of typhoid fever, all of which had developed

within the preceding week. The newspapers report

that the outbreak is supposed to be due to Croton

water, which is supplied to the institution from the

old New York City aqueduct ; but it seems highly

probable that a careful investigation will show some

other origin for the disease.

Baths for the Poor. — In the fifty-seventh

annual report of the New York Association for Im-

proving the Condition of the Poor, just issued, spe-

cial attention is called to the work of the society in

providing baths for the indigent. Commissioner

Kearney, it is stated, asked for an appropriation of

$52,000 to maintain the new city bath, in Rivington

Street, during the year 1901, and has been allowed

S3."), 000 for that purpose. At the People's Baths,

provided by the association, 131,000 baths were

taken during the year. The operating expenses were

$5,775, and the receipts $6,203 ; leaving a credit bal-

ance of $428. The charge is five cents, including

towel and individual piece of soap.

Golf and Goats. — The Richmond branch of the

Health Department, at the instance of members of the

Harbor Golf Club, on Staten Island, has caused sum-

monses to be issued for a number of goat owners to ap-

pear in court and exj)lain why they are violating the

sanitary code by keeping goats without a license. It

is claimed by the golfers that the goats from a settle-

ment of Italians near the club, familiarly known as

Goatville, frequent the links and frighten the women
players, while in several instances the animals have

been seen to chase the balls and swallow them. The
H' altli Department is involved, it is said, on the

ground that gutta-percha is not good for the goats.

Private Building at the New York Hospital.
—A new private patients' building in connection with

the New York Hospital was thrown open on Decem-

ber 5th, when a reception was held in it by the

Board of Governors. It occupies the site of the old

Thome mansion on 16th Street, which was formerly

used for the library of the hospital, and is ten stories

in height, with two separately equipped operating

rooms on the upper floor. At the rear of the build-

ing, and detached from it, is an isolating department,

which has its own independent heating and ventilating

system.

A Centenarian. — Mrs. Hannah Rosenthal died

in New York on December 6ih, in her one hundred

and fourth year. Her age is recorded at the Health

Department as one hundred and three years, eleven

months and six days. Mrs. Rosenthal was born in

Berlin, and came of a family noted for its longevity,

both her father and his brother having been centena-

rians.

A Death from Hydrophobia. — On December

6th there was a death from hydrophobia at St. Vin-

cent's Hospital. The patient was ill only two days,

and came from Hastings-upon-Hudson, where he

was bitten about three montlis ago by his own St.

Bernard dog, which was afterwards shot by a police-

man. He had not taken the Pasteur treatment.

Free Tuition for Filipinos.— At a meeting of

the Trustees of Columbia University, held Decem-

ber 3d, it was decided to offer, through the United

States Government, to five Filipinos free tuition in

any department of the univei'sity except the Medical

School.

mi^ttWsiXiy^.

THE STRANGE ADVENTURES OF AN ANAT-
OMIST'S HEAD.

Xavier Bichat passed a considerable part of his

short life in the dead house, but his own mortal

remains appear to have had a more singular fate than

usually befalls the fragments of humanity in which
he sought so eagerly to discover the secret of life.

Writing recently in the Temps, M. G. Claretie says

it is well known that when Cuvier was put into his

coffin an iron cage was placed over his head so that

it might not be stolen as Bichat's had been. A
writer in the Chronique Medicale, commenting on this

statement, says that in 1808 there came in a curious

fashion of doing honor to " masters of medicine " by
keeping their heads in the condition of anatomical

preparations for forty years. Bichat was buried in th(;

St. Catharine Cemetery, in a small corner bought by

one of his colleagues at the Hotel Dieu, and might

never have been found if the pious care of friends had

not from time to time renewed the marks by which

the grave was identified. The cemetery having been

closed, Bichat's remains were removed to Pere
Lachaise. On November 10, 1845, the body was
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('xliuincd iimlri' (lie ilinctioii ol' l)r. I )t'iioiivillii th,

iiiitl ill till! prcHciKU! ol" lour iiitinhfiH ol' liidial'H

liimily, one ol" whom was Dr. Adct <!(* lioscvillr,

assistant pIiyHiciaii ol' Saint l.azarc, liiishaiHl ol'

IJicliat's nicco. 'V\w rciport ol tlic fxiiumation Htatvs

that, uikU !• a uravcstotK! licariiiiLf tlu! insciiplion, " A
Xavit r IJicliat, par h'S Mcinlinis dc, la Societc d'lii-

.stnu^tion Mt'dicah-," tluu'o vviih diHcovcrcd, at a dfpth

of 1 metre and 70 ceiitimtitres, in a soil ol" niuiarka-

hle dryness, an excellently preserved skeleton. Tlie

eervical vertel)ra^ \v(!re perfect, but th(! \\n\A was
inissin<|;. Further <li;ii(in<^ failed to briii"^ the lu^ad

to lii;lit. I'lofcssor IJoux, who was present, came
forward and stated tliat the head of Bichat had
" come into liis hands " thre(! years after the death

of the great anatomist. II<! described tlur iiead, call-

ing attention to the following points : (1) The (!xist-

ence of a fra(;tiire of the occipital bone, wliidi he

himself had made at the post-mortem examination ;

(2) the obliteration of the alveoli of the lirst upper

molar of the left side and of the corresponding one

on the right, which liichat had had extracted towards

the end of his life, after having suffered much from

those teeth, as he says himself in his article on the

teeth in his " Anatomie Generale "
; (3) the perfect

correspondence of the articular surfaces of the atlas

found in the grave with those on the skull. M.
Malgaigiie had previously arranged in an oak coffin

all the bones as they were taken up, and M. Roux
completed them by restoring with his own hands the

skull which had been so long separated from the

skeleton. It may be mentioned that the ceremony
of the translation of tlu; relics to Pere Lachaise was

attended by some 4,000 members of the medical

profession. — British Medical Journal.

THE OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF
CULOUS PERITONITIS.

TUBER-

In a paper contributed to the Eleventh Series of

the Boston City Hospital Reports, Dr. John T. Bot-

tomley reports and analyzes 28 cases of tuberculous

peritonitis treated by operation. After careful dis-

cussion of the literature of the subject, and of these

cases from the hospital services. Dr. Bottomley reaches

the following conclusions

:

It se.ems only prudent to wait at least a year before

reporting cases as cured. The fact that this has not

been done may account in part for the great variation

in the percentage of reported recoveries.

Of this series of 28 cases, 11 recovered and an

equal number died— a percentage of 39.3. Two
cases (7.19^,) improved, and 4 (14.39^,) could not be

traced, (if the 19 cases of the ascitic type, 8 (42%)
recovered, 7 died, 1 improved and 3 were not traced.

Three (42.8%) of the 7 fibrous cases recovered, 3

died and 1 improved. Of the 2 ulcerated cases, 1 died

and 1 could not be traced. By most writers the ascitic

form is said to give the highest percentage of recover-

ies following operation ; but in this series operation

was equally successful in both the ascitic and fibrous

type. The prognosis in the ulcerative variety is

always bad.

Of the many other treatments for tuberculous peri-

tonitis, of the many theories as to why laparotomy

often cures the trouble, nothing will be said. It may
be noted in passing that tapping was tried in (i of

thoNe CAHOM ; in euch caiM! the fluid reac<;uniulaU;<l in n

very few diiyH.

The iriiport:iiic<; of early operation, aM far im pro;;-

nosis is conccriied, is proiiably not great. The aver-

ag«! tiuu! from the onset of the Hyriiptorn.H to lh«* liriH*

of the op<;ration in this HcricH iM practically the Hain<:

in tli(! faUil cases a.s in thoHC that recovered. The
comfort of the patient is, (if courxe, to be coiiHidered.

To summarize briefly: (1) We may reawniably

expect cures (one year or more aft^^r operation) in from

30 to 40% of all cases. Fatal caHCs UHually die within

a few months after ope'ration. (2) Family history

does not app(!ar to be important etiologically. Pre-

vious inllamiiiatory atfections of the alMlominal viscera

may have etiological signiru;an<;e. (3^ Operation usu-

ally affords at Ie;ist tenijKjrary im[>rovement either

locally or generally, even in cases that later prove

fatal. The use of drainage should be avoided, when
possible. (4) Inferences as to the remote results of

operation should b«; drawn very guardedly, if at all,

from the immediate results; though in cases wliich do

not immediately receive from an operation either local

or general benefit, the prognosis is very unfavorable.

INFLUENCES OF DIGESTION ON AXIMAL
HEAT PROCESSES.

Ix a contribution from the Physiological Laboratory

of the University of Pennsylvania, in the American
Journal of Physiology, DecemV^er 1, 1900, Dr. PMward
T. Reichert reaches the following conclusions in

regard to ''digestion fever": (1) That the rise of

temperature observed during the period of digestion

is due to an increase of heat production ; (2) that the

temperature gradually rises and reaches a maximum
during the fourth hour, or possibly later ; (3) that

the greatest increase of heat production occurs during

the Hrst hour after feeding; (4) that the changes in

temperature and heat production are not proportional;

(5) that the most marked effects, as a whole, are

observed when the diet consists of proteid and fat,

next with proteid, and least with fat; (6) that the

increase of heat production is not nearly so great as

is indicated by the results of the oxygen experiments

of Fredericq.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending; December 1st, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps :

—
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RECORD OF MORTALITY

For thb VVkek ending Saturday, Deckmber 1, 1900.

4 c«

QD
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RKMARKS lirON QUKSPIONS ARISIN'C; DURINCJ
rilK RKiMOVAL OK KIIUioIDS. Willi KSTK-
ClAL REFHRKNCE TO THE IKCllNKiUK OK
THE OPERATION.'

IIV MAURICK II. Kl( IIAKDHON, M.li., IIOATON.

RIv siil)jc>ct may soem oih; about wiiicli ko much
has already hdcn written that there is uotliinj^ further

to be said. There is one reason, howevcjr, lor the

prestMit eoniinunicatioii wliicii seems to me sullicieiit,

namely, that the dangers inscparabh! from the opera-

tion for fibroids are grave or slight ac^cording to the

methods used in performing it.

Before advising so serious an operation as hyster-

ectomy can^ful examinations should be made as to the

urine and the amount j)assed in twenty-four hours.

In tumors which threaten life one must often pro-

ceed to operate even when the amount of urine is

dangerously insutlicient, or when there; is dtifinit(! evi-

dence that the kidneys are not perfectly normal. In

hopeless and advanced renal diseases, however, it is

unjustifiable to perform so seven; an operation as ex-

tirpation of the uterus. Tn fibroids which do not

threaten life— which justify hysterectomy, though

they do not demand it— trivial changes in the quan-

tity and amount of urine should receive careful coiisid-

eration. Such changes should always suggest at least

a postponement of operation until they have disap-

peared, or until it is apparent that they are second-

ary to the tumor, and that its removal is essential

for their disappearance. In most fibroids it is pos-

sible to wait for this favorable period of intervention.

In some it is not ; the patient must run the risks of

operation at an unfavorable time.

One cannot see a large immber of abdominal cases

without being impressed by the difficulties of palpa-

tion upon the conscious patient. Tumors which ap-

parently were easily perceptible and well defined often

present, when the abdominal walls are relaxed by
thorough anesthesia, charactei'istics entirely different

— so different, indeed, that one's pi'evious estimate of

the case, as to diagnosis, prognosis and indications, is

entirely upset. An acute ditiused tumor, for example,

filling the right iliac fossa in suspected appendicitis

often is resolved into the small and definitely out-

lined mass of an enlarged appendix. Smooth tu-

mors, apparently fibroids, evidently connected with

the uterus, may under anesthesia assume character-

istics which suggest even more strongly an enlarged

and inflamed tube, a tense solid ovarian tumor, or

even an extra-uterine pregnancy. Neglect to exam-

ine under ether as a preliminary procedure has led

me into several unnecessary operations, and into at

least one costly error.

The importance of preliminary examination under

complete anesthesia seems to me therefore great. Not
that it is always essential, for in some cases as com-

plete an examination of the pelvic viscera is possible

without ether as with it. But even in such cases it is

important to make a pelvic examination at the time

of operation, for the reason that renewed exam-

ination may present new features ; it may present

old ones in a new light, or even the entire absence of

features previously found. The importance of such

1 Read before the Obstetrical Society of Boston, October 16, 1900.

preliminary' examination cannot b« too strongly ein-

phaNi/.cd. The *' ethcjf exaiiiinutioii," ho <-ulle(l, may
be made Honnr dayw or weekn before the o|K;ratiun ;

even then a Hecond Hhould Im- made at the time of

intervention. Too often one will tind that '-lian^^eH

which he can hardly believe jiosHJble will have

Uikeii place i)etween the two cxaininationH. The
chief objection to the early pndiminury aneNtheHia in

in the occasional demoralization of the patient, and
in the not iiifre(|uent (lisagrecabh; elTects f»f the ether

itself.

I could niention several ex.imphs of the errors into

which I have falhui by neglect of tin; rule to examine
vaginally just before opening the alKlonnm, and that,

too, in apparently simple cases. Kortunately all the

cas(!S in themselves re(|uired oj)eration.

Tlu! surgeon should never take the responsibility of

operating u{)on the advice of another ; he should him-

self concur or not concur in the diagnosis, for he him-

s(df has to bear the whole responsibility. The previ-

ous examiner, though experienced and skilful, may
have nuide a hasty examination ; lie may have been

drawn by preconceived ideas into a false opinion ; he

may not have used an an(;sthetic ; he may have been

entirely wrong. I have learned to take no man's opin-

ion without a careful, unbiased history and examination

of my own. On the other hand, I do not wish another

to take my diagnosis without making his own investi-

gation. A boy was onc(; operated upon for appendici-

tis on the strength of my diagnosis, which was acute

appendicitis. He had a pneumonia and later a pleu-

risy, with marked abdominal symptoms. I have sev-

eral times operated for extra-uterme pregnancy on the

advice of skilled examiners. Once I found a normal
pregnancy, and once a tumor on the opposite side

from that in which the tumor had been detected. At
another time I operated for a fibroid and found a nor-

mal pregnancy. In all these cases, however, I had
examined carefully under ether and concurred in the

diagnosis.

The chief objection to vaginal examination just be-

fore opening the abdomen lies in the danger of carry-

ing sepsis upon the examining fingers. This danger,

considerable though it may be in careless and hasty

sterilization of the hands, is completely obviated by
thorough methods ; it is absolutely prevented when—
the vaginal examination having been made with

gloved hands— fresh sterilized gloves are substituted

after fresh sterilization of the hands.

From many observations in cases of my own, and
from many in the hands of my colleagues, I have
become convinced that the risks of the operation are

minimized by the careful following of a certain tech-

nique. These dangers are, chiefly, owing to sepsis

and to faulty dissection. The dangers of sepsis insep-

arable from every operation, no matter how rigid the

precautions, may be greatly increased by faulty dissec-

tion. Faulty di.ssection adds the danger of wounded
boweJ, bladder and ureter to those of hemorrhage.
An ideal hysterectomy is one in which all these

dangers are reduced to a minimum.
Time as an element in hysterectomy is important

in so far as it is reduced to a minimum consistent with

careful and intelligent dissection. Time bears a simi-

lar relation to the dissection of pelvic viscera that it

does to the removal of a tumor from the subclavian

triangle, for instance, except that prolonged exposure
of the peritoneal cavity is a more serious matter
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than prolonged exposure of the tissues of the deep

neck. He would be a rash operator— not to say

a careless one — who should dissect the subclavian

triangle with the speed that made a clear recognition

of structures impossible. Yet he would be an in-

competent one, perhaps, who would waste time in a

tardy recognition of the phrenic nerve, or even of the

subclavian vein.

It is too often true that the operator uses caution in

beginning his dissection when rapidity is safe, and ends

it with rapidity when caution is essential. The truth

is that he gets tired by the time that he should work
cai'efully. Beginning with short and painstaking

strokes of the knife, he ends with long and careless

ones. In abdominal surgery the time for rapid work
is in exposing the field ; the time for caution is in dis-

secting the depths of it.

In hysterectomy, whether abdominal or vaginal,

speed is jjermissible everywhere except in the dissec-

tion about the cervix, for in uncomplicated cases no

harm can be done by the most rapid methods. As
soon as the broad ligaments below the ovaries are

secured, no stej) should be taken without exact knowl-

edge of what is being done. In this way, and in this

way only, can the uterus be removed without the

mistake of wounding bladder, bowel or ureters.

To remove the uterus in absolute safety as regards

these structures requires, by the method herein de-

scribed, from fifteen to thirty minutes ; to close the

peritoneum over the stump of the uterus, and to finish

the operation, from fifteen to thirty minutes more.

This makes the operation from half an hour to an

hour in duration. In some instances the time is, by
unusually facile dissection, somewhat reduced ; in

others somewhat prolonged. When the operation is

in progress, and when it is completed, I am absolutely

sure that no harm has been done other than that in-

separable from the operation itself.

In complicated cases, when, for example, the uterus

is adherent to everything about it, when the tubes are

inflamed and adherent, additional care must be used

;

free and rapid steps are impossible at any stage of

the operation. Incision through the abdominal wall

itself must be slow and painstaking to avoid wounding
an intestine or a misjilaced bladder, or rupturing too

early an abscess cavity. In these cases the anatomy of

the parts is fre(piently so obscured that it is only with

extreme care and dilhculty that no harm is done, and

the time of operation is thus unavoidably prolonged.

In uterine tumors, especially those of large extent

situated near the cervix, the normal anatomy is some-

times excessively distorted. A tumor in the cervical

region may grow beneath the ureter and push it high

into the lateral and upper aspects of the mass. A
tumor starting in front of the uterus and becoming
adherent to the bladder may, in years of growth, ])ro-

ject slowly backward and to one side, and drag with it

the bladder into an unexpected and apparently impos-

sible position. In very rare cases a urete» may
become obstructed and even obliterated among the

changed tissues about the cervix. P^ortunately the en-

largement of uterine tumors generally pushes both blad-

der and ureters away from op(;rative dangers rather

than toward them. The occasional occurrence of the

converse, however, should always put the operator on

his guard.

The displacement and non-recognition of the bowel
is much less frequent and therefore less important.

The intestine should always be easy of recognition

and of avoidance; yet occasionally, in (tomplicated

cases, failure to recognize and to avoid the bowel
leads to costly errors.

In the exposure of the uterus the median incision

through the linea alba or the lateral one through the

fibres of the rectus may be used. I prefer and use

the linea alba, for it is a space without blood vessels,

and incision through it is therefore bloodless. The
prevention of luMMiia is in no way ensured, in my opin-

ion, by the lateral cut. In cutting through the peri-

toneum the greatest care must be taken, even in the

simplest cases, for the tumor may prove to be not what
it seems ; it may have caused perplexing changes in

both parietal and visceral peritoneum ; it may have
distorted bladder and intestine, and too bold and rapid

cutting may open one or both.

In large uterine fibroids of slow growth, attacks

of peritonitis may cause early adhesions to intestinal

coils, which have thereby been (lisj)laced by the en-

larging mass into positions of easy wounding.
The tumor itself may not be uterine : it may be an

old abscess with thick and firm walls, or one whose
anterior wall is the abdominal wall, and the first sign

of which may be its unexpected and untimely rupture.

The mass may prove to be one of the many varieties

of ovarian tumor; it may be a salpingitis or an extra-

uterine pregnancy— lesions which should be ap-

proached and unmasked with caution.

Whether uterine or not, the tumor may be covered

by intestine flattened out over it. The bladder may
be much higher over the tumor than one would think

possible, even from extensive previous experience.

Obscure pelvic tumors simulating uterine may prove

to be tubercular masses to which the peritoneum is so

closely adherent that free incision opens at once the

intestine. It is a good rule to proceed with extreme
caution whenever anything in the gross appearance of

the peritoneum suggests the abnormal. A bladder

wall will then be avoided as well as an adherent

bowel. In certani rare instances excessively thin peri-

toneum will lie over distended intestine and be indis-

tinguishable from it. So trans})arent is the peritoneum

that it will have been cut through before the surgeon

is aware of the fact. The intestine projecting into the

wound may have precisely the appearance of parietal

peritoneum. Such an intestine may be incised even

when extreme care is used— it is almost sure to be

when the cut is hastily made. The combination of

transparent peritoneum and pale intestine is fortu-

nately rare. Error will always be avoided by pushing

the finger or a blunt instrument into the doubtful area.

If the peritoneum has been incised, the finger or

instrument will push by the intestine into the perito-

neal cavity, and demonstrate at once the situation of

things. This precaution seems worth mentioning be-

cause I, for one, have been very nearly deceived into

opening the gut, and at a time when, perfectly sure

that 1 was cutting parietal peritoneum, I was really

cutting intestine. Such an error, especially liable to

occur in changed conditions of the peritoneum, must
be guarded against in the simplest cases. Not that

incision into the bowel adds much to the danger—
though the unavoidable; cscajx' of gas and fecal matter

cannot but add something to it— but it delays further

proceedings until the cut is repaired, and it is humili-

ating to the last degree. I have known an operator

to go through the abdominal wall, intestine, and into
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the tmnor in one cut, uikI I liuvc known Hovi-ral

iiistiinccs in wliicli tlic peritoneal cavilv Iiuh Iteen

opened by the lirst stroke of the knife. In Hueh cuHeH

it is a niatt<>r of luck and not of skill thiit Herion.H

injmv is not done and that the huc«ohs of furtlKT pro-

cedurt! is not compromised.
It is a jrood plan to make in tlir lirst place a cnt

jnst iar^fe enoni,di to admit ont; linijer, tor things may
be found that will contraindicate tintlirr measnnrs,

and obviat(! tlu! disadvantages of a lar^^er incision.

This cut should ne.vt be enlari^fed enough to a<lmit the

hand, by means of which the whoU; abdominal cavity

may be thorouiihly explored. In most (!as(!s this

exploration will be negative, l)ut in some it will pn;-

vent a woise than useless operation. Such conditions

are, for example, hopeless maliiiiiancy of the tumor
itself, metastases, contiguous inliltrations, and remott;

tumors too extensively and intimately adherent to per-

mit removal. Independent and hopeless diseases of

other visecira are extremely unusual, for tlu^ pn^vious

study of the case should have been too thorough to

overlook the elfectivc contraindication to operation

which slight disturbances in other organs justify.

In obscure tumors of the pelvis, and especially in ma-
lignant disease, tlie contraindications must be very

strong to justify the giving up of further steps.

No contraindication having been found by explora-

tion with the whole hand, the incision should be

enlarged until there is abundant room for a clear view
of the Held. Such a cut must extend from the pubes

to the umbilicus, and in very large tumors even higher.

No greater mistake can be made than the dissection of

a uterus through an incision too small for a clear view.

1 have found Doyen's pubic self-retaining retractor of

m-eat assistance. With this and a retractor on each

side the whole lower abdomen may be inspected and
examined with the greatest ease and satisfaction.

The tumor itself should be first examined, especially

as to its nature and the ditliculties of its removal. If

malignant, with inliltrations into viscera that cannot

be themselves excised, further procedure must depend
upon questions of relief rather than of cure. In

fibroids it is rather a question of extent and operabil-

ity, for in some instances the tumors will present dif-

ficulties of such magnitude that removal will be too

dangerous to be justifiable. Under such circum-

stances the lesser evil shoidd be chosen, and the i)a-

tient should be allowed to live with her tumor, un-

comfortable and dangerous though it may be, rather

than subjected to an oj^eration so severe as to give

but slight chance of recovery.

I recall several tumors of this class, in some of

which I have proceeded to extir^jation, in others to

abandonment of the operation. I have been influenced

in my decision by the wishes of the patient as ex-

pressed before operation. In one case I was begged to

proceed at any cost ; in another to undertake nothing

desperate. It seems clear to me that the patient

should be advised to make the choice under all cir-

cumstances, and especially in the case of tumors which
— no matter what they may ultimately become— are

at the time of operation discomforts rather than dan-

gers.

The duty of the surgeon seems quite different when,
in addition to the discomforts of the tumor, there is

found evidence of pressure upon the ureters and be-

ginning changes in the kidneys, both easily perceptible

to the examining hiuul. In such cases the operation

should be continued, even at great rink, for with in-

creased pressure the changes in lln- kidneys, perhapn

just beginning, cannot Itut proj^resH Ut u fiital t^-nnina-

tion. It is well, theref(»re, us 11 preliminary Ht«'p, Ui

palpate both kidneys, and U» examine tliir iireUrFH at

the most accessible point..

In a n^cent case I found both ureterH (liHt4;ii<l«<l—
thtr right to a considerable, the left to an extreme de-

gree. The renal pelves were themselves dilated cor-

respon<lingly. The obstruction was found near the

cervix. That involving the right ureter was a calcifi-

cation of a semi-solid ovarian cyst wlii<:h complicated

a ut<rrine fibroid; that of the left a <leviated and thick-

ened cervix uteri. The right ureter ended a|)parently

in the calcareous mass, from which it was dissect<'d

free enough to permit its insertion into the bladder.

Th(! hift unrter was relieved by aniputati«)n of the

uttjrus low down upon the cervix. In this case the

tumor was sessih; and everywhen; adherent Ix-low

the plan*! of the true pelvis. The question of pos-

sible Himoval arose, and it was decided to go on, in

spite of the formidablt; dilliculties of separation. The
tumor involved the sigmoi<l flexure, and removal left

a gap in it. It was impossil)le in this case to ascer-

tain the true condition of things until the dissection

had been carried too far for retreat. It was fortu-

nate that the difficulties were not known, for they

would have been [U'ohibitory. They were success-

fully overcome, however, and the patient has made a

brilliant convalescence. Early recognition of the

liydronephrotic kidneys would perhaps have justified

al)andonment of the operation on the ground of hope-

hissness, for it would have seemed too much to impose
upon a patient with double hydronephrosis the dangers

of a formidable dissection.

In uterine fibroids it is important to ascertain the

situation of the fundus and the cervix, in order that

the possibility of saving the uterus may be considered.

Careful examination of the tumor after hysterectomy
has shown in several cases that it would have been
feasible to remove the tumor without sacrificing the

uterus— a most desirable procedure, especially in the

young.

The rules for guidance in deciding between hyster-

ectomy and myomectomy depend upon many things,

chief among which are age, likelihood of marriage and
childbearing— conditions which make conservation of

uterus and ovaries desirable. The general condition

of the patient must be considered, as well as condi-

tions of heart, lungs and kidneys— conditions ]>er-

haps requu-ing that procedure which is quickest and
least bloodless ; or conditions, on the other hand, per-

mitting leisurely and i)ainstaking dissections. The
one characteristic of the fibroid itself which indicates

myomectomy is facility of removal. A tibroid with
small pedicle should always be removed from the

uterus : so should small subperitoneal fibroids, espe-

cially those which are hard and bloodless. Large,
hard fibroids which bulge from the uterus, even if

they are not pediculated, are often easy of separation.

They present pale masses, smooth and rounded, over
which numerous flattened veins ramify. Such fil>roids

do not bleed when incised ; moreover, the veins over
them bleed but little, the hemorrhage soon subsiding

after enucleation of the tumor. ]\Iany fibroids which
lie deep in the uterine wall, even subserous ones, jire-

sent features of hardness and mobility which stroujjlv

indicate easy enucleation. When the indications favor
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enucleation, the possibility can be settled almost with

the first stroke of the knife, for an easily separated

tumor projects into the incision as soon as its cap-

sule is cut. Brief attempts at separation with fin-

ger or blunt instrument will show at once the feasi-

bility of extirpation. The operator will proceed to

extirpation or to hysterectomy in accordance with

the information thus gained. If, with incision, hem-

orrhage is excessive, and from numerous jjoints and

difficult of control, not ceasing or diminishing as the

tumor is uncovered,— if this difficulty increases rather

than diminishes as the de23ths of the tumor are reached,

— it may become necessary to abandon enucleation,

and to remove the uterus and all. Exploration of the

tumor in this way takes little time ; it adds little to

the risk, for it is undertaken only in those cases in

which the patient is in good general condition.

A contraindication to myomectomy lies in the pres-

ence of many small fibroids, some of which are diffi-

cult if not impossible of removal. It is obviously

unwise to remove one or two large tumors and to

leave several small ones. P^ven if all that can be felt

are removed, it by no means follows tluit some too

small for detection do not remain. This argument

against myomectomy is not sufficient to contraiudicate

the operation when the desirability of saving the uterus

is great— for it does not follow that the fibroid, if any

is left, will ever grow, or that growing, it will ever cause

symptoms ; moreover, if it does grow and cause symp-

toms, years will probably elapse before a second oper-

ation becomes necessary, if indeed it ever does.

In examining the uterus to determine the feasibility

of myomectomy, the region of the cervix must not

be overlooked, for not infrequently a fibroid will be

found there which may be the chief cause of the

symptoms.
From the experience thus far gained, I should say

that when in doubt it is better to perform a hysterec-

tomy than to attempt a myomectomy. Yet with re-

newed experience it may prove that the uterus has

been sacrificed more often than was really necessary.

Deep pelvic examinations, besides demonstrating

the 2)resence of tumors at or near the cervix uteri,

will show whether there are adhesions, inflammatory

masses, cervical or incarcei-ated portions of the tumor.

One of the dangers in the forcible delivery of abdomi-

nal tumors is tearing the rectum or other pelvic struct-

ures— an accident which may happen when the

pelvic portions of the tumor are firmly adherent to

surrounding parts. One should examine carefully

the ovaries and tubes. I have in several instances

been surprised to find that the masses which I

supposed to be fibroids were tense ovarian cysts or

solid tumors, dilated and tense tubes, or even extra-

uterine pregnancies.

In myomectomies the incision should be carried

well down upon the fibroid ; otherwise the separation

will be carried through uterine tissues so difficult of

separation that a false impression will be given as to

feasibility of enucleation. The actual substance of

the fibroid must be reached, and this will be easy of

recognition. I grasp the presenting mass with double

hooks, and often am able to deliver and separate it

by traction alone. At times tumors of great size

can be torn out of their beds with the greatest ease; if

not torn out, diss(;cted with a few strokes of the knife.

The hemorrhage comes usually from the edges of the

incision, where it may be easily controlled. Occa-

sionally it comes from the loose tissues of its matrix,

where it can be easily checked by ligation. When
there are several fibroids I usually pack with gauze
the spaces left after removal. When all have been

enucleated, the wounds in the uterus are closed by
inverting their edges and suturing in tlie interrupted

Lembert fashion. If blood fills the spaces, it is con-

fined there until it has been absorbed. I have never

seen any unpleasant results from this method. Even
when the tumors have been large, or have been taken

from the submucous spaces of the depths of a large

uterus, no evil has followed.

In hysterectomies, as well as in myomectomies, it

is desirable that the field be bloodless. First, because

loss of blood adds greatly to the shock of operation
;

secondly, because blood is a very inviting medium for

infection ; and, finally, because a bloody field encour-

ages slovenly methods.

It is impossible to make myomectomies bloodless,

for the blood vessels cannot be secured before the in-

cision is closed. The enucleation of some tumors will

be practically bloodless. The incision exposing others

— particularly the soft, vascular and rapidly growing
ones— will often cause formidable bleeding, and, in

fact, demand immediate ligation of the uterine arteries

and removal of the uterus.

Removal of the uterus with the fibi'oids may be, in

the majority of cases, absolutely bloodless if the fol-

lowing technique is carefully followed. Occasionally,

in spite of the greatest care, the operation will be

marked by a bloody, slovenly field. The cause of

unavoidable hemorrhage lies in the situation of those

numerous lai'ge veins which surround the tumor and
inosculate freely with the venous plexuses of the broad

ligament. These veins are flattened out over the;

tumor, where they cannot be grasped by pressure for-

ceps, and where attempts at ligation only cause fresh

bleeding. In such cases oozing continues until the

uterine arteries are tied.

When it has been determined that no deep adhe-

sions or other complications prevent the forcible de-

livery of uterus and tumor, the fundus may be grasped

between the hands or by some especially adapted in-

strument. The corkscrew has one disadvantage in

that it may penetrate the uterine cavity, the contents

from which, with the oozing blood, may contaminate

the peritoneum. Another disadvantage is in the im-

possibility of rotating the tumor about its longitudinal

axis— a very desirable manipulation while working

upon the structures about the cervix. Instead of the

corkscrew, therefore, I use a pair of very large spe-

cially constructed double-hooked forceps, with broad

grasping areas. These forceps are carefully applied,

including between their teeth, perhaps, two or three

inches of the presenting summit, whether tumor or

uterus. When the fundus uteri presents, it is usually

possible to tell whether the hooks will be likely to

penetrate and tear the uterine cavity. If the uterine

wall is thin, the hooks should be superficially inserted.

I usually apply them so that they grasp the fundus or

the tumor anteroposteriorly. When applied to friable

tumors they often tear the tissues and cause oozing.

It is best to seize such tumors as a whole rather than

their summits. The hooks should be applied in vas-

cular tumors in such a way that the venous plexeuses

will not b(! torn open. The handles are firmly closed

and held by a ratchet or tied together by means of a

strip of gauze. Very considerable control may thus
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1)(! (ixortcd over \\w tumor : it nmy bo fordhly dniwu
IVom tlio pelvis in any ilircctioii ; it miiy at tin; Hatinr

tiiiiti !)<• rotiitiMi so !is to hriii^f lo the oiM-nitor, stiiml-

iii^f, siiy. on tlm piiticiit's Icll, tlw iiiiU'riur ccrviciil

n-ljioii, tlic posterior, and, in very lon;^ pedicles, even

the opposite side.

'i'lie minute details ol' dissecting; and removing; nt(!riis

and tumor are ol" ^reat importance in carryiuf^ out a

bloodless and saftr operation — one vvbicli "(ives no

post-operativt) anxiety as to bladder, intestines, and

especially ureters. 'I'lie method which I have used

for many years, and the om(! which I think all practi-

cal anatomists would naturally adopt, is one of clean

dissection, l)e;j;inninn' at the summit of the broad li;;a-

mcnt and endiiis;' with th(! amputation of tlw (M-rvix,

or with its se[)aratioii from its vaginal attachintiiits.

Every stej) that is taken, every cut that is made, is in

regions and throuiih tissues that are seen and recog-

nized. Not a singl(! blind step is taken from begin-

ning to end. The lirst step is the passage of a ligature,

by means of tlie Cleveland needle, between the left

ovary and the uterus, through an area of the broad

ligam(>nt translucent and free from v(;ins. This liga-

ture tied checks hemorrhage from the uterint; side.

If the ovary is to be removed, the next ligature is

passed outside the ovary and fimbriated extremity of

the tube through a translucent space in the broad liga-

ment. The third ligature passes through the open-

ings made by the second and first, and is tied below

the ovary. Jjigation of the ovary in one ligature is

dangerous because the ligature, after the ovary and

tube have been cut away, is \wax \\w. apex of a trunca-

ted cone, and often allows the slippery peritoneum to

escape before the operation is completed.

The next ligatures are placed about the round liga-

ment far enough apart to cut safely between them.

The left ovary and tube are now hanging from the

left side of the summit of the tumor, which can now
be lifted considerably above its former position, until

the deeper regions of the left broad ligament are ac-

cessible. The knife is now used to make an anterior

flap, the incision being can-ied through peritoneum as

far as the reflexion of the right broad ligament. A
similar Hap is made posteriorly. The anterior fla})

will be dissected with ease, being loosely connected

with the uterus ; the posterior with difficulty, being

intimately adherent to the back of the cervix. The
cut may be freely made through peritoneum without

injuring the veins lying upon the tumor, if one is

skilled in making such cuts. If not, careful dissecting

is essential, for the subjacent veins lie flattened upon

the hard surface of uterus or tumor, and can be con-

trolled only by the slow process of passing a ligature

under them— a maneuvre which is quite as likely to

increase the hemorrhage as to check it.

In making the flaps and in dissecting the deeper

regions of the broad ligament the assistant intelli-

gently rotates the tumor with his double-hooked for-

ceps, at the same time drawing it upward and toward

the right. The uterus with its tumors is now rapidly

dissected through the loose tissues of the left broad

ligament until the cervix is reached. The exact posi-

tion of the vaginal attachment should be ascertained,

for we may be in close proximity to the ureter, and it

is therefore important to know the level upon which

we are working.

With the uterus pulled upward and to the right,

there will appear the blood vessels running verti-

cally, th(! wU'x'ww ttrt<;ry )H;iti^ Hurrouiidcd and huri«''I

lip in ple.x lines of veiiiH. ItM position ran be found
by itM pulHution. \\. may l»e rie<;enHary, liowev»rr, t/*

relax the traction to feel them, I uncover iIm: illirr-

iiie art<;ry by rlisneftting the veiiiH away from iL Th«
artery is ho intimately coniieet4-(I with iti* surround-
iiig veins, and both artery and vein are ho firmly

bound together by uniiHiially dense and strong coii-

nectivt; tissue, that isolation by blunt iiistruinentii

almost always t<rars (jpen the venous plexuses and
causes al)Uiidant hemorrhage. When the arterv has

been satisfactoiily isolated ironi the vein, a (in«! silk

ligature is jiassed under it and tied. No other liga-

ture is applit;d. The ureter, Iwing the most iin[»f>rtant

structure in this region, is sought for and expo.seil,

that it may not be injured ; Ijut <»nly in case the dis-

section is being carri«!d into evid(;iit proximity with il.

In most cases the isolation of the ut<;rine art*;rv is the

lowest point reached, and the amputation of the cer-

vix is 80 much above the point of ligation that no
anxiety need be felt for the ureter. The left lialf of

the dissection is now complete. A large piece of

gauze is now placed in the region just dissected, and
the uterus and tumor are drawn toward the left.

Any oozing or renewed bleeding is controlled bv
pressure of the uterus upon this gauze. The opera-

tor and assistant now change places, and the right side

is dissected precisely like the left. The uterus now
remains attached only by its cervix. Returning to

the left, the pelvic gauzes are removed and large fresh

ones substituted all about the cervix. A single gauze
is placed just btdiind and below the cervix, where it

is proposed to make the amputation.

The Pacjuelin cautery is used to cut through the

cervix. The cut is made low enough to go through
healthy uterine tissue. It begins on the left side, well

above the ligation of the uterine artery, and is carried

across the cervical canal to the right side. The canal

itself is carefully seared above and below. Frequently
fluids will run down from the uterine cavity ; these

nmst be met and destroyed before leaving the canal.

The remaining portion of the cervix is then divided,

and finally the veins and ligated artery of the right

broad ligament. Just before the uterus is separated,

an assistant grasps the anterior half of the stump of

the uterus with small vulsellum hooks, and draws it

up into view. Any bleeding points are grasped with

pressure forceps. The single pad placed behind the

cervix to catch the discharges from the uterus is now-

removed and a fresh one substituted. The stump is

carefully inspected and all its bleeding points tied.

The cervix is sewed up anteroposteriorly by means of

interrupted silk ligatures. Over the stump the perito-

neum is drawn, inverted, and closed by continuous silk

sutures of the Lembert style.

Before the cervix is sewed over, it i» wiped with

gauze wrung out of corrosive sublimate solution

1-1,000. The completed peritoneal suture is wiped
with gauze wrung out of corrosive sublimate I-o.OUO.

When the operation is comi)leted, nothing remains but

a short transverse line of jieritoneum marked bv a

running silk thread.

Since seeing Doyen use the angiotribe I have tried

to save time by it, applying the instrument where I

have used temporary ligatures to prevent bleeding. I

found that the great veins of the tumor, though
crushed together, began to bleed when disturbed bv
subsequent manipulations. Its use to make a sulcus
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of crushed tissue for the more efficient application of

the ligature I have tried and abandoned.

When it is decided to remove the cervix greater care

is essential for the preservation of the ureters. After

lio-ation of the uterine artery, the cervix is dissected to-

ward the vagina, the dissection being carried close to the

uterine tissues when the cervix is benign, and as^ far

from it as possible when the cervix is malignant. The

ureters need not be exposed when the dissection hugs

the cervix unless the operator is in doubt. When in

doubt, or when dissecting far from the cervix, the ure-

ter should be sought by careful dissection with blunt in-

struments between the cervix and the sacro-iliac syn-

chondrosis. If it cannot be found elsewhere, it can

be found as it passes over the iliac vessels and followed

down to the desired point. At the cervix tiie ureter

lies in loose tissues and its isolation is easy. Indeed,

its easy displacement is the very characteristic which

makes blind grasping and cutting so dangerous in

hysterectomies.
' When the posterior flap has been carried well down

behind the cervix, the posterior lip is grasped with

forceps and drawn upward and backward, making

tense the retro-uterine fold. The vagina, previously

sterilized, is now opened. The vaginal attachments

are divided with scissors close to the cervix on all

sides. As soon as the separation between the cervix

and the vagina is complete, the uterus is easily torn

from the remaining loose connective tissue, and the

operation is completed by inverting the peritoneal

flaps over the gaping vagina.

The operation of hysterectomy seems to me one of

the most gratifying and satisfactory in surgery. When
it is performed anatomically— when every step is

taken in full recognition of the anatomical structures

involved— no harm can be done. When carried

out in darkness, with blind grasping and cutting,

no operation is so likely to lead to costly and irre-

parable blunders. It is perhaps natural for me to

emphasize the anatomical features of this operation.

Indeed, anatomists are said to be timid—-but when

the dissector is timid it is time to be timid. The

time to be cautious is when caution is needed. A hys-

terectomy performed in the full light of day, with

sigmoid flexure, bladder, rectum, ureters, arteries and

veins conspicuously shown in their relations to the

uterus, is an operation followed by no harassing fears

that the ureters may have been tied or cut, that feces

may be escaping into the abdominal cavity, that the

bladder may have been included in a ligature or a

suture. On the contrary, the surgeon feels that no

avoidable harm has been done, that the patient will

run only the risks incident to the removal of the

uterus itself, and that her chances of recovery are at

least 95 per cent.

THE VALUE OF THE HOT-WATER IMMERSION
BATH IN THE TREATMENT OF THREATEN-
ING PUERPERAL ECLAMPSIA.i

liV CHAKLES M. GREKX, M.D., BOSTON.

Although the etiology of puerpc^ral eclampsia is

not, as yet, fully known, it is undoubtedly true that

the group of symptoms leading up to the eclamptic

seizure must be attributed to the ultimate, toxic effect

on the nervous system of excrementitious products re-

» Read before the Obstetrical Society of Hoston, October IC, 1900.

maining in the blood, on account of imperfect functional

activity of the eliminative organs.

Renal insufficiency is doubtless chiefly responsible

for the gradual accumulation of toxic products in the

blood. But every obstetrician has seen serious cases

of eclampsia, in which renal activity was but slightly

impaired, and, indeed, fatal cases in which autopsy re-

vealed little or no pathological change in the kidney.

Indeed, it must not be overlooked, that the lungs,

liver, skin, and bowels have important eliminative

functions, and that imperfect action of one or more of

these organs must often f)lay an effective contributory

part in the development of eclampsia. It is also to

be remembered that the condition of the nervous sys-

tem must be taken into account in all considerations

of the etiology of eclampsia. To be sure, nervous

systems of equal strength and stability react differ-

ently to similar irritations ; but it is rational to believe

that a nervous system depressed by malnutrition and
anemia, by overwork, by the frequentl}' observed de-

spondency in those illegitimately pregnant, and in

those who have an abnormal dread and fear of labor

— or a nervous system rendered unstable by insuffi-

cient or disturbed sleep, undue excitement or inade-

quate mental repose, is more liable to the eclamptic

seizure under a given toxemia, than a nervous system

well nourished, well rested, well balanced, and not

unduly subjected to the worriments, annoyances, and

excitements of daily life.

It is perhaps superfluous to repeat the generally ac-

cepted dictum that prevention of disease is the greats

est function of medical science. But when it is re-

membered that eclampsia is probably the most serious,

and in these days, under whatever treatment, the most

fatal, complication of pregnancy and parturition, it be-

hooves the student and practiser of medicine to real-

ize that the symptom-complex known as puerperal

eclampsia is to a large degree a preventable disease.

Intelligent and successful prophylaxis of eclampsia

presupposes an opportunity for the observation of

pregnancy from the early months. It presupposes

that the observer will exercise an intelligent supervi-

sion over the daily life and general health of the

gravida : that he will not content himself with an oc-

casional test for albuminuria, but will assure himself

that the skin, bowels, and liver are performing their

functions, that the lungs, unhampered by undue com-

pression by tight clothing, are supplied witli pure air,

and that the nutrition is adjusted to the increased de-

mands of fetal development, with a view to prevent-

ing undue impairment of the maternal well being.

He will satisfy himself that the kidney is eliminating

a proper percentage of urea, and, when necessary,

will so ]-egulate the use of highly nitrogenous food

that this important organ will not be unduly taxed.

He will bestow es})ecial attention ujion the condition

of the gravida's nervous system, enjoining freedom

from needless excitement, worriment, and mental per-

turbation, quieting groundless fears, and ensuring un-

disturbed and adequate sleep and mental repose. It

is unfortunately true that adequate supervision of

pregnancy is not always possible; but it is also true

that except in the lowest social strata it generally

would be possible, were its importance fully ajjpre-

ciated. Nor is it to be supposed that i)roper supervi-

sion of the pregnant entails, as a rule, either a large

expenditure of time on the part of the physician or

burdensome pecuniary expense to the patient : under
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ordiiinry (•ircuinstiiiicrH, mi (xtcasioiiiil vi«it «'|iiiI)Ii;m thi-

pliy.siciiiii to Ic.icli his piilifiit. how to live iiihUt thf

new coiMlilioiis in which sin- funis hciKcIf, iintl to cor-

rcict by ;i|»|)ro|>iiulf uilvicc iinil ticalincnt any <h'|Kirt-

urc! from normal, |iliysiolo;^rical Innrtion.

Hnt it is not my |Mir|iosc, in this Inirl |ia|nr, to

(liscuiss the ctioioyy or tht; prophylaxis of pm-rprral

echimpsia; hut rather to call attention to the valin- of

11 therapeutic expedient in the presence of threatening;

Hyniptoms, whicli seems not to have Ixu-n fully ap-

prtHiiated.

The "general principles on which, in the writcM's

opinion, threateniuii,- eclampsia should In; tr(!uted Iiave

already hcuMi indicatc^d in his remarks on prophylaxis.

When symptoms indicative of tox(!mia appear, the pa-

tient sliould 1)(! put to bed, and mental and physical

rest secured. If necessary, sodic bromide, chloral hy-

drate, or other nerve sedatives should be (smployed to

ensure a stable eipiilibrium to the nervous system.

Meanwhile vigorous measures must hv adopted to re-

lieve the blood of accumulatcid toxins. If, as is i^en-

erally the case, the kidney is chiefly at fault, whether
from sim[)le hyperemia or actual parenchymatous
nephritis, the diet must be such as to throw a mini-

mum of work on the disabled organ : experience has

shown that an exclusive milk dii't is tin; best, until a

decided amelioration of synn)toms makes a cautiously

enlarged dietary advisable. Then, increased functional

activity of the other eliniinative organs must be in-

voked, to relieve the overburdened kidney : it is sel-

dom wise to give other than the mildest diui'etics,

such as water and bitartrate, or acetete, of potassium.

In some cases the old Basham's mixture has been

found very serviceable, and iu some, small doses of

digitalis may be advantageously employed. The
lungs to perform their full function must be supplied

with pure air. To stimulate the action of the liver

and bowels, croton oil, elaterium, calomel, or simple

salines are most commonly used, according to the ur-

gency of symptoms. Increased function of the skin

may be induced by diaphoretic drugs, or by the ex-

ternal stimulation of dry or moist heat. Pilocarpine

has been largely used to meet this indication ; but ex-

perience has shown this drug to be at times not only

inefficient in its action on the skin, but disastrous in

its effects on the lung. Nitroglycerin has been used

with admirable results: by its action on the capillaries

more blood is brought to the surface and the sweat

glands thereby stimulated to increased activity; and
incidentally blood tension is low^ered and the heart's

action relieved.

Cutaneous stimulation by heat may be effected by

the hot-air bath, by the hot wet pack, or by hot-water

immersion. In the writer's judgment the hot-air bath

is most appropriately used in the treatment of actual

eclampsia, and then chiefly because the patient is

often comatose and unable to hel|) herself : under

most circumstances, certainly in most jjrivate practice,

it is impracticable to use hot-water immersion baths,

when the patient is comatose, for want of adecpiate as-

sistance. The hot wet pack is often successful in its

results ; but when circumstances permit its use the hot-

water immersion bath, in my opinion, more satisfac-

torily meets the indications. Not only does it pro-

duce profuse diaphoresis and reduce blood tension, but

it acts, as is well known, as a marked sedative to the

nervous system. This bath is easily administered to

a conscious patient, the aid of a single assistant being

Hutlicient : U'W tiouNew Uxhiy, even umon^ ihonc in

hiindile circuniHtaneeM, are without u liuth tub. The
water Hhould Ix- as hot uh can \}>- l><>riie, and the pU'

tieiit should remain therein until profuHc pernpiration

of the face mIiowi that the MW«;ut glaiidM are in full ac-

tivity. If the heart's action '\n at all weak, it in wiite

to adminster brandy before immerHion. When, :i>* often

seen in hospital practice, the skin in obviounly dirty,

itH activity, and cleanliness uh well, may Ijc promoted
by tlie friction rjf a 'lesh brush. When free pernpira-

tion has l)een induced, the patient should be rolI«;d in

a i>lank(;t, placed in a warm i>ed and covered with

several blank<'ts and perhaps a rublx-r sheet. In thin

use of the hot-water bath it should b<; ntmemlHjred,

how(!V(!r, that it is a ptnverful agent in the indiu;tion

of lal)or, and shouhl not be employed unless th<! U:r-

mination of pr(!gnancy seems indicate-d, or at least

warrantable. To be sure, th(! free use of chloral may
prevent this common (!ff(!Ct of the hot bath; but the

inhibitory action of chloral cannot ije dej)enfled upon,

and the use of the h(jt-wat<'r bath is therefore inadvis-

al)le prior to fetal viai)ility or shortly th(;reafter, ex-

cept in th(! presen(;(! of urgent symptoms not otherwise
relieved. It should also be remembererl that when free

dia[)lioresis is employed, there should be an ample in-

gestion of licjuids. In the comatose patient in actual

eclampsia normal salt solution, by liypodermic or rec-

tal injection, or intravenous infusion, meets the indi-

cation. But in threatening eclampsia the patient is

able to drink freely and thus supply the needed vol-

ume of fluids.

As an illustration of the writer's experience with
the hot-water bath, in the treatment of threatening

eclampsia, the following cases are quoted from the

records of the Boston Lying-in Hospital. I am in-

debted to Dr. .J. S. Stone, a former house officer, for

the notes :

Case I. A primigravida, seven months advanced,
aged twenty-four, entered with the following history:

For several months she had suffered with headaches,

and for two months there had been edema of the

feet. Five weeks previously she had vomited con-

siderably, had several " fainting spells," and had
been slightly incoherent, although never losing con-

sciousness. There had been marked muscular twitch-

ing, particularly when startled. After a few days she
had got better, and so remained until two days before

entrance. At that time she had severe headaches,

chills, "fainting spells," and the same muscular
twitchings as before. There was no loss of con-

sciousness. For several days there had been in-

creased edema of the extremities. The day before

entrance only about a half pint of almost black

urine was passed. Her diet had been limited to

beef tea, milk, and brandy. Morphine had been
given subcutaneously. Throughout the day of en-

trance there had been severe headache, nausea, and
vomiting.

On entrance the patient was conscious, the skin

was hot and dry, the face and hands puffy, with
marked edema of feet and ankles.— the pulse 84, of

high tension. The uterus extended two-tilths of the

distance from the umbilicus to the ensiform. The
fetal heart was 1.36. Labor had not begun. The
urine was slightly smoky, containing \f](, of albu-

min. The sediment con ained many granular, epi-

thelial, and fatty casts, with considerable uric acid

and manv leucocvtes.
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The patient was immediately placed in a hot tub-

bath, and when sweating freely was put to bed sur-

rounded by heaters and blankets. She was given

elaterium, \ grain, chloral, 20 grains, and sodic bro-

mide, 30 grains, together with potassic acetate, 20

grains, every four hours. The diet was restricted to

milk and lime water. She soon sweated well, and

remained comfortable until labor began at the end of

twelve hours. Then the headache increased, and the

skin became hot and dry. As labor progressed the

patient became very noisy and I'estless, in spite of

further doses of chloral. After eleven hours of

labor, she was delivered naturally of a ?>\ pound
baby, which lived for sixteen hours. After delivery

she remained restless, at times becoming drowsy, and

roused only with difficulty. Pilocarpine, \ grain, was
given subcutaneously with good effect. Next day the

urine still contained ^% of albumin, and was slightly

smoky, though the amount was increasing, and the

patient was now sweating well. On the second day

she was much brighter, sweating freely. The amount
of urine had increased to over 24 ounces, and con-

tained but ^% of albumin.

The convalescence was rapid and normal. On the

fourth day she was allowed soup, bread, and gruel.

Two weeks after delivery she was discharged well,

except that there was still ^(j% of albumin in the

urine, which now varied in quantity between 50 and
75 ounces.

Case II. A jjrimigravida, aged eighteen, a little

over eight months advanced, entered with this his-

tory : Throughout the day she had suffered severe

epigastric pain, which extended up into the shoulders,

and down the arms, being marked about the elbows.

There was some headache. Nothing suggested di-

gestive disturbance. Similar pain had occurred a

week previously, lasting a day. For a fortnight

micturition had been frequent, and the amount of

urine small.

The patient on entrance was writhing with almost

constant epigastric pain ; she was pale, the skin hot

and dry, the pulse of rather a high tension. Labor
had not begun, although the head was low. The
urine was found to be smoky, containing over ^% oi

albumin. She was put to bed, surrounded with heat-

ers and blankets, and an ice cap was applied to the

head. She was given potassic acetate, 15 grains

every two hours (later to be reduced to half that

amount), potassic bromide and chloral, which were

vomited, and two -J-grain doses of elaterium. For
several hours the condition was threatening: she was
restless, tossing from side to side, with head and eyes

aching, epigastric pain severe, pulse of high tension,

skin hot and dry. Finally, however, she dropped oft"

to sleep for three hours, sweating freely, and waking
much better. During the night there were passed

8 ounces of very dark, smoky urine containing much
blood and many hyaline and fine granular casts.

The amount of urine passed during the first twenty-

four hours was 30 ounces, containing about 180 grains

of urea.

For eight days the diet was limited strictly to milk.

The acetate was continued, and cream of tartar water,

cracked ice, and water were given ad libitum. Bro-

mide and chloral were given occasionally, although

during labor chloral was used freely. Pilocarpine

was given subcutaneously once at the end of twenty-

four hours. The bowels were kept open with ela-

terium. Drugs were not pushed, however, after the

least nausea appeared.

For several days the patient slept but lightly, fre-

quently waking with a (juick start, and twitching the

muscles during sleep. Improvement was rapid, how-
ever ; at the end of a week the daily amount of urine

was about 80 ounces, containing about 400 grains of

urea and only ^% of albumin. With this improve-
ment the diet was increased cautiously. On the ninth

day gruel was allowed, on the tenth soup, on the

twelfth toast and crackers. With these slight addi-

tions, however, the amount of albumin in the urine

increased to from ^'^ to
^'^f^,,

while the daily amount
of urine decreased to about 40 ounces, and the

amount of urea to about 250 grains. Together with

these unfavorable changes in the urine, there was
slightly increasing headache. There had been, after

a fortnight, occasional labor pains which had just

begun to dilate the os.

On the seventeenth day it was deemed unwise to

temporize longer, and the patient, after taking ^
oiince of brandy, was put into as hot a bath as she

could stand, until perspiration started freely, in the

hope that labor might be hastened. From the bath

she was immediately put back into the hot bed. In a

few hours the occasional, spasmodic pains became more
regular and more severe, although later they gradu-

ally diminished in spite of repeated hot vaginal

douches. Next day the bath was repeated, the pains

thereafter again starting up, and the os dilating to

the size of a half dollar. On the twentieth day the

pains were coming regularly, but lacked strength :

the OS was easily stretched without ether to the size

of a dollar, and later to half the full dilatation, the

membranes meantime having ruptured. When the

OS was three-fourths dilated the i)atient began to

show signs of exhaustion, together with increasing

headache : she was therefore etherized and delivered

with forceps without incident. After delivery the

amount of urine began to increase and the albumin

to diminish. In two days the patient was given

gruel, broths, and bread : at that time the albumin

was but 1^%, and the amount of urine was 120

ounces.

Despite the starvation she had undergone, the pa-

tient made a rapid convalescence, and was discharged

well two weeks after delivery. The baby at birth

was thin and scrawny, but gradually began to gain.

Case III. A ])riinipara, aged twenty-four, entered

the hospital with this liistor}' : About a month before,

she had caught cold, and had had a cough ever since.

During the same time there had also been headaches,

worse in the morning, and accompanied by nausea on

rising. For a week past the headaches had been

worse and there had been dizziness on rising : there

had been no vomiting since the early months. There
had been edema of the hands, face, and feet, first ap-

pearing in the feet a month before. The edema had

subsided slightly within a few days before entrance,

and the urine had increased in amount. There had

been no epigastric pain. For several days she had

walked a good deal, and on reaching home the after-

noon before entrance she became very dizzy and her

eyes were blurred. Headache had markedly in-

creased during the afternoon, and she had had sev-

eral dizzy spells.

On entrance there was marked edema of feet and

ankles, slight of the hands. The skin was hot and
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dry. 'I'lic piilsr was (»'.), of not |»iiili<;iilarly lii^^li t<'ii-

Hioii. 'I'lic palinit NvuH ho di/./y lliat hIk- ImuI to Iw

sii|)|)orlt'(l \^\ a iiursi'. Lal)oi' liad just lH-<^tiii, tli<-

(H'l-yix luiiiii partly taken n|», and tin- os admitted
one lin;^('i-. I'lir urine was smoky, and contained

oyer ^'/,' ol alltumin. I'he sediment, wliieli was
consideralilc, contained many liyaline, line f^rannlar,

and epitliclial casts, to<^('ther witli some Idood, pns,

and Iar<;e round (rel Is : tlicu-e were oidy 2^ "grains of

urea to tlu^ ounce of urine.

After takin<^ \ ounce of luandv, llie patient vyas

given a Iiot-water l)atli, and wiien free perspiration

had starte<l was put to bed, and surrounded with heat-

ers and blankets : an Vw cap was applied to tiie head.

She \yas yiycn 4") grains of (;hloral in three doses.

Labor progressed rapidly, and was finished in six

hours. Tliroui;hout labor the patient swiuited pro-

fusely, and ^reat care was taken to ayoid (exposure.

She was <;iyen 20 ijrains of i)otassic acetate (lyery

four hours, and a tuuil)lerful of creani-of-tartar water

every six hours.

After delivery the headache subsided, the edema
rapidly disappeared, the amount of albumin dimin-

ished, and tlie urine increased greatly in amount,
reaching 100 ounces on the third day, and containing

but a trace of albumin. Drugs were then omitted.

The diet, which had been limited to milk, was in-

creased by adding soup, bread, and gruel. The next

day the edema was gone, and house diet was al-

lowed ; but two days later meats were prohibited,

since the amount of albumin had increased to \^'lc-

Two weeks after delivery mother and baby were
discharged well, there being no albuminuria.

A PLEA FOR LARGER DOSES OF ANTITOXIN
IN THE TRKATMENT OF DIPHTHERIA.^

BY JOHN H. MCCOLLOM, M.D., ItOSTOX.

SiNCK 1878, when a report of each case of diph-

theria was required by the Board of Health, Hostou
has suffered more than any other of the large Ameri-
can cities from the inroads of this disease. During
this time, ])articularly from 1878 to 1894, a compari-

son made with some of the foreign cities is not favor-

able to Boston. The actual number of deaths each

year from diphtheria has varied from 817 in 1894 to

170 in 1898. The percentage of mortality to the

number of cases in the city at large has ranged from
35.7 in 1881 to 9.76 in 1899. Some of this diminu-

tion in the mortality percentage may be explained by

the fact that by means of a bacteriological examina-

tion, many cases are recognized that otherwise would
escape detection, but this does not explain the con-

tinuous and marked diminution in the death rate of

diphtheria in the past live years in Boston. A study

of the ratio of mortality from any given cause per

10,000 of the living is a much more satisfactory man-
ner of arriving at a definite conclusion regarding the

benefits to be derived from any particular line of

treatment. The ratio of mortality of diphtheria in

Boston per 10,000 of the living from 189;} to 1899

has been compared with that of five European and
five American cities. Chart A shows the ratio of

deaths from diphtheria per 10,000 of the living in

Boston, London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Paris and Ber-

lin from 1893 to 1899, inclusive. It will be seen from

' Contributed to the Boston City Hospital Reports, Eleventh Series.

this chart that in IK9.'( and IX9t Itoilon had ih.- hi;:h-

est death rate of any of these eilies. (hart \\ nhoWH
the ratio of mortality from diphtheria in five Ameri-
••an cities taken for eomparinon with BoHton. namely,
.New York, i'hiladelpliia, Brooklyn, (hicu^jo und .St.

Louis. It will Ih- seen from thin chart that in none of

the other Americuin (-ities has there Ix-en the murke'l
and continuous ditninution that hux (M-ciirred in B^ih-

ton. This reduction commenced in 1M9.'», in the latter

half of which year the South Department wa« opene<l

and antitoxin was given to ea<;h arifl every patient at

the hospital ill with diphtheria. A diminution from
IH per 10,00(» tf) L99 in five yijars cannf>t 1m- attributed

to good fortune, n(»r to the milil types of the di.teaHe.

This diminution can only be explaineil by the use of

antitoxin and treatment in hospital. It must Ih; ix^rne

in mind that previous to |S9."> «jnly about lO'/ of the

r(;port(!d cases wvw treated in hospital, while in 1^90,

1897, 1898 and 1899, about 50% had hospital treatr

C^.'i^w—_ "^"uiint-^

Iff -I irti ir?/ iiyr /rt?

CuAiiT A. Ratio of deaths from diphtheria, per 10,000 of the
living, in Boston, London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Paris and Berlin,
from 1893 to 1899, inclusive.

ment. In none of the five American cities taken for

comparison has the percentage of reported cases

treated in hospital been so large as in Boston. In

London the percentage of cases of diphtheria treated

in hospital was, in 1898, 56.88 ; while in Boston for

the same year it was 50. In Glasgow, in 1898. 60%
of the reported cases of diphtheria were treated in

hospital.

The fact is evident to the intelligent observer that

diphtheria in Boston has been extremely prevalent,

and that it has been a very importiint factor in in-

creasing the death rate. If the number of cases of

the disease occurring in Glasgow during 1898. for

example, is compared with that in Boston for 1899,

it will be seen tliat in Glasgow, with a population of

724,349, there were 433 cases reported, giving a ratio

of morbidity per 10,000 of 5.9. while in Boston, with

a population of 550,057, there were 2.836 cases

reported, the ratio of morbidity being 51. The ratio
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of morbidity per 10,000 for London for 1898 was
2.">.62. In New York City (Horoughs of Manhattan
and Bronx) for 1898 and 1899, it was 37.0(5 and
38.77 respectively. The morbidity ratio per 10,000

in Boston has fallen from 81 in 189o to 51 in

1899. A coni])arison of the morbidity ratios previous

to 1894 with those of the succeeding years cannot be

made, as there were no general bacteriological exami-

nations previous to 1894 Chart C shows the ratio

of morbidity in Boston per 10,000 of the living for

five years, 18!);") to 1899, inclusive. It will be seen

from this cliart that there has been a reduction in the

morbidity ratio of (li[)litheria since the opening of a

special hos|)ital for the treatment of this disease. For
instance, compare 1895, an epidemic year, with a ratio

of morbidity of 81, a ratio of mortality per 10,000 of

11.73, and a percentage of mortality to the number of

cases of 14.48, with 1899, also an epidemic year, with

a ratio of morbidity of 51, a ratio of mortality per

6^.
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(he <lc;itli rate was lower ;^tMifr:illy tli.iii in aii\ <if the
liospitals taken tor ciiuiparison.

Il is ;;eneraliy eonceded that lHiVM;feal <iiplillieria Ih

a very serious disease, and tliat in operative cases, iti-

liihation and traelieotoniy, the (h-ath rate is v«'ry hij{h,

heini; in pi'e-antito\in (hiys from 7.V;^, ioHlf/„. Since
antitoxin has l»een in use, th(! death rate has falh-n

virry materially. In .ll.'f cases of tratrheototny in the

Asylunis' IJoard Hospitals ol' London, [\\i\ penrentaj^e

was ."iH. In the Helvidere Kever Hospital, ( Jlas^'ow,

the operative (;ivses lor tlie year ending May .'{J, IMHU,

had a percenta«fe of 41.!». In tiie Willard Parker
Hospital, New York City, accordin;^ to Dr. W. H.
Park, then! were 7.'!7 cases of intuhation treated from
181);") to February, !!)()(), with a per (u'lit. of mortalitv

of ().'). In the last two years the rate was ">2%. In

the I\Iuni(Mpal Hospital of IMiiladelpliia, the rati^ in

!();") cases was 58.78%. At the South Department
durinsi; 181)'.), there were 1!)2 intuhation cases treated.

tlu> perceutaiit' of mortality being 34, as compared with

a per(!entai>e of mortality of 4() in 181)8. This re-

duction must be attributed to the large dos<'s of serum
given in the severer cases when there was an indica-

tion that the membrane was extending into the bronchi.

It has been shown by the foregoing figures that the

ratio of mortalitv of diphtheria per 1U,0U0 of the liv-

ing has l)een diminished in a marked degree in Boston
since the introduction of antitoxin : that there has also

been a marked reduction in the mortality per cent, in

the operative cases since larger doses of the healing

serum have been given. No hard and firm rule can

be made regarding the use of the serum; the agent

must be given until the characteristic effect is })ro-

duced on the diphtheritic membrane; in some cases

4,000 units will accomplish this, in other instances

00,000 or 70,000 units ma}- be required. When a

guinea pig is inoculated at the laboratory with a cer-

tain deHnite amount of the toxin of diphtheria it is a

very easy matter to antagonize this with a ceitain

amount of antitoxin. In the case of a j)atient ill with

diphtheria there is no way of estimating the (piantity

of toxin gi'iuirated by the membrane, and therefore

one must achninister the agent until the characteristic

effect is produced, namely, the shrivelling of the mem-
brane ; the diminution of the nasal discharge ; the

correction of the fetid odor, and a general improve-

ment in the condition of the patient. In the opera-

tive cases the beneficial effect of large doses of anti-

toxin has been marked, preventing, in many instances,

the extension of membrane to the smaller ramifica-

tions of tlu^ bronchi ; a most important factor in rais-

ing the death rate in this class of cases. In the oper-

ative cases it is safe to say that nearly. 20 'y^ of the

deaths w'as caused by blocking of the bron(;hi with

diphtheritic membrane. At the South Department
the auto[)sies proved this fact. It was observed in

pre-antitoxin days that patients in operative cases

would do well for from twenty-four to forty-eight

hours after the operation, and then would commence
to have a limited amount of dyspnea; the temperature

would rise ; the tube would become clogged with a

thick, tough, tenacious mucus ; the physical signs in

the lungs would be those of a bronchopneumonia, and

the patient would succumb in a short time. This

clogging of the tube with hard mucopurulent discharge

is an indication of extension of membrane ; a symj)-

tom of very serious import, and demands the heroic

administration of antitoxin. No case of diphtheria ii>

the acaite -^tage 'should be considered hopelcHN. Anti-

toxin nhoidd be adininixtereil in each and every ili-

Htam'e. It has been my experience during the pa»l

few y(!ar-> to see mo uiuny patienln a|>p:ireiilly Iio|mi-

lessly ill recover that niy convlctionH are vtrry lirni

on this Mid)ject. When one necM a patient with iiiem-

bran(! (Covering the tonsilM and uvula; profuse HaniouH

discharge from the nose; .spots of ecchyniosin on tin;

body and ixtninities ; cold, clammy hands and fe«t

;

a feei*le pulse, anri the nauseous o<lor of diphtheria,

and liiids that after the adniinistratir)n of 1(),()0() tniilH

of antitoxin in two doses the condition of the patient

improves slightly ; that after 10,000 unit-s more Iiave

been given there is a marked abatement in the sever-

ity of the symptoms ; that when an additional 10,000
units have been given the patient is apparently out of

danger, and eventually recovers, oni- nnist ixdieve in

the curative power of antitoxin. When one .sees a

jiatient in whon» tlu; intubation tulie has been repeat-

(Hlly clogged; when tin; hopeless condition of t'le

patient changes for the Itetter after the administration
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short. It must be borne in mind that these were gen-

uine cases of diphtheria, contracted under unfavorable

conditions. The results obtained with cases of diph-

theria injected with antitoxin by the Health Depart-

ment of New York City also prove the advantage of

the early administration of the serum. Dr. Park

gives the following figures: Of 319 patients injected

on the first day of the illness, 13 died, a mortality of

4% ; 850 were injected on the second day, 57 died, a

mortality of 0.7% ; 573 were injected on the third

day, with a mortality of 12%.
in the study of any particular line of treatment for

a special disease, the clinical picture presented by

patients ill with that disease is always of interest and

is frequently more conclusive than a simple array of

figures. A short history of a few of the extremely

severe cases of diphtheria in which antitoxin was

administered in large doses will be given.

Case I. A boy, six years of age. When admitted he

had been ill three days; there was a large patch of mem-

'^^^//.V^/'/nvs il'99 .AL/^ia^/trr/t9V..... ^C&vd^lP^/l^

Chart I). Percentage of mortality, by age, of diphtheria in the

Asylums' Board Hospitals, L;)ndon, 1888-1894, antitoxin not used ; in

the Asylums' Board Hospitals, 1895 to li«98, antitoxin used; in the

South Department, Boston City Hospital, 1895 to 1899, antitoxin used.

brane on each tonsil ; the uvula was edematous ; there

was a y)rofuse nasal discharge. Dyspnea was very great

and there was marked cyanosis. The cultures were

positive. Pulse feeble and rapid. Temperature 99 5°.

There was a slight trace of albumin in the urine. He
was intubed at once and given 4,000 units of antitoxin.

The intubation tube not giving relief, it was removed in

ten minutes, when the patient expectorated a quantity of

thick, tough, tenacious mucus, and the breathing immedi-

ately became easier. On the second day after the admis-

sion the dyspnea was urgent and the boy was re-intubed

with marked relief. In four days this patient had 56,000

units of antitoxin without any injurious effect and with

positive relief. He was discharged well. He had none of

tlie usual sequelffi of diphtheria. He did have a trouble-

some urticaria. Tlie heart did not at any time have an

irregular action ; there was no indication of paralysis.

Cask II. A girl, six years old. She liad been ill three

days when admitted. The tonsils and uvula were covered

with a tluck membrane. Pulse rapid and weak. Tlie

membrane commenced to disappear in three days, but on

the fourth it commenced to re-form and tlierefore large

doses of antitoxin were given. In all, this patient received

80,000 units of antitoxin. The cervical glands suppurated.
At one time during the course of the attack the action of

the heart was irregular. There was a slight palatal paraly-

sis. At one time there was a slight trace of albumin in the

urine. She made a good recovery.

Case III. A man, eighteen years old. He had been
ill one week at the time of admission. There was great

prostration ; a profuse nasal discharge with a foul odor

;

there was a very extensive membrane covering the tonsils,

uvula and palate. The action of the heart was feeble ; the

sounds indistinct. Pulse feeble. The general condition

indicated speedy death. He had on entrance an initial

dose of 6,000 units of antitoxin, repeated in five hours.

The next day he had four doses of 6,000 units each, and
on the third and fourth days, a like quantity. On the

fifth day after entrance the throat was clear and the mu-
cous membrane normal in appearance. For the first four

days delirium was a marked symptom. The patient was
unable to swallow any food and stimulants were given by
the rectum. At one time there was a slightly nasal voice,

but there was no marked paralysis. The action of the

heart was regular at the time of discharge. A shght trace

of albumin was found in the urine. Urticaria was an an-

noying complication, but not a grave one. There was no
arthralgia. Brandy and strychnia were given in large

doses. It is cases of this class that swell the mortality

ratio of hospitals. The patient was moribund when ad-

mitted ; he left the hospital well and has been well up to

the present time. It is possible that the man might have

recovered with a slightly diminislied dose ; it is certain

that the usual doses of antitoxin would not have saved his

life, and it is also certain that no injurious effect followed

the large dose.

Case IV. A colored boy, seven years old. On admis-

sion this patient had a very weak pulse ; the heart sounds

were feeble; the tonsils, uvula and hard palate were cov-

ered with a dirty necrotic membrane; there was a profuse

nasal discharge ; the cervical glands on the right side had
sloughed; there was an intolerable odor. His condition

was as unfavorable as it could well be. The boy had 84,-

000 units of antitoxin in five days. He was discharged

well in sixty-six days. At the end of the sixth day after

entrance, the condition of the patient had improved so

much that no one who had not seen him on entrance would
have believed that he had been so critically ill. He made
a good recovery, which was somewhat delayed by post-

diphtheritic paralysis. He was nourished during part of

the time by the rectum. At one time during convalescence

he had one-eighth of 1 % of albumin in the urine. This

albuminuria could not, however, be attributed to the anti-

toxin, as it is one of the most frequent symptoms in severe

attacks of diphtheria and was recognized and described

long before the days of antitoxin.

Case V. A boy, age eight years. On entrance there

was profound prostration ; very extensive membrane in the

throat; a marked dyspnea; feeble and irregular action of

the heart. This certainly could not V)e called a mild attack

of the disease. This patient had 56,000 units of antitoxin.

He made a good recovery. He did not have paralysis.

There was an eruption of urticaria of moderate severity.

A slight trace of albumin was found in the urine.

Cask VI. A woman, age twenty-four years. When
seen, the patient had been ill five days. There was a pro-

fuse fetid nasal discharge; extensive diphtheritic mem-
brane in the fauces ; marked prostration ; a weak and ir-

regular pulse ; a dilated heart, feeble in action ; the sallow

hue of the skin seen in toxemia. This patient had 76,000

units of antitoxin in four days. On thi; fifth day after en-

trance the membrane iiad disappeared from the throat, and

her general condition had very much improved. In the

case of this patient, the irregular action of the heart con-

tinued for some little time. She, however, was discharged

well at the end of fifty-four days. The somewliat pro-

longed stay in the hosjiital was due to the condition of the

heart and a slight paralysis of the muscles of deglutition.

Urticaria was not a distressing symptom in this case.
' Arthralgia was not present. A slight trace of albumin was
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found ill the urino for llire« or four elayH during the pfriod

of coiivalt'St'eiu'c.

Ca.hk VII. ,\ ^irl, I'lcvcn yi'HiH of iijjc. 'I'IiIh piilicnl

hiid l)(!('ii ill two diiys vvlu'ii iidiiiillcd. lifr coiiditinii wu.h

iis follows : iMiirkcd |ir(>slriition ; [irofiitto niiHul di!<cliiir<^«-

;

extensive iiicnihnint^ on tlu; toiisilH and iivnlii; a ntron^

feti<I odor; the action of the heart wa.i irregular and lliw

sound.s indistinct. In four days ^he received 52,000 units

of antito.xin. Urticaria and arthralgia euiised some con
siderahle discomfort. No paralysis develo[)ed. The pa-

tient was discharged well in tliirty-nine days. From the

rapid spread of tlie memhrune in tht^ two days hefore

admission to tlie hospital it is evident that this was an ex-

tremely virulent attack of di|)litlieria. Tiie conclusion

that the <;;irl would have died if antitoxin had not been
given in larj^e doses is justifiable.

Cask VIII. A man, eijrhteen years of age. He had
been ill three days before admission, with sore throat,

headache and vomitinj^. \Vhen seen, there was considera-

ble prostration ; a profuse nasal discharjj;e ; marked en-

largement of the cervical glands; hypertrophied tonsils

covered with a thick membrane; an extremely fetid odor

to the breath. The action of the heart was regular, but

somewhat weak. This j)atient had 50,000 units of anti-

to.xin in four days. The throat cleared in three days, but

as the nasal discharge continued, two additional doses of

antitoxin were given. The man made a good recovery

and was discharged in thirty-five days. Urticaria and
arthralgia did not cause much discomfort in this case.

The patient did not have paralysis. Albuminuria was a

transient symptom. In this case, if the toxin of dii)hthe-

ria had not been antagonized by large doses of antitoxin,

judging by experience, paralysis would have been a very

prominent symptom. Six months after leaving the hosj)i-

tal this man was well.

Case IX. A man, nineteen years of age. He had
been ill three days when adinitted. On examination, the

following condition was found : P^nlarged cervical glands

with great tenderness ; a profuse nasal discharge ; tonsils

greatly enlarged, meeting in the median line, and covered

with thick diphtheritic membrane; uvula covered with

membrane
;
profound prostration. Prognosis unfavorable.

This patient had 90,000 units of antitoxin in five days.

The throat cleared in three days ; the nasal discharge

diminished ; the offensive odor of the breath was not so

marked. The patient was discharged well in thirty days.

Albuminuria was not pronounced. There were no com-

plications of serious import due to the use of antitoxin.

Urticaria and arthralgia, although present, did not cause a

great amount of discomfort.

Case X. A man, age thirty-four years. He had

been ill four days when admitted. There was very ex-

tensive diphtheritic membrane on each tonsil ; the uvula

was covered ; there was a profuse nasal discharge ; the

cervical glands were much enlarged ; there was marked
prostration ; the pulse was feeble and irregular ; there was

some dyspnea ; the voice was husky. The clinical j)icture

he presented was that of a patient moribund from an at-

tack of diphtheria. The condition of the man seemed
absolutely hopeless, but acting on the principle that no {)er-

son ill with diphtheria should be considered beyond help,

8,000 units of antitoxin were given ; a second dose of 4,000

units was given in three hours and repeated every four or

six hours until 92,000 units had been administered. In

four days there was a marked improvement in the condi-

tion of the man. In five days the throat was clear of

membrane. He made a good recovery, was discharged

well in twenty-six days. He, however, had post-diphthe-

ritic paralysis about three weeks after his discharge. Re-

covery from this, however, has been complete, and at the

present time, one hundred and thirty days after the com-

mencement of the attack of diphtheria, this patient is well

;

therefore, the statement cannot be made with truth that he

has suffered any ill effects from the large dose of antitoxin.

Case XI. A woman, whose age was forty-eight years.

She had been ill five days. On entrance, the tonsils, pos-

terior pharyngeal wall, uvula and soft palate were covered

with a thick rjiplilheritlc memhrane. Tli«-re WM %\*0 a

patch of iiHiiibraiie on the lower lip. Th<* ci-rvical ^land*

were enlargid. The |)atii'nt wa« aphonic; there were fre-

(pieiit aliai kti of dy!ipne», ho liml al one tirii»r o|»4"rali»e

inierfirencr wan iiiiinineiit. .She wan iinahlt! to nwallow,

and was therefore noiiriithed \>y the reel urn. I lie prostra-

tion was profounil. In five da\» 4X.000 unit* of antitoxin

were given, 12,000 unitM being admini^t••^ed the firnt day.

At the end of tiie fifth rlay the tliroat whk pra4»i. ally 'I'-ar.

the general condition of tlie patient much im|>rov«d. The
cervical glands suppurated. For two or three da)i the

slightest jiOHsihIe tra<e of aibiiri.in waH f»»'ind in the urine.

U'rlicaria and arthralgia caiiMcd a certain amount of annoy-

ance. Ther(! was no special heart compli<alion, although

at one time the action of the organ was irregular, a« is

always the case in severe attacks of di[>htheria. Post-

diphtheritic |)aralyHis eii.-ued, but was not cufhcient at any

time to cause i^reat anxiety. This certainly cannot be

considered a mild attack of the rlisease. If a less amount

of antitoxin had been given, the patient would have died,

without doubt. It is of interest to note that four other

members of this family had diphtheria, but as antitoxin

was given early in the course of the disease, only small

bL/M/iZ—'^.^^^..^^^^^^— -4'(S^u,.^

Chart E. Percentage of mortRlitv, by age. of dipbtlieri;i at tlie

South Department, Hoston City Hospital, 1899; Municipal llo.-pital,

Philadelphia, 18it:» ; Uelviiiere Hospital, Glasgow, 1898, and Asjlums'
Board Hospital?, London, 1898.

doses were required. This woman had a tedious convales-

cence, but was discharged well. Seven months from the

date of the attack she was in good health.

Many more cases might be cited in \vliich large

doses of antitoxin were given with satisfactory results,

but enough has been said to prove that small doses of

antitoxin are of little avail in the treatment of grave

typos of the disease ; that in order to obtain the best

results the serum mtist be heroically administered.

It is true that all of the patients to whom large doses

of antitoxin have been given have not recovered, but

so many of them have that one must be convinced

that large doses are imperatively demanded in very

severe cases. When death has occurred, it has been

from nerve degeneration or from sepsis. In no

instance was there any injurious effect produced by

either the large or small doses of antitoxin. Albu-

minuria, although present in luany cases, cannot be

attributed to the serum, as albuminuria is one of the

most frequent symptoms in diphtheria. Heart com-
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plicatious of a serious iiutuie have not been so fre-

quent in the 7,657 patients treated at the South
Department as would have been the case in a like

number treated without antitoxin. Paralysis, although
occurring in the severer cases, has not been so promi-
nent as it would have been in an equal number of

cases treated without antitoxin. Urticaria and ar-

thralgia are certainly very annoying complications,

but they do not imperil the life of the patient, and
are, therefore, not worthy of being considered an
argument against the use of the serum. It has been
observed that the serum from certain horses caused a

larger percentage of urticaria than that from others.

There is no explanation of this fact. It is to be
hoped that in the future there may be some way of

eliminating this troublesome symptom. The time in

which an urticaria may appear varies from ten min-
utes after the injection of antitoxin to three weeks.
Abscesses after the injection should be of rare occur-

rence, and when they do appear are an indication of

some error of technique in the sterilization of the

syringe or in the quality of the serum. In the last

1,500 injections given at the South Department, an
abscess occurred twice.

It must be conceded that diphtheria at the outset

is a local disease caused by the bacillus of diphtheria.

The constitutional symptoms are the result of the

extension of membrane and the formation of toxin.

If the local process can be stopped, if the membrane
can be prevented from extending, the life of the

patient will be saved. Although different remedies
were used to prevent the extension of membrane
before the advent of antitoxin, the death rate from
diphtheria remained about the same until the intro-

duction of antitoxin. Before the days of antitoxin

there was no method of limiting the extension of the

membrane. It is true that the membrane could be
torn off, leaving a raw surface, but the organism of

diphtheria would not be destroyed, and therefore the

membrane would re-form. The immber of different

applications to the diphtheritic membrane was so

great as to prove that no one of them was satisfactory.

No germicide can be of sufficient strength to effectu-

ally destroy the bacilli of diphtheria without causing
destruction of the mucous membrane, and thus 02)en-

ing a fresh field for the growth of the organism. In
the light of our present knowledge regarding the

etiology of diphtheria, there can be no more unscien-

tific method of treating the disease than by the appli-

cation of caustics to the membrane, with the hope of

destroying it. The experiments of Roux and Yersin
proved conclusively that the bacilli of diphtheria

would not grow on intact mucous membrane, and,

therefore, the less the throat of a j^^tient ill with

diphtheria is abraded the better.

Of the 7,057 cases of dij)htheria treated in the five

years that the South Department has been open, 772,
or 10.08%, required operative interference. In

about 100 instances there were marked laryngeal

symptoms, but operative interference was not re-

quii'ed, the stenosis being relieved by antitoxin. The
use of steam for the relief of the stenosis has been
discarded except in cases of tracheotom}-, because it

was found that the relief was not sufficient to offset

the debilitating effects of the steam on the patients.

The sublimation of calomel was tried in many cases,

but without satisfactory results, as the i)atients almost
invariably required operation. To discuss the rela-

tive advantages of intubation as compared with tra-

cheotomy would prolong this paper to an unseemly
length, but a death rate of 3-1% in intubation cases as

compared with the death rate reported in tracheotomy
cases shows conclusively the advantage of intubation
over tracheotomy.

From a comj)arison of the health reports of Boston
before and after the introduction of the antidiphther-

itic serum ; from a comparison of the health reports

of other cities ; from a study of hospital reports ; from
a clinical observation of nearly 8,000 cases of diph-

theria, the following conclusions are justifiable :

(1) That the ratio of mortality of diphtheria per

10,000 of the living was very high in Boston pre-

vious to 1895.

(2) That the ratio of mortality per 10,000 has
been very materially reduced since the introduction of

antitoxin.

(3) That the percentage of mortality in the South
Department is lower than that of any of the hospitals

taken for comparison.

(4) That since larger doses of antitoxin have been
given the death rate has been materially reduced,

this reduction having occurred in the apparently
moribund cases.

(5) That no injurious effect has followed the use
of the serum.

(6) That to arrive at the most satisfactory results

in the treatment of diphtheria, antitoxin should be
given at the earliest jiossible moment in the course of

the disease.

Clinical Department*

NOTES FROM THE NEUROLOGICAL DEPART-
MENT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL
HOSPITAL.

IV. Case of Myasthenia Gravis Pseudoparalytica.

BY W. E. PAUL, M.D., UOSTON.

A. P., an American woman, twenty-three years of

age and three years married, came to the clinic in Dr.
Walton's service.

Family history.— One maternal uncle is insane.

Nothing further appears in the ancestry on either

side, beyond neurotic tendency in the father's family.

Personal history. — In early childhood she suffered

from scarlatina, but made an uncomplicated recovery.

Occasionally there was some stomach trouble, but if

ill she recovered promptly. The catameiiia appeared

at fifteen years, were somewhat irregular, and accom-

panied with moderate pain. She gave up going to

school on account of '' fainting spells " in the morning.

The first of these attacks occurred at sixteen years of

age ; she felt as though she would like to lie down
and sleep, but did not lose consciousness. The last

attack occurred at about the time of her marriage.

Six months after marriage she took ether and had the

left breast removed by Dr. Harrington for a cystic

tumor. A j'ear after this operation she gave birth to

a healthy boy after a retarded but natural labor. No
septic symptoms developed and a good convalescence

followed. There were perineal and cervical lacera-

tions ; these were repaired two and one-half years

later, under ether, by Dr. Campbell. She did not

nurse the child, but cared for him besides attending to
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l\w liouschold duties. Ilcr ciiviromiirnl wuh of u

(tliiuacter to diHtiirl) soiiicwlml lirr |)<-iirc of mind, and
on oner or two ocniHJon.H mIh- lost self control.

(Viiii'cal histori/. — Ki<rlit niontlis Ixd'on- pn-st-ntin;;

Jicrsclf lit tlu' hospital, and «'ifilitffn months alter her

c'onlincmoMt, while takin;; tln^ part of a .Japanese ;firl

in privat(! theatricals, she stooped low, in a line with

a nund)er of otiier performers; at a ;;iven cne all the

line wero to resume the standin<^ attitude ; l»nt the pa-

tient could not rise, and asked for help. Sin; was
ridiculed a bit and tlu^n assistiul to stand. In the linal

p(>rformance slu; nu'eived assistance from her comrades
on either side and sull'ered no further disahility. As-

C(uuliu<;' stairs became dillicult ; in boarding a (!ar she

could not lift her fcu't without assistance!. If nurrely

luilped in thi^ usual way by takinj;' her hand or arm
she would be [)ulled forward and fall on Ihm' face.

This loss of muscular ])ower was of brief duration.

Crossin<ij the knees at times re(juired assistance. Sir;

could usually walk on a level, but steppiniij up was
fre(iueutly ditlicult. In spite of her myasthenic symj)-

toms she attended to her housekeeping and cared for

her baby.

Transient weakness in the arms next appeared ; at

times they would drop like lead without sensory dis-

turbance ; her husband had to support them when she

arranged her hair ; to insert a hat pin she rested the

elbows on the mantel. In playing the piano both

hands tired easily. She would sometimes have to

drag the baby to her lap rather than lift him clear.

Once when attempting to take him from his crib it was
impossible to straighten up until assisted. She re-

frained from handling fragile objects. There was
difficulty at times in buttoning, and ability to do mil-

linery and embroidery was lessened. The attacks of

weakness became more frequent. These symptoms
wei'e of short duration uud came on usually after se-

vere use of those muscles in which weakness or com-

plete loss of power developed. She not infrequently

fell backwards ou the stairs, and on one occasion

when near the top the legs gave way and she fell with

the baby in her arms, sliding down several ste{)s with-

out injury. Transient diplopia occurred in the course

of the disease and it was noticed at times that when
she looked up the head was thrown back, indicating

ptosis. The muscles of mastication escaped. There
was lack of expression in the face, and the laugh

seemed incomplete. The voice at times was nasal and

somewhat indistinct, though not lowered. Words
wei'e correctly chosen and speech was never really

lost. One day the words ran together and the lips

seemed powerless, but holding the up()er lip with

the fingers obviated her difficulty. Swallowing was

sometimes awkward, and in the later stages this diffi-

culty became serious. The neck muscles sometimes

suddenly gave way so that the head required sup-

port.

The symptoms became more frequent, and involved

on several occasions very nearly all of the voluntary

muscular system. One evening six months before

death, after climbing the stairs safely, she fell to the

floor unable to move or speak, but finally succeeded

in attracting attention by tapping the floor with her

heel. Later, in attempting one day to step up on the

piazza, she fell in a heap and had to be carried bodily

into the house. In a third instance, five weeks before

death, she fell helpless at the top of the stairs. After

a few moments she regained control of her muscles in

each iiiHt4in<;e ; Hoiiie drownineHH followed the loiit at«

lack, but no un<'onHcioUHiieHH.

The moHl Heriouh Hyniptom to develop wan chokin;^,

the (irst attack o(:<;urring about mIx inonlliH \t*-U)T*i

death. At the commencement of a meal, the firHt at-

tempt to swallow water canned «trangidalion ; nlie l»o-

(!anie cyanosed and uiieonHcioun, but revived at lh«

t;nd of aiiout thirty minuteH. A month lati.-r uft4;r tak-

ing two swallows of wat<;r without trouble, the third

choked luu-. Cyanosis and uncoUHciousneMH followe'l,

and Dr. C'amplxdl, who was preHcnt, Heriounly WiUHid-

ered tracher)tomy. Such attacks and the accompany-

ing apprehension impaired nutrition materially, but

there w:is no lo(;al atrophy. Iler mind remained

(;lear. Palpitation and dyspnea o<:curred, l>ut w«;re

not prominent symptoms.
Tli(!re was no numbness or prickling. Appetite

and digestion were good. The disposition was unal-

tenid ; the catamenia reappeared after confinement

and did not modify the symptoms. The sphincters

were unaffected ; tlieri; was no spasmodic movement,
stiffness, or tenderness. Emotional excitement aggra-

vated the disturbance.

During the last few months of life the att<icks of

weakness became more; fre(juent and profound, yet,

when seen in the intervals, she gave no impression of

serious illness. The bulbar symptoms became more
pronounced and at one time rectal feeding was prac-

tised ; but the ability to swallow food and liquids re-

turned while at the Boston City Hospital, some months

before death. Toward the end she was sometimes

uuible to roll over or to sit up in bed, showing in-

volvement of trunk muscles.

The ocular symptoms also increased, but there were
remissions with apparent normal muscular balance.

Exposure to cold did not aggravate the condition, as

a rule ; but once, on leaving the cars after a journey,

she became helpless on encountering the chill of a

March air. .Three days before death she was able

to try on a dress, and two days before death she sat

in a chair and swallowed without trouble. At this

time she complained of palpitation, and of a sharp

pain in the right iliac region. The lungs filled up but

became clear again after several hours ; there was
temporary inability to spit out or swallow the secre-

tions. Death occurred eighteen months after the first

symptoms.
Autopsy, by Dr. G. B. Magrath, revealed macro-

scopically nothing pathological in the nervous system

or the musculature. The microscopical examination

of the cord and brain will be reported later.

Examination (eight months after the first symj)-

toms).— Of medium size and well nourished, the pa-

tient was rather inditterent and calm in manner. Iler

color was good, but the blood was not investigated.

No marked weakness of voluntary muscles appeared

at the time of examination. The gait was normal ;

she could raise either foot to a chair seat, but required

some slight assistance to mount the chair. The grasp

and various movements -of the fingers and arms were

made easily, with apparent normal strength. She
talked, swallowed water, and used her ocular and

facial muscles with no sign of paresis. Objectively

no change in sensation to touch or pain could be dis-

covered. No tenderness existed over the muscles or

nerves. Vision and hearing were undisturbed and

the fundus was normal. The visual field was not lim-

ited, and there was no diplopia. Romberg's symp-
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torn was abseut. The knee jerks were both norinal ;

no attempt was made to tire this reflex ; the pupils

were equal and reacted to light and accommodation.

The urine was 1.014 and showed a trace of albumin.

Unfortunately, an electrical examination was omitted,

so that no data exist as regards a " myasthenic reac-

tion." This reaction obtains when a faradic current

tetanizing the muscle tires it in a brief time so that

no further contraction is elicited by this current ; a

rest of one or two minutes restores the normal re-

action.

This case presents a profound motor disturbance

with the symptoms varying in duration, severity and

anatomical location. It developed eighteen months

after confinement and, apparently, no other factor can

be discovered that w'ouhl bear a possible etiological

relation to the symptoms. The patient grew worse

steadily and death ensued in eighteen months. Sen-

sory disturbance was absent excepting slight pains in

the arms and knees, and the feeling of something

grasping the throat. No atrophies developed. The
sphincters did not fail. The mind was clear. The
autopsy revealed nothing of a pathological nature in

the cord or brain.

Diagnosis.— The diagnosis of this case requires

the consideration of hystei'ia, bidbar paralysis, jiolio-

encephalitis, general asthenia, as well as myasthenia.

A general asthenia resulting in death would progress

steadily. Polioencephalitis as the sole condition or

as a complication is thrown out by the transient char-

acter of the symptoms, by lack of atrophies, and a

negative autopsy. Bulbar paralysis existed at times

as a part of the clinical picture, and such cases have

been called " asthenic bulbar paralysis." The varia-

tion in symptoms, the lack of local atrophies, and the

distribution of the myasthenia to muscles other than

the bulbar group, render it impossible to classify this

case as one of pure bulbar paralysis.

Such cases have undoubtedly been many times mis-

taken for hysteria or other psychoses ; possibly some
of the deaths attributed to hysteria might have had a

clinical history not unlike this. There was nothing

of a decided hysterical character about this patient, and
no stigmata w-ere present. Possibly the drowsy at-

tacks of her school life, apparently not epileptiform,

represented precursors or equivalents of the myasthe-

nia, but this question is purely speculative.

The symptom complex entitled " myasthenia gravis

pseudoparalytica " by Jolly, or " myasthenia gravis
"

for short, is strikingly exemplified by this history.

Other names for the diseases are " asthenic bulbar

paralysis," " Erb's Disease," " Erb-Goldflam," and

"Iloppe-Goldflam, symptom complex." Oidy ()0 or

70 cases, with a mortality of over 33 f^, have been de-

scribed in the literature ; and the subject of these notes

is the first case in which the diagnosis has been made
in this clinic.

Pathology.— This case offers no new help toward

determining the location of the lesion, nor does it

throw light on the agent or agencies that cause the

symptoms. Two recent writers * have studied the dis-

ease exhaustively, and sum up their views as follows

:

*' What we suggest, then, is that a toxin, probably of

microbic origin, circulates in the blood, and acts selec-

tively upon the lower motor neuron, so as to modify

its functional activity. This change in functional ac-

' Campbell and Bramwell : Brain, Summer Number, 19O0.

tivity is such that the lower neuron soon becomes
exhausted by transmission downwards of stimuli,

whether originating in an act of the will or started

by the faradic current. As to which part of the

(lower) neuron the poison acts on primarily one can
only vaguely surmise ; but we lean to the view that it

is upon the axon." For the evidence adduced to sup-

port these views, the reader is referred to the original

article, to which a comprehensive bibliography is ap-

pended.

3l9eDicai progre^jtf.

REPORT ON PROGRESS IN OBSTETRICS.
BY FRANK A. HIOGINS, M.I)., BO.STON.

ANTENATAL DIAGNOSIS.

Ballentyne^ contributes two lectures to the sub-

ject of antenatal diagnosis, which he says should
include the discovery of normal and of plural preg-

nancies, of fetal death, of diseases and monstrosities

of the fetus, of hydramnios, and of morbid conditions

of the placenta, all of which should be kept in mind
in examining the pregnant patient, and there is an
increasing probability that the diagnosis may be well

established under favorable circumstances with care

and skill. He says that the diagnosis of the ante-

natal morbid state is best accomi)lished by taking up
the following lines of investigation in order : (1)
The previous medical history of the mother, both
general and sexual, must be incpiired into, as there are

certain circumstances which may be regarded as com-
monly preceding the development of the morbid
states in pregnancy ; (2) the past history and present

state of the father and the family history of both

sides ought to be taken into account, for there are

fetal diseases and embryonic deformities which a])pear

to be hereditarily transmitted; (3) the maternal

symptomatology during the pregnancy which is in

progress must be carefully investigated ; (4) a very

complete physical examination ought to be made of

the maternal organs and especially of the abdominal
viscera ; (5) the fetus should be fully examined by
the hands, ear, cephalometer and the Rontgen rays,

and, finally, the maternal blood and urine should be

subjected to chemical and microscopical inv(!stigation.

He has been impressed by the frequency with which
women with disastrous obstetrical histories have also

previously suffered from neuroses of various kmds,
from tubercle, alcoholism, syphilis, kidney trouble,

rheumatism and gout. It does not necessarily follow

that these medical conditions of the mother have so

altered the ova as to prevent healthy development or

that her system is so altered as to be unable to react

in a healthy fashion to the contents of her uterus.

Rather that the morbiparity and the bad medical

history are results of the common cause, heredity.

This is supported by the fact that the same laws of

transmission apparently govern the medical conditions

which preside over malformations, morbijiarities, etc.

The maternal reproductive history is of importance

as regards the menstrual habit and type, the condi-

tions of the mother as to marriage, and with regard to

the histories of previous pregnancies. The paternal

medical and reproductive history is important, espe-

' British Medical Journal, 1900, vol. i, pp. 1458 and 1525.
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(tiiilly with rcf^iinl to the iif^ti, tim u.s<! of iil<-oiiol, unci

tlu! prcHfiicf ol iiiiiiiy (lisniMCH, for it sd'Hih (•••rluiii

that patt'i'iiul iii()i-l)i(l stutcs :iri> poti-iit in iii<hii-iii^

.'lutciiiital pathological coiiditioiis. The iiilliH'iicc of

paternal alcoholism huH not )t't been fully worked
out, Imt attention is (tailed to Sulliviin's <;oiitril)ution

that total abstinence on tlu; part of the father do(;H

little, if anythiiif;, to improve the prospects of the

unborn infant so lon^ as then; is maternal alcoholism.

Family medical history is necessary, as morbid states

an^ not infrequently hereditary, i)ut not always of tlie

same kind. There is a strikiufj; tendency in some
families toward multiple pre>rnanci(is, to monstrosi-

ties, and to tlu^ reproduction of certain malformations.

With n^spect to maternal symptonialoloiiy tlu! closest

scrutiny must be >;iven to all tlu; symptoms of the

mother duriny pregnancy. The very fact that tlu;

diagnosis of pregnancy is not easily made is presump-

tive evidence that there is an abnormal pregnancy,

and further, the very ease witli wliicdi we recognize

that there is the normal symptomatolgy of gestation

is indirect evidenct; that intra-uterine alfairs are pro-

gressing in a natural way. The patient may complain

of deviations from the normal in all the symptoms
and conditions of pregnancy, but the symptomatology

must be normal to prove positively that the fetus is

developing normally. We must also inijuire into

symptoms not connected with the pregnancy but

which may have been present (hiring the pregnancy,

such as (u-ysipelas in the mother which has been fol-

lowed by a streptococcus endocarditis in the fetus, or

traumatic injuries to the mother may be transmitted

to the fetus. After the history and symptomatology

of the pregnancy have been obtained it is necessary

to proceed to an exhaustive physical examination of

the maternal and fetal organisms, and in the case of

the mother it will be important to examine not only

the reproductive organs but also the other bodily

systems, as the circulatory and respiratory. During

labor it is important to determine abnormalities in

the fetus in order to decide questions of operative

procedure.

HYDATID MOLE IN A VIRGIN.

Bock •^ relates the case of a child, age twelve years,

living well cared for and under conditions which

rendered her virginity above suspicion. Two months

after her twelfth birthday the first period occurred

;

clots were passed without pain. At the second period

there was pain and a clot was passed which was

covered with a white membrane forming a perfect

cast of the uterus. On microscopical examination the

cast proved to be endometrium with uterine glands

and ciliated epithelium. Thus already the child

suffered from membranous dysmenorrhea, which was

repeated at the third period. The fourth was ex-

tremely painful, being only a slight show for three

days, then a typical hydatid mole was expelled. Its

base measured over three-cjuarters of an inch. It

was made up of vesicles arranged like rows of beads

;

each vesicle was full of a transparent serosity ; the

wall w-as made up of loose fibrocellular tissue with

man}' veins. The vesicles varied in size ; the smallest

were of the dimensions of a pinhea*!, the largest as

biff as a pea. The succeeding periods have all been

normal, since the expulsion of the mole four years

« British Medical Journal, 1899, vol. ii, p. 18. Kpitome of Medical
Literature.

ago. li«)ck HUHp'-ctH Home rejution Urtwei-ii th*- rn«'in-

branous dysmenorrheii and the mrde. A piece of th**

diseased <iidom<irium or merintrnal deciduu may havi-

remained behind and undergone a pseiidoplan-ntJil

change. Jacobs has already asserted that the hydal-

if(jrm molf! may develop independently of gehUition,

and Ho(;k'H case, in his opinion, ()n»ve.K that lh«;ory.

KeifTer siispf-cts that tliere mav Im; m<*re than om*

vari(!ty of hydatiform mol«'.

ntoTK A( TKi> <;kstatio.v.

IMiillips' reports a case of protracted gestation in

a priniipara, who ceased menstruating on August 21th,

who indulged in sexual intercourse oidy <»n one occa-

sion, on Septemlter <ith, and in whom laUir did not

biigin until .Inly l.'kh, or three hundred and twenty-

thnic days after the (;essation of her last period and

thre(! huiulred and ten days after tin; date of coitus,

lie says then; is not the slightest doubt that no

menstrual period occurred sul)se(pient to that in

August. The cas(! is exceptional an<l inti-resting,

and is e(iualled by only a limitr-d number of cases

scattered through obstetric literature.

(To be contintied.)

l^port^ of ^ocictic^.

THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF BOSTON.

MALCOLM STORER, M.D., SECKETAKV.

Meeting of October 16, 190U, the president. Dr.
Alfred Worcester, in the chair.

Dr. C. M. Green read a paper entitled

THE value of the HOT-WATER IMMERSION BATH
IN THE TREATMENT OF THREATENIN<; PIERPERAL
liCLAMPSIA.'

Dr. W. E. Boardman : The suggestion, while not

new, is an attenqjt to emphasize the advisabilit)* of a

practice that time has shown valuable in the treat-

ment of convulsions in children. In the cases read

we do not know for cerUiin that convulsions would
have occurred in the absence of the baths. As it was
they did not, and no ill effects followed from the

baths. I fancy in cases where the" symptoms occur

eai'ly in pregnancy the liability to miscarriage as an

effect of the baths would not be so great as in the

later months. The remedy is simple and almost al-

ways applicable, and I can see no possible bad effects

except that of possibly inducing labor. My experi-

ence with eclampsia has happened to be very limited.

In the few cases I have seen in private practice

no preventive measures were used. Though now
much more common than formerly the observation of

pregnant women is not vet as universal as it should

be.

Dr. II. E. Marion : I am thoroughly in sympathy
with the hot baths. I have used them perhaps in-

discreetly before the viability of the child, Imt in such

circumstances have kept the patient in the baths only

a very short time. No ill effects have followed.

Dr. G. W. W. Brewster : As to the question of

the advisability of the use of pilocarpine in suppjes-

> See pa«;e 624 of the Journal.

^ The Lauoet, January 13, 1900.
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sion of urine, while I have had no experience with it

in puerperal eclampsia, I do remember a case in

which Dr. Richardson had })erformed nephrectomy,

in which I gave pilocarjjine to relieve the tension on

the other kidney, with the residt that the patient was

nearly lost through edema of the lungs.

Dr. F. a. IIiGGiNs: I am glad to hear tliis paper,

as we do not generally hear enough of prophylaxis.

I have once or twice been induced to operate against

mv will in cases in which had prophylaxis been more
carefully carried out the result might have been

otherwise. Jardine has recently published a series

of 23 severe cases with a mortality of only 4, in

which he used injections of saline solution with the

addition of one drachm to each pint of acetate of

jjotassium, a suggestion which is certainly worth bear-

ing in mind.

Dr. M. H. Kiciiakdson : "While I no longer see

cases of puerperal eclampsia, 1 do see many cases in

wdiich it is desirable to increase the flow of urine by

other channels than the bhidder. I remember a case

of nephrectomy in which the patient was kept alive

for many days by the elimination of fluid through the

skin. 1 have often been impressed by the success of

diaphoresis in treating anuria following such cases as

divulsion of strictures, etc.

Dii. F. W. Taylor: Until last year I had begun

to think that a patient need not die of eclampsia,

having had a number of successful cases. Since then

I have lost 2. The hot water treatment accomplishes

two results that in certain circumstances are most de-

sirable— it helps elimination of fluid and favors

emptying the uterus. As to pilocarpine, I have seen

good results and bad results. In 1 case the woman
probably would have lived had the dose been smaller,

as forty-eight hours after the administration of \ of

a grain she died with consolidation of the lungs. In

another case, however, it worked most favorably with

good diaj)horesis lasting two or three days after its

use.

Dr. J. L. HiLDRETii : Prophylaxis seems to me
even more important than actual treatment, and one

would expect that the best results would follow the

use of the hot water baths.

Dr. G. n. Washhirn : I agree with the last

speaker as to the importance of preliminary treatment.

Absolute milk diet and rest have carried several

threatening cases on for weeks for me and even

through labor. There is danger in relying too much
on the amount of urine passed — the amount of urea

should be kept sight of. Dry heat has usually worked

very satisfactorily in my hands. I have always

avoided pilocarpine since, when house officer at the

City Hospital, I saw 2 eases, 1 of which died of

edema.
Dr. II. I). Arnold: In some cases I have seen

pilocarpin(! in small doses act very well as an adjuvant

to the liot air treatment.

Dr. C. M. (iREEN: As to the use of hot air com-

pared with that of hot water, I have seen many
cases that did not respond well to hot air and whicii

did seem un]»leasantly affected by it. Hot l)aths are

of course appHcable only, under ordinary circum-

stances, to ambulant patients rather than the coma-

tose. I would emphasize that I regard the hot water

trwjitment as especially suited to cases with profound

symptoujs, yet I do not wish to give the impression

that I would put every such case into hot water ; it

would be only when they do not respond to other
treatment. Its greatest use will be in hospital cases

where there has been no chance to keep the patient

for several weeks on appropriate treatment and diet,

and where energetic treatment is demanded at once.

Dr. M. II. Richardson read a paper entitled

REMARKS upon (^)IIEST10NS ARISING DURING THE
REMOVAL OF FIHROIDS, WITH ESPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TO THE TECHNIQUE OF THE OPERATION.'^

THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE
(iREATER CITY OF NEW YORK.

Stated meeting. December 10, 1900, the president.

Dr. Rorert F. Weir, in the chair.

SPINAL anesthesia.

The discussion on this subject was opened by Dr.
J. Leonard Corning, who read a paper on

THE NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECT OP THE SUBJECT.

He gave a brief resume of the manner in which, by
induction and experiment, he found that cocainization

of the spinal cord was possible and practicable. Hav-
ing discovered that cocaine had a chemical affinity for

the sensory nerves, he reasoned that it also had this

affinity for the sensory conduction 2>ortions of the

cord and demonstrated the correctness of his supposi-

tion upon animals. By injecting a cocaine solution

within the membranes of the spinal cord of a young
dog he produced inco-ordination of the posterior ex-

tremities which lasted for two hours, while the fore-

legs remained unafl^ected. It was conceivable, how-
ever, that if the quantity of the drug had been larger

the inco-ordination might have extended to them also.

He continued his experiments until he arrived at a

stage where, in the human subject, he produced anes-

thesia of the cord by deliberately puncturing the mem-
branes in the lumbar region and depositing a cocaine

solution directly upon the cauda equina.

The fear had been expressed by some that poison-

ous effects, more or less jiermanent, might perhaps be

produced by this use of cocaine. He did not think

there need be any apprehension of this, and recalled

the fact that there was the same talk when cocaine

was first used as a local anesthetic. It was entirely

possible that when cocaine was emplo3ed upon the

peripheral nerves a considerable quantity of tlie agent

might reach the central system. Incidentally Dr.

Corning referred to some of the objectionable features

attending intraspinal cocainization. The frequent de-

fecation and urination that had been noted could be

avoided, he thought, by first thoroughly emptying the

lower bowel and the bladder. As to vomiting, this

was not peculiar to this form of anesthetization, and
the same precaution as to previous abstinence from
food should be taken as when other anesthetics were
used. He urged the necessity of rigid asepsis, and
said, in conclusion, that modifications of technique

would no doubt be made from time to time.

Dr. George R. Fowler read a paper on

SPINAL ANALGESIA IN (GENERAL SURGERY.

His experience now embraced 81 cases, which he
had divided into the following classes : Class 1 : op-

2 See page GI9 of the JournaL
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cnitioiiM involving; the ixTitonciiiii, 'M\\ CIhsm 2: <))»-

ciatioiis oil tlir triiiik iiiul ^ciiiUtU not involving; tli<;

[((•ritoiiciiiii, .11; CluHs .'{
: iiiii|>iitiitioiiH, .'»

; CIuhs 1 :

upcriilioiis on tlir low»'r ('Xtn'niili<'H not iiK-ludctl in

tho tiliovc, i."{ ; Cliiss .")
: niichissilicd o|iiM'iili()nH, .'l.

Ainoiij; the ()|)t'i;iti(His in tin' first class were alKlotn-

iiial sections lor uciiic and ciironic appendicitis,

vai^inal liystcrcctoiny, alidoniinal liystcn-ctoiny, doiiidc

oopiiorccrtoniy, incarcerated iiernia and e(;lopic j^estu-

lioii. In ") ot" the cases tin- analm-sia was iii(;oiiiplete.

In all of the cases of jiiuloininal siiirtion there was
some sort of a mishap, and in I instance! sucii vioh'iit

peristaltic action occurred tliat there was ininiinent

danger of intussus('eplion. Anionjf tin; conditions

operated for in the second class were varicocele, hy-

droc(>Ie and fistula in ano. In 1 or 2 ceases ifciieral

anesthesia iiad to be resorted to. Of tli<> ainpntations

I was at the hip joint, 1 of the thiiih, at the middle
third, for i-lephantiasis, and 2 of the toe for if.'iiiijrene.

Among the operations in C'hiss 4 were arthrotomy at

tlie knee joint, wire sutnring for fractured patella,

and ligature of the internal saphenous v(!in. The ."5

unclassified operations were costal resection, nephrec-

tomy, and incision of the abdominal wall for dermoid
cyst.

The point usually selected for the puncture was the

space between the third and fourth spinous processes,

but occasionally the space above or Ixdow was chosen.

A double needle was generally used, in order to avoid

occlusion of the instrument. One minute was taken

for the injection. The cocaine solution should always
be freshly made. In the disagreeable symptoms oc-

casioned it seemed to make no difference whether a

large or small quantity of the drug was used. One-
(|uarter or \ grain of cocaine was employed, accord-

ing to whether short or more prolonged analgesia was
desired. The ])Osition of the patient seemed to make
very little difference, but, as a rule, he thought the

Sims position the most satisfactory to the patient.

In all the cases, with 2 exceptions, there was analge-

sia of the parts below- the level of the umbilicus for at

least forty minutes. Failure to induce analgesia, he
believed, was due to failure to inject the cocaine so-

lution into the spinal canal. From his very first case,

on September 8tli last, he had employed a prelim-

inary injection of cocaine at the seat of injection.

He also was in the habit of making a slight incision,

with a view to prevent possible infection from the

skin.

Among the unpleasant consequences of the pro-

cedure were vertigo, nausea, vomiting, increase of

temperature, pallor, cold, and involuntary defecation

and urination. That all these were due to the drug
he was not willing to admit. In all cases there was a

rise of temperature, the degree of elevation varying
in different instances. In 1 patient it went up to

106.8° in less than four hours. Pronounced chills oc-

curred in only 4 cases. Increased pulse rate alone

seemed to be due to the nervousness of the patient.

There was apparently some relation between nausea
and vomiting and the circulation, and where the

heart was at all weak it was advisable to give -j^^y

grain of strychnia hypodermically. In all but 1 case

the defecation occurred during vomiting. It was his

practice to order a purge the night before. In 1 case

of hemorrhoids, however, in which no preliminary

precautions were taken, there was no defecation,

vomitinc: or urination. He had found that all the dis-

ugre<rublc Kyniptoins hud iiiat4!ri(illy (\^-^•r*•^vu^^\ »iiic«r \u'

had adopted the phiii of liHiiig u pridiniinary liy|io<

dermic injection of j'^, of ii grain ^^^ Htrytthnia.

lieyond mere lieiirHay lie had no iiiforniution in n*-

gard to deaths being cuUHed by tliiM procedure. Whilu
in I'aris last siiminer he had heard niiiiorH of fatal

cases. Tiillier was repeatedly (|Uot4'd in tlnH ronn«:(>

tioii; lint ill I of lii.s caHcs the uiitopty Hliowed car-

iliac and piiliiioiiary IcHions, and he had diHtiiictly

stated that death was not due to i-ocaini/.ution.' Hin
own cases were not Helect<;d cases, ami curdiae, pul-

monary and renal lesions were disregarded. In 1 in-

stance gangrene of the lung was actually present. In

many of his cases a general anestlietii; crjiild not have
been employed. It had been propose'! to a.>^so<riate

other drugs with cocaini!, in order to diminish thei-ffect

of the latter, and the plan had been tried ; but he
could not see that any less injurious effect-s re.sult<;d

than from cocaine alone. In spite of his favoralile

experience with cocaini/.ation he was by no means
entirely satisfied with the method. He held with Dr.
Keen that the ideal om;, in addition to perfect safety,

will include unconsciousness as well as anesthesia.

The vomiting and defecation, the shock itsidf and the

patient's own feelings are serious oiijections to the

intraspinal injection of cocaine, and he thought it more
probalile that the ideal anesthetic would be a general
rather than a local one.

Du. S. Makx read a paper on the

OBSTKTKICAI, AND GYNECOLOGICAL ASPECT f)F THE
SUB.IECT.

In opening, he said that Dr. Fowler had exactly
voiced his sentiments. His original experiments were
commenced last April, but they failed because he did
not get cerebrospinal fluid At last there was 1

case in which he did get fluid. The injection was fol-

lowed by vomiting and synqitoms resembling locomo-
tor ataxia. He was badly frightened at first, but was
relieved afterwards when the woman gave birth to a
child without knowing that the child Imd been born.
She could not be convinced till she heard the baby
cry. Intraspinal cocainization was then employed in

the case of every woman confined at the hospital, for

experimental purposes only. It was far from his

thought, however, to recommend this procedure in

every obstetrical and gynecological operation. It was
a serious matter. The injection once inside the
cerebrospinal tract, its effects were beyond the oper-
ator's control. He had used it, he thought, in about
125 cases. Two of the cases were absolute failures,

and in 1 other the anesthesia was incomplete. As to

the matter of failure, this might be absolute or rel-

ative. Thus, the failure might be only apparent, and
psychic sensitiveness (fear) was a prominent element.
In a case of strangulated hernia in an old lady suft'er-

ing from chronic bronchitis and emphysema, the pa-
tient complained at some times of pain, and at others,

not. This was undoubtedly a psychic or apparent,
not a real, pain.

In all these cases Dr. Marx saiil he had obtained
cerebrospinal fluid, and unless he did get fluid he
would not inject cocaine. In 1 instance that he had
heard of the needle went in further and further until

it had penetrated the peritoneal cavity. This was
a danger that he had not thought of. As to tlie

symptoms, which had been so admirably described by
' British Medical Journal, Aug. 25, 1900.
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Dr. Fowler, tlicv were so absoliite^ly regular that lie

could not regard them as due to the cocaine itself. It

had been found that they occurred in cases where co-

caine was not used, as well as in those where it was.

Thus, in control cases where a saline injection was

employed the vomiting, etc., resulted, but not anes-

thesia. He was convinced that it was the loss of

cerebrospinal Huid which caused the symptoms. In a

case of coccyodynia (before cocainization) there were

chilliness, headache, rise of temix'rature, vertigo, and

nausea and vomiting, and they disappeared when the

fluid ceased to escape. Erom his experience he be-

lieved that these symptoms could be anticipated and

prevented by the use of drugs, su(!h as bromides. It

was his conviction that they were simply nervous

phenomena, or, in other words, due to shock. lie

would recommend one large dose of bromides at the

beginning, and if this was not sufficient, caffeine, etc.,

later, as the symptoms arose. The vomiting was the

same as in general anesthesia.

As to the dose, he believed that too large a quan-

tity of cocaine was generally employed. In his opin-

ion, \ grain was ample, and in many cases ^5 of a

grain would be quite sufficient. The anesthetic effect

was not apparently increased by using a large amount.

As a rule, the analgesia extended from the umbilicus

down ; occasionally it started from the level of the

nipple. Eucaine, in his experience, was utterly value-

less as an anesthetic. Experiments seemed to show

that it was of great advantage to have the solution in-

jected as nearly as possible of the same specific gravity

as the cerebrospinal fluid. The effect upon the labor

was absolutely nil. If the anesthesia was complete

there was no necessity of bearing down. If he were

asked if he had observed no bad effects, he would

reply that he had seen some very unpleasant symp-

toms, but they were evanescent, and he did not fear

them. He believed that we were too prone to at-

tribute every untoward circumstance to the cocaine.

As to the indications for its use in labor, it was of the

greatest service in very prolonged first stage. Under

its influence dilatation of the os proceeded with great

regularity.

In gynecology this procedure had but a small field.

It would never supplant general anesthetics, but in

cases where the latter could not be employed it was

of great value. He had known personally of no

deaths from it, and did not believe that the reports of

fatal cases were well substantiated. Its use was ab-

solutely contraindicated in two classes of individuals :

(1) Those on whom cocaine has no effect, and (2)

the highly neurotic.

Dr. S. Ormoxd Goldan read a paper on

INTRASPINAL COCAINIZATION FROM THE ANESTHE-

TIST'S STANDPOINT.

Since reporting his first series of 20 cases, he said

he had had 11 others, making 31 in all. These later

cases were not materially different from the others.

In general, his experience included more successes

than failures. He recognized the desirability of find-

ing out and anticipating the causes of failure, such as

the solution not being good, using too large a needle,

withdrawing the needle too soon, etc. After eliminat-

ing all these, he had still had some failures. In ob-

stetrics he thought cocainization had no advantage

over chloroform, which in this field was acknowledged

to be safe. In surgery it was too dangerous, and

convenience could never be preferred to safety.

Ether, preceded by niti'ous oxide gas, was our safest

anesthetic. Cocainization was the least safe, and it

should be resorted to only in cases where from renal

or cardiac disease a general anesthetic was inadmissi-

ble.

Sometimes cocaine was so perfect in its results that

the bad effects were nil. If in all cases it acted thus

happily, it would leave nothing to be desired. But,

he asked, is not this true of other anesthetics also 'i

Sometimes anesthesia by cocaine was not extensive

enough. In such cases a second injection, smaller in

quantity, might be given without bad result. He did

not think it safe, however, to resort to a third injec-

tion. Instead of this a general anesthetic should be

given, and under these circumstances a less quantity

than usual was required. A quick return to con-

sciousness depended, as a rule, upon the quantity of

the anesthetic administered. Recently it had been

proposed to employ cocainization in the cervical por-

tion of the cord. This meant introduction of the

needle not only into the subarachnoid space, but into

the cord itself. No matter how fine the needle, it

would be attended with great risk. Remote compli-

cations were to be feared which were not liable to be

met with in the lower cord. To inject into the cervi-

cal cord would involve the risk of affecting the me-
dulla oblongata and causing instant death. In his

cases he never failed to get fluid before proceeding

with the injection.

Dr. Goldan then briefly described his last 11 cases.

In Case 27, where cocainization was employed for

the removal of a tuberculous testicle, the anesthesia

extended up to the lower ribs. In Case 28 two injec-

tions were necessary. They were given between the

fourth and fifth vertebra', on account of an anchylosed

condition of the spine, which had resulted from a fall

from a window. In Case 29, where a celiotomy was

to be performed, absolutely no anesthesia was pro-

duced. In Case 30 the patient was highly neurotic.

Perfect anesthesia was obtained, but just as the needle

was about to be withdrawn the patient gave a sudden

movement which bent the instrument double. For-

tunately, it was of gold, and did not break. In

Case 31, the last case, the patient was also highly

neurotic. Here, again, there was perfect anesthe-

sia, but, in spite of it, it was found necessary to ad-

minister a general anesthetic, on account of increasing

hysteria.

Dr. V. P. GiBNEY said the range of orthopedic

operations was small. Cocainization had been re-

garded not as favorable in children as in adults, and

he had therefore as the subjects for its use patients

fifteen or sixteen years old. He had experienced no

difficulty in finding fluid. In 1 case a second injec-

tion was required. In another no analgesia resulted

in an hour, but in this same patient successful analgesia

was secured a week later. Two or 3 osteotomies

were performed under the influence of the cocaine

injections, and the analgesia was so complete that the

patients laughed at the idea of any pain. It seemed

to him that in this procedure we now had at our com-

mand a very useful means of anesthesia. He had

met with 1 or 2 instances of nausea and headache,

but he saw no reason to attribute these to the

cocaine. Dr. Marx had stated that the method was

contraindicated in those individuals who do not re-

spond to cocaine in any form ; but how were we to
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tlctcniiinc tlii.s fact? He Imil 1 u iiii<li r tln' Iiii|ins-

sioii tliiit every oik; could l)c cociiini/.cd.

I)|{. K. II.(ittANi>iN Htiid that lii« experience wan
limited to •! cases, tlu- details of wliicli lie had ;^iveii

on another occasion. The first 2 u<rc in liis own
practice and iIk; patients were hoth neur<»tic Italian

women. Tlic injections were made hy an expert, and
tliere was no ,in;ili;rsi;i alter periods respectively of

twenty-nine .ind niiiclcin luinnles. 'I'lie third cast-

was that of an apathetic Irishwoman in the servict!

of a colleaifue at St. Mark's IIosj)ital, who was oper-

ated on for strangulated hernia. The cocaini/ation was
done by an expert, hut the |)atient complained of more
or less pain durinij tin; whole operation, which lasttid

thirty min\ites. From his experience, therefore, he
was rather skej)tical in regard to this measure. In

the first place, it was an uncertain method. In the

twenty to twenty-five years that he had been coi;ni-

/ant of anesthesia he had never known ether or chloro-

form to fail to anestlieti/e, and what we wanted was
certainty. He had been told that this method was
preferable to ether because ether may affect tlu; kid-

neys, liut who knew but what cocaine might affect

the cord? Chloroform was objected to on account of

its effect upon the heart; but might not cocaine also

affect this organ ?

He did not think its use justifiable in obstetrics.

Parturition was a physiological act, and he did not

feel that we had a right to subject a woman in labor

to a possible injury to the cord. In tedious first stage

large doses of chloral could be used if necessary, and
later on chloroform was our most efficient resource.

In gynecology, nitrous oxide gas was very useful for

minor operations, if any anesthetic at all was called

for. As to major operations, he did not like the

idea of the patient's retaining consciousness, and he

believed it would be impossible to maintain the Tren-
delenburg position, for instance, for a sufficient lengtli

of time. In conclusion, he said that he had been
misquoted in his remarks before another society. He
had not made the positive statement that cocainiza-

tion was already damned, but that if the statistics of

deaths in 100 cases are correct, the method was
damned.

Dr. Ramon Guiteras said that he had in an off-

hand way mentioned to Dr. Graudin that in 125 cases

of Tuftier i) of the 2)atieuts had died. He had since

looked the matter up in the Medical Bulletin, the

organ of the International Medical Congress. Tuf-

fier did report that in 1 2o cases b patients died. ( )f

these 5, 1 died from asphyxia, and it was thought

that the other \ could be attributed to other causes

than the anesthetic. From this report he judged

that Tutlier thought the 1 death was due to cocainiza-

tion. At the autopsy congestion of the lungs was
found. He had seen some of Tufher's cases himself

while in Paris. It seemed to him that there was a

good deal of shock, and that the consequences were
more serious than with other anesthetics. When
any new method was brought forward, however,

there were always a number of doubting Thomases,
and he did not think any positive conclusions should

be arrived at until the whole matter had been very

carefully investigated and sifted. When jMorton first

attempted to produce anesthesia with sulphuric ether

it was a failure, and the measure was received with

much opposition in Boston. But now ether was
everywhere acknowledged to be the greatest anes-

tlielic that we have. If cocaini/ation wat to be i-oni-

pared with the latter he thought it should \n- with

ether administered by the rectum, which wum utli-nded

with more or lews danger, bec}iu«e w«; cannot control

its acti(»n. So cocaine, once within the Hpiintl canal,

was beyond our (control. ItM field, he believed, would
Im! foun<l to be comparatively limited. In conclunion

h(! gave the statistics of cocaini/ation prehent«;d by
various operators at the re<'ent congreHs.

I)k. W. S. Hainiikiim,!; said that he had made a

(ronsiderabh* trial of the method in children with a
vi(rvv to testing its eflicacy in this chuss of hubjectK.

He knew of no instiimte in which it had previrjusly

been used with a child as young as eleven years. Tli»!

patients in whom he employe<l it ranged from two and
one-half to nineteen and one-half years. His first 7

cases were all successes. Analgesia was perfect, and
there were no dangerous synq)toms. It was a novel

sight to see little girls playing with dolls while their

legs wen; being brok(;n or an umliilical hernia was 1k;-

ing oj)erated on. He also made experiments for the

purpose of comparing tin; efforts of eucaine with co-

caine, and in some instances tried different methods
on the same child. In a patient two years and
eight months old, suffering from incarcerated hernia,

two injections of cocaine were given. Partial anal-

gesia was obtained, but not sufficient for the operation.

In the same patient, two weeks later, eucaine was tried,

and proved entirely successful, though there was some
vomiting at first. His experiments had led him to

conclude, however, that, as a rule, the analgesia is not

so complete from eucaine as from cocaine. There
was no difficulty in introducing the needle in children,

H(; agreed with Dr. Fowler that the unpleasant con-

sequences noted from this method were not due to the

cocaine, since other solutions injected within the spinal

canal produced the same disagreeable symptoms, but
no analgesia.

Dr. F. Kammkrkr said that he had 40 cases in

the field of general surgery. From the outset he had
employed as small a dose of cocaine as possible, usually
^ij grain, and rarely over i grain. It might perhaps
be on this account that he had had a cert<iin proportion
of failures— in 4 out of the 40 cases. He had found
the method well adapted for genito-urinary surgery,

but not so serviceable in intra-abdominal work. lie

had seen some symptoms which were alarming, such
as violent changes of pulse, but had had no deaths.

Perhaps for the reason that he used such small doses,

the after symptoms had been very slight. He could
not agree that the disagreeable symptoms referred to

were due to pressure. If this were the case, why
should we not have them after lumbar puncture ?

Neither did he believe that the operation caused shock.
In 1 case this occurred an hour after the operation. This
was certainly a very interesting method from a phvsio-
logical point of view, and one also of great practical

importance. He believed that in general a great
many deaths following an operation are really due
to the anesthetic. To ether only 1 death in 17,000
cases was attributed. He thought this was a great
mistake, and that a considerable number of deaths
after operations were caused by the ether employed.
While accidents are liable to hajipen, he was convinced
that cocaini/ation had a distinct field, and that it should
be given a careful trial.

The president. Dr. Weir, said it was a well recog-
nized fact that there were fads and fashions in sur-
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gery as well as in medicine. Many could recall the

enthusiasm wliifh had been aroused l)y I )iouhifoy's aspi-

rator and Esmarch's bandage, which liad since died

out; and tliis method might perhaps share the same
fate. The interest in TulHer's demonstrations during

the recent congress in Paris was most intense, and the

subject seemed to have taken hold of the Americans
to a greater extent than any other nationality. Tni-

fier himself said that he had had 5 deaths, and that 1

of them was due to the method. The questions that

presented themselves were, " Is it as safe as ether ?
"

" Is it ap])licable to cases where, on account of cardiac

or renal conditions, etc., we cannot give ether ? " The
foreigners contended that it was not yet proved as

safe as ether. He had tried it in 10 cases at the

Roosevelt Hospital. In 3 eucaine was employed, and
it failed miserably. In 1 or 2 of the others he was
for a time on the " anxious bench," and he had to con-

fess that he had not felt so disturbed by anything of

the kind for many years. So far, this procedure had
not presented itself to him in a very encouraging way.
At the New York Hospital since ether was first intro-

duced, in 1847, there had been 1 d(!ath from the anes-

thetic in 3,000 cases. He had collected the figures of

cord anesthesia, and found that in 400 recorded cases

there were, including Tuffier's a, 8 deaths altogether.

All admitted that it was apt to be attended with sei'i-

ous and dangerous symptoms, and this should deter us,

he thought, from rushing in and using it in such small

operations as circumcision or the amputation of a toe.

He did not see why we should speak of cocaine as be-

ing so very safe in this connection, since its use in

other ways was acknowledged to be attended with

considerable risk. He did not wish to pose as being

distinctly opposed to the method, but he believed that

a word of caution might be useful at the present time,

and, at all events, a sufficient period must be allowed

to elapse before any definite judgment could be passed

upon it.

t^ecent literature*

Pliysical Diagnosis of Diseases of the Chest. By
Richard C. Cabot, M.D., Physician to Out Pa-

tients, Massachusetts General Hospital ; Assistant

in Clinical Medicine, Harvard Medical School.

With 142 Illustrations. New York: William

Wood and Co. 1900.

The number of books on auscultation and percus-

sion which have recently appeared inclines one to be

particularly critical toward each new volume, so few

have seemed adapted to the purpose for which they

were written, the use of students. The endeavor to

smooth their way by condensing facts about the phys-

ical examination of the thorax into the smallest pos-

sible space has resulted in leaving the impression that

all are of equal value and importance in arriving at a

diagnosis. The method admits of no shading This

error has been avoided by Dr. Cabot, and consequently

the student gets an idea of perspective in which the

various signs take their proper j)lace. This entails a

larger volume, but the additional pages could not well

be spared. In the preface, he says he has written it

because he has not been able to find any small work
on the subject which does not contain glaring errors,

while the correct books arc; too large. He has justi-

fied himself by his success, and has avoided the " well-

worn myths " of which \\v. speaks, but such a state-

ment challenges criticism of iiis own work. While
he w'rites with enthusiasm and directness, he also ap-

pears at times to hav(; written with haste, and to

liave allowed sonu; statements to a[)pear which, for

the sake of clearness, would bear modification. We
doubt, for instance, if all physicians are yet ready
to advise the resort to the asjjirating needle in differ-

entiating between cardiac enlargement and pericardial

ett'usion in obscure cases, which he seems to do by
implication in saying that " the diagnosis can be made
only by puncture."

Each subject is fully discussed, and the recent addi-

tions to the physical signs of disease incorporated, but
the chapters on the muscle sounds, adhei'ent peri-

cardium and atalectasis, deserve special mention, since

they usually receive inadequate treatment.

It is altogether the best book in English with which
we are acquainted, and while ])rimarily intended for

students, older practitioners will read its pages with

profit. It is well printed on excellent paper and is

profusely illustrated. Occasionally some of the illus-

trations seem unnecessary, in that they add nothing

to the clearness of the description in the text, of

which the two cuts on " Accidents to be Avoided in

the Use of the Stethoscope " are examples. In a

second edition, which it is quite safe to prophesy, it

will be possible to correct a number of typographical

errors, one or two of which are sufficiently serious to

alter the sense.

Ulceration of the Bladder. Simple, Tuberculous and
Malignant. By E. Hurry F?:n\vick, F.R.C.S.,

Surgeon to the London Hospital ; Surgeon and
Pathologist to St. Peter's Hospital for Urinary Dis-

eases ; Consulting Surgeon to the West Herts In-

firmary. London : J. & A. Churchill ; Philadel-

phia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1900.

Mr. Fenwick gives what is justly the keynote of

the spirit of this interesting brochure in its short

preface in saymg that " each fact has been fairly

criticised, and probably will stand the test of time and

experience. . . . The treatment which he suggests

is not only open to criticism, but will undoubtedly be

greatly modified as our knowledge of antitoxins in-

ci'eases and serotherapy improves," and certainly one

could not ask of an author a fairer or fuller critical

comment than that with which he examines the re-

sults of the very valuable observations which are em-
bodied in this little volume. It is probably not too

much to say that Mr. Fenwick is one of the most, if

not the most, expert of endoscopists in the profession.

He has devoted much time to this work, and has had

an unusual experience in it; whatever he puts for-

ward, therefore, has a special claim to attention, and

in this instance, as on former occasions, the attention

is well repaid.

The observations recorded rest for the most part on

endoscopic examinations of bladders in which there

were lesions associated with ulcerative processes. He
is a believer in the existence of solitary ulcer of the

bladder having a like character to that of perforating

gastric ulcer. It occurs on tlu^ posterior wall of the

viscus near the ureteral orifices, results in cicatricial

formation and consequent deformity of the part af-

fected, is slow to heal, and of rare occui'rence.

The routes of invasion of tuberculous disease are
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(lisciisHcd with niiu'li iiitfllif^cncc, :iriil somr rntluT

()i'i;:;iii;il sii;i;^cslioiiH arc olVcn-d.

Ainoii^jst the must histriictivf |iait.s of tlio work art*

the sourri's of ciror that occur in coiiiicction with

(;y.st().sco|iic cvaiiiiiiatioiis. Amon;4st these may he

noted tiic (lillii'iihies in i;;nii,nnii tiie si/e and pro^^ress

ol an iilci'iMttil siiii.Ki' at ditVerent examinations.

Tlie author point,-, out liiat the withdrawal or ap-

proacii of the |)risni of tiiu cystost^ope to an ohject

diminisiies or niaijnilies its size cornjspondiuf^ly, and
tliat it is ahnost imp()ssil>i(! to phici^ the prism at the

same spot at dillerent examinations, and so to he sur<!

tliat it is at the same distance from tlie wV'X'v on hoth
occasions, aii<l the same is true of the variations in

appearance of objects accordin^^ to variations in the

anyh' pnxhiccd by dilVerent positions of the tui)e

;

furthermore, the size and (h'pth of an uhrerated sur-

face will vary ac(X)rdin<r to the dcirree of tciusion of

th(! bladder surface U[)ou which they have their seat,

and tliis is (;hanyed according to the amount of the

bhulder contents, and the degree of ehivation of the

pelvis. If these factors are not id(Miti(.'al at each (ex-

amination, \\\(\ degree of variation in the size of the

ulcer is surprisingly great. If an ulcer be examineil

in a fully (listmided bladder it will appear as a fiat

erosion ; if the fluid be now withdrawn it will gradually

assume the look, of a projecting, rolled Ilunterian,

chancre-like sore.

Some of the author's statements in connection with

inflammation (tuberculous or otherwise) of the kidney

toward the end of the volume are of much interest,

and require, perhaps, more faith than the practitioner

not skilled in the use of the cystoscope will be pos-

sessed of, in order to credit. Thus, " If the cystoscop-

ist finds an irregular-shaped, caked, and patulous ure-

teral orifice, he may diagnosticate destructive changes

in the kidney of that side. If no renal tumor can be

felt on that side, and he notices that the ureteral orifice

is as described above, and that it is also displaced, he

may diagnosticate without hesitation a retracted, in-

fiamed and adherent kidney, with probably one or

more small cortical abscesses m the upper end of the

organ." Yet when the author's reasons are detailed

upon which these assertions are based, it is diflicult

not to share his views.

The monograph is one suited more particularly to

the specialist than to tlie general practitioner, though

it must be found interesting to all classes of the pro-

fession.

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. A Manual for Students

and Practitioners. By William Lincoln Bal-
LENGER, M.D., Assistant Professor of Otology,

Rhinology and Laryngology in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, etc., Chicago ; and A. G.
Wiri'EKN, M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology and

Otology, Chicago Ear, Nose and Throat College.

Illustrated. Philadelphia and New York : Lea
Brothers and Co. 1900.

This belongs to a series of so-called pocket text-

books. It is too large for a pocket and too small for

a textbook. For the student or practitioner who
needs a short resume of the numerous subjects of

the title this manual has certain attractions. IMany

of the morbid conditions are treated with a concise-

ness suggestive of a medical dictionary, others are

given in more detail. The section on the eye is con-

servative, that on the ear, practical, that ou the uose

.and throat, HtrenuoiiH. Ah tin exMiiiph' tA l\\f hitUT,

we find under hiicIi c4>minon afTc«;iiohH a-* Hpur* of the

Hcptuni, adenoids, peritonnillar absceHft, a M'ricH of th<r

mont distresning nynipt«)mH, i>i which one or more may
iindoul)ledly occur in Home chhch, but their form of pre-

Hent.ation is Huch an to give an erroneoun inipreH>tioii of

the average cuho. Treatment in moHt ca>«eH in active

and iiope-ful, but iH it nut contrary to our preH«;rit

views of patholrjgy to cauterize the Htum|» of a |)oIy-

pus after removal .''

Thtr l)ook has about '>0(i pagcH, of which u dincuiv-

sion of the eye is contained in 170 and of the <jar

in 100. There is much in it that is go*j<l, coiiciHw

and clear. It is not suppose*! to contain much
that is original ; what little there i.s is out of place.

Such brief summarizing suggests superficial study ;

but the book, if projierly used, will be of value.

'The American lllitsfrnted Medical Dictiunary. A
X(!W and Complete Dictionary of the Terms used

in Medicine, Surgery, Dentistry, IMiarmacy, Chem-
istry and tin; Kindred branches, with Their Pro-
nun(;iation. Derivation and Definition. By \V. A.
Xkwman Doin.ANi), A.M., M.D., Assistant Olwte-

trician to the University of Pennsylvania Hospital,

etc. Philadelphia and London : U'. I>. Saunders
& Co. r.»0().

There is already no lack of medical dictionaries of

varying size and completeness, l)ut we confess that

this latest one attracts us anew, both by its form and
matter. It is of medium size, containing 770 pages,

and its definitions are brief. Certain words are

treated at greater length and short descriptions given

of the prominent symptoms of diseases, and of the

functions of organs. Tallies and diagrams are u.sed

extensively and with excellent effect. The binding of

the book is sumptuous and no pains have been spared

to make the pages as attractive in appearance as the

covers. Although we do not quite agree with the au-

thor that " physicians and students have long felt tlie

need of such a work," we are quite ready to admit
that the book will find a useful place in the hands of

physicians and others.

Strinfftown on the Pike. A Tale of Northernmost
Kentucky. By John 1"ri Lloyd, author of

"Etidorhpa,"etc. Illustrated. New York : Dodd,
Mead ^t Co. 1900.

The author of " Stringtown on the Pike " has

written a hook which will do much to keep alive the

traditions of one of the most deeply interesting States

of the South. He clearly knows whereof he writes

and has a fund of information regarding the details of

negro life and superstition, which lend to his pages a
decided charm. The book deals largely with certiiin

primitive types of the negro, types which we fear are

growing less with the advance of civilization, and one
gets a glinqise into the inner working of the negro

mind which is of very considerable psychological in-

terest. As is to he expected from the character of

the story, the text abounds in dialect, which it re-

quires some attention to render easily intelligible to

the average reader. The book is attractively illus-

trated, chiefly with photographic reproductions, and
both the binding and the presswork are a credit to

the publishers. We would cordially recommend Mr.
Lloyd's hook to all those who are likely to find an in-

terest in a characteristic and little described type of

primitive American life.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY CEREBRAL PHYSI-
OLOGY.

Some months a^o there appeared in a New York

medical contemporary two remarkable papers on cer-

tain brain functions and anatomical structures. One of

these papers, which was profusely illustrated, was en-

titled " Ramjiancy, the Fervor of the Forehead."

We read it with interest and no small degree of ex-

pectancy as to the possible light it might throw on

subjects of vast interest to the human race. Our

quest for knowledge resulted in disappointment, or

at least in a painful sense of our inability to grasp

the conceptions of the author. For example, how-

ever much we were edified by the following state-

ments, we were impressed with an increasing con-

sciousness of our own ignorance of recent work on

the nervous system. " Life is rampancy. Take the

body : the whole body is a series of ramping tissues,

wliile the highest, the supreme or pro-ramp, the acme,

is that of the neck and head ; the ramp heavenward

or skyward — for example, the neck of swan, fowl,

or stallion. The ramp of the head is a secondary

characteristic." And again :
" When tlwj master

pats his dog on the head this lobule " (the metopic

lobule of the author) " is touched— the creature

ramps. Tlie cavali'y soldier and his horse are tied

by this lobule as by an invisible navel cord. The
generous steed is rampant to serve, to die if need

be. By patient study of the brain, accepting what

we find, we must acknowledge that the heart of the

non-immortals— that is, those who have not the /oyos ;

for instance, " man's best friend," the cow ; that mas-

ter philanthropist, the dog, and that leader of man
through the ages, the lamb— have also the heart in

the right place." And finally we are told that " The
subject of this brief essay is the localization of the

greatest thing in the world, the greatest thing— in-

deed, in final analysis, the only thing, for it is the

alpha and omega, the oldest and youngest of the

gods, p>os, Agape, Philia, Spes, Caritas, Humani-

tas. It is the alpha and omega, the all in all."

All this may be true and based on a profound
knowledge, but what does it mean ? We confess

that the " rampancy, " as a recognized scientific fact,

has not yet penetrated New England. We were in-

clined at the time of the appearance of this and its

companion paper to enter a plea of ignorance and
ask for light. We refrained, thinking that our con-

temporary knew whereof it wrote, and that in due

time the mystery would be solved through the atten-

tion such a paper would attract among recognized ex-

perts. Our hope was disappointed, and the matter,

important as it is, had passed from our mind. It has

been unexpect(!illy revived by the appeai'ance in a no

less esteemed Philadelphia contemporary of another

article by the same author, which bears the title,

" The Struggle for Like Lobule. " This would seem

to indicate that New York is no longer to be the sole

possessor of these secrets of brain structure, and that

the new knowledge is slowly spreading westward.

Unfortunately for us, this new paper in no way eluci-

dates the preceding.

The following is clearly enough expressed, but so

far as our intelligence goes carries with it no mean-

ing :
" I confess that my study of the brain of rumi-

nants has led me to a different conclusion " (it is

unnecessary to the sense to quote the previous con-

clusion), "which is, that these lobes are vital, belong

not to the three higher senses, but are rather of the

animus of the physique ; that in the bull, Bos tauriis,

for instance, these lobes hold the animus of the bull

tongue, and bull throat, and of the bovine corporosity,

and the power of reproducing and propagating the

bovine race. They can be nothing else. The rational

inference is that in homo, a being that in many re-

spects resembles this far from ignoble animal, these

lobes have the same significance ; that in them we are

to seek the spirit of substantial living and lusty

thriving, and sound projiagating ; in short, the root,

stalk, and flower of the vegetative life. The dissec-

tion, preparation, casting, and photographing of the

brains of something over a hundred ruminants have

convinced me that the posterior spheres in bos and

homo are homologous."

This is also illuminating to dull minds: "The
sphenoidal pole is gustatory, of this the evidence is con-

clusive. This stoma-looking lobule with its cross incis-

ion is the image of the glossopharyngeum, can be noth-

ing else than the cerebral head of the glossopharyn-

geal nerve, together with associate centres. It is the

chef and criterion, the lobule of the ban(|uet. In its

labyrinths are the spiritual representatives of the

bountiful table of nature or of art. The ojiposing

pole, the occipital, the united gyri fusiformis and lin-

gualis, with terminal bulbs or ram})S or lobules, from

the superior or middle temporal, or the third occipital

or from two or all three of them, is the lobus genitalis.

Its shape in primates is more or less })alliform, and

this form made up of stemons, ramps, or stamen-like

or serpens-like double curves. This, then, is the

" burning bush," the ever budding " rod of Jesse,"
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the lldiir (Ic lis " I'liiry tree," «t«!., tlin hoiiI .iml iiiiiiii-

t.(Ml!lllCf (it lllr lifl" of tllC nUM!, IIS itH polllP (»))|M)Hit«!,

tint spliciiiiiilal jxilr, ,1 v(-i-il:il>l(t IoIxih HiicciiltMitiuH, is

tlic s|iii-itu:il sii|i|)i)i'|('i' or iioiii'islicr of lli<- lifr of lli*;

iiidividuiil."

It is |)(!rli:i|)s not iioccssary to (luotc iiion-, altliougli

it is fiirllicst from our intention to do any injustino to

the writer of tlicsc. sonunvliat rijvolnlionary ideas by

partial ipiotatioii. To sliow our spirit of fairness,

hovvi'ver, we add the followini; hit of information : "I

do not see how it is possihh", in th(! Ii;;hl of compara-

tive anatomy, for the unch'r surfaee of the hrain to

re[)resont anything wv^j lofty or spiritual. It seems

to me rathcu" as the soul of the vegt^tativt; life. . . .

Succulence and corpulences an; tlie nuiin characteris-

tics in \\\i>. physi(jue e.t monile of the domestic swine,

as of the stall-fed ox, and these spirits swell and till

the lowest parts of the brain, just as salience and in-

solence are the two strikin<f features in the physique

et morale of the wildcat, which two spirits rise to the

highest point of the brain."

In fact, these papers are so filled with ideas which

are new to us that we are compelled to admit that

the progress of the study of cerebral function in New
York and Philadelphia has gone far beyond our bold-

est conjecture. We regard the future with some

trepidation, however, if such startling acquisitions of

knowledge have already been made as these narrated

in two of our most trustworthy contemporaries. It

occurs to us also that it would have been kinder to

suppress these ideas at least until the world at large

is better prepared to receive them. What is written

is naturally beyond editorial control, but publication

carries with it a responsibility. It is, on the whole,

a wase policy to refuse absolute nonsense.

THK ARMY BILL AND THE MEDICAL DE-
PARTMENT.

The bill for the reorganization of the army as

sent to the Senate at Washington shows a surprising

discritnination against the medical corps. It is gen-

erall}' recognized that the best administrative ability,

the most thorough knowledge of hygienic and sanitary

principles and details, the best medical and surgical

technical skill are of the first consequence for the

safety and well being of troops on active service and

for the successful issue of a campaign. Our soldiers

should be able to feel that they have these on their

side whenever the emergency arises. It it also very

well known that no profession, not even that of arms,

requires from its foremost representatives a higher

order of intelligence, a longer or more expensive train-

ing, than does that of medicine.

Now, either our national representatives expect to

get something for very much less than its recognized

value, or else they really think that what is not good

enough for anything else is good enough for the

L'. S. Army. For the former attitude they should

be too Hhrewfl, for the hitter loo patriotir. Thi- ol*-

ject lessons of the Spuninh War, tlie euinpai^nin^ in

the IMiilippines, the South i\frieun War. are too iiniiie-

diately present as ex.uiiple^ of the importance of u

lirst^rate medical department t<» pi-rmit of >\>\\ -^o

poor an excuse an ignorance.

Now what does the proposed army bill, o m-h

amended — and we are glad to l«;ani there Ih a g«KKl

|)rospe<a that it may l)e amended — what dofts it offer

the Medical Department?

The Medical I)L>[)artriicnl is graded for rank, promotion,

and, in constvjiience, for pay, below every other depart-

ment and special corjis of tiic army, and, necond lieuten-

ants e.xcludt'd, Ih graded below the line. Compared with

HtafT dejiartments haviii}^ captainH but no lieutenantH

(Quartermaster's, Subsistenct! and Pay Department), each

odicer in ilie.se dejiartments in order to reach a colonelcy

has to pas.s throiiijli thirteen and one-iialf files, while an

officer of the Medical Depart nicnt has to pass through

thirty-nine files. Compared with those special corps and
departments having lieutenants, while a medical officer has

to pass through thirty-nine files, an officer of ordnance has

to pass through but sixteen and one-half, an officer of engi-

neers above the grade of second lieutenant has to pass

through but seventeen files, and including the grade of

second lieutenant has to pass through but twenty-two

files.

A medical officer to obtain a colonelcy has to pass

through three times as many files as an officer of the Quar-
termaster's, Subsistence or Pay Department, tbrou<;h

more than twice as many files as an officer of the Engi-

neers or Ordnance, and more than one and one-half times

as many files as even an officer of the Signal Corps.

But aside from the total ratio of files to pass to a col-

onelcy, and consequent promotion and rank, the Medical
Department is strongly discriminated against in the higher

grades, those gained only after long service, and conse-

quently most deserving of reward. An officer of the Med-
ical Department having gained the grade of major after

having to pass through approximately two or three times

as many files as an officer of the other staff corps, to gain

a colonelcy has to pass through nine files, while officers of

the other staff corps, having officers below the rank of ma-
jor, have to pass through but four and one-half files in all

corps, except the Engineers, where but six files have to be

passed. Thus to gain a colonelcy, after reaching a major-

ity, officers of the medical corps have to pass through
twice as many files as do officers of other stafif corps, the

Engineers excepted, and through one-half times more files

than do officers of this latter corps. The discrindnation

against medical officers, compared with ranking officers of

the line, is equally striking. Officers of the line havino-

gained a majority have to pass through but four files to a

colonelcy against a medical officer's nine. Even compared
with the line of the army, while strongly discriminated

against in the higher grades (nine to four files above cap-

tain), if the second lieutenants are excepted, medical offi-

cers have less rapid promotion than do officers of the line
;

the line having but thirty-three to thirty-four files to a

colonelcy, against the Medical Department's thirtv-nine

files.

But not only is the proposed grading of the Medical De-
partment unjust, as compared with other staff and special

departments, but it will serioii.-ly inq);ur the future of the

corp";, in that, by materially reducing the emoluuients, it

will, ill tlie future, offer too small inducements to that bet-
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ter class of professional men whose entry to the corps

maintains its efficiency.

Under the present grading of the corps, with twenty-one

fdes to gain for each majority, the average length of

time required to reach that grade is eighteen years.

With the proposed grading of thirty files to each major-

ity, it will take an average of twenty-five years' service to

obtain even this grade. The consequence will be that of-

ficers will serve in the junior grades much beyond a length

of time consistent with the attainments of members of a

trained ])rofession, and few men of attainments in the

medical profession will enter upon a life career offering so

few opfjortunities for advancement. This especially, when
after having attained a majority by this long service, they

are still discriminated against in the hi<rher grades, and

have to pass through many more files to obtain a colonelcy

than do olHcers of any other special corps or officers of the

line.

To, in part, ecjualize the Medical Department with the

other staff corps, it would seem no more than just and

wise certainly to at least etjualize them with the Engineer

and the Signal Corps, especially as these corps resemble

the Medical Department, in that they are, in part, made up

of enlisted men.

NEWSPAPER EXAGGERATION.

In certain daily papers during the past few days has

appeared in conspicuous type a much exaggerated

statement regarding the presence of influenza in Bos-

ton. It was stated, for example, that the hospitals

were overcrowded with sufferers from the disease, and

that even the private rooms were taken by the more

well-to do sufferers. As a matter of fact the wards of the

Boston City Hospital are at present far from full, and

there is no indication whatever of the overcrowding

suggested by our somewhat too ardent contemporary.

That there is a certain amount of influenza prevalent

is both probable and natural ; that it has reached epi-

demic form is untrue. Protests, no doubt, in such

matters are quite unavailing, but it is at least a satis-

faction to express one's feeling of utter disajjprobation

at such means of making copy. Unfortunately such

reports, reduced to print, have a far-reaching effect

upon the minds of the ignorant and unreasoning classes

in the community, and so unquestionably do harm by

exciting a (juite unnecessary fear. It is to be hoped

that editors and reporters may finally be awakened to

a true sense of their privileges and duties in dealing

with a too readily receptive public.

MEDICAL NOTES.

Announcement of Committee on Scienthic

Research, American Medical Association,—
The Committee on Scientific Research of the American

Medical Association desires to announce that it has

available the sum of SoOO for tlie assistance of re-

searches to be undertaken in the next six months, and

that the money will be appropriated if applications be

received within the month of January, 1901. Appli-

cants should state clearly the character of the research

to be undertaken, and the facilities at their command,

addressing Dr. H. C. Wood, chairman, 1925 Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sir William Hugoins, President oe the
Royal Society. — Sir William Huggins, who suc-

ceeds Lord Lister as president of the Ro3'al Society,

shares with Sir Joseph Hooker, a past president, the

record of liaving received three of the society's gold

medals. Sir AVilliam was elected a fellow in IHC).^,

and has served five times upon the council. 1 le is a

K.C.B., D.C.L. of Oxford, LL.D. of Cambridge,

PLdinburgh, Dublin and St. Andrews, Hon. F.R.S.E.,

F.R.A.S., etc. The remaining letters of honor occupy

seven lines in the Royal Society's calendar.

Vital Statistics of Massachusetts. — We
have lately received and shall publish next week an

important paper, read at a recent meeting of the New
Jersey Sanitary Association, on " The Practical Use
of Vital Statistics," in which to our regret and morti-

fication, but not altogether to our surprise, we find the

present vital statistics issued by Massachusetts held

up as a warning and an example of what to avoid,

rather than cited as a notable standard of the best, as

would formerly have been the case.

Vital Statistics op Havana.— Major W. C.

Gorgas, chief sanitary officer of Havana, gives a most

favorable report of the death rate in that city for the

month of November. There were 444 deaths, less

than during any month during the preceding ten

years. The number of cases of yellow fever has,

however, been large for this time of the year, due

chiefly to recently arrived immigrants. The fever is,

however, decreasing, and it is thought will disappear

by the middle of December.

WoODisRiDGK Treatment of Typhoid Fearer.

— It is said that the Woodbridge method in the treat-

ment of typhoid has not stood the test of experience.

The opportunity of testing his method, accorded Dr.

Woodbridge at the Fort Meyer Hospital, gave a mor-

tality of about 10')^ , as contrasted with a mortality of

about 7% by usual methods.

Resignation of Dr. Anita Newcomb Ma(;ee.

— Dr. Anita Newcomb Magee, Acting Assistant Sur-

geon, U. S. Army, in charge of the Army Nurse Corps,

has tendered her resignation to the War Department.

The resignation has been accepted, to take effect De-

cember 31st. The position will hereafter be abol-

ished.

Pasteur I)ei'art:ment at the Baltimore City

Hospital. — The College of Physicians and Sur-

geons of Baltimore has established a Pasteur De-

partment at the Baltimore City Hospital, for the pre-

ventive treatment of hydrophobia.

'•A Dkatii v\\oy\ HvDRopHOHiA." — We are in-

formed that the death from hydrophobia reported in

our issue of December 13th occurred after an illness

of four days and not of two days, as there stated.
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AcuTK Inkkc'ikmis Diskask.s in IJosion. — For

tlio wt'i^k «'ii(liii<,' lit iiooii, I)c(!c!nl)»'r IK, I '.»()(), tlirni

\V('r(i ruportcd to (Iki Hoiinl of llciiltli of Uostoii the

followiii"^ ciiHfs of jicut(' iiif»M;tioii.s (li.sc;iH(!.H : (liplitlh-riu

lor), scarlatina "JC), iiK^asliw 2(i, typhoid fever 24.

Two ('r,.N'n:NAKiANS. —-Mrs. A!i;,M'li(jiio (Jali|>('au

recently died in Nortliainpton, Mass., in tin; oik;

hundrcid and fourth year of her age. Mrs. (ittli[)(!HU

was born in Montreal, .January 2"), 17!>7. Her

father is said to have died at the age of one lniinlied

and one, and her inotlw^r at one hundnal. Mrs. (Jali-

peau was married four times. She was remarkaidy

vigorous until recently, and at her birthday celebration

in 18*.)H she sang and took part in the dancing. Cap-

tain Jonathan A. Norton, aged more than one hun-

dred and four years, died last week in East Lee,

Mass. He was born August 1, 171)0, and had been a

tradesman, a farmer, a soldier, a poet and an inventor,

lie was probably the first man to make matches in

Berkshire County. He was commissioned a captain

of infantry by Governor Brooks. When sixteen years

of age he was drafted for the War of 1812, but was

not allowed to serve. Two of his sons served in the

War of the Rebellion.

Changes in the Faculty oe the Yale Medi-
cal School.— The recently published Yale Univer-

sity catalogue announces the following changes in the

medical faculty : Dr. Otto G. Ramsay, of Baltimore,

has succeeded the late Prof. James Campbell as pro-

fessor of obstetrics ; Russell H. Chittenden, director of

the Sheffield Scientific School, has succeeded Prof.

Benjamin Moore as professor of physiology ; F. S.

Hollis has succeeded W. H. Parker as instructor in

chemistry, and Dr. Percy D. Liltlejohn has taken the

place of Dr. W. H. Crowe in the medical clinic. The
only changes in the courses of instruction are the addi-

tions of recitations and hospital work in Dr. Robert

E. Peck's clinical dispensary work in neurology and a

series of six lectures by Dr. Shepherd on " Life In-

surance Examinations."

Children's Deformities Discussed at a Meet-
ing OF THE Boston Physical Education So-

ciety.— Physical deformities in school children was

the subject discussed at the last meeting of the Physi-

cal Education Society. Statistics have shown that

only IS'J^ of school children assume correct positions

habitually while studying. The papers were discussed

by Drs. Sargent, of Cambridge, and Stone and Fitz,

of Boston. Many of tlie malformations in school

children were attributed to defective furniture. It

was pointed out that very little was known as yet of

the physical endurance of children, a great deal of

their restlessness being due probably to inability to

stay in one position long, from mere lack of strength.

Proposed Hospital for Tuberculosis at

Providence, R. I. — Providence is said to be en-

gaged in an agitation regarding the establishment of a

hospital for tuberculosis. The State Board of Health

luiM lent ilH HiipprMt to l\\v movement. lJ«rin;.' n State

l)oaid, ihiM body propOMen to induce the (leiieral A*-

Heinbly to vot(! it the Hiiin of $200,000 U> <riitiibli«h

the hospital and thereafter to [)rovide tlie nieaiiH for

its eoiitiiiiied MUpport. The Providence .Medieal So-

ciety and tilt- lUiode Ixland Me«lieal .Society liave both

appointed «(imniilteeH to further the pl.itii of the Stale

Hoard of Health.

PoSSIHLE N'KfJI.IWENCK OK VVaI.IIIAM, .Mahh..

Doutoks. — A notice from the Wallliam Board of

Health has been scuit to ull the physicians in the city

informing them that they must re|)ort all cases of ty-

phoid fever as soon as they find them. Negligence

has be(!n claimed in failing to report a certain case of

typhoid occurring near the Cambridge water supply.

A Case of Suspected S.mallpo.\ at Watek-
town, Mass.— A woman recently from Nova Scotia

is supposed to have contracted smallpox there. Ex-

amination by several physicians justified her removal

to the contagious hospital.

Correj8^ponticuce.

UNUSUAL PREVALENCE OF IMPETIGO CON-
TAGIOSA.

Boston, December 17, 1900.

Mr. Editor : Permit me to call the attention of your
readers to the unusual prevalence of imnetiTo contan'iosa111 • • o o
in adults at the present time.

This affection has been very common among children in

schools and crowded tenements for several years, often as-

sociated with pediculosis capitis, and has been occasionally
seen upon the faces of adults in the form called staphylo-

coccia by French dermatologists. Within the last two or
three months these cases have increased greatly in num-
ber, especially in private practice. It affects chiefly the
shaven parts of the face of young men, spreading from
this region to cheeks and forehead, and downwards upon
the neck.

It rarely shows itself upon the hands and lower limbs,

common seats of the disease in young children. In three
instances I have observed it upon the scalp in men, chieflv

on parts free from hair. The lesions in adults differ, as is

well known, from those in children, being larger, varving
in size from a dime to a quarter of a dollar. The crusts
are not so heavy, and they are often much more numer-
ous.

The history of contagiousness is frequently a strikinf^

feature in these cases. A young man says his roommate
is affected in a similar manner, or the young ladv with
whom he is intimate. He knows several persons having
it who shave at the same barber shop, or who work in the
same factory. I have in a few instances treated several
adults in one family. It is especially prevalent now
among students in a university in this vicinity.

It is without doubt easily communicated from person to

person by direct contact, and indirectly by using the same
towel, soap, shaving apparatus and garments ; possiblv
also by the infection of towels and clothing at the laundrv.

Fortunately it is a disease easily controlled. The
staphylococci and streptococci which produce it are de-

stroyed by such simple a|)plications as sulphur, salicylic

acid, and boric acid in ointment form, or by a mild wash
of corrosive sublimate. Of chief importance is the care-
ful disinfection of every article which has come in contact
with the affected skin. The mere dipping of such articles,

towels, brushes, razors, etc, in hot water is not sufficient

for this purpose, for this reduces the temperature of the
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water to an ineffective degree. They must be thoroughly

boiled.

It is to call attention to the importance of such precau-

tionary measures in households, schools, gymnasiums and
barber-shops that I send this communication.

Very truly yours,

James C. White, M.D.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For the week ending December 8tb, in Boston, according to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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€>riginiil ^Hrrirlr;^.

OnOKA'llVl': TRKArMKNT OK (iOIIIli:.'

nV .1. CIM.MNS WAUKK.N, M.I)., IIOKTD.N.

'I'liK operative (rciitiiieiit of tuinois of the tliyroid

<^l;ui(l ii|)|)(^;ir.s to l»e iiidicnlcil in ia|i'ully i,'ro\viii<;

tumors in youn<f persons in whom llic nietjical treat-

ment has been inen'ectiv(\ As soon as tlw tumor lias

roaclied a size sullicient to cause; pressure; symptoms
the operation hec^omes urgent.

It is in youiiij married women under these condi-

tions that I have |)erf()niicd llie majoi-ilv of my oper-

ations.

The operation consists either in the removal of a

limited portion of th(> ^land, such as an isolated lolx;

or a mon; or less independently growiii<^ adenomatous
mass of solid inland tissue, or in the enucleation of a

cyst.

The incision which I have adopti'd is U-sliaped,

one or both of the arms being used according to cir-

cumstances— usually it is not necessary to complete
the entire sweep of the letter, as the lobe on one side

is smaller than on the other ; a portion or the whole
of the more normal lobe should be allowed to remain
according to circumstances. The incision through
the skin usually divides one or more large veins.

They should be secured with forceps before division

if possible, as they are liable to retract beneath the

skin and to be overlooked in the final treatment of

the wound.
In order to reach the surface of the tumor the

edge of the sternomastoid muscle should be sought

for and that muscle, which is thin and flattened, must
be drawn aside. Occasionally it is necessary to divide

the sternohyoid and sternothyroid and also the omo-
hyoid muscles, and there is no harm in so doin<j, as

they can readily be sutured after the extirpation if

desired. These muscles can, however, be drawn
aside and the different layers of connective tissue

covering the capsule are then divided. This releases

pressure over the tumor and it begins to rise up from
the depths of the wound and become more sufierficial.

When the capsule has been reached care should be

taken not to injure it with the knife, as the resulting

hemorrhage is hard to control.

In order to lift the tumor from its bed the tissue

holding down the upper and outer margin of the lobe

should be clamped and divided, the edge of the lobe

drawn gently forward, and an effort made to secure

the superior thyroid artery. The tumor can now be

lifted easily forward and towards the median line in

order to disclose the inferior thyroid artery. The
recurrent laryngeal nerve lies in close contact with

this vessel and is directly behind it. It is not readily

found, and in securing the artery care should be taken

not to clamp the surrounding tissues too generously,

as the nerve may thus be included in the ligature.

By keeping close to the surface of the tumor and
avoiding wandering between outlying layers of con-

nective tissue, this complication may be avoided.

The entire mass of the tumor is now reflected over to

the opposite side of the neck and the attachments of

the gland to the anterior wall of he trachea are

brought into view. In order to free these the knife

' Read before the Surgical Seotiou of the Suffolk District Medical
Society, November 7, 1900.

must b«; UHod. The diHHectioii iiiuy be (;onlinu<:<l to

till) oppoHJte Hide of the iie(;k and the miiulh-r lolx; x\>

moved in much the Hiiiiie wuy uh the htr;<;«:r one.

Cure hhoiiid, however, Im; taken t«» leavi; u portiuii of

the gland behind to avoid the prixiiiciion of uu u|M;r-

ative myxedema. The umoiint nee«;HHary for thi*t jtur-

pose iKM-d not be large, and wlieii I have occsutioii \X)

iiicludi; both lobes of the gland in the op<Tution I

liavi! found that a inaHH about the i»i/e of an Kuglihb

walnut is amply sullicient for the jiurpose.

It is not, however, necessary t*) remove Huch %
large proportion of tlie gland in the majority of

cases, as a division of the lobe operated ujion at the

point of its juncti«>ii with the isthmus is usually Huf-

licient. In this ease the opposite lobe either does not

increase in size after the operation or grows gradually
smalltT.

There are many castas re[)orted in which total ex-

tirpation of th(! tliyroid glaiifl has not been followed
by myxedema, but this is accounted for by the pres-

ence of accessory glands near the arch of the aorta,

at the side of the trachea, or between it and the

esophagus, or near tlu; hyoid bone. It is not justi-

fiable, however, to count upon the existence of any
such glands, and a portion of the thyroid gland itself

should therefore always be allowed to remain.

All vessels should be tied with scrupulous care.

The material I prefer for the purpose is fine silk, as

it is much less likely to slip than any of the forms of

animal ligature. The neck is so supple and mova-
ble a region that the chances of such a mishap are

greater than elsewhere, especially when there is

much vomiting during the recovery from the anes-

thetic. It is well, therefore, to take the precaution

to give a subcutaneous dose of morphine either be-

fore or directly after the administration of the anes-

thetic to prevent vomiting and to keep the patient

quiet. A tight dressing cannot be applied in this re-

gion, and the nurse should therefore be instructed to

watch for vomiting and to exert gentle manual press-

ure upon the wound during the act. On one occa-

sion, owing to a neglect of this precaution, I was sum-
moned hastily an hour or two after the operation to

arrest a serious hemorrhage which, on opening the

wound, appeared to have originated from a compara-
tively unimportant vessel.

The edges of the wound had better be brought to-

gether with silkworm gut and one provisional stitch

taken at the most dependent point to allow a small
gauze wick to be inserted as far as the deeper por-
tions of the wound. The object of this precaution is

not to avoid sepsis, but to prevent a distention of the

walls of the wound by serum or blood clots and thus
avoid the danger of sudden pressure on the trachea.

This danger will be greatly increased by tight band-
aging. The dressing should therefore be so applied
and should consist of such materials as will jjive sup-
port without causing pressure. For this purpose the

horse-collar dressing may be applied ; rigidity being
given to the collar by paper or pasteboard, pressure
and counter pressure being thus exerted on the jaw
and clavicles. Fixation of the neck and head mav be
secured by the application of the ordinary tin internal

angular elbow splint to the neck, the head being se-

cured firmly to the upright arm of the splint, while
the horizontal arm is l)andaged to the shoulder. (Fiixs.

1 and 2.) The gauze \vick should be removed at the
end of twenty-four hours aud the stitches caa ordi
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narily be removed a few days later, and the wound
edo-es can then be covered with cotton and collodion,

all further bandaging being abandoned.

Enucleation is an operation which should be re-

served for small solid adenomata or cysts which are

easily separated from the surrounding gland tissue.

I have not found hemorrhage troublesome in any of

these operations. It is better, if possible, to avoid

opening the cyst wall during its removal, for in large

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

cysts if a vein be injured it is difficult to secure. The

time has gone by when the surgeon should be content

to open such a cyst and pack it with gauze. The cyst

should be attacked externally and not internally.

Resection of a large wedge-shaped piece of the

gland on one or both sides has been recommended by

Mikulicz. The remaining portions of the gland tis-

sue are brought together by subcutaneous sutures.

Ueinbach reports 80 cases of resection by this method,

with a mortality of 3.75%.

EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE.

I have operated upon but 2 cases of this disease

and my experience has not been encouraging. In the

first case there was an exceedingly stormy convales-

cence, due apparently to the absorption of thyroid

juice from the stump of the portion of the gland left

behind. The temperature rose the first evening to

10G° F. and the pulse to 202, but the wound healed

by hrst intention. This patient has been from time to

time since under Dr. Putnam's observation. Her
health was only partially restored by the operation.

In the second case the patient passed through several

days of convalescence without bad symptoms of any
kind. On the fourth day, however, during a sudden
attack of tachycardia she died.

I have never tried division of the isthmus ; it is

possible that relief may be obtained from pressure

upon the trachea in an otherwise inoperable case in

this way. It is said to be followed by some atrophy of

the lateral lobes. Unless the isthmus were well de-

fined it would seem best not to adopt this method, as

extensive incisions without extirpation might lead to

various undesirable complications.

In regard to the mortality of the operation, in my
own experience with benign goitre other than Graves's

disease, I have had but one death and that was due to

heart failure at the close of an operation for the re-

moval of an enormous goitre of twenty years' stand-

ing. As a rule, goitres in this region of the world do
not attain an exceedingly large size and the operation

for their removal appears to be one attended with

little danger if the ordinary precautions above re-

ferred to are observed. Reverdin collected G,103

cases with a mortality of only 2.88%.
I have never observed a recurrence of the tumor

after operation, although Brunner reports cases col-

lected from literature in which there were 31% of re-

currences, 1«% recurring on the operated side and

23% on the opposite side.

I have never performed division of the cervical

sympathetic. The operation is intended chiefly for

the vascular form of goitre. Jonnesco reports 10 cases

operated upon by this method for Basedow's disease
;

6 were cured and 4 improved.

Operations upon cases of aberrant goitre are re-

ported from time to time. Hofmeister reports such a

tumor under the skin of the breast. I have operated

upon a thyroid growth between the base of the tongue

and the epiglottis— the point of origin of the thyreo-

glossal tract of His.

In regard to the anesthetic, I have always been
able to use ether. Many surgeons prefer local anes-

thesia and this is strongly recommended by Kocher
when the pressure symptoms are strongly marked.
Many formidable operations have been performed
with cocaine anesthesia without causing suffering to

the patient. A 1 % solution is sufficient for the pur-

pose.

In advising the operative treatment of this disease

it should be remembered that many cases yield to

medical treatment. Kocher makes the somewhat sur-

prising statement that 90% of the cases which come
into the liospital at Berne are so improved by medical

treatment that operation is not necessary. He does

not consider that thyroid extract gives any better re-

sults than preparations of iodine.

Since the thyroid treatment of goitre has been em-
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ployed I liiivc li.ul coiiiparalivcly ft!\v chhch sfiit to rm-

for o|icrati(>ii, liiil, I liiivr Krcii (|iiilc ii niiiiilicr of

ruHcs ill which tlic trcHliiiciit has |»ro(hicf(l no clTccl.

Thus far I have faih-d to sc«« any iH-iiflicial I'lfccts iny-

H(>lf in the use of the dm;; and I am not |MTHoiialiy

co^niizant of a sin^ki caso in wliidi it has etroc.ttid a

permanent cure.

STATISTICS OF orKiiATi vp: tiip:atment of
THYKOII) TUMORS.*

IIY LINCOLN KAVIH, M.l)., BOSTON.

SIMIM.K (iorriiK.

TiiKKK has been a rapid decline in the mortality of

operations for simple goitre during tlit; last (ifty years.

In 70 operatives cases reported before \H7)() Koeher

'

placed the mortality at 40% ; in about 100 operations

between 18.")0 and 1883 it fell to less than 1;')% ; and
finally iu the period since 188;5, in (5,000 operative

cases, the mortality is under .3%.

These latter figures are (pioted from .1. Reverdin,"

of Geneva, who reported before the French Congn^ss
of Surgery in October, 1898, the largest and most
complete collection of operative cases of goitre, e.\-

eluding malignant and exophthalmic; goitre, which exists

in the literature. His (wact total is (),103 cases, of

which 2, ["20 were derived from the literature; the re-

mainder were ol)tained through })ersonal communica-
tions. There were 17() deaths, a mortality of 2.88%.
The number of oj)erations reported since the jjuhlica-

tion of Heverdin's great collection is altogether too in-

significant to affect his figures. These figures, how-
ever, dating back to 1882, and including all kinds of

cases, with the two exceptions before mentioned,

treated by :i large number of surgeons, employing a

variety of methods, are very naturally surpassed by

the latest statistics of certain notable individual op-

erators in this line of work.

Kocher ^ in 1895 reported 1,000 cases of goitre be-

fore the German Congress of Surgery. Of these 870

were benign, with 11 deaths, a mortality of 1.37%.
Some were in extremis when operated upon ; o died

as the immediate result of the operation, 3 died of

Basedow's disease, 2 of infection, and 1 death was due

to chloroform. In 1898'' he reported (iOO additional

cases, prefacing his statistics with the statement that

90% of the cases coming to his clinic were so bene-

fited by medical treatment as to require no operation.

Of 550 cases of benign goitre which were operated on

in this last series, there was but a single fatality, and

that due to chloroform; mortality .18%, about one-

thirtieth of the mortality of his first 100 cases re-

ported in 1883. Since the latter date, his total num-
ber of operations for simpln goitre is 1,4:2(), with 12

deaths, a mortality of .84%. Partial extirpation of

the gland was performed in the great majority of

cases.

At the German Congress iu 1896. Bruns "^ reported

400 operations for goitre dating back to 1883, with a

mortality of H%. He had no deaths in his last 150

cases. Girard,'- of Berne, reported in 1898 545 cases,

with 6 deaths, a mortality of 1.1%.
Socin,- of Bale, stated in 1898 that in his last 200

cases he had 1 death from pneumonia, a mortality of

.5%. He is an advocate of the method of enuclea-

* Read before the Svngical Section of tbe Suffolk District Medical
Boolety, November 7, lUOO.

tion. Kionlein " in I H!»2 r<|)orl«d 200 caNi'ii without

11 Hingli- d<ath.

In this country mid in Kngland the (Wm-vlm: i«

(•om|)aratively rare, and operatioiiH coiMequently few.

.Martin' collected 182 ciwes of goitre from the reporU
of liv(; hoNpitalH in I'hiludelphia for U:u yearn down
to IH97 ; only 5 of thene ciiHeH were o\h-tvlU'A on, with

1 death. The re<-ordH of the MaHHa<:hiiHett« (ieneral

Hospital show 37 operationn for hiniple goitre, with

2 deaths.

In considering the mortality of the variouH opera-

tive; measnn-s and the causcitt of death, the HtatiMticH of

K<!Verdin are again (pjoted. In 3,408 operations of

which \\v has details there were 1 18 deaths, distrib-

uted as follows :

137 total xiirpatloim
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Tetany is more common ; it occurred 5 times in

137 total thyroidectomies, in Reverdin's series, 3.04%.

Fourteen cases followed all other operations, less than

.5%. Kocher reports a case of tetany following

ligature of the four thyroid arteries.

Disturbance of phonation as the result of injury to

the recurrent laryngeal nerves occurred 57 times in

1,2 12 partial extirpations, 4.7%, and 11 times in

1,27G enucleations, .86% in Reverdin's collection.

Kocher's percentage is 7 in 900 cases. It proved

temporary, however, in all the cases of benign goitres.

Recurrence.— All operations in use at the present

day are liable to recurrence since total thyroidectomy

is proscribed. Of 146 cases of simple goitre operated

in Czerny's clinic, which were followed from one to

eleven years after operation, 30, or 20%, had recur-

rence.^^ Kopp^- re-examined 103 cases operated on by

Roux, of Lausanne, after an interval of from one and

one-half to six years. He found 36 cases where the

remaining portion of the gland had increased in size,

in 19 to a slight extent only. Of these 36 cases, 13

were operated on by Socin's method and 20 by Koch-

er's. The statistics of Bruns are more favorable ; he

reports 800 cases of Socin, Kronlein, Kappeler and

his own, out of which less than one dozen required

secondary operation for recurrence.

MALIGNANT GOITRE.

The surgical treatment of malignant disease of the

thyroid gland has not taken part in the great advance

made in the treatment of simple goitres. Kocher's

mortality in 1883 was 25%, and it is 33% in his last

report in 1898. Thirty-three cases operated in

Czerny's clinic gave a mortality of 15%. Five

cases were free from recurrence up to four and one-

half years.

Sarcoma is rarer and more fatal than carcinoma.

Tiffany,^^ in 1897, collected 16 cases of sarcoma

which were operated on, all with fatal results. With-

out making special search I have found 3 more re-

ported cases in the literature,"
^^ " and 3 in the

records of the Massachusetts General Hospital ; all

fatal.

EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE.

Tillaux was the pioneer in the surgical treatment of

this condition, performing thyroidectomy as early as

1860." He has had many followers.

Schulz ^« published in May, 1900, the largest col-

lection of operative cases of exophthalmic goitre to

be found in the literature to date. He gives the re-

sults of 319 operations as follows : Cured, 175, 51% ;

improved, 89, 28% ; unimproved, 13, 4% ; died, 41,

13%. There are three principal oi)erations in use at

the present time: (1) Removal of a portion of the

thyroid gland ; (2) ligature of thyroid arteries ; (3)

resection of cervical sympathetic nerves.

In Schulz's collection there are 177 cases in which a

portion of the gland was removed with cure in 102,

57% ; improvement in 47, 26% ; no improvement in 4,

2% ; death in 24, 13%. One hundred and forty-nine

of the cases were followed up. The causes of death

are not tabulated in this collection. The operation, in

addition to the dangers attaching to any thyroidectomy,

seems to present a si)ecial gravity in this disease. A
considerable immber of sudden deaths, either during

or after the operation, have been reported." '^'^ These

deaths are ascribed by many to acute poisoning

from absorption of the secretion of the incised

gland.

The principal exponent of ligature of thyroid ar-

teries is Kocher, who has tied three arteries in 49
cases of exophthalmic goitre, with 5 deaths. In 34
cases, reported in 1895, there was cure or improve-
ment in 31. Rydygier has tied all four arteries in

22 cases. Cure or improvement resulted in 20 ; no
improvement in 2 ; no cases of myxedema or tetany

followed the operation. '^^ Kopp, however, reports a
case in which only three arteries were tied, followed

by tetany and death. In 8 1 cases "^'^ treated by this

method the mortality is 8^%.
Section of the cervical sympathetic nerves was

first performed for exophthalmic goitre in man by
Jaboulay,^' of Lyons, in the spring of 1896. Jon-
nesco,^* of Bucharest, is perhaps the principal

exponent of this method ; at the Thirteenth Inter-

national Congress this year he reported 126 re-

sections of the cervical sympathetic nerves ; 15 of

these cases were of exophthalmic goitre. His opera-

tion is total bilateral resection of the nerve with its

three ganglia. In his last case he even removed the

first thoracic ganglia. He reported 6 cases as com-
pletely and definitely cured of all symptoms after the

lapse of from two to four years. There were 4 last-

ing improvements. In the 5 later cases the immedi-

ate results were excellent, but sufficient time had not

elapsed to speak of the final result. He has had no

fatal cases. In 35 cases reported by other surgeons
'^

there are 5 reported cures, 20 cases of notable

amelioration of all symptoms, 4 cases not improved,

and 6 deaths : 2 from pneumonia ; 1 from delirium

tremens, 1 sudden unexplained death on the table, 1

after secondary operation five weeks later, 1 from

cachexia. Total number of cases treated by this

method 50, with a cure in 11, 22% ; improvement

in 29, 58%; no improvement in 4, 8% ; death in 6,

12%.
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NKOI'LASMS OK TIIK THYROID GLAND.'

in rllAlll.l:.S (J. ( D.MtlON, M.li., IIOHION.

In lookiii;^ uvtr my iioti-.s I tiinl tli;il I liavc lia<l

uiiilcr my care 12 cuscs of itcopluHiii of iIk; lliyroi<l

Inland, divided up as follows: Oiio case cacli of sar-

coma and carcinoma of \\\v thyroid ^^laiid, 12 cases

of parciicliyinatoiis i^oitnt, II cases of ccdloid ;;oilre,

4 cases of cystic goitre, 7 cases of adenoma of tlie

tliyi'oid uland, and .'} (^ases of sti'iimitis. Of iliese

cases .'51 were operated on Professor Kiinimer, tlie

remainder by mysidf.

With tlu^ exception of the niali<,Miant cases, the

principal symptom complained of by the patients

which reipiired relief was dyspnciu, while hourHeiiess

and dysphagia were less fre(|uently prominent ; pal-

pitation of the heart was noted frecpuMitly. In

many of our patients u careful treatment with iodide;

compounds had been carried out before the o|)era-

tion, which had only produced a sli<;ht improvement
in the condition, or nom; at all.

The dyspnea complained of by the patients, the

degree of which ap])eared to be very often in decided

disproportion to tht; size of the goitre, has often been
explain(;d at the time of operation, when it was found
that tin; goitre had become retrosternal in its dcivelop-

ment, and produced a very marked compression of

the trachea. This compression was shown by a flat-

tening of the trachea, either laterally or anterior

posteriorly, and in the majority of cases the organ

was displaced and formed more or less of a curve

which also diminished its calibre. We have never
met with the so-(;alled softening of the trachea as far

as we can recollect.

In operating, we occasionally employ the angular

incision of Professor Kocher, and more frequently

his transversal incision. The latter incision has the

great advantage of leaving linear cicatrices which are

easily hidden by the clothes. It certainly must be ad-

mitted that it gives less working space than the angu-

lar incision, and on several occasions we have been
obliged to make a second oblique incision, but much
space can be made if, after the transversal incision,

the superficial muscle and aponeurosis are peeled back
with the skin as far as the sternum and upwards as

far as the cricoid cartilage. By thus proceeding, the

transversal incision will often allow the surgeon to

deliver a very large goitre.

In most cases we have not divided the sternonias-

toid muscle, but have simply split up the tissues in

the median line from the sternum to the larynx in

cases of very large goitre, and if the delivery of the

neoplasm through this opening was not possible, one
or several lateral nicks in the sternomastoid muscle
were necessary and in some instances we have pene-

trated between the sternothyroid and the sternohyoid

muscle.

lu cases of very large goitre, where it was impossi-

ble to draw it out on account of vascular or fibrous

adhesions, we were obliged to. divide both steniomas-

toid muscles in order to brin^ .the. neoplasm into

view and to ligate the vessels zn.s?V?/. To extirpate

the goitre, we performed enucleation in those. cases

where the growth was composed of cystic or colloid

masses, but in the much more numerous class of cases

of involvement of the entire lobe, with the formation

> Read before the Surgical Section of tlie Suffolk District Medical
Society, November 7, 1900.

of multiple foci of rollrjid or rryMlic forin;ition, extir-

jiation of the entire I«>In; wum rewirti-d to, and if ikt-
fssary enueleution of one or mcvituI iioduleH Mitiiali;<i

in the iHthmuH or in the other IoIm) wu.m perfornM-d.
We operut)-d on one patient who Heverai yearn [»r«;-

vioiisly had ha<l eniK^leatioti performed bv anothi-r
surgeon, and hIic <;um<- to tin; hospit;»l <in aceoiint of
a recurrence which had produced the name renpirafory
lroul)le that waw present before the former '»i»eralion.

In this case we performed a total extirjmtioti of one
lobe, aJid the patient remained in excellent condi-
tion, but a few y«rars after the ojieration a nnch-us of
disease had appeared in the remaining hibe, which had
increased considerably in si/e, and it Ih a very inti-r-

esting |)oint to notic^e that for all that respiration had
remained perfectly uninifiaired.

I have notes of another sinjilar c^ise which is «juite

as instructive. A young girl underwent a total ex-
tirpation of the right lobe of the thyroid gland on
account of very difficult respiration ; the resjiiratorv

symptoms completely disappeared in spite of a recur-
n'lice of the goitre in the left lobe which was very
pronounced. Thus it is demonstrated, and Kocher
has aln^ady insisted on this fact, that when once the
trachea has been complet(dy freed on one side by the
total extirpation of one lobe of thr; thyroid, a recur-
rence; may occur in the other lobe, an<l th<; trachea re-

maining free on one side will never be conipresse*! by
the newly formed goitre so as to produce dilliculty in

respiration. This is no way applies to enucleation," be-
cause after this operation the trachea remains sur-
rounded on both sides by thyroid tissue, and conse-
quently a recurrence of the neoplasm would probably
produce symptoms which would necessitate total ex-
tirpation.

An anatomical study of our preparations distinctly
demonsti-ated how little enucleation was indicated in

those cases where we performed total extirpation of
one lobe, because they consisted in diffuse colloid de-
generation, with formation of small and large cysts,
each one of which could never have been enucleated
alone, and which if allowed to remain in pkce would
very easily have given rise to a recurrence of the af-

fection. We consequently believe that enucleation is

an excellent operation for those rather rare cases of
cystic formation and simple colloid foci, and also that
it is applicable in cases of recurrence after total extir-
pation of one lobe has been performed. But all things
considered, total extirpation, in our way of thinking, is

by far the better oi)eration in the large majority of
cases of goitre. Total extirpation has, nevertheless,
one great drawback, and this is the possibility of
woundhig the recurrent nerve. It is usually consid-
ered that the most dangerous point for wounding this

nerve is at that point where it crosses the inferior thv-
roid artery, and near which this vessel is ligated.

I.tlimk that I can be atftrmative in stating that iu

every case where this nerve was injured it was at an-
other point than that which we have mentioned, be-
cause I find that. in all of oixr cases it i& expressly
noted tliat the inferior thyroid artery was carefully
isolated, and that, it alone w as ineludeid in the Ji^a--
tur£.. Sevei-al times the recurrent nerve was qiiite'

visible, and we were able to note that it remained
perfectly intact while tying off the inferior thvroid
artery, but for all that, after the operation the f>a-

tieut presented symptoms of paralysis of this nerve.
Another point at which the recurrent nerve is verv
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much exposed to wounding during the total extirpa-

tion of a lobe, and which, according to our way of

thinking, is the point where we wounded it, is the pos-

terior lateral aspect of the trachea where the recur-

rent nerve passes before it enters into the larynx, and

in detaching the gland from the trachea it is easily

wounded, and in our future operations we shall fol-

low the advice of Kocher, which is to leave a bit of

thyroid tissue at this place in order to avoid the nerve

at this point.

After having made a careful hemostasis with fine

silk, we immediately close the incision, and union by

first intention has usually been the result. In 1

case a small abscess formed six days after the opera-

tion, but was well in a few days. In 2 instances,

once in a case of strumitis typhosa, and in another

which we will relate, the ligatures were eliminated en

masse.

I unfortunately have not been able to find the com-

plete notes of the case of typhoid strumitis, but the

history of the case was briefly this. A young girl of

eighteen or nineteen years, during her convalescence

of typhoid fever, noticed that her throat began to

swell. The swelling slowly increased and she began

to run a temperature, and on account of the respir-

atory symptoms to which the tumor gave rise, opera-

tion was performed a few weeks later. Convalescence

was uninterrupted. An examination of the thyroid

gland showed that it was an ordinary vascular stru-

mitis, and cultures taken from the substance of this

gland revealed a growth of Eberth's bacillus.

The other case to which I referred was one where

we removed by extirpation the right lobe and the

isthmus of the thyroid gland, and at the time of oper-

ation it was noticed that the left lobe was extremely

small and there was present a small pyramidal process

which was left intact. The silk ligature which had

been placed on the isthmus set up a suppurative pro-

cess which lasted five months. The fistula which

resulted was opened up and a silk ligature was

removed, after which the wound healed definitely in a

few days. . After the operation this patient presented

a change in the general condition, which, in all

])robability, could be classed as one of strumipriva

cachexia. The patient was very nervous, slept badly,

cried easily and would get very angry at the slightest

cause, and' with all this her memory diminished ; she

often did not know what she was doing, but she never

had what could be termed a true nervous attack.

She was weak, pale, the eyes had a languid expres-

sion, the skin of the face appeared puffed, but a care-

ful examination of all the viscera and the urine re-

vealed nothing abnormal. In the cicatrix of the

incision in the median line, a fistula was present, while

to the left of the trachea a small mass could be made

out by palpation which corresponded to the left lobe

of the thyroid gland. This was very small, as I have

stated, at the time of operation, but it had evidently

atrophied since under the influence of the suppurative

process. Since the extraction of the ligature and the

cessation of the suppuration, this little mass slowly

increased in size, and a year and a half aiter the

operation it was found to be about the size of an

almond. The nervous symptoms disappeared, as well

as the anemia, and the patient was feeling in excel-

lei t health.

This case appears to us most instructive, inasmuch

as it points out the necessity of great prudence in ex-

cising the thyroid substance. The left lobe had par-

ticularly attracted our attention, on account of its

small size, at the time of the operation; the pyramidal
process which was 2iresent in this case, and which we
did not touch, was also very thin, and by the aid of

suppuration the remains of the thyroid gland became
momentarily insufficient for the thyroid function,

which is so necessary for general good health.

Consequently, should we ever meet^with a similar

case we should not employ ligatures en masse, or any
other which might favor suppuration, and we should
also preserve as large an amount of normal thyroid tis-

sue as might be possible. Enucleation, if it is sufficient

to remove the totality of the diseased tissues, would be

the most economical operation, but in those frequent

cases where this operation would be insufficient we
would recommend a resection of the diseased portion

of the lobe, preserving the healthy j^art. At any
rate, the experience of the case just mentioned should

warn us to examine the condition of the other lobe

before performing a complete excision of the diseased

side, and only perform this operation when the other

lobe is sufficiently large to prove itself sufficient for

its necessary functions. The influence of the removal

of the thyroid functions on the general health was
demonstrated in another of our cases where a nearly

complete excision of the thyroid tissue was performed
for carcinoma of the gland, and which was followed

by tetany. Curiously enough, this unfortunate post-

operative complication got better after a metastasis

of the neoplasm in the neighboring lymphatic glands

took place.

The following case is interesting on account of its

rarity. I refer to sarcoma of the thyroid gland, but

as this case has already been published in the Phil-

adelphia Monthly Medical Journal for May, 1899, I

will be very brief. The patient, a German, age

forty-seven, had had a small movable goitre about the

size of a lemon present about six months. She was
treated for three months with thyroid extract without

any apparent benefit, and was then lost sight of.

She returned, however, about a year and a half later,

stating that for about ten weeks the tumor had begun
to increase in size. Examination showed that the left

lobe of the gland had attained the size of an apple

;

its surface was still quite smooth and it was movable.

The skin covering it was normal, and there were no

dilated subcutaneous veins. On account of its rapid

growth a diagnosis of malignant transformation was
made and the growth was removed. The patient

made a perfect recovery and was discharged ten days

after the operation. The microscopical examination

showed a typical follicular goitre the upper part of

which had become invaded by a spindle-cell sarcoma

in the septa dividing the vesicles of the gland. A
focus of sarcomatous tissue was found in the lower

part of the gland. The operation was performed on

November 8, 1898, and the patient died of generalized

sarcomatosis in April, 1900.

The last case that I should like to report is inter-

esting, inasmuch as it shows how a goitre may
become infected during the progress of an accute in-

fectious disease, as occasionally occurs in ovarian cys-

toma. The patient was a woman forty-seven years

of age. During her first pregnancy, which occurred

about twenty-three years ago, the patient noticed that

a tumor developed low down on the left-hand side of

her neck, and which gave rise to quite sharp pains.
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ThiH tumor <^ni(liiiilly iiHircjiHcd in size, inorc ««Hpcriiilly

aftor li(!r micoiul j»n';(iijiii(ry, iiml liiiiilly attained iicurly

tho voliiiiK! of !i j,'r!i|)(!-fniit. 'V\\^\ ;,'r<)vvtli iliil not pro-

duce jiiiy (lilliculty in rrspiralioii or in MWiilluwin;;, iiml

tli<! patifiit (lid not notii-c any (•lian<,'<' in tlic nalnnr of
licr iiicnstruation, which was still cpiitc n';,Mdar.

In Fchruary, iHi)(), wiiih; rt'covi-rin;,' Iroin a seven-

attack of inlhiciiza, sin; noticed tliat without any ap-

pnH'.iahle (!aiise tli(> tumor he^an to rapi<ilv increase in

size, ((specially in its upper portion, from wliich it had
slowly S(Uit out a i)rolon^fation wiiich reaclied the

an<;le of the lower jaw. Since tlnr montii of March
the tumor nunaiiuul stationary, hut was tlu; Heat of

very sevens pain. Tlu! pain continued, and l)ecame

more and more acute. During \\\i\ last three weeks
the skin coverinir the most projecting point of the

upper prol()n»,nition had become red. Tlie pain, which
in the bei^innin;^ only was present in the evcnin<^, was
now pra(5tically constant. The patient has no recol-

lection of having had chills or fever, she does not

perspire, and there was no diarrhea. Other than she

suffered somewhat from indigestion and was not of a

robust constitution, there was nothing of special note.

The left side of the neck was occupied by a tumor
nearly the size of the patient's head. In shape it

was irregular ; inferiorly it formed a large projection

wliich extended over to the right side, covering the

trachea and the lower part of the larynx, and rested

upon the sternum and the left clavicle ; it extended to

the entire left side of the neck, which it completely
filled up, and extended upwards under the chin and
jaw to its left angle. The skin presented a few
dilated subcutaneous veins, and on the lateral external

surface above the middle of the tumor a large projec-

tion was noticed, the skin covering it being of a bright

scarlet, and it appeared that the tumor was just about

to ulcerate through the integuments at this point.

The skin was hot, especially where it was reddened,

and all about it was quite an extensive inflammatory

edema. The left sternoraastoid muscle was pushed
backwards. The tumor was elastic, somewhat soft,

and fluctuation could be detected everywhere within

it. In the lower aspect two nodules could be pal-

pated which seemed to belong to the tumor. The
larynx was pushed somewhat aside and the carotid

artery was pushed backwards and pulsated exactly

over the external margin of the tumor. The neo-

plasm was movable over the deeper structures.

All various treatments having been essayed without

effect, and as the tumor continued to increase progres-

sively in size, and as alarming symptoms supervened,

an operation was undertaken on February 13, 181)1.

An incision was carried over the inflammatory area,

and a small quantity of thick pus was evacuated.

The tumor did not collapse, and when the finger was
introduced into the cavity made by the incision, it

came upon a friable tissue but not into the large cav-

ity of the growth. The incision was then extended

down to the sternum obliquely, and as the pretrachial

muscles were stretched out over the growth, they

were incised and the neoplasm was exposed. A tro-

car was introduced into the growth, which gave issue

to a certain amount of pus which was different from
that first evacuated.

The capsule of the neoplasm was incised, and the

growth was enucleated with the finger, a Uisk difficult

to accomplish on account of very dense adhesions.

Above, the wall of the cyst rupture(^ all of a sudden

and gave iHNue to ii certain iiinottiit rif piH. It may
poHHiliiy have Imm-u by tiiin route that th)- iiitlaininatioii

ha<l extended upwards towanlH the nkin. 'i'he h>HH of

blood was insignitjcanl- Above, at the point of thf;

proji-ction, a grayish mans wan found alK»ut the hize of

an egg, and which had infiltrated the crellulur and
muscular lissueM. With the HcihMorH and curette, it

was removed piecemeal without, however, Inring com-
pletely taken away. This masH extended triwards th«:

upper part of the cavity of the cyst, although no po>*-

itive communication between the two could Ih; found.

The tissue (composing it rlid not bleed. The middle
|)art of tilt! cyst was sutured to the skin and al»ove

and below it was packed with iodoform gauze, 'i'he

pati(;nt made an excellent r«!COVcry.

1 have purpos(dy made no mention of Dr. .Ial)OU-

lay's treatment by desiccation of goitres after having
exposed them to the air tlirough an incision, as I have
personally no exp(!rience, but the reports that come
from Lyons since this treatment has been in vogue
would lead me U) adoj)t it in those cases where there

was some contraindication to extirpation or enuclea-

tion.

THE PRACTICAL USE OF VITAL STATISTICS.'

BY FKEDERICK L. UOKFJIAX, ESQ., NEWARK, X. J.

Vital statistics, in the words of Dr. Newsholme,
" is the science of numbers applied to the life historv

of communities and nations," and this definition being
accepted, we are on the outset confronted by a matter
of general im[)ortance, since there are none of the peo-
ple of this State so high or so low but that to them
life has its value in direct proportion to its duration.

Time was when mankind believed that those " whom
the gods love die young," but this doctrine of fatalism

no longer prevails in the light of modern medicine and
sanitary science, for both of these efforts for social

betterment and the amelioration of the conditions

under which the people have to live could not exist

but for the modern science of vital statistics, than
which there is no field of research more promising of

useful and practical results.

It has been necessary for me to confine myself in

this discussion to mortality statistics, since even a

superficial consideration of the other branches of the

science, dealing with the statistics of marriages, di-

vorces and births, would consume more time than I

have at my command. But, manifestly, the mortality
statistics must needs be looked upon as the most im-
portant branch of the science, since they affect more
directly the interests and the welfare of the living

people of this State. Although I readily recognize
the great social value of the statistics of marriages,
divorces and births, I personally have had but little

opportunity to investigate these subject*.

My discussion as to the data of human mortalitv
will be largely confined to the conditions as they exist

in the State of New Jersey, and as they are made
plain to us by the facts already in our possession

through the efforts of the State Board of Health since

1878. Data of some historic value have been col-

lected for previous years, but as regards the State as

a whole, we have no information of scientific value
for years previous to 1878. For some of the counties,

especially for Essex, we have mformatiou of value for

' Read before the New Jersey Sanitary Association.
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years as far back as 1859, in a report on the '' Health

and INIortality of Newark, N. J.," by Dr. Edgar

Hoklen, for the period 1859-1878. Another valuable

paper on the " Climatology and Diseases of Ussex

County," is to be found in the Transactions of the

Medical Society of Neio Jersey for the year 1887, in

which also the vital statistics for years previous to

1878 are incorporated in considerable detail. Since

1878 and to June 30, 1899, there have been recorded

in this State 550,955 deaths, and of these records and

their practical value it is my intention to speak to you

this evening.

The essential facts known to us as to this large

number of deaths are: (1) The year of occurrence;

(2) the ages of those dying, by certain specified

groups of years; (3) the sex; (4) the causes, ar-

ranged according to reasonably well defined groups of

diseases ; (5) the locality, with a reasoiuible degree

of precision. More details would, of course, be de-

sirable, more accurac}' would be of great value, but

on the whole, as the information has been made pub-

lic, it is of practical value to the State, to the medi-

cal profession and to the public at large. The informa-

tion available is sutheient to approximately indicate

the rise or fall of the general death rate and the cor-

responding increase or decrease in the longevity of

the people of this State. The information is not as

useful as it could easily have been made had those in

charge of the registration and publication of these

statistics been more liberally supported by the State

in their arduous efforts, but even in their present con-

dition they are a valuable means of indicating to us

the steady progress which has been made in this State

during the past twenty years. It is but proper that

mention should be made of one to whom we are

largely indebted for tlie good work which has been

done during a large part of this period, namely. Dr.

J^zra Hunt, formerly the secretary of the State Board

of Health.

Our information as to the mortality in this State is

supplemented by the census reports made for the past

fifty years on the mortality of the United States, but

in particular by the life tables of New Jersey, which

have been incorporated in the census reports of 1880

and of 1890.

A careful study of this available body of informa-

tion, really the vital history of the people of this State,

is indeed not only a most interesting subject, but one

of great promise of practical results. The first fact

which is impressed upon us by a study of the life

tables of the two census years mentioned would indi-

cate that the sanitary progress, of which we hear so

much, has not affected as large a proportion of our

population as is commonly supposed to have been the

case. Uncpjestionably, immense progress has been

made and almost wonderful results have been accom-

plished in the direction of diminishing the mortality of

children under the age of fifteen years. As an illus-

tration I may mention the fact that if we take the

three years 1879-1881 and compare them with the

last three years, 1897-1899, we have only 24,208

deaths under twenty years of age in the latter period

against 28,880 deaths under twenty years during the

earlier period of our history, although during the same

years the population has almost doubled itself. But

this gain in longevity at earlier ages has not been

made at the ag(!s past middle life, and we have a per-

tinent illustration in support of this theory in the two

life tables for New Jersey published in 1880 and 1890,
showing that while in 1880 the expectancy of life at

the age of twenty-five was thirty-nine and eight-tenths

years, in 1890 it was only thirty-seven and four-

tenths years; that while in 1880 at the age of fifty

the expectancy was twenty-two and three-tenths years,

in 1890 the expectancy was only twenty-one years.

In other words, the mortality at older ages is today
higher than it was twenty, or even ten, years ago. I

cannot burden this papcu* with statistics on the subject,

but I hope to add a series of tables in an appendix to

this paper when the same is finally published in the

Transactions of the association.

At present it is impossible to point out definitely

and precisely the causes responsible for the unques-

tionable increase in th(; mortality at ages above
twenty. We have not for this State the detailed in-

formation as to the causes of death which would be

necessary for a thorough and complete study of the

subject. I understand that these imperfections will

be largely done away with in future reports under
the new law, according to which the Bertillon system

of classification will be ado})ted, and I sincerely trust

that together with this improvement in disease classi-

fication there will come a corresponding improvement
in the collection of more detailed information as to

the ages at death. To make our vital statistics of

more practical value, the ages at death, together with

the corresponding causes, must be given for single

years under the age of five and for five-year periods

over the age of five. It is only in this manner that

we can arrive at a definite conclusion as to the age in-

cidence of disease and the causes which are responsi-

ble for the present excessive mortality at ages over

twenty. But what is most needed in addition to a

more complete registration of causes and ages is de-

tailed information as to the occupations at death. At
present we have absolutely no knowledge as to the

relation of disease occurrence in different oocuj)ations,

and it is in this direction that the greatest practical

value of vital statistics finds its logical explanation.

As the result of frequent and comprehensive inves-

tigations, I am satisfied that there is no subject de-

serving of more thorough investigation and study on

the part of our ])liysicians and those in charge of the

sanitary interests of our different towns and cities

than the intimate relation which unquestionably exists

between occupation and mortality. There are in this

State trade centres where industries of a special order

are carried on on a very large scale, and as such we
may mention the pottt^ry and rubber industries in

Trenton, the glass industry in Southern New .Jersey,

the hat industry in Orange and Newark, and the silk

industry in Paterson, yet, as far as our information

goes, we know nothing of determining value as to

whether these industries are responsible for the in-

creased mortality at ages over twenty of which I

have spoken. It is true, and we may speak of this

with pride, that special investigations have been made
by disinterested students of the subject, and that re-

ports of great value have becni published in the an-

nuals of the State Board of Health and of the State

Bureau of Labor Statistics. No reports of any other

State boards of health contain such precise and satis-

factory information as to the diseases of workingmen

employed in the principal industries of the Common-
wealth. Connnen(!ing with IHTH, we have in the re-

ports of the Stat(? Board of Health a series of valuable
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jMipcrH oil tho disoiiHdH of hattorH, of jjottfTH, of ^Ihhh-

woikcrn, ol" rul)l)rr vvorkcfrs, viv.. (!oiiun<-ii<'iii^ with

IHH'J iuid tcriuiii!itiii<^ with IKDr*, we liiivti in the

iinuuiil reports of tho State Ititreuii of Liihor StjitiHtics

oxceiidinj^ly vahi.iMe and HUf^f^estive iii»niirieH into the

trade! life of workiii^meii, not only in llie primijial

inanufactiirinir industries, l)ut also in other dan^^eroiis

and unliealtliy occupations. Very little in this direo

tion Inis, howciver, been donc! for the past ten years,

and it is my plea to you at tins ineetinj^ tluit our spo
cial (dVorts in this direction slioidd not l»e rcilaxed, or

that we sliould he; satislied with what has been (h)ne

in the past, hut tliat \\v. should eulai'i,fi5 our scope of

incpiiry, supplement our limited hody of obsctrved facts

with a lar^(i body of statistics coll(H;t(ul by tin; State;

lioard of Health as to tlu; diseases of workinj^ men
employed in tin; used'ul and productive trades and in-

dustries of this State.

Valuable as the investij^ations of the State Hoard of

Health and of the State liureau of Labor are to those

who are most interested in the subject, tlu^y fall short

in that they have not the support of a large series of

observed facts to be found in the death certificates of

those whose lives have terminated in this State dur-

ing the past twenty years. I would urgently recom-
mend that for practical use in our vital statistics, we
should liave in the future a detailed and comprehen-
sive table, showing for all of the principal occupations

or industries the causes of death according to age
periods. That this task is not impossible, or even
very difficult, is illustrated in the excellent reports of

the health officers of Sheffield and Blackburn, Eng-
land. These reports can well serve as a model for

our own State Board, should it appear to be possible

and feasible to undertake the construction of occu-

pation mortality tables. 1 am fully aware of the

inherent difficulties which accompany such inquiries ;

I fully realize the difficulty of obtaining exact infor-

mation as to the occupation at death, but it is not for

us to be discouraged by such difficulties, but for us

who are really and vitally interested in the collection

and publication of such statistics to solve the dilfi-

culty, and that this difficulty can be solved all of us

know who are familiar with the excellent and useful

reports published under the direction of the Registrar-

General of England every ten years. In certain

directions an improvement of our present statistics is

easily possible. There should first be added to the

death certificate a second question as to occupation,

stating the industry or trade in which decedent was
engaged at the time of his or her death. To explain

to you the meaning of this point, I will say that at

present a death certificate may contain a statement of

the occupation of decedent at the time of his death as

that of a moulder, but imless it is stated that he was a

moulder in a pottery, he would be classified among
iron moulders or stove moulders, as the case might be.

Similar cases could be mentioned, as for insUince,

engineers, where we have no information as to

whether decedent was a stationary engineer, employed
on a railway, or possibly a civil engineer, but if the

second line is added referring to our first illustration,

it would have been stated that decedent was a moulder
in a pottery, and his death in that case would have
been accurately classified. I would, therefore, sug-

gest that the State Board should adopt a new death

certificate, in which the first line referring to the

occupation would merely ask the question as to '" oc-

cupation at (leath, " thf! ncconrl linn would auk the
(pK'Mtion, "industry or trade at death," anrl by uii

answer to tliese two (picHtionH we would oi>laiii tin;

aceurati' and necenKary iiifornmtioii di-iuaiided for the
best interestH of the working people of tliin SUite. A
tliird ipicHtion eoiild be mided whi<li woidd iiuit<frially

in<;reaH(r the value of these Htulislifrs, wliich, however,
is not of quite ho much inq)ort;iiice an the Meeond quen-
tion which I would like to have adtled to otir present
certificaUj. It would be desirable to have a definite

stat(tment as to whether rlecedent at the time of hit*

death was an enqiloyer or an enqtloyd. .Manifently,

it is a very different matti-r whe.ther fiecedent wan the
owner of a pottery or a working potter at the IxMich.

If Wi! could obtain this information we would very
materially enhance; the practical value of the vital star

tistics of this State.

But a further decided and material im|»rovement in

this direction is possible through a co-operation be-
tween the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau
of Factory Inspection. The report-s of the latter are
at present of practically no value for the study or
solution of (puistions pertaining to the trade life and
disease or accident liability of men employefl in the
unhealthy or dangerous industries of this State. I
can conceive of no practical reason why so lar^e an
amount of routine information should be published
which can serve no useful purpose except (and the
reports are practically limited to this information),
that of record, and why the energy and effort expen-
ded in this direction should not serve the more useful
purpose of placing before the people of this State
information of value as to the real sanitary condition
of factories and the health factors affecting our work-
ing people in the same manner as this has been done
for so many years in the reports of the Board of Fac-
tory Inspectors of Great Britain. Many of the re-

ports of the factory inspectors of different States are
in this respect of far greater value than the reports
published by our own Board of Factory Inspectors,
and I believe that if the subject were thoroughly in-

vestigated by a committee of the legislature orby dis-

interested citizens of this State, there would be inaug-
urated an improvement which would make it possible
for those who are interested in the subject to realize
fully the present state of factory life in this Common-
wealth. It would be possible on the basis of the sta-

tistics and supplementary information collected by the
co-operation of the State Board of Health, the Suite
Bureau of Labor Statistics, and of the Suite Board of
Factory Inspection, to produce a body of indisputable
facts, on the basis of which it would be possible to

frame more scientific rules and regulations by which
our working people engaged in the most useful pur-
suits of life could be better protected than thev are at

the present time, and as they fully deserve to be.

These statistics of mortiility by occupations, and the
supplementary information as to the sanitary state of
our factories, would have a secondary practical value
to a large number of physicians, wlio in the liijht of
published facts and on the ground of their own ex-
perience, verified and supplemented by such facts,

would realize the almost boundless and at the present
neglected opportunity for the study of diseases of
working people employed in dangerous and un-
healthy occupations for the purpose of developing
special ability, which in time will give us a class oi
medical specialists of the diseases of workingmen, as
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we now have such specialists for diseases of the eye or

ear, and for other parts of the body. Certainly no
class of specialists is more urgently needed and
none are likely to make more rapid progress in

their own material welfare. The increase in gen-

eral intelligence among our working people today,

justly considered the most advanced industrial work-
ers in the world, will soon create a distinct demand
for more satisfactory and reliable advice on matters

pertaining to illness and casualties directly the result

of the industries in which our people are engaged.
The advice of such specialists will be respected, and
men will act thereon, and if necessary change their

occujiation, or change to another branch of their oc-

cupation less dangerous or injurious than the one in

which they may be engaged, and in which they may
have developed diseases in their incipient stages, not

sufficiently advanced to be beyond improvement or

complete recovery. Much has already been done in

this direction by a few devoted and intelligent physi-

cians, but most of all by such men as Dr. Arlidge,

the p]uglish authoi'ity on diseases of men employed
in the potteries. There will come a time when we
will coin a new term in medicine and speak of indus-

trial medicine, just as we today speak of industrial

chemistry, and both sciences or arts will indeed be
most closely allied to each other.

I have limited myself to this one illustration of the

value and utility of vital statistics, for unless we have
more accurate information and a larger body of col-

lected data as to the diseases of our working people,

supported by accurate and extensive statistics as to

the deaths in different occupations and the ages at

which the deaths occurred, the development of indus-

trial medicine will not be possible. What is true of

the necessity of such statistics for the purpose of in-

dustrial medicine, is equally true of all other branches

of medical inquiry into the longevity of our people

as affected by other determining factors, such as

surface geology, proximity to forest areas, of sea-

shore and mountain climates, and many other factors

which unquestionably have a direct influence upon
the health of the people of this State. To enhance
the practical value of the collected vital statistics

would require in every locality a sincere and genuine

interest in the local phenomena and the factors mak-
ing for a long or a short life.

We, unfortunately, have developed, first, but little

of this local spirit of inquiry, and, second, but lit-

tle public appreciation and demand for published

data as to the local health conditions. In curious

contrast to the excellent work which has been done
by the State Board of Health for so many years in

publishing practical and useful information for the

State as a whole, the local boards of health in New
Jersey have published practically nothing of value,

with the notable and recent exceptions of the cities

of Asbury Park and Montclair. Some advance has

also been made in the city of Newark, but none in

proportion to the immense interests which are in-

volved. For our other large cities, especially for

Trenton, Camden, Jersey City, Patersou and

Orange, we have no health reports in such detail

as they are required for the best interests of the

people of these cities. There is absolutely no

reason why the cities of this State should not fol-

low the example of other large cities in this country

and publish annually a separate health report con-

taining detailed information very much along the
line as this has been done in so excellent a manner
by the health officer of the city of Montclair, today
perhaps the healthiest suburban city within fifty

miles of the city of New York. In few States in

this Union is it possible to ,sup})lement such local re-

ports by all the necessary information as to geology,
climate, water supplies and industrial statistics as this

is possible in New Jersey. No other State in the

Union has so thoroughly equipped a geological sur-

vey in the hands of men who have given primary con-

sideration to matters of immediate and practical im-
portance, while at the same time not neglecting

matters of remote importance. Our State Weather
Service has published reports of a very high degree
of usefulness, and as regards the State Bureau of Sta-

tistics, it has also contributed its share of information

of value to the health officer in supplementing his

conclusions as to the local conditions making for a
long or a short duration of life. It is much to be re-

gretted that the reports of the State Bureau of Fac-
tory Inspection cannot be included in this praise of

our State departments of supervision and investigation

of subjects directly or indirectly affecting jiublic wel-

fare.

I cannot refrain on this occasion from calling your
attention to a matter directly connected with the ex-

tension or development of the practical utility of vital

statistics, and which but for urgent necessity I would
gladly have left out of consideration, for in a measure
it is to me a painful duty. You are all aware that in

this State our vital statistics are in the first instance

collected by the city clerks, and while there are cer-

tain reasons why this should be the case, in the light

of the development of modern preventive medicine it

is no longer desirable that this duty should fall to a

class of men totally unfamiliar with the medical as-

pects of the data they are expected to register for the

use of medical practitioners and sanitarians. This is

not as it should be, and I urgently recommend that

early steps be taken tending to a change in the law,

and transferring this important duty from the city

clerks to the local board of health or to a medical

registrar of vital statistics, especially appointed for

that purpose. In certain other States we have a still

more antiquated system by which the Secretary of

State is made the custodian of the vital statistics and
under his supervision the statistics are compiled, pub-

lished and analyzed. This is contrary to the purpose

of collecting vital statistics, since one totally unfamil-

iar with the essential requirements and needs of the

science cannot be expected to do justice to the task

imposed upon him. In consequence of this anomaly,

vital statistics are in many States collected without

due skill and proper consideration of important de-

tails, while at the same time they are not in time

placed before a trained medical observer for immedi-

ate consideration, verification and correction. Gross

errors must needs residt from so antiquated and un-

warranted a practice, which owes its origin to a time

when certificates of marriage, birth and death served

merely the legal purpose of establishing proofs of

identit}', but at the present time the legal aspect of

these certificates is but subordinate to the far more
important one of the State supervision of the public

health, and hence the urgent necessity that the duty

of collecting vital statistics in the first instance be

transferred from the city clerk to the medical officer
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of li(>:iltii, or lo 11 duly :i|i|ioiiilc<| iiii-<li<'ul i'<<<{iMtriir of

vit:il Ktiili.slics.

I (*:iiiiiof *lo Ik'Uci- tliaii illiislrutv tli<; iiiiportiiiK-i- of

tlii.H point l»y :i n-ffrcnce to ji sli^litly flillVrcnt m:ittiT,

wliicli !it lilt' saiiH' tiiiif will inaki- clrar to you tlir

iiicxpcdicucy of placing; tlic<'ollt!(lioii, ami, i-vcii worst-,

(lit- analysis, of vital statistifs in tlif liantls of a Slati-

otlift'T not tlirtiftly fonnt'cti'tl with llit- sanitary ailniin-

istiation or tlu; pifst'ivation antl iin|)rt)vtMn(Mit of tlit-

publit' htialtli of tlit- pfoph; of a Statt). Curiously
tuitxi^li, tlif illustration of whitili I shall make iihc. is

furnished by thf State from which you wouM least

expect 80 sorry an exhibition of i<^norant;(' antl ptrr-

vorsion, if not tlesecratioii, of a hif^h publit; ollice, ami
at the same time of such utttjr indiiTertinee, if not con-

tempt, of public, rotpiiremonts ami public neetls. In

tht! State of Massachustitts vital statistics are also in

the first instance collectetl unth^r the authority of the

Secretary of State, antl it is by tin; authority of this

same otlicer that the returns are annually publisht^il

anti analyzed by some ont^ ilesinnatetl for this purpose.

For forty-nine years, entlin<>; with IHDO, this tluty hail

been delegated to men traineil in publit; htnilth mat-

tt>rs, to men thoroughly familiar with the science t)f

vital statistics, to men tltieply interestetl in the devel-

opment of the highest degree of accuracy and skill,

combineil with a desire to make the vital records of

the State attain to as high a degree of public utility

as possible. During these forty-nine years the sci-

ence of vital statistics had been more highly devel-

oped in Massachusetts than in any other State of the

Union, and the registration reports edited by the fore-

most men and authorities in the science of vital statis-

tics had reached a point of public approval such as

has never yet been attained by any other State of

this country. One would have expected where so

high a degree of public utility had been reached and
where this important dut}' of study and analysis of

the vital records had been developed to the complete

satisfaction of the public, as expressed in the metlical

journals and other competent channels of public opin-

ion, that it would have been impossible to ruthlessly

tlestroy or to tear down the work of earnest men for

half a century. Yei without warning, without right,

without justice, the Secretary of State in 1891 trans-

ferred this important duty away from the secretary of

the State Boax'd of Health to an unknown indivitlual,

who has since to the discredit of Massachusetts made
the registi'ation reports of that State not only a sorry

evidence of his own ignorance, but an evidence of

the indifference of the intelligent people of Massa-

chusetts to an act of iniquity on the part of a high

officer of State such as is, probably, without a parallel

in the history of vital statistics in the civilized world.

The registration reports of Massachusetts, as they

have been issued since 1890, contain not hundreds but

thousands of errors, the majority of which are inac-

curacies and misstatements, which even a high-school

graduate trained in simple arithmetic would not be ex-

pected to make. The reports are full of fallacies, full

of discrepancies, and are today a discretlit to the peo-

ple of Massachusetts, and a discredit to the science

of vital statistics, and a direct step backward in the

development of the point to which I have called

your attention, namely, the development and exten-

sion of the practical uses of the science of vital sta-

tistics.

I would not have spoken of this perversion of a high

[)ublic fluty, antl of tho un«1oiii;( of the ){orxI work of

ablf ami i arncMt iiwu ft»r half a t;entury, wtm; it not

that I bflifve it to be our tluty to retiognizf tlanyi-rtt

which (t>nfrt)nt uh in thin Stal<? an inut;li iw lliey are

present in every tither t;oniinutiity. I lx;lit-v*; that it

is t)nly by the stritit^'st vigilance (•xert;iHe<l on the part

of the public antl i>f intlivitlualt who havt; th<; lM:Ht

inttM'trsts t)f thf pfoph; at Inart that ho tlitlicull a Laxk

aH tht! tine in whith ytju art; engayt-d tain Ix; carried

su(!(:t!ssfully t>nwaril frt>m yt^ar to year. The reHultJi

which ft)llt)w the t-HortH of HaniUiriaiiH an; ulwayH re-

mote, antl more t>ften btMiefit futurtj gtrueralioiiH than

the; p<!t)ple t)f tht! timt! who have to bear tho immedi-
att! burtlen of oxptinse. Iltrnct; thlH tligrtiHsion into a

chapter of vital statistics, which to my mind rec^^rdH

tht! most unfortunatt' anil shameful bt^trayal of a pul>-

lic trust.

In conclusion, I may Ix; permittt:d to touch once

more, if ever so slightly, upon the value of vital sta-

tistics to the people of this Statt! in other directions

than the sp(!cific one of the intpiiry into the diseases

of the working people employed in the tlifTt!rent itj-

dustries ret;ogni/eil to be either unhealthy or tlanger-

ous, or both. We are in the last year of a century

which marks a progress in sanitary science during

lifty years such as has not been made during all the

thousantls of years of civilization which have preceded

it. I believe it is not going too far to say that at no

time in the world's history have the people been
housed as well, have they been nourished as well, and
have they in all respects lived as long and as well as

the majority of our people do at the present time.

But the problem which will confront us in the twentieth

century more than in the ninetenth is the enormous
growth of our large cities and the immense aggrega-

tion of millions of people upon a small area, such a.s

we find to be the case in Greater New York, Greater
Philadelphia and even Greater Newark. The census

returns for 1900, as far as they have been published,

disclose a tendency of which I believe the people of

this State should take early advantage, namely, the

tendency of recent times on the part of the more in-

telligent people to leave the large cities and settle in

the more healthy and more advantageous portions of

the surrounding territory, where under semi-rural con-

ditions they can enjoy a degree of happiness and
health such as under the best conditions is not possi-

ble in the crowded centres of population. I believe

that this tendency will become more confirmed, will

become a more definite phase, during the next quar-

ter of a century and that it will prove of benefit to

the people of this State, who from New York and
Philadelphia will draw the best elements of the pop-
ulation as a new class of suburban residents in far

greater numbers than has ever been the case before.

But public intelligence has now reached a degree of

development very considerably above that which pre-

vailed a quarter of a century, or even a decade ago.

Today, more than at any time in the past, do people
inquire into the health factors of a community and the

conditions making for a healthy and a long life, and
only in proi)ortion as our cities and country sections

holtl out inducements in this direction, and make
clear beyond the shadow of a doubt that our State is

healthy and advantageous from this point of view,

wall we attract in the very near future the overflow of

the intelligent and desirable population of New York
and Philadelphia, which will do much to aid us in the
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more rapid development of this State. I believe I am
not going too far when I say that on the basis of my
own investigation and my own personal inspection of

nearly every part of Northern and Southern New
•Jersey, I am warranted in the emphatic assertion tjiat

this State offers advantages for the health seeker and

the home seeker such as cannot be found within a

hundred miles of any other large city of this country.

We have a State ottering every variety of natural ad-

vantages, the seashore, the mountains, proximity to

large forest areas, and even a lake country such as

England itself has little more of beauty and attraction

to boast of. You cannot extend the practical utility

of vital statistics in a more beneficent direction than

by giving strong encouragement to the local health

officers of our cities and towns, and to all our physi-

cians practising in the different sections of this State,

in collecting and publishing the actual facts as they

pertain to the longevity of the people of this State.

Just in proportion as we thus demonstrate the practi-

cal value of vital statistics to the people at large, shall

we gain for our State an increasing degree of public

approval, which is so desirable and so fully deserved.

Clinical ^Department.

TWO CASES OF PERFORATING DUODENAL
ULCER WITH SUBPHRENIC ABSCESS.

BV J. ('. PEGRAM, JR., M.D., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Case I. Mr. C. O., age fifty-six, farmer. Had
never had a day's illness till ten years ago, when he

had an attack of stomach trouble, which was followed

by a slow recovery lasting over a period of two years,

since when he has been well. On the evening of

December 8, 1899, Mr. O. ate heartily of pork and

beans. During the night he was kept awake by a dull

unlocalized pain in the abdomen. The following morn-

ing he was better, but still not feeling well ; he drank

a cup of coffee and went to his work. At ten in the

forenoon he was seized with a violent pain in the right

side of his abdomen ; he was carried home, where he

was seen soon after by Dr. Ford, but was in such pain

that a good history was not obtained ; however, the

fact was elicited that the bowels had moved but

once in three days, and only to a slight extent then

;

up to this time he had not vomited.

Physical examination by Dr. Ford showed a well

developed and nourished man ; face flushed and cov-

ered with perspiration ; expression anxious, tongue

coated and moist, arteries sclerotic, heart and lungs

negative. Abdomen flat and rigid as a board ; on pal-

pation it was extremely tender throughout, particu-

larly in the left groin and right hypochondrium.

Morphine for pain, hot fomentations to the abdo-

men, efforts to move the bowels by copious enemata,

was the treatment begun. Following one of the ene-

mata numerous small scybala of fecal matter were

passed in a medium of thin, foul-sm(;lling feces. The
pain persisted, relieved only by mor[)hia, the abdomen
gradually changing from its rigid state to a condition

of distention. On December 11th, at h v. m., 1 saw

the case in consultation with Dr. Ford. At that time

he presented for examination a pinched and anxious

expression, coated and furred tongue, a fairly good

pulse, temperature 9i)°. abdomen -distended, tympani-

tic, tender and quite rigid. There had been no good
movement of the bowels, and he had been vomiting
all day, after a large dose of Epsom salts. There
was no peristaltic movement of the bowels to be made
out. The following morning his condition remaining
about the same, I sent him into St. .Joseph's Hospital,
resolved to give him the one chance that relief of a
possible strangulation might bring, due to whatever
cause. Operation disclosed a perforated duodenal ulcer,

with sharp, thickened edges, admitting the end of the
forefinger, and lying on the anterior wall, near the

pylorus, there was a subphrenic abscess holding at

least two quarts of fluid containing small particles of

food ; this was evacuated. No attempt was made to

close the ulcer, but instead to wall it off with gauze.
The man died thirty-six hours later of his general
peritonitis. On securing the duodenum and pylorus
for examination through the incision post mortem, and
laying the duodenum open, a scar of an old healed
duodenal ulcer was found on its posterior surface on
the same plane as the one which perforated.

Case II. This case was seen at autopsy table, and
I report it by permission of Dr. White, of the Rhode
Island Hospital Medical Service.

Hospital records give the following history : A. J.,

age thirty-nine, painter, entered the hospital February
6, 1900.

Past history.— Has had asthma for two years. For
the past year he has been losing flesh and strength

steadily.

Present illness.— For two weeks he has had at-

tacks of pain in his abdomen, and his bowels have
not moved freely. No vomiting ; kept at his work.
A few hours before entrance to the hospital he was
seized with severe pain in the epigastrium which radi-

ated down into the right iliac fossa. Perspired freely ;

vomited and almost collapsed. He was brought to

the hospital in the ambulance.
Physical examination.— Well-developed and fairly-

nourished man. Expression anxious ; tongue clean
;

pulse weak ; knees drawn up and abdomen scaphoid ;

abdomen tender, especially in right iliac fossa ; heart

sounds inaudible ; lungs negative ; no blue line on the

gums ; urine negative. Temperature 95°, pulse 55,

respiration 20.

He was stimulated ; hot turpentine stupes to the

abdomen ; enemata. Following day he was decidedly

worse ; became delirious ; pulse rapid and weak, and
temperature rising to 102.5°. Bowels had not moved ;

abdomen had become distended ; operation considered

useless
;
patient gradually failed and died next day,

February 8th, at 10.50 a. m. At death, temperature
105°, pulse 145, respiration 28.

Autopsy.— Reported by Dr. .1. Perkins. Body
well nourished ; abdomen distended and very rigid.

On making incision through abdominal wall a large

amount of free gas escaped, and the walls collapsed.

This gas would not ignite. There is much thin,

brownish fluid in the abdominal cavity of fecal odor

and appearance. Over the upper surface of the right

lobe of the liver, and over the diaphragm, and that

portion of the abdominal wall which comes adjacent

to the liver, there is a thick, fibrinous and purulent

exudate. Along the ascending colon the tissues are

edematous, and to some extent hemorrhagic. There
is a round opening in the upper anterior part of the

duodenum, almost touching the pyloric orifice, about

one centimetre in diameter, with thickened edges.
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lliroii^li which fliiiil, likr that frtMi in th« iilnhxiiiiial

ciivitv, is llowiii;^. The ki<hi(fyH, Kphicii, livtr arid

Htoiiiach jiro normal ; liiii<f.s an- ^^rcatly diHiciKicd atid

(U)iilaiii iimch air, olhcrvvist' iiorinal. Heart iioriiial ;

head not opened.

J)iii</n(>sis. — l*ertoi-alin;,f finodenal nicer with .-sidt-

piirciiic al)S(!e.ss. (Icncral peritonitis.

It is iinpossihh' to iinajfinc two cases inorc! alike

one another in their patholojrjc-il anatomy, and Dr.
IVu'kins's description ol' ('as(! 1 1 serves perfectly for

Case. I, with the sini,d(! e,.\c(;|)tion that Case 11 had no
scar of previons lieuled ulcer.

itlcport^ of ^ocicticje?.

SURGICAL SKCriONT OK TIIK SUFFOLK DIS-
TRICT MKDICAL SOCIKTY.

V. O. BALCII, M.D., SiaKlCTAUV.

Rkgul\u nicetini;, Wednesday, Novemher 7, 10(10,

Du. Francis S. Watson in the chair.

Dk. J. C. Wauhkn read a paper entitled

OPKRATIVE TRKATMKNT OV (JOITRE.^

Dr. Lincoln Davis read a paper entitled

STATISTICS of OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF THYROID
TUMORS.'^

Dr. J. J. Putnam : I have listened with great in-

terest to both these papers, and this large array of sta-

tistics is certainly very imposing, and will be very val-

uable. There is no subject which is more fascinating

than that of th-^ diseases with which the thyroid is

associated, and, indeed, the study of the functions of

the thyroid altogether, and also none which is more
obscure. It is certainly true in spite of all the im-

mense research which has been devoted to it that

today the physiologists are by no means agreed as to

what the thyroid is for, and in many directions we
have to be content to take clinical facts without ade-

quate scientific explanations. So far as I know, the

point with regard to the cause of the sudden death to

which Dr. Warren and Dr. Davis have referred is

not cleared up, and that is a need which is very

greatly felt. If I am not mistaken, the chance that

it is due in some of these operations to absorption

of the thyroid juice suggested itself to us as a plaus-

ible theory through observation of the case Dr.

Warren operated on before it had been noted else-

where, and it certainly seemed plausible in that case

because the gelatinous secretion was oozing from the

wound on the neck ; nevertheless, that theory does

not seem to be generally accepted, and, indeed, if that

was the common cause of death I do not know why
the same result should not occur oftener after opera-

tions for simjjle goitre. Several observers still be-

lieve that edema involving cardiac nerves and the

pressure of ligatures is the cause of death rather than

the absorption of secretion. From that point of

view, it is important to note that death occurs at dif-

ferent periods after the operation in different cases.

In the case to which Dr. Warren first referred, where
the temperature went up so high, and the patient

seemed to hover between life and death with an ex-

' See page 647 of the -Touriial.
» See page 649 of the Journal,

(M-edingly nipld pulne for uxw. or two day* Iwjforc the

Hyinptonis began to iiineliorate, tluMe uiifuvorubb;

efleitts HJiowed iheiuHelveH iiliiiffst iiiiinediaUdy, but ill

th<^ otiier cane I think it waM four dayn, urid lh«;n

death occurred rupidly. It would Hcein Hlruiigc; that

if the thyroiil neeretion affecting the frenh wound wan
going to \h: operative, it sh(»idd not have v.xt:TU:(\ itn

elfectH earlier.

The part of tin; Hid)je<!t with which I am mont fa-

miliar is that of (iraves's diHeaMc, although the only

operations I have seen are tliose. which Dr. Warren
has performed. I haver, however, had one somewhat
interttsting expericjuce with a case of Him{»l»* goitre in

ii lady past middle life who had Ijeen Ixithered with

great diirutulty in breathing. I have given her thy-

roid prej)arations for about two years, and although

the size of the goitn; has certainly not materially

diminislied,— as Dr. Warren said, it ha.H not l)een

much in his cases,— the ditlicidty of breathing has

l)e(!n very much relieved, so that she has been prac-

tically not troubled with it at all since she first l>egau

to take the rcinmdy. She feels ordinarily much more
comfortable, but when the dose is increiised beyond a

certain point she is very nervous, restless and dis-

tressed.

As regards Graves's disease, I think the etiological

study of that affection is very intc^resting, l)Ut satisfac-

tory conclusions are still lacking. The theory of its

thyroidal origin has certainly gained ground, but

should not be accepted as absolute until we can ex-

plain the greater liability of persons with neurotic

tendencies, or can show why medication with thyroid

preparations on the one hand, or partial thyroidec-

tomy on the other hand, sometimes turns out very well

indeed, while at other times they seem to do no good.

The number of operations for Graves's disease, as

Dr. Davis has shown, has risen to the hundreds, and

with the result that every one would be in favor of oper-

ating were it not for the unfortunate mortality of Vi% »

and, as far as I know, there seems to be no way of

foretelling what cases will be the ones to result un-

favorably. For that reason I think everybody feels

that it is not to be done lightly until other things have

been tried. And the impulse tluis given to the search

for remedies has led to some interesting results. In

the first place, although the thyroid preparations used

so largely do not perhaps as a rule accomplish very

much, still the point is interesting that they do not

seem to do the patients the harm one would think

they would if these diseases are due to hyperthyroidi-

zation, and only that, but in many cases they have

been of positive benefit. Of course this is not so

much against the theory of "altered thyroid secre-

tion, " as against that of hypersecretion, pure and

simple. But, then, if we have to assume that we
are dealing with an altered secretion, it is doubtful

whether we ought to apply the arguments drawn from

hyperthyroidization experiments. Another point is

that occasionally the ''sympathetic" operations result

so well. Dr. INIixter did one on a very serious case

which unfortunately ended unfavorably. A number
of them have been said to give good results, and yet

the thyroi<l itself is not touched. And then it seems

to me, in looking over all the cases I have had to do

with, and seeing how this kind of electricity works in

one case and that kind of electricity in another, and
this treatment and the other treatment give good

results, that the essential thing is to strike a blow
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at some part of the morbid chain of symptoms,— ab-

solute rest, or working on the th^'roid, or the cardiac

nerves, or psycliical influences of a quieting sort,

operations in the nose, removal of pelvic tumors, each
and all seem to be of service if only they can give

a new " set " to the symptoms and processes con-

cerned. It is my private opinion that thyroid opera-

tions do not do very much more than that. In look-

ing over the literature this afternoon, I see that

Eulenburg, one of the prominent Berlin physicians

who has had to do with this disease very largely,

thinks that operation should be resorted to only when
serious local conditions resulting from the presence of

the tumor exist, and that, in the great majority of

cases, treatment of other sorts can be relied on to

bring about more or less amelioration.

Dr. Mixter : There are a few practical points I

wish to speak of in connection with removal of the

thyroid and thyroid tumors. You see a great many
cases, and upon very few of them is it necessary to

operate. Because a person has an enlarged thyroid it

is not always best to operate, and it seems to me that

the question of decision as to operation or non-inter-

ference is of more importance and requires more judg-

ment, and, if I may say so, more surgical knowledge
than the mere removal of the tumor. I do not

believe in the removal of large thyroids merely for cos-

metic purposes. When we have a fairly rapidly grow-
ing tumor, however, it seems a good case for opera-

tion, although it is not interfering seriously with the

health of the patient.

As regards the technique of the oi^eration, mention
has been made of injury to the inferior thyroid nerve
and its effects. I have seen the thyroid nerve divided

with serious results, and I have also, in a very con-

siderable number of cases, seen the patient come out
of ether where the surgeon feared that the inferior

th3'roid was injured on account of the loss of voice

and trouble in breathing. This is not uncommon,
I think, as all persons who have operated on thyroid

tumors will testify, and it is due to pulling, and, per-

haps, temporary pressure on the nerve. It disap-

pears inside of a week. Another thing that should

be remembered is that the relation of the inferior thy-

roid nerve and artery is not constant. Sometimes the

order is reversed, therefore it is my rule never to tie

a mass of tissue in this neighborhood, but to isolate

all vessels before they are tied.

As regards operation for exo{)lithalinic goitre, I

think the statistics in this part of the country are not

large. The only operation I have ever done— I

have been asked to operate a great many times and
have refused— was done on a patient Dr. Putnam
has referred to where I resected the sym[)atlietic

ganglia. It is a most beautiful anatomical operation.

You can find and remove the sympathetic much easic^r

on the living than on the cadaver. The case I tried

it on was a desperate one, and the operation was done
at the urgent request of the boy's family. The oper-

ation was begun with the pulse about IHO, and before

I got through it was over 200. The patient died in

the course of twenty-four hours. The other opera-

tions for exophthalmic goitre I have not done. I

have certainly seen relief in a small number of cases

from thyroid remedies. I have not followed these

cases, because I do not consider that when they are to

be treated in that way they are surgical cases. They
are cases that should jjo to the neurolojrist.

Dr. Munuo : It seems absurd in the face of the

thousands of cases of Kocher and others to report half

a dozen. One young girl I have operated on twice for

simple cyst. She had the growth first on the right

side, and that was easily removed by enucleation.

Three years later she appeared with a smaller growth
on the left, and that came out in as easy a manner as

the first one. She has had no recurrence since then.

There is still another operated on, not for any exoph-
thalmic symptoms, but more because of the mechanical
discomfort. The tumor was a simple adenoma and
shelled out as easily as in the first case.

Another case was that of an adenoma in a woman
thirty-five years old, but much more diflicult to dissect

out. The cajjsule was adherent in all directions, so

adherent to the thyroid cartilage that it could not be
removed without taking off the cartilage itself. It

was curetted and dissected out until practically all re-

moved ; it was hard, immovable, much more like a
carcinomatous growth, but the pathological re2)ort

was simple adenoma. Whether there has been any
recurrence within the last year I do not know.

There is another case that Dr. Monks and I shared
together. A woman came to me with a tumor of the

thyroid of nine months' duration, considerable en-

largement on both sides, no cardiac symptoms, but
pressure symptoms. Soon after, Dr. Monks at the

Carney Hospital removed a large part of the swollen

left lobe, but a portion he had to leave. Three
months later she came back with a marked recurrence

and then entered the City Hospital in Dr. Monks's
service and he operated again for recurrence, and
operated still again three months later, the patient

dying a few days after the last operation. There was
no pathological examination, but it was evidently a

malignant growth.

A carcinomatous case has been of interest to me.
A woman came with a history of a small movable
lump starting many years before in the region of the

thyroid, but recently growing hard and troublesome.

The tumor was hard, firmly fixed, 2^ inches in diam-

eter. At the operation nothing was attempted exceiJt

to relieve her dyspnea. It was found impossible to

remove the whole growth. It went below the ster-

num, involving the trachea and all the muscles. The
muscles and as much of the growth as we could get at

were removed. About the trachea was found a solid

ring of growth that shut it up to about the size of

a small cjuill. She was very much relieved by the

operation, but came back two months later with re-

currence and I did a tracheotomy. The growth had
increased so much that we had to cut through a lot of

hard, cork-like tissue to get room to put the tube in.

After o{)eration I sent her home to Cape Breton, and

supposed after a month or two that she had died,

but two years afterwards I had an express package in

which was the original tracheotomy tube, with a

request to send a duplicate, and saying that the

patient had worn the tube all this time, but that

it had rusted through and was causing irritation.

While the tube was here the jjatient choked and died.

Dr. Marcy : I hardly know any subject more in-

teresting to surgeons today, and necessarily we must
look to Europe for most of the instruction. In this

country the occurrence of the disease is such that we
are necessarily rather limited in our experience. I

can add very little from my own experience, which is

limited to 5 or G cases. I think we gain something in
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this, as ill any otliiir operations, hy rloHiii;f tlii; vvoiiiid

primarily vvitlioiit ilrainaLjo and Hoaliii;,' witli ioflol'orm

(!()llo(iioii. It taktis olT prtissnrn and |i«!nnitM of an
easc! of condition to l\w. patiriit \vlii<rli is inarv<!lloiisly

in contrast with holdin;,' the neck l»y a lixed hari(hi;,'»!.

I tliiiik it is a diMiichid step as to thci (-oiiifort and as to

th«) subsiMpicnt success of the op(!ratioii. All the
cases on which I have o|)erat(Ml have made easy pri-

mary recoveries witiioiit suppuration. I have had
1 niiilii,niant case in which tin; tumor had reache<l

considerahle proportions, and I dissected verv tlior-

oimlily tile entire <>;!andular processes on both sides.

Primary union followed, hut the disease; n^eurred in a
few months and tlu* patitMit died. I must think that

we are still in a teiilalivt^ (condition in referciuH! to

this subject, and that we are in^cessarily studtiiits of

those surgeons abroad who must be our masters, and
yet it occurs to me most forcibly that the history of
sur<fery of the thyroid already points clearly, as in

surgery of some of the abdominal organs, to the fact

that the cases are doing so much better in the matter
of primary recovery and subsecjuent cure because the

surgeon does not wait until extreme conditions exist,

as in the earlier days. Dr. INIixter propounds the

most important question, 1 think, as to when we shall

operate, and also the study of the case, as Dr. Putnam
tells us, is of vast iuiportance. It seems to me
we are not quite prepared to lay down any rule

except that we are not to wait too long, until we Hud
we are handicapped in the matter of the conditions

because the patient lierself or himself is in such a sad

condition that recovery is not very probal)le.

Dr. Tknney: It was my good fortune while in

Switzerland a year ago to have a conversation with

Theodore Kocher, of Berne, on this subject, though T

did not see him operate on any thyroids. His results

are remarkable, but due fully as much to his accurate

personal knowledge of anatomy from the cadaver,

and pathology from examinations of specimens, as to

his careful technique. In the majority of cases he re-

moves only one side of the gland, crushing the por-

tion of the isthmus left to get it within a single lig-

ature. Silk is the only ligature material which he
buries, and in closing the wound he leaves drainage

for twenty-four hours.

In almost all of his cases he has used cocaine— a

1 % solution— in children as young as twelve years

and in adults over seventy years, and he has never
had an unpleasant symptom or a failure to get com-
plete anesthesia under cocaine. As an anesthetic

next to cocaine he prefers bromide of ethyl followed

by ether.

Accessory thyroids have been mentioned. The
most constant of these is the pyramidal process which
extends upwards from the isthmus, covered by the de-

pressoi's of the hyoid bone. This has been studied by
different men, but the largest list of statistics pul)-

lished has been from one of the Paris laboratories.

Soja investigated 143 cadavers, and found it present

in 10*.). The gland is so vascular that it is much col-

lapsed after death, and our dissecting-room cadavers

show it badly. Where it was especially well pre-

served, I have investigated 38 and found the pyramidal

process 4 times. Normally, it is a very small affair

here, but it may be much larger in glands found in

Paris, where many of the subjects are Swiss, or from
Southeastern France. If it be present in 109 out of

143 cadavers, it is certainly not frequent enough to

' rely on when one r.umi-M to couHider the r<;iiJOVal of

the whole gland.

Ah to operation on the <:4Tvi«*ul Mympalhetic nerve,

the three ganglia wlii<li appear in the nerk «e«m

to have fairly wcdl defined "nphereH of influence."

Th(! HUjterior liaH much U) do with the eye, and I

believer there have b«;en Home brilliant ojxirationii

recently in the removal of this ganglion for the relief

of glaucoma. The midille ganglifin in the one whose

filires seem to l)e distributed largely along the in-

ferior thyroid artery Ui the thyroi<l gland, while the

interior sends its fibres to the heart. There are 36

ca.ses collected by Dr. yVlfred (iordon, of l'hila<Iel-

phia, and reported in the I'hilndelphin Medlrnl Jour-

nal of .luiH! 23d, ill which some portion of the ci;rvi-

cal sympathetic was r(;moved for exophthalmic goitre.

There was no death. In all tin; cases, with 1 excep-

tion, there was eitlitu- inqirovement or complete re-

covery, and the dilference between complete recovery

and improvement seemed to be very largely a ques-

tion of the amount of the cervical .sympathetic re-

moved. Where the two upper ganglia were com-

pletely removed on both sides, or two on one and one

on the other, the results were better than where less

radical operation was carried out. Dr. Gordon's the-

ory seems very reasonable, that the condition is large-

ly central, in the Hoor of the medulla, and that the

removal of these ganglia serves in some way to inter-

rupt the curn^nts from the medulla to the orbit, thy-

roid gland and heart.

Dk. Charles G. Cumston read a paper on

NEOPLASMS OF THE THYROID GLAND.*

^titwi literature.

A Textbook of Histology. Including Microscopic Tech-

nique. By A. A. BonM and ^I. vox Davidoff.
Eclited with extensive additions by G. Carl Huber.
Authorized translation from the second revised

German edition by Herbert II. Cushing. Pp.

501, with 357 illustrations. Philadelphia: W. B.

Saunders «& Co. 1900.

We quote only a part of the cumbrous title page,

which would be much improved if three-fourths of

what it now contains were omitted. But the essen-

tial part, the text, is as excellent as the title page is

awkward. The Bohm-DavidoiT Textbook in the Ger-

man edition is already widely and favorably known,
for it gives clear and comprehensive descriptions of

the histological structure of the organs, based in many
cases upon human material ; it gives also a good se-

lection of illustrations, and a very admirable series of

technical directions for preparing histological spe-

cimens. The translator's share in the American edi-

tion deserves cordial praise, for his rendering is both

accurate and idiomatic, so that one has no sense of

the German text behind the English. The Amer-
ican editor has introduced many changes, especially in

the way of additions. Of the additions, a goodly pro-

portion are taken from Dr. Iluber's own special luie

of work, the study of the innervation of tissues and
organs, a part of histology which, although impor-

tant, is too often slighted in textbooks. Further ad-

* See page 664 of the JournaL
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ditions are noticeable, two of which may be specially

signalized, namely, the results of two fine Amer-
ican investigations, that of Mall upon the spleen and
of W. S. Miller upon the lung, thus rendering the de-

scriptions of these organs at once more accurate and
more comprehensible. Finally, the publishers have

done their part creditably, and for the care bestowed

upon the printing of the figures in the text all who
use the work will be grateful. The book closes with

an excellent index.

This new candidate for medical and scientific favor

is unquestionably a textbook of the first rank, having

been carefully written by thorough masters of the sub-

ject, and in certain directions it is much superior to

any other histological manual. One welcomes the

attention paid to the development of tlie tissues, es-

pecially as a prophecy of the time when the entire

treatment will be based on the development, for his-

togenesis alone can offer the clue to the structure and

pathology of the adult organs. One welcomes, too,

the new account of the spleen to replace the tradi-

tional obscuration of the structure of this organ.

Many other points of merit might be enumerated, but

we must content ourselves with calling explicit atten-

tion to the long and admirable series of technical di-

rections, the variety and thoroughness of which alone

ought to suffice to render the book indispensable in

every laboratory.

The book has some defects, which should be re-

moved. The text throughout is somewhat lacking

in conciseness, and does not always so present the

subject matter as to render comprehension easy to a

beginner.

Mallory's various stains, Weigert's resorcin-fuchsin

stain for elastic tissue, and the useful applications of

the Cox-Golgi method need to be added. None of the

best microtomes, except the Thoma Jung, are de-

scribed. Some of the figures are coarse, a few al-

most crude, as, for example. Figs. 136, 153, 196, 202,

316, 330, and should be replaced. The most defec-

tive section is probably that on the uterus, which omits

altogether the menstruating and pregnant conditions

of the organ from consideration. This omission is in-

excusable. The needs of practical medicine make it

further desirable to include in a new edition descrip-

tions of the placenta, chorion, ammion and umbilical

cord. These four parts are the only ones of the

human body which frequently come into the practi-

tioner's hands in a fresh and perfectly normal state.

To conclude, the work is to be warmly recom-

mended, for it is thorough, scientific and trustworthy.

We hope that it will be received with such general

Javor that a new edition will soon be necessary.

A Practical Treatise on Gen ito- Urinary and Venereal

Diseases and Syphilis. By Robert W. Taylor,
A.M., M.D., Clinical Professor of Venereal Dis-

eases at tlie College of Physicians and Surgeons

(Columbia University), New York ; Surgeon to

Ijellevue Hospital and Consulting Surgeon to City

(Charity) Hospital, New York. Second edition.

One volume. Pp. 720, with 135 engravings and

27 full-page plates. New York and Philadelphia

;

Lea Brothers & Co. 1900.

When " Taylor on Venereal Diseases " was pub-

lished in 1m95 the medical public was provided with a

most complete and exhaustive resume of the sul>ject

in a book of 1,000 pages. Dr. Taylor's great ex-

perience and his ability as a medical writer made the

book a standard for books of its kind and for the past

five years it has been so recognized. The present

volume is that book renamed, remade and thoroughly
revised and brought up to date. That this has been

successfully accomplished, and that the book has been
at the same time reduced nearly one-third in size, is

enough to show the amount and character of the labor

expended upon the present edition. The author's aim
has been " to present an up-to-date, practical and com-
pact treatise." In order to accomplish this, many
subjects are treated so briefly as, at first reading, to

somewhat astonish the expert in genito-urinary dis-

eases. For example, the endoscope, the cystoscope,

the Bottini instrument, the various methods for col-

lecting urine from the two kidneys separately, the

various operations commonly performed on the kid-

neys, bladder and prostate are all, each in its proper

place in the text, summed up in a few words of care-

ful explanation, clearly indicating the writer's opinion

that such special lines of work are not proper subjects

for extended consideration in a book of this kind. In

the same way the chapter on the seminal vesicle and
its diseases consists of a single page, but the common
inflammations of the vesicle as complications of gonor-

rhea receive careful and adequate consideration in the

pages devoted to that disease. In such ways as this

the practitioner is given a perspective of the relative

importance, to him, of various much-exploited condi-

tions and jjrocedures— a perspective which the au-

thor's long experience renders of the greatest value.

The sections on treatment are refreshingly concise

and practical, and one is glad to notice the absence of

those many pages of prescriptions and general direc-

tions with which so many books are cumbered.

Paper, type and illustrations are all good and the

publisher has earned his share of the book's success.

Rhinology, Laryngology and Otology, and their Signi-

Jicance in General Medicine. By E. P. Friedrich,
M.D., Privat Docent at the University of Leip-

sic. Authorized translation, edited by H. Hol-
BROOK Curtis, M.D., New York. Pp. 335.

Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders & Co.

1900.

The object of the author is to describe those lesions

of the nose, the throat and the ear which are either

caused by or are intimately associated with disease in

some other part of the body, or with a general disease.

This task he has performed admirably, and has given

both to the general practitioner and to the specialist a

book for collateral reference which is modern, clear

and complete. He has carefully avoided all tempta-

tion to enter the field of therapeutics. The arrange-

ment of the chapters is more from the side of general

medicine than from the special regions. It is, for in-

stance, easier to learn what to look for in the ear or

nose in typhoid fever than it is to find what diseases

might be present to account for epistaxis as a symp-

tom.

The book is divided into twelve chapters and an

appendix. Under the head of diseases of the respira-

tory organs is included the effect on the lungs of

nasal obstruction and disease of the upper respiratory

tract, and an excellent resume of disturbances in the

ear by way of the Eustachian tubes. Chapters on con-

ditions in the upper air passages and the ear which

may be looked for in cases of circulatory, digestive,
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HMiiil, iiirfclioiiH 1111(1 clintiiii; coiiHtitiitioiial disfasi-H lU'*-

of ('(lUiil iiitrrc.st to the irciicriil iir.'ulilioiicr hihI tin-

s|)cci;ilist. The dcsci-iplioii of liilxTciilitHiH uiid liipiH,

and of sypliilis, us tlii'V a|i|»car in tlir nose, (liroal and

ear, while not intended to <'over tlie^^ronnd tlioi-oni,dil\

,

•fives the ess«!nlial features in a niiieh more aece|)tal)le

form than is found in many of the special texthooks.

'J'he relation of the sexual origans to tin; nos(! is hrielly

and seriously discussed, with an attempt to pick out

th(^ y'ood from Flitiss, hut riskin<( ""'y n sniall para-

<;ra|)h from Mackenzie', The chapter on relation he-

twc^en diseases of the ey(! and tin; nose is a j^ood sum-

mary of a suhject which has been much discussed in

the past few years. A most excellent chapter on

nervous diseases reviews the whole sul)ject of nerve

supply of the larynx and the elfoct of dilVerent lesions

of the nervous system upon the upper respiratory tract

and the ear. Local manifestations in tabes dorsalis

receive specrial attention. A section on " i(;tus laryn-

gis," or laryn;;eal vertigo, appears to have strayed from

this cha[)t('r into the chai)ter on chronic constitutional

diseases.

l'erhai)s the most interestiuif part of tlie book is the;

appendix, where we find under " nasal refiex neu-

roses " all of the vexatious problems which such a

title implies. In the appendix, also, the irritation of

certain of the cranial nerves by inliammatory process(\s

in their vicinity, a subject which is too often neglected,

receives its due attention.

The editor of this English translation is to be com-

plimented especially for having introduced the work
to English readers, and also for the manner in which

he has done it.

Chirurgie da Foie e.t des Voies Biliares. Par .1.

Pantaloni (de Marseilles). Pages 62 G, avec 348

figures dans le texte. Paris : Institut de Biblio-

grapliie Scientifique. 1899.

This book is devoted to the study of the operative

work done in hepatic surgery. The aim is to write a

complete review of what has actually been done sur-

gically in the treatment of the liver, this organ be-

ing considered either as a special organ or as a biliary

apparatus. Untried or theoretical procedures have

been left unconsidered. The author does not attemj)t

to deal with untested opinions.

The book is divided into four parts as follows :

Part I. Operations on the liver as a whole, hepatic

surgery proper ; Part II. Operations on the hepatic

ligament, portal and hepatic vessels ; Parts III and IV.

Operations on the biliary system, subdivided into

(1) general biliary surgery, (2) special biliary sur-

gery, according as the system is considered as a whole

or in part.

The book is quite systematically arranged, each

chapter presenting the same classification. The sub-

ject is defined, and synonyms, if any exist, are given.

Then follows a brief historical resume, then a de-

scription of the operation, the topographical anatomy

involved, its technique, the instruments required,

dressing, etc. Next is described the results and pos-

sible complications ; finally, the indications for the

procedure under discussion. This method, with its

paragraph headings in heavy type, makes a book quite

convenient for reference and comparison of subjects.

It is also well indexed both as regards subjects, au-

thors and illustrations.

A review of the text shows the volume to be au ex-

haustiv)- trealino of the Hubject except h.h n-yanltt wmio
minor deL-iilH. Kor example, it would be int^'n-Htiiij^

to know, in Hiime cases, more detiiiln reiutiii^ Vi '' aft^rr

trealinent " and an to time re«pured for nTov«;ry, oh-

pecially <luring the immediati; posl-ofierative p«rrio<l,

also as to immediate n-sidtH and, again, in other in-

stances as to en<l results. In other re^pectit the work
is fidly done. Many o|)erations are here de«crili4*«l

which rio not usually appear. Of these one noteH thu

o|)(!ralions on tin; hepatic arteries and veiuH ; the Ihs-

putic ligaments; injection of the bile ducts; biliary

anastomoses, atypical operations on the gall bladder;

hepatic enterostomy and cholangiostoiny.

The subjects are abundantly illustraU,'d, notiibly thfi

chaptiM' on hepatic sutures ami tin; operations on the

l)iliary ducts. Tin; discussion of tin; indication for the

various operations described is a feature of the work.

It is the part which is of interest to the physitriaii as

well as the surgeon, the book as a whole being devoted

to the (piestion of o|)erativ*; surgery. The author has

tried to attract more attention to the efforts of modern
surgery in this field, and to results that are too often

lost sight of. lit! hopes that by reading these pages,

where are stated and discussed the indications for each

operation, a cl(>ar idea will l)e obtained of what has

been accomplished ; that convinced in their turn

doctors will not allow their patients to reach the last

stages of cachexia l)efore considering the benefits de-

rived from a skilfully performed operation.

The Physical Sic/ns of Pulmonary Disease. The
Sphygmograph in Clinical Medicine. BvCtRAIIAM
SrKKi-, M.I)., Lecturer at the Owens College,

Manchester. Philadelj)hia : P. Blakiston's Son &
Co. 1900.

The publication of these tiny manuals is an illus-

tration of the unwise separation of sul)jects from their

natural accompaniment. Following such a plan, a

complete consideration of the subject of physical ex-

amination would require at least half a dozen volumes,

and judging from the present example there would
be no great demand for such a library-.

Diseases of the Tongue. By Hexry T. Bitlix,
F.R.C.S., D.C.L., Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, etc., and Walter G. Spencer, M.S.,

M.B., F.K.C.S., Surgeon to the Westminster Hos-
pital. Pp. 47"), with 8 chromolithographs and 3f>

engravings. London and New York : Cassell «fc

Co. 1900.

The medical profession will heartily welcome this,

the second edition of Butlin's manual on " Diseases of

the Tongue." The first appeared in 1885 and was re-

printed without alteration in 1890. It is now en-

larged, not only by the addition of new chapters and
additions to the text, but also in the size of the book
and the type. An excellent chapter on the anatomy
of the tongue has been added. The chapters have

been more or less rearranged, and the various morbid
conditions brought under general headings, grouped

as much as possible according to pathology rather

than gross appearances. In the former edition, for

instance, wandering rash and syphilitic plaques ap-

pear together. Xow the former is under chronic

superficial glossitis and the latter under syphilis, a

much better arrangement. A few subdivisions have

been added to include recent advances, such as the

bacterial infectious under glossitis. The author pre-

sents the results of his accumulated experience, as in
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the treatment of leucoma, and esjiecially in the sur-

gery of malignant disease. The whole subject of

malignant disease has been rearranged, enlarged, and
the pathology illustrated.

The 8 excellent colored plates are reproduced in

this edition and a few cuts in the text added.

As a whole the book is too well known to need any
indorsement. In the most satisfactory way it fills a

place which needs to be filled. Its present form is in

better keeping with its character than the original

edition. A critic must content himself by saying that

the paper, though good for half-tone illustrations, is

too highly polished for reading, and that the stiffness

of the plates interferes with the turning of the leaves.

Clinical Studies in Vice and in Insanitij. \\y (xKORGE
R. Wilson, M.D., Medical Superintendent, Mavis-
bank Asylum, Edinburgh. Pp. 22.5. New York :

The Macmillan Company ; Edinburgh: AVilliam F.

Clay. 1899.

This book's chief claim to merit is the author's

careful, and in the main successful, endeavor to ex-

l^lain the pathology of drunkenness according to the

results of the most recent research in the histology

and degeneration of the cortex. He regards true

di'unkenness as a disease which primarily alfects the

purposive functions. Its lesion is in the nature of a

tonic degeneration which begins in the highest dendri-

tic systems of the cortex and may be regarded as the

immediate effect of alcohol on the minutest structures

in them. From this as a starting point he deduces

logically and in true pathological secpience its imme-
diate and remote effects as a progressive disease.

Several interesting cases of alcoholism reported in

minute detail and in an entertaining vein serve to il-

lustrate the writer's views of the relations of drunk-

enness to heredity, environment, natural (pialities and
vicious tendencies. This part of the volume decid-

edly erdarges one's conception of alcoholism as a de-

generative disease and is an instructive and modern
presentation of the subject. The rest of the book is

devoted to a meagre and desultory consideration of

certain aspects of insanity, with reports of a few cases.

This portion is of little or no value as a contribution

to our knowledge of the disease, but is the vehicle for

the author's views on various mooted (juestions, which

are full of originality, acumen and sound common
sense.

The book itself might be improved by a less lurid

cover and more accurate proof-reading.

The Care of the Consumptive. By Ciiaules Fox
Gardner, M.D. New York and London : G. P.

Putnam's Sons. 1900.

This is ostensibly a book for the laity and as such

is quite worthy of commendation. In these days of

inflammatory proclamation and scare-head lines on the

danger of infection from the tuberculous individual it

is a comfort to have a brief book dealing plainly with

the elements of the pathology and the leading princi-

ples of prevention and treatment that can safely be

put in the hands of those afflicted with the disease or

those whose lot it is to be caretakers of such. The
various aspects of diet, exercise, climate and outdoor

treatment are intelligently presented, and there is a

closing chapter on Colorado considered as a Mecca,

and taking too encouraging a view, it seems to us, of

the opportunities for patients finding ready means of

livelihood as soon as their health is reasonably good.
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ANNUS MEDICUS MDCCCC.

The past year has been characterized rather by the

prosecution of researches begun before than by any

notable discoveries in matters pertaining to medical

science. Investigations on the etiology of malaria

have led to preliminary conclusions of moment," and

the more dilRcult question involved in the investiga-

tion of the cause of cancer has been taken up with

renewed interest both in America and Europe. Stud-

ies on infectious diseases, and notably on those preva-

lent in the tropics, have been productive of certain

positive results. A peculiar opportunity has been

offered to American physicians for the study of

plague and yellow fever, owing to their occurrence

in regions which are now more or less under the

jurisdiction of the United States. The war in South

Africa has again, as in the late Spanish-American

War, afforded an ample, if unexpected, opportunity

of studying the relation of typhoid fever to the con-

ditions of camp life. An ample literature has also

grown up within the year relating to the effects on

the human body of various sorts of bullets, and of

the treatment of bullet wounds. Much knowledge

of permanent value has been gained by the study

of these subjects, made, as it has been, by men of the

first ability. The Chinese embroglio, with the pecu-

liar difficulties for the troojjs engaged, incident to a

trying climate, has been instructive from the medical

point of view, as showing the possibilities of modern

camp sanitation. The year has shown a general ad-

vance in every department of medicine, and particu-

larly in those broad fields of research which look to-

ward the discovery of th6 cause, and hence the

prevention, of epidemic disease.

PLAGUE.

In British India during the month of December,

1899, the plague epidemic, which had been prevalent

for some months, showed a marked decline, but in

February, 1900, the number of deaths had again in-

creased and by the middle of March had assumed

alarming proportions. The epidemic reached its
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(-liniiix ill till' Hccoiid week of April in Hoiiiliiiy.

'I'liis iinroitiiiuiU! city was l\\v sfiit of !i most i-xtcii-

siv(! i!|)i(lciiii(*, (!V(iii HurpiiH.siiii^ in Kcvcrily and diiia-

tion tliat of tin- winter of IHDT-IH'.IH. l<'or niaii}

weeks the <l(!atlis miinltcrcil HM) (hilly. 'I'Ihtc wan

also a slnmltaiicous cpidcniic in Calcutta, tin; ilcatlis

nninhciinj^ from !<> to KM) a day. In Knirai-licc,

India, the ciiidcmic was of a much milder type, and

hy the middle of March, when the disease; is usually

at its height, only a few cases were reported. The
disease sjjread far and wiih; into the Henpil Presi-

dency, and for oik; week 4,72') d(!aths vv(!re rticorded.

Lord Cur/on, Viceroy of India, did everything in his

power to encourage the natives tO submit to inocula-

tion, with a considerable degree of success. It is

significant to note that in one section the natives re-

(piestcd inoculation without external pressure. The
increasing heat seemed to have very little elTect in

decreasing the epidemic, as is usually the case, and

in its twenty-fourtli week the disease showed no

tendency toward abatement. The concealment of

many cases, and especially the flight of certain

natives from the towns to country districts, mili-

tated against the efforts of the government, and in-

creased the spread of the disease. By the end of

June the total number of cases for all India was

277,000. This epidemic in India was peculiar, in

that it was accompanied by an increase rather than

by a decrease of other contagious diseases. The

prevalence of famine may stand in some relation to

this fact. In the middle of February plague ap-

peared in Aden, Arabia. At the end of fifty-two

days, 290 cases had been reported, with 208 deaths.

The infection was probably brought from India by

cargo, or through the instrumentality of ship rats.

In Japan the epidemic began in the latter months

of 1899, and the strictest quarantine was enforced

against travellers. Early in January 2 new cases

were reported in Osaka, but by the end of January

the epidemic was fairly at an end. Osaka was the

seat of the greatest number of deaths, because of its

location and lack of sanitation.

During January there was an outbreak of plague

in Oporto, Portugal, limited, however, to that city.

Ilelatively few cases were reported. On A])ril 4th

a steamer from Oporto to Rio .laneiro, Brazil, landed

a man with his wife and child, who took up their res-

idence in the city, in a house already occupied by

many persons. These new arrivals brought soiled

linen and other clothing, which was removed from

their trunk. On April 8th some of the tenants of the

house were taken sick. The first death that occurred

was classified as due to lymphangitis perniciosa. As

more cases developed the real cause was suspected.

The patients were isolated, and others who had been

exposed placed under observation. Bacteriological ex-

amination demonstrated the existence of plague. No
widespread epidemic followed these preliminary cases.

In Honolulu, Hawaii, plague made its appearance

in December, 1899. January 1, 1900, 8 new cases

were reported iind u little later the Am-am *\*:\v\f>\t*-A

in fatal form with lymph.itic involvement. The Uh-\xh

of the disease was siippoHed to be limited to China-

town, and the attempt to erailicale it by Ifurniii;^ in-

fected biiddingH led to the uccideiitui deiitruction of a

much larger district. Kifu-en thouHund dolIafH wa«

appropriated for the shelter of persiniM releaw.-d from

i|uaiantine. Tht!«e measures met with hUccehH, and

after March 1st only 1 death wah rejiorted. The
total niMuber of cases had been <»8 ; of the deatliH fol-

lowing oO were Chinese, 7 .lapaiiese, 1 . > IlawaiiaiiH,

and .'J whites.

On account of trade commiinications San FraiiciHCfi

and all other jiorts of the I'a(!itic ( oast were strictly

(juarantinwd. In 8[)ite of this, the existenc*; of plagiie

in Chinatown, San Francisco, was reporte<l May 21 ht

and a week later there had been 8 or 9 ca>ie8, all

among th(! Chinese. House to house inspection and

inoculation led to a checking of the disease. In De-

cember, 1900, it is reported that cases are still appear-

ing in the city. Through its charge in Washington,

the Japanese Government joined the Chinese Gov-

ernment in a protest against the compulsory inocula-

tion of Japanese and Chinese in San Francisco with

antiplague serum, on the ground that if such inocula-

tion were necessary to prevent the extension of the

plague, it could not be contemplated that any discrim-

ination should be practised against the Japanese and

Chinese ; the rule must be general, and include Cau-

casians as well as yellow men.

September 1st plague made its appearance in Glas-

gow, and at that time 80 cases were reported. An
admirable quarantine and rigid medical supervision

led to the gradual but complete eradication of the

disease. It never attained alarming epidemic pro-

portions.

In addition to the more important outbreaks nar-

rated above, the disease appeared in sporadic form

in various widely separated parts of the world. In

Manila, Philippine Islands, an outbreak occurred, re-

sulting in the death of 119 Chinamen and 6() Filipi-

nos. In Persia there was an outbreak in the Javan-

rood district near the Turkish frontier, with upwards

of 19o deaths. The feared epidemic of plague in

Durban, South Africa, was causeless.

The general experience of the year from /many re-

liable sources is that, as prophylactic, Ilaftkine's fluid

for inoculation is the most potent and lasting. In

the report of the Indian Plague Commission on HatT-

kine's Antiplague Inoculation, published in the Brit-

ish Medical Journal, February 24, 1900, it is stated,

with regard to the feasibility of adopting a general

policy of inoculation in India, that: (1) Experience

gained hitherto has shown tliat it is very seldom pos-

sible to get a large proportion of the inhabitants of

an uninfected place inoculated ; (2) it has been possi-

ble, where the inducements of exemption from segre-

gation and eviction have been offered, to get a large

proportion gf an infected place inoculatetl quickly.

(3) it has b?ini possible in one place — Mysore City
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— even where no inducement that touched the great

mass of the jieople couhl be offered, to get a consid-

erable proportion of the inhabitants of an infected

place inoculated quickly ; (4) it has been possible also

to induce a large proportion of particular communi-

ties, such as the Khojas of Bombay and Karachi, to

be inoculated under the intiuence of their leaders.

The commissioners finally reconnnend that, under

the safeguards and conditions of accurate standardiza-

tion and complete sterilization of the vaccine and the

thorough sterilization of the syringe in every case, in-

oculations should be encouraged wherever possible,

and in particular among disinfecting staffs and the at-

tendants of plague hospitals.

In the Bombay Presidency, in British India, the

value of the Haft'kine jirophylactic is noted in a series

of observations as follows :

Inoculated
Non-inoculated
Inoculaieil
Nou-inoculated
Inoculated
Kuo-moculated

Number.

147
172
147
127
71

64

Cases.

These figures show that, in addition to affording a

very large proportion of protection against the disease,

the mortality was reduced by 80 or 80%. An in-

stance of the average mortality is afforded by the sta-

tistics showing that in the city of Hubli the mortality

among those not inoculated reached the appalling fig-

ure of 657 per 1,000 of those attacked. Further, in

the cities of Bombay and Moff'usil the following fig-

ures are given

:

Bombay
Moll'usil

Kon-inoculated

Inoculated.

8,200
429

Cases. Deaths.

The duration of the immunity conferred was stated

to be several months and this immunity was much in-

creased by a second or even by a third inoculation.

Considerable investigation has been undertaken dur-

ing the year regarding the possible relation of rats to

the spread of the disease, with the general result of

demonstrating that rats often serve as an intermediate

host for the bacilli. P^xperiments have shown that

rats easily become infected, and dying, are a prolific

source of the spread of the disease. Its prevention,

therefore, consists in destroying infected rats, and in

carefully inspecting travellers by land and sea. In

every country where plague has occurred a systematic

destruction of rats has been attempted. In Aden a

reward of 1 cent a rat was offered, and in Hawaii a

bounty of 25 cents, with the appointment of a profes-

sional rat catcher by the Board of Health. The
metliod of extermination by poison did not usually

prove a success. In .Japan .'>,000 rats were killed in

one week.

SMALLPOX.

Smallpox has not been a widespread disease during

the year. In December, 1899, there was an outbreak

in Mexico, which continued during the following three

months. By the end of April there had been 298

cases with IGG deaths in the city of Mexico. In Vera
Cruz it was also epidemic, but in less degree. From
the Mexican border during the winter came constant

reports of travellers detained for susjiicious symptoms
which often proved to be smallpox. Along the line

of the Mexican International Railroad the disease was

much in evidence. On the United States side, how-
ever, vaccination, done by the United States Sanitary

Guards, was efficient and the disease gained little

headway. A constant interchange of visits between

the Mexican and Texan side proved a prolific source

of infection. All Pullman trains were detained thirty-

four hours in passing from Mexico into Texas, and

thoroughly disinfected with formaldehyde, remaining

tightly closed for eighteen hours. Throughout the

Southern States during the winter there were a con-

siderable number of sporadic cases. A severe epi-

demic occurred in Louisiana. By the end of Febru-

ary there had been 2,257 cases, while in one town, St.

Landry Parish, there were 782 cases, with a large per-

centage of deaths.

In early January in Columbia, Ala., there were

32 well-marked cases in negro adults, and the slight

epidemic which followed was confined to the negro

population. Several cases were reported in Georgia,

and the source of infection there was undoubtedly cot-

ton shipped from infected ports. The Kansas City

Board of Health ordered a quarantine against Kay
County, Okla., January 19th, where there were said

to be from 400 to 600 cases. In fact, a number

of cities and towns in Kansas were infected from this

source, and smallpox was epidemic in various parts of

the State. In Illinois there were many cases, but no

epidemic. The epidemic in Tacoma, Wash., began in

the following manner: A young girl from Seattle,

where there had been a few sporadic cases, visited in a

physician's family in Tacoma. He noticed that she

had a suspicious eruption and at once quarantined

both the patient and his daughter. In spite of this

precaution, within a few weeks 150 cases of the disease

had developed. A few sporadic cases only occurred

in San Francisco, Cal., owing to the rigid quarantine

against Mexican travellers.

The steamer Ohio arrived at Nome, Alaska, on the

20th of June with 2 well-marked cases of smallpox on

board and by July 10th 22 cases were reported. A
house to house inspection was at once instituted and

what promised to be an eiiidemic was averted. There

were also a few cases reported at Dawson City.

In Canada an epidemic of small])ox began as early

as August, 1899, at St. Phillipe de Neri, and gradu-

ally spread through different sections of the country,

lasting until February. The origin of the diseas(! was

here traced to a tramp, who while sulfcring from a

mild form of the disease went from place to place,
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slccpiii^^r ii, ,st;iI)I«'M and niilway Mtalioiis. In Ontario

an cpidtinit; appfarfd aWont tin; niiddh; of .January,

tli(^ ^rrcatt'st nnnilMT of ceases Ix-in^^ in Hsscx County.

Snialipox was more or Ifss prevalent, t)iroii<r|iuut

Russiii dunn<; tin; Huinimr, ImiI oidy in Si. INitrrnlMir;;

atliiincd epidemic form. In that lily tliere were IT.O

(!ases duriiiij .lunc, .Iidy and Aii;;usl.

In I\Iarseilles, KraruM', a siij^liL epidemic; oecurred,

limitcMJ to tile montii of iMareh, also sli;.r|it ones in one

or two Eii<^lish towns, with 83 cases in London.

In IJombay, India, smallpox prcvailecl eoincidentiy

with plai;ue, though in mneli less (li'jrrec!.

Th(! usual numl)(!r of sporadic eases havt! occnrre<l

in various parts of tiie world. Boston and its vicinity

have not been wholly exempt, tliouiiii the disease has

never reached epidemic form. Tiie following experi-

ence of the steamship Neio Rtujlaml^ sailin<; from

Boston to the Orient, is of int(M-est. The circum-

stances were briefly as follows: Tlu; steamer sailed

February 1st, from Boston, with an excursion j)arty

of 425 persons, whose destination was the Orient.

While at Home smallpox api)eared, which probably

had broken out a considerable time before the vessel

reached the port of Nai)Ies, where passengers wen-

landed for the Italian sightseein<r. The excursionists

were on shore, sightseeing, and the captain of the

steamer, seeing the desirability of prompt action,

sailed for Liverpool without his passengers, after

having disembarked their luggage. Several of the

members of the party have since died of smallpox,

and for a time something approaching a panic pre-

vailed. The excursion naturally has come to an

untimely end, to the discomfort and annoyance of all

concerned.

The usual oppositiou on the part of certain fanati-

cal persons against vaccination continues to prevail

both in this country and abroad. The proper enforce-

ment of vaccination has, in many instances, been

rendered dillicult, and this fact has, no doubt, often

prevented the rapid extermination of the disease. In

England the antivaccination element has been par-

ticularly in evidence, and a heated controversy has

resulted, mucli of which has been aired in the English

medical journals.

The increase in the number of vaccinations in all

England, however, for the year 1899, as compared

with that for 1898, was 33.8%.

YELLOW FEVEK.

Of the three important epidemic diseases of the

tropics, plague, cholera and yellow fever, the manifes-

tations of the last during the past years have been

least widespread. In January, 1900, the report re-

garding the yellow-fever situation for the month pre-

ceding gave the following statistics : New cases 70,

deaths 22, recovered 30, under treatment 2/). Of the

patients, 23 were Americans and 50 Spaniards. Six

of the former died and 10 of the latter. Experts

hold that the difference in the ratio of deaths was due

to the use of alcohol. Comparison of the whole year

with the ten preceding yearn in favortilde, but \\\c. laj»t

three montliH of |Ml»9 were unfavorable. The |)eciTii-

i»er record of deatliH from 1HI)0 l« IH'J'J iH 11, 17, 32,

10, 21, 19, 225, 17, 13, 22. Tho yearly totaU for tho

sam<r period are 327, 303, 3(12, 512, 418, 500, 1,540,

I,05f», 1C(2, iO.'t. It is of interent tliat the rer^^rd*

«how tliatj in spite of favorable weather Mince .Sep-

tciinber 1st, the Hituation has Iwen worse than durinjj

the corresponding jieriod of the Spanish rx:cupatioii.

The explanation otTert'd is the great influx of SpualNh

immigrants who wtrre not acclimated and who were

huddled in tli(; low(!r <piart<;rH of the city. They were

l)adly nourished an<l were unable to resist the disease.

One prominent fact is the failure of house diHinfectioti

to kill the germs of the disease. Every house in the

city has been disinfected several times. Those familiar

with the conditions arc; not siir|)rised at these facts,

riu; introduction of proper methods of sanitation will

no doubt gradually overcome the disease.

During .lanuary, February and March there were

but 39 new cases, while in April not a case was

recorded. The general sanitary condition of the city

was excellent. Pending a threatened outbreak at

Cienfuegos, a careful inspection was instituted, but the

fever at that port was limited to 7 cases on board

the training ship Lancaster. Through the strenuous

efforts of Col. Samuel M. Whiteside, commander of

the Department of Santiago and Puerto Principe, up

to September practically no yellow.fever had occurred

since December. The greatest possible precautions

have been taken by cleanliness and disinfection to

prevent the disease, which the result has amply justi-

fied. This fall, however, it was reported that yellow

fever prevails in Havana to a greater extent than at

any time since 1897. For the week ended September

15th there were 9 deaths. The week ended Sep-

tember 22d also showed 9 deaths, while there were 19

during the week ended September 29tli. The Marine

Hospital reports show a total of 49 deaths for August,

riie filthiiiess of Havana harbor is regarded as one of

the essential causes of the continuance of the disease,

in spite of active sanitary measures within the city.

The condition regarding yellow fever in the Philip-

pines has, on the whole, been very favorable. A
report from INIajor W. C. (Jorgas, of the medical

cor[)s, chief sanitary officer at Manila, states that

while the death rate for April was 482, there were no

deaths from yellow fever, the first month so favored

since May, 1899, and the only month when there

were no deaths from this disease during the past ten

years, with two exceptions, February and May, 1899.

In general, yellow fever has not been a prominent

factor in the diseases of the Philippines.

In Mexico j'ellow fever was epidemic, the cases

numbering by May 1st 730, with 353 deaths. In

\'era Cruz, however, by the last of April it was re-

ported that the epidemic had been checked.

In South America, from Argentina there is no re-

port of yellow fever after November 30, 1899, but in

Colombia, at Barraiupiilla, there were 21 deaths in
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June ; at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, yellow fever was epi-

demic in February, March and April, but by the end

of May it was practically at an end.

During the summer a slight outbreak occurred at

the Soldiers' Home in Hampton, Va. Apart from the

few inevitable cases in the Southern States, the dis-

ease has not, however, appeared in the United States

in threatening form. It appears, in fact, probable

that our present knowledge of the disease will ensure

us against e2iidemics in the future, which a few years

ago were so great a source of anxiety.

Etiology. — The opinion is gaining ground, and is

already accepted by many bacteriologists, that Sana-

relli's bacillus is the cause of the disease. The general

conclusions which have been reached are as follows

:

That the bacillus icteroides, discovf'.red by Sanarelli, is

the specific agent of yellow fever. That micro-organism

injected into certain animals, especially dogs, reproduces

symptoms and lesions strikingly analogous to those ob-

served in man. The toxin of this bacillus produces in ani-

mals the same effects as the microbe. The injection of

this toxin into 5 individuals reproduced in man typical yel-

low fever, accompanied by its symptoms and anatomical

lesions. The serum of individuals attacited with yt-llow

fever agglutinates cultures of the bacillus icteroides. The
bacillus has a prolonged vitality both in air and water

(fresh and sea). It is certain that it is tlie same in the

soil. Moulds favor its development. These facts confirm

conditions that have been known a long time. They ex-

plain the reawakening of yellow fever a long time after the

extinction of an epidemic, and the longevity of the disease

aboard vessels in bad hygienic condi'ions. No new pro-

phylactic measures have come out of this knowledge of the

etiology of the disease. As formerly, the prevention of

yellow fever consists in applying the measures of isolation

and of disinfection, and of improving the hygienic condi-

tions.

The role of the moscpiito as a conveyer of the in-

fection has also been studied, but with results much
less conclusive than in the case of malaria.

CHOLERA.

In India while the plague and smallpox epidemics

victimized Bombay, a cholera epidemic was causing one-

sixth as many deaths in Calcutta as the plague itself.

The disease seems to have limited itself to these cities,

and although at Omam, in Turkey, sporadic cases are

mentioned, there was no epidemic.

MALAUIA.

I)in-iiig the past year much interest has centred

in the study of the relation of mosquitoes and mala-

ria, with results of a positive character. A large

number of experiments have been made by compe-

tent observers in various malarious districts and a

general unanimity of opinion prevails that mosquitoes

of the genus Anopheles are chiefly concerned in the

transmission of the disease. According to the re-

searches of Bastianelli and Bignami, a single mosquito

may infect an individual, and in fact, several individ-

uals, for they have found numerous parasites in the

salivary glands of nioscpiitoesby whose bites they have

experimentally produced malaria in healthy subjects.

They have also made a study of the mosquitoes of very

malarious districts in Italy, where almost the oidy

genus is the Anopheles. In the months of June and
July only 3% of the mosquitoes examined were
found infected with the parasites, while those caught

far from any habitation were found free from mala-

rial infection. They concluded from this that the

few malarial infected mosquitoes met with here ac-

quired the parasite from i)ersons who were suffering

from relapses of malaria. They also reported the

following interesting observations : A number of

harvesters were housed in a big granary. In this on

June 23d, only 1 mosquito was found. On the 24th,

8 mosquitoes were found, and on July 1st, 36G. Of
these 90 were examined and only 3 were found to be

infected, but subsequently the number of the infected

mosquitoes rapidly increased. At another place 42

laborers were housed in huts on an estate. On July

2d, out of 7 mosquitoes only 2 were found infected.

On July 17th, 15 mosquitoes out of 32 were found

infected, and on July 20th, 11 mosquitoes among 17

contained the malarial parasites. Mosquitoes captured

during the same period in the stables of the estate or

at a distance were found free from infection as a rule.

At the end of July or early part of August, nearly all

of the men who had lived in the huts during this period

had become affected with malaria. They think that

malaria should be regarded by the authorities as an

epidemic or contagious disease and treated accordingly.

Professor Celli, director of the Institute of Hygiene

at Rome, has traced the cycle of the infection, for the

maintenance of which, in Italy at least, man is essen-

tial.

Beginning with the great multiplication of mosquitoes at

the end of June or the early part of July, it is found that

some of these are infected by the malarial parasite. They
convey the infection to man, thus bringing about the great

increase in the number of attacks of malaria observed in

July and August, but sometimes continuing into the fourth

(quarter of the year. During the first and second quarters

of the following year the malarious cases met with are gen-

erally recurrence of the infections contracted in the third

or fourth quarters of the preceding year, and it is by these

recurrent cases occurring even as late as June, when the

mosquito once more becomes active, that the infection is

again transmitted to the insect, and a new epidemic

started.

Both Celli and Koch lay great stress on the part which

the cultivation of rice plays in favoring the multiplication

of mosquitoes. " The more rice fields," Koch reports,

•' there are in the neighborhood of a place, and the nearer

they are, the greater the abundance of mosquitoes ;
" and

Celli observes that it is well known that the " formation of

rice fields causes the reappearance of malaria where it had

become extinct, and where it already exists they are a very

active focus of production." Rice is best cultivated on

low lands subject to occasional inundation, but where inun-

dation cannot be depended upon very copious artificial ir-

rigation is resorted to.

An experiment which is also likely to prove con-

clusive was one undertaken by two English observers,

X)rs. Sambon and Low, under the direction of Dr.

J
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Piiti'ick M.'iiisoii, who li.ivc lived in the inaliirioiis

region of the Ivom.iii ('jiiiipii^iiii in ii Mif)si|iiil(»-|)r()(if

lull. IvrliriiiL; to tlicir lioiisc at nii^lit wlii-n the uios-

(jnitocs l)iU', lIh! oltscrvfrs liavt; n-inainf-d wholly fn-r

from iul'cction, although tlie jxMisants in the Mi'i;,'lil»or-

hood wen; all snlVcrinif from tlic disiiasc. A visitor

to tliis unitiut! house writes in the Journal of 'rropind

Medicine :

I was in the Campagna when the rains set in and cver>

one aiiid, " Now is your time, you will all gel fever." Two
of us purposely went out in the rain and got soaked to tlie

skin, but we disapjjointed our neighbors for we got no fever.

On going into Ostia in two or tliretulays' lime, however, we
found practically every one down with it. They crawled

out of their houses looking the picture of woe and misery,

and gave us their hot, feverish hands to feel. Tlie explan-

ation of this is of course evident, the inhabitants are all

nialariated, and chilling caused by the rain determined an

ex plot ion of fever.

Malison's experiments with infected mos(jnitoes and

Koch's investigations were also important and demon-

strative. Work undertaken in other parts of the

world has been confirmatory of these results. IMuch

remains, however, to be done in studying more thor-

oughly the habits of the mosquitoes and i)articnlarly

in tinding adequate means for their e.xterniination.

The following simple and somewhat self-evident con-

clusions have been reached: (1) The avoidance of

the neighborhood of native houses— the perennial

source of malaria parasites; (2) the destruction, so

far as practicable, of Anopheles' breeding pools, (3)

and principally, protection from mos(piito bite.

TUBERCULOSIS.

The recognition of the fact that tuberculosis is

highly j)reventable and in many cases a curable disease

has led to an entire change of front in the attitude of

the community toward it. As a consequence, in-

stitutions have come into existence for the rational

treatment of tuberculosis, at first regarded with sus-

picion, but now rapidly being accepted as a necessary

part of the hospital system. A new impetus has

evidently been given to this tendency in New York

State, through the report from a committee of the

State Board of Charities. This committee strongly

recommended the establishment of local sanitariums,

as the most ellicient means of combating the disease,

rather than crowding" tuberculosis patients into one

or two large institutions, possibly at considerable dis-

tances from their homes. Such a plan appears pos-

sible, both from the point of view of expense and

ease of management.

In New York there has been some discussion as

to whether the new State Hospital for incipient tuber-

culosis, for which there is an appropriation of $50,000,

should be situated in Danuemora, in the Adiron-

dacks. The completion of a new ward for the in-

sane at Bellevue Hospital will render possible a

much more adequate isolation of patients suffering

from tuberculosis than has heretofore been possible

in New York City. The New. York Medical Journal

HtaliH that Dr. Konin Ihizet, u rnenilxT of the San
Francisco lloaril of Health, ha»« entered upon a vi;,'or-

ouH cumpaigti for th»5 ftHtahliMhinfUit of a iM;f»arat#j

hoHpital in San FraiKtiKco for the care of pati<:iiLH

suffering from tubercidoHin.

It is reported that arraiigenicnts are iM-iiig made to

eHtablish a .National Haptiiln' Home for Consiimptlv*;*

in Denver, Col.

The Iowa State IJoard of Health has placed IuIkt-

culosis on the lint of infectious diseases, and rwom-
meinhid that persons alllieled with it and infe<-ted

premis(;s be dealt with accordingly. In a pauqihlet

issued this year are numerous suggestions and in-

structions for dealing with the disease. This somo-

vvhat recent att(!inpt to institute a (juarantine against

tuberculous patients in some of the otln-r Western
States, us well as Iowa, met with the condemnation

which it was the general opinion of the medical press

it deserved, and the recent action of the Boston Hoard
of Health that hereafter pulmonary and laryngeal

tuberculosis shall be included in the list of diseases of

which compulsory notification is rerpiired met with

much criticism. In England the subject of sanatoria

for tuberculosis has received much attention and sev-

eral have been established recently ; in general there

is an increasing tendency everywhere to found sana-

toria both at pnbli(.- and private expense.

There has recently been founded in France, ac-

cording to the British Medicid Journal, a society for

the protection of the people against tuberculosis by
popular education. It proposes to diffuse a knowl-

edge of the means of preventing the disease by
pamphlets, circulars, leaflets, placards, pictures, articles

in the newspapers and popular lectures.

ETI0L0(;Y OK CANCKK.

During the past year an active interest has been

taken in the investigation of the parasitic origin of

cancer, both in America and Europe. The earlv

work of Rutt'er, Pianese, Sanfelice, Plimmer and
others has been subjected to critical analysis, with the

following general conclusions as outlined by Nichols,

working under the beijuest of the late Caroline lirewer

Croft to the Surgical Department of the Harvard
Medical School. Certain bodies have been found in

the cells of malignant tumors, of varying morphology
and staining reaction, which certain observers have
believed to be parasites and the cause of cancer. In

two instances animals inoculated with blastomvcetes

have developed epithelial tumors, analogous to cancer

in man, but the actual causal relation is not proved.

The theory that cancer is due to a parasite is not

yet proved. Nichols has studied a variety of tumors

to determine if characteristic bodies are constantlv

present; His investigations are still in progress. The
whole subject is one of great ditficulty, but the pre-

liminary work is encouraging for future results of

more detinite character than have yet l>een attained.

THK WAR IX SOUTH AFRICA.

" This war has been a war of surprises." writes

Mr- Treves. *' The casualties have been higher than
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the gloomiest ever dreamed of and there was no

reason to anticij^ate that the outbreak of enteric

fever wouhl assume the enormous proportions it has

assumed." "War was declared in October, 1899,

and the stubborn resistance with which the Boers

met the British in South Africa soon led to no little

criticism of the British Government and the War Of-

fice for alleged lack of prei)aration. Whatever short-

comings, however, were brought to light, one branch

of the service, the Royal Army Medical Corps, seems

early in the war to have been more than equal to its

arduous duties.

After the battle of Colenso, Sir William MacCormac

writes :
" In all the details of the necessary move-

ments of the sick and the wounded, no army has

ever been so well provided as ours now in the field

At this battle the wounded were taken directly to the

hospital train and their wounds dressed extremely

well under fire. At the field hospitals at Chieveley,

about 400 yards outside the fire zone, some 800 pa-

tients were treated during the day, December 15th.

The surgeons on duty began their work at 3 A. M.,

and were still at it in the evening without food or

rest. As soon as the men were treated at the field

hospitals, the hospital trains took them rapidly to the

base." The heroic services of the medical force and of

the 2,700 ambulance bearers is mentioned with the

highest praise. The rapid healing of the bullet

wounds was also a great source of satisfaction. Both

the Mauser and Lee-Metford bullets made wounds

that were small, clean and little disposed to suppu-

rate, and wonderful recoveries from injuries were re-

ported.

But as the war continued, disease and wounds made

great havoc in the army. During the long siege at

Ladysmith, dysentery and typhoid fever were the

cause of many deaths.

In November the garrison consisted of 5 72 officers and

12,924 men. In March it had been reduced to 403 officers

and 9,761 men. The admissions to hospital numbered

10,668, including 1,766 cases of enteric fever, and 1,857

of dysentery. The deaths were 600, including 393 from

the former disease and 117 from the latter. The patients

in hospital on March 1st numbered 1,996, 708 of whom
were suffering from enteric fever, 341 from dysentery,

and 189 from wounds. Other figures are as follows : Died

of wounds, 59; killed in action, 18 officers, 193 men;

killed in assaults and sorties, 17 officers and 160 men;

killed by the bombardment, 2 officers, 33 men ;
wounded

in assaults and sorties, 45 officers, 352 men. In November

there were in Ladysmith 5,309 horses and 4,539 mules.

At the end of the siege the horses numbered 2,900, of

which only 500 were effective, and the mules 3,713. The

rations which in November were issued for 40 days were,

towards the end, made to extend over 120 days.

Both enteric fever and dysentery broke out also

among the relieving forces. At Kimberley, where

there were 20,000 men in garrison, both typhoid

fever and scurvy appeared, the latter disease chiefiy

among the natives.

In Natal there was much sickness from the same

causes.

The Times on June 27th published a letter, dated

Capetown, May 29th, from Mr. W. Burdett-Coutts, in

which he alleges that the medical arrangements in South

Africa have failed to keep pace with the epidemic of

typhoid fever, which has caused a very large number of

cases of illness, especially among the troops in and about

Bloemfontein. He gives a graphic and very distressing

account of the overcrowded condition of a field hospital

used as a stationary hospital in Bloemfontein.

The charges contained in this letter were so grave as

to cause a jirotest from many sources. Among others

INIr. Treves made a most vigorous protest against what

he regarded as Mr. Burdi^tt-Coutts's unwarranted and

untrue strictures against the medical arm of the ser-

vice. A parliamentary inquiry was ordered, which so

far as we know is still pending. Inoculation against ty-

phoid, which was extensively, though not universally,

practised among the troops, has led to no definite con-

clusions as to its efficiency.

Shortly after the occupation of Pretoria, the fol-

lowing statistics were published

:

Of the officers in South Africa 72.1 per thousand were
killed or died from wounds; 30.6 per thousand of the offi-

cers died from disease, while of the men 19 per thousand

were killed or died from wounds, and 31.3 died from dis-

ease. These statistics not only illustrate that while the

officers and men have suffered approximately equally

from disease, the risks of the officers in action have been

greatly disproportionate, and also that the rate of mortal-

ity in South Africa is much greater than it was in the

Franco-German War.

These statistics are also of interest

:

Up to September 28th, 15,655 cases of typhoid fever

had occurred and of these 3,642 had died and 9,128 had

been sent home as invalids. A total of 267,311 men, ex-

clusive of officers, were engaged in the war. On Decem-

ber 1st there were 210,293 in South Africa; up to Novem-
ber 30th there had been killed 3,018, wounded 13,886, died

of disease or wounds or accidentally killed 7,786, and in

hospitals in South Africa on October 2d, 11,927. No fewer

than 7,541 not invalids had returned to England, while

35,548 had returned as sick and wounded, including those

who had died on the passage.

NECROLOGY. — UNITED STATES, 1900.^

John S. Cook, M.D., of Hackettstown, N. J., died Jan-

uary 1st, aged 73.

John Cargill Shaw, M.D., professor of diseases of the

nervous system at the Long Island College Hospital,

Brooklyn, N. Y., died January 23d.

Ernest G. Metcalfe, M.D., of Brooklyn, N. Y., died

February 2d, aged 49.

A. P. Richardson, M.D., died at Walpole, N. H., Feb-

ruary 3d.

A. J. Billings, M.D., of Freedom, Me., died February

7th, at Belfast.

Edward Lorenzo Holmes, M.D., former president of

Rush Medical College, Chicago, died in Chicago, February

nth.

Edward F. Martin, M.D., twenty years connected with

the New York City Board of Health, died February 24th.

Clarence Edwin Beebe, M.D., of New York, died March

1st.

> Deaths are recorded by months.
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Ilarrit't P. Hill, MI).. „f N.-w York City, (li.-d Man-ii
7t,li, iti Now II,iiii|)sl»ir.\ I).-, iiill luis \uw\\ rfsi.l.Mit |>liyt-

iciiiii of lliti Slitirl)i>rii liufDiiiMLory mnl of lli.i Cliil.l lint

piliil oil Statcii Ishitul.

Oliver I'.iysoii lliil)l)iiiil, profoHSor «rin(M-ilus of dicmi^lry
and |)liiiniia( y ai Dnilmoiiih Collejji!, diod ia Now York
Cily, March !)tli, aged 90.

Samuel 11. IVnninyjton, M.D., of Newark, N. J., llio

oldest liviiinr irraduato of Princeton Univerftity, died Mareli
14tti, agfd 94.

Artluir A. Beebe, M.I)., died .M.iicii lOili, in Hoston,

aged 28.

John Cooper, M.I)., said to have been the olde.st prac-

tisini; phy.siiian in Brooklyn, died March 2!Hb.

Georjje II. Coiiklin, M.l)., tiie oldest practisini^ phy.si

cian in SidTolk County, N. Y., died April \2i\\, aged 8!).

Fessenden Nott Otis, M.U., chieOy known for his work
on venereal disease, died at New Orleans, May 21, aged 7.').

Charles H. Mersereau, M.I)., of New York, died May
2d, aged .'i7.

Matthew M. Bagg, M.D., of Utica, N. Y., died May ;}<!,

aged 83.

Landon Carter Gray, M.D., of New York, died May
8th, aged 50.

Charles Herbert Voorhees, M.D., of New Brnnswick,
N. J, died May 13th.

Alfred II. Lindstrdni, M.D., of Boston, died May 17th,

at the Massachusetts General Hospital, aged 31.

E. O. Shakespeare, M.D., of PhiLidelphia, died suddenly

June 1st, a<ied 54.

Paul Gibier, AT.D., of New York, died June 9tli, from

injuries inHic ed by an accident, aged 40.

William Pierson, M.D., one of the most prominent phys-

icians of New Jersey, died in Orange, June 12th.

Benjamin Douijlas Howard, M.D., of New York, died

June 21st, aged 63.

Louis Arcnlarius, M.D., a prominent German physician

in New York, died July 1st, aged 62.

Alexander J. C. Skene, M.D., of Brooklyn, N. Y., died

July 4th. aged 62.

J.'hn A^hurst, M.l). of Philadelphia, died July 7th.

Franklin Booth, M.D., of Long Island City, died Au-

gust 19tb.

Alfred Stille, M D., LL.D., of Philadelphia, died Sep-

tember 24th, au;ed 86.

William S. Ward, of Newark, N. J., died September 1st.

J. M. Da Costa, M D., LL.D., of Philadelphia, died

September 12tb, aged 68.

Hunter H. McGuire, M.D , LL.D., died in Richmond,
Va., September 19th, aged 65.

Lewis A. Sayre, M.D., died in New York City, Septem-

ber 21st, aged 80.

James Hart Curry, M.D., a physician in Westchester

and Putnam Counties, New York, died September 24th.

Samuel Smith Purple, M.D., a former president of the

Academy of Medicine and one of the most venerated

members of the profession in New York, died September

29th, aged 78.

Joseph L. Cutler, M.D., a leading surgeon of Alleghany

County, N. Y., died October 14th, aged 71.

Wm. K. Larkin, M.D , a prominent Harlem, N. Y.,

physician, died October 15th, aged 42.

Laurence TurnbuU, j\LD., of Philadelphia, died October

24th. His reputation was made chiefly by his work on the

ear.

Moses C. White. M.D., professor emeritus of pathology

in the Yale Medical School, died October 24th, aged 81.

lOdward II. S.piibb, of Brooklyn, N. Y., the well known
uiuiiiifiicluririg clii-niiNl, died OclolM^r 2'ilh, a(;«'d 81.

.1. K. i'hiili|>i, .M.l)., of Bangor, Me., diet] NoTenib«r

.'ilii. Hgffl 42.

H.iiry Drury Noyes, M.l)., an eminent oculiiil of New
York, died November \2i\\.

Horace Tracy Ilankii, .M.D., of New York, died Novem-
ber IHih, ag.-d 64.

llufus P. Lincoln, M.D., of New York, died Novemlier

27th, aged 5'J. He wat eminent as a Iaryngolo:»i(il.

Francis Charles Plunkelt, .\M)., of Lowell, Mass., died

.Vovember 29, 1899.

J. H. Fruitnight, M.D., wt-ll known for his work on

disea.ses of children, ilied D.Mjember IHiJi, ag'-il 49.

(Jeorge H. E liot, AM)., of New York, died in Manches-
ter, N. IL, December 17lh, aged .O.'i.

Charles F. Taft, .\LD., died in .Mount Vernon, .V. Y.,

D'cember 18th, aged 66. He was the first physician to

rea(;h the side of President Lincoln after he had been ahol

in Ford's Theatre, Washington.

n[:cuolo(;y.— massachu3ett.s .medical societv,

11>00.

Milton Wilder Hall, .M.D., .\LM..S.S., died in Koxbury,

January 9th, aged 51.

Austin Marsh, .M.D., M.M S.S., died February 2d, at

Carlisle, Mass. He had been a member of the society

since 1839.

William Henry Howe Hastings, M.D., .^L^LS.S., died io

Boston, February 16th.

Edward Augustus Perkins, ^LI)., ^L.^LS.S., died in

Boston, February 20ih, aged 72.

George Morrill French, .ALD., M.^LS.S., of Maiden,

died at Suncook, N. H., February 23il. aged 45.

Frank Walker Graves, .\LD., .NLM.S.S., died in Wo-
burn, Marcli 13th, aged 58.

George Pinkham Bartlett, M.D., ^L.M.S.S., of Woburn,

died March 27tli, aged 49.

Paul Augustine Stackpole, ^LD., M.M.S.S., died in

Dover, N. H.. March 28th, aged 86.

George Washington Warren, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in

West Boylston, April 22d, aged 81.

Charles Carroll Street, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Boston,

May 7th, aged 64.

John Richardson Bronson, M.D., ^L^LS.S.. died in At-

tleboro. May 9th.

Philemon Eveleth, ALD., ALM.S.S., died at Marblehead,

May 14th, aged 54.

Luther Blodgett Morse, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Water-

town, May 26th, aged 79.

Gardner Carpenter Pierce, M.D., M.M.S.S., of Ashland,

(lied May 18th, aged 62.

Elisha Chenery, M.D., ALM.S.S., died in Boston, August

1, aged 70.

William Henry O'Hearn, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Law-
rence, June 4th, aged 30.

William Francis Howard, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Law-
rence, June 15ih, aged 31.

Benjamin Webber Bartlett, ALD., M.ALS.S., died in

Rowley, August 6th. aged 50.

Moses Warren Kidder, iNLD., M.M.S.S., died in Wal-

tham, August 15th, aged < 2.

James Henry Bobbins, M.D., ^LALS.S., died in Hing-

ham, August 22 i.

John Francis Ryan, M.D., M.M.S.S., died in Roxbury,

September 1st, aged 29.
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John Langdon Sullivan, M.D., M.M.S.S., of Maiden,

died September 5th, aged 73.

Robert Francis Forrest, M.D., M.M.S.S., of Cambridge,
died in Watertown, September 18th.

Lawrence Mervin Gould, M.D., M.M.S.S., of Hyde
Park, died in Portland, Me., October 7th.

As shown above there have been but 24 deaths in

the Massachusetts Medical Society during the year.

Seven of these had reached or passed their seventieth

year and one had attained the age of eighty-six years.

Three deaths occurred under thirty-two years of age.

NECROLOGY. GREAT BRITAIN, lOOO.'^

William MacNeil Whistler, M.D., born in the United

States, died in London, February 27th. He was senior

physician, London Throat Hospital.

Major Walter Kiddle, M.D., R.A.M.C, born in 1864,

was killed by the frontier tribes while serving with the

Burmali-China Boundary Commission, February 9tb.

Thomas Purcell, M.D., died suddenly February 9th.

Sir Thomas Grainger Stewart, M. D., F.R.C.P.E.,

F.R.S.E., LL.D., born in Edinburgh, 183 7, died February

3d. He was one of the most brilliant lecturers in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh.

William Marcet, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P., died in Luxor,

Egypt, March 4th.

George Vince Ellis, F.R.C.S., emeritus professor of

anatomy, University College, London, died April 25th, at

Gloucester.

Sir Robert Douglas Maclagan, M. D., F.R.C.P.,

F.R.C.S.E., LL.D., died in Edinburgh, April 5th.

Sir William Overend Priestley, M.D., LL.D., M. P., died

April 11th, aged 70.

R. Glasgow Pattison, B.A., M.B., B.Ch., F.R.C.S.L,

died April 11th.

Lieutenant-Colonel C. J. H. Warden, M.D., LM.S., died

July 28th.

Daniel John Leech, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.C.P., died July 2d,

aged 60. He was a distinguished therapeutist.

Richard Hamilton Cowan, M.R.C.S., died October 6th,

aged 42.

Sir Henry Acland, Bart, K.C.B., M.D., F.R.S., died in

October, aged 85.

Arthur Symons Eccles, M.B., CM., M.R.C.S., died in

London, October 22d, aged 45.

Richard Benjamin Anderson, F.R.C.S., died in London,

November 8th.

Alexander George Davey, M.D., S.B., L.R.C.P.,

M.R C.S., L.M.L.S.A., died November 5th, aged 63.

Francis John Boxwell Quinlan, M.D., F.R.C.P.I., died in

Dublin, November 8th, aged 65.

Dennis Embleton, M.D., F.R.C.P., died November 12th,

aged 90.

Richard Neale, M.D., died in November, aged 72. He
was editor of the Medical Digest.

Deputy Surgeon-General (ieorge Mackay, M.D., died in

Edinburgh, November 20th, aged 80.

G. Hutchinson Milnes, B.A., M.D., died in Plymouth,

November 20th, aged 41.

DEATHS OF PHYSICIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Captain William Fleming Hopkins, of enteric fever.

Captain Henry Esmonde Dowse, of the Royal Army
Medical Corps, died at Bloemfontein, May 5th, of remit-

tent fever, aged 32.

Hugh Arnold Bryant, M.R.C.S., Eng., L.R.C.P., at

Bloemfontein, from enteric fever, on June 7th, aged 33.

' Arranged by mouths.

Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel James Stevenson Forrester

died on board the steamer Dunera on June 18th; he

went out to South Africa on January 20lh to take charge

of the Princess Christian Hospital Train for Natal.

Lieutenant Edmund Leonard Munn, of the Royal Army
Medical Corps, died at Boshof, May 23d, of enteric fever.

Major Charles Pope Walker, M.B., R.A.M.C, from

dysentery at Ladysmith, January 5th.

William Chapman Grigg, M.D., M.R.C.P., died from
enteric fever at Wynberg, South Africa, March 12th.

Richard Truman Fitz Hugh, M.B., London, died of

enteric fever at Dulfontein in South Africa, in July.

Sir William Stokes, M.D., F.R.C.S.L, died of pleurisy

at Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, August 18th, aged 61.

The following deatlis of distinguished physicians,

chiefiy in Europe, have occurred during the year

:

Julius Althaus, M.D. (Berlin), M.R.C.P. (Lond.), who
was a voluminous writer, chiefly on electrical treatment

and disorders of the nervous system ; Dr. Heinrich Laudahn,

director of the Lindenburg Asylum, Cologne ; Dr. Korsa-

koff, professor of mental diseases in the University of

Moscow; Dr. Apostoli, Paris; Dr. Birch-HirschfeKl, pro-

fessor of pathology and pathological anatomy at the Uni-

versity of Leipsic ; he was born in May, 1842, and after

many years of comparative obscurity he was elected to

the chair of pathology at Leipsic in 1885, in place of

Cohnheim ; Dr. Porfixicio Valiente y Delmonte, who was

chief of the Medical Department of the Cuban Army in

the late revolution, and at the time of his death Alcalde

of the city of Santiago de Cuba ; Dr. Van Millingen,

of Constantinople, a well-known ophthalmologist ; Dr.

Amenille, formerly a president of the Societe Medico-

Chirurgicale; Prof. Rudolf Ritter von Limbeck, physician

to the Rudolfstiftung, Vienna, aged 39 ; Dr. G. Planchon,

member of the Academie de Medecine and director of the

Ecole Superieure de Pharmacie, Lyons; Professor Bose,

head of the Surgical Clinic of the University of Giessen,

aged 60; Dr. Alphonse Milne Edwards, professor of

zoology in the University of Paris, aged 62; Dr. Reinbold

Long, of Berlin, one of the foremost medical jurists in

Germany, aged 65 ; Dr. J. Cheron, former professor of

zoology at Strassburg, and for the last thirty years physi-

cian to the St. Lazare Infirmary, Paris ; Dr. Leopold

Grossman, head of the Ophthalmological and Otological

Department of the St. Johannes Hospital, Buda-Pesth

;

Dr. Mathias Hieronymus Saxtorph, professor of surgery

in the University of Copenhagen ; Alfred Fisher, L.R.C.P.

(Edin.), M R.C.S. (E^ng), at Liverpool; Prof. Josef Gruber,

of Vienna, distinguished as an otologist; Dr. E. M. Shirt-

liff of Newlands, Ryde, the honorary secretary of the

Isle of Wight District of the Southern Branch of the

British Medical Association ; Lieut.-Col. Archibald Adams,

M.D., and F.R.C.S.L, Indian Medical Service, and adminis-

trative medical officer, Rajputana, died at Mount Abu,

India, May 20th, aged 50; Prof. Lorenzo Bruno, senator

of the Kingdom of Italy, and formerly physician to King

Victor F^manuel ; Dr. Adolfo Murillo, dean of the Medi-

cal Faculty of Santiago de Chile and president of the Sci-

entific Society of Chile ; Dr. Tito Ambroni, of Milan, de-

scribed as " patriot, veteran and explorer," aged 90 ; Dr.

Anton Tschurtschenthaler von Helmheim, professor of

pathology and pharmacology in the University of Inns-

briick, aged 83 ; Dr. Gombault, of Paris, for many years a

collaborator of Charcot's, aged 59 ; Dr. Lauzet, chief sur-

geon to the hospital of Marseilles; Dr. Latrille, deputy

professor in the Medical School of Poitiers; Dr. F. E.

Aub, member of the Bavarian Chamber of Representatives,
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a prominont snnitarian iiml iiicdical n-forriuT, w^vA C3 ; Dr.

L. rDiiiiisclii'wski, iiicdical iliit-ctor of t,li<* NiroliiiiM lIi)H|ii

till, St. l'i'ttM'Hl)ur;^, iiiid foimdiT (if tlu! Si. I'l-lor.Hliiir;; Att-

sociiition of Spi'ciiilislH in (MiildrcH'M DiNuiiHfit, ii^^iid (JH
;

Dr. IIii<i;() lU)r;;t!iit, a well known liiryni^oloi^iMt of .Muniili,

a<;(!d 41; I'roft-.ssor Oilier, of Lyons, Friince, dit-d in that

oily, early in Deccinln'r, a^cd y.") ; Dr. (lUMtavo I'liiicr, of

Sedan, who served as siir^^eou to liio lio»j)>la! of that town

in tlio Franco- I'riissian War, and was the ntillior of

numerous contributions to the /'/•»///(•,'< Meilical ; Dr. Ant.

Ferreira Fran(,;a, soinetinie [irofessor of surgical [)atliolo}f\

in tlie Medical Facidty of Kio de Janeiro; Dr. ApoliinariN

Podres, professor of surfjcry in the University of Uharkow,
aged 47; Dr. Hernhard S[)inola, director of the Charitc

Hospital, Berlin, aj^ed 64; Dr. Duploiiy, sometime director

of the Medical Department of tlie French Navy ; Prof.

Eugene Boeckel died in Strassburg, in March; Dr. L. H.

Petit, for twenty years assistant librarian of the Paris

Faculty of Mi'dicine, died in Mentone, in March; Dr.

Cadet de Gassicourt died in FVance, in July; Dr Max
Schiifer, of Bremen, died in July while mountaineering in

the Alps.

MKDICAL :\I1:ETINGS and C0X(;KKSSES. — INITKI)

STATES.

The ninety-fourth annual meeting of the Medical

Society of the State of New York was held January

.')Oth and 31st, and February 1st, in Albany, X, Y.

The annual meetnig of the Suffolk District Medical

Society, commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the

society, was held in Boston, April 28th. The Asso-

ciation of American Physicians met at Washington,

D. C, INIay 1st, 2d and 3d. The twenty-fourth an-

nual meeting of the American Derniatological Asso-

ciation was held in Washington, D. C, May 1st, 2d

and 3d. The meeting of the American Surgical As-

sociation was held in Washington, D. C, May 1st,

2d and 3d. The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the

American Gynecological Society was held in Wash-

ington, D. C, May 1st, 2d and od. The American

Neurological Association met at Washington, D. C,
May 1st, 2d and 3d. The thirty-third annual meeting

of the American Otological Society was held May 1st

in Washington, D. C. The ninth annual meeting of

the Association of Military Surgeons of the United

States was held May 31st, June 1st and 2d, in New
York City. The forty-ninth annual meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science

was held in New York City, June 23d to 30th.

The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the American

Academy of Medicine was held at Atlantic City,

N. J., June 2d and 4th. The annual meeting of the

Massachusetts Medico-Legal Society was held June

12th, in Boston. The tenth annual meeting of the

American Electro-Therapeutic Association was held

September 25th, 2Gth and 27th, in New York City.

The forty-eighth annual meeting of the Elaine !Medi-

cal Association was held in Portland, June 13th,

14th and 1.5th. The annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Medical Association was held in Atlantic City,

June 5th, Gth, 7th and 8th. The annual meeting of

the Massachusetts Medical Society was held June

12th and 13th in Boston. The fiftieth anniversarv of

thr MiddleMex Kiint DiMtrirt Mrdical S<x:i«!ty wjw ol>-

scrvi-d the liiit w«-fk in 0«rlob«T. Tin; AnHtriraii A»-

sociulioti of OliHlftricianN and (lyiM-colo^iHlM ht'ld iu

tliirlci-iilli annual iix-i-tin); in KouiHviih-, Ky., S«;|»t4Mn-

lier l>stli, IDili .-ind 2()lli. The MiHHiHNippi Valley

.Medical .Asxxiation lii'ld itM tweiity-MJxtli uiiiiual meet'

ing, October Dth. lOtli and lllli, at Aslieville, N. C.

'I'hc eiglity-Hcvcntli annual ujfcting of the V^errnotit

State Medical Society was held at liutlatid, OcIoImt

II th unri I2tli. The twelfth annual iiieiailig of the

Tri-State Medical Sottiety of Alabama, (ieorgia ami

Tenne.s.s(!(! wa.s held in Chattanooga, ()ctol*«;r 11th,

12th .and 13th. Tlu' meeting of the SoutlnTU Surgi-

cal and (i vne(<)|ogi(^•lI Associ.itioii w.is held at At-

laiit.i, (ia., November 1-itli, 1 lib and 15tli.

MKKICAl. Mi;KTI.N(iS AN1> C(».\<; KK.S.S KS. I OKKI«;N.

The Clernian Congres.s of Medicine held its annual

iu(;eting at Wiesbaden in April. The Briti.sh Medical

Association htdd its sixty-eighth annual meeting in

Ipswich, July 31st, August Ist to 3d. The Thirt«'«.'nth

International Congress of Medicine was held in Pari.s,

Auji:ust2d to DtJj. The Tenth International Congress

of Hygiene and Demography was held in Paris,

August 10th to 17th. The German SciAtific and

.Medical Congress held its annual meeting in Aachen,

beginning September 17th. The P'ifteenth Congress

of the Italian Surgical Society was held at Rome,

October 27th to 30th. The second annual meeting

of the Italian Society for the Study of Malaria was

held at Home. This society was founded in 18U8.

MEDICAL NOTES.

The Size of London.— An impression of the size

of London is gained from the statement that in 1899

the killed and wounded in the London streets are

said to have numbered 9,8^1, of whom 207 were

killed outright. No battle in the South African War
can show so large a total of losses as this list of cas-

ualties in the streets of London. The number of

persons killed and wounded iu the celebration of the

return of the London volunteers equalled the losses of

the British in any engagement those soldiers took part

in.

A Tkagic Death. — It has transpired that a me-

chanic was locked in one of the ballast compartments

of the steamship St. Paul when she was launched

five years ago. The skeleton has just been found in

the hull of the vessel, which is undergoing repairs.

boston AND NEW ENGLAND.

Acute Infectiois Diseases in Boston. — For

the week ending at noon, December 26, 1900, there

were reported to the Board of Health of Boston the

following cases of acute infectious diseases : diphtheria

135, scarlatina 31, measles 29, typhoid fever 18.

Bequest to Cambridge Hospitai.. — By the

will of the late Mrs. Harding, of Cambridge, S20,000

is left to the Cambridge Hospital.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
For tbe week eudinsr December 15tli, iu Boston, according; to

observations furnished by Sergeant J. W. Smith, of the United
States Signal Corps: —
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